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AcciimulaUir. A Cadmium 2S7
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Adams, Altou D. (Direct-eurreut Distribution at liigli

I'ltji-surcj 55
Adams, Altou D. (Electricity versus Gas for Train
Ligliting) .^^, 87

Adams, Altou D. (Kolary Couverttl'3" for iliue Trac-
tion) 251

Addenbrooke, G. L. (The Accurate Measurement of
Atteruating aud Multiphase Cun-ents. Illustrated)..

410, 411, 412
Advance Thresher Company, Power Plant of tbe.
Illustrated 49, 50, 51

Advertising, Street-raiiway, in Chicago. Illustrated. 19
Agriculture, Electricity in 199, 252
Air-heating Device, Erlisou's New 340

Air Pump, Emerson Electric. Illustrated 204
Alarms, Highway Crossing. By J. S. Evans. (Asso-
ciation of Railway Telegraph Supt-rintendents)— 140

Alaska, Telegraph Communication with S5, 2S9
Albam-. Third-rail Line Opened at 135,345
Aid. 11 EhM-tric Company. Illustrated 353

Aldrieh, ^^illiam S. (Systems and Efficiency of Elec-
iric Traii.smission in Factories and Mills. Illus-
trated) 114.115

Al(lri<-h, Wm. S- (Operating Work as- a Feature of
Electrical Laboratory Training) 10

Alteruailng and Multiphase Currents, The Accurate
Measurement of. By G. L. Addenbrooke. Illus-
trated. (Paris International Congress of Elec-
tricity) 410, 411, 412

Alternating-current Apparatus, Periodicity in. By
A Itcrnatiiig-current Arc, The. By C. Wiler. Illus-

trated. (Chicago Electrical Association) 314, 315,316
Alternating Current, Dangerous Potentials in 236
Jjiines M. Andrews. (Ohio Electric Light Asso-
ciation) 154, 155

Alteniatiug-current Lamps, Arc Lighting by. Progress
in. By II. W. Ilillraau. Illustrated. (Ohio Elec-
tric Light Association) 130. 131,132

"Alternatiug-current Phenomena," The Theory and
Culculation of. By Charles Proteus Steiumetz.
(Book Table) 319

Alrornating-current Recording AVattmeter, Scheeffer.
Illustrated. 137

Alternating Currents, Frequency of 314

Alternating Currents, Mr. Steinmetz on 335

Alternators, Wave Form of. Conditions Affecting the.
Bv L. A. Herdt and E. M. Archibald. Illustrated.
(Canadian Electrical Associat;ou) 163

Altoona, Power DeTclopment Proposed for 236

Aluminum, Production of, in the United States in
1S99 316

"Amoriean Automobile Annual for 1900." (Book
Table) 16S

American Awards at the Paris Exposition 122, 232

American Battery Compound. Illustrated 91

American Bicycle Company's Exhibit at the Chicago
Automobile Exhibition. Illustrated 197, 19S

American Bridge Company 26, 27

American Electric Company of St.. Paul. Illustrated, 292

American Electric Fuse Company's Lightning-ar-
rester Board. Illustrated 136

American Electric Fuse Company's Solid-wire Joint.. 123

American Electrical Exhibitors at the Paris Exposi-
tion 34, 35

American Electrotherapeutic Association 217,335
American Enterprise in India 2S8. 292, 293

American Exports, Great Increase of. (Editorial)— 334
American Institute of Electrical Engineers. (Meet-
ings and papers) ; 11, 50,

135, 151, 2S5, 2S6. 2S9. 337, 338, 347, 348, 351, 354, 355, 356, 370

American Society of Mechanical Engineers. (Meet-
ings and papers) U4, U5, 355. 385,386

American Steel and Wire Company's Crown Rail
Bond. Illustrated 321

American Steel and Wire Company's Exhibit at Kan-
sas City Street-railway Convention. Illustrated—
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., 268, 263

American Steel and Wire Company's Exhibit at the
Paris Exposition. Illustrated 256

American Street Railwav Association (Convention at
Kansas City, October 16-19, 1900). Illustrated

155 181 182 233 249

250^^2 "2My 255.'256y267y'>G8 "269, 270. 27i 274, 275^ 276,' 277

President Roach's Address 265

Report of Annual Meeting 26.5, 266, 267. 271

Exhibits and Notes 267. 268. 269,276
American Telephone and Telegraph Company

120. 219. 234,290
Ammeter and Voltmeter, Pignolet Pocket-stze. Illus-

trated 237

Anderson Trolley Patent 2.^

Andrae & Sons' Affairs 44. 59

Andrews. James M. (Periodicity in Alternating-cur-
rent Apparatus) 154. 155

Anglo-American Companv's Telegraph Cables 63

Apple River Plant of the St. Paul Gas Light Cnm-
panv. Illustrated 2^. 347, 348, 354, 355

Applications. Allowed, in the Patent Office, Applica-
tions for Renewal of 103

Appraisal of Railroad and Other Properties in Mlch-
- ,402igan.

Appraisement, Goods Held for. Cartage and Storage
Charges on 69

Arc, Crator of the. Intrinsic Brilliancy of the. By J.

E, Pateval. Illustrated, (Royal Koeletv) 18

Arc. Electric, Cutting Iron Beams with the. Illus-

trated 145,149

Archibald. E. M. (Conditions Affecting the W^ave
Form of Alternators. I11u.«trated) 163

Arc-lamp Construction, Novelty in. (Hallberg.) II-

Instrated 391

Arc-lamp Pulley, Fort Wayne "Sure Grip." Illus-

trated lOS

Arc Lighting bv Altemating-furrent Lamps. Progress
in. Bv H. W. Hillraan. Illustrated. (Ohio Elec-

tric Light Association) 130. 331,132

Arc-lishting Plant in Chicago. Xcw Municipal. Tl-

Instrated 393,^1

Arcs, Enclosed, Belden Series Direct-current. Illus-
trated i

Arc System, Enclosed, G. I. Alternating Series. Il-

lustrated ;

Arc, Tlie Alternating-current. By C. Wiler. Illus-

trated. (Chicago Electrical Association)— 314, 315,

Artificial Railroad Profiles. (Editorial)
Asher, James. (Improved Induction Coils)
Athinric Cable Proposed, New
Austin Dam, Project for Rebuilding 53,

Australia, Long-distance Work in
Automatic Exchange, Strowger, Sells Rights in Ger-
many

Automatic Shunt, Noleu Magneto. Illustrated
Automatic Telephone System, Lorimer
Auiomobile Club, New Eastern
Automobile Exhibition and Race Meet, Chicago. II-

lustrated....43, 58, 59, 101, 162, 166, ISS, 195, 196, 197,

Automobile Exhibition in Berlin, Permanent
Automobile Manufacturers Organize
Automobile Operators in Chicago, Licensed 166,

Automobile Race Meet at Newport
Automobile Races at Guttenburg
Automobile Show in Washiugton, D. C. Illustrate<l..

394, 410,

Automobile Shows, New i'ork. Illustrated
: 76, 168, 294. 308, '319,

Automobile Vehicles, Commercial. By George E.
Walsh

Automobiles as a Source of Revenue for Central Sta-
tions. By Elmer A. Kpcrry. (National Electric
Light Association) 11, 12,

Automobiles in Buenos Ayres. (Editorial)
Automobiles in Buffalo. Illustrated 161,

Automobiles. (Notes)
14, 62, 79, 110, 126, 142. 143, 15S, 176, 177, 192. 208

225, 240, 241, 260, 278, 294, 310, 326, 358. 359. 374. 390. 406,

Automobiles to he Used During Street-railway Strikes
Awards at the Paris Exposition, American 122,

316
54
39
306
54

352

56
57

290
76

19S
285
c35
169
161
204

420

335

399

422
16J
232

B. & O. Tunnel, Third Rail in

Babeock, I. H. (Steam or Hot-\\ater Heating from
Central Stations)

Baltimore, Large Storage Battery for
Baltimore Linemen's Strike
Baltimore, Bid. (Correspondence)
Bancroft, C. F. (Comparisons of the Various Sys-
tems of Electrical Distribution for Street Railways).

274,

Bancroft, C. F. Portrait
Bangkok. Electrical Industries in

Barbed Wire, Charged, on Fence Top
Barcelona Electric-railway Affairs
Barmen Suspended Railway
Batterv, A Wonderful
Battery Compound, American. Illustrated
Batterv, New Drop-by-drop
Batterv, One Charge of, Boston to Newport on
Beards'lev. W. P. (Telephone Toll Lines)
Becker, J. W. G, Portrait
Belated Suggestions from Germany. (Editorial)

Belden Series Direct-current Enclosed Arcs. Illus-

trated
Belgian and French Exhibits at the Paris Exposition.
By Frank C. Perkins. Illustrated 313,

Bell Business in Canada
Bell Companies in the South, Consolidation of

Bell Company, Personnel of the
Bell Companv Wins Against the Western Union
Bell, Opposition to the. Jlanaging an Exchange in.

By W. B. Burke. (Illinois Telephone Association)..

Beli Stock, Ownership of.

Belle Isle, Telegraphic Comsnunication at
Bell Telephone Output 24, S9, 186, 234,

Berlin, Permanent Automobile Exhibition in

Birmingham Conservatism. (Editorial)

Bishop Telephone Comnany, Extensions of

Blair, D. E. (Snow Fighting and Car Heating in

Quebec) --

Blast-furnace Oases, Power from
Bliss. D. M. (Wanted: A Telephone Meter)
Bliss. George H., Death of. Portrait

Block Signal. New Automatic
Blondel, AndrG. (Development of Electric Lamps).^.

205.

Blondel,' Andre. (Wireless Telegraphy by Hertzian
Waves) 305,

Board of Trade Quotations, Telegraphic
59, 71. 103. 18o, 22S.

Boiler iiixplosion at Chicago and Northwestern Depot.
Illustrated

Book Table 23,. 37, 55. 124, 168, 237, 219, 340,

Borsig Electric Plow --
,. :,•

Borsig Engine, Large, at the Pans Exposition. Illus-

trated -
Boston, Controller Suit in 7,

Boston Electric Light Company's Annual Report
Boston Idea. A ,-

Boston. Independent Telephone Progress in

Boston to Newport on One Charge of Battery
BoiK-herot P. (The Emplovment of Condensers)—
Binke Tests. Report of the New York Railroad Com-
mission on -• "1-

r.reguct Telephone Transmilter. Tllnstrated

Bribery Charsed at Cleveland and Jeffersonville. Ind.

Bridge Building. Electric Power in. By Orrm E.

Dnnlap •

Brill Truck Patent Uphold ......43,

Bristol Benefits bv Elcftrir Ilnilwavs. fEditnnnl)

BrUish and American Enirinpfrs' Mcetin:: in Pans. ^^.

British AsBociatinn (.\nnnnl Meeting at Bradford). .Ido.

British Cities. Electric Lighting in ,V«V".^V
British Pacific Cable Project 43. 217.^1.
British Telegraph Revenues Show a Deficit. (Edito-

P.rnkpA'Sp.Vn'wires Cause Trouble. (Editorial).....;..

Brooklyn Company Enjoined from Infringing Condict

Patent ......... ............

Brown. BovcVi"& "Co.'s Large Induction Motor. TUns-

27
338
H5
269

275
249
412
87
52

346
135
91

346
42

416
24S
232

314
290
352
416
416

103
336
285
150

361
399
415

53
151
91

258
234
42

185

234
228

156
108
2H',

1.51

201
7a
306

150
118

Brown, Eoveri & Co.'s Polyphase Dynamo at the
Paris Exposition, Illustrated 164, 165

Brownell, E. E. (Electrolysis) 103
Brussels-London Telephone Line 255
Brvan (O.) Telephone Company Sued for Creating
Competition 56, 72, 73

Ervdges, F. C. T. Portrait 249
Buffalo, Automobiles iu. Illustrated 161, 162
Buffalo, Independent Union Telephone Company of.. 400
Burglar, Telephone, Arrested 291
Burke. W. B. (Managing an Exchange in Opposition
to the Bell) 8

Business, Fall, Excellent Prospect for 165, 166, 16S
Business. (Notes) 14,

31, 32, 47, 63, 79, 95, 111, 127, 143, 159, 177, 193, 209, 226, 241,

261, 279, 295, 3U, 327, 343, 344, 359. 360, 375, 391, 407, 42:i, 423
Butts, Edward. Portrait 248
By-product, Electricity a, or Two Revenues Instead
of One. By A. J. Stahl. (Ohio Electric Light Asso-
ciation) 122

Bvrn's "Progress of Invention in the Nineteenth
Century." (Book Table) 399

Cable Arrangements, Eastern 173
Cable-laying in the Philippines 23
Cable, New Atlantic, Proposo<I 306
Cable, New German-American. Illustrated 156,213
Cable Project, British Pacific 43, 217, 231, 306
Cable to Europe Opened, Another.... 87
Cables, German, in Chinese Waters 254
Cables, Telegraph, History of Anglo-American. Com-
pany's... 6S

Cadmium Accumulator. A 287
Calcutta, Electrical Opportunities iu 371
Calling Arrangement, Selective, for Party Lines 352
Canada, Bell Business in 290
Canada, Electric Railways in : 221,222
Canada, General Electric Company's Expansion in... 396
Canadian Electrical Association. (Convention at
Kingston, Ont., August 29-31, 1900).. 101, 122, 151, 163, 254

Canadian Intelligence. (Correspondence)
30, 46, 77, 78. UO.

125, 175, 223, 238, 239, 308. 309. 324, 340, 341, 357, 372, 389, 403
Canal-towage Experiment, Electric 237
Carhart, Henry S. (The Imperial Physico-technical
Institution in Charlottenburg. Illustrated)

285, 286. 288, 289
Carleton Electric Locking Devices. Illustrated 275
Carleton. Walter Tenney. Death of 51
Car Heating and Snow Fighting in Quebec. By D. E.
Car-lighting Patents, Infringement of. Claimed 171
Carlinville. Activity in '. 336
Blair. (Canadian Electrical Association) 254

Carolinas, News from the.(Correspoudence) 46, 78, UO
Csrolinas. The, and Viiginia, Telephone News from.
(Correspondence) 291, 320

Cars, Long, for Chicago City Railway 98
Cars Seized at Sing Sing 107
Cartage aud Storage Charges on Goods Held for Ap-
praisement , 69

Cartridge, An Electric '.',,

Catafalque. Electric, Terrorizes Mourners
Cathode Rays, Production of, by Ultra Violet Light...
Cement Works, Electric Power in
Central London Underground Railway. Illustrated

36. 52, „.
Central-station Company, Large, in New York State.. 365
Central Stations, Automobiles as a Source of Reve-
nue for. By Elmer A. Sperry. (National Electric
Light Association) 11, 12, 13

Central-station Man, One, Who Was Not Bulldozed.. 5
Central Stations, Steam or Hot-water Heating from.
By I. H- Babeock. (Communication)

Central Union and Iowa Telephone Companies, Re-
ported Consolidation of, Denied 186

Central Wisconsin. New Telephone Work in 336
Charged Barbed Wire on Fence Top 87
Charging Boards, Storage-battery 91, 92
Charging for Electric Current. Proposed Method of.
Charleston Exposition, Electrical Booth for 335
Charlottenburg, The Imperial Physico-technical In-
stitution in. By Henry S. Carhart. Illustrated.
(American Institute of Electrical Engineers)

2S5, 2S6, 28S. 2S9
By Etienne de Fodor. (International Congress of
Electricity at Paris) 200, 204, 205

Chicago and London Traction Management, Changes

. 27

.345
, 21

43

54

27

Chicago and Northwestern Depot, Boiler Explosion
at. niustrated 361

Chicago and Northwestern Railroad Shops, Power
Plant of th£. Illustrated 297. 29S, 299

Chicago Automobile Club. Portraits 106. 162. 163, 233
Chicago Automobile Exhibition and Race Meet. Illus-
trated 43, 58, 59, 161, 162. 166, 1S8, 195, 196, 197, 198

Chicago City Railway, Long Cars for 98
Chicago Corporations. Assessed Valuations of 371
Chicago Drainage Canal Waterpower 44, 212, 270
Chicago Electrical Association. (Meetings and pa-

pers). ...217, 2S3. 2S4, 299. 300. 303. 314, 315, 316, 335, 386, 417
Chicago, Electrolysis Ordinance in 37, 3S
Chicago Elevated Railroads 205, 250, 300

Chicago. Five-cent Slot Telephones In 273
Chicago, Garbage Crematory for 339
Chicago General Railway Company, Affairs of the.... 58
Chicago House Wrecking Company's Plant. Illus-

trated 173, 174
Chicago, Institute Meeting in 355

Chicago-Joliet Electric Railway ISl

Chicago. Licensed Automobile Operators in 166,169
Chieaso Mica Company's Exhibit at Kansas City
Street Railway Convention. Illustrated 26S

Chicago, New Municipal Arc-lighting Plant In. Illus-

trated 393, 394

Chicago's Proposed Subways. Illustrated
: 3. 66. 67. 100. 101, 132

Chicago. Street-railway Advertising in. Illustrated,.
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' Chic.igo Street-railway Affairs 250, 333
Chicago Street-railway Bills to be Recommended... 132, 414
Chicago Telephone Compnn-, JNInin Otfiees and Ex-
change of the. IDustraterl 56, SI, S2, S3, S4, 85

Chicago, Telephone Competition in 273, 39S, 416
Chicago Union Traction Company's Employes, Sugges-
tions to 51

Chicago TTnion Traction Company, First Annual Meet-
ing of the -. 60

Chicago Union Traction Emploves, President Roach's
Plans for 270, 271

Chicago. United Telegraph, Telephone and Elect'-ic
Company of 273, 415

Chile. Tflenhnne Business in 1-53

China's Teleirraph Svstera 105
r^inpsp P'othos T 'ne 174
Chinese Waters. German Cables in 2=^4

Christmas Greeting. (Kditorial) S9S
Cirpnit-hreal--ers, G. T. Antomatic. Tlln'str-ited IT. 9.<i

Cil-izens' Telephone Companr at Grand Rapids 56. 255
City and South London Electric Railway. Illus-
trated S?3

Ciyil-service PoFHinn*;, Exfimlnations f'lr 1^3
CtambaVr-. The Phinin=!. of IftOfI at Providence 18S
Clark, Emerson U. (Electric Passenger-coach Light-

ine:. Illustrated) 395, 3"fi

r'leA-eland Fire-alarm R'-andnl 22S
Cof'hrane, Hayward. I'Electrit^ Etevato'-s fnr Safe and
Economical Operation at High Speed. THiisti-nte-iV

2S3. 2=:4. S39 300
Cnehrane, Mr., Made Temporary President of the Bell
Company ?34

Cnlisenm, Tbe Lisrhtin? of th^^. Illustrated.. ..145, VB. 150
C-o''*radn, rJlenninr"; from, I'Corresnorrlpnc'^) IW.

175. 191. ?54. 239. 2fif>. 294. 341. 34''.. 357. 3nS. 373. 3S9. 404. 4-^^

Colorado Sprintrs. T'""'undo at. Damage by 34S
Colnrndo T'^lephnne Exchanges, New. By J. W. D'''ic-

erpon. niuRtrated : 229. 230
Colorado Telephone News. (Correspondence)

153. 21S. 291. 304, 35T
Cohinibus. New Internrbnn Road nt. Opposi''ion to.. 130
Combination of the Stanley and Northern Electricl
Companies 1:9, 91

Combined LightiDC nnd Powpr Plnnt. 'rhe Oneration
of n. By J. H. Perkins. (Ohio Electric Light Asso-
ciation) 139. 140

Commercial Automobile Vehicles. By George E.
Walsh 399

Commissioner of Labor. Repoi't of the. (Editorial). .70, 134
Commutator-truing Pevice, B. & B. (Fort Wayne
Electric Works.) Illustrated 75

Compagnie Internationale d'Elcctricitfi of Liege. Ex-
hibition of the, at the Paris Exposition. Illus-

trated 313.314
Comparisons of Various Systems of Electrical Distri-
bution for Street Railways. By C. F. Bancroft,
(American Street Railway Association) 274, 275

Competition, Bryan (O.) Telephone Company Sued for
Creating 56. 72, 73

"Compound Eniriues." By F. R. Low. {Book Table).. 124

Condenser, Stpam, Dean Vertical. Illustrated 107
Condensel-s. The Emnloynifnt of. Bv P. "Rnucherot.
(lutornntional Congress of Eleclricity at Paris) 1S5

Condict Patent, Brooklyn Company Enioined from
Infringing 347

Conditions Affecting the Wave Form of Alternatoi's.

By L. A. Herat and E. M. Archibald. Illustrated-
(Canadiau Electrical Association) lf>3

Conduit Wirinir. Rats and FeiTcts as Accessories in... 8S

Connecticut, Electric Rnilways in 322, 39R
Consolidation in New Hampshire 108
Consolidation of Street Railways and its Effect upon
•the Public. P.y Daniel TJ. Holmes. (American Slront
Railway Association) 2T6. 277

Consolidation Story, An Old, Revived 202, 232
Consumption "Cure," Another lOlectrical 237

Consumption, Tesla Apparatus Tried on 85
Contacts, Electrical. By Frank C. Mason. (Interna-
tional Association of Municipal Electricians) 222

Controller Handle. Interlocking, Case 76
Controllers, Sprague, Patent Suit Over 7,151
Converters and Rectifying Transformers. TSy P.
Janet. (International Congress of Electricity at
Paris) 2;i0, 231

Cooking, Electric, at the Paris Exposition 25G, 257

Copper, Electrolytic Production of. (Editorial) 350
Copper, Production of, in the United States in 1S99.. S46
Copper Situation, The 55

Cord Adjuster, Stewart Patent. Illustrated 203
Cord Spool. Universal. (Crescent Manufacturing Com-
pany.) Illustrated 123

Cottrell. D. Portrait 162
Country-honso Plant. A Reconstructed. Illustrated.. 349
Coupe. Doctor's, De Dion-Bouton. Illustrated 33S
Court of Honor for Grand Army Encampmont. Illus-

trated 146.147
Craig Law in North Carolina 136
Crater of the Are, Inirinsic Brilliancy of the. By

J. K. Patoval. (Royal Societ.v) IS
Crfaghend Enginocring Company's Exhibit at Kansns
Cily SIreet Railwav Convention. Illus^i-atfd.. ''GS. 269

Crescent Manufacturing Company's Cord Spool. Illus-

trated 1"3

CroHt Single-cylinder Gasoline Motor. Tllustratc'i 221
Crest Sparking Plug for Gasoline Engines. Illus-

trated 107

Cripple Creek Mines, Electricity for 345

Cuba. Rubber In 349
Cumberland Telephone and Telegraph Company, Af-
falrH of the 352

CuMer-Ilanimer llTnnufaefurlng Company's Exhibit at
Kansas City Street Railway Con pent Ion. Ill"«-
trated.. "CS. 269

CuttlnL' Iron Beams with the Electric Arc. Illnc.

trated I-IS, I'lO

naiigcT In the Celluloid Collar. (Editorial) IW
Dnnt'erouw PotentlalK In Altc-rnnting Current 236
DuHHon. Philip. (Some General Condlllone Govern-
ing I'owfT-Klntlon DcHlgn) 106

D'-nn Vertical Steam-condenHing Apparatus. Illus-

tniled 107

Deiirborn Drug and Chemical Worku' Exhibit af
KaUMaH CUv Street RaMwav Convention. IlIUKtraled 26)

Deeoratlvo liltrhlliig at the Parltt Exponltlon 155

r>e DIon-Boiiton Doflor'H fJoune, Ilbmtralcd .* 3"8

pe DIon-Tioulon Moloretle. IlhiHtrated 75

I>elnuirvln Telenht.ne f^oriinany S3fi

Deliver. Eleclrb-lltrhtlng Progiv-HM In 217, 3!)!)

Denver Trntnwav Not a Itallroad ^70. 371

peMlrabilitv. The. of Uwlng Storage BntterlcH In Mo-
(lIumKlzr-d RtntloiiM. By L. G. Wlilto. (Ohio Elec-
tric Llcht AMMoelntlon) 117

Detroit Centml-Mtatloii. Change In IS, 19

Detroit. Deprer-latlon In Municipal I'lnnt nt 169

Detroit, Tfb-plioMc AfTnlrH In 24, 20O. 30j

Development of the Incandescent Lamp In Twenty
Yea TM, IlIiiKt ra led 10

DIamondH. ProducInK with Ihe Aid of Rleetrldfy.
KxperlmentH In ..;• ^•'^

DIntto Siirfaee-conlnct Klectiic-rnllway Plj'Blem. Illufl-

trnted *.•••: :: "
DIekerMon, J, W, (New Colorado Telopbono Ex-
ehnniret.. Illimtrnted) 229. ?;;0

Dlenlnklng, Eleftrolylle, ItlederV Prore-H of 2C,i

Direct -ronneeted Dnit. I-nrKe, at the Parln ExpoNl-

tJon. By FrnnU C. rorh1nn. IlliistrattMl 53

Direct-connected Turbine and Dynamo at Paris. By
Frank C. Perkins. Illustrated 345

Direct-current Distribution at High Pressure. By
Alton D. Adams 55

Direct-current Dynamo, Largest, at the Paris Expo-
sition 155

Direct Current, Swiss Power Transmissions with. By
Frank C. Perkins. Illustrated 263, 264

Dispatching, Telephone, for the Northern Pacific 36S
Distribution, Direct-current, at High Pressure. By
Alton D. Adams 55

Distribution. Electrical, for Street Railways, Compar-
isons of the Various Systems of. By C. F. Ban-
croft. (American Street Railway Association).. .274, 275

Distribution. Li^ht and Power. S.vstems and Appara-
tus for. By C. P. Steinmetz. (Association of Edi-
son Illuminating Companies) 307. 308, 321,322

Dolter Surface-contact Traction System 213
Double-yoltasre Svstem at Urbana 43
Dozier. D. W. Portrait... : 24S
Drainage Canal, Power Development of the, at .Toliet.
Illustrated 179, ISO, ISl

Drainage Canal Telephone Line 255
Drainage Canal Waterpower. Chicago 44, 212,270
Drilling Metals by Electrolysis 231
Drop-by-dron Battery, New 34S
"Drummers" Needed for Foreign Trade. (Editorial). SR
Dubunue. Consolidation at ?6
Duluth, St. Louis Ri^-er Water Power Company at 53
Dunlap. Orrin E. (New Wheel-pit at Niagara. Illu''-

trated) 97. 98
Dunlap. OrrIn E. (Electric Power in Bridge Building) 156
Duty. Free of. Instruments that May Be Imported.. 66
Diiplex Telephone Line in Japan 290
Dynamo and Motor. New Model. (Parsell & Weed).
Illustrated 401

D.ynamo and Turbine, Direct- connected, at Paris. By
Frank C. Perkins. Illu.strated 345

Dynamo. Brown. Boverl & Co.'s Polyphase, at the
Paris Exposition, Illustrated 164, 165

Dynamo, Direct-current, Largest, at the Paris Expo-
sition 155

Dynamo, Direct-connected Two-phase, Hutin-Leblanc,
at the Paris Exposition. IlluslTated 198, 199

Dynamo. Large Siemens & Halske Polyphase, at the
Paris Exposition. Illustrated 53

"Dynamometers and the Measurement of Power." By
.lohn J. FUUher. (Book Table) 319

Dynamos, Star. Illustrated 138
Dynamo. Oerlikon Polyphase, at the Paris Exposi-
tion. Illustrated 165

East Side Electric Railway in Kausas City. Illus-
trated 250, 2.>l

Earth Telegraphy Proposed 213
Eddy, Arthur J. Portrait 162
Edgar, William H. (Wet Steam) L';l

Edisonlan Point of View, The. (Editorial) 184
Edison Illuminating Companies, Association of. The
Field and Work of the. By John W. Lleb, Jr. (Asso-
ciation of Edison Illuminating Companies) 1S3

Edison Illuminating Companies, Association of.
(Conyention at Saratoga. N. Y.. September 4-6 1900)

103, 130, 164. 1S9, 307, 30S, 321, 322
Edison Incandescent Lamp, Development of the, in
Twenty Years. Illustrated 10

Edison, Mr., Denounces a Fake 173
Edison itedeetor Lamp, New. Illustrated 43
Edison's New Air-heating Device 340
Editorial. -.6. 22, 38, 54, 7U, 86. 102, US, 134, 150, 166, 1S4,

200, 216, 232, 252, 270, 2SS, 302, 318, 334, 350, 366, 382, 398, 414
Education. Electrical. By W. H, RadcIifCe 367
Election Returns, Announcing, Use of Electricity in. 323
Eiectraut, The. (General Electric (.Company) 339
Electrical Booth for Charleston Ex.po£lclon 335
Electrical Companies, "Fellow Servants" in 19
Electrical Consumption "Cure," Another 237
Electrical Contacts. By Frank C. "Mason. (Interna-
tional Association of Municipal Electricians) 222

Electrical Development in Italy 29
Electrical Distribution for Street Railways, Com-
parisons of the Various Systems of. By C, F.
Bancroft. (American Street Railway Association).

274, 275
Electrical Education. By W. H. Radcliffe 367
Electrical Engineering Trade in South Africa 7
Electrical Exhibitors at the Paris Exposition, Ameri-
can : 34, 35

Electrical Features of the Evening Star Building
at Washington. Illustrated 281, 282

Electrical Features of the Merchants' Loan and Trust
Building. Illustrated 33, 34, 35

Electrical Fires, Losses from 123,306
Electrical Fires, Recent 3u6
Electrical Industries of Spain, The 356, 357
Electrical Installation of the Milwaukee Harvester
Company. Illustrated .'

329. 33u; 331
Electrical Laboratory Training. Operating Work as
a Feature of. By William S. Alrtrich. (Society for
(lie Promotion of Engineering Education) 10

Eli'fi lirjii Mciisurements of i'recision. Bv Samuel
Slieldnri. (New York Electrical Society) 394

Elr.-i tifal :Mcn in Sound-money Parade 2S9
lOli'cdi.al Mishaps. (Jnt'sual 135
Eliri:i(;iiiy. Operated Plate-glays Works 123
Eb-ctrirally Operated Quarry in Scotland. Illus-
trated 379

IClectrlcally Operated Steel aud Iron Foundry. Illus-
trated 113, 114

Electrical Phenomena in the Euphrates Valley. By
Kllsworlh Huntington 231

lOlcctrical Progress in New South Wales 13S
Eh'ctrit'al Production of Phosphorus 370
Elect rical I'roperties at Ottawa. Ont.. Growth of.. 301, 362
Electrical Prospects In India 27
Electrical Securities. (Notes)

:il. 91, VZC. ir,t), 193, 225, 205, 327, 359. 375, 390, 407, -122

Eleclrb-jil Shj-lis in Germany, Decline Of 367
EhMiil<;il Wni-i;.is. Lead Colic of 203
"l':ieclri(; Autouinl)lle," The. By C. B. Woods. (Book
Tab!.') , J68

I'^lei'l ric Canal-towage Experiment 237
ICteeirlc Cars on the Tliamcs Embankiucnt 174
Eleclrlc Cartridge, An 27
Mfunihiln. (Municipal Electrical AHHoclntlon of
Great r.rH a Inl 2S

Elecli'le f'alufaliiue Terrorizes Moui-ners 34!)

Eleeliie Co(dilng at llie Purls M\posIlion 256.257
Eleclrlc Current, Cliarfjliig for, Pi'oposed Method of.

I'.v lOIJeTiiie de l''oiini-. (lilt ermit lomil Congress of
Kleelrlrllv ill I'liriK) 200. 204,205

Fie. -lib; Fire llghlhi;: Appurn I uh. IlluHlrated 300
i:ie(iric lOlr-viiforn for Safe nnil ICcnnouilcal Opei'a-
tlon at nigh Speed. By lliiywai'd ('ochrane. ]1-

lUHlraUMl, (Chicago Electrical AsHOclatlon)
2S.1. 2S1. 2f>8, 299, 300

Eleeirlc FnuH ami Motont for the Philippines. By
G. D. nice 258

Eleetrlc E'MMilalri at the l^al'lH Exposition, Operation
of 1 he. 1 IIumI rated 227. 223

Elect rle KiirimeeH. By Mr. Keller. (lutcrnntlonal Coii-
crcHH of Eieefrlcllv at ParlH) 257

Eleeirb'tnriH for Ihe Navy 75
Elccli'leliv a Itv r"''"duc1, or Two RevenueH lUMtPdil of
One. Bv A. J. Klahl. (fHilo Eleelrle Ught Ahso-
cllUlon) VSi

Electricity a Cause of Rheumatism 237

Electricity and Steam on the New England Roads.
By George E. Walsh 322,323

Electricity and the New Haven Elms 301
Electricity, Experiments in Producing Diamonds with
the Aid of 254

Electricity, Felling a Larce Tree by. By Sterling
Shaw ; :^r'. 51

Electricity in Agriculture 199, 252

Electricity, International CouErres.'? of. at Paris
147. 14R. l^a, 166 167. 165,

185. 200, 204. 205. 206. 23(1. 231, 233, 257, 305, 306, 410, 411. 412

Electricity In Lead Mining 401
Electricity in Textile Mills: 138
Electricity in the German Nav.y 171
Electricity. Is, a Medicine? 122
"Electricitv Made Simple." By Clark Caryl Has-

kins. (Book Table) 237
Electricity, Use of. In Announcing Election Returns 323
Electricity versus Gas for Train Lighting. Bv Alton
Electric Lamps, Development of. By Andre Blondel.
(International Congress of Electricity at Paris). 205. 206

Electric-launch Service at Jackson Park. Illustrato'i.
129, 130

Electric Lierhtiner, Municipal, in England. By A. B.
Electric Lishting In British Cities 75
Electric Lighting in Pekin 3

Electric LiEThtinc:. fNotos) ]4. SO. 3L '6. 47.

62. 78. 79. 94, 110, 125, 126, 142. 1.^8, 176, 191, 192, 208, 224,

240, 260. 278. 294, 310. 325. 3?6. 342. 358, 374, 390. 405. 421, 422

Electric Lighting of the Illinois Theater. Illustraterl.
,.377.

Electric-lighting Circuit of Several Branches. Engine
Without Governor on. Method of Using. By C, C.
Grigss. Illustrated 346

Electric-light Plant. A Frontier. By George D. Shep-
ardsou. Illustrated 301

Electric Locking Devices, Carleton. Tlb'st-ated— 275

Electi-ic Meters on Power Circuits. By P. I. Pann-
molo. Illustrated 316, 317

Electric Passenger-coach Lighting. By Emerson Ti.

Clark. Illustrated 395,396
Electric Plants in Fortifications... 5

Electric Plants. Municipal. Why Some. Do Not Pay
Better. Bv Geo. D. Shepardson. (Northw^ste'-n
Electrical Association) 25, 26, 42

Electric Plow. Borsig 415
Electric-power Bills in London 91

Electric Power in Bridge Building. Bv Orrin E.
Dunlap 156

Electric Power in Cement Works 43
Electric Power in Railroad Shops. (Editorial) 302
Electric Railroads, Merchandise on 123, 134
Electric-railway Accident at Tacoina, Shocking 17
Electric-railway Accidents 17, 76, 102
Electric Railway and Lighting Business in Ohio— 333
Electric Railway, City and South London. Illus-

trated 333
Electric Railway in Italy, A High-tension 263
Electric Railway in Spain. New 271
Electric Railway, Pekin-Matchiapu 206, 207
Electric Railways in Canada :....221, 222
Electric Railways in Ital.v 248
Electric Railways. (Notes)

..14, 31. 47, 62. 79. 94. 110, 126, 142. 158. 176. 192. 20S. 22-1.

225, 240, 260, 278, 294, 310, 326, 342, 358, 374, 390, 405, 406, 422
Electric-railway System, Dlatto Surface-contact. Il-

lustrated 19
Electric-railway System of Moscow. Illustrated 67
Electric Sawmill. Illustrated 231
Electric Storms in Fiction. (Editorial) 102
Electric Transmission in Factories and Mills, Sys-
tems and Efficiency of. By William S. Aldrlch. Il-
lustrated. (American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers) 114,115

Electric-vehicle Mileages, Some Good 42, 103
"Electrogravuro" Process. New, at the Paris Expo-
sition. Illustrated 58

Electrolysis. By E. E. Brownell. (New England
Waterworks Association) 103

Electrolysis, Drilling Metals by 231
Electrolysis Investigation at Providence 87
Electrolysis Ordinance in Chicago 37, 38
Electi'olytic Die-sinking, 'Rieder's Process of 264
Electrotherapeutics 185
Elevator, Electric, for the Washington Monument 3S1
Elevator, Kieckhefer Electro-hydraulic. Illustrated.

331. 339, 340
Elevators, Electric, for Safe and Economical Opera-
tion at High Speed. By Hayward Cochrane. Il-
lustrated. (Chicago Electrical Association)

: 2S3, 284, 288, 299,300
Emerson Back-geared Motor. Illustrated 292
Emerson Electric Air Pump. Illustrated 204-
Emerson Electric Hack Saw. Illustrated 155
Enclosed Arcs, Belden Series Direct-current, Illus-
trated 370

Enclosed-arc System, G. I. Alternating Series. Illus-
trated 380

Engine Builders' Association 355,385
Engine, Escher, Wyss & Co.'s, at the Paris Exposi-
tion. Illustrated 165

Engine, Evans Rotary. 1 Ilustratcd 362
Engine, Fuller Double-acting, Illustrated 172
Engiiie, Large Borsig, at the Paris Exposition. Illus-
trated 53

Engine Without Governor, Method of Using, on Elec-
tric-lighting Circuit of Several Branches. By C, C.
Griggs. Illustrated 346

Engineering Association of the South. (Paper) 43, 44
Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania. (Pa-
per) 418, 419, 420

Engines, Sulzor, at the Paris Exposition. Illustrated.

England, Municipal Electric Lighting in. By A. B.
Mountain. (Municipal Electrical Association of
Great Britain) 28

England. The Telephone as It Is in 152,352
ICngllsh Electric IManufacturing Company 5
English Searchlights. By Frank C. Perkins. Illus-
trated 17

F,ngllsh View, An. of Municipal Ownership 133
Erie Telegraph and Telephone Company. Affairs of
the 336. 352. 368, 3S4

Escher, Wyss & Co.'s Apparatus at the P.iris Expo-
sition. Uliistra ted 165, 345

Euphrnies A'ailey, Eicctrlcal Phenomena in the. By
EINwnrlll llniilliiglnn 231

Eureka :\Tetallic Express Switchboard. Illustrated.... 89
Eureka Pay-stal Inn Instrument. Illustrated 255
Eureka Three-way Jack. Illustrated 219
Europe. Anot her Cable to. Opened 87
Evans, J. S. (Hlerbway Crossing Alarms) 140
Evans Rotary Engine. Illustrated : 362
Evanston Heating and Lighting Plant. Illustrated...

114, 409,410
Evershed Erietlonless Meter. Illustrated 36
Exehanire 'I'elegrnph Company, New, and the Board
of 'h-iide Qnntnllons 59, 71, 103. 185. 228. 331
Exeltatlou of Induction Machines. By Maurice Lo-
blanc. Illustrated. (International Congress of Eloc-
Irldly at Paris) 233

Expert Evidence. (Editorial) 6
Exporters. Suggestions for 169
Export: Trade In Electrical Apparatus, American. (Ed-
itorial) 6.216,232

ExtJOHltlons In Prospect. (Editorial) 86
H- Ailiuiis ,,:., ,.,, .,,, 87
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Factories and Mills, Electric Transmission in. Sys-
tems and Efliciency of. By William S. Alrtricli.
Illustrated. (American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers) 114. 115

Fall Business. Escellent Prospect for 165, 166, 16S
Famous Electric Oil Filter. Illustrated 172
Fans and Motors, Electric, for the Philippines. By'
G. D. Rice 25S

Farmers Get Slarket Prices by Telephone 40
Farmers' Telephone Construction Company of Wis-
consin 273

Faries Dimpled Parabolic Shade. Illustrated 401
Farr Drop, Jack and Plug. Illustrated 3S4
Felling a Large Tree by Electricity. By Sterling
Shaw oC, 51

"Fellow Servants" in Electrical Companies 19
Fence Top, Charged Barbed Wire on S7
Ferguson, Louis A. (Storage Batteries for Small
Stations. Illustrated) 2. 3

Ferrets and Rats as Accessories in Conduit Wiring .. SS
Ferrie, Gustave. (Wireless Telegraphy by Hertzian
Waves) 305, 306

Field Telegraphy at Mafeking 59
Financial Failure of the Paris Exposition 155
Fire-alarm Scandal, Cleveland 22S
Fire Alarms. Snakes Give 130
Fire-alarm Telegrafihs. Should the Use of Ground
Wires in Connection with. Be Discontinued? By
Morris W. Mead. (International Association of
Fire Chiefs) '. 237

Fire Departments of Our Cities, The. Ey F. C. Ma-
son. (League of American Municipalities) 415

Fire-fighting Apparatus. Electric. Illustrated 300
Fire Protection at Hoboken Piers, Moutauk Wire
for 371

Fires, Electrical, Losses from 123. 306
Fires, Electrical. Recent Siifi

Fisher, C. H. (Telephone Men Needed in Texas) 273
Five-cent Slot Telephones in Chicago 273
Flagrant Neglect of Official Duty. (Editorial) 102
Flather's "Dvnamometers." (Book Table) 319
FIov. Henrr. (The Plant nf the St. Croix Pnwrj- Coju-
pany of Wif^consin. Illustrated^ 317, 34S, 351, 355

Fodor. de. Etienne. (Proposed Method of Charging
for Electric Current) 204,205

Fortifications, Electric Plants in 5
Fort Wavne Electric Works' Commutator-ti-uiug De-
vice (B. it B.>. Illustrated 75

Fort Wavne Electric AVorks' New Induction Integrat-
ing Wattmeter. Illustrated 236

Fort Wayne "Sure Grip" Arc-lamp Pulley. Illus-
trated lOS

Foundrv. Steel and Irou, Electrically Operated. Il-

lustrated 113. 114

Fountain, Electric, at the Paris Exposition, Operation
of the. Illustrated 227.228

Franchise. A Railway. Sold for a Dollar 316

Franchise, Telephone. Important, Decision in Ohio.. 273
Francisco on Municipal Ownership. (Editorial) S6
Franco-German Telephony ^S'l

Franklin Institute. (Paper) 220, 221

Free of Duty. Instruments that Jiay Be Imported.. 65
Free Telephone Service Abandoned 23t

Freezing. Insulation by. Tesla's Method of 122
French and Belgian Exhibits at the Paris Exposi-
tion. By Frank C. Perkins. Illustrated ;...3I3. 314

"Frequency. Low, for Lighting at the Pan-American
Exposition. (Editorial) 216

Frequency of Alternntins- Current's 314

Frictionless Meter. Evershed. Illustrated 36
Frontier Electric-light Plant, A. By George D. Shep-
ardson. Illustrated 301

Fuller Dnuhlo-acting Engine. Illustrated 172

Furnace Makers' Proposition, A. (Editorial) 3S2

Furnaces, Electric. Bx Mr, Keller. (International
Congress of Electricity at Paris) 257

Gaine's, Mr.. Mission 234

Galveston Storm. Damage to Electrical Interests by
the. Illustrated 166, ISl, 21!*

Garbage Crematory for Chicaso 339

Garl Electric Company's Exhibit at Kansas City
Street Railway Convention. Illustrated 268, 269

Garton-Daniels Company's Exhibit at Kansas Ciry
Street Railwav Convention. Illustrated 26S. 289

"Gas-engine Handbook," The. By E. W. Roberts.
(Book Table) 23

Gas Ensine, Large, in Electric Power Plant 301

Gas Engines and the Eeononi.v of Gasoline Engines
for Small Power. By .Tohn Wilkes. (Engineering
Association of the South)...; 43. 44

Gases. Blast-furnace, Power from 3S3

Gasfitters Outwitted. rEditorial) 232

Gasoline Motor, Crest Sin^le-cylinder. Illustrated 221

Gas Question. The, (Editorial) 200

Gas versus Electricity for Train Lighting. By Alton
D. Adams S7

General Electric Company's Exhibit at Kansas City
Street Railway Convention. Illustrated 267

General Electric Comnanv Secures Niagara Fails
Contract 314

General Electric Company, Affairs of the 340

General Electric Company. Canadian, Expansion of
the ?96

General Electric Company's Electrant 339

General Electric Type H Oil Transformers. Illus-

trated 76

Georgetown. Colo.. Power Plant at 2S2

German-American Cable, New. Illustrated 156, -"^IS

German Cables in Chinese Waters 2>4

German-French Telephony ?^4

German Navv, Electricity in the 171

Germanv and the United States Industrially Consid-
ered. "(Editorial) 318

Germanv, Decline of Electrical Storks in 367

Germany's Electrical Growth. (EditoriaU 134

Germany, Strowger Automatic Exchange Sells Rights
in

'
^''

G. I. Automatic Circuit-breakers. Illustrated 11, 26

G T. Alternating Series Enclosed-arc System. Illus-

trated 3^56

Gibraltar Tunnel Project. (Editorial) 350

Gilmore Selector System of Typewriting Telegraphy.
Illustrated Po

Gilmore. Tiffin. (The Man with the Party Line).... 1^6

Glidden. Charles J 401

Glover. P. H. (The National Electrical Code) 383

Goods Held for Appraisement, Cartage and Storage
Charges on 69

Gould Stora:re Battery for Heavy Duty. Illustrated.. 339

Governmental Control of the Price of Gas and Elec-
tric Current. ^Editorial) 2SS

Governor, Engine Without. Method of Using, on Elec-
tric-liehtinz Circuit of Several Branches. Ey C. C.
Grl^cS. Illustrated 34f:

Graceful Reference. A, (Editorial)
,

38
Grand Array Encampment, Court of Honor for. Il-

lustrated 146.147
Grand Rapids, Mich., Citizens' Telephone Company
at 56. 255

Grav Mairneto Patent Case 9

Great Britain. Telephonv in 2r>2

Greely's, General. Annual Report 335

Griggs. C. C. (Method of Using Engine Without
Governor on Electrif^lighting Circuit of r;overal

Branches. Illustrated) 3'B

Grogg, J. H. Portrait 73

Ground Wires in Connection with Fire-alarm Tele-
graphs. Should the Use of. Be Discontinued? By
Morris W. Mead. (International Association of Fire
Chiefs) 237

Grover. Charles. Portrait 248
Gun, Electrically Operated 303
Guudaker. Charles A.. Death of 303
Guttapercha and Rubber 349
Guttapercha in the Philippines 38. 349
Gutteuburg, Automobile Races at 204

Hack Saw, Emerson Electric. Illustrated 155
Haeseler. Lieutenant, Death of 349
Hallberg's Novelty in Arc-lamp Construction. Illus-
trated 394

Hamill-Ealdwin Wedding in Baltimore 370
Hamilton. Out., Improvements at 415
Hanchett's "Modern Electric Railway Motors."
(Book Table) 55

"Handbook of the Electromagnetic Telegraph." By
A. E. Loring. (Book Table) 340

Harvard, High Voltages at. Plant for Investicating.. 1('7

Haskins' "Electricity Made Simple." (Book Table).. 237
Hawaiian Islands. Space Tclparaphy at the 133
Heat, Overcome by. While on a Pole 52
Heater, lucandescent-lamp. Illustrated 346
Heating and Lighting Plant, Evanston. lUustr.ated...

114, 409, 410
Heating, Effect of. Upon Hysteresis 237
Heating, Steam or Hot-water, from Central Stations.

B.y I. H. Eabcock. (Communication) 27
Helios Unit. Large, at Paris Exposition. Illustrated. 287
Herdt. L. A. (Conditions Affecting the Wave Form
of Alternators. Il'.ustrated) ^ 163

Hering, Carl. (The Paris Exposition of 1900)
3.^. 33S, 351.356

Hertzian Waves, Wireless Telegraphy by. By .4.ndr§
Blond el and Gustave Ferric. (International Con-
gress of Electricity at Paris) 302. 305. 308

Hoi\itt-Lindstrom Motor Company's Exhibit at the
Chicago Automobile Exhibition. Illustrated 197.198

High Pressure. Direct-current Distribution at. By
Alton P. Adams 55

Hicinbotham's, Mr., Country-house Plant near Joliet.
Illustrated 349

Highway Crossing Alarms. By J. S. Evans. (Asso-
ciation of Railway Telegraph Superintendents) 140

Hillman, H. W. (Progress in Arc Lighting by Alter-
nating-current Lamps. Illustrated) 130, 131, 1.32

Hills. Col. Lester S.. Death of 349

Historic Association versus Utility. (Editorial) 134
History of Anglo-American Company's Telegraph
Cables 63

High-potential Underground Cables at St. Paul
264. 347. 34S, 354,355

High-tension Electric Railway. A. in Italy 263
High Voltages at Harvard, Plant for Investigating., 107
Hoboken Piers, Fire Protection at, Montauk Wire
for 371

Hodgkinson, Francis. (Steam Turbines. Illustrated)
418. 419,420

Holland Submarine Boat as a Cruiser. (Editorial).. 3?.4

Holmes, C. F. Portrait 248

Holmes, Daniel B. Portrait 249
Holmes. Daniel B. (Consolidation of Street Railways
and Its Effect Upon the Public) 276.277

Holmes, Walton H. Portraits 248, 264, ?65

Hooper, C. H., Death of 303

Hot-water Heating from Central Stations, Steam
or. Bv I. H. Eabcock. (Communication) 27

Hub-motor Vehicle Plans 36S

Hudson. John E.. Death of. Portrait ?l-9

Hudson's, Presid ent. Successor - 291

Hutchinson, A. I/. (The Situation in Wisconsin) 186
Hunt. A. M. (Electric Power Transmission on the
Pacific Coast) .- 236

Huntincton. Ellsworth. (Electrical Phenomena in the
Euphrates Vallev) 231

Hutin-Leblanc Direct-f'onnected, Two-phase Alter-
nator at the Paris Exposition. Illustrated 198.199

Hvpnotism bv Telephone. (Editorial) 11«

Hysteresis, Effect of Heating Upon 237

Icuiler for Gas Engines, Zeco. Illustrated 11
Illinois. Proposed Gas and Electric-light Commis-
sion in. (Editorial) 3iS

Illinois State Electric Association 39, 369, 386

Illinois Telephone Association. (Papers) 8

Illinois Telephone and Telegraph Company Expands
Its Field 1S6

Illinois Theater, Electric Lighting of the. Illus-

trated 377.378
Imperial Phvsico-technical Institution in Charlotten-
burg. The* Ey Henry S. Carhart. Illustrated.
(American Institute of Electrical Enirineers)
; 2S5. 286, 2SS. 289

Imported Free of Duty. Instruments that May Be— 66

Incandescent-lamp Heater. Illustra+ed 346

Incandescent Lamps. "Blacking" of. (Editorial)— 22
Incandescent Lamp. Development of the, in Twenty
Years. Illustrated 10

In<'andeseent Lamp, New Edison Reflector. Illus-

trated ^3

Incandescent Lamps for Railroad-switch Lights 74

Incandescent Lamps. Ratine of. Mistakes in the.

By Arthur .T. Rowland. Illustrated. With discus-
sion. (Franklin Institute) 220,221

Incandescent Lamn Socket Decision 135

Incandescent "Lighting Board." Illustrated 3.n

Independent Extensions in Michigan 255

Indppendent Telephone Association Takes Charge of
Brvan (O.) Suit 72. 73

Independent Telephone Development in West Vir-
ginia 72

Independent Telephone Exchange at ftjindnsky. O 1C4

Independent Telephone Exchange at Wilkesbarre.
Illustrated 1. 2

Independent Telephone Progress in Boston 2^4

Independent Telephony in New York 186.398
Indenendent Telephony, A Tardy Recognition of.

rEditorial) 334

Independent Union Telephone Company of Buffalo.. 40O

India. Amerinan Enterprise in 2S8. 292.2**.^

India, Electrical Prosnects in 27

Indiana. Information from. (Corresponde^'^e)
3J"9. 403, 404, 421

Indiana Telephone Items. (Correspondence) 3<f5

Indianapolis Strike Settled 3.^2

Induction Oils, Improved. By James Asher .^9

Tduction Coils, Powerful 403

Induction Tntetrrating Wattmeter, New (Fort
Wavne). Illustrated 236

Induction :>raehines. Excitation of. By Maurice Le-
blanf. Illustrated. (International Congress of Elec-
tricity at Paris) ^. .......... .. 233

Induction Motor, The Largest, in the World. Illus-

trated 3^7

Instruments. Switchboard. Should Be Kept Accurate.
(Editorial) ......... 38

Instruments that Mav Be Imnortod Free of Duty.... f^n

Insulatinir Gloves, (Editorial) 184

Insulation by Freezinir. Tesla's Method of 1*^

Int'^rlockintr Controller-handle Case 7fi .

International Association of Fire Chiefs. (Paper).,. 237

IntemationPl Association of Municipal Electricians.

(Convention at Pittsburg. September 25-27. 1900)....

._ .........122, 130. 1S9. 216. 217. 222

International Congress of Electricity at Paris ..
- 147, 148, 150, 166, 167, 168, 1S5,
200. 2CM. 205, 206, 230, 231. 233, 257, 305. 306. 4io! 4U 412

International Patent Conference, Recommendations
, of 401
International Tramways Exhibition 20
Inter-state Competition of Electric-light Companies

(Editorial) 39^
Inters! ate Telephone A.ssociation '..'.'.'.

.Ss' 416
Interurban Electric Railways, Sandusky 116
luterurban Road at Columbus. New, Opposition to 130
Intrinsic Brilliancy of the Crater of the Arc By
J. E. Pateval. Illustrated. (Roval Society) 18

Iowa and Central Union Telephone Companies, Re-
ported Consolidation of. Denied ise

Iowa, Eastern, Telephone Extensions in
,'.'"

352
Iowa, Telegraph Connections in '

isg
Iron and Steel Foundry, Electrically Operated. Il-
lustrated.... 113.114

Iron Learns, Cutting, with the Electric Arc. lUus-
trated ^jg 34.J

Irresistible Combination, An. (Editorial) '

39s
Italy, Electrical Development in 29 24S 263

Jackson Park, Electric-launch Service at. Illustrated.

Jack, Three-way, Eureka. '

illustrated.'.'.'.' '219
Janet, P. (Converters and Rectifying Transformers.)

230 231Japan. Duplex Telephone Line in '190
Jeffersonville. Ind., Charge of Bribery at...

! '".."""
228

JefTery, Charles T. Portrait r^
"^^^^A^

tbe Trolley Car, The. Causes a Damage *Su'it! "
(Jbaitorial) ogg

t"^/°^ £f^^"' ^^*'s '° Virginia. ""(Editorial)"! "!.'.'.'.".".'
38John Chinaman Utilizes an Improved Clothes Line 174John Scott Medals 379

Joint, Maxstadt Solid-wire. Illustrated'. !!.'!!!! 108
Joint. Solid-wire, Controversy 123
Joliet-Chicago Electric Railway ".'.'.

igi
Joliet, Mr. Higinbotham's Country-house Piaii't" 'Near.
Illustrated 349

Joliet, Power Development of the Drainage 'can'ai 'at'.
Illustrated 179.180,181

K
Kansas City, East Side Electric Railway in. Illus-
trated 950 251

Kansas City Electric Light Company, Storage-battery
Plant of the. Illustrated 284 2S5Kansas City-Leavenwoith Electric Railway, illus-
trated 253 254

Kansas Cit.v, Metropolitan Street-raiiw'av'Systeiu oL
Illustrated 243. 244. 245, 246 247. 248.2.52

Kansas Cit.v, Telephone Opening in. (Editorial).... 270
Iveelyn Telephone Apparatus, New. Illustrated.... 9
Keller, Mr. (Electric Furnaces) 257
Kellogg, ;Mr.. in Europe

[ 231
Kenosha Street-railway Franchise, Trouble Over 71
Kentucky Telephone Companies Adopt Protective
Measures 320

Kerbey's. Major, Plans for Rubber and Guttapercha
Trade. : 349

Kieckhefer Electro-hydraulic Elevator. Illustrated.
•.- -•. 331. 3.39. 340

Kipling, Rud.vard. as an Authority on Water-tube
Boilers. (Editorial) 350

Kirkpatrick. W. E. Portrait 248
"Knight of the Grip," The. (Book Table) 37
Knudson's Investigation of Electrolysis at Providence. S7

Labor Conference Discusses Strikes and Arbitration.. 417
Laboratory Training, Electrical, Operating Work as
a Feature of. Ey William S. Aldrich. (Society for
the Promotion of Engineering Education) 10

Labour Dynamos at the Paris Exposition. Illus-
trated 313.31.4

Lacombe Electric Company of Denver 217, 399
La Crosse Business Men Object to Putting Wires Un-
derground 57

Lamps, Electric, Development of. Ey Andre Eloudel.
(International Congress of Electricity at Paris)

205,206
Lancet, A, That Needs Sharpening. (Editorial) 382
Large Direct-connected Unit at the Paris Exposition.
Ey Frank C. Perkins. Illustrated 53

I^arge Power Company in Virginia, 68
Largest Direct-current Dynamo at the Paris Exposi-
tion If5

Lawrence, Washington H.. Death of 349
Lea Electric Manufacturing Company's Exhibit at
Kansas City Street Railway Convention. Illus-
trated 289

Lead Colic of Electrical Workers 203
Lead Mining. Electricity in 401
League of American Municipalities 402. 415
Leavenworth-Kansas City Electric Railwav. Illus-
trated . 233. 254

Leblanc. Maurice. (Excitation of Induction Machines.
Illustrated) 233

Legal Responsibility of the Purveyors of Electricity.
(Editorial) 102

Lens of the Human Eye, Is the, Diamagnetic? (Edi-
torial) 22

Licensed Automobile Operators in Chicago 168, 169
Lieb, Jr.. John W. (The Field and Work of the As-
sociation of Edison Illuminating Companies) 189

Light and Power Distribution. Systems and Appa-
ratus for. By C. P. Steinmetz. (Association of
Edison Illuminating Companies) 307. SOS, 321, 322

Light-measuring Instrument. Professor Michelson's. 137
Lighting and Power Plant, Combined, The Operation
of a. Bv J. H. Perkins. (Ohio Electric Light As-
sociation) 139, 140

Lighting- Arrester. Wood's. Illustrated lOS
"Lichting Board," Incandescent. Illustrated 331
Lighting Business. Electric Railway and, in Ohio... 333
Lighting Industries. Universal Exhibition fpr 257
Lighting of the Coliseum, The. Illustrated.. .145. 146, 150
Lighting Plant, Heating and, Evanston. Illustrated..

114. 409, 410
Lighting Plants, Small, Losses in. Ey B. V. Swen-
son and A. W. Richter. Illustrated. (Northwest-
ern Electrical Association) 4. 5, 6

Lighting, Street. By H. H. Wait. Illustrated. (North-
western Electrical Association) 68. 89

Lightning-arrester Board, American Electric Fuse
Company's. Illustrated 136

Lightning. Struck b.v. on a Mower 140
Lightning, Susceptibility of Trees to 59

Lineman at Niagara Falls Killed by Shock 91

Line Construction in the Frozen North 352

Line Work "As She Is Done" in St. Louis 108

Liquid Air. Electrical Action of. (Editorial) 382

Locking Devices. Carleton Electric. Illustrated— 275

London-Brussels Telephone Line 255

London, Central, Underground Railway. Illustrated.
: 36, 52, 5

1

London, Electric-power Bills in 91

London Letter. (Correspondence) 13. 29.

45, 60. 61, 77, 92. 108. 109. 124. 140. 141. 156, 174. 190, 2^7,

222. 238. 259. 277, 293. 308, 323. 340, 357. 371, 388, 402. 420

London Meeting of the Institute ^'112
London MetropoUtan Conversion 316,380
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ILK)iidon, New Telephone System in 136,219
London (O.) Telephone Company 40
London, South, City and, Electric Kailway. Illus-
trated 333

Loudon Transportation Prohlem, Mr. Yerkes and the.
69, ISS, 203. 221, 3SS

London, Willesden Station of the Metropolitan Com-
pany. Illustrated 20

Long Cars for Chicago City Railway ilS

Long-distance Plans in Massachusetts S8
Long-distance Work in Ohio 235
Long-distance Work in Australia 352
Lorimer Automatic Telephone System 290
Loring's "Handbook of rhe Electromagnetic Tele-
graph." (Book Table) 340

Losses from Electrical Fires 123
Losses in Small Lighting Plants. By B. V. Swenson
and A. W. Richter. Illustrated. (Northwestern
Electrical Association) 4, 5, 6

Low's "Compound Engines." (Book Table) 124
Lubricator, Robertson & Sons' Automatic. Illus-
trated 27

Luminous Effects on Wires 1
Lummis-Paterson's "Management of Dynamos."
(Book Table) 399

IVI

Madison (Wis.) Street Fair, Electrical Booth at. Il-

lustrated 321
Mafekiug, Field Telegraphy at 59
Magneto Automatic Shunt. Nolen. Illustrated 57
Magneto. Gray, Patent Case 9

Mail, Shelby's Largest. Illustrated 137
Main Offices and Exchange of the Chicago Telephone
Company. Illustrated 56, SI, S2, S3, S4, 85

Maine, Mica in 1S9. 190
Managing an Exchange in Opposition to the Bell.
By W. B. Burke. (Illinois Telephone Asociation)... S

"Management of Dynamos." By G. W. Lummis-Pat-
erson. (Book Table) 399

Man, The, with the Party Line. By Tifflu Gilmore.
(Parody in verse) .- 186

Manufacture of Rubber in the Philippines. By G. D.
Rice. Illustrated 332

Manville Covering Company's Exhibit at Kansas City
Street Railway Convention. Illustrated 269, 276

Marconi's New System 264, 270
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company 414
Maryland Telephone Manufacturing Compauv, I'lant
of. Burned 136

Maryland Telephone Company 336
Mascart's, Professor. Address at Paris International
Congress of Electricitv 147, 148, 150

Mascart, Prof. E. Portrait 149
Mason, Frank G. (Electrical Contacts) 222
Mason, F. C- (The Fire Departments of Our Cities).. 415
JIassachusetts Electric Companies 92, 335
Massachusetts, Long-distance Plans in SS
Massachusetts Railway Companies, Reports of 3S6
Massachusetts Telephone and Telegraph Company... 234
Maxstadt Solid-wire Joint. Illustrated ICS
McGill. Porter ^S: Berg's Exhibit at Kansas City
Street Railway Convention. Illustrated 26S, 26:1

Mead, M. W. Portrait 217
Mead. Morris W. (Should the Use of Ground Wires
in Connection with Fire-alarm Telegraphs Be Dis-
continued?) 237

Measurements of Precision, Electrical. By Samuel
Sheldon. (New York Electrical Societ.y) 39t

Measurement of Alternating and Multiphnse Cui"-
rents, The Accurate. By G. L. .^-daenbrooko. ' Illus-
trated. (Paris International Congress of Elec-
tricity) ; 410, 411, 412

Medals, John Scott 379

Medicine, Is Electricity a? 122
Medium-sized Stations, Storage Batteries in. The De-

sirability of Using. By L. G. White. (Ohio Elec-
tric Light Association) 117

Merchandise on Electric Railroads 123, 124
Merchants' Loan and Trust Building, Electrical Fea-
tures of the. Illustrated 33, 34, 3i

Meter, Evershod Frictionless. Illustrated 36
Meter Experts, Electrical. Association of, Proposed.

270.275
Meters, Electric, on Power Circuits. By P. I. Pan-
amolo. Illustrated 316, 317

Metric System. The ......200, 3S3
Metropolitan District Underground Railway of Lon-
don. Electrical Equipment of the 316. 380

Metropolitan Electric Supply Company, London, Wil-
lesden Station of the. Illustrated 20

Metropolitan Street-railway System of Kansas City.
Illustrated 243, 244, 245, 246, 247, 24S. 252

Mexico, Opportunities in 412
Mica in Maine 1?9. 190

Mica. Production of. in (he United States in 1S99..346, 350

Michelson's, Professor. Light-measuring Instrument. 137

Michigan and Ohio Electric Railway 67

aiichigan. Railroad and Other Properties in, Ap-
praisal of 402

Michigan, Telephony in 8, 25)

Mileages. Electric-vehicle, Some Good 42, 103

Mills and Factories, Electric Transmission in, Sys-
tems and Efficiency of. By William S. Aldrich. Il-

lustrated. (American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers) 114,115

Milwaukee Harvester Company, Electrical Installa-
tion of the. Illustrated 320, 330,331

Milwaukee Street-railway, Situation in 256

Mine Traction, Rotary Couverters for. By Alton D.
Adams 251

Mineral Products 346

Mines, Cripnle Creek, I'^Iectrlcity for 345

Minnesota 1'elephono Companies, Rights of 368

Minnesota. Wireless Telephony in 336, 385

Mishaps, Unusual Electrical 135

Mississippi Independent Telephone Association.. 136; 2J2

Mlssls-sippi Valley Telephone Company, Reorganisa-
tion of the 41, 73

Mi.ssourl Ptlver Power Company 362

Missouri Telephone Developments. (Correspondence). 273

MlHtakes In nie Rating of Incandescent Lamps. By
Arthur J. Rowland. Illustrated. With discussion.
(Franklin Insliliile) 220, 221

"Modern Kh-'-lrlc Railway Motors," liy George T.
IlancIiH t. (Book Table) 55

Modern Switchboard Practice. By Frank C. PcrltluK.

inuHlratfd 98. 99. 100. 1)6. 117. 132,133

Montauk Wire for Fire Protection at lloboUeii I'le'rs. 371

Montreal. Electric Rail ways In 251. 317

Moscow. Eleclrlc-rallway System of, Ilhmlralcd..,. 67

Motor, Emer.Kon Back-geared, Illiislrated £92

Motor-generators and Rotary ConverterH. By Frnnk C.

Perkins, lllustroled ....364, 3(S. 380. 381. 390. 307. 412

Motor. Induction, The Largest, In Iho World, lllu!

Motor Sfiirtevarit ElglVt-pole. A Is'ow. IIIuBl'rated...

Motor, Sturlevant Enclosed, New, Illustrated

Motor. The Oddo, DhiHtraled
Motorctte, Do DIori-Boulon, IlluBtraled

MotorH, Paragon Small Bipolar, Illustrated

Motors. Hlngle-phnse. Power Supply by. By T, I

Wllmshurst. Illustraled, (Municipal Electrical As-
soclnllon of Great Brltnln).,.. ,.,........,.-.... .363. .164

Motors, Electric. In Foreign Shipbuilding Plants 397

MoU.rs Wanted for Box Factory....................... 261

Mowllneanx Traction Stiitlon of Purls, lllnHlniled... 317

Mountain. A. B. (Municipal Electric Lighting In

England) •••/..* "^

MountalnB, Telephone Troubloa lu the

413

317

. IW

. 292
339

. 7B
, 138

186

Mower. Struck by Lightning on a 140

Multiphase and Alternating Currents, The Accurate
Measurement of. By G. L. Addenbrooke. Illus-

trated. (Paris International Congress of Elec-
tricity) 410, 411, 412

Municipal Arc-lighting-Plant in Chicago, New. Il-

lustrated 393,394
Municipal Electrical Association of Great Britain.
(Papers) 28, 363, 364

Municipal Electric Lighting In England. By A, B.
Mountain. (Municipal Electrical Association of
Great Britain) 28

Municipal Electric Plants. Why Some, Do Not Pay
Better. Bv George D. Shepardson. (Northwestern
Electrical Association).... 25, 26, 42

Municipal Plant at Detroit. Depreciation in 169

Municipal Ownership. An English View of 133
Municipal Ownership at Home and Abroad. (Edi-
torial) 22,54, 70

Municipal Ownership in Saginaw 17, 102

Municipal Ownership. One Form of, Not Favored in
Detroit. (Editorial) 366

Municipal Telephone Project in Toronto 24

1^

Nally, E. J. Portrait .-

Nate, J. J. (Train Dispatching by Telephone)
National Association of Automobile Manufacturers. 335,

National Characteristics. (Editorial)
National Electrical (Dode. (Editorial)
National Electrical Code, The. By B. H. Glover....
National Electi-ic laght Association. (Papers and an-
nouncements) 11, 12, 13,

National Municipal League
National Standardizing Bureau. (Editorial) 288,

National Telephone and Telegraph Company.. 40, 88,

National Telephone Equipment Company. Illustrated.
Naval Maneuvers, Searchlights in ".

Naval Negotiations for Marconi System Renewed—
Navy, Electricians for the
Nebraska, Legal Relation of Small Cities and Electric
light Companies in. (Editorial)

Nernst Electric Light
Nernst Lamp, Improvement in the
Nernst Lamp at the Paris Exposition. Illustrated..
New England Roads. Electricity and Steam on the.
By George E. Walsh 322,

New England News. (Correspondence)
93. 124, 125, 174, 175. 238, 293, 371, 372, 420,

New England Street Railway Club
New England, Telephone Affairs in. (Correspondence)
New England Telephone and Telegraph Company
New England Waterworks Association. (Paper)—
New Hampshire, Consolidation in
New Haven Elms, Electricity and the
New Jersey, Consolidation of Railways in
New Jersey. Large Consolidation in
Newport, Automobile Race Meet at
Newport from Boston on One Charge of Battery
New South Wales, Electrical Progress in

New York Automobile Shows, Illustrated
76, 168, 294. 308, 319,

New York Electrical Society. (Meetings and papers)..
303, 335, 394.

New York, Independent Telephony in 186,

New York Notes. (Correspondence) 13. 29, 45, 61,

77, 92, 109, 124. 141, 156, 157. 174, 190, 207, 222, 223, 238,

259, 277, 293, SOS, 323. 324, 340. 357, 371, 3SS, 402, 403,

New York Railroad Commission, Report of the, on
Brake Tests 71,

New York, State of. Street-railway Affairs in the.

By G. Tracy Rogers. (Street Railway Association
of the State of New York)

New York State Street Railway Association. (Con-
vention at Buffalo, September 18 and 19, 190O)..Ul, 203,

New York Telephone Company Increases Stock
New Zealand, Telegraphs and Telephones in

Niagara Changes In Personnel at
Niagara Falls Contract, General Electric Company
Secures -

Niagara Falls, Lineman, at. Killed bv Shock
Niagara, New Wheel-pit at. By Orrin E. Duulap.
Illustrated 97, 98,

Niagara, St. Catherines and Toronto Electric Railway.
Nolen Magneto Automatic Shunt. Illustrated

North Frozen, Line Construction in the
North Carolina, Craig Law in

North Supervisory Telephone System. Illustrated..

Northern Electrical Manufacturing Company, Affairs

of the 39, 60,

Northern Pacific, Telephone Dispatching for tho..^...

Northwestern, GlJicago and, Depot, Boiler Explosion
at. Illustrated wv-vrv

Northwestern Electrical Association. Illustrated.

(Convention at Waupaca.- Wis., June 26-28. 1900)....
^

,., 7.2, 3, 4. 5, 6. 23, 25, 26, 42, 6S,

Northwestern Electrical Association. (Convention at

Milwaukee, January 16. 17. 1901)

Northwestern Railroad Shops, Chicago and, Power
Plant of the. Illustrated :---^^l\

^^S.

Northwestern Notations. (Correspondence) 30, 45.

46 61 62, 92, 93, 109. 110. 125. 141. 157. 158. l76, 191, 207,

208 223 224. 239, 259, 260. 309, 324, 325, 341, 373, 404,

Northwest, Telephone News from the. (Correspond-

s"Tl^ 57 73 'ssV 'ioi,' 'm, ' 136." 'isz. '187.' 'z6i' m.
'

235!

255 272, 273. 291, 304. 320, 336, 353. 369, 3S4, 3S5, 400,

Now' for' Work. (Editorial)

Oddo Molor. The. Illustrated .._....

Ocrlikon Tolyphaso Dynamo at the Paris Exposition.
IlhiMlialcd •

Ohio and Michigan Electric Railway
Ohio Electric Light Association. (Convention at 'lo-

icao. A"K"«t W-lS^lW).
J.

••••. • • • •

^•i- •

j^;,;

Ohio, ICIcctrlc Itnllway and Lighting Business In....

Ohio Important Telephone Franchise Decision In....

Ohio Telephone Companies, Valuations or

Ohio, Telephone Competition in
;:,-",v

Ohio News from. (Correspondence) id, 14,

ii 30 is, 01 78. 9.1, ] 09. 125. 141, 142, 157, 176, 191), 191.

208 223, 2.-)9, 277, 309, 321, 341, 372, 373. 388, 389, 403,

Ohio Telephone Notes I'roni. (Correspondence)

•>|)2"21S 235, 272, 291, 304, 220, 33C, 353, 3G9, 384, 400,

Oil Filler, Famous Klectrlc. Illustrated

Old Tliiir- Teli-L'raphers' Association. (Reunion at

.Mlii.,eap<.lls,^ S..ploii,l...r 18.20. 1900) 108.

Onialia. Ni'li. (Correspondence). ................... .175,

(Jperallni; W'orU as a T'ealiire of lOlcctrlcal Ijal)oralor.v

TralnlMK. Hv William S. Aldrich. (Soelel.v tor the
I'roniollon ot lOnKlneerlilK JOduiatlon) ,^^

Operallou of the Fleclrlc Fountain at the I'nrls F,x-

posll Ion. 1 llustratcd .227,

Orieralor, Tcdephone, Wants Damages for a Shock...
Opposlllon lo the Hell, MnnaKlnj; an Kxchanne In.

lly W. II nnrko. (Illinois Telephone Assnclallon)..

Opiioslllon lo New Inlerurtaan Iload at Columhus...

.

Ollawa (Out.) Flectric Company, New Tower Plant
for tiK' '*''•

Ollawa, Ont., Growlll of Uleclrlcal rro|.ertles at.

,i(»l

,

Overcome by IloaC While on a I'ole

415
362

390
200
382
383

200
201
334
384
121
217
2G4
75

166
414
215
18S

421
60

218
24
103
l(iS

301

388
164
161
42
13S

204
104
234
151

314
91

314
105
57
362
136
74

Paciflc Cable, Need of a. (Editorial) 200,366
Paclflc Cable Project, British 43, 217, 231. 306

Pacific Coast, Electric Power Transmission on the.

Bv A. M. Hunt 2.36

Pacific States Telephone and Telegraph Company— 120

Pacific Telephone Combination, Large, Reported 120

Painting by Machinery, Illustrated 276

Pan-American Exposition, Electricity at the. Illus-

trated 149. 182, 211, 212, 216,396
Panamolo. P. I. (Electric Meters on Power Circuits.
Illustrated) 316, 317

Panamolo, P. I. (Pipes for Carrying Wires. Illus-

trated).. 378, 379

Parabolic Mirrors, The Making of 23

Paragon Ball-bearing Speed Indicator. Illustrated.. 355

Paragon Small Bipolar Motors. Illustrated 138

Paris Exposition, American Electrical Exhibitors at
the ....: 34, 35

Paris Exposition, American Awards at the 122,232
Paris Exposition, American Steel and Wire Com-
p.any's Exhibit at the. Illustrated 256

Paris Exposition, Brown, Boveri & Co.'s Polyphase
Dynamo at the. Illustrated 164. 165

Paris Exposition, Electric Cooking at ttie 256, 257

Paris Exposition. Electrogravure Process (Rieder's)
at the. Illustrated 68

Paris Exposition, Decorative Lighting at the 155

Paris Exposition, Electric Fountain at the. Operation
of the. Illustrated 227, 228

Paris Exposition, Escher, Wyss & Co.'s Apparatus at
the. Illustrated 165,345

Paris Exposition, Exhibit of the Societfi TEclairago
Electrique at the. Illustrated 313,314

Paris Exposition, Exhibit of the Compagnie Inter-
nationale d'EIectricitfi of Liege at the. Illus-
trated 313,314

Paris Exposition, Financial Failure of the 155
Paris Exposition, Hutin-Leblanc Direct-connected.
Two-phase Alternator at the. Illustrated 19S, 199

Paris Exposition. Large Direct-connected Unit at
the. By Prank C. Perkins. Illustrated 6S

Paris Exposition, Large Helios Unit at. Illustrated.. 287
Paris Exposition, Largest Direct-current Dvnamo at
the 155

Paris Exposition, Nernst Lamp at the. Illustrated. 1S8
Paris Exposition, Ocrlikon Polyphase Dvnamo at the.
Illustrated 165

Paris Exposition of 190O. The. By Carl Hering.
(American Institute of Electrical Engineers)

337, "338, 351. 35G
Paris Exposition, Roebliug Exhibit at. Illustrated. 90. 91
Paris Exposition,. Sulzor Engines at the. Illustrated.

164.165
Paris Exposition, Telegraphone at the. Illustrated.

214. 215
Paris Exposition, United States Exhibits at the. Il-

lustrated 21
Paris Exposition, Western Electric Company's Ex-
hibit at. Illustrated 90

Paris, International Congress of Electricitv at
-. 147, 148, 150, 166, 167. 16S, 1S5.

200, 204, 205, 206, 230, 231, 233, 257, 305, 306, 410, 411, 412
Paris Meeting of the Institute ....11, 151
Paris, Mouliueaux Traction Station of. Illustrated.. 317
Paris, Some French and Belgian Exhibits at. By
Frank C. Perkins. Illustrated 313,314

Paris Underground Railwa.y 65,271,287
Paris. Vintage Fete in...' 292'

Parsell & Weed's New Model Dynamo and Motor.
Illustrated 401

Party Line. The Man with the. By Tiffin Gilmore.
(Parody in verse) 186

Party Lines, Selective Calling Arrangement for 352
Passenger coach Lighting, Electric. Bv Emerson 1^.

Clark. Illustrated '
39.5. 396

Patents Alluded to in the President's Message. (Edi-
torial) 3C6

Patent Conference, International, Becommendations
of 401

Patent and Trademark Commission, Report of the
' 382,387,388

Patent Office, Allowed Applications in the, Applica-
tions for Renewa 1 of 103

Patent Record. Illustrated Electrical.. 15. 16, 32, 48,
63, 64, 79. SO, 95, 96, 111. 112. 127. 128, 143. 144, 169, 169,
177, 178, 193, 194, 210, 326, 242. 262. 279, 280, 295 296, 311,
312, 327, 328. 344. 360. 375. S76, 391, 392. m. 408. 423, 424

Pateval, J. B. (Ou the Intrinsic Brilliancy of the
Crater of the Arc. Illustrated) ,

Pay-station Instruiucnt, Eureka. IllustratGd
Peak, Sharp Thunderstorm. Illustrated
Periodicity in Alternating-current Apparatus. By
James M. Andrews. (Ohio Electric Light Associa-
tion) 164,

Perkins, Frank C. (English Searchlights. Illustrated.)
Perkins. Frank C. (Large Direct-connected Unit at
the Paris Exposition. Illustrated)

Perkins, Frank C. (Modern Switchboard Practice.
Illustrated) 98, 99, 100, 116, 117, 132,

Perkins. Frank C. (Some Swiss Exhibits at Paris.
Uluslrated) 164,

Perkins. I'rauk C. ( IM.cl ricity at the Pan-Amer-
ican Exiiosilinn. Ulusl rated). . : 211,

Perkins, Frank C. (Swiss Power Transmissions with
Direct Current. Illustrated) 263,

Perkins, Frank C. (Some French and Belgian Ex-
hibits at Paris. Illustrated) 313,

Perkins, Frank C. (Direct-connected Turbine and
Dynamo at Paris. Illustrated.) .

Perkins. Frank C. (Rotary Converters and Motor-gen-
erators. Illustrated) ....364, 365, 380, 381. 896, 397. 412,

Perkins, J. H. (The Operation of a Combined Light-
ing and Power Plant) 139,

Perry's, Professor, Presidential Address Before the
British Institution of Electrical Engineers. (Edi-
01 a .....;._.................................

^^..^^..^.^.

142, 15S, 176. 191, 208, 224, 239, 240,
:::':., :i|2. 358. 373, S74, 389, 390, 405,

Itaii way
'

'.

'.

.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'206]

Minn

Personal. (Notes).
62. 78. 94. 110, 125.

260. 278. 2:11. ::io,

I'ekin, Elcririi- l.i-l

Pckln-Matcliijim 1:

Phenomenon. Curious, at Rochester
Philippines, Cable-laying in the
Pliillpplnes, Electric Fans and Motors for the. By
G. I>. Rice

Phllilildnes, Guttapercha In the
I'hlllpplnes, Rubber In the. (Fdllorinl)
Phlllli|)liies, liubber in the. Manufacture of. By G. D.

lllc-e. Illustrated
Philippines. Telephone Work and Prospects in the.
Illustrated 160, 162,

IMillliiiilnes, Telegraphy in the. By G. D. Rice.
Illustrated ."

182,

Phillips Clambake of 1900, The. at Providence
Phospliorus. Electrical Production of
"Photomelrlcal Measurements." By Wilbur M. Stlne.
(Book Table)

PhyHlco-technlcal Institution In Charlottcnburg. The
Imperial. By Henry S. Carhart. Illustrated.
(American Institute of Electrical Engineers)

285, 286, 288, 289
I'ignolet Poeket-sl/,o Voltmeter and Ammeter, Il-

lustrated 237

Pike, Alexander R.. Death of 61
Pipes frn- Carrying Wires. By P. I. Panamolo. Illus-
trated 378, 379

Plllshurg and Allegheny Telephone and Telegraph
llompany 336

IS
255
181

155
17

63

133

165

212

264

814

345

413

140

421
3

207
153
23

!58

.849

184

332

170

183
18S
370

37
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Pittsburg and Vicinity, Telephone News from. (Cor-
respondence) S, 41, 1S7, 21S

Plant for Investigating nigh Voltages at Harvard.. 107
Plate-glass AVorks, Electrically Operated 123
Platinum, Production of, in the tfnited States in
1899 346

Plow, Borsig Electric 415
Pole, Overcome by Heat While on a 52
Policemen Killed by Electrij Shock in St. Louis 156
Political Aspects of Municipal Ownership. (Editorial) 54
Pollak-Virag System of Rapid Telegraphy, Improve-
ment in 275

Polyphase Dynamo at the Paris Exposition, Large
Siemens & Halske. Illustrated 53

Polyglot Technical Dictionary, A Proposed (Editorinl) 31S
Polyphase Dynamo, Brown, Eoveri & Co.'s, at the
Paris Exposition, Ilinstrated HH, 165

Polyphase Dynamo, Oerlikon, at the Paris Exposition.
Illustrated 165

Porto Rico's Telegraph System 137,138
Postal Company Still Conducting Its Own Business.

(Editorial) 232
Potentials, Dangerous, in Alternating Current 236
Power and Light Distribution, Systems and Appa-
ratus for. Bv C. P. Steinmetz. (Association of
Edison Illuminating Companies) 307,308,321,322

Power and Lighting Plant, Combined. The Opera-
tion of a. By J. H. Perkins. (Ohio Electric Light
Association) 139, 140

Power Circuits, Electric Meters on. By P. I. Pana-
molo. Illustrated 316, 317

Power Company in Virginia, Large 66
Power Development of the Drainage Canal at Joliet.
Illustrated 179, ISO, ISl

Power Development Proposed for Altoona 236
Power Development. Proposed, of the Youghiogheny
River 133

Power Houses, Noise and Vibration of (Editorial). .334, 39S
Power Plant of the Advance Thresher Company. Il-

lustrated 49, 50, 51
Power Plant at Georgetown, Colo 2S2
Power Plant, Electi-ic, Large Gas Engine in 301
i*ower Plant, New, for the Ottawa (Ont.) Electric
Company So

Power Plant of the Chicago and Nortliwestern Rail-
road Shops. Illustrated 297, 298,299

Power Project, St. Louis River 53
Power-station Design. Some General Conditions Gov-
erning. Bv Philip Dawson. (Tramways Association
of Great Britain) 106

Power Supply by Single-phase Motors. By T. P.
Wilmshurst. Illustrated. (Municipal Electrical As-
sociation of Great Britaini 363, 364

Power Transmission. (Notes)
47, 79, 111, 193. 209, 241. 261. 311, 359, 422

Power Transmission, Electric, on the Pacific Coast.
By A. M. Hunt 236

"Power Transmission Line, The Longest in the
World." (Editorial) 3S2

Power Transmission, Long-distance, by Snoqualmie
Company 263

Power Transmissions, Swiss, with Direct Current.
Bv Frank C. Perkins. Illustrated, 263,264

President McKinley's Annual Message. (Editorial).. 3t;6

^Progress of Invention in the Nineteenth Century."
By Edward W. Evrn. (Book Table.) 399

Proposed Method of Charging for Electric Current.
By Etienne de Fodor. (International Congress of
Electricity at Paris) 200, 204, 205

Protective Devices for Low-tension Circuits. (Edi-

torial) ..-••. : It
Providence, R, I., Electrolvsis Investigation at i>7

Publications. (Notes) 14. 31, 47, 62, 79, 94, UO, Hi,
126, 143, 158. 159. 177, 192. 193. 208. 209, 225, 241, 260, 261,

^8 294. 295, 310. 311, 327, 342, 343, 359, 375. 390. 406, 422

Pump, Smith-Vaile Deep-well Power. Illustrated.. 292

Pump, Stilwell-Bierce Compound Duplex Pressure.
Illustrated '^

Quarry in Scotland, Electrically Operated. Illus-

trated. 379

Quebec, Snow Fighting and Car Heating in. By
D. E. Biair. (Canadian Electrical Association.).... 254

Questions, Street-railway. Some 1"2, 173

Quicksilver. (Editorial) ........... ... Ua
Quicksilver, Production of. in the TJnited States in

]^S99
^^"

Radclltfe, W. H. (Electrical Education)
Radiogoniometer, The. (Bditorml) ^..........

Rail Bond, Crown (American Steel and wire Oom-
pany). Illustrated ;-"

Railroad and Otner Properties in Michigan. Appraisal

Railroad, Denver Tramway Not a .-VJl'
Railroad Service, Telephony m 40, IdO,

Railroad Shops, Chicago and Northwestern, Power
Plant of the. Illustrated 297. 29S,

Railroad-switch Lights, Incandescent Lamps tor

Railway, Electric, and Lighting Business in Ohio....

Railway Franchise. A, Sold for a Dollar -

Ratlng'of Incandescent Lamps, Mistakes in the. By
Arthur J. Rowland. Illustrated, with -discussion.

(Franklin Institute) ••-•••-•••av:-:-^"'
Rats and Ferrets as Accessories in Conduit wiring..

Rebuilding Austin Dam. Project lor 53,

Recording Wattmeter. Scheeft'cr Alternating-current.

Ilinstrated • • y^i—i'

Rectifying Transformers, Converters and. By P.

Janet, anternational (Congress of Electricity at

Parjg) "iijO,

Reflector Lamp, New Edison. Illustrated

Refuse Destructors. (Editorial)..................-....-.

Renewal of Allowed Applications in the Patent Of-

fice, Applications for

Revenues. Two, Instead of One, or Electricity a By-
product. By A. J. Stahl. (Ohio Electric Light As-

sociation) • •_

Rheumatism. Electricity a Cause of..... ............;.-

Rice, G. D. (Electric Fans and Motors for the Philip-

E^e.G.' D. (Manufacture' of Rubber in the Philip-

Dines. Illustrated) v.: V,. * *

;

v.;
* "

'

Eke, G. D. (Telegraphy In the Phlhppines. lilus-

Rlchter, A!'w.'(Loss'es'in"smail t,ighting Plants, illus-

Irated.^ ...... ........-....*-. .............. ...^j

Rieder's Js'ew"' 'Electrogravure" Process. Illustrated.

Rleder's Process of Electrolytic Die^sinking. . .......

Ringer Coil, Telephone Induction. By F. X. Wolfe.

Illustrated V ;,","' 1" 1' V
Ritchie, Telautograph Patented. Illustrated...........

Roche Gas-engine Sparking Apparatus. Illustrated..

Roach's, President. Address at Kansas City Street

Railway Convention A,* ' •
i'.

"
'

*

Roach's, President, Plans for Chicago Union Traction

Employes i" •^- • • •; '

Roach's. President, SuggesUons to Employes....

Roberts' "Gas-engine Handbook."
.
(Book Table) .....

Robertson .^i: Sons^ Automatic Lubricator. Illustrated.

Rochester, Minn., Curious Phenomenon in

Rochester Telephone Linemen, Strike ot......' ^,
Eoebllng Exhibit at Paris Exposition. Illustrated.^.

Roentgen Society of the United States. 68, 33o 369. 370

Bopera. G. Tracy. (Street-railway Affairs In the .itate

<»r New Tort)

402
371
352

299
74
333
316

122
237

Rotatiug-field Patents, Tesla, Upheld 149. 171, 1S4
Rotary Converters and Mctor-geuerators. By Frank

C. Perkins. Illustrated.. 364, 365, 3S0, 381, 396, 397, 412, 413
Rotary Converters for Mine Traction. By Alton D.
Adams 251

Rotary Engine, Evans. Illustrated ; 362
Rowland, Arthur J. (Mistakes in the Rating of In-
Royal Society of London. (Paper) IS
candescent Lamps. Illustialed.) 220, 221

Royce, F. W., Death of 332
Rubber and Guttapercha 349
Rubber Cultivation. (Editorial) 8(5, 302
Rubber in the Philippines 1S4. 349
Rubber in the Philippines, Manufacture uf. Bv G. D.
RicG. Illustrated : 332

Rubber. Substitute for 106
Russia. Telephones in 352

Saginaw, JMunicipal Ownership in 17,

St. Catherines, Niagara and Toronto Electric R;

St. Croix Power Company of Wisconsin, The Plant of
the. By Henry Floy. Illustrated. (American Insti-
tute of Electrical Engineers) 347, 348, 354,

St. Louis, Electric Shock in. Policemen Killed by...
St. Louis, Line Work "As She is Done" in
St. Louis River Power Project
St. Louis Street-railway Strike, Settlement of the....

20, 21,

St. Paul, American Electric Comoany of. Illustrated.
St. Paul. High-potential Underground Cables at. . .

.

264, 347, 348, 354,
Salt Storms in Utah
Sandusky Interurban Electric Railways
Sandusky, O., Independent Exchange at
Sau Francisco Harbor, Wireless Telegraphy in
Sargent Company, Small Steel Castings Made by the.
Illustrated

Satterlee, W. A. Portrait
Sawmill, Electric. Illustrated
Scotland as a Market. (Editorial)
Scotland, Electrically Operated Quarry in. Illustrated.
Scott, John, Medals
Beattle, Consolidation Completed in '.

Seattle, New Central Power Station at
Seattle, Telephone Troubles at 73, 88,

Searchlights, Enirlish. By Frank C. Perkins. Illus-
trated

Searchlights in Naval Maneuvers
Secrets of the Starry Universe Revealed
Selective Calling Arrangement for Party Lines
Selector System, Gilmore, of Typewriting Telegraphy,
Illustrated

Shade, Faries Dimpled Parabolic. Illustrated
Shaw, Sterling. (Felling a Large Tree by Electricity)

50,

Sheeffer Alternating-current Recording Wattmeter.
Illustrated

Shelby's Largest Mail. Illustrated
Sheldon, Samuel. (Electrical Measurements of Pre-
cision)

Shepard.son, Geo. D. (Why Some Municipal Electric
Plants Do Not Pay Better) 25, 26,

Shepardsou, George D. (A Frontier Electric-light
Plant. Illustrated)

Shipbuilding Plants. Foreign, Electric Motors in
Shock, Damages for a. Telephone Operator Wants
Shock, Electric, in St. Louis, Policemen Killed by...
Shock that Hurt Him Most, The
Sick Man of the East, The. (Editorial)
Siemens it Halske (German) Polypnase Dynamo,
Large, at the Paris Exposition. Illustrated

Siemens &. Halske Electric Company of America, Af-
fairs of the 59.

Siemens Brothers' Large Direct-current Dynamo at
the Paris Exposition

Signal Corps, Operations of the
Sing Sing, Cars Seized at
Single-phase ilotors. Power Supply by. B;y T. P.
Wilmshurst. Illustrated, lilunicipal Electrical As-
sociation of Great Britain) 363,

Slot Telephones, Five-cent, in Chicago
Slot Telepliones in London
Small Lighting Plants, Losses in. By B. V. Swenson
and A. W. Richter. Illustrated, (Northwestern
Electrical Associai:ion) 4, 5,

Small Stations, Storage Batteries for. By Louis A.
Ferguson. Illustrated.) With discussion. (North-
western Electrical Association) 2, 3,

Smith-Vaile Deep-well Power Pump. Illustrated..

.

Snakes Give Fire Alarms
Snoqualmie Company, Long-distance Transmission by.

Snow Fighting and Car Heating in Quebec. By D. E.
Blair. (Canadian Electi-ical Association)

Societe I'Eclairage Electrique, Exhibit of the, at
the Paris Exposition. Illustrated 313,

Societies and Schools. (Notes).... 14, 31, 62. 126, 143, 159,

209, 241, 261, 278, 295, 311. 327, 343, 359, 375, 390, 406,

Socket, incandescent-lamp, Decision
Solid-wire J oint Controversy <.

Sound-money Parade, Electrical Men in

South Africa, Electrical Engineering Trade in 7,

South Africa, Prospective improvements in 122,

Southend-on-Sea. Tne Depravity of. (Editorial«

Southern l',ell Telephone and Telegraph Con.pahy, Af-
fairs of the

Southern Developments. (Correspondence)
46, 78, 110. 260, 277, 293, 294, 324,

Space Telegraphy at the Hawaiian Islands
Space Telegraphy. (Notes) 47, 209, 261, 390, 402,

Spain, New Electric Railway in
Spain, The Electrical Industries of 356,

Spark-coil, Design of the. (Editorial)
Sparking Apparatus, Roche Gas-engine. Illustrated..
Sparking Plug, Crest, for Gasoline Engines. Illus-

trated
Speed Indicator, Paragon Bail-Bearing. Illustrated...
Sperry, Elmer A. (Automobiles as a Source of Reve-
nue for Central Stations) U, 12,

Spider-web Leakage on Telegraph Lines '.

—

Spirit-lamp Fire, A, Has Far-reaching Consequences.
(Editorial)

Spokane River Development

102
ail-

105

355

156
lOS
53

108
292

355
256
116
104
]9

401
24S
231
184
379
379
156
397
101

17
217
300
352

65
401

137
137

3&i

42

301
397
56
156
89

232

53

205

155
335
107

3G4
273
21U

422
135
123
289
232
232
134

358
133
422
271
357

6
306

107
355

13
37

253
213
151
118

Spragne Controllers, Patent Suit Over 7,

Springtield's Electric-lignting Contract. (Editorial)..

Stahl, A. J. (Two Revenues Instead of One, or Elec-

tricity a By-product) x^^

Standard Paint Company's Exhibit at Kansas City
Street Railway Convention. Illustrated 26S, 269

Standard Telephone and Electric Cotnpany's Exhibit
at Madison Street Fair. Illustrated 321

Standard Underground Cable Company's Exhibit at
Kansas City Street Railway Convention. Illustrated.

269, 276

Stiinley Electric Manufacturing Company, Affairs of

the 39. 91

Star Dynamos. Illustrated 13S

Star, Evening, Building at Washington, Electrical
Features of the. Illustrated 281, 282

Steam and Electricity on the New England Roads. By
George E. Walsh 322, 323

Steam or Hot-water Heating from Central Stations.

By I. H. Babcock. (Communication) 27

Steam Turbines. By Francis Hodgklnson. Illustrated.

(Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania)
418, 41D, 420

Steam, Wet. By WllUam H. Edgar. With discussion.
(Northwestern Electrical Association) 23

Steel and Iron Foundry, Electrically Operated. Illus-
trated 113,114

Steel Castings, Small, Made by the Sargent Company.
Illustrated 401

SteinmetK, C. P. (Systems and Apparatus for Light
and Power Distribution) 307, SOS, 321, 332

Steinmetz, Mr., on Alternating Currents 335
Steinmetz's "Theory and Calculation of Alternating-
current Phenomena." (Book Table* 319

Steljes Typewriting Telegraph. Illustrated 37
Stewart Patent Cord Adjuster. Illustrated 203
Stihvell-Bierce Compound Duplex Pressure Pump.
Illustrated 75

Stillwell, L. B., Resignation of 151
Stine's "Photometrical Measurements." (Book Table) 37
Storage and Cartage Charges on Goods Held for Ap-
praisement.. 69

Storage Batteries for Small Stations. By Louis A.
Ferguson. Illustrated. With discussion. (North-
western Electrical Association) 2, 3, 6

Storage Batteries in Medium-sized Stations, The De-
sirability of Using. By L. G. White. (Ohio Electric
Light Association) 117

Storage Battery, A 2,000-volt. Illustrated 362
Storage-battery Charging Boards 91, 92
Storage Battery for Heavy Duty. Gould. Illustrated. 339
Storage-battery Plant of the Kansas City Electric
Light Con-pany. Illustrated... 2S4, 2S5

Storage Battery, Large, for Baltimore 338
Storage Battery Working Under Water 174
Storm, Galveston. Damage to Electrical Interests by
the. Illustrated 166, 181, 219

Street Lighting. By H. H. Wait. Illustrated. (North-
western Electrical Associa tion) 68, 69

Street Railway Accountants' Association (Convention
at Kansas City, October 16-19, 1900) 24S, 263, 264

Street-railway Advertising in Chicago. Illustrated 19
Street-railway Affairs in the State of New York. By
G. Tracy Rogers. (Street Railway Association of
the Slate of New York) 204

Street-railway Decision in Wisconsin. Important 256
Street-railway Franchise Questions. (Editorial) 134, 414
Street-railway Questions, Some 172, 173
Street-railway Subway, Chicago's Proposed 3
Street Railways, Consolidation of, and Its EfEect upon
the Public. By Daniel B. Holmes. (American Street
Railwa.v Association) 276, 277

Street-railway Strikes, Automobiles to be Used Dur-
ing 163

Street Railways, Various Systems of Electrical Distri-
bution for. Comparisons of the. By C. F. Bancroft.
(American Street Railway Association) ^4,275

Strikes and Arbitration, Labor Conference Discusses. 417
Strike, Baltimore Linemen's 115
Strike, Indianapolis, Settled 332
Strike of Rochester Telephone Linemen 57, 89
Strike, St. Louis Street-railway, Settlement of the

20,21,108
Strikes, A National Conference to Consider 355
Strike, Teleohone. in Texas 320, 336
Stroud Telephone Meter. Illustrated 290
Strowger Automatic Exchange Sells Rights in Ger-
many 56

Sturtevant Eight-pole Motor, A New. Illustrated 107
Sturtevant Electric Ventilating- Wheel. Illustrated.. 221
Sturtevant Enclosed Motor, New. Illustrated 292
Subways, Chicago's Proposed. Illustrated

3, 66, 67, 100, 101.132
Suggestions to Union Traction Company's Employes.. 51
Sulzer Engines at the Paris Exposition. Illustrated.

164.165
Supervisory Telephone System, North, Illustrated 74
Surface-contact Electric-railway System, Diatto. Il-

lustrated 19
Surface-contact Traction System, Dolter 213
Suspended Railway, Barmen 316
Susquehanna Electric Power Company 107
Swenson, B. V. (Losses in Small Lighting Plants. Il-

lustrated) 4, 5

Swiss Exhibits, Some, at Paris. By Frank C. Perkins.
Illustrated 164, 165

Swiss Power Transmisions with Direct Current. By
Frank C. Perkins. Illustrated 263, 264

Switchboard, Eureka Metallic Express. Illustrated.. 89
Switchboard Practice, Modern. By Frank C. Perkins.
Illustrated 98, y9, 100, 116, 117, 132, 133

Switch, A Unique. Illustrated 317

Switch Lights, Railroad, Incandescent Lamps for 74

Tacoma, Shocking Electric-railway Accident at 17
Tailleur, George, Death of 303
Taxes, War, Telephone and Telegraph, May be Re-
pealed 3S1

Telautograph, Improvements in the 107, 164, 2SS
Telautograph, Ritchie, Patented. Illustrated 16-1

Telegraph Cables, Anglo-American Company's, His-
tory of 68

Telegraph Communication with Alaska 35,289
Telegraph Connections in Iowa 136
Telegraph Decision, Important 413
Telegraph Lines, Spider-web Leakage on 37
Telegraph. (Notes)

94, HI, 143. 209, 241, 261, 278, ^26, 327, 374, 375, 390
Telegraph Revenues, British, Show a Deficit. (Ed-
itorial) 150

Telegraph, Steljes Typewriting. Illustrated 37

Telegraph and Telephone War Taxes May be Re-
pealed 334

Telegraph Too Slow 73
Telegraphers' Strike on the Santa Fe Railroad.... 382, 390
Telegraphic Board of Trade Quotations

59, 71, 103, 185, 228, 331
Telegraphic Communication at Belle Isle 103
Teiegraphone, The. Illustrated 9, 214, 215
Telegraphs and Telephones in New Zealand.... 234
Telegraphy, Earth, Proposed 213
Telegraphy, Field, at Mafeking 59
Telegraphy in the Philippines. By G. D. Rice. Il-

lustrated 182, 183
Telegraphy, Rapid, l*ollak-Virag System of. Improve-
ment in 275

Telegraphy, Typewriting, Gilmore Selector System of.

Illustrated 65
Telephone Apparatus, New Keelyn. Illustrated 9
Telephone Burglar Arrested 291
Telephone Business in Chile 153
Telephone Combination, Rumored 384
Telephone Companies, New. (Notes).. 9, 24, 89, 153. 2i8, 291
Telephone Competition in Bryan, O., (jreates a Law-
suit 56, 72, 73

Telephone Competition in Chicago 273
Telephone Dispatching for the Northern Pacific

36S, 384, 416
Telephone Exchanges, New Colorado. By J. W.
DIckerson. Illustrated 229, 230

Telephone Extensions and Improvements. (Notes)..
89, 152, 273, 368, 385, 417

Telephone, Farmers Get Market Prices by 40
Telephone Field, Development of the. Illustrated

—

8. 9, 24, 40, 41, 56. 57, 72, 73. 74. S8, 89, 104, 120, 121, 136,

152, 153, 170, 186, 187, 202, 218, 219, 234, 235. 255, 272. 273,

290, 291, 304, 320, 336, 352, 35?, 368, 369, 384, 3S5, 400, 416, 417

Telephone Franchise Decision in Ohio, Important... 273

Telephone Imnrovements Abroad 9

Telephone Induction Ringer Coil. By F. X. Wolfe.
Illustrated 40

Telephoup, Inter-communicating (Thomas, Wilcox &
Dietz). Illustrated SS

Telephone Line In Japan, Duplex 290

Telephone Line Constmctlon In the Frozen North,.., 353
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Telephone Mannfacturers and Dealers. (Notes)
9 24 41 57 73 104 121

136, 153, 1S7, 219,' 235," 255," 273, "sOi! 320, 336, 353.' 36s! 385* 417
Telephone Men Veeded in Texas. By C. H. Fisher.
(Communication) 273

Telephone Men. (Notes; 353, 355,417
Telephone Men, Two 400
Telephone Meter, A, Wanted. By D. M. Bliss 1S6
Telephone Meter, Stroud. Illustrated 290
Telephone News, General. (Notes) 9, 24, 41,

57, S9, 120, 136, 153, 1S7, 235, 255, 291, 304, 321), 353. 36S, 3S5, 416
Telephone Operator Wants Damages for a Shock 56
Telephone Plant in the Galveston District, Damage

Telephone Service, Free, Abandoned 234
Telephone Situation, The in Wiscor.&in. By A. L.
Hutchinson. (Cominunication) 186

Telephone Strike in Texas 320, 336, 36S
Telephone Switchboard Apparatus, Farr. Illustrated 3S4
Telephone System, North Supervisory. Illustrated.. 74
Telephone System in Lon don. New 136, 219
Telephon3 System, Lorimer Automatic 290
Telephone Tales. (Notes) 304
Telephone, The, as It Is in England 152, 352
Telephone, Telegraph and Cable Company, Stock of
the 308, 385

Telephone and Telegraph War Taxes Mav be Re-
pealed 384

Telephone Toll Lines. By W. P. Beardsley 416
Telephone, Train Dispatching by. By J. J, Nate.... 352
Telephone Transmitter, Breguet. Illustrated 234
Telephone Troubles in the Mnuntains 1S6
Telephone Wires in Streets. (Editorial) 6,215
Telephone Work and Prospects in the Philippines.
Illustrated 150, 152, 170

Telephone Work, New, in Central Wisconsin 336
Telephones and Telegraphs in New Zealand 234"
Telephones, Five-cent Slot, in Chicago 273
Telephones, From, to Lumber. (Editorial) 1S4
Telephones in Russia 352
Telephones, Slot, in London 219
Telephonv in Great Britain 352
Telephony in Railroad Service.... 40. 150, 352, 368. 382,381
Tesla Apparatus Tried on Tuberculosis 85
Tesla's filethod of Insulation by Freezing 122
Tesla Rotating-field Patents Upheld 149. 171, 184
Texas, Telephone Men Needed in. By C. H. Fisher.
(Communication) 273

Texas. Telephone Strike in 320, 336, 36S
Textile Mills. Electricity in ISS
Thames Embankment, Electric Cars on the 174
Third Rail in B. & O. Tunnel 39
Third-rail Line Opened at Albany 135, "4a
Thomas, James Milton 400
Thomas, Wilcox & Dietz's Inter-communicating Tele-
phone. Illustrated 88

Thompson, G. T., Death of 236
Three-way Jack, Eureka. Illustrated 219
Thunderstorm Peak, Sharp. Illustrated ISl
Toll-line Traffic. By J. B. Ware. (Discussion of pa-
per read at the Independent Telephone Convention
in Cleveland, June 12-14. 1000) 7, 24

Toll Lines, Telephone. By W. P. Beardsley 413
Tornado at Colorado Springs. Damage by 346
Toronto, Municipal Telephone I'rojeot in 24, 363
Toronto, Niagara and St. Catherine's Electric Rail-
way 105

Traction System, Dolter Surface-contact 213
Trade Follows the Trolley. (Editorial) 382
Trade News. (Notes)

14, 31, 47. 63. 79, 95, 111. 127. 143. 159. 177, 193, 209, 225.

226, 241. 261, 278, 279, 295, 311, 327, 343. 375. 390. 391. 407, 422
Train Dispatching by Telephone. By J. J. Nate— 352
Train Lighting, Electric. By Emerson L. Clark. Il-

lustrated 395. 393
Train Lighting, Electricity Versus Gas for. By Alton
D. Adams S7

Tramway, Denver, Not a Railroad 370,371
Tramways Association of Great Britain. CPaper)... 106
Transformers, General Electric Type H Oil. Illus-
trated 76

Transmission from Snoqualmie Falls, Data of 153-mile
263, 380

Transmitter. The West Telephone. Illustrated 89

Transmitter, Telephone, Breguet. Illustrated 234
Transformers, Rectifying. Converters and. By P,
Janet. (International Congress of Electricity at
Paris) 230,231

Tree Cutting by Electrical Companies. (Editorial)— 22
Tree, Large, Felling a, bv Electricity. By Sterling
Shaw 50, 51

Trees. Susceptibility of, to Lightninff 59
Trollev-car Riding as a Soporific. (Editorial) 38
Trolley Patent, Anderson 23

Trolley, The, and the Census. (Editorial) 134
Trolley. Trade Follows the. (Editorial) d^'i

Truck, Car, Patent Suit, Important 43,108
Tuberculosis, Tesla Apparatus Tried on S5
Turbine and Dynamo, Direct-connected, at Paris.
By Frank C. Perkins. Illustrated 345

.

Two-phase Alternator, Hiitin-LeManc Direct-con-
nected, at the Paris Exposiiticn. Illustrated 19ii, 199

Two Revenues Instead of Oue, or Electricity a By-
product. By A. J. Stahl. (Ohio Electric Light As-
sociation) 122

Typewriting Machines, Electric. (Editorial) 270
Typewriting Telegraph, Steljes. Illustrated 37
Typewriting Telegraphy, Gilmore Selector System of.
Illustrated 65

Ultra Violet Light, Production of Cathode Rays by,.
Underground Cables at St. i'aiil, High-potential

264, 347, 348, 351,
Underground, La Crosse Business Men Object to Put-
ting Wires

Underground Railway, Central London, The. Illus-
trated 36, 52,

Underground Railway, Paris 65, 271,
Unique Switch, A. Illustrated
United States Exhibits at the Paris Exposition. Il-
lustrated

United States Military Telegraph Corps. (Reunion
at Minneapolis, September lS-20, 1900) 168,

United States' Sorry Figure iu Exposition Awards.
(Editorial)

Ui'ited States Telephone Coiapany's Work in Ohio..
United States, The, and (Germany Industrially Con-
sidered. (Editorial)

United Telegraph, Telephone and Electric Company
of Chicago 273,

Units, Electrical, Commission on, at the Paris In-
ternational Congress

Units. Electrical, Two New. (Editorial)
"Universal Electrical Directorv.*' (Book Table)
Universal Exhibition for Lighting Industries
Unusual Electrical Mishaps 7 7

Unusual Gift, An. (Editorial)
TJrbana, Double-voltage System at
Utah, Salt Storms in

54
287
317

232
235

167
166
37

257
135
US
43

256

\f

Valuations of Ohio Telephone Companies 272
Vehicle, Hub-motor, Plans 168
Ventilating Wheel, New Type of Electric (Sturte-
vant). Illustrated 221

Villard, Henry, Death of. Portrait 318, 319
Vintage Fete in Paris 292
Virginia and the Carolinas, Telephone News from.
(Correspondence) 291, 320

Virginia, Large Power Company in '66

Virginia Long-distance Telephone Company 56
Voltmeter and Ammeter, Pignolet Pocket-size. Illus-
trated 237

Volts, Selling Electricity by. (Editorial) 302

Wagner Electric Manufacturing Company's Exhibit
at the Chicago Automobile Exhibition. Illustrated. 197

Wait, H. H. (Street Lighting. Illustrated) m. 69
Waller, Robert A., Municipal Arc-lighting Plant in
Chicago. Illustrated 393, 394

Wall's, Mr., Disclosures. (Editorial) 302
Walsh, George E. (Electricity and Steam on the New
England Road.s) 322, 323

Walsh, George E. (Commercial Automobile Vehicles) 399
Wanted: A Telephone Meter. By D. M. Bliss 186
War Taxes, Telephone and Telegraph, May be Re-
pealed 334

Ware, J. B. (Toll-line Traffic) 7, 24
Washington, D. C, Automobile Show in. Illustrated

394, 410, 420
Washington, D. C. (Correspondence) 7S
Washington, Evenirg Star Building at. Electrical
Features of the. Illustrated .181,182

Washington Monument, Electric Elevator for the 381
Water to Be Used as Fuel 71
Water, Storage Battery Working Under 174
Wattmeter, New Induction Integrating (Fort Wayne).
Illustrated 236

Waupaca Convention, Reminders of the. Illustrated 5
Wave Form of Alternators, Conditions Affecting the.
By L. A. Herdt and E. M. Archibald. Illustrated.
(Canadian Electrical Association) 163

Weber Gas Engine Company's Exhibit at Kansas City
Street Railway Convention. Illustrated 269

Westchester Lighting Company 30,
West, airs. , Lamp Saleswoman. Portrait 19
West Telephone Transmitter, The. Illustrated Ii9

West Virgmia, Independent Telephone Development

Western Electric Company Acquires More Land".!..'. 137
Western Electric Company's Exhibit at Pans. Illus-
trated 00

Western Electric Company's Adjustable Wrench. II-
lusti-ated 320

Western Union Telegraph Company'.^ Annu.il Report. 256
Western Union, Bell Company Wins Against the 416
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Compauv's
Exhibit at Kansas City Street Railway Convention.
Illustrated 2G7

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company,
Plans of the 402

Wet Stream. By William H. Edgar. With discus-
sion. (Northwestern Electrical Association) 23

Wheatstone Bridge, A Workshop Form of. Illus-
trated 10;;

Wheel-pit at Niagara, New. By Orrin E. Dunlap. Il-
lustrated 97, 98, 314

White, L. G. (The Desirability of Using Storage
Batteries in Medium-sized Stations) 117

Why Some Municipal Electric Plaots Do Not Pay
Better. By George D. Shepardson. (Northwestern
Electrical Association) , 25, 26, 42

Wiler, C. (The Alternating-current Arc. Illustrated)
314, 315, 316

Wilkes, John. (Gas Engines and the Economy of
Gasoline Engines for Small Power) 43, 44

Wilkesbarre, Independent Telephone Exchange at.
Illustrated 1, 2

Willesden Station of the Metropolitan Compaujs Lou-
don. Illustrated 20

Wilmshurst, T. P. (Power Supply by Single-phase
Motors. Illustrated) 363. 364

Wilson, Col. J. J. S., Death of 123
Winnipeg, Annoying Predicament of 57
Wires, Luminous Effects on ....- i
Wires, Pipes for Carrying. By P. I. Panamolo. Il-
lustrated 37s^ 379

Wires Underground, La Crosse Business Men Object
to Putting 57

Wireless Telegraphy in San Francisco Harbor..'."..'.' 19
Wireless Telegraphy, Marconi's Improvement in. .264, 270
Wireless Telegraphy by Hertzian Waves. By Andre
Blondel and Gustave Ferrifi. (International Con-
gress of Electricity at Pnri.'a) 302, 305, 306
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Independent Telephone Exchange at
Wilkesbarre.

The city of Wilkesbarre, Pa., is situated in a dis-

trict favored b}' nature with beauty as well as with

treasures buried beneath the earth's surface. Wilkes-

barre and Scranton are the largest cities in the

anthracite-coal region, which accounts for the great

business transacted by the aid of the telephone.

A year ago the Kellogg Switchboard and Supply

company of Chicago installed a central-station

equipment for 1,200 subscribers for the People's

Telephone company of Wilkesbarre, but this equip-

ment soon proved too limited for the business to

be transacted, and therefore the Kellogg company
is hard at work to provide a 600-line extension to

give service by the first of August. The ultimate

capacity of the exchange is to be 5,000 lines.

The Wilkesbarre exchange has been a success from

the first day of its opening under the brilliant man-
agement of Mr. S. E. Wayland, who is also the

general manager of the

new Scranton exchange,

which will be in opera-

tion by the first of Sep-

tember.

The accompanying il-

lustrations show that the

installation is of excel-

lent material of a late

type and, more than that,

that it is well taken care

of.

The switchboard (Fig.

i) at present consists of

four sections of the mul-

tiple type. It is built of

mahogany, and provided

with the most modern
t w o-l amp supervisory

clearing-out system, by

which the operator has

complete control over

each of the two subscrib-

ers and can supervise the

conversation from start

to finish without ever

speaking to either of the

two subscribers, except

to ask the number of the

person desired.

The current required

for lighting the lamps, as

well as for the relays

which work the lamps

and the relays that cut off

the line drops from the

line during conversation,

and also the current for

ance to the visitor, and are shown with pride by the

telephone company's employes.

The installation of the Wilkesbarre telephone plant,

though not very large, has become a well-known
factor in the Independent telephone field for its

remarkable freedom from all kinds of troubles since

the first day of its operation. It may be cited that

all the troubles experienced during the first two
weeks of operation in the whole plant, i. e., switch-

board troubles, line troubles and subscribers' instru-

ment troubles, combined, amounted to 16.

After six months' operation the wire chief told

a casually visiting telephone man that he was afraid

of losing the ability to "shoot" troubles, as there

were none for him to keep practicing on.

As previously mentioned, the subscriber calls the

exchange automatically by taking the telephone off

the hook. This action throws a drop at the ex-
change and signals to the operator that the sub-

scriber wants a connection. The falling of the drop

at the same time lights a large red pilot lamp

answered. Now communication tetween the two
subscribers is established, both plugs being in the

jacks, and both supervisory lamps being extin-

guished.

As soon as the conversation is finished the sub-
scribers will hang their telephones on the hooks.
As soon as one of the subscribers hangs up, the lamp
supervising his line will light, but the operator will

not disconnect uniil both lamps are lighted, as the
lighting of one lamp only indicates that one of

the subscribers has hung up his telephone; the other
subscriber may have left the telephone for some
purpose or other, intending to return to take up
again the conversation.

The supervisory system is very rapid, and, in

connection with the well-trained and attentive op-
erators at Wilkesbarre, brings it about that the
service given is of the best kind; the subscriber has
hardly removed the telephone from the hook before
the familiar question, "Number?" sounds in his ear.
Among all the Independent exchanges the Wilkes-

barre installation de-

serves the credit of being
as neat, as efficient and
as well managed as any.

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE EXCHANGE AT WILKESBARRE. SWITCHBOARD AND CHIEF OPERATORS DESK.

the automatic signal given by the subscriber by sim-

ply taking the telephone ofT the hook, is provided

by a storage battery, consisting of 11 cells of type F 9

Chloride accumulators (Fig. 4, page 2.) The stor-

age battery is kept in a separate room, so as to

prevent the acid fumes attacking any of the tele-

phone apparatus.

The storage batte.-y is charged by Crocker-Wheeler

motor-generators (Fig. 3), taking their primary cur-

rent from the city mains. Crocker-Wheeler motor-

generators are also installed for providing ringing-

generator current.

The lines in the exchange are all metallic, and

enter the building from the underground system, ter-

minating upon Cook terminal heads (Fig. 2). From

the Cook terminal heads they are carried to the

main distributing frsme, on which they are con-

nected by so-called jumper wires to switchboard

cables, terminating again in the answering jacks and

drops at the switchboard.

The answering jacks and drops are so distributed

that 300 appear in each section. All 1,200 lines are

multiplied in each section, so that each operator

can reach all subscribers. The muUiple cables, run-

ning all the length of the switchboard in the rear,

form a compact mass, but, nevertheless, each single

cable is easy of access. These cables, L^ing laid

on a horizontal plane, give very attractive appear-

mounted in the upper part of the section for the

purpose of notifying the operator that a call came

in, in case she should not have noticed the falling

of the drop. The operator then inserts her answer-

ing plug into the calling subscriber's jack, which

operation energizes the cut-ofi' relay, which cuts off

the drop from the subscriber's line and connects this

subscriber's line to her cord circuit. She then cuts

in on the line with her listening key and asks the

calling subscriber for the number of the desired

line. Having received the nvimber, she Hfts her

connecting plug and tests whether the line of the

called-for subscriber is busy or not, by touching

the tip of her plug to the test ring of the multiple

jack of the called-for subscriber's hne. If she re-

ceives a click in her ear, the line is busy, if not, the

Hne is free, and she inserts her connecting plug

into the multiple jack, letting go of the listening

key. As soon as she has inserted her connecting

plug, the called-for subscriber's telephone being still

on the hook, the lamp supervising the called-for

subscriber will light and remain lighted until the

called-for subscriber takes his telephone ofif the

hook, then the lamp will go out and thus indicate

to the operator that the called-for subscriber is ready

for conversation. Simultaneously with inserting the

connecting plug the operator had pushed the rmg-

ing-key button to ring the subscriber, who has now

Luminous Effects
on Wires.

A metallic wire which
is not covered by an in-

sulating ilayer becomes
covered with a luminous
aureole when it is in-

serted in the circuit of an
induction ceil containing
a _spark gap or a vacuum
tube. J. Borgman has
further invested this phe-
nomenon by means of
wires sealed into cylin-

drical tubes and travers-

ing their axes. The tubes
were several feet long
and three to six centi-

meters wide. Some of

the tubes were traverse'l

by capillary glass tubes
contammg liquid con-
ductors. As e.xhaustion
proceeds the luminous
pnenomena show a pe-
culiar development. The
aureole decreases in in-

tensity and is gradually
replaced by a series of

equidistant stars, around
which luminous disks

are formed with their

planes at right angles to

the wire. The number
of stars and disks increases, until the latter touch
each other and fill the whole tube with a luminosity

having a slightly stratified aspect. These effects

are the same whether the tube is attached to the

positive or the negative terriiinal of "EHe secondary.

When a spark-gap is inserted in parallel with it, and
the wire is attached to the negative terminal, there

is only a continuous luminous envelope, which
broadens out as exhaustion proceeds and finally

detaches itself from the wire. The stars reappear
on attaching the wire to the positive terminal, and
at a certain pressure the disks reappear also, their

diameter increasing with the length of the spark
gap. As exhaustion proceeds, the number of disks

decreases, some of them remaining, while others dis-

appear. Finally, they are transformed into nebulae

with a starry nucleus. The approach of a magnet
has the effect of inclining the plane of the rings.

These observations are reported by Mr. Borgman
in an article in Comptes Rendus. The abstract was
made by Mr. E. E. F. d'Albe for the London Elec-
trician.

A London firm of electricians, it is slated, has
patented a novel decorative system of lighting rooms.
The main idea is the insertion of transparent panels
faced with negatives of well-known photogravures,
through which filters subdued electric light, the ef-

fect being somewhat the same as the light of a church
and eminently becoming. There is no glare and the

pictures can be choi-en according to the taste of

the owner of the room.
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Storage Batteries for Small Stations.'

By Louis A. Ferguson.

The adoption of storage batteries for use in cen-
tral stations will depend upon the character of the

load curve of the station, and the principles which
apply to the use of batteries in large stations will

hold true, to a large extent, in the stations of mod-
erate or small capacities.

In considering the question af the use of a stor-

age battery we must take into account, first, the
relative cost of the battery as compared with that

of engines, boilers and dynamos to provide for equal

capacity. The cost of capacity in steam and elec-

trical generating equipment is dependent solely

upon the maximum power to be generated at any
one time, and is not dependent upon the number
of hours of use per day of the equipment. In the

case of the storage battery, however, the cost is

dependent not only upon the maximum energy to

FIG. 2. INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE EXCHANGE AT WILKES-
BARRE. TERMINAL HEADS.

be supplied at any one time, but also upon the

length of time that the bajttery is required to do
this maximum work. In other words, the cost of

steam and electrical generating equipment is de-

pendent upon the maximum kilowatt capacity,

whereas the cost of a storage battery is dependent
upon the kilowatt-hour capacity.

This being the case, we must consider carefully

the load curve of the, station, and if the characteristic

of the curve is such that* the a\erage vv'idth of its

peak is more than 1V2 hours, then the initial cost

of steam and electrical generating equipment to

provide capacity for this peak will be less than that

ot the necessary storage-battery equipment, at the

present market prices, to do the same work. If the
curve has an average peak width of less than 1V2
hours, then the initial cost of the storage battery
will be less than that of the steam and electrical

generating equipment to take care of this peak.
In Fig. 1 (page 3) is a curve which shows the capac-

ity of a battery at various rates of discharge. This
curve represents the discharge capacity, at from
one to eight hours, of a battery having a capacity

at the eight-hour rate of 11.200 ampere-hours. The
discharge capacity of this battery at the eight-hour
rate is 1.400 amperes, while at the one-hour rate

it is 5.600 amperes, or, in other words, the dis-

charge capacity of the battery in amperes at the

eight-hour rate is ore-quarter of what it is at the
one-hour rate, the total capacity in ampere-hours
of the battery at the one-hour rate being equal to

one-half of its capacity at the eight-hour rate. The
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FIG. 4. INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE EXCHANGE AT WFLKES-
BARRE.—STORAGE BATTERY.

curve shows the rate of discharge for various hours'

use of the batteries of other sizes, following the

same general characteristics.

The cost of a storage lyitlery of moderate size,

taking, for instance, rmc naving a capacity of 500
amperes at the (.ne-liour rate, would be, at the

various rales of discharge, approximately as fol-

lows: One hour. $80 a kilowatt; Iwu hours. $116

a kilowatt; three hours, $160 a kilowatt; five hours.

$240 a kilowatt; eight hours, $320 a kilowatt. These
figures include switchboard, end-cell switches and

the battery erected complete, not including building

investment.
The cost of a steam and electrical generating plant

will, of course, vary widely with the class of ap-

paratus employed. Assuming, liowcvcr. $100 a kilo-

watt as a reasonable price for boilers, engines, sleani

r. Paper xv.aA before llie NortliweHtorn Elocirical AsMOCJjilion

at Waiipiira, Wis., lunr; 2;? lyoo, Mr. I-'ergiison is tho Kcruiral

superinleiident of t(i«; Chicano ErJisoii cotnpany, which has ihc

argc-sl storage battery in tho world.

piping, generators, stack and switchboard, we find,

by referring to the curve of costs (see Fig. i also)

that, as I before stated, where the average width of

the peak of the load which is to be taken care of

by the storage batteiy is iV-i hours, the cos! of

installation is the same for the storage battery as

for the steam plant.

In these figures the cost of the building has been
excluded, as it may be assumed to be the same for

either installation.

The question of first cost, however, is not the

only thing to be considered. The question of de-

preciation on the two classes of apparatus, economy
of operation and the value of each class of apparatus
as a reserve or guarantee to the customers of uni-

formity and reliability of service must also be taken
into account.
We have all had sufficient experience in the use

of steam and electrical generating equipment to de-
termine to our own satisfaction what might be con-
sidered a reasonable depreciation on this class of

apparatus. This, however, is perhaps not as easily

determined in the case of the storage battery, as

the question of its life in central-station use is as

yet to some extent uncertain. The principal battery
companies, however, have guaranteed to maintain
some batteries sold by them up to the original stand-

ard of capacity and efificiency for a term of years,

upon payment by the purchaser annually of a sum
equal to a certain percentage of the original cost
of the battery. I am not certain, however, thar

these battery companies are prepared to m.ake such
guarantees in all cases, as there are many conditions
surrounding the use of the battery which must be

it would be difficult to get additional engines and
generators on the system before a reduction in the
pressure was effected by the sudden increase of load.

The storage batteiy, however, being connected to

the system, immediately takes up the demand and
carries this peak until the storm is over.

Fig. 3 shows the use of a storage battery on a

winter's day, the battery being charged at the same
hours as in summer, from midnight until 7 a. m.,

and being discharged at a high rate during the time
of peak, which comes between the hours of four
and six o'clock in the afternoon. This curve, as

you will see, shows the battery discharge, not only
at the time of the n aximum peak, but also for an
hour or more after the peak has begun to fall, and
this illustrates one advantage of the battery which
I have not so far mentioned.

It very often happens in any system of distribu-

tion that feeders are of unequal length and carry
unequal loads. The pressure, therefore, which is

maintained on the bus-bar of the station is limited

by the safe carrying capacity of the shortest feeders.

When the short feeders are fully loaded the long
feeders will be overloaded, and if the bus-bar pres-
sure is raised sufficiently to load the long feeders,

then the short feeders would be overloaded. To ob-
viate this difficulty, the storage battery is exceedingly
useful, and in detennining the relative cost of stor-

age battery and steam and electrical generating
equipment, this impcrtant advantage of the storage
battery must be considered, and reduced to its

equivalent in money value and credited to its origi-

nal cost.

In order that the battery may provide for the-

FIG. 3. INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE EXCHANGE AT WILKESBARRE.—GENERATING PLANT AND POWER SWITCHBOARD.

considered; and the effect of these various condi-
tions upon the life of the battery is perhaps as yet
undetermined.
The operating expenses incident to the use of

the storage battery are comparatively small, in
very large and importa.nt installations it is desirable

to have in charge a special man, thoroughly ex-
perienced in the maintenance of a storage battery,

but in moderate-sized stations it is unlikely that any
additional labor would be required on account of

the use of a battery beyond that ordinarily em-
ployed in the station. The amount of material nec-
essary is almost negligible. Distilled or filtered

water is the principal item, and perhaps once or
twice a year additional acid will be required.
A storage battery operated under favorable condi-

tions would show upon test an, energy efficiency of

75 per cent, and an ampere-hour ef^ciency of 90
per cent. The yearly energy efficiency of a stor-

age battery operatt:d under ordinary cenlral-slalion

conditions, would, in all probability, not exceed
65 per cent.

Fig. 2 shows the work done by a storage battery
on a summer's day. This battery is kept floating

on the system at all times during the 24 hours, and
is charged between midnight and seven o'chick in

the iiujrning, at th^ lime when the generaliug ca-
pacity of the stalifiu is only partially needed t«j ]>ro-

vide for the current required by customers.
The curve of the slali(jn on an ordinary summer's

day would have no decided peak, but the curve which
1 show, as you will sre, has a i)eak between 11 and
12 o'clock in the im.rning. This pe.'ik is (\\\i: to
a Ilumderslorm. which overclouds the city at that
time. As you will see from the curve, the load has
come on very suddenly, perhaps so quickly that

equal or economical loading of feeders, it is equipped
with two or more end-cell switches, so that it may
be operated at two or more potentials. The short
feeders are then connected to the main bus and
the long feeders to the auxiliary bus. One end-cell
switch of the battery is connected to the main bus
of the system, and the other end-cell switch to the
auxiliary bus. In this way the battery provides
two potentials, one al perhaps live to 10 volts higher
than the other, and during the time of peak of
the load on the system the long feeders are oper-
ated from the auxiliary bus, the battery supplying
all the current required by these long feeders, and
the pressure throughout the system is mainUiined
at equality.

Fig. 3 illustrates this point very well, the battery
being kept on both main and auxiliary bus from
4:15 until 5:45 o'clock in the evening, at which time
it is disconnected from the main bus and retained
on the auxiliary bus until 6:30 o'clock, the long
feeders during all this time being kept at full load,
and the investment in copper required to do this
work being entirely saved, the work being accom-
plished with a comparatively small initial invest-
ment in end cells and end-cell switches.
Of course, the loss of pressure by this means is

somewhat greater than if the feeders were connected
to the main bus. but as the loss of energy occurs
during a very short period of time, the actual loss
<tf money in operating represented thereby is prac-
tically negligible.
Conditions may exist also in certain stations

where it is desirable to give a 24-hour service and
where the lo;id is appreciable only during the time
from dusk until midnight, and during the remain-
ing 16 hours of the day the load is so small that
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the cost of operating expenses for steam and elec-
trical equipment would be so high as to make the
use of the storage battery to take care of this long
period of minimum load very desirable. In this

case the generating plant would be started in time
to charge the battery fully, so that it might take
care of the station's load during the entire period
of minimum load.

It has been my belief for a long time that com-
bination generators, giving out direct and alternat-
ing current from the same armature, would find a
very extended field, not only in large stations, but
especially in small stations, where sub-stations might
be necessary for supplying certain outlying or dis-

tant districts. In such cases, where the peak of the
load in the districts supplied by the sub-stations
comes at a dilTerent hour from that of the main
station, the storage battery might be economically
employed. In this case the storage battery would
be installed in the sub-station and the conversion
apparatus in the sub-station would be shut down
at the time of the peak in the district supplied by
the main station, and the combination generator
would be operated as a direct-current machine, the
storage battery in the sub-station being discharged
at a' high rate for the period of time during which
the maximum peak of the load remains in the dis-

trict supplied by the main station. (This use of a
sub-station battery is shown in Fig. 4.)

As soon as the peak in the district supplied by the
main station is over, the combination generators
would then feed out alternating current to the sub-
station, the conversion apparatus wotild take the
load and the discharge of the battery would be cut
dow-n.

With such an arrangeraert it is possible, with
proper relati\-e conditions of load between sub-
station and main station, to use the same generating
investment to carry the maximum load of both

avoiding the necessity of keeping boilers banked
or spare boilers under full pressure.

It is difficult to lay down a set of laws which
might be used in the determination of the useful-
ness of a storage battery, for there are conditions
other than those of pure tiieoretical economy which
must be considered, but it is probably safe to say
that there is no economical advantage, although
there may be sentimental advantages, in the use
of a storage battery in a lighting system where the
average width of the peak of the load is more than
from i'/4 to two hours in width, although the battery
may have a commercial advantage in insuring the
customers of the crntral-station company a thor-
oughly reliable service, with uniform quality of il-

lumination.

Discussion.

Mr. Ferguson: I have taken the diagrams from
our stations in Chicago and from our batteries in
Chicago. In the case of small towns, all you have
to do is to drop off a zero or two zeros, and you
will have the same result as we have in the large
station.

President Norcross, Janesville, Wis.: What is

the relative cost of a steam plant and a battery plant
for use in a small station?
Mr. Ferguson: The cost of a storage battery de-

pends not on the ma-ximum capacity of the station,
but upon the number of hours for which it is to
discharge its maximum capacity. The capacity of
the battery at different rates of discharge is shown
on the first figure. At the highest rate of discharge
shown you only get half the capacity of the bat-
terj' out. but at the low rate you get the full ca-
pacity of the battery.

Mr. Norcross: In other words, you discharge
nGoonn
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STORAGE BATTERIES FOR SMALL STATIONS.

districts, and enjoy at the same time ihe other ad-
vantages which are gained by the use of a storage
battery.

The advantages in the use of storage batteries,

assuming that they have been determined by calcula-

tion to be economical for the conditions in which
they are to be applied, are the guarantee of relia-

bility of service which the central-station compa-
nies are able to give their customers, and the uni-

formity of pressure and freedom from fluctuations

due to short-circuits on the line.

The battery when charged is always ready for

service, and should a sudden demand be made upon
the station in cariC of accident to generators, en-

gines or boilers, the battery is always prepared to

take the load instantly, up to the limit of its capacity.

The battery is e::ceedingly useful in small sta-

tions where the load on the station at certain times
is very light and where motors are supplied from
the same system of mains. Under these conditions
generators arc extremely sensitive, and do not main-
tain the pressure constant under the varying condi-
tions of load, while the use of a storage battery

keeps the pressure on the lines constant at all times,

and variations which would otherwise come from
short-circuits and sudden variations in motor load

disappear absolutely under the influence of the bat-

tery.

The advantage of uniformity of pressure is espe-

cially desirable in small central stations, v/here the

cost of lamp renewals is an important feature, since

by the use of the storage battery the life of the

lamps is prolonged and ihe cost of lamp renewals
thereby largely reduced.

In large central stations, where the storage-bat-
tery capacity forms a moderate proportion of the

total-output caoacity. it should be used as a re-

serve to the boiler plant, being kept floating on the

system continuously, and being used to keep the

boilers working under economical load at all times,

it slowly more economically than when you dis-

charge it rapidly?

Mr. Ferguson: Yes.
Mr. Norcross: I understood you to say that the

cost of a steam plant and the cost of a storage bat-

tery had a relation. Will you kindly state what that

is?

Mr. Ferguson: The cost of a steam-generating
equipment and storage battery to do the same work
is the same, provided the work does not extend for

.

inore than two hours. The fact is, that very few
small stations can use storage batteries.

F. A. Copeland. La Crosse. Wis.: I had fully

made up my mind, not long ago, to put in a

storage battery, 350 amperes on a side for one hour,

or 700 amperes, but 1 found that it would cost not
less than $20,000 to get it all in running order.

The battery itself would cost $16,000, and it would
cost $4,000 to put It in place. I estimated that a

generator of the capacity to carry 350 amperes an

hour would not cost to exceed one-half of that.

You have in that case only got interest to pay on
one-half the investment, the deterioration Is less, and
then we would have to run 30 horsepower eight

hours to recharge the battery. Therefore I have
made up my mind that it would be cheaper where
you have an hour or an hour and a half load to put
in a generating plant rather than a storage battery.

Mr. Norcross: Two or three years ago. In Mil-
waukee. I was offered a storage-battery plant as a

special favor for $30,000. That settled the matter
of storage battery for me.
Mr. Ferguson: As I have shown in my paper,

the battery has no place, from an economical stand-

point, in a small station which has a long peak.

The figures that I have given of the cost of bat-

tery for five hours, which is about the average length
of the peak of a small lighting station (railway

business is somewhat different), viz.. $240 a kilo-

watt, enable you to see at once that tlie cost is pro^

hibitive. The figures for generating- plant that I
have given are based on new apparatus, and I have
taken $100 a kilowatt as the total cost of every-
thing, engines, boilers, dynamos, auxiliaries of all

kinds, and all constructional expense of a first-class

station, and on that basis, as you will see from the
paper, at 1% hours, you come out about even—$80
a kilowatt for one hour and $116 for two hours

—

so that two hours is the absolute limit. Two years
ago, when lead was cheaper than it is now, two
hours was the time at which the two curves of cost
crossed each other, but lead has gone up, so that
the batteries, instead of costing $60 a kilowatt, as
was the case three years ago, now cost $80 a kilo-
watt.

Professor Swenson. Madison, Wis.: I would like
to ask what you figure as the depreciation in a small
plant, operated under ordinary conditions.

Mr. Ferguson: If you have a guaranty from the
storage-battery company, nine per cent., probably.
On large installations, where the batteries are
nursed, they have been willing to guarantee them
as low as five per cent., but in most cases six per
cent. But I doubt very much whether any such
guaranty could be obtained for a small station.

Chicago's Proposed Street-railway
Subway.

The street-railway commission appointed by the

Chicago City Council has been considering plans
for a system of street-railway subways to relieve

the congestion of traffic In the down-town streets

of Chicago. The general Idea it to construct some-
thing along the line of the Boston subways. The
latter. It will be remembered, are but a short dis-

tance below the surface of the streets and run un-
der some of the most crowded thoroughfares.
Trolley cars enter and leave the subways at the
edge of the congested district, and no traffic is al-

lowed in the subway save the cars.

At a session of the street-railway commission on
June 28th the question of the renewal of franchises
for the street-railway companies was considered,
and John M. Roach, president of the Chicago
Union Traction company. Is said to have suggested
a plan for a system of subways that would remove
every car from the surface of the down-town streets
of Chicago. The project is, of course, one of great
magnitude, involving, as Mr. Roach estimated, an
expenditure of about $1,000,000 a mile of subway;
but it is believed that the Union Traction company
Is ready to go ahead and build the system of sub-
ways for the sake of settling at once, in a satisfac-
tory way to all concerned, the matter of congestion
of traffic on the down-town streets, provided the
company be given a perpetual franchise for the
operation of the subway. In view of the great in-
vestment involved, the company Is said to have
intimated that it did not feel like paying much in
the way of cash compensation to the city for the
franchise. It was also made clear that in removing
its tracks^ from the surface of the down-town streets
the company would require the city not to grant a
franchise to any other company to build on the sur-
face.

The commission was naturally somewhat sur-
prised at the proposition, both on account of the
magnitude of the undertaking and because of the
radical changes involved. The Union Traction
company has evidently given the problem of con-
gested down-town traffic considerable thought and
has concluded that the Boston subway scheme most
successfully meets the requirements.
Much interest has been manifested in the plan.

In fact before the present proposition was made
various engineers and others had proposed definite
routes and schemes.

Since the_ meeting of the street-railway commi,^-
sion, at which the proposition to build a subway
was made, the Chicago City Railway company has
announced Its decision to co-operate with the
Union Traction company In the matter. However,
there has arisen a considerable sentiment In favor
of the building of the subways by the city itself and
charging the street-railways rental for their use,
thereby following the plan of Boston. In the latter

case the gas and water pipes and electric conduits
would be provided for also In the subway. Es-
pecially would this be necessary if the subway were
to be run with Its roof as a foundation for the
street paving.

Electric Lighting in Pekin.
A small electric-lighting station has been in-

stalled in Pekin, China. In anticipation of trans-
mission to a distance, an alternating-current generat-
ing plant has been adopted, so that if required the
current may be transformed up. Though at present
of very modest capacity, ample provision has been
made for ultimate extension of the station on a large
scale. The generating plant already installed con-
sists of a 50-horsepower steam set, while a second
set of 100 horsepower is on the way, and room is

left for a third set, without extending the buildings.
Arrangements have also been made to educate the
Chinese in the uses of electricity for domestic and
olher purposes, and to this end a showroom has
been attached to the generating station, in which
lamps and motors, etc., may be seen in their applica-

tion to various purposes. Siemens 5f Halske of

Berlin promoted the plant.
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Losses in Small Lighting Plants,^

BV B. V. SWENSON AND A. W. KiCHTER.

The history of the development of electric lighting

shows that the pplendid advai: cement which has
been made in the economical production of electric

current is due largely to careful and scientific

tests of electric plants and apparatus which have
been made from time to time.

The complete commercial test, when properly
planned and executed, will demonstrate the exact
conditions under which a plant is operating, show-
ing the losses which occur in the various parts of
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FIG. 1. LOSSES IN SMALL LIGHTING PLANTS,—BOILER-

ROOM READINGS.

the system. By a proper interpretation of the test,

all losses may be located and means may then be

devised for improving the ef^ciency of the plant.

The report of such a test should be arranged in

a simple, straightforward manner, and should con-

tain all essential data. A brief description of the

test should be given and the results and conclu-

sions should be plainly and logically set forth.

Large plants have been tested more frequently

than smaller ones, but, in a general way, these tests

have also been of advantage to the smaller plants,

as they have shown where machinery and other

apparatus were faulty or uneccnomical, the result

being that manufacturers have improved their prod-

uct very materially.

In consequence of this, some of the apparatus, as,

FIG. 2. LOSSES IN SMALL LIGHTING PLANTS —ENGINE
AND ALTERNATOR LOAD CURVES.

for example, the steam engine, has been so per-

fected that but little improvement in its efficiency

is possible. Again, \arious station appHances, both
mechanical and electrical, have been devised for

increasing the station output and efficiency.

When such tests have been made they have usu-
ally brought forth excellent results. Small light-

ing plants, however, have suffered in this particular.

the reason being largely the lack of a full apprecia-

tion of the value of such tests. Then, too, it very
often happens that the management realizes that

improvements might be made and yet is not aware
of the fact that, by means of a scientific investiga-

tion of a thoroughly practical nature, one can de-
termine just where improvements can best be made.

In a large number of cases, small plants, as well

as large ones would be greatly benefited by a prac-
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FIG. 3. LOSSES IN SMALL LIGHTING PLANTS —LINE
LOAD CURVES,

tical test, if properly conducted and inlcrprclcd.

This is especially true of some of the carHer plants,

containing machinery and apparatus, which, although
the very best at the time of installation, is now
almost or entirely out of date.

Very frequently in a case of this kind a test will

demonstrate that it would be a good investment to
"scrap" certain apprrratus and to replace wilh new
and more modern equipment. Indeed, it many
times occurs that the saving made in one or two

I. paper read before tlio Nortliwctitcrn Electrical Association
at Waupaca, Wis,, June 27. 1900. Tim aiilhorfl nrc profofisorB
in the en^ineerini; department of tljo Univer&ity of Wi»conBiD,

years will more than pay the cost of making the

change.
It must not be understood in this connection that

the writers are condemning old apparatus in gen-
eral and advocating iti. replacement with new equip-
ment in all cases. Far from it. for it very frequently

occurs that apparatus which has been installed for

a number of years will, with certain changes, still

serve economically and well. Instances have come to

the attention of the writers in which entire new equip-
ment has been advocated, but where, by a proper
remodeling of the plant, probably replacing some
equipment with new and rearranging the plant
in general, it may be operated practically as eco-
nomically as with new equipment, and with far less

expenditure of capital.

In order to illustrate the importance of what has
been said, the results are given of one of the tests

recently made by the writers in this immediate
vicinity.

The plant in question is a combined lighting and
pumping station. The boiler room contains two
return tubular boilers, each of 43-horsepower c'
pacity. The feed-water was taken from the main
and passed through an open exhaust heater before
entering the boilers. The engine room contains a
125-horsepower Ideal engine, directly belted to a
90-kilowatt. 2.20O-voIt Westinghouse alternator. The
switchboard is arranged to control two single-phase
feeders, each of 45 kilowatts' capacity. The pump
house contains two duplex Deane pumps, each of
which (at the ordinary speed of operation) has a
capacity of 400.000 gallons in 24 hours.
Time will not permit of a detailed description of

such a test, neither does it come within the scope
of this paper, but a few of the general results ob-
tained may be of interest. The object of the test
was to determine the efficiencies of the plant, and all

Evaporation same of combustible, actual, lbs
Evaporation from and at 212*^ F. per lb. of combustible,
lbs

Evaporation per square foot of heating surfuce per
hour, actual, lbs

Evaporation per square foot heating surface per hour
from and at 212° F

Standard commercial h. p
Builders' rating at 15 stj. ft. of heating surface (two

boilers)
Ratio of commercial to builder's ratine, per cent
Time of engine and alternator trial, 5 ^50 p, m. to i :io a.

Duration of engine and alternator test, hours
Water pumped into boilers, lbs
Water d raven from separator at engine, lbs
Dry steam charged to enRine, after deducting that
used by calorimeter, separator and auxiliary pump,
lbs

Dry steam charged to plant, after deducting that used
by calorimeters and auxiliary pump, lbs

Coal charged to plant. 5:50 p. m, to i:ro a. m,, lbs
Average i. h. p. of engine
Maximum i. b. p. of engine (8:40 p. m.)
Total watt hours
Average electrical h. p '

Maximum electrical h, p
Load factor (average e. h. p.-^ maximum e, h. p.) per
cent.

6.57

i.6t

56-55

80.60

70.2
n.

7-33
16,254

370

Water pumped into boiler per engine,
lbs..

hour.

Dry steam per engine i. h. p. hour, lbs
Dry steam per plant i, h. p. hour, lbs
Coal per engine i. h. p. hour, lbs
Watt-hours per lb. of coal
Friction of engine, alternator excited, and exciter

h. P
Friction of engine, per cent, of total load

15.323

15,683
2,681

62,3
93,2

179.350
33,2
56,2

39

34 2

33,5
31-3
5,37
66 9

§

To escapir^
^ases cinders
<*yadiaHon.

parts thereof, under actual operating conditions,
and to decide upon what changes^ if any, were ad-
visable.

The coal was weighed as it was brought into
the boiler house; the water was pumped into
two weighing tanks, so arranged that one could
be filled while the other was being einptied. Cal-
orimeter tests at boilers and engine were taken
every hour: all other boiler-room readings were taken
at half-hour intervals. Indicator cards at the engine
and all engine and switchboard readings were taken
every lo minutes. In the pump house all readings
were' taken at 15-minute intervals.

The station was operated under ordinary work-
ing conditions. Boiler No. i was started at 2:15
p. m., and at 3:15 p. m. one of the city pumps was
started. Boiler No. 2 was fired up at 4:05 p. m., and
the city pump was stopped at 5:31 p. m., after which
there was an entire stoppage until five minutes of
six, when the lighting engine and alternator were
started. The arc circuit was thrown on at 7:28
p. m. and stopped at 12 midnight. The whole plant
was shut down at 1:15 a. m.

All instruments used were carefully calibrated in
the laboratories of the University of Wisconsin,
both before and after the test. The data were taken
by the writers, with the assistance of two students
of the university, and entirely independent of the
station employes. Some of the results of the test
follow:
Steam pressure, pounds 72.2
DraiiRlit RauKe, inches of water 0.375
Escaping sases, degrees Falirenheit 407
Feed-water, degrees Fahrenheit 136
Kind of coal Iiidiioa blocit
Total coal consumed, lbs 3,384
Dry coal consiiincd, lbs 3.275
Refuse, lbs 300
Refuse, per cent n.j
Flue gases: Carbon dioxide, per cent. 6.57

Oxygen, per cent 13.43
Quality of stcatn, per cont 98.5
Total weight of water used, lbs 19,242
Total water cvaporate;d, dry steam, lbs 18,950
Hvaporatiou per lb. fuel, actual lbs 5.79
Evaporation s.Tme from and at 212" F 6.45

FIG. 5. LOSSES IN SMALL LIGHTING PLANTS —DIAGRAM •

SHOWING LOSSES IN HEAT ENERGY FROM
FUEL TO SWITCHBOARD.

Average efficiency (e. h. p. .^ i. h. p.), per cent 53.2
Maximum efficiency {e. h. p. H- i. h. p.), per cent 62,8
Duty of city pump :

Per pump displacement per 1,000,000 B, T. U,, ft, lbs.... i3,Sio.ooo
Per tank displacement per t.000,000 B T.U..ft.lbs 12,-80.000
Per pump displacement per i.ooo lbs. dry steam, ft.

lbs 13.940 000
Per tank displacement psr r.ooo lbs. dry steam, ft. lbs. 12,900,000

The management v/as under the impression that
the boilers and heater were not of sufficient capacity,
and that it would lie necessary to purchase a larger
boiler and heater, which would entail a considerable
investment of capital. The test shows that the
boilers arc operated at an average of but 70 per
cent, of their rated capacity, and during the two
hours of heaviest load they operate at but five per
cent, above rated capacity. It will be seen, there-
fore, that the boilers are of sufficient capacity for the
present requirements of the plant. The temperature
of the feed-water (Fig. i), as given in the test
(13,1° F.). is lower than that of the water as ordi-
narily pumped into the boilers. This result is due
to cooling, while the water was pumped into the
barrels and from there into the boilers. In order
to find the actual temperature, at the time when no
test was being made, the temperature of the feed-
water was taken on the evening following the test.

The data oblaincd showed an average temperature
of 204° F. and a temperature of 208° F. at the time
of maximum load (7:30 to 10- p. m.). This tem-
perature is as high as can be obtained by the use
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of an exhaust heater without increasing the back
pressure on the engine. A higher temperature
would be conclusive proof that the back pressure
is excessive, and is therefore undesirable.
The indicator cards show that in all cases the

pressure drops to atmospheric pressure immediately
after opening the exhaust, and gradually rises until
compression begins, reaching about 3.8 pounds dur-
ing the time of heaviest load, and 2.5 pounds dur-
ing the time of light load. This rfse is caused prin-
cipally by the piping, and cannot well be avoided

FIG. 4. LOSSES IN SMALL LIGHTING PLANTS.—WATER
CURVES.

when both engine and pump exhaust into the same
heater. The average back pressure of the engine,
namely, 1.9 pounds for the period of heavy load
and 1.2 pounds for the period of light load, is very
good The back pressure on the pump, while it

was in operation, was less than two pounds. The
heater is therefore of sufficient capacity for the pres-

ent needs of the plant, as shown by the test.

The evaporation (pounds of water per pound of

combustible from and at 212° F.), namely, 7.32

pounds, is fairly good, considering the conditions
and the method of handling the plant.

The flue-gas analysis shows an average of

It will thus be seen that the electrical and indi-
cated horsepower can at once be read off for any
time of the day.
The average electrical horsepower is but 33.2,

while the average indicated horsepower is 62.3. The
maximum electrical horsepower is only 56.2. and the
maximum indicated horsepower is 93.2. The mini-
mum electrical and indicated horsepower are 3.6 and
24.8 respectively. These figures show to how great
an extent the unit is underloaded. The low effi-

ciency, which is due to this cause, averages 53.2
per cent., reaching a maximum of 62.8 per cent,
at 10:10 p. m., and having a minimum value of
about 14 per cent. This means that on the average
53.2 per cent of the power generated in the engine
cylinder reaches the switchboard ; the remainder.
46.8 per cent., is lost in the transmission. When the
lighting unit is in operation all. night, this loss is

increased to a considerable extent.

An investigation was made of the saving, if any,
that might be made by the addition of a smaller unit,

which might be operated during the period of light

load and when the arc hghts are not in use. It was
found that, with a run to i a. m., the investment
would bear a good percentage of interest.

The horsepower and efficiency curves show the
very light load on the electric station during the
earlier hours of the evening and after the arcs are
taken off at night, the efficiency of the unit falling

as low as 13 per cent. It is evident that a smaller
unit, if installed, will decrease the cost of operation
to a considerable extent, besides furnishing a du-
plicate outfit. In case of accident to one of the
units, the station will still be able to furnish light

to its patrons.
A 30-kilowatt unit will be able to operate the

incandescent circuit during the entire run, and it

is therefore advisable to install a unit of this size.

The average electrical horsepower for the incan-

descent circuit during the entire run is 14.6 elec-

tion, the photograph gives ample evidence, but, on
the other hand, the papers presented in this issue

of the Western Electrician show that some good
work was accomplished. An illustration (three-

fifths size) of the souvenir badge presented to the

delegates is also gi\en. The badges were stamped
from sheet-brass and were conspicuous and sig-

nificant.

One Central-station Man Who Was Not
Bulldozed.

E. G. Holmes, of the Detroit Light and Land
company of Detroit, Minn., shot M. McCarthy in
the head recently. The trouble arose over the
electric-light contract for the village. McCarthy is

a saloonkeeper, while Holmes is on the opposition
side of the saloon question. Recently the council
sought to annul the franchise of the Light and Land
company, and called an election to vote bonds for a
municipal plant. Holmes had ceitain circulars bear-
ing on the matter, giving the lighting company's
side. McCarthy took them from Holmes' carriage

and burned them publicly in front of his saloon.

Holmes secured a warrant for the arrest of Mc-
Carthy for the theft of the circulars. The men met,
and McCarthy started to enter the carnage. Holmes
warned him not to do so, and told the driver to

proceed. McCarthy swung himself into the car-

riage when Holmes drew a revolver and fired.

The ball glanced, and the wound is not dangerous.

English Electric Manufacturing Com-
pany,

That energetic American engineer, Prof. S. H.
Short, is making himself felt in England, to judge
from the long accounts in the English electrical jour-

nals, describing the formal opening of the "magnifi-
cent factory" 01

the English Elec-
tric Manufacturing
company at Pres-
ton. The buildings
cover five acres,

and the London
Electrical Review
hails "with keenest
pleasure the in-

auguration of a

wholly British fac-

tory devoted pri-

marily to electric

traction, and
which, in point of

equipment and or-

ganization, will

6.57 per cent, of carbon dioxide. This result is too

low, and shows that too much air is admitted to

the furnace. It was found that during the time of

light load and after starting boiler No. 2, a test

of the flue gases showed but 2.3 per cent, of carbon

dioxide, while during the time of heavy load (8:15

to 10:15 P- ^-)> there was about eight per cent, of

carbon dioxide. This last result is fairly good,

although it can be improved upon. With very care-

ful handling of the dampers and fire an average re-

sult of from eight to 10 per cent, can easily be

obtained.
The steam pipe from boilers to engine was not

covered. The test shows that during 7 1-3

hours 407 pounds of steam (equal to 2.54

per cent, of the total amount) was lost between

boilers and engine. This loss was due in part to

radiation, and partly to steam escaping with the

water in the separator, due to the fact that the drain

from the separator was not kept entirely closed.

Assuming a radiation of one British thermal unit

per square foot of radiating surface per degree per

hour, one per ceni. is accounted for, leaving 1.54

per cent, to be charged to the separator.

The engine and alternator are both of very recent

design, and. if they were operated at anywhere

near full load, would leave Httle to be desired in

this direction. Load and efficiency curves of engine

and alternator are shown in Fig. 2. Electrical

and indicated horsepower data are given as ver-

tical distances and time as horizontal distances.

A Group of D'-li'^;.itL-s and Visitors.

REMINDERS OF THE WAUPACA CONVENTION.

trical horsepower, and the maximum is 26.8 electrical

horsepower.
The results of the test show that the changes con-

templated before the test was made are not neces-

sary at present, but that other changes might be

made which would greatly improve the economical

operation of the plant.

[The paper was read by Professor Swenson. who,

at its conclusion, explained the diagrams (Fig. 3

showing the line load curves and Fig. 4 the pump-

ing tests) in somewhat greater detail. The graphi-

cal demonstration of heat losses in furnace, boiler,

auxiliaries, engine and dynamo, here denominated

Fig. 5, was viewed with especial interest by those

present.]

Reminders of the Waupaca Convention.

Shortly after noon on the last of the three days

of the convention of the Northwestern Electrical

association at Waupaca, Wis., last week, a photog-

rapher secured some group pictures of the con-

vention visitors on the veranda of the Grand View

Hotel at the Chain o' Lakes. Only a portion of

the party could be secured, as a considerable num-

ber were enjoying the delightful bathing afforded

by the resort or were otherwise scattered about.

One bather happened along just in time, however,

as is shown by the picture of the jolly party given

herewith. That it was a care-free summer conven-

Souvenir Badge.

challenge comparison with any similar undertaking
in existence. Nor will the new works be called upon
to establish their position in the trade by tedious and
hard-fought steps ; on the contrary, they commence
operations with orders already in hand to an extent
that will tax their utmost capacity for a year to

come." Professor Short is the technical director of
the company, and is in entire charge of its installa-

tion and manufacture.
Referring to these works, the London Electrician

says: "The harmonious blend of American skill

and experience with British financial enterprise on
British soil is a real and effective solution of the
problem of American engineering competition."

Electric Plants in Fortifications.

By direction of General Wilson, chief of engineers,
a board of engineer officers has been convened at

the War Department for the purpose of considering
and reporting a uniform system of electric plants

at the various seacoast fortifications. These plants
are used for the manipulation of ordnance machin-
ery and for illuminating purposes. They are not all

of the same character, and it is the province of the

board to suggest the best general system for adop-
tion at all the fortifications. The board consists of

Major S. S. Leach, from New London, Conn.; First-

lieutenant James B. Cavanaugh. from Mobile, Ala.,

and First-lieutenant Robert R. Raymond, from Bos-
ton.
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A correspondent, writing to the editor of the

Western Electrician, says: "I wish you would per-

suade some expert electrician among your readers

to give his attention to the rational designing of

the sparking coil." The gentleman is interested in

gas-engine manufacture, and, with some others,

thinks that improvement can be effected in methods

of electric ignition. However, many men are work-

ing toward the betterment of this and other features

of the gas engine, and from the fact that the elec-

tric igniter is gradually taking the place of all

other types, it is evident that the design of the spark

coil is a detail that must receive due attention.

In a paper on "'Expert Evidence" recently read

before the American Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers by Mr. J. E. Hyde of the New York bar, the

author made an interesting prediction: "I look for-

ward to the time," he said, "when the court will

have its own expert as its technical adviser, and

then, while there may still be that 'conflict of evi-

dence' which is now so usual, it will do less harm.

The court and its expert will work together to arrive

at the truth and sift the chaff from the wheat. I

believe that this practice has been adopted in France

and in Germany." This idea, so far as it relates

to patent causes, at any rate, seems to be worthy
of serious consideration. If coinpetent experts were

appointed as officers of the court, as disinterested

as the judge and with no more bias or partiality, it

would seem that the ends of justice would be more
readily advanced than by the present system of re-

taining experts on one or both sides. Many diffi-

culties in the way of the practical execution of the

plan may be imagined; but with the present reputa-

tion of "expert testimony" the suggestion is not

to be summarily disregarded.

Managers of small lighting plants will find It

well worth their tiirc to read with care the paper

entitled "Losses in Small Lighting Plants," pre-

sented by Professor B. V. Swenson and Professor

A. W. Richter of the University of Wisconsin at

last week's convention of the Northwestern Elec-

trical association and printed in this issue of the

Western Electrician. The authors describe a test

they made recently on a combined lighting and

pumping station of small size and present results

that are instructive and interesting. The manage-
ment of the plant was under the impression that

the boilers and heater were not of sufficient ca-

pacity and that apparatus of greater size was needed.

But actual test demonstrated that the boilers were

of sufficient capacity for present requirements. It

was shown, however, that It would pay to install

a smaller lighting unit to be operated during the

period of light load. Thus the test showed that

the changes contemplated were not necessary, but

that others might be made to advantage. Inci-

dentally, the authors prepared a striking diagram

to show the heat losses from the coal-pile to the

switchboard. This drawing Illustrates In an im-

pressive manner the small percentage of the theo-

retical energy of the fuel realized at the switch-

board. The paper shows the practical, commercial

value of testing, even in the sinallest plants, and

is a worthy contribution to the literature of central-

station operation.

It is not surprising that in the discussion on Mr.

Ferguson's paper on "Storage Batteries for Small

Stations" at the recent Notthwestern convention

there should be a consensus of opiriion that, from

the financial point of view, it is not advisable

to install a storage battery in a small lighting sta-

tion. But it is especially interesting to note the

exact statement of the financial limitations of stor-

age-battery auxiliary In the lighting station. Said

Mr. Ferguson: "If the characteristic of the [load]

curve [of the station] is such that the average width

of its peak is more than i^^ hours, then the initial

cost of steam and electrical generating equipment

to provide capacity for this peak will be less than

that of the necessary storage-battery equipment,

at the present market prices, to do the same work.

If the curve has an average peak width of less than

i'/i hours, then the initial cost of the storage battery

will be less than that of the steam and electrical

generating equipment to take care of this peak."

This is a clear-cut statement, and as the average

width of the peak of the load of the small central

station is more than iV'j. hours, it follows that the

sUjrage battery is out of the running from the

purely economical point- of view. There are, of

course, advantages in the use of the storage battery,

such as the ease with which the reserve comes

into play in case of a sudden and unexpected de-

mand for current; but, on the whole, it is unlikely

that this useful class of apparatus will be eiriployed

to any great extent In small central stations at the

present range c^ prices.

Striking evidence of the growth of American ex-

port ti-ade in electrical machinery and other elec-

trical apparatus is presented in a table prepared by

the Treasury Department, showing the exports in

these lines during the 11 months of the fiscal year,

as compared with the values for the corresponding

period of the two previous years. During the 11

months of the fiscal year 1900 the exports of elec-

trical machinery reached a total valuation of $3,834,-

317, as against a value of $2,517,797, for the same

period of 1899, and $1,883,306 for 1898. The exports

of instruments and apparatus for scientific purposes,

under which classification are included telegraph,

telephone, and other electric apparatus, during the

Ti months of i8q8 v/ere valued at $2,521,280, in-

creasing to $3,929,073 in 1899, and still further to

$5,876,618 in 1900.

Gratifying as these comparisons are, it is to be

borne in mind that every American victory In the

foreign field has stirred commercial Europe deeply.

I'he statistical statements prepared from time to

time by the Treasury Department, showing the enor-

mous growth of our exports, are studied abroad

even more carefully than at home. The competi-

tion will unquestionably become keener as the years

pass, and it behooves American manufacturers,

therefore, to prepare now to hold the advantage

they have gained and to become so familiar with

every phase of the world market that they can con-

fidently send abroad in the future the precise goods
that the buyers want and at prices which will com-
mand trade.

The rights of telephone companies in the streets

constitute an old and fruitful topic of discussion. In

the recent case of Castle against the Bell Telephone

company of Buffalo, the Appellate Division of the

Fourth Department of the Supreme Court of the

slate of New York holds that a telephone company
having its poles and wires In the streets of a city

may, when authorized and commanded by the city

so to do, place its wires In underground conduits

In the streets without paying tribute to abutting

property owners.

While a public highway Is primarily intended for

the accommodation of travelers employing the

ordinary means of locomotion, the court holds that

It is, nevertheless, in another and broader sense, a

public convenience. And a street in a populous

city, it assumes to be the well-settled law of the

state, may properly be devoted to any purpose

which the enjoyment, comfort and convenience of

the locality may require, and the rights of abutting

property owners, even though they own the fee, as

it is termed, to the center of the street, will be

subject to this paramount right of the public.

Is, then, the telephone a public convenience, In

this sense of the word, and such a one as that a

street in a populous city may be devoted, to it con-

sistently with the general purpose for which that

street was originally designed? So far as the first

branch of this question is concerned, the court

thinks that it may be unhesitatingly answered in

the affirmative; for, of all the discoveries of modern

science, it pronounces the telephone one of the most

wonderful, as it is one of the most useful, there

being a thousand ways in which it can be used to

such advantage as to render it well-nigh indis-

pensable to an urban resident. That the transmis-

sion of Intelligence by electricity is not only a

public convenience, but a public necessity, being

established, the court holds that where, as by the

use of underground conduits, the means for such

communication neither disfigure the surface of the

street nor interfere in any degree with its use by
travelers upon foot or in vehicles, no good reason

suggests itself why it shoidd be regarded as an

additional burden entitling the owner of the fee to

further compensation.

Mr. Justice Laughlin alone dissents from the

proposition that a telephone is a public necessity

or convenience, and holds that placing conduits for

lek'iihone wires in a public street is not a proper

nuniicipal or street use, as against the owner of

the fee.
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Toll-line Traffic.

After the reading of Mr. J. B. Ware's paper on
"Toll-line Traffic" at the recent Independent tele-

phone convention in Cleveland [Western Electrician

of June i6th, page 391], the following disucssion

ensued:
M. McFarlin, Des Moines, Iowa: I would like to

ask Mr. Ware what objection he has to charging
a percentage on interchanged business. This is the
rule where I am, and it occurs to me that by this

method the result would be easy to get at—easier

than by a mileage basis.

J. B. Ware, Grand Rapids, Mich.: The question
is, why is percentage preferable to mileage basis.

Those percentages are based upon actual distances
traveled, are they not? It is impossible, as far as

my experience in Michigan has gone, to reach a
percentage that is absolutely accurate. Percentage
is a makeshift; we agree that one company shall

take 65 per cent., and another 35 per cent., in order
to save working out details on each message. When
you come to build long-distance toll lines, I doubt
whether a percentage basis can be agreed upon
where there are so many telephone companies in

the field. There is no question, so far as the theory
is concerned, that if you get your percentage ac-

cording to the actual number of miles traveled, you
are getting what belongs to you. We are providing
for our company or. a percentage basis the same
as your company. V* hat kind of a percentage basis

could be agreed upon for messages passing over
your lines to exchanges, perhaps from points be-
yond, where you have nothing to do but transfer?

You get no percentage. The percentage is fixed.

As I stated a moment ago, it is fair to divide on a

basis of 65 and 35, and you are putting business

through the exchange and over the lines from
which you get absolutely nothing. It is so in

Grand Rapids. We have been for two years put-
ting through the exchange anything and everything
that has been offered bj' neighboring lines. In or-

der to get a message over our lines to a point 75
miles away, that message goes through on a per-

centage basis, and we get nothing for handling that

message ordinarily. We have faced that problem
heretofore, and we have solved it temporarily by
fixing a percentage: but there is only one true basis,

in my judgment—only one true basis for settling

—and that is the actual mileage in air-line distances.

There is a great deal of work to be done, and it is

a hard problem to work out, but it must be done
to get the results desired.

R. F. Johnson, Saginaw. Mich.: I would like to

ask the gentleman from Iowa if he' ever felt sat-

isfied that he got what belonged to him on a per-

centage basis. Is it not a fact that it is simply
jumping accounts with your neighbors, and you
never feel satisfied?

Mr. McFarlin: In answer to the gentleman's

question I would say that our business has been

in a chaotic state. I believe in a clearing house. In

Iowa I know many companies never make any

settlements at all. Rather than go to the trouble

of figuring it out they let it go. I asked the ques-

tion to bring about a general understanding. I

think Mr. Ware's idea is very good.

Mr. Ware: I venture to say, without knowing
an3^thing about matters outside of Michigan, that

00 per cent, of the companies represented here have

jumped accounts with their neighbors. This has

been possible up to the present time, but cannot

continue: the toll bi;?iness has got to be on a busi-

ness basis. I am sorry that someone with more
experience has not written upon this subject. How-
ever, the committee assigned the subject to me.

1 am satisfied that if we could compare notes at

this convention we would find that we have not

been doing business on a business basis, so far as

toll lines are concerned; and the matter must be

settled very quickly, if we are going to make a

success of the toll-line business.

E. B. Fisher. Grand Rapids. Mich.: I would

suggest that the traffic associations give us some

sort of a hint as to what they are trying to do and

have already accomplished. It might furnish solu-

tions to such questions as this. We would like to

have a hint at this convention as to any particular

work that is going en here, in Pennsylvania or In-

diana. This should be given to other states at this

convention. , - .

A. L. Bigelow, Bryan, Ohio: Regardmg division

of tolls on a mileage basis, as suggested, I would

like to ask if. in addition to that, the originating hue

would be entitled to any larger percentage than

the lines over which the message passes. For in-

stance, for a message originating at one of our local

stations, say 10 miles distant, then passing through

our switchboard at Br>'an and over, the United

States lines, the rate would be 10 cents. The busi-

ness originated in our plant, and passed through

our switchboard, but upon division of tolls we would

receive comparatively nothing.

Mr. Ware: The question is whether there should

be a larger percentage for the originating of that

business than would be paid. All originating busi-

ness is to have a percentage. For the handling of

the business in the exchange a commission should

be paid. I sugger^t 25 per cent., with a maximum
of 12% or 10 cents on anv one message. Twenty-

five per cent, is theoretically the proper commission.

Why should vour 10 miles be worth more than

any other man's 10 miles? You have received a

commission for originating that business, and that

is all you are entitled to. The commission for

originating business in Grand Rapids is worth as
much more than other cities. I think the com-
mission should not exceed 20 or 25 per cent. For
business originating in toll stations I am perfectly
willing that the exchange should receive its 25 per
cent, regular commission, although the agent him-
self may receive but 15 per cent. I care not where
ihe message originates, whether it be in an ex-
change or toll station, the toll lines are entitled

to no more than if it originated in the city'.

Mr. Bigelow; Suppose, as was suggested, that

we should jump accounts with our neighbors, and
business would originate at a local plant and pass
over three or four small local lines and be trans-

ferred through our switchboard and re-transferred

through another. Would you suggest any trans-

fer percentage in addition?
Mr. Ware: No. If you allow a switching charge

on each message, and there are enough of them,
you would find the toll lines would be paying for

the privilege of sending messages, and that is not
fair. If the proposed method is not fair, there are

only two solutions—either the small companies
should take their percentage of mileage, the same
as the large companies, or they should sell out to

the large companies. Switching charges cannot be
paid without demoralizing the business and eating

up all the profits, and that would mean the end of

the long-distance business.

Horton Park, Kenton, Ohio: You spoke in ref-

erence to transfer charges. If we are not to have
anything for transfers, what are we to do?

Mr. Ware: I knov.'- what I would do. Of course,

it is impossible to make any rules that do not have
some exceptions, even in the telephone business,

but I would ask the toll-line companies to build

through lines or take care of the toll-line business

themselves, or establish some other way of provid-

ing switching charge, if it becomes a burden on
your exchange, or the lines are not sufficient to

take care of the through business. There may be
special conditions that have to be handled in a

special way. It is a fact that if we recognize switch-

ing charges, we might as well abandon the through
business. The time will come when through cir-

cuits will be built, which lessen the switching bur-

den. You can better afford to do your exchange
business free of cost for the toll-line company than

not to have the toll-line business; can better afiord

to do it at a loss than to have them disconnected.

The problem to be solved is how your people can

get connections with every other exchange, not only

50 miles away, but 500. If we cannot solve that

problem we have failed in accomplishing that for

which we have come. No one can be too careful

in handling the toll- line business in his exchange.

There is not a man in this room that has had ex-

perience in the toll-line business that is getting

compensation for the business he does. The toll-

line agent never has received and never will receive

proper financial com.pensation for the annoyance

he has in connection with the tolls themselves and

the reports at the end of the month. If this is true,

why should we be so particular in figuring up our

expenses in connection with the toll lines? We are

actually dependent upon the toll lines for the success

of our' exchanges, no matter where we are located,

and whatever we can do to encourage additional

local long-distance business we should do with-

out regard to whether we are making a success of

our business or a loss. This is the problem we are

facing, and we might just as well face it. There

is no man that can figure out to the cent just what

he should receive, and allow any part of the toll.

H. E. Graham. Ncrwalk, Ohio: For the benefit

of Mr. Park I would like to make a short statement.

We fought the Bell people three years at Norwalk,

with their free service, and but for their toll lines

I think they would have been out of the business:

but with their toll lines they kept their subscribers,

and we found they were gaining ground. It was

either a question of toll lines or going out of the

business with us. Still, when the United States

company wanted a contract for 99 years, our people

thought it was forever, and hesitated to sign. They

finally signed it, and every month watched the toll

business very closely for results. For nearly a year

the result has been that we got from $9 to $12 per

month commission. We were paying our toll op-

erator $20. and some of our company were inclined

to feel that the business was not paying. I showed

them the number of subscribers at $2 a month that

we never would have had otherwise than through

the toll lines. The long-distance connections

brought us the subscribers and keep them. We
never would have had them in any other way, and

what we lost on the toll business was paying good

dividends on the ezcchange. Then, loo. the toll

business has increased with the number of sub-

scribers, and it is advertising the exchange. Last

month our commissions exceeded $27.

Electric company, makers of the controllers. This
suit arises in connection with the contract between
the Boston Elevated and the Sprague companies
for the equipment of 60 elevated-railway cars with

the Sprague multiple-unit system, recently signed,

as reported in the Western Electrician, and by
which the Sprague Electric company furnishes the

Boston Elevated company with a bond guarantee-

ing it against loss through any patent litigation.

J. S. B.

Patent Suit over Sprague Controllers.

[Special dispatch to the Western Electrician.]

Boston. July 2.—The General Electric company

and the Thomson-Houston company have entered

three suits against the Boston Elevated Railway

company in the United States Circuit Court here,

alleging infringement of patents, in connection with

motor controllers for the defendant company's cars.

While the Boston Elevated company is made the

defendant in the suits, the real parties concerned

are the General Electric company and the Sprague

Electrical Engineering Trade in South
Africa.

[From the Electrical Review, London.]

In the early days of the Rand, things went pretty
much the way of the English manufacturer, and
direct-current dynamos from England tumbled into

the country as fast as they could be made. But after

a little while there came a change over the scene.

The Frankfort Exhibition was held; polyphase dyna-
mos and motors were shown in operation over long
distances, and the superiority of this system for the
transmission of power was demonstrated. And then
slowly, but surely, the polyphase machine began to

get an entrance into the Transvaal, to the exclusion
of the direct-current plant, and to the benefit of

the foreigner. But the English manufacturer made
no move; he has hardly begun to do so now. The
result is that the trade has largely gone away from
England. In the first place the Germans and the

Swiss benefited largely by the new state of things,

but they were greatly handicapped by the demand
for similar machinery at home. In the meantime,
however, the Americans had been adopting poly-
phase machinery on a large scale, and what is more,
standardizing and making a special study of it. Be-
ing more enterprising than their Continental rivals,

they sent men to Johannesburg, and not only opened
agencies, but even went so far as to form a supply
company for certain mines. What was the result?

Americans are as clannish as the Scotch, and it be-
came the case of the unclean spirit who found the
house swept and garnished. American machinery
required Americans to understand it; the mines en-
gaged them. These engineers required Americans
to drive their machinery; they were forthcoming.
New machinery was required; specifications were
drawn up by the American engineers in their own
language and indicating their own type of machinery.
English makers could not or would not always quote
to new patterns; they had made certain patterns all

their lives, and they were not going to change now.
To the next thing was but a short step; what more
natural than that American dynamos must have
American engines to drive them, American pumps
to feed the boilers, and to be driven by American
motors, and so on ad lib. And now the Rand is

full of American engineers, American practice is

de rigueur, and American terms are the vernacular.

Specifications are already being handed around for

machinery which contain many words strange to our
ears, and which clearly indicate their source and
the type of machinery required.

Now, where does the English manufacturer stand?
Orders for machinery to the value of millions of

pounds will be given out in the course of the next
year or two, not only for mines, but for towns, which
will increase rapidly in size. How many of these

orders will he get? Will he strive to get out of his

groove? Will he send out or appoint agents who
are conversant with the requirements of new coun-
tries, or will he continue to try and force them .to

take the plant he has made for years? It is for him
to answer, and not for us, but let it be understood
that we do not grudge the Americans their success;

it is due entirely to their enterprise and our lack of

it that they are now more or less in a position to

dictate as to the origin of the machinery required.

We only wish to issue a warning in time, now that

a new state of things is springing up, so that the
English manufacturer may get his lair share of the
plums.
Apart from the question of polyphase machinery,

which he is now beginning to make, there are many
other directions in which he is at a disadvantage
with the Americans. Take the question of over-

head line equipment, for instance. Why is it th-it

we hiive to buy so much of this material from the

States, not only for the Transvaal, but also for our
own requirements at home? Are our own insulator-

makers energetic enough? Another point, which ap-

plies less to the mines than to the towns, is the sup-

ply of car bodies and trucks for electric tram>vays.

Hot countries like Africa require open cars, or cars

without windows, and with top canopies. Are we
going to continue to make closed cars only, be-

cause the Englishman is satisfied to travel in the

summer in a rolling Black-hole of Calcutta, rathei

than force the tramway companies to put on can
with open sides in the hot weather?

It is not as if the English manufacturer cannot

make these things. Indeed, he can make them in

every respect as well as the Americans, and the

solidity of his work is generally better. But he must
standardize his goods rather more so as to offer

them at a lower price, and in a shorter time, if he
wishes to secure his share in the growing South
African trade. There is room enough out there for

everybody, but we cannot afford to let our colonies

and our new territories become the dumping ground
solely for American machinery—or see all the good
posts filled by Americans after we have fought for

them ourselves.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Notes from Ohio.

The Independent lines leading into the Builders'

and Traders' Exchange at Columbus were cut one

night last week. This building belongs to E. T.

Mithoff, who has refused to allow the Citizens'

Telephone company to operate instruments in any

of its buildings unless the company allow him a

telephone free.

Manager Reutinger, of the Independent com-

pany of Chillicothe, says his town will soon be

connected up with a number of places outside of

the state. It is now connected with nearly all river

points and with the lake cities.

In the case of Samuel Stukey et al. aganist the

North Electric company at Lancaster, Judge Slough

has granted an order restraining the company from

erecting telephone poles for long-distance service

upon the property ot the plaintiffs, south of Lan-

caster. The latter are farmers and have gotten con-

trary for some reason.

The Columbiana County Telephone company has

issued a list of its patrons in that county.

The Home Telephone company of Kent, Ohio, has

been incorporated by Marvin Kent, J. G. Getz, F. L.

Allen, G. E. Hines and W. H. Butler. The capital

stock is placed at $50,000 in shares of $100 each.

The company will purchase the system originally

installed by W. H. Butler, and will make a number
of valuable improvements and additions.

The Bell people have established a free-service

line from PemberviUe to Brader and Prairie Depot,

Ohio. It may also be extended to Bowling Green

and some other points.

The contract for the construction of the fire and

police system at Akron, Ohio, has been awarded to

the Standard Underground Cable company at

$7,813.28.

The City Council at Marion, Ohio, has refused to

grant a franchise to an Independent company which

is seeking admission, the old company making a

hard fight against it. The new company is securing

subscribers and will appeal to the Probate Court

under the statutes of the state.

The new fire and police system invented by L. G.

Woolley of Kenton, Ohio, was tested over the

Central Union Telephone company's wires between

Columbus and Springfield last Sunday. The alarm

box has three magnets and a spring device and

works without a battery. It also has a tester which

shows every ^V-i minutes whether the apparatus is

in perfect working order or not. Mr. Woolley

is also the inventor of the magneto telegraph

which works without batteries, and he is backed

by the National Magneto Electric Telegraph com-
pany of Springfield, Ohio, in all his experiments.

The following-named companies have been in-

corporated within the past few days:

Gibsonburg Electric Light company, Gibsonburg,

Ohio, to operate a light plant and a telephone sys-

tem. The capital stock is $12,000, and the incor-

porators are W. H. Mohrhoff, F. H. WestholT,

Charles Sanders, Louis Gerwin, Henry Feehrmeyer
and Albert Miller.

Co-operative Telephone company, Coldwater,

Mercer County, Ohio, to supply the town and
neighboring villages with telephone service. The
capital stock is placed at $2,000 and the incorporators

are C. F. Marvilius, J. B. Hashinger, J. M. Will-

holif, Anthony Rathweg and P. F. Weamer.
Attica Telephone company, Attica, Seneca County,

Ohio, by Fred C. Myers, John Schotter, Richard T.

Hearson, Harry G. Blaine and Ernest G. Blaine.

The capital stock is $2,500. The company is au-

thorized to build exchanges and lines in Ohio and
especially to promote telephone interests in and
about Attica.

Farmers' Telephone company. New London,
Huron County, with a capital stock of $2,000. The
incorporators are Charles Peck, A. H. Collins, E. E.

Hubbard, U. E, Snyder and H. W. Townsend.
The company proposes to erect a plant at New
London.
The Paulding Home Telephone company is ar-

ranging to put in an exchange at Payne, a small

town in the northern part of Ohio. Already the

company has more than half the required number
of subscribers on their books.
Workmen are busy putting in the wire and ap-

paratus in the new exchange at Salem, Ohio. The
Central District and Printing company is pulling

in the plant. O. M. C.

Telephony in Michigan.

Mr. J, B. Ware, general manager of the Citizens'

Telephone company of Grand Rapids, estimates the

number of Independent telephones in Michigan as

29,000, against the .^2,000 of the Michigan Tele-

phone company (Bell). The growth of the Inde-

pendent companies is due to reasonable rates, su-

perior service and rapid development of local toll

lines. The Citizens' company of Grand Rapids
increased its business from 1,460 telephones on
September i, 1895, to .3,.30(5 on May 8, 1900. Mr.
Ware figures that in 1899 the average gross income
from each Bell telephone in Michigan was $29.49,

As the stock and bond issue amounts to $234 lor

each instrument, he thinks the business must be
done ;it a loss and that ultimately the Independents,
with one-third the investment per instrument, will

prevail.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company

made a distinct hit with its toll service by giving

bulletins from the National Republican convention
in Philadelphia. The nominees were known
throughout the Northwest within a very short time

after the convention had taken action.

Two independent companies have been organized

at Marshfield, Wis., to build toll lines to surround-
ing towns. The system will include Wausau, Grand
Rapids, Marathon City, Edgar, Fenwood, Stratford,

Mosinee, Athens, Pittsville, Bethel, Vesper, Arpin
and other points.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company
is taking bids for/ the erection of a handsome cen-

tral building in Fargo, N. D.
It is understood the Little Wolf River Telephone

company contemplates an exchange for Chippewa
Falls, Wis. It is said that many of the contracts

on a low basis with the Wisconsin Telephone com-
pany expire January i, 1901, and that that company
does not intend to renew at the present figure. It

is believed this will give the Little Wolf River com-
pany a chance to enter the field.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company
at Grand Forks, N. D., demands a bond from a

housemover to protect the company from the ex-

pense of cutting and repairing its lines. Injunction
proceedings are threatened if the bond be not forth-

coming.
The council of Superior, Wis., granted permission

to the People's Telephone company to issue bonds.

Some of the aldermen feared it was a scheme which
would result ultimately in the consolidation with
the old company, but the city attorney assured them
that the city's rights were guarded.
A local electrician at Grand Meadow, Minn.,

placed a transmitter in front of a speaker at a camp
meeting held there and the discourse was listened

to over the wire in a number of houses on the line.

The Arcadia (Wis.) Telephone company is con-
structing a line to Whitehall, Wis.
The Sunset Telephone company is extending lines

from Aberdeen, Wash., to South Aberdeen, and a

new toil wire to Montesano.
A farmers' telephone line is projected from Lis-

comb, Iowa, to Conrad, by way of Whitten.
Owen Gray, late with the Western Electric com-

pany of Chicago, has been selected as superintend-
ent of the Mutual Telephone company of Des
Moines, Iowa. A number of improvements to the

system are planned.
The Cedar Valley Telephone company of Water-

loo, Iowa, is preparing to put its wires underground
in the business section. Other improvements will

be made.
The new telephone system at Rolfe, Iowa, has

been completed and turned over to the owners by
the contractors.

Work has been begun on the construction of the

Holstcin (Iowa) Telephone company's system.
The Billings (Mont.) exchange has 147 subscrib-

ers according to its latest directory.

The Inland Telephone company is about to ex-
tend a toll line from Ellensburg, Wash., east to

Yakima and west to Palmer.
The Central Telephone company will soon move

its Rockwell City (Iowa) exchange to new quarters.

A new and larger switchboard will be put in use at

the new offices.

The Wisconsin Telephone company plans to ex-
tend its toll wires to Rhinelander, Wis., soon.
The Sumner Telephone company is arranging to

establish a local system in New Hampton, Iowa.
About 100 subscribers have been secured.

The Lincoln (Neb.) Independent Telephone com-
pany has been incorporated with $150,000 capital

stock. Local capitalists are interested in the enter-

prise. An exchange is to be established in Lincoln.
The Dakota Central Telephone company, which

lately absorbed the local exchange at Watertown,
S. D., proposes to rebuild the exchange as soon as

possible. R.

IVIanagIng an Exchange in Opposition
to the Bell.'

By W. B. Burke.

In the beginning of the Independent enterprise
it was a serious question in the minds of those
who contemplated investing in opposition to the
Bell. The Bell people had control of every device
that was used in a telephone and the public could
scarcely realize that the patents had expired. But
when the first opportunity was opened the opposi-
tion began. Threats were made by the Bell people
from the beginning and every effort made to sub-
due further development. They did not seem to
realize how an Independent exchange could exist

when they already occupied the field. At first it

was no easy matter to secure sufficient means to

put an exchange in operation, as nearly everyone
was warned as to their existing patents. It was nec-

essary for tin- Independents to equip with instru-

ments and switchboards that were not desirable, but

as fast as suits were brought against these their ex-

changes were equipped with new and improved
boards.

I. Abstr.ict of p.ipor read boforfl the UHoois Telophone asso-
cinlion at Cliico^o, Juno 7, 1900.

The Bell interests compelled the Independents to

be where they are to-day. We had the long experi-

ence of the Bell, but they had made but little

progress until the Independents entered the field.

They forced the Independents to improve on their

equipments until the Independents have to-day
equally as good apparatus as the best the Bell can
produce. The sympathy of the people is with the
Independent movement. The old monopoly has
held sway so long and been so exorbitant, arrogant
and independent, that everyone is wilHng to render
his assistance to the new enterprise and is will-

ing to patronize the home company.
In conclusion, permit me to say that which we all

seem to be in an excellent state of preservation, and
are not working for glory, we should unite ourselves
and by so doing strengthen our relation with one
another, so the Independent field will be united for

the purpose of systemizing telephone communica-
tion. In this way it may become a mutual business
relation to all.

Pittsburg and 'Vicinity.

The Pittsburg and Allegheny Telephone com-
pany expects to have the new Pittsburg Exchange
of 5,000 subscribers in operation by the middle of

July. Work on the Allegheny City Exchange is

progressing rapidly, and it is expected to be in

operation not later than Nov. i, 1900.

The Federal Telephone company has just com-
pleted a new exchange of 200 telephones in Wilkins-
burg. Pa. This is a model plant, both as to con-
struction and equipment. American Electric tele-

phones, switchboards and protective devices are
used exclusively-.

An exchang;e of loo-drop capacity has just been
put in operation at Millvale. Victor switchboard
and American Electric telephones are used.

)

A new exchange has just been completed in Cora-
opolis. Pa. This plant consists of 100 subscribers.
The Avonmore exchange has been "rebuilt, and a

new lOO-drop switchboard installed. This exchange
is connected by trunk lines with Leechburg. Kittan-
ning, Hyde Park, Saltsburg, Edri and Salina.

The Leechburg exchange has also been rebuilt
and a new switchboard and new instruments put in

to replace the old.

A new plant has been completed recently at Free-
port, Pa., and a trunk line is being built between
this town and Leechburg, Pa.
E.xchanges of lOO-subscriber capacity have just

been completed and put in successful operation at
Enisworth. Pa., and at Bellevue, Pa.
Monessen, Pa., less than two years old, with its

7,000 inhabitants, can now boast of a new Inde-
pendent telephone exchange of 100 subscribers' ca-
pacity, which the Federal Telephone company has
just installed.

A new telephone plant of ico subscribers has just
been installed in the flourishing town of Charleroi.
The New Castle Independent telephone plant of

over 600 telephones is in a flourishing condition.
The Council of this town is again a.gitating the ques-
tion of underground conduits for all telephone, tele-

graph, electric light, and trolley wires. Should
Council pass such a general ordinance, it would
be a serious blow to the Independent telephone in-

terests, as they have but recently put up several
miles of aerial cable. In addition to this, it would,
on account of the hi.ah price of such material, cost
a large sum to install such a system—an expense
which most telephone companies other than the Bell
are ill able to afford.

A new telephone plant has but recently been in-
stalled at Ellwood City, Pa., near New Castle, and
has been connected by trunk line with the latter
city.

The Independent telephone plant at Johnstown.
Pa., has a subscribers' list of over 900, being one of
the largest independent plants in Western Pennsyl-
vania. The Bell company's list does not equal one-
third of this number. This plant started five years
ago with 100 telephones, and has grown to its

present size in the short space of five years. The
plant has altogether outgrown its present quarters,
and the question of rebuilding now confronts the
stockholders. The company has received several
bids for an underground system, and it may he that
before the dawn of another year Johnstown may
boast of the only Independent underground system
in Western Pennsylvania, outside of Pittsburg and
Allegheny.

' The Allegheny County Telephone company, con-
trolling plants in Braddock, Plomestead, Duquesne
and Rankin has just sent to press a new directory
of its 700 subscribers. Connected by trunk line with
this system is the Federal Telephone company's
plant of 1,000 subscribers at McKeesport, Pa.

Tile West Pennsylvania Telephone company is

installing an exchange in Bnrgettstown, Pa.
Ordinances have been granted to the Pittsburg and

Alleghenv Telephone company at Charleroi, Pa.,
and at Monessen, Pa.

Ordinances have been granted to the Federal
Telegraph company at Belle Vernon, Pa., Baden,
Pa., and Verona, Pa.
Rumor says that the Pittsburg and Allegheny

Telephone companv has absorbed the independent
plant at Elizabeth, Pa. M.
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New Keelyn Apparatus.
The Keelyn Telephone Manufacturing Company

of Chicago, which reports a good order business,
is exploiting the new apparatus illustrated here-
with. The company announces that it will keep
abreast of the times, and several original and novel
appliances have been brought out already.
The Keelyn exchange and long-distance instru-

ment (Fig. i) is of the series type, with 80 ohms' re-
sistance in the pair of ringer coils and a heavy
three or four-bar magnet generator with high effi-

ciency armatures capable of ringing strongly
through 25,000 ohms of resistance. The switch
hook is of the long-lever, cast-brass type, with strong
steel spring and german-silver circuit springs
provided with platinum contacts. Wide gears and
an automatic cut-out operated by the crank are
provided. The binding posts are of the lock-nut
type, while the wiring and workmanship are neatly
done; all being mounted in a highly polished,
French finish, hardwcod case of quartered oak or
walnut. All exposed parts are in fine nickel finish.

Fig. 2 shows the Keelyn telephone with extra bat-
tery capacity.

The Keelyn transmitter is said to be of excep-
tional simplicity and efficiency. The transmitter
cup or box is cast in one piece on the arm, to
which cup is screwed the cast-brass, nickeled cap.
This cup and cap enclose simply a diaphragm.

Telephone Improvements Abroad.
Under date of May 5th United States Consul Wor-

man of Munich, Germany, reports that a syndicate
has been formed under the auspices of the Bank of
Darmstadt to bring into practical use certain tele-
phone improvements that have been tested in gov-
ernment offices. These inventions are to make it

possible to retain the spoken word and to repeat
It as freely as desired; to use the same wire for
simultaneous conversation by different persons; to
repeat the same conversation at various points: and
to strengthen the sounds so as to make the long-
distance telephone operate with better results.
From London comes the statement that Ernest

Kumberg has invented an important appliance for
the telephone. "It is an in^genious combination of
the phonograph and telephone," says a corre-
spondent, "with a cylindrical attachment, which
greatly magnifies the sound of the voice and pro-
duces a deep impression on wax. When the man
who is called up is at hand he may take his mes-
sage without recording it phonographically, or he
may decide, if it is an important matter, to secure
an impression for future reference. If he is out
the machine will record the message on its own
responsibility, and will reply courteously that its

owner has just popped out, and that it will be
glad to receive the message and hold it until its

master returns."

Gray Magneto Patent Case.
The United States patent to Elisha Gray, No.

3og.6iy. granted December z.i, 1884. was passed upon
by ludge Clark in an opinion filed on lune 14th.
which was published in the Western Electrician of
lune 2.sd. This patent was again considered by the
court in settling the form of decree to be entered
against the Williams-Abbott Electric company of
Cleveland. It was granted for a telephone-call box
provided with an automatic device for controlling
the shunt around the armature, invented by Pro-
fessor Gray in the fall of 1878. and has largely gone
into use in equipping telephone and other signaling
circuits.

The three claims of the patent read as follows:
I. The combtnition. w'th a m^pneto or dynamo eleclrir nm.

chiiip. of a main circuit and a shunt or short circuit around s id

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

NEW KEELYN

granular carbon in a loose or free state (being one-
half full), a thick carbon disk which latter is screwed
over a mica disk against the enameled back of the
cup by a plated machine screw which passes through
a hard rubber bushing and is connected to one
terminal lock-nut binding-post, the other circuit

leading through the arm to the induction coil. The
arm is of the "rocker" type, mounted on the induc-
tion-coil base, the whole being enameled and neatly

decorated. The induction coils (like all Keelyn
coils) are of the full silk-wound copper-wire type,

being quite long, with a heavy Swedish iron wire
core. The primary is 0.75 ohms and the secondary

75 ohms' resistance, which Mr. Keelyn claims to be
proper for two-cell battery.

Among the specialties is the new Keelyn com-
bined carbon and fuse lightning arrester (Fig. 3,

actual size). This shows to what extent improve-
ment can be made. The usual type occupies a

space two by seven inches, while the new Keelyn
type only occupies a space of two by one-half inches.

or one-fourteenth as much. The device is fitted

with german-silver spring-standards for holding the

carbon and fuses, each standard being provided

with an "eye" for soldering in the wires, making a

certain connection.

Fig. 3:

APPARATUS.

machine, and means for automatically breaking such short cir-
cuit upon and continuously during the operation of the machine.

2. The combination, in a dynamo or magneto electric machine,
of a main circuit, a shunt of low resistance around the coils of
the armature, a key in said shunt, and mechanism whereby said
key is automatically opened upon and continuously during the
operation of the machine, said key being closet! and held closed
automatically when and while the machine is not in operation.

3. The combination of the driving shaft of a dynamo or mag-
neto electric machine, a sleeve mounted thereon in sucii man-
ner as to have a determinate longitudinal movement thereon,
and a circuit-breaker automatically operated by the longitud-
inal movement of the sleeve.

In his supplemental opinion, filed lune 28th, ludge
Clark says; "It will be found, of course, on ref-

erence to that opinion [Western Electrician, June
23, 1900, page 408], that the holding was that the
particular device or combination covered by claims
2 and 3 was protected, and the opinion could not
be construed as going beyond the claim, or as in-

tended to broaden the claim. It was the particular

instrument or means of accomplishing the result set

forth in claims 2 and 3 which is protected, and not
any other means or device not substantially equiva-
lent to the device or means therein described. I

do not deem it necessary to say anything further."

NEW COMPANIES.
The Petroleum Telephone company, capitalized at

$1,000,000, and the Clark Automatic Telephone
Switchboard company were recently incorporated in

West Virginia.

The Iroquois County Telephone company of

Cissna Park. III., capitalized at $2,500, was a recerit

Illinois incorporation. Its incorporators are Tunis

Young, J. C. Sailor and Fred Breymeyer.

The Kraft Combination Telephone company of

Chicago was recently incorporated, with a capital

stock of $375,000. to operate telephones and vend-

machines. The incorporators are Charles H. Kraft,

William L. Rohrer and Isaac M. Hamilton.

A charter has been issued to the Guthrie Tele-

phone company of Guthrie, Okla., with a capi-

tal stock of $9,00^. The purpose of the company is

to build and operate a telephone system in Guthrie,

in connection with the long-distance system of the

Arkansas Valley Telephone company. The incor-

porators are A. G. C. Bierer, Jos. W. McNeal, B. S.

McGuire and Frank Dale of Guthrie, and John M.
Noble of Perry.

Competition in Ohio.

There has been quite a contest among the business

and professional men at Columbus as to which tele-

phone system they will use the Citizens* (Inde-

pendent) or Central Union (Bell), and those in

the different branches of trade have held meetings

from time to time to discuss the matter. The
physicians have finall.v decided upon the Citizens',

and the druggists will likely do the same, as they

v/ill necessarily have to use the same system. The
grocers have also decided upon the Independent

system, and the butchers are now debating the

matter. They are in such a position that they will

have to use the same one as the grocers, since many
of them handle groceries also.

This same matter has been under discussion
among the business people of other towns in the

state, and at Delaware the grocers have adopted
the Independent system. So far as known, the dry-
goods merchants have taken no action in this mat-
ter, and it is not known whether they will take it

up or not. Their custom comes from all over the

city, and from users of both systems, and it will be
a hard matter for them to decide. In many in-

stances where the Central Union instruments are
already in they will be kept and both systems used.

G. H. Pratt, assistant traffic manager of the Cen-
tral Union, was in Columbus a few days ago and
discussed the rate matter with some of the local
newspaper men. He declared that there would be
no reduction in the prices, as had been reported,
and that everyone who uses one of his company's
instruments will have to pay the regular price for
it. The Central Union has lost about 250 patrons
in the city, he said, but in their place had secured
between 300 and 400 new ones. ' The company has
ordered new cable lines, which will accommodate
1,000 subscribers, and a new section long-distance
board has just been put in which will accommodate
20 circuits.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
The South Carolina Telephone company, at Co-

lumbia, announces that it is ready for business.
-Patrons will not be required to sign contracts.

The exhibit of the Ericsson Telephone company
of New York at the Paris Exposition is from the
Ericsson factory at St. Petersburg, Russia. Visitors
are invited to inspect the exhibit, which is to be
found in class 26, groups 4 and 5, in the Russian
section, just beneath the luminous fountain.

The Charleston (S. C.) Mining and Manufacturing
company has brought suit against the American
Telephone and Telegraph company for $50,000 dam-
ages, charging that the defendant entered upon the
lands of the plaintifT and trampled down the grass
and herbage, injuring the land to the extent above
named.

The bill to incorporate the Washington Telephone
company, although passed by the House, and favor-
ably reported upon by the District commissioners,
seemed about to die in the hands of the Senate
committee. As great pressure was brought to bear
upon this committee, it decided to present a report
on the bill without recommendation.

The directors of the Southern New England Tele-
phone company voted recently in New Haven,
Conn., to increase the capital stock of the corpora-
tion from $2,500,000 to $2,750, 0(X). The proceeds
of this amount are to be used to pay off the floating
debt incurred for enlargement of the company's
plant in various parts of Connecticut.

The Winchester (W. Va.) Telephone company has
nearly all the poles up for its Charlestown and
Harpers' Ferry line. This company is reaching
out in every direction and will ultiinately connect
all the small towns in the Shenandoah Valley by
telephone, and put them in communication, by means
of long-distance telephones, with the large cities.

A news dispatch from St. Ignace, Mich., states
that on June 22d a cable was successfully laid be-
tween that point and Mackinac Island by the Mich-
igan Telephone company, and speaking communica-
tion established with the island for the first time.
Various cities east and west were spoken with dur-
ing the afternoon. Several of the company's offi-

cials celebrated the event with a dinner at the Grand
Hotel.

Mayor Hayes of Baltimore, Md., said recently
that he was negotiating with the Maryland Telegraph
and Telephone company for the erection of an ex-
change in the city hall, and the replacing of all Ches-
apeake and Potomac telephones now in service of
the city by Maryland telephones. It is also prob-
able that Maryland telephones will be installed in

all the fire houses during the summer. The trouble
concerning what telephones the city uses seems to
hinge on the use of the city's conduits. The Ches-
apeake and Potomac company refuses to use the
city's conduits, whereas the Maryland Telegraph
and Telephone company is said to express great
willingness to use the conduits.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
A new issue of the Ericsson series, published by

tne Ericsson Telephone company of New York, has
just made its appearance. It contains mention of

many of the foreign telephone plants installed by
the Ericsson company, and an illustration of the
lo.ooo-subscriber multiple switchboard at Copen-
hagen, Denmark, said to be the largest single switch-
board in the world. The company receives a large
number of requests for these little publications, which
arc mailed free to any address.

The Marietta Telephone company of Marietta,

Ohio, is engaged in building an exchange, which, it

is said, will be a credit to the company and a source
of satisfaction to the citizens. The system, which
has been purchased complete of the Sterling Elec-

tric company of Lafayette, Ind., will be of the cen-

tralized-enei gy and automatic-flashlight lype, and
the company will begin doing business with at least

600 subscribers. It hopes to give service by the

middle of July. The Sterling Electric company is

also furnishing the complete equipment, including

switchboards and telephones, for the West Liberty

fTowa) Telephone company, and a new switchboard
for the Linden, Ind., telephone exchange.
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Developmentof the Incandescent Lamp
in Twenty Years.

Twenty years ago, Edison, after two years of ex-

perimental work, gave the fix'st public exhibition of

his incandescent lamp in his laboratory at Menlo
Park, and early in 1S80 started the first Edison
lamp factory. It is an interesting fact that the lamp
to-day contains the same elements that it contained
2C years ago, none having been added and none
omitted from the lamp during this period of time,

and yet each of the elements which constitute the

lamp has been so changed and developed that the

lamp to-day is different in every respect from the

old lamp, both in appearance and performance, and
also in economical construction. The economy is

well illustrated by the fact that 20 years ago lamps
sold at $1 in the same quantities for which they

now sell at 20 cents, and the profit per lamp is much
more now than it was then; in fact, it is believed that

lamps sold at $1, 20 years ago, were sold at a loss.

The lamp bulb of 20 years ago was made at the

lamp factory, from glass tubing, being blown by
eye, without any other guide, so that the shapes
could not possibly be more uniform than the skill

of various operators could make them. The bulbs
are now blown in a mold at the glass works, insuring
uniformity of shape and size.

The filament of the lamp has changed very ma-
terially, both in appearance and in character. It

was then made of bamboo, cut to the desired size

by plane. This planing required eight different op-
erations before the piece was reduced to the desired
size. This was not only very expensive, requiring
very acciirately made tools, but even at bfst, it was
very difficult to make a filament which was as uni-

form in size as the requirements of the lamp de-
manded.
The old bamboo filaments were put into the

lamps just as they came from the carbonizing fur-

nace, so that the performance of the lamp was lim-

ited by the temperature which this piece of wood
charcoal would stand. This temperature was nothing
like as high as is possible with the present filament,

mentioned before, may be further illustrated by the

fact that only a few years ago the cost per lamp pro-

duced of the breakage incurred in the manufacture
was greater than the total cost of the lamps at the

present day.

Another element in the lamp, the changes in which
have been plainly evident to the eye, is the joint

between the filament and the platinum leading-in

wire. In Edison's early lamps this joint was made
by means of a small screw clamp, the filament being
squeezed into the jaws of this by a screw-driver,

which was a very expensive method. This was fol-

lowed by a copper-plated joint, the leading-in wire
being folded around the end of the filament, and
the whole joint being covered by copper by electro-

deposit.

Both these methods required that the ends of the
filament be enlarged so as to coil the filament before
it came in contact with the metal. This required
greater accuracy in the cutting of the filament, as,

being made with enlarged ends, there was no pos-
sible variation in length after it was carbonized, and
if it was made wrong originally, it could not be
changed.
The present filaments are made longer than they

are needed and cut to the right length after they are
carbonized. This' is made possible by means of a

carbon joint between the filament and wire, which
is not injured by the high temperature at the point
where the filament leaves the joint.

This carbon joint was first made by folding the

leading-in wire around the filament, and heating the
joint so made very hot under gasoline. The heat
decomposed the gasoline and deposited a carbon
covering on the joint, which made a very perfect

connection. This wa.^ superseded by the present car-

bon joint, which is applied in the form of a carbon
paste, which, after being baked in a furnace (which

rejections is to increase the' expenses, the ultimate
effect is to increase the business on account of the
greater excellence of the lamps which are shipped.
The result of this policy is shown in the very large
increase in business during recent years.

The Edison lamp factory of the General Electric
company turns out 55,000 lamps a day, or nearly
16,000,000 lamps per annum. The pictures show the
Edison lamp factory at Menlo Park in 1880, with its

production of 300 lamps a day, compared with tKe
present factory at Harrison, N. J.

I.ii: -11 I imp [.ictory in i8So.

DEVELOPMENT OF

which has the graohite coating, which is now added
to the filament after it comes from the furnace.
The efficiency of the lamp, which is ordinarily

expressed in watts per candle, is determined by this

temperature, and the difference between the old and
the new may be well illustrated by the figures of six

watts per candle in the lamp of 20 years ago, and
3.1 watts per candle at the present time.
This difference in efficiency does not tell the whole

story, because the filament of 20 years ago was a
plain loop, which, although it gave 16 candlepower
in the position in which lamps are measured, yet
the total light given by a i6-candlepower lamp then
was much less than that given by a i6-candlepower
lamp now, because the present filament, being of

the well-known oval form, gives a much larger light

in the positions other than the one in which lamps
arc measured than did the old one. Thus, the old
loop, measured through the tip of the lamp, only
gave three candles, whereas, the present lamp in

that position gives seven candles.
The glass tube which supports the filament from

the bottom of the lamp has been developed very
considerably, although in appearance it is much the
same. The tendency of the change has been to re-

di-cc the amount of platinum used. In the old
lamps probably 10 times as much platinum per lamp
was used as is used to-day, and yet the platinum of

to-day does its work just as well as did the old
lamps with the large amount.
The base of the lamp has been improved, not

only in appearance, but also in performance, as the

old bases were constructed on a bad principle, which
caused many of them to break in use.

The last, but one of the most important dements
i nthc lamp, which, although important, is invisible,

is the vacuum. Vacuums were produced 20 years
ago as good as can be produced to-day, but great
improvement has been made in the methods of get-

ting them and in the uniformity with which they arc

made. Twenty years ago it took five or six hours to

exhaust a lamp, whereas now they are exhausted in

one minute, while the proportion of inferior vacuums
produced 20 years ago was very much greater than
it is to-day.

The Imnrovemcnts In methods of manufacture,
which is illustrated by the great reduction in cost

Edison Limp Factory in igoo.

THE INCANDESCENT LAMP IN TWENTY YEARS.

decomposed the hydro-carbon liquid element of the

paste), forms a dry-carbon joint, which is quite sat-

isfactory.

A great deal of v;ork has been done in the devel-

opment of each of the elements of the incandescent
lamp, and the development of each one must be
done with a knowledge and consideration -of all the
other elements, as a change in one element may be
very good, considering that element alone, but may
affect the others disadvantageously.
This makes a problem with several factors in it,

all of which are very important, and the effect of a

change in one is often very difficult to trace to the
element which has caused it, as the effect often ap-
pears as far distant from the cause as is possible.

The success of the Edison lamp has been very
materially aided by the system of inspection em-
ployed at the factory, and by the very accurate selec-

tion of lamps, so that each lamp is shipped for use
at the voltage for which it is best adapted. A lamp
used on its proper circuit will give a very satisfactory

result, whereas, the same lamp on a wrong circuit

will perform very badly. To accomplish the desired
result, very careful attention must be given to the
processes in the factory which determine the voltage
and candlepower of a lamp when finished. There are
used in the factory, pieces of apparatus which meas-
ure the diameter of the filaments to the forty-thou-
sandth of an inch. Enough of these instruments to
do all the work are in constant dally use in the fac-

tory, handled by regular employes, so that it is a
commercial machine, and not a mere laboratory
tool.

The other essential measurements of the filament,
which is the determining factor of the candlepower
and voltage of the lamp, are also done with great
accuracy, and the result is the manufacture of useful
lamps only, so that there is no temptation to ship
lamps wrongly assorted, in order to get rid of un-
desirable stock.

The system of inspections which cause the rejec-
tion of lamps for fruits which would not have re-
ceived consideration a few years ago. is a consid-
erable expense to the factory, as apparently good
lamijs arc rejected, and made up to standard, or else
broken up.

While the immediate cfTccl of such inspections and

Operating Work as a Feature of Elec-
trical Laboratory Training.*

By William S. Aldrich.

In the representative institutions the engineering
courses are now so organized that the junior
student enters the engineering laboratory fresh from
work in the physical laboratory. Advanced work
along similar lines is carried on in many cases after
the student has entered upon his professional
studies. The earlier training is chiefly by way of
illustration and demonstration, familiarizing the
student with the phenomena, principles and laws of
physics. The later training acquaints the student
with some of the exact methods of modern experi-
mental work. In consequence of such work, the
engineering student should early assume toward all
phenomena and problems in the realm of physics
that attitude so characteristic of the scientific mind.
Granting its thoroughness, there is less necessity for
attempting similar tiaining in the engineering lab-
oratory. More time is therefore available for de-
veloping the latter along engineering lines.
The work of physical and of engineering labora-

tories naturally overlap each other. No hard and
fast line can be drawn between them. It becomes

daily more impossible to
define clearly their respect-
ive limits, with the ad-
vance in physical science
and the growing industrial
applications of that science.
In the engineering labora-
tory are investigated the
properties of water, steam,
gas and electricity with spe-
cial reference to their in-
dustrial applications; the
chemical, physical, mechan-
ical, electrical and magnetic
properties of materials, as
the case may require; the
functional relations of
mechanisms, machinery and
prime movers, and their
performance in detail or in

the aggregate.
The bearing of these con-

siderations upon electrical

laboratory training is ob-
vious. Preceding experi-
mental work with new elec-

trical apphances or pro-
cesses there should be care-

fully arranged work along
the following lines: Study, inspection, illus-

tration and demonstration, operation. By thorough
study of actual and typical appliances the necessary
preliminary electrical and mechanical data are se-

cured. By inspection the student is assured of the
electrical, magnetic and mechanical condition of the

apparatus essential for successful operation of the
same. By way of illustration and demonstration he
is familiarized with the phenomena and principles

underlying the functional working of apparatus and
the handling of instruments and circuits. By op-
eration the student acquires that familiarity, facility.

confidence and resourcefulness so essential for the
satisfactory handling of electrical circuits and ap-
pliances.

Training in handling electrical machinery is

quite as essential as training in electrical measure-
ments. The one should be done and the other not
left undone. If, with all of his familiarity with
galvanometer work, the young electrical engineer
is left to the mercy of the wireman or the operating
engineer, his laboratory training has been incom-
plete. A knowledge of the behavior of electrical
machinery and confidence In handling electrical cir-

cuits is becoming more necessary with each widen-
ing use of electricity. The utilization of alternating
currents and the operation of alternating-current
machinery constitute to-day a most interesting and
Important field, one with which the electrical
student cannot become too familiar. It is the result
of experience that students who have been given a
course of electrical laboratory training involving
study. Inspection, illustration and operation have a
better understanding of testing work than If they
had been put at once into the latter without atten-
tion to the former.

At Tcrre Haute. Ind., a company of capitalists, in-
cludmg several Boston men and W. P. Ijams of
Tcrre Haute, has secured franchises on five roads
loading out of Terre Haute for electrical-railroad
rights-of-way. The company has a capital stock of
$800,000. and work will begin on the lines within a
few months.

I. Absuact or paper rond before the Society for the Promo-
tion of KrRineQrinR Education, at the New York meetine. Tulv
2-4, 1900. ' '
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Zeco Igniter for Gas Engines.
To the Ziegler Electric company of Boston be-

longs the credit of devising the compact and well-de-
signed outfit for igniting gas and gasoline engines
which is shown in the illustrations. The apparatus
consists of a switchboard and an electrical generator
of either the dynamo or magneto type. Upon the
switchboard (Fig. i) are mounted three storage
batteries, the sparlv coil and a single-throw switch.
To set up this outfit and operate it is simplicity

Itself. The storage cells are sent out fully charged
and have merely ;o be put into the rings provided
for them on the switchboard. Wires are run from
the dynamo or magneto to two binding posts on
the switchboard labeled "dynamo," and the two
other binding posts labeled" "engine'' are con-
nected by wires to the terminals of the engine. The
dynamo (Fig. 2) can be run either by a- pulley and
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G. I. Automatic Circuit-breakers.
The illustrations show the new automatic mag-

netic circuit-breakers of the General Incandescent
Arc Light company of New York. Fig. i repre-
sents the single-pole instrument for 125, 250 or 500
volts, and Fig. 2 the double-pole type for 125 or
250 volts. The company states these advantages:
The contacts are of the laminated type, which,

being perfectly protected from arcing by three
metal shunts, one opening after the other,' and a
final carbon break of great length, at all times make
perfect contact. In the case of 500-volt railway
panels two long carbon breaks in series are pro-
vided on the single-pole circuit-breakers. These
laminated contacts, tending to free themselves by
opening the circuit, are at all times alive to respond
to an overload and tendency to stick is obliterated.
Gravity also tends at all times to open the breaker.
The contact blocks upon which the laminations
make connection are flat and parallel with the
.switchboard, so that in transferring the device from

Fig. I. Switchboard.

ZECO IGNITER
Dj-namo.

FOR GAS ENGINES.

Fig. 3. Magneto.

belt or by a buff wheel in contact with the flywheel
of the engine. To start the engine, it is only nec-
essary to close the switch on the switchboard. This
sends the current of the storage cells (7^/^ volts) to the
spark points of the engine and ignites the fuel. As
the engine comes up to speed, the dynamo also be-
gins to generate. The switchboard is so arranged
that the storage cells and the generator are con-
nected in parallel. Before the dynamo is speeded
sufficiently to generate, the entire load is assumed
by the batteries. As soon as the dynamo is gener-
ating, however, both dynamo and batteries co-oper-
ate to give a hot, full spark at the moment the spark
points of the engine touch. When the spark points
of the engine are apart, the current of the dynamo
is sent through the storage cells, restoring to them
the current which has been used in starting the
engine and keeping them at all times up to their

maximum strength.

For those who prefer a generator of the magneto
type the machine shown in Fig. 3 is provided.

It will be seen that with electric currents from
two sources uniting at the spark points, there is

practically no chance of missing an explosion.
Furthermore, if, for any reason, it is necessary
to run the engine slowly, the dynamo will cease to

generate, but the load is at once assumed by the

batteries, and the current at the spark points remains
constant.

From the above description it will be noted that

one of the strongest points of the Ze.co outfit is

simplicitj' of operation. Closing a switch starts the
engine; opening the switch stops it. Again, there is

uniform current at the spark points, no mutter
what the speed of the engine may be. Other im-
portant features might also be named. The outfit

is comparatively light; it takes up but little room,
and the cost is small, especially so when it is con-
sidered that the first cost is the only one. And, in

addition to the many positive advantages which ap-
pear in the Zeco outfit, it is to be noted that there

is no turning of the flywheel of the engine by hand
until the generator is up to speed, no double-throw
switches to be thrown back and forth at just the

proper moment, and no renewing of batteries. The
Ziegler Electric company says, in its very attractive

circular, that the outfit is "'automatic and perpetual."

If the outfit will do all that is claimed for it, the

phrase seems well applied.

its templet to the switchboard variations from their
position make no change in the excellence of con-
tact. The laminations are carefully calculated so
that each leaf bears with an equal pressure. They
are protected from mechanical as well as electrical
injury. The opening spring, which actuates both
the laminated contacts and the carbon carrier levers,
operates until the carbons are free and open; hence
there can be no sticking of the carbons. The lam-
inated contacts arc separate and distinct from other
parts of the device and are therefore readily taken
out for inspection, and their weight is not a drag
on the moving parts. There is no hammering or
great exertion needed to close the breaker, as it

can be closed by a steady pressure well within the
strength of anyone. On the larger size a toggle
scheme is provided, which is of novel form and

Paris Meeting of the Institute.

Some 70 members of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers have signified their intention

of attending the Paris meeting of the society, which

is to be held on August i6th. About 20 others have

said that the\' may possibly attend. Among the

western men who may go are Professor W. E.

Goldsborough of Purdue University. Samuel In-

suU of Chicago, A. E, Brooke-Ridley of San Fran-

cisco, E. A. Sperry of Cleveland, B. J. Arnold of

Chicago, Professor Morgan Brooks of the Uni-

versity of Nebraska, Professor D. C. Jackson of

the University of Wisconsin, H. H. Wait of Chicago

and E. R. Weeks of Kansas City. Secretary' R. W.
Pope will sail from New York on the Majestic on

August 1st. Mr. F. E. Drake, the director of ma-
chinery and clcctricily for the United States Com-
mission to the Paris Exposition, has secured per-

manent quarters for the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers in the Electrical Palace at the

Paris Exposition.

it unnecessary to provide a switch in series with
the circuit-breaker.
The magnetic portion of the circuit-breaker is of

the coil and plunger type, consisting of a solenoid of
liberal dimensions to carry an excessive load, and
a movable core of soft iron, which is raised by the
magnetic energy against gravity, there being no
springs or other uncertain means of adjustment.
This construction allows very wide range of ad-
justment, and one that remains constant under all
conditions.

Roller latches are provided in all the circuit-
breakers, the company believing this to be the only
frictionless method. The latches are made of
hardened steel, and are interchangeable. One
thousand amperes to the square inch is the
standard for conducting parts.

Automobiles as Source of Revenue for
Central Stations.^

By Elmer A. Sperry.

One year ago, in New York, predictions, opti-
mistic m their general tone, were made as to the
rapid and general adoption of electric road vehicles,
and some disappointment has been felt by station
managers that more substantial advancement toward
heavy demands for current has not yet been forth-
coming for this purpose. Managers will recall that
during the year frequent inquiries have been made
that have not resulted in desirable business.

It is my purpose to outline briefly some of the
factors that have contributed to these unfavorable
conditions, and to record some advances made. It
has been discovered in many instances that the de-
mand for current is not so favorably located on
the load curve or on the network as was hoped.
For instance, electric delivery wagons required
charge at times of heavy load and on the part of
the network heavily taxed in lighting. Again, the
factors controlling the seasons of the heavy demand
for lighting during the year are found identical and
in phase with those requiring heavy duty of com-
mercial electric vehicles. The carriage of the shop-
per and the delivery vans are both more active at
these seasons. Furthermore, the same weather con-
ditions producing heavy traction at the same time
increases the demand for light. In a word, the di-
versity factor that it was hoped would be introduced
with the automobile has not been in evidence.
Many of these difficulties may be made to dis-

appear entirely, and diversity factor be developed
that is practically ideal, by the simple device of du-
plicating the traction batteries. Where this has been
done, It has been found that the charging can go
forward at times and rates dictated by the station.

AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT-BREAKERS,

which has many distinctive features of superiority.

The moving parts are all provided with perfectly

fitting bearings, machined to a definite size, and all

parts are interchangeable, being made to drawing
by the most approved tools and modern methods
of manufacture. Any part that becomes necessary

to replace through any accident can be obtained

from stock and inserted by the operator.
In the double-pole type each side of the circuit

is independent, with separate latches, hence each
side is closed sepsirately, and if an overload con-
dition exists it is impossible to close the circuit.

The first side closed opens upon the second side

being closed upon an overload. This feature makes

and practically under its control. No hardships
need be experienced by rigid conformance with this

practice. Careless infringement of this principle
may be remedied in a number of ways. The em-
ployment of two-rate meters has been suggested.
The station management has not in all instances

been able to conceal disappointment at the unfavor-
able developments along some of the lines above
pointed out, and has allowed it to react back to in-

quirers. I regret to say that prospective customer,s
have in some instances been embarrassed by want
of co-operation, aid and enthusiasm, justly expected

I. Re^d at the meeting of the National Electric Light associa-
tion at Chicago, May 24. igoo.
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from the management. Opportunities have thus

been lost to encourage the industry, as the results

that are nov/ assured amply justify, as I shall en-

deavor to show.
Mechanical traction is coming rapidly to the front.

Animal power is being superseded on every hand,

and, especially for commercial uses, a universal ef-

fort is being made to break away from the horse and
place roadwork on a mechanical basis. As a source

of power, the mechanical is found to be simpler,

more reliable and shrouded in far less mystery than

the cellular-tissue-nerve combination. It should not

be out of place, before this body, to recall some of

the evident merits and advantages of the electric

over other automobile systems. The perfect storage

battery presents some remarkable features; it even

rivals -the electric motor itself in its fitness and spe-

cial adaptability to the automobile problem. Its

very large reserve power at instant command; its

entire freedom from danger when fully charged; its

almost constant pressure throughout its capacity

—

mark its superiority. This straight line of discharge

of the battery is not matched by any other power-
storage system of which we have knowledge. The
recently developed capacity for quick charging and

the ease with which the charge may be obtained in

almost any hamlet in the country are among its

advantages.
It has long been supposed that compressed air is

an ideal form of stored power, but it is safe to say

that electric storage distances compressed air in all

the important features. Reliable batteries are now
available and on the market that will yield for each

100 pounds 1.8 horsepower hours. Compressed air

will yield to every 100 pounds (air and tank, exclu-

sive of reheater) three-tenths horsepower hour, or

six times the power for electric that it is possible

to obtain from air. This result will be a surprise to

some engineers. The fact that with the electric sys-

tem we have a rotary motor of ideal simplicity, with

a capacity for overload, coupled with an efficiency

that is nothing short of wonderful, contributes ines-

timably to the success of electric-motor-driven sys-

tems, and is in marked contrast to the multiplicity

of compounded, reciprocating engines employed as

motors by our compressed-air friends.

The single feature of the constantly increasing

cost of supply of fuel-using vehicles has already

driven the makers to the extremity of seriously con-

sidering alcohol, with its weak power factor, as a

possible substitute for the lighter petroleum prod-

ucts. The thoughtful engineer is constantly con-

fronted with conditions indicating that in the realm

of power coal is king, and only those traction sys-

tems that are organized to derive power from this

source will keep to the front. This point, coupled

with the electric system, is responsible for the stu-

pendous development in present urban or street

traffic. To show its superiority over all other powers,

one need only recall the total absence of either

steam or gasoline street cars. Germane to this

subject, the question is often asked. Will automo-
biles replace street cars? Its great flexibility and in-

dependence of track certainly render the new claim-

ant an ideal urban conveyance. Can the central-

station man look forward to supplying so large a

demand as would thus be created?

The automobile, under street-car conditions, brings

forward an interesting field of inquiry. The single

fact that the stupendous cost of permanent way and
its maintenance is at once eliminated makes the prob-

lem of more than ordinary importance. The in-

terest and income on these two items would yield so

large a sum as easily to offset much extra expense
of operation, and especially expense attending the

development and smoothing out of the early work-
ings, and covering the expense of adjusting a sys-

tem of this magnitude to new conditions. Such a

system would, however, be subject to certain limi-

tations, chief among which will be found decreased
weight per passenger, difficulty of easily directing

the excessively heavy structure, large increase in

power per passenger carried, increased rolling-fric-

tion factor, and—one of the most important—the

limitation as to roadbed; soft tires being precluded
by the excessive tonnage. Considering these factors

separately and collectively, the point is at once
reached, showing conclusively that with anything
like wheel pressures equal to that now obtaining in

street-railway service, nothing but steel pavement
could be practically employed. To demonstrate this

matter tests were made as follows: Asphalt roadbed
was taken as the standard roadbed of the future.

A piece of very hard asphaltum, laid in the most
approved manner and in constant use for two years,

was selected. This had been maintained at an av-
erage temperature of 38'^ for 18 hours (no sun),

the highest temperature during this time being 46"

at time of test. A 62-inch wheel, with 3^/^-inch steel

tire, was loaded to s.ooo pounds on scale. This wheel
was taken over various parts of the hard asphaltum,
with the following results: Once over, average de-
pression, .029 inch; twice over, average depression,

,047 inch. These depths were taken by a micrometer,
depth gauge easily reading to one-fifth of a thou-
sandth of an inch, and some 30 readings were taken
in each instance. It will be noticed that this de-

pression is somewhat over one-and-one-half thirty-

seconds of an inch. The amount of this depression
is surprising, considering the comparatively light

load, l)road tire. large wheel, extremely firm condi-
tion of the roadbed, and the temperature at which
the asphaltum was tested, and seems to bear (»ul

the statement that the real limitations are probaljly

more those of roaflbed llian of any olher one factor.

Another factor destined greatly to increase the
radius of action of electric vehicles, and the con-
sequent demand for power, is roadway improvement.
The present good-roads agitation is certainly in line

of progress and should be given all possible aid

and encouragement. In this connection, I see no
reason why we could not wisely follow the plan,

based on historical precedent, of utilizing for this

important work of permanent improvement our con-
vict labor, the disposition of which in this country
has always been a source of embarrassment to the

authorities. This system certainly has much to rec-

ommend it, and the improvement of our roadways
calls for a vast expenditure of labor and has Qiuch
need of a uniform and systematic effort.

The fact remains, and has been emphasized within
the past year, that progress in electric vehicles has
not been as rapid as was expected, and causes have
existed that were not foreseen and that were not gen-
erally understood. Some vital reason seems to have
prevented the rapid development and general adop-
tion, that at one time seemed assured. Was it the
element of cost? Two important conditions stand
out prominently in connection with electric road ve-

hicles. These are, first cost and cost per mile of

operation. It is not my purpose to discuss the first

as there are endless variables entering into the ques-
tion, and it is doubtless true that the prices wilJ

gradually decrease. This part of the problem is al-

ways found to be self-correcting, and even to-day,

with the electric, the cost per pound of vehicle com-
plete is lower than other and far less available and
pleasurable systems.

The cost of electric power for automobiles has been
demonstrated in Paris to be less than with any other
power system, and surely this factor is not the one
now preventing the wide adoption of electric ve-

hicles. In a paper before the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, G. F. Sever and R. A. Fliess

of Columbia University give results of extended
trials with electric delivery service in New York
city. It is shown that with present power and roll-

ing-friction factors, there is effected a saving of

nearly tS'-i cents per car-mile over horse service, and
with the capacity of many more miles per day than
with horses. With a daily service of i^d miles a saving
of 356 hours per year of actual delivery service per
vehicle is effected. The average horse was found
to have a capacity for three hours' work per day
at the rate of seven miles per hour. The authors
state: "The figures given above speak for themselves,
and would appear to be most effective argument
in favor of adopting electric-automobile delivery
service."

A popular notion exists that carriage batteries and
electric batteries are charged with a certain number
of miles. It requires only a second thought to see

the error or delusion embodied in this idea. It is

evident that a battery when fully charged contains, not

miles but electrical power, which may be expressed
in horsepower, and which is proportional to the size

and capacity of the particular battery in question.

With this in mind, it will be readily seen that the

statement that carriage contains a capacity to run

a given number of miles would only be true when
a certain standard pavement or roadbed is considered.

because it is found that it requires very much more
battery power to drive a carriage a mile on a soft.

uneven and hilly road than it requires on a smooth,
hard and level road. It should always be under-

stood that a standard pavement or roadbed is con-

sidered.

Again, for instance, where two motors are em-
ployed, the power and efficiency is divided, requir-

ing, it is found, a larger amount of power from the

battery to drive a vehicle of given weight a mile

upon standard road; again, the mechanical condition

of the bearings, or amount of rolling friction present,

in carriages of different makes also varies. It is

evident, therefore, that a number of important con-
siderations should be included in any attempt to

give a definite or prescribed mileage capacity to

electrical vehicles and their batteries.

In electric-road traction, the consideration of

prime importance is the battery. What is its effi-

ciency, its durability and, above all, at what cofet

will it produce a ton-mile?

We will confine our attention in the following re-

marks to that class of storage battery known as the

lead-lead element. These batteries are of two gen-
eral kinds: The one having its active material

formed or developed from metallic lead—Plante's

process—the other having its active material me-
chanically applied—the Brush or Faure process.

A prominent German writer, giving results of re-

cent tests, states that an average carriage with a

Planle battery would run 20 miles per charge, the

battery weighing 1,260 pounds, yielding 2.8 ampere-
hours per pound, 5.25 watt-hours per poiyid, and
requiring 51 pounds of battery per ton-mile; whereas,

with the Faure battery of the same capacity, he

found the weight to be 980 pounds, yielding 3.6

ampere-hours per pound. 6.5 watt-hours per pound,
running the same carriages an average of29 miles, re-

quiring 30 pounds of battery per ton-mile, showing
a life of 3,000 and 4,000 ton-miles. This simple

report reveals the fact that batteries of different

weights, though possessing the same capacity, will

jtropel the same vehicle different distances, requir-

ing a marked difference in the pounds of battery

per ton-mile. One of the highest engineering au-
lhr)rities in storage batteries recently stated;

"The advantage which would follow the intro-

duction of a high-capacity cell would not be merely

the extension of the radius of action of the elec-

trical vehicle, but would be a lengthening in the

life of the battery itself. This is brought about by
the fact that it would almost entirely remove the

most powerful cause for deterioration—that of over-
discharge. Present batteries have 20 to 30 miles'

capacity. In the case of a battery capable of propel-
ling a vehicle 60 miles on one charge, only the most
inexcusable carelessness could bring it to the state

of complete discharge, for go per cent, of the dis-

charges would be for distances of less than 30 miles.

Under these circumstances, the battery would be
seldom discharged over 50 per cent, of its capacity,

a condition of affairs which would insure a greatly

increased life, probably bet\veen four and six times
the life under present conditions."

The importance of proper manipulation, also

proper adjustment of the capacities to the work to

be performed, is here emphasized. Not only will

it be seen that the life of the battery is improved,
but, what is more important, the cost per ton-mile
is also materially reduced. In this connection, it

will be interesting to investigate the relation of the
cost of operation per mile due to this factor, namely,
the storage battery. Very little, if any, literature

is available on this all-important subject, and, in

fact, so little experience up to the present time has
been available, and so little information .has been
given out, that it is not surprising that only meager
records of this function exist.

Beginning with the supposition that the present
heavy batteries, namely, those yielding about 2%
amperes per pound, are possessed of a given life,

certain deductions will -be made by introducing
series of variables yielding results and data, the
bearing and significance of which is of more than
passing interest.

Before entering upon a more detailed discussion,
it might be well to state the residt of more general
observations in this line. The desirability of the
electrical system of traction, the extent of its adop-
tion, and consequent extent of the demand of the
central station for supply, will depend upon the
earning capacity that can be demonstrated. The
value and present cost of the same work are both
known factors. The question remains, what is its

cost under the new conditions? Under practical

conditions of operation, a battery having a life equal
to 1,000 ton-miles will drive a vehicle weighing a

ton i,OQO miles, or a vehicle weighing two tons 500
miles. For purposes of illustration of the possible
cost of this factor, let us assume that this battery
costs $500. It will then be seen that each cab-mile
covered in the latter instance will cost $i; which
would, of course, be prohibitive. Nevertheless, it

is a fact that batteries have been made and mar-
keted, and. what is still more serious, others have
been so misused in practice, so as to have a life less

than above assumed. Suppose the average life of

the battery to be five times that assumed—the new
cost per cab-mile will be 20 cents.

In the early stages of any industry, conditions
are often found to exist, the practical results of

which, though startlingly disappointing, are finally

met and overcome; and especially is this true where
the i-esult is an important one. and where capital

and skill are available. This is most certainly true
of the art under consideration, and within the past
year advances have been made that are favorable in

the extreme; advances that are destined to reverse
the adverse verdict, and to place the art of electric

road traction by batteries high above possible criti-

cism.

Taking unity as a basis of the battery factor in

the cost per mile, we will proceed to introduce the
variables as to weight and cost, and to note the re-

sults. Suppose we assume that the heavy battery
is about half the total weight carried. Engineer
Maxim, in his Milwaukee paper, says 45 per cent.

;

this is close enough to 50 per cent, for present pur-
poses.

First, assuming a battery of same capacity to
weigh one-half, it will at once be noted that the
vehicles carrying battery of only one-half the pres-
ent weight can easily be made one-eighth lighter,

giving a total reduction of weight of one-fourth plus
one-eighth, or three-eighths. The capacity remain-
ing the same, the lighter combination, or new car-
riage, will be propelled unity divided by 625, or 1.6

times its former mileage. This factor—1.6—repre-
sents the new mileage, yielding the new cost per
mile of five-eighths, or .625. In the above calcula-
tion it has been assumed that the lighter battery
costs the same as the heavier battery, or twice the
cost per pound.
Light battery costing the same per pound as heavy

battery, the cost is now reduced to one-half, but
the battery is of the same capacity, and will propel
the vehicle 1.6 times its former mileage. Intro-
ducing this factor, we have a new cost per mile of
less than one-third (.31).

Important reductions in cost per pound of bat-
tery have been made during the past year. Let us
now assume the following:
Light battery costing one-half per pound of the

heavier battery, the cost becomes at once one-half
of one-half, or one-fourth; but we must still introduce
the mileage factor of 1.6, which yields 1.5. or a cost
per mile of one-seventh (.155).

In the above calculations we have assumed only
the original life of the batteries, with no renewals.
It is found in practice that vehicle batteries with
the renewals cost about one-half the first cost of
battery, and Ihe life by renewing is extended half
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the former period; a condition, It will be observed,
that does not alter the cost factor per mile.

It has been found that a battery when exhausted
weighs as much, and is possessed of its full quota
of chemical Pb. and though heretofore it has been
difficult to recover any portion of its original cost,
at present, with the batteries of one make'r at least,

it is possible to recover and reuse the exhausted
material over and over again, at slight additional
cost, the original total investment in lead being
practically the only investment required.
Assuming, now, that these renewals be made at

half original cost, and that the batteries be carried
through only four such renewals, it is found that
the whole battery cost and energ>f produced through-
out its extended life is six-tenths of that during the
first period, which alone has been considered above.
Introducing this factor in the last result, we find a
cost per mile of practically one-eleventh (.094).

Advances in the art have, however, gone further
than reducing the weight of battery by one-half, and
it is now possible to obtain on the market batteries
of excellent life that have the original capacity with
one-third the weight. With such a battery a vehicle
required to carry one-third weight of battery can
easily be made one-sixth lighter, making a total

reduction of the combined weight of one-third plus
one-sixth, or one-half. This battery, having the

same capacity, will push the lighter vehicle a dis-

tance of unity divided by one-half, or twice the mile-
age possible with the heavy battery; or at a rate

of cost per mile of one-half (.5).

The last result assumes that the light battery (one-
third weight) costs the same as the heavy battery.

Light battery costing same per pound as heavy
battery, the weight being only one-third, the cost will

therefore, at once be one-third. But it will still

drive the carriage twice the mileage, yielding a total

cost per mile of one-sixth (.166).

Light battery costing one-half per pound, there
being one-third the weight, the cost will at once
be one-sixth; the battery, still having the original
ca'pacit3% will propel the carriage twice the mileage.
as above, and will yield a total cost per mile of one-
twelfth (.0833)-

Carrying this battery through a course of four re-

newals under the conditions above stated with ref-

erence to renewals, we find that through the ex-
tended life of the battery the cost per mile has been
(-0833 X -6 = -05) equal to one-twentieth (.05).

The realization of these sweeping reductions in

cost is all-important. The results are evidenced as

follows: Vehicles with live load, total weight of

I 1-3 tons, have yielded 1,000 miles per discharge
with batteries weighing less than 1,000 pounds.
Partial realization of the desirable features yielding
the results above given will work economies that

are proportionate. The above calculations are given
not only as indicating the high point that has been
attained in the development of traction batteries,

but also as indicating the line in which future effort

should be directed for still further advancement.
As showing the position of this country in this

most important work, and especially the recent de-

velopments and advances on this side, reference will

be made to the competitive tests recently concluded
in Berlin, in connection with the International Motor
Car Exhibition in that city, which were productive
of important and valuable data regarding electric-

motor vehicles. Not the least interesting is the

average w"eight of battery to the ton-mile. This
figure is named as 28 pounds per ton-mile, but recal-

culation shows it to be nearer 30 pounds.
It will be seen in the test recorded from the Ger-

man authority quoted earlier in the paper, that the
values of 30 and 51 pounds per ton-mile were as-

signed. Values in this country for vehicles most
frequently range between 28 and 50 pounds. As
the result of experience, the author would state that

this value should be held at or below 10, and ve-

hicles that can easily show this value are in daily

commercial service; which makes an extremely fa-

vorable showing. So light a battery lends itself

readily to the duplication of batteries referred to

as creating the necessary diversity factor. The re-

sults of the battery tests, so-called, made under the

auspices of the Automobile Club of France, re-

cently concluded, indicate that the best results must
be expected from batteries in which the active ma-
terial is retained with, or its retention in place upon
the grid is materially aided by, the use of proper
envelopes; this being especially true with traction

batteries. Furthermore, every means should be em-
ployed to shield the battery and to insulate the

same thoroughly, not only electrically, but especially

against jar and vibration. It Has been demon-
strated that concussion and molecular vibration are

factors tending most seriously to disintegrate the

elements. A plan has been devised that seems des-

tined to secure this result; it affords a cushion sup-

port for the individual plates by the simple device

of rendering the cap of the plate supports within

the receptacle elastic and yielding, thus allowing it

to perform the function of a cushion.

As a result of the past five years' observation of

and close contact with this most engrossing work,

the author can assure station managers that the time

has arrived w'hen traction batteries, under condi-

tions of vehicular traffic, are making excellent rec-

ords and showing comm.ercial results that are most
satisfactory. At last, this element of greatest mys-

tery and uncertainty, and the one that has beclouded

the electric-vehicle world from the first, has cleared

from the horizon, leaving only known factors, with

which we may deal with certainty.
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The success of the electric vehicle being thus
assured, a steadily increasing demand for current
is sure to follow, which will result in large business.
This field belongs to the central station by right
of discovery; but history repeats itself, and the
opportunity will be lost if the territory is not occu-
pied and its resources developed. The central-sta-
tion organization and equipment is the proper guard-
ian and natural source of expert service and at-
tendance for both battery and machinery, and will
naturally be looked to to foster the interests that
it shares with the vehicle operators. It has not
been demonstrated that cential-station owners
should not be the principal operators themselves.
Much can be said in favor of such a combination.
In any event, they should closely ally themselves
with this important industry, and the earlier a prac-
tical experience is had by the station men them-
selves, the sooner will they understand the needs
of the business, and the sooner will they be prepared
to guide their patrons into a successful and wide-
spread use of electric-road traction.

CORRESPONDENCE.
London Letter.

London, June 19.—A small army of laborers is

now trench-making m many of London's streets pre-

paring the Postoffice's new underground telephone

system. Scarcely a street in the one square mile

that comprises the city will be exempt from these

excavation works, and the magnitude of the scheme
may be judged from the fact that in the subways
to be constructed in the neighborhood of the central

exchange on Queen Victoria street, provision has

to be made for the necessary wires to connect 40,-

000 subscribers. The first portion of the system
is to be completed early next year at a. cost of

$2,500,000. but the total expenditure will consider-

ably exceed five millions.

English railways are improving in their ways.

Yesterday I traveled in a Metropolitan extension

train, which was actually and in fact lighted by elec-

tricity, even an ordinary third-class carriage having

TO incandescent lamps all to itself, the light from
which was really startling after the miserable flare

of antiquated oil lamps, to which one has been so

long accustomed and which has brought fortunes to

oculists.

According to the returns of the National Tele-

phone company, made up to April 12th last, the

number of calls and replies for the preceding year

amounted to 6i.S.ooo,ooo. or, roughly, 2,000,000 per

working day. The total is about nine times as great

as the number of telegrams dispatched annually by
the General Postoffice.

On Thursday an International Tramways and

Light Railways Exhibition, the first of the kind to

be held in this country, vnl\ be opened at the Ag-
ricultural Hall. As a proof of the tramway revival

that is taking place in this country, it is significant

that out of the hundred odd exhibitors most of

them are British. Of course, American and Con-
tinental firms are well represented, but the home
exhibitors are in the majority. This shows that

during the last few years rapid strides have been

made, and from (he exhibits already sent in experts

tell me that there are now very few things in the

matter of modern tramway materials that England
need go to America for. Many of the English ex-

hibits, however, are made under American patents.

Experiments will be made at Ilfracombe in a few

days with wireless telegraphy between that town
and the Mumbles, a distance across the Bristol

Channel of about 21 miles. It will be interesting

to observe how the installation will work on the

iron-bound rocky coast of North Devon, so much
dreaded by the maritime community, as is evidenced

by the numerous black marks placed against it on

the wreck chart.

The Central London Railway is determined not

to make a Paris Exhibition of itself, and refuses

to admit the public before it is quite ready for the

reception. Experimental trains are running already,

and on the 27th of this month the Prince of Wales
is to open the line. The whole journey from Shep-

herd's Bush and the Bank will cost only twopence

first-class, for there is no second or third. More-
over, the workman who travels before half past

seven in the morning will pay only twopence for

a return ticket. They will bless electricity, for the

shilling a week which they will pay for the pleas-

ure of living in the suburbs will be more than

covered by saving in rent. W. H. B.^
.
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ready corralled the electric plants of northern New-
Jersey.

The Manhattan Elevated Railway directors let the
contract for the mason work on the company's new
electric power house at Seventy^ourth street and the
East River, on Tuesday last. M. Reed & Co. are the
contractors. This power house will cover an area of
86,204 square feet, and extend from Seventy-fourth
to Seventy-fifth streets. Nearly all the machinery
to go in this station has been already contracted for,
and will comprise some of the largest generating
units yet built. The total capacity of the power plant
will be 64,000 horsepower at its most economical
rating, while the total available capacity will be 96.-
000 horsepower, hiaking the largest power plant in
the world. There are to be four stacks 17 feet in
diameter and 275 feet high. They will be built of a
special brick, similar to that used in the Krupp
works in Germany. The location of this power house
was a matter of long consideration as a number of
feasible locations were suggested. W. E. Baker,
formerly superintendent of the Metropolitan Elevatej
of Chicago, has charge of all the electrical construc-
tion for the Manhattan Elevated.
The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing

company has a contract to equip a road to run
around the edge of Lake Geneva, Switzerland. An
American syndicate is building the line. Most of the
members of the syndicate are New York men. They
purchased an old road and are electrically equipping
it. This road was originally operated by steam loco-
motives and horse cars.

The Metropolitan Street Railway company has re-
ceived a part of the 125 air motors from the Cora-
pressed Air company, which are to be introduced on
the Twenty-eighth and Twenty-ninth street lines.
These replace the unsatisfactory air motors formerly
used on these streets.

It is expected that the Rapid Transit Subway com-
pany will close a contract soon with John C. Rogers
for the tunnel under the Harlem River. Work on the
downtown part of the subway itself will begin soon,
permits to open downtown streets in a number of
places haying been issued to the Degnon-McLean
Construction company.
Lightning struck the flagstaff of the American

Tract Society building last Tuesday and sent a shower
of large and small splinters raining down into Nas-
sau street. Lightning also did considerable damage
in a number of eastern states the same day.
Further harmonizing of interests over gas and elec-

tric-light matters between persons identified with the
ConsoHdated Gas company and the Metropolitan
Street Railway company seems to have been effected
through the acquirement by the New York and
Oueens Gas and Electric company of the Jamaica
Electric Light company and the Electrical Illuminat-
ing and Power company of Long Island City. While
the companies acquired are not of verv large propor-
tions, they control the entire electric light and power
and gas field of the Borough of Queens, with the
single exception of a small property in Rockaway,
which is so far removed from the general scope
of operations as to render it no factor in any
scheme of opposition, and it is understood, on the
contrary, to be in full accord and harmony with the
new combination. Both of the acquired properties
were owned by the Electric company of America, a
Philadelphia corporation, of which William L. El-
kins, P. A. B. Widener and Thomas Dolan of the
Metropolitan Street Railroad are directors. The New-
York and Oueens Gas and Electric company is in it-

self a consolidation of the Flushing Gas and Electric
Light company, the New York and Queens Light
and Power company and the Newtown Light and
Power company. Its franchises are perpetual. Its

president is Frank Tilford, president of the Standard
Gaslight comoany of this city, which has just been
sold to the Consolidated Gas companv. and amon^
its directors are George F. Baker and Harrison E.
Gawtry, both directors in and the latter president of
the Consolidated Gas company. The company has
$1,000,000 in stock and $900,000 in bonds outstand-
ing. Harmony of interest between the Metropolitan
Street Railway and the Consolidated Gas company
was first manifested last January, when the former
sold out the New York Gas and Electric Light,
Heat and Power company to the Consolidated com-
pany, and Messrs. Whitney, Ryan and Brady of the
Metropolitan faction, became directors of the Con-
solidated company. The present transfer of prop-
erty appears to be a move in the same direction, only
on a smaller scale.

The American Association for the Advancement
of Science, with its 16 afiBIiated societies, held its

forty-fourth annual meeting at Columbia College
this week. Denver was chosen as the place for the
next convention. M. L. G.

Now York Notes.
New York. June 30. 1900.—A new electric-light

trust has just absorbed the electric-light companies of

New Brunswick. Perth Amboy, Rahway. Metuchen
and Bound Brook, N. J. It is known as the Cen-
tral Electric company, and its object is said to be

to take in all the electric-light plants in central New
Jersey, just as the United Electric company has al-

From the Buckeye State.

Columbus, Ohio. June 30.—There has been con-
siderable excitement in Columbus for some time
over the fact that the railway committee of the
City Council voted the Chillicothe, Mt. Sterling and
Columbus Electric Railway company a franchise,
and then the members turned around and blocked
the way by refusing to advertise for bids, as the
law requires. They showed their willingness in one
way, and then put up a barrier in another. Some
of the local papers have "roasted" the members of

that body unmercifully for going back to the tac-

tics of the old body, from which the people thought
they were free. The same tactics were shown when
the council set about to declare the Columbus Rail-
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way company's franchise to the Westerville line

void and then backed down at the last meeting.

The commissioners of Franklin County granted the

road a franchise, and the people of Columbus wrll

not rest until thev get a council which is favorable

to the interurban railways. Many of them arc

ready to come into the city as soon as they are

assured that they will receive proper consideration

at the hands of the council.

The people of Dalton, this state, want an electric-

light plant, and there are two persons after the

franchise, one a Mr. Teich of that place and the

other a gentleman representing a New \ork com-

pany. Mr. Teich claims to have the jiromise of

enough business \o warrant him in installing a

plant as soon as the franchise is granted him.

The Ohio Valley Electric Railway company will

erect a bridge over the Big Sandy River at Kenova,

W Va., to cost $100,000.

Material has arrived for the new road to be built

from Pomeroy to Racine. Work will be begun on

it at once, the towns along the river having granted

an extension of time for the completion of the work.

The Pomeroy Electric company. Pomeroy. Ohio,

has made arrangements to put in a new plant

throughout. A new 350-horsepower engine from

the shops of Russell & Co., MassiUon. Ohio; a

monocyclic alternator, capable of furnishing 3.000

lights: the Hartford system of enclosed arc lamps

and new transformers from the General Electric

company will constitute a good part of the new

machinery. It is said that Pomeroy will have one

of the finest plants on the Ohio River when com-

pleted.

The Shelby Electric company sent out the largest

mail one day last week that ever went out of the

local postoffice at Shelby. In all it weighed over

i.ooo pounds and consisted of 20,000 pieces.

The authorities at Columbus cannot agree over

the municipal light plant at Columbus. Director

Kaufifman has not been absolved from responsibility

in the matter as yet. and says unless something is

done he will close down the plant within 10 davs.

If the council takes action absolving him from the

responsibility of creating an additional deficiency

in the light fund he will so on with the experiment.

Work is now progressing on the new electric line

from Dayton to Troy. A line may be built to Tip-

pecanoe also, as a branch of this road.

The commissioners of Madison Counlv have

f^ranted the Urbana. Mechanicsburg and Columbus

Electric Railway .t franchise for ?; years, and work

is to commence within six months.

A number of New York canitalists are neeotiatino;

for the street railroads in Alliance and Salem with

a view to connecting the two nlaces with a line

passin.ff throueh Sebrine, a thrivino- manufacturine

town. The electric-light plant at Alliance mav be

sold to the syndicate also, as that town will build a

municipal plant.

The Portage Lake Transit company has the con-

sent of the property owners along its line, and will

soon apply to the counties for franchises. This line

will extend from Beford to Ravenna and Kent.

There is trouble between the town authorities and

the Gas and Electric company at Kenton, and as a

result the town is in darkness.

The East End electric plant at East Liverpool

is being greatly improved. New poles and new wire

will be put in. ...
Cars Avere started on the new Cincinnati. Law-

renceburg and Aurora electric road last Sunday.

No fares were charged and people were allowed to

inspect the line.

The officials of the Columbus and Buckeye Lake

Electric road claim they will have the line in opera-

tion within one year. Some slight changes have

been made in the route in Columbus.

Elmer E. Wilson, who some time ago purchased

the Niles Electric Works, has secured the right-of-

way from Niles to Salt Springs and will build an

electric line. It may be extended on to Youngs-
town.
A.'M. Jornon. the well-known railway promoter,

has in contemplation the construction of an electric

line from Oak Harbor to Napoleon, in the northern

part of the state. O. M. C.

PERSONAL.

Henry Severson, a former employe of the Western

Electric company, was killed in the relief expedi-

tion which was sent from the United Slates war-

ship Newark to the relief of the Pekin legations.

George P. Barton, the vvell-known patent attorney

of Chicago, recently underwent a serious surgical

operation on his car, in New York city. Happily,

the operation was successful, and Mr. Barton is

now recuperating at his old home in Rochester,

N. Y.

Judge James M. Thomas of Chillicothe, Ohio,

president of the Independent Telephone association,

has been chosen as general manager of the United

States Telephone company, with headt|uarlers in

Cleveland. Judge Thomas is a man of ability, and

will carry on the business of this big concern with

honor to himself and to the company. President

Everett, in speaking of the mailer, said lliat the

judge needed no introduction to Ohio peojilc and

that he would have the hearty co-operation of all the

exchanges and would be a big factor in buildini:; up

a fine long-distance business,

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Blair County Electric Light, Heat and Power

company (capital, $50,000) has been incorporated at

Altoona, Pa.

The New Jersey Electric Light and Power company
has been incorporated at Newark, with $100,000 capi-

tal stock, by W. Hanna. A. H. Groel and Ed. Kenny.
The principal office will be at 800 Broad street,

Newark.

At Redding. Cal.. the De Lamar Townsite com-
pany has filed incorporation papers to construct elec-

tric-light plant, waterworks, etc. The capital stock

is $2t.ooo. and the directors are J. W. Girdner,

H. W. Weldon. T. G. Estep and M. E. Dittmar.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The coroners' inquest into the death of Leroy

Stringham, who was killed on a street-railway car at

Muskegon. Mich., resulted in the verdict that he came
to his death by his left hand coming in contact with
an unprotected lighting wire under the hood of the

car.

The City Council of Ft. Wayne. Ind., has granted
a franchise throughout the city to the Ohio and In-

diana Traction company, which will operate an elec-

tric line from Hicksville, Ohio, to Marion, Ind.. by
way of this city and Huntington. Work on the new
line will soon begin.

The German Society of Mechanical Engineers
will this year award the Veitm.eyer prize of 1,200

marks ($285) with gold medal for the best plan and
specifications for an electric railroad between two
distant cities, desi.gned exclusively for trains run-

ning at a speed of 200 kilometers (124^ miles) an
hour, and following each other in quick succession

without intermediate stopping points, each train to

have a minimum c, pacity of 150 passengers. The
contest will close on October 6th.

AUTOMOBILES.
A Washington account states that the first self-

propelling carriage ever on the Island of Porto
Rico will be taken there in a few days by Wallace
Donald McLean of Washington and Frank C. Es-
terly of the office of the auditor of Porto Rico.

It is announced that the Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad company will establish an automobile-cab
service to and from the Grand Central railroad sta-

tion in Chicago. The vehicles will be electrically

operated, and a sufhcient number will be provided
to accommodate the passengers of the lines using
the Grand Central depot as a terminus. The rail-

road company has established similar services at

its Washington and Philadelphia stations.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Carpenter Tap and Die company. Pawtucket.

R. L. has iust issued its catalogue No. 13 of tools for

cutting all kinds of screw threads.

Bulletin No. 62 of the Paragon Fan and Motor
company of New York describes and illustrates the

desk, bracket and ceiling fans of this company. The
apparatus is clearly described, and prices are given

for extras and repair parts, as well as for complete
fans.

The Weber Gas and Gasoline Engine company of

Tvansas Citv. Mo., has a fine new catalogue of its en-

gines, which it will be pleased to send on application.

The pamnhlet describes engines adapted to a large

variety of purposes and also auxiliary appliances for

gas-engine use.

The Western Electrical Supply company. 10 and t2

North Ninth street, St. Louis. Mo., is distributing

a comnletc catalogue of house goods, teleohones

and telephone supplies. This catalogue will be sent

to anyone desiring it. A large edition has been is-

sued to supply the demand.

The Ohio Electric Works of Cleveland, the well-

known manufacturers of electrical novelties, are out

with a new catalogue of its line of goods. larErer and

better than ever. The concern calls attention to

the fact that this new catalogue and discount sheets

in four languages arc now ready to mail.

The Bullock Electric Manufacturing company is-

sued a beautiful souvenir pamphlet for distribution at

the Afasinr Car Builders' convention at Saratoga this

year. The work contains fine half-tone engravings

of the compauv's generators and motors, motors
geared to m.ichine tools and views in the Bullock

work's and offices.

The Mexican General Electric company. Apartado

403. Mexico City, issues a bulletin in Spanish which
contains illustrations and information concerning

the apparatus of the General Electric company of

Schenectady. N. Y.. which it handles., A list of im-

portanl electrical installations throughout the Mex-
ican republic is also given.

The Arnold Electric Power Station company of

Chicago has published a bullclin containing a coin-

l>letc description n( its work at the Oelwciu shops of

the Chicago Greril Western railway at r)el\vein.

Iowa. 'I'hc Arnold company designed and built the

power, water, li,«htiiig and healing plant of the

shops. The bulletin is well illustrated with diagrams
and pictures of llic shops.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
Bulletin No. 35 of the LIniversity of Wisconsin at

IMadison announces the courses in the College of

Mechanics and Engineering for 1900-igoi. It can be

obtained upon application.

On June 15th the Engineering Association of the

South held its annual outing at Mount Pleasant,

Tenn. Secretary Jones, in his report, says: "The
day was ideal: the company congenial; the [phos-

phate] works interesting and instructive; and in all

It was one of the best outings the association has

yet held."

The annual meeting of the British Association for

the Advancement of Science is to be held at Brad-

ford. England, commencing Wednesday. September
.Sth. The president-elect is Professor Sir William

Turner. Section A. mathematical and physical sci-

ence, will be presided over by Professor Joseph
Larmor. D. Sc. F. R. S. An evening discourse on
"Animal Electricity" will be delivered on Septem-
ber 7th. by Professor Gotch, F. R. S.

The Pacific Coast Electric Transmission associa-

tion held its fourth annual convention on the sum-
mit of Mt. Tamalpais on June 19th and 20th. Of-
ficers for the ensuing year were elected as follows:

President. Prince Poniatowski, of the Standard
Electric company of California; vice-president. Dr.

Charles Van Norden. of the Central California

Electric company; treasurer. William Angus; sec-

retary. George P. Low; executive committee, C. P.

Gilbert, of the Standard Electric company, and E. J.

de SabTa.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Society of .Agricultural Industry and Com-

m.erce of Milan. Italy, is said to be offering a gold
medal to the person of any nation who makes known
the best method of protecting working electricians

from accident in the course of their duty.

The Treasury Department has awarded to Keller.

Pike & Co. of Philadelphia. Pa., the contract for

installing a complete system of wiring in the new
mint building at Philadelphia. The contract price
is $27,460. and the work is to be completed within
100 days.

The Civil Service Commission of Chicago will

hold an examination for mechanical engineers on
July 24th in Room 400, City Hall, Chicago. Appli-
cants for this position must have a thorough knowl-
edge of steam engineering, electrical engineering
and appliances, and applications must be on file in

correct form in the office of the commission at

least four full days before the date of the examina-
tion. T. J. Corcoran, the secretary of the commis-
sion, can give further information.

TRADE NEWS.
The Sterling Varnish company of Pittsburg has

acquired the business of Semple Brothers of that
place, and will continue the manufacture of the
different irradcs of varnish heretofore made by the
retiring firm.

The General Incandescent Arc Light company. 572
First avenue. New York, announces that it will here-
after carry on the business which has heretofore been
t-iken care of hv the Martin J. Insull company of
Chicago, and will have western headquarters at 48
West Jackson boulevard. Chicago, with sub-offices

at Milwaukee. Minneapolis and Denver. The present
representati-\'es of the Insull company in the cities

named will in future act for the General Incandescent
Arc Lisht company under its western sales manap-er.
Francis Raymond, who will be located at the Chi-
cago office. .All accounts of the Martin J. Insull
comnany outstanding on July ist should be paid to

the General Incandescent Arc Light companv. It is

intended to carry a sufficient stock of General Incan-
descent annaralus at sub-offices to fill immediate de-
mands and a larger stock in Ciiicago from which the
other offices mav draw wdien quick deliveries are es-

sential. The companv is closelv affiliated with and
acts as selling ap^ent for the General Incandescent
T.anin companv of Cleveland, makers of the General
Incandescent lamps and ^*'in keep a full stock of
these lamps at its new offices.

BUSINESS.
The Electric Appliance company. Chicago, reports

laree sales of Davton fans, and says that if the
orders keep up the season will prove a record-
breaker in the fan business.

The Great Western Smelting and Refining com-
pany, Chicago, reports that the usual midsummer
dullness is not apparent this season at all. In fact

the company is kept "humping'' to fill orders
promptly.

Charles H. Besly & Co., 10 and 12 N. Canal street,

Chicago, report that their general business has been
very good. They ;ire daily making large shipments
of Ilelinet oil and Bonanza cups to agricultural dis-

tricts and note especial demands from California
and vicinity. Their specialties. Helmet bronze,
sheet and wire. Badger and Gardner die stocks,

taps (^f all descriiilions, and Gardner grinders, arc
largely called for by foreign buyers, recent ship-
luciils having been uadc to Japan, England, South
America, Germany and Mc.\icp,
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ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
652,266. Electromagnetic Brake. Edwin M. Flerr,

Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse
Air Brake company, Pittsburg, Pa. Applica-
tion filed Novenjber 18, 1899.

In a brake apparatus are a magnetic wheel shoe, a wheel
shoe, adapted to be mechaoically applied, and a connec-
tion between them, whereby the magoetic wheel shoe may
by its movement apply the other shoe.

652,270. Pneumatic Transfer-tube System. Wal-
ter_A. Houghtaling, New York, N. Y. Appli-
cation tiled February 24, 1899.
The system comprises a tube having an opening for the

introduction of a carrier, a pivoted controlling device or
arm, a gate for the opening fixed to the arm. a valve con-
trolling the air-pressure inlet located in position to be
opened by the movement of the arm to close the gate, an
electric circuit including a magnet, a circuit-closer and a
circuit-breaker, the electromagnet being fixed in position
in proximity to the arm. an armature therefor fixed to the
arm, the circuit-closer at the transmitting station in posi-
tion 10 be closed by the operation of the arm in closing
the gate, and the circuit-breaker at a second station hav-
ing a movable part or member projecting into the path of
the moving carrier whereby the circuit is broken.

NO. 652 278.

652,272. Telephone Toll System. John A. John-
son, Waveland, Ind. Application filed May i.

1899-

Toe apparatus described combines an tjlecirical circuit
and indicating devices controlled thereby, coin-controlled
circuit-closing means including a series of contact points,
a coin chute, and an adjustably mounted carrier for the
contact points.

652,278. Motor Vehicle. Fredrick A. La Roche,
New York, N. Y. Application filed March 2,

1900.

In the vehicle are a primary power apparatus consisiing
of a gas engine, a dynamo and a secondary system, con-
sistiiig of secondary batteries and a translating device and
of suitable propelling gear, the gas engioe being adapted
to drive the dynamo and the dynamo being adapted to
charge the secondary batteries, the translating device be-
ing adapted to reverse the dynamo, whereby it shall nm
as a motor, a suitable igniting device and igniting circuit
for the gas engine, deriving its energy from the secondary
battery, and means far rhrowing llie propelling gear off
from the power apparatus. (See cut.)

652.301. Elevator. Walter C Stokes, New York,
N. Y. Application filed February 21, 1900.

Combined with an elevator car are a pair of rack bars on
each side, a screw between each pair of bars mounted on
suitable bearings attached to the car and an electric motor
mounted directly upon the shaft of each screw and oper-
ating ihe same.

652.302. Device for Electrically Operating Bulk-
head Doors. Albert H. Thomas, Philadelphia,
Pa., and Franklin B. Richmond, Camden, N. J.

Application filed May 10, 1899. Renewed De-
cember 18, 1899.

One claim reads: In a controlling device for an electric
motor, in combination, the motor, a rheostat furnished
with a line of contact points and connected at or near its

center with one of the main line wires, a movable contact
point, actuated by the motor, adapted to make contact
successively with the contact points of the rheostat, an
electric connection between the movable contact, the
armature of the motor, and the second main line wire, and
means for energizing the field magnets of the motor.

652,309. Battery Compound. Henry Blumenberg,
Jr., New York, N. Y. Application filed October
10, 1899.

The compound is compoiied of a chioride of the metals
of the alkalis or alkali-earth metals, a sulphate of alum-
inum and a chlorate of the metals of the alkalis or alkali-
earth metals.

652,333. Electric Signal. John H. Sanor, Canton,
Ohio. Application filed October 19, 1899.

In the electric signal described are a series of frames
or housings formed of frustums and the frustums con-
nected at their smaller ends, a light located al the meeting
point of the frustums, lenses connected to the frustums,
held switches located at intervals along the path of cir-

cuit, magnets located at one end of the circuit, an arma-
ture to engage the magnets, a switch to engage spaced
clips and the clips normally insulated one from the other,
and one return wire for the battery and dynamo wires.

652,340. Globe for Indicating Trade Routes, etc.

Ernst Vohsen, Berlin, Germany, assignor to the

firm of Dietrich Reimer, Berlin, Germany. Ap-
plication filed March 10, 1900.

A globe for indicating trade routes and the position of
transports thereon is described. It consists of a trans-

lucent globe, illuminated from within by an electric

lamp and carrying a translucent map on which the routes
are represented by strips of a soft material.

652,360. Motor Rheostat. John L. Hall, Schenec-
tady, N. Y., assignor to the General Electric

company of New York. Application filed May
10, 1900.

The rheostat comprises means for progressively culling

out resistance, a circuit breaker operated thereby to close

a branch circuit around the resistance wh n the motor is

cut in,. and a releasing device permitting the rheostat to

be returned to its open position alter the circuit-breaker

has been closed.

Issued Ju?ie 26, igoo,

,
652,374. Incandescent Lamp for Electric Lights.

John F. Sanders, Chicago, 111., assignor to
Harry Brown, Chicago, 111. Application filed

October 12, 1899.
An incandescent electric lamp is described which com-

biries a glass bulb or globe terminating in a prolongation
al its bottom adapted to receive and hold a ring of con-
ducting material, a bottom ring of conducting material
arranged in the prolongation of the bulb or globe and pro-
vided with recesses in its upper face adapted to receive
and hold incandescent pencils or electrodes.

652,385._ Secondary Battery. Clyde J. Coleman,
Chicago, 111., assignor to Thomas J. Ryan, New
York, N. Y. Application filed August 3, 1899.

In the baUery are a series of perforated conducting
casings or cells for containing the active material, and
a connecting strip for the cells, the upper ends of the
cells being formed with vertical slits to receive the con-
necting strip, which upper ends are flattened upon the
strip.

652>389- Waterwheel Governor. William W. Handy,
Baltimore, Md. Application filed March 9,

1899.

Combined with a centrifugal governor, a source of elec-
tricity and electrical contacts, a gate or valve mechanism
connected with the contacts, and a lever operated by the
governor and normally held in a state of balance between
the electrical contacts are means for automatically moving
the lever away from the contacts after the circuit through
the same has been established, and means for automatic-
ally moving the contacts in the same direction through the
same distance as the lever, so that when the lever returns
to its normal position, the contacts and the lever will be
in the same relative position with respect to each other.

652,390. Electric Governor. William W. Handy,
Baltimore, Md. Application filed March 9, 1899.

In combination with a governor, a dynamo, a relay de-
vice and brushes operated thereby, the brushes being
adapted to move over a series of contact points are a
rheostat connected to the contacts, a solenoid in series
with the rheostat, electrical connections between the dy-
namo and the above-named parts, and means for moving
the brushes over the contacts.

652,419. Electric Tramway. Edouard Bonnet and
Jules Paufique, Lyons, and Georges Liniere,

Ecully, France. Application filed March 27,

1900.

The tramway system has surface contacts and a crossing
road of resistances interposed between the supply and
the contacts located near the crossing road, whereby only
a limited current may pass.

652,422. Apparatus for Setting Lines of Type or
Matrices. Hubert Burg, MoUkirch, Germany.
Application filed December 31, 1897.

An apparatus operated by electromagnets for setting
provisional lines of types or matrices by means of a regis-
ter strip containing marks for letter lyf es, for provisional
spaces and for hyphens to sever syllables, is described.

652,430. Electric Hand-lighting Gas Burner. George

J. Galbraith, Boston, Mass., assignor to the
Electric Gas Lighting company, Boston, Mass.
Application filed August 24, 1899.

In the apparatus are a burner pillar provided with a
fixed electrode, an oscillating gas-cock and an electrode-
carrying arm rigidly attached to the spindle of the gas-
cock,

652,432. Telephone System. Cornelius C. Gould,
Philadelphia. Pa., assignor to" the Gould Tele-
phone company, Wilmington, Del. Applica-
tion filed February 12, 1900.

In the system are a main circuit, an inductive resistance,
the secondary coil whereof is in series with the main cir-

cuit, a local-battery circuit, the primary coil of the in-

dnctive resistance connected in iseries in the local-

battery circuit, a transmitter and a receiver in multiple
with each other and in series with the battery of the local

circuit.

652.436. Thermo-electric Battery or Pile. Joseph
Matthias, Stuttgart, Germany. Application filed

June 19, 1899.

The combination of two solid slaff-shaped electrodes in

each element, one of them resting on a projection of the
other, is described,

652.437. Thermo-electric Battery or Pile. Joseph
Matthias, Stuttgart, Germany. Application filed

June 19, 1899.

The inventor describes the combination of a clay cover
around an electric center piece, both with coinciding side
holes, with a metallic bridge piece conducting to the next
element and fastened to the ciay cover by a pin situated
with its head-shaped end inside the bridge piece and
passing with its forked branches through the center piece
and the clay cover on the outside of which the branches
rest with their ends bent over.

652.438. Electric-railway System. Lowell M. Max-
ham, Boston, Mass., assignor to the Bay State

Traction company of West Virginia. Appli- '

cation filed September 20, 1899.

A third-rail system is described which comprises two
insulating L-shaped stringers, an electric conductor sup-
ported upon and between the same, an insulating strip

filling the remainder of the space between the stringers
and having a series of vertical apertures, mercury cups lo-

cated in the apertures and held thereby in close contact
with the conductor, circuit-closing pins in the cups, and
an exposed rail secured upon the stringers.

652,446. Electro-medical Bath. Johann J. Stanger,

Ulm, Germany. Application filed April 20,

1900.

In an electric bath are combined a bathtub with a series

of rods arranged on opposite sides thereof, switch levers
for throwing some of the rods in circuit, and electrodes
supported upon the rods and projecting into the tub,

652,453. Alternating-current Electric Meter. Emile
Batault, Geneva, Switzerland. Application filed

August 2, 189S.

An induction alternating motor meter is described
which consists of a revoluble aimature, two shunt coils

diametrically disposed to the armature and inducing fields

of opposite polarity therein, whereby a checking effect is

Eroduced on ihe rotating armature, and means to induce
elds of different phase in, and effect rotation of, the

armature.

652,4.54- Alternating- current Electric Meter. Emile
Batault, Geneva, Switzerland. Application filed
August 2, 1898.
This meter combines with a revolubly mounted con-

ducting body, series and shunt coils connected to the
supply conductors and producing magnetic fields through
which the conducting body passes, thereby causing the
body to rotate, and a core common to both of the coils
laterally adjustable with respect to the center of rotation
of the conducting body, whereby the starting torque of the
latter may be varied,

652,459. Electric Circuit. Cornelius C. Gould.
Philadelphia, Pa , assignor to the Gould Tele-
phone company, Wilmington, Del. Application
filed January 21, 1899. Renewed February 23,
1900.

_
In the system described are a main circuit and induct-

ive resistance coils located in series with the circuit, and
a transmitter and a receiver in series with the circuit and
in multiple with each other,

652,485. Combined Gear Muffler and Shunt for
Magneto-generators. James G. Nolen, Chi-
cago, 111., assignor of two-thirds to Stanley A.
Duvall, Chicago. Ill, and Benjamin F. Stew-
art, Evanston, 111. Application filed May 10,
1900.

In a magneto generator are combined a driving wheel,
a driven wheel loosely mounted on the armature shaft, a
sleeve longitudinally movable on the armature shaft, a cam
device intermediate the driven wheel and the sleeve,
means for yieldingly pressing the sleeve toward the driven
wheel, and a circuit-breaker operated by the sleeve.

652,494. Electric-lighting Apparatus. Charles A.
Terry, New York, N. Y. Application filed July
14, 1898. Renewed December 16, 1899.
The inventor describes the combination of two or more

glowers, whose conductivity increases within normal
limits with increments of temperature, connected in par-
allel with each other and a current-restraining device
connected in series therewith.

652,504. Electric Heater. Edward Bennett, Jean-
nette. Pa., assignor to George Westinghouse,
Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed December 7,

1899-

The heater comprises a tube of insulating refractory
material, terminal wires projecting through perforations
adjacent to the ends of the tube and fused therein, and a
heater wire helically coiled around the tube and having
its ends joined to the terminal wires.

652.507. Pad Holder for Telephones. Cornelius
A. Bovee, Adrian, Mich. Application filed No-
vember 16, 1899.
A pad holder for telephones is described.

652.508. Microphone Transmitter. Clayton B.
Clark and Charles E. Clark, Sing Sing, N. Y.
Application filed July 25, 1899.
The transmitter has two diaphragms, the outer one being

provided with perforations and supported by its rim, the
inner diaphragm being less in diameter than the outer
one, unconfined at its rim, resting on a bed of carbon and
ftlt, and separated from the outer diaphragm by a bed of
carbon retained by an elastic ring witbin the circle of per-
forations in the outer diaphragm.

652,564. Subterranean Current Distribution for
Electric Street Cars. Eduard von Mairhofen,
Wiirzburg, Germany. Application filed March
9, 1900.

One claim reads: In an electric railway, the combina-
tion of a closed switch box, containing fixed circuit term-
inals, a rod not itself acting as a conductor, entering the
box-, and carrying a circuit-completing piece, and a rail
connected to the rod and adapted to be operated by a key
wheel for mechanically closing the circuit between the
terminals in the box. (See cut.;

652,580. Electric Lamp. Serge B. Apostoloff, Lon-
don, England, assignor to the Spiral Globe Lim-
ited, London, England. Application filed Oc-
tober 10, 1899.
Combined with an electric incandescent lamp are a

pair of hollow hemispherical or cup-shaped segments of
translucent material halved together and secured to one
another so as to constitute a globe or cover wholly inclos-
ing the bulb, and a solid translucent light-refracting and
diffusing medium contained in the space ^between the bulb
and the globe and screening the filament.

652,595. Telegraphic Transmitting Apparatus. Fred-
erick G. Creed, Glasgow, Scotland. Applica-
tion filed November 7, 1898.

In a machine for perforating telegraphic tapes are a
keyboard and punches with means for selecting the
punches under the control of the keyboard and a cylinder
and piston with valve for operating the selected punches.
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652.596. Switch for Electric Circuits. Ethan I.

Dodds, Avalon, Pa., assignor to George West-
inghouse, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed Sep-

tember 9, 1S99.

Combined with two electric circuits, one including a
glower and ihe other including an electric beater therefor,

are means for closing both circuits simultaneously, and an
automatic time switch for opening the heater circuit at

the expiration of a predetermined period.

652.597. Switch foi Lamp Circuits. Ethan I.

Dodds, Avalon, Pa., assignor to George West-
inghouse, Pitt.^burg, Pa. Application filed Sep-

tember 9, 1899. Renewed May 14, 1900.

A glower, an electric heater therefor and separate cir-

cuits for the glower and heater are combined with means
for closing both circuits simultaneously and automatic
means for breaking the heater circuit by a quick sudden
movement when the glower circuit has become active.

652.598. Snap Switch for Electric-lamp Circuits.

Ethan I. Dodds, Avalon. Pa., assignor to George
Westinghouse, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed

September 9, 1899. Renewed May 29, 1900.

A hand-operated switch having independent contact-

arms adapted to close two circuits by a movement of ihe

hand, and a spring adapted to operate the arm which con-

trols a heater circuit by a quick sudden movement, is de-

scribed.

652.599. Automatic Push-button Switch for Electric

Lamps. Ethan I. Dodds, Avalon, Pa., assignor

to George Westinghouse, Pittsburg, Pa. Ap-
plication filed September 9, 1899.

A push-button is connected to switch arms for closing
circuits simultaneously, and a spring joined to the

arm controls the glower circuit, whereby a quick rupture
of the circuit is made possible.

652.600. Knife Switch for Electric-lamp Circuits.

Ethan I. Dodds, Avalon, Pa., assignor to George
Westinghouse, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed

September 9, 1899.

The switch comprises a suitable base and a contact-irm
pivoted thereto, two pairs of contact-terminals co-operat-
ing with the arm on the same side of the pivot, the ar-
rangement being such that the arm strikes one terminal
pair before it strikes the other terminal pair.

652.601. Cut-outs for Electric-lamp Circuits. Ethan
I. Dodds, Avalon, Pa., assignor to George West-
inghouse, Pitt'iburg, Pa. Application filed Sep-
tember 9, 1899.

A spring-actuated switch or cut-out and a thermostatic
device consisting of a cylinder of e.-ipansive fluid in opera-
tive relation to a plunger, and a tripping-arm coooected to

the plunger, are described.

652.607. Electric-lighting Apparatus. Marshall W.
Hanks, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to George West-
inghouse, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed

March 24, 1899. Renewed January 9, 1900.

A terminal for glowers for incandescent lamps is com-
posed of one or more rare earths, the terminal consisting
o£ a solid body of metal socketed in the end of the glower.

652.608. Multiple Glower Lamp. Marshall W.
Hanks, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to George
Westinghouse, Pittsburg. Pa. Application filed

April 21, 1899. Renewed March 27, 1900.

In the lamp are a plurality of glowers and a single cir-

cuit-breaking coil having as many strands as there are
glowers, each strand being connected with a separate
glower and a single circuit controller operated by the con-
joint aclion of currents flowing through such strands.

652.609. Glower Terminal for Electric Incandescent
Lamps. Marshall W. Hanks, Pittsburg, Pa.,

assignor to George Westinghouse, Pittsburg,

Pa. Application filed April 22, 1899. Renewed
April 28, 1900.

A method is described of securing a permanent union
between the leading wires and the glower terminals in the
lamps, which consists in securing to the ends of the glow-
ers a chalk-like porous material, then baking the same
upon the ends and attaching the leading-in wires to the
baked material by any suitable conducting solder.

552,610. Electric-lighting Apparatus. Marshall W.
Hanks, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to George
Westinghouse, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed

May 2, 1899. Renewed April 16, 1900.

In the apparatus are combined one or more glowers, a
support iherefor. a heating device for the glowers carried
by the support, steadying resistances for the respective
glowers also carried by the support, and a detachable
coupling device for securing the support to a stationary
support.

652,611. Combined Diaphragm and Electrode.

James Hargreaves, Farnworth-in-Widnes, Eng-
land, assignor to the General Electrolytic Par-
ent company, Limited, Farnworth-in-Widnes,
England. Application filed February 12, 1898.

The invention consists of a wire-cloth cathode, a super-
posed layer of paper, clay, or other temporarily retentive
material, a coaiing of Portland cement and a covering
composed of asbestos.

652,626. Heater Cut-out Device for Electric Lamps.
Walthcr Nernst and Henry N. Potter, Got-
tingen, Germany, assignors lo George West-
inghouse, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed Sep-
tember 12, 1S99.

In an electric lamp having a glower which requires the
application of heat to render it conductive, are a heater, a
current-restraining device in series with theglower, and an
interrupter for the heater-circuit comprising two thermo-
static arms movable in the same direction under the influ-

ence of the heat developed in the current-restraining de-
vice, one of Ihe arms being in closer proximity to tlie cur-
rcDt'rcstraintng device th:in the other,

652.634. Automatic Heater-operating Device for

Lamp Circuit.-i. Henry N. Potter, Gottingen,
Germany, assignor to George Westinghouse,
Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed August 9,

1899.

Combined with an* electric lamp liavint; a glower com-
posed of maicrlal which is a non-conductor when cold and
a condnctor when heated are a healer for giving an initial

temperature to the ({lower, and means for lemporarllv
placing the heater in proximity to the glower, operated by
the current travcniing the boater.

652.635. Electric Jleater and Supporting Material

Therefor. Henry N. Potter, Gottingen, Ger-

many, assignor to George Westinghouse, Pitts-

burg, Pa. Application filed August 9, 1899.

A heating device for electric lamps is described. It con-
sists of a thin insulating-body of curved or U-shaped cross-

section, the body being provided upon its outside with
grooves transverse to its longitudinal axis and being cut

completely through at the ends of the grooves so as to

form teeth along the edges of the heating device, in combi-
nation with a heating-conductor wound back and forth
within the grooves and around the teeth.

652,636. Controlling System for Electric-lamp Heat-
ers. Henry N. Potter, Gottingen. Germany,
assignor to George Westinghouse, Pittsburg,

Pa. Application filed August 14, 1899.

In an electric-lighting device are a glower, a heater there-
lor, the glower and healer being located in parallel circuit,

a controlling device for determining the relative positions
of the glower and the heater, the controlling device bein^
located in a shunt-circuit around the heater, and outside
the glower-circuit.

NO. 652,699.

652.637. Press for Forming Tubes. Henry N. Pot-
ter, Gottingen. Germany, assignor to George
Westinghouse, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed

August 14, 1899.

A press for forming tubes from pasty materials comprises
a die composed of a central core or button, and a disk,
having an opening surrounding (he core so as to leave an
intermediate space, a nut holding the disk in place and
two or more screws pressing agiinst the bottom of the
disk.

652.638. Heater for Electric Glower Lamps.
Henry N. Potter. Gottingen, Germany, assignor

- to George Westinghouse, Pittsburg. Pa. Ap-
plication filed September 8, 1899.

A spirally-encircling beater is in conical form, the spirals
of the heater being spread so as to permit the passage of
light From the glower through the heater.

652.639. Heater Cut-out Device for Electric Lamps.
Henry N. Potter, Gottingen, Germany, assignor

to George Westinghouse, Pittsburg, Pa. Ap-
plication filed September 11, 1899.

The cut-out has its actuating element operated by the
joint action of heater and glower currents,

652.640. Electric Furnace, Henry N. Potter, Got-
tingen, Germany, assignor to George Westing-
house. Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed Sep-
tember 15, 1899.

The furnace consists of a tube composed of a mixture of
dry electrolytes, an electric circuit including the tube, a sur-
rounding jacket composed of one of the constituents of the
tube, a heating conductor surrounding the jacket, a sup-
port therefor, and means for charging the electric circuit.

652,671. Insulated Electrical Conductor or Cable.

Henry Edmunds. London, England. Applica-
tion filed May i, 1900.

The conductor has applied thereto paper saturated with
a mi.xture of resinous matter and oxidized oils of a sealing,

or waterproof character, alternating with paper, saturated
with an oily matter, or treated with a lubricant.

NO. 11,836.

652,673, Motor Vehicle. Joseph Greffe, Paris,

France. Application filed October 13, 1899.

Combined with the hind carriage of a vehicle are an in-

dependent fore carriage, means for pivotally connecting
the hind carriage to the fore carriage, a storage battery
arranged under the Qxletree of the latter, and suitable

winclies for raising and lowering the storage battery as re-

quired.

652,676. Aerial Switch for Electric Railways. Otto
Joedicke, Miihlhausen, Germany. Application

filed December 11, 1899.

An aerial trolley-wire switch im described,

652.699. Multiple-glower Lamp. Alexander J.

Wurls, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to George West-
inghouse, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed April

21, 1899. Renewed Jaiuiary 17, 1900.

The in"eiltor descrihos the combination of multiple

glowers which are normally non-conductors and require

beating to become conductors, located within such prox-
imity to each other as to receive heat from each other, an
electric heater for heating a selected number of the glowers
to conducting temperature, means for causing currents to
flow through the heater and also through the selected
glowers, and means for cutting out the heater when the
selected glowers become conductive. (Ses cut )

652.700. Igniting System for Electric Lamps. Al-
exander J. Wurts, Pittsburg, Pa,, assignor to
George Westinghouse, Pittsburg, Pa. Applica-
tion filed June 9, 1899, Renewed January 24,

1900.

In the system are a generator of electricity and mains
proceeding therefrom, two or more lamps connected up
between the mains, and individual circuit controllers for
each lamp, in combination with heaters for the lamps and
a beater circuit common to all the heaters and controlled
by a separate circuit controller.

652.701. Igniting or Lighting System for Electric
Lamps. Alexander J. Wurts, Pittsburg, Pa.,

assignor to George Westinghouse, Pittsburg,
Pa. Application filed June 9, 1899, Renewed
February 14, 1900.

In this system the glowers are brought to a state of con-
ductivity by electrical heating devices and there are a num-
ber of such lamps arranged in one or more groups at local
stations, a corresponding number of heaters in proximity to

the lamps and arranged in series with each other, a switch
controlling the heater circuit, the switch being located at a
central station.

652.702. Circuit Breaker for Glower Lamps. Alex-
ander "J. Wurts, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to
George Westinghouse, Pittsburg, Pa. Appli-
cation filed June 9, 1899.

One claim reads: In a lamp wherein a glower of material
which is a non-conductor when cold and a conductor when
hot is employed, a heater circuit including a heater in

proximity to the glower, a switch in the heater circuit, a
solenoid or other electromagnetic appliance having its core
or armature connected to the movable part of the switch,
and a catch or detent engaging the core or armature after
its initial operation, and adapted to be tripped by the open-
ing of the switch.

652.703. Removable Part for Glower Lamps. Alex-
ander J. Wurts and Marshall W. Hanks. Pitts-

burg, Pa., assignors to George Westinghouse,
Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed July 24, 1899.

The part consists of a heat-resisting disk for supporting
ihe glowers and the circuit-terminals, and a second heai-
resisiin? disk supporting a heater, the disks being con-
nected by heat-resisting material.

652.704. Electric Lamp and Fixture. Alexander J.

Wurts, Pittsburg. Pa., assignor to George West-
inghouse, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed Au-
gust 19. 1899.

There is mentioned the combinaticn of multiple glowers,
a supporting plate therefor, a heating conductor carried
upon the surface of the plate adjacent to the glowers, and
terminal connections for the glowers located upon the op-
posite side of the plate from the heating conductor.

652.705. Heater-tube Support for Electric Lamps.
Alexander J. Wurts, Marshall W. Hanks and
Frederick M. Goddard, Pittsburg, _Pa. and Ed-
ward Bennett, Jeantiette, Pa., assignors to

George Westinghouse, Pittsburg, Pa. Appli-
cation filed December 7, 1S99.

An insulating heater support having a pair of laterally
projecting lugs provided with confronting recesses, in

combination with a plurality of tubular heaters, the ends
of which are removably supported in the confronting re-
cesses, is described.

6^2,706. Means for Heating High-voltage Glowers.
Alexander J. Wurts, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor

to George Weiiainghouse, Pittsburg, Pa. Ap-
plication filed December 7, 1899.

The means comprise a plur iliiy of independent healers
respectively disposed adjacent to different poriions of the
glower.

652.707. System of Distribution for Electric Light-
ing. Alexander J. Wurts, Pittsburg, Pa., as-

signor to George Westinghouse, Pittsburg. Pa.

Application filed February 21, 1900.

In the system are a source of current and a plurality of
lamps the glowers of which are connected in parallel and
the heaters of which are connected in series to the source,
in combination with a manually operated switch in the
conductor supplying the heaters, a switch in each glower
circuit and means for simultaneously actuating the glower-
circuit switches to alternately close and open the circuits

by successive closing movements of the heater-circuit
switch.

652,734. Alarm System. Clyde Coleman. Chicago,
111., assignor to the Bankers' Electric Protective

company. Application filed October iS, 1897.

Combined with an electrical protective circuit extending
from the protected structure to the alarm station are a

generator for supplying an alternating, vibratory or vary-
ing current thereto, means for varying the reactive resist-

ance of the circuit within the protected structure and a

signaling device irresponsive to the prearranged varia-
tions, but responding to abnormal variations.

Reissue.

11,836. System of Electrical Distribution. The
Westinghouse Electric company, Pittsburg. Pa.,

and John D. Gibbs, London, England, for the
Westinghouse Electric company, assignee of

Lucien Gaulard, deceased, and John D. Gibbs,
assignor to the Westinghouse Electric and Man-
ufacturing company, Pittsburg, Pa. Applica-
tion filed August 6, 1889.

The described method of electrical distribution and con-
version consists in establishing in a closed electric circuit a
current of alternate and equal positive and negative poten-
tial, producing, by the influence of such current, an in-
ductive field of alternate polarity, and thereby inducing, in

translating devices situated in an independent closed cir-

cuit traversing such held, a similar alternating secondary
current of greater quantity and less potential than the
originating or producing current. (See cut.)

Design.

32,880. Insulating Backpiece for Switches and Ro-
settes. Frederick Browning Potter, Newark,
N. Y. Application filed May 24, 1900. Term of

patent, 14 years.
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English Searchlights.
Bv Frank C. Perkins.

The most important features of an electric search-

light projector are the automatic electric lamp, the

light-reflecting surface and the controlling devices.

The reflecting surface is either a silvered-glass lens

or a polished-metal reflector. The silvered-glass

lens is so ground that

when the arc is in its fo-

cus parallel rays of light

are reflected from its sur-

face. The Mangin type

of lens has two spheri-

cal surfaces of different

radii, the reflection and

refraction of the glass

causing the rays of light

to be projected in a

straight line. The para-

bolic type of lens has

true parabolic surfaces

and reflects the light in

parallel lines. When it is

desired to have a pro-

jector which will illumi-

nate a large area at com-
paratively short range,

metallic mirrors of hy-

perbolic form have fre-

quently been constructed

two feet or more in di-

ameter. The metal mir-

rors are considerably

cheaper than the glass

lenses, and still give ex-

cellent results.

The current used in the

electric searchlight is

usually a direct current of

from 60 to no volts and

ranging from 20 amperes

in a searchlight of one

foot diameter to as high

as 150 amperes or more
in projectors five or six

feet in diameter.

Some English types of

searchlights are herewith

illustrated. Figs, i and 2

show two projectors man-
ufactured by Ernest Scott

and Mountain of Close

Works. Ne\vcastle-on-

Tyne, England. These

searchlights have the

hand-feed mechanism and

the lamps are of the in-

clined type, the carbons

operating up and down
and not horizontally.

Fig. 3 shows a 20-inch

projector with diverging

lens, as manufactured by

J. H. Holmes & Co. of

Portand Road, Newcastle-

on-Tyne. England. The
automatic-feed lamp is

most satisfactory for the

electric searchlight and is

frequently located in such

a position that the car-

bons move horizontally

within the searchlight

.

while the feeding mechan-

ism is located just below,

a= seen in Fig. 4. This latter searchlight is a

Holmes projector, with automatic-feed lamp, and

is known as the 24-inch Admiralty projector.

These projectors are frequently mounted in cages,

as shown in Fig. 5- This searchlight is of the

Suez Canal type, and is equipped with a diverging

lens and a lamp of about 12^000 candlepower. It

has hand-feed adjustment and a weatherproof lan-

tern. The beam at 1,000 yards' distance is about

100 yards in diameter. This projector is r-ovided

with adjustments for vertical and horizontal move-

ments and was especially designed to meet the re-

quirements of the Suez Canal company. The galva-

nized wrought-iron cage is m?de collapsible, with

teak platform and scat.

The 25.000-candlepower searchlight shown in

Fig. 6 requires a current of 100 amperes, while

that shown in Fig. 7, known as the Admiralty

pattern, requires considerably greater current and

Municipal Ownership in Saginaw.
The fight that is being waged in Saginaw, Mich.,

over the establishment of a municipal electric-light-

ing plant is perhaps the most spirited that has en-

gaged the aldermen in years. At present the mu-
nicipal scheme enjoys a majority of two votes in

the council, beside the indorsement of the mem-
bers of the Board of Pub-
lic Works, while the tax-

payers oppose the project,

notwithstanding the fact

that at a special election

held on March 3d last it

was voted to empower
the city controller with

authority to bond the city

for $75,000 with which to

build a plant if the coun-
cil decided, after a thor-

ough investigation, that

it would be economy for

the city to manufacture
its own light instead of

contracting for it. Si^-
sequent investigation has

proven beyond a doubt
that the city can be
lighted under the con-

tract system at a much
less expense than if a

plant were built, to say

nothing of the cost of in-

stalling a plant. The
commercial lighting com-
panies, fearing the advent
of municipal ownership,

have submitted bids for

lighting that are amaz-
ingly low, about $65 a

light per annum.
The dogged opposition

to contracting for the city

lighting, although it is the

most economical course,

arises from a socialistic

element in the council

that favors municipal

ownership of public utili-

ties.

ENGLISH SEARCHLIGHTS.

is equipped with diverging lens. These projectors

arc equipped with automatic lamps, the mounting

of which may be readily seen in Fig. 6-

The other evening the electric lights of Juanita,

Cal.. failed, and the next morning three suits were

innituted against the corporation. Accordmg to

one of the lawyers in the case, "the parlor was at

the time filled by guests at a children's party, rnany

of whom made use of the opportunity for illicit

kissing and romping, which resulted in the destruc-

tion of costly ornaments and was harmful to the

moral welfare of those oresent."

Shocking Electric-
railway Accident

at Tacoma.

Undoubtedly the worst

accident yet recorded in

the history of electric

railroading was that which
occurred on the morn-
ing of July 4th at Ta-

coma, Wash. A car com-
ing from South Tacoma
and Spanaway jumped the

track at a curve at the

entrance to a high bridge

over a gulch at Delin and

D streets. The car speed

got beyond the motor-

man's control, and the car

struck the curve with

such force that it turned

completely over and went

crashing down the side

of the gulch, until it

landed 100 feet below, bottom up. Thirty-six per-

sons were killed and nearly 60 hurt. The car was

crowded. Some of the men on the patform man-

aged to take a few children with them and jump

off before the car struck the curve, as they foresaw

the accident, but most of the people were penned in

the car. The only wonder is that so many escaped

alive in the awful fall.

The city of South Haven, Mich., has voted to

issue $10,000 bonds to build an electric-light plant.
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On the Intrinsic Brilliancy of the
Crater of the Arc'

By J. E. Pateval.

The following is a portion of a paper on "An
Experimental Research on Some Standards of

Light." In discussing the arc lamp the author says

that for many years it had been noticed that the area

of the crater of an electric arc when burning be-

tween carbon poles increased about in proportion
to the current; also, that the light emitted increased

in the same ratio as the area of the crater. These
and other facts led to the conclusion that the tem-
perature of the ciater remained constant. The
hypothesis was put forward that this temperature
was the boiling point of carbon, this theory being
supported by the experiments made in 1892 by ].

VioUe. In the same year it was proposed simul-

taneously by Swinburne. S. P. Thompson and Blon-
del that the crater of the arc should be used as a

standard of light. Blondel publishing a series of

experiments illustrating the way in which the new
standard might be used.

In 1894 A. Trotter proved that when the arc is

not silent the crater is formed by a point or line

of very high intrinsic brilliancy rotating at a speed

ToPhotomeCer

FIG. I. INTRINSIC BRILLIANCY OF THE CRATER OF
THE ARC.

of from SO to 450 revolutions per second. The ex-
istence of the above-mentioned phenomenon forms
a serious objection to the use of the electric arc

as a primary standard, but it does not, per se,

render its use impossible. Finally, the variation of

the intrinsic brilliancy of the crater is a question
which in itself offers considerable interest.

.The points on which the present work bears are
threefold: (i) What is the average intrinsic bril-

liancy of a normal (silent) arc? (2) When the condi-
tions are carefully specified, are the variations still

too great to allow of the use of this source of light

as a standard? (3) What variations can be obtained
by the use of excessive currents and current densi-
ties, and by surrounding the arc with an enclosure
maintained at a very high temperature?
To obtain consistent results the observations must

be made on a very small area selected from the
central portion of the crater. The diaphragm used
for this purpose is shown in Fig. 3. The opening
(d) is 1.47 square millimeters in cross-section. The
diaphragm is shaped much like the tuyere of a blast
furnace, and being kept cool by a water circulation,
it can be placed within a very short distance of the
crater of the arc.

The next question involved was the determina-
tion of the best relative position of the carbons.
In the usual arrangement of the arc the center of
the crater is hidden by the negative carbon. A
modification of this arrangement, used by Blondel,
which consists in slanting the carbons and placing
the positive slightly behind the negative, was found
not to be entirely satisfactory. An attempt was made
to take the observations through a hole drilled
out of the negative carbon (see Fig. i), but when
the arc was started this hole became filled with mist,
and the plan had to be given up. Fig. 2 shows
diagrammatically the next arrangement which was
tried. The carbons (n,), (u:), (uj), are negative, and
form the edges of an equilateral pyramid, the axis
01 which is in the prolongation of the positive car-
bon (P). The summit of the pyramid is at the point
(P). The crater formed on the positive carbon by
these three arcs is in full view, and good results
might have been obtained in this manner. Unfortu-
nately, this disposition had to be abandoned, as it

soon became evident that it was inipossibile for
one observer to adjust the currents in the three
independent electrical circuits, to feed up the four
carbons, and to make all the electrical and pho-
tometric readings. The disposition which was fin-
ally adopted is shown in Fig. 3. The diaphragm
(d) screws into a screen (s). This screen is sup-
ported on a system of pivots and leveling screws,
so that it can be raised, lowered or turned around
a vertical or horizontal axis. The opening fd) can
thus be directed to any portion of the crater. The
positive carbon is horizontal and so placed that
Its axis coincides with the axis of the photometer.
Two distinct series of experiments were carried

out: One with the arc placed in a metallic en-
closure kept at about 20 degrees Centigrade by a
water circulation, the other in the enclosure shown
in Tig. 3. The temperature of this enclosure varied
from the melting |)oint of silver to near the melting
|)oint of platinum, according to the amount of power
expended in the arc. Referring to Fig. 3. (c) is a
carbon crucible surrounded by a thick layer (b)
of firebricks and refractory clay. The outer cover-
ing fa) is of asbestos. Both the high and low-tem-
pcraturc enclosures were provided with a small cam-
era ob.scura ("not shown in the figure), by aid of
which the relative positions of the carbons could
be adjusted and the length of the arc measurcrl,
"Aposlle" carbons were used in all the experiments.
The size of the positive carbon varied from six
niillinictcrs to 25 millimeters in diameter. To ob-

I. Abstr.ici from the Electrical Engineer of LodcIoi 01 a i anr-r
read before the Roynl Society.

tain reliable results a sufficient current density must
be used to give a fairly large crater. The arc must
also be sufficiently stable for the crater to remain
some considerable time without shifting its position.

Finally, it is desirable that the arc should be burning
in a normal manner, and therefore neither hissing
nor roaring. Given these conditions, it is impossible
to vary either the current, the electromotive force
or the length of arc, within very wide limits.

Table I.
—"Silent" Arcs. Enclosure at about 20

degrees Centigrade.
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65.0 8.1 526 8 0.161 4.8 136
64.5 /o 452 8 0.139 141
72.0 10.3 742 8 0.205 6.0 143
70.3 7-3 5>3 6 0.25M — 147
6r.7 370 0.212 5-1 154
62.0 9.t 56+ 5 0.322 6.0 160

Table II.
— "Silent" Arcs. Enclosure above goo degrees

Centigrade.

S3.0 II. 913 8 0.219 _ 136
57-0 10, g 621 13 0.061 — 1+2
61.0 S.6 535 8 0.171 6.0 I.'^2

Table III — "Hissing" Arcs Eaclosure at 20 degrees
Centigrade.

70.0 15.8 1,106 8 31+ 4.S 136
42 907 4to 1.2 143
53.0 25.8 1.367 8 0.514 2-9 157
44.0 50.0 2.200 15 O.Z83 — 160

Table IV.— "Hissing" Arcs. Enclisure above 900
degrees Centigrade.

79.0 18.0 1,422 15 0.I02 _ 119

45.6 42.0 1,915 15 0.238 121
60.3 i3.6 1.822 25 0.038 130
52.0 55.0 25 0.112 133
41.0 43-4 1.7-9 25 O.0S3 137
50 39.3 1.965 15 0.222 142

*E4cli of the figures in this column is the mean of a number of
photometiic observations.

In the experiments recorded in Table I., the mean
intrinsic brilliancj^ is 147 candlepower per square
millimeter: the variations from the mean amounted
to 10 per cent. Table II. gives experiments made
under similar conditions, but with the enclosure in
which the arc was burning at a temperature of over
cioo degrees Centigrade. The average intrinsic

brilliancy calculated from this table is 143, or about
three per cent, lower than wlien the enclosure was
at the ordinary temperature. It would, however,
be unwise to attach too much importance to this
change. The difficulty of obtaining consistent re-
sults is considerable, and a three per cent, variation
is well within the experimental error.
The conclusions we have reached may be summed

up as follows: (1) The intrinsic brilliancy of the
crater of a silent arc is about 147 candlepower per
square millimeter. (2) Even when the most favor-
able conditions are selected, and the intensity of
current and the length of the arc are maintained
constant, it is difficult to obtain consistent results,
variations of over five per cent, being by no means
infrequent. The crater of the arc does not there-
fore possess the qualities required of a standard.
(3) Variations in the size of the carbons, in the

Side Elevation.

P, positive pole; «], «2, «3,
resistances

negalive poles; Rj. R.,,

B], B2, B3, batteries.

FIG. 2. INTRINSIC BRILLIANCY OF THE CRATER OF
THE AI^C.

intensity and density of the current, in the length of
the arc, and in the total power expended (as long
as the arc is kept silent), will not cause the intrinsic
brilliancy to vary more than 10 per cent, on either
side of the mean. (4) No sensible variation in the
intrinsic brilliancy, and therefore in the temperature
of the crater, is produced by placing the carbons in
an enclosure maintained at over 900 degrees Centi-
grade.

With regard to the constancy of the temperature
of the crater, these results are not without importanc,=
Having this question in view, it was necessary to
determine what were the effects of extreme variations
of current density and power. In Tables III. and
IV. will be found the results of observations taken
when the arc was hissing. The word "hissing" is

used here as bci.ig the generally accepted term.
It is only when the current density is small that
it is actually descriptive of the sound made: as the
current increases the pitch rises, until with a very
short arc and a current density of about one am-
pere per 'square millimeter, the sound is between
a whistle and a scream. The arc then assumes a
very peculiar aspect, a pointed blue flame, like the
flame of a blowpipe, being sent out from the crater.
This effect was most marked when the high-tempera-

ture enclosure was used. With the above current
density the entire carbon becomes white hot and
burns away with g'-cat rapidity; an increase in the
intrinsic brilliancy seems also to take place. Un-
fortunately, it wis not found possible under these
circumstances to obtain reliable photometric ob-
servations.

It will be seen that the current varied from six
to 50 amperes, the current density from 0.03 to 0.51
ampere per square millimeter, and the power from
370 to 2,800 watts. The lowest photometric read-
ings gave 119 candlepower and the highest 160 can-
dlepower per square millimeter.

If we assume that the formula
/—4oo=SS9,6=''v'4

(t = temperature in degrees Centigrade, b = in-

trinsic brilliancy in candlepower per square centi-
meter) holds good for carbon at these high tem-
peratures, the above change in candlepower corre-
sponds to a variation of temperature of from 3,866

To Photometer.

17, asbest;s bos; b, lining of lefractory bricks; c, graphite cruci-
ble; d. diaphragm; s, screen.

FIG. 3. INTRINSIC BRILLIANCY OF THE CRATER OF
THE ARC.

degrees to 4,018 degrees Centigrade. The total al-

teration in absolute temperature thus works out
at four per cent. Observations made on silent arcs
(Tables I. and II ) reduced in the same manner give
the extreme limits of temperature as 3,935 degrees
and 4,018 degrees Centigrade, or a change of two
per cent, in the absolute temperature.
These variations are somewhat greater than we

should meet with in the case of substances boiling
at- ordinary temperatures. It must, however, be
borne in mind that even in the case of a silent arc
the crater is the seat of several secondary phenom-
ena, which, under certain circumstances, may aiTect
the boiling point. The term boiling point is in

itself misleading, as it seems possible, if not prob-
able, that at atmospheric pressure carbon does not
become liquid, but. like carbon dioxide, passes di-
rect from the solid to the gaseous state. It has fre-
quently been stated that impurities cannot affect the
temperature of the crater, as all known bodies,be-
come gaseous at a lower temperature. The experi-
mental data to substantiate this are entirely wanting;
silica, lime, alumina, magnesia and other substances
are solid at the temperature of melting platinum, and
it is difficult to predict at what temperature they vola-
tilize. Taking everything into consideration, it may
therefore be said that the present experiments con-
firm the theory that the crater of the arc is at the tem-
perature' of volatili:iation of carbon.
The earliest determinations of the intrinsic bril-

liancy of the crater were made in 1S78, at Chatham,
under the direction of the Royal Engineers' com-
mittee. The results varied from .39 candlepower to
442 candlepower per square millimeter, the mean
value being no. With regard to more recent re-
searches. Trotter gives the intrinsic brilliancy as
64 candlepower, Weber as 70 candlepower, and
Blondel as 158 ca;idlepower per square millimeter.
With the exception of those of Blondel all previous
results are very much lower than the values I have
obtained. The discrepancy may be attributed to
the fact that instead of using a diaphragm to select
the rays from the center of the crater, the first-
named observers estimated the total area of the cra-
ter, and compared it with the total amount of light.

Central-Station Change in Detroit.
The Detroit Electric Light and Power company,

organized in 1890, wdiich had the city-lighting coii-
U-act for three years, has passed into the hands of
the Edison Illuminating company of Detroit. The
Central Trust company of New York, representing
Ihe bondholders, asked for the appointment of a
receiver. Under a decree of the United States
Circuit Court the plant has been sold at auction. It
was purchased by Hoyt Post of Detroit for $165,000.
Mr. Post is largely interested in the Edison com-
pany, and it is said that he also represents in the
transaction the majority of the stockholders of the
Detroit Electric Light and Power company. Mr,
Post is said to have acted for these stockholders in
order to save what money they have invested in the
property. Many of the stockholders are inter-
ested in both companies, and this fact, coupled with
the fact that at last the controlling interest in the
Detroit Electric Light and Power company has
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passed into the hands of Detroiters, has led to the

report being circulated that in all probability the

company will evenlualiy be operated through the

Edison company. Heretofore it has been a specu-

lative concern largely, and owned by outsiders.

Diatto Surface-contact Electric-railway
System.

Supplementing the illustrated account of the Di-

atto electric-railway system at Tours, France, in

the Western Electrician of August 26, 1S99, the fol-

lowing description of the system as now exhibited

at the Paris Exposition will be of interest to the

readers of this journal:

In the transportation section is shown a car

equipped with the Diatto system of surface contact.

The system uses a central contact rail running the

DIATTO SURFACE CONTACT ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM.

whole length of the car, passing over a series of

contact blocks laid along the track between the

rails. It is coming into favor in Europe, ever since

its successful operation has been demonstrated upon
the street railways in the citj^ of Tours, where about

1V2 miles are operated by this system, in connection

with 2V2 miles of trolley road. In the same city

are to be installed four urban lines of a total of 12

miles, of which about eight miles will be constructed

on the surface-contact system, connecting with three

suburban trolley lines of 15 miles total.

The car shown in the exhibit represents a com-

plete equipment, with a portion of track, along which

have been laid a number of contact blocks. The
action of the system will be seen by referring to

the drawing. The contact rail (A), supported to

the car by a series of uprights, is connected by

lateral pieces to two side-rails (B B). running along

the whole length. The cross-pieces joining the rails

carry the magnetizing coils (C C). There are five

sets of coils distributed over the length of the rails.

The contact rail (A) slides over the contact blocks.

which are spaced along the track at distances of

about 15 feet. Each block consists of a mass of

a.^phalt (G), which is laid upon a bed of cement,

with a drain pipe (P) below. The space between

the rails is laid in asphalt, making the whole arrange-

ment water-tight. The asphalt block carries at the

top a disk of non-magnetic metal (F), which sup-

ports a central core (D) of soft iron. The piece

(L), cast in iron of good magnetic quality, is im-

bedded in the asphalt block and carries in the mid-

dle a socket which srpports the ebonite vessel (K)

partly filled with mercurj-. The lower part of the

mercury cup has a contact screw, from which passes

a wjre (N) into a small mercurj^ cup in the end

of the terminal wire (O). In the mercury vessel

floats the iron cylinder (I), whose weight is adjusted

so that it is almost in equilibrium in the mercury

and will require but a small effort to lift it. It is

provided with a contact head, formed of hard car-

bon, which, when laised, fits into the socket (H)

of the same material, held in the mass (D). The

ebonite vessel is supported at the upper part by a

brass bell, held to it by a flange with three bolts,

forming a tight joint, the detail of which is not

shown.

The action of the system is as follows: When
current is passed in the coils (C C) the bars (A) and

(B) are magnetized, the circuit taking tb" path

shown by the arrows, the wings of the piece (V)

serving to complete the circuit below. This causes

the cylinder to be lifted against the socket (H),

thus allowing the current to pass from the wire (O)
up into the rail (A), and from there to the motor
circuit. Each of the coils (C) has two windings
in the same direction; one of these receives the

main current and is generally used; the second wind-
ing is used for starting, and is fed by a small bat-

tery of accumulators placed under the seat of the

car.

It will be seen that the blocks are energized only
at the time of passage of the rail. When the rail

leaves a block, the cylinder (D falls and the current

is interrupted. To avoid the formation of a spark

between the two carbon contacts, which would soon
deteriorate the apparatus, the contact rail is arranged
at the end of the car so as to curve upward slightly,

thus being out of contact with the block; it has still

sufficient magnetizing power to hold up the cylinder,

and when the rail has left the block and the cyl-

inder falls, the current has already been broken
by the rail above, and no spark occurs. The con-

tacts are made of very hard carbon, taking a high
polish: they are carefully worked and made so that

the angle of each is the same, thus fitting exactly,

one in the other, insuring a good contact.

Besides the car on the lower floor of the Trans-
portation building, the upper floor of the Electrical

Palace contains an exhibit of the Diatto system
showing the details of the pieces, among which is

a section of thecontact block in which the working
parts are clearly seen. A line is now being installed

from Paris to the suburbs, on which the system is

used on the portion within the city limits. The road

starts from a point near the exposition grounds and
passes along the quays of the Seine, toward the east-

ern part of the city, ending at the suburb of Vanves.

The construction of the track, with its contact

blocks, is now nearly completed, the pavement be-

ing entirely in asphalt.

Mrs. West, Lamp Saleswoman.
The pleasant-faced woman whose portrait is given

herewith is believed to be the only traveling sales-

woman for an electrical manufacturing company
in the United States. She is Mrs. M. West and she

represents on the road the Shelby Electric com-

MRS. WEST.

pany of Shelby, Ohio, selling incandescent lamps

exclusively. Mrs. West calls New York city her

home, although she is traveling 10 months out of

the year, and for the last two years she has made

trips east and south of Ohio. Now, however, she

proposes to travel in the West, so that her expe-

rience will ultimately cover most of the country.

Mrs. West has been in the lamp business nearly

three years, and before going on the road took a

thorough course in the factory at Shelby. She is

a thoroughly practical, businesslike woman and

presents her goods on their merits, precisely as a

man would do, asking no favors or special consid-

eration on account of her sex.

As is known to all electrical people (it seems that

one must no longer restrict the expression to "elec-

trical men"), one of the principal features of the

lamp business is the making of photometric tests,

and Mrs. West takes some pride in the fact that

in this work her knowledge and experience enable

her to meet her competitors of the opposite sex on

at least equal te/nis. She is not afraid of electricity

ar.d knows all about lamps, photometers, measuring

instruments, circuits and connections. She makes
her own tests and demonstrates to a customer or

possible customer that she knows what she is talk-

ing about. She is making a success in the business

in which she is engaged and thinks that the elec-

trical field offers many opportunities for greater

emoluments and influence to business women who
are now engaged as stenographers, bookkeepers or
clerks.

Mrs. West is a native of Philadelphia and is a

widow, dependent upon herself for a livelihood. She
has one young daughter whom she is educating.

She is prepossessing in appearance and manner and
a credit to the industry.

*'FelIow Servants" in Electrical Com-
panies.

Where employes are in the service and subject
to the general control and direction of a common
master, and the labor of each conduces to the ac-

complishment of the same general purpose for

which they are employed, the Supreme Court of

Georgia holds that they are fellow servants, within
the provision of the civil code of that state, and
that, except in case of railroad companies, the master
is not liable to one servant for injuries arising from
the negligence or misconduct of other servants about
the same business. That they may be employed in

different departments of duty, and so far removed
fiom each other than one can in no degree control
or influence the conduct of the other, it does not
consider, alters this.

Applying the law as it conceives and thus states

it to be to the case of the Brush Electric Light and
Power company against Wells, the court holds that

the engineer of the company and its lineman, being
subject to direction and control by the same gen-
eral master, in the same common enterprise, were
fellow servants, chough employed in different de-
partments of duty, and so far removed from each
other that one could in no degree control or in-

fluence the conduct of the other. And so, granting
that the lineman was killed by reason of the negli-

gence of the engineer in failing to give the signal

before the electric current was turned on one after-

noon, the company, the Supreme Court holds, was
not liable to the lineman's widow for his death.

Wireless Telegraphy in San Francisco
Harbor.

A press dispatch from Washington states that

General Greely, chief signal officer of the United
States Army, has received word from San Francisco
that the Signal Corps wireless-telegraph stations

are in successful operation transmitting messages
between Alcatraz Island in San Francisco harbor
and Fort Mason. Cable communication between
these points has been rendered almost impossible

because the cables were constantly being damaged
by incoming ships dragging their anchors. This
is said to be the first use of wireless telegraphy

in regular service where other means have failed.

Street-railway Advertising: in Chicago.

The Chicago Union Traction company is taking

advantage of the advertising columns of the daily

newspapers of Chicago to call attention to the facili-

OUTINGS
For a^DIME
On. U/>e Trolley Ca.r

CHAPTER Vn.
For relief from ilie heat.

Go ap Halsted Street.

When the nights are hot and even'thing Is
sizzling on the West Side, board a. Halsted-
ISth-st. trolley car and go to Sheridan road.
There one Is near the lake. Is surrounded
by beautiful houses and lawns, and is within
a few block of the Marine Hospital. The lake
front and Sheridan road is a good place to
cool off while watchlne the ever-chanelng
throng on the boulevards. Notice the hun-
dreds of queer sights along HaJsted-st. as j'ou
go by

On "S/^e Trolley Ca-r.

Cars start at Halsted and 21st-st.

Round trip 130 minutes; cost 10 cents.

STREET-RAILWAY AD\-ERTISING IN CHICAGO.

ties it has to offer for pleasure riding at trifling cost.

The idea is a good one and seems founded on the

summer literature and advertising of the steam rail-

road companies. The "ads" are attractive, as the

one reproduced herewith shows. By a coincidence

this advertising appears at about the time of the

opening of the Northwestern Elevated; but the ad-

vertising scheme is doubtless worthy of more at-

tention than it has heretofore received.
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Willesden Station of the Metropolitan
Company, London.

An interesting instance of forethought in the plan-

ning of a central station is afforded by the Willes-

den plant of the Metropolitan Electric Supply com-

pany of London. A site covering 8% acres was

chosen for the purpose, its boundaries being de-

fined on three sides by the London and North-

western railway, the Midland railway and the Grand
Junction Canal. The finished power house, as pro-

jected, will be 384 feet long by about 300 feet wide.

The present plant occupies one corner of the plot

of ground, covering about one-fourth of the total

area of the projected building. The boiler and

engine houses are placed side by side, and will be

extended to twice their present length as the de-

mand for electric supply increases, and then dupli-

cated by extension laterally. When completed there

will be one large engine room 284 feet by 112 feet,

with boiler rooms along both sides. In this way
a convenient, symmetrical structure will be devel-

oped. Each of the four groups of boilers of the

finished plant will have a large, separate stack, the

galvanized-steel-wire screens, over which the heated
water from the condensers is made to flow, while

blasts of air are forced up between the rows of

screens by powerful fans. In this way the com-
pany avoids the use of an excessive amount of cir-

culating water, which would otherwise be required

in the condenser,

A rather unusual adjunct to the plant is a brick

machine ?.nd kiln. Good brick clay in large quan-

tities was found on the premises, and this is being

utilized in the extension of the plant.

The accompanying- illustrations show views in

the engine room and boiler house of the present

plant. Fig. i represents the three 2.500-horsepowcr

VVestinghouse direct- connected engines and gen-

erators. Fig. 2 is another view of two of the same
units and Fig. 3 is a view in the boiler house.

stead of the old winding staircase, which seemed
specially designed to precipitate the passenger on to
the street, we have a staircase in two flights which
not only give greater comfort and security in mount-
ing, but also has tlie advantage of giving additional
room at the top. The exhibition of the Westing-
house company extends over the entire length of
the hall, and includes an actual electric tramway
in practical operation, complete in all details. No

International Tramways Exhibition.

Writing on June 25th. the London correspond-

ent of the Western Electrician says;

The International Tramways and Light Railways

Exhibition, which was opened at the Agricultural

WILLESDEN STATION OF THE METROPOLITAN COMPANY, LONDON.

-

POWER ENGINE DYNAMO UNITS.

VIEW' SHOWING THREE 2,500-HORSE-

FIG. 3. WILLESDEN STATION OF THE METROPOLITAN
COMPANY, LONDON —VIEW IN BOILER HOUSE.

overhead wires are employed. The necessary cur-
lent for this installation is supplied by a Westing-
house gas engine, coupled direct to a 75-kilowatt
5cc-volt generator. Several other makers exhibit
electric tram cars, though they are not in motion,
and other exhibits may appeal chiefly to the engi-
neer and constructor, who can examine various types
of permanent way, motors, motor trucks, wheels
for cars, trolleys, cables, switchboards, testing in-

struments, etc., besides numerous other things
whose connection with tramways is somewhat less

direct.

one now being erected being 165 feet in height, with

an internal diameter of about 14 feet.

Admirable features for handling coal have been

provided, sidings having been run from the main

railroad lines and a wharf having been built into

the canal. The coal cars from the railroad lines, as

well as barges from the adjacent canal, may be

run directly underneath a special form of conveyor,

which carries the coal to bins having a capacity of

1,000 tons, located ever the boilers. The coal-con-

veying machinery has a carrying capacity of about

one ton a minute, and the ash-handling machinery

is also very complete. There is at present installed

a battery of 16 Babcock & Wilcox boilers, working

at a steam pressure of 160 pounds, and fitted with

superheaters. Mechanical stokers have been ap-

plied to 10 of the boilers; the remainder are hand-

fjred.

The engine room contains three 2,500-horsepower

Westinghouse engines of the vertical compound

type, having cylinders 36 and 55 inches in diameteij

with a 36-inch stroke. The engines, which are of

massive construction, with foundations of concrete

15 feet thick, run at from 116 to 145 revolutions per

minute. Flywheel goNcrnors are used, and arc ad-

justable while running. Onto the shaft of each en-

gine is connected a Westinghouse engine-lype gen-

erator, giving an alternating-current output of I,5f'0

kilowatts at 500 volts and 7,200 alternations a minute.

Each machine is provided with an individual ex-

citer, mounted on the end of the shaft.

In the transformer room, connected with the

engine room by means of a tunnel, arc 12 2S0-kilo-

watt step-up tran.vformcrs, which raise the voltage

from 500 lo 10,000.

In the sub-stations supplied from this point are

located .30 step -down transformers of large size.

The power house is also connected to ihc com-
prny's Ralhbone Place station, about eight miles

away, by means of the British Insulated Wire com-
pany's paper-covered cables, enclosed in a cast-iron

conduit.

An interesting feature of the plant is the cooling

lower for the condenser water. This is a huge
ojien iron tank, in which are suspended rows of

Hall, Islington, on Friday last, is a most interesting

display. It has the merit of being in a much more
finished condition than is the case with some ex-
hibitions on their opening day, and it will afford
the visitor a good opportunity oif seeing what is

being done by British manufacturers in respect to

Settlement of the St. Louis Strike.

The great street-railway strike at St. Louis ended,
IS was then thought, on July 2d. The victory was
claimed by both sides. Following is the agree-
ment signed by representatives of the St. Louis

FIG. 2. WILLESDEN STATION OF THE METROPOLITAN COM

electric traction. The firms who are exhibiting

amount to nearly 100. The British Westinghouse
company has some very beautiful cars that are in-

tended for the Westminster route, showing much
ingenuity in the combination of care and comftu'l

wilh the smartest appliances. The arrangemenl of

the stairs in the.ic trains, which carry passengers on
the roof, is much superior lo the old method. In-

PANY, LONDON —GENERATOR SIDES OF TWO LARGE UNITS.

Transit company and by the executive committee
of the strikers:

I. The provisions of the agreement of March 10, 1900, as to
rates of pay and hours of service will be continued in force by
the company.

z. Every employe of the company to be free to join or not to
join any oreanization, and no discrimination to be made for or
aRainsl him because of the manner in which he exercises Ills
freedom.

3. Any attempt on the part of an employe to indu:e anothei
omploya by iatiinid ition or threats to join or not to join any
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union shall be cause for the immediate discharge of the person
guilly of such attempt.

4. Any attempt to influence any employe by an otficial of the
company to join or not to join any UEiion shall be cause for the
discharge of such official.

5. The company will meet any employe or committee of em-
ployes, whether representins themselves, other i mployes or an
association of employes, regardine any matter of mutual inleres'.

6. For the purpose of filling vacancies which may now exist or
hereafter arise, the committee of former employes, of which
T. B. Edwards is chairman, shall prepare a list of the men who
were in the company's service on May 7th last, and as the com-
pany now or hereafter needs additional men it will select them
exclusively from this list until it is exhausted, not interfering,
however, with men now in the service. No person shall be
eligible to this list who has been guilty of any acts of lawlessness
or violence.

United States Exhibits at tlie Paris Ex-
position.

By a. de Courcy.

The United States lias a considerable number of

exhibits on the lower floor of the Electrical Palace

at Paris. The exhibit of the Western Electric coni-

panj' is one of the largest in the section, and con-

tains a display of heav}- material as well as telephone

apparatus, arc lamps, etc. This company has a

large generating set in operation, consisting of a

2C'0-voIt generator of 125 horsepower, direct-con-

nected to a no-volt, 7S-kilowatt machine. For the

circuits a handsome switchboard of several panels

has been mounted. A number of motors is shown,
ranging from one to 15 horsepower, of the direct-

current type : both open and enclosed forms are seen.

The arc lamps include types for various voltages for

direct and alternating circuits. An interesting part

of the exhibit consists of two models of the com-
pany's factories in Chicago and New York, which
are very well executed. In another part of the

exhibit is mounted a large board containing a great

variety of telephones of different types, and a model
telephone exchange has been erected, with all the

necessarj^ appliances. It connects with different

telephones in the American section in the Champ
de Mars, Invalides, and has a line to the United

Slates section at Vincennes. For the exchange have

been installed a number of telephone racks, a switch-

board, a cabinet containing the accumulators, and
a small generating set, with a marble switchboard

of several panels.

.Opposite is the exhibit of the General Electric

compan}', of which the main feature is a large model
of the works at Schenectady. This model is mounted
on a large platform, and lighted from above and
below; the lights underneath make the different

buildings appear to be brilliantly lighted up in the

interior, the windows being made of transparent

material. This .irrangement adds greatlj^ to the

attractiveness of the model, which is very well con-

structed. The company does not exhibit any appa-

ratus, as it is represented in France by the Societe

Thomson-Houston, which has an exhibit in an-

other section, besides the large i.ooo-kilowatt al-

ternator running in the main dynamo room. The
remainder of the exhibit is taken up with a series

of large photographs mounted in frames, showing
the different plants installed in America and some
of the factories. An interesting display is that of

the Edison phonograph, which has instruments in

operation during the greater part of the day, thus

attracting a great many visitors. A collection of

phonographs of different models is to be seen, with

cylinders and batteries. In the exhibit are shown
several early models of instruments, among which

i..; the original phonograph made by Edison, using

a cylinder covered with tinfoil. A part of the tin-

foil is still to be seen. Two later forms are also

shown.

The Bullock Manufacturing company has one of

the largest exhibits of heavy material, showing a

number of different types of direct-current machines

and motors. In this display is also to be seen a

small generating set, consisting of a 20-kilowatt

machine mounted with a Forbes marine engine.

The Lorain Steel company has two trucks for elec-

tric cars, show-ing the type of motor used. The

exhibit of the Roebling company has two cases in

front containing insulated wires and cables of dif-

ferent types, with a large display of lead-covered

cables. In the center of the space is mounted a

full-size section of a conduit system for electric

traction, of the type used on the New York Metro-

politan lines. The section is about 15 feet long

and shows the details of the conduits, including the

conducting rails and method of connecting by a

type of rail bond devised by the company. A sec-

tion of manhole shows the ends of the conduits for

the feeder cables, which make connection with the

circuits of the conducting rails. At the other end

is a second manhole, in wliich is represented the

method of laying the cable. The different pulleys,

ropes, etc., are shown in position for drawing the

cables through the conduits. At the back of the

exhibit is a large panel containing a series c.' cables

of different kinds, various forms of rail bonds, also

a number of terminal boxes and heads for telephone
and telegraph cables.

The American section, on the upper floor of the
Electrical Palace, contains a number of exhibits of
light apparatus. It occupies the greater part of the
long gallery which extends from the main floor
along the side of the dynamo room. One of the
most interesting of these exhibits is that showing
the new system of printing telegraph, invented by
Professor Rowland of Johns Hopkins University.
It is shown in actual operation. A table contains
four transmitting instruments, which have a key-
board like that of an ordinary typewriter. The de-
pression of the keys operates a series of levers
which make contact at the outer end of the appa-
ratus, sending a series of current impulses over the
line. Each transmitter has a receiver placed at a
short distance from it. and the reproduction is made
by a type-wheel which gives a record exactly like

that made upon a typewriter. The receiving appa-
ratus is operated by a series of small electric motors,
and the different manipulations, such as the shifting

of the paper, etc., are entirely automatic, being made
by the operator at the transmitting end by a suitable

series of contacts. It is claimed that a number of

messages can be transmitted simultaneously over
the same wire. As yet the details of operation have
not been made public. The H. Ward Leonard com-
pany has a large exhibit of rheostats, motor-start-
ing boxes, units of resistance, and a collection ol

Carpenter enamel rheostats. This exhibit contains

a switchboard upon which are mounted a number
of circuit-breakers and other pieces of apparatus.

The exhibit of the Gold Electric Heater company
shows a variety of forms of heater adapted for gen-
eral use or for car heating. To illustrate the sys-

ciators. etc. The Sprague Electric company has a
panel board showing different forms of iron con-
duit and junction boxes. The Eureka Tempered
Copper Works show'a number of specimens, notably
commutator bars and brushes of different forms.
A display of micanite adapted to commutators,

armatures, etc., is shown by Eugene Munsell &
Co.

The United States section has a large space of
ground at Vincennes Park, and in order to accom-
modate the machinery exhibits a large building has
been erected, measuring about 340 by 130 feet. The
appearance of the building is shown by the illustra-

tion. The structure contains a great number of
the exhibits of machine tools and other representa-
tive American machines. An electric plant has been
installed for the operation of the small motors
which are used in the different exhibits. It con-
sists of a Willans engine of the upright type, direct
connected to a 150-kilowatt machine. The Ball
ei'gine which was originally intended for use here
is in place, but the dynamo, of the Bullock type,

wlticii was to accompany it, has never been heard
from since it was shipped in the Pauillac. The
boilers are of the upright type, built by the Clon-
brock company. Two of these have been installed.

An overhead traveling crane has been erected; it

has a capacity of 30 tons, and is of the Shaw com-
pany's manufacture.

Production of Catliode Rays by Ultra
Violet Light.

P. Lenard announces [.'\nnalen der Physik und
Chemie, abstracted in London Electrician] an im-
portant development of the connection between

UNITED STATES EXHIBITS AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.— 11 ACHINERY BUILDING AT VINCENNES.

tem. a car seat is mounted in the rear of the exhibit,

with two heaters arranged underneath. The Helios-

Upton company shows the different form.s of arc

lamps manufactured, and in the same space is a

collection of Hart switches of different forms.

A large number of American firms have not made
individual exhibits, but have sent a number of speci-

mens or panel boards of apparatus, etc. These are

grouped together in one space, in wdiich a number

of double cases with shelves have been mounted.

The panel boards and some of the specimens are

ranged along the wall. Among the displays may
be remarked that of the Carborundum company of

Niagara Falls, showing different forms of wheels

in carborundum, as well as difl:'erent specimens of

the raw material. A number of transformers are

shown by the Pittsburg Transformer company, the

Lakon company and others, besides a Wagner elec-

tric motor of three horsepower. The Ironclad Re-

sistance company has a collection of resistance

boxes. The Toerring arc lamp is also shown. This

lamp is, besides, used for the lighting ol the section,

being mounted on a series of ornamental iron posts;

with these the holophane globes are used. A num-

ber of Weston voltmeters and other station instru-

ments are exhibited. Among the different types

of primary batteries represented, those of the Gonda

and the Gordon types occupy a prominent place.

Among the telephones are specimens from the

Western Telephone Construction company of Chi-

cago, the Telephone Manufacturing company, the

Farr company of Chicago and others. Partrick.

Carter & Wilkins of Philadelphia are represented

Ijy a number of electric bells, push-buttons, annun-

electricity and light in the discovery that the dis-

charge of electrilied bodies by ultra-violet light is

due to the production of cathode rays by the impact
of the light. The hitherto-accepted theory that the
discharge was due to the mechanical disintegration
of the electrode is rendered invalid by the fact that

this would recjuire the transfer of an amount of
material such as could not fail to be detected by the
spectroscope, and the spectroscope makes no such
indication. The constant increase of the discharge
with the exhaustion, as well as the strictly one-sided
character of the discharge, suggested the proba-
bility of cathode rays being concerned in it. This
was as good as proved by the following experiment:
A vacuum tube was furnished with two electrodes,
and exhausted until it failed to allow any discharge
to pass. One of the electrodes was exposed to the
ultra-violet light furnished by a spark-gap with zinc
terminals. When the electrode was charged nega-
tively it was instantly discharged by the ultra-violet

light. A positive charge, on the other hand, was
retained indefinitely. The potential is of no ac-
count, except that the discharge is not so complete
at low potentials, probably on account of a lack
of energy of the cathode rays. That the electric

charge proceeds in the form of rays is showm by
the fact that if it is made to traverse a perforated
electrode, a charge is received on an electrode in a

line with the hole, but not on a lateral one. The
beam can, however, be brought to impinge upon the
lateral electrode by magnetic deflection. The ratio

e _g— comes out as high as 11. 5 X to , and the ve-
m
locity as low as one-thirtieth of the velocity of light.

The rays are not sufficiently intense to produce
phosphorescence of the walls of the tube. But it is

now possible to produce these rays in an "absolute''

vacuum, and with any given difference of potential.
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A curious discovery is said to have been made

in Germany, that land of never-ending research.

It is that the lens of the human eye is diamagnetic,

or possessed of the apparent property of being re-

pelled by the poles of a powerful magnet. It is

suggested as a possibility that this characteristic

might be utilized in a magnetic treatment to flatten

the lens and thus improve or perhaps cure near-

sightedness. It is, of course, highly improbable

that any permanent alteration in the curvature of

the lens could be eflected by magnetic repulsion,

but the discovery, if confirmed by further experi-

ment, is nevertheless of considerable interest and

possibly of ocular importance.
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In a recent issue of a German technical journal

J. Stark discusses in an interesting manner the

various theories advanced to account for the deposit

of carbon on the mner walls of incandescent lamps.

Moissan's hypothesis of a slow evaporation of the

carbon of the filament is placed in doubt by the

fact that the deposit does not depend upon the de-

gree of exhaustion. Berliner's Idea that gases are

occluded in the filament and escape with explosive

rapidity as soon as incandescence sets it is invali-

dated by the observation that the deposit is the

same in continuously lighted lamps and in those

which are often relighted. Mr. Stark attributes the

disintegration of the carbon to vagrant currents

between various parts of the icarbon filament,

which traverse the irtervening gas as in a Crookes

tube. He asserts that these vagrant currents can

be placed in evidence by probes, but they are often

made evident to the eye by an ''aureole" between

arms of the filament which is said to be nothing

but the positive glow of a gaseous discharge. The
internal currents are the stronger the greater the

difference of potential between successive portions

of the filament— i. e., the higher the voltage of the

circuit. The disintegration of the carbon is strong-

est at the cathode part, which turns rough very

soon and wears through quickly where continuous

currents are used. However, while this theory

seems to have elements of probability, it is to be

remembered that it is largely based on speculation,

like the assumptions which Mr. Stark discards. It

cannot yet be taken for granted that the exact cause

of the "blacking*' of incandescent lamps is definitely

known.

The question of the right to cut the branches of

trees along highways in erecting wires is one of

much interest to electric companies, and particu-

larly to telephone companies. The decisions of the

courts in the lawsuits that have grown out of dis-

putes of this character are not uniform and vary

in the different states. Thus, the Second Appel-

late Division of the Supreme Court of the state

of New York recently held that the right of the

electric company to touch the trees at all must be

justified by an existing necessity, and if the purpose

can be accomplished without extreme or extraordi-

nary means, then no right exists to interfere in any

manner with the frees.

But in Michigan the law is more liberally in-

terpreted. The Supreme Court of that state points

out that in a state where the erection of a telephone

line along the highway is held to create an addi-

tional servitude upon abutting lands a different

rule may well be held with regard to the cutting

of the branches of trees from the proper one for a

state where a telephone line is not deemed an addi-

tional servitude. It holds, in the case of Wyant
against the Central Telephone company, that, in

a state of the latter class, the right being given

to erect the poles and wire, the company must of

necessity have the right to remove obstructions, as

the highway officers have authority to do when en-

gaged in highway work within their jurisdiction.

Moreover, the Michigan court says that the judges

may take judicial notice that poles must be set

near the sides of the street or road, and that they

are generally outside of the curb or ditch line, and

therefore necessarily in line with the trees. Unless

ihey are to be so high as to clear all of them, the

wires must go through the trees. In cities and vil-

lages this may require the removal of large por-

tions of the trees, if ihey arc to go through them,

and in such case it is possible that the company
should use poles sufficiently high to avoid or min-

imize the injury to the trees. But, while it makes
this suggestion, the court takes pains to state that

this question was not before it for decision in this

case.

Then it was contended In the Wyant case that

the telephone company had no right to cut the

branches of trees without first giving the land-

owner an opportunity to do so himself. But the

Supreme Court answers that if the telephone com-
pany had the right to have the branches cut, to ad-

mit stringing and operating its wires, the Legis-

lature has committed to no one, unless it be to

the company, the authority to do this. No one

could do this satisfactorily until the wires should

be strung, and, until the Legislature provides other-

wise, the court declares that it must think that the

companies may do it, being answerable for any un-

necessary, improper or excessive cutting.

In short, the court holds thafit is the right of

the company to cut branches in a proper case and

manner, and in such case there is no liability to

the abutting proprietor, who has no right to ob-

struct the public use of the highway. Yet it does

not, in this, apparently, mean to sanction a trespass

upon the premises of the abutting landowner.

Municipal ownership, or "municipal trading," as

it is called in England, shows no sign of recession,

either at home or abroad. On the contrary, it must
be confessed that the tendency seems to be de-

cidedly the other way. In his presidential address

before the English Municipal Electrical association

last month Mr. A. B. Mountain, the borough engi-

neer of Huddersfield, showed that, from 1895 to

1898, inclusive, the capital engaged in private cen-

tral-station work In England increased from £4,335,-

357 to £7,996,591, or about 80 per cent., while the

corresponding figures for the municipal plants were

£1,772,323 and £6.979,150, or 294 per cent. This

seems, in the light of comparison with central-sta-

tion progress, an extraordinary increase for the

municipal plants, but the discrepancy is not so great

as that noted in the slate of Minnesota by Professor

Shepardson in a paper presented to the North-

western Electrical association last month. In less

than six years, .according to the figures gathered

by Professor Shepardson, the number of municipal

plants in Minnesota has Increased 430 per cent,

and the number of privately owned central stations

has increased only 66 per cent. Of course, the

Minnesota figures relate to number of plants only;

the comparison would be more favorable to the

central-station interests if made on the basis of

capital expended, as in the English statistics.

The "mimlcipalization" of tramways or street

railways has proceeded to a much greater extent

abroad than in the United States. A London news

dispatch of July 4th, for instance, related that the

London County Council, on the day before, had
resolved to bring proceedings against two impor-

tant tramway systems to compel them to sell their

lines to the city. "Municipal ownership of street

railways is spreading throughout England," con-

tinues the dispatch, "and in several cities where

the lines are so owned the scheme has proved emi-

nently successful." In Halle, Germany, a city of

about 140,000 inhabitants, the city government in-

tends to purchase the rights and property of the

company which now controls the street railways

of the town. This company's concession would

otherwise remaiii in force until 1929. "The devel-

opment and operation of street railways, the most

important means of communication in a city."

says the Magdeburg Zeitung, commenting on the

situation, "can no longer be permitted to be de-

pendent upon the private interests of a money-earn-

ing corporation. Moreover, it is one of the duties

of a modern municipal government to avoid the

increase of direct taxation by securing for the mu-
nicipal treasury the profits of public institutions in

which the citizens of the town have a personal in-

terest, and which affect both their comfort and
their business. Electric street-car lines operated

by the town will, moreover. Increase the profits of

the municipal electric plants."

These facts are of the utmost significance, and
show that central-station and street-railway men
must give the subject of municipal ownership the

most careful attention. Uniform accounts open to

public inspection, moderate dividends and the best

possible service at the lowest practicable price seem
to be the indicated methods to convince the people

that there will always be a legitimate place for the

properly conducted quasi-public corporation.
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Wet Steam."
Bv William H. Edgar,

Wet steam is produced by two different causes
in the boiler—one is priming and the other
foaming. Priming I have nothing to do with; that
comes under mechanical defects and belongs to the
engineering profession. Priming is due, as you well
know, to the lack of delivery surface or lack of
steam space and to the mechanical construction of
the steam dome, and especially the connections be-
tween the different domes in water-tube boilers.
But wherever such a mechanical defect might ex-
ist, the water, you might say, would spatter the
steam if your boiler water contained salts of soda.
Foaming is caused by saponification. I do not

believe that foaming in a boiler is caused by mud
or dirty water. I think it is due to the soda con-
tained in the water, and, as a rule, wherever you
have a river, that is to saj', where you are using
river w^ter containing mud, you have more or less

soda in the form not only of a carbonate but of a

sulphate. You are probably well acquainted with
well waters and the tendency they have to foam
after running a w-eek or two. I believe that in go
cases out of 100 the moisture in your steam is due
to saponiiication or due to the presence of soda.
You might have a great excess of lime and mag-

nesia in solution in your feed-water, but when the

water is introduced into the boiler and brought in

contact with the heat, your lime and magnesia are
thrown out of solution into suspension, and con-
sequently you get no action whatever in the way
of foaming. It does not increase the density of the

water; it is not a part of the water; it is not in

solution. Soda always remains in solution. Ninety
per cent, of the waters throughout the country
used in the boilers contain considerable lime and
also some soda, and nine plants out of 10 are

treated in one way or another with some one or

the other salt of soda, and you get the same action

in all such cases that you receive from the use

of artesian well water and surface well water in

certain places where the soil contains sulphate of

soda and generally the carbonates.

Now, what I wanted to refer to was the fact

that you all know that it is essential to get as dry
steam as possible, and if you could get absolutely

dry steam, you could use a straight mineral cylin-

der oil without requiring the admixture of any ani-

mal oil whatever. The animal oil is necessary only

to take care of the water. The condensation washes
off the mineral oil, necessitating the compounding
with an animal oil to hold it, to give it the cling-

ing, adhesive, film-cutting properties of a good
cylinder oil.

The officers of a certain railroad system had coii-

siderable difficulty in getting an oil to meet their

requirements. They finally got up to about 35 per

cent of tallow in the compounding. They were
using soda ash in the boilers, and the more soda ash

they used the more moisture they had in their

steam, the more they saponified the water and the

more moisture was carried over; and with this

moisture came soda, and the more soda that came
over the more it cut the animal oil, saponifying it,

forming soap, and they had considerable difficulty

before they found out really where the trouble lay.

I believe that throughout the country in different

plants a great many good cylinder oils have been

repeatedly condemned and all due to the well water

used, carrying the water a little too high in the

boiler or using some preparation of soda, and, of

course, the higher you carried the water, and the

more you agitated the w'ater, from a sudden open-

ing, I suppose, of the valve in the delivery of

steam, the more readily it would foam; and I be-

lieve that in all your practice in the engine room, if

you would watch your water level and the nature

of your water, so as to know the amount of soda it

might contain, it would enable you to better take

care of the oil question.

Caustic soda in a saturated solution would con-

tain 59 per cent, of caustic soda; a saturated solu-

tion of soda ash would contain 40 per cent, soda

ash, when it would begin to cake; with salt you
would have a^Va per cent, saturated solution be-

fore it would cake. All sodium salts remain in

solution until the solution is saturated, and then

they cake and always cake at the hottest part of

the boilers. It is quite common in Kansas and

down in New Orleans and out in the Ha\yaiian

Islands and along the seacoast. where they use

salty water, to buckle the tubes and bag their

sheets, due to salt.

As I said before. I believe that nine-tenths of

the wet steam and cases of foaming are due to

soda.
Discussion,

Frank McMastcr, Chicago: What is the most
easily applied test to determine whether there is

an excess of soda?
Mr. Edgar: An analysis of your feed-water is

about the only course you can pursue. You can

have that done at any state university. If you were

running a condensing plant on the seacoast, using

saltwater, and had trouble in your boilers, you

would look for leaky condensers. I found out in

San Francisco that they were testing by taste—they

let it go until they could taste the salt. I rigged

up an apparatus by which they could titrate and

determine the salt. Their natural supply showed
about four grains of salt to the gallon. V. hen they
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found it to run six, eight or lo per cent, they
looked for a leaky condenser.

F. A. Copeland, La Crosse, Wis.: Wouldn't it

be easier to examine the inside of your boiler when
you clean it? If there is considerable scale, you
have got considerable soda, haven't you?
Mr. Edgar: No; the scale would really give you

no indication of :he amount of soda.
Mr. Copeland: All that we purge a boiler for is

to do away with the scale, isn't it? If your flues
do not scale, you are about as near perfect as you
can be, are you not?
Mr. Edgar: O, yes; but I was referring, not to

the purgers, but to the natural conditions from the
use of well waters.
Mr. Copeland: Wouldn't that be a good way to

find out whether you have got good water or not

—

that is, for us country fellows who do not know
anj^thing about the technical practice of the thing?
Mr. Edgar: Yes, if you are not getting into

trouble and have dry steam.
Mr. Copeland: I have a separator in my main

steam pipe, and the amount of water that comes
out of it is astonishing. What makes the con-
densation I don't know, but it will empty several
gallons every lo or 15 minutes.
Mr. Edgar: A great deal of that depends upon

the boiler and its construction. Take the large
units to-day in use in water-tube boilers, and when
>ou are running up to full capacity, your steam is

practically in your fire, and when you draw on that
boiler suddenly, there must necessarily be quite an '

agitation, and you have a very small delivery sur-
face, and in some of the water-tube boilers, I should
say, although I am not an engineer, some of the
connections are decidedly wrong.
William H. Schott, Chicago: Is it not a fact that

this is usually caused by carrying the water too
high?
Mr. Edgar: Yes.
Mr. Schott: In 90 per cent.' of the cases?
Mr. Edgar: Yes, sir. It is a fault of firemen

throughout the country to carry the water too
high. In a Stirling boiler you ought to carry the
water as low as possible on account of the back
drum and steam delivery.

Mr. Copeland: How much water would you
carry on top of your tubes in a horizontal boiler?

Mr. Schott: Three inches on the front end; and
if the boiler is set pioperly, it should be about one
inch or an inch and a half lower in the back end.

Mr. Edgar: What water have you been using?
Mr. Schott: Michigan Lake.
Mr. Edgar: Thit is an exceptionally good water.
Mr. Schott: Yes, sir; it will average about 20

grains to the gallon.

Mr. Edgar: Lake Michigan is a lime water, and
a lime water will not foam.
Mr. Copeland: We use lime water out of the

river (Mississippi), but it gets to foaming once in

a while.

Mr. Edgar: It will show up some soda, too.

Mr. Schott: If you use soda ash as a purgent
you will get violent foaming.
Mr. Edgar: I wish to say, in addition to what I

touched upon, that oil coming back in the return
condensation and causing considerable trouble, mak-
ing the flues leak, buckling a tube or bagging a

?heet, is quite common in the condensing plants of

lo-day.

Mr. Copeland: How will you get oil back in

fbere?

Mr. Edgar: In your return condensation. They
have tried it in a great many cases, and there are

cases where they use all their condensation back
in the boilers.

Mr. Schott: To what kind of condensers are you
referring?

Mr. Edgar: I am referring to a condensing plant

where they turn all their condensation back into

ibe feed-water supply.

Mr. Schott: That can be done with a Wheeler
surface condenser.
Mr. Copeland: I use a jet condenser.
Mr. Edgar: They have a great many times in-

troduced soda ash and caustic soda with the object

of cutting the oil and have saponified it. In the

first place they had an insoluble soap as a result of

the action of the oleic acid, forming oxide of lime,

and they have used soda to cut that, and it forms
a soluble soap which saponifies the water, causing
violent foaming.

The Making of Parabolic Mirrors.

Cowper Coles, an Englishman, is said to have
invented a simple process for the preparation of

parabolic mirrors for searchlights. He begins with

a mold of glass possessing a carefully prepared
convex surface whose curves are parabolic. Upon
this he deposits a la>er of metallic sdver, which is

polished before further steps are taken. Then he

immerses the mold in an electro-plating bath and
coats the silver with copper. The latter metal forms
the backing of the future mirror, and the silver the

front. While the last-mentioned operation is in

progress the mirror is rotated slowly in the fluid.

An average of 15 tuins to the minute is sufficient.

The copper adheres firmly to the silver, but the

latter can easily be separated from the glass mold.

The incomplete mirror is first immersed in cold

water. The temperature of the fluid is then raised

gently about 120 degrees of Fahrenheit. Owing to

the unequal expansion of glass and metal, the one
pulls away from the other.

23

Cable-laying in the Philippines.

Captain G. O. Squier, U. S. A., who is conversant
with the work of the United States government in
laying cable lines in the Philippines, gave an in-
teresting interview on the subject to a reporter
of the New York Tribune. He said:

"A large portion of the cable to be used in this

undertaking is to be carried from this port to the
Philippines on board the United States cable ship
Burnside, which was formerly employed by the
government as a transport. The Burnside is ex-
pected to sail on August 15th, and will make the
voyage by way of the Suez Canal. Although this

cargo of cable is only a portion of what will eventu-
ally be used, I believe its cost amounts to as much
as $240,000. I cannot say what the ultimate cost
will be.

"The purpose of the work is to connect the dif-

ferent islands of the Philippine archipelago so that
they all will be practically joined into one. The
center of communication will be Manila, which will

be joined to the continent either directly or by
way of Formosa. Not all of the islands, of course,
are to be incorporated in this system, since many
are of insignificant size or sparsely populated.
Only the more important members of the group
will therefore be connected.
"Some work has already been done. Those is-

lands which have thus been joined with the chief
island of Luzon are Leyte and Cebu. Iloilo was
formerly connected with Luzon by the Spaniards.
The system when complete will embrace not only
these, but, among others, the islands of Negros,
Bohal, Samas and the great southern island of
Mindanao.
"The land connections also involve a great

amount of work. The government has perhaps thus
far accomplished more on land than on water. And
it is to be remembertd that the establishing of tele-

graphic communications through the jungles and
swamps of this territory involves many difficulties

unknown to the engineer at home in the United
States.

"The first necessity of such communication is that
of supplying information to the War Department.
Accordingly, the cost of the work is being paid
out of the war furid. Under existing conditions
an insurrection may break out in one island and
nothing be known of it at headquarters in Manila
until the worst has happened. Again, the United
States must herself own a line of direct-communi-
cation with the Philippines. The cable between
Manila and Hongkong, the one which Dewey cut,

is owned by English capitalists.

''Underlying all the details of the plans of the

government for cable connection on these islands

is the scheme to make this system a grand ter-

minus of a Pacific cable, which will reach the
American shore at San Francisco by way of Guam
and the Sandwich Islands. If we are to hold the
Philippines, such a transoceanic cable is an absolute
necessity. This trunk cable would doubtless have
its eastern terminus on the eastern shore of the
island of Luzon, opposite Manila and distant from
it but a few miles, since the island is exceedingly
narrow at that point."

BOOK TABLE.
The Gas-engine Handbook. By E. W. Roberts.

M. E. Cincinnati: Gas Engine Publishing com-
pany. 1900. Pp., 220, with 39 illustrations.

This little volume Is intended to be a standard
of reference for those Interested in gas engines,
and it seems to come well up to the aims of its pub-
lishers. Its chapters contain information that makes
the book useful to both the designer and operator.
Starting with a discussion of the principles of the
gas-engine cycles at present in use, the advantages
and disadvantages of each are explained. Fuels
and tables of their heat values are followed by
chapters on care and operation of engines and the
troubles most likely to occur, igniters, valve mech-
anisms, governors and starters. A chapter is given
to automobile engines and then follows a series of
chapters on gas-engine design and testing. The
whole subject is handled in a very thorough and
scientific manner by one of the best authorities in

the country and the book is a valuable addition
to American engineering literature. It is not a
compilation of trade descriptions of various makes
of engines; all the illustrations and description.^

vvere made especially for this book and to meet the
special requirements of a technical work of this kind.

Anderson Trolley Patent.

The General Electric company has secured per-
manent injunctions restraining the Vulcan Foundry
company, Preston, Cohen & Co., the Creaghead
Engineering company and the George C. Towle
Manufacturing company from infringing on the An-
derson electric-railway trolley patent No. 412,155.

The claim held to have been particularly infringed

is the eighth of the patent and relates to the com-
bination with a trolley frame and trolley wheel of

metallic conducting brushes between the hubs of

the trolley wheel and the frame.

The promoters of the Portage Lakes Transit com-
pany, Ravenna, Ohio, have the necessary consents

for the construction of the proposed electric line

from Bedford to Ravenna and Kent. F. Rockfeller

of Cleveland will furnish most of the capital.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Notes from Ohio.

Because of a difference of opinion as to the value

of telephone instruments for taxation ni the various

counties of the state, Auditor W. D. Guilbert a

few days ago submitted the question to Attorney-

general Sheets for an opinion. After a careful de-

liberation and thorough examination of all the

points in contention, the attorney-general gave it

as his opinion that the instruments of the Bell iele-

phone company should be listed for taxation at

$10 each, this being considered a fair average of

the value of all in use in the state. This is a big

reduction from the value placed upon them^ by

former Attorney-general Monnett, who placed it at

$100 each. It is the opinion of Mr. Sheets that this

tax should be collected for the past five years, as

well as for the current year. A decision of the

Supreme Court some time ago placed the value at

from $10 to $17, but affidavits have been filed since

showing that the earning capacity of the instru-

ments is on an average $2.90 each a year 1 his

is the reason for the reduction. This will add more

than $100,000 to the tax duplicate of the state and

increase the tax income about $22,000 a year

The Kent Home Telephone company of Kent,

Ohio, has organized by the election of the follow-

ing-named officers: President, S. T. Williams,

Cleveland; vice-president, F. L. Allen; secretary

and treasurer, George E. Hinds; manager, W. H.

Butler. , . ,

Henry Canterbury of Ironton has been made

manager of the Gallipolis, Ohio, exchange of the

Central Union Telephone company in place of

Fred Masters, who expects to go into business at

Indianapohs.
, _, . , j » 1

The physicians of Portsmouth, Ohio, have adopted

the Portsmouth Telephone company's service, and

will do away with the Central Union instruments

entirely. The former company has the police-patrol

system also, and is getting many business and resi-

dence subscribers. .

W. R. Montgomery has been made superintend-

ent of the East Liverpool exchange of the Colum-

biana County (Ohio) Telephone company.
^

The Bell Telephone company is putting in an

entirely new set of instruments at Salem, Ohio.

The United States Telephone company has reached

Sugar Grove with its Lancaster, Ohio, line.

The Toledo (Ohio) Traction company has put in

a complete telephone exchange at its offices in

Toledo. This is connected up with the Central

Union, which gives access both to the local ex-

change and to the long-distance lines.

The Findlay (Ohio) City Council has granted the

Findlay Home Telephone company a franchise.

This matter has been before the council for some

time, but has been bitterly fought by the Bell com-

pany, which has been operating exclusively m that

town for years.

The Central Union Telephone company has re-

ceived over 500 new instruments at its exchange

in Findlay, and all subscribers will be supplied with

them. They are of the latest design and were fur-

nished by the Western Electric company of Chicago.

The rentals on the Citizens' Telephone compa-

ny's instruments in Columbus will not commence
until August 1st, although there are nearly 3,000

of them in use. The company wishes to get its

entire system in operation before it begins to col-

lect rents.

The recent test of L. G. Wooley's alarm system

over the Central Union Telephone company's wires

between Columbus and Springfield was a success.

The distance of the double line is 90 miles. The
machine, instead of having batteries, is supplied with

m.agnets of a peculiar kind, and Mr. Wooley has

been working upon it for years. In the test a re-

sistance equal to 500 miles of steel wire was placed

upon it, but it worked as well as it did with the

45 or 90 miles of wire stretched upon the poles be-

tween the two cities named. This would make
fit for use for the fire-alarm system of .almost any

of the larger cities. But this is not all. The in-

ventor thinks that his invention is good for a much
greater distance than any it has ever been tested

on yet. So, if he is correct, it will operate a single

circuit that would supply the most extensive system

used in any of the cities. W. S. Van Brocklin of

Amsterdam, N. Y., and W. E. Powell of Johnstown,

N. Y., both capitalists, were present and were well

satisfied with the tests.

The officers of the Central Union Telephone
company have agreed to pay the advance of 25 cents

demanded by the Electrical Workers' union at Co-

lumbus. This brings the wages up to the standard

paid for such work. C.

New England Telephone Stock Issue.

The following circular has been issued to the

stockholders of the New England Telephone and
Telegraph company, under date of June 28th:

"At a meeting of the stockholders of this com-
pany, held on May 7th, 1900, it was voted that the

capital stock be increased from $15,000,000 to $20,-

000,000. The issued capital now amounts to $13,-

759,100.

"The great and constant increase in the number
of our subscribers, due in part to the low rates at

v.diich the party-line and measured service is fur-

nished, has demanded a more rapid enlargement

of our facilities than ever before, and extensive ad-

ditions to the property are still required.

"To provide funds for extension of the plant and

business of the company, and pursuant to the, au-

thority vested in them, the board of directors of this

company have ordered that 17,200 shares of the

capital stock of the company be offered to stock-

holders for cash, at par, in proportion to their re-

spective holdings.

"Each stockholder of record at the close of busi-

ness on Monday, July 9, 1900, will be entitled to

take, at $100 per share, shares of stock in the pro-

portion of one share for every eight shares then

held; that is, a 'right' attaches to each share of the

old stock to subscribe for one-eighth of a share of

new stock, but subscriptions must be for full shares.

"Subscriptions under holdings that are not mul-

tiples of eight shares can be adjusted by the pur-

chase or sale of rights. The company will neither

buy nor sell rights.

"This right to subscribe will expire at one o'clock

in the afternoon of Saturday, July 28, 1900.

"All subscriptions and all assignments of rights

must be filed at the treasurer's office, before one

o'clock in the afternoon of Saturday, July 28, 1900.

Sellers of 'rights' will not subscribe thereunder.

"Payment for full shares equal to one-half of the

shares so subscribed for, at the rate of $100 for each

share, must be made to the treasurer at his office."

Municipal Project in Toronto.

The Board of Civic Control for Toronto, Ont.,

has passed a resolution recommending the city engi-

neer to prepare an estimate of the probable cost

of installing and operating a municipal-telephone

system for 6,000 to 10,000 subscribers. The Bell

company charges %^^ yearly for business and $25
for house telephones, and refuses to put in new in-

struments except for a material increase of rates.

Telephone Service in Detroit.

An improved telephone service for the city of

Detroit is in sight. A large force of men is at

work rebuilding the lines and placing many of them
underground. Mr. H. V. Pettengill, of the Ameri-
can Telephone and Telegraph company, will take

personal supervision of the work. He himself ex-

pects to 'remain in Detroit for 30 days, but the

work contemplated will keep a large force of men
employed two or three months.
A number of prominent physicians have reg-

istered a "kick" against the service and the es-

tablishing of the slot-telephone service in hotels

and drug stores, and have held a meeting at which
an "Independent physicians' and druggists' ex-

change," was talked of with considerable vigor.

However, Mr. Pettengill is undecided about grant-

ing special concessions to physicians. He says that

in other cities the company does not publish a

separate physicians' list in its directories, and as

far as special terms were concerned, the service

called for by physicians and druggists was so much
heavier than that required by other subscribers, who
do not use the lines at all hours of the day and
night, that if any difference were made to terms
for physicians, the reasonable thing to do would
be to charge them more than the rate to other sub-

scribers. G.

Bell Output For June.

Boston, July 7.—The American Bell Telephone
company's June statement of the output of instru-

ments to the 20th of that month makes comparisons
as follows;
June: 1900. 1899. iSgS.

Gross output 55.613 61,399 23.971

Returned 25,671 15.668 9,650

Net output 29,942 45.;3i I4,32i

Dec. 21 to June 20;

Gross output ; 346,146 341,026 166,333

Returned 132,660 91.737 73,295

Net output : 213,486 249,289 93,038

Total output June 20 1,893,878 I,374,i75 1,012,159

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
The Commercial Club of Louisville recently

passed resolutions condemning the Bell rates in

that city as "unreasonably and unnecessarily high."

The Erie telephone system made a net gain of

2,744 subscribers in June. The total number con-
nected on June 30th was 126,455. The number
waiting connection is stated to be 6,073.

The Wisconsin Telephone company (Bell) on July
1st extended its "minute" service to all points in

Southern Wisconsin from Milwaukee. The prac-
tical effect of this is to reduce toll rates for three-
minute talks to most points.

A movement is said to be on foot to consolidate
the Independent telephone companies in the Pied-
mont section of North Carolina. A meeting of the
stockholders of the Queen City Telephone company
was held at Charlotte, N. C, recently, and it is

understood that the matter was considered.

The Nebraska City Telephone Exchange company
of Nebraska City, Neb., has been purchased by N. A.
Dufl, John W. Steinhart, E. K. Bradley, Charles

, DeGroff, Henry Schwake, A. M. Munn, H. C. Free-
man. Paul Jessen, William Hayward, L. P. Utter-
back and others. The new company, which is com-
posed of local capitalists, has not yet elected officers,

but will do so in a few days.

At Rochester, N. Y., the Bell company complains
that persons claiming to be employes of the com-
pany are going around among the Bell subscribers
saying that they wish to examine the telephones
to see if the instruments are all right. Then when
the strangers make the examination, it is asserted
that they put the instruments out of order. Sub-
scribers have been warned against letting unidenti-
fied persons tamper with instruments.

The Central Union Telephone company has filed

a supplementary mortgage deed to the Old Col-
ony Trust company for $1,000,000. The original
mortgage was dated January 2, 1899, and was for

$6,000,000. It is protected by five per cent, bonds
on all the company's property, real and personal.
The amount of the supplementary mortgage is said
to be less than the improvements and additional
'property acquired since the original mortgage was
made.

Toll-line Traffic.

Mr. J. B. Ware, of the Citizens' Telephone com-
pany of Grand Rapids, writes to correct an error

in the stenographic report of the discussion of his

paper on "Toll-line Traffic" at the recent telephone

convention in Cleveland. "In the next to the last

paragraph of your report," says Mr. Ware, "I am
quoted as saying that we should encourage long-

distance business 'without regard to whether we are

making a success of our business or a loss.' What
I did say was that the exchange 'could afford to

handle the loll business without profit or even at

an actual loss' rather thtin not secure the toll con-

nections."

NEW COIWPANIES.
G. D. Jones of Wausau, Wis., Is the moving-

spirit in the Marathon County Telephone com-
pany, which has been organized for the purpose
of constructing a line from Wausau to Marshfield
via Marathon City, Edgar, Fernwood and Stratford:

also a spur line to Masinee and another to Athens.

The West Penn Long-distance Telephone com-
pany, composed of the same men that control the
Pittsburg and Allegheny Telephone company, has
been incorporated in Pennsylvania, to operate long-
distance connections for the parent Pittsburg ex-
change. It expects to apply for franchises in 27
towns in western Pennsylvania.

An ordinance has been introduced in the New
Orleans City Council granting to Edwin H. Mc-
Fall and associates a 50-year franchise for a tele-

phone exchange, the charges not to exceed $48 for

business and %z^ for residence telephones within
two miles of the exchange, and $65 limit within
the city proper. One peculiar provision of the
ordinance is that 51 per cent, of the company's stock
is to be held in trust by the city.

A charter has been issued to the Ronmey Tele-
phone company of Romney, W. Va. The company
is formed for the purpose of constructing and op-
erating a telephone line from Romney to Rio, via

Rock Oak, John Riggleman's, Kirby Ruckman's,
Bethel Church and Fairview Church, with branch
lines extending up Spring Run and from Kirby
to intersect the main line. The incorporators are

Jacob Shawholtze of Stoney; R. S. Davis, D. G.
Holt, G. C. Lud^vig and J. A. Ludwig of Kirby;
E. L. Beane and John Riggleman of Rock Oak;
Nathaniel Maphis and C. E. McDonald of Rio.

The Colorado Telephone company has increased

its capital stock from $1,500,000 lo $3,000,000.

Tlie Greenville telephone exchange at Greenville,

N. C., passed into the hands of the Carolina and
Virginia Telephone company on July 1st. The new
'Company, it is said, will put in a new switchboard
:ind make other improvements.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The Farr Tel;;phone and Construction Supply

company. Chicago, has just issued its bulletin No.
iS, which contains announcements of special inter-

est to users and buyers of telephones. A fine illus-

tration of the Farr company's exchange telephone
No. 6 is given. The company says that it is con-
tinuing to receive orders from all over the world
for its well-known products.

The Peerless Electric Telephone company, Rio.
Wis., manufacturer of telephones and dealer in gen-
eral telephone supplies, reports a prosperous and
growing business. The company states that it is

having the best of success in placing its instru-
ments on the market. The Robertson bipolar re-

ceiver, which is said to differ radically from any
now in use, will soon be placed on the market by
the Peerless company, and a large demand for this

instrument is anticipated. The company has re-

cently issued some attractive literature on the sub-
ject of telephones which it will be pleased to mail
to anyone on recjuest.
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Why Some Municipal Electric Plants
Do Not Pay Better.'

By Geo. D. Shepardson.

- Part I.

Municipal ownersliip of electric-liglit plants lias

been the nightmare ot manj' a station manager and
also of many a taxpayer, according as the view-
point is before or after taking. The reasons for and
against municipal ownership have been discussed ad
nauseam, and yet the agitation continues. This sub-
ject, like many another, exemplifies the old adage;
"A man silenced against his will is of the same opm-
ion still." He who begins with a belief in the
desirability of municipal ownership finds plenty of

argument to bolster his faith, while he who believes

in private ownership finds other arguments, equally

convincing, at least to himself and his sympathizers.
It is doubtless true that each side has an element
of truth and also that neither is entirely correct

in every particular. Local conditions are the de-

termining factor in many cases. Considered as an
entirely abstract question, it is a difficult matter
to decide what public utilities should be owned by
the municipality, what should be owned and man-
aged by private enterprise, and to what extent

the municipality should control the latter. It is

largely a matter of degree rather than of abstract

right or wrong in the essence. With the above, in

mind, the w'riter has no idea that this paper will

convince anyone either of the desirability or the

undesirabilit}^ of public ownership in his own lo-

cality The only aim is to present certain phases

of the subject that may not have received sufficient

recognition, and to see how both sides appear.

The subject of municipal ownership has been dis-

cussed at almost every session of this association,

and the general sentiment seems to be that the prin-

cipal cause of the agitation in favor of municipal

ownership is the circulation of incorrect figures as to

the real cost of operating existing municipal plants.

It is easy to see why the reports of such cost are

almost invariably too low. The towns almost never

know the real cost of the lights, on account of

faulty records. Each town desires to make the

best showing possible, for when a low figure is

quoted, the general public immediately concludes

that it is enterprising, while those who know how
such reports are compiled smile at their ignorance

of the real cost. The other principal cause is the

general belief on the part of the public that the

electric companies are making enormous profits.

whereas, the painful fact is that probably few of

the smaller companies at least are really earning

any dividends. In towns of less than 2,000 or 3,000

inhabitants, it is a very difficult matter for an elec-

tric-light station to earn respectable dividends un-

less it is operated in conjunction with some other

business, for example, a mill, so that the labor

and administrative expenses are reduced to a mini-

mum. Similar conditions hold in many plants in

larger towns. The reports of some stations show
larger profits than actually exist, which, while flat-

tering to stockholders, are yet deceptive, if not

positively harmful. A uniform method of keeping

accounts, such as is being urged by the National

Electric Light association, would do much to help

station managers discover their own real situation.

Did the municipal and private plants have correct

methods of keeping records, so that it was gen-

erally known how much it actually costs to operate

niunrcipal plants and how small the net earnings

of private plants really are, the agitation would

probably die a natural death in a few years. As a

matter of fact, the managers of some of the largest

central stations advocate the public supervision of

their accounts that the actual facts may be in the

possession of the people. The ordinary citizen reads

the report that the operating expenses of a large

plant are only 50 per cent, of the gross income, and

he beheves that the remaining 50 per cent, is clear

profit, forgetting about the numerous charges which

reduce this to 15 or five per cent. He also com-

pares the cost of a kilowatt-hour produced at the

station with that charged on his bill for service, and

then firmly believes that the company is making

from 100 to 2,000 per cent, clear profit. The public

generally have no objection if a reasonable dividend

is earned, but there is objection to what are felt to

be enormous profits.

Some Reasons Urged in Favor of Municipal
Ownership.

Some of the reasons advanced by advocates of

municipal ownership are:

The municipality should control the public utili-

ties that affect the safety of the people. Therefore

it is warranted in supplying water for fire and sani-

tary purposes, constructing sewers, maintaining fire,

police and health departments. The town should

see that the streets are lighted for safety at night.

How can it be done better than by the town itself,

rather than bv contract?

Some claim the town has no moral right to place

the furnishing of necessities of life in the hands of

"a legalized private monopoly, with unrestricted

powers" and leave the people helpless at the mercy

of a corporation, whose very existence was origi-

nally by the grace and favor of the people—a free

gift at the hands of its later victims.

Since there is room for only one waterworks sys-

"i. Pap.r pres-nted rn the Northweslern Electncal .ssoc^alioii.

a. Wavipaci, Wis.Ia-.e 23. i<»o The amh -r is professor of

el clrical engineerine in the University ot Minnesota.

tem, it being perhaps "a natural monopoly," the
town is warranted in furnishing water for private
use. In smaller towns there is not business enough
to warrant starting a company lighting plant, unless
a favorable street-lighting contract is secured. Hence,
if the town lights its own streets, it must also
furnish electric lights for private use, if the citizens

are to enjoy these luxuries at all.

The town can furnish electric lights cheaper than
a company, since it need not earn any dividends
and pays no ta.v:es. Some maintain that the plant
need not earn interest on the money invested, for
the plant is bought with the proceeds of bonds, the
interest on which can be charged up to general
expenses of the town. Even if interest is charged
against the plant, the municipality can borrow money
at a lower rate of interest than can a private corpo-
ration, since the whole property ot the town is

security, and not simply that in the plant for which
the bonds are issued, and the laws are such that
taxes can be collected without fail. On the other
hand, the plant alone is security for bonds or other
funds hired by a company.
Some also maintain that the plant need not earn

anything for depreciation, surplus or sinking fund,
for this can also be provided for by an addition to
the tax levy, and the people would never know
the differe^ice.

It is claimed that the plant can be operated more
cheaply by the town, for it need cost nothing to,

handle the business, since the town officials can keep
the accounts and make collections as a part of their

regular duties.

When the town already has a waterworks plant
in operation, or in prospect, it can supply electric

light and power with little additional cost, since
the building, boiler and men are there already, and
it takes only a little more coal and wages to run
the electric plant.

Perfect honesty n:ay be expected in the adminis-
tration of the affairs of electric-light and waterworks
plants at all, except, perhaps, the largest towns, for
in smaller places everyone knows everyone else and
all his affairs, the public affairs are known to all, and
there is no chance for stealing or other corruption.
There may be aldeimanic steals in large towns
like New York and Chicago, but never in our town.
The large dividends on watered stock of gas and

electric companies show that there is a large mar-
gin, which might be saved to the consumer in the
case of municipal ownership.
By operating a municipal plant, prices will be

so low that electric lights can be enjoyed by poor
people, and not by the rich only. As a matter of

fact, the prevailing prices for street and commercial
lights are considerably lower with municipal plants

than in other towns with private plants.

Some Kesui-ts of the Agitation.

The extent to ,vhich the arguments in favor of

municipal ownership have been accepted by the peo-
ple IS indicated by the notable increase in the num-
ber of plants recently installed. Take the experience

in Minnesota as an example. According to ir'owers'

central-station directory, in October, 1894, there

were 10 municipal and 38 privately owned central

stations in Minnesc>ta, In this classification, the

term municipal refers to public ownership, whether
by a village or city, while a company plant refers

to privately owned plants, which furnish light for

public streets or for other than the owner's use,

not including what are known as isolated plants, for

suppljdng a single concern.
A similar directory, recently issued, when sup-

plemented with intormation from other sources,

shows, for 1900, 53 municipal plants and 63 company
plants.

The writer does not know to what extent the

earlier directory was complete, but it is fair to pre-

sume that the proportion of omissions was about
equal for the two classes of stations. Comparing
these statistics, we find the number of municipal

plants has increased in less than six years from 10

to S3, a growth of 430 per cent. During the same
time the privately owned central stations have in-

creased from 38 to 63, a growth of only 66 per cent.

The latter figure might be raised to a small extent

by counting sub-stations of the larger companies
as separate stations. On the face of it, there were
six municipal plants installed in Minnesota for every

privately owned central station during the past six

years. These figures are not quite so significant

as might at first be supposed, for many of the mu-
nicipal plants are in towns so small as not to war-

rant putting in a private plant except in connection

with some other line of business. Minnesota was
pretty thoroughly exploited (some think over-ex-

ploited) in the booming days of early enthusiastic

promoters, and all of the larger towns had electric

plants prior to the date first mentioned above. On
the other hand, during this period of six years, the

existence of a number of companies has been threat-

ened by practical confiscation through agitation

for municipal ownership, although they have safely

ridden the storm in most cases. At other towns

franchises have been sought by prospective investors

and have been refused in favor of municipal own-
ership.

Some Reasons Urged Against Municipal Owner-
ship.

Let us next look at the other side and note

some of the reasons urged against municipal own-
ership, or to meet arguments in its favor:

Public affairs are not usually administered as

economically as private affairs, hence public utili-

ties should be in the hands of private concerns tor
best economy. I he administrators of a public in-

stitution, such as a waterworks or electric-light

plant, 00 not have the selt-interest ot those operating
a private plant, tor they are not usually expectea
to earn dividends, nor are they so closely waiched,
as "everybody s business is nobody's business." i-'ri-

vate management, in comparison with public man-
agement, is at least 20 per cent, more e^mcient, sav-
ing and economical in every way, as a direct result

01 the selt-mterest in a profit-producing industry."
All other things being equal, this 20 per cent, more
than otiseis any aovantage public ownership may
have in reducing costs, and it enables the private
plant to earn a reaspnable dividend, while not in-

creasing the actual cost of service to consumers.
Lven where tne omcials are pertectiy honest, public

ahairs are always aamimstercd less economically
than private, the liours being shorter, the pay being
higher, as a rule, while the supervision is less exact.

rohtical pun usually puts tne best men out
ana puts political loaters in positions where liteir

Ignorance, laziness and general incompetence mili-

tate against emcient operation 01 the plant.

ihe leelmg- that politics count lor more than merit
prevents the employes in a municipal plant trom
naving the proper ambition to excel mat would exist
111 a private piant or in a j)ublic plant where civil-

service principles prevailea.
Even m the rare case where merit tells more

than "pull, ' tne i^uy t.,ouncn changes us make-up
every one or two years and a new committee is

appointed to have general oversight ot the city
water and lighting interests, ihese green coinmic-
teemeii must show their aDility by insisting upon
the superintendent toUowing their notions, even
against his own convictions, i'hey stand in the way
01 his getting supplies ana apparatus thafhe really
needs, while they are quite willing that he should
lay in large supplies of such sort as appeal to them,
'ine supermtenaent is therefore apt to be extrava-
gant in some directions while he must J^e niggardly
in others, both of which militate against the eco-
nomical operation of the plant.

While the municipal plant has no taxes to pay,
the town is not the gainer thereby, for its treasury
loses practically the same amount which the com-
pany plant would have paid. There may be an
immediate saving to the town, since the company's
taxes would have been divided among the town,
comity and state, so that the county and state lose
some revenue in favor of the town owning a mu-
nicipal plant.

1 he handling of mimicipal property is notoriously
corrupt, even outside of the larger towns.
Ihe periodical waves of "turning the rascals out,"

and retorming the public expenditures, generally
mean that the salaries of the superintenaent and
engineer are cut to such a point that no competent
man can afford to ictain his position, and incom-
petent or dishonest men take their places. It is

true that "the corporation that pays small salaries
ill order to pay larger dividends will have to pay
larger salaries in order to maintain dividends." A
similar statement is true regarding salaries in mu-
nicipal plants.

As a result of the incompetence or lack of ap-
preciation of the situation on the part of the su-
perintendent or city recorder, the records of many
municipal plants are in such shape as to give little

information as to the exact condition of the plant.
In some cases, there is not a complete record of
bills receivable. Many have no record of the out-
put of station, coal or water per kilowatt-hour, or
even number and location of services, meters and
lamps. Such things as pressure wires are unknown
in many plants, and the lamp voltage varies to such
an extent as to render the use of economical in-
candescent lamps out of consideration.
The reports of the low rates with municipal plants

are due to several causes, usually to ignorance of
the real cost. E;q«;nEes that should be charged
against the electric plant are often placed against
the waterworks jr against the general fund, and
are often ignored until it becomes necessary to pay
some bonds. Depreciation is often not considered,
and when something finally gives out, a special
appropriation is made for renewals, and is charged
against something other than the operating expenses
of the municipal lighting plant. The result is that
the rates received for electric lights are often con-
siderably below actual cost to the town, and the
saving to the people who take electric lights is

made up by increased taxation of the whole people.
If the town sells electric light below cost, it should
in all reason furnish kerosene and candles at pro-
portionally low figures. And why not groceries
and dry goods likewise?
The argument as to the danger of placing the

supplying of necessities of life in the hands of a
private monopoly does not apply to electric-light

plants. If the service and rates are not such as to

seem fair and reasonable, customers will reject elec-

tric light and will fall back upon other illuminants.
Self-interest therefore prompts public-supply com-
panies to offer the lowest rates consistent with
reasonable profit. Witness the active efforts of gas
and electric companies to increase their business
by all sorts of advertising, and note the continual
reduction in prices as the earning capacity of the
piant grows. It should be recognized, however, that

the excuse for municipal ownership where private
plants already exist is often charged to alleged un-
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reasonable and monopolistic attitude of the local

company.
Jr'ubuc sentiment is not always based upon ulti-

mate truth, being molded often by specious argu-
ments that later prove defective. In the end truth

prevails. Much of the contention for _ municipal
ownership of public utilities comes from the cir-

culation of incorrect reports of relative cost. A
number of municipalities have learned by experience

that it is cheaper to obtain electric service by con-

tract rather than by municipal operation. I'o this

day there is open the standing challenge of a well-

known advocate of private ownership, that "there is

not a municipally owned gas or electric-light plant

in the United States which private capital will not

take over and operate under contract, at the same
price the service is now costing, all factors of loss

being correctly and fully considered, and all fran-

chise rights enjoyed by the municipality being as-

signed to the purchasing private corporation.

The talk about giving away franchises is largely

based upon a lack of appreciation of the benefits

that accrue to a town by the investment of

private capital in public utilities, increasing the

advantages and facilities of the place, making
it more attractive to other capital, bringing

in new industries, increasing the, population

and greatly improving the conditions of living in

the municipality. Concessions, percentages of in-

come and other burdens' are increasingly laid upon
seekers for franchises. But it is also true that the

companies recognize more than formerly the fact

that obligations between the company and town
are mutual.

In spite of the talk about large dividends on
watered stock, it is probably true that the majority

of central-station owners would willingly sell out

to the municipality at a reasonable price, established

by unbiased and capable appraisers.

[ To be continued.^

G. I. High-tension Circuit-breaker.

The accompanying illustration (Fig. i) shows the

new high-tension automatic magnetic circuit-breaker

of the General Incandescent Arc Light company
mounted on the back of a switchboard panel for

two generators or feeders. These circuit-breakers

are of the oil type, and are especially adapted for
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American Bridge Company.
The newly formed American Bridge company has

issued the following circular letter to the trade;
"As a result of numerous conferences it has been
deemed expedient to organize the American Bridge
company, incorporated for the purpose of designing,
building and erecting bridges and all classes oi
metallic structures. The facilities at our disposal
are such that we have every confidence that we shall

be able to give you the advantage of very favorable
quotations, and at the same time be enabled to avoid
dalys in delivery, which, in the past, have proved
so vexatious in many instances. We solicit your
inquiries, which shall have our very best attention."
Accompanying this is a list of the various bridge

companies forming the consolidation, as follows:

American Bridge Works, Chicago, III.

Berlin Iron Bridge company. Ease Berlin, Conn.
Buflalo Bridge and Iron Works, Buffalo, N. Y.
Carnegie Steel company (Keystone plant), Pittsburg, Pa.
Edge Moor Bridge Works. Wilmington, Del.
Elmira Bridge company, Elmira. N. Y.
Gilletle-Herzog Manufacturing company, Minneapolis, Minn.
Groton Bridge and Manufacturing company, Groton, N. Y.
Hilton Bridge Construction company, Albany, N. Y.
Horselieads Bridge company. Horseheads, N. Y.
Lafayette Bridge company, Lafayette, Ind.
Lassig Bridge and Iron Works, Chicago, III.

New jersey Steel and Iron company, Trenton, N. J.
New Columbus Bridge Company, Columbus, Ohio.
Pittsburg Bridge company, Pittsburg, Pa.
A. & P. Roberts company (Pencoyd iron Works), Pencoyd, Pa.
Post & McCord, Brooklyn. N. Y.
Rochester Bridge and Iron Works, Rochester, N. Y.
Schultz Bridge and Iron Works, Pittsburg, Pa.
Shiffler Bridge and Iron company, Pittsburg, Pa.
Union Bridge company, Athens, Pa.
Milwaukee Bridge company, Milwaukee, Wis.
Wrought Iron Bridge company, Canton, Ohio.
Youngslown Bridge company, Youngstowo, Ohio.

This list contains all the leading companies that

manufacture bridge and structural work in this coun-
try, with the combined capacity of 600,000 tons per
annum. The Pencoyd plant of the A. & P. Roberts
company also comprises one of the best and most
complete rolling mills for structural material in ex-

istence, with a capacity of 200,000 tons per annum.

Apparatus on Back of S

high-potential polyphase systems. It is said that

where these circuit-breakers are used no fuses are

required. The manufacturer makes these state-

ments: "The circuit is broken entirely under oil,

and these circuit-breakers have demonstrated in

actual practice their ability to open the circuit auto-

matically, without injury to any part of the device

or circuit. We furnish these oil switches with or

without the automatic overload feature, and can

furnish an automatic closing feature, so that the

device can be opened or closed from a distance by

a push-button, or opened automatically by an over-

load. The high-tension parts are all behind the

boards and are highly insulated. There is absolute

safety in manually operating the device."

Fig. 2 shows the ihrowing-in toggle arrangement
placed on the front of the board.

The Ravenswood, W. Va., council has granted
to C. E. Chichester of Parkersburg a franchise to

build an cicctric-light plant, and has contracted for

20 street arc lights at $1,000 a year.

Fig. z. Throwing. in Toggle Arrangement

HIGH-TENSION CIRCUIT-BREAKER.

This puts the American Bridge company in a posi-
tion to furnish all classes of bridge and structural
work at a minimum of cost and time, and this has
already been announced as the future policy of the
company. No advance in prices will be made, but
the cost of production will be reduced; and, judging
from the known facilities of the various plants, the
facts would seem to justify the statement.
The directors of the company are as follows:

Percival Roberts, Jr., A. & P. Roberts company;
Alfred C. Case, Carnegie Steel company; William
fl. McCord, Post & McCord; Charles M. Jarvis,
Berlin Iron Bridge company; William H. Connell,
Edge Moor Bridge Works; Walter Hawxhurst, El-
mira Bridge company; Charles Macdonald, Union
Bridge company: Frank Conger, Groton Bridge
company; James P. Kennedy, Youngslown Bridge
company; Lewis S. Gillette, Gillette-Herzog Man-
ufacturing company; John F. Alden, Rochester
Bridge and Iron Works; Waller G. Oaknian. Guar-
antee Trust company. New York, N. Y.

; J. P. Ord,
General Electric company, Schenectady, N. Y.

;

Robert Winsor, Kidder, Pcabody & Co.. Boston.
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Mass.; Robert Bacon, J. P. Morgan & Co., New
York, N. Y.; Charles Steele, J. P. Morgan & Co.,
New York, N. Y.; Paul E. De Fere, New York
N. Y. ; Robert S. Green, Jersey City, N. J.; J. W!
Walker, Shiffler Bridge company; Abram S. Hewitt,
Cooper, Hewitt & Co., New York, N. Y.; August
Belmont, August Belmont & Co., New York, N. Y.
The majority of the members of this board are

practical bridge men, who have in years past made
a. success of their individual companies. The finan-
cial end is unusually strong, being represented by
firms and institutions of world-wide financial
strength, thus forming a combination of practical
and successful bridge men, backed by the strongest
of financial resources.
The executive -organization is made up entirely

of men of large practical experience, headed by
Percival Roberts, Jr.. one of the leading rolling-mill
managers of the country. The Pencoyd plant, al-

ready mentioned, has all been developed under his
personal supervision and is the result of his energy
and ability. Mr. Roberts is thus well fitted to be
the head of an enterprise of this kind. Joshua A.
Hatfield has been appointed as assistant to the pres-
ident, and will also have charge of the sales of the
rolling-mill products of the Pencoyd plant—a posi-
tion for which his long connection with the rolling-
mill interests of the country makes him especially
adapted.

The engineering department is in charge of
Charles C. Schneider, formerly chief engineer of
the Pencoyd Iron Works, with the title of vice-
president in charge of engineering. Mr. Schneider
has full charge of all questions of engineering, in-

cluding the preparation of all plans, estimates and
working drawings. All engineers of the company,
whether engaged in the contracting, operating or
erecting departments, are under the vice-president in

charge of engineering. At different localities

throughout the country are stationed a corps of
designing engineers to prepare preliminary plans
and estimates, and at each plant will be located a

full and complete corps of

engineers and draughtsmen,
to prepare plans for the
work fabricated at that par-

ticular plant.

The operating department
is in charge of Charles M.
Jarvis. formerly president
of the Berlin Iron Bridge
company, with the title of

vice-president in charge of

operating. As soon as con-
tracts for any work are
taken, they are immediately
turned over to this depart-
ment for execution, and
consequently , all the plants

and erecting forces of the
company belong in this

department. At each plant
is a manager, with full

charge over all employes
and the operations of that
particular plant. Where a
n u m b e r of plants are
closely located, they are
placed: under one local

manager, each plant being
equippedWith a superin-
tendent. All managers are
under the direct charge of a

general manager, James P.
Kennedy, formerly presi-

dent of the Youngstown
Bridge company, who
moves about among the va-
rious plants in order to see
that all are working in one
harmonious whole, and that
each has the advantage of
the experience of every
other plant. The erecting
is also in charge of the
operating department, and
this is under William Wen-
nas as superintendent. Mr.
Wennas has had full charge
of all the Pencoyd erecting
for a number of years, and
gained a world-wide repu-

tation but a short time ago for the economical and
expeditious manner in which he handled the erec-
tion of the famous Atbara bridge.

All the sales of the company are in charge of the
contracting department. This is divided into three
distinct parts—railway contracting, highway con-
tracting and structural contracting. The railway
contracting is in charge of Charles Macdonald, for-
merly president of the UnioniBridge company. The
highway contracting is in charge of Frank Conger,
formerly president of the Groton Bridge and Manu-
facturing company, and the structural contracting
is in charge of W. H. McCord, formerly of the
Post & McCord company. The preparation of all
proposals and contracts is in charge of this depart-
ment. The company has opened contracting offices
in difftjrent parts of the country, each office report-
ing daily, by wire, to various members of the con-
tracting department. The contracting department
of the American Bridge company is one of the
most important, as here are made up the proposals
and estimates on all work, and it might almost be
said that on the careful judgment anti management

Front of Board.
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of the members of this department depends chiefly
the success of the company.
The mechanical department has been made of

equal importance with all other departments, and
has been placed in charge of James Christie, for-
merly mechanical engineer of the Pencoyd plant,
with the title of vice-president. The mechanical
details of all the various plants belong to this de-
partment, and the selection of Mr. Christie as the
head insures the American Bridge company of
mechanical equipment that will guarantee the pro-
duction of a pound of finished bridge material at

the absolute minimum expenditure of power.
The financial department is in charge of William

H. Connell, formerly president of the Edge Moor
Bridge Works, :is treasurer, with F. M. Wyant,
formerly general manager of the Wrought Iron
Bridge company, and F. H. Schmidt, formerly sec-
retary and treasurer of the Youngstown Bridge
company, as assistant treasurers. The auditor of
the American Bridge company is Charles C. Price,
formerly with the Pencoyd Iron Works.
The purchasing department is in charge of Francis

W. Heisler, formerly purchasing agent for the Edge
Moor Bridge Works, with headquarters at No.
259 South Fourth street, Philadelphia, Pa. The
assistant purchasing agent is E. A. Muench. for-
merly purchasing agent for the A. & P. Roberts
company.
The secretary of the company is Douglas O. Mor-

gan, formerly a member of the law firm of Seward,
Guthrie & Steele. The general offices are at 100
Broadway. New York, with branch ofifices in Bos-
ton, Philadelphia. Chicago, Pittsburg, Baltimore.
New Orleans. Cleveland and Minneapolis.

An Automatic Lubricator.

The lubricator illustrated is to be attached toany
reciprocating or oscillating parts of engines or
machinery requiring constant and reliable lubrica-

tion, as the cross-hcads, connecting rods, eccentric

straps, etc.. of engines, pumps, air compressors,
etc. As it feeds grease instead of oil, it may be
attached in any position desired. It feeds only
v.'hen the part to which it is attached is in motion,
and no feeding or loss can occur after the motion
ceases.

The base of the lubricator is screwed firmly into

the part to be lubricated. The body is attached

AN AUTOMATIC LUBRICATOR.

to the base by the union nut or enlarged ring at

the bottom. When this is unscrewed the upper

part is all taken off together, the barrel is filled

with a charge of grease and returned and securely

clamped in the position again by the union nut.

The feeding is accomplished by the pressure of_ the

piston, and this pressure is applied by the vibrations

of the pendulum seen in the front. By the adjust-

ment of the stop-screws at the side, the pawl at-

tached to the pendulum may be made to take from

one to six or more teeth of the ratchet wheel for

each vibration. On the ratchet-wheel shaft is a

worm which meshes into the large worm-wheel at

the top. The central screw or spindle is splined

and revolves with this wheel, at the same time that

it travels downward by the operation of its thread

in the central nut which is screwed into the bracket

or guide at the top. The feeding goes on if the

vibrations continue, until the piston reaches the

bottom and the grease is all expelled.

To raise the piston for refilling the barrel, the

central nut. which has a milled and notched head,

is unscrewed from the bracket, the piston is pulled,

the nut is whirled down the screw by hand and

screwed tight in its place again. The ratchet feed

is fully established, and if at any time it is desirable

to feed in an extra quantity of grease, this also may

be done bv turning the ratchet wheel. The lubri-

cator maybe made of any size and for any rate of

feed desired. The one here shown will hold about

14 cubic inches, or somewhat less than half a pint

of grease. The ratchet wheel has 100 teeth, the

spindle wheel has 125 teeth, the central s^'ndle is 24

threads to the inch and the travel of the piston
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is 3^2 inches. If, then, the pendulum is set to take
two teeth of the ratchet wheel for each stroke, the
number of strokes required to empty the barrel
will be (100 -H 2) X 125 X 24 X3-5 = 525.000, and at
200 strokes a minute, the supply would last 2,625
minutes, or, say, 45 hours. Any of the usual kinds
of grease may be used in the lubricator and any
percentage of pure graphite may be mixed with it.

The worm is of steel, the pawls are of steel, hard-
ened, and the wheels are of hard bronze. The lubri-
cator was designed and patented by G. U. Merrill
of Paterson, N. J., and is made and sold by James L.
Robertson & Sons. 198 Fulton street, New York.

COMMUNICATION.
Steam or Hot-water Heating from Cen-

tral Stations.

To the Editor of the Western Electrician:
In a recent number of the Western Electrician

Mr. Harry J. Frith describes his "ideal system"
of central-station heating, the agent being hot watei
sent out by a complicated system of "exhaust heat-
ers, live-steam heaters and pumps," entailing at
the start a large investment at the station and a
continual expense to operate in overcoming friction
and the static head of the system.
Every invention is subject to improvements, and

thus frequently useful methods are perfected, and
the public benefited. But sometimes the investi-
gator makes a hobby of his supposed discovery,
and his zeal leads him to insist on the adoption of
crude and expensive methods, which are far from
being an improvement on the original discovery.
Years ago Birdsill Holly of Lcckport, N. Y., the
inventor of direct pumping for the water supply
of cities, conceived the idea that steam could be
supplied from a central boiler station for heating
and power in the same way that gas is distributed
for lighting. The plan was found to be feasible
and practicable, and now a large number of such
plants are being operated successfully in different
parts of the country.

The plan of distribution is simple and inexpensive.
A single line of pipe leads from the boiler station
and radiates to different sections of the territory
which it is desired to heat. These pipes are an
extension of the boiJer, and the boiler pressure is

the only force that is required to -circulate steam
to the extremity of the line.

Since the introduction of electric lighting or elec-
tric railways in almost every village and city in

the country the managers of many companies have
adopted the exhaust-steam heating system in con-
nection with their electrical work. In this case the
underground pipe is connected with the exhaust
pipe from the engine, and the heating is with the
exhaust steam instead of direct steam from the
boiler. This utilizes a waste product, and from it

the company derives a large revenue, in amount
depending on the supply of steam available. The
pipes being of proper sizes, only a small amount
of back pressure, say, three to five pounds, is brought
against the engine. This is not sufficient to impair,
to any extent, the efficiency of the engines; in fact.

the engineers in such establishments say that the
engine runs steadier with its load on account of

this steam cushion beyond the piston. Nothing
could be more simple and inexpensive in operation.
The station equipment is not interfered with beyond
the setting of one or two valves, and work goes on
the same as before.

Now comes along the plan adopted by Mr. Frith
of. converting the steam back into water and the
circuiting of hot water as the heating medium.
This is not new, as such experiments were made
years ago, and were flat failures. To start with,

there must be an expenditure of not less than $5,000
for circulating apparatus, even in a small station.

Water is a sluggish element, and will not circulate

automatically, as in a house system, so there is a

constant expenditure of force to keep up circulation.

A pound of steam contains six or seven times as
many heat units as a pound of water. The steam
circulates automatically and parts with all of its

heat at destination, even the condensation is utilized

by a system of cooling coils and the water is de-
prived of its heat before going to the sewer. The
water in Mr. Friih's system goes out at 150 de-
grees to iSo degrees and parts with, say, 30 degrees
of its heat, when it must be forced back to the sta-

tion for reheating. This is made necessary because
of the large amount of radiation that would be re-

quired at the lower temperature. In any event, two
or three times as much radiation is required for

hot water as for steam, thus increasing the expense
of house fitting. The mere statement of the case
ought to convince of the weakness of such a system
of circulation. Two pipes are required instead of

one, and the return line will be subject to serious

deterioration in the course of a very few years.

Mr. Frith's "ideal system" is liable to many ad-

verse contingencies with a few years of experimental
work. Does he know what his street-radiation losses

are inside his insulating-box construction. Against
a loss in properly insulated steam pipes of five per
cent, one hot-water authority admits 15 per cent,

to 30 per cent, loss. This is not an unreasonable
supposition in circulating water at an initial tem-
perature of 180 degrees, through a double line of

pipes, and in which, after giving up 30 degrees of

heat, it must be returned over and over for re-

heating. While under the Holly system steam at
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five pounds' pressure will part with 150 degrees of
heat in the building after traversing a mile of pipe,
the hot water must make the circuit five times
through 10 miles of pipe before it rids itself of 180
degrees of heat. This is why the condensation loss
is so great. While it may be physically possible
to heat buildings in this way, and give fair satis-

faction to customers, yet it may be financially im-
possible to do the work at a profit.

Does Mr. Frith know what amount of income he
is receiving per horsepower of exhaust? As it is

not possible to meter the heat from the hot water,
how can he detect extravagance in the customer
who leaves his doors and windows open while radia-
tion is on, or who heats rooms that he is not paying
for? A meter is as necessary in heating as in light-
ing, otherwise the producer is in the hands of the
consumer. What :s the rule for sizes of pipe requi-
site for heating a certain amount of space with
water? Or will this be a matter of experiment, as
in Toledo, where a large amount of pipe had to be
dug up after two cr three years, and enlarged?
How can he avoid carrying the same pressure in

houses as in the water mains, say 60 to 80 pounds,
and what would be the result on walls and house'
furnishings if a break should occur in pipes or radi-
ators?

There are many other points which might be sug-
gested, and which the experimenter will encounter
in the course of his experience.

I. H. BABCOCK.
Lockport, N. Y., July 9, 1900.

Electrical Prospects in India.

Mr. William T. Fee, United States Consul at
Bombay, reports to the State Department as fol-
lows:
"Almost every mail brings me letters from

American electric manufacturers and exporters ask-
ing for information and the names of agents to
handle their productions. I would be glad to fur-
nish these were they to be had in this consulate.
In all India, Madras is the only city where elec-
tricity is used as a power for street railroads. Bom-
bay's tramways are run by horsepower, and the
city is lighted by gas. Electricity is used only in a
limited way; in some of the better houses and
bungalows and on an occasional fete or holiday,
a public park may be lighted by a portable electric
plant. The general merchant and dealer is not
sufficiently acquainted with electric manufactures to
make a successful agent, and. besides, the demand
for goods of this line is quite limited.

"Bombay is an immense city, with land and sea
shipping equal to the best. It has large commerce
and trade and manufacturing interests. Its build-
ings are said to be the finest in India, and much
wealth is centered here. The appalling density of
its population and the exorbitant rates of rental
must find relief in cheap and rapid electric transit.

Electricity as motive power and light must come
soon, and I hope our manufacturers and capital
seeking new fields of profitable and safe investment
will look well to this opportunity.
"The Bombay Tramway, an American company

with head office in New York city, some time since
applied to the municipality for the privilege of con-
verting its power into electricity. This has not as
3'et been granted. The municipal commissioner,
W. L. Harvey, has declared his intention of giving
the city electric lighting, and the matter is now
open for bids and offers. Three or four local firms
have tendered bids. These firms, I understand, are
simply representatives of European capitalists and
electric-construction companies. I might further
say that India possesses an inexhaustible supply of
coal, and, while it is inferior to the Welsh coal_. yet
it is correspondingly cheaper and considered very
good for steam purposes. It sells at this port for
froni 13 to 16 rupees ($4.25 to $5.25) per ton, ac-
cording to the quality.

"The cost of transportation of electric supplies
and apparatus from our shipping ports to Bombay
could be greatly lessened by freighting in sailinc:

vessels around the Cape. This would also avoid
Suez Canal tolls, and. by judicious management in
shipping, the extra time taken would not be felt.

Under the Indian tariff code, a large proportion of
an electric plant would enter dutv-free. However,
the question of tariff would not figure in competi-
tion for the contract, as all companies are treated
eouallv.

^
"I wish to add that I will do all in my power to

aid and further American interests, and would im-
press UDon anv company wlshiner to enter upon
this field the ahsolute necessity of sending reliable
agents to represent it."

United States Consul Hughes of Coburg reports
that an Italian electrician has invented an electric

cartridge, which he offers as a substitute for dyna-
mite and smokeless powder in mines, rock blasting,
and for heavy ordnance. The composition used in
the cartridge is made up of carbonates of potash
and chloride of ammonia, the proportion varying
according to the use. The discharge is effected by
an electric spark, which produces electrolytic effects

upon the chemicals. The inventor claims that the
cartridges, until subjected to the effect of electricity,

are entirely inoffensive and perfectly safe, so that

there will be no necessity for isolating the maga-
zines where they are stored.
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Municipal Electric Lighting in England.'

By a. B. Mountain.

Many present may remember that the Board of

Trade proposed in 1S95 to issue new regulations for

controlling the supply of electricity; the engineers
of the various municipalities affected met together,

and, by combined efforts, were enabled to persuade
the Board of Trade to modify considerably the reg-
ulations which were finally issued in 1896.

The engineers who were in consultation while
the Board of Trade regulations were under consid-
eration, decided to form this association, feeling

that by combination they would be stronger and
better able to bring those interested in municipal
electricity supplj^ undertakings together for the pur-
pose of interchanging ideas and experiences, and,
if necessary, take action to further or protect the
interest of the undertakings in their charge. The
association at its first meeting had only 24 members
who were electrical engineers being permanent offi-

cials of municipalities. But since the association
was first formed it has grown year by year in the
most satisfactory manner. There are now 74 com-
mittee and 84 electrical engineer members, three
associate members and ^7_ associates. The work
accomplished by the association in the past has. I

feel certain, been very much appreciated by the
local authorities interested,, and although we may
with a certain amount of pride look back on past
achievements, yet the future work of the association
must be of still more importance to all those inter-

ested in electricity supply works owned by local

authorities.

One of the first subjects discussed by the asso-
ciation was the control of both gas and electricity

undertakings for one committee. Now, with very
few exceptions, the electricity supply is controlled
by a special committee, and, judging by the progress
of both departments during the last few years, it

would seem conclusive that the healthy competition
has been in the interest of both undertakings.
At our first convention two or three corporations

had attempted to increase the pressure of supply to
consumers, and the pressure usually delivered was-
100 or no volts; now it is quite unusual to find any
three-wire system delivering a supply with a less
pressure than 200 or 220 volts; in some cases the
declared pressure Is 250 volts. It is interesting to
think of the enormous saving in copper which this

increase in pressure has effected, and the saving of
capital has, no doubt. In a great measure assisted
the achievement of the magnificent results which
have been obtained.
One of the subjects discussed by the association

in i8g6 was the question of extension to outlying
districts. It largely influenced those members who
attended our first convention to appreciate the fact

that the residential lighting was worth cultivating.
and that the best way to obtain It was to extend
m.ains as rapidly as possible to all the outlying resi-

dential sections of a town, and I consider the rapid
increase in the demand for electricity is largely
due to the spirit of enterprise exhibited by mu-
nicipalities in encouraging a demand, rather than
waiting until the demand necessitated the exten-
sions.

The consideration of wiring regulations which
would be applicable to the whole of Great Britain
was discussed at our first meeting, and has since
occupied the time of the association considerably.
The rules which have been prepared by the Insti-
tution of Electrical Englnpers, embodying the views
of this association are of very great value. Time
has not, however, removed the man who does jerry
work; Indeed, it seems as if those workmen who are
fit for nothing else become infatuated with wiring,
and are really the cause of the bad work which is

being done in so many towns. One way out of the
difficulty would be to organize a system of exam-
ination in connection with our association, so that
good men with a knowledge of their work could
obtain a certificate. This would, I am inclined to
think, check the engagement of unqualified men,
and if the certificate could be withdrawn upon con-
clusive evidence of bad workmanship, it would add
to its value. I believe this system would be much
appreciated by the better class of workmen, and
there would be no great difficulty in organizing a
system such as that suggested, which would weed
out the incapable men. Perhaps, however, some
may think it necessary to go further and weed out
some of the incapable wiring contractors. .

Another subject which has been very freely dis-
cussed by the association is the supply of electrical
energy for tramways and the advantages of com-
bination over separation. The conclusion of the as-
sociation was that if municipalities could combine,
such combination v/ould tend to reduce the cost of
production of energy for both the lighting and
traction.

Although it is, perhaps, early to draw conclu-
sions, it is interesting to notice that the cost of
production in tho,;c works where a combined sup-
ply is generated is enormously reduced, and that
the committees have in some cases been enabled
to materially reduce the price of energy to the
consumer of electricity, and although there arc three
municipalities who. having had the opportunity of
combination, have preferred entirely scparalc works,
on the other hand, it is pleasing to find that 45
have accepted the views of the association.

T. Abstract of presidential atlHrcRs b(;(nr(: the Municipal
Electrical association of Great IJritain on Iiino 20, igoo. Mr.
Mountain is the borouKh electrical cnKinecr of Hiiddorftlield,
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The formation of the defense fund for resisting the
patent action brought by Mr. Rucker, against the
ijondon Electric Supply corporation for the use of
the alternating-current system of electricity supply,
is instance of the success of combination. Indi-
vidual action would almost certainly have resulted
in failure.

When we held our first convention there were
very few engineers responsible for works, having
50,000 lamps connected to the mains, and the output
of very few generators exceeded 300 kilowatts.
Owing, however, to the constantly increasing num-
ber of lamps connected year after year, it has be-
come necessary to adopt larger units of plant, and
now generators having an output of 1,000 kilowatts
are quite usual: in fact, in many towns it has been
found best to take out generators of small size and
replace them with plants of very much greater ca-
pacity. This has entailed a large waste of capital,

and I am inclined to think that the association
might well devote its time to the consideration of
the size of plant which should be adopted for new
works and extension of existing ones. I would
suggest, as a moderate figure, 15 eight-candlepower
lamps per head of the population of the area sup-
plied; this would mean that a tow^n having a popu-
lation of 100,000 would ultimately have approxi-
mately 1.500,000 eight-candlepower lamps connected
to its electricity works. If we disre.gard for the
moment the energy which will be required for driv-

ing motors, tramcars, and for many other purposes,
which we should largely depend upon to find em-
ployment for our machinery during the daytime,
and which would not materially increase our maxi-
mum load, we find that to supply energy to these

lights, assuming one-third to be in use at the same
time, we shall reauire. includin,g spare olant, not
less than 20 1,000-kilowatt generators. This would
be an unnecessarily large number of generators, and
undoubtedly much more economical results would
be obtained by emoloying 10 generators having an
output of 2,000 kilowatts each. One can only
earnestly hope th.it when the demand for larger

units arises our manufacturers of electrical plant w'11

be in the position to supply thoroughly reliable

machinery.
When we consider the probable growth of our

works, one is forced to think seriously of the various

systems in operation, and endeavor to ascertain the

probable alteration or extension w'hich will be neces-

sary to meet the demand for energy in the future.

Simplicity is, I think, the important point we should

keep in view; it means reduced capital expenditure,

reduced works' costs and reliability of supply.

I think the future demand in any town having
a population exceeding 75.000 will necessitate the

erection of generating ^vorks outside the central or

densely populated portion of the town, and that

such works will, if the town has a continuous cur-

rent supply, .generate alternating current, either

single, two or three-phase, \vhich will be converted
to continuous current in suitably situated sub-sta-

tions. If. however, the town has a single-phase

alternating-current system, I think it will have a

distinct advantage over its neighbors havine continu-

ous current, in the fact that it will have a less com-
plicated system, the capital expenditure upon
which should be less, the cost of distribution due
to the savinp^ of labor should be lower, and the

reliabilitv of the system .greater, unless accuiriulators

are emoloyed unon a large scale.

The facts and figures at present obtainable relative

to two and three-phase alternating-current systems

are not. in my opinion, sufficiently proved to be of

much value, and we should watch with the greatest

interest the results of some of the systems now be-

ing installed. In my opinion, the complications
completely outweigh any advantage which two or

three-phase systems m.ay have over single-phase,

and we must not let our engineering enthusiasm

make us forget that we have to put dowm works for

distributing electrical energy suitable for all pur-

poses, at the lowest possible cost to the consumer.
During the last and present year much has been

hef;rd upon the subject of municipal trading, and
the welfare of our electricity-supply undertakings

are largely involved. It would seem, however, that

the sins of local auLhorities are those of omission.

When one considers ^ that provisional orders for

electric lightin.g have been granted to above .^oo

local authorities, and that only about half are be-

yond the period of consideration, it must be granted
that enterprise is being seriously retarded, and that

the idea of ubtainin.g an order and then waiting,

Micawber-like, for something to turn up, is neither

in the interest of the would-be consumers nor the
industry, and it can scarcely be surprising to find

Parliament considering the granting of powers to

companies to supply over large areas, and also con-
templating competition,

Theie are, however, two strong factors impeding
electrical enterprise in the areas of small local au-
thorities, both of which are having the attention
of the council of this association. The first is that

no period being allowed for this construction of
wfjrks, necessitates an immediate payment of in-

terest on capital and sinking-fund contributions;
the second point is, that the period of 25 years al-

lowed for the repayment of capital is unnecessarily
short, and increases the annual proportion of the
sinking fund. The consequence is tliat some local
authorities anticipating loss by the department dur-
ing the first year nr two. are anxious to avoid the
risk of adding a burden to the rates.
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I am, of course, aware that this is an excuse and
not a solid reason for delaying the commencement
of the work for years, and one can scarcely under-
stand why the smaller local authorities who have
obtained powers at considerable expense should
not have proceeded with the work. Their want of
enterprise has. in my opinion, brought into ex-
istence the larger companies who propose supplyin..
electricity over extended areas

Pi"y'"o

of^h °'?'"'f 'r
°'''' '° ^"''' ^^^ P''«'="t regulations

of the Local Government Board and obtain ifpossible, a onger period for the repayment oloans, and also a period for construction ^o7 work

cet,fn"l''
""^P^ductive of good results, and wilcertain y enable many councils who are now hesitatmg to at once put down works and deve on the

would also have another beneficial result in thefact that ,t would remove the temptation o reducethe initial capital expenditure by putting in a verv

Imi
P'^"t unsuitable for the works in f few years^time but by the employment of which it mav hepossible to avoid a loss at the commencement ' ^"

wnnt ^f
""'^ " °''"'' '° *« conclusion that the

Ss is likdTto' "'?^ °' '\^ ""^"" 1^^=" ^^ ho-mes IS likely to produce unfortunate results it isa pleasure to review the general progress made hvelectricity-supply undertaking, and the f^lWin^%ures representing the capital expended upon mun.cipal and companies' works in the United King"dom are most interesting: ^

Municipal f,
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""""S^ ''^^t °f producing the unitof electrical energy, exclusive of capital char-es isbeing reduced year by year, and in municipal work
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P'"" ^". ""''• ^= -^^^-.7 pence per unit m companies' works, and thathe average price obtained by municipali les durin"the same year was 4-35 pence per unit, as agains°
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"^'ghly satisfactory, andil IS interesting to notice the causes of the reduc-lon in the average works' cost. The chief reasonor the reduction of costs is due to the reduct onn he selling price. This has induced consumersto use more energy per lamps fixed. The secondmportant factor is the more general use of electric
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-I he supply o electricity for tramway purposes hasalso materially assisted the load factor, and has

tTon'"i.nd""^ 'T'f *e average cost of product
tion, and as the demand for energy for motivepower and tramway purposes is developed, so willthe cost of production be reduced
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1'°^°PP°'''™''T °^ "Improving the load factorseems fairly near realization: that is, the charging

ot accumulators for motor cars. Tradesmen re"
ciuire something reliable for conveying their com-
modities to various points usually within a few
miles of their premises, and do not require tocover more than about 20 miles per day: for these
purposes the electric-motor car is most suitable
and the fact that its propelling machinery has no
reciprocating parts should add to its reliabilitv
and reduce repairs, and if municipalities will arrano-'^
charging stations m convenient positions, such cars
should be speedily adopted, and if the char<^in.» isdone during the night and early morning the "en-
ergy used could be supplied at an exceedingly low
price, and would still further reduce the average cost
01 production.
In Edinburgh, and in other places, motor cars

are rnnning in competition with tramways, and
one IS bound to consider what competition will
mean. Motor cars running upon the ordinary road
escape the heavy expenditure required for the ner-
.manent way of an electric or steam system of tram-
ways, and consequently in a district having a scat-
tered population unable to support a frequent serv-
ice of cars, would have an immense advantage in
the fact that the capital charges would be very much
reduced. This is, m my opinion, an extremely im-
portant point, as the financial charges upon a tram-
way undertaking frequently represent from ^5 to
40 per cent, of the total expenses, and it is not at
all unusual to find this important item neglected
when the cost per car-mile is being discussed.
The last subject I will mention is the municipaliza-

tion of the telephone system. The association and
the council have .levoted considerable time to the
consideration of this subject, and now that Parlia-

'

ment has granted powers to local authorities to
municipalize the local system, there should be an
immediate efi^ort made to make the telephone more
popular: this can, I think, only be done successfully
by the local authorities, who cannot help being
keenly interested in anything which aids or adds
to the convenience of its residents. They would
undoubtedly be able to give a more efficient and
cheaper service than that at present in existence.

It is sincerely to be hoped that corporations will
assist the PostoflSce to develop the service, and will
not be either dismayed or delayed by the difficulties
which may appear, and which will vanish as soon
as a few corporations have their systems in opera-
tion.

The Princeton (Ind.) Light and Power company
has increased its capital stock to $75,000.
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Electrical Development In Italy.

The Western Electrician has on several occa-
sions called the attention of American manufac-
turers to the great opportunities offered to them
by the steadily growing electrical development of

Italy. This development continites unabated, and
has naturally caused increased imports of the
requisite plant and the creation, in the country
itself, of new manufacturig enterprises. As men-
tioned in former articles, this plant comes chiefly

from Germany and Switzerland, and foreign capital

front these two countries enters largely into the

companies which h^ve been formed under Italian

names for its production and application in Italy.

.\ New^ York company is now about to establish

in Milan a factory for the purpose of producing
the inaterial required for electric traction on rail-

ways and tramways, w^hich has hitherto nearly all

been imported.
A new industry which has new assumed consid-

erable importance in Italy is the manulacture of

carbide of calcium, which is used chietly for making
Fceti'lene gas.

At the Edison woiks at Padeino a force of some
i.^ooo horsepower is now deri\ed from the River

Adda and employed for produciiig electricity, which

is carried by overhead cable to Monza and Milan.

Another enterprise of a similar nature, but on a

larger scale, is now^ on the eve of completion. The
Sociela Lombardia per Disiribuzione di Energia

Elettrica, a company formed in 1897 with a capital

of $1,600,000. recently increased to $2,000,000, ob-

ti;ined a concession from the government on the

River Ticino. at Vizzola. some miles below- its issue

from Lake Maggiore, and iinmediately set about

constructing works for the development of water-

power of no less than 20,000 horsepow-er (theo-

retical), which will give 10.000 effective horsepower

of electric energy .for industrial purposes, after mak-
ing full allowance for loss in transmission. Since

the works were beg,in the sanction of the government

has been obtained to a project for the construction

of a movable dam across the river, some distance

higher up, which would enable the company to

increase its volume of water, and allow utilization

during all seasons of the year. The theoretical

hydraulic power would then be 24.000 and the ef-

fective electric energy 12,000 horsepower. This dam
has not yet been commenced, but the works have

been constructed on the basis of the larger supply

of water. For the present seven turbines of 2,000

and two of 220 horsepower each have been put up.

There .are seven generating dynamos, thiee-phase,

alternating current, cf a capscity of 1.650 kilowatts

?.t a tension of 11.000 volts and two exciters, con-

tinuous current, of a capacity of 145 kilowatts at

a tension of no volts. Five of the larger, as well

a:- the two smaller turbines have been made in Milan

by Riva Monneret & Co.. the same firm v/hich

made the seven turbines of 2,160 horsepower each

I'.ow working at Paderno for the Edison company.

The other two came from Germany. The dynamos

and all the other electrical plant have been sup-

plied from Germany.
It was originally intended to bring all this elec-

tric energy into Milan, a distance of 2,1 miles, but

the whole of it has now been disposed of in and

about the manufacturing towns of Gallarate, Busto

Arsizio, Legnano and Sarsuno, which lie between

Vizzola and Milan, a district which already, for

the cotton industry alone, uses steam to the extent

of 10,000 horsepower. The price varies according

to the importance of the supply required, but the

average at which the whole of the power has been

contracted for is ?20.50 a kilowatt per annum for

use during 12 hours a day. Firms working 24

hours a day only pay a very slight increase. The

electric current will be transmitted by overhead

cables, separate cables being employed for what

is required for public-lighting purposes.

This enterprise is said to be the most important

of its kind in Europe. The plans are due to the

initiative of Italian engineers, and were made as

far back as 1887, but their execution must be at-

tributed in a large measure to the assistance of a

German firm, which has subscribed a considerable

part of the capital of the company.
There is, to a certain degree, an unwillingness

on the part of the government to grant new con-

cessions of watprpower on rivers and canals to

private enterprise and speculators. ."Ml demands

for such concessio-.;s are now submitted to a com-

n^ission specially ?ppointed tc consider them, on

which the railway companies are represented, and

i;i every case where it is- at all likely that a particu-

lar waterpower may eventually be required by the

state, the demands are refused. The railways are

nearly all owned by the government, and are only

leased io the comprnies actually working them.

The experiment in electric traction on railways

which the Western Electrician described last year

as being made by the Mediterranean Railway com-

pany on its line from Milan to Monza, with ac-

cumulators, revealed certain serious defects, which

necessitated some considerable changes and a par-

tial and temporary suspension ol the service. It

is, however, conjectured that the modifications now
in course of application will be efficacious, and that

the system of accumulators may prove to be best

adapted to short-distance journeys. This company

is now about to try an experiment on a much larger

scale on its line from Milan to Gallarate. and

thence to Varese, Lavens and .A.rona. about 73 miles

of rail The power for producing electricity will

be obtained from the River Ticino, at Tornavento.

where the necessai-y works are to be commenced
immediately. The system to be adopted is that of
the third rail, wdijch is already working satisfac-

torily in the United States, but over much shorter
distances. The electric current will be transmitted
to the third rail at a tension of 600 volts. The elec-

trical apparatus required for the trains has already
been ordered, and is to be delivered in April next
year. The carriages themselves will be built at

the Mediterranean Railway company's owm works.
Contemporaneously, the Adriatic Kailway company
will apply the trolley sj'stem on its line from Lecco
to Chiavenna and Sondrio, 66 miles of rail. The
hydraulic power will be derived from the River
-\dda. near Morbegno. and the overhead wire will

be supplied w-ith a current at a tension of 3.000
volts. In this case the electrical machinery has been
ordered from a Hungarian firm, and is to be de-
livered at about the same time as that for the Med-
iterranean company.

CORRESPONDENCE.
London Letter.

London, June 25.—Your correspondent was' in

Plymouth this week and heard that 14 new cars,

which are to be added to the service in that town, are

equipped after liie style of the Westinghouse ex-

hibit at the Tramways Exhibiticn.

Electric lights .ire now being used in the Lan-
cashire coal mines.

At last the system of wireless telegraphy has

been put to use in London. The Fire Brigade street

station on the top of Sheatham Hill has been placed

in communication with the fire-escape station in

Mitcham Lane. A fire call received at the first-

named station will be at once transmitted to the

latter, and at the same time ring the, bells in the

sleeping quarters there. The Postoffice authorities,

too, are conducting a series of experiments in

wireless telegraphy between the Skerries Island and
Anglesey.

It is hoped that the Central London railway will

be opened for public traffic on July 2d. The occa-

sion will be interesting for the early passengers,

inasmuch as they will have the opportunity of using

the carriage which the Prince of Wales has used

before them. The prince has promised to open
the line on Wednesday next. The lord mayor, the

sheriff, the city members and other London worthies

have been invited to join in the trip.

A committee of the House of Commons has de-

clared proved the preamble of a bill incorporating

a company for the supply of electricity in bulk

over an area of t8 square miles, extending from
Hornsey to St. Albans, on the one hand, and from
Harrow to Chingford on the other, to local authori-

ties for railway and lighting purposes and to manu-
facturers and traders for the various requirements

of their businesses.

London to Gravesend in one hour and 40 minutes

—

by telephone. The telephone subscriber who paid

the Postoffice threepence for this communication

and might almost have ridden the distance in the

time was no wor^e ofif than hundreds of others.

Within one week over 700 complaints of delay in the

use of the government telephone trunk lines have

been received by the National Telephone company.

These complaints referred -to delays ranging from

half an hour to two hours and to localities over

the whole of Great Britain. For instance, it took

two hours and six minutes to obtain an answer be-

tween London and Manchester to the question.

"Are you there?" Between Edinburgh and Glasgow
one hour and 30 minutes was spent in making
connections. From Bolton to Bury, a 20 minutes'

railway journey, 54 minutes were exhausted to say

"Hello." and from Birmingham to Wolverhampton
exactly one hour.

The premises of Siemens Brothers & Co., the

electrical engineers of Woolwich, were the scene

of a disastrous fire on Saturday afternoon. Burst-

ing out in the T block, a building 120 feet long

and 30 feet wide, used as a rubber-curing shop,

the flames spread to the V block, which is a three-

floored structure of similar dimensions, used as a

wire-covering shop. The first building was prac-

tically destroyed; the second was badly damaged,

and the other premises were only saved from destruc-

tion by very hard work on the part of a big force

of firemen. W. H. B.

New York Notes.

New York. July 7.—Although the work of con-

struction of the underground railroad has been go-

ing on now in eight or 10 places for many weeks, it

has progressed so quietly that only those living in

the immediate vicinity of the work have been aware

of it A good illustration of the smoothness with

which it has so far proceeded is in the case of the

lowering of the sewer in Bleccker street. This

work was completed about 10 days ago—the first

completed work of the big undertaking, by the way

—and it was so well mapped out and executed that

although the great ditch for the sewer had to be
dug across Broadway, the immense traffic in that
thoroughfare was not interfered with for a mo-
ment. The Rapid Transit connnissioners and the
contractor and his financial backers hardly expect
to escape so easily, however, when the big work
gets into motion all over the city. This will be in

August, by which time the American Bridge com-
pany will begin to deliver to John B. McDonald,
the contractor, thousands of tons of structural
steel a month. Then the work of excavation will

begin in earnest, and the streets soon will present
the appearance of a field plowed by some monster
meteor. Then the "adjacent property owner" will

rise in his might and protest that his business or
his health is being undermined, and the troubles of
those in charge of the Rapid Transit work will be
at hand.

Residents of Newport and Narragansett will not
be allowed to transport automobiles operated by
gasoline on American ferry boats. Supervising In-
spector-general Dumont has decided that automo-
biles operated by gasoline engines cannot be car-
ried by freight or passenger steamships. This de-
cision was made upon inquiry by the Jamestown
and Newport Ferry company. Mr. Dumont decides
that Section 4.472 of the Revised Statutes abso-
lutely prohibits the ferriage of naphtha, benzine,
etc.. under any circumstances, on either freight or
passenger steamships, which includes ferryboats,
and therefore would prohibit gasoline automobiles
when their tanks are supplied with gasoline.
From Newburg, N. Y., word comes that Judge

Betts of Kingston has appointed William H.
Pouch, secretary and treasurer of the Newburg
Electric Railway, as receiver of the company. The
third mortgage bondholders, representing $75,000
of the $350,000 bonded indebtedness, are foreclosing
the mortgage. The company has not been doing a
paying business. It was reorganized in 1897 and
has about 15 miles of tracks extending around the
city and to Orange Lake and Walden. The Hami'-
ton Trust company, as trustees for the bond
holders, brings the suit.

The Union County (N. J.) Board of Freeholders
granted last evening to ^Senator John Kean the
right to operate his trolley line between Elizabeth
and Cranford after Westfield avenue has been
widened from 60 to 100 feet. The county exacts
that Kean pay $73,000 to the property holders whos;:
property will be taken between Elizabeth and Cran-
ford. and demands that he pay to the county in

installments the cost of widening the street. Sena-
tor Kean agrees to do this.

Fire-chief Croker has a new steam automobile
which is said to be capable of remarkable speed, and
some quick runs hr.ve been made to distant fires.

The steam press.ire carried is 250 pounds. The
vehicle weighs about 800 pounds.

Conferences of leading steel and iron men of the
country are being held at the office of the Federal
Steel company. No. 71 Broadway, with a view to
forming a pool to fix prices on a permanent basis
and rescue the steel trade from the demoralization
into which it has fallen since John W. Gates made
his attack on values in Wall street last spring. The
conferences have been attended by representatives
of the Federal Steel, American Steel and Wire.
American Steel Hoop, the Carnegie, the National
Steel. Lackawanna Steel, Maryland Steel and Re-
public Steel companies. Charles M. Schwab, presi-

dent of the Carnegie Steel company, was among the
men on hand. It is the intention of the pool to

make a further cut in Bessemer steel and pig iron,

but there will be no further cut in steel rails. The
steel men believe that they will be able to main-
tain the new schedules permanently. This action,
it is believed, will serve to bring in orders that

have been waiting for further breaks in prices, and
result in a revival of business. M. L. G.

From the Buckeye State.

Columbus, Ohio, July 7.—The Columbus City
Council came to its senses last Monday evening and
voted to reconsider the motion by which the Colum-
bus, Mt. Sterling and Chillicothe Railway company
was defeated in its purpose to come into the city

at a previous meeting. The wrath of the people had
been called down on the heads of the councilmen
and they were in a hurry to correct the mistake
they had made. As an excuse for the action, the

members who voted against the measure before:

said that the officials of the proposed line had agreed
to abide by the decision of the chief engineer in

regard to grade crossings, and that there were now
no grounds for objections. Bids will be adver-

tised now and the road will come in as others have
been allowed to do.

Work on the Dayton, Springfield and Urbana
road has been suspended temporarily because of the

complaint of certain property owners. Cars ran to

Springfield last Saturday for the first time.

The municipal light plant in Columbus has shut

down according to orders from Director Kauffman.
It is said that the City Council will take the matter

up and appoint trustees to operate the plant. The
matter has caused a great deal of trouble and not a

little very uncomplimentary talk concerning Di-

rector Kauffman. He alleges that he has no au-

thority to operate the plant and create a deficiency

in 'the treasury. It seems that the appropriation

was not sufficient to pay for the contract lights and

operate the plant both, although several circuits ot

hmps which have been operated by the municipal
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plant have been switched to the contract plan and

will have to be paid for. It is beUeved that the

City Council will provide some means by which

the plant can be put in operation again.

R. H. Black has been at work for the past few

weeks getting the right-of-way for an electric road

from Elmore east to Oak Harbor and Port Clinton

and from the same point south to Bradner and

Fostoria. There is plenty of capital back ot the

enterprise and it will become part of the great

electric-railway system of northern Ohio.

Word comes from Toledo that work on the new
Toledo, Fremont and Norwalk road is progressmg

rapidly. The poles are now being put up and wires

stretched.

Great improvements are bemg made on the Miil-

creek Valley electric road at Cincinnati. New road-

bed, new rails and new power station are a part of

the improvements now being made. Twenty new
center-aisle cars have been ordered for the road.

The Zanesville Street Railway company has in-

augurated the plan of awarding prizes to the motor-

men and conductors w'ho have had no accidents

every six months. In this way .the company expects

to make its men careful and at the same time avoid

accidents and "consequent lawsuits.

The Mahoning Valley Electric Railway company

has made application for a franchise through

Trumbull County from Tibbets' Corners to War-
ren.

W. T. Hurlburt, receiver for the Niles Electric

company, has brought suit against a number of

shareholders who have not paid in full on stock to

collect the balance.

The Cincinnati Street Railway company is testing

the storage battery at its Chester Park power house.

If the test is succe:^,5ful storage batteries will be in-

stalled in both power houses of the company.

Kerr, Fox & Co. have received the contract for

the stonework of the bridge to be built across Big

Sandy River by the Ohio Valley Electric Railway

company. It is thought that the railway will be

completed within the next month or two.

The Findlay Street Railway company's line from
Findlay to Mortimer Station on the Nickel Plate

Railway has been completed and the fir^t cars

went over the line Saturday. This gives the town

a connection with that line of railroad, which was

badly needed. It is the plan to have coupons at-

tached to the railroad tickets so that passengers

may be transferred from one to the other and

make through trips in that way with one ticket.

This will be something rather novel in electric-

railroad business in this state, as it is not often

that the trolley companies make business arrange-

ments of that kind with the regular railroad lines.

In this case it will be of advantage to both to do

so, since the Nickel Plate can reach Findlay in no
other way. O. M. C.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, July 6.—The Electric Light com-
pany of Carroll, Iowa, proposes to invest $15,000 in

a hot-water heating system in connection with its

power station.

The Albert Lea (Minn.) Electric company con-

templates laying mains and furnishing heat for

business blocks by means of a hot-water heating

system.

The General Electric company has brought suit

at Seattle, Wash., against D. T. and John B. Denny
and 2)7 other persons, to secure the collection of

$6,269 alleged to be due on a promissory note. The
defendants were stocl^ holders of the Rainier Power
and Electric company. The notes were given in

payment of supplies for the Rainier company.
W. H. Morse, deputy county clerk at Billings,

Mont., has invented and secured ^ patent for a

bracket for electric lamps. It consists of an arm or

holder made to receive the base of an electric bulb.

The end of the arm has a turned end which fits a

slot to be fastened to the wall or other convenient
surface. The light can then be placed in any desired

position. In addition there is a spring clamp which
can be used to attach the lamp to a dresser, head of

bed, or almost anything.

The street railway company of Winona, Minn.,

is fitting its cars with fenders.

The Gas and Electric company of Fargo, N. D.,

has applied for an injunction to restrain the Fargo
Edison company from erecting electric-light poles
in close proximity to its own poles. The plaintiff

company alleges that the poles and wires will in-

terfere with its own current.

The Albert Lea and Geneva Railway company
has been incorporated at Albert Lea, Minn., to

build an electric line to Geneva. The construc-
tion of the line depends upon the reception which
the project is given by the people of Albert Lea,
according to the statement of those behind the plan.

\{ they will offer inducements it will be built. The
power house will be located at Geneva. The line

complete will cost about $250,000.

Horace Nichols, formerly superintendent of the
clcctric-light plant at Waterloo, Iowa, died at In-
dependence, Iowa, recently.

The Grand Forks (N. D.) Gas and Electric com-
pany has completed a circuit to supply the city with
a direct current. V/lien the new boilers and dy-
namos are in place the changes will be completed.
A steam-heating plant to furnish boat for buildings
in the vicinity by means of street mains will be
operated in connection with the power plant.

The new engine and dynamo for the Fond du Lac

(Wis.) Street Railway and Electric Light company
l-'ave been set in place and put in operation. The
plant has been rearranged and improved generally.
The electric lighting and power service is also im-
proved.
The Lac du Bonnet company of Winnipeg, Man.,

proposes to have a stock company formed to de-
velop the power at Lac du Bonnet Falls and trans-

mit electrically to Winnipeg. As the distance is

but a few miles from the city it could be easily done.
The Keokuk (Iowa) Electric Railway and Power

company has been incorporated by J. C. Hubinger,
with $300,000 capital stock.

The council of Little Falls, Minn., is considering
an appeal from the decision of the United States

Circuit Court to the Supreme Court, in the matter
of the Electric Light and Water company's fran-

chise and contract for 30 years. The city con-
tended that it was an unreasonable length of time
and a council had not the power to bind posterity

for such a length of time. The Circuit Court has
just held that the action was valid.

Lightning entered the feed wires of the auxiliary
power station of the Edison Electric company at

Appleton, Wis., and burned out an armature. Since
ihe destruction by fire of the main power house, this

auxiliary station has furnished power for the street

railway. This accident suspended power for a few
days until a new armature could be secured.

The Madison (Wis.) Gas and Electric company
will institute a system of profit-sharing with its

employes next fall. It proposes to pay them the
same percentage paid on its stock, the annual sal-

ary of each being considered as so much stock.

The McMillin syndicate of New York owns the
plant.

The Tribune of Great Falls, Mont., has been con-
ducting a warfare against the electric-Hght company
on account of the rates charged. At the meeting
of June i8th the Tribune presented a communica-
tion to the council asking that the company be re-

quested to make concessions in its charges. The
paper pledged itself, if the company refused to con-
cede something from its prices, to appear before the
council and apply for a franchise to put in a com-
peting plant. If granted, the plant would be in-

stalled and lower rates would prevail. The council
at once notified the electric-light company of the
communication and requested an answer to the ap-
peal for reduced rates.

The council of New Whatcom, Wash., contem-
plates buying the Whatcom Falls mill and power
for $40,000. It is the ultimate intention to estab-
lish a municipal clcctric-light plant. The present
owners of the mill get power from Whatcom Creek,
the outlet of Lake Whatcom, from whence the city

secures its city water. The mill company has se-

cured a restrainng order from the Superior Court
to prevent the city fiom drawing water from the
lake, on the ground that it has affected the power.
The purchase of the power would settle the suit.

But there are a good many citizens who claim that

the falls can be condemned much more cheaply
than $40,000, the price agreed upon for the pur-
chase of the site. R.

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa, Ont., July 6.—The town of Brockville,

Ont., has made an oUer to the Erockville Light and
Pov;er company to purchase the plant of the com-
pany for $85,000. Ine company has accepted, and
a by-lav; authorizing the raising of money by de-

bentures to make the purchase will be submitted to

the rate-payers.

The new electric-railway service between the city

of Quebec and La Bonne Ste. Anne has been es-

tablished between the city and Montmorency Falls.

The cars are models of comfort, and an hourly serv-

ice is promised. In the trial trip, the nine-mile

run to the falls was made in 13 minutes.
The cable to connect the island of Belle Isle with

the telegraph system of Canada will arrive at Que-
bec within a few weeks. The government steamer
Newfield will at once go down the gulf in order to

lay the cable, which will be carried across to a point

en the north shore known as Pointe au.x Esquimaux,
and from thence, along the shore westerly, to Que-
bec. The governiuent is now building the land line.

In the month of September next, for the first time
in its history, that terror to shipping. Belle Isle, will

be in instantaneous communication with the world.
The Quebec government has just concluded the

sale, to American capitalists, of two valuable water-
powers at Lake St. John for the sum of $15,000.

The purchasers bind themselves to expend, within
four years, the sum of $4,000,000 upon the erection

of pulp and paper mills, power plant, etc.. on the

spot. The waterpowers sold are on the "Grande
Descharge" of the lake.

Messrs. James Kent and B. S. Jenkins of the Ca-
nadian Pacific telegraph have completed a tour of

inspection covering the whole line to the western
coast, and including an examination of the British

Columbia system throughout the Kootenay and
along to Victoria. "When this season's work is

finished," states Mr. Kent, "we will have a new line

between Laggan and Fort William., We have been
doing so many miles each year, and now we have
completed that distance, besides accomplishing sev-

eral hundred miles of rencwrds on the Pacific di-

vision. Additional wire facilities, to the extent of

1,000 miles, will be provided this year."

At the annual meeting of the Ottawa Electric

Light company the old i)oard of directors was re-

elected. The members are Messrs. Thomas Ahearn,

J. W. McRae, F. P. Bronson, D. Murphy, Hon.
E. PI. Bronson and Senator Clemow. Mr. Ahearn
is president and Mr. McRae managing director.
The annual repOi^t showed that, so far as the busi-
ness for the year v;as concerned, it was in every
respect satisfactory. The company, however, was
a heavy loser in the recent fire, owing to which the
dividend due on April 30th last was not paid. The
company has now installed 87,114 incandescent lights,

644 arc lights, 163 motors and 23 heaters, all dis-

tributed among 4,357 customers. During the year
there was installed an electric storage battery of

250 cells, which is employed as an auxiliary to the
motor service.

The council for the town of Cannington, Ont.,
will submit a by-law to the ratepayers of the town
for the purpose of effecting a loan with which to
establish an electric-lighting plant to be owned and
operated by the municipality.

The Cataract Power company of Hamilton, Ont.,
has installed two new generators in its power house
at Decew Falls. By the additional plant thus pro-
vided the company will furnish the city with 6,000
horsepower.
The sub-station of the Lachine Rapids Hydraulic

company, at the corner of St. Thomas and McCord
streets, Montreal, has been destroyed by fire. The
fire is said to have originated in a defective switch,

and in a very short time the entire plant, which
distributed the power received from the Lachine
rapids to the various parts of the city, was com-
pletely destroyed. The loss will be about $30,000.

Some time ago the city engineer of Toronto was
instructed to prepare an estimate of the cost of

constructing buildings and all the necessary plant
for the distribution of electric energy in that city.

He states that the buildings and plant will cost

$950,000, and the cost of installing an arc-lighting

plant, with a cap.aeiLy of 1,350 lamps, will be $300,-
000. If the wires v.ere placed underground in the

central portion of the city, the cost will be about
$510,000. The annual cost of operating the plant
with overhead wires will come to about $63 a

lamp per annum, or about 17.2 cents a night.

Mr. George Johnson of Ottawa, the Dominion
statistician, has compiled some interesting figures

about the electric railways of Canada. During the-

year ended on December 31, 1899, the 632 miles of

track were so used that the total number of miles
run by cars was 26,646,847. The number of pas-
sengers carried was 104,033,659. Compared with
the previous year, the number of passengers car-

ried increased nearly 9,500,000, and the number of

miles run by over a million. The amount of paid-up
capital invested in electric railways in the Dominion
is $21,700,000. The electric cars traveled over four
million more miles than the passenger and mixed
trains of the steam railways. Together the steam
and electric railways carried over 120,000,000 pas-
sengers, and the proportion was about 13 by steam
to 87 by the electric railways.

The ratepayers of Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., have
adopted a by-law granting exemption from taxation
and certain other concessions to the Lake Superior
Power company, in return for which the com.pany
agrees to construct additional works, at a cost of

$2,000,000, such works to include an additional
waterpower canal, a railroad, railway station,

wharves and docks, and the building of a street

railway.

The Ottawa Electric Railway company has com-
pleted arrangements for the rebuilding of its power
house, destroyed by the fire. The work of construc-
tion on this building will be rushed to a speedy con-
clusion. The power house will be an exact dupli-
cate of the fireproof building at present in use, and
will cost $150,000. An order has been placed with
the Westinghouse company of Pittsburg, Pa., for
a 2,000-horsepower generator. The machinery will

be driven by four very large, directly-connected
w-aterwheels. The building will be constructed with
a view to solidity, and the furnishing of power for
a completely up-to-date service. A. V. W.

PERSONAL.
George H. Godfrey recently began his fortieth

consecutive year as manager of the Western Union
telegraph office at New Albany, Ind., and his forty-
fifth year as manager for that company.

Dr. Oliver J. Lodge, the well-known English
physicist, has been appointed principal of the new
University of Birmingham. Dr. Lodge, who has
been professor of experimental physics at the Uni-
versity College, Liverpool, has accepted the place.

The directors of Purdue University have elected
Dr. Winthrop E. Stone president of the university, to
succeed Dr. James rl. Smart. Dr. Stone has been
vice-president of the university and has served as
president since Dr. Smart's death. The board also
nn.de William F. M. Goss dean of the school of
engineers.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
A municipal ligluing plant has been voted at

Hcdrick, Iowa.

Benjamin Strong is building an electric-light
plant at Woodhull, 111.

The Dutchess Light. Heat and Power company of
Rhincbcck, N. V., has been incorporated, with $20,-
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000 capital stock, by G. N. Miller, T. A. Traver
and F. Herrick of Rhinebeck.

Wellington, Kan., has sold $14,000 bonds for
building an electric-light plant.

The voters of the city of Neoga, 111., have de-

cided to put in an electric-light plant.

Celina. Ohio, is floating bonds for a $25,000 elec-

tric-light plant. R. Le Blond is clerk.

The Galena, 111., City Council has voted to ad-
vertise for bids for a city lighting plant.

The city of Port Gibson, Miss., will issue $12,000
bonds to improve its electric-light sj'stem.

The council at Columbus, Ind., has decided to

spend $25,000 building a new power house.

The Ashland (111.) City Council will soon let a
contract for erecting an electric-light plant.

The Deming (N. M.) Ice and Cold Storage
company is to put in an electric-light plant.

Coffeyville, Kan., will vote on the question of

issuing $20,000 in bc-nds for a lighting plant.

Macey & Hancock w-ill soon erect an electric-

light plant at Adel. Iowa, if reports are true.

The city clerk of Riverside, Cal., asks bids, until

July 17th. for the proposed municipal light plant.

The special election at River Falls, Wis., resulted

in favor of the issuance of bonds for an electric-light

plant.

The town of Elsinore, Cal.. contemplates the pur-

chase of an electric-lighting plant. J. D. Hoff may be

addressed.

The Atlanta (Ga.) Railway company has an ordi-

nance before the council allowing it to supply heat,

light and power.

County supervisors at Marshalltown, Iowa, have
decided to erect an electric-light plant to Hght all

the county buildings.

The Vanceburg (Ky.) Light and Power company
has been incorporated, with $5,500 capital, by J. W^
Mathen-son and W. A. Hodge.

The city of Lawrenceburg, Ind.. will receive bids,

lentil August 1st, for the erection of an electric-

light plant. J. F. Frazer is clerk.

An election will be held July 21st at Kirkwood,
Mo., to vote on the question of issuing $17,000

bonds to build an electric-light plant.

Hall & George of Strakville. Miss., have the con-
tract for the engineering work in the erection of

the electric-light plant at Clayton, Ala.

The Masontown (Pa.) Electric Light, Heat and
Power company has been incorporated, with $10,000

capital, by C. K. Hartley and W. O. Blackshore.

The executive committee of the reorganized pub-
lic lighting commission will recommend extensive
impro^'ements to the city lighting plant of Detroit.

Titifin. Ohio (J. B. Ehrenfried, clerk), asks bids

until July 30th for furnishing and maintainin.g 160

2,000-candlepower and 250 1,200-candlepower arc

lights.

The Lebanon County Electric Light, Heat and
Power company of Lebanon, Pa., with $25,000 capital,

has been incorporated by B. D. Coleman, Ed R.

Coleman, A. Brock and H. Brock.

The General Construction company has been or-

ganized at New .\lbany, Ind., to build electric-light,

street-railway and waterworks plant, by H. M.
Geiger, T. W. Perry and W. Watson.

The city of Massilion, Ohio, a^s for bids, until

July 27th, for installing one 150-horsepower engine
direct-connected to a lOO-kilowatt generator and a

350-horsepower water-tube boiler. S. J. McMahon
is president of the board of trustees.

The Purcell (I. T.) Electric company, with $20,000

capital stock, has been granted a charter. This
company proposes tc supply Purcell and Lexing-
ton with light and power. The directors are L. C.

Wautland, O. J. Nichols and W. G. Blanchard.

The Richmond County (N. Y.) Power company
has been incorporated, with a capital stock of $500,-

000. The directors are General S. Thomas and
W. E. Findley of New York city, M. L. Ryan of

New Brighton and F. T. Lewis. .A. B. Proal and
N. P. Findley of M''est New Brighton.

The St. Lawrence International Electric company,
an electric-lighting company recently formed at Al-
exandria Bay, N. Y., has been reorganized, its cap-

ital stock being increased from $20,000 to $30,000.

The company has secured a contract to light the vil-

lage of Alexandria Bay for five years. The lighting

capacity of the plant will be increased at once to

6.000 lights, giving a total of 8.500 lights, and cables

will be laid to the Thousand Islands in the vicinity

of the place.

ELECTRIC RAILNVAYS.
The Rockford, Beloit and Janesville Railroad

company has been incorporated, with $20,000 capi-

tal stock.

T. Meyr and A. H. Smith of St. Louis ai .
inter-

ested in the St. Louis and Illinois electric railway,
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which is applying for franchises on several St. Louis
streets.

Preliminary arrangements have been completed
for the proposed electric railway between Ft.

Worth and Dallas, Texas. H. C. Edrington is in-

terested.

J. E. Sawyer of Pontiac, Mich., is now working
on securing franchise for the extension of the pro-
P'j.'ed Pontiac and Flint street rsilway from Flint to
Saginaw.

The council of Rushville, Ind., has granted a
35-year franchise to the Indianapolis, Morristown
and Rushville Traction company. The power house
is to be at Rushville.

The York County Traction company has been in-

corporated in New Jersey by Frank R. Hansell,
William Eidell and George Martin of Camden.
The capital is $1,500,000.

J. Smith Butrum of Decatur. R. B. Hennigh of

Prairie Home and R. H. Woodward of Macon, 111.,

are the incorporators of a new company which is

to build lines near Macon.

The application for the appointment of a receiver
for the Chicago Consolidated Traction company by
Sutro Bros, of New York will be considered by
Judge Gibbons on July iSth.

The McCloud River Electrical Power company.
Redding. Cal., has been granted a franchise by
county commissioners to build an electric road be-
tween Redding and Copper City, 30 miles.

The Queen City Railway company. Sioux Falls,

S. D.. has been incorporated, with $1,000,000 capi-

tal, to construct a street-railway system. C. M.
Harrison, G. Sclosser and P. F. Sherman are in-

terested.

The Albert Lea and Geneva Railway company
has been organized in Minnesota to construct an
electric railway between Albert Lea and Geneva.
G. L. Carrington and L. P. Lawson of Geneva are
interested.

The Chicago, River Forest and Western Rail-
way company, with $50,000 capital, has been incor-
porated by S. Spaulding, R. L. Davis, W. A.
Rawson and A. Petterson. to construct a road to

Melrose Park.

The Aurora, Wheaton and Chicago Railway com-
pany is seeking franchises to connect with the Met-
ropolitan West Side elevated railway of Chicago.
The former company has already secured right-of-

way through Maywood.

The Chicago and Milwaukee Electric Railway
company has long been hindered in its construction
by failure to secure right-of-way through Kenosha.
The Kenosha council has at last passed an ordi-

nance, and the gap in the road is finally to be closed.

At the meeting of the Chicago City Council on
July 9th the council chamber was literally "snowed
under" with petitions from North Side property
holders and business men asking the substitution of

the trolley for the cable on North Clark and Wells
streets.

The Detroit, Oxford, Lapeer and North Branch
Railway company has been organized in Michigan,
with R. G. Hart of Lapeer as president and treas-

urer, P. R. Curry of Rochester, vice-president and
general manager. The general offices will be lo-

cated at Lapeer.

The stockholders of the Metropolitan Street Rail-

way company of Kansas City will hold a meeting on
August 6th for the purpose of raising $2,800,000 for

the change of motive power from cable to electric

and for the construction of new lines and extensions

of old ones recently authorized by council.

The Indianapolis, Greenw'ood and Franklin Elec-

tric Railway company and the Indianapolis Board
of Public Works have agreed on a franchise which
is to be a model for all the interurban lines reaching
that city. The principal stipulations of the inter-

urban franchise are: Five-cent cash fares in the

city; six tickets for a quarter; 25 for $1. The
companies may haul a limited amount of freight

and express, but may haul nothing that might be
offensive. No freight or express packages may be
delivered except at the depots of the companies.

The companies must pay $50 for each passenger

car entering the city, $25 for each freight, express

or baggage car, these amounts to be an annual tax

based on the average number of cars entering the

city; at the end of five years the city may increase

these rates to not more than $250 for passenger

and $125 for other cars.

The Board of Railroad Commissioners of Mas-
sachusetts has granted the petition of the Bos-
ton Elevated Railway company for the additional

issue of capital stock to the amount of $9,500,-

000, the proceeds of the sale of the stock to

be applied only as follows: $3,100,000 shall be

applied to construction and equipment of the ele-

vated structure of the railway, including founda-

tions, tracks and electric system; $1,200,000

to payment of equipment of terminal and other

stations, exclusive of lands; $50,000 for equipment

of subway: $1,100,000 for equipment of power houses',

exclusive of lands; $600,000 for rolling stock and

the equipment of same; $300,000 for engineering and

miscellaneous expenses, incurred during the con-

struction of railway: $3,150,000 for real estate and
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to the payment of damages occasioned by the con-
struction of the railway, including the amount of
the second deposit of $200,000 required to be made
to the treasurer of the commonwealth.

PUBLICATIONS.
The American Electrical Works. Providence. R. I.,

sent its friends a happily worded and tastefully ar-
ranged reminder of July 4th.

The Electric Vehicle company of New York il-

lustrates 20 different types of electric and gasoline
automobiles in a tasteful catalogue just issued.

"A List of Plants Now Operating Wood Appa-
ratus" is the title of a booklet published by the
Fort Wayne Electric Works, Fort Wayne, Ind.
The character of the publication is indicated by the
title, and the list is a long one.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The directors of the General Electric company

have issued notices for a special meeting of the
stockholders of the company to be held on Tuesday,
July 17th, for the purpose of voting on a proposi-
tion to increase the capital stock of the company
by $4>4i5-000. This proposed new issue of stock
is for the purpose of paying off $5,298,000- in
debenture bonds. These bonds are a part of a
$10,000,000 issue of 1892, all of which was sold, with
the agreement that the holders might at any time
exchange the bonds for common stock at the rate
of $100 in stock (par value) for every $120 in bonds.
Of the $10,000,000 bond issue the company has pur-
chased and canceled already $4,702,000, leaving out-
standing at the present time $5,298,000. which latter
amount it is intended to cancel by issuing stock.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
At the annual meeting of the British Institute of

Mechanical Engineers in London on June 27th about
70 members of the American society were present.
President C. H. Morgan of Worcester. Mass., re-
plied to an address of welcome, and G. C. Hemming
of New York participated in the discussion of the
papers read.

The American Association for the Advancement
of Science elected the following-named officers at
its annual meeting in June: President, Professor
Charles Sedgwick Minot of the Harvard University
Medical School; vice-president for mathematics and
astronomy. Professor James M'Mahon. Cornell
University; for physics. Professor D. D. Brace. Uni-
versity of Nebraski; for chemistry, John H. Long.
Northwestern University; for mechanical science and
engineering. E. S. Jr.coby, Cornell University; for
geology and geography, C. R. Van Hise, University
of Wisconsin; for zoology. Professor D. S. Jordan.
Leland Stanford Jr. University: for anthropology, J.
Fewkes, Bureau of Ethnology, Washington; for eco-
nomic science ind statistics, John Hyde, Depart-
ment of Agriculture. Washington; treasurer. Pro-
fessor R. S. Woodward. Columbia University; per-
manent secretary, L. O. Howard, Washington.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Bids have been advertised for by the Pittsburg

Bureau of Electricity for placing underground a
number of the wires belonging to the city.

The Scientific American has information that 41
gas engines using blast-furnace gas are working
in Germany, the total horsepower aggregating 21.-

950. The horsepower of such engines in Belgium
is 3.700, France 3,250, and England 2,060.

The Chicago Brotherhood of Electrical Mechan-
ics is now a branch of the International Brother-
hood of Electrical Mechanics. The international
union now includ'^s linemen, inside telephone con-
struction men, arc lamp trimmers and cable splicers.

Alfred R. Goslin. Eugene L. Packer and Charles
T. Davis, accused of conspiring to depress the price
of Brooklyn Rapid Transit stock, were convicted.
Charles L. Bogert was acquitted. The sentences
were fines of $500 and $250 and imprisonment for
three to six months.

The Merchants and Manufacturers' Twentieth
Century Exposition will hold its exhibition at Me-
chanics' Hail, Boston. October i to 27, igoo. The
exhibition will be open to all manufactured prod-
ucts. October exhibitions in Boston have aver-
aged 350,000 paid admissions for each fair. Changes
recently made in the Mechanics' building enable
the establishment of a new department, that of
working exhibits.

TRADE NEWS.
Flint & Lomax, electrical manufacturers of Den-

ver, Colo., recently had a $30,000 fire. The insur-
ance was $21,900

BUSINESS.
The John A. Roebling's Sons company of New

York is sending its friends a neat pencil sharpener
for the desk.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, desires
to call attention to the fact that the rush for
Dayton fan motors is now on, and that orders for
immediate delivery should be received at once.
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The Central Electric company of Chicago is just

in receipt of the following unsolicited communica-
tion from a customer to whom it shipped a 12-

horsepower type "N" enclosed-end Bullock motor,

the Central Electric company representing the Bul-

lock Electic Manufacturing company as general sales

agent: "The 12-horsepower motor is perfectly sat-

isfactory, in fact, too good for the mining company

by whom it is used, as the following will show;
Ihe motor is working on a pump 250 feet down
in a mine, and, owing to the condition of the mine,
it is sometimes half covered with water. It lifts

a stream of water thiee inches in diameter 250 feet.

It handled the load nicely until one day a new
man, with very little experience in handling pumps
and no experience in electric motors, started the

pump without fir^t letting the water out of the
pipe. The result was that the pump was broken
almost beyond repair, while no damage whatever
was done to the motor. It seems this is an accident

that very often happens, but in every other case
the motor has gone up in smoke. After this one
experience all electricians here have a "great deal

of respect for the Bullock motor."

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

652,748. Manufacture of Electrical Fuses or Cur-
rent Arresters. Francis A. Cote. Ottawa, Can-
ada, assignor of four-fifths to Toussaint C. Cour-
solles. Ottawa. Canada, and Frederic L. Beique
and Charles F. Sise, Montreal, Canada. Appli-

cation filed March 31, 1899.

An electrical fuse or current-arrester made with gold
leaf printed or embossed on an insulaiinR body, having
the form of two strips termitiating in an obtuse angle,

which are connected together to form the fusing point,

652.753. Electrical Time Recorder. Edward Davis.

Boston, Mass., assignor to Meyer A. Bern-
heimer and Ralph W. Gordon, New York.
N. Y. Application filed June 12, 1899.

The combination of a type wheel, a mechanically driven
clock train adapted to rotate the wheel, an escapement for

the train, an electromagnet for operating the escapement,
an electrical make-and-break device in circuit with the
magnet, and a time mechanism for operating the device.

652.754. Register. Edward Davis, Boston, Mass.,

assignor to Meyer A. Bernheimer and Ralph
W. Gordon. New York, N. Y. Application filed

June 24, 1899.

In a register, means for horizontally guiding a record
strip, a punch bar. guides supporting the bar in a sub-
stantially vertical position and constructed to permit a

sliding vertical punching movement thereof transversely
of the strip, and a horizonlal movement thereof, longitud
inally with the strip, and an electromagnet having its

armature independently euided and adapted to impart the

punching movement to the bar.

652,761. Electrolytic Production of Caustic Soda,

etc. Justus B. Entz, Philadelphia. Pa., assignor

to the American Alkali company of New Jersey.

Application filed May 6, 1809.

The process which consists in passing a current throu.h
mercury, electrolyzing a superposed fluid to effect deposi-
tion on the mercury, and subject-ng the mercury to the
influence of a magnetic held to cause it to move and trans-

fer the substance deposited. (See cut,}

652,775. Alternating-current Regulator. Daniel O.
Hull, Port Clinton, Ohio. Application tiled

March i, 1899.

In a regulator for alternating currents, a pair of mains.
an auto-converter connected across the mains, a series of

contact pieces connected with ihe windings of the con-
verter, a movable brush in the circuit lo be controlled

adapted to contact with either of ihe contact pieces, a

solenoid in the circuit, a normally open branch circuit,

connected with the auto-converter, a reversible induction
motor in the branch circuit, driving connections interme-
diate the motor and the brush; and in the branch circuit a

switch controlled by the solenoid.

NO, 652,761.

652,806. Flexible Electrical Conduit. Harry G.

Osburn, Chicago, 111. Application filed De-
cember 8, i8g8.

A conduit consisting of a helix of semi-flexible material
and a binding material interwoven therewith.

652,846. Process of Purifying and Strengthening
Brine for Use in Electrolytic Cells. James Har-
greaves, Farnworth-in-Widnes, England. Orig-
inal application filed February 12, 1S98. Di-

vided and this application filed August 29, i8g8.

In the electrolysis of salts, a process for separating solu-

ble from insoluble matter for strengthening we.ikened
brine solution from electrolytic cells and for conducting
the strengthened brine to the electrolytic cells is de-
scribed. It consists in conducting the weakened brine

from the electrolytic cells, forcing the brine upward
directly through and in intimate contact with a mass
of impure salt contained in a sealed vessel by means
of a steam jet, and then conducting the strengthened brine
solution from the upper end of the vessel back to the

electrolytic cells.

652,856. Speed Governor for Electrical Control-

lers, James H. McGurty, Jersey City, N. J.

Application filed March 31, 1900.

In a speed governor for electrical controllers the com-
bination with the controllor shaft of a friction-producing

appliance and a train of gears connecting the two. the

appliance involving the use of a number of springs with

attached weights.

652,875. Electric-clock Pendulum. Ernest K. Ad-
ams, New York, N. Y. Application filed No-
vember 7, 1899.

The combination with a conical pendulum of a retarder

consiBliiig of a closed conductor and a maRnet. one being

Btalionary and the other adapted to be rotated by the pen-
dulum.

652,934. Electric Device for TndicatiuK the Awak-
ening of Persons Buried Alive. Waller J. Mc-
Knight. Buffalo, N. Y. Application filed May
20, 1809.

An electric device for indicating the awakening of per-

sona buried alive, comprising a casket, two arms arranged

Issued July j, igoo.

above the supposed corpse and normally out of contact,
an electric alarm, cell or battery, wires connecting the
alarm cell or battery, and the arms in the casket,
and an angular wire attached to one of the arms and
having its lower end arranged in close proximity to the
chest of the person and adapted to be lifted into contact
with the opposing arm to complete the circuit to operate
the alarm upon the elevation of the chest of the buried
person from breathing.

652.952. Magneto-electric Motor. Everett M. An-
drews and Melvin- N. Andrews, Des Moines,
and Charles M. Conger, Adel, Iowa. Applica-
tion filed May 10, 1900.

In a magneto-electric motor the combination of two or
more series of permanent magnets, arranged to encircle
the armature, and having the opposite poles of the adja-
cent series of magnets magnetically connected.

652,990. Electric 1 ransformer. James J. Wood.
Fort Wayne,, Ind. Application filed March 31,

190C.
A transformer punching having end limbs of unequal

length and an intermediate or core hmb which is longer on
one side of its middle than on the other, and having the
shorter end limb adjaceot to the longer side of the inter-
mediate limb.

653.0:18. Incandescent Electric Lamp. Josef Pie-

'

chati. Berlin. Germany. Application filed No-
vember 13, 1899.

In an incandescent electric lamp, a socket, a lamp bulb
having a contracted portion or neck, points or teats pro-
jeciicg from the neck, and a helical spring interposed be-
tween and in frictional contact witli the socket and the

lamp bulb, the points or teats entering between the con-
volutions of the spring and preventing the turning of the

lamp relatively thereto.

653,068. Electric-lamp Socket. Walter A. Church,
Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed December 21,

1899-

The combination with an electric lamp, of a socket pro-
vided with a transversely extending opening, an auxiliary

contact spring secured to the top of ths opening ani suit-

ably connected to a lamp, a miin contact spring arranged
upon the bottom of the opening and adapted to be con-
nected to a suitable source of electrical supply, a negative

storage cells, a battery switch constructed and arranged
to automatically maintain a constant voltage in the cells, a
series of contact points connected respectively with each
storage cell, two switch arms adapted to move in unison
over the contact points, the switch arms being so placed
upon the contact points as to include between them the
contacts of cells having in aggregate the voltage required
in the lamp circuit, means derived from the battery cir-

cuit for adjusting automatically the distance between the
arms, whereby the lamp circuit can be maintained of con-
stant voltage in spite of variations in the cell voltage, and
means for automatically moving the switch arms over the
entire series of contact points at regular intervals, one point
at a time, and from one extreme end of the series to the
other, whereby all the cells are charged and discharged
in succession, aud the times for charging or discharging
f ach cell shall be maintained equal in all.

653,159. Electric Headlight Lamp. Harlan P.

Wellnian, Ashland, Ky. Application filed De-
cember 14, 1899.

The reflector of the lamp described has a spiral groove
on its exterior. A resistance coil within this groove is

provided. (See cut.)

653.167. Motor Vehicle. Clyde J. Coleman, Chi-

cago, III., assignor to Thomas J. Ryan, New
York, N. Y. Application filed August 11, 1899.

Iq a system of electrical propulsion for motor vehicles

the combination of a circuit controller, a current-reversing
switch, means capable of iudependent actuation carried by
(he movable member of the current controller aud having
operative connection with the switch, and a single grip for

operating the circuit controller and the reversing switch.

653.168. Motor Vehicle. Clyde J. Coleman, Chi-

cago, III, assignor to Thomas J. Ryan, New
York, N. Y. .

Application filed August 11, 1899.

In a system of electrical propulsion for motor vehicles,

the combination of a circuit controller, comprising dupli-

te9igH ir~ig
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binding post secured to the top of the opening and suitably

connected to the lamp, and means suitably arranged in the

opening and constructed of non-conducting material and
adapted when operated to bring the contact springs in

eirgagement with each other.

653.087. Electric Controller. Slaughter W. Huff,

Baltimore, Md., assignor of one-half to Jesse

Helles. Baltimore, Md. Application filed July

.12, 1898. Renewed June 9. 1900.

In an electric controller the combination of a plane back,
a plane carriage parallel to the back and supported ver-
tically upon the sliding bearing in front of the back, the

parts carrying terminals and bridging contacts, and a

shaft lying transversely to the path of travel of the car-

riage and having connections with the ends of the car-

riage, whereby uniform movement is imparted to the

latter. Means of rotating the shaft are provided.

653.088. Apparatus for Exciting Alternating-cur-

rent Dynamo-electric Machines. Maurice Hu-
tin and Maurice Leblanc, Paris, France. Ap-
])lication filed April 13. 1899,

An exciter for alternating -cut rent machine having its

field magnetism supplied by two relatively moving ele-

ments, the one having dephased alternating excitation, the

other, in the armature circuit of the exciter, producing a

driving flux and a flux compensating for armature reac-

tions. (See cut.)

653.089. Exciter for Alternating-current Dynamo-
electric Machines. Maurice Hutin and Maurice
Leblanc, Pari.^, France. Application filed No-
vember 22, 1899.

The first claim reads as follows: An exciter comprising
series and shunt fields, an armature having an image
winding connected 10 a commutator, with one of its sec-

tions under the influence of these fields, and a field in

series with the brushes on the commutator acting on the

other section.

653.093. Apparatus for Supplying Currents of Pre-

dijterniincd Vollngc from Main Lines of Higher
Voltage. William W. King. Huntsburg, Ohio.

Application fib'd October 30, 1899.

The combination with a line circuit of a high degree of

tension and a lamp circuit of lower tension ot> battery of

-lUilili
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cate stationary members in parallel and separated relation",
a movable member common to both, and means for insur-
ing the return of the movable member to its starting posi-
tion before a reversal of the current can be effected.

653.169. Motor Vehicle. Clyde J. Coleman, Chi-
cago, 111., assignor to Thomas J. Ryan, New
York, N. Y. Application filed August 11, 1899.

In a motor vehicle the combioa, ion of a steering h^nJIe
having a combined horizontal and vertical movement, and
a disconnected brake-actuating mechanism having opera-
tive connection with the steering handle and adapted to be
actively actuated by a downward movement of the steering
handle.

653.170. Motor Vehicle. Clyde J. Coleman. Chi-
cago, III., assignor to Thomas J. Ryan, New
York, N. Y. Application filed August 21, 1899.

In an tlectrii:al!y ; ropelled vehicle, the combination of
a steering handle, an electric brake and an electric brake-
actuating mechanism mourned upon the handle in conven-
ient relation to the grip portion of such handle, sub-
stantially as set forth.

653,172. Motor Vehicle. Clyde J. Coleman, Chi-
cago, 111., assignor to Thomas J. Ryan, New
York, N. Y. Application filed October 2, 1899.

In a system of electrical propulsion for motxjr vehicles
the combination of a current controller, a current-
reversing switch, and a pedal capable of a combined
rocking and swiveling movement, and operatively con-
nected with such controlling and reversing mechanisms,
substantially as set forth. (See cut.)

653. K99. Motor Vehicle. John H. Munson, Chi-
cago, 111. Application filed May j6. i8g8.

The combinatiou. in an electric-motor vehicle, of the
running gear or truck, with a suitably connected storage
battery nnd electric motor thereon, the latter being adapted
lo drive thu vehicle, and an explosion engine of less
power than the motor nnd adapted to drive the same to

recharge or replenish the battery when the motor is dis-
connected from the vehicle.
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Electrical Features of the Merchants'
Loan and Trust Building.

The new 12-story steel structure erected by Mar-
shall Field at the ncrthwest corner of Clark and

Adams streets has perhaps the most thorough and

complete electrical eciuipment of any large office

building in Chicago. This building was erected

in accordance with the plans and specifications of

the architects, D. H. Burnham & Co.. and all of the

electrical and mechanical apparatus was installed

under the supervision of their engineer, Mr. C. M.
Wilkes. The edifice occupies a ground space of

18,000 square feet and has a floor area of about five

acres. No pains have been spared to make this a

perfect example of a thoroughly equipped modern
office building, and. accordingly, electricity has been

called upon not only for light, but also for power
throughout the building. The exterior appearance

of the building is shown in Fig. i.

One of the first questions that arose to be de-

cided was that as to the source from which elec^

tricity should be provided. After a careful con-

sideration of the cost of installing and operating

an independent plant for generating electricity, the

owners of the buiKiing decided to use the central-

station service of the Chicago Edison company for

all power and lightmg purposes throughout the

building, and the wiring was therefore laid out on

the Edison three-wire system, adapted to the use

of Edison three-wire service. The system of wiring

has a capacity for 5.000 i6-candlepower incandes-

cent lights and 475 horsepower in motors. The
lights and motors arc distributed as follows:

For the lighting there are about 500 i6-candle-

power lights in the Merchants' Loan and Trust

company's bank on the second floor, upward of

200 lights in the safety-deposit vaults in the base-

ment. 300 lights in the halls, corridors and public

portions of the basement, and the remainder, 4.000

lights, are distributed in the offices and stores

throughout the building. The architects have striven

to secure as eflfective an arrangement of the lights

as possible, and the accompanying illustration (Fig.

2) shows the method of lighting the main entrance.

For the power there are, in the first place, the

motors for the Eraser double-motor-type elevators.

Each of the five passenger elevators has two 30-

horsepower motors, while the combination freight

and passenger elevator is provided with two 50-

horscpower motors, the latter, together with some
of the compressing and pumping plant, being shown
in Fig. 3, on the next page. There is one 15-horse-

power motor for an Otis elevator running between
the bank and safety-deposit vaults and one lo-horse-

power motor for sidewalk hoist. Two two-horse-

pow-er motors are used for running an air pump
in connection with the ejector pit; one 2^-horse-

power motor operates the pump for cold water;

one lo-horsepower motor drives the ammonia
compressor; one one-horsepower motor is used for

the \'acuum pump in connection with the Paul heat-

ing system; two three-horsepower motors operate

house pumps; two 3%-horsepower, one iVi-horse-

power, one two-horscpovver and one three-fourths-

h.orsepower motor ?re connected to the blower

system. Finally, one four-horsepower motor is

used for the air pump, which supplies compressed

air for the automatic door openers.

All the motors arc located in the basement, ex-

cept two of the fan motors, which are in the attic.

The arrangement of the wiring, wdiich was laid

out and installed by the engineering and construc-

tion departments of the Chicago Edison company,

is as follows:

A tap is taken from the main distributing board

in the basement of the adjoining Edison building

and is run directly to this building. This direct

service makes a failure of current impossible, except

in the very remote contingency of a complete break-

down .of the Edison system. It is, however, open

to the objection that as the pressure rises and falls

at the distributing beard of the Edison building to

suit the varying load on the Edison system, there

would be a tendency for the pressure to rise and

fall in this building. To overcome this, a special

resistance has been inserted, so that as the load

gradually increases in the building in the afternoon,

the drop in this feeder will be proportioned to the

drop in the outside street feeders, and will, there-

fore, secure a correspondingly constant pressure in

the building.

There are two main-service switches to the build-

ing—one for power and one for light—and from

these switches two sets of cables, having a total

ELECTRICAL FEATURES OF THE MERCHANTS' LOAN AND TRUST BUILDING -MA.N ENTRANCE, SHOWINQ
ELECTRICAL

^^^^^^^ ^^tURES AND A GLIMPSE OF THE SfcECTRIC ELEVATORS.

FIG. I. MERCH.\NTS LOAN AND TRUST BUILDING.

cross-section of 6,500,000 circular mils, are run in

iron conduits over to the main distributing switch-

board, located in the basement near the elevator

shaft. This switchboard, as may be seen in the

illustration (Fig-. 4.), consists of two main panels,

the one on the left controllings the lighting feeders

and the other the power feeders. The five switches

controlling the lighting* feeders are as follows: Two
for the offices, one for the stores, one for the corri-

dors, and one for the bank and safety-deposit vaults.

The switches for the power feeders are six in num-
ber and provide for the passenger elevators, bank
elevator, ash lift, fans in attic, fans in basement and
pump motors.

Above these switches are mounted, for convenience.

three of the meters, viz.. the bank meter, the meter
for corridor lights and the meter for fans in the

attic. These meters have polished copper casts,

corresponding to the polished copper border on the

switchboard. The remainder of the meters through-
out the building are located at the various cqt-out

centers controlling the lights and motors.

All feeders in the building are encased in lori-

cated iron-armored conduit, and all vertical feeders

are run in a shaft built of tile and especially de-

signed for this purpose, the feeders being mounted
on porcelain insrilators. Wherever mains or sub-

mains are run horizontallj'- on any floor of the

building they are encased in iron-armored conduit.

These feeders connect on each floor with cut-out

cabinets, built of .steel and lined with polished mar-
ble. Fig. 5 shows the appearance of one of these

cabinets, with meter-board above, and it should

be noted that the marble pieces in front are fastened

with screws, so that it is easy at any time to get at

the wires in case it is desired for any reason to

rearrange them. In the illustration the wattmeter

and demand meters for only one office are thus far

installed.

On the office floors of the building there are in-

dependent circuits for every office, and the wiring

of the cut-out box is so arranged that an independ-

ent meter can be connected up for any office, or

any combination of offices on any floor may be con-

nected on one motor at each of the two distributing

centers. The distributing circuits are drawn into

loricaled, iron-armored conduit, and for this purpose

over 12 miles of conduit have been used.

At both the light and switch outlets the conduits

terminate in special cast-iron outlet boxes, securely

fastened to the walls and ceilings through lugs. At

the cut-out cabinets the conduits are firmly fastened

to the side of the cabinets with lock nuts, so that

there is a complete iron raceway for all tap circuits.

Great care was exercised in installing this conduit, so

as to avoid a multiplicity of bends and elbows, and,

accordingly, any wire in the building may be with-

drawn and a new one inserted at any time.

The wiring for tap circuits throughout is of Hab-
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irshaw duplex double-braided wire, while Simplex

cables are used for all mains and feeders.

In the bank the wiring, not only for the lights, but

also for telephone, telegraph and watchman-clock

stations, was installed in conduit. Special water-

proof outlet boxes are used for floor outlets, and

where conduits are extended from the floor up to

desks, they consist of brass piping with dull finish.

As has been stated above, most of the machinery

of the service plant is located in the basement. Here
also are situated four 125-horsepower locomotive-

type boilers, which are used exclusively for heating.

They are operated at a low pressure and furnish

heat, not only for this building, but also for the

Edison office building adjoining.

The surface drainage in the basement is taken

care of by Shone ejectors, which are operated by
compressed air. The tank for compressed air is

kept at a certain pressure automatically by an elec-

trical device which starts up a two-horsepower mo-
tor, and then shuts it off as soon as the required

pressure in the tank is secured. This plant which

provides for the surface drainage is installed in du-

plicate, thus reducing to a minimum any chance for

a breakdown.
The house pump for the tank on the roof is also

The electric elevators are of rather a novel type, and
one which is for the first time installed in this city.

As may be seen by the illustrations, they require

double the ordinary amount of motor installation,

there being two motors to each elevator, and each

motol" is as large as the size ordinarily installed

for one elevator. These motors are both in opera-

tion when the elevator is running, and the difference

in the speed of these motors determines whether
the elevators shall move up or down. This is ac-

complished by an endless cable, which is looped on
to each of the motors, and is also connected to

pulleys at the counterbalance at the elevators and
at the supporting beam at the top of the shaft. The
principle upon which these differential elevators op-

crate may be made a little more clear by the dia-

gram. Fig. 6, in which, for the sake of simplicity,

many of the actual parts have been omitted and the

cable from the motors is shown as directly attached

to the car and counterweight. When both motors
are at the same speed the car stands still.

Fig. 7 shows a view of the pulley side of a pair

of these motors. The Western Electrician was un-

able to secure information as to the details or effi-

ciency of these machines. Inquiry at the office of

the Otis Elevator company revealed an unwilling-

provided with electric automatic devices, so that

power is used only when required.

When' it is remembered that it would require

nearly 1,000 horsepower to operate all the lights and
motors in the building, it is interesting to note that

the source of all this power, as far as the building

itself is concerned, is a small switchboard about

three feet square, on which are mounted two knife

switches. _^^_____^^
American Electrical Exhibitors at the

Paris Exposition.

From the official catalogue of the Paris Exposi-
tion the following list of the United States exhibitors,

under the grouping "Electricity,'' is taken:

Group v., Class 23

—

Machines for the Production
AND Utilization of Electricity.

Advance Packing and Supply compiiny Chicsigo, III.

Anderson lAlbert & J. M.) Manufacturing company..
Boston, Mass.

American Commercial Rubber company
.Elizabetbport. N. J.

American Hard Fibre company New I'ork, N, Y.
American Vitrified Conduit company..New York, N. Y.
American' Woven Wire Brush company. .Peabody, Mass.
Anchor Electric company r.uslon, Muss.
Automatic Switch company li;Utiinijro, MM.
Bates. D. L., & Bro Ii.iyhui, o.
Belknap Motor company I'urihiiul, Mo.
Billings & Spencer conujany Hartford, Conn.

FIG. 3. ELECTRICAL FEATURES OF THE MERCHANTS' LOAN AND TRUST BUILDING.—BASEMENT PLANT WITH ELEVATOR MECHANISM AT THE RIGHT.

installed in duplicate, and each pump is operated ness to supply data regarding this installation. J^^??'^^
Electric Construction company Utica, N. Y.

by a three-horsepower motor, which starts up The manifest theoretical advantages of this type of '^i^f^ ?"!!?*"?. .'''"".'^!^^^^^^^^^^

automatically whenever the water falls below a cer- elevator are, however, that the elevator should be g- "-^ *^j Electric_company..\.... New York. N. Y.

lain level, and is shut off automatically whenever able to start and stop more promptly and smoothly, Clmse-Sbnwmut cmnpaTr^?^."^.\\\'.\\\\\\\\\\Bostm"'\ras^^
the water rises above a certain level. because the motors do not have to start from a SjV^'^p

Rawhide Manufacturing company Ghicaico

An unique feature is the special apparatus for standstill, and an absence of winding drums and ClS^^Jan^?s JrTSfo^o. '!!!!!! l!!! :;;;'. ;;;;;Lon1sv^^^^^^

supplying ice water to the offices throughout the multiplying sheaves in the basement, no matter how rn^Jnirr^ini^lruSj^l^^'''"-^'
.....Cleveland O.

, -1 ,• A 1 cit - 1. 11 1 j.1. 1 . , . , . . .. ,. ^, . . . . . . Oomnicicial Jiilectnc eonpanv Inrti.-inanolis, Ind.
buildmg. A large filter is installed m the basement high the buildmg. There is a special marble switch- Cook Merc.nntile Trust compnnv Philadelphia V-.t.

and through this filter is pumped lake water, both board for the large elevators. Upon this switch- cSus^PHndf 'Kie?tri?*'^^^^ N Y
for drinking purposes and for the tank at the top board is mounted a recording wattmeter, also a CroVn Woven Wire Brush company.'.'.'.''.".. Salcui Mass'
of the building. The water for drinking purposes double-pole, double-break switch, with D. & W.

'~'""!^f..l^.'.'^*:^'"'^

''"^ Manufacturing ^*'™\^y^-,--^.-"pj,
is cooled by direct expansion, a lo-horsepower enclosed fuses for each elevator. Dayton EVor'triWrManVifa'.Vnii'ng'Vompa^ o!
motor being installed to run the ammonia com- In looking over this building one is impressed by KP'i!rMor,^V'"''f

^''"''' """''•''"5' ....Wihniufflon, Del.
„.^(,-.„- ,, ,,

^
. c 1 1 .1. I^

"^''' Mjinut.ichinii.L- coniiiany Elizabothport. N. J.
pressor. the small amount of space occupied by the me- Dixon. Joscpli, Cniiible comnany Jersey City N. .1.

The arrangements for heating and ventilating are chanical plant. Most of the basement is utihzed l^rillnn^ Mn^'n'^nf^noJlii^^^^^
Newark, 'n.' J.

very complete. 1 lie offices throughout the building for the safety-deposit vaults of the Merchants Loan Emerson Electric Manuructiiring company.... .;,....

are heated by steam, the steam-heating apparatus and Trust company, and even in the small amount Empire"Ohlna Works bI-oon""i''''n''y'
being installed on the Paul vacuum system. The of space remaining for the power plant, there is Eureka Tempered Copper HvoiV<s '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.. Norll'pii'st, 'Pii.'

ventilating system is arranged so as to draw in none of that crowded, cramped condition which may ]'"?"'"•
i{ '^.y\r---i-v: Watcrtown, N. V,

fresh air from the roof, and in winter this air is be seen in the basement of many office buildings. l".rcoZ%%^'.^T"'.".T'!!]'.:^^^^^^^^ WK
passed over steam coils located in the attic, pro- Every portion of the machinery is easily accessible, E'"!"^',!

rii'''''Fi'
^"1""'"'^'""''''^ company... Detroit, MIcli.

viding warm air for heating the bank and safety- and, as has been stated above, some of the more Oalvniiie MViMrpJipV°c3pnny\\\\\\\\\'.'Nc«?yIrlr'N^ ?'

deposit vaults. The elevator doors are all oper- important itiachines are installed in duplicate. The riarton-ii.inic.is company '..'.'.'.'....Kpokiik', 'lowa

ated by compressed air. This air is pumped into a amount of labor required in operating the building narHvll.- i"; MliTo';' .™!"l™.'?'..::::::::::::::Dotrot('.' Mioh!
tank by means of a four-horsepower motor, in- has been reduced to a minimum and at present it is

Hir/.an] MiiTnifiKiin-liiK company Wlikeslinrre. ra!

stalled in the basement by the Burdett-Rowntree not necessary to even Hre the boilers. The basement noln;;.» Kllne'c'lr'V/ilire^^Jmp^^^^
company, the mventor of the door-opening appa- is as cool and quiet there as in any portion of the n"ll>'..i;i'aimi lOI.'.iiic conipiiny nrookllm., Mass.
,„,,,„ 1 ., ,. .,, ,, .

^
, ,

Iiisiiljillii;; Sadillf staiilc company Ilrockloii. Rtass.
'^•'"'s. buildmg. All the various pumps and elevators arc Iron Clad Uesl.stauee eonipnny WostfloUl, N. J.
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Jeffrey Mauufacturing company Columbus, OJilo
Jeuney Electric Manufacturius company
_ , "-vv; Indianapolis. Ind.
Johns, H. W., Manufacturing compauy..New ^orli, N. Y.
K. it W. company Pittsfleld, Mass.
Kartavert Manufacturing company Wilmington, Del.
Kester Electric Manufacturing company Chicigo
Klein. M-. & Suns Cliicagu
Lakon company Elkhart, lud.
La lioclie & Co New York
Locke, Fred M Victor, N. Y.
Lorain Steel compauy Lorain, Ohio
Manhattan Electrical Supply coa-.pany New York
Marshall, William New York
Milwaukee Electric company Milwaukee, Wis.
Munsell, Euirene, company New York
National Conduit and Cable company New York
New Process Kawhide company .Syracuse, N. Y.
New York and Ohio company Warren, Ohio
New York Insulated Wire company New York

FIG. 4. ELECTRICAL FEATURES OF THE MERCHANTS' LOAN
AND TRUST BUILDING. MAIN DISTRIBUTING BOARD.

Ohio Electric Specialty company Troy, Ohio
Okonite compauy New York
Onondaga Dynamo company Syracuse, N. Y.
Otis Elevator comiiany ^ New York
Partrick, Carter & Wilkins Philadelphia, Pa.
Partridge Carbon Works Sandusky, Ohio
I'lio^nix Battery Manufacturing company. .St. Louis, Mo.
I'hiladelphia Electrical and Manufacturing company,.

Philadelpliia, Pa.
Pittsburg Transformer company Pittsburg, Pa.
Itobbins & Meyers company Springfield, Ohio
Itoyal Electric company Peoria. 111.

Shaw Electric Crane company Muskegon, Mich.
Silex Insulation company New York
Sills, W. H., Mica company Chicago
Speer Carbon company : St. Marys, Pa.
S]irague Electric company New York
Standard Paint company New York
Steward, D. M., Manufacturing company

Chattanooga-. Tenn.
Stow Manufacturing company Binghaniton, N. Y.

Thomas. II., & Sons company East Liverpool, Ohio
- Thresher Electric company Dayton. Ohio
Triumph Electric company Cincinnati, Ohio

FIG. 5. ELECTRICAL FEATURES OF THE MERCHANTS' LOAN

AND TRUST BUILDING.— CUT- OUT CABINET AND
METER BOARD.

Union Porcelain Works Brooklyn, N. Y.

Van WaL'oner ^ Williams Hardware company
° Cleveland. Ohio

Vulcanized"Fibre company Wilmington. Del.

Warren Electric and Specialty company....^^ar^cn. Ohio

Warren-Medburv company Sandy Hill, >. i.

V\'agner Electric Manufacturing company.. St Louis, lUo-

Western Electric company ••'
-m^°'v- v'

Ward Leonard Electric company .BrouxvUle. N. i.

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing company,.
*' Pittsburg. Pa.

WirV.' Charles; '
&' "Co. "

.'.'.."."..'.' Philadelphia, Pa.

Zimdars & Hunt ^ew lork

Group V., Class 24— Electro-Chemistry,

Abbott Electric and Manufacturing company. ...

Ctevelanu. Ohio

Acheion.'E.C." :::::.. .......'... Xlamra Kails, N. Y.

American Hard Rubber company Jicw io. . > i-

Edison Manufacturing company New igT".
"X: V

Edison. Thomas A.. Jr
i,-;;?*"^ Mn=s

Electric Gas Lighting company Eo»ton, Jlass.

Federal Battery company nc« xorK, !>. i>
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Gordon Battery company New York
Gould Storage Battery company New York, N. Y.
Leclanche Battery company New York
Manhattan Electrical Supply company Now YorkNew Excelsior Dry Battery compauy New York
Non-Polarizing Dry Battery compauy New York
Reliance Lamp Electric company New York
UocUe, William New York
United States Battery company New York
Voitamp Electric Manufacturing company

, Baltimore, Md.

Group V., Class 25—Electric Lighting.
Adams-Bagnall Electric company Cleyelaud, Ohio
Almond, T. 11 Brooklyn, N. Y.
American Electric Meter company Philadelphia
American PJlectric Specially company New lork
American Endoscopic company Providence, It. 1.
i\juerican Hard KuDber company New York
American Miniature and Decorative Lamp company..
T, , V'V, • ^ew York
Baker ^: Fox Brooklyn. N. Y.
Barron. J. S., & Co -Syw York
Belden-La r will Electric and Manufacturing company
_ Fort Wayne, I nd.
Bossert Electric Construction compauy Utica, N. Y.
Bristol company Waterbury, Conn.
Bryant Electric company Bridgeport, Conn.
Buckeye Electric company Cleveland, Ohio
Chicago Edison compauy Chicago, III.
Chicago Fuse Wire and Manufacturing company.....

^ ,
Chicago, 111.

Lolomal Electric company Youngstown, Ohio
Columbia Incandescent Lamp company St. Louis, Mo.
Creaghead Engineering company Cincinnati, Ohio
Dale company New York
Davis Incandescent Lamp company Syracuse N. Y.
Devere Electric company Cincinnati, Ohio
Edwards & Co New York
Electric Gas Lighting company Boston, Mass.
Electric Motor and Equipment company.... Newark, N. J.
Faries Mauufacturiug company Decatur, 111.
Msher Electric Manufacturing company.. Detroit, Mich.
Friuk, I. P New lork
General Electric company Schenectady, N. Y.
Gilmore Electric company South Boston, Mass.
Goehst, J. Henry Chicago, 111.
Hardy Lamp compauy Plttslield, Mass.
Hart ManutacLuruig compauy Hartford, Conn.
Hartwig & Miller Detroit, Mich.
Hart ii Hegeman Manufacturing company
„ Hartford, Conn.
Hecla Iron Works Brooklyn, N. Y.'
Helios-Upton company Peabody, Mass.
Henderson, H Peekskiil, N. Y.
Holophane Glass company New iork
Huebel ^^c Manger Brooklyn, N. \.
Incandescent ii-leotric Light Manipulator company..

Boston, Mass.
luglis, William, Wire and Iron Works Detroit, Mich.
JeweJl Electrical Instrument compauy Chicago
Kinsman, P. E New York
Lea Electric Manufacturing company Elwood, lud.
Lynn Incandescent Lamp company Lynn, Mass.
McLeotI, Ward & Co New York
Malcolmson, Charles T Chicago, 111.
Meyrowitz, E. B New York
Morris Arc Lamp compauy Chester, Pa.
National Carbon company Cleveland, Ohio
New York and Ohio company Warren, Ohio
Onota Manufacturing company' Pittsfleld, Mass.
Orient Electric compauy Yomigstown, Ohio
Oxley &. Enos New York
I'aciiic Electric company La Crosse, Wis.
Paiste, H. T., company Philadelphia, Pa.
Passat Seymour Sjracuse, N. Y.
Robbins & Meyers company Springiielcl, Ohio
Schifl^ Jordan & Co New York, N. Y.
Solar Carbon and Manufacturing compaiii

Pittsburg, Pa.
Speer Carbon company St. Marys, Pa.
Splitdorf, C. F New York
Stanley lustrunient com^iany ..Great Barrington, Alass.
Sterling Arc lamp company New York
Stewart, Frank H., & Co Philadelphia, Pa.
Syracuse Electric Instrument company.. Syracuse, N. Y.
Tiffany Glass and Decorating compai^y New York
Toerring, C. J., company Phuadelpbia, Pa.
United States Carbon company Cleveland, Ohio
Vuught, M. I La Crosse, Wis.
Wa>;hington Carbon company Washington, Pa.
West, H. S Chicago, 111.

Western Electric company Chicago
White, O. C, company Worcester, Mass.

Group V,, Class 26

—

Telegraph and Telephone.
American Electric Telephone company Chicago, III.

American Hard Rubber company New York
American Steel and Wire company Worcester, Mass.
American Wireless Telegraph company. .Milwaukee, Wis.
Anderson, H Peekskiil, N. Y-
Ansonia Brass and Copper company New York
Ceuti'al Telephone and Electric company.. St. Louis, Mo.
Chicago Insulated Wire company Chicago, Hi.
Connecticut Telephone and Electric company

Meriden, Conn.
Crefeld Electric Works Providence, R. I.

Crehore, A. O. Cleveland, Ohio
Dicke Tool company Chicago, III.

Eureka Electric company Chicago, III.

Farr Telephone aud Construction Supply company..
Chicago

Fisk. H. M., Manufacturing company Wbeaton, III.

Foote, Pierson & Co New Y'ork. N. Y'.

Gordon, A. Y Massillou, Ohio
Huebel &, Manger Manufacturing company

Brooklyn. N. Y.
Illinois Insulated Wire company Sycamore, III.

India Rubber and Gutta Percha Insulation company..
Yonkers. N. Y.

India Rubber and Insulated Wire compauy
Jonesboro, Ind.

Insulating Saddle Staple company Brockton, Mass.
International Cable Directory company New York
Kokomo TelephoneT Electrlo and Manufacturing com-

pauy Kokomo, Ind.
Klein. Mathias, & Son Chicago
Kusel Telephone and Electric company— St. Louis. Mo.
M'-Dermid Manufacturing company Chicago
Mianus Electric company Mlanus, Conn.
National Automatic Telephone company

Bloomln^ton, III.

National Conduit and Cable company New York
National India Rubber company Bristol. R. I.

New York Insulated Wire company New York
North Electric company Cleveland, Ohio
Okonite company New York
Ostrander, W. R.. &. Co Brooklyn, N. Y.

Paciflc Electric company La Crosse, Wis.
Partrick, Carter &. Wilkins Pbiladelpbia, Pa.
Pennsylvania Electric company Marietta, Pa.

Pern Electric Manufacturing company Peru, Ind.

I'ettingill-Andrews company Boston. Mass.
Phillips Insulated Wire company Pawtucket. R. I.

Pittsburg Reduction company Plttslmrg. Pa.

Rawson Electric company Elyrla, Ohio
Roebling's, John A.. Sons compauy Trenton. N. .1.

Rowland Telegraphic company — Baltimore. Md.
Safety insulated Wire aud Cable compapy.. ..New York
Simplex Electrical company Boston. Mjiss.

Simplex Interior Telephone company— Cincinnati, Ohio
Sprague Electric company ......New York
S'piler, George L Ckvejand, Ohio

Standard Telephone and Electric company. Maaison, Wis.

35

Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing com-
pniiy Chicago

Telephone Manufacturing compauy Sumter, S. C.
Varley Duplex Maguet company Jersey City, N. J.
Viaduct Manufacturing compauy Baltimore, Md.
Western Electric company Chicago
Western Telephone Construction company Chicago
Williams-Abbott Electric company Cleveland, Ohio
Williams Electric company Cleveland, Ohio

Group v., Class 27

—

Miscellaneous Applications of
Electricity.

Abbott Electric and Manufacturing company
Cleveland, Ohio

American Electric Heater compauy Detroit, Mich.

FIG. h. electrical features of the merchants loan
AND TRUST BUILDING.—DIAGRAM OF ELEVATOR

GEARING.

American Electric Heating Corporation
,

Gambridgeport, Mass.
American Electric Specialty company New York
Automatic Electric Clock compauy Chicago, III.

Bristol company Waterbury, Conn.
Consolidated Car Heating company Albany, N. Y.
Dale company New Y'ork, N. Y.
Eastern Electric Cable company Boston, Mass.
Eldridge Electric Manufacturing company

Springfield, Mass.
General Incandescent Arc Light company New York
Gold Car Heating company New York
Gordon Battery compauy New Y'ork
Gray, Elisha Highland Park, 111.

FIG. 7. electrical FEATURES OF THE MERCHANTS LOAN
AND TRUST BUILDING.—PULLEY SIDE OF ELEVA-

TOR MOTORS.

Hadaway Electric Heating and Engineering company
New York, N. 1.

Iron Clad Resistance comiiany Westfield, N. J.

Johns, H. W., Manufacturing compauy New York
Jewell Elecirlcal instrument company Chicago, IN.

McCuy Eij^'iiKjerlng company Bultiniore, Md.
Mot ; raw i'lililishing comoar.y Now Y'ork
Marsljall. William '. New York
Meyrowitz. E. B New York
Montauk Multiphase Cable company New York
Mundy, Arthur J NewtonyiUe, Mass.
Norton Electrical Instrument company

Manchester. Conn.
Onota Manufacturing compauy Pittsfleld. Mass.
Queen & Co Philadelphia. Pa.
Ritchie, E. S., & Sons Brookllne. Mass.
Semplre Clock company St. Louis, Mo.
Stanley Instrument company Great Barrington, Mass.
United Electric Heating company Detroit. Mich.
Wagner Electric Mauufacturiug company.. St. Louis. Mo.
Weatou Electrical Instrument company. ...Newark, N, J.
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Evershed Frictionless Meter.

At a recent meeting of the British Institution of

Electrical Engineers a paper entitled "A Friction-

less Motor Meter' was read by Mr. S. Evershed.

In the course of his paper the author described a

meter of this type designed by himself, in which
the friction has been, as compared with other types,

greatly reduced. The meter is a refinement of the

well-known Thomson-Houston type, and, according

to the author, the friction moments only vary from
1.7 dyne-centimeters in a new meter to 3.5 dyne-
centimeters in one which has run for many million

revolutions, as compared with ^'j dyne-centimeters
to as much as 1,400 dyne-centimeters in other well-

known types.

The essential working parts of the meter are

shown in Fig. i. I'he armature (A), brake dish

(F) and train-driving coils (Di DO are mounted
on a mild-steel axle (a). The axle has a hard-steel

point at its lower end resting in jewel cup (J); its

upper end has no mechanical support, but is main-
tained in position by the magnetic attraction of an
iron rod (R), which is magnetized by the brake
magnets (M M) through an iron yoke (Y) and
forms the supporting pole. The distance between
(R) and the end of the axle is adjusted by screwing
(R) in the yoke (Y), until the vertical force nearly

suffices to lift the whole weight of the armature,
brake, and other parts attached to the axle. The
arrangement is more clearly seen in Fig. 2, which
is a section through the magnetic pivot. A mag-

FIG. I. EVERSHED METER.—GENERAL ARRANGEMENT.

netic pivot of this type may easily be made to sup-
port a weight of from 100 to 200 grams. In Fig.
2 (M_) is the brake magnet

;
(Y) iron yoke between

the brake magnets; (R) iron rod forming support-
ing pole (N); (a) iron axle having upper end (S)
beneath pole (N); (e) end plate (non-magnetic);

(g) guard ring to prevent axle from being displaced;
(F) brake dish; (B) step bearing with jewel cup (J);
(L) axle-bearing frame.
The commutator (K), as shown in Fig. i, is placed

beneath the armature, and the wheel brushes (b b)
are pivoted in frames attached to an ebonite plate
(E), The commutator and brushes are shown on
an enlarged scale in Fig. 3. The segments are
fmc iridio-platinum wires, supported at one end
by an ivory collet and entirely free at the other end,
where they impinge and roll on the brush wheels.
The commutator is about three millimeters in di-

ameter at the rolling circle; the wheels are about 36
millimeters in diameter, so that they make one rev-
olution to 12 revolutions of the commutator. The
I>rossure current is led to the brush wheels through
their frames, and, lo insure good contact between
frame and wheel, ihc step bearing of each wheel
is an iridio-plalinum pivot, resting on a fiat plate
of the same melal,

A drum winding is used for the armature, a break
being made in the ordinary course of winding, in

each parallel, in order to insert the two little coils

(Di V>''). Thus rOi) is in scries with one of the
two parallels of llie drum winding, and (D:) in series

with the other; they aie consequently each traversed
by one-half of the whole armature current, and
since lliey are, electrically, a part of the armature
circuit, the current in them is reversed twice in

each revolution of the axle. (Di) and (D^ are
inserted at corresponding points of the drum wind-

ing, so that their currents reverse at the same in-

stant, and they are coupled up so that the two cur-

rents flow in the same direction, and to all intents

and purposes (Di) and (D;0 behave like one coil.

Fig. 4 shows the connections of the train-driving

coils in diagrammatic form, a Gramme winding
being substituted for the drum for the sake of

clearness. Surrounding the train coils (Di) and
(D^, but not touching them, is a ring of soft iron

(P), (Fig. i) forming part of an iron lever (L),

mounted on a horizontal axle (p). (L) is mag-
netized by induction from one of the brake
magnets, an iron bnr (G) serving to complete the

FIG. 2. EVERSHED METER. — SECTION THROUGH MAG-
NETIC PIVOT.

magnetic circuit between (S) and (n). The in-

duction leaves the ring pole (P) and passes radially

through the train coils into the axle, and (P) con-
sequently experiences a vertical force, alternately

upward and downward, as the currents in the train

coils periodically reverse. The result is that (L)

oscillates on its axis, making a double stroke or

complete cycle once in every 1 evolution of the arma-
ture. The motion of the lever is limited by stops,

and is communicated by means of a pawl to a ratchet

v/heel (W), which is attached to the first axle of

the counting train (T).

It will be seen at once that this device opposes
no retarding moment on the armature axle. The
only mechanical force called into play is in a ver-

tical direction, and has no component tending to

turn the axle. The train coils and magnetized lever

form a reciprocating electric motor, and, during
the time the ring pole is moving up (or down),
(here is a back electromotive force in the train

coils, and the product of this back electromotive

force into the armature current and the time
gives the consumption of electrical energy per
stroke. It is, of course, equal to the mechanical
work done—product of force on (P) into length

of stroke. The force actually provided is far

greater than that necessary to drive the train. The

FIG 3. EVERSHED METER.—COMMMUTATOR AND BRUSHES,

friction of an ordinary train is just overcome by
a turning moment of about four dync-cenlimeters
applied to the worm or pinion commonly used on
a meter axle to gear into the first wheel of the

train; six dyne-centimeters will generally keep, a

train running at a speed a good deal higher than
anything save a short-circuit can produce. The
author has tested many trains taken out of different

electric meters, and, curiously enough, they differ

very little as regards friction.

Now, if the train were geared to the axle in the

usual manner, and required a moment of six dyne-
reiiLimeters lo keep it going, the work done by
the meter in driving the train being, of course,

twice llii.s moment in each revolution, would be
about 38 ergs. The stroke of the train-driving lever

is about i.o centimeter, so that the force upon it

must be at least -j-j^= 38 dynes. The force actually

obtained is about 750 dynes, which leaves an ample
margin for accidental friction. It is assumed that

the lever does no useful work on its return stroke.

A number of different forms of this train driver

have been designed, and several of them have been
tested in actual work. Fig. S shows a modification
characterized by the same fundamental principle,

namely, a coil producing an alternately upward and
downward force upon the free end of a lever. In
this modification the two train coils (Di) and (D:;)

are coupled back to back, so that they produce a
consequent pole in the space between them, and
the movable coil attached to the end of the lever
is alternately forced up and down. This coil forms
part of the series resistance in the armature circuit,

and carries the whole of the pressure current. Fig.

5 is intended for alternating-current meters, when
a permanently magnetized lever would, of course,

be useless.

The whole of the working parts of the meter,
with the exception of the main- current coils, are
attached to a light framework, which is bolted to the
top of the casting which forms the back, top and
bottom of the meter case. The other three sides
of the case are formed by a bent sheet of zinc,

v/hich is screwed and sealed to the casting. The
terminals project below the bottom, and are cov-
ered by an insulating box, which may be sealed
after connecting up on the consumer's premises.
The Foucault brake is in the form of a shallow
dish, and the two brake magnets are fixed in posi-

FIG. 4. EVERSHED METER. CONNECTIONS BETWEEN
ARMATURE AND TRAIN COILS.

tions which make it impossible for any excess of
current in the main coils to demagnetize them.

Opening of the Central London Railway.

[ From the London correspondent of the Western Electrician. J

A large number of guests were invited to take

part in the opening of the Central London railway
by the Prince of Wales. Assembling at the Bank
Station, in front of the Royal Exchange, where
awnings and displays of flowers attracted the atten-

tion of the crowds, the great underground station,

light and airy, and provided with five elevators, was
examined, and a descent made to the platforms
where a typical train was in waiting. At one end
was the odd-looking electric locomotive. It was
totally different from anything seen in this country
before. My neighbor described it as resembling a

miniature torpedo boat, but it is well known in th.-;

United States, for. like the carriages, it is of an
American type and' runs' on eight wheels, driven by
four motors. The run to Shepherds Bush, the termi-

nus, was quickly made, the journey being a through
one. The Prince was much interested with the gen-
crating station, which possesses the largest electric-

railway power plant in Europe. There are six gen-
erating units, each of 1,300 horsepower, four of

which are capable of supplying all the current needed
on the line, the other two being held in reserve. At
the luncheon the Prince of Wales, in declaring the

Hue open, congratulated the engineer, Sir Benjamin
Baker, under whose directions the railway has been
constructed.

Consolidation at Dubuque.

All the street-railway and electric-lighting com-
panies of Dubuque, Iowa, have been consolidated

under the name of the Union Electric company.
The new officers are: President. Frank O. Stout;

vice-president, Bart E. Linehan; treasurer, George
W. Kiesel; secretary, E. A. Engler; superintend-

ent. W. J. Browne. The companies entering the

consolidation are the Dubuque Street Railway, the

llotue rjectric, and the Star Electric Lighting com-
p;inies. The capitalization is $500,000.
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BOOK TABLE.
Photometrical Measurements, By Wilbur M.

Stine, Ph. D. New York: The Macmillan com-
pany, igoo. Pp., 270, S^7V^. with 67 diagrams
and iUustrations. Price. $1.60.

Professor Stine does whatever he. has to do thor-
oughly and well. His book on photometry is no
exception to the rule. The sub-title indicates that

the work is a "manual for the general practice of
photometry', with erpecial reference to the pho-
tometry' of arc and incandescent lamps." The book
is therefore of particular interest to electrical stu-

dents and to those interested in the diffusion of
electric light. It is clearly written, apparently with
the constant idea of formulating a hand-book of real

usefulness for students and workers in photometry.
Simple, concise stateu ents are made, and while cer-

tain topics have been mathematically treated, there

are also, in these cases, collateral paragraphs which
set forth the practical applications of these discus-

sions. Freciuent references to the literature of pho-

FIG. 5. EVERSHED METER. TRAIN COIL AND LEVER FOR
ALTERNATING CURRENT,

loniclry are made by footnotes, End thus the student

who so desires may use the manual as a stepping-

stone to an exhausti\e study of the subject. Ihere
is little doubt. howe\er, that nine out of 10 persons

wllo desire a work of reference on photometry will

find Professor Stine's book complete in itself.

Cross-references and indexes of subjects and names
add to the value of the book.
The author considers first the general principles

of photometry and points out how many errors

originate in the measurement of light-giving

sources. He next takes up photometrical quan-

tities and units and then devotes much attention

to photometers—their elements and various types.

Standards of illuminating power are next considered

at length, and, while discussing this branch of his

subject, the writer concludes that "The photometri-

cal unit must eventually be arbitrarily chosen, and

n;ay or may not be the value of the standard of il-

luminating power, .\ttention is given to secondary

standards of illuminating power, and chapters on

the photometry of incandescent and arc lamps con-

clude the body of the book. Appendixes on

globes and reflectors and a table of ratios for a 100-

part photometer are given.

Mechanically, the book is well made. It is clearly

printed on a fair quality of paper, and the illus-

trations, with a feiv exceptions, are excellent. The

observer will note the English spelling of such

words as "colour," which is piobably due to the

transatlantic relations of the publishers, for the

sturdy ,\mericanism of the author himself is un-

o.uestioned. On '.he whole. Professor Stine has

given to technical literature a useful book which can

hardly fail to find an appreciative audience.

The Knight of the Grip. New York: David Will

iams company. 1900. Pp., 181, 5^7V2. Price, 60

cents. . , , ,

This book comprises a series of sketches, re-

printed from the Iron Age, relating to the w'ork.

surroundings, temptations and idiosyncrasies of

traveling salesmen. It is discursive, of course, but

it is readable, and it is wholesome and manly. In

a modest prefatory note the author says that the

book is not intended to instruct. The style is not,

in fact "preachy" at all, but the trend of the ram-

blin<' articles that nrake up the little volume is

nevertheless toward those things that are lovely and

of good report. Traveling men can read the book

with profit, as well as entertainment, and others will

find it not uninteresting.

Universal Electrical Directory (J. A. Berly's).

London: H. Alabaster, Gatehouse & Co 1900.

Pp I 271. 6xgV2. Price, in England, 7s. od.

This is the nineteenth year of publication of the

well-known "Red Book." which gives a directory

of electrical addresses for Great Britain, India, the

British Colonies. America and the Continent, with

much other valuable information. In the preface

it is stated that the capital involved m electrical

undertakings in Great Bjitain alone is £105.997.71?-

The hook is valuable as a work of reference. It is

already announced that the 1901 edition is in course

of preparation.

Steijes Typewriting Telegraph.'
Two factors affect the design of type-printing

telegraphs—two factors which appear to a great
extent antagonistic, viz., speed and simplicity. The
ingenious Hughes instrument is valuable for public-
telegraph service, but the speed is attained at the
expense of complication, which not only makes the
instrument costly, but necessitates the employment
of a skilled operator. In the latest addition to this

class of instrumen'*s the mechanism and action are
reduced to extreme simplicity compared with that
of the Hughes instrument; but the speed of work-
ing is slow, viz.. that of the Wheatstone ABC
instrument, which is estimated by Preece and
Sivewright to be 20 words a minute in the hands
of very expert manipulators, but in ordinary prac-
tice to fall short of 10 words, and in the average
not to exceed five words a minute.
The Steijes type-printer is, in fact, a modification

of the ABC receiver, by means of which the let-

ters, instead of being merely momentarily recorded
by a pointer, are printed on a tape. An ordinary
Wheatstone ABC transmitter is employed, of the

pattern still in use by the British Postofficc in many
rural offices. It is only necessary here to refer

briefly to the action of this well-known instrument
—shown in the lov.-er part of the illustration. On
turning the handle in front, the armature of a simple
magneto generator is revolved, and slowly alter-

:iating currents are sent to line, the pointer on the

dial moving around from one letter to the next for

each alteration. The key opposite to the desired letter

is depressed, and the pointer is stopped on reaching
the corresponding position, while at the same time
the current to line is .cut off. In the W^heatstone
pointer receiving instrument, the pointer moves in

synchronism with the pointer of the transmitter, by
means of the alternating currents: in the Steijes

instrument a tj-pe wheel takes the place of the

At a meeting of the St. Clair County board of

supervisors at Belleville recently an application for

franchise to connect East St. Louis Lebanon

O'Fallon and French Village with an electr -_road

wa= mad.- bv A. W. Morris. S. Smiley, J. C. Eisen-

meyer and R. H. Horner.

steljes typewriting telegraph.

pointer. The escapement driving the type wheel

is moved by a pair of electromagnets similar to

those of a magneto bell, the power being obtained

by a weight (or if greater portability is required, by

a spring, as in the illustration). The type wheel

is double, the rim of one disk containing 30 letters,

and the other containing numerals, etc.

A simple mechanism is employed to move the

type wheel against the paper tape at the moment
the current stops. In addition to the escapement

magnets and armature, there is a very light alumi-

num armature attracted by a non-polarized magnet,

which is traversed by the alternating line current.

The reversals of the current arc sufficiently sharp

to keep this armature attracted until the current

stops. At this monicnt. which is, of course, the

one at which the type wheel is in the position for

printing the desired letter, the armature drops and

permits a cam at the end of a train of wheels (driven

independently of the other escapement train by a

weight or spring) to make a complete revolution.

The cam, as it turns, lifts the arm holding the roller

over which the paper passes, presses it momentarily

against the type wheel and releases it again. On
the downward movement of this arm. a click fixed

in the frame engages in a ratchet, and this turns

the printing roller one space forward, leaving the

paper ready for the next letter.

For setting all the instruments to zero there is

an arm placed friction-tight on one of the wheels

in the type-wheel train, which is knocked down

each time the printing lever is worked, so that if

the type wheels arc allowed to go two or more

revolutions without printing, all the instruments

will be brought to zero.
.

I. From the London Electrician,

The arrangement for moving the type wheel paral-
lel to its shaft for printing either letters or numerals
is as follows: At right angles to the type wheel,
and rotating with it, is a blade with a nose, and
the type wheel is kept up against this blade by a
light spring. When the zero key is depressed the
printing lever comes in contact with this Diade,
and presses upward, and the type wheel prints on
the letter band. If the key opposite the zero key
(between the letters N and O) is depressed, however,
the blade is pushed up, and moves the type wheel
forward parallel to its spindle, so that the numerals,
instead of the letters, come in position above the
paper.

The instrument has, we understand, undergone
atrial of several months at the Postoffice (in wnose
ser\'ice Mr. Steijes formerly was), and has been
used successively on several underground circuits
in different parts of London—the longest being
from Hampton to Westminster through three in-
termediate stations. It has also been tested on a
200-pound copper overhead-telephone circuit be-
tween London and Manchester, with an additional
resistance of 2.000 ohms in series. The Belgian
government has .also tried it with good results, we
are informed, on some of their lines which are em-
ployed for simultaneous telegraphy and telephony.
Steijes instruments, although not adopted by the
Postoffice for general telegraphic service, have
been put in on several private lines. They are also
included in the official exhibit of the British Post-
office at the Paris Exhibition.

Electrolysis Ordinance in Chicago.
Acting in collaboration with City Electrician

Ellicott, the committee on judiciary of the Chicago
City Council prepared and recommended for passage
the following ordinance to meet the electrolysis

problem in this city. The ordinance was passed by
the council July i6th.

Section I. Every person, firm or corporation op-
erating, owning, or controlling any surface or ele-
vated railroad or any street railway within the city
of Chicago, upon which cars are now or hereafter
operated by electricity as a motive power, with a
grounded-return circuit for conveying the electricity,
shall install and maintain a metallic-return circu:t
of such cross-section and conductivity for convey-
ing the electricity so used as a motive power, that
the maximum difference of potential will not at any
time exceed one volt between any part of such
metallic-return circuit and any water pipes, gas pipes
or other metals not installed for the purpose of
forming a part of such metallic-return circuit, and
that there will not be a variation in difference of
potential exceeding one-half volt between any two
neasurements made at the same time at points along
and upon said metallic-return circuit within a dis-
tance of 300 feet or less from each other. Such
riictallic-return circuit shall be installed and main-
tained in accordance with the provisions of the gen-
eral ordinances of the city of Chicago, now or here-
after in force.

Sec. 2. Such metallic-return circuit shall 'be
installed and in use within one year from the date
of the passage of this ordinance.

Sec. 3. Every person, firm or corporation who
violates the terms of this ordinance, or who fails,

neglects, or refuses to comply therewith, shall, upon
conviction of any .^uch violation, failure, neglect, or
refusal to comply, be fined not less than $100, nor
more than $500. and such person, firm or corpoi-a-
lion shall be deemed guilty of a separate and distinct
offense for every day during which such person,
firm or corporation violates, fails, neglects, or re-
fuses to comply with any or all of the requirements
of this ordinance.

Sec. 4. This ordinance shall be in force and take
effect from and after its passage and publication
in the manner prescribed by law.

Spider-web Leakage on Telegraph
Lines.

A peculiar and interesting source of trouble on
long-distance telegraph lines is reported from the
Argentine Republic. According to the New York
Sun, the country is full of a small variety of spider,
which spins a long floating web, and these webs
settle on the wires in great quantities. This causes
little trouble until a shower or a heavy dew moistens
these webs, and then every web becomes the source
of an extremely small leak. The effect of thousands
of these leaks is quite perceptible, and it is said
sometimes almost stops operations. It is reported
that, as a last resort, the government has decided
to run an underground cable 150 miles long on
the important line from Buenos Ayres tx) Rosario,
although why an overhead cable would not answer
is not explained.

The new owners of the Home Electric Light and
Power company of Elkhart, Ind., held a meeting a

few days ago and elected the following-named offi-

cers: President. H. L. Crawford of New York;
vice-president. P. F. Thompson of New York; sec-

retary. Tames DuShane of South Bend, Ind.: treas-

urer and general manager, A. M. Barron of Elkhart.

J he above, with C. H. Tenney of New York, con-
stitute the directorate.
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Among the interesting suggestions relating to

the possibilities of the Philippines is the statement

that the islands is the proper place to grow gutta-

percha cheaply and profitably. This assertion is

not made by some optimistic American expansionist,

but is found in a work just published in Germany
and mentioned by United States Consul Hughes
of Coburg. The writer notes that the supply of

guttapercha is almost exhausted, owing to the reck-

less and primitive way in which the trees were
treated in Sumatra and Borneo, whence the prin-

cipal output has come. As these trees will flourish

in only a very few places, the question has become
serious. The book adds that the Philippines sup-

ply the proper place to grow guttapercha cheaply

and profitably. If this is a truthful statement, as

seems likely, it is of much importance to the wire

insulators of the United States, particularly in view
of the growing importance and encouraging out-

look for the submarine-cable manufacturing indus-

try in this country.

That was a graceful reference to the approaching
reunion in Chicago of the soldiers of '61 which was
made by President Roach in his recent circular to

the employes of the Chicago Union Traction com-
pany. "Next month," said Mr. Roach, "you will

meet with thousands of strangers from all parts of

America, here to attend the annual encampment
of the Grand Army of the Republic. I wish par-

ticularly to request that each of you take pains

to act in so gentlemanly a manner that any visitor

who patronizes our lines will carry away with him
a pleasant memory of courteous treatment at your
hands. Give them any assistance in your power
so as to make their visit to Chicago a pleasant one."

The ranks of the Grand Army are thinning rapidly

now, and it is the agreeable duty of all good Ameri-
cans to make the declining days of the veterans

days of pleasantness and peace. It is, of course,

"good business" for the employes of street-railway

companies to treat all travelers courteously; but

Mr. Roach's particular reference
. to the Grand

Army was nevertheless pleasant and timely.

Trolley-car riding has many advantages, of course,

but that it may be resorted to as a soporific is a

lately discovered benefit. However, a Louisville

physician, who is said to have inade a careful in-

vestigation of the subject, advocates it as a cure for

insomnia. "Two hours before bedtime," this doctor

is reported as saying, "put on your most comfort-

able clothes, your easiest shoes and yoiir lea.st

choky collar. Then walk to the nearest car line,

take a front seat in the first open car that comes
along, and sit there till time to go to bed, riding

from one end of the line to the other, with the cool

night wind blowing in your face. An hour's street-

car riding scarcely ever fails to bring on a feeling

of drowsiness, and it has actually been able to bring

sleep to the most nerve-wrecked of insomniacs."

Truly, this is not an uninviting programme for a

hot night, and one which many persons carry out

merely for pleasure riding, with no thought of the

sleep-inducing adjunct. After the buffet street cars

that were lately proposed come into being, we may,
perhaps, further enhance the comforts of street-

railway travel by putting sleeping-cars on the lines.

Readers of the Western Electrician who remem-
ber the interesting article on "The Electrolysis

Problein in Chicago." by Mr. E. B. EUicott, the

city electrician of Chicago, published in this journal

on Febrttary 10th last, will be interested in the knowl-

edge that an ordinance embodying Mr. Ellicott's

ideas, as therein 'expiessed and as previously em-
bodied in the fra.ichise of the Northwestern Ele-

vated Railroad company was introduced in the

City Council and passed last meeting. The text

of this ordinance is given on another page. As
will be seen, it limits the maximum difference

of potential between the return circuit of any elec-

tric-railway company and adjacent metallic sub-

stances to one volt, with the added provision that

the variation in potential shall not exceed one-half

volt between any two points in the return circuit

within a space of 300 feet, measuring along the line

of the railway. To some electric-railway men the

requirements of this ordinance will seem rather se-

vere, but Mr. Ellicott contends that every electrical

company is morally bound to provide a complete

return circuit for its current, using an insulated

return, rather than a grounded circuit, if necessary.

Ilowever, the ordinance recognizes grounded circuits

and allows a slight leakage, provided the escaping

current is not concentrated in any one spot with suffi-

cient potential to do damage to water pipes or other

buried metallic structures. The railway companies

will be able to meet the requirements of the new
standard without great difficulty by a more liberal

use of copper, and some of them will need to

make no changes in construction.

Race distinctions are proving troublesome to the

street-railway men of Virginia. In last January

the Legislature of that state passed a law requiring

separate cars for negroes on all "railroads propelled

by steam"—the law familiarly known as that re-

quiring "Jim Crow" cars. The statute went into

effect on July ist and it is feared that electric roads

are included in the classification of those "propelled

by steam," for some lawyers- have declared that it

makes no difference whether steam is used in the

power house or on a locomotive. Of course, water-

power systems are exempt, and for that reason, if

for no other, the intent of the Legislature is in

doubt. However, most of the electric-railway com-
panies are complying with the law in some way,

either by trailers or by a "eveiy-other-car-for-ne-

groes" rule. Of course, the law, if upheld in relation

to street railways, will ultimately result in less-fre-

quent service for both whites and blacks, because most
of the companies cannot afford to add any more
cars, and if the existing number must be divided

between two classes of service, the frequency must
suffer. The original idea of the law was for appli-

cation to sleeping-cars on steam roads. However,
if the street-railway patrons on Virginia lines think

the change is an improvement in spite of the poorer

service that must inevitably result, it is not for the

people of other states to object, although the Vir-

ginia street-railway managers are deserving of sym-
pathy these days, confronted, as they are, with a

ruinously expensive policy of increasing car mileage

on one hand and the prospect of losing traffic through

decreased frequency of cars on the other.

The importance of recording wattmeters on switch-

boards for measuring the total output of the station

has been recognized more and more in the last

five years, as a review of convention papers and

discussions and actual inspection of central stations

will prove. The necessity for the usual indicating in-

struments on the switchboard has been recognized

from the first. But there is one very important

consideration, which, in the case of far too many
central stations, both large and small, receives but

little attention. And this is the iinportance of keep-

ing all switchboard instruments correct, so that

their readings will be of some practical constant

value. Once an instrument is placed on a switch-

board, very few persons, except those conversant

with electrical-instrument making, who know the

chances for error to creep in, will give the question

of the accuracy of the instrument another thought

for years.

While it would be far from true to say that most

j.witchboard instruments, both indicating and re-

cording, are unreliable, it is well known to those

familiar with such instruments that many circum-

stances may arise that will alter their readings and

that it is not safe to depend on their accuracy, un-

less they are compared at regular intervals with

some standard instrument and recalibrated. Such
regular coinparison of station instruments with

standard portable instruments is a part of the regular

work of the testing department in a large company.

It is not necessary, as a rule, to take dow^n any

of the station instruments for correction, as the

slight changes necessary to make them give correct

readings can be done usually with the instrument

on the board.

The greatest difficulty in small stations is in get-

ting correct portable standards. However, in this

day and generation, there are several reliable port-

able instruments that even the smallest central sta-

tion should have, and these, if well taken care of

and compared with other standards whenever pos-

sible, will furnish a good basis for keeping the reg-

ular working instruments correct In the working
of a central station dollars and cents depend on

the accuracy of (he voltage and output measure-

ments, and if these measurements are not correct

they are hardly worth taking.
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Improved Induction Coils.

By James Asher.

For a long time electricians have earnestly
striven to invent means whereby sparking might
be suppressed at the current interrupter of the in-

duction coil. These efforts have hitherto been at-

tended with but comparatively little success. A
condenser, consisting of many sheets of tinfoil, in-

sulated from one another by paper and paraffine,

in a big box beneath the larger instruments, is em-
ployed in order to diminish sparking at the inter-

rupter, and thereby to increase the length of the
spark from the secondary coil of fine wire.

The writer w'ill herein describe several simple,

original methods of suppressing sparking. In none
of these is a condenser employed.

Several methods of winding straight electromag-
nets will first be considered. The first and fourth

methods are believed to be original, and the rest

are not generally known. The primary wire and
the core of an induction coil should be regarded

as constituting a straight electromagnet. It is well

knov/n that when the ordinary winding is used on
an electromagnet furious sparking occurs at the

interrupter or contact breaker, at each breaking
of the circuit. Sparks are generated also at each

closing of the circuit, but these sparks are com-
paratively small. Sparking at the interrupter is

due to the currents of self-induction, or extra cur-

rents, in the wire which is wound around the core

of the electromagnet. At closing the circuit these

currents oppose the current from the battery, but

at breaking the circuit they flow in the same direction

as the current from the battery. These extra cur-

rents are of considerable tension. The powerful

sparking injures the contacts of the current inter-

rupter.

First Method.—Two insulated wires of the same
length and kind are wound as one strand on the

bobbin throughout their entire length. The two

ends of one of these wires are firmly fastened to-

gether. The two ends of the other wire are con-

nected with the Interrupter and the battery in the

ordinary manner. The extra currents in the wind-

ing, which is connected with the battery, are com-

pletely annihilated by the induced currents, which

are generated at their expense in the closed wind-

ing, which is similar and similarly situated to the

winding, which is connected with the battery.

Hence we have no sparking at the current inter-

rupter.

Second Method.—This was invented by Carlier.

It consists in simply winding the bobbin with bare

copper wire and separating each layer from the next

by paper. When electric currents of low voltage

are employed the lateral contacts of the coils of

wire are sufficiently imperfect to prevent much
passage of current from the battery by direct flow

from coil to coil, while they easily allow the lateral

passage of the extra currents which are always

of comparatively high tension. These become self-

canceled in passing through the coils of bare cop-

per wire. Du Moncel states that this method is

very effective, and he expresses his surprise that

it has not been more frequently employed. Per-

haps if the wire were dipped into very thin varnish

before winding we might use the magnet in con-

nection with a battery capable of generating a cur-

rent of high voltage-

Third Method.—The magnet has two separate

windings of the same length and of the same kind

of wire. These two wires should be wound together

as one strand on the bobbin throughout their whole

length. The two ends of one wire are fastened

to the terminals of the battery, consequently there

is a closed circuit in this winding during the whole

time of operating the electromagnet. The two

ends of the other wire are connected with a circuit

interrupter and the battery. The interrupter in this

case must either be operated by hand or by somi

other suitable external method. The connections

of the two wires are made in such a manner that

the current in the winding connected with the in-

terrupter flows roimd the core in the opposite di-

rection to that of the current in the other winding

which is connected with the battery. The two equal

currents, passing round the core in opposite di-

rections, fail to develop magnetism in the iron.

On opening the circuit of one of the wires the core

becomes magnetized. The effect on the core is

directly opposite to that in the common method.

We get absolutely no spark whatever, either at

closing or at breaking, according to Professor Sil-

vanus P. Thompson.
Fourth Method.—Two insulated wires of the same

kind and of the same length are wound as one

strand on the bobbin. The first two ends of the

wires are fastened to a wire which extends to one

binding-screw of the battery. The last two ends

of the wires are fastened to a wire which extends.
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by way of the interrupter, to the other binding-screw
of the same battery. The extra currents in the two
windings at breaking circuit are neutralized by
their mutual reactions.

Fifth Method.—This is a simplification of Billet's

winding. Du Moncel described Billet's winding in

his book which is entitled ''Electricity as a Motive
Power." Instead of a two-legged electromagnet
like Billet's we need for our present purpose a

straight electromagnet. We begin at the middle
of the bobbin and wind, say, from us enough wire
on the left half of the bobbin. We next wind an
The unbroken wire at the middle of the bobbin is

fastened to a wire which extends to one binding-
equal length from us on the right half of the bobbin,
screw of the battery. The two ends of wire at

the ends of the bobbin are fastened to a wire which
extends, by way of the interrupter, to the other

binding-screw of the same battery. The extra

currents at breaking circuit are suppressed by mu-
tual inductive reactions in the two windings. The
weak extra currents at closing circuit, however, are

not destroyed - by this method. Consequently, a

small spark appears on closing circuit.

Sixth Method.—This was invented in England by
Langdon Davies. Each wire is wound as only
one layer, and the ends are allowed to slightly

project. After all the layers have been wound the

separate ends, at one end of the bobbin, are joined
to a wire which forms one terminal of the battery,

v.'hiie the separate ends of wire at the other end
of the bobbin are joined to a wire which constitutes

the other terminal. On interrupting either terminal

the sparking is found to be weaker than is usually

the case. The extra currents in the different layers

are not quite simultaneous, because the length of

wire is not the same in any two layers.

Seventh Method.—This was invented by an Amer-
ican named Paine. After winding each layer of

wire around the bobbin a thin sheet of metal, usu-

ally so thin that it may be regarded as foil, is

wrapped around the layer. At breaking circuit the

extra currents in the wire develop currents in the

s'tieets of foil and in' the opposite direction. In

consectuence sparking at the interrupter at each

closure of the circuit is greatly diminished.

Eighth Method.—A sheet of copper is wrapped
around the bobbin before winding wire thereon.

At breaking circuit induced currents are generated

in the copper sheath. Tlie sparking is considerably

v,"eakened. This method was either invented or

adopted by Mr. Brush.

The core of an electromagnet, especially when
used as the heart of an induction coil, should con-

sist of a great number of the purest and softest

iron wires. I thin'k that these should not be round
and in metallic contact with one another, as is usu-

ally the case, but that they should be square and
laid in neat rows in the hollow bobbin, after having

been dipped into thin varnish. If we use square

wire we can introduce about one-fifth more iron

into the hollow bobbin than we could by using

round wire. Having insulated the wires of our core

by means of varnish, we shall find almost no loss

of energy due to eddy currents in the iron core.

A further improvement for use in induction coils

consists in making the core about. 40 per cent,

longer than the secondary coil. Gooding stated

that the spark from the secondary coil could be

increased in length from 1V2 to three inches by this

improvement alone.

We may now suppose electromagnets constructed

according to the methods herein described to be

surrounded with a bobbin of fine, insulated wire, to

constitute improved induction coils. The cores

should consist of square, varnished, soft iron wires,

laid in neat rows, and the core should be 40 per

cent, longer than the secondary coil.

The methods herein proposed enable us to en-

tirely dispense with the clumsy condenser.

Third Rail in B. & O. Tunnel.

The third rail will replace the overhead-trolley

construction used for conducting current to the

heavy electric locomotives in the Baltimore and

Ohio railroad tunnel at Baltimore. The overhead

construction on this work was cjuite elaborate, con-

sisting of two channel irons, forming a trough,

through which the trolley shoe slid. The third rail

will probably be simpler and easier to keep clean.

The rail to be used will weigh 75 pounds to the

yard, and a plank will be laid alongside the rail to

protect it, the edge of the plank being higher than

the top of the rail. In stations and at crossings

the rail will be charged in sections, being dead

except under a train, on the Murphy system of con-

struction. ^^__^_^^^^^^^^__

.'^n election will be held at Westplains, Mo., on

July iSth to vote on the question of issuing $27,500

in bonds for an electric-light plant.
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Illinois State Electric Association.

It is hoped that a large proportion of the electric-
lighting companies of the state of Illinois will be-
come^ members of the new Illinois State Electric
association before the annual meeting in Peoria, on
November 27th next. Applications for membership
should be addressed to H. E. Chubbuck, Quincy
Gas and Electric company, Quincy, 111. The as-
sociation was organized in Springfield on April 24th
for the mutual benefit of those engaged in the man-
ufacture and sale of electric current in this state.

The membership, to quote the constitution, "shall
consist of the Illinois electric-light companies or
individual owners of electric-light plants doing a
general commercial-lighting business from a central
station; but no person or company operating an
isolated or block plant shall be eligible to mem-
bership." The membership fee is $5 and the annual
dues are the same amount. The following-named
gentlemen signed the roster at the organization;
H. S. Greene, Morrison Electric Light and Power
company; E. B. Hillman, Warsaw Electric Light
company and E. B. Hillman & Co., Barry, III;
E. P. McClure, Rushville Electric Light company;
L. A. Ferguson, Chicago Edison company and
Commonwealth Electric company, Chicago; R. L.
Allen, Economy Light and Power company, Joliet;
C. E. Hay, Springfield Electric Light and Power
company; H. E. Chubbuck, Quincy Gas and Elec-
tric company; C. L. Gerould, Galesburg Gas and
Electric company; X. Caverno, Kewanee Electric
Light and Power company; W. A. Bixby, Decatur
Gas and Electric company; W. B. McKinley, Ur-
bana and Champaign Gas and Electric company;
C. A. Vallette, Edwardsville Electric Light and
Power company; W. E. McCuUough, Beardstown
Electric Light and Power company; B. G. Smith,
Kankakee Electric Light company; G. R. Sever,
Milford Electric Light and Power company; J. S.
Daily, Chillicothe Electric Light and Waterworks
company; D. Davis, Litchfield Electric Light and
Power company; H. J. Frith, Watseka Electric
Light company; C. H. Langford, Paxton Electric
company; J. J. Frey, Hillsboro Electric Light and
Power company; J. N. C. Shumway, Taylorville
Electric company; J. D. Gerlach, Chester Light,
Water and Ice company; E. X. LeSeure, Danville
Gas, Electric Light and Street Railway company;
C. R. Robinson, Wenona Electric company; J. C.
Robinson, Atlanta Electric Light and Power com-
pany; R. H. Abbott, Petersburg Electric Light
plant; H. M. Warner, Centralia Light and Power
company; W. J. Day, Bement Electric Light and
Power company; V. G. Fuller, Toulon Light and
Power company; George D. Locke, Jerseyville
Electric Light, Gas and Power company; S. J. Le-
Fevre, Gibson Electric plant; F. D. Crane, Mount
Sterling Electric Light and Power company;
George E. Macomber, Peoria.

Officers and committeemen were selected as fol-
lows: President, J. D. Gerlach, Chester; vice-
president, E. B. Hillman, Barry; secretary, H. E.
Chubbuck, Quincy; treasurer, D. Davis, Litchfield;
executive committee, E. X. LeSeure of Danville,
W. B. McKinley of Champaign, R. L. Allen of
Joliet, H. S. Greene of Morrison, D. C. Copley of
Aurora; committee on insurance, B. G, Smith.
J. C. Robinson and J. J. Frey; committee on pro-
gram for Peoria meeting, C. H. Langford, H. M.
Warner and J. N. C. Shumway; committee on coal,
freight rates and transportation, J. S. Daily, "V. G.
Fuller and Charles E. Hay.

Rumors of Consolidation.
The Stanley Electric Manufacturing company of

Pittsfield, Mass, it is rumored, is taking steps to

combine with the Northern Electrical Manufactur-
ing company of Madison, Wis. In connection with
the report is given a statement in the Springfield
(Mass.) Union of July nth, in the Pittsfield cor-
respondence of that paper, to this effect:

Announcement was made yesterday that the Stan-
ley company had been successful in negotiating with
a large electrical concern in Madison, Wis., for
a consolidation. The western corporation is capi-
talized at about Ssoo.ooo and it is one of the most
substantial electrical companies of the West. It is

understood th.at, v/ith this coalition, the capital

'

stock of the Stanley company is to be increased
by $500,000. It has been known for several weeks
that F. W. Roebling, the principal owner of the
stock of the company, and Dr. Perrine were ne-
gotiating with a western concern with a view to

consolidation, and Dr. Perrine recently took a trip

for the purpose, so it was understood, of completing
the negotiations. When seen last evening about the
matter he said he had nothing to make public ?t

present.

There are also other rumors of the pros-

pective consolidation of several electrical manufac-
turing companies, and the names of both eastern

and western companies have been mentioned. The
reports are of a vague character, however, and may
be unfounded.

Word comes from Elizabeth, N. J., that the Union
County Board of Freeholders has accepted the

proposition of Senator John Kean to build a double-
track trolley road and loo-foot boulevard from
Elizabeth to Cranford, seven miles.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Notes from Ohio.

The ruling of the attorney-general in regard to the

value of the instruments of the Bell Telephone com-
pany for taxation has caused considerable com-
ment among the people, and he was compelled to

make a statement as to how he arrived at the valua-

tion. He said that the testimony submitted to him
showed that the average net rental of the instru-

ments was only $2.90 a year, and that the average

life was four years. He estimated the present worth

of all the instruments to be $10.35. There are re-

ports from different parts of the state that the county

auditors will pay no attention to the attorney-

general's opinion in regard to the taxable value of

the instruments, holding that no one has authority

to fix a vakie but the county auditors. This idea

they get from the practice of appraising railroads,

it s'eems, where the county auditors make a trip

over the lines once a year and have a good time,

afterward making out a valuation which varies

somewhat from year to year, but not enough to make
any material difference. Word has been received

from the Bell Telephone company that the valua-

tion placed upon its instruments by the attorney-

general will probably be accepted.

At Akron, Ohio, the city's pohce and fire-alarm

wires will be placed in the Central Union Telephone
company's conduits. The Standard Underground
Cable company will furnish the cables.

The Newark (Ohio) Telephone company has

made a proposition to put in an exchange at Utica,

if 25 subscribers can be obtained. This company
now has an 'exchange at Granville, and if the one

is put in at Utica free service between the towns
will be given.

There seems to be a plan on foot among the offi-

cials of the Pennsylvania Railroad company to

adopt the telephone for use along its lines for many
purposes. " It is said that a complete system will be

installed along the main lines and many of the

principal branches, the wire being strung on special

arms attached to the poles that are already in use

for the telegraph wiies.

At a meeting held a few days ago the physicians

of Akron decided to use the service of the People's

Telephone company after August ist. There will

be no double use of the two systems, but the new
telephones will be used exclusively. They added
strength to the action by deciding that there would
be no change, no matter what inducements might
be offered by the old company.
The Home Telephone company of Cambridge,

Ohio, has moved its exchange to Eighth street,

opposite the court house, where there are more ad-

vantages than in the former location.

The .Home Telephone company of Portsmouth,
Ohio, is building a tower at the foot of Washington
street, that city, for the purpose of stringing wires

across the Ohio River.

Some of the druggists of Columbus suggested
the plan of keeping both the Central Union and
Citizens' instruments in their stores on the pay-
station plan, but the majority favor the Independent
company, and its system will likely be the one
adopted by all.

The Columbiana County Telephone company has
filed articles with the secretary of state. notif3'ing

him of an increase of capital stock from $200,000 to

$300,000. The meeting was held in the Electric

building. Cleveland, en June 14th, when the action

was taken.

Since action was ti'ken at Columbus by the grocers
and physicians adopting the Citizens' telephone
service, that company has had a busy time. Many
other persons have changed in order to avoid con-
fusion, and, as a result, the new company will have
a larger business than it would otherwise have ob-
tained.

W. A. Jackson and M, J. Carney, respectively

president and general manager of the Central Union
Telephone company, were visitors at the Columbus,
Ohio, office last week. O. M. C.

London (O.) Telephone Company.
The second annual meeting of the London (Ohio)

Telephone company was held last week. The com-
pany's;^ lines now ramify Madison County, and have
connections with all the cities and important towns
surrounding. The company has over 800 subscrib-
ers, over 400 being connected with the London ex-
change. The Plain Qity Home Telephone com-
pany's line between London and West JefTerson has
iicen purchased by the company and will be put in

first-class condition at once. The London Tele-
phone company's sy*,lcm, with the various farmers"
lines in Madison County, has been a source of great
convenience and benefit to the people of the county,
and is highly appreciated by them. The regular
fjuartcrly dividend was declared at this meeting and
the following-named directors were elected for the
ensuing year: Ed. L. Barber of Wauseon, Ohio,
and William M. Jcjucs, K. W. Boyd, J. L. Hancr
and A. S. Bell of l.ondon. The board of directors
organized by elecling William M. Jones president,
R. W. Boyd trea'inrer, and F, W, Peirce secretary
and manager.

Te lephone Induction Ringer Coil.

By F. X. Wolfe

The writer has devised an apparatus, which he has

called a telephone induction ringer coil, that he

deems of sufficient interest to telephone men to

merit a description. The apparatus consists, essen-

tially, of an induction coil separated in two equal

halves, the two halves being fastened to a soft-iron

yoke, which in turn is mounted on an ordinary

magneto bell-ringer frame, with .the laminated-iron

cores facing the pivoted polarized armature. This

induction ringer coil has a double effect, viz., the

transmitting of speech with the same winding that

magnetizes the cores which ring the bells.

The accompanying diagram shows the induction

ringer coil represented by (C). The primary wind-

ing (?) is connected in series with the transmitter

(T) and the battery cell (A). The secondary wind-

ing (S) is connect.'.d in series with the receiver (R)

and outgoing lines (L) (L') when speaking, and in

series with the magneto (M) when signaling, the

bells being represented by (B) (B')-

Such a combination as this simplifies the tele-

phone. It requires less material and labor in its

manufacture, fewer parts to become defective, and

it is easily repaired. The induction coil arranged

in this manner has a higher inductive effect and

TELEPHONE INDUCTION RINGER COIL.—DIAGRAM OF CON-

NECTIONS.

therefore requires less wire for the same purpose

than the common separate induction coil needs in

practice at the present time.

It was the writer's intention (in theory) to make

the induction ringer coil a combination of three

pieces of apparatus in 'one, for the purpose of dis-

carding the magneto- generator, but when put to

trial it was not found to be efficient enough to be

of any practical value. This was on account of the

induced wave length in the secondary being too

short to give the pivoted polarized armature the

necessary vibration, when sending a slow alternat-

ing battery current through the primary winding

by a simple fiber disk wheel, arranged with alter-

nate connections and sliding contacts. The increase

of the induced electric wave length to twice the

original length would ring the bells admirably, by
arranging the primary winding and the disk wheel

so there would be a longer sweeping of the lines

oi force across th^ secondary. This arrangement,

however, is of no practical value for the present, as

it brings to the telephone more complication and

requires more cells.

Farmers Get Market Prices by Tele-
phone.

A dispatch from Clarinda, Iowa, says: "The new
rural telephone system, which was recently brought
into this city from Villisca, 15 miles away, and
which has 40 farmers as subscribers and owners of

the line along the route, is being utilized by them
as a market reporter each morning. They have an
arrangement with persons in this city to call them
up all along the line each morning and report to

them the price of live stock, etc., at Chicago, South
Omaha, and other large cities, on the day before, so
that they can determine whether or not to take
their stock to town to sell it immediately, or wait
a day or two. When the farmers get their rural

mail route -through that route, they will have all

the advantages of city life, without having to pay
llie town taxes or surrendering their freedom."

National Telephone and Telegraph
Company.

A new $50,000,000 company has been added to

the long and rather bewildering list of telephone
companies. It is the National Telephone and Tele-

graph company, and it was incorporated at Tren-
ton, N. J., on July lOth. The company is em-
powered to construct and operate telephone and
telegraph lines in New Jersey and other states, as

well as in foreign countries. The company is also

empowered to conduct a system of telegraphing

without wires, and tc deal in telegraph and tele-

phone materials. The incorporators are Joseph B,

McCall. A. Lowden Snowden, Harry J. Verner and

J. F. Sullivan of Philadelphia and Heulings Lip-

pincott of Camden. Ihe articles were filed by a

lawyer who has filed all of the New Jersey incor-

porations of the companies organized by the Wid-
ener-Elkins-Whitney syndicate.

It is reported that this new company has been
formed to take the place of the Telephone, Tele-

graph and Cable company of America, which was
incorporated last fall with a capital of $30,000,000.

It is asserted that one of the chief reasons for the

new move is the desire of removing the assessment
feature of the stock of the Telephone, Telegraph and
Cable company of America. It is also said that

the discovery was recently made that the latter com-
pany's charter gave it the right only to manufacture
and use telephone apparatus, and did not empower
the company to erect poles and string wires in the

public highways. The new corporation will have
the right of eininent domain in New Jersey and
through subsidiary companies in other states also.

The Chicago Tribune prints a statement from its

New York correspondent to this effect: "The crea-

tion of the National Telephone and Telegraph com-
pany is the initial stei_ toward the consolidation un-
der one management of the following great cor-

porations: The Western Union Telegraph com-
pany, the Postal Telegraph company, the Commer-
cial Cable company, the Bell Telephone companies
throughout the world, the Telegraph. Telephone
and Cable company of America, and the National
Telephone and Telegraph company." It may be
added, however, that this morsel of news will have
a better relish if taken with a grain of salt.

James F. Sullivan, one of the incorporators of

the new National company, is said to be vice-presi-

dent of the Market Street National Bank of Phila- .

delphia. He is thus reported: "The National com-
pany will buy up all the small companies in the

United States that are not now controlled by the

Bell or the Telegraph, Telephone and Cable com-
pany of America." When asked if the company
had plans for a Pacific cable, Mr. Sullivan is al-

leged to have said: "In a general way lines to the

Philippines, Hawaii and the Orient have been con-
sidered, but no determination has been reached."

Telephony in Railway Service.
In a recent communication to the St. Louis Rail-

way Club E. A. Chenery, superintendent of tele-

graph of the Terminal Railroad Association of St.

Louis, said:

The time is not yet ripe, and I question whether it

ever will be, for railroads to dispense entirely with
the telegraph in the handling of their business.

That a great amount of matter now sent by tele-

graph might as well go by mail is as true as that

a large amount of such business, in order to

obtain quick results, could better be handled by
telephone.

Great benefits are obtained at large terminals
where adequate telephone facilities are provided.
Delays in the placing of car orders, engine assign
ments, material orders, working directions and
numberless other in.portant matters which formerly
resulted when the telegraph was used, seldom occur
now since the advent of the up-to-date telephone
system. The fault for the delays referred to is not
necessarily always with the telegraph department,
as seems to be the general impression. Messages
often are dictated to a stenographer along with a

bunch of letters, and in due course of time reach
the hands of a messenger whose ultimate destinatiou

is the telegraph office, the messages finally landing
on the operator's table, where they meet v/ith delay

again, the operator having a moment before
"cleared" the office for which the same is destined,

and the wire is now busy. All this time the sender
of the message is waiting for a reply and blames the

telegraph for the long wait. How much more sat-

isfaction is there in the telephone method, when
with one on your de?k you call up your man, issue

directions or get intcrmation desired in about the

same time it takes to dictate a message after the

manner first mentioned.
Several progressive railroads are recognizing the

value of the telephone and are equipping their ter-

minals with modern exchanges, they in turn con-
nected with long-distance service, and each terminal
brought in close louch with the general offices.

When the value of such facilities becomes better

known, the handling of the general business of a

railroad will be greatly improved.

The Bell Telephone company, at Columbia, S. C,
i^; expending about .$20,000 on its new plant, which
will be completed by September isl.

The South Carolin;* Telephone company will soon
liegin business- at Columbia. S. C. with not less

than 200 subscribers. The Bell Telephone company
in the same city is making extensive improvements.

Bees in telephone terminal boxes in Brooklyn.
N. Y., have been making it hot for linemen recently.

The insects seem to take a great fancy to this new
form of hive.
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Telephone Ne^vs from the Norihwest.
The Norman Couiiiy Telephone company is build-

hig a Hne from Ada, Minn., to Halstad, Hendrum
and Perley.

The Southern Mii nesota Telephone company is

building a toll line from St. James, Minn., to Sher-
burn.
Lightning struck the telephone system at Crooks-

ton, Minn., and burned out a number of drops in

the central office.

Beginning July ist, Fargo, N. D., was made the
exchange ponit for 30 long-distance wires of the
Norihwestern Telephone Exchange company.
The telephone company of Willmar, Minn., which

canvassed Buffalo. Minn., with a view to establish-

ing an exchange, was unable to secure enough sub-
scribers to make it a success.

The office. at West Bend, Wis., will have night
service, as well as day. on and after July ist.

The Little Wolf River Telephone company, which
failed to furnish a bond in accordance with its fran-

chise at Oshkosh, Wis., has now assigned the fran-

chise to H. L. Sweet of Oshkosh. Mr. Sweet pro-
poses to form a local company to establish an
Independent exchange, and will appeal to the coun-
cil to give him an extension for that purpose.
The Iowa Telephone company (Bell_) has started

a telephone-rate war at Iowa City, Iowa. The Iowa
company has an old-style exchange there. The
Hawkcye Telephone company recently established a
modern system and captured a good many of the

Iowa company's subscribers. The latter has now
cut rates to $i for business telephones and 75 cents

for residence connections. The Iowa company is

also rebuilding its exchange.
The Hastings Telephone company has been

granted a franchise in Prescott, Wis.
The Arcadia Telephone company is putting in a

local exchange for Whitehall, Wis.
The Park Region Telephone company of Alex-

andria, Minn., has completed its toll line to Parker's
Prairie, Minn.
A fire near the central office of the Northwestern

Telephone Exchange company in Sioux Falls, S. D.,

burned off the wires and crippled the service for

12 hours. The repair men worked all night to

straighten out the wires and had service again the

middle of the next forenoon.

The Chamberlain Independent Telephone com-
pany has been formed at Webster City, Iowa, to

absorb the Chamberlain exchange. Several toll

lines will be constructed.

Ihe'Lamoni (Iowa) telephone exchange will run
a farmers' party line southwest nine miles.

The Nebraska Telephone company has filed a

statement with the Stale Board of Equalization in

Lincoln, Neb., showing that it owns in real and
personal property' about $190,000, and has about

1,150 telephones in use in Lincoln.

'ihc telephone exchange at Belmond, Iowa, has

been sold to the Western Electric Telephone com-
pany.

I he Johnson County Telephone company at Iowa
City, Iowa, has completed toll lines to Lone Tree,

River Junction, Hill s Siding and Riverside.

Ihe Home Telephone company has nearly 150

telephones in operation at Ida Grove, Iowa.

ine Hardin County Telephone company has been

incorporated at Eldora, Iowa, with ^50,000 capital

stock. This is believed to be a move to acquire

control of all the Independent telephone lines in

the count}^. prior to a consolidation of the Inde-

pendent companies of the state.

The Rolfe, la,, telephone exchange has been

completed and put in operation.

The Bishop Telephone company is constructing

a new metallic circuit between Manchester and Du-
buque, Iowa.
A deal has been completed at Nebraska City,

Neb., whereby the Nebraska City Telephone Ex-
change company and the Telephone and Construc-

tion company, organized about 16 months ago, have

passed into the hands of local capitalists.

The Inland Telephone company has completed

toil-line connection with North Yakima, Wash.
O. G. Pratt, manager of the Hardin County Tele-

phone company at Elcora, Iowa, was injured recently

in a runaway.
The Bell Telephone company is rebuilding the

exchange at Winnipeg, Man., and will substitute

the central-energ>' system. A toll Hne is being ex-

tended to Portage la Prairie, Man.
The Sunset Telephone company is about to move

its central office in Olympia, Wash., to new quar-

ters, where new equipment will be put in.

There have been complaints of the service of the

Mutual Telephone company of Des Moines, Iowa.

There has been talk of changing the company to a

s'ock company, but ii is feared that it v/ould be but

a preliminary move to forming an alliance with the

Bell interests. The conrpany has announced that

it is about to put in about $50,000 worth of new

cables and other equipment for improving its serv-

ice.

The East Valley Telephone company of Beech-

wood. Wis., plans several extensions of its system.

The Aitkin. Minn., council refused the North-

western Telephone Exchange company a franchise

for long-distance cornections.

The Wisconsin Telephone company has been

granted a franchise at Black River Falls. \Vis.

Contracts are 'et for instalhng a telephone ex-

change for Bercsford. S. D.

The Forman Telephone company has about com-

pleted extensive improvements to its system and
the installation of a new switchboard at VVahpeton,
N. D.
A number of improvements have been made to

the local and long-distance service of the North-
western Telephone Exchange company at Fargo,
N. D.
The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company

will put the wires in the business portion of town
underground.
Oeorge A. Hughes has been granted a telephone

franchise at Dickinson, N. D.
1 ho Eastern Wisconsin Telephone company,

which has recently consolidated with the Little \Yolt

River Telephone company, is about to build a toll

line from Ulenbeulah to Fond du Lac, Wis.
The Greene and Western Telephone company has

begun work on a telephone system at Chaska, Minn.
i he state Executive Council of Iowa is assessing

the telephone companies of the state under the

Blanchard law. The assessments are based on the

mileage for the toll companies, the local exchanges
being assessed separately. The assessment per mile
ranges from about $10 per mile to as high as $226.

The average is about $20 to $25 per mile.

There are 191 miles of telephone wires in Webster
County, Iowa.
The state Board of Control of Iowa has con-

tracted with the Stromberg-Carlson company for

132 telephones to be placed in the 12 state institu-

tions under the board's management. These instru-

ments will displace those now in use, which are

generally of the Bell pattern. Negotiations have
been going on since Christmas.
The city officials of Des Moines, Iowa, are wag-

ing a war against placing advertising cards on the

telephone poles of the streets.

The Spokane and British Columbia Telephone
company will extend a toll line from Molson to

Loomis, Wash. There has been a race between this

company and the Inland Telephone company to

cover Northern Washington. The business men of

that district are understood to have concluded to

favor the Spokane and British Columbia company.
The line will be continued to connect with the

Okanogan country.

A local telephone company has been formed at

Edgar, Neb., with S. W. Christy as president and
W. L. Ost>orn as secretary.

The new telephone exchange at Red Lodge,
Mont., has been couipleted and put in operation.

A force of workmen employed by the Wisconsin
Telephone company at Green Bay, Wis., in rebuild-

ing and extending the system, went on a strike. The
foreman of the crew had some differences with the

company and left. The crew then struck in sym-
pathy, to force his reinstatement. The company ar-

ranged to fill the men's places with men from other

cities.

The Mutual Telephone company of Creston,

Iowa, has ordered materials for the new exchange.

The Central Telephone company has sold its lines

in Pocahontas County, Iowa, to the Northern Tele-

phone company.
The Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone company

has begun work on an extension from Livingston

to Big Timber, Mont.
Fifty telephone operators of the Sunset Telephone

company at Seattle. Wash., went on a strike for

higher wages recently. The girls are preparing to

form a union.

The Iowa Telephone company has applied to the

city of LohrviUe. Iowa, for a franchise. R.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
F. C. Bruckner, formerly of the Schmidt & Bruck-

ner Electric company of New York, has organized

the Bruckner Electric company to continue the

manufacture of high-grade telephone equipments.

The new company, of which Mr. Bruckner is presi-

dent, has its general offices in the Electrical Ex-
change building. 136 Liberty street, and its factory

and branch office in the Lexington building, 141-

155 East One-hundred-and-twenty-fifth street. New -

York. Only first-class apparatus will be put upon
the market by the new company, which starts out

with excellent prospects. One new article to be

introduced is a telephone transmitter especially

adapted for central-energy systems.

The Texas Arm and Pin company, Beaumont,
Texas, a well-knov/n manufacturer of long-leaf yel-

low-pine cross-arms, pins and brackets, reports that

it has built up an excellent trade among the tele-

phone and telegraph companies of the United

States. It may interest users of electrical woodwork
to know that eight months ago this company began

business with a second-hand machine in a broken-

down factory, but now it has four factories equipped

with the latest and best machinery, and is shipping

more cross-arms. etc.. than it expected. The com-
pany will be pleased to mail a neat pamphlet on the

subject of cross-arms, pins and brackets to anyone

on request, or it can be obtained by addressing the

Buckner-Saunders Lumber company, Monadnock
bl<>«;k. Chicago.

Pittsburg and Vicinity.

The new West Pcnn Long-distance Telephone
company is composed of the same people that con-
trol the Pittsburg and Allegheny Telephone com-
pany. As the charter of the latter company does
not give it the I'ight to operate outside of Alle-

gheny County, the long-distance company was or-

ganized, to operate in 20 of the western and south-
ern counties of the state.

The Pittsburg and Allegheny Telephone com-
pany is almost ready to give service in Pittsburg
and suburbs. The new exchange on Seventh av-
enue is almost ready; a few minor details only
remain to be completed. The great switchboard
is installed, and the work of setting the instru-

ments will require only a few weeks. In the East
End and other sections of the city, work of laying
subways is progressing rapidly. Contracts for sev-

eral branch exchange buildings have already been
let.

• The Central District and Printing Telegraph
company (Bell) of Pittsburg, at the last meeting
of its directors, decided to erect a lo-story fireproof

office building and telephone exchange at Fourth
avenue and Cherry alley, which, when completed,
will cost over $400,000. It is expected that the

building will be ready for occupancy by April of

next year. The purpose of erecting this additional

building is to subdivide the downtown business
district, in order to give better service and
to accommodate the rapidly growing list of new
subscribers to the system. One of the finest and
largest switchboards ever made will be installed

on the top floor, with a capacity for 8,000 lines.

The West Penn Telephone company of Wash-
ington County, Pa-, has made some extensive im-
provements in its system recently. Small ex-

changes have been established a^ Middletown, Tay-
lorstown, Independence, Cross Creek, Buffalo Vil-

lage, Patterson's Mills and Burgettstown, with
trunk lines connecting all the above-named towns.
Connections have also been made with the Phcenix
Telephone company of Steubenville, Ohio. Wells-
burg Telephone company of Wellsburg, W. Va.,

and the Green County Telephone company, cover-
ing nearly all of Green County, Pa.

The Home Telephone and Electric company of

Wilkinsburg, Pa., has strung a pair of wires on
the poles of the Postal Telegraph company to the

East End exchange of the Pittsburg and Allegheny
Telephone company.
The capital stock of the Central District and

Printing Telegraph company has been increased
from $4,000,000 to $7,500,000. Over $2,000,000 of

this is to be devoted to improvements in and
around Pittsburg. The company has just com-
pleted a fine aerial cable system in Beaver Falls,

Pa., and another is in the course of construction at

Rochester, Pa.

Last week the Federal Telephone company com-
pleted exchanges in Charleroi, Esplen and Etna.
The Pittsburg and Allegheny Telephone company

is applying for an ordinance in McKeesport, Pa.

The Federal Telephone company is applying for

an underground ordinance in the city of McKees-
port, Pa. The Central District and Printing Tele-
graph company .has also applied for an underground
ordinance in McKeesport, Pa.

Twin City Reorganization.

Details of the recent reorganization of the Missis-

sippi Valley Telephone company are made public, as

follov/s: Twenty-five persons will be asked to sub-
scribe for $20,000 in stock, each subscriber to get

$20,000 bonds as a bonus for the stock paid in.

The sum of $200,000 to be used to pay off the debts

of the company and to extend and equip the plant.

The promoters of the plan are A. B. Jackson, attor-

ney for J. C. Hubinger, and F. H. Moulton, cashier

of the Farmers and Mechanics' Savings Bank, both
of Minneapolis.

The Corning Telephone company has about com-

pleted a complete metallic-circuit exchange at Corn-

ing, Iowa, with 150 subscribers. It will have every-

thing working in about two weeks. The local Bell

company is offering service free or for whatever

it can get.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
The Bell company is rebuilding its exchanges at

Columbia and Charleston, S. C.

A dispatch from Houston. Texas, dated July 13th,

states that practically all of the operating force of the

Southwestern Telephone and Telegraph company's
exchange at Houston was on a strike. The strikers'

grievance is said to have been caused by the dis-

charge of some of the girls for having joined the

Electrical Workers' union.

The Mendon Center Telephone company for build-

ing a line from Mendon Center to Honeoye Falls,

N. Y., has been formed with the following director-

ate: Edward H. White, Benjamin H. Cole. Albert

A. Lord. George Finigan, Fred E. Lord, Louis B.

Lord. R. Clive Harmon, Mardin Davis, William L.

Terry and Vinton J. Townsend.

A Sioux City, Iowa, dispatch to the Chicago Rec-
ord, dated July 13th. states that "E. A. Clark, man-
ager of the Sioux City exchange of the Iowa Tele-

phone company, is the inventor and patentee of an
automatic switchboard which will do away with

central oflices, and the announcement was made in

this city to-day that the Clark Automatic Switch-

board company had been incorporated at Provi-

dence, R. L. with a capital stock of $1,500,000 for

the manufacture of the switchboards."
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Why Some Municipal Electric Plants
Do Not Pay Better.

By Geo. D. Shepardson.

Part II.

Some Experiences in Municipal Plants.

From personal knowledge and the contributions of

friends whose testimony is believed reliable, the

following incidents are culled to show how the effi-

ciency of municipal plants is less than called for

by the theories of some political economists. (Pri-

vate plants are far from perfect in their operation,

and equally bad examples could be drawn from

knowledge of their interior workings, were that

subject under consideration at present.) The illus-

trations point the incompetence of those in charge of

plants the poor systems of records, the too-cheap

economy in design and operation of plants, the

low rates, the dishoneity of aldermen and the baneful

effect of poHtics;
.

The state of the records kept in some of the mu-

nicipal plants is al-nost incredible. In several towns

there is no complete record of the service connec-

tions to the waterworks and electric plants. In

one place a new superintendent found it necessary

to shut off the water to enforce the payment of back

water rents. There was nt> plat of the water mains

or services. He therefore was compelled to open

the streets and search for the cut-offs, for which

purpose the services of a chain gang from the

county jail, were secured. In another town, when

the collector was getting a promise of payment

from a merchant, he was requested to bring in the

bill for the meter in the barn at the same time.

The collector held his own council and discovered

a meter with a number of lights, for which no record

could be found. In that town, the only account

books found were an electric-light book with

monthly columns for accounts of customers and an

individual account book for water consumers, there

being no record of purchases, repairs or any other

expenses. In another place, by a careful canvass

of the town and examination of the lines, water aiid

lights were added to the record of about $900 in-

come a year, and no one "knew how long they had

been getting free seivice. In another place, where

the rates are low and the waterpower leaks badly,

so that it is necessary to spend several thousand

dollars at once, the superintendent is confident that

the plant is clearing about $800 net profits a month.

In another town "there are no records and no system

oE accounts."
Closely allied to poor systems of bookkeeping is

the incompetence of the city clerk or collector who
has charge of records and collections. They do not

understand the business, and naturally do not make

it pay. "The collector knew practically nothing of

the station working, was ignorant of the station out-

put, amount of coal used for electric part of plant,

etc." "Owing to hiefficient and incompetent officers,

all sorts of prices were charged for supplies and

work furnished the city. For example, a plumber

was paid $2.20 for a common valve costing 90 cents,

and other items in proportion-" In another place

the innocent recorder was beguiled into paying a

higher price for a new lot of incendescent lamps

^'because they had more \vatts than the kind formerly

used."
The committees of the town councils are often green

hands and of little"\alue in administering municipal

plants. In one place a former collector had been

found short in his accounts, and a committee was

appointed to check his work. After two days upon

his books, they made a report on the shortage, which

was made good, and the bondsmen were immediately

discharged. Soon after, when the water rents came
due, a number of people were found to have his

receipts for dues which had not been credited on

the books, but the man's bondsmen had been re-

leased, and the town had a considerable sum to

charge to profit and loss. A committee went over

a lot of old accounts and found that their predeces-

sors had approved reports in which there were

serious defects, but lest they should seem to reflect

on the abilities of their friends, the superintendent

was instructed to call it square and open a fresh

account with each person whose accounts were

found faulty in former reports.

A case recently occurred in a neighboring state

to show how short-sighted some councils are in

regard to franchises. A company applied for a

franchise to furnish light and power from a water-

power not far away, intending to spend about $30,000

in the plant. After dallying along for some lime

the franchise was granted by the council, but ve-

toed by the mayor, who wanted a municipal plant.

Although the town was already within $8,000 of its

bond limit, it voted bonds in that amount to build

a plant, hoping in some providential way they could

put in a plant. In one town, where a committee
of the council was supposed to keep track of mat-
ters, a superintendent managed to do away with

over T.ooo lamp renewals in a single year, of which
there is no account. Over $.300 worth of fixtures

sold without record were traced.

The superintendents of municipal plants arc often

incompetent. The superintendent of one plant where
they still use 50-volt transformers, heard of the

saving in using large transformers. So he bought
one and tried to supply 50 lamps one block distant

by a No, 6 wire. (Assuming one ampere per lamp
and 400 feet to the block, would give a drop on the

line of aVjout 22 volfs.) The superintendent was sure

that No. 6 was large enough, for the insurance rules

said it would carry it all right. The trouble was,

therefore, in the transformer, and he compelled the

agent to trade it for three small ones. The large

one "did not regulaie" as well as the small ones,

and he is sure that the modern idea-of large trans-

formers with secondary networks is a mistake and a

failure, for he tried it. In another town of about 4,000
inhabitants, a technically trained superintendent is

saving about $5,000 annually above the records of his

predecessors. In a smaller town a similar man is

saving between $2,coo and $3,000 annually to the
town on account of more skillful management. He
increased the revenue by $100 in a single month by
using better transformers and lamps, although the
station output was 10 per cent. less. The station

output was materially lessened by inspection of" the

circuits and tying up the lines where they had fallen

upon the cross-arms. Incandescent lamps on flat

rates, taking 58 to 70 watts, were replaced by 53-
watt lamps, with marked economy. In another sta-

tion the superintendent confided to an agent that
he was bothered about learning the frequency of

his alternator. The agent said it was too compli-
cated a matter for him to figure offhand, biit he
would calculate it v.hen he returned to his othce.

The agent found that the practice of his own com-
pany in similar cases was to use 125 cycles, and he
reported that the superintendent had such frequency.
As a matter of faet, it was 140, and the speed was
marked on the machine. In one town the chief

reason why one alderman voted in favor of one
.'system against a lower bid was that his preference
was the machine with "kilowatts," while the cheaper
machine was a "multipolar" machine, and he pre-
ferred kilowatts to multipolars.

In the laudable endeavor to secure economy, the
mayor and council frequently lose at the bung while
saving at the spigot. This occurs both in the first

purchase of the plant and in its later operation.
After one town had voted to put in a lighting plant
the ma3'or took a trip to learn what he could. After
consulting with several agents and getting proposi-
tions from them, he called upon an engineer who
was given to understand his sei vices would be re-

quired. After spending some hours pumping him.
the mayor left and went home, where he concluded
that he was enough of an engineer himself to lay

out the plant. So he bought some machines, hired
a wireman, and the plant was put in. At another
place a resident bought up some second-hand machin-
ery, and after putting it into operation, sold it to

the town for what it would cost when new. In a
few weeks they had to spend about $100 for repair-

ing the armature, and then had to buy a new ma-
chine,

At another place they decided to secure a cheap
engineer to design their plant. He specified a 20-

horsepower gasoline engine to operate a 600-light
dynamo and in addition to drive the pumping ma-
chinery for the waterworks. The council made a
contract for the gascline engine as specified, in-

cluding a proviso that if a steam plant was sub-
stituted, the gas-engine contractor was to receive
a commission of 15 per cent, of the cost of steam
plant. It is reported that this was actually done
and paid. Two of the larger towns of the state

were contemplating municipal ownership and each
secured the services of an inexperienced young man
to prepare plans and specifications for the plant.

in one case because he was a friend or relative

of one of the committee, in the other case probably
because he was cheap. The country is full of "half-

baked" electricians, who pose as engineers and as
advisers to investors.

There is frequently an attempt to reduce operat-
ing expenses too far. At one place the council dis-

charged a good engineer and hired another because
he was cheap. Within three days he got his cylin-

der full of water and broke the girder of the Cor-
liss engine. It 's common, even with privately
owned stations, to attempt economy by hiring cheap
firemen, since anyone can shovel coal or throw
wood. But owners fail to recognize that by paying
$10 to $20 more for securing a capable fireman they
are apt to save his wages several times over in re-

duced fuel bills.

In some cases there is great loss on account of

downright dishonesty of the superintendent or the

council committee. "A city employing an honest
superintendent, with liberal pay and some backing
ill the council, v/ill often prevent small and also

large steals, which are almost invariably found in

municipal departments, such as lamp renewals (on
which it is difficult to keep accurate account or
check), 'rake-offs' on purchases for the plant, for

v/!iich in the end the city pays. One supply com-
pimy offered a new superintendent as high as 20
per cent, on all purchases the year around, as it had
always done so. This is substantiated by old bills.

Lamps are checked up once a month while burning,
and one is often asked to go easy in counting, being
oft'ercd all sorts of bribes from cigars or drinks to

considerable sums in cash. I know of officials re-

ceiving special concessions in this way amounting
to several hundred dollars a year. All this could
have been prevented by a proper system of checking,
but at best comes down to one man being honest."
"Carloads of wood have been sold 'by the car' by
former superintendents. An investigation by an
alderman indicated that a loss of over $r,ooo a year
liad been sustained from that source alone." In
another place the city recorder is said to collect

the accounts, and sometimes sub-lels the job to his

friends, who "knock down" about half and turn the
balance over to the recorder, who in turn transmits
to the treasurer so much of it as suits his conven-
ience, there being .10 records and no other system.
The political conditions prevent best results in

many plants. Where the employes are appointed
by aldermanic influence it is not uncommon for an
underling to retort to his superior officer when cor-
rected for some shortcoming, "Oh, well, I have
more pull than you have, and what are you going
t(j do about it?" In one town until recently the
plant was operated by two men—an engineer, who
took care of the station, and a lineman, in charge
of outside work. These men were not on speaking
terms, and, of course, each attributed all troubles
with the lights to the other man's part of the plant.
This state of affairs continued for several years,
during which time the arc system was in bad condi-
tion, the lineman attributing it to the dynamo, and
the engineer laying it to the lamps. When a change
was made, there were two applicants for lineman,
one a good man who would have attended to busi-
ness, the other a young son of one of the alder-
men, with little experience or ability. There were
also tv^'O applicants for fireman, one a good man
and the other a Ia;^y, good-for-nothing fellow, who
claimed to have considerable influence in the coun-
try, so that he could turn considerable trade to
some of the stores in which the aldermen were in-
terested. By combining forces the poorer man was
appointed in each case.

There is a continual struggle between the tem-
perance and the saloon element in most of the
towns, and when a new election puts the opposition
into power, the superintendent is almost sure to
lose his place in favor of some friend of the new
management. In one town the superintendent had
found the station accounts in very bad shape, and
was getting them into fair condition, when the elec-
tion went "wet." The next day the new mayor in-

formed the superintendent that he would give him
any kind of a recommendation he might ask for.

Conclusion.

The incidents noted above show that the question
of the desirability of municipal ownership is one
complicated by many elements that are often lost
sight of by the advocates of municipal ownership.
After all is said, the arguments must be modified
by the "personal equation." It is largely a question
of circumstances. A community, whether a hamlet
or a metropolis, is a co-operative institution, and
should be run on business principles. Some manu-
facturing concerns find the best economy and the"

most satisfactory results in making all of their
product from the raw material. Others, differently
situated with respect to plant and market, or with
respect to character and constitution of the officers,

find it more satisfactory to sub-let the contracts for
the manufacture of parts, confining their attention
principally to assembling and marketing. Each
may be doing the best thing under the circum-

stances. In the same way, some communities may
find municipal ownership to be more economical
and sati.sfactory than private ownership. A much
larger number than is generally supposed find it

really better to purchase their lights from other
sources.

Boston to Newport on One Charge of
a Battery.

Everj'one acknowledges that the storage-battery

automobile is the ideal self-propelled vehicle for

cit}'- service, or for any service where the mileage
required does not exceed the capacity of one charge
of its battery. People know that it is simple to run,

makes no appreciable noise and no odor, and is, gen-
erally speaking, offensive to none except an occa-
sional very green horse. In view of its acknowl-
edged advantages for the service to which it has
been considered that it is limited, it is interesting

to note that during the last year some progress has

been made toward the development of a storage

battery capable of furnishing mileages on single

charges two or three times greater than obtained

previously. There seems reason to hope that the

electric automobile will become as reliable and con-

venient a conveyance for ordinary runs between
cities and towns and throughout the country as it

now is for service usually confined to the limits of

cities.

Recently one of the Electric Vehicle company's
carnages was run on one charge of the battery from
Boston to Newport ever roads which made the dis-

tance 72M: miles. The total time consumed, includ-

ing stops, was five hours and iS minutes, and the

average speed was over 14 miles an hour. The
vehicle used was not designed for speed, and it was
not attempted to make it. This run, however, with

the other long runs recently made by electric vehi-

cles, certainly indicates that the storage-battery car-

riage is not only the ideal automobile from the point

of view of simplicity and convenience, but that it is

also being developed into a vehicle which may be

used for runs of under 80 "or perhaps 100 miles on
a single charge of ihc batteries.
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Electric Power in Cement Works.
A comparatively recent application of the electrical

transmission of power is in cement-manufacturing
plants. Lathbury & Spackman, the Philadelphia
consulting engineers, seem to be the pioneers in this

particular branch of work, They designed what is

believed to be the first electrical equipment of this

character for the plant of the Alma Portland Ce-
ment company at Wcllston, Ohio, and the installa-

tion was briefly described in the Western Electrician

of February 24th last. The success attending the
operation of this electrically-driven plant warranted
the erection of plants with larger capacities to be
operated exclusively by electricity. In consequence
Lathbury & Spackman have now been retained to
design works for the Detroit Portland Cement
company at Fenton, Mich., on the Grand Trunk
railroad, to have a capacity of 1,000 barrels of Port-
land cement a day and to be operated entirely by
electricity. The various machines will be direct-

connected to motors obtaining current from a cen-
tral power house. Direct current at 220 volts will

be used.

Another large cement establishment to be electric-

ally equipped is Alsen's American Portland Cement
Works at West Camp, N. Y., on the Hudson River,
which is now building to have a capacity of 1,500
barrels a day. In this plant, also, electric pow-er will

be relied upon exclusively.

In efficiency and economy electric-power trans-

mission has already demonstrated its superiority,

and it appears to be the coming equipment for the
cement industry. No doubt many new plants will

be designed entirely for electric power, and it is

probable that in ihe older plants electricity wall be
graduall}^ substituted for other forms of power
transmission.

Important Car-truck Patent Suit.

In 1S97 John A. Brill instituted a suit against the

Third Avenue Railroad company of New York for in-

fringement of patent on car trucks employing ellipti-

cal springs betw^een the body of the car and extension

of the frames, in com.bination with spiral springs, a:;

exemplified in 180 trucks purchased by the defend-

ant company from the Bemis Car Box company of

Springlield, Mas^. The patent upon which the suit

hinged was issued on July 5, 1892, to George M.
Brill of the J. G. Brill company, Philadelphia'.

.
The

trucks in question were the "Standard" trucks of

the Bemis company. A decision has finally been

reached in the case by Judge Shipman of the United

States Court for the Southern District of New York
in favor of the Brill company. It was held that the

truck in question infringed all the claims of the

patent and a decree with costs was ordered, with

an accounting for d^tmages and profits and an in-

junction issued against further infringement of the

claims of the patent. The decision seems to affect

a large number of trucks in use all over the country

to-day and for years past. The lawyers for

the complainant were Francis Rawle of Philadel-

phia, Frederick P. Fish of Boston and Joseph L.

Levy of New York.

Chicago Inter Ocean Automobile Tests
and Races.

The Inter Ocean of this city is organizing and

promoting a series of automobile tests, exhibits

and races to be held in Chicago, September 18th.

19th, 20th, 2ist and 22d. The programme laid out

is a most comprehensive one, and is intended to

bring out, not only speed, but all the practical

points of value possessed by different makes and

tvpes. The show will be held at the grounds and

racetrack of the Wi^hington Park Club, a place well

fitted for it—both as regards accessibility, con-

venience in handling crowds of spectators and

available space for the exhibits, tests and races.

T'ne complete programme has not been announced,

but will be ready in a few' days. A general outline

of tests, races, etc., has been submitted to various

manufacturers for suggestions, and the provisional

programme will be modified in accordance w^ith the

suggestions received. The show, if as complete as

indicated by the oroposed programme, will be far

r.head of anything'of the kind yet held in this coun-

try, and if manufacturers co-operate, as there is

every reason to expect they will, the expectations

regarding the show will be realized. Prizes amount-

ing to $10,000 w^ill be awarded.

British Pacific Cable Project.

In the House of Commons on July 12th the sec-

retary of state for the colonies. Mr. Chamberlain,

announced that tenders for laying the Pacific cable

will be invited immediately, the government of Can-

ada and the various colonial governments interested

having accepted the recommendations ot the com-

mittee.
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New Edison Reflector Lamp.

Much interest is taken in the possibility of a high-
efficiency incandescent lamp consuming 2^1 watts
per candle or less. While the production of such
a lamp is at present thought to be impossible in the

regular type, the General Electric company has
been able, by specializing the form of filament and
lamp, and by the use of a reflector concentrating
the light in one given direction, to increase the

practical efficiency of the incandescent lamp to less

than t^i* watts per candle per unit of light in useful

direction.

This lamp is known as the reflector lamp, and is

shown by the illu.itralion. The filament is made in

a four-coil spiral, so as to give the maximum amount
of light from the tip end of the lamp. The umbrella
type of bulb, with a reflecting surface behind, se-

cures a threefold concentration of light in the given
direction.

The reflector lamps are backed with a special

reflecting composition, giving a highly polished
mirror-reflecting effect. The composition is dura-
ble, and is not affected by the heat of the lamp.
This backing can he furnished with an outside coat-
ing of India-red enamel, green enamel, copper
bronze, gold bronze or aluminum bronze, to suit

any style of decoration desired. The lower half of

the lamp can be furnished either plain or frosted.

The plain silvered lamp is best adapted to decorative
lighting in show windows, and in ceiling and frieze

lighting. For desk lighting, however, and for read-

ing purpose, the frosted lamp is to be preferred.

These reflector lamps are very economical for

conditions where a maximum amount of light is

NEW EDISON REFLECTOR LAMP.

wanted in one direction. With the brilliant andbeau-
tiful lighting effects possible with this type of lamp,

there should be a wide field of use for it in theater,

hotel, frieze, window and other forms of decorative

lighting. A decided improvement has been eft'ected

in the case of the arc light by the use of a reflecting

shade, concentrating the light in a useful downward
direction. In the same way the reflector lamp se-

cures great improvement in economy, by saving

the light, which would otherwise be wasted in an up-

ward and useless direction, concentrating it down-
ward.
The lamps are made in two sizes—28-candlepower,

consuming 38 watts, and 36-candlepower, consum-
ing 50 w^atts. and can be furnished of any voltage

or base desired.

Double-voltage System at Urbana. .

The contract awarded to J. Holt Gates & Co. of

Chicago for the rew Urbana, 111., electric-light

plant provides for an installation with some unique

features. There will be one 120-kiIowatt and one

6o-kilowatt Warren alternator, direct-connected to

Ideal engines, each running at 250 revolutions per

minute. This plant will be especially interesting,

not only on account of direct connection for such

small un;ts. but also because each dynamo will have

an output at 220 volts' alternating current (7.200 al-

ternations) on one side of the machine and 2,200

volts at the same frequency on the other, thus run-

ning without transformers to supply nearby lights

and also providing a high-pressure transformer sys-

tem for lights at a distance f om the station. The

Warren Electric Manufacturing company will sup-

ply the transformers as well as the dynamos.

A new telephone -exchange building is to be

erected by the Pittsburg and Allegheny Telephone

companv in Allegheny, Pa., where the company is

rushing'the work on its pole lines and conduit sys-

tem. The site for the new building has been se-

cured by the purchase of property at East Diamond
street and Park way. the price paid being $25,000.

The new telephone company has also about com-

pleted its East End exchange building on Spahr

street, near Ellsworth avenue.
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Gas Engines and the Economy of Gaso-
line Engines for Small Power.

^

Bv John Wilkes.

The slight expense at which small-sized gasoline
engines may be operated is so marked that it is

somewhat surprising that they are not more widely
used even than they are. This may be due to coun-
terbalancing disadvantages or defects in the gaso-
line engine as a motor, or it may be due to the fact

that the gasoline engine, being a comparatively new
thing, has not yet been thoroughly introduced, so
that its advantages are not as widely known as they
might be.

Defects and disadvantages tlie gasoline engine
certainly has, but in spite of them there are situations
where it is decidedly the best kind of power to use.
It is to bring up for discussion before the members
of this association the subject of the advantages and
disadvantages of this motive power that the present
paper is written. •

The title has been written "The Economy of Gas-
oline Engines for Small Power," because, in the
writer's opinion, a very large gasoline engine is not
economical, compared with other kinds of power,
except under unusual conditions. However, the
gasoline engine's half-brother—viz., the gas engine
—is, for cases requiring large' power, a very promis-
ing applicant for future requirements, and later on
in this paper a few words will be said as to that.

Gas and gasoline engines are of an entirely dif-

ferent type from steam engines. In this end-of-the-
century day we ha\'e wireless telegraphy, horseless
carriages, smokeless powder, and the gas engine
might be called a "boilerless engine." There is no

boiler about it. The pressure furnishing the
power is generated by an explosion of gas
in the cylinder of the engine.

Historical Sketch.

The gasoline engine is an offshoot from
the gas engine, or, rather, more properly
speaking, it is a gas engine, the gas being
merely a particular kind, namely, the vapor
of gasoline: so that in what follows of a gen-
eral nature, wherever a "gas engine" is spoken
of. it is to be understood that it is the same
thing as a gasoline engine.

The idea of deriving power from the energy
of an explosion by means of a motor is at

least as old as Watt's invention of a means
of turning the expansive force of steam to
account.
Huyghens proposed in 1680 to make an

engine in which the explosion of gunpowder
in the cylinder of an engine would force the
piston forward and so produce power. Some-
thing like this i.s what is done in a gas engine.
so that in this sense, the idea of the gas
engine may be said to have antedated Watt's
steam engine. However, it is hardly neces-
sary to say that no practical working motor
was made on this plan nor at this time. Pass-
ing over several interesting and more o: less

successful attempts at the problem, the first com-
mercially successful internal-combustion motor or
gas engine was the Lenoir gas engine of 1S60.

In this engine a mixture of gas and air was drawn
into the cylinder for about half-stroke, the valves
closed, and the mixture ignited or exploded, pro-
ducing thus for the last half of the stroke considerable
pressure. This engine was double-acting, like the
ordinary steam engine^—that is. it had the force
applied on opposite sides of the pistons alternately.

These engines were introduced commercially to
some extent. They ran smoothly, quietly and sat-

isfactorily, but consumed rather a large amount of

gas. As this was the first commercially successful
gas engine, it will be seen that the steam engine had
rather a long start of the gas engine, as Watt intro-

duced the steam engine in 1769.

The next great step in advance was the introduc-
tion in 1876, of the famous Otto gas engine; and as
practically all encrines built since operate on the
same plan, a brief description of the "Otto cycle,"

as it is usually termed—though, strictlv speaking.
Beau de Rochas fir.=;t proposed it—will be given.

The engine is usually single-acting, or. in other
words, receives the pressure of the explosion only
on the back side of the piston, the front of the cylin-

der beinsr open. The series of operations is as fol-

lows- The piston being at the back end of the
cylinder and just ready to start forward, the inlet

valve noens and a mixture of gas and air is drawn
in as the piston moves forward. When the piston

has reached the limit of its forward movement, the

cylinder is full of the mixture of gas and air. All

of the valves then close, and the piston on its re-

turn stroke compresses the mixture of gas and air.

As the piston again starts forward the compressed
gas and air are exploded or ignited by a spark, and
the pressure thus produced is the source of the

power of the engine. On the next stroke the prod-
ucts of combustion are expelled from the cylinder

through the exhaust valve. The same cycle of op-

erations is then repeated indefinitely. It thus ap-

pears that only one stroke in four is effective, and
during the rest of the time the motion of the flywheel

i-: all that keeps the engine going. Very heavy
flywheels are thus a necessity. The Otto patent ex-

I. Parer rrad before the Engineering Assf^ciation of the Sruth,
at Nashville, Tenn.. March 8. igpo. Mr. Wilkes is the engineer
for the Tennessee Coal, Iron aud Railroad ccmpany atWhitwell,
Tenn.
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pired in this country in i8go, since which time nu-

merous factories for the manufacture of gas and
gasohne engines have sprung up all over the coun-

try.

Design and Form of Construction.

With this brief sketch of the gas and gasoHnc

engine, we will now consider the design, construc-

tion and operation of the engines commercially be-

fore the public in this country. The above-described

Otto cycle, which has been found by experience to

be the most economical and best of any so far pro-

posed, is used in nearly all engines made, and the

difterences in the engines are differences in the or-

gans provided to carry out these functions, so to

speak. In common, they all have large, heavy fly-

wheels, trunk pistons, single-acting cylinders, water

jackets and poppet valves. The points of difference

are the method of making the mixture of the air

and gas, or the measuring of the gasoline, mechan-
ism for operating the variouS valves, method of

ignition, style of cylinder (vertical or horizontal),

etc.

As between vertical and horizontal cylinders, it

may be said that the arguments for one or the other

are pretty much the same as in the case of the steam

engine. Vertical cylinjders require less floor space,

have less drag and wear by the piston on the bottom
side of the cylinder, and apparently adapt themselves

more readily to multicylinder construction. There
seems to be a tendency toward this as a type of

advanced American construction. However, many
good makes of American engines—in fact, probably

the majority—employ the horizontal cylinder.

The valves of gasoline engines are now nearly

always made of the poppet type. The mechanism
for operating them Is of the most varied kind

—

spiral gears, bevel gears, eccentrics, push I'ods. spur

gears, bell-crank levers, etc. The writer's prefer-

ence is for a side shaft driven by spiral gears and
operating everything—governor, Inlet valve, exhaust
valve, sparker, etc. This seems to be the simplest

and neatest construction.

Mixing chamber and inlet valve are sometimes
cast integral with the cylinder, sometimes bolted on.

They often present a cumbersome, awkward appear-

ance, are in the way if the engine is to be moved
about, and are so placed that they offer great tempta-

tion to the men moving the engine to take hold of

them In lifting the engine, with the result that they

are broken off. The same Is true as to many of

the other parts of the engine, which are often made
too small and delicate, stand out too far from the

body of the engine, and are admirably adapted to

lake the weight of the whole engine—until they

break off.

Feed for Gasoline.—Gasoline may be fed by a

pump feed or gravity feed. For very small engines

the latter is preferable, as being simpler. On large

engines the pump feed is safer as regards fire, as the

gasoline tank may then be outside the building, and
there Is no danger of the gasoline flooding.

Ignition Is produced usually either by a hot tube

or an electric spark. The former Is the favorite

method In England, and the latter usually in this

country. If an electric spark Is used, it mav be
produced by a battery, such as the Edison-Lalande.
and a spark coil, or by a small dynamo made for

the purpose and driven by the engine Itself. The
difficulty about the latter Is that when the engine
is not running the dynamo Is "dead," so there is

the difficulty of starting; and if a battery must be
used then, it Is less bother to have a battery that

can be used all the time. Besides this. If the engine
has work to do In which the load Is thrown on
and off suddenly, and the load is nearly or quite up
to the capacity of the ena^Ine. there Is a momentary
slowing up of the speed of the engine when the

load is thrown on. and this causes a diminution of

the speed of the dynamo, so that It will not furnish

current enough to make a spark; the result is that

the engine misses an explosion, causing further loss

of speed, which decreases the current from the dy-
namo, and so on until the engine stops. If elec-

tric ignition is used, it is best to have the sparking
points or electrodes of platinum, or rather an alloy

of platinum and iridium. The arrangement of the

means for bringing the points together and sep-

arating them Is Important. The points should come
squarely together, without chance of missing, and
the adjustment of them so that they will do so should
not be long, tedious and difficult. The electrodes

should be simple and the platinum points easily

applied, and also (as the scrap Is very valuable)
easily removed. If the design is such that platinum
wire can be used to make the points, it would seem
to be an advantage, as a short piece of the wire
could he kept on hand and enoL',gh to make a point
cut off as needed from time to time

Batteries for portable engines are apt to be trouble-
some. There Is a style of Edison-Lalande now
made which has liquid-tight steel enameled jars,

with rubber rings to seal them; these may be better

for portable batteries than the ordinary style with
porcelain jars. In- general, simplicity, compact-
ness, neatness of design, durability and fewness of

parts should be aimed at by the designer of an en-
gine that is to be handled by the class of mechanics
that the gasoline engine usually falls intq the hands
of.

That for the practical needs of some people, what-
ever may be the case as to the general market, the
gasoline engine might be simplified is shown by
the experience of the mines where the writer is

employed. A small gasoline engine used for run-
ning a pump for pumping in the mines having had
some of the small, delicate parts constituting the
gasoline injector broken, the \\hoIe injector, with
governor, mixing valve, etc., was taken off and sent
to the machine shop for repairs. The exigencies of
the case requiring it, as the water was about to get
beyond control, the engine was run all the same;
and since then, the Injector proving difficult to keep
in proper adjustment, on account of wear, etc., it

has been cast aside, and we have the spectacle of the
engine running-^and running satisfactorily, too^
with all these parts gone. The "governor" to the
engine, as it now runs, is the work It has to do, and,
in case of accident, the boy who runs the engine.

Operation.

In the operation of gasoline engines there are
several points at which they differ from steam en-
gines. In the first place, they are are not like steam
engines, in which all that has to be done to start is

to open the valve. Gasoline engines have to be
started. The wheels have to be turned by hand until

the engine makes the first explosion, which, if

everything is all right and perfect, will be the first

time it is turned over. Generally, though, every-
thing will not be all right and perfect, and sometimes
a good many turns are required, which soon gets
to be very tiresome. "Self-starters" are usually
furnished with the larger size engines (above 15 or
20 horsepower); but with our 30-horsepower engine
we have never used it, starting always by hand. Gas-
oline engines run better after they get warmed up.

Gasoline engines, owing to the intense heat gen-
erated in the cylinder by the explosion, require a
higher grade of cylmder oil than do steam engines.
Batteries require renewing every two to seven
months.
Repairs on gasoline engines used Inside mines

and where the grade of meshanical skill of those
in charge of them is that of ordinary laborers are
likely to be disappointing to one who reads the
testimonial books sent out by various makers and
expects similar results in his own case.

One advantage of gasoline engines is that they
require so small an amount of water—only a small
amount for cooling the cylinder, which may be
used over and over again. So that they may be
said to require practically no water supply. Our
30-horsepower engine uses about 300 gallons a day,
whereas a steam engine of the same power would
require 3,000 gallons. This has led to their use.

even in pretty large units, in the arid regions of

the West—Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, etc.

One 40-hor5epower engine there uses less than 40
gallons of water a day, according to a published re-

port.

It may as well be acknov/ledged, in closing this

division of the subject, that in operation gasoline
engines are '"balky." Sometimes they will run;
sometimes they won't. That's all there is to be
said about it. The best thing to be done when the
engine gets perverse is to continue to work with It.

What you do doesn't matter. When it gets in the
humor to run, it will run; but neither you nor any-
one else can tell what you did to make it go.

Testing.

In testing small gasoline engines to ascertain

what brake horsepower they were developing, I

have used the rope brake and spring balances. This
is a cheap, simple, easily applied kind of brake.

from which there is no danger of overheating the

rim of the wheel to which it is applied and requir-

ing no -lubrication. The outfit for testing an en-
gine up to, say, 10 horsepower, does not cost over
two or three dollars. Indicating gas engines Is said

to be rather unsatisfactory and difficult. I have
never tried to indicate one.

Cost of Operating

Small gasoline engines, once they are" started, re-

quire practically no attention. It is to this princi-

pally that the economy referred to in the title is due.

The cost of the gasoline at present market prices

for any size below 10 or 15 horsepower Is less than
the cost of attendance alone for" a steam engine and
boiler; so that, even with coal absolutely free, one
could not afford to use a steam engine and boiler

of small size in an Isolated location. There are
many such places where less than 15 horsepower is

needed at a location isolated from any large boiler

plant. Of course, if the power is needed at some
point closely adjacent to a large boiler plant,

where the only thing necessary is to put In the

steam engine and connect to a steam pipe, the

steam engine would probably be the cheapest; but
if a fireman has to be employed to fire the boiler to

Piake steam for a small, isolated steam engine, even
though the fireman can be engineer as well as fire-

man, then the gasoline engine is cheaper for the

total than the 5team engine is for attendance only, to

say nothing of fuel.

To show how cheap a gasoline engine may some-
times be. I may mention an engine of 7V2 horse-
power which works under a varying load, the ex-

pense of running which is: For gasoline, 65 cents

a day; attendance, 10 cents; total, 75 cents a day.

A steam engine for the same work would cost:

Atleiulancc, $1.75: water supply. 10 cents; fuel (half

a Ion of coal, say), $1.50; total, $3.35 a day.

At Whitwell there arc in use one two-horsepower
engine, one three-horsepower, one 30-horsepower,

and there has just been installed an eight-horsepower
engine to drive a ventilating fan.

Large Gas Engines.

Recently considerable interesting work has been
done in the line of large gas engines, using either
natural gas or producer gas. A number of large
engines are run on natural gas in Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Indiana and other states in the natural-gas
belt. With a good gas engine and cheap natural
gas to use in it, the power consumer has something
almost as good as a free waterpower and something
cheaper than the electrical energy as sold by the
waterpower development companies, such as those
at Niagara Falls.

Natural gas, however. Is not at everybody's door,
and the more general question of gas engines run
by special gas made for the purpose is therefore of
interest to a larger number of people. There are
three different lines in this direction along which
workers are experimenting, viz., gas engines run
on producer gas, gas engines run on blast-furnace
gas, gas engines run on the gas from by-product
coke ovens.

The first (producer gas) has been successfully ex-
ploited In England by Dowson, and in France by
Lencanchez, and also in this country, the plant at
Danbury, Conn., and the recently installed plant ot
the Erie Railway, at Jersey City, N. J., being ex-
amples.

So far, however, it has only been from anthracite
coal that this producer gas for gas-engine purposes
has been successfully made, in this country at least.

There is no apparent reason why gas from the
Semet-Solvay and other by-product coke ovens
should not be suitable for use In gas engines and
furnish very cheap power. The blast furnace being
incidentally a huge gas producer, the idea of using
the surplus gas from it in gas engines has occurred
to several people.

The most described plant of this kind is the one
at Seraing. Belgium, though there are several
others in England and elsewhere. There is now in
operation at Seraing a 200-horsepower gas -engine
run on blast-furnace gas, and the results are said
to be satisfactory and very economical. Very larg^
engines are now being built in Germany and France
for this purpose, some as large as 500, and even
i.oco, horsepower.
The thermal efficiency of gas engines is much

higher than that of steam engines, and the efficiency
as measured in pounds of coal used, which Is what
a practical man is interested In, is also better, being
for gas engines equal to about one pound of coal
per horsepower per hour; while it is a very good
steam i^ngine that comes under two pounds per
horsepower per hour, and ordinary engines run
from four to eight or 10, even sometimes higher.
Now, if gas engines are so much superior to

steam engines in economy, why are they not rapidly
taking the place of steam engines? The answer Is

that it is principally because the gai engine is hard
to start, "balky." of large dimensions in compari-
son with the power developed, and a new thing.
Until very recently they were not made in large
sizes, rarely over a lOO-horsepower. This is, as
stated above, not now the case. I think we may
look to see the gas engine assume a very prominent
place in the future, and perhaps it will not be a
very distant future either.

Chicago Drainage Canal Waterpower.
At a meeting of the Chicago City Council, on July

i6th, the mayor and comptroller were authorized to
sign a contract with the sanitary board for the water-
power of the Chicago drainage canal. The con-
tract Is to run for 75 years, and may be terminated
by either party by giving a year's notice. If the
sanitary trustees desire to terminate the contract
they agree to pay the city the amount expended
for a power plant. The city agrees to pay $4 a
horsepower for two years, and after that the con-
tract provides for a reappraisement each two years,
the cost not to exceed $4. It is estimated that the
canal will produce 30,000 horsepower. The city

agrees to build a power plant at Lockport, to cost
$2,500,000. The city will attempt to issue bonds
for the construction of the works, and the city's

right to do so will be tested by this issue.

Andrae & Sons' Affairs.

The Julius Andrae & Sons company of Milwau-
kee has been In financial difificulties. and recently

called a meeting of its creditors to consider Its af-

fairs. It Is said that the liabilities of the concern
amount to $io6,,ooo and that the nominal value of

the assets is about $126,000. The company dealt

in bicycle goods and electrical supplies, and it Is

believed that It was the bicycle end of the business

that brought about the trouble. The house has

been engaged in the electrical business in Milwau-
kee for a number of years, and it is hoped that an

arrangement may be made whereby the business

will be continued.

The Northside Consolidated Street Railioad com-
pany of Chattanooga, Tenn., has been incorporated,
with $100,000 capital, by S. W. Dcvine, W. B. Roy-
slcr and E. D. Lilley.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
London Letter.

London, July 2.—Early on Friday morning one
of the elevators, or lifts, as they call them here,
gave way at the new London Bridge station of the
city, and South London Electric railway, and fell

with a loud crash to the bottom of the shaft, a dis-

tance of 120 feet. There were four persons descend-
ing, all of whom were injured.

The quarrels of the Irish leaders have invaded the
sacred region of private bills in the House of Com-
mons, and there was once more evidence of it in the
long fight on Thursday afternoon over the Dublin
electric-lighting bill. The Dublin members went
one way and Mr. Tim Healey and others went the
other way. Tim was raspish over the matter, and
gave his version of certain local affairs, much to the

amusement of the House.
Ten years hence, in an odd corner of the new

South Kensington Museum, there will be exhibited

among the curiosities of b3'^gone ages a specimen
of the present London tram car. Teachers will take
their classes and point to the relic as a proof of the

little value placed on time by men of the nineteenth
centur>'. People in 1900, they will say, were content

to sit in such cars for an hour to go a distance of

three miles. The boys of 1910, who will do the dis-

tance in a few minutes, will pit}' the slow old

fossils of a former decade. The tram car is doomed,
and before long the tram horse will have disappeared

from the streets. London is on the eve of the

greatest revolution in local transit since the introduc-

tion of railways. Within the next few weeks, in the

western part of London, will be inaugurated the

most magnificent system of electric cars in Europe.
These magnificent palace cars. I am told, will cost

over $6,000 each. They will carry 69 passengers

at the rate of a cent a mile and are 85 feet long. The
power house will liave a chimney 250 feet high,

which will be the only one in the country built en-

tirely of steel. The reconstruction of the lines has

cost $60,000 a mile.

Wireless telephony experiments are being made
fiom the Isle of Anglesey to the Skerries. The site of

the experiment has been chosen because no sub-

marine wire ever known would stand the force of the

sea there, and so the Skerries need more urgently

than most places to have a means of communicating
with the shore.

People interested in the decision of the House
of Commons committee on the question whether

big companies shall supply large districts with elec-

trical energy', or whether the business shall be un-

dertaken by smaller companies or by local authori-

ties, assembled in force on Thursday. I need hardly

say that the large central companies, that propose

to supply extensive districts, were successful.

The exhibition at the Agricultural Hall of tram-

ways and electrical accessories will close on Wednes-
day, the glorious Fourth. It has been largely at-

tended and all the exhibits were attractive, but the

most noticeable w-as that of the Westinghouse com-
pany. The Electric Tramways and Traction com-
pany and the Brush company's exhibits came in for

a good deal of attention, but perhaps the one most
admired was acar built by J. G. Brill of Phila-

delphia and especially designed for summer and win-

ter use. W. H. B.
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United States Senator John Kean is largely interested
operating between Elizabethport and Elmore. This
r-uts an end to a bitter franchise war.
The change of the Kings County Elevated, Brook-

lyn, to electrical operation will probably take place
mside of a few weeks. M. L. G.

New York Notes.

New York, July 14.—^Judge Lacombe of the

United States Circuit Court yesterday authorized

Colonel William Jay. the receiver of the Manhattan-
ville and Nicholas avenue and the Forty-second
street railways, to enter into contracts for the equip-

ment electrically of the roads. This will call for an
expenditure of over $200,000. Naughton & Co., con-
tractors, will do the w-ork.

President H. H. Vreeland of the Metropolitan
Street Railway company has given it out that the

horse cars on the Thirty-fourth street cross-town
line are to be replaced by storage-battery cars.

An experiment on portrait photography by in-

candescent light was made here recently by Falk,

a photographer, w^hose gallery is at the Waldorf-
Astoria. A cluster of 21 incandescent lamps was
employed, enclosed in a hood. The requisite white-

ness of light was obtained by running the lamps
far above the regular voltage. The results are said

to be fully equal to sunlight photography. Of course,

the lamps have but short life under such treat-

ment, but they need be turned on only a short period

for each photograph taken.

The Board of Rapid Transit Commissioners has
decided to lengthen the station platforms for the

new^ rapid-transit system north of One-hundred-and-
fourth street and the express stations south of that

point, making them 450 feet in length, -r long
enough to accommodate eight-car trains.

The Ricker-Hine syndicate, operating the street

railways at Plainfield. Rahway. Westfield and Eliza-

beth, N. J., has purchased the company in which

From the Buckeye State.

Columbus. Ohio, July 14.—There have been a
number of plans suggested for the operation of the
municipal lighting plant in this city, and Director
Kauffman has been urged to adopt some of them.
He is firm in his determination to have nothing
more to do with it, under the circumstances, how-
ever, and the City Council has taken hold of it.

The director of law decided that it could be placed
in the hands of trustees, and this plan was adopted.
Professor B. F. Thomas of the Ohio State Uni-
versity, was one of the men chosen for thi's place,
but he set about an investigation, and is still at
work on it. If he finds that the action of the City
Council is legal and everything is all right, he will
accept the place, and if not he will make it known.
This matter has been the subject of more comment
than any one thing that has occurred in the city
for some time.

Two cars collided on the new Springfield, Dayton
and Urbana electric line near Springfield a few
day ago, and 10 persons were seriously injured. It
is now said that the motorman of one of the cars
was to blame for the accident.
The first rail on the Columbus, London and

Springfield electric read was laid last Wednesday.
The contractors are now pushing the work along the
national pike w^est of the city.

Frank Bourne, an expert engineer of New York,
is now going over the various routes proposed by
the Chillicothe. Mount Sterling and Columbus elec-
tric railway, with a view to selecting the most prac-
tical one.

The City Council of Kenton, Ohio, will advertise
for bids for lighting the streets. It wants a plant
of no arc lights of 2,000 candlepower each for a
term of five years.
There seems to be a great demand for the banks

of the canals in this state for traction purposes.
Over a month ago a party of capitalists filed an
application with the canal commission for the use
of the Miami and Erie Canal, from Cincinnati to
Toledo. On Friday another application was re-

ceived for the same privilege from the Cincinnati,
Hamilton and Dayton Traction company, which is

made up of the stockholders of the Cincinnati,
Hamilton and Dayton Railroad company. There
will be a fight for the possession of this franchise,
from the fact that any line built along this canal
will parallel the Cincinnati. Hamilton and Dayton
road, and would, to a great extent, injure the busi-
ness. If the company operated by the stockholders
of the road gets the franchise it will turn the money
back to the road. There may be some plan to de-
lay matters also if this company gets it. The capi-
talists who first asked for it w^ill put a good road
in operation if they get it, as there is plenty of
money at hand to build it, and the gentlemen are all

trained business men. It is claimed that Thomas
N. Fordyce holds the exclusive franchise of these
banks for the purpose of operating canal boats by
electric powder, but the Cincinnati, Hamilton and
Dayton company intimates that there will be no
poles put up to interfere with his plans if the fran-

chise is granted to it. There is still a question as
to whether the commission will grant the use of
the canal banks for electric-road purposes, although
the Supreme Court has decided that this can be done.
The Miami Valley Electric Railway company is

planning to build a branch from Dayton to St.

Marys. The business men of Sidney are urging
the management to run the line by way of their

town, as it would result in the loss of much busi-

ness to them if the road would go within a few
miles, only to carry the people to some other place.

The council of the village of Oberlin, Ohio, is de-

bating the advisability of municipal ownership of

the gas and electric-light plant there. The owner,
C. T. Beckwith, may sell if the city means business.

Work commenced on the extension of the Grove
City electric line from Grove City to Morgan Sta-

tion Friday. This will give a better service to per-

sons wishing to come to Columbus from the south-

west.

The employes of the Columbus Railway company
will receive their fourth quarterly dividend on Au-
gust 1st. This will be in the same ratio as that re-

ceived by the stockholders.

C. M. Lott of Paulding is negotiating for the

purchase of the electric-light works at Hicksville.

He asks the city for a lo-year franchise, and if he
does not get this he expects to put in a new plant

and furnish the street lights at $65 each.

The Portage Lake Traction company has been
granted a franchise to build a road from Ravenna
to Kent.

It is reported that the plan to build an electric

line from Findlay to Toledo by way of Fostoria

h^s been given up, because the farmers along the

line had begun a vigorous opposition to granting

the right-of-way. Theodore Wentz. a Canal Dover
banker, was at the head of the project.

The Youngstown and Sharon Street Railway
company has secured the right-of-way between
Sharon and Hubbard, which, for a while, promised
to give the managers much trouble.
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Tile Columbus, Buckeye Lake and Newark Trac-
tion company and the Newark and Lancaster Trac-
tion company have made apphcation for the use of
the berm-bank of the canal, between Newark and
Hebron.
Work is now progressing rapidly on the new

road being built from Sandusky to Norwalk. .The
grading has been begun in several different places
in order to hasten its completion.
The Portage Lake Traction company has in con-

templation a line frcm Ravenna to Cleveland, but
the officials say they are not yet ready to begin on
the work, and have not taken the preliminary steps
to secure the franchise, although they have secured
the right-of-way on all the other branches.
People of Mansfield are agitating the question of

the city combining a pumping station and lighting
plant on the municipal-ownership plan.
The Alliance Gas and Electric company has made

a proposition to the Alliance council to either sell
or lease the plant to the town on terms to be made
by arbitrators, if necessary. The proposition is be-
lieved to be a favorable one, if the town wishes to
enter the municipal-ownership e-xperimcnt. It seems
that the negotiations with New York parties who
bad proposed to build an electric line from Alliance
to Salem are off.

The injunction against the Dayton Street Railway
company has been dissolved, and the company may
now move its tracks in certain places, as had been
planned some time ago.

D. K. Bird has been chosen as superintendent
of the Mount Vernon Electric Light company, to
succeed William Wilkinson, who resigned to go
into the coal business.
The Village Council at Athens has passed an

ordinance requiring the lighting company there to
furnish incandescent lights for the streets. The
company will be .given an additional term of three
years to its franchise, in consideration of the e.x-
pense involved in changing the system.

O. M. C.

Northwestern Notations.
Minneapolis, July 14.—The council of Duluth,

Minn., has amended a proposition of the Com-
mercial Light and Power company for street light-
ing and tendered an acceptance of the changed offer.
Work will soon be started on improvements to

the dam of the Gas and Electric company of St.
Cloud, Minn.
The street-railway company of Ottumwa, Iowa,

is testing fenders on its cars.

^ The Southern Electric Supply company and the
General Electric company have contracts to install
an electric-lighting system at Hastings, Neb.
The Hutchinson Electric Railway company has

been formed at Weyauwega, Wis., to build an elec-
tric line from New London to Berlin.
The Gas and Electric compiany of Grand Forks,

N. D., is installing a public heatmg system. Mains
are being laid through the streets.

A survey has been begun for the electric line to
be built from Geneva, Minn., to Albert Lea by
the Albert Lea and Geneva railway.
The village of VVillraar, Minn., has contracted for

a new boiler for the light and water station.
The electric-supply men of Minneapolis and St

Paul claim they are discriminated against in the
matter of freight charges. A concerted action will
be brought to bring about a revision of classification.
If this proves unsuccessful, it is hinted that suit
may be brought to enforce the interstate-commerce
law against classification.

The Edison Electric Light company has paid the
city of Des Moines, Iowa, $852.15. being one per
cent, of the gross earnings of the company, to be
paid in semi-annual installments.
The Postal Telegraph company has won a suit

in Idaho courts to condemn a right-of-way along
the lines of the Oregon Short Line.
The Highland Canal and Power company of Du-

luth, Minn., has changed its plans for storage-res-
ervoir capacity. The company proposes to develoi)
v/aterpowcrs around Duluth and transmit the power
to the cities. It was the original intention to have
a capacity of the stoiage reservoir of 30,000 horse-
power. The company has concluded to be prepared
for the future, and will make it about 100.000 horse-
power. This will not all be developed at once, of
course, but will be in readiness to be developed
as needed..

The Tri-city Railway company of Davenport.
Iowa, has put in new rolling stock and is im-
pro\'ing its tracks.

Laurence Stengcr, a student of electricity in
Parker. S. D.. has perfected a dynamo of his own
invention. It is probable a system will be installed
to furnish light for I'arker.

The Railway and Light company of Winona,
Minn., has accepted the new franchise tendered by
the city, and will extend its lines.

W. I. Gray of Mirmeapolis will superintend the
installation of the new electric-light work for the
Austin, Minn., plant.

Work will be begun at once on the new electric-

light plant of A. P. Hoyt at Omro. Wis.
Dayton. Iowa, will install an electric-light plant.

The street-railway company of La Crosse, Wis.,
has begun work on an extension.
The Black River Falls Electric company expects

to be able to furnish Duluth and Superior electric

power in about one year. The company expects to

develop 5.000 horsepower, which will allow 3.500
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after deducting' 30 per ceni. waste and loss in trans-

mission.
The council of Keokuk, Iowa, has granted an ex-

tension to the electric-light company's franchise.

The city of Appleton, Wis., has served papers

on the Appleton Electric Light and Power com-
pany, to compel the company to operate the cars

of the local street-car lines according to the condi-

tions of its franchise. Since the burning of the

company's power house, the power used by the

local system has been transferred to the interurban

line. During this time the company has operated

but one car a day, fulfilling- its contract with the

Chicago and Northwestern railway. As the street-

car service has been unsatisfactory for several years,

the city officials intend to make the company com-
ply with the terms *of its franchise or forfeit its

rights.

The Gas and Electric company of Creston, Iowa,

has submitted a new proposition for furnishing

street lighting, ba^ed on a five-year franchise. The
proposition was voted down.
The Carroll (Iowa) Electric Light and Power

company has amended its articles of incorporation

to include a heating plant.

The Des Moines (Iowa) Street Railway com-
pany wants a settlement of its taxes. It offers to

resume the sale of six tickets for 25 cents, if its

assessment is reduced from $500,000, as it now
stands, to $200,000.

The electric street-railway company of Chippewa
P'alls and Eau Claire, Wis., has awarded a contract

for the erection of a new power station.

The Seattle and Tacoma Electric Railway com-
pany has received $100,000 toward the construction

of the line from the bondholders, and further in-

stallments will follow as needed. The line is ex-

pected to be in operation in less than a year.

The local union of the International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers at Butte, Mont., has petitioned

the council of that city to create a new department,

to be known as the "Bureau of Electricity." This
department shall have complete supervision over

all electrical appliances in use in the city. It shall

be empowered to cut down or remove all wires of

any trolley company, when such endanger life or

property, and the city is to be held blameless.

C. H. Storms, electrician for the Rapid Transit

company of Waterloo, Iowa, has invented a block-

alarm system, which is now in use by the company.
When a car passes a switch it lights an electric

light at the next switch, which remains lighted

until the line is clear. It prevents delays by over-

due cars, as it is always a guide as to whether the

track is clear. The company uses it on the line

between Waterloo and Cedar Falls.

It has been rumored that the municipal electric-

light plant of Moorhead, Minn., would be sold.

The story is denied, and it is claimed that it would
take a vote of the citizens before a sale could be
made.
The United States Court has authorized the re-

ceivers of the Commercial Light and Power com-
pany of Duluth, Minn., to issue receivers' certifi-

cates for $25,000 to liquidate taxes, interest on
bonds and meet other liabilities.

Elias Clifton of Cherokee, Iowa, succeeded A. R.

Jackson as superintendent of the Electric Light and
Power company of Centerville, Iowa, July ist.

C. M. Hertig of St. Cloud, Minn., who had a

scheme to establish a system of street railway, to

cover Fargo, N. D., and Moorhead, Minn., has not
given it tip yet, it is understood.
The Board of Trade of Mankato, Minn., is dis-

cussing the matter of rapid transit.

Anew electric-railway line is suggested from Spo-
kane, Wash., through the Spokane and Colville

Indian reservations, lo connect with the Spokane
Falls and Northern railroad. There are a number
of waterfalls along the line, which could be utilized

to furnish power.
The Street Railway company of Fond du Lac,

Wis., has awarded contracts for the erection of a

pavilion at Lakeside Park. R.

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa, July 13.—The Ontario Power company
will begin development work at Niagara Falls this

summer, developing first 30,000 to 50,000 horse-
power. The company has applications for ,30,000

horsepower.
The City Council of Kingston, Ont., will invite

the Electrical association of Canada to hold its an-
nual convention there in August next. The con-
vention was to have been held at Ottawa, but the

fire in that city prevented. The Kingston City
Council will vote a sum of money for entertainment
of the association. There will likely be 400 mem-
bers in attendance.
The town of Orillia, Ont., after the greatest diffi-

cuUy, has reached an agreement whereby R. H.
I'atriarche, of the Electrical Maintenance and Con-
slruclion company of Toronto, and Peter Ryan un-
dertake to complete the town's power scheme, Ijy

which electric pow'.T is to be transmitted from the

Severn River, 19 miles distant, to Orillia by the
first of October next.

The Canada Atlantic Railway company has com-
menced installing electric lif^hls and electric fans
on its passen^'er cars. M. R, Shedd. of the Gould
Electric Car Lighting company of Dcpew, N. Y.,

is in Ottawa placing the necessary plants on the
cars. The govcrnor-generars car. "Victoria," has
been cfjuipped with the lights and fans.

The Dominion government has received an ap-
plication from Hon. Fred. Peters and E. O.
F^ader of Victoria, B. C, for certain shore rights
in the harbor of Vancouver, B. C. They propose to
utilize the rise and fall of the tides there to generate
electric power, which will serve Vancouver, New
Westminster, etc., and, at the same time, provide
electric power upon a cheap scale.

J. P. Graves has made an offer to purchase from
the city of Grand Forks, B. C, the waterworks and
electric-light plants at the sum of $70,000, and to

expend a further sum of $30,000 in improving the
systems. He also seeks to acquire an exclusive
street-railway franchise. In retyrn for a bonus of

$30,000, Mr. Graves offers to provide waterworks,
electric-light and trolley systems for the city of
Columbia.
A company composed of Winnipeg capitalists and

business men has been organized, under the name
of the Lac du Bonnet company, to transmit elec-

tricity for light and power, from a waterpower at

Lac du» Bonnet to the city of Winnipeg, a distance
of 62 miles, using a voltage of 40,000 volts. Plans
have been prepared for the power house and plant.

The building will be 317 feet long by 56 feet wide
and will be thoroughly fireproof. On the main
floor will be placed 20 direct-connected generators,

each of 1,000 kilowatts* capacity. Step-up trans-

formers will be employed to raise the voltage to

40,000 volts.

Alderman Urquhart, in moving a resolution in

the Toronto City Council having an important bear-
ing upon any contracts which the city may be about
lo enter into for electric heat, light and power, re-

ferred to a new company, now being organized, for

development of electric power on the Canadian side

of Niagara Falls and for transmission of the
same to Toronto, Hamilton and St. Cather-
ines. He asked that the city engineer be instructed

to report estimates for distributing electric heat,

light and power to private concerns and consumers
throughout the city. The alderman stated that this

new company held a patent upon a method of

transmitting electricity by wire, so that between Ni-
agara Falls and Toronto only 20 per cent, of the

current would be lost. He was not now in a posi-

tion to give the exact terms upon which this com-
pany proposed to supply electricity, but would
promise that it would be a surprising reduction
upon the present cost of electric energy which ob-
tains in Toronto, and it probably would be found
that electricity will be offered to the city, in bulk, at

a figure not greater than $30 per horsepower yearly.

The annual report of the directors of the Cana-
dian Electric company, at the meeting of the share-

holders held at the city of Quebec, showed that the
development works of the company were well ad-
vanced and would probably be completed by the

end of next September. Contracts have already
been made for 3,000 lights, and it is expected that

operations will be commenced with a lighting load
of about 6,000 lights. Negotiations were in prog-
ress for lighting the streets of Levis, Que., and ap-
plications have been received from several manufac-
turing concerns for power. Tenders have been re-

ceived for the laying of a submarine cable to carry

the electric current across the St. Lawrence, from
Levis to the city of Quebec. The company is also

making great preparations for supplying many vil-

lages with light and power. It is installing the

electric light all the way from the Chaudiere Falls,

Que., where the power is generated, to St. Joseph
de Levis, a distance of about 12 miles. It is said

that the company aUo proposes running a scenic
electric railway between these two points. The
probable revenue of the company for the first year
is estimated at $25,000 and the operating expenses at

$1,000 per month.
At a meeting of the shareholders of the Montreal

Electric Street Railv.ay company, held on the lOth

inst, the agreement between the street-railway com-
pany and the Chambly Power company was ratified.

The agreement requires the delivery by the latter

company of 5,000 horsepower continuously for a

period of 23 years, with the privilege of renewal
for a further term of five years, at $25 per horse-

power per annum. Should the Chambly company at

any time sell power at a lower rate to any other

railway on the island of Montreal, the Montreal
street railway will have the benefit of the reduction.

Mr. Wanklyn, manager of the street-railway com-
pany, stated at the u'leeting that he had studied the

question in all its phases for a period of 18 months,
and the contract submitted was the very best pro-

curable. At present the company was greatly in

need of additional power. The Chambly current
would be available night and day, and it was pro-

posed lo secure the very best machinery to trans-

mit it.

Apropos of the price of electric power, it may be
pointed out that probably the lowest figures have
been obtained at Ottawa. The E. B. Eddy company,
shortly before the fire catastrophe in Hull and
Ottawa, had contracted with the Deschcnes Electric

company for several thousand electrical horsepower
at $15 per horsepower per annum. Also some of

the Ottawa electric men, who control the Little

Chaudiere waterpower, offered recently lo furnish

a proposed cotton-mill enterprise in Ottawa with

3000 electrical horsepower at $10 per unit yearly.

It will be seen, therefore, that electric power can
apiiareiilly be delivered in Ottawa, with profit, at

sdinclhiiig like one-half the best figure that the

Montreal Electric Street 'Railway company can now
get or expects to obtain for the next ([uarter of a

century, although Montreal is a city well situated
to secure electric advantages. Ottawa people nat-
uially have great expectations regarding the indus-
trial future of the Canadian capital, owing to the
unrivaled facilities it possesses in respect to the
development of electric energy. W.

North Carolina.

Charlotte, N. C, July 13.—The Charlotte Consoli-
dated Construction company is completing the lay-
ing of three miles of double track at Charlotte,
N. C. The plant will soon be one of the best
equipped in the state.

The plant of the Carolina Manufacturing company
at High Point, N. C, will be operated by power
from the plant of O. M. Richardson.
The Wilmington (N. C.) Gas Light company will

issue bonds for the improvement of its gas and elec-

tric service, work having already been begun. The
sum of $25,000 will cover the amount of improve-
ments.

After spending in the neighborhood of $100,000
on its great dam at Ivy Creek, the North Carolina
Electric Power company has stopped the work.
The proposed line runs from the dam to Ashevillc,
N. C, 12 miles distant. It is stated that the sus-
pension of work is only temporary.
The interests of E. R. Bliss of Chicago and others

in the Intermontane Railroad company (electric) at

Asheville, N. C, have been purchased in the interest
of the Asheville (N. C.) Electric company. The
new owner contemplates overhauling and improv-
mg the newly purchased line. L.

PERSONAL.
Elias Clifton of Cherokee, Iowa, has succeeded

A. R. Jackson as superintendent of the Albia Elec-
tric Light and Power company.

Robert K. Gray, of the Telegraph and Mainte-
nance and Construction company of London, ar-

rived in New York early in the month. "He comes
here," says the New York Tribune, "in connection
with the laying of a new commercial cable."

James H. Hoffman, president of the Hebrew
Technical Institute of New York City, died at the
home of his son in that city on July 8th. Mr. Hoff-
man, who was in his 67th year and a native of Ger-
many, was president of the Manhattan Electric Stor-
age Battery company and interested in other manu-
facturing and commercial enterprises.

Since July 12th J. S. Beach, chief clerk to C. M.
Baker, the general superintendent of construction
of the Postal Telegraph company, has been missing.
He lived in Melrose Park and the last known of

him was that he intended to take a trip to Mil-
waukee. Mr. Beach had been in the employ of

the company for five years and had always been
a faithful and trusted employe. Mr. Baker fears

that he has been drowned.

D. H. Louderback has resigned as president and
director of the Lake Street and Northwestern Ele-
vated Railway companies of Chicago. Howard Abel
moves up from the secretary and treasurcrship of
the Lake Street to take its presidency and L. S,

Owsley is the new president of the Northwestern.
William V. Griffin becomes secretary and treasurer
of the Lake Street road. Harvey T. Weeks takes
Mr. Louderback's place as director on both roads.

W. J. Johnston, formerly publisher of the Elec-
trical World, has returned to New York, after a
trip around the world. He was promptly inter-

viewed in relation to the situation in China. Mr.
Johnston thinks the present troubles in China may
be the best thing that ever happened to that country,
if the powers will only administer affairs there with
an unselfish impartiality. Japan, in Mr. Johnston's
opinion, is best fitted of all the nations of the earth
to give China civilized rule, and if the other nations
would allow the mikado to govern China upon lines

laid down by a convention of the powers, the great
Chinese market would be opened to the trade of all

the world, under the most favorable conditions pos-
sible.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Beaver, Pa., intends to install a municipal elec-

tric-light plant.

The Mazomanie, Wis., electric-light plant has been
destroyed by fire.

The council of Osgood, Ind., has decided lo put
in an electric-light plant.

The Alliance (Ohio) City Council has decided to

build an electric-light plant.

The Norfolk (Va.) Fleat, Light and Power com-
pany will issue $500,600 bonds.

Lyons, Mich., will receive bids for the improve-
ment of its electric-light plant.

The council of North Amherst. Ohio, wishes esti-

mates on a city electric-light plant.

Spencerville, Ohio, will issue $S,ooo in bonds for

the erection of an electric-light plant.

The Lcesville (La.) Waterworks company has
obtained a franchise for electric lighting.

The Sea Side Electric Light, Pleat and Power
company of Rockaway Beach, Long Island, has
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been organized with W. G. Wainwright president
and J. W. Wainwright treasurer.

At Colborne, Ont., the entire electric-hght station
owned by J. A. Spence was burned last week.

Recover^'. Ohio, will issue $10,000 "in bonds to
build an electric-light plant. F. Tegler is clerk.

W. P. Pitman of Lufkin, Texas, will ask for tele-

phone and electric-light franchises at Alvin, Texas.

The Memphis (Tenn.) Light and Power company
has increased its capital stock from $300,000 to $500,-
000.

The municipal eleciric-light system at Tarentum,
Fa., is one of the most successful of the kind in the
state.

The Indiana Cotton Mills company at Cannelton,
Ind., is considering plans for a large electric-light

plant.

At Howell, Mich., the town recently voted in

favor of bonding for $15,000 to put in an electric-

light plant.

I. Kelly and C. Heron, committee, will receive
bids for a street-lighting plant for Galena, 111., un-
til July 24th.

J. H. Brown. K. A. Tracey and M. J. Cook 01

Chicago have incorporated the City Light and Power
company of Dunkirk, Ind.

The Needham (Mass.) Electric company has been*
incorporated by W. W. Carter, C. H. Carter and
F. B. Carter. Capital, $15,000.

The Chicago and Alton Railroad company will re-

build its shops at Bloomington, 111., and put in a

central power and heating plant.

New Castle (Pa.) local capitalists have applied
for a franchise to build an electric-light plant and
steam-heating system in the town.

The Standard Electric Light company of Kansas
City. Kan., has been incorporated, with $25,000 cap-
ital, by L. E. James, W. J. Buchan and J. Fennel.

The electric-light plant at Morrice, Mich., re-

cently purchased by Sutton &: Makey. has been de-
stroyed by fire. The plant was purchased for $10,-

000.

The ordinance granting the Atlanta (Ga.) Rail-

way and Power company the right to operate an
electric-light plant in Atlanta has been passed by
the council.

The Baltimore (Md.) Board of Street Commis-
sioners has awarded the contract for building a

municipal electric-light plant to the George A. Will-

iams company of Jer:^ey City, N. J., for $52,590.

The city of West Hammond, 111., has awarded
the contract for its complete new electric-light plant,

comprising two 30-kilowatt Warren alternators and
one 40-light arc machine, to J. Holt Gates & Co..

Monadnock building, Chicago. A new building will

be erected, boilers added and the old plant com-
pletely overhauled.

The Concord (N. H.) Land and Water Power
company is putting in five new 200-kilowatt gen-
erators and one new 300-horsepower water wheel.

Fart of this activity is due to a contract for lighting

and furnishing power to the extensive shops of the

Boston and Maine railroad, which road has hereto-

fore furnished its ow^n power and light.

The Washtenaw Electric company has filed ar-

ticles of incorporation in Michigan, with $50,000

capital. The purpose of the corporation is the pro-

ducing of electricity and electric light. The offices

are to be at Ann Arbor and Ypsilanti and the power
plant at Geddes. Two thousand shares, at $25 each,

are held by Bernard Rorison, A. C. Rorison, W. J.

Clarke. P. M. Miller, W. H. Sweet. C. L. Stevens,

Robert Hemphill. Jr.. A. Beyer. R. W. Hemphill,

Clark Cornwell, H. P. Glover and R. W. Hemphill,

Jr.. trustee.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
E. A. and F. E. Wilson have secured the franchise

in Niles for an electric road from Niles, Ohio, to

Salt Springs.

The Waynesburg and Ten Mile Valley Street

Raihvay company has been granted a franchise in

Waynesburg, Pa.

W. A. Bisbee has appl ied for a franchise to

build an electric street railway in the city and sub-

urbs at Jacksonville, Fla.

The Southside Railway and Development com-
pany of Petersburg, Va., is said to be spending

$25,000 on improvements.

At Columbus. Ohio, the Columbus and Buckeye

Lake Electric Railroad company has filed articles

of construction, with $5,000 bond.

James D. Bashford and Calvin Hotchkiss of

Lyons, N. Y.. have the right-of-way for an electric

road between Lyons and Sodus Point.

The Florence Electric Street Raihvay company
has been incorporated, to operate in Fremont, Teller,

El Paso. Pueblo and Custer counties, Colorado.

The street-railway strike at St. Louis has been re-

newed. The strikers say that the company has not

lived up to its agreement The renewal of the strike.
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however, does not seem to have caused any great
disturbance and the cars are operating regularly.

A trolley car got beyond control of the motor-
man on the hill at Amsterdam avenue and One
hundrcd-and-twenty-seventh street, New York,
last week, and smashed into two other cars that
were waiting at the bottom of the hill Most of
the passengers escaped before the collision took
place, but a few were bruised.

A new power brake for electric street cars has been
invented by Auditor James H. Neal of the Boston
Elevated Railway company, for whom it will be
manufactured under his patents on royalty by the
United States Steel company. It is expected to be
to the electric-car service what the Westinghouse
air brake is to the steam-railroad service.

Under the title of Ulua Commercial company a
syndicate of New York city and Philadelphia capi-
talists has been formed to open the interior of
Honduras, Central America, to commerce by the
construction of an electric railway and a wagon road
to the parts of the country which are at present only
accessible by pack mules. The Ulua River is to be
dredged where necessary for 100 miles from the
coast line, and from there the wagon and trolley
roads are to be extended over the mountains nf
the interior. The capital stock of the new company
is $500,000, fully subscribed.

The Moodus and East Hampton Electric Railway
company has been ciganized at Bridgeport, Conn.,
with a capital of $150,000. The officers elected were
the following: President, F. C. Fowler of Moodus;
treasurer. Clifton J. Harvey of Woodbury; secre- •

tary. ¥.. C. Crocker of Bridgeport; directors, F.
C. Fowler, C. C. Chafee, Willjam Markham, E. S.

Boyd of Moodus; Clifton J. Harvey, A. D. Warner
of Woodbury; William A. Reddon of East Hamp-
ton, and E. C. Crocker of Bridgeport. The Mutual
Construction company has also been organized by
the same capitalists to build electric railways
throughout the state.

By the terms of an agreement reached between
Ihe Milfcrd, Atlleboro and Woonsocket. the Milford.
Holliston and Framingham and the Marlboro,
^^''estboro and Grafton Street Railway companies of
Massachusetts the three managements have virtually
pooled their interests, and later they may form an .

actual combination, if the plan to be tried works
successfully. Their projects contemplate the con-
struction of connectins: links to make a continuous
line from Milford to Westboro, in addition to their
present lines. Through cars will be run over the
three roads interchangeably. This gives opportu-
nity for almost continuous travel from Fitchburg,
Mass., to Providence, R. I.
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SPACE TELEGRAPHY.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Diehl Manufacturing company, Elizabeth-

port. N. J., calls attention in a bulletin to its small
motors for sewing machines and special purposes.

The Dean Brothers' Steam Pump Works, In-
dianapolis, Ind., has just issued a catalogue con-
taining numbered lists of parts for pumps, directions

for operating and valuable tables.

The American Electric Fuse company of Chicago
is distributing circulars illustrating its Mclntire and
American joints, lightning arresters, paper msu-
lators, fuses, Mclntire specialties, etc.

The Ferracute Machine company, Bridgeton,
N. J., is distributing a catalogue of presses and
dies, numbered 13, with the announcement that a

larger and more complete catalogue will be issued
in a few months. It is difficult to conceive of a more
complete catalogue of machine tools of the class de-
scribed.

Interesting examples of men who have fitted them-
selves for good positions in engineering work by
study in .spare time are furnished in a little book
entitled "Support Yourself While Learning a Pro-
fession,"' which is being sent free to all applicants
by the International Correspondence Schools,
Scranton, Pa.

A recent circular issued in a series on "The Ap-
plication of Storage Batteries to Isolated Plants,"

by the Electric Storage Battery company of Phila-

delphia, describes the installation of chloride ac-

cumulators for the Arnold Print Works. North Ad-
ams. Mass. Illustrations are given of the works,
the switchboard and booster, and battery room.

Lundell generators, direct-connected and belted,

are described in catalogue No. 100, issued by the

Sprague Electric company, New York. That por-

tion of this handsome pamphlet devoted to multi-

polar machines is of especial interest, as the new
Lundell split-pole machine for overcoming spark-

ing is described fully, and the technical and engi-

neering points in its design arc set forth in a very

complete manner.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
The Coast Range Electric Power and Mining

Corporation, Newman. Stanislaus County, Cal., is

incorporated. The directors are J. F. McSwain
and H. B. Ellis, Merced; J. H. Custer, I. Sturgeon,

J. A. St. Clair, C. F. Eddleman. F. A. Jeffres. J.

Morris and A. Levy, Newman. The capital stock

is $500,000, of which $54,925 has been subscribed.

Wireless telegraphy is being tried at Honolulu
with the idea of extending the service to give an
island-to-island communication. The first experi-
ments have been satisfactory.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The New York Shipbuilding company, which is

now completing very large works at South Camden,
N. J., will use electricity for nearly all its power
around the yards.

Solomon Larsen, a track walker on the Kings
County elevated, Brooklyn, recently fell from the
structure on to electric feed wires under the struc-
ture, and was killed by the current.

It has been found by experiment, says the Scien-
tific American, that a thick coating of nickel can be
obtained by using the ordinary plating solution and
passing both alternating and direct currents through
the bath.

The Electric Tire Inflator company has been in-
corporated at Denver, to deal in appliances for the
automatic inflation of rubber tires. W. H. Smith,
George W. Skinner and Charles H. Toll are in-
terested. The capitalization is $10,000.

The United States government is about to estab-
lish three new magnetic observatories, one at Chel-
tenham, Md., 16 miles southeast of Washington,
one at Sitka, Alaska, and one at Honolulu. The
observatory building in each case will be without
window^s and will have a wall filled with sawdust
three feet thick. The temperature is to be kept
at between 40 and 50 degrees the year around.

TRADE NEV/S,
The Non-Polarizing Dry Battery company of

New York, originators of the popular O. K. and
Mustavit dry batteries, has recently appointed John
W. Brooks, 303 Dearborn street. Chicago, as its

western agent.

The electrical instrument firm of Michado &
Roller, 203 Broada'ay, New York, has turned its

business as a whole over to an incorporated con-
cern of the same name. The business will be carried
on in the same manne'r and at the same address as
before.

The Scientific Manufacturing company of Chicago
has been incorporated, with a capital stock of $50.-
coo. to manufacture electrical and scientific in-

struments and devices. The incorporators of the
company are Murray F. Thayer, Ernest C. Thayer
and F. H. Green.

. It is announced that the business heretofore car-
ried on by the Baiues Improved Primary Battery
compauj' will be continued by the Improved Pri-
mary Battery company, 594 Broadway, New York,
w^hich latter company will fill all orders for Brines'
improved batteries and grids.

The Ben Franklin Electrical company has been
organized at Zanesville, Ohio, with $10,000 capital,

to manufacture a combined burglar alarm and home
call clock, invented by G. C. Fergus and R. B.
Reed. The incorporators are Joseph Shaw, W. W.
Harper, S. A. Wellor, Willis Bailey, Guy C. Fergus
and Robert B. Reed.

The Waukegan (111.) Electric Light company has
contracted for the installation of a central-station
heating system. The Evans exhaust hot-water heat-
ing system will be installed. This system is con-
trolled by Evans, Aimirall & Co., whose western
representative, F. N. Jewett, has an office in the
Monadnock block, Chicago, 111.

The interests of Mr. Lcschen in the Leschen-Ma-
comber-Whyte company have been purchased by
a new company, lo be known as the Macomber &
Whyte Rope company. The new company will con-
tinue doing business at the old location, ig and 21
South Canal street. Chicago, where it will be pre-
pared to give all orders better attention than ever.

It has, it is believed, the largest stock of wire rope
in Chicago. A complete stock of supplies will be
carried, as heretofore, and a specialty will be made
of mine, quarry and contractors' supplies.

BUSINESS.
The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, re-

ports that, regardless of the fact that this is the
most successful fan season it has ever had. it is able
to ship Dayton fans promptly upon receipt of or-

der.

The Gregory Elect! ic company, 54 to 62 South
Clinton street, Chicago, announces a special sale

on weatherproof wire in sizes from 8 to 16, and also

a large lot of well-known makes of transformers
guaranteed as good as new.

W. H. Wissing of the St. Louis ofiice of the
Crocker-Wheeler company has closed contracts for

the equipment of the St. Louis Refrigerating and
Cold Storage company, with 400 kilowatts in gen-
erators and 52 motors. The Brown Shoe company's
plant also takes 45 motors, with a second order for

two 80-kilowatt generators, and the St. Louis Re-
public 40 motors.
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ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
653,218, Motor Controller. David H. Darrin,

Craiiford, N. J. Application filed September
2, 1899.

The combination of a motor, a main circuit, a control-
liiig rheostat and a switch in the main circuit, electrical

means for holdinn Lhe switch in one of its positions, and
means tor de-euergiziDg the last-named means, whereby
the switch is permitted to be moved to the opposite direc-
tion independently of the operation of the rheostat.

653,221. Electric-traction Balloon. Marie J. A.
Deydier, Lyons, France. Application filed Au-
gust II, 1898.

The combination with a balloon having a car attached,
and a framework of bamboo canes secured to and extend-
ing around the balloon, of a motor car, a trackway upon
which the motor car is adapted to travel, guide cables ex-
tending longitudinally of the trackway, a guiding device
carried by the car, and engaging the guide cables, a cable
connecting the motor car with the car of the balloon, a sec-
ond cable extending from the latter car, and a guiding
device carried by the latter cable and engaging the guide
cables.

603.316. Trolley. William H. Russell, Watertown,
Mass. Application filed November 23, 1899.

A seclional trolley wheel comprising groove-forming
flanges of wear-resisting metal extending into the ttead
portion of the wheel to run against the trolley wire, and a
relatively thin disk of softer metal interposed in the tread
for carrying the current into the wheel

.

653.319- Supervi-sory and Busy-test Appliance for

Telephone Lines. Charles E. Scribner, Chi-
cago. 111.. as;ii|3:nor to the Western Electric

company, Chicago, III. Application filed Oc-
tober 3, 1S98.

The combinaiion with a telephone line and multiple
spring jacks in different sections of a switchboard, and a
test circuit for the multiple spring jacks, of a source of
specialized test current and means (or connecting the
source of test current with the test circuit of the line at
one of the sections, a signal at the same section and
means for conneciing it with the line simultaneously with
the connection of the test current, means for closing the
test circuit at another section of the switchboard to obtain
a test signal, and other means at ihe second-mentioued
section made operative in establishing connection with
Ihe line to display Ihe signal, as described. (See cut.)

NO, G53 319.

653,342. Diamagnetic Separation. Elmer Gates,
Chevy Chase, Md., assignor to Theodore T.

Mayer. Washington, D. C. Application filed

September 26, 1899.

The method of separating diamagnetic particles from a
mixture containing them which consists in feeding the
mixture into a relatively intense part of a magnetic field,

continuing it in and subjecting it to the action of the mag-
netic field until the diamagnetic particles to be separated
have gradually moved out from the mixture into a rela-
tively weak part of the field, and then collecting the par-
ticles separately.

653,343- Electrostatic Separation. Elmer Gates,
Chevy Chase, Md., assignor to Theodore J.

Mayer, Washington, D. C. Application filed

December 2, 1899.

The method of separating from a mixture particles of
relatively greater electrostatic capacity than the remain-
der, which consists in passing the mixture through a field
of convective discharge of static electricity, thereby charg-
ing the mixture electrostaiically, and diverting the par-
ticles of greater electrostatic capacity by causing the
electrified mixture to ,pass through another field of con-
vecive discbarge of stalic electricity, the direction of
whose lines of force intersects that of the first.

653.344- ' Diamagnetic Separation. Elmer Gates
Chevy Chase, Md., assignor to Theodore J.
Mayer, Washington, D. C. Application filed

December 2, 1899.

The method of separacing diamagnetic particles from a
mixture containing them and magnetic paiticles, whicli
consists in feeding the mixture into a relatively intense
pan of a magnetic field sinmltaneously cliargmg the mix-
ture electrostatically and subjecting the electrostatically
charged mixture to the action of the magnetic field until
Ihe diamagnetic particles to be separated have gradually
moved out (rom the mixture into a relatively weak part of
ilje field and collectiog the diamagnetic particles.

653.345- Diamagnetic Separation. Elmer Gates,
Chevy Chase. Md., assignor to Theodore J.
Mayer, Washington, D. C. Application filed

December 2, J899.

The method of diamagnetic separation which consisls in
introducing the mixture into a zone of median magnetic
intensity, agitating the mixture while detained in the
zone until the particles of varying susceptibility move in
opposite directions, collecting the separated particles and
conducting them away separately.

653-346. Magnetic Separation. Elmer Gates, Chevy
Chase, Md., assignor to Theodore J. Mayer,
Washington, D. C. Apijlicalion filed December
2, 1899.
The method of separating from a mixture particles of

conductive material which coubiais in passing an electric
current through a moving body of (he mixture and divert-
ing the conductiDg particles by causing the moving mixture
to pass through an auxiliary field of force,

653.422. Telephonc-tcst Set. Albert C. LudingLon,
Marquette, Mich., assignor of one-half to Na-

Issued July jo, jqoo.

than M. Kaufman, Marquette, Mich. Applica-
tion filed January 18, 1900.

In a lineman's test set, the combination of the following
instrumentalities: A vibrator responsive to alternating cur-
rent, a magneto-generator included in circuit with the
vibrator, a commutator for the generator constantly con-
nected to deliver intermittent direct current; a terminal
spring connected to take off alternating current from the
generator, included in a normally dote branch around
the commutator, and means operated at will, by the work-
ing shaft of Ihe cenerator. to open and close the branch.

NO 653 472.

653,424. Speed-equalizing Device. Alexander D.
Lunt, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the Gen-
eral Electric company of New York. Appli-
cation filed April 30, 1900.
The combination of a shaft, a fly-wheel loose thereon

and an electromagnetic connection between the fly-wheel
and shaft.

653,448. Reel or Spool for Electric Thermostatic
Cables. John D. Gould, New York, N. Y.
Application filed July 10, 1899.

In an electric fire-alarm apparatus, a reel or spool com-
prising a wooden barrel having metal flanges forming
heads at the opposite ends of the barrel, journal pins
located in the barrel and projecting from the ends, metal
brackets in which the free ends of the pins are journaled,
a wire connected at one end to one of the metal heads,
extending longitudinally through ihe body of the barrel
and terminating at a point adjacent to the opposite metal
head, a second wire connected to the last-named metal
head and terminating at a point adjacent to the end of the
first-named wire but insulated therefrom, combined with
an electric cable arranged to be wound on the spool or
reel, the cable being composed of two wires insulated
from each other, one of which wires is composed of fusible
m^ttrial, the wires being electrically connected at one
end, respectively, to the two separate wires carried by
the spool, an electric battery having the poles connected
respectively to the two metal brackets in which the spool
or reel is journaled, and a bell in the battery circuit.

653.469- Electric Signaling Apparatus. Henry G.
Carleton, New York, N. Y., assignor to the
Carleton Electric coinpany, New York, N. Y.
Application filed March 16, 1900.
The combination with a plurality of sets of connected

circuit terminals, of a circuit-closer, means for producing
a relative movement between the circuit-closer and the
sets of terminals whereby each of the terminals of each
set and the circuit-closer may be brought into operative
position and means whereby the closer may be caused 10
co-operate with a predetermined numOer of the terminals
of each set during the continuation of the relative move-
ment.

653.470. Self-starter for Electric Motors. Henry H.
Cutler, Chicago, 111. Application filed June 8,

1899.
In combination, an electric motor and a resistance

therefor, in series with the armature, a plurality of elec-
tromagnets adapted to be successively energized to re-
move the resistance from circuit step by step, and means
controlled by an electromagnet first to operate for oper-
atively including a succeeding electromagnet in circuit.

NO 653,530,

653,471- Controller for Dynamo-electric Machines.
Henry H. Cutler, Chicago, 111. Ajiplication
iilcd August 24, 1899.
The combination with an electrical circuit, of a regulator

for controlling its electrical condition wiihiu prearranged
limits, circuit-controlling devices for checking the varia-
tion in either direction beyond tlie prearranged limits, an
electromagnet responding to a definite current for con-
trolling the regulator, and electromagnets responding re-
spectively to currents above and below the actuating
current of the first-uientioned electromagnet for control-
ling the circuit-controlling devices.

653,472. Controller for Dynamos or Generators.
Henry H, Cutler, Milwaukee, Wis. Original
application filed August 24, 1899. Divided and
this application filed January 29, 1900.
The combination with an electric generator and a work-

ing circuit containing translating devices, of a solenoid
for regulating the voltage within prearranged limits, a
solenoid for checking the rise of voltaee above the limit,
and a solenoid for chocking the f jII of voltage below the
limit, (See cut.) •

653,5.30. Voltaic Cell. Charles T. Richmond,
Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the National Car-

bon company, Cleveland, Ohio. Application
filed October 9, 1897. '

In a voltaic cell, a porous cup having an open lower
end, a closed top and an external annular flange at iis up-
per end, all of the parts being integral, and a removalile
plug which screws into the lower end of the cup and
thereby closes it, and vent holes in the closed top and the
plug. (See cut.)

653,531. Machine for Grinding Carbon Diaphragms.
Charles T. Richmond and Mahlon M. Zellers,
Cleveland, Ohio, assignors to the National Car-
bon company, Trenton, N. J. Application filed

July 10, 1899.
The combination of a rotating grinding wheel, a pneu-

matic holder having a head tube and a mouth tube tele-
scoping therewith, and adapted to be moved longitudinally
toward and from the grinding wheel.

653>538. Electrolytic Apparatus. Nathaniel L.
Turner, Salmon City, Idaho. Application filed

June 7, 1899.
An electrolytical apparatus, comprising a tank, a carrier

provided with depeadiug arms, an electrode supported by
the arms, turn buttons secured to the arms and adapted
to hold the electrode thereon, and an electrode of opposite
polarity to the one first mentioned.

653.549- Electric Trolley. Thomas Derrick, Lan-
singburg, N. Y., assignor of three-fourths to
Adam Derrick, George Vandercook and George
A. Dicker, Lansingburg, N. Y. Application
filed January 27, 1900.

In an electric trolley a rim having a peripheral groove
for the trolley wire; a circular raceway secured to the
rim; a tubular support surrounded by and concentric with
the rim; a circular raceway secured to the support; a
plurality of bearing balls or rows interposed between the
rim and support raceways respectively, and means for
detachably securing the support to the trolley pole.

653.554- Circuit Controller for Incandescent Lamps
and Magnetic Guide therefor. Marshall W.
Hanks, Pittsburg. Pa., assignor to George
Westinghouse, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed
April 22, 1899. Renewed May 25, 1900.

In an eleciric-lighting .system, a glower which is nor-
mally a non-conductor but is adapted to become a com-
paratively good conductor under Ihe influence of heat, an
electric heater in proximity to the glower, and a solenoid
in circuit with the glower, the solenoid controlling both
sides of the heater circuit. (Spc cuf .

)

NO. 653 554.

653.572. Electric Arc Lamp. John A. Fleming,
London, England. Application filed December
23, 1899.
An electric-arc lamp employing two carbons, one of

which is provided wiih two longitudinal bores separated
from each other to leave an intermediate carbon wall, and
a core or rod of refractory material freely arranged in each
of the bores and presenting themselves to the opposite
carbon in such manner that the electric arc will be formed
between the cores or rods and thus heat them to incan-
descence.

^^I'SIl- Thermo-electric-light Cup. Clarence R.
La Bier, Terre Haute, Ind.. assignor of one-
half to Charles H. Hilton, Terre Haute. Ind.
Application filed February 5, 1900.
A device for supsrhaating air consisting of a cup or

jacket having a number of incandescent electric-light
bulbs inclosed therein, the cup or jacket having a curved
flaring mouth and a flesibici binding of non-conduciing
mateiial surrounding the mouth.

653.-585- Contact Brush. Samuel L. Neely, Pier-
ron, 111., assignor of one-half to Plenry E. Kne-
bel, Pierron, 111. Application filed October 23,
1899.
A contact brush comprising a head including two ele-

menis. a plurality of wires clamped between the elements,
connections between the wires, and elastic plates lying
between the elements and the wires.

653.590. Primary Battery. Edward R. Post, New-
burg, N. Y. Application filed February 5, 1900.

In a battery, the combination with the battery elements,
one of which is of corrugated form, of a spring attached at
one end to the corrugated element on the exterior thereof
and having its free poriiou fitting and conforming to the
shape of ihe element and normally sprung toward the
same.

Reissue.

11,840. Contact System for Electric Railways. Will-
iam Grunow, Jr., Bridgeport, Conn., assignor,
by direct and mesne assignments, to the McEl-
roy-Grunow electric-railway system, Jersey City,
N. J. Application filed May 29, 1900. Origi-
nal No. 631,073, dated August 15, 1899.
A free or independent contacting electromagnet opera-

tively Connected with the circuit connections of which it

constitutes a terminal; in combination with means carried
thereby for effecting the preliminary excitation or mag-
netization thereof; sectional working conductors, an
armature electrically connected with one member of the
latter and additional means for aiding the first-named
means in maintaining the electromagnet in contact with
the armature.
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Power Plant of the Advance Thresher
Company.

One of the latest concerns to be added to the

rapidly increasing list of companies using electricity

as a motive power in their factories, is the Advance
Thresher company of Battle Creek, Mich. Con-
fronted with an old power plant long since out-

grown its usefulness, a factory spread over several

acres of ground, necessitating long lines of shaft-

ing, quarter-turn belts and bevel gears and an in-

creasing business, it was decided to build an en-

tiiely new plant, and by means of electric motors
drive the machinery in various rooms of the differ-

ent departments independently of one another.

makes them entirely independent of the brickwork,

thus making it possible to locate them permanently

before any of the brickwork is commenced.
A brick chimney, 125 feet high, with an internal

flue 54 inches in diameter, furnishes an exceptionally

fine draft to the boilers. Two of these boilers

are now doing the work that in the old plant during

the winter required six boilers, aggregating twice

the rated capacity of those now in use. The feed

water for the boilers is pumped through a 500-

horsepower Cooksen heater, which raises the tem-

perature to about 210 degrees Fahrenheit.

The engine is a Bates-Corliss, with a 22-inch

cylinder and 4S-inch stroke. The frame of the en-

the operation of this machine.- ,<?CfisJe7^s a great

deal of interest and curiosity inanifested on the

part of the employes around the factory during the

installation of the new plant, and one day, during

the dinner hour, several men were gatliered around

the generator wondering why it took such a large

engine to drive the comparatively small armature.

They could not see where the. "pull" came from.

While 'discussing the question, a new.:arri\'al spoke

up very confidently saying: "Why, when that

drum (armature) begins to revolve it expands

and rubs against them pieces (field poles) and the

friction is what makes the electricity, same as on a

belt." It is slated, however, that this friction

POWER PLANT OF THE ADVANCE THRESHER COMPANY.—VIEW IN ENGINE ROOM.

After visiting several manufacturing plants that

were electrically operated, the officers of the com-

pany decided upon the induction motor as being

the easiest to install and operate. The variable-

speed factor and the lower cost of the direct-current

motor were regarded as offset by the fact that the

induction motor requires so little attention and

operates practically the same under so many dif-

ferent conditions.
.

\ short description of the plant is herewith given.

The boilers are of tne fire-tube variety, four in

number, and are 66 inches m diameter. 18 feet long

and rated at no horsepower each. In the setting

of the boilers, the plan of suspending them Irom

I beams was adopted. Each boiler is suspended

by four iron hooks from two lO-inch I beam
,
which

extend over all the boilers and are supported on

iron columns. This plan of setting the boilers

gine is of the box-girder type. The engine is rated

at 400 horsepower with 140 pounds initial steam

pressure, and running at 75 revolutions per minute.

The flywheel is 20 feet in diameter with a 38-inch

face and grooved for 22 i%-inch ropes. The rope

and rope-tightening device were furnished by the

Dodge Manufacturing company. The engine is at

present operating at about two-thirds its normal

load.

The electrical machinery is of the Westinghouse

manufacture. The generator is a two-phase, 300-

kilowatt alternator of the three-bearing type. It is

a separately excited machine, and, running at 300

revolutions a minute, will generate 682 amperes

at 440 volts.

It might be interesting in this connection to give

what was to the assistant mechanical superinten-

dent, who installed the plant, a "new theory" as to

theory didn't gain much credence among the men.

The switchboard is a four-panel board of the

Westinghouse standard design. It carries four

power circuits and four lighting circuits, and. in

addition to the regular equipment of the board

there arc circuit breakers on the main line and also

a polyphase recording wattmeter.

The current for the lights is taken off one phase

of the machine and transformed down to no volts,

by means of two transformers, with their primaries

connected in parallel and their secondaries in series.

Three-wire feeders and mains with the two-wire

distribution system was the plan followed in wiring

the factory for light.

In the accompanying illustrations. Fig. 3, on the

next page, gives a general view of the front of the

Advance Thresher company's works. The office is

the large building near the center and the power
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house is shown on the right. At the extreme left will

be seen a line of high poles. This is the power line

of the Kalamazoo Valley Electric company, which

has just recently started its large power plant at

Allegan, nearly 40 miles distant, where a three-phase

current at 30,000 volts is generated, and which is

used to operate the street cars at both Kalamazoo

and Battle Creek, and also the 23-miIe i'nterurban

line between these two cities.

Figs. I and 2 show different views of the engine

room of the power house, and give a general idea

of the size and arrangement of the machinery.

In Fig. 2 are shown an electrostatic toy engine

and an electrostatic toy motor devised by the com-

pany's electrician. The latter was described in the

Western Electrician June 2d.

Fig. 4 shows a 30-horsepower motor belted direct

to a 66-inch exhaust fan, which carries the shavings

and sawdust away from the woodworking ma-

chinery. This is a typical method of supporting

the motors, and in addition to getting them up out

of the way also affords a place upon which to

FIG. 2. POWER PLANT OF THE ADVANCE THRESHER
COMPANY.—GENERATOR AND EXCITER."

Stand in case any work has to be done upon the

motor.

In Fig. 6 is given a good view of a 20-horse-

power motor, direct-connected to a 30-inch wood
planer. The two posts, which may be seen near the

motor, and which are boarded together, serve the

double purpose of supporting the starting box and
of providing a support for the wires which lead

to the motor. Fig. 5 shows a 20-horsepower motor
with a pulley on each end of the shaft and belted

to two parallel line shafts in the separator machine
shop. The line-shaft pulleys are both on friction

clutches, so that either shaft may be stopped or

started without interfering witK the other.

In the operation of the loading crane it was the

full speed. A glance at Fig. 7 will show how this

was accomplished. The motor is coupled to a

short length of shaft, one end of which is free to

slide on a feather in the motor coupling; the other

end carries two paper, cone friction wheels, 16

inches largest diameter. These wheels can be made
to engage with a similar iron wheel, mounted on
the driving shaft of the crane, by means of the

lever seen in the center of the picture (the flooring

has been removed to show the apparatus). To
operate the crane, the motor is first started, and
then, by means of the lever mentioned above, either

paper wheel may be held against the iron one and

for discussion: "The Relative Advantages of Al-

ternate and Continuous Currents for a General Sup-
ply of Electricity, Especially with Regard to In-

terference With Other Interests."'

Felling a Large Tree by Electricity.

By Sterling Shaw.

One of the chief attractions of Jacksonville, 111.,

is the large trees which overarch many of the prin-

cipal streets, shielding them from the sun. The
grounds of the state insane hospital located there

are also shaded with many trees, and recently a

fig. 3. POWER PLANT OF THE ADVANCE THRESHER COMPANY

the motion of the crane reversed or stopped at

will, the motor running all the time. This makes a

very convenient and quite simple arrangement and

is said to give excellent satisfaction and service.

-FRONT OF WORKS,

Plans for the American Institute in

London.
For the benefit of the members of tlie American

Institute of Electrical Engineers who are about to

start for Europe, the secretary of the British Insti-

tution of Electrical Engineers has sent out the fol-

lowing information concerning the plans for their

(mtertainment: The members of the American In-

stitute will be offered a trip up the Thames in elec-

tric launches on Sunday, August 12th, the visitors

and their hosts leaving by a morning train for a

starting point at a convenient part of the river, and
returning the same way after lunch at a water-

side hotel. On the evening of Monday, the 13th of

August, they will be entertained by the president

(Professor Perry) and members of the Institution

at a dinner in London. On Monday and Tues-
day special visits will be arranged to works and
places of interest in the neighborhood of London.
Particulars of these visits will be found awaiting
American guests on their arrival in England. Mem-

limb of one of the largest of the trees was broken
off bi^ the wind. As it fell it blocked the carriage

drive, and it was decided to cut away the whole
tree. As the workmen found the tree too large

for a crosscut saw, they were about to chop it down
when it was suggested that the electrician "elec-

trocute" it. Following out the suggestions, con-

nection was- made with an arc-lamp circuit passing

near. The electrician changed the circuit at the

power house, so it could be thrown on to a dynamo
that was operating a power circuit and then dropped
a couple of short wires from the nearest arc-lamp
pole, connecting 20 feet of No. 14 iron wire between
them. Putting the wire around the tree and having
a couple of men hold it taut, the current was turned

on, but it was found that only a 35-ampere circuit

could be obtained. This was not sufficient to make
any appreciable effect on the trunk of the tree. After

another unsuccessful attempt with a smaller iron

wire, the arc-light circuit had to be put in service

for the night.

The following morning a pair of No. 2 weather-
proof lines were run to the nearest underground
feeder, and a 20-foot piece of seven-strand No. 16

galvanized-iron wire inserted in the circuit, three

of the strands being taken out to give air space and
room for the products of combustion to pass. The
feeder was cut out of regular duty and put on a
small dynamo, which was also speciallj' arranged for

Fig. 4. Motor-Driven Exhaust F.aii.

original intention to connect the motor direct to

the driving shaft of the crane. The crane is of

12 tons' capacity, designed and made at the Ad-
vance company's factory, and takes about seven
horsepower to operate at full load. It was found
that the induction type of motor will not start with
anything like a full load, and as a derrick has to be
stopped and started in any position with any load
within its capacity, it was necessary so to arrange
it that the motor could be started without a load,

the load being thrown on after it had attained its

I'it^. 5. Motor Belted to Two Parallel Line Silafts.

POWER PLANT OF THE ADVANCE THRESHER COMPANY.

bers of the American Institute who will be in Lon-
don at the tiine of the visit are requested to place

themselves in communication with the secretary
of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, 28 Vic-
toria street, London, S. W., to which address they
are also invited, if they care to do so, to have their

mail forwarded.

For the joint meeting of the American Institute

and the British Institution of Electrical Engineers
to be held in Paris on August i6th, the following
is announced as the title of the subject selected

wide regulation of voltage, The dynamo tender
was given a code of signals and told to keep his
eye on a man who was placed on top of the admin-
istration-building tower to transmit the signals from
the electrician.

Soon after a signal was passed the wire became
uncomfortable to the touch, another signal and it

soon began to smoke, and the bark to blacken,
another, and the zinc whitened, while those holding
the cautery began sliding it slowly back and forth.
The bark sparked and smoked. The cautery took
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a dull-red color in the sunlight and a cherry hue
in the crevice. Its motion was adjusted so as to
give sufficient air to reduce the wood to soft char-
coal, after the water was evaporated, and to re-
move the charcoal as fast as formed. In an hour
the crevice was iS inches deep, and at this point
the cautery, having been considerably reduced in
size by oxidization, gave way, and was replaced by
another. The operation was kept up until the trunk
was almost cut through, when the little bit of un-
burnt wood in the center of the trunk parted, and
the tree fell.

The tree was an elm, with a large per cent, of

v.-ater, and was 11 feet in circumference. The cur-
rent in the cauterj' was from 120 to 135 amperes
direct, the voltage at the machine being varied
from So to 115. The time consumed in the opera-
tion was two hours and 10 minutes.

Suggestions to Union Traction Com-
pany's Employes.

Mr. J. M. Roach, president and general manager
of the Chicago Union Traction company, issued, on
July loth, a letter to the conductors, gripmen, mo-
tormen and other employes of the company, in

which he called their attention to criticisms that had
been made about their actions and suggested a

FIG. 6. POWER PLANT OF THE ADVANCE THRESHER
COMPANY.—MOTOR DIRECT-CONNECTED TO

WOOD PLANER.

number of ways in which a more cordial relation

might be brought about between the public and the

company's employes. The letter also contained notice

of an increase in the men's wages on August 1st,

and that this announcement was fully appreciated

is shown by a testimonial of thanks which a delega-

tion of the employes presented to Mr. Roach on

July i8th. The document was signed by 2,000 of the

employes of the company. In response Mr. Roach
said that if his suggestions concerning politeness

to passengers were carried out the men might ex-

pect additional increases.

As Mr. Roach's letter will undoubtedly interest

other traction managers, it is herewith printed in

full.

To the employes of the Chicago Union Traction
company: Gentlemen: In the management of

great interests like the Chicago Union Traction
company, and in order to successfully meet all the

requirements of the public, it is necessary that the

management and the employes thoroughly under-

stand each other. A\'ith this object in view, it is

my desire in this communication to call your at-

tention to the many criticisms which are being

passed upon your actions, principal among which
are the alleged ungentlemanly treatment of passen-

gers and general carelessness which results in ac-

cidents.

Before taking unnecessarily harsh measures, it is

the desire of the management to better present con-

ditions and also retain the employes who are now
in its service; therefore, I especially and most
earnestly request that conductors, gripmen, motor-

men and all other employes so conduct themselves

in every act that their conduct toward the public

may be such that it will commend both the em-
ployes and the management to the entire community.

In other words, an employe of this company mast

be a gentleman under any and all circumstances.

An impression seems to be prevalent that the

employes are aggressive toward the public instead

of conciliatory, as they should be. It is my sincere

desire that this feeling be changed, and in order

to bring it about i appeal to you to consider your

own welfare as well as that of the company. A
close observance will be kept upon the conduct

of employes and strict compliance to the above ex-

pected.
In reference to accidents, I wish to say that there

are conductors, gripmen and motormen who have

been in the service of this company for a number
of years and have never had a serious acciuent. at

the same time running upon streets where others

meet constantly with annoying and expensive ac-
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cidents, caused by lack of attention and forethought
to see impending danger.

I wish to state most emphatically that avoidable
accidents must be stopped. I am of the opinion
that this can be brought about without the dismissal
of men, and call upon you to demonstrate by your
actions, commencing this day, that accidents may
be materially reduced. If this cannot be accom-
plished by mild measures, the management will be
forced to act more severely.

I am positive that if each employe should devote
hiinself to the faithful performance of the duties
assigned him and avoid the unnecessary things,
there will be a great improvement. There are a few
things to which I wish to again call your attention.
Be gentlemanly at all times. Remember that de-

portment is considered in the general standing of
an emplo}-e, and neatness of person and attire is as
much necessary to success in the railroad business
as elsewhere.

Elderly persons and women with children should
have assistance when getting on or off your car.

Don't start your car before your passengers are
safely on or off.

Don't follow wagons too closely. Many accidents
happen through anticipating their getting out of
the way when they do not do so.

Don't run by passengers without good reason
for doing so. The use of a little judgment in this

will save much unfavorable criticism. Remember
that you are on the street to accommodate the pub-
lic and not simply to run a car from one end of
the line to the other.

Don't be in too much of a hurry at transfer points.

Wait for passengers wishing to catch your car.

Many complaints are being made of conductors
purposely failing to see passengers hurrying to

catch their car from the side or rear. Wait for

them.
Conductors should look out for passengers alight-

ing from their car when another train is approach-
ing from the opposite direction. Be particularly

careful at transfer points.

Look out for your passengers and your car on
rough tracks, when passing vehicles, crossing
bridges and viaducts and places where there are

obstructions.

When a passenger asks for a transfer and is en-
titled to one, he should receive it without question
or display of temper on the part of the conductor,
even though he had been offered one before and
'nad refused it. Transfer rules differ in different

cities, and strangers to the regulations here should
be cared for properly.

Chewing tobacco is offensive to many persons, and
numerous complaints have been made of careless

expectorating by employes while on the cars. This
lowers you in the estimation of the general public.

Don't approach street crossings at a high rate

of speed. Stop for boulevard crossings and inter-

secting lines.

Don't sit carelessly on the dash-board or seat

of your car. Stay in your proper place when not
otherwise engaged. Watch your trolley at crossings

and overhead-switching points.'

Don't hold unnecessary conversation WTth fellow

SI

as elsewhere, gentlemanly deportment, neatness of
person and good common sense will, sooner or later,

meet with their proper reward. Each day you are
on trial before the pvblic. Your work will become
easier and your life more pleasant if you so con-
duct yourself as to gain the good will of those
with whom you come in contact. Next month you
will meet with thousands of strangers from all parts

of America, here to attend the annual encampment
of the Grand Army of the Republic. I wish partic-

ularly to request that each of you take pains to
act in so gentlemanly a manner that any visitor

who patronize our lines will carry awaj"^ with him a

pleasant memory of courteous treatment at your
hands. Give them any assistance in your power
so as to make their visit to Chicago a pleasant one.
As further evidence of the close relations existing

between employer and employe, the management has
concluded (at a time when no demands are being
made) to pay all trainmen in the service of the Union
Traction company a uniform rate by the hour. On
and after the first day of August, 1900, the employes
of that part of the system known as the old North
Chicago Street railroad, will, if they prefer this

system of payment, receive the same rate of wages
as now paid to those of the West Side lines of this

company, as follows: Gripmen, 23 cents per hour;
motormen, 21 cents per hour; cable grip-car con-
ductors, 23 cents per hour; cable trailers and elec-

tric-car conductors, 21 cents per hour.

OBITUARY.
Walter Tenney Carleton.

The death of Walter Tenney Carleton^ for the
past three years the Western Electric company's
representative in Japan, occuried at Haverhill,
Mass., on July 6, 1900.

His health for the last year had not been good,
but on his return to this country in June he had
expected that he would be able, after a brief vaca-
tion, to take up the work that had been assigned to

him at the Chicago house. His death occurred after

three days' illness, from peritonitis, following an un-
usually difficult operation for appendicitis.

Mr. Carleton was 32 years of age, and had been
in the company's service over eight years. He was
graduated from Dartmouth College in 1891, and
began work with the company at New York in the
following spring. Most of his work there had been
in connection with the telephone sales, and he had
a large acquaintance among telephone men in the

East. In 1897 he went to Japan to look after the
company's interests there, and he took a leading
part in the organization of the Nippon Electric

company, of Tokyo, being its first secretary. He
was devoted to the company's interests and his

w^ork was always efficient and successful. A widow
and infant son survive him.

Alexander R. Pike.

Alexander R. Pike, manager of the San Francisco
office of the Columbia Incandescent Lamp company
and the Wagner Electric Manufacturing company,
died suddenly at San Francisco, on July 14th, at the

FIG. 7, POWER PLANT OF THE ADVAN'CE THRESHER-COMPANV.—MECHANISM OPERATING LOADING CRANE.

employes, passengers or others while on duty.

When questioned, give the desired information, if

you know.
Look to the comfort of your passengers; keep

the seats and floors of your cars clean and adjust

the curtains or windows so as to offer protection

from sun, rain, or cold winds.

Handle your controller so as to get the greatest

efficiency from the least amount of current.

Remember that in the railroad business, as well

age of 29 years. He was born at Brookline, Mass.,
and attended the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology and entered the electrical field in 1890. He
was superintendent of the testing department of the

Missouri Edison company until the fall of 189'^.

when he resigned to enter the commercial side of

the electrical business. He was very widely known
among the electrical fraternity, and was a man of

sterling quality and ability. A host of friends will

mourn his demise.
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The Central London Underground Rail-

way.

Most prominent among recent electric-railway

enterprises in Great Britain is the Central London
raihvay, recently opened. While there are a num-
ber of elevated-railway systems in the United States,

either equipped or undergoing electrical equipment,

which surpass it in size and represent a more ad-

vanced practice in rapid-transit work, the Central

London Underground may safely be regarded as

representing the highest type of electric-locomotive

service developed, and is probably equipped for the

heaviest rapid-transit service yet operated by electric

locomotives. At the time the Central London was
planned the multiple-unit system, now the accepted

practice in this country for this kind of rapid-transit

work, was in an experimental stage. The engineer-

ing world was, however, just coming to a realization

of the factors that go to make the best results in

rapid-transit service and that the Central London
profited by this fact is seen from the excellent pro-

visions which are made for handling heavy trains

with quick acceleration and an economy and safety

due to low luaximum speeds.

The road is 5% miles long and cost something like

$15,000,000. The Greathead system of tunneling

was used, the iiM:-foot tunnels being lined with cast-

iron. The depth of the road below the surface is

about 100 feet, and the distance between stations av-

erages about 2,550 feet. The service for the present
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sometimes been the practice. The armatures are
built up on brass sleeves, which are afterward forced
on to the car axle. The weight of the armatures and
commutators, w-ithout the axles, is 3,000 pounds, and
the conrplete motor weighs 12,000 pounds. They
are four-pole machines, and their rating is 117 horse-
power. The controllers connect the motors two in

series, two in parallel to start and then throw all

four in parallel for full speed. Westinghouse air

brakes are used.

The track and third rails are of the section shown
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is to consist of trains of seven coaches, run on a
2%-minute headway, although it is expected to run
trains every two minutes later on. To maintain a

two-minute service 28 trains are required. The trains

consist of seven coaches and a locomotive, the

weight, without locomotive, being 105 tons, or 17

tons per car. Each car seats 48 passengers. The
locomotive weighs 43 tons. A locomotive, with
train, is shown at one of the surface terminals in

Fig. I.

In Fig. 2 is shown the electrical performance of

one of these trains on a half-mile run in the open air.

In practice in the tunnel, however, the air resist-

ance will be more perhaps and the acceleration will

be much more rapid, in proportion to the current
used, because the road has been laid out so that

the trains have a down grade to assist them in start-

ing and an up grade to assist in stopping. The
result will be a great economy in the size of motors
necessary to operate on a given schedule and an
economy in the power used. Gradients of this kind
are the most efficient and practical means known of

storing up and utilizing the energy usually wasted
in the brake shoes in rapid-transit service. The de-
scending grades on leaving stations are ^.^ per cent..

FIG 3. CENTRAL LONDON UNDERGROUND RAILWAY.

—

THIRD RAIL.-

in Figs. 3 and 4, and look rather peculiai to Ameri-
can eyes. The track rails weigh 100 pounds per

yard and the third rails 85 pounds. The third

rail is midway between the track rails.

The power station corresponds closely with the

latest and best American practice. Hunt conveyors,
driven by electric motors, supply coal to Vicars me-
chanical stokers under 16 Babcock & Wilcox water-

tube boilers, each capable of evaporating 12,000

pounds of water per hour at 160 pounds per square
inch. The engines are run condensing with the aid

of a Barnard-Wheeler water-cooling tower, similar

to that used on the South Side elevated railroad of

Chicago. Six conipound condensing Allis-Corliss

engines are direct-connected to 8oo-kilo\vatt, three-

phase, revolving-field alternators, giving current at

25 cycles, 5,000 volts. The electrical apparatus was

"^ ^-^ ^==^ ^-^-^ --^

FIF. 4. CENTRAL LONDON UNDERGROUND RAILWAY.
TRACK RAILS.

all furnished by the General Electric company,
through the British Thomson-Houston company.
The exciters are four, of 50-kilowatt capacity and
direct-connected ta vertical engines. The 5,000-

volt supply from the alternators is sent out to three

sub-stations, where it is transformed down and de-

livered to rotary converters, which give direct cur-

rent to the third rails. Fig. 5 shows the main

FIG. I, CENTRAL LONDON UNDERGROUND RAILWAY.—ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE WITH TRAIN.

and approaching stations an up grade of 1.66 per
cenl. is usual. The power derived from the grade
during acceleration amounts to 400 horsepower.
The maximum speed being about 25 miles an hour
and the stops about 20 seconds in length, the av-
erage schedule speed will be 14 miles per hour.

The locomotives are eight-wheeled, consisting of

two four-wheeled trucks joined together and sur-

mounted with a cab. The distance between 'he

wheel centers 01 each truck is five feet eight inches.

The motors arc gearlcss and mounted directly on
the axle, without ihc cushioning support which has

switchboard, which is provided with high-tension
Parshall switches, which make a long break, both
on the front and back of the board, and arc sep-
arated by marble partitions, as seen. The method
of running the high-tension buses along the top of

the board can also be seen. All the alternating-

current ammeters and voltmeters arc Hartmann &
Braun hot-wire instruments. All the electrical and
steam-engineering features are the design of H. F.

Parshall, consulting engineer of the Central London
railway, who has been identified with the most im-
portant electric-railway engineering in England the
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last few years, as he was in this country in formci
years.

For the illustrations and information in the fore-

going credit is due the London Electrical Review.

Barcelona Electric Railway Affairs.

Consul-General Tay of Barcelona says in a recent
consular report that the "chief-contractor for the

four-mile Barcelona and San Andres Railway is

F. H. Bagge. 14 Ronda Universidad, Barcelona,
who imports his trucks, tubing for posts, and mot-
ors from the United States. The wire is to be sup-
plied by Hulheim of Rhine, Germany: rails, from
Belgium; car motors, by General Electric com-
pany, Paris: gas engines, Crossley of Manchester:
cars, from Saragossa, Spain; accumulators, Tudor;

FIG. 5. CENTRAL UNDERGROUND LONDON RAILWAY.—
MAIN SWITCHBOARD.

dynamos. Industrial Electrico, Barcelona. He says
further:

"I find it very difficult to get any reliable informa-
tion about projected roads, especially about those
for which the equipment is being bought, as the
directors, chief engineers and other officials of new
trainways are foreigners and have their headquarters
in other cities. I would suggest, therefore, that

our manufacturers write the Societe Anonyme de'En-
treprise Generale de Trauvaux Liege, Belgium, in

good time before the contracts are let at Brussels.

The society is a very large one and has built many
miles of tramways in Europe, and is constructing
lines in Russia, I understand, at the present time.

"In connection with the sale of electrical sup-
plies and equipment in Barcelona, I would advise
manufacturers of motors not used in connection
with tramways and other small electrical appli-

ances, that their agents here must keep a certain

stock of such articles on hand, as I am informed
by several electrical importers of Barcelona that
frequently English or German goods are sold be-
cause the purchaser cannot wait for better Amer-
ican-made articles, which take so long to come
from the LTnited States."

Overcome by Heat Wliile on a Pole,

Samuel E. Cotter of Ansonia, general electrician
of the Derby (Conn.) Gas and Electric Light
company, was killed on July 4th, while at work
on a pole in Derby, by contact with live wires.

Mr. Cotter had been repairing the wires of
the company during the day. according to the ac-
count in the New York Tribune, and at the time
of the accident he was sitting on the cross-arm
of a pole at the corner of North Main and Liberty
streets. In seeking a firmer position for his work
the electrician chanced to sit on a wire the insula-
tion of which had been burned away. For a reason
which has not been satisfactorily explained, he
grasped another live wire with his left hand. By
doing so he completed a circuit of 2.000 volts.

Passers-by in the street below heard a crj' of pain,
and looking upward saw a body dangling at the
top of a pole 50 feet from the pavement. When
taken from his fearful seat, a half hour later, the
dead man was burned almost beyond recognition.
According to Medical Examiner Conklin, the elec-
trician had been overcome by the heat and grasped
the live wire in a faint to save himself from falling.

Mr. Cotter was 52 years old and leaves a wife,
a son and daughter. He had been connected with
the Derby Gas and Electric Light company for 30
years. He was also superintendent of the local fire-

alarm system.

J. L. Ilisey of Sparla, Mich., contemplates build-
ing an electric-light plant in Bellaire, Mich.
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Project for Rebuilding Austin Dam.
-The municipal authorities of Austin, Texas, have

taken steps looking to the rebuilding of the great
dam across the Colorado River, at that place, and
the waterworks and electric-light and power plant,

all of which were destroyed in the great flood that

swept down the valley of the Colorado River on
April 6th, an account of which was given, at the

time of its occurrence, in the Western Electrician.

The value of the destroyed property was about $1,-

600,000, but it is estimated that it can be replaced at

a sum much less than the original cost. An expert
investigation is now being made, and as soon as

it is completed plans and specifications for the im-
provement will be prepared and a call issued for bids

on the work. H. B. Patterson, superintendent of

the electric-light and power plant, who is said to

stand high in engineering circles throughout the

country, has prepared a report to the municipal

water and light commission on the subject of the

present condition of the ruins of the dam and
the probable cause of its destruction. His report

is of unusual interest to engineers who have con-

sidered the subject. He says:

"A great many articles have appeared since the

breaking of the dam relative to the cause, but none
of them treated the subject correctly. Six hundred
feet of the western portion of the dam is compara-
tively in as good condition as ever and could be

used without being disturbed to any extent should

the dam be reconstructed. The eastern portion of

the dam, including headgates, is almost a total

wreck, and even that which is now standing would
have to be taken down. The foundation in all in-

stances should go to good rock foundation."

Treating of the cause of the destruction of the

dam, Superintendent Patterson says: "This sub-

ject has been previously treated by engineers as

though II feet of water was passing over the dam,

with tail water at zero, which was not the case.

At the time the dam gave way we had about 11 feet

of water passing over the dam, and about 25 feet
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of tail water, which was unable to get away. This
25 feet of water below would have the effect of bal-

ancing a certain amount of water above, which
would place the foundation of the dam on a safer

basis than at any time in its history. The great-

est tendency to move the dam from its foundation
was when the water was at its crest, and the tail

water at zero. We find that by striking the 25-foot

line of tail water directly through cross-section of

the dam, it passes through that portion of the dam
which was only 31 feet in thickness, and on very
close examination we find the cement work very

poor. This, in my estimation, was the cause of its

failure."

As to the probable cost of reconstructing the im-

provements, he says: "The cost of construction

would be very much less than the original cost,

there being 600 feet of the dam which could be
utilized in its reconstruction, and so much of the

early foundation work is intact. The approximate
expense of the reconstruction of the dam proper,

on lines as advised above, would be in the neighbor-
hood of $300,000. Adding to this complete rebuild-

ing of power house and its equipment with up-to-

date electrical apparatus, on supposition that the

waterwheels now in the old plant should be used,

present foundations and old material of power house
also as far as advisable, the expenditure would be
increased to about $500,000. This would not onlj'-

give Austin the best equipped plant in the United
States, but the difference in operating expenses over
the best-equipped steam plant would warrant the

expenditure of $600,000 in its construction."

Large Direct-connected Unit at the
Paris Exposition.

Bv Frank C. Perkins.

An important exhibit at the Paris Exposition

this year is that of the Siemens & Halske company of

Berlin, and the engine manufacturer, A. Borsig of

Tegel, Germany. The unit, comprising a direct-

S3

connected, triple-expansion vertical engine and a

Drehstrom dynamo, shown in Fig. i, is one of

the largest on exhibition. The high-pressure cyl-

inder of the triple-expansion engine measures 760
millimeters (30 inches), the second cylinder meas-
ures i,iSo millimeters (46.5 inches), while the low-

pressure cylinder is 1,340 millimeters (52.75 inches)

in diameter. The speed of the engine is 90 revolu-

FIG. 2. LARGE DIRECT-CONNECTED UNIT AT THE PARIS

EXPOSITION.—FERRARIS INSTRUMENT STANDAr.D.

tions a minute, while the capacity at a pressure

of 14 atmospheres is about 2,500 horsepower.

The Siemens & Halske Drehstrom dynamo op-

erated by this engine has a capacity of 1,200 kilo-

watts. The current generated by the machine is

340 amperes at 2,200 volts' potential. The field

poles are mounted upon the flywheel. On the ex-

terior of this tlywheel frame there are 80 coils, mak-
ing up the field magnet of the alternator. The arma-
ture winding consists of a series of copper bars

placed in slots in the interior of the crown. The
armature is stationary and consists of an external

ring of laminated iron, with a series df slots upon
the inner periphery, in which is used a copper-box
winding, the bars being joined on the outside by
bending.

The measuring Instiuments used in connection

with this installation are of the Ferraris design, and
were built by the Siemens & Halske company.
These three instruments are mounted upon a stand-

ard, as shown in Fig. 2, and are each about 600

millimeters (24 inches) in diameter. They are so

arranged that the reading may be readily observed

from either side, two sets of scales being supplied

on each instrument. The central and top instru-

ment indicates the number of kilowatts, while the in-

struments on the right and left indicate respectively

the current and voltage.

FIG. I. LARGE DIRECT-CONNECTED UNIT AT THE PARIS EJiPOSlTION.-

GENERATOR.
-BORSIG ENGINE AND SIEMENS & HALSKE

St. Louis River Power Project.

The St. Louis River Water Power company rt

Dululh, Minn., has recently elected officers, and
talk has been revived regarding the long delayed
project of developing the water power of the St.

Louis River for transmission to Duluth and Su-
perior, 16 miles distant. Since 1881 about 4,500
iicres of land along the falls has been owned by the

company, which is capitalized at $1,000,000. The
newly-elected officers of the company are: Presi-
dent, J. M. Butler of Philadelphia; vice-president,

J. H. Harney of Philadelphia; secretary and treas-

urer, C. B. Cox of Carleton ; general manager,
James Bardon; directors, J. M. Butler, J. H. Har-
ney and H. E. Butler of Philadelphia; James Mc-
Intyre of Eau Claire; C. B. Cox of Carleton; M. S.

Bright, H. S. Butler and James Bardon of Superior.
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There is some prospect that the ill-starred Austin

dam may be rebuilt. The superintendent of the

power plant formerly operated by its aid estimates

that, by using portions of the old dam and some
of the old hydraulic and electrical machinery, the

equipment can be re-established in better shape

than ever at a cost of $500,000, while an equivalent

steam plant would cost $600,000. However, to do

this it is proposed to use about 600 feet of the

western portion of the dam, now standing. Inas-

much as defective cement work in the portion of

the old dam that was carried away is given as the

catise of the failure, it would seem to be doubtful

whether the masonry of the standing portion could

be accepted as strong and safe. The experience of

Austin with its municipal dam has been peculiarly

unfortunate, and it may well be doubted whether

the attempt to rehabilitate it is wise, as the former

work was neither an economic or engineering suc-

cess.
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makes the duty of keeping it harmless more ob-

ligatory with electric-light companies than if it

were something always to be handled with care.

The interesting question of artificial profiles in

railroad construction is again brought up by the

completion of the Central London underground

railway, described in this issue, where the tracks

are so constructed that there is a down-grade for

trains starting out of stations and an up-grade for

trains approaching stations. By this means a very

considerable saving of power is efifected. A tun-

nel road, like the Central London, affords ideal

conditions for the adoption of artificial profiles. In

a paper read before the- American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers two years ago Mr. A. H. Arm-
strong considered this subject at some length and

concluded that, with a perfectly symmetrical arti-

ficial profile, the energy consumption for a given

run might be reduced as much as 40 to 50 per cent,

from that required on a level track. Of course,

as Mr. Armstrong has pointed out, the ideal pro-

file would provide for a down-grade at starting

sufficient to do the work of acceleration and with

an up-grade to do the entire braking required, thus

leaving only the friction energy to be supplied

by the motive power. Obviously, however, this

grading is impracticable on surface roads; and on

elevated lines, too, it has been found in at least

one instance where the proposition was considered

that the added cost of labor and material on the

structure would more than offset the increased

economy of operation.

The death of a man in Baltimore last week by

shock from an electric fan emphasizes the impor-

tance of protective devices for low-tension interior

circuits. The possible danger to customers from

contact with low-tension incandescent lighting cir-

cuits which may be accidentally crossed with high-

tension circuits is lealized by central-station men,

but, owing to the extremely infrequent occurrence

of accidents from this source, the danger is apt

to be forgotten. However, there is no class of ac-

cident that can be more damaging to the business

of a central station, to say nothing of the humani-

tarian aspect of the case. Let the public once be-

come sttspicious of incandescent interior circuits in

a small city, due to a severe shock or a death from

contact with such circuits, and the damage to the

business will pay for a good many outfits of pro-

tective devices. The danger, when it exists, is

usually on the secondaries of alternating circuits

where the primary and secondary coils are crossed

in the transformers. A number of plans have been

proposed which insure safety to life and protection

from fire. Several of them are practical and avail-

able. One of the simplest of these—the permanent

grounding of the secondary—is, perhaps unfor-

tunately, not available at the present time on ac-

count of the underwriters' rules; but in view of the

strong feeling on the part of many eminent engi-

neers that it is the best practice, it is not unlikely

that this ruling will eventually be modified. If no

protective devices are employed to insure against

high-voltage shocks on the secondaries through de-

fective transformers, it should at least be made a

practice to test Iransformers for such defects fre-

qnently, especially during the thunderstorm season.

as lightning is a noted enemy to transformer in-

sulation, and leaks caused by a lightning puncture

may go unnoticed for some time. The very fact

that an incandescent secondary is normally such a

harmless thing and is so regarded by the public

Advocates of municipal owneiship, if honest, view
uith apprehension the political mess. Even if the

idea is theoretically sound—which it is not, except

v.'ithin a limited application—there is much to be

done in American municipal politics before it can

be economically carried out. Mr. E. S. Lacey,

president of the Bankers' National Bank of Chicago,

expresses this fear in a recent interview. He says:

"I would not favor municipal ownership of any-

thing more under the existing conditions. With
an ideal civil-service system the plan might be all

right. But under the present system, as it oper-

ates, municipal ov/nership would degenerate into

another political pudding into which politicians and

politicians only would have their thumbs. Mu-
nicipal ownership of street railways, water systems

and other enterprises are entertaining subjects for

theoretical reform, but I do not believe that such

changes will work till we have a better system

of government, a more perfect enforcement of the

civil-service idea and the utter effacement of the

political-plunder idea which now obtains in all

parties."

Many illustrations of the sad results of the politi-

cal operation of industrial works have been given

in this journal. A recent and instructive instance

is furnished by the city of Boston. About two
years ago Mayor Quincy established a municipal

printing plant, a municipal carpenter and repair de-

partment, a municipal ice plant, and various other

departments for doing work previously done by

private concerns under contracts, "The city," says

Mr. Guild A. Copeland, writing in Harper's Weekly,

'"was to save the money heretofore paid in middle-

men's or corporations' profits, and was not to al-

low greedy contractors to wring dishonest profits

from the municipal treasury. The painful announce-

ment that the whole scheme is now discredited and

is a subject for popular ridicule may cause some
sorrow among those municipal statesmen elsewhere

who have been so st-'ongly on the side of municipal

ownership as a theor> which might save American
cities from present evils." Mr. Hart, the present

mayor, began an Investigation which resulted in the

abolition of the municipal bureaus named, as

hopelessly extravagant. Mr. Copeland gives a

skilled workman who held high place in one

of these bureaus, - as authority for the figures

that follow. Reckoning up the cost of mate-

rial at the current quotations, and the probable

cost of labor necessary to do the work under the

supervision of any reliable contractor or business

hoiise in Boston, it was found that a job of electrical

equipment on the ferry-boats operated by the city

should have cost $6,800. As a matter of__record, it

actually cost $10,200. The electrical work on a city

building for hospital nurses should have cost $1,528.

It really cost $4,754. The work on a city armory
should have cost less than $2,600, but the city had

to pay nearly $6,700 for the job. Some work on a

public school, estimated as likely to cost $1,471 if

done under contract, cost the city about $3,600. The
city's ice plant also furiiished an inviting field for

investigation. After the statisticians had finished

figuring on that public-spirited enterprise, it was
found that the ice u^ed by the Water Department

in the drinkingrfountalns cost about $60 a ton,

when it might have been bought from the local ice

companies for $2 or $3 a ton. "Thus, in one bureau

after another," writes Mr. Copeland, "practically

the same situation was found. Instead of saving

money by doing all kinds of city work directly by
city emploj'cs, the city has been brought into debt

tremendously; so that to-day the debt is over four

times the limit fixed by the state Legislature, the

excess having been borrowed under special legis-

lative acts. The interest on this debt, with sinking-

fimd payments, now atnounts to more than the en-

tire amount anntially raised by taxation for all city

purposes, outside of the school expenditure."

Boston has been regarded _as having at least as

I)ure numiciiial politics as any other large American

city, so that the lesson of its municipal-ownership

experiment is particularly valuable. The conclusion

is irresistible that a fundamental reformation of the

politics of American cities must come before mu-
nicipal ownership on any extended scale can be

a success.
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Direct-current Distribution at Higii
Pressure.

By Alton D. Adams.

Direct-current distribution on series arc circuits
has long been carried out at pressures from 3,000
to 4,000 volts, and in some cases at even higher
figures. These arc circuits are, of course, designed
for constant current at pressures that vary as the
loads. It has long been the general opinion that
the constant-current system is not destined to play
any important part in electrical distribution outside
of its use for arc lamps. Comparatively little has
been done in high-pressure distribution with direct
currents, aside from arc-lamp lines. The only other
important application of direct currents at pressures
higher than those of street-railway systems has been
that to series incandescent lighting. The Edison
municipal system, so-called, furnished an example
of direct current, -constant-pressure distribution at

about 1.200 volts. In this system a sufficient num-
ber of low-pressure incandescent lamps are con-
nected in series on a circuit to acquire the voltage
of the dynamo to which the circuit is connected.
Other similar circuits of lamps are also connected
to the same dynamo, until its capacity is reached.
The current in each scries of incandescent lamps
is desired to be constant, but this constant current
is maintained, not by changes of the dynamo volt-

age, as in the case of series-arc circuits, but by auto-
n.atic devices that cut resistance into any of the

circuits where lamps go out, so as to keep the re-

sistances of all circuits nearly constant.

Almost the only application of constant-pressure
series systems is to street lighting. Nearly all high-
pressure distribution for interior service is now
accomplished by means of alternating-current gen-
erators and transformers. In many cases the alter-

nating-current equipment is much superior, for

areas beyond the limits of low-pressure distribu-

tion, to direct-current apparatus. There are condi-

tions, however, to which direct-current distribution

at -constant and moderately high pressures might
well be applied with advantage. One such case

exists where an area of moderate extent, but still

too great for direct low-pressure service from a

single station, offers electrical loads that require

the direct current, to a large extent. Another op-

portunity for direct-current distribution, at high and
constant pressure, exists in connection with many
low-pressure, direct-current stations, that now serve

limited areas, beyond which are desirable loads

that cannot be reached with the present voltage.

In these circumstances the direct-current machines

known as dynamotors or rotary transformers offer

a ready and sometimes the best means by which

to render the desired service.

The rotary transformer 'for direct currents per-

forms a like office to that of the static transformer

for alternating currents; that is, a high station pres-

sure may be lowered to any desired amount at the

consumer's premises, or a low station pressure may
be raised to any desired point for the line distribu-

tion, and subsequently lowered at either sub- stations

or the points of use. Compared with the static

transformer, the rotary transformer has the advan-

tage that it can be used wath direct as well as with

alternating current, and that it generates direct from
alternating or alternating from direct current. The
comparative disadvantages of the rotary transformer

are that it has a moving part, that for direct cur-

rents it is practicallv limited to a few thousand volts

in pressure, and that its efficiency is lower than

that of the static transformer and its cost greater.

Two ruling factors thus tend to give the rotary

transformer a place in some distribution systems.

These are the fact that many low-pressure stations

do not care to change their type of main generating

equipment, and the still more important fact that

direct current is necessary for many purposes. On
the latter point may be noted the requirement for

direct current in electro-chemical operations and

storage batteries, and the general preference for it

as a motive power. Direct current can. of course,

be had from the high-pressure alternating system

of supply, but this usually involves both static trans-

formers and rotary converters at the sub-stations

or the points of use. The distinction between ro-

tary transformers and rotary converters, as the

terms are here used, is that the transformers each

have two separate armature windings and a com-
mutator or collector rings for each, while the con-

verter has but a single armature winding with both

a commutator and collector rings connected to it.

If. now, a supply area, with loads so scattered that

a low-pressure service will not reach them econom-

ically, must be served with direct current, two

courses are open: At the generating station, high

pressure, alternating-current dynamos may be in-

stalled, so as to keep the investment in line con-

ductors at a moderate amount, with static trans-

formers and rotory converters used, either at sub-

stations or at consumer's premises, to deliver low-

pressure direct current. An alternative equip-

ment, to do the same \vork, may include high-

pressure, direct-current dynamos at the generating

station and rotary transformers at either sub-sta-

tions or the points of use. Assuming that either

class of equipment will give equally satisfactory

service, the main points for comparison are first

cost and efficiency of operation.

At the start, the limits of practical knowleOfeC as

to large, direct-current machines of high pressures

should be held in mind. In large, direct-current

dynamos there is but little known, from experience,
as to the operation of commutators above 3,000 or
4,000 volts, though comparatively small constant cur-
rent machines have been pushed somewhat beyond
these figures. There is good reason to think, how-
ever, that as much as 5,000 volts at the commutator
of a 1,000-kilowatt, direct-current generator would
require the highest degree of engineering skill to
insure satisfactory results. It seems, therefore, at

the start, that the use of the direct-current equip-
ment must be limited, in practice, to cases where
several thousand volts are sufficient for the desired
economy in conductors.

In sizes from 100 to 1,000 horsepower the prices

of direct and alternating-current dynamos may be
taken as approximately equal. The equipment at

generating stations, therefore, costs about the same
for equal capacities, whether of the direct or alter-

nating-current type. For equal voltages the cost
of line conductors will also be nearly constant for
given per cent, of loss, distance and capacity. At
the points where the high-pressure supply is reduced
to meet the wants of consumers with low-pressure
direct-current, the alternating system requires static

transformers and rotary converters, while the direct-

current system requires only rotary transformers.
The static transformers and rotary converters are
quite certain to cost more than the rotary trans-

formers per unit capacity of delivery to consumers,
and this difference of first cost gives the direct-

current system a small advantage.
Apparatus for transformation from the high-llne

pressure may be located either at small sub-stations

or on consumers' premises, but the latter plan has
the advantage that the cost of a local-distribution

system from a sub-station Is avoided, and also that

each consumer obtains current at any desired pres-

sure with but one set of transforming apparatus
between his secondary wires and the main dynamos.
The method which locates the transformers at con-
sumers' premises Is best suited to fairly large users
at considerable intervals, while sub-stations are

adapted to a large number of small consumers
closely grouped. Rotary converters are slightly

more efficient than rotary transformers, but this

difference should be fully compensated by the losses

in the static transformers that are necessary with the

former.

The above considerations indicate that the alter-

nating and direct systems are very nearly equal as

to their ability to supply both alternating and direct

current at any desired voltage, under the limits

named. This conclusion applies to those cases

where the main dynamos can only be devoted to

the supply of high-pressure energy to the distribu-

tion system.
Where dynamos at the generating station can be

devoted to purposes a^Ide from the high-voltage
supply, another factor enters the question that may
give the direct-current svstem a decided advan-
tage. It is, of course, well understood that where
several kinds of electric service are required from
a central station, the abllitv to use any generating
unit on any part of the load is an important advan-
tage, contributing to low Investment per unit of

output and to efficiency and reliability of operation.

Stations that operate traction systems or 500-volt

circuits for stationary motors, also three-wire light-

ing stations that use 230-volt lamps, require 500-

volt. direct-current generators for these classes of

work. This is true for the three-wire stations, be-

cause only a part of the dynamos are required to

be connected between the positive or the negative

and the neutral wire for purposes of regulation, and
It is better to connect the remaining dynamos be-

tween the positive and the negative wires. Such
stations can greatly extend their service area for

all kinds of consuming devices by the use of two
500-volt generators In series, so as to obtain a sep-

arate distribution system of 1,000 volts' pressure for

the distant service.

So low a voltage as 1,000 is not now so frequently

employed as that of 2,000 or more volts for new
installations on the alternating system. It will be

found, however, in many cases, that i.ooo volts will

make It possible to reach all loads that are worth

having, with only a moderate expenditure in con-

ductors, and. In any case, the 1,000-volt system will

have a distribution radius 16 times as great as the

250-volt. and four times as great as the 500-volt,

three-wire system, at the same outlay for conductors,

other factors remaining equal. Even this compari-

son takes no account of the third wire, which, if

made equal in size to each of the others, adds 50

per cent, to their total weight. Such a use of 500-

volt generators will, in some cases, enable valuable

loads to be reached, without any additional invest-

ment at the generating station beyond that already

made for lighting or traction service.

It is not necessary to operate all of the 500-volt

circuits in multiple; the i.ooo-volt service may be

taken from a pair of the main dynamos at times

when each Is only partially loaded with 500-volt

lines. In street-railway plants the use of two dy-

namos in series to serve distant parts of the sys-

tem through rotary transformers at suitable points

mav effect a saving In conductors far greater in

amount than the cost of the transformers.

For 250-volt. direct-current stations that are of-

fered distant loads, in such amounts that high-pres-

sure, main dynamos arc not warranted, rotary trans-

fr.rmers otter a ready solution of the transmission

problem. In such cases one or more comparatively

large transformers should be supplied with low-pres-

sure current at the main station and high-pressure
energy of the desired voltage generated for the line.

Under this method several thousand volts may
readily be had for the transmission. The main ob-
jection to this last plan lies in the fact that two
transformations of energy must take place between
the main dynamos and the low-pressure consuming
devices. This arrangement is not, therefore, recom-
mended where the loads to be reached by the high-
pressure distribution represent a large per cent, of
(he total station output.

The Copper Situation.
[From the New York Sun.]

The magnitude of the demand for copper, es-

pecially from foreign sources, is of such unusual
proportions as to call forth surprise even from
those who some time ago were considered ex-
tremely pessimistic In their sentiments regarding
this metal. The shipments this year of American
copper to England and the continent are simply
without precedent, and for the first half of 1900
are equivalent to the entire production during the
same period of the following largest and best-known
copper-producing companies of this country, viz.

:

Anaconda, Calumet and Hecia, Boston and Mon-
tana. United Verde. Copper Queen, and possibly
several other small mines besides. The five great
copper producers above named are estimated to
have turned out for the first six months of this year
about 195,000,000 to 200,000,000 pounds of fine cop-
per, while the official returns of exports of copper
to Europe during the same period are 202,220,480
pounds.
The following table is of Interest in showing the

United States copper production and exports for

the first six months of this year, and the unexported
melal left in the country from current output, in

gross tons of fine copper:

Production. Exported. Unexported.
1900. Tons. Tons. Tons.

January 21.013 i4-035 6,978
February 20,897 12.749 8,148
March 23.283 20,148 3.135
April 24,067 12,762 11.305
May 22,682 13,997 8,685
June 22,635 16,586 6,049

Total 6 months I34i577 90,277 44,300

It Is thus seen that the exports of copper for the
past six months were equivalent to 67 per cent, of

the home production during that period and that
this country only retained for domestic require-
ments about one-third of ihe copper output for the
first six months of this year. The above figures

prove another thing—that the surplus copper in this

country must have dwindled to very small com-
pass, indeed, and that domestic consumers are not
in position to dictate market prices, owing to the

comparatively small quantity of metal available to

come on the home market.
It is also a remarkable fact that, notwithstanding

the enormous size of the shipments of copper to

Europe, the foreign visible supply on July 15th

showed an actual reduction since July ist of 1,420

tons. The stocks In France lost 600 tons and the

quantities afloat from Chili and Australia were 500
and 300 tons smaller, respectively, than a fortnight

ago. It is not strange, therefore, under these cir-

cumstances, that market values for copper not only
hold steady, but exhibit a tendency to stiffen under
the wholesome trade conditions governing the arti-

cle

.

___^

BOOK TABLE.
Modern Electric Railway Motors. By George

T. Hanchett. New York: Street Railway Pub-
lishing company. 1900. Pp., 200, with 184 illus-

trations. Price, $2.00.

The name of the author of this work is perhaps
sufficient guarantee of its merit, and one finds, on
examination, that it by no means falls short of

what would be expected of it. A number of books
have been written having a somewhat similar title,

but this book differs materially from anything here-

tofore written, both In the ground covered and aim.

The distinguishing feature of the present work is

that It treats thoroughly the detail parts which go
to make up the various railway motors in use to-

day. Each part Is taken up by Itself and the reasons
given which have led to the present form of con-
struction. The author has not tried to cover a

wide field, but has confined himself to the construc-

tion of railway motors. The result Is gratifying and
I'ompelte, especially so in view of the many half-

baked books on electrical subjects appearing re-

cently. Field magnets are first taken up, then ar-

mature windings, field coils, armature construction,

commutators and brush holders, motor casings,

motor suspensions, bearings and gears, lubrication,

general dimensions and data, management and re-

pair, railway-motor design and a table of electric-

railway motor dimensions. A whole chapter is de-

voted to each of the above-named subjects. On the

whole, this Is one of the most thorough works of

the kind ever published, and, moreover, it is all

practical. ^^_^^_^^^.^^^—

The New York and Queens Electric Light and
Power company, with a capital stock amounting to

$2,500,000, to operate in the borough of Queens and

Nassau County, was incorporated July 21st in New
York. The directors are Henry R. Wilson of

New York city. Thomas W. Stephens and H. L.

Snyder of Montclalr, N. J.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Notes from Ohio.

Frank L. Beam, general manager of the Citizens'

Telephone company at Columbus, has filed a com-

plaint with the chief of pohce that the company's

wires in several buildings in the city had been cut

and that other damage had been done to the com-

pany's property. He offers a reward of $100 for

the conviction of the guilty parties. The company

has had much trouble of this kind, but the officers

do not attempt to place the blame upon anyone. It

seems strange that this should be done, when they

are just completing one of the finest plants in the

state.

Judge Eason has dissolved the injunction in the

case of the village of Millersburg, Ohio, against

the Kilbuck Telephone company, and the company

is therefore allowed to continue the construction

of its lines in the town. The court said that the

poles were all placed upon private property, and

that the wires were stretched 35 feet above the sur-

face of the earth and out of reach of an injunction.

They did no damage to the public in general, and

did not interfere with the use of the streets, hence

he could not see where the village had any right to

interfere with their work.
,

Work on the farmers' telephone lines at Massillon

is progressing nicely. The United States Telephone

company, which is doing the work, is now setting

the poles by machinery.

The Village Council of Hamilton, Ohio, has had

estimates of the cost of placing all electric wires in

conduits. Thirteen ducts will be needed, and the

estimated cost is $2 per lineal foot.

The Independent telephone company's exchange

at Lorain, Ohio, has been connected with Cleveland

by long-distance wires.

Attorneys for the Bell Telephone company met
with Attorney-general Sheets and State Auditor

Guilbert Friday, and an understanding was reached

that the tax valuation of $10 per instrument, as

suggested by the attorney-general, will stand. Judge
Gilbert H. Stewart, attorney for the company, was
inclined to believe that the valuation is too high,

but, after a careful review of the matter, it was
decided to make no change, the decision of the Su-

preme Court in the matter last winter seeming to

form a basis for such valuation.

George Titus of Langsville, Ohio, is arranging

to put in an Independent exchange at Vinton, in

Gallia County. In case this is done, GallipoHs and

a number of other towns in Gallia County will be

connected up, giving a fairly good county service.

The stockholders o£ the NationaV Electric Mag-
neto Telegraph company held a meeting at Spring-

field a few days ago, and two new directors wei'e

chosen, Judge John C. Miller and Joseph F. Hen-
derson. The following-named officers were elected;

President and treasurer, Dr. Louis E. Niles, Spring-

field, Ohio; vice-president, W. S. Van Brocklin,

Amsterdam, N. Y.; secretary, L. G. Wooley. Ken-
ton, Ohio. Dr. Niles went to New York this week
for the purpose of organizing a construction com-
pany to manufacture the fire-alarm telegraph sys-

tem invented by Mr. Wooley. It has been tested

in almost every way, and seems perfectly satisfactory.

It seems that the Columbus druggists have
changed their minds in regard to the telephone sys-

tems they will use. At a meeting held a few days
ago they notified the companies that unless the pay
system was inaugurated, they would not change
the present arrangements, as the service had been
satisfactory to them, and they would not throw
the old telephones out. In case the companies do
not put in the pay system, it was agreed that only
the subscriber and his family should be allowed to

use the instrument. The druggists of that city

are showing up an immense amount of generosity

in this matter. No one has ever attempted to take
advantage of either the telephone company or the

subscribers in that city by using anyone else's tele-

phone, except where it has been impossible to reach
a person any other way.

There is much speculation in regard to the adop-
tion of the telephone by the various railroads oper-
ating in the central states. It is said that the Penn-
sylvania Railroad company will, within a short
time, put in a system over part of its lines, and that

the Big Four will do the same. The officials be-
lieve that it will serve their purpose better than the
telegraph in many instances, and they propose to

give it a trial anyway.
On July 2ist the Cedarville Telephone company

of Cedarville. Ohio, was incorporated, with a capital

stock of $15,000, divided into shares of $100 each.
The purpose of the company is to construct and
operate an exchange at Cedarville, and toll lines

to London, Madison County; Wilmington, Clinton
County; Washington C. H., Fayette County; Spring-
field, Clark County; Dayton, Montgomery County:
Lebanon, Warren County, and to other towns and
cities in the counties named. The incorporators
are D, Bradfutc, O. E. Bradfutc, James H. Andrew,
F. B. Turnbull and S. B. Rankin. The last-named
gentleman is a banker and capitalist of South
Charleston, Ohio, and the others are all prominent
in business circles. The line or system will be one
of the most important Independent undertakings
in the state, O. M. C.

Opening of New Main Exchange in

Chicago.

Between six and seven o'clock of Saturday
evening, July 21st, all the telephone lines formerly

operated from the old "main-office" switchboard

of the Chicago Telephone company, at 203 Wash-
ington street, were transferred to the new Main
exchange operating room in the same building. In

addition about three hundred lines which had been

designated under the name of "Express" were con-

nected with the new board. The Express exchange,

which has been temporarily situated with the Cen-
tral exchange at 100 Washington street, has now
been abolished, its lines being given numbers on
the new Main board.

The new switchboard is on the eighth floor of the

Chicago Telephone building and the transfer of

connections from the old board on the floor below
was made in two minutes. The work of transferring

the lines was accomplished in a similar manner to

that of the North exchange of the company, which
was described in the Western Electrician, April 21st.

The lines were bridged to the new board, the new
branches being left open at the cut-off relays by
putting small pieces of stiff paper between the con-

tacts. Instead of cutting all the wires at the old

office, as was done at the North exchange transfer,

the cutting over was done by opening the contacts

on the old board by inserting wooden plugs in the

jacks and plugging into each jack on the new board,

thus dropping out the papers and leaving the lines

connected for service. A large number of employes

assisted in the transfer, which was quickly and suc-

cessfully performed, with scarcely any interruption

to the service.

The new switchboard, which is of the relaj'-multi-

ple type, has been under construction during the

greater part of the last year. It has a capacity of

4,899 subscribers and there are about 4,300 lines

connected.

The company distributed to all its subscribers

on the Monday after the opening of the new ex-

change a new directory containii g all the changes

in numbers made necessary by the transfer. The
directory is a ponderous book of 920 pages and

contains upward of 30,000 names. It weighs very

nearly three pounds.

Strowger Automatic Exchange Sells

Rights in Germany.

The German government has purchased the rights

to use the Strowger automatic telephone-exchange
system in Germany. The officers of the Strowger
company, which is a Chicago concern, are authority
for the statement that final payment of $350,000 has
been made b3' the German government for the Ger-
man patents on this system and that the first pay-
ment of $150,000 was made in January, at which
time a trial exchange at Berlin was put in opera-
tion by the government under the direction of

President Meyer of the Strowger company. A
200-instrument exchange was put into government
service at the instance of the government depart-
ment of postoffices and telegraphs. Strowger in-

struments from Chicago were put into the Kaiser's
palace and all the offices of the postal department.
They were to be given six months' trial, and if

satisfactory the government was to pay $500,000 for

the rights. After the 200-Hne exchange had been
put in the government asked for 200 more instru-

ments in private offices, factories and banks. These
were installed, and the government has accepted the
patents.

The French government has made an examina-
tion of the Berlin system and a payment has been
made on a contract with the French government for

the patent rights in France.

Citizens' Telephone Company at Grand
Rapids.

A dispatch from Grand Rapids, Mich., states that

the annual meeting of the Citizens' Telephone com-
pany was held in that city on July i8th. The re-

port showed 3,387 telephones, a net gain of 453 for

the year; also 19 state exchanges with a total of

2,112 instruments. During the year quarterly divi-

dends of two per cent, have been paid, and the

company has a surplus of $12,900. Charles Flowers
of Detroit, and W. J. Berry, manager of the Grand
Rapids branch of the Michigan (Bell) company, at-

tended the meeting. It was apprehended that the

Michigan company, which holds $44,000 Citizens'

stock, would attempt to elect a member of the
board of directors under the cumulative law. As
a precaution against this the number of directors

was reduced from 12 to 10. The Michigan company,
however, did not attempt to interfere. The old
board of directors was re-elected, with Charles F.

Rood as president.

Bryan (Ohio) Company Sued for Creat-
ing Competition,

On July 19th the Bryan (Ohio) Telephone com-
pany was served, through its officers, with notice of
a suit for damages brought against it by the
Central Union Telephone company, in the United
States Court, at Toledo. The damages asked in

the amount of $10,000 are alleged to have resulted
to the Central Union company by reason of the op-
position against it in Bryan. It is claimed in the
petition that the Bryan company has secured
plaintiff's patrons, and by persuasion, misrepresenta-
tion, threats and intimidation has succeeded in in-

ducing them to remove plaintiff's instruments and
abandon its service. A temporary injunction was
also asked to restrain the local company from
further prosecuting its work, but no restraining
order has been issued.

"The contest here," says the Bryan (Ohio) Press,
"is attracting attention in many parts of the state,

where similar conditions exist. Indeed, the strug-
gle between the Bell and the Independent tele-

phone companies in this section of the country has
become a prime subject of discussion and public
interest. Those who have studied such matters say
that Bryan is the banner town of its size in the
state for the use of telephones, there being between
400 and 500 in use here, with a population of less
than 3,500 inhabitants."

Commenting further on the warfare between the
two telephone companies, the same paper says:
"There is no doubt but that the Central Union
Telephone company has been seriously damaged in
this town by reason of the discontinuing of service
by so many of its important subscribers, but it is

the same damage that results to any business by
loss of patronage, and it seems foolish and puerile
to try and blame a competitor for that loss. As
long as business is carried on there will be competi-
tion and business men will solicit trade from their
competitors' customers. This and this only has
been done in Bryan, and the Bryan Telephone
company feels very confident that the Central Union
company will not be able to recover one cent of

damages. In fact, it is claimed that the suit has
been brought for the purpose of trying to intimidate
those who may not be cognizant of the true situa-

tion of affairs, and not with the thought that there
is a chance to recover damages.
"To give the public some idea of the condition

of local service, it may be stated that Central Union
subscribers are now unable to reach, by their own
connections, any drug store, hardware, bank, the
courthouse or jail, any icehouse, livery barn or
meat market, while the Bryan Telephone company
has over 300 subscribers, including almost every
department of business, connected with its ex-
change."

Telephone Operator Wants Damages
for a Shock.

Miss Maud Turnbull has brought suit in the Su-

perior Court at Chicago against the Chicago Tele-

phone company for $20,000 damages for injuries

received while on duty at the company's exchange
at 203 Washington street. The shock, which oc-

curred four months ago, was received from a ring-

ing circuit, and is said to have been caused by
grasping the metallic contact part of a plug, instead

of the handle, in making a connection. In speak-

ing of the accident, the Western Electrician of April

2ist stated that the voltage of the circuit could not

have been over 50 volts and that the serious re-

sults of the shock had undoubtedly been caused

by the nervous condition of the operator previous

to the accident. It appears now that Miss Turnbull

is partially ijaralyzed. She has power to talk and
take nourishment, but otherv^'ise is entirely helpless.

The girl is 20 years old, and formerly supported

her mother and a younger brother. The attorney

who represents the plaintiff claims that the accident

was due to crossed wires resulting from imperfect

guard appliances and lack of inspection, which
should make the company criminally negligent.

Her condition, it is said, has not improved since

the accident.

Long-distance Company in Virginia.

News comes from Newport News, Va., that active

operations began on July i8th on the long-distance
telephone system, which will spread almost over
the entire state of Virginia. This system will be
owned principally and controlled by the Virginia
Long Distance Telephone company. The Penin-
sula line, from Newport News to Richmond, will

be the most important branch. It will connect at

Newport News with the Citizens' Telephone com-
pany, which already has a wire to Lee Hall, and
there the work of setting poles and stretching

wires was begun on the iSth. On this day work
was commenced simultaneously at eight points in

the state. The work is under the immediate charge

of General Manager N. C. Watts of Staunton, Va.
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Telephone News from the Northwest.
The state reformatory at St. Cloud, Minn., in

about to install a telephone system, covering the
various departments of the institution.
Commenting on the story recently sent out from

Chicago that the incorporation of the National Tele-
phone and Telegraph company was the first step
in the consolidation of all the telephone and tele-
graph interests of the country, C. P. Wainman of
Minneapolis expressed his doubt as to the relia-

bility of the statement. He declared that the re-
ported capitalization of $50,000,000 would be in-

sufficient to wage a war against the Bell interests.

The story said that the Bell interests would be
forced to accept terms. Mr. Wainman thinks that
nothing short of $100,000,000 would be sufficient

to wage a successful fight against the Bell company.
Mr. Wainman is the general manager of the North-
western Telephone Exchange company of Minne-
apolis.

The W^isconsin Telephone company has made
a reduction in toll rates to all southern, central
and eastern points in Wisconsin. The new rates

are on a minimum charge of one minute.
The State Executive Council of Iowa taxed the

Iowa Telephone company on 6,109 nriles of wire, at

the assessed valuattion at $144 per mile. The
Mutual Telephone company of Des Moines was
taxed on 15 miles of line, at the rate of $4,000 per
mile.

The City Council of Des Moines, Iowa, will in-

vestigate w-hat right the Iowa Telephone company
has in the city without a franchise.

Boyd McClellan is w^orking hard to secure a

list of subscribers for a telephone exchange at J'oca-
hontas, low'a.

The Iowa Telephone company at Davenport, Iowa,
will hereafter telephone all fire alarms received

by telephone, to every fire-engine house in the city.

The houses will all be on one switch and will be
called at once and given the location of the fire.

During a recent electrical storm the cable house
of the Portage (Wis.) Telephone company was
struck by lightning and burned. It rendered the

city without telephones for a week.
The Nebraska Telephone company is expending

$50,000 in extending its underground-conduit system.

The wiring is completed for the new exchange
for Pomeroy, Iowa, but the completion of the w^ork

is delayed by the non-arrival of the instruments.

The National Automatic Telephone company has

canvassed Manning, Iowa, with a view to estab-

lishing a local system.
The Northern Electric Telephone company of

Willmar, Minn., has bought the exchanges of the

Interstate Telephone company of Ortonville. Minn.,

located at Appleton. Ortonville, Graceville,

Wheaton and Clinton, Minn., and Big Stone City,

S. D.
The Lake Park and Ulen (Minn.) Telephone com-

pany plans extensions and improvements to its

system.
The Bemidii (Minn.) Telephone Exchange com-

pany has been incorporated, with $10,000 capital

stock.

The McCormick company of Albert Lea, Minn.*,

is to have a separate long-distance wire connected

with its warehouse, in order to leave the local wire

open for local communication. The company has

a great deal of long-distance work, which interferes

with the local calls.

A telephone line is being built between Hollan-

dale and Barneveld. Wis.
The Northern Minnesota Telephone company has

its exchange at Long Prairie, Minn., completed,

with the exception of the switchboard, which has

been delayed.

A telephone line will be built from Wilmont to

Lismore, Minn., at once.

W. C. Connor, Minneapolis linem.an. while work-

ing in the interurban district on the Northwestern

Telephone Exchange company's wires, got a severe

shock and fell to the ground. He was badly cut,

but was not seriously injured.

The new telephone system at Rolfe, Iowa, has

95 instruments connected.

The Central Telephone company of Rockwell

City, Iowa, is about to move its central office to

new quarters.

The Central Telephone company has sold its lines

in Pocahontas County, Iowa, to the Northern Tele-

phone company.
The Iowa Telephone company is an applicant for

a franchise at Lohrville, Iowa, and proposes to ex-

tend its lines to Cowrie and Lake City, if successful.

There is considerable complaint at Des Moines,

Iowa, over the inadequate telephone service given

by the Mutual Telephone company, especially, al-

though the Iowa company comes in for some blame.

The former is in debt and would have to expend

considerable to bring the system to a satisfactory

condition. The exchange has been doing a reason-

ably profitable business, but is inadequate to the

calls made upon it. Additional capital is needed.

The Central Telephone company has let the con-

tract to build a line from Rockwell City, Iowa, to

Knierim.
The parties interested in the Spokane and British

Columbia Telephone company are arranging to

form the Spokane and Okanogan Telephone and

Telegraph company. The new coaioany proposes

a number of extensions of telephone line in the dis-

trict along the international boundary line. Exten-

sions will be made from Bolster, through to Brews-
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ter. Okanogan County, thence to Oro, to Golden
and Loomis. R.

Nolen Magneto Automatic Shunt.
The accompanying illustration shows a novel

automatic magneto-generator shunt recently in-

vented and patented by J. G. Nolen and now manu-
factured by B. F. Stewart & Co. of Chicago. The
Nolen device really fills two offices, viz., that of a
combined gear muffler and shunt.
The extreme simplicity of this device is said to

be one of its most attractive features. The manu-
facturers claim it is also a radical departure from
any device of the kind heretofore patented, as there
were no references cited in the application for

patent. Neither the main shaft of the magneto
generator nor the large gear wheel is directly used
for breaking the shunt, nor does the gear wheel
recede into the box when the crank is turned.
The chief feature of the Nolen device is the pinion,

shown in the illustration. This pinion would run
loose on the armature shaft were it not for its two
V-shaped lugs which engage similar V-shaped
notches in another sleeve, as indicated. This Litter

sleeve is loosely keyed on the armature shaft, so that
it may slide along the shaft laterally, but not revolve,
unless it at the same time turns the armature shaft.

The second sleeve (the one with the V-shaped
notches) is held in place by a circuit-breaking spring
which is in contact with another spring. The sec-

ond spring short-circuits the generator when it

is at rest, and this spring in turn is held in place
by a spiral steel spring, which is mounted upon

(
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the armature shaft, back of the circuit-breaking

spring.

Owing to this construction, the generator rrank
can be turned in either direction, a point which no
doubt will be appreciated by telephone-exchange
managers, who experience the indifference of the

general public in giving a fair signal or turn of the

crank for disconnections. Again, this shunt is said

to be very sensitive, for the circuit is broken im-
mediately- upon the crank being moved not more
than an eighth of a turn. A generator equipped
with this style of shunt is practically noiseless in

operation. This type of shunt, also, the B. F.

Stewart company states, can be mounted on any
generator of standard manufacture.

Annoying Predicament of Winnipeg.

The Bell Telephone company has had charge of

the city fire-alarm of Winnipeg, Man., for a number
of years. Recently the city concluded to install a

municipal system and notified the Bell company
that the contract would cease on July ist. But the

new system was not ready for use on that date, and
the city sought to have the telephone company ex-

tend the contract for a few months. The company
replied that it had made other arrangements for

the space taken up by the fire-alarm equipment, and
unless the city would contract for three year.s, it

could not extend the contract.

La Crosse Business Men Object to
Putting Wires Underground.

Mayor Anderson of La Crosse, Wis., and the

business men of that city are on the verge of war
over the putting underground of housetop wires.

The city recently paved a certain central district

with brick, and required all wires to be put under-

ground. The mayor is interpreting the ordinance

to include telegraph call-box circuits and prirate

telephone lines over the housetops, which it would
be impractical to put underground, on acccount of

the expense.

General Manager Henry A. Coit of the Citizens'

Telephone company of Terre Haute. Ind., states

that work on the company's new underground sys-

tem has been progressing splendidly, and is now
about completed. Mr. Coit writes: "We have laid

45.000 feet of McRoy duct and have most of it run.

Most of our material is on the ground and work
is progressing rapidly. I have had a number of

telephone men here to see our outfit, and they say

that in point of construction it will be one of the

most modern and up-to-date plants in the country.

We have full metallic circuit." It is fair to say that

the excellence and rapidity of construction of the

Terre Haute plant is largely due to ,Mr. Coit's en-

terprise.
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Strike of Rochester Linemen Settled.

An agreement has been reached between repre-
sentatives of the Bell Telephone company of

Rochester, N. Y., and the striking linemen, whereby
the strike, which has been on for some weeks past,

is practically settled. There have been mutual con-
cessions and both parties are satisfied with the arti-

cles of agreement, which call for a flat rate of $2.50
a day, time and one-half for overtime and a ten-

hour day. This is practically everything that the

men asked for. The company also binds itself not
to discriminate against any of its former employes.
The local union met and ratified the articles of

agreement. It is hoped that the strike of the Buf-

falo linemen will be settled within a short time.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
The Guthrie (Okla.) Telephone company has been

granted a franchise in that city.

The stockholders of the New York Telephone
company will hold a special meeting in New York
city on August 8th to vote on a proposition to in-

crease the capital stock from $16,000,000 to $30,-

000,000.

The use of the telephone has at last done away
with the ancient royal custom of mounted mes-
sengers between Windsor Castle and Cumberland
Lodge, and the queen is now in easy communica-
tion with the Prince and Princess Christian.

Stockholders of the Pekin (111.) Telephone com-
pany have elected the following-named officers:

President, James W. Barrett; vice-president, J. C.

Mead; secretary and treasurer, W. B. Aydelott; di-

rectors. James' W. Barrett, J. C. Mead, W. B.

Aydelott, V. P. Turner and George B. Hornish.

The Citizens* Telephone company of Muskegon.
Mich., recently elected the following-named officers

at its annual meeting: President, Thomas Munroe;
vice-president, Thomas Hume; secretary, Joseph B.

Ware of Grand Rapids; treasurer, L. B. Smith. A
semi-annual dividend of four per cent, was declared.

Trouble is said to be brewing again in the ranks
of the telephone linemen at Cleveland. Ohio. It is

claimed by the men that the Cleveland Telephone
company has discriminated against its old men in

the matter of discharges, and that some of them
have been laid of? because of their connection with

the recent strike.

A telephone war is on in Logansport, Ind. A pe-

tition to the City Council is being circulated pro-
testing against the county giving W. A. Vaile of the

Central Union Telephone company, or any other

company, a franchise without the rates being fixed.

It is said that the Central Union company owns
the Mutual plant and that Mr. Vaile of Indianapolis

hopes to get enough votes in the council to fix

things for his company.

The Erie Telephone system made a net gain of

T9.S91 subscribers for the six months ended June
30th, making a total number connected of 126,455.

The net gain and total number connected are dis-

tributed as follows:
Total

Net Gain. Connected.
Southwestern company 5.683 34.469
Cleveland company 1.335 15.011

Northwestern company -.. . 3.319 19.496
Michigan company 6,397 38.628

Wiaconsio company 3.157 18,851

Total 19.891 126,455

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The National Telephone Equipment company of

Detroit, Mich,, was recently incorporated, with
$100,000 capital, $65,000 paid in. Hugh O'Connor.
William C. Sterling, Jr., and Edward H. Parker
were the incorporators.

The hanging telephones made by M. I. Vought,
La Crosse, Wis., are receiving manj' interesting

comments in foreign journals, many of which are
very complimentary. The exhibit at the Paris Ex-
position has aroused considerable interest, demon-
strating that they are going to be in great demand.
A new and handsome catalogue is in press.

The Farr Telephone and Construction Supply
company of Chicago reports a lively trade, much
better than anticipated in midsummer. This com-
pany has now in the printers' hands a new 50-page
catalogue and handbook of information, size, 6V2 by
10 inches. This catalogue, the company says, con-
tains the best photographic illustrations of its tele-

phones, transmitters, magneto bells, receivers,

switchboard drops, jacks and plugs that can be made
and also illustrates all electrical supply material used
in the telephone business. The book will be sent

to any address, free upon request.

Telephone companies at Rome, N. Y.. Fostoria,

Massillon, Canal Dover and Portsmouth. Ohio,
have recently placed orders with the American
Electric Telephone company of Chicago for central-

energy systems in conjunction with the popular
American flash-light transfer system. Each of the

above orders exceeded the 600-capacity mark. A
new multiple switchboard is in course of construc-
tion in the American factory for St. Joseph. Mo.,
which will have an ultimate capacity of 3.000 sub-

scribers, with T.ooo drops installed. Multinle boards
made by the American company for York and Al-

lentown. Pa., are said to be giving the most gratify-

ing results.
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New "Electrogravure" Process.

All interesting exhibit at the Paris Exposition

is that of the new "electrogravure" procesB^

which, as its name indicates, is a new method

of applying the current in engraving work, do-

ing away entirely with manual labor. It is

applied to the formation of molds or matrices in

hard metal, usually steel, made from a model in

relief, the mold or die being then used to make
reproductions of the design, medals, etc. In the

usual process for making such matrices it has been

necessary to use hand work entirely; the workman
must be a skilled artist, and the cost is high. Dif-

ferent inventors have tried to find a mechanical

process which would replace hand work in making

the molds, the first attempts being the use of the

galvanoplastic method, but it was soon found that

a suitable matrix could not be made in this way.

Mr. Joseph Rieder, a German inventor, has dis-

covered a process by which a purely electrical

method is used. The invention promises to be of

great value in this class of work. The principle

of the apparatus will be understood by referring

to Fig. I. A receptacle (styled "recipient" in the

cut) is filled with a solution of ammonium chloride,

which forms the electrolyte. Into the vessel is

plunged a block of plaster (A) having upon its upper

surface the relief to be reproduced. Below the

.plaster is a copper wire rolled into a spiral, which

forms the cathode. On the upper part of the block

rests the plate of steel (B) in which the mold is to

be formed. This plate is connected with the ter-

minal wire and forms the anode. The liquid, being

absorbed by the plaster block, traverses the porous

mass and comes finally into contact with the steel

plate, but only at the highest points of the relief.

When a current is passed through the apparatus

thus disposed, a decomposition of the ammonium
chloride takes place, and the chlorine is set free

at the surface of the steel plate forming the anode;

it combines with the iron, and the chloride of iron

thus formed dissolves in the liquid. As the iron

is carried ofif at the ppints touched by the plaster

relief, the steel plate becomes hollowed out, little

by little, at these points. Other portions of the

model come successively into contact with the plate,

so that at the end of the operation the whole of

the model has penetrated into the steel plate, thus

forming me mold desired.

The process thus appears extremely simple, but, in

fact, the inventor has had great difficulty in re-

ducing the idea to practice, and it seems scarcely

credible that he has passed three years of experi-

mental work before arriving at a practical result.

It was found that the model and plate could not

Recipient/

FIG. I. NEW "electrogravure" PROCESS.

be allowed to remain together during the whole
of the process without interruption, as it could

not be ascertained when the work was finished,

and again the particles of carbon which enter into

the composition of the steel are separated by the

action of the current and become interposed between
the plate and the model, making it impossible to

continue the work. Another difficulty is that the

chlorine at the surface of the metal is rapidly con-

sumed, and as this is necessary for the operation,

and on the other hand, the diffusion through the

plaster block is too slow a fresh solution must be
applied to the surface of the relief at intervals.

For these reasons the two pieces must be fre-

quently separated; the time of contact depends upon
the current density used and the percentage of

ciirbon in the steel. Experiment has shown that

not more than 20 seconds can be allowed for each
I)eriod, Then an arrangement must be found to

replace the plate exactly in the same position. The
first machines made were not very satisfactory

in this respect, and a number of different forms
had to be constructed before reaching a conclusion,

It was also found that the plaster models were some-
what fragile and a great depth of relief could not
be obtained by the use of the same model. Thus
a number of models had to be used, these being
jdaccd in the apjjaratus one after the other.

To carry out this idea the arrangement shown in

Fig. 2 was devised. A glass vessel (g) is provided
with a cover (d). In the middle of the cover is an
opening, which is narrowed at the lower part, form-
ing a ledge to support the rubber sleeve (c), hold-

ing the plaster model (E). Several of these rubber
sleeves are provided, of exactly the same size and
containing a plaster model of the same form; they

are put in the same position by a mark on the side.

By this arrangement, several models can be used

to form the same steel matrix. (A) is the plate to

be engraved, planed on all sides so as to fit exactly

in the opening without lateral displacement. The
plate is placed upon the model and left for 20 sec-

onds under the action of the current, then lifted and
cleaned. This is continued to the end of the opera-

tion, a small quantity of solution being put on from
time to time with a brush. The result obtained

by this form of apparatus has been quite satisfactory,

but it was necessary to make a machine which should

be entirely automatic: this has bcfn carried out, and
a machine of this type is now in operation in the

gallery at the end of the foreign dynamo room
of the exposition, in the German section. In this

apparatus, the models, held by screws in a cast-iron

frame, rest on a table which is movable in the ver-

FIG. 2. NEW "electrogravure PROCESS.

tical sense, taking its movement from an eccentric.

Above the table supporting the models is fixed the

frame for the steel plate to be engraved. This

frame is arranged to take a position exactly parallel

to the surface of the model; below the table is fixed

the carriage, which, each time that it is acted upon

by an eccentric, advances between the model and

plate, which are already separated, and effects the

cleaning of the plate by a rotary brush; at the same
time a quantity of fresh solution is spread upon
the plaster model. The steel plate and model re-

main in contact for periods of 15 seconds, at the

end of which time the separation and cleaning take

place automatically. The potential used is from

10 to 15 volts and the current density varies accord-

ing to the size of the model; for a plate of 8 by 12

inches a current of 50 amperes may be used.
A. de C.

Affairs of the Chicago General Railway
Company,

At the annual meeting of the directors of the

Chicago General Railway company, held on July
20th, the general counsel of the company was au-

thorized and directed to begin proceedings against

the Chicago City Railway company to secure a

determination of the rights of the latter corpora-
tion in Wabash avenue from Twenty-second to

Madison street. It is contended that the 20-year

extension ordinance of 1893 did not apply to the

Wabash tracks and that there was no "time limit"

named in the ordinance of 1S74, and consequently
the franchise under the horse and dummy act ex-
pired in 1894. The Chicago City Railway company,
it is said, contends that its franchises entitle it to

the use of Wabash avenue until 1948. It is stated

that the petition, when filed, will ask that the rights

of the city to the tracks be determined and the

amount to be paid to the city for the use of the

tracks be ascertained.

The action of the directors is said. to have been
taken with a view to securing a downtown terminal
for the system, which now stops at Twenty-second
street. The road is now in the hands of a receiver,

but the directors contend the road would be free from
financial difficulties if it could secure an opening
into the business section of the city.

A resolution was also passed offering to provide
a three-cent fare from the Illinois Central depot
at Twelfth street to the Northwestern depot on
Kinzie street if the city would provide the "legal

requisites" for the operation of the company cars
between those points.

The directors also went on record as favoring the
proposition of the Street Railway Commission of
the City Council to secure municipal ownership of

the rails, with private ownership of the vehicles.

Glenn E. Plumb's resignation as president and
director of the company was accepted, J. P. Black
being elected to fill the vacancy as president, nnd
W. A. Goodman as director. C. L. Bonney was
elected general counsel.

The Stonewall (Miss.) Cotton Mills, of which
T. L, Wainwright is secretary, want estimates on an
Soo-Hght incandescent plant.

Plans for Inter Ocean Automobile Meet.
As announced in the last issue of the Western

Electrician, an important automobile meet will be
held at Washington Park, Chicago, September 18th
to 22d. A programme has been made out, which will

be subject to change until August 15th, at which
time the final programme will be arranged. The pres-
ent programme, of which the following is an abstract,
will be modified as may seem best from suggestions
made by anyone interested in the meet, and espe-
cially those who will exhibit.

On the opening day there will be a general
parade of all vehicles, and the public will be allowed
to examine and ride in the vehicles. Prizes will be
given to the manufacturer presenting the greatest
number of practical designs and to the one having
the greatest number of vehicles in line.

The second day will begin tests for practical util-

ity. Different forms of power will be classed to-
gether, but vehicles of like size and power only
will compete with each other. Vehicles must be of
standard design, ' construction and equipment, as
sold by the manufacturers. For this test each
maker can enter three vehicles—one carrying two
people, one carrying four or six people, one for
merchandise delivery, carrying a load of 1,000 to
2,500 pounds with driver, the award to be in ratio
of weight of vehicle and load. A test for manipula-
tion will be made on a road crowded with standing
and moving dummy figures, and over rough roads
requiring quick stops and short turns. In these
practical utility tests the following ratios of points
will be established as winning values:

Speed to be determined on a 5 mile run. See 200 mile
race 20 points

ElegancTe of carriage design and practicability 20 points
Best arrangement of brake and control of speed 20 points
Best climbing of grades 20 points
Best and surest safely devices for operating vehicles
either on grades or level 10 points

Best, simplest and most easily accessible mechanical
construction 10 points

There will be a hill-climbing contest, also a con-
test on an up-and-down grade, in which practicability
and controllability of vehicles will be demonstrated.
There will be a heavy draft contest, open for all

heavy draft motor trucks built for commercial haul-
ing. In this contest the following ratios of points
will be established as winning values:

Construction , 20 points
Power 20 points
Carrying capacity 20 points
Design ; 20 points
Control 20 points

After decisions have been rendered on tests cov-
ered by above rulings, the prize winners of each
class will be allowed open competition on:

Carriage design for general practical utility 30 points
Easiest manipulation 30 poinis
Safety and emergency devices , 20 points
Cost of power per ton mile 20 points
(Per ton mile to include complete weight of vehicle and pas-

sengers as well as any additional load that may be carried.)

In these the cost of electricity is to be based at
four cents per kilowatt hour; cost of gasoline or oil

to be based on current market price per gallon. In
entering machines for all tests of a practical na-
ture manufacturers will be obliged to give the nor-
mal rated power of each vehicle, and a special
prize will be awarded for the greatest range of use-
ful power obtainable above and below the normal
rating.

Without reference to power, one prize will be
offered for the most original conception in an auto-
mobile as regards modifications and changes in car-
riage design that will still leave the vehicle accept-
able and practical.

Four races will be given, in which speed alone
will count for lOO points, each manufacturer to
enter two vehicles in each class, of such design
and equipment as he may select. One race of 20
miles will be run between electric vehicles and sim-
ilar races between gasoline vehicles and also be-
tween steam vehicles. Any disabling of a vehicle
during a race will disqualify it for further partici-

pation during that race. The prize winners of each
race will then enter into a free-for-all race of 40
miles, standing start, without aid. The time for
these races will all be kept by each mile, and a
side prize given to the vehicle making the best
single mile at any time during these races.

A two-hundred-mile, free-for-all, fast track race
will be for owners of carriages carrying four grown
people, as also a two-hundred-mile track race, for
vehicles carrying two people.
Another interesting feature of the meet will be

a mail-collection race. Four mail boxes will be
placed at equidistant points around the race track
and ten miles will be run, making forty stops in all

to collect mail. Each driver will be obliged to stop
at each mail box, unlock the box, take a card from
it and lock it again.

An additional prize will also be given for the de-
sign of mail wagon which shall be the most prac-
tical and best adapted to the collection of mail from
s'.reet boxes.
A ten-mile race will be run on rough track, con-

structed to represent an average country road, with
a vehicle carrying four people, and another with a
vehicle carrying two.
On the fourtli day a soo-mile, free-for-all, smooth

track race will be run. and exhibition performances
given meanwhile on the inner circle. This will be
followed by a five-mile automobile transfer express
race, taking a swinging bag from suspended hooks
at four points around the track without stopping.
The man coming in first with twenty of these bags
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will be awarded first prize. This test will be open
to any and all classes of vehicles.

Ladies' day will be full of interest, as ladies will

have the tracks exclusively in a series of races
which shall be run in regular carriages and not rac-
ing vehicles, jn addition to which the most dexter-
ous lad}^ operator in dodging dummy figures, climb-
ing grades and general manipulation of the vehicle
shall receive a special gold medal, witli the name
of the vehicle engraved thereon. Entries may be
made either by manufacturers or private owners.
A special gold medal (engraved with the name

of vehicle and operator) will be awarded the oper-
ator of vehicles (of the commercial and catalogue
type) who performs the most difficult tests and prac-
tical movements. This will be immediately followed
by an exhibition of vehicles owned exclusively by
private parties, which shall be open and free for all

in a four-mile race. In this the first prize will be
for the winner of the race; second prize to the most
dexterous operator; third prize to the best-appear-
ing vehicle.

This race is to be followed by an open and free-

for-all exhibition of fancy or trick driving, either by
manufacturers, private owners, ladies or gentle-

men.
There will also be a pulling contest, free for all, of

any make, 'design or capacity of vehicle, the award
to be in ratio to weight, pow-er and performance.
To demonstrate the merchandise delivery wagon,

a race of three miles will be run. having eight sta-

tions on alternate sides of the track, at each of

which must be left a package weighing not less

than 20 pounds. Each wagon will be allowed a
driver and assistant, as is the usual practice on
such wagons. In this test the wagon shall not be
required to come to a full stop, the driver and as-

sistant operating together as best they can, but the

winning vehicle must arrive at the finishing point

with all packages delivered and driver and assistant

in their respective places.

After the races are .over a prize of $1,000 w^ill be

offered to he most valuable invention in automo-
biles that shall have been practically demonstrated
during the week of the exhibition.

.A race will be given of automobiles running back-

ward at full speed for one mile. This race is to

be open to all kinds of vehicles.

The exhibits will be in the betting ring of the

Washington Park track, which has a concrete floor

and is sheltered. The space available is 75.000

square feet, divided into spaces containing 1,000

square feet each.

The Automobile Club of America and manufac-
turers are said to be co-operating heartily to make
this meet a great success.

Telegraphic Board of Trade Quotations
Discontinued.

On August 1st a radical change w'ill go into effect

re.garding telegraphic stock quotations from the

Chicago Board of Trade. The Western Union and

Postal Telegraph companies will no longer furnish

stock quotations on the old plan, but all quotations

must go as private messages at regular rates. This

is the result of the board making requirements as

to rates and asking discrimination in the distribu-

tion of quotations which the telegraph companies

could not accept. The board wished to shut off

quotations to bucket shops, but the telegraph com-

panies being common carriers cai^fct, according to

the courts, discriminate as to whom they will fur-

nish service. Meanwhile, a concern known as the

Cleveland Telegraph company is preparing to sup-

ply a ticker service in Chicago, and an allied com-

pany, the Milwaukee Telegraph company, will fur-

nish ticker service in Milwaukee and intermediate

points. The officers of the Cleveland Telegraph

company are: G. B. Solders, president; Allen A.

Odell. secretary and treasurer, of Cleveland, and

Fredrick E. Crawford, superintendent, Chicago.

Its offices are in the Board of Trade building.

Some members of the board think the discon-

tinuance of the telegraph service will be a benefit

to the board by discouraging bucket shops.

Susceptibility of Trees to Lightning.

Inquiry was recently made by the German gov-

ernment, says the Chicago Tribune, into the effect

of lightning upon trees. Observations were made
by overseers of foresting stations scattered over an

area of 50.000 acres in the district of Lippe. The
forests comprised 70 per cent, of beech trees, 15

per cent of pines, 11 per cent, of oaks, and six per

cent, of firs. Of 275 trees struck by lightnmg 58

per cent, were oak, 21 per cent, fir, eight per cent,

beech, and seven per cent. pine. These figures

show the extreme susceptibility of the oak to light-

ning stroke, and the large and disproportionate

percentage of its attack upon the fir The beech

appears to be almost in.mune from lightning stroke.

While 70 per cent, of the forest trees were beeches,

they received only eight per cent, of the strokes, or

about one-ninth of their proportionate share. It has

often been asserted in England that the beech was

never struck by lightning. While the German ob-

servations disprove this broad assertion, they amply

justify the common belief in the rarity of the oc-

currence.

Field Telegraphy at Wlafeklng.
The following account of some of the w'ork done

by the electrical engineers of Mafeking during its

siege w'as written by the war correspondent of the
Pall Mall Gazette and appeared in that journal on
June 28th:
"Some departmental workers in the field are sel-

dom heard of by the general public, and, therefore,

do not come in for the share of praise for work
done that should be theirs. Yet these departmental
corps form the principal springs that work the war
machine. Without a commissariat department an
army could not take the field. It could not bring its

necessaries with it, and would find itself in a corner
for want of food. The Royal Engineers are seldom
sung about, and few know how hard the scientific

corps work to make everything possible for the con-
duct of operations. Is there a mountain to be re-

moved? They do it. Does the general want to
have a system of telegraphs constructed, or a rail-

way built, on an engine driven, or a bridge thrown
across a river, or a sea of timber cut down? The
Royal Engineers are the men upon whom falls the
work, and nobody can say that the corps does not
perform it in the highest state of efficiency. Those
corps that do the heaviest and most laborious
duties are, as I have said, the bodies that are least

heard of at home. They toil like galley slaves, but
quietly; and when their toils are over little more
is heard about them until- they are required in some
other part of the field.

"The public mind must be stimulated into interest

by sound and dash. A blazing battery or mass
of guns rattling and dashing over a plain

to get into action comes first in public favor;
the cavalry, with saber in hand, or lance-point
dropped, scouring over the plain after a retreating
enemy, comes next; and patient, swearing Tommy
of the infantry of th_e line, ^vith his bayonet fixed

and his helmet on his ear, poking his way into an
enemy's trench, is generaUy a good third. These
are the fellows of noise, glitter and dash; but you
cannot get much dash out of half a mile of transport
wagons and mule teams or a system of useful tele-

graph wires. Therefore the men who work that

part of the show must take a back seat, and be
content to make up with the extra daily salary

given them by a thoughtful war office.

"I want to say something about the telegraph and
telephone service of Mafeking during the siege. To
begin with, we had little wire and no Royal Engi-
neers. The postmaster of the place, Mr. J. B. Howat,
had the planning of the arrangements in his hands,
and Mr. Arthur Campbell, of the Belfast Telegraph
department, with Mr. J. B. Simpson, of the Northern
relief, had the arranging and thinking and 'bossing

up.' Miles of wire had to be laid to all the furthest

forts and works, and the question was how to be-

gin. As a start, all the telephones rented by the

tow'nspeople were taken down and the wires and
instruments commandered. With these a humble
beginning was made, and an efficient field system
was completed across the veldt in all direction^.

The wire was carried on small pegs raised a foot

or so over the ground, and passing cattle and carts

improved the lines and caused the staff to sing

Watt's hymns and other items of sacred music.

"By-and-by it was discovered that all the insu-

lated wire that had been laid with much trouble

under fire was wanted for the purpose of connect-

ing mines to blow the enemy up with. Down came
the lines again, and Campbell had to go around
gathering all the scraps of wire that he could

find in the town, tie them together and endeavor to

stretch 100 yards into ten times that length. Me-
tallic circuits were out of the question, as they

would have necessitated the use of double the

quantity of line. Earth circuits were formed, and
the earth-plates consisted of iron buckets filled with

mud, and rolls of zinc that had been shelled off the

roofs in town. Occasionally a wire end was, fixed

to an iron rail on the top of a bomb-proof shelter,

and that acted as well as anything else.

"Everything was nicely settled, as far as it went,

and the telephone headquarters was established in

the local postoifice, until it was found that it w^ould

be more convenient at the staff headquarters, a

quarter of a mile away, and subsequently in the

headquarters dug-out around the corner. Each of

these shifts meant the taking down of the instru-

ments, the elongation of the wires and the fixing

up of the instruments again. As new works were

formed at the front, and our lines of defence were

thrown out farther and farther, the demand for lines

of communication became more and more frequent,

and longer lines had to be established. The con-

struction party went gray through thinking of their

lo-td of work and wondering where they would

get the wire. At last somebody made a splendid

find in thj shape of thousands of yards of manganese

wire, which the inmates of the gaol were told off to

insulate by wrapping calico around it and tarring

it over. Eureka! the difliiculty was solved.

"At home a heavy storm or a big snow does dam-

age to your lines, and causes the maintenance staff

to use bad language. Here in Mafeking we had no

snow, but the showers of iron were too much

fur the wires. Scarcely were we ever shelled but

they were smashed, and the men had to go out

under fire to set them right again. Times iniiuin-

erable the cutting was done by Mauser bullets, and

once during a heavy wind a tin roof sailed off a

house in the market square, and, of course, fate

willed that it should fall right on the entire sys-

tem of wires and fracture them. It was a warm

moment when Mr. Campbell and his staff came
out to count up the damage.
"Night and day that network of wires had to

be watched and the instruments nursed like babies,
and the work of repairing was never done. Many
a time and oft in the darkness of the night the men
were on the poles connecting uo when the bullets

began to whiz around them and make them shin
their way to the ground again, and once MacLeod,
the drawding, fat Scotch ex-sailor, w^ho worked as

linesman, was almost blown off the post by a shell.

He seemed to work 20 hours out of the 24, but I

only heard him growd once. He was sitting on a
curbstone, looking up with tired eyes at two wires
that were twisted around each other, and when I

hailed him, he replied, 'A-a-h-h. mon. look y-o-o-n-
der. Y-o-n's Cannon Koppie lyin' d-o-o-n on
Colonel H-o-r-e.' I left him contemplating the

wreck and wondering how Hore would come out
from under the weight of the kopje.

"All sorts and conditions of instruments were
used in the service, and there were numerous
makeshifts to make , the communication complete.
Pieces of driving bands off the big shells fired at us
made an excellent switchboard, and the ancient and
modern contrivances found in the lumber room of
the postoffice were hauled out and fixed in the
trenches to do duty for receivers, transmitters and
alarms.
"The communication department was without ex-

ception the most severely worked body in Mafeking.
In addition to erecting and maintaining under the
most terribly trying circumstances, they had to

work the instruments or train others to work them;
they had to keep watch and at the same
time run the siege postoffice. Human nature could
not stand that kind of thing indefinitely, and in

course of time the postmaster and all hands except
Campbell w-ent sick with fever, the result of exhaus-
tion and other ailments, and then for weeks Camp-
bell had to take the watches of all his colleagues

and run the department single-handed. For days
he worked 24-hour shifts, but he did not die, as
many men would have done.
"On top of his troubles came the siege surcharged

stamps. Everybody wanted sets and new issues and
particular, stamps to make up their collection, and
his bomb-proof postoffice was each morning be-

sieged by waiting crowds clamoring for mauve six-

pennies, yellow sixpennies, sixpennies with the fig-

ure in a reclining position, and sixpennies with the

'elongated figure.' I often went over there to watch
his labors and admire his patience. There is a

law in nature by which a man finds rest while

contemplating the toiling of another, and the sight

of this brain-weary man leaving the dug-out to look

after his duties elsewhere had a delicious, balmy
effect. I admit the savagery of the idea.

"I wrote in a dispatch of the great rains that

washed us out of our trenches. During those rains

the telephone instruments suffered. They were sub-

merged, and when the holes were baled out the re-

ceivers and transmitters were found to be fuM of

mud. Even in this supreme trial the patience of the

amazingly patient men did not desert them. They
began to clean out the mud with no hope of ever

being able to make sound go through the tele-

phones again, and at the finish- were surprised to

find that they had once more got their machines

into perfect going order.

"It will be well if telephone and telegraph people

at home cut this out and read it twice each time

that a snowstorm or a gale gets among their wires."

Andrae & Sons' Affairs.

About 80 per cent, of the creditors of the Julius

Andrae & Sons company were present at a meeting

held at the Plankinton House in Milwaukee July

17th. The sentiment expressed by nearly all those

in attendance was in favor of allowing the company

to continue its business. It was decided that the

creditors accept 50 per cent, of their claims in full,

the money to be paid in three installments within

four months. A committee was appointed to obtain

the consent of the creditors, and if parties holding

90 per cent, of the claims agree to the action a

representative of the Milwaukee National Bank is

to be put in charge of the company's affairs as

treasurer and the firm will be saved from bank-

ruptcy proceedihgs. It is probable that the elec-

trical portion of the business will be continued, as

there are a large number of contracts on hand, but

the bicycle business will not be operated until some

time after January ist. There are 315 creditors in

all, representing an aggregate indebtedness of

$106,000. ^_^_^_^_^__^^_

Siemens & Halske Company Disposes
of Its Real Estate.

The Siemens & Halske Electric company of Chi-

cago has sold to Robert McAllister Lloyd and Wal-
ter H. Johnson of New York city six blocks at the

northwest corner of West Sixteenth street and Rob-
inson avenue, in the township of Cicero. The con-

sideration of the deed was $200,000. The properly

conveyed is 641 by 1,886 feet in size, together with

the builtlings and fixtures thereon. The sale does

not include the electric or other cranes located

on the premises nor the machinery and tools at

hand suitable for making apparatus. This equip-

ment is still owned by the Siemens & Halske com-
pany and used in the operation of its plant.
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First Annual Meeting of the Chicago
Union Traction Company.

The report of the officers of the Chicago Union
Traction company at the first annual stockholders'

meeting, Tuesday, July 24th, is full of interest, as

it represents the first year's operation of the con-

solidated North and West Side street-railway sys-

tems of Chicago. The net earnings were somewhat

smaller than had been expected in financial circles,

owing to extensive improvements and additions to

equipment made during the year, and also to the

industrial strikes. The report for the year end-

ing June 30, 1900. President J. M. Roach says in

his report to the stockholders:

"The business done by your company during the

last fiscal year, June 30, 1899, to June 30, 1900,

which we have the honor to report, has been ex-

cellent, showing a satisfactory increase over business

done the preceding year by the leased lines, not-

withstanding the trying conditions under which the

company has passed during this, the first year of its

existence.

"The conditions upon which our earnings are

based, since the 1st of February, 1900, have been

very unfavorable. Unsatisfactory conditions have

existed with the various industries which have not,

up to this time, been satisfactorily settled. The
weather for the months of April, May and June

was anything but good for the railroad business.

The Northwestern Elevated road, starting up as it

did on May 31, 1900, also had its effect on the in-

come of this company.
"Notwithstanding these unfavorable and embar-

rassing conditions to the management, our books
show that we have earned a dividend on the preferred

stock of the company and besides the roadbed and
roUing stock are in better condition than ever they

have been during the history of these companies.

"There were large amounts of money expended
on boulevard crossings, repairing and relettering of

cars, overhauling and remodeling 300 summer and
winter cars, besides adding 80 new cars to our equip-

ment, with everything incident in the shape of mo-
tors, etc. There have been no pains spared in keep-

ing all of the electrical construction first-class and
up to date.

"There have been the following amounts spent

on the property of the company:

Construction:
Track construction S 74,625.4?.

Electric-line construction 42,063.13

Real estate 158,922.01

Equipment:
New engines and machinery for power houses 60,577.13

Additional machinery at shops - .. 4,^27.49
Cost of new cars 88,451.02

Cost of rebuilding and vestibuling old cars 26,218.91

Cost of new electrical equipment for cars and plows. 78,073,40

Cost of building four new snow plows, wagons,
horses and harnesses 10,812.79

Other properly accounts 60,838.80

Reconstruction 216,026.26

A total of $821,236.36

"With the industrial question settled and with
reasonably fair weather, which we shall expect, and
with the general prosperous outlook for the future,

I predict that the stockholders of tne Union Trac-
tion company who continue in the holdings of the

company will find it a good, profitable and safe

investment.
"It has been, and shall be in the future, our^ de-

sire to obviate friction and cater to the wants of the

public by broad-gauge management of its affairs

and courteous treatment in the handling of the

public.

"I will not attempt in this address to give any
financial details of the company, inasmuch as the

auditor, Mr. F. E. Smith, has furnished a detailed

report mnder our system of bookkeeping of the en-

tire financial operations of the road. Mr. James H.
Eckels, treasurer, will also furnish a short state-

ment, showing the reduction of fixed charges in

the operation of the road since he became treasurer.

For the splendid condition and relations that now
exist you are much indebted to our former and dis-

tinguished president, Mr. Jesse Spalding, for the

manner in which he has handled the property of the

company and turned it over to the present officers."

The treasurer of the company, James H. Eckels,
presented a report showing that since he had taken
charge of the office of treasurer 'the annual fixed

charges of the company had been reduced for the
ensuing year to the extent of about $28,000, ac-

counted for in the following manner.

By retiriDK 3115,000 West Chicago Street Railroad company
6 per cent debentures ? 6,900

By arranRement with the Illinois Trust and Savings bank
to carry $298,000 of North ChicaRo Street Railroad com-
pany debentures at 5 per cent instead of 6 per cent 2 980

By refunding of first mortgage bonds North Chicago City
Railway company, $500,000 from 6 per cent to 4 per cent
for 27 years 10,000

By reduction in registration fees on North Chicago Street
Railroad company, North ChicagoCity Railway company.
West Chicago Street Railroad company, and Chicago
West Division Railway company 800

Ehtimated discount by cash payments on material bills.... 7,400

Tolal 828,080

The income account, showing earnings of $4,075.-

54 in excess of the five per cent, preferred dividend
for the year ended June 30, 1900, was as follows:

Maintenance—Way and structures S 193,666.90
Maintenance—Equipment 381,082 87
Transportation 2,619,647.41
General 567,400.18

Total operating expenses 83.761,797.36

Net earnings from operation $3,715,600.70
Advertising... 8 33.576-95
Rent of land and buildings 35,622.14
Rent of tracks and terminals 10,000.00
Dividends on stocks owned and leased. 764,603.49
Interest on deposits 17,690.11
Miscellaneous 2,441.13
Premium on bonds sold 4,416.83

Total income from other sources. .

.

868,350.65

Gross income 84.583,951.35
Taxes accrued S 246,033.88
Interest on loans accrued 41,776.80
Rentals accrued 3,688,451.70
Premium on bonds purchased 3,613.43

Total deductions from income 3.979, 875-8i

Net income 604,075.54
Dividends on preferred stock, 5 per cent 600,000.00

Surplus as per balance sheet 8 4,075-54

What will most interest managers of other roads,

however, are the traffic statistics and operating
expenses, which are as follows:

Car mileage 29,691,850
Passengers carried :

Revenue 149,521,755
Free 784,660
Transfer '

58,184,147

Total 208,490,562
Per cent, of transfer passengers 38-71

Per Per Per
Car Revenue Total
Mile Pass. Pass.
Cents. Cents. Cents.

Gross earnings 25.18 5.00 3.58
Expenses:

Maintenance—Way and structure 0.65 0.13 0.09
Maintenance—Equipment 1.29 0.26 0.18
Transportation 8.82 i 75 1.26
General expenses i .91 0.38 0.27
Total operating expenses 12.67 2.52 1.80
Net earnings 12.51 2.48 1.78
Income from other sources. 2.92 0.58 o 42
Gross income 13-43 3- 06 2.20
Deductions 13-40 2.66 1.91
Net income 2.03 0.40 0.29
Per cent, of expenses to earnings 5031
Per cent, of expenses to gross receipts 45 -07
Per cent, of deductions to gross receipts 47-69
Per cent, of net income to gross receip.s 7.24

The old board of directors was re-elected as fol-

lows: Jesse Spalding, John M. Roach, R. A. C.

Smith, Walter H. Wilson, H. B. Hollins, Charles L.

Hutchinson, James H. Eckels, C. K. G. Billings,

P. A. B. Widener, William Dickinson, John V.
Qlarke.

Fewer than a dozen shareholders were present,

the voting, with the exception of 4.000 shares, being
by proxy. The meeting was a brief one, lasting

not more than 20 minutes. President John M.
Roach presided.

CORRESPONDENCE,

The New England Street Railway Club.

The organization with the above name came
into existence on July iSth at Young's Hotel, Bos-
ton. A meeting was held at that time to discuss

arrangements for an outing in September, to include

all interested in street railways in the New Eng-
land states. About 35 were present, and it was de-

cided not only that the outing would be a very en-

joyable affair, but also that a social club should
be formed, known as the New England Street Rail-

way Club. This club, being for social purposes
only, does not interfere with the Massachusetts
Street Railway association in any way. The club
will have as members not only operating street-

railway men, but all interested in that work. The
officers elected were: President, H. E. Bradford
of the Marlborough street railway; vice-president,

L. H. McLain of the Newton and Boston street

railway; secretary, R. H. Derrah of Boston; treas-

urer, George H. Burgess of the Leominster and
Clinton. The executive committee consists of the

officers and F. L G. Henderson, Newton st'-eet

railway; K. E. Potter, Union street railway. New
Bedford; J. F. Whatles, Boston; W. G. Meloon,
Portsmouth-Kittery-York street railway, and D. F.

Burritt, Palmer and Munson street railway. Palmer,
Mass. A meeting will be called later to arrange
for the September outing.

Enlargement of the Northern Electrical
Manufacturing Company's Plant.

The Northern Electrical Manufacturing company
at Madison, Wis., has completed and is occupying
a new substantial brick office building. It has also

begun the erection of an extensive addition to its

already commodious shops. The one-story plan
is being followed the same as in the main plant.

The new building will be finished in about 30 days,
and as soon as the equipment of machinery can be
installed the capacity of the works will have been
increased something over 50 per cent. The business
of the company has increased very rapidly the past
two years, and it is the present intention to add
the manufacture of alternating-current machinery
to the present line.

Passenger receipts $7,^
Chartered cars
Mail

58.797.9S

2,122.50

6,.177-5«

GroBB earnings from operation. »7 ')77.:i9>^-oG

The Lancaster (S. C.) Cotton Mills will erect a

huge new mill structure in which the machinery
will bf run by electric pt)\vcr, generated at Lands-
ford, on the Catawba River.

London Letter.

London, July 7.—The present would appear

to be a favorable opportunity for making electric

light popular now that the gas companies
all over the country are enforcing an increase

of from eight to 12 cents per thousand feet. As
is generally recognized, the initial expense to

the consumer of having the light brought into

his premises is a great deterrent to anything like

a general adoption of electricity as a medium of

lighting. Taunton, a small town in the west of

England, and which was one of the first, if not

the first, towns in the country to adopt electric-

ity for street lighting, has found that the

co-operation of the so-called Free Wiring company
has been a valuable aid to the increase of consump-
tion. I say so-called because it cannot be, and is not

free, for though a heavy inaugural outlay is spared

to the consumer, he has to pay at a slightly in-

creased rate for the light, or, to be precise, he does

not receive the same rebate on his bill as the

renter who has paid outright for the wiring. The
advantages are obvious to ordinary tenants, who, by
this method, do not, if they quit the premises a

short time after the installation, leave the wires and
fittings for the benefit of the landlord. A proof
that the system is appreciated is afforded by the fact

that in Taunton nearly 5,000 lamps had been in-

stalled up to the end of 1899 under contract, and
free wiring. A very equitable arrangement appears

to exist between the wiring company and the cor-

poration, and the consumer cannot complain, for

if he finds his consumption is such that it would
pay him better to obtain the rebate, he can buy out

the company by paying them the cost price of the

installation plus 20 per cent, and less i^/^ per cent.

per annum depreciation. At Taunton also the de-

mand-indicator system is in vogue, charging 12

cents per unit for the first hour's demand and seven

cents after, and this is found to work out that 10

cents per unit is the average received under the

rebate system, and also the net amount from those

whose premises have been wired by the company on
the terms described.

London's new Central electric railway is expected

to be open to the public within a fortnight. Most
of the stations are rapidly nearing completion, but

some will yet require a few days to complete. Om-
nibus companies are contemplating reducing their

fares to compete with the railway.

In many parts of London the supply of electric

light suddenly ceased on Wednesday evening about
half past nine. The deficiency was rectified as

speedily as possible, but, as may readily be imag-
ined, a good deal of inconvenience was caused, es-

pecially in the hotels and public houses. The mis-

hap was due to a^ short-circuit. The result was
almost terrifying at headquarters, where one of the

men in charge was temporarily blinded by a sudden
burst of brilliancy, and one of the dynamos caught
fire.

The secreta^ of state for foreign affairs has re-

ceived a dispatch from her majesty's acting consul-

general at Warsaw, stating that tenders are invited

by the Russian government, not later than the 28th

proximo, for the telephone service at Warsaw, St.

Petersburg, Moscow, Odessa and Riga. The con-

tracts will probably be secured by American firms.

The American Society of Civil Engineers held its

annual convention on Monday of last week in

Westminster. Sir Douglas Fox, president of the

Institution of Civil Engineers, offered a welcome to

the visitors and then expressed sympathy with theni

in the sad event which had taken place at Hoboken.
To this Colonel Haines and other American gen-
tlemen responded in most friendly fashion, and the

rest of the day was taken up by the discussion of

professional subjects. On Tuesday the members
were personally received by the queen, at W"indsor

Castle, on Thursday by the lord mayor at Guild Hall,

and on Friday by the Countess of Warwick at War-
wick Castle.

The Petit Bleu was on Tuesday night a partici-

pant in the first experiment in telephoning on over-

head wires from Brussels to Bordeaux, a distance

of 800 miles. The civic authorities and the editor

of the Petite Gironde were at the other end of the

wire, and their voices could be heard most dis-

tinctly.

Such accidents as that which happened at Slough
the other day are quite capable of being rendered

impossible. The power of protection rests on auto-

matic electric signaling. Systems exist which have

been proved to be quite trustworthy and have also

been accepted as such by the advisory engineers

belonging to the great railways. The cost of their

introduction bars the way to their adoption. The
arrangements are so perfect that when the sema-
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phore is lowered to danger it immediately brings
into operation the electric apparatus. If any train
should pass a given point after the semaphore is

lowered at danger the alarm bell on the engine,
equally with the alarm bell on the guard's van, is

brought into full activity, and continues to ring
until stopped by the guard or the engine driver.

Mr. Carew's second attempt in the House of

Commons to get rid of the Dublin electric-lighiing

bill fared better than the first. The question at

issue was simple. It was whether a private syndi-

cate of capitalists or the corporation of Dublin
should have the electric lighting of Dublin City.

The corporation won by 174 votes to 16S.

W. H. B.

New York Notes.
New York, July 21.—At Schenectady on Thursday

last the stockholders of the General Electric com-
pany held a special meeting at which it was voted
to increase the capital stock of the company $4,-

.415,000, or to $25,242,200, to consist of 25,512 shares
of preferred stock, of the par value of $100 each,
and 226.910 shares of common stock, of the par
value of |ioo each. In June, 1892, the company
issued Sio,ooo,ooo 30-year five per cent, gold coupon
debenture bonds, redeemable in stock at the hold-
er's option, of which there is still outstanding.
$5,298,000; and the amount of common stock nec-
essary to redeem these remaining debenture bonds
is $4,415,000. The new stock authorized will be
issued for the purpose of redeeming these outstand-
ing bonds as they may be presented.

Captain Louis Wendel of the First Batallion Na-
tional Guards of New York last Sunday celebrated
the completion of the Amsterdam avenue 'trolley

line to One-hundred-and-ninety-fourth street, with
a banquet and picnic at Fort Wendel. The members
of the first battery attended in full-dress uniform.
The opening of the line to Fort George has been
worked for by Captain Wendel for 10 years.

Activity'- in compressed-air projects continues
fierce (on paper), the latest being another gi-

gantic consolidation, as recorded by an item in the

Tribune of yesterday, as follows: The Compressed
Air company is now practically organized. It is a

consolidation of the American Air company, which
has a capital of $7,000,000. and the Compressed
Air ilotor company of Illinois, capitalized at $2,000,-

000. The capital of the new company has been
fixed at S8,ooo,ooo, divided into $755,000 six per cent,

cumulative preferred stock and $7,245,000 common
stock. Henry B. Cooke will be chosen as presi-

dent. He is interested as a stockholder in the

Illinois company and is an expert in air power.
The Metropolitan Street Railway company retains

an interest in the new company, which will build

the improved air-motor cars which will shortly be
operated on the Twenty-eighth and Twenty-ninth
streets cross-town lines.

The storage-battery- cars will to-night go into

service on the Thirty-fourth street cross-town
line. It is not expected that this system will be
as economical as the trolley, but it is the best thing

available under the circumstances.

Judge Shipman of the United States Circuit Court
last Wednesday handed down a decree in favor of

the Thomson-Houston Electric company on its

claim to ownership of the Walter H. Knight pat-

ent for improvements in electric-motor regu-

lators as against the claim set up by the Lorain
Steel company. A perpetual injunction restraining

the Lorain Steel company from using the patents

was granted and damages were allowed, the amount
to be determined by John A. Shields as master. The
patent is No. 42S.169, issued May 20, 1890.

A stroke of lightning this evening caused a panic

among the women in an Eighty-third street trolley

car. which resulted in the injury of seven people,

mainly through jumping off the car. Several peo-

ple on board received shocks and the car equip-

ment was slightly damaged by lightning, but the

most serious effect was the panic caused.

A rear-end collision took place on the Brooklyn
elevated railway Thursday evening. A Bay Ridge
electric train was slopped by the burning out of a

fuse and a Rockaway express train of the Long
Island railroad, which does not stop at Fulton

street station O'u^t beyond which the stop occurred),

came along at such speed that it could not stop

before striking the electric train. A curve ob-

structed the view and no precautions were taken

to flag the express train. The motorman, who was
under the car, was killed.

Fred D. Rounds, general superintendent of the

Metropolitan Street railway and general manager
of the Third Avenue railroad, has resigned. The
office of general superintendent has been abolished

and O. Root. Jr.. appointed assistant general man-
ager of the Metropolitan. Thomas A. Delaney has

been made superintendent of transportation and

John Shea superintendent of the Second and Third

avenue divisions.

The Consolidated Gas company s stockholders

have voted to increase the capital stock from $54.-

595,200 to $80,000,000. This increase is in accord-

ance with the plan for taking over other gas and

clcctric-light companies. This is the second tnne

the capital of this company has been increased

within six months. In January the capitalization

was raised from $39,078,000 to $54,595-200. to ac-

quire the New York Gas and Electric Light, Heat

and Power company.

Deputy Attorney-general Edward P. Coyne
Wednesday listened to arguments on the applica-
tion of ex-Senator P. H. McNulty of Brooklyn,
asked for the annulment of the charter of the
Brooklyn Heights Railroad company, the parent
road of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit company, on
the ground that a lo-cent passenger fare to Coney
Island is unlawfully exacted. Stephen C. Baldwin
appeared for Mr. McNulty and William F. Sheehan
for the company. No action has been taken as yet.

A trolley car on the Staten Island Midland Rail-
way company's line jumped the track going down
a short grade at Concord Tuesday afternoon. It

cleared a deep gutter and climbed the bank at the
right side of the roadway. The 30 passengers were
thrown in a heap and a few were hurt enough to
need medical attendance. M. L. G.

From the Buckeye State.

Columbus, Ohio, July 20.—There has been some
talk of proceedings at law to compel Director Kauff-
man to operate the municipal light plant, which
was closed down some time ago. It is hard to tell

just what will be done, however. It would seem
that this is one of the most aggravated cases of

niunicipal ownership that has existed for some time.

W'hat the city of Columbus needs is a brand new
Citj" Council, with the exception of Dr. Gladden
and a few others, and new city officials who have
the interests of the people in mind. This might be
an innovation in city government, but it certainly

would be a good one.
Contracts for material for the buildings of the

Consumers' Carbon Works at Lancaster have been
awarded, and the buildings will be under way as

soon as arrangements can be made to get at them.
A great deal of preliminarj' work has been neces-
sary to get the company in shape to go to work in

earnest.

The Cincinnati Street Railway company has been
given a vote of thanks by the people of Clifton for

the early completion of the line from McAlpin
avenue to Clifton.

The City Council of Springfield has granted a

franchise to Harry Fry for an electric road, which
will extend from that place to Willmington. Mr.
Fry has already secured franchises through Green
and Highland counties.

The Millcreek Valley Railway company has be-

gun work on the line from Cincinnati to Hamilton.
The contracts for all the work have not yet been
awarded, but will be within a few days.

The Zanesville, Adamsville and Coshocton Rail-

way compar.y has prepared a petition asking for a

franchise through Muskingum and Coshocton coun-
ties. The officers have secured the consent of more
than 95 per cent, of the property owners along the

line.

The Cleveland, Elyria and Western Electric Rail-

way company will build a new power house at Ely-
ria. It v/ill be 52 feet wide and 350 feet in length,

and will be made almost entirely of iron and steel.

After a contest of nine months, the town of Belle-

vue has granted a franchise to the Toledo, Fremont
and Norwalk Railway company to pass through
the town on Main street. The Wheeling and Lake
Erie Railway company opposed the franchise and
did everything possible to keep the electric road.

The new plant of the Piqua Electric company at

Piqua is now about ready to be put in operation.

It will have double the capacity of the old plant.

W. A. Garver has secured the right-of-way for

an electric road from Uhrichsville to Barberton.

This will give the Uhrichsville people a line from
there to Cleveland, as the line between Akron and
Barberton is now practically assured.

The electrical contractors have voted not to tol-

erate Inspector Vorhees of the Ohio Inspection Bu-
reau, an insurance-inspection bureau, at Columbus.
They claim that he goes to the property owners
when he discovers a defect in their work, instead

of going to them, and that he has lost them a num-
ber of good contracts. It will be difficult for them
to get rid of him, however, as the bureau is a rec-

ognized institution in the state, and makes the rates

for insurance according to the hazard, and the prop-

erty owners want him to see everything in order, that

a proper rate may be made on their buildings.

There are prospects for an electric road from
Cambridge to Byesville. in this state. Judge J. W.
Campbell of Cambridge is interested in its con-

.'iruclion, and is now in New York endeavoring

to interest eastern capital in the enterprise.

The case of Samuel L. Nelson against the Ameri-
can Railway company has been transferred from the

Clark County Common Pleas Court tc the United

States Court at Cincinnati. Nelson claims that the

American Railway company owes him $72,750 for

negotiating the purchase of the People's Railway

company at Dayton and the Springfield Light and

Power company at Springfield.

The directors of the Bullock Electric company of

Cincinnati have elected the following-named officers

to serve the coming year: President, George Bul-

lock: vice-president, J. S. Neave; treasurer. Stephen

R. Burton; secretary. J. W, Bullock. The presi-

dent's report showed that the company had received

orders amounting to $84,000 the two days previous

to the annual meeting. Vice-president Neave will

go to Europe within a short time to look after

fome business there. Their motors are becoming
quite popular abroad.

A. K. Detwilcr of Toledo has made application

for the use of the Miami and Erie Canal from

Maumee to Defiance, for the Toledo and Maumee
Valley Electric Railway company. The company
will extend its line to Defiance, if the use of the
canal is granted.
The canal commissioners have leased two miles

of the Ohio Canal to the Columbus, Buckeye Lake
and Newark Traction company.

The Village Council of Lorain has granted the
Sandusky and Lorain Electric Railway company
a franchise through the village.

The bonds of the Chillicothe and Hillsboro Trac-
tion company have been disposed of in the East, and
the company is now ready to begin the construction
of the road.
There are prospects for the construction of an

electric line from Bowling Green east to Napoleon.
Local capitalists have subscribed almost $50,000
toward the formation of a company to build the line.

Captain Black is at the head of this movement. W. T.
Reese and John Chancy are at the head of ano'ther
syndicate which wants to build the road. It is said
that Cleveland capitalists are also looking into the
matter.

The canal commissioners have not leased much
of the berm-banks of the canals, as yet, for railway
purposes, and it is said that they will not do so.

Just what their reasons are for this is not known.
There are a number of capitalists after the privilege
of using the bank, and the state would doubtless
realize a goodly sum for rentals if the commission-
ers would let them go for that purpose.
The Ravenna Village Council has signified its

intention of granting the Portage Lake Traction
company a franchise through the town if the com-
pany will agree to build a line to connect with some
Cleveland line. O. M. C.

Northwestern Notations.
Minneapolis, July 21.—The Albert Lea and Ge-

neva Railway company has bought a site in Geneva,
Minn., on which to erect a power house for its

proposed line.

Ihe electric-light company of Clear Lake, Iowa,
has just put its new station into operation. Con-
siderable new equipment has been put in.

The Milwaukee railroad has put on hourly trains

between Cedar Rapids and Marion, Iowa, and makes

.

the run in 10 minutes. The Cedar Rapids and Ma-
rion Street Railway company has a line also, but
its time is 30 minutes. The better time and the
same rate on the steam car has resulted in cutting
down the street-car traffic materially. It is rumored
the latter will cut its rate. The railroad could not
follow suit without being subject to an order from
the State Railroad Commission to make a corre-
sponding rate all over the state.

The council of Great Falls, Mont., has appointed
a committee to wait on the manager of the electric-

light plant and secure from him the best possible
rates that can be given for street lighting. A news-
paper war has been waged against the present rates,

which are said to be exorbitant, and this is the out-
come.

Citizens of La Crosse, Wis., threaten to prevent
the extension of electric-railway lines on the boule-
vards, even to the extent of chopping down the poles
if they are erected. The street-railway company
has asked an injunction to prevent such action being
done.
The Electric Light and Power company of Car-

roll, Iowa, has plans completed to install a hot-
water heating plant.

The Fox River Valley Electric Railway company
has taken possession of the local street-railway and
electric-lighting system at Appleton, Wis., and will

extend and improve it. The Fox River company
now operates the interurban line to Neenah.
The council of JefTerson, Wis., is arranging for

the purchase of the local electric-light plant.

The McElroy Iron Works of Keokuk, Iowa, made
a contract with the J. C. Hubinger company to
furnish electric power. The latter also installed
a motor, which it now claims was temporarily to
enable the McElroy company to ascertain the rela-
tive cost of electric power. The McElroy company
claims that the contract was to provide a motor, as
well as the power. The Hubinger company de-
manded rent for the motor, and finally sent for the
motor. The McElroy company secured an injunc-
tion to prevent this. The case will be tried on its

merits later.

The Automatic Electric Works of Des Moines,
Iowa, has bought the stock and fixtures of the
Iowa Electric and Construction company.
The repairs to the electric-light power dam at

Fergus Falls, Minn., will probably result in shut-
ting down the plant for about six weeks, while the
improvements are going on.
The telegraph and electric wires in La Crosse,

Wis., are all to be put underground.
C. H. Porritt of Fargo. N, D.. secured the con-

fact to install an electric-light and water system
complete, for $28,244.
The Tri-city Railway company is welding its

tracks in Davenport, Iowa.
The street-railway company of Winona. Minn.,

is testing fenders on its cars.

The St, Croix Power company is stringing
wires from the new electric power dam at Apple
River Falls, in Wisconsin, to St. Paul, and it is

expected that the company will be sending power
to St. Paul by the middle of August.
The new electric-light and pumping station for

Austin. Minn., is about completed.
Work will be begun at once laying rails for the
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new Seattle and Tacoma electric railway. Work will

be pushed from both ends, and the company hopes
to have the line in operation in Octobei".

Lightning- struck the electric-light power station at

Mazomanie, Wis., setting it afire, and it was com-
pletely destroyed. The station is part of the new
electric-light and power plant, which has been com-
pleted lately. Work will be begun at once to rebuild

the plant.

R. D. Harrison of Mantorville, Minn., has made
a proposition to that village to install an electric-

light plant, and it has been accepted.

A case in the Circuit Court at La Crosse, Wis.,

has resulted in a court decision that a street rail-

way cannot maintain poles in the center of the

street, with but a single track. A test case is being

carried to the Supreme Court, and if it is confirmed,

will result in the entire town being double-tracked.
R.

PERSONAL.
A. L. Cherry, electrician of the. Hamilton,

Grimsby and Beamsville Electric railway, has re-

signed and is succeeded by his former assistant,

Alfred Oaks.

H. E. Ross, formerly in charge of the municipal

Hghting plant at Chambersburg, Pa., has taken the

position of general manager of the Edison Elec-

tric Light company at York, Pa.

Dr. L A. Lumpkin of Mattoon, 111., president of

the Illinois State Telephone association, and well

known in telephone circles throughout the state,

was in Chicago last week on a combined business

and political trip.

Walter H. Woods of Ann Arbor, Mich., has
recently joined the engineering force of Kohler
Brothers, electrical machinery engineers and con-
tractors, 1S04-12 Fisher building, Chicago. He will

also assist in the sales department of the firm, his

principal territory being Chicago.

John A. McDowell, superintendent of construc-
tion of the United States Telephone company, and
Miss Clara J. Dorn of Columbus, Ohio, were mar-
ried recently. They will take up their residence, for

the present, at Logan, Ohio, where the groom is

looking after some long-distance construction work
for his company.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Austin (Texas) Rapid Transit Railway com-

pany will build a new power house.

The City Council of Salem, Ohio, has decided to

erect a municipal electric-light plant.

The waterworks trustees of Madisonville, Ohio,
have decided to purchase a 75-light arc dynamo.

J. W. Hockaday of Itaska, Texas, is in the market
for two medium-speed 30-kilowatt, iio-volt dyna-
mos.

R. D. Harrison of Minneapolis has closed a con-
tract to furnish Mantorville, Minn., with electric

light.

Dr. J. H. Heron and J. B. Smale are interested

in a new electric-light plant project at Leadville,

Colo.

The Edison Illuminating company of Detroit,

Mich., is about to increase capital stock and make
improvements.

George H. Mole has sold his electric-light plant

at Lockhart, Texas, to Mr. Bachman, who will make
improvements.

At Aurora, 111., the city council has granted a

franchise to the Aurora Street Railway to operate
an electric-light plant.

The La Porte (Ind.) Electric company has in-
creased its capital stock from $75,000 to $150,000, and
will increase the capacity of its plant.

The council of College Hill, Pa., adjoining Beaver
Falls, has instructed a committee to advertise for

bids for an arc and incandescent plant.

The Dayton (Ky.) Electric Light and Power com-
pany has been incorporated, with $50,000 capital.

II. M. Stegeman is one^f the directors.

D. X. Murphy & Bro. of Louisville, Ky., have
a contract to install an electric-light plant in the
Indiana Cotton Mills at Canrjelton, Ind.

J. B. Nelson of Indianapolis, Ind., has been en-
gaged to draw up plans and specifications for the
Richmond, Ind, municipal electric-light plant.

The Irondale (Ala.) Water, Light and Power
company, with $100,000 capital, has been incorpor-
ated by F. W. Turpin, N. H. Sewell and R. R.
Zell.

The charter of the Memphis (Tenn.) Light and
Tower company has been amended to permit of an
increase of the capital stock from $300,000 to

$500,000.

The Jcrscyville (111.) Light, Heat and Power
company has been incorporated, with $25,000 capi-
tal stock, by G. D. Rosenthal, O. Ford and J.
Rostnlhal.

The plants of the Radford (Va.) Electric Light
and Power company and the Radford electric rail-

way have been consolidated under one management

to develop a waterpower three miles from Radford
and put in a plant.

The W. T. Weaver company of Asheville, N. C,
has been chartered and will establish an electric-

power plant on the French Broad River, near Ashe-
ville. The capital is $30,000.

The Beeville (Texas) Light company has been
incorporated, with $10,000 capital stock, for the es-

tablishment of an electric-Hght plant, by P. H.
Swearinger, B. Dubinski and S. J. Brooks.

The Greene County Electric Light and Machine
works of Union Point, Ga., wants prices on a 250-
light dynamo and other electrical apparatus, wire,
etc., required for an electric-light plant of the size

mentioned.

The La Grange Manufacturing company at La
Grange, N. C, is a new company, with a capital

of $50,000. The company has the power to manu-
facture cotton goods and also to operate an electric-

light plant.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Union Traction company, Pottsville, Pa., will

build a branch to Middleport, next fall.

G. R. Williams of Omaha is promoting an electric

line to connect Omaha and Fremont, Neb.

The Indiana Railway company, operating a line

through Goshen, Elkhart and South Bend, will ex-
tend to Niles, Mich.

The Toledo, Fremont and Norwalk Electric Rail-
way company has been granted a right-of-way
through Bellevue, Ohio.

The Asheville (N. C.) Street Railway company
has asked for a franchise to lay 2,000 feet of double
tracks on a part of its line.

The American Universal Underground Electric
Railway company, with $200,000 capital stock, has
been incorporated at Trenton, N. J.

At Bay City, Mich., a new street-railway company,
the Traction and Power company, has asked the
council for a franchise. T. A. E. and J. C. Weadock
are interested.

The Washington Traction and Electric company
i-s the name of the corporation which has merged
the street-railway and electric-lighting interests of

Washington, D. C. The consolidation includes
eleven street-railway companies, operating 163.9
miles of single track and 533 cars. The Capital
Traction company is not in the consolidation. The
officers of the new company are: President, F. C,
Stevens; vice-president, George' H. Harries; treas-
urer, H. D. Wick, and secretary, James B. Lackey.
The capital stock is $12,000,000, of which $10,000,000
has been issued.

AUTOMOBILES.
W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr., is reported to have made

a trip to Boston and back from Newport on his

French automobile at an average running speed
of over 3 miles an hour. At any rate, he went fast

enough so that he was arrested at Milton, Mass.,
and detained until he could pay his fine.

The Stanley Automobile company of New York
city, with a capital of $5,000, has been incorporated
to acquire automobile patents. The directors are

Amzi L. Barber, S. T. Davis, Jr., Frederick DeP.
Foster of New York city, and David S. Walker
and John Brisben Walker of Tarrytown.

A quick-firing automobile gun started from Fort
Sheridan, 111., 24 miles north of Chicago, July 19th,

to take a trip to Washington, D. C. Major A. P.

Davidson and three cadets from Highland Park
Military Academy form the crew. Gasoline is- the
motive power of the vehicle and the weight, fully

equipped with gun, is 2,300 pounds. The trip is for

the purpose of demonstrating the practicability of

the machine for this use.

C. E. Woods, promoter and general manager of

the Woods Motor Vehicle company of Chicago, has
resigned as general manager of that company. He
still remains a stockholder, however, though his

activities will be devoted to another line. His suc-
cessor as general manager is S. J. Moore of Niagara
Falls, secretary of the Carter-Crume company,
manager of the Niagara Falls Silver company, and
connected with several other large corporations in

London and elsewhere.

Schlesinger & Mayer, the Chicago department
store firm, have put in service an electric omnibus
line from their store at State and Madison streets

to the Chicago and Northwestern Railway depot.
Five-cent fare is charged. Three buses are al-

ready running and seven more will be put on as

soon as they are ready. This is the first service

of the kind in Chicago. It is the firm's intention

to extend the service indefinitely to depots and
other important points as fast as the returns in

the way of fares and increased trades seem to

justify it. The buses belong to the Illinois Elec-
tric Vehicle Transportation company.

It is understood at Middletown, Conn., that the
local plant of the Worcester Cycle company has
been purchased in its entirely by the New York
Motor Vehicle company. The latter, which has a
capita] of $500,000, is said to have on its books or-

ders for veliiclcs which will amount to $r,000,000.

The Worcester company's plant, it is announced,
will be opened at once, and will employ 200 men at
the start. Brooklyn men are largely interested in
the Vehicle company. P. H. Flynn is the presi-
dent, Frederick S. Cocheu is vice-president, B. Sher-
wood Dunn, secretary and treasurer, and T. F.
Flynn, general manager.

The first installment of the vehicles for the Amer-
ican Autocarette company of Washington, D. C, has
arrived. This company was incorporated but a few
months ago, with a capital of $200,000, and the ap-
pearance on the streets of its automobiles took
place July 19th. The vehicles are to be run on
the storage-battery system, and are equipped with
solid-rubber tires. Each vehicle has accommoda-
tions for 20 passengers. The first line to be per-
manently established will run the entire length
of the city, on a route passing nearly all the gov-
ernment buildings. Later cross-town lines will be
established. A five-cent fare will be charged.

PUBLICATIONS.
The American Blower company of Detroit, Mich.,

has issued a new illustrated catalogue, treating of
its A. B. C. exhaust fans. A great variety of fans
is shown.

Western Electric company bulletin No. 7007 de-
scribes that company's series enclosed alternating
arc-lighting system recently brought out, and will

be sent to anyone interested in the subject.

The Richmondt Conduit company of Milwaukee,
Wis., describes its superior conduit tubing in a
folder which brings out the conduit's strong points.

This tubing is lined with enamel and coated other-
wise with a new galvanic process.

The Great Western Smelting and Refining com-
pany, Chicago, has just issued a handsome book-
let devoted to "Iron Fiend," a flux that has gained
a deserved recognition in the brass-foundry trade.

The company's list of brass foundries is very com-
prehensive, but it requests anyone in the trade who
has not received this booklet to drop it a line.

The Fuller conipany, manufacturer of electrical

-and ventilating apparatus, of Detroit, Mich., has
prepared a catalogue of illustrations of its appa-
ratus for distribution among its customers. The
iUustrations, which are finely executed on heavy
paper, show the company's engine-generator, slow-
speed generator, enclosed automatic engine, yacht
engines, ventilating and steel-plate fans, and mis-
cellaneous electric equipment. The catalogue may
be had on application.

"Edison Incandescent Lamps" is the title of a
neat iio-page booklet now being sent out by the
General Electric company. It contains many hand-
some illustrations of the best examples of incan-
descent illuminations, selected from- the various lead-

ing public buildings of the country. It also gives

a full discussion of the life and candlepower of lamps
and takes up the subject of the relative value of

arc and incandescent lighting, and the correct use
of light, in a very excellent manner.

Phono-electric, the new wire for trolley, tele-

phone and telegraph use, has a few of its many
advantages set forth in a very attractive booklet
that is now being distributed by the Bridgeport
Brass company of New York. This company states

that Phono-electric is now being used for trolley

wire by many of the leading electric railways
throughout the country, and that telephone and
fire-alarm companies are large users of the new
wire. Its absolute homogeneity, high tensile

strength, elastic limit and great ductility are said

to make it the ideal wire for line wire and also for

distributing wires.

The official catalogue of the International Tram-
ways and Light Railways exhibition, held from
June 23d to July 4th at the Royal Agricultural Hall.

Islington, London, shows care in its production,
and was undoubtedly found very useful by those
in attendance at the exhibition. It is a book of

176 pages and is neatly bound, with an artistically

designed cover. Lists of patrons, officers and ex-
hibitors are given, and the larger portion is taken
up with detailed descriptions of each exhibit, blank
pages being provided for notes. The exhibition
was promoted by the proprietor of the Tramway
and Railway World, which journal issued a special

exhibition number for July, containing a review of

progress in electric and other traction and several
interesting and well-illustrated articles.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
The Ohio Electric Light association will hold its

annual meeting at Toledo from August 14th to i6th.

The American Section of the International As-
sociation for the Testing of Materials will hold its

third annual meeting in New York, October 25th to
27th. At this meeting reports of a number of com-
mittees as to proposed standard specifications will

be submitted for discussion. Among these are
specifications for steel axles, steel forgings, steel

castings and wrought-iron.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Richmond Locomotive and Machine com-

pany of Richmond, Va., has made a contract with
the Virginia Ek-ctrical Development conqjany to
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furnish the works with electrical heating and power,
to the exclusion of all other methods.

City Electrician Ellicott of Chicago has arranged
to have employes in his department paid twice a
month instead of once a month, as formerly, and
has notified them that if they patronize pawn-
shops any more they will be discharged.

A. A. Green, a Chicago University student, has
employed an electrical contact device with great
success to the photographing of moving trains.
Some very excellent pictures have been taken of
trains moving over 60 miles an hour on the Bur-
lington road, the photographs being clean cut and
well centered on the plate." A stick" is stuck in the
ground between the rails for the pilot to strike and
a cord from this stick jerks a piece of pasteboard
out from between two contact plates. When the cir-
cuit is closed a spring is released which presses the
bulb.

TRADE NEWS.
The Leather Preserver Manufacturing company

of Chicago has completed its new factory at Haw-
thorne, near Chicago.

The Western Electric company announces that it

carries a complete stock of Sprague, Greenfield and
loricated conduits in Chicago stock, which can be
sold at the lowest market prices. All orders are
delivered with promptness.

The Safety Armorite Conduit company, Rankin
Station, Pa., announces that it suffered a heavy loss
by fire in its factory during last week, but is again
in position to fill all orders promptly, and solicits

the further patronage of its customers.

Owing to the rapid increase of its business, the
D. & \V. Fuse company of Providence, R. I., has
been compelled to enlarge its facilities and has re-
cently moved its entire plant. It now occupies a
large building at 407 Pine street, with about five

times the floor space of the old quarters. It has
added largely to its machinery equipment and ex-
pects soon to be in a position to handle all orders
promptly. It is putting out several lines of new
^oods, W'hich are meeting with success.

The world's biggest steel and iron mill, states a

dispatch from Cleveland, Ohio, is to be erected in

that city. For six months the American Steel and
Wire company has been secretly at work buying up
a large tract of land opposite its present Newburg
plant in Cleveland, which was formerly the Cleve-
land Rolling Mills. In all, 200 parcels of land have
been purchased. The company intends to double
the capacity of its Newburg plant and center a large

part of its business there. The completed work, it

is said, will give employment to about 10,000 men.

The Electrolysisproof Conduit Manufacturing
company, 605 Manhattan building, Chicago, of

which W. F. McCarthy is manager, is out with a

circular calling the attention of the electrical world
to its electrob'sis-proof insulating conduit. This
conduit is made of asphalt paper. It has been
subjected to severe tests, and the manufacturer
claims that it has successfully withstood the testing

and that it fulfills the essential requirements lack-

ing in most conduits. The company also issues a
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copy of a test made by the Sunset Telephone and
Telegraph company to show the electrolytic effect
on cable through vitrified terra-cotta duct.

The Miller-Knoblock company. South Bend, Ind.,
manufacturer of communtators and armature coils,
has consolidated with the Northwestern Electric
Manufacturing company of Chicago, maker of mag-
net wTre, electromagnets and spark coils, and the
combined business will be conducted under the name
of the Miller-Knoblock Electric Manufacturing
company, at South Bend, Ind. The machinery com-
posing the covering plant of the Northwestern
company has been moved to South Bend and set
up, and is now in operation. The Miller-Knoblock
Electric Manufacturing company will immediately
build additional insulating machines, and while the
plant it is now operating produces silk and cotton-
covered magnet wire from No. iS to No. 40, the
new machines will increase the line from No. o to
No. 40. With increased capitalization, the company
contemplates large improvements, not only in the
commutator and armature-coil business, but in
the magnet-wire business. As the plant occupied
is said to be large and well adapted to the work,
the product should be equal to any on the market,
and as South Bend is believed to be an ideal point
for manufacturing and selling, there is every pros-
pect that the company's business will continue to
increase. The company will make a specialty of
fine covered wire and coils for telephone.

BUSINESS.
Berthold & Jennings, St. Louis, Mo., report a

good demand for their poles. They have just been
filling a contract for 5,400 Idaho cedar poles, from
35 to 75 feet long.

The United States Carbon company of Cleve-
land, Ohio, is mailing postal cards to its cus-
tomers containing some "Anti-Trust" prices that
are said to be of interest to carbon users.

The Electric Appliance company. Chicago, re-

ports a splendid business right through the dull

season, in the lighting line, and states that the
sales of A. B. arc lamps show the largest percentage
of increase.

The Garl Electric company, Akron, Ohio, recently
installed its full hotel system, including the fire

and burglar alarms, annunciator board, etc., in the
Herbert, a new hotel, built by D. Defenbacher at

Canal Dover, Ohio.

The Central Manufacturing company, Chatta-
nooga, Tenn., reports that while business generally
is not as good as it has been, the company has no
cause to complain, as its business has kept up
remarkably well, owing, it thinks, to its custom of

filling orders promptly.

The Chicago House Wrecking company has just

purchased from Armour & Co. 72 boilers which
have recently been replaced by larger ones at the
new Armour power plant. Of these 48 are five by
eight feet, 12 are five by 16 feet and 12 are 4^4
by 16 feet in size. They are all horizontal tubular
boilers and in good condition. This company has
recently completed one of the largest machinery
halls to be found in the country. It has a space
200 by 3f3o feet, used exclusively for the sale of the
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large quantities of machinery and electrical supplies
it has to offer.

The demand for Banner weatherproof wire the
past 30 days is evidence of its superiority and at the
same time indicates more than usual activity in

construction work. The Central Electric company
is, however, prepared to take care of all orders for
weatherproof and Okonite wires as well as for all

other construction material promptly from its large,

well-selected stock.

Hartwig &. Miller of Detroit report that their

orders for Anthony boring tools, which are claimed
to be especially useful for interior wiring, are in-

creasing daily. When they first began the manu-
facture of these machines they made them up in lots

of 25. Now they are made in lots of 200. The
machine is stronger and better than ever before, and
is now carried in stock by all leading hardware and
electrical .supply houses.

The Sprague Electric company. New York, has
recently taken some large orders for direct-con-
nected, slow-speed motors and generators from the
following well-known firms, which are building new
factories in their respective cities: The We.-^ton
Electrical Instrument company, Newark, N. J.; the
Ithaca Wall Paper Mills, Ithaca, N. Y., and Charles
M. Higgins & Co., Brooklyn. The motors for the
last-named firm are of the new enclosed type. These
plants are to be entirely equipped with the Sprague
apparatus.

The Ball Engine company of Erie, Pa., has work
for many months ahead. Among the contracts on
hand are those for two large vertical engines for

Japan, two horizontal engines for Korea, two ver-
tical cross-compound engines for the Pennsylvania
Railroad company, two engines for the Cincinnati
(Ohio) Gas Light and Coke company, and a num-
ber of single orders of engines, ranging between 175
and 500 horsepower, for different firms through-
out the country. The Ball company is also in-

stalling at the present time four 125'horsepower
tandem-compound engines in the United States post-
office at Kansas City; six 350-horsepower engines
in buildings in Cleveland; three 400 vertical, cross-
compound engines at Brooklyn navj^ yard, one hori-
zontal tandem-compound at League Island navy yard
and two vertical cross-compound for the Apollo
Iron and Steel company, Vandergrift, Pa.

J. Holt Gates & Co., 15 Monadnock building,
Chicago, have been awarded the contract for a new
electric-lighting plant at Centerville, S. D. They
will install a 6o-kilowatt Warren single-phase alter-

nator and switchboard, and will use the Bernstein
system of series incandescent lighting. * The firm

also has the contract for the new addition to the

municipal electric-lighting plant at Princeton, 111.,

where a lOO-kilowatt Warren machine will be in-

stalled and the Bernstein system used. It is the

intention to run both arc and incandescent lights on
this machine, as well as the small power factor in

motors. Another contract awarded the firm is for

the entire new municipal electric-light plan.; at

Newberry, Mich., consisting of a 6p-kilowatt, 7,200-

alternation Warren dynamo, direct-connected to a

13 by 12-inch Erie Ball engine. This contract
also includes a Bernstein series incandescent sys-

tem for street lighting.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

653,649. Underground System of Electric Rail-

ways. Charles A. Balph, Pittsburg, Pa. Ap-
plication filed September 14, 1897.

Id aD andergrouQd system for electric railways, the

cotnbination with a suitable conduit, of a plurality of

yielding sectional conductors, a main coiiductor elec-

trically charged, a casing completely inclosing the main
conductor, a lube entering the casing, a plunger on the

sectional conductor, and within the tube, the plunger and
the tube being severally provided with circumferential

grooves, and a collapsible hood surrounding the upper end
of the tube and plunger and engaging the grooves.

653.6S5. Electric Cut-out. Hiram P. Maxim, Hart-

ford, Conn., assignor, by mesne assignments,

to the Columbia and Electric Vehicle company,

Jersey City, N. J. Application filed January

20, 1899.

The combination with a storage-battery circuit, of a cut-

oat in the circuit, comprising a device operated by the

amperage of the battery, and a device operated by the

potential of the battery, the devices coacttog to open the

circuit upon a fall of the potential below a predetermined

minimum while the amperage is normal. (See cut.)

653,698. Electric Switch. James T. Robb, New
York, N. Y., assignor to the Mitchell Vance

company. New York, N. Y. Application filed

January 31, 1900.

An improved switch, comprising a frame, a pair of sta-

tionary contacts, a sleeve or boss, a shank movable longi-

tudinally therein, a movable contact carried by the shank,

a bead connected to the shank and having a pair of cam-

teeth, means for preventing rotation of the head, a spring

surrounding the shank and engaging the head, a rotating

head having a pair of cam-teeth, engaging the other cam-

teeth, and a key for turning the rotating bead. (See cut.)

653,708. Hydro-electro-therapeutic Apparatus. Jo-

hann J. Stanger. Ulm, Germany. Application

filed April 29, 1899.

In an electrotherapentical device for curative purposes,

an evaporating apparatus provided with roses adapted to

serve as electrodes, and two tubes connecting the roses

with the apparatus whereby the steam jets pouring oat

transfer electricity to the human body, and that the body

forms a conductor in the steam.

653.713. Electric Clock. Samuel P. Thrasher,

Issued July j-j, iqoo.

New Haven, Corn. Application filed January
14, 1899.

In combinatioa, a swinging pendulum, a weight, and a
portion moved longitudinally of the pendulum by the fall

of the weight and adapted to contact with the pendulum
to transmit the force of the fall of the weight to the side
of the pendulum with a gradually increasing effect, a
separable catch to hold the weight from falling during the
normal swings of the pendulum, and means operated by
the pendulum to automatically separate the parts of the
catch and release the weight when the length of the arc
of vibration of the pendulum diminishes to a certain
point.

iiiiiijiHi^^

NO. 65^,685.

653,715- Apparatus for Electrically Treating Fab-

rics for Waterproofing or Other Purposes.

Jean T. Van Gestel. New York, N. Y. Appli-

cation filed November i, 1898.

Aq apparatus for electrically treating fabric to render it

waterproof, consisting of a source of electric current, a

bath provided with suitable electrodes, two frames or sec-

tions each provided with endless, traveling, conducfng
belts, the electrodes of the bath and the conducting belts

being arranged in parallel circuits or branches and each

of the branches being provided with a graduated re-

sistance.

653,725. Electric Motor. Daniel C. Wood\/ard,

Hartford, Conn. Application filed September

6, 1898.

In a shunt-wound motor, an armature having a plurality

of circuit windings, field windings, means to place the

armature windings at times in series and at other times
in parallel and a plurality of series of resistances inter-
posed in the field circuit, one of the series being greater
than the other, the latter being introduced into the field

circuit when the armature windings are in series, and the
former of the series being placed in the field circuit when
the armature windings are in parallel.

653.730. Telephone Transmitter Arm. James F.

Craven, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed March
22, 1900.

A transmitter arm comprising two conducting members
lying side by side and having their meeting faces con-
forming to each other to form a single arm, means for

uniting the two members and suitable insulation between
the meeting faces of the members.

^'SZ^I^Z Electrogalvanic Battery. Horatio J.

Brewer, New York, N. Y. Application filed

July 7, 1899.

In a galvanic battery a carbon electrode is claimed
which has two metallic strips countersunk in part into the
carbon and a bolt and nut for clamping a conductor be-
tween the projecting ends of the metallic strips.

653.764. Electrogalvanic Battery. Horatio J.

Brewer, New York, N. Y. Application filed

July 7, 1899.

In a galvanic battery an electronegative element consist-
ing of a carbon electrode having a flat bearing surface in

the form of an oblique plane converging upward with rela-
tion to a vertical line passing through the body of the
electrode, a slab of conglomerate material formed with a
fiat surface supported on the oblique bearing surface on
the carbon electrode and a band surrounding the electrode
and slab and binding them together, whereby the weight
of the slab is utili^ted in conjunction with the oblique bear-
ing surface of the electrode to keep the band taut.

653.765. Electrogalvanic Battery. Horatio J.

Brewer, New York, N. Y. Original applica-

tion filed July 7, 1899. Divided and this ap-
plication filed November 15, 1899.

In an electronegative element for galvanic batteries the
combination of an electrode consisting of an elongated
vertical plate of carbon the longitudinal edges of which
converge from the bottom upward to form an inverted
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wedge, and a tubiform mass of depolarizing material
formed with an internal passage of Ereater area in cross

section than the area in cross section ot the carbon plate

but of less diameter than the width of the lower portion
of the plate, whereby [he tubiform conglomerate is sus-
pended upon the longitudinal edges oi the carbon plate,

and longitudinal passages extending the whole length of

the conglomerate are formed between the sides of the

carbon plate and the opposed internal surface of conglom-
erate, so as to afford unobstructed circulation vertically

between the sides of the carbon plate and ibe opposed sur-

faces of conglomerate.

653,770. Galvanic Battery. Albrecht Heil, Frank-
fort-on-the-Main, Germany, assignor to CoUmi-
bus Electricitats-Gesellschaft mit Beschrankter
Haftung, Lndwigshafen, Germany. Applica-

tion filed April 9, 1900.

A cell having an anode, a cathode, and a depolarizing
agent consisting of calomel and carbon mixed with an elec-

trically indifferent body capable of absorbing hydrochloric
acid, the misture surrounding the cathode.

NO. 653. 69S.

653.784. System of Electrical Distribution. Charles

De W. Anderson, Chicago, III. Application

filed April 10, 1899.
A commutator having in combination two cyclic groups

of contacts, an electrical connection with alternate con-
tacts of one group, an electrical connection with alternate

contacts of the other group, an electrical connection with
the remaining contacts of both groups, and a plurality of

brushes for each group contacting with dissimilar contacts.

653.785. Electric Arc Lamp. Sigmund Bcrgmann,
New York, N. Y., assignor to the General In-

candescent Arc Light company of New York.
Application filed March 18, 1S99.

In an electric-arc lamp, the combination with an arc-
inclosing globe, of a gas-cap, an annular plate provided
with an independent seat for the gas-cap made of thin

metal, rods depending from the plaie. a yoke for support-
ing the globe, and an elastic-tension device interposed
between the plate and the yoke. (See cut.)

653,806. Electric Meter. Caryl D. Haskins, New-
ton, Mass., assignor to the General Electric

company of New York. Application filed May
8, 1899.

In an electric-motor meter, the combination with the

load field coils and the armature in shunt across the mains,
of a starting coil also in ^hunt, and means for adjusting

the relative position of the armature and starting coil to

vary the friction compensation. (See cut.)

653,841. Electric Fii?e. Thomas H. Brady, New
Britain, Conn. Application filed January 2,

1900.

In an electric fuse, the combination shown of the con-
ductors adapted to form part of an electric circuit, the
fusible metal interposed between such conductors, the

case inclosing the fusible metal, and the spring connected
under tension to the fusible metal and extending exteriorly

of tbe case.

NO 653,785.

653,857. Electrical Controller. Edgar H. Wise,
Johnstown, Pa. Application filed January 19,

1900.

Claim one reads: A resistance pile composed of two
electrically independent coils, each coil having its term-
inals separate from those of the other coil and arranged
for connection in series or in multiple with tbe terminals
of the other coil.

653,875. Process of Manufacturing Homogenoous
Mixtures for Filaments of Incandescent Elec-
tric Lamps. Karl Ochs, Berlin, Germany. Ap-
plication filed October 21, 1898.

Tbe process of manufacturing homogeneous glowers for
lamp conductors of the class designed to burn in the open
air, which consists in producing a homogeneous solution
of mixturer. of metallic salts precipitating the correspond-
ing oxides of tbe metallic saltB from the nalt Bolution.
thereby producing a homogeneous mixture of oxides and
forming thr: prf^ripitated oxides into a paste with a suita-
ble binder and producing glowers therefrom.

653-883. Secondary Battery. Arvid Reulcrdahl,
Providence, R. I., assignor of two-thirds to

Leonard H. Campbell and George F. Weston,
Providence, R. I. Application filed February
12, 1900.

The combination of a frame, made of a material which
is a non-conductor of electricity, having perforations
through two opposite parts thereof at corresponding inter-
vals and in alinement, respectively, and one of its parts
provided with two parallel, longitudinal slots, and an op-
posite part provided with two parallel, longitudinal
grooves, an electrode having parallel cross bars extending
angularly therefrom, which are adapted to pass through
the perforations of the frame, two thin, perforated holding
plates, made of a material which is a non-conductor of
electricity, and adapted to pass through tbe slots, and to
be seated in the grooves, and a mass of active material
surrounding the cross bars and filling the space between
the perforated holding plates and the inside edges of the
frame, and capable ot electrolytic action, when in contact
with a suitable electrolyte, substantially as described.

653,885. Casing for Electric Car-lighting Appa-
ratus. Willard F. Richards, Buffalo, N. Y.,
assignor to Charles M. Gould, New York, N. Y.
Application filed April 4, 1900.

A tight casing for the dynamo-driving mechanism of
electric-car lighting apparatus inclosing the driving part
on the car-axle, the driven part on the dynamo and the
connecting part and having between its end portions an
extensible and flexible portion which is tightly connected
with tbe adjacent portions of the casing and which permits
the latter to lengthen and contract and to bend laterally in
accommodating itself to tbe variations in the relative
position of the dynamo and car-axle.

653,906. Alternating-current Motor. Edgar W.
Brown, Dayton, Ohio. Application filed Jan-
uary 29, 1900.

In an alternating-current motor, the combination with a
field core having polar projections, of main coils con-
nected in two separate sections and placed on every alter-
nate polar projection, and starting coils on every polar
projection between each two of the polar projections hav-
ing the main coils, tbe starting coils being wound so that
the current will pass through every alternate coil in the
opposite direction.

653.933- Electrode for Electrolyzing Apparatus,
Rene Moritz, Lille, France. Application filed

November 29, 1899.

The combination, wiih a carrier-plate provided with a
supply channel and a discbarge channel, each extending
entirely across the plate, and a plurality of grooves ex-
tending from one of tbe channels to the other, of an elec-
trode applied to the carrier plate between the channels.

653.934- Page-printing Telegraph. Donald Mur-
ray, New York, N. Y., assignor to the Postal
Telegraph-cable company, New York, N. Y.
Application filed November 28, 1899.
The combination of a single main telegraph line con-

necting separated stations, a suitable circuit-changing
transmitter in the line at one station, a movable medium
as a paper tape or strip, at a second station, means for ad-
vancing the medium step by step, a device to perforate
tbe medium with a series of successive holes arranged in
a single right line, a main-line relay controlling the step-
by-step mechanism through the medium of a local circuit
and a polarized magnet in the main line controlling the
perforating device.

653,935 Page-printing Telegraph. Donald Mur-
ray, New York, N. Y., assignor to the Postal
Telegraph-cable company, New York, N. Y.
Application filed February 7, 1900.

The combination of a main telegraph line and a pole-
changing transmitter at one station, with an electromag-
netic perforator, including a reciprocating punch and a
paper feeding device, at a second station, a polarized
main-line electromagnet controlling the paper feed, and a
polarized main-line electromagnet controlling the punch,
both the magnets having their coils in the main line.

653,936. Page-printing Telegraph. Donald Mur-
ray, New York, N. Y'., assignor to the Postal
Telegraph-cable companjs New York, N. Y.
Application filed February 27, 1900.

The combination of a main telegraph line, an auto-
matic transmitter at one station, an electromagnetic per-
forator at a second station the perforator including a
spacing magnet and a punching magnet, a local circuit for

each of the magnets, an automatic circuit-breaker oper-
ating to make and break the circuits alternately and a
main-line relay operating break points in the punching-
magnet circuit.

653,941. Telegraph Switching Apparatus. John F.
Skirrow, East Orange, N. J. Application filed

January 5, 1900.

A main telegraph line, a main station, a loop connected
in the line at the mam station extending to a substation, a
multiple-contact spring-jack at the substation having its

first and second contact points connected to the two sides
of the loop, respectively, and its third and fourth points
connected to one side of the loop and the ground, respect-
ively; in combination with a jack-plug having two con-
tacts forming the respective terminals of suitable tele-
graphic apparatus, the plug being capable of taking three
separate contact positions; first, registering with the first

and second jack contacts, connecting the instrument into
the loop; second, registering with liie first and fourth jack
contacts, connecting the instrument into the first grounded
side of the loop; and third, registering with the second
and fourth jack contacts, connecting the instrument into
the second grounded side of tbe loop.

653,945. Commutator Segment. James Burke, New
York, N. Y. Application filed January 27, 1899.

In a commutator, the combination of counterpart seg-
ments having straight surfaces, suitable insulation, and
securing devices, the segments being interlocked against
radial displacement.

653,957. Magneto-electric Generator for Gas-en-
gine Igniters. Garrett W. Henricks, Indianap-
olis, Ind., assignor to the Henricks Novelty
company, Indianapolis, Ind. Application filed

April 30, 1900.

A low-voltage electric generator for gas-engine igniters.
including a rotative armature and a commutator mounted
on a shaft, a pair of opposing pole pieces having a greater
length than the length of the armature, a pulley secured
to the armature shaft, a magnet attached to the pole pieces
and extending beyond the ends of the armature, and com-
mutator brushes engaging the commutator between the
pole pieces.

653,963. Dynamo-electric Machine. William M.
Mordcy. London, England. Application filed

October 25, 1898.

In a dynamo-electric machine, the combination with a
field magnet, of n slotted armature core provided with a

winding comprising elements, each of which is divided
into unequal portions splayed or spaced apart. (See cut.)

653-970- Electric-railroad Track. Ekko Sollmann,
Hoboken, N. J., assignor to the George Borg-
feldt & Co., New York, N. Y. Application
filed April 24, 1900.

As a new and useful article of manufacture a railroad
track consisting of rails bent up of sheet metal, having hol-
low treads and inwardly projecting teais or lugs, and a
double-pointed pin adapted 10 enter the treads to form
good electrical and mechanical connections,

653,982. Electric Headlight. James W. G. Becker,
Kansas City, Mo,, assignor to the United States
Headlight company, Buffalo, N. Y. Applica-
tion filed April 23, 1900.

The combination with the bumper of an electrically pro-
pelled railway car having a dashboard extending upwardly
therefrom, of a headlight case, a stand therefor adapted to
be secured to the bumper, a liollow sleeve communicating
with the interior of the case and extending to the bottom
of the stand, a vertically movable socket holder within the
sleeve, and means for securing the stand to the bumper.

653,984. Electric Arc Lamp. Henry G. Carleton,
New York, N. Y., assignor to the Carleton Elec-
tric company. New York, N. Y. Application
filed November 7, 1S99.

In an arc lamp, the combination wilh a carbon control-
ler, of a solenoid for automatically varying the position of
the controller, means for securing the carbon to the con-
troller, and electrically controlled operating devices for
tbe means, the devices being separate from and always in
circuit with the solenoid.

654,050. Trolley Pole. Charles A. Brown, Lorain,
Ohio, assignor of one-half to Albert V. Hage-
man, Lorain, Ohio. Application filed August
22, 1899.

A trolley pole and supporting mechanism by which it is

adapted to drop down out of reach of the guy wires, means
to release the pole connected directly with the trolley
wheel and comprising a rod lengthwise in the pole and
an arm pivoted across the end of the pole carrying the
trolley wheel on the opposite side from its pivot.

654,067. Electric Low-water Alarm. Frederick
Leadbeater, Detroit, Mich. Application filed

April 2, 1900.

In an electric low-water alarm, the combination with a
steam pipe, of a contact device, a support for tbe contact
device, a sleeve carried by the upper end of the support,
an electrical circuit connected with the contact device, an
expansible tube communicating at its lower end with the
steam pipe, a rod supported upon the upper end of the
tube, an additional spring-actuated rod above the first-

named rod movable in the sleeve by tbe expansion of tbe
tube and projecting therethrough to contact with the con-
tact device to close the circuit, and a signal device in the
circuit.

654,096. Hygienic Appliance for Sound-transmitter
Mouthpieces. Thomas R. Owen, Los Angeles,
Cal. Application filed January 30, 1900.

A hygienic appliance for sound-transmitter mouthpieces
comprising a flexible strip and means for holding the strip
and guiding it across the mouth of the mouthpiece.

NO. 653,963.

654.104. Measuring Instrument. Karl O. F.

Schrottke, Berlin, Germany, assignor to the

Siemens & Halske Electric company of Amer-
ica, Chicago, 111. Application filed September
2, 1899.

In an alternating-current motor, the combination with a
field winding therefor, of a Wheatstone-bridge circuit for

adjusting the phase of the magnetism due to the field

winding, the winding constituting a lateral portion of the
Wheatstone bridge, substantially as described,

654.105. Electric-railway Appliance. Daniel E.

Shoop, Turtle Creek, Pa., assignor of one-half

to John F. Baxter, Pittsburg, Pa. Application

filed December 9, 1S99.

The combination with an overhead electric system, hav-
ing its conducting wires supported from beneath, of a

trolley mechanism comprising a pole having at the free

end thereof two trolley wheels having a common ^center of

rotation, adapted to engage alternately the upper side of

the conductor wire, substantially as described.

654,113. Battery Electrode. Gustavos Heidcl. St.

Louis, Mo., assignor to the Globe Electric

company, St. Louis, Mo. Application filed Oc-
tober 2, 1899.

An electrode for batteries provided with openings ex-
tending transversely therethrough, and non-active hollow
resilient plugs located in the openings.
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Gilmore Selector System of Typewrit-
ing Telegraphy.

A practical tj'pewriting telegraph has been long
sought for and many machines which did well on
laboratory tests have been exploited. In practical

work they have, however, almost without excep-
tion, proved inadequate, and not adaptable to com-
mercial conditions. An apparatus that promises to

be something more than a laboratory experiment
has been on exhibition in Chicago recently. This
new typewriting telegraph is the invention of Zal-

mon G. Sholes and Alfred C. Gilmore of Chicago.

Mr. Sholes is the Sholes of Remington-Sholes type-

w'riter fame, being the inventor of that machine,

and Mr. Gilmore is also of the Remington-Sholes
company, being formerly with the General Electric

compan}' at Mihvaukee.
One feature which distinguishes the Gilmore

selector system for typewriting telegraph from all

systems heretofore exploited Is that the signals

are transmitted over an ordinary telegraph line by

against the cylinder. On the cylinder are contact
strips for each letter which correspond to the Morse
alphabet dots and dashes for each letter. Thus, if

a letter A is struck the contact finger for A presses

down on to the corresponding space on the cylinder

which has contacts on it to make the dots and
dashes of letter A. The result is that the impulses

go out over the line just as if a telegraph operator

were sending them, only more rapidly.

At the receiving end the line circuit operates a

standard 150-ohm relay which works the receiving

apparatus. The Impulses from the line are received

b}' means of an electrom.agnetic selector apparatus

which separates the impulses giving the dots and

dashes. By means of a contact arm moving over

contacts the different combinations of dots and
dashes that form the different letters are made to

operate the keys of the receiving typewriter, the ac-

tual working of the keys being accomplished by
electromagnets placed In a box beneath.

The accompanying Illustration shows all the

speed w^Ill be considerably increased. It Is not,

however, the object of the inventors to produce a

machine for exceedingly rapid w^ork. The main
object Is to save labor expense by doing away with

the necessity for a skilled operator to receive

messages, or send them, and also Increase accuracy.

The apparatus will appeal very strongly to tele-

graph men because it involves no new problems as

regards line working and can be attached to any

line now working by substituting the receiving in-

strument and selector apparatus for the usual

sounder and the sending Instrument for the usual

key. The same rules that apply to relays on present

telegraph lines apply to this, and it can be operated

on equal distances in the same way.

Paris Underground Railroad Opens.

With very little ostentation the beginning of an
extensive system of underground transportation was
opened last month in Paris. The line now open

dots and dashes, just as an ordinary Morse code,

so that as far as the transmission line Is con-

cerned the requirements in no way differ from

ordinary telegraph systems, and messages can be

duplexed or quadruplexed on one wire just as at

present. Furthermore, the system is not affected

as most others are by the variation in current

strength due to factors which influence the current

strength on long lines. Any current that will work

a relay will operate the receiving Instrument and its

typewriter, and, in fact, that is just the way it is

done on the apparatus. The receiver Is worked by

a relay, the relay being worked by the dot and dash

impulses of the line current.

The whole apparatus Is surprisingly simple. The

sending instrument, as the apparatus stands now,

consists of a typewriter of ordinary Remington-

Sholes make with a sending apparatus attached.

This sending attachment consists of a contact drum

which is driven one revolution by a tiny electric

motor each time a typewriter key Is depressed.

That Is, normally the drum Is stationary, the motor

running continuously. When a typewriter key is

struck the motor drives the contact cylinder one

revolution. At the sarhe time a contact fing-r cor-

responding to the letter struck is brought down

GILMORE SELECTOR SYSTEM OF TYPEWRITING TELEGRAPHY.

mechanism and apparatus comprised in the inven-

tion outside of the local batteries necessary to op-

erate the relays, electromagnets and the motor

on the transmitting machine. The typewriter on

the right is the sending machine, from which the

line wires lead to the selector apparatus shown

mounted on a marble slab at the extreme left of

the picture. This apparatus Is connected by wires

to the electromagnets that operate the keys of the

leceiving typewriter. This receiving instrument,

shown in the center. Is an ordinary Remington type-

writer changed to meet the necessary requirements.

In some future issue the Western Electrician hopes

to present a detailed description of the entire

mechanism of the Invention. .

The machine as it stands at present has a dif-

ferent kind of typewriter for sending from that

used in receiving messages, but there Is no reason

why the same typewriter could not be used for

both, and It is intended so to do in practice.

The longest line over which messages have yet

been sent with this apparatus Is 265 miles of the

Central Union Telephone company's lines In Illi-

nois, In its present state the system will transmit

a message at about the same speed as the average

telegraph operator. In time, it is probable that the

Is only 8V2 miles out of the 39 contemplated. This
line will be a great facility to business, as It crosses

the center of Paris. It starts at the Porte Vln-
cennes and runs just north of and parallel to the

Seine, under the Rue de RIvolI, the Place de la

Concorde, the Avenue des Champs-Elysses and
the Avenue de la Grande Armee to the Porte
Maillot, the entrance to the Bols des Boulogne.
The journey takes a half hour, as compared with
an hour by the street cars. The fares are but three
cents for second and five cents for first-class pas-
sengers. Trains run every 10 minutes. Thsy are

made up of an electric locomotive and one first-

class and two second-class cars, which are well

lighted, as is also the tunnel In which the tracks are

laid." The road was Inaugurated without ostenta-

tion, and even without the knowledge of many
Parisians; but, nevertheless, on the first day It car-

ried 30,000 passengers, who enjoyed the low tem-
perature of the tunnel, 55 degrees, while on the
streets the mercury stood at 97. The roof of the

tunnel varies from 16 feet to a few inches below
the paving. Wcstlnghouse electrical apparatus is

used.

The People's Power company of Davenport, Rock
Island and Mollne has voted to increase its stock
from $300,000 to $600,000, to extend its plant and
service lines.
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Proposed Plans for Chicago Subways.

The accompanying illustrations are from plans

submitted to the Chicago street-railway commission

by lohn M. Roach, president of the Chicago Union

Traction company, as a suggestion for the pro-

posed street-railway subways for the downtown

district of Chicago. These plans were submitted

by Mr. Roach personally, simply as an engineer-

ing suggestion and without any consideration of

the questions of franchise or who will build the

subways, if they are built. Although the Union

Traction company would not undertake to build

them, it is understood that there would be no

difficulty in forming an independent company to

construct them if the franchise terras are right.

There is, however, a strong sentiment in favor of

the city building these subways. The street-railway

companies would not object to abandoning the

street and taking to the subways provided they

were secured against the occupancy of the street

surface by any other street-railway company after

they had given it up. The cost of construction is

estimated at $2,000,000 a mile approximately.

In drawing up these plans the subways of other

cities were carefully considered, but as they did

not suit Chicago conditions, it became necessary to

devise something more complete.

The plans are notable when compared with those

of the Boston and New York underground work

in that they make such excellent provision for

water and gas pipes and all kinds of underground

wires. In Boston these had to seek the side of the

street. In New York they will have to do the

same in most cases. Such a scheme would be a

very poor makeshift in Chicago.

The plans call for six loops around the heart of

the city, and the loops are so arranged that pas-

sengers desiring to transfer to one line from an-

other will in no case be required to walk more

than one block, and to accommodate such transfer

passengers a corridor one block long is proposed

in the subway on Madison between State and Dear-

born streets.

The plans make provision for carrying all the

wires in conduits between the roof of the tunnel

and the surface of the street. The bottom of the

subway drain pipe is 32 feet below the surface of

the street, and drainage into the river is provided

for by electric pumps, as this is below the river

level.

A new tunnel under the river at Dearborn street

for the North Side lines is one of the features.

Some plans which have been proposed provide

for running gas pipes in an open conduit, which is a

rather dangerous practice because of the danger of

leakage into the conduit where air is available to

support an explosion. These plans place the gas

pipes so that they are covered with earth.

Each of the three divisions of the city has two

loops, there being two for the North Side cars, two

for the West Side and two for the South. The
North and West Side loops are both approached

by tunnels under the river, the only tunnel not

now in existence being that proposed at Dearborn
street. The State street and Wabash avenue cars

both come in under State street, turn east under

The West Side cars coming in under the river at

the Van Buren street tunnel, turn north under

Franklin to Adams, east under Adains to State,

north under State to Madison, west under Madison

to. Dearborn, south under Dearborn to Monroe,

west under Monroe to Franklin, south under Frank-

lin to the tunnel. The West Side lines coming un-

der the river at Washington street continue under

Washington to Franklin, south under Franklin to

Instruments that May Be Imported Free
of Duty.

So much doubt seems to exist in the minds of

customs officials and others as to what goods are

entitled to entry free of duty, that the Treasury De-
partment has called attention to these special pro-

visions of the tariff. For instance, when entry is

made of any article which is entitled to entry free

of duty, the oath or declaration to that effect must

PROPOSED PLANS FOR CHICAGO SUBWAYS.

-

Madison, east under Madison to Dearborn,

-MAP SHOWING DOWNTOW.V LOOPS AND TRANSFER STATION.

south be made at the time of entry, and no bond for the

nder Dearborn to Monroe, west under Monroe to

Franklin, and north under Franklin to Washington.

The North Side loops are the simplest, one loop

running in under La Salle street to Madison, east

under Madison to Dearborn, north under Dearborn

to Randolph, west under Randolph to La Salle,

and the other running in under Dc.irborn street

and following Madison, State and Randolph streets.

A siding for mail cars is shown under Dearborn

street, opposite the postoffice. Three of the six

loops pass the postoffice. It will be noted that the

subway avoids the route of the Union Elevated

Railroad at all points.

Large Power Company In Virginia,

,The Virginia Electric company of Richmond, Va.,

whose large power house on the site of the old

Haxall mills is rapidly progressing, is making a

large number of contracts for both light and power
service, and connections with its street conduits

PROPOSED PLANS FOR CHICAGO SUBWAYS.— CROSS-SECTION THROUGH STATION PLATFORM.

Jackson to Michigan avenue, north under Michigan

avenue to Randolph, west under Randolph to

State, south under State to Madison, east under

Madison to Michigan avenue, and out the way they

came in via Jackson. The South Side Clark street

cars come in under Clark street to Jackson, east

under Jackson to Stale, north under state to Adams,
cast under Adams to Michigan, north under Michi-

gan to Madison, west under Madison to State,

south under State to Adains. west under Adams to

Clark, then out under Clark street.

are being made in a large number of business

houses. Until the completion of the dam across

the James River and the turning of water into the

big canal carrying the water to the large turbines,

the generators will be driven by the auxiliary steam
power. This company controls the entire power of

the James River at this point, and will undoubtedly
introduce a new era in the use of electricity in Rich-
mond. It is thought that manufacturers desiring

cheap power and cheaper cost of labor will avail

themselves of the opportunity to establish them-
selves in th;it city.

subsequent production of same will be acceptable.

When instruments and the like for use in colleges,

etc., are imported, an affidavit of the fact must be

made within seven days before their arrival by
the secretary, treasurer, or other responsible officer

of the institution, under its corporate seal, that

such articles have been imported by the order

and for the sole use of the institution, and not

for distribution or sale.

According to different treasury rulings, the fol-

lowing articles are classed as implements for me-
chanical or professional use in the arts, and are

such as are more usually employed in the trades and
professions for performing operations incidental

thereto, for instance; Grenet batteries, electric bat-

teries for generating electricity, used largely in

experiments; inductive Ruhmkorff coils. u.sed for a

variety of purposes; galvanometers, used for de-

tecting electrical currents; laboratory thermome-
ters, unmounted, used for scientific purposes;

Geissler tubes, used by scientists; anemometers,
used for measuring the velocity of the wind; hy-

grometers, used for measuring moisture in the at-

mosphere; aneroid barometers, used for measuring
pressure and weight of the atmosphere.

The following articles are held to be philosophical

and scientific apparatus, utensils, instruments, and
preparations within the meaning of and entitled to

free entry under the provisions of Paragraph 638 of

the present tariff, viz.: A scale indicating one-

tw-entieth milligram, and a maximum weight of 100

grains; an analytical balance, sensible to the seven-

teen-millionth of an ounce; electrical instruments,

consisting of a standard resistance, an alternating-

current wattmeter, and a Siemen's wattmeter; chem-
ical laboratory hydrometer; maximum and mini-

mum thermometers, and Kipp's apparatus.

The following articles are among those held not

to be philosophical and scientific apparatus, uten-

sils, instruments and preparations within the mean-
ing of the paragraph named, and are, therefore, not

entitled to free entry: Chemical thermometers, man-
ganese, india-rubber tubing, electric storage bat-

teries, dynamos, ammeters, voltmeters, compasses,

railroad and rectilinear lenses, pocket compasses,

Zander's mechanico-therapeutic apparatus, passo-

meters, mathematical instruments, philosophical in-

struments imported for sale.

Under a decision of the department it was decided

that instruments, to be entitled to free entry, must
be only such as are used for the purpose of making
observations and discoveries in nature and develop-

ing and exhibiting natural forces and the condi-

tions which they call into acti\'ity.

The Red Bluff (Cal.) Electric Light and Power
company has filed articles of incorporation, with

Henry A. Gesford, R. S. Masson, H. C. Donnels,
P. S. Coke, W. I. Priest, W. F. Wallace and A. R.

Kanaga as directors. The capital is $125,000, of

which $700 is subscribed.
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Electric Railway System of Moscow.
Electric traction is maliing slow but steady prog-

ress in Russia. At tlie present time, iiowever, tliere
are only a few cities wliere electric traction has been
introduced; and in tlie great majority of places
the passenger traffic is still carried on by means
of horse-car lines, and there are many cities in
which not even horse-car lines are to be found.
This state of affairs may, at least to a large e.Ktent

be attributed to the fact that horses are, as a rule!
exceptionally cheap in Russia, and as a consequence]
carnages, cabs, and the like vehicles, are com-
monly used over the whole of European Russia, to
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2.45 kilometers (1.52 miles) to that point. Then it

continues to the southwestern end of Petrowsky
Park. This latter line is connected by a branch line
of 1.2 kilometers (0.74 mile) in length, with the
station building, which is situated at about the
middle of the second line. The total length of
the lines is thus about 9.2 kilometers (5.7 miles).
.Ml the lines, with the exception of the branch men-
tioned, are double track, with a gauge of 1.525 me-
ters (five feet). The distance between the tracks
is 3.64 meters (11.94 feet). On the first and second
lines, so-called "Phoenix" rails, weighing 30.2 kilo-
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the high-tension transmission, thus cutting off the
current entirely.

The rolling stock consists of 23 motor cars, of
which there are 10 with two motors, each of 20
horsepower, the other 13 with one motor each, and
of the trailing cars, for which common horse cars
of different sizes are used. The average weight of
a loaded motor car is 10.7 tons, and that of a trail-
ing car 4.7 tons. On the second line trials are
also made with an accumulator car, equipped with
a battery of 200 Tudor cells, of 30 ampere-hours
each, and of a weight of 2.8 tons. The motor cars

Fig. view at SUastnoy Monastery Showing the Kremlin.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEM OF MOSCOW.
Fig. 2. View Near the Butyisliaya Sastawa.

the exclusion of other methods of transportation.
Another reason for the slow development of the
electric tramways in Russia is that the people are
not in such a hurry, and have not the reasons for
hurrying from one place to another, as is the case
in the west of Europe and in the United States.
This fact was carefully taken into consideration

by the First Tramway company of Moscow, which
controls all the street-car hnes of that city (the
total length of which is only some 85 kilometers, or
about 53 miles). To begin with, electric traction
was substituted for horses on only three of the
principal and most-frequented streets on which
cars were already in operation. These lines con-
nect the inner parts of the city with the busiest
outskirts, namely, with the Petrowsky Park, in the
north, and the villa and racing districts, which sur-
round the park, where, especially in summer, the
traffic is so great that the horse cars were unable
to cope therewith.
The first of the lines mentioned starts from the

grams to the meter (60.85 pounds to the yard), are
in use, while on the second, Vignol rails of 20.4
kilograms to th,e meter (41.13 pounds to the yard)
were employed.
The smallest curve diameter is 17.06 meters (56

feet), the greatest incline 23.2:1,000, on a length
of 90 meters (295.29 feet).

A special station supplying the current for all

the lines is connected with the station building.
The energy is obtained from the electric-power sta-

tion of the Moscow Electric Power company

—

situated about seven kilometers (4.3 miles)
from the station—^in the form of three-phase current
of 200-volt tension. The current is transmitted by
means of subterranean, triple-strand, high-tension
cables, and is transformed by rotary transformers
into direct current of 550 volts. Each of these
transformers consists of a rotary-current motor of

the Siemens & Halske type, and a direct-current
generator of 85 kilowatts, of the Siemens inner-pole
ring type. Both machines are directly coupled to-

PROPOSED PLANS FOR CHICAGO SUBWAYS.— PERSPECTIVE VIEW OF STATION PLATFORM.

Strastnoy Monastery, as shown in Fig. i, about

one kilometer distant from the famous Kremlin
(which is the center of the city), and runs on one

of the most important business streets, the Twers-
kaya, to the Butyrskaya Sastawa, in the neigh-

borhood of which Fig. 2 shows the electric cars.

This line is 3.2 kilometers (two miles) in length.

A continuation of the first line runs from the But-

yrskaya Sastawa up to the northern end of the

Petrowsky Park, a distance of 2.35 kilometers (1.46

miles).

The third line begins at the end of the Twi "skaya

and runs in an almost parallel direction to the sec-

ond line on the Petersburg Chausse. Its length is

gether by means of an elastic, insulating strap pulley.

At the present time four rotary transformers are

installed, and in connection with them a buffer

battery, for compensating the fluctuations of the

current. The battery consists of 275 cells of a ca-

pacity of 1,000 ampere-hours at 400 ampere dis-

charge; it is installed in two series outside of the

plant, and can, by means of resistance coils, be

charged to a tension of 2.6 volts per cell, which has

to be done about every two months. Each 01 the

feeders is automatically regulated at the station by
means of a switchboard. A main switch at the

transforming station renders it possible, by one

pull, to cut out the battery, and by a second pull

afford accommodation on two seats for 20 passen-
gers, and for eight on each platform.
The station buildings include the depot and work-

shops, the transforming station, the accumulator
hall and the administration buildings. The switch-
ing service, to the tracks of the depot, is carried on
only by means of two switches. The depot is 53 jmeters (175 feet) in length by 27.3 meters (89.5 feet)m width, and affords room for 30 motor cars.
Under the front part of the depot, for the length
of three cars, a cellar has been built. The rails
are fastened on iron supports. These supports,
with the exception of the space between the rails'
are covered with wooden boards, so that the motor
cars can be. examined, and repaired from below
In the rear part of the hall is a blacksmith shop
a paint shop, a storeroom, etc. The repair shop
is equipped with an electrically driven spindle lathe
drilling machine, shaping machine, boring machine
shears, etc.

'

The end stations at Petrowsky Park and at the
butyrskaya Sastawa are lighted by incandescent
lamps, while the lighting of the main-station build-
ing IS effected by three-phase current, transformed
to 120 volts. A part of the lighting system canm case of need, be switched on to the battery For
carrying on the traffic, iS to 19 motor cars are in
daily use from 7:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m. The speed
limit IS fixed at 10.7 within the city proper and
outside of the city at 12.9 kilometers an hour.
Stopping places are marked by signs at intervals
of from 250 to 300 meters. Cars run every fou-
minutes withm the city and every 10 minutes outside
of the city.

The construction of the whole plant was executed
by the Russian Siemens & Halske company of St
Petersburg. It was started in August, 189S, and
the Butyrskaya-Projesd part was opened for trafficm March, 1899. The whole lines were opened for
traffic on July 27, 1899. At the present time further
extensions are under way of construction.

Michigan and Ohio Electric Railway.
The Michigan and Ohio Electric Railway com-

pany was incorporated at Lansing, Mich., recently
by Washington I. Robinson, W. W. Johnson T W
Donovan and Milton Carmichael. The 'capital
stock IS $200,000. It is the intention of the incor-
porators to build the road from Toledo, through
Temperance, Ida and other towns of Monroe
County, Mich., reaching Dundee, Scofield, Maybee
and other Michigan towns. Later on the road may
be built to Detroit and some of the larger cities
The general offices will be in Detroit. It is an-
nounced that the road will use the Murphy sectional
third-rail system and that the General Electric
company will likely furnish the power plant. The
road will be capitalized largely by eastern men, al-
though there will be western stockholders also The
proposed line will pass through a thickly populated
territory and will probably be of great advantage
to the towns it touches.

The Lake Geneva, Sycamore and Southern Elec-
tric railway has been sold to the Illinois and Wis-
consin Electric Railway company. This latter is a
new company, organized with a capital of $10,000,-
000, and it will take up the work and build the line
as laid out through McHenry County and Wood-
stock to Geneva Lake.
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Death of John E. Zeublin.

John E. Zeublin, general superintendent ot the

Chicago Telephone company, was killed suddenly

by falling from the platform of a fast west-bound

train on the Pennsylvania road, near Bucyrus, Ohio,

on the morning of July 26th. Mr. Zeublin, with his

wife, was returning to Chicago from the East, where

they had been spending a few weeks in the moun-
tains and along the seashore for the benefit of Mr.

Zeublin's health, which had been impaired by over-

\York. His health had improved greatly and he

was on his way home to resume his duties with the

Chicago Telephone company. The accident oc-

curred early in the morning and was undoubtedly

caused by Mr. Zeublin's mistaking the vestibule

door for another door of the car, and not realizing

his mistake until it was too late. When the train

backed to where the body lay, life was extinct.

Born in Chester County, Pa., nearly 58 years

ago, the life of John E. Zeublin was full of activity.

He received an early training in telegraphy under

Stoughton A. Fletcher, Jr., railroad superintendent,

and was one of the first operators to learn to read

by sound. During the civil war Mr. Zeublin

served at dififerent posts as military operator, and

at one time had the distinction of being President

Lincoln's private telegraph operator. Soon after
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the close of the war he married Miss Henrietta Fol-

lett, the daughter of Judge FoUett of Newark, Ohio.

For several years Mr. Zeublin served as night

manager of the Western Union Telegraph company
in Philadelphia, and left that position to become
superintendent of the American Union lines in New
Jersey and Pennsylvania. When, in 1881, the

American Union and Western Union lines were
consolidated, he was made superintendent of the

W^estern Union in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Dela-

ware, Maryland and the District of Columbia. His
district was exceptionally large, containing 34,000

miles of wire and 1,000 offices. Later he became
general manager of the Bell Telephone company of

Philadelphia, but resigned the place in 1884 to be-

come general western superintendent of the Balti-

more and Ohio Telegraph company. His head-

quarters were in Chicago, where he has since re-

mained. In 1888 Mr. Zeublin accepted the gen-

eral superintendency of the Central Union Tele-

phone company, and in 1892 became general super-

intendent of the Chicago Telephone company, a

position which he has since held. Under his man-
agement the business of the company has been
more than doubled.

Mr. Zeublin was a man of untiring activity and
zeal, and had a most attractive personality. He
was greatly beloved by his associates in the Chicago
Telephone company, and his sudden death came
as a great shock. Mr. Zeublin leaves one son,

Professor Charles Zeublin of the Chicago Uni-
versity. The funeral services were held at New-
ark, Ohio.

Roentgen Society of the United States.

The Roentgen Society of the United States, which
was organized in St. Louis on March 31st last,

will meet in New York city on December 13th
and I4lh, at the Academy of Medicine. Papers
have been promised by several eminent men abroad
and from this country, and a successful meeting
is looked for. Plospitals, physicians, surgeons, in-

vestigators, manufacturers and others interested in
X-ray work are rcfiucstcd to send their names and
addresses to the chairman of the committee on
arrangements, Dr. S. H. Monell. 43 East Forty-
second street. New York city. Those desirous of
becoming members or who wish to read papers
before the society may address the secretary, Dr.
J. Rndis-Jicinsky^ Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
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History of Anglo-American Company*s
Telegraph Cables.

During its existence the Anglo-American Tele-

graph company has laid eight cables, the first being
laid in 1857-58, the others in the following-named
years: 1865, 1866, 1869, 1873, 1874, 1880. and the

last in 1894. The 1S57-58 cable was a total failure;

it broke in 1S57, and then failed, after a brief ex-
istence, in 1858. But it must be remembered that

not only the making and laying of cables was in its

infancy at that time, but navigation by steam was
still in its early days, and thus the cable project

was abandoned for the time; in fact, nothing prac-
tical was done until 1865, when another attempt was
made, the result being that the cable broke when
about half laid, but the enterprise was completed
in the following year. From 1S66 to 1869 there

was uninterrupted cable communication across the
Atlantic; in the following year there was an inter-

ruption of 31 days, the next year—1871—of 171 days,

followed by a year of successful operation, with
no interruptions in 1S72. In 1S73 this cable died,

so that its total length of life was seven years.

The 1866 cable showed its first flaw in 1867, when
there was an interruption of 99 days, in 1868 of

69 dsys, in 1869 of 93 days, in 1M70 ot 153 days, and
in 1871, 154 days, then followed two years of un-
interrupted busniess, followed, in turn, by an inter-

ruption of 92 days, with no further interruptions
until 1877, when this cable also died, after a life

of 10 years.

The cable that was laid in 1S69 showed no inter-

ruptions until the year 1872, and then only for 19
days. In 1873 there was a total interruption of

3S days, none in 1874 and 1875, followed again by
an interruption of Oi days in 1S76, and this again
followed by two years of uninterrupted business.
In the year 1879 there was an interruption of i6y
days, foJlowed m succeeding years by interruptions
as follows: In 1S80, 50 days; in 1881, 202 days; in

1882, 186 days, and then another year of uninter-
rupted business. The interruptions for the next
few years were as follows: In 1884, eight days; in

18S5, 65 days; in 18S6, 87 days; in 1887, 343 days;
in 1888, 210, and in 1889, 78 days; in 1890, no inter-

ruptions; in 1891, 56 days; in 1892, 134 days, and
in 1893, 272 days; thus, during the total life of that
cable, amounting to 24 years, the total number of
interruptions was 20, and the total number of days
lost was 1,981 days, or about sMi years out of its

life. The cost of the repairs to the company was,
in round numbers, $150,000, and 1,100 miles ot cable
were employed in the repairs. It is an unfortunate
fact that there are two ridges in the Atlantic Ocean
bottom, and it is over these two ridges that the
breaks are always reported to have occurred.
The cable laid in 1873 seems to have been more

fortunate, as no interruptions occurred until 1880,
when 13 days were lost, followed by another period
of successive operation lasting until 1891, when
there was a loss of 46 days, followed by another of
six days in 1895, or a total interruption of 65 days,
and ot this the longest interruption at any one time
was iy2 months.

'

_
In the cable laid in 1874 there were no interrup-

tions until the year of 1880. Since that time there
have been six interruptions, the longest of which
was one year and two weeks. In 1884 the Commer-
cial Cable company laid a cable across the 1874
cable, and, while it might be simply a coincidence,
yet it is rather noteworthy that the 1874 cable broke
in the neighborhood of that crossing. An expe-
dition was sent out to repair it, but failed, and
not only failed, but increased the break, until it

was 125 miles in length. The following year the
company repaired the break, at a cost of 273 miles
of new cable. The cost of the two expeditions for
that purpose was in the neighborhoood of $435,000.
The 1880 cable showed its first break in 1883,

when there was an interruption of 42 days, followed
by another of 16 days in 1884; of 21 days in 1891,
and of 80 days in 1896, or a total interruption of

42 days. The latest cable laid by the Anglo-Ameri-
can company is that of 1894, in which there has
been no interruptions up to the present time.
The general impression seems to be that better

material is used in the modern cables than was the
case in those of the earlier construction, but it is

claimed by the officials of the company that there
has been no material improvement between the
years of 1865 and 1894, and, in one particular ele-

ment of construction—guttapercha—there has been
a very material deterioration, as there is so much
adulteration, but, in addition to this, it must be re-
membered that harder iron wire is being employed,
and thus a greater breaking strain is being secured.
The greatest improvement is the covering of the
iron wires with thin guttapercha, which was first

employed for this purpose in the cable of 1880. This
prevents the wire from coming in immediate con-
tact with the ocean bottom, and, as a consequence,
prevents oxidization.

From the above it will be seen that the Anglo-
American company has laid eight cables, and that
it is at present operating four, all of which go in the
same direction. Of the seven Atlantic cables be-
longing to the associated companies, Anglo, Direct
and Western Union companies, as many as four
have been broken at one and the same time; take,
for example, the year of 1S94, when four out of
the seven were out of operation at one lime; but
this was the only instance in which the number
ran over three.
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Street Lighting.^

By H. H, Wait.

The following remarks are a continuation of the
discussion of the subject of the cost of arc lighting
and the relative economy of enclosed and direct-
current lamps, as 'taken up in a communication to
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, on
December 27th.

This subject is of special interest to the operators
of small central stations, because most of the arc
lamps in such stations are located rather long dis-

tances apart, and it is under these conditions that
there is the greatest amount of uncertainty as to

which is the most satisfactory lighting system to
adopt
We wish now to consider especially the intensity

of illumination at the street surface obtained with
different systems. We shall see that the arc lamps
cannot compete with incandescent lamps or Wels-
bach lamps placed nearer together, if the minimum
intensity of illumination at the street surface is the
only specification to be fulfilled. The fact that
alternating enclosed lamps give more light, rela-

tively to their maximum, at angles near the hori-
zontal, has led those interested in the introduction
of alternating lamps to call particular attention

FIG. I. STREET. LIGHTING.—CURVES OF CANDLEPOWERS
OF ARC LAMPS,

to this point of minimum illumination. For ex-
ample, it has been customary to hang an alternating
lamp some distance from an open arc, and it is

quite frequently found that at a point midway be-
tween the two lamps, the alternating lamp will throw
the darker shadows, and it has been claimed that
the excess of light underneath the open arc is a
disadvantage rather than an advantage, because it

makes the less-illumined portions seem darker by
comparison.
The writer wishes again to call the attention of

electrical men to the danger of this method of estab-
lishing the value of street lighting on account of

the competition mentioned before.

In the American Institute paper the curves of

street illumination from enclosed lamps, both direct

and alternating, were taken mainly from some
curves submitted to the American Institute by
Professor Matthews. He has since stated that these
curves did not show as high efficiency as the lamps
now on the market. The candlepower curves ;ised

in the accompanying diagrams are obtained by
averaging a considerable number of curves pub-
lished by Marks, Matthews, Thompson and Hil-
bish, curves made in the General Electric com-
pany's and in the Western Electric company's
laboratories, and a number of older curves on
open arcs. It is quite probable that the values
obtained in this way, representing the results of

the averages obtained by different experimenters
using different methods, give a better idea of the
relative values of the different lamps than can be
obtained from tests in any single laboratory.

The candlepower curves shown in Fig. i have all

been placed on one plot, and the direct-current en-
closed lamp with clear globe has been left out._ as

has also the small curve of alternating lamps with-

I. Read before the Nortliwestcrn Electrical association, a
Waupaca, Wis., June 28, 1900.
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out reflectors. The radial distances from the cen-
ter represent the intensity of light at any given
angle in candlepower. In the report submitted to
the National Electric Light association on May
23d, the luminous intensities are given in Hefner
units, and they consequently have to be multiplied
by O.SS, to compare them with the accompanying
cur\'es. The following table gives the data relative
to the curves:

Watts
Watts per Mean

per Mean Hemi-
spherical spherical
Candle- Candle-
power, power.

Walls
at Arc.

450I—Direct-current open arc.
Ill—Direct-current inclosed arc, ala
baster inner globe with reflector... .450 ... 1,2

IV—Alternating-current arc. alabas-
ter inner globe with reflector 450 ... 1.6

It will be seen that both the direct-current and
the alternating enclosed lamps give slightly more
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the same basis as the enclosed-arc lamps. The
open-arc lamp has a very small upper hemisphere,
so that a reflector would make very little difference.
On the above basis the clusters of incandescent
lamps would consume a total of 450 watts for every
300 feet of space, which is the same as the power
consumed by the arc lamps.

Fig. 3 shows the street illumination from the same
arc lamps when spaced 600 feet apart and 25 feet
high. Curve (V) superimposed on these shows the
light from clusters of incandescent lamps, located
100 feet apart and 15 feet high. This curve (V) is

made up on the assumption that each bunch of
lamps gives 50 candlepower in the lower atmosphere.
Allowing 450 watts for each 600 feet for either flie

arc lamps or the incandescent lamps would mean
that we would have to get a net efficiency of i^-;

watts per mean hemispherical candlepower, in order
to come as high as 50 candlepower per cluster.

FIG. 2. STREET LIGHTING.—CURVES OF STREET ILLUMINATION.

light at angles close to the horizontal, and also
that there is a slightly greater diffusion of light di-

rectly under these lamps. At all other angles, how-
ever, the open lamp gives very much more light

than either of the enclosed, and the direct-current

enclosed gives quite a little more than the alternat-

ing, so that as far as the simple production of

light is concerned, the old open arc is considerably
superior to either of the enclosed lamps, and it is

only the superior steadiness of the light and the

lesser cost ot running that make the enclosed lamps
successful competitors of the open arcs. This mat-
ter has been discussed elsew'here, and we will leave

it to consider the street illumination corresponding
to these curves.

The street-illumination curves shown in Figs. 2

and 3 represent the illumination from a whole row
of lamps located as specified. The intensity of light

from the candlepower curves given in Fig. i is read
ofl at the angle corresponding to the direction of the

ray of light from the lamp to the point in question,

and this intensity is then divided by the square of

the distance to conform with the law of light radia-

tion. The same thing is done with the lamp on the

other side of the spot in question, and so on, to

the lamps in the row on both sides, as far as they
give enough light to affect the result. The sum-
mation of these intensities gives the intensity of

light at the point taken without considering the

direction of the light. To get the actual intensity

of illumination on the street surface each value

would have to be multiplied by the sine of the angle

between the ray of light and the street, but as it is

desired to illuminate surfaces and objects at all

angles, as well as the street surface, it is probably
sufficiently fair to take the bulk intensity irre-

spective of direction. If the sine values were used,

the comparison would be very much more favorable

to the incandescent lamps, as the light falls at

more direct angles.

The curves of Fig. 2 show the street illumination

from the lamps given in Fig. i. The arc lamps are

spaced 300 feet apart and 25 feet high in this case.

Superimposed on the
arc-lamp curves is one
from bunches of incan-

descent lamps 150 feet

apart and 15 feet high.

Each cluster of incan-

This would probably represent the maximum con-
dition that we could reach with the present form
of incandescent lamps for several years to come.
This efficiency would correspond with an efficiency

in the lamp itself of 2.7 watts per mean spherical
candlepower and So per cent, efficiency in the re-

flector. This latter would seem to be about as

high as could be obtained with a reflector which
would withstand the weather. Curve (V), in Fig.

3, is drawn at this efficiency to avoid confusion.

In the following table, which gives the maximum,
minimum and mean values of the curves in Figs.

2 and 3, the values have been added which have been
derived from curves of incandescent lamps con-
suming 2^ watts per mean hemispherical candle-
power, as in Fig. 2, and also at an efficiency of

three watts per mean hemispherical candlepower
which could be readily obtained from incandescent
lamps without the use of reflectors.

Fig. 2.—450 watts in arc lamps 300 feet apart and incandescent
lamps 150 feet apart.

Iniensity of Illumination
in Candle Feet at Street

Surface.
Max. Min. Mean.

L—Open arc lamp 0.94 0.037 0.124
in.—Enclosed direct-current arc lamp,

opalescent inner globe with reflecior,, .0.49 0.037 o-^5

IV.—Enclosed alternating -current arc lamp.
opalescent inner globe with reflecior. ..o.3r 0.030 o.ii

V.—Incandescent lamps with reflector at

2.25 watts net per mean hemispherical
candlepower o 44 0.034 0.14

Fig. 3.—450 waits in arc lamps 600 feet apart and Incandescent
lamps 100 feet apart.

I.—Upen arc lamp 0.93 0.015 o-i3

III.—Enclosed direct-current arc lamp,
opalescent inner globe with reflector.. .0.49 0.18 0.087

IV.—Enclosed alternating-current arc lamp,
opalescent inner globe with reflector. .0.31 o org 0.061

v.—Incandescent lamps with reflector at

1.5 watts net per mean hemispherical
candlepower 0.21 0.037 o 11

V.—^Incandescent lamps with reflector at

2.25 watts per mean hemispherical can-
dlepower 0.14 0.025 "073

v.—Incandescent lamps at 5 watts per meiin
hemispherical candlepower. o.ii 0.018 0.055

A consideraiion of these curves and tables shows
us that at the higher values of street illumination,

such as are obtained with the arc lamps located 300

feet apart, the minimum illumination is about the

same for all four methods, and that there is no
very great difference in the mean illumination, ex-

cept that the mean, as well as the maximum for

the open arc is considerably higher, the light from

the alternating lamp being somewhat lower than

the others for maximum, mean, and even the

minimum.
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alluded to in the beginning, namely, that if we arc
going to have low minimum values as the only
requirement specified, arc lamps cannot compete
with incandescent lamps or Welsbachs. It is only
by considering the mean and maximum values that
arc lamps can continue to hold the field.

A consideration of the conditions leads the writer
to suggest that a modern specification should com-
prise the following elements:

First—That the minimum illuminaton should not
fall below a specified figure.

Second—That the mean illumination should not
fall below a specified figure.

Third—That the fluctuation of the lamps from
time to time should not cause a variation of more
than 50 per cent, from the above specified average
figures. This clause would prevent the use of any
but the best open arc lamps, and they would have
to be run in the best possible shape even then.« A
variation of 50 per cent, in the light from an arc
lamp is not very noticeable in street lighting, and
if the intensity did not change more than this, there
would seem to be no objection to the use of open
arcs.

Fourth—That the arc lamps should not be hung
lower than a specified minimum of, say, 18 feet, and
that incandescent lamps should not be hung lower
than, say, 10 feet.

It would be desirable if some specification could
be adopted which would limit the amount of color
allowed in the light so as to avoid the unpleasant
hues of the Welsbach lights or the extreme purple
of very long enclosed arcs, but there seems no
reasonable commercial method of determining this,

except to leave it as a matter of personal opinion.
The foregoing specifications seem decidedly im-

practicable to apply to cases where only a small
amount of lighting is to be done, but the points
involved are all likely to come up and be made

,the subject of lawsuits in places where there is a
strong competition. The various electric associa-
tions should, therefore, endeavor to get the matter
standardized, so that the relative value of the dif-

ferent lamps for different purposes can be specified
on a basis of watts at the arc, combined with cer-

tain restrictions in regard to carbons, globes and
reflectors.

Cartage and Storage Charges on Goods
Held for Appraisement.

A ruling has been requested at the hands of the
Treasury Department upon the question as to

whether drayage charges on regularly invoiced and
entered merchandise ordered to the bonded ware-
house used as and in lieu of an appraiser's store

should be borne by the government or by -the im-
porter.

Replying to the request, the department holds that

where merchandise is regularly entered and entry is

made complete, the cartage and storage charges ire

not required to be paid by the importer for the con-
veyance of the goods to and the retainment of the

same in the appraiser's store, or in any place used
as such, for the purposes of examination and ap-
praisement. Failure to remove goods at the expira-

tin of two days—exclusive of legal holidays—after

notice to do so has been given, on completion of

the appraisement of the merchandise, will lay the

importer liable for the payment of such storage and
labor charges as may accrue after the expiration

of such period, at the customary rates prevailing in

any certain port, in accordance with principles which
have already been enunciated by the board of gen-
eral appraisers.

In all cases where merchandise is entered on ap-
praisement orders, or on defective invoices, or of

which incomplete entry has been made, or an in-

sufficient entry as to particulars, either for want of

the original entry, or otherwise, renders the im-
porter liable for the pay-
ment of the storage and
cartage charges; such
charges to be at the rate

specified if the work is —
done under contract, or

descent lamps is assumed to give lOO candlepower

in the lower hemisphere.
If these incandescent lamps consumed three watts

per mean spherical candlepower (a figure which

is readily obtained with modern lamps), and, in ad-

dition to this, we should place a reflector over each

cluster, which would save one-third of the light

otherwise passing upward, we would then get a

net figure of 2% watts per mean hemispherical

candlepower. The enclosed direct-current and al-

ternating lamps used in making up the arc-'amp

cur\-es were all provided with reflectors, so that

the incandescent lamps are thus on approximately

G. 3. STREET LIGHTING. CURVES OF STREET ILLUMINATION

At the low values of illumination, as with the arc

lamps 600 feet apart, we find that the incandescent

lamps appear more favorable if we consider the

minimum values. For example, at the net efficiency

of 2^4 watts obtained with the reflector, which is a

figure consistent with good practice, \ve get a mini-

mum value of nearly double that obtained from the

open arc and the alternating arc, and considerably

larger than the direct-current enclosed arc. We
find, however, that the maximum value from the

incandescent lamps is way below the others, and

the mean value is lower than all the others except

the alternating. This leads us to the conclusion

else by duly licensed cartmen, as provided in a

treasury ruling, June 2, 1891.

Much has been said in the daily press recently

regarding the arrival of Charles T. Yerkes in Lon-
don, for the alleged mission of securing control

of the transportation systems of that city. In an
interview, Mr. Yerkes said he was there simply to

talk over matters with parties who have a charter

for an underground road, and expressed the opin-

ion that London transportation systems are open
to considerable improvement, which latter state-

ment probably no one well posted would deny.
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Among the millions of Uncle Sam's nephews
there are not a few of the electrical persuasion who
will regard the report of the commissioner of labor

for the year 1899, recently issued, as one of the

most important of the public documents distributed

frorn the old gentleman's extensive publishing de-

partment. The reason for this lies in the fact that

the book (it is a cloth-bound volume of 9S3 pages,

with many tables and an index) is designed to bring

out the essential facts relating to private and mu-
nicipal ownership of waterworks, gas works and
electric-light plants. The I'eport is made by Mr.
Carroll D. Wright, the commissioner of labor, and
it embraces what is undoubtedly the most complete

compilation of statistics bearing on the municipal-

ownership problem so far presented to the Ameri-
can public, exhibiting, as it does, 56 per cent,

of the value of the product of the utilities repre-

sented. Forty-five per cent, of the total value of

the electricity produced by the whole number of

the plants in the United States was generated by
the plants for which details are given in the report.

The year covered by the figures is usually a fiscal

year ended in 1898, although for some plants the

year reported ended as far back as 1897. The data

given relate to the equipment, production, prices,

etc., of water, gas and electric-light plants, as a

basis for the study of questions arising from the

operation of these plants under private and under
municipal ownership or control. As the investi-

gation was made with disinterested motives and
under the direction of the government, the impor-

tance and value of the report is manifest. No doubt
every student of the municipal-ownership question

will seek to possess himself of a copy of the book
to study for himself the detailed figures; but in the

meantime a brief outline of the facts presented, in

this place, should prove useful.

Mr. Wright states at the outset that the facts

classified will not settle conclusively the merits of

the two systems of m^inagement. However, he

presents his carefully gathered figures, analyzes

them and gives the results, for the instruction of

all interested. No names of owners are given, as

the returns solicited and received were confidential.

No isolated plants are included.

The total number of private central-station elec-

tric plants in the United States is reported to be

2,572, with 460 municipal plants. The total invest-

ment in the private plants is $265,181,920 and in the

municipal plants $12,902,677. The value of the prod-

uct of the private central stations is $56,490,652 ^and

of the municipal stations $3,531,605. Of the total

of 3,032 electric-light plants thus reported 85 per

cent, are private and 15 per cent, are municipal.

About nine per cent, of both the private and mu-
nicipal plants are located in places of less than

1,000 population at the census of 10 years ago. This
is an astonishingly large proportion for very small

villages, although it is to be remembered that a

plant in a small town may supply a large outside

area. However, no plants in places of less than

1,000 population are included in the detailed tables

in the report. The tables do, however, include

data for 632 private plants ($113,917,815 investment)

and 320 municipal plants ($10,908,929 investment).

As a basis of comparison for size, the horsepower
capacity of engines or waterwheels is taken in lack

of a better unit.

The tables of data of electric-light plants are

most elaborate. With the preliminary analyses, the^'"

fill 460 closely printed pages of the book. There
are 11 of them, each divided into 16 groups, ac-

cording to the size of the plants. Of course, no
more than the most general mention of the char-

acter of the information gathered and tabulated can

be here attempted.

Referring now briefly to the data presented in

the tables. Table I. deals especially with the physical

features of the plants—engines, boilers, waterwheels,

dynamos, circuits, transformers and lamps. Table

H. is intended to show the cost and kind of fuel

consumed and data of feed-water supply. Quite

generally, bituminous coal is used, but anthracite

coal, coke, wood, natural gas and oil are also

reported. The cost of coal varies from 11 cents

a ton for bituminous slack in Plant No. 629 to $8.25

a ton for bituminous coal in Plant No. 67. This

range alone shows the lack of value of comparison
of electric-lighting costs unless all conditions arc

given. .In Mr, Wright's report an effort has been

made to present all needful data, and the result is

the mass of figures of which some idea is here given.

The amounts invested in llie plants arc shown
in Table HI, Any amounts paid for franchises are

included in the costs of private plants. Some idea

of the variation in size may be obtained from the

statement that the tntal investments—land, build-

ings, machinery and all—range from $1,400 to $9,-

553,209, both being private plants.

Table IV, relates to municipal plants only, and
shows the manner in which the funds for construc-

tion have been raised. These funds are found to have,
been raised in three ways—by taxation, including
sums derived from a special tax as well as those
drawn from general taxation; by transfer from
other municipal funds and by the issue of bonds.
The gross income of plants, both private and mu-
nicipal, is shown in Table V. As a rule, the greatest

portion of receipts is from the incandescent lights.

A very wide discrepancy in the percentage of re-

^ceipts from motor service is noticeable.

Coming to the- cost of production (Table VI.).

elaborate tabulation is given. The heads under
which "cost" is given are salaries, office expenses,
insurance, legal expenses and damages, mis-
cellaneous general expense, wages, fuel, power-
house supplies, lamp supplies, maintenance of

buildings and plant, and estimated depreciation of

buildings and plant. The total cost of produc-
tion is figured in each case with and without es-

timated depreciation. Taxes are also given in the
case of private plants, and figures including taxes
and depreciation are given.

In relation to salaries and wages in private and
municipal plants, a summary is given showing that
so far as salaries are concerned the average cost
in municipal plants is smaller in every group pre-
sented, while as regards wage cost the figures about
balance. Of the figures on depreciation this is said:
As regards the amounts given as estimated depre-

ciation, it is only necessary to say that they rep-
resent in every case the closest obtainable estimate
of the loss in value during the year of each of the
plants exclusive of land over and above the
expenditures for repairs and renewals, the esti-
mate being based on the best judgment of the
official of the plant who furnished the answers
to the inquiries submitted by the department.
Much difficulty was encountered in the effort to
secure this information, and the per cent, of de-
preciation of the total investment, exclusive of land,
varies considerably. * * ^1^ * Some plants sys-
tematically charge off an amount for depreciation
each year and with it create a fund for the rehab-
ilitation of the plant at the end of a given time,
but in many of the instances investigated no atten-
tion whatever was given to this feature bej'ond the
expenditure of whatever was necessary in the way
of repairs and renewals from year to year to keep
the plant in working order.

Table VII. includes municipal plants only and
shows the income from private" users, the difference
between that sum and the cost of production show-
ing, it is said, the net cost or profit of the light to
the taxpayers. However, this table should be con-
sidered in connection with Table VIIL, which deals
with certain elements of cost of production, which.
in the case of municipal plants, Mr. Wright re-

gards as "theoretical." These elements are:

Estimated rental_ value of quarters occupied rent-
free, estimated taxes, interest on total investment
and other items, as free water, etc. Central-station
men will regard these items as very real additions
in the proper computation of cost and as not "theo-
retical" at all; but it is due to the commissioner
to say that he gives the reasons for the existence
of the table very fairly.

Profit and loss in private plants is shown iii

Table IX., ranging from an annual net loss of

$59,804 to a profit of $io6,8So. No percentages of
the losses are given' The greater number of the
private plants are operated at a profit, the percent-
age on the investment reaching 60.45 in one in-

stance. However, as the estimate of depreciation is

not uniform, the comparative value of these figures

is greatly impaired.

Prices of private plants and cost of production
in municipal plants are dealt with in Tables X.
and XL Prices of arc lighting arc re^luced to the
basis of the kilowatt-hour, but in the case of incan-
descent service, prices are entered under the vari-

ous kinds of contracts. In analyzing these tables

Commissioner Wright makes a number of interest-

ing comparisons in summaries or short tables which
cannot be given here for lack of space. He leaves

out the "theoretical" elements of Table VIIL, al-

though again calling attention to them, and shows
that, without them, the cost of production of mu-
nicipal plants is generally less than the commercial
prices of private plants. Ilowever, he is careful to

point out that comparisons should be made with
great care, especially between the smaller plants.

This report is one in which both the municipal-

ownership advocate and the central-station man
can find comfort; the "certain additional elements
theoretically entering into cost in municipal plants"
form the gist of the whole contention. From prac-
tical experience, central-station men insist that
lhe.se "theoretical" elements should be figured in

the cost. For the rest, the book is a very store-

house of statistical information and a most valua-

ble addition to the already voluminous literature of

the subject. 1*
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Report of the New York Railroad Com-
mission on Braise Tests.

The report of the competitive tests of street-car
brakes, held by the Board of Railroad Commission-
ers of the state of New York, has been issued and
contains a large amount of valuable information
for electric-railway men. The technical part of the
report is made by Charles R. Barnes, electrical ex-
pert of the commission. It is very complete and
gives a history of the work from its begmning.
On March 29, 1899, circulars were sent out inviting
all makers of street-car brakes to enter application
for the tests, which were to take place on the tracks
and cars of the Metropolitan Street Railway com-
pany of New York city. Twenty-six applications
were filled out and 25 were accepted. The results
of tests were recorded by an automatic attachment,
so that no complaint could be made as to unfair
treatment by any of the contestants. This device
was built and carefully calibrated by Mr. Barnes
and \y. A. Pierson, electrical engineer of the Met-
ropolitan Street Railway company. On each car
14 official speed records were taken, three at eight
miles an hour, three at 12 miles an hour, three at

15 miles an hour, three at 16 miles an hour, and
two at 16 miles an hour with sand on the track.
Air brakes were submitted to test by the follow-

ing-name4 companies: Magann Air Brake com-
pany, Christensen Engineering company, Standard
Air Brake company. John E. Reyburn.

Electric brakes v.-ere tested from the General Elec-
tric company. Columbia Electric Light and Brake
company, Price, Darling & Co., Electric Selector
and Signal company.
Hand-power brakes were submitted by Sterling

Supply and Manufacturing company, M. H. Vogel,
Sauvage Street Car Brake company.
Brakes classified as friction brakes were entered

by the Peckhani Motor Truck and Wheel company,
J. G. Brill company.
Track and' wheel brakes tested were from the Dev-

lin Street Car Brake company, Philip Bach and
Bernard Schlegel.

A system of brake levers entered by the Safety
Appliance company was also tested.

Most of these appliances are familiar to readers of

the Western Electrician. The air brakes were all

of the "straight air'' type, the differences being in

methods of compression and details of apparatus.
Among electric brakes the General Electric and
Electric Selector were the only ones that met the
requirements of the test. The latter is a magnetic
brake, attached to the regular brake rigging and
operated by the trolley current. Among hand-
power brakes the Sterling is that used by the Met-
ropolitan Street Railway company of New York
city, and consists of gear wheals applied to the
ordinary spindle, which multiply the force applied
to the brake. The Vogel brake uses eccentric gear'
wheels on the ordinary brake spindle, so that the
leverage is increased the nearer the brakes are set.

while at first the slack is quickly taken up at a re-

duced leverage. The Sauvage brake system is con-
structed on the principle of a wedge working against

a wheel. The Peckham brake was the brake known
as the '"Price momentum." which originated on the

Chicago Cit>' railway. The Brill company also pre-

sented a friction or momentum brake.

The following table (No. i). from the report, gives

the averages of all the tests in feet and seconds re-

quired to stop the car at different speeds:
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the Sterling brake could be made more conveniently
than any other.
Tests were also made to ascertain the comparative

amount of force exerted by a motorm'an with the

Table No. 11.

Showing comparative average stops at all speeds.
Name of Company. Feet.

Electric Selector and Siftnal company 58. S3Peckham Motor, Truck and Wheel company 66.71
Sterling Supply and Manufacturing company 69.16
G. P. Magann Air Brake company 73-22
Devlin Street Car Brake company 78.15
Standard Air Brake company 82,92
Vogel Brake company 88.46
J- G. Brill company 92.08
Christensen Air Brake company 96.67
General Electric Company 104.45
Sauvage Brake company 107.07
Columbia Car, Light and Brake company 132.80
*J - E. Reyburn
*Price-Darling Brake
*Safety Appliance Brake
*Bach A Schlegel

' Not tested on all speeds.

Table No. hi.

Showing result of curves and other information in reference
to test of car equipped with single chain spindle brake, same
brake leverage as used on test of Sterling brake, car equipped
with ordinary brake handle, 14-inch sweep, tested November 23,
1899.
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.12

12
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8

8 6.05 Did not skid.

•5

61.94 7.10 Did not skid.
Did not skid.

15

16
75.58 7-+7 Did not skid.

16

16 87! 55 's"68
Did not skid.
Did not skid.

Sun shining, track dry.

Table No. iv.

Showing result of curves and also number of pounds exerted by
raotorman on brake wheel in test of car equipped with Sterling
brake with 18-inch brake wheel in place of brake handle, car
tested November 24, 1S99.

•u i, Average
a> i- u s Stop. C rt

'U
^«

— °.

U,

^
s

a
1

2 *"
%

%

S 12 10 ^.15 Down 12 80 Did not skid.
8 7 4.'>o Down 12 80 Did not skid.
8 28 2 4-S=i Down 12 29.52 4.86 75 Did notskid.

12 »<) 6.7S Down 12 as Did not skid.
12 48 t> b.4« Down 12 6S Did not skid.
12 46 b 6.2^ Down 12 48 6.4q 70 Did not skid.
!> 87 1 9.4=1 Down 12 75 Did not skid.
IS 81 8 70 Up 12 80 Did notskid.

So 8. 80 Up 12 82.72 8. 98 80 Skid rear wheel, 6 feet.
16 7=; Q 8.40 Up 12 80 Did not skid.
16 7'i 7.87 Up 12 75 Did not skid.
16 75 6 7-95 Up 12 75.41 8.07 80 Skid rear wheel 6 feet.

clear, track dry.

Table No. i.

showing average stops made with all bralies tested at 8, 12, 15 and 16 miles per hour, and at 16 miles per hour with sand.

Name of Brake. 8 Miles per Hour.

Peckham Motor, Truck and Wheel
'company
Devlin Street Car Brake company -. .

.

Christensen Air Brake company
Standard Air Brake company
General Electric company
Columbia Car Light and Brake com-
pany

Sauvage Street Car Brake company
I. G. Brill company..
Safety Appliance company
Vogel Brake company
G. P. Magann Air Brake company
*Price- Darling company
Sterling Supply & Manufactur ng com-
pany

Electric Selector and Signal company..
tBacb Sl Schlegel

JJ. E. Reyburn

Feet. Secotids.

42.41
54.08
56.85
54-19
45.00

63.SC
46.11
35.11
40.27
50.86
42.72
45.27'

41.50
38.75

7.03
7.38
6.20

5-79
5-34

6.16
4.00

7.56
6.75
7-23

6.99
7.71

12 Miles per
Hour.

Feet, Seconds,

59.52
65.80
88.25
76.08
III.02

99.94
78,58
67.83
68.36
72.83
56.80

57.00
50.00

6.44
8,86

7. 88

5.48

8.95

546
5.67
6.12

4-^4
7. 86

7-33

7.91
7-95

15 Miles per
Hour,

Feet. Seconds.

70.50
92.36
113.80
S6.83
114.86

139.50
129.16
121.88
I35-II
92.11

6.87

9.58

7.32
8. 32

750
5.92
9.62

16 Miles per
Hour.

81.25
93.63
130.75
104,47
134.72

155.08
138.27
10S.44

140.69
119.91

95 66

81.41

72-33

7-43
9-51

9-74

7.-0
8,60
6.22
6.07
10.56

9-35
9-35

16 Miles per Hour,
With Sand.

79 91
84.91

93-70
93.04
116.66

203.66
143-25
127.16

106.58
89.16

90.66
73.08

6 63
6.58
6.58

7.55
7-31

7-47
+

9-35
8.70

9-45
8.92

*No tests after 8 miles per hour. tNo test. JMo tests after 12 miles per hour.

The comparative average stops at all speeds are

shown in table No. 2:

It should be stated that the cars used were double-

truck, mounted on Brill maximum-traction trucks,

with 30 and 20-inch wheels. The weight of the

car in each case was 20,816 pounds, except the

General Electric, which was 24,000.

Table No. 3 shows the result of a test made with

a car equipped with the ordinary spindle hand
brake, such as is in common use. This test was
made on the same car (with same brake levers) that

was tested with the Sterling biake. the results of

which are given in table No. 4, This test was made
for comparing the efificiency of the ordinary brake

now generally used with one of the improved jrakes.

The comparison was made with the Sterling brake

because the change from the ordinary handle to

Sterling brake and the common brake. An 18-inch

hand-wheel was used in these tests. The average

of all stops made by the Sterling brake, with this

equipment, was 58.73 feet, and the average of the

power applied 77.0S pounds. With the conunon
brake, the average stop was made in 56.87 feet and
the average of the power applied 92.5 pounds.

Three stops were made from 15 miles an hour
with a car equipped with the Electric Selector and
Signal company's electric brake on rails that had
just been flooded. This test on the wet rail was
made to compare it with the same equipment on

a dry rail. The rails were wet by running a sprink-

ling cart over them three times. The result shows
that the average stop on the wet rail was 71,73 feet

and on the dry rail 60 feet.

In conclusion, the board expresses' its thanks to
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the officers of the Metropolitan Street Railway
company for furnishing cars, tracks and men free
to the state for thftests, and other valuable aid and
co-operation.
The report of the commission is a valuable ad-

dition to technical literature, and is the first thor-
ough investigation of street-car braking ever made
the results of which are public.

Proposetd New Telegraph Company for
Board of Trade Quotations.

There is talk of a new telegraph company to be
formed by grain men interested in the Chicago
Board of Trade and other speculative centers to
furnish telegraphic quotations in place of the West-
ern Union and Postal companies, which withdrew
their auotation service from the Chicago Board of
Trade August 1st, and meetings of grain men from
various parts of the country last week and this week
pledged support to the ne\v scheme. The present
telegraph companies withdrew their service because
the Board of Trade demanded that they cease fur-
nishing quotations to bucket shops, whereas the
telegraph companies brought up the fact that, un-
der the law, the telegraph companies are common
carriers and have no legal right to refuse to fur-
nish quotations to anyone wdio will pay for them.
It may be a question whether the proposed new
company would not come also under the court's
definition of a common carrier, though probably
the organization could be efifected in such a way
that it would not,

Charles Counselman, of the Chicago Board of
Trade, one of the committee to consider means for
suppressing bucket shops and securing telegraphic
service between leading centers, is reported as say-
ing:

"We had a most representative gathering, which
alone is sufficient guarantee that we are in earnest
in oijr determination to get rid of bucket-shop trad-
ing m every form and shape. The telegraph com-
panies, and I believe they are perfectly sincere
state that they are compelled by law to furnish
Quotations to the bucket shops over the country
This we will not tolerate. We therefore propose
forming a telegraph company of our own, building
our own lines and doing everything on a cash
basis. It should be a paying enterprise aside from
the patronage of the various exchanges which we
shall supply. It will take a year to carry out our
plans, the details of which have not yet been con-
sidered. In the meantime, after August ist, we
shall give out five-minute quotations over' the
wires of the present telegraph companies. This
will efifectually smash bucket-shop trading herea-
bouts, as prices are liable to iump so much in the
five minutes that no bucket shop would have any
success."

Trouble Over Kenosha Street-railway
Franchise.

A franchise known as the Haynes-CIausen street-
railwav franchise was recently passed by the City
Council of Kenosha. Wis., over the mayor's veto.
This franchise, which granted permission to build
an electric street railway through Kenosha, is now
owned by B. J. Arnold of Chicago, who is at the
head of a companv which seeks to build a line
from Kenosha to Waukegan, to connect with the
Chicago and Milwaukee electric road, Mr. Arnold
offered a $qo,ooo bond, signed by a citizen of Keno-
sha, for the construction of the Kenosha part
of the road, but Mayor Gorman has thus far re-
fused to approve the bond, claiming the ordinance
calls for "a surety or guarantee-company bond."
The citizens, in .general, are said to be in sympathy
with Mr, Arnold, and the business men's associa-
tion has adopted resolutions indorsing the franchise.
An injunction suit has been filed by one of the
residents, asking that the company be restrained
from building the road by her property, and, as
Mr. -Arnold may try to compel the mayor through
the courts to accept his bond, it is probable that
a long legal war is ahead and the construction of

the road will necessarily be delayed.

Water to Be Used as Fuel.

Next in wonder to making water run up hill, says
the Canadian correspondent of the Western Elec-
trician, is that of the invention of a gentleman in

Montreal, A, G. Ingalls, a graduate of McGill Uni-
versity, in that city. His invention is a process
by which water may be used so as to effect an
immense saving in the consumption of coal. In fact,

it may be said that water, practically, is the fuel

and coal is merely an auxiliary. The method is

such that a thin spray of water is spread over a

coal flame in such a way, and with such auxiliaries,

that the heat of the flame is wonderfully augmented.
The full details of the secret are not yet made
public by the inventor. The discovery can be ap-
plied to gas and other flames. Mr. Ingalls has re-

ceived letters from prominent scientists proving
the value of his invention.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Independent Telephone Development

in West Virginia.

Perhaps the greatest credit for the first develop-

ment of Independent telephone lines in West Vir-

ginia is due to John Beeghley (now deceased) of

Lightburn, W. Va.
;

John Koblegard and C. L.

Hickman of Clarksburg, W. Va., and E, F. Hartly

of Fairmont, W. Va., who some years ago built local

disconnected lines and began to educate the people

to the use of the telephone; while to J. H. Grogg
of West Union, W. Va., credit is due for the use

of superior instruments, high-grade connection,

prompt and efficient service and rapid extension of

lines. The telephone people of West Virginia owe
much to the gentlemen named and also to the

Clarksburg people, who were fought in the courts

for some time by the Bell Telephone company.
After some years' delay they again tried to build

an exchange in the town, and this time were suc-

cessful, the Bell people contenting themselves with

dire threats.

Other towns had been waiting the result of this

fight, and took courage at its successful termina-

tion. Work was started in various places and ex-

changes and lines were soon in process of con-

struction. Here the real difficulty of the pioneers

commenced. They lacked in experienced workmen
and managers. Much of their work was a matter

of experiment. They knew not of whom to buy the

best material nor the kind of material to buy. The
one thing was to get a line up, and it was of iron

wire, hanging slack as a clothesline, on any

kind of pole, or very frequently on trees, bushes or

fence posts by the side of the road. It followed

all the windings of the crooked mountain roads, and

no thought was had of clearing its path of dan-

gerous timber. Such a line would ring a bell, and

a fragmentary conversation could, at first, be carried

on. The farmer and his whole family hailed its

advent with joy. But such lines soon got out of

order. Limbs grounded the wires. Falling trees

broke the line. Small poles set perhaps a few inches

in the ground regardless of curves soon lopped

over, and constant repairs were necessary. Each
company at this time gave only a local service and

little territory was covered. The opposition of the

Bell Telephone company, and the general belief

that it owned all the principal patents used in tele-

phoning, kept capitalists from investing in the local

companies. During the business depressions of

1893-1897 J. H. Grogg became interested in the

western extension of the United Telephone system

under John Beeghley. He introduced a better

grade of instruments and material and insisted upon
better construction. These improvements proved

so successful and remunerative that the western

division was in 1898 organized into the West Vir-

ginia Western Telephone company, with head-

quarters first at West Union, afterward at Parkers-

burg, W. Va., the present location.

Early in 1896 there was much communication be-

tween the various local companies relative to a con-

nected service. Some meetings were called and
agreements prepared and signed by the larger com-
panies. The first important meeting was held at

Fairmont, W. Va., about July 6th, 1896, and ar-

rangements made for a full meeting at Clarksburg,

W. Va., August 15, 1896. At the Clarksburg meet-

ing the Central West Virginia Telephone associa-

tion was formed and an organization perfected. An
agreement was entered into by which each com-
pany was entitled to the use of the lines of the

others upon certain conditions. The following-

named persons were present at this meeting and
were active in securing the formation of this as-

sociation; John Koblegard and C. L. Hickman of

Clarksburg. J. H. Grogg of West Union, E. T.

Hartly of Fairmont, W. T. Bailey of Grafton, and

John Beeghley of Lightburn. The present officers

of this association are: President, John Koblegard;
secretary, J. I. Alexander; treasurer, C. L. Hick-
man; executive committee, J. H. Grogg, C. L.

Hickman, B. F. Bailey, J. W. Woodford and E. F.

Hartley. This association now includes all the

telephone companies in Central West Virginia. So
many companies have come in and the conditions

have so much changed that a reorganization is now
demanded. J. H. Grogg, C. L. Hickinan and J. W.
Woodford have been appointed as a committee to

draft reorganization papers, and it is expected that

by proper effort the whole state will soon be in-

cluded.

After the association was organized the telephone
business grew very rapidly. All the companies
built new and better lines and exchanges and gave
much more satisfactory service. The telephone had
come to stay. But the greatest growth was in the

western portion of the state, where the West Vir-
ginia Western Telephone company held sway and
fought the Bell company for supremacy. It pushed
its lines through the oil and timber regions of Dod-
dridge, Wetzel, Tyler, Gilmer, Ritchie and Wood
counties, and after much difficulty secured a fran-

chise for an exchange in the city of Parkersburg, as

well as building exchanges in the towns of the
western part of the state. In Parkersburg the com-
pany put in one of the finest exchanges in the coun-
try, a central-energy multiple switchboard, manu-
factured by the Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Man-
ufacturing company of Chicago, with an under-
ground and overhead cable system, and copper-

metallic circuit to all telephones. All this work
was done with J. H. Grogg as general manager,
assisted by the able and efficient officers of the com-
pany. At first the authorized capital of the com-
pany was $75,000, but it was afterward increased to

$1,000,000, only sufficient stock being sold to pay
for new lines and exchanges. Mr. Grogg recently

resigned his position as general manager, but is

still retained as one of the directors of the com-
pany. The present officers are: President, H. C.
Henderson; vice-president, C. E. Haddox; sec-

retary, J. H. Lininger, and treasurer and general
manager, R. H. Rutherford.
"The industrial development of West Virginia,"

said a prominent West Virginia telephone man re-

cently, "is in its infancy. Her forests of valuable
timber, her vast coal areas, her immense lakes of

oil, are bringing capital into the state. The drill,

the pick and the saw bring large returns to their

owners. Many railroads are building up the val-

leys and seeking the deposits of black diamonds in

her hills. Western roads are seeking connection
across her borders with the eastern seaboard.

With all these mighty enterprises it is apparent
that the telephone business is yet in its infancy in

West Virginia, and that handsome returns await
the capitalist who will make discreet investments in

this fruitful field."

On the need of long-distance telephone service

in West Virginia. Mr. Grogg writes as follows:

"Long-distant Independent telephone lines and
service are more in demand in West Virgini:i

throughout the state and with other states than any

pany and of the state and national associations.
I am devoting my entire time and attention to the
Independent telephone movement, and I am only
too glad to assist in any way I can to effect and
bring these matters around at the earliest possible
date."

J H. GROGG.

other improvement that can at present be added
to the enterprise. There are a number of Inde-
pendent telephone companies in this state, and they
are truly independent indeed, as quite a number of

them have no connection with the other companies
in the state, or even other points out of the state.

Therefore, it is no wonder that their message and
rental service is in less demand, their profits less,

and more difficult to meet competition; it is even a
wonder that they have the success that they really

do have, when you take into consideration the
connections and present class of service. If all the
companies in the state would sign up the present
agreement being prepared, and join the associa-
tion of this state after the reorganization that is now
on foot is completed, and then would all make a

special effort to secure first-class copper-metallic,
.long-distance toll lines between all main and im-
portant points, the public would see, and also capi-

talists would realize that the Independent telephone
business of this state actually meant business, the

public would patronize them more freely and capi-

talists would invest more readily. There is

abundance of money in this state seeking invest-

ment, and when people see that the Independent
movement is properly organized and on a per-
manent basis, and that it is properly and profitably

conducted, they will be only too glad to invest in

the enterprise.

"That the Independent telephone business, when
properly and successfully conducted, is a profitable

and paying investment, cannot be doubted by any-
one who carefully investigates the entire situation.

The writer for over five years has had experience
in constructing and operating telephone lines and
exchanges in this state; has been actively connected
with the state association for more than four years;

has visited a number of both Independent and Bell
exchanges in this and other states, as well as the
manufacturers, and has become fully convinced of

the above-mentioned facts. After attending the an-
nual national telephone convention, held at Cleve-
land, Ohio, in June, and carefully investigating the
plans and purposes of the national association, the
writer is fully satisfied that it is the duty of all

Independent telephone companies in the United
Stales to join the association, and I especially re-

f|uest that each Independent telephone company in

Ihis state at once properly investigate the state and
national associations to its own satisfaction, and
llicn without delay become a member of both or-

ganizations. This is for the benefit of each com-

Natlonal Association Tatces Charge of
Bryan (Ohio) Suit.

Mention was made in last week's issue of the
Western Electrician of the suit that has been brought
by the Central Union Telephone company against
the Bryan (Ohio) Telephone company, asking
$10,000 damages alleged to have resulted to the
plaintiff by reason of opposition of the Bryan com-
I)any. This suit was brought to the attention of

Judge James M. Thomas, president of the National
Independent Telephone association, who immedi-
ately offered Will W. Morrison, president of the

Bryan company, in behalf of the association, any
assistance that might be desired in carrying on the
litigation.

The offer of assistance of -the national associa-
tion has been accepted by the Bryan company, and
the litigation will now be carried on by the associa-

tion. Mr. Morrison, in accepting the offer, said:

"We feel that we deserve the support of the In-
dependent companies, as we have done nothing
more than every company is doing in its fight
against the Bell monopoly, and should that com-
pany be able to recover damages, it would simply
mean that we should be prevented from soliciting
subscribers from our competitors. This action ap-
pears to be a new method on the part of the Bell
company of harrassing and embarrassing the In-
dependent companies."

In the bill of complaint brought against the Bryan
Telephone company by the Central Union Tele-
phone company in the United States Circuit Court
for the Northern District of Ohio, Western Di-
vision, the plaintiff states that it has established and
maintained, and is still maintaining at great ex-

pense, an exchange for telephone service within the

village of Bryan, and then continues:

Your orator says that at sundry times during the
month of June, 1900. and before and since, said de-
fendant, the Bryan Telephone company, through its

said officers and agents, and through other of its

employes, called upon a large number of plaintiff's

subscribers in the village of Bryan and, by persua-
sion, misrepresentation and threats and intimida-
tion, induced a large number of said subscribers to
sign a printed form of notice to plaintiff to discon-
tinue its telephone service to said subscribers, and
that on the second day of July, 1900, and before and
since that date, said defendants, through their em-
ployes, did enter into the dwellings, offices and
places of business of many of said subscribers, and
did forcibly, wrongfully and unlawfully interfere
with the property of plaintiff, to-wit, its telephones,
wire, and other fixtures connecting said telephones
with plaintiff's exchange in said village, and said
defendants, through their employes, did disconnect
said telephones, break and cut said wires, and re-
move the same from their proper position and
fastenings, thereby injuring and destroying said
property belonging to plaintiff, and cutting off
plaintiff's communication with its said subscribers
so that plaintiff was, and still is, unable to furnish
telephone service between said subscribers and all

other subscribers connected with plaintiff's said ex-
changes, both within said village of Bryan and
plaintiff's numerous other exchanges located and
operated in the various cities, towns and villages
of said states of Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, and also
with other parts of its connecting lines extending
over and through the territory hereinbefore de-
scribed.

your orator says that the threats and intimida-
tions hereinbefore referred to consisted in de-
fendants threatening many of said subscribers that
unless said subscribers should discontinue the
service of plaintiff and use that only of defendant, the
Bryan Telephone company, said defendants would
use their influence to injure and ruin the business
of said subscribers: and that said subscribers, fear-

ing and believing that said defendants would do as
they had threatened to do, did discontinue the
service of this plaintiff to plaintiff's great damage.
Your orator further says that said defendants

have induced many of plaintiff's subscribers to form
combinations and agreements against the use of
plaintiff's said service, to the great aimoyance and
interference with plaintiff's business, and to plaint-

iff's great dama.ge, and that said defendants have
also wrongfully and unlawfully threatened to do in-

jury to the private business of many of said sub-
scribers, unless said subscribers should discontinue
the service of this plaintiff, and by such wrongful
and unlawful threats said defendants have induced
and caused a great many of plaintiff's said sub-
scribers to discontinue said service, thereby greatly
impairing the • service furnished by plaintiff to its

nuuicrous other subscribers and to and with the
general public.

The petition ends by asking that the Court grant
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an injunction restraining the defendants "from re-

moving plaintiff's telephones, wires and other fix-

tures, and from procuring and inducing plaintiff's

subscribers to enter into combinations against the
use of plaintiff's telephone service." In a similar
bill brought in civil action, damages are asked in

the sum of $10,000 for "great injury" alleged to have
been done to the plaintiff's property, business and
service.
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days all the instruments will be connected with the
central exchange. The company has a capacity for
400 instruments, and can easily be arranged for
more. The adjoining town of Dennison has 113
instruments of the new company in use. O. M. C,

Notes from Ohio.
A meeting of the grocers of Akron, Ohio, was

held a few days ago, and the question of the adop-
tion of the People's Telephone company's service
exclusively was brought up. The matter was dis-
cussed from every point of view, and the resolution
drawn up for this purpose was also closely studied,
but when it came to a vote it was defeated almost
unanimously. The grocers of that city will there-
fore go on as they have heretofore, and each man
will use the service he thinks best suited to his
business, or will put in both telephones.
Frank McConnell of Ashtabula has been made

manager of the Central Union Telephone company's
e-Kchange at Youngstown, and the present manager,
William W. Johnson, will be given a better posi-
tion. The change takes place on August 1st.

The Independent plant at Covington, Ohio, is

now in full operation, wnth 100 subscribers. The
exchange is arranged for many more, however, and
it is expected that the list will grow. Polo and
Bloomer, neighboring towns, have been connected
up with the exchange.
The Citizens' Telephone company has been

granted a franchise to construct and operate an
exchan,ge in Circleville. The contest in that place
has been in progress for several years, but until

now the Central Union company has been success-

. ful in holding the field" to itself. The new company
will begin the construction of the plant at once.

The little town of Centerville, near Dayton, Ohio,
is seeking plans for a telephone exchange and con-
nection with Dayton and other towns. It is stated

that an electric road will soon be under way from
Dayton to Lebanon and Centerville, and that the

promoters have agreed to allow the telephone peo-
ple to place the wires on their poles. Squire Brown
of Centerville seems to be at the head of the tele-

phone project.

At a meeting of the Board of Trade at Miamis-
burg. Ohio, held a few evenings ago. Chairman
D. H. Young of the committee appointed last win-

ter to look into the advisability of having an Inde-

pendent telephone system for the town, reported

that he had received favorable replies from 16 nearby
towns, and that the prospect for the proposed plant

is exceedingly bright. Many business men of the

town were present and all favored having the new
system.
The Central Union Telephone company has is-

sued a new book to its subscribers at Akron, which

also contains a list of the persons using the serA'ice

at Barberton and Cuyahoga Falls. It is stated that

the Akron list is much larger than the one that

the old book contained.

Owing to ill health. Manager Frank P. Ross of

the Central Union Telephone company's Columbus
branch has sent in his resignation, which took

efifect on August 1st. Mr. Ross has been with

the company 15 years, and has greatly assisted in

building up the company's business. -Manager W.
W. Johnson, of the Youngstown branch, has been

chosen to take Mr. Ross' place at Columbus.
In conversation with some of the newspaper boys

at Columbus, Superintendent Lloyd reiterated his

statement made a few days ago that the
^
Central

Union would make no reduction in rates in com-
petition witli the Citizens'. He said that his com-
pany could not do it, and pay expenses. He said

that it meant the survival of the fittest in Colum-
bus, and that the company that gave the best serv-

ice for the least money would ultimately be the

only one that would do business in the city.

The council of Glouster, Ohio, has drafted an

ordinance giving a franchise to the Union Tele-

phone company, an organization made up altogether

of local men, iThe company proposes to put in an

exchange there, at a rental of $1 a month to each

subscriber. 'The council will, without doubt, pass

the ordinance within a few weeks, when the com-
pany will go to work.

Job Ridenour of Greenville has accepted a posi-

tion with the Central Union Telephone company

as inspector.

State Auditor Guilbert has sent out mstructions

to the county auditors of the state in regard to the

taxation of the Bell Telephone company's instru-

ments. The auditors are instructed to ascertain

the number of instruments in their respective coun-

ties and value them at $io each, in accordance with

the opinion of the attorney-general.

The Citizens' Telephone company at Delaware,

Ohio, has begun to install a farmers' service. Sev-

eral instruments have been put in farmers' homes

and they are allowed the same privileges as the

subscribers in the town. The line to Berkshire has

also been connected up.

The Bell Telephone company at Salem has about

completed the new system. New instruments have

been put in and the cables have been laid under-

ground. The work of connecting the line, up is

now in progress. .

The Home Telephone company of Uhrichsville

has opened its office for business. Within a few

Telephone News from the Northwest.
The Fairmont (.Minn.) Telephone company is

building a toll line between Sherburn and St. James,
Minn.
The Whitewater Wis., telephone exchange is

to be rebuilt.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company
has opened an exchange at Stockton, Minn.
The Zenith City Telephone company of Duluth,

Minn., plans to complete arrangements in a month
or so tor toll lines connecting Duluth with the
mining and lumbering towns on the range.
The telephone exchange at Blue harth City,

Minn., has put in a power generator.
The Norman County Telephone company has

been incorporated at Ada, Minn., with $5,000 capital
stock.

A contract has been awarded for the construction
of a telephone line from Shelly, Minn., to Halstad,
Perley, Hendrum and Ada.
The Wisconsin lelephone company has com-

pleted the work of rebuilding its exchange at Ash-
land, Wis._

J. W. Kingsley has completed arrangements to
establish a local exchange at Mazeppa, Minn.
M. W. Clay of Hutchinson, Minn., is building a

toll line to Heatwole, Minn.
The Fairmont Telephone company expects to

have its exchange, being installed at Madelia, Minn,,
in operation early in yVugust.
The new telephone company at Bemidji, Minn.,

expects to have its exchange completed by August
20th, and in operation.
The Wisconsin Telephone company expects to

have work started at Oshkosh, Wis., on the conduit
system before September 1st.

A new telephone line has been built into Glidden.
Iowa, by farmers who were dissatisfied with the old

connection.
The Creston (Iowa) Mutual Telephone company

expects to have its new exchange in operation by
October 1st.

The Bell Telephone company has completed a line

between Winnipeg, Man., and Portage la Prairie.

E. A. Clark, manager of the Sioux City, Iowa,
office of the Iowa Telephone company, is the in-

ventor of an automatic switchboard, which is ex-
pected to do away with operators. The Clark
Automatic Switchboard company of Providence,
R. I., has been incorporated, with $1,500,000 capi-

tal, to manufacture the device. The board is de-

clared to be one of the most important improve-
ments ever discovered in connection with the tele-

phone.
F. B. Rowe, the promoter of the Sioux City and

Black Hills line, now contemplates a local system
for Sioux City, Iowa. He has asked the council

for permission to connect with all the wholesale
houses now, and has secured petitions from the

wholesalers indorsing his request. Ultimately he

will ask the public to vote on a franchise.

The Wisconsin Telephone company has its build-

ing at Madison, Wis., for the central office nearly

completed.
The executive council of Iowa finds that many

of the telephone companies of the state, in reporting

their mileage, have given the toll lines only, and
omitted the city exchanges.
The exchange at Exira, Iowa, has been com-

pleted and put in operation.

The People's Telephone company of Superior,

Wis., had 7,120 calls July igth.

The Rocky Mountain Telephone company has

completed a new exchange, with a central-energy

system, at Butte, Mont.
A local telephone exchange is projected for De

Smet, S. D.
There are over 500 telephones in use in Page

County. Iowa.
The Sunset Telephone company of Seattle, Wash.,

has new switchboards, which are about to be in-

stalled.

The Wisconsin Telephone company is installing

an exchange for Mondovi, Wis.

The Mutual Telephone company of Des Moines,

Iowa, promises its patrons better service henceforth.

Repairs and improvements are to be made at once,

which will remedy the troubles which have been

complained of.

The Hardin County Telephone company is in-

stalling an exchange at Eldora, Iowa.

It is reported that the Little Wolf River Tele-

phone company of Fond du Lac, Wis., will try to

reach Chippewa Falls, Wis,, with its toll lines this

summer.
The Pocahontas Telephone company of Poca-

hontas, Iowa, has been incorporated, with $10,000

capital stock.

The strike of the telephone operators in Seattle.

Wash,, and the investigation of the Chamber of

Commerce and business men has resulted in a

recommendation from the latter bodies to the coun-

cil to revoke the franchise of the Inland Telephone

company. The committees reported that the com-
pany had reduced wages of its operatives since

1893. in the face of improving times and better

conditions, and that its service has been poor and

unsatisfactory. The council has been enjoined by

the company from revoking the franchise, but it has
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directed the city clerk to enter into correspondence
witli telephone companies through the country,
with a view to securing another company in the
field.

The Wisconsin River Telephone company has
been incorporated at Stevens Point, Wis., to estab-
lish a local exchange there. It will connect with
the toll lines of the Wolf River Telephone com-
pany.
The Standard Telephone company, which is in-

stalling an exchange in Dubuque, Iowa, expects to
have the exchange, with 2,000 connections, talking
by October, R.

Mississippi Valley Company's Exten-
sions.

The Mississippi Valley Telephone company of
Minneapolis and St. Paul announces that stock has
been subscribed for doubling its capital stock, mak-
ing the amount $2,000,000. Aggressive work will

be prosecuted from this time on. New sub-ex-
changes will be established in both cities. The
switchboards are both arranged to connect with
6,000 subscribers and the company expects to have
that many subscribers in each town by Decembet
1st. There is about $40,000 worth of materials on
hand, which will be used at once by a large con-
struction force which will hurry work. A new ex-
change will be established in South St. Paul and
one in Merriam Park.

Inefficient Service Alleged at Seattle.

A dispatch from Tacoma, Wash., dated July 29th,

tells of the dissatisfaction that the local telephone
company at Seattle is causing, as follows; "There
is a telephone strike at Seattle, and nearly four-fifths

of the telephone subscribers will order their tele-

phones taken out on August ist. and refuse to pay
the July bills, on allegation of inefficient service
or no service at all. The move is headed by the
business men in the city, and will mean almost
the entire abolition of a telephone service for an
nidefinite period. Merchants are determined to

bring the telephone company to time. The tele-

phones which are retained will be of little service."

Telegraph Too Slow.

A world of practical suggestion as to the facility

with which commercial transactions of all kinds
can be performed by telephone, as compared with
the telegraph, is contained in the following press
dispatch from New York last week: "Poolroom-
keepers were the easy victims of a gang of sharpers
last week, and it has cost them $100,000 for the ex-
perience. The game was revealed yesterday
throusrh the arrest in St. Louis of Jabez Botsford
and Walter Farrell. the St. Louis a.^ents of the
gang. They used a long-distance telephone to beat
the telegraph. By this means they were able to
place bets after the race was over."

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The Electric Appliance company. Chicago, claims

that its new line of telephones actually reproduces -

the natural tone of the voice. It has just gotten
out handsomely printed descriptive matter giving
illustrations and details.

The Warner Electric company of Muncle, Ind..
is pleased to find that its new telephone ringer is

meeting with as great success abroad as it has at

home, and that It is constantly receiving orders
from foreiern telephone companies. It is still able
to fill orders promptly even with this increased
business.

The Western Telephone Construction company
of Chicago has lately closed contracts for complete
multiple equipment in several large cities in the
East, and it has also received and finished filling

three large orders for telephones from the United
Slates War Department, Washington, D. C. This
apparatus is to be used in the Philippine Islands and
in China. The business of this company is re-

ported quite heavy, requiring its increased force to
work overtime in order to get its apparatus out
promptly.

The American Electric Telephone company says
it experienced a record-breaking week iii its ex-
pi ess-switchboard business for the week ended July
28lh. Shipments for the week reached nearly 3,000
drops. This is exclusive of switchboards for the
7\merican central ized-battery system and multiple
switchboards; of centralized-battery switchboards
there were over i.ooo drops sent out to a dozen
different towns. Contracts have recently been closed
for several new exchanges to be equipped with the

centralized-battery switchboards and telephones, one
of which will have a capacity of 1,500 lines.

The American Electric Fuse company, Chicago,
has just completed and put on the market a new
style of lightning arrester and distributing board.
These boards are made at a very low price, with
as many lines as are desired, with carbon lightning
arresters, mounted on either slate or hardwood
base. There is a unique way of handling the wires
as they come to the distributing board, so that they
occupy little space and are compactly and handily
arranged for connection with the board. For bet-

ter securing the distributing wires a lock-nut bind-
ing-post is furnished. A 50-line distributing board
occupies a space of three feet two inches by 10
inches.
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North Supervisory Telephone System.

One of the most interesting telephone sj'stems

that has been offered to the Independent telephone

field has been recently bi'ought out by the North
Electric company of Cleveland, Ohio, and is known
as the North supervisory system. It is of the cen-

ti'alizcd-battery type, utilizing local transmitter bat-

teries at the telephone, and securing automatic sig-

naUug, both in.the matter of calling up and ringing

off. In this system the signal to the operator by
the subscriber is secured by merely removing the

receiver from the hook, thus throwing an anto-

ber can be used in this way. The switchboard illus-

trated in Fig. I is one installed by the North Elec-

tric company at Lancaster, Ohio, and is said to

have given remarkable service from the start.

It is claimed by the manufacturer that there has
been no trouble whatever in the operation of this

system, and that it is entirely satisfied with its \vork-

ings. One of the important features claimed by
the North company is that it has accomplished
results hitherto requiring condensers, impedance
coils, relays, etc., by the use of the simplest appa-
ratus. The talking circuit of this system is prac-
tically the same as in old-style systems, so that

FIG. I. NORTH SUPERVISORY TELEPHONE SYSTEM -

matic restoring signal on the switchboard. The
operator, on inserting the plug in the answering
jack, restores automatically the line signal, and has
her operator's set cut on to the line, so that she is

able to respond to the subscriber immediately on
the insertion of the plug into the jack. On securing
the number the operator inserts the corresponding
plug of the pair into the jack of the line desired,

throws the lever, calling the other subscriber. She
is enabled, by virtue of the supei'visory signals, to

tell just when the other party answers, so that if

the party who is called is slow in answering, she
can give repeated calls without having to listen in

on the line to find out whether the parties have
commenced their conversation. The operator also

know? by a glance at the supervisory signals just

BOARD WITH 4OO SIGNALS INSTALLED AND TOLL SECTION.

the use of toll-line service in connection with it

is not detrimental in its results. Another claim

which is of importance in considering the mainte-
nance expense of exchanges is that this system has
by far less battery consumption than aiiy other of

the so-ca-lled central-energy systems.

The wall telephone used at the subscriber's sta-

tion (exterior view of which show in Fig. 2) is of

very neat design, while all the parts are easily ac-

cessible, and of high efficiency. The new long-
lever, self-contained switch hook, the adjustable
self-contained receiver and hollow-arm transmitter,
make this instrument exceedingly simple, and, at

the same, time, efificient.

One of the most important features in connection
with this central-battery system is the new com-

bination toll-line switchboard, which
will at the same time permit the perfect

operation of both city and toll lines.

The North company claims to have ac-

complished this result, as it installs a

high-grade system of toll-Une apparatus.

The line jack (Fig. 4) is built up in banks, and is

made of german-silver springs of the highest qual-

ity, mounted in rubber and insulated with mica.

The whole is mounted on an aluminum base, and
is exceedingly light. The line springs have plati-

num contacts, the platinum being .riveted firmly

into the springs, so that danger from the contacts

becoming loose is obviated. The manufacturer
states that it is using absolutely pure platinum for

this work. The multiple jack, which is similar to

the line jack, is mounted on one-half-inch centers,

20 on a strip. It will be noticed in the view of the

keyboards shown in Fig. 5, that the toll section is

equipped with special sets of ringing and listening

keys, so that the operator can ring either v*ay on

FIG. 2. NORTH SUPERVISORY TELEPHpNE SYSTEM.—WALL
TYPE OF INSTRUMENT.

the line, throwing in or out the repeating coil, or
cutting herself on to the local board, so that she
can assist the other operators on the board during
their rush.

A verjL high grade of power plant is furnished
with this system, especially adapted to its needs.

The power switchboard is made of white marble,
upon which are mounted the necessary meters,
switches, etc. The consumption of battery in this

system is said to be 50 slight that, except in large

exchanges, it is perfectly practical to use any of the

ordinary closed circuit batteries.

The North Electric company says that it has
orders for several of these systems, and that its

institution is working night and day pushing this

special work to the front. Full descriptive matter
covering this system can be had by writing to the

North Electric company, 61-73 Frankfort street,

Cleveland. Ohio.

Incandescent Lampsfor Railroad-switch
Lights.

The use of incandescent electric lights to replace

oil lamps on the switch targets in large railroad

FIG. 3, NORTH SUPERVISORY TELEPHONE SYSTEM —AUTOMATIC SIGNAL.! .^,0^|W

^1^T
no. 4. NORTH SUPERVISOKY TELEPHONE SYSTEM.— LINE JACK. 5. NORTH SUPERVISORY TELEPHONE SYSTEftL—KEYBOARD ARRANGEMENT

when either party has finished, and also whether
either party wants a subsequent call, without having
to wait for a complete disconnection of the previous
call. It will thus be seen that the operator is re-

lieved of all talkiiiR on the line, with the exception
of securing the number.
Great speed is claimed for this switchboard,

owing to the facilities offered, and the manufacturer
guarantees that any ordinary system can be op-
erated on a basis of 200 lines to the operator, and
in the smaller exchanges even more than this num-

The toll drops for through lines arc arranged with

triple jacks, so that it is possible to use both legs

of the line at the same time without the one inter-

fering with the other. The line signal (Fig. 3), as

well as the supervisory used on this switchboard,

is of the gravity-restoring type, displaying a promi-

nent signal, and is claimed to be several times as

sensitive as any other battery signal now on the

market. The signal, can be adjusted to work
through various resistances, so that it can be adapted

to a wide range of line conditions.

yards is increasing. The latest important move in

tiiis direction is tiiat going on in the yards of the

Boston Terminal company, where all the sema-
phore and dwarf-signal lamps are being replaced

by incandescent lamps. Two lamps are being

placed on each signal to insure against "outs" from
lamp breakage, so that the reliability is even greater

than with the tried and perfected oil lamp, and
signals can be distinguished at a much greater dis-

tance during a fog.
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The De Dion-Bouton Wlotorette Com-
pany.

As has been known for some time, C. J. Field, well
known in the electrical field, has been laying plans
to go into the gasoline-automobile business. The
new company, of which Mr. Field is vice-president
and general manager, is the De Dion-Bouton
Motorette company. This company has purchased
the American rights to the De Dion and Bouton
gasoline motors, w'hich have been thoroughly tried
and perfected by use in Europe. It is claimed over
20,000 of these motors are in use to-day. The
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by securing the device to the shaft bearings (Fig, i)
either by removing the bearing caps or slipping out
the pedestals, housings or other bearing-supporting
de\-ices. The design of many machines is such that
it is impossible to revolve the device as a wliole,
hence it \va3 found necessary to furnish a clamp
and handle which can be secured to the pulley and
the armature revolved in its bearings, the truing
device remaining in a fixed position. In this case
the clamp which carries the bent steel rod is

mounted on the end of the shaft, causing the detent
to engage the star wheel as the shaft revolves,
which makes the device self-feeding. The fact that
the armature need not be removed, together with
the short time required to rig up the truing tool,
are said to be points that recommend the use of the
device.
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also favors large consumers, and the result is a
large use of gas engines in factories.

Electricity in British Cities.

A few of the main thoroughfares of London, says
Marshal Halstead, United States consul at Birming-
ham, England, will soon be electrically Hghted,

Scilweli-Bierce Compound DuplexPres-
sure Puinp.

The accompanying illustration shows a compound
duplex pressure pump capable of developmg a
maximum pressure of 700 pounds per square inch.

The liquid end of the pump is of the end-packed
trombone style. The cylinders are made of special
metal and mounted thereupon are separate chambers
for the location of the valves. The chambers are
also constructed of special metal and designed with
a view of facilitating quick access for the inspection
of the valves. The valves are of the hydraulic pat-
tern, made of steel, and guided from below. An
extension piece is provided for svipporting the water
plunger, and an approved adjustment device is pro-
vided therefor.

The water end is mounted on heavy supporting
columns. An engine of the transposed- cylinder

DE DIUN-LOUTON MOTOUEllE

policy of this new American company is evidently

a wise one, as by purchasing these rights it also

purchases the experience of several years

u\ France, which is worth many thous-
ands of dollars to a new company, and
enables it to go ahead at once with the business

instead of waiting to develop all the numerous de-

tails of the vehicles. The compaijy-is a large one,

with a very large manufacturing plant located at

Church Lane and Thirty-seventh street, Brooklyn.
The plan is not only to build vehicles, but to sell

motors to vehicle makers and furnish such cus-

tomers with as complete technical data as possible.

This will mean that the experience of the largest

and most successful manufacturers abroad will be

back of the purchase of a demonstrated and ap-
proved motor. Mr. Field returned from Paris a

short time ago, bringing with him everything

necessary to the successful organization of the busi-

ness in this country, including a large stock of

sample motors and motorettes. The illustration

shows one of the types.

STILWELL-BIERCE COMPOUND DUPLEX PRESSURE PUMP.

B, & B. Commutator-truing Device.

To keep the commutators of electrical apparatus

in good condition, it is necessary that they be trued

up occasionally, and a device that will satisfactorily

accomplish the work is consequently in demand.
Such a device the Fort Wayne Electric Works,
Fort Wayne. Ind., claim to manufacture in its

B. & B. commutator-truing device. Fig. 2 shows
the tool in position on a dynamo. The tool is

very small and compact, yet it has the capacity

of a large lathe, and is claimed to make it possible

for one man to accomplish results hitherto found

impossible. It does its work well, owing to the

some poles having recently been put into position.

Piccaddly had a few as long ago as the fall of,

1S96, and no doubt the success of that experiment
is regarded as warranting extension on careful lines.

Birmingham is still a gas-lighted city, and there

seems to be no street electric-lighting movement,
though on January ist last the corporation took
under its municipal wing the small electric-lighting

company. New mains are now being put in, and
the question of electric street lighting must -come
up within a year or two. as must also the question

of cost to consumers. Cork is one of the smallest

towns with electric service and gets its electricity

as cheaply as any city. The charge in Cork is 4V:id.

(nine cents) per unit for the electricity used in the

first two hours every day and id. (two cents)

during the succeeding hours. For motor purposes

the charge is 4d. (eight cents) the first two hours

and id. (two cents) thereafter. In Birmingham

type is furnished, giving free access to all steam
pistons, without dismantling the pump. The out-
side valve adjustment is a feature of this design.

Full particulars regarding this pump may be ob-
tained by addressing the manufacturer, the Stilwell-

Bierce & Smith-Vaile company, 257 Lehman street,

Dayton, Ohio.

Electricians for the Navy.
. A recent order has raised the salary of electricians

in the navy. Chief electricians now get $60 a

month, electricians of the first class $50 and those
of the second, $40. A third class has been created

which gets $30. Orders from the Navy Depart-
ment regarding the duties of electricians read as

follows: "Electricians will be detailed for vessels

having electrical plants, and when on board ship

shall be assigned to all duties pertaining to the

Fig. I. Applied 10 a Removed Armature.

fact that it is mounted on the shaft bearings proper,

insuring a perfectly true commutator with us per-

iphery concentric with the shaft.

The turning is accomplished by adjusting the tool

to the commutator face, then slowly revolvmg the

device as a whole, the tool itself bemg fed auto-

matically in a horizontal direction. The depth of

the cut can be quickly adjusted by means of a

knurled attachment. In cases where it is undesira-

ble to remove large and cumbersome l matures

from the dynamos, the turning can be accomplished

B. & B COMMUTATOR TRUING DEVICE.

there is a uniform rate of 7cl. (U cents) per unit

10 the general run of consumers—that is, to the

t-reat number using 100 or less units per month.

I'or any quantity in excess of 100 units, 4'/:id. (nine

cents) is the charge. There is also a special pro-

vision of 4d. (eight cents) per unit up to 100 units

i.er month for electrical energy used for motor,?

or all-day loads, and any quantity in excess of 100

units is 2d. (four cents). A unit means here the

burning of 17 ordinary incandescent liglits one hour.

The Gas Department of the city of Birmingham

'7-«:

Fip. 2. In Position on a Dynamo.

care, preservation, and manipulation of the electric-

lighting plant and its apiiurtenances, together with

all other electrical appliances; they shall also per-

form such other duties as the commanding officer

may direct." ^_^__^^_^^^^^_

Engineer Bean of Jackson, Mich., has finished the

survey of the interurban road from Grand Rapids
to Muskegon, via Coopersville, Nunica and Fruit-

port, with a branch to Spring Lake, Ferrysburg
and Grand Haven.
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General Electric Type H Oil Trans-
formers.

The following extracts from a forthcoming pub-
lication of the General Electric company are of

interest to central-station managers. The efhcient,

economical transformer of the present date is an
evolution of the earlier types and the result of a

great deal of study and experimental work on the

part of manufacturers. Naturally those who have
heen longest in the business have had the best fa-

cilities tor research, and the present product of

such concerns is worthy of special consideration.

"Some four years ago the General iilectric com-
pany introduced its type H transformer. At that

time this transformer was a great innovation in

transformer practice, and the company would
have hesitated to make such a radical change if

months of experience and tests had not proved
conclusively that the changes marked an important

step in the right direction. Until the introduction

of the type H transformer, transformers of all kinds

and sizes in this country were generally the 'shell'

or 'ironclad' type, and the advantages of the 'core'

type of transformer for self-cooling oil transform-

ers of moderate sizes were not understood. On
this account the superiority of the type H trans-

former over other existing types had to be proven
by actual service before the claims, of which the

designers were confident, could be really established.

"Among the more important features, on which
the superiority of the type H transformer depends,

are the following:

"The Core.—The core is built up of simple rect-

angular punchings, with interlocked joints. Each
sheet is thoroughly insulated from the next, and
the core is tightly held together, without the use
of bolts. The joints are so interlocked as to reduce
the magnetizing current to a minimum and prevent

vibration humming.
"The Coils.—The secondary coils are wound di-

rectly on the core, the primary coils directly on top

of the secondary. This construction gives the most
compact form of winding, avoids all waste space
and prevents vibration, which might wear the in-

sulation.

"Tnsulation Between Primary and Secondary.

—

The bounding surfaces between the primary and
secondary are simple and cylindrical in outline^

making it possible to provide the simplest and most
effective form of insulating shield between the high
and low-potential coils. In this respect the core

type of transformer stands eminently in advance of

previous forms.
"Relative Position of Coils and Iron.—The re-

versal of the relative position of coils and iron in

this type of transformer, as compared with shell

type, is very advantageous in the self-cooling trans-

former, as it insures the lowest possible tempera-
ture in the copper, as compared with the other
parts of the transformer. The form of coils adopted
is also such as to present a very large radiating

surface to the oil.

"Temperature.—^The type H transformers are the
first commercial transformers in which the low
temperatures consistent with reasonable life were
guaranteed and obtained. Previous to this design
it was not common to expect safe temperatures in

transformers that were obtained in larger pieces of

electrical apparatus, consequently the life of the av-
erage transformer was short and unsatisfactory.

"Case.—The form of case adopted was almost as

radical a departure as the electrical design. In ac-

cordance with the General Electric company's past
practice it was designed so that the transformer

makes, being satisfied that the results of such tests

will show the marked superiority of the type H
transformer. This company offers every facility to

those desiring to make transformer tests, and will

be pleased to furnish central-station managers the

necessary data for conducting an intelligent and
impartial test to determine the efficiencies of their

transformers.

New York Automobile Show,
The early applications for space indicate that

manufacturers are taking considerable interest in

the Automobile Show, to be held in the Grand Cen-
tral Palace, New York city, from November 14th

to 24th. More than ten thousand feet of space has
been contracted for already, and this, with the space
selected but not yet signed for, will make fully

Interlocking Controller Handle Case.
As noted by the New York correspondent of

the Western Electrician in last week's issue,

Judge Nathaniel Shipman of !the United States

Circuit Court for the Southern District of New
York, in the case of Thomson-Houston Elec-
tric company against the Lorain Steel company, on
the Knight motor switch interlock patent, decided
in favor of the Thomson-Houston company. The
suit was brought by the Thomson-Houston com-
pany for the alleged infringement of patent No.
428,169, dated May 20, 1890, issued to Walter H.
Knight (application filed March 13, 1886), for an
improved electric-motor regulator. The patent
claims relate to the interlocking controller handles
generally in use to-day. Claim i of the patent reads:
'"The combination, with an electric motor, of a re-

NEW YORK AUTOMOBILE SHOW,— DIAGRAM OF EXHIBITION HALL.

half the available space disposed of over three
months before the exhibition.

In location, space and arrangement, the Palace
has many good points, while the fact that the
Automobile Show will be open during the horse-
show week, is counted a distinct advantage. The
latter has grown to be so important a feature that

an average of 30,000 people come from out of town
to attend each year. The Automobile Show will

appeal strongly to precisely this following, so that

these 30,000 out-of-town visitors are not likely to

return to their homes without attending the auto-
mobile exhibition. The Horse Show, as hereto-

fore, will be for one week only, the last six days
of the Automobile Show, which will be open in all

10 days.

Marcus Nathan, the general manager of the

Automobile Show, is doing much to stir up an
interest that will extend far beyond the present
users of automobiles, a fact that should, and no
doubt will, mean much to exhibitors. The repre-

sentative character of the exhibits, and their va-

riety and completeness, are factors in creating a

versing device and regulator therefor, means for

operating the same, and a stop for the reversing
device, controlled by the regulator, whereby the re-

versing device can be operated only when the regu-
lator is in a predetermined position."

The court, in substance, held that thi.s broadly
covered the interlocking controller and that mere
modifications of details of construction did not evade
Infringement.

Three Electric-railway Accidents.

The last week seems to have been a marked one

for electric-railway accidents.

July 29th, at Toledo, Ohio, three people were
seriously burned and others injured by a flash due

to a short-circuit on a belt-line car.

July 28th, at W^orcester, Mass., a car on the Con-
solidated stopped at the foot of a steep incline at

Richmond Heights. The motorman of the car fol-

lowing lost control of his car on the decline and it

crashed into the "car ahead, injuring 12 people, five

of them seriously.

Worst of all was the accident at Dayton, Ohio,

July 30th, when two cars of the Dayton and Xenia
Traction company met in a head-end collision at a
high rate of speed, injuring 12 people. An electric

block-signal system is employed on this line, and
the signals are said to have been tampered with.

The cars met on a curve with such force that Jhey
stood upon end and then fell over.

View of Transformer. Section ot Coils and Core.

GENERAL ELECTRIC TYPE H OIL TRANSFORMERS.
Section Tbrougli Case, Coils and Core.

should be oil-immersed, and numerous improve-
ments, compared with any previous form of case
for oil transformers, were incorporated. The
method of holding the transformer in the case is

exceedingly simple and safe. Projecting pockets
are provided at the top of the case, containing the
porcelain bushings, through which arc brought out
the primary and secondary leads. The construc-
tion admits of locating the bushing in a vertical

position and safely protects it against mechanical
injury in transportation. The arrangement, while
simple in itself, is a great improvement in this im-
portant detail."

Comparison.—Casual examination of transform-
ers of different makes will not always reveal the
differences. The General Electric company is de-
sirous that the prospective jnirchasers of transform-
ers should make exhaustive tests on the various

popular interest. With this in mind, the manage-
ment made very low prices, abolished most of the

usual extra charges and made all the conditions

easy. The result is already apparent in the large

advance sale of space to representative concerns.
The accompanying diagram shows the arrange-

ment of the exhibition hall, which space, it is said,

will be entirely filled with automobile exhibits.

The second floor of the building will be used for

automobiles and accessories.

The New Jersey and Philadelphia Street Railway
company is reported to have purchased the upper
Delaware bridge at Trenton for $200,000, with the

intention of running cars over it, and ultimately
reaching Philadelphia by way of the present road
from Philadelphia to Bristol.

New Eastern Automobile Club.

A dispatch from Mt. Vernon, N. Y., says: Auto-
mobiling has become such a popular fad in West-
chester County that a number of wealth}' men have
decided to organize a club which will be composed
of automobilists in New York, Westchester and
Connecticut. A meeting to make preliminary ar-

rangements was held at the residence of Howard
Willetts, at Harrison, recently. The name of the
club will not be decided upon until the next meet-
ing, when officers will be elected and by-laws
adopted. It was stated at Mr. Willetts' residence
to-day that the new club will not conflict with the

New York Automobile Club. One of its principal

purposes will be to provide supply stations along
the Albany post road, Boston post road, the new
macadamized boulevards now being constructed
through The Bronx, the Hudson River valleys and
other cross-country roads leading to the Ardsley
Casino, Westchester County Club and Knollwood
Country Club. At these stations gasoline, naphtha
and other material will be kept fgr locomobiles anci

arrangements will also be made for charging elec-

tric machines. Among those who are backing the
club are: Paul G. Thebaud, Howard Willetts,

Trenor L. Park. Oliver Harriman, Jr., Eugene
Rcynal, Nathaniel Rcynal. William K. Vanderbilt,

Jr.. William E. Isclin, William Rockefeller, Jr.,

and many other prominent New Yorkers.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
London Letter.

London, July 17.—On the Thames Embankment,
close to the Charing Cross railway bridge, a big
building is being erected, which, when completed,
will be the generating station for the electric light

with which the London County Council purposes
illuminating Westminster and Waterloo bridges and
the embankment. This will be the first attempt of

the council to provide electricity, but Londoners
remember that the embankment has previously
boasted electric light. Huge arc lamps were then

used, and when gas supplanted them the crystal

globes were sold at $40 each to a firm of clothiers,

this being about a third of their original cost. The
Savoy was the first theater to use electricity, and
the writer, who was at the private view in 1881,' well

remembers the excitement that prevailed when Mr.
D'Oyly Carte broke one of the air-tight lamps, and
thus, by extinguishing the light, proved the safety

of the "hew invention." That the Embankment
should have had to wait so long for a second in-

stallment is a matter of regret, for it is a fine thor-

oughfare, and when the electric trams run in the

roadwa}^ as they will doubtless at no distant date,

in spite of narrow and selfish opposition—it will still

more be appreciated, both by Londoners and vis-

itors.

It is officially stated that the new electric rail-

way will be opened for public traffic a week from
next Monday. The delay has been caused by rea-

son of the unforeseen duration of the decorators'

work on the superstructure of the stations, most
of which, however, are now rapidly approaching
completion.

Some facts concerning the telegraph work at the

Epsom race meeting this year are " published in

St. Martin's le Grand, the organ of the Postoffice

officials. They show what an extraordinary amount
of interest is taken in horse-racing in this country.

The total number of messages disposed of was 10,-

475, of w'liich" about 3,000 were dealt with at the

PostofSce, and 7.500 at the Grand Stand. Over
2,000 messages were dealt with in a single hour,

viz., between 3 and 4 p. m., at the Grand Stand,

and these no doubt would include the Derby results,

which would appear to have been numerous in

proportion to the popularity of the royal owner of

the winning horse. Between i and 2 p. ra. 1,800

messages were handled, and between noon and i

p. m. nearly 1,500, while upward of 1,000 were dis-

posed of between 11 a. m. and noon and between

2 and 3 p. m. These figures refer to operations

carried on in wooden sheds, and by a mere hand-

ful of operators, comparatively speaking.

Electric street cars are to be introduced toward

the end of the month at Southend-on-Sea, the near-

est seaside resort for jaded Londoners. About 7%
miles of rails have been laid.

American millionaires are thick in London just

now. Mr. John D. Rockefeller, Colonel John'W.
Gates, Mr. P. A. B. Widener, Mr. D. H. Lauder-

back, Mr. O. C. Barber and Mr. Edwin Gould

are among the most prominent.

In the Chancery Court last week Justice Cozens-

Ilardy decided a petition presented by a share-

holder, asking for the compulsory winding up of

the Guttapercha corporation, limited. The com-

pany was formed in October, 1897, with a capital

of $1,000,000, to acquire certain patents for manu-
facturing guttapercha, and a stock of that com-

modity. The purchase price was $750,000, and the

vendor received $85,000 in cash and a large number

of shares. The total proceeds of sale during the

two years' existence of the company were $70 only,

and the stock on hand is now valued at $4,000.

Justice Cozeus-Hardy said the affairs of the com-

pany had been mismanaged to an extent almost

beyond belief. The vendor had not fulfilled the

obligations imposed on him by agreement, as to

getting persons to subscribe for 0^,000 preference

shares, but, notwithstanding that, the directors at a

very early stage paid the vepdor a large sum of

money. The matter required searching and public

investigation.

The House of Commons committee, which, for

some si.x weeks, has, under the chairmanship of Sir

J. Kitson, been considering the merits of a num-

ber of large electric power-supply schemes, has

brought its labors to a close. Four of the most

important private bills of the session have gone

through its hands. They comprise the Lancashire

electric-power bill, which authorizes the formation

of a company with a capital of $20,000,000, and the

construction of four generating stations for sup-

plying power throughout the whole of Lancashire

south of the Ribble: the South Wales electrical

power-distribution bill, capital. $5,000,000; three

generating stations and an area including the whole
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of Glamorganshire and part of Monmouthshire;
the county of Durham bill, capital, $1,800,000, and
the Tyneside bill, capital, $3,333,330. The preambles
of the first three measures were passed, but various
important alterations were made in the provisions,
partly with the object of meeting the objections
of local authorities and partly with a view of mak-
ing the clauses of the different bills as nearly uni-
form as practicable. The committee decided that
electricity should only be supplied in bulk to organ-
ized distributors for the purpose of providing power
and for the lighting, by any person supplied with
power, of tlie premises on which the power was
utilized. They also made it a condition of the
passage of any of the bills that electricity should
not be supplied in the area of supply of any au-
thorized distributors, except with their consent,
but such consent was not to be unreasonably with-
held. Another important decision of the commit-
tee fixed the standard dividend at eight per cent.,

but provided for the application of the sliding-scale
principle, or five per cent, discount from the amount
charged to consumers, being arranged for on a rise

of the dividend by one per cent. In the case of
the Durham bill, it was provided that the urban
local authorities should have an absolute veto on
the use of overhead wires.

In a fortnight or so one-half of the Strand will
be gay with electric light and the reproach of semi-
darkness removed from the "most interesting street
in Europe." The big standards to be used are of
the shepherd-crook design, while the lights are to
be of 1,000 candlepower each.
The oificial opening of the Paris electric metro-

politan railway took place yesterday. For the pres-
ent there will be only seven stoppages. The service
will commence at 8 a. m. and stop at 8 p. m., until
the end of next month, when it will be from 5 a. m.
to about midnight. Everything is in excellent
order, although the two carriages attached to each
motor car will not be adequate for exhibition
traffic. w. H. B.

New York Notes.

New York, July 28.—The transferring of the
wires, switchboard and office paraphernalia of the
borough of Brooklyn police-telegraph system was
completed on July 25th, without a break in any
of the wires or a lost call. This was a remarkable
piece of engineering, when taking in consideration
the fact that the old switchboard was transferred
in sections from former headquarters in the munici-
pal building to the building formerly occupied by
the New York and New Jersey Telephone com-
pany at 16 Smith street, the old operating room
of the latter company now being used as the op-
eiating room tor the police telegraph. The side
walls of the room are of black walnut, and so ar-
ranged as to kill, as far as possible, all acoustic
properties. As arranged, it is probably the most
complete police-telegraph operating room in the
world. The entire system embraces 560 miles of
wire, mostly underground or on the elevated rail-

road in cables, 469 police-signal boxes and 500 tele-

phones. The operating force at headquarters consists
of Frank C. Mason, in command, Thomas Williams,
chief operator, and 15 operators, linemen and other
e]nployes.

Atlantic City's city marshal has been equipped
with a baton, which, by the pressure of a button,
lights a small incandescent lamp. The marshal
patrols the beach each evening and carefully in-

spects all the pavilions. Romantic young folk

look upon this innovation as one more evidence of

the incompatibility of science and love.

The deputy highway commissioner of the borough
of Queens has torn up 1,000 feet of track laid last

winter by the New York and Queens County -rail-

way on Greenpoint avenue from the Ne\vton Creek
bridge to Bradley avenue. The tracks were laid

without a permit and the corporation counsel held
that the company was a trespasser.

Certificates of merger of the Electric Illuminating

and Power company of Long Island City, the New
York and Queens Ga's and Electric company and
the Jamaica Electric Light company with the New
York and Queens Electric Light and Power com-
pany were filed yesterday with the secretary of state.

The Appellate Division of the Supreme Court in

Brooklyn has decided in a test case submitted that

the Brooklyn Rapid Transit company has a legal

right to charge a 10-cent fare to Coney Island.

Park Commissioner Clausen has issued a permit

to Thomas J. Brown (who has charge of the park-

carriage service) allowing him to operate four elec-

tric carriages in the park.

The Amsterdam street railway has been sold to

the Fonda, Johnstown and Gloversville Railroad

company.
\V hile it is true that the New York Central rail-

road is trying to find some way of doing away
with the smoke in the tunnel at its New York
terminal, it is far from true that anything satisfac-

tory has yet been found. The great difficulty that

stands in the way of electric locomotives is the

time required to make the change to or from them

when trains are entering or leaving the city. Trains

leave the Grand Central stations at such short in-
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tervals certain hours of the day that an attempt
to change motors at Mott Haven or farther up
the road would cause a serious blockade. 'The lo-
comotives that haul the trains out of Grand Central
station must continue to haul them for too miles
or more if the scheme is to be a success, and
presumably, there is considerable hesitation on the
part of the officials as to equipping 100 miles of
road for electric-locomotive traction.

Along with the change of the Manhattan Ele-
vated from steam to electric traction there will
probably come the installation of some form of
electrically operated elevators. The Reno moving
stairway is the most promising for this class of
work, and one of these, with a capacity of 3,000
people an hour, is being put in for trial at Fifty-
ninth street and Third avenue.
The New York Electric Vehicle company some

time ago bought the property and franchises of the
old Fifth Avenue Stage company. Thus far it has
only put on four electric stages and the balance of
the service is carried on by the old horse stages.
The public, anxious for a change, has been some-
what critical of this state of affairs, but the state-
ment was recently made by the company that it

was still the intention to substitute the new sys-
tem for the old horse-power system at the earliest
possible date. The trouble was that the subject of
electrical stage service was comparatively new in
this country and no one had had experience enough
to know just what the requirements of the new
service might be. When the old company was
taken over by the new, three or four electrical stages
were placed in service as an experiment, and to
study and complete the data necessary to the change
of systein. These experimental stages have been
in service ever since," and something of the require-
ments has been gathered from the experiment with
them. New electrical stages are now in process of
construction at the works of the company at Hart-
ford, Conn., and when they are completed will be
placed in service on Fifth avenue. The delay has
lieen due to the many new propositions to be met
and the time required to manufacture the new ve-
hicles intended to meet the new conditions. The
Fifth Avenue Coach company has recently applied
to the State Railroad Commissioners for an ap-
proval of extension of routes. M. L. G.

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa, July 27.—A meteorological station will
shortly be established at Dawson City, in the Ca-.
nadian Yukon, from which weather reports will

be sent out twice a day. This will greatly facilitate

the compilation of general' reports for the Pacific
coast.

A new 125-lamp arc-light machine has been in-
stalled in No. I power house of the Ottawa Electric
company, by the Western Electric company of Chi-
cago, 'i'he machine is of the latest and most modern
design.

The Montreal Automobile company is applying
for a charter from the Dominion government! The
members of the company are the Hon. T. Berthi-
aume and PI. Lamontague, F. Lapointe, Emile La-
page, J. W. Faucher, R. L. de Martigny, Louis
Bolduc and Arthur Guimond. The capital is $250,-
coo, in $100 shares.

The Ottawa Valley, in a few months, will have a
large factory for the manufacture of automobiles.
The formation of a company has just been completed
by John Sutherland and J. Carling Kelly of Ottawa,
and a great part of the stock has been subscribed
for. These gentlemen are the owners of the plants,
patents, drawings and machines, for the manufacture
of what is said to be a most modern automobile,
7'he product of the factory will be five vehicles a day,
and the factory is expected to be in full operation in

three months. The machines will sell for about
$600.

The Toronto Street Railway company will be
asked by its employes, in a few days, for higher
wages. The present rate is 16 2-3 cents an hour,
and the amount desired is 20 cents. The men claim
that the earnings of the company have enormously in-

creased of late, that dividends on capital invested are
large, and that they should share in the prosperity
and better times. If an increase in wages is re-

fused, the employes threaten a general strike, to
take place during the time of the Toronto Fair, next
month.
The first sod on the Hamilton and Lake Erie

power canal was turned at the town of Silverdale,
Ont,, on July 18th. Nearly 2,000 people were in
attendance. The canal will start at Welland River
and I'un six miles to Jordan Village. A diversion
canal will be built, by which a fall of 225 feet will

be secured. The canal will be completed about
September i, 1901. It is claimed that electric

power can be produced at this point at a
lower rate than at any other point where
electricity is developed, as there are no engineering
difficulties to be overcome. The initial plant will

develop 25,000 horsepower, which can be increased
to 30.000 or 60,000 horsepower, as may be required.
The canal will be 150 feet wide at the bottom. 12
feet deep, with a current of ^/i miles an hour. The
cost of the work is estimated at about $1,000,000.

At the annual meeting of the Royal Electric com-
pany of Montreal, the. principal item of business
was the ratification of the contract with the Chambly
Electric company of that city. The contract pro-
vides that the Royal Electric company shall pur-
chase all of the power developed by the Chambly
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company, for a period of 50 years, at the rate of

$15 per horsepower per annum for the first 15,350

horsepower, and $10 for any amount in excess of

this figure. This contract does not affect the agree-

ment with the Montreal Street Railway company.

The clause in the latter agreement providing for the

protection of the street-railway company refers only

to the selling of power to other surface roads in

Montreal. The meeting also ratified the action of

the directors in securing an additional $90,000 of

stock and $30,000 of bonds of the Chambly com-
pany. The shareholders of the Royal Electric com-
pany then sanctioned the sale of all their holdings

in the Chambly company to James Ross of Mon-
treal, at the price of $791,000, in accordance with

an agreement adopted by the directors at their

meeting on July ,iith. The election of directors

for the ensuing year resulted as follows: Rodolphe
Forget. J. A. L. Strathy, J. R. Meeker, H. B. Rain-

ville, George Caverhill, James Wilson, F. C. Hen-
shaw. At a subsequent meeting of the board, Mr.

Forget was appointed president, and Mr. James
Wilson, vice-president.

The annual meeting of the Chambly Manufac-
turing company, held in Montreal recently, rati-

fied the contract with the Montreal Electric Street

Railway company, already agreed to by the com-
pany. By this contract the Chambly Water and
Power company undertakes to provide the street-

railway company with electric power for a period

extending over 23 years, with the option of a five-

years' renewal, at $25 per horsepower per year, or

about $125,000 per annum. The contract with the

Royal Electric company was also ratified. By this

latter contract the Royal Electric company proposes

to take for a period of 50 years the whole of the

power developed and delivered in the city of Mon-
treal by the Chambly company, and to distribute

and sell it to its customers. The following-named
directors were elected: Rodolphe Forget, James
Wilson, K. W. Blackwell, Lieutenant-colonel F. C.

Henshaw and C. E. Porteous. Messrs. Forget and
Wilson represent the Royal Electric interests, and
Messrs. Blackwell and Henshaw those of the street-

railway company, on the board. W.

From the Buckeye State.

Columbus, Ohio, July 28.—Director of Law Crum
of the city of Columbus has filed a suit against Di-

rector of Safety Kautifman and the board of trustees

of the municipal light plant, asking that a temporary
injunction be granted to restrain him from deliver-

ing the property to the trustees, who are alleged

to have no authority to take charge of the plant,

notwithstanding the fact that they were chosen
through an action of the City Council. Mr. Crum
says that there was an ordinance passed which
has been approved by the people, giving the director

of i^ublic safety authority to issue bonds for the

maintenance of the plant, and he asks that the court

compel the directors to show cause why he should
not carry out these instructions and should not keep
the plant in operation. The money with which
the plant was constructed was secured in the same
way and there has never been any question raised

as to the legality of its expenditure. The court

has granted a temporary restraining order and the

beginning of a big legal contest seems to be on
hand. Many of the people of Columbus are in

sympathy with the movement to force the operation
of the plant, and all the labor organizations are in

readiness to do their part to bring about this end.

In fact, they are urging the matter as best they can.

The stockholders of the Toledo Heating and
Lighting company, Toledo, held their annual meet-
ing last Monday, when the following-named officers

were chosen: President, T. W. Childs; vice-presi-

dent, J. F'rank Zahm; secretary, George H. Beck-
with; executive committee, Irving B. Hiett, H. E.

Marvin and A. Bentley. Before another year, it

is expected that a new plant will be erected by the
company, to be operated in connection with the
present one.

There is some complaining on the part of the
people of Zanesville because of the inadequate serv-

ice of the street railway there. They say that the
power is furnished by the light plant, which is not
large enough to supply power for both the railway
and the lights. When there is a heavy railway
traffic the lights are poor also. The people think
that improvements should be made in some waj
which would give both a good light and railway
service.

The Columbus Railway con;pany is having 20
new cars built for service on its main lines in this

city. They will be ready for delivery about Sep-
tember 20th. It is claimed by the company that
these cars are the finest ever turned out of the shops
where they are being built.

Meeker Eros., Columbus brokers, said in their

report last week: "The feature of this week prob-
ably has been the activity in the Columbus street
railway. Good earnings or a possible early settle-

ment of franchise questions may have something to
do with it, but the fact remains that both the com-
mon and preferred stock have materially strength-
ened and ihe common especially has been actively
traded in. Street stock is looked upon as a prime
investment,"
The Consumers' Carbon Works at Lancaster have

awarded the contract for the stonework of their,

factory to F. C, Neeb. It seems that they are
having some trouble in securing brick at the time

they want them, and hollow block may be used
in their place. It is hoped to have the factory
running by November 1st.

The commissioners of Trumbull County have
granted a franchise to the Mahoning Valley Elec-
tric Railway company to build a line from Tibbetts
Corners to Warren.
The Bullock Manufacturing company of Cincin-

nati is shipping a large amount of goods to other
countries. Within the past few days it has con-
signed to a French syndicate four or five carloads of
electrical railway goods. An 8oo-kilowatt gener-
ator goes to Alexandria, Egypt, and a 400-kilowatt
generator goes to Algiers. Another machine has
been shipped to Lyons. Besides this, the company
has recently sent goods for the Russian-Chinese
electric road, and is making 30 generators for United
States transports.
There has been some trouble between the Board

of Public Service and the Cincinnati Edison Electric
company, and, as a result, the board has threatened
to advertise for bids for lighting the city upon the
expiration of the contract with the Edison company.
The Deitrich syndicate and the Cincinnati Gas
Light and Coke company will be bidders in that
event. The gas company will make a proposition
to use gas with Wetsbach burners, or electricity.

The Deitrich people will make a proposition to use
natural gas, with Welsbach burners. There is also
some talk of a combination of the Edison and the
Deitrich interests in order to beat the gas company.
The commissioners of Madison County have

granted a franchise to the Columbus, London and
Springfield Electric Railway company to build its

line along the national pike, to Lafayette, and from
there to London, on the Lafayette pike. The course
from there to the Clark County line on the west
has not as yet been decided upon.
The fight in Sandusky County between the Toledo,

Fremont and Norwalk Electric Railway company
and the Wheeling and Lake Erie Railroad company
has been taken up by the county commissioners,
who have ordered the latter company to take up
the track it built on the pike and on the right-of-

way of the electric road.
The bonds of the Dayton and Germantown Trac-

tion company have been disposed of, and the com-
pany will, within a short time, be ready to contract
tor the work of building.

There is a plan on foot to build an electric road
from Newark to Coshocton, to connect with the
Columbus, Buckeye Lake and Newark road. Not
much has been said about the matter, but Coshoc-
ton people seem to have faith in the project. It

is the plan to have the line run before winter, and
during the cold months secure the right-of-way. In
the early spring they will then be ready to com-
mence work on the roadbed.

President F. W. Jones of the Mount Vernon-
Marion electric railway has been in correspondence
for some time with a company which has furnished
plans for the equipment of the road with cars pro-
pelled with liquid air, as the first statement was
made, but really with super-heated water. It is not

. at present known whether the road will try the
experiment, but it is pretty safe to say that one car
will be tried before an equipment of that kind will

be put on.

The management of the Sandusky, Monroeville
and Norwalk Electric Railway company has an-
nounced the intentions of the company to extend
the line south from Norwalk to North Fairfield,

New London and Chicago Junction.
Motorman A. A. Kail, who is in the employ of the

Tuscarawas Electric company at Uhrichsville, Ohio,
has invented a lightning arrester, said to be different

in many respects from anything now in use. It

was tested at the power house of the company dur-
ing a storm one day last week, and proved a success.
The storm was heavy and the lightning danced
over the lines in every -way. One bolt struck the
line and would have gone into the power house had
not an arrester of some kind stood in the way. Mr.
Kail's arrester worked all right, however, and the
current was carried into the ground. O. M. C.

News from the Carollnas.
Charlotte,- N. C, July 26.—At the annual meeting

of the Wilmington (N. C.) Street Railway com-
pany's stockholders the following-named directors,

all of New York, were eleated: T. A. Mclntyre,
C. A. Leib, O. T. Crosby, B. F. O'Connor, J. H.
Earnhardt, J. W. Martenis and H. A. Whiting.
Officers will be elected in New York.
Charleston, S. C, may soon adopt plans look-

ing to the municipal ownership of a lighting plant,
in connection with a waterworks system.
The Carolina Light and Power company of

Aiken, S. C, has given notice of an increase of
capital stock from $20,000 to $50,000.
The town of Flickory, N. C, is in darkness, owing

to trouble between the town and the Hickory Elec-
tric company, the company claiming it cannot make
expenses at former rates and that the requirements
of the board make it impossible for it to continue
at the old rates.

The new railway company at Greenville, S. C.
expects to begin laying the new line, seven miles
long, about August 1st,

The Asheville street railroad has begun overhaul-
ing its tracks and rolling stock.
At Asheville, N. C, Zeb Weaver has asked a

franchise for himself and others, to run an electric
railway from Asheville to Weavervilie. L.

Washington, D. C.

Washington, D. C, July 28.—The Rockville (Md.;
Town Council and the Washington and Rockville
Electric Railway company have at last reached an
agreement in regard to the extension of the road.
The ordinance recently prepared by the council is

satisfactory to the railway people, and a meeting
of the council will be held in a few days to pass it,

after which it will be voted upon by the taxpayers.
The company agrees to extend the road throughout
the entire length of the town, just as soon as the
law which forbids an electric railway on a street

30 feet or less in width is repealed. If the ordinance
is ratified, the road will be extended from its pres-
ent terminus at the fair grounds, to the court-
house, without delay.

The Portsmouth Street Railway company of
Portsmouth, Va., has been sold to Philadelphia
capitalists, presumably acting for the Williams syn-
dicate of Norfolk and Richmond investors. Half
a million dollars is reported as the price paid.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Chevy Chase and Kensington Electric Railway
company, at Rockville, Md., on July 22d, the fol-

lowing-named board of directors was elected: Will-
iam M. Terrell, B. H. Warner, R. B. Detrick,
Parker Jones, Anthony Ray, William H. Manna-
kee, Oliver R. Harr, John T. Freeman, R. W.
Walker, A. K. Phillips and W. H. Walker.
The United Railways and Electric company of

Baltimore, Md., has nearly completed a funeral car,

and as soon as it is completed will put it into seiv-

ice. The car has an opening in the side, through
which the casket may be passed, and within there
is a catafalque. In this compartment are accom-
modations for the pallbearers and funeral director,

and a space for the floral designs. Separated
from this compartment by a curtain is one afford-

ing seats for the family of the deceased and the

mourners. The name of the car has not yet been
selected by General Manager House. "Dolores" has
been suggested as very appropriate.

The Electrical Commission of the city of Balti-

more, Md., has completed the subways for electric

wires, which have been under construction for some
time, and is now making house connections. The
cost of making these connections to present electric-

light, power and telephone users is borne by the
city, but, in future, new customers will have to pay
for the cost of such connections.

The contract for the generators and switchboard
for the municipal electric-light and power plant

of Hagerstown. Md., for which bonds have just

been sold, has been awarded to the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing company. Two 175-

kilowatt, two-phase engine-type generators, to be
run at 189 revolutions per minute, by 300-horse-
power Buckeye engines, and Westinghouse stand-

ard switchboard, will be installed. B. C. W.

PERSONAL.
E. J. Arnold, president of the Arnold Electric

Power Station company of Chicago, sails from New
York on the Umbria, August 4th. He will visit

London, but will spend most of the month he in-

tends to be abroad at Paris.

J. E. Woodbridge, editor of the American Elec-

trician and recently engaged in electrical journal-

ism, has accepted a position in the railway engi-

neering department of the General Electric com-
pany at Schenectady, N. Y., and will leave the

journalistic field.

James S. Beach, the chief clerk to C. M. Baker
of the Postal Telegraph company, who so mysteri-

ously disappeared on July nth, has been located

at Fountain City, Wis., where he is in the employ
of a United States engineer. He could not explain

his action. His mind had been a perfect blank
for three days after he left Chicago. Mr. Baker
traced him by means of the railroad passes he was
known to have in his possession. Temporary ab-

eration is the only reason that can be .?iven

for his action.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

Dayton, Iowa, will build a $10,000 city lighting

plant.

New Wilmington, Pa., will soon build an electric-

light plant.

The council of Charleston, S. C, has decided to

build a municipal lighting plant.

Kirkwood, Mo., has voted to issue $17,000 in

bonds for a municipal lighting plant.

Fairport, N. Y., has voted to issue $20,000 in

bonds for a municipal electric-light plant.

An eleclric-light plant will probably be put in

the Commercial Hotel at Schoolcraft, Mich.

The Prescott (Ariz.) Electric company's plant

suffered in the recent big fire at Prescott.

Lakewood, Ohio, asks bids until August lolh

for an electric-light plant. J. French is clerk.

The $3,000 electric-light plant at Altona, 111.,

owned by Mr. Tornquist, was burned recently.

The Lemon Home Water, Power and Light
company of Oakland, Cal., has been incorporated,
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with $250,000 capital, by A. Hockheimer, F. Brown.
F. L. Spencer and J. N. Spencer.

W. H. Keyser of Pine Bluff, Ark., has a fran-
chise to operate an electric-light plant at that place.

Dalton, Ga.. has pu'-chased the gas plant and
contemplates building an electric-light plant next
year.

The Chicago Consolidated Power and Water
company will reconstruct the electric-light plant at

Dunkirk, Ind.

C. H. Porritt of Fargo. N. D., has been awarded
a contract to erect a new electric-light plant at

Hillsboro, N. D.

The Carolina Light and Power company of
Aiken. S. C, has increased its capital stock from
$20,000 to $50,000.

The Village Council of Cass Lake, Minn., has
granted a permit to Heber Hartley to build an
electric-light plant in the village.

Among recent Illinois corporations is the Jersey-
ville Light, Heat and Power company of Jersey-
villc. with $25,000 capital, organized by George
D. Rosenthal, Owen Ford and Josephine Rosenthal.

Underwriters for the quarter ended July loth has
been issued to William H. Merrill, Jr., electrician

of the Chicago Underwriters' Laboratories.

"Some Practical Hints on Lighting. and Illumina-
tion," with 50 original diagrams from tests made
by Professor W. S. Franklin of Lehigh University,
Professor Vivian B. Lewis of the Royal Naval
College, Greenwich, and Dr. H. Drehschmidt, chief

chemist Berlin Municipal Gas Works, is published
by the Holophane Glass company, New York, and
will be found interesting and valuable reading for

anyone interested in the subject of illumination.

B. F. Stewart & Co., proprietors of the Century
Telephone Works, 253 South Canal street, Chicago,
have just issued two interesting circulars descrip-
tive of some of their new apparatus. One circular

treats of the Century express-type switchboard, ex-
plaining the construction and operation of the

board in considerable detail, and the other circular

describes the Century armored bipolar receiver and
solid-back transmitter. The salient points and op-
eration of the transmitter are dwelt upon at some
length.

trical instruments, where that peculiar pure and
dull-black finish is desired.

BUSINESS.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Toledo (Ohio) Traction company has a fran-

chise to extend its line on Woodville street.

Ground has been broken at Monroeville, Ohio,
for the Sandusky, Monroeville and Norwalk elec-

tric railway.

The power house of the Chattanooga Rapid Tran-
sit company has been destroyed by fire. The re-

ported loss was $65,000.

The Evergreen Street Railway company of Alle-

gheny, Pa., has applied for a charter. E. J. Mc-
Elvaine, F. C. Sauers and H. W. Kline are pro-
moters.

^
The Central London Underground railway be-

gan to carry passengers regularly on July 30th.

There was a rush for the underground route, which
saves 20 minutes over any other.

The Shenango Traction company of Franklin.

Pa., has been organized to build eight miles of

electric road. J. B. Smithman. L. M. Davison and

J. H. Forbush are directors. The capital is $50,000.

Judge Kohlsaat has authorized Receiver Charles

Henrotin of the Chicago Electric Traction com-
pany to issue receiver's certificates to the amount
of $250,000 for the purpose of changing the road

from storage battery to overhead trolley. All in-

terested in the company favored the change. The
Manhattan Trust company, one of the trustees, the

receiver and the reorganization committee of stock-

holders joined in asking for the authority. The
certificates will be issued at once, in order that

work may begin as soon as possible. The certifi-

cates will be in denominations from $1,000 up, pay-

able three years after date.

AUTOMOBILES.
The automobile license of Walter D. Glenn in

Chicago, has been revoked by City Electrician KUi-

cott on account of certain accidents the holder of

the license has been connected with recently.

An automobile race meet was held at Brantford,

Conn., July 25th and 26th. Owing to bad weather

and an unwise classification of vehicles, the meet

lacked the success it might have had, though over

J.500 people from New York, Boston and all over

New England saw the races. Louis Fisk of De-
troit, who backed the meet, intends to make
Brantford "the" place for eastern automobile racing.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Joseph Dixon Crucible company of Jersey

City. N. J., has issued a neatly executed catalogue

on facings for foundry molds.

Motor-starting rheostats are described in the

Fort Wayne Electric Works bulletin No. loii, is-

sued July loth. Three types are illustrated.

The Vandergrift (Pa.) Land and Improvement
company is sending out a beautiful publication il-

lustrating the city, which is the home of the Van-
dergrift Works of the American Sheet Steel com-

pany.

The twenty-eighth quarterly fire report of the

electrical bureau of the National Board of Fire

POWER TRANSMISSION.
A recent California incorporation is the Fort Mil-

ler Power company, to generate and transmit elec-

tric power. Its principal place of business is San
Fiancisco, and its directors are W. Saunders, A. J.

Morganstein, T. O- Carter, K. D. McCann, San
Francisco, and F. G. Berry, Fresno. The capital

stock of the company is $1,000,000, all subscribed.

The Tooele Electrical Power company has filed

articles of incorporation in the office of the secre-

tary of state of Utah. The capital stock is placed

at $50,000, divided mto 50,000 shares of the par value

of $1 each. Joseph C. Orme is- president of the

company, F. M. Davis vice-president, A. J. Mc-
Cuistion treasurer, Phares Dunyon secretary. The
board of trustees is composed of F. M. Lyman, Jr.,

George A. Lyman and Charles R. McBride. The
object of the company is to establish and conduct
at Tooele City an electrical, milling and manufac-
turing company.

TRADE NEWS.
The Texas Arm and Pin company has just taken

out a permit from the state of Texas to increase

its capital stock from $10,000 to $25,000, in order to

keep pace with its growing trade. W. H. Quaw
is. now interested in the company and will travel

for it in Texas and also all over the United States.

His home is in Chicago.

Proposals will be received at the architect's office,

United States Capitol, until 12 o'clock noon of

Saturday, August nth, for furnishing and putting

in place on foundation to be erected by the govern-

ment, one forged-steel water-tube boiler of 250

horsepower, of the high-pressure type now in use

in the capitol. and two i87y2-kilowatt Westing-

house generators, direct-connected to suitable

Westinghouse compound engines, with marble

power panel, connections, instruments, etc., all to

be similar in character and type to those now in

use, and to operate in conjunction with the present

plant, in the old library space of the capitol.

The possession of a reliable lacquer in all the

brilliant rainbow colors for incandescent lamps has

nowadays become a necessity with almost every

central-station man, or dynamo tender in charge of

isolated plants. Particularly nowadays is this de-

mand appreciated, from the fact that the modern
storekeeper fully understands the advantage of the

colored incandescent lamp as an advertising essen-

tial in shedding light on his wares. Realizing the

existence of this demand, M. L. Barrett & Co..

219 Lake street, Chicago, are now pushing in the

market an extensive line of colors in incandescent-

lamp lacquer. The company claims for this lacquer

brilliancy, durability, that it is easily applied, and

that it also dries hard in half an hour. It will not

chip, or. as the Barrett people aptly put it, "rub

off in the wash." Practically all the colors that

might be desired are furnished, green, blue, red,

gold, orange, etc. In fact, M. L. Barrett & Co.

agree to match most any color desired, by its dif-

ferent grades of lacquers. It is asserted that these

lacquers have been thoroughly tried and are

no experiment. M. L. Barrett & Co. are also

selling large quantities of dead-black lacquer, an

imitation bauer-barff finish, for giving black finish

to all sorts of metal work, dynamos and other elcc-

The Joseph Dixon Crucible company calls atten-

tion to its special graphite lubrication for the gears
of electric and steam automobiles.

The Western Electrical Supply company, St.

Louis, is sending out a revised price list on locust
pins, oak pins, oak brackets and crOss-arms.

Walsh's Sons & Co., Newark, N. J., dealers in

scrap iron and metals, call attention to the fact

that they keep an electrical junk shop, buying,
selling and exchanging everything electrical. Peo-
ple who desire second-hand apparatus may do well

to communicate with them.

The Chicago Mica company, whose main works
are at Valparaiso, Ind., reports a remarkable in-

crease in its sales of Micabond products. W. F.

Hatch, secretary, is at present making his head-
quarters at the Ottawa office, and has closed con-
tract for the entire output of one of the largest

amber mica mines in the province of Ontario.
Fully 75 per cent, of the output of this mine is

what is known to the trade as silver amber mica,
and used exclusively in the manufacture of the well-

known No. 104 Micabond.

The Western Electric company is carrying in

stock a very complete line of two and four-pin
cross-arms for electric-light trade. These arms are
made of selected lumber, hand painted and are full

3^/4 by 4M. inches, the regulation size. They are
being sold at very attractive prices. The company
is also carrying a large stock of weatherproof wire
and cable, and can make prompt deliveries in almost
any quantity. It makes a specialty of feeder cables
for street railways and power plants and says its

prices are always at the lowest market rates.

The Crocker-Wheeler Electric company of Am-
pere, N. J., has an order for a large generating
plant from the Frick company of Waynesboro, Pa.,

consisting of a 400-kilowatt, 250-voIt engine-type
generator and also a smaller generator with switch-
board. It also has a number of large orders from
the Philadelphia Engineering Works to supply
motors for cranes, these motors being 30, 15 and
seven-horsepower standard iron-clad mill motors.
But the largest and most-sought-for contract was
that for equipping electrically the shops of the
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad at Han-
nibal, Mo. This consisted of 55 motors of various
sizes, from one to 50 horsepower, aggregating 440
horsepower. Many of these are of new form_.

William Roche of New York says he is receiving
large orders from all over the country for his gaso-
line-engine eight-cell battery. This cell is used bj
many manufacturers on account of its easy adapta-
bility to automobiles using gasoline as a motive
power. It is of the same diameter as the cell Mr.
Roche supplies on United States Navy orders,
but, being one inch longer, has an increased life.

Eight cells are set up in series, connections being
made so that different cells can be cut in as needed.
Mr. Roche has i-ecently purchased the building at

42 Vesey street, in which his business is located, and
is practically occupying the whole of it. Through
continued large orders the Roche goods are be-
coming widely known. Letters patent have been
allowed Mr. Roche on his electric campaign but-
ton, which, without the picture, is a convenient and
useful light.

Chas H. Besley & Co., 10 and 12 N. Canal street,

Chicago, report that their general business is still

very good. They are still receiving many orders
for Helmet oil, and are now making shipments to

Colorado, Dakota, Montana, California, and other
western points. They have just received orders for

two complete shop equipments to go to India, in-

cluding lathes, chucks, drills, screw plates, Gard-
ner die stocks. Helmet oil, etc. They are receiving
many orders for their Gardner grinders, and have
recently made shipments to Ohio, Pennsylvania,
New Jersey and New York. Aside from the many
orders that they are receiving for their own spe-
cialties, they note a good demand for general ma-
chinists' supplies. Their stock being so varied, and
each department being so complete, they say they
are enabled to make prompt shipment of any of
the material shown in their catalogue, a copy of

which is sent free to any address upon application.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

654,130. Electric Steering Gear. Harold W. Buck.

Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General

Electric company of New York. Application

filed March 20, 1899.

Id combination, a body to be moved, a plurality of op-

positely rotallDg dutches operatively related thereto,

actualing coils for throwing the clutches mto operation. g-,
means for positively demagnetizing the magnetic clutches

as soon as the circuit of the actuatiDg coil is interrupted,

a circuit-interrupting switch operatively related to the

body to be moved, and means for closing a circuit IhroogQ

the interrupting switch to either of the actuating coils.

(See cut)

654,138. Electric Current-grounding Device for

Fire-extinguishing Apparatus. William A. Den-

Jssued July 24, igoo.

nett. Springfield, Mass. Application filed March

14, 1900.

The combination with the truck frame of an aerial lad-

der or analoeou3 vehicle, of a metallic connection, one

end of which is in electrical connection with the frame,

und the other end of which is adapted to be placed in

electrical connection with the earth.

142. Brake. Gano S. Dunn. East Orange, N. J..

assignor to the Crocker-Wheeler company of

New jersey. Application filed October 31, 1899.

The combination in a brake of a brake wheel, a brake

strap to be apolied thereto, means for anchoring the strap

at either end and means for applying it by a pull at the

other end actuated by the brake wheel for adjusting the

strap to determine wbich end shall be anchored and which

end shall be pulled, so that its braking effect shall be

independent of the direction of revolution of the brake
wheel

654,187. Electrical Safety Fuse. Arthur L. Stevens,
New York, N. Y.. assignor to the Pennsylvania
Manufacturing, Light and Power company of

New Jersey. Application filed August 16, 1899.

The combination of a containing vessel, having means for

ihe insulated entrance therein of a pair of conducting
wires, terminal blocks in the vessel connecting the con-
ducting wires and the opposite ends of an electrical safety-
fuse wire, a volume of oil maintained in the vessel lo

submerge the terminals and the greater portion of the fuse
wire, a fuse block recessed to form a chamber, a pair of
insulating clamping blocks supporting the same, and a
perforated wedge partly filling the recess in the fuse block,
the recessed block and wedge operating to maintain a
section of the fuse.
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654,208. Incandescent Electric Lamp. Samuel D.
Washburn, Boston, and Clarence H. Tinkham,
Cambridge, Mass. Application filed January
23, 1899.

In an incandescent electric lamp in combination, a
bulb ; a tube of glass closed at its inner end and sealed to

the bulb; leading-in wires sealed in the tube; a mirror;
and a wire one end of which is fast to the tube and the
other end to the mirror, substantially as described.

654,239. Electric Switch. William Ely, Providence,

R. I. Application filed May 24, 1897.

In an electric switch having a base, a rotatable shaft
arranged parallel with the base, and circuit terminals ar-

ranged at opposite sides of the shaft, the combination with
the parts of a connecting member carried on one side of
the shaft, an actuating member loosely mounted upon the
shaft for movement independent of the connecting mem-
ber, and provided with parallel arms at opposite sides of
the connecting member, and with a cross member and
handle at its outer end, and a cross member at its inner
end which latter is adapted to forcibly impart the initial

releasing movement to the contact member from its fric-

tional contact with the circuit terminals, and springs con-
necting the connecting member and the actuating member.

654.130.

654,277. Electric Arc Lamp. Henri Pieper, Fils,

Liege, Belgium. Application filed December
28, 1897.

In an electric arc lamp, the combination with a mov-
able upper carbon, a lower carbon, the circuit connections
for the caibons, a coil for controlling the movable carbon,
of a shunt for the regulating current, a ratchet wheel
having finely divided teeth, and connected with the mov-
able carbon, a pawl controlled by the oppositely acting
forces of a spring and the coil for releasing, feeding back
and relocking the ratchet wheel, and means whereby the
break of the shunt has the effect of modifying the force of
the coil.

654,299. Starting Mechanism for Alternating-cur-
rent Motors. James J. Wood, Fort Wayne,
Ind. Application filed March 30, 1900.

In combination, a main switch, a commutator, a common
lever for operating the switch and the commutator, means
whereby the initial movement of the lever renders it

operative to close the main switch, and the contiQued
movement thereof closes the main switch, and means
whereby a backward movement of the lever renders it

inoperative to close the main switch until after it has
been returned to its,zero or off position.

NO. 654. 34S.

654,310. Junction or Connection Box. Rudolf
Hundhauscn, Wilmersdorf, Germany, assignor
to the Siemens & Halske Electric company of
America, Chicago, 111. Application filed No-
vember 18, 1899.

The combination with a box containing supply terminals
and having a cover, of a switch for controlling the con-
tinuity of the main conductors, and interlocking means
interposed between the switch and cover, controlled by
the switch and adapted by co-operation with the switch to
prevent the cover from being opened when the switch is

closed.

654,320. Electric Heater. Robert R. Morison, San
Francisco, Cal. Application filed November 15,

1899.

An electrical heater comprising an open center stand or
support, a shallow pan within the opening of the stand or
support, ribs by which the pan Ib suspended in the lower
portion of the open center and out 01 direct contact with
the stand, a <iecond pan fitting wJihin tho lirsl-namod one,
me;ins interposed between tho pans for electrically heating
them, and meana for controlling the electrical current.

654.325. Automatic Switch for Electric Car-
lighting Apparatus. Willard F. Richards, Buf-
falo, N. Y., assignor to Charles M. Gould, New
York, N. Y. Application filed March 12, igoo.

The combination with the armature shaft of a dynamo,
of an oscillating switch lever mounted on the shaft and
capable of sliding lengthwise thereof, a centrifugal gov-
ernor mounted on the dynamo shaft and connected with
the switch lever, and a frictional checking device arranged
to retard the oscillating movements of the switch lever.

654.326. Voice-concealing Attachment for Tele-
phones. Henry P. Roberts, Boston, Mass., as-

signor to Everett D. Godfrey, Taunton, Mass.
Application filed January 15, 1900.

A voice-concealing attachment for telephones compris-
ing a body attachable to the transmitter mouthpiece and
containing two chambers of non-vibrant material opening
into each other substantially in alinement and in aline-
ment with the mouthpiece when the body is attached to it.

654,341. Damping Device for Recording Instru-
ments. William H. Bristol, Hoboken, N. J.,

and Franklin D. Bristol, Naugatuck, Conn., as-

signors to the Bristol company, Waterbury,
Conn., and New York, N. Y. Application filed

May 24, 1900.

In an indicating or recording instrument, the combina-
tion with an operative part movable in parallel planes, of
a damping device comprising a box horizontally placed
and having a shelf therein, a dasher provided with one
or more vanes placed between the shelf and the walls of
the box to form narrow passages with the box and shelf,
and a connection between the operative part and the
dasher.

654,348. Trolley Harp. Edward G. Johnson, Brig-
antine, N. J., assignor to the Edison-Johnson
Electrical Manufacturing company of New
York. Application filed February 16, 1900.

The combination of a trolley harp, the shaft journaled
thereon, the trolley wheel mounted to turn loosely on the
shaft and also capable oi sliding thereon, and springs
bearing against opposite sides of the trolley wheel and
against fixed abutments. (See cut.)

654,355. Electric Gas Lighter. John Y. Parke,
Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed May 9,

1899.
In an electric gas-lighting device, the combination with

a burner having a fixed electrode secured near its tip, of a
movable electrode adapted to oscillate with the gas valve
as the valve is turned, an arm secured to the movable
electrode about midway of its length extending in the path
of the burner pipe, the arm being constructed and arranged
so as to contact with the burner pipe, and to guide the
movable electrode on the return movement in front of and
out of electrical contact with the fixed electrode.

NO, 654 557.

654.367. System of Distribution. Elihu Thomson,
Swampscott, Mass., assignor to the General
Electric company of New York. Original ap-
plication filed September 10, 1897. Divided and
this application liled May iS, 1899.

The combination with constant-potential mains, of a
circuit connected across the same and including in series
therewith the secondary of a constant-current transformer,
the primary of which is also connected across the mains.
(See cut.)

654.390. Induction Coil. Reginald A. Fessenden,
Allegheny, Pa. Application filed December i,

1899.
An induction coil having in combination a divided an-

nular core, and primary and secondary coils surrounding
the core and so arranged that at least a part of each coil
surrounds the core on both sides of the gap between the
ends of the core.

654.391. Locking Device for Armature Oil Guards.
Alfred J. Gairing, Johnstown, Pa., assignor to

the Lorain Steel company of Pennsylvania.
Application filed December 28, 1899.

A locking device consisting of an oblique pin having an
extended arm having a head therefore, and a perforation in

the arm, substantially as described.

654,410. Apparatus for Controlling Electric Motors.
Frank A. Merrick and Emmett W. Stull, Johns-
town, Pa., assignors to the Lorain Steel com-
pany of Pennsylvania. Application filed No-
vember 22, 1899.

The combination with four electric motors, of two con-
troller drums, each of which has contacts and connections
for changing one pair of the motors from series to parallel,

the drums being electrically connected in series with each
other,

654,433. Incandescent-lamp Socket. William B.
Bragdon, Cumberland Mills, Me., assignor to

S. D. Warren & Co., Boston, Mass. AppUca-
tion filed October 31, 1899.

An incandescent-lamp socket consisting of a case pro-
vided with a hood, the case having openings in its walls
below the hood, terminals in the case, electric conductors
leading into the case through the openings, and each pro-
vided with continuous insulation from a point above the
socket to a point within the case, and a projection upon
the hood having openings to receive and separate the con-
ductors. (See cut.)

654,448. Trolley
.
Base. Henry S. Goughnour.

Johnstown, Pa., assignor to the Lorain Steel

company of Pennsylvania. Application filed

September 23, 1899.

In a trolley, the combination with a pivoted trolley arm
or pole, and a member to which it is pivoted, of a torsion

spring having an arm extending from one end of its coil

and bearing upwardly against the arm or pole, an arm
extending from the opposite end of its coil and bearing
downwardly against the member, and an adjusting wedge
seated between the member and the last-named arm,

654,463, Electric Furnace. FIcnri Leleux, Paris,

France, assignor to La Compagnic Electro-

metallurgiriue des Procedes Gin & Leleux, Paris,

France. Application filed July 7, 1899. .

An electric furnace provided with a vertically arranged
electrode formed by oue or more cores of carbon of high

conductivity, each core being surrounded by an agglomer-
ated mass of carbon having a less-high conductivity, each
of these cores having its two inner faces provided with an
elastic pad in order to provide a large surface of contact
between the electrode and the plates connected to the
lead, the plates being secured against the pad by means of
wedges and keys in order to obtain a permanent tighten-
ing whatever may be the temperature of the electrode.

654,498. Ejectric Metering System. Frederic E.
Town, Glencarlyn, Va. Application filed May
II, 1900.

The combination of a meter; an electric circuit; a make-
and-break device for the circuit operated by the meter; an
electrically actuated recording device in the circuit; and
means for closing and opening the circuit, whereby the
recording device may be brought into or thrown out of
operation, as desired.

654,519. Secondary Battery. Clyde J. Coleman,
Chicago, III, assignor to Thomas J. Ryan, New
York, N. Y. Application filed October '2, 1899.
A secondary battery electrode, comprising in combina-

tion a conducting support, a coating of active material
surrounding it. and a collar formed of non-corrodible ma-
terial surrounding the support, and arranged to project a
distance into the active coating and a distance above it,
substantially as set forth.

NO 654,433.

654,520. Secondary Battery. Clyde J. Coleman,
Chicago, III., assignor to Thomas J. Ryan, New
York, N. Y. Application filed October 2,

1899.

In a secondary battery, the combination of a perforated
conductiug casing for containing the active material, and
a connecting strip or bar having an opening with a thin
vertically extending flange or neck around the opening re-
ceiving the upper end of such casing, and adapted to
afford a convenient means for effecting a fused joint be-
tween the parts, substantially as set forth,

654,531. Electric Bell. Charles H. Furgason,
Binghamton, N. Y., assignor of one-half to Eric
Peterson, Binghamton, N. Y. Application filed
October 2, 1899.

In an electrical bell, a backing plate, an L-shaped frame
having one arm secured to the plate and the other arm
thereof extending at right angles to the face of the plate,
magnets carried by the latter arm of the frame, an arma-
ture pivoted in an opening in the other arm under spring
tension, a post extending in a plane subsiantially parallel
with the armature and carrying a bell or gong, and a clap-
per carried by and forming an extension of ttie armature.

654-551. Means for Regulating Electric Motors.
Robert Lundell, New York, N. Y. Application
filed May 19, 1900.

The combination of a pair of current mains of constan
electromotive force, one or more motors having armature
circuits capable of being coupled in series parallel; a
source of variable electromotive force adapted to vary the
field strength and speed of the motor or motors indepen-
dent of their armature currents, with a controlling switch
having circuit connections between the current mains, the
motor or motors and the source of variable electromotive
force.

NO. 654,367.

654,557- Secondary Battery. Donato Tommasi,
Paris, France. Application filed July 8, 1S99.

An electrode for electric accumulators comprising a spir-
ally wound resilient metallic strip or support for the active
material, having the active material supported by and re-
tained between the couvolutions thereof, one end of the
strip being freely movable, whereby the strip may accom-
modate itself to the expansions or contractions of the act-
ive material in charging and discharging, and means for
supporting the coiled strip in a vessel in such a way as to
permit it to expand and contract. (See cut.)

654.574. Trolley Track for Electric Railways. Vic-
tor Koch, Scranton, Pa. Application filed

February 24, 1900.

A trolley track consisting of a crossing constructed from
a circular plate integrally made with projections thereon
corresponding to the ends of the rails of the trolley track,
and adapted to be joined therewith for the purpose of
completing the electrical circuit through the track,
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Main Offices and Exchange of the Clii-

cago Teiephone Company.
When the old magneto or drop-signal system of

multiple switchboard at the Main exchange of the

Chicago Telephone company was superseded on

July 2ist by a new and more modern common-
battery relay board, the improvements and exten

sive alterations which have been making to the

whole building of the Chicago Telephone company
at 203 Washington street for over a year were .prac-

tically completed. The old Chicago Telephone

building was a seven-story structure, with a 90-foot

frontage on Franklin street and a 40-foot frontage

on Washington. A 40-foot lot, adjoining the prop-

erty on the east, was acquired and an eight-story

addition erected, the eighth floor being extended

over the whole building. .\s it stands

to-day, and as shown in Fig. 2, on the next

page, the building has ground-floor di-

mensions of So by 90 feet, and is eight

stories in height, with basement. Red
brick is used throughovit for the con-

struction, the first story being of pink

granite. D. H. Burnham & Co. were the

architects of the building.

Operating Room

That part of the building which is per-

haps most interesting is the eighth floor.

Here is located the operating room for

the telephone exchange known as the

"Main" exchange. The room occupies

the whole of the floor and is well lighted

by a skylight and high windows on all

the broken lines indicating space reserved for fu-

ture extensions.

"A" Board.

The A board is divided lip into 20 sections, there

being three operators' positions to each section.

Each section consists of seven panels. One panel

contains 700 multiple jacks, and the seven panels

in one section thus contain multiple jacks for all

the subscribers connected to the board, who, at

present, number about 4,300. Each operator can

thus plug into a multiple jack on any Main sub-

scriber's circuit, the greatest distance she has to

reach to either side being 3V2 panels. On this A
board, below the multiple jacks, are placed the

answering jacks for Main subscribers, the number
to each operator being apportioned according to the

the line called for is in the same exchange, by in-

serting the plug in the proper jack in the multiple

within her reach. The cam lever for that pair of

connecting cords is then moved in the proper direc-

tion for ringing over the line called for. This

completes the work so far as the switchboard op-

erator is concerned, assuming that the called-for

subscriber responds.

When the subscribers are through talking and
hang up their receivers they break the continuity

of the battery circuit through their instruments.

This allows the disconnect relays in the cord circuit

to release their armatures and break a shunt across

the disconnect larnp signals, thus lighting these sig-

nals through the third wire. A disconnect signal

is shown for each line, located on the board im-
mediately in front of the corresponding pair of

cords. The operator _ is thus able to

know the instant a conversation is ter-

minated and immediately takes down both
plugs, this operation extinguishing the

disconnect signals by breaking the third-

wire circuit. Disconnections_are therefore

instantaneous, and the operator need not

cut in on the line imless called in.

If the operator finds that the subscriber

desires connection with a line in another

exchange, she presses a key which con-

nects her telephone outfit with the call-

ing circuit to the proper office. The in-

coming-trunk operator at that office

designates the trunk to be used, the an-

swering operator plugs into this trunk,

and the incoming-trunk operator at the

"B" or iDcoming-trunk Board.

FIG. I. MAIN OFFICES AND

but the east side. In dimensions the room has a

length along Franklin street of 86 feet sVa inches and

a width of 77 feet five inches. It has a high, vaulted

ceiling. The switchboard occupies three sides of the

room, the arrangement being indicated in the dia-

gram. Fig. 3. .\ light well passes down through the

center of the room to provide light for the floors and

halls below. In Fig. I are shown three views of

the board. The left-hand view is of the "B" or in-

coming-trunk board, situated on the north side of

the room. The other two views show the parts of

the "A" or answering board along the east and south

walls respectively.

The switchboard is of the common-battery relay

multiple type, such as is now the standard of the

.-Vmerican Bell Telephone company's licensees.

This board has a present capacity on the multiple

section for 5,400 lines, with space for extension to

accommodate 7.500 lines. Such extensions can be

made from time to time by adding other sections

of switchboard and additional multiple jacks to the

present sections. In Fig. 3 the sections of the

board already installed are indicated by fi'l lines.

East Portion of "A" or .'Answering Board.

EXCHANGE OF THE CHICAGO TELEPHONE COMPANY.—MAIN

number of calls. The first six positions of the board

are given up to measured-service lines, and each

operator has about 160 answ-ering jacks to attend to.

The other positions on the board arc devoted to

unlimited-service lines, and as the calls over these

lines are more numerous, no operator has more than

So lines to answer, the average number being be-

tween 60 and 70.

The operation of the A or answering board is,

briefly, as follows: When a subscriber removes his

telephone receiver from its hook, battery current

Hows through the circuit and operates the line re-

lay at the exchange, this in turn operating, through

a local-battery circuit, the line-lamp signal imme-

diately adjacent to the answering jack before the

operator in the switchboard. The operator plugs

into the answering jack with her answering plug,

which operation closes a circuit in a third wire

in the cord circuit through a cut-off relay, the

armature of which, when actuated, cuts out the line

relay, thus extinguishing the lamp. After ascer-

taining the number desired by cutting in in the

utual way, the operator completes the connection, if

^outll Portion of "A" or Answering Board.

OPERATING SWITCHBOARD.

same time completes the connection with the called-

for subscriber, and rings his bell.

In the B or incoming-trunk board there are 13

sections, each section consisting of five panels, and

having two operators' positions. As there are no

answering jacks on this board, the panels are en-

tirely given up to multiple jacks, each panel con-

taining 1,100 of these, with room for an additional

400, when needed. The B board takes care of all

the foreign calls or those coming in from other

exchanges. Each plug on the board represents the

terminal of a trunk from a distant office.

The operation of the B board is as follows: The
incoming-trunk operator has connected to her head

telephone the calling circuit from the distant office,

the trunk lines from which she is handling, and

receives the orders of the operators at that office.

When a call comes in for a Main subscriber, she

immediately tests the called-for line by tapping the

tip of her plug on the rim of the multiple spring

jack. If the line is busy, a battery click is heard
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in the telephone; the operator then inserts the plug

into the "busy-back" jack, which sends back over

the trunk line an interrupted buzz, thus giving im-

mediate notice to the calling subscriber, as well as

the operator at the distant exchange, that the line

called for is in use. If it is not in use the incoming-

trunk operator immediately inserts the plug and

presses the ringing key. This key is dissimilar in

construction to those used at the A board, and

has connected with it no means of listening in on

the circuit. It is virtually a push-button, normally

flush with the top of the operator's table. When
it is depressed, however, it is latched and held in

that position, sending out over the called-for line

an intermittent, alternating current, which operates

the subscriber's bell. His bell continues to ring

intermittently until his receiver is removed from

the hook, when a battery circuit is completed, which
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they are enabled to connect with any operator's

circuit, and in this manner supervise her work by

noting in what manner she replies to the subscriber

and gives orders over trunk lines. In addition, su-

pervisory operators are employed, whose duty it
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a rising inflection, as it is more agreeable to car

of the subscriber.

Cable Run.

An important feature of the exchange is the cable

run from the street to the switchboards. Coming

MAIN OFFICES AND E.KCHANGE OF THE CHICAGO TELEPHONE COMPANY, — CABLE SIDE OF MAIN DISTRIBUTING FRAME

FIG. 2. CHICAGO TELEPHONE BUILDING.

actuates an armature, whose function is to trip the

ringing key and immediately cut off the generator

circuit automatically. Upon completion of a con-

versation, a disconnect signal in front of the B op-

erator lights up, either by disconnecting the trunk

FIG. 4

is to police the line of operators and see that

calls are properly answered and lines disconnected

when conversations are over.

There are 6i operators engaged at the A board

and 26 at the B board during the daytime. The total

number of operators employed at the exchange is

221. The time of service for the day operators is

eight hours. The girls go to work in five sections,

the first shift beginning at seven o'clock and stop-

ping at four, the 'last shift working from 9 a. m.

to 6 p. m. Each operator has a recess of 15 min-

utes during the forenoon and also during the after-

noon and a half hour at noon. The evening op-

erators (four shifts) work from i^k to five hours.

in through conduits on Washington and Franklin
streets are 54 200-pair cables, containing 21,600 wires.

Seventeen of these cables come from Washington
street, and the others are carried through a tunnel
under Franklin street from a point a block and
a half south of the building, where the cables branch
to different streets. These cables proceed up ver-
tical ducts, laid along the east wall of the building.
Fig. 13, on page 85, shows the cables as they turn

FIG 6. MAIN OFFICES AND EXCHANGE OF THE CH

line at the distant office or by the act of the sub-

scriber in hanging up his telephone. The oper-

ator then immediately takes down the connection.

Operators

The exchange is divided up into divisions, the

operators in each of which are in charge of a divi-

sion chief operator. These chief operators are pro-

vided with desks and special apparatus, by which

ICAGO TELEPHONE COMPANY. —BACK OF E BOARD,

(heir periods running between the hours of 4 and

10 p. m. The night operators serve from 10 p. m,

to 8 a. m., with two hours off during the night. To
make its telephone service more cfiicient and pleas-

ing to the subscriber, the management is particular

when engaging operators, to secure only those who
have pleasant and agreeable voices. When answer-

ing calls the operators are reejuired to speak with

FIG, 3 MAIN OFFICES AND EXCHANGE OF THE CHICAGO
TELEPHONE COMPANY. —FLOOR PLAN OF

, OPERATING ROOM.

upward, those coming from Washington street be-
ing seen in the foreground.

At the fifth floor the cables run into pot heads, in

a rack, and then are divided up into 20-pair cables
and taken to the main distributing board on the
sixth floor, immediately above. At that point they
are connected with the usual clips on the horizontal
or cable side of the board, and by jumper wires
to the proper point on the vertical or protector side

of the board. The lines then proceed in 20-pair

cables to the intermediate distributing board, lo-

cated on the seventh floor, vertically above the main
distributing board. On the intermediate distribut-

ing board branches are taken ofi to the answering
jacks, to the line-signal and cut-off relays and to

the multiple jacks. All the switchboard cable wir-

ing is exposed to view between the intermediate

distributing board and the operating boards, and is

laid upon special wire racks or chutes provided for

the purpose. The entire wiring is done in the neat-

est and most systematic manner.
In Fig. 4 is given a view ol the cable side of the

main distributing frame. The horizontal racks

shown carry the wires as they are distributed from
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the 20-pair cables to the contact clips on the front,
from which the jumpers lead to the opposite or ar-
rester side of the frame. Fig. 5 shows a portion of the
intermediate distributing frame. On the right may be
seen a portion of the line and cut-off relays, while
on the left is the line side of the intermediate frame,
the multiple side being immediately back of it.

This intermediate distributing frame gives great
flexibility to the system and allows the throwing
of any subscriber's line to any position on the op-
erating board.

The lines leading from this frame pass to the floor

above and enter the A and B boards at the north-

FIG. 5. M.^IN OFFICES AND EXCHANGE OF THE CHICAGO
TELEPHONE COMPANY.—INTERMEDIATE

DISTRIBUTING FRAME.

east corner of the room. The back of the B board

is pictured in Fig. 6. At the left are seen the 20-

pair cables rising from the intermediate frame below.

These pass along the board, connections being made
to the multiple jacks at each section. Below the

cables are resistance coils and relays for lamp sig-

nals. At the top of the board are placed an in-

duction coil for each operator, retardation coils,

condensers and relays for night signals.

There are 18,000 wires running to the switch-

board itself. The total amount of wire used in the

switchboard is estimated to have a combined length

of 12,000 miles. Other figures concerning the board

are interesting. There have been 194.460 spring

jacks used in its construction, with 7,910 relays and

7,447 lamps. The number of soldered-wire termi-

nals in the multiple jacks is 1,161,400, while the total

number of soldered connections in the entire board

is estimated to be 2,000,000.

As stated above, there are about 4,300 subscribers

connected to the Main exchange. This, however,

represents only about one-third of the telephones

in the downtown district, which is now covered by
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has been a growth in the downtown district of

10.500 telephones, the great majority of which are

long-distance instruments, and connected by metallic
lines.

Fuse Case and Storage Battery.

The main distributing board described above is

located in the wire chief's room, on the sixth floor.

In this room are also located the fuse case and stor-
age battery shown in Fig. 7. Current from the bat-
tery is used for all purposes in the operation of the
switchboard, such as energizing the relays, lighting
the signal lamps, etc., and it passes first through
the fuses in the fuse case. The fuses are mounted
on white-marble panels. Each line on the A and
K boards has a one-ampere fuse in its talking cir-

cuit, and .there are also one-ampere fuses for each
operator's transmitter, supervisory fuses, etc. In-
candescent lamps a-e provided at the right of the
fuse board as resistance on ringing circuits. The
small incandescent signal lamps on the switchboard
are 24-volt lamps and furnish a light of about one-
half candlepower. The pilot lamps, which are single

lamps placed in front of each operator to attract

attention to the smaller lamps, are also of the 24
volt type, with about two candlepower. On the

shelves, in the supervisory circuits, are 12-volt lamps.
The storage battery consists of 11 Chloride ac-

cumulator cells of the type G-2S, manufactured by
the Electric Storage Battery company. The cells

give 240 amperes on a normal rate of discharge
and have a maximum discharge of 3^6 amperes.
The capacity of the battery is 1,920 ampere-hours
when discharging at the normal rate. Commonly,
10 cells are used, but when the voltage gets too low
the eleventh cell is thrown into circuit. The large

switch at the end of the fuse case is used for this

purpose. On the instrument panel are recording
ammeters for the charge and discharge circuits, a

voltmeter for all 11, or only 10 cells, and a volt-

meter, with switch, for reading the voltage of any
individual cell. The voltage of the battery is con-
fined within the limits of 27.5 and 20.5 volts. When
the potential reaches either ,of these limits an alarm
sounds and colored signal lamps are lighted. The
generator switchboard in the basement is also pro-

vided with similar alarm devices, so that the attend-

ant in charge may keep the voltage within the

proper limits. As stated above, the battery current

is used for all operations of the switchboard," and
when the voltage is too high it is equalized with
suitable resistances.

Operators' Quarters.

The old switchboard, which was abandoned when
the new one was put in service last month, is lo-

cated on the west side of the seventh floor. When
this is removed the entire floor, with the exception

of the intermediate distributing room, will be given

up to quarters for the operators. The east portion

of the floor is already used as a locker and
lunch room. In the latter department are provided

tables, dishes, a gas stove, ice box, etc., furnished

by the company, and the room is in charge of a

capable matron. Fig. 8 is a view of the lunch

room at the noon hour. Handsome parlors, reading

room, toilet and lounging rooms will be fitted up
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mnnager's office, the traffic department, and the

wire chief's and main distributing room, already

spoken of. On the fifth lioor is the auditor's de-

partment and the toll room, where about 60 people
3re employed. The Chicago Telephone company, in

addition to the 12 exchanges which it operates in the

cily of Chicago, has a network of toll lines in the

immediate vicinity, which comprises some 140 cities

and villages.- The territory which. the company op-
erates embraces the counties of Cook, Lake, Mc-
Henry, Kane, Du Page, Kendall, Will and Grundy
in Illinois, and Lake and Porter counties in Indiana,

covering 5,234 square miles and over 2,000,000 popu-

FIG. 7. MAIN OFFICES AND EXCHANGE OF THE CHICAGO
TELEPHONE COMPANY.—FUSE CASE AND STORAGE

BATTERY.

lation. About 7,500 miles of toll lines are com-
prised in this system, the principal exchanges being

located at Joliet, Evanston, Aurora, Elgin, Oak Park
and Waukegan. The lines also touch Lake Geneva
and Kenosha, in Wisconsin. Beyond this territory

toll-line connections are made with the lines of the

Central Union and Wisconsin Telephone companies.

In his annual report to the stockholders for the

year ended December 31, 1899, President John M.
Clark showed that the company was operating 70

exchanges and loi toll stations, the total number
of exchange telephones in use being 27,663. There
were 104 miles of underground conduit, 527 miles of

duct, 41,757 miles of wire under ground, 14,445 miles

of wire in aerial cables and -18,692 miles of wire on
poles, giving a total mileage of wire operated by the

company of 74,894 miles. The company employs

2,500 people, the number of operators being 850.

Trunk Lines,

The system of trunk lines connecting the Chicago
exchanges is very complete. Each exchange has di-

Fig. 8. Operators' Luocb Room.

MAIN

Main, Central, Harrison and Monroe exchanges,

the total number of telephone operated from these

exchanges being about 13,000. Over 9,700 of these

telephones arc in the district which was covered by

Main office prior to the establishment of the Central

and Monroe exchanges. The old Main office mul-

tiple switchboard, which has now been dis"Trded.

was installed in 1888. at which time 2.500 lines were

operated in it. Since that year, therefore, there

Fig. 10. Couiract Departmenl.

OFFICES AND EXCHANGE OF THE CHICAGO TELEPHONE COMPANY,

rect trunk lines with every one of the other ex-

changes, so that no trunkini? is done through a

third exchange, except in case of emergency. These

ill the old switchboard room, and everything possi-

ble will be done to make the room cheerful and

useful. At present the operators' lounging room

and parlor are on the sixth floor, but when the

new quarters are fitted up these rooms will be

utilized for offices.

On the

Toll System.

sixth floor are located the city

trunk lines make up a vast network of wires bind-

ing all the Chicago local exchanges into one com-
plete system, and so systematic and thorough is the

working of the trunk lines that a subscriber ex-

periences no appreciable delay when his call is for

a number in a branch office other than the one in
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which his line is answered. The following table

gives the number of trunk lines connecting Main

and the other exchanges, the total number of lines

both in and out of the exchange being 781.

Between
Main and Central -

Main and Harrison
Main and Monroe
Main and North
Main and West 29
MaioandScuth
Main and Canal 2i 21

Main and Yards 18 17

Main and Oakland 26 30

Main and Wentworth ro ro

Main and Lalie View 10 13

Office Floors.

Passing down to the fourth floor of the building

one finds the engineering department, which com-

Id. Out.
io5 92
86 83

39 34
42 24

29 32

29 29

FIG. 9. MAIN OFFICES AND EXCHANGE OF THE CHICAGO
TELEPHONE COMPANY.—PRESIDENT'S OFFICE

AND directors' ROOM.

prises the chief engineer's office, drafting room and

testing room, where testing of cables, etc., is carried

on. The press agents' office and general offices

of the American District Telegraph system are also

on this floor. On the third floor are the president's

office and directors' room, shown in Fig. 9, and

offices of the general manager and general super-

intendent. The second floor contains the superin-

tendent's office, the order and record department

and the underground, maintenance and construc-

tion departments. The contract department (Fig.

10), the secretary and treasurer's office, cashier and

collection departments are located on the ground

floor, where they are most accessible to the general

public.

Power Plant.

The basement contains, besides the power plant

for the building, a locker room and two toilet and

wash rooms. Figs. 11 and 12 are views of the engine

room. Here are located three direct-connected

units for the furnishing of power and light for the

building. The engines are of the Ball compound
condensing upright type and are rated at 100 horse-

power each. Each engine is equipped with an oil-

ing system, by means of which oil is drawn from a

reservoir for lubrication purposes, is collected in

a tank at the base of the engine, is then forced by

air pressure to a filter, whence it is again forced

to the oil reservoir, to be used over. The gen-

erators are Western Electric multipolar direct-cur-

rent machines, giving- 310 amperes at 230 volts, with

a speed of 275 revolutions a minute.

The main switchboard, shown at the left of Fig.

12, consists of 10 panels of white marble. The
first three panels are generator panels and are each

provided with ammeter, voltmeter, circuit-breakei',

three-blade switch and field rheostat. On the

bottom of the third panel is a switch in the power
circuit of the testing laboratory on the fourth floor.

The fourth panel contains a Thomson recording

wattmeter for connection on the telephone com-
pany's power circuits. The switchboard is also

connected with the mains of the Chicago Edison

company, so that either Edison current or the com-
pany's own current can be used. At present Edi-

son current is being used entirely. For the meas-
urement of this current two wattmeters on the light-

ing circuit and one on the power circuit are pro-.

vidcd on the fourth panel. The fifth panel is a

compensator panel, for use with the company's own
plant. The remaining five panels control the light-

ing circuits. These circuits are 10 in number, each

of the eight floors and basement constituting a

circuit, while the tenth circuit runs to the com-
pany's warehouse, located apart from the building.

Each panel is provided with a recording wattmeter,

circuit-breaker and switch, and the sixth panel also

contains a ground detector. The building is lighted

by about 1,800 i6-candlepower incandescent lamps
and six no-volt enclosed arc lamps. The feeder

circuit from the Edison mains to the switchboard

has a size of 500,000 circular mils.

In the foreground of Fig. 11 are seen two sets

of machines on built-up foundations. The two
machines at the left are compensating machines, for

taking care of the unbalanced load on the three-

wire lighting system when the station plant is op-

erated. Each machine consists of a Western Elec-

tric S^/2-horsepower motor-generator, operating on
220 volts and generating no volts. The two ma-
chines at the right are charging sets for charging

the storage battery on the sixth floor. The sets

are identical, the motors consisting of lo-horse-
power, 220-volt machines, while the generators de-

liver a current of 250 amperes at 24 volts.

At the extreme right of the illustration on a

ledge are two telephone-ringing dynamotors. These
combination machines operate on a 220-volt circuit

and furnish alternating current for intermittently

ringing the subscribers' lines and supply the "busy-

back" signaling current, the pulsating direct current

for party-line service, and also a "howler" current,

which is used to vibrate rapidly a subscriber's re-

ceiver diaphragm when the receiver is left hanging,

thus producing a "howling" sound and attracting

the subscriber's attention.

Next beyond the ringing generator is the storage-

battery charging board. It is provided with high

and low-voltage alarms and bells, a recording watt-

meter, voltmeters and the necessary switches for the

charging sets. The lower center panel controls

the ringing generators and is provided with switches,

so that any of the currents from the machines may
be sent out over lines to other exchanges.

Other machinery in the engine room comprises
the following; An Ingersoll-Sergeant compressor,
driven by a Western Electric 25-horsepower motor,

supplies compressed air for a pneumatic-tube sys-

tem used in cleaning out holes about the telephone

switchboard, for compression tanks in the elevator

system and for the ejector used in the Shone drain-

age system. A 15-horsepower bipolar motor op-

erates a 12 by 8-inch duplex pressure pump for

pumping water to a compression tank on the roof

for the hydraulic-elevator system. A 20-horsepower
General Electric motor drives a triplex Gould pump
for the same purpose. Another triplex pump used
for feeding the boilers is driven by a three-horse-

power motor. These pump motors are controlled

coal bunkers, with capacity for three carloads of

coal, are located at the north end of the room and
next to the alley. The coal is dumped into a

bucket, and by means of a. block and tackle and an

overhead track is conveyed to the hoppers of the

boilers. An ash hoist is also provided. All the

coal is weighed, as well as the asbes, so an accu-

rate account can be kept of the operating expenses

of the plant. At the right of the illustration are

shown the 200-pair telephone cables referred to

previously. A sheet-iron door is provided on rollers,

so that the cables are well protected. Other boiler

FIG. 12. MAIN OFFICES AND EXCHANGE OF THE CHICAGO
TELEPHONE COMPANY.—MAIN SWITCHBOARD

AND GENERATORS IN ENGINEROOM.

and engine-room equipment includes three injectors

for emergency use, an open feed-water heater, a

Jewell filter for drinking water, a Worthington 12

by SV2 by lo-inch duplex pump for fire and emer-

gency use, and two Westinghouse nine-inch air

compressors.

Ventilating Apparatus.

A very complete heating and ventilating system
is installed throughout the building. The heating

is done by the Sturtevant system, the fresh air being

FIG. II main OFFICES AND E.KCHANGE OF THE

by starting rheostats, switches and speed regulators

placed on a board on the east side of the room.
Other boards contain gauges indicating pressure

and height of water in the elevator tank, and also

air-pressure recording gauges for boiler and air

pressures, and recording voltmeters.

In the boiler room, Fig. 13. leading from the

engine room, are three iio-horscpowcr Babcock
^ Wilcox boilers, fitted with Babcock &: Wilcox
automatic stokers and chain grates. They are used

in the winter or in case of emergency. Sheet-iron

CHICAGO TELEPHONE COMPANY —ENGINE ROOM.

forced through heating coils in the basement by
steel-plate fans. There are three of these fans in-

stalled, each being driven by a Sturtevant motor.
One of the fans furnishes ventilation for the oper-
ating room on the eighth floor and, as it is very
essential for the maintenance of the switchboard
and also for the benefit of the operators that the

air be clean and rid of impurities, it is first washed,
then dried and forced into the room. The air is

also heated in cold weather and cooled in summer.
The washing is accomplished by forcing the air'
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through fine spraj's of running water and then cir-

culating it through tubes with spiral projections, to

free it of moisture. In the hottest weather ice is

used in the washing chamber, and a temperature
is maintained at least 10 degrees below the outside
atmosphere.

An artesian well. 350 feet deep, furnishes the
water for the building. The pump chamber is 150
feet deep and the pump is driven by a i5-horsepo\ver
General Electric motor. If the well water is in-

sufficient, city water is used to supply the demand.
Fig. 14 is a view in the ventilating room of the
basement. In the pit in the foreground is a jet

condenser connected to the returns of the heating
system and also to the boilers. It is driven by a
7%-horsepower General Electric motor. The spray
pump beyond is operated by a three-horsepower
motor. At the left is a board containing the nec-
essary starting rheostats, speed regulators, switches,
etc.. for the pump and fan motors.
Hot water is furnished in every room of the

building, it being heated by exhaust or live steam
in the basement. Two Hale hydraulic elevators are
used, the cylinders being 14% and 16 inches in di-

ameter, respectively.

Officers.

The Chicago Telephone company is capitalized at

present at $6,500,000, but the capital stock will prob-
ably reach $7,000,000 by October loth. The following-

named gentlemen are officers of the company:
President, John M. Clark; first vice-president, By-
lon L. Smith: secretary and treasurer, Charles E.
Mosley; auditor. George W. Hutchinson; directors,

J. Russell Jones, John M. Clark, Robert T. Lin-

New Power Plant for the Ottawa Elec-
tric Company.

The Ottawa Electric company, the greater por-
tion of whose plant was destroyed in the conflagra-
tion of April last, has completed arrangements lor
reconstruction on a larger scale than ever, and
for the installation of a plant for light and power
which will be up-to-date in every particular. The
hydraulic and electrical equipment will be of the
highest grade manufactured.
While the ruins of the late fire were still smok-

ing, the officers of the company were Ijusily em-
ployed in providing temporary arrangement which
would enable it to supply its customers with light
and power until the destroyed plant could be re-

placed, w'hich would naturally take considerable time
on account of the impossibility to obtain electrical

apparatus from manufacturers on short notice, and
the magnitude of the undertaking. Electrical ma-
chinery was obtained from every available source
in Canada and the United States, either by purchase
or loan. The use of waterwheels was secured in

different places, and temporary buildings were
erected. With this mixed apparatus, however, the
company has experienced the greatest difficulties in

maintaining an efficient and full service.

In less than two ^'eeks after the fire, a definite

plan of reconstruction had been drawn up and ap-
proved by the directors. A new power house will

be erected on the site of the old station, which was
used for street lighting. A very large amount of
waterpower will be developed at this point. The
building, which will be about 150 feet long and 46
feet wide, will consist of a steel frame, with walls
filled in with brick, and a metal roof. It will be
absolutely fireproof, even to the w-indow frames
and sashes, and \v\\\ also be provided with devices
for flooding the roof and the walls with water
on the outside, to protect them from the effects of

The main generators will be directly coupled to the
waterwheel shafts, no belting being used, thus se-
curing high efficiency and good regulation. The
contracts also include two more generators of 966
horsepower, to be used in the remodeling of the
auxiliary station. The main station will contain
the switchboard, which will necessarily be an elab-
orate affair. It will be entirely fireproof, and so
constructed that no interruption of service may take
place from accidents at the switchboard.
The whole equipment has been carefully designed

in accordance with the best modern practice, and it

is said that when completed it will be equal to any
plant of its size in America. The alternating-current
generators, being of the two-phase type, will enable
the company to furnish, in addition to its present
services, current for alternating-current or induc-
tion motors for all power purposes. The contract
for the arc-lighting generators has been awarded
to the Western Electric company of Chicago, and
the contract for the large generators, induction mo-
tors and all the other electrical apparatus has been
signed with the Westinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing company of Pittsburg, Pa.

Telegraph and Cable Lines to Alaska.
General A. W. Greely, chief of the United States

army signal service, has gone to Alaska to plan tele-

graph and cable lines betw^een the United States
and Alaska. It is the first project of the kind in

which the United States government has engaged,
and it would not do so now were not the necessity
of military communication becoming very urgent.
General Greely, in an interview while in Chicago
en route for Alaska, is reported as saying just be-
fore he left:

"It is a military wire primarily, necessitated by
military conditions, and it will give telegraphic
communication between St. Michael's, the military

Fig. 13. Boiler Room Showing 200-pair Telephone Cables. Fig. I4. Ventilating Apparatus.

MAIN OFFICES AND EXCHANGE OF THE CHICAGO TELEPHONE COMPANY.

coin, Arthur D. Wheeler, Byron L. Smith, Albert

A. Sprague. C. E. Perkins, William A. Jackson,

John E. Hudson, Joseph P. Davis and Chauncey

Keep. Angus S. Hibbard is general manager of

the company, A. V. Abbott is chief engineer, and

F .M. Buck is contract agent. A successor to the

late general superintendent, J. E. Zeublin, has not

been appointed yet. In the preparation of this ar-

ticle assistance was rendered by G. S. Iredell,

private secretary to the general manager.

Tesia Apparatus Tried on Tuberculosis.
Although technical information has not been

given out concerning it, the report is that Tesla os-

cillators, or something of the kind, are being tried

by Dr. Croft C. Carroll of 21 East Twenty-fourth

street. New York, and the result- on two notably

bad cases of tuberculosis is said to have been re-

markably beneficial. Dr. Carroll is using the ap-

paratus in his public clinic. Dr. John B. Rich, presi-

dent of the American Microscopical society, is

([uoted as declaring it the most wonderful demon-
stration of positive beneficial results that he had

ever seen in the treatment of germ diseases. One
of the most notable cases cured was that of Dr.

E. P. Iliff of Newark, N. J., a specialist in lung

diseases, who contracted tuberculosis from one of

his patients. He was given up for lost by his

brother physicians, and in ten days after being

treated was out attending to his practice. Rev.

S. W. Switzer. of the Baptist tabernacle. Harrison.

N. J., was very low with consumption, but was so

helped that he was back on duty in less than

three weeks. The principle of the apparatus is

said to be the driving through the affected parts

of a sufficient quantity of electricity to kill the

germs, which are then eliminated from the system.

by nature.

heat, due to fires in the neighborhood. The floor

will be of concrete, built up from the solid-rock

foundations, for the machinery. On the south side

of the building pits for the waterwheels will be built,

and behind these a flume, of ample dimensions, will

carry the water to the wheels. All these will be of

steel-frame construction, embedded in concrete,

forming walls of great strength and permanency.

This is intended to be the main distributing station,

and the stone power house, which escaped destruc-

tion in the fire, will be remodeled and operated

in conjunction with the main station.

In the new building there will be three sets of

waterwheels installed, and a place provided for a

fourth set, for future requirements. Each set will

consist of three 39-inch Victor wheels, mounted on

one horizontal shaft. Each set will develop 1,150

horsepower. These wheels have been contracted

for with the Stilwell-Bierce and Smith-Vaile com-
pany of Dayton. Ohio. The speed will be governed

by Lombard governors. This station will be

equipped with three, and later four, alternating-

current generators, each of 966-horsepower capacity,

and two exciter generators, driven by separate tur-

bines, each capable of exciting the fields of all the

generators in the station. There will be a direct-

current generator of 500 horsepower, especially con-

structed to supply, in conjunction with the com-

pany's storage-battery plant, the 500-volt and 250-

volt motors throughout the city. The arc-lighting

plant will consist of six arc generators, with a ca-

pacitv of i.iO arc lights each, directly driven in pairs

bv induction motors of 250 horsepower each. This

manner of driving will permit of the street-lighting

load being thrown on any generator or on any

waterwheel unit, either in the main or ir; the aux-

iliary station, thus providing every possible guar-

zrif^-r- for an unirternipted service.

The arc lamps to be used with the system are the

direct-current, enclosed-arc. long-burning lamps.

headquarters and all the government forts and sta-

tions up the great Yukon valley. Incidentally, it

will be extremely valuable to commerce, and will

connect the mines with the outside world.
"Two hundred miles of the line will be cable laid

down in the ocean. Starting from St. Michael's, the
cable will run to Cape Nome, and from that gold-
bearing beach across the bight to Unalakilk.
Thence the telegraph will proceed, climbing the
mountains into the Yukon basin and following up
the river to the international boundary line, a dis-

tance of another 1,400 miles.

"Some time ago I perfected arrangements with
the dominion government, and already the Cana-
dian engineers are building their line from Daw-
son in the Klondike in a northwesterly direction to
meet ours at the boundary. The two governments
have joined hands to carry the wires through the
heart of the northern wilderness.

"Ultimately it is proposed to complete the cir-

cuit by constructing a line from Dawson across
country to come out at our own Port Vardez, on the
southern coast of the peninsula. The Canadians
will eventually carry the line up the Yukon and
down into British Columbia, joining it with the wires
of the Canadian Pacific Railway."

The Mount Lassen Power company of San Fran-
cisco has been incorporated, with the following-
named directors: A. Hochheimer of Willows. C. L.
Morrill. A. F. Johns and F. Smith of San Fran-
cisco; R. M. Saeltzer and H. L. Shannon of Red-
ding, and Park Henshaw of Chico. The com-
pany, which is capitalized at $1,000,000, is that which
recently purchased Harry Shannon's power-plant
site on Mill Creek, near Shingletown, The plant
which it is proposed to install is to be an adjunct
to that which is planned on the McCloud River, by
the McCloud Electric Power company.
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Electrical manufacturers will have no lack of op-

portunity to display their proilucts at expositions

in American cities within the next year or two.

The Buffalo and St. Louis exhibitions are in pros-

pect and have been widely heralded. Attention is

also called to the exposition to be held at Charles-

ton, S. C, from December i, 1901, to May i, 1902,

which will be given under the name of the Inter-

state and West Indian Exposition. The promoters

of this show say that it offers an exceptional oppor-

tunity for electrical manufacturers to place their

various productions before the people of the South.

The primary purpose of this exposition is to show

to the country and to the world at large the develop-

ments of the South during the last quarter of the

nineteenth century. It also is the intention of the

promoters to make a feature of the exhibits from

the West Indies, Mexico and the South American

countries, and to show fully the industries, resources

and the great possibilities of trade with those coun-

tries. One of the greatest attractions of the pro-

posed exposition, it is said, will be the electrical

exhibit. It is contemplated to have every depart-

ment of the electrical industry represented with a

large showing of automobiles.

Mr. M. J. Francisco of Rutland, Vt.. is an untir-

ing champion of the rights of private proprietorship

as opposed to municipal ownership. He commenced

to investigate the subject, especially in relation to

electric-light plants, as far back as 1885, and he has

published a number of articles and pamphlets on

the question. His latest contribution to 'the discus-

sion, "Municipalities vs. Private Corporations," has

just been issued from the press in the shape of a

book of 172 pages, giving "tables of costs of lights

furnished by private companies and municipal plants,

a list of municipal plants sold or abandoned, experi-

ence of municipalities and legal and editorial opin-

ions." Mr. Francisco is a zealous advocate of private

ownership, and his book can hardly be said to be a

dispassionate one. Nevertheless, it presents in com-

pact shape a mass of material and statistics bearing

on the subject, and central-station men, in particular,

will find it of considerable interest. Mr. Francisco

takes pains to state that the reports regarding munici-

pal plants are made from city records signed by

responsible officials, and this fact adds to the value

of the book. The author has, in this particular

work, added little that is new to the discussion, but

he has made a valuable compilation of facts which

he assures us to be reliable.

As compared with steam-railroad practice, elec-

tric-railway companies know but little of the per-

formance of the braking appliances in use to-day;

and the report of the street-car brake tests of the

New York State Board of Railroad Commissioners,

summarized in last week's issue of this journal, is a

welcome addition to the knowledge on the subject.

The report of these tests may be a surprise in many
'

respects. One of the noticeable features is the

comparatively good standing of the much-maligned

common hand-brake, although it is not by any

means so good as to leave nothing to be desired.

It is gratifying to note that the improved brakes

that stand toward the top of the list in the report

on emergency stops are also among the simplest

in construction. One thing that has prevented the

abandonment of the common hand-brake more than

any other is the reluctance of managers to adopt

something which was not reliable except when
kept in perfect condition, and which involved con-

siderable expense for installation and maintenance.

Many improved brakes have been tried and thrown

out because of the bad habits of either sticking and

blocking the road or of failing in some important

emergency. Managers naturally felt that they pre-

ferred something a little slower in operation but

surer in action.

In view of the growing importance of the export

frade of American electrical manufacturers it is well

to consider carefully the advisability of fostering

and extending this trade by the efforts of a much
larger number of foreign traveling salesmen than

are now employed by American houses. This ques-

tion is one not to be lightly disposed of, of course,

for the plan involves the expenditure of much
money, patience and effort ; but for several reasons

it gives promise of abundant success. There is no

better or more readily adaptable salesman in the

world than the American "drummer," and if his

energy should be directed more largely to the de-

velopment of trade abroad, satisfactory results would
probably follow.

Up to the present time German manufacturers have
paid more attention to the development of foreign

trade by means of commercial travelers than those

of any other country, and in consequence they are

getting a large share of foreign orders that might
be secured, perhaps, by American manufacturers if

the proper steps were taken. The following are

among the more important factors favoring German
competition : Zeal in seeking orders ; readiness to

conform to the wishes of customers in questions of
quality, dimensions, appearance and packing; offer-

ing quotations in the currency of the country, the

seller taking th; risk of exchange
; qu^^tirg for de-

livery, at the place of consumption, all charges, in-

cluding duty, paid; systematic inquiry concerning
the commercial standing of all likely buyers, so that

credits may be given with fair security ; rapidity and
certainty in date, of delivery, and, finally, lowness
of quotations.

It may take some time to form a numerous class

of American commercial travelers having the neces-
sary qualifications for promoting business in for-

eign centers, and meanwhile the demands of the
comparatively few capable men are so high that
firms are seldom inclined to accept them. This dif-

ficulty might, it is suggested, be met, to a certain
extent, by combinations among houses engaged in

different lines of business, but desirous of pushing
their trade in the same foreign markets. With the
view of assisting such combinations, American
chambers of commerce might undertake on a small
scale a sort of registry office for commercial trav-
elers, noting their qualifications. German travelers
are generally the representatives of several houses
in kindred, though different, lines, and thus they se-

cure satisfactory remuneration without too heavy a
tax being imposed on their principals.

One would think that with the high price and
steady demand for rubber the cultivation of rubber
trees ought to be one of the most profitable of ag-
ricultural pursuits in tropical and sub-tropical coun-
tries. But Mr. O. F. Cook, of the United States
Department of Agriculture, who, it is to be pre-
sumed, knows what he is talking about, thinks that

there is much risk in investing large sums in rubber
plantations, even though it is possible that the pres-

ent high prices for the commodity may be doubled.
The risk, according to Mr. Cook, consists in the

possibility that a substitute for rubber may be dis-

covered or that new processes may entirely change
the rubber industry.

After reviewing the conditions existing in rubber-
producing countries, Mr. Cook says: "Whatever the
ultimate conclusions from these investigations and
discoveries, the great diversity of opinion among
students of the subject seems to indicate that we
know extremely little about the constitution of the
latest or the best methods of e-xtracting rubber, and
we may still be far from the place where the inven-

tion of processes or appliances of permanent utility

is to be expected. Proper manipulation may enable

the extraction of rubber from juices not now utilized,

so that a new process, as well as a new plant, might
at any time revolutionize the whole subject of rubber

culture. But while such a revolution would not de-

stroy, it might gradually lessen the value of produc-
ing trees, and by taking off the margin of profits

completely ruin the prospects and credit of enter-

prises based entirely on rubber. A realization of

this fact, added to a knowledge of former failures,

may account for the continued wariness of large in-

vestors, in spite of the inviting estimates so freely

circulated. The probability is thus increased that

the future of rubber, as a distinctly cultural industry,

will continue to lie in the direction of its develop-

ment as contributory to the rise of mixed farming
in the tropics rather than in the organization of

capital for the exploitation of a single product."

In the meantime, however, rubber continues to

rule high in price, as electrical manufacturers know
to their cost. Many substitutes for it have been
proposed, but have proved unsatisfactory under test.

It is altogether likely that rubber will be in active

demand for many years. Under these circumstances

it does seem that the Agricultural Department ex-

pert is unduly apprehensive. Cheaper rubber would
be a boon to the telephone and other electrical in-

dustries, and it is a pity that capitalists cannot be

encouraged to furnish it.
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Electricity Versus Gas for Train Light-
ing.

By Alton D. Adams.

Railway trains seem to be about the last impor-
tant structures, where power is available, that have
not generally adopted the electric light. This fact
is not only to the disadvantage of the publit, as
to quality of service, but also to that of railway
companies in the m.atter of operating expense.
Three methods of lighting railway cars are in use,
those with oil and gas, very generally, and the elec-
tric in a few cases. This condition as to the illumi-
nation of railway trains is just about that which
e.xisted in large ofhce, mercantile and factory build-
ings some 15 years ago. Since that time there has
been a wide and rapid change to electric light in

a large part of such buildings, and the process is

still going on. While the superior qualities of elec-

tric light have been factors in its application, the
actual saving in the cost of operation, over other
forms of illumination, has had much to do with
its very general adoption in large buildings having
power plants. It seems that the advantages of elec-

tric lighting that have enabled it to displace oil

and gas lamps in large buildings must ultimately

bring about a like result on railway trains. So far

as the public is concerned, the superior quality

of electric illumination is sullicient to give it a

decided preference, and its greater safety and econ-
omy shotild appeal to railway managers.

Oil is so generally conceded to be an inferior

agent for illumination, and its use in railway cars
has proved so destructive to life and property,
through fire, at times of accident, that a comparison
between gas and electric lighting should determine
the most desirable method. On the score of safety

from fire, gas represents a great advance over the
oil lamp, since in case of accident to a car the

gas does not spread flames as quickly and the sup-
ply is more easily shut off.

Electric lighting on railway trains represents a

greater advance over gas, as to immunity from fire,

than does gas over the oil lamp. When a railway

car, lighted by gas, is overturned, it is highly prob-
able that the gas flames will set it on fire. If an
electrically lighted car is subjected to like usage, it

is most probable that it will not be set on fire.

To simply overturn an electrically lighted car would
have no tendency to start a fire from the lamps, and
even were the car broken or crushed so as to de-

stroy the insulation on parts of the wires, the usual

lesult would be to blow- a fuse and a fire would not

probably result once in 100 times. In those cases

where the electric current is derived from machin-
ery located at some one point in a train, a

derailment would be apt to break the electrical

connections between cars and thus shut off the

supply.

Turning from the rather remote case of accidents

to the ever-present costs of operation, the electric

light can be shown to be decidedly cheaper than

that from gas on railway trains. Some idea of the

relative costs of the gas and electric-lighting sys-

tems may be gained from the materials consumed
for a given lighting effect by each. The costs of

operation for electric train lighting vary somewhat
according to the system used. Storage batteries are

the most expensive means for train lighting, not

so much on account of the losses of energy in

the batteries, which amount to about 15 per cent,

of the energy sent into them, as from the items

of interest, depreciation, labor and repairs. If elec-

tric lighting is to be generally adopted on steam-

railway trains, it seems clear that the energy must
be generated by dynamos on board, as this plan is

at once the simplest and cheapest. With electric

current generated by dynamos on the train, con-

ditions approach very close to those that obtain

in the ordinary isolated plant.

One of the most important points to be decided

for electric-generating plants on railway trains is

the method of driving the dynamo. Three plans for

djnamo driving present themselves. Dynamos may
be driven by steam from the locomotive boiler, used

in a special engine; a gasoline or oil engine may
be operated for the dynamo, or it may take its

power from the car axle.

Two material objections exist to the supply of

power for the dynamo from the locomotive boiler;

one, that the available capacity of the boiler for

hauling the train is thereby reduced, and the other

and more serious objection that the dynamo can

only be operated while the locomotive is connected

with the train. That the reduction in the capacity

of boiler available for train hauling is a small mat-
ter, may be seen from the requirements of power
for lighting purposes. Allowing 30 incandescent

lamps per car, each lamp consuming 50 watts, a

train of 10 coaches would consume 15 kilowatts, or

20 electrical horsepower, with all lamps lighted.

A good engine and dynamo, with capacity for this

load, will show a combined efficiency of 80 per

cent,, as to the indicated power of the engine cylin-

der, and a simple engine for the purpose should

not consume more than 30 pounds of steam per

indicated horsepower-ho'ir at full load. The maxi-

mum demand for steam on the locomotive boiler

should not, therefore, exceed (20 -h 0.80) 30 = 750

pounds per hour for electric lighting under the con-

ditions stated. So small a per cent, of the loco-

motive capacity devoted to lighting purposes would

not be objectionable in many cases, but migl.. not

be admissible in others. From the standpomt of
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lighting requirements, the necessity for locomotive
connection before the dynamo can be operated is

certainly objectionable, and turns attention to a
system that is free from this defect.

The use of a special steam boiler on the baggage
car for the purpose of electric lighting does not
seem desirable, but a gasoline or oil engine may
well be employed instead of a steam engine for

dynamo driving. Petroleum engines, in the sizes

suited for driving dynamos on railway trains, and
working at from one-half to full load, may be ex-
pected to develop an indicated horsepower-hour on
0.8 pound of petroleum, or 0.6 pound of gaso-
line. Because of the explosive nature of gasoline
vapor, the petroleum is perhaps more desirable for
use on railway trains. Allowing the petroleum en-

gine and its driven dynamo to have a combined
mechanical and electrical efficiency of 80 per cent.,

one pound of petroleum is consumed for each elec-

trical horsepower hour delivered at the dynamo ter-

minals. Each electrical horsepower of 746 watts

is sufficient to operate 15 so-watt incandescent lamps,
so that the 300 lamps assumed to be necessary for

a train of 10 coaches would require 300 —- 15 = 20

pounds of petroleum per hour of operation at full

load. This includes no wiring or battery loss. A
petroleum engine and dynamo in the baggage car

would enable electric lamps to be operated in any
part of the train, as soon as it was made up, with-

out regard to the presence of the locomotive.
Another method of driving dynamos on railway

trains is that by which they are attached to the car

axle. This plan combines the disadvantage inci-

dent to the reduced capacity of the locomotive for

traction purposes, with the further one that when
the train stops or has its speed reduced below a

certain rate the dynamo is put out of action. In

order to compensate for variations in the train speed,

within certain limits, the dynamo must be of a

special type, more expensive than the usual form.

It seems doubtful whether any material advantage
exists with a special dynamo driven by the car

axle, over one with an independent engine, sup-

plied with steam from the locomotive boiler. In

order to render satisfactory lighting service, a

storage battery is absolutely necessary on railway

cars, where the dynamo is driven by the car axle,

as the lamps must not go out when the train

slows up or stops. With either a steam or petroleum

engine to furnish power for the dynamo, a battery

is only necessary if electric light must be had on

the individual cars before they are connected with

the baggage car. More battery capacity must obvi-

ously be had with a dynamo driven by the car axle

than when an independent steam or petroleum en-

gine is employed. In either case, however, the

capacity of batteries is trifling compared with that

necessary to light cars without the aid of a dynamo
on the train. On the basis of the above figures,

there must be 30 -H 0.8 = 37.5 pounds of steam taken

from a locomotive boiler for each electrical horse-

power-hour delivered at the dynamo terminals.

Assuming a loss of 10 per cent., which is ample,

in the car wiring, and in the auxiliary batteries, the

delivery of one electrical horsepower-hour at the car

lamps requires 37.5 -H 0.9 = 41.6 pounds of steam

from the locomotive boiler for the dynamo engine.

If the dynamo for train lighting is driven from

the car axle, it seems certain that its requirement

as to increase of steam in the locomotive cylinders

will be at least the amount just stated. If the loco-

motive boiler evaporates seven pounds of water

per pound of coal burned, one electrical horsepower-

hour, delivered at lamp terminals, requires the con-

sumption of 41.6 -H 7 = 6 pounds of coal. Allowing

the same loss of 10 per cent, in wiring and batteries,

when a petroleum engine is used, each electrical

horsepower delivered to the lamps requires i.i

pounds of petroleum in the engine. As incandes-

cent lamps of the so-watt, or other usual size, yield

one-third of a candlepower per watt, six pounds of

coal or I.I pounds of petroleum furnish, through the

agency of engine and dynamo, 746 -=- 3 = 248 can-

dlepower-hours. One thousand cubic feet of oil gas

for car lighting can be produced from about 99

pounds of petroleum and 96 pounds of coal. This

oil gas yields about 12 candlepower hours per cubic

foot in open-flame burners, or 12,000 candle hours

for the 1,000 cubic feet. As the petroleum con-

sumed to produce this 1,000 cubic feet of oil gas is

90 times as much as that necessary to supply one

electrical horsepower-hour to incandescent lamps,

and the consumed coal is 16 times as great in

amount, the petroleum and coal -vvould generate

248X106= 26,288 candlepower-hours at electric

Tamps. This is more than twice the amount of

light derived from this fuel when employed to gen-

erate oil gas.
J ^.

The plant for oil-gas production and the car

equipments for its use cost probably somewhat less

than do engines, dvnamos, batteries and wiring for

equivalent illumination, but the large saving in ma-

terials consumed, by the electric system, much

more than offsets the greater first cost.
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Electrolysis Investigation at Provi-
dence.

A. A. Knudson of New York city has recently
been investigating the electrical condition of the
water system at Providence, R. I., for that city with
a view to de'^ennini ig the danger from electrolysis.

From a reading of the report it appears that condi-
tions exist which are very favorable to electrolysis

in a number of cases. The bad conditions were in

most cases fully accounted for by the poor shape
the track bonding was in. In a number of cases
five or more volts difference of potential was found
between the tr'xcks. In some places extra high read-
ings were definitely accounted for by discovery of
broken bonding. 1". regard to "perfect bonding" Mr.
Knudson says

:

"/. perfect rail bond should zoi tinually equal the
conductivity of the rail itself. Some bond makers
claim a conductivity of loo per cent, of continuous
rail. The *cast-weld' is one of these. Others claim 80
to 90 per cent. The actual efficiency of bonds tested
will be understood when it is stated that through
one lineal foot on an ordinary-sized rail it is

seldom that one millivolt difiference of potential can
be obtained, or o.ooi volt; whereas, in many of
these tests, in which the joint is included in the
lineal foot, the difiference of potential is more than
one volt, and in two instances it rises to six and
nine volts. One-tenth volt is considered exces-
sive and indicates that the bond is losing its elec-
trical contact with the rails.

"It is even more important that the contact be-
tween return track feeders and rails should be per-
fect. Only one such point was examined, at the
junction of Plainfield street and Hartford avenue;
this showed differences of potential between the feed-
ers and rails as follows: First rail, 0.3 volt; second
rail, 0.2 volt; third rail, 0.2 volt. Wherever these dif-

ferences of potential occur, the tendency is to an
increased diversion of current into the ground and
water mains."

In regard to the actual condition of the pipes, as
found by excavation, the following extract from the
report gives a fair idea:
"At the II excavations made the water mains were

carefully examined for evidence of electrolysis, and
tests for current flow through them were made at
each place. Most of them were in soil which was
sandy, and in some cases hardly damp, although
there had been recent rain; this condition of soil is

not such as to favor the flow of current from the
mains owing to its high electrical resistance, and
thereby to cause electrolytic action at such points.
"In some cases, however, where the soil was more

favorable, and the current flow in the main found
excessive, electrolysis pittings have been found, but
not of an immediately serious nature so far as could
be seen, as in all except one case the action was
found on the bell end of the joint, where the metal
is heavier than at other portions. The exception
mentioned was at the excavation on Hartford ave-
nue, near the junction of Plainfield street and Man-
ton avenue, where the effects of electrolysis were
found at the spigot side of a joint, the current of the

pipe flowing in the reverse direction in relation to

the joint. This is a condition whch should cause
concern and warrant early attention, for, although
the damage is not serious, as found at this point,

there may be many other joints in this main located

where more favorable conditions prevail and cause
electrolysis to be more active and damaging."

Owing to the increasing number of poles on the

streets at Aurora, 111., a meeting was called last

month to consider the question of the consolidation

of pole lines of non-competing companies as far as

possible. Representatives of the city and the elec-

tric companies were present. The result of the meet-

ing was satisfactory and the work of weeding out

poles will begin.

Another Cable to Europe Opened.
On August 3d the Commercial Cable company

put in operation its new cable from New York to

the Azores, where connection is made with the
Europe and Azores company's line to Lisbon, Por-
tugal. This is the first direct line from the United
States to Portugal. The Europe and Azores com-
pany's cable makes connection at Lisbon with the
Portuguese land line, the Eastern Telegraph com-
pany's cables to Spain, the Mediterranean ports, all

Africa, India, China, Japan, Australia and the Phil-

ippines, and with the Western Telegraph company's
cables to Brazil, Argentina and other parts of South
America. The new route via the Azores is the
most direct, shortest and quickest to all of these
countries. The rates from Europe will be exactly
the same as those in force by the existing cables

of the North Atlantic cable companies. The com-
pletion of this new ocean circuit is the most im-
portant development in ocean cable extensions in

many years. President McKinley exchanged felici-

tations with the king- of Portugal and with Amer-
ican residents in the Azores at the time of the open-
ing.

Charged Barbed Wire on Fence Top.

A dispatch from Wheeling, W. Va., says: "The
National Steel company, which has repeatedly re-

fused to sign the Amalgamated association scale

or to negotiate except for a straight reduction, has

begun building a ten-foot tight-board fence around
the 120 acres occupied by its plant at Mingo Junc-

tion. The fence is of two-inch planks, with foot-

square cedar posts. On top will be placed four

strands of barbed wire, two wires to be constantly

charged with a killing current of electricity. Work-
men expect an effort to start the plant with non-

union labor as soon as the fence is completed."
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Telephone News from Che Northwest.

Arthur Adams, an employe of the Little Wolf

River Telephone company, at Fond du Lac, Wis.,

has been elected superintendent of construction for

the Waushara County Telephone company.

The Wisconsin Telephone company is puttmg m
a new switchboard for its North Side exchange at

La Crosse, Wis.
.

A stock company has been formed by business

men at Baldwin, Wis., to establish a local exchange.

The Southern Electric Telephone company has

installed a new switchboard m the Redwood Falls,

Minn., office.

G. O. Miller, a merchant of White Rock, Minn.,

has constructed a telephone line to Cannon Falls,

Minn., by way of Spring Garden. There are 15

farmers along the line, who can now order their

goods from the store without leaving their homes.

The Wausau Telephone company is building a

line from Wausau, Wis., to Sunset, via Nutterville.

The Duluth and Iron Range Railway company

is building a long-distance telephone line between

the towns on the Iron Range and Duluth, Minn.

The receiver of the North Dakota Telephone

and Electrical company of Jamestown, N. D., finds

that the company is in good shape. Its debts

amount to ?i,700, with property worth many times

that figure, and of the $1,700 there is $1,200 which

was to be settled in stock, leaving a net debt of

but $500. The line is about 150 miles long.

Work has been begun improving the system of

the Mutual Telephone company at Des Moines,

lovifa. The directors of the company favor a com-

plete reorganization of the company and changing

It from a mutual to a stock company, in order to

get in additional capital. .

The Hawkeye Telephone company will extend Us

lines from Panora, Iowa, along the Jefferson road.

Citizens of Windham want the Johnson County

Telephone company of Iowa City, Iowa, to extend

toU wires there.

The Farmers' Mutual Telephone company of Lib-

erty township, near Sigourney, Iowa, has formed

an organization and will construct a farmers' sys-

tem.
-1 C TVfl-

Eftorts are being made in the council of Mar-

quette, Mich., to allow the Marquette County Tele-

phone company to have 12 years in which to put

Its wires underground. The Michigan Bell com-

pany has been in possession of the held that much
longer than its young rival. The Michigan com-

pany is willing to put its wires underground at once.

The Mississippi Valley Telephone company has

been granted a franchise for a local system at

Wapello, Iowa.
.

The Iowa Telephone company is rebuilding its

line between Davenport, Iowa, and Walcott. ^

The Elwood Telephone company of Sac City,

Iowa, has completed a line to Lytton, Iowa, where

connection is made with the Rockwell City company

The Central Telephone company of Rockwell

City, Iowa, has arranged for all-night service here-

Th'e Home Telephone company of Oskaloosa,

Iowa, has connected with Sharon.

The Spokane and British Columbia Telephone

company, which has been refused admittance to

Spokane, Wash., may cross the mountains and con-

nect with Seattle or Tacoma. As the company has

valuable toll connections with mining camps north

of Spokane, it would divert considerable business.

Inasmuch as Seattle has been in the throes of a

contest with the local company, the Spokane com-

pany would hardly have any trouble in securing a

local franchise.
t- u 1

A telephone line is projected from Faribault,

Minn., to Shieldsville, Minn.
A local company at Republic, Wash., has been

organized to build a line to Keller, 50 miles, and

thence to Daisy.

The Iowa Telephone company has installed a

system, with 18 connections, at Clarinda, Iowa.

The telephone operatives of the Sunset Telephone

company at Tacoma, Wash., have petitioned the com-

pany for an increase in wages corresponding with the

increase tendered the striking operatives at Seattle.

The local exchange at Beresford, S. D., is nearly

completed.
The Farmers' and Merchants' Mutual Telephone

company has been formed by residents of Delphos,

Iowa, and Allendale, Mo.
The Home Telephone company of Marion, Iowa,

is about to lay 800 feet of new cable and to add

another section to the switchboard.

The Sunset Telephone company of Olympia,

Wash., is about to add a section to its switchboard.
R.

A dispatch from Springfield, Mass., says that

the Automatic Telephone company of that city wants

a long-distance connection with the Massachusetts

Telephone company, which was recently granted

permission to put its line through the city. The
long-distance line is being built from Boston to

New York and points West. By the terms of the

franchise given to the Massachusetts company by

the Springfield City Council that company cannot

establish a local business in Springfield, but the

combination of interests would give the Springfield

company the benefit of projected connections, which
the big rival of the Bell concern is to make as rap-

idly as possible in that section.

Interstate Telephone Association.

The Interstate Telephone association, of which
Charles R. Duffin is president and Henry A. Colt
secretary, met in Terre Haute, Ind., on August 4th.

The association is composed of Independent ex-

changes in Eastern Illinois and Western Indiana,

and there are several hundred towns connected in

the association's district. A basis was arranged at

the meeting for pro-rata charges for long-distance
service where more than one company's lines are

used.
Representatives were present from Danville,

Casey, Hume, Oakland, Ridge Farm, Chrisman,
Mattoon and Marshall, in Illinois, and Terre Haute,
Rockville, Clinton and Greencastle, in Indiana. The
Kinloch Long-distance company of St. Louis is

now building a long-distance line from St. Louis
to Indianapolis, which will pass through Terre
Haute, and from Indianapolis to Cleveland another
company is building a line.

When the circuit is completed it will reach Bos-
ton, Philadelphia and New York. The Independent
companies now have service west from St. Louis to

Kansas City. The Citizens' Telephone company,
which is constructing an independent plant in 'Terre

Haute, expects to be ready for service in a month
or two.

An Improved Inter-communicating
Telephone.

In the accompanying illustration is shown a new
form of warehouse or intercommunicating tele-

phone, which is said to have some new and highly

IMPROVED- INTER-COMMUNlCATING TELEPHONE.

commendable features. This style of instrument
can be equipped with an intercommunicating switch

of any number of points, up to 20, the lever being
secured with a lock nut, making a quick and re-

liable contact. The transmitter is of the long-dis-

tance type, the cup and arm being; cast in one
piece with concealed cord. It is said to be very
simple in construction, very sensitive and a splen-

did talker. The hook is new, having rubbing
and positive contacts, and the receiver is of the

double-pole style.

The switch points, lever, push-button, mouth-
piece, bell and hook are all heavily nickeled, and
mounted on a neat, quartered-oak back-board. The
whole presents an attractive appearance, and con-
stitutes an instrument that is guaranteed by the

manufacturers to give the user the best of satis-

faction. This telephone is made by Thomas, Wilcox
& i)ietz of Cleveland, Ohio, who are making a

specialty of intercommunicating telephones, in both
wall and desk styles.

Trouble at Seattle.

The Sunset Telephone company has been having
considerable trouble with its Seattle, Wash., ex-
change. First the operators struck for shorter hours
and more pay. The company would not com-
promise and began to replace the strikers with in-

experienced help, whereat the service became very
poor, or worse than nothing. Then the business

men waxed wroth over the matter, and after sev-

eral indignation meetings the Seattle Chamber of

Commerce demanded that the experienced girls be

reinstated. The company ofifered to take back all

but the leaders of the strike, but the business men
insisted on all being taken back. Upon the com-
pany refusing this, subscribers began to order out

their telephones, and it is said four-fifths of the

instruments have been ordered out.

Notes from Ohio.

The United Stales Telephone company is con-
structing a long-distance line to Wapakoneta to

Celina, which will give that town direct connections
with 'Cleveland.
An independent line is being constructed from

Bucyrus, Ohio, to Plankton. The material is all

on the ground for the work.
The suit of L. C. Edgar against the United States

Telephone company for $3,000 damages in the courts
at Bowling Green has been settled. It is under-
stood that the company has agreed to pay something
like $500. Mr. Edgar was injured while riding in

a buggy, by being caught in one of the company's
wires, which, in some way, was left hanging too low.

The Columbiana County Telephone company is

negotiating for the purchase of the Phcenix line,

and it is thought the deal will soon be closed.

Communication with Steubenville and Pittsburg will

be established by September 1st.

The Independent Telephone company will ask
for a franchise at Springfield within a short time.
It is very likely that there will be a hot contest
in that city.

Captain Gilmore of the United States Telephone
company has just completed a new exchange for
the Portsmouth (Ohio) Telephone company, and it

is now in good working order.

The Star Telephone company of Ashland, Ohio,
has arranged to build a line to connect with the
People's 'Telephone company at Shelby. Work on
the construction will begin within a very short time.

Harry Wolf has resigned his position as inspector
of the Central Union company at Gallipolis, and is

succeeded by Harry Howe.
The Columbiana County Telephone company has

given a mortgage to the Euclid Avenue Trust and
Savings company of Cleveland for $300,000, the
trust company acting as trustee. The mortgage is

given to cover an authorized issue of the same
amount of gold bonds.
The coroner of Crawford County has rendered a

verdict to the effect that J. E. Zeublin, who stepped
off a Pennsylvania train near Bucyrus and was
killed, committed suicide. The verdict seems to
have been arrived at mainly through the fact that
he had not been in the best of health for some time
and because he had made a remark or two to
his wife that might be construed to mean something
of the kind after such an accident had happened.
His friends in this state do not believe he inten-
tionally took his own life, however. They say his

financial affairs are in good condition, and that he
bad one of the happiest homes in Chicago. His
health was not alarmingly bad, and there was noth-
ing to cause him to brood over it to such an extent
that he would want to cut his life short at a time
when he could enjoy it most. Many persons have
censured the Pullman company for having allowed
the vestibule door to be unlocked so that anyone
could open it, as Mr. Zeublin did. O. M. C.

National Telephone and Telegraph
Company.

A Philadelphia dispatch in the Boston News Bu-
reau reads as follows:

"It is said that the permanent officers of the Na-
tional Telephone and Telegraph company will be
announced about the middle of August. The state-

ment is denied here that the officials of the Massa-
chusetts Telephone company of Boston Knicker-
bocker Telephone company of New York and the
Boston and New York 'Telephone company will have
any connection whatever with the new company, nor
will the properties controlled by the Independent
telephone companies comprise any part of the Na
tional company's assets.

"The scope of the National is far greater than
can be imagined, and it is believed here that the
assets of the company will finally consist exclusively
of properties working under contracts with the

American Bell Telephone company and the tele-

graph and cable properties now owned by the West-
ern Union Telegraph company. Commercial Cable
company, German Cable company. Postal Telegraph
company, Hayti Cable company, the Inter-Ocean
Telegraph and Cable company and the Mexican and
South American Cable company. The company will

be largely interested in the new Pacific cable system,
and will extend its ownership of cables to other
companies."

Rats and Ferrets as Accessories in

Conduit Wiring.

In Waterloo, Iowa, the work of laying conduit for

the Cedar Valley telephone system has been going
on recently, and ferrets have been used for pulling

threads through the conduit ducts. A rat is put
in the duct and after he has about TS feet start

a ferret is let in after him. The ferret is hitched

to a spool of thread and draws the thread after it

as it chases the rat to the other end of the duct.

With the thread a strong;er string is pulled through
and finally a pulling-in wire. The scheme is said to

be a great success.

A telephone line is being constructed from Den-
ton to Queen Anne, Md.

The Columbiana County Telephone company of

East Palestine, Ohio, has increased its capital stock

from $200,000 to $300,000.
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Rochester Strike Trouble Renewed.
Trouble over the strike of the linemen of the

Bell Telephone company at Rochester, N. V., has
again broken out, and the company has asked the city
for police protection. A few days ago it was thought
that the strike had been settled, as an agreement
which was satisfactory to the representatives of
the local strikers had been submitted to them by
the company. The company s communication was
sent to Buttalo, and the Buttalo strikers saw fit to
reject it. Then no agreement could be reached in
Rochester. The strikers' representatives had agreed
that there should be no trouble, and the promise was
kept until just recently. But attacks again have
been made upon non-union men and several of them
have been badly beaten. Now the company has de-
cided that the time for concessions has passed, and
after a conference a new policy was decided upon,
and the company announces that there will be no
recession from the stand taken. From now on it

is announced that every effort will be made to
protect men working for the company and that all

unlawful attempts at interference by strikers or sym-
pathizers will be resented and the guilty persons
will be prosecuted. The several cases now pending
in the Police Court against strikers charged with
rioting will be vigorously pushed.
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The West Telephone Transmitter.
James L. West of Omaha patented on July 17th

a form of telephone transmitter that may be of in-

terest. The construction is made plain by an in-

spection of the accompanying diagram. It is a
granular-carbon transmitter, in which the carbon (30)
is held between the carbon electrodes (20) and (27).

The diaphragm (7) is held in place by spring fingers

(not shown in the cut) fastened to the rear face

of the plate (5), so that the diaphragm is free to

EXTENSIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
The Washington County, Md., commissioners, on

July 31st granted the Pennsylvania Telephone com-
pany a right-of-way through the western section
of the county. A new telephone line will be built
through Maryland from Pennsylvania to West Vir-
ginia.

The Smithfield Telehone company of Smithfield,
N. C, has sold out to the Home Telephone com-
pany. It is stated that about $500 will be spent
by the new company in general improvements, also
that a number of outside towns will be connected
with Smithfield.

The Pittsburg (Kan.) Telephone company expects
to be in operation August 15th, with about 250 sub-
scribers. It is building lines to Fort Scott and
Weir City, and through Fort Scott will get con-
nection with Kansas City over the Kansas Tele-
phone company's lines.

The long-distance telephone line from Richmond,
Va., to Louisa Court House was completed and
tested on July 31st. The service between Richmond
and Gordonsville opened for regular service on Au-
gust 1st. The long-distance telephone company of

Virginia expects, in the early future, to complete

WEST TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER.

vibrate. To show the condition of the carbon, the

Openings (39) in box (21) are mica windows, which
are transparent.

Eureka Metallic Express Switchboard.
The accompanying picture illustrates one of the

latest productions of the Eureka metallic express
switchboard, equipped for a capacity of 1,000 lines,

with 500 lines installed, and with pilot, flashlight

supervisory visual signals. The Eureka Electric com-
pany of Chicago, the manufacturer, has quite lately

placed several of these installations, and its large

boards are said to be giving the same general satis-

faction as all of its smaller boards have in the
past. This company is now entering the field on
large boards, and is able to furnish systems for

central-energy work, either for local battery or cen-
tralized battery, with pilot-lamp visual signals op-
erating in the transfer as well as in the line drops.
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GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
The Bisbee Telephone company is again seelcing

a franchise from the city of Macon, Ga.

The Denison (Texas) and Preston Telephone com-
pany has completed the extension of its line to
Woodville.

At Salisbury, N. C, recently, nearly the entire
telephone system was burned out during an electric
storm. The damage has been repaired.

In Egypt the telephone operators are all men,
and they are required to be expert linguists, speak-
ing English, French, Italian, modern Greek and
Arabic.

The Pacific States Telephone company made a
net gain of 812 subscribers in July. The total num-
ber connected is 77,302, which includes 19,332 in San
Francisco.

The work on the private telephone line, to be built

by the sanitary district along the drainage canal, from
Lockport to Chicago, for use in regulating the canal

flow, has been begun.

The Erie telephone system made a net gain of

2,121 subscribers in July. The total number con-
nected July 31st was 128,576, while the number wait-

ing connection was 4,405.

The New Concord Telephone company of Mus-
kingum county, Ohio, with $10,000 capital, has been
incorporated by L. J. Graham, A. M. Shipley, S. W.
Loviner, T. J. Rader and John B. Bain.

A new toll-line company has been formed at Mc-
Kinney, Tex., to build a line from Bates, Denton
County, through several villages to McKinney.
Work has already commenced. J. B. Roy of Bates
is manager. The directors are Capt. W. A. Rhea,

J. H. L. C. Enghsh, H. T. Robertson and Jake
Bryan.

The Santa Fe Railroad company has established a
private telephone system connecting the block-sig-
nal stations on its eastern, middle and Chicago di-

visions. Careful experiments will be made to see

if the telephone is practical for the transmission
of train orders.

There have been several changes in the New
York and Pennsylvania Telephone company re-

cently. W. J. Garvey has been promoted from
local and district manager at Binghamton, N. Y.,

to district superintendent at Elmira, N. Y. E. B.

Rogers, formerly district manager, becomes as-

its connections to Staunton, and from there to the

principal points in the Shenandoah Valley, and
also in the southwestern part of the state.

NEW COMPANIES.
A new company, the Williamston (N. C.) Tele-

phone company, has been incorporated, with a cap-

ital stock of $900.

The Greensboro (N. C.) Telephone Exchange has

been incorporated, with a capital stock of $50,000.

The incorporators are T. J., V. C. and C. M. Mc-
Adoo and R. M. King.

The Glenn Springs (S. C.) Telephone company,
with $500 capital, has been granted a charter. The
officers are: A. O. Simpson, president and treas-

urer; A. Z. Gates, vice-president, and R. C. Samp-
son, secretary.

A company has been organized to connect the

sea islands, off the coast of South Carolina, with

Charleston. The capital is $10,000 and the company
is known as the Sea Island Telephone company,

with headquarters at Charleston.

EUREKA METALLIC EXPRESS SWITCHBOARD.

The Eureka switchboard, according to the man-
ufacturer, is the fastest operating board ever pro-

duced.
The Eureka company is distributing circulars and

catalogue matter, describing its high-grade line of

telephones and switchboards, particularly its new
transmitter and other specialties that it has entered

in its line of apparatus within the last six months.

The Shock that Hurt Him Most.

From Waynesburg. Pa., comes a tale of disaster

that carries with it both a practical lesson as to

the need of efficient lightning arresters on telephone

lines and an illustration of the fact that it isn't always

the electric shock that hurts the most, after all. It

seems that the Rev. J. F. Garvin was using the

telephone in his home, "when," to quote the language

of a press dispatch, "such a strong current of nat-

ural electricity came in over the wire that he was

badly shocked. Not being able to drop the instru-

ment, and realizing his danger, he jerked the box
loose from the wall The chief damage was to his

.-mkle. where the box struck with force in falling."

sistant general manager. The local manager at

Binghamton to succeed Mr. Garvey is Clayton Sex-
smith, formerly chief inspector at that place.

The American Telephone and Telegraph com-
pany, formerly the "Bell," continues the practice
of issuing a monthly statement of the instrument
output, and the showing for the month to July 30th
is one of the best recently submitted. It shows a
gross increase of 17,000 instruments and a net gain
of 5,000. For June the statement showed a gross
decrease, compared with the corresponding month
of 1899, amounting to 6,000 instruments and a net
decrease of 16,000. May's comparisons, in lesser
degree, reflected similar conditions. For the month
ended July 20th and seven months to that date the
comparisons show:
Month July 20th. 1899-1900. 1898-99. 1897-98.

Shipments 65.463 48.873 21.551
Returned 30,093 18,028 10,011

Net output 35,370 30,845 11.540

Since December 20th

.

Shipments 411.609 389,899 187,884
Returned 162,753 109,765 83,306

Net output 248,856 280,134 104,578
Instruments in use 1,829,227 1,404,980 1,025,599
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Western Electric Company's Exhibit at

Paris Exposition.

The American exhibit of the Western Electric

company at the Paris Exposition is in the Electrical

Palace, on the ground floor, facing the main aisle,

which runs the full length of the building, and occu-

pies a space 60 by 30 feet. It has exhibits in three

classes of group five, namely: Class 23, for the pro-

duction and mechanical utilization of electricity;

class 25, electric lighting, and class 26, telegraphy

and telephony. The principal exhibit is in the last-

named class. The whole exhibit is very interesting

and instructive, not only on account of first-class ap-
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to correspond with the woodwork of l:he telephone
switchboard and power-board. The telephone in-

struments comprising wall, desk and table sets for

common-battery and magneto systems are artistic-

ally arranged on two "cloisons," erected at the rear

of the storage-battery case. There are also shown
two types of portable telephone sets, especially

adapted for campaign service.

Beside the multiple-telephone switchboard, on
the opposite side from the power plant in Fig. i, is

shown a telegraph switchboard for 50 lines. This
is also shown on the right of Fig. 2. This board
is made with glass windows at the side and glass
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ble switchboard shown in Fig. 3, transformed, and
then distributed through the same board. The
switchboard shown is of red Tennessee marble, sur-

rounded by a metal border of oxidized copper.
It is open on the rear, so that all connections may
be easily inspected. The board is wired for six

motor and six lighting circuits.

There are three types of motors shown, the open,
the semi-encased and the encased type, ranging in

output from three-fourths horsepower to 15 horse-
power, and also illustrating the slow, intermediate
and moderate-speed motors. With an encased mo-
tor of three-horsepower capacity is shown a back-
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Common-battery Telephone Exchange. Fig. 3. Twin Motor-generator and Switchboard.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY'S EXHIBIT AT PARIS EXPOSITION.

paratus being shown, but because everything is in

practical operation.

The principal features may be classified as follows:

A complete telephone exchange in opei-ation; a

complete line of telephone instruments; a complete
line of telegraph and testing instruments; a com-
plete line of fire-alarm apparatus; street-railway sup-

plies for overhead-trolley construction; an electric-

lighting and power-distribution plant in operation;

enclosed-arc lamps for direct and alternating cur-

rents; fan motors; models of the Chicago and New
York factories; samples of electric-light and tele-

phone cables and cable-terminal boxes.

The telephone exchange illustrates the common-
battery system, and has a capacity of 18,000 Unes.

Only 20 lines are in permanent operation, however.
These lines are connected with various American
exhibitors in groups four and five, and, by means
of three trunk lines, connecting with the central ex-
change of Paris, service is given not only to all parts

of Paris, but to American exhibitors at Vincennes.
As Vincennes is about six miles from Champs de
Mars, and as many of the exhibitors have exhibits

at both places, this service is a great convenience.

The complete exchange is shown in Fig. i, with

the exception of the battery plant. The power plant

for the telephone exchange is installed in duplicate

and consists of one charging generator, direct-

driven by a 22D-volt motor, and one charging gen-
erator, direct-driven by a 440-volt motor, each gen-
erator having a capacity of 40 amperes at 30 volts

at 1,150 revolutions a minute. There are also two
ringing dynamotors, one operating from the power
mains at 220 volts primary, and the other operating
from the battery at 24 volts primary. The dyna-
motors are supplied with busy-back and tone-test

.attachments.

In the morning it is necessary to use the battery
alone for operating the exchange^ as power is not

doors at the rear, so that all details of construction

are open to inspection. The telegraph and testing

instruments are at the rear of the space in a large

showcase, the former consisting of quadruplex,
as well as private-line instruments. The testing in-

struments consist of tangent and astatic galvanome-
ters, standard and adjustable rheostats and con-
densers, combination sets and portable testing sets.

FIG. 2. WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY S EXHIBIT AT PARIS

EXPOSITION,—MODELS OF CHICAGO AND NEW
YORK FACTORIES.

The fire-alarm apparatus occupies a table and a

portion of a large column near the rear of the space.

Two types of alarm boxes are shown, the key and
the keyless, such as used by the city of Chicago,

also a 14-inch mechanical gong for station service

and a joker set for the office, with the facile-pen

register and repeater. The apparatus is in practical

operation.

The electric-lighting and power plant shown in

gear attachment, with wall and ceiling carriage. A
feature of the back gear is that it may be operated
from either side or from the top of the motor. It

may also be removed from the motor without dis-

mantling the bearing brackets.

The arc lamps distributed about the space on spe-

cially designed posts, each post supporting six lamps,
are all of the enclosed-arc type. The Petite lamp,
to burn singly, on no volts, predominates, but
there are also shown the marine Petite, for direct

current, the Petite for burning two in series on
220 volts, and the Petite alternating, adapted for

from 90 to 115 volts and for either 60 or 125 cycles.

Forty-eight lamps, to burn two in series on 220
volts, are distributed through the American sec-

tion on the ground floor, and are operated by the
United States commission as an extra illumination

of this section.

Several types of fan motors are distributed about
the space. The fans, like the other apparatus, are
in constant operation. An interesting feature of the

e.vhibit is the plaster models of the Chicago and
New York factories, shown in Fig. 2.

The series arc-lighting business of the company
is illustrated in an armature only. The armature
is of the standard ironclad type, used with a 150-

light machine. It attracts a great deal of atten-

tion, as its construction is entirely different from
anything tised in European practice. Among the

miscellaneous exhibits which may be mentioned are

samples of telephone and electric-light cables, junc-

tion boxes for telephone cables, tools for cable

splicing, pictures of direct-driven generators and
motor-driven booster sets.

Roebling Exhibit at Paris Exposition.

The John A. Roebling's Sons company of Tren-
ton, N. J., has divided its exhibit at the Paris Ex-

availablc from the 220-volt mains before 10:30 a. m.
The switchboard for controlling the charging gen-
erators, ringing dynamotors and battery is made
of white Italian marble, on which are mounted all-

copper switches, with connections on rear of board.
The battery plant, which is located at the rear of

the power switchboard, consists of 11 cells, installed

in a large mahogany case with glass windows, made

KOEBLING EXHIBIT AT PARIS KXPOSITION.

Fig. 3 consists of a six-pole, 75-kilowatt, no-volt
compound generator, directly driven by a 220-volt

motor of the same type at 275 revolutoins"a minute.

Both machines are erected on one subbase, with a

common shaft. This rotary transformer furnishes

current for the various arc lamps, power motors and
fan motors scattered about the space. Current is

taken from the exposition mains, through the mar-

position into two parts. One of these is to be found
in the Electrical Palace and consists, essentially,- of

electrical wires and cables. The other part of the
exhibit, shown in the accompanying illustration, is

in the Mining and Metallurgical building. It is lo-

cated in the United States section of this building
and occupies a conspicuous space. The display is

devoted to wire rope and wire, and consists of a
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number of reels of wire roping, with two cabinets of
samples of wire and rope used for a great variety of
purposes. These are all attractive features of the
exhibit, but the most conspicuous item is a splendid
model of the Brooklyn bridge, worked out in fine
detail, and standing above a central board on which
are displayed various pieces of rope and fittings.
William S. Rogers is in charge of both exhibits.

Electric-power Bills in London.
[From the London correspondent of the Western Electrician.]

The electric-power bills, which were recentlv dis-
cussed and passed by a committee of the House of
Commons, as reported in the Western Electrician
a week or two ago, have been the subject of much
interest for some time. In the spring of last year
members of the electrical and mechanical engineer-
ing profession were startled to learn that a bill pro-
viding for the supply of electricity over an area
of 2,000 square miles in the Midlands, had been,
after curt debate, refused a second reading by the
House of Commons. Their surprise was not les-
sened when they learned that the opposition had
been organized by the Association of Municipal
Corporations, a body which is practically a trade
union of the officials of municipal corporations, on
the ground that municipal rights and privileges
v-ere being intrenched upon, though, in fact, out
of the 2,000 square miles which it was proposed
to serve, the area actually being supplied with elec-
tricity by municipal enterprise was 4% miles, and
the .gross total of consumers was 1,500.

Two things, however, were forced into promi-
nence by the defeat of the bill. On the one hand,
the public began to appreciate what the engineers
have long known—that England was disgracefully
Backward in the development of electrical science;
that in electro-chemical industries, in the transmis-
sion of electric power, and in the manufacture of
electric machinery the country was a decade be-
hind Germany, Switzerland and the United States.

On the other hand, it was clear that the municipal
corporation dog intended to lie in his manger, what-
ever might happen to the mechanical industries of

the country, unless he could be turned out by main
force.

A determined effort had therefore to be made to

dislodge him. Accordingly, the engineers and electri-

cians set vigorouslj' to work to revive their schemes
and to educate their public. The present session

saw not one, but four proposals, lodged for electric-

power distribution. All four were alike, in the fact

that they proposed to manufacture electricity on
a vast scale, at a point where cheap coal was avail-

able, and to distribute it thence over a considerable

area, at a price which local producers of retail

quantities could not hope to rival. Speaking
broadly, it w'as proposed to conduct only a whole-
sale business and to sell their electricity in bulk

to local distributors, w-hether corporations or com-
panies. The bills were opposed by the Association

of Municipal Corporations, but fortunately, the de-

bate found the members of the House of Commons
better informed of the rights and wrongs of the

question than they had been a year before, and the

bills were read and passed without a division.

According to the bills, the maximum price to be

charged per Board of Trade unit, even to the small-

est consumer, is six cents; to any consumer, except

the smallest, four cents. In practice, it is not be-

lieved that the average charge will exceed two
cents. At present the authorized maximum in the

two or three fragments of the area where alone

a public supplv is available is 16 cents. The av-

erage charge is believed to be about 10 cents.

Lineman at Niagara Falls Killed by
Shocl<.

Charles G. Fleck, a lineman employed by the

Buffalo and Niagara Falls Electric Light and Power
compan}', in Niagara Falls, was killed on a cross-arm

in that city W'ednesday, August 1st. Fleck, in com-
pany with a fellow lineman, went down Main street

to repair a transformer on a pole. His companion
had twice been up the pole to ascertain the trouble

and cautioned him to be careful. He advised Fleck

to go back 125 feet and throw a switch, turning off

the current, but Fleck thought this unnecessary.

He ascended the pole and, standing on a telephone

cable, reached out to the transformer. Almost in-

stantly he sank back and became limp. His com-
panion realized he had received a shock, and caught

him and held him fast until help came- to take him
down. When lowered he was lifeless. The back of

his hand had touched a live wire. The fuses w'ere

not blown in the station. The coroner, who in-

vestigated the case, rendered a verdict of accidental

death. The funeral of the dead lineman was held

Sunday afternoon, August 5th, and was very largely

attended.

The contract for the erection of a power house

and complete station equipment and pole lines for

the Consumers' Light. Heat and Ice company of

Newoort New-s, Va.. has just been awarded to G. A.

Williams & Co. of Jersey City, N. J. The electrical

equipment consists of two Westinghouse two-phase

2,?oo-volt engine-type generators and exciters, one

of 175 kilowatts and one of 125 kilowatts, and a

Westinghouse standard switchboard, with plunger-

t^-pe switches. The contract also calls for a large

number of Manhattan series arc lamps.
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Combination of tiie Stanley and North-
ern Electrical Companies.

It is now definitely announced that a combination
has been effected between the Stanley Electrical

Manufacturing company of Pittsfield, Mass., and
the Northern Electrical Manufacturing company of

Madison, Wis. The first-named company is en-
gaged in the manufacture of the S. K. C. alter-

nating-current apparatus, and the latter company
manufactures a full line of direct-current appa-
ratus. The exact nature of the agreement has
not been definitely announced, but it is believed

that each company will manufacture and place

upon the market both direct and alternating-

current machinery and apparatus. The eastern

business is to be handled by the Stanley com-
pany, from New York, and the western business

will be handled by the Northern company from
Chicago. The Northern company has for some
time past been at work upon the extensive enlarge-

ment of its plant at Madison, probably, having in

view extensions in its lines of apparatus. The
Stanley company has in process of erection an en-

tirely new and modern plant, which it expects to

occupy within a few months. These companies in-

tend to make their apparatus full and complete in

all lines of both kinds, including the largest sizes

of direct-current machinery, suitable for large power-

transmission plants and street-railway work.

It will be remembered that the Stanley company
was recently bought by the Roeblings and Dr.

F. A. Perrine. The latter-named gentleman is now
president and general manager of the company.

The Northern company is owned by ex-Senator W.
F. Vilas and A. O. Fox of Madison, Wis. Mr.

Vilas is president and Mr. Fox is the business man-

ager and treasurer. These companies have each

strong financial resources; they have been conser-

vatively handled, and are said to be making

money. Both concerns have established a first-class

reputation for their apparatus. Those who are in

a position to know something about the inside seem

to think that the new arrangement will add substan-

tially to the already growing business of each com-

pany and that Ihe combination will be a strong one.

Boston Electric Light Company's An-
nual Report.

Boston, August i.—The annual report of the Bos-

ton Electric Light company for the fiscal year which

ended June 30th was made public to-day. It makes

the following excellent comparative showing:

1900. 1899.

Gross income S990.797 S910.892

Operating expenses 531,327 604,972

Profits 459.469 305.919

Interest charges 91.958 53,522

Net tor stock 367.511 252.397

Dii'idends j'-*-''* ^'V^f
Surplus •182,787 108,489

'Increased to $436,082 by including $253,294 premium on stock

sold.

The president's report, among other interesting

information, makes the following statements:

"We have during the past year completed the

transfer of all business from the open-arc to the

enclosed-arc system. This system is giving satis-

faction to the city officials, and is being inquired

for by cities all over the country, and spoken of in

the highest terms by visiting committees from vari-

ous sections, who have been here to inspect this

system. All the iron lamp-posts owned by the city

of Boston have been removed. The locations have

been granted to this comany, and in place thereof

we have substituted about 2,650 of the approved in-

sulated Gilbert lamp-posts.

"At the present time we are doing all our business

from our new station in South Boston, with the

exception of our business in East Boston, which

is being run from the company's local plant there,

and will so continue until the completion of the

tunnel to East Boston, now being constructed by

the city. When completed, we are expecting to

procure permission from the Transit Commission

to run our ducts through it and supply current from

our large generating plant, when we will discontinue

the East Boston station, thereby effecting a further

saving. \\'e have installed four 3,000-horsepower

engines, to which are now being added two more

of the same type and style.

"Our expectations of economy by use of the en-

closed series arc lamps and the new generating sys-

tem have been more than realized. The reduction

in the percentage of cost for the production of the

current was more than we anticipated, in conse-

quence of which we felt no hesitation in returning

during the past year to the old rate of two per cent.,

quarterly dividends, instead of 1% per cent., as

previously paid.

"The company has three pieces of real estate

which are no longer needed for the uses of the busi-

ness, and which, at a conservative valuation, are

worth $600,000 or $700,000."

It is understood that at the next annual meeting

the stockholders will be asked to authorize the sale

of this real estate, the proceeds to be devoted to

betterments in the company's property. B.
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American Battery Compound.
The widespread use of the zinc-carbon couple for

battery cells makes a few words on its installation
and maintenance of interest to those who use open-
circuit batteries. Sal-ammoniac has long been the
only chemical that was found to give even fair re-
sults in these cells, yet the insoluble crystal's de-
posited on the elements by the solution, when spent,
have ahvays bien a source of serious loss, while the
creeping salts often did great damage to the sur-
roundings and corroded the terminals of the cells.

Prior to the invention of the American battery
compound, says its manufacturer, nothing com-
mercially practical had been discovered to supersede
the use of sal-ammoniac in zinc-carbon cells. This
American compound is offered to the public as a
chemical compound that is far superior to sal-am-
moniac ; it is said that with its use no creeping salts
are produced and that its phenomenally long life

reduces the cost of maintenance and inspection to a
minimum.
The slow polarizing properties of the compound,

it is claimed, make it a superior battery salt for
telephone work as well as any service requiring a
small quaiitity of current for an extended period.
On long-distance instruments that are in constant
use. batteries charged with it are asserted to be
nearly equal to the Fuller cell for constancy, while
they excel it for long life and cleanliness. The
adoption of this compound will enable exchange
managers to increase the efficiency of their plants by
decreasing the cost of inspection and battery ma-
terials.

The solution in batteries charged with Arnerican
compound has no tendency to creep or crystallize
out on the edges of the cells or the elements where
they enter the liquid, and thus the terminals of the
cells are not destroj'ed by corrosion, and there is
no danger or damage to the surrounding of the

cells. This permits of the
cells being placed anywhere
with perfect safety.

The accompanying illustra-
tion shows the neat card-
board box containing the
compound. This package
(4 by 2 by 1% inches, actual
size") contains one full charge
of battery compound for the
standard size of salammoniae
cell, and, it is said, will en-
ergize it for from two to
three times as long as a simi-
lar charge of salammoniae.
The compound, so it is

claimed, does not undergo
aiiv chemical chan,ge in any
climate nor does it deterior-

ate with age; hence any quantity can be carried in
stock. It is packed in cases containing 50, 100 or
150 charges, as desired, and is manufactured by the
American Battery Compound company, 31-33 South
Canal street, Chicago.

Storage- battery Charging Boards.
The General Electrical Repair company has re-

cently installed three storage-battery charging plants
for the Helios-Upton company at No. 222 East Ful-
lerton avenue, Chicago/ The first plant was com-
pleted on April 23d. It consists of 32 charging cir-
cuits, connected to a slate switchboard, on which
are mounted 32 3S-arapere, double-pole snap
switches. 32 Edison main-line cut-outs and 32 spring
jacks. The spring jacks are arranged on two slate
shelves, wuh 16 spring jacks on a shelf. The shelve^
are attached to the face of the board by means of
brackets mounted on the switchboard.
The storage-battery cells are arranged on 16

benches. Each bench is 2% feet high by two feet
wide and 28 feet long, made of Georgia pine and
treated with insulating paint. From the bottom of
the bench legs .protrudes a three-eighths-inch dowel
pm of hardwood, which centers in a large porcelain
insulator laid in the floor. This prevents any pos-
sibility of a ground connection with the batteries.
Each bench has a capacity of 80 cells, or two charg-
ing circuits.

The positive wire of each circuit is arranged at
a uniform end of the bench and marked -|- and num-
bered. A No. 12 iron wire, wound around a 2V2-
inch by 4%-foot iron pipe, insulated with asbestos,
serves as resistance to vary the strength of current
when charging. These coils are mounted perpen-
dicularly on an angle-iron frame arranged along
the wall. They are separated four inches. An alum-
inum yoke spans two coils and serves as a sliding
contact, to vary the resistance.

The second plant was completed in May, with
a similar arrangement of circuits, but using 35-am-
pere, double-pole, single-throw knife switches in-

stead of snap switches and cut-outs. This plant has 36
charging circuits, with 35 amperes capacity per
circuit.

The third plant was installed in June, of much
greater capacity and of an entirely different plan.

In the former installation the ordinary hard-rubber
or glass cells was used, but in this plant the Helios-
Upton company designed a cell of much greater
dimensions and one that would enable it to charge
any number of plates in one cell. A wooden tank
of Georgia pine. 13 feet long, 12 inches deep and 10

inches wide, boiled in paraffin and lined with one-
cightli sheet-lead, forms the cell, in which are placed
any number of plates desired. The plates are con-
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nected in multiple with the cell, and 40 cells con-

nected in series. There are four of these circuits

having a capacity of 200 amperes per circuit. The
circuits are brought to a marble switchboard, and

each is connected to a 200-anipere knife switch and

spring jack. The General Electrical Repair com-
pany also installed 160 incandescent and 10 arc

lights.

Massachusetts Electric Companies.

The Massachusetts Electric Companies, the big

shore-line street-railway corporation, held a special

meeting of stockholders recently and ratified

the purchase of the South Shore and Boston rail-

way, which is a consolidation of five roads, and
represents 75 miles of track, and also voted to ac-

quire, by purchase, the Lowell and Suburban rail-

ways, previously held on lease. It was decided to

pay the semi-annual dividend in July and January
instead of June and December, as heretofore. The
annual meeting will be held November 7th. Presi-

dent Gordon Abbott, in his address to the stock-,

holders, presented figures showing results attained

since the company organized, or for nine months
to June 30, igoo. The trustees at the outset re-

ceived all. or a controlling interest in 31 com-
panies. Twenty of these companies have been
merged, leaving 15, the shares of which are held or

proposed to be purchased by the trustees.

E.xcluding the Lowell and Suburban, and
the South Shore and Boston, and also the New
Bedford, Middleboro and Brockton, which cotti-

pany had not been acquired by the trustees at this

time last year, the results of the operation of the

companies are as follows:

1900. iSgg. ChangbS.
Gross earnings $3,102,518 $2,809.46+ Inc. $293,054
Operating expenses 2,132.679 2,087,898 Inc. 44,781

The increase in gross earnings amounted to 10.43

per cent., the increase in operating expenses
amounted to to 2.14 per cent., and the ratio of

expenses to earnings amounted to 68.75 per cent.

For the same period of nine months the net di-

visible income, after deducting all interest and other

charges, has increased by $207,893.

CORRESPONDENCE.

London Letter.

London, July 24.—There has been greater delay

than was anticipated in admitting the public to

the Central London railway, which the Prince of

Wales opened on June 27th. Everything is prom-
ised to be in full working order, however, by this

day week, possibly a day earlier. Things are better

managed in the United States.

A friend, who is an officer on H. M. S. Diadem,
one of the warships taking part in the naval

maneuvers, writes your correspondent that the wire-

less-telegraphy instruments on board kept up an

incessant crackling, caused by the sparks from the

coil. He says: "We were in constant communication
with the flagship of Admiral Rawson, many miles

astern and out of sight. At 15 miles messages were
read easily, at 25 they were still intelligible, but after

that they failed."

West London will soon be in possession of an

electric tramway, the comfort and luxuriousness of

which will far exceed anything that has gone before.

The London United Tramways company secured

the passage through the House of Lords last week
of a bill which will enable it to operate some 40

miles of tramway. The chief generating station is

in the rear of the company's headquarters at Chis-

wick, and there will be smaller power stations at

other points. A number of cars have already been

delivered, and they are superior to anything of the

kind in London. They are beautifully upholstered

and will accommodate 70 passengers. 30 inside and 40
outside, and will be electrically lighted.

The question of rapid transit in London was dis-

cussed at a meeting of the London Reform Union
last Wednesday. A resolution was passed deploring

the lack of harmony between the central and the

local authorities in regard to an adequate system

of electric traction.

Electric motors was the subject of a paper re-

cently brought before the Municipal Electrical asso-

ciation. The contribution deals chiefly with the

troubles experienced in the maintenance of motors,

and is of interest to all actual or possible users of

electricity for motive-power purposes. It is pointed

out that electric motors have been very much
improved of late years, and it may be added
that an electric motor may now be obtained

which is a thoroughly mechanical, efficient and
reliable piece of machinery, capable of adapta-

tion to nearly every class of work. There has been
occasionally an impression that electric motors are

expensive in upkeep, but the author endeavors to

show that the blame is to be attached elsewhere.

It is with the starting arrangements that the fault

usually lies, One very frequent use for an electric

motor is for crane or hoist work. In many cases

the motor must be operated from any floor. To
do this the starting resistance first adopted at Brad-

ford, at which place the hiring and maintenance

of electric motors has been dealt with on a consid-

erable scale, was usually connected to a chain or

rope extending through the different floors of the

building. It was found that leaden plates placed at

various depths in jars of acid, the rate of falling

of which plates was controlled by oil or glycerine

d'ash-pots, to prevent the current rising rapidly

before the motor attained its normal speed, did not

answer well. The action of the dash-pots was af-

fected by temperature, in cold weather sometimes

sticking together, and in warm weather falling too

rapidly, the result being collapse of the main fuses

and sometimes damage to the motor. Air dash-

pots were next tried, but for some reason^ never

on the liquid resistance, but on the ordinary wire

resistance, with contacts. The trouble with the lat-

ter was, as might be expected, with the contacts.

As the result of a number of experiments, it was
found that the series motor was the co.rrect one for

such work. A motor is required which can be

permanently geared to the elevator and will operate

a heavy load at a low speed and a small load at a

higher speed. Such requirements- are to be found

in the series type of motor which starts easily with

a reasonable current and will rapidly attain a fair

speed. This construction will obviate most of the

starting difficulties for this class of work, and fuses

will be less liable to fail or starting resistances and

armatures to be damaged.

The officials of the Paris Metropolitan railway

made up their minds to open the new line on

Thursday. The inauguration had been so often

postponed that the public would not believe that the

irains were at last running, and only one man took

a ticket for the first train. The motive power is

electricity and there is an agreeable absence of

smoke and dust. W. H. B.

New York Notes.

New York, Aug. 4.—The new electric automobile
service in Central Park, the advent of which was
noted in these columns last week, is apparently fill-

ing a long-felt public demand. On Wednesday three

automobile coaches were put in service by the

Central -Park Carriage Service, which has charge
of the new route, and were found to be entirely in-

adequate to the traffic. A coach left Seventy-second
street and Fifth avenue every 45 minutes, and there

were three times as many people to ride as there

were seats every time a coach came around. The
management had to send down a lot of horse-drawn
vehicles to make up the deficiency. The route is

from Seventy-second street and Fifth avenue
through Central Park over to Riverside drive and
up the drive to Claremont. The fare is 25 cents

one way.
The application of the New York and Brooklyn

Union Transportation company and the New York,
Brooklyn and Jersey City Rapid Transit company
for permission to construct a tunnel under the

East River was again up before the State Railroad
Commission at its session in the Fifth Avenue Hotel
Wednesday. No decision was reached, owing to

the request of Albert B. Boardraan, counsel of the

Rapid Transit Commission, for time to enable Alex-
ander A. Orr, president of the commission, to pre-

pare an affidavit setting forth the plans of the com-
mission with reference to a tunnel to Brooklyn to

be built by the city. Mr. Boardman argued against

the granting of the application because the Rapid
Transit Commission had not yet determined what
to do. George Wilson, managing director of the

Eastern Contracting company of Dublin, Ireland,

made a statement concerning the financing of the

scheme. The Eastern Contracting company is back
of the New York corporations making the appli-

cation. Mr. Wilson said it was capitalized for

$9,000,000. One of its directors was Lord Aldenham,
of the London banking house of Gibbs & Co., and
a director in the Bank of England. Mr. Wilson's
estimate of the cost, including terminals, was $30,-

000,000—$20,000,000 for the Brooklyn side and $10,-

000,000 for the New York side. He thought the

tunnel should be completed in five years.

The application of the New York Electric Ve-
hicle and Transportation company, which controls

the Fifth Avenue stage line, for permission to

change its motive power and to extend its route was
granted by the State Railroad Commission Thurs-
day, nobody objecting. The extensions asked for

are from Eighty-ninth street and Fifth avenue, up
Fifth avenue to Mount Morris Park, west around the

park by One-hundrcd-and-twentieth and One-
hundred-and-twenty-fourth streets to Fifth avenue
.again and up to One-hundred-and-thirty-fifth
street; from Eighty-ninth street and Fifth avenue to

One-hundred-and-tenth street, to Cathedral park-
way, to Riverside drive, and from Fifty-seventh
street and Fifth avenue west to Broadway and up
Broadway, crossing the Grand circle, to West Sev-
enty-second street, to Riverside drive, to Onc-hun-
dred-and-twcnty-fourth street.

Some of the daily papers have attempted to make
out that another strike was imminent on the Brook-
lyn Rapid Transit lines, but investigation among

the officers and men " has failed to unearth any
foundation for these stories.

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit company has made
a new rule whereby only one transfer will be given
to a fare—that is, transfers will be given only on
payment of a cash fare. Conductors will also have
to ring up fares as soon as passengers enter a car.

M. L. G.

Northwestern Notations.
Minneapolis, August 4.—An electric railway is

projected to run from Alden. Iowa, to Britt, a
distance of 60 miles.

The cylinder head of the electric-light engine at

Sigourney, Iowa, blew out and crippled the system
until a new head could be put in.

C. E. Hawkins was arrested in Minneapolis on
a charge of violating the state law compelling the
registration of all electricians. The defense at-

tacked the constitutionality oi the law.
The Dubuque (Iowa) Street Railway company

will ask that its charter be changed, and that the

provision enabling the city to purchase the system
at the end of 15 years be annulled. The company
claims that this section prevents the sale of its bonds
for the improvement of the road or the extension
of its lines.

The Street Railway company of Des Moines, Iowa,
plans to work on its proposed extension from Val-
ley Junction, Iowa, through Commerce to Winter-
set and Greenfield, next season, if the steel market is

favorable.

The Washington Water Power company of Spo-
kane, Wash., has installed new machinery, doubling
the capacity of its lighting plant.

Geneva township, Minn., voted $5,500 bonds to

aid the Albert Lea and Geneva electric railway, and
Geneva, Minn., voted $2,500 bonds for a similar

purpose.
Repairs are being made to the electric-light plant

at Appleton, Wis., as fast as possible, and the new
generators will soon be installed, and a new power
station erected.

The Gas and Electric company of Fargo, N. D..

proposes to exclude the FargO' Edison company
from the streets of Fargo. Under the franchise

granted in 18S1 the former claims an exclusive and
indefinite tenure. The company will endeavor to

show that the council, in granting the franchise,

under which the Fargo Edison company works, ex-

ceeded its authority.

The Cass Land company, will establish an electric-

light and water system for Cass Lake, Minn.
The Boston and Great Falls Electric Light and

Power company has refused to grant lower rates

to the city of Great Falls, Mont. The Tribune, of

Great Falls, thereupon applied for a franchise for

an electric-light plant, and proposes to give lower
rates.

The council of East Grand Forks, Minn;, has
awarded contracts for materials for a new electric-

light system.
Business men of Centerville, Iowa, will work to

secure electric street-car service for the city.

The electric-light plant of Casselton, N. D., is

carrying all the work that it is capable of, and the

demand for hght is not filled. The system will prob-
ably be extended.
The city of Stillwater. Minn., proposes to revoke

the franchise of the Twin City Rapid Transit com-
pany, because the company has failed to have a line

to South Stillwater, as promised, and also because
the principal office of the company has not been
located in Stillwater.

The village of Thief River Flails, Minn., may put
in an electric-light plant.

A local paper at Madelia, Minn., urges installing

an electric-light plant.

The Fargo Edison company of Fargo, N. D.,

has let the contract for an extension to its power
house.
The council of Fergus Falls, Minn., will avoid

the necessity of shutting down the electric-light

plant during the repairs to be made. The old flume
will be kept intact and another built beside it.

The Commercial Club of Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
will agitate for a competing street-railway system.
It condemns the present company for niggardness
in being unwilling to assist public enterprises in

the slightest.

Wedge & Sons of Mantorville, Minn., contemplate
putting in an electric-light plant, in connection with
their mill.

The Electric company of Owatonna, Minn., has
contracted with the city to furnish street lighting

for 10 years. The contract is to be void if the

company fails to put in a gas and heating plant in

connection.
Shakopee, Minn., is taking bids, until August 6th,

for the installation of an electric-lighting plant.

The Adel Mill company of Adel, Iowa, has been
granted a franchise to put in an electric-light sys-

tem, in connection with its mill.

The Hubinger light and street-railway system at

Keokuk, Iowa, will be improved and extended.

Over $35,000 will be expended at once. The system
has just been bonded for $250,000, through which
mortgages for $100,000 have been released.

The Cambridge Milling company and the Electric

Light and Power company of Cambridge, Minn.,
have consolidated.

The electric-light and gas plant at Aberdeen,
S. D., was wrecked by fire. J. S. Bartholomev/ of

Grnnd Forks, N. D.. is the owner. He will rebuild.

The changes being made in the power station
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of the Fargo Edison company of Fargo, N. D.,
will increase the capacity ot the plant about 30 per
cent.

ihe Western Union has begun putting its wires
underground at La Crosse, Wis. The Burlington
and Postal have also begun burying their wires.

Contractor Porritt has begun work on the new
electric-light and power plant for Hillsboro, N. D.
The American District Telegraph company has

filed articles of incorporation m Spokane, Wash.,
and proposes to furnish messenger service, under
the auspices of the Western Union. The office
will be a branch of the same company, with head-
quarters at Minneapolis. The incorporation at
Spokane provides for doing business in the states
of Washington, Idaho, Oregon and Montana.
The power is installed for the projected electric

road from the Leola and Surprise mines to Fair-
fax, Wash. The power will be secured from the
Carbon River. Construction will be begun on the
line, w'hich w'ill be a narrow-gauge system.
The Republic Gold Mining company has been

granted a franchise at Republic, Wash., for an
electric street-railway, light and pow-er system. A
survey has been made for a tramway up the Granite
Creek gulch, back of town, to all the mines in the
northern district. From this line there will be
branches through the cross streets of the city.

The Robinson &l Gary company of St. Paul has
been awarded a contract at Chaska, Minn., to fur-

nish and install an electric-lighting system for

Work is being pushed installing the new electric-

lighting system at Omro, Wis.
The Winona (Minn.) Railway and Light company

has adopted the system of cast-welded joints for its

rails. The arrangements have been completed and
work will be pushed at once on the extension of

the line across the lake.

The new Apple River power plant is not yet in

condition to furnish power for the St. Paul street-

lighting system, owing to a delay in the arrival

of certain machinery. The right-of-way for the

pole line from Apple River Falls to St. Paul has
been secured, after prolonged negotiations. Some
of the farmers, w^hose lands are crossed, asked ex-

orbitant prices for the privilege, and several changes
of route have been made in consequence.
A. L. Hutchinson of Weyauwega, Wis., is a mov-

ing spirit in a projected electric-railway system to

run from Berlin, Wis., to Waupaca, New London.
Wautoma and Weyauwega. A survey is being com-
pleted, and it is expected to start construction by
September ist.

The defense of C. E. Hawkins of Minneapolis, on

a charge of violating the state electrical law, has

been upheld, and the law declared unconstitutional.

The defense held it to be class legislation, as it

exempted interstate telephone and telegraph com-
panies and their employes. The law seems to be

poorly draw^n. the title and body of the act differing

as to its intent, and other errors also exist.

C. H. and J. F. Causy of Helena, Mont., have

been granted a franchise for an electric-light sys-

tem at Fort Benton, Mont.
The Gas and Electric Light company of Man-

kato. Minn., w^ill erect a new power station for its

lighting plant and will install new electrical ma-
chinerv.

The' Edison Electric company of Des Moines,

low-a. has asked the city to enter into a contract

for lighting the city for 10 years, at $65 per annum
for moonlight-schedule lamps and $75 a year for

all-night lamps. It asks for an advance of $20 per

lampin the event of the wires being placed under-

ground. ^__ ^'

New England News.
Boston, August 4.—The executive board of the

Boston Elevated Railway company has decided to

increase the equipment for its elevated hues from

60 cars, the number originally ordered as an initial

outfit, to 100 cars, and contracts therefor will be

placed at once. All of the elevated structure be-

tween the Roxbury and Charleslown terminals has

been set up now, and the work of preparation for

vail laying is in progress. The outlines of the big

buildings at the terminals are beginning to rise

and take shape above the foundations also, and work
on the Lincoln wharf power house progresses with

due celerity. One of the elevated stations is near-

!ug compiction. at City Square, Charlestown, and

i.^ typical of the depots to be constructed at other

points on the line. The Atlantic avenue loop re-

mains to be put up and changes in grade at the

entrances to the subway will be in order also before

the end of the year.

The General Electric company has entered suit

here in the United States Circuit Court against

Fred S. Burke of Salem. Mass., of the Crow^n

Woven Wire Brush company, for alleged infringe-

ment of patent on an electrical brush. Damages
are set at $100,000, and an accounting is requested.

The Massachusetts Board of Railroad Commis-

sioners has approved the joint petition of the

Am.esburv and Hampton Street Railway company,

a Massachusetts corporation, and the Exeter, Hamp-
ton and Amesburv Street Railway company, a

New Hampshire corporation, for a lease of the

first-named company by the Exeter, Hampton and

Amesburv Railway company.

The railroad commissioners have also approved

the modified plans for the Boston elevated-railroad

stations, and contracts will be awarded abot-t the

middle of August. With the exception of the sta-

tion at City Square, Charlestown, all stations will

be awarded under one contract. President W. A.
Bancroft has given orders to push the work on
the structure with all possible haste, as the elevated
road between Dudley street, Roxbury, and Sulli-

van Square, Charlestown, must be in operation, un-
der statutory requirements, on January i, 1901.
There is little doubt but that cars will be running
between these points on January ist, but the sta-

tions may be incomplete.
Authority has been granted by the board to the

Citizens* electric street railway of Newburyport to
issue additional capital stock to the amount of $190,-
000 for the purpose of providing means for the pay-
ment of the property and franchises of the New-
buryport and Amesbury Horse Railway company.
Plans are in preparation for the construction of

a new street-railway line from the terminus of the
South Shore and Boston road at Assinippi in Han-
over to Scituate Harbor, a distance of 12 miles.
The new company, to be known as the Norwell,
Scituate and Cohasset Street Railway company, will

have a capital of $30,000. C. H. Killam of Hanover.
G. J. Morse of Hyde Park, G. F. Welch of Scituate,

A. F. Turner of Scituate. H. T. Fogg of Norwell,
Albertis Williams of Scituate and G. S. Forbush
of Brookline are the directors of the company, which
is considered the beginning of a plan to skirt the
whole South Shore with an electric railway, from
Nantasket to Brant Rock and Plymouth.
At a stockholders' meeting of the V^ermont and

Boston Telegraph company, held at White River
Junction. Va., on July 25th, the following-named di-

rectors were elected: T, F. Eckert, C. A. Tinker, T.

F. Clark, A. R .Brewer, New York; Thomas Roche,
H. C. Sherman. Boston; R. J. Kimball. W. Ran-
dolph, G. W. Smith, H. E. Tinker, White River
Junction. The board organized as follows: Pres-

ident. T. T. Eckert: vice-president. A. R. Brewer;
secretary and treasurer. M. T. Wilbur; executive
committee, C. A. Tinker, T. F. Clark.

PI. M. Heath of Augusta, Amos F. Gerald of

Fairfield. A. H. Shaw of Bath, E. J. Lawrence of

Fairfield. M. I. Mason of Brunswick. Theodore L.

Peters. E. Burton Hatch and J. Hugh Peters of

New York city are petitioners at Augusta. Me., to

construct and operate the Lewiston, Winthrop and
Augusta street railway. The length of the road
will be about 27 miles, the amount of capital stock

$160,000. and the number of shares will consist of

1,600. B.

From the Buckeye State.

Columbus, Ohio, August 4.—The Board of Public

Works has rejected the second proposition made
to the city of Columbus by the Columbus Railway
company. Like the first one, it contained no agree-

ment to reduce fares, and this is what the board
wants. The company officials had Attorney Henry

J. Booth to print a long article in the local papers,

comparing Columbus railways with those of other

cities, in this and foreign countries, tending to show
that its patrons got more for their money than

those of roads in other places. This was answered
the next day by the Rev. Dr. Gladden, in a very

carefully prepared letter, in which he showed the

loopholes in Mr. Booth's argument, and told why
the Columbus road may be able to operate with a

three-cent fare and still pay the stockholders a

good dividend. It is very probable that this com-
pany will have to come to lower fares before the

franchises are renewed, and from present prospects,

it will have to come quick. It is reported that a

party of Toledo men are preparing to ask for a

franchise on the streets of Columbus, and will agree

to operate their lines on a three-cent fare, with

transfers on tickets, and pay a certain per cent, of

the gross receipts to the city as rental for the privi-

lege. There is little doubt but that a proposition

from outside' parties will be considered, if the local

company does not come up with a more liberal

proposition than it has yet made. So far as its

light to the streets is concerned, it has conceded it

has none by trying to get new franchises for all its

lines; so it remains with the city whether the road

shall have another franchise or. not. The fight is

a very interesting one, and bids fair to be long-con-

tinued, unless outsiders force an issue.

The Dayton and Germantown Traction company

has filed papers with the secretary of state, notify-

ing him that the capital stock has been increased

from $10,000 to $450,000. This looks as if the com-

pany meant business. J. O. Arnold is president

of the company, and T. C. Lindsey, secretary, and

the office is at 27 South Main street, Dayton.

The Cincinnati Street Railway company has noti-

fied the secretary of state that .$2,000,000 has been

added to its capital stock, making its present capi-

talization $20,000,000. This company is making

many improvements and putting its road in excel-

lent shape, ^ „ . _.

The Dayton, New Carlisle and St. Pans Traction

company has been incorporated, with a capital

stock of $1,350,000. It is proposed to build a line

r.i road from Dayton through Montgomery. Miami,

Clark and Champaign counties, to St. Paris. It

will t'^'uch New Carlisle in Champaign County.

The company has authority to furnish electricity

for light and power also. The incorporators arc

B. H. Ranncls. H. S. Forgy. Charles E. Layton.

H. N. Revnolds and John A. Brake.
^ ^

Another' new road for southwestern Ohio is the

Miamisburg and Germantown Traction company,

which W.-IS incorporated a few days ago. with a

capital of $50,000. Those interested, as shown by

the papers filed with the secretary of state, are

William A. Mays, C. W. Dodds, S. H. Mays, A. F.

Guinner and Albert J. Dwyer. The intention of the

company is to build and operate an electric line

between Miamisburg and Germantown.
The section of country about Dayton is one of the

best supplied with electric roads in the state, and it

seems as if the people are not satisfied yet. Within
the past few weeks several new companies have been
incorporated, and all of them mean business. So
far as can be ascertained, there will not be a figure-

head among them.
The Ohio River Electric Railway and Power

company has filed a mortgage to the Union Surety
and Guaranty company for $315,000 in. Meigs
County.
The power house of the Mansfield Street Railway

company at Mansfield is being enlarged to meet
the requirements of the road when the line between
Shelby and Mansfield is completed. Work 'is pro-
gressing nicely on the new line.

There is a plan on foot to build an electric line

from Springfield to Clifton. Harry Frey of Spring-
field is the moving spirit in the enterprise, and will

push matters to an issue. The Clark County com-
missioners have agreed to grant a franchise when
the requisite number of persons along the line have
given their consent. The line is to be completed
by July I, 1902.

Mayor R. W. Nelson of Newport, Ky., has pur-
chased the waterworks and light plant at George-
town, that state, for which he is to pay $30,000.
The telephone, telegraph, electric-light and street-

railway people of Sandusky have combined to fight

the ordinance taxing all the poles within the city

limits $1 per year. They will likely carry the mat-
ter into court and secure a decision upon the ques-
tion as to whether a Town Council has the author-
ity to impose such a tax.

The Village Council of Mechanicsburg has re-

fused to grant the Urbana, Mechanicsburg and Co-
lumbus Electric Railway company a franchise
through the village, and as a result the people of

the town are up in arms. It is likely that body
will have to change its verdict if its members are
to live in peace hereafter.

Word has come from Akron that a number of

Cleveland and Akron capitalists, headed by Will
Christy, president of the Southern Ohio Traction
company and vice-president of the Northern Ohio
Traction company, have arranged to build a line

from Springfield to Columbus, a distance of 42 miles.

The Southern Ohio Traction company now has in

operation a line from Cincinnati to Dayton, and the
officers expect to gain control of another independ-
ent line between Dayton and Springfield. These,
with the proposed new line, will give them a through
line from Cincinnati to Columbus. Northern con-
nections may then follow.

The Ohio Valley Electric Light and Railway
company has leased Pastime Park, at Ironton, and
will convert it into a baseball park.
Work is progressing rapidly on the new electric

line between Oberlin and Wellington. It is thought
it will be completed before extremely cold weather
interferes.

John H. Walters of Johnstown, Pa., has just re-

turned from a business trip to Huntsville, Ala. He
states that a new light plant, in which he is inter-

ested, has been completed, and is now in running
order.

J. F. Doman, formerly of Norwalk, has brought
suit for $20,000 damages against the Sandusky, Milan
and Norwalk Electric Railroad and Traction com-
pany. He claims that while helping a man off one
of defendant's cars he fell and broke his leg. It

would seem singular that the man would bring such
a suit, as he does not claim that the car was in

motion, but that the street lights were out in Nor-
walk, where the accident took place.

The Urbana, Mechanicsburg and Columbus Elec-
tric Railway company has applied to the Board
of Public Works of the city of Columbus for a
franchise in the city. Former Adjutant-general

H. A. Axline of Columbus is the president of the

company.
Those who are on the inside claim that the state

board of public works has about decided that the

berm-banks of the Miami and Erie Canal cannot
be leased for electric-road purposes because of the

contract with Thomas N. Fordyce, who will operate
canal boats with motors on the banks. It will be
necessary for him to have a track and one track

is all there is room for.

A company is being formed at Akron, Ohio, for

the manufacture of electric police-patrol wagons
and vehicles to be used by fire departments. It

will be incorporated .within a short time, with a

capital of $200,000. It is said that a number of

other companies in the same line of business will

be combined with it. It will be known as the

Akron Automobile Police Patrol company.
The Triumph Electric company of Cincinnati

will furnish two 200-kiIowatt generators for the

Dayton Electric Light and Power company of

Dayton. Ohio, and one belted generator of the

same capacity for a company at Dayton, Ky.
The new licht plant at Piqua, Ohio, w^as put in

operation Friday. O. M. C,

The Niagara Falls Street Railway company of

Niagara Falls. N. Y.. which has a franchise but

no road, has sold its franchise to the Niagara Gorge
Railroad company.
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PERSONAL.
H. W. Baer has succeeded Mr. Beam as manager

cf the Berlin, Pa., elcctric-li9;:it plant,

Carlyle C. Davis has been appointed manager of

the United Electric Gas and Power company at

Santa Barbara, Cal.

C. F. Hewitt of Elmira, N. Y., has
,
been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Home Electric Light

and Power company of Elkhart, Ind.

F. E. Boardman, superintendent of the Knoxville

(Tenn.) Electric Light and Power company, was

fatally injured by a fall on August 2d.

Frank P. Ross, manager of the 'Central Union

Telephone company at Columbus, Ohio, has re-

signed, on account of ill health, and W. W. Johnson

of Youngstown has taken his clace.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

An electric-light plant will be built at the state

hospital, Massillon, Ohio.

Cass Lake, Minn., has granted H. Hartley a

franchise for an electric-light plant.

The Lewiston (Idaho) Water and Light com-

pany plans to spend $20,000 improving its plant.

The Roseburg (Ore.) Water and Light company

has been organized with a capital stock of $100,000.

The City Council of Cleburne, Texas, has granted

a franchise for an electric-lighti plant to E. Ellis of

Dallas.

The power house of the East Side Electric com-
pany at Detroit, Mich., has been visited by a $20,-

000 fire.

The Carolina Light and Power company of Aiken,

S. C, has increased its capital stock from $2o;ooo

to $50,000.

The voters of Chambersburg, Pa., decided to

issue $13,000 bonds for improving the town's elec-

tric-light plant.

The Shenandoah (Iowa) Electric Light and Power
company is enlarging its building preparatory to add-

ing new machinery.

A new electric-light and power plant will, it is

reported, be built by the Hot Springs (Ark.) Street

Railway company.

The National Cash Register company is preparing

plans for a complete new electric-light plant at its

works, Dayton, Ohio.

Dothan, Ala., will receive bids for a municipal

electric-light plant to operate 25 arc and 1,000 16-

candlepower incandescent lamps.

The Columbia City (Ind.) Heat and Power com-
pany was incorporated for $10,000 by S. J. Peabody,

J. A. Ruch and A. A. Adams.

The waterworks board at Evansville, Ind., has

rejected all bids received for building an electric-

light plant and will readvertise the work.

J. B. Nelson, Baldwin block, Indianapolis, has

been engaged to prepare plans for the new municipal

electric-light plant in Lawrenceburg, Ind.

The Board of Public Service at Cincinnati, Ohio,

has ordered plans prepared for a new power house

at the city infirmary to cost about $10,000.

Bids are asked for the installation of an electric-

light plant in the State Insane Asylum at Jackson,

La. G. A. B. Hays, M. D., is superintendent.

The village board of Ilion, N. Y., has decided to

place on the market $50,000 four per cent, bonds
for the purpose of erecting an electric-light plant.

The board of awards at Baltimore, Md., has re-

jected the bids recently received for lighting the

city, and will alter the specifications and readvertise.

The Cattaraugus Electric Light and Power com-
pany of New Albion, N. Y., has been incorporated
for $12,000 by A. J. Setter, C. Centre and F. Craw-
ford.

The committee on lights at Grand Island, Neb.,

has recommended an appropriation of $5,000 for put-

ting an electric-light plant in the waterworks pump-
ing station.

Bids will be received until August 27th by the

board of trustees of the Toledo (Ohio) State Hos-
pital for installing an electric-light plant. Charles
Foster ir preiideii of the board.

At a meeting of the stockholders of the Laclede
Power company of St. Louis it was voted to in-

crease the capital stock of the company to $800,000.
The company will erect its own power plant.

The Electric Light and Power company of South
Boston, Va., of which J. A. Mebane is electrical

engineer, wants bids on generators to 500 kilowatts'
capacity and 600 horsepower in waterwheels.

The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad company, within
the next two months, will remove all its electric
machinery in Cumberland, Md., and replace it with
larger generators, etc. The number of lights in the
.shops and roundhouse will be considerably increased.
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The Queen City Hotel, which has lately reverted

back to the Baltimore and Ohio company, will be
lighted from the new electric plant, and the use

of gas discontinued.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
L. Soule of Chicago is one of the promoters of an

electric railway from Alden, Iowa, to Britt.

The Pensacola (Fla.) Electric and Terminal rail-

way will make an addition to its power plant.

The Bradford (Pa.) Traction company has filed

articles of incorporation with $1,000,000 capital.

Surveyors have been at work upon the route of a

trolley road from Elkton, Md., to Chesapeake City.

D. Lesley and A. W. Moon of Indianapolis have
secured a franchise for an electric line at Seymour,
Ind.

W. L. Covin of Biloxi, Miss., is making a survey
for the proposed electric line in that town and
suburbs.

The Village Board of Mazomanie, Wis., has de-

cided to rebuild the city light plant recently de-
stroyed by fire.

The Miamisburg and Germantown Traction com-
pany of Miamisburg, Ohio, has been incorporated
with $50,000 capital st'ocls.

The power station of the Northern Ohio Traction
company at Akron has been destroyed by fire, caus-
ing a loss given at $30,000.

The City Council of Dublin, Ga., contemplates in-

creasing the capacity of the electric-light plant.

R. N- Ellis is superintendent.

The council of Oklahoma City, Okla., has granted
a street-railway franchise to the Oklahoma City
Land and Electric Railway company.

The Springfield street railway of Springfield.

Mass., proposes to increase its capital stock to pro-
vide for improvements and extensions.

At Selma, Ala., F. M. Abbott has purchased the
Selma City and Suburban Railroad and will rebuild
the line for the use of electric motors.

The Grand Rapids (Mich.) Consolidated Street

Railway has had plans prepared for a large new
power house by J. H. Vail of Philadelphia.

A charter has been granted to the Northeastern
Street Railway company of Allegheny, Pa., with
$24,000 capital. E. J. Mcllvane is president.

A. L. Hutchinson of Weyauwega, Wis., is chief

promoter of an interurban line between Berlin,

Waupaca, New London, Wautoma and Weyauwega.
It is said surveys will be made this month.

The franchises have been obtained for the Taylor-
Smith-Sawyer electric line from. New Lothrop to

Saginaw, Mich. It is also proposed to ask for a
franchise in Montrose and run the line through that

town.

The interurban electric road between Rockford,
111., and Janesville, Wis., is under construction. The
principal office will be in Rockford, and the new line

will be called the Rockford, Beloit and Janesville

electric railroad. H. H. Clough is president of the

new company.

The Washington Co-operative Mining Syndicate,
Fidelity building, Tacoma, Wash., announces that

W. J. Wood, M. E., has completed a second sur-

vey from Fairfax to the Surprise and Clipper mines
for an electric road, and it is now ready to make a

definite location of the route.

The Bank street electric line of Richmond, Va.,
will be dismantled in a few days. This is the first

line on which an electric car was successfully run by
the trolley system. The line is now worn out, and by
connecting the Church Hill loop with the Main
street line, the old line is no longer necessary.

The Hartford Street Railway company has been
experimenting with eavetroughs on its open cars
for the protection of passengers in wet weather.
The results are reported to be very satisfactory,

both to conductors and passengers, as there is no
dripping on the running board, and the ends of the
seats do not become so wet.

The first step in the construction of an electric

trolley line from Norfolk, Va., to Gilmerton, on
the Dismal Swamp, was taken August 2d, when a

deed of trust from the River Front Railway com-
pany to the Colonial Trust company of Pennsyl-
vania, constituting a first mortgage on the company's
property to secure $2,000,000 of five per cent. 30-

year gold bonds, was recorded. The property and
franchises conveyed under the terms of the deed
are the main line of the Norfolk and Western rail-

way: second, what is known as the navy-yard
branch of the Portsmouth Street Railway company,
extending from Green street and Gosport road, and
third, the Gilmerton branch of the Front River
Railway company.
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and from the island of Borkum it is all sea. It is

hoped to have the cable ici service this fall.

The American District Telegraph company has
incorporated in the state of Washington, with Spo-
kane as the principal place of business and $100,000
capital stock. The trustees named are A. D. Camp-
bell and Thomas P. McKinney of Spokane. The
other incorporators are Isaac McMichael, Sidney B.
McMichael and Jacob Levinn, eastern capitalists.

Before the cable to the Azores was opened,
which somewhat shortens the route by which cable-
grams are transmitted to the Far East, the route
of messages from Washington to Manila was as
follows: To New York by land; to Valentia, Ire-
land, by cable; to Brighton, England, by cable and
land; to Havre, France, by cable; to Marseilles by
land; to Alexandria, Egypt, by cable; to Suez,
Egypt, by land; to Aden, Arabia, by cable; to
Bombay, India, by cable; to Madras, by land; to
Singapore, Malayan Peninsula, by cable; to Saigon,
Cochin China, by cable; to Plongkong, by cable; to
Manila, Phihppine Islands, by cable—the distance
being 14,000 miles and the number of transmissions
14. And for this communication the government
pays about $400,000 annually for its own messages.

The British government has asked bids for ocean
cable, as follows: For the manufacture and laying
in the Pacific ocean of 8,272 nautical miles of tele-
graph cable between Vancouver and Fanning
island, Fanning island and Fiji, Fiji and Norfolk
island, Norfolk island and New Zealand, and Nor-
folk Island and Queensland. The work will be di-
vided into three parts, for any one or more of which
contractors may bid. Each contract will include a
clause under which the contractor guarantees the
good electrical condition of the cable for 30 con-
secutive days after the completion of the laying.
There is also a fourth contract to be let for sur-
veying and sounding the whole route. The bids
close September 14th, and specifications and forms
of contracts may be obtained from Clark, Forde &
Taylor, 4 Great Winchester street, London, E. C.

PUBLICATIONS.
The General Electric company has issued its cata-

logue of lightning arresters from its press at
Schenectady, N. Y., and it is one which does credit
to all concerned in its publication.

The McGuire Manufacturing company, Chicago,
has issued a beautiful new 11 by 18-inch catalogue
of its trucks and other street-railway appliances, in
a typographical style strictly modern.

The Consolidated Railway Electric Lighting and
Equipment company of 100 Broadway, New York,
has issued two interesting pamphlets, one on "Train
Lighting from the Car Axle" and the other entitled
"A Little Talk With You on the Electric Lighting
of Passenger Cars," the latter being a history of
the evolution of axle-driven dynamo schemes which
led up to the present system.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railroad

company of Chicago declared a semi-annual divi-

dend of 2 per cent. August 5th. The business of
the road for the first half of this year has increased
14.8 per cent, over that for the corresponding period
last year.

The Appellate Court has handed down a decision
confirming the decree of sale and foreclosure in the
case of the old Chicago and South Side Rapid
Transit company. All the contentions of the former
stockholders are denied. The legality of the present
organization is confirmed, together with its title to
all ihe property.

Bondholders of the Chicago General Railway
company are preparing to foreclose the property,
.'^n agreement has been drawn up appointing James
P. Black and Lyman M. Paine of Chicago and
N. D. Lawson of New York a committee of trus-
tees to act in the interests of the bondholders in

foreclosing, and an attempt will be made to obtain
the signatures of all the bondholders to this agree-
ment.

MISCELLANEOUS.

TELEGRAPH.
The Emden-New York cable, which Germany is

laying via the Azores, will cost, altogether, very
nearly $5,000,000, and have a length of 4,984 miles.

From Emden to Borkum the cable is partly on land

During the last six months 9,054 electrical inspec-
tions have been made by the city of Chicago and
2,791 pieces of defective work noted.

The Monongahela Consolidated Coal and Coke
company will put electric power in its Camden,
Streets Run and Dravosburg mines this fall.

The Yerkes electric fountain in Lincoln Park,
Chicago, which has been out of repair for some
time, is to be fitted up for the G. A. R. encamp-
ment here this month.

A new use of the portable electric light is re-

ported from Portugal. It is for fox and badger
hunting. When fixed to the collar of a dog that is

entering the burrow the light frightens the animal
out.

Tile Genesee Electric company of Rochester is

a newly incorporated company. The directors are:

F. C. Boland of New York city and Fred C.

Cochen and P. H. Flynn of Brooklyn. The capi-

talization is $50,000.
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TRADE NEWS.
MacDonald Bros., manufacturing electricians of

Winnipeg, Man., have suffered a complete loss by
fire. The loss is given as $io,coo.

The Michigan Carbon Works at Delrav. near De-
troit, were visited by a fire the morning o'f July 31st.
The acid department was completely destroyed, at an
estimated loss of $27,000.

The Granite State Electrical Works of Lisbon.
N. H., has filed articles of incorporation, with a
capitalization of $25,000, to manufacture magnet
wire. The incorporators are: Henry C. Libby,
Henry H. Atwood, Calvin I. Currier, Jesse W.
Richardson and Warren Williams, all of Lisbon.

The following announcement is made by the Elec-
tric Storage Battery company of Philadelphia:
"The Electric Storage Battery company and the
Electric Boat company have filed papers in suits
for infringements of patents, in the United States
Circuit Court. Southern District of New York,
against the Gould Storage Battery company, and
in the United States Circuit Court Northern Dis-
trict of Ohio, against Sipe & Sigler, manufacturers
of Willard storage batteries."

Sealed proposals will be received at the office
of the supervising architect, Washington, D. C. un-
til August 20th, and then opened, for the repair
and enlargement of the electric-wiring and lighting
system, in the United States Postoffice and Sub-
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treasury building, Boston, Mass., in accordance
with the drawings and specifications, copies of which
may be had at the discretion of the supervising
architect, on application at his office, or at the office
of the custodian at Boston, Mass.
The Johnson Electric Service company of Mil-

waukee has signed articles of incorporation, with a
capital of $Soo.ooo. The new company will absorb
the old Milwaukee company of that name, the John-
son Temperature Regulating company of New York
an! t'le Johnson Temperature Controlling company
of Chicago. The officers of the reorganized company
are: President, William Plankinton; vice-president
and treasurer. W. S. Johnson; secretary, J. M.
Doesbury. The directors are W. S. Johnson, A. A.
L. Smith. Jesse Stone. August Vogel. William
Plankinton. and J. M. Doesbury of Milwaukee, and
W. D. Bristol and B. T. Voigt of New York.

BUSINESS.
The W^estern Electric company reports largely in-

creasing sales of the new-type Sunbeam incandescent
lamp. A very large order for these lamps has just
been received for shipment to South America.
Anyone desiring these lamps who has not yet re-
ceived a copy of the handsome catalogue may obtain
one by writing.

The equipment of electric motors and dynamos
for the new Russian war vessel Variag. just turned
out by the Cramps shipbuilding yards of Philadel-
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phia, and recently accepted by the Russian govern-
ment, after severe trial tests, was supplied by the
General Electric company, some from the Lynn
factories and others from the factories at Schenec-
tady, N. Y.

W. N. Matthews & Bro. of St. Louis, general
agents for the Stombaugh guy anchor, report
splendid business on that specialty. They have
received orders in the last week for 1.685 anchors,
including one order for 1,000 eight-inch anchors
for a new long-distance telephone company. They
have recently appointed S. B. Condit, Jr., & Co.
agents for the New England states and the West-
ern Electric company agent for the Atlantic states
and Canada.

The rapid growth of the export business of the
B. F. Sturtevant company of Boston, Mass., man-
ufacturer of blowers, heating and drying apparatus,
engines, forges, electrical equipment, etc., is well
exemplified by recent foreign orders for forges.
which aggregate 200 for Japan. 75 for Russia, 40
for Germany, 32 for Canada, and 24 for Sweden, in
addition to large numbers distributed through its

London and continental stores. Domestic demands
have likewise increased in the same line during the
last few months, large forge equipments having
been furnished to several ship-building and loco-
motive shops in the LTnited States. The manual-
training, trades and technical schools have also been
placing some large orders with this company.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
654.583- Machine for Winding and Insulating Elec-

tric Coils. James C. Anderson, Jersey City,

N. J. Application filed February 7, 1900.

In a rnachioe for winding fibers, filaments or stran'Is.

the combination of a tvinding spindle, means for feeding
the fibers, filaments or strands thereon in layers to form a
coil, and means for automatically inserting a sheet ma-
terial between the layers of the coil.

654.586. Conduit Electric-railway System. Frank
M. Ashley. New York, N. Y., assignor to the
General Electric company of New York. Ap-
plication filed February 26, 1S98.

In an electric-railway system, the combination with a
conduit, of a hinged cover therefor, sectional working con-
dnctors in the conduit, and means for establishing elec-

trical connection between the conductors and the motor
of the car when the cover is in its normal position over the
conduit.

654,595. Method of Operating Dynamo-electric Ma-
chines. Ernst J. Berg. Schenectady, N, Y.,

assignor to the General Electric company oi

New York. Application filed May 26, 1900.

The method of adjusting the angular position of the ro-
tating member of a synchronous dynarao-electric machine
which consists in cansing the memoer to slip until the de-
sired angular position is secured and then checking any
fnriher slip.

654,625. Signaling Device. John L. Hall, Schenec-
tady, N. Y., assignor to the General Electric

company of New York. Application filed May
10, 1900.

A shatter for a'searchlight projector, or other signaling

device composed of a plurality of seztions of opaque heat-
resisting material mounted to shift between the source of
light and the mirror, and means operative from the outside

of the regulating device to shift the sections, to cut off or
permit reflection of the beam.

NO 654.6^0,

654.630. Radiophony, Hammond V. Hayes and Er-
nest R. Cram. Cambridge, Mass., assignors to

the American Bell Telephone company, Boston,
Mass. Application filed June 7, 1897.

The combination with a radiophone receiver, of an elec-
trical circuit containing a sour.e of electric current and a

device for developing radiant energy uoder the action of

the source, and means for producint^ characteristic altera-

tions of the radiant energy, consisfng of an auxiliary cir-

cuit associated with the first-named circuit and a trans-

mitting apparatus contained therein and adapted to alter

the current thereof and thereby correspondingly modify
the current supplied in the first-named circuit to the de-
vice for developing radiant energy. (See cut.)

654.631. High or Low-water Alarm for Boilers.

Eugene D. Hays, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor, by
direct and mesne assignments, of two-thirds to

John \V. Griffenberg, Fred. De Witt Goodwin
and William C. Hays, Philadelphia, Pa. Appli-

cation filed December 15, 1899.

The combination, in a b'gb and low water alarm for

boilers or tanks, of a vertical tube or guage glass, a vertical

lobe eKtending parallel with the guaee glass and connected
therewith at the top and bottom, a dependent curved con-
nection having elactrical termini inserted therein, elec-

trical contacrs, mercury m the curved connection to com-
plete or break an electrical circuit between the termini,

thereby giving an alarm, and a stop-cock having conpHngs
thereon to receive the tabes.

654.632. Gear for Motor Cars. Jean J. Heilmann.
Paris, France. Application filed December 19,

1899.

A variable speed-driving gear is described consisting of

a number of magnetic clutches fixed to gears of different

ratios, one or another c* the magnetic clutches being
thrown in to vary the speed.

654,656. Elevator Controller. Nils O. Lindstrom
and Allan Cowperthwait. New York, N. Y., as-

signors to A. B. See Manufacturing company.
Application filed April li, 1900.

The combination of an elevatoe car, an actuating el ciric

machine therefor, two controlling switches for (he re-

spective directions of rotation of the actuating machine,
a fluid-pressnre motor for each switch, a valve controlling

each motor, a brake for the actnatiog machine and a flaid-

Issiied July j>/, zgoo.

pressure motor operating the brake, and means whereby
the operation of either of the valves will control the press-
are in ihe moior operating the brake.

654.65S. Electric Railway. Gustav A. Lyncker,
Munich, Germany. Application filed April 23,
1900.

In an electric railway, the combination with a plurality
oE surface contacts, and normally open conductors for
supplying current to the contacts, of electromagnets for
each conductor, means operated by the electromagnets
when energized for closing the respective conductors
where normally open, a battery carried by ihe car, and
connections between the battery and the surface contacts
and between the latter and the electromagnets, whereby
the electromagnet beneath the car and the electromagnet
in advance of the car are both simultaneously energized.

^SA^^^Z- Electric Regulating Device. Walter S.
Moody, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the
General Electric company of New York. Ap-
plication filed May 21, 1900.
A regulating device consisting of a single primary wind-

ing and a plurality of subdivided secondary windings in
inductive relation to the primary winding.

6547679- Electric Arc Lamp. Carl Schuster, Pitts-
burg. Pa., assignor to Pittsburg Electrical and
Machine Works, Pittsburg, Pa. Application
filed June 13, 1899.

In arc lamps, the combination of an expansive strip
forming a part of the circuit and continuously receiving the
full force of the current, the strip being returned upon
itself; a roller supporting the bend of the strip ; a pivoted
lever connected to one end of the strip; a pawl connected
to the other end of the lever and engagine with a clutch on
the upper carbon, and a weight adjustable on the lever
serving to regulate the tension of the strip and to assist in
regulating the feed of the carbon. (See cut )

654,693. Electrical Igniter for Hydrocarbon En-
gines. Hugo Wegelin, Augsburg, Germany.
Application filed February 16, 1899.

In combiiiation in an igniting device for gas engines, a
contact piece, electric conneciions controlled thereby,
electrodes in ihe electrical connections and a tappet hav-
ing an inclined eJge adapted to effect early or late separa-
tion for early or late igntiion according to the relative
position of the contact and tappet, one of the parts being
adjustable in relation to the other and means for operating
the tappet.

654,700. Electric Controller. William Asbury, New
York, N. Y. Application filed December i,

1899-

In an electric controller, the combination with a revolu-
ble shaft, of a cylinder of non-conducting material loosely
mounted on ihe shaft; radial contact blades projeciing
from the cylinder; conducting bases for the blades; a
catch disk secured to one end of the cylinder; contact
clips with which the blades contact; a gear wheel fixed to

the shaft ; a quadrant gear mesbing with the gear wheel;
stop mechanism co -operating with the catch disk and
quadrant gear ; means for rotating the shaft and means
for causing the rotation of the cylinder by the rotation of
the shaft.

654.734. Electric Commutator Cleaner. August H.
Jahn, Homestead, Pa. Application filed Novem-
ber 23, 1899.

In a cleaning or grinding device for commutator cylin-

ders, the combination with a supporting frame, of a holder
containing a cleaning block and movable toward and away
from a couimutator cylinder, a pair of levers pivoted in the
frame, links connecting the holder with the outer ends of
the levers, a solenoid and a core therefor having a slot-

aod-pin connection with the inner ends of the levers.

654.747. Supen-'isorj' Signal for Telephone Switch-
boards. Frank R. McBerty, Downer's Grove,
III., assignor to the Western Electric company,
Chicago, 111. Application filed November 13,

1897.
The combination with united telephone lines and a signal

associated with each line and controlled by current in the

line of a pilot signal and mechanism actuated in the sim-
nltaneoDS operation of the signals adapted to cause the

display of tne pilot signal.

654.748. Telephone Toll Apparatus . Frank R. Mc-
Berty, Downer's Grove, 111., assignor to the

Western Electric company, Chicago, III. Ap-
pli.-atlon filed November 13, 1897.

The combination with a telephone line and a coin-col-

lectingor registering appliance at the station thereof, of a

supervisory visible signal at a central office associated
with the line, and circuit connections changed through the

agency of the coin-collecting appliance adapted to operate
the supervisory signal, whereby the required act of pay-
ment is signaled to the operator without the use of her
telephone.

654.749- Signal Appliance for Telephone Switch-
boards. Frank R. McBerty, Downer's Grove,
and James L. McQuarrie, Chicago, 111., assign-
ors to the Western Electric company, Chicago,
111. Application filed November 22, 1897.
The combination -with telephone lines and plugs and

plug circuits for making conoectron therewith, each tele-
phone line being provided with a switch at its station for
changing the resistance of the line circuit in the use of the
telephone, of a key in each plug circuit, a general super-
visory signal and a source of current, each key being
adapted to connect the general signal and source of cur-

'

rent temporarily with the corresponding plug circuit to
determine the condition of use or disuse of the substation
instruments.

654.750. Switchboard for Telephone Lines. Frank
R. McBerty, Evanston, III, assignor to the
Western Electric company, Chicago, 111. Ap-
plication filed December 26, 1899.
The combination with a telephone line, a spring jack

forming a terminal of the line, and a plug and plug circuit
for making connection with the soring jack, of a local cir-
cuit terminating in normally separated opposed contacts
of the spring jack adapted to be crossed together throngh
the sleeve of the plug, and a magnet in the local circuit, a
branch of the local circuit terminating in the contact
sleeve of the plug, a secondary supervisory signal in the
last-mentioned branch, and a supervisory relay in the plag
circuit controlling the signal.

NO. 654 679

654752. Speed-governor Attachment for Electri-
cal Apparatus. James H. McGurty, Jersey City,
N. J., assignor of forty-nine one-hundredths to
Thomas McEwan, Jr., Jerse> City, N. J. Ap-
plication filed April 25, 1900.
The combination with an electrical controller having a

rotary controlling shaft, of an air-check device comprising
an air cylinder and a reciprocating plunger working
therein, the plunger having an operative connection with
the rotary controlling shaft, and co-operating means be-
tween the plunger and the cylinder for causing the plunger
to have an intermittent slow and accelerated inward
movement. (See cut on next pa»e.)

654.758. Apparatus for Telephone Switchboards.
Joseph J. O'Connell, Chicago, 111., assignor to
the Western Electric company, Chicago, 111.

Application filed May 12, 1S99.
An apparatus for telephone switchboards, consisting of

a connecting plug and its cord circuit, a seat wherein the
plug is adapted to rest when not in use. switch contacts
and means for setting the same controlled by the co-
operation of the plug with its seat, an electromagnet hav-
ing an armature for releasing the switch contacts and
means for energizing the magnet

.

654.803. Trolley Wheel. Stephen G. Reynolds,
Easton, Pa., assignor of one-half to Nat Free-
man, Easton, Pa. Application filed December
II, 1899.

A trolley wheel having in combination a peripherally-
grooved annular center provided with integral lateral pro-
jections, side disks having interlocking indentations or
depressions on their inner sides corresponding in number
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and position with the projections, whereby the disk and
center are locked against relative rotary moveraent and a
pin on which the side disks have their bearings.

654,816. Electrical Transmission of Power. Imle

E. Storey, Trenton, N. J. Application filed

November 18, 1899.

The combination of a variable-speed dynamo-electric
machine, a storage battery and an electric motor in series

therewith, an exciting coil on the field magnet of the dy-
namo, an opposing coil for weakening the field-magnet
excitation of ihe dynamo, and means whereby the voltage

generated by the dynamo in excess of that required to

charge the battery and drive the motor will cause current

to &o\v through the opposing coil. (See cut.)

654,818. Sparking Igniter for Explosive Engines.

Harry C. Thamsen, Hamburg, Pa., assignor of

two-thirds to Alexander Murdoch, Hamburg,
Pa., and Adam H. Leader, Reading, Fa. Ap-
plication filed April 17, 1900.

In an electrical igniter a casing having vertical insulated
parts passing through the casing, their ends depending be-
low the casing and connected by means of contact plates,

an operating rod passing through an insulated opening
in the plate, and having a fiange adapted to make contact
with the upper face of the plate, the upper end of the rod
entering the casing and backed by a coiled spring.

654,821. Flash-light System. Martin Wright, San
Antonio, Texas. Application filed April 28,

1900.

A flash-light system comprising main-line wires, a plu-
rality of banks of lamps connected across the main line,

an electrically operated switch for the circuit of each
bank oi. lamps for cutting the banks of lamps into and out
of the main line, an electrically operated switch for open-
ing and closing the circuit of the main line, a battery
common to all the switch circuits, and a circuit closer
adapted to open and close the circuits of the several
switches successively.

654,847. Automatic Circuit-breaker. William M.
Scott, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the Cutter
Electrical Manufacturing company of New
Jersey. Application filed November i, 1S97.

In an automatic magnetic circuit breaker, the combina-
tion of separable co--operaiive contacts, with mechanism
for separating them, a latch for holding the contacts in

closed relation, a plurality of electromagnetic actuating
devices, each operating independently of the other, and a
member operated by each of the electromagnetic actuating
devices upon an overload therein to strike the latch and
disengage it.

NO. 65 1,752.

654,848. Automatic Magnetic Circuit-breaker. Will-
iam M. Scott, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the
Cutter Electrical and Manufacturing company
of New Jersey. Application filed January 5,

1898.

In an automatic magnetic circuit breaker the combina-
tion of a main breaker and supplemental automatic mag-
netic breaker in shunt Iherewith aiapted to break the
circuit after the separation of the contacts of the main
breaker.

654851. Semaphore-operating Mechanism. Judson
Shoecraft, Eskridge,, Kan., assignor to Charles
C. Gardiner, Bradford, Kan. Application filed

October 10, 1899.
The combination with a semaphore, of a follower con-

necied therewith and comprising two separable parts
movable toward and away from each other, electrically
operated means in the path of movement of the parts of
the follower for engagement by the pans of the follower,
the electrically operated means being adapted to move
the follower and to move the semaphore in one di-
rectioQ. electrically operated means for lo~king the parts
of the follower to the moving means and for releasing the
parts of the follower from the moving means tor subse-
quently breaking the circuit of the movmg means, means
for hoidioe the follower intermediate of the limits of its

motion, means for releasing the follower to allow it to
reach the lim-t of its continued movement, and means for
moving the parts of th3 follower into engagement with the
moving means,

654,871. Electric Cable. John Y. Buchanan, Edin-
burgh, Scotland. Application filed May 18,

1900.

An electric cable comprising a conductor having alter-
nate coalings of guttapercha and a compound of india-
rubber and ozocerite, the innermost and outermost of such
coatings being of guttapercha.

654,883. Motor Controller. William B. Elliott and
John W. Eskholme, Westficld, N. J., assignors
to the C. & C. Electric company of New Jersey.
Application filed April 2, 1900.

In combination, a plurality of armature windings, a
hand-lever, means operated by the movement of the lever in
one direction to connect the windings in series, a series of
resistances in the armature circuit, means connected with
the lever and adapted on the movement of the lever in one
direction to cut out in Buccession some of the resistances,
a ayyitcli connected with the lever and onerated by a fur-
ther movement of the lever in (he same direction to throw

, the windings into parallel and at the same time introduce
into the circuit a series of substantially compensating re-
ajatances, and means connected with the lever and oper-

ated by a further movement of the lever in the same
direction to cut out in succession some of the latter re-
sistances.

654,924. Switchboard for Telephone Lines. Charles
E. Scribner. Chicago, 111., assignor to the West-
ern Electric company, Chicago, 111. Applica-
tion filed December 26, 1899.
The combination with telephone lines and multiple

Jacks, one for each line on each section of a multiple
swiicbboard, individual calling signals, one for each line,
and an answering jack for each line associated with its

individual call signal, of an answering plug and a calling
plug united in a circuit for connecting lines together, and a
source of current in a bridge of the plug circuit, ttie an-
swering jack and answering plug being adapted to each
other to avoid the formation of accidental battery currents
in the insertion of the plup; a lelay controlling the connec-
tion of the plug circuit with the calling plug, and a local
circuit closed in registering contacts of the calling plug
and a multiple jack when the plug is in its place in the
jack for exciting the relay, whereby a call maybe answered
and a counection completed with the line called for with-
out producing unnecessary variations in the current over
the calling line.

654.951- Process of Manufacturing Composition Ap-
plicable for Electric Insulation. William J.
Cordner, London, England, assignor to Louis
D. Brandeis, trustee, Boston, Mass. Applica-
tion filed October 17, 1899.

A process for the manufacture of a composition consist-
ing of treatment of rhea fiber, in a solution of silicate of soda
of a density of 15 to 20 degrees Baume, the drying of the
same to extract the moisture. Ihe saturation of the fiber
with a heavy hydrocarbon such as resin oil and the like,
the removal of superfluous heavy hydrocarbon, the treat-
ment by heat of the saturated fiber to transform it into a
heavy hydrocarbon cellulose, the disintegraticn of the cel-
lulose and the mixture therewith of gums, resins, o.\idizable
oils and the like to form a composite material.

654,952. Composite Material Applicable for Elec-
tric Insulation. William J. Cordner, London,
England, assignor to Louis D. Brandeis, trus-
tee, Boston, Mass. Original application filed

October 17, 1899. Divided and this application
filed February 6, 1900.

A composite material made from a heavy hydrocarbon
cellulose derived from rhea fiber, mixed with oils, resins,
gums and similar materials.

654,967. Electric Signal and Fire Alarm. David
Geywits, Rome, and William Still, Utica, N. Y.,

assig'nors to Michael H. Powers, Rome, N. Y.
Application filed February 16, 190c.

The combination of a movable contact piece and a clock-
work for operating the same, wich a series of normally
stationary contact members adjustable to pass into or out
of the path of the contact piece, a switchboard having a
series of conducting members each Connected with one of
the contact members, and an additional conducting mem-
ber not so connected, a series of movable circuit closers,
such as plugs, adapted for engagement with the conduct-
ing members, a series of circuits in which are included the
circuit closers and the contact pieces, so that the engage-
ment of the contact piece with one of the contact mem-
bers will close a circuit through the conducting member
connected with the contact member, when tne conducting
member is engaged by one of the circuit closers, and a
permanent electrical connection from the additional con-
ducting member to each of the circuiti, so that the circuits
may be closed independently of the contact piece and
contact members, by an engagement of the circuit closers
with the additional conducting member.

654,999. Electric Motor. Walter S. Moody, Schenec-
tady, N. Y.. assignor to the General Electric
company of New York. Application filed May
7, 1898.

In an electric motor, Ihe combination of a field magnet
having one wound and one unwound pole, an armature
revolving within the field magnet, and an energizing coil
for the field magnet which surrounds the entire upper half
of the armature.

655,006. Electric Lock. Theodore P. Pratt, Bos-
ton, Mass., assignor to Fred Warren Clark, Bos-
ton, Mass. Application filed April 21, 1900.

In an electric lock, the combination of a pivoted bolt
head or latch, a latch bar connected with the latch and
adapted to be moved to retract the same, two independ-
ent knob-operated tumbler dogs arranged in proximity to

the latch bar, a dog pivoted to the latch bar and adapted to
be moved simultaneously into engagement with one tum-
bler dog and out of eng-igement with the other, the bolt
having a spring whereby it is normally engaged with one
of the tumbler dogs and normally separated from the
other, and electrically controlled means for displacing the
latch-bar dog from its normal position and moving it into
engagement with the tumbler dog from which it is normally
separated.

655,014. Trolley. Felix J. Rogers, Crafton, Pa.
Application filed January 3, 1900.

lu a trolley for electric cars, the combination of a plate
rotatably mounted in a trolley stand and provided with
eyes, a trolley pole pivotally secured to the plate, a sub-
stantially U-shaped spring mounted upon the pivotal pin
of the trolley pole with the cross-bar which connects its

two members engaging the underneath face of the trolley
pole and its ends adjustably secured in the eyes on the
plate, a sleeve 'mounted upon the pole and provided with
eyes, an auxiliary trolley pole pivotally secured to the
sleeve with a iroiley wheel mounted on its upper end, a
substantially U-shaped spring having its ends adjustably
mounted in the eyes and the cross-bar connpcting the two
members engaging the underneath face of the auxiliary
trolley pole, a keeper mounted on the auxiliary trolley
pole, a like keeper mounted on the trolley pole proper, and
a yoke or clevis engaging the keepers for limiting the up-
ward movement of the auxiliary trolley pole.

655,032. Rectifying Alternating Currents. Elihu
Thomson, Swampscott, Mass., assignor to the
General Electric company of New York. Ap-
plication filed March 28, igoo.

Means for maintaining synchronism between two elec-
tric machines connected in the same alternating-current
circuit, comprising a synchronous motor and a source of
supply therefor delivering impulses of higher frequency,
but constant relation to the currents in the circuit.

655,041. Light Especially Adapted for Electric
Headlights for Locomotives. William H. Young
and Stephen A. Hayes, Sanford, Fla. Applica-
tion filed March 14, 1900.

In a headlight or the like, the combination with a source
of light, and a luns or glass, of a transparent or translucent
body interposed between the source of light and the lens
or glass and nearer to the source of light and adapted to

protect it from the heat of the light.

655,047. Quick-break Electric Switch. William F.
Bossert, Utica, N. Y., assignor to the Bossert
Electric Construction company. Utica, N. Y.
Application filed March 10, 1899.

In an electric switch the combination with terminals, of
main and auxiliary blades adapted to bridge the terminals,
a spring having connection with the auxiliary blade and
adapted to throw it. means for placing ihe spring under
tension, a latch adapted to bold the auxiliary blade
against the action of the spring and means for moving the
auxiliary blade bodily from the influence of the latch.

655-057. Thermostat and Alarm Circuit Controlled
Thereby. Henry G. Carleton, New York.
N. Y., assignor to the Carleton Electric com-
pany, New York, N. Y. Application filed Sep-
tember 8, 1899.

In a fire-alarm apparatus the combination of an electric
circuit including a source of electric energy and suitable
alarm mechanism, a thermostat comprising two hermet-
ically closed chambers containing a gaseous substance and
of unequal thickness, a circuit-closer controlled thereby
and circuit terminals leading from the source of energy
to and controlled by the circuit closer.

655.063. Electric Arc Lamp. James E. Davidson,
Butte, Mont. Application filed October 17,
1899.

In an arc lamp, a feeding mechanism for the movable
carbon having a lazy-tongs interposed between the carbon
and its actuating devices, the carbon being sustained by
the lazy-tongs in its cenier line and wholly supported
thereby, and the lazy-tongs forming the means for tians-
mitting the motion of the actuating devices to the movable
carbon.

655,110. Gas Battery. Andrew Plecher, Savannah,
Ga. Application filed November 23, 1899.
A gas battery comprising a cell formed of a porous solid

non-conducting body, homogeneously filled with a chem-
ically deposited metal of the platinum group, and having
on one side a superficial electrode adapted to be covered
by one gas, and on the other side a superficial electrode
adapted to be covered by the other gas.

NO. 654,816.

655,111. Electrolytic Apparatus. Andrew Plecher,
Savannah, Ga. Application filed January 20,

1900.

An electrolytic apparatus of spheroidal shipe consisting
of two separate closed ceils or chambers farming sections
of the spheroid with flat sides juxtaposed and having reg-
istering openings for iDtercommunicalion, and an encom-
passing band or jacket completely encircling and holding
them together, the cells being provided with electrodes
and circuit wires and gas-discha-ging pipes.

655,113. Electromagnetic Telephone. Andrew
Plecher, Savannah, Ga. Application filed Feb-
ruary 16, 1900.

A resistance-varying medium for a telephone consisting
of a coil of fine bare wire of magnetic metal having sepa-
rated turns of convolutions interposed in the circuit and
arranged to collapse and reduce resistance from mag-
netic action.

655,144. Electric Signal-registering System. Otto
P. Yurgae and Robert H. Yurgae, Milwaukee.
Wis., assignors, by direct and mesne assign-
ments, to the Yurgae Signalphone Manufactur-
ing company, Milwaukee, Wis. Application
filed May 14, 1900.

The combination of a main-stalion battery and electric
signal register apparatus, call-station instruments in se-
ries on a line in circuit with ihe baltery and apparatus,
each instrument comprising a number wheel, a spring
motor for it, separable conductors intercept-ng the line
and arranged to have one thereof in yielding opposition to

the teeth of the wheel, a crank on a motor shaft movable
in one direction to contract the motor spring, a device
movable with the crank to separate the conductors, co-
incident with expansion of Ihe spring, an electric tele-
phone apparatus in circuit with the aforesaid conductors,
the motor crank serv ing as a hanger for Ihe receiver element
of this apparatus; means for ground circuiting the number
wheel witn the aforesaid battery, a main-station electric-
telephone apparatus, a battery for it. and means for putting
Ibis telephone apparatus in and out of circuit with the line
of call stations,

655.164. Connection Counter for Telephone Lines.

Charles E. Scribner. Chicago, 111., assignor to

the Western Electric company, Chicago, 111.

Application filed November 13, 1897.

The combination with a telephone line, a magnet asso-
ciated therewith to indicate a call, and means for making
connection wiih the line, of an electrically controlled con-
nection registering appliance associated with the line, a
local circuit including the magnet thereof, the local circuit

being norm.illy broken at two points, switch contacts con-
trolled by the call-indirating magnet to close one break in

the local circuit, and other switcli contacts adapted to be
brought togellier in (he act of making connection with the
lino to close another break in the local circuit, wtiereby
the rpgisteriiig appliance is actuated when a call is fol-

lowed by the establishment of connection with the line.
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New Wheel-pit at Niagara.

Bv Orrin E. Dunlap.

Tlie new wheel-pit at Niagara Falis lias reached
a depth of 75 feet. Operations are carried on niglit

and day, and there is every reason to believe that

the contract will be completed by June, 1901, as

expected. Ground was broken in October, 1S99,

and by the time the work is completed 20 months
will have elapsed. It will be recalled that the pit

is to be carried to a depth of 180 feet, and, there-

fore, about 100 feet more are to be excavated before

the bottom is reached.

The contract is in the hands of the National

Contracting company, and this company has about

400 men on the job. These
men work in shifts of equal

length, and every facility in

the way of machinery is at

their command to aid in do-

ing rapid work. When com-
pleted, the pit will have a

length oi 463 feet and one inch

between channel cuts. The
width between the brick lining

will be 16 feet below the tur-

bine deck and 17 feet four

inches above the deck. Above
the thrust deck the width be-

tween face and face of the arris

lines of masonry will be 21

feet, the depth having been

ing to the surface every time. It will be con-
structed under the inlet canal. ^

A. C. Douglass, who has a sub-contract with the

National Contracting company for the sinking of

a shaft in front of the power station and the ex-

tension of the main tunnel, has completed the

shaft and has gone 200 feet on the tunnel exten-

sion, the total length of which is to be 6i6V-2 feet.

The method of operation is to remove the upper
bench or section first. This tunnel extension is to

be built on a curve, the length of which will be

368% feet, the radius of the curve being iS5% feet.

The excavated material is raised to the surface by
means of a derrick. About the mouth of the shaft,

which is sunk right in the bed of the inlet canal.

of the new wheel-pit, showing the cableway and
the compressor plant in the distance. .-Vt each end
of the cable an anchorage, amounting to 19 tons,

has been provided, by sinking a round oak log

25 feet long and 30 inches in diameter 12 feet in

the ground and surrounding it with concrete and
loading it with rubble-stone piles. The cableway
is capable of lifting a lo-tcn load and has the aerial-

dumping feature. The buckets used hold two cubic

yards and are run close up to the higher tower,

where the contents are dumped in Goodwin grav-

ity-dumping cars in which the excavated material

is conveyed to the trestle of the Niagara Junction
railway, where it is used to form a roadbed, prepara-

tory to double-tracking the line. Fig. i shows the

high tower and a bucket be-

ing dumped. The dumping of

the buckets operated on the

cableway is brought about by
the engineer in charge of this

feature of the work, located in

a small building near the big
tower. The first of these ca-

bleways used on heavy con-
struction was employed by
George B. Burbank, on the
Sodom dam in 1887. Mr. Bur-
bank is consulting engineer of

the National Contracting com-
pany on the present work, and
he is very glad to have the

service of the cableway on the

Niagara contract.

The blasting in the wheel-pit

is done at the off hours, 12

m. to I p. m.; 6 to 7 p. m.;

12 to I midnight, and 6 to 7

Fig. I. High Tower of Cableway.

Stated above. In this pit there will be installed 11

units of 5,000 horsepower each, or a total of 55.000

horsepower output capacity, which will exceed the

present pit's output capacity by 5,000 horsepower.

Six of the II units are to be installed as soon as the

pit is ready for them. The pit is to be lined through-

out with brick, ample drainage facilities being pro-

vided to drain the water that is likely to flow from

the rock behind the walls. The new pit and the old

pit are to be connected by an underground passage-

way or tunnel, located about 130 feet below the

surface. This passageway will be about 200 feet

long, six feet wide by eight feet high. It will be

lined with brick and lighted by incandescent lamps

Its main purpose will be to afford employes fa-

cilities for passing from pit to pit without ascend-

Fig. 3. Wbeel-pil Showing Cableway and Masonry Construction.

Fig. 2, Large Cofferdam in Inlet Canal.

NEW WHEEL-PIT AT NIAGARA.

there are being erected substantial masonry walls, in

order that the water of the canal will not enter when

it returns to its normal location.

The big cofferdam (Fig. 2) in the inlet canal in

front of the wheel-pit location has been completed.

This is 550 feet long, and is formed of two rock-

fiiled cribs, between which there is a clay puddle.

Excavations lor the inlets have been commenced

behind the wall of the canal.

There has been erected over the wheel-pit a

Lidgerwood patent cableway, which is operated by

means of two towers, one at each end of the pit.

One of these towers, shown in Fig. i. is 60 feet

high, the other 30 feet. A 2%-inch cable is used

The length of cable between towers is 600 feet, and

the total length is 840 feet. Fig. 3 is a picture

a. m., dynamite in careful quantities being used.

It will be seen from the illustration (Fig. 3)

that the masonry on one side of the new pit

is well under way. It will also be observed that

as the work progresses, the castings for various

purposes are placed in the walls, a job that re-

quires the greatest nicety of calculation and

workmanship. The several castings demanded are

for bearings, guide bearings, struts and penstock

bearings.

Night and day the scene about the new wheel-

pit work is one that commands much attention and

gives high ideas as to the future power development.

All about, on every side, there is a vast quantity

of material that is to be employed in the building

and construction operations, and the forces of more
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than one plant are crowded to their utmost capacity

in order that the Niagara wheel-pit may go on to

completion without delay or interruption.

In Fig. 4 is given a view of the new wheel-pit

taken at night. The pit itself is lighted by the arc

lamps placed along its sides. At the left is seen

the present large power house of the Niagara Falls

Power company, while the lights at the right are

from the compressor plant.

The air-compressor plant that has been erected

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

steel castings will be used, and 800,000 feet of hem-
lock timber, placed in the cofferdams, etc. These
are no small quantities.

Walter McCulloh, civil engineer, of Niagara Falls,

is the local manager of the work, on behalf of the

National Contracting company. He is a gentleman of

extended experience and a man of accuracy and push.

On the part of the Niagara Falls Power com-
pany, William A. Brackenridge is in charge of the

big work. He has had previous experience on the

on the grounds is considered one of the finest ever

put up in the United States. In it are 10 100-

horsepower boilers, shown in Fig. 5, and four

straight-line IngersoU-Sergeant air compressors,

known as "Class A" machines, and indicated in

Fig. 6. Double expansion pumps feed into a tubu-

lar boiler 72 inches by 16 feet, which serves as the

first air receiver. From this runs a lo-inch air

main to the center of the pit, where a second tubu-

lar boiler has been installed. This is 60 inches by

16 feet, and here the second expansion of air is

obtained, dropping all moisture and giving a dry-air

service. Five four-inch mains run down into the

pit, 90 feet apart. The compressor plant has worked

admirably.

While these general statements give a very good

idea of the new pit work, still a better conception

of the magnitude of the contract may be obtained

by taking into consideration the plant that is re-

quired to carry on the work and the material that

will be consumed in the construction. So far as

the plant is concerned, some parts of it have been

referred to and described, but, in addition, there

are on the ground in operation 10 Sullivan Machine

company's channeling machines, which are used

in channeling work. This job of channeling is the

largest ever done on any single contract in the world,

it is said, and the work of the machines may be

observed on the sides of the pit, as portrayed in the

pit illustration, Fig. 3. There are also six Inger-

soll-Sergeant rock drills; three IngersoU-Sergeant

gadding machines, for cutting checks in the rock

to receive castings; one Byer's traveling derrick

of five tons' capacity, used in placing masonry and

delivering concrete; three Goodwin gravity-dump-

ing cars; 40 common dump cars; 10 derricks and
hoisting engines; two 30-ton locomotives; iVi miles

of railroad track; orie Wagenhall electric headlight,

which is placed about 30 feet up on the high tower

and throws its beam along the cableway and down
in the pit, to aid the night work.

As to the material that will be handled, there

FIG. 4. NEW WHEEL-PIT AT NIAGARA.-

AND NEAR THE PIT.

-NIGHT VIEW IN

original work at Niagara Falls, and is familiar

with all demands of the great contract. It will .be

remembered that Mr. Bracke^iridge and Dr. Sel-

lers went to Europe some months ago relative to

prospective changes to be made in the turbines to

be placed in the new pit. While it is understood

that changes will be made, the exact nature of them
is not yet made public by the Niagara Falls Power
company. It is understood, however, that the

ideas suggested by these two prominent and emi-

nent American engineers were accepted and adopted

by the designers of the original turbines, and that

the new turbines will be built in accordance with the

suggestions they have been pleased to make.

Long Cars for Chicago City Railway.
So far the large street-railway companies of Chi-

cago have avoided the use of the long double-
truck, closed cars which are becoming so popular
all o^'er the country. There has been a feeling that

by their use traffic would be much delayed during
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Modern Switchboard Practice.

Bv Frank C. Perkins.

Part I

—

Polyphase High tension Switchboards.

There has been a continual advance in the con-
struction of switchboards in the last 10 years, par-
ticularly in the modern light and power plants. The
apparatus for controlling and handling alternating,
current has undergone important changes, result-
ing in remarkable perfection and simplicity.

In modern switchboard practice the universal
method has been adopted of arranging marble pan-
els side by side and usually supported by a suitable
iron frame. In alternating and direct-current work
the general arrangement is the same. One panel
is installed for each generator and one panel for
each one or two feeders, the instruments, switches,
etc., for the generator and feeder circuits being
mounted on and forming part of these panels. Ad-
ditional generators and feeders may be provided
for at any time by additional panels installed while
the plant is in operation, forming a most flexible
and uniform practice in switchboard construction.
The panels usually installed are of marble and

have a height of about seven feet six inches and a
thickness of two inches. For alternating-current
work, the marble selected is either blue Vermont,
on account of its high-insulation resistance, or the
best Italian white marble, highly polished and with
one-half-inch beveled edges. A rigid iron frame-
work of angle iron supports the marble and is ar-
ranged as a part of each panel. The steel angle-
bars are usually 1V2 inches by 2% inches by cne-iourth
inch in size and over seven feet high, the marble
panels being bolted to the 1V2 and 2y2-inch faces.
Some manufacturers have a clear space of about
two feet below the marble, which rests on orna-
mental iron legs. Others have the angle bars se-
cured to the floor with angle brackets and to the
wall with stay rods. The space below the standard
panel is frequently used to install extra or special
apparatus on slabs of marble, filling the entire space,
the legs being in this case removed.
An alternating, three-phase generator switch-

board of the first plan, using iron legs and with a
space below, is shown in Fig. i. It was built by
the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing com-
pany, and is a three-phase panel board for polyphase
circuits of 1,100 or 2,200 volts. All appliances are
mounted directly on the panels and are arranged so
that no charged metal parts are exposed on the
front of the board. This prevents the liability of
any accidental shock. Lamp brackets are mounted
on single panels, but it is frequently recommended
in large stations, that instead of placing regular
illuminating lamps upon the panels, they be installed
about the station, giving in this way a distribution
of the light and avoiding the glare in the electrician's
eyes while readmg the instruments. Shaded lamps
are often used, which throw the light directly upon
the instruments, but when illuminated dials are used,
better results are obtained without additional light.

Switches.—Usually switches are provided to sub-
stitute any dynamo in the power house for any
other dynamo, also, so any of the feeder circuits
may be transferred from one machine to another
without interrupting the service, or causing any
winking of the lights when the change is made.
The main switches are usually of the quick-break

type, with marble barriers for high-voltage alter-

nating currents, or sometimes high-potential

Fig. 5. Boiler Room of Air-compressor Plant.

will be 32,000 cubic yards of earth taken from the

pit and inlets; 68,000 cubic yards of rock from the

pit, and 13,000 cubic yards from the shaft and tun-

nel extension; 6,000 cubic yards of cut-stone ma-
sonry will be placed; 10,000 cubic yards of Port-

land-cement concrete will be used; 13,000 cubic

yards of brick will be laid, which means the plac-

ing of 7,500,000 brick, all furnished by the Buffalo

Brick association; 1,400,000 pounds of iron and

new wheel-pit at NIAGARA.

the rush hours, because of the difficulty with which
passengers could get out from the middle of a long
car, especially if cross-seats are employed, with the

accompanying narrow aisle. The present manage-
ment of the Chicago City railway, however, has
had considerable experience with long cross-seat

double-truck cars at St. Louis, and the results there

were" such that an experiment will be made with

them here as soon as a trial order for some of these
cars can be filled and put on the road.

Fig. 6. Air-compressor Plant.

plunger-type switches are used, which are prac-
tically non-combustible, and as no charged metal
parts are exposed, they are well protected and still

permit examination from the rear of the board
without difficulty. This type is shown on the board
illustrated (Fig. i), and where light currents are
used, one porcelain cylinder and plunger is pro-
vided in each leg of each circuit, while wdth heavy
currents, two cylinders and plungers are used, giv-
ing four breaks in series on any one phase. These
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"single-break" and "double-break" switches have
prdven very satisfactory and break the circuit ven-
quickly.

While many switches used in the [last on high-
tension boards have been ineffective -.vhen opened
on heavy load, the light follower type has proven
to be very efficient when circuits are not highly
inductive.
For heavy inductive loads, the oil switch is

strongly advocated. The switches for generator
fields are recommended to be of the carbon-break
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tains a chamber with a small opening in front. When
the fuse in this chamber is subjected to overload,
it ruptures, and the force of the explosion extin-
gtiishes the arc. The expulsion-fuse block is made
with clips, so that it may be removed for refusing.
Measuring Instruments.—Measuring instruments

are provided of such makes as may be found adapted
to the work. Of the round-type instruments shown

99

that errors due to changes in temperature are
avoided and no parts are liable to be altered or
injured by use. The calibration parts are said to be
practically permanent, and the scales are as long as
the size of the instrument will allow, while the legi-

bility is also somewhat increased by the use of wider
divisions over the working portion of the scale
than at the extreme ends, which are seldom used.

- yriV-ifscj'^i.?^
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MODERN SWITCHBOARD PRACTICE.— CONNECTIONS FOR THREE TWO IHASE GENERATORS RUNNING IN PARALLEL.

in Fig. I, the voltmeter is connected to the low-
tension side of a voltmeter transformer. The volt-

age on any dynamo on either phase of the system
will be indicated by inserting the plug switch into
the proper voltmeter receptacle. For use with reg-
ulators and compensators, a special compensating

FIG. I. .MODERN SWITCHBOARD PR.A.CTICE.—THREE-PHASE
WESTINGHOUSE HIGH-TENSION POLYPHASE

S%\TTHBOARD.

construction, which materially reduces the injurious

effect of induction when the field circuit is opened,
and lengthens the life of the switch. The panels
are frequently fitted with synchronizing and volt-

meter switches of the plug or other type.

Fuses.—The cjuestion of the use of fuses on. the

panels is a very important one, and is treated
somewhat differently by different manufacturers. In
Fig. I it will be noted the fuse holders are, mounted
at the bottom of the panel and the vent is so con-
structed that the vapors discharge downward toward
the floor, it being claimed by the advocates of this

method that the fuses, being detachable by plug
switches, may be renewed easily and that the at-

tendant cannot be burned by the blowing fuses. The
fuses used on this board are mounted in Hgnum-
vitse fuse holders, enclosed in a chamber which is

air-tight, except for one small vent. The melting
of a fuse causes rapid expansion of the air contained
in this chamber, and consequently causes a strong
and quick air blast through the vent, blowing out
the arc. Lignum vitte being an extremely heavy,

close-grained wood, does not seem to be affected

FIG- 2. MODERN SWITCHBOARD PRACTICE —PANEL FOR ONE
THREE-PHASE ALTERNATING-CURRENT GENERATOR.

voltmeter is invariably used. Swinging voltmeters

are often provided, and are arranged on a bracket

to swing from the side of the panel; if a second
panel is installed and the machines are to be op-

erated in multiple, another voltmeter is needed

;

this will also be swung on the same bracket as the

The inclined-coil instruments are used with alter-

nating currents of any frequency and the ammeters
of capacity of 500 amperes or less take the entire

current through the instrument winding, series

transformers being .required for greater currents.

The voltmeters are connected direct to circuits up
to 750 volts, while for high potentials, transformers
are necessary. These instruments are installed for

50 per cent, overload capacity, and where very ac-

curate dead-beat readings are required a special line

of_ horizontal edgewise-inclined-coil ammeters and
voltmeters are placed on the panels, instead of the

ones described.

Ground Detectors and Synchronizers.—The dia-

gram (Fig. 2) shows the details and connections of

a General Electric panel for one three-phase, alter-

nating-current generator up to 2,500 volts in capac-
ity. It will be noted that the electric static ground
detector is designed as a switchboard instrument
and replaces the transformer method of detection.
The synchronizing plugs, synchronizing fuses and
lamps are indicated on this diagram.
The four-point receptacle is so wired that any

generator can be synchronized with any other,

whether with one or two sets of fuse bars. The
arrangement provides for synchronizing with lamos
bright, by cross-connecting one of the four-point
plugs. To synchronize with lamps dark, both plugs
should be connected alike.

The synchronizing method employed by the
Westinghouse engineers may be seen by noting the
diagrams. Figs. 3 and 4, the first showing connec-
tions with three two-phase generators running in

parallel, the second diagram showing connections

°0* "O®
feii.0 PLuas
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Fig. 4. Connections for Three Three-p6ase Generators Running in Para!

by the arc. It has strength, combined with con-

sirable elasticity, and i^ is claimed, for this rea-

son, the tremendous expansive tendency of the arc

is properly restrained and enough flexibility is al-

lowed to avoid rupture. The General Electric com-

pany's practice is somewhat different, as it places the

fuses at the top of the switchboard panel. Its stand-

ard fuses for alternating-current panels are also fthe

expulsion type. In this case the fuse block con-

lel. Fip. 5. Two-pha
ator Panel for
Load.

MODERN SWITCHBOARD PRACTICE.

fir.=;t voltmeter. =0 that compari.^ons of their read-

ings can easily be made from any point in front

of the switchboard.
It is often desirable to have an ammeter in the

generator field, and it can usually be placed on
the same panel without difficulty. The ammeters
and voltmeters indicated in Fig. 2 are of the Thomp-
son inclined-coil type, and are remarkably simple

and thoroughly reliable. They are 30 designed

se Gener-
Lighting

Fig. 6. Two-phase Gener-
ator Panel for Lighting
and Power Load.

Fig. 7. Three-phase Gen-
erator Panel.

for three three-phase generators running in parallel.

The method is simple, and may be expanded to ap-
ply to any number of generators, and affords an easy
and sure way of properly throwing ihe machines
together. The ground detector is said to be an
extremely efficient and satisfactory device, it being
possible to test independently either leg of the cir-

cuit.

Potential Transformers and Wattmeters—The
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transformers, transformer fuse blocks and com-
pensators are mounted on the back of the panels.

The potential transformer is usually only of sufifi-

cient capacity to furnish current to the lamps while

the generators are being synchronized. It is some-
times thought necessary that generators and feeder

panels be equipped with wattmeters. Indicating
wattmeters are then used on the generators and
integrating wattmeters are used on the feeder panels.

Rheostats, Regulators and Lightning Arresters.

—

It is recommended by many prominent engineers
that lightning arresters be preferably mounted on
the wall of the power house where the lines enter
the building, and they are usually not provided on
the switchboard panels.

The alternating-current generator field rheostat
is mounted on the back of the generator panel, and
is so designed many times that the exciter rheostat
can be placed within the alternating-current rheo-
stat frame. Both rheostats are then independently

devices are not used nor is the switch necessary,
and the generator can be taken out of service by
opening the field circuit by means of the field plugs.

The feeder panels are arranged so that for a four-

wire circuit two panels are placed side by side, the

switches being connected by a bar and operated
together. The feeder wires are connected perma-
nently to the middle points of the dynamo-changing
switch. Two of the four-play connections in each
horizontal row are connected to each bus-bar of a

generator. To switch a feeder from one generator
to another the proper plugs are first inserted; then
the transfer is made with one quick motion of the
changing-switch handle.
For multiple running the generator p[:ne! receives

It will thus be seen that the building of switch-

boards has been reduced to a definite system. Effi-

cient, simple and well-designed switchboards are

now made that may be enlarged at will, and which
are neat and artistic in construction and as nearly
perfect as can be produced.

[7o be conii7iued,\

Proposed Pians for Chicago Subways.
In the issue of August 4th the Westei^n Elec-

trician published a partial description of the plans

for the proposed street-railway subways in the busi-

ness district of Chicago that had been submitted
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PROPOSED PLANS FOR CHICAGO SUBWAYS.—METHOD OF CONSTRUCTION.

Operated by concentric hand wheels, on the front of

the board, as seen in Figs. 5, 6 and 7, on page gp,

which also indicate arrangements for both two-phase
and three-phase generator panels. In the case of very
large machines the face plate only is on the switch-

board panel; the rheostat, then being too large to

mount on the back of the board, is installed on an
iron tripod or under the floor, and is connected by
leads to the rheostat switch.

Regulators for single-phase feeders are frequently
mounted directly below the feeder panels. For a

two-phase feeder panel the regulator is not mounted
on the board, but is a separate piece of apparatus
placed in front of the feeder panel to which it be-
longs.

Separate and Multiple Running.—Referring to the

diagram of Fig. 2, the panels are laid out, providing
for generator leads from below, and feeders at

the top. The connections are shown for one three-

current from four wires from a two-phase generator,

and delivers it through a switch to four bus-bars.

The two wires of each phase are treated just as two
wires of a single-phase circuit. Each of the two
circuits or phases is provided w^ith an ammeter (see

Figs. 3 and 4). one voltmeter being so arranged
that it can be connected to either pha;;e by a plug
switch. When two or more generators are to be
run in multiple, each panel is provided with a syn-

chronizing lamp, as shown in the illustrations and
diagrams.
The feeder panels are arranged for multiple run-

ning, being provided with dynamo-changing
switches, permitting the transfer of their feeders

from one phase to another.
Capacities of Panels.—The current-breaking ca-

pacity of any given switch is affected by the fre-

quency and by the character of the current broken.
Current furnishing incandescent lighting supplied

to the street-railway commission of the Chicago City

Council by John M. Roach, president of the Chi-

cago Union Traction company. This scheme is

only one of many that have been proposed by di'f-

ferent parties for the relief of the congested portion

of the city, but on account of the careful working
out of the details of construction and engineering

difficulties to be overcome, it is probably the most
practicable plan yet made public. Briefly, the plans

provide for the construction of six subway loops,

which will take care of all the street-railway lines

entering the business portion of the city. Pro-

vision will be rgade in tunnels above the subways
for wires, and the sewer, water and gas pipes will

be carried near the surface of the street, at either

side.

On account of the narrowness of_ some of the
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phase alternating generator panel to 2,500 volts. It

is necessary that all the high-tension wiling Ijc well

insulated and separated from adjacent wires and
from the back of the panels lo avoid leakage and
grounds. The low-tension wiring, directly back of

the marble panel, is fastened to it by small insulated

cleats. The transformers are mounted orj the back
of the board on upright iron brackets, bolted lo

angle bars on the back of the panel. All work on
ihe back of the board should be as neatly and care-

fully executed as on the front, thus insuring free-

dom from future trouble by short-circuits and break-
downs.
The Wcstinghousc generator panel shown in Fig.

6 illustrates an arrangement of switchboard for sep-

arate running, and in this design the synchronizing

from fairly loaded transformers has little or no lag,

on account of having little inductance, and consti-

tutes practically a non-inductive load with a power
factor of 100. Current furnished to motors, arc

lamps and transformers lightly loaded has some
lag. and may be called an inductive load. The lat-

ter current has a greater tendency to arc when
broken than the former, and consequently any given
switch may safely break a heavier current supplying
a non-inductive load than an inductive load. The
number of cycles per minute also has an effect upon
the breaking capacity of panel switches. If the

frequency is increased from 7,200 alternations per
minute to 16,000 alternations per minute, it will de-

crca.sc the breaking capacity of the switches to a

very great degree.

METHOD OF CONSTRUCTION

Streets and the vast network of wire conduits, pipes,

sewers, etc., existing in Chicago, the plans and meth-
ods of construction of this system of subways are of

considerable interest. The accompanying illustra-

tions, showing different stages in the construction of

the subways and also some details of the more im-

portant features, are from the plans prepared by
Mr. Roach's engineers.

The method of construction proposed contemplates

the tearing up of only one block at a time, the idea

being to complete the wh"e tunnels and restore

the pavement as quickly as possible, after which
the work of completing the subway beneath may
be carried on without interruption to traffic on the
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street above. The drawings show the work on
a street of average width of 80 feet. Fig. i indi-

cates the first stage of construction. This will con-
sist in digging down to the present wire conduits
and water and gas pipes, and supporting these pipes,

etc., by chains or wire ropes, from temporary
wooden beams placed across the street and sup-

ported by 12 by 12-inch wooden columns. The ends
of these beams, which will be five by 12-inch tim-

bers, spliced and bolted three together and set eight

feet apart, will rest on the edges of the sidewalks.

At no time will the sidewalks be obstructed. To
provide a temporarj' roadbed for construction

wagons and also for the fire department, four by
12-inch planks will be laid across the beams and
lengthwise of the street. These planks will be loose

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

At the same time this sewer is being changed
the walls of the tunnels will be carried up. The
three inside walls will be of brick, 12 inches thick,

while the outside walls will be constructed of

rubble. Then, as indicated in Fig. 5, the brick
arches over the tunnels will be built, a concrete
layer put on, and finally, the pavement will be re-

stored. A damp-proofing ot cement, tar and as-

phalt will be put on the sides of the tunnels and
underneath the pavement. Of course, with the

completion of the tunnels, the wires and pipes will

have been changed to their new location. One
tunnel will provide for telephone cables, another
for the Edison company's wires, a third will be de-

voted to the city's uses for pneumatic tubes, wires,

etc.. and the fourth will provide for telegraph

FIG. 9 PROPOSED PLANS FOR CHICAGO SUBWAYS.—LONGITUDINAL SECTIONS.

and held in place bj^ loose bolts, projecting into

the spaces between the three beams in each cross-

piece. By this scheme of removable planks the

temporary roadbed can be taken up entirely or

widened quickly to the full width of the street, when
necessary for a large fire.

After the conduits and pipes are firmly secured

in their relative positions the excavation is carried

on and the 30-inch steel girders that are to form

the bottom of the wire tunnels and the roof of

the subways are set in place in their permanent

location, with five-foot centers. The lo-inch I-

beams that are to form the support for the sewers

at either side are also laid. This stage of construc-

tion is indicated in Fig. 2. In some of the streets

a portion of the present sev/ers will be removed

to make room for the steel girders.

Ne.xt will immediately follow the setting of the

brick arches between the girders and between the

beams, to support the new sewers and the lay-

ing of concrete over the arches, as indicated in

3. Then the new 30-inch sewers, set in con-Fig.

wires. The water and gas pipes will be supported

on either side of the street on wooden columns, and

the space surrounding them and the sewers will be

filled in with earth to prevent frost from reaching

the pipes.

Probably the most difficult engineering prob-

lem to be encountered will be that indicated in

Figs. 6 and 7, viz., the excavation of the space for

the subway beneath the tunnels without weakening

the supports of the 30-inch girders in any manner.

As the work is carried down wooden sheathing

will be put in at the sides, and foundations will be

prepared for the steel columns in the center and

at the sides. Fig. 7 shows the center steel column

in place and the side walls started. These walls

will consist of eight inches of concrete on the out-

side, a water or damp-proofing, ribbed tile, water-

proofing again, then four inches of concrete, the

steel Z-bar columns and three inches of concrete,

as shown in Fig. 8. At the bottom of the subway

will be laid four inches of concrete and a two-inch

drain, running from the side-wall tile to the sub-
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ci-ete blocks, will be constructed (Fig. 4), and simul-

taneously a tunnel drift, 32 feet below the surface,

will be cut for a new sub-sewer. As the 30-incli

sewers at each side of the subway will be only eight

feet below the surface of the street, the construction

of a sub-sewer will be made necessary, to carry

away the sub-drainage and also the sewage from

some of the older buildings, in which no means

are provided for raising the sewage from the base-

ments to the street sewers. The tunnel drift will

be six feet high, and the sub-sewer will be an 18-

inch pipe, encased in concrete block.

-VIEW OF WIRE TU.NNEtS AT STREET INTERSECTION.

sewer. The Foadbed will be built up o( broken

stone, and the rails will be laid on this according

to ordinary railroad construction. The clear space

between the rails and I he roof of the subway is to

be 14 feet. All cars to be run through the sub-

ways will be electrically operated.

The ventilation of the subways will be an inter-

esting problem. The plan proposed comprises a

ventilation- chamber at the end of each station

building, as shown at the right end of Fig. 9.

A six-foot far, driven by an electric motor, will

draw tnc foul air from the subway and force it

lOI

up through a shaft and out the wire grating in

the ventilating chamber. Fresh air inlets will be
provided at intermediate points between the stations.

Fig. 9 shc)ws two longitudinal sections of the
subway. The section on the right indicates the

relative positions of the sewer, water and gas pipes
and shows the brick-arch construction at the sides

of t'.e street.s. The ether section is made through
a wire tunnel and the subway proper. An ingenious
plan has been devised for providing outlets to the
wire tunnels. The roof gitders are set at five-foot

intervals, with brick arches between. A cast-iron

hollow keystone will be placed at the top of each
of these arches, ana tiuougli each of these keystones
wu-es may be run from the tunnels to the build-
ings. Fig. ro is a derailed and perspective view
of one of these aichc.-. and illustrates clearly the
method of rurming the branch wires.

A birdseye view of the continuous tunnels for wires
over the subway at a street crossing, is shown in

Fig. ir. It shows the tunnels before the pave-
ment is laid. Sewer catchbasins are provided near
the corners. Where wires branch and turn down
another street they are carried across the floors

of the intervening tunnels.

It is interesting in considering the plans pro-

PROPOSED PLANS FOR CHICAGO SUBWAYS.— BRICK
ARCH OVER WIRE TUNNEL SHOWING KEY

STONE CONDUIT.

posed by Mr. Roach to note that the cross-sec-

tional area of the subway, under ordinary condi-
tions, will be 380 square feet, while the average
area of the Boston subway is 350 square feet, and
that of the tunnel at Budapest, 193 square feet.

Canadian Electrical Association.

The annual convention of the Canadian Electrical
association vviU be held in Kingston, Ont., on Au-
gust 29th, 30th and 31st. The convention was origi-
nally planned to be held in Ottawa during June, but
had to be postponed and changed to another city
on account of the large Ottawa fire. E.xtensive
preparations are making in Kingston for the re-
ception of the delegates and a successful meeting
is looked for. The sessions will be held in the City
Council chamber, and space will be provided in
the city hall for exhibits of electrical appliances.
The local electrical companies have agreed to fur-

nish, free of charge, current and labor to exhibitors.
Visitors will be given a trip through the Thousand
Islands. The programme includes the following
papers: "Utilizing the Available Central-station Ca-
pacity," by Professor R. B. Owens, McGill Uni-
versity, Montreal: "Use of Dynamo and Storage
Battery in Telegraph Offices," by W. J. Camp, Ca-
nadian Pacific railroad telegraph office, Montreal;
"Power Factor as Affecting Operation and Invest-
ment, with Special Reference to Induction Motors
and Enclosed Arc Lamps," by F. H. Leonard, Jr.,

Montreal: "Government Electrical Standards." by
O. Hignian, Ottawa; "Railway Subject: Giving
Several Curves. Show-ing the Average Power Dur-
ing a Day. and Ma.ximum and Minimum Require-
ments for Power Called for on the Quebec System,"
by Mr. Blair, Quebec Railway and Lighting com-
pany, Quebec: "Rotary Con\erters," by A. Gordon
Grier and J. C. Hyde, Montreal: "Conditions Affect-
ing the Wave Form of Alternators," by Professor
L, A. Herdt, McGill University, Montreal, Que.

The Electric Company of America, a Philadelphia
co.'poration, has brought suit against the officers

and directors of the Edison Electric Illuminating
company of Altoona. Pa, The Philadelphia com-
pany recently bought 53 per cent, of the stock of

the Edison company and then brought injunction

proceedings to restrain the issue of 650 shares of

new stock to the highest bidder. The Philadelphia

company wants the stock issued to the stockholders

in proportion to their holdings, while the Altoona
stockholders want the stock sold to the highest

bidder. Colonel A. Louden Snowden is president

of the plaintiff corporation, which is desirous of

keeping a majority control of the company.
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The last month has been notable for the number

of electric-railway accidents, due not so much to

fault of [he railway companies as to the panic of

passengers caused by some slight accident to the

equipment. In several cases the injuries of passen-

gers were due almost entirely to frantic efforts to

get off the car, when, if the occupants had retained

their preesnce of mind and had reinained quiet, there

would have been little trouble. Such accidents must

sorely tempt street-railway managers to adopt the

Minneapolis plan of keeping gates closed to all pas-

sengers except when the car is at a standstill. The

latest accident of this kind is that reported from

Paterson, N. J,, where a trolley wire fell on the

roof of the car and two dozen passengers jumped

down a steep embankment, injuring four children

seriously.

Of course, there are city officials and city officials.

Some of them are prompt, energetic and devoted

to the duties of their positions; but many untoward

experiences have taught electrical salesmen that a

very large proportion of the politicians of this class

put their own interests'and their own pleasures be-

fore those of the municipalities they serve. A par-

ticularly flagrant instance of neglect of duty of this

kind occurred in Saginaw, Mich., last month, and

as a number of electrical men were involved, a brief

recital of the facts may prove instructive:

By public announcement July 27th was the date

fixed for the opening of bids for furnishing appa-

ratus for a municipal lighting plant in Saginaw.

The bids were to have been opened on that day by
the Board of Public Works of the city. When the

appointed hour arrived 10 representatives of the

various electrical companies which had submitted

tenders were on hand to attend the opening. Some
of these gentlemen had come from Detroit, others

from Chicago, and one man from Pittsburg. All

were in attendance at a considerable expenditure

of time and money, and were entitled to attention.

But when the city clerk called the meeting to order

at the time set It was to announce that he had re-

ceived a telephone message from the president of

the board to the effect that there would be no meet-

ing, as most of the members had important business

that demanded their attention. All efforts to se-

cure a meeting later in the day set were of no avail,

the earliest tline that could be arranged being three

days later. Investigation into the whereabouts of

the members of the board revealed the fact that

several of them, Including the president, were en-

enjoying themselves at a horse race. The electrical

representatives could not afford to waste three days,

so all agreed to go home.

By this cool neglect of duty on the part of mem-
bers of the Board of Public Works of Saginaw the

means of a number of electrical manufacturing com-
panies were Inexcusably wasted. The incident was
an exasperating one, but it points to a two-fold

moral: First, that the manufacturing companies

themselves could put an end to this sort of petty

imposition by concerted action; second, that as the .

city of Saginaw has been offered its lighting St the

very low price of $65 per annum by private con-

tract, 'it Is especially unwise to construct a munici-

pal plant at all In view of the revelation of the spirit

of the men who would control It.

As has been frequently remarked In the Western
Electrician courts of law look with an apprehensive

eye on the dangers of electricity in ordinary com-
mercial use and require the most extreme care on
the part of every person and corporation having to

do with the distribution of electric current. This

point is curiously illustrated by a recent decision

of the Court of Appeals of Kentucky, in which it

was held'that while in the case of the charging of a

battery and delivery thereof to the owner of an

autoiTiobilc or an electric launch there rests upon
the company furnishing the electricity no duty as

to the manner of its use, it is otherwise where elec-

tricity is supplied to a purchaser's wires. The case

before the court was that of Thoinas' Adminis-

trator against the Maysville Gas company. This

company was furnishing an electric street-railway

company with electricity to operate its cars. An im-

properly insulated guy wire broke loose, and caused

the death of a boy who came into contact with It.

Both companies were sued for damages. The main

question in the case was, however, limited to whcthur

Lhc gas company that was furnishing the street-rail-

way company with electricity at so much a month
was liable. This precise question, the court says,

has not, so far as it is aware, ever before been an-

swered by any court of last resort.

That there was a duty imposed by law upon the

street-railway company to keep its wires properly

insulated, so that those whose business or pleasure

brought them in dangerous proximity to them
might be protected from the current which they

conducted, the court says, cannot be questioned.

But it asserts that electricity is "unlike any other

dangerous matter or force known to science," and

that without it the wire in question would have

been harmless. Because of this it holds that if the

wires were not properly insulated, and the death

of the boy resulted therefrom, both companies were
liable, as it was the duty of the street-railway com-
pany to have Its wires properly insulated, and there

was a duty resting on the gas company to see that

it was done before charging them with electricity.

In other words, the court holds that when one,

through the Instruincntallty of machinery, can ac-

cumulate or produce such a "'deadly force" as elec-

tricity, he should be compelled to know that the

means of Its distribution are In such condition that

those whose business or pleasure may bring thein

in contact with it may do so with safety.

Someone with the time and inclination could
make an interesting article on "Electrical Storms in

Fiction." Novelists have not been slow to avail

them.selves of the "lightning's lurid flash" and the

"deep rumble of heaven's artillery" to add to the

dramatic effect of their situations or to provide
opportunity to display the hero's intrepidity. A
collection of the story-tellers' descriptions of thun-

der-storms, with comparative notes, could not fail

to be entertaining. It should include, for instance.

the graphic account of that storm In which Gabriel

Oak rendered such effectual service to the lady

who afterward became Mrs. Oak, as related by Mr,
Thomas Hardy In "Far from the Madding Crowd."
The connoisseur in the odds and ends of literature

—

a Disraeli or a Mathews, say—would have no diffi-

culty in gathering other examples to make a list

of respectable size and curious interest.

In such a compilation as has been indicated the

fine description of an electrical storm in the Mozam-
bique Channel to be found in "The Cruise of the

Cachalot," written by Frank T. BuUen, would nat-

urally take a conspicuous place Many readers of

the Western Electrician take an interest in the elec-

trical phenomena of the atmosphere, and those of

them who are not familiar with the story will find

the following extract worth reading:

_
As the pall of thick darkness blotted out the cool

light, if seemed to descend until at last we were
completely over-canopied by a dome of velvety
black, seemingly low enough to touch the mast-
heads. Presently thin suggestions of light, variously
tinted, began to thread the inky mass. These grew
brighter and more vivid, until at last, in fantastic
contortions, they appeared to rend the swart con-
cave asunder, revealing through the jagged clefts a
lurid waste of the most intensely glowing fire. The.
coming and going of these amazing brightnesses,
combined with the Egyptian dark between, was
completely blinding. So loaded was the still air
with electricity that from every point aloft pale
flames streamed upward, giving the ship the ap-
pearance of a huge candelabrum with innumerable
branches. One of the hands, who had been ordered
aloft on some errand of securing a loose end, pre-
sented a curious sight. He was bareheaded, and
from his hair the all-pervading fluid arose, lighting
up his features, which were ghastly beyond descrip-
tion. When he lifted his hand, each separate finger
became at once an additional point frotii which light
streamed. There was no thunder, but a low hissing
and a crackling which did not amount to noise, al-

though distinctly audible to all. Sensations most
unpleasant of pricking and of general irritation were
felt by everyone, according to his degree of sus-
ceptibility. After about an hour of this state of
things, a low moaning of thunder was heard, im-
mediately followed by a few drops of rain large as
dollars. The inutterlngs and grumblings increased
until, with one peal that made the ship tremble as
though she had just struck a rock at full speed, down
came the rain.

This is a vivid piece of word painting, and it

would be interesting to know how much of it is

imaginative and how much the recollection of the

observation of a real storm or storms during the

author's experience at sea. It souijds truthful and
seems to be meteorologically correct. Either as a

bit of imagination or a straightforward description.

the work Is excellently well done.
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Electrolysis.'

By E. E. Brownell.

It is not the purpose of this paper to ridicule the
ruanagenient ot any electric street railway, but to
present the facts for what they are worth. These
will show the actual operating conditions of electric

street railways and the unnecessary destruction re-

sulting therefrom.

Let us bricliy consider the usual construction of
the railway return circuit and see if there are any
reasons for the escape of the current from the rails.

Take, for example, the rail bonding commonly
used for 90-pound girder rails. Here they generally
have but one No. 0000 copper bond. If properly
bonded so that the relative conductivity of the bond
was equal to that of the rail, it would require at

least nine No. 0000 copper bonds, assuming perfect

electrical contact between the bonds and rails.

I have carefully tested the efficiency of the bonds
used on some Z7 different electric roads, as com-
pared W'ith the conductivity of the rails, and the

highest found was but 15 per cent., while the re-

maining 36 varied from that down to zero.

In four different cities, w'here what is called the

"cast-weld" joint has very recently been installed,

these joints showed seven, eight, nine and 11 per

cent, efficiency of the relative conductivity of the

rails. The sellers of these joints claim the very

highest electrical conductivity, but their claims are

r;ot sustained by my tests, as this was all new work.

A 36-inch water main offers 4.6 times the resistance

of a perfectly bonded 90-pound girder rail, or 1S.4

times the resistance of a double track, perfectly

bonded. From these figures we can definitely say

that with perfect rail bonding, which is by no means
a practical impossibility, a 36-inch water main buried

under a double track of 90-pound rails would never

carry more than one-eighteenth of the current. But
we find, in actual practice, that the rails have often

but one-tenth of the current, on account of the high

resistance of the bonds.
In three sizes of water mains, 6, 20 and 36-inch, an

average of 37 per cent, of their total resistance was
found to be in the joints of these pipes.

Early forms of iron bonds soon proved inade-

quate and were succeeded by solid-copper wires,

either riveted or wedged by driving taper pins or

cones. It was found that these wires were broken

by the motion of the cars upon the rails. The cop-

per was then laminated, and the bonds put under

the joint plate, but lamination has, in many cases,

merely hastened the breaking of the copper. Many
of these bonds have failed entirely during a single

year. Irrespective of the breaking of the bond, its

conductivity may be greatly reduced by the rusting

of the surface of contact between the steel and the

copper.
The New York, New Haven and Hartford rail-

road, upon its third-rail electric road, between Hart-

ford and New Britain, Conn., has used up two

different sets of copper bonds in two years' service.

These were of high resistance, even when new,

though their theoretical conductivity should have

been equal to that of the rail. After the second

set of copper bonds had failed, the Edison-Brown

bond was applied, one under each angle-plate. Re-

cent tests show that the conductivity of the jomts

through these bonds is practically the same as that

of the rail.

Let us for a moment look at the conditions found

in the city of Indianapolis, Ind. Here four 90-

pound rails, wdiich were carrying less than 200 am-

peres each, as measured upon the terminals near

the power house, showed the loss or fall of potential

of 145 volts, in four miles of the double track.

With perfect rail bonding, this loss could be reduced

to less than 20 volts. In another portion of the

city, where the rails should be returning 500 am-

peres, they were carrying but 15 amperes. Thus,

the remainder of the current was at work destroying

the pipes.

These are but a few examples of hundreds of such

cases, which I have found in all parts of the country.

In the city of Detroit, Mich., the rails with the

inadequate bonding are supposed to take care of

and return as a momentary maximum load 13.000

amperes; 2,000 amperes per rail should be the maxi-

mum, if each rail was a continuous piece of metal.

The greatest objection in allowing any piping sys-

tem to act as a return conductor, even though that

piping system is negative to all other return con-

ductors, is that serious electrolytic action will occur

at the joints. I have noted this electrolytic ac-

tion in some 16 different cities in the negative dis-

tricts. In some places the cast-iron gas pipes were

eaten entirely through at these joints, not a single

piece of iron holding the pieces together. Upon
many cast-iron water pipes the pittings extended

nearly through the pipe. The current in these cases

v.as large, as I have never noticed this action where

the cast-iron pipes were caro'ing less than 10 am-

peres. It should be remembered that the resistance

of no two calked joints is alike.
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Applications for Renewal of Allowed
Applications in the Patent Office.

It has been the practice of the Patent Office, for
many years past, to accept renewal petitions for
lapsed allowed applications signed simply by the
attorneys who filed the original applications, and not,
as required by law, by the "inventor, discoverer or
assignee." The matter was recently called to the at-
tention of the commissioner of patents, and a cir-
cular was issued by the department to parties in-
terested, calling attention to the statue governing
the case, by which the law requires the petition for
renewal of allowed applications, forfeited through
failure to p.ay the final fee within the six monfhs
from date of allowance, to be signed by the in-

ventor, discoverer or assignee; and that such ap-
plication must be filed in the Patent Office within
two years after the allowance of the original appli-
cation. In the event that the inventor be dead, then
the petition must be signed by the administrator, or
the executor; if insane, by the guardian, conservator
or legal representative. It will not be accepted if

signed by the attorney.
Protests have been entered with the commissioner

against this ruling, but he states that, while it is

furthest from his desire to disturb any practice that

has been followed and permitted for years past, yet

antiquity of practice cannot justify an illegal act.

There seemed to be no knowledge at the Patent
Office, until recently, that this practice had been
permitted.
From the foregoing brief extract of the law, it is

clearly to be seen that the person to whom is given
the right is clearly designated. The person is the

one who has an interest in the invention or dis-

covery, either in the capacity of inventor, discov-

erer, or simply as assignee. The right is not, nor
has ever been given to the attorney of any such
party by the statute. The phraseology is equally

clear as to the course to be followed. The appli-

cation is to be made "the same as in the case of

the original apphcation. ' That can mean nothing
else but that it is to be made by the inventor or

discoverer, unless the statute invests in some addi-

tional person the right to make the renewal appli-

cation. The only other person mentioned in the

statute is the "assignee." Hence, it follows that the

petition for the renewal application cannot be signed

by the attorney. Such person is not mentioned, and

is, therefore, excluded.
It is apparent that an inventor may have good

reason for permitting his application to become
forfeited, and he may not wish to renew the same.

There is no reason why he should notify his attor-

ney of his wishes in the premises; but without so

notifying his attorney he runs the risk of having the

application renewed by the attorney, provided such

right has been given to the attorney. It follows

that an inventor or assignee might be injuriously

affected bv the unauthorized renewal of his appli-

cation. If the inventor or assignee can request the

attorney to renew the application, it would seem that

it would be just as easy for either one to sign the

renewal application, and he should do so. This

practice is. therefore, discontinued.

Another Board of Trade Quotations
Decision.

Judge J. W. Henry of Kansas City has granted

a permanent injunction in favor of the Christie

Street Commission company and the Grain Broker-

age company, both bucket shops of Kansas City,

restraining the Western Union and Postal Tele-

graph companies from refusing to furnish them with

grain quotations from the Chicago Board of Trade.

In view of the fact that the telegraph companies,

since August 1st, have not had the quotations to

give, the decision is rightly regarded as a most

remarkable one. To force a company to furnish

something which it does not possess and has no

legal means of getting, is certainly remarkable law

and. of course, on the face of it, cannot stand. The

court, evidently, based its decision on the condition

of affairs which existed previous to August 1st, be-

fore which time the telegraph companies were giv-

ing a regular quotation service from the Chicago

board The companies will ignore the order of

court and appeal the case. In order to get stock

quotations the companies would be obliged to steal

the quotations from private messages sent over the

wires and this is contrary to the laws of the state.
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Plans for Telegraphic Communication
with Belle Isle, Newfoundland.

Ottawa, August 10.—Shortly before the close of
the recent session of the Dominion Parliament the
announcement was made in the Commons that the

government determined to have a cable to Belle

Isle before the present season of navigation closes.

This announcement has raised the question in

Newfoundland as to whether the undertaking can
be proceeded with, in the face of the fact that Belle
Isle is a part of Newfoundland territory. Labrador
is a dependency of that colony, and Belle Isle is

included in Labrador. The Anglo-American Tele-
graph company enjoys a monopoly of the cable
and telegraph rights in Newfoundland and its de-
pendencies for .50 years, which period does not
expire until .'\pril 6, 1904, and until that date it

is within the power of the Anglo-American people
to prevent the Canadian authorities landing a cable
on Belle Isle. As to the completeness of their

right to do this, there seems to be no question.
It has already been upheld by the Imperial Privy
Council, which, in 1872, restrained the Commercial
company from even dropping the shore end of a

cable within three miles of the Newfoundland
coast. This decision, therefore, is an effectual bar
to the Dominion government, should the Anglo-
American company assert its rights and disregard
the humane considerations which are moving the
Canadian government to bring Belle Isle into closer
touch with the world.

It is asserted by the Anglo-American authorities
that a submarine cable will never outlast a winter
in Belle Isle Strait. Most of the transatlantic ca-
bles now pass north or south of the Grand Banks,
and every year they are broken by the icebergs,
which drift southward and ground on them in the
shallows. In the early days of the telegraph serv-
ice, a cable was laid across Cabot Strait, the south-
ern entrance to the Gulf of St. Lawrence (Belle
Isle being the northern), and though this channel
is 300 miles farther south than Belle Isle, the cable
had to be abandoned, so frequent were the in-
terruptions caused by icebergs and floes. It will,

therefore, be readily seen that the dangers which
beset a Belle Isle cable are by no means trifling, and
the proposed one, when laid, will be a subject of
much interest to those versed in telegraphy.

Cable experts in Newfoundland say that from
December until June each year, the Strait of
Belle Isle and the waters adjacent are packed with
ice. The present season is a case in point. The
whole surface of the ocean is covered with heavy
Arctic floes and great upstanding bergs, six-sev-
enths of their bulk being below the sea. These are
forced into the narrow strait by winds and tides,

and piled upon one another until the very bottom of
the channel is reached. Then they are forced to and
fro by the furious tides, until the sea bottom has been
scooped out as a deep gully in which nothing may
lie. A cable there could not possibly live through-
out one season of such conditions, for not even
the stoutest "shore ends," specially armored with
heavy steel wire, as an extra protection in shoal
waters, could survive the relentless pressure of these
bergs and floes, even if a whole cable could be pro-
tected in the same way.

In the judgment of these experts, it is claimed
that the Dominion government would obtain much
more satisfactory results from the installation of
the Marconi system of wireless telegraphy. One
instrument, it is suggested, should be set up at

Chateau, Labrador. 12 miles from Belle Isle, and
connected with a land line, running west to Quebec.
A second instrument should be located on Belle
Isle itself, and a third at Cape Bald, the most north-
ern point in Newfoundland, 15 m.iles from Belle
Isle. This instrument should connect with a land
line, running back by the northwest coast to the
present terminus of the colonial telegraphs at Bonne
Bay. The item of expenditure also merits con-
sideration. The cable will be about 70 miles long,
and will cost $Soo per mile. Including the expense
of putting it down, the total cost will be some $60,-

000. A land line can be built for $140 a mile. To
keep a cable in repair involves a very heavy outlay,

while a land line can be maintained at the minimum
of expenditure. Therefore, on every ground, econ-
omy, efficiency, suitability and the serving of the

entire region, two land lines and the Marconi sys-

tem would seem to be the proper solution of the
difficulty of opening Belle Isle to telegraphic com-
munication with the world. W.

The Grand Rapids. Grand Haven and Muskegon

Railway comnany has been reorganized and the

road is now said to be a certainty. The following-

named gentlemen are the new officers: President.

James D. Hawks; vice-president. Thomas i. Car-

roll; treasurer, Wallace Franklin; secretary. Joseph

Kirwin.

I. Abstract ot a paper reid before the New Enslal.,. Water-

works association.

Association of Edison Illuminating
Companies.

The annual meeting of the Association of Edison

Illuminating companies will be held at the Grand

Union Hotel, Saratoga, N. Y., on September 4th,

-th and 6th. This association is composed of the

various Edison electric-lighting companies through-

out the United States. John W. Lieb. Jr. New-

York is president of the association and John W.

Howell,' Newark. N. J., is secretary. An interesting

meeting is promised^

The Miami and Erie Canal Transportation coni-

nanv is surveying the canal for the propo.sed inlro-

SucLn o" electric haulage from the tcwpath.

Some Good Electric Vehicle Mileages.

The mileage run on one charge of battery by an
electric vehicle is an exceedingly variable quantity,

running all the way from close to too miles to 15

or 20, or less, the former being the result of one
of the best runs ever made, and the latter the too-

frequent limitations found in actual daily service.

Anent some of the long runs recently made in the

East may be mentioned the fact that some of the

Woods electric vehicles in this city have made mile-

ages that were excellent. The batteries used were
the Helios-Upton, Plante type of cell. .\ run of over

50 miles is a common occurrence, and on one occa-

sion 71 miles was made on one charge. This latter

was made with a road wagon, equipped with cells

weighing 17 pounds each and rated to give 17 am-
peres for three hours, or 51 ampere-hours, at a

three-hour rate.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Independent Exchange at Sandusky.

The Sandusky Telephone company, Sandusky,

Ohio, has contracted for a new switchboard, which
will be installed in the new offices in the Kingsbury
building within a short time. Since

_
the contract

was awarded the board has been subjected to sev-

eral very rigid tests, and has proved equal to all

requirements for cities of any size.

For some time the Independent telephone com-
pany at Sandusky was allowed to get along as

best it could, there being little interest taken in

it by either the officers or stockholders. The equip-

ment was not of the best, and only a limited num-
ber of subscribers could be accommodated. The
value of the stock declined, until it went for almost

nothing, and for a time it was thought it would
soon drop out of existence. But it was to see

better days. A year or so ago Carl S. Curtis, his

brother, and a number of other Sandusky gentlemen

bought up the stock and determined to put the com-
pany on a better working basis. The present list

of officers is made up of the best business men
of the town, and is as follows: President, Louis

Duennisch; vice-president, Jacob Kuebler; secretary,

Arthur Arend; treasurer, J. C. Hanser; superin-

tendent of construction, Chajles Stevens.

Carl S. Curtis is the general manager, and, with

Secretary Arend, is rapidly putting the plant upon
a solid basis. At the present time the exchange has

nearly 900 subscribers, additions to the switchboard
having been made to accommodate as many as pos-

sible. Now, however, it is operating up to its full

capacity, and no others can be added until the im-

provements are made.

The new board, which will be installed by Oc-
tober 1st, is of the North supervisory multiple type,

and is being constructed by the North Electric

company of Cleveland. It will be in three sec-

tions, with three operators each, and will have a
capacity of 3,000 lines. Each operator will have
200 lines under her control. This board is some-
what different in construction from those in use in

some other cities, but is proving very successful.

It is provided with automatic and visible signals,

the call bells being done away with. Instead of

lights, as used in some others, the signals consist of

a tablet, containing the line numbers. When a sub-
scriber signals his number shows, being thrown
up by an electric current. Upon the plug being
inserted, after the number is obtained, the signal is

restored. When the plug is inserted at the number
called the signal opens and when the party called

takes his receiver from the hook, it closes, thus

indicating that both parties are at the telephones
and talking. Should there be trouble in any way
the operator may be signaled in the u-sual manner, by
working the hook up and down. The number tab-

let will thus be raised- and lowered, indicating the

person who desires attention. Both signals open
when the lines are not in use or when the subscrib-

ers hang their receivers on the hooks, thus indi-

cating that they are through with their conversation.

There is also a long-distance section on the new
board, which will accommodate a large number of

lines. Any operator may call the number desired

on the toll section by signal, which Is communicated
to the long-distance operator.

The plant will have a central power station, and
there will also be batteries in the instruments used
by subscribers. When an operator calls a sub-
scriber, one side of the metallic line and a ground
wire will be used, the current being furnished from
the central station. This will save the subscriber's

batteries, which will only be used on the talking

circuit. It is the intention of the company to have
its own power plant. A small dynamo, operated by
a gasoline engine, will be used. This will supply
the current from the central station.

The plant is now equipped with about 700 North
instruments, and when the improvements are put
in, it is expected that they will be used exclusively.

The plant will have at least 1,200 subscribers to

start with when it is rebuilt.

Sandusky is connected by the United States Tele-
phone company's long-distance lines with more
than 200 towns in the state. There are also two
sub-exchanges in the county, one at Castalia, with
40 subscribers, and another at Bogarts, which has
about the same number. There are also a number
of farmers' telephones in use. Persons at these
places get the service at Sandusky rates, viz., $1.50
a month for residence telephones, and $2.50 foi

business houses. These outside stations have the

full-metallic circuits, the same as in the city. The
city exchange averages SV2 calls per line per day.

The company has had some trouble in getting the
cable lines in the city properly arranged. It was
the intention to place them underground, but as the

solid limestone in that section extends to within
a foot or i8 inches of the surface, the plan would
have entailed an immense outlay of money, so this

plan was given up. The cables extend from the
office to a strong steel tower in the public square,

whence they arc distributed in different directions, as

desired. It is probable that no attempt will hi

made in the future to place the cables in conduits.

The plant, when completed, will occupy 10 rooms
on the third and fourth floors of the Kingsbury
building. The business office and manager's pri-

vate office, situated on the fourth floor, are hand-
somely furnished with the latest office equipment.

In the rear of this will be located the operators'
room, which is ' long and well lighted. It will

give plenty of room for the new switchboard.
Just in the rear of this a smaller room will

be used for distributing purposes. The other
rooms will be used for various purposes, and the
whole will constitute a handsome little plant for
a city the size of Sandusky. The company is capi-

talized at $75,000, but it is probable that twice that
amount will be put into the plant before it is com-
pleted. At the present time the stock is worth
100 cents on the dollar.

The other telephone plant in Sandusky is oper-
ated by what is known as the Home Telephone
company. It is the old Bell plant, and is supposed
to still belong to the Bell company, inasmuch as it

would be impossible to seir it because of the trust
bonds floated by the company. The directors of
the Home company are James Flynn, C. L. Wagner,
R. E. Schauck, August Schmidt and W. W. Wood-
ward. Mr. Wagner was the first president of the
Sandusky Telephone company, but last fall with-
drew and associated himself with the other com-
pany. Since then the fight for supremacy has been
a warm one, but, from all outward appearances, the
Sandusky company has not suffered severely. When
the change in the Bell company was made last fall

Manager A. J. Mellen went out and a Mr. Miller
was appointed in his place. Within a few months
Mr. Mellen resumed the position, however, and is

still at the helm. O. M. C.

New York Telephone Company In-
creases Stock.

The stockholders of the New York Telephone
company, at a called meeting held in New York
city on August Sth, voted unanimously to author-
ize an increase of $14,000,000 in the capital stock
of the company, or from $16,000,000 to $30,000,000.
It is not announced what the new stock is wanted
for or how it will be used, but it is asserted by
authorities more or less familiar with the affairs of
the American Bell company that it is a step in the
general scheme of the Bell company to move from
Massachusetts and locate in New York.
"Aside from the peculiar significance of the in-

crease authorized by the stockholders of the New
York Telephone company," says the New York
Commercial, "it is interesting to note that the Bell
companies throughout the country have lately been
swelling their liabilities and taking in new capital.
This_ means that the Bell company has a keen ap-
preciation of the war impending, and desires to
strengthen itself to all possible extent against the
aggressions of the new National Telephone and
Telegraph company, lately incorporated, with a
capital of $50,000,000. The organization of this

latter concern has been deferred from time to time.
The cause of the delay is the constantly expanding
scope of the project. Independent concerns in sev-
eral parts of the East are being brought into line,

and as long as the procession continues the new
combine will not be organized. When completed
the financial plan will embrace interests not hith-
erto identified with Bell opposition. It is expected
that the Massachusetts Telephone and Telegraph
company will be absorbed by the National."

Notes from Ohio.

The West Jefferson Telephone company of Wes^
Jefferson, Madison County, has been incorporated,
with a capital stock of $6,000. The town has a pop-
ulation of about 1,200, and the plant will not be a
large one.

The Portsmouth Telephone company of Ports-
mouth, Ohio, has increased its capital stock from
$50,000 to $100,000.

The John Roebling's Sons company has been
granted the contract for 16,000 feet of telephone
cable, to connect the west crib of the waterworks
with the permanent crib at Cleveland. The con-
sideration is $3,400.

The Board of Appraisers and Assessors at Colum-
bus have been appealed to by the United States
Telephone company to exempt its property from tax-
ation, on the grounds that the lines are unfinished,
and therefore unproductive at the present time.

The Citizens' Telephone and Message company
of Fostoria is completely rebuilding the plant there.

The New Concord Telephone company of New
Concord, Ohio, has been incorporated, with a cap-
ital stock of $10,000. The articles of incorporation
will allow the company to do a general telephone
business. The incorporators are L. J. Graham, O.
M. Shipley, S. W. Lorimer, T. J. Rader and John
B. Bain.

The People's Telephone company of Shelby,
Richland County, has increased its capital stock
from $25,000 to $50,000. The president of the com-
pany is G. M. Skiles and the secretary Edwin
Mansfield,

The Butler County Western Telephone company
of Philanthropy, Butler County, has been incorpo-
rated, with a capital slock of $5,000. The incorpo-
rators arc John Morchcad, Clem Conn, W. S.

Beard, S. E, Fyc. John F. Gillispie, William H.
Beard and R. D. Gillispie. O. M. C.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
Eastern capitalists have bought the stock of the

Tri-City Telephone company of Clinton, Iowa, and
will extend the system. It is thought that the Na-
tional Telephone company of New Jersey is back
of the deal.

A local telephone company is being organized at

Baldwin, Wis.
The Fergus Telephone company of Fergus Falls,

Minn., contemplates building a toll line to Rothsay,
Minn.
The Wisconsin Telephone company has agreed to

repair all streets and leave them in as good shape
as before, when putting in the subway system at

Oshkosh, Wis.
The telephone company at Hastings, Minn., has

kept track of the number of calls from non-sub-
scribers, and will present bills for the service ren-
dered during the last half of Jul}'.

A telephone line will be constructed along the
Sanborn-McHenry branch of the Northern Pacific
railway in North Dakota,
A telephone line between Vesta and Echo, Minn.,

is projected.
A story was recently published in Minneapolis to

the effect that the recent deal with the Mississippi
Valley Telephone company whereby local men be-
came interested was off. It was stated that the deal

was to include a controlling interest, and that Mr.
Hubinger. the present controlling interest, had
failed to complete the contract. The statement is

denied, and it is announced that the negotiations
are working toward a successful conclusion.
The city of Minneapolis has lost the case in the

Supreme Court of Minnesota against the North-
western Telephone company for violating the un-
derground-wire law, and also for constructing after

its franchise had been annulled. The court holds
that a franchise granted, whereby moneys are in-

duced to be expended, becomes a contract and not
a license, and as such is not to be voided at the
whim or caprice of the council. The right of the

city 'to exercise police power is not denied, but it

must be shown that public safety, convenience,

health, morals or necessity require it. In the case

in hand, the underground district is claimed to be
extended far beyond any of these requirements.

The city will ask a rehearing.

The Wolf River Telephone company is canvassing
Waupaca, Wis., with a view to establishing a loca?

exchange there. It is expected that an exchange of

100 connections will be put in.

There is talk of a telephone line from Lamberton
to Wabasso and Vesta, Minn.
A farmers' telephone company has been formed

to cover Oregon and Highland townships, with a

central office at Ainsworth, Iowa. The promoters
have secured 65 connections.
The telephone operators at Tacoma, Wash., have

been granted an increase of wages and a reduction
of working hours by the Sunset Telephone com-
pany. The company will also erect a new exchange
building and place its wires in the business portion
of town underground.
Connection is being made with a number of farms

around Redfield, S. D.
R. A. Flail of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, is an applicant

at Brooklyn, Iowa, for a local exchange.
George Morrison, a lineman of the Winona Tele-

phone company, at Winona, Minn., fell from a
30-foot pole to the street, but escaped with only a

sprained ankle.

A local exchange is to be installed for St. Thomas,
N. D., at once.
A line is to be built from Danvers to Hagen,

Minn. R.

New Company Proposed at Seattle.
The telephone operators of the Sunset Telephone

company at Seattle, Wash., rejected the oii'er of the
company to settle ihe strike, and all offers were at

once withdrawn on both sides. Efforts are being
made to induce subscribers to order their instru-

ments taken out. It is stated that as many as 3,000
will be ordered removed. A new company is pro-
posed, to install a system. Christopher W. Horr,
Nicholas H. Thedinga and William B. AlHsom all

of Seattle, are interested. The county commission-
ers have ordered all instruments of the old company
out of the courthouse.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
Jones & Winter, telephone engineers and con-

tractors, have removed their office from St. Paul.
Minn., to Chicago, where they have located at

1259 Monadnock building. They wiil be pleased
to see all their old friends and hosts of new ones
at their new office.

The Eureka Electric company is forwarding to
Independent companies, free, a new name-plate
sign to go on the front of the companies' instru-
ments. The design embraces the well-known
Maltese cross. The Eureka company will be pleased
to mail or express as many of these name plates
as may be desired to any of the Independent com-
panies in the field, for the purpose of attaching
them to their telephones in their exchanges. The
words "Independent System' have been added in

connection with the well-known design, and will

no doubt help to educate the general public to the

use of the Independent system.
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A Workshop Form of Wheatstone
Bridge.'

The ordinary form of Wlieatstone bridge as made
by most instrument makers has some disadvantages
when used as a workshop instrument or for outdoor
purposes. Instrument makers are much inchned to
the use of lacquered brass and poUshed ebonite,
and the ordinary form of Post Office bridge, con-
sisting as it does of a slab of polished ebonite
having a number of blocks of lacquered brass fixed
upon its surface and a large number of nicely-

fitted plugs, is hardly suitable for use by rough
hands or in dirty places. Exposure to the light

and dirt soon deteriorates the surface insulation of

the ebonite, dust accumulates underneath the angles
of the blocks and in the plug holes, and the numer-
ous loose plugs get dirty and are sometimes lost.

In the series plug pattern there is always a risk of

the plugs becoming jammed in their places, and the

heads therefore twisted off in the process of ex-
tricating them.
A form of Wheatstone bridge has been devised

by Dr. J. A. Fleming which has some novelty in

design for use as a workshop instrument. The
coils and electrical portions are all contained in a

EBONITE SEPARATOP

COPPER—
HALF BOBBIN

COPPER
HALF BOBBIN

FIG. I. A WORKSHOP FORM OF WHEATSTONE BRIDGE —
CONSTRUCTION OF RESISTANCE BOBBIN.

Stout teak box 20 inches by 8 inches by 5 inches,

provided with recessed box handles. The top and

the bottom of the box are not screwed on, but re-

cessed and held in place by turn-button bolts, so

that by simply turning four buttons the top of the

box can be at once removed, carrying with it the

whole of the bridge mechanism. In the case of

the ordinary patterns of Wheatstone bridge the

opening of the box to repair a damage involves

procuring a screwdriver and taking out about a

dozen little screws.

In Dr. Fleming's pattern of bridge there is no'

exposed ebonite of metal work except three pairs

of terminals. The resistance coils, which are ar-

ranged on the dial- pattern, are formed as follows:

Two hollow half-cylinders of thin sheet copper

(Fig. i) are constructed, each having a lug, and

two of these half-cylinders are put together with a

thin separating piece of ebonite and bound together

with a thin silk tape. This constitutes the bobbin.

The resistance wires of magnanin are then cut the

proper length, and the two ends of the wire are

soldered to the two lugs of the copper half-cylin-

ders (Fig. 2), the remainder of the wire being

wound non-inductively on the bobbin and tied in

position by a thin silk tape. The wire is therefore

so arranged that it quickly gets rid of any heat, and

no paraffin wax is used to overlay the wire or coils.

The measuring arm of the bridge consists of three

sets of coils—units, tens, and hundreds—each set

consisting of nine coils interposed between 10 brass

blocks, which are arranged in a circle and earned

in a sort of ebonite tray fixed on the underneath

side of the teak lid of the box. These blocks are
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In order to prevent dust getting into the holes
between the brass blocks, there is an ingenious con-
trivance in the form of a self-closing shutter. On
the underneath side of the lid there are a series
of circular discs of thin ebonite, which are per-
forated by holes corresponding with the holes
for the plugs in the lid of the box. These
circular shields move around a central pivot,
and by means of a spring are kept so turned that
the holes in the shield do not normally coincide
Viith the holes in the box lid. Hence all these box
lid holes are closed as it were by a small shutter,
but when once opened and a plug inserted in the
hole the plug prevents the shutter from closing.

FIG. 2 A WORKSHOP FORM OF WHEATSTONE BRIDGE.

—

METHOD OF WINDING.

The circular shutters can be turned around by means
of a common bar and finger pin protruding through
the lid, so that, in order to insert the first plug
when commencing his test, the user presses back
the pin and thereby opens all the shutters. But
the moment all the plugs are withdrawn from their

hole, the shutter under the lid springs back and
closes all the holes belonging to that dial.

The ratio arm of the bridge is formed of a series

of coils which are arranged dial fashion, and which
are therefore not i, 10, 100, 1,000 ohms as usual,

but I, 9, 90, 900. Two plugs are therefore pro-
vided for the ratio-arm dials, and the ratio-arm dial

is furthermore marked in such a manner that the

user has no difficulty in discovering the number by
which he must multiply and the number by which
he must divide the ratio-arm resistance to get the

resistance of the circuit measured. The shutter

closing the holes of the ratio dial is independent of

OSaSS BLOCK WOOD TOP

r^
BRASS SLOCK

FIG. 4.

£QONITf RING

WORKSHOP FORM OF WHEATSTONE BRIDGE -

SECTION OF DIAL.

the Others, and is not provided with a finger-pin

for opening. The spring which keeps the shutter of

this dial normally closed is not very strong, and
the shutter is easily pushed back by the point of

the first plug as it is inserted.

The whole of the connections are made under

the lid to three pairs of terminals, marked on the

outside as in Fig. 5, and in addition two keys are

fixed under the lid, which are manipulated by two
little ivory buttons, like electric-bell pushes, pro-

truding through the hd. There is, therefore, ab-

solutely no exposed ebonite to deteriorate in in-

sulation, and no lacquered brass, with the excep-

tion of the aforesaid six terminals, the handles by

which the bridge is carried about, and the plugs.

The terminals are constructed with a peculiar kind

Niagara, St. Catherines and
Electric Railway.

105

Toronto

When the electric lines now being built by the
Niagara, St. Catherines and Toronto Electric Rail-
way company are completed, the Greater Bufifalo-

Niagara district will have one of the best systems
of electric railways in the woild. This company
is building on the Canadian side of the Niagara
River, and it will work in conjunction with the
International Traction company, which now affords

such a fine service. Work is progressing rapidly,

and in a few weeks the Canadian company will have
all its lines operated. The company, some time
ago, purchased the franchise of the Niagara Central
Railway company, between Niagara Falls, Ont., and
St. Catherines, as well as the Niagara Falls road
between that town and Niagara Falls South.
The company is rebuilding the roads v^'ith new

materials throughout. Beginning at Bridge street,

Niagara Falls, where connection is had with the
Niagara Falls Park and River railway, the Cana-
dian company's line runs to Niagara Falls South
and Falls View, a distance of four miles. Branch-
ing from this point is the Toronto line of the sys-

tem. It runs through Thorold, 3,000 population;
Merritton, 2,000 population, to St. Catherines, 10,-

000 population. The rail line is being extended to

Port Dalhousie, where connection with the boat
line to Toronto will be made. It is proposed, also,

to run a line to Hamilton, Ont., and possibly to

Toronto, by the way of BeamsviUe and Grimsby
Park.
The line between Niagara Falls and St. Catherines

is now being operated. Six cars, each 50 feet long,

divided into smoking, baggage and passenger com-
partments, are running, and more of the same pat-

tern are being built for the same company. These
cars are strongly built. The peculiarity about them
is that they contain what is believed to be more
glass than any other car ever constructed. The
windows are very large, and all the partitions are

01 glass. It is officially stated that the equipment
is of the best and that a speed of 70 miles an hour
can be maintained on the line. The company has
already spent over $200,000 in rebuilding the roads.

It is understood that an arrangement is to be made
between the Niagara, St. Catherines and Toronto
and the International Traction companies, whereby
a through service from Buffalo to the Canadian
company's pier at Port Dalhousie, and thence by
boat to Toronto, is to be inaugurated. The princi-

pal stockholders in the Canadian company are Ad-
dison B. Colvin of Glens Falls, N. Y., formerly
state treasurer; Robert Jaffray of Toronto, million-

aire and owner of the Toronto Globe, newspaper:
Samuel H. Blake of Toronto, H. H. Herbert of

New York, and the Bank of Commerce of Toronto.

China's Telegraph System.
Information about the Chinese telegraph system,

like everything else Chinese, is timely, says the

Little Chronicle, but this subject has a special in-

terest in view of the fact that the minister of tele-

graphs, Sheng, is believed to be using the system
to conceal the real state of affairs at Pekin.

The first telegraph line to be erected in China
was in 1884, and the inhabitants of the country
looked on the enterprise with great displeasure,

often digging up the poles and damaging or cutting

the line wires. Two years later a Hne was carried

from Pekin to the Siberian frontier, whence con-
nection was made with the Russian system. The
lines belong to the government and are used largely

for governmental purposes, though they are avail-

able for private and commercial business.

The apparatus and methods employed are most an-
tique, and the operators are Chinese. As the Chi-

Z C Galvo Galvo L

Fig. 3. DiaKram of Bridfie.

interconnected as required with a central brass

ring by means of a traveling plug. A diagram of

the bridge is given in Fig. 3. and a section of the

dials in Fig. 4. The plugs re'semble bradawls, ex-

cept in their lower extremities, and have a sub-

stantial handle; they are kept when not required

in a sort of umbrella stand attached to the box.

seen in the general view of the instrument, Fig. 5-

These plugs are inserted into interconnectmg holes

between the brass blocks, and the common ring

through small holes bored into the lid of the box.

Hence the outer surface of the box exhibits only

sets of small holes arranged in circles and which

are marked respectively units, tens, hundreds^

I. From the London Electrician.

A WORKSHOP FORM OF WHEATSTONE BRIDGE.

of lip, which renders it easy to grip in them either

a single large wire like a No. 10 wire or a single

small wire like a No. 40- , , . t .u
One other point is worthy of notice. In the

ordinary patterns of plug bridges the frequent use

of the plugs wears them down into a shoulder, so

that they no longer fit tightly into the plug holes.

In Dr. Fleming's form of bridge the plug has a

=crni-circular groove turned in it at such a height

in the plug that when in place the top of the block

is just on a level with the middle of the groove.

This device is an effective cure for "shouldering"

in the plugs.
r . 1

It may be mentioned that this pattern of bridge

is being constructed for sale by the Telegraph

Manufacturing company of Helsby.

Fig 5 Gei eral View

nese have no alphabet, each word being represented
by a special sign, the message must be translated

into numbers by the receiving clerk before it is

sent. The table he employs for the purpose resem-
bles a logarithmic table and contains g,8oo num-
bered signs. The table is most elaborate and has
been arranged by learned Chinese scholars, who
have grouped the characters together according to

their sound. In sending a message the writer in-

scribes it in Chinese characters on a blank, and
it is then converted into numbers, telegraphed, re-

ceived and retranslated into Chinese characters. It

is possible to have 9,999 different words without
using more than four figures, so that there i^ a

practical advantage to the use of the table and
system.
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Some General Conditions Governing
Power-station Design.^

By Phillip Dawson.

At the present moment, when electric traction is

making- such rapid strides, the question of the

source of supply of power is a very important one.

In this paper it is proposed to briefly consider this

question from the economical point of view. This
is the most important one, and the engineer's
knowledge and experience should be used to design
and construct the source of supply of electrical en-

ergy in such a manner as to furnish the Board of

Trade unit at the switchboard at the lowest possible

cost, interest on capital, depreciation and sinking
fund included. It may be argued that the cost of

the unit at the switchboard being low, it does not
necessarily follow that the cost of the power, say_,

per car or per train mile, will also be low, as it is

posible that in older to secure cheap current, the

power station may be so located as to cause great

expense in feeders, substations and loss in the

transmission.
In the numerous cases, both in Great Britain, on

the Continent, and in America, which have come un-
der my notice, I have never found this to be the

case. T/iiis applies 'to power-supply stations in-

tended for traction and power primarily, and light-

ing secondarily. It ma}^ be mentioned at once that

the demand of current for both traction and power-
transmission purposes is increasing so rapidly that

lighting will shortly in any case be only a second-
ary consideration.

The combination of a lighting and traction sta-

tion is not to be recommended, and good results

cannot be expected. The case is, however, entirely

different where traction and lighting are combined,
and the best results are then obtainable, that is to

say, where the station has been designed by ex-
perienced traction engineers for traction and light-

ing-

It may be of interest to consider what are the
differences between a station designed for lighting
and one designed for traction and power trans-
mission.
The average number of hours per annum during

which a hghting station will be running full load
will probably never be equivalent to more than
three months' continuous running per annum, that

is to say, taking the total Board of Trade units
generated in one year, and seeing how long the
plant under consideration would have to run its

full capacity continuously to generate this amount,
this time would probably never exceed three
months. Taking a representative traction station,

the time of continuous running would probably be
at least 9, and in some cases 10 and even 11 months.
A lighting plant must in three months earn

enough money to pay working expenses and to pay
interest and allow for depreciation and sinking
fund for a whole year, whereas a traction plant has
from 9 to II months to do the same thing,

A lighting plant is on an average practically at a

standstill 18 hours a day, while a traction plant is

running iS to 20 hours a day. Economical boilers,

engines and electrical generating and transmission
devices are therefore far more important in a trac-

tion than a lighting plant, because it is well known
that running at very light loads and keeping the

frres banked and the boilers, steam pipes, engines,

etc.. hot uses very nearly as much fuel as running
them at full load.

Furthermore, whereas in a lighting plant there

is ample time to overhaul the plant and execute
necessary repairs, the men during the day have lit-

tle or nothing to do, and can well do this work.
In a traction plant there is little or no time to do
this. The conditions are quite, if not more, arduous
than on a ship. There at least every few days or
few weeks the whole plant is entirely shut down
for several days and can be taken to pieces and over-
hauled.
Unexpected and rapid overloads must be able

to be supported by the traction plant, which Is not
generally the case in lighting.

In a traction station it will be seen that a far

greater figure is cut by the cost of generation, pure
and simple, than in a lighting station, and that the
question of interest on capital expenditure and sink-

ing fund is relatively smaller in the former than in

the latter.

The following figures, which are the result of

actual experience, may be of interest, and show the
influence of continuous running on the cost of

prodticlion:

Cost ia pence per Board of Trade unit-
Lighting. Traction.

Fuel 0.03 to 2.2 d. 0.09 to 0.5 d.
Oil, waste and stores 0.05 *' o,^8d. 0.005 " f>-2 d.
Wages and salaries o.zG " i.Cod. 0,03 " o 4 d.

Maintenance 0,054 " 06 *^- 0.0035 " o.o6d.

Total 0.684 " 4-7fid. 0.1275 " i-iCd.

The difference which exists between a plant work-
ing practically continuously and only intermittently
is al once seen in the average amount of coal con-
sumed per unit generated. The type of engine used
must, however, also be taken into consideration.
Thus, taking the published results of British elec-

tric-light plants, we find that the cost of coal per
unit generated varies approximately between 0.3d.

and 2. 2d. Comparing this to traction plants, wc
find the cost of coal varying between o.ood. and
o.5od. per unit generated. Again, considering the

I." Paper read before the Tramways and Light lifiilwavH asso-
cialJoo at the Agricultural Hall Exhihition, London, June 25,
igoo.

item of wages and salaries in a lighting station, we
have 0.3d. to i.6d.; in the case of traction this is

0.03d. to o.4od. per unit.

Comparing the total cost of production of one
Board of Trade unit generated in a lighting station

and in a traction station, interest and sinking fund
excluded, in the former the unit varies i.ood.to
4.cod., as compared to o.25d. to i.ood. for traction

purposes. The cost of power when generated for

traction and power purposes is one-quarter of that

when generated for lighting only.

The amount to be added for interest and sinking
fund, of course, depends on the length of the con-
cession, on the terms of final purchase, and on the

life of the machinery employed. Tlie cost of pro-
ducing power varies with the amount to be pro-

duced, decreasing as the amount increases. This
shows the advisability of concentrating as much
power as possible in one station, and reducing the

number of units.

In considering the various items which go to

make a complete power or traction installation, in-

cluding the system of feeders, distributors, track
and overhead line, the cost of the power station is

but a comparatively small Item. The saving which
can be effected by a properly designed station is

very great, and a little extra capital expenditure is

in many cases well justified.

The total cost of running an electric tramway or

railway varies between 2.5od. and S.ood. per car

mile, according to circumstances; the electrical en-

ergy at the power station required varying from
0.49 unit to 1.4 units per car mile, according to

the profile of the line and the weight and speed of

the cars.

The cost of power varies between ip and 30 per

cent, of the total working expenses, all charges in-

cluded, and if it can be reduced by %d. to id. per

unit, or we may say per car mile, as one unit at

the switchboard is a fair estimate of the average
power requisite at the switchboard per car mile run,

it is well worth doing.

In the early days, before polyphase high-tension

currents were known, the situation of the central

station was practically imposed, very little latitude

being possible owing to the maximum distance of

economical transmission being limited. Elrctricity

works being most required in crowded centers, it

was not only difficult to obtain a site at all, but

the cost of the ground was very great. Hence the

necessity of crowding the greatest amount of power
into the smallest possible space. The plant being

mostly used for lighting and only running a few

hours each day, highly economical engines and
boilers and labor-saving appliances were of but

little advantage. At present, circumstances have al-

tered; electricity can be economically transmitted

to any distance, and is utilized—and will be more
and more so every day—firstly for power purposes,

and secondly for lighting purposes.

The initial cost of a plant may be roughly divided

into four parts—land and buildings; plant,- including

all machinery in station; mains, feeders and distrib-

utors; miscellaneous, which includes such things

as meters, instruments, cost of provisional order,

and such like.
'

According to Mr. Emile Garcke's figures in the

"Manual of Electrical Undertakings," the average

cost of existing British plants expressed in percent-

age of, total capital expenditure is approximately as

follows:
Land and bnildiogs 19 to 23 per cent.

Machinery and plant 36 to 37 per cent.

Various remaining items 4 to 14 per cent.

As regards the first Item, the above average in-

cludes several old lighting stations, and there is

little doubt that if a new plant were installed the

cost of land would be materially reduced.
The question of system of generation, whether in

several large stations, generating continuous cur-
rent or in one large station generating either con-
tinuous or polyphase currents, is of great moment.
As already stated previously, in a traction sta-

tion much greater capital expenditure is justified,

and coal-handling appliances can be installed which
enable one or two men to look after the largest

boiler room. Automatic lubricating system and ash
conveyors, etc., enable one or two men to be suf-

ficient in the largest engine room. It will be evi-

dent that the item wages and salaries will be far

greater in several than in one station. Also the

waste of coal, etc., will be far greater. From a

careful study it is nearly certain that, for anything
above 5,000-kilowatt capacity, one polyphase station

operating rotary-converter substations Is the best.

Large units are also always advisable. It inter-

ests me to see that the sizes of units I recom-
mended several years ago are generally being
adopted. For reference, it may perhaps be advis-
able to append this table;

Sizes of Engines Recommended for Use in Power
Stations.

Maximiiin Power Nninbpr of Power of Each
Required, i. 11. p. Engine*!. Engine, i h. p.

200 2 200
400 3 . 200
Coo 3 300

1,000 3 500
1.500 4 500
2,000 _ 4 7.'iO

5,000 6 T.OOO
10.000 fi 2.000
20.000 6 4 000
40,000 9 5,000
f>o.o o II 6,000
90.000 10 10,000

All engine builders who have had experience in

tramway work now make an entirely different kind

of engine for traction from that which they supply
for lighting stations. The conditions under which
a tramway engine works are. If anything, more
onerous than those of a rolling-mill engme. A
slight variation, either in number of revolutions per
minute, or in angular velocity per revolution, is

of the greatest importance in a traction station,
whereas it is of small importance in a rolling mill.

A uniform speed Is especially important where
compound-wound dynamos are run in parallel direct
on to the line. If the momentary difference in

speed between two engines exceeds very narrow
limits, the voltages of the machines differ, and
cause very heavy currents in the equalizing bars,
and largely increased core losses, hence great
waste. If the difference becomes too great, one
of the generators may even be reversed. Where
multiphase machines run in parallel, constant speed
is of even greater importance to keep the machines
in step. In cases where shunt-wound generators
with heavy batteries of accumulators run in parallel
on the line, the question of engine regulation i?

not so important.
A traction station where compound-wound dyna-

mos are used should be so arranged that, if the
normal load be suddenly thrown on or off an en-
gine, the speed shall not vary more than two per
cent, either way. In some cases a maximum vari-
ation of 1V2 and 1% per cent, is all that is allowed.
Where polyphase currents are used, constant speed
Is of even greater importance ; and a guarantee
should be required that under no circumstances shall
the angular velocity during one revolution vary
more than one-half per cent., and in some cases not
more than half of one per cent. With heavy fly-
wheels, and governors properly designed for tram-
way work, it is quite practicable to fulfil the above
conditions.

Or expressed in a different way, in polyphase
work, the engine should not produce by variation
of angular velocity a phase displacement of more
than 5° per half cycle.

From careful comparison of many existing sys-
tems, it may be taken that the total cost of power,
all fixed charges included, for- one large station,
as compared to that for two or more smaller sta-
tions, together equal in power to the larger one, is

from 30 to 75 per cent, lower.

Substitute for Rubber.
Owing to the present high price and increasing

use of rubber, the discovery of a substitute has
been eagerly sought after. Such a substitute would
be especially welcome to the electrical industry, and
it is to be hoped the following extract from tlie

Scientific American is not an exaggeration of the
qualities of the newly discovered product:

_
"An Italian residing in Mexico has recently de-

vised a new composition Intended as a substitute
for caoutchouc in the manufacture of rubber goods.
While residing in Mexico he observed a shrub
growing in Central Mexico, and known to the In-
dians by a variety of names, of which Yule is one.
The shrub grows wild on the rolling land and at-
tains the average height of three feet. An examina-
tion of the shrub led him to experiment with the
same with reference to ascertaining what use might
be made of it, since It grows abundantly, may be
easily cultivated, roots readily from cuttings and
may be cut two or three times a year and im-
mediately begins to grow and shoots up again to
form new wood. It does not belong to the plants
which yield milky juices, being a comparatively
hard wood and growing as a small scrubby bush,
but there is found within its bark and wood a large
amount of gummy matter, and upon comminuting
it by cutting finely, grinding, or pounding the same
and macerating it with a hydrocarbon solvent such
as gasoline, naphtha, ether of petroleum, oil of
turpentine, or the like, this gum is softened and
extracted from the wood, and when extracted does
not harden to crystallization, but still holding a
small portion of the hydrocarbon, remains as a
viscid, _ sticky mass that fulfills all of the physical
conditions of crude rubber. It may be vulcanized
perfectly and is superior to most india-rubber since
it is free from all mechanical impurities and needs
no preliminary cracking, grinding and washing, as
does the ordinary crude rubber."

The Chicago Automobile Club.
The Chicago Automobile Club is the name finally

fixed upon for the motor-vehicle organization of
this city. The originally proposed name of West-
ern Automobile association was not well thought
of by some, because of being too broad a title, and
one that would be inconvenient when the day comes
that an organization of western automobile clubs
is feasible. The officers are; President, A. J. Eddy:
first vice-president, J. Ogden Armour; second vice-
president, Samuel In^ull; third vice-president, F. C.
Donald; secretary, C. T. Jeffery; treasurer, D. Cot-
trell, M. D. It is estimated that there are about
50 private parties owning or controlling automobiles
in Chicago, and about half of these are charter
members of the club.

The first club run was held last Saturday. August
nth. Sixteen vehicles turned out, of which three
were electric. The threatening weather kept in

some members. Meeting in front of the Auditorium
Hotel on Michigan boulevard, the club went north
to the Lake Shore drive and Lincoln Park, and
on to the Bismarck Garden, After a short halt
the party returned to the Edelweiss for dinner.
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A New Sturtevant Eight-pole Motor.
The B. F. Sturtevant company of Boston, ilass.,

has just brought out a new type 01 eight-pole motor.
as clearly shown in the accompanying illustration.

This was designed for direct attachment to a fan
shaft. The field ring is of wrought-iron. although in

large sizes it is made of cast-steel or cast-iron. The
field cores are of wrought-iron, with a special type
of cast-iron pole shoe, the peculiar size and shape
of which renders the machine capable of extreme
variation in load without sparking or adjustment
of the brushes. Machine-wound field coils are used,

and the shape is such that the windings present the
greatest amount of radiating surface, so that perfect

ventilation results.

This type of motor was designed for compara-
tively low speed, but high efficiency, and therefore

special care has been taken in the design of the

armature. The coils are built up of laminated,

slotted disks. These disks are solidly clamped be-

tween two brass rings, having teeth to correspond
with the core teeth which support them at both
edges of the core. The teeth are not only protected

On close inspection, how'ever, a faint brush dis-
charge can be detected on the sparkless terminal;
the discharge has been continued by an inductive
action over the entire surface of the glass.

One of the most interesting results he has ob-
tained with the great battery is the production of
X-rays for the first time by a steady current. An
X-ray tube is simply connected to the terniinals of

the battery and a water resistance of perhaps a mil-
lion ohms" resistance is inserted in the circuit. The
tube is then heated by an external source of heat. In
an instant the tube lights with a most brilliant exhibi-
tion of X-rays, and photographs taken by means of

them show unmistakable evidences of the tendons
and muscles. Professor Trowbridge believes that

when the right conditions are reached he will ob-
tain satisfactory photographs of these objects.

A NEW- STURTEV.^NT EIGHT POLE MOTOR.

in this manner, but a smooth and well-rounded corner

is presented for the support of the slot insulation.

A commutator of large diameter is employed, with

pure drop-forged copper-segments. Carbon brushes

with self-adjusting and self-feeding holders are

used. A tripod support upon each side carries

the ring-oiler bearings. These motors are built in

sizes from three horsepower up to 137.5 horsepower.

Plant for Investigating High Voltages
at Harvard.

Professor John Trowbridge, department of phys-

ics. Harvard University, has probably done more

than any other man in the investigation of very

high continuous-current voltages, and an article by

him in a recent issue of the Scientific American, de-

scribing the extensive plant the university now pos-

sesses for the production and investigation of very

high voltages, is of interest. The plant, which is

a part of the Jefferson Physical Laboratory at Har-

vard University. Cambridge. Mass.. consists of 20.-

000 storage cells, with a normal voltage when

'harged of 44.000 volts. The plant occupies a

room in the laboratory about 30 feet wide and 60

feet long. The battery is contained m a closet with

doors, to protect it from dust. There are also a

number of glass condensers in 12 trays carrying

25 plates each, there being ,300 glass plates '" .a '•

The condensers are made one-eighth inch in thick-

ness, and are coated with a surface of tinfoil lb

by 20 inches. The capacity of the entire condenser

in multiple is about 1.8 microfarads. When the

condensers are charged to 20,000 volts and dis-

charged in series a spark W« feet long m air is

produced. A longer spark cannot be produced

while the apparatus is situated m a brick-w.illed

room and not in an open space. It will be neces-

sary. Professor Trowbridge states, if the Jul! clis-

ruptive effects of the high voltage are to be studied

to place the apparatus in an open field and at least

30 feet above the surface of the ground.

He has latelv been investigating the question

•Can lightning pass through a small orihce.' A
plate of glass five feet square and one-quarter inch

thick was placed between the spark terminals, ihe

plate was necessarily of this size to prevent the

sparks from passing around the edges of it. ihe

plate had a small hole bored through it at its cen er^

This hole could be made much smaller by filling

the hole with paraffine and making a needle hoie

in the paraffine. It was found that when the dis-

cbarge terminals were five feet apart and m Ime

w-ith the hole that the discharge would pass

through the minutest orifice, but the PO^t'^" /fa^

passed through the hole was only a frac ion of he

entire discharge, for there was an inductive action

over the entirl surface of the glass. This .nductive

action could be seen by hanging a large sheet «

paper in front of the glass. Alter the discharge .t

was found closely adhering to the sur ace of the

glass, while its presence did not >no/lify the gen-

eral appearance of the spark shown b> .'he photo^

graph. When the hole in the plate is entirely c osed

by paraffine and the spark terminals ar<; Placed

opposite each other, about four feet
^^^^-^^^^^^^

glass plate midway between them, a spark will ump

From one terminal to the surface of the gla..,, v.h.ie

no spark is seen on the opposite side of the glass.

Dean Vertical Steam-condensing Ap-
paratus.

The air pump and steam condenser shown in the

accompanying illustration is designed for the engines

of electric-lighting stations, the steam plants of

electric street-railway stations and other steam plants

where economy of fuel consumption is important.

This air pump can be speeded to deliver just the

amount of water required for condensation. It is

started before the engine and the vacuum obtained is

used to assist in the first revolutions. This feature is

important with compound engines, as the full power
of the low-pressure cylinder is secured at once.

It was formerly supposed that a vertical air pump
must be single-acting, but the manufacturers have
designed a double-acting, vertical air pump that is

believed to be entirely successful. The vertical type

of air pump is said to be much more durable than

the horizontal type, because there is no side wear
in the cylinder and stuffing bo.xes. In horizontal

pumps, especially large sizes, there is a constant

downward wear of piston and rods, due to their

weight. Any sediment in the water will settle on
the lower side of cylinder, where this pressure is

greatest, causing the piston and cylinder to wear
rapidly. The vertical air pump occupies but little

tloor space, and it is much more convenient to

set down into a pit, should it be necessary to lower

the air pump, so as to reduce the vertical lift of

injection water.

The piston rods are separable at the cross-heads.

Tapering keys are used to hold them in place. The
cylinder head can be easily removed and taken en-

tirely out of the way. for inspecting the interior of

the cylinder or for repacking the piston. The pis-

ton-rod stuffing box is provided with a water seal

to prevent air from entering. The cylinder is lined

Crest Sparking Plug for Gasoline En-
gines.

The Crest Manufacturing company of Cambridge-
port, Mass., manufacturer of gas and gasoline mo-
tors for automobiles, is putting on the market what
is said to be a radically new design of sparking
plug and one that is not affected by heat and ex-
pansion and consequently is claimed to be unbreak-
able. After a considerable expense in experiment-
ing with the best porcelains of foreign manufacture,
the manufacturer has, through the assistance of a
well-known chemist, discovered a new material that
is believed to be unbreakable by heat or expansion.
The company has had these sparking plugs in use
for a long time on its motors, without any reports
of failures. It is well known that the sparking plug
is a delicate piece of mechanism and gives consider-
able trouble, and the failure of gasoline engines can,
as a rule, be traced to the failure of the sparking
plug, and for this reason all automobilists using
gasoline engines usually carry one or two spare
plugs in their kit.

The material used in the Crest sparking plug is

claimed to be a perfect electrical non-conductor, and
does not expand under intense heat. It is a soft,

tough material, not being brittle like porcelain.
The plug, as shown in the illustration, consists of

a shell of steel having a thread at one end to screw

DEAN VERTI^Li si i,A:.l CONDENSING APPARATUS.

with bronze. The piston rod is of bronze, and all

valve seats are of this metal.

For electric-light or electric street-car plants this

apparatus is claimed to be perfectly adapted. It is

made with tandem-compound steam cylinders, where

it is desired to reduce steam consumption. Ihe

apparatus can be operated on an expenditure of

steam of one-half of one per cent, of the steam used

bv the engine, and it will save from 20 to 30 per

cent of the total steam consumed by the engine.

The apparatus is manufaatured by the Dean Bros.

Steam Pump Works, Indianapolis. Ind.

Tiie Susquehanna Electric Power company which

intends to develop a waterpower of the Sus<iiie-

hanna River near Muddy Creek. York County. Pa.,

it is now reported, has secured a contract from he

United Railways and Electric company of Balti-

more for about 20.000 horsepower for 40 years at

Tpricc below what the United Raihvays and ElecU.c

Company can generate it for in Baltimore. This

contract will guarantee the power company enough

revenue, so that it 'can safely go ahead with the

project to develop 40.000 horsepower.

CREST SPARKING PLUG FOR GASOLINE ENGINES.

in the orifice of the chamber of the motor. The
sparking plug proper consists of a slight cone of

this new material, which is inserted in the steel

plug. This cone fits tight in the shell, making a
gas-tight joint, without packing, which makes the
plug proof against carelessness in the hands of un-
skilled persons. Through this cone a wire is passed,
terminating at the bottom of the plug with an
enlarged head. A platinum wire is inserted in the

body of the steel shell, the spark jumping across
between the two joints. These plugs are sold
singly, or in lots of 25 to 100, to the trade. Direc-
tions go with each plug.

The Telautograph in London.
[From the London correspondent of ihe Western Electrician.!

After many years of experiment the telautograph
is at length to be put on the market as a practical
machine. Eight years ago Professor Elisha Gray
startled scientists on the American side of the At-
lantic with this machine. An operator taking up a

pen. attached to the end of a wire, wrote a message
with it in everyday handwriting. At the other end
01 the wire a similar pen, passing over a sheet
of paper, reproduced the message exactly as writ-

ten, even going back to cross the t's and dot the
i's. Great things were then predicted for the telau-

tograph—the signing of checks a thousand miles
away, the drawing of criminal portraits for the bene-
fit of the police, etc. Now, at last, the owners of

the telautograph promise a realization of these won-
ders. Actual tests made by the postal authorities

in England, in connection with the French postal
authorities, between London and Paris, have estab-

lished its applicability to long circuits. Messages
sent from one room to another at the company's
office passed through coils of over 200 miles in

length and were recorded at the receiving end with

perfect accuracy. The instrument is to cost $50
and is to be attached either to telephone or tele-

graph wires. Arrangements are now being made
with the General Postoffice and the National Tele-

phone company. The Prince of Wales, the Duke
of York, the Khedive and several other distin-

guished personages have expressed their apprecia-

tion of the value of this, the latest, and not the least,

important development of electrical communication.

Cars Seized at Sing Sing.

The cars and tracks of the Ossinning electric

railway at Sing Sing, N. Y., have been seized for

delinquent taxes by the Village Board. The prin-

cipal result is a great inconvenience to the town.

The material seized by the town has almost no
market value, and the service is, of course, dis-

continued. The seizure was made in the afternoon

of a day when large crowds of visitors were in town
attending a Methodist camp-meeting. A more in-

opportune time could hardly have been hit upon,

as the trolley was the chief means of getting to the

pi'ounds. Furthermore, taking the cars and shut-

ting down the road at one of its most profitable

times, defeats whatever small chance the village ever

had of collecting the taxes. The road has been
in receiver's hands for- some time, and the re-

ceiver has advanced money to keep the road going.

It is surprising how short-sighted the authorities in

some small towns are in their treatment of an electric

railway which is barely paying expenses, .^fter the

road has been shut down they- usuallv repent their

action; in fact, the business men in Sing Sing, as

well as the traveling public, are doing so already,

and at last reports a compromise had been patched

up.
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Wood's Lightning Arrester.

The accompanying illustration shows what is said

to be a very novel lightning arrester and also one
of the most efficient arresters made. It is known
as the Wood's arrester. The shell is a seamless,
drawn-brass tubing. The piece of porcelain shown
in the center of the cut is placed in the bottom of

this shell. The little socket containing the two set-

screws on extreme right is then placed through
the porcelain plate, and standing in this socket is

the composition rod shown at the bottom. On the
other end of this rod is placed a small cup with a

corrugated edge, and standing in the top of this

cup is the small porcelain button shown in the upper
right-hand corner, and last, the cap, with corru-
gated cup inside, is screwed to the top of the casing,

and by this means, all parts are brought into a rigid

position.

There are no coils used in this arrester, and it is

therefore entirely non-inductive. There are no mov-
ing parts to be in action when an extra amount of

discharge is liable to appear. On the whole, it is

claimed to be an arrester that requires no attention
after being once installed.

An interesting experiment was tried with this type
of arrester in a high altitude, where static dis-

charges are more frequent than in any other place.

A section of the casing was cut away, and a sheet
of mica was put in its place. This would allow any
discharges which went through the arrester to be
readily detected. It was then placed on a circuit

along with several other types of arresters, and while
heavy discharges were coming in on the line, the
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Consolidation in New Hampshire.
Massachusetts and New Hampshire capitalists put

a deal through last week whereby the Manchester
Electric company of Manchester, N. H., becomes
virtually the owner of the Union Electric company
of that city and the Merrimac Electric Light. Heat
and Power company of Hooksett, N. H. The
consideration was upward of $500,000. The officers

of the purchasing corporation are unchanged, but
Arthur E. Mason of Boston, who was the heaviest
owner in the absorbed companies, retires therefrom
as an official, the new directors being: William A.
Tucker of Boston, P. L. Saltonstall of Boston, G.
Byron Chandler, Harry E. Parker, Roger G. Sulli-

van and G. H. Hood. Mr. Tucker will be president
of the Union company and treasurer of the Merri-
mac company, while Mr. Saltonstall is president of

the Merrimac company and treasurer of the Union
company. J. Brodie Smith will be manager for

both.
The combination controls upward of 15.000 horse

and steampower, and will furnish power for the
street-railway company, street lights, commercial
and home lights, and power and lights for a num-
ber of the great cotton mills on the Merrimac River.

The consolidation is believed to be preliminary to

a larger union of kindred interests.

August 18, 1900

Sequel to St. Louis Strike.
The Labor Union Street Railway company of St.

Louis has filed articles of incorporation. The capi-
tal stock is $5,000 and the officers named are: Presi-
dent, Thomas B. Edwards; vice-president, Simeon
O. Collins; secretary, William D Benson; treasurer,-

John A. Roof. These three gentlemen are the com-
mittee appointed by the local street-railway union
to organize a corporation to enter the street-railway
business in St. Louis. The president of the cor-
poration is chairman of the strikers' grievance com-
mittee.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Fort Wayne Sure Grip Arc-lamp Pulley.

The rapidly increasing use of arc lamps for street

lighting has led the Fort Wayne Electric Works of
Fort Wayne, Ind., to bring out what they call the

London Letter.

London, July 31.—If the Metropolitan and District
Railway companies succeed in carrying into prac-
tice their published intention of using electric trac-
tion on the Inner Circle, they will have deserved
well of every traveler in underground London. It

appears that the experimental electric train at Ken-
sington has been working satisfactorily, and no
doubt the companies have been stirred into greater
activity by the enterprise of the Central London
Railway company. The cost of such an undertaking
will, of course, run into a large sum, but the
railways have already an enormous traffic, which

WOOD S LIGHTNING ARRESTER.

Wood's lightning arrester was taking care of such
discharges, while the other arresters, on the same
circuit, showed no action whatever. This demon-
strated that the arrester described above has a less

resistance than the others and is absolutely non-
inductive.

The Wood's lightning arrester is manufactured
by the Central L^nion Brass company of St. Louis,
Mo., and is sold by its general selling agent, the

Central Electric company of Chicago.

Maxstadt Solid-wire Joint.

The name "Maxstadt" has for several years been
identified with the output of the best of electrical

apparatus, and particularly with the develop-
ment of solid-wire joints. After long experiment
and careful investigation Mr. Maxstadt has evolved

his new Maxstadt improved American solid-wire

joint, shown in the accompanying illustration, for

which he was granted United States letters patent

on August 14th. Patents have also, been granted

in foreign countries. F. W. Maxstadt states that

he has brought suit in the United States Circuit

Court aKain'st the .'Kmerican Electric Fuse com-

FORT WAYNE

"Sure Grip" pulley. Its appearance is not materially
different from any regular suspension pulley, but
its action is such that when it is automatically
locked it cannot be lowered until it has been again
raised three or four inches. This second raising
reverses the locking dog in the lamp hook and per-
mits the lamp to be lowered, but when once more
the lamp is raised to its normal position the dog
engages the rim at the lower edge of the pulley
and automatically locks the lamp in this position.

The accompanying illustrations show the pulley
in locked, unlocking and unlocked positions.

The extreme convenience of a self-locking pulley
is evident to all practical arc-lamp station men.
It is said that the saving in tiine over other systems
of suspension would alone more than compensate
for the slightly additional cost of the Sure Grip
pulley.

For use in connection with the suspension pulley,
the Fort Wayne Works also manufacture a pole
pulley, which is quickly screwed to the pole by .

means of one large lag screw and a small wood
screv/.

MAXSTADT SOLID-WIRE JOINT.

pany of Chicago, which company, he says, has been
making wire joints in infringement of the Maxstadt
patent. The solid-wire joint illustrated is being

manufactured by the F. W. Maxstadt Manufacturing
company, 18 West Randolph street, Chicago.

Brill Car-truck Patent.

Claim I of the patent upon which the Brill com-
pany won its suit against the Third Avenue Railroad

company of New York for the use of infringing

Bemis trucks is as follows; "In a motor truck the

combination with a stationary frame supported upon
the running gear, said frame having sections ex-

tending outwardly from the axle, of a movable
frame supported upon .said truck, spiral springs lo-

cated between the movable and stationary frames

and elliptical springs located between the extended
sections of the said rigid frame and the movable
frame, substantially as described."

The patent is No. 478,218, applied for June 26,

1891. and issued to George Martin Brill [or an im-

provement in car trucks. Further information re-

garding the suit was given in the Western Elec-

trician of July 2ist.

Line Work "As She Is Done" in St.
Louis.

One of the St. Louis friends of the Western Elec-
trician sends an account of an incident in what he
entitles line work "as she is done" in St. Louis,
which has something of the dramatic, and what
came near being some of the tragic, in it.

The Seckner Contracting company, in preparing
for its city-lighting contract, which begins Septem-
ber 1st. was stringing wires on Ninth street on the
Bell Telephone company's poles. A wire had been
hauled over the poles for several blocks, but the
slack had not been taken up, when a crowd of
small boys began gymnastics on a part that hung
near the ground. Several blocks from this festive

scene the linemen, with two teams of horses, started
to take up the slack of the wire. When the wire
began to tighten two of the boys failed to let go
and soon got so high they were afraid to let go.
Excitement ran high on the street. Some wanted
the youngsters to drop in their arms, others sent
in a fire alarm and one man, in a nearby house, with
presence of mind, ran out with a blanket which the
crowd held under the boys until they could hang
on no longer and dropped unhurt into the blanket.

One of them, a four-year-old, hung on 15 minutes
and the other, a 12-year-old, hung on for 25 min-
utes.

St. Louis boys must be unusually enterprising
in the way of getting into trouble with line wires.

A few years ago one of Ihein electrocuted himself
by throwing a fine wire over the trolley, grasping
said wire and standing on the rails.

UnlockioR. Unlocked.
SURE GRIP ARC-LAMP PULLEY.

should be greatly increased when it is possible to
travel on their line without semi-suffocation. When
we have electric trains on the Inner Circle and
electric trains from Westminster to Tooting, Lon-
don will be practically regenerate.
The Right Hon. C. T. Ritchie, the president of

the Board of Trade, has received a deputation from
eight London electric-lighting companies who wish
to amend the Board of Trade regulation so that
they could change from 100 to 200 volts, by agree-
rnent with the consumer, or otherwise, by arbitra-
tion. The regulation at present says that no change
shall be made in the pressure of the supply to any
premises, except with the consent of the consumer.
The deputation was headed by Lord Suffield, and
consisted of the representatives of the following-
named electric companies: The Westminster, the
Metropolitan, the Chelsea, the City of London', the
County of London, the Brush Provincial, the Not-
ting-hill, the Brorapton and Kensington, and Ken-
sington and Knightsbridge. Mr. Ritchie admitted
that it was a strong order for a few consumers to
stand in the way of the application of the new sys-
tem, but these people were within their rights, and
:f the board assented to what the companies asked
they would be overriding the position which the
former possessed. He would take the matter into
consideration, but he urged the companies to use
more conciliatory methods with their customers.
Wireless-telegraphy service in this country has

undergone a species of mobilization. The great
curse of the system at present is that if .several ships
talk together the messages get mixed. In order to
obviate this, a confidential scheme has been drawn
up. Lieutenant Allen, the English high priest of
wireless telegraphy, is just now fully loaded with
an idea, whereby if a ship is once talking with
another, other messages may be flying around with-
out the original message being interfered with. It
it comes to anything, the value of the system will
be quintupled. The theory depends upon some very
delicate and minute adjustments, that can be varied
at will.

The Central London electric railway was opened
for public traffic between Shepherd's Bush and the
Bank, on Monday. Ordinary tickets are sold at

four cents return, any distance, from 5:15 a. m. to

7:30 a. m. From the latter hour until midnight
the fare will be four cents single trip, any distance.

In these torrid days a ride on this line is delightful.

Forty degrees only was registered in the Oxford
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Circus station on Mondaj' afternoon. Another fea-

ture which gives satisfaction, particularly to folk

of average girth, is "one man (or woman) one
seat." There is an allotted seat space apportioned

to each passenger, arm rests being provided on
i each side. This is justice. No longer will the lean

have their legitimate domain eucroached upon by

the fat.

In addressing a meeting of the National Tele-

phone company's shareholders, J. S. Forbes, the

chairman, entered a plea for the telephone girl.

He said the ladies deserved much consideration, as

thej^ worked under great stress. Their nerves were

more sensitive than those of man and they resented

any vulgar or rude expression in the exercise of

their most delicate and trying functions.

Charles T. Yerkes arrived in London from New
York on Thursdaj'. Although he said he had not

come with any project, yet it is generally under-

stood that his mission is to negotiate with the

County Council for the building of electric tramways

in London. It is stated that it was at first Mr.

Yerkes' intention to bid for the control of London's

street tramw'ays, but as this is obviously impos-

sible, he w'ill probably confine himself to the task

of building the lines, if he can obtain the contract.

Last week an explosion occurred on the premises

of the Crystal Palace District Electric Supply com-

pany. The great boiler burst, with a loud report,

and wrecked two large buildings. The force of the

explosion was so great that the roofs were blown

off and the walls and windows shattered. One poor

fellow was instantly killed, his body being fright-

fully mutilated, and another has since died, while

a number were severely injured.

Marconi's system of wireless telegraphy is to be

established on the mail packets running between

Dover and Ostend, a distance of 68 miles. The es-

tablishment of this means of communication with

the shore, whatever the weather, will be of great

benefit and will greatly minimize the dangers from

weather, breakdown or collision, as assistance will

be easily obtainable.

The moving platform at the Paris Exposition has

earned $200,000 since it began operations, and that

is exactly the amount of money expended over the

share capital originally raised, and $26,000 has to

be paid in interest before the shareholders receive

a cent. They are naturally very angry at the pres-

ent position of affairs. A curious lawsuit has been

brought against the company by the Regie, a gov-

ernment'department, that corresponds, in some par-

ticulars, to the Inland Revenue office. The au-

thorities claim that the platform is a public vehicle

and that the company has fulfilled none of the

laws and regulations appertaining thereto. They

demand the imposition of a fine and the confiscation

of the platform. W. H. B.

each motor car having a lOO-horsepower motor on
each axle. So there will be 800 horsepower in mo-
tors to a six-car train. Five-car trains are run with
the present steam service. The adoption of elec-

tricity will not only increase the number of cars
per hour that it is possible to safely run, on account
of longer trains, but also the more rapid acceleration
W'ill permit a faster schedule, consequently more
trains per hour. This, it is expected, will greatly
relieve the congestion at the City Hall station on
the Third Avenue line. Current w'ill be transmitted
at 12,000 volts, three-phase from the main pow-?r
plant to the various sub-stations. The company has
filed with the department of buildings plans for

three sub-stations for the East Side divisions.

The sub-stations are to be five stories in height,

and each will cost $28,000. One station will be in

Division street, near the corner of Allen; another
at the southwest corner of Third avenue and Ninety-
ninth street, and the third in Thirty-fourth street,

just west of Second avenue. The first floor of each
of the sub-stations will be occupied by the rotary
converters. The transformers will be on the second
floor. On the third will be the storage batteries,

which will insure against stoppage should there be
an accident at the central station. The storage bat-

teries could keep the roads in operation for two
or three hours. Plans for sub-stations of a similar

character, to distribute power to the West Side
roads, are now being drawn. It was stated yester-

day, though, the locations have not been definitely

settled.

It is reported that the Metropolitan Street Rail-

way company will not renew the contract for carry-

ing the mail on Third avenue, which expires in Oc-
tober. This contract was for five years. Formerly
the elevated road carried it.

President H. H. Vreeland of the Metropolitan

Street Railway company gave a clambake at Aonetta

Lake to-day, the guests being a large number of

the employes of the company. It was the second

annual clambake and outing for the heads of the

various departments of the railroad system. The
party left the Grand Central station on special cars

on the Pittsfield express shortly after nine o'clock.

They were met at Brewster, where Mr. Vreeland

has a country home, by Mr. 'Vreeland, ex-Assembly-
man Addis. Postmaster Shove and other prominent
citizens. Carriages were in waiting and the guests

were driven to the Tonetta Outing Club on the

shores of the lake. The Brewster band gave a

concert before the clambake was announced. After

dinner the party rode to "Rest a While," Mr. Vree-

land's home. There Mrs. Vreeland greeted them.

She was assisted in receiving by several ladies of

the village. An address of welcome was made by

Mr.. Vreeland and responses assuring him of the

esteem in which he is held were made. Mrs. Vree-

land served a luncheon for her guests, who afterward

went home in a special train. M. L. G.

New York Notes.

New York, August 11.

—

At six o'clock this morn-

ing the cable ship .A.nglia began the formal laymg

ot the .\merican end 01 the new German-American

cable. The cable starts from the Commercial Cable

company s station at Coney Island, and will run

to hayal, where it w^ill connect with the recently

completed cable from there to Emden, Germany.

\lthough the formal start took place to-day, the

^nglia will not sail for Fayal until next week. It

IS hoped to have the cable ready for service early

in September.
The Rapid Transit Commission has opened a

branch omce in Pittsburg, to have a representative

at the place where most of the structural steel lor the

subway is to be turned out. W. A. Aiken, general

inspector of materials, is in charge at the new otiice.

The State Board of Railroad Commissioners has

approved the application of the Metropolitan Street

railway of New York city for an increase in the

amount of its capital stock from $45,000,000 to $52,-

000,000. The company will employ the proceeds

of the sale of the new stock in changing its cable

lines to the underground electric trolley on

Columbus avenue, Broadway and Lexington a%-enue,

and in changing from horse power on the Ihirty-

fourth street cross-town line to electric-storage bat-

teries These expenditures for construction and

equipment work will aggregate about $3,000,000, and

ihe company proposes to utilize the remaining

$4000,000 for the payment of its floating debt con-

tracted for the purchase of stocks in other street-sur-

face railroad corporations in New \ ork city.

Good progress is being made with the electrica

equipment of the Manhattan Elevated, and Genera

Superintendent W. E. Baker expects to hav-e trial

trains running with current borrowed from the Met-

ropolitan street railway, in October. The piers and

foundation of the immense power house at Seventy-

fourth and Seventy-fiftn streets and the East River

have been finished and work begun on the stack.

The power house will have a normal capacity of

64,000 horsepower. On the Second avenue line the

work of third-rail laying is well under « ay. The

multiple-unit system of propulsion will be employed

to the extent that two cars (the f^rst and ust) in

the six-car trains will be equipped with motors—

this was done to gain admission to the city for the
Columbus, London and Springfield Electric Rail-
way company.
The City Board of Equalization of Columbus has

almost doubled the ta.x valuation of the Columbus
Railway company, as fi.xed for the county. The val-
uation made by the board is $1,327,400.
The Toledo, Fremont and Norwalk Electric Rail-

road company ran an engine and six fiat cars over
its line last week. The train will be used in haul-
ing ballast for the roadbed. The Hne is completed
between Toledo and Clyde, and work from Bellevue
to Norwalk began this week. Cars will be running
between Fremont and Genoa within a few days.
The Millcreek Valley electric line at Cincinnati

will give a three-minute service to its patrons during
the fair at Carthage. The company has put 26 new
cars in operation.
Miss Anna Riordan has asked for an injunction

restraining the Columbus, London and Springfield
Electric Railway company from constructing its

lines along the National pike from Columbus
through Franklin and Madison counties.
The Village Council of Kenton will submit the

question of bonding the lown for a municipal-light
plant to the people, unless bids received on Sep-
tember 3d are low enough to suit it. The town is

now in darkness. O. M. C.

From the Buckeye State.

Columbus, Ohio, August 11.—Director of Law
Crum of Columbus has brought suit against the

City Council, to compel that body to issue the re-

claiming electric-light plant bonds. The suit is in

mandamus, and was brought for the purpose of test-

ing the question as to whether it is obligatory upon

the council to issue the bonds, as authorized by the

Legislature.

The electric-light plant and waterworks at Na-

poleon, Ohio, were destroyed by fire on August 8th.

The sale of 800 shares of preferred stock of the

Columbus Railway company has been announced,

but the name of the purchaser has been kept quiet.

The Fostoria Incandescent Lamp company of

Fostoria ran its third annual excursion to Detroit

Saturday.
, ^. . . .,, ,., ,

The Board of Legislation of Cincinnati will likely

advertise for bids for Hghting the portion of the

city now served by the Cincinnati Edison company.

The contract with that company does not expire

until 1903, but if a new company should get the

contract, this will give time to build a plant. The

specifications will call for bids on both electric

and gas lighting.
r r- .u

George B. Frost, a .tinware aealer of Carthage,

Ohio has applied for a franchise to build an electric

road from Cincinnati to that village. ^ _ _ .

The New Dayton, New Carlisle and St. Pans

Traction company has filed a trust mortgage of

$1 3=0 000 in favor of the Central Realty Bond and

Trust'company of New York. This would indicate

that the company expects to issue bonds and begin

work on the road at an early date.

A fight over the extension of street-railway fran-

chises in Cleveland is brewing. The Little Consoli-

dated Railway company has asked for an extension,

but it seems that many members of the Board of

Control are in favor of waiting until the present

franchise expires before doing anything.

The Rathmell resolution providing that the city

clerk of Columbus advertise for bids for the use

of Dublin avenue -for street-railway purposes, as

desired by the Urbana, Mechamcsburg and Colum-

bus Electric Railway company, was adopted at the

la=l meeting of the City Council. This will give

the new road an entrance to the city.

A flaw in the title to lands at Monroeville^ has de-

layed the building of the po\ver house of tne San-

dusky and Norwalk electric line.

The Davton. Springfield and Urbana Railway

company has been granted a franchise on Main

and Columbia streets, Springfield. It is believed

Northwestern Notations.
Minneapolis, August 11.—It is reported at St.

Cloud, Minn., that the electric-light plant of the
Benton Power and Traction company, which has
been closed down for several months from financial
troubles, is about to resume operations.
The council of Chippewa tails. Wis., is consid-

ering an ordinance regulating the speed of street
cars in crossing the Chippewa River bridge, and
the w^eight of the cars.

The assessed valuation of the Gas and Electric
company's property at Madison, Wis., has been
increased from $95,000 to $110,000.
The Fargo Edison company of Fargo, N. D.,

is setting poles for its wires on the opposite side
of the street occupied by the Gas and Electric
company. The latter secured an injunction against
the Fargo Edison company, to prevent the latter

from setting poles alongside of its own, claiming
it aft'ected them. The attempt to set poles on both
sides of the streets causes considerable objection.
Rev. William Ballou made a verbal objection to a
pole in front of his property, which was unheeded.
He then secured a shovel, and as fast as the dirt

was thrown out, he threw it back. The comedy was
continued until the workmen ceased.
The Twin City Rapid Transit company has made

propositions to the council of Stillwater, Minn.,
which were acceptable and the threatened forfeiture

of franchise will not be pushed. The company has
agreed to build the extension to South Stillwater,

but may not be able to do so until spring, as an
extension to the power house at Wildwood will be
necessary.
Warner Miller of New York was recently in

Spokane, Wash. It is understood he is interested
in the purchase of the waterpower at Kettle Falls,

with which to operate an electric-car line.

Arrangements are being completed to rebuild

the electric-light system at Mazomanie, Wis. New
and improved machinery is to be installed.

The council of Shakopee, Minn., recently opened
bids for the establishment of an electric-light plant
for the city, but deferred action on them.
The council of Waterloo, Iowa, has contracted

with the electric-light company for street light-

ing at $72 for arcs and $13.20 for incandescents, per
annum, or service until 1 a. m., except on moon-
light nights.

The Tri-City Railway company has about com-
pleted its new double track on Third street in

Da\'enport, Iowa, and will soon open it for traffic.

Frank Dodson and John R. Swearingen have
sold the electric-light plant at Perry, Iowa, to T. A.
Grist of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, C. R. Lyon and Hart-
ley B. Brown of Perry.

An electric railroad is projected from Burlington,

Iowa, to Lowell and Salem, 111., about 26 miles.

Waterpower is available. A survey has been made.
John Bartholomew of Grand Forks, N. D., will

rebuild the electric-light and gas plant at Aberdeen,

S. D., which was burned recently. Mr. Bartholo-
mew's new plant will have new and improved ma-
chinery.
The Northern Electrical Manufacturing company

secured the contract to furnish machinery for the new
lighting plant to be put in at Mantorville, Minn.,

by C. S. Wedge & Sons.

The armature in the large dynamo of the electric-

light plant at Plymouth, Wis., was burned out. All

lights were off until repairs could be brought from
Pittsburg.

G. Norgren & Co. of Centerville, S. D., have just

completed a modern electric-light plant in con-

nection with their flour mill. Waterpower will be

used a portion of the time to furnish power.

The Albert Lea Electric company has ordered

two more boilers for its system at Albert Lea. Minn.

The Street Railway company of Des Moines,

Iowa, is laying 90- pound rails on parts of its down-
town loop line.

The Ohio Trust company has submitted a propo-

sition to the business men of Preston, Minn., rela-

tive to an electric-car line, to run from Dccorah.

Iowa, to Chatfield. Minn., via Preston. It will be
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of standard gauge, and capable of handling railway

cars of the largest size.

A consolidation has been effected at Council
Bluffs, Iowa, of the Omaha and Council Bluffs

. Bridge and Railway company with the Suburban
Railway company, the former interests controlling.

The price paid is said to be $400,000.

The council of Owatonna, Minn., has contracted

with the Electric Light company for 43 lights at

$6 per light per month, for the next 10 years.

There is considerable criticism over the action of

the council, as a new company is nearly ready to

enter into competition.
Amos F. Gerald, formerly superintendent of the

electric railway in Eau Claire, Wis., is now running
for Congress on the Democratic ticket in the Gar-

diner district in Maine, and he expects to be elected.

The Citizens' Heat. Light and Power company
of Waterloo, Iowa, has put up a forfeit bond for

$2,000, as a guarantee that its new plant will be in

operation by September i, 1901.

The council of Albert Lea, Minn., has granted

a franchise to the Albert Lea and Geneva Railway
company, which plans an electric line to Geneva,
Minn.
The council of Great Falls, Mont., has made a

number of alterations in the franchise submitted by
the Tribune, in its application for an electric-light

system.
Work is to be begun at once for improvements on

the electric-light and street-railway systems of Keo-
kuk, Iowa. New and modern machinery is to be
installed. There will be a new boiler and engine,

three more dynamos, two 8o-arc generators for arc

lights, and one 4,000-light incandescent dynamo.
It is expected that electric power will be trans-

mitted from the Apple River Falls, in Wisconsin,

to St. Paul by the 15th of September. The plant at

Apple River Falls is completed and will develop

5,000 horsepower. The plant has cost over $1,000,-

000. R.

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa, August 10.—There is a project afloat for

the construction of an electric-railway line, to con-

nect Three Rivers, Que., with Grand Mere. Shaw-
inigan, St. Barnabe, St. Severe, Louisville and
Yamachiche. The principal promoters are Mayor
Paquin of Three Rivers and P. E. Paneton.

On the 31st of July the ratepayers of Brockville,

Ont., voted on a by-law to raise $^100,000, by de-

bentures, for the purchase of the plant of the Brock-
ville Light and Power company. Only about one-
third of the eligible vote was cast, and the by-law
was carried by a majority of 404 votes. A by-
law was also adopted favoring commissioners to

manage the works, which will be taken over next
October.
The Montreal Street Railway company has intro-

duced a new style of carupon its lines. The car i-.

4iMi feet long. It is closed in and has doors in

the middle, as well as the front and back. In the

middle of this car is a sort of porch, open on one
side, and before and behind this porch are two com-
partments, capable of holding 24 passengers each.

The town of Bracebridge. Ont., has passed a by-
law to raise $27,000, by debentures, for the purpose
of extending the present power, putting in new
waterwheels and dynamos, etc. It is the intention

to proceed with the work at once. Four contracts

will be let, one covering excavating and rock work,
another the dam and power house, the third the steel

flume and waterwheels, and the fourth the electric

plant.

An incandescent coal-oil lamp is the latest in-

vention brought to the attention of Ottawa capital-

ists. A company is being formed for the purpose
of manufacturing coal-oil lamps, according to a

model made by V. L. Emerson, the American sci-

entist, who is now residing at Ottawa. The incan-
descence is created by blowing a thin stream of
coal-oil in a spray over a film which is shaped
like the auer-light burner, and the result is claimed
to be a light of about 20 times the brilliancy of an
ordinary i6-candlepower electric light. It costs
only about one-tenth of a cent per hour.
Edwin Hanson, president of the Havana Electric

Railway company, has just returned from New
York to Montreal. He has been in the former
city looking after matters pertaining to the enter-
prise. The Havana Electric Railway company,
which has taken over the property of the Ferro
company, has now in course of construction about
So miles of track, and the company proposes to
operate on its system about 120 cars.

William Kennedy, C. E., of Montreal, has re-

turned from a trip to Europe. He has been abroad
for the purpose of attending to the shipment of

turbines for which he had contracted with a Switz-
erland firm last fall. The turbines are for the Cat-
aract Power company of Hamilton, Ont,, and are
to be used under a head of 267 feet of water in

the tran.^mission of power from St. Catherines to
iJaniiUon, a distance of 34 miles. Mr. Kennedy
went to Austria, France and other European coun-
tries, but found that in Switzerland the people were
farthest advanced in the utilization of water under
high heads.
At a meeting of the Cape Breton Tramway and

Electric company, recently held at Sydney, C. B.,

it was decided to build an electric railway in the

town of Sydney and suburbs, to engage an engi-

neer, and, as soon as proposed routes will be sur-

veyed, to commence the construction of the rail-

way. A committee was appointed to consider the
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advisability of extending the line to Glace Bay.
The construction of the line between North Sydney
and Sydney mines was considered, but not decided
on. The company is capitalized at $500,000.

J. B. Charleson of Ottawa, who is building the
Dominion government telegraph line to the Yukon,
says that the section from Atlin to Telegraph Creek,
a distance of 222 miles, is completed. The section
from Tagish to Atlin, 80 miles, was previously built,

which makes a total of 302 miles of v/ire in the
northern end. To the south, wires have been
strung from Qnesnelle to Hazleton, 342 miles, leav-

ing 300 miles between the two inside ends of the
wires. A connection will be made about the end of

September, or early in October. About the same
time, connection will be made with the line into

Dawson City. Ln the meantime, communication
with that city is kept up on the interspaces north
and south by relays of 'horses. The line from
Quesnelle to Ashcroft, a distance of 220 miles, is

being repoled. Branches are to be put to Horsefly,

72 miles, and from French Lake to Manson Creek
and Omenica.
A special cable from a press correspondent at

London, England, says: "A high cable authority
tells me that although the Pacific cable committee
called for tenders, it is face to face with the greatest
obstacle yet encountered. Guttapercha, of which
2,000 tons are needed for the cable, has gone up
from three to eight shillings per pound, and is so
scarce that no contractor will dare to bind himself
to tender within a speciired period. Interviewing
another cable expert, I find this scarcity of gutta-
percha traced to the Eastern Telegraph group,
which, he suggests, hopes thus to defeat the Pacific
cable plans. When the Eastern group saw the Pa-
cific cable tenders coming out, it gave orders for

about 14,000 knots of cable, and so choked the
sources of production. Other large cable orders
have also been placed on the market." W.

News from the Carolinas.

Charlotte, N. C, August 10.—At Union, S. C,
parties are projecting plans for a seven-mile elec-

tric railway, to connect the town and milling sec-

tions. It is stated that application for a charter
will be made in a few days.

The Board of Aldermen of StatesviUe, N. C,
have authorized the electric-light committee to close

a contract for electrical machinery and a new engine.
The cost will be about $4,000. The machinery has
been selected.

The Asheville and Biltmore Street Railway com-
pany has made a contract to furnish electric lighting

for the buildings and grounds of the Southern
Railway company, at Asheville, N. C.

A. C. Zollicoffer, trustee, w-ill, on September ist,

sell at auction the plant of the Henderson, N. C,
electric-light company, also the franchise under
which the plant has been operated in the town of

Henderson. L.

PERSONAL.
Mr. E. B. Ellicott, the city electrician of Chicago,

is spending a month's vacation in Yellowstone Park.

He left Chicago on the Sth inst.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Loveland, Colo., is advertising for bids for an elec-

tric-light plant.

W. T. Riley is promoting a $30,000 electric-light

plant at Hailey, Idaho.

West Plains, Mo., contemplates the erection of

an electric-light station.

It is reported that Bellevue, Iowa, will "spend

$4,000 on its electric-light plant.

The Electric Power and Light company's plant

at Grass Valley, Cal., has been destroyed by fire.

An engineer has been appointed to prepare plans

for the proposed new electric-light plant for St.

Mary's Ont.

The City Council of Mantorville, Minn., has

granted a lo-year franchise for electric lighting to

C. S. Wedge.

R. W. Nelson, mayor of Newport, Ky., has pur-

chased the Georgetown (Ky.) waterworks and elec-

tric-light plant for $30,000.

E. J. O'Bierne of Birmingham, Ala., has made a

proposition to the town of Florence, Ala., to estab-

lish an electiic-light plant.

The New Southern Hotel, Chattanooga, Tenn., of

which F. A. Lincoln is manager, will be in the

market for a 700-light plant.

At Crisfield, Md., the Crisfield Ice Manufacturing
company will put in an electric-light plant, if it can
get a franchise and a municipal contract.

The City Council of Galcsburg has voted to build
a municipal lighting plant. The lowest bid su.b-

milted is by L. E. Meyers of Chicago, for $40,000.

F. Glackmeycr, clerk of Pensacola, Fla., asks bids,

until August 3i5t, for lighting the streets and alleys

of Pensacola for three, five, or 10 years, from
January I, igoi.

The proposals for a plant for lighling the cily

of Saginaw, Mich., will I)e rejected Iiy the Board
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of Public Works and new specifications will prob-
ably be drawn up.

The Columbia City Heat, Light and Power com-
pany of Columbia City, Ind., has been incorporated
with $10,000 capital, by S. J. Peabody, J. A. Rush
A. A. Adams and T. R. Marshall.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Seattle-Tacoma Railway company has filed

a $1,000,000 mortgage to secure its bonds.

F. C. Boyd of New Haven, Conn., is promoting
a new electric line between Peru and Wabash, Ind.

The Battle Creek and Coldwater electric road
has been granted a franchise by the council of Bat-
tle Creek, Mich.

Elwood, Ind., has given franchises to the Union
fraction company, which proposes to run a line
from Indianapolis to Kokomo.
The New Albany (Ind.) City Council has passed

an ordinance granting the New Albany Street Rail-
way a 30-year franchise for $200 a year.

The Lima Railway company of Lima, Ohio, has
increased its capital from $200,000 to $500-
000 and changed its name to the Lima Electric
Railway and Light company.

The Citizens' Light and Power company will
probably complete the electric railway between New-
port News, Va., and Hampton, which was started
by the defunct Peninsula Railway company.
The matter of electric power for one of the heavy-

grade divisions of the Baltimore and Ohio railroad
IS being considered. W. D. Young is electrical engi-
neer of the railroad company, with offices at Balti-
more.

The Shamokin and Edgewood Light, Heat and
Power company of Shamokin, Pa., is about to con-
struct a plant for the purpose of supplying power
to the Shamokin and Edgewood Electric Railway
company, and light and power to the public of that
vicmity, and is in the market for electrical machinery.
The promoters of the Buffalo, Niagara Fails and

Rochester Electric Railway company have secured
the necessary rights-of-way and the company will
apply to the State Railroad Commission for per-
mission to begin the construction. A. D Beach of
Watertown, W. H. Gillette of Charlotte, C. S.
Barker, G. L. Brown and others are directors.

The Chicago. Milwaukee and St. Paul railway has
put on a number of fast suburban trains in Chicago
to connect Evanston with the Northwestern elevated
railroad. These trains will run from Evanston to
Sheridan Park, the northern terminus of the ele-
vated road, in 12 minutes, and the run on the ele-
vated by its express service will be made in 25
minutes. Trains will run every 30 minutes during
the day and every 20 minutes during the rush hours.
The fare from Evanston to Chicago by this arrange-
ment will be IS cents.

AUTOMOBILES.
The Remington Automobile and Motor company

has been incorporated, under the laws of New Jer-
sey, with a capital stock of .$250,000. The proposi-
tion is to start a factory at Ilion, N. \'. The officers
are Philo E. Remington, president; S. C. Burch
treasurer: P. A. Stubblebein. secretary.

The Woods-Morton Cab company of Chicago
has filed articles of incorporation. The incorpo-
rators are Harry Goodman, C. F. B. Goodspeed
and Arthur B. Schalifner. The object of the
corporation, as stated in its charter, is to let, hire,
manufacture and sell all kinds of cabs, automobiles.'
etc. The company is incorporated for a period of
gg years, and has a capital stock of $500,000. There
are five stockholders—Albert E. Daltelzweig, Isaac
S. Rothschild, Louis M. Cahn, Arthur B. Schaffner
and Benjamin V. Becker. The last four mentioned
possess, together, six shares, while the remainder,
4,9g4, are owned by Mr. Dattelzweig,

A ruling was recently made by the inspector-gen-
eral of steamboats, whereby carriage on passenger
steamers of gasoline automobiles, when the tank<
are filled with gasoline, was prohibited. The James-
town and Newport Ferry company asked for a
modification of the ruling, which was refused. 'The
matter was then taken up by George W. Chamber-
lin, president of the Automobile Club of America,
and to his protest the Treasury Department makes
reply to the eflrect that section 4.472 of the Revised
Statutes absolutely forbids the carriage of naptha,
benzine, etc., under any circumstances, either as
freight or stores on passenger steamers, which in-

cludes ferry steamers, and, therefore, would prohibit
gasoline automobiles when their tanks are supplied
with gasoline. It is stated that Congress alone ha,s

the power to amend this statute, and it is suggested
by the department that those interested should
bring the matter before that body at its next session.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Emerson Electric Manufacturing company

of St. Louis has issued Bulletin No. 3020, relating
to hack saws operated by alternating and direct-
current motors.

Catalogue No. 30 of the Paragon Fan and Motor
company of 572 First avenue. New York, illustrates
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and describes an interesting line of small motors for
fan and power purposes.

Circular No. 59 of the Electric Storage Battery
company of Philadelphia describes the installation
of Chloride batteries in the mill of the R. and H.
Simon company. Union Hill, N. J.

"The Five Hundred Volt Lamp; Will the Carbon
Filament Ever Become Obsolete?" by F. M. F.
Cazin of Hoboken. N. J., is the title of an article in
pamphlet form, published for general distribution
to the electrical engineering fraternity.

The Sprague Electric company. New York, has
issued a bulletin (No. 200) on Lundell motor equip-
ments for printing establishments and book bind-
eries. This company has made a number of very
large and fine installations in this line. Bulletin No.
401. on Greenfield flexible steel-armored conductors,
is also ready for distribution.

The American Electro-therapeutic association has
issued a neat booklet for the use of delegates and
visitors to the tenth annual meeting of the associa-
tion, to be held in New York city. September 25th
to 27th. The pamphlet contains the names of the
officers, committees and a complete programme of

the meeting, including the names of the papers to be
read and the topics for discussion.

TELEGRAPH.
Since the American occupation of Cuba much

work has been done to bring all the principal cities

and towns into telegraphic communication. Lines
were badly demoralized or entirely non-existent
after the long revolution, but the service is now in

excellent shape, considering the difficulties of run-

ning lines through tropical forests.

The telegraph instruments on the Brooklyn ele-

vated railroad are being worked by current from
the trolley. A tap from a trolley feeder is brought
in through a knife switch and the current run
through a bank of 16 lOO-volt lamps in series to

ground. In shunt with about the last four of the

lamp series is placed the telegraph outfit. A one-

half-ampere fuse is put in series with the telegraph

circuit.

The postmaster-general has issued a circular to

all parties interested, prescribing the rates to be

paid by the government for telegraphing during

the fiscal year ending June 30, 1901, as follows:

For day messages containing not more than 20

words, exclusive of place from and date, 20 ce^ts,

not exceeding 1,000 miles, and one cent for each

additional word. One-quarter of this rate is to be

added for each 500 miles, or fraction thereof, but

no rate on a message of 20 words to be more than

40 cents, nor any- additional word more than two

cents. In cases where the price of a message, cal-

culated as above, shall include a fraction of a' cent,

such fraction, if less than one-half, is to be disre-

garded; if one-half or more, it is to be regarded

as one cent. Night messages, not exceeding 20

words, exclusive of place from and date. 15 cents

for any distance within 2,000 miles, and for greater

distances, 25 cents; in each case one cent for each

additional word.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
The Twin City Power company has applied for a

charter in South Carolina. The principal place of

business is to be Parksville, Edgefield County, and

the company proposes to develop waterpower on

the Savannah River in the counties of- Edgefield and

Abbeville, and to build electric-light plants. The

capital stock is placed at $100,000.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
The Castner Electrolytic Alkali company has been

formed to buy out the Mathieson Alkali Works
at Niagara Falls and enlarge the plant. The Math-
ieson Alkali plant is now consuming about 2,000
horsepower, and when the contemplated enlarge-
ments are made 6,000 horsepower will be used.

The growing importance of the Argentine Re-
public as a market for electrical goods is apparent
from a glance at the import statistics of that country.
During the first quarter of igoo the imports of
electrical goods and apparatus, electric-light, tele-
graph and telephone material amounted to $826,299.
United States manufacturers secured a good share
of this trade.

The Building Trades Council of Chicago has sus-
pended the Brotherhood of Electrical Mechanics
from its membership. The electricians had threat-
ened to withdraw and the action of the council was
in anticipation of any such move. The council had
attempted to force the electricians to give the elec-
trical conduit work on the Illinois Theater building
to the gasfitters' union. The electricians refused and
served notice on the council that they would with-
draw if interfered with further.

TRADE NEWS.
The Utility Carbon company of Chicago, capital

$25,000, has been incorporated by James R. Good-
rich, Charles B. Stafford and Adolph Keitel.

C. H. Worcester & Co. manufacturers and whole-
sale dealers in lumber, cedar poles, etc., have moved
their office from Koss, Mich., to Marinette, Wis.

On August 3d George W. Paterson took the ex-
clusive Chicago agency for the Gordon Battery
company and removed his office to room 220, 134
Van Buren street.

The Crouse-Hinds Electric company of Syracuse,
N. Y.. has filed incorporation papers at Albany.
The capital is $10,000, and the directors are H. B.
Crouse. J. L. Hinds and J. A. Hopper.

The General Incandescent Arc Light company has
opened an additional branch office at 57 Perin
building, Cincinnati, Ohio, where F. C. Colwell,
who has previously handled the Cincinnati business
from the Cleveland office, will be in charge in future.

The Diesel heat engine, manufactured by the

Diesel Motor company of New York, has been
awarded the ''Grand Prix" in the class of gas and
petroleum motors at the Paris Exposition. The
manufacturer says this is the highest award that

could have been given, and it shows the important
place which the Diesel engine is acknowledged to

hold in the field of gas and petroleum motors.

BUSINESS.
The town of Boulder, in the new gold fields of

West Australia, was recently equipped by the B. F.

Sturtevant company of Boston, Mass., with gen-
erating sets for lighting and power purposes and
electric motors for operating hoists, etc., in the

mines.

The Chicago and Northwestern Railway company
announces the establishment of a through sleeping-

car line between Chicago and Mason City, Iowa, via

its new line from Belle Plaine. Through sleeper

leaves Chicago 5:30 p. m. daily, arrives at Mason
City 7 a. m. Returning, a sleeper leaves Mason City

8 p. m. and arrives at Chicago 7:42 a. m. daily. A
train leaving Chicago 10:30 p. m. daily will have
through connections for Mason City daily, except

Saturday. The Chicago ticket offices of the Chicago

and Northwestern Railway company are at 212
Clark street and Wells street station.

The Treasury Department has awarded to the
Otis Elevator company of New York the contract
for installing an electric elevator in the main build-
ing, at $4,310, and one in the hospital building of
the United States immigrant station at Ellis Island,
N. Y., at $3,580. The work is to be completed by
October 1st.

The Chicago Mica company, whose main office

and factory is at Valparaiso, Ind., attributes the in-

crease in sales of its product in the central and
western states to the fact that manufacturers and
other consumers of insulating materials appreciate
being able to deal direct with the manufacturers.
The thorough equipment and organization of its

factory, together with its fine location, 40 miles
from Chicago, on the great trunk lines of railways,
are said to enable it to make delivery of its prod-
ucts in less than one-half the time ordinarily re-
quired when orders are placed with eastern, factories.

Micabond products, it is asserted, are fast becoming
standard throughout the United States.

The cedar poles for telephone, electric-light and
electric-railway work, furnished by W. C. Sterling
& Son of Monroe, Mich., are said to be making
for them an excellent trade. This firm is a long-es-
tablished one, and has increased its business each
year, until now it ships to all parts of the United
States. A very large demand for cedar poles and
ties this sunmier is reported. Sterling & Son have
over 200 men at work in their different yars. Their
system is a very complete one. They have n dif-

ferent sorting yards in Michigan, and their stock
when brought in from the woods is sorted in lengths
and different size tops, each size in a pile ready
for prompt shipment, all culls being taken out and
standard poles for city use stocked. Over $50,000
worth of cedar has left their yards In the last two
weeks. This firm also operates large shingle, tie,

lumber (both hemlock and hardwood), stave and
lath mills.

A new soldering flux is now being put upon the
market by the Cream Flux company of 100 Wash-
ington street, Chicago. The flux is in paste form.
The formula is said to be the work of one of the
best expert chemists and electricians in Chicago,
and has been tested for over a year before being
placed upon the market. It is claimed that it is

the only absolutely non-corrosive soldering flux,

containing no acid or elements injurious to good
electiical connections. After an exhaustive test by
the electrical department of the National Board of
Fire Underwriters, it has been approved. The
construction department of the Chicago Edison
company has tried the new product and has found
that it meets all the claims the manufacturer makes
for it. The same management that made Gale's
commutator compound a success is managing the
Cream flux, and if the results from the commutator
compound have any significance. Cream flux will be
very widely known and a favorite soldering flux in

the electrical trade. "I have thoroughly investi-

gated the merits of all soldering salts, soldering
sticks and pastes on the market," stated M. J.

Isaacs, manager qf the company, "and find it to

be a fact that there is now not a single absolutely
non-corrosive soldering flux other than our Cream
flux before the electrical trades. Its great feature

over all others is its easy application, its efficiency

and its cheapness. It is an actual fact that wire-

men can make more than double the number of

perfect connections in one-half the time with Cream
flux, than with the same amount of any other flux

or salt. It is always ready for use, and it is not
affected by cHmatic conditions."

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

655.176. Electric Arc Lamp. Johann F Acker- 6js

mann. New York, N. Y. Application filed Oc-

tober 20, 1899.

In an arc lamp, a negative pole member and a P'^i';™

pole member, one of which is recessed at one end aod the

other pointed at one end and chambered longitudinallv. an

eiecloV communicating with the chamber, a fuel recep-

tacle arranged to communicate with the ejector a source

of compressed-air supply communicat.ns with the ejector

and devices for regulat.oE the feed cf the fuel to the ejector

as shown. (See cut on nest page.)

655 216 Switch for Suspended Electric Conductor.s.

John Floyd, Washington, D. C. Application

filed December 8. 1899.

The switch comprises a single piece of wire. 1""'"?

arms ejtending integral therewith, the wire bent up-

wardly in a loop, the arms having a twist in the centei of

the loop and extending obliquely.

655,217. Crossing for Suspended Electrical Con-

ductors. John Floyd. Washington, D. C. Ap-

plication filed December 8, 1899

Issued Auffitst 7, igco.

2i7- Apparatus for Transforming Alternating

Currents into Continuous Currents and Vice

Versa. Maurice Hutin and Maurice Leblanc.

Paris. France. Application filed April 28, i8gg.

An apparatus for transforming mc-ophase alternatiiig

currents into continuous currents comprising magnetic
c"rcs, secondary windings thereon for supplying tlie con-
tinuous-current leads, a primary circu t on one of the

cores, connef^ted to the alter. latt'tg current leads and an

inductor moving with reference to the other core, and
arranged to supp'y the electrical energy of transforinatioD.

Two suspended electrical conductors, each being bent

inadonbliarch at the point of interception, the inner

portion of the arches forming a lug.

655219 System of Electrical Distribution. Em-
merich E. Frischmuth. Berlin, Germany, as-

signor to the Siemens & Halske Electric com-

pany of America. Chicago, III. Application

filed October 2, 1899.

The combination with a conducting. "!'=•„°'^,I"'°I='S?
supporting means therefor, and a weight attached to one

end of the wire,

655,

NO 655,26

,238. Process of Transforming Alternating Cur-
'

rents into Continuous Currents and Vice Versa.

Maurice Hutin and Maurice Leblanc, Paris,

France, assignors to the Societe Anonymc pour

la Transmission dc la Force par rElcctricite.

Paris, France, Original application filed April

28, 1899. Divided and this application filed

May 29, 1900.

The process of transformiog alternating currents flowing

along alternating-rurrent mains into continuous current
flowing along continuous-current mains which consists in
charging an inductor from tlie co' tinui^us-curreot main
and rotating the inductor with reference to a magnetic
core carrying secondary windii'gs and thereby supplying
thereto either part of the eneriiy of transformation

.

(J55.239. Process of Bleaching by Electrolytic Chlo-
rin Water. Thomas Jespersen, Neenah, Wis.
Application filed May 29, 1899.

The process consists of electrolyzins; a dilute watery
solution of hydrochlori'"- acid, allowing the chlorine gas
liberated at«the immersed anode to dissolve in the water
of the watery solut-on, bleaching with the resulting
chlorine water and by the act of bleaching restoring hy-
drochloric acid to the solution and again elecirolyzing as
before, all of the processes being performed simulta-
neously and continuously in the same tank or coutainer.

655.249. Telegraphic Typewriter. Reinhold Kiibler,

Berlin, Germany. Application filed August 29,

1898.

A telegraphic typewriter having a keyboard with alter-

nating contact and breaking fields or surfaces, the key-
board forming one pole of an electric circuit, and a pointer
forming the other pole and adapted to be passed along
the keyboard, a rotary longitudinally movable type wheel
and a series of actiiatinK electromagnets and line wiie
and local conductors and means for energizing the type-
wheel adjusting magnet when the pointer is passed over
the keyboard, means for energizing the printing magnet
when the pointer is on the last field or strip arid means
tor energizing the wheel sliding magnet when the pointer
is placed first on a conducting (in contradistinction to a
non-conducting) strip of the keyboard.

655,265. Electric Cable. George H. Nisbett, Huy-
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ton, England. Application filed December 28,

1897.

In aa electric cable, the combinatioa with the outer

strengthening and insulating layers and the inoer con-
ductor, o£ ao interposed separating coil of substantially

triangular cross section.

655,268. Electric Motor. Ernst G. P. Oelschlager,

Charlottenburg, and Carl O. F. Schrottke, Ber-

lin, Germany, assignors to the Siemens & Hal-

ske Electric company of America. Chicago, 111,

Application filed December 27, 1897.

The combiaatioQ with a main circuit, o£ a motor._ means
for connecting it in circuit with and disconnecting it from
the circuit, a pole-changing switch having suitable con-
nectioDS for reversing the polarity of the motor, the motor
having a field winding in shunt of tlie armature thereof,

starting resistance, a parallel path about the field wind-
ing, and means for closing the same through the starting

resistance when the motor is to be cut out of circuit,

whereby injurious sparking is avoided. (See cut on page
III.)

NO. 655,176.

655,276. Measuring Instrument. Franz Schrottke.

Berlin, Germany, assignor to the Siemens &
Halske Electric company of America, Chicago,
111. Application filed November 18, 1899.

The combination with a polyphase system of e'ectrical

distribution, of a wattmeter having motive windings com-
prising series and two sets of pressure coils, a pressure
coil of one set being connected iu parallel with a pressure
coil of the other set, one terminal of each of the remaining
pressure coils of each set being connected to the conductor
in which the series coil of the other set is included, the
other terminal being connected to one of the remaining
conductors of the system.

655,317. Electric Temperature Indicator. Leslie S.

Wilder, Springfield, Mass. Application filed

November iS, 1899.

In an electric temperature indicator, the combination
with a hollow base provided with a cross-support, a thermo-
stat disk thereoi, a plate secured on the top of the base
comprising a binding post and upstanding earpieces, an
upright plate supported on the base suitably distant from
the bioding-post plate, and having a recess, a lever rod
pivoted iQ the earp:eces and projected through the recess,

a thrust rod between and in bearing on the thermostat
disk and the lever, the circuit- conductors, a generator
and an alarm device.

655,335. Motor Starter. Ethelbert M. Fraser, San
Francisco, Cal.. assignor to the Otis Elevator
company of New Jersey. Application filed

March 11, 1S99.

The combination with an electric motor and its circuit,

of a resistance placed in the motor circuit, a shunt circuit
and operating switch therefor, a solenoid forming part of
the shuot circuit and energized thereby, another solenoid
having a heavy wire coil in series with the resistance and
the armature of the motor aud the lighter wire coil in

shunt across the line, a plu' gf-r moved by the first sol-
enoid, a contact maker carried by the p'-unger and ar-
ranged, when moved, to close the motor circuit with the
resistance and heavy coil of the other solenoid remaini' g
therein, a plunger in the o'her solenoid moved by its

lighter coil when receiving the electric current from the
first solenoid upon the rise of its plunger, and a contact
maker raised by ihe other plunger and operating 'o cut
out the resistance and heavy wire coil from the circuit of
the motor.

655i336- Controller. Ethelbert M. Fraser. San
Francisco, Cal., assignor to the Otis Elevator
company of New Jersey. Application filed July
20, 1899,

The combination with one or more contact blocks and
one or more spring-actuated switches, of a spring-actuated
counteracting device of a force superior to the switch
springs, and means for preventing the operation of the
switch or switches before the counteracting device.

655-340. Starting Device for Electric Motors. Jo-
hannes H. F. Gorges, Berlin, Germany, as-

signor to the Siemens & Halske Electric com-
pany ot America, Chicago, 111. Application
filed December 31, 1897.

In an alternating-current motor, the combination with a
field portion, of an armature therefor having a multiphase
winding comprising a plurality of divisions for each phase,
and means for changing the connections ot the divisions
to vary^the effective electromotive force.

655,341. System of Alternating-current Transmis-
sion, Johannes H. F. Gorges, Berlin, Ger-
many, assignor to the Siemens & Halske Elec-
tric company of America, Chicago, 111. Ap-
plication filed October 11, 1899.

The combination willi a source of alternating current, of
a motor having a plurality of energi/.ing windlnKS, a Wlieat-
Btone bridge for effecting tlie phase adjustment of the
energizing v/indingfl and a secondary circuit in inductive
relation with a v/inding of the Wlicatslonc bridge and in-
cluding a condcn&er.

655.344. Cathode for Use in Electrolytic Cells.

James Hargreaves, Widnes, England. Origi-

nal application filed January 31, 1899. Divided

and this application filed October 2, 1899.

In an electrolytic cell, the combination with a porous
diaphragm of a woven-wire cathode having the promi-
nent parts of its surface, where the wires cross one another,

flattened.

655'3S3- Meter. Carl O. F. Schrottke, Berlin, Ger-
many, assignor to the Siemens & Halske Elec-

tric company of America, Chicago, III. Ap-
plication filed December 2"], 1897.

In an alternating-current meter, the combination with
an annulus of magnetiC'material, of two shunt coils placed
at opposite points of the annulus, a closed coil wound
about the annulus nearer to one of the shunt coils than
the other, a series winding, au armature subjected to the
action of the fields created by the series and shunt wind-
ings, and a measuring train actuated by the armature.

655.368. Electrical Battery. Charles E. O'Keenan,
Paris, France. Apphcation filed December 30,

1897.
In a battery cell, the combination with a tin casing, of a

negative electrode contained therein, consisting of a

spongy lead plate, two zinc plates constituting the positive

electrodes and in contact with the inner face of the cas-
ing, insulating blocks fitted into the ends of the cell and
grooved to allow the independent insertion and with-
drawal of the plates, while keeping them apart from each
other, electric circuit connections to the plates and an ex-
citant for the plates within the casing.

655,389. Safety Device for Electric Vehicles. Frank
"

E. Case, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor 'to the

General Electric company of New York. Ap-
plication filed May 20, 1899.

In combination, a controller for electric circuits, an
operating handle therefor, a circuit-opening device, and
means operating independently of the controller, upon the
release of the handle, for opening the circuit-openirg de-
vice. (See cut.)

655,406. Electric Sparker for Gasoline Engines.

John G. MacPherson, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to the MacPherson Automobile com-
pany of New Jersey. Application filed No-
A'cmber 22, 1899.

In combination with a gasoline and gas engine, of a

sparker therefor, comprising an insulator mounted in the
end of a gas-supply chamber, a cylindrical conductor fit-

- ting in the insulator, a circular disk carried upon the inner
end of the conductor, a sleeve mounted in the head of the
explosion chamber, a shaft mounted in the sleeve, a spring
arm carried by and at right angles to the inner end ol the
shaft, the free end of the spring arm extending into the
gas-supply chamber, a plate carried by the free end of the
arm in position to have its face contact with the edge of

the disk upon the conductor, a^^d a spring tending to sepa-
rate the disk and p'ate, and a cam for bringing them to-

gether provided with means to release the spring to dis-
engage the disk and plate to make a spark.

NO 655 389

655,411.' Electrical Detector for Heat or Cold.

Jeremiah O'Meara, New York, N. Y. Applica-
tion filed May 12, 1899.

In an electrical apparatus f r detecting abnormal
t-mperaturi-s, the combit.ation of an atmospherically
sensitive w re cr suoport, a weight suspended from the
wire or supi'ort and carryir g contact points, a holder con-
taining electrically conductive material forming the term-

' Jnals cf an electric circuit, stat onary adjustable contacts
in the ciriuit, a statior.ary suDport forthehold r, and a

movable support f r tlie holdrr adjus'ably conuected to

the weight, th-i wire or support, contact points and mov-
able support for th" holder capable of relative adjustment
whereby the apparatus may be set either for the detection
of abLormal h. at cr for the detection of abnormal cold.

655,412. Circuit Closer. Jeremiah O'Meara, New
York, N. Y. Application filed May 20, 1899.

In an apparatus for detectiilg abnormal temperatures,
the combination of an atmospherically sensitive wire or
suppcrt adapted to be slackened and tightened, a movable
contact carrier suspended therefrom, stat'onary contacts
arranged in pr ximily ti the contacts of the carrier, aud
an adjustable connettion between the contact carrier ard
the sensitive wire or support to compensate fcr the slack-

ening or tightening of the wire or support according to the

setting of the apparatus either for the detection of ab-
normal heat or for the detection cf abnormal cold.

655,427. Burglar or Fire Alarm. Franklin D.
Wallace, Wheatland, Ind. Application filed Oc-
tober 20, 1899.

As an article of manufacture, a casing, a movable term-
inal mounted therein, a co-operating terminal carried by
the casing, a head carried by the movable terminal, the

liead being adapted to be acted upon and moved with rela-

tion to the co-operafng terminal by means of a finger

forced into engagement therewith, and means caiTied by
the casing for supporting a fusible bar in position to en-

gage a portion of the head.

655,433. Magnetic Separator. Charles F. Courtney
and Robert Buttcrworth, Broken Hill, New
South Wales. Application filed March 19, 1900.

A iriagnetic separator, comprising two cores, energizing
coils for the cores, a rotary separating drum supporleil be-
tween the inner ends of the cores and having a series oC

longitudinal spaced pole pieces connected alternately with

tlie Inner ends of the cores, the pole pieces being tapered

from lliosc ends which aru connected with the cores to-

ward their free ends, the surface of the non-magnetic

drum being exposed between the pole pieces, and mean
for feeding the material to the drum.

655,455. Electric Railway. William B. Purvis,

Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed April 24,

1900.

In an electric-railw iy system, a closed conduit contain-
ing a flexble main feeder, a third rail electrically con-
nected with term nals situated within the conduit and
adapted fir contact with the main feeder, the covering for
the conduit and the material of the conduit situated above
the main f ;eder being composed of non-magnetic material

,

655,476. Electric Lock. Henry G. Carleton, New
York, N. Y., assignor to the Carleton Electric

company, New York, N. Y, Application filed

November 28, 1899.

In a Hck, the combination with one of the engaging
parts, of a controller normally locking the part against
movement, mechanical means operating in the first in-

stance to move the controller from its locking position,

electrical means for thereafter holding it out of locking
position, and devices for actuating the part.

655,491. Electrically Driven Machine. Theodore
H. Joseph and James J. Ehrenreich, New York,
N. Y. Application filed January 27, 1899.

The combination with a machine to be driven by a motor,
of a brake for the motor, a rheostat for regulating the cur-
rent of the mot -r, a starting pedal connected up with both
the brake and the rheostat, and a retractile spring for re-

turning the pedal, rheostat and brake to their normal
phases, and means for causing the brake to be non-active,
permanently, the means consisting of a rod adjust-ible in

length form'ng a connecting rod between the brake and
the rheostat.

655,526. Electric Arc Lamp. Thomas Spencer,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the Helios-Upton-
company, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

May 14, 1900.

In an electric arc lamp, the combination with a regu-
lating solenoid, of a carbon holder, a dash-pot operatively
related to the solenoid, and means arranged to prevent the
braki"g action of the dash-pot during the normal move-
ment of the carbon h^ld^r, and to automatically secure the
braking action of the dash-pot by sudd n movement of the
carbon holder.

655.562. Brake for Electric Motors. Charles A.
Lindstrom, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Hew-
itt-Lindstrom Motor company, Chicago, 111.

Application filed May 5, 1S99.

The combinaiion w th an armature shaft, a case ioclos-
ing it, and a dished head closing one end thereof, of a
friction wheel secured to the shaft and inclosed within
the circumference of the head, two braking arms having
their adjacent ends pivoted at fixed points to the inner
surface of the case at one side of the wheel around which
they extend in opposite direct'ons to an extent slightly

greater than onechalf of the circumference of the wheel,
radially arranged contraction springs for normally keep-
ing the arms out of contact with the wheel. .and a suitable
lever, one end of which extends through a suitable slot

in the circumference of the head and is pivotally con-
nected to the movable ends of both of the braking arms.
(See cut.)

655.563. Electric Carriage. Charles A. Lindstrom,
Chicago, 111., assignor to the Hewitt-Lindstrom
Motor company, Chicago, 111. Application filed

March 3, 1900.

The combinatioa of abattery, a pair of electrical motors
having their fields connected in multiple and their arma-
tures connected in series, and electncal connections be-
tween the motors and the battery; with a switch interposed
in the circuit between the mrto'rs, whereby the speed of
the motors may be changed by varying the electromotive
force from the battery while maintaining the motor fields

always in multiple and the motor armatures always in

series.

655,620. Telephonic Apparatus. Alfred Grahain.
London, England. Application filed October 17,

1898.
Telephonic apparatus comprising a microohone trans-

mitter inclosed in a movable water-tight casing provided
with a thin flexible wall or diaphragm, a receiver having
its diaphragm held in a hori^^ontally arranged holder pro-
vided with a dowfiwardly and forwardly proje ting tubular
ext»^nsion, and a switch arranged to be moved by the trans-
mitter and to control the circuits of the tr nsmitter and
receiver.

NO. 655,562.

655,651. Multiplex Telephony. Ernest A. Faller,

San Francisco, Cal., assignor of one-half to

James W. Chisholm, San Francisco, Cal. Ap-
plication filed April 27, 1900.

A system of multiplex transmission of speech over a
single line comprising instruments at the different stations
adjustable as to their ability to send and select voice
currents, controlling means at the different stations for
effecting the adjustment of the instruments in pairs and
selecting means for actuating the controlling means.

655,671. Electric Conductor for Exercising Appa-
ratus. Alfred M. Crooker and Frank N. Mc-
Donald, Boston. Mass., assignors to the Gal-
vanic Health Exercising company of South
Dakota. Application filed March 10, igoo.

The combinaiion with a galvanic battery, of an exercis-
ing device consisting of the elastic and distensible
insulated conduits, having the distensible conductors
therein, the distensible conductors being connected with
the rigid conductors.
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Electrically Operated Steel and Iron
Foundry.

There is probably no place where the advantages

of electric transmission of power are more apparent

than in a foundry, but as yet the number of elec-

tricallj'" driven foundries is not very great and the

new foundry of the Sargent company at Chicago

Heights, 111., is of interest as being among the first

to adopt electric power transmission throughout.

The Sargent company, which, for a number of years,

lias had a foundry at Fifty-ninth and Wallace streets,

Chicago, recently built, ir addition to this plant, an

iron and steel foundry at Chicago Heights, 27 miles

from Chicago. The company has always been a

progressive one, and when the new foundries were

built, electrical transmission was used

throughout. The plant in reality con-

sists of two distinct foundries, one for

iron and one for steel, each having ex-

cellent railroad-siding facilities for hand-

ling both the incoming pig-iron and fuel

and the outgoing finished product. As
can be seen from the general view of the

plant. Fig. 4, on the next page, the power
plant is an entirely, separate building and

is located at the extreme left of the pic-

ture, A railroad switch runs around to

the rear of the power plant for the de-

liver}' of coal in front of the boilers.

Another siding runs to the rear of the

foundry, between the power house and

foundry, for taking away the finished cast-

ings, while tracks run in between the two

foundries for the delivery of iron, coke

circuits, two for motor circuits, and one for lights.

From the switchboard the feeders run underground
in lead-covered cables to the distribution boxes in

the foundry. The two power circuits are 350,000
circular mils and the light circuit is 175,000 circular
mils. Each of the two power circuits is led to a

cut-out box, from which are supplied three power
circuits, each with a capacity of 250 ai:nperes. The
cut-out boxes are supplied with double-pole knife

switches for each circuit. The lighting is done very
largely by open-arc lamps, of which there are 12

in series of four each.

Proceeding from the cut-out boxes 10 the nearest

motors, the first motor found is a 7Vj-horsepower,
driving a Buffalo fan for drawing dust from the

Sturtevant fans, which supply the cupolas in the

steel foundry. Each fan is belted to its motor by
two belts and the interchangeable arrangement of

piping just mentioned is employed for the purpose
of guarding against the breakdown of any one fan

or motor. In the iron foundry a similar arrange-
ment of fans .is installed, but the two motors are

each of 50 horsepower and are belted to No. 11

Sturtevant fans. In the steel foundry it is neces-

sary to grind some of the sand used, and a machine
for this purpose is operated by a 22-horsepower
motor.

The largest motor in the Sargent plant is a 63-

horsepower Western Electric machine, driving a

Root blower, for supplying air under a pressure of

four pounds to the square inch to the steel

converters. The motor makes 475 revo-

lutions a minute. This molpr, geared to

the Root blower, is shown in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 3 is shown a general view of the

steel foundry, with the row of converters

and a cupola at the left. The blast from
the Root blower was on one of the con-

verters at the time the photograph was
taken. In making steel castings the pig-

iron is first melted in the elevated cupola

seen at the left. Then it is run, by a

trough, into one of the converters and

air is blown through the iron until the

carbon is burned out. The iron is then

poured into the big ladle, swung from one

of the two 30,000-pound Shaw Electric

Crane company's cranes seen in Fig. 3.

and is run to whatever part of the floor

Fig. I. Two 30-horsepower Motors Driving Cupola

and sand. There is also a commodious-yard in front

of the foundries, shown at the right of Fig. 4- where

railroad cars can be stored and push cars run

alongside of them, into which they can be unloaded.

The power house is a roomy brick structure, hav-

ing plenty of room for the enlargement of its ca-

pacity without altering the building. Fig. 5 is the

interior of the engine room showing the 150-kilo-

watt Western Electric generator now installed

belted to an AUis-Corliss engine running 93 rev-

olutions a minute. The generator is a six-pole

machine, compound-wound. There is also an air

compressor in the engine room. The generator is

a 220-volt machine, and the whole plant is wired on

the 220-voIt, two-wire system. The 220-volt incan-

descent lamps seem to be giving good satisfaction.

The feeder circuits to the foundries arc controlled

at the switchboard, each by a double-pole knife

switch. At present there are two of these feeder

JJlo^^,ers. Fig. 3- View in Steel Foundry.

ELECTRICALLY OPERATED STEEL AND IRON FOUNDRY.

rattlers, so as to keep the air in the cleaning room

of the foundry reasonably pure. In the iron-foun-

dry end of the cleaning room a 50-horsepower

motor drives three rattlers and three emery-wheel

stands, each stand having two iS-inch wheels, run-

ning about 1,500 revolutions a minute. In the steel-

foundry end of the cleaning room a 50-horsepower

motor drives similar machinery. All the motors in

this plant, except those for the cranes and the Root

blower mentioned later, are of the Milwaukee Elec-

tric company's make. Cutler-Hammer rheostats

are used. In the machine shop a lo-horsepower

motor has been put in to run a large planer, shaper,

drill press, lathe and cold saw, by means of shafting.

The motors and blowers for the cupolas in both

foundries are installed practically in duplicate; that

is the air piping is so arranged that either fan can

be turned on to the work. Fig. i shows two 30-

horsepower motors, for driving the two No. 7

Fig. Root Blower Driven by 6;,-hi~'rsepower Motor.

it is wanted to be poured into the molds. The
tipping of a converter to pour it, after a blast,

is done by hydraulic power, controlled from an

elevated platform, and on this same platform

is the starting box for the Root-blower motor.

As the output of air from a Root blower at con-

stant speed is nearly constant, and the amount
of air needed on a converter is variable, there is a

by-pass provided in the Root-blower exhaust, that

can be opened more or less to regulate the amount
going to the converter.

The Shaw cranes, seen in Fig. 3, have a capacity

of 30.000 pounds, and arc equipped with four mo-
tors each, one for the movement of the crane on its

tracks from one end of the foundry to the other,

one for the movement of the trolley across the

bridge, one for the main hoist, which lifts heavy

weights at slow speeds, and the other for an
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auxiliary hoist, which lifts light weights at high

speeds.

As stated in the beginning of this article, there is

no place where electric transmission of power is

more applicable than in a well-arranged foundry of

this kind. The arrangement of the foundry, for the

most convenient and economical handling of mate-

rials, as here, necessitates the scattering about the

plant of the apparatus requiring power in a way
that would call for hundreds of feet of line shaft.

The labor required to keep the necessary amount

of shafting oiled and in running order in the Sar-

gent foundry, if shaft transmission were used, would

be an important item as compared to the small at-

tention required by the electric motors, and the

nal dates named. G. T. Rogers of Binghamton
is president of the association, and Henry A. Rob-
inson of New York city is secretary and treasurer.

Evanston Heating and Lighting Plant.

The Evanston Yaryan company, which recently

secured a franchise at Evanston, 111., for a hot-

water heating and electric-light plant, expects to

have its system in operation by the latter part of

September. The installation that is being put in

is what is known as the Yaryan system, by which
electric light is furnished from a central station

from which also run hot-water mains for residence

and other heating purposes.

The power house is being erected on Grove street,

according to plans by the architects, Hunt & Co.

FIG. 4. ELECTRICALLY OPERATED STEEL AND IRON

power wasted by constantly running the shafting

would pay interest on the cost of several electrical

equipments. In this foundry the fans and blowers,

which require the most power, are the most distant

from the engine room of any of the power-consum-

ing apparatus. The electrical installation in the

plant was put in by the Sargent company, under

the supervision of J. Cork, to whom the Western

Electrician is indebted for the courtesies which made

possible the preparation of this article.

Aside from the fact that this foundry is elec-

trically equipped, the steel foundry is of especial

interest to electrical men, because it was built with

the idea of catering very largely to the wants of

electrical manufacturers, in the way of steel castings

suitable for field-magnet frames. The process is

one which is used very extensively abroad, and is

the invention of Alexandre Tropenas of Paris. It

is claimed that by this process the steel castings

produced approach in purity and magnetic qualities

the best Swedish iron, and the castings are also

very uniform in quality. In fact, the company will

guarantee a permeability equal to the best Swedish

iron. The Sargent company has the patent rights

for the process for Chicago and vicinity. The total

impurities in the castings amount to only 0.35 of

one per cent., of which o.i is carbon.

The converter used with the Tropenas process is

unlike a Bessemer converter in that the tuyeres for

the admission of the air blast are not placed at the

bottom, but at the sides. There are two sets of

tuyeres, one ^ above the other. The bottom of the

converter is conical. The air forced into the upper

set of tuyeres aids in the combustion of the gases

which are set free by the action of the air forced

in at the lower set. In this way and by working

at four pounds pressure on the air blast, a high

temperature is reached, and the fluidity of the steel

is remarkable, considering the fact that most of the

impurities have been burned out of it. An iron

high m silicon is selected for this process. The
high temperature and fluidity of the steel at the

time of pouring is, of course, the element of the

process that makes possible the successful pouring

and casting of such a soft metal. Tests, by Profes-

sor J. A. Ewing, on samples of this steel made by

the Tropenas process in England show excellent

magnetic results. These castings are so soft that

ihey can be welded to each other or to wrought-iron

or welding-bar steel, a fact which speaks for itself

as to softness of the castings.

FOUNDRY. BUILDINGS OF SARGENT & CO. S PLANT

It will contain two 500-horsepower Sterling boil-

ers and two four-valve Russell engines. One of the

engines, of 220 horsepower, will be directly con-
nected to a 150-kilowatt Western Electric 220-

volt, direct-current generator, while the other, a

125-horsepower engine, will drive a 75-kilowatt

Siemens & Plalske generator. The plant will ha-ve

provision for an increase of 200 per cent. The
building and construction is of the best material, and
everything in connection with the plant will be of

the best workmanship. The contractors for the un-
derground work and all the electrical equipment and
construction outside of the generators are J. A.
Erner & Co. of Columbus, Ohio. The engineer in

charge of the work for Erner & Co. is C. D. Jones
of the department of electrical engineering of the

Systems and Efficiency of Electric
Transmission In Factories

and Mills.

^

By William S Aldrich.

As applied to factories and mills, electricity is

simply a means to an end, which is primarily
the transmission of power over quite short distances,

from 50 to 500 feet, and within one building or a

group of buildings. In almost all cases of new
manufacturing plants, however, the features of elec-

tric transmission have received thorough considera-
tion, resulting in many factory installations in which
this system is exclusively used.
There are many factories and mills in which the

introduction of electricity for power transmission
will not pay, under existing conditions; there are
more establishments in which it would pay, in which
an investment in electric transmission would prove
to be a dividend-paying investment. No general
rules can be laid down. Each case must be care-

fully examined, and a most thorough preliminary
survey made of all the conditions and requirements.
Each year more and more machinery is thrown

into the scrap heap to make room for new and im-
proved types, yet antiquated and costly methods of

transmitting power are left in service. Modern
methods of workshop production, in which machine
tools are worked up to the power limit, are seen to

be sought after, side by side with belted transmis-
sion of power, which makes it quite impossible to

realize fully the value of the new method, by not
giving the operator the utmost freedom of speed
control of machine and tool. Electric-niotor drives

provide suitable and quickly adjusted speed ranges
under all of the ordinary starting loads of workshop
appliances. This has resulted in increasing the out-

put from 10 to 80 per cent, compared with the old
and fixed speed conditions with belts and gears.

This method of transmission results in a saving
of from 20 to 30 per cent, of the power required
by the old method. The electric motor is in opera-
tion and consuming energy only when needed. It

is ready for instant service under any change of

conditions of speed or power required by the work.
It will meet easily 50 per cent, overload. It ad-
mits of readiest expansion of workshop facilities,

and machines so driven may be placed anywhere to
best advantage.
The system of electric transmission for a manu-

facturing establishment is the only one which ad-
mits of economically centralizing the so-called
'"mechanical plant" supplying light, heat and power.
It is a great advantage to be able to locate the
power house near coal and water supplies. In
some cases it thereby allows the use of condensing
engines, instead of non-condensing. By adopting
electric transmission the engine may be located at

any convenient distance from the machines. Shaft-

ing transmission imperatively requires that it be
located as near as possible.

FIG. 5. electrically OPERATED STEEL AND IRON FOUNDRY. ENGINE ROOM.

New York Street Railway Association.

The eighteenth annual convention of the Street

Railway association of the state of New York will

l)c held in Ruffalo on September i8th and 19th, in-

stead of September nth and 12th, as has been pre-

viously announced. The change was made neces-
sary 10 secure adequate hotel accommodations.
Owing to a number of conventions to be held at

Buffalo during the week commencing September
loth, the hotels will be overcrowded upon the origi-

University of Michigan. H. H. Dickinson is as-

sistant engineer on the work.
The Edison three-wire system is to be used, no-

volt lamps being used with a compensator. Work
on laying the conduits was begun July 7th, and
ntarly all of the 60,000 feet to be laid is now in

i;osition. McRoy vitrlfied-clay duct is used. The
conduit work has been very difTicult, on account
of the water levels. The depth of the manholes is

seven feet six inches, and in general water and
quicksand are reached at about five or six feet

below the surface. Standard underground paper-
insulated cables are used. The feeders are 400,000
circular mils in size, one conductor being laid 'in

each duct. The mains run up to No. 0000 in size

and arc laid three wires in one cable.

The Evanston Yaryan company is said to be meet-
ing with splendid success in placing yearly con-
tracts to supply hot water and electric light. Its

charges for electric light, by meter, it is announced,
will not exceed 50 per cent, of rates heretofore
charged in the city.

In some cases it may be found necessary or de-

sirable to have a mixed system ot steam and elec-

tric distribution, but it can be obviated, with in-

creased economy, by judicious installation. The
use of small steam engines about an establishment,
for any purpose whatever, is to be deprecated. The
maximum economy to-day is to be obtained by
centralized power generation. Electric transmission
is equally adapted for all of the so-called auxiliary
machinery of a manufacturing establishment, the
non-productive machinery, pumps, compressors,
fans, blowers, cranes, hoists, lifts, etc.

The introduction of electric tranbuiission has been
greatly facilitated by the recent standardization of
electrical machinery, and especially that required
fof power purposes. As made to-day, electrical ma-
chinery requires the simplest moving parts and the
fewest repairs and renewals. Many motors have
been in constant service for over six months and

I Alistract of paper read before tliQ. American Society of Me-
chanical EDRinGors at Cincinnati, O. , May, 1900.
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have required only a supply of oil. Others have
been in service for years, with renevvals of brushes
only required.

It has usually been the custom to compare the
relative efficiencies of mechanical and electrical

transmission without any reference to the loads, or
to the proportional part of the full load on the

system. It is well known that almost all examples
of mechanical friction, as in steam engines, shaft-

ing, etc., show that the power lost in friction is

practically constant, within all ordinary ranges of

loads and at uniform speeds. The efficiency of any
mechanical system, as an engine driving shafting,

rapidly falls off below full load. This is shown in Fig.

I. The engine is assumed to be about 275 horse-

power, and to have a mechanical efficiency at full

load of about 90 per cent. The curves for the

several classes of machinery (A). (B), (C), (D), (E),

( F), show similar falling off of the mechanical effi-

ciency of power transmission by shafting. The re-

sulting or combined efficiency of an engine driving

heavy machinery is shown in curve (M). It is

to be especially noted what little power there is left

for useful work at light loads. .\t a load of 55

per cent, of the full load there is nothing left for

work, all power being consumed in overcoming

the combined friction of the engine and transmis-

sion machinery.
The transformations of energy in the electric

system from steam pow-er into electric, thence to

n'lechanical pow'er, are accompanied with inherent

losses. Electric motors have the characteristic fea-

ture of high maintained efficiencies at part load.

It is not so much a question of what the friction

horsepower (or its per cent, of the total) may be

at any load, such as the normal, as it is a question

of how the total or combined efficiency of the sys-

tem is going to vary with the load. The best per-

formance of the mechanical system of transmission

by shafting and belts is at full load. The best per-

formance of the electric system may be maintained

from 75 per cent, to 125 per cent, of the full load

—

from three-quarter load to 25 per cent, overload.

These differences become more vital when it is

borne in mind that very few factories and mills are

operated at full load all day. For m.achine-shop

practice, for instance, an average of about half time

for the actual work would be rather liberal. In

many shops several machine tools will not be

worked much more than one-third of the time. The

losses at these light loads are exceedingly expensive

tor the mechanical system of transmission, but

scarcely require consideration in the electric system,

in fact, by proper selection of dynamo and motors,

a combined efficiency at half load may be main-

tained equal to that at full load. The all-day effi-

ciency of the electric system may thus be made

very high.
. .

In choosing a system of electric transmission for

manufacturing work, it is not necessarily best to

have that one system which will the most readily

lend itself to ail of the work to be performed,

for light, heat and power service. A composite

svstem may prove best suited, even in such short-

FIG. I. EFFICIENCY OF ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION IN FAC-

TORIES AND MILLS —VARIATIONS OF MECHANICAL

EFFICIENCY OF ENGINE AND SHAFTING
TRANSMISSION.

distance transmission. Direct and alternating cur-

rents are equally adapted for factory transmission,

and by simple or multi-circuit systems of distribu-

tion; that is, by two, three, or four-wire systems,

as the case may require. Preferably, all distribu-

tion should be without the use of storage batteries,

rotary converters or transformers, except for cer-

tain lines of work in which it may be necessary to_

use one or the other of these indirect systems 01

distribution. , ui
In general it will not be necessary nor advisable

to use over 550 volts, direct or alternatmg cJrrenf.

Shocks arising from accidental contact with wire=

carrjing currents of this voltage are not necessarily
dangerous. Experience has shown that workmen
respect the distributing wires the higher the voltage.
But it is not necessary to command such respect
by raising it above 550 volts.

-A-t the time that electricity was introduced into
manufacturing establishments the direct-current
system was the only one available. For the peculiar
and exacting service required in driving all kinds
of machine tools and various workshop appliances,
there were difficulties to be overcome with any sys-
tem. It was necessary to secure satisfactory meth-
ods of producing a large starting turning moment, or
torque, for varying the speeds as might be required
under uniform or variable loads, and for reducing
to a minimum the trouble arising from the use of

a commutator.
With direct-current motors, it was a simple mat-

ter to introduce starting boxes (resistances) in the
armature circuit to control the torque, as well as
rheostats (resistances) in the fields to control the
speed in particular. But every such resistance meant
an expenditure of energy in otherwise useless heat-
ing of the wire or other material of which these re-

sistances might be made.
The difficulties with commutators have been al-

most entirely overcome, and many 1 elinements in

design effected, so that the direct-current motor of

to-day leaves little to be desired. Such ob-
jectionable features as still remain are inherent in

the direct-current system used, and are found to

lie chiefly in the kind of armature, commutator
and brush devices required. These parts are most
liable to derangement, require systematic attention

for cleanliness and efficiency and renewal of brushes.

Somehow, workmen expect an electric motor to take

care of itself, at least they treat it on this assump-
tion. If a motor were sure of the daily care and
inspection formerly bestowed upon shafting and
belting, it would have made a much better record
earlier in its history.

The induction machine, as it stands to-day, is

probably the most perfect motor yet developed from
the standpoint of electric transmission in factories

and mills. It may be started and operated from
any point, at any time, at practically any load

and speed within its predetermined ranges. It may
be used on no, 220, 440 or 550-volt, alternating-

current circuits of one, two or three phases. It

does not require any direct-current supply as the

synchronous motor does for its field excitation.

It does not require any brushes, commutator or col-

lecting rings. Offsetting these advantages, how-
ever, are certain restrictions. The speed of an in-

duction motor falls off slightly as the load is in-

creased. The ability to start an induction motor
from rest under a heavy load, as well as the pos-

sible speed changes during its operations, is ob-

tained at some sacrifice of efficiency.

Induction motors, moreover, permit of higher

lineal speeds than are possible with any other type,

from 6,000 to 7,000 feet not being infrequent. By
suitable arrangements of its field winding;s, this

type of motor may have its speed altered in reg-

ular steps, so reducing it one-half, one-quarter,

one-eighth, etc. This makes possible similar

changes to gear-wheel combinations, which may
therefore be eliminated to the extent that the in-

duction motor is installed to effect such changes.

In almost all cases of shop driving, the slip is not

objectionable any more than the increasing slip

of the driving belt as the load is thrown on. These

motors will stand almost any amount of rough

usage and heavy overloads, as they cannot be

burned out. If excessively overloaded, the motor

slows down and stops, starting up immediately as

soon as the load is lightened. Ordinarily, machine

tools and almost all classes of shop machinery are

started at quite light loads, and the full load is

thrown on when the work of the tool is up to the

speed desired. For this class of work the induc-

tion motor seems specially fitted.

Synchronous motors are admirably adapted to

factory service where absolute uniformity of speed

is required, and where the extra installation of a

direct-current supply ' for their field excitation is

not deemed objectionable. While induction motors

are always wasteful of some energy, through their

high self-induction, synchronous motors may, on the

other hand, be brought into that condition of op-

eration practically equivalent to the use of direct-

current motors, at least for a large range of their

loads In other words, the power factor of a syn-

chronous motor may be made almost anything

from zero to unity, according to the extent of ex-

citation of its fields by the direct current applied

for this purpose.
,. , , .

When made in the revolving-field type, syn-

chronous motors are self-starting from rest, at light

loads They may be very heavily overloaded,

without falling out of synchronism or out of step,

and when they do for an instant, they may be

brought back again by throwing oft some of the

load A well-designed synchronous motor will

carry at least three times its full normal load, and

not drop out of step. If an induction motor is

built for such overloads, it is likely to have (luitc

low efficiency at ordinary loads.

The more nearly the power factor approaches

unity the more nearly the conditions are realized

which are found in direct-current motors. The gen-

crating plant may thus be much reduced in size,

compared to that required for motors with low-

nower factors. In fact, the power plant need no

be larger than ordinarily installed for direct-current

working, where the synchronous motors are prop-
erly designed, installed and operated under the best

conditions.

Higher efficiencies may be obtained with syn-

chronous motors than \vith induction motors of the

same output. In fact, such motors realize the ideal

conditions of motor working in which the motor
attains almost the same efficiency as the generator.

Both induction and synchronous motors have usu-
ally higher efficiencies than direct-current motors
of the same size, as is shown in Fig. 2. These three

curves represent the efficiencies plotted for a 40-

horsepower motor.
The ideal conditions in a factory installation no
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FIG. 2. EFFICIENCY OF ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION IN FAC-

TORIES AND MILLS^—EFFICIENCY CURVES OF DIFFER-

ENT MOTORS OF THE SAME SIZE.

doubt would be secured where both induction and
synchronous motors were used, the former for small
machines and direct driving, the latter for operating
a set or group of machines. The synchronous mo-
tors would be Started up just before beginning the

work of the day, have at all tunes a light, constant
load, and might easily be so regulated as to pro-
duce an almost balanced system in combination
with the induction motors. In such a system of

transmission the lagging currents of the induction
motors would be offset by the leading currents of the
synchronous motors, if the latter were operated to

produce such leading currents. The whoie system
would be operated practically throughout quite a

range of load variations, as if it were a simple, direct-

current system. The advantage of such a condition is

apparent; it means least installation for any given
output, or greatest output for any given capacity
of generating plant. The group method of electric

' driving is much better adapted for small machines,
up to and including two-horsepower capacity, and
especially where such machines are in almost con-
stant service. Above this size, individual motor
driving becomes more and more efitkient, particu-
larly if the machines are operated only a fraction

of the day.

It might naturally be expected that the greatest
saving would be noticed in those factories desig-
nated in the earlier part of the paper, as engaged
in heavy-machine work, where the loss in shafting
and belting amounts to over 50 per cent, of the total

power developed at the engine. On the other hand,
many small industries have introduced electric driv-

ing to marked advantage. A few cases may be cited:

Case I.—Electric driving reduced the cost one-
half over the former method, for engineer, coal and
v.'ater.

Case II.—Fuel account, by electric driving, re-

duced to one-fifth of what it formerly was by shaft-

ing and belting.

Case III.—Cost of power 44 per cent, lower than
what it was by shafts and belts.

Case IV—Gross saving about 30 per cent, with
direct-coupled motors, and 22 per cent, with geared
or belted motors.

Baltimore Linemen's Strike Ended.
The strike of the linemen of the Itnitcd Electric

Light and Power company of Baltimore has been
declared off by the men. This strike began May
21st and was closed August 13th. Those of the

slr.ikers that had formerly gone back to the com-
pany and ihose taken back continue to draw pay
at the old rate of $3-75 a day. The great majority

of the members of the union were back at work for

the company before the strike was declared ended,

and the small minority left out magnanimously de-

cided that they would not keep the majority from
work on the minority's account, so declared the

strike at an end.
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Sandusky Interurban Electric Railways.

The interurban eleciric-raihvay systems in North-
ern Ohio are rapidly assuming a place of impor-
tance among the great enterprises of the Buckeye
state, it is not the intention to outline all the

plans which are now being consummated in this

article, but to refer briefly to two lines which are

new under way and will be completed some time

within the next few months—the Sandusky and In-

terurban and the Sandusky, Monroeville, Bellevue
and Norwalk Traction railways. Both of these

lines are destined to become important ones, and
will greatly facilitate the means of traveling in that

part of the state.

The Sandusky and Interurban Electric Railway
company's line is now completed from Sandusky
to Huron, a distance of 10 miles, through as pretty

scenery as the southern Lake Erie shores afford.

From there to Lorain, 20 miles, the rails have not

as yet been laid, but work is progressing rapidly

upon it, and there is little doubt but that it will be

in operation before. long. Thomas Wood, manager
of this company, has been identified with the street-

railway business for years, and it was from some
of the earlier enterprises that this last and most im-
portant one originated. The first line in the city was
the Sandusky Street Railway company's horse line,

extending from the center of town to the Lake
Shore depot. In 1890 this was rebuilt and extended
to the state Soldiers' Home, and was operated from
that time on by electric power. The second line

was known as the People's electric railway, and
was built in 1892. It extended from the city to the
Soldiers' Home. In 1S93 the Sandusky, Milan and
Norwalk company's line was begun, and it was
opened for traffic in June, 1894. The distance cov-
ered by this line was 21 miles, and for some years
it was the longest electric road in the state. Mr.
Wood was closely identified with this company for

some time, but now he devotes all his time to his

other road, although he still holds stock in this one.

The old Sandusky Street Railway company was
placed in the hands of a receiver in 1898, and later

on was purchased by the capitalists who built the
Sandusky and Interurban road. This gave them an
entrance into the town and furnished lines for city

business, which otherwise might have been difficult

to obtain by franchise or otherwise. This, then, is

the real foundation for the magnificent new line

which is being built to Lorain, a distance of 30
miles, where it will connect with the Cleveland and
Lorain, makmg a through electric line between San-
dusky and Cleveland.
This railway is built on private right-of-way the

entire distance and crosses no railroads at grade,
going either under or over them. The roadbed
is well built and ballasted with limestone, which is

abundant in that section of the country. The track
is standard width, and laid with 70-pound steel T-
rails. If desired, steam trains can be operated upon
it at any time. The culverts are all sandstone and
steel. The cars operated on the line are 46 feet

in length and are fitted with 2SO-horsepower motors,
capable of a speed of 55 miles an hour. The seats

are cushioned and there are smoking and baggage
rooms in the cars, as well as toilet rooms for the
convenience of .the passengers. In elegance of fin-

ish, it is said, these coaches are not excelled by

it will be a model line in every respect. Manager
Thomas Wood of Sandusky is to be congratulated
upon the carefulness which has been displayed in
the construction of the line, and for the manner in
which the patrons of the road are taken care
of. The ofticers of the company are: President, .

Henry A. Everett, Cleveland; secretary, C. H. Stew-
art, and general manager, Thomas Wood.
The other road mentioned, the Sandusky, Mon-

roeville, Bellevue and Norwalk Traction company,
will extend from Sandusky to Monroeville, and
there branch, one line going to Norwalk and the
other to Bellevue. At the present time the grading
all along the line is about completed, and the force
of workmen will begin to lay track within the next
few days. This road is being built along the high-
way the entire distance, the promoters taking the
stand that they will in that way secure the patronage
of the people more readily by passing close to their
lesidences than if they ran through the fields some
distance from the houses. Before the road was be-
gun a careful enumeration of the people along the
pioposed line was taken and the route was varied
some to allow it to pass through the most popu-
lous territory in the part of the country it taps.

It is the notion of the management that an electric
road must depend almost entirely upon the local
patronage, and that no matter what kind of con-
rection is made with other lines or reaching other
cities at a distance, there will be very few passengers.
Hence, it has been their plan to secure the most
populous route through their territory. This line

will be about 21 miles in length, and besides the
towns named, will pass through. a number of smaller
ones. F. H. McMasters & Co. of Philadelphia have
the contract for the construction and for furnishing
the entire ecjuipment.

The line has been constructed carefully with ref-

eience to the grade, which does not exceed four per
cent, in any place, and is less than that wherever
it was possible to make it so. Seventy-pound stand-
ard steel rails will be used, and the track will be
standard gauge. It will be ballasted with stone
and made as strong and durable as any steam rail-

way. In the larger places along the line the track
will be laid on concrete girders, Hevener patent.

This V'Ork has already been done in Norwalk, Mon-
roeville and some of the other towns. The re-

mainder of the track will be laid on heavy oak ties.

The power station will be located at Monroeville,
near the point of the highest grade. It will be
equipped with two engines and two generators with
a capacity of about 500 horsepower each. The boil-

ers will be of sufficient capacity to operate the ma-
chinery.

The American standard rail joint, manufactured
by the Chrisholm-Moore Manufacturing company
of .Cleveland, will be used. These joints are made
in such a manner as to hold the rails firmly together
without any possibility of getting loose, and at the

same time protect the electric connections from the

devastation of tramps and the elements. Ten
standard interurban cars, eqtiipped with four 40-

horsepower motors, have been secured for the road.

These will be used for the beginning, and later on
it will be fitted out with whatever the amount of busi-

ness requires. This the management preferred to

find otit before a complete outfit of cars is pur-

Modern Switchboard Practice.

By Frank C. Perkins.

Part II

—

Polyphase Low tension Switchboards.

It may be of some interest to note the difference
in construction of panel switchboards as previously
described, of 2,000 volts and those using current
at potentials of 100 to 600 volts.

The Westinghouse switchboard of five panels,
illustrated in Fig. 8, shows that the general line

of construction is the same as for high potential.
The generator panels are arranged for multiple run-
ning, as indicated in Figs. 9 and 10. The former,
for two-phase work, is 65 inches high, two feet four
inches wide and two inches thick, 'of Italian white

FIG. O. MODERN SWITCHbOARD PRACTICE.—vIVE-PANEL
WESTINGHOUSE POLYPHASE SWITCHBOARD.

marble, with one-half inch bevel edges; the latter is

for three-phase work, of the same size and con-
struction, and has mounted upon it, as indicated, a
pilot lamp and shade near the top, two keyless sock-
ets and lamps and three round-pattern alternating-
current ammeters, having scales at least 25 per cent,

in excess of full-rated loads of the generator in

v;hose circuits they are placed. A three-pole, double-
throw, quick-break switch is seen on the diagram.
These switches are called the washer type, and are
manufactured with blades and jaws of lake copper
and are designed to stand the wear and tear of severe
and frequent use. An alternating-current and direct-
current combination rheostat is shown mounted in
the center. The face plate only is seen on the
switchboard panel, connection being made from it

to the rheostat, which is either on the back of the

F.J,'. 9 Two-phase Fig. lo. Three-phase Fie. 11. Two-phase Fig. 12. Three phase
Generator Panel for Generator Panel for Feeder Panel. Feeder Panel.
Multiple Running. Multiple Running.

MOUERN SWITCHBOARD PRACTICE.—WESTINGHOUSE PANELS.
FIG. 13 MODERN SWITCHBOARD PRACTICE.—CONNECTIONS FOR MULTIPLE RUN-

NING OF TWO PHASE GENERATORS.

railway cars. They run as steadily and with as great
speed as the average firsL-class train. There are
three of these cars in use, and they leave each end
of the line hourly, which gives a very good service
over the jjorlion of the line completed.
The power house is well constructed, of limestone

block, and designed for convenience and use. In
the main portion of the building is the engine room,
and a wing on cither side is used for boiler room
and car sheds. There arc two batteries of Bal!>cock

ik Wilcox boilers, each battery containing two boil-

ers of 6()0 hor.sepowcr each. Two compound con-
densing i<usscil engines are also in use, operating
two Siemens & Halske 400-kilowatt generators.
There arc also a handsome marble switchboard, air

compressors and pumps sufficient to make the plant
a complete one in every respect.

When this road is completed through to Lorain

chased. The cars will be modern in every particular

and will contain all the conveniences found upon
any road It is hojjcd to have the road completed
and in operation by November 1st.

The officers of the company are as follows: Pres-
ident, Clark Rude, Sandusky; vice-president, J. Lan-
caster Dailey, Philadelphia; treasurer, James Mc-
Lain, New York; secretary, W. E. Guerin, San-
dusky. President Rude will also be the general
manager of the company after it is completed.
I'assing through a densely populated portion of the

country and having access to a number of large
towns, this line will prove a success without doubt.

O. M. C

The Electric Light and Power company of Car-
rrll, Iowa, has commenced work on a hot-water
licatiiig plant.

board or placed in a convenient place away froni
the board. Two concentric wheels are noticed, the
one controlling the exciter direct-current rheostat,
the other operating the alternating rheostat, both
being placed in the same iron framework.
Two field plugs, a ground-detector push-bottom,

a ground-detector receptacle and plug are indicated
on the diagram, as well as the synchronizing socket,
plug and eight-point voltmeter receptacle and plug.
Two switchboard transformers are used and two
transformer fuse blocks. The voltmeter is usually
mounted on a swinging arm, such as shown in the
illustration (Fig. 8).

The two-phase and three-phase feeder panels, as
will be seen in Figs. 11 and 12, are simple in con-
struction, the former having mounted thereon
merely a pilot-lamp bracket and shade and two
four-pole, single-throw, quick-break switches, while

I
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the latter has two three-pole, singie-throw, quick-
break switches, and two round- pattern alternating-
current ammeters in addition.
The connections for two-phase and three-phase

multiple running of low-voltage polyphase gener-
ators are shown in Figs. 13 and 14. Below the bus-
bars are indicated the generators, field windings,
main switches and ammeters, while above the bus-
bars may be seen the connections to the ground-
detector lamp, switchboard converters, voltmeter
and synchronizing plugs. Fig. 14 shows the con-
nections in detail for running in multiple three
440-volt, three-phase generators.

It is often deemed important that the generator
and feeder panels be equipped with wattmeters.
In case such a practice is found necessary, indi-
cating wattmeters are supplied for the generator
boards and integrating wattmeters are preferred
for the feeder panels. It is also frequently sug-
gested that an ammeter be placed in the generator
field, and when this is done, the instrument can

FIG. 15. MODERN SWITCHBOARD PRACTICE.—MONOCYCLIC
ALTERNATING-CURRENT GENERATOR.

usually be mounted without difficulty on the panel
desired.

Rotary panels for the alternating-current side

of two-phase and three-phase rotary converters are
usually somewhat simpler in construction ihan gen-
erator panels, having fewer pieces of apparatus
mounted upon the board, but somewhat more than
on the feeder panels. Usually the rotary panels
are provided with pilot-lamp bracket shade, two
keyless sockets and lamp, and two or three round-
pattern alternating ammeters, depending on whether
it is a two or three-phase board. The rheostat
mounting is similar to the generator panel, as are

also the two synchronizing receptacles and plugs, but
usually there are provided three or four fuse hold-

ers for starting the motor. The necessary switches

are a three-pole and a four-pole, quick-break switch
for starting the motor, depending on whether it is a

two-phase or three-phase panel.

The General Electric polyphase panel is con-
structed on the same lines for low voltage, 100 to

FIG 14 MODERN SWITCHBOARD PRACTICE.—CONNECTIONS

NING OF THREE-PHASE GENERATORS.

6co volts, as for 2.500 volts. This design is used

with compounding rheostats and switches and fuses

arranged for a capacity of 130 amperes, and up to

2,500 volts. Fig. 15 illustrates clearly the connec-

tion of the switchboard panel of General Electric

design for a monocyclic alternatmg-current gen-

erator. The pilot lamp and alternating-current TOlt-

meter is shown at the top on a swing bracket. The

exciter rheostat is also seen near the top, between

the direct-current field ammeter on ihe right and

the alternating-current ammeter switch on the let

The svnchronizing lamp and carbon-break held

switch' are all indicated in the diagram, while the

rear and side elevations show the connections ana.

arrangement of rheostats, bus-bars for sj.ichromz-

ing and generator main-switch connections
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low-tension instruments are used direct, while the
large sizes and high-tension instruments are op-
erated in connection with transformers.

[To be concludcd.'\

The Desirability of Using Storage Bat-
teries in Medium-size Stations.'

By L G. White.

The idea seems to be quite prevalent among cen-
tral-station men that the storage battery is useful
only for the purpose of storing energy, generating
it during light-load periods, and storing it until
such time as it may be used to the best advantage.
The storage battery is, indeed, a very valuable ad-
dition to any direct-current station lor this purpose
alone, but X shall endeavor to point out to you
some other features of the storage-battery system
w;hich I think are as fully important to the medium-
size station as the one mentioned.
One of the most valuable features of the storage-

Ijattery system is its ability to maintain an even
pressure on the bus-bars, to which it may be con-
nected: even though the load may vary greatly, and
the demands may be very sudden, such as are occa-
sioned by the starting of direct-connected electric
elevators and other heavy motor work, the battery
will maintain a fairly even pressure at the bus-bars
of the station. It does this automatically, and with-
out any effort whatever on the part of the switch-
board attendant.
The question of regulation has been a serious one

to central-station managers, and is becoming more
serious every day. A few years ago the public
would accept a very unsteady incandescent light,
possibly attributing its unsteadiness to the be-
lief that electricity was then in its infancy; but now,
possibly thinking that the infant has had time to
grow and mature, they demand a bright, steady
light with uninterrupted service. It is possible that
the extensive adoption of the Welsbach gas lamp,
giving a very steady light, though it be of a ghastly
color, has had the effect of making the public more
critical in the matter of electric lighting; but what-
ever the cause, the fact remains that your customers
demand a steady light, which means good regula-
tion: and I think most station managers are now
striving to attain this end.

I think that the medium-size station will find this

one feature of the storage systems fully as impor-
lant to them, if not more so, than the feature usualFy
considered by the larger stations: that is, the ability

of the battery to carry enormous peak loads of com-
paratively short duration. The larger stations, with
their large, direct-connected units, do not experience
the difficulties encountered by the smaller stations
in the matter of regulation, .'but even they find it

convenient to depend largely on the battery for
regulation.

The incandescent-lamp manufacturers have
brought their lamps to such a point that there is

but little left to be desired in the way of efficient

lamps: but in order to get good results from these
high-efficiency lamps it is necessary to have really

good regulation. The better

the regulation, the better are

the results from the use of the

high-efficiency lamps.
Another feature of the stor-

age system which should ap-
peal strongly to the medium-
size station is, that it affords

a reliable reserve in case of

an accident to your generating

apparatus. Should an engine
lireak down or a dynamo be-

come disabled, the battery is

usually ready to take up the

load without any interruption

to the service, and will usually

carry it until some provision

can be made to relieve it, thus
saving an "out," the one thing

of all others most dreaded by
station managers.

I will recite an experience

of one night in which the bat-

tery played an important part.

It was a Saturday night, in

early spring, and the load was
heavy, as is usual on Saturday
nights at that time of the year,

when our deep well began
raising a liberal quantity of

sharp sand. It did not take

this sand long to cripple all

of our boiler-feed pumps: in

fact, they were useless before we realized what

the trouble was. We found it impossible to get any

water into the boilers by means of the feed pumps;

so, after anxiously watching the waier disappear

in gauge glasses, the fires were banked, and the

engines stopped, as the steam failed. The entire

load was thrown on the battery: although it was

much in excess of its rated capacity, it carried the

load nicely. We then began filling the boilers from

the city mains, which, unfortunately, only had a

pressure of 40 pounds at this time. Then we fired

up again, and as soon as steam pressure would

permFt, we cut in our most efficient units, and im-

FOR MULTIPLE RUN-

mediately began charging the battery with all that
could be spared from the line. We ran the engines
until the water was again out of sight in the gauge
glasses, then repeated the same cycle of operations,
this sort of performance was kept up from 10:30
p. m. until about 9 a. m. the following day, at which
time we succeeded in getting one of the pumps in
service again, it having been found necessary to
fit the pump with an entirely new set of valves, and
to rcgrind all of the valve seats. So far as I know,
not one of our customers knew that we had troubles
of our own that night.

Another way in which the battery has proven
itself useful, and has made a direct saving of fuel

and labor, is by taking care of the loads thrown
on the station by sudden storms, which are so preva-
lent in this part of the country during the summer
months. Befoie the battery was installed it was
common practice to run more boiler capacity than
would have been required had it not been for the
sudden jumps in the load causeu by a passing
thundercloud, and even then it was frequently nec-
essary to get in another boiler in short order, using
boxes, barrels or anything that would make steam
C[uickly, and then, perhaps, after only a few minutes'
use. to have to let the boiler cool off again, thus
losing a large per cent, of the heat units stored in

that boiler.

With the aid of the battery we are able to run
both the boilers and engines in the most economical
manner, thus making a saving which amounts to

considerable in a year's run, and yet the saving is

of such a nature that it is difficult to reduce it to
dollars and cents, consequently the battery may
not get all the credit due it from this source.
During the heavy winter load we find the bat-

tery very convenient in keeping up the pressure
at the ends of the longer feeders. We connect such
feeders as require boosting to an auxiliary bus. and
then connect the battery to the auxiliary, and by
means of one of the end-cell switches we can raise

the pressure on these feeders as high as may be
necessary.

Usually that -part of the load which requires
boosting is so small that we would get very poor
efficiency if we were to use a pair of dynamos for
this purpose; but, however, should the load on these
feeders be heavy enough to warrant it. we would
cut in a pair of machines on the auxiliary bus to
supply the load, and charge the battery with what-
ever capacity was left in that pair of machines, sa
you see we would get an economical load for the
machines under all conditions.

A short circuit on heavy lines, especially if they
are underground, usually means trouble for the sta-

tion man, and it is not an uncommon thing to have
machines reversed in this manner; this, of course,
means a shutdown while fresh machines are started

to re-polarize the reversed machines or to burn off

the short-circuit. This sometimes requires a num-
ber of machines, and always takes an appreciable
length of time, during which your customers are
saying pleasant things about electric lighting in

general, and about your company in particular, or
are making frantic efforts to inform you by tele-

phone that there is something wrong with their

lights. We have had our usual number of short-
circuits since the battery was installed, but not in

a single instance has the operation of the plant been
affected in the least. In fact, the switchboard at-

tendant usually learns of this kind of trouble first

from some of the outside men. We have burned
some very heavy copper, and the only indication at

the station has been a drop of pressure shown by
the recording voltmeters, and that only for an instant.

The cost of maintenance of the battery has been
only a very small amount in our case. The entire

expense is represented by about five hours' labor
per week, and about 200 gallons of distilled water
per week. The water we distill in a home-made
still, and it costs us very little, indeed. The labor
is applied in reading the voltage and specific gravity

of each cell about three times per week, and refilling

the _
cells with distilled water, besides keeping the

battery room clean. I presume that, sooner or
later, we will have to begin making repairs on the

battery, but now, after one year's constant use, the

plates show no evidence of deterioration.

The condition existing at Columbus at the time
our battery was installed was most favorable to

the battery, consequently the battery has made a

good showing for itself. These are conditions which
are natural in all fast-growing small plants, and
are to be expected, and must be met, if the plant

is to continue its natural growth.
While the storage battery is almost a necessity

to some plants, it might be an expensive luxury
to other plants, so it would not be well to advise

universal use of storage batteries, but 1 would ad-

vise you lo study the local conditions existing in

each individual plant, and then, should those con-

ditions warrant it, I should advise you to considei

a battery instead of generating apparatus for your
next increase.

The

I Bead before 'he Ohio Electric Light association, ai Toledo.

O
'

Aogast 15. 1900. Mr. White is connected with Ihe Columbus

(0.) Edison Elertfic Light company.

The contract for motors and trucks for the Boston
elevated road has been let to the Westinghouse
and Baldwin companies. There are to be 200 mo-
tors of 150 horsepower each, with the necessary
controllers and other apparatus. The contract also

covers too motor trucks and 100 trailer trucks.

The motor trucks will have Mr. Gibbs' patent sus-

jjcnsion. The delivery is to begin in 60 days and
all of the apparatus is to be delivered before Janu-
pi-y 1st.
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conventions and expositions.
Canadian Electrical association, Kingston, Ont,, August agtli

to 3rst.

AsHocialion of Edison Illuminating companies, Saratoga, N

.

Y.. Sfcp:(;iiiber.itli lo Gih.

Street Railway as<iociation ot the State of New York, BuITjIo,
N, Y., September i8tb and lyth.

Inter Ocuan Automobile Meet, Chicago, 111,, September i8i1j to

22d,

Old Time Telegraphers' association and l|nitcd States Mili-
tary Telegraph Corps. Minneapolia, Minn., September 20th to zad.

International Association of Municipal Electricians, Pittsburg,
Pa,, September 2ith to 27lh.

American Elcciro-tlicrapeutic association, New York, Septem-
ber 25th lo 27tll,

American Street Railway association, Kansas City, Mo., Octo-
ber iCth to TQth.

Automobile Show. New York. N . Y,. Novtjmber loth to iAi\\.

Illinois State Electric assoclatio i. Pcsria Novembor 27lh,

Hypnotism in Hawaii is certainly up-to-date, for

it is practiced by telephone. A Honolulu paper

tells of a young man in that city who is "allied

with the Young Men's Christian Association" and

also "an ardent student of hypnotism" who hypno-

tized another young man by talking to him over a

telephone line. This interesting experiment may

give a hint to some of our telephone companies.

Why -not employ hypnotists as operators and thus

convince the subscribers that they are getting good

service?

A rather unusual form of benevolence has been

displayed in Spirit Lake, Iowa, where Mr. B. F.

Stevens has presented to the village his complete

electric-light, power and heating plant, said to have

been erected at a cost of $30,000. The plant is new

and of good material and workmanship. There

were no conditions to the gift. This seems to be a

case where a community has opportunity to grapple

with the municipal-ownership problem under the

most favorable conditions possible and at the in-

stance of the central-station proprietor himself.

The village plsnt will have a monopoly of the busi-

ness and will interfere with no private enterprise.

If municipal ownership can ever be a success, it

ought to be at Spirit Lake.

A new danger has been added to the hazards of

the electric trainman's life. It is due to the in-

liainniable possibihties that lurk m the celluloid

collar. A Milwaukee motorman was seriously

burned a few days ago while tinkering with a de-

fective motor equipment. He wore one of the cel-

luloid collars aforesaid, and after a flash it was

found that the collar had been set on fire. The ac-

cident excited some attention fr.om its unusual nature

and the fact that it indicated a new, although re-

mote, danger to be apprehended. Laundrymen may
have some occasion to rejoice at the news, although

with this warning and reasonable care there is no

reason to expect that trainmen will be required to

divorce themselves entirely from the economical cel-

luloid.

Mercury, or quicksilver, as it is known in com-
merce, is useful to electrical designers in the few

cases where a fluid or mobile conductor must be

employed. It is, therefore, of some interest to ob-
serve the report, telegraphed from Boston, that

there is fear that the world's production of this

metal is likely to prove unequal to the growing

demand. However, the Associated Press statistics

of the supply of quicksilver, given in connection

with the report mentioned, are so inaccurate that

doubt is thrown on the whole statement. The pro-

duction of this metal in the United States in 189S

amounted to 31,092 flasks, valued at $1,188,627. In

the same year only 81 pounds of quicksilver, valued

at $51, was imported: These are the latest govern-

ment statistics available, and they seem to indicate

that the domestic supply, which comes entirely from

California, is equal to the demand in the United

States. However, it is- to be borne in mind that

the imports of quicksilver show surprising varia-

tions, ranging from 1,552,738 pounds in 18S3 to

seven pounds m 1894. The average California pro-

duction is 38,800 flasks (about 2,500,000 pounds),

although in the "bonanza" years, from 1S75 to 18S2,

the average annual output was over 64,000 flasks.

It is said that there is hope of future increased sup-

plies from New South Wales, where cinnabar ore

is found in paying quantities; but as the quantity

of quicksilver used in the electrical arts is small, it

i.s not likely that the variation in price will be of

serious import to electrical men.

An inlcresling contract for street arc lighting is

that entered into between the city of Springfield,

Mass., and the United Electric Light company. The
af^reement is for five years from May i, 1899, and

provides for the operation of 700 or more 350-watt,

1.200-candlcpower arc lamps, lo burn all night and

every night, for $75 a year a, light. The company
furnishes all circuits and wire-supporting poles, but

the city supplies all lamp-posts and mast-arms. It

is stipulated that 350 watts of electrical energy shall

be expended at each lamp. To check the service

eight recording ammeters—one for each lighting cir-

cuit—are installed on a board in the station to

which no one but members of the aldermanic com-
mittee on lighting streets or their employes have

access. The dials from these instruments are col-

lected and filed in the city hall each day. Thus
there is an undisputed record of each night's work
open for public inspection at all times. Numerous
voltmeter tests of individual lights are also made.

There were 743 five-ampere, series, enclosed-arc

lights on the system on December loth last, and

electricity is relied upon wholly in lighting the

streets. The committee speaks of the service as

"excellent;" the streets are well lighted at a mod-
erate price, and the company has a steady source

of income, giving a fair return on the investment.

It is noteworthy that this equitable and satisfactory

arrangement was entered into after the city had in-

vestigated municipal ownership with care and found

it to be inadvisable. It would be well if in all

cities the sellers and buyers of street-lighting cur-

rent would follow the enlightened example of

Springfield.

Broken span wires of electric-railway systems

seem to have caused an unusual number of acci-

dents and consequent damage suits of late. In Chat-

tanooga a car slipped its trolley, which, as it rose,

struck a span wire and broke it. On breaking, the

latter fell immediately in front of a bicyclist, who,

in endeavoring to avoid it, received a serious injury.

The Supreme Court of Tennessee holds (Chatta-

nooga Electric Railway company against Mingle)

that, under these circumstances, the injured man
was entitled to damages.

Of course, the court says, in agreement with

counsel for the company, those who go on a high-

way may well be held to do so subject to their

taking upon themselves the risk of injury from in-

evitable danger, where carelessness cannot be

charged upon anyone. But it does not consider the

fall of a guy wire, or span wire, an inevitable danger.

If the wire was made of good material, and was
properly attached, and then carefully supervised,

there was no inevitable danger incident to its sus-

pension above the street. If, however, the wire was
imperfectly constructed or attached, or if, properly

attached in the beginning, it was neglected for a

period of time sufficiently long for expansion or

strain upon it to weaken the attachments, then it

did become a public menace; and the company, be-

ing guilty of the negligence which contributed to

this condition, the court holds, was responsible for

the damages pro.ximately resulting therefrom.

Such a wire, the court continues, is, put up, not to

fall, but to retain its safe level abo-ve the street.

To accomplish the purpose of its erection it is re-

quired to be heavy and strong enough to stand the

force of the strain, as well as that of an ordinary

blow. It is common experience that iri propelling

a car the trolley will sometimes slip from the wire

along which it is passing, and if, in so doing, it

comes in contact with a guy wire, it is apparent, the

court holds, that the latter should be of sufftcient

strength and fixity to withstand the violence of the

stroke; and, if it iails to do so, it is not an un-

reasonable inference that there has been negligence

in its selection, construction or supervision.

In view of the peril consequent on the displace-

ment and fall of the wires in an electric-railway sys-

tem, it is essential that a high degree of care be

exercised, not only in their construction, but in

their continued maintenance in a good and safe con-

dition. If this be not done, then, with the growing
network of wires suspended over the streets of

towns and cities, those who use these streets in the

exercise of a common right will do so in constant

peril. Under these circumstances, the court thinks

no hardship is imposed upon a company which is

using the agency of electricity along overhead

wires, when an accident occurs from a wire which

has fallen to the street or dangerously near it, in

requiring it to repel a presumption of negligence.

Besides, it points out, it is within the power of the

company at all limes to show whether it has ex-

ercised due care in the selection of materials and
in their erection and subsequent supervision, while

to prove an actionable lack in these things would
be, ill most cases, practically beyond the reach of

the person injured.
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Ohio Electric Light Association.
Tlie sixth annual meeting of tlie Ohio Electric

Light association was held at Toledo, Ohio, on
August 14th, 15th and i6th, in the rooms of the
Boody House. The attendance at the meeting was
up to the usual standard of previous conventions.
Several carefully prepared papers were read and
thoroughly discussed, which, with the hospitable
entertainment provided by the Toledo Traction
company, served to make the meeting a profitable
and enjoyable one.

President D. L. Gaskill of Greenville, Ohio, called
the meeting to order Tuesday morning. The reports
of committees were passed and \V. P. Engel of
the People's Gas and Electric company. Defiance,
Ohio, and F. E. Valentine of the Urbana Elec-
tric company, Urbana, Ohio, were admitted as
new members. Then President Gaskill delivered
his address, in which he briefly reviewed some of
the important work of the committees for the year
and spoke of the benefits of membership in the
association and the effectiveness of the society in
looking after legislation and other matters. He
considered the municipal-ownership question at
some length and summed up the situation as follows:

"Electric plants are not like jack-knives, to be
traded off, if not found satisfactory. The history
of municipal lighting by the cities themselves has
been one of universal failure. In no instance has
the city having such a plant been able to make as
good show^ing as if served by a private corporation
run on modern business principles. The reasons for

this are known to every man present here to-day;
and if they were as well known to the public and
understood properly, we would not be troubled with
people wanting the cities to do their ow-n lighting.

I believe it would be better to take the public more
into our confidence, and by publication and other
means educate them to a true conception of the
advantages of economical private control of light-

ing plants in saving cost to the public and in stim-
ulating inventiveness along every line of advance.
\\> need the enactment of a law regulating cities

from going into the enterprises. While we can-
not get laws enacted to prevent cities from engaging
in municipal lighting, we can. bj' proper legislation,

require them, first, to buy the existing plants at

their fair valuation, good will and earning capacity

to be taken into consideration. To meet the ques-

tion of extortionate taxation measures, the selection

of better business men to our legislatures is the

surest remedy."
Tuesday afternoon was divided between pleasure

and business, the association assembling immedi-
ately after dinner to hear an address of welcome
by Hon. S. M. Jones, mayor of Toledo, whose views

on rriunicipal ownership and kindred subjects are

well known. Mayor Jones frankly told the asso-

ciation that he believed in municipal ownership,

but he would not if he could enforce it vi et armis,

but rather would abide God's leisure, and that all

would come out right in the end. After the ad-

dress by the mayor an adjournment was taken until

8:30 p. m.. the delegates and their ladies in the

meantime being given a boat ride on the historic

Maumee, disembarking at Gard Island, where, after

a short stay, they returned to the city, being much
refreshed by the sail. The two launches were the

Novia and the Psyche, the latter being the property

of the Toledo Traction company, and the former

being a very fast steain launch, which is said to have

the reputation of being the fastest boat on fresh

water. Returning to the hotel, the party took a

trolley ride of an hour, and the gentlemen again

assembled at 8:30 p. m., to resume dehberations.

Papers were read at the evening session by A. J.

Stahl of La Porte, Ind., and E. J. King, of the

Fort Wayne Electrical Works. The subject of Mr.

Stahl's paper was "Two Revenues Instead of One:
Electricity a By-product." He briefly reviewed the

advantages to be derived by combining a heating

plant and electrical plant. The paper provoked an

animated discussion, which took the form of in-

quirv after information, and H. T. Yaryan, of the

Toledo Heating and Lighting company, was called

on to elucidate some of the points developed. Mr.

Yaryan stated that, in his opinion, no corrosion

whatever takes place in water that is used free from

gases and air. and that water circulated for an en-

lire season in this way through his heating system

could be cooled off and drunk with comfort and

safety, if desired. Experience had demonstrated

that 'consumers would not give up the hot-water

heating after once using it, at any reasonable charge

placed on its use. He contended that steam never

had been and never would be a success for residence

heating, and that no difficulty was experienced w:t..

his system of house heating in the coldest weather.

The subject of Mr. King's paper was "Induction

Integrating Wattmeters." He outlined the condi-

tions that should receive attention in the selection

of such meters, calling attention to the errors that

exist in different meters on the market at this time.

\V. J. Hanley and W. P. Engel discussed the paper

briefly, and the association then took an adjourn-

ment until the next morning.

During the first se-sion on Wednesday a paper

was read by J. S. Peck of the Westinghouse Elec-

tric and Manufacturing company, Pittsburg. Pa.,

on "Transformers." This treated of the principles

which underlie the action of a transformer, and ot

those characteristics which are most desirable to

the central-station man. Mr. Peck gave e.^araples

illustrating the saving which can be made by the

use of transformers having low iron loss, and called
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attention to the fact, which has heretofore received
little consideration, that a transformer having a
poor regulation, but low iron loss, may be more
expensive to the central station than a transformer
having better regulation and higher iron loss, not
only on account of the poor service rendered, but
also due to the fact that the meter reading is re-
duced at full load by the lower voltage impressed
upon the secondary terminals. The paper was fol-

lowed by lantern slides, exhibited by Mr. Peck, the
views being of different classes of electrical ma-
chinery, but largely showing the construction of
various transformers, and in connection some beau-
tiful views of Niagara Falls and the adjacent power
plants. The paper was discussed by M. E. Turner
cf Cleveland and William F. White of Cincinnati.
After some further discussion the next paper

was read by J. H. Perkins of Youngstown. Ohio,
on "Station Manageriient," but, as a fuller title,

"The Operation of a Combined Lighting and Power
Plant." The author treated of the results in the
operation of a combined lighting and power plant
supplying alternating Currents, all machines being
of the same t3'pe and run in parallel. He took up
the results of incandescent lighting, arc lighting,

motor w^ork and street-railway service, from the
point of view of a plant of the size of the one at

\ oungstown. From the results there obtained he
found that, except for very heavy overloads, the oper-
ation is most satisfactory. The solution of the seem-
ing difficulties in regulation he believed to lie in

the adjustment of the rotary fields on the street-

railway circuits over-compounding at the higher
loads, and keeping down the voltage at low loads.

He referred to the difficulties in the operation of

engines under these circumstances, and suggested
remedies. He advised small, poor regulating gen-
erators on inductive loads. The result of the ex-
perience was that, with a properly designed system
of engines, generators and rotaries and switchboard
arrangements, this system can be operated with

entire satisfaction in a combined lighting and power
plant.

The discussion following was interesting, and de-

veloped a suggestion from Mr. White of Cincinnati

that, in buying an alternator, either single-phase

or two or three-phase, from which it is intended to

supply any motor service, the question should be
carefully considered as to whether one wants to buy
an inductor alternator. A motor load, on account

of the power factor of such induction motors as are

now on the market, has a very bad effect on the reg-

ulation of any dynamo. F. G. Schmidt of Sandusky
made some remarks and Mr. Peck concluded the

discussion by saying that this reactance seemed
to have little effect upon the regulation with lamp
load. For example, if the reactance of the alter-

nator is 28 per cent, with a lamp load, the effect

of this is to add but four per cent, to the drop in

voltage. W^ith an inductive load, however, the effect

of this reactance rapidly increases. Thus, with a

load having even as high as o.S power factor, the

reactance would add about 17 per cent, to the drop

in the generator, while with a lower power factor,

which is the condition usually obtained when start-

ing alternating-current motors, the effect may be

considerably increased, so that the total effect of

the reactance may be to cause as high as 20 per

cent, or 25 per cent, increased drop on the generator.

Wednesday afternoon a paper was read by Captain

James M. Andrews of the General Electric com-
pany, Schenectady, N. Y., the subject being "Choice

of Periodicity of Alternating-current Apparatus."

A brief discussion followed. The next paper was by

L. G. White of the Columbus Edison company, Co-

lumbus, Ohio on "The Desirability o! Using Storage

Batteries in Medium-size Stations." Mr. White illus-

trated his lecture with a number of charts. During

the short discussion following, Mr. White called at-

tention to the fact that a large part of the money re-

alized from guarantee on storage battery was spent

in traveling expenses and inspection, and a company
maintaining its own plant would save that outlay.

M. E. Turner of Cleveland gave an informal talk

on the subject of the application of the two-rate

method of charging for current. W. F. White of

Cincinnati then read a very exhaustive paper on

"Electricity vs. Gas," or "Shall We Keep Abreast

of the Times, or Shall We Retrograde, in Methods

of Street Illumination?" The convention then v,-em

into executive session to consider some matters of

routine, during which the report of A. W. Field, as

secretary-treasurer, was submitted, with the report

of the auditing committee. At 5 p. m. an adjourn-

ment to Thursday morning was taken, after a very

busy day, and a band concert was given in the

Boody House by the Toledo Traction company's

Centennial band of 40 pieces, composed entirely of

employes of that company, under the management

of A. A. Atkinson.
.

There was a profusion of entertainment for the

ladies and others during the three days' session.

The following is a brief outline of courtesies

proffered by the Toledo Traction company, which

was the host: Tuesday afternoon, boat ride on the

Maumee and Lake Erie to Gard Island and trolley

ride at 7:30 p. m.'; Wednesday, tally-ho ride for the

ladies at 10 a. m., to Ottawa Park and golf links;

> p. m., launch ride for the ladies, to Perrysbiirg

and up ' the Maumee River, in opposite direction

from former boat ride; band concert at Boody

ITou=e at 5 p. m.: Wednesday evening, trip to and

entertainment at the Casino, compliments of To-

V-do Traction company, for association and ladies;

•Thursday afternoon, visit to East Toledo, via trol-

"9

ley cars, to the plant of the Edward Plate Glass
company's works at Rossford.
At the closing session on Thursday morning the

following-named officers were elected: President,
Ernest J. Bechtel, Toledo, Ohio; vice-president,
Samuel Scovil, Cleveland, Ohio; secretary-treasurer,

J. H. Perkins, Youngstowm, Ohio; executive com-
mittee, D. L. Gaskill, Greenville, Ohio; Emil G.
Schmidt, Sandusky, Ohio; George Matt, Lancaster,
Ohio; E. H. McKnight, Middletown, Ohio; George
Hayler, Van Wert, Ohio; finance committee, W. F.
Raber, Mansfield, Ohio; S. M. Rust, Piqua, Ohio;
E. F. Gwynn, Delaware, Ohio; advisory committee,
Samuel Scovil, Cleveland, Ohio; A. W. Field, Co-
lumbus, Ohio; H. C. Fogle, Canton, Ohio.
The recommendation of the executive committee

was received and approved that Put-in-Bay be se-

lected as the place of the next annual meeting,
the time to be arranged later by the executive com-
mittee. It w^as ordered that the proceedings of the
meeting be published in pamphlet form for dis-

tribution to members. H. W. Hillman of Schenec-
tady. N. Y., was unable to be present, and his paper
on ".Arc Lighting" was read by Mr. W. F. White
of Cincinnati. Follow-ing the reading and discus-
sion of this paper a pleasant surprise was in wait-
ing for Thomas H. McLean, of the Toledo Traction
company, in the shape of a handsome silver loving
cup, inscribed as follows: "To Thomas H. Mc-
Lean, from the Ohio Electric Light association and
their guests, August 14, 15 and 16, 1900, Toledo,
O." The presentation was made in graceful terms
by D. L. Gaskill. the retiring president of the as-
sociation. The gift was made in appreciation of
the efforts of Mr. McLean in entertaining the dele-
.gates. Mr. McLean responded in aopropriate
terms. After an informal discussion as to the best
means to increase membership, the convention ad-
journed sine die.

The following-named gentlemen were in attend-
Ence at the convention:
Adams, H. E., Illinois Klectric company Cliicago, HI.
Audrews, Capt. J. 51., General Electi-ic company

Scbenectadv, N. V.
Atkinson, A. A., Toledo 'I'rjiction coiupimy Toledo, o.
Bechtel, Ernest J.. Toledo Traction company and

Toledo Cousolidated Electric company Toledo, O.
Kissel!, P., F. Bissell company...... Toledo, U.
Bliuu, A. C, Sandusicy Electric Lig'at company

Sandusky, O.
Boole, Perry R., Electric Appliance company. Chicago, 111.

Clapp, G. N., Middletown Gas and Electric Light
couipuny iliddietown. O.

Dickinson, A. F., Geneva Electric Light and Power
company Geneva, O.

Eugel, William J*., People's Gas and Electric com-
pany Defiance, O.

Espy, Thomas, Kenton Gas and Electric company
Kenton, O.

t''iold, A. W., Coliinibus Edisoii Electric I-ight coin-
puny Columbus, O.

Froehlich, Fred H., Edward Pord Glass company
Toledo. O.

Gaskill, D. L., Greenville Electric Light and I'ower
company Greenville, O.

Grace, V. U., Robert L. McOuat Indianapolis, Ind.
Gueuther, J. J., Shelby Municipal Lighting Plant

Shelby, O.
Gwynn, E. P., Delaware Electric Light, Heat and

Power conipan.v Delaware, O.
Hamilton, C. M., P. Bissell company Toledo. O.
Hanley, W. ,T., Gener.al Electric eompan.v.. Cincinnati. O.
Hayler, George, Jr., Van "Wert Electric Light and

Power company Van Wert. O.
Hein, Frank, Fremont Electric Light company and

Fremont Gas company Fremont, U.
Hillman, H. W., Genera! Electric company

Schenectady. N. V.
Hopkins, W. A., Jr.. The Erner-Hopkins eompan.v—

Columbus, O.
Howe. W. M.. Toledo Traction company Toledo, O.
Huljbell, W'. P., Wausoon Electric Light Plant—

; Wauscon, O.
King, Elton J., Fort Wayne Electric Works

Fort Wayne, Ind.
Lang, Albion E., Toledo Traction company Toledo, U.
Lntz. Charles R., Citizens' Electric Light company..

Logan. O.
McKnight, E. H., Bowling Green Electric Light and

Power company Bowling Green. O.
McLean. Thomas H., Toledo Consolidated Electric

company Toledo, O.
Matt, George, Lancaster Electric Light company—

Lancaster, O.
Merrill, J. L., General Electric company. .Cincinnali, O.
Morganthaler, P. C, Fort Wayne Electric Works

Fort Woyne. Ind.

Nagel, W. G., W. G. Nagel & Co Toledo. O.
Packard, W. D.. New York and Ohio company.Warren. O.
Pnradis. K. J., V. G. .Nngel & Co Toledo. O.
Patton, E. K., Perkins Electric Switch Lever com-

pany Chicago. III.

Payne, M. O., Central Stations for Hot Water Heat—
La Porte. Ind.

Pearl, Allen S.. Central Electric company— Chicago. 111.

Peck, .John Sedgwick, Wesliughouso Electric Manu-
facturing company Pittsburg. Pa.

Perkins. J. H., Youngstown Gas and Electric com-
pany .' Y'oungstowii. O.

Perkins, Frederick B., Edward Ford I'iate Glass
company Toledo. O.

Plaisted, J. M., Columbus- Eleclrie Light and Power
company Columbus. O.

Pi>ol. L. A,. Piqua Electric company Piqua. O.
Porter. William M., Leii Electric Manufacturing com-

pany Elwood. Ind.
Rubor. 'W. P., Citizens' Electric Railway, Light and

I'ower company Mansfield, O.
Rodgers. C. B., Tiffin Edison Electric lihimioating

company TifTin, O.

Rust. S. M., Piqua Electric company Piqua, O.
Schmidt, Emil G., Sandusky Electric Light company

Sandu'^ky, O.
Smith, W. S Toledo, O.

Stahl, A. J., Central Stations for Hot Water Heat..
La Porte, lud.

Stewart, H. T., OenGral Electric company.. Columbus, O.

Xurner. M. E., Cleveland Illuminating company
Cleveland, 0.

Valentine. F. E., Drbnna Electric company— Urbana, O.

Van Fleck. Clyde, Oil Refinery Toledo, O.
Walton. Allyn B., National Arc Lamp company

Lorain, O.
Wcllninn. H.. Ohio Valley Electric Railway.. Ashland. Ky.
While. William P.. Cincinnati Edison Electric com-

nnny Cincinnati, O.

AVood, 'W. L.. General Electric company Boston. Mass.
Yarvan, H. T.. Toledo Heating and Lighting com-

pany Toledo, O,
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Telephone News from the Northwest.

Lightning entered the central office of the tele-

phone exchange at Morris, Minn., and started a

tire which ruined the switchboard. A new one will

be necessary.
The Kandiyohi County Telephone company of

Willmar, Minn., has been incorporated, with $10,-

000 capital stock. The incorporators are P. J.

Haley A. F. Hanscom. J. M. Spicer of Willmar,

J. O. 'Lundberg and H. B. Eddy.

The Wisconsin Telephone company is rebuilding

its system in Madison, Wis. There will be a new
pole line, with an extensive use of copper wire. The
underground system will_ be extended 22 blocks

more in the residence district._

The Circuit Court gave judgment against the

Little Wolf River Telephone company in an action

for damages from placing poles in front of the

plaintiff's property. On the question of the com-
pany's right to erect the poles, the court held for

the plaintiff. The decision will compel t_he_ com-
pany to remove its poles or secure permission to

have them remain where they are by purchase.

A local exchange is projected for Virginia, Minn.

The city attorney of Minneapolis has filed a peti-

tion for a reargument in the case of the North-

western Telephone Exchange company and the city

of Minneapolis, lately before the Minnesota Su-

preme Court.

Several wires of the People's Telephone company
in Superior, Wis., were out of order recently. It

was found that the lead cable containing them had

been perforated by a bullet, which had cut several

v*ires in two.

J. C. Bonnell succeeds F. S. Holmes as manager
of the Iowa Telephone company's office at Iowa
City. Iowa.
The stockholders of the Mutual Telephone com-

pany of Des Moines, Iowa, have decided not to do
anything toward changing the present conditions

of 'the company until some time in the fall.

The Henry County Telephone company will build

a toll line from New London, Iowa, to Mount
Union.
The Pocahontas (Iowa) Telephone company has

filed articles of incorporation, with $10,000 capital

stock.

The Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone company
will remove to new quarters at Great Falls, Mont.,

and will put in a central-energy system.

Business men of Excelsior, Minn., want the Mis-
sissippi Valley Telephone company to extend wires

from Minneapolis to that place.

The Standard Telephone company and the Home
Electric company at Dubuque, Iowa, are having
constant trouble over the arrangemept of poles. The
telephone company was given permission to replace

a line of poles owned by the Home company, but

when work was started disputes arose over the

portion of the poles assigned to each. The tele-

phone company has finally stopped work until it

can be assured of being able to prosecute it with-

out further interference.

The Monroe (Wis.) Telephone company has in-

stalled a new switchboard.
The Baraboo (Wis.) Telephone company will in-

augurate a plan of giving the market reports from
ntighboring cities for the benefit of its farmer pa-

trons. They can be secured by calling the central

office.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company
has connected with Plastings, Minn., on the long-dis-

tance line.

Twenty-five of the striking operators of the Sun-
pet Telephone and Telegraph company's office in

Seattle, Wash., have returned to work, and the
others will be taken back as vacancies occur.

The Fairmont Telephone company is building a

line between Blue Earth and St. James, Minn.
The Leon (Iowa) Telephone company is building

a number of farmers' lines in all directions.

The exchange at Storm Lake, Iowa, has been
rebuilt, and now has 90 connections, it is expected
to have all-night service soon.
The Bell Telephone company of Winnipeg, Man.,

is about to rebuild its exchange there and install

a central-energy .system.

The Martetlc (Iowa) Telephone company has com-
pleted a line to Anamosa, Iowa.
Farmers between Randolph and Imogene, Iowa,

propose to have a telephone line between those
places.

The Central Union Telephone company of Rock
Island, 111,, has cut over on to a new switchboard.
The new system is a modern central-energy ex-

change.
All the members of the United Brotherhood of

Electrical Workers employed by the Rocky Moun-
tain Bell Telephone company at Butte, Mont., have
strn:k because the company will not acknowledge
their right to determine the competency of a work-
man employed by the company. They threaten to

.-all out all the men on the system in Montana,
Idaho, Wyoming and Utah. The company threat-

ens to discharge every union man in its employ on
the whole system, unless the .'strikers yield. The
strikers say that Butlc is the only place where the

company uses union labor, and its threat docs not

menn much.
The Onawa (Iowa) exchange is now crmipletcd

and in running order.

An at'icnipt was made lately to rub the Nurlh-

western Telephone Exchange company's long-dis-

tance toll booth in the Saulpaugh Hotel at Mankato,
Minn. The slide contained about $4ti, but the rob-
ber was frightened away belore securmg anything.
The National Automatic Telephone company wiit

install 15 telephones for St. 'I'homas, N. D., at once.

A toll line is being built trom Laurel, Mont., to

Silesia and Rockvale, to Joliet and Carbonado, and
to Clarke Fork and Gebo, thence to Bridger.
A local company has made a proposition to buy

the local exchange at Mount Ayr, iowa, owned
by the Clearfield and Mount Ayr Telephone com-
pany. If the proposition, is not accepted a new
exchange will be built.

A local exchange is being built for Ruthven, Iowa.
The new exchange at Beresford, S. D., is about

ready for operation.
The Seymour Telephone company is an applicant

for a franchise to build and operate a local exchange
for Mystic, Iowa.

B. F. Leiser is canvassing Melrose,- Minn., with
a view to establishing a local exchange there.

The Inland Telephone company is building a toll

line between North Yakima and EUensburg, Wash.
The Douglass County Telephone company of Su-

perior, Wis., has made connections with the Mesaba
Telephone company, connecting with Two Harbors,
Minn.
The new telephone company of Ada, Minn., plans

to extend a toll line from Red Lake Falls, Minn.,
to Moorhead and Crookston, Minn.

Whitewater, Wis., has nearly 150 telephone sub
scribers now. as against 44 a year ago in Ma>.
The Nicollet and Brighton Telephone company

is planning to carry out its original designs. The
company has been quiescent since spring.

Mr. McQuay contemplates a local exchange for

Rockford, Iowa, if he can secure a franchise.

The Greene and Western Telephone company has
built a toll line into Dodge Center, Minn.
The Duluth Telephone company of Duluth, Minn.,

has cut over a new switchboard for its system.
The new system is the latest model, with flashlight

and central-energy system.
The Mutual Telejjhone company of Corning,

Iowa, has begun operating its new exchange. The
Iowa company at once reduced its rates 50 per
cent. R.

Notes from Ohio.

The Board of Education of Columbus is dividing
its patronage between the local Independent tele-

phone company and the Central Union company.
The Simplex Interior Telephone company of Cin-

cinnati will have an exhibit at the fall festival and
exposition in that city.

The Home Telephone company of Findlay, Ohio,
will commence work upon the construction of its

system this week. The cables will be placed under-
ground, and the plant will be completed by Febru-
ary 1st, if possible.

It is said that the telephone war at Ravenna is

growing warm. A great many of the Bell patrons
ordered their instruments out, and the company is

now rebuilding the plant. The Home Telephone
company has secured all the grocers and many of

the o'ther business men, nearly all of whom are

patrons of the new company.
The United States Telephone company has filed

two suits in the Common Pleas Court at Piqua,

asking for restraining orders to prevent the collec-

tion of judgments secured in the court of Justice

Frank Hardy, by Doctors Jesse Funderburg and
Lois Alff, for $187.50 and $166.50. respectively. The
judgments were secured for alleged medical services

I'endered an employe of the company, by its request.

The company denies that it was ever served with

summons in the cases and that it is indebted to the

physicians for any amount.
The Portsmouth (Ohio) Telephone company now

has its exchange completed and 450 telephones con-

nected up, with 150 more to connect. Judge James
M. Thomas was in that city a few days ago, making
arrangements for connections with the United States

Long-distance Telephone company's lines. Frank
B. Finney, at a recent meeting of the directors of

the company, was re-elected president and all the

other officers were re-elected. Mr. Finney will,man-
age the business for a time, at least.

The Union Telephone company of Glouste-,

Athens County, has been incorporated, with a cap-

ital of $15,000. to construct and operate a plant in

that town. The incorporators are B. W. Pickerincr,

L. R. Andrews. Des Autle, Alex Nelson, A. B.

Allen and L. PI. Embry.
Another incorporation formed the latter part of

last week was that of the Bluffton Telephone com-
oany of BlufFtou, Allen County. The capital stock

is placed at $i8,noo. and the incorporators are Amos
Geieer, Frnnk M. PTnllcr. 11. O. Brentlcy, James M.
Tlrriilcy and W. H. Harper. Jr. The company will

bnild and operate an exchange and toll lines at

Ebiffton and in that vicinity.

The telephone wires and poles in many sections

of Ohio wprc badly iniured by storms last week.

At Circlcvilic, Mount Vernon. Fostoria and olher

places the damage- was quite severe. O. M. C.

American Telephone and Telegraph
Company,

Boston, August 18.—During the last week the
Boston banking house of Kidder, Peabody & Co.
has taken over a large block of the four per cent.
bonds of the American Telephone and Telegraph
company, which mature July i, 1929, and is placing
them on the market for the Bell concern.
The bonds now floated are similar to the issue

of $6,000,000 collateral trust bonds, maturing on the
same date, which the Western Electrician reported
several months ago as placed by the same Boston
banking house. This block of bonds is offered at
99 and interest. The first block sold over the
counter at prices ranging from 98 to 100. How
many have been taken at this time by the banking
concern is not stated, but it has been surmised to
be about $4,000,000 worth. The total authorized
\\hen the directors voted on the matter was $20,000,-
000. however, and it is possible that more than
$4,000,000 of the balance is to be put out now.
The company, since its rejuvenation, has been

strengthened in assets, is capitalized at $100,000,000,
has placed $10,000,000 cash in its treasury, as one re-
sult of the new issue of stock under the absorption
plan which transferred the old Bell concern's assets
to its successor, and is expanding its business mate-
rially. Back of the bonds are definite collateral se-
curities, and at 99 they net the purchaser a little

under 4.1 per cent.

Apropos of the new certificates to cover the re-
cently authorized issue of 50,000 additional shares
of New England Telephone and Telegraph company
stock, it is stated that the second half will be ready
for delivery November i6th. The first half were
deliverable on and after August i6th. B.

Large Pacific Combination Reported.
A special " telegraphic dispatch from San

Francisco states that -one of the largest combina-
tions of capital ever effected on the Pacific coast
is about to go into operation. All the telephone
companies in California, Oregon, Washington, Ne-
vada, Idaho and Arizona, it is said, have been con-
solidated under one gigantic corporation called the
Pacific States Telephone and Telegraph company,
which has a franchise granted in Oregon, and which
will have its headquarters in Portland. This com-
pany is capitalized at $15,000,000. Of this $10,000.-

000 has been issued to stockholders in the old cor-

porations, and $5,000,000 is held in trust to provide
for future extension and improvements.
The companies said to be entering the combine

are the Sunset Telephone and Telegraph company,
Pacific Telephone and Telegraph company, Ore-
gon Telephone and Telegraph company and Inland
Telephone and Telegraph company. This does not
mean that any opposition companies are bought
out, for all four of the combination companies are

sub-lessees of the American Bell Telephone com-
pany, and have hitherto been affiliated.

The New Home Telephone company of Columbia,

S. C. is just starting operations, with 125 telephones

installed, A number of new connections arc to be

added in the near future al the rate of 20 a day.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
An Independent telephone company is a possibil-

ity at Orangeburg, S. C.

P. G. Farrow has sold the Linton (Ind.) Telephone
company's plant to the Home Telephone company
of Bloomfield, for $15,000.

The Raleigh (N. C.) Telephone company expects
to begin business about October ist. The city now
has three telephone companies, including the one
named above.

On Tuesday, September 4th, a meeting of the
stockholders of the Spartanburg (S. C.) Citizens'

Telephone and Telegraph company will be held to
consider the advisability of issuing $50,000 of bonds.

The Pluntingburg Telephone company of Hunt-
ingburg, Ind., is out with an interesting circular

which extols the merits of the telephone in general
and the advantages of its own service in particular.

A list of connections with towns in the neighboring
counties is given, together with the officers of the
company and other interesting reading matter.

In order to protect telephone users from paying
rent to two or more telephone companies, in order
to get the use of all the instruments in town, the

Kinston (N. C.) Telephone company and the town
of Kinston have made a contract whereby the com-
pany agrees to allow any future companies to con-
nect their system with the Kinston Telephone com-
pany's system for use of all subscribers of each
company.

A directory of '^^6 pages has recently been pub-
lished by the New Long Distance Telephone com-
pany, which operates in Indiana and has its head-
ciuarters in Indianapolis. The book is said to be
the most comprehensive telephone directory ever
published in Indiana. It contains a complete list

of the subscribers of the New Telephone company
of Indianapolis and gives the names of the business

and i5rofessional men in the exchange towns and toll

stations throughout the state with which the New
Long Distance Telephone company is connected.
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National Telephone Equipment Com-
pany.

As is well known by the Independent telephone
niterests of the United States, the Detroit Switch-
board and 1 elephone Construction company of De-
troit, Mich., during a period of four years manu-
factured switchboards and general telephone appa-
ratus for the Detroit Telephone company and the
New State Telephone company. This company also
owned the patents of and installed the system atNew Orleans for the People's Telephone company,
these three companies mentioned, operating m tlie
aggregate about 20,000 telephones, did exclusively
an exchange business, and the Detroit Switchboard
and Telephone Construction company acted solely
as a manufacturer devoted exclusively to making
apparatus for these companies. When, however",
these operating companies were bought by the Erie
Telephone company and the Cumberland Telephone
company (Bell interests) last April, the Detroit
Switchboard and Telephone Construction comp.-iny
finding itself, so to speak, without customers, de-
cided at that time to continue business under the
same management as a telephone manufacturing
company, soliciting trade from the Independent
telephone interests. However, the company was
at this time still controlled by the same interests
that had affiliated themselves with the Bell, viz.,

the Erie Telephone company. Consequently, after
a trial of several months, finding that the feeling
of the Independent interests was so strong against
any company or individual in sympathy with the
Bell interests, the Detroit Switchboard and Tele-
phone Construction company decided to abandon
the attempt to manufacture telephone apparatus.
About this time W. F. Richardson, who had been

purchasing agent of the Detroit Switchboard and
Telephone Construction company for several years,
but had resigned all connection with the company,
conceived the idea of continuing the business under
an entirely different management and backed by
capital with no Bell affiliations, in other words, as
an entirely Independent enterprise. Mr. Richard-
son's purpose was to separate the proposed nev/
company absolutely from any suspicion of affilia-

tion with the Bell company, but at the same time
to organize a new company to get the benefit of
the exploiture of apparatus well known and thor-
oughly tried, as had been the apparatus of the De-
*troit Switchboard and Telephone Construction com-
pany in the various exchanges operating under its

system.
Meeting with every encouragement from Detroit

and Michigan capital in the promotion of the conr-
pany to be operated with a policy as above out-
lined, in June. 1900, the National Telephone Equip-
ment company w'as incorporated, with the following-
named gentlemen as its directorate: President,

Edward H. Parker: vice-president and treasurer.
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der very favorable auspices, and with a substantial
backmg. The gentlemen interested are all men who
have made a success in their respective lines. This
gives assurance of the permanency of the new con-
cern which is of value to Independent companies
purchasing their equipment, in that they can rely, at

ation in telcphuiie and telegraph poles. The Sterling
yards at Monroe cover acres, and his firm has yards
in various sections of the pole-growmg country.

Secretary W. F. Richardson starts his new enter-
prise thoroughly equipped for its management. He
will have charge not only of the National Telephone

Fig. I. Cabinet-makinE Department. Fig. 3. Gen(
Fig. 4. iDstrument Store Room.

NATIONAL TELEPHONE

all times, upon being able to get additional parts
of the same system for extension or repairs.

President Edward H. Parker is secretary and
managing director of the Detroit Sugar company and
is very prominently identified with some of Detroit's

most successful business enterprises. Vice-presi-

dent and treasurer, Hugh O'Connor, is secretary.

ra! Store Room. Fig. 2. Cabinet Assembly Room.
Fig. 5. Switchboard (Assembly Room.

EQUIPMENT COMPANY.

Equipment company's factory, but the disposition
of its apparatus as well. Mr. Richardson has been,
generally speaking, in the electrical business for 10

years. His experience has been largely in the sup-
ply business- It was these qualifications which so
well equipped Mr. Richardson for the position as
purchasing agent for the old Detroit Switchboard
and Telephone Construction company, which work
occupied his attention over a period of three or four
years. Mr. Richardson is possessed of an extensive
acquaintance with the electric fraternity of the
United States, and his experience will be valuable
to him in his management of the new company.
The present purpose of the National Telephone

Equipment company is to prosecute its manufac-
turing in the old factory of the Detroit Switchboard
and Telephone Construction company, at 330 and
332 Lafayette avenue. A view of this very sub-
stantial plant is presented in Fig. 8. This factory
has a very complete equipment. When running full

blast employment is given to as many as 200 hands.
The plant is thoroughly equipped not only for the
manufacture of the metallic portions of the switch-
board and other telephonic apparatus, but a portion
of the plant is devoted to the manufacture of the
company's own cabinet work. Of the accompanying
iiiustrations Fig. i shows the machinery devoted to
cabinet making, while Fig. 2 gives an excellent
view of the assembly of the cabinet parts. Fig. 3
is a view in the general store room, and Fig. 4
shows the telephone store room. The switchboard-
assembly room is pictured in Fig. 5. In Fie. 6
is shown the shipping room, in Fig. 7 the finishing
room, and in Fie. 9 the instrument room. A clear
idea of the machine shop, on the top floor of the
factory, is given in Fig. 10. Adjoining this de-
I
artment are the laboratory and experimental rooms.

Fig. 6. Shipping Room.
Fig. 9. Ijusirument Room.

l-FiB. 7.

_ e^- ;national telephone esuipment company

Hugh O'Connor; director, William C. Sterling, Jr.

Mr. Richardson was appointed secretary of the

company. The company is capitahzed at $100,000,

of which $65,000 is paid in.

A glance at the names of the gentlemen organ-

izing this new company will show that the National

Telephone Equipment company starts business un-

Fie. 8, Factory Building. r~.-F.i2' 7- ?;°'l'l'"S ,^°°"i ., n -rig. ,j. i J p.^ j^ Machine Sbop.jsUI-^-' U ^_»
..,_
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treasurer and manager of the Michigan Wire Cloth

company, said to be one ol the most influential

and e.xtcnsive industrial enterprises in Michigan.

He is also prominently identified with many of De-

troit's large business and financial institutions. W.

C. Sterling, Jr., is well known throughout the

entire telephone trade, through his extensive oper-

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
Tiic Electric .Appliance coini)any. Chicago, has

just issued its new telephone catalogue. No. 15. It

is very complete and up-to-date, and is well ar-
ranged and handsomely printed. It should be in
ihe hands of everyone interested in telephones and
Itlcphone-line con 5: ruction.

The Eureka Electric company of Chicago reports
an ever-increasing demand for its high-grade ap-
paratus. Among some of the company's largest
installations made recently may be mentioned a
thousand-capacity ecjuipment for the County Tele-
phone and Telegraph company of Waterloo, Iowa,
also an equipment for the central office of the Niag-
ara Falls (N. Y.) plant. The company has just
furnished a large transfer efpiipnient for Fulton,
Mo., and one similar in design and size for Mc-
Pherson. Kan. It has contracts on hand calling for
an entire new equipment for the Tri-city company
of Clinton. Iowa, as well as an entire new outfit

and equipment for Maquokcta. also Fulton and
Lyons. This company says it has in operation at

the present time over 700 high-grade Eureka metallic

Express switchboards.
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Two Revenues Instead of One or Elec-
tricity a Bi-product.'

By a. J. Stahl.

When tlie kerosene lamp superseded tlie tallow

dip quite a number of people bought lamps and
used oil that cost one dollar per gallon, because of

the greater convenience and better light. When the

gas plant was built in the city people used gas
m place of the kerosene lamp, for the same reason.

Afterward, when it was possible to have light by-

pushing a button, people paid larger bills for light-

ing their places ot business and homes because of

the greater convenience and more satisfactory light

from electricity.

But a few years ago people sent a messenger, or

went them.selves, to deliver messages, feeling they

could not afford to patronize the telephone, but
when its convenience was fully understood, they
felt they could not be without it, and a town of

any size cannot be found to-day that does not have
its telephone and electric-light plants. People ad-

vance in ail directions, and especially in the direction

of having things comfortable and convenient. It

is that seeking after comfortable and convenient
things, even though it entail some additional ex-
pense, that will cause every town and city to have
and patronize a central-station heating plant. When
patrons of the Yaryan hot-water plants are so well

pleased as to say "they have no comfort like it."

"no luxury they enjoy so much," that ihey "would
pay an increased price for a home situated on the

hot-water line," "that they would not do without it

for twice the money charged," that they "would
dispense with telephone, electric light, and gas for

fuel, rather than to be without the hot-water heat

from the central station;" when so general and
universal satisfaction is given it will follow that,

"once a customer, always a customer," and it is

safe to predict that every town .will have its central

heating plant.

The amount of heat lost by the various buildings

to the outer air is the same, whether supplied to the

buildings by fuel burned in them, or at a distance

and carried to them in water or steam. Inasmuch
as there are as many heat units in a ton of good
soft coal as in a ton of hard coal, if the soft coal

is burned in an economical furnace, it will heat

as much space as an equal amount of hard coal;

hence, it follows that a ton of hard coal burned
in numerous stoves and furnaces connected to many
chimneys will warm no more space than a ton of

soft coal burned in the economical furnace of a

boiler and delivered to the buildings through hot-

water radiators. There will be some loss in trans-

mission to the various buildings of a central-station

plant, probably 10 to 15 per cent.; hence, it will take
from one and one-tenth to one and one-seventh tons
of soft coal to equal a ton of hard coal in heating
effect when burned for heating purposes only.

A coal-gas plant_ that sold gas only would make
some money in the larger cities; but if they wasted
the by-products, tar and coke, they would be fail-

ures in smaller cities. In the same manner, the

heating plant that wasted the power that could
be produced with the heat, by first putting it through
an engine in the form of steam before using it to

warm the buildings, would not be profitable in

the smaller cities, although in the larger cities it

might be able to pay interest on investment in

buildings, ground, boilers, station apparatus and
pipe line, and for the wages of superintendent, fire-

man, and for the fuel.

Power, as we all know, is produced by the pres-

ence of heat in water; by the expansive force of

water when heated, and not by the obliteration of

heat units. If the latter occurred, inventive genius
would have found a way ere this to utilize more
than is commonly supposed to be taken out of

the steam in its transmission from the boiler to
exhaust. It is my opinion that if the heat lost by
radiation from the steam-pipe line and the cylinder
and parts of the engine were correctly measured, the
difference in the amount of heat between that in the
exhaust and what was in the live steam would be
accounted for. Grant that as much as 10 per cent,,

the commonly supposed amount, of the heat of the
live steam is lacking in the exhaust, we still have
90 per cent, of the heat absorbed by the boiler to
catch and transmit to warm buildings in the central-
station plants, having first utilized the heat for
power. We. therefore, can have the electricity.

Ijroduced by first putting the heat through an en-
fxiue, as a by-product, taking but 10 per cent, more
fuel for our heating and electric plant than as
though we burned coal for heating only. The elec-

tricity only costs that 10 per cent, of the fuel bill,

and inlerest on the investment in engines, dynamos
and lines: for the investment in buildings, ground
and boilers, as well as wages of engineer and fire-

men, and the fuel, have been paid by the heating
plant.

You will notice in that way of working we are
sure to obtain two results from the investment in

buildings, ground and boilers, and the wages of engi-
neer and firemen, and from the fuel bill. Sale for the
electricity produced can be made, not only for light-

ing, but for power. Such a combination would
make it possible to sell power at so moderate a
price as to secure a considerable day load, and sn
keep the electric part of the plant busy and earning
something 24, instead of about six. hours a day.

I. Read before the Ohio Electric Light associalion, at Toledo,
O,, Aiif^tist 74, Tyoo,

Tiie power load would cost a trifle, and add con-
siderably to the gross income.
Heating plants are sure to be built in every town,

and electricity is the natural thing to be associated
Vvith it, and, as it will be a by-product, can be sold

cheaply. As the gas plant cannot afford to waste
the coke and tar, neither can the heating plant afford

to, nor will it, waste the power that can be produced
by first putting the heat through the engines before
using it to warm buildings.

International Association of Municipal
Electricians.

The fifth annual meeting of the International

Association of Municipal Electricians is to be held
in Pittsburg, Pa., on September 25th, 26th and 27th,

The headquarters will be at the Monongahela.
House and all sessions of the association will be
held in the banquet hall of the hotel. Papers on
the follov/ing-named subjects will be read and dis-

cussed: "Benefits to be Derived from Our Asso-
ciation," by Captain William Brophy, chief elec-

trician wire department, Boston, Mass.; "Contact
Points," by Frank C. Mason, superintendent of
police telegraph, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; "Trials and
Troubles of Instituting and Enforcing Municipal
Inspection and Control," by M. G. Canfield, super-
intendent fire-alarm telegraph, Grand Rapids, Mich.;
"Automatic Fire-alarm Systems," by Charles Bur-
ger, manager Boston Thermostatic and Automatic
Fire Alarm company, Boston. Mass.: "Advan-
tages and Disadvantages of Carrying High and
Low-potential Conductors Upon the Same Poles;"
this subject will be presented by an able electrician

for general discussion.

The social features of the convention include a
trolley ride on special cars over the Consolidated
Traction, United Traction and the Monongahela
Street Railway companies' lines on Tuesday even-
ing, carriage rides over the boulevards and through
the parks, for the ladies, Wednesday afternoon, and
theater parties and inspetcion of some of the large
iron and steel mills in the evening. Thursday after-

noon and evening there will be an excursion on
the steamer Mayflower, dowm the Ohio River to

Davis' Island Dam. seven miles and return, then
up the Monongahela River, 45 miles and return,

during which time there will be a banquet served
and a musical programme carried out. Arrange-
ments will also be made for members to visit the
plants of the Westinghouse companies and the
Standard Underground Cable company.
The association has issued a. very attractive and

handy booklet for the use of members and visitors.

It is bound in a stiff cover and its 47 pages contain
the programme. lists of officers and committees and
considerable interesting data concerning Pittsburg
and its various industries. The following-named
gentlemen are officers of the association: Presi-

dent. William Brophy of Boston, Mass.; vice-presi-

dent, G. F. MacDonald of Ottawa, Ont. ; treasurer,

Adam Bosch of Newark. N. J.; secretary. George
H. F. Cottell of Boston, Mass.: financial secretary,

Burt C. McAllister of Bradford. Pa.; executive com-
mittee. Morris W. Mead of Pittsburg. W. Y. Ellett

of Elmira, N. Y.. T. W. Avdon of Wilmington,
Del.. F. G. Bovd of Bahimore. Md.. and F. C.^Ma-
=on of Brooklyn, N. Y.

Canadian Electrical Association.

The Canadian Electrical association has issued

an attractive little booklet containing the pro-

gramme, list of papers to be read and other in-

formation concerning the tenth annual convention

of the association, which is to be held at Kingston,

Ont., on August 29th, 30th and 31st. The head-

quarters of the convention will be at the Hotel

Frontenac, while the sessions will be held at the

city hall. Appropriate badges have been provided

for the members. The papers to be read are as

announced last week. In addition to the search-

light excursion among the Thousand Islands, ten-

dered by the mayor and citizens of Kingston, on

Wednesday evening, the social features will in-

clude the annual banquet Thursday evening, at the

Hotel Frontenac, excursions the following after-

noon and a spectacular band concert Friday even-

ing, introducing an electrical musical fantasy of the

Battle of Paardeberg, with electrical efifects and

fireworks. The following-named gentlemen are offi-

cers of the association: President, A. A. Dion,

Ottawa; vice-presidents, E. E. Cary. S(. Catherines,

and P. G. Gossler. Montreal ; secretary-treasurer,

C. H. Mortimer. Toronto.

Tesla's Latest Scheme.
As noted in this week's patent record of the West-

ern Electrician, a patent has been granted to Nikola

Tesla on the method of insulating conductors which

consists in freezing water or other mixture by arti-

ficial means around the conductor to be insulated

and maintaining the insulator in its frozen condition.

Much has been said about the revolutionizing char-

acter of the Invention by the daily press. Just how
the system which requires the mainicnancc of a set

of refrigerating plants along a transmission line is

to be superior to present systems is not pointed out.

American Awards at the Paris Expo-
sition,

The list of awards to American exhibitors at the
Paris Exposition was made public on August 17th.
The United States secured 1,981 awards, of which
220 were grand prizes, 4S6 gold medals, 583 silver
medals, 422 bronze medals, 270 honorable mentions,
and a long list of gold, silver and bronze medals
for collaborators.

In Group IV., which comprised machinery, the
following-named companies received grand prizes:
Worthington Pumping Engine company, Batcheller
Pneumatic Tube company, Brown & Sharpe Manu-
facturing company, Pratt & Whitney company, E.
W. Bliss company, Niles Tool Works company and
J. A. Fay & Egan company. The companies
awarded gold medals in this group were as follows:
Ball Engine company. William Sellers company,
George F. Blake Manufacturing company, Tinius
Olsen & Co., Otis Elevator company. Rand Drill
company, Charles A. Schieren & Co.. Crane com-
pany, Ingersoll-Sergeant Drill company, Shaw Elec-
tric Crane company. Simonds Manufacturing com-
pany, Chicago Pneumatic Tool company, Morse
Twist Drill and Machine company. Cincinnati Mill-
ing Machine company, Plendy Machine company,
Warner & Swasey, Norton Emery Wheel company,
Bement Mills company. E. C. Atkins & Co.. Gisholt
Machine company, Jones & Lamson Machine com-
pany, F. E. Reed company, Deering Harvester
company, Bullard Machine Tool company and Pond
Machine Tool company.
Grand prizes in Group V., appertaining to elec-

tricity, were awarded to the American Steel and Wire
company, E. C. Acheson. Rowland Telegraphic
company. Western Electric company and the John
A. Roebling's Sons company. Gold medals in this
group were awarded to the following-named com-
panies: Bullock Electric Manufacturing company,
Lorain Steel company. Western Electric company,
Alvin Manufacturing company. National Carbon
company. Tiffany Glass and Decorating company.
C. J. Toerring company. Ward Leonard Electric
company. Helios-Upton company, Holophane Glass
company. Hart & Hegeman Manufacturing com-
pany. Edison Phonograph company, Weston Elec-
ti ical instrument company and Mica Insulator com-
pany.

Among the companies mentioned as receiving
awards in the liberal-arts section were the Brown &
Sharpe Manufacturing company and the Ferracute
Machine company. In the civil-engineering and
transportation section, in a long list of names, ap-
pear those of the Boston Transit Commission, Bos-
ton Terminal company, Baldwin Locomotive Works,
Pressed Steel Caf company, J. G. Brill company,
Standard Electrical company of California, Ameri-
can Steel and Wire company and the American
Electric Vehicle company. The mining and metal-
lurgy list contains the following-named companies:
American Steel and Wire company. Ingersoll-
Sergeant Drill companv, M. C. Bullock Manufac-
turing companv. Rand Drill company and the Tohn
A. Rnebling's Sons compnnv- The Automatic Elec-
tric Clock company of Chicago received an award
in the varied- industries group.

Prospective Improvements in South
Africa.

In an article entitled "Trade in South Africa," in a
recent consular report, United States Consul-gen-
eral J. G. Stowe of Cape Town speaks as follows
concerning prospective improvements in that lo-

cality:

"The colony of Natal (north) has suffered much
destruction, and it will be necessary to rebuild and
re-equip the coal mines with new machinery, and
the_ present high prices for imported coal will be
an incentive for Natal to increase production. The
docks at Durban show a wharfage of 5,000 feet,

and more will be constructed. Pietersmaritzburg,
the capital, proposes to borrow about $375,000 for
the installation of an electric street railway, while
throughout the whole colony the telephone lines

will be improved. Expressions of a desire to sub-
stitute conduits for overhead trolley are noted.
"In Cape Colony, after the war, many of the

cities will build new waterworks and cold-storage
plants, and municipal improvements of various
kinds may be expected. New lines of railway, or-
dered by Parliament before the war. will be com-
pleted.

"Johannesburg, built as were some of the 'boom'
cities of the United States, will be largely recon-
structed. The old single-horse railways will dis-

appear, a better system of telephones must be in-

stituted, the water supply and sewerage system will

be modernized, the electric-light service extended,
and there will be extensive development of min-
ing."

Is Electricity a Medicine?

The question has been raised in Minneapolis as to
whether electricity, administered as a cure for dis-

ease, becomes a medicine. The State Board of Med-
ical Examiners of Minnesota contends that those
administering electrical treatment for bodily ills

should be licensed the same as any other class of
medical practitioners. The matter will probably be
tested in court soon.
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Losses From Electrical Fires.
In the printed proceedings of the thirty-fourth an-

nual meeting of the National Board of Fire Un-
derwriters considerable space is devoted to fires
resulting from electrical causes. The electrical
committee of the board consists of Henry H. Hall,
chairman; J. H. Washburn, James Nichols, r!
Dale Benson and H. F. Atwood. The report is as
follows:
The attention of your committee has been espe-

cially directed to losses from electricity, in regard
to which the gravest apprehensions are entertained.
The quarterly fire report of the electrical bureau of
April 10, 1900, carries the listed fires from this
cause up to 2,650. The Chronicle fire tables for
iO years back show the number of tires from the
same cause and resulting losses as follows:

No. Loss.
^sgo 121 s 1.245,971

116 2.294,206
163 z.966,536
23a 3.204,5S7
217 3,222,492
249 1,852,601

363 2,238,270
469 5.057.350
366 _ 4.999.730
7:>o 6,428,815

1K91
,

1892..

1893
1894..

1895

.

iSg6.

1897-

Totdl ten years 3,052 533,510,558

When it is considered that electricity is a cause
of fire operating for the most part out of sight, be-
hind walls and under floors, and that the evidence
of it, like the evidence of an incendiary, is often
destroyed b} the fire, so that the probability is that
the danger has been underestimated rather than
magnified, your committee believes that the subject
should have your careful consideration. On April
26th. by special circular, 3'our chairman requested
each member of the board to give him a schedule
of fires from electricity since January ist last. The
replies, up to the time of this writing, had not
generally been received, but enough data had come
to hand to show that companies are suffering se-

verely from this cause. A blank was also sent by
your committee to cities of 20,000 population and
over to ascertain whether ordinances on the sub-
ject were in force, and w'hether they embraced the
national electric code in their provisions. It is in-

tended to follow this matter up with a view of in-

ducing municipal action where such has not been
taken. It will be remembered that for years the
electrical bureau has done much efficient work on
these same lines in the West.

Electrically Operated Plate-glass
Works.

, A plant that w^as visited and inspected with con-
siderable interest by the delegates to the convention
of the Ohio Electric Light association at Toledo
recentl}^ was that of the Edward Ford Plate Glass
company, located at Rossford, about five miles from
Toledo. This plant is said to be the only plate-

glass works in the country that is operated by
electricity.

The boiler plant comprises a battery of eight 500-

horsepower Sterling boilers, equipped with Play-

ford & Murphy stokers. The generators consist of

four 1,000-kilowatt and one 350-kiIowatt revolving-

field type, three-phase, alternating-current machines,
generating at 580 volts. These are driven by a Mc-
intosh & Seymour 27 by 54 by 42-inch compound
engine, revolving at 122 revolutions a minute, and
a Russell 30 by 60 by 30-inch cross-compound en-

gine, with a speed of 120 revolutions. A motor-gen-
erator set, consisting of a 300-kilowatt induction

motor, direct-coupled to a 150-kilowatt, 125-volt, di-

rect-current generator on one side and a iso-kilo-

watt. 330-volt, three-phase, alternating-current gen-

erator on the other side, is also provided. A loo-

kilowatt, 125-volt, direct-current generator, coupled
to a 150-horsepower Ball engine, is used for light-

ing purposes.
The grinding shed of the glass works contains 20

2oo-horsepo\ver and 24 lOO-horsepower induction

motors. These motors are said to be the first of their

type to-be operated successfully at variable speeds.

There are also in this building four transfer cars, op-

erated by General Electric 125-volt, direct-current

motors. The pumping station is equipped with

four 50-horsepower induction motors, direct-coupled

to four Stilwell-Bierce triplex pumps. The ma-
chine shop, pot house, plaster house, mix house, and

all the smaller places are operated by induction

motors, ranging from five horsepower to 50 horse-

power in size. Transfer cranes are equipped with

125-volt. direct-current motors. The equipment is

of the General Electric company's manufacture

throughout, and was installed by Frederick B.

Perkins.

Examinations for Civil Service Posi-

tions.

The examination for the position of physicist in

the United States Geological Survey, which the Civil

Service Commission announced for August 21st

and 22d. has been postponed to September 21st and

22d. An examination for electrical expert and

draftsman in the Bureau of Equipment, Navy De-
partment, at a salarv of $1,600 a year, will be held

September i8th, 19th and 20th. An examination

for assistant mechanical drafisman in the Bureau of

Construction and Repair. Navy Department, at a

salary of $4 a dav, will be held September iSth and

19th. These examinations will take place in any
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city where the commission has a local board of ex-
aminers. Persons who desire to compete should
at once apply to the United States Civil Service
Commission, Washington, D. C, for application
forms 304 and 375, which should be properly exe-
cuted and promptly forwarded to the commission.

Universal Cord Spool.
The two accompanying cuts, representing a new

incandescent-lamp cord spool, tell their own story
almost without words. This Universal cord spools
as it is called, is a very neat and exceedingly sim-
ple device, through which the length of an incan-
descent-lamp cord can be quickly adjusted. The
manufacturer claims it may be quickly attached
to any lamp cord, always hangs straight, cannot
slip and there is no loop to dangle about or no
socket to be removed from the lamp end of the

wire. This useful little device,
which is protected by a patent
allowed A. Meyer, president
of the Crescent Manufactur-
ing company, 52 Jackson
boulevard, Chicago, III., and
manufactured by that com-
pany, is made of hardwood, in

natural, green or cherry finish.

The application of the de-
vice is exceedingly simple

:

To shorten the length of a
cord of any drop light, it is

only necessary to slip the cord
into the notch at the end of

the device, wind as much cord
about the spool as desired,
and then slip the cord into the
notch at the other end of the
spool.

The feature of the device which will recommend
it to factories and other establishments, where a
great many lamp cords are in service, is its ex-
treme simplicity and applicability to cord of prac-
tically any size or quality. When the cord is in
place it is, too, practically a lock, in that it is not
possible for the cord to slip and allow the lamp
to fall or its height to get out of adjustment.

Solid-wire Joint Controversy.
The statement in last week's issue of the Western

Electrician that R W. Maxstadt had brought suit
against the American Electric Fuse company of
Chicago for alleged infringement of a patent issued to

Mr. Maxstadt on August 14th for a solid-wire joint
has brought forth a statement from Frank G. Jones,
president of the American company. Mr. Jones
states that he and "Mr. Maxstadt were formerly
equal owners of the American Electric Fuse com-
pany and then manufactured what was known as

the American improved joint. This joint was found
to be an infringement on patents owned by the

C. Mclntire company of Newark, N. J., and after

the latter company had brought suit an agreement
was reached whereby the American company was
made the sole licensee of the American joints under
the Mclntire patents. Meanwhile, continues Mr.
Jones, Mr. Maxstadt had assigned all his rights in

the American company to Mr. Jones, and on June
nth applied for the patent now in suit on what
Mr. Jones asserts is the identical jouit manufactured
by the American company. Mr. Jones adds:

"The right of the American Electric Fuse company
is resting on two grounds; First, it was the original

manufacturer of the American improved joint, hav-
ing made it for over a year before Maxstadt's pat-

ent was applied for, though, at that time infringing

oil the rights of the pioneer patent of the Mclntire
company; second, it is expressly licensed by the

Mclntire company, and under the original and pio-

neer patents, to manufacture this joint, so that a

suit against it is in fact a suit against the Mclntire

company.
"Our company will continue to manufacture and

sell the American improved joint, to all its cus-

tomers and to the trade, at the same prices as here-

tofore, and will protect all its customers against

any suits or other damage.
"The C. Mclntire company, owner of the -original

patents, will begin suit against Mr. Maxstadt, at

-once, if he manufactures a single joint, and wijl also

sue for damages any person or company using or

selling any joint manufactured by any other com-

pany than the C. Mclntire company of Newark,

N. J., or our company. Our company will force

the pending case to an immediate hearing, and will

collect full damages for the filing of the suit."

Death of Colonel J. J. S. Wilson.

Colonel John James Speed Wilson died at the

Alexian Brothers' Hospital, Chicago, on August

i9lh, at the age of 65 years. Colonel Wilson was

an old telegrapher, commencing his telegraphic

career as manager at Little Fort, now Wauke^an,

111. When only 16 years old he superintended the

Hotchkiss lines between Chicago and Madison,

Wis., and in 1851 took charge of the office at Spring-

field, 111. During the war Colonel Wilson was

given charge of the military-telegraph system in his

district, and in 1861 was commissioned colonel of

volunteers by Governor Yates. Pie entered the

service of the Western Union Telegraph company

in 1866. and for a long number of years was su-

perintendent of the first district of the central di-
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vision of the lines of that company, with his head-
quarters at Chicago. Colonel Wilson is survived
by a widow, a daughter and a son, the latter,

Charles Wilson, being general manager of the Bell
Telephone company of New York.

Merchandise on Electric Railroads.^
in sonic senses the most interesting feature of the

last lew years' development in electric railroaUs,
wlieiher la puDlic streets and highways or on rights-
oi-way througti private property, has been the large
proportion 01 wnat may be called long-aistance or
mterurban lines; ana coincidentaliy wuti this phase
ot development, or as a result 01 it, has been the
introauciion ol treight and express cars. A rail-

road track ol any kind, light or heavy, broad or
narrow, when laid through a territory betore de-
pendent on wagon roads alone, becomes a great
improvement the moment it is hmshed, ana the
need of the people of such territory tor a common
carrier—a company ottering conveyances which
will carry anytmng susceptible of transportation

—

IS at once apparent. Whatever purpose the road
may have been built for, some demand for mer-
chandise transportation at once arises.

In view of these obvious conclusions, it is some-
what surprising that freight or express cars have
not been introduced on street and country electric

lines much more rapidly than they have, iilut what-
ever may have been the past attitude of such com-
panies, it is evident that within the last few months
the opportunities of doing useful and profitable
service by running freight and express cars have
been much more generally recognized, and reports
that this department is to be tostered by this or
that company are now heard frequently, in making
inquiries as to the extent of this movement we have
not secured much definite infoimation; and some
that we have secured is not in shape tor publica-
tion; but some of the notes which we have received
are, nevertheless, worth putting on record, and we
give them below. Taking a half-dozen cities at

random we shall see that the prospects of a con-
siderable development are worth attention.

Anderson, Ind.—The Union Traction company,
operating electric Hues between Anderson, Alex-
andria, Klwood, Marion, Muncie and Indianapolis,
runs express cars on a number of its lines, and the
express department is growing rapidly.

Birmingham, Ala.—The Birmingham Railway and
Electric company has been doing some freight busi-

ness on its interurban lines for two years or more,
and the receipts from merchandise have been $1,000
a month and higher.

Buffalo, N. Y.—In Buffalo we find the Buffalo,
Hamburg and Aurora line about to open for busi-
ness with freight cars, which will make probably
three trips every day.

Chicago.—The Chicago and Milwaukee line has
been doing an express business for about a year
between Evanston and Waukegan, and it is believed
that a good demand will be developed, although
the business is yet small.

Cleveland.—Cleveland, as is well known, is the
diverging point of a number of long electric lines.

The Cleveland and Chagrin Falls electric road has
carried freight and express for three years, and
the business is still increasing. East of Chagrin
Falls this line does not compete with any steam road
and the business is Ukely to be enlarged. We judge
that the company intends to make "rates which will

move the traffic."

The Cleveland and Eastern, which has 55 miles
of line, carries all kinds of freight, including coal,

feed, lumber and other heavy merchandise. The
business has been running but a few months, but
it is increasing rapidly. The company has three
freight stations and will soon have two more. Most
of the country through which this line passes has
never before had convenient communication with
markets. The road has only three or four cars o\
its own which are devoted to merchandise, but its

income from this department has been about $3,000
a month.
The Electric Package company of Cleveland does

express business over four different roads centering
in that city, its functions being the same as those
of the old express companies. This concern has
been running two years, and its business is in-

creasing.

Dayton.—The Dayton and Xenia Traction com-
pany, with 32 miles of line, has begun freight and
express business since the beginning of the present
year. The volume of traffic is constantly increasing.

Detroit.—The Detroit, Rochester, Romeo and
Lake Orion railway, operating 55 miles of line and
building 40 more, has lately begun to carry mer-
chandise on a small scale, but expects to increase
the business rapidly. There are many towns on
the line which have no other good connection with
Detroit, and the public demand for freight accom-
modations is very strong. The Detroit, Ypsilanti
and Ann Arbor railway. 54 miles long, has been
doing for some months all of the freight business
that it is prepared to handle, and, indeed, has not
been anxious to stimulate that business at present.
Packages are loaded in the open street in Detroit
and distributed anywhere along the line, as required.
The Detroit and Northwestern road has 31 miles of
single track and 29 miles which is double track.
About 21 miles of this is on private right-of-way,
abut'ing on the hiphwav. This road is doing a
pmall freicrht business and has recently hauled 100

I. From the Railroad Gazette,



eSfloads of logs from points along the line, deliv-

ering them to the Pere Marquette railroad. The
road also carries milk, as well as package freight,

and has freight honses at Detroit, Farmington,

Northvillc and Pontiac, presumably very small, but

sufficient for present business. This freight business

has only begun on this road within three or four

months, and the road is not yet prepared to handle

what comes to it. There are six suburban electric

railroads running out of Detroit, all of which we
befieve do some frci.ght business, which is a great

convenience to the country merchant, who can

telephone in and within two or three hours get his

goods at his store door.

Youngstown.—The Mahoning Valley railway, op-

erating 38 miles of line, has five freight stations and

has been doing a light merchandise business most

of the time for three years. The experiment was

intermitted for a time, but there is a strong demand
for its resumption, and the company now intends

to extend the freight service to towns which have

not before been accommodated.

BOOK TABLE.
Compound Engines. A series of lectures by F. R.

Low, reprinted from the columns of Power. New
York: The Power Publishing company. 1900.

Pp., 52, with 37 diagrams. Price. 50 cents.

This neat pamphlet is a very clear exposition of

the theory of the compound engine, and the matlrer

is presented in such a manner that it can be readily

understood by the practical steam engineer. The sub-

ject is introduced with a brief but comprehensive

outline of the laws of expansion of steam, and the

gains and losses attending expansion. Then follows

a discussion on cylinder condensation, effects of

changing the cut-off, economy to be gained by

compounding, etc. The next chapter treats of the

combining of diagrams from compound engines m
very clear terms, while the last chapter is devoted

to receivers for tandem and cross-compound en-

gines. The diagrams form a valuable and instructive

feature of the work.

CORRESPONDENCE.

London Letter.

London, August 7.—The foundation stone of the

new municipal electric station in the East End

of London was laid last week by Mr. John Harris,

chairman of the Whitechapel District Board of

" Works. For some months past, thanks to the

erection of a temporary station, the main thorough-

fares in this part of the metropoHs have had the

advantage of electric lighting, arc lamps having

been erected in such arteries as Whitechapel Road.

Commercial road, Commercial street nnd High

street. But these busy, teeming arteries, wherein

the stream of traffic is almost unceasing, stand less

in need of bright illumination than do the side

streets connecting with the courts and alleys that be-

long to WhitechapeVs "dark corners." Beyond

question, then, will the completion of the installa-

tion come as a boon and a blessing to all who dwell

in, or are called by business to, these populous re-

gions. But there was a further cause for congratu-

lation in last week's ceremony, in that it also saw

the opening of a new refuse destructor, built in

accordance with the most modern, scientific prin-

ciples, adjoining the site of the electricity-supply

station. By utilizing the heat produced in cremat-

ing the refuse to generate electricity at this station,

a practical economy will be effected. Some partic-

ulars of the new electric works may be interesting.

The boiler house. 24 feet below the ground's sur-

face, will contain eight water-tube boilers, each

capable of producing 5,500 pounds of steam per

hour, while the coal bunkers adjoining this section

will accommodate 720 tons of fuel. A large oc-

tagonal chimney shaft, 216 feet in height above the

London clay and 185 feet above the ground

level, is also to be built Externally the

supply station will be faced with red bricks, re-

lieved by dressings of Bath stone, while, with

glazed and molded brick work, the interior prom-

ises to be by no means unornamental. notwithstand-

ing the strictly utilitarian character of the building.

When completed the works will have cost $525-.goo.

One of the most serious obstacles to men of com-

paiatively small means in the way of adopting

electric lighting for domestic purposes is the first

cost of installation. In several towns in the north

of England a system of assisted wiring is be-

ing adopted. It is considered that if the cost

were spread over a period of three years,

a new class of customers would speedily be

reached. In a small town, where electric lighting

is controlled by the municipal authorities, this plan

will probably work well The proposal is to em-

power each householder desirous of taking the light

to obtain and suijmit to the Town Council teuflers

for wiring from three tradesmen, One of the ten-

ders will be accepted by the council, who will pay

the tradesman, aflcrvvard recouping thcm;elves for
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the outlay by means of small installments received

from the consumer at regular intervals during the

period mentioned. The plan, which is a modifica-

tion of the hire-purchase system, has much to rec-

ommend it. It will insure the p.^mpt settlement

of the tradesman's bill and make it easy for the

consumer. The wires and fittings, of course, will

remain the property of the Town Council until the

last installment is paid.

English manufactiu'ers are beginning to realize

the tremendous growth of the iron, steel and engi-

neering industries in the United States and the great

need there is for them to bestir themselves if they

are to retain their hold on the home and neutral

markets for iron and steel goods of all descriptions.

They know that in no branch of the engineering

industry is this need more pressing than in the elec-

trical engineering. After a long spell of compara-
tive stagnation, the electrical engineering industry

in this country has entered upon a period of boom-
ing trade, and orders are in hand which would
provide work for treble the number of people now
engaged in the industry. This period of boom has
long been foreseen by electrical engineers, and is

due chiefly to the rapid change from horse to elec-

tric traction in the tramway systems all over the

country. The British Electric Traction company,
which deserves great credit lor its pioneer and de-

velopment work in connection with this change, is

interested in no fewer than 57 companies and under-
takings, in which electricity is already used or is

about to be used for traction purposes. On ac-

count of the inability of British electrical engineer-

ing firms to supply the necessary plant and ma-
chinery, a very large number of orders in connec-
tion with these developments are going to the

United States, and doubtless in some cases to Ger-
many. In the face of these facts the Associated
Chambers of Commerce, it is said, is about to insti-

tute an i]i:[uiry as to whether the financial and tech-

nical management of the industry in this country
is to blame for the unsatisfactory state of affairs,

cr whether the inability of English manrfacturing
firms to cope with the present demand is due tu

external causes.

The Southeastern and Chatham and Dover Rail-

way companies made arrangements months ago
with Marconi's Wireless Telegraph company for

the installation of the latter's apparatus on their

boats running between Dover and Calais, but the

General Postoffice prevents it from being carried

cut. According to Mayor Flood Page, managing
director of the Marconi company, the installation

would be used only for the business purposes of the

railway company, and would not exist for a system

of public messages. Perhaps some day official red

lapeism may be so modified that the company will

be able to get a Postoffice license.

The Metropolitan and District Railways are to be

commended for their decision to go into the ques-

tion of adopting electricity on the Inner Circle.

The fumes at several underground railway stations

during the last few weeks have been detestable.

At the ordinary half-yearly meeting of the company.
held last week, the chairman, J. S. Forbes, said

that the experimental electric train between Ken-
sington and Earl's Court had worked with highly

satisfactory results since May 21st. It had beep

established that electric traction could pull a heavier

load than the ordinary locomotive and also that it

could pull it quicker. In view of the importance

to the Metropolitan and District companies of

adopting electricity as their motive power, a com-
mittee of three members of each board had been

appointed to inquire into the question with respect

to the working of the Inner Circle. The three ob-

jects in view were the purity of the atmosphere,

the capacity for carrying more weight, and, thirdly,

more economy.
At the Crystal Palace an exhibition is being

given of the Reno inclined elevator, which is in-

tended to take the place of the ordinary elevators, or

lifts, as they are called here. The system, it is un-

derstood, has been in operation for some years

in New York, Philadelphia and Chicago, and is said

to lie much appreciated. This moving electrical

stairway will be especially useful for stores, res-

taurants, public buildings and underground rail-

ways. The ordinary elevators are not popular with

ladies, and these will find the Reno inclined ele-

vator an agreeable substitute. Five of these ele-

vators are also in operation at the Paris Exposition.

As already announced in this column, experiments

in wireless telegraphy are about to be made be-

tween Ilfracombe and the Mumbles, on the Welsh
coast, a distance across the Bristol Channel of about

25 miles. F(n' this purpose a pole 115 feet high

—

really three poles, skilfully spliced—has been erected

at Ilfracombe by the postal-telegraph employes,

and a similar pole has been fixed at the Mumbles.

It is uiiderslond lliat Ihc system of Sir W. H.
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l^reece, invented before that of Marconi and im-

pro\ed recently, will be tried.

The Central London railway, or, as it is popularly
called, the '"Tv/openny Tube," has so met a public

demand as to compel the directors to consider the

practicability of a quicker seivice. Over 90,000

passengers per day were carried last week. The
new line is like a new toy. London has gone wild
with it, and not only Londoners, but people from
all over the world. Even Americans express sur-

prise at the perfection of the thing, and they crowd
into the "tuppenny tube" just for the sake of being
jammed into the cars, to hold on to the straps as

they do in the elevated road in New York. Home
sickness drives them down to the bowels of the

earth, because down there London has provided
for them a thing that reminds them of their up-to-

date home. The revolution in rapid transit has

come, and if the crowds that besiege the new line

are an indication, then it has not come too soon.

W. H. B.

New York Notes.

New York, August 18.—Electric traction was put
permanently in operation on the Lexington avenue
branch of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit company's
elevated system last Monday.
The first test of a very much needed improvement

in telephone service was made the past week when
the steamship Auguste Victoria of the Hamburg-
American line reached her v/harf and a telephone
pay station on board was immediately put in opera-
tion, connecting with the shore. The wire is run
out through a port hole and a plug connection made
with a line running to the nearest central office.

The telephone pay station on board did a rushing
business. It is probable that all the big passenger-
steamship lines will adopt this plan of telephone
connections while vessels are at wharf.

General George W. Wingate, representing the
Brooklyn Union Elevated Railroad company, pur-
chased Wednesday at public auction in the Real
Estate Exchange in Brooklyn the Brooklyn Ele-
vated Railroad company for $174,837.03. The sale

was conducted by William Wills, receiver of the

Brooklyn Elevated Railroad company. The old
company was merged into the Brooklyn Union com-
pany through reorganization proceedings, but it

was alleged by the receiver that certain properties

had not been acquired by the new company at the
time of the sale in foreclosure proceedings of the

first and second mortgages. This property was val-

ued at $174,837.03, the amount bid by General Win-
gate. As soon as the certificate of sale is filed the
old Brooklyn Elevated Railroad company will be
wiped out of existence.

A preliminary statement of the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit company's report for the year ended June
30, 1900. has been issued. The report shows an in-

come of $11,768,550 and expenses, including fixed

charges, of $11,241,778, leaving a surplus of $526,772.
Last year there was a deficit of $201,881. The ex-
penses are divided as follows

;

Maintenance of way 8 415,729
Maintenance of equipment 882,183
Operation of power plant 964,665
Operation of cars 3i55i>476
General expense, 494,530
Damages 797.790
Taxes ." 736,721
Net fixed charges 3.398,684

Tot..! 811,241.778

Sidney Dillon Ripley is conducting a fight in the

village of Hempstead. L. I., in the interest of the
owners of automobiles. A number of the city peo-
ple who are there for the summer brought auto-
mobiles with them. The horses belonging to the

countrymen do not take kindly to the machines, and
some have been scared by them. The horse owners
protested against the speed at which the automobiles
^vere run, and the village trustees of Hempstead
have started out to cut it down. They have pre-

pared an ordinance which provides that automobiles
and other horseless vehicles must not travel through
(he village at a greater speed than six miles an
hour, and when passing another vehicle, the speed
must be reduced to three miles an hour. Mr. Ripley
has addressed a communication to the trustees in

which he says this ordinance will effectually banish
the horseless vehicles from the village. It is unjust
discrimination, he says, as bicycles and horsemen
are permitted to go along at a considerably greater
speed. Mr. Ripley is being backed up by many of

the citizens of Hempstead. M. L. G.

New England News.
Boston. August i8.—The Boston Elevated Rail-

way company filed affidavits this week denying in-

fringement in the suits brought against it by the

General Electric company in the United States Cir-

cuit Court here, for alleged infringement of patent

on controllers, which the Boston Elevated has
adopted for its new elevated cars. Among the affi-

davits is one by President Bancroft of the elevated

road. The Sprague company, which was awarded
the contract to equip 60 cars, after the competitive,

tests made last spring, and later was given an order

for 40 additional, has given bonds to defend the

Elevated company in any litigation over the pat-

ent rights claimed by the Sprague people.

The first spadeful of earth was turned August
i4lh in East Boston on Section B of the tunnel
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which is to run 18 feet below the harbor bottom
from "the island ward" to the old city of Boston
proper. Like the subway now in operation in Bos-
ton, the new tunnel will be utilized for transit by
means of electric cars. The contractors will re-

ceive approximately ?i,000,000 for their work on
this section, the steel material being supplied. It

is to begin near the water front in East Boston and
will end nearly 4,500 feet distant on the other side

of the channel, about June 15, 1903.

At the annual meeting of the Boston Electric

Light company the directors were re-elected, with
the exception that Isaac T. Burr succeeds Dexter
N. Richards. The treasurer and clerk, Samuel S.

Sias, was also re-elected.

The Montville Street Railway company, which
connects the cities of New London and Norwich,
Conn., in a statement of its earnings, shows gross
leceipts from Jmie 5th to August I2lh of $19,500
and estimated net receipts during the same period
of $12,000. This earning is nearly equal to the five

per cent, annual interest charge on the company's
$.'50,000 bonds. B.

From the Buckeye State.

Columbus, Ohio, August iS.—The ChiUicothe

Construction company of ChiUicothe, Ohio, has

been incorporated, with a capital stock of $10,000,

to manufacture and deal in electrical equipment and
to purchase and construct electric-railway, light and
power plants. The incorporators are O. F. Dilman,

James JVI. Tomlinson, Sam K. Pine, Y. K Centone
and James K. Newcomer.
The Citizens' Electric Light and Power company

of Sandusky has been incorporated, with a capital

stock of $100,000. The persons whose names ap-

pear as incorporators are John Sherwin, J. B.

Hanna, B. Mahler, H. A. Everett, "W. H. Price,

James B. Hoge, and George A. Stanley. This com-
pany will be intimately connected with the San-

dusky and Interurban Railway company and will, in

all probability, furnish power for part of the line

when completed from Hurn to Lorain. The plant

may also furnish light for the city of Sandusky, or

a portion of it.

The city electrician of Cincinnati has been in-

structed to have all permits to companies for string-

ing electric wires stamped with a condition that the

wires must be properly insulated to prevent injury

to shade trees.

The financial managers of the Urbana, Mechanics-

burg and Columbus Electric Railway company in-

spected the proposed route of the road a tew days

ago and express themselves as very well pleased

with the prospects.

The Ohio X'alley Electric Railway company has

been incorporated in Kentucky for the purpose of

building an electric railway from Huntington,

W. Va., to Ironton, Ohio. The company places its

capital stock at $1,000,000. Thomas J. Ryan and

Henry Cato of Huntington are among the promi-

nent men whose names appear upon the articles

of incorporation.

Electrician Harlan of the Ohio Valley Electric

Railway company is making a trip among the man-

ufacturers of Ohio and other states for the purpose

of buying machinery for the road.

The Salem (.Ohio) electric-light plant was dam-

aged by lightning during a storm one day last week.

The lines of the traction company at Hamilton,

Ohio, are being extended to the east end of town

on the Grand boulevard.

It is stated, upon good authority, that the Na-

tional Traction company will begin work on its

line in Clark County next week. Franchises have

been secured through Franklin, Madison and Clark

counties, but the town of London, in Madison

County, has demanded that the road carry passen-

gers through the corporation free if granted a fran-

chise The road will enter Columbus over the right-

of-way on West Main street. It will enter Spring-

field over the tracks of the Columbus, London and

Springfield road, if the council of that city refuses

to grant it a franchise.

The managers of the Toledo, Fremont and Nor-

walk railway say that cars will be running on the

road between Fremont and Toledo within a few

days. Detailed arrangements have not been made

in regard to stations and some of the other minor

points, but all are anxious to get the line in opera-

tion and these matters can be looked after later on.

New Albany, Ind.. will advertise a 40-year fran-

chise for a street railway, to be sold to the highest

bidder. If there are bids for the franchise, and it

is sold, the council has made arrangements to pass

an ordinance granting the franchise.

It is said that a syndicate has been formed in

New York to build a number of electric roads m
Northern Ohio. A line from Toledo to some Mich-

igan point is said to be one of the schemes. A. E.

Townsend is said to be one of the officers ot the

company which will build the roads, and the pro-

posed line from Barberton to Massillon will be

taken into the plan should the capitalists take hold

A meeting of the directors of the Dayton and

Xenia Traction company was held at Dayton a few

days ago, but thev declined to say what matters

were discussed. It is probable that the meeting

had something to do with the proposea extension

from Spring Valley to Wilmington, however.

The Toledo, Bowling Green and Fremont Electric

Railway company has made a propositior^ to the

Findlay Electric Railway company to extend its

line to Galatea, if the Findlay road will build to the
same point, and there form a junction.
The City Council of Columbus has voted to give

the Columbus Railway company a franchise to ex-
Lend its lines on Mount Vernon avenue.
A company of Dayton capitalists has asked the

Warren County commissioners for a franchise for
an electric road from Dayton to Lebanon.

O. M. C.

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa, August iS.—The Cataract Power com-
pany of Hamilton, Ont., has made a proposition
to the council of that city involving the construction
of an electric railway from Hamilton to the cities

of Gait and Guelph, Ont.
It is reported that the British Columbia gold

mines. Summit Camp, B. C, have purchased the
waterpower at Cascade. The power is being devel-
oped by the Cascade Water and Light company.
The falls are capable of developing 20,000 horse-
power. The principal owners of the British Co-
lumbia mines are James Ross and C. J. McCuaig,
Montreal.
The city of Montreal, Que., is to have opposition

electric street railways. The city attorneys, to

whom the question of the legality of granting author-
ity to the Montreal Belt Line company to lay

tracks in the city streets was referred, have com-
municated to the road committee of the City Coun-
cil their opinion that there is no legal obstacle to

the granting of such authority. The city has no
power to grant a monopoly to any company; there-

fore, the Montreal Street Railway company cannot
claim exclusive privileges.

R. J. Parke, consulting engineer of Toronto, has

been engaged by the Municipal Council of St.

Mary's, Ont., to prepare plans and specifications

for the reorganization and combination of the pres-

ent municipal arc-lighting plant and the incandes-

cent-lighting plant recently acquired by the town
from the Reesor company. A new power station

will be erected and a completely new engine and
boiler plant purchased and installed.

Up to the present time the city of Montreal, Que.,

has been behind the American, and even other Ca-

nadian cities, in the matter of automobiles. It is

now announced, however, that within a compaia-
tively short time Montreal is to be supplied with

these vehicles, and the manufacture of the horse-

less carriage will be carried on in that city. A. J.

Corriveau states that he is now completing arrange-

ments for a system of automobiles to be operated

in the streets on much the same principle as cabs

are now run. American capitalists, who are now
operating a large factory in the United States, are

interested in the enterprise.

The Granby srhelter at Grand Forks, B. C, with

a capacity of 1,000 tons per day, has started opera-

tions. The smelter is electrically driven. Tlie

power is generated by a duplicate set of 16-inch

turbine wheels. A dam was built across the north

fork of Kettle River, and a flume, one mile long,

carries the water to the power house, where 1.200

horsepower is developed at low water. The saving,

as compared with steam power, is estimated at from

$W.ooo to $75,000 per annum. A portion of this

power will ultimately be transmitted to the various

mines of the Miner Graves syndicate. W.

to transfer passengers, but permission has been se-

cured at various times to haul freight, and one com-
pany, which has been absorbed, had the right to

haul a certain amount of freight. The question was
raised by a complaint from the Teamsters' union,
which claims the company is hauling trains of four
or five cars of brick from the yards north of the
city to the Northwestern road.
The rebuilt electric-light plant of the city of In-

dianola, Iowa, will be operated all night, when com-
pleted.

The new electric-light plant at Centerville, S. D.,
of G. Norgren & Co. has been completed and put
in operation.

The W. H. Walker Milling company of Alden,
Minn., may put in an electric-lighting plant and
furnish lighting for the village.

Talk has been revived at Eldora, Iowa, of a mu-
nicipal electric-light plant.

The Hughes Electric company has been granted
a new franchise at Bismarck, N. D., for electric light-
ing and heating. The franchise is for 25 j^ears, and
is more complete and definite than the old one.
The consolidation of the street-railway lines of

Dubuque, Iowa, under one management has been
effected, under the title of the Union Electric com-
pany. The capital stock is $1,000,000. Improve-
ments will be made, to cost $ioo,coo.

Application has been made to the council of Two
Rivers, Wis., for a franchise for an electric-car line,

to run from that place to Manitowoc.
The power house of the Iron River (Wis.) Water,

Light and Power company was recently damaged
by fire, the loss being $2,000. The dynamos .were
mined; one pump and one engine were badly dam-
aged. New machinery has been ordered.

E. T. Kirk and others have applied to the council
of Walla Walla, Wash., for a 25-year franchise
for an electric-light plant.

The Mora Milling company of Mora, Minn., has
bought the plant of tiie Morrison Electric company.
The power station will be removed at once to the
mill power house.
The council of Two Rivers, Wis., has declared

null the contract recently made for an electric-light
and water system, on the ground that the contractor
had not lived up to the provisions of the ordinance.
The street-railway lines of Duluth and Superior

liave been consolidated under one management, to
be know-n as the Duluth-Superior Traction company
of Connecticut. Thomas Lowry of Minneapolis
has a controlling interest in the new company. It

is proposed to improve the system throughout, at
a cost of at least $500,000. The system, will be con-
ducted on the plan of the Minneapolis and St. Paul
systems. R.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, August 18.—The council of White-

water, Wis., has contracted with the Electric Light

company for a renewal of the electric street-lighting

contract for 12 years, at $80 per light per annum,

for 2,000-Candlepower arcs.

Thomas Lowry of the Twin City Rapid Transit

company says the company will undoubtedly biiild

to Lake Minnetonka in time, but the talk of using

the old line and grade of the Great Northern rail-

way to Excelsior is erroneous.

The Western Union Telegraph company is build-

in'' new wires from Helena, Mont., to Ogden, Utah.

-\1ine is being built from Havre, Mont., to Everett,

Wash for the use of the Great Northern railway.

Application has been made by two companies to

St Andrew's municipality, Man., for permission 10

build an electric line from Winnipeg to Selkirk.

Both applications were refused until they could give

proof of being in a financial position to carry on the

Sui^t has been filed in the United States Circuit

Court against the Twin City Rapid Transit company

by Benson Bidwell for an accounting and an in-

junction to restrain the company from lighting its

cars according to the present methods. Bidwell

claims to have the original patent covering the

method of lighting and operating street cars from

ihe same current wire. Similar suits have been

filed in Grand Rapids, Indianapolis and San Fran-

cisco and will be started in many other cities.

The new electric-light plant at Pipestone, Minn.,

has been completed and put in jperalion. The new

plant rebuilt since the fire, is a very complete system.

Chicago capitalists have been granted a franchise

at Ripon, Wis., for electric-car lines to the north

',n<l south shores of Green Lake, and to the south

shore of Markesan. The lines are to be ready for

operation by spring.

The Electric Railway company of Chippewa halls.

Wis is erecting a new car barn on the South Side.

The citv solicitor of Des Moines. Iowa, is con-

sidering the right of the Street Railway company to

haul freight over its lines. The charter states it is

PERSONAL.
F. S. Terry of Newark, N. J., one of the oldest

and most widely known men in the electrical busi-
ness, was in Chicago last week and renewed ac-
quaintances with many old friends.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The municipal plant at Spencer, N. Y., has been

destroyed by fire.

The electric-light plant of Iron River, Wis., has
been destroyed by fire.

The Shelby (Ala.) Iron company will put in an
electric-light plant at its works.

The City Council of Springhill, N. S., has de-
cided to erect a municipal electric-light plant.

H. M. Geiger has contracted to build the mu-
nicipal electric-light plant at Lawrenceburg, Ind.

Wrightsville, Ga., has voted in favor of the pro-
posed issuance of $15,000 in bonds for an electric-

light plant.

The Iowa Falls (Iowa) Electric Light and Power
company has increased its capital stock from $15,000
to $40,000.

Nelson, B. C, will sell, September 15th, $15,000
in bonds for extending the electric-lighting system.

J. Houston is mayor.

J. D. Wallace, engineer. Champaign, 111., is in

charge of plans for the Neoga, 111., light plant. Bids
will probably be asked soon.

The Omaha (Neb.) Thomson-Houston Electric

Light company has purchased the South Omaha
Water and Light company's plant.

The Susquehanna Valley Electric company of

Sidney, N. Y.. has been incorporated, with $200,000

capital, by FI. B. Oakman, C. F. Lehman and C. C,

Higgins.

The Mora (Minn.) Electric Light company has

sold its plant to the Mora Milling company, and
it will be moved, so as to be run in connection with

the mill.

An execution for $5,000 and several smaller claims

has caused the sale by the sheriff of the Littlestown

Electric Liglit, Heat and Power company of Littles-

town, Pa. It is thought very probable that the

Littlestown borough will buy the plant and light its

own streets.

Bids will be received by the city clerk of Kenton,
f)hio, until September .id, for lighting the streets,

alleys, squares, other public places and public build-

ings of the city, with not less than no electric lights
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of 2,000 candlepower each. The bids are to be for

the term of five years.

On account of deficient electric lighting the Board
of Aldermen, Wilmington. N. C, decided to allow-

no more bills for service until the contract between

the city and the Wilmington Gas Light company
had been signed, sealed and delivered.

A corporation will be organized in Corunna,

Mich., to be known as the Shiawassee Light and
Power company. The incorporators will be the

present members of the Corunna Electric company
and H. A. Sprague of Portland. The corporation

Avill be capitalized at $20,000 and work will be com-
menced at once on the new plant, which will be

located at Shiawassee.

A proposition to establish a municipal electric-

lighting ulant has been voted down at two municipal

elections" in Howell, Mich. At the charter election,

in March, 1900, it was defeated by a majority of

^,^, and on June 29th another election was held and

the question of establishing a municipal electric-

lighting plant was again submitted to the voters.

This time it was defeated by a majority of 23 in a

total vote of 649. The Michigan law requires that

a proposition of this kind shall receive the affirma-

tive vote of two-thirds of all the electors voting to

be adopted.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Chattanooga (Tenn.) electric railway has de-

cided to extend to Sherman Heights.

F: C. Ayres is interested in a proposed electric

line in the suburbs of Montgomery, Ala.

T. Higgins of Neenah, Wis., has applied for elec-

tric-railway franchises at Two Rivers, Wis.

J. B. Crearer, F. H. Fitch and A. G. Mosely of

Denison, Texas, are interested in a plan lor a road

between Denison and Sherman.

The Elevated Railway Construction company of

St. Louis has been incorporated. J. L. La Prelle

and C. W. Sargent are interested.

The citizens of Brightv/ood and vicinity have pe-

titioned the Washington (D. C.) Traction company
not to increase the fare to that suburb to 7V2 cents.

A. S. Macdonald and W. G. Henshaw of Oakland,

Cal., have secured a franchise for an electric road

in Contra Costa County for an electric road from
Point Richmond to the Alameda County line.

Farmington, Mo., has given a franchise for an

electric railway to W. E. Stevenson & Co. of In-

dianapolis. A. N. Fisher of Indianapolis states that

the road will be extended to neighboring towns.

The Intermontane Street Railway and also the

Asheville and Weaverville Electric Railway com-
panies have, after considerable delay, been granted

franchises for extensive additions to their lines at

Asheville, N. C.

The Chicago City Railway company recently had
14 newsboys arrested for contempt of court in vio-

lation of the injunction issued some time ago for-

bidding traffic in transfers. The case was continued

to September 4th.

The stockholders of the Schuylkill Traction com-
pany, at a meeting at .Girardville, Pa., decided to

increase their capital stock from $1,000,000 to $2,000,-

000. The company decided to build an electric road
from Pottsville to Shenandoah.

The Charlottesville City and Suburban railway

of Charlottesville, Va., has recently been purchased
by a syndicate, represented by R. P. Valentine.

Mr. Valentine will be president of the company, and
the management of the road will be begun by him
soon.

G. R. Lovejoy, county treasurer at Mount Clem-
ens, Mich., is interested in a proposed electric rail-

way from Lenox to Sanilac Center, 44 miles long
and connecting at various points with the Grand
Trunk, Michigan Central and Pere Marquette rail-

ways.

The Citizens' Railway, Light and Power company
of Newport News, Va., recently floated by Alexander
Brown & Sons of Baltimore, Md., is planning an
extensive scheme of improvement, which includes
the building of large car sheds and repair shops.

The site for these buildings has been secured. This
company will extend the Peninsular railway line

to Hampton and Phoebus.

The Shah of Persia has had a representative in

this country for some time investigating electric-

railway systems preparatory to putting in an electric

road between Teheran and a port on the Caspian
Sea, This repre.sentative is John Marsdon Ward,
an Englishman, who has for 15 years been attached
to the personal service of the shah, and who ha.s

introduced, the telephone and other modern appli-

ances into the Persian capital.

The Asheville and Weaverville Electric Railway
and Power company of Asheville, N. C, is busy
building eight miles of new road and developing
the waterpowers at Reams Creek. The company has
a 99-year charter and a franchise for 30 years.

Grading has been begun on the new road, and it

is expected the line will be completed within the

next six months. The road will handle passenger
and freight traffic, the e(|uipnient consisting of si.K

passenger cars and eight freiglil cars. At the waler-
power plant will be installed a 120-kilowatt and a

150-kilowatt generator. Don. J. Barnes is presi-

dent of the company.

The Kenosha Street Railway company was in-

corporated at Kenosha, Wis., recently, with a capi-

tal stock of $25,000. The incorporators named are

J. M. Kehlor, F. J. Gottfredson and G. R. Mc-
Dowell. The company contemplates building and
operating a street railway in the city under wdiat is

known as the Haynes & Clausen franchise, granted
some time ago. This franchise is now owned by
B. J. Arnold of Chicago, who is president of the
newly organized company. W, L. Arnold is vice-

president of the company. It is probable that the
capitalization will be considerably increased soon.

On August 13th a second head-on collision oc-
curred between two electric cars on the suburban
line at Providence, R. I., at the same spot that one
occurred on June nth. The collision was due to

disobedience of orders by one of the motormen.
It is a rule of the road that when two cars are run-
ning in the same dix^ection, a short distance apart,

the foremost one shows a red flag to warn all cars
which it passes at turnouts that it is being followed
by another car. One of the motormen in the col-

lision disregarded this signal by running out from
a switch on to the main track immediately after a
car carrying a red flag had passed. No one w^as

hurt.

Since the collapse of the dam at Austin, Texas,
the Austin Rapid Transit Railway company, which
rented its pow&r from the municipal plant at the
dam, has been operating its road with mules. The
company waited for some time for negotiations to

rebuild the dam, but has now decided to build its

own power house, and is pushing the work with
all possible speed. The plant is g^oing up just west
of the city waterworks' new pumping station. The
building is to be of corrugated iron. Two Ault-
man and Taylor i75-hoi-sepower boilers will be put
in. A Mcintosh & Seymour high-speed engine
belted to two 8o-kilowatt generators will be used
temporarily, tmtil a direct-connected, high-speed
unit is installed.

company, has secured an injunction against the is-

suing of additional stock to the highest bidder.
The court held that the majority stockholders have
a right to a majority of new stock at a fair market
value, so as to preserve their control, and that the
tendency of auctioning stock is to give the minority
an unfair advantage over the majority.

AUTOMOBILES.
H. L. Goehring, a Pittsburg attorney, and James

Scott, an officer of the Carnegie company, were
badly hurt by the explosion of the gasoline tank
on their automobile, August iSth, at Pittsburg, Pa.

R. P. Davidson of the Northwestern Military
Academy, who started to run from Chicago to Wash-
ington, D. C, on a gasoline automobile gun carriage
with three cadets, was obliged to give up the trip

on account of a number of accidents to the machine.

The Chambcrsburg (Pa.) Omnibus company, hav-
ing a charter to run automobiles over the streets

of the city, has purchased an electric brake from
the Baltimore Automobile company, and expects
to put a full line of its "autocarettes" in service over
regular routes in the city.

The Maryland Automobile Manufacturing com-
pany has filed a certificate of incorporation at Cum-
berland, Md. The following-named incorporators
are also directors: F. Brooke Whiting, Howard
H. Dickey, A, A. Doub, J. P. Rowan and Charles
T. Lowndes. The capital stock of $10,000 is di-

vided into 100 shares. The shops of this company
will be located at Westernport, Md.

PUBLICATIONS.
"Some Words of Wisdom" about paint for the

man that pays the bills and the man that owns the

roof is a recent publication of the Joseph Dixon
Crucible company, Jersey City, N. J., relating to

Silica-graphite paint.

The Crest Manufacturing company, Cambridge-
port, Mass.. has issued some circulars descriptive

of its gasoline motors for automobiles, tricycles and
all power purposes. One circular is devoted to a

description of the Crest sparking plugs.

The Jeansville Iron Works company of Jeans-
ville, Pa., has issued an advance sheet illustrating its

steam and electric sinking pumps, for use in mines.
These pumps are said to be very reliable in opera-
tion, and although they occupy small space, are yet

of design and material to produce strength.

The "Pan-partisan Pocket Manual of Politics and
Finance," 1900, published by Calderwood &; Hef-
fron, Minneapolis, Minn., is a volume of valuable

facts and figures. It contains considerable authori-

tative and non-partisan political and other informa-
tion and is issued in a convenient pocket shape.

It is supplied by the publishers at a nominal sum.

"You Needn't Worry" about burnouts of your
central-of^ce apparatus if you are protected by the

Burns' combination ofifice terminal, is the statement
introducing a circular recently issued by the Ameri-
can Electric Telephone company of Chicago. The
circular contains a description of the device and
the advantages claimed for it and mentions the

Burns individunl station metallic-circuit protector
and a combined carbon lightning-arrester fuse and
high-potential current arrester.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
Secretary Thomas R. Mercein has issued the

journal of proceedings of the summer convention
of the Northwestern Electrical association, held at

Waupaca, Wis., June 26th to 28th. The publication
contains the papers read and a full account of the
convention proceedings.

The August bulletin published by the University
of the State of Missouri, Columbia, Mo., contains
information regarding the university's school of engi-
neering. The courses and degrees are described, and
the requirements for admission are given. H. J.
Waters is dean of the school of engineering.

The electrical engineering department of the
North Carolina Agricultural and Mechanical College
at Raleigh is being provided with a completely
equipped building, -containing a great variety of
electrical machinery, including arc, alternating and
other types of dynamos, about 10 in all. The equip-
ment, it is said, will be one of the best in the South.

McKim, Mead & White, architects, have tiled
plans for the proposed Columbia University Hall, to
be erected on the hill at Amsterdam avenue and
the Boulevard, between One-hundred-and-sixteenth
and One-hundred-and-twentieth streets. New York
city. It is to be a five-story edifice, 175.2 by 260
feet, of brick and limestone, and will cost $900,000.
The sub-structure foundations were laid about four
years ago, and the architects filed a statement with
Commissioner Brady setting forth that at present
only the first story is to be completed and that the
construction work on this story will afford data
for the construction engineers to base calculation
upon as to the stability of the entire proposed
structure. The single story will cost $100,000 to
erect.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The Electric company of Philadelphia, owner of

53 per cent, of the stock in the Altoona Edison

Charles Schurig, city electrician at Omaha, Neb.,
is after the careless line-wiring contractors and
house movers who cut wires and leave them hang-
ing over live wires so as to endanger life. He has
had one arrest made.

Recent hot weather in London is said to have
created an opening for electric fans. The London
Daily Mail says that London is the most backward
of all great capitals in provision for meeting heat.
Although "suction" ventilating fans, driven by elec-
tricity, are quite well known, it is stated that there
are few. if any, electric fans of the "cooling" type
in use in England.

Under date of Birmingham, England, July 13,
1900, United States Consul Marshal Halstead re-
ports that at the annual general meeting of the
Electric Construction company in London, the
chairman announced that the company had sent
to Paris, at a moderate expense, over 20 leading
employes, in order that they might see in the ex-
position what is being done in the electric-machin-
ery world abroad.

The General Electric company is building a new
building at its works, which will be for a restaurant
for its employes. The company already has a
restaurant at its works, but it is becoming too small
for the increasing force of workmen. It was thought
best to have a restaurant on the grounds, so that
so many would not have to go outside the yard
for their lunch. The new restaurant will accom-
modate 500 people during the noon hour.

A recent United States consular report says that
steam power is to be superseded by electricity to
a very considerable extent in the -government dock-
yard at Kiel, Germany. After experimenting with
electric-power transmission on a comparatively
small scale, the administration has now decided
upon a bolder scheme, whereby all the machine
tooh, etc., installed -in the different workshops are
to be electrically driven. To this end, a power
plant having a capacity of 3,500 horsepower is to
be erected. This plant will also supply electrical

energy for driving the powerful dockyard pumps.

A school has been established by the government
at Fort Monroe. Va., for the purpose of instructing

members of the regular army in the application

of electrical machinery used in the army. The rules,

published by direction of the secretary of war,
provide that applicants must be under 25 years
of age, unmarried, qualified as a gunner, a student
of a correspondence school or the owner of elec-

trical books, and no applicant will be recommended
unless he has sought, for a year or more, to be-
come practically familiar with one or more classes

of electric machinery, or with some portion of the

elementary literature on electricity.

The Treasury Department has issued a statement

with reference to the cancellation of bonds covering
goods shipped in transit to Mexico, to the effect

that the privilege accorded prior to the act of March
1, i8y5, covering merchandise destined for the so-

called free zone, having been restored by the act
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approved May 21. 1900. bonds covering merchandise
destined for any place in the repubUc of Mexico
may now be canceled by certificate of inspection and
exportation, issued by the collector at the frontier

port and a landing certificate, given under the hand
and seal of the collector, or other chief revenue
officer at the foreign port.

TRADE NEWS.
The Electrical Supply and Construction company

of Columbus, Ohio, has changed hands. The new
management consists of John Cashatt, president;

William H. Simonton, secretary; Mark Simonton.
treasurer and general manager.

The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
company will shut down from August 24th to Sep-
tember 5th. for the purpose of making improve-
ments and repairs in the plant, taking stock and
repainting the entire interior of the works at East

Pittsburg, Pa.

The Bullock Electric Manufacturing company has
removed its general and executive offices from Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, to the St. Paul building. New York
city. The advertising and general sales departments
are included in the change. Vice-president Joseph

S. Ncave will ren:ain in Cincinnati in control of the

factory.

The Buckeye Electric company of Cleveland,

Ohio, manufactures a special cellulose filament that

is said to be attracting much attention on account

of its ability to maintain an average of 16 candle-

power for an average burning period of 600 hours.

With the final decrease in candlepower the power
consumption is found to be proportionately de-

creased. At the Chicago office of this company,

No. 1537 Monadnock building, a large stock of

standard voltages is carried, for the convenience

of the western trade. A catalogue and price-Hsl

will be sent on application.

One of the most profitable postoffices in the

United States is that at Scranton. Pa. The volume

of business is unusually large and is steadily in-

creasing, the figures for the first six months of the

present year showing more than double the business

for the same months in 1S93. This is due. princi-

pally, to the rapid growth of the International Cor-

respondence Schools. Seven years ago the schools'

postage was barely five per cent, of the total, but

now one-third of Scranton's postage is paid by the

International Correspondence Schools. Their post-

age has increased from an average of less than $400

to over $5,000 a month.

At a recent meeting of the stockholders of the

Consolidated Railway Electric Lighting and Equip-

ment company, in New York, the following-named

dii-ectors were elected: Walter Ltittgen, Norman
Henderson. C. G. Kidder, George W. Knowlton.

Thomas J. Ryan, Isaac L. Rice, John N. Abbott

and August Treadwell. Jr. This company is a con-

solidation of several concerns engaged in making

electric-liffhting apparatus for steam-railroad cars.

the electricity^being generated from the car axle

while the car is in motion and furnished from a

storage battery while the car is stationary. Power
is thus furnished for fans also.

The Crocker-Wheeler company, in order to handle
iis increasing business in Pittsburg and vicinity,
has established a sub-office in room 607 Empire
building, under the management of Francis B. De-
Gress. Mr. DeGress has been associated with the
Crocker-Wheeler company for many years, and is

an engineer of wide experience in factory equip-
ments, both electrical and mechanical. The pa-
trons of Crocker-Wheeler apparatus around Pitts-
burg will doubtless appreciate having a representa-
tive of the company so near at hand.

Under the laws of the state of Indiana, papers
of incorporation wei-e granted, July 27th, to the Bel-
den-Larvvill Electric and Manufacturing company
of Fort Wayne, Ind. The capital stock of the new
company is $100,000, and following is the list of
officers: President, S. M. Foster; vice-president,
M. C. MacDougal; secretary, O. H. Larwill; treas-
urer, C. A. Wilding, and general manager. E. H.
Belden. The company reports a very satisfactory
business now, and in anticipation of heavy fall or-
ders, is increasing its manufacturing facilities as
rapidly as possible. It is now in a position to estab-
lish desirable agencies in the principal cities in this

and foreign countries.

Considerable trouble has been experienced by
carbon-brush manufacturers in the past, in produc-
ing a carbon brush absolutely self-lubricating and
of long life, without blackening or gumming the

commutator. A -brush has just been put on the

market by the Speer Carbon companj', St. Marys.
Pa., which is claimed to be absolutely self-lubricat-

ing and of long life, and to be superior in every
respect to anything that has been produced hereto-

fore. The manufacturer guarantees the following
])oints of superiority: That it will last many times
longer than any other brush made, that it will take

a high polish and constantly lubricate the commu-
tator without gumming, that the resistance of the

brush is very low, and conveys the current without
loss, that it wears very smooth and will not crumble
or chip and that it will not cut or scratch the com-
mutator.

BUSINESS.
The Electrolysisproof Conduit company of Chi-

cago booked an order a few days ago for 180,000

feet of its conduit. The order is said to have been
placed by one of the largest telephone companies
in the field.

The Camp Engineering company, 18 South Canal

street, Chicago, is offering for sale some second-

hand engines, pumps, boilers, etc., which have been
replaced by other apparatus and which have been

put in first-class condition. The engines range in

size from four to 200 horsepower, and the boilers

are of the vertical and horizontal types.

Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, one of the largest

dealers in platinum in the United States, report a

phenomenal business during the summer months.

This firm pays $16 an ounce for scrap platinum, and

has done business with many of the electrical con-

cerns throughout the United States. TJjey will

be glad to hear from anyone wishing to dispose
of scrap platinum. The firm also makes a specialty

nf purchasing old incandescent-lamp bases, for which
they pay the highest market prices.

The Sprague Electric company reports an unusu-
ally large and steadily increasing business along all

the lines of its manufactures. The Lundell fans
have had a big sale and the sales in the interior-

conduit department have exceeded all previous sea-

sons. The company has just issued a revised edi-

tion of the bulletin describing the Greenfield flex-

ible steel-armored conductors. It contains addi-

tional illustrations and prices. Among other orders
received for motors and generators is one from
the Cooke Locomotive and Machine company of

Paterson, N. J., for a standard 300-kiIowatt, split-

pole generator of the belted type.

The Central Electric company of Chicago saj's it

is in receipt of the following communication from
one of its old customers: "Please enter our order
for 7,000 feet No. 14 rubber-covered wire, 400 feet

No. 2, 970 feet No. 4, 310 feet No. 6. and 150 feet

No. 8. as per your favor of the 7th inst., providing
the same is Okonite wire and of the same quality as

this sample of insulation which I have cut from
some Okonite wire we put in here nine years ago,"
another convincing argument, says the company,
that the best is always the cheapest in the long run.

The Central Electric company reports that its sales

of Okonite wire are constantly on the increase.

Charles tl. Besly & Co., 10 and 12 North Canal
street, Chicago, report their general business as very
good. They are receiving many orders from job-
bers in New York, Boston, Providence, Pittsburg,

Cleveland and Detroit for their Parallel clamps,
which are said to be very desirable for use on drill,

planer, milling machines and shapers. They are
also receiving many orders for their Gardner die

stocks and recent shipments have been made of

several complete shop equipments to the extreme
Northwest. Several rush orders for Gardner grind-
ers have been received from England. The firm's

new catalogue will be sent free to any address upon
application.

The Manhattan General Construction company
of Newark, N. J., says that although the month
of July is usually a poor month for arc-lamp busi-
ness, its orders for that month this year exceeded
those for any one month in its experience, extend-
ing over the last seven years. The Manhattan
series alternating-current system is being adopted
very rapidly, and attention is called to the follow-
hig, which are a few of the orders closed recently:

Evanston (111.) Electric Illuimnating company, 211

lamps; Fairport (N. Y.) Electric company, 60
lamps: W. M. Sheehan & Co.. Wappinger Falls,

N. Y.. 52 lamps; Hagerstown (Md.) municipal
plant, 117 lamps: town of Phillipi, W. Va., 20
lamps; Urbana (111.") Light, Heat and Power com-
pany, 78 lamps; Hamilton (Ont.) Electric Light
and Power company, 200 lamps. In addition to

shipping 350 series alternating-current lamps to the

Northern Ohio Traction company of Akron, Ohio,
ihe Manhattan company has received an order for

350 multiple alternating-current enclosed-arc lamps.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

655703. Device for Registering Electric Currents.

Victor G. Fuller. Toulon, 111. Application filed

December i6, 1899.

In combination witli the timins mechanism, a coinbmed

mindins lever and switch arm. a dog thereon whereby ins

connected with the windine mechanism and a cam trip lor

diseneafiins the dog from the winding mechanism as the

circuit is closed.

655.716. Telegraphic Relay. Isidor Kitsee, Phila-

delphia. Pa., assignor to Charles E. Wilson,

Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed May 20,

1899. Renewed December 21, 1899.

In telegraphy a static relay consisting of a vibrating dia-

phragm, partially or wholly conducting in electrical con-

tact with a circuit containing a generator of electricity and

a receiving device, in justaposition to a conductor, elec-

trically connecled to the battery circuit and the aerial con-

ductor, in combination with a conductor connected to the

ground.

655,747. Electro-medical Vacuum Apparatus. George

W Winckfield, Alameda, Cal, assignor of one-

fourth to George C. Fabens, Alameda, Cal.

Application filed November 29, 1899.

A vacuum cnp composed of seclions detacbably con-

nected, and an electrode clamped Between the sections.

655.762. Insulated Hanger for Arc Lamps. George

Cutter, Chicago, 111., assignor to the George

Cutter company, Chicago, 111. Application filed

May 4, 1900.

In an insulated hanger, the combination with a holder or

support for the lamp; of an insulator supportmg the lamp

holder; a hood covering the insulator; aijd devices for

securing the insulator in position in the hood, the devices

being arranged to act as supports for the lamp Jold" jn

case the insulator becomes broken, and to extend tnroigh

the hood so as to permit of their insertion and withdrawal

from the exterior of the hood.

655.763. Annunciator. William M. Davis, Chicago,

111., assignor to the Stromberg-Carlson iele-

phone Manufacturing company. Application

filed December 15, 1899.

In an annuncialor, the combination with an electromag-

.net, of a segmental pole-piece in the form of a slee 3 sec-

Issued Augjtst 14, igoo.

tion, a core for the electromagnet projecting beyond the

same and partially surrounded by the sleeve section a

pivoted armature arranged in juxtaposition with the core,

and a target lever secured to the armature.

655.769- Storage Battery. George A. Ford, Cleve-

land, Ohio. Application filed September 5, 1895.

A storase-battery element consisting of a series of porous

pans and a series of coaductors on the pans, each of the

conductors having a series of vanes at an angle to the plane

of the pan, and active material between the vanes.

155.772. Telephone Toll Apparatus. William A.

Foss. Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the American

Toll Telephone company, Cleveland, Ohio, Ap-
plication filed February 26, 1900.

A machine of the character indicated, comprising a

clockwork that includes an escapement having its anchor
provided-^viih an arm or lever, means for winrting up the

clockwork, a movable part within the machine and ar-

ranged to be engaged by a coin or check of a predeter-

mined size and provided with a member arranged to

engage and detain the anchor arm or lever, and means
whereby the coin engagable part is actuated, through the

medium of the coin or check, in the direction required to

release the anchor arm or lever.

6:5,777. Electrical Sign and Signal and Apparatus

for Operating Same. Anatole Heiny. San Fran-

cisco, Cal., assignor of two-thirds to Joseph E.

Artigues and Diminique G. Lucien, San Fran-

cisco, Cal. Application filed September 26,

1899.

A signboard comprising a plurality of panels each con-

taining incandescent bulbs arranged in spaced order and

in parallel rows at intervals apart across the panel, con-

ducting strips connecting the bulbs in separate grtjups

composed of individual bulbs in the separate rows and by

different combinalions adapted to form different letters or

characters, the conducting strips terinioaling at bindmg

posts on the panel, a plurality of contact pieces corre-

sponding in number wiih the conducting strips of the in-

dividual panel and connecting electrically each conducting

strip with a source of electricity in open circuit, a selecting

device comprising mechanism actuated by an individual

key lever for each letter or character lo be formed and

circuit-closing means controlling the circuit through each

contact piece and an operating key by the movement of

which the circut is closed and the generator thrown upon

the selected contact pieces that go lo form the letter or

character represented by the individual key so actuated.

655.779. Control of Electric Furnaces. William S.

Horry. New York, N. Y., assignor to the Union
Carbide company, Niagara Falls, N. Y. Ap-
plication filed February 21, 1899. Renewed Jan-
uary 15, 1900.

A system of electric-furnace regulation compiisingan
electrically controlled motor geared or attached to the
movable member or element of the furnace, electro-
mechanical molor-controlling devices in operative posi-
tion to the furnace circuit and adapted to automatically
start and reverse the motor to keep the amperes constant
in the furnace, means for switching current into the
motor by hand to run it in either direction, and means for
permitting and preventing the control of the motor by the
electro-mechanical devices,

655,780- Electric Furnace. William S. Horry, New
York, N. Y.. assignor to the Union Carbide
company. Chicago, 111. Application fili-d August
15, 1899-

Means for re^ulaliog an electric furnace having a mov-
able element and a motor for working it. which means com-
prise reEiilatiog relay apparatus responding to the furnace
circuit, and devices worl<ed by the relay for iniparting mo-
tion from the motor lo the movable elemenl, the devices ar-
ranged to respond only to predetermined variations in the
furnace circuit thereby keeping the furnace current ap-
proximately constant.

^$>7^?>- Electrolytic Apparatus for Decomposing
Metallic Salts. Carl Kellner, Vienna, Austria-
Hungary. Application filed March 3, 1896.

Apparatus described comprising an external vessel for
containing an electrolyte, suitable anodes, a mercury cath-
ode suspended above the bottom of the vessel by suitable
means, a chambered structure dipping iato the cathode,
means for moving the structure through the cathode and
means for placing one or more chambers of the chambered
structure in communication with the external vessel.

655,808. Electric Arc Lamp. Bernard A. Stovi^e,

Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the Jandus Elec-
tric company, Cleveland, Ohio. Application
filed July 10, 1899.

In an electric-arc lamp the combination with a clutch
and a magnet, of a movable coreless coil disposed within
the field of force of the magnet so as to be actuated by tlie

fluctuations thereof, aod connected with the clutch, the mov-
able coreless coil included in circuit with the coil of the
magnet.
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655.809. Signaling Apparatus and Circuit Therefor.
Alfred Stromberg and Androv Carlson, Chicago,
111., assignors to the Stromberg-Carlson Tele-
phone Manufacturing company, Chicago, 111.

Application filed April 26, 1899.

A magneto generator for telephone signaling combining
an armature normally disconnected from the signaling
circuits, an electrically actuated signal receiver connected
with the signaling circuits, a contact, a coacting switch
spring normally ensagiag the contact and maintaining the
signaling circuit closed, a driving shaft passing through an
opening in the switch spring, a second contact mounted
upon the shaft connected with the armature circuit, and
automatic means for securing the longitudinal movement
of the shaft whereby the contact is moved to establish con-
nection with the switch spring and disengage the spring
from the contact.

655.810. Telephone-exchange System. Alfred Strom-
berg ar.d William M. Davis, Chicago, 111., as-

signors to the Stromberg-Carlson Telephone
Manufacturing company, Chicago, 111. Appli-
cation filed April 26, 1899.

In a telephone-exchange system, the combination with
two telephone lines extending from substations to an ex-
change, of telephone switch hooks at each of the substa-
tions for opening and closing the telephone line at each
substation; a centralized battery normally included in cir-
cuit with the telephone lines ; a line indicator for each of
the telephone lines, each normally included in circuit
with the battery, whereby upon the completion of the
circuit at either of the subscribers' stations the indicator
corresponding to the station is operated, which station
thus becomes the calling station; a cord circuit for form-
ing a continuation of one of the telephone lines; means for
effecting a connection between the cord circuit and tele-
phone line without disconnecting the line indicator corre-
sponding to the line from circuit; a jack switch, and a con-
necting plug united with the cord circuit for effecting the
connection of the cord circuit and its connected telephone
line with the remaining telephone line, the jack switch be-
ing adapted upon the insertion of the said connecting plug
to disconnect the indicator from the telephone line. (See
cut.)

655.811. Telephone-exchange System. Alfred Strom-
berg and WiUiam M. Davis, Chicago, 111., as-
signors to the Stromberg-Carlson Telephone
Manufacturing company, Chicago. 111. Appli-
cation filed July 13, 1899.

The combination with two united telephone lines, of
switching apparatus for uniting and disconnecting the
same, an indicator associated with the united telephone
lines, an auxiliary alarm circuit and apparatus jointly con-
trolled by the indicator and switching apparatus for con-
trolling the alarm circuit.

655,838. Method of Insulating Electric Conductors.
Nikola Tesla, New York, N. Y. Application
filed June 15, 1900.

The method of insulating electric conductors, which con-
sists in reducing to and maintaining in a frozen or solidified
condition the material surrounding or contiguous to the
conductor by the action thereon of a cooling agent main-
tained in circulation through one or more channels.

655,849. Telephone Bell Cut-out. Luther F. Cobb,
Providence, R. I. Application filed January 6,

1900.

A cut-out employing a revolving disk and electromag-
netic release is described.

655,852. Electric Motor. Patrick J. Coilins, Scran-
ton, Pa., as.signor to the Collins Electric Vehicle
company, Scranton, Pa. Application filed De-
cember I, 1899.

An electric motor consisting of a hollow field frame hav-
ing inwardly projecting pole-pieces at its opposite sides, a
partition extending across the interior of the frame trans-
versely to the pole-pieces and forming part of the mag-
netic circuit, tbe partition having pole-pieces opposing the
pole-pieces upon tbe sides, and an armature between each
pair of opposing pole-pieces.

655,883. Receptacle for Secondary Batteries. Jo-
seph Middleby, Jr., Maiden, Mass., assignor of
one-half to George E. Hatch, Quincy, Mass.
Application filed April 24, 1900.
A receptacle for the cells of a secondary battery, com-

prising a box adapted to contain tbe cells and a pneumatic
cushion on which the cells are supported, fjr the purpose
set forth.

NO. 655,810.

655.905- Wire Joint and Method of Manufacturing
Same. Francis W. Maxstadt, Chicago, 111.

Application filed June 11, 1900.

As a new article of manufacture, a wire joint formed
from a single sheel-metal blank having a central internal
ridge and longitudinal edges bent in opposite directions to-
ward each other into permanent contact with the ridge to
produce parallel closely adjacent tubes which receive, and
contact throughout their interior surfaces with tbe wires to
avoid intermediate air spaces.

655.916. System for Individual Service on Elec-
trical Party Lines. William Torst, Jr., Los
Angeles, Cal., assignor of one-naif to William
P. Mooncy, San Pedro, Cal. Application filed

September 25, 1899.

A system for individual Borvice on electrical party lines
comprising the combination with the central station and
tho service machine connected therewith by a metallic
service circuit; of an electrical cut-out on the circuit;
a magnet for operating the cut-out; a metallic cir-
cuit connecting the magnet with the Rcrvice cir-
cuit through the cut-out; a nwitch in the connection be-
tween the magnet and the cut-out; a siipf lemenial
conductor connected with one line of the service
circuit; a key cooncctod with tbe supplemental conductor

and arranged to open and close the switch and to electric-
ally connect the supplemental conductor with the mag-
net wire at the instants only of respectively opening and
closing tbe switch; and independent means for opening
and closing the service circuit.

655,920. Manufacture of Carbon. William J. Burke,
Scranton, Pa., assignor of one-half to Henry A.
Kaufhold, Scranton, Pa. Application filed De-
cember 16, 1899.

As a new article of manufacture, carbon for electrical
and other purposes manufactured from impalpably pow-
dered anthracite coal.

655.968. Voltaic Cell. Eugene M. Fishell, Cleve-
land, Ohio, assignor to the National Carbon
company, Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed

January 20, 1900.

In a voltaic cell, a porous carbon cup consisting of a head,
having extending from it integrally two continuous walls,
one within the other, there being alined openings through
the two walls and a sleeve integral with the walls and con-
necting the openings.

655.970. Manufacture of Paper for Electric Print-
ing. William Friese-Greene, Lon,don, Eng-
land. Application filed March 13, 1900.

The method or process of making paper suitable for
electric printing, which consists in treating paper with an
extract of marine alga;.

655.992. Indicating Device for Telephone Receiver;?.

William R. Ratlivon, Florence, Colo. Appli-
cation filed November 28, 1899.

A visual telephone indicating device, consisting of an in-
dicator constructed as a disk or plate provided with a
hook for supporting the indicator upon a movable part of
the receiving insirument. and a flexible connection secured
to the indicator at one end and its other and free end
adapted to be connected to any suitable part of the receiv-
ing insfrum' nt.

656,004. Automatic Resistance-reducing Device.
George H. Whittingham, Baltimore, Md. Ap-
plication filed December 4, 1897-

In an automatic resistance-reducing device, the combi-
nation of a resistance having contact plates; a controlling
shoe movable over the contact plates; a magnet; a heavy-
current circuit including the magnet and resistance but
operative through both only at the initial movement of the
controlling shoe ; a small-current circuit direct from the
main line and including only the magnet and field; and a
spring or equivalent device to store power interposed in
the connection between tbe movable controlling shoe and
the armature or core of the magnet, whereby when starting
the heavy current passes through the magnet only for the
brief period required to draw its armature or core and the
current is thereby automaiically broken, and the resist-
ance is then gradually cut out by the action of the stored
power. (See cut.)

NO 656 004

656.011. Lock. Henry G. Carleton, New York,
N. Y., assignor to the Carleton Electric com-
pany. New York, N. Y. Application filed No-
vember 15, 1899.

In a lock, the combinatin w th on3 of the engaging
parts, of a withdrawing mechanism including an actuaiing
device and suitable mechanical connections between the
device and the part, a normally inoperative controller for
tbe withdrawing mechanism, and suitable electrical

devices for causing the controller to remain inoperative.

656.012. Electric Launch. Jacob C. Chamberlain,
New York, N. Y. Application filed March 27,

1899.

In an electric boat, the combination with an electric mo-
tor completely inclosed in the boat structure, and located
beneath the floor thereof of veniilanni pipes communi-
cating with different portions of the motor casi ^^ and ex-
t"nding forwardly and rearwardly therefrom to points out-
side of the boat structure.

656,029. Electric Automatic Controller and Indi-

cator for Railways. Vito Leto, Newark, N. J.

Application filed September 14, 1899.

In a controller, indicating and signaling apparatus for

railway trains, the combination with an instrument car-

ried by the train provided with distance-indicating dials,

and a dial for telegraphic messages; of a station instru-
ment having dials corresponding to those on the train in-

strument; a telegraph transmitter comprising a rotary
wheel having numbers thereon corresponding to those on
the telegraphic indicating dial, a pointer or lever for rotat-

ing the transmitter wheel, and electrical devices operated
by the transmitter wheel for moving the pointer of the
telegraphic dial indicator.

656,076. Method of Electrostatically Measuring
Currents in Working Circuits. George L. Ad-
dcnbrookc. London, England. Application filed

May 7, 1900.

Tlie herein described meihod of electrostatically meas-
uring electric currents in a working circuit, which comprises
the setting up of an electrostatic instrument wi'h suitable
connections to the circuit, testing, comparing by standard,
and calibrating the instrument and taking a deflection
reading ilierefrom upon a suitable adjusted scale; then
making measurements of the'current in the circuit under
working conditions by a deflectioi; reading or readings
upon the scale as adjusted; and finally retesting or cali-

brating the instrument by a further reading or readings
upon the scale as first adjusted.

^5^fi77- Manufacture of Incandescent Materials for
Electric Lighting. Georg Alefeld, Darmstadt,
Germany, assignor to Ludwig Wilhelm Cans,
Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany. Application
filed June 15, 1899.
The within described method of making incandescents

adapted to incandescent electric lighting, which consists
in first forming a body of the desired shape from one or
more of those oxides of the earthy metals which become
conductive and luminous at elevated temperatures.

656,091. Electrically Operated Railway Gate.
George D. Burton, Boston, Mass., and George
W. Steiner, New York, N. Y. Application filed
April 22, 1899.

In an electrically controlled railway device, the combi-
nation of a swinging gate, solenoids having cores con-
nected to the gate, and a circuit switch lever having a
movable switch blade adapted to direct the electric cur-
rent from one solenoid to the other.

NO 656,095.

656,095. Plate for Secondary Batteries. John B.
Conrad, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Hewitt-
Lindstrom Motor company, Chicago, 111. Ap-
plication filed March 9, 1900.
The herein-described plate for storage batteries com-

posed of a frame and two oppositely facing series of non-
intersecting individual and distinct bars, each bar being
trianeular in cross-section and connected at its ends to
tbe opposite sides of tbe frame, all tbe bars in both series
being parallel but alternate bars being members of oppo-
site series and disposed on opposite faces of the plate and
facing in opposite directions, and the apices of all the bars
pointing inwardly. (See cut.)

656.100. Electricity Meter. Paul Eibig, Berlin,
Germany, assignor to Martin Behrendt, Berlin,
Germany. Application filed January 20, 1900.

in an electricity meter tbe combination of a motor hav-
ing an oscillating armature with a motor having a rotat-
ing armature.

656,105. Circuit-breaker. Frank W. Garrett, Johns-
town, Pa., assignor to the Lorain Steel com-
pany of Pennsylvania. Application filed De-
cember I, 1899.

In a circuit-breaker, the combination of means in the
main circuit of the instrument for producing a magnetic
field, the armature movably supported in the field and
carrying a coil whose plane is normally substantially par-
allel to the lines of force of the field, means for normally
restraining movement of the armature, and for permitting
such movement under abnormal conditions, means for ef-
fecting a circuit through the body of the armature inde-
pendent of its coil, and a normal short circuit around the
last-named circuit.

656,115. Incandescent Lamp. Christian Hoelscher,
Warren, Ohio. Application filed April 30, 1900.

The combination with a socket having a mai 1 terminal
and two auxiliary terminals, of a lamp having a plurality
of filaments therein, a central contact for constantly en-
gaging the main terminal, and two other contacts for en-
gaging either or both of the auxiliary terminals when, the
lamp is turned axially, the filaments being connected to
the contacts of the lamp.

656.127. Dynamo-electric Machine. John D. Spence,
Somerville, Mass., assignor to Charles L. Cot-
ton, Dedham, Mass. Application filed May 12,

1899-
In a dynamo-electric machine, an armiture. a plurality of

field poles, exciting coils therefor, a magnetic shunt for
shunting poles of opposite polarity, a shunt coil encircling
the magnetic shunt and in circuii with an armature w ind-
ing to reduce the shunting power of the magnetic shunt,
and a neutralizing coil normally of slieht eft'ect also en-
circline the magnetic shunt and adapted when excifjd to

neulralize or counteract tl'e effect of the shunt coil.

656.128. Method of Regulating Dynamo-electric
Machines. John D. Spence, Somerville, Mass..
assignor to Charles L. Cotton. Dedham. Mass.
Original application filed May 12, 1899. Di-
vided and this application filed January 22, 1900.

The method of regulating dynamo-electric machines
having a magoeiic shunt, to produce a current of substanti-
ally uniform electromotive force at varying speeds, which
consists in varying the strength of the field inversely and
in proportion to the variations in speed, by tbe inductive
influence on the magnetic shunt of a neutralizing current,
incrpasing the current directly as the speed increases.

656,1.^3. Truck. Wheel and Armature Exchange for

Street or Other Railway Cars. William H.
Cornner, Anderson, Ind. Application filed No-
vember 23, 1S99.

Means for facilitating car repairs, compiising a pit hav-
ing an interrupted track therein, a track extending over
the pit and having a section vertically movable in guides
over the interrupted portion of the firsi-named track, trans-

verse bars extending the full width of the track, working
ill slots of supporting framework for the track, and ar-

ranged to ba moved in under and support the end portions
of both rails of the vertically movable track section, and
to be moved from under the same to allow the section to be
lowered, together with supplementary vertical guides,

and a transverse armature-supporting bar working in the
guides, and having a central pivoted motor or armature rest.
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Electric-launch Service at Jackson
Park.

At the close of the World's Fair at Jackson Park,

Chicago, a few of the electric launches which ren-

dered such popular and efficient service during the

exposition were retained by the park commission
for regular use. These were kept in service for a

time, but the batteries soon began to give out and
the launches were abandoned. This summer the

South Park commissioners decided to start up the

launches again. A contract was made for the over-

hauling and maintenance of the batteries for a term

of years, and along with this several other important

changes were made. The contract was made by the

Haschke Storage Battery company of Chicago and

carried out under the personal supervision of J. E.

Haschke. consulting engineer of the company.
One of the meclianical and electrical curiosities
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the lights in the parks are put out. For this pur-
pose two arc machines are run in parallel. The arc

dynamos used are 9.6-ampere Brush machines. All

three of the launches are put in series to charge
and some artificial resistance is also introduced into

the circuit. Each launch-charging circuit has a

quick-break, arc-circuit switch for cutting the launch
out, if necessary. The main charging circuit has
a no-load cut-out. so that, if the arc-dynamo attend-

ant stops the machines without opening the circuit

the circuit will be opened automatically and prevent

short-circuiting the battery. The charging station

is on the lagoon, and consists of covered-over slips

into which the launches are run.

The launches are the same in external appearance

as formerly during the World's Fair. Fig. i shows
one of the launches as it appears in service on the

lagoons. Fig. 2 (page 130) shows the interior seat-

.
for recharging they are uncovered by lifting off the

seats. The seating capacity of a launch is 30 per-

sons, though only 25 people are allowed in a boat

at one time.

In overhauling the storage batteries, which were

of the Julien type, their weight was reduced

700 pounds. The positive plates were re-

placed with the Haschke plate, which is made
of chemically pure sheet-lead, perforated with

very fine holes, formed by being placed in a

gas vat, filled with granulated carbon and a heavy,

thick electrolyte, and then passing a current, creat-

ing an electrolytic action, assisted by the gas. The
Haschke company claims to be able, by its process,

to form a good positive plate in si.x hours. The
old negative plates were considerably sulphated and

were depolarized electrochemically. Each positive

element is encased in a double sheet of the Haschke

nf the old launches was the controller. A more

complicated mechanism for accomplishing a simple

operation would be hard to imagine. The contacts

of the motor circuits were made and broken in

large mercury cups, of which there were 40 on each

controller. About $40 worth of mercury was re-

quired on one controller. The mercury contacts

were operated by 25 electromagnets, the electromag-

nets being controlled by a small controller in the

bow of the boat, operated manually by the helmsman.

The electromagnets were mounted on a 40-pound

marble slab. Altogether, the controller weighed

ISO pounds, so that the throwing out of the old con-

troller made an appreciable reduction in launch

weight. The present controller is simply a reverse

switch and a rheostat. There are only two speeds

on the controller, one for slow speed with some

resistance in circuit and one for full speed with no

resistance in circuit, the batteries being in both

cases arranged 30 cells in series, two sets in parallel.

For charging, the two sets of cells are thrown

in series, making 60 in all. The charging arrange-

ments at Jackson Park are rather unusual. The onlj-

current available is from the aic-lighting plant of

the South parks at Washington Park, a mile away.

The charging is done after 11 o'clock at night, alter

ELECTRIC-LAUNCH SERVICE AT JACKSON PARK.—A TYPICAL

ing arrangement of a launch and Fig. 3 illustrates

the arrangement of controlling handles in the bow.

The motor is under the raised portion of the floor

near the midle of the boat that is indicated in Fig. 2.

The pilot wheel is in the bow, directly in front

of the operator. The lever of the controller, which

is at the right, and the reverse lever have a liori-

zontal movement. Between the pilot lever and

controller is a knob which, when pulled out, opens

the controller circuit. At the left is the handle oi

a pump which operates an air whistle.

The motor is slow speed and directly connected

to the propeller shaft. On the first speed, with

30 cells in series and some resistance in circuit, the

speed is four miles an hour and the current taken

is V amperes. On the second or full speed, with

30 cells in series and no resistance in circuit, the

speed is six miles an hour and the current taken

is y amperes. It is also possible (though it is

never done in regular service) to put 60 cells m
series This will give a speed of 14 miles an hour

with a current of 52 amperes. 1 he latter speed

on the small lagoons in the park seems like a

much greater speed than it really is. and causes a

great swell, throwing high waves on the bank.

The batteries are arranged under the seats, and

insulation, which is an electrochemically treated

cardboard. The 60 cells on each launch are rated

at 120 ampere-hours. On a test made July loth,

six days after the launches had been put in opera-

tion, over 60 miles was covered by one launch on

one charge of the battery.

The launches are well patronized and are run

from 2 p. m. to 1 1 p. m. every day, except Saturday,

when the service begins at 10 a. m. The circuit

of the Jackson Park lagoons is made each trip, and

it is a delightful ride. The fare is 10 cents, and

a round trip occupies about 20 minutes.

.^t the plant of the Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power
and JVIanufacturing company, situated on the edge
of the gorge, below the falls, a serious accident

happened recently, through the breaking of a steel

derrick which was lowering a 16-ton armature over

the edge of the cliff to the power house. The arma^
ture fell some distance and crashed through the

roof of the Cliff Paper company's incline railway

and lodged between the tracks. Part of the derrick

fell through the roof of the Cliff mill. A new
armature had to be ordered from the General Elec-

tric company. The loss is estimated at between

$20,000 and $30,000.
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Association of Edison IliuminatingCom-
panies.

The sixteenth annual meeting of the Association

of Edison Illuminating companies will be held at

the Grand Union Hotel, Saratoga, N. Y., on Sep-

tember 4th, 5th and 6th. This meeting will be the

twenty-first convention of the association. The ses-

sions will be held in the morning and afternoon

of each of the three days mentioned, and will be

executive sessions, according to the usual custom

of the Edison companies' conventions. On Friday.

September 7th. the delegates and guests will be taken

by special train to visit the works of the General

Electric company at Schenectady. The association

of Edison Illuminating companies is composed of

about 70 electric-light companies throughout the

countrj^ which were the original licensees of the

Edison Electric Light company. As there is but

one company operating in a city, the relations are

FIG. 2. ELECTRIC-LAUNCH SERVICE AT JACKSON PARK.

—

SEATING ARRANGEMENT.

entirely mutual and the purpose of the convention

is to afford the different members an opportunity

for discussing rates, methods of operation, different

systems of lighting and other topics that are of

important and common interest.

At the Saratoga meeting it is expected that the

following papers Vv'iU be read and discussed: "Some
Notes on Electric Elevators," by Arthur Williams.

New York; '"Systems and Apparatus for Light and
Power Distribution," by C. P. Steinmetz, Schenec-

tady, N. Y. ; "Polyphase Distribution," by G. Se-

menza, Milan, Italy; "Electric Elevators and Elec-

tric Hoists," by John F. Gilchrist, Chicago; "The
Electrical Features of the Paris Exposition," by
W. C. L. Eglin, Philadelphia, Pa.; "The Year's

Improvements in Meters and Measuring," by C. D.
Haskins, Schenectady, N. Y.; "Residence Rates in

Detroit," by Alex Dow, Detroit, Mich.; "Arc-light-

ing Systems," by Walter Fish, Lynn, Mass.; "Dis-

tribution from Transmission Circuits," by D. L.

Huntington, Spokane, Wash.; "The Past, Present

and Future of the Incandescent Lamp," by John W.
Howell, Harrison, N. J.; "Efficiency of Electric

Distributing Systems," by F. Torchio, New York;
"Results in the Application of the Maximum. De-
mand Rate System," by C. S. Knight, Boston, Mass.;

"Twenty-five Cycles vs. Sixty Cycles for Union
Lighting Station," by C. F. Stott, Buffalo, N. Y.

The following-named gentlemen are officers of

the association: President, J. W. Lieb, Jr.. New
York; vice-president, William Chandler, Sault Ste.

Marie, Mich.; secretary, Wilson S. Howell, New-
ark, N. J. ; treasurer, W. S. Barstow, Brooklyn

;

executive committee, J. W. Licb, Jr., New York,
chairman; Samuel Insull, Chicago; Alex Dow, De-
troit; George R. Stetson, New Bedford, Mass.;
W. H. Johnson, Philadelphia; Charles L. Edgar.
Boston; William Chandler (ex officio), Sault Ste.

Marie, Mich.; W. S. Barstow (ex officio), Brook-
lyn; Wilson S, Howell (ex officio). Newark, N. J.

International Association of IVIunicipal
Electricians.

The committee having in charge the work of ar-
ranging for the fifth annual meeting of the Inter-
national Association of Municipal Electricians, to
be held in Pittsburg, Se])tember 25th to 27th, i.s

making every effort to make the convention a suc-
cess. Morris W. Mead, superintendent of the Pitts-
burg Bureau of Electricity, is chairman of the execu-
tive committee, and he is assisted by Elmer G.
Loomis, chairman of the committee on arrange-
ment."., and other members of that committee.

At a recent meeling of the committee on arrange-
ments, Mr. Mead staled that at least 300 delegates,

accompanied by their wives and daughters, will at-

tend the convention. It was decided to form a
ladies' reception committee, of which Mrs. H. P.

Ecker will be chairman. Arrangements have been
made with the American Bell Telephone company
and the Pittsburg Central District and Printing
Telegraph company fOr the free use of those com-
panies' telephones to the delegates and their friends

and also with the Western Union and Postal Tele-
graph and Cable companies for the free services

of their wires. It is expected that the railroad com-
panies will grant a i 1-3. fare from all points on
the certificate plan. The Western Pennsylvania Ex-
position of Industrial Arts will open at the time
of the meeting, and special arrangements will be
made for the delegates to attend in a body.

Opposition to New Interurban Road at
Columbus,

The officials of the Columbus, London and Spring-

field Electric Railway company, on the night of

August rSth, says the Columbus (Ohio) correspond-

ent of the Western Electrician, executed one of the
most successful coups upon their adversaries that

the people of Columbus have beheld for some time.

For months past, the local street-railway company
has defiantly fought all the new railways seeking
entrance into the city, and has persistently antag-
onized the efforts of the Columbus, London and
Springfield interivrban company, although the lat-

ter was granted a franchise some time ago. On
Saturday night, August iSth, the officials of the

new road determined to carry their well-matured
plans into execution. They had been granted the
privilege to form their loop around the state capital

and in the heart of the city, but how to overcome
the difficulties that were sure to beset them, was
their supreme concern. However, as the clock
struck 12, a gang of 500 workmen suddenly ap-
peared on the scene and began a terrific onslaught
on the principal thoroughfares. It was then Sunday
and too late for injunctions, and by noon the next
day there were at least 12 squares of street that
were graded ready for the ties. By this tiine, coun-
sel for the old road and for a few of the private

individuals who were in opposition, were scurrj-ing

to and fro, trying to block further work, but to

no avail. The local company hauled out a number
of old cars and placed them at the intersections of

the new road with its lines, to prevent the new
company from putting its crossings down, and was
successful on that point. August 20th the local

"kickers" succeeded in getting out an injunction,

and arguments were presented by both sides before

Judge Williams on the following Friday afternoon,
who requested counsel for the contending parties to

Progress in Arc Lighting by Alternat-
ing-current Lamps.

^

By H. W. Hillman.

At your last meeting, held in Cleveland, in Au-
gust, 1899, one of the most important discussions
was on tfie subject of illumination by alternating-
current arc lamps, and, until recently, this subject
has always appeared to include a difficult problem.
We can all remember the illumination test which
was conducted by the local company on the first day
of your convention at Cleveland. That test demon-
strated that the light from the alternating lamp
properly constructed is satisfactory in all respects
to the public, city authorities and central-station
managers.
A few months later, the Georgia Electric Light

company of Atlanta installed a circuit of alternating
lamps for the purpose of making a comparison in
the matter of light with their lo-ampere open arcs.
After three months' operation, a formal inspection
was made by the city authorities and representatives
of the lighting company, with the result that the
light from the alternating lamps was not only
greatly favored, but the alternating system was
adopted for illuminating the streets of Atlanta. Such
experience, together with results of many other
tests, encourages us to believe that so far as the
subject of light is concerned, arc lighting by alter-

nating lamps has made considerable progress in the
last 12 months. Much has been said ybout the
large installations, such as Hartford, Woburn and
other stations, which afe operating several hundred
arc lamps.

It is interesting to dwell for a moment on some
of the features in connection with the new arc sys-
tem of a small electric-lighting plant. The Fort
Plain Gas and Electric company of Fort Plain,
N. Y., has furnished commercial and street light-
ing for the last 12 years. The old equipment con-
sisted of a high-frequency alternator with belt-

driven arc machines. About a year ago a series
alternating system, with one 50-light transformer,
one 25-light transformer, 42 arc lamps and 45 100-

cnndlepower incandescent lamps was introduced.
The service is two-phase, a transformer being in-

stalled on each of the phases. Notwithstanding thai

one is a 50-light and the other a 25-light trans-
former, the two phases are baknced on the com-
nierciai circuits within three volts. The system has
been operated for about 12 months, without any
expense whatever for repairs. Only a half day, once
a week, is required to trim the lamps. The space
occupied at the station for the arc-lighting system
is only four by 15 feet. Notwithstanding that the
primary voltage from the transhiission line is quite
variable, the current of the arc system remains
perfectly steady, because of the excellent regulation
of the transformers. Fig. i illustrates a simple ar-

rangement for automatically switching off the lamps
at daybreak. A battery circuit energizes two mag-
nets—the circuit being closed at the proper time

FIG. 3. ELECTRIC-LAUNCH SERVICE AT JACKSON PARK.—STEERING WHEEL AND CONTROLLER HANDLES IN BOW.

submit their briefs on Saturday. The decision of

the judge will be handed down some time this week.

Snakes Give Fire Alarms.

Kearney, N. J., has a fire-alarm system that acted
very queerly recently. The fire department re-

ceived numerous alarms, but. most of them of a
very broken and indefinite character, and the fire-

men could not tell from which boxes they came,
neither could they discover any fire. After the

department had been chasing false alarms for sev-

eral days and had vowed dire vengeance on the

practical joker who was tampering with' the cir-

cuit, three milk snakes were found in a swilchbox
of the alarm circuit in the cellar at the fire depart-
ment. They got tangled up with the mechanism,
and, in their efforts to get free, turned in alarms
that aroused the fire department at all hours of the
day and night.

by an ordinary alarm clock. When these magnets
are energized, a v/eight is released, which opens
the primary switches of both transformers, thus
opening the street-lighting circuits. As current is

taken from a distance, and there is no generator
in the station to require attention, the device re-

ferred to above makes it unnecessary to have any
attendance whatever at the station. The arrange-
ment has been in service for more than a year
and has never yet failed to operate.

Referring further to small stations, the series al-

ternating system offers wonderful flexibility for arc

lighting. Notwithstanding the comparatively small
size, a 2S-light transformer has an efficiency of

95 per cent. The transformers arc also made fcr

35, 50 and 75 lights.

A station manager was recently considering a sys-

tem for 200 lamps, and desired sufficient spare ca-

I. Read before the Ohio Electric Light associalion, at Toledo,
O , AuRust 16, igoo.
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pacity for 225 lights. At first glance, two lOO-light
transformers and a 25-light size would be suggested,
but the conditions of load, as well as the size of the
circuits, led to an arrangement of three 75-light
transformers. For a time each transformer will be
operated with about 65 to 70 lamps, and the multi-
circuit arrangement employed for operating two
circuits of 35 to 37 lamps each.

Station practice frequently requires the adoption
of a transformer to operate at half load temporarily,
and later to be connected for the full rated capacity.
The constant-current transformer possesses an ad-
vantage in this, respect, as the primary coils may
be connected so as to operate at half load with prac'
tically full-load power factor and efficiency. (See
Fig. 2.)

The question has been frequently asked, if the
transformers can be operated on two and three-phase
circuits. IVIany such systems are now in actual use,

and are operating satisfactorily. Of course, great
care should be exercised in the installation, with a
view to properly balancing the system. Occa-
sionally it happens that only two transformers are
wanted, and they are for use on a three-phase serv-

ice. In such cases a special primary winding can
be furnished for a regular three to two-phase trans-

formation. Fig. 3 shows the connections of two
constant-current transformers for balancing the

load, on a three-phase circuit. Fig. 4 indicates the
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FIG. I. ARC LIGHTING BY ALTERNATING-CURRENT LAMPS.

—AUTOM-ATIC SWITCH FOR OPENING CIRCUIT.

connections of the same transformers operating as

single-phase transformers on a three-phase .circuit.

Perhaps some of the Ohio stations are so situated

that economy in space would be an attractive fea-

ture. The accompanying illustration (Fig. 5) shows
a modern arc plant where six 50-light transformers,

with an aggregate capacity of 300 lights, require but

140 square feet of floor space at the station, or an

equipment of less than half a square foot per lamp.

The old arc-lighting system demanded 1,400 square

feet for only 22S-light capacity. The economy in

space is in the ratio of 10 to one, without consider-

ing 75 additional lamps, which the plant is now ca-

pable of operating.

There exists a universal appreciation of the savings

due to the lower maintenance cost of the enclosed

arcs compared with open arcs, but insufficient at-

tention seems to have been given to the higher

Three phase
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paring this with the efficiency of old-style arc ma-
chines, operating from line shafting, it is invariably
found that there is a saving of approximately 200
watts per lamp. Operating 4,000 hours per year,
the saving represents 800 kilowatt-hours per lamp
per year, and at the low cost of one cent per kilo-
watt-hour for energy, a net saving is effected equiv-
alent to $8 per lamp per year. If representatives of
some of the larger Ohio stations shoijld feel one
cent per kilowatt-hour is too high, let them use
one-half cent, ai.d there still remains a saving of

$4 per lamp per year, due to the high efficiency of
the series alternating street system.
The small maintenance cost for operating enclosed

arcs is beginning to be appreciated. A report from
a station where a lOO-light transformer and 100

FIG 2, ARC LIGHTING BY ALTERNATING-CURRENT LAMPS
—CONNECTIONS FOR CONSTANT-CURRENT

TRANSFORMER,

lamps were operated for over a year states that not
a cent has been expended for parts for cither the

transformers or the lamps. A report on six trans-

formers in operation for more than two years shows
that the only expense for maintenance has been a

small ehain, costing not more than 10 or 15 cents.

The exact annual cost of operating enclosed and
open-arc lamps has been frequently discussed. The
table below may be considered as representative

of the annual saving in maintenance, in connection
with a station having established a first-class arc-

lamp department:
Enc'osed

Items. Open Arcs. Arcs.
Trimming S 5-63 Si. 28

Carbons 6.57 1.56
Inspector 94. .90

Repairs 2.00 i.oo

Inner globes .60

Outer globes 08 .14.

S15.22 S5.48
5-48

Annual saving in maintenance S 9-74

It is only fair to add that in such cities as Cleve-

land, Chicago, Pittsburg or Cincinnati, the outer

globe will require cleaning frequently, due to the

excessive dirt and dust which is known lo accumu-

late in those particular districts. This item would

increase the cost of maintaining enclosed arcs, ap-

proximately, $1 per lamp per year.

Whether the station be small or large, it is equally

essential that a systematic method be adopted for

taking care of inner globes, carbons, etc. As the

enclosed arcs have two globes, compared with one

for the open arc, additional attention must be paid

to globes. The design of the enclosed lamp enables

the use of the residue of the upper carbon for the

Plu^ Switch -.,^1
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of a modern enclosed-arc-iamp department, a
scheme has been adopted for brushing out the globe
and cleansing it with water at the same lime. An
upright brush is mounted upon a supporting arm
and belted to a motor. The brush is revolved at a
considerable speed, to remove the carbon dust from
the globe, and at the same time, hot or cold water
is passed through the pipes into the globe. A recent
trial was made to see how fast the globes could be
cleaned by this method. At the start, the globes
were in the wagon-box, having been returned to the
station. They were taken out, the holders re-

moved, and in an hour and 20 minutes 125 inner
globes were cleansed, dried and returned to the

wagon-box ready for use the next day. The trim-
mer not only takes care of 125 lamps per day during
this season of the year, but cleans the globes. A
device for testing carbons for straightness, diameter
ancl length is provided. A gauge on the table Is

set for the right length, and 125 carbons may be
quickly cut and placed in the holder for the next
day's use.

Considering the excellent organization of this

lamp department, together with the great care which
has been paid to little details, we need not be sur-

prised to learn that the previously cited compara-
tive statement showing cost of operating open and
enclosed lamps was based on the result obtained at

this station. It may serve as a guide for central-
station managers investigating the economy which
may be secured by the enclosed-arc street system-
Progress may also be noted in connection with

FIG. 5. ARC LIGHTING BY ALTERNATING-CURRENT LAMPS.
—A MODERN TRANSFORMER PLANT.

inner globes. In the first installations of alternat-
ing enclosed lamps, it was common to use clear
globes. It seemed reasonable to believe that more
light could be secured from clear glass than from
opal. However, the danger from this practice be-
came apparent. A shadow existed beneath the en-
closed-arc lamp to a degree almost approaching that

of the old-style open arc. This shadow was found
to be more annoying, because the arc constantly
moves around the carbon, producing a wandering
shadow on the ground beneath the lamp. The
source of light is the arc only, when using a clear
inner globe, while with an opal glass, the entire
globe, from the top to the base, is flooded with
light; the globe itself becomes a source of hght.
The shadow is entirely eliminated, a beautiful dif-

fusion is secured, and tests show that the amount
of light is greater at a distance with an opal inner
globe than it is from a lamp equipped with clear

glass. Evidences are not lacking to prove the prac-
ticability and value of opal inner globes for enclosed-
arc street lighting.

I desire to earnestly appeal to the central-station

managers of Ohio to energetically push the arc-lamp
department of their business, and particularly the
street-lighting branch. Such wonderful strides have
been made in interior lighting that this part of the

arc-lamp department has become a source of in-
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efficiency which the ser-es alternating system pos-

sesses. It is interesting to consider a 300-light arc

svstem where a large alternator is used for operating

incandescent lamps, commercial arcs and the series

alternating system. Considering that after 11 or 12

o'clock at night, the street lighting would represent

most of the load, the alternator and constan--ci^-

rent transformers would have an average net eih-

ciency of from 85 per cent, to 90 per cent. Corn-

lower holder, and advantage must be taken of this

feature in order to operate at a low cost. Inner

globes should be carefully cleaned, and the residue

of upper carbons cut the proper length to be used

again. Inner globes ought to be returned to the

station and cleaned at each trimming, when the

carbon deposit is so slight as to enable a thorough

cleansing of the globe. Too much stress cannot be

laid upon this point. In the globe-cleamng room

creasing income. In all sections of the country evi-

dences of this fact are abundant.
The street-lighting end, however, has been lax.

Particularly is this true where stations are furnish-

ing lights from the old-style arc system. There is

no more reason to expect to energetically push
street lighting and greatly increase your income
with the old-style system, than there was for com-
peting with Welsbachs, and pleasing the merchants,
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when you had only open arcs available for store

lighting. As soon as the merchants saw the great

improvement in artificial light, they adopted it ex-

clusively. They had become accustomed to the use

of electric light in great abtmdance, because it is

a superior illuminant.

The same argument applies in connection with

street lighting. The alderman, who has recently

moved into the new residential district, takes pride

in referring to the new-style lamps. They har-

monize with the residences recently built. They
go hand in hand v.'ith the new railway line, which
has just been extended into that territory; and, al-

FIG. 16. MODERN SWITCHBOARD PRACTICE.—WESTING-
HOUSE 2 200-VOLT SINGLE-PHASE PANEL.

together, ihe illuminating company occupies a very
strong position. In introducing a new system of

lighting, with the advantages of steady burning,

absence of shadows, neatness of installaticn, clean-

liness of globes and uninterrupted service, the out-

look is encouraging. All these superior features

popularize the lights among the citizens of any city

or town. The interest displayed in this subject by
cfilicials and representative business men is not sur-

prising. In a city in the East, which has met with
considerable success in introducing the new lighting

system, the mayor secured opinions from many
prominent citizens whose business takes them on the

streets at night, and whose opinions might be con-
sidered of much value. Commendatory letters were
received from the chief of police, the chief of the
fire department, the superintendent of street-clean-

ing department, the most prominent physicians, the

4\
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FIG. 17, MODERN SWITCHBOARD PRACTICE.—CONNECTIONS
FOR A TWO PHASE GENERATOR.

proprietor of a prominent livery stable and the
bicycle-palh commissioner.
An arc lamp near a fire hydrant is of considerable

value. The good illumination facilitates making
connections with a hydrant, and assists the fire de-
partment in saving life and property. Such an ar-

f^umcnt should appeal to the citizens of any com-
munity. While arc lamps need not be placed at

every hydrant, they should be so located that every
hydrant is well illuminated, or if this is imprac-
ticable, a scrics-incandesccnt lamp should be sus-
pended over each hydrant which is not already
lifilitcd by an arc lamp.
These ideas lead us into the subject of candle-

power, and strrmgly suggest the low-energy lamps,
or the lamp of smaller illuminating capacity. The
miniiles of your last meeting contained a few words
on this subject by Mr. Hoag. city electrician of

Cleveland, who stated that he hoped that the time
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would come when arc lamps of smaller units would
be available for street use, thus affording an op-
portunity for installing them more freely through-
out all sections of the city or town.
Progress has already been made along this line;

for example, the lO-ampere open-arc lamp consumes
about 480 to 500 watts, while the new series alter-

nating enclosed arc consumes only 425 watts at

terminals. Among the 150 stations which have
adopted the series alternating system, almost all of

them are using the standard 6.6-3mpere or 425-watt

lamp. This shows conclusively that the low-energy
lamp has come to stay, and. in fact, some of the

systems installed are adjusted for six amperes and
consume only 375 to 400 watts at terminals. As the

energy consumed per lamp forms such a large pro-

portion of its cost of operating, the subject becomes
a very important one.

To study all the phases of the street-lighting busi-

ness should be the aim of every central-station man--

ager. At this time, when such great improvement
is offered for illumination, there is something wrong
if the annual income from the city is not increased.

The adoption of low-energy lamps will encourage
the use of lights extensively; the economies effected

by the new system will increase the profits mate-
rially; and. finally, as the public reaches that de-

gree of education where artificial light will be de-

manded as universally in the street as it is now
used among the merchants, mills and factories, your
arc-lamp department will be in a flourishing con-
dition. Progress in arc lighting by enclosed lamps
will have been substantiated for all time.

Project to Consolidate Wisconsin Elec-
trical Properties.

Articles of incorporation of the Wisconsin Trac-

tion, Heat and Light company were filed August
• 24th with the register of deeds at Milwaukee. The
nominal capitalization of the company is placed at

$10,000. The incorporation of the company is said

to be the initiatory step toward the consolidation

of all the electric lines of the state under one man-
agement and the connection of all the cities between

Chicago and Green Bay by an electric line. The
\

FIG 18. MODERN SWITCHBOARD PRACTICE — CONNECTIONS
FOR A THREE-PHASE GENERATOR.

incorporators are Henry C. Payne, Charles F. Pfis-

ter, Frank G. Bigelow and John I. Beggs. Speak-

ing of the purpose of the new company, Mr. Beggs
is reported as saying;

"The corporation is formed primarily for the pur-

pose of uniting and fostering certain small prop-
erties in the Fox River Valley, and that object, for

the present at least, will be the sole one. The arti-

cles, however, provide for extensions, and there is

little doubt but that the lines to which I referred

will serve as an important step in the road from
Chicago to Green Bay, of which reference has been
frequently made.
"While the company is at present in every way

distinct from the Milwaukee Electric Railway and
Light company, the ultimate purpose, I am free

to admit, will be to bring the properties all under

one head. Such an undertaking requires time, and

the steps toward this ultimate goal will be slow.

But it will all tend to secure the best of facilities and

to extend the usefulness of the electric service in

the state."

Street-railway Bills to Be Recom-
mended.

The street-railway commission of the Chicago

City Council has decided to draw up two bills

which it will present at the first meeting of the

council in the fall, with the request that they be

recommended to the Legislature next winter. The
first bill to be drafted will be a comprehensive street-

railway measure, intended to solve the present prob-

lem before the City Council. It is proposed that

the city be given power to lease franchises to ex-

isting or other street-railway lines, after the expira-

tion of the present franchises for surface trunk lines

in 190.3. Tlie second bill will give the city power

to buiid a subway or permit private capital to build

it, under the city supervision. A referendum clause

will be inserted in this latter bill, so that when the

city is ready for the subway the council can go
before the people and determine by an election

whether the suljways be built by the city or by a

<:ompan.v.
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Modern Switchboard Practice.
By Frank C. Perkins.

Part III.

Single-phase Alternating-current Switchboards.

The panel construction for switchboards for all

ordinary high-tension, single-phase, alternating-cur-

rent installations has proven to be the best possible
form for future extensions, simplicity of design and
neatness in arrangement and economy of space. The
Westinghouse design (Fig. i'6) shows a single panel,

any number of which may be placed side by side

when it is desired to operate several machines. The
slabs are of polished white marble (Italian), i%
inches thick, with beveled edges. These marble
slabs are supported by a rigid pipe and iron frame-
work, which is secured to the floor and properly
braced from the wall, making a solid and substan-

tial construction. The supports are arranged so

!;:.<

FIG. ig MODERN SWITCHBOARD PRACTICE. —CONNECTIONS
FOR TWO TWO-PHASE GENERATORS RUNNING IN MULTIPLE.

that below the panels a clear space of about two
feet is left free.

All the instruments are mounted directly upon
the marble slabs, and in this particular type of panel
care has been taken to arrange construction so

that no charged metal parts are exposed on the

front of the switchboard, thus preventing the attend-

ant from accidentally receiving a shock from the

front of the board. This is largely accomplished
by using a special construction of switch known as

the high-potential, non-arcing-type plunger of the

single-break form; that is, one porcelain cylinder and
plunger are provided in each leg of a circuit, thus
giving two breaks in series on a single phase. The

FIG. 20. MODERN SWITCHBOARD PRACTICE — FRONT AND
BACK OF BOARD FOR FOUR 270-KILOW.\TT ELECTRO-

LYTIC GENERATORS.

special conditions studied in the construction of these
switches were: First, that an arc is maintained
with difticulty when the circuit is quickly broken;
second, that an arc tends to expand, and cannot
therefore be readily maintained in a confined space;

third, that an arc cannot withstand a strong trans-

verse draft of air. The long handle furnishes a

powerful leverage and gives ease and certainty of

operation, while, being on the opposite side from
the switch terminals, it insures absolute safety to

the attendant. Each porcelain cylinder has a one-
half-inch bore, through which a copper rod or
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plunger passes, making the electrical contact be-
tween terminals.

In the panels designed by the engineers of the
General Electric company the material used for the
panel is blue Vermont marble, two inches thick, and
divided into an upper panel about five feet high and
a lower panel below, in the back of which the
switchboard transformer is usually mounted, and
frequently the lightning arresters are also placed
at the back of the lower panel. The total height of
the board is nearly eight feet, and is mounted on
an iron framework of steel angle bars, secured to
the floor with angle brackets and to the wall with
stay rods. By referring to diagram. Fig. 15, the

FIG. 21. MODERN SWITCHBOARD PRACTICE.—SIEMENS &
HALSKE DIRECT-CURRENT SWITCHBOARD.

arrangement of connections, pilot lamps, fuse blocks,

direct-current and alternating-current ammeters and
other apparatus may be readily followed. The rhe-

ostats, switches, ground detectors and transformer

may be noted particularly in the back and side ele-

vations in this diagram.
The necessary apparatus of the VVestinghouse

type usually installed for controlling one single-

phase generator and one single-phase feeder

consists of a voltmeter and ammeter placed

near the top of the panel, a combina-
tion rheostat, with concentric wheels, mounted
on the front of the board, the rheostat itself being

placed on the back or near at hand, a ground-detector

receptacle and plug, a high-potential push-bottom

and two field plugs. The two-pole high-potential

plunger switch is seen below, with two single-pole

fuse blocks, one mounted on each side, while the

switchboard transformer is mounted on the back of

the board, and is not seen in the diagram.

The connections for controUing one two-phase or

one three-phase generator may be seen in diagrams.

Figs. 17 and 18. The current capacity per circuit

on these panels is from 45 amperes to 100 amperes.

Generally, a swinging-arm voltmeter is provided.

Connections for multiple running of two two-

FIG. 23, MODERN SWITCHBOARD PRACTICE.—WESTING-

HOUSE DIRECT-CURRENT SWITCHBOARD.

phase generators may be seen in Fig. I9- Above

the main bus-bars are simply shown the synchroniz-

ing lamps, and synchronizing bus-bars, while below

all the various connections of ammeters, vohmeters,

switches and other instruments may be traced.

The method adopted in these boards is to use

the voltmeter and voltmeter transformer for testing

for grounds. A plug receptacle and push-bottom

are supplied on each generator panel, by means of

which either side of the circuit may be tested for

a ground, and under normal conditions, when the

voltmeter reading above is required, the plug is in-

serted in the two sockets of the plug receptacU,

which are covered by red fiber rings.

DIRECT-CURRENT LiGHT, PoWER AilD RAILWAY SWITCH-

BOARDS

The construction of switchboards by combinations

of various panels is particularly well adapted tor
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direct-current, light, electrolytic, power and railway
work. The illustrations. Figs. 20, 21, 22 and 23, show
the designs and construction of Anderson, West-
inghouse and Siemens & Halske engineers, and
the method of assembling the generator panels,
rheostat panels, load panels, feeder panels and blank
panels.

The modern switchboards are usually made up
of slabs of white Italian marble or blue Vermont
marble, two inches thick, with polished faces and
one-half-inch beveled edges. An iron framework is

invariably used to support the panels, and is made
of steel angle iron. Flat conductor bars are used
to connect the different instruments and switches
mounted on each panel. One of these bars is allowed
for each 300 amperes of current. For very heavy
currents a larger unit bar is used (see Fig. 20), a
ventilating space being left between successive bars.
The bars are usually held in place by nuts, screwed
on to the studs of the instruments and switches,
the studs being properly threaded. For currents
under 200 amperes wire is used instead of strap
connections. For all smaller conductors, required
to connect the voltmeter, pilot lamp, etc., No. 12
insulated wire is used.
Usually standard adjustable jaw switches are used

on boards of this construction having a working
potential not to exceed 750 volts.

Frequently the voltmeter is mounted on an arm
hinged to the angle-iron framework of one of the
end panels. The swinging voltmeter is of particu-
lar value to the attendant, when two or more gen-
erators are operated in multiple. He can then swing
the voltmeter around at right angles, so he can
keep his eye upon it while throwing in each addi-
tional machine in multiple with the others. A
swinging voltmeter is shown on the Siemens &
Halske switchboard (Fig. 21).
The railway switchboard (Fig. 22) was planned
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and found impractical to maintain, so that wireless
telegraphy seems to be the only hope the islands
have of intercommunication other than by steamship.

An English View of Municipal Owner-
ship.

Lord Avebury, in the Inly Contemporary Review,
London, points out that the result of government
and municipal "trading," as it is called in England,
is not by any means the unqualified success that it

is sometimes made to appear to be by enthusiasts

4,000 miles away on this side of the water. Among
other things, Lord Avebury, in substance, says:
"The action taken by municipalities not unfre-

quently tends to defeat the very object they had
in view. Take, for instance, the housing of the
poor. It is generally agreed that in many, perhaps
most of our cities, there are slum districts, with
houses unfit for human habitation. Now, there are
two ways of dealing with this state of things. The
municipalities have power, under the existing law, to

compel the owners of such property to put it into

a proper condition, and this power might be ex-
ercised; or, secondly, they might buy the property,
and build workmen's dwellings themselves. The
first seems to me the true policy, but the second
is that adopted by various municipal authorities.

Miss Octavia Hill, however, who speaks with so
much authority on the subject, has told us that, in

her opinion, it is very undesirable that municipalities

should undertake the housing of the poor.
"I firmly believe that municipalities will lose money.
We have some object-lessons before us. The tele-

graphs are often referred to as being a brilliant

financial success. But what are the facts? We have
lost altogether over £7,000,000, and the yearly deficit

is increasing. Three years ago it was £340,000; two

FIG. 22. MODERN SWITCHBOARD PRACTICE.—ANDERSON RAILWAY SWITCHBOARD.

and laid out by engineers of the Philadelphia Union
Traction company. The Albert and I. M. Ander-
son Manufacturing company furnished the switches

and practically all the connections. It also made
all connections on the board and put up the bus-

bars. A view of the board gives one the impression

of its having great strength, solidity and ample ca-

pacity. It is erected across the south wall of the

station, in two tiers, the upper one being 90 feet

long and the lower being 60 feet, 15 feet reserved

on each side for an entrance, leading to the street

and repair shop on the right, and to the station-

men's rooms and lockers on the left.

The feeder panels are seven feet 10 inches high

and 18 inches wide. There are four generator pan-

els, 30 inches wide, five tie-line panels, one panel

for controlling lights, one panel for recording watt-

meter and negative switches, one panel for main

ampere and wattmeters, two switch panels for con-

necting upper and lower bus-bars, and one spare

generator panel. The switches, connections and

choke coils on the board weigh upward of 14 tons,

and the bus-bars about seven tons, which will give

a general idea of the amount of metal used. The

main bus-bar is designed to carry 16,000 amperes.

[7'he cud.]

years ago, £440,000; last year, no less than £600,000!
in Victoria the railways have been for some time
worked by the state, and the result has been a

loss of no less than £7,750,000. Nor is this the only
case. South Australia has also lost £2,000,000. Un-
less the present tendency is checked, we must be
prepared for a great increase in our rates, and in

the number of our municipal employes, for an enor-
mous expansion of our local debt, for a serious
check to private enterprise, and a discouragement
to th eprogress of invention and discovery."

Space Telegraphy at the Hawaiian
Islands.

Communication with neighboring islands and with

the outside world means much more to the citizens

of the Hawaiian Islands than those who are in daily

communication with the world can realize. The

recent successful use of space telegraphy to com-

municate from one island of the group to another

was especially welcome. Honolulu and Lanai, 100

miles apart, are now in easy communication, gnd

the other islands will probably be in similar com-

munication soon. Owing to the mountainous na-

ture of the ocean bottom, a cable laid between Oahu

and Maui, 70 miles, about 10 years ago, was broken

Proposad Power Development of the
Youghiogheny River.

A syndicate is considering the matter of devel-
oping the vvaterpower of the Youghiogheny River
near Ohiopyle, Pa., and furnishing electric power
to a network of electric roads through the coke re-

gion. A charter for the Uniontown and New Salem
street railway has already been taken out. The key
to the vvaterpower situation is a large strip of land
jutting out from a high mountain, around which the
Youghiogheny River tumbles and falls for a dis-

tance of almost two miles. Across the narrowest
part of the neck the distance is only 1,200 feet. The
Ohiopyle Falls are at one point of the neck. The
entire river plunges over a precipice 16 feet high,
and numerous other falls and rapids make a fall

of 96 feet in the two miies around the neck. The
land on the neck is almost level, and it is said that

plenty of room can be had for all necessary build-

ings. The scheme is to drive a race across the nar-
row part of the neck and harness the falls after the
same manner that Niagara Falls are now harnessed.

The same idea had been talked of before, but never
materialized. The proposed cut would not be over
25 feet deep at the lowest point. A tunnel will not

be dug, as it would cost too much. All the plans

have been prepared and are ready for the report of

the engineers on the hydraulic power available. J.

K. Ewing of Uniontown is at the head of the project.
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Germany is making rapid progress in the applica-

tion of electricity. On March 1st of this year there

were in operation 652 electrical plants, against 4S9

the previous year. The number of places with elec-

tric light e.xceeds that of places illuminated by gas

—

900 against 850. The largest electrical plant is at

Rheinfelden, with 12,360 Icilowatts. Then follow

one at Berlin, 9,230 kilowatts; one at Hamburg,
7,290 kilowatts; one at Munich, 6,110 kilowatts; two
others at Berlin, of 5,452 and 5,312 kilowatts, re-

spectively; one at Strasburg of 4,955 kilowatts, and
so on. All the electrical works supplied last year

2,623,893 incandescent lamps, 50,070 arc lamps, and
106,368 horsepower for motors. The Vaterland is

still far behind the United States in the consump-
tion of electric current, but the present rate of

extension is remarkably high.

The 1900 census returns of American cities which
are now being made public show, as a rule, that the

population of the larger towns has increased at a

much smaller rate in the last decade than in the

corresponding period from 1S80 to 1890. This fact

has attracted widespread attention and it is at-

tributed to the great extension of the electric rail-

way. Although the figures for the suburban dis-

tricts are not yet available, it is undoubtedly true

that the most rapid growth of the last 10 years

has been in the border land about the big cities

—

just outside the heart of the town, but not far

enough to be in the country. The trolley car is

responsible for this development It has made pos-

sible the thick peopling of land which was for-

merly too far out to become the homes of persons

of moderate means whose daily work was in the

city. Anything that reduces the pressure upon land

in the great cities is to be welcomed, for fresh air

and sunlight are prime necessaries of life; and
in this way the electric railway has brought its

greatest blessing to city dwellers.

Southend-on-Sea is in disgrace—at least with the

"militantly British" portion of the English indus-

trial press. It seems that the borough engineer of

the place actually had the temerity to specify

American equipment in inviting tenders for electric-

railway apparatus, of which the town is in need.

This "unpatriotic" conduct is a great shock to the

sensitive Feilden's Magazine, from which we obtain

our information, especially as "such material is ob-

tainable in our country, at reasonable prices, from

industrial concerns that are exclusively British, and

which spend the money they receive in our own
country, employing British brain and muscle and

encouraging British manufactures." In concluding

its admonitory remarks to the unhappy municipality,

our contemporary rises to the occasion in these

words: "We most earnestly hope that never again

shall we have occasion to bring to public notice a

breach of loyalty to British interests so flagrant as

that committed by the corporation of Southend-on-

Sea." In short, the Southend officials have been

guilty of an offense little short of treason to the

British crown because they endeavored, in a per-

fectly open and legitimate way, to secure a well-

tried class of apparatus which they preferred. Is it

not a confession of weakness—a significant indica-

tion of the alarm felt among English manufac-

turers—that such a pother is made over the action

of a town of 13,000 inhabitants?

The Chicago Tribune criticizes the recent report

of the commissioner of labor on the private and

municipal ownership of waterworks, gas w'orks and

electric-light plants, on the ground that the govern-

ment does not state "general results," meaning by

that, apparently, "the business of interpretation on

broad and illuminating lines." But what would

the Tribune have? Is it the business of the United

States government to take sides in the munici-

pal-private-ownership controversy to "illuminate"

the facts? Of course, it is not. The government

gathers the data bearing on the case, tabulates the

figures and explains and summarizes the tables.

These are the results submitted by the department.

Persons who have sufficient capacity and interest

may draw their own conclusions from this labori-

ously gathered and classified material; it is not the

province of government to do so. The report gives

the opportunity for comparison, puts the figures of

the two classes of service in juxtaposition, as far

as may be, but docs not undertake to say in set

terms that municipal ownership is to be preferred

to private ownership, or vice versa. And, as was
pointed out in the Western Electrician a month ago,

when this report was considered in these columns,
it is impossible to arrive at any "general result,"

because all the eleinents of cost of production, as

known to central-station men by experience, are
not accepted by their adversaries. Without taking
sides, there can be no "general result," because the

premises that lead to it are in dispute.

It looks as though much of the time of the next
session of the Illinois Legislature will be taken up
with street-railway franchise questions. It is said

that a state rapid-transit commission will be asked
by the combined Chicago street-railway companies
independently of a similar application by the city

authorities. The city will ask for a commission
which will give larger powers to the nmnicipality in

making a permanent settlement of the transit prob-
lem. The companies will ask for a commission,
as they did in the defeated Humphrey bill, which
will take the power of settlement away from the

city almost entirely, so far as the initiative is con-

cerned, giving the people of Chicago only the right

of veto, the control of the companies being vested

permanently in the state commission. The con-
tention of the companies will be, it is assuined, that

the validity of the 99-year act of 1865, under which
the predecessors of the Chicago street-railway com-
panies received direct grants from the Legislature,

will not be impaired by the expiration of the 20-

year extension ordinance in 1903, and that the trunk-

line grants to the companies are valid until 1958.

On the other hand, the city will assert that the so-

called contract rights for 99 years apply to "aniinal

power only," as specified in the original grants,

and that the companies have no authority from the

state to operate either cable or electric lines. It

is possible that the whole question will be referred

to a commission, and if so, there will be a vigorous

contest before the Legislature to determine the

powers and scope of the commission.

Romantic and historic Edinburgh would not sac-

rifice its good looks to obtain the benefits of the

overhead-trolley system. When it was concluded

that the old horse railways were out-of-date and in-

sufficient, the city authorities decided to go to the

great expense of installing a system of cable rail-

ways in order to mar the appearance of the streets

as little as possible. But now there are many resi-

dents of the proud old city who think that the free-

dom from poles and wires has been purchased at

too great a cost, especially as the new electric-

railway system of Dundee has proved a conspicuous

success, which the cable cars in Edinburgh have

not. A correspondent of the Electrical Review of

London, canvassing the situation, says that the

cable cars in Edinburgh have so far been a compara-

tive failure. After several years' labor, the full sys-

tem is not in operation yet, and the lines that are

working are a serious annoyance to passengers.

Continual breakdowns and stoppages are the fate

of the traveler; he may start, but he knows not when

he will arrive at his destination. Nothing like a

regular service can be maintained, and the cars get

bunched together. The drivers do not seem to be

able to understand the working of the diiTerent junc-

tions and auxiliary cables, and are kept on a nerv-

ous tension, which may probably account for some

of the stupid things they do. The conductors are

disheartened, and long for a return to the old horse-

car days, although after the enormous expense of

cabling the streets that is an impossibility. At the

recent annual dinner of the Merchant company it

was freely admitted that the adoption of the cable

system in preference to the electric had been done

too hurriedly. The annual rent to the Edinburgh

corporation is £90,000, and for the last two years

the tramway company has paid no dividend; last

year, indeed, left a loss on the 12 months' work.

The success of Dundee, where car-mile cost has

been reduced from the fid. of animal power to I i-3d.

by the use of electricity, only makes the position

of matters more annoying, for there are many men
in Edinburgh who advocated the electric traction,

or, at any rate, a period of delay, and who are now
pointing to the disorganized cable system, and ask-

ing if anything could be worse than that. All in

all, Auld Reekie is paying a rather dear price for

passing by modern convenience in favor of historic

tradition.
. ,
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Incandescent Lamp Socket Decision.

Judge Nathaniel Shipman of the United States
Circuit Court, Southern District of New York, has
decided in favor of the plaintifj in the incandescent-
lamp socket case brought by the General Electric
company against the Anchor Electric company and
Henry G. Issertel as its agent and manager, for
infringement of patent No. 559,232, issued April 2S,

1896, to J. C. Tournier, on a socket for incandes-
cent lamps. Claim i of the Tournier patent, which
is owned by the General Electric company, reads;

In an iQcandescent-Iainp socket, an insnlalini^ block, circuit
terminals and a circuil-contrclline key with a metallic lip

and operating spring mounted thereon, in corabination with a
metallic socket mounted on the insulating block, the metallic tip

of the controlling key being adapted to make contact with the
shell and close the circuit.

In his opinion Judge Shipman says, in part:

"The original socket which was made for the Edi-
son filament lamp was a hollowed, cup-shaped, in-

sulated wooden block, in which the circuit-breaker-

w'as a thumb-screw. The socket, as a whole, or in

its parts, was ill adapted to the needs of a filament

lamp. It speedily disappeared, and a porcelain socket

took its place, which, instead of a block, had a single

insulating disk of porcelain upon which the various

metallic parts were secured. The disk was weak
and fragile. The metallic parts, not being separated

from each other by insulation, produced abundant
short-circuiting and the screw shell was permanently
included in the circuit and electrified. A change
was made to a socket of two thin, separated disks,

but the trouble arising from non-insulation of the

metallic parts, short-circuiting and frequent break-

age did not abate. Each of these sockets was in

turn the standard article in common use until the

Tournier tlevice was invented for the purpose of

having a socket which should overcome their an-

noying and expensive defects.

'"'Tournier discarded disks and made a substantial

cylindrical supporting block of porcelain or other

insulating material the base of the socket. He cut

away its edges for the passage of the circuit wires,

made cavities or recesses in the sides of the block,

in one of which was mounted a binding-screw se-

cured to the key-shaft, and in the other another

binding-screw, connected with a metallic contact

arm projecting over the top of the block, was

mounted. A transverse passageway was cut through

the block in which the circuit-controlling key-shaft,

its frame and operating spring were mounted.

"Some of the advantages, which are manifest in

the Tournier socket and which the mechanical ex-

perts for the complainant notice, are the strength

of the insulating base, the encasing of the contact-

key and circuit terminals within this base, thereby

preventing accidental contact with the exterior metal-

lic shell, the separation of the terminals and the

metallic working parts by walls of porcelain and the

consequent reduction of liability to short-circuiting,

the disconnecting the threaded shell from the circuit,

except when the lamp is in place or the key is

ciosed, and the simplicity, compactness and strength

of the parts, whereby loosening of the metal pieces

was avoided. . , ^ ,,

"The socket was placed on the market m the fall

of 1894. its advantages were speedily recogtiized, it

has had an extraordinary success and during the

year 1899 more than 2,000,000 Tournier sockets were

sold by the complainant. ,

"Inasmuch as the gist of the Tournier invention

consists in his improved solid insulating block

which produces safety and permanence by its hous-

ing of and its relation to the various metallic parts,

it is not strange that no anticipation could be found

either in the pre-existing defective disk-shaped

structures, or in the Edison wooden cup-shaped

article, which speedily disappeared from use

"The defendant seeks relief from its inability to

find that the patent in suit had been anticipated by

the assertion that every separate element was old

and that no invention was either required or ex-

ercised in assembling the various elements in the

combination in which they appear in the Tournier

structure. The insulating block of the patent, as

constructed and arranged to become the receptacle

of the various metallic parts, was a novelty, and, in

its peculiar characteristics, it had no predecessor.

It is a waste of time, in view of the mass of pre-

existing patents, the large majority of which were

failures the development of the Tournier device,

which was carefully wrought out by a change in the

character of the insulating base so as to avoid the

defects of the disk sockets, and the complete success

of the structure, to deny its patentable character.

tion of the road has cost iV-i million dollars. This
IS said to be the largest third-rail electrical system
in operation. The recent test is said to have been
satisfactory in every respect. At points along the
line the train ran at the rate of 60 miles an hour.
The following-named gentlemen are officers of the
company: President, A. M. Young, New York;
general manager, Maurice Hoopes; chief electrical
engineer, Ernest Gonzenbach.

Third-rail Line Opened at Albany.

On August 20th the first trip was made over the

third-rail line of the Albany and Hudson Railway

and Power company of Hudson. N. Y. This company

purchased the Kinderhook and Hudson railway, whicli

had been operated by steam power. The new own-

ers have remodeled the system, and have extended

the line from Niverville to Rensselaer, an addi-

tional distance of 18 miles. The total length of the

road is nearly 38 mile-. New steel rails have been

laid and the roadbed has been newly ballasted ac-

cording to the best modern practice for high-speen

senice. The current is suppHed by a .third rail,

and the power operating the railroad is supplied

from one power station at Stuyvesant J?alls, ana

generated by waterpower. From that poi t it is

transmitted at a pressure of 12,000 volts to sub-

stations along the line of the railway. The con»truc-

Unusual Electrical Mishaps.
The midsummer fire report of the Electrical Bu-

reau of the National Board of Fire Underwriters
has its usual collection of "terrible examples" of
electrical troubles that might have been avoided
by greater care or better workmanship. Some of

the more unusual mishaps are thus referred to:

A passenger elevator installed on soo-volt circuit

with magnetic controlling devices and double-pole
circuit-breaker. When attendant attempted to stop
car at second floor the devices failed to act. No
automatic switch being installed at top of shaft, the
car collided with the beams of the roof and stopped.
The double-pole circuit-breaker failed to open the
circuit because, owing to parts of opposite polarity
being too close, the current arced from one pole
to the other.

The bursting of an incandescent glass bulb in a
knitting mill set fire to lint, which quickly com-
municated to surrounding inflammable material.

An electric soldering iron was left connected by
an employe in a manufactory of electrical supplies.

It became overheated and set fire to surroundings.
A switch controlling a small electric motor, used

for grinding coffee in a grocery store, was operated
by a string. An imperfect contact caused an arc,

which set iire to insulation of wires. Fire communi-
cated to surrounding woodwork.

Flexible cord was run by engineer from wires

back of canopy of a wall bracket around side wall

of room to a receptacle for the purpose of furnish-

ing additional light to occupant of a room in a

hotel. On wall, attached to same by tacks and pins,

were many inflammable articles, such as calendars,

paper fans, posters, etc. One of these fastenings

was driven through the cord in such a manner that

subsequent movement of the cord completed a

short-circuit! The insulation on cord was ignited,

the inflammable material caught fire, and before the

fire could be extinguished a damage resulted to

carpets and furniture of $60.

A lar.ffe feed mill was operated by an .electric

motor. The generator at the central station which
supplied current to the motor at the feed mill shut

down for repairs, and the engineer at the feed mill

neglected to open the switch controlling his motoj.

In a short time the generator at the plant aaain

started up. starting in turn the motor at the feed

mill, with entire resistance of rheostat in circuit.

The coils in rheostat became red hot ana fell against

partition to which rheostat was bolted. Partition

caught fire, and before flames could be checked

the entire mill and its contents were destroyed.

A cloth-cutting machine was placed on a table

on one of the unner floors of a large ship-chandlerv

establishment. The motor operating same was rated

as one-sixth horsepower, but evidently developed

considerably more. A cord was attached to the

motor from a key socket and fusible attachment

olug. A girl nperatirg the machine turned on the

key socket and shortly afterward, for some reason,

gave it another turn. From this it is concluded

that the amount of cloth heing cut was ton great

for the motor and stopoed it, and when the key

v;as turned the second time an arc was established

in the socket. The girl operating the machine noted

a flame from the socket and stepped awav to get a

fire extinguisher. The flame from the socket, which

was placed about six inches from the bottom of a

shelf, comm.unicated to the latter and fire soon

gained rapid headway. There was a fuse of about

five-ampere capacity protecting the motor m the

attachment plug, and a strip fuse in the service switch

of about 20-ampere capacity. The shell of the at-

tachment plug and the metallic parts of the socket

were welded together.
.

A man engaged in pressing trousers with an elec-

tric iron, using alternating current, made a ground

contact somehow and was instantly killed. Trans-

former defective. ...
A verdict of $150,000 damages against an electric-

light company for an electrical fire is recorded.

It was alleged in the suit that the building had been

wired after an obsolete manner, and that the fire.

in which goods v/orth $200,000 were destroyed

was directly traceable to the defective insulation of

the system.

Zinc Combination Reported.

Negotiations are said to be uncler way for the

consolidation of practically all of the zinc business

of the country, and it is believed that the deal will

be closed immediately after the fall e ection. The

matter is in the hands of the principal interests in

the New Jersey Zinc company, an organization

with a capitalization of $30,000,000 and controlling

about half of the zinc business of the country. It

k the intention to take in the zinc properties at

Toplin Mo., the Heglcr and Matthiessen properties

:^t Ta'Salle III., and a few smaller independent in-

terests. The capitalization of the new company

is fixed at $60,000,000.

Institute Members In London.

The reception and entertainment furnished to

members of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers on the occasion of their recent visit in

London were very cordial and enjoyable. The
hosts were the president and members of the In-

stitution of Electrical Engineers, who had invited

the American society to visit London and enjoy
a varied programme of entertainment during the

week of August 12th. Some 30 Americans ac-

cepted the British Institution's invitation.

On Saturday. August 12th, a party of 55, including
the guests and several ladies, left Paddington for

Henley, where electric launches were in waiting.

The party was taken nearly to Shiplakc, on the

Thames, and then returned to Henley for lunch.

Professor Perry, president of the British society,

presided at the lunch and proposed the toasts of

"The Queen" and "The President of the United
States." The toast of "Our Guests" was jointly pro-
posed by Mr. Siemens and Mark Robinson, and
was responded to by Carl Hering and W. J. Ham-
mer. After lunch the party pioceeded on the
launches to Maidenhead, took tea at the Thames
Hotel and returned by special saloon cars to Pad-
dington. Fine weather favored the excursion, and
a very enjoyable time was had by all.

On Mond.ay morning the Electrical Standards
Laboratory of the Board of Trade and the General
Postoffice Telegraph Department were visited. In
the afternoon a visit was paid to the generating
station of the Central London railway and the sub-
station at the Marble Arch. The Davies street sta-

tion of the Westminster Electric Supply corporation

was afterward inspected.

On Monday evening a dinner was given in honor
of the American visitors at Prince's restaurant.

Piccadilly. Professor Perry presided and there

were 76 present in all, about 30 of whom were
guests, including several ladies. President Perry
proposed the toasts of "The Queen" and "The Pres-
ident of the United States." H. H. Cunynghame,
C. B., proposed and J. S. Raworth seconded "Our
Guests," the toast being responded to by Carl

Hering, president of the American Institute, Pro-
fessor F. B. Crocker and C. O. Maillou.x. The
toast of "Electrical Engineering" was jointly pro-

posed by R. W. Pope, secretary of the American
Institute, and Mr. Mordey, replies being made by
Professor Sylvanus Thompson, Dr. A. E. Ken-
nelly and 11. Ward Leonard. The speeches were
all humorous and lively and the occasion was thor-

oughly enjoyed by all present.

An excursion was made on Tuesday to Chatham
Dockyard, where the party was received by the su-

perintendent. Admiral Holland, and shown through
the workshops and the first-class battleships

Albemarle and Irresistible. The visitors were next

shown the electrical section of the School of Mili-

tary Engineering by Major Carr, R. E., and were
afterward entertained at lunch by General Sir

Thomas Eraser at the Royal Engineers' mess.

Later they attended a garden party at Lady Eraser's.

On Wednesday, August 15th, the British and Amer-
ican members proceeded to Paris, to attend the

electrical congress.

Among the American guests present at the vari-

ous functions were: Carl Hering, Dr. A. E. Ken-
nelly, Professor F. B. Crocker, C. O. Mailloux,

W, J. Hammer, R. W. Pope, H, Ward Leonard,

H. D. McVay, J. G. White, W. C. Burton, D. Ad-
amson, E. H. Mullin, L. A. Phillips, W. D. Brown,

J, R. Edwards, B. J. Arnold, I. W. Henry, E. G.

Bernard, R. O. Heinrich, W. J. Clarke and R. W.
Lohmann.

A Wonderful Battery.

The following dispatch to the St. Louis Republic

bears date of August 16th, and is from Eaton, Ohio:

"A young student of electricity who lives near here

has succeeded in perfecting a battery that may
revolutionize industry. The battery, which he has

just completed, will give a steady current of 12

volts per square cell at about 50 amperes. Unlike

any other primary cell, it keeps up a constant cur-

rent until exhausted. Eight quart cells will run a

two-horsepower motor 10 hours at an expense of

!0 cents. Ten cells will burn 12 32-candlepower

lamps 10 hours. The cell differs from any other

form in that the exciting fluid is dropped into the

cell at the rate of one drop a minute while the bat-

tery remains in use. Its cheapness of maintenance

and great power will cause its universal adoption

on power lines. Almost every house and business

place will have its own lighting plant and power
lor running sewing machines, fans, etc. The high-

est voltage now obtained from the best form of pri-

mary battery is nearly two volts to a gallon cell,

and then only for a few minutes, as the current

rapidly runs iJown."

East Toronto, Ont., has decided in favor of issu-

ing $7,500 bonds for the erection of a municipal plant.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
New Telephone System in London.

[From the London correspondent of the Western Electrician.]

The telephone service in London has hitherto

been very unsatisfactory, but a great public sys-

tem, laid down on the newest lines, has at last been

commenced, and though it is as yet too early to

say precisely when the first section of the work

will be brought into operation, it is possible that

it will be quite early in the new year. Nothing less

than an entirely new telephone system for the whole

London district is what has been begun. It is a

gigantic undertaking, and it will take a long time

to'complete it, but the first portion of it will, in all

probability be in working order some time between

Christmas and June next. The district is a very

large one, comprising not only London, but the

whole area now covered by the National Telephone

company, in all something like an area of 660 square

miles. . , ...
The existing telephone system is almost entirelj

overhead, the new one will be all of it underground,

?nd as the first portion will comprise the city, the

streets of which are literally choked with drains and

water pipes, gas pipes and pneumatic tubes, elec-

tric-lighting cables and hydraulic mams, and good-

ness knows what besides, the difficulty and compli-

cation of the work may in some degree be imagined.

The central exchange will be in the great building

in Queen Victoria street, now occupied by the

Postoffice Savings Bank Department. This central

exchange will serve the city.

The Western Electric company has now on hand

for this station a switchboard for 15,400 subscribers,

involving the joining up of 70,200 jacks, fhe call-

in'' and the clearing will be automatic. There will

be°no necessity for the subscriber to call the ex-

change The mere unlocking of his receiver will

lio-ht a tiny glow-lamp under his jack at the cen-

tral and the operator there will see by the shining

of the light that he wants to deliver his soul of

some message. She inserts a plug which extin-

guishes the light, and merely asks for the number.

TEis being given, the necessary connection is made,

messages are exchanged, and the replacing of the

receivers on the hooks by the two subscribers lights

two I'ttle lamps, indicating to the exchange operator

that they have finished their conversation and the

line is clear.

The cables in preparation are to be dry-core ca-

bles They are to be laid under the streets, not

in cast-iron pipes, as has been usual hitherto, but

for the most part in glazed earthenware Qucts. laid

in cement. These ducts will contain the main ca-

bles and from them the distributing cables will

braiich off into cast-iron pipes running from joint-

ing chambers about 150 yards apart on an average,

either in roadways or footways. From the jointing

chamber the distributing cables will run along the

footways in iron pipes, with small boxes at inter-

vals, for the carrying of separate pairs of wires into

buildings.
, , .,

This commencement of a complete and thor-

oughly efficient underground telephone system may

be regarded as the doom of the overhead hues, which

have been set up by various private companies, all of

which have been absorbed into the National lele-

nhone company, whose license from the Postoffice

expires in 1911. Then, if not before, government

will no doubt resume the monopoly of this tele-

graphic system of communication, which the law

declared to belong to it, and with which, if it hart

been wise, as is now pretty generally agreed, it

never would have parted.

Plant of Maryland Telephone Manufac-
turing Company Burned.

Fire destroyed the six-story building of the Mary-

land Telephone Manufacturing company m Balti-

more on the morning of August 22d. Besides

machinery and tools used in the manufacture of

telephones, the building contained 1,000 telephones,

boxed and ready for delivery to the Maryland

Telephone and Telegraph company and other con-

cerns in Baltimore, and there were also about 1,500

telephones in course of construction. The capacity

of the plant was about 75 instruments a day. David

E Evans, president of the company, says that the

loss will amount to about $75.ooo, partially covered

by insurance. The company intends to rebuild at

once, and, pending the construction of a new build-

ing, it will establish temporary quarters and resume

operations in a few days.

Telegraph Connections in Iowa.

The E. H. Martin Telephone company of Web-

ster City, Iowa, has completed its telegraph wires

into Hampton, where connection will be made with

the Postal Telegraph company, giving it a north-

ern outlet for its telegraph business, thus doubling

its cap.-icity. The company has a large force of

men now building an extension to Mason City for

the Postal wires, and which it expects to have com-

pleted soon. The Martin company will have con-

structed ISO miles of lines this season when the

present work is completed. It has cut out its rate

giving free service from and to all points reached

by the Chamberlain Telephone company, both being

Independent concerns.

Craig Law in North Carolina.

An answer has been filed at Durham, N. C, in

the case of W. K. Bednam against the Southern
Bell Telephone company. This case was the first

to test the constitutionality of the celebrated Craig

law of North Carohna, providing for the domes-
tication of foreign corporations. Bednam had in-

stituted damages for $20,000 against the company
on account of being hurt by a workman of the

company's force dropping a tool from the top of

a pole down on Bednam's head.

The defendant, when the case came up for trial,

requested that the case be removed to the federal

court, on the ground that the Bell company was a

foreign corporation. The court held that the Craig

law domesticated the corporation. The case was
then appealed to the Supreme Court, and then was
carried to the federal court, where the Craig law

was declared constitutional. The case has now been

returned and will be taken through the courts of

the state.

American Lightning-arrester Board.

The accompanying illustration represents the latest

improvement on lightning-arrester boards manufac-
tured by the American Electric Fuse company of

Chicago. The board is constructed so as to be
used as a distributing, transfer and lightning-pro-

tector board. The protector strip is made of highly

finished birch, the mountings are of heavy brass,

with all possible care taken in mounting them. The
baseboard is made of finished birch also and the

transfer-strip connections are made with brass lock-

nut binding posts having four nuts and four wash-
ers on them for holding wires. Pins are also placed

every six lines, in oi'der to give the transfer work
a good appearance and to aid in tracing jumpers.

The whole cniiiliincd into nnc is said to make a

AMERICAN LIGHTNING-ARRESTER BOARD.

perfect and practical distributing board for telephone

exchanges. This board, shown for 50 lines, occupies

a space 10 inches wide and 40 inches long. The
American company will be pleased to quote prices

on application.

Mississippi Independents to Organize.

Notice has been issued that a meeting of the In-

dependent telephone people of Mississippi is to be

held at Aberdeen, Miss., Wednesday, September

19th, for the purpose of organizing a state telephone

association. It is earnestly hoped that there will

be a large attendance. C. W. Bolton, general man-

ager of the Alabama, Mississippi and Tennessee

Telephone company of Pontotoc, Miss., is interested

in the organization of the new association.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
Howard Swartz, superintendent of the Fostoria

(Ohio) Light and Power company, has resigned, to

take the management of the Tri-county Telephone

company at Ashland.

The directors of the West Virginia Western Tele-

phone company held a meeting recently at Parkers-

burg, W. Va., and declared a semi-annual dividend

of three per cent, on the preferred stock and two

per cent, on the common stock.

The Citizens' Telephone company of Racine, Wis.,

has been incorporated, with a capital stock of $1-25.-

000, by Frank L. Bliss, Charles R Carpenter,

John W. Knight, B. Hinrichs and John B. Sim-

mons. The system will be operated under a fran-

chise granted to Allen Shewmon in October, 1899.

Articles of incorporation have been filed by the

Commercial Telephone company of Warsaw, Ind.,

which has been capitalized at $.30,000, to operate

telephone lines in Kosciusko, Marshall, Whitley,

Laporte, Elkhart, St, Joseph,, Cass, Lagrange, Steu-

ben, Dekalb, Starke, Pulaski, Miami. Fulton. Wa-
bash, Howard, Grant, Wells, Hnntington, Adams
and Allen counties, in Indiana, The company has

purchased from the Warsaw Telephone company its

local system and all its toll lines, which connect

48 cities and towns in Northern Indiana, The new
company will assume control September ist.

Telephone News from the Northwest.

The Baldwin Telephone company has been organ-
ized at Baldwin, Wis., and will establish a local

exchange at once.

Work will be begun on the local exchange for

St. Thomas, N. D., as soon as the materials arrive.

W. A, Schreiter has been granted a franchise for

a local telephone exchange for Red Lake Falls,

Minn,
The local telephone system at Long Prairie, Minn,,

has been completed and put in operation.

The Blue Earth Valley Telephone company will

rebuild its exchange in Blue Earth, Minn,, at a

cost of about $3,000. It will be made a metallic
circuit throughout.
The Dwelle Telephone company is rebuilding its

exchange at Lake City, Minn. A 50-wire cable is

being put in on Main street.

The Wisconsin Telephone company is making
improvements to its system at Hurley, Wis.
Herman Hoerl has resigned as manager of the

Marshiield (Wis.) Telephone company, to take a
position with the Vvisconsin Telephone company.

Representatives of telephone companies of the
state recently appeared before the State Tax Com-
mission of Wisconsin, and protested against any
change being made in the method of taxation of

telephone systems.

The Wolf River Telephone company has con-
nected with Waupaca, Wis., with the Union Tele-
phone company's system, giving a number of new
connections.

The Mesaba Telephone company is an applicant,

for a local telephone franchise for Hibbing, Minn.,
Local parties contemplate engaging in the same line

also.

The Independent toll line between Boone and
Fcirf Dodge, Iowa, will probably be completed and

jiut in operation by the middle of Septem-
ber. The line is to be continued to Des
Moines.
The exchange at Greene, Iowa, has un-

dergone a number of changes and im-
provements.
The Iowa Telephone company at Cla-

rinda, Iowa, has installed a telephone re-

ceiver in the tabernacle of the city, and
patrons can connect and hear the music
and addresses given there.

A long-distance line is projected from
Laurel, Mont., to Silesia and Rockvale,
Joliet and Carbonado, Gebo and Bridger.
The Sunset Telephone company has

completed connections between Port
Townsend. Wash., and Port Ludlow, Port
Gamble and Chimacum. The line will be
continued to the straits.

The Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone
company has completed its exchange at
Phillipsburg, Mont.

Musson Bros, are installing an exchange for At-
lantic, Iowa. They have contracts for about 150
connections.
Hickory Grove Township, near Newton, Iowa, has

a large number of farmers' telephone lines. There
are about 75 connections.
The Mississippi Valley Telephone company, which

has been extending lines toward Chaska and East
Union, Minn., has stopped work at the former place.

It is understood the company insisted on having 40
subscribers there, and, failing to get them, delayed
putting in a central station.

The Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone company e.^-

pects to have its line between Salt Lake, Utah, and
Denver. Colo., completed and in operation about
September 1st. A line has been completed from
Butte, Mont., to Salt Lake. The company has built

2,500 miles of line in the last three years.

The central office of the exchange for Red Oak,
Iowa, was recently moved to new and larger quar-
ters. Two cables, holding 100 wires each, have been
replaced by three new ones, holding 244 wires each.

A larger switchboard has been installed also.

The stockholders of the old Ottumwa (Iowa)
Long-distance Telephone company want to find one

J. C. Goddard, formerly secretary of the company.
It is alleged that Goddard and R. L. Harbin illegally

is.sucd stock to themselves, whereby they became
a controlling voice in the company, and as such
they authorized the sale of the company to the Bell

interests. Goddard has been indicted by the grand
jury for the act.

The Western Crawford County Farmers' Tele-

phone companj' of Eastman. Wis,, has been granted
an entrance to Prairie du Chien, Wis, R,

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The Stoddard Telephone Construction company,

Monroe, Mich., has issued a circular illustrating its

long-distance instruments. The company guaran-
tees its apparatus to be 25 per cent, better than that

of any other manufacturer.

Articles of incorporation were recently filed at

Milwaukee, by the Farmers' Telephone Construc-
tion company, capitalized at $500,000, Charles Saw-
tell, A, E, Rcdficld and Martin Maylan are the

incorporators. The purpose of the company is to

manage, operate, buy and sell and consolidate tele-

graph and telephone lines and exchanges any-
where within or without the state of Wisconsin,
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Western Electric Company Acquires
More Land.

For years past the factory facilities of the Western
Electric company have been constantly on the in-
crease. No sooner has one addition been finished
fairly than something more is planned. The latest
acquisition of property is at a distance of about
four blocks from the present Chicago plant and is

at Polk street, on the west bank of the Chicago
River. The east side is a water front and the west
side is on railroad siding. The property was pur-
chased from the Young & Farrell Diamond Stone
Sawing companj', and adjoins on the south the land
of the Chicago Dock company. It has a frontage
on Polk street on the north of 528 feet. On the
south the frontage is 596 feet. The railroad and
river frontages are about 400 feet. The only things
on the land at present are some one-story buildings
used by the stone company. These will be re-

modeled at once and the underground cable work of

the company will be carried on there. S. A. Treat
& Co., architects, are making the plans for remod-
eling the buildings. This arrangement will be only
temporary, as the land is too valuable to remain
long with small buildings upon it.

The price paid for the land and im-
provements was $617,500.

In the last two years the expendi-

ture of the Western Electric com-
pany for buildings alone has repre-

sented $750,000. Buildings now in

contemplation, not including improve-
ment of the dock property, represent

an outlay of $150,000 to $200,000.

The manufacturing buildings of the

West Side plant represent over

$2,000,000.
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Scheeffer Alternating-current Record-
ing Wattmeter.

The accompanying illustrations show the construc-
tion of the new improved type of the Scheeiifer al-
ternating-current recording wattmeter, manufac-
tured by the Diamond Meter company of Peoria,
III. This improved meter is designated as type E.
In the early meter days Mr. Scheeffer, recognizing

the defects of existing meters, due to contact points
in one or more of the measured currents, brought
out the induction wattmeter, said to be the first

manufactured in the United States, as previous in-

duction meters for alternating current manufactured
in this country were amperemeters. These ampere-
meters have, since the advent of the induction watt-
meter, become obsolete. Mr. Scheeffer has since
devoted his time developing and improving the pres-
ent type of induction meter, which is the result of

much experience and care, and aims to supply a

meter to meet the more exacting demands of cen-
tral stations.

To meet the conditions of modern meter service

the meter has been reduced in size and weight. The
type which the company had been manutacturin,g
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consists of only a few turns of thick wire, and is

coreless. The loss and drop through it is too small
to be ordinarily measured, as the total loss in the
meter at full load is two or three watts; this admits
of the meter being overloaded 50 per cent, without
any alteration of accuracy. The meter responds
quickly to sudden loads, because of its light moving
element, and this lightness of moving parts makes
it extremely sensitive: a meter of ordinary size will

register correctly a two-candlepower lamp. The
meter is direct reading, no constant being employed,
and it is correct on any inductive or non-inductive
load.

Porto Rico's Telegraph System.
The report of General A. W. Greely, chief signal

officer of the United States armj', recently made to

Senator Foraker, chairman of the committee on
Pacific Islands and Porto Rico, contains some very
interesting reading. Since the occupation of Porto
Rico by United States troops the whole telegraph

system of the island has been in the hands of the

United States army signal corps. The entire tele-

Professor Michelson's
Light-measuring

Instrument.
The "grand prix," or first prize,

in the natural-philosophy exhibit at

the Paris Exposition has beefi

awarded to Dr. Albert A. Michel-
son, professor and head of the de-

partment of physics at the University

of Chicago. The instrument for

which the prize was given is Pro-
fessor Michelson's echelon spectro-

scope, which is probably the most
important of a number of instruments

invented by him and exhibited with

the university exhibit. The echelon
spectroscope is used in physics for

the separation of the rays of light,

and by means of it it is possible to fig.

use the wave length of light as a

standard of length and thus obtain

accurate measurements of infinitesimally small dis-

tances and differences of optical density. It is a

very sensitive instrument and it is said that if two

rays of light vary one three-hundred thousandth

of their own wave length, it will detect the diflfer-

ence and record the lengths of the two waves.

FIG.

Shelby's Largest Mail.

A few weeks ago the Shelby Electric company
of Shelby, Ohio, sent to the electrical fraternity

all over the country sheets containing instructions

and practical suggestions for resuscitation from ap-

parent death due to accidental electric shock. There

were 20,000 of these instruction sheets sent out at

one time, and it formed the largest mail ever sent

out of the postoffice at Shelby. The accompanying

illustration shows the 20,000 pieces of mail mat-

SHELBY'S largest MAIL.

ter all in one wagon, ready to leave the factory.

The circular is called "Don't Stay Dead," and

is of a size for tacking on the door of a dynamo

room or other suitable place. It tells what to do

in case of accidental shock from any electrical cause,

llustrations are given which show the different

positions to be given to the body of a person being

treated.

The Shelby Electric company is the manufacturer

of the improved Shelby incandescent lamps. The

western office of the company is located at 823

Home Insurance building, Chicago.

SCHEEFFER ALTERNATING-CURRENT RECORDING WATT-

METER.

weighed about 18 pounds, but this lia-

been reduced with a sheet-metal ease to

II pounds. The meters are furnished
with sheet-metal cases to keep down the
weight, but east-iron cases, which add one
or two pounds to the weight, are furnished
when desired. The meier is sealed at the
factory, and is ready for installing with'

out any further adjustment, as all connec-
tions are on the outside, and it is not necessary
to open the meter. The instruments are said to be
made perfectly dust and bug-proof.
One great trouble in previous motor meters has

been the deterioration of the jewel and bearing, this

being due to the heavy moving element, which, un-
der the pulsating alternating current of considerable
strength, would wear away the polish of the jewel

and bearing, causing increased friction. While this,

as a rule, does not affect the full load of the meter,

it will cause the meter to lose its sensitiveness be-

cause of increased friction of its bearing, and there-

fore will run slow on light loads, or even will not

register. Of late a number of devices have been
adopted to overcome these defects, some very ex-
pensive and complicated. Mr. Scheeffer has over-

come the difficulty in a simple and efficient manner.

The method adopted is in first making the moving
element very light. This consists of a very light

and thin aluminum disk, with a shaft of light brass

tube, the whole weighing but 12 grams. This mov-
ing element is rested on a highly polished and hard-

ened steel ball, contained in a sapphire cup. The
advantage of this form of bearing is that the steel

ball can be made very accurate and is always self-

centering, and can at any time be quickly replaced

by a new one in connection with the jewel, giving

the meter a new bearing without any change or even

disturbing the full-load calibration. The disk is. sub-

jected to so light a force from the shunt that there

are no vibrations of the disk.

The laminated-iron magnets, with the shunt coils,

are so constructed that the magnetic flux from them
is mostly shunted through an iron mass and very

little of the magnetic flux passes through the disk.

.As the total current consumed by the shunt mag-
nets is about one watt, and only one-twentieth of this

is allowed to pass through the disk, a force of one-

twentieth watt acts on the disk. This is so slight

that no vibrations of the disk take place, and in

connection with its light weight makes a bearing

which remains almost frictionlcss indefinitely. Fig.

2 shows the manner of taking out the ball_ and

jewel for inspeciion or replacing, which is said to

be a very simple operation. Fig. I represents the

exterior of the wattmeter.

The series coil which carries the lighting load

-^•^tia.

SCHEEFFER ALTERNATING-CURRENT RECORDING WATTMETER.

—

REMOVING BOLT AND JEWEL FOR INSPECTION.

graph system of the island has been practically re-
built twice since the summer of 1898.
When American troops landed on the island the

telegraph system then in existence would have
stocked an old curiosity shop to overflowing. The
system was run by the Spanish government, and
was practically the same as that put in on the island
in 1874, viz., the open-circuit system, with clock-
work-tape machines. The lines were overgrown
with vegetation and everything in a tumble-down,
rusty condition. To get things in working order the
whole thing had to be practically rebuilt by the
signal corps. The lines were cleared of vegetation
and the American closed-circuit system, with sound-
ers, put in place of the old clockwork receivers. The
Spanish operators and employes (of which there
were a great number more than necessary) would
not learn the new system, and, with one exception,
had to be turned out. The Spanish force was 184
men, and the United States Signal Corps only re-

quired 84 for the same work at the start, and
later reduced it more. Major W. A. Glassford has
been in charge of the Porto Rico telegraph lines

since August, 1898. August 8, 1899, a hurricane
swept over the island, which destroyed all the lines,

so that they had to be rebuilt.

General Greely also in his report discusses the
ultimate disposition of the telegraph lines on the
island, whether they are to be taken by the United
States Postoffice, transferred to the insular govern-
ment or for the present retained by the signal corps.
The latter plan is advocated as being the most ex-
pedient and natural, as well as the most economical
for Porto Rico and the United States, because a
certain number of signal-corps soldiers form a nec-
essary part of the military force of the island. Their
pay and allowances are a part of the ordinary ex-
penses, whether they operate military telegraph
lines or confine their duties to signal-corps work
directly connected with the posts at which they are
stationed.

It is pointed out in the report that the mainte-
nance of military telegraph lines will in no manner
conflict or interfere with concessions for civil tele-

graph lines, as private corporations may deem it

advisable to construct and operate. Should such
concessions be made, it is recommended that the
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privilege be sold at public auction, the government
to enjoy certain rights as to priority of messages
and reduced tariff, and that in time of war the mili-

tary authorities shall have such facilities and control

as may be necessary to the public interest.

Star Dynamos.
The Star Dynamo Works of Jefferson City, Mo.,

have, since 1894, been making a specialty of small
direct-current dynamos and motors, of from three-
fourths to six kilowatts. These machines have been
well received and are in use through the West and
South. They have laminated field cores, ironclad
slotted armatures, ring-oiling bearings, and are said

Paragon Small Bipolar Motors.

In designing the Paragon motors it was believed
that, in considering small apparatus, both manu-
facturers and the trade had not given sufficient

weight to the niceties of design which receive due
consideration in larger sizes. With this in mind, the

same attention was given to details, and the same
designing skill expended by the manufacturer as'

is given to the highest class of large dynamo-electric
machinery; that this was quite justified is said to

be demonstrated by the results obtained in the ap-
paratus developed. Eighteen standard sizes of Par-
agon motors are built, giving a range from one-
twentieth horsepower, at 1,650 revolutions per min-
ute, to iMi-horsepower, at 1,800 revolutions per min-

after dipping, are baked similarly to the field coils,
the shape of the teeth rendering binding wires un-
necessary.
By the use of universal bearings, which may be

readily turned to operate in any position, and by
means of suitable slide rails, the Paragon motors
may be suspended from either side walls or ceiling,
as shown in Fig. i. These methods have become
quite popular, owing to the economy of space, the
greater accessibility and the absence of supporting
platforms or brackets. When desired, enclosing
covers can be furnished, which effectually enclose
the tnotor, to the exclusion of all dust and dirt.

Owing to the great variety of duties for which
small rotary converters or transformers are re-
quired, as electro-cautery, bell-ringing, electro-

chemistry, telegraph, medicine, etc.,

these outfits are not carried in stock,
but can be furnished at short notice
on stock frames, and upon this line

'*tffi^'
°' apparatus a quotation will be

""'^ gladly furnished upon request by the

' W^

STAR DYNAMO

to be equal In every respect to any apparatus on
the market. The manufacturers have recently com-
menced the manufacture of larger dynamos than
formerly, of the multipolar type. These machines
are furnished in sizes up to 20 kilowatts and are
high-grade machines. Catalogues and other infor-

mation may be had by addressing the manufacturers.
The multipolar dynamo illustrated is of the usual
modern construction, with soft-steel pole-pieces,

slotted armature, generous commutator surface,

carbon brushes of large area (15 amperes to the

square inch), rigid ring-oiling journals and gun-
metal bushings. It is designed for medium speed.

Inverted Motor. Fig. 2. Brush-holder.
PARAGON SMALL BIPOLAR MOTORS.

Electrical Progress in New South
Wales.

The annual meeting of the New South Wales
Electrical association was held recently at Sydney.
O. W. Brain, acting electrical engineer to the New
South Wales Railway Department, was president,

and in his address gave some useful information as

to the progress of electricity in Australia. Thus,
says the Electrical Engineer of London, he stated

that the most important event last year was the

opening of the tramways in George street, which
was the first step toward an entirely electric sys-

tem of tramways in Sydney. This was being
brought about as quickly as the railway^ commis-
sioners could do so. There were then 'iSo cars

working on the electric lines, and the number in-

creased weekly. In Perth (W. A.) also during the

past year a system of electric trams had been in-

stalled, the plant comprising two generators coupled
to Canadian engines, and each having an output of

225 kilowatts. The cars, of which there were 20
running, were furnished with 25-horsepower motors
and the usual American double-motor equipments.
In Brisbane, Queensland, there were about 60 cars,

and the length of track was 20 miles. The West-
inghouse company had secured the option of pur-

chase of the Adelaide (S. A.) tramways, and there

seemed a probability that the entire system would
shortly be converted and extended. The same com-
pany also proposes to electrically equip portions of

track at Dunedin (N. Z.), and an English syndicate

has a complete electric-tramway plant under order
for Auckland.
The most interesting lighting event of the year in

Australian lighting was stated to be the installation

of the Parsons steam-turbine plant in the Victoria
commissioners' lighting station at Spencer street

railway station, Melbourne. There are three "tur-

bine-alternators" installed, each consisting of a tur-

bine coupled direct to a bipolar generator, the out-

put of which is 150 kilowatts at 3,000 revolutions
per minute. The supply is 2,000-voIt single-phase
alternating current, with a periodicity of 50 cycles
per second. The exciter armature is on an exten-
sion of the engine shaft. Ferranti rectifiers are pro-
vided in the Spencer street station to meet the arc-

lighting requirements. The president spoke of the
signaling arrangements as used by the New South
Wales railway commissioners, and stated that the
track electrically protected by block, staff or tablet

had increased from 12.-; miles to 1.170 miles, the
length of clcclric-linc wires, ether than for power
and lighting, from 2.000 miles to over 6,000 miles,

and the number of telephones from 7.S to 1.150, other
electrical appliances having increased in similar pro-
portion. The president thought that with electrical

tramways and lighting, and the electrical disposal of
sewage, electricity seemed destined to play an im-
portant part in the improvement of the town.

ute. and divided into three series, according to the

service for which they are to be used.

The common practice in rating electric motors
is to base the rating entirely upon the heat limit,

and this is made as high as is permissible, but with-

out regard to efficiency. In the Paragon apparatus,

however, the rating is taken at a point practically

at the crest of the efficiency curve, and the shape
of this curve is such that it is approximately straight

at this point, so that 15 per cent, underload or over-

load can be carried at practically the same efficiency

as full load.

The commutators of the Paragon motors are so

constructed that the motors will commutate 75 per

cent, overload without destructive sparking, and 25

per cent, overload without perceptible indication at

the brushes, this being with fixed brushes and
with the armature rotating in either direction, as

from the construction of the apparatus it is abso-

lutely impossible to alter the line of com.mutation,

so that there is no danger of the brushes becoining
displaced by accident, or manipulation by unskilled

attendants.

The Paragon commutators are built up of tem-
pered copper bars and insulated with India mica,

the whole being assembled under enormous pres-

sure by special machinery; and so rigid is the fin-

ished product that low or loose bars are said to be

unknown.
On the smaller sizes square pencil brushes are

used, their extreme simplicity and satisfactory op-

eration having proved them to be especially adapted

to these sizes; and after being properly seated they

maintain an even contact of the full area of the

brush and a practical uniform pressure throughout
the life of the carbon.
On the larger sizes the new Paragon "inclined-

plane" brush-holder is used, in which a trangular

brush is held between an inclined surface and a

pressure finger, their combined action serving to

force the brush firmly against the commutator, so

that while it is perfectly free and cannot possibly

stick, still it is so held as to overcome any tendency
to chatter in the holder. A sectional view of this

holder is shown in Fig. 2, which illustrates the

brush (A), held between the incline (B) and the fin-

ger (C), which is under the influence of the tension
spring (D).

In the Paragon frame all magnetic joints are

avoided and by simply removing two nuts the whole
front of the motor may be removed, thus renderin.g

the interior of the apparatus accessible, and this

without necessitating the handling of any heavy part.

In view of the many arguments that have been
advanced upon the comparative merits of cast-iron

and steel for magnetic circuits, this matter was
gone into extensively in the design of the Paragon
apparatus, with the result that a special cast-iron

of high permeability was adopted.
Ample self-aligning and self-lubrication bearings

are provided; and. owing to the enclosure of the
cornmutator end and to the protection offered by the
pulley, these are rendered practically dustproof.

Field coils are form wound, and after taping with
two layers of linen are dipped in insulating varnish
of such penetration that the covering of each indi-

vidual turn becomes saturated, after which they
are thoroughly baked, and being wound by auto-
matic machinery, the coils are equal to the fraction

of a turn, tlnis obviating nil distortion or unbalanc-
ing of the magnetic field.

Armatures arc hand-wotmd by expert winders,
the turns licing laid in overhanging slots and thor-
oughly insulaled with mica and heavy paper, and.

nanufacturer of the Paragon apparatus, the Para-
gon Fan and Motor company, 572 First avenue,
New York city.

Electricity in Textile Mills.

The presence of frietional electricity, generated by
the motion of belts, pulleys, lunning stock and ma-
chinery, is a source not only of annoyance, but of
positive loss to textile-mill owners. In carding and
spinning, particularly, electricity has the effect of
causing a change of several numbers in the yarn and
causing it to snap and break, while the quality and
width of woven goods is noticeably affected. Futile
attempts have been made to conduct away this
troublesome electricity, but all parts of the machine
cannot be properly connected for the purpose, and
a resulting residue of electricity is sure to make
itself known. It is well understood that on moist
days, by atmospheric condition, the electricity es-
capes as fast as produced, while on dry days it is

insulated in belt, machine and stock, and cannot
escape into the air, for dry air is a poor, while moist
air is a good, conductor of electricity. Moisture evi-
dently plays a very important part in electrical
troubles, and various attempts have been made to
imitate the action of the moist atmosphere by ad-
mitting water to the mill rooms on dry days. The
effect which moisture in the air has upon electrifica-
tion in the rooms appears to be dependent upon the
relative humidity in the mill rooms. The amount
of moisture which the air will absorb depends upon
and increases with its temperature. With the rela-
tive humidity above a certain per cent., no trouble
is experienced; as this per cent, decreases, the elec-
tricity makes its appearance, and grows to be more
and more annoying.
A careful consideration of these statements will

satisfactorily prove that the whole question of es-
caping from electrical trouble will be found in the
matter of relative humidity. If there is sufficient
moisture in the air, electricity always appears.
As moisture depends upon the currents of air to

distribute it, no better means can be found than
the blower system for obtaining the required results
While doing efficiently its duly as a heating and
ventilating medium, the air may be moistened to
any desired degree by sprays or evaporating pansm the passages from the heater to the rooms. The
exact humidity of the air may be noted by a hygrom-
eter, and regulated to the closest degree. With
an average temperature of 70 to So degrees in the
room, the per cent, of humidity need not exceed
70. This will insure a comfortable atmosphere, and
will absolutely prevent the presence of any electric-
ity. The mere benefit from this particular source
will repay any enterprising owner for introduction,
in these days, when a saving of a fraction of a cent
per yard is of vital importance. But with the ad-
ditional advantage of an efficient heating and ven-
tdating apparatus, controllable under all conditions,
there can be no hesitation as to the desirablity of
the system.
The above is an extract from the "Treatise on

Ventilation and Heating" published by the B. F.
Sturtevant company. Boston. Mass.

..The Town Council of Rockville, Md.. has ratified
Ihc ordinance granting the Washington and Rock-
ville Electric Railway company the right-of-way
over Montgomery avenue. Work was begun on
August 24th. by the railway company, and it is ex-
pected the tracks will be completed by September
4th.
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The Operation of a Combined Lighting
and Power Plant.'

By, J. H. Perkins.

In the early days the attention of managers was
soon called to the fact that the supplying of a com-
paratively large amount of current for so short a
time, as is the case in an ordinary commercial-light-
ing plant, was an expensive and rather unsatisfac-
tory operation, necessitating either high rates and
a limited use of the service, or the unprofitable
running of the plant.

Following up this idea came the introduction of

motor and street-railway service, which materially

helped matters by giving some day load. But still,

in most of the plants, this power service was ren-

dered from as many different kinds of machines,
they ver}' often being driven by separate engines.

The result was, and we find to-day, many plants

composed of several flasses of machines, each ren-

dering its separate service, with no possibility of

helping out one another in time of trouble, or of

being combined as needed for the variation of load

during the day. Each machine must do its service,

whether there is light load or full load. This was
and is an inefficient, unreliable and unsatisfactory

way to run a plant of variable load and service.

The best dividend-earning plant is one which, first,

has the long-hour service, and. second, the one which

is operated with economy and reliability. The first

means the furnishing of as many kinds of service

as possible to get the load distributed throughout

the 24 hours; the second means the concentration

of all classes of service in the same type of machines

of various sizes to be combined as the load requires,

and to be interchangeable for reliability of service.

This brings us to the advent of multiphase alter-

nating-current apparatus, which has made these re-

finements possible, and some plants of this type

have already been in.stalled. The plant which I

represent at Youngstown has been through exactly

this cycle of changes, and it is from the experience

with its operation that I give this paper.

We have attempted a difficult problem, that of

giving satisfactory lighting, motor and street-rail-

way service from the same system, all machines

running in parallel and interchangeable. It is true

that the correct plan for one plant may not be cor-

rect for another, and each plant must work out its

own individual system, but by adhering to general

outlines we may gain ideas which will apply to all.

At Youngstown we are furnishing almost^ all

classes of service from exactly the same machines

and engines, and at times from the same bus-bars.

The service includes incandescent lights, arc lights,

fans, single and two-phase motors and a street rail-

way. The system in general is two-phase, 60 cycles,

2,000 volts, the lines being at a pressure of 2.000 volts

direct from the bus-bars, without station transform-

ers. We still have many small machines of different

classes scattered about the station. Some of these

are run by two-phase motors, but there is no class

of service which we do not furnish, in part, from

the alternating-current system, and, eventually, all of

the small machines will be discarded, and the service

transferred. At the time of the installation of the

multiphase apparatus the plant had very little power

work to turn over to this service, and only a few

arc lights which had been installed on 16,000 alter-

nations.

Incandescent Lighting,

The incandescent lighting was planned for supply

from a number of single-phase circuits, each circuit

controlled by a double-throw switch to throw the

circuit to either phase in case of unbalance. Ihe

switchboard panel contains the ammeters, switches

and fuse blocks. No provision was made for regu-

lation, all circuits coming direct from the bus-bars,

and at the same voltage. At this time the primary

voltage was changed from 1,000 to 2,000, and sec-

ondary from 50 to 100. It was only by reason ot

this better efficiency in the Unes and of close regu-

lating transformers that good regulation was pos-

sible. At present we do not get very good results,

but I believe that in time we will have to put a

regulator on each circuit with a voltmeter regu'.at-

ing each circuit according to its needs, and 1 tmnk:

a well-designed plant should have this latter arrange-

ment.

Arc Lighting.

The old series open-arc commercial arc lighting

is gradually being transferred to constant-potential

alternating-current lamps run from the same system

of wiring and transformers as the mcandescents.

We believe that this has done a great deal to make

us more money: First, the station apparatus is

more simple, more efficient, and more reliable than

the old series apparatus; in fact, it brings the service

to a common basis with incandescents. Second,

on a meter system you get your pay for service

rendered, and customers do not use the light ex-

cept when needed. Third, if one consumer happens

to have a dark store you do not have to turn on

the whole system in order to supply this one. iie

can have the light when he wants it, but he pays

for what he uses. In this system you are master ot

your busit^ess, and I think you will agree with me

when I say that with the series arc system for com-

mercial service on contract rates, you are not a mas-

ter of your business to its fullest extent. We need

I Read before the Ohio Electric Light association, at Toledo,

O. Aaeost 15, 1900. Mr. Peikins is assistant manaser of the

Youngstown Gas and Electric company at Youngstown, U.
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no extra man for people on this new system, and
the consumers are satisfied that the light is more
steady, better appearing, cleaner and more reliable
than the old system. Some question the volume
ot light, but we have never had a consumer change
back from the alternating-current enclosed to the
direct-current series open when once the former
had been installed, except where the consumer was
not willing to go on the meter system.
The question may be asked, "Do you find the

operation of alternating-current enclosed lamps suc-
cessful?" In answer, I will state that at the start
we did have trouble, but we have finally come to
the point where we have little or none, in fact, as
little as with the old series direct-current lamps.
By the introduction of these new arcs we have se-
cured considerable business around mills and fac-
tories running on night turn, which we have been
unable to take with the other system.

Motor Service.

Our consumers own their motors, and can, of
course, get very little for a second-hand direct-cur-
rent machirie; therefore, the transfer to alternating
current is slow. When possible, all new work has
been put in on the alternating system, and the old
direct-current machines are gradually coming out.
The first motors were installed by combining

two single-phase fighting circuits on opposite phases
for two-phase motors, or on any of the single-
phase circuits for single-phase motors. With the
increase of motors, the tax on the lighting feeders
was too great, and it was sometimes inconvenient
to keep these two circuits on opposite phases. We,
therefore, made up a separate two-phase power cir-
cuit coming from the same bus-bars, retaining, how-
ever, the single-phase motors on the lighting circuits.

The two-phase motor circuit is arranged with a
double-throw switch to operate from either the light-
ing or power bus-bars. The power bus-bars are
referred to later on. By this arrangement it is pos-
sible to separate the motors from the lighting alto-
gether.

The question most discussed in this connection
is, "What will be the effect on the lighting?" This
is hard to answer on paper, and the best answer is

an inspection of the service in operation.
The large inductive current on the starting of an

alternating-current motor is inherent, and the de-
signers say we must always have at least some.
The eft'ect of this inductive current j?n the transform-
ers and generators is the cause of poo'r regulation.
The question is, how much will it affect the lights?
There is considerable difference in transformers on
inductive drop. A certain transformer may have
very good regulation on non-inductive or lamp
load, but on a motor load it may be very poor. The
choosing of transformers for this work must be
done carefully. However, if the motors and lamps
are not fed from the same transformers, this will

not apply, and it is more apt to be the case, for
with motors of large size there will probably be a
separate service.

I would call attention more forcibly, however, to
the effect on the generator from the starting of
alternating-current motors. Central-station men
make a great mistake in expecting good regulation
in the operation of motors on small generators.
The regulation of alternating-current generators on
inductive load is inherently poor. To be sure, there
is a difference in generators, but any of them are
poor enough. The capacity of the generator must
be relatively very large to that of a motor, that
the starting may not show on the lights.

As to the results in Youngstown: Our smallest
generator has a capacity of 75 kilowatts, and it gen-
erally carries the day lighting and motor load. At
noontime one can tell when the separate motors go
on, by momentary drops in the voltage of from one
to five per cent., according to the motors, which
average from one-half to 10 horsepower. But you
must remember that this is only during the day at

a time when this is not objectionable, and there
would be no appreciable effect with the larger gen-
erator during the evening; and I think that I can
safely say that we, at no time, have any effect on the
lights from motors which any consumer or station

manager could complain about; at least, we have
no trouble from this source. There might be trouble

with some of the smaller stations in trying to run
motors on small generators at all times of the day,

and I would recommend careful consideration against

small, poor regulating generators on inductive loads,

for this service.

As to the difference in the effect of single and
multiphase motors on the lights, we find none, and
it becomes a question of ease and expense of in-

stallation between the two.

As yet we have no series street arc lighting on
ihe alternating-current system, having gone no fur-

ther than a few experiments, but in discussing this

point of inductive drop in generators it may be well

to add that the regulating apparatus of the arc

system will have more or less the same effect as

the starting of motors, and with some form of ap-

paratus now being advocated, there must surely be

an effect on incandescent lighting.

Street-railway Work.

In taking up the work necessary to fulfill a con-

tract for furnishing power to operate a street rail-

way, we had very httle time in which to perfect our

arrangements and have things in running order.

The first thing which came to mind in operating

the rotary transformers from the 6o-cycle, two-phase
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current, was, what will be the eft'ect of the rapidly
changing street-railway load upon our lighting sys-
tem? We could get no definite answer from the
manufacturers of the electrical apparatus in the way
of guarantee or specifications as to what would be
the effect on the generators and our station voltage,
and we knew very little concerning the outcome.

After careful consideration we decided to add a
second set of bus-bars to our switchboard, which
we now call the power bus-bars , and to add a switch
for each generator connecting with this set of bus-
bars. Our idea was to be able to operate any gener-
ator or any combination of generators on either set

of bus-bars, or on both sets at the same time, if desir-

able. In this way we can make any possible combina-
tion, and operate the railway, or power bus-bars, in-

dependent of the lighting, or in parallel with the
lighting, as desired. The street-railway service
Vvhich we are required to furnish is a peculiar one.
The railway operates an amusement park at its ter-

minal, causing an immense summer traffic, while
the winter traffic is comparatively very much lighter.

We figured that this would give us not only a day
load, but a very good summer load, our ordinary
summer lighting load being very light. In other
words, we not only thought of increasing our all-

day load, but of the season business as well. This
has been found correct, except that the two heavy
loads overlap to some extent during the early fall

for about two weeks.
At the car barns and rotary sub-stations, located

between the termini of the road, are two 200-kilo-

watt rotary transformers, working in parallel, both
on the alternating and direct-current sides. During
the day in winter time and through most of the
summer the load varies from nominal no load to
225 kilowatts. On special days during the summer,
and during the evening all summer, the load varies

between and 500 kilowatts. The zero loads under
these conditions are necessarily less frequent.

Our station apparatus consists of two belted ma-
chines and one direct-connected, and we are at

present installing a second direct-connected unit.

The belted engines are ordinary tandem-compound,
high-speed engines, with fairly good governors. The
direct-connected engine is a vertical cross-compound.
None of these engines had been designed with spe-

cial reference to running rotary transformers, but
had been adjusted to run their generators in parallel.

On the starting of the rotaries it was found that
they would operate perfectly satisfactorily on the
belted engines with no sign of pumping, or any
cause for complaint. In trying to operate the ro-

taries with the direct-connected engine we found
considerable difficulty. Experiments were carried

on to determine the location of the trouble. It was
undoubtedly in the engine. The operation of this

engine in furnishing incandescent lights has been,
highly satisfactory, and the operation under varying
conditions of lighting load has been the source of

much pleasure to visitors at our station. A dash-pot
was put on the engine to steady the action of the
governor, and this helped matters to some extent, but
by no means relieved the pumping of the rotaries,

which was very severe. The governor was experi-
mented with, and by blocking it out of action, found
that the trouble did not lie there. The final con-
clusion was, that there was some unbalanced action

of the engine which produced a pendulum motion
or an irregular angular velocity in the rotation of

the engine.
It must not be forgotten that, under ordinary cir-

cumstances, this engine regulated very closely, be-
ing well within two per cent. The cause of the
rotaries pumping was an uneven motion during any
one revolution of the engine, causing an unsteadi-
ness in the action of the rotaries. The permanent
cure for this action seems to lie in a larger flywheel.

The temporary relief for the trouble was found in

running a large two-phase induction motor without
load, which resulted in a considerable flywheel effect,

both electrically and mechanically. Two wattmeters
were connected reversely in the circuit of this mo-
tor, their readings showing very plainly that the
result was the giving and taking of energy to the
system as it was needed to balance the irregularities

produced by the engine. With the installation of

this motor we have had no further trouble from the
pumping of the rotaries. It was impossible at the

time to change the flywheel of the engine. This
will probably be done later on.

The interesting point in connection with this rail-

way service is the effect upon the lighting system
when the two are in parallel. We were very agree-
ably surprised in the outcome, and it was found that,

except for very heavy overloads, the fields of the
rotaries could be adjusted for a power factor of one
at medium load, thereby giving our generators a lag-

ging current at light load and a leading current at

higher loads and overloads, which resulted in keep-
ing down the voltage, which would ordinarily be high
01? suddenly taking off so large a load from the
ir.achines, and raising the voltage, by reason of the
leading current at overloads, thus causing the volt-

age to rise, which would ordinarily be low at over-
loads.

The increase of voltage at overloads can be ad-
justed by the fields of the rotaries, so that we can
overcome, not only the drop in the machines, but
Ihe drop in the speed of the engines, and with a

load of 50 per cent, lighting, and 50 per cent, street-

railway service, the railway service varyin.g this full

amount instantaneously, we can operate with a volt-

age change on the lighting not exceeding 1% per
cent., which, I think, will not be noticed by any
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ordinary observer. On extreme overloads, how-
ever, it is more difficult to get these results.

After our experience :n this matter, I would not

say that, as a general rule, it would be policy to

operate street-railway service and lighting from the

same machines of this type under all conditions.

Under ordinary circumstances, however, it is per-

fectly satisfactory, and, as you will note, we have

made it' possible, by our switchboard arrangements,

to work in either way at will, and in any arrange-

ment for operating this sort of service, I would
recommend the same provision.

Since the matter is closely allied with the opera-

tion of machinery in parallel, it might be well to

discuss at this point the question of engines in

regard to this feature.

The lower the frequency _ivith alternating appa-

ratus, the better will be the operating on parallel.

In the case of a combined lighting and power plant,

which we have assumed, a frequency much less than

60 cycles is out of the question. We have found

that the parallel operation of high-speed, belted en-

gines of different sizes is the easiest possible com-
bination. In fact, we were for a time paralleling

two generators on these engines which were con-

nected dead opposite on the synchronizing lamps,

and they went into step without trouble. The belts

act as a flexible connection between the two, and
once the machines are together, it is almost impos-

sible to get them out of step. With direct-connected

engines, however, the case is different, for we do
not have this flexible connection, and any influence

toward an unsteady or oscillating motion tends to

cause pumping and serious trouble, if not counter-

balanced by some exterior influence.

Do not understand me that it is a poor regulating

engine which causes this trouble; in fact, engines

with a considerable drop in speed between no load

and full load have been found to operate machines

in parallel better than close regulating engines.

It is the unsteadiness of motion, or, niore exactly,

the irregularity in angular velocity which seems to

cause trouble. This may be caused by a racing

governor, a too-sensitive governor, or by an unbal-

anced condition in the working parts of the engine

itself. In some cases this trouble has been relieved

by a dash-pot on the- governor, in some cases by
pole shoes or dampening magnets on the generator,

and in some cases by a larger flywheel.

I am satisfied that in the case of our vertical, di-

rect-connected engines, it is the unbalanced
effect between the upward and downward stroke

which causes the trouble, and it would seem that

this could only be relieved by a larger flywheel.

The engine which we are now installing is hori-

zontal, cross-compound. With synchronous appa-
ratus, it is inherent that any unsteadiness in the

system should cause trouble. The rotary trans-

former is of this type, but if the system consisting

of rotaries. generators and engines can be carefully

designed, I think there should be no trouble, and
the rotary transformer is certainly a very serviceable

piece of apparatus, if we relieve it from any unbal-
anced condition in the system.
Another feature which we have learned in the

operation of this system, and especially in the op-
eration of railway service, is that the modern alter-

nating-current generator will stand more punish-
ment in overloads than any other machine which
we have yet had to deal with. To obtain the best

results, however, the capacity of the engine must
be relatively large.

To sum up, we have found that, by the addition
of a reliable motor service, by the introduction of

constant-potential arc lamps, thereby securing the
lighting of factories and shops working on night
turn, and by the addition of this railway service, we
have obtained a night load which is almost double
our former all-night load, we have secured an all-

day load which is three times as large as our former
day load, and increased our summer-night loads to

double their former value, and increased in no case
our objectionable night peaks during the winter in

anywhere near the same proportion. By this uniform
sj'stem we have increased the reliability of the serv-
ice, and our records show that by this uniform
system and an increased output due to the niore
even load, we have considerably decreased the cost
of manufacture per kilowatt, thereby being able to
give somewhat better rates and a general increase
in our business all along the line.

I do not wish to infer that this system is perfect;

we still have our troubles; but I do think it is a

step looking toward modern methods, and I trust
this experience may correct some misapprehension
and prevent some mistakes in the plans for the in-

stallation of such a system.

Struck by Lightning on a Mower.
A peculiar fatality is reported from near Burling-

ton, Wis., in which a man driving a mowing ma-
chine was struck by lightning and left sitting on
his machine as though petrified. The victim of the
accident was a farmhand, and he was in the meadow
at work when a sudden thunderstorm came up.
He saw the storm clouds coming up, it appeared
from the manner in which his body was found, and
started back. The storm came up so rapidly, how-
ever, that he did not have time to reach shelter
before the storm was upon him. He had raised
the knives from the ground and still had his hand
on the lever controlling the blade when a bolt of
lightning struck. Both horses were killed and
the man also was struck dead. While the horses

fell together when killed by the stroke, he
remained in his seat on the machine, dead though
he was. When he did not return to the house for

supper a search was made. He was found with one
hand still resting on the machine lever, while the
other firmly grasped the reins with which the dead
man had been guiding his horses when death came.
His body was rigid when found, and it was
with considerable difficulty that the limbs were
straightened after an undertaker had been sum-
moned.

Highway Crossing Alarms.'

By J. S. Evans.

A few years ago automatic crossing alarms were
practically &n unknown quantity because the few that

were then in use gave such poor service that their

general use could not be recommended. But as

railroading has advanced, so have crossing alarms,

with the result that there are now quite a number
on the market, giving excellent satisfaction. The
matter of protecting highway crossings by means of

automatic alarms commands attention for the fol-

lowing reasons:
1. The number of accidents that are constantly

occurring, and the accompanying loss of life, and
the expense incident thereto.

2. To forestall unjust legislation against rail-

roads by local city and town authorities.

3. Tiie increased speed and number of trains,

which demand a clear right of way.
It is evident that more and better protection is

necessary at all highway crossings in thickly-settled

districts, and many dangerous crossings in sparsely-

settled districts, which cannot be furnished, except
at prohibitory expense, unless it can be done by
some automatic device.

The protection of highway crossings with a gate

and gateman means, approximately:

An initial investment of S300
Maintenance expense (labor, interest, repair, fuel, etc.) per
annum 4C0

S;oo
Cost of protection, first year S700
Cost of protection per annum thereafter 400
To guard a crossing with an automatic alaroi means approx-

imately:
An initial investment of 8200
Maintenance expense per year 50

S250
Cost of protection, first year S250
Cost of protectiiin per annum thereafter 50

These figures show a net saying of at least $350
a year in favor of the automatic alarm, not taking
into consideration that the alarm is on duty at all

times.

The questions arise.' Are automatic alarms an
adequate protection? What is the proper prin-

ciple upon which they should be constructed? What
may be expected of them? The signal engineers of

all the larger roads have long ago condemned any
electric signals that the elements or train movements
may injure or put out of order without notice thereof
being given immediately. Hence, the closed track-

circuit has been universally adopted because of its

simplicity, reliability, and self-operating tell-tale

qualities if properly constructed.

Nearly all track-circuit crossing bells operate on
practically the same pnnciple, and if properly in-

stalled and maintained will announce the approach
of every train. Such a signal should be designed
to meet the following requirements: The alarm at

the crossing should be given when the first pair of

,

trucks reach a point sufflciently distant from the

crossing to give at least twenty seconds' warning for

the fastest approaching train. It should not cease

until the last pair of approaching trucks have crossed

the highway. If the alarm is silenced when the first

pair of trucks have passed the highway, a second
approaching train would give no warning, and such
a condition, where double tracks are used, would
increase the danger instead of eliminating it. My
road has a crossing protected where there are four

tracks, all of them used for single track movements,
and it happens very frequently that a second and
even a third train approaches the crossing at high
speed before the first has entirely passed the high-

way. If the bell would stop ringing when the first

pair of trucks reached the highway, anyone wait-

ing to pass over would proceed when the first train

had passed, perhaps just in time to be met and in-

jured by the second train on one of the other tracks.

The alarm not being silenced, however, until the

last wheel approaching from any direction has

reached and passed the highway, the warning con-

tinues and danger of accident is averted. It often

happens tliat a train of considerable length is fol-

lowed by a light engine only a few hundred feet

distant from the rear end of the train. This is

especially the case where trains are coming into the

yard limits. In such a case, it is very evident that

if the first pair of trucks silenced the bell, there

would be no warning of the approach of the sec-

ond train. Again, it is not a rare occurrence that a

train breaks in two while running, and the forward
section of the train gets a considerable distance

ahead of the remaining portion. In this case, if the

bell were silenced by the first pair of trucks, the rear

end of the train approaching the crossing would be
as much a menace to human life as the light engine
or second train. Incidents of this kind are not

I. Paper read before the Association of Railway TeleRraph
Superinienclents at Detroit, June 21st. Mr. Evans is superin-
tendent of teletirapli for thg New York, CliicaRo and St. Louis
Railway company,

lacking to demonstrate the value ot the above fea-
ture.

An alarm should be constructed on the closed cir-

cuit principle, so that if the batteries have become
exhausted, either from actual work or by accident,
an indication thereof wifl be given. The breaking
of relays, wires or other mechanism forming a part
of a highway alarm should also be automatically in-

dicated.

The bell should be sufficiently loud and of a de-
cided, plain stroke^ so that its meaning cannot be
misunderstood.
The batteries should be placed in receptacles in

which they will not freeze, and in which they can-
not be tampered wnth (preferably iron boxes), or
non-freezible batteries should be used, and the mech-
.anism of the alarm should be as simple as possible,
with only as many moving parts and contacts as
are absolutely necessary, so that the ordinary line-

man or telegraph operator who is familiar with sim-
ple electrical devices will have' no trouble in under-
standing it and will be able to install and maintain
it.

Lastly, under no circumstances should the bell
ring after the train has gone by the crossing, or
ring when actual danger at ihe crossing does not
exist. If there are sidings or passing tracks at

the crossing, the alarm should be given for all

tracks, but should be so arranged that a train taking
the passing siding and stopping before it reaches
the crossing, will not operate the bell coatinuously,
but as soon as the train starts forward again (at

which time danger will exist at the crossing) the bell

should ring just the same as if it were a through
train on any of the other tracks. While the bell

is inoperative for a train so standing on a passing
siding, the bell must give warning for all approach-
ing trains on the other tracks; and should this

train back away from the crossing instead of pro-
ceeding, no alarm must be given for this movement.
In other words, any crossing alarm should be so
arranged and designed that there can be no mis-
taking what it means when the gong is sounding,
that is, for every wheel that approaches the cross-
ing, which is a menace to human life, it mmst cause
that alarm to be given; under no circumstances must
it give a false alarm. In all track-circuits, when-
ever they are short-circuited, no matter whether the
wheel is going away from, or approaching the cross-
ing, the alarm will be sounded. Ample provision
should be made to guard against the sounding of

the alarm as the wheel goes away from the crossing,
and any alarm which cannot be so arranged as to

cover this point is, in my estimation, not a proper
one to ask the public to depend upon, and would
not furnish adequate defense to a railroad company
so using it in case of accident.

CORRESPONDENCE.
London Letter.

London, August 14.—The erratic conduct of elec-

tricity is proverbial, and an alarming illustration of

what may unexpectedly occur happened opposite

the Gaiety Theater, in the Strand, early on Sunday
morning. By some means the underground elec-

tric-light circuits got afire and the lid over a man-
hole in the footway was blown into the air. From
the cavity there ascended a stream of fire 10 or 12

feet high, to the effect of which was added rapidly

succeeding explosions. Alarm was immediately
given to the fiie brigade, and very speedily several

engines were on the scene. Their services, however,
were of no avail whatever, it being apparent that

nothing would serve to abate the danger but cut-

ting the wires. The firemen were thus placed in the

singular position of being passive spectators of

an outbreak which was beyond their pov;er of deal-

ing with. Electricians were the essential want of

the moment, and they being summoned without

delay, the danger of the situation was soon abated.

Similar incidents have frequently occurred in Lon-
don, but this is said to have been the worst of the

kind so far experienced.

The opening of the "two-penny tube." as the

new Central London railway is being called, seems
to have roused Londoners to an appreciation of the

advantages of electric traction. They have been

rather a long time coming to this appreciation, for

though the underground electric railway from the

city to Stockwell, on the south side of the Thames,
has been open for some years, London has allov;ed

many of the provincial towns to get far ahead of

her in the matter of electric traction. The Central

London, however, is proving a boon and a blessing

to over 100,000 passengers a day, and already the

demand made upon its accommodation is greater

than it can conveniently cope with. The success

that has attended the new venture is leading to a

general demand for additional accommodations of

this kind above ground, as well as below. At the

present time there is no above-ground tramway of

any description allowed within the sacred precincts

of the city proper, and, indeed, sandwichmen and

bill distributors are not even countenanced within

the one square mile. The city, however, will soon

have to relax the iron-bound rules it has laid down
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in the past, unless we are to have a further develop-
ment of the underground electric railways.
The inconvenience caused last week by the break-

down of the PostofHce telegraphs, consequent on the
storm, has revived attention to proposals for sub-
stituting a safer system than the overhead wires.
After every storm wires are down in different parts
of the country, and the elaborate and intricate sys-
tem of news dispatch, to say nothing of private
messages between London and the provinces, is

thrown into disorder. The result of the late storm,
for instance, was to cut off for some hours com-
munication between London and the country. I

observe that the Great Western railway, in its north-
ern section, has taken down its overhead wires
and enclosed them in a box, resting on stunted
posts, by the side of the railway. The expense of

boxing the Postoffice wires would be great, but the

interest on the capital expenditure would probably
be met by the saving of the amounts that now have
to be spent in repairing damaged lines, to say

nothing of the loss of revenue while the wires are

down.
Whatever may have been the result of the experi-

ments with wireless telegraphy during the naval

maneuvers, the Admiralty seems satisfied of its use-

fulness, for the training ship Minotaur at Portland

is to be fitted with a mast 180 feet high, for the

purpose of experimenting, while other masts 150

feet high will be erected on various headlands be-

tween Dover and the Scilly Isles. The result of

the new departure, which is designed to enable a

ship in the channel to give warning of an intended

attack to the land, will be watched eagerly.

An electric omnibus, the necessary current for

which is taken from an overhead conductor on

the same lines as that adopted for electric tramways,

was put in operation at the Vinccnnes annex of

the Paris Exposition last week. The system is that

of Lombard & Gerin. W. H. B.

New YorK Notes.

New York, August 25.—In relation to the preven-

tion of third-rail accidents on the Brooklyn ele-

vated railroad, Deputy Commissioner James J. Kir-

win of the Department of Public Buildings, Light-

ing and Supplies, is reported as saying that he would
at once, unless the railway companies surrounded

the third rail with such safeguards as would pro-

tect employes and persons crossing the tracks, issue

an order preventing the further use of the third rail

as a means of transmitting power. He proposes

to have the third rail placed between the tracks in-

stead of on one side, as now.
That a space might be cleared for the work of

excavating for two sections of the rapid-transit tun-

nel, about 20 of the shade trees on Broadway were

felled on Friday. Considerable objection was made
by people interested in the sections between Si.xtieth

and Eighty-sixth streets, and Contractor McDon-
ald ordered the sub-contractor not to cut down any

more unless it was absolutely necessary.

Richard Grey of this city and Charles C. Weedon
of Sea Cliff, L. I., were arrested on Monday, and

warrants are out for the arrest of Alfred R. Goslin,

•who figured prominently in the Brooklyn Rapid

Transit and Dean cases, George M. Eberman, Eu-

gene L. Packer and Frank Morgan on a charge of

conspiracy to defraud by certain transactions in the

stock of the New York Electric Brake and Coupler

company.
It is reported that another big trolley deal is

under way. which contemplates a line between New
York and Ilarrisburg. which is to be the connecting

link for a proposed trolley line between Boston

and Washington. J. F. Shaw & Co., a Boston con-

cern, are said to be engineering the deal, and have

already started to build a line between Trenton, N. J.,

and Philadelphia. Heirs of the late Isaiah William-

son, the Philadelphia muiti-miiiionaire, have sold

the Delaware River toll bridge at Calhoun street,

Trenton, to the Boston concern. The Williamsons

are interested in a line operated by Owen Moon,
between Morrisville, Pa., and Yardley, Pa. They
are also interested in a steam road between Trenton

and Princeton, to be connected with the Philadel-

phia and Reading railroad.

There will be 10 new-style motor cars placed on

the Fifth avenue elevated line as soon as they are

equipped with electric motors. One of them has

been given a trial, which appeared to be satisfactory

to the officers of the road. The car is built in a

fashion similar to that of the cross-seat cars now in

operation on the East New York line, except that

each seat holds only one passenger. There is a

saving of aisle room by placing the seats about

half a foot behind each other at a slight angle.

A combination trolley car of the Third Avenue
line struck the tilted cover of a manhole on Am-
sterdam avenue, near One-hundred-and-sixtieth

street, on Wednesday night, and was thrown across

the track. A second car, running close behind

the first one. smashed into the wreck. Both cars

were well filled, and although several passengers

received small injuries, no one was seriously hurt.

Application has been made to Circuit Judge
Hazel to have the Clyde Gas and Electric ompany
of Clyde, N. Y.. declared an involuntary bankrupt.

.Argument on the application will be heard at Buf-

falo on September 4th. The corporation went into
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voluntary dissolution April 7th last. The nominal
assets are $71,344.82; the actual, $40,000; liabilities,
$50,279.21.

Charles Stewart Smith, a member of the New
Vork Rapid Transit Commission, who has been
devoting considerable time to studying both the
Pans and London underground electric raiUvays,
says that he is prepared to make a complete report
to the commission on his return to New York. Mr.
Smith says; "The London electric railroad is cer-
tainly a great improvement over anything London
has ever had. But. after all, it is not rapid transit
in the sense we understand it in the United States.
The distance from the Bank of England to Shepards-
bush IS 400 yards short of six miles. This is cov-
ered in 25 minutes, including 13 stops. This is
done by means of two single-track tubes, which,
of course, prevent the running of express trains.
The New Y^ork line will contain four tracks, and
express trains will run from the city hall to the
northernmost end of the island ill from 18 to 19 min-
utes. The enginering work in London is admirable
and the rolling stock is an improvement even on
that of the New York elevated railroad, as the cars
are better lighted and better furnished."
The first test of a motor vehicle for collecting

mail matter that has been made from the General
Postoffice occurred on Monday. The vehicle was
started out in the early morning and made several
trips, the first being on what is known as the James
Slip route. The letter boxes in that district and
through Ann street back to the Postoffice were vis-
ited and the matter collected by the regular carrier,
a motorman running the vehicle. Trips were made
later on other routes. The tests are being made
at the expense of the company manufacturing the
vehicle, which will be sent to some branch station
near the center of the city when the tests downtown
have been finished. Postmaster Van Cott said that
he would forward a report of the tests to Wash-
ington some time next week. He could not say
now whether the trials had proved more successful
than the old way of collecting the mails or not.

M. L. G.

Northwestern Notations.
Minneapolis, August 25.—Residents of Grand av-

enue, in Duluth, Minn., want the street-car tracks
extended to the suburb of Ironton.
N. J. Schlachter of Gettysburg, S. D., has bought

an engine and contemplates securing a dynamo and
other equipment for a local electric-lighting plant.

Charles Steinert, a i2~year-old boy of Oshkosh.
Wis., was terribly injured by touching a guy wire
which had become detached from the pole it sup-
ported. It was crossed with a telephone wire, which
in turn was crossed with a feed wire of the street-

railway company. The insulation was sufficiently

worn to allow the current to escape. The boy's
shoulder was burned to the bone, and his hand was
also fearfully burned.

It is understood Butte capitalists will establish a
street-railway system in Missoula, Mont., bringing
power from Bonner.

Plans are being prepared for rebuilding the power
house for the street-railway and light company at

Appleton, Wis. The new power house will be
much larger than the one which was burned, as it

will furnish powder for the interurban line, as well

as the street-lighting and local car systems.

A plan is on foot at lola, Wis., to build an electric

railway through Scandinavia to Waupaca, Wis.
George Dugdale, a lineman of the electric-light

system at Mount Pleasant, Iowa, was instantly killed

by touching a live wire, while working on a pole.

The Marshalltown (Iowa) Light, Power and Rail-

way company has made application in the United
States court for an injunction to restrain the city

from enforcing a new ordinance containing maxi-
mum charges which the company may make for

light and power. The company does not question

the right of the city to regulate charges, but says

that the charges are not remunerative. It claims

that under the new rates the company will run behind

$2,000 a year.

Commissioner of Tublic Works Claussen of St.

Paul has inaugurated a crusade against poles in the

business district of the city. He claims that there

are a good many unnecessary wires and poles in

the downtown district, and proposes to have them
eliminated, as far as possible.

The Union Electric company of Dubuque, Iowa,

has been incorporated, with $j,ooo,ooo capital stock.

This company is the new one under which the street-

car and electric-light systems have been consoli-

dated. It is expected that about $100,000 will be

expended in changes and improvements to the sys-

tem, to put it on a paying basis.

Saturday, September 8th, the Women's College

association of Sioux City. Iowa, will have charge

of all the street cars in Sioux City. The proceeds

of the day will be devoted to the pipe-organ fund

of Morning Side College chapel. It is stated that

something unique has been planned among the fea-

tures for the day.

The Gas and Electric company of Grand Forks,

N. D.. has completed arrangements to supply a

night direct current.
. ,. ,

Dchler & Bosworth, owners of the electnc-hght

plant at Le Roy, Minn., have dissolved partnership,

Mr. Bosworth succeeding to the business.

The Advancement association of Plymouth, Wis.,

is considering a nlan to secure a municipal light

and water system." It is proposed to grant a fran-

chise for a system, to be sold to the city when com-
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pleted. It is estimated that a system will cost about
$60,000.

Thomas Higgins of Menasha, Wis., is an appli-
cant at Two Rivers, Wis., for a franchise for an
electric railway between Two Rivers and Manitowoc.
J. E. Hamilton made a similar application to the
council of Manitowoc.
The council of Muscatine, Iowa, unanimouslv re-

jected the proposition of the electric-railway com-
pany to expend $90,000 in improvements upon con-
dition that the council extend its franchise 25 years
and contract for street lighting for 10 years.
The Osakis Milling company of Osakis, Minn.,

has completed an electric-lighting system and put it

in operation.
Jefferson, Wis., recently voted to purchase the

local electric-light plant.
The new charter lately adopted by the city of

Duluth, Minn., prevents city officials from accept-
ing passes on the street cars. Policemen and firemen
only are excepted.
An 800-horscpower engine is being installed for

the electric-light and water system being constructed
for Austin, Minn.
H. P. Mortenson, who owns the electric-light

plant at Toronto, S. D., contemplates establishing
a similar plant for Hendricks, Minn.
The Madison Canyon Power company has been

granted a franchise for a heat, light and power sys-
tem for 'Virginia City, Mont.
The Richardson Electric company has been

granted a franchise at Cloquet, Minn., for a local
electric-lighting system. The city contracts for 23
arc lights, at $7 each per month.
The village of Grand Rapids, Minn., is negotiating

\yith John Beckfelt for the purchase of the electric-
lighting plant.

The Cass Water, Light and Power company of
Cass Lake, Minn., has been incorporated, with $50,-
000 capital stock, by Roland Hartley, Heber Hartley
of Cass Lake and R. Green of Fredonia. N. Y.

It is rumored that an electric railway mav be con-
structed from Rockford through to Blue Mounjis,
taking in Brodhead, Albany, Belleville and other
southern Wisconsin towns.

It is suggested that the city of Blue Earth, Minn.,
install a hot-water heating plant, in connection with
its water and light system.
The Iowa Falls (Iowa) Electric Light and Power

company has filed amended articles of incorpora-
tion.

"The Mason City and Clear Lake (Iowa) Electric
Railway company has made a traffic arrangement
with the Chicago and Northwestern railway.
The Chippewa Valley Railway company has com-

pleted its new power house at Chippewa Falls, Wis.,
and put it in operation. The station, with equip-
ment, has cost about $35,000.
A tornado struck Sheboygan, Wis., recently and

damaged the property of the Electric Light, Power
and Street Railway company. The plant was crippled
so that no cars or lights could be operated. The
loss was placed at $5,000. The street-car barns were
also demolished, with a loss of $6,000.
The receiver of the Duluth (Minn.) Street Rail-

way company has been discharged, and the system
has been formally turned over to the Duluth-Su-
perior Traction company. A trust deed for $2,500,-
000. covering the issue of first-mortgage bonds bv
the Duluth Street Railway companv, has been filed,

running to the Central Trust company of New
York, as trustee. Work is to be started at once im-
proving the systems. R.

From the Buckeye State.

Columbus, Ohio, August 25.—The Pennsylvania
railroad has taken the initiative with respect to
women telegraphers, who have been placed under
the ban. In a circular notice just sent out, orders
have been issued by the executive officers that here-
after the employment of the gentler sex to handle
the lightning tickers is absolutely prohibited. It is

claimed that, while they are perhaps as accurate and
reliable as the men, they are not as available for all

kinds of positions as their male competitors.
The first electric car has been run on the 'Toledo,

Fremont and Norwalk electric line, as an experi-
ment. It is expected that cars will be in complete
operation on schedule time within the next 10 days.
Lightning played havoc in machinery hall at the

state fair grounds this week, A number of the dy-
namos were severely damaged. The loss on the
building and electrical appliances amounted to about
$500, with no insurance.
The Urbana, Mechanicsburg and Columbus Elec-

tric company, through one of its officers. General
H. A. Axline, has presented its proposition to this
city, in compliance with law, for a franchise on
certain streets of the city. The company agrees
to carry passengers at the rate of five cents single
fare, seven tickets for 25 cents and 28 tickets for $1.
They guarantee that the fare to Urbana, which is

about 45 miles distant, shall not exceed two cents
a mile. The matter will likely come up before the
council and the Board of Public Works at their
next regular meeting.
Work on the Dayton, Springfield and Urbana

electric railway is being rapidly pushed.
S. L. Nelson of Springfield is endeavoring to get

a franchise from that city for lighting and heating
the city by a new electric system of which he is

the inventor.

The Canton-Massillon Electric Railway company
has filed a mortgage deed at Canton for $1,000,000.
The deed is given to the Cleveland Trust company
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to secure a loan of $1,000,000. One thousand

bonds, of the value of $1,000 each, are to be issued,

bearing interest at the rate of live per cent, per

annum, the last one to be payable in the year 1920.

The money is to be used in refunding the present

indebtedness and in changing the road to a standard

gauge, and other necessary improvements. W. A.

Lynch is president and A. J. Underhill secretary

of the road.
During the electrical storm at Mount Vernon this

week, one of the big armatures at the power station

was burned out, also an armature in one of the

street cars was destroyed. The loss to the electric

light and power company will be quite heavy.

The extension of the street-car system at Marietta

to Norwood is pretty well completed. The work
on the power house is being pushed along, and it

is thought that within two or three weeks the engines

will be in place and ready for use.

There has not been a time for years when there

was such general complaint over the state of

damages to all kinds of electrical appliances as dur-

ing the storms of the last week. The trouble seems

to have affected all parts of the state.

The City Council of Sandusky passed an ordi-

nance a few weeks ago, placing a special tax of $1

on each telegraph, telephone or electric-light pole

located within the city limits. The measure brought

forth considerable animated discussion and various

were the opinions advanced as to its legality. After

a careful count it was discovered that there were

about 3,500 poles that would come under the law.

The mayor proceeded to carry out his instructions

under the law, and notified all the companies to

make their first settlement by August 1st. This

brought the contention to a focus at once, and before

the attorneys for the interested companies could

be heard. City Solicitor Hart began a thorough

research of the ordinances and has reported to the

mayor that the law is illegal and will not stand.

An electric car on the Cleveland and Chagrin

Falls suburban line jumped the track on a curve

near Chagrin Falls Wednesday while running at

full speed. Twelve or 15 people were badly hurt.

Had the car not struck a pole as it left the track, it

would have gone down a steep embankment and

a number of lives would doubtless have been lost.

The accident was caused by a broken brake rod.

The Southern Ohio Express and Freight com-
pany has been organized at Dayton, with a capital

stock of $100,000. The organizers are the principal

owners in the various traction companies that rndi-

ate from that city. The object of the organization

is to furnish safe and expeditious transportation for

the smaller towns surrounding Dayton. James M.
Randall is the manager.
Some officers of the Hocking Valley Railway

company, which operates an electric railway between

Jackson and Wellston, had a bad scare recently.

Just as the pay car was leaving Wellston, a man
appeared on the track flagging the train, and at the

same time flourishing a gun. The paymaster and
his assistants were getting ready for a fusilade, when
the stranger quietly told them a horse was fast

in one of the trestles just ahead of them. The
warning of the stranger was a generous act, and

his services have just been handsomely rewarded

by the companv.
The City Council of West Jefferson has granted

a right-of-way to the Columbus, London and Spring-

field electric railway, through the corporate limits

of that village. The coinpany met with
,
scarcely

any opposition from the residents of that place, who
seem glad to avail themselves of the opportunities

the road will afford them.
The thousand employes of the Columbus Street

Railway company enjoyed their annual outing at

Olentangy Park Wednesday of this week. A large

number of their friends were present to help make
the occasion a pleasant one.

A franchise for an electric line between Coshocton
and Newconierstown has been asked of the county
commissioners. The towns are 16 miles apart, and
the line will pass through a very rich agricultural

district. Harry S. Sands of Wheeling and L. G. Hal-

lock and E. D. McKec of Steubenville are the pro-

moters.
Hon. Cyrus Huling, as attorney for the Coluinbus

and Johnstown Traction company, has submitted

to the law department of the city copy of an ordi-

nance granting permission to bring its cars into

the heart of the city, over the lines of the Colutnbus
Railway company. The term of the franchise is 25
years. O. M. C.

PERSONAL.
R. H. Mansfield, president of the Ironclad

Resistance company, Westfield, N. J., was in Chi- .

cago a few days ago in the interests of his company.

General BuUer, the British commander who re-

lieved Ladysmith after some difficulty, is sai4 to

be something of an electrical engineer. He super-
vised the wiring of his own house and is reputed to

be mechanically and electrically skillful in other
directions.

Louis A. Ferguson, general superintendent of the
Chicago Edison company, is enjoying a month's
vacation in the East. He will spend most of his

time at Nantucket. Mass., Init will attend the con-
vention of the Association of Edison Illuminating
Companies at Saratoga next week,

In a competition established by Municipal Engi-
neering for the best set of accounting forms
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adapted to the use of electric and gas-lighting com-
panies, the prize for the best set of forms for use
in conducting the business of an electric-lighting

company suited to cities under 50,000 population
was awarded to Thomas F. Bechtel, secretary of the

Edison Light company of Grand Rapids, Mich.
For the second best set A. H. Purdy of the Edison
Electric Illuminating company of Topeka, Kan.,
was awarded the prize.

Charles D. Haskins, an electrical engineer well
known among the older members of the fraternity,

has been missing for several months. Mr. Haskins
had been in the employment of the Western Electric
company of Chicago for a number of years, and
was well versed in the patent department of that
company's business. He was a great traveler, and
lately took a trip through the South. After a time
letters failed to reach him, and it was reported that
he had gone abroad. Inquiry in Paris and London
failed to locate the missing man, however, and his
present whereabouts are unknown to his friends in
Chicago. Mr. Haskins is a veteran in the elec-
trical business, and his friends trust that no harm
has befallen him. His family lives in Brooklyn.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Statesville (N. C.) Electric Light company

will enlarge its plant.

H. B. Trout has been granted a franchise for an
electric-light plant in Shelbyville, 111.

E. T. Kirk, at Walla Walla, Wash., has been
voted a franchise for an electric-light plant.

Brockville, Out., has voted to issue $100,000 in
bonds for building a municipal electric-light plant.

O. Ford of St. Louis, Mo., has a contract for the
erection of an electric-light plant at Natchitoches,
La.

The Dustin Island Woolen Mills at Penacook,
N. H., will put in an electric plant of 300 horse-
power.

West Plains, Mo., has voted to issue $27,000 in
bonds for building an electric-light plant and water-
works.

The New Kensington (Pa.) Electric Light, Heat
and Power company has been incorporated, for
$75,000.

The Dayton (Ky.) Electric Light and Power com-
pany, recently incorporated, is asking for bids for
a new plant.

The Citizens' Electric Light and Power company
of Sandusky, Ohio, was incorporated, with $100,000
capital stock, recently.

The Zombro Power company of Pasadena, Cal.,

has been incorporated, with $350,000 capital, by E.
Eason, N. Bridge and C. W. Smith.

The Covina (Cal.) Electric company has been in-

corporated, with a capital stock of $25,000, by T. B.
Thomas, O. Anderson, H. M. Houser and I. D.
Houser.

The Shamokin and Coal Township Electric Light
and Power company, at Shamokin, Pa., has been
incorporated, by T. Gillespie, F. P. Lewellyn and
E. M. Leader.

The superintendent of the Chiloca (Okla.) Indian
school has been authorized by the government to
employ a competent electrical engineer to draw up
plans for a $3,000 lighting plant for the school.

The Toccoa Falls Light and Power company of

Toccoa Falls, Ga., has been incorporated, to de-
velop water and electric pow'er. The capital stock
is $50,000, and the incorporators are E. P. Simpson,
L. A. Simpson and S. V. Davenport.

The Simpson Manufacturing company of Win-
throp Harbor, 111., was recently incorporated, with
a capital of $100,000, for the purpose of furnishing
heat, light and power. The incorporators are J. L.

Bolen, S. Rosenblatt and H. E. Mills.

The Goldsboro (N. C.) Electric Light and Power
company's plant has been purchased by the Golds-
boro Illuminating and Traction company, for $7,000.

The plant originally cost $28,000. The plant has
been materially increased by the new company.

The commissioners of Crisfield, Md., granted a

franchise to the Crisfield Ice Manufacturing com-
pany to put in a system of electric lights in Cris-

field. The company will begin work at once and
expects to have the plant in operation in two months.

A new incorporation in Pennsylvania is that of

the Bellefonte Electric company of Bellefonte, with

J. C. Mliler, S. D. Gettig, E. L .Hoy and C. M.
Bower named as the incorporators. The company
contemplates the erection of a large electric-light

plant for the furnishing of light to Bellefonte and
the 'surrounding towns.

A storm-signal lighthouse to be built on order of

the Department of Agriculture and to be in charge
of the Weather Bureau, is to be erected in South
Chicago, III. It will be equipped with apparatus
to send a light 15 miles out over the lake. It will

be constructed of steel. 100 feet high, and will be
provided with an electric light sufficiently powerful
to warn all vessels entering or leaving the Chicago
harbor on the southward of the approach of stornis.
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ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Junction City, Kan., has granted a street-railway

franchise to F. V. Crouch of Carrollton, Mo.

The Glenwood and Polytechnic College Street
Ivadway company contemplates building two power
stations.

The Grand Rapids, Spring Lake and Grand Ha-ven Transit company has been granted a franchise
at tjrand Rapids, Mich.

The city trustees of San Bernardino, Cal., havegranted a franchise to build an electric-car line toJudge Campbell and J. H. Boyd.

Tramway cars are used for carrying factory freight
in three German cit.es, Gera, Frost Ind Spermbefg;
All these places are active manufacturing center!

The Terre Haute and Wabash Valley Railroadcompany has been incorporated, with $300,000 capi
tal stock, with J^R. Kendall, G. A. Conzman, B GHudnot and H. G. Miller, as directors.

The Fairmount and Clarksburg Electric Railwaycompany of Parkersburg, W. Va., has been mcor-porated with $100,000 capital. J. H. Camden ofParkersburg is attorney of the company.

It is reported that the Grand Rapids and IndianaRailroad company is about to make an experimentwith electric motors as the motive power for itsresort line between Petoskey and Harbor Springs,

tn^"^]'"""'' "^''n^Y
'' '° ^^ "^"''t between Farming-

ton, Mo., and Delassus. An ordinance has beenpassed by the council of Farmington granting W EStevenson & Co. of Indianapolis a franchise 'for
the proposed road through the city.

The Fairmont and Clarksburg Electric Railwaycompany was recently incorporated, with $100,000
capital stock, at Charleston, W. Va., by ex-Senator
Johnson Camden of Parkersburg and others for
the purpose of building an electric railway from
Clarksburg to Fairmont.

The General Electric company has secured a tem-
porary injunction against the Star Brass Works re-
straining them from infringing the Anderson patent
No. 412,155, for a trohey-contact spring. The injunc-
tion order was issued July 31st by the United States
Circuit Court for the Western District of Michigan
at Grand Rapids.

President John M. Roach of the Chicago Union
w^f"°" company has notified Acting Mayor
Walker that the company has prepared vestibuled
cars for use during next winter. The ordinance
requiring vestibules in winter has been in effect for
some time, but the companies have not succeeded
heretofore in getting all cars fitted with vestibules.

The Winchester Avenue Railroad company ofNew Haven, Conn., has issued an order which pro-
hibits passengers from riding on the running board
of a car or from standing between the seats of a
car on its system. As soon as all the seats in
the car are filled the conductor must refuse to take
on even one more passenger until a seat is made
vacant by a passenger getting off.

J. H. Farrar of Chicago has proposed a system of"
sidewalk subways for the relief of the congested
streets in Chicago, to the street-railway commis-
sion. For use on the sub-sidewalk railway the in-
ventor proposes an open car, resembling a carette
with the top cut away. The sidewalk above fur-
nishes the top for the car, prismatic walks above
give light, aided by electric lights within, and gas
radiators along the curb will furnish heat. The
hghtness of the cars which such a construction
would permit, it is stated by the inventor, would
reduce resistance to a minimum.

AUTOMOBILES.
William K. Vanderbilt recently beat one of the

fast electric cars running between Newport and
Fall River with his imported automobile.

The Baltimore (Md.) Automobile company has
nearly completed its contract for a Washington com-
pany for autocarettes, to be run over streets where
the herdics are now run.

The members of the Automobile Club of America
are making extensive preparations for its first ex-
hibition of automobiles and automobile accessories,
which is to be held at Madison Square Garden,
New York city, in November. All of the regular
space on the floor of the building has been taken,
and additional space will be provided by flooring-

over the boxes on the north side of the Garden.

C. C. Wridgway of Brooklyn, N. Y., expects to
commence a 1,000-mile trip in an automobile to

Chicago, passing throu.gh Schenectady, Utica, Syra-
cuse, Rochester. Buft'alo, Erie, Cleveland, Toledo
and Detroit. This trial will be made under the
auspices of the De Dion-Bouton Motorette com-
pany of Brooklyn. Mr. Wridgway is scheduled to
arrive in Chicago September iSth, in time for the
automobile exposition and tournament September
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iSth 10 20th. The trip will in no sense be a race
against time, but simply a practical test under the
worst conditions of weather, putting the carriage
through a severe trial.

One of the most enthusiastic automobilists in
England is R. J. McCredy, who climbed the Moun-
tain of Cairnotoul, with a Daimler machine, and
who has now steered a vehicle over the steepest of
the Wicklow Mountains. He is most enthusiastic
over the trip. Automobiles, he says, have now ar-
rived at such a pitch of perfection that they can be
relied on to work with as much certainty as a horse-
drawn vehicle when running through the south-
west of Ireland district, which is the most trying
for vehicular traffic of any sort, owing to the nu-
merous hills and mountains to be met with. Mr.
McCredy says his vehicle covered 700 miles, at an
average pace of 15 miles an hour, over roads of the

most trying description, including several of the
worst pa'sses in Ker^3^

PUBLICATIONS.
The New England Motor company, Lowell, Mass.,

has issued three bulletins lately, covering some of

its recent productions in the way of generators and
motors of from five to 25 horsepower. These mo-
tors have some interesting and desirable features.

The Standard Welding company, Cleveland, Ohio,'

has issued a handsome catalogue devoted to its

seamless steel-tube bicj'cle parts and its electric

welding of metals. Illustrations are given of dif-

ferent bicycle parts and of other articles, such as

gear blanks for lathe chucks, top-pole rings for

telegraph and telephone poles, etc.

"Aerial Cableways and Tubular Dispatch" is the

subject of a circular recently published by the Con-
solidated Telpherage company of New York. Tel-

pherage is the automatic transportation of light or

divisible material to a distance by electricity, and

a number of illustrations are given of different in-

stallations. An electric tubular dispatch system is

also given a detailed description.

TELEGRAPH.
The Sultan of Turkey has ordered the establish-

ment of direct telegraphic communication between

India and Constantinople. There was a line for-

merly by way of Fao, at the head of the Gulf of

Persia, but this line could not be maintained, and

messages now go by way of English and Russian

cables.

Congress appropriated $4.-15,000, to be expended

in the construction of the Alaska telegraph lines

of the government. Eighteen carloads of the cable

which is to connect Cape Nome with the outside

world has been shipped from a Connecticut factory,

and it will probably not be long before cable com-

munication with that rauch-overpopulated raining

camp will be established.

The committee appointed by the Chicago Board

of Trade to investigate the question of establishing

a new telegraph company for Board of Trade serv-

ice and take steps to organize such a company [t

thought best has announced that the company will

be organized. The committee is composed of Pres-

ident Warren, John F. Harris, F. P. Frazer, A. O.

Slaughter, .p. A. Valentine. P. B. Weare, Benjamm
Bryant, Frederick Crawford, general manager of the

Chicago and Milwaukee Telegraph company, and

Attorney H. S. Robbins.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
An illustrated lecture upon the Chicago drainage

canal, with electric-lantern views, will be given by

Isham Randolph, chief engineer Chicago Sanitary

District, on Saturday evening, September ist, at the

rooms of the Robert Fulton Association of Sta-

tionary Engineers, 309 Masonic Temple, Chicago.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The total world's supply of india-rubber to-day

is about 120,000,000 to 130,000,000 pounds, valued at

about $75,000,000. More than half the total supply

is exported from the Amazon district.

W E McCurdy. assistant engineer of the San

Diego Gas and Electric Light company of San

Diego, Cal, was killed by an electric shock August

19th. It is reported he received a current of 7,000

volts. The shock threw him over another machine

standing near. An account of the accident states:

"In his fliuht throiisjh the air he apparently disar-
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ranged the gearing, for the engine ran away and
burned out the dynamo. As a result the city is

without street lights."

TRADE NEWS.
The Aluminum Storage Battery company of Chi-

cago was recently incorporated, with a capital stock
of $2,500, by M. H. easier, W. P. Johnson and C. K.
Chamberlain.

It is reported that the Colonial Electric company
of Ravenna, Ohio, has just closed a contract with
the Pan-American Exposition company for 200,000
incandescent lamps.

F. W. Greer, secretary of the Texas Arm and
Pin company, Beaumont, Texas, is in Chicago
looking after the constantlj^ increasing business of
his prosperous company.

Charles Wirt, president of the Wirt Electric
company of Philadelphia, is spending a week in
Chicago. The western agency of the' Wirt com-
pany is at 141 South Clinton street, in charge of
Thomas G. Grier.

The Safety Armorite company, Rankin Station,
Pa., is erecting some additions to its factory. One
building will be 100 by 260 feet, and one 150 by 150
feet. Both will be iron buildings throughout, the
contracts being let to the American Bridge company.

The Ball Engine company of Erie, Pa., which
furnished the 350-horsepower engine for the electric

motive power for the special machinery exhibit of

the United States at the Paris Exposition, has been
awarded a gold medal by the exposition authorities.

The Mica Insulator company, 218 Water street.

New York, has been awarded a gold medal at the

Paris E.xposition for its complete and unique exhibit

and on account of the fact that it was the originator

of Micanite.

The War Department, through the Corps of Engi-
neers, is inviting sealed proposals, until September
6th, for delivering at New London, Conn., one 50-

kilowatt generating set and accessories, and until

September 14th, for delivering at the same place

two accumulators and accessories. Specifications

and full details will be furnished intending bidders

upon application to Major S. S. Leach, New Lon-
don, Conn.

The Chicago General Fixture company has sold

to M. B. Austin & Co. its entire stock of electrical

supplies, consisting of a large and complete stock

of standard electrical goods, its electrical supply

catalogue, No. 22, and the good will of the elec-

trical supply department of the company's business,

fhe steady growth of the Chicago company's fixture

business made it necessary for it to largely increase

its manufacturing facilities and devote its entire

time and attention to it. M. B. Austin & Co. are

now in a position to take care of their customers'

business with better facilities than ever.

A. C. Becken of Chicago.- manufacturer of the

well-known Paillard non-magnetic watch, so largely

used by those who come in contact with electrical

machinery, recently returned from an extended busi-

ness and pleasure trip to Europe. Mr. Becken vis-

ited nearly all the prominent cities in Europe and

stopped at London, Paris, Geneva, Carlsbad. Ber-

lin, St. Petersburg and Amsterdam. Mr, Becken
returned greatly improved in health, and the new
arrangements he has made for the sale of the Pail-

lard watch promise to greatly increase the demand
for this popular article. Mr. Becken will be pleased

to furnish particulars of the watch to interested

parties.

An interesting study in methods of publicity and

promotion is presented by the progress of the B. F.

Sturtevant company of Boston, Mass., during the

bst few years. This company, devoting itself prin-

cipally to the manufacture of blowers, has gradually

evolved many special types designed for specific uses.

It has not been deemed sufficient to merely advertise

these types, but exhaustive study has been made of

the conditions and best methods of application, spe-

cial treatises have been prepared upon these subjects,

purely educational articles regarding them have ap-

peared in the technical press, and special illustrated

lectures have been delivered before technical schools

and societies. Some of these lectures, devoid of

all reference to the B. F. Sturtevant company, have

been published for free distribution, with gratifying

results. Among recent publications are lectures by

Walter B. Snow, of the engineering staff, entitled

"The Influence of Mechanical Draft Upon the Ulti-

mate Efficiency of Steam Boilers," "Mechanical Ven-
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tilation and Heating By a Forced Circulation of
Warm Air" and "The Application of Mechanical
Draft to Stationary Boilers." Any one of these
publications will be sent upon request.

BUSINESS.
The Century Glass company, Bellaire, Ohio, an-

nounces that, beginning September 1st, it will op-
erate its entire factory on electrical and railroad
glassw'are and kindred lines.

The Dunmore Steel and Iron company, Dunmore,
Pa., has recently decided to equip its plant with
electricity and has placed an order with the Sprague
Electric company in New York for two split-pole

generators and 50 motors. The generators are 62V2
and 100 kilowatts, and the motors range from three
to 20 horsepower.

The Kansas City and Southern Lumber company,
Kansas City, Mo., states that it has arranged to

keep a large stock of pins and brackets in Kansas
City, in order to supply the trade for local shipment,
as well as in car lots. It also states that its trade
is constantly on the increase. The company manu-
factures oak pins and brackets. Its factory is lo-

cated at Springfield, Mo.

K. McLennan & Co., Chicago, manufacturers of
the well-known Gale commutator compound, report
a most flattering business. Among recent large-

orders for- this well-known product is one for 300
dozen sticks from Yokohama, Japan. This is un-
doubtedly one of the largest orders for commutator
compound ever placed, but McLennan & Co. are
constantly receiving others of good size, although
not quite as large as the one mentioned above.

The Cream Flux company, 100 Washington street,

Chicago, manufacturer of the Cream soldering liux.

is elated over the success which its business has
attained. Although the flux was only recently
placed on the market, the company is receiving
orders from all over the country, and the unsolicited
testimonial letters which are being received from
those who have given the flux a thorough test assure
it a wide sale. The company says that this article

is absolutely non-corrosive, easily applied and effi-

cient. The product is indorsed by the National
Board of Fire Underwriters.

The Pacific Electric company, La Crosse, Wis.,
is placing a number of new styles of shade lamps
on the market for the coming season. The com-
pany states that the enamel finish on its shades has
been greatly improved and that the enamel on
lamps which it now turns out does not crack or
turn yellow. The company makes 35 styles of shade
lamps, which are adjustable and made especially

to protect the eyes. The shades are manufactured
to suit the purchaser, and can be used anywhere.
The company has issued a new catalogue, which
it will be pleased to mail to those contemplating
the use of shade lamps.

The Emerson Electric Manufacturing company
of St. Louis is now working upon a large export
order for alternating-current ceiling fans, to be
shipped to the Argentine Republic. This orderwill be
shipped September ist, and consists of over 400 fans,

the shipment making a solid carload of large size.

This order is said to have been obtained in compe-
tition with American and European manufacturers,
and the Emerson company considers it a very hand-
some tribute to the reputation of the Emerson ap-
paratus in foreign countries. Another large export
order received by the Emerson company was for

ceiling fans to be shipped to Budapest, Hungary,
to be operated on the unusual frequency of 15 cycles

a second, or i,Soo alternations a minute. This fre-

quency is much lower than anything used in the
United States, the fans being used in railway cars

which are operated by a three-phase current.

The American District Steam company of Lock-
port, N. Y., was the pioneer in central-station heat-
ing. It is now more than 20 years since the first

underground plant was constructed. At present,

instead of stations constructed for a direct steam
supply, many of the electric-light and railway com-
panies are piping out their exhaust steam for heat-
ing all kinds of buildings, thus utilizing a waste
product. The American company reports an un-
usually busy season. Its system is being introduced
in .A.tlanta, Ga., Seattle, Wash., Champaign, 111..

Grand Forks, N. D., Cumberland, Md., "Youngs-
town, Ohio, and in Washington. Johnstown and
Wilkinsburg. Pa. The .\tlanta (Ga.) Railway and
Power company is constructing more than two miles
of heating mains, to utilize its large amount of ex-
haust steam, the largest being a 16-inch pipe.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

656.158. Confiner of Wires for Electrical Connec-

tions. Charles F Ash. New York, N. Y.

Application filed December 11. 1899.

A wire-conSner tor electrical contacts consislin; of a

piece ot resilient metal bent into tlie
<'"'«J./"[";

°"
ind of which is permanently attached to the hmdinepost

or similar part ot the apparatus adjacent to the point ol

contact, the other end beioR adapted to autonjalicallj open

for the release of the wire and to he closed upon . <e wire

by the pressure of the thumb-screw or similar device.

656,165. Electric Generating Apparatus. John H.

Issued Aitiriist 21 , JQOO.

Bickford. Salem, Mass. Application filed De-

cember 8, 1899.

An electric nenerating apparatus comprisine a power-

generatine and convenine apparatus, the enerEi^ine agent

of which is developed by heat, a dynamo, and a controlhne

devio- operated by the circuit of the dynamo for varying

the supply of energizing agent to the generating and con-

verting apparatus, whereby the output of the generating

and converting apparatus may be varied to compensate for

variations in the output of the dynamo.

656177. Commutator. John T. H. Dempster
'

Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General

Elt^ctric company of New York. Application
filed June 8, 1900.
A commutator for an electric machine, having its seg-

ments locked together at their bases between the ends of
the bars bv an insulated metallic fastening device 10 pre-
vent buckling.

,

656.T92. Manufacture of Pipes or Conduits for
Electrical Conductors. Albert H. Howard,
London, Englan'l. Application filed May 18,

1900.
The process for the manufacture of pipes or conduits,

consisting in placing asphalt, or like bituminous matter.
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JD a mold, or in a tube closed at the ends, and imparting

rapid rotation to the mold or tube, so as to cause the

asphalt, or the like, under the action of centrifugal force,

to spread out over the interior of the mold, or form a lining

to ihe tube.

656,207. Trolley Wheel. Henry A. Osborne, Plain-

villa, Conn. Application filed December 6, 1899.

As an improved article of manufacture, a trolley wheel
having a web. side parts extending beyond the web and
forming a groove, projecting ribs extending along the side

of the web from a point within its periphery and terminat-

iog at a point beyond the periphery of the web.

656,266. System of Electrical Distribution. Harry
F. Roach, St. Louis, Mo. Application filed July

10, 1899.

The combination with a dynamo and the armature and
working circuits of a separately excited field coil for the

dynamo, and connected to the working circuit, of a shunt-

coil opposed to the separately excited field coil, a series

coil for assisting the shunt coil in its opposition, both of

the last-mentioned coils being in the armature circuit, and
means consisting in an electroresponsive device shunted
across the armature circuit for cutting in and cutting out

the working circuit at predetermined voltages.

656,276. Electric-railway System. Louis E. Walk-
ins. Springfield, Mass. Application filed De-
cember 15, 189S.

In an electric-railway system, the combination with the

usual track rails aod a series of successive third-rail sec-

tions, and a coniinuous current-feed wire, of devices for

eacti third-rail section, each consisting of an electromag-
net, a depressible member movably mounted adjacent the

magnet and having its top normally above the tread of one
of the track rails, alever adapted to be swung in conjunc-
tion with the movements of the depressible member and
having an armature coaciing with the electromagnet, a con-
tact piece, electrically connected with the ihird-rail section,

a switch member constituted by a member of the lever and
adapted to make aod break connection with the contact

piece, a conductor connecting the feed-wire with the coil

of the electromagnet and a conductor also connecting the

coil of the electromagnet with the switch member. (See
cut.)

656,282. Circuit-breaker. George S. W. Brubaker
and William S. Twining, Philadelphia, Pa.

Application filed November 20, 1899.

In a circuit-breaker means for operating the same and a
spring tube or throw-out device, the exposed parts of which
present a surface of non-conducting material, so that they
can be placed in proximity to the terminals of other live

parts of the circuit-breaker and arcing thereto is pre-
vented. .

NO 656,276.

656,284. System of Non-interchangeable Contact
Parts. Moriz Froschl, Vienna. Austria-Hun-
gary, assignor to the Siemens & Halske iiAec-

Iric company of America, Chicago. 111. Appli-

cation filed September 2, 1899.

This patent relates to the d°niled arrangem jnl of pans
in an incandescent-lamp socker.

656.292. Electrically Operated Submarine Torpedo.
Peter C. F. Hoffinann, Kiel, Germany. Applica-

tion filed April 30, 1898.

The combination with a torpids, electric metallic con-
tacts St adding its surface, a ch imDer containing the ex-
plosive charge of sigaal circuits cl ised by the contacts on
the surface of the torpedo, an i^nit^r in th^ chamber con-
taining the charge aod its electric circuit, an electric-

motor circuit and a driven mechanism, a magnetically
operated detent for the mech inism, the sigoal, firing and
detent-operated circui s in pariUel and inddpendent of the

motor circuit.

656,305. Process of Electrolytically Extracting Zinc
from Ores. Wilhelm Strzoda, Falenze, Ger-
many. Application filed January 20, 1899.

The process of electrolytically extracting zinc from its

ores which consists in placing the disintegrated or pul-
verized ore in its natural state in an electrolytic vat con-
taiaing an aq'ieous alkali-metal solution capable of dis-

solving Ihe ore with pnduction of a zincate and io direct
contact with the cathode, and closing the circuit through
the vat, thereby precipitating zinc and the alkali metal
at the cathode, the alkali metal reacting with che water to

regenerate the solvent solution.

656,309. Electric Burglar Alarm. Paul V. Vande-
velde, New York, N. Y. Application filed Feb-
ruary 16, 1900.

The combination of a sash-weight, a window adapted to

move up aod down, a sash-cord connecting the window to

the weight, a rod, a support in which the roid is free to

move up and down, a retractile spring tending to hold
the rod in its downward position, one electric terminal
on the rod, and another on the support io the path of the
first, an arm provided with a hole extending from the rod,

the cord passing through the hole, and the arm being in

the path ct the weight.

656.323. Electric Bicycle. Albert Hansel, Zeitz,

Germany. Application filed February i, 1899.

In a bicycle or like vehicle, the combinition with the bi-

cycle frame, of an electric motor and a storaee battery
suitably secured to the frame, and me^ns for directly ac-

tuating the electric motor by the movement of the drive-

wheel of the machine.

656.324. Controlling Electrical Currents. Arthur
B. TTolmes, Liverpool, England. Application

filed April 11, 1899.

In an electric circuit, a cJrcuit-openlnfi and closing de-
vice, adapted automatically to normally close and keep
closed tiie main circuit; an electromagnetic device con-

nected with the opening and closing device, and operated
by the current passed through the main-current wires, and
adapted to actuate the device and open .the main circuit
when an excess of current takes place, and a branch cir-

cuit connecting the two euds of the line on either side of
the point at which the circuit is closed and broken, and
through which the whole current is adapted to pass when
the main circuit line is opened, a resistance on the branch
circuit, and an electromagnetic device on and operated by
the current passed through the branch circuit, and
directly connected with the circuit opening and clos-

ing device in the main-circuit conductor, and adapted to

keep the main circuit open by its action on the circuit-

opening and closing device, while an excess of current
continues. (See cut.)

656,333. Telephone-switchboard Apparatus. Thomas
C. Wales, Jr., Newton, Mass., assignor to the
American Bell Telephone company, Boston,
Mass. Application filed November 7, 1899.

A telephone line extending from a substation to a central
station, and provided at the latter with a jack or switch de-
vice at each of the regular sections or operators' positions
of a multiple switchboard; an answering-jack and associ-
ated call-signal device at one of ihe sections; an auxiliary
answering-jack and associated call device at a special sec-
tion of the switchboard ; and means for alternatively con-
necting either call-signal device with the telephone line,

whereby the substation calls may be received either at the
regular or special answering sections, as desired

.

^B^iSS^- Switchboard for Telephones. Milton I.

Baird, Glenfield. Pa. Application filed March
I, igoo.

Inatelephone switchboard, the combination of a jack or
socket, a piug, means for shifting the plug, and means for
checking the outward movement of the plug and holding
it in two or more positions.

656,372. Guard for Controller Brushes. Andrew L,
Riker, New York, N. Y. Application filed

January 8, 1900.

The combination with a controller brush and its control-
ler segment, of a guard for the former that keeps it from
interfering with the latter. (See cut.)

656.384. Switchboard for

"Baird, Glenfield, Pa.

ber I, 1899.

Telephones. Milton I.

Application filed Decem-

In a telephone switchboard, the combination of a socket,
a plug, mechanism for forcing the plug out of the socket,
and means for regulating the outward movement of the
plug-ejector.

NO 656 324.

656,421. .Brush-holder Ring. Henry G. Reist,
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric company of New York. Application
filed August 5, 1898.

In a dynamo-electric machine, the cimbiuan'on of a field
magnet and a brush-holder ring having a continuous bear-
ing in the body of the field magnet.

656.431. Cord Adjuster for Electric Lights. Frank
H. Stewart, CJamden, N. J. Application filed

May 9, 1900.

A cord adjuster for incindescent limps is described.
(See cut.)

656,434. Combined Visible and Audible Signal.
Eugene W. Vogel, Chicago, 111., assignor to

David S. Wegg, Chicago, 111. Application filed

July 7, 1899.

In acombined audible and visible signal, the combina-
tion with a source of electrical supply, of a bell located in a
circuit and a lamp located in another circuit, and switch
mechanism acting automatically to alternately throw a cur-
rent through the oell and through the l^mp.

656,445. Cooling Brakes. Axel Ekstrom, Schenec-
tady, N. Y., assignor to the General Electric
company of New York. Application filed April
27. i8g8.

In a braking system for an electrically propelled car or
train, the combiuaiion of electric brake-shoes and devices
for applying tbem, magnetic coils controlling the shoes, a
system of main pipes running through the train, auxiliary
pipes connected therewith for cooling each shoe, and
means for circulating a cooling fluid through the pipes.

656,451. Automatic Circuit Interrupter. Lionel
Fleischmann, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to
the General Electric company of New York.
Application filed July 12, 1899.

An automatic cut-out, comprising a gas-tight inclosure
coniain'ng an explosive gaseous body and a thin conductor
within the inclosure, and terminals connected with the
conductor extending outside of the inclosure.

656.454. System of Non-interchangeable Electrical

Contact Parts. Moriz Froschl, Vienna, Austria-
Hungary, and Rudolf Hundhausen, Wilmers-
dorf, Germany, assignors to the Siemens &
Halske Electric company of America, Chicago,
III. Application filed March 6, 1899.

A special arrangement of parts in an incaodescent-lamp
socket is described.

656.455. Summation Meter. Jesse Harris. Lynn,
Mass., assignor to the General Electric com-
pany of New York. Application filed July 17,

1899.

A summation meter comprising a register, operating
devices therefor controlled by a plurality of meters, a lock-
ing circuit for the operating devices including parallel
branches governed by the respective meters, and Iqcking
magnets in the circuit between the several branches.

656,473. Electric Controller. Charles J. Reed,
Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed January 13,

1899.

An electric controller or switching device, comprising a
plurality of brushes constituting the terminals of translat-
ing devices, sources of energy or component parts of
operative electric circuits, in combination with two sepa-
rate systems of contact plates arranged in sets or groups
and means for causing ihe brushes to engage successively
several sets of contact plates of one system io a fixed order
and subsequently to engage successively several sets of
contact plates of the other system in a fixed order, and for
causing each system of contact plates to return to its
initial or out-of-circuit position during the engagement of
the other system with the brushes.

656,511. Electric-railway System. George L. Camp-
bell, New York, N. Y., assignor to the Inter-
national Electric Traction company, New York,
N. Y. Application, filed December 15, 1899.

In an electric-railway system, a conduit having a main
conductor, a trolley mounted to travel in the conduit in
contact with the conductor, and carrying an armature for
the magnets on a moving car, to move the trolley in the
conduit, a surface conductor separated from and external
to the conduit and electrically connected with the main
conductor in the interior of the conduit, and a contact
piece on the car for contact with the surface conductor.

656,522. Apparatus for Converting Alternating Cur-
rents Into Continuous Currents. Max Deri,
Vienna, Austria-Hungary. Application filed

July 6, 1S99.

Apparatus for converting alternating currents into con-
tinuous current, comprising a stationary magnet core
having two separate winding systems similar to the arma-
ture winding of a dynamo, each provided with a commu-
tator and each connected with a separate group of
conductors supplying from generators or transformers
alternating currents which in the magnet produce fields,

the magnetic flux of which common to both windings flows
entirely through iron^ in combination with short-circuited
brushes revolving synchronously with the fields and con-
necting together those parts of the two commutators which
have in Ihe one system the h'ghest positive, and in the
other system the highest negative potential, and terminals
for the continuous current connected to fixed points of the
two separate supplying and exciting circuits.

NO 656,372. NO. 656,431.

656,545. Electricity Meter. George Hookham,
Birmingham, England. Application filed July
9, 1900.

In electricity meters in which two pendulums are com-
pared, one being affected at perio lie intervals by the cur-
lent to be measured and the other beatiag normal time, a
synchronizing device consisting of a balance gear adapted
to correct deviations from synchronism between the pen-
dulums during alternate periods in which both pendulums
are unaffected by the current or energy to be measured.

656,558. Electrolytic Apparatus. Gerome Loiselet,
Paris, France. Application filed November 7,

189S.

It an electrolyiic apparatus, the combinat.on of a seiics
of cells arranged side by side, each having its ends and
bottom constructed of insulating or non-conducting ma-
terial and having its sides each made of an inner strip of
porous material, and an outer perforated metallic plate,
the strip and the plate being secured to each other and to
the ends and bottom, the adjacent plates of each cell lying
in contact with each other without an intervening space,
the alternate pairs or sets of plates at one end of the ap-
paratus being connected with the positive pole of an elec-
tric generator, and the alternate sets or pairs of plates at
the opposite end of the apparatus being connected with
the negative pole of the electric generator, the sets or pairs
of plates connected to the negative pole of the generator
beine located between the sets or pairs of plates connected
to the positive pole of the generator.

656,571. Controller for Electric Motors. Thomas
S. Perkins, Idlewood, Pa., assignor to the West-
inghouse Electric and Manufacturing company
of Pennsylvania. Application filed January 13,

1900.

In a controller for electric motors, the combination with
a movable member having suitably arranged and con-
nected contact pieces, of co-oper4ting contact fineers, one
or more electromagnets, and arc shields provided with
magnetic flux conductors, which project between adjacent
fingers and into proximity to the pole pieces of the magnet
or magnets.

656.578. System of Electrical Distribution. Will-
iam J. Davis, Jr., Schenectady, N. Y., assignor
to the General Electric company of New York.
Application filed June 29, 1900.

The method of supplying power to synchronous appa-
ratus, which consists in operating the machines in multiple
at light loads and independently at heavy loads.

656,606. Motor-car Truck. Charles E. Moore,
Chicago. 111., assignor to Elmyr A. Laughlin,
Chicago. 111. Application filed January 26, 1899.

In a street-railway electric-motor car, the combination
with the car body of a motor-truck frame, slotted lonei-
tudinally adjustable retaining castings secured to the
car body, and having recesses or sockets to receive the
ends of the truck sills, and cupped rubber cushions com-
pressed between the car body and truck frame and secur-
ing the car body and truck frame together by suction,
vacuum or atmospheric pressure without bolts or direct
connections and insulating the car body from sound or
vibration transmission from the motor truck, and per-
mitting the ready removal of the car body from the truck.
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The Lighting of the Coliseum.
Since the burning of the old Coliseum on Sixty-

third street, Chicago has needed a large modern
building in which to hold great public gatherings,
expositions, conventions, horse shows, etc.. and
the new Chicago Coliseum erected on Wabash av-
enue, near Fifteenth street, has been built to supply
this want. The building stands on the site of the
famous Libby Prison, the structure which was re-

moved from Richmond to Chicago, rebuilt and used
as a war museum. The ornamental wall that was
constructed in front of the old prison has been le^t

standing and now forms the front of the Coliseum.
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consisting of concrete laid three inches thick. There
is a basement under the east and north portions
of the building, for the electric-light, heating and
ventilating plant. The 12 steel arches that support
the roof are built with a span at the foundation
of 149 feet nine inches, the vertical distance from
the center of the arches to the floor being 65 feet.

On the east side the auditorium wall runs close to

the alley between Michigan and Wabash avenues,
while on the w-est or Wabash avenue side some
space is given up to entrances, corridors and offices.

There are five large e.xits on Wabash avenue and
.other smaller exits on the alley side of the building.

flr-g. The large picture given herewith shows the

temporary platform built for seating the chorus at

the north end of the building.

A striking feature of the new Coliseum, w'ell

shown in the illustration on this page, is the ar-

rangement of the electric lamps used for lighting

the interior. The principal illumination is afforded

by 180 enclosed-arc lamps, 80 of which are sus-

pended from the centers of the 10 middle arches in

coronas of eight each. The remaining 100 arcs

are distributed around the sides of the building, both

above and under the gallery and in the entrances.

Twelve others are to be erected on ornamental

.\n illustration on the next page gives a view 01 the

exterior of the building as it now stands.

The Coliseum has a total length of 307 feet and

is 173 feet in width, and is of steel and brick con-

struction. The rounded roof is supported by 12

large steel arches, thus giving the interior a full

sweep from wall to wall without pillar or post. An

excellent idea of the size and constructic>n of the

interior may be obtained from the above picture. A
large balcony is arranged around the four walls of the

structure, and this contains permanent seats. The

seating arrangement on the main floor is tem-

porary, so that the chairs can be removed in a short

space' of time, leaving the floor entirely clear. The

total seating capacity of the building is said to be

10,000.

The construction is fireproof throughout, the roof

THE LIGHTING OF THE COLISEU.M.

The Coliseum is now practically completed, with

the exception of a few minor details. It was for-

mally opened and dedicated on Saturday evening,

August 2Sth. The occasion was a dedicatory con-

cert and musical festival, given under the auspices

of the Grand .'Vrmy of the Republic, whose thirty-

fourth annual national encampment was held in Chi-

cago during the week of August 27th. Frank O.

Lowden. representing the stockholders of the com-

pany which built the Coliseum, made the presenta-

tion speech, dedicating the building to public

usages, and Mayor Harrison accepted the building

en behalf of Chicago and her citizens. The musical

programme was carried out by a band of 60 pieces,

a chorus of 500 voices and a number of soloists.

The ladies in the chorus were gowned in red, white

and blue and arranged to represent a United States

fi.xtures on the stone wall, along the front of the

building. To reach the arc lamps suspended from

the arches for the purpose of cleaning, trimming,

etc., a walk has been built along the top of the

arches the. whole length of the building. Room
is afforded for this walk by the lantern of the build-

ing. Over the center of 'each arch is a circular

platform, and from the hand-rail of this platform

the arc lamps arc suspended by iron chains. To
trim a lamp it is simply hauled up, hand o\'cr hand,

to the platform, where ample room is provided for

the trimmer to wrirk. .A.11 of the arc lamps are of

the ,Adams-Bagna!l Electric company's manufac-

ture, and are 500-watt lamps, rated at 2,000 candle-

power each, and operated at no volts, direct current.

Each of the 12 arches contains a row of 76 10-

candlcpower incandescent lamps. For the suspen-
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sion of these lamps a novel idea was worked out

by Charles G. Armstrong, the consulting electrical

and mechanical engineer for the Coliseum company.

The lamps are all mounted on birch, two by four-

inch strips, the wiring running through two covered

grooves. Four of these wooden strips are hinged

together, and form the suspension for one-half of

each arch. The strips are hung on ropes running

over pulleys, and each section may be lowered from

the arch to the main floor, in case it is necessary

to make any repairs or to renew any burned-out

lamps. This method of suspending incandescent

lamps in large, arched structures is considered an

efficient and valuable one. By the permanent sus-

will be driven by a 30-horsepower engine. The
offices will be heated by direct radiation.

As the drainage level of the building is four feet

below the sewer level, the surface drainage has to

be pumped out. A Yeomans centrifugal bilge pump
is installed for this purpose. It is driven by a

three-horsepower Milwaukee vertical motor, which
is operated by an automatic controlling device con-

nected to a float in the pump well. This pump
motor is the only apparatus connected with the

Chicago Edison companys' service mains, this con-

nection being necessary, as the pump often has

to be operated when the Coliseum lighting plant

is not running. The remainder of the boiler-plant

the main Coliseum building. On the second floor

of this annex, which will be on a line with the gal-

lery, will be a banquet room for large balls and big
social events, while on the third floor will be the

offices and committee rooms for conventions, etc.

NEW CHICAGO COLISEUM.

pension of lights under the arches it is generally

a very difficult matter to reach and replace burned-

out lamps, and often they are left to mar the sym-

metry of the outlined arches, while, by this new
method, lamps can be quickly replaced with but

little trouble.

Besides the 912 lamps on the arches, there are

a number of i6-candlepower incandescents in the

offices and basement and a row over the entrance,

making in all a total of about 1,200 incandescent

lights. The wiring throughout the entire building

is open, except the feeders to the coronas of arc

lamps, which run up each arch on the east side in

circular-loom conduits, a cut-out box being provided

at each platform above the lamps. Simplex wire is

used throughout, there being upward of 100,000 feet

of w'ire installed.

The heating and lighting plant for the Coliseum

is situated under the northeast corner of the build-

ing. A view in the engine room, showing the two
generating units and the switchboard, is given on

this page. The smaller of these units, seen at the

left, consists of a 50-horsepower simple engine, driv-

ing a 30-kilowatt, 125-volt Siemens & Halske direct-

current generator at 320 revolutions a minute. The
engine of the larger unit is a 230-horsepower simple

four-valve machine, and it is direct-connected to a

150-kilowatt multipolar, 125-volt Siemens & Halske

generator, running at 200 revolutions a minute.

When the Coliseum is lighted, the smaller unit is

used the most, so it has been given the name of

Aguinaldo, because "it runs all the time," while

the larger unit has received the appellation of Oom
Paul, for the reason that "it only runs when it

has to,"

The switchboard has six panels of white Italian

marble. The first and third panels are generator

panels, and each contains an ammeter, rheostat and

switch for one of the generators. A voltmeter panel

is installed between these two panels, while the last

three panels contain the switches for the feeding

circuits. Each incandescent arch is controlled by
a switch and all the arches can also be lighted by
one large switch. The coronas of arc lamps are

also separately controlled by switches, while the

side arcs are controlled by four circuits on each
floor. Kohler Eros, of Chicago were the electrical

contractors on the work and did all the wiring,

from the generators to the lamps, including the fur-

nishing of the switchboard and lamps.

The boiler plant consists of a bank of four high-
pressure tubular boilers, 66 inches by 16 feet in size,

built by the Erie City Iron Work, which company
also constructed the engines. Besides supplying the

engines with slcani, the boilers in cold weather will

furnish steam to two steel-plate heating and ven-
tilating fans, which will force the air by the blast sys-

Icin to all parts of the Coliseum. Each of these fans

equipment includes a Baragwanath open feed-water

heater and receiver, Smith-Vaile boiler-feed pumps
and an ash hoist operated by an electric motor, not

yet installed.

Although the building is entirely fireproof, yet,

to afford protection against damage to furniture,

decorations, etc.. by fire, there have been installed

25 Miller hand fire extinguishers, at different parts

of the building, and also a system of water piping
and fire hose. This system comprises 12 automatic
hose reels, each containing 100 feet of hose, the

calves having electrical contacts, so that when a

^alve is opened an alarm is sounded in the base-

Court of Honor for Grand Army En-
campment.

In honor of the thirty-fourth annual national en-
campment of the Grand Army of the Republic, which
was held in Chicago from August 26th to 30th, a
temporary court of honor was constructed on Mich-
igan avenue, opposite the Lake Front Park. The
court v/as six blocks in length and ran from Van
Buren street south to Harmon place. At each end
was erected a large arch, the one at the north
end near Van Buren street being dedicated to the
army, while the south arch was dedicated to the
navy. The sides of the court were formed by col-
umns erected at the curb lines of the pavement.
The style of architecture adopted in the designs
of the columns and arches, all of which were built
of white stafi, was the classic Corinthian.
While the court of honor was a work of art as

viewed by daylight, the architectural effect was
heightened at night by a brilliant illumination of
electric lights. On each arch were installed 550
i6-candlepower incandescent lamps, while each of
the 132 columns was lighted by 13 lamps, thus
making in all over 2,800 lamps that were used for
the illumination.

The accompanying illustration is a night view
of the army arch, showing the court and navy arch in
the distance. Each of the arches was 50 feet in
height, with a width across the street of 48 feet
and a thickness of 20 feet. The open arch through
which carriages were allowed to pass was 20 feet
wide and 30 feet high. On each pedestal of the
army arch was a figure in heroic size, one repre-
senting an artilleryman and the other a cavalry-
man, while at the foot of each were figures alle-

gorical of war and peace. At the top of the arch
were four figures representing Victory. Just above
the opening were two heralds of peace, each blow-
ing a trumpet, the open ends of which contained
electric lights. On the panels at either side were
the Grand Army of the Republic emblems, while
over the center were the letters G. A. R., outlined
by lamps. The names of Sherman, Grant, Lincoln,
Logan and Sheridan were mounted on each side

of the arch, while the names of Hancock and
Thomas were placed on the ends. The two sides of

the arch were identical.

The navy arch contained figures at the bases of

ELECTRIC-LIGHTING PLANT IN THE COLISEUM.

nicnt, signaling the engineer to put on the fire-

pump service.

The Coliseum building is owned by the Coliseum
company, a corporation organized by Chicago
and Iowa capitalists. The following-named gentle-

men are officers of the company: President, Charles

F. Gunther of Chicago; vice-president. Congressman

J. A. T. Hull of Iowa; secretary, Stewart Spaulding
of Chicago; treasurer, John Gibson, president of the

Iowa State Savings Bank of Crcston, Iowa. The
architects for the building were Frost & Granger
of Chicago, while E. C. and R. M. Shankland acted

a.s consulting civil engineers.

It is planned lo build an annex, with ground di-

mensions of 50 by 173 feet, just south and adjoining

I he pedestals representing a naval engagement
and a naval victory. This arch contained the names
of Lee, Dahlgren, Farragut, Porter, Foote, Gush-
ing and Worden.
Each of the columns had mounted upon it a

shield, with two crossed flags. The shields con-

tained the "Y" of the coat of arms of the city, em-
blematic of the branching of the Chicago River.

This Y consisted of 13 incandescent lamps, sig-

nificant of the 13 original states. In the spaces be-

tween the branches of the Y were the letters

G. A. R. The columns were 30 feet in height. The
illumination of the arches was especially arranged

by Wilson & Marshall, the architects who designed

the court of honor, so as to bring out the artistic
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features and high hghts and not especially to brino-

the outline into any special prominence.
The electrical work, wiring, etc., was done by

the construction department of the Chicago Edison
company, and this company also furnished the cur-
rent for the illumination. As the Edison company
has no mains on Michigan avenue, it was necessary
to tap its service mains on Wabash avenue and
build temporary pole lines to the court. There were
three of these feeding circuits, each consisting of three

cables, 500,000 circular mils in size. The company
also erected 60 arc lamps in the enclosure near the
lake front w-here w"as presented each night of the
week Pain's spectacular "Battle of Santiago." The
court of honor was lighted from dusk to midnight
each night from August 2Sth to September 1st.

The entire work of building the pole lines and plac-

ing the incandescent lamps on the court was ac-

complished by the Edison company in the space
of 10 days.

There is a project on foot in Chicago now to

erect a permanent Grand Army arch, of granite or
marble, similar to the temporary one herewith il-
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OPENING OF INTEEMTIONil ELECTRICAL CONGRESS AT PARIS.
[Special correspondence of

Paris. August iS.—The International Electrical

Congress was opened to-day at lO a. m. sharp in

the Palace of Congresses, under very auspicious
circumstances.

The members from different countries commenced
10 assemble as early as nine o'clock and came in

groups up to the very time of opening. Before the
exercises began the time was taken up by the dis-

tribution of badges and by members registering
for the various side trips which are offered by the
congress. The meeting was called to order by Mr.
Mougeot, under-secretary of the French Postal and
Telegraph service, who welcomed the delegates in

the following terms:
It is a great honor for me to preside at this meet-

ing and to open your labors. I am well aware of
the learning and distinction of the members of this
assembly, and no less of the fact that, with you,
science is associated with the utmost disinterested-
ness, that riches of heart are added to qualities of

ILLUMINATION OF GRAi^D

lustrated. It has been suggested that this be built

on the Midway Plaisance, on the South Side. As

an alternative plan, H. R. Wilson, of Wilson &
Marshall, the architects, has suggested that it be

made a part of a general scheme for the improve-

ment of the Lake Front Park, with the idea of build-

ing the arch now and the columns and remainder of

the work later. Mr. Wilson says:

The suggestion I have to offer is to set the arch

back from Michigan avenue, at about the Ime of the

Illinois Central tracks, facing Jackson boulevard.

Pylons could be placed at the line of Michigan

avenue, with a fine approach leading up to the arch.

The arch would be placed at the west end of a

monumental bridge that would span the Illinois

Central tracks leading over to the new park on the

other side of the same. At the east end of the pro-

posed bridge, broad walks would divide and lead

out around a large basin extending out to the lake.

At the west end of the basin a beautiful fountain

should be placed. This, together with the water

of the ba=in. would form a beautiful vista through

the openings of the arch. On one side of the basin,

with proper space betw^een. I would locate the lu-

ture exposition building, and on the other side the

Columbian Museum.

The Board of Trustees of Monroe, Ind., has de

:ided to erect an electric-light plant in Monroe.

ARMY COURT OF HONOR

intellect. You are the devoted disciples of science,

which is the surest pioneer of civilization, and of

which electricity is one of the most marvelous ap-

plications. [Applause.]

In fact, is not all progress marked by the dis-

coveries of science and by the labor of the human
spirit of which you are the emanation?

Above all, I bid welcome to those noble foreign-

ers among you who have come to Paris to share in

a common sentiment of love of science and in a

common idea of solidarity, aiming at the ameliora-

tion of the lot of humanity itself. [Applause.]

In the name of the government of the republic, I

bid you all welcome. I hope your stay among us

will be a pleasant one. and I congratulate you in

advance on the rich results which cannot fail to

issue from the solid and elevated discussions that

whl take place in this assemblage.

I salute you all. soldiers of science and of peace.

v.-ho come here moved by one common sentiment

and animated with one common desire to labor

in the hisher Interests of mankind. [Applause.]

Before ^asking you to address the meeting, M.

Mascart I desire, in exercise of my prerogative as

president for the moment, to be the first to convey

to you publicly the expression of my hearty com-

pliments and congratulations on the high honor

which has just been conferred on you by the gov-

ernment of the republic—an honor which everyone

here knows is richly merited. [Hearty applause.]

\n those who have followed your work—all who
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know what you are and what hopes the scientific

world places in your labors—are delighted with
this mark of honor, which is reflected by your fel-

low-laborers. [Renewed applause.]

Prof. Mascart's Address.

Prof. Mascart, the chairman of the committee of

organization for the congress, then read (in French)
the following address:

The organizing committee of the Congress of
Electricity has, first of all, a particularly agreeable
duty to perform—that of expressing to our foreign
colleagues its profound gratitude for the readiness
with which they have come in -such large numbers
in answer to our invitation. We hope that this con-
gress, in bringing together men of science and the
engineers of dift'erent countries who have directed
their eft"orts toward the progress of electricity, will

aid in drawing closer the bonds of friendship formed
in previous reunions and in creating new relations

between them.
The applications of electricity are extending to-

day to almost all branches of human activity.

At the beginning of the century, the first consul,

after witnessing the experiments of Volta. before
the first class of the Institute, gave it as his opinion
that this part of physics appeared to be the path
to great discoveries. No prediction was ever more
completely fulfilled. The discoveries that have fol-

lowed one another since that time present a charac-

ter uniqvie in the history of the human intellect.

The first task was to develop the principles and
the laws of electrical currents; it was accomplished
in 30 years, by the labors of Oersted, Ampere and
Faraday. At the same time, Davy showed, by mem-
orable experiments, the resources that chemistry
was going to find in these laws; Jacobi estabhshed
the important industry of electroplating, and the

discovery of Arago regarding the magnetization of

iron by currents gave birth to electrical telegraphy.

The utilization of this new agent for motors and
the production of currents by mechanical means
made much slower progress. If the problem was
theoretically solved, the practical solutions pre-

sented the utmost difficulty.

For certain applications, the alternating motion
naturally imparted to induced currents by me-
chanical means presented no serious inconvenience,

but an endeavor was made to set up these currents

in such a way as to preserve the same direction

outside the machines, on the analogy of those fur-

nished by the Voltaic pile, and the succeeding third

of the century did not suffice for the discovery of

a completely satisfactory solution. It was then that

M. Pacinotti's too-much-neglected machine and the

invention of the industrial dynamo by M. Gramme
opened up a wholly new path.

The spectacle before us to-day is something mar-
velous. In place of the petty appliances of the lab-

oratory and the cumbersome electric batteries, we
behold machines of every dimension, capable of un-
dertaking the inost delicate operations and assuming
the work of the most powerful mechanical motors
with an ease which defies all comparison. The
whole field of labor is thereby transformed. The
reserve forces of nature are everywhere better
utilized. The course of streams, torrents, waterfalls,

all the varieties of what has been called "white coal,"
are put to profit for human needs by electricity,

whether on the spot or at great distances, and
enormous resources formerly wasted are now at

our disposal.

Lovers of wild scenery may at times regret that

industry is invading valleys of smiling beauty or
stern grandeur, and is taking possession of pic-

turesque sites, but their complaints are not justi-

fiable, in view of the benefits derived by the huinan
race.

Electricity is similarly working a complete rev-
olution in the industry of transportation. It mul-
tiplies the relations between the inhabitants of cities

and communication between different localities. In
a neighboring country, so beloved of tourists, it

conducts to the summits of the loftiest mountains
the visitors who desire to enjoy the grand aspects
of nature without fatigue.

At the Exposition of 1881 William Siemens
showed us for the first time a curious experiment
on the refining of iron in a crucible between the
carbons of an electric arc. The operation was con-
ducted with only a kilogram of material, and one
could hardly have foreseen that that electrical fur-

nace would have such a future.

The powerful means offered by industrial elec-

tricity have been employed by chemists in the pro-
duction of aluminum and the rare metals, in the re-

fining of copper, the direct formation of various
substances and the formation of a series of new
bodies, to such a degree that one of the masters of
science has been able to say: "Mineral chemistry,
which appeared to have reached its limits, is only
at its dawning. In this domain, also, science

has returned with interest the services which indus-

try has rendered it."

Electric lighting has no longer to establish its

power to win popular favor; its development pro-
gresses from day to day. and the exposition shows
us with what magic this light lends itself to the most
marvelous decorative effects. Electricity may even
lay claim to one of its most recent rivals—acetylene
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light—whose place in the general economy is not

yet established.

Toward means of transmitting human thought,

the telegraph and the telephone are making fresh

progress daily. The increase of business has re-

sulted in the contrivance of the most ingenious

methods for adding to the service of the lines and
utilizing a single wire in the simultaneous trans-

mission of several dispatches, in the same or in

opposite directions, leaving to the receiving appa-

ratus the task of separating the messages destined

for each particular one.

We are even at the point of setting aside metallic

conductors and of intrusting to the air the task of

transmitting electric waves. Are we to see the time

when the atmosphere, charged with an electricity

wholly different from that of the tempest, shall be
traversed in all directions by artificial waves, invis-

ible messengers that avoid collisions with one an-

other, like the rays of light propagated in the ether?

But the telegraph no longer suffices for the some-
what feverish activity of our times.

The telephone itself causes n)uch impatience and
is powerless for very long distances. No matter;

we now write our words on steel wires which
repeat them, each in its turn. We shall soon have
telephone relays, enabling us to transmit business

messages and hear the voices that we love from
one end of the world to the other. What have we
left to wish for except to see at a distance? How-
ever obliging we find electricity, it would doubtless

be indiscreet to ask this miracle from it.

I have been able to indicate only in outline the

principal applications of electricity. There would
still remain to mention the results obtained in physi-

ology and in medicine, in which the use of currents

of multiple vibrations has not yet said its last word,
as well as the still mysterious properties displayed

by the rays emitted by the Crcokes tubes and by
certain chemical combinations. In this field of in-

vestigation much remains to be done, and our ideas

of the constitution of bodies will no doubt be very
considerably modified thereby.

Such is the immense domain in which you will

necessarily have to make a choice for your discus-

sions.

At the moment, when the century is drawing to

a close, it is permissible to cast a look behind at

the road traversed. The loftiest intellects have de-

voted their powers to the study of electrical phe-
nomena, and an army of engineers has followed
to translate their theories into practice. Electricity

has entered into every industry, annihilated distance.

overleapt the oceans and brought the nations to-

gether; it will play an all-important part in the

realization of that dream of peace and brotherhood
which is stirring every civilized people. A whole
century for the accomplishment of this work seems
a good deal to contemporaries, but in the history

of the human race it is very little.

When our descendants come to form an estimate

of the nineteenth century, they will doubtless be
filled with surprise and admiration in recording the

accomplishment of so many things in one century.

Allow me to close with a personal recollection.

In iSSi, not far from here, was held the first con-
gress of electricity, which brought together the

m.ost eminent scientists of the whole world. I can-

not remember without emotion that many among
them have passed away, and I would fain render
pious homage to their memory.
Among others were seen there: Representing

Germany, von Helmholtz, Clausius KirchhofT. Du
Bois Reymond, Wiedemann; representing England,

^
Spottiswoode, Hopkinson, Hughes, William Sie-

mens; representing Austria, Mach; representing
Italy, Rossetti, Govi, Ferraris, and many others, too
ninnerous to mention.

In the famous committee on units, that Areopagus
had as its president J. B. Dumas, whose dignity and
distinguished bearing inspired universal respect.

He seemed to us the last representative of a former
generation, that of the founders of the science whose
names were surrounded for us with a kind of halo.

It was owing to the general spirit of conciliation

and to the common desire to produce useful work
that the committee, under the influence of Dumas,
reached by a unanimous vote resolutions which have
rendered such important services to ^science and in-

dustry.

I would open this congress under the auspices

of the congress of j88i, which is in other respects

historical, in declaring my assurance that to-day, as

then, your deliberations will be inspired by the

spirit of mutual concession, of harmony and of

desire for the public welfare.

Organization,

Mr. Mascart's address was received with great

enthusiasm. At the right of the presiding officer

—

Mr. Mougcot—during the opening exercises were

Mr. Mascart and Sir William Preece, and on the

left were Mr. H. Fontaine of France, Mr. Carl

Hcring of the United States and Mr. J. Lavey. On
the platform were also seated the official delegates

from the different countries. The time taken by the

two speeches was one-half hour, when a short recess

was licld, after which the following permanent offi-

cers were elected:

President—E. Mascart, member of the Institute

of France.
Vice-presidents—Messrs. Moissan, H. Fontaine

and Gariol of France, and other official delegates

as foUrnvs: Germany, Professor F. Kohlrauch and

Professor Dorn; England, Professor Perry, F. R. S..

and Sir William Preece; Austria, Professor Jullig;

Belgium, Eric Gerard; United States, Carl Her-
mg and A. E. Kennelly; Hmigary, Mr. de Fodor;
Italy, Mr. Columbo; Russia, Professor Chatelain;
Switzerland, Mr. Turrettini.

General secretary—P. Janet.

Reporter—Mr. Hospitaller.

The presidents of the sections were then proposed
and unanimously appointed:

First Section—Scientific methods and measuring
apparatus.—Mr. Violle, member of the Institute of

France.
Second Section—Sub-section A—Mechanical pro-

duction and utilization of electricity.—H. Hil-
airet.

Second Section—Sub-section B—Electric-light-
ing.—Hippoli'te Fontaine.
Third Section—Chemical Electricity.—Mr. Mois-

srm.

Fourth Section—Telegraphy and the telephone.

—

Mr. Wunschendorft'.
Fifth Section—Physiological electricity.—Mr.

D'Arsonval.
The president read a letter from Lord Kelvin, in

which he expressed regret at being prevented by
considerations of health from coming to Paris, and
sent his best wishes for the success of the Interna-

tional Congress of -Electricity. A telegram of thanks
and respectful sympathy was addressed to Lord

Leblanc; "Excitation of Induction Machines,"
Maurice Leblanc; "Utilization of Condensers," P.

Boucherot; "Converters and Rectifying Trans-
formers," P. Janet; "Summary of the Decisions of

Former Congresses," E. Hospitaller; "Actual Con-
dition and Progress of Telegraphy Without Wires
by Flertzian Waves," Andre Blondel and Gustave
Ferrie; "The Electric Furnace," Mr. Keller; "Be-
havior of Alternators Connected in Parallel," G.
Chevrier; "Precise Measurements of Alternating

and Polyphase Currents," G. L. Addenbroke;
"Photometry," J, Violle; "Concerning Electro-

magnetic Mechanisms," Silvanus P. Thompson;
"Electrochemical Deposition," Henry Bouilhet:

"Progress in Electric Lamps," Andre Blondel.

Twenty-two countries have sent official delegates,

the United States being represented by Carl Hering
of Philadelphia, A. E. Kennelly of Philadelphia

and Captain John Millis, U. S. A. Twenty-five so-

cieties and associations are represented, from 12

different countries. The Institution of Electrical

Engineers of London has the largest official rep-

resentation, with the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers next. The ordinary members num-
ber 758 and represent 26 different countries.

Each member of the congress is supplied with a

pass to the exposition, which is good from August

CUTTING IRON bEAM WITH THE ELECTRIC ARC.

Kelvin in the name of the assembly. The president

intimated that, in addition to the five sections indi-

cated in the programme, a committee consisting of

the official delegates of the various governments had
been appointed for the purpose of considering prop-
ositions of international interest submitted by the

sections; the same procedure was followed at the

congress in Chicago.

After various announcements had been made
Professor Ayrton, F. R. S., delegate of the British

government, said:

In the name of the strangers, L desire to express
our thanks to the government of the French Repub-
lic for the reception which it has so graciously
given us, and for affording us the opportunity of

attending this reunion in the city where the first

congress of electricity was held. We owe special

acknowledgments to our president and the other
persons who have with so much labor made all the
preparations necessary to assure the success of this

reunion. I am certain that the discussions of this

congress will extend the limits of science and of the
practice of engineers and electricians in the whole
world. [Applause.]

Professor Dorn, delegate of the German empire,

also spoke in a similar strain, and President Mas-
cart responded suitably. The opening session was
then adjourned.

Among the papers read before the congress were
the following: "Cost of Current for Electric Rail-

ways," by Mr. Postel-Vinay ; "Concerning the Con-
struction of Dynamo-electric Machines," Maurice

18th to 25th, inckisive. Besides the pass, he, is

given a metal badge, gold-plated, 1% inches long by
one inch wide at the top and three-fourths inch

' wide at the bottom. At the top is represented a

collection of clouds, from which the usual arrows
project, symbolizing lightning. At the bottom is

shown the end view of a bipolar dynamo, and in be-

tween is inscribed, with raised letters, "Congxes
International d'Electricite, 1900." The badge is not

at all elaborate, but is rather artistic. It is sup-
ported from the top by a black silk ribbon, allowing
it to be readily attached to the lapel of a coat.

Paris, August 20.—The president and members of

the American Institute of Electrical Engineers ten-

dered a reception to the Institution of Electrical

Engineers and their French colleagues at the United
States pavilion. Qua! d'Orsay, on Monday afternoon,

August 20th, from 5 to 7 p. m. The reception was
well attended and much enjoyed by all. The visit-

ors were received on the second floor of the pa-

vilion, while on the first floor the orchestra dis-

coursed familiar music. On the third floor refresh-

ments were served. Among the American engi-

neers present were Carl Hering, Philadelphia; A. E.

Kennelly. Philadelphia; C. O. Mailloux, New York;
W. J. Hammer, New York; Captain John Millis.

U. S. A,; W. D. Weaver, New York; B. J. Arnold,

Chicago; V. R. Lansingh, Chicago; J. M. Hollister,

Chicago; I. R. Edmonds, Niagara Falls; A.

Oolgaardt. Schenectady, and Professor F. B.

Crocker, New York. J. M. H.
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Prof. E. Mascart.

Eleuthere Elic Nicolas Mascart, president of the
International Electrical Congress held in Paris,
August 18-25, igoo, is a physicist of international
reputation. He was born in Quarouble (Nord),
France, on February 20, 1837, and graduated from
ihe College of Valenciennes, afterward taking a
course in the Ecole Normale Superieure. He
evinced a marked aptitude for the natural sciences,

and, after teaching at several institutions of learn-

ing, he accepted the adjunct professorship of phys-
ics at the College of France in 1868. On the retire-

ment of the celebrated Regnault, Professor Mas-
cart succeeded to the full professorship. In 1878
he was appointed director of the Central Meteoro-
logical Bureau of France—a position which he still

holds, or did until lately.

Professor Mascart has been president of the

French Physical Society,

of the Societe Interna-

tionale des Electriciens. of

the French Meteoro-
logical Society, and of the

French Association for the

Advancement of Science,

and has held many other

scientific appointments of

prominence in his native

country. His writings, es-

pecially on optics and
electricity, are of eminent
value. His well-known

wort entitled "Lessons in Electricity and Mag-
netism," in which Mr. Joubert collaborated, has
been translated into English and German.
At the Paris Electrical Congress of 18S1 Pro-

fessor Mascart was general reporter, and for his

services at that time was made an officer of the
Legion of Honor, having been created a chevalier of

that order 10 years before. He was president of the
International Electrical Congress in Paris in 1889 and
was then made commander of the Legion of Honor.
At the World's Electrical Congress in 1893 Professor
Mascart v.'as one of the vice-presidents and an offi-

cial delegate from France. The accompanying por-

trait was taken at that time.

PROF. E. MASCART,

Cutting Iron Beams with
Arc.

the Electric

To make additional room for the Corn Exchange
Bank on the second floor of the Rookery building

in Chicago, it recently became necessary to re-

move a brick partition that stood in the way. In

this partition were two cast-iron columns support-

ing the girders for the floor above, and it was de-

cided to replace these columns with a single steel col-

umn which would stand near the center of the room.

It was found that the wrought-iron I-beam girders

that were formerly supported by the cast-iron col-

umns within the wall would, under the new con-

struction, project below the ceiling line of the room.

These girders, therefore, had to be cut off in a

slanting direction from the steel column. As the

old method of sawing them off would take a great

deal of time it was decided to burn through them

by means of the electric arc. C. H. Matthews, of

the Bankers' Electric Protective company, was

given the contract for the job, and he and J. E.

Haschke did the work.

Connection was made by means of flexible cables

with one terminal of the smallest generator—a iio-

volt, 400-ampere, shunt-wound machine—in the

Rookery electric-lighting plant in the basement of

the building. A i^^-inch solid round carbon con-

nected with the cable was fastened to a wooden

handle by means of a brass ring or holder. As the

steel column was grounded in the basement it was

only necessary to use one carbon terminal. A
water rheostat was put in the circuit. The operator

worked the carbon through a sheet-iron box lined

with asbestos and held by the left hand while the

right hand directed the carbon. The operation

consisted in first making a contact with the metal

of the girder and then withdrawing the carbon to

form an arc, which quickly melted the iron. Holes

were burned through the girders in a line comtorm-

ing to the direction of the desired cut. The accom-

panying illustration shows a man at work on one

of the girders. The end of the girder had been

nearly cut away and was secured by a rope while

the metal still remaining in the path of the cut was

melted away. The rough, jagged edge left by the

arc is plainly visible in the illustration. Instead of

the sheet-iron box ordinarily used, a piece of as-

bestos was utilized in this case to shield the arc.

The character of the work in this particular case

was very difficult, as the metal was very hard and

viscous, so that when it was melted by the arc it
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would run and stick to the work. It is estimated that
the temperature of the arc used is about 15,000 de-
grees Centigrade. The girders that were cut off were
14-inch I-beams with a web one-inch in thickness.
There were six of these to cut off, and it was neces-
sary to melt about 225 holes through the metal to
accomplish the work. It required about a half min-
ute to make a hole through the web of the girders.
The actual working time spent in cutting the
girders through amounted to about 3^/2 hours. On
account of the great brilliancy of the arc the work-
men have to wear blue glasses, and sometimes two
or three pairs. The task of employing the electric

arc in this kind of work is arduous, owing to the
heat and glare: but the advantage of the plan is its

greater speed, compared with the old method of
sawin.g.

Pan-American Exposition.

All of the large buildings for the Pan-.^nierican
Exposition, which is to be held in Buffalo next
year, are now well under way. The accompanying
illustration gives some idea of the progress of work
i-.pon the Electricity and Machinery buildings. The
picture gives the view of an observer looking south-

east from that portion of the grounds which will

be occupied by the Midway. It does not clearly

distinguish between the two buildings, but the latter

are in reality separated by one of the main thor-

oughfares of the exposition, known as the Mall,

150 feet wide, which runs east and west.

Workmen are already putting on the white staff,

with which all the buildings are to be covered. All
the exteriors of the buildings are to be finished in

color, presenting an agreeable effect upon the eye.

It is said of this exposition that it will surpass
all former expositions in the extent and variety of

its sculpture and plastic decoration. It will also

outrival its predecessors in the beauty and com-
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are really to be two courts, the Court of Fountains

and the Esplanade, at right angles to each other,

forming a T. .-\t one end of the Court of Fountains

will be the Electric Tower, which will have at its

base a solid panel of illuminated vari-colored water
display, 60 feet in height.

At each end of the Esplanade, directly in front

of the Government and Horticultural buildings, re-

spectively, will be a .large structural cascade foun-

tain. Each of these cascades ivill be accentuated

and colored with light during the night illuminations,

v.'hich will be specially attractive, from the fact

that, being in a depression, a plain view may be

obtained from any quarter. The display features

in lighting or hydraulics will not be of a spectacular

type in the sense that the ordinary electric fountain

is. The lighting-hydraulic-display features of the

Pan-American are intended to be a special embellish-

ment to decorate a beautiful picture, not to com-
pete with it; hence, the display will be continuous

during the exposition hours permitting it.

The Niagara Falls Power company will furnish

5,000 horsepower for the uses of the exposition.

This power will be delivered at approximately 20,-

000 volts at the terminal house of the Cataract

Power and Conduit company in Buffalo, which
company in turn will transform the current to 11,000

volts and transmit it to the exposition grounds.

In a transforming station which the exposition com-
pany will erect on its own premises, the current

will be stepped down to 1,800 volts, and then trans-

mitted to 200 transformer pits, which will be built

about the grounds. From these pits the current

will be used at 104 volts for lighting purposes and
for running pumps and other machinery. In addi-

tion to this power, there will be steam power fur-

nished on the exposition grounds, and gas, com-
pressed air and waterpower also.

The displays in the Electricity building, which

PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION

pleteness of its horticultural and floral effects, and

it is to have elaborate electrical eftects. The ar-

rangement of the buildings is a symmetrical one,

nearly all of the principal structures being grouped

about broad courts. About 33 acres of land are

comprised in these courts, all of which will receive

embellishment. Large pools, with a number of

fountains and jets of water, will complete the pic-

ture, and at night the water will be made brilliant

by means of floating lights and the illumination of

all surrounding objects by the use of more than

200,000 electric lamps.

The installation of the heavier exhibits is to be

begun early in November, and the contracts require

that all of the principal buildings shall be com-

pleted before severe weather sets in.

Electricity will be given special prominence at the

Pan-American Exposition, and its utility will be

amply demonstrated. There will not only be a large

electrical exhibit in the building set aside for that

purpose, but electricity will be used on a grand

scale for motive power and for effects in illumina-

tion. Furthermore, the most striking and attractive

structure on the grounds will be the Electric Tower,

nearly 375 feet high, resplendent at night with col-

ored lights, sparkling water jets and a great pris-

matic cascade. The buildings, landscape and water-

scape of the exposition will be utilized wherever

possible for electrical illumination, and Luther

Stieringer, the consulting electrical engineer of the

exposition, and Henry Rustin, chief of the Mechan-

ical and Electrical Bureau, arc devoting themselves

to providing an electrical display which shall be

worthy of the place and the occasion.

The area of ooen space at this exposition to be

treated with electrical decorative and illuminating

effects will aggregate 1,390,000 square feet. There

PRESENT APPEARANCE OF ELECTRICITY AND MACHINERY BUILDINGS.

will be in charge of George F. Sever, recently ap-
pointed superintendent of electrical exhibits, will be
undoubtedly of the most interesting character. They
will not only please the public, but will excite the

attention of students of electricity as a science and
of those interested directly in its practical use. Su-
perintendent Sever has been for the last seven years

instructor in the electrical engineering department
of Columbia University, New York. Prior to his

connection with the university, Mr. Sever was as-

sociated with the railway department of the General

Electric company.

Tesia Patents Upheld.
An important electrical decision was handed down

at New Haven, Conn., on August 29th by Judge
Townsend, in the United States Circuit Court, in

the case of the Westinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing company against the New England Gran-
ite company.

It was on a final hearing on bill and answer
raising questions of patentability and infringement

of three patents granted to Nikola' TesIa, May i,

1888, for an electric-magnetic motor. The patents

in suit relate to the art of electrical transmission of

power by the use of mechanically generating alter-

nating currents. They cover the rotating magnetic

field.

A decree for an injunction and an accounting as

to all claims in suit was granted.

The Crawfordsviile tlnd.) electric-light plant was
partly destroyed by fire recently, entailing a loss

of $40,000. "The city had contemplated expending
$10,000 in improvements on the plant in the near
future. The work of rebuilding will be commenced
at once.
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A correspondent at Iloilo calls attention in an

article on another page to the opportunity for the

introduction of American telephone men, methods

and apparatus in the Philippines. He describes the

existing service in Manila in an interesting manner

and gives many valuable hints for American tele-

phone manufacturers who may feel called upon to

ir.vade this practically virgin field, where the clash

of conflicting telephone interests is unknown, even

as though it were not.

Not alone in the United States is an increasing

use made of the telephone in transmitting railroad

signals and train orders. In Europe, as well, ex-

periments are making in this direction, and it is said

that on certain Htingarian railroads the telephone

has been already substituted for previously in-

stalled "signaling apparatus." It seems reasonably

sure that telephony is to be an important adjunct

of the railroading of the future, and telephone men
should not fail to bear in mind all the possibilities

of this important development.

The method of lighting the Chicago Coliseum, de-

scribed in this number, is of considerable interest.

Ingenuity is displayed in the attachment of incan-

descent lamps to the arches of the large interior, and

as the plan has manifest advantages it is likely to

come into use in other large buildings of similar

style of construction. Current is furnished by a

plant in the building, except in the case of a motor

driving a drainage pump, which is automatically

r'perated at times when the lighting plant is not

in use. This motor is connected to a central-station

circuit. Otherwise, all the electricity is supplied by

the jocosely-named dynamos of the plant.

American electrical men will extend the heartiest

congratulations to their French colleagues on the

auspicious opening of the International Congress

of Electricity, as reported on another page in this

issue of the Western Electrician. In personnel, at-

tendance and interest the gathering appears tO have

left little to be desired. Professor Mascart was

Vi'orthily honored by election to the presidency, and

he delivered an eloquent address, notable for the

concise, graceful style in which the essential facts

of electrical development were succinctly reviewed.

A touch of the poetic is to be observed in the

president's reference to the waterpower of foam-

capped torrents as "white coal."

A very striking feature in the presidential address

is its positive predictions. "We are even at the

point of setting aside metallic conductors and of

intrusting to the air the task of transmitting electric

waves," is one. Another relates to the telephone

relay: "We shall soon have telephone relays,

enabling us to transmit business messages and to

hear the voices that we love from one end of the

world to the other." Experimenters in space teleg-

raphy and telephone men, particularly Mr. Glidden

among the latter, should be delighted at these

undaunted statements from a scietttist of Professor

Mascart's standing. Whether these high hopes are

destined of speedy realization or whether we are

still some distance fiom the accomplishment of talk-

ing from continent to continent through the air. the

address remains a luminous and delightful one,

worthy of its author and the occasion.

Once more the report of the British postmaster-

general shows a deficit in the telegraph revenue of

the stale. The figures for the year 1899- igoo show

that although the telegraph receipts increased £200,-

347, the expenditures increased £266,916. The net

deficit of the year is £288,438, or £66,569 more than

last year's deficit. If allowance is juade for inter-

est on capital devoted to the purchase of the tele-

graphs, the total deficit is raised to £587,326—about

$2,900,000. An examination of the report—and for

these figures we are indebted to the London Elec-

trician—reveals some curious facts. The percentage

of .salaries, etc., to total revenue in the postal service

is 44.52, while that in the telegraph service is set

down as 65.87. A similar comparison between the

cost of conveyance of mails and that of telegraph

maintenance gives percentages respectively of- 11
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and 20.39. The number of telegrams forwarded was
90,415,123—an increase of tnore than 3,000,000 over
the previous year. A still greater augmentation of

business has taken place over the trunk-telephone
system, the revenue derivable from which was £191,-

701—an increase of 14.44 per cent, on the preceding
year. The offices open for this class of business
now number 299, the trunk lines in use consisting

of about 68,657 miles of wire; and 7,250 miles of

line is in course of construction.

The British telegraph service is admittedly very
good—better, on the whole, no doubt, than that

of our private companies. But why should that por-
tion of the British public that does not use the tele-

graph be taxed to meet the deficit of those who do?

Some of the observations made by United States
Consul Halstead of Binningham in a recent report
ought to be of value to EngHshmen themselves,
although written primarily with the idea of enlight-
ening Americans in relation to one aspect of the
industrial situation in Warwickshire. It seems that

Birmingham, with its 500,000 inhabitants and impor-
tant industries, has just now granted the local tram-
way company the privilege of using, experimentally,
en one line, the overhead-trolley railway system.
But as the people of Birmingham, speaking gener-
ally, are without the slightest conception of what a
good electric street-railway system means, and as

they appear to be likewise thoroughly inoculated
with the drowsy mandragora of municipal owner-
ship, the prospect for the erection of a compre-
hensive, efficient, modern street-car system is dubi-
ous indeed. It will probably be a year, in fact,

before the experimental line is in operation. And
for this reason it might be a good thing for the
slow-going people of Birmingham to benefit by the
useful knowledge which the consul promulgates.
Mr. Halstead thinks that the fear of the mun'icipal-

ization tendency exists very largely with serious-
thinking people, and points to the rise in the rate

of interest for municipal loans as combating the
argument that cities can borrow money at lower
rates than private corporations. In relation to the

ingrained conservatism of British municipal officers

—to use a polite term—the consul says: "The
facts in the experience of cities in other civilized

countries have absolutely no value for considera-

tion in Great Britain. Glasgow sent a commission
to study the street-car systems of the cities of the

United States, Germany, France and Austria-Hun-
gary, and after its return and favorable report

built merely an experimental line. The experience

of the rest of the intelligent world meant nothing to

the citizens of Glasgow, though the necessity of

the Glasgow mind for experimenting with what
others had perfected would cause years of delay in

the completion of a proper tramway system. Birm-
ingham cares nothing for the newly acquired tram-

way experience of Liverpool, and is not at all in-

terested in the fact that in neighboring little Cov-
entry there is rather a nice tramway line or that in

the adjacent Black Country there are several rather

effective lines. In the Birmingham newspapers the

other day, the guard rail of an experimental open
summer car of the one cable line is described as a

novelty, and the fact that the conductor collects

fares along the footboard is thought a queer but

new proceeding."

Birmingham is surrounded by a network of small

suburban towns, with an approximate population

of 500,000, thus making a district of a million people.

Each municipality is blessed with its own notions

on the tramway question. The need for harmoniz-

ing these tramway plans is apparent enough, but

the accomplishment is difficult. In addition, the

people of Birmingham must seek parliamentary

authority to municipalize, and to have a bill passed

for such purposes is not only expensive in time—

•

sometimes taking years—but in money. In the

meantime, the local tramway company is operating

antiquated steam cars at a profit. It is controlled

by Toronto capitalists, however, and the Canadians

have progressive ideas and wish to establish a real

street-railway system, profiting themselves by bene-

fiting the city. But they may never gain their am-
bition, owing to the opposition and conservatism

of the municipal officers. American cities are

poorly governed; but, after all, we have many
things to be thankful for. We have the comforts

of life, and live in the present, not in the past.
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Canadian Electrical Association.
The tenth annual convention ot the Canadian

Electrical association was held at the city of Kings-
ton, Ontario, commencing on Wednesday, August
29th, ,tt 10 a. ra., and lasting until noon of Friday,
the 31st. It had been the intention originally to
hold the convention at the city of Ottawa in June, but
owing to the fire which devastated a large portion
of that city, it became necessary for ihe executive
to decide upon some other place, and, as a result,
on the invitation of the mayor and council of the
city of Kingston, that place was chosen. Owing
to this change in place and date, the attendance ol
members, although large, was not up to the stand-
ard. The president, Mr. A. A. Dion, general su-
perintendent of the Ottawa Electric companj', oc-
cupied the chair.

After addresses of welcome had been given by
Mayor Minnes, Alderman Donnelly and Mr. J. B.
Pcnse, president of the Board of Trade, President
Dion delivered the annual address, in which he
stated that no city had taken such pains to receive
the Electrical association's convention in previous
years as Kingston had. He said it was a source of
gratification to him that the membership of the
association continued to increase, notwithstanding
that a considerable number of members dropped
out of the association every year, and he submitted
for the earnest consideration of the members the
advisability of introducing into the constitution a
feature of company membership, such as is carried
out by the National Electric Light association of the
United States, in addition to the individual member-
ships, which would remain open to those w-ho wished
to avail themselves of them. He thought this might
be a means of interesting in the work of the asso-
ciation companies which now took no part in it.

although all received practical benefit from the labors
of the association He stated that the achievements
of the legislation committee during the past year
had been of incalculable benefit. Through its well-

directed efforts the "Conmee bill," in danger of be-
ing ruinously amended, was reaffirmed by the Leg-
islature of Ontario, so that this law now bids fair

to remain permanentl}^ on the statute books of the
province. Mr. Dion spoke highly of the w'ork of

the committee on papers, referring to the high
character of the papers to be read and discussed
at the present convention. He said that it was matter
for congratulation that the electrical industries of

Canada had, during the past year enjoyed a reason-

able amount of prosperity, and the year had been
marked by extraordinary activity in connection with
the development and utilization of waterpowers, the

changing from steam to electric motor, the remod-
eling of electric-light and pow-er stations, the use

of electricity in mining, the important extensions

and improvements in the telegraph and telephone

fields and in many other ways, the pleasing feature

of all these undertakings, from an engineering point

of view, being the generally scientific design and
modern character of the apparatus and work.
The report of the secretary-treasurer showed an

increased membership, there being 213 active and
31 associate members. Reports from the following-

named committees were received: Statistics, meter
inspection, legislation, to confer with Montreal fire

underwriters, and the proposed standardization of

accounting. The committee on meter inspection

reported that it had obtained a concession in the

matter of inspection fees, viz., that whenever a meter

requires inspection before the expiration of the five

years covered by the last regular inspection, it shall

i)e certified by the department for a fee of 50 cents

only, instead of the regular fee. This, while it

effects a saving to the companies, is also an evi-

dence of the desire of the department to meet the

electrical companies half way and make the opera-

tion of the act as little irksome as possible.

The city hall (tendered to the association as an

exhibition hall) was very prettily and artistically

decorated with electrical features. In the center

of the hall was a large booth draped with flags

and containing a fine exhibit by the Packard Electric

company of St. Catharines, Ont., the R. E. T.

Pringle company of Montreal and the Hamilton

Electric Supply and Construction company of Ham-
ihon, Ont. The display consisted of a workmg
exhibit of tj'pe E Scheeffer recording wattmeters,

straight-coil type L transformers and upward of

90 varieties of electrical supplies, including a full

variety of arc lamps.
The electrical work on the platform was arranged

by J. H. Breck of Kingston, Ont. An arch over

the steps, built from the floor, contained the word
"Welcome," formed of colored electric globes. In

the center of the half-circle v;as a large metal maple

leaf, and on the leaf were the letters "C. E. A.,

formed of red, white and blue globes. Colored

electric lights were also interspersed over the plat-

form. An illuminated fountain, dressed with ferns

and plants, occupied the center of the booth.

The papers read at the convention were of a high

order. Professor L. A. Herdt. McGill University.

Montreal, read a paper on "Conditions Affecting

the Wave Form of Alternators;" Mr. F. H. Leon-
ard, Jr., of Montreal, one on "Power Factor as Af-

fecting Operation and Investment, with Special

Reference to Induction Motors and Enclosed Arc

Lamps;" Mr. A. Gordon Grier, Montreal. "Rotarj-

Converters;" Mr. W. J. Camp, Montreal,

'Use of Dvnamo and Storage Battery in Teletraph

Offices." Owing to the death of his sister in Mary-
land, Professor R. B. Owens could not be present

to read his paper on "Utilizing the Available Cen-
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tral-station Capacity." Probably one of the most
important papers read at the convention was that
by Mr. F. H. Leonard, Jr., of Montreal, the reading
of which elicited a great deal of discussion from
many of the prominent members of the association.
Professor Herdt, in discussing the paper, asked the
following question: "In reference to your saying
that power-factor unity with synchronous motor
under load is unknown in piactice, is this not due
simply to the dilTiculty in obtaining a sufficiently
large current in the field, due to the limited range
of exciter \olLage and safe working current for
field coils?"

^
Mr. Leonard answered by saying he could state

that at the end of an experience extending over
several years in manufacture and experiments lead-
ing up to manufacture of a single-phase, self-start-

ing, synchronous motor, he had concluded, as inti-

mated in his paper, that over-excitation could not
be carried too far with a synchronous motor, as, if

such a motor is over-excited beyond a certain limit,

it begins to make the circuit unstable, and there
immediately results a very vigorous pumping and
flickering of the lights, which makes the thing
utterly impracticable on a commercial system. This,
of course, w-ould operate to render decrease and
increase of the power factor.

Mr. Gossler, in referring to the statement made
by Mr. Leonard in his paper that the preference
was altogether in favor of a well-designed induction
motor, said that the usefulness of the induction mo-
tor was without question, but that the synchronous
motor, under certain conditions, when under the
control of the station, was one of the most valuable
adjuncts to the general supply systems now in use,

as is well shown in the Buffalo plant, where the
pow'er factor, he understood, was maintained, under
commercial conditions, at about 97 per cent., and
he did not think there was any claim for the induc-
tion motor that it wall operate at 97, so that the

impression given that the synchronous motor is to

be entirelj' done awa3' with was, he thought, wrong.
The discussion on this paper occupied a great por-
tion of the second day.

The social features of the convention consisted
of a complimentary searchlight excursion among
the Thousand Islands, tendered by the mayor and
citizens of Kingston, on Wednesday evening, the
annual banquet, which was a brilliant affair, at the

Hotel Frontenac. on Thursday evening, and a grand
spectacular band concert by the famous Fourteenth
Regimental band, introducing an electrical musical
fantasy of the Battle of Paardeburg, South Africa,

w-ith electrical effects and fireworks, on Friday even-

ing. On Thursday afternoon an early adjourn-

ment was taken and the members enjoyed an ex-

cursion on the steamer New York, passing through
the Thousand Islands as far as Alexandria Bay, re-

turning in time for the banquet in the evening. A
feature of the excursion was the gathering together

of the members by the president in the dining room
of the steamer and the reading by Mr. Blair of his

valuable paper, on a railway subject, giving several

curves showing up the average power during a day,

and maximum and minimum requirements for power
called for on the Quebec system. Mr. Blair was
thoroughly up in his subject, having for some time

been connected with the Quebec Railway and Light-

ing company of Quebec, Que.
On Friday morning the election of officers and

members of the executive committee was proceeded

with, resulting as follows:

President—A. A. Dion, superintendent Ottawa
electric company, Ottawa.

First vice-president—E. E. Cary. manager Pack-

ard" Electric company, St. Catharines, Ont.

Second vice-president—P. G. Gossler, Royal

Electric company, Montreal.
Secretary-treasurer—C. H. Mortimer. Electrical

News, Toronto.
Executive committee—Messrs. A. B. Smith, O.

Higman, D. R. Street. J. J. Wright. B. F. Reesor,

F. W. Simmons. W. H. Browne, J. W. Camp, John
Yule and Edward Slade.

This ended the business of the convention, and the

members adjourned, to meet at Ottawa, in 1901.

Controller Suit in Boston.
[Special dispatch to the Western Electrician.)

Boston, September 4.—The Boston Elevated Rail-

way company has filed its answer to suits brought

against it in the United States Circuit Court by the

General Electric company and Thomson-Houston

company, which alleged infringement on electric

controllers to be used on the elevated system. The

answer denies the validity of the patents claimed

by the General Electric company, asserts that the

patents named were used only in a series of ex-

periments conducted on its lines by the General

Electric company, the Thomson-Houston company

and the Sprague Electric company, in conjunction,

and that the inventions were then removed and

have not since been replaced by the elevated com-

pany, and, further, that it has been decided to use

other appliances in place of those on which an in-

fringement is claimed. T--

Bids will be received by a committee of the coun-

cil of Fredericksburg. Va., until September l8th, for

the building and equipping of an electric-Iight plant

for 80 arc lamps of 2,000 candlepowcr each.

American and British Engineers' Meet-
ing in Paris.

The joint conference of the British Institution of
Electrical Engineers and the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers was held in the American Pa-
vilion at the Paris E.xposition on Thursday, August
16th. The .meeting was presided over by Professor
John Perry, F. R. S., president of the Institution of
Electrical Engineers, and by Carl Hering, president
of the American Institute. About 100 gentlemen
were in attendance, including representatives from
the United States, Great Britain, France and Japan.
Although President Hering opened the meeting,
the affairs of the session were conducted by Pro-
fessor Perry.

Professor E. Mascart of France addressed the
meeting and thanked the British Institution for the
honor it had conferred upon him in electing him
vice-president. He hoped that the joint meeting
v.'ould be the forerunner of other meetings of this
kind, which would include the electrical engineering
societies of all the leading' countries.
The subject for discussion, "The Relative Ad-

vantages of Alternate and Continuous Current for a
General Supply of Electricity, Especially with Re-
gard to Interference with Other Interests," was
opened by S. Z. de Ferranti of London. He spoke
about the old contention between alternating and
continuous currents, and mentioned how things had
changed, and that there were great merits and par-
ticular uses for both systems. He called attention
to the immense amount of underground material
that could be damaged by transmitting large quanti-
ties of direct current, and intimated that alternating
current would produce far less detrimental effects.

B. J. Arnold of Chicago, who spoke ne.xt, briefly

outlined the practices obtaining in the United States.

He stated that direct current was holding its own
in the large cities in this country, but he thought
that the alternating current would be more gen-
erally used in the small towns and in the large
cities for outlying work. He spoke of the com-
bined alternating-direct sj'Stem for railways, and
thought that this arrangement would be modified
when the alternating current would predominate
and the sub-station would be suppressed.

Sir W. II. Preece called attention to the dis-

turbance of alternating currents on telephones and
block-signal systems, and spoke of the necessity of

standardizing the frequency of alternating currents.

Others taking part in the discussion, which was
long, and developed many interesting and valuable
points, were Dr. A. E. Kennclly of Philadelphia,

Prof. W. E. Avrton of London, M. Corda of Paris,

Prof. F. B. Crocker of New York. W. M. Mordey
of England, C. O. Maillou.x of New York, Prof,
silvantis P. Thomson of London and H. Ward
Leonard of New York. The discussion was closed
by Professor Perry.

Brief descriptions of the principal and more im-
teresting exhibits to be seen at the exposition were
then given by E. Hospitaller, General C. E. Webber,
J. Gavey and Carl Hering. A vote of thanks was
given to the American commissioners for the use
of the American Pavilion.

The afternoon was given up to visits to the ex-
position, the members being divided into groups
and conducted over the Palace of Electricity by
Mr. Hospitaller and others. The members also vis-

ited the moving platform and the electric railway

on the exposition grounds, and also the transform-
ing station of the Societe Industrielle de I'Elec-

tricite precedes W^estinghouse, and other points of

interest.

Changes in Personnel at Niagara.

Mr. L. B. Stillwell has resigned as electrical di-

rector of the Niagara Falls Power company, and

Mr. Harold Winthrop Buck has been appointed to

the position.

Those who recall Mr. Stillwell's extended con-

nection with the Niagara power development will

look upon this change with some surprise. Ever
since the Niagara development was projected Mr.
Stillwell has had to do with the plans. While elec-

trical engineer and assistant manager of the West-
inghouse Electric and Manufacturing company, all

the electrical apparatus now in use in the present

central station was built by that company under

his supervision, and since March, 1897, he has had

charge of and has directed the installation as elec-

trical director. It is announced that Mr. Stillwell

will go to New York city and there open an office

as consulting electrical engineer—a field to which

for the last two years he has devoted much of his

attention, notably in the equipment of the elevated

railways of the Manhattan Railway company, which

is now proceeding under his direction.

Mr. Harold Winthrop Buck, the gentleman wdio

succeeds Mr. Sillwell, is a graduate of the Sheffield

Scientific School and received his degree as elec-

trical engineer from Columbia University. For the

last five years or so he has been in the employment
of the General Electric company at Schenectady,

N. Y.
Other changes announced by the Niagara Falls

Power company are that Assistant Superintendents
Paul M. Lincoln and Philip B. Barton have been
promoted, the former to be resident electrician and
the latter to be superintendent of the operating de-

partment.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Telephone Work and Prospects in the

Philippines.

tSpecial correspondence of the Western Electrician.]

Part I.

Iloilo, Isle de Panay, P. I., July 13.—One of the

principal drawbacks to the development of Manila,

Iloilo and several of the larger and more important

cities and towns of the islands of the Philippine

archipelago, is the lack of means for communication

between different points in the islands. There is

at present a telephone system working in Manila,

and steps have been taken to establish systems in

Iloilo and other places, usually the capitals of larger

islands, such as Cebu, Negros, Minandoa and

Zanboanga. But the telephone system in Manila

is defective in its construction and is not adequate

to meet the requirements of the increasing business.

Its existence only goes to illustrate the success of

a telephone line in the Philippines. The Manila

system is Spanish, having been introduced by the

Spaniards some time ago, since which various im-

provements have been made to the equipment and

methods of use. The company has certainly made
rapid strides during the last several months of Amer-
ican occupation, for when the American soldiers first

came it was almost an impossibility to secure any

benefit from the line. The wires were either in

use with no chance to get at the instruments, or

the system was broken down and out of service

through defects in the tangled system of wire in-

stallation. The Spanish wiremen did not make a

good piece of work of the system.

It is very singular how these Spaniards erect frail

affairs. They seem to build the most excellent

churches, convents and bridges, these being of heavy

stone, with immense walls and strong masonry
which withstand the effects of the climatic influences

?nd the elemeiTts for many years. But when it

comes to the putting in of a line of wire or some
other delicate operation, the Spanish workmen are

woefully negligent. The Manila line is always in a

tangle, simply because of the frail poles used, the

insecure connections made with buildings and the

generally defective plan of insulation. The insu-

lators are small and many of them are chipped from
rough handling. The wires are all small and too

weak for the work intended. And yet this imperfect

line of telephones has at each end a busy force of

people, established in good offices, with many branch

lines, all of which are exceedingly busy the full 24

hours. There is no cessation to the amount of busi-

ness done over the wires by the business men of

Manila and vicinity, the military authorities and
the civilians transacting private affairs. One has to

wait his turn, and he pays well for the use of the

wire.

American System to Be Adopted.

Owing to the great demand for a better and more
extensive system of telephone lines, the old Span-
ish system will soon be superseded by an American
and up-to-date service. This news is hailed with

much joy among the business men of Manila and
vicinity, and it is hoped that the same company will

introduce a system in Iloilo and other important

capitals of the southern islands of the Philippine

group.

Since the Americans have gained a strong footing

in these islands, the business conditions have changed
wonderfully. Formerly, if a man wanted to engage
in business, he had to consider so many ins and outs

of the case that he, ordinarily, gave up the under-

taking. Under American rule he is privileged to

go ahead with any honest business and build it up
without being hampered with duties imposed by
anyone. Spain wanted to have a share in every

undertaking, and by the time the Spanish officials

got through with charging a man his dues for en-

gaging in and carrying on a business of any sort

there were no profits left, and the man had to go
out of business. Consequently, there was not much
improvement made in business enterprises for many
years, and the stagnation was felt in every quarter.

There was not much need of means of rapid com-
munication between points in those days and couri-

ers, mounted on native ponies, or native runners,

did very well for carrying messages from one place

to another. But with the advent of American enter-

prise ill the islands, matters took a decided turn

for the better, and the conditions of commercial
affairs of to-day are such that it is almost as neces-

sary for business men in these islands to have quick

communication between points as in America or

other industrial countries.

Extent of Mercantile Business a Factor in Rapid
Communication.

During the last six months the changes that have
been wrought in the business conditions of the Phil-

ippines are most remarkable. Your correspondent

arrived here about a year ago and accompanied
military and other expeditions- through nearly all

of the southern islands, after first canvassing Luzon.

In all of these islands the business men appeared

to be slow in their movements, and trade itself was
slow. The old caribou drag-sled or bull-cart, which
made about four miles a day, was in service for

carting freightage from one place to another. The
prices on goods were maintained at a high level,

and merchants seemed to have everything to their

own way of working. But during the last three or

four months some important changes have taken

place, and the slow methods of transportation have
been substituted by faster and better ones. With
this change has come a demand for means for com-
municating rapidly. The whole aspect of affairs has

moved in advance. The slower modes of transporta-

tion have been changed for quicker ones; stagnant

business channels have been opened, goods are

turned quicker, and the natural run of events in

these islands during the recent months seem to call

for the introduction of telephone lines between all

important points.

Natives Afraid of the Lines.

Tlie business men of Manila and adjoining cities

and towns, where the telephone has been in use for

a number of years, are already educated up to the

idea of the telephone system, and know how to use

it: but in the far southern islands, the people have

TELEPHONE LINEMAN IN THE PHILIPPINES.

never had telephones except such as have been put
in by the military Signal Corps men. In many places

the natives are afraid of the lines and are likely

to do damage to them. The writer accompanied a

Signal Corps detachment that put in a telephone
line between Leon and Tigbauan about two weeks
ago, and as fast as the lines were put up, the natives

would turn out in force to make an examination.
The line itself, the poles and all fittings were left

alone, but anything found loose was promptly taken
by the natives, who probably supposed that the prop-
erty was thrown aside and not wanted. For instance,

a box of insulators left at the roadside for a little

while was taken, also several small coils of wire.

Nails, screws and small fittings were picked up
everywhere and removed by the Filipinos, some of

whom never saw a screw before. But the poles and
insulators, once in position, are apparently safe from
the average native. Only the rebels of the insurgent
army and the ladrones and guerillas make war on
the telephone lines, and these men hold the Ameri-
can Signal Corps and line guards in such whole-
some respect that they do not dare to approach
the lines.

A telephone company planning to put lines of

wires and instruments in service in any of the is-

lands of the group need have no concern about the

molestation of the system by the natives. The rea-

son is that the lines arc feared because the American
troops have established so effective a system of

guard of the lines and the penalty is so severe

lo anyone seen about the wires that the natives

let the system alone. The penalty for tampering
with the poles, wires or fixings of a line is death.

Patrols of soldiers are always out in search of olTcnd-

ers, and llie aim of the American soldier is good, so

that the first thing realized by the native who is

trying to cut a piece of wire out of a line is that a

bullet is seeking him. He reports the case to other
natives, and therefore the lines are shunned. The lines

are also shunned by the natives because of the elec-

trical current sometimes developed under certain in-
j

fiuences and which currents have shocked some of the
]

natives. The latter have told their story of narrow '

escape from death, and this serves as an effective
warning to others. There is something about the
telephone systems and telegraph lines that is beyond
the comprehension of the natives, and they keep as
far away as possible. Even the insurgents have the
same dread, and I have seen them try to cut the
communication between American military points
by chopping down the poles for half a mile. They
will not touch the wires, and as the wires in most
of the telephone lines on these islands are made to
operate on the ground, the fact that half a mile of
poles are down, with the wire uncut, does not break
the means of communication.

[ To be^ cojichided.
]

The Telephone as It Is in England.

Mr. James Nelson, writing from the Junior Con-
stitutional Club to the London Times, voices his
complaint in the following words: "At 12:45 p. m.
I called Newport by telephone, giving nmpber,
etc., and, after waiting half an hour, rang up, ask-
ing when I might expect to be put through. I
continued doing this until a quarter to three, re-
ceiving then the same answer as to every previous
inquiry: 'We are asking the Postoffice,' but with
the addition, 'there are two calls before you.' I

then said I did not believe that there could be
calls before me, as I had been ringing for two
hours, and that I should write to the Times. This
announcement had a surprising result, for in two
minutes I was through to my friend at Newport."
Mr. W. E. L. Gaine, general manager of the Na-

tional Telephone company, also had recourse to
a letter to the Times. He said: "With reference
to the letter which appears in the Times of to-day
from Mr. James Nelson, in fairness to the National
Telephone company, may I be permitted to say
that when messages are sent through the Postoffice
trunk wires the responsibility for the delays which
take place rests entirely with the Postoffice. and
not with the company? Complaints of delays in

connection with the trunk wires are received daily
from all parts of the country, and are due to the
inadequacy in the number of trunk wires to carry
the constantly increasing traffic. Unfortunately,
the company mostly gets the blame, although it has
nothing whatever to do with the matter."

EXTENSIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
The Inland Telephone company is building a line

between North Yakima and Ellensburg, Wash.

The People's Telephone company, located at

Lockport, 111., has certified to an increase in capi-
tal stock from $12,000 to $15,000.

A telephone line is being built to include Lawn-
dale, Polkville, Lattimore and other North Carolina
towns with the exchange at Lattimore.

The Mutual Telephone company at Story City.

Iowa, has toll-line service with the towns in" the
southern part of the county, and is about to connect
with the towns in the northern part of the county
also.

It is stated that capitalists are considering the
establishment of a long-distance telephone system
connecting Fayetteville, Raleigh. Greensboro and
other North Carolina towns and several in South
Carolina.

The Citizens' Telephone company of Spartanburg.
S. C, has reorganized, with a much larger capital.

Steps are being taken to re-equip the plant in the
most thorough manner. C. E. Fleming is manager
of the company.

The Tidewater Telephone company of Newport
News, Va., has just completed its line from Newport
News to Gloucester Point, and will begin at once
the construction of a line from Gloucester Point
to Tappahannock.

The United States Long Distance Telephone com-
pany has about completed its line from Columbus
by Galloway, Georgesville and Lilly Chapel to Lon-
don, Ohio, and this will give the company three
circuits from London direct with Columbus and to

all points in the slate. This gives London direct

service with over 4,000 subscribers with the new
Citizens' Telephone company at Columbus. The
lines of the London Telephone company cover al-

most every part of Madison County, and additions
are being made constantly. The London Telephone
company is arranging its exchange to handle the

large toll business which is increasing every day.

and will add a chief operator's toll switchboard, so
that all toll business will be handled by one opera-
tor, leaving the other four operators free to take
care of the local calls and party lines.
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Telephone News from the Northwest.
The Citizens' Telephone company of Racine

Wis., has filed articles of incorporation.
The Eastern railway of Minnesota has finally

yielded and put in the instruments of the Citizens'
Telephone company, at West Superior, Wis., in
addition to using the Bell instruments.
Dana Bennett of Chicago succeeds. J. C. Sher-

man as manager of the telephone exchange at
Menominee, Mich.
A brol<en trolley wire in St. Cloud, Minn., burned

out 25 wires of the Northwestern Telephone Ex-
change company recently.

A company has been formed at Mandan, N. D..-

to establish a local exchange.
A local company to put in a system for Le Roy,

Minn,, is projected. It will connect with the sur-
rounding farming districts.

A new switchboard is being installed at Spooner,
Wis.
The council of Moline, 111., is exceedingly hostile

toward the Central Union Telephone company. A
resolution was adopted lately providing for an in-

s^estigation as to the advisability of repealing the
present franchise and of ordering the overhead wires
all buried. The resolution declares that the com-
pany has promised better service, but instead has
grown worse through the installation of an old sys-

tem.
The Ogden (Iowa) Telephone company is making

improvements to its line.

The CarroUton (Iowa) Independent Telephone
company has been organized and will build a line

16 miles long".

Owen H. Gray, the superintendent of the Mutual
Telephone company of Des Moines, Iowa, says that

the introduction of" alternating current for electric

lighting has practically rendered the telephone sys-

tems useless at night.

The Sunset Telegraph and Telephone company
has selected a site for its new exchange building in

Tacoma, Wash., at Eleventh and E streets.

The Standard Telephone company has bought
the Kriebs and Beddow Updegraff line at Elkport,

Iowa.
The telephone system just installed at Clarion,

Iowa, has been completed and put in operation.

The Greene & Western Telephone company has

consented to return its franchise for a local ex-

change at Mapleton, Minn., to Sellers, Guthier &
Laurisch. It now rests with this firm whether a

system will be installed or not.

It will take until about October 1st to secure the

new switchboard and make the repairs to the ex-

change at Morris. Minn. The system will be out of

use during that time.

The new exchange for Bemidji, Minn., is being

installed as rapidly as possible. There are nearly

100 subscribers already secured.

W. J. Power, representing S. J. McGregor and

others, has applied to the council of Hibbing, Minn.,

for a telephone franchise.

The Willow Creek Telephone company has com-

pleted a line from Nashville Center, Minn., to Gran-

ada, and is building one from Nashville Center to

Winnebago City.

A line has been completed between Clearfield and -

Lenox, Iowa.
An exchange has been completed for Early, Iowa.

The Bishop Telephone company is rebuildnig and

improving its system at Walker, Iowa.

A movement has been revived at Whatcom,

Wash., to secure telephone connection with the

mills on the Guide Meridian.

An automatic exchange is projected for Mannuig,

Iowa. ^
Farmers of Cass Township, near Panora, Iowa,

have formed a company to build lines to connect

with Panora and Yale.

The Sunset Telephone company has been granted

permission by the city of Seattle, \Vash., to con-

struct certain underground subways for its new

system. __^ '^

Curious Phenomenon at Rochester,

Minn.

A peculiar electrical phenomenon was observed

during a thunder-shower near Rochester, Minn.,

recently, says the Minneapolis correspondent of the

Western Electrician. A vivid flash of lightning

was followed by a sharp report like a pistol shot,

and a deafening crash. The stroke shivered a num-

ber of telephone poles and several fence poles that

supported wires. At the moment of the discharge

there appeared a cloud of black smoke about 50

feet in the air, above the telephone wires, it

wavered and broke from the action of the wind

and the rain. The observers are very sure that the

smoke was not the result of the destruction of the

telephone poles.
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Telephone Business in Chile.
The annual meeting of the Chile Telephone com-

pany was held in London on August loth. The
chairman, Mr. George Keith, said that the stock-
holders met under better circumstances than last
year their business in Chile having improved very
considerably. The gross revenue for the year had
increased $51,442, and the total expenses had been
reduced by $10,681. The decrease in the expenses
was certainly very satisfactory, more especially as
the first half of the year had not been favorable
for economical working. Unprecedented storms
and inundations which took place in Chile last win-
ter did great damage all over the country. The
maintenance of the company's service was made
both difficult and expensive. The decrease now
shown in the expenses was effected during the sec-

ond half of the year, and was accompanied by a
large increase of revenue. The income in Chile
amounted to iiS.iSo, an increase for the year of

£4,764. The debenture issue remained unaltered at

£56,000, and there was no alteration in the interest

payable. The result of the year's business was that,

after deducting all expenses and charges, and adding
transfer fees, and the amount brought forward, there
was a credit balance of £12,347; £4,000 of that had
been placed to reserve, and the four per cent, divi-

dend would absorb i8,8oo, £1,003 being carried for-

ward.
Much uncertainty existed during the year as to

whether Chile would issue more paper money and
give up the metallic conversion of the currency, the

suspension of which was brought about by the

monetary crisis of 189S. That had the effect of

keeping down the exchange at which the profits of

the year were remitted. Toward the end of the

year the situation improved, as Chile was adhering

to a sound-money policy. The sum of £1,798 had
been expended in the erection and equipment of

new lines. Some considerable alterations had now
become necessary to improve the efficiency of the

service at Santiago, which would increase their ex-

penditure for some time to come. Otherwise, the

plant was in good order and required no exceptional

expenditure. A change had been made during the

year in the management at Chile. The former man-

ager resigned, and Mr. Antonio Huneeus, who
had acted for the company at Santiago, had since

been its adviser. So far as the present year had

gone it was showing very good results.

Improvements in Colorado.

The Colorado Telephone company will expend

during the present year about half a million dol-

lars in extensions .-^nd in constructing new lines.

The toll-line service now terminating on the west

at Glenwood will be extended to Silverton. A
considerable number of new exchanges have already

been opened. Considering the vast territory in-

cluded in the state limits and the comparatively

small number of inhabitants, the company is giving

an admirable service.

NEW COMPANIES.
The Celestial Mutual Telephone company has

asked a franchise in the city of Pekin, 111.

The Bedford County (Pa.) Telephone company

has been incorporated, with $35,000 capital stock.

The Ninety-Six Telephone company of Ninety-

Six S. C, was recently incorporated, by E. M.

Lipscomb, A. S. Osborne and R. R. Calhoun.

The Greensboro (N. C.) telephone exchange has

been incorporated, for $50,000, by T. J. McAdoo,

V. C. McAdoo, C. M. McAdoo and R. M. King.

The Farmland (Ind.) Telephone company has been

formed, with $1,000 capital stock, by T. W. Botkin,

W. C. West, H. D. Good, J., T. Wright and John

Nixon.

The Liter Arcadia Telephone company of Ar-

cadia 111., was recently incorporated, with a capital

of $1,500, by B. F. Henderson, D. E. Kennedy and

L. A. Barr.

The West Jefferson (Ohio) Telephone company

was incorporated recently. The incorporators are

Carey Millikin, W. E. Postle, W. PI. Pence, R. W.
Boyd and Calvin Liggett.

The College City Telephone company of Gales-

burg 111., was recently incorporated, with a capital

stock of $25,000. by J. L. Hoopes, George A. Law-

rence and G. P. Williams.

The F. E. Beh Telephone company of Des-

plaines 111., was recently incorporated, with a

capital 'stock of $10,000, by Frank E. Bell, Edward

A. Manuel and William Munn.

The National Telegraph News company of Chi-

cago, with $150,000 capital, has been incorporated,

to do a telegraph and telephone business, by L.

Martin. F. E. Crawford and W. R. Stewart, Jr.

William Broadhead, S. A. Hayward, A. J. Davis

and others have asked franchises for a telephone

line from Tremont to Pekin, 111., and over various

streets in Pekin, to connect with the Mutual Tele-

phone company. This would give communication

with 40 towns on the McLean County Telephone

company's system.

In view of the announcement that the Bell Tele-

phone company will double its rates in Norfolk Va.,

several business men in that city are contemplating

the organization of a new telephone company. I his

.icn is being discussed on the supposition that the

r.dl company has absorbed the Southern States

company and will make a uniform high rate.

The Wisconsin River Telephone company has

been incorporated at Stevens Point. \Vis,, with a

capital of $25,000, 500 shares at $50 each. ±he in-

co?porator? are F. L. Dille and John Reton. Stevens

Point- A L. Hutchinson, Weyauwega. The com-

pany will be co-operative and operate a local ex-

change in connection witn the Wolf River line.
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GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
The Salisbury (Md.) Telephone company has pur-

chased the rights and franchises of the Citizens'

Telephone company of Wicomico Count3^

Charles Gaylord, superintendent of the Independ-
ent Telephone company, with headquarters at Salem,
Ohio, is said to be missing, and his friends fear that

he has met with bodily harm.

The Binghamton (N. Y.) Telephone company has
filed a bond for $10,000 with the city clerk guarantee-
ing that it will perforin the work of establishing a

telephone system in accordance with the terms of

its franchise.

The telephone service between Paris, Frankfort
and Berlin was opened to the public last month.
The charge for the use of the line for three minutes
between Frankfort and Paris is four francs, and
between Paris and Berlin, six francs.

The Wicomico Telephone company of Maryland
has elected directors as follows: A. J. Benjamin,
W. B. Miller, John D. Williams. Salisbury; A.
Frank Turner of Nanticoke; John W. P. Insley of

Bivalve, and C. Rodney Jones of Quantico.

Clifford Walker, a Ross County constable, was
arrested at Chilhcothe, Ohio, recently for disorderly

conduct, but was permitted to go home after depos-
iting a bond. T3vo days later he pleaded guilty over
the telephone and was fined, over the line, five

dollars and the costs.

The directors of the Sea Island Telephone com-
pany, recently organized at Charleston, S. C. are

F. W. Fowles, Wadmalaw Island; N. H. Blitch,

W. C, Geraty and C. M. Gibson of Youngs Island;

E. M, Seabrook of Estido Island, and C. Bissell

Jenkins of Charleston.

The ordinance of the Harrisburg Telegraph and
Telephone company, which has been pending in the

Common Council of Harrisburg, Pa., for several

months, has been passed by that body. Representa-
tive Ward R. Bliss of Delaware County is one of

the incorporators of the company.

Telephone communication has just been estab-

lished between Snow Hill and Berlin, Md. Now the

principal towns of Worcester, Wicomico and Som-
erset are connected, and it is said that the service

will soon be in good working order. Snow Hill is

also connected with towns in Accomac County, Va.

The Interstate Telephone and Telegraph com-
pany, owning exchanges in all cities of North Caro-
lina except one, has signed contracts to connect its

svstem with the Long-distance Telephone company
of Virginia. The Interstate company will build

about 350 miles of lines in Virginia, giving about
700 miles of Independent long-distance lines in that

.state.

The telephone evidently finds favor in royal eyes

in England, as a telephone has been established

between Windsor Castle and Cumberland Lodge,
which is situated some distance av;iay in the Windsor
Park. In former times it was usual to send a

mounted courier with messages from the queen to

Prince and Princess Christian, but under the new
order of things this messenger has been found to

be needless. The telephone had previous to this

been installed between Windsor and Buckingham
Palace. Marlborough House and the principal gov-
ernment buildings.

The Knickerbocker Telephone and Telegraph
company, recently incorporated under the laws of

New York, has filed a mortgage for $5,000,000 upon
its property. The mortgage was made in favor of

the Citv Trust company and is given to secure an
issue of 5.000 gold bonds of $1,000 each, oayable in

50 years from September I. 1900, with interest at

five per cent, per annum. The mortgage was ex-

ecuted by William H. Eckert and Arthur Phillips

as president and secretary respectively of the Knick-
erbocker Telephone and Telegraph company. The
company, it is said, oroposes to start operations at

once in Brooklyn. Its puroose is to cut down the

present telephone rates to $120 per year for unlim-

ited office service and $60 per year for unlimited
private-residence service.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The Couch & Seeley company, 212 Summer street,

Boston, Mass., calls attention, on a neat card, to its

"97" desk telephone, fitted with C. & S. microphone
and bipolar receiver, and adapted for either battery

or magneto call.

The National Telephone Equipment company of

Detroit, Mich., reports having secured a contract
from the People's Home Telephone company of

Birmingham, Ala., for the equipment of the follow-

ing-named exchanges: Birmingham, 4,200 lines;

Bessemer, 500 lines; Ensley, 400 lines; Pratt City.

.400 lines; Woodlawn, 200 lines, and Avondale. 200

lines. The securing of this contract is particularly

gratifying to the National company, as it says that

the business was awarded at a figure several thou-

sand dollars higher than the equipment could have
been purchased for from some of the company's
competitors. The company. has also made a con-
tract with the Oakland County (Mich.) Telephone
company for the entire apparatus and supplies for

ihe equipment of Oakland County. It is mak-
ing for the Oakland company now a 300-line switch-

board and 600 telephones for Pontiac, Mich. A
lOO-linc exchange at Woodland, Mich., has also been
contracted for.
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Periodicity in Alternating-current Ap-
paratus.^

By James M Andrews.

The subject selected for this paper is one which
I trust will prove of some slight interest to those

present, especially as the electrical distribution of

power by alternating-current apparatus is increasing

to a very marked extent. It is somewhat strange

to think of the odd way science often reverts to an

original plan or scheme after having gone through

various changes and modifications. For instance,

the earliest example we have of an engine of war
using gunpowder is a breech-loading cannon. This

was discarded for the muzzle-loading type, and it is

only comparatively recently that the original form

was again taken up. I do not clalm^ that the same
will hold entirely true of electricity, but the first

electric generators were alternating, and these were
laid aside for the really more complex direct-current

types. Owing to increased knowledge of the correct

way of interpreting Ohm's law to make it apply

to alternating currents, we are to-day constantly

increasing the proportion of alternating-current ap-

paratus manufactured as against that for direct cur-

rent. I do not think that direct-current machinery
will ever be entirely superseded by alternating-cur-

rent apparatus, but I do think that the direct-current

field of usefulness will be more and more encroached
upon and circumscribed as time goes on.

There are but few cases to-day where the alternat-

ing system cannot be used with equal satisfaction, or

even preferably, to the direct, the principal use of

the latter being where variable speeds and heavy
starting torques are required, such as railway serv-

ice, hoists, cranes, etc. One of the principal uses

of direct current, and where the alternating system
cannot be conveniently used, is where the load is so

very fluctuating that the use of storage batteries

becomes necessary or desirable.

In cases v/here the alternating system of distribu-

tion is applicable or desirable, the choice of fre-

quency or periodicity becomes a matter of great

importance, and this can only be decided after all

the conditions of the problem are thoroughly under-

stood. In this country we are fortunate in having

but few standard periodicities, but abroad there

seems to be no recognized standard, every conceiv-

able frequency being used.

All alternating-current apparatus, whether single

or polyphase, can be classed tmder the two heads of

high or low frequency, but it is with low-frequency
machinery we have most to do. All periodicities

of 100 or more cycles per second are termed high;

all below that. low. The only standard high fre-

ciuency that we shall touch upon is 125 cycles, al-

though in certain old plants the periodicity is much
higher. The lowest frequency to be referred to will

be 25 cycles, though there are plants to-day oper-

ating at a much lower periodicity. An instance of

this is a railway system in Italy, which is built for

15 cycles. This road is about 60 miles long and
the current is supplied to the car at a potential of

3,000 volts.

It is doubtful if alternating motors will be em-
ployed in street-railway work in this country for

some time to come, since the expense of the appa-
ratus is far greater than the direct, and there is at

present no necessity of departing from our standards.

In order to present this matter as clearly as pos-

sible, and to cover all probable conditions which
may arise, I shall take each periodicity separately

and discuss its value as regards transformers, line

losses, induction motors, synchronous motors, ro-

tary converters, incandescent lamps, arc lamps, par-

allel operation and the different systems.

125 Cycles.

The principal field for systems operating at this

frequency is in small distributions of scattered load,

and where individual customers or groups of cus-

tomers are supplied over their own primary lines,

or, in other words, where the secondary networks,
if any at all, are of relatively small importance. This
frequency is used almost entirely for lighting alone,

although a small percentage of motor load can- be
carried without trouble. The generators operating

at this frequency are usually of small capacity, rarely

exceeding 200 kilowatts, and, due to their necessarily

high speed, they are usually of the belt-driven type

or directly connected to high-speed waterwheels.

Transformers.—It may be stated, as a general rule,

that the higher the frequency the smaller can a

transformer be made, or, in other words, for trans-

formers of the same size, a high-frequency trans-

former can be made with better efficiency than a

low-frequency one.

Line Losses.—As stated before, the principal field

of the 125-cycle system lies chiefly in distributions

v/here the load is scattered and where there is but
little or no secondary distribution. This being the
case, the effect of the relatively large reactance in

125-cycle wiring is not very objectionable, and, in

fact, it can often be disregarded, whereas, In an ex-
tensive secondary network, using large conductors,
a considerable increase In line drop takes place,

and, therefore, for a given loss, the amount of cop-
per has to be increased. For example, No. o wire
has 0.1 14 ohm reactance per thousand feet at 60
cycles, and 0.24 ohm at 125 cycles, with a resistance

of but 0.1 ohm, showing that reactance is more
than twice as large as the resistance, and, therefore,

ihc effect decidedly noticeable. These figures on
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the reactance are based on the assumption that the
wires are placed 18 inches apart. Such a size of
wire, however, would probably never be used in

a primary line, but something smaller, say, No. 4
B. & S., which has about the same reactance as re-

sistance. With the larger wire and cross-section

of copper, the drop in voltage in the line is 45
per cent, greater in the 125-cycle installation than
the 60-cycle Installation, practically independent of
the power factor of the load, whereas, with the
smaller wire, it Is but 20 per cent, more, depending
upon the power factor.

To compensate for the increased amount of cop-
per necessary for the same drop In voltage, it Is

to be remembered that the size of transformers,
motors and condensers, and, in general, the load
on the system, is smaller than at the lower frequency,
so that it will sometimes be found commercially
advantageous to use the higher frequency, notwith-
standing the increased line drop and expense in

line copper.
Induction Motors.—Induction motors operated on

high-frequency circuits usually run at higher speeds
than those of lower frequency. This Is more marked
with single-phase induction motors, which type is

undoubtedly the most commonly used for 125-cycle
installations. The constants of these high-frequency
single-phase motors are very good, if built of the
definite or polar-wound armature type and used in

connection
_
with condensers. These motors can

also be built of the squirrel-cage type and started
with, say. one-third full-load torque, even with a
comparatively moderate amount of current and con-
denser capacity. By using the most favorable por-
tion of condensers, the power factor of these mo-
tors is as high, or, indeed, higher, than that ob-
tained in any other type of motors, approaching 100
per cent, at almost all loads. The efficiency, how-
ever, is necessarily somewhat lower, with the result
that the apparent efficiency, or the ratio of the watts
output to the volt-ampere input Is the same, or
lower than with the corresponding three-phase type
of motor. In general, it may be stated that, due to
tiie necessary complications, such as condensers and
compensators and the attendant chances for trouble,
single-phase motors are not to be recommended or
used where the polyphase type of motor can be
employed.
Synchronous Motors.—This type of motor is inore

satisfactory when supplied with power from turbine-
driven or belt-driven generators. As a rule, it is

not advisable to install any high-frequency syn-
chronous motors, as there is a tendency to "hunt,"
and since high-frequency systems are primarily light-

ing systems, any motors which take or tend to take
a pulsating current under certain conditions of load
must be very objectionable.

Rotary Converters.—Theabove discussion applies
also to rotary converters, but it should b'e stated, in

addition, that it is very difficult to build a converter
to be used on circuits of this frequency, on account
of the necessarily high commutator speed and the
short neutral incident to the great number of poles.

Small units can, however, be made, but they can
hardly be considered commercial at the present
time.

Arc Lamps.—The power factor of arc lamps de-
ci"eases as the periodicity increases, but the change
is so slight as to be negligible and the lamps are
perfectly satisfactory at this frequency.
Incandescent Lamps.—Incandescent lamps have

been used for so many years on high-frequency sys-
tems that there is no necessity of stating that their
operation Is perfectly satisfactory. The higher the
frequency, the more uniform is the light obtained,
and the pulsating brilliancy, which is noticeable on
some low-frequency circuits, cannot be detected on
125-cycle circuits.

Parallel Operation.—In the case of generators op-
erating from independent engines and running from
belts, or directly connected to high-speed turbines,

it may be stated that they will operate very satisfac-

torily in multiple, but at present It seems improbable
to obtain reciprocating steam engines which will reg-
ulate closely enough to insure satisfactory parallel

operation of direct-connected, slow-speed, high-fre-

quency alternators.

Systems.—Due to the reasons given above, this

freqifency is almost entirely chosen in single-phase
distributions, although two-phase, three-phase and
monocyclic systems of periodicity have been brought
into commercial use.

In general, it may be stated that the only reason
why plants of this frequency should be purchased
is the fact that, originally, only 125-cycle apparatus
was manufactured, and as It will not always pay to

throw out a plant already installed, the additions
and enlargements will be of the same frequency.

60 Cycles.

This frequency Is particularly suited for power
transmission where the chief load Is lighting, and
the lighting Is in defined and dense districts, so

that the secondary distribution can be conveniently
and commercially installed In such a manner that

the cost of the relatively few large-size transformei^s

will not amount to more per kilowatt than the cost

of a great many high-frequency transformers in a

system with scattered load. This system is also

very suitable for induction-motor work and fairly

good for synchronous motors and rotary converters.

Transformers.—What has already been said with
reference to 125-cycle transformers applies also to

those for this periodicity; that is to say, that for

the same losses, the transformers are somewhat
larger for this frequency.
Line Losses.—In smaller wires the line drop is

about 15 per cent, greater than the "CR" loss, but
with larger wires, such as No. oo^ assuming 18
inches between them, the drop would be about 40
per cent, greater, depending upon the power factor.

This shows that in laying out the secondary network
every effort should be made to use the smallest
wires possible, and that when large wires are nec-
essary, they should be placed as close together as
can safely be done, when the effect of reactance
becomes negligible.

Induction Motors.—These are usually of the mul-^
tiphase type and should, therefore, be compared
with other low-frequency motors. As built to-day,
the speeds of 60-cycle motors are approximately
the same as those for 40 cycles, even in the smaller
sizes, but the power factor, however, is somewhat
lower. The maximum output of the 60-cycle motor
is approximately 15 per cent, less than with 40-

cycle motors, although large enough, averaging
more than double-rated output.
Synchronous Motors.—On circuits of very uni-

form frequency, and particularly in systems using
turbine-driven or belted generators, 60-cycle syn-
chronous motors, as a rule, operate very satisfac-

torily. Considering, however, that any sudden fluc-

tuation in load is liable to cause a large flow of

current and somewhat unstable operation, partic-

ularly when the synchronous motor Is fed over a
line of high resistance, they are not so well suited

on most 60-cycle systems which have considerable
lighting load.

Rotary Converters.—Although a great many 60-

cycle rotaries have been Installed during the last

few years, it seems to be conceded that they are

not as successful as those of lower frequencies.

Their commutator speed is high, the width of seg-

ments a minimum, and the distance between brushes
short, all of which features are undesirable. If they

are to operate on lighting systems where any pul-

sation in current caused by even a slight hunting
Is objectionable, it is readily seen that they cannot
be recommended, except in cases where all the

conditions are extremely favorable.

Incandescent Lamps.—Incandescent lighting, as

far as light is concerned, is undoubtedly satisfac-

tory, and the most scrutinizing investigation can
hardly detect any difference between 60-cycle and
125-cycle lamps.
Arc Lamps.—Due to the higher power factor of

60-cycle lamps, they are preferable to 125-cycle.

Theoretically, however, as stated before, the differ-

ence is immaterial.
Parallel Operation.—All turbine or belt-driven

generators operate in parallel without any difficulty.

With direct-connected, slow-speed units, however,
difficulties will arise, provided the engines are not
built with the very closest speed control and favor-
able governing mechanism.

Systems.—All systems are now used with this

frequency. Indeed, this is the only standard fre-

quency which Is used as often for single-phase as
for two or three-phase installations.

40 Cycles.

In very many places, and particularly in industrial

districts, the greater percentage of power is used
for motors, yet lighting is desired and must be
accomplished with the least amount of complication.
Under such conditions 40-cycle systems are pref-

erable to all others.

Transformers.—Assuming the same electrical con-
stants, 40-cycle transformers of moderate capacity
are somewhat larger than 60-cycle transformers and
smaller than 25-cycle transformers.
Line Losses.—With average size of wires and the

usual distance between them, the drop is but five
or 10 per cent, higher than the ohmic loss, but with
the larger sizes, for instance, No. 00 B. & S., it

amounts to as high as 25 to 30 per cent, more than
the ohmic loss under the same conditions. In this

connection, however, it must be remembered that
self-induction is often not only not objectionable,
but advantageous. This is the case in rotary con-
verter

_
and synchronous-motor installations where

potential control Is desired.
Induction Mptors.—As may be already antici-

pated from the discussion of induction motors for
60 cycles, we would judge that the 40-cycle motors
should be somewhat heavier than 60-cycle motors,
with the advantage of one or two per cent, higher
power factor at full load. The maximum output is

about 2^h times the rated output.
Synchronous Motors.—Although synchronous

motors for 40 cycles are not quite as stable as those
built for the lower frequency, 25-cycle system, no
difficulty should be anticipated, particularly if the
generators are turbine or belt-driven, and even with
power supplied from direct-connecte«, slow-speed
engines, very little, if any, difficulty whatever need
be expected. This is the more so when several
induction motors are Installed on the same system,
when the effect of the lagging current caused by
induction motors neutralizes the leading current
caused by the synchronous motor.

Rotary Converters.—Converters of this frequency
combine the advantages of the 25-cycle machines
without the disadvantages of the 60-cycle rotaries.

In other words, they are rated at a moderate speed,
can be operated on circuit having considerable
losses, but need somewhat more attention than slow-
speed, direct-current machines, but much less than
higher-frequency rotaries. On circuits of high
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. losses, and, in general, on circuits where the power
of the generating apparatus is not large, compared
witii the power of the rotary converters, the lower
frequency is preferable.

Incandescent Lamps.—Incandescent lighting, at
least on circuits of moderate voltage, requiring lamps
with large lilamenls, is quite satisfactory with 40
cycles. With very high-voltage lamps, however,
some flickerin,g may possibly be rioticeable, par-
ticularly with a fast-moving object in front of the
light. For all general work, however, this is not
objectionable, and it is only w'hen we get as higii

as 220 volts that any trouble will be e.'iperienced.

Arc Lamps.—Arc lamps, as at present designed,
are satisfactory on 40 cycles for outside work, but
for interior lighting, it is a matter of personal opin-
ion. Belcw this frequency, however, the lamps can-
not be considered as meeting all requirements, as

there is annoyance caused by the flickering, with
an object moving at a very moderate speed in front

of the lamp.
Parallel Operation.—If care is taken to secure

close speed-regulating engines, no difhculties need
lie anticipated in parallel operation of slow-speed,

directly connected units, and this being the case,

it is self-evident that belted or turbine-driven gen-

erators can be run in multiple without the slightest

trouble.

25 Cycles.

Twenty-five-cycle systems are largely recom-
mended in distributions where practically the entire

load consists of a power or direct-current load

through rotary converters, with the possible excep-

tion of a very small alternating-current load, in

which case motor-generators or frequency changes

are used. Due to the low frequency, even moder-
ately good engines will permit of operating directly

connected generators in multiple, and synchronous

motors and rotary converters will run satisfactorily

without hunting.
Transformers.—Twenty-five - cycle transformers

are seldom used in small sizes, but mostly in large

units and of the air-blast type. Transformers for

this frequency are, for the same electrical constants,

about 15 per cent, heavier than for 40 cycles.

Induction Motors—Twenty-five-cycle induction

motors are necessarily heavier than those built for

40 or 60 cycles, and have a very high power factor,

reaching 94 to 95 per cent, in fair-sized units.

Synchronous Motors.—Twenty-five-cycle syn-

chronous motors have been used and are used to a

great extent, and they are perfectly feasible on al-

most any system. It is, however, always advisable

to investigate the generating station before deter-

mining to use synchronous motors, for the reason

that if the synchronous motor is large, compared

with the power of the station, it may be found diffi-

cult to maintain constant voltage, due to some

slight hunting, which might occur. From belt or

turbine-driven generators no trouble should occur,

provided the losses between the station and syn-

chronous motor are not too excessive.

Rotary Converters.—This frequency is naturally

best adapted for rotary converters, and the con-

verters themselves are built with essentially the same

mechanical constants as direct-current generators.

The peripheral speed of armature and commutator

is as low as is used in many of our direct-current

machines, and they require, if anything, less at-

tention than they. One of the greatest advantages,

from the operating point of view, of the 25-cycle

rotary, compared with the rotaries designed tor

higher frequency, is that very little care, if any,

need be taken in synchronizing. As a rule, tne

rotaries might be driven up to a fair speed and

then their fields opened and the alternating current

thrown on and no disturbance on the commutator

will take place, and the effect on other rotaries

operated on the same system is not serious. 1 wenty-

five-cycle rotaries, being decidedly stable machines

permit of being operated with phase con rol; that

is to say, they can be built with considerable series

field and used in connection with reactive coils tor

maintaining constant potential or even increase

their voltage with the load. This latter feature is

rarely possible with 40 or 6o-cycIe converters.

Incandescent Lamps.-Twenty-fivc-cycle incan-

descent lighting can hardly be considered a com-

mercial siTccess, except for street lighting at low

voltages with poor economy. Flickering can b.

noticed even with S2-™lt lamps, and this is ot

course more pronounced in lamps of higher voltage.

Arc Lamps.-Arc lighting at this periodicity is

out of the question, and there is but little possibility

of its ever being accomplised satisfactorily.

Parallel Operation.—Parallel operation of 2S-cycle

generators, even when running at low speeds and

directly connected to engines, has rarely ever in-

volved any difficulty if the engines have reasonably

close regulation. In fact, almost any engine seem,

to be gSod enough for the purpose although we

naturally prefer to get engines of fair regulation

as to rate of rotation per revolution.

Systems.-Twenty-five-cyGle installations are usu-

ally three-phase, and, of course always of one of e

multiphase systems. It is advantageous to build

rotary converters with six-phase connections, but

six-phase power can, of course, be supplied directly

froiTi two or three-phase systems, by means ot

transformers.
Summary.

It will be seen from the foregoing that a great

deal of thought must be given to the work required

for a given installation before the proper periodicity
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can be settled upon, but, in a general way, it may
be stated that, fur small plants doing lighting alone,
with scatterd load, high frequency and single phase
would be selected; for general lighting, with a
moderate amount of power, 60 cycles, multiphase,
and for general power, with a moderate amount of
lighting. 40 cycles, and for power alone, using
rotary converters, 25 cycles. Of all the frequencies
mentioned, the one which seems to be the most uni-
versal in its application, where power is required,
is 40 cycles.

PARIS EXPOSITION NOTES.

Emerson Electric Hack Saw.
In many places where metals of any description

have to be cut, the electric hack saw shown in the
accompanying illustration may be found useful. It

is said that no special knowledge or skill is re-

quired to operate this machine satisfactorily, and
every part has been designed with the object of

making the complete outtit simple, reliable and
efficient. While this class of machine is particularly

useful in iron stores or blacksmith shops, where
steam power is not in use, the manufacturer states

that it will also be found very convenient in fully

equipped machine shops, as the outfit is entirely

self-contained and can be used in any location
where it is possible to procure electric current for

operating the motor.
The outfit illustrated consists of a No. i Q. & C.

hack saw furnished with an alternating-current in-

duction motor adapted to operate on a 7,200-alter-

nation current. Outfits are also furnished with a

larger saw and with motors suitable for any alternat-

ing current of usual voltage and frequency and also

for direct current of no and 220 volts. The hack
i-aw shown is recommended for general use, as it is

supplied with both gravity and positive automatic

The Show a Financial Failure.

The long list of awards in the different sections
of the Paris Exposition is proof of the catholicity

of the juries, writes the London correspondent of

the Western Electrician. The jurors had to exam-
ine the displays of 75,531 exhibitors, more than half

of whom have received recompenses, the exact num-
ber being 42,790. In many cases the juries' deci-

sions are admirable. The unfortunate financial fail-

ure of the exhibition is cause for genuine regret.
France has strained every nerve to make the ex-
position worthy of the splendid traditions of an artis-

tic nation. Every grace that art could devise has
been displayed; the imaginations of genius have been
materialized. Outwardly a notable success has been
achieved. Every visitor to Paris is loud in admira-
tion of the wondrous beauty of the scene. True, the
pavilions internally lack the exquisite finish which
the exteriors suggest. This falling off is the first

shadow of that financial gloom which now envelopes
this national enterprise. The failure of the exhibi-
tion will be widely felt all over France.

EMERSON ELECTRIC HACK SAW.

feed, and is claimed to be a thoroughly satisfactory

machine for work within its capacity, which in-

cludes the cutting of metal up to four-inch squares.

The direct-current motors furnished are of the

highest quality of workmanship. They are furnished

with a suitable starting rheostat. Each outfit is sup-

plied with the number of saw blades regularly fur-

nished with these saws, extra blades being procura-

ble from the Q. & C. company or its agents. These

outfits are supplied by the Emerson Electric Man-
rifacturing company of St. Louis.

American Street Railway Association.

In a circular issued by Secretary Penington it is

stated that, at the forthcoming annual meeting of

the American Street Railway association, to be held

at Convention Hall in Kansas City, on October i6th

to 19th, inclusive, papers will be read on the follow-

mg-named subjects: ^ . ^, „,
"Double-truck Cars; How to Equip Them to Ob-

tain Maximum Efficiency ^.Under Varying Condi-

tions." —
"Comparisons of the Various Systems of Elec-

trical Distribution foi Street Railways."

"Consolidation of Street Railways and Its Effect

Upon the Public."

"The Store Room and Store-room Accounts.

"Painting, Repainting and Maintenance of Car

Bodies."
, ,

.....
The association expects to have a large exhibition

of street-railway supplies. Friday, October 19th.

has been set apart as a day for the examination of

the exhibits. No session of the association will be

held so that all may have plenty of time to view the

display It is earnestly requested that managers

have their heads of departments present on that

dav The annual banquet will be held at the Coatcs

Hou^e on Friday evening, when the officers-elect

uill be in-^talled. The headquarters of the associa-

tion will be at the Midland Hotel Other hotels, m
addition to the Coates and Midland, m close prox-

imity to the hall, are the Savoy and the Baltimore

The passenger associations have granted a rate of

r 1-3 fare, on the certificate plan, provided 100 or

more tickets are purchased. ^^^

Decorative Lighting.

^
The electric-lighting effects at the Paris Exposi-

tion have moved the enthusiastic correspondent of
the Boston Transcript to the following description:
Suddenly the form of the tower's basal arch stands

out in dotted lines of fire against a background
of black, precisely as if an iron curtain shutting
off a fire had been perforated by a single blow of

an invisible die. Another stamp of the die, another
and another, and the outline is complete, clean-cut
and graceful and perfectly fiat; it seems but a pretty
little toy till the readjusted eye restores it to its

real proportions, and the reason recalls its claims
to be something other than a plane surface.

The signal for the illumination thus given, a flam-
ing topaz appears where before was Ponsin's crys-
tal pavilion; a crowd of rubies, emeralds and sap-
phires, where was the Palace of Algeria; a gigantic
jellow bird poising for a dip in a cascade of gold,
where were the grim and sprawling Trocadero and
its terraced fountain. Flames playing at tag scurry
along the two long sides of the Champ de Mars
quadrangle, revealing the ornate sky lines of the
industrial buildings. Stars, circles, triangles and
polygons of light wanton over the colonial exhibi-
tion's entire area. At the lower end of the Champ
de Mars exquisite, elaborate, incandescent lacework
(circles within circles, scrolls within scrolls, ara-

besques within arabesques) thwarts the sky. Over it

hovers a vague, milky phosphorescence, mild and
intense at one and the same time like the opal, half-

nebula and half-star; star-dust, as it were, in process
of becoming a star.

Finally, the blackness beneath the luminous lace-

work and the straining star-dust glows into a dark
red. The red brightens by graduations for which
no names exist in the colorist's vocabulary—ruch
quivering chromatic triumphs and succumbings as

are seen in molten metal, San Juan pottery, Venetian
glass and the dying cuttlefish—into orange, the

orange pales into yellow, and the yellow saddens
away into blue.

No painter has ever attained the subtle, penetrat-

ing and shifting charm of the mobile, hesitating

hazes and halos which accompany these color trans-

itions, though Bernard . and Gaston Latouche, of

living men, have cleverly hinted at them in certain

of their works.

Largest Direct-current Dynamo.

The great dynamo, built by Siemens Brothers of

London, excites much interest, as it is probably
the largest direct-current dynamo ever made. It is

(h-iven by a 3,000-horsepower engine built by Wil-
lans & Robinson of Rugby, England. Some of the

power necessary for driving machinery in the build-

ings on the Champ de Mars is distributed from this

large unit. Galloways of Manchester, and Mather
ik Piatt of Salford, England, have together supplied,

toward the electric-power supply for the exhibition,

another engine-dynamo, capable of generatirig 800
amperes at 250 volts (direct current), and Kobey
& Co. of Lincoln also assist in the general supply.

Each of these English plants has its own condensing
arrangements and is provided with a switchboard,
from which connections are carried direct to the

main distributing boards in the Palais de I'EIectric-

ite.

British Association.

Owensboro. Ky.. will build an electric-light plant

for municipal lighting.

The British association is at present holding its

seventieth annual meeting at Bradford, England.
Sir William Turner, a famous anatomist, is presi-

dent of the association. Among the papers on the

programme to be read at the meeting are: "Animal
Electricity," by Prof. F. Gotch; "Recent Tramway
Construction," with special reference to the Demerbe
.system, by W. H. H. Dawson; "Power Generation;

Comparative Cost by the Steam Engine. Water
Turbine and Gas Engine," by J. B. C. Kershaw;
"The Liverpool and Manchester Electric Railway,"

by Sir W. H. Preece. F. R. S.; "The Design and
Location of Electric Generating Stations," by A. PI.

Gibbings; "A Maximum Demand Meter." by J. W.
Binnie; "The Automobile for Electric Street Trac-

tion," by J. G. W. Aldridge.
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Electric Power in Bridge Building.

By Orrin E. Dunlap.

The adaptability of electric power is well shown
in a work that is now under way on the state reser-

vation at Niagara Falls. Ever since the Niagara free

park was taken in hand by the government of New
York state, there has been a constant aim to beautify

it at all points and to remove all unsightly objects or

structures. Furthermore, the endeavor has been to

improve the appearance without, even temporarily, if

possible, developing unsightly features, or features

that might in any particular create annoyance or

mar the beauty of the scenery.

For this reason the main power used in operating

the pumps and concrete mixers employed to aid

in the construction of new concrete arch bridges

to connect the mainland with Green Island, and

Green Island with Goat Island, is electricity. The
power is taken from the wires of the Buffalo and

Niagara Falls Electric Light and Power company,

and two 7%-horsepower, one lO-horsepower and one

25-horsepower motor are supplied with current.

Thus there is no cloud of smoke hovering over the

upper rapids at the point where the work is in

progress, neither is there any soot filling the air

to fall upon the clothing of the tourists that daily

congregate at Niagara. Small buildings cover the

motors, and the wires running to them are prac-

tically unnoticed. Belts transmit the power to the

mixers or pumps, and the work proceeds with a

smoothness that is remarkable. As soon as the

work has progressed to that point where it is pos-

sible to run night shifts, arc lamps will be placed,

and the scene of operations thus lighted.

Outside of this use of a portion of Niagara's elec-

trical supply, the building of these new bridges has

very interesting features for the engineering fra-

ternity. To make their construction possible, the

state of New York appropriated $122,000. The con-

tract was awarded to W. H. Keepers & Co. of New
Y'ork for $102,070. R. S. Buck is consulting engi-

neer. John M. Braly is the engineer of the con-

tracting firm, and has Charles W. Danforth as as-

sistant, while D. D. Waldo represents the state engi-

neering department. C. H. Turver is superintend-

ent for W. H. Keepers & Co.

The new concrete arches are being built to

replace an old-time iron bridge, standing on three

piers, and a bridge between Green Island and Goat
Island, of similar pattern. The length of the bridge

between the mainland and Green Island will be 371

feet, which length includes the approaches. This

bridge will have three spans. The end spans will

be 103^/^ feet long and the center span no feet long.

The end spans will have rises of 10 feet and the

center span will have a rise of 11% feet. The length

of the piers will be 53 feet six inches and the width

13V2 feet. On the up-stream end of each pier there

will be a granite nose or ice breaker. The roadway
will be 20 feet wide, and on each side of it there

will be walks gVa feet wide.

The smaller bridge of the two will be located

between Green Island and Goat Island. It will be

198 feet long and will have three spans. The end
spans will be 50% feet long and the center span

w-iU be 55 feet long. The rises of the end spans will

be nine feet, while the rise of the center span

will be 10 feet. The length of the piers will be 50

feet five inches and the width eight feet. In dimen-

sions and finish the walks and roadway will be iden-

tical with those of the bridge between the mainland

and Green Island.

The arches are to be stone-faced in all parts, and

will make an appearance similar to bridges con-

structed of stone in a rustic way. This style is quite

appropriate to the Niagara locality, and gives a

good impression as being appropriate to the general

surroundings. In the concrete will be embedded
steel ribs having three-foot centers.

Spanning the river, between the mainland and
Green Island, a cableway 600 feet in length has been
erected. This cableway has towers having a

width of 54 feet, and the maximum height of which

is 70 feet. A track on top of the towers allows a

truck to move back and forth the full width, and

as the carrier travels the full length of the structure

from the mainland to Green Island, it is possible

to deliver material where needed. The material for

the bridge between Green Island and Goat Island

will be handled by two derricks.

During the time the new concrete arches arc

building all carriage travel to Goat Island and Green
Island is suspended, and even pedestrians are forced

to cross from the mainland on temporary bridges.

The erection of these temporary bridges was a feat

that excited adcntion. To throw a temporary
bridge across the upper rapids of the Niagara was
deemed a difficult task, but the work was accom-
|)lishcd easily and .skillfully. Cribs, triangular in

sliapc, were built on the old bridge and lowered

from that structure into the river at the point

where they were to be located. They were held in

position by ropes and cables, and were filled with

stone. In all there are 17 cribs in the temporary
bridge between the mainland and Green Island, and
they hold from two to eight cords of stone each.

The piers thus placed, a wooden truss bridge was
built out from Green Island toward the mainland,
from pier to pier, finally spanning the entire dis-

tance and making a structure quite safe to cross.

This temporary bridge has a width of six feet, and
thousands of people have crossed it during the sum-
mer. All show a disposition to stand on the bridge
and watch the interesting features of the new bridge

construction, but watchful officers keep the crowds
moving, in order that the safety of the structure

be not endangered by a big gathering of curious

humanity.

The site of the work is but 600 feet from the brink
of the American Fall, right over the upper rapids

of the Niagara. The current runs fully 30 or 40
miles an hour, and the water has an average depth
of six feet. The maximum depth, however, is over
II feet. The rapids toss wildly, and should any
of the workmen be so unfortunate as to fall into

the current and not succeed in catching the life-

lines or buoys, he would be swept over the brink

of the fall and into eternity in a twinkling. How-
ever, great care is exercised. Every known pre-

caution is being taken, and the commissioners of

the state reservation are hopeful that the work will

be carried to completion without the loss of a

human being.

CORRESPONDENCE,

Consolidation Completed in Seattle.

A new franchise has been deHvered to the Seattle
Electric company of Seattle, Wash., which prac-
tically completes the consolidation of the street-

railway and electric-lighting business in Seattle.

There were originally nine separate street-railway
systems, three lighting companies, one steam heat
company and a gas company, each doing a certain

amount of electric-lighting business. In addition
there were two street-railway companies not in op-
eratioUj making a total of 20 corporations. Of
these, says the Boston News Bureau, the Seattle

Electric company now owns 14, the ones not con-
trolled being the gas company, three street-railway
companies (operated as two systems) and two street-

railway companies, not in operation. These were
not purchased, because the syndicate believed they
would not add to the strength of the company at

the price at which they were held.

The properties owned and consolidated are as fol-

lows: Seattle Traction company. Union Trunk Line,
James Street Construction company. First Avenue
Cable Railway company, Grant Street Electric Rail-

v/ay company, Third Street and Suburban Electric
Railway company, Madison Street Railway com-
pany, West Street and North End Electric Railway
company, Green Lake Electric Railway company.
North Seattle Cable Railway company, Burke Block
Lighting company, the Union Electric company,
the Consumers Electric company, and the Seattle

Steam, Eleat and Power company.
The gi'oss earnings of the consolidated system for

1898 were $747,000, and for 1899 they were $874,000.
If the present rate of increase is continued, it is

estimated the 1900 earnings will be over $1,000,000.
The company will have $3, 735,000 first-mortgage
bonds, $1,250,000 preferred stock and $5,000,000
common stock, which securities are largely owned
in Boston.

Policemen Killed by Electric Shock in

St. Louis.

By the crossing of electric-light and police tele-

phone wires in St. Louis on the night of Septem-
ber 3d two patrolmen were instantly killed and 11

others were badly shocked. When the policemen
went to their respective patrol boxes in the fourth

district of the city to call up their central station

they received electric shocks upon taking hold of

the telephone instruments. Runners were sent out

from the central station on electric cars, on horse-

back and in wagons to notify all policemen to keep
away from the patrol boxes. Responsibility for

ihe disaster had not been placed the next morning
nor had the voltage the men received been ascer-

tained.

New German Cable Service.

Direct telegraphic communication between Ger-
many and the United States was opened on Augusl
30th through the new German cable, in conjunction
with the Commercial Cable company's system, from
New York to Fayal and thence to Emden, Germany.
Congratulatory messages were exchanged between
Emperor William of Germany and President Mc-
Kinlcy.

A charter has been issued at Harrisburg, Pa., to

the Philadelphia, Glenside and Willow Grove Rail-

way company, to build a line from Cheltenham to
Abingdon Township, Montgomery County, a dis-

tance of six miles. The capital of the company is

$roo.ooo, and the president is W. T. B. Roberts of

Ogontz, Pa.

London Letter.

London, August 21.—Although progress is being
made witli the work of instaUing the electric light
at St. l^aul's Cathedra], several months must elap.se

before the public will have the opportunity of seeing
the interior lit by electricity, for the laying of the
large number of wires required is a business which
lakes a long time in this leisurely metropolis. Al-
though St. Paul's will be the largest ecclesiastical
buildmg illuminated by electricity in this country,
St. Matthew's, Brixton, claims the distinction of be-
ing the tirst place of worship so lighted in England.
The installation there took place in 18S2.

Professor Kennedy, who is to act on the boiler
committee recently ordered by the House of Com-
mons, was professor of engineering at University
Coliege, London, from 1874 to 1S89. Though he
was apprenticed to marine engineering, he has since
J889 devoted himself chiefly to electrical engineer-
ing, and has designed systems for lighting, among
other places, Glasgow, Edinburgh, Aberdeen, Bel-
fast and Chester. He is joint engineer of the Water-
loo and City railway and electrical engineer to the
London County Council.

Electricity is playing a leading part in the con-
struction of the harbor at Dover. The contractors
have adopted the use of some ingenious electrical

machines, which have been found to expedite the
work considerably. Among these machines are
electrical mixers employed for making the huge
forty-ton blocks used in the deep-sea work. The
big harbor is beginning to take the shape it will

eventually present.

The members of the Institution of Junior Engi-
neers have just completed their annual tour. Among
the many works visited perhaps that of the New-
castle and District Electric Lighting company,
which divides with another company the lighting of

Newcastle, and which owes much of its capacity
to the inventive power of the Hon. C. A. Parsons,
president of the company, was the most interesting.

It was explained that the works when opened in

January last had three Parsons turbo-electric gen-
erators of 75 kilowatts' capacity each, and that
more recently a 500-kilowatt turbo-alternator had
been erected. In fact, had it not been that the
Parsons steam turbo-generator occupies so little

space, and is so free from vibration that practically

no foundation is required for the macljinery, the
site could not have been utilized for the works.
The company has at present turbo-generators repre-
senting nearly 1,720 kilowatts in place, and has
provision for 3,200 kilowatts.

The reconstruction of the Liverpool tramroads

—

the change from horse to electric haulage—is being
carried on at a rate which, it is claimed, has not
been equaled anywhere. The city corporation hav-
ing decided to adopt the overhead trolley system, an
experimental line from St. George's Church to Din-
gle (about 2^/^ miles) was opened on November 16,

1898. The experiment proved a great success, and
the work of reconstruction commenced. Last year
some 30 miles of track was relaid. Up to date 80
miles of track has been reconstructed with over-
head installation, and the officers hope to complete
the electric-tram system over the whole city this

year. At first it was hoped to lay a mile of track
a week, but during the last few months the rate of

progress has been two miles a week. Powers have
been obtained to lay 114 miles of track, but Mr.
Bellamy, the general manager, informs me that he
doubts whether the whole will be constructed. He
says, however, that by the end of this year the

corporation will have cars adequate to carry 100,-

000,000 passengers a year, while by the early sum-
mer of next year it will be able to cope with 150,-

000,000. As to fares, passengers can now travel

from two to 2% miles for two cents. At the end of

the year two cents will take a passenger from the

pierhead to the old borough boundary and four

cents to the extreme bounds of the extended city.

It is hoped that in another year a uniform two-
cent fare will be established, when passengers will

be able to travel nearly SMi miles for two cents.

Some alarm was caused on the City and South
London Electric Railway on Wednesday by an ac-

cident which occurred on the motor-car of a train

proceeding from Clapham common terminus to the
city. The outbreak took place when the train.

vt'hich was a heavily laden one, was between the
Elephant and Castle and Borough stations. The
riccident appears to have been caused by the failure

of one of the motor armatures. The insulation of

the wire is supposed to have been defective, thus
causing a short-circuit. A flash followed, and a

portion of the engine woodwork w.as set afire, rais-

ing a quantity of dense smoke. W. H. B.

New York Notes.

New York, September I.—Some attention has
been excited by a sensational story in the New
York Journal to the effect that Mr. Edison "is re-

ported to be almost ready" to make public a new
invention "for the generation of electrical power
without the use of engines and dynamos." The
article is very general and indefinite, but the idea

conveyed is that' by the application of heat to a

combination of metals electricity is produced. This
recalls a familiar experiment; but technical men,
knowing the character of the newspaper and the

probable fact that Mr. Edison had nothing what-
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ever to do with the publication of the article, will

still beheve that the enormous difficulties in the
way of solving the problem of "electricity direct
from coal" have not been met. It is true, how-
ever, that, in common with many others, Mr. Edi-
son has lamented the present uneconomical method
of generating electric current and has given con-
siderable attention to the possibility of doing some-
thing better. It is unlikely, however, that the New
York Journal has given to the world his solution
of the problem, if he has one.

The hrst shipment of structural steel for the rapid-

transit subway has arrived and has been laid down
at One-hundred-and-thirty-fifth street and Broad-
way. The steel is intended for section No. 13

which begins at One-hundred-and-thirty-third street

and ends at One-hundred-and-eighty-first street.

2.12 miles distant. Only 0.48 mile of this distance

is to be of steel construction, while the remainder
will be a masonry arch tunnel through rock. Sub-
contractor Edward Farrell, who is to build the

section of the subway under the northwest corner

of Central Park and the section immediately north

of it in Lenox avenue, began his work in the park
Thursdaj' at One-hundred-and-tenth street and
Lenox avenue. From that place he wall work,

' southwest under the solid rock to Eighth avenue

and One-himdred-and-fourth street. Chief Engi-

neer Barclay has planned the work for the park

section so that most of it will be out of sight, and

the tearing-up process in the park itself will be of

short duration and limited to the width of one

driveway. The contract for constructing the sec-

tion of the subw-ay in Park avenue between Thirty-

third and Fortv-first streets has been awarded to

Ira A. Shafer.
' He has to dig a tunnel through

solid rock and under the Metropolitan Street Rail-

way tunnel in Park avenue.

The submarine torpedo boat Holland was given

an important night test at the naval torpedo station

last night. It was a searchlight test upon a night

attack by the Holland, and was also the first time

the boat had been exclusively operated by a naval

crew. An attempt was made to locate the Holland

by means of searchlights from the United States

tug Leyden and the torpedo station, but it was

impossible to find the boat which was runnmg

awash. The Holland approached near enough to

the Leyden to tire a torpedo and then turned across

the bay and w-ent within a short distance of the

flagship New York without detection.

Satisfactory progress is being made in the work

of equipping the Second avenue branch of the Man-

hattan Railway company's system with electricity.

To make room for the third rail, which is to con-

vey the electric current, it has been found neces-

sary to replace the old ties with new ones. These

project from the track toward the center of the

s-reet for a distance of from two to three feet.

The amount of work now going on all over the

system is said to be greater than was ever done

at one time in the history of the company.

The four storage-battery cars now being operated

on the Thirty-fourth street crosstown line of the

Metropolitan 'Street Railway company are said to

be giving perfect satisfaction, and as fast as more

can be secured they will be used to replace the

horse cars still in use. The cars are large and of

the closed type, room being had for the batteries

beneath the seats. The General Electric company

furnished the motors and controllers. A complete

charging station has been fitted up at the car house

in Forty-second street, and the system is expected

to satisfactorily supply the needs of crosstown

traffic in that section of the city. M- S.

From the Buckaye State.

Columbus. Ohio, August 31.—John W. Keegan,

formerly with the supply department ot tne Hock-

ing Valley railway, has gone to Chicago, where he

has accepted a position with the Westinghouse h-lec-

tric and Manufacturing company.
.

The Columbus Street Railway company received

a shipment of five new motor cars, which are now

in the yards ready to unload. They are five feet

longer than the longest cars now in service, and

are elegantly fitted up. The company expects to

put them into service at once.

The Columbus. Buckeye Lake and Newark Irac-

tion comoany has made application to the btate

Canal Commission for the lease of the berm bank

of the canal in the city of Newark for several squares

length. . 1 c .«

William S. Spencer has been transferred from

the Zanesville office of the Postal Telegraph-

cable company to Auburn, Ind., where he has taken

charge of the local office. E. R. Collins of Union-

town Pa., succeeds Mr. Spencer at Zanesville.

Hon. Tom L. Johnson, the Cleveland street-car

magnate, has returned from Europe, and will now

take the stump for Mr. Bryan.

Samuel L. Nelson of Springfield has commenced

an action against the Springfield Railway company^

He alleges that, on the 15th day of May. 190a he

commenced an action against the .^merican Rail-

wavs company, a foreign corporation, organized

under the laws of the state of New Jersey, m the

sum of $72,7:;o, with interest on $63,230 thereof from

August 28. 1899, and on $9,500 from November i:,.

i8qq for a commission on account of services ren-

dered bv him to the American Railways .compan>

in negot'iating the purchase by it of the capital stock

of the Peoi>le's Railway company of Dayton and ot

the Springfield Light and Power company of Spring-

field. Ohio, the services being rendered in persu

ance of verbal contracts. He asks the court for a
judgment in the sum of $72,500, together with inter-
est and costs.

The commissioners of Muskingum County (Zanes-
NiUe) have granted the Zanesville, Adamsville and
Coshocton Electric Kailway company permission
to construct its line over the public highways of
this county to the Coshocton County line. The
franchises have not all been secured yet, but the
company does not anticipate any serious trouble
on that score. The length of this line is, approxi-
mately, 40 miles, all of it through territory untouched
by railroads of any sort. Going from Zanesville
to Coshocton, it passes through the villages of
Sonora, East Greenwood, Adamsville, Otsego, Plain-
field and West Lafayette.
The temporary injunction granted by Judge Will-

iams last week against the Columbus, London and
Springfield electric railway, on the petition of cer-
tain obstructionists, was decided Thursday in favor
of the electric company, and the restraining order
heretofore allowed was dissolved. The persons who
tried to impede the progress of the road have ut-
terly failed in their efforts and it is now thought
will otter no further opposition to the road, which
is favored by a large percentage of the people. As
soon as it was announced that no appeal would
be taken to the Circuit Court, work was imme-
diately resumed. The ties and rails will now be put
down at once, and the deplorable condition of the
streets will soon be a thing of the past.
The Columbus Street Railway company expects

soon to extend its line to Arlington, a pretty sub-
urb of this city. The company is now engaged in

getting the consents of the property owners, and
permission of the Board of Public Works will be
asked ne.xt week.

City Engineer Griggs has had somewhat of a
controversy with the officials of the Columbus, Lon-
don and Springfield electric road, with reference
to the manner of putting down the tracks on the im-
proved streets of this city. An amicable agreement
has been reached, by which the company will lay its

ties and rails in a solid bed of concrete eight feet

wide.

A panic resulted on a street car at Silver Lake,
a summer resort near Akron, Thursday night, caused
by a fuse burning out and flames bursting up
through the car floor. The passengers became
frantic and made a rush for the door. Ferdinand
Bargetz, Jr., was killed in jumpin.g. having struck
his head against a trolley pole. Three ladies were
seriously injured in the excitement.
A war is on at Lorain between two street rail-

ways, the Cleveland. Elyria and Western and the

Sandusky Interurban lines. Some time ago both
companies were granted a franchise on Erie avenue
in that city. The tw'o companies tried to coine to

an agreement among themselves as to trackage,

but failed. The first-mentioned company was ready
to put in a track in the middle of the street, but
before it was aware the Sandusky Interurban had a

double track laid for about two squares.

Director Crum. of the city law department, is

soon to begin an action against the Columbus
street railwav. to test the validity of a number of

franchises which the company claims are perpetual.

Director Crnm is now in Ihe country, but it is

known that he is working on the case. A number of

well-informed people are of the opinion that the

comoany could be ousted from some of the streets,

on the grounds that its franchises are not valid.

O. M. C.

The News in Colorado.

Denver, August 30.—The Lacumbe Electric com-
pany, which is to build an electric plant which is

eventually to be acquired by the city of Denver by
annual payments, has already finished considerable

pole-line construction. The poles are the best ever

used in the city, the largest being 75 feet high

and 12 inches in diameter at the top. The company,

perhaps because of litigation, is not ready to give

out any information regarding its plans, but Mr.

Lacombe authorized the statement that the company
would be able to start operations this fall. The
litigation referred to came in the way of an appli-

cation for an injunction to prevent the city from

carrying out its contract to pay for the lighting of

streets and public buildings a certain amount, and

finally acquire the entire plant. The action was

instituted by Perry L. Hubbard, who sues as a

taxpayer, asserting that his property interests will

be affected bv the city's action. Mr. Hubbard al-

leges that the municipality has no right to enter

into such an agreement, because, as alleged, such a

contract is prohibited by the charter, because it

wou'd create a debt in excess of the constitutional

limit- because, further, it would be a surrender of

the right of the city officers to take advantage during

the life of the contract of any decrease in the cost

of lightin" by reason of the invention of improved

machinery, and, because, finally, it would create a

monopoly. The answer of the city set forth that

the city charter empowers the city to provide for

lighting the streets and public grounds, and that

the city is not limited as to the time it may conlract

with a private corporation for public lighting. Ihe

case was tried in the District Court, and Judge

Le Fevre recently handed down a decision in favor

of the city The plaintiff has appealed to the Court

of Appeals, and a decision, m all probability, cannot

be expected for a year.
. ^ r- -i

It was announced before the Common Counfd

in Colorado Springs recently that a control of the

Colorado Springs Rapid Transit company's railway
had been secured by W. S. Stratton and J. R. Mc-
Kinnie. Mr. Stratton is the millionaire mine owner
identified with the famous Independence mine in
the Cripple Creek District. The railway connects
Colorado Springs, Broadmoor, Colorado City and
Manitou. It has given good service, but its equip-
ment and roadbed are somewhat out of date. It is

said that the new owners will devote over $200,000
to improvements. New cars will displace those now
in use. A considerable part of the line now laid
with single track will be double-tracked. A new
franchise for the company is now pending in the
council extending the present privilege 25 years.
It provides that several extensions shall be made.
Provisions in regard to commutation tickets and
transfers are included in the ordinance.
Work is soon to be begun on a pow-er station to

be erected for the city of Loveland, Colo. The
plans were drawn by E. Y. Sayer, city electrician
of Denver. The contract for the electrical equip-
ment was awarded to Gilbert Weeks & Co. of Den-
ver, who will install General Electric machinery.
The Hendrie & Bolthofif company will furnish the
steam equipment. An Ames engine will be used.
The street lighting will be furnished by enclosed-
arc lights and 32-candlepower lamps, and 800 in-
candescent lights will be provided for use in private
houses.
The plant of the People's Light and Power com-

pany at Aspen, Colo,, has been purchased by the
Roaring Fork Electric Light and Power company.
The consideration is said to have been about
$40,000.

Word is received from Walscnburg. Colo., that
an electric plant, principally for operating ventilating
fans, will be in.stalled at the McMillan mines in the
Sierra Blanca District.

The Telluride Power Transmission company will
iniild a second electric plant, of 2,000 horsepower,
at Telluride, Colo. The company will furnish
power for most of the mills for 20 miles around and
for several towns.
The Colorado Electric Power company is pro-

gressing rapidly with its pole-line construction in
Canon City. Colo. The company was granted a
franchise about a year ago. but has been prevented
from beginning work by injunction proceedings.
From the power station of this company in Canon
City a considerable proportion of the producing
mines in Cripple Creek is now supplied with power.'

J. W. D.

Northwestern Notations.
Minneapolis, September i.—The electric-light

plant at Kasson, Minn., was burned recently, with
a loss of about $2,000. The station will be rebuilt
at once, of brick.

The city electric-light line of Blue Earth, Minn.,
will be rebuilt. New poles will be set and the wires
restrung.

It is reijorted that the Postal Telegraph company
w'ill extend its wires from Sioux City, Iowa, to
Siou.x Falls, S. D. The line will eventually be ex-
tended into North Dakota.
M. McCarthy, who was shot by E. G. Holmes

in Detroit, Mmn., as a result ot a quarrel over
the installation of a municipal light plant, has sued
Holmes for $10,000 damages. Holmes is the man-
ager of the local light plant.

The Oskaloosa Street Railway and Land com-
Ijany has made a proposition to the council of Os-
kaloosa, Iowa, to construct a street-railway system.
A deal is under negotiation at St. Cloud, Minn.,

to utilize the Hertig steam-heating and power plant
to furnish power for the electric-light plant.

The projected interurban line between Two Riv-
ers and Manitowoc, Wis., is expected to be in op-
eration by next April.

Shawano, Wis., has voted for an electric-light and
waterworks plant.

The Twin City Rapid Transit company is ne-
gotiating with the postal authorities at Washing-
ton, with a view to instituting inail cars on the street-

railway lines, similar to the steam-railroad mail cars.

It is probable that Minneapolis and St. Paul will

have street-railway mail cars in operation soon.
The Hughes Electric company has received elec-

trical equipment for the light plants about to be
installed at Bismarck and Dickinson, N. D. Both
plants will be set up as rapidly as possible, and will

be in operation this fall.

The Britt (Iowa) Light and Power company has
filed articles of incorporation, with $12,000 capital

stock.

Eastern parties have been looking over the field

at Fargo, N. D., with a view to opening a trolley

line there.

Several years ago the city of Des Moines, Iowa,
voted bonds for the construction of an electric-

light plant. The funds were secured, when the

courts held that the city could not construct the

plant. Ever since the city has been striving for a

way to utilize the money thus collected. It is for

a specific purpose and cannot be diverted to any-

thing else. It is said it would take the consent of

every taxpayer interested to use the money for any
other purpose.
The Glass block department store. Minneapolis,

has recently enlarsed its building. To celebrate the

expansion, the windows of the entire structure have

lieen encircled with incandescent globes, which have

i)een illuminated at night. There are over 4.800

iichts in use. and the effect is indescribably beautiful.

The Supreme Court of Washington holds the
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franchise granted the Seattle Electric company by
the city of Seattle, Wash., to be vaUd. The council

granted a franchise and taxpayers sought to prevent

its becoming operative on the ground that it was
illegal. The company now proposes to make nu-

merous extensions and improvements.
The village of Shakopee, Minn., has rejected all

bids for the installation of an electric-light plant.

An electric-hght plant is projected for the new
town of Selby, near Bowdle, S. D.

The city solicitor of Des Moines, Iowa, holds

that the street-railway company has the right to

haul brick to the railroads, under certain restric-

tions. The company's charter allows it to connect

with other railroads. The right is limited to one

car of freight to each train drawn by a motor, and

must be drawn only between 6 p. m. and 6 a. m.

Violation of the provisions of the franchise means a

penalty of $5 for each offense. The matter was
brought up by the Teamsters' union.

The work on the miprovements to the street-rail-

way systems of Duluth and Superior will be started

very soon. Double-truck cars will be placed on

the interurban line between the two cities by May
1st. Tracks will be relaid next season on a number
of lines.

Robert R. Macgregor has bought the only remain-

ing interest of an English syndicate in the Yankton
(.S. D.) General Electric company, and is now the

sole owner of the plant. Next season he expects to

make extensive improvements in the machincTy of

the plant.

The City Council of Stillwater, Minn., will insist

that the Twin City Rapid Transit company live up
to the provisions of its franchise and construct the

South Stillwater line. The coinpany asked per-

mission to take up the Wilkin street line, and_ to

defer the South Stillwater line until spring. This

the council and citizens generally opposed vigor-

ously. The city attorney was instructed to b.egin

proceedings against the company to require it to

live up to the franchise.

Bertha Niesen, widow of the late Williain Niesen,

has brought suit against the street-railway company
in Tacoma, Wash., to recover damages to the

amount of $20,000 for the death of her husband.

A stripped gear wheel in the plant of the electric-

light company at St. Cloud, Minn., resulted in shut-

ting off all the lights in the city. It was Saturday

night and the accident caused a good deal of in-

terference with trading. Repairs were made as

quickly as possible.

It is understood the Postal Telegraph company
will extend its wires from Sioux City, Iowa, to

Sioux Falls, S. D., soon. Eventually the line will

be continued northward to North Dakota, where it

will connect with the line froin the Twin Cities.

Work has been begun on the new power station for

the street-railway company at Appleton, Wis.

An electric-light plant is projected for Armstrong,
Iowa.
A lighting plant is projected at Madison, Wis., to

furnish light for the state buildings, including the

university buildings, state library, capitol building

and insane asylum across the lake at Mendota.
R.

PERSONAL.
Mr. J. A. Dawson, an electrical supply dealer in

Montreal, was a visitor in Chicago early in the

week.

H. C. Dodge, formerly with the Victor Electric

company and the American Electric Telephone com-
pany of Chicago, has accepted a position with the

Williams-Abbott Electric company of Cleveland.

Mr. W. D. Weaver, editor of the Electrical World
and Engineer, was recently married in Germany
to Miss Mildred E. Niebuhr of Bremen. Mr. and
Mrs. Weaver will return to this country in October.

Paul W. Bossart, who has been connected with
the American Electric Telephone company of Chi-

cago for the last five years, has resigned his position

to take charge of one of the departments of the

Kellogg Switchboard and Supply company of Chi-

cago.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The City Council of Fort Scott, Kan., has decided

to erect an electric-light plant.

The municipal electric-lighting plant at Spencer,
N. Y., was recently destroyed by fire.

The City Council of River Falls, Wis., has let a

contract for the city electric-light plant, to cost $23,-

000.

The Port Arthur (Texas) electric-light plant was
completely destroyed by fire recently, the loss being
$12,500.

The Union Light and Heat company of Cin-
cinnati has been incorporated^ with a capital stock
of $200,000.

S. E. Drinkwatcr of Memphis, Tcnn., has received
a franchise tor the erection of an electric-light plant
at Searcy, Ala.

The City Council of Jefferson City, Mo., has re-

jected all bids for lighting the city and will erect

its own electric-light plant.

The City Water company of Shelbyvillc, 111., was
recently incori)oratcd, with a capital stock of $112,-

500, by Henry C. Wood, Thomas C. Clark and

James S. Handy, for the purpose of operating water
and electric-light plants.

Hewitt & Warden have been awarded the con-
tract to install an electric-light plant for lighting
the village of Sayville, N. Y.

City Engineer O. W. Pfouts of Alliance, Ohio, is

preparing plans and specifications for a new elec-

tric-lighting plant for the city.

The Redbud (111.) City Council has appropriated
$10,000 for the purpose of erecting an electric-light

plant, to be owned and operated by the city.

The Franklin (Ind.) Water, Light and Power com-
pany will erect a new power house at the new
grounds of the company, at a cost of $30,000.

The City Council of Richmond, Ind., has engaged
J. Nelson of Indianapolis to prepare plans and speci-

fications for a proposed municipal electric-lighting

plant.

The New Process Lighting company of Cleve-
land, Ohio, was recently incorporated by J. D.
Climo, F. R. White and R. A. Wilbur, with $60,000
capital stock.

The Compress company of H'amlet, N. C, it is

said, has contracted with the Seaboard air-line rail-

way to secure 40 arc and 700 incandescent lights,

thus giving the town a large electric plant.

The Citizens' Electric company of Clinton, 111.,

was recently incorporated, with a capital stock of

$15,000. to operate electric-light, heat and power
plants. The incorporators are E. S. Nixon, Titus
Hinchliflfe and W. W. Newman.

The Shiawassee Light and Power company of

Corunna, Mich., has filed articles of incorporation,
with $12,000 capital stock. This company recently

purchased the w^aterpower at Shiawasseetown. which
it will improve and enlarge. The company intends
to utilize the w.aterpower to operate its electric plant
in Corunna, and also furnish power for similar

plants in Vernon, Durand and Bancroft.

Bids will be received by the City Council of Bil-

lings, Mont., until October 2d, for the furnishing
of 50 or more electric street lights, for a period ex-
tending from July I, 1901, to March i. 1907, accord-
ing to specifications, copies of which may be had
upon application to City Clerk J. B. Herford. The
successful bidder acquires the right, under the city

ordinances, to carry on a general electric-lighting

business in the city.

Options on the properties of the Youngstown
(Ohio) Gas and Electric Light company were closed
recently by New York and Chicago capitalists and
the transfer will be made about October 1st.

The deal involves about $500,000. It is said to be
the purpose of the syndicate to acquire also an
important lighting plant and a steam-heating plant

in Youngstown, besides one or two suburban roads
now under construction.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
All the right-of-way between Rockford, III, and

Beloit, Wis., is said to have been secured by the

Beloit and Janesville electric railway.

The Interurban Construction company has been
awarded the contract for building an electric line

between East St, Louis and Edwardsville; 111.

J. and R. Higgins, principal promoters of a

prospective interurban electric line, to be built be-

tween Two Rivers and Manitowoc, Wis., have
asked the City Council of Two Rivers for a fran-

chise.

The Northern Ohio Electric company, which is

to build an electric railway from Wheeling to Wells-
burg, W. Va., has effected a permanent organization,

with H. Hazlett as president. The road will be

15 miles long.

After an evening political mass-meeting, held re-

cently in the Twenty-seventh ward of Chicago, a

trolley parade was given. There were 45 cars in

line and they were gaily decorated with colored

lights, flags, etc.

The Fairmont and Clarksburg Electric Railway
company is a new company just incorporated, with

a capitalization of $100,000, at Parkersburg, W. Va.
The coinpany is to build a line from Fairmont to

Clarksburg. Ex-Senator J. N. Camden is said to

be the largest stoc'Kholder of the company.

The first electric-railway system of Santiago de

Chile was formally opened on September 2d in the

presence of President Errazuriz and the local au-

thorities. It is said that the public was greatly

delighted at the outcome and that the installation

of similar roads will take place in the near future.

Work has been started on an electric railway

connecting Tarentum. New Kensington and Spring-

dale. Pa. The corporation building the new line

is known as the Creighton. New Kensington and
Springdale Street Railway company, and is com-
posed of J. M. Gufley and other Pittsburg capi-

talists.

It is stated that the Coffenberry-Bishop syndicate

of Cleveland. Ohio, has purchased two electric

street-railway lines in Fort Worth. Texas, those of

the City Street Railway coinpany and the Fort
Worth Street Railway company, for, approximately,

$400,000. The syndicate's Fort Worth lines and its

lines in Dallas, Texas, will be connected, it is said,
by 32 miles of road, to be built between the two
cities, at a cost of $1,000,000.

A charter has been granted to the Philadelphia,
Glenside and Willow Grove Railway company of
Philadelphia to build an electric railway from Chel-
tenham to Abington Township, Montgomery
County, a distance of six miles. The capital stock
of the company is $100,000, and the president is

W. T. B. Roberts of Ogontz, Pa.

The Chicago Union Traction company has filed

an answer to the mandamus petition of the city to
compel the lowering of the tunnels under the Chi-
cago River. The traction company declares that
the opening of the drainage channel has lowered
the level of the river three feet and that the com-
pany is in nowise responsible for the resulting dam-
age to the river traffic. The answer contains a
specific denial of the city's right to compel the com-
pany to do the work. The matter is to be settled

in the courts.

Two new electric street-railway mail routes have
been established on the North and Northwest Sides
of Chicago. They will be a great advantage to
those districts and also to Evanston. Five cars have
been built especially for this service. Two will re-
place cars on the Milwaukee avenue cable line and
will run to Logan Square, while the other three
replace the North Clark street cable cars, and will

serve the suburbs of Buena Park, Sheridan Park,
Argyle. Ravenswood, Edgewater, Rogers Park, Cal-
vary, South Evanston and the City of Evarston.
Fourteen trips a day will be made between Chicago
and Rogers Park and three to Evanston.

City Engineer W. W. Reed of Fond du Lac,
Wis., with a crew of about eight assistants, has
begun the survey of a new electric railway. The
road is to be extended from Menasha to Fond du
Lac, along the east shore of Lake Winnebago, a

distance of 45 miles. The company, which is formed
of eastern capitalists, is known as the East Shore
Electric Railwaj' and Light company. The line will

extend from the city of Menasha. through Harrison,
High Cliff. Stockbridge, Brothertown, Calumet.
Winnebago Park, town of Fond du Lac to Fond du
Lac. A branch road will also be constructed from

. Brothertown over the Stony Brook road. The line

will cost about $750,000.

AUTOMOBILES.
The Chicago Tribune has heard rumors that one

of the political parties is considering the plan of
chartering a number of large automobiles and send-
ing them out through the country as movable head-
quarters for political orators. With automobiles in

use, it is argued that it would be possible to hold
meetings at villages ofif the railroad, while at the

same time the automobile itself would attract a
large crowd of persons who might come to satisfy

llieir curiosity and remain to be converted.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Falcon Electric Manufacturing company, 432

East Seventy-first street, New York, has issued a

September bulletin descriptive of the Falcon direct-

current arc lamps for 100 to 125-volt circuits.

A little folder published by Benjamin F. Kelley
& Son, 91 Liberty street, New York, dwells upon
the merits and operation of the Kelley patent im-
proved Berryman water-tube feed-water heater and
purifier.

Lundell electric motors for blowing pipe and reed
organs form the subject-matter of an August bul-

letin issued by the Sprague Electric company ol
New York. Illustrations and dimensional diagrams
of the motors and reduction gearing are given, as

well as a wiring diagram and descriptive matter.

The General Electric company of Schenectady,
N. Y., has recently published a useful pamphlet on
"Transformer Testing for Central-station Mana-
gers." As an introduction to the work is given a

short description of the company's type H trans-

formers, with illustrations of the different parts

and sections. The subject of transformer testing is

then taken up and mention is made of the apparatus
and instruments required for the tests. To deter-

mine the characteristics of a transformer, six tests

are enumerated, 'as follows: Insulation test, meas-.
urement of core loss and exciting current, measure-
ment of resistance, measurement of impedance, heat

test, and ratio and polarity test. Each of these sub-

jects is gone into quite fully and the text is ex-

plained by means of formulae, curves, diagrams and
tables. Regulation and efficiency are also treated

at some length. In its entirety this 46-page pam-
phlet should be of much use to the central-station

manager.

One of two recent publications of the Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing company, Pitts-

burg, Pa., contains a paper on "Drop in Alternating-

current Lines," written by Ralph D. Mershon. and a

supplemental description of the Westinghouse type F
compensator. Illustrations and diagrams of con-

nections of the compensator are given, while the

paper contains a number of diagrams and curves.

The second publication referred to is entitled "Elec-

tric Power," and contains views of Westinghouse
motors applied to stationary service. The illustra-

tions arc all full-page views and the installations
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selected cover a wide range. Most of the pictures
are of the Westinghouse polyphase type C induction
inotors, the remaining views illustrating direct-cur-
rent, multipolar motors and direct-current, dust-
proof motors. The descriptions are printed in
French, Enghsh, German and Spanish, and the book
is intended for distribution at the Paris Exposition
The typographical and engraving work on the book
is of the best, and it is bound in a handsome col-
ored double cover.

In its new fall catalogue, No. 156, the Chicago
House Wrecking company has compiled one of the
most complete, yet unique, publications ever issued
by a mail-order house, and the supplies and mate-
rials listed in the iSo pages would seem to fill about
every known want. The company recently pur-
chased the boiler outfit formerly used by Armour
& Co., and the Hastings (Neb.) electric plant, con-
sisting of dynamos, engines and boilers, all of which
are in excellent condition and offered for sale at
bargain prices.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
At the convention of the American Society of

Municipal Improvements, held in Milwaukee last

week, Niagara, N. Y., was selected as the place
for holding the next annual meeting. The follow-
ing-named officers were elected: President, Robert
E. McMath, St. Louis; first vice-president, Bernard
Saunders, Toronto; second vice-president. Edward
A. Fisher. Rochester, N. Y. ; third vice-president,
John A. Mason, New Bedford, Mass. ; . secretary,
D. L. Fulton, Allegheny, Pa.; treasurer, F. J.

O'Brien, Oswego, N. Y.
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of 10 endless-chain, ammunition hoists for the iive-
mch and six-pounder guns. There are also six
electric deck winches, and the four big boat cranes,
which project above the superstructure, are also
operated by electric motors. The ventilating of the
.ship is performed by 13 electrically driven ventilat-
ing fans.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The directors of the South Side Elevated have

declared the regular di\'idend of three-fourths of one
per cent, for the quarter recently ended, payable Sep-
tember 2gth to stock of record September iSth, the

books opening October ist.

MISCELLANEOUS.
A mountain of copper is reported to have been re-

cently discovered at Howe Sound, within 30 miles

of Vancouver, B. C, by prospectors engaged by
H, W. Treat of New York and Sir Charles Tupper
of Vancouver. Assays from all over the mountain
have been taken, and the ore runs five per cent., it

is said.

Included in the electrical equipments of the

U. S. S. Kentucky and Kearsarge, which have more
complete electrical installations than has been sup-
plied any previous battleships, is the following ap-

paratus: Two 50-horsepower motors installed in

each turret for turning the turret; 20-horsepower
motors for operating the ammunition hoists to the

13-inch guns and six-horsepower motors to per-

form the same service for the eight-inch rifles.

There are also special electrical motors for elevating

the guns, working the rammers and blowing the

gases out of the feores of the eight-inch and 13-inch

guns. In addition to the plant connected with the

turrets, electric power is utilized in the operation

TRADE NEWS.
The Jeffrey Manufacturing company of Columbus,

Ohio, was awarded a gold medal at the Paris Ex-
position for its line of elevating, conveying and min-
ing machinery.

The .Advance Machine company of Chicago, cap-
italized at $2,500, was recently incorporated, by B.
M. Davis, C. C, Travis and J. F. Larson, to man-
ufacture electrical machinery and appliances.

The Star Brass Works of Kalamazoo, Mich., an-
nounce that the United States Circuit Court for
the Western District of Michigan, in the matter of
the General Electric company's suit against them,
has modified its order and now permits the Star
company to sell trolley harps. The order of the
court was made on August i6th,

George S. Crane, formerly of Athens, Ga., has
bought an interest in the Gate City Electric Supply
and Construction company of Atlanta, Ga., and will

hereafter act as general manager for the company.
The Gate City company says that it will, in the fu-

ture, be found even better prepared than in the past
to fill all orders for electrical work and supplies.

The Triumph Electric company, Cincinnati, Ohio,
is gratified by the receipt of the following unsolicited
letter from the J, A. Fay & Eagan company: "We
have used five of your 220-volt motors, aggregating
TOO horsepower, to operate our exhibits at the Paris
Exposition. Up to date we have not expended one
cent in repairs of any kind, and our operators give
the motors no attention beyond keeping them clean
and the bearings supplied with oil. I feel highly
.gratified with their performance and take pleasure
in so advising you."

Announcement has been made that the Chicago.
Burlington and Quincy Railroad company's new
line between Alliance, Neb., and Brush, Colo., will

be formally opened to general traffic on September
15th. The new branch is 149.69 miles long, and is

laid with 85-pound steel rails. It will make a short

route between Denver and the rich mining districts

of South Dakota and Montana. The new line con-

nects with the system's Guernsey extension at

Northport, Neb., and practically opens up a new
transcontinental railway between Colorado and
points in Montana, Washington and the North Pa-
cific coast.

The Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing company of

Milwaukee has purchased the plant, patents, good
will. etc.. of the Iron Clad Resistance company of

Westfield, N. J., retaining its entire engineering

force. The business of the latter company will here-

after be carried on under the name of the Cutler-

Hammer company, and Doth the Westfield and Mil-

waukee factories will be operated with increased

facilities. "This consolidation," says the Cutler-
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Hammer company, "giving us, as it does, the best
iheostat engineering talent in the country, will en-
able us to offer to the trade an unequalcd line of
electric controlling devices, with either the open or
enclosed type of resistance. The policy of the com-
pany will remain unchanged, and it will always be
our aim to please our customers in every possible
respect."

BUSINESS.
The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, has

been appointed general western agent for a new
socket extension tap, and is now engaged in send-
ing out circulars and information regarding the ar-
ticle.

The prices of scholarship in the International
Correspondence Schools, Scranton, Pa., will be in-

creased on October 1st. Before that date new stu-

dents will have the benefit of the lower prices in
force 'at the time of enrolling. Payment may be
made in installments, or a discount will be given to

students paying in advance.

The Great Western Smelting and Refining com-
pany, Chicago, has just completed its new labora-
tory, and it is said to be a fine acquisition to the
company's works. As a direct result of its policy
to have its products at all times uniform, the Great
Western company reports a trade with electrical

concerns on its nickel babbitt that has taxed its

capacity to the utmost.

Hugo Reisinger, 11 Broadway, New York, the
sole importer of Electra highest-grade Nuremberg-
carbons, reports that business for the past season
has been exceedingly satisfactory. Mr. Reisinger,
who just returned from Europe, states that in

consequence of the enormously increasing demands
for high-grade carbons, the European factory has
been again compelled to enlarge its extensive works,
which are said to be the largest carbon works in

the world, giving now employment to about 1,200
men. In its efforts to maintain the standard quality

of its carbon products, the factory has been emi-
nently successful, and it is claimed that the Electra
carbons remain unexcelled in quality and efficiency.

With the larger facilities, Mr. Reisinger will be able
to respond promptly to an expected increase in the
demand for Electra carbons for the coming season.

An unprecedented demand for the Noxall annun-
ciator is reported by the Western Electrical Supply
company of St. Louis, Mo., which says that its an-
nunciator trade has increased over 200 per cent,

since it has been supplying the Noxall, which is

said to be an anntmciator of high quality and low
price. The Western Electrical Supply company,
on account of its great increase in floor space,

which it has gained in its large new building, just

erected under its direct supervision at Seventh and
Clark avenue, has taken advantage of the situa-

tion and is now carryin.g in St. Louis stock what
it says is one of the largest stocks of annunciators
of the highest order in the United States. Among
the company's selection are such well-known an-

nunciators as the Ross & Rival. But for popular-
piiccd apparatus the Noxall is in demand.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

656.635. Electric-motor Suspension. George Gibbs,

Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed February

28, 1898.

An electric-car truck is combined with two motors hav-

ing their field magnets between the axles of the truck and

respectively sleeved upon the axles, and a cradle for the

motors flexibly supported at its respective ends from ex-

tensions cf the meters outside the axles.

656.636. Electric-motor Suspension. George Gibbs,

Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed May II,

1900.

A balanced cradle for suspending a pair of axle-mounteti

car motors is described. It consists of a quadrilateral

frame on wliich the motor bodies normally rest, the frame

being connected at the middle of two of its opposite sides

to the rear or outer ends rf the motors through the medium
of springs acting in opposite dire-tions,

656,647. Lamp-shade Holder. Albert E. Kearsley

and Henry C. Bowman, Manchester, England.

Application filed October 10, 1899.

An electric incandescent lamn holder has studs at op-

posite points on the outer periphery of the holder with

laterally projecting pin, a thimble-like presser over each

stud with small slot into which the pin on the stud pro-

jects, a spring within each presser and between the closed

end of the presser and the end of the stud, and segmental

grips of channel formation attarhed to each pressor.

656,650. System of Electrical Distribution. Alex-

ander D. Lunt, Schenectady, N. Y.. assignor

to the General Electric company of New York.

Application filed June 30, 1900.

Combined with a plurality of alternating-current dynamo-

electric machines free to adjust their phase relations to

each other, is a synchronous receiving machine having a

numberof phases difierent from that of any of the nrst-

roentioned machines. (.See cut. page i6o.)

656,652. Carbon Brush. William A. Markey, Sag-

inaw, Mich., assignor to Emmet T. Bowen.

Application filed March 30, 1900.

An electrical conductor is described which is made from

porous material, and a conducting medium in the pores 01

such material, such medium forming zones of varying

conductivity.

656,672. Animal-releasing Device. Frank A.

Sprenger, Chicago, 111. Application filed Sep-

tember 30, 1899.

The device comprises a casing having a sncket to receive

a halter ring, a pivoted hasp confining the ring m the

Issued August 38, igoo.

socket, an armature normally attracted by an electric mag-
net, a spring-controlled trigger moved by the armature to

engage the hasp and hold it 10 locking position, and mears
for depriving the magnet of current to effect the release

of Ihe armature and permit movement of the trigger to

release the hasp.

656.680. System of Electrical Distribution. Elihu

Thomson. Swampscott, Mass., assignor to the

General Electric company of New York. Ap-
plication filed June 12, 1899.

Combined with a transformer are an electromagnetic cir-

cuit-breaker in the primary circuit for opening the primarv

lines and a connection from the transformer to grouud

including the coils of the circu't-breaker. the connection

being closely related to the primary circuit but normally

insulated therefrom.

656.681. Circuit-breaker. Elihu Thomson, Swamp-
scott, Mass., assignor to the Genera! Electric

company of New York. Application filed June

12, 1899.

In a system of alternating-current distribution, is the

combination of a transformer, the primary circuit of which

includes a thf rmal cut-out and ths secondary translating

devices, a leakage branch, and magUftic means controlled

thereby, to admit an operating current through the cut-out,

656,688. Locking Coat Hook. John C, Backus,

Smethport, Pa., assignor of one-half to William

H. Ilungcrford. Smethport, Pa. Application

filed June 13, 1899.

The inventor describes the combination with a support

for an article, of a locking device therefor, an electric sig-

nal, and means operated by the article being supported

for controlling the signal.

6S6700 Battery Box. Leon W. Pullen, Camden,

N. J., assignor to the Pullen Battery and Elec-

tricar Manufacturing company of New Jersey.

.Application filed September 16, 1899.

The invention consists of a box structure having its walls

built uo of a thin sheet of ash stos completely coated on

both sides and impregnated with asphallum or equivalent

insulating and waterproof substanre ami wrapped upon

itself in tubular form, whereby the body of the comp.elcd

box is several plies in thickness and coated both on inside

andoutside with an insulating and waterproof compound.

656.703. Telephone System. Frank G. Rugh, Briar

Bluff, 111., assignor of one-fourth to Wilson W.

Adams, Atkinson, 111. Application filed June
28, 1899.

In the telephone system are a normally closed main cir-
cuit, a normally open main circuit, and a plurality of
stations (hereon, in combinaiioo with a signal at each
station on the normally open circuit, a telephone re-
ceiver and an induction coil in a shunt from the nor-
mally open circuit at each station, a circuit containing
a te'ephone transmitter passing through the primary
winding of each induction coil, a selective mechanism
and a circuit-breaker on rhe normally ciosed circuit at
each station, and a source of electrical energy.

6^6,716. Fluid-operated Electric Switch. Charles
A. Eck, Newark, N. J., assignor to the Auto-
electric Air Pump company. New York, N. Y.
Application filed February 12, 1900.

In ihe swircb are combined a stationary electrode, with
a movable electrode, an arm carrying the movable elec-
trode, loosely pivoted, a tilting weight attached at ihe same
point as the arm, a fluid-aciuated mechanism adapted to
lilt the weight back and forth to eftect the movement, ou a
quick action, of the movable electrode to and from the
stationary electrode, and means whereby the arm carrying
the movable electrode is locked when acted upon by the
lilt'ng weight lo assume its open position, and to he re-
leased when the tilting weight acts upon the arm to close
the circuit.

656,744. Device for Lighting Lamps by Electricity,

Svend M. Meyer, New York, N. Y. Applica-
tion filed March 3, 1898,

In a device for lighting oil lamps by electricity are a
wick tube having a plurality of contact points, a chimney
gallery capable of concenlric rotaiion around the wick
tube, insulated con I act point carried by the rolatable
chimney gallery and engaging with eiiher of the contact
Eoinis by the rota-ion of tlie chimney gallery, and a suiia-
le source of electricity having its poles connected with

the contact points.

656,762. Apparatus for Taking and Reproducing
Animated Scenes and Sovinds. Auguste Baron,
Asnieres, France. Application filed October 31,

. 1S98.

In an apparatus for recording or exhibiting simultaneously
occurring visible and audible effects, are combined a pho-
nograph with electrical means for driving the same, a
kinetograpliic camera, a current-distributing commutator
operated by the kinetographic camera apparatus and cir-

cuit connections intervening between the current-distrib-
uiiDg commutator and the electrical means for driving the
phonograph so as to effect the operation of the phonograph
in synchronism with the kinetographic camera.
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656,780. Lightning Arrester. William E. Athearn,

New York, N. Y. Application filed February
16, 1898.

The arrester comprises a block o£ non-conducliag ma-
terial having elongated ends bearing connections for ihe

line and fuses, a central portion to which the ground plate

and ground connection are secured, and intermediate sec-

tions wound wi h coils of wire that constitute part of the

line circuit, and a ground plate secured to the central por-
tion and extending contiguous to the coils to each of the

end sections.

656790. Trolley. Morris T. Schaffer, Bethlehem,

Pa., assignor of one-half to Edwin J. Lichten-

walner, Allentown, Pa. Application filed May
4, 1900.

Combined with the base block are a frame pivotally

mounted thereon at one end, wheels supported by the

frame, and a spring acting on ihe latter for holding it

normally in an inclined position in relation to the base
block.

556,796. Signal-receiving Relay. George K. Thomp-
son, Maiden, and Ernest C. Robes, Medford,
Mass., assignors to the American Bell Telephone
company, Boston, Mass, Application filed

March 12, igoo.

The relay comprises a vertically mounted electromag-
net having laterally projecting pole pieces; a gravity-re-
tracted armature fulcrumed at one end in the lower pole
piece, and having its other end extended into the field of

the upp-r pole piece and adapted to swing between limit-

ing stops in the field; a conducting point or stop and a

non-conducting Slop mounted in juxtaposition to one' an-
othfr on ihe armature near its fulcrum, the latter being
slightly longer than the former, and a spring bearing on
the stops alternatively, according as the ermature is at-

tracted or retracted, and (hereby exening constant pres-
sure upon the armature, regardless of the position thereof,

in opposition to the relraciing force and in reinforcement
of the attracting force; the spring and conducting stop
consiiluting mutually complementary terminals of a con-
trolled circuit.

656,806. Alternating-current Generator. Charles S.

Bradley, Avon, N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric company of New York. Application
filed June 22, 1896.

An induction generator is described which comprises a

power-driven member magnetized by a rotary field and
including a condenser in the circuit, and a generating
member in inductive relation to the power-driven member
(See cut.)

electric-lamp globe, and a catch having a socket for en-
caging the neck of the globe hinged to the frame, whereby
the protector may be secured on a globe without connec-
tion with the lamp socket or other support.

656,870. Electric Switch. Reinhold H. Wappler,
New York, N. Y., assignor to the Wappler
Electric Controller company, New York, N. Y.
Application filed December 8, 1S99.

Combined in the switch are a foundation of insulating
material and metal conductors connected thereto and
spaced apart, a rotary circuit-closing metal roller having
a raised flat surface normally in contact with the surface
of one conductor and which, by a partial rotation of the
roller, shifts the same surface also into simultaneous con-
tact with the ether metal conductor to complete the
circuit,

656,882. Charging Stand and Contact for Storage
Batteries, George H. Condict, New York,
N. Y,, assignor to the Electric Vehicle company,
New York, N. Y. Apphcation filed July 18,

1898.

In combination with a storage battery including a tray
are contacts therefor, a movable member comprising a
contacting portion and a battery-engaeing portion, the
engaging por ion lying in the path of the battery and
adapted when engaged by the battery to cause positive en-
gagement of the contacting portion and battery contact.

656,907. Telephone Signaling Appliance for Party
Telephone Lines. Josef Steiner and William H.
Tuck, New Yorkjj N. Y., assignors to the West-
ern Electric company, Chicago, 111. Application
filed January 8, 1900.

A party-line ringing appliance for telephone switch-
boards comprises a series of keys or plungers disposed
one behind the other in a row. switches operated by the
plungers when depr'ssed, a bed plate and a series of
shie'ds adapted to slide to and fro in the bed p'ate, each
pluneer passing through one of the shields, and means,
operated by each plunaer when depressed, for moving the
shields apart aid causing a gap or opening to be made in

Ihe row of shields, to indicate the identity of the plunger
which has been depressed.

656,923. Cable Hanger. Clement E. Beard, Colum-
biana, Ohio. Application filed July 6, 1900.

The hanger comprises two members pivotally connected
with each other and having pronps for engaging a cable, and
hooks for engaging the hanger support, the hooks being
arranged to overlap one another when the hanger is closed.
(See cut.)

NO 656,650.

656,808. Lock. Henry G. Carleton, New York,
N. Y., assignor to the Carleton Electric com-
pany, New York, N. Y. Application filed Feb-
ruary 10, 1900.

The lock combines a movable engaging part, a locking
member therefor, conirolling means for the locking mem-
ber including a part extending outside ihe lock casing,
means independent of the controlling means for operadng
the locking member, and an electromagnet for also operat-
ing the locking memb.-r.

656,821. Means for Controlling Energy Delivered
to Electrical Translating Devices. Harry W.
Leonard, New York, N. Y. Original applica-

tion filed January 31, 1896. Divided and this

application filed January 13, 1900.

In a system of electrical distribution combined with a
main source of supply and a circuit extending therefrom,
are two dynamo-electric machines, the annatureL; and field

magnets of which are independently connected in series

across ihe circuit, an intermediate conductor extending
from the armature circuit ct the machines Jrom a point
intermediate the two armatures, a translating device con-
nected in a circuit extending from the int-rmediate con-
ductor to one of the conductors extending from the source
of supply, and a rheostat shunted around the field magnets
of the two dynamo-electric machines, by the adjustment of
which the strength of each of the field magnets is varied
to vary the potential upon the intermediate conductcr.

656,828. Telautographic Apparatus. Foster Ritchie,

London, England. Apphcation filed January
29. 1900.

656,832. Telegraphy. Henry D. Bartholomew, New-
ark, Ohio. Application filed October 12, 1899.

In a superposed current telegraph are a transmitting
coil in the main line having its terminals connected to

front and back key contacts, a key co-operating with the
contacts and a battery having its poles connected to the

key and to an inlerinediate point of the coil rtsptiCtively,

wliercby operation of the key in one direction sends an
impulse of a given polarity to line, and operation of the
key in the opposite direction sends an Impulse of tlio op-
posite polarity to line,

656,840. Protector for Electric Lamps, Frank B,

Garrelson, Worcester, Mass,, assignor to himself
and William J. Gindelc, Worcester, Mass. Ap-
plication filed March 8, 1900.

The protector comprisea a frame having spring wires
with bent-in portions for engaging tlie outer portion of an

NO. 656,806. NO. 656.923.

656,930. Electric Furnace. Wilhelm Borchers, Aix-
la-Chapelle, Germany. Application filed April

12, 1900.

In the furnace are oppositely disposed e'ectrodes, a

water jacket on the discharge end o£ the furuace, and a

chisel movahly arranged transversely in the wall of the

furnace opposite the discharge end of the water jacket.

656,940. Engraving Machine. Charles Chevalier,

New York, N. Y. Application filed March 9,

1900.

An apparatus for reprodu:lng patterns is partially oper-
ated by an electromagnet. .

656,957. Electric Signaling Apparatus. Edward B.

Ellicott and Louis E. Oehring, Chicago, 111.,

assignors to the Western Electric company, Chi-

cago, 111. Application filed May 2, 1899.

The apparatus combines a pair of line-circuit terminals
having contacts associated therewith, a contact spring ex-
tending from one to the other and adapted to make and
break "electrical ron ection between th°m, means for

normally maintaining the spring out ot engagement with
itscoiCtine contact, a pivoted lever upon whi h the spr ng
is mounted, and a rotating disk hivine teeth upou its

periphery for engaging the lever and causing tlie same to

os-^illate, whereby the condition of the circuit is altered at

eacli oscillation of the lever.

656,961. Means for Securing Pole Pieces. Plenry
Geisenhoner, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to

the General Electric company of New York.
Application filed October 6, 1898.

Combined with a rolatable member adapted to detach-
ably receive independent members, and provided with
one or more holt ho'es, arc a mov-ble ring fitting the ro-

tatable member and also provided with one or more bolt

holes offset from the bolt holes of the rotatable member,
independent members attached to the rotatable member
and to the ring, and tapered bolts adapted to be forced
through the holt holes to move the ring circuinferentiailly

and lock it to clamp the independent members rigidly to

the rotatable member. (See cut.)

656,972. Electric Motor. Edward A. Henry, Crest-

line, Kan., assignor to Edward A. Henry and J.

Lewis Griswold, Crestline, Kan. Application

filed March 21, 1900.

In the invention are a scries of electromagnets arranged
in the arc cf a circle, a pendulum arm, an armature car-

ried by the arm, for enacting with the electromagnets, cir-

cuit closers carried by the arm, and a cii'cuit controller for

engaging with the arm to close the circuit altemately at op-
posite sides.

656,977- Electric Lamp for Miners' Use. Leo Hor-
witz, Berlin, Germany. Application filed Feb-
ruary 21, 1899.

The invention comprises two glow lamps, a hand switch,
a battery and casing therefor, contacting strips for the
battery and casing, and an automatic switching device.

656,982. Electrolytically Treating Scrap Tin. Ed-
ward D. Kendall, New York, N. Y. Application
filed November 20, 1899.

The first claim reads: The improvement in the art of
electrolytically dissociating tne iron and tin of so-called
"scrap tin plate," which consists in the preparation of an
electrolyte composed of an aqueous solution of a nitrate
of an alkali metal or a nitrate of an alkaline-earth
metal, the introduction into the electrolyte of an anode
consisting of a mass of scrap tin plate; the electrical
connection of the mass with one terminal of a charged
electric circuit and the establishment in contact with the
electrolyte, of a suitable cathode electrically connected
with the other terminal of the charged electric circuit.

656,996. Supervisory Signal for Telephone Switch-
boards. Frank R. McBerty, Evanston, 111., as-
signor to the Western Electric company, Chi-
cago, 111. Application filed July 25, 1898.
Combined with two telephone lines united by conductors

into a continuous circuit and a telephone switch at each
station for closing the line during theuse of the telephone,
the circuit of the united tines being broken at one point,
are an electromagnet in a closed circuit together with a
source of current in one of the lines, a supervisory signal
controlled by the electromagnet, and switch contacts of the
magnet closed when the maenet is excited adapted to
complete the break in the circuit.

656,997- Signal for Telephone Trunk Lines. Frank
R. IVTcBerty, Evanston, 111., assignor to the
Western Electric company, Chicago, 111. Ap-
plication filed January 29, 1900.

The inventor describes Ihe combination with a trunk
line between A and B offices, a subscriber's line con-
nected with the B terminal of the trunk line, a switch at
the substation controlling current in ths iine and a source
of current in the trunk line, of a clearing-out signal at the
B terminal of the trunk line, a magnet in a branch from
the trunk line ccufrolling the clearing-out signal, and a
magnet in series in the irunk line in the path of current
controlled at the telephone stat'on also controlling the
clearing-out signal, the last-mentioned magnet being
adapted to break the branch when excited.

I

I

NO. 656,961.

657,012. Apparatus for Electrolysis. Paul Schoon-
Wildegg, Switzerland. Application filed Au-
gust 17, 1899.

An apparatus for electro'yzing solutions comprises a
base of insulating miterial having a series of long, narrow
channels therein through which the solution to be elec-
trolyzed is caused to flow, the channels being arranged
parallel to each other and close together, double elec-
trodes each extending from one channel into the nest adja-
cent one and electrical connections with the electrodes at
the ends of the apparatus from opposite poles of an elec-
tric generator.

657,020, Portable Electric Lamp. Franklin W.
Brooks, Washington, D. C. Application filed

June 9, 1900.

The lamp embodies a non-conducting battery case pro-
vided with an electrical conductor terminated at one end
in contact with a metallic band and with its opposite end
adapted to contact with one pole of a battery, a ring or
band secured around the forward end of the case and
tormed with interlocking devices, one or more batteries
located wiihin the case, and a lamp holder provided with a
reflector, lens aid lamp, and provided with a swiich, and
means for interlocking with the dcvic s on the band

657,032. Apparatus for Electrolyzing Ores. Albion
M. Rouse, Denver, Colo., assignor of one-half
to William G. Shedd and Frank Brooks. Denver,
Colo. Application filed November i, 1899.
The apparatus described has an anode and a cathode

suitably arranged therein, combined with a tank having an
outer compartment, a tube loca^ed with n the tank having
an open upper end and provided at its lower end with com-
munication from the compartment, a driving shaft pro-
jecting within the tube, inner and outer cups carried by
the shaft and wings arranged ibtermediate of the cups,

657,046. Multiple-motor System for Automobiles.
John Trier, Chicago, 111., assignor to Donald
Grant. Application filed April 26, 1900.

The sys'cm comprises an axle h,iving a traction wheel
mounted therenn, a shaft, a plurality of motors carried by
the shaft for rotating the same, and gearing connecting the
shaft and axle.

Design.

33,131. Battery Cell. David H. Darling, Jr., Rye, N.
Y., assignor to the United States Battery com-
pany. New York, N. Y. Application filed July
J9, 1900. Term of patent, 14 years.
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Automobiles in Buffalo.

Buffalo has an automobile club, the members of

which find much pleasure in getting together with
their machines on Sundays and taking a run here
and there about the vicinity. The accompanying
illustration shows the line starting out on the

second run of the season. Dr. Pierce's machine
being at the head of the line. It is expected that

Buffalo will make great advances in the use of

automobiles next year during the Pan-American
Exposition season. The city has many places in

the surrounding locality to which a run in the horse-

less carriages will prove a most delightful trip.

The picture on the next page shows some of the

horseless vehicles in one of Buffalo's parks.

The officers of the Buffalo Aiitomobile Club are:

President, Dr. V. Mott Pierce; vice-president, Dr.

Truman J. Martin; secretary, George S. Metcalfe;

treasurer, Dr. Lee H. Smith; consulting engineer,

D. W. Sowers; directors, Charles J. Shepard, J. T.

EVERY SATURDAY.
CHICAGO, SEPTEMBER 15, 1900. No. II

Chicago Automobile Exhibition and
Race Meet.

The Internaiional Au'.omobile Exhibition and Race
Meet which is to be held at the Washington Park
Club grounds, Chicago, from September 18th to

22d, promises to be a successful event. The show-
is to be given under the auspices of the Chicago
Inter Ocean, and everything that goes to make up
a successful exhibit seems to have been provided.
The grounds at the Washington Park Club's driving

park are well suited for racing facilities, as there

are two tracks, and ample room is provided for

exhibition purposes. Brooke's Chicago Marine
band has been engaged for the entire five days. The
joint passenger associations have granted a rate of

I 1-3 fares on all railroads entering Chicago.

Competent and experienced judges and officers

have been selected, so that the different events may
be decided impartially. William D. Ray will be the

special expert representing ihe Inter Ocean. The

the recent Newport race, and Captain Albert

Bostwick. Alexander Winton of Cleveland will rep-

resent the non-professional and manufacturers'

class.

The Chicago Automobile Club will have head-

quarters at the Victoria Hotel, and the entertainment

of the visiting clubs will be_in charge of Dr. Milton

B. Prine, chairman of the reception committee. It

is expected that the automobile clubs of Baltimore,

Buffalo, Cleveland and New York will attend in

bodies.

The official programme of the exhibition and race

meet is as follows:

Tuesday, SEPTEMBaR iSth.

Grand Automobile Parade for Manufactui-ers—First
prize, gold med:il, manufacturers, for greatest number
oE practical designs; second prize, gold medal, manu-
facturers, for greatest number of automobiles in line;

third prize, gold medal, for most practical design.
One-mile Race, Plying Start, Free for All—For steam

automobile; first prize, gold modal; second prize, silver
medal.
One-milo Raoo. Flying Start, Free for All—For gaso-

Budd and Charles R. Huntley. The directors and

the officers will form the board of governors. About

40 members have been enrolled.

Automobile Race Meet at Newport.

The first race meet of the National Automobile

Racing association was held on September 6th at

Aqueduct Park in Newport. Nearly 9.GOO persons

were in attendance, and it was made a social event by

the cottagers. The judges were Herman Oelrichs,

Melville Bull and Charles F. Robinson. The course

was five miles or 10 times around the track. A. L.

Riker won the electric-vehicle race in 13 minutes

five seconds, although he won a preliminary heat

in 10 minutes 44 seconds. A race between motor

tricycles was given to A. K. Skinner, while J. H.

McDuffe.e won the race for steam vehicles. In the

gasoline-vehicle event AVilliam K. Vanderbilt. Jr..

won with his French machine, the time behig

eight minutes 53VI: seconds. The most interesting

event was the championship race which was won by

Mr. Vanderbilt. The entries and time made in this

race were as follows; W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr., gaso-

line, eight minutes 54 seconds: A. K. Skinner, motor

iricycle, nine minutes 22 seconds, second; A. L.

Riker. electric, 10 minutes 2BV2 seconds, wiird.

McDuft'ee, steam, did not finish.

AUTOMOBILES IN BUFFALO,—A CLUB MEET.

technical judges include the following-named gentle-

men: H. M. Brinckerhoff, manager Metropolitan

West Side Elevated Railroad company; L. L. Sum-

mers; R. H. Pierce; Professor C. V. Kerr, Armour

Institute; Professor Henry Crew, Northwestern

University; Professor Paul Mellen Chamberlain.

Lewis Institute; Professor John E. Sweet, Syracuse.

N. Y. The observing judges will be M. M. Kirk-

man, second vice-president Chicago and Northwest-

ern Railway company; Paul Morton, second vice-

president Santa Fe system; Arthur J. Eddy, F. S.

Fish and Henry W. Tiernan. Charles T. Yerkes

will be chairman of the racing judges, the other

judges being Laurence A. Young, president Wash-

ington Park Club: Arthur Caton. C. K. G. Billings,

William J. Davis, Brode D. Davis and J. Ogdcn

\rmour. As staner, Richard J. Dwyer. the well-

known .^tarter of the Washington club, has been en^

engaged. Other officials of the meet are a- follows:

Clerk of course, Hugh Kcough; handicapper. Frank

Fowler; supervisor of track entries, Lew M. House-

man: wcighcr-in, Charles D. Graves; purser, Charles

Gray. ... .

Among the professional operators expected .to

compete at the races are C. G. Wridgcway. the

champion automobilist of Great Bnlam; Albert

Champion of France and Kennett A. Skinner of Bos-

irn Included in the list of non-professional op-

erator; vill be William K. Vanderbilt. Jr., who won

line automobile: first piizc, j^oUl medal; secoud prize,
silver medal.
One-mile Uaco, Flying Start, Free for AH—For elec-

tric automobile; first prize, gold medal; second prize,
silver medal.
Obstacle Kace—Prize of a g<ild mcdjil for best time

in passing through olistaeles.

Grand Automobile I'arnde for Pi'Ivate Owners—Gold
iiiod.Tl prize for most elegant turnout; gold medal prize
for auTomobile carrying the greatest number of seated
pa.<songeis.
Ten-mile Uaco, Free foi" AU—Fii-st prize, gold medii!.

10 winner; second prize, silver mediil, to most dexterous
operator; third prize, gold medal, to best-appe;irins
vehicle.
Fancy and Trick Driving Contest (open lo all types of

vehicles)—Gold medal prize for most difficult tests and
practical demonstration.
Five-mile Ilaee for Motor Trh-ycle—First prize, $150

fjish; SC' orid prize, $50 cash.

Wednesday. Septe.mber iqth.

Mniuifiielnrevs' Practical Uillily Test—Prizes, gold and
sliver medals.
Heavy Draft Contest for Manufacturers and Sler-

iluints—Prizes, gold and silver medaJs.
Automobile Gun Carriage D( uionstralion for Govern-

ment Use (open to all liliids of n-otive power)—First
j«rl/,e. gold medal: second prize, silver medal.
Mail Race flO miles)—First prize, gold modal, to manu-

facturer of mall wagon for best time in -finishing and
making 40 mall-box eolli-eiions; seeond prize, ?25 la gold
to driver of prlze-xvinning wagnn; third prize, gold medal
for most pr.Tclleal and best adapted wagon.
Pnlllup Contest—One prl/.c, gold medal, for best appli-

cation of motive power of acetylene, alcohol, kerosene,
compi-essed fir and liquid air,

Ton-inile Qnadrleyele Kace—First prize. $150 eash; sec-

ond prize. S50 cash.
Great Automobile KqueKtrliin It'ieo—Being an event hi

which a running horse, ridden by Fremont Slonn. will

compete wllh aii automoI)ne; prize, gold modal.
Pioneer Contest—Prize, sliver cup for oldest autonior-

bile, ste.im. gaPoHne, or electric power, to be exhibited.
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Thursday, September 20TH.
Grade-climbing Tests—Automobiles will be tested each

in its class of motive power for greatest per cent, of
grade climbed from still position, greatest per cent, ot
grade climbed from flying start, and test of speed climb-
ing 15 per cent, grade. 10 minutes' duration. Tests also

on declines. Prizes, gold and silver medals.
Fifty-mile Race—For manufacturers using carriages

carrying four grown people; prize, silver medal. .

Fifty-mile Race—For private owners using carriages
carrying two grown people; gold medal.
Five-mile Ladies' Race—Prize, silver cup.
Ten-mile Ladies' Race—Gold medal.
Ladies" Obstacle Race—Silver cup.
Three-mile Merchandise Delivery Race—First prize, $S0

in gold; second prize, $25 in gold.

Fifteen-mile Motor-pacing Tandem Races—First prize,

$150 cash; second prize. ?5"0 cash.

In the heavy draft contest the following ratio of

points will be established for winning values:

Points.
Construction ^0

Best motive power "^

Carrying capacity -0

Design for practical utility 10

Control and manipulation 10

Safety and emergency devices 10

Power per ton per mile 10

(Per ton mile to include weight of passengers as well
as tare—cost of electricity, gasoline, or oil to be based
on current marliet rate of products.)

In the mail race each driver will be required to

stop at each mail box on his route, unlock the box,
take out the contents, lock it, and return to the

Crowdus Automobile company Chicago
Gnruiully ix. Jcffery (American Bicycle com-
pany) Chicago

Waverly Branch American Bicycle com-
pany Indianapolis

Hewitt-Lindstrom Motor company Chicago
Canda Bros., Auto, Quadricycie company Chicago
Woods Motor Vehicle company Chic'ago
C. C. Hill Automobile company Chicago
Locomobile company of America New Yorli
De Dion Bouton Moiorotte company New York
Rikcr Motor Vehicle company Elizabethport, N". J.

Winton Motor Carriage company Cleveland
E. R. Thomas Motor company Buffalo
World's Dispensary Automobile company Buffalo
Hub Motor company Chicago
Eastman Automobile company Cleveland
Olds Motor Works Detroit
McMullen Power company Chicago
Friedman Automobile company Chicago
Kokomo Rubber company Kokomo, Ind.
Helios-Upton company Peabody, Mass.
St. Louis Motor Carriage company St. Louis, Mo.
Giddings & Stevens Motor Vehicle company

Rockford, HI.
United States Ball Bearing company New lork
Consolidated Rubber Tire Wheel com-
pany Springfield, Ohio

New York and Ohio company Warren, Ohio
Buffalo Gasoline Motor company Buffalo, N. Y.
Mobile company of America

Philipse-Manor-on-Hudson, N. Y.

AUTOMOBILES IN ECFFALO.

Automobile Manufacturers' Congress at Wellington
Hotel at 8 p. m.—Addresses of welcome, etc.

Friday, September 2ist.

Ten-mile Road Race for Vehicles Carrying Four People
—Prize, silver cup.
Ten-mile Road Race for Vehicles Carrying T»vo People

—Silver medal.
Grand 100-mile sweepstakes event for Inter Oceau

challenge cup.
One-mile Novelty Race—Automobiles running back-

ward. First prize, silver cup; second prize, silver medal.
Entries limited, several heats if necessary.
Grand floral parade, 3 p. m.
Tweuty-mile Motor Bicycle Race—First prize, ?loO

cash; second prize, ?50 cash.

Saturday, September 220.

Ten-mile Manufacturers' Race for Steam Vehicles-
First prize, silver cup; second prize, silver medal.
Ten-mile Manufacturers' Race for Gasoline Vehicles-

First prize, silver cup; second prize, silver medal.
Ten-mile Manufacturers' Race for Electric Vehicles-

First prize, silver cup; second prize, silver medal.
Tweuty-mile Combination Race to Respective Winners

of Above Ten-mile Races—Gold medal.
Five-mile Transfer Express Race-Prize, silver medal.
Novelty Design Contest—Being a contest for designs

in automobiles which will depart radically from the

carriage type; prize, silver cup.

Gold medal prize for most original conception in an
automobile that will still leave the vehicle acceptable
and pmetlcal. , „
Grand illuminated automobile parade, 8 p. ra., silver

cup for most attractive display.

All the cash prizes will be $150 for first prize and

$50 for the second.
The public will be permitted to exa.nine the auto-

mobiles on exhibition, subject to the ov/ners' ap-

proval. A few vehicles will be placed at the dis-

posal of the public, and a competent driver will

accompany each of them. . In the obstacle races

the track will be prepared with dummy figures rep-

resenting men and women, trunks of trees, large

stones and such things as might be met with in

crdinary country road or street traveling.

Practical utility will be the main feature in all

the mechanical tests. The tests will be for friction,

economy of power, speed, power in hill climbing.,

mechanical construction, safety devices, accessibility

of brakes for repairs, noiselessness, etc. Vehicles

not completed will be allowed upon the grounds,

but will not be considered by the judges. In these

contests of practical utility each of the manufac-
turers who enter will be allowed to exhibit three

vehicles, having in view the following principles:

I. One vehicle carrying two people, operated by the

owner. 2. One vehicle carrying four or six people,

operated by the owner or by a servant in livery. 3.

One vehicle designed for commercial or merchandise
delivery, carrying a load of not less than 1,000 nor
more than 2,500 pounds, including driver. In these

contests the following ratio will be established for

winning values:
Points.

lOiise of control, nolacIessnoBS, cic. fio be (l(!lernilned

by n two-mllo run) * «0

C'arringo design and prncilcablllty 10

Arrangement of brake ami control of speed.. 10
i!i-st climbing power on grades 10
I'.est safety device for operating vchlelo on grndo
or level " 1"

liest. simplest, and most ncoeftfllble mechanical con-
st iiid ion • 40

—A KU.N IN THE PARK.

v^'agon. In all, 40 stops will be made, and the con-
test will be under the supervision of Charles U.
Gordon, postmaster of Chicago, and the Honorable
Perry S. Heath, ex-first assistant postmaster-gen-
eral.

A pulling contest will prove the power of motor
vehicles, and will be demonstrated by attaching
them to powerful springs and pulling the limit of

the strength of the spring or machine. This will

take place immediately in front of the spectators and
the power expended will be indicated by a dial in

plain view of all. Special charging apparatus will

be provided for such of the automobiles as may
be propelled by electricity.

For the merchandise delivery-wagon contest eight

Chicago Automobile Club.

The first association of automobilists in Chicago

was known as the Automobile Club of Chicago.

Early in August several of the prominent private

automobile operators decided to form the Western
Automobile association. On more mature delibera-

tion, however, this name was not deemed suitable

by all the members, as it might conflict with the

name of any association of w'estern automobile clubs

that might be formed in the future, and as the Auto-
mobile Club of Chicago agreed to combine with the

new club, giving to the latter its charter, the name
of Chicago Automobile Club was decided upon.

So now there is but one automobile club in the

city and Its membership includes most of the promi-
nent automobilists of the city.

The principal objects in organizing the club were
to bring together all who are interested in the opera-

tion of automobiles for the exchange of ideas, to

arrange and take charge of runs and meets, to pro-

vide for the social entertainment of the members
and to be prepared to act together, should it be
necessary, for the welfare of the sport. Another
reason for the existence of the club is to forestall

unjust and discriminating legislation that over-

anxious lawmakers may attempt by endeavoring to

place arbitrary restrictions on the construction and
operation of the motor vehicles. The club will, on

the other hand, further laws for good roads and

the improvement of street paving in 'the city and

also for the protection of operators.

There are probably over 400 automobiles in use

in Chicago at the present time, and fully one-third

of these are pleasure carriages operated by gasoline,

Arilitir J. Eddy. President. Dr. D. Cottrell, Treasurer. Charles T. Jeffery, Secretary.

OFFICERS OF THE CHICAGO AUTOMOBILE CLUB.

stations have been arranged for on either side of the electricity or steam. A number of varieties of car-

track at Washington Park, where each driver of an riages are represented. Including styles from' the
automobile truck will be required to deliver a pack^

,; 1^^ runabouts, victorias, stanhopes, etc., to the
age weighing not less than 20 pounds. Each driver

1 1 1 j j j 1 t-

^^\\ be allowed an assistant. The vehicle winning <^°="^h'=/' breaks, dos-a-dos, and park wagons sea ing

the race must arrive at the finishing point after f™'" four ^ » dozen or more. The prevailing

having delivered all packages intrusted to its care. mode of propulsion used m the city is electric,

Among the concerns that have entered vehicles for although the steam and gasoline vehicles are in

this contest are Siegel, Cooper & Co., Pabst Brew- great favor.
ing company. Swift & Co., Mandel Bros and Rup- '

-j-he first run of the Chicago Automobile Club
pert, the shoemaker.

, ,•.,„• „„,, was held on August nth, and the route followed
The manufacturing companies entering their goods , ^, , ... . ., ,» i

•

in the different events and for exhibition include the ^as from the Auditorium north on Michigan ave-

following-named concerns: '^^^*^ and Rush street to the Lake Shore drive, and

Western Wheel company (Amcrlenn Bicycle through Lincoln Park to the Bismarck garden,
enmpiiny)

Hf'iiriJg!; where a short stop was made. The return run
Olilcnco Mctor Vehicle company Ohlcogo '

. c ,. . . i <- .

Triumph Motor Vehicle compnny Ohioaco ended at the Edelweiss, Fifty-lirst street and Lot-
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tage Grove avenue, where dinner was served. There
were i6 vehicles in the run, which was headed by
A. J. Eddy and I;. C. Donald in a Winton phaeton.

During the forthcoming Chicago automobile meet
the automobile club will have its headquarters at

the Victoria hotel on Michigan avenue, where it

will entertain its friends and members of visiting

automobile clubs. Invitations have been issued to

the automobile organizations of the country, and of

these the Automobile Club of America, located at

New York, will attend in a body, two or three of

its members bringing their machines with them.

Members of other clubs are also expected. The
100-mile race, which is to be given on Friday of the

race ineet, will be conducted under the rules of the

Chicago Automobile Club. The winner of this

event w'ill receive the Inter Ocean challenge cup,

valued at $500.

The ofhcers of the new club include some of the

pioneer automobilists of the city. Arthur J. Eddy,

a prominent attorney, is the club's president. Mr.

Eddy holds the first license issued by the city to

automobile operators. Charles T. Jeffery, who

Conditions Affecting the Wave Form of
Alternators.'

Bv L. A. Herut and E. M. Akchibalu

In what is given below it is not intended to con-
sider the question of wave form as affecting suc-
cessful distribution, but rather the extent to wiiich
the electromotive-force wave of certain machines
may change under not unusual commercial condi-
tions.

In alternator specification, along with regulation,

heating and' other clauses, it is often argued that a

clause relating to wave form should be included, but
as comparatively little is known of the extent to
which the wave forms of modern alternators change
wi.th amount and character of load—to say nothing
of the elfect of such changes on the operation of

the receiving machinery—it seems advisable that

more information be accumulated before very rigid

wave-form requirements are inserted. However,
with a view of throwing more light on the subject,

a series of experiments were undertaken in the elec-

trical engineering laboratories of McGill University
during the last winter, and though not complete,
certain resiilts already obtained may be of interest.

coils. This has been done, and the results found
to check quite well with experimental values.

Fig. 4 gives a series of electromotive-force waves
for this machine connected as a single-phase alter-

nator at no-load and full-current load of different

power factors, lagging current, the field excitation
being kept constant.

Fig. 5 shows the electromotive-force waves of
the same machine connected as a quarter-phase
generator under similar conditions. It is to be
noted that while the wave form and terminal volts

both change in a marked degree with power factor,

the change is not nearly so great as in the case of

the second machine having a concentrated winding
and comparatively weak field.

With a concentrated winding, the conditions are
dili'erent, the wave form not being a function of the
angular displacement of the armature coils.

In Fig. 6 is given the no-load induction distribu-

tion in machine No. 2 at normal field excitation.

It is to be noted that, due to poor design, the arma-
ture induction at minimum points is a considerable
fraction of its minimum value, which would not be
the case in rightly proportioned machines of this

type. With this machine also the no-load wave
form was readily predetermined from the curve of

induction distribution and found to agree
whh the experimental values.

In Fig. 7 is shown the no-load and
load electromotive-force waves at dif-

ferent power factors. The change of

wave form with character of load is.

to say the least, startling, especially to

those who have been accustomed to re-

gard the sine-wave assumption as to

alternating electromotive forces suffi-

ciently near for practical purposes. The
effect upon the operation of synchron-
ous and induction machinery designed
for sinusoidal electromotive forces of

such waves as shown can be pretty well

anticipated. Several synchronous mo-
tors were in turn operated from a gen-

erator whose wave form was made to

vary by changing the character of an

auxiliary load. In every case, as might

Fig. 6.

sinGL£ /w^S£ em r

err r./rjf consT/tnr /t

Fig. 3.

holds No. 7 of the city automobile operators' certifi-

cates, is secretary of the dub. Mr. Jef?ery is an

enthusiast in the use of automobiles. He imported

cne of the Panhard-Levassor racing machines from

France last winter. Last week he made a successful

run to Milwaukee and back with an assistant m a

new gasoline machine. The treasurer of the club is

Dr. D. Cottrell, who is said to be the first physician

in Chicago to adopt the automobile for his pro-

fessional visits. Dr. Cottrell and Mr. Jeftery were

the gentlemen who started the movement that led

to the organization of the present club. The other

officers of the club are: First vice-president, Samuel

Insull, president of the Chicago Edison company,

and second vice-president, F. C. Donald, manager

of the Central Passenger association. It is the in-

tention of the club to elect an electrical engineer

and a mechanical engineer.

The following-named gentlemen are members ot

the club
Arthur J. BdUy,
William Weare.
Osc.nr J. Friedman.
J. E. Scully,
Robert N. Dickman.
William D. Ray,
H. B. Babson,
H. M. Brinckerhnll".
.T. R. Hall.
L. C. Fuller,
.lolm W. Bate,
T. B. Burdette,
-V. B. Porter.
M. B. Pine. M. D.,
F. C. Douald,
Cbarles H. Ferguson
J. K. Itobinsou, Jr.,

r. E. Woods,
V. S. Washburn,
.1. S. Howell, M. D.,

f:harles C. West,
F. C. Greene, M. D.,

B. P. SchlesinKer,
Samuel Insull,

V. McPherson. M. I'.

D. Cottrell. M. D..

Charles T. JeCEery.

E. F. Bro^\ n.

Andrew R. Sheriff.

K Walter Herrick,
T. K. Polslfer,
.7. A. Hamlin,
.T. Wesley Allison.

W. E. Mack.

Fig. 5.

CONDITIONS AFFECTING THE WAVE FORM OF ALTERNATORS.

For the purpose in hand a number of different

types of alternators were available, some with a

concentrated armature winding, and some with dis-

tributed windings of the "^o'^'"?-."'"^
"j:,"'

,'^"

volving-field and inductor types. The electromo-

tive-fo?ce waves were obtained from each at differen

field excitations, different armature currents and

different power factors, lagging and leading, ihc

distribution of induction in the air gaps under dit-

feient conditions was also obtained by means of

Lr^all test coils, suitably placed. As illustrating the

general effect of lagging and leading armature ctir-

fents in relation to type of machine upon induction

distribution and consequent wave form, the result,

obta ned upon a revolving-field, d.stributed-w.nding

alternator, part of the magnetic circuit of which is

shown in Fig. i. and upon an inductor- ype ma-

cWne with a concentrated winding and poorly

Iped inductor lug, shown in Fig. 3. may be cited

In Fie 2 is seen the distribution of induction in

the air gap of the first machine for the particular

losition of the field pole sho«n. As might have

been expected, the larger part of the induction enters

the arniature through the teeth, but abou one-

Wrd "n the case of those teeth immediately op-

posite the pole, passes into the armature by way

0°
the oVot due to the practical sattiration of these

feelh The no-load electromotive-force wave of

each coil of the distributed winding may be con

?t,ucted from the no-load induction distribut.on

curve by the method of tangents, and for any group
curve uj >

^.^,,^„ ihe a gebra c sum of the in-

l^^o^^iSCuvejo^^
, Paper read before the Canadian Eleclrical associa.ion, at

Kingston. Out.. August 29-31. 5<»-

Fig. 8.

be expected, the energy absorbed and the idle current

to the motor increased with dissimilarity of wave.

Also the tendency to fall out of step with slight

provocation was very marked when the wave shapes

were greatly different, but, as above indicated, such

experiments are not yet complete. It is hoped, how-
ever, that enough has been said to induce a discus-

sion of this certainly important subject, particularly

from the standpoint of the purchaser and operator

of alternating-current apparatus.

We desire to acknowledge our indebtedness to

Professor R. B. Owens for the suggestion of ih<-

Mork carried out and for valuable assistance.

Automobiles to Be Used During Street-

railway Strikes.

At a meeting of the executive board of the Inter-

national Street Railway Men's association, held in

Detroit recently. President W. D. Mahon recom-

mended that the board start in at once raising funds

by assessment to buy automobiles for the purpose

of putting them to work in cities where the com-
panies treat the men unfairly or where transporta-

tion facilities are meager. President Mahon's idea

is to put a complete automobile service in operation

in a city as soon as a strike is declared, and to have

the automobiles operated by the men who formerly

operated the street cars. The board approved of

the idea and authorized the president to draft a

plan of assessment to be submitted to the local

organizations of the association and to get legal

authority to equip and run the machines.
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Association of Edison Illuminating
Companies.

The Twenty-first convention (sixteenth annual
meeting) of the Association of Edison Illuminating
companies was held at Saratoga Springs, N. Y.,

September 4th to 6th. The convention was a

pronounced success and the sessions were well at-

tended, there being an average of 90 per cent, of the

delegates in attendance at all the meetings. The
programme of the convention (page 130, Western
Electrician of September ist) was carried out as

published, the reading of papers and the discussions

completely filling six long sessions.

An incident of the second session was the ap-

pointment of a special committee, composed of

Samuel Insull, Charles L. Edgar and Hoyt Post,

to prepare resolutions, later to be incorporated in

the minutes, expressing the great loss to the asso-

ciation by the death of Mr. S. Dana Greene.

Two notable changes were made in the committees
of the association. The committee on Welsbach
light and acetylene gas was discharged from further

consideration of the subject, the association evi-

dently being of the opinion that the special interest

in these subjects had ceased for the time being. An
additional committee was ordered appointedj to, be

known as the committee on standardizing of switches

and similar apparatus, the duty immediately as-

signed to this committee being the correlation of

the practice in respect of the smaller switches and
cutouts used by the member companies.
An elaborate programme of en^rtainment for the

ladies in attendance at the convention was carried

out, and on Friday the delegates and ladies visited

the works of the General Electric company at

Schenectady, ^vhere they were well entertained.

The following-named officers of the association

were elected for the ensuing year; President, John
W. Lieb, Jr., New York; vice-president, A. W.
Field, Columbus, Ohio; treasurer, W. S. Barstow,
borough of Brooklyn, New York; secretary, Wil-
son S. Howell, Newark. N. J.; executive commit-
tee, John W. Lieb, Jr. (chairman), Alex Dow, De-
troit, Mich.: Charles L. Edgar, Boston. Mass.:

W. C. L. Eglin. Philadelphia. Pa.: Samuel Insull,

Chicago. 111.; T. E. Murray, New York, N. Y..

and as ex-officio members, A. W. Field, W. S.

Barstow and Wilson S. Howell.
The following-named delegates were present at

the convention:

Samuel Insull, Chicago Edisou compauy, Cljicago; P. O.
Keillioltz, consulting engineer. United Klectric Light and
Power company, Baltimore; Charles R. Price, treasurer,
Xew Bedford (Mass.) Gas and Edison Light company;
I'hilip Torchio, New York Edison company; Luther Stier-

iuger, Boston Edison company; Arthur F. Walker, super-
intendent, Edison Light company, Grand Rapids, JMich.;

L. G. White, superintendent, Columl)us Edisou Electric
company, Columbus, Ohio; Charles R. Stetson, president
and general manager, New Bedford (Mass.) Gas and
Edison Light company; J. T. Maxwell, president, Ediaon
Electric Light company, Philadelphia, Pa.; George Ross
Green, Edison Electric Light company, Philadelphia, Pa.;

W. H. Johnson, Edison company, Pliiladelphia, Pa.; F. P.

Cox, General Electric company, Lynn, Mass.; Cliarles T.
Hughes, New York manager. General Electric company.
New York city; H. W. Hillman, General Electric com-
pany, Schenectady, N. Y.; Charles P. Steinmetz, General
Electric company, Schenectady, N. Y'.; W. S. Andrews,
General Electric company, Schenectady, N. Y.; J. W-
Howell, engineer lamp works, Harrison, N. J.; Joseph D.
Israel, Philadelphia Edison company; Caryl W. Haskins.
General Electric company, Schenectady, N. Y. ; E. H.
Mullin, General Electric company, Schenectady, N. Y.;

F. W. Wilcox, General Electric company, Hairison, N. J.;

Alex Dow, Edison Illuminating company, Detroit, Mich.;
Henry L. Doherty, assistant to president, St. Paul Edison
company; W, S. Barstow, general manager, Edison Elec-

tric Illuminating companv, Brooklyn; John F. Gilchrist,

Chicago Edison company; Henry W. Darling, president,
Des Moines Edison Light company, Des Moines, Iowa.;
George P. Magner, manager, Newport Illuminating com-
pany, Newport, R. I.; George E. Emmons, General Elec-

tric company, Schenectady, N. Y.; Thomas E. Murray.
New York Edison company; General Eugene Griffin, Gen-
eral Electric company; W. F. White, general manager,
Cincinnati Edison Electric company; Fred M. Kimhal.
General Electric compajay, Boston, Mass.; William C. D.
Eglin, Philadelphia Edison company; W. H. Wirt. Gen-
eral Electric company, Schenectady, N. Y.; T, D. Boyles,
General Electric company, Schenectady, N. Y.; W. L. Em-
met, Schenectady, N. Y.; Charles R. Huntley, Buffalo
Electric Light company, Buffalo, N. Y.; E. W. Rice, Gen-
eral Electric company, Schenectady, N. Y.; E. E. Sunny.
General Electric company, Chicago, 111.; Herbert A. Wag-
ner, Missouri Edison Electric company, St. Louis. Mo.

;

George A. Redmond, Rochester. N. Y.; George D. Rosen-
thal!, General Electric crmpany, St. Louis; J. W. Reeves,
superintendent, Johnstown Electric Light company,
Johnstown, Pa.; Thomas G. O'Dea, Edison Electric Light
and Power company. Erie. Pa.; J. W. Ellard, manager.
United Electric Light and Power company, Baltimore.
Md.; H. T, Edgar, manager. Edison Electric Illuminat-
ing company, Brockton, Mass.; G. W. Brine, secretary
and treasurer. Edison Illuminating company, Atlanta,
Oa.; Charles L. Edgar, president, Edison Electric Il-

luminating company. Boston, Mass.; 0. C. Perry, secre-
tary and treasurer, Indianapolis Light and Power com-
pany, Indlanapoli.-'. Ind.; A. W. Field, secretary and man-
ager, Columbus Fdlson L'loctric Light company, Colum-
bus, Ohio; J. W. Lieb, Jr., third vice-pre.sldent and gen-
eral manager, Edison Electric Light company. New York;
J. R. Lovejoy, Schenectady Illuniinatlng con^pany.
Schencftadv. N. Y. ; Leon H, Schercke. Edison Electric
company, Now Orleans. La.; W. F. White, general man-
ager, Cincinnati Edison Electric company; E. J. Bochtel,
superintendent, Toledo ConHoHdated Electric compnny.
Toledo, Ohio; D. L. HuntlngtoD, secretary and general
manager. Witshlngton Water Power company, Spokane,
Wanh, ; B. B. Greene, siipcrlntondent. I'Jilison lOleolric:

DIuniinatlnK company. Altoona, I'a.: Ernest II. Davis,
I leasurer, Edison Electric Illuminating company, Wil-
Uamsport, Pa,; Daniel McCoy, president, Edisou Light
company, Grand Rapids, Mich,; F, M. Noecker, general
manager, Renovo EdlHoi: Light, Heat and Power com-
pany. Rennvo, Pa.; Henry O. Stott, engineer, Buffaln
G.-ii.-nil Electric cniiipnny. I'.iifrnln, N. Y.; Wllllani
i|i;iii'lk-r, vl<*- president and secretary, Edison Snult
r;j.-<-lrl'' romi.iiriv. Sanll Sh-. Mari.>. Mich.; G. K. Hntdl-
in.^. United Electric Liirlit and Power r-oniiiany, Tialll-

niore, Md.; G. F. I'orln. Tnlhd Klrdric Lli:lii and Power
company, EdlHOn Illuinlnallnu' c«t[ii]iiiny, P.jilllnmre, Md.;
LonI« A. Ferguson, CUilcnuo l-;dl>-f»ii i-onipnny; Wilson S.

nowcll. secretary of aHsoclallon and bureau testing
rilTlcer: H. M, Edwards, jiudllor, EdlHon Electric Tllunilii-

atiug compauy, New York; Arthur Williams, general in-

spector, Edison company, New York; Hoyt Post, director,
Edison Illuminating company, Detroit, Mich.* Robert A.
Cantor, director, Edisou Electric company; New York;
C'alvin W. Rice, Edison Electric Illuminating company,
New Y'ork.

Ritchie Telautograph Patented.

United Slates letters patent (No. 656,828) were
granted August 28th, to Foster Ritchie, London,
England, for his telautographic apparatus. The
invention comprises transmitting appliances includ-
ing a tracer^ receiving appliances arranged at a
distant station, a line wire connecting these appli-

ances, a rheostat comprising resistance coils, the
coils being arranged in series in the line circuit, and

a majority ol the capital stock of the Camden,
Gloucester and Woodbury Railroad company.

It was decided to issue $6,000,000 worth of five

per cent, bonds, to be held by the Fidelity Trust
company of Newark, as trustee. Of the total

amount $2,000,000 will be issued at par to pay for
the plants of the various companies, and the major-
ity of the capital stock of the Camden, Gloucester
and Woodbury railroad; $654,000 will be issued to

redeem a like amount of bonds now held against the

Camden and Burlington Gas and Electric Light
company, and $90,000 will be used to take up a like

amount of bonds now outstanding against the Cam-
den Gas company. The balance of $2,840,000 will be
used to improve the gas and electric-light plants of

Camden, Merchantville, Moorestown, Mount Holly,
Haddonficld, Gloucester City and Woodbury, and for

betterments for the Camden, Gloucester and Wood-
bur^-^ trolley road.

The officers and directors of the company are:

President, Anthony A. Kuser, Newark; vice-presi-

dent, W. J. Bradley. Camden; secretary and treas-

urer, Thomas N. McCarter, Jr., of Newark; di-

lectors, Uzat H. McCarter, Forest F. Dryden,
Chandler W. Riker, all of Newark; Thomas A. Nev-
ins. East Orange; John L. Kuser, Bordentown;
William J. Thompson, Gloucester City; John J.

Burleigh, Camden; Herbert W. Johnson, Merchant-
ville; Charles Watson, Camden; Barker Gummere,
Trenton; Frank Bergen, Elizabeth; Thomas Barr.
Orange; Frank W. Montgomery and Maitland F.

Griggs, of New York. The new corporation is said

to be trying to secure control of the Camden and
Suburban Railway company, and if it does not suc-

ceed in this undertaking, it is rumored that it will

endeavor to secure a franchise to operate a rival

trolley line in Camden. The company is capitaHzed
at $6.cco,ooo.

RITCHIE TELAUTOGRAPH.

an arm connected to move with the tracer and car-
rying a brush arranged to move over the rheostat,
whereby the line current is varied in strength.
There are also provided paper-shifting mechanisms
at the receiving and transmitting stations, and means
whereby the mechanisms are inactive during the
writing operation. Means arranged at the receiving
station, and actuated by the variations in strength
of the line current, actuate the receiving appliances.

The accompanying illustration is a reproduction
from one of tlie patent drawings.

Large Consolidation in South Jersey.

The merger of eight gas, electric-light and electric-

railway companies into the new South Jersey Gas,
Electric and Traction company was accomplished

Some Swiss Exhibits at Paris.

By Frank C. Perkins.

Some of the most interesting electric generators

at the Paris Exposition are operated by engines

manufactured by Sulzer Bros. The works of this

txrm are located at Winterthur, Switzerland, and

at Ludwigshofen, on the River Rhine. The former

plant was established in 1834 and the latter in 1881.

The exhibits of this concern are well worth con-

i^idering. Among them is a 1,700-horsepower, tour-

cylinder, triple-expansion engine, direct-connected

to the polyphase dynamo furnished by the firm

of Brown, Boveri & Co. of Baden, Switzerland.

Views of this unit may be seen in Figs, i and 2.

The diameter of the high-pressure cylinder of this

engine is 600 millimeters, while that of the middle

cylinder is 850 millimeters. The two low-pressure

cylinders have a diameter of 1,025 millimeters each.

The stroke of the piston is 1,500 millimeters and
the speed is 85 revolutions per minute. There is

also in the exposition a 700-horsepower tandem
Sulzer engine, operating a polyphase generator fur-

FIG, 2. SOME SWISS EXHIBITS AT PARIS.— BROWN, BOVERI & CO. S 1 .7OO-HORSEPOWER POLYPHASE GENERATOR

nt a meeting held in Camden, N. J., August 31st.

The meeting was attended by the stockholders of

the Camden Gas company, Camden Gaslight and
Fuel company, Camden and Burlington County
(ias and Electric Light company, East Side Gas
company. Gloucester City Electric Light company
(if Camden Cnunly, Consolidated Gas company of

Woo(ll)ury and the Woodbury Elcclric Light and
Power company. The stockholders of the South
Jersey Gas and Electric company voted to purchase

nished by the firm formerly known as J. J. Rietcr
& Co. of Winterthur. The high-pressure cylinder

of this engine is 525 millimeters in diameter, while

the diameter of the low-pressure cylinder is 875
millimeters. The speed of this engine is 100 rev-

olutions per minute and the stroke is 1,100 milli-

meters.

The large alternators have their fields excited

by a direct-connected, continuous-current oullil.
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seen in Fig. 3. The generator of this set is op-
erated at 300 revolutions per minute. The engine
cylinder is 200 millimeters in diameter, and the
piston has a 200-millimeter stroke. Sulzer Bros,
have also a fine exhibit of ventilating apparatus,
steam-heating apparatus and centrifugal pumps, the
latter operated by electric motors.

The tandem-compound engines shown in Fig. 4
was built by Escher, Wyss & Co. of Zurich, Switz-

erland, and has a capacity of 1,000 horsepower. It
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EXCELLENT PROSPECT FOR FALL BUSINESS.
Despite the fact that a presidential election is to

be held within two months, electrical business men
are very generally agreed that the prospect for the
fall and winter season is most encouraging. The
trade in electrical apparatus held up better during
the summer than had been expected, and from the

number of new buyers that are known to be in the

sales this year over the corresponding period of

last year, which had been considered by all the

banner year, and as our trade is not confined to one
particular section of the country, and as we are

in close touch with all the lighting plants, we
know that business is good everywhere. We do
not feel that the coming presidential election will

be the cause of an 'off' year in business this time.

Sulzer Four-cylinder Engine Driving Polyphase Generator. Fig. 4. Escher, Wyss & Co.'s Engine Driving Thiee-phase Generator.

is direct-connected to a three-phase alternator built

by the Oerlikon Electrical Works of Zurich, Switz-

erland. This engine operates at a speed of 105 rev-

olutions per minute, under a steam pressure of

from 135 to 150 pounds. The diameters of

the high-pressure and low-pressure cylinders are

650 millimeters and 1,100 millimeters, respect-

ively, while the stroke of the piston is 1,200 milli-

meters. Directly connected to this tandem-com-

pound engine, which is provided with a Corliss

valve gear, is a three-phase alternator, which de-

livers a current of 1,300 kilowatts at a potential of

5,500 vohs. It is so constructed that it may be

operated as a monophase generator, with the arma-

ture windings connected in parallel, and it then

has an output of from 1,000 to 2,000 horsepower

at a potential of 2,200 volts.

The armature frame, seen in Fig. 4. has a diameter

FIG 3. SOME SWISS EXHIBITS AT PARIS-—DIRECT-

CONNECTED EXCITER.

of 6,200 millimeters and is made of cast-steel, with

laminated iron cores mounted therein, the sheets

being 35 millimeters in thickness. The frame of the

armature is made in two parts and a special ar-

rangement is provided for adjustment in all direc-

tions, for centering. The field magnets revolve

and act as a flywheel, being directly connected to

the engine. The field-magnet wheel is constructed

of cast-steel, and upon it are mounted 64 pole cores

of laminated iron sheets, each one millimeter in

thickness. . ,

The exciter is a direct-current generator, with

12 poles. The armature of the exciter has a Gramme

winding and is direct-connected to the same shaft

as the alternator field magnet. A good mea of

the special construction of valve gear, designed by

Escher, Wyss & Co., may be noted m Fig. 4-

SOME SWISS EXHIBITS AT PARIS.

field, and from the inquiries from old customers

that have been received, there is every reason to

anticipate a most successful season. In a presi-

dential year, when business is usually in an un-

settled condition, this fact is especially notable and

gratifying. That the Western Electrician is not

alone in reaching this conclusion is shown by the

following expressions of opinion:

E. H. Bclden, general manager of the Belden-

Larwill Electric and Manufacturing company of

Fort Wayne, Ind. : "We can say regarding the

prospects of our business for the balance of 1900

that we are running our factory to its full capacity

both night and day, and can see no prospect for a

falling off of our present business. We are now
making arrangements to double our capacity in

view of a still further increase in business."

Chicago House Wrecking company (by M.
Rothschild): "We are more than satisfied that the

conditions prevalent in the electrical machinery line

are more encouraging to-day than they were at any

time for a year back. We are fairly inundated

with inquiries of all kinds. We have made numer-

ous sales on dynamos of all sizes. The inquiries

that are pouring in on us seem to come from all

parts of the country, and while the sales are not

so numerous as we should like to have them it

indicates to us the fact that preparations to buy

are apparent everywhere."

C W. Farr, president of the Farr Telephone and

Construction Supply company, Chicago: "The

telephone and electrical business has kept up much

better through the summer months than we antici-

pated We have had an exceedingly large corre-

spondence from our customers from all parts of the

United States within the last six months, much

mo'e than we ever had before during the summer

months Our customers seem to be all contem-

plating new work, and we hold the opinion that

The electrical trade in general will be very heavy a

little later on. We think there are very bright

prospects ahead."

G W Hart president of the Hart Manufacturing

company of Hartford, Conn.: "We are hardly in

a position to form a correct opinion as to the pros-

nects for the general electrical trade. As you know,

we have recently commenced to manufacture a new

line of goods, under the trade-mark Diamond H.

Our sales of these goods have steadily mcreased, as

they have become better known to the trade, so

ha^he month of August, just passed, which should

be a dull month, was from 25 to 30 per cent, larger

than any previous month in our existence. We
usually consider August business a fair 'id'cation of

"he fall business, as activity during that month

means a largely increased business during he

Months following. If our own business follows the

general Se we^hall have no cause for complaint

on account of lack of business.

A H Kreitler, manager of the Kentucky Elec-

trical company of Owensboro, Ky.: So far as

we are cZcerned business prospects are excep-

onX- bright, both in incandescent lamps motors
tionau> uriB

We are having numerous daily m-

nutiesfr"m all Sections of th'e United States, and

ha e feltjustified in increasing our machinery ca-

llfJtc, about three times that of last year. This,

^'o'e'than anything else, will show you how we feel

relative to the coming season s trade.

A. O. KuehmstedpresMcnt of the Gregory Elec-

^ trp^&°'s&' W'a^ far ahead in our

On the contrary, managers of lighting plants every-

where are preparing for the biggest demand ever
known."

L J. Kusel, president of the Eureka Electric com-
pany of Chicago: "We see no reason why there

should not be a tremendous fall trade, and if our
summer trade is to be considered any indication of

what will happen in the fall, we will hardly be able

to take care of the mails, notwithstanding that we
have increased the capacity of our factory several

times within the last year. We feel that the con-
dition and experience of our company is the same
as that of other companies which manufacture a

line of apparatus of merit, and which make it an
object in their trade to please all and produce goods
that will give to the telephone exchanges superior
service and satisfaction."

W. W. Low, president of the Electric Appliance
company of Chicago: "In my opinion coming
events have, in this case, cast their shadows before.

The indications for a record-breaking fall trade are
so unanimous and widespread that I do not hesitate

to underwrite such a prophecy."

G. G. Luthy. manager of the Royal Electric com-
pany of Peoria, 111.: "Our business this summer
has been quite satisfactory. The outlook for fall

and winter trade has never been better, and we ex-
pect to surpass our gross amount of business for

1899. Collections are good, and the trade seems to

be in a most healthy condition."

J. J. Nate, general superintendent of the Standard
Telephone and Electric company of Madison, Wis,:
"We feel justified in predicting continuance of the
successful business with which we have steadily been
favored for several years past. We feel this con-
fidence from the uninterrupted receipt of orders and
inquiries for future purchases. A very general use
of the telephone and its rapid development in small
communities have opened up a field which Inde-
pendent telephone manufacturing companies did not
consider seriously to any extent in the earlier part
of their work. It is hardly necessary to say that
nearly all of our larger towns and villages, if not
supplied at the present time with telephone ex-
changes, are practically in the market or feeling
their way."

North Electric company of Cleveland (by F. F.

Sapp): "Our prospects for fall business are very
bright, and we can give no better assurance of our
opinion in this matter than by stating the fact that

we have largely increased our capacity for turning
out our products because of the promises of in-

creased business, as well as the having of numerous
large contracts on our books. We see no reason
why. with staple business, the fall should not show
the best season for that time of the year which we
have experienced since the panic of 1893,"

W. F. Richardson, secretary of the National Tele-
phone Equipment company of Detroit: "Inasmuch
as we have but recently commenced operations, we
feel that we are not qualified by experience to con-
tribute anything of value in relation to the busi-

ness situation. We may say. however, that if the

fall trade is to be gauged by the success we have
met with since the fir.st of August and the number
of inquiries we are receiving at the present time, it

is going to be exceptionally good."

A. G. Roth, of Roth Bros. & Co., Chicago: "The
electrical industry is continually making wonderful
strides toward advancement in its various branches.

New devices arc being designed and constructed for

[Coniiriued on fage j68.\
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There appears to be a good prospect for the suc-

cess of the Chicago automobile show next week,

and there is little doubt that an exhibition of real

usefulness will be given. There is much to be

learned about the practical utility of the horseless

vehicle under all the varying conditions met in every-

day service, and gatherings such as that promoted

by the- Inter Ocean should, if properly managed,

do much good.

Out of 303 licensed automobile operators in the

city of Chicago, 225, as shown by the list published

on another page, have applied for and secured per-

mission to operate electric vehicles. This is a sig-

nificant proportion and shows that, in the cities at

least, the electric carriage is the most popular type.

With all their drawbacks, the storage batteries and

electric motors are preferred to steam and explosion

engines.

Election or no election, the electrical industry

is in for a rousing, aggressive fall and winter cam--

paign. Such is the preponderance of opinion of the

electrical traders of the country, who do not will-

fully deceive themselves as to the business outlook.

Good business means a broadening development of

the electrotechnical arts in every way, and it is

highly gratifying that the prospect for continued

progress is so promising. Some encouraging and

pithy remarks on the outlook, .from representative

electrical men, are printed on other pages. They
are worth reading.

To an already long list of names of electrical units

—manj^ of them not in use except by the hyper-

technical—two more have been added by the Paris

Electrical Cogress—the "gauss," for the unit of

magnetic-field intensity, and the ''maxwell'' for the

unit of magnetic flux. There was objection to the

additional names, however, and Professor Mascart,

the president of the congress, tock pains to say that

the two new units had no legal status, such as is

accorded to the volt and the ohm, for instance.

Perhaps the new. units will come into use, but as

one of them, the"" "maxwell," is not defined as to

magnitude, such a result is doubtful. It is, however,

a compliment to the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers that two of the C. G. S. units were named,

although of the four names proposed by the Insti-

tute but one was adopted.

The congress placed itself on record as of the

opinion that electrical energy ought to be regarded

as property, to be protected by law like all other

property. * This is the sensible position, both from

the technical and the non-technical point of view,

and is, we believe, generally held by the courts and

legislatures of this country that have passed upon

the subject. But in Germany and some other coun-

tries the judges have pronounced that electricity

is such an intangible natural force, no matter how
produced, that it cannot be stolen. It is to be hoped

that the ofiticial opinion of such a respectable gath-

ering as the International Electrical Congress may
have some weight with the European courts.

In the terrible storm of last Saturday that brought

such an appalling loss of life and so much suffering

to the city of Galveston and the surrounding district

in Texas, the electrical interests bore their share of

misfortune. All the telephone and telegraph wires

in the vicinity were down on Sunday morning, and

the Mexican and South American cables were also

incapacitated, so far as Galveston was concerned,

owing to the almost incredible violence of the hur-

ricane, which seems to have parted the cables at the

landing place. So far as electrical communication

went, the misfortune was further accentuated by

the fact that all wires connecting the island on which

Galveston is situated with the mainland of Texas

were on bridges, which were wrecked. Both the

Postal and Western Union Telegraph companies

suffered great damage to their lines. The loss to

tile telephone companies was also heavy. The prin-

cipal telephone company in Texas is the South-

western Telegraph and Telephone company—

a

branch of the Erie system. This company has, or

had, a handstime exchange building in Galveston,

erected in 1896. Connected with it were about 1900

subscribers. There is no telephone competition in

Galveston, but in Houston, a city also in the track

of the storm, but sustaining comparatively slight

daiTiage, there is a thriving young Independent com-
pany, the Citizens', with something over 1,200 sub-

scribers. The Southwestern coinpany has about

2,000 subscribers in Houston. The electric-light

company in Galveston is the Brush Electric Light

and Power company, of which H. J. Runge is presi-

dent. The Galveston City Railroad coinpany does
the electric-railway business of the city, and R. B.

Baer is its general manager. Both of the two com-
panies last named must have lost heavily.

All electrical men in the afflicted district will have
the sincere sympahty of their co-workers through-
out the country.

In the recently decided case of the Wabaska Elec-
tric company against the city of Wymore the Su-
preme Court of Nebraska lays down some instructive

principles bearing on the legal relations of small
cities and electric-light companies in that state. For
instance, it is held that the averment by an electric-

light company that a party with which it has a
contract for lighting, as, for example, a' city, is

about to discontinue the use of certain lights, for
which the latter had agreed to pay a certain sum
each month, does not disclose any ground for
equitable relief by injunction. In the first place,

the court says that the mere disuse of the lights

would not, of itself, be prejudicial to the coinpany,
this declaration being followed by the explanation
that there was no allegation in the petition for in-

junction before the court that the city intended to

withhold payment of the monthly installments in

violation of its contract—a hint for the lawyers.
But, if a breach of the agreement in this particular

were contemplated, the court says that an injunction
would not be granted, for there would be in such .

a case a plain and adequate remedy at law, prer
sumably meaning in an action for damages.
Then it was stated in this case that the city in-

tended to, and would, unless restrained by injunc-
tion, enact an ordinance governing the company's
private contracts with its customers and establishing
rates which would be wholly inadequate for the serv-
ice rendered. In dealing with this feature of the case,

the judges think it unnecessary to determine whether
the city was authorized by its charter to grant to
anyone an exclusive franchise for the erection and
operation of an electric-light plant. It says that
the plant had come into being, was established, and
the owner thereof had the right to furnish light to.

its private customers on such terms as might be
mutually satisfactory to the persons concerned. The
Legislature has, of course, the right to fix the price
at which gas or electric lights shall be supphed
by one who enjoys a monopoly of the business, 'by
reason of having an exclusive franchise, and such
right may be delegated to the governing body of a
public or municipal corporation. But a city of the
second class (in Nebraska, one having less than
5,000 inhabitants), to which class the city in ques-
tion was treated as belonging, has no authority,
the court holds, to regulate the rates and charges
which an electric-light coinpany may charge its

customers for lights.

Now, the adoption of the ordinance referred to.

the court goes on to say, being entirely beyond
the power of the city authorities, and being an act

which would, according to the showing of the elec-

tric-light company, result in irreparable injury,

should doubtless be enjoined, if the proper persons
were before the court. But the mayor and City

Council were not parties to the suit, and the court

says that it does not understand that an action will

ever lie against a city for an act done by one of

its ofificers outside the scope of his authority. The
mayor and council have power to enact ordinances,

but that power is plainly limited by the law under
which the city is organized. In attempting to legis-

late upon matters beyond its jurisdiction, the gov-
erning body of a city does not represent the city,

and does not act as its agent nor by color of its

authority. It is like any other agent who transcends

his authority, and it, and not its principal, must an-

swer tor the wrongful act done or threatened. So, if

the mayor and council of a city threaten to exceed
their authority and adopt an ordinance which will

be prejudicial to the rights of an individual or busi-

ness corporation, an injunction, the court holds,

may, in a proper case, issue against them, but not

against the city.

I
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INTERNATIONAL ELECTRICAL CONGRESS AT PARIS.
After the formal openin

Paris Electrical Congress of August i8th to 24th.
as detailed in the Western Electrician last week!
and a rest on Sunday, the various sections settled
down to work on Monday, August 20th.

Commission on Electrical Units

Probably the most important work of the con-
gress was that of the commission on units. This
commission, or committee, consisted of Messrs. Ayr-
ton, Great Britain; de Chatelain, Russia; Dorn,
Germany; de Fodor and de Eloor Tempis, Hun-
gary; E. Gerard, Belgium; Hospitaller, France;
Lombardi, Italy, and Kennelly, United States. On
Friday, August 24th, Mr. Hospitalier, chairman of

the commission, submitted the following report:
In the sessions of August 21 and 22, 1900, the com-

mission of units appointed by Section I. of the In-
ternational Congress of Electricians has adopted
tlie following recommendations:
The commission wall not consider any propositions

involving a modification of the decisions of .pre-
ceding congresses.
The commission does not see an actual necessity

for applying names to all of the electromagnetic
units.

Nevertheless, in view of the employment of prac-
tical apparatus of measurement giving directly the
intensity of field in C. G. S. units, the commission
recommends the attachment of the name of "gauss"
to this C. G. S. unit.

The commission proposes to give to the unit of
magnetic flux, the magnitude of which will be de-
fined later, the name of "inaxwell."
Mr. Kennelly, in the name of the American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers, withdraws the propo-
sitions relative to prefixes and to the rationalization

of electric and magnetic units.

This report was discussed in Section I. (scien-

tific methods and measuring apparatus) on Friday.

Professor Mascart opposed giving a name to the

C G. S. unit of field. The use of practical appa-

ratus giving such measurements directly was not

sufficient to justify the step, he said; the name
"gauss" was confusing. Gauss himself being the in-

ventor of the millimeter-miiligramme-second sys-

tem. Messrs. van de Well and Kohlrausch favored

the report. Mr. Ayrton sided with President Mas-
cart. Messrs. Carpentier, Dorn, Addison, Mailloux,

Mascart, Siemens and Thompson joined in the dis-

cussion. The report was adopted by Section I. with

but two dissenting votes.

Action of the Official Delegates.

At the session of the chamber of delegates on

Friday afternoon President Mascart, assisted by

Messrs. Ayrton, Kohlrausch and Preece, presided.

Professor Mascart thanked the foreign governments

for their interest and sympathy in sending delegates

to the convention, and addressed his most sincere

thanks to the delegates themselves. He spoke of

the work of the comm.ission on units, and especially

commended the unselfish attitude of the American

delegates. The propositions of the commission

could not be given any official character, he said,

for the two new units do not have the legal statui

of the fundamental units—meter, ohm, volt.

The propositions of the commission were then

adopted by the delegates present.

Mr. Mascart put to vote the following, which was

adopted by a majority:

"The congress is of the opinion that electric en-

ergy ought to be regarded as a property; that this

property ought to be protected, like all other, ac-

cording to the jurisprudence already established in

many chief states."

The adjournment of this body ended the sessions

of the congress.

Proceedings in the Sectional Meetings.—Monday,

August 2oth.

Section I. Scientific Methods and Measuring Ap-
paratus.—The president, Mr. Violle, being absent,

was represented by Mr. Cornu, member of the In-

stitute. Nominated for vice-presidents, Messrs. Ar-

nold Ayrton, de Chatelain. Crova and Kennelly were
unanimously elected. Messrs. Bourguignon, David

and Odent'were appointed secretaries. Mr. Cornu
then read the list of the members of the congress who
desired to take part in the work of the first section,

followed by that of the communications announced.

Among these were Mr. Arnoux. "Unit Cells of

Cadmium;" Blondel, "Oscillographs;" Gino-Dom-
pieri, "Decimal Division of the Hour;" Major John

Millis, "Photometry of Colored Sources;" de Rey-

Pailhade, "The Advantages of Adopting a New
Unit Based Upon .a. Physical Unit of Time Equal to

the One-hundred-thousandth of the Mean Solar

Day."
Mr. Cornu asked for communications from the

members present. A discussion followed, in which

Messrs. Cornu. Crova and Hospitalier joined, as

to the best method in photometry of designating

[Special correspondence o£ the Western Elecliician.]

and organization of the the quality of the light used. The second named
held that the trequeucy of the light vibration ottered
a more practical designation than did the wave
length.

Section II. Sub-section A.—Production and Me-
chanical Utilization of Electricity.—The session was
opened by Mr. Hillairet, president. He proposed
to appoint the following-named foreign vice-presi-
dents: Germany, Prolessor Stroecker; England,
Professor S. P. Thompson; United States, C O
Mailloux; Switzerland, Mr. Turrettini. These were
elected \yithout dissent. Messrs. Thourine, Grun-
btrg, Grisel, Boisseau and Halphen were appointed
secretaries. The president announced communica-
tions from Messrs. Eede of Brussels, Rey of Paris
and Thury, Geneva.
Mr. Bede described a system of electric-railwiiy

conduit in use m Brussels, which offered certain
interesting features. Following this paper the floor
was given to Mr. Rey, chief engineer of Sautter,
Harle & Co., for a communication on the fall of
tension in polyphase alternators, as determined by
the theory ot two reactions. This theor}', due to
Blondel, allows one to determine precisely such fall
of potential in inductive or non-inductive circuits,
Mr. Rey next presented a note on the compounding
of alternators by Mr. Blondel, who, on account ot
sickness, was unable to attend the sessions. The
system proposed employs a direct-current e.xciter,
whose armature is traversed by the polyphase current
of the alternator itself or by a branch current ob-
tained from a transformer in series.

Mr. Thury spoke on the application of high-volt-
age dynamos to the automatic regulation of the
electromotive force of accumulators. This regula-
tion is facilitated by a compound winding; the re-
versal of polarity is then more rapid.

Section II. Sub-section B—Electric Lighting.—
The session was opened by Mr. Fontaine, president.
For vice-presidents, Messrs. Meyer (France), de
Fodor (Hungary), and Carl Hering (United Sta'tes) ;

for secretaries, Messrs, Gasnier, PernoUet and Sou-
lier were named.
Mr. Laporte then read the most important portions

of the report by Blondel upon the progress of elec-
tric lamps. Mr. Mailloux regretted not having been
able to read this report at leisure, and regarded it

as very important. He thought that there was no
future for high-tension lamps, as to efficiency, dura-
bility or hght intensity. In the discussion following
de Fodor, Meyer and Fontaine participated.
Section III. Electro-chemistry.—Mr. Caillet took

the place of President Moissan, absent. Vice-presi-
dents Pagliani and Zenger were elected; Londrin,
secretary. No papers were read at this session.

Section IV. Telegraphy and Telephony.—Mr.
Wtinschendortf, president; Messrs. Roosen, Gavey,
Pinter and Strecker, vice-presidents. The order of
the day called for the following communications:
"Telephone Systems with Common Battery," by
Ml. Andre; "Question of the Directibility of Tele-
graphic Apparatus Without Wires," by Dr. R.
Blochmann, C. E. The author arrived at a nega-
tive conclusion. Captain Ferrie questioned him re-

garding certain phenomena of wireless telegraphy.

An invitation to visit the central bureau of tele-

graphs and telephones was read, and the meeting
adjourned.
Section V. Electro-physiology.—Mr. D'Arsonval,

the president of this section, was ill. Mr. Bergonie
occupied the chair. The communications read were:
"The Sterilization of Tissues in Tuberculosis," "Col-
ored Rays of Light in Tuberculosis," both by Mr.
Bleyer, and "The Analogy Between Lines of Mag-
netic and Electromagnetic Force, and the Arrange-
ment of Ceils in Plants," by Mr. Stanoievitch.

Tuesday, August 2ist.

Section I. Mr. Hildburg read a description of

apparatus for rectifying alternating currents. This
communication was in English. Mr. Arnoux spoke
in recommendation of the cadmium cell of Czapski

as an electromotive-force unit. Mr. Weyde read a

memoir on the mechanical application of the ideas

of Maxwell and the theory of vortices.

Section II. Sub-section A.—Professor S. P.

Thompson offered a communication on electromag-

netic mechanisms. Mr. Guenee announced that in

class 2"] of the exposition were exhibited such sys-

tems where the law of Thompson was rigorously

applied.

Mr. Leblanc presented a paper on the construc-

tion of dynamo-electric machines, and Mr. E.

Gerard, engineer of Belgian railways, read one con-

cerning the traction resistance of self-propelled ve-

hicles. Mr. Blondin presented the traction system,

with surface contacts invented by Dolter, now in

actual use on a line 750 meters in length at Porte

Maillot.

Section II. Sub-section B.—Mr. de Fodor read a

paper entitled, "Proposition of a New Method of

Tariff for Electric Current." Messrs. Lauriol, Fon-

taine. Meyer and Claude joined in its discussion.

Mr. Mornat gave a communication on "Electricity

and the Motive Force in the Theater."

Section III.—Mr. Blondin criticized the names of

units proposed to the congress of applied chemistry

by Dr. le Blanc. Mr. Hollard offered a new series

of terms for these units.

Mr. Keller then read a paper on "Electric Fur-

naces," and Mr. Hollard offered a paper on elcc-
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trolytic analysis, in which he brought out a new
method for the commercial analysis of copper.
Section IV.—Four communications on wireless

telegraphy were given by Messrs. Popoff, Vilot, Tis-
sot and Gavey, followed by one from Mr. Chaye-
Pacha. on use of submarine microphone receivers
for safety of the fishermen of Newfoundland.

Wednesday, August 22d.

Section I.—A paper was read by Mr. Blondin, act-

ing for Mr. Blondel, on new oscillographs invented
by him and built by Mr. Dobkevitch, capable of
recording 45,000 vibrations a second. Messrs. Dud-
del, Carpentier and Addenbrook spoke on the sub-
ject.

Section II.—Sub-section A.—The discussion of

Gerard's paper was continued, and the subject of
traction by superficial contacts given over to a

special sub-section, with Mr. Turrettini as supervisor.

Mr. Semenza spoke concerning tests made upon a
large installation of high tension, that of Paderno-
Milan, Mr. Boucherot on the compounding of al-

ternators, and Mr. Thury on transmission at high
tension by means of direct-current machines in^

series.

Mr. Perot spoke concerning the coupling of al-

ternators, from the point of view oi harmonics and
the effect of synchronous motors upon such coup-
ling. This was a most interesting paper.

Section 11.—Sub-section B.—The order of the day
called for the communication from Mr. Weissmann
upon the use of lamps of large filament and low
tension. Mr. Bochet spoke, discussmg the report
of Mr. Blondel, on the employment of arc lamps.
and Messrs. Ayrton, BainviUe, Mailloux, S. P.

Thompson and Meyer participated.

Section III.—Mr. Zenger offered a paper upon
the utilization of sea-water in the production of

electric energy, by means of a new cell, the prin-

ciple of which had been indicated, as President
Sebert recalled, by Colonel Renard. Mr. Vignon
discussed the communication.

Section IV.—The paper by Mr. Blondel and Cap-
tain Ferrie, upon the actual state of wireless teleg-

raphy, was presented by the latter and discussed
by Captain Tissot, Messrs. Pierard and Ducretet.
Mr. Pinter's communication on the rapid-writing

telegraph of PoUak-Virag was followed by one
from Mr. Rochefort on unipolar transformers.

Mr. Boulanger proposed that the congress ren-

der some public homage to Mr. Branly, and the

president proposed that an extract of the minutes of

the session, suggesting as the name of the coherer
the "Branly tube," should be addressed to Mr.
Branly. The proposition was adopted at once.

Thursday, August 23D.

Section X.—Mr. Violle first spoke upon photom-
etry, followed by Mr. Kempf-Hartmann, in a note
concerning an apparatus for measurement of fre-

quencies of alternating currents.

Mr. Blondin presented, for Mr. Blondel, a com-
munication on diphase and triphase alternators.

Section II.—Sub-section A.—Mr. Routin spoke
on compound alternators and static transformers,
and Mr. L. Gerard on the haulage of boats by elec-

tric towing machines.
Section 11.—Sub-section B.—Mrs. Ayrton read a

paper on the luminous intensity of the direct-cur-

rent arc. Messrs. Fontaine, Bochet, Arnoux and
S. P. Thompson all spoke in praise of this ad-
mirable work. Mr. Laporte communicated a note
from Messrs. Blondel and Gigonzo, on the alter-

nating-current arc. Messrs. Duddell, Arnoux,
Bochet and Pellissier added remarks upon these two
papers.

Mr. Dolter presented a model of a roadway, with
magnetic contact, of his invention, and pointed out
its chief advantages. He was eagerly questioned by
Messrs. Vedovelli and Bouton. Mr. Diatto in turn
described the features of his own system.

Section IV.—Mr. Kennelly presented a communi-
cation from Captain Squier and Professor Crehore
on their telegraphic transmitter, employing sinu-

soidal waves, with Wheatstone receiver, and re-

called the experiments made in England and on the

Canso cable. Mr. Gavey asked why the system
had not been adopted, and expressed doubt whether
this system would operate, if subjected to induction
from neighboring lines.

Captain Ferrie spoke upon his decohering co-
herer and the theory. Mr. Semonov related some
experiments upon the movements of filings in co-
herers. Captains Ferrie and Tissot disagreed with
his views.
Mr. Bodde presented a paper on "Wireless Teleg-

raphy for Preventing Collisions at Sea," and de-
scribed a method by which the direction of an ap-
proaching ship might be determined. Messrs.
Chaye-Pacha and Blochmann asked further details.

Additional Delegates.—In addition to the Ameri-
can representatives at the congress already men-
tioned may be named Francis E. Drake, official

delegate: B. J. Arnold and F. B. Crocker, Ameri-
can Institute of Electrical Engineers: A. E. Ken-
nelly. Franklin Institute; C. O. Mailloux, New York
Electrical society.

Friday, August 24TH.

Sectron I.—Mr. Arnoux presented a new model
of a thermic galvanometer.
At the afternoon session Mr. Perskyi spoke on

''Television by Means of Electricity," with appa-
ratus employing selenium cells.

Section 11.—Sub-section A.—Mr. Janet spoke on
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converters. Mr. Boucherot resumed his report
upon condensers, and Mr. Lombardi replied to cer-
tain of his arguments. Mr. Rey read a paper from
Blondel on the graphic theory and regulation of
rotary converters. Mr. Weyler spoke concerning
the calculation of the winding of electros, and Pro-
fessor Thompson added that the approximate formu-
las of Steinmetz are very good for the same prob-
lem.

Mr. Boucherot was called upon regarding the
calculation of circuits.

Section 11.—Sub-section B.—Messrs. Lorcay, La-
porte and Stanoievitch spoke on incandescent light-
ing. Mr. Hoho described the Lagrange-Hoho sys-
tem, and Mr. Blondin, the Parvillee molded-metallic
resistances for cooking apparatus.
Mr. Pollak presented certain general considera-

tions on traction by superficial contact, and pre-
sented a model of his distribution box. Messrs.
Diatto, Bouton, Dolter and S. P. Thompson took
part in the. discussion.

Entertainment Features.

During the period that the International Elec-
trical Congress was in session only the forenoons
were given up to the reading of papers and dis-

cussions, with the exception of Friday. The after-

noons were devoted to side trips, which were pre-
viously planned by the officers of the congress.
Twelve different trips were offered, besides an even-
ing reception given by Prince Roland Bonaparte,
and a special evening for an electrical display in

the Palais d'lllusion, in the Electricity building. The
Eiffel Tower was also open free to all members
on Wednesday and Thursday. Unfortunately, these
two days were not clear, so as to give the best
view of Paris and its surroundings.
The most elaborate excursion offered, and the

one in which all members participated, was the trip

to Chantilly, on Tuesday. This was ladies' day, and
a great many enjoyed the outing. Chantilly is 25M;
miles from Paris and is one of the attractive sub-
urbs of the capital city. The Miisee Conde is situ-

ated here, with its valuable collection of paintings,
jewels and sculptures. Two trains of about 20 first-

c'.ass coaches each left Paris with the visitors at

I p. m. The ride, of about 35 minutes, was through
a very fertile and interesting .country. On arriving

at the station at Chantilly, buses were waiting to

take the people to the chateau, a drive through the
forest of about 15 minutes' duration. Tuesday is

not a day for a public inspection of the chateau
and gardens, so everything was at the disposal of

the congress only. At five o'clock an elaborate
lunch was served. At seven o'clock the party
reached Paris, and everyone was in high praise of

the manner in which all details of the trip had been
so carefully arranged by the committee of organi-
zation. J. M. H. .

Hub-motor Vehicle Plans.

The Hub Motor Transit company of Chicago,
which was organized a few months ago for the
purpose of establishing a system of omnibuses on
the streets of Chicago, reports satisfactory progress
on the construction of its vehicles. It is building
50 imperials, as they are called, which will seat 40
passengers each. Fifteen of these omnibuses are to

be operated on the North Side, 15 on the West Side
and 20 on the South Side. The most desirable

routes to the heart of the city will be selected,

passing around loops dictated by the convenience
of the public and not by necessity.

The American Car company of St. Louis has the

contract for building the car bodies of the im-
perials, and it is expected that the first vehicle will

be completed in four or five weeks. The omnibuses
will be driven by hub motors and the wheels for

the first vehicle are being constructed at a ma-
chine shop in Chicago. It is probable that the
company will soon close negotiations with a large
eastern manufacturing concern to manufacture the
wheels under the hub-motor patents. Arrange-
ments are also being made to place the exclusive
rights to the patents in England. The patents and
manufacturing rights for the hub motors are owned
by the Hub Motor company of Chicago.
The Hub Motor Transit company, which is cap-

italized at $1,000,000. under the laws of New Jersey,
is solely an operating company and has the ex-
clusive right to the use of the hub-motor patents
on public omnibuses in Cook County, 111. The fol-

lowing-named gentlemen are officers of the Hub
Motor Transit company: President. Elmer E.

Francy; vice-president, Charles Berg; secretary and
treasurer, William PI, Eastland; general manager,
William A. Lake: general counsel, Harry L. Irwin;
chief engineer, Frederick J. Newman; construction
engineer, Joseph Ledwinka.

New York Automobile Expositions,
Preparations for the two automobile shows to be

held in New York city in November are steadily

progressing, and while each manager works inde-
pendently of the other, the exhibitors are said to be
disposed to consider both the expositions together.
The show to be held at Madison Square Garden will

be open from November 3d to loth. Following this

will be a longer exposition to be given at the Grand
Central Palace from November 14th to 24th. More
space for exhibitors will be afforded at the latter

show, and a point in favor of it is that it will be
held simultaneously with the horse show which
draws annually to New York more than 50,000 vis-

itors ffom out of town. Marcus Nathan is man-
ager of the Central Palace show.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

BOOK TABLE.
The Electric Automobile: Its Construction, Care
AND Operation, By C. E. Woods, E. E., M. E.
Chicago; Herbert S. Stone & Co. 1900. Pp.,
viii., 177, with 22 plates. Price, $1.25.

The author has brought forth a book relating to
the operation, use and possibilities of the electric
automobile that is not in any sense a technical or
engineering work, but which can be easily under-
stood by persons who are neither engineers nor
mechanics. "The effort has not been," says the
writer in his preface, "to produce a scientific treatise
on the subject, nor even an elaborate composition,
but to set forth in plain and unembellished English
the facts and conditions surrounding the question
in hand so that those interested In the subject might
learn the elementary conditions and thereby pur-
chase an electric automobile with some discrimina-
tion and give it intelligent care and careful opera-
tion."

_
That the author has accomplished his pur-

pose, in the main, is shown by a glance through
the book. Mr. Woods has carefully avoided sci-

entific terms wherever possible and has developed
the elementary side of the different subjects treated.

The book should prove interesting to those unac-
customed to the care and operation of an electric

vehicle and to those unskilled In its construction.
In the first chaptej^ are given some general con-

ditions surrounding the introduction and use of
automobiles, the opening pages of the chapter be-
ing historical in nature. Several comparisons be-
tween horse and electric vehicles are made as to
cost, maintenance, etc., and the rest of the chapter
treats of general topics In regard to the use, care
and construction of the vehicle and answers several

questions as to the future of electric vehicles.

Chapter II. deals with carriage construction, de-
sign and speed In connection with automobiles. The
wheels, tires, bearings and frame are subjects treated
and considerable space is given to the regulation
and limits of speed.

The construction, use and operation of secondary
01 storage batteries in automobiles is taken up in

the next chapter, and this topic Is handled In a
clear manner, but chiefly from the author's own
manufacturing experience. In the fourth chapter
electric motors are treated, and an elementary dis-

cussion is given of the principles of motor con-
struction and use and the operation of controllers.

Gearing, from the motors to the wheels, is also

discussed.
Several pertinent suggestions and instructions on

the testing and inspection of electric automobiles are
next taken up. The question of battery charging
and care is given the consideration it merits.
Chapter VI. dwells upon street operation and care
of electric vehicles In general and gives several aids
valuable to the novice in learning to operate a

vehicle.

The last chapter is headed "Automobile Clubs,

Meets and Races," but Is given up almost entirely

to the constitution of the Automobile Club of Amer-
ica and to the racing rules of the Automobile. Club
of France, both of which are printed in full. An
appendix Is descriptive of several types of modern
vehicles as manufactured by the Woods Motor Ve-
hicle company, and illustrated by plates in the book.
Other plates Illustrate motors, batteries, a controller,

gearing, controller connections, etc.

American Automobile Annual for igoo. A hand-

book for all interested in horseless vehicles. Ed-
ited by Alfred B. Chambers, Ph. D. Chicago:

Laird & Lee. Pp., 275, with 104 diagrams and
illustrations. Price. $1.50.

This useful handbook will undoubtedly prove help-
ful to all interested in automobiles. Much of the
material that has been compiled by the editor is

historical in nature, but the work is brought up to

date by discussions and descriptions of new and
Improved methods of motor-vehicle construction and
operation. The work is divided into six parts, the
first of which treats of the internal-combustion mo-
tor system. The chapters in this part discuss the
invention and principles of internal-combustion mo-
tors, carbureters, gasoline-motor vehicles, petroleum
motors and vehicles, etc.

Steam-power vehicles are next taken up, and then
the electric storage-battery vehicles are discussed.
The topics treated under the latter head are: The
storage battery as a power source, construction fea-

tures of typical electric vehicles, variations in elec-

tric-vehicle construction, maintenance and recharg-
ing of storage batteries, and notable performances
of electric vehicles.

Part IV. gives other forms of motor power, such
as compressed air, liquid air, carbonic-acid gas and
combination motors. In the next part steering,

wheels, tires, differential gearing, bearings, etc., are
treated. Copies of the Chicago and New York city

automobile ordinances are given, as well as several
automobile "dont's," and the book is completed
by a blank form of automobile log for a run. An
automobillst's calendar for igoo is also contained
in the handbook. The volume is bound with a

flexible cover and is of the ordinary handbook size.
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Excellent Prospect for Fall Business.
[Continued from fiage i6j.]

the application of electric current in nearly all lines
of manufacture. They are found to be advantageous.
This is a good reason why the trade is so well sus-
tained, and as there is .still an unlimited field for
further advancement, there is every indication that
the electrical trade will hold good for many years,
barring serious panics, wars, etc. In our special
line we are very well pleased with the volume of
business done during the first half of the year 1900.
Our shops are overcrowded with work now, and
we have every reason to believe that the prospects
for a rushing business In our line for the latter half
of the year are encouraging, as the outlook is bril-
liant. We consider the trade advancing every-
where. Locally, our business could not have been
better, while In our trade with foreign countries we
have made wonderful strides, with a good outlook
for the future."

P. H. W. Smith, assistant general manager of the
Standard Underground Cable company of Pittsburg:
"Business with us during the past summer months
has been sustained to an unusual degree, and with a
largely increased output we find ourselves taxed to
the utmost. The prospect at the present time for a
large fall business for 1900 seems very good."

Sprague Electric company of New York (bv
H arold McGill Davis) : "The Sprague Electric
company has been -unusually busy this season. The
sales in the interior-conduit department have been
greater than ever. The company has been obliged
to increase its plant in order to keep up with the
demand for this line of products. There has been
great activity in all of the departments, and the out-
look for future orders is excellent. Manufacturing
plants throughout- the country, and, in fact, all over
the world, are beginning to recognize more fully
the advantages of electrically driven machines. An-
ticipating the reelection of Mr. McKinley and at
least four years more of prosperity, it Is quite nat-
ural to expect many factories to adopt electric power.
Then, too, the new industries that will be started
in the so-called 'American colonies' will require the
most modern methods, so that altogether there will
be a great demand for electric motors."

B. E. Sunny of Chicago, western manager for
the General Electric company: "In the middle
West the demand for electrical apparatus is even
better than a year ago, when the business done was
phenomenal, while In the East it seems to be about
the same as last year. New enterprises are not
showing activity, pending financial arrangements,
which are difficult to make until the election shall
have passed olif satisfactorily. The greatest activity
Is in the reconstruction of existing railway and
lighting power houses and systems. The necessity
for this class of work has been made urgent by the
increased business done by railways and lighting
companies In all parts of the country, and the work
is going along regardless of the forthcoming elec-
tion, the Chinese question, etc. The indications
seem to point to a falling off In business for Sep-
tember and October and a brisk revival on the re-
election of President McKinley. In the latter
event, which seems to be generally conceded, there
will be special activity In the promotion and building
of interurban railways. Indeed, In the 12 months
following President McKinley's reelection I think
that there will be more interurban railways built

than have been built to date."

Triumph Electric company of Cincinnati (by
W. H. Jacob): "The indications are that there will

be a great deal of business this fall, even more than
there was last year. We judge this, not only from
the amount of business that we have at present,
which is over 50 per cent. In excess of last year's
business, but from the number of inquiries we are
receiving daily, and the prospective sales that we
have in view."

C. H. Wilcox, president of the New York In-
sulated Wire company: "While I look for a good
business during the coming year, I am inclined to
believe that the top of the business boom has been
reached, and that it will be many years before we
see such prosperous years as the last three. I do
not speak of the electrical trade alone, but of the
trade of the entire country. I am also" of the
opinion that a change of administration would be
very disastrous and fatal to the business world."

At the recent annual meeting of the Pottstown,
Boyertown and Reading Railway company of Read-
ing, Pa., E. C. Watson of Philadelphia was elected
president. The company has a charter to construct
an electric railway from Reading to Boyertown, 18
miles, and thence to Pottstown, eight miles.

Old Telegraphers' Convention at St.

Paul and Minneapolis.
The twentieth annual reunion of the Old Time

Telegraphers' association and the United States
Military Telegraph Corps will be held at St. Paul
and Minneapolis, September iSlh, 19th and 20th.

The headquarters in St. Paul will be at the Ryan
Hotel and in Minneapolis at the West Hotel. Busi-
ness meetings of the two associations will take place
in St. Paul on September i8th and September 19th
will be known as "Minneapolis Day." Local en-
tertainment committees have ben formed, and a
number of drives, excursions, etc., have been
planned for the entertainment of the delegates. An
informal reception and ball will be held at Masonic
Hall, Minneapolis, on Wednesday evening, and the
convention will close with a banc|uet to members
of the two associations on the evening of "St. Paul
Day," September 20th. A large and very success-
ful meeting is looked for.
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Licensed Automobile Operators in
Chicago.

The first examination of applicants for licenses to
operate automobiles on the streets of Chicago was
held in the city hall, February 17, 1900. Since that
time examinations have been held at stated times
and a total of 303 certificates has been granted
225 of these being for electric-vehicle operation'
A large proportion of the applicants were licensed
as public-vehicle operators for the two public op-
crating companies located in the city. The major-
ity of the private operators own their own vehicles
The following list gives the names of those holding
certificates, for what purpose or with what com-
pany they operate and the motive power of the
vehicles. Mr. Arthur J. Eddy holds license No.
I, and the rest of the list is given in chronologicai
order, up to and including the certificates granted
on September 7th. The examining board consists
of City Electrician Ellicott, Health Commissioner
Reynolds and Citj^ Engineer Ericson.

NAME. USE. POWER.
Arthur J. Eddy....: Private E., G and S
F. R. Jenkins i. E. V. T. Cu j:/
J. E. ScuUy private E., g. and s'
\villiam Weare i'rivate U
Charles T. Jeffery JiTivate G
Harold A. Bestorp U'lle Hub >;'

W. L. Post i. E. V. T. Co ."'e'
Edward Spengler 1. B. V. T. Co K
jQlm Spengler I. E. V. T. Co e'
i-'red J. t^avison 1. E. V. T. Co .. K
Oliver M. De Laruity 1. E. V. T. Co !"e'
Fred Haines 1. B. V.,T. Co E
Charles Miller I. E. V. T. Co E.
Oscar J. Friedman Frivate G.
William D. Ray i'ublic and private E.
Robert N. Dickman Private G.
A. S. Blessing .^ I. E. V, T. Co E.
D. M. Greene W. M. V. Co E
C. B. Slade Private G
M. E. Fowler 1. E. V. T. Co E^
David Cottrell Private G.
J. "W. Hendrick U. S. Express Co E.
W. Y. Miller Private E.
Henry B. Babson Private E., S. and G.
S. Kandel 1. E. V. r. Co E.
G. I.. Marslaall I. E. V. T. Co K.
Thomas Mackin 1. E. V. T. Co B.
Charles H. Clink I. E. V. T. Co E.
Fr.ink L. Donaldson W. .M. V. Co E.
W. L. Place I. E. V. T. Co E.
H. Valiquest I. E. V. T. Co E.
F. H. Luther I. E. V. T. Co E.
H. C. Ball I. E. V. T. Co B.
Ford Yates W. M. V. Co E.
F. Jolicoeur I. E. V. T. Co E.
Bruce Clark Priv. and W. M. V. Go...E.
Robert T. Wagner W. M. V. Co. ." B.
G. A. Xelson 1. E. V. T. Co E^
Oscar Halberh W. M. V. Co E.
Charles W. Fisher 1. E. V. T. Co B.
George Templeman I. B. V. T. Co E.
Arthur Morrison I. E. V. T. Co B.
G. W. Walterbaugh Private G.
John P. Qulnn W. M. V. Co E.
Thomas Guuning W. M. V. Co E.
C. A. Stutsman W. M. V. Co B.
P. Coughlln 1. E. V. T. Co E.
Arthur W. Lloyd Montgomery Ward & Co.. E.
S. E. Sticknev I. E. V". T. Co E.
A. E, Duttelzweig W. M. V. Co E.
Thomas Schweig I. B. V. T. Co B.
A. M. Hildebrandt McMullen Mf?. Co G.
E. H. Roderick I. E. V. T. Co E.
J. A. Windsor W. M. \. Co E.
R. B. LctHngwell Priv. and W. M. V. C0...E.
Julia E. Bracken Private E,
Harvey Ruymond Private E.
George W. Pynchon Private E.
L. F. Wright W. M. V. Co E.
I. C. Lindsay W. M. V. Co E.
Richard Revnolds I. B. V. T. Co E.
William J. 'Peer I. E. V. T. Co E.
W. M. Henry I. E. Y. T. Co E.
James Forrester I. E. V. T. Co E.
John Farrell W. M. V. Co E.
John H. Shanley I'riv. and W. M. V. C0...B.
W. E. Mack Exhibition E. and S.

J. H. Gates Exhibition E. and S.

Fred A. Gardner Private ^.
Paul Kraemer Private G.
Charles Dickinson Private S.. G. and B.
F. P. Ulsley Exhibition S. and E.
E. F. McQuaid I. E. V. T. Co K.

E. L. Bentley I. E. V. T. Co...'. E.
A. L. Sanderson I. B. V. T. Co E.
Robert Shaw Private E. and G.
W. Vernon Booth Private E.
F. C. Bronson Private G.
Lewis H. Falley Private E., G. and S.

M. M. Orten Private G.
W. R. Donaldson Private G.
G. W. Harden Private B.. G. and S.

C. W. Stokes Priv. and C. M. V. O0...G.
R. J. Conway C. M. V. Co G.
W. L. Githens Priv. and I. E. T. T. Co.,E.

A. W. Pauley Priv. and W. M. V. C0...E.
W. O. Worth O. M. V. Co 6.
J. D. Worth Exhibition G.
William P. Dale Priv. and Chi. E. V. Co.. G,
Adolph Ulrioh I. E. V. T. Co E.
George Sparling L E. V. T. Co E.
George Henderson I. E. V. T. Co B.

Frank Korff I. B. V. T. Co E.

Edward Armhold L E. V. T. Co E.
Emmett O'Connell L E. V. T. Co JJ.

Charles A. Lindstrom Private, manufacturer.. B.
John O'Neill L E, V. T. Co E.
Byron Goggin 1. E. V. T. Co E.
M. A. Policastcr L B. V. T. Co E.

H. M. Brincterhoff Private .»
H. B. Boies I. E. V. T. Co...., ...E.

J. H. Fahrney Private S. and G,

King Upton Exhibition ...

W. D. Long L E. V. T. Co
T. W. Davidson I. E. V. T. Co.

John Frier Private
Irvine R. Hall Private
Alfred T. Leopold Private ._

John Wright

E.
....B.
....E.
....E.
....G.
....E.

L E. V. T. Co B.
Private -S-

Business E.
....W. M. V. Co E.
....W. M. V. Co E.
....W. M. V. Co E.
....Priv. ;ind W. M. V. C0...E.— Private ^
....Private S. and E.

„^^^ Priv. and I. B. V. T. Co,.E,

William n. Pnilman Priv. and W. M. V Co...fc.

W. J. Buckley Priv. and Con. M. V. Co.b.

W. F. Hormann Private -• ^•
George H. Lockbaum Slegel, Cooper & Co ii.

H. H. Porter
Charles Rupert
Fred Franklin
Frank Clark
A. F. Kerns
William E. Pleasant ..

Charles W. Gillctt ....

Charles E. Bartley ....

C. K. G. Billings
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L. 0. Fuller Private S.Charles Crager I. E. V. T. Co E.
D. J. iUcDouald I. B, V. T. Co E.
?; ^- ^?.", I- ^- V. T. Co E.James Blinker I. E. V. T. Co E.
Uarrj' Jensen I. E. V. T. Co E.
G. H. Atkins w. -M. V. Co K.
Ointon E. Woods W. M. V. Co E.
Charles Coulau Priv. and W. M. V. O0...E.
Grace Wassail Private E.
Mrs. Bruce Clark private E.
G. A. Schiuik I. E. V. T. Co E.
John F. Stahl 1. E. V. T. Co E.
C. W. O'Conner I. E. V. T, Co E.
J. G. Francis I. B. V. T. Co E.
John A. Patterson 1. E. V. T. Co i;.
C. J. French I. E. V. T. Co E.
G. H, Rickermaji I. E. V. T. Co IC.
Edward Johnson I. B. V. T. Co IC.
John Smith I. E. V. T. Co B.
George H. Stout Exhibition. mau'fturer..E.
Owen Murphy l, E. T. T. Co E.
"alter L. Upson Public E.
Joseph Ledwinka Private E.
waiter A. Crowflus Exhibition E.
Miss C. Neely Private E.
" . A. Burnham Private E.
Marshall F. Holmes Public S.
C. H. Matthiessen Private E.
W. E. Browu '.Private E.
John Anderson Private E.
F. W. Lorcless ' " W. M. V. Co E.
W. R. Donaldson '"W. M. V. Co. B.
B. B. Goodrich W. M. V. Co E.
John H. Low private B.
Charles Hoffniau .. . Pul>lic E.
E. D. Brock Public ...E.
George B. Foster Private B.
T. B. Jeffrey Private B. and G.
otto Unzicker -. Private B., G. and S.
John W. Bates Pi-ivate G. and S.
F. M. Brinkerhoff Private S.

J. B. Burdett Private S.
A. E. Porter Private S.
R. C. Jeturke Private E.
Burton Smith Private E.
Mrs. F. W. Newman Private E.
F. W. Newman Private E.
Charles T. Yerkes Private E. and S.

Benjamin H. Marshall Priv. and I. E. V. T. CO..E.
John J. Strohm L E. V. T. Co E.
J. W. Scott Private B., S. and G.
B. C. Hicks rnvate E. and G.
A. R. Stuner Private E.
G. L. Harvey i'maie G.
M. B. Pine Jr'rivate s>.

Frank Northhelper Private li.

L. O. Van Riper rrivais S.

Frederick Irvmg Lake Private E.
H. H. Newton Private E.
Charles P. Champlin Private E.
A. L. Utz private E.
F. \V. Brown Private E.
J.B.Conrad private E.
5. C. Coleman Private E.
F. C. Donald Private S.

F. B. Rich Private B.
T. C. Hewitt Private E.
Charles H. Ferguson Private S.

F. A. Hadley .Private E.
T. L. Higgins Private E.
W. J. Winser Private E.
J. H Reid .

Private G. and E.
H. Wrightmau i'rivate G.
Christ Brookins 1. B. V. T. Co E.

Robert I. Howes Private E.
F. S. Cauda Private ^....G.
Normau Williams, Jr Private B.
W. O. Kutschc Friv. and W. M. V. C0...E.
L. D. Sheppard Private S.

Henry B. TeUt Private ....B.

Carrey Cauda Priv. and W. M. V. C0...G.
Eugene Bivert Private E. and S.

J. T. Palmer Private S.

Britton Lane VV- U. V. Co E.
J. K. Robinson, Jr Private E. and G.
WilUam S. McMillen Private E.
R B Fort Private S. and B.
J. D. Hubbard' ...!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Private G. and E.
Marlon Richey Private E.
Thomas Halliday Private G.

R. T. Crane Private E.

B. J. Arnold Private L., S. and G.
W S Goll .. .

Private E., S. and G.
R P Searle !!..'..!! Private S. and G.
a! L. Kuehms'tedii!ii!'''!'!!!Frivate B-

F. C. Green Private b.

B. F. Brown Private b.

George E. Miller Private b.

Ross Judson Private , .0.

J. Schevimm f;?'\"."^„- V. ,^-

J. O. Durand W. M. V. Co E.

W. E. Railsback "• M. V. Co E.

Frank Bwold W. M. \. Co E.

A. W. King Private G. and S.

James A. Pugh Private G.
Morris Vehon Private h.

William R. O'Dell Private E.

Adolph B. Babcock P'nvate E.

B. M. Young Private E.

Walden W. Shaw Private G.

otto V. Bachelle Pnvate , G.

W. P. Robinson Private E.

W. W. Robinson Private G.

Hugh E. Miley Pnvate G.

John L. Lewis Private B.

Orvllle B. Babcock i^'''^'* S'
W. R. Breneman Public E.

Arthur Chester Public E.

W. J. Gregory i "'f™!'' h
Robert D. Camp Private h.

R, G. Burdick Private .».

Si Mayer I'rivate G.

W. D. Sargent Private K. and G.

Prince Nicholas Bngalitchell.. Private E-

R. A. Waller Fq^nte E-

J. F. Gunther £""',?" fe'

John McGrath Fn.Wc
i-'

"„';.;,' •?'•

Martin F. Hanson PS''^ •.•n"','-;"'fe' «^a P'
6. E. Sparks I- B. \. T. CO...E. and G.

Frank V. Sackett K",^'"* o
Walter A. Boat Private .b.

W. D. Glenn Private t.
...Pnvate G.

... I'rtvate S.

Private G.
...Business — S., E. and G.
... Private G.

. .I'rivate S.

... Private E.
..Private G.
...Private E.
.Private G.

.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.e'.
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Paul Rainey .

Ogdcn T. McClurg ...

H. J. Baldwin
Asa J. Milmau
Peter Paulsen
E. F. Harris
Is.nac Miller Hamilton
Hubert C. Downs —
George W. Webster ..

E. J. Day
John GIbbs Lovell Private

Miss Francis K. Sargeaut Private

Peter Nelson —
F. W. Gresham .

C. A. Allen
F. R. Shepard ...

Jacob Spengler .

Allen Elauchard
Sam C. Beck

. . . Private B.

... Private E.
. ..Private E.
... Private E.
... I. E. V. T. Co E,
...Private S. and G.

. I'rivate S.
George H. Ellis Private G.
George G. Speuccr Private E.
A. H; BrumbecU Business G.
B. H. Farquhar Private E.
M. M. Mahoney Business G.
H. C. Porter Bus. and Priv. E., S. and G.
A. O. Kuehmsted Private E.
Charles W. Duer Business E.
J. M. Morehcad Private B.
H. A. Lange Business B.
Frank Spaulding Public E.
Leroy Loveless Public E.
William Fielding Public E.
D. Weaver Private G.
W. R. Cole Private G.
Charles Gustafson Private S. and G.
Miss Emleu S. Blye Instructor G.
Charles N. Peterson Business E.
Henry K. Holsmau Private G.
Charles H. Stonehill Private B.
Charles E. Hyman Private B.
Cornelius Malo Business B.
Note.—The abbreviations used in the above list are as

follows: I. E. V. T. Co.. Illinois Electric Vehicle Trans-
portation company; W. M. V. Co., Woods Motor Vehicle
company; C. M. V. Co., Chicago Motor Vehicle company;
B., electricity; S., steam; G.. gas or gasoline.

Suggestions for Exporters.

Washington. D. C, September S.—.Attention has
been frequently called to the dangerous haste with
w'hich American manufacturers have granted exclu-
sive agencies for continental Europe and Great Brit-
ain, when they were personall}' sought by well-ac-
credited foreigners, who represented undoubted finan-
cial responsibility, frequently ready to pay from 70
to 90 per cent, on consignments. Our American
manufacturers have been urged, more than once,
to take time in which to investigate and satisfy them-
selves that the motive behind such a proposition
was not an intention to control and hamper a pos-
sible future competitor, and to buy American styles

in merely nominal lots, while strong efforts would
be made to sell foreign adaptations of the articles.

It is positively known that a great deal of such
trickery is practiced on Americans.

Consuls repeatedly warn, until they feel that their
warnings become tiresome, and they see that the
initial eftorts of American manufacturers are beset
with so many difficulties, no matter what plans are
formed or directions taken, that they despair of

offering suggestions. But, because of the excel-
lence of our manufactures, American export trade
is growing rapidly, despite every obstacle that

might be named, not the least of which is bad trade
methods, so it is presumed that all will come right

in the end. There has. however, been much dearly
bought experience, and it is hoped that the timely
consular warnings have saved many Americans from
the pitfalls experienced by others in different lines.

These failures in export efforts are often traceable

to too great impatience on the part of the American
manufacturer: also to unwillingness to accept new
trade conditions and to an evident reluctance to
make 'special styles. Salesmen are not given time
sufficient in which to build up new business. The
slowness of foreigners to take up new things and
ideas is not believed when it is reported by the sales-

men, whose whole interest, indeed, is the home inter-

est. Salesmen's advice is unheeded, and the fact

that it took time to build up the original home busi-

ness in the face of smaller obstacles is entirely

forgotten. Building up a foreign business is as

much an investment, requiring the expenditure of

both time and money, as is the addition of a new
wing to the home factory. A. F. T.

Miss Mary Ryan ....

Charles C. West
Hugh J. Kills

William Mont.ngue ...

Frank S. Wa.shburue
Holton .Senim
George W. Nelson ....

Private
Private G.

....Private E., S. and G.

. ... Private E.
Private tJ.

....Business B.

Business E.

Depreciation in Detroit.

Many of our readers, sa}s Public Policy, will

readily recall how jauntily the Public Lighting
Commission of Detroit disposed of the question of
depreciation in its first annual report. We now
learn from a report of the proceedings of the light-
ing commission, published in the Detroit Journal,
that the facts of depreciation are causing this ques-
tion to become a practical condition that must be
dealt with. The report says:

The public-lighting plant has been allowed wo-
fully to deteriorate.

The entire power plant will have to be overhauled.
The lamps have not been renovated for two years

and are causing great trouble.

The roofs of the power house are leaky and de-
fective.

The line poles are rotting away.
The dock is in very bad condition.
There is no reserve power in the plant and more

power must be added.
The machinery and lines have not been properly

maintained and will have to be overhauled and re-

paired.

The dock back of the works is rotting away.
To this statement the assurance is added that "no

stone will be left unturned to put the plant into

first-class condition."

This proves what we have always said. Depre-
ciation is as much a part of cost as coal for fuel.

Statements showing low cost per lamp per year that

do not properly provide for depreciation are false.

The Ravenna (Ohio) council has granted a fran-

chise to the Portage Lakes Traction company to

construct an electric railway in Ravenna.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Telephone Work and Prospects in the

Philippines.
Part II.

Good Work of Signal Corps.

Although the inferior Spanish hne is practically

the only line for the public and is confined in its

operations to the field in the vicinity of Manila, there

are a great many lines working in all parts of the

islands which have been put up by the Signal Corps

of the United States Army. A notable feature about

these lines is the clearness of the voice transmitted,

even for long distances. The many lines which ex-

tend from main garrisons to sub-stations, usually

from five to 25 miles in length, are operated with

such clearness as to draw forth praise from the

persons using them. There is a line in service along

the garrisoned coast line of Panay, recently visited

by your correspondent, where the sound of one's

voice is heard at the instruments almost as clearly

as if the person were in the same room. In some

places it has been arranged to relay the messages

over long-distance lines which run over the moun-

tain ranges and through the depths of the jungle,

large profit to the company, and would pay much
larger if the scope of the system were increased.

The returns are limited by the small capacity of

the system. There are lines required in all of the

islands of the group in which there are mercantile

houses in operation, manufactures going on, or

transactions in progress related to the mines, the

dye woods or the rice and tobacco crops of the

country. The plantation owners are very anxious

to have lines put in through their sections, for if

means for communication were available, the busi-

ness, which Jias been gradually increasing since

American occupation, would be doubly benefited.

The vast hemp industries, as well as the sugar-mill

manufactures, are handicapped through lack of

proper modes for communicating with the coast

line or with the distributing centers. Then there

is the fabric industry of the archipelago, which has

grown to immense proportions recently, there being

several hundred thousand of the old-fashioned hand

looms in operation making the fine silken fabrics

for which the weavers of these islands are noted.

There is no way to move these vast textile prod-

Guard for Telephone Linemen.
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but in most cases where these intersecting stations

have been arranged it has been found that the mes-

sages are transmitted with sufficient clearness -the

whole distance, thus doing away with the relay sta-

tions.

Use of the Telephone Lines.

The government is not at all stingy with its tele-

graph or telephone wires, and although both are

intended exclusively for the use of the military offi-

cials, the natives are permitted to send messages

for a small fee over the telegraph line and use the

telephone free, if they do not interfere with the reg-

ular business of the office. This is a good plan,

for it is gradually educating the .natives into the

benefits of using a telephone line, and when civilians

put in a public system they will find that the business

men and others of the locality are in readiness to

take advantage of the rapid means of communication.
Telephones Would Be Taken Readily.

A reason why telephones would be put in readily

by many of the commercial houses of the leading

cities is that it is the custom in this country for the

merchants in the cities to have branch stores dis-

tributed throughout the smaller towns and barios of

the island. Often one city merchant will own or

control 25 to 50 small stores in the outlying sections.

There are rich Chinamen here who control many
stores in the mountains in thie way, they themselves

remaining at the central city, from which point

they have heretofore communicated with their agents

by means of runner or pony rider. All of these

merchants would take advantage of the telephone

and put in instruments. This would save them much
time and give them the opportunity to communicate

with their agents in the country and transmit in-

structions to take advantage of the different condi-

tions of the market. All of these representative

storekeepers and agents are well ofif, and I have

usually found them willing to adopt new American
ideas. Anything American seems to be useful to

them, and they place their money liberally. For

instance, some of the merchants are engaging the

services of discharged American soldiers, who were

formerly electricians. These electricians arc having

all the work they can handle in erecting home-made
electrical devices for operating electric signs, light-

ing of stores on a small scale and running fans, etc.

The merchants do not lack the money with which

to have these modern devices introduced, and if an

opportunity were offered them to have telephone

instruments in their stores, they would take advan-

tage of the chance very promptly.

Lines Would Pay Well,

There is no doubling the fact that any sort of a

telephone line in the i'hilippines would pay. The
old Spanish line in Manila, with its worn-out, un-

clean and broken-down equipments, pays a very

Linemen with Supplies Crossing a River.
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nets at the most convenient time for the profitable

disposal of the same, ov/ing to there being no tele-

phone lines to the cloth-weaving districts. If lines

were established so as to have communication with

the coast, it would be possible for the ag-ents of the

weavers to handle the goods to better advantage, as

they could ship them to the seaports at a time when
the prices are most favorable.

Organization of a Company.

The formation of a stock company for the intro-

duction of telephone lines' in Luzon, Panay, Negros

and other of the most important islands would not

be a difficult problem at the- present time. There

is an abundance of money here in the possession

of the wealthy sugar-mill owners, dye-woods dealers,

plantation owners and others. Just as soon as it

could be shown that definite plans had been for-

mulated for the organization of a company the stock

would sell readily, and for cash. The instruments

would be liberally subscribed for. because there are

so many business firms waiting for the opportunity

to place telephones in their establishments. Of
course, all of the parts of the system needed in the

placing of the instruments and the erection of the

line would have to be sent in from America or other

place. There is opportunity to purchase tools with

which to work in Manila, Iloilo and other of the

chief cities of the islands, but no one has yet under-

taken to put in a supply of telephones, switchboards

and telephone appliances. The time may come
when devices related to telephones will be manu-
factured in these islands, but for the present these

articles must be secured from the home manufac-
turers.

Putting in the Line,

I have noticed that many manufacturers of com-
mercial articles, and others concerned in the indus-

trial enterprises, have hesitated about coming here

to start business, owing to the supposed lack of the

right kind of employes. Take the telephone busi-

ness, for example. If a company were to start to

put up a line to-day, there would be a great many
applications for positions as linemen from men who
have served their time in the Signal Corps of the

United Stales army, and who can get higher wages
working for a private concern. Then there are

many soldiers in the regiments here who are about
to be dischai'ged, who by trade are linemen, or

have been connected in some capacity with tele-

phone institutions. These men are competent, and
can be had at reasonable wages. Gangs of these

men would go ahead and secure natives for doing
the digging of holes, cutting of poles, etc. There
would be no trouble in getting the line of wire es-

tablished.

As For a Guard,

The most of the cities and towns arc peaceful now,

but in the hills and jungle there are certain roving
bands of ladrones and guerillas that make a business
of killing, looting and burning, and to avoid these

the present forces of Signal Corps men have a sol-

dier guard with them, of from four to 10 men. A
similar guard would be provided for private enter-

prise, for it is the wish of the military commanders
in these islands to have improvements made, and
whenever necessary the proper guards will be pro-
vided to protect persons and properties from the

raids of the freebooters of the mountains. There-
fore, the telephone company need have no fear con-
cerning the protection of its men engaged in the

field stringing wires and placing instruments wher-
ever needed. The writer has been out several times
with Signal Corps detachments, and although the
enemy has often come within range, they have never
molested the men. G. W. T.

Notes from Ohio.

Senator Foraker was in Columbus Friday of last
week and appeared before the state Boara of Ap-
praisers ana Assessors in the interests of the Cin-
cmnati Telephone company to argue tor a reduction
of the tax rate placed upon it. ihe telephone com-
panies of the state in general seem to teel that the
tax rate is too high and they are making an effort
to have it reducea. Ihe senator presented a num-
ber of reasons why these companies should not be
placed under a burden at this time while in the
lormative period, and asked the board to take into
consideration all the conditions surroundmg the
matter and make a reduction commensurate with
the situation.

The Portsmouth Telephone company has pro-
posed to furnish the public schools of Portsmouth
viiih nine telephones at the rate of $120 a year,
birange to say, the offer m.et with some opposition
and was laid over at the last meeting of tne board
of education. Just what that body expects to get
for its money is not entirely clear to an outsider.
The Citizens' Telephone company of Columbus

and the Central Union both haa instruments in the
offices of the state fair grounds this year. The Inde-
pendent company also nad telephones outside where
they could be used by the public and had long-
distance connections, so that persons wishing to
speak with others outside of the city could do so."

Henry Bartholemew, wire chief of the Baltimore
and Ohio Railroad office at Newark, has been
granted a patent on a new system of multiplex
telegraphy, for which claims of superior merit are
made. Two dispatches may be sent over the wire
at the same time, without interference and greater
fiexibility and wider range than those of any other
system are claimed.
Evan Shelly, manager of the Lafayette (Ind.) Tele-

phone company, has invented a pocket telephone
for the use of police officei-s and others. It con-
sists of a small transmitter and receiver so ar-
ranged that a small plug may be inserted in a tele-

phone circuit and connection with the central office
can be secured immediately. The whole instrument
weighs only about 17 ounces and it can be carried
in the pocket conveniently. Tests at long distance
have been made, and it was found that the instru-
ment operated successfully.
A complete system of telephones is being in-

stalled at the Gibson House. Cincinnati, which is

now
^
being rebuilt and refurnished. The system

consists of 150 stations, or one for each room, with
a switch room in the office which will be presided
over by an operator. Twelve persons can talk over
the system at the same time without crossing, and
the guests may talk with each other as well as with
the office. This is something new in hotel tele-
phones in Cincinnati, and in most other Ohio cities,

for that matter.

The Citizens' Telephone and Message company of
Fostoria, Ohio, has filed notice with the secretary
cf state of an increase of capital stock from $25,000
to $50,000. The president of the company is W. C.
Bcckwith and the secretary is H. A. Tremaine.
The Mineral City Home Telephone company of

Mineral City, Tuscarawas County, has been incor-
porated by George J. Markley, T. E. Wilson, E.
Vankirk, John L. Kennedy and C. D. Juvinal to
construct and operate lines in Mineral City and
throughout the county. The capital stock is placed
at $12,000.

K. F. Briggs, manager of the Home Telephone
company at Tiffin, has purchased the Daily and
Weekly News of that place. Mr. Briggs is an old
newspaper man and has been postmaster in his
city.

William Christy and J. R. Nutt of Akron have
been advised that their new telephone company at

Elgin. 111., has been granted a franchise to con-
struct and operate a plant.

The North Ridgeville Telephone company of
North Ridgeville, Lorain County, has been incor-
porated, with a capital stock of $2,000. The in-

corporators are H. F. Culver, E. F. Allen, C. T.
Wincklcs and W. \V. Boynton.
Howard Swarlz has been made manager of the

Star Telephone company at Ashland.
The Stark County Telephone company of Can-

ton has been incorporated, with a capital stock of

$100,000. O. M. C.
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The Tesia Patent Decision.
Further details of the decision of Judge Townsend

of the United States Circuit Court for the District
of Connecticut, upholding the Tesla rotary-magnetic
field patents in the case of the Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing conipanj' against the New
England Granite company, are of interest.
Judge Townsend, in sustaining Tesla's claims, di-

rected attention to the sweeping changes brought
about in the electrical arts by Tesla's inventions,
and paid a strong tribute to the inventor's genius.
In reviewing the history of electrical power trans-
mission, the court referred to the earlier state of
electrical science when direct current was alone
used for the transmission of power, and pointed out
the limitations which characterized this method.
He then showed that efiforts had been made to
transmit power by the simple alternating current
and that this system had proved inadequate, espe-
cially for variable loads. He then went on to state
that at this stage of electric science, marked by the
limitations of direct-current systems on the one
hand and the impracticability of alternating-current
systems on the other, Tesla's brilliant conception
of the rotating field placed the transmission of power
over considerable distances for the first time on a
practical basis.

The court then took up in detail Tesla's three
fundamental patents (Nos. 381,968, 382,280 and 382,-

279), covering respectively an electromagnetic mo-
tor, the transmission of power therefor, and specific

designs of induction apparatus, and reviewed the
respective position of tlae litigants. The defendant
alleged that magnetic progression or rotation was
not a new principle, but had been known in essence
since Argo caused a copper disk to rotate by the

rotation of an adjacent horseshoe magnet, sub-
sequent to which Bailey had produced rotation in

a similar disk by "an intermittent rotation of the

field affected [effected?] by means of electromag-
nets."

Upon this point the court made an exhattstive

analysis ai the state of the art at that time, show-
ing that Bailey had not used alternating currents to

operate this motor, which was admitted by the de-

fendant to be only a laboratory experiment.

The Westinghouse experts compared the operation

of Bailey's intermittent field to the action of "pro-

pelling a boat with oars hung on pins so as to be in-

capable of feathering, and which are held rigidly in

the water for a considerable time after each stroke

before they are advanced for the next. It is evi-

dent that this method of propulsion would involve

a large waste of power, since the oars would act

alternately to propel and to stop the boat, and the

method would be practically useless. Using the

same analogy, the action of Tesla's continuously

rotating field would be like that of the ordinary

screw propeller, in which all the power is appHed

in a continuous push forward."

With reference to the Siemens and Gramme mul-

tiple-circuit machines and other early apparatus,

the court cited the contentions of the defendant that

these machines embodied in themselves the elements

necessary to their operation as motors, and that

with "suitable modifications," they would have

shown the essential qualities of the Tesla apparatus.

On this point the court held that whatever elements

of this character these earlier machines may have

possessed, such elements were at no time developed,

and that th4ir development would have required

such a series of experiments, such a departure from

then existing theories, and such development and

application of devices in unexpected and non-analo-

gous ways, as would in themseh-es have constituted

invention. The court further said, "Siemens himself

as late as 1884. and Alteneck. the other inventor of

said Siemens' patent, admitted in 18S1 that they did

not know that alternating currents could be used

as (in) motors," this statement being substantiated

by sufiicient evidence.

In 1887 C. B. Bradley made application for a pat-

ent on a dynamo-electric machine, which, the de-

fendant contends, was a two-phase machine: but

the court declared that the single specific object

of Bradley in this construction was to "obviate difh-

culties and limitations" in piior constructions, and

that he did not indicate any combination of the al-

ternate currents for a single motor or show that he

had any 'conception of their use, if at all, otherwise

than separately in single-phase motors.

The court further held that Bradley's claims were

limited in scope, were ambiguous and indefinite,

and failed in showing any conception, on the in-

ventor's part, of the Tesla idea of the production m
a motor of a progressively shifting magnetic field

by means of two or more independent alternating

currents, differing in phase, and circuits which pre-

serve the independent character and phase relation

of such currets and added: "Even if the idea had

been first conceived by Bradley, it was not suffi-

ciently described to disclose the principle or method

of operation. * * * Tesla was the first to re-

duce this principle to practice. Bradley does not

anticipate or limit."

The defendant's chief reliance was upon the Mar-

cel Deprez publications of 1880-84. In these Deprez

had shown a device called a "comparer." in which

a stationary ring of iron, carrying two independent

windings, was employed. Into these two circuits

currents of different strength w^ere simultaneously

thrown, the resultant polarity of the ring depending

upon the ratio between the two current strengths.

As a practical application of this device, Deprez

describes the construction of a new form of com-
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pass, the needle of which was to respond to the
varying current strengths induced in the two wind-
ings by changes in their position relative to the
earth's magnetic axis. Deprez did not conceive
even now of the Tesla idea of utilizing regular, pro-
gressive alternations of current, as is conclusively
shown by his own statement, made in 1884, that
"alternating currents are of no use in the transmis-
sion of power; they are suitable only for lighting
purposes."
The court stated that, on the other hand, Tesla's

underlying thought was "the use of the rapidly
successive opposing alternation of the alternating
current, regularly and constantly recurring in such
differing phases as would not only prevent the al-

ternations from stopping the armature, but would
become a source of power. It was essential to the
practical development of this idea that the alterna-
tions should rise and fall and succeed each other pro-
gressively and constantly and should be arranged,
as counsel for complainant puts it, 'like the crank
on a locomotive in which there is no dead center,
but one crank is always pushing forw^ard.'

"

Such, then, was the status of the art in 1887. when
Tesla filed his applications for patents. Prior to
his invention alternating-current motors were not
in use, although there had been an urgent demand
for some practical means of utilizing alternating cur-
rents for power transmission. This demand had
been emphasized by the rapid development of the
electrical art in other directions, but the leading
electricians of the day concurred with Deprez in

his declaration that alternating currents could not
be used for the transmission of power.

It was at this juncture that Tesla patented his

invention, introducing a new method, a new means
and a new- terminology into the art. The prompt
reco.gnition of Tesla among electricians, as the origi-
nal inventor of a new system and of means for its

practical application is abundantly supported by the
literature of that day. Tesla did not originate the
parallelogram of forces or discover the rotary field,

but he was the first to do practically what Bailey
had said could be done by an impracticable, if not
impossible, apparatus, and what others had vaguely
said could be done without indicating the means.
Judge Townsend declared that Tesla. having

stated the discovery by himself of a method whereby
alternating current could be utilized for power, and
having shown the actual machine and method, was
as much entitled to a patent for this discovery as

were the discoverers of the application of electricity

to the telegraph and the telephone, and he added:
"A careful study of the evidence has led to the

conclusion that Tesla made a new and brilliant dis-

covery. But even if this be incorrect, it is proved
that by a new^ combination and arrangement of

known elements, he produced a new and beneficial

result never attained before."

The defendant tried to establish a point by show-
ing that in the construction defended none of the

transmitting circuits of the system consisted of two
conductors specially devoted to any one of the dif-

fering phase currents, wdiereas the patents show two
line conductors especially devoted to a single one
of the differing phase currents. Tlie court, in com-
menting upon this point, called attention to the

question as to the construction to be placed upon
the word "independent" in the Tesla patents, the

complainant contending that Tesla's broad invention

was the production in a motor of a progressively

shifting magnetic field by means of independent

ahernating currents dift'ering in phase and cir-

cuits which preserve the independent character

and phase relation of the currents, while the de-

fendant alleged that the words used in Tesla's pat-

ent ("induced circuits connected independently to

corresponding circuits in the motor") referred to the

physical relations which exist, and not to any result

produced. But in Tesla's original specification he

says: "By 'independent' I do not mean to imply that

the circuits are necessarily isolated from one another,

for in some instances there might be electrical con-

nections between them to regulate or modify the ac-

tion of the motor without necessarily producing a

new or different action." This clause of Tesla's speci-

fication fully answers the last contention of the de-

fendant, who is shown not to have invented any

new idea but to have adopted an old contrivance

which performs the same result in substantially the

same way by a formal and unsubstantial change in

means.
In conclusion, Judge Townsend referred elo-

quently to the genius of Tesla in seizing and adapt-

ing to purposes of utility what others had long

looked upon as contradictory forces and impassable

barriers. He said: "The searchlights shed by de-

fendant's exhibits upon the history of this art only

serve to ilhnnine the inventive conception of Tesla.

The Arago rotation taught the schoolboy .so years

ago to make a plaything which embodied the prin-

ciple that a rotating field could be used to rotate

an armature. Bailey dreamed of the application of

the Arago theory by means of a confessedly im-

possible construction. Deprez worked out a prob-

lem which involved the development of the general

theory in providing an indicator for a ship's com-

pass. Siemens failed to disclose the 'suitable modi-

fications' whereby his electric-light machine might

be transferred [transformed] into a motor, and

Bradley is almost e(|ually vague. Eminent elec-

tricians united in the view that by reason of reversals

of direction and rapidity of alternations, an alter-

nating-current motor was impracticable, and the
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future belonged to the commutated continuous cur-
rent.

"It remained to the genius of Tesla to capture the
ur.ruly, unrestrained and hitherto opposing elements
in the field of nature and art and to harness them
to draw the machines of man. It was he who first

showed how to transform the toy of Arago into
an engine of power, the 'laboratory experiment'
of Bailey into a practically successful motor, the
indicator into a driver. He first conceived the idea
that the very impediments of reversal in direction,
the contradictions of alternations, might be trans-
formed into power-producing rotations, a wdiirling
field of force. * * * A decree may be entered
for an injunction and accounting as to all the claims
in suit."

Electricity in the German Navy.
In a recent issue of the Elektrotechnische Zeitung

there appeared an article on the use of electricity
in the Germany navy, from which the following-
abstract is taken:

^ Up to the year 1S95 the use of electricity on board
German war vessels was limited to the lighting of
the various rooms of the ship, and the running of
the searchlights. It was only at the end of the
year 1895 that electricity was used on a larger scale
as motive power on board the coast-defense cruiser
/Egir. The main plant on that vessel consisted of
nine dynamos of 120 volts' potential; three of these
dynamos, of 48 kilowatts each, were driven by steam
engines, and the remaining six, of 33 kilowatts each,
by three steam turbines, one turbine driving two
dynamos. Besides lighting the interior of the ves-
sel, working the telegraphic navigation apparatus,
the signal lanterns, the searchlights, etc., the electric
energy on board the ^gir is also used as motive
power for ventilating purposes in the engine and
other rooms of the ship, for the handling of the
ammunition, for turning the big gtins, for working
the cranes, windlasses and capstans and, for a short
time, it was also used for dropping and lifting the
anchors. It was, however, soon found out that for
the special work of operating the anchor spills.

steam was better adapted. Since that time electric-
ity has been introduced on board most of the Ger-
man warships. The large war vessels of the so-
called "Kaiser" type now building at Stettin, Elbing
and Hamburg, are all to have electric plants of
four machines of 60 kilowatts each. The lighting
of the interior of these vessels alone requires from
,-15.000 to 40,000 watts, and the searchlights from
45,000 to 50,000 watts. The rem.aining energy will

be used as motive power for ventilating purposes,
for handling the ammunition, for the turning of the
J5-centimeter protected towers, for working the
coal-conveying machinery, refri.gerating plants, etc.

These ships will also be provided with accumu-
lator batteries for the apparatus, by means of which
the commands will be given. One of the .greatest

electric plants so far installed on board a (jerman
war vessel is that on, the protected cruiser Prince
Bismarck, now in Chinese waters. It consists of

five iio-volt machines of 65 kilowatts each.
In connection with the above remarks, the atten-

tion of American electrical engineers may be called

to the fact that, according to the new German naval
bill, the German government will spend for the
next 19 years, every year, the amount of nearly
225,000.000 marks ($53,550,000) for new vessels, and
there will undoubtedly be more than one opportu-
nity for American manufacturers to get some of
the big orders which will be placed from time to
time. American refrigerating machinery especially
eniovs the highest favor among German cn-^ineers.

and it has often been mentioned in leading German
technical papers that the refri.gerating plants on
board our men-of-war are "model installations."

Infringement on Electric-car Patents
Claimed.

There has been filed in the Federal Court at Mil-
waukee a complaint in a suit brought by Benson
Bidwell and Clara Bidwell of Chicago and Charles
F. Bidwell of Toledo, Ohio, against the Milwaukee
Electric Railway and Light company. The plaint-

iffs allege that the defendant has infringed on
certain patent rights owned by them, and ask that

a perpetual injunction be granted restraining the de-
fendant from any further construction or use of the

liatent right. The plaintiffs allege that they are the
owners of the patent whereby electric cars are
lighted with the same electric current taken from
the line conductor that is required to operate the
electric motor on the cars, and that the street-rail-

way company is using this patent without any license

or authority from the plaintiffs. It is further al-

leged that the system of electric railroad operation
was originally invented by Benson Bidwell. Some
time ago a suit of this kind was commenced in To-
ledo, but it is stated that the defendant in that case
settled for $10,000. Similar suits, it is reported, have
been instituted in several other cities—San Fran-
cisco, Minneapolis. St. Paul, Indianapolis, Detroit,

Grand Rapids and Logansport—and as rapidly as

these arc disposed of the Bidwells will take up other
cities, Chicago among the number.

The county commissioners at Decatur, Ind.-, have
granted a franchise to J. B. Mcllhenny of Cincinnati

to construct an electric railway from Decatur to Fort
Wayne.
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Fuller Double-acting Engine.

The demand for a satisfactory engine that will

run noiselessly at the high speed required for dy-

namos, fans, blowers, centrifugal pumps, etc., has
enlisted the abilities of the ablest engineers in all

countries, most of whom have worked on the line

of improving the ordinary double-acting engine,

and while great advancement has been made on
those lines, there is still much to be desired. The
natural difficulties of the ordinary double-acting en-

gine for high speed have led to the introduction of

the single-acting type for that service, and while

this type has eliminated some of the difficulties, it

has natural disadvantages of its own that make it

undesirable, and it has therefore failed to supplant

the' ordinary double-acting type.

The Fuller company of Detroit, having had large

and unpleasant experiences with both the double
and single-acting types, has designed a double-act-

ing engine, which is said to combine the advan-
tages of both, without their disadvantages. This

Famous Electric Oil Filter.

In order to filter successfully certain grades of

oil it is necessary to employ a low initial heat in

order to thin the oil so that the minute impurities
may be easily precipitated and removed. In the
Famous oil filter shown in the accompanying illus-

tration steam has been successfully used to furnish
this heat for a number of years, but it is only re-

cently that electricity has been applied to this work.
In this filter dirty waste oil is poured into a remova-
ble strainer which retains all of the coarser impuri-
ties. The oil passes through a large aroa of fine

straining surface (around the removable strainer),

then down toward the bottom of the purifying
chamber.
The body of the filter with which the oil comes

in contact is heated by passing an electric current
through a solenoid jacket covered with asbestos,

which surrounds the filter. The proper purifying
temperature is safely and gradually communicated
to the oil. The current flow and the proper tempera-

Some Street-railway Questions.

Readers of the Western Electrician will be inter-

ested in the series of questions prepared by the

street-railway commission of Chicago and submitted
to the citizens to test public sentiment on the street-

lailway problems that are pressing for settlement.

The commission asks that answers, whether to all or
a portion of the questions, be sent to its secretary,

room 100, City Hall.

Following is the list of questions;

I. Unification of management.
(a) Do the public interests require that all the street-

railway lines of Chicago should be brought under a single
management, either through cousolidatiou or through
operating agreements?

(b) Should it be the policy of the city to treat the
street-railway business as a monopoly? In other words,
would you favor giving to a single corporation virtual
assurance of a monopoly of the right to operate street
oars in Chicago, provided that corporation on its part
would undertake to furnish adequate sen'ice to the en-
tire city on the basis of a unified system, the city gov-
ernment reserving authority to require, among other

engine is set vertical and has the usual cylinder,

piston rod, crosshead, guides, connection rod and

double cranks of the double-acting engine, but the

operation of the steam on the piston is entirely dif-

ferent, the so-called Cornish cycle being used, and

it is claimed to be the only engine of the type made
in America for high speed.

The high-pressure steam is admitted to the top

of the cylinder only. After having done its work
there, it is transferred below the piston by the valve

establishing equilibrium between both ends of the

cylinder and closing at the proper point on the

up stroke of the piston, to prevent any tendency

of connections leaving the crank pin. On the down
stroke the steam is exhausted to the atmosphere,

or to a condenser, where the vacuum forming under

the piston removes the back pressure. Thus, the

piston at all times, whether working condensing of-

non-condensing, exerts a downward pressure on the

crank pin, v/hich enables the engine to run noise-

lessly at high speed.

The stuffing box of the piston rod is in the open

space between the cylinder and crank case, and, be-

ing on the low-pressure side of the cylinder, can be

quite slack and free from friction. The engine is

of the enclosed type, with splash lubrication, which

offers so many advantages where run at high speed.

The Rites single-weight governor, which will reg-

ulate within two per cent, is fitted on the engine.

The engine is built of the best material and work-
manship, with single or double cylinders, com-
pounded, if desired, and is adapted to any service

where a noiseless high-speed engine is required.

These engines have large doors in the crank case,

both front and back, and when these are removed
all parts are as accessible as the parts of any ordi-

nary open engine. These noiseless engines arc

especially suitable for hard work in dirty and dusty

places, where ordinary engines would suffer in their

moving parts from such dirt and dust. Owing to

the absence of knock, the bearings and brasses wear
a much longer time, never requiring "taking-up"

or adjusting, the engines working noiselessly until

the brasses arc worn through, when they can then

be removed and replaced at as low a cost as those

of any double-acting engine.

FULLER DOUBLE-ACTING ENGINE.

ture are easily controlled by connecting one terminal

to the bottom post and the other terminal to the sec-

ond, third or fourth upper post, as may be neces-

sary to increase or decrease the amount of current

in the solenoid jacket according to the quality of

oil to be purified. This is believed to be the only

successful electric filter ever made.
The manufacturer of this filter, the Chicago Boiler

Cleaner company, 321 Dearborn street, Chicago,
says it will send one of the Famous filters for either

electric or steam connection to any responsible firm

-s ELECTRIC OIL FILTER.

with the understanding that if the filter does not
meet its requirements, it may be returned.

The company will also furnish free of charge
to any interested engineer a copy of a book-
let on modern engineering practice, as applied

to oil filtration and lubrication. This booklet is

said to contain much valuable and interesting in-

formation, covering not only a description of the

Famous filter, but giving suggestions as to proper
methods of lubrication, filtration, etc.

The Monte Chrislo Railway company of Everett,

Wash., has been incorporated, with a capital stock

of $200,000, by J. B. Crookcr, W. V. Butler, F. H.
Brownell and S. N. Baird,

City Electrician Sayer of Denver has made an

order that no men be employed on slage and scenery

wiring in the theaters without passing an examina-
tion before him. The stage wiring in one of the

Denver theaters has been condemned.

thiugs, the building by such corporation of new lines as
needed?

II. Duration of grants—public control.
(a) What should be the duration of street-railway fran-

chise grants?
(b) Need renewals or extensions of grants rnn for as

long periods as new or original grants?
(c) How is thi' city to insure that tirst-class service

shall be constantly maintained throughout the term for
which the franchise is granted and that plant and equip-
ment shall be kept strictly up to date in all respects?

(d) "Would you advise inserting in franchi.se grants
hereafter made a provision giving the city the right at
any time, upon stipulated notice, say of one or two
years, to take over the property at au appraised valua-
tion?

III. Quality of service.
(a) How does the service furnished by the street-rail-

way companies of Chicago compare with that of other
cities of which you have personal knowledge?

(b) What imijrovements in service for Chicago would
you suggest as desirable and practicable?

(c) Please tell of any portions of the city that you
know to bo especially in need of additional transporta-
tion facilities or of improved service.

(d) W^ould you favor continuous car routes passiug
through the heart of the city in preference to the pres-
ent system of downtown terminals, whether of the
switchback or of the loop variety?
IV. Rate of fare and compensation.
(a) Ought it to be made possible for a passenger to

ride from any point in the city to any other point for a
single fare?

(b) What would you think of a graded-fare system
or a zone system of fares for Chicago?

<e) Do you favor reduced fares during the morning
and evening hours when working people are going to and
returning from their work? _ Should there be reduced
fares for school children?

(d) As between low fares and compensalion in the
form of payments into the public treasury, which do
you prefer?

(e) What suggestions have you to offer wUh regard
to compensation and method of determining fair com-
pensation? What form should the compensation take?
V. Co-ordination of service.
The three principal means of local transit are the steam

roads, the elevated roads and the surface roads or street
railways. The steam reads—since the elevation of their
tracks—and the elevated roads that ojiorato express trains
are prepared to furnish the most rapid (liinsii. To iti.-se

roads, by virtue of their speed, it wnnld sn-in. ii;ilnr;illy

belongs the long-haul business, the sli-ect railways being
better suited to tlie conveuleuco of passengers desiiing
lo ride moderate distances. Such being the ease, should
the city undertake, as a matter of public policy, to pro-
mote eo-onllnation bctU'con the purface lines and the
steam .-nul clcvalcd roads? Particularly:

(a) Slionld ili(' city require surface I'outes to be ar-

ranged on the basis of such co-ordinntion, where tbis
arrangement wouldl work to the benefit of the tra^eling
public?

(b) Should special low fares be required for certain
short rides over routes serving as feeders to steam and
elevated roads?
VI. Municipal ownership.
(a) Do you favor city ownership of tracks without

city ownership of power, plants or rolling stock and with-
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out cily operation, the tracks to be leased by the ritvto -an operating company"' ^ ^ ^"^
(b) Do you favor the policy of municipal operationof the street railways of Chicago, either iii the nX-future or ultimately; ^ ^""^

(c) If iu favor of city ownership of the trades or ofo\vnership and operation of the sj-stem. wha? plan fofacquiring the property would you sujrsest'
VII. I'ublicity.
What plan woiUd you suggest for securing proper pub-licity of the attairs of street-railway compauiis^ Omyou cite instances where provisions ^esignid to secu^publicity have worked satisfactorily?

!>ccure

VII. Labor policy.
ta) AVhat provisions or methods of procedure if auvwould you suggest lor securing to street-railwr.v em-ployes fair treatment and of insuring to the public im-muuity from interruptions to service due to labor con-troversies?
(b) Should the city, iu street-railwav franchises ure-scnbe either a minimum wage or a maximum workiu"

day. or both, for eir.ployesV If so, what should be iho

'vSkin""da?^ """^ ^^^'^^ ^^^ ^^"°^'' "^^ ^^^ miniunim

(c) As a means of avoiding iutciruption of service
through labor disputes, would you think it advisable for
the city to require the company, in accepting a Tim tu
agree to submit such disputes to arbitration-' Have vou
any definite plan, iu this line to suggest?
IX. Subways or underground roads.
Do you favor a system of subways or underground roads

in the downtown district for the accommodation of street
cars, thus making possible the removal of all cars from
the surface of the streets within that disiricf AViU vou
state what set-u^ to you to be the important considera-
tious affecting this question?
X. Motive power.
(a) What suggestions have you to offer with regard

to motive power for Chicago street railways?
(b) Should Chicago insist upon some such motive power

as the underground trolley or compressed air in the cen-
tral portions of the city, or in areas whore the ovcrh-^ad
trolley has not been permitted hitherto?
XI. Iteferendum.
To what extent do you favor the application of the

referendum principle to franchise grants?
XII. Financial aspects.
(a) In the event of acquisition by the city of street-

railway property from private corporations, what should
be the basis of compensation? Should it be:

(1) The market value of outstanding stocks and bouds?
(2) The return to stocliholders of money actually in-

vested iu the business?
(3) The cost of duplication, less depreciation, or some

other basis not herein indicated?
(4) Should the "'watering" of securities by street-rail-

way companies be forbidden by law?
(5) Should companies be forbidden to issue bonds or

otherwise to encumber their property for periods in ex-
cess of the time for which their franchises run?

(6) Would you favor the adoption here of the Massa-
chusetts plan of requiring all stock and boud issues of
street-railway companies to be approved by designated
public authorities?

,

XIII. Frontage law.
What change, if any, would you recommend in the

frontage consent lawV

Eastern Cable Arrangements.
The Postal Telegraph-cable company has made a-

half-rate for cable messages sent in behalf of the

officers and men of the United States army serving

in China and their families and friends at home.
This rate is for social messages in plain language,

when these messages are sent and received through
the adjutant-general of the army. The full rate to

all China points where the American army is serving

is $1.63 a word, including address and signature.

The rate applying under the offer of the Postal

Telegraph-cable company is, therefore, 8i^ cents

a word.
The Eastern Cable company of London, in reply

to an inquiry from Adjutant-general Corbin, has

notified the War Department that, owing to the

trouble in sending dispatches across the land line

between Shanghai and Chefoo. it has decided to lay

a cable between those points.

Mr. Edison Denounces a Fake.

In reference to a report to the effect that Thomas
A. Edison had invented a new system lor the gen-

eration of electricity direct from coal without the
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A Great House-wrecking Plant.
Situated on the South Branch of the Chicago

Kiver, about one mile north of the Union Stock
iiards, IS the plant of the Chicago House Wrecking
coinpany. The company was incorporated in 1891
"ith a capital stock of $10,000, increased in 1S99
to $150,000. To-day the company has a paid-up
capital and surplus of $250,000. This notable
growth has been due to the efforts of the followinq.
named officers of the company: President A Har-
ris; treasurer, K. Harris; secretary, S. H. Harris.
Jhese young men have to their credit a series of
remarkable achievements.
The first contract of any note undertaken by the

company was the purchase of the World's Fair at
Chicago, which was built at a cost of $35,000,000

^7i

was sold to the Chicago House Wrecking company
tor $50,000. By this purchase the wrecking concern
obtained absolute possession of the complete expo-
sition, including even the water and the fish in the
lagoons; trees, shrubs and flowers; machinery, cop-
per wire and innumerable other materials. The
company was given five months' time in which to
efface completely the exposition from the face of
the earth, and the contract was completed one monthm advance of the time set.
The buildings, warehouses and office of the com-

pany are situated at West Thirty-fifth and Iron
streets, Chicago. They occupy a space of over 15
acres. The offices occupy two floors, each 150 by
125 feet. Employment is given to over 300 people.
Visitors are always welcome.

Entering the grounds of the company, one is

surprised by the quantity and va-
riety of material on every hand.
Machinery Hall is shown in the
picture at the left. It occupies ,1

space 200 by 360 feet, and is com-
pletely filled with a vast quantity
of electrical supplies, generators,
steam, gas and gasoline engines,
wood-working machinery, pack-
ing-house machinery, brick-mak-
ing machinery, saw, milling and
ice machinery. A large area is

Machinery Hall.

As the end of the World's Fair
drew near the question that puz-
zled the e.xposition authorities was
what to do with the buildings and
how to clear the grounds. The
Chicago House Wrecking com-
pany, at this juncture, oftered to
remove the structures and debris
entirely from the grounds of the
South Park commissioners within
eight months, and offered a sum
of $So,ooo for this privilege. No
other competitor caring to undertake a task of such
magnitude, the contract was closed with the wreck-
ing concern. It seemed like an almost impossible
undertaking, and yet the contract was carried out
to the very letter, and all that vast quantity of ma-
terial fell into the hands of the company. What
to do with the great supply of electrical apparatus,
lumber, sash, doors, structural iron, pipe, roofing
and the other items, was the problem that con-
fronted the buyers. A catalogue, containing ii,

detail the contents of the exposition, was finally

compiled and mailed broadcast throughout the

country. It was a unique and original idea, some-
thing never before heard of—a catalogue of second-
hand machinery and building material. The recep-

tion accorded it exceeded the highest ambitions
and ideas of its originators.

From this beginning the mail-order feature of

the Chicago House Wrecking company expanded
and increased at a rapid rate, until to-day it requires

a force of 40 stenographers to answer the large

amount of correspondence and inquiries that fairly

pour in upon them. In the accompanying group
illustration are shown two views of the clerical de-

partment and general offices.

Other contracts followed the World's Fair, nota-

A GREAT HOUSE-WRECKING PLANT.

devoted to the repair shops of the company. The
facilities for rebuilding all kinds of dynamos and
machinery are unsurpassed by anything in the coun-
try. The company employs a large force of compe-
tent mechanics and is entitled to much credit for the
manner in which it executes its work.
Independent of its machine shop, the company

devotes a large area to a boiler department. It

has just made a notable purchase in this line,

namely, the complete boiler plant of Armour & Co.,
who have changed their motive power from steam
to electricity. Inside the main building a complete
floor is devoted to electrical supplies, most of which
have been secured from the various buildings the
company has dismantled. Large quantities of cop-
per wire are in evidence.
One illustration shows a corner of the space set

apart for the operation of a large iron-pipe depart-
ment, which appears to be one of the important
features of the business. The company claims to
handle more pipe than any firm in existence. It

has a complete apparatus for the rehabilitation of
second-hand pipe and flues. It is an interesting
process and one worth seeing. In a tumbler which
revolves at a rapid rate, the pipe is cleaned, and all

rust and scales removed. The pipe is then taken

General Officer-

intervention of engine, boiler or dynamo, with a

prediction that it would revolutionize the world

in electrical matters, tlie inventor is reported to

have used this vigorotts language: "It is a lie and

a fake. There is not a word of truth in it from

beginning to end."

The Buffalo. Niagara Falls and Rochester Rail-

way company has made application for permission

to construct and operate an electric railway tnrough

the town of Wheatfield. N. Y.

Iron-pipe Deparlment.

A GREAT HOUSE-WRECKING PLANT.

ble among them being the Chicago postofKce and

sub-treasury building (the original cost of which

was over $7,000,000, and which was purchased by

the company for $15,519), the Mackay Spcclatorium

at Chicago and 3 million-dollar hotel at Cumberland

In i8g8 the great Omaha Exposition was opened.

No money was spared in the construction of the

i-uildings. -The very best of material was used

throughout, and the cost was in the neighborhood

of $2,7.50.000. The electric-lighting effects were espe-

cially noteworthy and beautiful. The entire outfit

Clerical Force.

to a machine that straightens it out and then on-
ward into the hands of the cutter, who removes
all defective portions. It is then taken into the
threading department, and so on, until, when the
operation is completed, the pipe appears to be fresh
from the hands of the manufacturers.

In the yards of the company the amount of ma-
terial in sight is really remarkable—tons of pipe,
radiators and healing apparatus, fire departments on
every side, carloads of rope, bathtubs, jardinieres
and pedestals from bankrupt manufacturers;
windows, doors and lumber from dismantled
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buildnigs; anvils, axes and supplies of every kind.

The buildings are devoted to stocks of merchan-

dise secured from various sales. One' large floor

is used exclusively for the sale and display of leather

and rubber belting and mechanical rubber goods
in general. Hardware plays one of the leading

features in the company's purchases. The company
is' constantly buying stocks of general merchandise

at sherift's', receivers' and manufacturers' sales.

For the convenience and well-being of its officers

and employes the company recently fitted out a

two-story building as a restaurant. This department

is under the careful supervision of colored chefs and

waiters.

The company's extensive mail-order business re-

quires 12 catalogues to be issued every year, and

its tall number—No. 156—giving prices and com-
plete lists of the various materials carried, has just

been published and will be forwarded upon request.

Storage Battery Working Under Water.

The municipal electric plant of Munich furnishes

the remarkable case of a battery of accumulators

which continued to work when submerged under

water, says the Scientific American. The station is

situated on an island formed by the Isar, and dur-

ing the inundations of last year was partially sub-

merged. The batteries of accumulators, which were

on the ground floor, were first reached, and were

soon entirely covered. One of the batteries was

used on the city-Hghting circuit and the other was

connected in parallel with the dynamos for the

traction system. As the trainway service had to be

discontinued, the second battery was removed from

the circuit, and it was thought that the batteries for

the lighting circuit would also have to be cut out,

as the flywheels of the engines were half under water,

except two. Nevertheless, as it was almost indis-

pensable to light at least the principal streets of

tlie city, it was decided to try to operate the sub-

merged battery. The attempt was successful, and

the battery, which had been constructed to give

6,000 ampere-hours with a 600-ampere discharge, was

able to furnish 4,000 ampere-hours during the night;

the remainder was lost in discharges in the water.

Encouraged by this success, the engineers charged

the battery on the following day, and the discharge

was repeated under the same circumstances. Two
days after the water had lowered sufficiently to give

access to the battery rooms; it was found that the

density of the acid had fallen, but not to a very

great extent; from 22° B. it had fallen to 20 B.

only. It is thus seen that there was scarcely

any diffusion. Outside of a layer of mud a

quarter of an inch thick upon the top of the

plates and the connecting rods, the inundation

had left scarcely an appreciable trace. It was
supposed at the beginning that it would be necessary

to replace the acid of the batteries, which represented

a considerable expense, as they contained more than

30,000 gallons; but as the acid held its strength, as

shown above, a slight strengthening was all that it

required.

John Chinaman Utilizes an Improved
Clothes Line.

G. A. 'Wiese, the city electrician of Alameda, Cal.,

who went to China some years ago to install an

electric-light system for the city of Canton, had

some interesting experiences with the Chinese. Mr.

Wiese thinks that he was the first mari to put elec-

tricity for lighting purposes in operation in China,

"In many places," said Mr. "Wiese to a reporter,

"the streets of Canton are too narrow for poles.

We had to get permission of the authorities to cut

holes in the walls of the buildings. Into these

wooden cross-arms were inserted. After the cross-

arms had been placed and the wires strung, I made
a tour of inspection and was astonished to see that

they were loaded with wearing apparel that had been

hung out to dry. It was the biggest display of fam-

ily washing I ever saw. A current of 1,000 volts

was running through the wires at the time, but I

didn't notice any Chinese corpses strewn along

tile wayside. When we warned the owners
of the washing of their danger they only laughed,

saying that the electricity would dry their clothes

much quicker than the sun. I reported the matter

to the Chinese officials. After that a guard of 40

soldiers accompanied me on my rounds to see that

no more clothes were hung out."

The Chinese emperor presented Mr. Wiese a

beautiful carved ebony cabinet as a mark of his

regard for his achievements in Canton.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Electric Cars on the Thames Embank-
ment.

The Daily Express of London says that the first

electric street-railway line in London proper will

probably be built, under the recommendation of the

irnm committee of the Counly Council, at a cost of

i-132,000 ($642,378) on the Victoria embankment of

the Thames from Blackfriars bridge to new Bat-

tersea bridge, via Victoria street and Buckingham
Palace road. Possibly the County Council will de-

mand that the machinery, rails, trolley wires, cars,

etc., be all of British manufacture.

President D. Young of the Jersey City, Hobokcn
iMid Patterson Street Railway company has author-

ized the announcement that the company would at

once proceed to lay a new trolley line from the

Hoboken ferry at Fourteenth street, Jersey City.

N. ]., to Hackensack, 14 miles distant

London Letter.

London, August 28.—The total rearrangement of

the system of lightning conductors on St. Paul's

Cathedral is now virtually complete. It is interest-

ing to learn from Mr. Killingworth Hedges, M. L
E. E., the electrician under whose superintendence

the work has been carried out, that the old idea

that the erection of a lightning rod on the highest

point of a structure protected an area all round it is

quite illusory. The safeguarded area was supposed

to be the space within a circle whose radius was
equal to the height of the lightning rod. This the-

ory is now discredited and the cathedral has been

protected by a system of conductors, perpendicular

and horizontal, comprising over a mile of cables, to

which at various prominent points are placed about

50 aigrettes.

The salt-water submarine cable is celebratmg its

jubilee to-day. On the morning of August 28, 1850,

the necessary concessions having been granted, Mr.

John Brett. Mr. Charles Fox, Mr. Francis Edwards
and Mr. Charles J. Wollaston set out from Dover
in the steamer Goliath for Cape Grisnez. They
had previously made fast one end of a submarine

cable to the Dover pier, and when the other end

had been properly fixed at Grisnez they proceeded

to astonish an incredulous world by sending the first

under-sea message on record. It is stated by no less

an authority than Mr. Wollaston, who, by the way.

has just received a civil-service pension for his share

in that memorable day's work, that the first mes-
sage sent was from himself to his wife. It con-

sisted of seven words and ran, "All right at Grisnez.

Home about 10." For five days communication
was maintained, and then a fisherman, expecting
to land the largest conger eel on record, hooked
up the submarine cable and broke it. The practica-

bility of the scheme having been demonstrated, a

stouter cable covered with guttapercha and bound
w'ith iron wire, was laid on October 16, 1851, and
for nearly 20 years it remained in use.

During the afternoon of Saturday the foundation
stone of a ne\v central electric-Hght station at Batter-

sea, to be erected at a cost of $285,000, was laid by the

chairman of the local vestry. The president of the

lighting committee explained that the work of lay-

ing the mains commenced on February 5th, and
out of 13 miles 11 had been completed. All the work
was done by what was called direct employment;
that is to say, the contractor had no abiding place
there. If required, it was intended to introduce
the light into private houses, and it was hoped to

place it within reach of the poorer inhabitants by
supplying fittings v/ithout prepayment. Commencing
with a charge of 11 cents a unit, the committee
v/as in hopes of being able to reduce it to 10 cents.

The necessary money ($750) having been sub-
scribed, an offer has been made to provide the

North Staffordshire Infirmary with electrical ap-
paratus of the most modern description for treat-

ment of lead poisoning. This ofTer has been grate-
fully accepted by the authorities of the institution.

An arrangement of considerable importance to

the mercantile community of Liverpool has just been
authorized by the postmaster-general, which might
with advantage be extended to other commercial
centers. For some time past the Liverpool Cham-
ber of Commerce has been endeavoring to promote
an agreement betw-een the postmaster-general, the
cable companies and the National Telephone com-
pany, whereby cable messages arriving from abroad
after ordinary business hours might be transmitted
direct by telephone to the residences of the ad-
dressees or answers received by the telephone com-
pany for transmission abroad by the cable compa-
nies. The postmaster-general, who has taken great
interest in the matter, has written a letter to the

chamber, stating that the facilities asked for will

be granted.
An admirable text for a sermon on the moral

effects of the underground railways may be found
in the fact that the usual sittings of the City Sum-
mons Court, where cases arising out of street ob-
structions and quarrels of cabmen, bus drivers and
carters are heard, were not held on several days
last week, because there were no charges to try.

Since the opening of the "Twopenny Tube" the

work of this court has been dwindling. Of course,

so far as improved morals are concerned, electricity

as the driving power is essential, because the old.

smoke-begrimed, suffocating, steam-laden under
ground road causes as much deterioration of temper
among passengers as relief to congested streets

overhead. Last week the total number of cases
disposed of did not exceed 29. while formerly a

(lay's list was often known to exceed 137. There
can be no doubt as to the cause. The thousands
of persons traveling on the new line must relieve

the streets. The subways at the Mansion House
render the stopping of vehicular traffic for pedes-
trians to cross less frequent and saves much con-
gestion. Buses are not called upon to stop so
often, because the travelers are using the new line,

and the "odd buses," which were the greatest of-

fenders, have sought fresh fields away from the

electric competition, much to the relief of the streets,

the police and public. The Twopenny Tube is likely

to benefit a number of persons in a d-ifferent di-

rection. A friend writes ihat while suffering for

some months from a very serious loss of appetite,

he has now regained it through the traveling by the

new Central railway. The first lime he went by it

h't noticed he was ravenously hungry when the hour
of luncheon arrived, and since then, having repeated
the experiment, finds his appetite ciuite restored to
him. This, he thinks, may be attribute!:! to the
OEone generated by the electricity. If so, then the
new railway can well lay claim to even more advan-
tages than heretofore, but it will be a very serious
matter for paterfamilias with small incomes and
large families to travel by the new Central railway.
After traveling by it myself I always experience the
same sensation of unusual hunger at luncheon. The
subject, I think, will bear more investigation on the
part of scientific men and the medical fraternity
generally. The rumor that the company intends
to run an all-night service is incorrect. "It is not
feasible," the secretary explained to me, "and I will

tell you why. Over 400 trains are run daily over
our lines, and wg therefore feel that it is a duty we
ewe to the public to carefully examine every foot
of the permanent way at the conclusion of the day's
work. This cannot possibly be done at any other
time, for there is not room down below for a man
to stand on one side to let a train pass. A worker
in the tube would be almost blown out at the ap-
proach of the engine." He added, 'T won't go so
far as to say the scheme is impossible, but at pres-
ent it is impracticable." The average number of

passengers on the railway has already reached a
total of about 120,000 daily. W. H. B.

New York Notes.

New York, September 8.—The first actual work
on the digging of the downtown sections of the
Rapid Transit tunnel began Tuesday morning at
Tenth street and Fourth avenue. Holbrook, Cabot
& Daly of Boston are the contractors on this third
section of the tunnel, which begins at the middle of
Great Jones street in Lafayette place and runs along
Lafayette place to Astor place, thence to Fourth
avenue, to Park avenue and to Thirt3''-third street.

The work will be entirely "open cut" and it is ex-
pected that considerable rock will be encountered.
The contractors will carry on the work with com-
pressed air, and a large compressor plant costing
if6o,ooo will soon be in operation at the north end
of Union Square. The contractors are laying about
one mile of five-inch steel pipe six inches below the
surface and alongside the curb on the west side of

Fourth avenue. When the pipe is in position and
the compressed air plant is set up the work of ex-
cavation will begin at a number of points, and the
compressed air conveyed in the pipe w'ill furnish
the power. Several hundred men will be engaged.
Two trains collided on the Kings County Elevated

railroad at Fulton and Tillary streets, Brooklyn.
yesterday afternoon at three o'clock, and the road
was not cleared for traffic till nearly midnight. The
accident occurred at a switch. There were pas-
sengers on both trains but no one was hurt, and
the steam locomotive and motor car which headed
the respective trains were not seriously damaged.
The delay to traffic was caused by the locomotive
being thrown across the tracks.

The state board of railroad commissioners has
approved the application of the Metropolitan Street
Railway companj' for an increase in the company's
capital stock from $45,000,000 to $52,000,000. The
company will employ the proceeds of the sale of
new stock in changing its cable lines to underground
electric conduit on Columbus avenue, Broadway and
Lexington avenue and in changing its horse road
on Thirty-fourth street to an electric storage-battery
line.

The Reno inclined elevated or moving stairway
at the Fifty-ninth street station of the Third avenue
elevated road was put in operation Wednesday
morning. One-half of the staircase consists of a
slowly revolving rubber matting. A negro attend-
ant stationed at the bottom instructed passengers
to place one foot on the stairway and to grasp the
moving railing at the side. The other half of the
passageway is devoted to stationarj'- steps for de-

scending passengers. It is said that the elevator can
carry 3,000 persons an hour. The ticket seller at

the station said that there was an increase of pas-
sengers Wednesday of about 100 an hour. It is in-

tended to establish similar elevators at the Eight-
eenth street and Thirty-third street stations.

In the provisional estimate of expenses for the
year 1901, submitted by the Police Board to the

Board of Estimate and Apportionment, the sum of

$11,743,206.91 is asked, which is an increase of $415.-

702.49 over the sum given in 1900. The main item
of the increase is for the installation of a new
signal system below Fourteenth street. This has
been needed for some time. When a policeman
now needs help in case of attack or riot, wants an
ambulance or has to make hurried communication
with his superiors, he must either find a telephone
or run to the station. President York thinks $300.-

000 will install the system desired below Fourteenth
street, and an equal sum annually would soon in-

clude the entire city. M. S.

New England News.
Boston, September 7.—Kidder, Peabody & Co..

the Boston bankers, have been awarded by the

West End Street Railway company $2,112,000 bonds,
running 15 years and bearing four per cent, interest

at 104.69. This is an income basis of about 3.60

per cent.

Directors of the Street Railway and Illuminating
Properties have declared a dividend of $3 a share
on the common stock.

Fire on August 23d, in the building at 2. 4 and 5
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Postoffice square, caused damage amountiii<^ to
several thousands of dollars in the premises on the
fourth and fifth floors, occupied by Stone & Web
ster, electrical engineers. The total loss was figured
at upward of $20,000, and Stone & Webster were
the principal sufferers.

It is of interest to note that the West End Street
Railway system of Boston is about the only lar^e
street-railway system in the United States without
a floating debt. Earnings of the road have been
and are showing about the normal rate of increase
An ofiicial of the Boston Elevated Railway com-

pany says the directors of the company will never
vote to increase the dividend rate until the elevated
system has proven itself a success. If contracts had
been lived up to the overhead system would be in
operation to-day. As it is, the main line will proba-
bly be running about January i, 1901, and the loop
en Atlantic avenue a little later. Work on the loop
will be commenced very shortly..
During 1899, 15 new street-railway companies

were organized in New England. Five of these
were in operation at the end of the year. The in-
corporation of new companies still continues. Dur-
ing the 12 months of 1899 there were carried on the
street railroads of Massachusetts 356,700,000 pas-
sengers, a, gain of more than 28,000,000 over the
preceding year. ;r

From the Buckeye State.
Columbus, Ohio, September 8.—Notwithstanding

a number of injunction suits and other drawbacks,
ihe Columbus, London and bpringfield Electric Kail-
way company is proceeding with its loop in Colum-
bus, and now has quite a stretch of track laid. It
is believed that nothing further will be done to pre-
vent the completion of this work, but that cannot
be said with authority, as no one can tell what
opposition may yet be brought to bear. It is re-
ported that the management is negotiating for a
private right-of-way on an air line trom Columbus
to Springheld, and in that case it may miss London
entirely. The town seems to be vacillating be-
tween this company and the National Traction com-
pany, to see trom which it can get the best offer,
and there is a possibility that it may yet have no
electric road at all.

The directors of the Cincinnati Street Railway
company met a few days ago and declared the reg-
ular quarterly dividend of iVi per cent. The sug-
gestion of the linemen that the company arrange
a clubhouse for them at one of the wagon and tool
houses was received kindly, and this will probably
be arranged at an early date.

It is stated that the Dayton, Springfield and Ur-
bana Electric Railway company will have the line
from Springfield to Urbana completed within si.x

weeks. A good portion of the grading has already
been completed and the poles are now being dis-

tributed along the line.

At a meeting of the Southern Ohio Traction
company, held at Hamilton a few days ago, the
following-named directors were chosen: William
Christy, James Christy, Jr., J. Mendelnaum. M. J.
Mendelbaum, A. E. Aikins, C. Pomeroy, J. Kim-
berly and J. Lembhook, all of Cleveland; J. R. Nurt
and J. Lembrick of Akron; Peter Schwab and Adam
Rentscler of Hamilton. The directors elected the
follow-ing-named officers: President, W. Christy:
first vice-president, M. J. Mendelbaum; second vice-
president, Peter Schwab; secretary and treasurer,
F. Pomeroy; executive committee, W. Christy and
M. J. Mendelbaum.
The commissioners of Warren County have

granted a franchise for an electric road to Sunder-
land & Wolfe, capitalists of Dayton. The latter are
planning to build a line between Dayton and. Leb-
anon.
The Columbus. Buckeye Lake and Newark Trac-

tion company has filed notice with the secretary of

state of an increase of capital stock from $100,000
to $1,000,000.
Two ordinances were introduced at the last meet-

ing of the Board of Legislation of Cincinnati, both
in relation to the affairs of the Cincinnati Edison
Electric Light company. One provides that the
company shall have power to lay conduits, feeders,

tubes and pipes and all other things necessary to

supply light, power and heat. The other asks for

a franchise to erect poles and string wires for light-

ing portions of the city which have not heretofore
been designated. The company maintains that this

is necessary, inasmuch as the Board of Public Serv-
ice has refused to grant it permits to push the work
as it wishes to do. The ordinances are simply to

define the authority of the company under two fran-

chises which it is now operating.
A few days ago the Jewett Car company of New-

ark, Ohio, shipped three handsome cars to the South
Side Elevated Railroad company of Chicago. These
cars have a seating capacity for 40 passengers. The
inside finish is of Honduras mahogany, with bronze
metal trimmings. Each car is fitted with Peckham
trucks and 75-horsepower motors.
The citizens of Norwood, a suburb of Cincinnati,

have asked for incandescent gas lighting instead of

electric lights, which they now have. The village

has a plant of its own.
The Southern Ohio Traction company will not

renew its contract with the A\'eIls-Fargo Express
company. Since the first of this month it has been
carrying its own express matter. Light cars have
been put on for this purpose, and the facilities of

the road have been made ample for the traffr.. It

is thought that other roads about Dayton will fol-
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Southern Ohio, and thatUltimately the express business will become one ofthe important features of the electric lines,

n., 1 A „ Consolidated Railway company ofCleveland will change its Payne avenue cable lineo an electric line. The change will be completed
vithin from 60 to 90 days. The track will be bal-
lasted and made ready tor the heavy electric cars,
tt is estimated that the improvement will entail an
outlay of about $40,000.

Perry H. Rue of Franklin has brought suit
against the Southern Ohio Traction company for
:j.io,ooo damages alleged to have been sustained by
water mains in the village, the cause being elec-
trolysis.

The Kenton Gas and Electric company has itiade
a bid to light the towm for $75 a lamp a year. There
has been quite a fight there and another company
was incorporated for the alleged purpose for build-
ing a rival plant in the town, but the old company's
bid was the lowest of any made.
The Dayton and Xenia Traction company has

hied notice of an increase of capital stock from
$300,000 to $500,000. All of the first issue of stock
has been fully paid up.
The Warner Elevator Manufacturing company of

Cincinnati has been incorporated by a number of
prominent gentlemen of that city to manufacture
electric, hydraulic and steam elevators, motors,
hoisting machinery, controllers, switches and other
devices.

The Troy Electric Leasing company of Troy has
been incorporated for the purpose of buying, sell-
ing and leasing electric machinery and appliances.
The capital stock of the companv is $25,000, and the
incorporators are as follows: C. C. Hobart, Walter
H. Coles. Herbert L. Johnson, .-Adeline S. Johnson
.ind Ida Rhodes.
The Columbus Railway company had an im-

mense patronage during the state fair. On Thurs-
day night the company' had more cars in service
than ever before in its history. A number of hand-
some new cars have just been received from the
Barney & Smith Car company of Dayton.

O. M. C.

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa, Ont., September 8.—The Brandon Elec-
Iric Light company of Brandon, Man,, has been
given authority to increase its capital from $50,000
to $125,000.

The City Council of Kingston, Ont., will take
steps to acquire the electric-light plant of the Kings-
ton Light, Heat and Power company, or, in the
alternative, to install a new electric-light plant.

The town of Morrisburg, Ont., is inviting tenders
for the erection of an electric-lighting and power
plant, to include three distinct sections—hydraulic
flevelopment and building, waterwheels and steam
works, and electric plant.

The question of municipal ow-nership of electric

lights and street railways was a subject that re-

ceived earnest consideration at the recent meeting
of the Board of Trade for the Maritime Provinces
of Canada. A resolution to the effect that cities

and towns should guard with great care their

franchises for street lighting and railways, retain-

ing them under control for cheaper service, thus
averting the high charges of private corporations,
was unanimously passed.

The electric-car service from the city of Quebec
to La Bonne Ste. Anne has been successfully in-

augurated. The cars run at the rate of 12 miles an
hour, and there will now be 46 trains a day on the

new line. The electric-railway company owns all

the property around the Montmorency Falls, and
will shortly erect an cle\ator to take passengers

from the railway to the head of the falls. It is also

proposed to erect a pow-erful searchlight, which
will be used to illuminate the cataract in colors at

night.

The Capital Power company of Ottawa has been
formed to take over and develop the Conroy elec-

tric plant at Deschenes Rapids, a few miles from
Ottawa. This plant already brings in $33,000 yearly

revenue, and the expense of operating it is only

5^9,000 per annum at present. The company's new
power house at Deschenes is furnished with modern
turbines, made by the Trump Manufacturing com-
pany of Springfield, Ohio. The flumes are made
of concrete, and the buildings are fireproof, the

whole being a good example of a modern, up-to-

date power house.

While the development of waterpowers in elec

trical operations is one of the characteristic features

of the day, the development of electrical energy

on the Can.idian side of Niagara Falls seems to be

1:0 further advanced that it was 10 years ago. What-
ever "deals" the Ontario government has lately

made with electrical companies, they appear to have

had the eft'ect of only tying up the work of devel-

opment, instead of promoting it. Last year the

government rescinded the monopoly of the United

States company, which, theretofore, held the fran-

chise, and made provision whereby other compa-

nies could obtain rights to develop electrical power

at the Canadian falls. More than a year and a half

have c-lap.scd without any substantial procress being

made, and there is little indication of development

work being undertaken in the near future. On the

.\merican side. Ihe iiistallalion of electric plant is

eoing ahead with remarkable rapidity. The great

feature of the Pan-American Exposition is the fact

that the grounds and buildings will be lighted with

eleclricily from the Falls and the machinery oper-

ated by the same agency. There is no doubt that
the development of electrical energy at the Canadian
iails by the Ontario government would immenselv
benefit the country within a radius of 100 miles

A. V. W.

Gleanings from Colorado.
Denver, September 7—The Leadville Gas and

w II
,'^'t-/°'"P'".7 ¥' >'' '"='=" incorporated andwill lake over the business of the Leadville Lio-htcompany, controlling the electric-light service othe cty, and of the Illuminating Gas company con-trollmg the supply of gas. The capital of the com-pany IS $200,000, and those forming the new com-pany have heretofore been identifie^d with the ?woold companies The directors are John F. Campii™

Wilbes The
I^obert B. Sullivan and GilberJ

nns fbl
company will introduce as soon aspossible a system of power distribution to supplymines in he vicinity. The most distant point obe reached is seven miles from the central station

TrJZjl^'?'"'\"', ""hin a circle liavh g
nlln t

^'' "'','• ^" ""= execution of the nevvplan the present electric-light station will be re-modeled and enlarged so as to accommodate powe?-generating apparatus. The generators will probably

a rannlit "^r^-P^'-'fc type. The piesent plant has

Im^^M \!r^'^°°
h°"cpower; the new machinery

will add 1.500 or 2,000 kilowatts. Work on thenew plant will doubtless commence as soon asthe task of transferring all properties to the newcompany is completed.

t.vTn' °™T'' F"'/
Tramway company has prac-tically completed the construction incident upon itsacquirement of the property of the Denver'^ Cablecompany and the equipment of the latter's cab e

aken ?!," t''""' PPc^'tio". The work wh ch hasaken the longest time is the rebuilding of the Six-eenth street and the Lorimer street vfaduc s The
wood/n"?'

"''"'"
^r* ''''^ I-bc^ms instead ofwooden stringers, and new wooden stringers weresubstituted on the latter. On the Sixteenth strrnstructure considerable flooring was relaid. The oS-lay will be about $So,ooo. The new transfer s?aHon»nd waiting room on the downtown loop is abouteady for use. Work has been rapidlv pushed onthe downtown oop, and the rail construction isof the most substantial character. The cars willuse Lawrence street, Fifteenth street, a space betweLawrence and Arapahoe and between Fourteenthand Fifteeiith streets, and Arapahoe street. As the

Dla7t wH ff 'h'"""
°" *' '°°P' " '= believed the

^^ ™1! afford great convenience to the public.

r,^.tr r-, % °"'''''"' >^"P«-intendent of theDenver City Tramway company, has resigned hisposition and will engage in business in DenverMr. Durbin has been connected with the company
tor 12 years, II as superintendent. He has had
great success in operating the roads under variousmotive powers—horse, cable and electricitv The
directors adopted a set of resolutions expressing
their appreciation of Mr. Durbin's services and
the company presented him a handsome gold watch
suitably engraved.
At a meeting of the State League of Municipali-

i'^^,
^' Pucl'lo, on August 30th, Mayor F. R

Baker of Fort Collins. Colo., read a paper on

u?'^', T^'^'^
^"'^''•'' Municipal and Private Own-

ership. He reached the conclusion that municipal
ownership was not advisable, as a general thing
especially if the private companies gave the best
service by keeping their plants up to date and
charged reasonable rates.
The following-named officers have teen elected

by the directors of the Colorado Springs Rapid
Iransit company since W. S. Stratton acquired con-
trol of a majority of the stock: President W A
Ramsay; vice-president. A. L. Lawton; s'ecre'tarv
and treasurer, W. A. Baldwin.
The plant of the People's Light and Power com-

pany at Aspen, Colo., has been purchased by the
Roaring Fork Electric Light and Power company
Ihe purchase price is said to be about $40000

J. W. D.

Omaha, Neb.
Omaha, September 6.—At a joint meeting of the

Elk City Improvement Club of Elk City, Neb the
Commercial Club of Omaha and the Board of
County Commissioners of Douglas County, at the
ofiicc of the county commissioners, the matter of
the proposed electric railway to be built between
Omaha and Fremont was considered. The board
of commissioners unanimouslv indorsed the steps
which the clubs have taken in the matter and offered
its support. The railway will pass through a rich
country and will be a great benefit to both the city
of Omaha and the entire county. It is proposed
that this railway shall be heavily built and equipped
for carrying freight and passengers. The farmers
have taken up the matter with unusual spirit, and
have subscribed money, and stand readv to grant the
right-of-way for the proposed road. Money is now
in the hands of the Commercial Club for the purpose
of making the preliminary survey, which will be
made at once. Without doubt, work will commence
Ihis fall upon the grading of the roadbed. Mr.
Williams of the Elk City Improvement Club and
Mr. Kellogg of the Commercial Club have the
matter in charge.
The City Council of Council Bluffs, Iowa, passed

an ordinance, at its meeting on August 27th, grant-
ing a franchise to the Blufi^ City Electric Light and
Gas company for the erection and operation of an
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electric and gas-light, power and heating plant. The
franchise granted is subject to the approval of the
voters of the city, at a special election to be held
on October 2d, and it is good for a term of 25 years,

the plant to be in operation within 10 months. The
incorporators of the company are Thomas Bow-
man and J. P. Greenshields, both of Council BlulTs.

M. N. iJ.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, September 8.—The city of Still-

water, Minn., has brought suit against the officers of

the Twin City Rapid Transit company, to secure the

annulment of a franchise contract and $25,000 dam-
ages, for breach of contract. The city complains
that the company has failed to construct a car line

to South Stillwater, as promised.
The St. Paul Gas Light company expects to be

using power from the new Apple River Falls power
station by September 15th. The completion of the
plant has been delayed by the non-arrival of ma-
chinery. The plant will have a capacity of 5,000

horsepower and 25,000 volts. There are 10 static

transformers. Four are of 275 horsepower and six

of 100 horsepower each. There are also four large

rotary transformers for converting alternating to

direct currents.

The Johnson Electric Service company of Mil-
waukee has filed articles of incorporation in Minne-
sota, with capital stock of $250,000.

The Electric Light, Power and Heat company
of Perry, Iowa, passed into the hands of the new
owners on September ist. It has been feared that

the sale would fall through, owing to the inability

of Mr, Grist of Cedar Rapids to secure funds ar-

ranged for. A. H. Hindert has taken the place of

Mr. Grist in the new corporation, and the sale went
through as planned.
Lightning struck the bridge at Waterloo, Iowa,

crossed by the cars of the Waterloo and Cedar Falls

Rapid Transit company, and burned off the trolley

wires. It was dark and a car ran into the midst
of the tangled wires, producing a startling electrical

display. The motorman reversed the car, and as

the trolley pole had stayed on the wire, was able
to back the car out of the wires. A feed line had
fallen and set fire to a tie in the bridge, despite the
heavy rain which was falling. No damage was
done, aside from the burned-off wires.

The Edison Electric Lighting company of Des
Moines, Iowa, plans to place all its wires in the

business part of town underground. The work may
take five years as planned. The company is about
to replace the machinery in its waterpower plant with
new and improved equipment.
The Seattle Electric company has begun work

at Ballard, Wash., on a branch road to connect with
Fremont. The council of Ballard wants the line

built, but not where the company proposes to do it.

Should the company persist, the council may pass
an ordinance prohibiting the company laying its

tracks below a certain street.

The city of Billings. Mont., is taking bids, until

October 2d, for furnishing street lighting for that
city, from July i, 1901, to March i, 1907.

A change of ownership has occurred on the elec-

tric-light plant at Lake City, Iowa. It is under-
stood the new owners will make improvements to

the system, and may install a heating plant.

The Seattle Electric company has put a four-cent
fare in force and also issues transfers, dating from
September 5th.

The new waterpower plant of the Snoqualmie
Power and Electric company, near Seattle. Wash.,
is approaching completion. The plant is one of the
most complete in the country, and will have a ca-
pacity of 10,000 horsepower. R.

PERSONAL.
W. F. Richardson, secretary of the National Tele-

phone Equipment company of Detroit, was a recent
visitor in Chicago.

Erwin Dryer of the Chicago office of the West-
inghouse Electric and Manufacturing company, un-
derwent an operation last week at Garfield Park
Sanitarium for a severe case of appendicitis. The
operation was successful and Mr. Dryer is steadily
improving.

C. H. Hooper, cashier of the Gregory Electric
company of Chicago, is about to leave for Phcenix.
Ariz., for a protracted stay, in hopes of materially
benefiting his health. J. E. Nicholas, formerly with
ihe Siemens & Halskc company, is a recent addi-
tion to the business staff of the Gregory company.

The death of Mr. John B. Davidson at his home
in Mcdford, Mass., recently, removes a venerable
figure from the ranks of old-time telegraphers. Mr.
Davidson was 75 years old. and for 40 years had
been in the continuous employment of the Western
Union Telegraph company. He became associated
with the company in 1857, and from that time until

1893 was continuously at work. After three years'
retirement at a country estate in New Hampshire,
he again engaged in the business, his desire for an
active life overcoming the infirmities of age. He
was employed intermittently by the company from
Ihen almn.(;t up to the time of hi^ death.
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cent Illinois incorporation. The incorporators were
Michael Kelly, M. W. Kelly and Edward J. Kelly.

A new electric-Hght plant to cost $25,000 is to
be built at Windber, Pa.

Newcastle, Pa., has passed an ordinance for the
building of an electric-light plant.

The Curwensville (Pa.) Electric company has been
incorporated, with a capital stock of $10,000.

The mayor of Houston, Texas, has decided to re-

advertise for bids for building the electric-light plant.

Bronson, Mich., has contracted with W. Fred-
cricks to erect an electric-light plant to cost $10,000.

The Portland Railway and Terminal company of

Portland, Me., will erect an electric-light plant, to

cost $100,000.

The Meyersdale (Pa.) electric-light plant has been
sold to the Summit Electric Light, Heat and Power
company for $20,000.

At a special election held in lola, Kan., recently,
an issue of $80,000 in bonds to build an electric-

light plant was authorized.

A large electric plant is to be established on the
canal of the Roanoke Navigation and Water Power
company at Weldon, N. C.

The Vineland (N. J.) Borough Council has ad-
vertised for bids for a new municipal bond issue

for $25,000 for an electric-light plant.

The Shamokin and Coal Township Light and
Power company of Shamokin, Pa., was recently in-

corporated, with a capital stock of $40,000.

The question of issuing $50,000 worth of bonds
to build a municipal electric-light plant in Coving-
ton, K}-., will be decided at an election in Novem-
ber.
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The Irondale Water, Light and Power company
of Irondale, Ala., has been incorporated, with $100,
000 capital stock, by F. W. Turpin and N. H.
Sev.ell.

The city of Laurel, Md., has issued bonds for
Ihe building of an electric-light plant and bids will

be received by J. C. Howell, secretary of the Laurel
water board.

A $50,000 electric-light and ice plant has jtist been
completed at Winona, Miss. The plant is now in

operation and Winona is said to be one of the best
lighted towns in the state.

An ordinance has been favorably reported to the
Bay City (Mich.) City Council, giving to the Trac-
tion and Power company of Bay City a franchise

to erect an electric-lighting system.

At a meeting of the City Council of Litchfield.

111., recently, it was decided to submit the question
of the city's building a municipal electric-lighting

plant for lighting the cit^', to a vote of the people.

Plans and specifications will be prepared for the

I)lant, after which a special election will be called.

The plant will cost about $15,000.

Responsibility for the dea.th of the two patrolmen
who were killed in St. Louis on the night of Sep-
tember 3d by electric shocks while using the police

telephones has been placed on the Seckner Con-
tracting company by Coroner Lloyd. The coroner
said he found the Seckner company's "power wire,"

which had been crossed with the telephone wire,

was improperly placed. The wire which caused the

accidents supplied 48 arc lamps and carried a total

\ oltage of 3,360 volts.

On September 25th all the property, real and per-
sonal, of every kind and description, belonging to

the Suburban Electric company of Covington, Ky.,
will be sold at public auction in Covington. The
sale will include the rights and franchises of the
company and also its electric-lighting plant, equip-
ment, real estate, etc. Full information in regard
to the sale will be given upon application to Charles
It. Shaw-, trustee in bankruptcy, of the Suburban
Electric company, Covingtori, Ky.

At a recent meeting of the Appleton Electric
Light and Power company of Appleton, Wis., sev-
eral changes were made in the management. A. L.
Smith, L. E. Barnes and J. M. Baer of Appleton
and Arthur D. Wheeler of Chicago resigned from
the directory and a new board was elected con-
sisting of John I. Beggs, H. D. Smith, J. S. Van
Nortwick, Henry C. Payne and Charles F. Pfister.

Mr. Beggs was elected president and IT. D. Smith
secretary and treasurer. The executive committee
consists of J. I. Beggs, H. D. Smith and J. S. Van
Nortwick.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Wostviile Electric Light and Power conipan.y

of Danville, III., capilalized at $20,000, \vas a re-

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
A 20-ycar fiaiichise has been granted the Paris

Street Railway company by the City Council of

Paris, Ky.

The power house of the Philadelphia and West
C'hcsler Traction company at Philadelphia was com-
pletely destroyed by fire September 4th.

"Commutation tickets for dogs on Ihis trolley

line, 25 cents a year," is a notice that has been
posted by the Westficld and Elizabeth Trolley com-
pany ol New Jersey. Dog passengers will be car-

ried when accompanied by their owner and a com-
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mutation ticket. It is said to be the only trolley
road in New Jersey that issues dog tickets. Each
dog ticket must bear the name, address and descrip-
tion of the dog.

The Atlanta (Ga.) Railway and Power conipanv
has applied for a franchise to extend its line on
Washington and several streets in Atlanta. C. J.
Simmons is president of the company.

Surveys have been made and rights-of-way se-
cured for the proposed line between Berlin. Wey-
auwega, New London and Wautoma, Wis., about
70 miles long, to be operated by electricity.

The City Council of Elwood, Ind., has granted
a franchise for 50 years to the Union Traction com-
pany, which proposes to connect its line from Ko-
komo to Indianapolis, with a branch from Elwood
to Tipton.

A cKarter of the Denison and Sherman Railway
company has been filed at Denison, Texas. The
company, which is capitalized at $100,000, will con-
struct and operate an electric railway between Den-
ison and Sherman.

The Logansport, Rochester and Northern Traction
company will soon begin the construction of an
electric railway between Logansport, Ind., and War-
saw, a distance of 53 miles. J. T. McNary is the
president of the company.

Certificates of incorporation were filed at Dover,
Del., recently for the Newark and Granville Street
Railway company of Newark, Ohio, to maintain
and construct a street railway in Ohio. The capital
of the company is $300,000.

The Ohio Valley Electric Railway company has
been incorporated, with $1,000,000 capital stock, to
construct an electric-railway line from Huntington
W. Va., to Ironton, Ohio. T. J. Ryan and H. S.
Calo of Huntington are interested.

The car barn of the Mansfield (Ohio) Street Car
company on North Main street collapsed September
2d and is a total loss. The company was arranging
to utilize part of the car barn as an addition to its

engine room, and the changes in the supports of
Ihe roof evidently weakened the structure.

The Albany and Schoharie Valley Railroad com-
pany of Albany, N. Y., has submitted its yearly re-
port to the state railroad commissioners, in which
it announces the intention of building 48 miles of
main line and eight miles of branches and sidings.
H. W. Burgett is president of the company.

Condemnation proceedings have been begun in
the Circuit Court of Chicago by the Metropolitan
West Side Elevated Railroad company against the
owners of property along the extension of its right
of way from the present terminus of the Douglas
Park branch at Twentieth street and Western ave-
nue to Albany avenue. The width of the strip of
land which the company seeks is 34 feet. AH the
owners of property with whom the railroad com-
pany has been unable to agree are made defendants
to the action.

Work is being pushed rapidly on the power house
of the Boston Elevated Railroad company, which
is being erected on Lincoln wharf, at Atlantic av-
enue and Battery street, near the North ferry house.
The building, for which the foundations are com-
pleted,, will be about 160 feet square and 107 feet
high. The exterior will be of brick and limestone,
while the engine and dynamo rooms will be lined
with enameled cream-colored brick. The great
brick stack, now about halt built, will be 250 feet
in height. The generators to be installed are de-
signed to operate 90 trains of three cars each, at a
rate of 40 miles an hour.

AUTOMOBILES.
At the tri-state fair to be held at Guttenburg.

N. J., September iSth to 22d, an added attraction
will be an automobile exhibition and race meet.
The latter, on September iSth, will be under the
auspices of the Automobile Club of America.

Miss Emlen S. Blye, 6325 Monroe avenue, Chi-
cago, took the examination for automobile opera-
tors September 7th and was granted certificate No.
315- She announced that she was taking the ex-
amination for business and not private uses, and
that she intends to conduct a school of instruction,
teaching other women the method of managing and
operating automobiles.

John Brisben Walker and his son. Justin, of Den-
ver, ascended Pike's Peak to the timber line in a
steam automobile on September 8th. They are be-
lieved to be the first to ascend the peak in an auto-
mobile. Mr. Walker had intended to climb the en-
tire distance to the United States signal station, but
beyond an altitude of 11,000 feet he found the roads
unfit for an automobile. The return trip to Manitou
was made at a \'cry high rate ol speed, but without
accident.

H. E. Fielding.of New Haven, Conn., is reported
as having in process of construction an automobile
lo be run by gunpow'dcr. The power is to be gen-
erated by a succession of miniature explosions of
laiti'idges, each not unlike the explosion of an
ordinary 4J-caliber cartridge, so that a man will
! de in the new xehiclc o\'cr hundreds of exploding
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cartridges at a great velocity. It is stated that ex-
perts who have examined the machine say that it
will prove to be a successful experiment. The pow-
der con^ained in a lo-pound tin. will be enough to
drive a machine 300 miles.

A newspaper account states that a Russian named
Hutal Serky has invented a new kind ot automobile
The account says: "He has discovered a new sys-
tem of locomotion based on the use of a certain
kind of salt, the composition of which is. as yet, his
secret. Two pounds of this salt placed in the box
of the automobile, and subjected to a certain heat,
forms a gas which puts a cylinder in movement!
The automobiles that were tried in Moscow pro-
duced the best results. The Emperor of Russia,
w^ho takes .great interest in this invention, intends
to send Serky to Paris to make known his secret.
The Russian press is of opinion that it will cause a
great revolution in the trade."

PUBLICATIONS.
"A Talk About Locust Pins and Brackets" is the

title of an attractively worded pamphlet issued by
the Blue Ridge Locust Pin company, manufacturer
of locust insulator pins and brackets, AsheviUe, N, C.

The Watson-Stillman company. New York, has
just published a catalogue on jewelers' and die sink-
ers' hydraulic tools. The catalogue is composed of
illustrated sheets showing the hydraulic machinery
manufactured by the company.

Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co. have pub-
lished a sales list of the Roney mechanical stoker,
which contains a long list of some of the recent
purchasers of the company, with the total horse-
power which will be installed when the present
orders are completed.

The Tic-a-toc automatic grease cup is illustrated

and described in a little pamphlet issued by its man-
ufacturers, James L. Robertson & Sons, New York.
This new cup, which attaches to the eccentric or
crank-pin. to either a horizontal or vertical engine, in

any position, is said to be creating much interest

among the electrical fraternity.

Two handsome publications have recently been
issued by the Kellogg Switchboard and Supply
company. Green and Congress streets, Chicago.
One is an illustrated pamphlet, with artistic cover,
and pertains to the history, methods, facilities and
products of the Kellogg company. Illustrations are
given of the company's factory and some of the
departments of the business, and views are also

shown of some interesting parts of the large switch-

boards the company has built, including those at

the Columbus, St. Louis and Wilkcsbarre. Pa., ex-
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changes. The other publication is a 20-page bulle-
tm and relates particularly to the Kellogg com-
pany s product m the line of telephone instruments.
Both publications will be sent postpaid to anv per-
son or corporation on request, and the Kellogg
company is particularly desirous that all persons
interested in the Independent telepnone movement
shall send their addresses for the catalogues.

TRADE NEWS.
Dixon's pencils are brought to the attention of

consumers by neat blotters for September, issued
by the Joseph Dixon Crucible company, Jersey
City, N. J.

T'"= American Battery Compound company of
Chicago has removed its offices and factory from
,11 and 33 South Canal street to 224 and 226 South
Clinton street, where it is prepared to continue its
business as formerly.

The Janesville Electric Light company of Janes-
ville. Wis., has contracted with Evans, Almirall
& Co. of Chicago for the installation of the Evans
exhaust hot-water heating system for a central- sta-
tion heating plant, in connection with its power
plant.

The Jandus Electric company, Cleveland, Ohio,
is putting out an enclosed alternating arc lamp with
features not heretofore in use and which is said to
excite much interest in the lighting field. A new
bulletin with special reference to this lamp may be
had for the asking. The Chicago office is at 1537
Monadnock building.

The Dicke Tool company of Downers Grove,
111., has been awarded a bronze medal on linemen's
tools at the Paris Exposition. This was the highest
prize awarded on linemen's tools. C. H. Dicke
was in attendance at the exposition, and the exhibit
created considerable interest among foreign man-
ufacturers. Thpmas G. Grier of 141 South Clinton
street, Chicago, is the western representative of the
Dicke Tool company.

H. E. Plass, of the H. E. Plass Electric Supply
company, 21 Barclay street, New York, is taking
a five weeks' trip through the middle West and
South, visiting St. Louis. New Orleans, etc., in the
interest of the electrical novelties and staples of

his own manufacture, of which he has an extensive
line. Mr. Plass has brought out a new and com-
prehensive catalogue which will be ready soon, and
he will be pleased to send a copy to anyone in-

terested.

A course of instruction by mail in chemistry is

announced by the International Correspondence
Schools, Scranton. Pa. The course includes math-

ematics, phviics. theoretical, inorganic and organic
chemistry, qualitative and quantative analysis,
George Herman Dimpfel, Ph. D., who is in charge
of the chemistry course, is a graduate of the Uni-
versity of Leipsic. Germany, and also studied in
the universities of Strassburg and Heidelberg.
Later he wa? an instructor, in the latter institution^
but was induced to take up commercial work, and
after an extended experience in European cities, he-^

came to this country and is now principal of the',
school of chemistry.

The very extensive application of ihe chloride,
accumulator, manufactured by the Electric Storage
Battery company of Philadelphia, is indicated by a
statement of the installations of chloride accumu-
lators that have been contracted for during the last
two or three months. Among the street-railway
plants are mentioned 34 installations by companies
operating in Wickford. R. I.; four companies in
Providence. R. I.. Brayton, R. I., Brooklyn, "New

.,

York city: two in Boston; three in Washington,"-
Bellows Falls and Springfield, Va.. Detroit, Mich.,
Philadelphia. Mechanicsville. N. Y.. Glens Falls,
N. Y'., Biddeford, Me.. Portsmouth and Keene,
N. H.. Newton ville and Fairfield, Mass.. Forest-
ville. Conn.. Buffalo. N. Y.. Joliet. Lemont and
Spring Forest. 111.. Dayton. Ohio, and Indianapolis,
Ind. In the list of central-station lij^hting plants
are mentioned those at Atlanta, Ga.. Boston, Cin-
cinnati. Detroit. Indianapolis, Providence and Paw-
tucket, R. I., New York city. Brooklyn. Cleve-
land, and Hamilton, Ont. A list of 1$ isolated
plants includes apartment houses and hospitals in
New Y'ork city: Eddy Manufacturing company,.
Middletown. N. Y.: United States Goveinment. Fort
Totten, N. Y.: Westinghouse. Church. Kerr & Co.,
New York city. etc.

BUSINESS.
The Electric Appliance company. Chicago, is

general western agent for Richmondt electro-gal-
vanized conduit. The company has lately gotten out
a conduic catalogue, which should be in the hands
ci every electrical worker.

The Buckeye Electric company is having an ex-
cellent demand for its specialty, the Buckeye in-
candescent lamp. Working on the theory that il-

lumination is the basis of investment in an incan-
descent lamp, the company is building a special
cellulose filament which is guaranteed to produce an
average i6-candlepov.-cr illumination for an average
burning period of 600 hours. The Chicago branch
probably carries the largest stock of lamps in the
city, insuring immediate delivery. A catalogue and
prices may be obtained by addressing the Chicago
or home office.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

657,090. Pneumatic Dispatch-tube Apparatus. James
T. Cowley. Lowell. Mass., assignor to the Lam-
son Consolidated Store Service company, New-
ark, N. J, Application filed March 23, 1899.

The apparatus has an electromagnetic device operated by

a traveling carrier to clci?.e an air-inlet valve.

NO 657.165.

657,104. Method of Stringing or Supporting Elec-

trical Conductors. Louis Hackethal, Hanover,

Germany. Original application filed December
20, 1898. Divided and this application filed

April 20, 1900.

A series of single insulators and a pair of insnlatiag con-

ducting wires are each supported by the opposite Sides

respectively of each single insulator of th-i series and each

pair of wires is crossed between the adjacent insulators

in the series, and a mechanical connection secures the

vpires together at the crossing points.

657,159. Rheostat Controller. John Dillon. Mil-

waukee, Wis. Application filed June 4. 1900-

The invention comprises a pivotal rheostat arm haying a

weight in connection therewith, a governor mechanism m
gear with the arm against power of its weight, a main

switch lever, gear-control mechanism operative la con-

junction with the main switch lever 10 permit gravity

throw of the rheostat arm subsequent to a circnit-closing

operation of the lever, but which restores the arm to nor-

Issued Seftember j, igoo.

mal position previous to a circuit-open'ng operation of the
lever, a reversing switch bar and means in connection
with the gear-control mechanism for actuating the bar.

657.165. Sewing-machine Motor Attachment. Fran-

cis P. Huyck, Swanton, Ohio. Application

filed June 7, 1900.

The attachment consists of a bracket, means for de-
tachably securing the same to a sewing-machine arm, an
electric motor mounted upon the bracket and means for

detachably securing the armature of the motor upon the

shaft of such sewing machine. (See cut.)

657,170. Automatic Railway Signal System. Jacob

W. Lattig, West Bethlehem, Pa. Application

filed June 6, 1900.

In the system, combined with an insulated track section

or block, a track circuit and a relay included therein, are a

signal, actuating mechanism for the signal including a

fluid-pressure cylinder and piston, a pump for supplyiog

the cyliodtr with fluid, an electric motor to actuate the

pump, an electric circuit including the motor and two sets

of contacts in the motor circuit conlrolled the one by the

track relay and the other by means actuated by or from the

signal-actuating mechanism.

657,195- Automatic Safety Cut-ofif for Elevators.
' George G. Guenther and Arthur G. Guenther,

Orange, Cal. Application filed February 26,

1900.

The device comprises a switch box adapted to be at-

tached to the casing of an elevator shaft, a tubular socket

sunk in the door jamb and projecting through one side ot

thecasiofi, an endwise movable operating pin guided m
the tubular socket and having a stop to engage the inner

end of ihe socket, an insulating base m the side of the

switch box opposite the socket, a pair of parallel insulat-

ing giiide bars extending across the casing from the base,

a pair of electrodes secured to the base and a spring-

pressed switch bar pivoted to one of the electrodes,

adapted to contact with the other, guided between the par-

allel guide bars and bearing against the inner end ol th2

operating pin.

657.196. Submarine Cable. Theodore Guilleaume,

Miilheim-on-the-Rhine, Germany. Application

filed October 19, i899-

An electric conductor for submarine cables has a central

conducting wire and laid up aromd this wire a number of

virf^s of iron or other maznetic metal arranged, either al-

i.^rnately orin groups, with a number of wires of copper

or other metal of high conductivity.

657 199. Electric Lamp for Dental Purposes. Byron
'

E. Lawton, Providence, R. 1. Application filed

October 23, 1899.

The lamp combines a bowl and the electric lamp con-

tained in the bowl, with a mirror and a space for the pas-

sage of the rays of light from the lamp io the bowl past

the edge of the mirror to light up the mouth when oper-

atine upon the teeth.

657,202. Electric Furnace. Henry C. McBrair,

Middletown. N. Y'. Application filed May 13,

1899.
In an electrically heated furnace are two hinged parts,

ai electric heatiig circuit in each part and insulated elec-
tric connections between the circuits, the connections
consisting of contact parts which move on each other,
when the hinged parts are operated, anl maintain a con-
tinuous electr.cal connection between Ihe circuits.

657,207. Apparatus for Curing Meat. George A.
Washburn. Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to B. B.
Quinn. trustee. Cleveland, Ohio. Application
filed August 18, 1898.

The operation described consists in submerging ithe
meat in a curing solution in a vat adapted to be closed,
causing the solutiin to circulate under pressure through
the vat and around the meat, and in passing an electric

NO. 657,207,

current through the curing solution between two elec-
trodes, of which the negative electrode is submerged in
the solution, while the positive electrode is contained in a
porous cup which sits m the solution. (See cut.)

657,211. Electric Lock. Henry G. Carleton. New
York. N. \'., assignor to the Carleton Electric
company, New- York, N. Y. Application filed

January 13, 1900,

In the lock, combined with one of the engaging parts,
are a slide for withdrawing the s^me. a controller sta-
tionary with respect to the slid? and normally engaging
the same, and ai electromagnet, the attra"ti^'e force oT
which oper.Ttes the controller to release the slide when,
the lock is to be opened.

657,213. Trolley. Joseph E. Connolly, Newark,.
N. J. Application filed December 5, 1899.

An improved rrolley arm is described which has at its.

upper end a head prjvidingjiearings for a main contact
wheel and supotemental contact wheels, the supple-
mental contact wheels being disposed to rotate'io a Hori-
zontal plane and overhang the periphery of the mail*
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wheel tangent thereto aad closely adjacent, the peripheries
only being presented to the power wire and the periph-
eries being shaped to form with the main contact wheel a
passage way for the power wire.

657.221. Static Relay. Isidor Kitsee. Philadel-
phia, Pa., assignor to Charles E. Wilson, Phil-

adelphia, Pa. Application filed May 20, 1899.

Renewed March 17, 1900.

The relay consists o£ coadu :tiug leaves in juxtaposition
to conductors connected with the interposition of a bat-
tery to an electromignetic device and to the ground, the
conducting leaves being provided wih means for con-
necting the same to one terminal of the recfeiving circuit.

657.222. Wireless or Space Telegraphy. Isidor

Kitsee, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Charles
E. Wilson. Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

May 20, 1899. Renewed March 12, 1900.

A receiving instrument for space telegraphy is de-
scribed. It consists of a chemically prepared paper rest-
ing on a metallic support connected to the ground in com-
bination with the terminal of the aerial conductor secured
in juxtaposition to, but not in actual cont-ict with, the
paper, and means for carrying successively successive
parts of the paper between the support and aerial con-
ductor.

^57.223. Receiving Device for Telegraphy. Isidor

Kitsee. Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Charles
H. Wilson, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

May 20, 1899.

The device consists of a polarized and differential relay,

one of the circuits of which is provided w.th microphonic
material, the other circuit of which is provided with an
adjustable resistance, a local circuit, an electromagnetic
device placed ih -rein and a resistance in the latter relay
circuit adapted tD be shunted through the action of the
ele-tromagnetic device, the local circuit being adapted to

be closed through the action of ths po'arizing differential
: relay.

657,224. Wireless or Space Telegraphy. Isidor
- Kitsee. Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Charles

E. Wilson, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

Septei-uber 18, 1899.

Iq wireless or space telegraphy, a "calling-up" device
consisting of a movable conductor and two contact points
forming part of the receiving circuit, one contact point
being also conne^rted to a local battery and an electro-

- magnetic device, the other pole of which is connected to

the movable conductor, the second contact point being
connected to the ground. {See cu*.)

657,258. Process of Curing Meat. George A.
Washburn, Elyria, Ohio, assignor to B. . B.

. Quinn, trustee, Cleveland. Ohio. Original ap-
plication filed August 18. 1898. Divided and
this application filed August 23, 1899.

The described process of curing meat and the like con-
sists in immersing the same in a curing solution, in pass-
ing an electric current from the positive electrode through
a fluid conductor and the curing solution and in prevent-
ing the fluid conductor and the product of th ^ electrolytic
action therein from commingltng with the curing solution.

657,288. Telephone Transmitter Arm. George R.
Kennedy, Allegheny, Pa. Application filed

April 12, 1900.

Combined with a tube having an open ball ihreadably
attached to each end are a traosmitter cup liaviog a

threaded opening formed through its rear will, a cup
threadably secured within the opening of the case to re-

ceive the ball at one end of the tube, a jam collar thread

-

ably secured upon the cup to engage with and retain the
ball in its seat, an induction-oil case having an opening
formed through its front wall, a cup secured upon the
face of the case over the opening to receive the ball at the
opposite end of the tube and a jam collar threadably se-
cured to the cup to engage with and retain the ball in its

seat, all arranged and combined with one another.

657,305. Means for Relieving Telephone Lines from
Deleterious Electrical Charges. Chester H.
Arnold, Boston, Mass., assignor to the Ameri-
can Bell Telephone company, Boston, Mass.
Application filed December 22, 1899.

A metallic-circuit tel-phone line is combined with means
for freeing the conductors cf the line from intrusive and
detrimental electrical charges, the means consisting of a

bridge between the main conductors of the line containing
only a single electromagnetic coil wound continuously in

one direction, and a resistanceless ground connection cen-
trally attached to the coil and constituting a leak to earth
from both conductors at the same point, offering low im-
pedance to the charges, but high impedance to the work-
ing current.

657,311, Closed-conduit Electric Railway. Leon
Dion, Boston, Mass. Application filed March
6, 1899.

The system comprises a dosed conduit hav'ng an upper
conductor located beneaih the surface of the roadway,
and a series of conductive members projecting from the
conductor at intervals and having their ends located above
the roadway surface.

657.315. Telephone Switching Apparatus. David S.

Hulfish, Chicago, III, assignor to the American
Bell Telephone company. Boston, Mass. Ap-
plication filed April 12, 1900.

In the apparatus are a switch plug and cord circuit coni-
prising two terminal switch plugs, each having contact
surfaces adapted to register with corresponding contacts
in the switch sockets of substation circuits; two switch-
board conductors normally uniting the corresponding
main-circuit contact surfaces of the two plugs; a repeating
induction coil, and a key or switch controlling the relation
of the switch-cord conductors, with the terminals of the
two windings of the repeating coil, and adapted when
operated to sever the conductors and to connect them in

two .loops from the two plugs respectively, the loops con-
taining rpspeciivelv the windings of the repeating coil,

thus dividing tlie iiuigsconductive'y and uniting them in-

ductively.

657.316. Telephone Trunk Circuit. David S. Hul-
fish. Chicago. II!., assignor to the American
Bell Telephone company, Boston, Mass. Ap-
plication filed May 25, 1900.

In a telephone -exchange apparatus are combined a

trunk circu t extending between two switching stations
and provided at each with switch devices, an independent
signaling circuit normally open at both stations, com-
prising a visual signal, a source of s'gnaling current and
two circuit-closing relays controlled by the switch de-
vices at the two switching stations adapted to he operated
serially by the switch devices to, hrst. complete a chcuit
llirougli one reUiy and tlic source of current and s'mul-
taneousty therewith complete a second circuit through thL-

iiOmcis of current and cause the display of tlie signal, and
second, to complete a circuit through the second relay
.'ind the source of current and open the signal circuit.

657,330. Electric Railway. Theophilus P. Chandler,
,

Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed July 27,

1900.

The inventor describes the combination of two sus-
pended insu'ated cables mechanically connected at in-
tervals and supplying currents of opposite polarity','- with
an electrically propelled truck having one or more grooved
driving wheels running up:in the upper cable, ai electric
motor arranged within the rim of each driving wheel and
comprising held magnets, one of the parts being connected
to and rot iting with the driving wheel, 'a depending frame
connected witii the other part of the motor and extending
to a point below both suspended conductors, an insulated
current-contact device carried by the depending frame
making a traveling contact with the under side of the
lower suspended conductor, and a receptacle for contain-
ing merchandise, etc., carried by the depending frame
and located below both the suspended conductors.

9 1

NO. 657,224

657,338. Central-battery Telephone System. Will-
iam W. Dean. Chicago, 111., assignor to the
Kellogg Switchboard and Supply company, Chi-
cago, 111. Application filed April 28, 1B99.

Combined with a pair of telephone lines, each having
two limbs, are a third conductor connected with each tele-
phone line at the s.uD-station and a source of electricity at
the central station adapted to be connected to send cur-
rent over a circuit including in series the third conductor
and the two telephone lines.

^57'339- Plug and Socket for Telephone Systems.
William W. Dean, Chicago, III, assignor to the
Kellogg Switchboard and Supply company, Chi-
cago, 111. Application filed April 28, 1899.

A telephone switch socket having an opening for the
insertion of the plug and provided with a central rigid
terminal and a spring terminal at one side thereof, is

combined with a plug having a portion to rest within the
socket opening and carrying a central spring rod or term-
inal to engage the rigid switch contact and an outer
terminal to engage the spring contact of the switch.

657,342. Trolley Catcher. Frank J. Fairchild,

Wyandotte, Mich. Application filed October
12, 1899.

A device for catching a trolley wire is described.

657,359. Thermosta.t. . Henry E. Reeve, New York,
N. Y., assignor to the Automatic Fire Alarm
and Extinguisher company, Limited, New^ York,
N. Y. Application filed November 15, 1899.

The thermostat comprises a shell, a metal disk within
the shell having upturned feet which are secured to the
shell, insulating disks carried above and below the metal
disk, ' two contact plates carried beneath the bottom
insulating disk, rivets passing through the contact plates,
both insulating disks and the metal disk, and a thermo-
static device carried by the contact plates and arranged to

control an electric circuit when influenced by sufficient
change in temperature.

NO. 657,378,

657,378. Roentgen-ray Apparatus. William S. An-
drews, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the Gen-
eral Electric company of New York. Applica-
tion filed January 20, 1898.

The method of maintaining a vacuum tube in opeiative
condition at a predetermined vacuum is described. It

consists in passing current through the tube and taking a

discharge from the point in the circuit to a body capafile
of absorbing and leturning elecirical energy, causing the
dischaige to vary the vacnuiu in the tube, and varying the
discharge in accordance with the vacuum in the tube.
(See cut.)

657,413. Hanger for Battery Elements. James L.
Hayes, Salida, Colo., assignor of one-half to

George F. Stodghill, Salida, Colo. Appiica-

,

tion filed April 30, 1900.

A hanger for a galvanic battery element consists of two
intertwisted pieces of wire having a central eye and di-

' vergent ends, and means for clamping the battery elemeat
to tlie central eye. ,. .,-,

657,414. Fuse. Rudolf Hundhausen, Wilmersdorf,
Germany, assignor to the Siemens & Halske
Electric company of America,-.CIiicago, 111. Ap-
plication filed November iS, 1899.
The inventor describes the combination with a fuse por-

tion, of a tension device adapted for separating the term-
ioals of the fuse portion upon rupture, a second fuse
portion in secondary relat on with the fuse port on. and a
support associated with the second fuse portion for receiv-
ing the tension due to the tension device, the weakest por-
tion of the fuse portion being thereby relieved of tension.

657,416. Speed Controller for Electric Elevators.
John D. Ihlder, Yonkers, N. Y., assignor to
the Otis Elevator company, East Orange, N. J.
Application filed November 27, 1897.
A shunt-wound motor and circuits and connections for

controlling the same are combined with an open shunt
around the armature terminals of the motor, including a
resistance device and means for closing the shunt and
including resistance between tlie armature terminals.

657,432. Electric Arc Lamp. Joseph Melzer, Cleve-
land, Ohio, assignor to the Interstate Electric
company, Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed
April 2, 1900.

The lamp combines permeable magnet heads, a two-part
spool therefor, one part of the spoof being of permeable
material having a large external d'ameter. and the other
part of non-permeable material having a relatively smaller
diameter.

657,433- Electric Arc Lamp. Joseph Melzer, Cleve-
land, Ohio, assignor to the Interstate Electric
company, Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed
May 2. 1900.

In the lamp are a solenoid magnet, comprising a sup-
porting tube, an iron ring secured thereon, a magnet-core
tube external to the ring, a magnet head secured to the core
tube at the other end thereof, a magnet head secured ti
the ring of tlm supporting tube, in combination with an
iron ring external to the core tube and extending for about
one-half the length thereof.

657^450. Electric Arc Lamp. Irving R. Prentiss,
Lynn, Mass., assignor to the General Electric
company of New York. Application filed July
15. 1899.

A focusiug arc lamp comprising relatively movable posi-
tive and negative electrodes, a series regulating coil for
the positive, a shunt coil for intermittently lifting tlie neg-
ative, and a clutch flxed to the lamp for supporting the
negative when fed upward.

657,477. Piano Action or Other Keyboard Instru^
ment. Thaddeus Cahill, New York, N. Y., as-
signor to James B. Lambie, E. Hilton Jackson,
George Frederick Cahill and Arthur T. Cahill,
trustees. Application filed September 8, 1894.

In combination, in a keyboard mechanism, are a key at
the keyboard, a moto'r normally inactive, motor-controlling
means operated by the key and acting, when the key I.-

depressed, to bring the motor into action, and means
thereupon acting to restore the motor to its normal posi-
tion in advance of the release of the key.

657.484. Closed-conduit Electric Railway. Leon
Dion, Boston, Mass. Application filed March
6, 1899.

In a closed-conduit electric-railway system are a surface
conductor, a casing carried by the car and supporting at
its lower end a collectmg shoe adapted to run in contact
with the conductor, and a magnet inclosed in the casing.

657.485. Electric Arc Lamp. Thomas E. Drohan,
Chicago, 111., assignor to the Siemens & Halske
Electric company of America. Chicago, 111. - Ap-
plication filed August 26, 1899.
The arc lamp combines a carbon carrier, a swinging arm

carried by the carbon carrier, a revoluble clutch member
rotatably supported by and bodily movable with relation
to the swinging arm adapted for engagement with the
carbon, and electromagnetic means for releasing the clutch
member from engagement with the carbon.

657,487. Electric-railway System. Emmerich Frisch-
muth, Berlin, Germany, assignor to the Siemens
& Halske Electric company of America, Chi-
cago, 111. Application filed February 12, 1900.

In a double-track electric-railway system are two con-
ductors for the two tracks, span wires extending to the
conductors, the span wire for one conductor crossing th»
other conductor, and means for elevaliog the crossing
span wi-e an extent to prevent its interfering with the cur-
rent-collecting device, which travels along the conductor
which it crosses.

657,502. Support for Electric Lamps. Willis A.
Swan. Providence, R. I. Application filed Jan-
uary 6, J goo.

A supp Jrt for electric and other lamps combin-'s a suit-
able attaching plate, one or more adjustable sections
pivotally joined to the attaching plate by two yokes, one of
the yokes being capable of a rotary motion, whereby the
section or sections may be adjusted to various positions.

Reissue.

11,852. System of Train Control. Edwin W. Rice,

Jr., Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric company of New York. Application
filed March 16, 1899. Original No. 608,301,
dated August 2, i8c^.

The inventor describes the combination of motor cars,
each equipped with a motor or motors, a controller and
trolley, with means for controlling the ditterent motor
equipments fioui a single point when the oars are joined in

a train, the means comprising a cable for connecting the
dilterent motor equipments, switches or switch contacts
in the trolley circu ts of the different cars and other
switches or switch contacts tor opening or closing the
giound circuits of the diflerent cars, and coupling up the
motor equipments in series or parallel.

Design.

."^3. 177- Switch Lever for Electric Circuits. Ed-
ward S. Baldwin, Peabody, Mass., assignor to

the Boston Pump company, Boston, Mass. Ap-
plication filed July 16, 1900. Term of patent, 14

years.
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Power Development of the Drainage
Canal at Joliet.

Illinois probably has as little natural waterpower
capable of development for the generation of elec-

trical power as any of the states in the Union. Out-
side of one plant on the Mississippi River, the total

amount of hydraulic power at present developed
for electrical uses probably does not exceed 5,000

horsepower. The reason for this small develop-

ment in a state the size of Illinois is accounted for

by the fact that the state is practically a large, flat

prairie, and where there is any elevation the rivers

are small and the waterpower insignificant. So,

when it is announced that a plant is building for the

development of about 8,000 horsepower at a single

point in the state, the details of the announcement
are of interest.

The Economy Light and Power company of

CHICAGO, SEPTEMBER 22, 1900. No. 12

Consequently, to develop all the horsepower avail-

able a special construction had to be adopted which
would provide for a large number of waterwheels.
each operating under the total head available. To
utilize a future flow of 600,000 cubic feet a minute
through the Drainage Canal, an amount which it

is expected will ultimately be handled, the plant has
been designed to have 40 turbines and to develop
a total of 8,000 horsepower. When completed the

plant will undoubtedly be the largest hydraulic plant
in the United States operating under such a low
head.

As a preliminary step to the construction of the

power house, a cofferdam over 1,000 feet in length
was built. This cofferdam was constructed from the

end of a flatboat. It consists of sections formed by
wooden planks and filled with stone. The turbine

-bays and foundations of the power house are built

of concrete and rest on the solid rock. The tail-

engineer for the Economy Light and Power com-
pany, and it is under his supervision that the power
plant has been designed.

When completed the power plant will comprise

40 turbines of the S. Morgan Smith company's man-
ufacture. Two of these wheels will be 48 inches

in size and will be capable of developing 125 horse-

power under a head of 10 feet. They will be di-

rectly connected to two 75-kilowatt, 125-volt, direct-

ciirrent exciters. The other 38 turbines will be 66-

inch wheels, capable of developing 500 horsepower
each under a head of 14 feet. Of these, 36 wheels

will be connected in units of six wheels each. The
turbines of each tmit will be directly connected by

bevel gears to a main shaft, on one end of which
will be a 750-kilowatt generator. These si.K turbines

vvill be connected so that the generator can be

driven by but three of the wheels in case of high

water, the other three being arranged so that they

FIG. I. POWER DEVELOPMENT OF THE DRAIN.iGE CANAL AT JOLIET.— INTERIOR

Joliet. 111., for nearly 10 years has been furnishing

electric light and power from a combined water

and steam plant. The waterpower, which was com-

paratively small and unreliable, was derived from

the Illinois and Michigan canal and the Desplaines

River, where the two came together and crossed

at what has been known as dam No. i, just north

of the Jackson street bridge in Joliet. When the

Chicago Drainage Canal was completed last Jan-

uary and the water from Lake Michigan and the

Chicago River turned into the Desplaines Rivei

through the controlling works at Lockport, five

miles above Joliet. the water rights of the Economy

company suddenly became of considerable value.

Early last fall the company commenced work on a

plant which will eventually be capable of utilizing

the entire waterpower at that point. The old plant

was entirely removed and a temporary steam plant

installed on the south bank of the river. Then con-

struction work was begun on a new power plant,

running parallel with and on the south side of the

river.

Under the present flow of the Drainage Canal

300,000 cubic feet of water a minute passes through

the controlling works at Lockport. However, the

available maximum head at the Economy company s

dam in Joliet is only 15 feet, while the lowest limit

reaches nine feet, the average being about 12 feet.

race, which was cut out of the solid limestone, the

rock that is common to that locality, is 1,200 feet

long, 80 feet wide and from 30 to 35 feet deep. The

turbine bays are 24 feet long in a direction at right

angles to the river, and 16% feet wide. The floor

in the bays is one foot above the tailwater at low

level and at high water the depth in the bay is isli

feet. At extreme high water the tailwater is about

six feet above the floor in the bays.

To prepare the foundations for the turbines and

also to cut out the tailrace, it was necessary to

excavate 9,000 cubic yards of rock and 4,000 cubic

vards of earth. The amount of concrete used in

the construction of the wheel bays and foundations

was about 12,000 cubic yards. The construction

is noteworthy as compared with older engineering

works of a similar nature, in that nothing but con-

crete was used for the entire construction. This

concrete work, which has been completed for some

weeks, is well shown in Fig. 2, on the next page,

which' is reproduced from a photograph taken on

June 26th. The sohd-rock foundation of the power

house is shown in this picture, as well as the arched

openings leading from under the turbine bays, the

view being taken while the water was l.)W. the con-

trolling works at Lockport being temporarily closed.

Thomas T. John-.ton. consulting engineer of the

Chicago Sinitary District, is acting as consulting

OF POWER HOUSE.

can be thrown into gear when needed. Each unit

is designed to operate with but three wheels under
high water, and with all six turbines under low

water. Each wheel will also be provided with

regulating valves, so that any variation in the head

can be quickly provided for. The harness for the

v/atervvheels of the entire plant will be furnished by
the Edward P. AUis company.
The two 66-inch turbines not included in the six-

wheel units are to be located at the extreme south

end of the power plant, where they will drive a 375-

kilowatt generator. The wheels of this half-unit,

as it is called, will discharge their tail-water into

either one or both of two channels. One of these

channels will be the common tail-race, while the

ether will be a tunnel built under the dam shown
in Fig. 3, and emptying into the Illinois and Michi-

gan Canal at the opposite side of the river. The
necessity for the construction of this tunnel arose

cut of some litigation which required that the Econ-

omy company should supply the old state canal

with 30,000 cubic feet of water a minute. To furnish

this amount of water the tunnel was built. It is

six feet high and eight feet wide, and has a length

of about 350 feet. It is built about 20 feet up stream

from the crest of the dam, and is really a part of

the dam structure. The gates opening into this tun-

nel may be seen in Fig. 3 and also at the left of
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Fig. 2. Concrete Work.

Fig. 2. At the time the picture .(Fig- 3) was taken

the head at the dam was 14 feet II inches.

The electrical equipinent of the plant will event-

ually comprise one 375-kilowatt and six 7So-kilo-

watt generators. The first installation will consist

of two 750-kilowatt and the one 375-kilowatt ma-

chines. They will all be General Electric generators

of the revolving-field type, and each will furnish

three-phase, 60-cycle, alternating current at 2,300

volts. When completedj the new power house will

have an average width of 28 feet and a total length

of 850 feet. Near the center of the building the

structure will swell to a width of 40 feet for a

length of 60 feet. This larger portion will contain

two of the 7SO-kilowatt units, the two exciter units

and the switchboard controlling the entire plant.

By his arrangement the farthest generator, the half-

unit at the south end, will be approximately 400

POWER DEVELOPMENT OF THE DRAINAGE CANAL AT JOLIET.

they join the old canal, may be seen in the distance

in the center of the picture, while the latter is seen

at the right of the power station, extending straight

to the north. The tail-race is shown in the fore-

ground at the right, while at the left may be seen

a portion of the dam through the Jackson street

bridge.

The power station already constructed will be a

part of the final power plant, although it has been

built primarily to house the temporary water and

electric plant which will be operated to carry on
the company's city service until a portion of the

new plant can be installed. The building is lo-

cated over the six turbine bays that will hold the

first six-wheel unit of the new plant. Seven old

turbines have been installed in the building, and
these drive a main shaft reaching along the west

side of the building under the floor. Fig. 5 shows

FIG. 6. POWER DEVELOPMENT OF THE DRAINAGE CANAL AT JOLIET.—PLAN OF POWER HOUSE.

feet distant from the switchboard. The board to be

installed at first will be 21 feet long and nine feet

high. It will be built of white Italian marble and
will be equipped with oil switches for high-tension

work. The switchboard will be furnished and

erected by the General Incandescent Arc Light

company.
It is expected that the new plant v,'ill be ready

for operation next spring. In order to shut down
its present steam station, the Economy Light and
Power company has installed a temporary plant at

the south end of the new power-plant site. This

building is shown In Fig. 4. This picture also

shows the general situation of the power plant. The
broad span of water at the left is really made up
of the Chicago Drainage Canal, the Desplaines

River and the old Illinois and Michigan Canal.

The Drainage Canal and Desplaines River, before

the bevel gear of the northernmost wheel and a large

pulley driving an intermediate shaft, the rest of the

main shaft extending beyond the pulley. In Fig.

I is given an interior view of this building. It

shows the intermediate or jack-shaft at the left

and at the farther end of the room, a switchboard

and a 180-kilowatt Westinghouse alternator and an

exciter belted to the shaft. When the picture was
taken this unit was all that had been transferred

from the steam plant. The floor plan of this room,
given in Fig. 6, shows the arrangement of the jack-

shaft and the location of the electrical machinery
which the company has on hand now and which
will be operated until the new plant is ready for

operation. Briefly, this electrical machinery con-

sists of two 180-kilowatt alternators, a 200-kilowatt

and a 75-kilowatt direct-current generator, four 100-

light arc machines and four 50-light arc machines.

Fig. 3. Dam.

The jack-shaft is formed of two sections, and either

section can be driven by either of the two pulleys

placed at the ends of the main shaft. The gener-

ators will all be belted from friction pulleys on this

jack-shaft. A cross-sectional elevation of the power
house, showing a turbine, gearing on the main
shaft and belting from the jack-shaft to some of the

generators, is shown in Fig. 7.

The present service of the Economy Light and
Power company consists of series arc, 500-volt,

direct-current power and 1,200-volt, single-phase,

alternating-current circuits. About 500 arc lamps
are supplied throughout the city of Joliet. This in-

cludes 26s arcs for street lighting under a municipal
contract, the remaining being for commercial light-

ing. About 9,500 incandescent lamps are supplied,

the voltages being no and 52. The power service

includes motors ranging from one-half up to 30
horsepower, aggregating about 150 horsepower.
When the new plant is completed it is expected
that large quantities of the power will be contracted
for by new customers. The American Railways
company, which now operates a line from Joliet to

Lockport and which is extending its line northeast
to Chicago, will probably contract for the use of

one of the 750-kiIowatt units. Several contracts

with large manufacturing concerns are now under
ndvisement by the officers of the Economy com-
panj'. and when the new power is turned on it is

probable that it will all be contracted for. The
average price of the power will be in the neighbor-
hood of $25 a horsepower.

The Economy Light and Power company is in-

corporated, under the laws of Illinois, with a capital

stock of $400,000. John L. Norton of Chicago, and
one of the pioneers of Will County, where Joliet

is located, is president of the company. The secre-

lary-treasurer of the company is R. L. Allen of

Joliet. He is also the active manager of the com-
pany and is personally overseeing the construction
of the new plant. Louis A. Ferauson, general su-

perintendent of the Chicago Edison company, is

acting as consulting electrical engineer of the Econ-
omy company.

It is interesting, in conclusion, to review, briefly.

the waterpower which the Chicago Drainage Canal
has made available. First in importance is that at

Lockport, on the property of the Sanitary District:

the second is at Joliet, on the property of the State

Canal Commission and at present leased by the

Economy Light and Power company; the third is

at Hickory Creek, below Joliet, on the Sanitary

-
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Fig. .1. View ol' Power Plant. . i.-,r, 5. Main Sliali.
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District's property, where it is estimated tliat a total
of from 8,000 to 12,000 horsepower can be devel-
oped. The waterpower at Lockport is generally
estimated at 20,000 horsepower, with a flow of 300,-
000 cubic feet of water a minute. It is this Lockport
waterpower which might be made valuable to Chi-
cago by the erection of a power-transmission plant.
At the present time the Sanitary District is en-
gaged in building a small two-turbine waterpower

FIG. 7. POWER DEVELOPMENT OF THE DRAINAGE CANAL
AT JOLIET.—SECTION THROUGH POWER HOUSE.

plant at Lockport, which will be utilized to generate
electricity for the illumination of the dam and con-
trolling works and also the road to the town of
Lockport.

Joliet-Chicago Electric Railway.

The American Railways company, which has con-
trol of the Joliet (111.) Railroad company, now op-
erating in Joliet and between that city and Lock-
port, is extending the line to Chicago. The track
from Lockport to Lament is completed and regu-
lar service over that part of the line was inaugurated
this week. It is expected the entire line will be
completed before winter. The road will reach Chi-
cago at Archer and Fifty-ninth avenues, whence its

cars will come into the city over the tracks of the

Chicago City Railway company. The line follows

the Chicago Drainage Canal closely. The American
Railways company announces that it will soon con-
solidate the Chicago and Joliet Rapid Transit com-
panj', the Chicago and Desplaines Valley Electric

Railway company and the Desplaines Valley Elec-

tric Railway company. These companies were
granted the original franchises for the Chicago-
Joliet line. A new corporation will be formed and
this will be operated in connection with the Joliet

Railroad company.

Sharp Thunderstorm Peak.

The English electrical journals show the unusual

central-station load-curve peak herewith reproduced.

The diagram reproduces the load curve of the Dick-

inson street electric-light plant of the city of Man-
chester for Tuesday, August 21st. On that day
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SHARP THUNDERSTORM PEAK.

Manchester was visited by a very severe thunder-

storm between 4:30 and 6 p. m., causing the sharp

and sudden demand for lighting current shown by

the load curve. The plant is equipped with a stor-

age battery, which enabled it to meet the sadden

strain put upon it.
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Damage to Electrical Interests by the
Texas Storm.

The tornado that raged over Galveston and the
coast of Texas on September 8th and 9th wrought
untold havoc with telegraph and telephone property
throughout all that section. Amid the awful loss of
life and personal property, the utter wreck of a thriv-
mg and populous city and ruin of smaller towns,
the damages to lines of communication have passed
comparatively unnoticed. Yet it is only through
the heroic and almost superhuman efforts of the
employes of the telegraph and telephone companies
in rebuilding lines and clearing away miles of
wreckage that the country has been so speedily
put into communication with the sufferers and the
splendid agencies of relief set in operation.
The telegraph companies were themselves fore-

most in generous efforts of relief. Col. R. C.
Clowry, vice-president and general superintendent
of the Western Union company, tendered the free

use of the company's wires to the governor of
Texas, the mayor of Galveston and all relief com-
mittees, for the transmission of messages in aid of

the sufferers, as soon as the first communication
was established. The Postal company was equally

liberal.

Not only was every pole on the island of Galves-
ton leveled and every wire down, but even the cables

of the Mexican Telegraph company were twisted

off by the fury of the tidal wave and the cable

house destroyed. The ends of these cables were
not secured until the 14th, when communication was
again established via the City of Mexico and regu-

lar ser\-ice resumed.

The Western Union company brought a cable

from Chicago by passenger train and laid it across

the channel between the island and the mainland. By
its means the first message by wire, after the storm,

was sent out of Galveston at 4:16 p. m. of the 13th.

A very cheering piece of news was that the entire

telegraph force of Galveston was reported safe.

Wire connection between New Orleans and Hous-
ton, however, had already been restored. One du-

plex was running to Houston early on the nth
and one or two more later in the day.

C. H. Bristol and J. C. Barclay, whh a carload

of material and a large force of operators, left

Chicago for Galveston at the first news of the dis-

aster. District Superintendent T. P. Cook has full

charge of the repairs. It is proposed now to put

in a double line of cables between Galveston and

Houston, to be immune froin storms hereafter.

By Sunday the company had five lines into Gal-

veston and the situation had been relieved.

The following dispatch was received on Friday at

the general offices of the Postal Telegraph and Cable

company in New York from General Superintendent

English of that company at Houston, Tex.: "Three

of our operators have just arrived at Houston from

Galveston. Chief operator lost his whole family

and is badly bruised. Reported that our manager

and his family are saved. There is not a telegraph

pole standing on the island. The telegraph line of

the Gulf and Interstate railroad is completely washed

away for fifteen miles. Telegraph lines completely

wrecked. Newspaper reports not exaggerated."

Assistant General Superintendent E. J. Nally

stated that the Postal company's force set up six

miles of poles across the island on Friday, the 14th,

during the hours from sunrise to sunset. Two lines

were up that day, four more early on Saturday

morning, and it was expected to put in six addi-

tional ones before Saturday night. The company

has a small army of men at the work of repair, toil-

ing day and night. Its business all through Texas

and neighboring states has become enormous,

owing to the messages for relief, inquiries after the

missing, etc. The relay stations at Kansas City,

Memphis, Chicago and St. Louis were simply over-

whelmed with work. At the latter station operators

were on duty 33 hours at a stretch without relief.

Employes of the telegraph companies in the

storm district were themselves heavy losers and

generous aid has been given them from fellow op-

erators throughout the country. J. H. Bunnell &
Co. of No. 20 Park place, New York, have sent a

check for $100 to J. B. Taltavall of the Telegraph

Age to start a fund for the benefit of the telegra-

phers who have suffered by the disaster As yet

there has been no time nor inclination to figure the

damages sustained by the telegraph interests.

At Houston the Western Electric company was

installing a new telephone exchange for the South-

western Telephone company at the time of the

storm. It reports no indoor damage to the Hous-

ton telephone plant except to the intermediate dis-

tributing frame of the switchboard, which was

slightly injured by water. The overhead telephone

wires all through that section suffered correspond-

ingly with those of the telegraph companies. On

i8i

the nth there were in operation in Houston 400
lines out of an existing 1,800. Repairs are going
on with great rapidity, the Southwestern com-
pany alone having a force of 500 men at work in

Galveston restoring connections, under the direc-
tion of Superintendent Baker. The total loss to
this company is estimated by him at $300,000.

Charles J. Glidden, president of the Southwest-
ern Telephone company, offered, in the interests of
his company, free use of the telephone service to
Virginia Point and Galveston in aid of the sufferers.
The company also contributed $1,000, and Mr. Glid-
den made a personal contribution of $500.

Besides the office at Houston the Western Elec-
tric company is installing telephone exchanges at
Austin, Waco and Dallas, but suffered no losses in

these towns.

A view of the handsome Galveston exchange, as
it appeared before the great storm, is shown here-
with.

The electric-light and street-car interests of Gal-
\eston suffered severely. The plant of the Brush
Electric Light and Power company was wrecked
and the city was in absolute darkness for several
nights. Only a few concerns which operate their
own illuminating service were enabled to do busi-
ness. Nearly every residence has gone back to the
primitive candle. The absence of street lights drives
all who have no imperative business on the streets
to their homes at nightfall, but the work of the
patrol system is made more difficult thereby and
the opportunity for looting greater.

The Galveston City Railroad company suffered
in a similar manner. The motormen deserted their

GALVESTON TELEPHONE EXCHANGE.

cars when the fury of the wind and the rush of

the water made it no longer possible to operate
them. Attempts are being made now to get the
cars in shape again. The great destruction of live

stock has eliminated the carriages and cabs as a
means of transportation and the need of the trol-

ley promises to become a most pressing one when
rebuilding begins.

Kansas City Convention.
Preparations for the convention of the American

Street Railway association, to be held in Conven-
tion Hall, Kansas City, on October i6th to 19th,

inclusive, are well under way. The street-railway

conventions are always largely attended, and this

year's gathering, for which a good programme has
been arranged, is expected to prove no exception

to the rule. The Kansas City people are arranging
suitable entertainment features, and there is no
floubt that all visitors will leave the city with the

memory of an agreeable sojourn. The list of papers
10 be read shows a sensible choice of topics for

discussion. With the names of the authors, it is as

follows:

Daniel B. Holmes, counsel of the Metropolitan
Street Railway company of Kansas City: "Con-
solidation of Street Railways and Its Effect Upon
the Public."

C. F. Bancroft, electrical engineer of the Massa-
chusetts Electric Companies, Boston: "Compari-
sons of the Various Systems of Electrical Distribu-
tion for Street Railways."

F. T. C. Brydges, superintendent of car shops for

the Chicago Union Traction company: "Painting,
Repainting and Maintenance of Car Bodies."
N. S. Hill, Jr., general manager of the Charleston

(S. C.) Consolidated Railway, Gas and Electric
company; "The Storeroom and Storeroom Ac-
counts."
N. H. Heft, president of the Meriden (Conn.)

Street Railway company: "Double-truck Cars

—
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How to Equip Them to Obtain Maximum Effi-

ciency, Under Varying Conditions."

A large and representative display of street-rail-

way apparatus is assured. About all the space has

been taken, although a few locations may be had

by prompt application on the part of prospective

exhibitors. Secretary T. C. Penington, 2020 State

slreet, Chicago, or W. A. Satterlee, Metropolitan

Street Railway company of Kansas City, can give

further information.

Electricity at the Pan-American Expo-
sition.

The construction work at the Pan-American Ex-

position is being rapidly pushed forward, and it

is now reaching a period in which all who are

interested in making exhibits are desirous of know-
ing more of the plans and scope of the electrical

department. The electrical building was designed

by Architects Green and Wick of Buffalo. The
structure is 500 feet long from east to west and

150 feet wide, giving an exhibition space of 75.0'^

square feet. The south facade fronts the Mall

and the north fronts the Midway. The east end is

toward the massive electric tower, the foundation

cf which has just been placed, while the west end

of the electrical building faces the Grand Canal.

The building is long, low and inviting, and the

design of the facade shows artistic grouping. The
openings of the loggias, placed at frequent inter-

vals, will present a delightful effect, showing more
and' more of the details of the pilasters and open-

ings as the eye travels to the end of the building

farthest away from the observer.

In the northwest corner of the electrical build-

ing, as shown in the accompanying floor plan of

the building, will be located the 5,000-horsepower
transformer plant. This plant will consist of 19

250-kilowatt General Electric air-blast transform-

ers, which will transform the Niagara Falls poly-

phase current from 11,000 volts to i.(Soo volts for

distribution about the grounds. Smaller step-

down transformers will be used in several hundred
transformer pits about the grounds and in the vari-

ous buildings, where the current will be reduced

electric fountains and displays, with combmed water

and electric effects, being designed as marvels of

beauty. In order to carry out the various projects,

over 200,000 incandescent lamps will be utilized, and

to the end that this beautiful display may not be

marred by other sources of light, the use of arc

hghting will be confined exclusively to the borders

cf the exposition grounds. It is intended that the

illumination of the aisles and the interior of the

buildings shall be effected by a suitably arranged

system of arc lamps.
'"The building which is being erected for the lo-

cation of the electrical exhibits is placed in the

northwestern section of the grounds, fronting the

Mall. The location of the Electricity and the Ma-
chinery buildings in such close proximity to each

other will enable visitors to make clear compari-

sons between the closely allied apparatus. There
will be many operative electrical devices in the Ma-
chinery building, necessitated by the increased em-
ployment of electric motors for such work. The
eastern end of the Electricity building fronts the

Electric Tower, and will afford an excellent op-

portunity for viewing the magnificent illumination

of this feature during the night displays.

'The area covered by this building is 75-000

square feet, but, owing to the architectural features

which ha\"e been incorporated in order to make
it conform to the general architectural setting, there

remains, for exhibit purposes, approximately, only

25,000 square feet of space. The aisles have been
made sufficiently wide to accommodate the large

immber of people who will be attracted by the ex-

tensive exhibits of historical and operative features

of electrical science and engineering. The main
longitudinal aisle will be 15 feet wide, the side aisles

being 12 feet, this breadth being considered suffi-

cient for the convenient observation of the exhibits.

The cross lines in the accompanying installation

plan indicate areas two feet square. The spaces
which are indicated by the letters (E), (J), (K), (L)

and (P) are to be devoted either to concessions or

to some special exhibits of an electrical nature.

These are particularly desirable for the exhibit ol

some important feature, such as telephones, elec-

tric-lighting specialties, batteries or electro-chem-
ical products. The floor of this building has been
made especially strong, in order to carry the heavy

"Group I, history and literaiurc of electric sci-

ence; group 2, apparatus illustratin;^ the phenomena
and laws of electricity and magnetism; group 3,

apparatus for electrical measurements—laboratory

and commercial; group 4, electric batteries; group
5. dynamo-electric machinery and apparatus for the

transmission, conversion, distribution and regula-
tion of electric power; group 6, electric lighting;

group 7, electric telegraph and signals; group 8,

the telephone and its appliances; group 9, electro-

metallurgy and electro-chemistry; group 10, elec-

tric-heating apparatus
;

group 1 1 , electro-thera-

peutics; group 12, miscellaneous applications.

"In the arrangement of the electricity exhibits

it is desired to place the commercial and operative
exhibits together and in one section of the build-

ing, while the historical features, with the models,
may be placed in another section of the building

where a close inspection and study of them can read-
ily be made. With such an arrangement as this.

excellent opportunities will be afforded for com-
prehensive study of electrical science from its incep-

tion to the most advanced applications at the pres-
ent time.

''The charge for space in the Electricity building
will be $1 and $1.50 a square foot. Much of this

space has already been applied for, great interest

being manifested in the electrical section by many
manufacturers, but as the assignment of space will

not take place for some time, opportunities still

exist for the remaining manufacturers to enter ex-
hibits in this building. It is proposed to show at

this exposition all the important advances in the

various lines of electrical engineering, and if the ex-
pectations now held are realized, as there seems
to be no reason to doubt, the electrical -exhibits

will equal, and will probably surpass, those that

have been made at any exposition of equal mag-
nitude."

Telegraphy in the Philippines.
By G. D. Rice.

The establishment of telegraph and telephone lines

in the Philippine Islands has opened up considerable

new territory in the new possessions of the United

States and has also given a new line of work to the

natives. The Americans have been doing nearly

FLOOR PLAN OF THE ELECTRICITY BUILDING. PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION.

from 1,800 volts to 104 volts. At this pressure

lights and electric motors and other appliances

will be operated.

In addition to the 5,000 horsepower obtained
from the Niagara Falls Power company, an aux-

iliary power house will be located on the grounds
for operating several thousand arc lamps, which
will illuminate the drives around the grounds, and
for supplying direct current of 500 volts and no
volts for various purposes. This building is already

completed and is about ready for the installation

of the apparatus. There are to be installed at

first, for use during construction, about 16 Brush
aic machines of a total capacity of 3,000 lamps.

These machines will be driven by steam power, as

will all the generators in the auxiliary power house.

There are also to be four Westinghouse 180-kilo-

watt alternators for incandescent-lighting purposes.

The direct-current apparatus for power purposes
will consist of five 200-kilowatt, 500-volt Westing-

house generators, and for the low-tension direct-

current circuits there will be provided two 90-kilo-

watt, iio-volt machines.
Professor George F. Sever, who is the superin-

tendent of electrical exhibits, has issued an an-

nouncement that is of interest to prospective ex-

hibitor? and also to those who intend visiting the

exposition. He gives an outline of the enormous
development in the application of electricity to sci-

entific and commercial uses and also indicates what
may be observed among the electrical features at

the coming exposition. He says:

"Due to the adaptability and convenience of elec-

trical illumination, this method has been adopted

for the Pan-American Exposition grounds and
buildings. Il is probable that all the buildings will

be outlined by rows of incandescent lamps, and the

Electric Tower, which will form one of the most
impnrlanl and central features of the whole setting,

will be similarly illuminated. Besides these fea-

tures, there will be many novel and interesting

concentrated weights which are a feature of elec-

trical machinery.
"It is proposed to make the electrical section of

this exposition unique. Heretofore electrical ex-
hibits at expositions have been largely confined
to large spaces filled by individual exhibitors, so as

to demonstrate the amplitude of their resources.

"For the Pan-American Exposition each manu-
facturer is invited to contribute only such articles

as may be considered really novel or of interest,

thus making the exhibit a collective one, rather
than one cxclusi\ely composed of individual com-
mercial exhibits. If the electrical manufacturing
firms in the United States will each contribute ^only

cue or more exhibits, the total will make a for-

midable showing, instructive to the engineer and
most interesting to the general public. Where it

is necessary to make the contrast stronger, his-

torical apparatus may be introduced, together with
ihe most recent developments. Another important
factor, which has necessitated a selective exposition
in this particular instance, is the small amount of

exhibition space, as compared with the area oc-
cupied by the buildings,

. "The exhibits will, with this object in view, be
divided into two groups:

"First—The collective exhibit. This will consist

of retrospective exhibits of historical interest, illus-

trative models or practical contrasts, showing the

advances in the art.

"Second—The commercial exhibit. This will be
composed of those exhibits possessing distinctive

merit, whether this consists in workmanship, nov-
elty or useful applications.

"One of the most important features of an ex-
position is the classification of exhibits. By means
(tf this the exhibits are arranged and the awards
made. After a careful study of the various classi-

fications adopted for other expositions, the follow-

ing arrangement has been selected for the electricity

section of the Pan-American Exposition:

all of the construction work on new lines, but re-

cently have secured the services of the better classes

of natives for the general mechanical work and
the lower classes for the laboring work. In this

way the natives are gradually working into the

ways of telephone and telegraph-line construction.

The average Filipino is a poor mechanic, and
some of the work on wires and poles is very poor.

The Filipinos have for a hundred years or more
neglected to make any study of the sciences, and
all industrial and mechanical pursuits appear to

have had a secondary place with them. The con-

sequence is that to-day thej' are incapable of man-
aging any of the modern machines or labor-saving

devices of the age. The manufacturers of the is-

lands must confine their efforts to the production

of the crudest forms of articles. There can be no
shoes^ made- here, because the natives are not pos-

sessed of sufficient mechanical ability to operate

shoe machinery. The Filipinos cannot handle the

wrench to good effect, and many a good electrical

device which has been sent here as a specimen on

trial has been ruined by the recklessness of a native

tinker. I have seen electrical devices of all descrip-

tions put out of service in short order by these

bungling native mechanics. These men have never

had the proper training. They are good enough

at hammering at and wrenching with bars the heavy

rolls of a sugar-grinding machine, for the Spanish

builders evidently supposed that the native mechanics

would do this sort of thing. Therefore the rolls

are cast and turned in immense proportions, and

there is not a local mechanic possessed of enough

strength to wield a hammer and break these rolls.

On Ihc other hand, the packing presses for the to-
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bacco and hemp products of the islands are not
so firmly designed, and many of these presses may
be found idle, owing to the deft manner in which
the crude mechanic of the Philippines can swing the
hammer and smash things.

As soon as a telegraph instrument of any sort is

in the hands of the Filipinos, their curiosity is

so great that they must pick it to pieces to see how
it works. The mode of operation consists in in-

specting carefully every nut. screw, pin and con-
licction, finally leading to the removing of parts.

TELEGRAPHY IN THE PHILIPPINES.—T.\PPING A LINE.

The natives will gradually pick the apparatus to

pieces, and then they are too lazy to put it together

again. After they have torn a machine apart they

lose interest and want to go to sleep. There is

the most peculiar lot of mechanical people working
about the lines in the Philippines one ever saw.

The only w'ay that the soldiers can get any service

out of them is to use the rod and frighten them
into working, T accompanied several corps of line-

men across the southern islands of the Philippine

group, and the sergeant of the outfit Iiad to attack

the native assistants with a good-sized stick every

day to get any work out of them.

For a great many years it has been the custom

of the natives to sleep a great part of the time.

The Filipinos are willing to work until nearly noon,

and then they want to sleep till about three o'clock.

The active Americans connected with the lines in

the Philippines do not desire to lose the best part

of the day in sleep, and they object to have opera-

tions stopped on the erection of new hues or in the

repair of old ones, just to permit these lazy fellows

to take a nap. Therefore there is considerable dis-

puting about noontime each day.

In nearly all cases the regular Signal Corps men
are employed so far as is possible in the line work

on the islands, but there are not nearly enough,

and the natives have to be used and trained. The

natives do all of the laboring work, such as digging

holes, getting the poles, and the like, and some of

them who were in the Spanish army are competent

to use the instruments. The touch of the Spanish

Fig.6
Primitive Wire Cmting.

TELEGRAPHY IN THE PHILIPPINES

operator is delicate, and when the American op-

erators are broken in upon in the middle of a mes-

sage by someone tapping the wires, they usually

recognize the more delicate touch, and they know to

whom to credit it.

For a long time on Panay a Spanish pupil tapped

the wires of the military service by the plan shown
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in Fig. I. He connected his wires at (B) and (C)
and attached the instrument to the pole at (A).
This man had been employed by the Spanish for
years and was a competent operator, being familiar
with the English language and capable of taking
American messages from the wires. He has not
been caught, but his operations have been stopped
by the use of a code for all important military tele-
grams.

The Filipino, and, in fact, those Spanish linemen
and operators who are in the field here m the in-
terest of the rebel army, are about as poorly equipped
in mechanical training as they possibly can be and
still hold their places. In Fig. 2 is shown the usual
mode employed for joining the wires, and many of
the Spanish and native workmen cannot even make
this sort of a union. In Fig. 3 is illustrated the
simpler pattern they use. They lap a piece of wire
over and wind it with fine wire, sometimes using
hemp twine for this purpose. This sort of a splice

usually breaks in a short time.

I have also seen them try to make a nut hold
to a bolt by splitting the end of the bolt outside

the nut, as at (D), Fig. 4. Of course, this makes
the nut stay in its position, but the next man who
wishes to remove the nut will experience somt
trouble. These native mechanics who follow in tne

wake of the Signal Corps, or who are employed
by the wire tappers of the insurgent army, expose

.

their operations by the way in w-hich they do their

work. After a part of the system has been tinkered

with one may see the heads of screws broken oti, as

at (E), Fig. 5, through the native delivering a blow
with the hammer or with a rock, instead of trying

to turn out the screw with a screw-driver, in the

proper manner.

The Filipino method of cutting a little wire is

most laborious. The natives make the hardest sort

of work of it, and for this reason the heavier wires

are well protected. I remember seeing in one lo-

TELEGRAPHY IN THE PHILIPPINES.— OPERATOR S ROOM IN

CONVENT.

cality a dozen poles dug up and thrown to the

ground by the rebels,' in hopes of cutting the line.

But the wires held together, and the linemen went

there the next day and merely stood up the poles

and replaced them as before. Those of the natives

who have cut the wires, instead of using the proper

instruments with which to perform the work, look

about for a couple of round stones. They then

ascend a pole, and, with a stone in each hand, pro-

ceed to pound the wire in one place until it flattens

cut and becomes so thin that it breaks, as at (F),

Fig. 6.

I have been in many places on the islands after

they have cut the wires and discovered that some

local machinist, farmer or bull-cart driver happened

to want a piece of good wire and could see no easier

or cheaper way than to climb a pole and chop oul

the needed amount. This, of course, is dangerous,

for the Americans are ordered to shoot all whom
they see about the wires acting in a suspicious

manner.
Although there are plenty of valuable woods in

the Philippines for pole service, the lack of means

to get at these poles and put them in shape for use

in the construction of new lines makes it imprac-

ticable to utilize them. There are immense forests

of cedar woods in many sections of all the islands

of the group, and some day scmeone is going to

enrich himself by establishing mills for getting out

this timber for telephone and telegraph service, etc.

The cedar not only exists in vast quantities, but it

can be had very cheaply, as the owners merely hold

old Spanish land grants, which they are always will-

ing to part with for a very low cash price. Lands

worth thousands of dollars are frequently purchased

for a few hundred. I have seen soldiers and guards

18,5

.'ind operators and others of the service buy mineral
and timber lands for a few dollars, which some day
are going to be worth thousands of dollars. AU that

is delaying the matter now is the lack of the proper
lumber cutting and milling machinery with which to

develop the lands. One lineman making about $20
a month has bought some wooded properties on
the island of Panay that will make him wealthy
as soon as the country is developed. One piece of

land bought for $10 gold had forests of mahogany
on it. On others I have seen rosewood.

Putting in a line in a new country where the

enemy is present and constantly shooting into the

men does not make it practical to go out far for

suitable poles, and usually the best at hand are

Flg,8

Fig. 7

Fig.l2

TELEGRAPHY IN THE PHILIPPINES.— ROUGH-AND-BEaD V
LINE CONSTRUCTION,

u&ed. Often the pole is a cocoanut tree, Hke in

Fig. 7, and if nails and bolts are short, the insulators

are attached with the cross-piece lashed on with

hempen rope. One long line I saw was put up
in a hurry for special purposes by using little bam-
boo poles, about 10 feet long and two inches in

diameter, with a slot cut in the top for the wire, as

at Fig. 8. This was for telephone service, and/the
wire was protected, so that it could operate while

on the ground. Ten miles were put up by two
parties, operating from either end, in 48 hours, and
remained serviceable for about four weeks, when
new poles of the proper sort and more substantial

were erected.

In Fig. 9 another form of pole is used, while in

Fig. 10 we have the plan of nailing the insulator

direct to the pole. Some of the cocoanut poles are

perfectly straight, but there is a species of harder

wood found in abundance along the roadside and
in the jungle which makes good poles, but which
is very crooked. This kind is shown in Fig. 10.

The crookedness is usually regular, and the pole can

be ascended regularly by using the projections and
turns as steps. Frequently nails or other supplies

give out before a line is finished, in which case the

native carpenters are called into service, and these

men usually have some pretty good modes for attach-

ing wooden parts without any ironwork. First the

pole is mortised and the cross-piece sunk in like

(G), Fig. II. Then the parts are bored through

and wood pins inserted. These pins are made se-

cure by driving into the ends of each little wood
wedges (H) (H). This makes a firm job, but it

takes the carpenter a long time to finish the opera-

tion. But his wages are only about 20 cents a day,

and the linemen can secure any number of them
to work.

In Fig. 12 is shown the process of using a bamboo
cross-arm. The pole is cut out to the proper pro-

portions to receive the cross-arm (I). The arm is

split bamboo and is light and tough. At the point

where the insulators are connected, back pieces

are put on, thus making the securing part strong.
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CONVENTIONS AND EXPOSITIONS.
IntKroatioDal Association of Municipal Electricians, Pittsburg,
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Mr. Tesla has made so many curious statements

in relation to what he proposes to do that it is pleas-

ing to note a generous recognition of the valuable

work that he has actually accomplished. Such a

tribute is paid in the recent opinion of Judge

Townsend, upholding the rotating-field patents

granted on Tesla's brilliant discovery. Through the

daily and technical press this judicial decision has

gained wide publicity and will serve to bring again

to mind an iinportant portion of Tesla's really bene-

ficial work.

The plans, projects and perturbations of what

was the Harrison Telephone company of Chicago

are over and done for; the glory of Ichabod has

departed. The story of the passing thereof is

tersely told in a paragraph from Springfield, 111.,

in the daily papers, under the heading "New Illi-

nois Corporations:"

Chicago Harrison Telephone company, Chicago;
name changed to Chicot Lumber company; object

changed to manufacture and deal in lumber; capital

stock decreased from $4,000,000 to $300,000.

Thus the Chicago Harrison Telephone company

that caused some commotion a few years ago is now

but a reminiscence—transformed into a prosaic lum-

ber company, with capital stock decreased a mat-

ter of 92% per cent. An effectual metamorphosis,

surely! But Chicago has at least three distinct

operating telephone companies left, and can regard

the change with equanimity.

The importance of Scotland as a market for

manufactures may not be fully understood in the

United States. It must be remembered that, dis-

regarding textile fabrics and whisky, Scotland is

not a manufacturing country; it is probable that

the great inaniitacturing industries of the entire

country do not number more than half a dozen.

Comparatively few of the articles in common use

are manufactured there, but are imported from

England and abroad. In proportion to population

and wealth Scotland is, in the opinion of those who

are well informed, a better market for American

goods than is England, although the latter country,

being much greater both in population and wealth,

is a much larger field to cultivate. But the trade

of Scotland is well worth striving for, as many

German and Belgian manufacturers long ago dis-

covered to their present profit.

How the "Edisonian point of view" has devel-

oped and broadened is shown by the presidential

address of Mr. Lieb at the convention of the As-

sociation of Edison Illuminating Companies at Sara-

toga early in the present month. The Edison asso-

ciation is an organization of influential and repre-

sentative central-station men, and, aside from its

discussion of business matters, it has accomplished

much useful work of a technical nature, as in lamp

standardization and the like. In the early days it

was intensely direct-current and low-tension in its

practice and advocacy, but of late years it has

broadened and developed, as Mr. Lieb relates, and

now seeks the best methods of applying electrically

transmitted power to industrial conditions, more

with the broad-mindedness of the judge and less

with the zeal of the advocate. In relation to the

publication of its proceedings the association has

always taken an ultra-conservative position, carrying

the idea that the organization was merely a private

business association rather too far in the direction

of clannishness and unnecessary secrecy. But the

association has been a good thing for its members
and is also entitled to credit for work of general

benefit to the industry, although one cannot forego

the remark that the amount and effect of such work

might have been still greater, with no ill result to

the Edison companies, had a policy having a wider

outlook and one of greater publicity been adopted.

If it shall prove that the Philippines can con-

tribute appreciably to the world',s supply of rubber

the value of the islands will be greatly enhanced.

It is reported from Washington that, upon the

recommendation of the War Department, the Agri-

cultural Department is pveparing an order, setting

apart as forest reserves the island of Romblon,

which is north of the island of Panay; also the

island of Pauitaui, which is one of the extreme

group of the Jolo islands. Officers of the army who
have been investigating the islands have found, so

it is said, that these ' are the richest lands in the

world for rubber trees, and it is the intention of the

Washington authorities to have the trees preserved
and cared for. The cost of rubber is a very serious

item to electrical and other consumers. It is said

that more than $ioo,ooo,0(X) worth of this product
has been imported into the United States during the

last four years and more than $60,000,000 worth in

the last two years. A decade ago the annual im-
portations of india rubber amounted to about $15.-

000; now they exceed $30,000,000, and are steadily

increasing. Practically all of the importations of

rubber come in crude form for the use of manufac-
turers, who are constantly extending the application

to various new lines of industry. Northern Brazil,

Southern Mexico, the West Indies, Central Africa,

India, the Straits Settlements and the Dutch East
Indies supply this increasingly important feature of

our importations. If the Philippine Islands add to

these sources to a considerable degree there is the

welcome possibility that lower prices may prevail.

Linemen and others whose duties require them to

work ainong bare electric wires carrying heavy
currents know well the value of the rubber glove,

but nevertheless, from carelessness or over-confi-

dence or a desire to work with unimpeded fingers,

they sometimes neglect to use it. It too frequently

happens in such cases that serious accidents happen,
sometimes resulting in death. Such a fatality oc-
curred on Staten Island the other day, when an
inspector for an electric-light company was shocked
to death on a pole. The dead man was experienced
in the business, but had failed to put on his gloves,

and an accidental short-circuit through the hands
caused death. The moral is very obvious; it is a

warning that has been often repeated and is con-
tinually disregarded.

In France, it seems, it is thought that there is

opportunity for improving the protective devices for

the hands. The Association of French Manufac-
turers for the Prevention of Accidents to Employes
has opened an international competition for insulat-

ing gloves for the use of working electricians. The
gloves should serve as an efficacious protection to

the hands and lower arms. They should be of sub-
stantial make, and capable of resisting not only
electromotive force, but also accidental perforation

which might be caused, for example, by the rough-
ness of the wire. Persons desirous of competing
should send to the president of the association, be-

fore December 31st next, two pairs of gloves, to-

gether with an explanatory statement. A prize of

1,000 francs will be given to the inventor of the

gloves which are pronounced to be the most satis-

factory.

A telegraphic message from England gives the

information that at the meeting of the British As-
sociation for the Advancement of Science at Brad-
ford, on September 8th, Sir William Precce an-

nounced that he had successfully transmitted intel-

ligible speech eight miles across sea without the

aid of wires and that the establishment of such a

system for commercial communication was practica-

ble between ships or between ships and the land.

This announcement, if the newspapers report it cor-

rectly, certainly marks a great advance in wireless

telephony, for heretofore the numerous experiment-

ers in this direction have been unsuccessful in trans-

mitting really intelligible speech. In the employ-
ment of Hertzian waves to transmit speech it is

necessary to decohere the particles in the coherer

with a rapidity greater than that of the speech-

transmitting wave impulses, and, as the frequency

of the sound waves is high, this has been found to

be a hitherto unsurmountable obstacle. The sharp,

distinct signals of the Morse alphabet are trans-

mitted, at a slow rate of speed, through the coherer,

but when the attempt is made with the sound waves

of the human voice the resulting sound has been

broken and indistinct. Plowever, Professor Gra-

ham Bell has expressed a belief in the ultimate

possibility of wireless telephony, and as it is possi-

ble that Sir William Preece does not employ the

coherer at all, there is little reason to doubt the

explicit statement of the dispatch. Eight miles is

a considerable distance in telephony, and if the

speech transmitted is, in truth, intelligible, and if

the apparatus employed is workable under com-
mercial conditions. Sir William has given to the

world an invention of great value.
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The Employment of Condensers.'
By p. Eoucherot.

The possible applications of condensers, aside
from those dealing with laboratory measurements,
of which we will not speak, may be divided into
two categories—applications in which the energy
in play is of small import, and where, in conse-
quence, the price of the apparatus does not figure
to any extent, and those which, on the contrary,
demand condensers storing considerable amounts of
energy, in which the dielectric is subjected to high
tensions in order to reduce as much as possible
the price of the apparatus.

Of applications in the first class we will say little,

for they are already well known. We will cite only
that which Foucault made to the Ruhmkorff coil;

the applications to telegraphy; to simultaneous tel-

egraphy and telephony; to induction telegraphy at a

distance; to the production of high-frequency cur-

rents; to wireless telegraphy, etc. All these appli-

cations have been made without meeting obstacles

in the construction of the condenser itself. It is

not so. however, with the second series of applica-

tions, that to commercial alternating currents, and
one which hitherto has not been on a large scale.

owing to difficulties which will be explained below.
All applications of condensers to such alternating

currents may be considered as consequences of elec-

trical resonance, and. as a result, of the oscillatory

charge and dischar.ge.

If C is the capacity of a condenser. L the coeffi-

cient of self-induction of the discharge circuit. R
the resistance of the circuit, the discharge will be
non-oscillatory, for

R=>iil.
C

The discharge, on the other hand, is oscillatory.

for

4 I-

c

That is, the discharge current becomes zero after

having passed through a series of positive and nega-

tive values. The case then corresponds to that of

an ordinary pendulum vibrating in air and but

slightly damped. ...
The period of discharge is constant; it is inde-

pendent of the value of the electric charge itself

and has for its analytic expression,

T = —

R-

R=^

A'lC ~
<iL"

In the particular and entirely theoretical case

where the resistance of the circuit is zero, the period

becomes

T = 2 - VlIT
In this case the energy originally stored in the

condenser cannot dissipate itself, since there can be

no TR losses; the duration of the discharge is in-

definite, i. e., there exists indefinitely in thejnrcuit

an alternating current of period T = 2-v'l-C- Jf

it is desired that the alternating current shall be

always the same, i. e., that the amplitude of the

current oscillation shall be independent of the time,

it is necessary that the impressed electromotive

force have the same jieriod as the alternating cur-

rent due to the circuit formed by the condenser

and the self-induction, the resonating circuit; that

is to say. that the period of the impressed electro-

motive force shall have the value give above.

It such be the case we have resonance, by analogy

with acoustic phenomena. For this current alone

will Ohm's law hold without taking account ol the

electromotive forces of induction or capacity.

The impressed electromotive force may be intro-

duced into the circuit in any manner whatever. We
. will examine the most important applications, first

stating, once for all, that a condenser and self-in-

duction will always be considered as so adjusted

that there exists between them the relation

^-ll LC = i.

1. Condenser in series.—We open our resonat-

ing circuit and connect to the free terminals a source

of alternating current; e. g^an alternator whose

period is exactly T = 2-1/^0. Under these con-

ditions the intensity of the current passing through

the circuit will be exactly that which would flow

if there were resistance only therem. It is cunous

to note that if we now have, for example, 100 volts

at our circuit terminals, given by the alternator we

may perfectly well have i.ooo or 10,000 volts at the .

terminals of the self-induction coil, or between the

armatures of the condenser, as a result of the great

riuantity of energy which mayJie stored in each

of these devices, compared with that furnished by

the alternator during one period.

This property has been applied m certain aler-

nating-current motors for the excitation of the field .

and can be utilized wherever we wish to Produce a"

alternating magnetic field without peatly exceed-

ing the actual power expended m heat f':^'-
^"d

without requiring an electromotive . force greater

than that corresponding to the ohmic drop of the

exciting circuit. „_:„„'!
2. Condenser ip Shunt.-Return to our or gin.

lesonating circuit and place a source «' /H"^"'
in shunt with the condenser, the source ha^'"g a

period equal to that of the resonating circui W-

,. Paper read at the Paris International Consress of AnRost

18-25, 1900.

der these conditions the currents which the alternator
will give to the condenser and to the self-induction
and resistance may be each much larger than their
sum, larger than the total current given to the two
circuits. This property may receive numerous ap-
plications. It permits us to reduce by means of
condensers the magnetizing currents absorbed by all

devices not producing their own magnetic fields,

such as transformers, impedance coils and asyn-
chronous motors.

3. Splitting of an Alternating Current.—We come
to other applications of condensers in which the
effects produced appear to proceed less directly
from resonance. In these applications we have su-
perposed upon the current of resonance, properly
so-called, other currents of equal importance which
complicate the phenomena.
By connecting with a source of alternating cur-

rents two shunt circuits, one containing a resistance

P and self-induction p. the other a resistance p

and a condenser of reactance — p these circuits

will be the seat of alternating currents differing
ill phase by r)0°. Now, if we replace each of the
resistances by the field circuit of an asynchronous,
di-phase motor, and modify the reactances in circuit

so as to take account of the reactances of the motor
circuits, we may thus drive the asynchronous motor
with a simple alternating current.
This application, with that of condensers in deriva-

tion, presents the most of interest; but there are
serious difficulties of realization from the fact that

the capacity varies at each instant with the charge.

4. Arrangements for Constant Current; Resonat-
ors.—Condensers may serve, combined with induc-
tion coils, to produce circuits for constant current

by means of constant potentials, and inversely.

It is sufficient to place each constant-current cir-

cuit in shunt around a condenser put in series with

a self-induction coil, in connection with the source
of constant potential. The same result may be ob-

tained more advantageously by a double resonator

thus arranged: Connect two coils and two con-

densers, properly adjusted, so as to form a quadri-

lateral A B C D, in which similar parts are in op-

posite sides. Then by connecting two opposed
corners, A B, to a source of constant potential, we
obtain, in a circuit placed between the two other

corners. D and C, a current of constant intensity

whatever may be the impedance of this circuit.

Of further applications, we will mention only that

the employment of two resonators permits the

coupling of two alternators in series, thus furnish-

ing an apparatus equivalent to the ordinary trans-

former.

5. Excitation of Alternators.—Condensers placed

in derivation with the armature of an ordinary alter-

nator may, by the proper proportioning of this al-

ternator, serve for the production of its field; they

are also, if placed in derivation with the field of

an asynchronous motor with rotating field, capable

of performing as a generator. The fact of partic-

ular interest with all these generators excited by

condensers is that one may thus adopt with these

machines the same means of excitation as with

direct-current dynamos. If the condensers are

placed in shunt the characteristic of the machine

is the same as that for a direct-current shunt dynamo.

If they are placed in series the characteristic is that

of a series machine for direct currents; that is to

.say, the electromotive force of the machine is zero

on open circuit, and increases with the diminution

of the external resistance.

Finally, by combining the two preceding meth-

ods, we'have a machine whose characteristic is that

of direct-current compound machines. As in these

the shunt excitation may be given before or after

the series. We can likewise hypercompound the ma-

- chine.
, , • . »

From this brief account of the more important

applications of the condenser it is seen how valuable

in the art of alternating currents this device might

become did not two chief reasons oppose its de-

v»lopment. These are. first its cost, which is yet

of too large a figure for the generality of applica-

tions, and second, the phenomena of resonance

themselves, which become in certain cases harm-

ful and destructive to the dielectric of the con-

densers. . , , , , • J r ^1

A great variety of materials has been tried for the

dielectric, among solid bodies, glass, mica fw^hich

seems to have given only moderate results), paraf-

fined paper, ebonite, oiled paper, paper glazed \vith

wax and lately stearate of lead and simple paraftin.

Certain linuid dielectrics have been also tried.

Of all these dielectrics it seems to us that paraf-

fined paper has been most approved. It has the

disadvantaire of a low-melting point and too great

inflammability, and it is to be hoped that a dielectric

mav be found having the insulating qualities and

the snecific inductive capacity of paraffin without its

'"^At the present time the cost of condensers ap-

plied under normal conditions, for frequencies of

lo to TO per second and for tensions betw'een 600

and 1000 volls. lies between 80 and ito francs a

kilowatt, designating as a condenser of one kilo-

watt that for which the product

T

is equal to 1.000. The cost is sensibly proportional

o the output, a condenser of 100 kilowatts or

example, being built of too condensers of one kilo-

watt each As a result the cost, though not great,

compared with that of small machines f200, 300. Spo

fiancs a kilowatt), is very large compared with the

tost of large niiichints (70 Lo So francs a kilowatl),
a fact which hitherto has restricted the apphcation
of condensers to small units.

But the second obstacle which has opposed the
employment of condensers in large installations is

perhaps more important. This regards the acci-
dental production of very high resultant tensions
due to effects of resonance, of sudden variations
of load and of short circuits b}'' poor insulation.

It appears, then, that regardless of price the
adoption of condensers in large installations may
be dangerous at times, for the condensers and for

the whole plant. We would not be surprised, how-
ever, if certain installations are already in the neigh-
borhood of this maximum of tension, through the

capacity of their cables, and that for such plants
the addition of condensers of great power may be
beneficial, both for bettering their power factors

and for conditions of safety.

Electrolytic condensers (capacity of polarization),

consisting of electrodes plunged \n a solution of

carbonate of 5.oda, absorb much energy; their resist-

ance is sensibly equal to their reactance for a fre-

quency of 40 periods. Thus it is only in particular

cases, such as the starting of monophase motors,
that they can be applied. One would not think of

leaving them in circuit.

In conclusion, we believe that such appliances

cannot be substituted for the condenser, properly
so-called, and that it is above all to this device that

efforts should be directed, to develop an apparatus
less costly and truly commercial.

New Board of Trade Telegraph Com-
pany.

The Exchange Telegraph company, which pro-
poses to connect the commercial exchanges of the
country with the Chicago Board of Trade, recently

submitted to the latter body two forms of contracts
for its approval. One contract related to the ex-
clusive privilege of the floor of the exchange for

10 years and the collection of quotations. There
were also agreements that will prevent the quotations
falling into the hands of bucket-shops.
The other contract related to the distribution of

the quotations and statistics furnished, and it is an
agreement by the telegraph company to put in opera-
tion a proper system of telegraph wires between
the exchanse hall of the Board of Trade and the
cities of Peoria, Indianapolis, St. Louis. Kansas
City. Omaha. Minneapolis, Duluth, Milwaukee. To-
ledo, Cincinnati. Detroit, Philadelphia. Baltimore,
Boston. Buffalo and New York, and thereafter op-
erate it for the transmission of messages for the

period of 25 years. It is also agreed by the tele-

graph company to do a regular telegraph business

for members of the various exchanges rnentioned
and at rates not to exceed the rates now in force

over the Postal and Western Union companies. The
annual rental to be paid the board for floor space
and facilities is $5,000 quarterly, and an' agreement
to maintain a proper force of messenger boys was
inserted.

At a meetiner of the Board of Trade, held on Sep-
tember idth, the contracts were aporoved. and the

officers of the board were authorized to sign the pa-

pers with the representatives of the Exchange Tele-

graph company. It is expected that the new corn-

nanv once in operating order will be able to begin
business with sufficient pledged business from mem-
bers of the various boards of trade included in the

<:vstcm to pav excellent dividends from the start.

The action of the membership of the exchange was
an eviflence of the strone sunport which is being
plven the present administration in its stand against

the telegraph companies.

Woodpecker Story from the "Sun."

A dlsoatch bearing the date-line "Topeka. Kan..

September 9th." and published in the New York
Sun, reads as follows: "Woodpeckers are destroy-

ing the Missouri Pacific railroad station at Lydon.
In two weeks they have perforated the east end.

The bovs of the town drive them away with stones

and clubs, but they always return and renew their

work of destruction. The station agent says thev

neck away in unison with the ticks of the telegranh

instruments. The unper half of the east end of the

•station is a wreck. In the farly morning these red-

headed birds may be seen flying toward the station

from every direction."

Electrotherapeutics.

One result of the recent electrotherapeutic con-

gress in Paris was the e.stablishment of a permanent

international body which is to meet every two years.

Thus the next international electrotherapeutic con-

gress will assemble in Berne, Switzerland, in 1902.

Dr. L. M. Hall-Brown of Brooklyn, who attended

ihc Paris conference and who has invented a medical

electrode, says that the electrical equipment of the

European doctors, especially in the line of static

machinery, is not equal to that employed by the

corresponding specialists on this side.

The Asheville (N. C.) and Biltmore electric line

has been purchased by the Asheville Electric com-
pany of Asheville, the consideration being about

$;o.ooo. The purchase was made through J. H.
Cutler.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Wanted: A Telephone Meter.

By D, M. Bliss.

The telephone business is slowly but surely reach-

ing the point that all great industries must attain

before they can be considered uniformly stable and
profitable investments. When the monopoly was
broken a few years ago the attractive openings for

investments from every part of the country caused

many to stray from the straight and narrow path of

conservative investment to the broad and tempting
one of opposition business. Many of the failures

attendant upon these earlier ventures were not due

to poor management and wild-cat financing so much
as they were to cheap, unreliable apparatus and
defective engineering generally.

The want of uniformity and total absence of any

definite standard in design and workmanship a

few years ago seems appalling, considering the

progress reached in other branches of electrical engi-

neering in the same period.

It is apparent, however, that the tide has turned,

and telephone apparatus, from the receiver to the

switchboa;'d, may be readily obtained in the open
market, equal, if not superior, to that made by the

trust, and modern exchange systems have reached

a very high stage of development.

The final and greatest problem, however, is still

very much in evidence, and upon its successful

solution depends the status of the telephone busi-

ness as a safe and profitable investment. This prob-

lem, viz., best system of charges and rates, is occu-

pying the earnest attention of telephone managers
throughout the country, as shown by the numerous
papers and discussions of the subject at local and
general conventions. It is not a question of cheaper
service so much as proportionate rates. The meas-
ured-rate system represents the latest development
of the situation, but it cannot be considered a sat-

isfactory disposal of the problem.
The modern telephone exchange is identical with

any other system of electrical distribution, except-

ing in the pleasing fact that the subscriber furnishes

the energy, or rather directs the application of it,

and pays for the privilege.

A telephone meter attached to each subscriber's

instrument indicating accurately the number of con-

nections secured, by the calling subscriber, or, bet-

ter still, the total length of time the line is used

on outgoing calls during a given period, is what
is needed. Such an instrument would undoubtedly

be universally adopted, when it can be shown that

it will meet all the necessities of the case.

Such a meter must fill all the following conditions:

First—It must be simple, durable in construction

and easily read.

Second—It should register accurately all con-

nections actually obtained on outgoing calls, or

the length of time the line is used by the calling

subscriber only.

Third—It must not interfere in any way with the

talking or signaling currents.

Fourth—It must not involve any additional com-
plication at the switchboard and must be equally

adaoted to the maeneto or central-energy sy.stem.

Fifth—No SDCcial local batteries or clock move-
ments should be required at the subscriber's instru-

ment, and the meter should be secure from any
accident or tampering short of malicious intent.

Sixth—Last, and by no means least, it must he

cheap in construction and call for no increase in

operating expenses.
Such a device would at once leave the onerators

free to attend to their legitimate work and increase

their capacitv accordingly. Errors in char-res would
be red"ccd to n minimum, and the subscriber would
have the satisfaction of checking the meter, if he
=0 'desired; and. finally, a larrre amount of additional

business would be secured in every exchange that

now fights shy of measured rates or anv other

method of charges based on rates impossible to

check and out of proportion to their needs.

Independent Telephony in New York.

In a recent interview President W. H. Eckert of

the Knickerbocker Telephone and Telegraph com-
pany of New York is thus reported; "We are going
ahead with the work as quickly as possible, and are

making favorable progress. It will probably take

fully a year, however, to get all of our lines laid

and in full operation. Although we have been at

work now only about five months, we have our lines

laid all over Queens, and wc have done much work
in The Bronx and in Manhattan. In Nassau, also,

we have laid many lines. Our lines in Manhattan
are not widely placed as yet, but in Queens, as far

as the trunk lines are concerned, the work is al-

most complete. We will go ahead with the work
in Manhattan as quickly as we can get the material

wc require. The Knickerbocker company is an as-

sured fact. It is here to stay. It is the only at-

tempt at competition since the inception of the tele-

phone, and wc believe the public will appreciate it.

Wc arc already operating our Broome street and
Twenty-third street exchanges, though with a lim-

ited number of subscribers, and so may say we
are a full-fledged working company. The work of

testing cable is going on all the time and wc mean
to have everything up to date. We have experi-

enced no special trouble in getting rights-of-way.

We are asking for nothing that wc are not entitled

to."

Telephone Troubles in the Mountains.
Some criticism of the telephone service in the

Cripple Creek district has recently appeared in one
of the local newspapers. In reply to an inquiry

E. B. Field, vice-president and general manager
of the Colorado Telephone coinpany, sent a letter

to the paper in question explaining the caitse of

the trouble. The letter is interesting as illustrating

one of the difficulties likely to be encountered by
a company operating a telephone line through the

mountains. An extract follows:

The truth is that the Colorado Telephone com-
pany is working under a very great disadvantage
between Colorado Springs and Cripple Creek,
and therefore to the entire outside line connection
in the state from Cripple Creek, and has been work-
ing under this disadvantage for several months.
The construction of the Colorado Springs and.
Cripple Creek railroad has well-nigh paralyzed our
business. It is an almost daily occurrence that

when the blasts are shot off our entire line

is knocked down, and although we have four
men, with wagons and horses, all ready to rush to

the front and repair the break, it frequentl}^ happens
that our line will be knocked out at 10 o'clock in

the morning and we cannot get it up again until

4 o'clock in the afternoon. You must know what
this means to our business.

COMMUNICATION.

The Situation in Wisconsin.
To the Editor of the Western Electrician:

The development of the Independent telephone
field, as chronicled in the weekly issues of the West-
ern Electrician, is of great interest to all persons in

any way connected with an Independent telephone
company. But the time has arrived when some-
thing more is required than the organization and
operation of a local telephone exchange or even a

short system of toll lines to cover the ground as

it should be covered.
I will endeavor to state what is required.

First, we must bear in mind that it is possible
for the Independent companies to give first-class

service at rates much less than those charged by
the Bell companies, and, second, that where good
service is given, there is no lack of patronage, but.

on the other hand, the demand is so great that more
capital is required than local capitalists are able

to invest, and hence the development of the field

is seriously crippled.

There are to-da}"- upward of go Independent com-
panies in the state of Wisconsin, with several large
exchanees and several thousands of miles of toll

lines. The exchanges are growing rapidly, and the

toll business is increasing, but to develop the field

thoroughly, if to supply no more than the actual de-

mand, a large amount of capital is required. Most
of the larcrer companies have erected substantial pole
lines and have the same equipped for carrying extra

toll circuits, but most Independent toll, lines in the

state are of iron and heavily loaded with local sub-
scribers and toll stations. But few miles of cop-
per circuits have been strung in Wisconsin.
What is needed now, and there is money in it

for those who have money to invest, is the forma-
tion of one large company to either absorb all In-
dependent companies into one comoany, by pur-
chase or lease, or else to connect all Independent
exchano-es throughout the state with copper cir-

cuits. Long-distance toll lines are a necessity, and
local exchanf?es are greatly benefited by having
such connections. The interests of the toll lines

and the exchanges are mutual: the one benefits the
other. While there is a good profit in the opera-
tion of a local exchange and a short toll-hne con-
nection, vet for the same investment with a state

svstem of toll lines and all local patrons supnlicd

whowill use telephones. ihe profitswould be doubled.

I know of Instances where the Bell company has
maintained exchanges of over a hundred subscrib-

ers free for several years for toll business alone.

Having been connected, since their organization,

with two of the largest Independent companies In

the state, which have been develoDed by local cap-
ital, and knowing by experience the great demands
for telephones and toll lines and the struggles to

supply those demands for lack of capital, and hav-
Incr been obliged to "^allow several valuable fran-

chises to expire for lack of funds with which to

build the exchanges and connecting toll lines au-
thorized. I Icnow whereof I speak when I say that
I0 dcvclof) thoroughly the Independent telephone
field In Wisconsin requires the organization of a

company with caoltal sufficient to supplv the de-

mands. As president of the state association of In-

dependent telephone companies of Wisconsin, I

urge that steps be taken, at an early date, for the
formation of such a company. I shall be pleased
lo correspond with any person interested In the
formation of such company and to co-onerate. so

far as possible. In uniting the interests of the various
Independent companies of the stnte.

A. L. HUTCHINSON,
I^rn'iidcnt Independent Telephone Association of

Wisconsin.
Wcyauwcga. Wis., September 17, 1900.

The Man with the Party Line.

By Tiffin Gilmore.

[Written after seein;^ mental wrecks of the great American
Bell. With apologies to Markham, Millet aod all.]

Crazed by the waste of business hours he leans
Upon his 'phone, and gazes on the floor,

Anguisli of unanswered calls upon his face.
And ruffled up and bristling is his hair.
Who made him dead to rapture and despair,
A thing thai waits on. and that ne'er receives
An answered call, a brother to the o.\?

Who overheard his awtul muttered curse?
Whose is the liand that holds his throbbing brow?
(Whose hand blew out the transfer on the board?)
Is this the Thing the Lord God made and gave
To have communication over sea and land;
To trace lost baggage, to search tlie earth for trade

:

To feel the passion of electricity?

Is this the dream he dreamed who shaped the phone
And burlded switchboards and the like?
Down the long lead of poles to its last cable-box
There is no shape more terrible than this.
More tongued with censure of ihe Bell's blind greed,
More filled with curses of the party line,
More fraught with menace to the "Genesee."

What gulfs between him and the quick "Hello?'
Slave of the party line, what to him
Are copper circuits, or the swing of crossing lines'
What the long reaches of the cable strong.
The buried conduit, the clearing of the lines?
At this dread shape the suffering public looks
For tragedy is in that aching stoop
Of this dread shape, if only he.

Plundered, ignored, and misinformed.
Can reach the superintendent's chair
Through "trouble shooters'' standing everywhere.

Stockholders, landlords, directors in all lands
Is this the service you would give to all?
Condemn this monstrous thing!
How will you ever straighten out this mess;
Touch it again with popularity;
Give back metallic circuits and the rights;
Rebuild in it the currents strong and clear;
Make right the cross-connecting board.
Short-circuits and the insulation woes?

Stockholders, landlords, directors in all lands.
How will the Future reckon with this 'phone?
How answer calls in that last hour
When whirlwinds of rebellion shake the pi mt?
How will it be with 4 on 1144.

—

With those who want him at the telephone-
When this poor maniac shall reply to God :

"Busy? Good Lord, He's on a party line!"

Illinois Company Expands Its Field.

The Illinois Telephone and Telegraph company of
Chicago recently filed with the county recorder at
Chicago a document seeking to amend its corporate
powers. The original charter of the company per-
mits It "to acquire, construct, build, buy, sell, lease
and operate plants for the conveyance of sounds and
Signals by electricity." The new powers which the
company seeks are "to distribute, convey and de-
liver telephone messages, telegraph messages, pack-
ages, mails, newspaoers and general merchandise.
and to convev. distribute, deliver and. furnish power,
heat and light by steam, water, air, electricity or
otnerwise, but not by railroad; also in connection
therewith to manufacture, buy. sell and deal in all
kinds of instruments.' appliances, apparatus, licenses
patents, patent rights, and to take and to hold
property necessary or useful in carrying out such
object: also to acauire, construct, build, buy. sell.
lease to or from others and operate such plant or
plants as may be necessary or useful In carrying
out such object." President Wheeler, of the Illinois
company, when asked what the plans of his com-
pany were, refused to discuss the matter at all.

Decreasing Output of Bell Telephones.

Boston. September 17.—^The instrument state-
ments of the American Telenhone and Telegraoh
rompanv for the month ended August 20th and for
the eight months to that date compare with those
of orevlous years for the corresponding periods as
follows:

igoo. 1S99. iPoS. 1807.
GlOSS output 4'i.5!i'; J2,IJ0 24.S6.1 i<;,7fi7 ^^Returned 27,208 15.389 12.022 10,1^4 J^H

Net output 1S.347 26,751 i2.S^i 5.613 ^^H
Since December 20: ^^^H

•r,ross output s'.7,i<^i J12,039 2i2,7J7 i-i3.';4!)
^^^

Returned 189961 125.154 95,328 62.001

Net output 267,201 306,885 ii7,4it) Si. 544
Total outstanding 1,847,708 1,432,135 1,036,540 855,393

Reported Consolidation Denied.

Tn relation to a report that the Central Union
Telephone company (Bell), serving territory cover-

ing parts of Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, had ab-

sorbed the Iowa Telephone company, also a Bell

company, President W. A. Jackson of the first-

named company says:- "There is nothing whatever

in the rumor of a consolidation between this com-
pany and the Iowa Telephone company, and noth-

ing of the sort is contemplated."
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Pittsburg and Vicinity.

On account of the rapid growth of its business, and
in order to simplify matters all around, the Central
District and Printing Telegraph company (Bell) of
Pittsburg has inaugurated a complete revolution
in its system of telephone exchanges, whereby each
of its II exchanges has been renamed with a name
of but one syllable, save in one instance. By the
old method, when a new exchange was established,
it was designated by the name of the locality iti

which it was situated. Now all this is changed, and
the exchanges designated as follows:
"Grant," for the present Pittsburg exchange at

Seventh avenue and Montour way.
"Court." for new exchange at Fourth avenue and

Cherry alley.

"East," for East End exchange.
"Park," for Bellefield exchange.
"Wood," for Hazelwood exchange.
"South," for South Side exchange.
"Hill," for Allentown exchange.
"West," for West End exchange.
"North," for Allegheny exchange.
"Brady," for Manchester exchange.
A Pittsburg rumor hints at a possible union of

interests between the two Independent telephone
companies, the Federal and the Pittsburg and Alle-
gheny. The Federal company, pursuing an active
policy outside of Pittsburg and .Allegheny, has built
plants in almost all the cities and towns within a
radius of 50 miles of Pittsburg, and has at present
about 40 exchanges and over 2,500 telephones in
operation. The Pittsburg and Allegheny has but
a few telephones in operation, but is rapidly getting
into shape to give service to its Pittsburg subscrib-
ers. A union between the two within the next six
months, it is thought, would give a service almost
equal to the Bell company's Pittsburg district. It

was also rumored that the Federal had bought out
the Pittsburg and Alleghenj', and vice versa. In
an interview with Mr. Fred DeLand, president of
the Federal Telephone company, regarding the ru-
mors, he stated that the Pittsburg and Allegheny
company cannot buy his property, but hints that he
is ready to purchase the other plant at a fair price.

As to entering into an agreement for exchange
of service, Mr. DeLand states that his company,
under certain conditions, will enter into such an
agreement, as he does not deem it wise to parallel

the two systems in Pittsburg, unless forced to do
so. In case his company cannot get an exchange
of serv'ice with the Pittsburg and .Allegheny com-
pany, it will build an exchange in Pittsburg and
another in Allegheny. Mr. Crum, the new super-
intendent of the Pittsburg and Allegheny company,
was non-committal concerning the rumors of the
sale, or of a working agreement with the Federal,

but it is known that he called at the offices of the

Federal people on!}- a short time since.

The Pittsburg and Allegheny Telephone company
is considerably behind in its estimates of progress as

regards time, and may have to reckon with the Pitts-

burg authorities on account of the delay. The com-
panj' was to have 1.200 telephones in operation by
May I, 1900, but at the present time has not one-

fourth of that number operating. Controller Lewis
sent a letter to Director J. O. Brown of the De-
partment of Public Safety, asking that the bureau

of electricity make an investigation of the delay

and report at once. It seems that when the company
accepted the franchise granted by the council, it

gave a bond of 525.000. with the Equitable Trust
company as surety, binding it to the fulfillment of

certain stipulations. One of these states "that the

Pittsburg and Allegheny Telephone company shall

commence the work of construction on the streets

of Pittsburg, not later than May, 1899. and the said

company shall push the work to completion as soon

as possible, and the said company shall not fail

to place and have In operation and connected with

the Central exchange of said company at least 1,200

telephones per annum for a period of three years

from May, 1899." The bond clearly states that

$25,000 is'to be paid to the city as liquidating dam-
ages, in case any part of the ordinance is not com-
plied with.

The Federal Telephone company has been pur-

suing an active policy, and with Its 160 construction

men has completed many new exchanges within the

last three months. Besides, many improvements

have been made in the properties It has acquired

by purchase. In the Monongahela Valley the com-

pany is operating in McKeesport. Versailles, Otto.

Glassport, Port Vue, Dravosburg, Duquesne, Eliz-

abeth, Monongahela City, Charleroi. Belle Vernon.

Favette Cit^'. Speers and Black Diamond, with

trunk lines connecting the above-named cities and

towns. In the same valley plants are in the course

of construction at California. Coal Center, Elco and

Brownsville. In the Ohio Valley its lines are op-

erating in Esplen, Bellevue, Avalon. Ben Avon,

F,msworth, Clifton. Coraopolis and Sewickley.

The trunk line in this valley extends from the .Alle-

i;hcnv City limits to Rochester, Pa., a distance of

.TO m'iles. In addition to this, lines or exchanges

are in the course of construction in DIxmont. Glen-

ficld, Havsville, Agnew. Quaker Valley, Shields.

Lectsdale', Fair Oaks, Economy, Baden, Conway.

Freedom. Aliquippa and Monaca. Franchises are

pending in Beaver. Beaver Falls. Rochester and

\'ew Brighton. In the .Mle.gheny Valley exchanges
,• re in operation in Millvale. Etna. New Kensington

.ind Freeport. and plants are in the course of «in-

Mruction in Oakmont and Verona. In the Kis-

kiminetas Vallev lines and exchanges are now in

operation in Hyde Park. Avonmore, Salina.
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Edri and Leechburg. Connected with these
exchanges are Kittanning, Ford City and Blairs-
yille. Along the Pennsylvania railroad, cast of Pitts-
I'urg, lines and exchanges are operating In Wilkins-
burg, \\ilmerding, Pitcalrn, Latrobe, i'oungstown,
Eaggaley, Whitney and OakviUc. Trunk lines con-
necting Pitcairn, Wilmerding, McKeesport, and
with these all the Monongahela Valley, will be in
operation within 10 days. In the Charticrs Valley
lines and exchanges are operating in Carnegie,
Elhott and Canonsburg. Exchanges will shortly be
built m Washington, North Washington, East Wash-
ington, West Washington, McDonald and Bridge-
ville. A trunk line extending from Washington to
Pittsburg Is projected.
The Johnstown Telephone company (Independent)

has given out the contract for an underground-con-
duit system, and it Is now negotiating with the Kel-
logg company for multiple switchboards and tele-
phones.
The Bell company has troubles of Its own In Mc-

Keesport. Sometime since It erected a handsome
e-xchange and office " building. When it was com-
pleted, it asked the council for an underground or-
dinance. This has thus far been refused. At the
last meeting of the council, ft asked permission to
erect a sufficient number of poles to enable It to
enter the new building: this the council refused to
do. It looks as If the fine new structure would be
used lor offices only. M.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
The Minnesota Tcjephone company is setting

poles and stringing wires at Pine City, Minn., for
an exchange.
The Nicollet County Telephone company is ar-

ranging to connect with the Northwestern Tele-
phone Exchange company at St. Peter, Minn.
The Wisconsin Telephone company lost its case

In an encounter with the city of Sheboygan, Wis.
The company started to extend its lines when the
city stopped the work by an injunction. The com-
pany refused to accept a franchise tendered by the
city and the city refused to pass a franchise sug-
gested by the company. The company then sought
to have the city show cause why it should not grant
an acceptable franchise, but was defeated.

The council of Manitowoc, Wis., passed a reso-
lution requesting the Wisconsin Telephone company
to place its poles on Eighth street inside the curb,

on account of the paving now being done. The
company thereupon suspended all work. It has
been rebuilding the exchange.
The Wisconsin Telephone company has applied

to the council of Appleton, Wis., for permission
to place its wires underground.
The West Salem (Wis.) Telephone company has

increased its rate from $1 to $1.50 a month for

business houses and from 75 cents to $1.25 for res-

idences.

The Forman Telephone company is making im-
provements on its system at Lisbon, N. D., to cost

$2,000.

The Maquoketa (Iowa) Telephone company will

be formed at once, and has already secured 167

subscribers. The same stockholders who control

the Tri-clty Telephone company of Clinton, Iowa,

will own tills company.
Workmen were removing an old cable in Mar-

shailtown, Iowa, when the wire accidentally fell

across several electric-light wires and telephone wires

of the Marshall Telephone company. The result was
the burning out of between 300 and 400 telephones.

Workmen began repairs at once, and by working
all night, managed to get the crippled service into

pretty fair shape.

The Western Telephone and Telegraph company
has secured a bill through the provincial Parlia-

ment of British Columbia, securing for itself the

same rights as its rival, the Vernon and Nelson

Telephone company. The \\'estern company pro-

poses to build lines through the Nelson and Slocan

districts, to connect the boundary district with Van-
couver.

Seattle, Wash., complains that, in spite of all

promises, the service of the Sunset Telephone com-

pany Is worse than before the strike.

The stockholders of the Ottumwa (Iowa) Long-

distance Telephone company have reorganized and

elected new officers, to prosecute the case against

the old officers for illegal and fraudulent sale of

the company to the Bell company. The stockhold-

ers are confident that they will recover their prop-

The Iowa Telephone company has replaced the

automatic central calls on its Denlson (Iowa) ex-

change with bell cranks.

The city of Duluth, Minn., has commenced suit

against the Duluth Telephone company in the Dis-

trict Court, asking that the poles and wires of the

defendant be removed, as they are a public nuisance

and are on the streets without right or authority.

The county auditors of Iowa are in distress over

the problem of listing the telephone mileage by

school districts. The companies report by town-

ships and corporations, which do not correspond

completely to the school districts. In cases of dis-

pute the county surveyor will be required to survey

the lines of the companies in dispute.

The farmers of Northern Guthrie County, Iowa,

will begin the conslruclion at once of a line between

Panora and Yale. Each farmer is to furnish the

poles and wire to build the line through his own

farm and to put in his own instrument.
;

The transfer has been completed of the Facihc.

1S7

Sunset. Inland and Oregon Telephone companies
to the Pacific States Telephone and Telegraph com-
pany, the change occurring on August 31st. The
new corporation has a capital stock of $15,000,000,
The headquarters are at Portland, Ore. The com-
pany plans considerable extensions and improve-
ments to the exchanges throughout its system.

It is thought the erection of a new exchange build-
ing in Grand Forks, N. D., by the Northwestern
Telephone Exchange company has been deferred
until next year.

F. H. Juergens has been granted a franchise at
Jordan. Minn., for a local exchange.
The Iowa Telephone company seeks a new fran-

chise at Creston, Iowa.
The countj' has fixed the assessments on the tele-

phone companies in Des Moines, Iowa, as follows:
Mutual Telephone company, $15,000; Iowa Tele-
phone company. $5,300; Boone Telephone company,
$1,240: Central Telephone company, $930; American
Telephone and Telegraph company. $670; Hawkeye
Telephone company. $300.

The voters of Sioux City, Iowa, will voteon grant-
ing a franchise for a local exchange to F. B. Rowe.
the projector of a long-distance line through North-
ern Nebraska and into the Black Hills.

The Annaton and Preston Telephone company of
Annaton, Wis., is completed and in operation. The
system consists of five divisions, and it has 75 mem-
bers.

The Jefferson Tel'^nhone company plans to ex-
tend its lines from Glidden, Iowa, to Carroll, and
thence to Ida Grove.
A company has been formed to build a line be-

tween Stanwood and Olin. Iowa.
A number of farmers south of Riverside. Iowa,

have arranged to build a line to connect their homes
with Riverside. R.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
The Board of Review of Cook Countv ha<; raised

the personal-property assessment of the Chicago
Telephone company from $2,225,000 to $4,225,000.

The Pacific States Telephone company made a
net gain of 1,550 subscribers in August. The total

number connected is now 78,852, which includes
19.819 in San Francisco.

The Erie telephone system made a net gain of
2.972 subscribers in August. The total number con-
nected on August 31st was 131.548. The number
awaiting connection was 3.87S-

The Stark County Telephone company of Canton,
Ohio, was incorporated on August 24th. with $100.-

000 capital stock, by Ferdinand Herbruck. Robert S.

Shield, Henrv^ W. Detmering. Augustus Dennemil-
ler, H. A. Cavnah. John C. Welty. James B. Rose,
Thomas H. Phillips and Louis A. Loichot.

Articles of incorporation were recently filed at

Guthrie. Okla., by the Citizens' Independent Tele-
phone company, which has been organized for the
purpose of erecting, building, purchasing, main-
taining and operating a system of telephone ex-
changes in Oklahoma City. The corporation is to
exist for 50 years and the capital stock is $60,000.
The stockholders are W. M. Reece of Salina. Kari.:

R. G. Hays. T. F. McMecham and A. C Root of
Oklahoma City.

The directors of the Citizens' Telephone com-
pany of Racine. Wis., met recently and elected John
B. Simmons president of the company. The con-
tract for the construction of the system was awarded
to Jones & Winter of Chicago. The work will cost
about S56.000. and will commence about Septem-
ber 30th. It is expected the plant will be completed
and in operation by January 1st. The capital stock
of the company is $125,000 and it will probably be
increased to $150,000. There has been subscribed
$62,000. Four hundred and fifty persons have agreed
to use instruments, and a telephone war is ex-
pected with the Wisconsin Telephone company.
Every stockholder of the Citizens* company is a

resident of Racine.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The Sumpter Telephone Manufacturing company

of Sumpter. S. C, has received oflficial notification

that its exhibits at the Paris Exposition has received
the medal of highest award on telephones.

The Farr Telephone Construction Supply com-
pany of Chicago has been notified that it has been
awarded a bronze medal for its telephones, which
are now on exhibition at the Paris Exposition.
This certainly speaks well for the goods manufac-
tured by this company.

The Kellogg Switchboard and Supply company,
229 South Green street. Chicago, has recently de-
parted from its previous practice of taking only
the largest contracts. By recent additions in the

way of floor space and machinery, it is now able

to fill orders of any size for anything in the tele-

phone line, from a part of one instrument to the
complete equipment of the largest exchanges. It

is now soliciting business from the small and me-
dium-sized exchanges. The well-known high stand-

ard of this company in its larger contracts will un-
doubtedly be maintained in its smaller ones. The
company also announces its willingness to build

exchanges complete, including all construction work.
Tlic advantages of having one company responsible

for an installation in its entirety are obvious.
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Nernst Lamp at the Paris Exposition.'

One of the most interesting displays in the Elec-

trical Palace is that of the Nernst lamp, shown in

the pavilion erected by the AUgemeine Elektrici-

tats Gesellschaft. Two different types of the Nernst

lamp are made at present. In the first it is necessary

to heat the conducting filament by a match, an

alcohol lamp, or the like. The general appearance

of this type of lamp will be seen in Fig. i. From
the base project two metal rods, which are braced

at the ends by a short tube of porcelain, and

to the ends of the rods is soldered a rather thick

platinum wire. To this wire the ends of tlie con-

ducting filament are soldered by a process analo-

it is a spiral tube of porcelain (B). The porcelain

tube carries on its surface a great number of turns

of fine platinum wire, which has been wound on
while the tube is still straight and before baking
the porcelain. The wire is almost completely im-
bedded in the porcelain and is visible only upon
close examination.
This exterior tube serves to heat the filament by

the passage of current in the fine platinum wire.

A thick wire, not shown in the diagram, passes

below from the right-hand end. A small^ glass bulb
placed below contains the resistance wire wound
around a porcelain rod (E). This resistance is of

the same type as for the first lamp, only one form
being used throughout. The lamp base (G) re-

Tlie Philllips Clambake
Providence.

of 1 900 at

Fig. Externally Heated Type. Fip. 3. AnElectrolii

NERNST LAMP AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.

gous to that employed for the incandescent lamp.
This filament, made up of refractory oxides, is per-
fectly white and homogeneous, resembling otherwise
a short carbon filament. As the resistance of the

filament diminishes when in a state of incandescence,
it becomes necessary to insert a resistance in the
circuit to cut down the current to the right amount.
The form of resistance used here is shown below

the porcelain rod. A very fine platinum wire is

w'ound around a porcelain rod about one inch long,

and this is contained in a small glass bulb. The
outer end of the wire is connected with a stout wire
which passes back parallel to the rod. The terminals
are formed of two wires fused into the glass. A
lamp base of the ordinary Edison or screw type
is used, to which is fitted a globe somewhat resem-
bling an ordinary incandescent-lamp globe. This,
however, is open at the end and serves only to
protect the filament from dust, etc. When the flame
of a match is applied to the filament, it soon com-
mences to glow and finally reaches a brilliant in-

candescence, giving off a white light which is very
pleasing in color. The light is much whiter than
that given by a carbon filament, owing to the higher
temperature of the refractory oxides, and is entirely

Mm

KIG 2. NEUNST LAMP AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.—DIA-
GRAM OF AUTOMATIC TYPE.

free from the disagreeable greei; hue of the Wels-
bach burner.

It is, of course, quite desirable to have a lamp
which is entirely automatic in its action, particu-
larly when it is placed in inaccessible positions,

and accordingly an automatic form has been de-
vised, in which the filament is heated by the passage
of current through an exterior conductor, and when
its resistance has been thus reduced and it allows
the passage of a sufficient current to bring it to
incandescence, the circuit of the heating conductor
is interrupted by a special device. The general dis-

[josition of the working parts is seen in Fig. 2.

I'rom the sockel rise two stout wires (D) (D),
which support a porcelain disk (C). Upon the
disk is supported the filament (A), and surrounding

I. From the Scicntiiic American.

sembles the ordinary screw type, but the interior

body of porcelaii; is recessed to receive the auto-
matic cut-out device; it also supports the wires
(D) (D). The cut-out consists of a small electro-

magnet (F), fitting in the cavity of the socket. The
upper end of the bobbin is of soft iron, and below
an iron piece curves up and supports a small arma-
ture (L) by means of a flat spring. The armature
rests normally against a contact piece to the right,

but when a sufficient current passes in the coil, the

armature is attracted and leaves the contact point,

thus cutting off the current from the heating spiral.

The action will be clearly seen by referring to the
diagram of the electrical connections. The current
takes two paths: First, through the filament, the re-

sistance bulb and the magnet, following the circuit

(A), (B), (D), (E), (F), (G), (H); or, second, through
the heating spiral, the contact (K), the armature
of the magnet and return, or (A), (B), (C), (K),

(H). Owing to the high resistance of the filament

when cold, the current passing in the circuit of the

magnet is not sufficient at first to attract the armature
but a few seconds after it is turned on, the spiral

commences to heat up, and the temperature of the

filament is raised sufficiently to allow a large cur-
rent to pass; it thus becomes incandescent, and its

resistance being lowered, a large current passes in

the magnet; the armature is attracted and the cir-

cuit of the heating spiral broken at (K). When the
lamp is turned off, the reverse action takes place;

contact is made at (K), restoring the original con-
ditions.

The price of a lamp with the automatic illuminat-

ing device is, of course, much higher than for the
ordinary type, on account of the two extra pieces,

the magnet and the heating spiral. The magnet,
of course, does not deteriorate. The spiral, being
subject to alternate expansions and contractions,

lasts a reasonable length of time, but not indefi-

nitely. It is. however, easily replaced and is taken
back for two-thirds of its original value. It is

probable, besides, that the platinum wire will be
replaced by a material which will give the same serv-

ice at a less cost. The parts of the lamp which need
to be replaced, the spiral and the filament, cost but
little, and it is estimated that the cost of the lamp re-

newals is not greater than in the case of the ordi-

nary incandescent lamp. The duration of the fila-

ment depends somewhat upon the manner in which
it is brought to incandescence, whether heated
quickly and thus subjected to a violent rush of

current, etc. In general, it is less than that of a

carbon filament. If the changes in voltage do not
greatly exceed the normal, one may count upon an
average life of 300 hours for this lamp. The life

is diminished gradually by a molecular change,
which is produced, little by little, under the action

of heat, accompanied by a diminution of solidity

and often an increase of resistance which diminishes
its brightness. The expenditure of energy in the

present type of Nernst lamp is from 1% to 1% watts

per candlepower, which is about one-half that of an
incandescent lamp. For a i6-candlepower lamp
the energy consumed is thus from 24 to 28 watts.

representing 27 to 30 lamps per horsepower. At
present the Nernst lamp is manufactured for 25, 50
and 100 candlepower, under a tension of no or 220

volts. Fig. 3 shows a chandelier of Nernst lamps.

It is perfectly safe to make the statement that
during the year no pleasanter task comes to the
electrical newspaper man than the assignment to
"cover" that now historical electrical gathering so
well known as "Phillips' clambake." Like the sam-
ples of "good cheer" dealt out so generously every
August or -September by Mr. Phillips, the Ameri-
can Electrical Works banquet goes on from year to

>ear improving with age. And the latest, the twen-
ty-second annual clam dinner, may be said to have
surpassed in attendance any of its 21 predecessors.
It is estimated that on this occasion the number of
guests ran up to a point very near the 400 mark.

It was a most informal affair up to the time when
the party sat down to the tables. There was a ball

game at one end of the grounds, participated in by
two picked nines, and at another place a target
had been set up, where some of the marksmen of

the party tried to show what they could do with
a rifle. In the upper hall an orchestra rendered
some of its best music, and on the verandas and
about the grounds the members of the party gath-
ered in groups enjoying themselves each as he
thought best. On the arrival of the guests each
was provided with a white duck cap and a white
silk badge, and the supply of both was nearly ex-
hausted before the dinner was served.

A lunch was provided at 11:30 o'clock, and this

proved to be not the least pleasant of the features
of the day.

Shortly before 2 o'clock, the dinner hour, the
band played the assembly calling the men to the
slope south of the club house, where their'

pictures were taken, after which the guests
went again to the house and for an hour
devoted all of their attention to the great event of

the day, the Rhode Island clam dinner. Many of

them tasted one for the first time, and many, like

Prof. Elisha Gray of Chicago, had traveled several

hundred miles to make its acquaintance. They were
not disappointed, for everything from the chowder
to the black coffee and cigars was the best of its

kina. The lower floor was filled with tables, which
were set even on the piazza. The dinner cards
were in imitation of quahaugs, which opened to dis-

close what the diners were eating. During the
meal handsome souvenirs of the twenty-second an-
imal bake were passed around in the shape of cop-
per match safes bearing on the side an embossed
mailed hand, from which electric rays are shooting.
the name of the donor and the date.

Mr. Phillips presided, and after expressing a
most hearty welcome to his guests introduced T. D.
Lockwood. who acted as toastmaster and did it

in a most acceptable manner.
Prof. Elisha Gray was asked to respond to thei

toast: "The Telegraph." Prof. Gray gave a few]
reminiscences relating to progress in electrical sci-

ence in his day.

Letters of regret were received by Mr. Phillips
from Governor Gresrory. from Mayor Baker of

Providence. Mayor Maybury of Detroit, President
Faunce of Brown Universit3^ President Angell of

the University of Michigan and others.

Chicago Automobile Meet Opened.
The Chicago international automobile exhibition

and race meet opened on Tuesday, September i8th.

at the grounds of the Washington Park Club. From
the indications of the first day the meet will be a

success, provided the weather is favorable. On
Tuesday the box-office receipts showed a very good
attendance. Of the exhibitors, the Woods Motor
Vehicle company and the Hewitt-Lindstrom Motor
company had the greatest number of vehicles on
exhibition on the opening day, most of the other

exhibits not being completed at that time.

The afternoon was given up to the events sched-

uled in the programme announced last week. The
lo-mile free-for-all race proved to be the most in-

teresting event. This was won by Alexander Win-
ton, in a four-wheeled automobile in 16:00%, with

K. A. Skinner, in a motor cycle, second. In the

grand automobile parade for manufacturers the first

prize, a gold medal, for the greatest number of

practical designs, was awarded to the Flewitt-Lind-

strom Motor company; the second prize, a gold

medal, for the greatest number of vehicles in line,

was given to the same company, and the third prize,

also a gold medal, for the most practical design,

was awarded the Woods Motor Vehicle company.
The rest of the events were run off in order. A
full account of the winners of the different events

will be published in next week's issue of the Western
Electrician.

Tile City Council of Paris, Ky., has granted a

franchise to a company of local capitalists, headed
by H. A. Power, for the privilege of building and
operating a street-railway system in the city.

London Electric-railway Projects.

There is continued rumor of extensive electric-

railway undertakings in London, but no very defi-

nite announcement is made. The name of Mr.
C. T. Ycrkes of Chicago has been connected with
these projects, but the statement (hat Mr. Yerkes
is to manage a big London traction scheme is as
often denied. One proposal is to connect all the
lermini of the various trunk railroad lines in Lon-
don by a tunnel electric railway. This plan involves
an enormous expenditure, but it is said that, the

idea has already found wide financial support.
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The Field and Work of the Association
of Edison Illuminating Companies.'

By John W. Like, Jr.

The object of this association; as defined in the
constitution and b3-la-ivs, is "the mutual protection
of business interests and the collection and dissem-
ination among its members of technical and business
information relative to the Edison electric-light
system and auxiliary systems operated in connec-
tion therewith." You will thus see, at the start,

from this statement of the objects of the association'
that there is a striking difference between our organ-
ization and kindred organizations, such as the Amer-
ican Institute of Electrical Engineers, the National
Electric Light association and many of the state

organizations. Instead of being a purely technical
body, like the American Institute of Electrical En-
gineers, this association, while, in one sense of the
word, technical, has, in addition, important commer-
cial interests to safeguard. One of the conditions
of membership requires that its members be li-

censees under the Edison patents; that is, licensees

of the Edison Electric Light company, the Edison
General Electric company or the General Electric
company.
There is one striking peculiarity in our organiza-

tion, and that is that companies and not individuals
constitute the membership of the association. The
officers are merel.v representatives of the companies
constituting the association. This fact, which is

peculiar to our organization, has advantages, and
possibly some disadvantages. It is, of course, to

be expected that in a body of this character, in

which manifold interests are represented, and which
has such a wide field of activity^ the larger com-
panies take a predominant interest. This must be
the case from the connection of many of its rep-
resentatives with the original Edison interests; it

nmst also be so from the fact that the larger com-
panies have large executive and operating staffs, and
therefore are more largely represented in the con-
ventions and as authors of the papers that are

brought before it. 1 think you will agree with me,
however, that in the work of the association, due
weight has been given to the value of the member-
ship of the smaller companies, and that every effort

has been made to stimulate their interest and at-

tendance, and I am happy to say that in this re-

spect we have been markedly successful. The
smaller companies, by their attendance and active

interest in the work of the association, have, in

turn, stimulated the larger companies in their w"ork

in its behalf.

The main work of the association is done by its

standing committees. In addition to the executive

committee, we have a lamp committee, one of its

sub-committees, and, as standing committees of the

association, a meter committee, a committee on
grounding of the neutral, an automobile committee
and a committee on Welsbach light and acetylene

gas. As indicative of the work which the associa-

tion does, and its peculiar nature and scope, 1 will

refer briefly to the work that the lamp committee
has in hand.
This feature was started originally by four of

the larger companies who were buying incandescent

lamps m great quantities, and who felt that it w'as

time to institute some new method or basis of piir-

chase, safeguarding themselves as to the quality

of the product by framing an agreement incorpo-

rating a set of specifications. In order to insure

compliance with the specifications, a lamp-testing

bureau was organized, and these companies advanced

a guarantee fund with which to conduct the business

of testing lamps. The mutual relations of the Gen-
eral Electric company and our member companies

made it possible to prepare a tentative agreenient

covering the desired features, and it is impossible

to see how, except through the relations which ex-

isted between the parent company and its licensees

I members of this association), such an agreement

'.ould have been made. It was purely experimental

in its nature, and, of necessity, there must have

been a great deal of "give and take" until
.
a mu-

tually satisfactory basis was framed. As a result,

we made a lamp agreement which was sufficiently

liberal and elastic in its terms to make it acceptable,

and a clause was embodied in the agreemeiit that

in case the specifications agreed upon, and which de-

fined the quality of the lamps in terms of a new
unit, were shown to work a hardship to either party,

the specifications were to be amended at once by

mutual agreement.
The meter committee has also been actively at

work, and we hope that the outcome of its efforts

will be of as much value to the association as the

work of the lamp committee, and that the purchase

of meters designed to best satisfy the requirements

of our members will be facilitated by the making
of an agreement containing specifications which

shall be the basis of a standard product to be fur-

nished to our members at the lowest price consistent

with good workmanship and a reasonable profit

to the manufacturer.
' The automobile committee has m hand the work

of recommending to the companies standard charg-

ing posts and plugs in connection with the charging

of automobiles to facilitate the delivery 01 current

to automobiles as they journey from city to city.

Permit me to suggest at this time that our hem

of usefulness could be developed advantageously by

adding to these standing committees a committee

I- Presidentialaddressat ihe convention of the association,
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which would undertake the standardizing of switches
;md other electrical appliances. All of our members
are purchasers in large quantities of switches of
various kinds for station switchboards, service
work and interior installations, and it is certainly
undesirable that each company should have a stand-
ard of its own, as the conditions to be met are
practically the same. In different cities the require-
ments of the fire underwriters and local authorities
are usually the same, and if standard specifications
could be agreed upon to enable all manufacturers
to bring out standard types which could be produced
in large quantities, the result would be a cheapening
in the cost of production and a reduction of cost
to the user.

Another subject of considerable importance which
we have not specifically taken up is municipal own-
ership, and I think it would be wise at this time
to have a standing committee on that subject. Such
a committee could keep in touch with the agitation
that is occupying the attention of some cities, advo-
cating municipal ownership as well as supervision
and control of gas and electric works, traction en-
terprises, etc. Many of the smaller companies have
the greatest difficulty in battling against these at-

tempts to legislate them out of existence, and I be-
lieve that a committee of this association that would
collect, tabulate and distribute information on this

subject ot an accurate and up-to-date character
would be of distinct value and assistance to members
requiring ammunition for their defense.
In the early days of the electric-lighting industry

the standardizing committee of the Edison interests

did valuable work in the standardizing of Edison
chemical meters and many Edison appliances. One
of your former presidents. Dr. A. E. Kennelly, ren-
dered valuable service in this field. Much of this

early work has been of value, not only to the Edi-
son interest, but has become part of the history

of the art. Many of Dr. Kennelly's investigations

and experiments conducted in connection with this

standardizing work have become the accepted ref-

erence data in electrical engineering work. I need
only refer to his tests on the carrying capacity of

wires under different conditions—cross-section, in-

sulation and environment.
This association, through its member companies

and their technical staffs, has done valuable work
for the industry generally. Through the close re-

lations of these companies they have been able to

find useful applications for newly developed appa-

ratus, and once found, these tjpes have had prompt
and general adoption to the material benefit of the

companies and the general advantage of the elec-

trical industry. I refer in this connection to the

stimulus given to the application of storage batteries

to central-station service by the pioneer work of

some of the larger companies, by the interchange

of experience in their use inducing others to de-

termine, each for itself, the advantages which it

might derive from their use. There can be no
doubt that the work of the companies constituting

your membership and the reports of your commit-

tees have materially contributed toward the devel-

opment and improvement of what is now consid-

ered an invaluable adjunct to central-station and

distributing equipment.

I will also refer, briefly, in passing, to the influence

which the members of the association have had in

stimulating the manufacturers to produce new ap-

paratus, to meet new requirements as they arose,

and to the influence of the individual companies in

stimulating the development of such apparatus as

the first examples of direct-connected units, arc

lamps on low-tension circuits, rectifiers, phase and

frequency changers, composite generators, etc. The
members of this association have exerted a constant

pressure upon the manufacturing companies in

bringing them to realize that they must develop

apparatus to satisfy the new conditions and require-

ments as the extension of their business developed

new wants. It is unquestionably true that the man-

ufacturing companies have in turn profited by the

development oi this apparatus, being able to find

at once purchasers and an outlet for their product

amonc our companies, whose close connections en-

abled°them to promptly appreciate the value of

newly developed apparatus.
,

During the existence of the association, the mem-

ber companies have gradually broadened their busi-

ness field Originally confined to companies that

were Edison licensees, exploiting exclusively the

Edison system, most of the companies now hnd

themselves in new relations with their former power-

ful and conservative competitors, the gas interests;

new relations in connection with the development

of transmission lines in conjunction with their dis-

tributing systems; new relations in connection with

alternating-current generation and distribution, and

new relations in connection with the joint opera-

tion or absorption of series arc systems It is hardly

necessary to say that contact with these new in-

terests and the assumption of these new relations

must be of great benefit to us.

Take for instance, the gas interests. For years

they have been developing their business and or-

ganization, and their knowledge of the public and

its requirements must be vastly superior to the

knowledge possessed by those engaged in our more

recently developed electrical industries. Their meth-

ods and policy have been developed on conservative

hnes their usually strong financial position attest-

ng executive ability of the highest order, and we

certainly must profit by closer relations with this

older, well-established industry. They, in turn

profit bv feeling the youthful pulse of the

1S9

industry, which, in spite of opposition and keenest
competition, in spite of large vested interests ar-
rayed against it, has been able to assert itself and
claim a permanent position as one of the safest, as
\%'ell as most remunerative, fields of investment.

It seems to me, therefore, that these new relations,
which are daily increasing, must be mutually profit-
able. It is also true that the new relations with
transmission systems, the various forms of dis-
tributing systems, joint operation in combination
with railway systems will enable electric companies
to broaden their field of operation, and these fea-
tures will ail be helpful in enabling the supply
company to generate its product at reduced cost.

I know of no body of men which could so suc-
cessfully handle these new" demands, assimilate, co-
operate with or become an adjunct to new interests
and broaden the field of industrial enterprise as the
men constituting the administrative and technical
staff's of the companies that are members of this

association. The readiness with which the Edison
companies have assimilated new systems, the fertil-

ity of resources they exhibited in combining with
other systems, retaining what was best, discarding
the less satisfactory features, often modifying or
even entirely changing the strictly Edisonian point
of view, w'here contact w^ith other systems and other
apparatus showed this to be of advantage in meet-
ing the new situation—these qualities of the organ-
ization, system and equipment which the Edison
companies displayed are sufficient refutation of the
statement one hears, now and then, that the Edison
companies are narrow viewed, ultra-conservative and
non-progressive, adhering to antiquated traditions
and slow to rise to the new responsibilities.

We claim that this association can w-ith pride
assert itself to have been the pioneer in developing
broad lines, and the uniform success of the Edison
companies which are members of this association
amply demonstrates the excellence of the lighting
ana power system with which we began our de-
velopment and the faithful energy witn w^hich the
business has been pushed.

I would refer to tne fact that the association has
enjoyed the sympathy and good will ot the press,
notwithstanding the fact that we have supplied it

with only briet reports of our conventions, or busi-
ness proceedings, many of the papers presented
and the discussion thereon being, in great meas-
ure, of a confidential character. The good work
we are doing and its advantage to the industry at

large have, however, secured us the sympathy of
the press—a substantial aid in the prosecution of
any undertaking, in the benefits of wtiich the public
has a share.

While the few remarks I have made are hardly
such an address as you may have expected, or as X

should have desired to present, I hope they will

be helpful to you in obtaining a just and adequate
idea ot the work which the association is doing and
what it may be called upon to undertake, and they
may stimulate the mutual co-operation of our mem-
bers and the interchange of inlormation to our mu-
tual benefit.

International Association of Municipal
Electricians.

An unusually large number of delegates and vis-

itors are expected to be in attendance at the fifth

annual convention of the International Association
of ilunicipal Electricians, which is to be held in
Pittsburg, September 25th, 26th and 27th. Morris W.
Mead, chairman of the executive committee, reports
that large delegations will go from New iork,
Boston and other eastern cities. Many delegates
from the telegraphers' convention held in Minne-
apolis this week are expected to stop off in Pittsburg
and participate in the sessions, 'ihe Central Pas-
senger association has granted a rate of a fare and
a tnird, on the certificate plan, to those attending
the convention.
The social features of the convention include a

the ladies on the afternoon of the 26th, and theater
lines of the traction companies, carriage rides for
the ladies on the afternoon of the 20th, and theater
parties or inspection of some of the large iron and
steel mills in the evening. The crowning pleasure
event of the convention will be an excursion and
banquet on the steamer Mayflower down the Ohio
River to Davis Island Dam, seven miles and return,
then up the Monongahela River, 45 miles and re-

turn, on the afternoon and evening of the 27th.

Arrangements have been made for a fine electrical

display by the city in Schenley Park on Saturday
evening, September 28th, at which the picture of

George Westinghouse and a number of electrical

machines will be shown in incandescent lights.

Mica in Maine.

must
new

It is said that discoveries of mica in large deposits
in'the southwestern part of Maine have created the
greatest interest in mining known in the state since

the copper and silver excitement of 1878, and, unlike

the so-called copper and silver mines, it is believed
that the mica deposits are of such a character and
extent as to leave no doubt of their great practical

value. On top of Mount Lander, in the town of

Rumford, a man who was prospecting for tourma-
lins a few months ago discovered an extensive
deposit of mica, and a company is now working it,

having purchased 14.000 acres of land. This com-
pany, which has mines in Canada, North Carolina
and New Hampshire, has such confidence in the

value of the Maine property that it will erect upon
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il a large mill. In South Waterford a mine has re-

cently been opened Ihat is said to rival that in Rum-
ford in the extent and purity of its deposit. It was
discovered accidentally last summer by Elbridgc

Kimball, while walking through a piece of woodland,

the mineral cropping out on the surface to such an

extent as to attract notice even in the underbrush.

A company was organized recently to work this

mine.

out the electric lighting of the city as a municipal
concern, instead of accepting the proposals ot the
Electric Tramway company. The decision was a
very popular one, and the lord mayor. Sir Thomas
File, who strongly resisted the proposal to hand
over the enterprise to the tramway company, re-

ceived an ovation from the gallery. W. H. B.

CORRESPONDENCE.
London Letter.

London, September 4.—Signor Marconi has

found a fortune as well as fame in wireless teleg-

raphy. Many of the great powers have now
adopted his system. The British Admiralty, with

its incurable distrust of innovations, has taken two
years to arrive at a decision, but now it has given

a preliminary order for 25 sets of Marconi appa-

ratus. The young Italian will draw a royalty of

$500 per annum on each of these for 15 years. In

addition, there is the cost of the sets, which, of

course, Marconi, or his company, will supply. It

is curious to reflect that the discovery which has

brought fame to the Italian was anticipated, to some
extent, at any rate, by Captain Jackson of her maj-

esty's navy. Before Marconi was heard of, it is

said that experiments in wireless telegraphy were

being carried out on board H. M. S. Vernon, and

at the naval maneuvers a year ago the Jackson
system conveyed messages for 20 miles. This was
the limit. Marconi on the same occasion succeeded

in transmitting and receiving messages over a dis-

tance of 50 miles and more. If only the Admiralty

had encouraged experiments with the Jackson sys-

tem a few years ago, there might have been no
necessity for it to go outside for a system of wire-

less telegraphy. It is said that in the next 15 years

over $2,500,000 will l^e expended by the Admiralty
in installing the Marconi system.

An Englishman named Gardner, living at Fleet-

wood, near Liverpool, has also been experimenting
with automatic wireless telegraphy. He has in-

vented a device for use at the transmitting station

to emit electrical sparks corresponding to the dots

and dashes of the Morse code. These signals are

collected by the receiver of an approaching vessel

and recorded on the tape in the usual way. At a

trial made at Fleetwood a wire was erected on
shore at the transmitting station and a conductor
of about the same height was attached to the mast
of a vessel lying off the coast. The vessel was then

towed out in the direction of the Morecambe Bay
lightship. When about two miles out the trans-

mitter was set in motion and the bell of the receiver

on board rang. This was followed by the click of

the receiver and the warning "Fastnet," the

signal selected, came through, printed on the tape,

in three minutes. It was repeated with equal clear-

ness again and again as the vessel proceeded on its

way outside the lightship. The record was taken

up to the seven-mile limit, the extremity of the

zone provided for.

A new substance with, perhaps, a commercial fu-

ture before it, is said to have been produced at

Dunga, Zanzibar. A certain kind of fruit which
grows in the neighborhood yields -a white fluid on
being tapped with a knife. When placed in boil-

ing water the liquid coagulates into a substance
closely resembling guttapercha, and on being al-

lowed to cool, becomes hard. It can be molded
into any shape during its soft condition and retains

the form in hardening. The fruit which yields the

liquid resembles a peach in shape, but is of the size

of a small melon. Samples are on their way to

London, if they have not already arrived, and ex-

pert opinion is to be invited as to whether the sub-

stance is guttapercha or not. Probably it will be
found to be an inferior order of the article. It is

permissible, however, to hope that some use may
be found for it, in order to relieve the tension of the

guttapercha market. There would be no difficulty,

apparently, in producing large quantities of the new
material, and a fresh source of revenue would
thereby be created for the tropics.

The recent great development in Liverpool and
vicinity of traveling facilities by means of electric

traction received a further addition on Friday, when
a new line serving the residential country districts

was opened for traffic. The new line has been pro-
vided by the Liverpool Overhead Railway com-
pany, and is really intended to form a combina-
tion of its electric railway, which skirts the docks
throughout its entire course of seven miles.

The company owning the "Twopenny Tube" has
discovered a new method of increasing its dividends.
Over each of the stations there is soon to be built

a series of flats and offices. The machinery for the
elevators is, of course, ready to hand, and for peo-
ple who want to live near a railway station, the

scheme has its advantages.
Klcctricity is shortly to join the ranks of the

dockers. It is going to be the means of landing
trunks from the mail boats at Dover. Complaints
have been made as to delays in the starting of mall
trains and other trains at the dockside, and the ex-
planation given was that these delays were due
to the unconscionable time taken in moving trunks
by sliding them down a chute to the quay. This
difficulty is to be overcome by the erection of a

number of electric cranes, which will convey all

the baggage ashore.
At a meeting of the Dublin corporation last week

it was decided by a majority of 38 to 14 to carry

New York Notes.
New York, September 15.—The annual report of

the Metropolitan Street Railway company tor the
fiscal year ended June 30th was filed this week
at Albany. The gross earnings of the company
show an increase over the preceding year of $1,562,-

920 and the operating expenses a decrease of 0.44 per
cent. For 1899 the operating expenses were 48.70 per
cent, and 48.26 per cent for 1900. The operating ex-
penses of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit company
for 1900, figured on the same basis as the Metro-
politan employed, were about 66 per cent. The
statement hied is exclusive of the lately acquired
Third avenue system, which comprises 209 miles of
track. Following is a summary of the Metropoli-
tan's statement:

igoo. iSgg.
Miles operated 217 217 Changes,
Gross earnings §14.721,550 313,158,630 Increase.. Si, 562,920
Operating expenses.. 7,10.1.607 6,408,711 Increase.. 695, H96

Percent 48.26 48.70 Decrease.. 00.44
Net earnings S 7.616,943 S 6,749.919 Increase. S 867,024,

Fixed charges 4.608,768 4,477.757 Increase.. 131,011

Balance $3,008,175 $2,272,162 Increase. -S 736,015
Other income 351,985 366,893 DecrcdSe.. 14,908

Total income— S 3.360, :6o §2,639,055 Increase, .5 721,105
Dividends paid 3,145,891 2,471,675 Increase.. 67. ,216

Surplus s 214,269 S 167,380 Increase..? 46,889

During the fiscal year of 1899 the capital of the
company was increased from $30,000,000 to $45,000,-
000, which accounts for the increase of $674,216 in
dividends paid. The miles of track operated m 1S99
and igoo were the same, but while horse and elec-
tric power was used on the AiTisterdam avenue line

during part of 1899, only electric power was used
in 1900. This accounts, in a measure, for the de-
crease in the operating expenses. The average cost
of operation per mile by electric power is 13 cents,
whereas, by horse'power, it is 19.43 cents.

At a meeting of the Manhattan Kailway company
on Tuesday the directors declared the regular quar-
icrly dividend of one per cent., payable October ist.

The company also decided to discontinue its West-
chester express, which has been running during
the summer season from South Ferry to Willis
avenue, and the special Saturday New York and
Putnam express. Russell Sage, who was present
at the meeting, said that the work of electrically
equipping the Alanhattan elevated lines was pro-
ceeding satisfactorily, and that on or about the
lirst ot next month the company will be in position
to show what it can do in the actual running of
tiains by electricity on the Second and Ninth av-
enue lines.

Four electric ambulances are being built for pri-

vate hospitals in New York. Two will be used by
the Roosevelt Hospital and one each by the Presby-
terian and New York hospitals. The vehicles, which
are being built by the same firm that built the one
now used by St. Vincent's Hospital, will be seven
feet six inches long and will weigh 4,800 pounds
each. A speaking tube will connect the ambulance
surgeon with the driver.

The Unique Electric Device company of this city

has been incorporated, with a capital stock of $10,-

000, by James P. Hines, Michael Sorahan and Mi-
chael Hines, to manufacture electrical machinery
and appliances.

Articles of incorporation of the Telegraphers,
Stenographers and Typewriters of America were
filed with the secretary of state recently. It is pro-
posed to band together all acceptable telegraphers,
stenographers and typewriters for social and fra-

ternal purposes and to maintain a clubhouse in New
York city. The directors are Philip W. Staylor
of Baltimore, John H. Grain of Chicago and Earl
A. Ramsey, James P. Cullen and Orvan H. David-
son of Brooklyn.

Bridge Commissioner John L. Shea has granted
the request of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit com-
pany for permission to operate the motor trains
over the Brooklyn bridge. He imposes two con-
ditions, namely, that the trains are to be operated
on the bridge only between 10 a. m. and 4 p. m.
and 8 p. m. and 5 a. m., and that experienced men
who are now employed on the bridge trains will

have charge of the motors while crossing that thor-
oughfare. The Brooklyn Rapid Transit company,
beginning next Thursday, will run elevated trains
from the Brooklyn end of the bridge to Bath Beach
every half-hour from 7 a. m. until midnight. The
trains will be operated over the Fifth avenue ele-

vated to Thirty-sixth street, and thence along the
old West End route. Stations will be fitted up
at West Brooklyn, Borough Park, Blythebourne,
Van Pelt Manor and Bath Beach. Persons desiring
to go to Bensonhursl. Ulmer Park and Goney Is-

land will be transferred to trolley cars at Bath Beach.
The running of the motor cars to Manhattan Beach
vi-JU be discontinued to-morrow. They will con-
tinue to run to Brighton Beach.

Residents along Broadway and property owners
have organized a society known as the West Side
Taxpayers' association, with A. R. Kccne as presi-

dent, and Waller Laurence as treasurer, to protect
trees and properly interests against the sub-con-
tractors of the rapid-transit subway. The associa-

tion will try to secure an injunction against the con-
I ractors.

The Metropolitan Street Railway company has
begun to make the necessary changes in its Park
Row tracks opposite the postoffice, in order to pro-
vide additional terminal facilities for its various lines.

Those cars of the Sixth and Eighth avenue lines
which now have their terminal at Canal street and
Broadway are to be run through Canal street to Cen-
ter street, and thence south to the bridge and the
postoffice. The Metropolitan tracks and those of the
Third avenue line will be connected with those of
the Broadway line in front of the postoffice. The
work of preparing the Broadway cable line for the
use of the electric system will be completed, so
far as the work on the street itself is concerned,
by September 20th. The change from cable to
electriicty will not, however, be made until next
spring, according to a statement made by President
Vreeland, as there is still a great deal of work to
be done. ^^ M. L. G.

From the Buckeye State.

Columbus, Ohio, September 15.—The Columbus
Railway company has made a new proposition to the
City Council tor a 20-year iranchise, but it is very
little different from the first one, which was rejected.
The people insist upon a reduction of the fare, and
to this the company objects. It is said that a syn-
dicate of eastern capitalists is after the city franchise
and is willing to make a good offer for it. What
there is in this report cannot be said. The matter
is being kept very quiet, and if it is true it may pos-
sibly be that the Columbus road is interested in any
move that may be made in that direction.
The Rev. Dr. Gladden has formulated a plan for

tht city to procure a new electric-light plant. It

is yet too early to say what will become of it. There
has been so much trouble over the old plant that
the City Council is slow to take up any suggestion
in that direction.

The Urbana, Mechanicsburg and Columbus Rail-
way company has secured the consent of abutting
property owners in Madison County and a majority
of those of the other counties through which- the
road will pass. It now lies with the Columbus
council whether a franchise will be granted the road
for an entrance into the city. If the right is given,
the officers of the company say that work will be
begun at once on the line and that cars will be run-
ning over a portion of it by the first of the coming
year.

The plant of the Niles Electric company, Niles,
Ohio, was sold a few days ago at receiver's sale, to

J. H. Herring, for $1,500. it is worth $10,000, at

a low estimate, it is said.

The Northern Ohio Traction company has re-

duced the fare from Akron to Cuyahoga Falls from
10 to five cents. The company took this action be-
cause it could afford to do so, it is said, by the
officials, but the Akron and Cuyahoga Falls com-
pany asserts that the cut was- made in competition
and that it will follow suit.

John T. Adams of Toledo has filed a letter with
the Board of Public Works in Columbus, requesting
that the Columbus Railway company be prevented
from operating its cars on the tracks of the Co-
lumbus Central lines, and saying that the franchise
is void, as the work of construction has not been
completed according to agreement. He threatens
to resort to injunction proceedings if the board
does not take action.

Director of Public Safety Kauffman of Columbus
has put himself on record as opposed to admitting
any more electric roads which wish to use grounded
circuits. If these roads come in, he insists that they
use a complete metallic circuit to prevent the de-
struction of the water and gas pipes by electrolysis.
The Urbana, Mechanicsburg and Columbus Electric
Railway company has consented to this to satisfy

the director.

J. J. Walsh, formerly superintendent of the street-

railway and electric-hghting plant at Ironton, is in

New York on business, and it is said he is planning
for a new light plant for that city. The power plant
of the Ohio Valley Electric Railway company will

in all probability be moved to Ashland, and this will

necessitate the establishment of another light plant
The Big Consolidated at Cleveland is arranging to

run cars on Euclid avenue every 2V2 minutes, in-

stead of every three minutes, as at present.
L. G. Hallock, H. S. Sands and J. H. McKee,

capitalists of Steubenville and Wheeling, W. Va.,
have secured the franchise to build an electric line

between Coshocton and New Comerstown, Ohio,
a distance of 14 miles.

It is said that a plan is on foot to build an electric

line from Canton to Steubenville.
An eastern syndicate is negotiating for the'fran-

chise for an electric road between Mansfield and
Wellington. The franchise was granted in Mans-
field a year or more ago, and at that time people
thought the road would be built at once, but so
far nothing has been done with it.

All the employes of the Lima Street Railway com-
pany of Lima went out on a strike last Sunday
because of an objectionable notice placed in the

cars by the company. They declared that the notice

was in the nature of a warning to the public that

the employes were all thieves, and they did not
propose to work under any such a cloud.
The Dayton, Springfield and Urbana Electric

Railway company has secured a franchise in Clifton

r.nd will likely build a branch from Springfield to

that place. It is said this company will build so\'-

eral other branches out from the main line, and thai
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its connection witli the Columbus, London and
Springfield will be so close that it will be prac-
tically all one line.

The managers of the Columbus, Buckeye Lake
and Newark Railroad company think they will have
their entire line in operation by early spring. The
machinery will be installed as soon as it is com-
pleted.

The cars of the Gallipolis and Point Pleasant elec-

tric road, which was operated by the Hocking Val-
ley Railroad company, have been sold to the Kan-
awha Traction company.
Work on the Alliance, Sebring and Salem road

has been commenced at Beloit. This road will ex-

tend from Alliance to Salem, a distance of 13 miles,

and the promoters will have a portion of it in op-
eration before severe winter weatlier begins, if

possible.

The Columbus Railway company is arranging to

build a line out Fifth avenue, Columbus, to Arling-
ton, a suburb. The distance is about four miles.

It is said that the Sandusky and Interurban Rail-

way company has changed its course a little and
will pass through the town of Vermilion, west of

Lorain.
It is now stated that the financial end of the Chilli-

cothe. Mount Sterling and Columbus Electric Rail-

way company's affairs has been arranged and that

the promoters wall soon be ready to announce the

beginning of work on it. For some reason this

matter has been delayed for some time.

A temporary injunction has been granted the San-

dusky and Interurban Electric Railway company, to

prevent the Cleveland, Elyria and Western from
interfering with the tracks already laid by the San-

dusky people at Lorain. The City Council of Lorain

had ordered the Cleveland company to lay its tracks

on the ties of the other company. The Sandusky and
Interurban company is to connect with the Cleveland

and Lorain Electric Railway company at this point,

and there is great rivalry between the two Cleve-

land roads.

Work is progressing rapidly on the roadbed of the

Daytori and Troy Traction company. It is now
stated that the power house of this road will be lo-

cated at Troy.
Manager Sloatofthe Southern Ohio Traction com-

pany has denied the report that his road will haul

freight as well as do an express business. He says

the road will carry express mattej and light packages,

but nothing in the way of freight. Mr. and Mrs.

Sloat will go to California for a three months' visit

within a short time, and during his absence his duties

will be looked after by Auditor Bicknell.

The Mansfield and Shelby electric road will likely

pass directly through the town, of Shelby. Repre-

sentatives of the road are now at work getting the

consents of the property owners.

The Northern Ohio Traction company will soon

put IS new cars in service at Akron, They are of

the closed variety, and will be used for winter traf-

fic The ofiices of the company have been moved

to the Hamilton block in Akron. This company is

installing new machinery for a light plant m the

power house, and will soon have it ready for op-

eration.

The Millcreek Valley Electric Railway company

of Cincinnati has a force of men at work on its

extension to Glendale, and there are prospects that

this will be finished bv November 1st. O. M. C.

to the board, in order that the water board might
protect its mains from further damage in that di-
rection.

The new electric-lighting system at Elkader, Iowa,
has been completed and put in operation.

Thief River Falls, Minn., will install an electric-
lighting plant, to cost about $3,700. George A.
Ralph of Crookston, Minn,, is the engineer in
charge.

The council of Duluth, Minn., recently provided
for 72 additional street lights in the suburbs. Now
it is found that the charter provides for a maximum
ta.x of one mill for lighting, which will provide
about $22,000, and this amount is already taken up
by the lights already in use. As the charter will

not permit of borrowing from other funds, it is

probable that the additional lights will not be se-

cured.

A. R. Jackson of Albia, Iowa, has bought the old
engine of the Centerville (Iowa) Electric Light
company, and will install it in his plant at Albia,

The electric-light plant at Atlantic, Iowa, is now
running night and day, and furnishes pow"er as well
as light.

William H. Brown, an electrician of the Mason
City (Iowa) Electric company, was crushed to

death by a falling motor, which he was aiding in

getting into place.

The mayor of Council Bluffs. Iowa, vetoed the

franchise recently granted the Bluff City Gas and
Electric Li,ght company by the council. The latter

thereupon passed it over the veto. An election is

called for October i6th for the voters of the city

to pass on the award of the franchise.

The Sherburn Electric Light and Power company
of Sherburn, Minn., has been incorporated, with a

capital stock of $15,000.

The council of Everett, Wash., pigeon-holed the

application of the Snoqualmie Power company for

admission to that city. The citizens do not regard
the action favorably, and it is probable that the

council w-ill be induced to consider the application.

It is stated that John M. Roach, president of the

Union Traction company of Chicago, contemplates

building a trolley line from Red Wing, Minn., to

Frontenac.
The Fargo Gas and Electric company of Fargo,

N. D.. has lost its case in the District Court, against

the Fargo-Edison company. The former claimed

an exclusive franchise, and also charged that its

service suffered from induction in having the wires

of the Fargo-Edison company set near its own.

If its contention had been supported, the Fargo-

Edison company would have been shut out of the

important streets of Fargo, for the Gas and Elec-

tric company had already occupied them. The Dis-

trict Court holds that the council has no right

to grant an exclusive franchise and that the evidence

shows that two different systems of lighting can be

in proximity without damage to either. The case

will be appealed to the Supreme Court. R.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, September 15.—The Hughes Elec-

tric Light company has completed its ne^y system

at Dickinson, N. D., and put it m operation.

A Davenport (Iowa) man wants a franchise at

Reinbeck, Iowa, for an electric-lighting systein.

The Equitable Electric Light company at Lake

Geneva, Wis., has awarded a contract for the erec-

tion of a power house.

The council of Wyoming, Iowa, is consiaering an

application for a franchise to operate an electric-

light and power plant.
,, ,,. t

The plan adopted at Fergus Falls, Minn., of con-

structing a new flume for the waterpower while

changes were being made has proved unsuccessful

The water soaks through into the old channel and

causes continual cavings. Hence the electric-light

committee has decided to drain the pond and rush

the work as rapidly as possible. All lights will be

off until the work is far enough along to permit ot

refilling the pond.
The electric-light and power company ot iowa

Falls, Iowa, will reorganize, with a capital stock 01

$40,000. , ,,r-

Arrangements are completed for the Wisconsin

Traction and Power company to rebuild its power

station at Appleton. Wis., and make the .projected

Kaukauna extension.. The extensions will hardly

be done this season, but work will be pushed on

the power house at once. A L. Smith has been

relieved of the management of the company, at his

own urgent request. He has been with the com-

pany since its inception, 19 years ago

The Electric Light company of Belle Plaine, Iowa,

is making a number of improvements to its system

The power house is being en arged and a rc_pair

room will be installed in the additional space. Con-

densing apparatus will also be installed.

The Board of Water Commissioners of St. Paul

finds that the mains of the city have been greatly

damaged bv the electricity passing through the con-

duits placed in close proximity to them. A reso-

lution was passed requesting the city
«rg'''-l^'

•'°

refer applications for permits to lay electric condmts

Gleanings From Colorado.

Denver, September 14.—John D. Mason, manager

of the Boulder Electric Light company of Boulder,

Colo., was struck by lightning on September gth

and was instantly killed. He was standing in the

doorway of a barn about two miles from the city,

and by his side were a friend and his son. When
the flash came all three were knocked down. Two
of them soon recovered and they found that the

stroke had been fatal to Mr. Mason. The deceased

started the electric-light plant in Boulder and took

charge of it. An electric company was organized

by bank officials of the city and acquired the

plant but Mr. Mason was retained as manager and

additions and improvements were made. He had

held his position 15 years,
.

The Leadville Gas and Electric company, which

has recently been formed to take over the busi-

ness of the consolidated illuminating interests

in Leadville, Colo., has elected the following-named

officers: President. John F. Campion; vice-presi-

dent Robert B. Sullivan; secretary and treasurer,

C K Boettcher, The management of the plant,

which is to be enlarged so as to furnish power to

mines in the vicinity will be vested in the firm

of Gilbert Wilkes & Co., electrical contractors of

Denver. Twenty thousand dollars will be expended

in the extension. The work will be done by the

firm mentioned, which will also purchase the sup-

plies The directors of the company consist of the

officers mentioned and Charles Cavender and Gil-

bert Wilkes.
, , ^ ,..

John Brisben Walker of the Cosmopolitan is

credited by Denver papers with a project of con-

structing an electric railway from Boulder to Den-

ver A company was organized to undertake an

enterprise of this kind early in the year, but though

h had gone so far as to open offices in Denver it

abandoned the undertaking when trouble arose

over the franchise. Mr. Walker was recently in

Denver and did not deny that he had considered the

nilwav project, but he did not make any definite

promises Should a railway be built the power

house would doubtless be located at the coal mines

a few mil" distant from Boulder. The length of

the line would be about 29 miles.

The electric line of the Colorado Springs and

Crionle Creek railroad, running from Cripple Creek

to Victor, has been formally opened to the public.

The rolling stock consists of three trains, each com-

posed ""a motor car and a trailer. The trams

are equipped with air brakes.
, ,. t

Mr. Charles F. Lacombe, president of the La-

combe Electric company and the Rocky Mountain
Electric company, and identified with a large num-
ber of electrical enterprises in Colorado, was mar-
ried to Miss Nancy Edrington at Memphis, Tenn.,
on September 12th. Dr. William Bagot, who is

also connected with the Lacombe Electric com-
pany, was best man. Mr. and Mrs. Lacombe made
a trip to New York and will reach Denver in Oc-
tober.

The Denver City Council has granted a fran-
chise to the University Park Street Railway com-
pany for an electric line from the corner of

Pearl and Jewell streets to University Park. The
line is to be operated by the Denver City Tram-
way company.
According to the report of the La Bella Elec-

tric plant of Goldfield. in the Cripple Creek
district, current is now supplied to 25 electric hoists
in mines. The plant furnishes 375 arc lights and
7,200 incandescent lights, the latter for residences,
business places and mines.
The Lacombe Electric company, which has the

contract for supplying municipal lighting and build-
ing a plant which will eventually be acquired by
the city of Denver, has not yet acquired a site for
its station, but the location will be determined
upon in a few days. The electrical machinery,
which will be of the Western Electric and the
Westinghouse types, was ordered a considerable
time ago and will be on hand when required. Work
on the line construction has been pushed and great
progress has been made as the weather has been
entirely favorable. J. W. D.

PERSONAL.
John F. Hill, the governor-elect of Maine, is in-

terested in several electric-railway enterprises.

The many friends of C. W. Price, so long identi-
fied with the Montauk Multiphase Cable company
of New York, will be pleased to learn that he has
recovered sufficiently from his long illness to be
about again.

\V. L. Hedenberg, editor of Electricity, de-
nies the accuracy of an interview in the San Juan
(Puerto Rico) News, relative to the lighting of that
city, attributed to him. He says that he has neither
opposed nor recommended any system of lighting
for San Juan.

Benjamin B. Odell, Jr., the Republican candidate
for governor of the state of New York, is president
of the Newburg (N. Y.) Consolidated Gas, Electric
Light, Heat and Power company, and, although
an active politician, devotes much of his time to the
business of his company.

Rev. Dr. Frank W. Gunsaulus, for eight years
president of the Armour Institute of Technology
of Chicago, has resigned to give his time entirely
to church work. He is reported as having said that
he has done all for the school that a man of his
training could do. He thinks that the time has
come for the engagement of a man of technical
ability. Dr. Gunsaulus' resignation is to take effect
on February 1st.

Victor Emmanuel III., the new king of Italy, is

said to be something of an electrician. Indeed, he
has been called "the only real electrician among all

the present princes of Europe." He is fairly well
versed in all that concerns the application of elec-
tricity to light, motive power and sound, and he was
one of the earliest experimenters with the X-rays,
Soon after that famous discovery he turned his
apartments in the Quirinal into something very like
a chemical laboratory, much to the disgust of the
other members of the royal family.

Mr. Bruno Abdank-Abakanowicz, a prominent
European electrical engineer, recently met with sud-
den death by heart disease at his villa near Paris.
He was born in Poland about 45 years ago. He
served at the Paris Exposition of 1889 as one of
the United States jurors of award and was well
known in this country. At one time he was a
director of the original French Thomson-Houston
company and was instrumental in introducing con-
siderable American electrical apparatus in Europe.
He was engaged in experimental work at the time
of his death.

Frederick S. Kent, one of the oldest and best-
known telegraph operators in the country, died
suddenly on September gth at his home in Chicago
at the age of 63 years. He was one of the pioneer
operators in the country and was the first man in
Chicago to be detailed by the Western Union com-
pany to a regular newspaper telegraph desk. Dur-
ing the war Mr. Kent did valuable service as an
operator for the Chicago and Alton railroad. He
had been doing newspaper telegraphic work for
18 years, and at the time of his death was chief
operator for the Chicago Chronicle.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Ava (111.) clcctric-light plant was totally de-

stroyed by fire recently. The loss was $3,000.

The Iowa Falls Electric Light and Power com-
pany will reorganize, with a capital stock of $40,000.

The City Electric Railway, company of Port Hu-
ron, Mich., will erect an electric-light plant in that

city.

The Bluff City Electric Light and Gas company
of Council Bluffs, Iowa, has been incorporated, with
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a capital stock of $150,000, by T. Bowman and J. P.

Greenshields.

The town of Barton Heights. Va., will call for

bids from electric companies in the vicinity for

lighting the town.

Mendon, Mich., decided at a recent special elec-

tion, to own its electric-light plant. The town will

be bonded in the sum of $8,000.

Halletsville, Texas, has awarded a contract to

the Dallas Electric Light company to install an

electric-light plant in Halletsville.

The Home Heating and Lighting company of In-

dianapolis. Ind., has been incorporated, with $250,-

000 capital stock, by S. E. Rauh, C. Fairbanks and

E. C. Hawkins.

The Henderson (N. C.) Lighting company has

been chartered, with a capital stock of $10,000. The
incorporators are S. H. PuUian, E. V. Williams and

J. H. Bridgers.

The proposition to issue $20,000 bonds for the

construction of an electric-light and power plant

at Coffeyville, Kan., was voted September 4th, by

a majority of three to one.

The new machinery for the Greentown (Ind.)

municipal electric-light plant, recently destroyed by

fire, is being placed in position. When completed

the plant will cost $15,000.

The Corning Light, Heat and Power company of

Corning. N. Y., was recently incorporated for $50,-

000. bv W. K. Archibald, F. N. Waterman of

New York city and P. T. Brady of Syracuse.

The General Light and Power company, capital-

ized at $5,000,000, has been incorporated, under West
Virginia laws, by Philadelphia men, its franchise

covering a general electric-light and railroad busi-

ness.

In a certificate of condition of July 20th. filed by

the United Electric Light company of Springfield.

Mass., with the state commissioner of corporations,

the total assets of the company were given as $937--

095, capital stock at $500,000 and debts at $264,529.

The Village Board of Harlem, near Chicago, has

voted to advertise for bids for the construction of

an electric-light plant to furnish 2,500 incandescent

lights to private consumers. The village already

owns its own waterworks and electric-light plant for

street lighting.

The Westmoreland Light, Heat and Power com-
pany of Greensburg, Pa., was recently incorpo-

rated, with $50,000 capital stock. The incorporators

are Edward E. Robbins, Morris L. Painter, Win-
field S. Lane, Edward H. Blair, Greensburg, and
Gardner W. Kimball, Wilmington, Del. The com-
pany will produce electricity, steam and gas for heat-

ing and lighting purposes.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
An electric railway from Charleroi, Pa., to Wash-

ington, Pa., is projected.

A franchise has been granted by Junction City.

Kan., to F. V. Crouch,. Carrollton, Mo., for a street

railway.

The Smethport Electric Street Railway company
of Smethoprt, Pa., has been incorporated, with a

capital stock of $12,000.

A franchise has been granted the Yardley, Mor-
risville and Trenton Street Railway company to

build a street railway in Yardley, Pa.

An ordinance granting a 30-year franchise to the

Lansing, St. Johns and St. Louis Railway company
has been passed by the City Council of Lansing.
Mich.

Surveys are being made to extend the Leechburg,
Vandergrif and Apollo electric line to Jeannette,

Pa. The route from Apollo will be through North
Washington, Markle, Laniont and Delmont to Jean-
nette.

The City Council of Peru, Ind., has passed an
ordinance granting a franchise to the Wabash River
Traction company for an interurban line between
Wabash and Peru. It is said that work will begin
at once.

The Township Board at Lexington, Mich., has
granted a franchise to the Detroit, Lexington and
Lake Huron Electric Railway company, through
the township. The road is to be completed by
December 31, 1901.

The construction survey of the route of the pro-
posed Grand Rapids and Holland Electric Railroad
company of Grand Rapids. Mich., has just been
completed, and it is expected that construction work
will begin very soon.

The Whitehall and Granville Railroad company
of Washington County, N. Y., was incorporated re-

cently, to operate an electric railway, with a capital

of $750,000. The road will run from Whitehall to

Granville, a distance of 14!^ miles.

The City Council of Jackson, Mich., has granted
a franchise to F. N. Rowley of Kalamazoo for an
interurban electric road between Battle Creek and
Jackson. This is to be part of a line which is pro-
jected to run from Kalamazoo to Ann Arbor, a dis-

tance of 106 miles. It is stated the right-of-way
has been secured for the entire route. The road has

already been built from Kalamazoo to Battle Creek.
From Jackson east the road will pass through
Michigan Center and Grass Lake, with a spur ex-
tending to Wolf Lake.

The Susquehanna Valley Electric company has
been organized, with $200,000 capital stock, to build
a trolley line between Sidney and Franklin, N. Y.
H. B. Oakham, C. F. Lehman and Ed H. Tucker,
New York, are interested in the project.

The Rockland County (N. Y.) Traction company
lias been incorporated, with $300,000 capital stock, to
operate a street railway, to be operated by electricity.

The length of the road is to be 30 miles. The
directors are C. W. Reeve. F. PL Reeve, G. F. Car-
penter and G. M. Carpenter.

The daily returns of the railway traffic in Sydney,
N. S. W., show an average of 219,000 passengers
carried daily. Nearly half of these are carried by
the new electric line, recently opened. The rest
of the traffic is furnished by steam railroads, a
cable system and an older electric line.

The Lynn and Boston electric-railway manage-
ment seeks authority from the Massachusetts rail-
road commissioners for an additional issue of stock
to the amount of $1,500,000. The Holyoke Street
Railway company also seeks authority for an in-
crease, desiring to issue $200,000 more stock and
$250,000 coupon bonds.

The property of the Jackson Street Railway com-
pany of Jackson, Mich., was sold September 13th,
under foreclosure proceedings, to W. A. Boland of
New York for $153,500. The amount of the bonds
it was sold to secure was $150,000. The road, which
is seven miles long, has been in the hands of a
receiver for some time.

Another effort is being made to construct an in-
terurban traction line between Muncie and Dunkirk
and Hartford City, in Indiana. A. L. Johnson,
W. E. Hitchcock and other capitalists of Muncie are
interested. Most of the right-of-way has been se-
cured, and it is estimated that it will take about $800,-
000 to construct and equip the road fully.

A petition for a new electric road has been filed

with the officials of the various towns interested,
the line being planned to cover a route from Bel-
mont, Mass., at the terminus of the Boston Ele-
vated company's line, through Woburn, Burlington.
Lexington. Lincoln, Concord, Billerica and Chelms-
ford to Lowell, Mass., the mill city, on the Merrimac
River.

Articles of incorporation have been filed at South
McAlester, I. T., by the Union Electric Railway
company. The company is capitalized at $122,000
and the directors are A. H. Howe, New York city;
E. E. Vyhite, W. G. Weimer, W. F. Browne and
R. E. Wood. The company contemplates the con-
struction of an electric street railway in South Mc-
Alester.

It is expected that in a short time plans will be
completed for the construction and consolidation
of a system of 120 miles of suburban lines in Eng-
land, connecting Manchester, Liverpool, Bolton and
a number of smaller towns in the most populous
district of northern England. The project is said
to be in the hands of Tom and Albert Johnson of
New York.

A special election has been called, to be held on
October loth, at La Porte, Ind., to vote on the
proposition to grant an appropriation of $20,000 to
aid in the construction of the electric railway pro-
jected to be built from Angola, Ind., across the
Michigan line, with Coldwater as the terminal
point. Eastern capitalists are said to be interested
in building the line.

Maurice Ahern of Chatham, England, owner of

30 shares of stock of the Newton and Boston rail-

road, has filed a petition in the United States Cir-
cuit Court, in Boston, asking for an injunction
restraining the company from complying with the
provisions of the act requiring street railroads to

carry public-school children at half-rates. The pe-
tition claims that the act is class legislation as af-

fecting public-school children, and not others. The
petition also states that the road has never paid a

dividend and that the carrying out of the provisions
of the act would prevent any such payment in the

future.

Arrangements have been completed by which the

mails between Jersey City, Hoboken', Union Hill

and Bayonne, N. J., will be carried by the trolley

cars of the North Jersey street railway and the

Jersey City, Hoboken and Patterson Street Railway
companies. The new system will effect a great sav-

ing of time, as all mail matter now sent from one
of the towns named to any of the others must first

go to New York. This involves two trips across
liie river, the time required for the transfer of a

letter being from 12 to 18 hours, while the trip

from Union Hill to Bayonne, the two points most
widely separated on the route, can be made in

about two hours.

veloped by Kenneth A. Skinner on his motor tri-

cycle. He won the race of five miles in 10 minutes
.^o'^ seconds. The vehicle used was a De Dion-
Bouton motor cycle.

The Electric Storage Battery company of Phila-
delphia announces that it has sold the use of its

patents for automobile purposes to the Columbia
Automobile company, receiving $1,000,000 of the
latter's $3,000,000 of capital stock. The Electric
Storage Battery company says it has booked orders
so far this year amounting to $2,000,000, and on
September 1st had unfilled orders for $200,000.

Chicago claims the youngest licensed automo-
bile driver in the world in the person of Miss Jean-
nette W. Lindstrom of 2816 North Ashland avenue,
who was examined and granted license No. 322
on September 14th. Miss Lindstrom, who is but
13 years old, was given power to operate vehicles
propelled by electricity. She is a daughter of C. A.
Lindstrom of the Hewitt-Lindstrom Motor com-
pany of Chicago.

During the maneuvers of the French army which
took place last week at La Beauce, France, a strik-

ing feature was the introduction on an extensive
scale of automobiles, in order to secure a practical

test of their military utility. Several of the gen-
erals and many of the members of their staffs were
furnished with fast, light vehicles which proved of

great value. One of the general's orderlies covered
170 kilometers (105.5 miles) in a morning, making
a complete circuit of the two contending armies and
furnishing his superior with full particulars by noon.
Heavy forage and provision automobiles also did
valuable work. One "voiturette" of four horse-
power, it is said, carried an "aluminum searchHght,"
the motor being powerful enough to cover great

,

distances and at the same time project a light for .

four miles.

PUBLICATIONS.

AUTOMOBILES.
John L, Frcncli and H. Eflgar French of St.

Louis arrived in Chicago September 17th. after an
automobile trip across the country from St. Louis.

They reported the roads bad in most parts.

In the recent Newport automobile races one of

the most interesting features was the speed de-

A card containing a combined poetical and prose '

sta/.ement entitled "Useful Light," and stating a
{

few advantages of the Shelby lamp, has been issued
by the Shelby Electric company, Shelby, Ohio.

The esteemed Electrical Review of New York
has improved its appearance, typographically, and
removed to larger offices in the Park Row building.

The first issue from the new office is an attractive

one, and the Western Electrician extends its con-
gratulations.

The Phosphor-Bronze Smelting company, 2200
Washington avenue, Philadelphia, is sending to the

trade its revised price-list No. 17. Phosphor-bronze
wire, metal, rods, wire ropes, sheets, etc., are quoted
and the pamphlet also contains a few tables of

weights, etc.

The Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing company,
Milwaukee, Wis., is distributing to the trade copies
of bulletins recently issued on new apparatus, such
as rheostats, controllers, etc. The bulletins are on
loose sheets, and are intended to be inserted in the
company's perpetual catalogue, which was distrib-

uted several weeks ago.

In its August gth issue the Tramway and Railway
World of London devotes over 30 pages to the In-
ternational Tramways and Light Railways Exhibi-
tion which was held in London under its auspices
from June 23d to July 4th. A complete illustrated

description of the exhibition is given, including a
large number of very clear illustrations of the ex-
hibits.

The International Traction company of Buffalo,

N. Y., has published an attractive folder descriptive
of its lines in and about Niagara Falls and Buffalo.
One side contains a complete guide to Niagara Falls

and other points of interest in the vicinity, with
detailed information about the different routes to

be taken and the rates of fare. On the opposite
side is a colored birdseye view of the lines of the
company, extending from Buft'alo to Niagara Falls,

Lewiston, Youngstown, Lpckport, etc.

The Kentucky Electrical company, Owensboro,
Ky., has issued a bulletin pertaining to the Ken-
tucky incandescent lamp. The glass of the bulbs
and tubing used in these lamps is the Libbey prod-
uct, which is noted for its clear, crystal appear-
ance. The filament is made by a special process
which is said to give the exact voltage required at

the desired candlepower and efficiency, and each
lamp is individually exhausted. The manufacturer
guarantees the lamp to have a maintained candle-
power and efficiency, to be non-blackening, and to
give a pure white light throughout its useful life.

An illustration shows the style of filament used for
all voltages from 45 to 125 and for all candlepowers
from eight to 50.

The Simplex Electrical company, Cambridgeport,
A'lass., has just issued its sixth catalogue, descrip-
tive of miscellaneous heating apparatus, which in-

dicates, by comparison with previous issues, the
steady growth of the company's electric-heating
business. The catalogue, which contains nearly 60
pages, covers a great variety of apparatus. "Many
successful kitchen outfits," says the Simplex com-
pany, "have demonstrated that in the very near
future all good apartment houses will be provided
only with electricity for cooking and ironing.
Many hotels, hospitals, sanitariums and steamships
use electric flatirons, griddles, broilers, toasters, hot-
water urns and other items to a considerable ex-
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tent. Tailors, clothing manufacturers, laundries,
etc., use thousands ot irons, making necessary the
large variety listed. Electric heaters for street cars
are now the only kind considered, and we make
14 styles to meet the requirements in this line."

Brown, Boveri & Co., manufacturing electrical

engineers of Baden, Switzerland, have issued a fine

illustrated catalogue (in English) of some of the
more important installations carried out by the firm
during the last few years. All but two cf the il-

lustrations are full-page views and represent in-

stallations of large alternating-current plants. An
account of the firm's growth and the part it has
taken in the development of electrical engineering
makes very interesting reading. A long list of the
more important plants the firm has installed during
the eight years of its existence covers Germany.
Luxemburg, Switzerland, Austria, France, Belgium.
Holland, Italy, England, Russia, Spain, Sweden and
Norway, Egypt and the Transvaal.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
It is announced that W. \V. Vaughn will construct

a dam and erect an electric power plant at West
Branch, Mich., to furnish power to manufacturing
plants in the vicinity.

The Roanoke Navigation and Waterpower com-
pany will develop 1,000 horsepower on Roanoke
River and establish a large electric plant near Ro-
anoke Rapids, N. C.

The dam on Seneca River, where electric power
is furnished for the town of Anderson, S. C, is

now receiving additions, which will make the total

horsepower 5,000 and the cost $500,000.

A 50-year franchise to conduct an electrical power
plant and furnish power and light to mines and the

incorporated towns of Shasta County, Cal., has

been granted by the county supervisors to A. H.
Davidson of San Mateo County.

The Niskayuna Power company of Niskayuna,

N. Y., has been incorporated, with a capital stock

of $100,000, to develop electricity hydraulically and
to operate in Schenectady and New York city. The
directors of the company are E. C. Brown and L.

J. Montgomerv of New York city and W. A. Graves

of Rexford Flats.

Local capitalists at Hanford, Cal., have organized

the Mammoth Hectric company, which proposes

to develop electricity to furnish light and power to

ihe entire San Joaquin Vallev. The organizers are

H. G. Lacey. R. C. Lacey, O. M. Lacey, S. E. Bid-

die, J. E. Rawlins and others, and a large sum
of money is said to have been subscribed to carry

the enterprise through.

The York Furnace Electric company of Berlin,

Pa., has been granted a charter, which permits the

company to own and control waterpower from the

Susquehanna River and develop and distribute elec-

tric current for heat, light and power. The con-

cern is capitalized at $1,200, and the directors are

F. S. Shoft. Colemanville; Tohn W. Holman. New-
ten; J. Miller, G. B. Wilson and W. F. Beyer, of

Lancaster. _^^

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The General Electric company has declared a divi-

dend of two per cent, on its common stock, an ad-

\ance of one-half of one per cent, from the last

previous payment. The dividend is payable Oc-

tober 15th to stock of record September 25th.

A dividend of two per cent., payable October ist

to stockholders of record that day, has been de-

clared bv the directors of the Union Elevated Rail-

road company, which operates the Union Loop in

Chicago. The transfer books closed September 20th
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and reopen October 2d. This is the second dividend
this year, making four per cent, in all. The last
payment was two per cent, on March 26th. While
this dividend is not named to cover any particular
period, it really puts the stock on a four per cent,
basis. In 1899 the road paid a lump dividend of
four per cent

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Crotte electrical method of treating consump-

tion, described in the Western Electrician a few
months ago, is now said to be exciting attention
in Paris. It is said that the results have been highly
satisfactory.

The members of the local union of electrical
workers at Indianapolis. Ind., went on a strike Sep-
tember 14th. The strikers' demand is for an eight-
hour day in place of a nine-hour day and for 32V2
cents an hour in place of the present scale of 25
cents an hour.

Sealed proposals will be received at the office

uf the supervising architect. Washington, D. C,
until two o'clock p. m., on October 17th, and then
opened, for the low-pressure, steam-heating and
mechanical-ventilating apparatus, etc., for thfi

United States custom-house building at Portland,
Ore., in accordance with the drawings and specifi-

cations, which will be furnished at the discretion of

James Knox Taylor, the supervising architect, on
application at his office, or at the office of the su-

perintendent of the building, at Portland, Ore.

An electric arc was recently utilized to effect

an opening to a large safe at the general postoffice

in Chicago. The safe had not been used for some
time and the combination had been lost. An expert
was sent on by the Treasury Department at Wash-
ington, but his efforts were futile. W. A. Richard-
son, electrician at the postoffice, then accomplished
the work by means of an electric current. An ordi-

nary carbon was attached to one wire of the city

incandescent-light service, the other wire being con-

nected with an open outer iron door of the safe.

A water rheostat was placed in the circuit. The
door was 2^/2 inches thick and was constructed of

:^ix plates of different compositions.

TRADE NEWS.
J. Hicks Bunting of Wilmington, N. C, wishes

to communicate with manufacturers of combination

gas and electric fixtures.

The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp company of

Glen Ridge. N. J., capitalized at $150,000, has been

licensed to carry on business in Illinois, with a

capital stock of $38,000.

The Chicago Fuse Wire and Manufacturing com-
pany, Chicago, has been awarded a medal by the

international jury of award for its exhibit at the

Paris Exposition. This exhibit consists of a _com-

plete assortment of the company's "trademark" line

of tested fuse wire and fuse links.

Under date of August 28th, the United States

commissioners at the Paris Exposition informed the

Incandescent Electric Light Manipulator company

of Boston, Mass.. that the international jury of

award had granted the company a bronze medal for

its excellent exhibit at the exposition.

It is stated that the firm of Siemens & Halskc

of Berlin, with branches at Vienna and St. Peters-

burg, received more prizes at the Paris Exposition

than'anv other single company in the world. The

awards granted to the company comprised 12 grand

prizes, il gold, 21 silver and seven bronze medals.

Beecher Ogden, advertising manager of the In-

ternational Correspondence Schools. Scranton. Pa.,

was a f-ecent New York visitor. Mr. Ogden has

had charge of the advertising department of these
very successful schools for several years, and their

large increase in educational business is largely due
to his systematic and modern method of advertising.

The Alden Electric company of Chicago was re-

cently incorporated, with a capital stock of $12,000.
for general manufacturing and mercantile purposes.
The incorporators were Fred H. Alden, J. Schles-
singer and Jacob Geiserowich. The new company
has secured ample quarters at 52 and 54 West Van
Buren street and will do a general electric-supply
business.

The American Electric Fuse company, Chicago,
announces that it has opened offices and stock-
rooms at 116 Nassau street. New York city. This
branch will be under the charge of W. B. McCurdy,
who has been connected with the company for sev-
eral years, and who is thoroughly versed in every-
thing pertaining to the business. A full and com-
plete stock of all goods manufactured or handled
by the American company will be carried at* the
New York office and shipments will be made direct

from there to customers giving orders to that office,

thus saving time and money to the customers. Mr.
McCurdy will be pleased to see any of the trade
at the new offices.

In a recent communication to the Bullock Elec-
tric Manufacturing company, the George A. Fuller
company, contractor for the Broadway Chambers
building. New York city, a model of which is ex-
hibited at the Paris Exposition, states: "Your dy-
namo forms a prominent feature in our exhibit, and
helped to obtain the grand prize and gold medals
which have been awarded to this exhibit." Pros-
pective purchasers are asked to investigate the Bul-
lock dynamos and motors before placing their or-

ders. Descriptive and illustrated bulletins are fur-

nished free upon request to the Bullock Electric

Manufacturing company, St. Paul building, New
York city.

BUSINESS.
Managers of alternating-current lighting plants

who desire information regarding the Gntmann
wattmeter should apply directly to the selling agent,

the Electric Appliance company of Chicago.

The Jeffrey Manufacturing company, Columbus.
Ohio, manufacturer of chain belting, mining ma-
chinery, etc., announces that its complete elevating

and conveying-machinery and chain catalogue is now
ready for distribution.

Charles H. Besly & Co.. Chicago, for some years
have been sending metal-working tools tp India.

They began by sending a few tools, and those
small ones. Last year they sent to Bombay a 20-

inch lathe, and it is said that native mechanics, for

more than 100 miles around Bombay, came to see

the lathe on account of its size and the work it

does. The lathe was made by Mr. Porter of Massa-
chusetts. During the past month Besly & Co. have
?old outfits for three shops to go to India. Amer-
ican tools seem to be preferred in that country, and
the demand seems to be increasing.

J. Holt Gates & Co.. 15 Monadnock block, Chi-
cago, have been awarded the contract for a new
addition to the electric-light plant at Naperville,

111. There will be installed one 120-kilowatt War-
ren alternator, a handsome marble switchboard and
a 300-hor5epower cross-compound Corliss engine.

The entire plant will be run from this engine by
belts running to a countershaft. Additional ap-

paratus to be inslalled will result in a complete
overhauling of the entire outfit. The same firm has
been awarded the contract for a new addition to

the electric-light plant at Whitewater. Wis., which
includes a 90-kilowatt. slow-speed Warren alter-

nator.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued ScfUmber ll, iqoo.

657.510. Perforator Keyboard. Charles L. Buck-

ingham and Emil Germann. New iork. ?«. V.

AppUcation filed January 13, 1898-

In the pertora-ing system are rombined a keyboard

having a ser.es of key levers, a senes of <:ontact arms

actuated thereby, a common closing and breaking appa-

ratus in .he common return cirrn.. of the perTorator and

a cirrnit-breaking contact in one branch wh.ch is actuated

by th« spare kfy to break the branch as the common re-

turn circuit is closed.

637.516. Motor Vehicle. Clyde J. Coleman. Chi-

cago, III., assignor to the General Automobile

company of New Jersey. Application filed Oc-

tober 27, 1899.

In a system of electrical propulsion for
^°^°'l^^f)^l

are combined a circuit controller, a "'rent-reversiDg

switch, a motor, a vanable-spf ed mechanism, infrme

diate connections beiwetn the same and *= "'"f""B
m.ans of the controller, means capable of independent

actuation carried by the movable metnber cf the con-

troller within easy rSach of the oper«or-s hand and hav-

ing operative connection with the switch, and means for

lockiSg the switch against moveinent eicept when the

rontroTlcr mf chan-sm is in its st-rtirg position.

6:17,541. Device for Fi::ing Incandescent Electric

Lamps. Louis J. P. Hollub and Henri M.gna^,

Paris, France. Application filed May 29, 1900.

The device has a T-shnped part formed upon or applieii

toTheh.ad of the lamp bu'ib, i^n cotnbioation with a socket

provided with a diaphragm in which is to^s/,^^,.
oi°«

aperture, in such a manner that upon engaging the T-piecc

657.

in ihe aperture and turnioE the lamp through go degrees

this latter is fixed bv the arms of the T-shaped piece,

which engige in ihe recesses in the diaphragm, the ex-

tremity of the socket comprising slits in such a manner as

to exert a spring action upon the conical portion of the

head of the lamp and thus constantly maintain the arms

of the T-piece engaged in the recesses.

574 High-voltage Insulator. AH Sinding-Lar-

sen, Frederiksvaern, Norway. Application filed

December 11. 1899.

657

so. 637,574.

Combined with a main-line conduclor carrying alter-

„alir"or pulsating current and its lOsulaliijE suppor.s a e

a local circuit at each support and means for heating ihe

supports included in the local circuit. (See cut.)

62^ Ice-removing Trolley for E'ectric Rail-

ways. John J. Shirkey, Chicago, 111. Applica-

tion filed April 30, 1900-

A trolley wheel and its arm are comhinetl with a !.P""K-

actnated reciprocabic arm on the trolley arm, a fiange.l

spool on Ihe reciprocable arm, axially parallel cutters on
tue body of the spool and rylindrical teeth projf ctinj; frODi

the opposite inner faces of th" flanpps. the teeth having
points passing closely by the trolley wire.

^hy^^yj- Trolley Head. Stanislas Bourgeois, Man-
chester, N. H. Application filed April lo, 1900.

An electric trolley pole is provided with a trol'ey head
disp'~s*'d at an angle with the po'e and subsiartially unon
a horizontal plane, an oscMlatory yokp pivotally atiached
lo the bead and a trolley wheel mounted in the yoke.

657.6.^8. Secondary-battery Plate. William Bow-
ker, Sr.. Waltham, Mass. Application filed Jan-
uary 19, 1900.

The pla'e consists of the 'ead rr corducting plate pro-
vided with lirs or ears, and the sheets of nalur^I vegetable
tibrous network secured lo opposite sides of thp conduct-
ing plate by the ears or lips and having a filling of lead
oxide or artive material.

657.646, Apparatus for Reclaiming Tin and Zinc
from Tinned and Zinc Scrap. George B.

Cruickshank, Birmingham. Herbert R. S. Cole-

man, Smethwick. and Percival Cruickshank.
Birmingham, England. Application filed May
23, 1900,

In apparatus for reclaimiDg tin or zinc from llnned or
zinc srrap by the use ot a chemical sohi'ion and elec-

tric'ty arc combined a vat having suspended (herein a

rcvoluble reel with flanges with circumferential revolnble
perforated anode drums, such drums and tlieif interiors
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being connected
namo '

"'

pole

connected to the positive pole of a battery or dy-
, and the cathode plates connected to the negative
)f a battery or d3'namo.

657,659. Secondary Battery. Augustus Jamieson,
Elizabeth, N. J., assignor of three-fifths to Syd-
ney H. Carney, Henry E. Knox and William
Watt, New York, N. Y. Application filed No-
vember 18, 1897.

The process of producing electrodes for electric accum-
ulators is described. It consists in applying a plastic

mixture consisting of lead carbonate and water only to a

supporting plate then drying, and with a suitable electrode
treating the same, as a cathode by an electric current in a
solution of carbonate of soda, whereby the carbonic acid
is eliminated and a sponey but non-disintegrating metallic
lead is produced ready for use without compressing.

657,662. Controlling Means for Explosive Engines.
Frederick A. La Roche, New York, N. Y. Ap-
plication filed March 14, 1900.

In an electric controlling and starting device for gas
engines combined with suitable igniting circuits, a storage
battery charged by the engine and means for applying the
power thereof to the engine shaft, are a three-direclional
controlling lever and connections whereby upon a move-
ment thereof in one direction power is accumulated for

starting the engine, by movement in another direction the
ignition circuits are thrown in, and upon movement in an
opposite direction to the first movement the power accum-
ulated in the storage battery will be applied to the engine
shaft for starting.

657,672. Protective Device Against Burglary. Au-
gust Petternel, Siebenhirten, Austria-Hungary.
Application filed November 7, 1899,

The device has an electric alarm circuit, plates or
frames for covering the space to be protected and pro-
vided with two separate and independent sets of grooves,
the air contained in one set differing in density from that
contained in the other set and also from the outer air, a
U-shaped mercury tube, terminals of the alarm circuit
extending into the arms of the mercury tube, each set ot
grooves communicating with an arm of the tube, the mer-
cury level of which when the grooves are broken into will
change and close the alarm circuit and actuate t'le alarm.

OK>'
NO. 657,829.

657,678. Secondary Electric Clock. George P.

Rose, Jr., Dubuque, Iowa, assignor to Barnim
L. Behrendt, New York, N. Y. Application
filed October 30, 1899.

The device described consists of a minute wheel, a pawl
in engagement with the wheel, a lever for operating the
pawl, means for operating the lever, a second pawl with
spring acting thereon to engage with the minute wheel, an
armature, a pin attached to the armature and engaging
the second pawl to hold the pawl out of engagement with
the minute wheel, when the electric current is off.

657,694. Electric Clock. George Fichter, Lynn,
Mass. Application filed January 10, 1900.

The clock comprises an oscillating shaft and balance
wheel, a hairspring, an arm carried by the shaft, a swing-
ing pendant suspended thereon, two springs having ends
which are supported adjacent to each other but out of
contact and which are insulated from each other, a bat-
tery which is connected to the springs, an electromagnet
in its circuit, a flat surface adjacent to the end of one of

the springs and arranged in the path of the pendant, the
parts being arranged so that the pendant may be drawn
over the ends of the springs in turn, and will simulta-
neously engage the ends, when the oscillations of the bal-
ance wheel become too short and complete the circuit, and
means actuated by the magnet for giving an impulse to the
shaft.

657,703. Electrical Rheostat. Harry W. Leonard,
New York, N, Y, Application filed February
II, 1899.

A motor-starting or equivalent rheostat is described. It

is composed of a shallow box. one side of which is made
wholly or partially of insulating material and carries the
resistance and contact plates, the resistance being inside
of ihe box arranged in steps connected with the contact
plates and lying in a plane parallel to the top and bottom
of the box, and embedded in a mineral insulating material,
which insulates the sections of the resistance from each
other and prevents overheating of the resistance by ab-
sorbing the heat developed therein.

657,722. Means for Controlling Excitation of Boos-
ters or Generator Fields. Joseph Appleton,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the Electric Stor-
age Battery company, Gloucester City, N. J.

Application filed March 30, 1899.
Means for controlling the excitation of the field coil of

a dynamo-electric machine or booster comprise a source
of current other than the dynamo or booster, a par of re-
sistances connected across the source of current and
means for connecting the terminals of ilie held coil to va-
rious points of the same, to vary botli potential and polarity
of (he field.

657,730. Electric-railway Signal. George H. Dun-
ham, Quincy, Mass., assignor of one-half to El-
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mer H. Heath, Boston, Mass. Application filed

November II, 1899.

The system is so constructed and arranged that a trolley

wheel carried by a mov.ng car will act upon the lower end
of a lever and impel a sphere along a raceway into con-
tact with the metal plates on the raceway to close the side
circuit and light the signal lamp, and means to be operated
by the trolley wheel at or near the second turnout for
breaking (he side circuit and extinguishing the sigtjal

lights.

657,732. Coupling for Electric Conduits. Edward
S. Francis, Hartford, Conn. Application filed

July 6, 1900.

A coupling for conneclion boxes combines a main sec-
tion tubular in form and threaded on the inner surface at

one end and having a removable section less in length
than the coupling and partible on about the central plane
lengthwise of the coupling, and means for securing the
two sections together and clamping them upon the end of
the conduit.

(^'S7>73^- Electric Furnace. William S. Horry.
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., assignor to the Union
Carbide company, Chicago, 111. Application
filed November 23, 1S97.

An electric furnace constructed for the continuous de-
livery of carbide has pointed clamp screws mounted out-
side of the furnace and movable inward to nip off the
finished product as it is delivered from the furnace and a

movable furnace bottom constructed and arranged to sup-
port the weight of the contents ot the furnace and of the
product from underneath and to carry the product and
present it between the points of the screws.

657.757- Electric Bond for Railway Rails. Harold
P. Brown, Montclair, N. J. Application filed

February 18, 1899.

Combined with adjacent rails is a bond plate arranged
to overlap the meeting ends of the rails, the bond plate
and the rails being provided, the one with electric con-
ducting plugs fixed thereto atjd the other with bodies of
plastic alloy in position'to permanently engage the plugs.

657,760. Electric Igniter for Explosive Engines.
Isaac H. Davis, Boston, Mass., assignor of one-

half to E. D. Mellen, Cambridge. Mass. Ap-
plication filed November 18, 1S99.

The igniter combines an engine-revolved contact and a
co-operating stationary contact, means to efl^ect a relative
concentric adjustment of the contacts to vary the occur-
rence of ignition with respect to the power stroke of the
engine and means operated by the adjusting movement
for throwing the contacts into aod out of coacting relation.

657,782. Electric Elevator. John W. Mabbs, Chi-
cago, 111. Application filed July 26, 1897.

The elevator comprises a car, a hoisting cable therefor,
guides in which the»car operates, independent guides ar-
ranged to form a guideway, a frame arranged between the
independent guides and engaged on opposite sides thereof
with the guides, the frame connected to the hoisting cable
and forming a counterweight for the car, a rack carried by
each independent guide, a shaft arranged in suitable bear-
ings in the frame and disposed transversely thereof, pin-
ions carried at each end of the shaft and respectively
arranged to engage the racks, and a motor carried by the
frame for rotating the shaft, whereby the counterweight
frame is caused to travel to raise or lower the car.

657,795. Electric Circuit-closer for Looms. Harry
W. Smith and William H. Redding. Worcester,
Mass. Application filed July 13, 1898.

The device combines a shuttle provided with an open-
ing to receive the bobbin and a chamber or recess for a

pair ot contact surfaces, a pair of contact surfaces in-

closed in the chamber, a bar extending into the bobbin
opening and arranged to bear against the weft thread on
the bobbin and connecting raechan'sm between the bar
and the contact surfaces in the chamber, whereby they are
brought into contact as the weft is removed from the
bobbin.

657,804. Tip for Commutator Segments. Anton R.

Westerdahl, New York, N. Y., assignor to the

General Electric company of New York. Ap-
plication filed May 31, 1900.

A commutator segment is composed of insulating ma-
terial, with a metal tip secured thereto, comprising a
rectangular block with a pin formed^on ibe under side and
integral ttierewith, which pin is employed for clamping the
tip in place.

657,824. Conveying Apparatus. Robert T. Jenney.
London, England. Application filed June 25,

1900.

The apparatus comprises an electric motor, a holder for

each carrier of the apparatus, a contact plate in each
holder which, when, the carrier is placed in the holder, are
separated, a circuit in which such contacts are situated,

and means in such circuit for controlling the motor circuit

so that it is opened or closed as the carriers are in or out
of ihe holders.

657.828. System of Multiple-rate Metering. Eustace
Oxley, Lynn, Mass., assignor to the General
Electric company of New York. Application
filed July 31, 1S99.

The system comprises a supp'.y circuit, current-consum-
ing devices and a multrrate metering device at the con-
sumer's station, a control circuit extending to the station
from a distant point, electromagnetic devices operated by
ihe control circuit for changing the rate of meter registra-

tion and an electromagnetic device at the control station
responsive to a change of the meter connections and
adapted to restore them if changed independently ot the
control station.

657.829. Multirate Meter. Eustace Oxley. Lynn,
Mass., assignor to the General Electric company
of New York. Application filed August 7, 1899.

A multirate metering system is described which com-
prises a control circuit connecting the consumer's station

and a control siation, a magnetically controlled meter-rate-
changing switch at the former, a magnetically controlled
rate-maintaining switch at the latter, contacts tor the con-
trol circuit governed by the several switches for render-
ing their movements conjoint on a change of the control
circuit and circuit connections tor efVecting a restoration
ot the maintaining switch if disturbed by independent
operation ot the rate-changing switch, (See cut.)

657.830. Conductor and Collector for Electric Rail-

ways. Arthur Petzenbiirgcr, Berlin, Germany.
Application filed December 8, 1899.

The inventor describes a current collector comprising
an angular support mounted to rock and to have longi-
tudinal iTiovem(;nt. the vertical member ot the support
l)eing provided with a horizoniallv projecting pivot at its

lower end, a contact shoe mountud on the pivot, and means
passing through the support for operating the shoe.

September 22, 1900

657,853. Electric Lock. Henry G. Carleton, New
York, N. Y., assignor to the Carleton Electric
company, New York, N. Y. Application filed

January 13, 1900.

The lock combines a jnovable engaging part, a with-
drawing mechanism, a controller wh:ch moves with the
withdrawing mechanism when the lock is to be opened,
and electrically controlled means for giving the controller
a movement independent of the movement which it has
under the influence of the withdrawing mechanism to cause
it to engage the movab'e p rt.

NO. 657,861.

657,854. Combined Telephone Signal and Jack.
Oren R. Cline, Eldorado, Kan. Application
filed February 6, 1900.
Combined with a switchboard,having a jack socket and

an inclined guideway leading to the socket are a rotatable
indicator element in the guideway and adapted to roll
therethrough into the jack socket, a latch for holding the
indicator element normally retracted, electrical teiminals.
and a plug having its body formtd to enter the socket and
passage or guideway leading thereto, to move the indi-
cator element into engagement with the latch and to en-
gage a contact, the latch having electrically operated
means for releasing it from the indicator element.

657,861. Electric Measuring and Indicating Appar
ratus. Horace Darwin, Ernest H. Griffiths and
William _C. D. Whetham, Cambridge, England.
Application filed May 29, 1900.
The apparatus combines an electric circuit as used in a

null method, a movable conductor connected between two
points of the circuit, means whereby the conductor auto-
matically alters its point of connection with the circuit
until the balancing point is reached and means for making
an intermittent contact between the circuit and the con-
ductor and for arresting the motion of the conductor when
such contact is broken. (See cut.)

657,887. Electric Train-signal Device. James F.
Scullen, Chicago, 111. Application filed Janu-
ary 26, 1900.

Comprised in the device are a train of individual parts,
an equipment of parallel insulated wires for the train com-
posed of individual sections corresponding with (he indi-
vidual parts, an electric conneclion at each terminal of the
train-wire equipment, a separable coupling for each of the
individual sections consisting of two similar parts, paral-
lel blades in each pan, each" blade connected with one of
the parallel wires, springs on the sides of each ot the
blades, an insulating material between the blades, a
wrap ot insulating material inclosing the blades and
springs except the free ends which proirude, a spring-
actuated clip on each of the pans of the coupling adapted
lo engage normally with the tree ends ot the blades, the
blades of each of the parls adapted to be inserted between
the blades and springs ot ihe other part and the clip of one
part to engage with the outer surface cf the connecti g part.

NO. 657,899.

657,89-- Electrically Actuated Safety Device for Ele-
vators. Nelson B. Keyser, Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignor to Marcus B. May, Winchester, Mass.
Original application filed October 17, 1893. Di-
vided and this application filed October 29, 1S97.

Tiie invention consists of a motor-controlling device, a

door, and mechanism operable only when the car is oppo-
site the door and the door is open, for actuating the de-
vice to automatically stop the travel of the car, the
mechanism including a source of power, and also includ-
ing door-controlled means for conveying power from the
source to cause the actuation of the motor-conlrolling de-
vice.

657,899- Motor Vehicle. Clyde J. Coleman, Chi-
cago, 111., assignor to Thomas J. Ryan. New
York, N. Y. Application filed December 8, 1899.

In a system of propulsion for motor vehicles are com-
bined an electric motor, a friction pulley having operative
engagement with the armature of the motor and adapted
lo have longitudinal movement with relation to such mo-
tor, a shaft adapted to operate the driving wheels of the
vehicle, a friction disk carried by the shaft, means for

maintaining frictional enKagement between the friction

pulley and disk, an operating lever for imparling move-
ment to the friction pulley, and a current controller for the

electric motor carried by the lever. {Sec cut.)
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Chicago Automobile Exliibition and
Race Meet.

The International Automobile Exhibition and
Race Meet given under the auspices of the Chicago
Inter Ocean from September i8th to 25th was for

the most part a success. The show and races were
held at the grounds of the Washington Park Club,
and the managers were favored with good weather
on all the days except the 19th and 24th, when
i' rained considerably. The attendance each day
varied between i.ooo and 4,000. The races were
begun on Tuesday and continued on all the other

days, except Wednesday and Sunday. On the first

two or three days the different events were not
"pulled off'' with remarkable celerity or frequency,

but the last few days were marked by many lively

and exciting- contests. The most interesting events

narrowed down to contests between a very few con-

testants.

Alexander Winton, in his four-wheeled gasoline

racer, was one of the most prominent figures on the

track, and it is said that his 50-mile record on Sat-

urday of one hour 17 minutes and 50 seconds stands

without a parallel for four-wheeled vehicles. Better

time, however, for 50 miles was made by Albert

Champion of France on a gasoline motor tricycle.

Mr. Champion covered the distance in one hour

15 minutes and 57% seconds. Other prominent

racers on machines similar to Champion's were

Kennett A. Skinner and C. S. Wridgway.
Messrs. Champion. Skinner and Wridgway gave

several .spirited and close contests. Probably the

most daring- and skillful operator seen about the

track was T. E. Griffin, who handled a racer of the

locomobile (steam) type with great skill. His ex-

hibition mile race against time, in which he covered

the mile in the fast time of one minute and six

seconds, is claimed to be the fastest time for that

distance ever made by a four-wheeled vehicle, ex-

cepting only railway trains. Although generally

credited with no exceptional speed, the electric ve-

hicle showed up remarkably well at the meet. A
light runabout, built by the Hewitt-Lindstrom Motor
company, made a mile in 2:34. under the guidance
of Charles A. Lindstrom. and this company's ve-

hicles also figured prominently in several other

contests. Mr. Lindstrom's 13-year-old daughter.

Miss Jeanette, showed considerable skill in handling

electric vehicles in several different races.

As far as the exhibition itself went, the expecta-

tations of the promoters were probably not fully re-

alized. The vehicles were shown under the east end of

the large grand stand, the different manufacturers

occupying space according to their requirements.

There were less than a hundred vehicles shown for

exhibition purposes solely. Three of the largest ex-

hibitors showed electric vehicles, the total number
of electric machines exhibited being 34. There were

23 gasoline and :iS steam vehicles on exhibition. The
different types of gearing, engine construction, etc..

were subjects of careful examination by many peo-

pie. One noticeable feature of the exhibition that

was conspicuous by its absence was the large pneu-

matic tire. None of these large tires were to be

seen. The majority of the vehicles were equipped

with solid-rubber tires, although a few were pro-

vided with pneumatic tires of small diameter.

Some of the most interesting events from the

.viewpoint of the general public w^ere afforded by

John Worth with a gasoline delivery wagon of the

Chicago Motor Vehicle company's manufacture.

The wagon was run up a specially constructed see-

CHICAGO AUTOMOBILE EXHIBITION — GASOLINE VEHICLE
ON 35 PER CENT. GRADE.

saw arrangement or "teeter" in front of the grand
stand, and the operator exhibited perfect control

of the vehicle by balancing it over the center of

the teeter and by teetering it back and forth. The
operator also gave an exhibition of running over
an obstacle with one rear wheel. The fine control
he had over the mechanism of the vehicle was dem-
onstrated by letting the wheel roll slowly off of an
obstacle until it just cracked an egg, and then
running the wheel back over the obstacle. An illus-

tration on the next page shows the wagon mount-
ing the teeter platform.

Another exhibition given with the same vehicle
was that of mounting the successive sections of an
incline increasing in grade from lo to 40 per cent.
The above picture shows the wagon stopped on the
35 per cent, grade.

One of the most practical results of ihe auto-
mobile show will be the compilation and publication
of (he data collected from the scientific te.sts. A
testing platform, shown in the larger 'illustration
on page ig6, was built under the west end of the
L'rand stand. The vehicles to be tested were run
up the incline backward on to the platform. The
rear or driving wheels rested on split-wood pulleys
which were mounted on. a shaft beneath. A pulley
on one end of this shaft, shown at the left of the
picture, was belted to a five-horsepower Wagner
motor, a suitable sliding-wire resistance being con-
nected in the motor circuit to vary the speed. A
complete test of the vehicles was made. The brake
horsepower, the draw-bar pull, efficiency of batteries,
friction of gearing, etc., were some of the points
determined. The draw-bar pull was measured by
means of a lever arrangement bearing on a plat-
form .scales. During the tests of an electric vehicle
some of the points noted were the revolutions of
the brake pulley, revolutions of the driving wheels,
draw-bar pull, voltage and amount of current con-
sumed. Standard Weston instruments were used
for the electrical mea.surements. The committee in

charge of the tests comprised Leland L. Summers,
Cleveland: Professor John E. Sweet, .Syracuse,
N. Y.; Professor Henry Crew, Northwestern Uni-
versity: H. M, Brinckerhoti, general manager Met-
ropolitan West Side Elevated Railroad company;
Professor P, M. Chamberlain, Lewis Institute; Pro-
lessor C. V. Kerr, Armour Institute, and R. H.
Pierce. The data will be tabulated and published.
The start for the race between Miss Jeanette

Lindstrom and Miss M. A. Ryan in electric vehicles
is shown in the illustration at the left.

Summaries of Races,

The summaries of the diffeernt events as run oft
are as follows:

Tuesday, Sc/'tciiibcr jSth.

Kveiit Xo. 1—Graud nutoinobile pnriiao fru- imniufaetur-
Klrst \n-W.p, gold incdn], for ^.'reatc-st iiiunb.^r of prai--

sIkiis: sfcond prl/.c-, ^rnld iit.-(];il, for ;,'i'cal..sl niuii-

CHICAGO AUTOMOBILE EXHIBITION AND RACE M-ET.-MISS RVAN AND M

BLECTRIC-VEHICLE RACE.

ISS LINDSTROM AWAITING THE

Ml IW:

of
»t |.i

Ihll'.l |M

Kv.-nl

cl |irlzi..

I-Mnclsli
..Is Moloi- \

.Mol'ii

i-lllek'

•dal. I'ci

"li.iii.i-.

iipauy.

'iiiUi; i-iii-c. flyiiii? start, free for all,
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fui- stuiuu fiutomoblle. First prize, gold medal ; second
prizo. silver medal. T. E. GriHin, first; H. C. Eisselstyii,

second. Time, 1:39.

Event No. 3—One-mile race, flying start, free for all,

for giisoliiie automobile. First prize, gold medal; second
prize, silver medal. Arthur J. Kddy, walk-over. Time,
2:09.

Event No. 4—One-mile race, flying start, free for all,

for electric automobile. First prize, gold medal; .second

prize, silver medal. Charles A. Lhidstrom, walk-over.
Time, 2:34.

Event No. 5—Obstacle race. Prize of gold medal for

.-.TeaU-st dexterity in passing through obstacles. T. B.
Grittin, first.

Event No. 6—Grand automobile parade for private own-
ers. Gold medal prize for most elegant turnout; gold
medal prize for carriage carrying greatest number of

mitted. First prize, gold medal; second prize, silver
medal. J. W. Bate (steam) won in 14:32 1-5; Charles A.
Lindstrom (electric), second. In 14:35 2-5; Charles T. Jef-
fery (gasoline), third; Arthur J. Eddy (gasoline), fourth.

Saturday, September ssd.

Event No. 1—Grand sweepstakes event for In-
ter Ocean cliallenge cu]). Fifty miles. Alexander
AVinton, four-wheel gasoline—5 miles, 8:44; 10, 16:09;

15, 23:52; 20, 31:35; 25, 39:25; 30. 47:12; 35, 54:49;

40. 1 :02 :25 ; 45, 1 :10:36 ; 50, 1 :17 :50. Fastest miles
were made in the thirty-sixth and fortieth, in 1:30; av-
erage, 1:33 2-5. In one hour covered 38 miles, V-f^. furlongs.
Judges later opened race to Albert Champion and Ken-

iifit A. Skinner on motor tricycles. Champioii~5 miles.

7:31; 10, 14:54 2-5; 15, 22:27 1-5: 20. 30:04 3-5; 25, 37:40 4-5; 30,

lilvent No. &—Ten-mile' ladies' race; prize, gold medal
Not filled

Special rough-riding contest, to luelnde running over
jers and^ four-feet-high piles of logs and lumber;

CHICAGO AUTOMOBILE EXHIBITION.—PLATFORM FOR TESTING.

seated passengers. J. Wesley Allison, first; Charles A.
Lindstrom, second, carrying twenty-two persons.
Event No. 7—Ten-mile race, free for all. First prize,

gold medal, to winner: second prize, silver medal, to most
uexierous operator; third prize, gold medal, to best-ap-
pearing vehicle. Alexander AVmilou, first; Kennett a.
Skinner, second; Arthur J. Eddy, third. Time, 16:00 2-5;

best mile, 1:08.

Event No. 8—Five-mile race for motor tricycles. First
prize, J150; second prize. $oO. Kennett A Skinner, first;

Albert Champion, second. Time, 7:33V2; best mile, 1:06.

. Exhibition mile by T. E. Griflfin in locomobile in 1:06.

Thursday, September jotli.

Event No". 1—Mail race (five miles). First prize, gold
medal to mauufacturcr of mail wagon for best time in

finisbing and making twenty mailbox collections; second
prize. $^ in gold, to driver of prize-winning wagon; third
Itrize, gold medal for most practical and best adapted
wagon. Siegel, C^ooper & Co., first.

Event No. 2—Exhibition on teeter board by John Worth
with a deliveiT wagon of the Chicago Motor Vehicle com-
pany's '.nanufacture.
Event No. 3—One-mile race, flying start, free for all,

of steam locomobiles (private owners). First prize, gold
medal; second prize, silver medal. Dr. L. D. Shepard,
first; H. C. Eisselstyn, second. Time, 2:55,

Event No. 4—Exhibition of grade climbing by John
Worth with Chicago Motor Vehicle company's delivery
wagon. Wagon was driven up to 35 per ceiit grade.
Kvent No. 5--Fifteen-mile race, flying start between

motor tricycles. First prize, §150; second prize. $50. Al-

bert Champion, France, first; Kennett A. Skinner, sec-

ond. Time, 24:47 3-5.

Friday, Septem,ber 31st.

I'emoi'.stration of perfect control of automobile on sec-

saw or teeter.
i'ivent No, 1—Ten-mile road race for vehicles carrying

four people. Silver cup won by T. E. Grlflan In a walk-
oA'or.

Event No. 2—Five-mile road race for vehicles carrying
two [jcople. Silver medal. Milwaukee automobile made
first four miles in 2:52y2, 2:34V2, 2:00 2-5 and 2:313-5. Loco-
mobile made last mile in 2:37 3-5 and won race in 11:38 1-5.

fivcnt No. 3—Two-mllo ladles' race for silver medal.
A\'on by Miss .Tjannette Lindstrom in a Hewltt-Lindstrom
runabout. Miss M. A. Ryan, In Woods stanhope, second.
Tln)e, flrst mile, 3:32'/2; second mile, 3:39i/2; total, 7:12.

Event No. 4—One-mile novelty race, vehicles running
backward. First prize, silver cup; second prize, sllvt-r

medal. Two ontrlr^s, T. E. Crillhi and H. C. Eisselstyn.
On flrst trial Grllliu \-.\\\ inlo ffm-<- and Eisselstyn won in

-1:16. Race run ov-r. (Irllliii winning In 2:56 3-5.

Event No. 5—Ilanilb ;i|> lacr^ for silvn- cup for lilgh-si)ced
four-wheel vehicles, between Alexander WInton and
.\rlhur J. Eddy, WInton to go twenty ndles to Eddv's
sixteen. Wlnton's twenty miles; 2:01V^. 1:.37. 1:36 1-f^,

1:371/2- l:3S'/2, 1:351/2, 1:34. I:34i4, l:'j5%. 1:36. 1:36^^,. 1:36, l:oJ.

1:36, 1:35, l:3G'/i. 1:38, V.W-k. 1:361-5. 1:38. Winlon made
the twenty miles while Eddy went thirteen. Time for
Wlnton'H twenty miles, 30:31 i/i.

Event No. 6—Twonty-mllc race between WInton, Cbam-
j)|on and Skinner. First jirlzc, ?150; second prize, $50.
WInton declined and as a substitute Skinner and Cham-
pion raced, giving C. G. Wrldcwav handicap of oni-
mile. Wridgway won In 15:19 1-5; Skinmr. Heeond, 15:48 3-r.:

Chainpion. third. 15:55. Motor tvlevdes ns.d.
Event No. 7—Exhibition mile bv ri,iinii)loii on motor

blcveie. Time. 1:314-5.
Event No. s_Gnind flvc-n)lIo free-for-all race, espoelally

arrangefl for meml)ei-n uf I he ChlnJigo Automobile Club.
SInndiird vchlrlcR ;ih uHod bv llie club mendHU-s only ad

45:04 3-5; 35. 52:28 4-5; 40, 59:53 2-5; 45. 1:08:113-5; 50,

1:15:57 2-5. Fastest mile, second, 1:201-5. In one hour cov-
ered 40 miles, 3-5 furlong.
Event No. 2—Ten-mile race for steam vehicles, manu-

facturers; first prize, silver cup; second prize, silver
medal; first. Locomobile, Grifiin drlvin?; Milwaukee,
Dousman driving, dropped out at eighth mile. Time,
21:13.
Event No. 3—Ten-mile race for gasoline vehicles. Win-

ton, in racing machine. 16:17 3-5; Champion, on tricycle,
14:211-5; Skinner, on tricycle, 14:21 2-5.

E^ ent No. 4—Five-mile juvenile race for electric ve-
hicles. First prize, silver cup; second prize, silver medal.
Hewitt-Lindstrruu only entry. To furnish race, placed
Master W. S. Mlllen (fifteen years old) on two-seated
brake and Miss I-indstrom (thirteen years old) -on run- .

about, giving Master Milleti baif-mile handicap. Miss
f^indstrom made Ave miles in 15:50 4-5; Milieu, four miles,
in 17:22 4-5.

Event No. 5—Five-mile combination race to winner o£
above manufacturers' races. Electric did not compete.
First prize, gold medal to Champion in 7:36. Griffin
dropped out.
Special race, one mile (club men's race), ic electric

stanhope, between Bruce Clark and Alfred T. Leopold.
Leopold won in 3:221-5.
Special two-mile race in electric vehicles between Mis.-s

Li.adstroin and Miss Ryan, for silver medal. Miss Ryan
^^on in 6:43 2-5; Miss Lindstrom. close second.

Monday, September 24th .

Event No. 1—Grade-climbing contest. Prizes, gold and
silver medals. First prize to Chicago Motor Vehicle
company. First trial, from iiosition 50 feet from base of
incliue; machine, commercial delivery wagon. Ascended
to 37 per cent, point of grade. Second trial, vehicle as-
cended to top of incline, compli-i iii^,^ i-ntire 42 per cent.
grade. Second prize to St. Lduis Mninr Carriage com-
pany, making 35 per cent, on lixcd position, and 3G per
cent, an second trial.

Event No. 4—Pioneer contest. Prize, gold medal for
oldest automobile entered. Won bv Columbia Perambu-
lator company, only exhibitor.
Event No. 5—Fancy and trick driving contest. Open to

all types of motor vehicles. First prize, gold medal for
most difficult tests and practical demonstrations; second
iirize, silver medal. First prize won by Chicago Motor
Vehicle company; second prize, St. Louis Motor'Carriago
company.

lOvent No. 6—Two-mile merchant delivery race. Won
by Hewitt-Llndstrnni Motor company In walk-over.

Tuesday, September 3jth.

Event No. 1—T. E. Grlfliu, In one-mile race against
world's track record for auloniobiles, I'rize, silver cup.
First mile, 1:34; second attempt, 1:313-5.
Event No. 2—Five-mile ladies' race, free for all. Prize,

silver medal. Won by Miss .Teanette Lindstrom, with
Hewltt-Lindstrom Motor company road wagon. Time.
12:41 3-5.

Event No. 3~Challengo grade-climbing contest for gold
nn-dal. Won by Chicago Motor Vehicle company. No
other contestant.
Event No, 4—Threendte race for motor vehicles carry-

ing four people. Won l)y Chicago. Motor Vehicle com-
pany. Time, 10:31. St. Louis Motor Carriage company
vehicle enlcred, but disiiuallfled because rig was not
according (o sTieein<!ii-lons.

Extra—Five miles for motor tricycles; $100 to winner. •

Won by Albi.'rt riluimplon.
Event No. .5—Ten-mile race for private auloinoblles

seating two people: first prize, gold medal; second prize,
siU-er medal. F. W. Rrlnekerliofr, first; Charies T. Jef-
fery. seeond. Time. S0:56 2-5.

timbi..-^ „ ^^^ „.^„ i,„^„ „^ ,„oo ""V
prize, $150 in gold. Won by Chicago MotO" Vehicle
company. No other conlestant.
Event No. 9—Five-mile race for motor tricycles; ?100

to winner. Won by Albert Champion. Time, 6:49 1-5
Extra—iiixhibltlon trial for best time of American and

world's record; prize, gold medal. Time, 1:191-5. Won bv
Albert Champion.
Special—A gold medal was awarded to C. G. Wridgway.

the English champion, for long-distance trip on' motor
vehicle, the trip being from Albany, N. Y., to Toledo
Ohio. '

Exhibits and Exhibitors.

A sample of transmission gearing was exhibited
by the Empire Motor Works of Buffalo, N. Y.
The Baldwin Cycle Chain company, Worcester

Mass., was on hand with a line of its detachable
(.hams, suitable for automobile use.

The Avery acetylene searchlight, especially con-
structed for automobile uses, was exhibited by its
manufacturer, the Carse Brothers company of Chi-
cago.

The Jesse O. Wells company of Des Moines Iowa
represented by Jesse O. Wells and Webster Bishop'
exhibited the Wells patent folding top for bufiffies
and automobiles.

tt'^^'^,
5^^^'" '^^'^ bearings were shown bv the

United States Ball Bearing company, in the person
01 K. i:<rankl)n Peterson, western sales representa-
tive tor the company.
C M. Giddings and R. C. Stevens of Giddings

& Stevens. Rockford, III., did not exhibit, but were
both in attendance to advance their new two-cylin-
der, two-cycle gasoline engine for automobile uses.
Strong & Rogers of Cleveland showed a single

electric vehicle of the stanhope pattern It was
beautifully finished and trimmed and was believed
by some to be the handsomest vehicle on the
grounds.

Cauda Brothers, western agents for the Canda
Manufacturing company of Carteret. N Y exhib-
ited a gasoline "auto-quadrJcycle," which haa a
bicycle seat for the driver and a comfortable seatm front tor one passenger.

William P. Miller's Sons of Chicago showed their
ime of lubricants, especially prepared for auto-
mobiles and m the same space the Nelson Auto-
mobile Motor company of Chicago exhibited designs
of Its new automobile motor and gearing,
^..''^he Buffalo Gasoline Motor company of Buffalo
K. \.. manufacturer of motors for vehicles boats
and stationary purposes, had on exhibition a six-
horsepower, four-cylinder, upright, non-vibrating
gasoline motor, which attracted considerable atten-
tion.

The Consolidated Rubber Tire company of Chi-
cago showed its well-known Kelly Springfield
solid-rubber tires, with electrically welded retaining
wires. It also exhibited roller bearings manufac"^
tared by the Grant Manufacturing company of
Springfield, Ohio.
An interesting exhibit was that of three ..old ve-

hicles shown by the Columbia Perambulator com-
pany. One of these:.had a placard stating that it*
was the first vehicle used in Chicago and that it'
dated prior to 1890. The vehicle^Avere all equipped
with electric motors, but/ the. batteries had long
since been removed.

The Milwaukee Automobile company exhibited
two steam runabouts and a separate engine. This I

company sells automobile parts, as well as complete
vehicles, and it showed an automobile gear, a seam-
less steam or air tank and other parts. The exhibit!
was in charge of J. H Dousman, secretary of thcj
company, and Frank P. lUsley, the Chicago agent."]

CHICAGO AUTOMOBILE EXHIBITION.—GASOLINE DELIVERV
WAGON ON "TEETER."

The Mobile company of America, with headquar-
ters at Tarrytown, N. Y.. exhibited a victoria, two
buggy-top carriages, a Westchester model runa-
bout and nine other runabouts. These vehicles
were all of the steam-propelled type. Randolph
Walker was in charge of the exhibit, and J. H. Mc-
pnffy and L. C. Soule of the company were also
in attendance.

The St. Louis Motor Carriage company of St.

J-ouis showed two gasoline vehicles that had been
driven oyer Illinois from St. Louis to Chicago.
One vehicle was a spindle-seat road wagon and
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the other a stanhope. The representatives of the
company, John L. French and H. Edgar French
were kept busy taking visitors for short rides iri

their vehicles.

Secretary V. G. Apple of the Davton Electrical
Manufacturing company, Dayton, Ohio, was much
in evidence, explaining the merits of the Apple gas-
engine igniters. A jump-spark outfit was exhibited
with an automatic igniting dynamo equipped with
a spark coil in its base. Mr. Apple stated thai
he had taken orders for his outfit from all but one
of the gasoline-machine concerns represented at the
exhibition.

The Ohio Automobile company of Warren. Ohio.
I he gasoline-vehicle end of the New York and Ohio
company, had on exhibition two of its Packard
lunabouts, which, are adjustable for one or
two seats. George L. Weiss had charge of the
exhibit and was assisted by William S. Ions and
F. Hofste. Mr. Packard and Burt Hatsher. the
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races and with which he made his 50-mile record
°? ^=""'''''>y afternoon. President Arthur J. Eddy
of the Chicago Automobile Club used the semi-racer
in his exhibitions. The Winton machines are of the
Eingle-cylinder gasoline type. The company was
well represented by President Alexander Winton.
bales Manager C. B. Shanks, who had charge of
the exhibit, C. C. Collins and A. D. Shanks.

President N. H. Motsinger and Secretary R. A
Morns of the Motsinger Device Manufacturing
compan.v, Pendleton. Ind., were present to extol
ihe merits of their gas-engine sparking device.

former. The i^rimary of the transformer was con-
nected to a 2,080-volt circuit, the secondary deliver-
ing current at 230 volts. George B. Foster, the
popular Chicago representative of the Wagner com-
pany, was on hand to explain the merits of the
charging outfit.

The exhibit of the Chicago Motor Vehicle com-
pany, situated near the main entrance, comprised
two brakes, a trap, a stanhope and two delivery
wagons. This company's machines are all of the
gasoline type and their chief selling point is the
perfect control the driver has over the operation

Woods Motor Vehicle Companv.

inventors and designers of the vehicle, were also in

attendance.

Always popular at whatever convention he at-

tends, William Hood, general sales agent of the
Helios-Upton company, made many friends at the

automobile exhibition. His company showed two
sets of storage batteries, one of 36 cells, suitable for

a runabout, and one of 40 cells, for heavier vehicles.

R. C. Gregg, western manager, Thomas Spencer,

general superintendent, and King Upton, managing
director of the company, were also in attendance,

The Eastman Automobile company of Cleveland.

Ohio, exhibited a complete steam vehicle and
three pressed-steel bodies for runabout styles. The
company makes a specialty of its sheet-steel bodies

with asbestos lining, which are insulated and incom-

bustible. E. E. Foote. in charge of the exhibit,

reported having taken orders for 400 bodies during

the week. H. F. Eastman, president, and H. J.

Hayes, manager of the company, were in attendance.

EXHIBITS AT THE CHICAGO AUTOMOBILE EXHIBITION.

called the "auto-sparker." The device consists of a

small generator operated by a friction pulley, which
bears on the flywheel of the engine. ]t is claimed
to maintain constant speed and therefore regular
sparking, regardless of the variations in the speed
of the flywheel. It is adaptable for use with gaso-
line vehicles, and the device was shown as attached to

a vehicle that had been run from St. Louis to

Chicago for the exposition.

The Locomobile company of America, New \ork,
exhibited four runabouts, one surrey, two stanhopes
and two racing machines. These machines were all

of the steam type. A. W. Robinson, superintendent

of agencies, was in charge of the exhibit, and he

was assisted by T. E. Griffin, assistant superintend-

ent of the factory at Bridgeport, Conn.. H. C. Eissel-

styn and C. H. Tucker. Mr. Griffin early in the

meet became a well-known figure upon the race-

track, and was successful in capturing several prizes.

It was in one of the locomobile racers that he made

American Bicycle Coiopaiiy,

of the vehicles. This control is accomplished by
means of a large friction wheel under the center of
the vehicle. One of the delivery wagons was used
in the teeter and grade-climbing exhibitions already
referred to. The company was represented by Pres-
ident W. O. Worth, General Manager J. E. Keith,
Treasurer and Superintendent H. W. Kellogg, Sec-
retary W. R. Donaldson and J. A. Linville, who
had charge of the exhibit.

The De Dion-Bouton Motorette company of

Brooklyn, the sole agent and licensed manufacturer
in the United States for De Dion-Bouton & Co.,

Puteaux, France, was represented by C. G. Wridg-
way, who had charge of the exhibit. The vehicles

shown w^ere a gasoline motorette with two seats, for

either three or four people, and a gasoline tricycle.

Both were French machines, as the American fac-

tory is not in operation yet. Mr. Wridgway was as-

sisted by G. S. Gelston. The two gentlemen rode
the motorette from Albany to Toledo, en route to

Chicago, and covered about r.6oo miles in three

weeks. The tricycle was ridden by Mr. Wridgway
in his races. The racers. Albert Champion, who

Among the concerns exhibiting at the automobile

meet that are not mentioned elsewhere were the

following-named exhibitors: Porter Battery com-

pany, Chicago; B. F. Sweet, Fond du Lac, Wis.;

Friedman Automobile company, Chicago; Horseless

Age. Chicago: W. C. Houston & Co., Chicago;

Kokomo Rubber company, Kokomo, Ind.; The

Automobile. New York: W. W. Rathbun. Chicago;

Autobain, Chicago; Automobile Review. Chicago;

Motor Vehicle Review, Cleveland; Motor Age.

Chicago.

The Winton Motor Carriage company of Cleve-

land, Ohio, showed four vehicles, viz.. phaeton,

surrev, semi-racer and racer. The racer was the

machine used bv Alexander Wmton m all ot hi>

EXHIBITS AT THE CHICAGO AUTOMOBILE EXHIBITION.

a mile in one minute and six seconds on the first

day of the meet, the fastest mile ever made by a

four-wheeled vehicle, outside of a railway car.

An interesting exhibit from the electric-vehicle

owners' viewpoint was that made by the Wagner

Electric Manufacturmg company of St. Louis. It

consisted of an automobile charging set. The mo-

tor end of the outfit was a 20-horsepower. alternat-

ing-current machine, operating on a 208-volt Go-

cycle circuit. The generator was capable of deliv-

ering 64 amperes at 125 volts. A gray marble

switchboard was also shown, on which were

mounted an ammeter, voltmeter, two switches and

a rheostat The alternating current was received

f^^^ a General Electric type H. 15-kilowatt trans-

rode an Orient tricycle, and Kennctt A. Skinner,
who rode a De Dion tricycle, kept their vehicles

in the De Dion-Bouton booth, where they were
inspected by many interested persons.

The Olds Motor Works of Detroit were repre-
sented by R. E. Olds, manager, and M. F. Loomis.
who has charge of the electric-vehicle department
of the works. The Olds firm has been in the gas-
engine business for a number of years. It first

produced a steam carriage in i8go, which was sold

in India. Then the gasoline vehicle was taken up.

and now the firm is devoting part of its attention

to the building of electric vehicles. The only ve-

hicle shown was an electric stanhope, which the

firm is building to supply the demand for a high-
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grade family carriage. All ihe gearing of the ve-

hicle was enclosed. The booth of the Olds Works
had a handsome entrance formed by Corinthian
columns, studded with incandescent lamps.

By far the largest exhibit was that oi the Woods
Motor Vehicle company of Chicago. This com-
pany had 21 vehicles in its large booth, and the

exhibit made a striking display. The vehicles

shown were as follows: Hansom cab, extension
brougham, landau, brake, stanhope, three top road
wagons, two spindle-seat road wagons, stanhope
with rumble, physician's coupe, two victorias,

brougham cab, station wagon, small brougham.
United States mail picking-up wagon, coach de-

livery wagon, and two delivery wagons, designed
respectively for Marshall Field & Co. and the Pabst
Brewing company of Milwaukee. The last-men-
tioned wagon was greatly admired for its handsome
finish and artistic design. The whole collection was
for exhibition purposes solely, and not intended
for racing contests. The Woods company had two
coachmen dressed in fashionable livery in constant
attendance at its booth. Bruce Clark had charge
of the exhibit, and he was ably assisted by J. Wesley
Allison, president and general manager, G. H. At-
kins, secretary and treasurer, Samuel Bofkin, gen-

e;'al sales agent, and G. H. Petrie and R. B. Leffing-

well, sales agents.

The booth of the American Bicycle company at-

tracted many visitors. The main portion of the

company's exhibit was taken up with electric ve-

hicles shown by the Waverley factory. The line

included a runabout, runabout with top. stanhope,

brake, combination delivery vehicle, dos-a-dos, road
wagon and road wagon with top. These vehicles.

by their noiseless operation and handsome design,

attracted much attention. J. S. Connell, sales man-
ager of the Waverley factory, was in charge of the

exhibition. Others in attendance were J. E. Brom-
ley, second vice-president, T. T. Marcellus, third

vice-president, W. L. Githens. head sales manager.

G. A. Duncan of Minneapolis, John E. Roach of

Louisville, the inevitable Fred Patee of Peoria. 111.,

and Thomas H. B. Varney of San Francisco. The
Cleveland factory exhibited a gasoline motor-tri-

cycle, and the Crescent Works, represented by
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Hutin-Leblanc Direct-connected Two-
phase Alternator.

Among the most interesting of the large generat-
ing sets in the dynamo room allotted to the French
section of the Paris Exposition is the direct-con-

nected engine and alternator of 750 kilowatts con-
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these engines is desirable for alternators of central

stations, owing to the great variations of loAd. On
the other hand, the governor acts with greater rap-

idity in this type of engine, as it acts upon the whole
of the expansion.

The system of compensating winding adopted by

FIG. 2. HUTIN-LEBLANC DIRECT-CO

structed by the Joseph Farcot company, which has

a large establishment near Paris. The designers of

the system. Messrs. Hutin and Leblanc, have

planned the present arrangement especially with a

HUTIN-LEBLANC DIRECT-CONNECTED TWO-PHASE ALTERNATOR.

G. W. Hett, showed a gasoline "trimotor" auto-
mobile. The Gormully & Jeffery sales department
showed a Rambler gasoline runabout and also had
a machine on the track to demonstrate its starting

and running qnalities. Joseph F. Gunther, man-
ager, and Charles T. Jeffery represented the Rambler
machines.

Unusual interest was shown by visitors to the
exhibit of the Hewitt-Lindstrom Motor company
of Chicago, whose line of electric vehicles was very
complete. The exhibit consisted of vehicles of the
omnibus, delivery-wagon, brake, stanhope and runa-
bout type, and, through courtesy of the management.
many visitors enjoyed the pleasure of taking their

first ride in an automobile. The handsome design
and finish of the vehicles shown were freely com-
mented upon, and courteous attendants were ever
ready to explain to those interested the details of

mechanical construction. Interest seemed to center
in the runabout and omnibus. The former had won
numerous prizes in open competition for vehicles of

this type. The 'bus is designed for pleasure parties,

depot work and use in .public parks. It has a
comfortable seating capacity for 20 grown persons,
and during the show made daily trips over the
grounds. Ten first and several second prizes were
awarded to vehicles of the Hewitt-Lindstrom Motor
conijjany's make, and in the practical utility tesls

the company's motors, safety devices and style nf

construction showed a very high average percentage.
Messrs. John Hewili and Charles A. Lind.strom were
in constant attendance at the show, ably assisted by
the following-named gentlemen; F. E. Rich. John
B. Conrad, il. Underwood, N. Vance and E. O'Con-
nell.

view of solving the problem of working alternators

in parallel. They have chosen a simple condensing

engine as presenting certain advantages over the

other types. The consumption of steam per indi-

NNECTED TWO- PHASE ALTERNATOR.

Messrs. Hutin and Leblanc is said to have over-
come the only objection to the use of such engines
for parallel working. This has been demonstrated,
it is thought, by the successful working of one of the
large stations of Paris, operated on this system,
with seven alternators of 600 kilowatts each, and
by another station in the suburbs having four alter-

nators of 350 kilowatts, besides a number of others.

The generating set presents the peculiarity that both
engine and dynamo have been built by the same
firm.

The engine, shown in Fig. i and the plan view
(Fig. 2), is non-condensing, of the standard type
made by the company, and includes a number of

improvements in detail which are the restdt of sev-

eral years' study of this form of engine. The cylinder
diameter is about 40 inches and the stroke 54 inches.

It will give 900 horsepower (indicated) at one-tenth
admission, or 1,300 horsepower at two-tenths. By
using three-tenths admission it will give as high as

1,600 horsepower. The governor, shown in Fig. i.

has an adjustment which allows it to be regulated

cither for the putting in synchronism of its alter-

nator with other machines on the circuit or for the

regulation after this coupling has been made.
The alternator is of the two-phase type and gives

normally SSo to 900 kilowatts at a voltage of 3.000.

The current at full load is 200 amperes to each cir-

cuit. There are in all 64 poles, or 32 for each of

the two exterior armature rings. This, with a speed

of 78.5 revolutions per minute, gives a frecjuency

of 42 cycles per second. The disposition of the

armature, which is exterior and stationary, will be

observed in Fig. 3. Two large rings of cast iron,

seen also at the exterior of the alternator in Fig. i.

form the main body of the armature. These rings are

placed side by side and carry a series of projections I

CONNiiCTED TWO-PHASE ALTERNATOR.-
REVOLVING FIELD.

DETAILS OF STATIONARV ARMATURE AND

cated horsepower at full load is about the same
as for the compound types, they contend, with in-

creased efficiency due to the smaller number of

liarts. Besides, the consumption of steam per in-

diciited horsepower varies but little for a great varia-

tion f)f power developed; in conse(|uence. the use of

(Ui) (n,). Fig. 3, by which they almost touch in

the center. There are 64 of these projections, corre-

sponding to the number of armature coils. Each of

the rings carries on the interior the laminated por-

tion (pi) (p-..), which is built up of iron plate; this

is held in place by the end plates (c|i) ((|.-), Tlie
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winding (Ii) passes in slots in the armature. Each
of the two armatures is wound for simple alternat-

ing current, with 64 coils of 10 turns each. The coils

are divided into two series of five turns each, and
superposed, being placed in 64 slots. The insulation

is made of micanite tubes. The two coils in each
slot are separated by a triangular strip of paraffined

wood. The coils are wound with copper bands
0.14 inch by 0.15 inch in section. The resistance

of each of the armatures is 0.113 ohm, measured hot.

The armature coils are connected at the exterior

by strips bolted together, the joints being pro-

tected by ebonite boxes. The winding is protected

by a circular bronze end plate, with openings, which
is bolted to the main ring.

The two halves of the stationary armature may
be moved laterally and thus made to uncover the

revolving field. The projecting base of the arma-
ture ring slides upon its support, being moved by
a screw. The polar projections are not in actual

contact, but about one-eighth-inch space is left be-

tween them, to avoid the effects of residual mag-
netism, v;hicli would make them difficult to sep-

arate. The exterior diameter of the armature is

234 inches and the interior 220 inches. The width

of active iron in each ring is 12 inches and the total

width of the armature, not counting the bronze

ELECTRICITY IN .AGRICULTURE
PLANT.

-GENERATING

end plates, is three -feet. The total weight of the

fixed portion reaches 132,000 pounds.

The revolving field is composed of a central por-

tion (j), forming the rim of the flywheel proper,

and two cast-iron rings, which are bolted to each

side. Each of these is made in four pieces. The

rings carry the laminated portions (si) (S;), forming

the field projections; they are held on by bolts (d).

which pass into the keys (c) (c), previously wedged

into the mass. The pole-pieces are enlarged at the

ends and carry circular grooves, slightly open, in

which is placed a series of copper bars, which

forms the compensating winding. The field is ex-

cited by a single coil, which passes around the

periphery of the flywheel, between the laminated por-

tions. This coil, seen in section at (i). is held on

by the straps (h) to the main body, between the

rings U.) (Ij; the latter are provided with wings,

which serve to increase the ventilation. This is also

assured by the fact that the openings between the

external armature projections have a considerable

width, allowing a good circulation of air. The

field winding has 460 turns of wire 0.3 inch in

diameter; its resistance is 3.5 ohms and the excit-

inj^ current at full load is about 50 amperes. The

air gap is 0.26 inch and the diameter of the field,

214.5 inches. The total weight of the revolving field,

without the shaft, is 110,000 pounds, of which the

winding represents 6,600 pounds.

.\n original feature of this machine is the arrange-

ment for compensating for the armature reaction.

This is carried out by an auxiliary winding com-

posed of the copper bars previously mentioned; these

have a circular section and pasS through the slots

on the ends of the pole-pieces, being joined at their

extremities by copper segments. Each pole-piece

carries five bars and there are, besides, two similar

bars riveted to the segments in the spaces between

the poles. This disposition will be seen at the right

in Fi- 3 Messrs. Hutin and Leblanc. who have

been among the foremost of the European engineers

in the study of alternators and rotary converters

give the following explanation of the system adopted

in this machine. The dynamo, although two-phase,

has but one winding upon each armature, this ar-

rangement has been adopted in order to obtain the

full efliect of the compensating winding. The latter

is used to diminish the armature reaction and also

to keep the alternators in synchronism when worked

in parallel. In polyphase machines having a poly-

phase winding on each armature the flux due to the

armature currents is a constant flux, tu>^n'"S. '"

space with the same speed and in the same direction
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as the field flux; it is thus fixed with relation to the
compensating bars, and these have no action upon it.

On the contrary, in armatures of single phase the
flux is alternating and may, as the inventors have
shown, be separated into two components, turning
in opposite directions at a speed corresponding to

synchronism. The first will remain fixed with rela-

tion to the field, without effect upon the compensating
bars, but the second will be displaced with reference
to the bars at double speed; it induces in the bars
an electromotive force at a frequency double that

of the alternator, whose currents give a number of

ampere- turns equal and opposite to the ampere-turns
of the second component. In fact, this component is

practically annulled. The first component is, there-

fore, the only one left to be balanced by the field

winding. The second advantage of the compensat-
ing winding is that it enables the coupling of alter-

nators in parallel to be carried out easily. The com-
pensating winding forms, in fact, the armature of a

non-synchronous generator or motor. When the

machines tend to fall out of phase, the compensating
circuit gives a strong reaction, permitting the ma-
chines to fall in step. When a number of machines
are working in parallel the regularity of the system
is greatly increased by the compensating system on
account of the powerful couples which it opposes to

momentary changes of speed during each revolu-

tion.

The machine carries an exciter upon the outer

extremity of the shaft. The exciter has a capacity

of 60 amperes at 220 volts. This machine has six

poles with series winding.

ugal pump, etc., and thus materially reduce the inter-

est on invested capital.

Second—The electrical apparatus may be placed in

any convenient place without detriment to its useful-

ness, the power being readily carried to its destina-

tion, with minimum loss, by wire.

Third—Any motor may be readily moved from
point to point to meet the local demands of the various

agricultural machines.

Fourth—The current may be readily divided so as

to permit the actuating of more than one motor at

the same instant.

Fifth—Motive power, light and heat may be util-

ized from the same plant.

Sixth—Properly installed, such a plant would give

Electricity in Agriculture.

According to Paul Renaud, it is only a compara-
tively short time when anira'al power will be largely

displaced on the farm by electrical energy. In a se-

ries of articles in TElectricien, he has shown, p^r ially

from actual working apparatus, various applications

of electrical energ>' in farm life. Mr. Renaud says.

among other things, that he has calculated the com-
parative cost of electrical and animal energy (horses)

for the transportation of 10,000 cubic meters of ma-
terial over a road one kilometer in length, having a

width of 50 centimeters, the grades in some cases

rising as high as 10 per cent., with results showing an

advantage in favor of electricity of 31 per cent. The
details of these experiments are published in the

Bulletin of the (French) Society of Encouragement.

The writer proposes a small station, as shown in

Fig. I, from which he would utilize power for nearly

FIG 3. ELECTRICITY IN AGRICULTURE —SHEEP SHEAR-
ING BY ELECTRIC POWER

almost absolute .security against fire or danger to

persons.

Seventh—The handling and care of such an installa-

tion could be readily learned, and would then be easy

and simple.

Eighth—In case of conflagration it would form a

better fire apparatus, properly arranged, than could

be hoped for, except in towns of considerable im-

portance.

Ninth—The removal of beasts of burden would

inure to the health of communities ; would relieve the

fluctuating annoyances in the prices of food prod-

ucts, which sometimes result disastrously to the

producer.

Mr. Renaud cites individual instances of the bene-

ELECTKICITV IN AGRICULTURE.—A TROLLEY TRAIN OF BEETS AT THE SUGAR FACTORY.

ever,- variety of labor accomplished by animals. In

one of his articles he illustrates a trainload of beets

drawn by a trolley line (Fig. 2). This is from the

sugar works of Goenendyck, Holland.

\mong the illustrations given are many of consid-

erable ingenuity as well as interest—thrcshmg grain

afield transporting it to the barn, pressing and bal^mg

hay grinding mills, etc. In Fig. 3 is shown a Ger-

man exhibition of sheep-shearing by electric power.

The principal advantages of electric power m agri-

culture, according to Mr. Renaud, are:

pii-st—Hydraulic or steam power pre-existmg. or-

dinarily in use for distilling, sugar refining or starch

manufacture, may thus be employed temporarily as

occasion requires, to drive the plow, actuate a centnf-

ficial results which have resulted from experiments

with electricity in deep plowing, among which are

the products of the premises of Mr. Prat, an increase

of 33 per cent.; at Grochoff, Prussia, of 25 per cent.;

in Hungary, premises of tht: Archduke Alhrecht. 35

per cent, in his barley crop.

Of course, it is to be remembered that these obser-

vations (pre-existing power, etc.) apply to European

conditions. With a grounded return system it would

be interesting, also, to note if the stray currents

did or did not increase vegetation.

Bids will be received, until September 25th, by

the Board of Trustees of the village of Neoga, III,

for constructing an electric-light plant.
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American Street Railway association, Kansas City, Mo., Octo-

ber i6tb to I9tb.

Automobile Show, New York, N. Y., November 10th to Z4tb,

Illinois State Electric association. Peoria- November 27th.

Forty-cent gas in a few competitive districts of

Chicago has stirred up some of the aldermen to

such an extent that a municipal gas plant is pro-

posed, because "the reduction now in force shows

that the prices heretofore charged were excessive."

Philadelphia's experience with a municipal gas un-

dertaking was so unfortunate that any other city

should deliberate well before engaging in the busi-

ness. In electric-lighting circles the most enlight-

ened central-station men propose a uniform system

of accounts, with books open to the public. In

this way it can be determined whether the public
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is overcharged and whether better results could be

obtained from a municipally managed plant. The
gas industry ought to be willing to place, itself in

a similar position. With all elements of cost prop-

erly taken into account, the lighting interests should

be satisfied with only a fair commercial profit in

addition. If the people were once convinced that the

lighting companies were not taking advantage of

their public privileges to make an undue profit, the

municipal-ownership agitation would cease.

The paper of Mr. Etienne de Fodor of Budapest

on a ''Proposed Method of Charging for Electric

Current," read before the recent Electrical Congress

at Paris, is more interesting than valuable to Ameri-
can central-station men, because it takes no account

of motor load or the variation in load at different

times in the day. The writer proposes a discount

according to the season of the year, based on pro-

portionate lamp-hour consumption; but; in this

country something more than that is needed. How-
ever, Mr. de Fodor's paper is of considerable in-

terest; it is presented on another page.

Despite its manifest advantages and the fact that

for years it has been legally recognized by the

United States government, the metric system of

weights and measures seems to make way but

slowly in this country. Doubtless there is some
progress, and a constantly increasing 'proportion of

the people is familiar with the decimal system, but

the process of assimilation is a very deliberate one.

The subject is recalled by a recent statement of

Consul Thackera of Havre, who, in calling attention

to an opportunity for the introduction of American
steel measuring tapes, caliper gauges and the like,

says: "Of course, the scales must in every case be

metrical, as no other system of measurement is used

in France. In this respect, at least, the French

lead the way; and it is to be hoped that America

will not be long in following suit, as no one can

dispute the fact that the metric system excels all

others in simplicity and practical usefulness. Its

general adoption by all countries is to be greatly

desired by those who wish to foster and extend the

commercial and industrial intercourse between the

various nations." The truth of this is generally

recognized, but the fact seems to avail little for

the every-day employment of the improved system.

The situation in China again calls attention to

the necessity of a transpacific cable. In fact, the

need is such an obvious one that there can be no
question that one or more cables across the Pa-

cific will soon be laid. Japan, China, Australia and
the Philippines are assuming such importance in

the diplomacy and trade of the world that the

circuitous methods of telegraphic communication

now existing must be supplemented by other and
more direct routes, not alone for the benefit of the

United States, but also for Great Britain and other

European countries. There are no insuperable en-

gineering objections to a Pacific cable, and the

twentieth century will not long be marred by the

omission of such an important link in the world's

telegraphs as a submarine line from Asia to North
America would prove to be. Unquestionably it

will be to the advantage of the United States to

possess a Pacific cable, and that the first one.

The subject has been before Congress several times,

but none of the plans proposed has been carried

out, owing to conflict between advocates of a private

cable subsidized by the government and a straight-

out government cable. It is to be hoped that at

the coming session of Congress some definite ar-

rangement will be made. Certainly if government
ownership is ever justified It will be In this case.

Under President Gaboon's direction the National

Electric Light association is making a vigorous

effort to enlarge its membership and thus enhance

Its usefulness, both by the force of greater numbers
and the possession of more funds. Lieutenant Ga-

boon points out that the work of the committee
on the photometric value of arc lamps has been

of a high order, and that to carry it to its logical

conclusion will require increased resources. The as-

sociation has taken an aggressive stand against

municipal ownership and is daily helping companies,
particularly small ones, in their fight for existence.

Companies not members of the association do not

hesitate to appeal to the National association for

help when attacked, yet sometimes seem to think

that the organization should go to the expense of

collecting and preparing data for their use without
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expecting them to help foot the bills. The associa-
tion has now in hand the preparation of a complete
and. uniform system of accounting; It is preparing
to fight the present unjust freight classification of

electrical apparatus, and is engaged in the collection

of other data of interest and importance. The pres-
ident calls the attention of central-station companies
not members of the association to these facts and
solicits their support in the practical form of ap-
plications for mcnjbership. The effort is a well-de-

serving one, and the Western Electrician hopes that

It will meet with success.

In electrical and other forms of competition be-

tween Englishmen and Americans national charac-

teristics are, of course, continually cropping out.

Sober-minded men on both sides of the Atlantic

ask themselves, temperately and judicially, "What
manner of men are these, my brothers?" An an-
swer to this question is found In a recently pub-
lished book, the memorials of Charles Henry Pear-

son. Mr. Pearson was an Englishman of high
character and keen intellect, a fellow of Oriel Col-

lege at Oxford and later an Australian cabinet min-
ister. He compares Englishmen and Americans In

the following terms:

The American has less stiffness of manner, and,
I think, more good nature. With respect to na-
tional character, I agree in an observation madeyto
me by an Englishman who knew the States well,
that the American's great advantage over the En-
glishman Is his greater modesty. The Enghshman
is Impatient of new inventions and new ideas, be-
cause he believes that nothing more can possibly
be needed than Is already to be found in England.
The American, on the other hand, believes the so-
ciety he lives in to be susceptible of improvement,
and inclines to give everything a fair 'trial.

This seems to be a just characterization, and,

coming from an Englishman, is particularly grace-

ful. It is pleasant to have our progresslveness con-
ceded by a foreigner; we know our faults our-

selves.

If the refuse or garbage of a large city could be

burned in a "destructor" in such a way that the

heat could be economically applied to some useful

Industrial purpose, such as the generation of elec-

tricity for light and power, the result would be such

a satisfactory kiUing of two birds with one stone

that everyone would rejoice. But those who have
had most experience with experimental plants of

this character are of the opinion that the practica-

bility of the plan is very dubious. At the recent

session of the British Association in Bradford,

England, Mr. J. McTaggart, the "cleansing supers

intendent".of that city, read a paper on "The Dis-

posal of House Refuse in Bradford." This is, per-

haps, the latest contribution of Importance on the

subject, although It must be borne In mind that

the writer treats of the disposal of "ashpit refuse,"

and not of the miscellaneous kitchen refuse known
in this country as garbage. The Bradford plant,

or a part of it, has been in operation since 1880,

and Mr. McTaggart's conclusion is that as an
economical destructor "of refuse it is a success, but

that as .a practical power-raising apparatus it Is

available only to a very limited extent. In the dis-

cussion of the paper this point was brought, up.

.-\nsiverlng a question, Mr. McTaggart said that

the subject of generating electricity from refuse was
one which had received the consideration of the

cleansing committee of Bradford, but so far it had
not yet seen its way to go any further into the

matter than simply to light its own works and the

limited area adjoining them. The calorific value of

the refuse was found to vary so much from day to

day that the committee hesitated to place itself in

any position where it might be expected to deliver

a certain amount of power which it would find It

would be unable to do without using coal. In his

opinion the committee should not try to have a

duplicate plant at all. If it wished to have an elec-

tric-lighting works, let It have one, and thoroughly

up to date; If it wanted a destructor, let it have It as

a destructor, and make that thoroughly up to date,

and let it utilize every atom of power in some other

useful work.

These conclusions are the result of years of prac-

tical experience. Inasmuch as the mayor of Chi-

cago has been directed by the City Council to ap

point a committee of five aldermen to investigate

the feasibility of utilizing heat from garbage crema-

tories for the production of electricity, the experi-

ciu-e of Bradford should be of some value to the

numicipal aulliorilics of this city.
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Old-time and Military Telegraphers.
[Special correspondenci: of the Western Electrician.]

St. Paul, Minn., September 21.—The annual meet-
ing of the Old-time Telegraphers' association and
of the Society of the United States Military Tele-
t];raph Corps, which closed in this city to-day. was
one long to be remembered in the minds of those
present. The attendance was fully as large as could
be expected, and many members expressed them-
selves as being surprised at the large number pres-
ent. V/hilc there was not a great amount of business
to come before the two associations, and most of

that which did come up was of a routine nature,

those present expressed themselves as being well
satisfied with the work accomplished. The social

features of the meeting were numerous and afforded

no small amount of pleasure to the visiting members.
The list of those present includes some of the

most prominent men in the telegraphic aiifairs of

the United States and Canada. All the larger cities

in Canada w'ere well represented, and nearly every

city in the eastern part of the United States sent

delegations or representatives. Aside from these.

members were present from all over the country, and
l.iy their attention to matters before the association

showed that they were fully alive to the benefit to be

derived from such meetings.

One feature of the meeting which was particularly

gratifying was the large number of women who
were present. Nearly one-half the entire number
were women, and they took a prominent part in the

deliberations of the convention. Special prepara-

tions for their entertainment had been made by the

committees in charge, and all comments expressed

by them show that they were greatly pleased at the

courtesies extended to them.
Owing to the cloudy and stormy weather which

predominated on the days of the meeting, a few

of the pleasure features of the programme were

omitted, but the enjoyment thus lost was fully rec-

ompensed by the keen pleasure which was taken

in those events which could be given without the

consent of the Weather Bureau.

The meeting was held in Elks' Hall, St. Paul, and

at the business session of the Old Timers, which

was held on Tuesday morning, upward of 300

members were in their seats. When President H. C.

Hope took the chair to open the meeting for busi-

ness, he was heartily cheered. He expressed great

pride in being called upon to preside at such a

representative meeting of the association, and de-

clared that he was extremely gratified at the out-

look for a successful meeting, as depicted by the

large number present. Mayor Smith of St. Paul

was introduced to the meeting, and in his jolly,

whole-souled manner, presented a large key, which

he declared was the official key of the city of St.

Paul. James D. Reid, the father of the association

and one of the best-known of the veteran telegra-

phers, was called upon to receive the key by the

members of the association, and as he thanked the

mayor for the courtesy, he was warmly applauded.

Senator C. K. IDavis of Minnesota was then intro-

duced to the convention, and in a few remarks told

of his experience with the telegraph key when ne

was a young man. He related several incidents

which had happened many years ago, when the art

was in its infancy.

After the customary opening remarks, the regular

order of business was taken up. Routine matters

were disposed of and such new business as came

before the meeting was discussed and acted upon.

The election of officers resulted as follows: Presi-

dent J. B. McFarland of the Bell Telephone com-

pany, Montreal; vice-president, J. E. Hutchinson, of

the Ottawa Street Railway company, Ottawa;

secretary and treasurer, John Brant, manager of ttje

Western Union Telegraph company, ^ew \ork.

The committee having the nominations in charge

was composed of W. C. Burton, New \ork; H A.

Tuttle. Minneapolis; G. H. Yetman, Boston; J. f.

Petit Chicago: Colonel J. Winthrop, Philadelphia.

It was decided to hold the next regular meeting

of the association at Montreal, Canada, on the third

Tuesday in September.
At the close of the session invitations were re-

ceived from several of the prominent St Paul cluljs,

invfting the members to participate in the hospitali-

ties of the club rooms. These invitations were quite

generally accepted, and an eft'ort put forth by the

clubs to make the delegates feel at home. At) in-

vitation was also received by the members invitmg

them to take a trolley ride about the city on Tues-

day afternoon. This invitation was also generally

accepted, and a large number were on the cars in

the afternoon and rode to various points of interest

about the city. Fort Snelling was visited and the

party was entertained at the b.U'ldmgs on the

^rounds The members of the Military Telegiaph

Corps were greatly interested in the many new in-

ventions which were seen about the fort and which

were not a part of the equipment when they ..ere

in service. , ., ^^^:«-.,.„

One incident which was of more than ofd nar

interest to the Old Timers was the presentation, bj

Mr. Reid. of the medallion of Saniuel F. B Morse.

This medallion was made from the >nyentors pic-

ture at the age of 20 years, and is highly value

by the members of the association. It was turned

over to the president for safe keeping, an<i «>" be

given to each succeeding pres.aent of the as ocia

..ion in order that it may not be lost o/ m.sp aced

A business meeting of the Society of ^e United

States Military Corps was also held «" lj;-^"='^-

The annual address of the president William B^

Wilson, who was absent on account of a recent

death in his family, was presented. The address
recommended that a committee be appointed to con-
fer with Senator Davis in regard to the introduc-
tion into Congress of a bill that will give to former
military operators the recognition now awarded to
other veterans of the Civil War. The committee
appointed was as follows: Colonel Bliss, Chicago;
Colonel Winthrop, Philadelphia; W. R. Plum, Chi-
cago. The election of officers resulted in the re-
election of Mr. Wilson and his associates.
Wednesday was "Minneapolis Day" with the dele-

gates. Special interurban cars were chartered, and
a ride to Minneapolis was first enjoyed. This was
followed by a ride to several points of interest about
the city, and at about noon the street cars drew up
at the railroad station, where a special train was
waiting to convey the party to Lake Minnetonka.
The afternoon was spent on the lake and at the Ice
"^tacht clubhouse-, where a luncheon had been pre-
pared. After spending a short time at the club-
house in the enjoyment of the luncheon and an
informal hop, which follow-ed, the party again took
the train for Minneapolis.
Wednesday evening was spent at the Masonic

Temple in Minneapolis, where a banquet had been
prepared. Dancing was the order of the evening
for the younger members, and those who were not
desirous of entering into this form of amusement
spent the evening in telling past experiences at the
business ends of the wires.

Thursday morning again found the delegates on
chartered cars. A ride was taken to various points
in St. Paul and Minneapolis. Lake Harriet, Lake
Como. Minnehaha. Mound Park and various other
interesting points were yisited. A carriage drive
about the city of St. Paul was scheduled for the

afternoon, but owing to the inclement weather this

feature of the programme had to be omitted.

The banquet at the Hotel Ryan, in St. Paul, was
the crowning feature of the meeting. Every prep-
aration had been made for this event, and it was
participated in by over 400 .guests. Mr. Hope, the

retiring president, introduced H. P. Hall, who acted

as toastmaster. As Mr. Hall took his seat a ticker

was heard, and as the last letter of "What Hath
God Wrought?" was ticked, the banqueters broke
into tumultuous applause. Governor Lind of Min-
nesota was introduced, and in a few well-worded
remarks spoke of the art of telegraphy and its

growth in the United States, James D. Reid was
the next speaker, and, despite his four score of years

and two, he held the attention of the entire assem-
bly. He expressed his pleasure at the growth of

the association, and although his remarks were

mostly of a congratulatory vein, he said:^ "I take

great interest in the proceedings here to-night, but.

nevertheless. I am here somewhat in a diiTerent spirit

than most of you. Most of you are young. All of

you are good-looking. I am among you with a sort

of feeling that it may probably be for the last time.

I feel that it is a farewell for me. and it makes the

occasion somewhat sad." Mayor Gray of Minneap-

olis was then called upon and gave a short address

on the relation of the art of telegraphy to the mod-
ern newspaper. Robert C. Harper of Minneapolis,

who is now loi years of age. also spoke a few

words, and was vigorously aoplauded. Others who
responded to toasts were Mrs. John C. Costello,

New York: W. L. Ives. New York; W. H. Eustis.

Minneapolis; J. McMirhael. H. A. Tuttle. J. H.
Sl-inner, Georee R. Finch. T. J. Dicks, A. C.

Thomas Mr. Wenter. W. C. Burton. Dr. Monro.

Charles Seldon. W. R. Plum. A. C. Terry. M. J.

O'Leary. A number of others prominent in tele-

graphic affairs also spoke in response to toasts.

National Municipal League.

About 100 delegates attended the sixth annual

convention of the National Municipal League in

Milwaukee last week. This convention was the

starting point of active work in the adoption of the

so-called municipal programme adopted at the Co-

lumbus convention last year. The programme, as

adopted, recommends three branches of activity-

enlarging the power of cities by providing, so far

as possible, for home rule; enforcing carefully de-

vised restrictions against the abuses of municipal

powers, and regulating the granting of franchises.

New officers were elected as follows: President,

James C. Carter, New York; first vice-president.

Charles Richardson, Philadelphia; second vice-

president, Samuel B. Capen, Boston; third vice-

president. Thomas M. Strong. Portland, Ore.;

fourth vice-president. H. Dickson Bruens, New

Orleans- fifth vice-nresident, Edmund J. James. Chi-

cago- secretary, Clinton Rogers Woodruff, Phila-

delphia; treasurer, George Burnham, Jr., Philadel-

phia- executive committee, Charles J. Bonaparte,

chairman. Baltimore; George W Guthrie, Pitts-

burg- William G. Low, Brooklyn; Joseph A. Miller,

Providence; Harry A. Garfield. Cleveland; Oliver

McClintock, Pittsburg; Dudley Tibbitts Troy;

Geor-'e W Ochs, Chattanooga; John A. Butler, Mil-

waukee' Hector Mcintosh, Philadelphia; Frank N.

Hartweil, Louisville, and the previously-named

°
Among the papers was one by George E Hooker

of Chicago on "Local Transportation and Its Re-

lation to the Welfare of the Municipality. Mr.

Hooker advocated the idea of grading fares word-

ing to the distance traveled. He is opposed to sell-

ing franchises to street-railway companies, holding
that the money thus obtained comes from the ptjor.

who are forced to patronize street railways, and
goes into the pockets of boodlers in the City Coun-
cils. Another paper of unusual interest was contrib-

uted by Bird S. Coler, comptroller of the city of

New York, whose subject was "Danger of the Com-
mercial Spirit in Politics."

The meeting closed with tha reading of a paper
by M. N. Baker of New York on "Municipal Ac-
counting," which was discussed by James B. Gaboon
of Syracuse, N. Y., the president of the National

Electric Light association. The place of next meet--

ing will not be chosen for several months.

British Association Meeting.
[Special correspondence of tlie Western Electrician.]

London, September 11.—The members of the

British Association are holding their annual meet-
ing this year at Bradford. Women have .gained a

footing now on the committees. The learned men
who have hitherto monopolized these bodies have
had the advice given to Ida in "The Princess" re-

torted upon them: "Work no more alone." They
have heard the inverted argument, "The man's
cause is the woman's," and have given in. Profes-

sor Hartog, to prove it, cited the work of the late

Miss Mary Kingsley, and Professor Silvanus

Thompson told how a woman—Mrs. Ayrton—had
made the most interesting contribution to the Con-
gress on Electricity in Paris. The voting in wom-
en's favor was more than two to one.

There were a good many papers in the mechanical-

science section of exceptional interest. The ad-

dress of the president is almost inevitably difficult,

but it is often suggestive. That of Dr. J. Lannor
the president of this section at this meeting, was
the latter quite as much as the former. He grapples

witli a group of problems, the rise of which is

largely due to' the exceptional advances made dur-

ing the last quarter of a century in the manipulation

of electric power. The study of its transmission,

now even across space for long distances, and of

electric discharges in rarefied media, suggest that

in the abstract region of this science the physicist

must deal with two subjects of thought, viz., the

molecules, which constitute what is called matter,

and the ether, or medium pervading them. But
when any attempt is made to determine what either

of these really is. difficulties at once arise. Physicists,

as Dr. Larmor showed in his historical and critical

sketch, though they had but little real knowledge
of the essential nature of matter, have been able to

divine precisely the mode of operation of the in-

tangible ether, and to get some idea of the physical

action of the molecules. But it is as yet an un-

settled question whether the former be the very

essence of physical actions or whether it is an im-

palpable material atmosphere of exceeding tenuity,

though with properties of a solid, as Lord Kelvin

maintains, which serves for the transference of en-

ergy by radiation, at extremely small densities, but

at a very great speed. If the second view be cor-

rect, then ordinary matter would be the seat of all

this energy, a hypothesis seemingly difficult to rec-

oncile with certain recent discoveries about the

electric fields around currents and magnets. Dr.

Larmor's critical discussion of electrical power led

him to the conclusion that in regard to the uniform

phenomena of activity in finite regions of the ether,

science can build up a definite scheme, but in the

domain of matter it cannot say what that is. but can

only, accepting the existence of permanent molecu-

lar systems, fit together an outline plan of the

more general and universal features of their activity.

In other words, the secret of the universe has not

yet been discovered, though many erroneous con-

ceptions have been cleared away and progress made,

both directly and indirectly, toward solving the

problem. At present, we may be said to be brought

down to an ultimate dualism in the beginning of

things, but in the journey thither many apparent

diversities become only different modes of a real

unity, so that this dualism at last may be found in

like matter to exist in thought rather than in fact.

Mr. J. G. W. Aldridge read a very interesting

paper on "The Automobile for Electric Traction."

Since we can have telegraphy without wires, why
cannot we have traniways without lines, argues Mr.

Aldridge.

Parliament threw out the Manchester and Liver-

poo! electric-railway proposal, which was to develop

a normal running speed of something like 120 miles

an hour. The electricians, under the guidance of

Sir William Preece, discussed the feasibility of such

a venture, after listening to an instructive paper

on "Resistance Acceleration of Trains." Sir Will-

iam Preece read a paper on "Wireless Telegraphy

and Telephony." an abstract of which the Western

Electrician correspondent presents elsewhere.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Notes from Ohio and the Ohio Valley.

Di- L E Niles of Springfield has gone to New
York where he will open offices for the Electro-

magnetic Telegraph company, of which he is presi-

dent. The company will place upon the market a

police and fire-alarm system.
, , .

The town of Alliance, after a long delay, has

.^ranted the Columbiana County Telephone company

a franchise to build an exchange. President S. C.

Thayer states that work will be begun on the new

system at once.
, -n •

The Warren-Niles Telephone company will give

free service to its subscribers in Warren and Niles

on its new lines to Leavittsburg, Mineral Ridge and

Vienna. ^ , , -n

The Columbiana County Telephone company will

be able to connect its line with the Independent

system at Pittsburg the latter part of November.

The Marietta Telephone company, Marietta, Ohio,

opened its office for business two weeks ago

with 600 subscribers. The system was built by W. J.

Dusenberry and others of Columbus, fhe Bell peo-

ple are said to be cutting rates to meet competition.

The Central Union Telephone company has been

granted an injunction against the Home Telephone

Company of Greenville, Ohio, stopping the la ter

from building a system in the town. The Central

Union people asserted that the Independent com-

pany had cut its main lines and lines running to its

subscribers, thus greatly impairing the service.

There is probably another side to the question

which Judge Elam Fisher of Eaton, who granted

the injunction, will be asked to hear later on.

The United States Telephone company has begun

the construction of a line from Toledo to Saginaw,

Mich connecting also with the towns of Adrian,
.

tackson, Lansing and Owosso. as well as a number

'of smaller ones. The entire line will be about 160

miles in length. This company will withm a short

time be able to make connection with the large

cities of the East also. .,,,
A new Independent exchange is to be built at

Lexin-'ton Ky. within a short time, and it is stated

that activity in this line of improvement will .soon

be quite marked in that state.

The officials of the new Citizens Telephone com-

pany at Circleville, Ohio, have been meeting with

success in soliciting subscriptions. Already over

100 have been secured, with only two weeks of

The Newark (Ohio) council has passed a resolu-

tion prohibiting the United States Long-distance

Telephone company from building through the

town without a franchise. The members were some-

what disconcerted when told that the company only

intended to build to the corporation Ime. and that

the Newark Telephone company would build out

and connect with it. .

The Massillon Telephone company of Massillon,

Ohio, was incorporated a few days ago, with a capi-

tal stock of $75,000, the incorporators being E. E.

Fox J W McClymonds, Frank Stroebel, J. il.

Hun't, 6. E. Young, J. C. Putman and H. A. Crox-

ton The new company has purchased the plant ot

the Farmers' Telephone company, which is now un-

dergoing great improvements. The new company

will complete these and extend the service in every

way -possible. E. E. Fox was president of the old

company, and is a leading spirit in the new one.

The line of the United States Telephone com-

pany from Columbus to Newark has been finished

as far as Granville, and the poles have been erected

almost the entire distance.

The Cuyahoga Telephone company s cable ein-

ployes held a very enjoyable outing at Geauga Lake

recently. A number o{ very laughable athletic con-

tests were held, and in all but one the telephone

boys won over the outsiders.

A telephone war is on in Canton between the Stark

Telephone company, which has asked for a franchise,

and the Bell people, who are opposing it. The In-

dependent company will likely secure the right to

construct a plant, as there are some influential men

behind it.
c ,- 1 i.

The Citizens' Telephone company of Columbus

sustained a loss of several hundred dollars on North

High street, through a fire which occurred there

a few days ago.

The Albany and Vales Mill Telephone company,

with main office at Albany. Athens County, was in-

corporated a few days ago, with a capital stock of

$10,000, by J. Q. A. Vale, L. P. Vale, W. Y. Castor,

Eincline Castor, D. L. Webb, Elizabeth Webb, S.

D. Webb and Elizabeth V. Welpb. The company

will build exchanges at Albany and Vales Mills.

The Athens County Telephone company has been

incorporated by C. L. Jones, Y. W. Durfee. W. E.

Molcr, A. F. Holmes and E. J. Holmes. The capi-

tal stock is placed at $15,000. An exchange will be

built at Athens by the new company.
W. B. Seaton, J. L. Anderson, Hugh Russell,

Thomas L. Collett and F. E. Hayward are the in-

corporators of the Lawrence Telephone company
of fronton, Ohio, which has a capital stock of $24,-

000. The company proposes to build an exchange

at Ironton. and has authority to build lines through

the country and plants in any other cities or towns

which the board of directors may designate. The
incorporators arc all prominent men of Ironton.

The Ottawa County Telephone company, with a

capital stock of $30,000, has been incorporated.

The office will be at Oak Harbor, and the men
interested are Homer Mctzger, E. D. Harkncss,

J. G. Steinkamp, Taylor Fuller and F. W. Grandolph.

It is the intention to build plants at Oak Harbor,
Elmore, Geneva and Woodville, and toll lines

throughout Ottawa, Wood, Lucas and Sandusky
counties.

Frederick T. Masters has brought suit against

the Central Union Telephone company in the courts

at Columbus for $10,000 damages alleged to have
been sustained through the breaking of a signal

apparatus in the company's exchange. He was em-
ployed b.v the company, and while examining the

apparatus, under orders of the superintendent, the

contact brush on the generator which operates the

ringing system broke and the pieces flew into his

face, tearing out the cornea of one eye and other-

wise injuring him.

The Massillon Telephone company, which was
incorporated recently, has made arrangements to

take over the entire system of the Farmers' Tele-

phone company of that place and will within a few
weeks have the lines throughout Stark County in

good w^orking order. The capital of the new com-
pany is placed at $75,000.

The Progress Telephone and Telegraph company
of West Milton has applied to the Board of Publii:

Works in that city for a franchise to operate a toll

station in that city. . The company proposes to erect

its line along the Dayton and Covington pike.

The Central District and Printing Tele,gTaph com-
pany has its new plant at Salem completed, and
the old instruments are being torn out of the busi-

ness houses and residences. They are being sup-
planted by new Blake telephones. The offices of

the company are at the corner of Main street and
Lincoln avenue, and are well equipped for the busi-

ness. At the head of the stairs, as one goes up. is

the office of the manager, J. K. Stitt, and to the left

of this is the waiting room, which also contains the

long-distance booths. The operating room occupies
the entire northeast part of the floor. It is large

and well lighted, affording the operators every con-
venience for their work.
The preliminary steps have been taken by the

Columbiana County Teleohone company for install-

ing a plant at Alliance. President S. C. Thayer and
Chief Engineer T. B. Price were in that city re-

cently, making nlans and establishing routes for the

lines. Work will be begun on this plant at the earli-

est possible moment.
The Albanv and Vales Mills Telephone comnanv

of Albany. Meie-s County, has elected J. Q. A. Vale
president and S. D. Webb secretary.

The Belmont Telephone company will shortly be-

sin the construction of its line in Bridgeport. It

is the intention of the company to extend its service

to Martins Ferrv and St. Clairsville. but this cannot
be done this fall on account of the scarcity of poles.

All the noles for the entire system have been pur-

chased, but only enou.gh can be delivered this fall

to complete the system in Bridgeport.

Clarence Houk. manager of the Peoole's Tele-

ohone cnmpanv at Shelbv. Ohio, and Miss Jessie

l^'fcDonald of the same place were married a few
davs ago.

It it said that the Citizens' Telephone companv
of Columbus mav escape taxation alto,gether this

year, as it was not in operation on May ist. when
property is listed for that purpose. O. M. C.

Mississippi Independent Telephone
Association.

An interesting meeting of the Independent- tele-

phone companies of Mississippi was held at Aber-

deen. Miss., on September 19th and 20th, when the

Mississippi Independent Telephone Association was

organized. The following-named officers were

elected: President. Hugh Campbell, Aberdeen:

vice-president, L. B. Camp, Amory: .secretary and

treasurer, A. W. Kearley, BoonviUe: assistant

secretary and treasurer, C. W. Bolton. Pontotoc.

The officers also constitute the executive board of

the association.

The Maltese-cross sign was adopted as the em-

blem of the association, and the members of the

association are reqtiested to have it printed on their

telephone stationery. The members of the associa-

tion are to report quarterly to the secretary all

changes and improvements in their business and

all matters of special interest to the telephone peo-

ple, that may take place in their section of country.

The secretary is to make a report of all such items

of interest to the members of the association at the

close of each quarter. A membership fee of one

dollar will be charged annually to each member
actually engaged in, or interested in, the Inde-

pendent telephone business in Mississippi. A mem-
bership fee of five dollars will be charged to any

manufacturer or dealer in telephones and material.

The time and place of holding the next meeting

will be decided later by the executive board of the

association.

Mr. La Bourvcau, representing the Sumter

Telephone Manufacturing company, attended the

meeting with an exhibit of telephones and .switch-

boards.

Reports showed rapid advancement in the Inde-

pendent Iclciihone business in Mississippi. There

are 26 Independent exchanges in Mississippi and
many hundreds of miles of good toll lines. These
lines and exchanges are being rapidly extended and
connected. The Independents are also equipping
their lines and exchanges, in many instances, with
new and improved material. The public appreciates
the efforts of the Independents to give it good
service at low rates, and is sustaining and encour-
aging their companies in every way possible. The
day is not far distant when the Independents in

Mississippi will rival those of some of the older
states in advancement in the telephone business.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
The Greene and Western Telephone company has

connected its exchange at Shakopee, Minn., with
Minneapolis and St. Paul, over the hues of the Mis-
sissippi Valley Telephone company.
The Southern Electric Telephone company is re-

building its exchange at New Ulm, Minn., and equip-
ping the system with Bell instruments.
A manhole of the conduit system of the North-

western Telephone Exchange company at St. Paul
recently filled with water and grounded 108 lines.
Repairs were made as soon as possible.

C. L. Grandin has completed a local exchange at
Mayville, N. D., which opens with 60 subscribers.
The Almond (Wis.) Telephone company is seek-

ing stock subscriptions in Waupaca. Wis. If suc-
cessful, the company plans to extend toll wires to
Waupaca, and to establish a local exchange there.
The Mississippi Valley Telephone company is

waiting in Minneapolis for a shipment of wire or-
dered six weeks ago. When it is received 3,000 new
connections will be made. The company expects
to have that number of new subscribers talking
within 60 days.
The new electric-light company at Dickinson,

N. D., will wire the city and install a local tele-
phone system also within a short time.
The stockholders of the Minnesota Central Tele-

phone companv held their annual meeting in Min-
neapolis recently and elected directors for the ensu-
ing year. The company operates about 800 miles of
lines. Dr. O'Hare of Waverlv, Minn., one of the
stockholders, wants an investigation into the sale
of certain lines between Dassel and Kingston, oc-
curring two years ago.
The directors of the Mutual Telephone company

of^ Des Moines. Iowa, will ask the stockholders to
raise the rates to a figure which will eaual the cost
of operation. The capital stock will be increased
to $90,000 from $24,000. The increase will take
care of floating indebtedness and provide for the
necpssarv improvements.
The Stevens Point (Wis.) Telephone companv is"

being organized to establish a local exchange. The
company will have $15,000 capital stock.
A franchise for a local exchange was voted at Co-

lumbus Junction. Iowa.
Work will shortly be begun at Tacoma, Wash.,

on a !l:20.oco central-office building for the Sunset
Telenhone company.

Efforts are being made at Montezuma, Iowa, to
form a local teleohone company.

Residents of Highland, near Tama, Iowa, are rais-

ing funds for the construction of a telephone line

into Tama.
The Sioux Rapids (Iowa) Telephone company

has been organized, and will install a local exchange
within 60 days.
Two non-union employes of the Rocky Moun-

tain Bell Telephone company, at Butte; Mont., were
set upon by a gang and severely beaten. There is

a strike on at Butte, and these men had been put
to work.
Mrs. Grace Porter of Fort Dodge, Iowa, operator

for the Iowa Telephone company, is the probable
1-ieir to a fortune of $1,000,000, through the death of
her aunt. Mrs. Mary Adams, of South Bend, Ind.
She is the princinal heir of the estate.

Tl3e Western Minnesota Telephone company plans
to build a toll line between Glencoe, Minn., and
Minneapolis. This company is Independent, but
will connect with the Bell system in Minneapolis.
The village of Tw^o Harbors, Minn., has granted

a franchise to Thomas Owens for a telephone sys-

tem.
The Greene and Western Telephone companv

has connected East Union. Minn., with Minneapolis
and St. Paul, where connection is made with the

Mississippi Valley Telephone company. R.

An Old Story Revived.

Eastern newspapers have revived the rumor of a

great consolidation of the Western Union Telegraph'

company, the Postal Telegraph company, the Ainer;

ican Telephone and Telegraph company and the

National Telegraph and Telephone company. Dili-

.gent inquiry has not confirmed the story, however,

and it is hinted that it was set afloat for stock-job-

bing purposes. To a representative of the Western

Electrician in New York, Mr. W. H. Baker, vice-

president and general manager of the Postal com-

pany, denied any knowledge of a foundation for

such rumors. Other officers of the companies men-

tioned have returned similar answers to the ques-

tions of the reporters for the daily press.
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New York Street-railway Association.
The eighteenth annual meeting of the Street Rail-

way Association of the State of New York was held
in the Iroquois Hotel, Buffalo, on September iSth
and 19th. President G. Tracy Rogers of Bingham-
ton presided and delivered a long address, an ab-
stract of which is given on page 204. The executive
committee made a report, and the treasurer stated
that the total receipts for the year were $7,050.64,
with expenditures of $4,948.15, leaving a balance
en hand of $2,102.49.

J. H. Armstrong of the General Electric company,
Schenectady, N. Y., read a paper on "Railway
Power Transmission." in which it was shown that
the electric-railway field has become so broad and so
complex in its engineering problems that no one sys-
tem of distribution is adapted for all classes of serv-
ice. A small congested system deinands a 500-volt.

direct-current system; larger systems present the
dividing line betw-een the 500-volt, direct-current
system and the alternating-current, sub-station sys-

tem. Suburban roads, with considerable length of
track, heavy cars and high speeds, usually find the
alternating system' cheaper both as to operation and
first cost.

"Accidents on Street Railroads" were treated in

a paper read by Mr. Patterson of the Metropolitan
street railway of New York. Mr. Vreeland of the
Metropolitan system of New York. President
Charles F. Schoepflin of the Buffalo. GardenviUe and
Ebenezer railroad. G. Tracy Rogers. W. W. Cole of

Elmira, Mr. Hasbrouck of the Metropolitan Street

Railway company of New^ Y^'ork and Ira McCormack
of Cleveland participated in the discussion.

"How- Can We Increase the Efficiency of Em-
ployes?" was the title of a paper read by E. G. Con-
nette. vice-president and general manager of the

Syracuse Rapid Transit company. Mr. Connette
advised kind treatment, praise and encouragement
as well as reproof, the rew^ard of merit, and that

bulletins to employes should set forth their contents

concisely, simply, comprehensively and in doses that

could be digested.

The president was authorized to appoint a new
committee of five, to consist of representatives from
roads in large and small cities and suburban roads,

to report to the next convention on the standardiza-

tion of rules and regulations.

B. B. Nostrand. Jr.. of the Peekskill Electric Light

and Power company described a storage-battery

au.xiliary in the plant of a small road. The results

obtained are said to be remarkable constancy of

load, increased economy, simplicity of operation,

permitting the shutting down of the small engine

suddenly from some mishap, the battery carrying

the entire load for the eight or 10 minutes neces-

sary to get the other unit into operation, and running

a car for some special occasion late at night with

the generator shut down and the battery thrown

across the line. The battery has given no trouble

since its installation, and the daily labor for its care

does not average more than one-half hour. In fact.

about all the work required is that of taking volt-

meter and hydrometer readings upon the individual

cells once each week.
At the afternoon session of Tuesday, the 19th.

papers and addresses were delivered as follows:

"Storage Battery," hy Thomas Henning, .superm-

tendent of the power house of the Buffalo Railway

company; "Description of the Rochester and Sodus

Bay Railroad," T. J. NichoU, vice-president Roch-

ester Railway company; "Tests in the Buffalo Rail-

way Power House," Professor Norris, Cornell Uni-

versity, Ithaca, N. Y.
At 4 p. m. an adjournment was taken and the dele-

gates and guests were taken in special cars of the

Buffalo Railway company to the Pan-American Ex-

position grounds, after which a visit was made to

the transforming stations and storage-battery plants

of the Buffalo Railway company, where alternating

current at 11,000 volts is stepped down and trans-

formed to 550 volts, direct current. At 8 p. m. the

annual dinner was held at the Ellicott Club.

On Wednesday morning a paper on "Precision

of Steam Power Making," by A. S. Mann of the

engineering department of the Metropolitan Street

Railway company of New Y'ork was read by the

secretary, in the absence of the author. The point

was that definite results in the making of steam

power could be attained only by actual measure-

ment of the several factors involved, thus reducing

operation to a mechanical certainty and eliminating

from the problem the errors of what was known as

"best judgment," and which varied as much as 10

per cent.
. ,, ,, , tj tj

A paper on "Compressed-air Motors, by H. hi.

Cook of New York. was. in the absence of the au-

thor, read by H. E. Himely. This paper referred to

the rapid progress made in the application of com-

pressed air, which was made possible by the simi-

larity of its application to that of steam, it w-as

stated that 2.8 cents would compress i.ooo culjic

feet of free air to 2.000 pounds' pressure -Mr.

Himely was asked by one of the delegates whether

the reciprocating action of the motors in question

did not introduce one of the evils which steam-rail-

road men were hoping to obviate in changing from

steam to electricity, and as to whether any attempt

had been made to apply compressed air to rotary

motors, to do away with the reciprocating action.

Mr. Himely replied that up to the present time ro-

tary engines had not been perfected so as to be

operated successfully where economy was the de-

sideratum. , ^ • t n ^
"Practical Experience in the Operation of _ Com-

bined Public Franchises by One Company, wai
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the subject of C. E. Ueberlacker of the Elmira Mu-
nicipal Improvement company. Elmira. N. Y. In
the absence of the writer of this paper, it was read
by the secretary. The conclusion reached by the
author was that when companies previously well
managed were combined, the advantages of economy
lay not so much in broad sweeping reductions as in
attention to the smaller details of combined organi-
zation; not so much in actually reducing the whole
amount of labor required to accomplish the com-
bined result as in the economical division of that
labor, the use of the whole instead of a part of each
employe's time, and assigning similar work in dif-
ferent departments to the same employe.
The order of "Topics for General Discussion"

was then taken up, and Mr. Nicholl of Rochester
explained the repair-shop methods adopted in the
plant there. One of the features was an inventory
book placed in the hands of all employes, giving
a specific number to every part in use, to the num-
ber of about 2,500. All purchases, without excep-
tion, were made on written order entered with the
purchasing agent, and a daily report was made out
showing in detail every article bought cr sold. Mr.
Tully. purchasing agent of the Metropolitan Street
Railway company. New Y''ork, stated that several
years ago they had adopted the system of numbering
each requisition consecutively.
Under the head of "Selection and Management

of Employes, and Methods for Increasing Their
Efficiency by Benefit Associations and Other
Means," the discussion w^as deviated somewhat to
the more particular consideration of standard rules.

The president asked Mr. Vreeland of the Metro-
politan Street Railway company to discuss the lat-

ter phase of the subject. Mr. Vreeland thought it

would be useless to attempt in the few minutes re-

maining to consider the question intelligently. He
criticized the state association for not giving more
attention to the business coming before its con-
ventions and urged that a standin,g committee be ap-

pointed on the question of 'uniform rules. Such a

committee had existed since 1S70 in the Railway
Superintendents' association. The executive com-
mittee of the state association worked hard and
faithfully, and it was unfair that effort of this kind

should be met by a beggarly array of empty chairs

in the conventions. The executive committee had
never had a meeting but that Mr. Nicholl of Roch-
ester, Mr. Ely of Buffalo, Mr. Rogers of Bingham-
ton and the other members had come to New York
to attend it, even when they were engaged in large

construction work at home, and could barely afford

the time. J. P. E. Clark, general manager of the

Binghamton Street Railway company, moved that the

president divide this topic into subdivisions to be

suggested by Mr. Vreeland, and that then the presi-

dent allot to the presidents of different railroads

throughout the state, according to geographical lo-

cation, etc., such divisions as he thought most ap-

plicable, and that these be discussed under their

respective heads at the next meeting. This motion

w-as carried.

In a discussion on snow plows, the practices of the

Buffalo Railway company and the Metropolitan Rail-

way company of New Y'ork were outlined. One of

the delegates called attention to the trouble met

with in snow plows because the angle of the shear

interfered, when there was ice and snow on the track,

with keeping the front wheels on the rails. He
had received a pamphlet describing a i%-inch flange

with a groove cut in it. which groove, it was claimed,

in running over the rail, cut out the ice in sections.

He asked whether anyone had had experience with

such a device, but no one present could offer any

information on the subject.
_

The nominating committee, consisting of W. W.
Cole. J. C. Brackenridge and H. S. Cooper, pre-

sented the following report;

President—G. Tracy Rogers, Binghamton.

First vice-president—John Boyle, Utica.

Second vice-president—Edward G. Connette, Syra-

Secretary-treasurer—Henry A. Robinson, New
Y'ork. „ „ T^ -n- »

Executive committee—G. Tracy Rogers, Bingham-

ton- Clinton L. Ros.siter, Brooklyn; W. Caryl Ely.

Buffalo; H. H. Vreeland, New York; T. J. Nicholl.

Rochester.
, , ,, , ,

On motion, the secretary cast the ballot of the

convention for the gentlemen named, and they were

declared duly elected. Mr. Nicholl invited the as-

sociation to meet at Rochester in 1901. and. on mo-

tion, the invitation was accepted. The association

then adjourned,

Mr. 'Yerkes' London Project.

The London Times of September 20th confirms

the report that Charles T. Yerkes of Chicago has

purchased the pariiamentary charter of the Charing

Cross, Euston and Hempstead underground rail-

road.
'

It is said that construction of the line will

be begun almost immediately. The Times says that

this is the first time such a European enterprise

has passed entirely into the hands of American

capitalists. The authorized cai^ital of the company

which Mr. Yerkes has bought out is $8,880,000, in

shares of $.50 each, and $2,960,000 in loans. The

share capital was offered for subscription in April.

1894. The old board of directors has been retired

and a new board is to be appointed by Mr. Yerkes.

It is expected that an electric line will be constructed

and put in operation in two years, 1902 being the

20.^

time limit of the parliamentary grant. The total

length of the projected line is 6^1; miles, the total

cost being estimated from $15,000,000 to $20,000,000.

The engineers are Sir Douglas Fox and W. R. Gail-

braith.
1 ,

Stewart Patent Cord Adjuster.

Considerable trouble has been experienced with
the various kinds of cord adjusters for incandescent
lamps. The chief difficulty has been that the ad-
justers would take but one size of cord. It is said

that this difficulty is entirely overcome in the Stew-
art patent cord adjuster by using a slot converging
at both ends, which permits the use of any size

of lamp cord and securely locks itself by means of

the throat at each end. The adjuster is one that

can be used after the lamp is suspended, thus sav-

STEWART P.^TENT CORD ADJUSTER.

ing the time and annoyance of disconnecting the
cord. It is made of fiber. The cuts illustrate two
methods ,of adjustmenr. and, as will be seen, the
application of the adjuster is very simple. Frank H.
Stewart & Co. of Philadelphia make the device.

Lead Colic of Electrical Workers.
With the increasing demand for storage batteries,

says a foreign contemporary, there has developed
among the workers in that department of electrical

manufacture the peculiar lead poisoning known
popularly as painters', or sometimes, erroneously,
as bilious colic. This manifestation is especially

manifest among those whose duties require the hand-
ling of the lead paste for the grids, particularly the
mixers, who knead the paste, and those who fill

the grids with the mixture containing litharge or
minium.

Ordinarily, this operation is conducted with the
hand, without the precaution of wearing rubber
gloves. In spite of frequent washing of the hands,
the friction necessary to mix and apply the paste
properly eventually fills the pores and carries into

the system of the workman a sufficient amount of the
poisonous lead to provoke the disease.

This particular manifestation of lead poisoning
among electrical workers is marked by its precocity,

its intensity and its frequency of critical periods.

While with painters the disease is years in making
itself manifest, with storage-battery makers it often
occurs after a few weeks of exposure. This is ex-
plainable readily enough if it is remembered that

in the former case the victim has only occasionally
come in personal contact with the cause; in the lat-

ter the workman is in physical proximity to it at

all times when at work.
The "chargers" form a second category, and do

not succumb as readily as those who mix the paste.

Their work is more intermittent, and the hands are

not as constantly in contact, nor as intimately, as

arc those of the former class. The effect is longer
in reaching a clima.x, as is the case with printers,

plumbers, tin workers, and the like.

The prophylactic measures proper arc those of the

olden days, which have even been employed by es-

tablishments where powders are manufactured,
w-here salts of lead (fulminates) and other detri-

mental chemical compounds are capable of produc-
ing disease through inhalation or outer physical
contract. These are rubber glo\-es. where the hands
are employed, masks, where the substances are float-

ing in the air, sponge respirators, frequent, thorough
baths and general cleanliness of clothing. When a

crisis does arrive, a physician should be summoned
at once, as the symptoms are both dangerous and
painful and should be checked immediately.

The .\tlanta Railway and Power company of

Atlanta. Ga. fjoel B. Hurt, president), has been
granted a franchise for the construction of an elec-

tric-lighting and power plant.
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Street-railway Affairs in the State of

New York.^

By G. Tracy Rogers.

During the last year we have enjoyed ihe fruits

of the good times, and the close of the convention

year finds us in a more prosperous and healthy con-

dition. While there have been no startling develop-

ments, we have all advanced in the line of improve-

ment in every direction, in construction,. equipment,

and, 1 believe, also, in our relations to the municipal-

ities and to our employes. The consolidation of the

street railroads throughout our state is still the order

of the day. and. in some instances, consolidation

with other electric interests has l)een effected.

The- railroad commissioners' report of 1899 shows
that there are 94 electric roads in this state, and 41

show a deficit, while only 14 declared a dividend.

Of the latter, four were in the smaller cities, being

operated partly as interurban roads. This report

also shows a gain in the receipts of the surface roads

over the previous year in this state of 7.1 per cent.;

also that the lines of Greater New York carried

55 per cent, of all the passengers in the state, and
their increase was 74 per cent, of the total increase

of the state.

It is a recognized tact that there is nothing that

will more rapidly and permanently develop smaller

cities than rapid transit, especially interurban service.

Oftentimes, the value of real estate in certain dis-

tricts will advance upon the mention of an extension

of a road in" that direction. The people of pro-

vincial cities stand in their own light in not taking

measures to have the existing law changed. I am
satisfied that the public is each year realizing

more and more the benefits accruing from a well-

constructed, well-equipped and carefully managed
street railroad in its midst.

The management of roads in the smaller cities

make no mistake in taking the city authorities and
the public into their confidence, appealing to their

sense of justice and fairness. This course, if con-

scientiously and consistently followed, will result

in much good. The sympathy and good will of the

people is necessary to the success of a street rail-

road, and without it, especially in small cities, it is

next to impossible to succeed.

Foreign street railways seem to be more fortunate

than those of the United States in the matter of tax

upon gross earnings. As an illustration, the British

tramway is paying into the public treasury less than

$600,000 annually in a formal tax on gross receipts

of $25,000,000. The street railroads of New York
and Massachusetts alone are paying nearly $2,500,-

000 on gross receipts of $50,000,000.

The municipal-ownership agitator is still active,

but I think the fever has abated; at least it is work-
ing westward. No doubt some of these agitators

are sincere and honest in their advocacy of the the-

ory. If the craze is allowed to run its course, pub-

lic opinion will, in time, desert it, especially_ after

a few more illustrations of the impracticability of

the theory in America under American politics. Un-
der municipal ownership, the agitator claims, the

wages of the men will be increased. Incidentally,

perhaps, the vote of the political party then in power
will also be strengthened as well as the taxpayers'

bill of expenses. This is a phase of the question

which every American taxpayer should study.

Municipal accounts should be kept by a uniform
system, all prescribed and audited by the authority

of the state. All accounts for revenue-producing
property should be kept as individual accounts, each

of such properties having its own account, in order

to show the true and entire cost of ownership and
operation. A correct system of public regulation, as

well as a standard system of accounts, is as necessary

for the safeguard of the interests of the user and the

taxpayer as it is to the private ownership and opera-

tion.

In financiering a street railway, as large a portion

of the bonds and stocks as possible should be dis-

posed of to local investors, thereby insuring a local

co-operation and interest that cannot fail to redound
to the benefit of all concerned. It is very impor-

tant for street railroads to have as large a number
of local stockholders as possible, thereby creating

a common interest with the citizens in our prop-

erties. We rnust be frank and open with investors,

which will result in securing and retaining the con-

fidence and increasing the holdings and the numbers
of holders.

Street railroads have not. in my opinion, anything

to fear from the competition of the horseless car-

riage. This vehicle may be used for carriage and

cab purposes to some extent. The "loco" or "auto"

is still the fad, however. We hope that the many in-

ventors now working on the various vapor motors
for the "auto" may produce something that^ will

prove practicable and economical for street-railway

operation.
Much has been accomplished in the standardiza-

tion of our accounts which will work out untold

benefit to the roads. Besides strengthening our se-

curities, it will give confidence to the public, and
afford us material for comparison. Our track sys-

tem is also workinc out its own standard.

It is to be hoped that we will soon reach a stand-

ard in a permanent type of mechanical power, and

it will be no lorvgcr necessary to discard costly ap-

paratus because improvements have displaced them
As to equipment and rolling stock, wc do not seem

I. Abfitracl of the presuJenlial addrefls at the eiRliteonth an-

nual incfttinc of »lift Streftt Railwav Asiocfation of the Stale of

New York, al Buffalo. Sontfimber i8. 1900. Mr. Rogers is presi-

dent of the Binghamton Railroad company.

to accomplish much in standardization, except un
the larger roads. This result is due to a combinr;-
tion of circumstancep which I will not attempt to

enumerate. If we could standardize our equipment
it would be a saving in many directions.

With the extension of railroad systems in the city

of New York necessarily follows the greater increase

in travel. For the last fiscal year the returns of the

Metropolitan company show that 452.761,158 pas-
sengers have availed themselves of the right to ride

on the company's lines, of which 297,254,580 were
cash passengers, with 155,506,578 transfer passen-
gers. These returns show an increase over the pre-

ceding years of 61,000,000 passengers carried, of

which 34,000,000 were cash passengers and 27,000,-

000 were transfers.

In the improvement of the railroad situation in

the city of New York is to be noticed the active

construction of the rapid-transit tunnel. The citizen

realizes from active operations now carried on in

the streets the dreams of rapid transportation which
he has nourished for 20 years past. There is a great
enthusiasm and hopefulness for the early comple-
tion of this road, but with the difficulties attending
the acquisition of material and the character of the
construction, it is manifest that a period of many
years must elapse before the benefits of the system,
if any there may be, can be realized by the contribut-
ing taxpayers.

in his electric vehicle and passed the other con-
testants at the first mile, but had to withdraw soon
after, as his batteries became short-circuited. Pre-

liminary to the races there was a parade, in which
about 30 vehicles of all kinds participated The
prize for the best-appearing machine was won by
R. M. Barwise of New York, and the prize for the

best decoration was awarded to D. C. Goodwin and
Miss Menken.

Emerson Electric Air Pump.
The accompanying illustration shows an electrically

operated air-compressing outfit for physicians' use
with atomizing tubes in treating mouth, throat and
lung diseases, and which is also adapted for dental

purposes, such as cleaning cavities in teeth. The out-

fit as shown consists of a single-action-piston air

pump with metallic ball valves operated by an alter-

nating-current motor, connected by two feet of pres-

sure hose to a six-gallon nickel-plated tank, which
is supplied with a gauge to show the pressure, and
stop-cocks and hose connections for leading off to

the atomizing tubes, etc. It is asserted that this

pump vv'ill compress air up to about 30 pounds' pres-

EMERSON ELECTRIC AIK PUMP.

sure, but that it is more efficient up to about 20
pounds' pressure, which is understood to be about
the right amount for this class of work. The pump
has a capacity of about 1V2 gallons of free air a min-
ute, and will pump the six-gallon tank, it is claimed,
.up to ten pounds' pressure in 2V2 minutes, 15 pounds
in 4V2 minutes, 20 pounds in 6V2 minutes, 30 pounds
in about 14 minutes.
The manufacturer says that this style of outfit is

not only much more convenient than any water-pres-

sure air pump, but in most cases will cost much less

to operate, and has the additional great advantage of

being able to get the pressure anywhere that it is

desirable. No permanent fixtures are necessary
for fitting up this outfit, as all that is necessary to

start it in operation is to plug in the lamp socket the

same as an electric lamp or an electric fan motor.
The expense of operating the pump is said to be
very small, as at the ordinary rates charged for an
electric-light current of 20 cents for 1,000 watts it

would cost less than one-fourth of a cent to pump
this tank of air up to 20 pounds' pressure. All of

the parts of this outfit are extremely simple and dur-

able, the pump having long, heavy bearings, and the

valves being metallic, the only part of the pump
which might require renewal after a considerable

length of time being the leather packing of the pis-

ton, but this can be replaced by anyone in a very
few minutes and at a cost of a few cents. The
outfit is placed on the market by the Emerson Elec-

tric Manufacturing company of St. Louis, Mo.

Automobile Races at Guttenburg.

A scries of automobile races was run off on the

one-mile track at Guttenburg. N. J., on September

iSth. The occasion was the first day of a tri-state

fair. The time of one minute 2y'¥: seconds was made
for the last mile of .a lo-mile race by the gasoline

racer of A. C. Bostwick. A record for five miles

v/as made by Mr. Bostwick in a five-mile race

—

seven minutes and 43^^ seconds. The races were run

under the rules and auspices of the Automobile

Club of America. In a lo-mile "championship" race,

which was won by Mr. Bostwick, A. L. Rikcr started

Proposed Method of Chargring for Elec-
tric Current.^

Bv Etienne de Fodor.

The keen competition which the electric light has
met in these days has led most stations to reduce
the price charged for current, or to allow considerable
discounts on the normal price. But in spite of all

such concessions we have not been able to lessen the
competition, and the result is that many customers
who had previously introduced the electric light into
their homes have abandoned it for other means of
lighting. Neither the most generous reductions nor
other offers on our part have persuaded these cus-
tomers to remain loyal to the electric light, since they
have found one much cheaper, and at a figure almost
impossible for us to meet.

I have come to the conclusion that it is inevitable
that we should lose such customers, and that tho
electric light is not made to keep up an unrestricted
competition with other modes of lighting, but made
rather for those who can «ippreciate its value and
who will use it regardless of cost. Those who regard
price of light only we will let go. On the other
hand, we should aid the customer who Avishes the
electric light, by establishing a moderate rate of
charging, and seek to extend this clientele, slowly
but surely.

If there is to be a reduction in price it must be on
a just and equitable basis. If we give, for example,
a discount on consumption above a certain number
of lamp-hours per year, it might be likely that this

number would be reached in the winter, in our
busiest season, while that during the =nmme'- thi:^

same customer would use no current. There should
be. then, a reduction only after a certain consumption
which will take place anyway, and because the elec-

tric light is then a necessity whether a discount be
given or not.

It is the same with a consumer who prefers to
burn gas in winter, using electricity in summer only.

To such a one there will be no reduction, because with
his limited consumption the necessary number of an-
nual lamp-hours will not be attained. Yet this last

consumer is rendering a service to the company in

taking current a*- a neriod when the nower house i';

run at a loss. To be just, then, it is necessary to

regulate the discount, not on a number determined
hv annual consumption, but the discount should de-
pend on the period of the year during which the con-
sumption takes place.

In comparing the results of six years we have
found, for example, for our station in Budapest, that
the averages were: In iSnj.. 440 hours ner year per
each lamp installed; in T895, 4^,4: in 1806, 462: in

tSo7. 420: in 1898. 418. and in 1899, 448. I may then
reckon, almost with certainty, that each lamp added
to our svstem will furnish me about 440 hours of
consumption per year, and upon this mean I should
base mv charge orice for current. I can call this

mean the assured mean of performance.
If now we subdivide this mean into 12 parts, ac-

cording to the months, we find that the consumption
[

is apportioned among the several months, as follows:
In fanuary 13.6 per cent, of the to' a' mean.
Id February 11. 4 per cent, of the total Tnean.
Tn Mnrrh 8.2 per cent, of the total mean.
In Anril 6.6 per cent, of the to'al mean.
In May +.3 per cent, of the total mean.
In Tune.. 2.8 per cent, of the total mean.
In July 2.2 pfr cent, of the total mean.
In August 3.2 per cent, of the total mean.
In S^ptfmber 6.6 per cent, of the total mean.
In October - ii .4 per cent, of the total mean.
In November 14.5 per cent, of the total mean.
In December 15.2 per cent. o£ the total mean.

This mean percentage in many cases may differ
;

sensibly from the actual percentage for given con-
sumers or classes of consumers. If one wishes to be "

very scrupulous he may arrange his customers in

difrerent classes—private apartments, shops, res-

taurants, etc.—and. establish for each class a separate
monthly percentage. But he will find that this will

only complicate the system unnecessarily.
I know, then, that each lamp added to our circuif-s

will be operated 50 hours in January. 50 hours in

February, 36 in March, etc. Upon this number of

hours I can count my assured revenue, and upon
these figures I may base mv allowances for discount.

The power plant has little to do in June, July and
August : I can then give large discounts during these

;

months, almost cutting down to cost figures. I can-
not accord the same figures for April. May and S'-n-

tember. for the demands for current then are heavier,

and I ought logically to give but slight reductions to

ordinary customers during the remaining months,
since I can scarcely meet the demands for current
made at that time.

I can then establish three classes of discounts for

the surplus of consumption over the assured mean.
The determination of the figures for these reductions

depends naturally upon local circumstances and the

cost price. In many stations it would be easy to offer

1. Paper reaH before the Paris International Congress of

AiiRiist, iS-zn. iqoo. Mr. d« Fodor is director of the Soc!6t6
Gil'n^rale d' Electricity of Budapest.
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in summer a discount upon surplus consumption of
60 per cent, of the normal price; for tlie months of
mean consumption a discount of 40 per cent, and for
the winter months a discount of 20 per cent, might
be granted. As an example: A customer has
20 lamps installed. Taking 440 lamp-hours for the
assured mean, the customer should be granted in
January 20 X 60 = '200 ]anip-honrsl
February 20X50=1000 •• '

| A discount on the
October 20X50=1000 ' "

J-
surplus of 20 per

November 20X64=1280 •
| cert.

December 20X67=1340 '
I

March 20X36= 720 '
1 . ,.

April 20X29= 5S0 '• "
[

AdscoumoQ the

May 20X19= ho ' V surplus of 40 per

September 20X29= 5S0 \

*^^^^-

June 20X12= 240 ' '
1 A discount on the

July 20X10= 200 " -surplus of 60 per
August....; 20X14= eSo " '

\ cent.

I consider current as a merchandise the price of
which ought to vary according to the demand. AH
beyond the assured mean ought to be sold at a dis-

count, and this discount should vary according to

the magnitude of the demands.
In this way we will not be overloading our station

during three months to furnish power at a discount
to consumers who will desert us altogether through
the remainder of the year.

Reports of Chicago Elevated Roads.
The elevyted railroad companies of Chicago have

made reports on their business for the year ended
June 30th, showing, in general, large increases over
the figures for the previous year. In condensed
form the reports are as follows for the years ended
June 30, 1900, and 1899:

Gross Earnings

igoo. 1899. Gain.
Metropolitan 51,603.461 Si.336.799 S266,662

South Side 1.258.379 1,061,656 196,723

Lake Street 727.587 653,299 74.288

Northwestern 65,487 65,487

Total 53.654-914

Gain, excluding Northwestern
83-051.754 £603,160

537.673

Operating Expenses, Kental and Taxes.

Metropolitan S 891.978 S 830,176 $61,802
South Side 712.2S1 631,046 81,235

Lake Street 481,447 386,264 95,183

Northwestern 34,507 ••• 34.507

Total $2,120,213

Surplus, f

.8,486 6272,727

Metropolitan S 7".483 S 506,623 S204.860

South Side 546,09s 432,700 113.398

Lake Street 246,140 267,035 *20,895

Northwestern 30.9S0 30,900

Total 51. 534^701 61,206.358 63^8,343

*Decrease. tApplicable to fixed charges (oiher than taxes

and rentals) and to dividends.

The following shows the gross earnings (which

are also net, the road having no expenses) of the

Union Elevated Railroad company for the first six

months of 1900:

Jaouary 5 35>700.33

February 33.352-78

March 37.281.70

April 35.537-49

May 35.203.17

June 34.970.43

Six months S212.045.80

Gross for first half of 1899 188, 565.94

Increase., 523.479-84

Per cent, of increase '^-6

Siemens & Halske Plant Closed.

On September 22d the General Electric company

finally closed its works at Cicero, near Chicago,

known as the Siemens & Halske plant. It is said that

labor troubles were the chief cause of the shut-

down, the determination to close being arrived at

six months ago, when a strike occurred that occa-

sioned a large loss to the company. At that time

the company had on hand large contracts for cast-

ings, which were undertaken because of the finely

appointed foundries at the works. With the loss of

these contracts, the decision to suspend was made

and various departments have been closed from

time to time since then. All contracts had been

completed by Saturday, mth the exception of some

work on automobiles, which will be taken to Fort

Wayne, Ind.

The Siemens & Halske Electric company was or-

ganized in 1895, under the laws of Illinois, with a

capital of $1,300,000 common stock and $700,000

preferred stock. Early in the same year the com-

pany purchased the Grant locomotive W9rks, which

had been closed previously through the failure of

the Grant Land association. Later a consolida-

tion was effected with the Pennsylvania Iron Works

company. After that the interests of the Siemens

& Halske company were purchased by the Electric

Vehicle company, and the last act of the consolida-

tion was the purchase of all the property by the

General Electric company.

Franchise for construction of electric-iight plant

for Marion, Va., has been granted to Palmer &
Groscup of Washington, D. C. The company has

been granted charter, and A. C. Sprinkle of Marion

is general manager-
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DevelODment of Electric Lamps.'
By Andre Blondel.

It would be useless to-day to recall the beginnings
of electric lighting and its prodigious development.
True, from a practical point of view, the art dates
back only 20 years; yet its origin seems already dis-
tant, and it is the future thai should occupy the
electrical congress rather than the past. Since the
exposition of 1S89 few important changes in the
technic of lamps have been made, but the situation
as regards electric lighting is far different. The in-
creased demand for light has become enormous.
Precisely on account of the market thus created the
art of production and distribution of electric energy
is considerably perfected by incessant improvements
of construction and efficiency of machines, by the
employment of powerful units direct-driven by eco-
nomical motors, by increase of potentials of dis-
tribution, etc. At the same time all details of ap-
pendage—interrupters, circuit-breakers, rheostats
and meters—as well as lamp attachments of artistic
bronze and devices to add beauty and luster, have
been objects of continual improvement. Thanks to
the specialties of style, a new art has been developed,
permitting us to use the electric light for new and
captivating effects impossible to obtain with other
illuminants. The eli^gance, convenience and hygiene
of this light are to-day recognized and each year
win to it new enthusiasts.

Yet, on the other hand, the electric lamp has seen
arrayed against it new and redoubtable modes of
lighting, very economical and very brilliant—incan-
descence by gas and acetjdene, which has been
known since 1889. The invention of Aiier von Wels-
bach has completely changed the base of compari-
son between gas and electricity and has produced,
as is useless to deny, if not a stop, at least a diminu-
tioji, in the advance of electric lighting. Yet the
ditterence in net cost will doubtless decrease, thanks
to such new inventions as the Nernst lamp; and the

advantages of the electric light are such that the
question of economy is only secondary.
The object of this report is to review the actual

progress and the improvements desirable in arc and
incandescent lamps.

Progress of Arc Lamps,

Progress of the Theory of the Electric Arc.—The
beautiful work o£ Mr. VioUe has given, with suffi-

cient accuracy, the maximum temperatures attained

in the arc, 3,500° for the positive, 2,700° for the nega-
tive, and has shown that in a closed globe the

brightness and the temperature of the crater are

constants.

After a discussion of many years, in which have
taken part, Edlund, V. Lang, Arons, Stenger, Lug-
gin, Blondel, etc., it seems settled that there does
not exist in the arc a counter electromotive force,

but only a resistance to passage, which can be con-

siderably modified by substances added in the manu-
facture of the carbon.

N.umerous authors have sought in vain a simple

law to reconcile the different phenomena of the

behavior of the arc. In a series of admirable inves-

tigations Mrs. Ayrton has solved, for the first time,

this problem completely. She has shown in par-

ticular, that the energy consumed is a linear func-

tion for each diameter of the carbon. The curves

drawn show the conditions of production of the

long and short arcs, and of the unstable region sep-

arating these.

As to the phenomena of the alternating arc, it

seems established that the shape of the electromotive-

force curve and the self-induction, can modify, to a

small extent, the performance, but that the effect of

the latter preponderates; this increases the stability.

In practice all curves are rounded through the in-

fluence of the conducting core of the carbons, which

permits obtaining power factors of nearly unity.

Stability of the Arc and Mode of Regulating

Lamps.—From the point of view of regulation, all

to-day agree in recognizing the superiority of the

differential system., which regulates with constant

resistance. While a lamp in simple derivation has

D supplementary loss of 30 per cent, of its tension

in a stability resistance, the differential lamp suffers

only 15 per cent. For example, a 30-volt lamp re-

quires 39 volts in simple derivation and 34.5 volts

in differential. These figures depend also on the

number of lamps in series.

The alternating-current arc requires less stability

lesistance because of the greater sensibility of its

mechanism under intluence of vibrations. We may
admit as minimum supplementary drops 10 per cent.

for direct, 5 per cent, for alternating current, and as

minimum voltage. 30 volts for alternating, with 1.5

volts more in resistance, and 33 volts for contmuous,

with 3.5 to four volts supplementary.

Construction of Arc Lamps.—The arc lamp offers

serious difficulties of construction, for it should be

at'once exact and as simple as possible. It is ex-

posed to all variations of temperature and humidity,

to oxidization, often to corrosive vapors. It must

be placed in imskilled hands, and its repairs ought

to be easy and rapid. In the United States these

qualities have hitherto seemed sufficient. In Eu-

rope we demand in addition an absolute fixity of

lieht through perfection of mechanism and excel-

lent 'quality of carbons. It is thus that we have

attained such completeness of construction.

The mechanism of alternating-current lamps pre-

,. Abstract of paper read before ^^^ InicrDa.ional Ekctrica^^

rongress at Paris. Augasl 18-25. 1900- Mr. B on^e' \^P/S>J^^''°^

of appHed electricity in the French National School of BridKcs

and Causeways.
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scnts one special difficulty. Not only does the self-

induction reduce the current intensity in the shunt
coils, making it difficult to obtain the same number
of ampere-turns with the same current intensity,

but this self-induction varies with the approach
of the armature in such a fashion as to compensate
in great part the variation of current, which tends
to produce a variation of tension at the terminals.
Mr. Claude has advanced the ingenious idea of cor-
recting this effect by use of condensers in series,

annulling the self-induction of the fine-wire bobbin,
but this has not yet been practically applied.

Grouping of Arc "Lamps.—Of late years two op-
posite tendencies have been manifested: The one,
after that of Marks, in simplifying the installations

and insuring complete independence of all lamps,
has been to employ the high-voltage enclosed arc,

working directly at no volts. The other, on the
contrary, persevering in the original way, has sought
'to increase the efficiency by grouping the lamps,
three in series, each absorbing from 30 to 35 volts.

Low-voltage Lamps.—Several methods have been
advocated concurrently. Some manufacturers, like

Siemens & Halske, or Korting and Mathiesen, have
added to differential lamps an adjustable rheo-
stat. A second arrangement invented by Mr. Hen-
ger, and much lauded under the name of the Volta
lamp, presents no peculiarity of mechanism, but
each series of three is supplied with a four-point
automatic rheostat, all of whose sections are thrown
in to light, and successively cut out in operation.
Finally, Messrs. Vigreux and Brille have invented
a special mechanism which allows them to suppress
the rheostat altogether, fixed or automatic.
The advantages of low-voltage lamps are the in-

crease of the number of units, assuring a better di-

vision of the light, and, to a certain extent, an in-

crease of luminous efficiency or economy of con-
sumption. The disadvantages are increase of first

cost, complication of mechanism and necessity for

special carbons of very best quality.

Enclosed-arc Lamps.—The idea of the enclosed
arc is old, having been first tried in 1S46 by Staitc

and later by Varley and Andre. The lack of suc-

cess of these experimenters was due to the fact

that they sought merely to shield an ordinary arc

from the air. The globe was rapidly clouded by
,an opaque film of powdered carbon. In 1894 ap-
peared the modern type, characterized by a long arc
under a voltage of 75 to So volts. Patents on this

form were taken out almost simultaneously by
Marks and Jandus, but Americans have conceded
priority to the former. The use of enclosed arcs

has spread rapidly in the United States, on account
of their simplicity, and also of the small demands
on the part of the public as to the fixity and effi-

ciency of the light. In certain cities, such as Hart-
ford, are employed circuits containing from 25 to

100 lamps of this sort, fed in series by constant-
current transformers, analogous to those of Fer-
ranti. Unfortunately, the efficiency of these arcs, at

the present, at least, does not justify such a solution.

Carbons.—The essential base of European car-

bons is graphite, from gas retorts, carefully picked,
separated by hand from silicious gangue, and mixed
with variable proportions of lampblack, tar and
certain chemical substances added to increase the

durability or luminous power. All European manu-
facturers add to the carbon a mixture of silicates

or borates, which give off conducting vapors. These
European carbons have an extended use in the

United States, but for the American trade alone an
inferior grade is also produced. For low-tension
lamps these must be made very soft and be copper-
plated. This plating is abandoned in Europe save
for lamps of projectors, for the globules of melted
copper cause derangement and extinction of the

lamp.
Reflectors and Globes.—The reflector invented by

Corper is employed to-day in all alternating-current

lamps. The increase in the mean hemispherical in-

tensity amounts to 10 per cent, for direct current and
almost 50 per cent for the alternating current. Un-
happily, the opaline globe absorbs, a large proportion
of the light, formerly 50 per cent, to 60 per cent.,

but now reduced to 15 per cent, or 25 per cent.

Another more perfect method, combining great dif-

fusion with the most favorable partitioning of the

light, is that of the holophane globes, invented by
Psaroudaki in 1893, after interesting experiments of

Raffard and Trotter, and brought to great perfec-

tion by the American Holophane Glass company.
These globes, with double prismatic flutings, so di-

rect the light as to appear uniformly brilliant in

all dh"ections.

Luminous Output of Arc Lamps.—To avoid con-
fusion, it is well to specify whether this output is

spherical or hemispherical, i. e., whether it repre-

sents the quotient of the total luminous flux by the

consumption in watts, or only that of the lower
hemispherical flux by this quantity. For the lighting

of open spaces the second alone is of interest, but
in interiors having while walls it is llie spherical

efficiency which is to be sought.

In a series of experiments not yet published the

author has compared the two classes of arcs under
practical conditions and has found the following
values (calling I the mean spherical intensity in

Hefner candles and W the watts) between 300 and
1,500 watts:

Continuous currents I = f.75 W.
Alternating currents I =0.90 W.

These figures show well the inferiority of alternat-

ing currents, as has been already pointed out by
other experimenters, notably Fleming and Petavel.

The photometric study of the enclosed arc has
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been pursued by many experimenters. In these

lamps the huuinous intensity varies incessantly, but

the total luminous flux changes little. The diffusing

globe employed to give uniformity absorbs 30 per

cent, to .4.0 per cent., and thus the final efficiency

is moderate. The output of the enclosed arc is

about two-thirds that of a good lamp with open arc

of the same power, or almost that of two open-arc

lamps of 4.5 amperes mounted in series.

According to the recent experiments of Matthiews,

Thompson and Hilbish. upon the alternating en-

closed-arc lamp, its efficiency is less than that of

the ordinary incandescent lamp; the consumption

reaches three to 4.35 watts per Hefner candle, com-

pared to two watts for the direct-current enclosed

arc similarly' tested.

PROGRESS OF Incandescent Lamps.

According to Professor Weber, the temperatare

reached in incandescent lamps is from 1,565° to

1,588°, and it attains 40° more in large-filament

lamps. Mr. Le Chatelier, by aid of his optic

pyrometer, has found still higher figures (1,800 ).

Mr. Janet, from very accurate measurements made

with the aid of an ingenious method based upon the

cooling of the filament, has found figures from

1,610° to 1,720°, for i6-candlepower lamps at 65

volts.
,

Another point upon which we have somewhat

definite ideas is the variation of the resistance of the

filaments as a function of the temperature. In 1887

Mr. Anthony had observed in certain lamps a change,

in sign of the coefficient of temperature; later Mr.

Howell has shown that the core of a filament de-

creases its resistance as the temperature rises, but

that the carbon, loosened by the heating, behaves

rather as a pure graphite and increases the resistance.

The two phenomena just mentioned present imme-

diate interest in the choice of filaments for incandes-

cent lamps.
Progress of the Manufacture.—As a whole, the

methods of manufacture of incandescent lamps have

not suffered any essential change within six years,

though details have been considerably improved.

To-day very fine filaments are made, perfectly

homogeneous and uniform, by the employment of

cellulose, dissolved and formed finder pressure.

These methods, analogous to those for artificial silk,

though having numerous variations, according to

the solvent employed for- the cellulose (chloride of

zinc, ether-alcohol, sulphuric acid, etc.), and the

mode of solidification, have to-day almost completely

replaced all the others, even those of Edison and

Swan, for ordinary filaments. However, they are ill-

suited to the manufacture of filaments of large diam-

eter. These are obtained more free from imperfec-

tions and more dense by squirting a carbon mass
agglomerated under pressure, as for arc-lamp car-

bons. These modern filaments require no further

padding by deposit of carbon, as was once necessary.

The art of obtaining a vacuum in the lamps has

been much improved by the employment of very

powerful mercury pumps, after a first vacuum (up

to 0.5 mihimeter of mercury) rapidly made by

mechanical pumps. Certain manufacturers replace

this second vacuum by a chemical vacuum (the

Malignani process, etc.) obtained by previously in-

troducing into the bulbs a secret chemical substance,

which is heated in a second vacuum effected after

the introduction of a hydrocarbon gas. The vapors

produced are precipitated, removing every trace of

air, and the vacuum is at once more perfect and

quickly obtained (two minutes instead of 10 or 15)

than is possible with mercury pumps.
The soldering of filament to leading-in wires,

hitherto obtained by precipitation of carbon in a

hydrocarbon liquid, is more often performed to-day

by the aid of a dough of carbon and tar heated to

a high temperature. The leading-in wires may be

nickel or ferro-nickel, enamel conductors, or some
substitute for platinum; but, in general, it has seemed

best to merely reduce this length of platinum to a

minimum (12 millimeters).

Luminous Efficiency.—The point where least

progress has been made is in luminous efficiency,

generally referred to the maximum horizontal in-

tensity. Some excellent results have been an-

nounced by makers, but they are obtained gener-

ally on accumulator batteries. In practice the con-

sumption is rarely less than 3.5 watts a decimal

candle (1.14 Hefner candles), for in these conditions

a variation of 10 per cent, in the voltage may change

the intensity of a i6-candlepower lamp from 10 to

20 candlepower, 'and the efficiency from four to 2.6;

a lamp forced further is rapidly destroyed.

In spite of the efforts of numerous producers and
ihe experiments made with the view of reducing

the disintegration of the coating, or even to sup-

press it altogether, the 220-volt lamps are inferior, as

to life and efficiency, to lamps of the. same power
of no volts; moreover, the specific consumption in-

creases very rapidly with the time; finally, it is

difficult to make 220-volt lamps of small intensity

—

scarcely those of 16 candlepower. The true solu-

tion of the problem of making such lamps, and, a

fortiori, of soo-volt lamps, seems then to be sought
in the employment of a higher resistance filament

than that of ordinary carbon.
Filaments of Other Materials.—The inconven-

iences of carbon filaments are their easy volatiliza-

tion and their too great specific conductivity. Nu-
merous investigators have tried other refractory sub-

slanccs, notably the carbides of borium. aluminum,
silicon (carborundum), etc. Carborundum can be
made into elastic and homogeneous filaments, but
the blackening of the bulbs is very rapid and fre-

quently accompanied by rupture of the attachments.

Carbide of calcium gives slightly better results.

These carbides seem more volatile than carbon.

Langhaus has tried, unsuccessfully, to cover a

core of oxides with a deposition of borium or silicon.

The only two proceedings of this sort which seem
to be actually employed in the industry are due -

to Langhaus and to Maxim. The Maxim filament

is formed from a carbide in crystallized powder,
very hard, refractory, and of a high electrical re-

sistance, obtained by a special process of precipita-

tion, mixed with tar, and then shaped under pres-
sure. According to these manufacturers, these lamps
blacken I'ess rapidly and give an increase of effi-

ciency of about 25 per cent. They are still too
novel to allow us to speak more exactly concerning
them.
The same is true of the osmium filaments of Wels-

bach, concerning which much has been said in re-

cent months, but which have not yet been pre-

sented to the public. These filaments are obtained
in a number of ways, notably by heating a platinum
wire in a hydrocarbon vapor, with steam and osmic
anhydride. The filament of osmium, previously
freed from its platinum core by exposure to a flame,

is placed in the vacuum and submitted to a tem-
perature higher than that of carbon filaments, and
gives, it appears, twice the output. The disadvan-
tages of this product seem to be the high cost of

its manufacture and the too great conductivity of

the substance employed, which does not permit a
higher voltage than 20 or 30 volts. It is the same
with filaments with base of tungsten, chromium,
etc., proposed by others.

Filaments with Base of Oxides of Rare Earths.

—

A second, and entirely different, method to better

the efficiency is to employ as incandescent bodies
those presenting a more favorable law of radiation

than carbon, in particular the oxides of rare earths

already employed in incandescent-gas mantels,

thanks to the beautiful discovery of Welsbach. It

is important alike to electricians and gas dealers to

understand the true causes of the remarkable effi-

ciency of these burners. Certain authors (Nichol
and Snow) have attributed this to a luminescent
eft'cct; to an exceptional emissive power (John);
others (Bunte) to the very high temperature of 2,000°

and a catalytic effect due to the presence of a small
quantity of oxide of cerium (one-half to one per
cent.), distributed on the surface of the body of

thorium oxide. But in reality, and following the

law of Kirchhoff, the beautiful experiments of Le
Chatelier and Boudouard have discounted all these

hypotheses and determined that the increased effi-

ciency results simply from colored bodies having
a more favorable law of radiation than black bodies
at the same temperature (which does not exceed
1,650°). Thanks to an emissive power nearly unity

for blue, green and yellow radiations, and a less

one for the red and heat rays, the energy radiated

per unit of surface is less than with carbon, but
its composition is better. It is sufficient then to

carry these oxides to the same temperature as. the

actual filaments to realize a large improvement in

light efficiency. Thus numerous inventors have
sought to apply a coat of these oxides to carbon
cores, either by application of a paste, or by elec-

trolytic deposition (Langhaus), or by an application

of an impregnated tissue (Thowley), etc. To obvi-

ate the difficulty resulting from differences in the

coefficients of expansion," other inventors have re-

placed the carbon core by a spiral wire of very
refractory metal (chromium, tungsten, platinum,

iridium, rhodium, etc.).

Jablochkoff, in 1877, and Nernst, in 1897, have sup-
pressed all addition of this sort by utilizing the

property which oxides and analogous bodies have
of becoming conductors at high temperature. Mr.
Nernst has made the lighting automatic by a plati-

num spiral placed near the filament, and by the

employment of oxides which are much better con-
ductors than those known before, through the mix-
ture of two oxides behaving as a base and an acid.

By means of these important improvements and
those brought out by the AUgemeine Electricitats

Gesellschaft in its manufacture—mounting the fila-

ment, etc., the Nernst lamp appears to have reached

the commercial stage.

Thanks to its high temperature, and especially

to the properties of radiation of oxides, this lamp
gives a beautiful white light, with a small consump-
tion (1.75 watts per candle for 25 candlepower, i.o

watt for 100 candlepower), in spite of the loss re-

sulting from its employment in open air. The pres-

ence of an oxygen atmosphere is necessary to re-

tard the decomposition of the filament by electroly-

sis. The practical life of the lamp is not yet de
termined, but it is to be feared that the filament

forced so continuously will be fragile and very sen-

sitive to variations of voltage. In all cases one

must add in series a resistance with high coefficient

of temperature to prevent too rapid an increase of

current when the voltage rises. Hitherto the mak-
ers have been unable to build lamps for less than

25 candlepower, or less than no volts; but it is

very easy to obtain lamps of 220 volts and even

higher, lighted by hand or automatically.

Rating of Incandescent Lamps.—The adoption of

different units (in France the decimal candle, in

Germany and America the Hefner, which is only

0.88 of the decimal) creates an apparent advantage

of foreign lamps over the French lamps. There is

like disagreement in the definition of the luminous

power of lamps, and the method of measuring it.

Lamps .should carry an indication of their powei

and vollage correct within two per cent, of their

performance. In acceptance tests the limit of vari-
ation is from six per cent, above to six per cent,
below for luminous power and consumption. If

more than " a quarter of the lamps show greater
variations, the consignment should be refused. The
Hfe beyond which the luminous intensity will fall

off 20 per cent, should be indicated by the maker.
There is in reality but one rational way to meas-

ure the light of incandescent lamps, especially now,
with all the varied forms, in nowise comparable;
that is, to measure the total flux. The author has
shown one method of so doing, viz., to rotate the
lamp very rapidly about the axis of a lumenmeter.
Mr. Ulbrich has indicated another, still more sim-
ple, arrangement, using a sphere with perfectly
whitened interior. The intrinsic brightness is the
same everywhere on its surface and gives by pro-
portionality a measure of the luminous flu.x.

As to the rule to be adopted for defining the use-
ful life of a lamp, there is general accord in France,
as in Germany, to define this upon a basis of 20 per
cent, under constant potential. This should be made
the base of an international agreement. We desire
to see a vote passed by the congress recommending
the generalization of direct measurements of total
luminous flux, and the provisional adoption of a
light standard common to various countries, until
H perfectly practical unit can be realized.

Peking-Matchiapu Electric Railway.
The Zeitschrift des Vereins Deutscher Ingenieure

published in a recent issue an article on the Peking
electric railroad, written by Mr. A. Fischer, an
electrical engineer of the firm of Siemens & Halske.
Following is an abstract:
"When the railroad from Tientsin to Peking was

built the engineers in charge exerted themselves
to the utmost to secure a concession from the
Chinese Government to build the terminal station
of the road in Peking, or at least in the immediate
neighborhood of the capital. This terminus was to
become a most important railway center, as it was
to form at the same time the Peking station of the
Peking-Fengtai-Paotingfu-Hankow line, and, later

on, the great central depot of the Manchurian rail-

way. But all efforts .were entirely in vain. The
railroad administration was forced to build the sta-
tion at Matchiapu, three kilometers (1.86 miles) from
the so-called Yungting-Mun, one of the southern
gates of the capital. Here it was where the loco-
motives had to stop.

"But it soon became evident that at least some
kind of connection had to be established between
the Tientsin railroad terminus and Peking. After
matiy proposals and schemes had been taken into
consideration by the administration of the Imperial
Railways of Northern China, this honorable body
decided upon the construction of an electric rail-

way. Several offers were considered, and finally
that of Siemens & Halske of Berlin was accepted.
"The Chinese authorities determined that the road

should first be built only from the Matchiapu station
to the southern gate of Peking. From that gate to
the central parts of the capital there remains still a
distance of three kilometers, the line thus con-
structed reaching its object only partly. But the
Chinese government refused .permission to extend
the electric line to the inner parts of the city, as it

was a means of communication for the first time in-

troduced in the Celestial Empire, and one did not
know at that time how the population would behave
itself with regard to the road. A further hindrance
was found in the fact that it would have been very
difficult to lay the tracks through the wall, no mat-
ter whether through one of the existing, or through
a new, gate, as the population would doubtless have
opposed this scheme energetically. Furthermore,
would it have required a pretty long time until all

these difficulties could have been overcome, and the
only consequence would have been that the con-
struction of the granted section had been indefi-

nitely delayed.

"It was hoped that all the objections named would
be overcome with less difficulty when the Chinese
officials could be convinced by the completed part
of the line that the people made use of this new
means of' communication and that they appreciated
it. After the line from Matchiapu to the Peking
gate had been completed, all expectations of our en-
gineers were surpassed. From the opening day the
cars were almost constantly crowded. With the,

exception of the higher positions, which were held
by Europeans, exclusively -Chinese help was em-
ployed, and the first Chinese electric railway came
daily more into favor.

"Before the opening of the road it was, not with-
out reason, feared that the lower part of the popula-
tion, which up to the present time cannot find an
explanation for the electric motive power, would
consider electricity as an invention of the devil and
would think it best to destroy it—just as they did
with the first railroad built in the Celestial Empire.
An attack was, I must admit, made upon the cars
on the opening day—but only in order to get a seat!

Very little can so far be said about the paying
prospects of the line, as it was opened only in 1899.

But, generally speaking, they seem to be satisfac-

tory, especially when considering that it is only a
suburban line.

"Soon after the completion of this section of the
.electric railway, work on the construction of an
electric-light and power plant in Peking was started,

f'nr ibis enterprise the Siemens & Halske company
foinicd a stock company styled Chinese Electrical

company. The first purpose of this plant was to
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supply the various foreign legation buildings with
electric light, and then to extend the same all over
the city. As the Imperial Palace at Peking and the
Summer Palace at Wanchuchang had been lighted

by electricity for several years, the electric light was
nothing new to the Chinese. But in spite of this it

was very difficult to secure a concession from the
Chinese government for the establishment of an
ovchead line. That the Chinese officials finally

granted the joncession was chiefly due to the in-

fluence of the late German minister to China, Baron
von Ketteler."

The outbreak of hostilities in China has naturally

stopped all electrical enterprises in the Empire, but
there is every reason to suppose that after peace
has been restored a steady development in electrical

matters will be noticed. It is to be hoped that the

various nations whose troops now occupy the Chi-

nese capital will ask and get guarantees that will

render a repetition of similar troubles an impossi-

bility. The attention of British manufacturers was,

some time ago, especially called to the great possi-

bilities offered to them in China by a speech of

Lord Charles Beresford. delivered at a meeting of the

Institution of Mechanical Engineers, in which he
particularly mentioned the above-described electrical

enterprises at Peking. This speech should also be

considered as a lesson for all American electrical

manufacturers, as it show^s that there is a great field

for electricity within the vast territories of the Chi-

nese Empire, and that energetic efforts should be

made to gain a firm foothold in that market before

our great competitors. Germany and Great Britain,

get ahead of us. H. L. G.

CORRESPONDENCE.

London Letter.

London, September ii.—Perhaps 1 cannot do

better than to devote this letter to a synopsis of Sir

William Preece's recent paper before the British

Association on "Wireless Telegraphy and Teleph-

ony."
The speaker began by saying that Marconi's sys-

tem of wireless telegraphy had been a good deal

e.xperimented on since 1896, but, unfortunately, had

not yet established itself as of commercial value.

It was now his privilege to announce a still more
wonderful and easily practicable system of com-
municating across space without the use of com-
municating wires. The first experiments in this di-

rection were made in February, 1894, across Loch
Ness, in the Highlands. On that occasion trials

were made to determine the laws governing the

transmittance of Morse signals by his electromag-

netic method of wireless telegraphy. Two parallel

wires, well earthed, weie laid one on each side of

the lake, and arrangements were made by means
of which the wires could be systematically shortened

with a view to ascertain the minimum length neces-

sary to record satisfactory signals. It occurred to

Mr. Gavey, who was the experimenter, to compare

telephonic and telegraphic signals, to ascertain

whether articulate speech could be maintamed un-

der the same conditions as Morse signaling. The

trials showed that it was then possible to exchange

speech across the loch, at an average distance of a

mile and a half between the parallel wires when

tlie length of the wires themselves was reduced to

four miles on each side of the water. The sensation

created in 1897 by Mr. Marconi's application of the

Hertzian waves distracted attention from the more

practical, simpler and older method. Mr. Ever-

.shed and Dr. Oliver Lodge had in the meantime

much advanced the system bv introducing admirable

call-methods. In 1899 they conducted some careful

experiments on the Menai Straits, and these deter-

mined the fact that the maximum effects were pro-

duced when the parallel wires were terminated by

earth plates to the sea itself. It became quite evi-

dent that the ordinaiT inductive ef=fects were much

enhanced by conduction through the water, and

that in consequence, shorter wires were practicable.

Xo '

special apparatus seemed necessary, and the

ordinary telephonic transmitters and receivers were

used It became desirable to establish communica-

tion between the islands or rocks known as the

Skerries and the mainland of Anglesey, and it was

determined to do this by means of wireless teleph-

ony. It was desired to put the lighthouse at the

Skerries in communication with the coastguard sta-

tion at Cemlyn, which was connected with the Post-

office system. The bottom of the channel was too

rough, and the currents were too violent for a cable,

and a wire 750 yards in length was therefore erected

along the Skerries, and on the mainland one ot 3'-^

miles was laid from a point opposite the Skerries

to Cemlyn each line terminating by an earth plate

in the sea. The average distance between the paral-

lel portions of the two wires was 28 miles, iele-

phonic communication was now readily maintaineo,

and the service was a good one.

Further experiments with wireless telephony had

recently been made between Rathlin Island on the

north coast of Ireland, and the mainland. The ea.~

and west portions of the island of Rathlin were ahou

eight miles from the mainland, but a tongue of land

projected southward to within a distance of lour

miles. Communication was required oetvveen the

lighthouse near the northeastern corner of the island

and the mainland, and the question for ^olimon was

whether an overland line running the whole length

of the island from east to west was necessary to ob-

tain good communication, or whether a shorter line

across the neck of the southern peninsula would
strve. The preliminary experiments proved con-
clusively that communication, both telegraphic and
telephonic, w-as readily maintainable by means of
temporary wires established across the neck of the
peninsula along the shorter line. Wireless tel-

ephony across the sea was now a practical and com-
mercial system. No experiments had yet been made
with ships, but it would appear simple to speak by
telephone between ship and ship, or between ship
and shore, to considerable distances across space
by means of a circuit formed of copper wire termi-
nating at each end of the ship in the sea, passing
over the topmast and using simple telephones.

In discussing the paper. Professor Oliver Lodge
said that he had always urged that sea conduction
was really a more important factor than the induc-
tion between the wires, though it might happen, in

some cases, that the wire induction was more power-
ful or yielded stronger current. The simple process
described by Sir William Preece had evidently a
considerable future before it. Nevertheless, it was
possible that there were cases where the Hertzian
wave method might seem preferable.

S. F. Walker said he believed there were cases
in which the working was better by a purely con-
ductive system. At the same time, the inductive
system might probably be considered preferable
for communication from ship to ship, or between
ships and the shore. Unfortunately, the whole tel-

ephonic system of communicating through space,

either inductively through the air or conductively
through the ground or the sea, was subject to the

objection that anybody in the intervening distances

who had a pair of conductors could read the mes-
sage.

Sir William Preece, in reply, said there was no
doubt a field for the Hertzian-wave system. It could
be used in the navies of the world, and the British

.\dmiralty was quite alive to its advantages. There
were upward of ,30 British warships already fitted

with wireless telegraphy, and probably others would
soon be equipped, but not necessarily with Mar-
coni's system, as Captain Jackson, a naval officer

in charge of that department, had made confidential

reports on the subject to his official superiors before

Marconi had announced his results. W. H. B.

New York Notes.

New York, September 22.—The Manhattan Rail-

way company is putting in a moving stairway at the

uptown station of the road at the southeast corner

of Twenty-third street and Sixth avenue. This

"escalator" is not the same as that at Fifty-ninth

street and Third avenue, but is the Otis escalator.

Instead of being a moving inclined platform, it is

a moving stairway, a series of steps moving upward.

The moving stairway at Fifty-ninth street and Third

avenue is not patronized as much as was anticipated.

In 15 minutes the other day five persons ascended

by this route. During the same time 11 persons

a'scended on the old-fashioned half of the same
flight of steps. These latter were evidently in a

hurry, for those of them who started at the same
time as others did by the escalator reached the top

first in every instance.

A resolution to compel the Brooklyn Rapid

Transit company to put its trolley wires under-

ground was introduced by .Alderman Alt at the last

meeting of the board. It was referred to the com-
mittee on railroads. The resolution sets forth that

the overhead wires are a menace to life, and that

they interfere with the work of the Fire Depart-

ment. It requests the corporation counsel to begin

legal proceedings to bury the wires.

The rapid-transit commissioners are now con-

templating the extension of the rapid-transit tunnel

to Brooklyn. The plan now favored by a majority

of the commissioners contemplates that the tunnel

shall reach Brooklyn at the foot of Joralemon street

and run along that street and Fulton to Flatbush

avenue, with a station at City Hall. A large part

of the preliminary work of removing sewer mains

for the subway has been done, and excavation has

been begun in every sub-section, except where ele-

vated structures put obstacles in the way.

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit company has not

vet begun to operate the motor-car trains on the

Hrooklyn bridge. This has been due to a misun-

derstanding between Bridge Commissioner Shea

and General Manager Breckinridge of the Transit

company. Commissioner Shea will not allow the

trains to be operated unless bridge employes are m
charge of the motor cars. A delay of some days

will "result while the bridge employes are being

taught how to handle the cars.

Last week the new electric-light and power plant

-it the Brooklyn navy yard was started, and within

•1 short time it will likely furnish all the electricity

that is needed in the local navy yard. It cost about

S200000 and is the finest, as well as the largest,

electric 'plan' owned by the United States Navy.

Hitherto, nearly every department at the yard has

had its own electric plant, but it is claimed that

with one central plant to supply the power, better

service may be given at a .saving of at least $>«'.ooo a

vear The installation includes three Standard Ball

automatic vertical engines, of .^00 horsepower and 250

revolutions per minute. Each engine is direct-con-

nected to two lOO-kilowatt generators, one pair be-

ing Siemens & Halske generators, the others of the

General Electric equipment. Within a short ime

n condensing apparatus will be added to the plant.

and then the engines will be run at low pressure
instead of at high pressure, as is the case at present.
The second United States cable ship is now being

fitted out at the Morse Iron Works, Brooklyn.
This is the former transport Eurnside, w'hich will
soon sail for the Pliilippines with 500 miles of deep-
sea cable coiled in her three cable tanks. The cable
will be laid under the supervision of Captain Squier
of the Signal Corps. The copper wire of the cable
is sheathed with 16 steel wires covered with jute,

and the whole is incased in an outer covering of
guttapercha, making the cost of the cable from $800
to $1,000 a mile. M. L. G.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, September 22.—The Union Electric
company of Dubuque, Iowa, has petitioned the
council for an extension of the time to 1901 to equip
its cars wdth fenders. The company intends to put
a new equipment in service, and will fit the new
cars with fenders.

L. C. Spooner of Morris, Minn., contemplates in-

stalling a lighting and heating system.
Manchester, Iowa, has voted to grant a franchise

for an electric-light system.
The Owatonna (Minn.) Electric company's system

changed hands September 1st, and is now owned
by Chicago men.
The Seattle Electric company of Seattle, Wash.,

has moved its general offices to* larger quarters in

the Holyoke building.

-A Montana capitalist contemplates establishing
a street-car system in Fargo, N. D.
Local capitalists at Hutchinson, Minn., have

formed a stock company and will install an electric-

lighting plant.

Suit has been begun in the United States Circuit
Court at St. Paul against the Northern Pacific Rail-

way company, to compel that corporation to main-
tain and operate a telegraph system throughout
its entire line. The suit is based on the charter
originally granted the old Northern Pacific Rail-
road company, which required the maintenance of
a telegraphic system. The company has entered
into an e.xclusive contract with the Western Union
Telegraph company for the operation of the system.
The suit demands that the railway company be com-
pelled to operate the telegraph system without favor
or discrimination.

The council of Duluth, Minn., unanimously voted
to annul the franchise of the Duluth Street Railway
company, on the ground that the company had
failed to carry out its promise to improve the serv-

ice. The line was recently consolidated with the

Superior system and purchased by an eastern syn-
dicate, in which Thomas Lowry of Minneapolis is

largely interested.

The Minnesota Board of Equalization is not sat-

isfied with the returns made on the property of the

Twin City Rapid Transit company in Ramsey and
Hennepin counties and the Duluth Street Railway
company in St. Louis County. A resolution has
been passed directing the officers of those compa-
nies to show cause why the assessed valuations of

their properties should not be increased.
The council of Council Bluffs, Iowa, is consider-

ing an ordinance for the creation of the office of

city electrician.

The Sioux City Traction company of Sioux City,

Iowa, plans to extend its system to a number of

points. The line now running to South Sioux City

is to be extended to Dakota City and Homer, Neb.
Eventually, the Leeds line will be continued on to

LeMars, Iowa, the Riverside line to Elk Point and
Vermillion, S. D,, and the Morningside tracks to

Sergeant Bluff, Salix, Sloan, Whiting and Onawa.
Of course, the completion of these plans will be a

matter of a number of years.

Alexander Hughes, of the Hughes Electric com-
pany, Fargo, N. D., contemplates buying the electric

plant at Glendive, Mont. If the sale goes through,
he will increase the plant and extend it.

The government has contracted for materials for

tile extension of the electric-light system at the Port
Orchard dry dock near Seattle, Wash, When this

is completed, it will be possible to work night and
day at the dock.

Foreclosure suits have been begun in St. Cloud,
Minn., on the property of the Benton Power and
Traction company.

It has been reported that the Twin City Rapid
Transit company would run its Stillwater interurban

cars through St. Paul to Minneapolis. The com-
pany denies the rumor.

E. C. Morrow of Wallace, Idaho, has become su-

perintendent of the Gas and Electric Light com-
pany's plant at Walla Walla, Wash.
The Butte Consolidated Street Railway company

of Butte, Mont., has about completed the rebuilding

of its power house and car barns at the lower end
of Montana street. The cost was $65,000. The work
has progressed slowly, as the old building had to

be removed piece by piece and the new one built

in its place, with the plant in operation to furnish

power. The new plant, as completed, is one of the

finest in the Northwest.
The Seattle Electric company of Seattle. Wash.,

has had four of its employes arrested on a charge
of .stealing a large amount of copper wire. The
company believes there has been a systematic plan

whereby the men implicated have taken not far from
$1,000 worth of wire.

City Electrician Pinckuey of Seattle. Wash., has

just resigned his office, to become the manager of

the Washington Electric Supply and Mantel com-
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pany, of which he has just been elected president

and manager. In leaving his office, the fire and
police departments presented him a handsome
gold watch. R-

From the Buckeye State.

Columbus, Ohio, September 22.—It is hardly prob-

able that the Columbus, Urbana and Mechamcsburg
Electric Railway company will get a complete fran-

chise unless it agrees to use the loop -now being

built by the Columbus, London and Springfield

company. In fact, the Board of Public Works has

made the announcement that all interurban roads

coming into the city must use this loop. The city

compelled the company last named to build the

loop, with the expectation that all the other roads

would use it and pay a reasonable rental or propor-

tion of the fares to the owners. The loop will cost

the company about $60,000.

It is the opinion of some legal authorities that a

blanket franchise cannot be given the Columbus
Street Railway company, unless it forfeits all the

rights it now has and abides by those contained in

the new franchise. There has been no action taken

in this matter yet, but the general opinion prevails

that the company will be compelled to grant
^

a

reduction in fares before the desired franchise will

be granted.

J. R. McComb will represent the Shelby Electric

company on the road in Ohio this year. He is a

good salesman, and will no doubt give the company
satisfactory service.

Long hours were the cause of a short strike oE

the street-railway employes at Newark this week,

but it did not last long, the men going back to work
better satisfied than they were before. The lines

were crippled slightly for a day or two.

A. G. Grant was granted a franchise for an ex-

tension of his Grove City line, from Grove City

to Iviorgan's Station, by the Franklin county com-
missioners. If other lines wish to use the exten-
sion, the question of compensation is to be sub-

mitted to the county commissioners as a board of

arbitration.

Edward Adams of Toledo has been made general
jiianager of the Sandusky, Milan and Norwalk elec-

tric railroad. Mr. Adams is well up in electric-

railway business, having been connected with various
companies about Toledo for the last 10 years.

S'he directors of the Chillicothe, Mount Sterling
and Columbus Electric Railway company held a

meeting at Chillicothe a few days ago and accepted
a proposition which was made to the company by
eastern capitalists. The officers of the company
were instructed to sign the contract, which Colonel
Field of Columbus, representative of the capitalists,

had prepared.

Arrangements have been made to manufacture the

Shelby lamp at Hamilton, Ont. This move is made
to escape the high duties which have practically

prohibited the sale of these lamps in Canada. The
factory there will use the same machinery and de-
vices that are used in the Shelby factory, and the

filaments will be supplied from Shelby. It is ex-
pected that the Canadian trade will add greatly to

the business of this company and will not hurt the
sale of the Shelby factory's output in the United
States.

All arrangements have been made to begin active

work on the construction of the Toledo, Findlay
and Fostoria electric railway. The contract for the

construction and equipment of the road has been
awarded the Dover Construction company of Canal
Dover, Ohio, and the engineers are now at work
locating the line. The power house will be located
on the outskirts of Fostoria. The boilers, two in

number, will be of 400-horsepower each, and
generators of the same capacity will be used. The
contractors say that work on the line will be begun
within two weeks and that the power house will be
built and equipped this fall and winter, so that at

least a portion of the line may be put in operation
early in the spring.

The power house of the Pomeroy and Racine elec-

tric road on the Ohio River has been completed
and the machinery is now being installed. The track
gang will be at work within another week.

The Sandusky, Bellevue, Monroeville and Nor-
walk Electric Railway company has given a mort-
gage of $600,000 to the Commonwealth Title Insur-
ance and Trust company of Philadelphia, as trustee,

to enable it to sell bonds for the construction of

the road. This insures its completion, and it is

expected that cars will be running over the line

this fall. O. M. C.

PERSONAL.
The American Bridge company announces that

Mr. August Ziesing has been appointed as the
general western representative of the company,
with headquarters at Chicago.

J. Arthur Jones, a young electrical man well
known in Chicago, has joined forces with the North-
ern Electric Manufacturing company and will be
connected with the Chicago ofifice of that company
at 939 Monadnock building.

George R. Metcalfe, formerly connected with the
Sprague and Edison companies and for five years
editor of Electricity, has accepted the position of

electrical engineer for the Woods Motor Vehicle
company of Chicago. Mr. Metcalfe is a technical

man of experience and will no doubt acquit himself
worthily in his new relation.

Edward P. Burch, consulting electrical engineer,
Minneapolis, Minn., is retained as constilting engi-
neer in the projected Albert Lea (Minn.) and Ge-
neva electric railway and the Decorah and Waupun
(Iowa) electric railway. Mr. Burch is also making
improvements in the Cedar Rapids and Marion
road, with the idea of enabling that road to haul
more freight and to increase the economy per car-
mile. He is also making tests of Iowa coal for
another railway for the purpose of decreasing its

operating expenses. Mr. Burch was formerly elec-
trical engineer for the Twin City Rapid Transit com-
pany, which controls the Minneapolis, St. Paul, Still-

water and Duluth-West Superior systems. After re-

signing his position he was retained as consulting
engineer of these roads. Mr. Burch has been identi-

fied with the development of many of the electric

railways in the Northwest.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The new electric-light plant at Tarboro, N. C,

has been put into operation and is proving a suc-
cess.

The Johnstown (Pa.) Steam, Heat and Power
company has been incorporated, with $35,000 capital
stock.

The new electric-light plant at the North Caro-
lina state penitentiary at Raleigh has been com-
pleted.

Edward J. O'Beirne of Birmingham, Ala., has
petitioned the City Council of Florence, Ala., for
franchise to build an electric-lighting plant.

Arrangements are being made and work will soon
commence for the erection of an electric-light plant
and waterworks at the town of Clinton, N. C.

The Boston Electric Light company, on June
30th, had total assets of $5,329,648, -a capital stock
of $3,000,000 and debts of $1,777,156.

Bids will be received at the city clerk's office

in the city of Rock Island, 111., until October ist.

for furnishing the city with power pump and elec-
tric motor.

Kingsbury, Samuel & Co. of Baltimore, Md., have
submitted the lowest bid ($9,999.45) for the erection
of the electric-light plant at Fredericksburg, Va.
The council will recommend acceptance of this

proposal.

The Acme Gas company of Chicago was recently
incorporated, with a capital stock of $50,000, to
operate gas and electric plants. The incorporators
were Charles W. Smith, Frank R. Hughes and Wil-
lis M. Cowen.

The city of Lake Providence, La., is now asking
bids on its authorized $17,500 of bonds for con-
struction of lighting plant and waterworks. As
soon as bonds are placed arrangements will be made
for letting contracts.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Canton-Massillon (Ohio) Electric Railway

company, which recently increased its capital stock
to $1,000,000, has commenced the reconstruction of

its Massilion lines.

Charles Dunbar and D. Gindlesperger of Brecks-
ville, O., are the projectors of a road to start from
Cleveland, pass through Brecksville and then reach
cut to Medina County.

The council of the village of Croswell, Mich., has
granted a franchise to the Detroit, Lake Huron and
Lexington Railway company to operate an electric

railway within the village limits.

The Archbold-Brady company of Syractise, N. Y.,

has been incorporated for $50,000 to construct
street-surface railroads, electric-lighting plants, etc.

The directors are W. K. Archbold of New York
city, P. T. Brady and R. E. Drake of Syracuse.

The Grand Rapids, Holland and Lake Michigan
Railroad company of Grand Rapids, Mich., recently
executed a mortgage to the American Trust and
Savings Bank of Chicago for $1,500,000 for the pur-
pose of buying the Saugatuck, Douglass and Lake
Shore and Holland and Lake Michigan railways.
and constructing a double-track trolley line from
Holland to Grand Rapids, Mich.

The fifth annual meeting of the Union Traction
company of Philadelphia was held in that city on
September 19th. The following-nanted directors
were elected for the ensuing year: Thomas Dolan,
William L. Elkins, Alexander M. Fox, John B.
Parsons. William I-I. Schelmerdine, Alfred Smith,

J. J. Sullivan, P. A. B. Widener, George D. Widener,
George W. Elkins. Alexander Balfour and Charles
O. Kruger. Mr. Kruger takes the place left vacant
by the death of James McManes. The treasurer's

report showed that the net earnings for the fiscal

year ended June 30th were $938,020.55.

The cutting up of the streets by heavy coal wagons
belonging to the Chicago Consolidated Traction
company in Oak Park was recently a cause of com-
plaint by the citizens to the Cicero Town Board.
The board refused to act on the complaints, and
John M. Roach, president of the Consolidated com-

pany, pleased at the attitude of the board, sent in
a communication with a check for $400, to be applied
to the street-repair fund of the district. Mr. Roach
stated that, while the company did not consider
itself responsible for the bad condition of the streets,
it was desirous that the amicable relations existing
between the company and the board might continue.
The check was accepted, with a vote of thanks.

A threatened strike of street-railway men in To-
] onto has been averted by a compromise. The men,
who are getting 16 cents an hour, asked 20 cents.'

President Mackenzie ofifered 17 cents to those who
had been two years in the company's employment,
and 18 cents to those of five years' service. This offer
was accepted. Mr. Mackenzie, after getting a return
of wages paid in the chief American cities, was
of the opinion that the Toronto men could main-
tain as high a standard of living as any car employes
on the continent. The majority of the men have
served five years with the road. The increase in
the wage account will be about $40,000 per annum,
but the .company's earnings this year are increasing
at the rate of about $150,000 a year.

AUTOMOBILES.
The youngest licensed automobile driver in the

world is now claimed by Chicago. He is Chauncey
B. Blair of 4830 Drexel boulevard, and his father
is Chauncey J. Blair, president of the Merchants'
National Bank. Young Blair, who is 14 years old,
received his license on September 21st.

The De Dion-Bouton Motorette coinpany of
Brooklyn announces that gold medals and first and
second prizes were awarded in a recent 1,000-mile
run at the Paris Exposition for De Dion motors and
motorettes and for "voiturettes" manufactured by
other concerns but operated by De Dion gasoline
motors.

A novel use has been made of the automobile by
William J. Bryan, who started out in one on Sep-
tember 22d from Lincoln, Neb., in his canvass of
the first congressional district of the state. Three
speeches were inade that day, the last at Firth, 17
miles distant from Lincoln. The candidate returned
to Lincoln at night.

"The New York Motor Vehicle company has just
finished a model public-passenger omnibus, and will
have it on exhibition at the Automobile Show, in
the restaurant section of Madison Square Garden,
New York, November 3d to loth. This company
has an order for a large number of omnibuses, and
the present model is the outcome of a considerable
amount of study and investigation. It has adopted
steam as the motive power. The model omnibus is

made to seat 20 passengers, and differs in style and
size from anything so far made in this country.

An interesting automobile suit was tried at Hack-
ensack, N. J., where J. L. Guyre sued Dr. W. L.
Vroom of Ridgewood for damages from, a runa-
way, said to have been caused by the latter's auto-
mobile and resuUing in the death of the plaintiff's
wife. Dr. Vroom's testimony was that the horse
was frightened and turned when 275 feet away from
the automobile, which he stopped upon seeing that
the animal was afraid. He said that he had the ma-
chine under perfect control and gave an exhibition
in front of the courthouse to show the court and
jury his ability to handle it. During the trial Justice
Dixon said: "If the automobile occasionally or ex-
ceptionally frightens horses that would not make
it a nuisance. In order to make it a nuisance its

common effect must substantially interfere with the
people who drive horses along the highway." After
bein.g out a few minutes the jury returned
for further instructions on o.ne point, at the same
time informing the court that it had agreed that the
automobile was not a nuisance.

PUBLICATIONS.
Among a recent list of titles of new books is this

curious one: "Electricity and the Resurrection: or.

The Soul and Science."

The Western Electric company, Chicago, has just
published a 150-page, electric-fixture catalogue con-
taining a complete list of stationary and adjustable
fixtures, reflectors, metal and glass shades supplied
by the company. A large stock of this material
is constantly on hand, and the company is prepared
to make prompt delivery.

At the time of the great Texas storm the Gal-
veston Tribune had in press a lOO-page publica-
tion entitled "Picturesque Galveston." One-half
the edition was saved, and the Tribune tenders the
profits of this publication to the Galveston relief

committee, under whose auspices the book will be
sold to the general public at $2 a volume.

The annual report of Thomas W. Flood, commis-
sioner of wires of the city of Boston, for the year
1899, bas been issued as a well-printed pamphlet
illustrated by 23 halftone plates. 'The report shows
the work accomplished in putting underground the

electric wires of Boston and also much about the

general condition of electrical affairs in that city.

The General Electric company is distributing a

92-page pamphlet on the sttbject of "Aging of

Transformer Iron," containing five important arti-
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cles that have been issued regarding this subject,
as follows: "The Aging of Transformer Iron," by
Prof. W. Ehvell Goldsborough^ "On Slow Change's
in the Magnetic Permeability of Iron," by W.
Mordey; "Effects of Prolonged Heating on the
Magnetic Properties of Iron," by S. R. Rogel.
B. A.: "Hysteresis in Sheet Iron and Steel," by
Arthur Hillyer Ford, and "The Aging of Trans-
former Iron and Steel," by J. A. Capp. This pam-
phlet should be of value to every central-station
manager. It will be furnished free of charge upon
application to the General Electric company.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
The Twin City Power company, recently projected

v.'ith a capital of $1,000,000 to develop the water-
power of the Savannah River, near Parksville, S. C,
now has a party of hydraulic engineers at work
estimating the available power.

TELEGRAPH.
A fifth submarine cable is about to be laid be-

tween England and Germany. An idea of the in-

crease in the cable traffic between the two countries
may be gathered from the fact that whereas in

1896, when the fourth cable was laid, the annual
number of cablegrams was 1.867,868 per annum, no
fewer than J.465,613 cablegrams are now annually
transmitted.

The German Telegraph company gave a banquet
on the night of September 22d in Berlin, in cele-

bration of the laying of the new Atlantic cable.

Lieutenant-general Von Podbielski, secretary of

state for posts and telegraphs, toasting Emperor
William and President McKinley, said both fully

recognized the importance of direct cable communi-
cation between Germany and the United States and
the promotion of friendly relations between the two
countries.

The United States steamer Iroquois, which has

been on a surveying trip to the Midway Islands, to

investigate the practicability of locating one of the

stations of the proposed Philippine cable on one
of the islands of that group, returned to Honolulu
recently. Lieutenant Charles Pond, who was in

charge of the expedition, will report in favor of

the station being located at Sand Island, the west-

ern and larger of the two islands.

General Greely, chief signal officer, who went to

Alaska to arrange for telegraphic communication
with that territory, has reported that by making
use of the Canadian line there will be communica-
tion with Fort Egbert. Eagle City, by the end of

September. The Canadian line extends from Ash-
croft north to Dawson City and the boundary line.

The United States has constructed a line from
Fort Egbert to meet this line. Another line is be-

ing built by the United States up the Yukon River,

which, it is intended, shall connect with Fort Eg-
bert, but it is not likely that it will be completed

this season.

SPACE TELEGRAPHY.
A dispatch from Berlin states that the North

German Lloyd steamer Kaiserin Maria Theresia on
a recent trip succeeded in sending a message 100

kilometers {62 miles) by a wireless-telegraph ap-

paratus.

It is reported that, encouraged by the success of

its negotiations with the British Admiralty, the

Marconi Wireless Telegraphy company of London
proposes to renew its at':empt to install its apparatus

on the ships of the United States navy. Speaking

to a newspaper correspondent, T. Flood Page, nlan-

aging director of the company, is reported as having

said: "Signer Marconi's invention did not need the

veal of approval the admiralty has set on it, but that

:;pproval is bound to have an effect in influencing

the other naval powers to adopt a system with which

ihe warships of Great Britain and Italy will soon

be equipped. It is safe to presume that their Eu-
ropean rivals will not let them enjoy a monopoly
in the enterprise. We have been in correspondence

with the Navy Department at Washington. In fact.

Secretary Long has detached an officer as a special

commissioner to treat with us."

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
The Engineers' Society of Western New; York

has set on foot a movement for an engineering ex-

hibit and a joint meeting of engineering societies

at Buffalo during the Pan-American Exposition of

next year.

Two June bulletins of the University of Wiscon-

sin, published at Madison, Wis., contain the follow-

ing papers: "Recently Improved Methods of Sew-

age Disposal." by Professor John B. Johnson, dean

of the College of Mechanics and Engineering, and

"The Chemical Engineer." by Magnus Swenson,

special university lecturer.

The Armour Institute of Technology. Chicago,

opened September 20th, with the largest freshman

class in its history. A new course in railway engi-

neering, under the charge of Professor Walte. An-

derson, formerlv of the University of Wisconsin.
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was announced. Other new members of the faculty
are Leonard P. Dickinson, B. S. (.Massachusetts
Institute of Technology), instructor in electrical en-
gineering, and C. H. Hurd, M. E. (Cornell Uni-
versity), instructor in mechanical engineering. The
igoo-igoi year-book of the Institute, recently is-
sued, contains the usual information concerning the
courses, faculty, alumni, etc. The courses of study
in the .'Armour Scientific Academy are also given.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Sealed proposals will be received at the office of

the supervising architect of the Treasury Depart-
ment at Washington until 2 p. m. on October 8th for
the installation of a wiring system for the United
States postoffice building at Newport. Ky., in ac-
cordance w^ith the drawings and specifications, copies
of which may be obtained of the supervising archi-
tect or at the office of the superintendent of con-
struction at Newport. Ky.

There has just been completed in Milwaukee a
200-ton electric traveling crane, the largest ever
built. The crane weighs 400,000 pounds, has a 65-
foot span, and will operate on a track 56 feet from
the floor. It was built by Pawling & Harnischfeger
for the Midvale Steel company of Pennsylvania, and
will be used in the manufacture of armor for battle-
ships. It is estimated that 20 flat cars will be re-

quired to transport the crane. Its cost is $40,000.
and it was a year in building.

Figures published by the New York Sun show
that for the first seven months of this year the
aggregate output of the United States copper mines
was 352,990,360 pounds, against 326,736,800 pounds
for the corresponding period in 1899, the increase
being equivalent to about eight per cent, over last

year's production. It is also stated that from Jan-
uary 1st to August 1st of this year the foreign re-

porting copper mines produced 113,335,040 pounds,
compared with 114.282,560 pounds during the first

seven months of last year.

United States Consul Worman of Munich states

in a recent consular report that he has received in-

quiries from several persons in the United States

as to the patent rights for the telegraphone, the

owners thereof, etc. The Bank fiir Handel and In-

dustrie of Berlin, says Mr. Worman, represents the

syndicate which controls the patents for this device.

The managers have informed him that the patent

rights in the United States have already been dis-

posed of. They also state that they are not in a

position to give the exact information desired, as

their attempts to produce the telegraphone in the

highest possible perfection have not yet been suc-

cessful.

E.Kiensive thefts of wire used for carrying elec-

tricity have been perpetuated in Chicago of late.

The plunderers have taken many wires and cables,

and besides have razed police-patrol boxes to secure

instruments and batteries. Five hundred feet of

cable was removed at four o'clock last Saturday

afternoon from the elevated structure west of Hoyne
avenue. Two police-patrol boxes in Summerdale
have been knocked to pieces and the thieves suc-

ceeded in taking the instruments away without at-

tracting the attention of the policemen on the beat.

In the LaSalle street tunnel the gang has removed
a large amount of cable belonging to the fire-alarm

and police-telegraph systems. Electric and street-

railway companies have suffered more than the city.

Their losses amount to thousands of dollars every

year, because of the expensive material used. Elec-

tric currents apparently have no terror for the work-

ers, as wires bearing i.Soo volts have been cut and

carried away.

TRADE NEW?.
The capital stock of the Cutler-Hammer Manufac-

turing company of Milwaukee has been increased

from $150,000 to $200,000.

The Lake Superior Power company of Sault Ste.

Marie. Ont., is in the market for electric-railway

bonds for about 274 miles of track. Bond makers

are invited to submit bids and samples.

Lndwig Gutmann. consulting electrical engineer,

has opened an office at 309 Y. M. C. A. building.

Peoria, 111., to carry on the designing of electrical

machinery and also a general consulting business.

The Station Equipment company. Chicago, cap-

italized at $25,000. was recently incorporated, by

Charles S. .Andrews. Eugene G. Fassett and Guy
Brockway. The company is organized to manufac-

ture electrical and other machinery.

The .Acme Electric company of Chicago, organ-

ized with a capital stock of $5,000, to manufacture

electrical supplies and machinery, was a recent Illi-

nois incorporation. The incorporators were W. Y.

Miller. Charles B. Stafford and Isaac M. Crane.

Foote, Pierson & Co.. 82 Fulton street, New
York manufacturers of various telegraphic special-

ties as well as other electric supplies, were recently

pleased to receive word from Paris to the effect

that they had been awarded a bronze medal. Foote.

Pierson & Co. were rather astonished at receiving

«uch a handsome recognition, from the fact that

20g

ihey had made no great effort to work for the medal,
and had, in fact, made only a very modest, and, as
tile firm thought, an insignificant exhibit at the Paris
Exposition. Such a surprise as this tells its own
story as to the excellence of Foote. Pierson &. Co.'s
product.

The Lea Arc Lamp company of Anderson, Ind.,
has decided to change its name to the Lea-PIooven
Manufacturing company. The following-named
gentlemen are officers of the company: President,
C. W. Hooven; vice-president, E. S. Lea; secre-
tary and treasurer, A. G. Lea.

Consul Worman of Munich, under date of Au-
gust I, 1900, says that most factories in Germany
have nothing like the American electric timekeepers,
and that an effort to introduce them into Germany,
especially into South Germany, where new enter-
prises arc constantly being launched, ought to be
successful.

BUSINESS.
The Electric Appliance company. Chicago, is

calling attention to a letter from a customer, in

which the latter states, in reference to the Adams-
Bagnall arc lamp: "It has not one part too few
nor too many."

The fine electric-light poles of the Lacombe Elec-
tric company, appreciatively referred to by the
Denver correspondent of the Western Electrician
in a recent letter, were furnished by Berthold &
Jennings, dealers in wholesale lumber, poles, etc.,

St. Louis. Mo.

The Holophane Glass company is now issuing
from its New York office literature and catalogues,
not only in English, but in French, German and
Spanish, as well. This concern is one of the med-
alists of the Paris Exposition, which speaks well
for its novel class of goods.

The Wirt Electric company manufactures theater
dimmers, rheostats and special Wirt brushes. Mr.
Wirt is an electrical man of wide experience and his
goods are well known. Thos. G. Grier of 141 South
Clinton street. Chicago, has charge of the western
business of the Wirt company.

The friends of Frank S. De Ronde, who has so
long handled business for the Standard Paint com-
pany of New York, will be interested to know that
Mr. De Ronde is now meeting with great success
in his new undertaking, w^hich was started about a
year ago, under the name of the Frank S. De Ronde
company. Mr. De Ronde has established branch
offices in New York, Philadelphia and Chicago. His
Lythite cold-water paint is said to be a bonanza, as
it is a decided novelty in the paint trade. Lythite is

being sold now all o\'er the United States.

O. W. Firkins & Co.. Minneapolis. Minn., con-
tinue to do a large business in Idaho red-cedar poles.

Among" the recent concerns to which poles were
shipped may be mentioned the Mississippi Valley
Telephone company, Minneapolis (about 500 poles)

;

Sumner Telephone company, Sumner. Iowa; Fargo
Edison company, Fargo, N. D. : Johnson County
Telephone company, Iowa City, Iowa; County Tele-
phone company, Waterloo, Iowa, and the Creston
Electric Telephone company, Creston, Iowa. Fir-

kins & Co. make a specialty of 40 to 80-foot poles,

which are said to be giving the best of satisfaction

wherever used.

The Webster Chemical company, St. Paul, Minn.,
manufacturer of the well-known Crystal chemical
coloring for coloring incandescent lamps, is much
elated over the constantly increasing demand for

its product. Not only is Crystal coloring used
largely in the United States, but orders are con-
stantly received from all over the world. Crystal
coloring can be obtained in nine or more colors.

The process of applying it is simple and practically

instantaneous, consisting merely of immersing the
lamp in a bath of the solution, withdrawing imme-
diately and drying upon exposure to the air, thus
producing, the company says, a brilliant and dura-
ble transparency. A pint will color 300 lamps. The
Webster company is constantly receiving the most
flattering testimonials from users of Crystal color-

ing, and states that those who once use it become
permanent customers.

The Driver-Harris Wire company, 84 Mechanic
street. Newark, N. J., manufacturer of the Climax
and Advance german-silver resistance wires, has re-

cently issued a price-list and wire tables covering
its several brands of resistance wire. It is claime(l

for the Climax resistance wire that it has a high
specific resistance and possesses strength and tough-
ness far in excess of the ordinary wires used for

resistance work. It has about 48 times the resistance

of copper, it is said, while german silver has only
18 times, and ofdinary steel wire about eight times
the resistance of a copper wire of the same diameter.

The low temperature coefficient of this wire fits it for

any use to which gerinan silver can be applied, and
its high specific resistance renders it an economical
substitute. Its mechanical properties make it avail-

able for rheostat work where german silver is use-

less, on account of the briltlcness. causcfl hy repeated

heating and cooling.
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ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
657.908. Speed Regulator for D3niamos. Philemon

W. Alexander, Tifton. Ga., assignor to the

Alexander company, Tifton, Ga. Application

filed February 7, 1900.

The apparatus combines with a dynamo a train of
gearing provided with a flywheel and a ratchet connec-
tion, reciprocatory mechanism for operating the gearing,

and an ecceniric for connectiog the mechanism with the
axle of a car.

NO. 653,012.

657.910. Metallic Cement for Electric-conductor
Joints. Willard F. Barber, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Application filed February 3, 1900.

A ronducting cement is described which comprises an
amalgam consisting of zinc, tin, copper, cadmium, bis-
muth, lead, aniimony and mercury, and a binding material
consisting of glucose and silicate of soda.

657.911. Apparatus for Separating Metals from
Ores by Electricity. George D. Burton, Bos-
ton, Mass. Application filed November i, 1S97.

In an electric furnace are combined a reducing cham-
ber, the body of which is composed of an electrocon-
duciive r^sis1ance m'iterial and provided with an exterior
flange, an electrode adapted for contact with the chamber
near the f^p thereof under the flange and serving as a sup-
port for the chamber, and another electrode adapted for
connection with the chamber at the lower part thereof.

657,983. Electric Meter. Jesse Harris, Lynn, Mass.
Application filed July 5, 1899.

The meter has a source of power consisting of an elec-
Ironiagnet and a clockwork, ihe electromagnet being ar-
ranged to receive ii itial power intermittently and
inti-rmittently to wind the clockwork, the clockwork being
arranged to complete an electric current whereby the
electromasnet is energized, the meter also having a regis-
ter ng train and an indicating device, the registering
train being arranged ir termit'ently to receive motion
from the transmitting device, and the transmitting device
arranged to receive moti m from the electromagnet and
communicate the motion to the registering train and indi-
cating device.

NO. 658,075.

657,984. Electric Measuring Instrument. Jesse
Harris, Lynn, Mass. Application filed July 20.

1899-

The instrument comprises a coil or solenoid traversed
by an electric current to be measured, the coil or solenoid
having a tapering opening and a movable homogeneous
magnetizable arm or body within the ooening, and an indi-
cator, the arm and the indicator being arranged to be
moved by the influence of the current and to be operative
in any position, and having means for bringing the indi-
cator to zero when no current flows through the coil.

658,012. Dynamo-electric Machine. Mark H. Hur-
rell. Wimbledon, England. Application filed

February 13, 1900.

Feaiures of this dynamo are a field magnet comprising
a series of like poles symmetrically spaced and arranged
to operate upon one peripheral anoiilus of an armature, a
second series of like poles of opposite polarity to the first

series, the poles of the second series being spaced alter-
nately with those of the first series and arranged to oper-
ate upon another peripheral annuhis of the armature,
oblique yokes magnetically joining ail ihe poles and coils
operating to magnetize the poles. (See cut,)

658,018, Coin-controlled X-ray Apparatus. Fritz

Neugebauer, New York, N. Y. Application
filed January 25, 1900.

The apparatus combinns a lever adapted to be tilted by
the wL-iglit of a coin, a pair of contacts adapted to be
closed by the lever, one contact being adapted to place the
bulb in circuit and the other contact being ad-iptod to

place a motor in circuit, and means actuated by the motor
for dislodging the coin.

Issued September 18, igoo.

658,022. Maximum-electrical-current Indicator and
Recorder. Ernest C. Rimington, London, Eng-
land. Application filed May 3, 1900.

Combined in tlie apparatus are a closed electrolytic cell.

an exit tube for the gdses generated by electrolysis, a par-
tially impeded exit to the atmosph-re from the gas tube,
and means connected 10 the closed end of the gas tube for
permanently recording the highest pressure generated by
the accumulated gases.

658,064. Switch for Alternating Electric Currents.
Bertram Hopkinson, London, England. Appli-
cation filed December 22, 1899.
The switch comprises two terminals in a circuit, ac-

tuating means for separating the terminals to break the
circuit, and means controlled by the alteroaiing current
for rendering the actudting mtans inert until the instant
in the cycle of the current when its value is zero.

658,075. Electric-railway System. William Robin-
son, Boston, Mass. Application filed Septem-
ber 22, 1897.

The system comprises a plurality of continuously closed
multiple circuits formed in part of parallel sections of
railroad trdck. a switch magntt included in each of the
circuits, a source of electric supply furoisliing current to
the magnets through the sections of railroad Irack,
the magnets being connected in multiple to the conductors
from the source of electric supply and operating inde-
pendently of e^ch other, a traveling mot' r, a teed wire
furnishing working current to the motor through a sec-
tional working conductor normally disconnected from the
feed wire, the circuit of the motor being controlled at suc-
cessive stages by the switch magnets in succession, and
means cousisting of the wheels and axles of a car tor ac-
tuating orconiroil ng th^ magnets by short-circuit ng, the
workinE-conductor sections being independent cf the
switch-magnet circuits. (See cut.)

658,100. Armature for Multipolar Dynamos. James
J. Wood, Fort Wayne, Ind.. assignor to the
General Electric company of New York. Ap-
plication filed June 14, 1898.

The armature comprises end spiders and an interme-
diate core and a winding extending across the periphery
of the core and overlying the surface of the spiders, and
provided with ventilating air ducts or channels extending
outwardly between the spiders and core and then laterally
along the spiders beneath the winding. (See cut.)

658,117. Automatic Maximum-speed Governor for
Electrically Propelled Vehicles. Horace F.
Parshall, London, England. Application filed

June 12, 1897.

A line ciicuit is combined with a motor supplied thereby,
a circuit-breaker controlling the current flowing to the
motor, an auxiliary source of electromotive force, and
means for actuating such circuit-breaker by current from
the auxiliary source when the motor speed rises too high.

658,192. Electric Conductor. Frederick C. Sutter,
Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the Pittsburg Trans-
former company of Allegheny County, Pa. Ap-
plication filed December 30, 1899.

A stranded cable is provided with an insulating cover-
ing, a device for preventing the passage of liquids along
the cables consibiiog of a section of the cable devoid of
insulating covering and having the interstices between
the strands filled with solder or like materia'.

658.225. Circuit Controller. Charles C. Webster,
Asbury Park, N. J. AppUcation filed January
19, 1900.

A circuit controller for an electrically illuminated sig 1

comprises a rotary part, contact plaies, each hav ng elec-
trical connection with lamps forming a letter, spring

-

contact plates co- acting with the contacts and having
connection with one of the supply wires, a holding latch
for each spring contact, lugs carried by ihe rotary part for
engaging with cam-shaped projections on the soring con-
tact, and lugs carried by the rotary part for disengaging
the latch from its holding position.

658,235. Secondary Battery. Victor Cheval and
Joseph Lindeman. Brussels, Belgium. AppUca-
tion filed January 19, 1900.

In an accumulator battery is an electrode consisting of a
series of cartridges with perforated envelopes containing
active material, in combination with another electrode
consisting of other perforated envelop'-s surrounding
the cartridges, with intervening spaces for the electrolyte,
active material packed around the outer envelopes and be-
tween them and the walls of the battery, and conducting
rods in such active material.

658.237. Electrical Warp Stop-motion for Looms.
Joseph Coklwell and Christopher G. Gildard,

Fall River, Mass. Application filed January u.
1900.

The stop motion comprises lo"gitudina'Iy arranged cir-
cuit rods and a lower iotermediate electrical coudu-tor.
opposite serits of drop bars loosely embracing ihe circuit
rods and normally supported out of contact with the elfc-
trical condu tor by the wrp threads of the lo m. the
circuit rods serving to guide the drop bars in their move-
ments toward the conductor, tie rods located above the
circuit rods, and a bridge piece carried thereby and having
lower si tted portions embracing the cir. uit r^ds.

658.238. Motor-vehicle. Clyde J. Coleman, Chi-
cago. 111., assignor of fifty-one one-hundredths
to Thomas J. Ryan. Chicago, 111. Application
filed Septenaber 2, 1899.

An elertri'"a]ly propelled molor vehicle is described. It

combines a pair of electric motors, the armatures of
which are provided with independent colls or windings,
two or more groups of storage batteries, and a current con-
troller co-operating through its switch brushes, in one
position to close the circuits with the batteries in mul-
tiple and armature windings in series, in another posi-
tion to close the circuits with the batteries in multiple
and the armature windings in multiple series, in anntlipr
position to close the circuits wiih ihp batteries in multiple
and the armature windings in multiple, and in anotnai'
position to close the circuits with the batteries in series
and the armature windings in multiple.

658.239. Automatic Feed-water Regulator. Clyde J.

Coleman. Chicago, 111,, assignor to Thomas J.

Ryan, New York. N. Y. Application filed Octo-
ber 27, 1899.

The regulator combines a vapor-pressure generator, a

motor, a feetl pump operated by the motor, a single sepa-
rating wall between the generator and pump, means for

opening communication between the atmosphere and

valve chamber of the pump, an operating shaft for such
means, and means within ihe generator for automatic illy

controlling the operation of the shaft, the shaft extending
through the separating wall.

658.243. Trolley. William A. Daggett, Vineland.
N. J. Application filed May 23, 1900.

In the trolley are included a frame comprising s'de
plates, a trolley mounted to rotate in the upper end of the
frame, a spring-yielding connection between the frame
and the trolley pole, and a curved arm extended under-
neaih the spring.

658,282. Signal. John M. Sailer, Janesville, Wis.
Application filed December 15, 1899.
Combined with a vibrating hammer of a telephone call

device and an uptilting circuit-controlling arm are a sig-
nal, a signal-concealing device, a siena'-suop^rting device,
the supporting device being constructed to engage the
vibrating hammer of the call device and to be released
therefrom by the vibration of the hammer, and an exten-
sion of the signa'-supporfm; device located above and
adapted to fall on the uptilting arm when released from
the call device and to be lifted thereby to its initial posi-
.;— ...1 .1. - . ,_ . ,,-,,_.g5 upwardlylion when the

NO. 658,100.

658,299. Electric Gas-lighter. Henri de Thiersant
and Hans J. Norballe, London, England. Ap-
plication filed May 14, 1900.

An electric gas-lighting device consists of a main burner,
a by-pass burner for lighiing ihe main burner, a cock pro-
vided with a rdtchet wheel for governing the gas supply to
both of the burners, a sparking device for igniting the gas
supply fiom ihe by-pass burner, an armature and magnet
operating the ratchet wheel on the cock and oscillating the
sparking device and an auxiliary armature and magnet
controlling the movement of the cock and thereby varying
the gas supply.

658,301. Telephone Relay. William G. Urmson,
New Brunswick, N. J., assignor of three-fourths
to John W. Parsons. Henry A. Hull and Josiah
Tice, New Brunswick, N. J. Application filed

February 5, 1900.

The relay comprising the combination of a microphone
having electrodes separated by an air space, con luctiog
material surrounding the electrodes, tension devices for
holding the electrodes in a p-'sition of poise and an elec-
tromagnet tor varying the action of the tension devices.

658,315. Electric Furnace. Alfred H. Cowles.
Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to the Electric Smelt-
ing and Aluminum company of Illinois. Appli-
cation filed October 22, 1895.

The furnace comprises an electric smelting chamber to

be charged with the material to be reduced and having
electrodes and electric-circuit connections th'^rewith, two
chambers to be charged with fuel, flues connecting the

electric smelting chamber intermediate with the fuel cham-
bers, and means for causing a reversing flow of an aeriform
fluid through the fuel chambers and the intermediate elec-
tric smelting chamber. (See cut.)

n

33.230. Electric-ccU Body. Einest F. Yost and
William H. Smith, New York, N. Y. Applica-

tion filed June 28. 1900. Term of patent. 7 years.

^1.2^1. ElLCtric-ccll Body. Ernest F. Yost and

'William H. Smith. New York, N. Y. Applica-

tion filed June 28. T900. Term of patent. 7 years.
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Electricity at the Pan-American Expo-
sition.

By Frank C. Perkins.

The electrical attractions at the Pan-American Ex-
position during the coming year will undoubtedly
surpass anything previously attempted in the spec-
tacular line. The latest plan of the exposition is

seen in Fig. 2 (page 212). Entering the Lincoln
Parkway gate, which is the main entrance, as noted
at the bottom of this plan, at the left will be seen
the Albright Art Gallery, which will be a permanent
building and will be left after the exposition as one
of the park buildings. This building will be of
white marble, costing more than a third of a million
dollars.

On the right, on entering the park, is the beau-
tiful new boathouse erected by the city of Buffalo.

From this building the electrical boats and gon-

pounds' pressure, handling about 15,000 gallons of
water a minute.

The wheat sheaves are to be operated from the
low-pressure pipes, while the fog bank will be sup-
plied from the high-pressure. The geyser effects
will be elaborate and will be operated from seven-
eighths-inch orifices from the low-pressure system
of piping. The high-jet effects will be produced
from the high-pressure system, which, with openings
1% inches in diameter, will throw numerous streams
of many colors. There are to be 30 direct-current,
40-ampere, focusing projectors operated by a iio-
volt current from the power house near the edge
of the grounds, used for auxiliary power supplied
by steam engines.

Decorative Effects.

Crossing the bridge, between the lake and the
North Bay, the New York state building may be

planade, which will hold a quarter of a million peo-
ple, pergolas and esplanade fountains are on either

side, the quiet water of the fountain basins reflecting

the varied light from thousands of floating incan-
descent lamps in the forms of fleur-de-lis.

In the Court of Fountains.

The water displays of the Pan-American Exposi-
tion will be a great attraction. In all the courts are

to be large pools, into which beautiful cascades and
fountains will throw their crystal streams, and to

the water features will be added the garden effects,

which will comprise large sunken gardens, with
formal beds of rare and beautiful flowers; and many
plants of a highly decorative character will be dis-

played throughout the courts.

In the Cascades of the Court of Fountains there

are to be thousands of floating incandescent lamps
of four, eight and 16 candlepower, operated from
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dolas will leave for trips about the park lake, which

win be brilliantly illuminated by many festoons of

incandescent lamps of four candlepower, eight can-

dlepower and 16 candlepower, which will be in-

stalled along the lake shore and through the shrub-

bery and flowerbeds laid out through the Park Lake

Grove.

Park Lake Electric Fountain.

A novel and beautiful electric fountain has been

designed for the Park Lake, opposite the electric

boathouse, by Luther Stieringer. The details of

construction were kindly furnished by Henry Rustin

of the electrical engineering department. The elec-

tric fountain will be built up w^ith artificial rockwork

and will have about 30 orifices, from which streams

under various pressures will be used. This foun-

tain will be used for special displays and will be of

a very interesting character. The piping system for

the fountain combines two sets of pipes, one of

which will be supplied with water at high pressure

and one with low pressure. The low-pressure pipes

will supply water to the fountain jets at about 50

pounds' pressure, while the high-pressure system

of pipes is to be supplied by electric pumps at 225

seen on the north bank of the bay. This is also of

white marble, fireproof and a permanent structure.

It will be devoted after the exposition to the uses

of the Buffalo Historical society. Continuing up

the slight grade, we now come to the "Approach,"

where we will get the first broad view of the fine

group of buildings, beautifully decorated with in-

candescent lamps of four, eight and 16 candlepower,

a total of more than 125,000 lights being used.

No arc lamps will be used in the general decorative

cffecis. More than 3.000 arc lamps, however, will

be required to light the driveways and paths around

the boundary of the exposition and leading drives

to the various entrance gates.

Standing in the forecourt (see Fig. 2), and look-

ing north, immediately in front is the Triumph

bridge, brilliantly illuminated with its numerous

lamps.' This bridge will be one of the most beau-

tiful works of the exposition. It is to have four

great piers, surrounded and surmounted by sculp-

tured groups modeled by Mr. Bitter and others.

On either side of this bridge is Mirror Lake, con-

necting with the canal which surrounds the grounds.

Electrically illuminated bridge cascades flow into

these lakes with beautiful efTect. Entering the Es-

the 104-volt, polyphase alternating current from
Niagara. The electric fountain in this basin will

consist of 16 geysers, which will be supplied with
water from a special system of pipes, under a pres-

sure of 150 pounds. There will be 16 30-arapere,

direct-current projectors of the focusing type, but
specially arranged for operating in series upon a

500-volt circuit. Two sets of projectors, with eight

lamps in series, will be used in this particular in-

stance.

The Court of Lilies, on the left, and the Court
of Cypresses, on the right, will also be illuminated

with special decorative lamps.

Electric Tower and Grand Basin.

Directly in front of the Court of Fountains is the

Grand Basin and the Howard electric tower. In a

niche of the tower, facing the Court of Fountains, is

to be a waterfall 30 feet wide and 70 feet high, and
the entire tower, 375 feet high, will be illuminated

within and without, and as most ingenious arrange-

ments will be made to produce remarkable effects,

the resulting appearance should be something to be

remembered. The tower proper is flanked on the

east and west by long curved colonnades, which
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sweep to the southward and terminate in airy pavil-

ions, forming a semicircular space 200 feet across.

Within this space are many cascades, while all about

the basin are leaping jets and playful figures, each

with its spurt of water, combining to make a brilliant

water scene, particularly as each jet is varied in color

and shape. These jets are operated from the 150-

pound pressure pipes, and all the projectors are di-

rected toward the water features. Eighty-six direct

FIG 3 ELECTRICITY AT THE PAN-AMERICAN .EXPOSI-

TION.—FRAMEWORK OF ELECTRIC TOWER.

current projectors will be used in the Grand Basin, in

the center of the niche, where the tall geyser fountain

is located. These projectors are arranged eight in

series on the 500-volt circuit, which is to be pro-

vided for supplying current for the arc projectors.

Thirty amperes will be utilized in these lamps, which
are specially constructed for this purpose. The
waters thus illuminated by the numerous colors find

their way from the high basin within the niche over

successive ledges and among a multitude of vases, to

the level of the pool.

The accompanying illustration (Fig. 3) shows the

progress which is being made in the construction

of the tower, while Fig. 4 gives a view of the com-
pleted electric tower as it is expected to appear at

night.

The main body of the tower is 80 feet square.

From the surface of the water to the top of the

colonnade is 75 feet. This portion of the structure

is enriched by a system of decorative rusticated

bands, which give an aspect of great solidity to

the base. The shaft of the tower is treated with

great simplicity. The center of each side is paneled-

with fantastically perforated work, through which
is indistinctly revealed the massive framework of

the lower. This feature is calculated to produce

a remarkable effect when lighted from within, as

it is the intention to do.

The entrance to the tower is across an orna-

mented bridge from the plaza on the north side.

Elevators will carry passengers to the various floors,

which will be devoted to different purposes of the

exposition, -such as reception rooms, offices, res-

taurants, belvederes and amusement halls. A large

restaurant and roof garden, at a height of 200 feet.

will give the diner a broad and beautiful view of

the exposition and the surrounding landscape.

From the cupola the eye can sweep the whole Niag-

ara frontier and look far into Canada.

The illumination of this tower will require the

use of several hundred miles of wire representing,

it is said, more than 250 tons of copper of various-

sized wires. The entire exterior of the tower will be

studded with i04.-volt lamps operated by the current

from Niagara Falls. These lights will be so ar-

ranged that a great variety of effects can be pro-

duced. The use of the electric lights, in combina-
tion with the sparkling fountains and cascades, will

undoubtedly produce scenes of fantastic beauty.

Alternating-current Distribution.

In one corner of the Electricity building are

to be located the step-down transformers and

switchboards for supplying the alternating power
and lighting current for use in the various buildings.

About 5,000 kilowatts of Niagara power will be

utilized for decorative lighting and operating the

various polyphase motors which will be in operation

in the electrical and machinery buildings. Nineteen

air-blast, step-down transformers will be installed,

each set reducing the high-pressure, ii,ooo-volt cur-

rent to 2,200 volts, ready for distribution through-

out the grounds. In Fig. I is shown the machinery
and transportation building, nearly completed.

Probably for the first time in the history of in-

candescent lighting at expositions, an alternating

current will be used, with a frequency of only 25

cycles. It will be interesting to note the effect, and

it will be easily determined whether the current of

fig 4. electricity, at the PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSI-

TION —ELECTRIC TOWER AS IT IS TO APPEAR
AT NIGHT.

such a low frequency, which is especially desirable

for self-starting, alternating motors, will also prove

satisfactory for interior and exterior incandescent

decorative effects. Underground conduits will be

laid to all the buildings and to the other points of

light and power distribution, and the current will

be conducted to more than 200 transformer pits,

where the current will again be reduced from 2,200

volts to 104 volts for general purposes.

Drainage Canal Power Development.
After various postponements and amendments In

committee, the Chicago City Council has approved
the contract between the city and the Sanitary Dis-
trict trustees for the development ui the Drainage
Canal waterpower at Lockport for municipal pur-
poses. The instrument has received the sanction
of the sanitary trustees and the signatures of the

various officials will place it in force.

The price named In the contract is $4 a horse-
power a year, but an annual appraisement by spe-
cially appointed representatives of the contracting
parties is provided for. The contract Is to date 75
years from July i, 1901.

Development of the power is dependent upon the

city's right to issue bonds to the amount of $2,500-
000, the estimated cost of the improvement. As
soon as the contract is signed, legal proceedings
to determine whether the city has exceeded its limit

of indebtedness will be instituted by the city law
department and carried at once to the Supreme
Court. In case a decision is unfavorable to the
city, the sanitary trustees, according to the contract,

have the power to sell the right to other persons,
and the present instrument becomes null and void.

Each party reserves the right within six months
after the execution of the contract or within 30 days
from the final adjudication by the Supreme Court
to annul the contract by serving formal written
notice. It can be terminated at any time by either

party upon one year's notice. If the sanitary trus-

tees take that action, the city must be paid a fair

cash value for the improvement, to be determined
in the courts, and in case the city fails to make its

payment for six months the plant will revert to the

district. For the present the city is required to

use all the power generated for municipal purposes,
though the district is given the right to draw off

12,000 cubic feet of water a minute, or two per cent,

of the maximum power, for its own use.

FIG. 2, ELECTRICITY AT THE PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION.—MAP OF GROUNDS.

The Arcadia and Clifton Heights railroad has
been incorporated at Harrlsburg, Pa., to build a

road '2^/'2 miles in length in Delavan County. The
capital stock is $25,000,
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Dolter Surface-contact Traction Sys-
tem.

The Dolter system belongs to that group of trac-
tion systems in which connection between the con-
tact pieces between the rails and the feeding cable
beneath is effected by electromagnets placed be-
neath the car. These magnets are suspended by
a chain swing from the truck frame, so that their
shoe strips slide over the face of the contact pieces
The current passes first through these to the con-
troller and motor, and thence to the rails. Each
contact-box section embraces a cylindrical chamber
of manganese, a cover carrying the contact piece,
an inverted L-shaped arm pivoted to this cover and
swinging its lower end into contact with a fixed
carbon button, and a spring connection between this
button and the feed cable. The contact box is

fixed to two cross-ties of oak in such fashion that
It keeps always the same position relative to the
rails.

The surface-contact piece consists of two half-
disks of steel sunk in asphalt, which insures their
electrical insulation and magnetic separation. The
whole forms the cover and is fastened to the man-
ganese box by four screws. The circuit-closing
lever mentioned above has a short horizontal arm
of soft iron, which is attracted by the passing mag-
nets, and a longer vertical arm of insulating ma-
terial, within which is an aluminum wire by which
the carbon-contact button at its lower end is con-
nected to the two surface disks.

The contact shoes on the car are. of course, longer
than the distance separating any two successive con-
tact boxes, and are thus kept continually mag-
netized, while the circuit of the car is closed. A
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New German-American Cable.
The events of the last few years, and especially the

-outh African War and lately the troubles in China,
have shown again that the world, as far as trans-
oceanic cable communication is concerned, depends
upon the good will of Great Britain, which owns a
great preponderance of the cables to all parts of the
world, thus controlling the chief routes of the inter-
national telegraph service. These and other reasons
induced Germany to establish its own direct cable
communication with the most important non-Eu-
ropean country, the United States of America.
The greatest difficulty in laying the cable was its

length. It is a well-known fact that the speed of
transmission in submarine cables decreases with the
square of the distance, and in order to maintain the
usual speed of international telegraphic traffic it was
necessary to establish an intermediate station, which
could, on account of the course of the cable, only he
erected on the Azores Islands. There, however, an
English cable company possessed the exclusive right
of landing, and the permission of landing the German
cable on the island of Fayal could only be secured by
placing the contract for the construction of the Ger-
man line with this English firm.

After the coast end of the cable had been laid on
the German island of Borkum in the spring of this
year, the cable was formally and impressively named
in the presence of the highest German postal and
telegraph officials. This ceremony is the subject of
cue of the illustrations. The entire line was com-
pleted during the course of last summer by the Eng-
lish cable steamers Anglia and Britannia, the latter

shown in an accompanying picture.
The cable runs from Borkum through the North

to Vigo (Spain), where they would be received by
the German cable from Vigo to Emden.
The total length of the new cable is 8,086 kilo-

meters (5,021 miles), and the total expenditure
amounted to about 19,000,000 marks ($4,750,000).
There is no doubt that the enterprise will be a
financial success, especially as minimum receipts of
1,400,000 marks have been guarameed. The cable
is worked at Fayal and Coney Island by the German
Atlantic Cable company, while at Borkum the admin-
istration is in the hands of the German government.

ENGLISH CABLE SHll' BRITA.NNIA.

which will receive a certain amount of the profits

of the cable as soon as the receipts exceed i,(X)0,ooo

marks a year. The rate is one mark for each word,
the same as that of all other companies between New
York and the Continent.

ROUTE OF THE NEW GERMAN-AMERICAN CABLE.

small storage battery is put in shunt around the
shoe magnets. Ordinarily, this battery is charged
by a small current while the car is in motion. When
ail current has been shut off, the car may be started

again by throwing this battery current through the

magnet coils and thus closing the main circuit in

the contact box. The lamps of the car are also

fed from this battery during stops.

Lest in any way a box should not break circuit

with the feeder mains after the shoe had left it,

thereby remaining dangerous to pedestrians and
horses, a "safety shoe" is carried behind the con-

tact shoe and directly connected to the car wheels.

Thus, a short-circuit will be established at the de-

fective box and the aluminum wire therein blown,
acting as a fuse.

Mr. Dolter claims many advantages for this sys-

tem over the Diatto system now in use on several

Hnes around Paris. Any irregularity in the level

of the mercury in the cups of the latter system will

keep boxes so affected cut in or out. Moreover,
the magnetic circuit of the Dolter system is better,

allowing no air gaps. The contact shoes used in

the Diatto system are so wide that a slight inclina-

tion to the vertical may produce a short-circuit to

ground, and there is no safety device for cutting out

defective boxes.
The company holding the Dolter patents has

equipped a line 750 meters long near Maillot, run-

ning to Suresne. Since May 1st a car has traveled

1,900 kilometers over this line without showing de-

fects. The facts in this brief account are taken from

L'Eclairage Electrique.

Sea and the English Channel in a direct uninterrupted
line to Fayal, Azores, whence, as shown on the map
reproduced from a German contemporary, it

stretches without any interruption to Coney Island,

New York. The telegraphic messages are here re-

ceived and transmitted to their points of destination

by the Commercial Cable company, which has made a

special contract with the German authorities. The
German line, through the Commercial Cable company.

Spokane River Development.
The waterpower of Post Falls, Idaho, on the

Spokane River, is to be converted into electrical

power and transmitted to the Coeur d'Alene district,

there to be furnished to the mines for their operation.
The available power of the falls is about 10,000 horse-
power, but the plans are for a plant with a capacity
of 5,000 horsepower. This, it is estimated, will fur-

nish sufficient power to operate all the Coeur d'Alene
mines for two or three years; Among the capitalists

interested are R. K. Neil, J. A. Finch, Chas. Sweeny
and F. R. Culbertson. These men have secured
the entire control of the Post Falls waterpower from
its original owner, Frederick Post of Post Falls.

The transmission line will be 69 miles long, reaching
the Canyon Creek air station in that distance, and the
Wardner mines in 50 miles. The power is developed
under dams under a 44-foot head.
The owners of the new enterprise being chiefly the

owners of the mining interests to be served, the pro-
ject will, to a large extent, be on a co-operative plan
at its business end. Mine owners will not be asked to

Eartti Telegraphy Proposed.

Mr. Willet, chief inspector of the French tele-

graphs, in a paper read before the Electrical Con-

gress at Paris, indicates his belief that in space teleg-

raphy the waves are transmitted through the earth,

and not through the air. His theory involves com-

municating through the geological beds, in w'hich the

earth's electricity has the same tension, the idea be-

ing that any disturbance at one point on the same

electric level creates what would naturally be called

a swell in the whole level, leaving the higher and

lower strata comparatively undisturbed. Jlr. V\ illet

proposes to tap these levels, boring shafts and meas-

uring the electrical tensions with the electroscope.

It is said that the French telegraph department has

appointed a committee to sink shafts to ascertain the

distribution of the electric levels.

The council of Oxford. Miss., is considering the

question of erecting an electric-light plant.

NEW GERMAN-AMERICAN CABLE.-

is also direct connected with the French cable sys-

tem, extending by way of the Antilles to the northern

coast of South America.

In case the German cable should at any poml be

interrupted, direct communication would not be shut

off as. by virtue of the contract concluded with the

Commercial Cable company, the lattcr's Fayal-Canso

CNova Scotia) line could be used, while during an

interruption of the Fayal-Borkum section, messages

would be transmitted over the wire of the Europe

and Azores Cable company to Lisbon, and from there

-LANDING CEREMONY AT BORKUM.

make any investment in new machinery, but will be
furnished with compressed air from the central sla-

tion. the compressors to be driven by electricity.

Active construction work on the plant will be begun
immediately, and the company hopes to be delivering
power into Coeur d'Alene early next year.

A franchise for construction of an electric-light

plant for Marion, Va., has been granted to Palmer
& Grosscup of Washington, D. C.
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The Telegraphone.

Among the new apparatus shown at the Paris

Exposition, the telegraphone, invented by the Danish
engineer, Valderaar Poulsen, has probably awakened
the greatest interest, both by the novelty of its prin-

ciple and by its application to telephone work. The
instrument has been examined by a great number
of scientists and practical men, and has created a

very favorable impression. It is the opinion of some
that this instrument solves the problem of the tele-

phone relay, which is so much desired at the present

time, and that by its means duplex or multiplex

telephony will be possibile. In the Western Elec-

trician of May 19th last a brief description of the

apparatus was given, but it is judged that the more
complete account of its operation and application

which is now available will be of value.

The action of the instrument is analogous to that
of the phonograph, but the record is made upon a
steel wire by magnetic means. Imagine a horse-
shoe electromagnet with its poles brought close to-

gether; between these poles is made to pass a con-
tinuous steel wire at a certain speed. The magnet
is in series with a battery and a telephone trans-

mitter. When the latter is spoken into, it causes
a series of magnetic impulses in the electromagnet,
which in turn react upon the steel wire as it passes
along, and leaves upon it a magnetic impression;
this record corresponds to the impulses sent from
the telephone, or, in other words, to the sound. If

in the second place a telephone receiver is con-
nected to the terminals of the electromagnet, and
the steel wire again passed between the poles, the
magnetization of the steel wire sets up a series of
currents m the electromagnet, which are received
by the telephone, and a sound is heard which corre-
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which is revolved by a small pulley and cord. It
carries a helicoidal winding of steel wire along its

whole length. When the carriage arrives at the
end of the cylinder, it strikes against an inclined
projecting piece which throws it back, lifting the
magnet from the wire and allowing a pin to engage
with the screw-winding of the rod. The revolution
of the rod thus brings back the carriage to the start-

ing point.

The instrument is used in connection with an ordi-
nary telephone transmitter and receiver, one or the
other of which may be thrown into the circuit of
the recorder. To make the record, the transmitter
and battery are connected with the recorder. Upon
speaking into the former, the magnetic impulses
thus caused in the magnet leave their impression
upon the wire as it passes along. After the record
is finished the magnet is again passed over the wire
with the receiver in circuit. The currents induced
in the recorder by the magnetization of the steel

wire cause a series of sounds to be heard in the
telephone receiver, and the original record is thus
reproduced. The - reproduction is made with re-

markable clearness. As there is scarcely any me-
chanical friction in the apparatus, there are none
of the disagreeable noises which are heard in the
ordinary phonograph.
The instrument shown at the exposition is of a

simple construction and designed mainly to show
the fundamental principle of the telegraphone,
without the intention of exhibiting the more com-
plicated instruments which Mr. Poulsen has designed
for use upon telephone circuits. It will be seen
that the instrument, being capable of registering the
message sent through a telephone, finds at once
a number of applications in practice. To show what
may be accomplished by this instrument, it will be
useful to describe two different forms which have
been designed. The first of these is for registering

TELEGRAPHONE.

sponds with the original. To efface the record, a
continuous current of some strength is sent into the
magnet, when the magnetization of the steel wire
is equalized and it is ready for a new impression.
To construct a phonograph upon this principle, it

is only necessary to wind the wire upon a drum
and thus cause it to pass before the poles of an
electromagnet.

The instrument exhibited at the exposition is

shown in Fig. i. It consists, essentially, of a cylin-

der about five inches in diameter and 10 inches long,
which revolves between two uprights, being oper-
ated from below by a small motor which drives it

by a grooved pulley and cord. The cylinder is cov-
ered by a continuous winding of steel piano wire
about one-twenty-fifth inch in diameter, having a
total length of 380 feet. The cylinder revolves at

about 120 revolutions a minute. Above the cylinder
is a horizontal rod which supports the carriage,
which moves freely upon it. To the carriage is

fixed the recording magnet. It is formed of two
soft-iron cores, each carrying a magnetizing coil;

these are embedded in insulating material to form
a solid piece, from which the ends of the poles pro-
ject, these being hollowed out so as to partly em-
brace the wire, resting lightly upon it. The carriage
is guided by a knife-edge, carried upon an arm in

the rear, which travels between two adjacent spirals,

and thus moves the carriage along as the cylinder
revolves. The recording magnet is carried upon an
arm hinged to the carriage, and may be raised off

the wire or lowered at will, its pressure upon the
wire being regulated once for all by a screw ad-
justment. The current is brought to the magnet
by a flexible cord and plug, the latter having two
projecting points which fit into holes in the re-

corder. An automatic arrangement is provided to

bring back the carriage to the original position when
it has finished its course. In the rear is a shaft

a short message, which, in the absence of a sub-
scriber from his instrument, may be automatically
repeated into the line when he is called up. The
second is used to take down a message of about
three minutes, which may be thus received and re-
corded in the absence of the subscriber.
The first instrument, shown in Figs. 2 and 3, is

designed to register a short inscription lasting one
or two minutes. In this form the cylinder is placed
upright in a fixed position, and the carriage revolves
around it. From the hollow base rises an arched
support, and from its summit a fixed rod passes
below, holding the cylinder. The carriage is sup-
ported upon an arch-shaped tube, which is united
at the bottom by a cross-piece. This support is

made to revolve around the cylinder by the gearing
shown below, which is actuated by a clockwork
mechanism in the base. The mechanism is started

by an electromagnet, seen to the right. When the
apparatus is at rest the poles of the recording mag-
net do not touch the wire, but are made to do so
at starting by the arrangement shown in Fig. 3.

The body of the carriage is fixed to the main rod
by a pin which passes in a groove in the latter,

while the arm supporting the magnet is pivoted as

shown. To the left is a rod carrying a ball (p),

which, when the rotary movement commences, flies

out by centrifugal force, and by means of the lever

and spring, brings the magnet to bear against the
cylinder. In this instrument the ends of the core
are hollowed out so as to embrace the wire closely

and thus guide the carriage, which ascends as the
movement continues.

To secure a constant speed, two devices are used.

When the speed tends to increase, the ball (p) flies

out by centrifugal force and presses the magnet
more closely against the wire, thus giving a braking
action. A like action is secured by the cylinder

shown at the top, which turns freely about the fixed
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rod, and is attached to the movable piece by two
flexible wires. It thus revolves with the movable
piece, and if the speed increases it causes a retarding
action by the two wings attached to it. It has, be-
sides, attached to the under side, a centrifugal
spring-brake which acts upon the fixed rod. When
the magnet arrives at the top it stops the mechan-
ism by striking against the stop shown to the right.
This operates an arm which breaks the current of
the electromagnet and stops the clockwork move-
ment. When the rotation stops the ball (p) attached
to the carriage returns to its normal position, and
the recording magnet is lifted from the wire by a
spring. This allows the carriage to descend. It
does not fall abruptly, however, as the flexible wire
carrying the current to the magnet passes up through
the tube and comes out through an opening, wind-
ing around the cylinder above, as the latter, by
means of the braking arrangements it carries, tends

FIG. 2. TELEGRAPHONE.

to turn somewhat mo^e slowly than the revolving
support. The carriage, in descending, is obliged to
turn the cylinder in order to unwind the wire," and
this causes it to descend gradually. The electrical

connection is made with the revolving part by the
collector and brushes seen at the top.

This form of instrument is used upon telephone
circuits when a subscriber wishes to record a short
message upon his own instrument, which will be
automatically repeated to the person calling him.
He may say, for instance, that he is absent and will

return at a certain time. With the automatic in-

strument just described the arrangement of the cir-

cuits is quite simple. The connections are shown
in Fig. 4. The wire (35) of the outside line is con-
nected directly with the telephone by the wire (36);
the other wire (40) is connected to two segments
of a circular switch, whose four segments may be
united two and two by the arm. In the cut the wire

(40) is connected directly with the telephone by
(39, 38) 37) and the telegraphone is cut out. In the
middle position of the switch the line circuit is

broken, and the primary of the induction coil (R)
is joined to the telephone; the secondary circuit

passes to the telegraphone, so that the subscriber
may now register the message he wishes to leave
upon his own instrument. By placing the switch
in the third position, the primaiy of the induction
coil is joined to the exterior line, and the telegra-
phone is ready to deliver its message. In the second
case, to register the message, the subscriber sends
the current into the primary coil, the outside line

being out of circuit; this develops a current in the
secondary which passes to the electromagnet (22),
seen to the right, by the circuit (20, 21, 22, 23, 24,

25); the armature (27) is attracted, causing the lever

(41) to drop and close the circuit (28, 29, 30, 31)
through the battery (E) and magnet (10); the latter

is the starting magnet seen in the base of the tel-

egraphone, which is thus set in motion. At the same
time the lever closes the circuit containing the re-

cording magnet through (20, 21, 32, 33, 34, 25).

To prevent the current from being shunted through
the circuit containing the magnet (23) this circuit

is cut when the carriage rises by the button seen
below in Fig. 2. The subscriber may then register :

his message in the telegraphone. Upon reaching
the top, the carriage strikes against the arm to the

'

right, and this movement is made to raise the lever

(41), breaking the contacts and thus stopping the
mechanism; the carriage then arrives at the bottom
of its course, and by pressing the button placed
below, re-establishes the circuit of the magnet (22),

restoring the original conditions. When the switch
|

is thrown to the right, the main circuit is connected
j

with the primary coil; when the subscriber is called
{

up, the current passes in this primary and the sec-

ondary starts the telegraphone by the arrangement
|

described. The currents set up in the recording
]

magnet then pass in the secondary and thence
Ihrough the primary, to the distant telephone, re-

peating (he phrase recorded in the telegraphone.
A simple apparatus of this kind may be useful in
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many cases. However, it is desirable to have an
instrument which will register a message of some
length which may be sent through the telephone,
-and to this end Mr. Poulsen has devised a more
elaborate instrument.

In Fig. 5 will be seen an elevation and plan of
this instrument. It consists, essentially, of two
drums carrying a number of turns of steel ribbon,
which is wound from one to the other. At the top
is the recording inagnet, which is fixed to the body
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connections, the telephone may be used alone, or the
telegraphone is automatically set in motion by the
current sent by the distant subscriber and his mes-
sage IS recorded.
The telegraphone is capable of different applica-

tions m telephone work. Among these may be men-
tioned the reinforcement of sounds. Mr. Poulsen
has devised several methods for increasing the in-
tensity of the sound reproduced by the telegraphone.
Normally, these sounds have about the same in-
tensity as those heard in an ordinary telephone re-
ceiver, but this intensity may be greatly increased,
and this leads the way for the construction of a tele-
phone relay. One method of reinforcing the sound
consists in giving a greater speed to the wire as it

passes in front of the magnet at the time of repro-
duction. In this way the electromotive force of
the induced currents is increased, with a resuUing
loudness of sound. It has been found by experiment
that by giving the wire a speed of 90 feet a second
a sound spoken in an ordinary tone before the trans-
mitter was reproduced by the telegraphone with

21 =

mentioned this method in the communication which
he recently presented to the Academie des Sciences,
relative to the telegraphone, and considers that it

is capable of a wide application. The principle will

be readily understood. In Fig. 7 are represented
two electromagnets, each provided with a steel rib-

bon (A), passing at the same speed between the
poles. If the magnets (E E') are connected in se-

ries, so that their magnetization is in the same di-

rection, and a record thus made upon each of the
bands, this record will be reproduced as usual upon

~-^'
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of the instrument by an arm. To revolve the drums
a small electric motor is used, which drives the
<;entral shaft by the grooved pulley (47J, seen in
the plan. On the shaft is mounted the roller (48)
which drives the main drums by friction upon an
exterior wheel. It is made to act upon one or the
other of the drums at will, being mounted upon a
lever by which it is thrown to the right or left. It

is necessary, however, in winding the ribbon to the
right or left, to change also the direction of rotation

of the small roller. This is carried out by a com-
niutator connected with the lever which reverses
the current through the motor when it is thrown
"back and forth. When the ribbon has been entirely

unwound from one of the C3dinders, the rotation is

station Pi_J^-J
-J'"""'"- r~ ] station P"

FIG. 8 TELEGRAPHONE.

great intensity, quite out of comparison with the
sound as received by telephone.

Starting with the reinforcement of sounds, Mr.
Poulsen claims to have solved, by means of the
telegraphone, the problem of the telephone relay.

This is carried out by the following arrangement,
shown in Fig. 6: At (T) is a revolving disk, carry

-

FIG. 6. TELEGRAPHONE.

passing the bands again before the magnets; but
if the connections of one of the magnets are re-

versed, one set of waves will exactly neutralize the

other, and no sound will be heard. In the second
case, fresh bands being used and the magnets con-
nected with their polarity in opposition, a record
is made upon each band. This time one of the bands
will be magnetized in one sense and the other in the
opposite sense, but with the same form of wave.
By passing the bands again, the reproduction will

be made, but if the connections of one of the magnets
are reversed, the waves will again neutralize each
other, being equal and opposite, and no sound will

FIG 7. TELEGRAPHONE,

Stopped by means of the device seen to the left.

When the cylinder has been wound full, its diameter
increases by a certain amount, and this causes the

roller (60) which bears upon the cylinder to be

thrown to the left. Tiie roller is mounted upon a

lever, which is arranged to cut ofi' the current when
throvm over.

In order to start the motor automatically, a cur-

rent sent into the apparatus passes into the relay

seen on the left. This closes the local circuit of

an automatic switch shown to the right.
^
This switch

is arranged to be held down for a certain time, usu-

ally limited to three minutes. For this purpose
the lever carries on the rear arm a projection which
rests normally in the slots of the toothed wheel seen

(
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ing upon its surface a continuous steel band. In

front of it is the recording magnet (A), connected

with the microphone transmitter (M) through an

induction coil and battery. The disk is caused to

revolve at a considerable speed, thus producing the

reinforcement of sound mentioned above. The
receiving magnet (a) transmits the record to the

telephone receiver (t), in which it is received with

great intensity. By using a number of receivers, a

be heard. Second, a record is made with the two
magnets connected in conjunction. The ribbon is

passed again and a second record is made with the
magnets in opposition. The two records will thus
be superposed upon the bands, whose magnetiza-
tion is now the resultant of the two impressions.
Without going into the details of the action, it will

be seen that if the bands are now passed before the
set of magnets connected in series, the record
made upon the bands when the magnets were thus
connected will be reproduced. In the second case,

if the magnets are connected in opposition, the rec-

ord formed when in this position will be reproduced.
The action takes place in the same manner when
only one band is used, and the magnets are placed
one behind the other.

The arrangement for forming a duplex system
upon this principle may be seen in Fig. 8. The two
disks (S) have a steel band at their surface. They
revolve at practically the same speed, but it is not
necessary to obtain synchronism. At one station is

the pair of electromagnets (A), and the second pair

(B), placed near the steel band. These act upon
the band according to the principle just mentioned,
and may be connected in series or in opposition at

will. The impression is received in the telephone
(C) and transmitted to the second telephone (C);
where a record is made upon the band. This record
is then received in the two sets of magnets (A' B'),

each set receiving its own message. The record may
be effaced by the magnets (D D').

below This wheel is connected with a

mechanism, and when the armature is attracted to

close the switch, the wheel begins to revolve. Ihe

projection of the lever is thus found on top o one

of the teeth and the lever cannot rise until the

wheel has advanced by one tooth. ,The time ot

closing is thus determined by the lengtn of the tootn.

This instrument is mounted with a telephone cir-

cuit using a series of connections similar to those

of the first instrument. By the use of the ,.roper

FIG. 5. TELEGRAPHONE.

clockwork multiplying arrangement isobtamed The^pracd

Improvement in the Nernst Lamp.
G. Ahlfeld of Darmstadt, Germany, has recently

patented an electric lamp of the Nernst type. On a
filament composed of some of the refractory earths a
stripe of some one of the highly infusible metals of

the platinum group, mixed with an ethereal oil, is

painted from end to end. This stripe is allowed to

dry, and is then burned into the filament after the
manner generally in use in the ceramic industry.

There is thus obtained along the filament a thin line

of metal which is firmly adherent, and which serves

to start the current through the filament, by heating

the latter until its conductivity is sufficiently raised.

applications of such an arrangement will readily be

-\nother important application is the transmission

of* two messages over a wire at the same time, or

the extension of the duplex system to telephone

work This method was discovered by Mr. Peder-

son who has assisted Mr. Poulsen in his cxperi-

ment=; and who has charge of the working of the

instrument shown at the exposition. Mr. Poulsen

At a special meeting of the Waterworks Board of

Two Rivers, Wis.. T. C. Grey of Manitowoc, and
S. D. Miller of Chicago, were present to consult with
the board relative to filing bids for the installment

of the combined electric-light and waterworks sys-

tem. A special election to authorize the city to issue

$20,000 bonds for that purpose will be called as soon
a.c the contract has been let.
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CONVENTIONS AND EXPOSITIONS.
American Street Railway association, Kansas City, Mo., Octo-

ber i6tb to iQtb.

Automobile Show, New York, N . Y.. November loth to 24th,

IlHoois Slate Electric association. Peoria. November 27th.

The International Association of Municipal Elec-

tricians, now a flourishing organization, held its

fifth annual meeting last week at Pittsburg. This

society has a large field of usefulness all to itself, and,

in addition to affording pleasant reunions for its

members, disseminates much valuable information.

It still devotes itself largely to fire alarms and police

telegraphs and telephones, but is gradually broaden-

ing out and considering larger questions of elec-

trical construction and inspection. Mr. Mead, who
worked so iiidefatigably for the success of the Pitts-

burg meeting, was honored by election to the presi-

dency.

Dr. Guilleminot, a French physician, has devised

an adjunct in skiagraphy to which he has given

the formidable name of radiogoniometer. The angle

at which the Roentgen rays strike the part to be

skiagraphed can be determined by this instrument

and the position of the tube can be adjusted by its

use so as to bring the tube into the most favorable

position. The principle of the instrument is that .

of a fixed wire cross and a movable one; the latter

is so adjusted that the shadows of both upon a

fluorescent screen coincide, and the angle is then

read off by means of divided arcs of circles. By a

sighting arrangement, or by a rigid metal rod, the

line of incidence can be found and marked upon the

surface of the subject's body.

Figures compiled by the Treasury Department

give an excellent idea of the extent to which Ameri-

can electrical manufacturers are supplying the for-

eign markets. During the eight months ended with

August of the present year the exports of elec-

trical machinery reached the valuation of $3,590,419,

as against a value of $1,828,048 for the corresponding

period of last year. The value of the exports of in-

struments and apparatus for scientific purposes, in-

cluding telegraph, telephone and other electrical ap-

paratus, increased from $3,610,966 during the eight

months of 1899 to $4,171,561 for the corresponding

period of 1900. The continued growth of the export

trade in American electrical goods is most gratifying

and nourishes the hope of still greater extension.

What has thus far been accomplished has resulted

less from aggressive, concerted effort than from indi-

vidual enterprise. So long as home markets were ap-

proximately adequate, foreign markets were neg-

lected. It should now be clear that to secure im-

munity from overproduction and its train of evils

foreign markets should be assiduously cultivated.

By this means a safety valve, so to speak, will have

been provided, and the dangers of congestion less-

ened. It should be borne in mind, however, that

the inflexible law of the future of inter^national trade

is that the seller must seek the buyer, must minister

to his wants and produce what he desires.

In the legal warfare that grew .out of the nego-

tiations that resulted in the establishment of an

Independent telephone company in Rochester, one

decision has been handed down that has more than

a local interest. It relates to the question of com-

pelling a telephone company to use a conduit already

built. In the case of the city of Rochester against

the Bell Telephone company of Buffalo, the Fourth

Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of the

state of New York states that while it is settled

that a telephone company, incorporated under a state

law authorizing a telegraph or telephone company to

occupy any of the public highways with the wires

and 'appliances reasonably necessary for the proper

conduct of its business, has the right to use the

public highways of a city for its reasonable pur-

poses, it is equally well settled that such use is

subject to reasonable control, by the authorities of

the municipality in which such streets and high-

ways are located, by virtue of, and as a part of,

the general police power. For example, where a

municipality has granted to an electric company the

right to construct and maintain subways and con-

duits in the streets of the city upon condition that

it would lay sufficient ducts to accommodate the

city and any and all other corporations having the

right to carry electric conductors under the streets,

and that it would rent the use of the same to such

other companies upon proper terms, the court

holds that under its police power the municipality

would have the right to insist upon a telephone

company, incorporated under the state law, with

power as above specified, complying with the munic-

ipality's request that it use the conduit so con-

structed in a certain street, and to prevent the tele-

phone company from constructing an additional

conduit in that street, the conduit already constructed

being adequate and convenient and in all respects

proper for the use of the telephone company,

while to permit it to cTonstruct and maintain another

and independent conduit in the street would greatly

and unnecessarily inconvenience the public.

On the other hand, the court holds that if it

should be found, upon the trial of the action brought

to determine the rights of the parties in the matter,

that it was impossible or impracticable for the

telephone company to occupy the conduit thus

already constructed, because of the fact that it

contained wires charged with powerful currents of

electricity, or for any other reason, the municipality

would have no right or authority to require the

telephone company to use such conduit, because such

requirement would be a substantial denial of the

right to exercise the privilege acquired by it under

the legislative authority of the state.

In other words, in New York state a municipality

has the right to compel a telephone company to

use an existing conduit unless it is shown that such

use is obviously impracticable.

From all accounts the electric-lighting decora-

tions at the Pan-American Exposition are planned

on a lavish and brilliant scale. There is to be an

electric tower (much larger than the one at the

World's Columbian Exposition and dififering also

in being outdoors, instead -of- under cover, and a

part of the general landscape instead of a private

exhibit), electric fountains and incandescent-laiup de-

signs in great variety. No arc lamps will be used

in the general design of decorative lighting, but a

large number will be employed for service and police

lighting, placed and operated in such a manner as

not to conflict with the more ornamental illumina-

tion. Of especial interest is the fact that both mo-
tors and incandescent lamps (104-volt) will be op-

erated with alternating current having the low fre-

quency of 25 cycles. This frequency is all right

for the motors, but will the lighting be steady and

satisfactory? A recent writer—Mr. J. M. Andrews^
states that "Twenty-five-cycle incandescent lighting

can hardly beconsidered a commercial success, except

for street lighting at low voltages with poor econ-

omy. Flickering can be noticed even with 52-volt

lamps, and this is, of course, more pronounced in

lamps of higher voltage." Mr. C. P. Steinmetz says

that incandescent lighting is "feasible at 30 cycles

and satisfactory at 40 cycles," the inference being that

it is not feasible at frequencies lower than 30 cycles.

However, the problems presented by the Niagara

alternating-current supply at the Pan-American Ex-

position are in the hands of experienced engineers,

who have, of course, carefully considered these ob-

jections. The event will show the results of their

bold conceptions.

Bristol is one English city that is experiencing

the benefits of electric railways. The fact is shown

in the recently issued report of the chief inspector

of English factories, where The effect of the electric-

railway system in lessening the centralization and

consequent overcrowding of both population an<i

industries is demonstrated. People are apt to re-

gard the introduction of electric railways, so far

as the improved transportation touches the question

of overcrowding, merely as a means of enabling the

city workers to live in purer air of the suburbs, far

away from their work. There Is, however, another

and equally important point of view. It has been

contended that once cheap and rapid transit were

established, not only would the people be drawn to

the outer ring, but that many of the industries would

go there also, taking advantage of the cheaper labor

to be found in the suburban districts. That Is just

what seems to be happening in Bristol. The factory

inspector of that city says that, owing to the enter-

prise of the railway company in extending its elec-

tric lines into the suburbs, a revolution is being

brought about in the domestic life of the work-

people. Several concerns, such as manufacturers of

tobacco, clothing, corsets, rope, etc., have already

built rnodern factories on the outskirts of the town,

and round these factories have sprung up rows of

neat cottages, in some cases built and owned by the

factory proprietors, who rent them to the work-

people. Here the people live in pure air instead

of being cooped up in the narrow streets of the

city, and yet, thanks to the electric railway, they

still have the advantage of city life so far as relates

to shopping, amusements, and the like. Bristol

seems to be setting a wortliy example for the united-

kingdom.
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ASSOCIATION.

International Association of Municipal
Electricians.

The fifth annual meeting of the International As-
sociation of Municipal Electricians was opened in

the banquet hall of the Monongahela House, Pitts-

burg, on Tuesda.v morning. September 25th, and the

association continued in session until Thursday, the

27th. The local committees had made every ar-

rangement for the comfort of the visiting delegates,

who were heartily welcomed. The reception hall

had been tastefully decorated for the occasion. The
iive-cluster chandeliers w-ere completely covered
with branches of green, while numerous stands held

jardinieres of rare ferns and pampas grasses. The
sides of the room were adorned with four large

American flags, surmounted with shields, which
were again surmounted
with smaller flags,

while on the walls and
windows w'ere black
and yellow ribbons, the
representative colors of

the association.

As the last strains of

the opening overture
died away. President
Brophy of Boston
called the meeting to

order. Rev. Dr. John
A. Jayne of Allegheny
oft'ered prayer. This
was followed by songs
entitled "T h e Great
Amen" and "Rock of

Ages." by the Young Men's Tarifl: Club quintet. The
chairman next introduced Attorney N. S. Trent of

Pittsburg, w'ho delivered the address of welcome.

Mr. Trent said that Pittsburg contains the largest

electrical works in the world, it is the home of light

and power. Under the direction of Morris W. Mead,

the city electrician, has been founded and reared

a system of electric lighting which any city would

be proud to possess.

The next speaker introduced was D. J. Guy of

East Madison, Pa., and after more music John P.

Barrett of Chicago spoke of the growth of electrical

means of communication.
Captain Brophy delivered the presidential address

in the afternoon. His subject was "Benefits to be

Derived from Our Association." Among other

things, he said: "There is no country on the face

of the globe where fire departments have attained

such a high state of efficiency and where fire ap-

paratus has been brought to so high a state of per-

fection as in the United States, but it can be said,

also that in no civilized country in the world does

there exist such a total disregard of rules that should

govern the safe construction of buildings. What

is It that enables the fireman to reach the scene of

the fire so promptly? The application of electricity

—the fire-alarm telegraph. Deprive the fire depart-

ment of this, and I venture to say the force of men

would be doubled and the rates of insurance trebled.

All due praise should be given to the fire depart-

ment for its stubborn battles and hard-won vic-

tories over the common enemy, fire, but its success

is also due, in a very large degree, to the successful

operations of the fire-alarm telegraph and the men

who have it in charge. All I have said thus far, as

to the importance of the fire-alarm telegraph and

those who are placed in charge thereof, applies with

equal force to the police signal service.

At the conclusion of the reading of the president s

address the names of the cities that had asked for the

next meeting of the association were read. Among
them were Peoria, Montreal, St. Louis, Richmond

and Niagara Falls. By a vote it was decided to hold

the next annual meeting at Niagara Falls in Septem-

ber, 1901. This closed the first day s work Many of

the visiting delegates were accompanied by their

wives or daughters, but the ladies' reception commit-

tee had not been unmindful of them, and had planned

a delightful trolley ride to Kennywood Park lor tne

^^At'tlfe second day's session several letters of regret

were read from members who ^^^e unable to be

present. A. P. Barrett of Chicago and H. P. Mason

of Brooklyn were elected to membership.

Chief James Walker of the Departnient of Elec-

tricity of Philadelphia was introduced and gave a

brief history of the police and fire-alarm sys e™s °'

that city. He said: "The original police telegraph

in the city consisted of 56 wooden boxes and 16 sta-

tions. Now there arc 700 stations, 1.200 telephones

in use and 5.000 miles of underground wiring i he

lighting system consists of 8,700 lamps. Over one

million dollars is appropriated annually or e.xten-

sions and improvements of this system. All the elec-

tric concerns of the city are under the control of

the municipal authorities. The Bureau of Electric-

ity has special officers to inspect the trolley lines

and electric lights."
» j ., „,o»r

Morris W. Mead of Pittsburg next read a paper

• bv Frank C. Mason.' superintendent of police tele-

graph, of Brooklyn. N. Y. The subject was Elec-

trical Contacts." and the paper is given on page 222

of this issue of the Western Electrician.

Mr Mason's paper bi ought forth the question

of tubular connections, which was thoroughy de-

bated by Mr. Brophy. Mr. Ellett and Mr. VValker^

At the afternoon session papers were read by

Charles Burger of Boston on the subject of .A.uto-

matic Fire-alarm Systems." and by ^.harles 1. uarK

on "The Responsibility of the Ind'Jidual '" -^"^

nicipal Engineering." Thi.= concluded the afternoon

session. During the evening theater parties were
given at the various playhouses.
Thursday's session was convened at 9:45 a. m.

After roll call, a set of rules for pole specihcations
was submitted to the organization for consideration.
These rules embraced the following requirements
for poles of five arms: "Top arm to be used by the
city. Second arm to be used by electric-light com-
pany. Third arm for feed wires. Fourth arm for
telegraph lines. Fifth arm for telephone lines. All
seats to be on reverse side of pole. No converters
nearer than 15 feet to the ground. No wires carry-
ing over 300 volts to be nearer together than 15
inches."

The next matter taken up was the election of offi-

cers, w-hich resulted as follows:
President—Morris W. Mead. Pittsburg.
First vice-president-J. F. Zeiluff, Paterson, N. J.
Second vice-president—Benjamin j^'IcAllister,

Bradford, Pa.
Third vice-president—R. E. Moran, Memphis,

Tenn.
Secretary—F. N. Foster. Corning, N. Y.
Treasurer—Adam Bosch. Newark, N. J.
Executive committee—M. J. Donohue. Niagara

Falls: WiUiam Brophy. Boston, Mass.; J. W. Ay-
don, Wilmington. Del.; F. C. Mason, Brooklyn,
N. Y.; F. G. Boyd. Baltimore; W. Y. Ellett, Elmira,
N. Y. ; George F. Macdonald. Ottawa. Canada;
W. G. Canfield, Grand Rapids, Mich.; F. S. Michel,
Peoria, 111.

After extending thanks to the local committee and
to the telegraph and telephone companies for cour-
tesies extended, the association adjourned, to meet
at Niagara Falls next September.

American Electrotherapeutic Asso-
ciation.

The opening session of the tenth annual meeting
of the American Electrotherapeutic association,

held at the Academy of Medicine, New York city,

was called to order by Dr. Walter H. White of

Boston, president of the association, on the morning
of September 25th. Randolph Guggenheimer, pres-

ident of the New York Municipal Council, wel-
comed the members, his address being responded
to by Dr. Charles Dickson of Toronto, and Dr.

L. P. Bishop, who spoke on behalf of the Academy
of Medicine. The morning session was taken up
with the reports of standing committees on scien-

tific questions and with papers on "Galvanization,''

by Professor A. Tripier of Paris, France, and
"Electrotherapeutic Sins," by Rev. H. Newman
Lawrence of Stapleton, N. Y. The afternoon ses-

sion on 'Tuesday was occupied almost entirely with

a long discussion on the use of electricity in the

treatment of tuberculosis. Among those taking part

in the discussion were Doctors S. A. Knopf. M. J.

Brooks. Charles O. Files. Wolff Freudenthal, Le-
fevre and G. B. Massey. The evening session was
devoted to a lecture by E. W. Caldwell of New York
on "Some New Appliances for X-ray Work."
Wednesday's session opened with a discussion on

"Electricity in Gynecology and the Present Re-
luctance of Gynecologists to Use Electricity." Pa-

pers relating to the subject were read by Dr. Fred-

erick D. Morse of Melrose, Mass., Dr. F. Schavoir

of Stamford, Conn.. Dr. G. B. Massey of Philadel-

phia. Dr. Robert Newman of New York, Dr. F.

La Torre of Rome, Italy, and Dr. William J. Morton
of New York.

After the morning session the members of the

association visited the Metropolitan Street Railway

company's power house, at Ninety-sixth street and

First avenue, and the Brooklyn bridge, where an

inspection ol the cable machinery was made. In

the afternoon Dr. R. J. Nunn of Savannah. Dr.

Morton. Dr. Massey. Dr. W. J. Herdman of Ann
Arbor Dr. Francis R. Bishop of Washington. Dr.

E R. Corson of Savannah, and Dr. Emil Heuel

of New York, read papers on electrical topics.

The following-named officers were chosen on

Wednesday evening for the current year: Presi-

dent Dr Ernest Wende of Buffalo; first vice-presi-

dent' Dr. F. D. Morse of Melrose. Mass.; second

vice-president. Dr. D. R. Brower of Chicago; sec-

retary. Dr. G. E. Bill of Harrisburg: treasurer.

Dr R J Nunn of Savannah; chairman executive

committee. Dr. Francis B. Bishop of Washington.

The next annual meeting will be held in Buffalo,

beginning the first Tuesday in September.

Charles Wirt. Wirt Electric company, Philadelphia,
Pa.
December 21

—
"Electrical Features of the Paris

Exposition," by J. M. Hollister, Western Electric
company.
January 4, 1901

—
"Electricity in the Equipment

and Construction of a Ship," by C. C. Mattison,
Chicago .Ship-building company.
January iS

—"Standardization of Arc Lamps," by
H. Almert, Buckeye Electric company.

Electric-lighting Progress in Denver.
The Lacombe Electric company, which has the

contract for constructing an electric-light system
and building an electric station which will eventually

be acquired by the city of Denver, has settled upon
a site for its large power plant. The location is on
West Fourteenth avenue, and the location com-
prises an entire block, 350 feet by 210 feet, running ,

to West Thirteenth avenue. The station will be
built on the bank of the Platte River, so that plenty

of water for condensing purposes will be available.

The power house will be built of stone, brick and
steel. The types of the machinery have not alto-

gether been decided upon, but the arc dynamos will

be furnished by the Western Electric company. The
order for the incandescent machines and engines
will be given by Mr. Lacombe, the president of the

company, who is now in the East. The pole-line

construction has progressed with great rapidity, and
6,000 poles are now in place. The company's pole
yard at Thirty-first and Blake streets is one of the

busiest spots in the city. Here the poles are un-
loaded, trimmed, cut for cross-arms, and from this

point are distributed throughout the city, dupli-

cating existing circuits. About 1,500 poles are still

on the ground. During Mr. Lacombe's absence su-

pervision of the work is in charge of Mr. M. Stern.

Mr. Stern is a thoroughly competent electrical engi-

neer and has been identified with electric lighting

from the first in Denver. He devotes considerable
time in the Cripple Creek District, where he looks
out for the electric-lighting interests controlled by
Mr. Lacombe and associates.

Chicago Electrical Association.

The fall and winter programme for the season of

iqoo-iooi of the Chicago Electrical association has

iust been completed. The meetings of the society

are held at 1741 Monadnock block. The hour of

meeting is 8 p. m. The papers scheduled on the

programme are as follows:
, _ , , ^ „

October ;—"Electric Elevators for Safe and Eco-

nomkal Operation at High Speeds,'' by Hayward

Cochrane, electrical engineer, Eaton & Prince cora-

^^o'ctober T^"The Alternating Arc," by C. Wiler,

Western Electric company.
, ,r -di „

November 2-"Roentgen Rays," by A. M. Blum-

""Novembcr i(>-"Incande5cent-lamp Photometry,"

by W B. Hale. laboratory department. Western

^'De«mbe?^-Subject to be announced later, by

Searchlights in Naval Maneuvers.
In the interesting naval maneuvers of last week in

and near the harbor of Newport, R. I., the search-
light played a conspicuous part. Army and navy oflii-

cers were greatly interested. One of the former,

Captain Whistler, made the following statement

:

The work of the torpedo and battleship fleet on
Monday night, superb as it undoubtedly was, dem-
onstrates beyond doubt that a modern fleet cannot
run past up-to-date harbor fortifications, such as are
to be found on Fort Adams. Newport would have
been safe had the Massachusetts and the New York
been in the attacking fleet. Not a torpedo boat passed
out of the range ot its. searchlights, and the bigger
ships were made as bright as though a midday sun
had been shining down on them. In real war our
big guns would have torn them to pieces. The at-

tempted attack has also demonstrated, in my opinion,
that the searchlight used by the army is superior to
that used by the navy. Army searchlights send out
a narrower ray of light, but the concentration of
effect is greater. The navy light spreads over more
ground, but does not furnish as good light for aim-
ing big guns with telescopic sights.

One of the battleships demonstrated to the officers

at Fort Adams a new method of destroying the ef-

fect of searchlights. They turned their light full

upon ours and blinded it out. We could see the ray

of bright light streaking out, but could distinguish

nothing beyond. This means that forts will have to

be well equipped with searchlights. They must. have
more than it is possible for a single vessel to bring to

bear upon them, for it takes a light to snuff out a
light.

All-British Cable Project.

It is stated that the reason why contracts have

not so- far been let for the construction of the all-

British Pacific cable is that the tenders submitted

were considered, without exception, so extremely

excessive that it was deemed inadvisable to award

a contract at present. A dispatch from London,

dated September 23th. states that the doings of the

Pacific cable committee are closely guarded from

the public, but it is understood that the matter

stands thus: Tenders were received for the laying

of the cable in response to an advertised invitation.

These were considered and returned for amend-

ment in some particulars. They have now been

received back, and in a few days cablegrams will

be sent to the Canadian and Australasian govern-

ments announcing the acceptance of a certain ten-

der, and the plans for the construction of the cable

will then be announced.

Superintendent B. G. Smith will commence work

immediately on extensive improvements at the elec-

tric-light plant of Kankakee, III.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Notes from Ohio.

The Central Union Telephone company has about
50 linemen at work in Columbus putting the plant
in repair for winter service. This company is also
installing toll boxes in many of the residences, the
patrons paying three cents a message. Most of these
mstruments are on party lines, however, and there
has not been a very satisfactory service in this re-

spect. This has probably been done to offset the
rates made by the Independent company.
The board of managers of the Ohio penitentiary

has decided to put a complete telephone system in

the big prison. Besides telephones in the different

departments, there will be a fire-alarm system, patrol
guard registers and other things of the kind that
are not usually found in other systems. There will

be a switchboard in the office, where any part of

the prison can be reached. Some time ago the
American District Telegraph company made a prop-
osition to furnish a fire-alarm system, the property
to remain in possession of the company, which would
charge rentals for it, but it was found that the
expense of this plan would within a year be about
the same as the total cost of the system which will

be put in.

The Home Telephone company of Findlay has
leased the south room of the Corwin block at Find-
lay for 20 years, and as soon as possible it will be
remodeled and made into a first-class telephone
office. Not much work will be done on this until

the lines in the town are completed. The Western
Reserve Construction company of Cleveland will

begin work on the lines at once. In the business
portion of the town all the lines will be placed
in conduits underground, but poles will be used
in the residence portions where the service is not
so extensive. Findlay will have long-distance con-
nections with all the towns that the United States
company's lines reach.

The Central Union Telephone companj' has re-

duced its residence rates at Portsmouth, Ohio, to

50 cents a month, and it is expected that a like

reduction will soon be made in the business tele-

phones. There is a fight brewing between this com-
pany and the Portsmouth Telephone company, but
the latter will likely conduct the contest on its

merits, without making a reduction in rates.

The Citizens" Telephone company of Fostoria is

making some important improvements in its plant,

and it is said that $125,000 will be spent on it. The
company will put up 21,000 feet of cable, and a
switchboard to accommodate 600 patrons is now
being put in place. Any instrument in the town
may be used for long-distance purposes, and all the
latest devices have been arranged for. The new
offices of the company are in the Foster block, and,
they are thoroughly fitted out with everything that
will go to make the business a success.

The Central Union Telephone company has al-

most completely rebuilt its plant at Toledo, having
spent about $100,000 in the work. The new switch-
board was given a thorough test a few days ago, and
a number of minor defects were found in it. Work-
men at once began on the board, and it will be put
in condition before being put into use. The com-
•pany will also put in new instruments as soon as

the board is in condition, and the entire plant will

then have undergone a complete overhauling. The
new instruments will have no batteries, as the old

ones had, but will receive the current from a battery
in the central office. The work of repairing the
plant has all been done without any particular

interruption of the service, and will be completed
within a few weeks.
The long-distance lines about Lancaster have been

completed so far as it is intended to build them
at the present time. The addition of these lines

will give the North Electric company of Lancaster
a much better service than it has ever had before.

The Lima Telephone company of Lima. Ohio,
which was recently incorporated in West Virginia

with a capital stock of $100,000. has qualified to do
business in Ohio. The legal representative, as re-

quired by law in this state, is D. J. Koble of Lima.
The company will operate an Independent exchange
in that city. O. M. C.

Pittsburg and Vicinity.

The Pittsburg and Allegheny Telephone company
has completed preparations for operation in the city

of Pittsburg, and a directory will be issued shortly.

The South Side exchange is in service in that part
of the city, but has not yet been connected with
the city exchange. As soon as the wires are strung
across the Monongahela River, both exchanges will

be in operation. The work in Allegheny is almost
completed and North Side subscribers will have
ihe new service within a week. The company is at

present serving about 1,200 subscribers in Pittsburg.

The Pittsburg and Allegheny Telephone company
has purchased the Allegheny County Telephone
company, operating in Braddock and Homestead.
This is a valuable acquisition. The Braddock ex-
change serves about 600 subscribers, and the Home-
stead exchange about 400. It is the intention of the
Pittsburg and Allegheny Telephone company to

remodel these newly acquired exchanges and install

new switchboards and instruments. The Pittsburg
and Allegheny company has aliout concluded the

purchase of the Home Telephone and Flcctric com-
pany, operating exchanges in Wilkinsburg, New

Kensington, Oakmont and Verona. These plants
will likewise be remodeled.
The Elizabeth Telephone company has been pur-

chased by the Federal Telephone company, and
made a part of its system. This plant was estab-
hshed about a year ago by local people, and has
prospered from the start. Some time ago it was
rumored that the Pittsburg and Allegheny Telephone
company had purchased this property, but the re-
port was without foundation.
The Federal Telephone company opened up the

following-named exchanges during the past week:
Freedom, Aliquippa, Elliott. Glenfield and Monon-
gahela City. M.

Telephone News from cne Northwest.
The Wisconsin Telephone company is rebuilding

its system in Marinette, Wis. There will be 12,000
feet of cables used.
The Telephone Toll Line company of Wood

County, Wis., has been organized at Grand Rapids,
Wis., and has started work on a hne between Grand
Rapids and Marshfield.

Messrs. Dille, Southwick and Crocker have ap-
plied to the council of Stevens Point, Wis., for a
franchise for a telephone system.
The Houston (Minn.) Telephone company has

been organized to build a metallic toll line to Cale-
donia, Minn. Work has been begun.
The Zenith Telephone company of Duluth, Minn.,

has scored another victory in the matter of getting
its instruments into the railroad offices. All the
companies there were reluctant to use other than
the Bell service, but one by one they have come
around, until now the Northern Pacific is the only
railroad in either Duluth or Superior which does not
use the Independent systems.

J. M. Kennedy of Kirksville, Mo., proposes to
build a line to Keokuk, Iowa, and to Quincy. 111.

Ultimately, he expects to reach St. Joseph and Kan-
sas City, Mo.
Work has been begun on the Mutual Telephone

company's system at Creston, Iowa.
The Cedar Valley Telephone company is rebuild-

ing its exchange in Waverly, Iowa.
The stockholders of the Long Distance Telephone

company of Ottumwa. Iowa, have recovered posses-
sion of the company's books, and now believe they
will have a clear track to recover the property of
the company. It is alleged that the books show a
fraudulent sale of the property.
The local exchange at Bemidji, Minn., is com-

pleted and in operation. The switchboard will ac-
commodate 150 connections, but a larger board will
soon be necessary.
The Michigan Telephone company will put in a

complete new local system at Ishpeming, Mich.
The company will also build a new toll line from
Negaunee to Cascade, this fall.

J. D. Latterell has bought A. W. Stone's interest
in the exchange at Bird Island, Minn., and will

conduct the business himself hereafter. Many im-
provements are planned.
The New State Telephone and Telegraph com-

pany is building a line from Lake View to Jefferson.
Iowa. A line will also be built from Maple River
Junction to Arcadia and West Side. Other exten-
sions are planned.
The Oakville (Iowa) Telephone Exchange com-

pany has filed articles of incorporation, with $5,000
capital stock.

The Standard Telephone company has absorbed
the lines at Buena Vista and Holy Cross. Iowa.

It is stated that the Cheboygan (Mich.) Independ-
ent Telephone company may enter the field at Sault
Ste. Marie, Mich. There is considerable complaint
over the service now being given. R.

Telephone Affairs in New England.

The offices of the officials of the various tele-

phone companies comprised in the Erie Telegraph
and Telephone company, with the exception of

auditor and secretary, have been removed from
Lowell to Boston, being located now at 15 Con-
gress street. A direct wire connects the Lowell
officers with those in Boston.
Attorney Samuel L. Powers of the Bell telephone

system is a probable congressman from Massa-
chusetts in the next House of Representatives, his

nomination and election from a Republican district

being practically assured. Apropos of his candidacy,

one of Mr. Powers' political opponents, namely.
Hon. F. PL \yilliams. is quoted as saying a bill

desired by the' Bell people was introduced last

March by Representative Bingham of Pennsylvania,

and provides for an amendment to Title 65 of the

Revised Statutes, known as the Postal Route Act.

whereby the telephone companies shall be given the

same rights as telegraph companies to erect poles

and string wires throughout the country, without
the intervention of state or municipal authorities.

The pending bill is an outcome of a decision of the

United States Supreme Court, delivered in iSgg.

that telephone companies were not contemplated in

the act. and that the vote of Congress would be

necessary to permit them to avail themselves of its

privileges, "I do not say that I would not vote for

Guch a bill if T were in Congress." said Mr. Williams.

"biU 1 (|uote the facts to show that, contrary to the

statements of some of my opponejits, the telephone:
company does want something of Congress, and that
it wants it very much."
The directors of the Erie Telegraph and Telephone

company have declared the regular quarterly divi-
dend of iM per cent., payable October 8th. Books
closed September 29th and will open October 8th.
The directors of the Wisconsin Telephone com-

pany have declared a regular quarterly dividend of
i94 per cent., payable October 8th. The books-
closed September 29th and open October 8th.
The directors of the Michigan Telephone company

have declared a regular quarterly dividend of m per
cent., payable October Sth. Books closed Septem-
ber 29th and open October 8th. B.

Colorado Telephone Notes.
The Western Slope Telegraph and Telephone

company has been organized to construct a telephone
line m the northwestern part of the state. The lines-
will be built over a distance of 145 miles, and at
present work is in progress between Rifle and
Steamboat Springs. Among those interested in the
project are George W. Ballantine and George W.
Vallery of Denver and John Fesler of Glenwood.
The company will work in harmony with the Colo-
rado Telephone company and will use Bell instru-
ments.
Warren F. Harrison, foreman of the Rocky Moun-

tain Bell Telephone company, was shot and killed
by a lineman named Burke at Brigham City, Utah.
The cause of the killing is not known.
With the exception of the gap between Denver and

Omaha, New York and San Francisco are now
joined by telephone wires. While the distance is
covered with the exception of only 600 miles, con-
versation will by no means be feasible between the
terminals when Denver and Omaha are joined.
Chicago can talk with Omaha, but Denver is not
able to carry on a conversation successfully, even
as far as Salt Lake City. The Rocky Mountain
Bell Telephone company has used about 600 miles-
of wire in building lines across Wyoming and in
Utah during the summer.
The telephone service at Cripple Creek of late has

been criticized because it has been inadequate to local
demands. The camp has grown wonderfully in
every respect, and the demand for communication
has been increasing in proportion, both for local and
long-distance service, especially to Colorado Springs
and Denver. The Colorado Telephone company
has been unable to meet the requirements as rap-
idly as needed. E. M. Burgess, superintendent of
the company, recently made the following statement
in reference to the complaint; "No one realizes

more than we do the fact that our operators in

the district are unable to cope with the business.

But we cannot put on more operators until

more switchboards are in place, and the equip-
ment will be increased as rapidly as possible.

We have orders in for new switchboards for
the office here and expect to have them in place
b}^ the 25th of the month. Then additional opera-
tors will be employed and we believe there will be
no further cause for complaint from Cripple Creek
people. We have already completed a new pole
line to Colorado Springs, which will also carry Den-

1

ver wires, and the number of Springs-Cripplej
Creek wires will be increased from 26 to 40."

D.

I

I

NEW COMPANIES.
The Shiloh Mutual Telephone company, capitalized 1

at $900, was recently incorporated at Huntsville,
]

111., by E. H. Groslaude, J. E. Croxton and T. A.

Wilson.

The Central of Georgia Telephone company has- 3

been incorporated, with capital stock of $200,000, .

to establish telephone systems, by T, C. Parker,

O. H. Weaver, E. Y. Mallory and J. J. Cobb.

The Staunton Telephone company of Staunton, "

111., was recently incorporated, with a capital of *

$2,500, to operate a telephone and telegraph line.

C. R. Wall, S. P. Williamson and C. Godfrey were
named as incorporators.

The Noble County Telephone company of Albion,

Ind., was incorporated on September igth. The cap-

ital stock is $15,000. The directors are Thomas A.
Huston, M. C. Beck, W. F. Clapp, Edward P.

Eagles, Luke H. Wrigley, L. W. Weekes, F. A.
^

Stuempel and F. J. Spencer.

The incorporators of the Grant County Telephone 1

company of New Mexico are as follows: P. T.

McGrath, Denver; Joseph W. Bible, Adolph WitzeU '

William D. Murray, Edward A. Blanton, Jr. The
company proposes to build a telephone line from
Silver City to El Paso and furnish connections to

the principal mines in Grant and Socorro counties.

The Greensburg Telephone company of Greens-
burg, Ind., iiled articles of incorporation with the

secretary of state on September 7th; capital stock,

$30,000. The incorporators are Alfred P. Bone,
W. B. Hamilton and David A. Myers. The com-
pany is to operate in Decatur, Franklin, Rush,

Shelby, Bartholomew, Jennings, Ripley and Dear-
born counties.
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Death of John E. Hudson.
John E. Hudson, president of the American Tele-

phone and Telegraph company, successor of the

American Bell Telephone company, and for years

president of the latter company, died verj^ suddenly

at Beverly, Mass., on October 1st. He was sitting

in the railroad station waiting for a morning train

for Boston when he suddenly threw up his hands

and slipped from his seat to the floor. i\ir. Hud-
son was quickly raised up, but he was dead. A
physician who was called said that heart disease

was the cause. Mrs. Hudson, who was with her

husband at the time, w-as completely overcome.

Mr. and Mrs. Hudson had no children.

For 20 years Mr. Hudson had been closely

connected with the Bell telephone interests. He
early realized the value of the invention and was
active in putting it before the public. He was a

cultured gentleman of marked ability, a lawyer by

JOHN E. HUDSON.

profession, and his advancement in the company

was rapid.

John Elbridge Hudson was born in Lynn, Mass.,

August 3, 1839. He was a lineal descendant of the

Thomas Hudson who came over from England in

1630. As a boy he attended the Lynn schools, en-

tered Harvard University, and was graduated in

the class of 1862. He was the best Greek scholar

of his class, and before he received his degree, was

appointed to a Greek tutorship in the college. But

he decided to adopt the profession of law, and

entered the Harvard law school, graduating in 1865.

He then entered the office of Chandler. Shattuck

& Thayer, and was admitted to practice October

2S. 1866. He remained with the firm untjl 1870.

when he became a partner in the firm of Thayer,

Ware & Hudson.

In 1880 Mr. Hudson was appointed ofiice counsel

for the American Bell Telephone company. In

1885 he was made general manager of the com-

pany, and in 1887 became vice-president. The same

year he was made president of the .American Tele-

phone and Telegraph company for long-distance

service, and in 1889 was elected president of the

American Bell company, holding that position un-

til the amalgamation of the two companies this year,

when he remained as president of the combination.

Under his administration the operations of the com-

pany have been increased immensely, and a notable

triumph has been achieved in the development and

perfection of the long-distance service. Mr. Hud-

son was fond of literature and of art. The beauti-

ful Bell telephone pavilion at the Worlds Fair

Chicago was conceived by him, and represented

him quite as much as it represented telephony.

Mr Hudson was a member of the American

Academy of Arts and Sciences, the American An-

tiquarian Society. British Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science, New England Historic and

Genealogical society. Colonial Society of Massa-

chusetts, Bostonian society, American Institute 01

Electrical Engineers, Selden society, the Bar As-

sociation of the City of Boston, the Virginia His-

torical society and also the Boston Art, the St.

Botolph and University clubs.
,

He was married .\ugust 21. 1871, to Miss Eunice

W. Healey. daughter of Wells Healey of Hampton

^Ihhough president of the Bell Telephone com-

pany, Mr. Hudson owned only 15 shares 01 the

^' When in 1S80. the Amerijan Bell company took

over the business of the National Bell T.lephone
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company, its predecessor, there were in the entire

counti-j- but 28,316 miles of wire and 132,692 in-

struments in use. To-day there are over 1,580,000
instruments in use, 1,017,000 miles of wire," 1,250
exchanges, 1,200 branch offices, 423,000 circuits.

633,000 stations and over 5,000,000 daily connections.

Ownership of Bell Stock.
The Boston News Bureau of September 29th says:

"One important fact has come to the surface, and
that is as to who Theo. N. Vail, formerly general
manager of the American Bell Telephone company,
represented in his large holdings of telephone shares
in the old American Bell Telephone company. Mr.
Vail held at one time the largest block of Bell Tele-
phone stock, and this not many months ago. Mr.
Vail, although having made a third fortune in Mex-
ico, South America and western mining enterprises
since he left the American Bell Telephone company,
was not rated as a large enough millionaire to be
the holder of $2,000,000 or $3,000,000 worth of Bell
Telephone stock, and the general belief was that he
represented in these holdings the Western Union
Telegraph company. We are able to state that that
block of stock, however, in no way represented the
Western Union. What Mr. Vail did not own per-
sonally in that block of stock. President Mackey
of the Postal Telegraph company did, and probably
does to-day. It is said that Mr. Mackey is held in

high esteem by the American Telephone company's
management, and is frequently consulted upon ques-
tions of policy. A director of the American Tele-
phone and Telegraph company says the company
is spending more money on new construction this

year than in any other year in the history of the

telephone companies, and that it was never making
inore money than at the present time."

Slot Telephones in London.

The General Postoffice authorities are making ex-

cellent progress with the new telephone system for

London. A feature of this system is the attach-

ment to the instruments of a penny-in-the-slot ma-
chine, so that a call can be made, automatically reg-

istered and prepaid. Eventually, this system will

probably be general all over the kingdom. Lines

have already been laid in Birmingham and Man-
chester, but they cannot be opened to the public

until next year.

2ig

Damage to Telephone Plant in the
Galveston District.

[From the AusliD (Texas) correspondent of the Western Elec-
tric an.]

Mr. E. K. Baker, general manager of the South
Texas District of the Southwestern Telegraph and

Telephone company, has returned to his headquar-

ters at Austin from Galveston, where he has been

since immediately after the great storm which dev-

astated that city. He has been directing the work
of bringing order out of chaos in Galveston and in

the storm-swept region of the mainland along the

coast. It is conservatively estimated that the com-
pany suffered a loss of $400,000 by the storm. In

addition to the complete wreckage of the finely

equipped Galveston plant [see illustration on page
181, Western Electrician of September 22d], the

long-distance lines between Houston and Galveston

along the several railroads were blown flat. The
local plants at Brenham, Houston and several other

places in the storm region were badly damaged.
President Charles Glidden contributed $500 and the

company contributed $1,000 toward the relief of the

storm sufferers. General Manager Baker made the

following statement in regard to the situation

:

"We are rebuilding our wrecked lines as fast as

men can do the work. We have a large force em-
ployed in the work, and the long-distance service

is now being operated into Galveston. We have

no local telephone service in Galveston, as all poles

are down and the wires are destroyed. We want
to put in an underground system in that city, and

at the proper time we will make application to the

municipal authorities there for a permit to do so.

During the first 15 days after the storm we paid

out over $30,000 to employes in wages in restoring

the damaged system. This amount is being largely

increased daily as the work progresses. This is ex-

clusive of the material we have had to buy."

General Manager Baker cannot at this time give

any definite idea as to when the Galveston exchange
will again be in working order. Mr. P. G. Reynolds
of St. Paul, Minn., chief of construction for the

company, is on the ground directing the work of

rebuilding and re-establishing the wrecked lines and
other property of the company. H.

Eureka Three-way Jack.

The Eureka Electric company of Chicago has

brought out the ingenious device herewith illustrated

for use with its metallic express telephone switch-

boards or elsewhere for the purpose of increasing the

usefulness of toll lines. Where toll lines are in

use for a conversation between two given points the

remainder of the line has been inoperative hitherto.

because two distinct conversations cannot be heard

over the same circuit at the same time. The three-

way jack illustrated is designed to furnish a switch-

ing connection that will make it possible to divide up

the line, as it were, into several parts, for as many

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
It was the Telephone Manufacturing company of

Sumter, S. C, and not the "Sumpter Telephone
Manufacturing company," that received the medal
at the Paris Exposition.

The Western Telephone Construction company
of Chicago has issued a handsome 75-page cata-
logue of its switchboards and telephones. The book
is well illustrated by half-tone views of the shops
and manufactured products, as well as completed ex-
changes, and is filled with interesting telephone facts.

The company builds switchboards, from the smallest
size to those of the multiple type for 6,000 subscrib-
ers, besides every variety of telephone apparatus.

Diagram of ConnEctions.

EUREKA THREE-WAY JACK.

conversations. Referring to the diagram, the opera-

tion of the device will be understood. Line (A)

represents the line coming into exchange. Line (B)

represents the outgoing line. These circuits arc in

bridge (C) represents the jack underneath the coil_

The coil is bridged in the circuit. The insertion of

the plug in jack (C) lags on to the line and cuts out

the coil only, but leaves both ends of the wire so

that it can be used for signaling either \vay In-

sertion of the phig in the top right-hand jack cuts

oft' line (B). still leaving the circuit open lor line

(B) to come in on (C) jack, so that both ends of the

line can be used at the same time without interfering

with either conversation. Immediately after the con-

versations have been held, the line is restored to its

nominal end-to-end trunking capacity.
. .

The Eureka company furnishes this jack in its

switchboards when desired. The three-way jack oc-

cup es just the space that two the Eureka remov-

able self-contained, self-restormg drops take up.

•md'by displacing two drops the new device may be

wked firmly in place. The company also furnishes

Ws device on telephones, separate by itself wherever

t be desired. The drops furnished in these jacks

are tubular and self-restoring, of the well-known

Eureka pattern, and are furnished in any wnidmgs

desred. 500. i.ooo, 1,200 or 1.600. .The usual wind-

ings are 1.000 ohms unless otherwise specified.

A valuable feature of the catalogue is a summary
of telephone troubles, with the proper remedies,
and helpful advice for all telephone users.

The Eureka Electric company of Chicago desires
to announce that it has now in press its new twen-
tieth-century catalogue. This catalogue, the Eureka
people promise, will be the most exhaustive and larg-

est catalogue ever issued in the Independent field. It

will contains cuts of all the well-known Eureka
apparatus as well as a large number of new and im-
proved up-to-date twentieth-century devices. The
company will be pleased to forward this catalogue
to any company desiring it.

The Farr Telephone and Construction Supply
company, Chicago, has just issued its catalogue No.
14. It is perhaps the most complete and best-ar-

ranged telephone catalogue issued by this company,
and it will without doubt prove of interest to users
and purchasers of telephone apparatus. The cata-

logue, as in previous publications of the Farr com-
pany, contains considerable valuable information
for those putting in telephones. The company will

be pleased to mail a copy to anyone on request.

The Kentucky Telephone association will meet in

Winchester. Ky.. on October 9th.
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Mistakes in tlie Rating of Incandescent
Lampe.'

Bv Arthur J. Rowland.

Let us first inquire into just wiiat a i6-candle-

power lamp ouglit to be. iliat it sliould be one
wliich gives a liglit equal to that of 16 candles in the

•direction in which the light is useful seems a natural

and fair definition. A little careful observation of

.lamps as they are installed shows that at least 85

to 90 per cent, of those used are put in place with

base upward, or tipped end downward, and it is the

light which comes trom this tipped end of the lamp
which is useful. In cases where the lamp is in-

stalled in a difJerent position, either the lamp is

subordinated to some artistic feature of the elec-

trolier, or the lamp is installed "side on" to better

keep it out of the way. So it comes that the light

we ought really to want to know about, the light

we ought to measure, is that coming out of the end

of the lamp. Or, at least, it is sure that, if we call

the axis of the lamp a line through it from the mid-

dle qf the base up to the sealed-off tip, the light of

value is that coming into space below a plane per-

pendicular to the axis, half way along its length.

We can never use more light than this, since for

satisfactory lighting the sources must be above us,

and in real service we make use of much less.

Should we take the average candlepower of all the

light rays into space below the imaginary plane just

defined, this would be called the mean hemispherical

candlepower. just as the average candlepower of all

the light rays given by the lamp in every_ direction is

called the mean spherical candlepower.
The placing of lights is to-day being made much

more intelligently than by the old rules of so many
i6-candlepower lamps per 100 square feet of floor

surface, or per 100 cubic feet of room to be lighted.

Some certain amount of illumination is now striven

for and a proper distribution of light, rather than

of lights, is sought.
In a great deal of lighting one tries intentionally

to give illumination concentrated about particular

points. For example, in lighting a library, it is the

library table which is to be brightly lighted; other

parts of the room need little more than the scattered

rays, otherwise useless, which reach them directly

from the light source or after reflection. The light

rays in poor planes and the reflected light which
comes from the table, the walls and objects in the

room, though contributing little to the important
light, serve to break up shadows and produce dif-

fusion. Almost the same thing would be true of the

lighting of a bedroom, where the light should be
concentrated about the bureau or dressing table.

In quite a different sort of lighting, still the same
things hold true. Take the lighting of a factory or
mill, for example. The light must be on the ma-
chines or w^ork, and , be very good there. That
which gives the room its general lighting is w^aste

light from the light sources. To light the whole
room as brightly as the machines would be too costly

10 be practical. For such lighting let us consider
what rays are useful and what rays waste light.

If the lamp hangs directly above the thing to be
lighted, and its area be not more than five by five

feet, no rays of light beyond 30^ from the axis of

the lamp w-ill be useful, and the higher the lamp is

hung, the less the angle in which the useful light

as found.
A second sort of lighting is that in which a uni-

form distribution of light is required, as in con-
cert halls, or auditoriums of various sorts, and in

shops for the sale of merchandise. A fundamental
principle in this class of lighting is to use many
sources of small candlepower each, all so placed
that the light from them is directed downward, with
perhaps a little diffused side light to break up
the shadows, especially in small interiors. The
lighting engineer is forced to use single lamps to

procure this, except in large rooms, and they are
nearly always installed base upward. The light

from the tipped end produces the light of value.

A third sort of lighting is for decorative purposes,
but that is so very especial and foreign to consid-
erations of candlepower at all in most instances as
to merit no consideration here.

The light below the lamp—that from the tipped
end—is then the important and useful light in all

practical cases. This is true, too, not only from the
specific cases cited, but where large electroliers with
many lights are used as well; for in such cases the
lamps are usually flared out, with axes at some angle
approaching 45°, in which case high candlepower
from the tipped end and low from the sides of the
lamp would contribute to a good, even illumination
of the room.

There are five different types of filament in use
to-day by various prominent lamp manufacturers,
and in most cases a filament type indicates the prod-
uct of a certain luanufacturer who has adopted that
as the one used in his standard lamps. These typical
filaments are enough different from each other to

show interesting individuality. I have classed them
as follows:

(a) Straight U-shaped filament—a type rapidly
passing altogether out of use.

(b) Single-curl filament—a type much used, hav-
ing a circular loop in the filament midway of its

length. This type was originally designed to render
filaments stiffcr and less liable to bend without an
anchor, and also to shorten the lamp bulb. It was

I, Abstract of paper read before the Franklin Institute of
Pbiladolphia on September 19. looo. Mr. Rowland is prrfesfior
of electrical enginecrinR in the Drexel Institute of Art. .Science
nnd Industry.
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found to give a better distiibulion of light than
type (a).

(cj i-ong-curl anchored filament—a type differing
from type {h) in that the loop is long in the direc-
tion ot the lamp a.xis and is anchored to the part
of the lamp where the leading-in wires pass through
the glass.

(d) Double-filament—a type which uses two fila-

ments like type (aj, set so the current passes
through them in series, the filaments being in planes
approximately parallel.

(.e) Double-coil filament—a type like (b), except
that there are t^vo turns in the coil instead of one.

Besides being typical in the matter of general
form, the light distribution observed from these
various filaments is also typical. It is, however, con-
siderably influenced by the exact relation of differ-

ent dimensions in the filament itself used by par-
ticular firms, as. for example, the diameter of a

coil or the spread of the filament shanks.
The form of filament has a most important rela-

tion to the candlepower distribution, as, of course,
it must, since the candlepower delivered in a given
direction is determined almost wholly by the amount
of filament length visible from that direction. A
filament of type (a) shows only the end of the U
when one looks in at the tip, and so the candle-
power must be low, exen if the U be broad. A
double filament must show low candlepower for the
same reason; and if the filament loops are narrow
and the legs of the filaments straight, as they were
in the lamps of the make tested, the candlepower
niay be even lower out from the tipped end than
for a filament of type (a). A filament with a coil in

it shows much more projected length when viewed
from the lamp's end. and so gives comparatively

high candlepower in that direction. We see, then,

that a i6-candlepower lamp is very different in the

candlepower it gives in various directions and very

dift'erent in a given direction with difference in type

of filament. That lamp which gives most useful light

is undoubtedly the best. Hence, there is no question

but that the i6-candlepower lamp w'ith filament of

type (e) is a far better lamp for general lighting pur-

poses than any other. It is almost beyond belief

that this has escaped notice in all the years incan-

descent lamps have been made and used, and yet

it has been so. I first had my own attention called to

the inatter by the Shelby Electric company, for

which I was making soiiie tests of candlepower. It

is the lamp of that company which I show as type

(e). In an attempt to find whether in the past any-

one had attached importance to the light coming
out from the tipped end, I have been surprised to

note how, over and over, this or that experimenter

or lamp manufacturer has been on the verge of the

discovery and then passed it by. One of the most
recent cases I have noticed is that of a lamp manu-
facturer who advertised sign lamps with "all the

light from the end," but seems never to have thought

that this would be the right sort of lamp to use as

his standard product.

The Shelby lamp (type e) for which data is given

was made tipless; that is, the sealing off after ex-

haustion was not done as usual at the tipped end.

The gain in candlepower by omitting the tip, so

far as tests which I have been able to make indicate,

is about 12 per cent. The loss in tipped lamps is

probably due to light absorbed through the thicker

glass at the tip and partly to reflection and
refraction of light into useless directions, which
otherwise might have been saved to be useful.

The only sensible candlepower by which to call

an incandescent lamp is that which is useful in pro-

ducing illumination at desired points. Such a

method has never been used in marking incandescent

lamps for sale. It is strange how precedent binds

us in everything we do. Here, in the matter of

incandescent-lamp candlepower, we are all tied to

methods of designation which look back to pho-
tometric methods used for gas burners. True, mean
spherical candlepower and rotation methods are dis-

tinctively electrical, but they first came to be of

importance because incandescent lamps are so com-
monly placed in positions impossible to gas burners;

and the rotation methods are used simply to save

time in measurement, one reading taking the place

of a dozen. Mean spherical candlepow"er is an im-
possible measurement for commercial purposes. Ro-
tation methods are poor, too. Not only does the

speed of rotation affect the result procured, but
some of the best modern lamps produce such a

flicker at the car of the photometer when rotated

at standard speed (180 revolutions) that not only
is the making of an observation most trying to the

eyes, but the observer can only make a rough guess
for the position of his screen when a balance is

obtained. A recent suggestion to choose such a

speed for each lamp as just removes the flicker is

impractical also, for not only does it require an ad-

justment of speed with different lamps, but with
many filaments high speed of rotation distorts the

filament or even throws it against the glass, due to

centrifugal forces brought into operation by the high
speed.
What more rational, then, than to measure the

lamp's candlepower looking in at the end? It is

the light coming from the end which we make use of

—which we are interested in. Then this is the light

to measure, and that by which the lamp should
be rated. Lamps measured thus are as comparable
with each other as lamps measured any other way.
The apparatus required to make the measurement
would be very simple, for no rotating device would
be required, and the lamp need only be inserted in
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the socket without any .care as to which side comes
uppermost when its candlepower is determined, since
the candlepower must always be read the same.
Thus, readings of diflerent observers would agree
without respect to anything involved in the measure-
ment, except the standards used and the personal
clernent, which can never be eliminated. Such a
radical change of method, however sensible the
change, could not be made without the sanction and
support of some of the large associations of elec-
trical engineers. In the meantime, however, for
eventually this method must certainly come to be
used, all lamp users should, m addition to a measure-
ment of candlepower in the conventional way to
check up the lamps purchased, take a reading of the
useful light out trom the tip.

A i6-candlepower lamp should be one giving 16'

candlepower trom the tipped end. The horizontal
candlepower might be considerably less and be ir-
regular in different directions without altering the
real value of the lamp. An ideal i6-candlepower
lamp would perhaps be one which measures 16
candlepow-er trom the tipped end, had 16 candle-
power as the mean horizontal candlepower and was
of nearly 16 candlepower mean spherical. Such a
lamp could be turned into any position in an elec-
trolier and still give an illumination equally as good
as before and as well distributed.

In most lighting, also, the end of the lamp which
has been called the tipped end all along should
be tipless. Hold a piece of white paper below an
ordinary tipped lamp hung with the tip down, as it

commonly is, and the reason is unnccessarv to state.
Variations in thickness of glass and sha'dow cast
by the tip make lines of light and shade that spoil
all real value of light procured.

Since the making of such lamps as these is doubt-
less but a choice of filament form and arrangement,
let us hope it will not be long until there are some
ideal lamps available commercially.
So far no word as to the efficiency of lamps has

been said. It does not directly affect the candle-
power nor distribution of candlepower. All the lamps
mentioned were 3.5-watt, i6-candlepower lamps.
But why are they 3.5 watts per candlepower? Each
lamp used burned with a consumption of 56 watts.
The efficiency or watts per candlepower is strikingly
varied by the candlepower to which reference is
made. A 3.5-watt lamp turns out to be one which
uses this much electric power per candlepower if

this is reckoned at its highest value, the mean hori-
zontal. What a terrible inefficiency these lamps
have if we calculate the watts per candlepower from
the useful light or the light from their tips!

If a lamp can be made which gives 16 candlepower
out from the tip and burns at five watts per candle-

'

power, we will have a lamp which is better than
any now made. If its life is as good as the present
3.5-watt lamps, it would be a much better lamp than
any w'e now have for all commercial usage.

A New Form of Filament.

Since making the preceding tests there have been
developments whcih are worthy of especial mention.
A new type of filament for commercial lighting has
come into being. The following matter describes
its interesting features.

The Shelby filament, which is the most recent
product of that company, has been designed and
arranged especially to produce a high candlepower

RATING OF INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

in the vertical direction. In the cut is shown the
average vertical distribution of candlepower from
the new lamp. I call attention first to the arrange-
ment of the diagram. I show the base of the lamp
upward, exactly contrary to the conventional ar-
rangement of vertical candlepower diagrams since
1885. This method of plotting is natural and sug-
gests at once the value of large candlepower down-
ward (below the lampl. It is another step away
from the conventions introduced into incandescent
photometry long ago [rom gas-photometer practice.

I call attention next to the sort of filament and bulb
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tested. The rude sketch at the center of the diagram
only suggests it. The filament itselt is a good deal
like the old Shelby coil, but with the circular coils
flattened vertically, so that a much greater projected
length of filament shows from the end. The bulb
is also much flatter at the end than in other standard
forms, and the light comes through it nearly at
right angles to the glass. The lamps for which data
are given were made tipless. The loss of light
through the tips of lamps having filaments so spread-
ing as these would be very slight. Data of candle-
power and efficiencies with the new filament are as
follows

:

This lamp burned at 116.3 volts using 61. (j watts
Mean horizontal candlepower 16 (3

(.\t ISO R. P. M., 16.0.)

Mean vertical candlepower i^.g

Mean spherical candlepower 16,1
Mean with axis at 45° 16.5
Mean hemispherical candlepower 16.6

Efficiencies.

Watts per candlepower reckoned on horizantal candlepower 3.72
Watts per candlepower reckoned on vertical candlepower.. 4.13
Watts per candlepower reckoned on spherical candlepower 3.83
Cost of current per i6-candlepower iisefjl light and per 500
hours ot burnioK. at 12 cents per kilowatt hour S3.97

In the diagram there is to be noted a wonderfully
maintained candlepower as one passes from the hori-
zontal to the vertical direction. The lamp as 1 re-

ceived it was one of a lot, none of which was marked
for voltage, and I set it at 16 candlepower when
rotating in the usual way, and made all subsequent
measurements at the voltage so determined. The
results set down are therefore on my rating, not
on the manufacturer's. The vertical candlepow'er
(almost 15) is beyond comparison with that given

by all filament forms except the double coil, w-hich

it even excels by zi P^r cent. The mean spherical

candlepow^er is also remarkable. The highest I

know of in lamps rated in similar manner is below

It may seem strange that a horizontal distribu-

tion is omitted in the test. This is purposely done.

Regularity or irregularity of candlepower in the

horizontal direction is quite unimportant, compared
with the vertical. The average horizontal is shown
in the vertical plot, and beyond this it is quite un-

necessary to go, for all we need care to know of an
incandescent lamp as regards its candlepower is (1)

\\hat is the vertical candlepower, and (.2) what
ratio between this and the average horizontal?

I take it that the production of such a filament,

such vertical candlepowers and such efficiencies as

these are evidence of a demand for lamps of the

sort. I cannot but feel that a new era in incandes-

cent lighting has dawned when this is so. In future

lamp specifications we may look to see a require-

ment set down as regards the vertical candlepower

of lamps, and the ratio of this to the mean hori-

zontal. In fact, it cannot be long before specifica-

tions for lamps for commercial lighting will ask

for a certain vertical candlepower, and watts per

candlepower on this rating, with a requirement as

to a minimum horizontal intensity.

Discussion.

W. C. L. Eglin of the Philadelphia Electric com-
pany presented a reflector lamp which, he explained,

was made on the same lines as the Shelby lamp

described in the paper, but with the effect magnified.

The light from this lamp was wholly through the

end, and he claimed for it an efiiciency of 1.5 watts

per candlepower in the direction the light was

thrown. He further stated that the coil form of

filament was old, having been used in some of Mr.

Edison's early lamps. Mr. Eglin went on to say

that the light out horizontally from an incandescent

lamp, which strikes the walls, is important and

necessary in producing good illumination, and so

the horizontal candlepower should be considered.

He attached no great value to initial measurements,

and questioned the life and maintenance of candle-

power of the Shelby coil filament.

'

Francis Head of the Union Traction company in

answer stated that he had carried a number of such

coiled filaments through a life test, and they had

proved fully equal to any of the other makes.

Professor Rowland, author of the paper, said that

the paper carefully avoided the question of life and

maintenance of candlepower, since the intention was

to deal wholly with light distribution. The light

distribution must remain the same throughout the

life of any lamp, without respect to decrease m
candlepower. He admitted that the coiled filament

in the old-type Shelby lamp was not new. and called

special attention to the circumstance that the ad-

vantages it gave had never been observed, for this

form alone gives a good candlepower distribution.

He further said that the light out to the walls was,

of course, a good thing, in order to have them

properly illuminated: also, that the light reflected

from them may be of a little use when the lamps

in service give but low candlepower out from

the end oppo-site the base. As a matter of fact, the

useful illumination produced by lignt reflected from

the walls is almost negligible, since it has to pass

through the long distance to the walls and back

again. Its only value is to break up shadoxys and

aid diffusion. Moreover, if this kmd of light is use-

ful, the Shelbv coil filament has as much light to

send out to light walls and for reflection as any

other, while the direct light from it is much greater.

•\ reflector lamp has use in certain spceinc in-

stances: For example, to supplement general light-

ing over a desk when it takes the place of a lamp

with such a reflector as a McCleary shade. It is not

practical for commercial lighting, however, s.nce it
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limits the light absolutely to the direction in which
the reflector sends it and produces strong, sharp
shadows.
An ordinary reflector lamp, acknowledged to con-

sume 50 watts, is extravagantly used for lighting,

"^^^ji
'''°"S'''' t'"^ efiiciency niav be 1.5 watts per

candlepower in the direction in which the light is
thrown, for the reason that it illuminates only a
small area. With it general illumination would
be necessary at additional cost.
A reflector lamp combines a reflector and a lamp

m one. While the combination may cost less than
lamp and reflector bought separately, when the fila-
ment burns out the reflector is gone, too: hence, at
the price these lamps are offered, they are too ex-
pensive for general use. Separate reflectors are
much to be preferred where it is really necessary
to use them.

Elkins-Ryan syndica_te of Philadelphia. It is said
that about $iJ.ooo.(X)0 will be invested in an up-to-
date electric tunnel railway, using the third-rail sys-
tem. The company will, it is said, employ American
capital and material and English engineers and con-
tractors. The project has attracted much attention
on both sides of the --Atlantic.

New Type of Electric Ventilating
Wheel.

In the accompanying illustration is shown a form
of ventilating wheel with special eight-pole attached
motor, recently designed and constructed by the
B. F. Sturtevant company of Boston, Mass. The
fan is designed for the most efficient operation. It

is arranged with a large inlet for admission of air

through one side only, has curved blades, and a
conoidal plate, concentric with the inlet, which
serves to deflect gradually the air from an axial to

a radial movement. In the inlet of the fan is

placed a continuous oiling journal box, which sup-
ports the fan shaft upon that side. Immediately
outside and at the back of the wheel is a flanged

Crest Single-cylinder Gasoline Motor.
The Crest Manufacturing company of Cambridge-

port, Mass., manufacturer of the well-known Du-
plex gasoline motors for automobiles, has recently
brought out a new type of single-cylinder motor of
three horsepower, that is adapted more particularly
to tricycles and light voiturettes. The company
purposes to furnish free with every motor purchased
a complete set of full-sized working drawings of
one of the latest types of French motor tricycles,

so that it will be an easy matter for any bicycle
concern or repair shop that has a brazing outfit

to make a few motor tricycles for its trade. The
motor tricycle is largely used in Europe, as it ap-
peals to the rider more than any type of motor
carriage, on account of its handiness, the ease in
which it is manipulated and low first cost.

One of the special advantages of the new motor
is that all the working parts can be removed from
the motor without taking the motor from the tri-

cycle or disconnecting pipes. This is an exceed-
ingly important advantage, as it allows for quick
repairs on the road, and will be appreciated by
all automobilists. It will also be noticed that the
manufacturer has increased the heat-radiating sur-

NEW TYPE OF ELECTRIC VENTILATING WHEEL.

coupling, which joins the fan shaft to the motor
shaft.

^ ,^ .

The motor is built within a wrought-iron held ring.

Attached to each side of this ring are tripod sup-

ports which carry the ring oiler bearings and ab-

solutely center the armature within the field. The

field cores are of wrought-iron, with a special type

of cast-iron pole-shoe. The peculiar size and shape

of this shoe makes possible extreme variation m
load without sparking or adjustment of the brushes.

The armature coils are built up of laminated, slotted

disks, which are solidly clamped between brass

rings, having teeth to correspond with the core

teerti which support both edges of the core. Self-

adjusting and self-feeding brush holders, with car-

bon bru.shes. are used.
, .

,

This type of electric fan is employed without a

casing and usually arranged to draw the air

through an opening in a wall and discharge it at

comparatively low velocity into the space within

which is located the fan and the motor.

Mr. Yerkes' London Project.

Further details of Mr. Yerkes' electric-railway

operations in London are of interest. On September

-^Sth Mr Yerkes finally purchased the rights and

property of the Charing Cross. Euston and Hanip-

stead underground railway for a cash considera-

tion variously stated at from $150,000 to $500,000.

The transfer of this franchise made Mr. \erkes

nroorietor of the company's authorized capital of

ii 776000. His first act was to elect himself chair-

man of the companv. Then he appointed a board of

directors to serve until a permanent organization

can be ef=fected among the .American capitalists as-

soci-ttcd with him in the new undertaking. Among

the latter are said to be John J. Mitchell president

of the Illinois Trust and Savings bank of Chicago,

and Henry C. Davis of A. A. Houseman & Co.. New

York who has been named as vice-chairman Other

-Americans interested are reported to be Marshall

FiTd L. Z. Leiter, D. H. Louderback and Norman

B Ream, of Chicago, and members of the Widener-

CREST SINGLE-CYLINDER GASOLINE MOTOR.

face, as compared with other types of motors, in-

suring a cool motor under the most extreme con-
ditions of service.

The Crest motor has a patented sparking device

having self-cleaning contacts unaffected by oil or

dust. Another important peculiarity of the sparking
device is that the motor has to be always started on
the slow speed. The handling of the motor has

been simplified. The numerous handle rods are
dispensed with, the manipulation of the motor be-
ing done with one handle. The one handle first

closes the exhaust, then switches in the current,

giving every change of speed, from the slowest to

the fastest. The weight of the motor is 69 pounds,
being, it is said, the lightest single motor per horse-

power made. Every part of the motor is built to

gauge, insuring interchangeability of parts. This
motor is so built that it will fit any of the present

types of motor tricycle, and is well adapted for light

runabouts.
The Crest company thinks that superintendents

or inspectors of electric-light companies could
utilize tricycles equipped with these motors for

emergency-repair calls.

Electric Railways in Canada.
' George Johnson, the Dominion statistician at

Ottawa, has compiled some very interesting figures

about the electric railways of Canada. During the

year ended December 31, 1899, the 612 miles of

electric-railway track were so used that the total

number of miles run by cars was 20,646,847. The
number of passengers carried was 104.0.33,659. This

is equal to moving every man, woman and child in

the Dominion about 20 times. The mileage run

and the passengers carried show that for each mile

run the electrics carried ^k passengers. Compared
with the previous year, the number of passengers

carried increased nearly 9,500,000, and the number
of miles run by over a million. The amount of

I)aid-up capita] invested in electric railways in Can-
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ada is $21,700,000. The electric cars traveled over

4-333.000 more miles than the passenger and mixed
trains of the steam railways. Together, the steam

and electric railways carried over 120,000,000 passen-

gers, and the proportion was about 13 by steam to

87 by electricity.

Electrical Contacts.^

By Frank C. Mason.

It is curious that the subject of electrical contacts

has received so little attention in the literature and
discussions of the general subject of electrical ap-

plication. At the basis of nearly every variety of

electrical apparatus, whether for signaling with small

currents or for the larger work of heating, lighting,

generating and developing electric power and the

application of electricity to chemical processes, the

contact or point of discontinuity in the circuit is

found as an essential part of the apparatus or of the

method.
It is well, at this point, to say that this paper

will be limited to those uses of electricity employmg
relatively small currents, as in telephony, telegraphy

and signaling, and will not touch on the larger field

that its subject embraces in the utilization of heavy
currents. However, the line of demarcation be-

tween the light current and the heavy current is now
by no means so sharply drawn as it was in the days
when the primary battery, in one form or another,

was the sole dependence of the telephone and tele-

graph engineer.
VVhen we see the motor-generator and the storage

battery used as the central source of energy for a

telegraph, fire-alarm and telephone system, we nat-

urally wonder how much longer we can speak of

the light-current applications of electricity as a dis-

tinction from those employing large and powerful
currents generated by dynamos.

Contacts may be roughly grouped, into three

classes: Those that arc intended to be permanent
(such as joints in wire and cables), those that are

semi-permanent (such as contacts between wire and
binding-posts), and operative contacts, or those that

are intended to be opened and closed at will, as in

keys, switches, etc.

For all these kinds of junctions two enemies exist,

constantly tending to destroy efficient electrical con-
tact—chemical action and dirt. It is scarcely nec-
essary to speak of mechanical strains, which are

guarded against naturally by the exercise of common
sense. Chemical action, as it applies to contacts, is

generally due to the remnants of some compound
or chemical used in soJdering and to- the action of

air and moisture (either singly or in conjunction)
producing oxidation of the surfaces in contact. This
action is greatly enhanced by the formation of sparks

at contacts of the operative kind, the resultant film

of oxide being generally a non-conductor and in-

terfering greatly with the operation of the contact.

Dirt, as Emerson says, is merely "matter out of

place." In electrical work, dirt means any non-con-
ducting substance that interferes with good electrical

contact. It is often dust,, but in operative contacts

is more frequently the products of oxidation of the

points of contact themselves, where (as is too often

the case) these ai-e of the baser and more oxidizable

metals.
Permanent joints or contacts are used both in

line conductors and in instruments. Nowadays, the

general introduction of hard-drawn copper wire for

overhead-line work has reduced practice in this kind
of jointure to a question of the best way to handle
that material. Experience has shown that soldering
such joints draws the temper of the wire, making
a joint of mechanical weakness, while the ancient

habit of linemen, of twisting the wire at the joint

into tight spirals, leads to the same result. For
these reasons, the twisted and soldered joint must
necessarily give way to one of the various and ex-
cellent types of tubular joint now manufactured for

the purpose. In cable work, especially, where paper
insulation is used, the best practice now. strangely

enough, is to use merely the twisted joint without
solder. The wire being soft and subject to no strains.

the joint is abundantly strong, while its sheathing
after jointing fully protects it from the harmful
action of the atmosphere and moisture. To solder

such a joint, would merely add the danger of cor-

rosion from the dissolving action and slow electroly-

sis of the fluxes used.

Permanent joints, in switchboards and instruments,

being protected from the weather, are generally sol-

dered. The wires should be tinned, so as to leave

no excuse for the use of the mischief-making chem-
icals sold as "soldering solutions." Tubidar solder,

having resin or stcarine flux in its hollow part, should
be used, and the utmost watchfulness employed to

keep acid and "salts" away from the work. One
easy joint made by these means may plant the seeds

of trouble, to be reaped later, and. by the peculiar

provision of fate, almost invariably just when trouble

or breakdown is most to be feared.

Semi-permanent contacts are, practically, of only

two kinds—binding-posts and fuses. The average
American binding post is a piece of metal wilh a hole
drilled through it to receive the wire, and another
drilled and tapped, to receive a set-screw, which
may or may not have a pointed end. The design of

this type of binding-post is utterly vicious. The
screw may shear the wire nearly in two, leaving it

I. Paper road at the meetine of the International Association
of Municipal Eleclricians at PiitabiirK, Sopteinher 2fi, 1900. Mr.
Mason is the Bupcrintendent of police telenrapha in Brooklyn,

so that the slightest strain will break it off, or it

may not come down to a tight bearing on the wire,
leaving a loose joint ready to collect dirt and be-
come inoperative. Much the better type is that va-
riety of bmding-post in which the wire is held firmly
between two liat surfaces, thus insuring a large
area of contact, and which is provided with a lock-
nut, so as to avoid any danger of the binding-washer
working loose. In instruments having binding-posts
of the other type, considerable improvement can
be introduced by putting small hexagonal nuts, a
little larger than the driving heads of the binding
screws, on the latter and setting them down firmly
on the top of the post, to act as lock-nuts.

In fuses, which are an absolutely necessary part
on any installation in a modern city traversed by
electric-light and railway conductors, an excellent
opportunity for bad contacts presents itself. The
practice of securing the fuse wire under a washer
or the head of a screw is very bad, as the wure is

strained, is apt to be reduced in section at some
point and cold tiow 01 the fuse may take place. To
obviate these troubles, it is usual to attach pieces
of copper to the ends of the fuse wire, screwing
these down tightly under the binding washers. If

the fuse, as is often the case, is merely squeezed
into the copper ends, the trouble is only transferred
to another point. Hence, the best solution of the
fuse difficulty is to use copper lugs, to which the
fusible wire is securely soldered, held down by
screws provided with lock-nuts. Care should be
taken in installing fuses not to set them in place
under strain, as their expansion and contraction
under temperature changes produces crystallization
of the metal or reduction of its cross-section at some
point.

While the two classes of contacts already referred
to are, in a large measure, in the hands of the op-
erating force of a fire-alarm, telegraph or telephone
installation, the third class, and the most important
to all of us—the working contacts of instruments

—

are confined to these appliances, and their nature is

determined by the manufacturer. In keys, relays
and vibrating gongs, the switching apparatus of the
telephone station, and in all other places where sig-
naling circuits must be made and broken, sparks
will be formed, and no practical device known to the
art can prevent their formation. While dust, always
inimical to good contacts, can be excluded from
such places by proper construction of the instru-
ment, nothing will prevent the formation of oxides
at the point of sparking, which is also the point of
contact, except making these points of some ma-
terial that will not oxidize.

For this purpose, the only substances known that
are at the same time good conductors of- electricity
and possess the necessary qualities of mechanical
strength are platinum and a few other of the rarer
metals, such as iridium and gold. The consensus
of opinion and experience has shown platinum, or
certain of its alloys, to be the only substance com-
mercially available for the construction of contact
points of this character. Unfortunately, platinum
is a material of such great value that the expense
of such contacts is greater than that of any other
kind, and, therefore, the temptation of the manufac-
turer to replace such contacts with those of cheaper
material, or to stint the size, has been very great,

and too often he has fallen before it. He has intro-

duced contact points of the baser metals in his in-

struments, and this has far too often invited, if not
assured, disaster.

Blame for such substitution of such cheap con-
tacts cannot rest entirely upon the manufacturer, so
long as the users of electric-signaling apparatus fail

to recognize the value of the higher-priced article,

or, recognizing it, fail to specify its use when award-
ing contracts, and to see that this vitally important
detail has been honestly and intelligently executed
in the completed instruments.

Pure platinum is a very soft metal, and there-
fore is not as serviceable for contacts subject
to mechanical blows as certain alloys of the
metal with other members of the platinum group of

metals.
In municipal work, more than in any other, the

electrical equipment must be absolutely reliable. A
bad contact, sticking together or full of oxides, may
mean loss and danger of the gravest sort to the
community. Through failure of the fire apparatus
to respond to an alarm, or of the ambulance to

answer its call, or of the police to appear promptly
when summoned, a bad contact may exact a fearful

toll in conflagration, or death, or riot. And. in the
saving of a few cents' worth of platimmi, the vast
expenditures of municipalities for fire and police
protection, and of the generous public for hospitals,

may be nullified. There is no room for economy
of this wasteful kind in instruments upon which
so much depends and to which, owing to the care-

ful and conscientious superintendence of the mem-
bers of this association, the public looks with per-
fect confidence for perfect results.

CORRESPONDENCE.

A paper was presented to the International Tram-
way Congress at Paris on the subject of the suitalsil-

ity of electric traction on main railway lines. The
conclusions reached are expressed in the closing
paragraph, which reads; "The results obtained with
electric traction on main-line railroads demonstrates
that the present application of this power is no
longer experimental, that it will rapidly supersede
steam on lines where travel is heavy and congested,
and where, for economy in operation and increased
passenger receipts, a frequent service is necessary."

London Letter.

London, September i8.—Another claimant has
come forward, or rather has been put forward, for
the honor of inventing wireless telegraphy. Both
Mr. Marconi and Sir William Preece are asked to
stand aside in favor of a Glasgow gentleman, who
explained his system to the savants at the meeting
of the British Association in i860. The British As-
sociation, mark you, the members of which seem pe-
culiarly forgetful of their own proceedings, or they
would have corrected Sir William Preece on the
spot the other day, when he told the story of his
experiments with wireless telegraphy. Here is the
British Association record: •'Mr, J. B. Lindsay
lecturing in Dundee and Glasgow on this subject
smce 1831, has succeeded in transmitting signals
across the River Tay aided by water alone. He
also entered into calculations to show that stationsm Cornwall and Scotland would enable us to trans-
mit messages across the Atlantic to America." Evi-
dently, subsequent inventors must look to their
laurels.

I had the pleasure of meeting Mr. J. R. Salter,
A. M. L C. E., of the London United Tramways"
company, yesterday afternoon, and in the course of
an interesting conversation he said, "All being
well, we hope to start the service of electric cars
between Hammersmith and Kew bridge in about
a month from the present date. The overhead wires,
as you can see, have been complete for some time
past, the new cars are in our depot, ready for use,
and the only thing needed is the completion of the
machinery by which the necessary motiye power
can be communicated." One of the most interest-
ing features of the big generating station which the
company has erected at Turnham Green is a self-
supporting steel chimney, 250 feet high.
That the Paris Metropolitan railway, which runs

underground from the Porte Maillot to Vincennes,
passing under the Avenue of the Champs Elysees
and the Rue de Rivoli, has met a decided want, is

amply demonstrated by the high favor in which it

is held by the public. In spite of various hitches
and slight accidents, which were more or less in-
evitable, it is now carrying a large number of pas-
sengers. On Sunday about 115,000 availed them-
selves of this mode of locomotion, and the daily
average is over 90,000;
The engineers expect that the scheme, which I

have already described, of electric lighting for the
Thames embankment will be completed in little

more than two months, when not only the embank-
ment itself, but Westminster and Blackfriars bridges
and their approaches will be illuminated by electric-
ity. Twenty years have elapsed since a similar ex-
periment was made with the Jablochkofif system,
but the trial failed. In the County Council's pres-
ent undertaking success is assured. There will be
144 arc lamps (500 watts), and they will be dis-
tributed over nine circuits, each containing from
15 to 30 lamps in three to six groups at a distance
of 45 yards apart. The generating station adjoins
Charing Cross underground railway station.

The traffic on the "Twopenny Tube" is now be-
coming more regular and the merely curious trav-
elers are not so- numerous. In the course of a chat
I had with the secretary of the company I was told
that the passengers carried now range daily be-
tween 80,000 and 85,000. "Before the line was
opened," he said, "we expected that on Sundays
we should have practically no travelers. Happily,
our anticipations have not been realized, for we get
crowds to and from Hyde Park, Kew Gardens,
Richmond and other popular resorts. There has
been an inquiry," he added, "as to the temperature
of the railway. This remains steady at 55 degrees.
This summer the Central London railway has proved
itself the coolest place in the metropolis. In the
winter the temperature will be as in the summer,
for the outer air does not aflect the earth so low
down as our tunnel, the depth, as you know, being
an average of 60 feet." He also said that in an at-

tempt to make the line popular with people living
in districts beyond the terminus they had erected
sheds for the storing of bicycles, and charge four
cents a machine. On the first morning they had
no fewer than 96, and they had now decided to have
a larger building for the convenience of cyclists.

W. H. B.

New York Notes.

New York, September 29.—Two new air-power
cars have been put on the Twenty-third street cross-
town line. It is understood that the number will

be increased dailj' until the full equipment is re-

ceived, and that they will then be transferred to

the Twenty-eighth and Twenty-ninth street lines.

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit company put into

operation, yesterday afternoon, the new third-rail

electric service to Bath Beach by way of the Fifth

avenue elevated road to Thirty-sixth street and
thence by the old West End route.

The route and plans of construction for the rapid-

transit tunnel to Brooklyn reported to Chief Engi-
neer Parsons were adopted hy the Rapid Transit
Board on September 27tli, without dissent. The route
will include suitable tracks and connections in the
nature of loops under the New York City Hall

Park and around the Brooklyn City T-Iall. Possi-

bly, the most interesting features are the two loops.

The first of these branches ofT from the main line
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in Broadway, above Bowling Green, and runs down
State street and through Battery Park. The pur-
pose of this is to provide tor the return of trains
not running to Brooklyn. Much more elaborate
is the loop to be constructed around the old City
Hall in Brooklyn. This, in fact, is to be a double
loop, one track above the other, and when built

it will be like two threads of an enormous screw.
This loop will provide for the return of trains from
Manhattan, and also for the turning about of trains
from the other direction. Just how soon the Brook-
lyn extension can be built will depend much upon
the delays which property owners may cause. The
adoption of the route and plans is but the lirst step.

Now they must be accepted by the Municipal As-
sembly and other public authorities. Then a new
canvass must be made for property-holders' con-
sents along the route, and, in the absence of these,

the consent of the Appellate Division of the Supreme
Court must be obtained. No work has yet been
done in Section 1 of the subway, which com-
prises the terminal station and loop at the
postoffice, and which will extend to Chambers
street. In Section 2, which extends along Elm
street from Chambers street to Great Jones street,

the work of excavation is well advanced be-
tween Prince and Great Jones streets. Much work
has also been done in this section in diverting the

flow of sewers from the North to the East River.

In Section 3, extending from Great Jones street

to Thirty-third" street along Fourth avenue, work
has begun north of Tenth street. Here an overhead
cable has been erected. An air-compressing plant

has also been established in the Union Square Plaza,

at Seventeenth street and Fourth avenvie, which will

generate power tor use along the entire route of

this section. The sub-contract for Section 5, from
Forty-first street and Fourth avenue to Forty-
seventh street and Broadway, has not yet been let.

In Section 6, extending between Fortj--seventh and
Sixtieth streets, excavation is now being conducted
at the Circle, Fifty-ninth street and Broadway, by
the Metropolitan Railway cornpany, according to an

agreement between that corporation and Naughton
& Co.. the sub-contractors. Work on Section 7

was begun in two places, between Sixty-first and
Sixty-fourth streets, and Eighty-sixth and Ninetieth

streets. On the other sections, save Sections 15 and

16, w-ork is more or less advanced. More work has

been done on Section 14, extending from One-
hundred-and-thirty-third street to One-hundred-and-
eighty-first street, than on any other section of the

subway.
The evening school of electricity, under the di-

rection of the Harlem Branch of the Young Men's

Christian Association at No. 5 West One-hundred-

and twenty-fifth street, will be opened for its third

season during the first week in October. The school

will be in charge of Mr. S. A. Small, assistant in-

structor in electricity at Columbia University. The
sessions will be held on Tuesday and Friday even-

ings, and the course will consist of 48 lectures. The
opening session on October 2d will be free to all

men, and visitors are cordially invited.

The Third Avenue Railroad company, within the

last few weeks, has been gradually replacing the

air brakes on the electric cars with hand brakes

similar to those in use on other branches of the

Metropolitan Traction company. It has been found

that the air brakes were hard to keep in order and

could not always be depended upon. M. L. G.
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tary to Toronto, would be financed in the city of New
lork. He urges, however, that Canadian capital-
ists take control of the enterprise and raise the
$5>ooo.oqo required to carry out the work. The
scheme involves the construction of almost 500 miles
of trolley lines, the chief one giving Toronto con-
nection with Georgian Bav and Lake Simcoe.

A, V. W.

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa, Ont., September 28.—Tenders have been

invited by the corporation of East Toronto, Ont.,

for the erection of a new electric-light power house.

The Calgary Water Power company has made a

new proposition to the town of Calgary, Northwest

Territories, for street lighting. The company

agrees to erect new poles and adopt enclosed-arc

lamps. /- 1.

The corporation of the city of St. Catherines,

Ont is about to undertake the development of

additional waterpower from the Welland Canal,

above Thorold.
Boyd & Co. of Huntingdon, Que., have been given

a contract to furnish electric light to that town

for 20 years. The firm agrees to develop i.oco horse-

power, install a 1,000-light dynamo and to have

the works completed by the first of January next.

A special committee of the council of the city of

Chariottetown, P. E. I., has been appointed to ob-

tain information in respect to the cost of a municipal

electric-lighting plant for the city. An estimate al-

ready received places the cost in the neighborhood

of $20,000.
, , ^

The electric-light station of the town of Cayuga,

Ont , was recently destroyed by fire, and the rate-

payers of the town have appointed a committee

to investigate and report as to the desirabiluy of

operating the lighting plant under municipal own-

eisliip and control. The most modern machines and

dynamos mil be secured. ^ ^ 1,,,

The council for the town of Almonte. Ont., has

decided to submit to the ratepayers of the town 4

bv-law lor raising a sum of money to ""stall an

electric-light plant in the town. Tins will again

bring before the ratepayers the question of municipal

electric lighting, which was submitted last year and

defeated Ifter a close contest. The vote will be

taken at the end of October. p„,,j „f
Alderman Lamb, chairman of the City Board of

Works of Toronto. Ont.. reports that he has received

satisi'acton' assurance from New \ ork that i. com-

pany to build a radial electric-railway system, tnbu-

From the Buckeye State.

Columbus, Ohio, September 29.—The Akron
Electrical Manufacturing company has been
completely reorganized, and new articles of in-
corporation were taken out in West 'Virginia,
the capital stock being increased from $100,000
to $200,000. Of this $100,000 was put on the mar-
ket and $65,000 has already been sold. The other
$100,000 will be kept in the treasury in re-
serve. The directors of the company, as reor-
ganized, are as follows: L. C. Miles, Will Christy,
E. E. Andrews, William Weaver, Dr. J. P. Boyd
and S. H. Pit'Kin, all of Akron, and W. H. Butler
of Kent, Ohio. The new officers are as follows;
President, L. C. Miles; vice-president. Will Christy;
secretary and treasurer, E. E. Andrews. An addition
to the factory in South Akron, 45 by 50 feet in size,

and one story high, is being built, and a large
amount of new machinery has already been pur-
chased. The company manufactures motors, dyna-
mos and other electrical machinery, and the factory
is kept very busy. The working force has lately

been increased to four times what it was, and the
addition of new machinery will increase the capacity
of the plant at least one-third. Quite a number of

orders for electrical machinery from the United
States government have been filled within the last

few months, and the officers are in receipt of some
very complimentary letters from the men \vho have
charge of these matters for Uncle Sam. This bids
fair to become one of the leading industries of

Akron, which is already noted for its manufacturing
interests.

The net earnings of the Columbus Railway com-
pany, from January ist to August 31st of this year,

were $322,536, the gross earnings being $637,202.

The electric-light plant at Richwood, Union
County, owned by Edward Schambo, was destroyed

by fire on September 24th, entailing a loss of $17,000,

with $8,000 insurance. The origin of the fire seems
to be unknown.
The city clerk of Springfield, Ohio, has been au-

thorized by the Board of Public Works to advertise

for bids for 560 gas posts, equipped with Welsbach
burners, and 260 electric lights of 2,000 candlepower,

all lights to burn from half an hour after sunset

until half an hour before sunrise. The bids are to

be made for terms of three, five and 10 years, and
to be accompanied by certified checks of $25,000.

The successful bidder must give a bond of $10,000

for the faithful performance of the contract.

The City Council of Washington Court House
has granted S. W. Cissna, J. W. Willis, E. A. Ram-
sey, James A. McLean and associates a franchise to

construct and operate an electric railway on the

streets of the town; also to construct and operate

an electric-light plant.

At a meeting of the board of directors of the

Cleveland, Elyria and Western Railway company, a

few days ago it was decided to extend the line from

Berea to Medina, a distance of 17 miles. The line

will pass through the villages of Strongsville and

Brunswick. With the line now in course of con-

struction to Welhngton, this will give the company
82 miles of track and connection with Chippewa

Lake. General Manager Pomeroy has announced

that work will begin at once on securing the right-

of-way for the new line.

Ex-Congressman 'V. A. Taylor has applied to the

commissioners of Summit County for a franchise

for an electric Hne from Bedford to Ravenna, a good

portion of the line to be built along the public high-

way. The commissioners have taken the matter

under advisement. There is some hesitation in

granting the right, from the fact that there is to

be a double track the entire distance, yet the pro-

moters ask for only 10 feet of the roadway. Mr.

Taylor has the consents of the abutting property

owners.
i,_ ^ i

There seems to be a tendency on the part ot

many of the cities of this state to return to gas light-

in" on the streets. This has come about through

the improvements in the burners for street pur-

poses and the fact that there are many complaints

from people of injury to the eyes. The demand is

shown in Cincinnati and Springfield both, just at

C O Brigham, chief operator of the Western

Union telegraph company, at the. Toledo office, has

resigned his position. He is now 60 years of age

and has spent the best part of his life in the service

of the company, beginning as a messenger boy in

i8q6 He learned the use of the key in 1S60, and

has since been in the harness constantly. He is still

hale and hearty and hopes to enjoy years of peace

^"The"cky of Fremont has made a lO-year contract

with the Fremont Electric Light company to furnish

liehts for the city at $70 a lamp a year. Ihis was

the highest bid. and the council meeting was a warm

one when the bid was accepted.
.

In an article a few days ago on the electric-rail-

wav interests of Northern Ohio, the Akron Beacon

Journa pa d quite a compliment to Will Christy of

that city; who is perhaps identified with more elec-

trical projects than any one man in the stale. There

22.1

is hardly a new industry in the state in which he has
not some kind of interest. In the two big electric-
railway systems, the Northern Ohio Traction com-
pany and the Southern Ohio Traction company, he
IS heavily interested and holds official positions as
well.

The Kenton council has awarded the contract for
lighting the city to the Kenton Gas and Electric
company at $75 a lamp of 2,000 candlepower and all-

night service. This is the town which has been
in the dark so long, having been engaged in a bitter

fight with the light company. As soon as the con-
tract had been signed up at the council meeting the
light was turned on and the celebration that took
place was almost equal to a political meeting.
Important improvements are being made in the

street-railway and power properties at Lima. New
rails have been purchased for the road and will be
put down as rapidly as possible, and a number of
modern cars have been ordered from the Brill Car
Works. They will be equipped with 70-horsepower
motors and provided with all the latest conveniences.
Three new 400-horsepower boilers have been or-
dered and will be put in place as soon as possible.
New electric machines for the light plant and gen-
erators for the road have been ordered also, but it

will be some little time before they can be com-
pleted. The new owners promise to make the prop-
erties thoroughly up-to-date, even to new and mod-
ern ollices, which will be located on Elizabeth street,

near the Faurot House,
Work is progressing nicely on the plant of the

Consumers' Carbon company at Lancaster, Ohio.
The brickwork is going up at the rate of 20,000 bricks
a day. The company is also preparing to build
a number of dwellings for its employes.

L. B. Vinson, superintendent of the Ironton di-

vision of the Ohio "Valley Electric Railway company,
has resigned his position. A successor has not yet
been chosen.

It is reported that Thomas N. Fordyce of Detroit
has made arrangements to build a traction line from
Toledo to Cincinnati, a distance of 244 mijes. He has
placed an order, so the rumor says, with the Westing-
house company, for over $600,000 in machinery and
equipment for the road. If this is true, it will be one
of the greatest electrical railway projects ever under-
taken in the state of Ohio. Work will begin on the
line between Hamilton and Cincinnati, where Mr.
Fordyce some time ago made a successful experi-
ment in running canalboats by electrical power.
The Columbus, Mount Sterling and Washington

Electric Railway company was incorporated in the

office of the secretary of state a few days ago, with
a capital stock of $10,000, which, however, is only
nominal. Cyrus P. West, W. R; Smith, Frank John-
son, Hugh K. Stewart and Hon. D. I. Worthington
are the incorporators. It is the intention to build

a line of road from Columbus to Washington Court
House, Fayette County, touching Mount Sterling and
some other points.

A second company, incorporated recently to

build a road from Columbus to Washington Court
House, is the Columbus and Southern Electric Rail-

way company, with a capital stock of $100,000. The
principal office of this company will be in Columbus.
The incorporators are J. M. Wilson and H. W. Wil-
son of Chicago, Judge Joseph Heidy and E. M. Bog-
gess, M. D., of Washington Court House, and Solon
Loofbourrow of Mount Sterling. O. M. C.

Noii;hwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, September 28.—The Lake City

(lowaj Electric company has been incorporated,
with $20,000 capital stock.

The Queen City Street Railway company is an
applicant for a franchise to build and operate a

street-car system at Sioux Falls, S. D.
The new electric-lighting company of Hutchinson,

Minn., expects to have its system completed and in

operation \vithin three months.
The council of Two Rivers, Wis., has granted

a franchise to Thomas Higgins of Neenah, Wis.,

for an interurban line to Manitowoc.
The owner of the electric-light plant at Manson,

Iowa, may conclude to shut the plant down. It has
been run at a loss, he' claims, and he has now in-

creased the rates. If enough patrons stand the in-

crease to make the plant a paying one, it will be
continued, but otherwise not.

The State Board of Equalization of Minnesota
finds the total assessment of the Twin City Rapid
Transit company to be $2,775,000. There is $1,500,-

000 in Hennepin County, $1,250,000 in Ramsey
County and $25,000 in Washington County. As the

assets of the company aggregate $31,337,830, the

board thinks that over $28,000,000 is untaxed.
The council of Tacoma, Wash., is considering an

ordinance which limits the number of passengers

a car shall carry. A car seating 35 shall not carry

to e.'cceed 70; cars which seat 35 to 60 shall not
accept fares from more than 75 per cent, above the

seating capacity: those seating 60 or more shall

not carry more than 50 per cent, above their seating

capacity.

The Postal Telegraph company will probably
string another wire overland to the Pacific coast.

It will be along the line of the Denver and Rio
Grande to Salt Lake, thence through Montana and
Idaho to Washington.
New interests have bought into the Seattle-Ta-

coma Electric Railway company. A syndicate, headed
by Jacob Furth of Seattle, Wash., and George B.

Blanchard of Tacoma, Wash., now controls. Mr.
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Blanchaid is vice-president and manager. Engi-
neers will be placed in the field at once to examine
the various routes and a selection will be made and
the work pushed to completion.

The council of Menominee, Mich., has authorized

the mayor and city clerk to enter into contract

with the Menominee Street Rail-way and Power
company for 60 arc street lights of 1,20a candle-

power, at $70 each per annum.
The Electiic Railway company of Muscatine,

Iowa, is about to erect a new power station, which
it is hoped to complete about the first of February.

The present station furnishes steam for the public

steam-heating system, but with the completion of

the new station, it will be abandoned. The new
station will use condensing engines, and will have
no exhaust steam for the heating system.

A mass-meeting of the people of Grand Rapids,

Minn., voted to purchase the electric-lighting plant,

agreeing that the price asked, $11,000, was reason-

able. At the special meeting of the Common Coun-
cil, held thereafter, it was decided not to consider

the purchase of the plant, at that figure. This ac-

tion is regarded as peculiar, as the council called

the mass-meeting and resolved to be governed by
the decision of the meeting.

The litigation between the city of Little Falls,

Minn., and the electric-light and water company,
which has been in progress for the last four years,

has been settled. The council agrees to abide by the

contract, which still has 20 years to run, and the

company makes certain concessions \\hich are re-

garded as valuable. The United States Circuit

Court held that a contract to run 30 years was not
an unreasonable one, and this decision has taken
the ground from under the city's contention.

A Centerville car in Butte, Mont., jumped the

track and turned to the side, crushing into a small
frame house. There were eight passengers, but no
one was seriously injured. One received some pain-

ful bruises. The accident was caused by the placing
of a piece of slag on the rail. The company has
ottered a reward of $500 for the discovery of the
person who placed the slag on the rail.

The engineer of the state insane asylum at James-
town, N. D., recommends that the state build a

light electric line to the railroad to handle coal,

which could then be shipped and delivered to the
boiler house. R.

Gleanings from Colorado.
Denver, September 27.—The Denver Tramway

company has not yet selected a successor to C. K.
Durbin, who recently resigned the superintendency.
A new official will doubtless be appointed next
month.
Cars of the Denver Tramway company are now

crossnig the Sixteenth street and Larimer street

viaducts. In rebuilding these structures so as to
be strong enough to carry the ponderous motor
cars, $80,000 has been expended.

Notices have been pasted in the power house of

the Pueblo Traction company inlorming motormen
and conductors that wages will be increased on Oc-
tober 1st as follows: iVLen who have worked for

the company for one year are advanced from iS

cents to 19 cents an hour; two years, from 19
cents to 20 cents, and those employed three years
or over, 22 cents an hour.
The Mexico Smelting and Refining company has

been incorporated, with a capital stock of $1,000,000.

Denver and St. Louis money is invested in the en-
terprise. The company will build a smelter at Al-
godones, N. M., 25 miles north of Albuquerque,
and will also erect an electric-light plant.. It is said

that $300,000 will be expended in the next six

months. The incorporators are A. J. Frank, J. W.
Howard, J. S. Risdon, Benjamin H. Charles and
E. Meysenburg,

Since the new loop of the Denver Tramway com-
pany has been opened a number of changes in the
routing of cars have been made. Sixteenth street

will probably be used by a greater number of cars,

so that the congestion of traffic on Fifteenth street

will be relieved.

The city attorney of Denver has just submitted
to the City Council an opinion relating to the Den-
ver Steam Heating company, which is of interest

to all the local electrical companies. He recom-
mends that the company's franchise be revoked.
The company was granted a franchise in 1880, with-
out time limit. The original life of the company
was 20 years, and the company claims that the re-

newal of its corporate life makes the franchise per-
petual, and that it still has the right to use the streets.

The city attorney says: "I am of the opinion that

the city should waive no rights in this matter, and
that we should do as we did in the tramway case,

and repeal or revoke said franchise and let the com-
pany test its rights in the courts. The question
will certainly arise again in a few years with the
tramway company, where its franchises extend be-
yond its corporate life."

The Colorado Electric Power company, whose
generating station is located at Canon City, and
from which current is transmitted to the Cripple
Creek District, is receiving many applications for

power, especially for hoists. A survey for a new
pole line to carry power to Beacon tlill is now
being made. The company has also decided to con-
struct a pole line to accommodate mines on Squaw
Mountain. Among the mines just supplied with
power by the company are the following-named:
Jerry Johnson, Twin Sisters on Raven Hill. Home
Gold Mining company in the town of Cripple Creek,

Little Frank S. on Raven Hill, Denver Leasing
company, working the Victor Consolidated mine, on
Battle Mountain.
Wire thieves recently stole a large amount of

copper from the poles belonging to the Colorado
Electric Power company in the Cripple Creek Dis-
trict.

The Colorado Springs and Cripple Creek District

Railway company is now operating sections of the
road at each terminal. Ten miles of road is finished

at the Colorado Springs terminal. This portion is

operated by steam. The Cripple Creek end of the
line is traversed by electric motor cars. Superin-
tendent Ridgway announces that the entire road
will be in operation by the first of the year.

Curtis M. Jennings, of the firm of Berthold &
Jennings of St. Louis, which furnished the poles for

the lines of the Lacombe Electric company, was a

recent visitor in Denver.
M. W. McGrath of Denver has been awarded a

franchise for an electric railway by the City Council
of Santa Fe, N. M. The ordinance gives Mr. Mc-
Grath and assigns the right to build and operate an
electric line on the streets and alleys of the city or
any additions thereto for a period of 50 years. A
five-cent fare within the city limits is provided.
One of the handsomest isolated plants recently

installed in Colorado has been placed in the
Pope block, Pueblo, owned by Colonel A. A.
Pope of Boston, by the Pueblo Electric com-
pany, of which F. L. Cuddeback is engineer.
Three dynamos are in position^—one of 75 kilo-

watts, a second of 50 kilowatts and another of

12V2 kilowatts—made by the Commercial Elec-
tric company of Indianapolis, Ind. The two larger
dynamos are connected direct to an engine made by
the J. B. Allfree Manufacturing company of Indian-
apolis, and the small machine to an upright engine
manufactured by the Racine Hardware company.
The marble switchboard is unusually handsome.
Water-tube boilers, to the capacity of 100 horse-
power, were furnished by the J. L. Mott Iron Works,
and tubular boilers of the same horsepower were
provided by the Pueblo Boiler Manufacturing com-

,
pany. The architect of the building is -Mr. F. W.
Cooper. J. \V. D.

PERSONAL.
Mr. Ralph D. Mershon, for some years expert for

the Westinghouse company in connection with the

long-distance transmission of electric power, has
been appointed to a similar position with the Mon-
treal street railway and the Chambly Manufacturing
company of Montreal.

A paper entitled "Some Advantages of Electrically

Operated Press Rooms," was read at the fourteenth
annual convention of the United Typothetae of

America, Kansas City, Mo., on September 27th, by
B. W. Van Voorhis of the Chicago office of the

Crocker-Wheeler company.

It is reported in Washington that Charles H.
Duell, the commissioner of patents, is about to re-

sign, to engage in private law practice. Mr. Duell
was a patent lawyer in Syracuse, N. Y., when ap-
pointed in January, 1S98, to succeed the lamented
Major Butterworth as head of the Patent Office.

He has made a good commissioner.

Israel A. Kelsey, until recently general manager
of the Winchester Avenue Railroad company, of

New Haven, Conn., died at his home in West
Haven, on September 24th, at the age of 41.

Mr. Kelsey was interested in several electric rail-

ways in Connecticut, Ohio, Massachusetts, Rhode
Island and Cuba. He is survived by a widow and
three children.

Professor A. W. Riicker, who has been elected

to preside at the next meeting of the British Associa-
ation for the Advancement of Science, to be held in

Glasgow in September, igoi, occupies the chair of

physics in the Royal College of Science at South
Kensington, and has for years been secretary of the

Royal Society. He has actively participated in the

magnetic survey of Great Britain, engaged in re-

searches on the electrical and optical properties of

soap lilms, and has recently published a work on
"The Theory of Sound." Of late he has served the

British Association in the capacity of treasurer.

"Jim" Cummings is married. The announcement
will be of much interest to many members of the

electrical fraternity, for Mr. Cummings, whose spe-

cialty is wiring conduits, is one of the best-known
and best-liked men in the business. The news comes
from abroad in this wise : "Mr. and Mrs. George H.
Nixon announce the marriage of their daughter,

Kathleen Mortimore to Mr. James Fulton Cummings.
at St. George's Church, Bloomsbury, London, Eng-
land, on August twenty-third day, nineteen hundred."

It is understood that Mr. and Mrs. Cummings will

make their home in Hyde Park, Canada. Congratula-
tions from electrical friends will be most hearty anil

entirely sincere.

lights, 6,724 incandescent lamps and 179 electric mo-
tors.

The town of Mendon, Mich., has voted to bond
itself for $8,000 in order to put in an electric-light,
plant.

At a special election the people of Manchester.ii
Iowa, voted to grant a franchise for an electric-light
plant.

The Dallas Electric Light company will install a
new plant of 1,200 incandescent lights at Hallettsville,
Texas.

An electric-light plant is being put in in Olympia,
Wash., by the Olympia Light and Power company at
Tumwater.

The Chelsea Power and Improvement company
of Chelsea, Mich., has been incorporated, with $10,-
000 capital stock.

The Lake City Electric company was incorporated
at Des Moines, Iowa, for $20,000, by J. J. Coady,
T. R. Arney and J. B. Smith.

Houston, Texas, asks for bids for constructing a
complete electric-light plant for that city. Bids will
be received until November 5th, by the city secretary,
A. Lipper.

A resolution introduced by Alderman Taylor of
Williniantic, Conn., authorizing the construction of a
municipal gas or electrical-lighting plant for that
city, was recently passed.

The plant of the Hempstead Electric Light and
Gas company, located at Far Rockaway, Long Island,
was partly wrecked by an explosion. The building
was damaged to the extent of $2,000.

The Henderson (N. C.) Lighting company has
been chartered for furnishing the town with electric
light. Its capital stock is $10,000. The incorporators
are S. H. Pulliam, E. V. Williams and J. H. Bridg-
ers.

A director of the Philadelphia Electric company
states that the company's receipts in August in-

creased 16 per cent, over August, 1899, and that the
rate of increase since January ist has ranged from
15 per cent, to 20 per cent.

A company of eastern capitalists has just pur-
chased 600 acres of land on Mill Creek, near Shingle-
town, Cal., for the location of a new power plant.

The company will begin business with a 2,000-horse-
pcwer generator and increase the capacity as required.

A novel incandescent lamp is being manufactured
by the Spiral Globe company of London. The new
lamp consists of a plain glass bulb surrounded by an
envelope composed of a spirally wound rod of plain

glass inclosed within an outer protective plain glass

globe. The effect of this combination is twofold-, to

conceal the filament without loss of light and to in-

crease the effective illumination of the lamp, the

spirally wound glass rod constituting a double con-
vex lens throughout its entire length and serving to

refract and dittuse the rays.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

J. W. Carver has been awarded the contract for

putting in an electric-light plant at Windsor, Mo.

The city electric-light plant at Rockville. Ind..

was destroyed by fire. The loss is estimated at $2,000.

The electrical power plant of the Krupp works at

Essen, Germany, has three generating stations, with

six sub-stations for distribution and supplies 877 arc

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Cottonwood division of the Birmingham

Railway and Electric company of Birmingham, Ala.,

is now in operation.

The Village Board at Byron, 111., has granted a

franchise to the Illinois and Rock River railroad

to enter and pass through the streets of the town.

The citizens of Frankford, Del., have offered to

contribute $5,000 toward the construction of the
proposed trolley road from that place to Ocean
View.

F. Seacord & Co. have been granted a franchise

for an electric railway, to be built from Galesburg,
III., to the county hne, by the Knox County su-

pervisors.

The Florence Electric Street Railway company of

Florence, Colo., has been incorporated by H. A.
Cook, J. Reed, H. Robinson, J. B. Meserve and
A. B. McFall. Its capital stoock is $500,000.

The directors elected by stockholders of the Wash-
ington, Frederick and Gettysburg Electric Railway
company of Frederick, Md., met at Frederick re-

cently and organized, with Colonel L. V. Baughman
as president.

The survey for the extension of the Penn Yan
(N. Y.),Keuka Park and Branchport electric rail-

way, from Branchport to the Pultney landing on
Keuka Lake, has been completed. The extension

will cost $50,000.

The council of Wapakoneta, Ohio, on September
29lh, granted the final franchise to F. D. Carpenter,

L. M. Coe and J. Mayor, capitalists of Cleveland,, to

construct and operate an electric street railway
through the village.

The Uniontown and Monongahela Valley Elec-
tric railroad is the name of a new line soon to be
constructed in Pennsylvania. It will run from
Uniontown to Masontown, passing through New
Salem and McClelland.

The Moodus and East Hampton Railway com-
pany of East Hampton, Conn., has been incorpo-
rated, with $150,000 capital stock, to build a rail-

way, to be operated by electricity, from East Hamp-
ton station, through the towns of Chatham and
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Haddam, to the village of Moodus, in the town of
East Haddam.

The Union Traction company of McKeesport,
Pa., has decided to expend $15,000 for the purpose
of laying a new road between IVIcKeesport and Wil-
merding. J. D. Gallery and W. H. Keech are in-
terested in the project.

The stockholders of the Selma Street Railway
company of Selma. Ala., have decided to increase
the capital stock from $30,000 to $50,000, and to
authorize the directors to begin the erection of an
electric street-car system.

The cars of the Rochester Railway company of
Rochester, N. Y., have been increased in length
from 18 feet eight inches to 27 feet nine inches by
splicing. The larger cars are mounted on double
trucks instead of the single trucks previously used.

The Elizabethtown and Westport Railway com-
pany has been incorporated, with $100,000 capital

stock, to build a surface road 10 miles long, from
Elizabethtown to Westport, N. Y. The directors

are G. P. Hopkins, M. S. Decker, J. Willoughby
and others.

The Waltham Street Railway company has been
incorporated, v.'ith $60,000 capital stock, to build

a line between Weston, Mass., and Waltham. H. S.

Milton of Waltham, E. D. Van Tassel of Newton
and C. H. Wilson of Brookline are the incorpo-
rators.

A plan has just been laid before the French and
Spanish governments for an electric railroad across

the Pyrenees. A tunnel of 2,500 yards will go
through the higher parts of the mountains. The mo-
tive power is to be drawn from the falls of the

Garonne, on the French side, and from those of

the Noguera Ribagarzana in Spain.

The Rockland County Traction company of New
York has filed articles of incorporation, with $300,-

000 capital stock- The length of the road is to be

30 miles, located wholly within Rockland County,

with termini at Upper Nyack, Rockland Lake and
New City, and running through the villages of

Nyack, South Nyack and Piermont.

A large German concern has developed a system

of lubricating overhead-trolley wires and trolley

wheels, with the idea of reducing the wear and tear

due to friction between them. The device evolved,

it is claimed, applies a thin and uniform coating of

a non-insulating lubricant along the wire. It is

made of aluminum and may be carried by the trolley

arm. or independently.

The South Side Elevated Railroad company of

Chicago has recently purchased .30 new motor cars,

said to be capable of a speed of 43 miles an hour.

Six of these cars are already in service. They are

handsome in design, equipped with iso-horsepower

motors, which will be able to start the trains under

way more quickly than the old motors. As a safety

precaution, the platform gates on the cars are rnade

much higher than those now used, although weigh-

ing no more. Several persons have been injured

and one killed in attempting to scale the low gates

now on the cars.

Sargent & Lundy of Chicago have been retained

by the New Orleans City Railroad company of New
Orleans to design the new power house which that

company is soon to build. Full plans of the station

are not yet completed, but a contract for a part of

the power installation has been closed with the E. P.

Allis company of Milwaukee. This includes a ver-

tical, cross-comoound condensing engine, with a five-

foot stroke, and cylinders of 32 inches and 68 inches

diameter, respectively. The engine is to run at 75

revolutions a minute, with 120 pounds' steam pres-

sure. The engine will be direct connected to a

1.500-kilowatt generator.

AUTOMOBILES.
The Lozier Motor company is movmg its auto-

mobile works from Toledo, Ohio to Plattsburg,

N. Y., where the machinery will be driven by elec-

tricity from a new power station now building on

the Saranac River.

The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad company is to

have an electric-vehicle service in Chicago for the

accommodation of passengers to and from the Grand

Central station. The vehicles will bear the name
of the road and will be offered to the passenger at

the rate of 50 cents a mile and 25 cents for every

additional mile.

The De Dion-Bouton motorettes and quadricycle

won all the events of their classes at the recent Tri-

state Fair in Guttenburg, N. J. They also came in

first and second in the Automobile Club run on

September 22d, from the Waldorf Hotel, New York,

to the Larchmont Yacht Club, against steam ma-

chines and other types of gasoline machines, over 15

vehicles being in the run.

Lieutenant-general Miles, commanding the United

States Army, in his annual report to the secretary

of war, will renew his recommendation for the fur-

ther use of the automobile in the army. General

Miles says that automobiles may be adapted for

use as couriers, carrying dispatches, movement of

staff officers from one command to another, for

small reconnoitering parties, for investigating the

topography of the country in which the arr-y pro-

poses to operate, for small detachments engaged
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m cgnstructing bridges or establishing depots, for
rapidly supplying ammunition and for the move-
ment and care of the wounded.

The following-named new companies have recently

nn,™
l"<:.°''Poiated for the building of automobiles:

\T u
"'"'"='" Automobile company, at Lincoln,

Neb., with a capital stock of $25,000; the Remington
Automobile and Motor company of Ilion, N Y
with a capital stock of $250,000; the Houghton Auto-
mobile company, at East Orange, N. J., with a
capital of $250,000, and the National Automobile
company of Philadelphia, Pa., with a capital stock
of $1,500,000.

It is said that Emperor William of Germany
has become a devotee of the automobile, using a
machine constructed under the instructions of the
German War Office and propelled by a benzine
motor capable of imparting a speed of 60 miles an
hour. The cost of the vehicle was $9,000. In addi-
tion, the emperor has just accepted three automo-
biles from different manufacturers, with the inten-
tion of trying them during the grand maneuvers, in
order to determine personally the services which
they may render.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Sterling Arc Lamp company of New York

has issued a clearly written and well illustrated cata-
logue of 12 large pages describing its enclosed-arc
lamps for all circuits.

The 235-page catalogue of the Electric Gas Light-
ing company of Boston has appeared in an eight-
eenth edition, containing a complete list of electrical
house goods and light supplies. A lar.ge section is

devoted to call systems, telephones and exchange
apparatus.

Frank H. Stewart & Co. of 35 North Seventh
street, Philadelphia, have just issued their large illus-

trated "Catalogue. No. 7." The book contains 104
well-illustrated pages, 8 by n% inches in size. While
the firm is able to furnish anything the electrical
trade requires, this catalogue illustrates only such
goods as are in every-day demand. The lines of
switches, sockets, lamps and lamp fixtures shown
are especially comprehensive. The book also cata-
logues a large assortment of linemen's and repair-
shop tools and adjuncts. The catalogue of electric

bells and gas-lighting supplies manufactured by the
Stewart company is issued separately.

Two recent publications of the International Cor-
respondence Schools of Scranton. Pa., give synop-
ses of their courses in mechanical engineering and
drawing, electric railways, lighting and power. The
complete mechanical course embraces comprehensive
studies in hydro-mechanics, pneumatics, heat, steam
engines and boilers, dynamos, motors and machine
design. In the electrical courses are taught the

principles and technics of electric railways and light-

ing, dynamos and motors and the manipulation and
design of the latter. Many testimonials are quoted
from students now holding positions of importance
and resnonsibility.

The B. F. Sturtevant company of Boston. Mass.,
has issued a second edition of its catalogue No. loi.

"Steel Plate Planing Mill Exhausters." The 40
pages of the book illustrate the various new types

of blowers and centrifugal suction fans made by
the firm for use in pulp mills, tanneries, cotton mills,

and wherever noxious gases are to be removed.
The company manufactures accurate instruments for

testing fan systems, and this book gives some valu-

able tables on the pressure and horsepower lost bv
friction of air in pipes, etc. Sturtevant motors and
generators, some of these direct connected to en-

gines, and ranging in power from eight to 100

kilowatts, are also listed.

The Compagnie Generale de Traction of Paris

has issued an exceptionally handsome book of 123

pages, containing illustrations and brief descrip-

tions of the principal installations of the company
in the towns of France. In 1898 Mr. Krantz. min-

ister of public works, reported: "The facilities for

public transportation in Paris are inferior, not only

to those existing in other capitals of Europe and
America, but even to those in many second-rate

cities." This pamphlet recounts the remarkable

progress made by the French since that time, in

bringing the condition of electric traction nearer

to the standard others have set. Many thoroughly

modern power plants are shown, that of Vitry be-

ing especially fine. An interesting chapter describes

the storage-battery lines of Asnieres and St. Denis.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The Chicago City Railway company on October

1st issued its $500,000 of new stock to holders of

record on September 13th. This gives one new
share at par to each holder of 26 shares of old stock.

Chicago Union Traction's earnings showed a

small gain in September, which, with the gain in

the month preceding, reduces to $4,665 the decrease

for the three months of the present fiscal year. The

gross earnings of the system in September were

$640,740.80. as against $6.i3.2.53-8o in the correspond-

ing month last year.
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num from the Ural region in Russia in 1899 was
13,242 pounds.

The ne.xt international railway congress will be
held in Washington, D. C, in October, 1904.

In a recent paper on "Mechanical Draft" read
before the New England Cotton Manufacturers*
association, Walter B. Snow states that, from a com-
parison of a considerable number of plants, it ap-
pears that, under ordinary conditions: "A single
force-draft fan with direct-connected engine and
short stack can be installed for less than 20 per
cent, of the cost of a brick chimney. A single in-

duced-draft fan with direct-connected engine and
short stack will cost less than 30 per cent, of a
chimney. A duplex induced-draft apparatus, con-
sisting of two fans with direct-connected engines,
inlet and outlet connections and short stack, will

cost but little more than 40 per cent, of a chimney.
The latter arrangement is only employed where, as
in the case of an electric-lighting plant, it is the
practice to introduce relay units."

An English amateur aeronaut, the Rev. J. M.
Bacon, thinks that he has solved the problem of com-
municating from the clouds to the earth without the
use of wires. In the past the war balloon has been
of little practical service for the reason that wires
have been considered necessary in notifying the
troops below of the enemy's movements, and be-
cause the wires have prevented ascension beyond
the reach of guns. The fate of General Shaffer's

war balloon at Santiago is a fair sample of what
usually has happened. The old balloons were lim-
ited to an ascension of i.ooo to 1,500 feet, while it

is said that the Rev. Mr. Bacon is able to converse
at an altitude of 2.000 to 6.500 feet. The Bacon
apbaratus consists of a huge drum, hung below the
balloon, and which the aeronaut beats bv electrical

means, to the dots and dashes of the Morse code.
These signals have been heard for several miles.

TRADE NEWS.

MISCELLANEOUS.
United States Consul Hanauer at Frankfort,

Germany, reports that the total production of plati-

The 'ElectrO'lvsis-proof Conduit Manufacturing
rr.mpany has been organized at San Francisco.

Cal.. with a capital stock of $200,000.

The Palmer-Nicholls company of Providence.
R. L. is said to have decided to establish a factory

in Los Angeles. Cal., for the manufacture of electric

w'ire.

Articles of incorporation were filed in Indianapo-
lis. Ind-, on September 34th. for the Mead Electric
companv of Marion, wif^h a capital stock of Sioo.ooo
The directors are M. C. Mead, O. H. Keller and
Mary Mead.

The contract for installing new mains and re-

pairinp* the electric work in the United States

oostoffice and sub-treasurv at Boston, Mass.. has
been awarded to the Lord Electric company of that

city, at $3,988.

The National Cable and Wire comoany of Pitts-

burg, having a capital of $T.000,000. has purchased
the mower and reaper works at Latrobe. Pa., and
is making nreoarationc for an early start. Electrical

supplies will be manufactured.

The contract for furnishing the United States engi-

neer's office in New London. Conn., with a gener-
ating set and accessories has been awarded to Tames
S. Barron Sz Co. of New York citv. at $2.T.3/i..

Generators from the Eddy Electric Manufacturing
companv and engine from the Buffalo Forge rom-
nanv will be used, and the work is to be completed
within 60 days.

The Chicago and Alton Railway company is in-

installing an electric-power plant in the Blooming-
ton shops. Electric power will be used entirely

throughout the w-orks. The buildings will all be
equipped with the Evans exhaust hot-water heating
system, and the exhaust steam will be utilize.d for

heating the 12 or 15 buildings, all from the central

station. The heating will be installed by Evans,
Almirall & Co. of Chicago.

The L. G. Martin Electric and Manufacturing
company of Pittsburg. Pa., has organized for busi-

ness and elected the following-named ofircers:

President, R. A. McDonald: secretary. T. B. Rich-
ards, and treasurer, D. W. Dunlevy. The directors
of the comnanv are L. G. Martin. D. W. Dunlevy.
Pittsburg: J. B. Richards. R. A. McDonald. Aspin-
wall. The purpose of the company is to repair,

manufacture and restore electrical plants and also

to repair gas engines and light machinery.

F. B. Sage & Bro. of i2-i Liberty street. New
York, have succeeded to the business of the Ameri-
can Electric Specialty company of the same ad-
dress. They announce that they will continue to
manufacture the direct-reading ohmmeter previously
made by that company and will hnndle all other
business that that companv had. They state that
the business in the direct-reading ohmmeter is stead-
ily on the increase, and that the tests made on this

instrument show it to be entirely satisfactory.

The Western Electric company, Chicago, has just

shipped a number of new series enclosed alternating
arc lamps, to be installed at Birmingham. Ala.
These lamps are to be operated on a 2.000-volt
circuit, each lamp taking 80 volts. One thousand
constant-current, open-arc lamps and 200 enclosed
arcs have been ordered by the Denver City Construc-
tion company from the Western Electric company:
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84 constant-current, enclosed-arc lamps of the West-
ern Electric type are shortly to be installed on
Diversey boulevard, Chicago.

BUSINESS.
The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, is

jubilant over the fact that three of its agencies have

carried off prizes at the Paris Exposition. The
winners are the Adams-Bagnall arc lamp, Packard
incandescent lamp and the Packard transformer.

The Edison decorative and miniature lamp de-

partment of the General Electric company, Har-
rison, N. J., has revised its prices on all classes

of miniature lamps and receptacles, and will be

pleased to mail a copy of its catalogue and new
price-list to anyone interested.

The new ship-building plant for the Risdon Iron
Works, at San Francisco, Cal, will be built by the

American Bridge company of New York, and will

consist of a boiler shop, machine shop and foundry,

all of the latest design.

The American District Steam company of Lock-
port, N. Y., reports the busiest season in its history

of more than 20 years. Exhaust-steam plants are

being constructed in a large number of cities, taxing

the company's facilities for turning out work to the

utmost. The company's new manufacturing
^
plant

is being worked extra hours, and an extension is

contemplated.

Charles H, Besly & Co. of Chicago write: "Our
general business is very good. We have made a
number of large shipments to the North and Middle
West of complete shop equipments and are receiv-

ing many orders for small tools from the same
sections. Many orders for Ifelmet oil. Bonanza
cups and Helmet babbitt are daily received from
western mining districts. During the recent auto-
mobile exhibit at Washington Park, Chicago, it

was a daily occurrence for owners or representatives
of various automobile manufacturers to call at our
store and say, 'Give me a can of Helmet oil and
some Bonanza oil cups for my machine; I want
to win that race this afternoon.' Our new catalogue
is now ready for distribution and will be mailed free

to any address upon application."

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

658.336. Electric Railway. Edward M. Bentley,
" New York, N. Y. Application filed August 5,

1896.

In this system there is an exposed sectional working
conductor normally disconnected from the circuit; the
vehicle is pro%'ided with a traveling contact device adapted
to pass over the sections of the working conductor in suc-
cession and to receive current therefrom. A feeding con-
ductor and an intermediate, manually controlled circuit

closer are operated from a distant point,

658,388. Mechanism for Imparting Successive or

Alternating Movements. Elisha Moore, Me-
ductic, Canada. Application filed November 15,

1899.

This mechanism combines with a shifting member,
armatures, a common axis for the armatures connected
with the shifting member, magnets for the armatures, and
a relay havine an armature common to both of its magnets
interposed in the circuit between the magnets and the
source of supply.

658,412. Method of Treating Ores. Gustaf M.
Westman, New York, N. Y., assignor to the

Arsenical Gold Reduction company, Newark,
N. J. Application filed January 12, 1899.

This process of treating arsenical ores consists in melt-
ing the ores by the passage of electric currents through
them, thereby vaporizing the arsenic. Portions of the

- electrodes are cooled, while portions of the electrodes in-

tervening between the ore and the cooled portions are
maintained in a melted condition. The precious metals
are collected in these melted portions of the electrodes.

658,431. Dynamo Brush. Carl Endruweit, Berlin,

Germany. Application filed August 7, 1899.

A dynamo brush is described employing a material pre-
pared of chemically pure metallic foils and an elastic or-

ganic subs'ance which is treated with a liquid favoring the

cohesion with the metal foil. The organic substance is

subsequently carbonized. The brush is so compiled that

metal and carbon anpear in alternate layers.

r T

-*B.;

NO. 658,476.

658,445. Electric Car. Arnold A. Ingraham, Low-
ell, Mass. Application filed October 2, 1899.

In combination with a car truck is an electric motor
supported by springs resting upon transverse bars.

Longitudinal bars support these transverse bars with
transverse bars in turn supprrting the longitudinal bars.
Finally longitudinal beams support the last-named trans-

verse bars outside the wheels 'of the truck.

658,476. Dynamo Regulation. Imle E. Storey,

Trenton, N. J. Application filed Februai-y 23,

1900.

With a main generator adapted to be driven at a variable
speed and having on its field magnet an exciting coil and
an opposing coil, is combined a dynamo-electric machine
whose field magnet is energized by the generator, and
whose armature is connected with the opposing coil, or is

in a shunt circuit from the main generator, and which shunt
circuit includes the opposing coil; or with the main
generator may be combined a motor dynamo whose field

magnet is connected in the main circuit of the eenerator,
and whose two armature circuits are connected respect-
ively in the shunts of the main generator which include
the exciting and opposing coils. (See cut.)

658,483. Process of Oxidizing Negative Electrodes
for Primary Batteries. Clyde J. Coleman, Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to Thomas J, Ryan, New
York, N, Y. Application filed December 20,

- 1899.

A process of oxidizing negative electrode?! fnr primary
batteries is dc.s'-ribed. It comprises Iho oxidation of a

body of finely divided or jiornus copper into a coherent
mass liy placing it in an oxidi/i"^ atmosphere, and simul-
taneously supplying to it a requisite amount ot moisture
and the required degree of temperature above normal.
Means are provided for properly controlling the supply of
moisture and temperature.

Issued Septemher Sj, igoo.

658,536. Apparatus for Treating Ores. Gustaf M.
Westman, New Yoi'k, N. Y., assignor to the

Arsenical Gold Reduction company, Newark,
N. J. Application filed December 16, 1899.

A furnace for treating electric condacling ores by means
of electric currents comprises two horizontal electrodes of

cast iron, and wrougiit-iron pipes extended within the body
of each electrode for forming a cooling-fluid circuit, the
electrodes being located in depressions in the bottom of

the furnace. A horizontal bed between the electrodes re-

ceives the ore to be treated; there is a vapor-escape flue

in the upper portion of the furnace, and a tap extending
from the bed of the furnace at a point between the elec-

trodes, for withdrawing the molten metal.

NO, 658,607.

658,539. Means for Raising Pile or Nap on Fabrics.

William H. Baker, Central Falls, R. I., and
Frederic E. Kip, Montclair, N. J. Application

filed August 23, 1899.

A device is described for raising the nap or pile on
fabrics, comprising a saddle bir over which the fabric is

drawn with the pile outward, mechanism for moving the
fabric over the bar while under tension, and an elongated
terminal adjacent to the pile on the fabric along the line

where the latter passes over the saddle bar. A generator
of electricity of hish tension is connected by one pole with
this elongated terminal,

658,601. Appliance for Imparting Heat and Elec-

tricity to the Body. Ignaz Timar, Berlin. Ger-
many. Application filed November 10, 1899.

This device is an appliance for heating and electrifying

the body, combining a metallic frame with electrical termi-
nals, and a receptacle attached to one side of the frame,
and adapted to contain a heating material which is "solu-
ble in its own water of crystallization."

658,607. Projecting Apparatus. Frank J. Adams,
New York, N. Y., assignor to the Naturascope
company. New York, N. Y. Application filed

September 11, 1899.

The projecting apparatus comprises a casing, a plurality

of lenses in the front end of the casing, a number of lamps
in the front end of the casing and grouped around the

lenses in such a manner as to prevent their rays of light

from passing directly to the lenses. There is also a dis-

solving slide movable ovpr the lenses, a shutter at the rear
end of the casing, for alternately opening and closing a

number of openings in the rear end of the casing, and
means for simultaneously actuating the dissolving slide

and the shuttpr. (See cut.)

NO. 658,698.

658,612. Telephone Directory. William J. Bell,

Baraboo, Wis., assignor of one-half to Herman
Grotophorst, Baraboo, Wis. Application filed

May 24, 1900.

This device includes a box provided in one of its walls

with a slot, a spring roller contained in the box and having
a recess in its periphery, and a sheet extending through the

slot of the box and bearing the names and telephone num-
bers of tlin subscribers of a telephone system, or other de-

sired matter.

658,664. Thermostat. William E. Mack, Oswego,
N. Y. Application filed September 19, 1899.

The thermostat includes a base, a train of gearing
mounted thereon and provided with sui'able driving

means, the train having a terminal brake, and an electro-

magnpt mounted in proximity to the gparing with its cores

extending in the s^mo direction as rhe plane of the base,

combined with an armature pivoted above the maenet hav-

ing an arm extending down in front of its core, and another
arm at right angles thereto extending over the magnet. A
cord attached to the end of this arm passes over the

brake-wheel, and is suitably fastened to the base. Means
are provided for moving the armature away from the mag-
net ; there are also cores to tighten the cord, and means for
supplying energy to the magnet.

658,698. Electric Furnace. Charles S. Bradley,
New York, N. Y., assignor to the Cyanide com-
pany. Ampere, N. J. Application filed February
10, 1900.

In an electric furnace means are furnished for deliver-
ing current to the furnace, together with a movable recep-
tacle adapted to contain carbide-producing materials and
to present diEEerent portions of such materials successively
lo the action of the current. Gas-delivering means are
adapted to delivfer gas to the receptacle at a definite part
of its movement; these comprise pipe connections to the
different parts of the movab e receptacle, and valve mech-
anism adapted to control such pipe connections to admit
gas successively through the pipe connections to different
parts of the receptacle. fSee cut.)

658,706. Electric Stove. Herbert J. Dowsing, Lon-
don, England. Application filed September 12,

1899.

An electric heating stove consists of a suitable casing
having an open front and a sloping roof, a reflector plate
located within the casing adjacent to the rear wall of
the stove, and terminating at its upper end at a point be-
low the roof. The reflector plate is of z'gzag form and
provides a series of elongated air channels within the
casing, the rear wall of the latter having air openings
through it leading into the air channels. A number of ver-
tically disposed incandescent electric lamps are sup-
ported with-n the casing in front of the reflector plate, one
of the lamps being arranged opposite each ridge or pro-
jecting portion of the zigzag reflector plate.

658,733-. Secondary Battery. Clyde J. Coleman,
Chicago, 111., assignor to the General Electric
Storage Battery company of New Jersey. Ap-
plication filed December 8, 1899.
A secondary battery comprises in combination, a parti-

tioned battery casing and oositive and negative electrodes
arranged ther'^in, each of the electrodes comprising a
series of perforated cylindrical conducting casings filled
with active material and arranged side by side in close
relation in order to mutually support each other. The
positive series of such casings are integrally and indi-
vidually connected by saddle connections wi h the negative
series of the casings. (See cut.)

NO, 05^,733.

658,734. Secondary Battery. Clyde J. Coleman,
Chicago, III, assignor to the General Electric

Storage Battery company of New Jersey. Ap-
jjlication filed October 2, 1899.

.4 secondary battery elecirode comprises a perforated
casing having a longitudinal cell containing the aftive
material, and formed by a series of longiiudinal sections
united together by longitud nal flanges at the edges of the
sections, and a pair of closure pieces fitting the respective
ends of ihe cell to afford an easy and convenient manner
of introducing the filling of active material into the cell or
chamber.

658,739. Coin-setting Electric Meter. Frank
Kraemer, Chicago, III. Application filed No-
vember 6, 1899.

In a coin-operated electric meter are included a main
,

circuit, a derived circuit adapted to be closed by the in-
strumentality of a coin, a switch in the m^in circuit, a

magnet for closing the switch, and a toll-measuring mag-
net in a derived circuit, a toU-measur'ng device and a

switch-re'easing magnet in another circuit, and a means
operated by the motor mechanism of the meter, for clos-
ing the circuit through the toll-measuring device and the
switch-releasing magnet.

658,741. Electric Welding Machine. Otto Parpart,

Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the Standard Weld-
ing company, Cleveland, Ohio. Application
filed January 31, 1898.

In a tube-welding machine are combined two electric-

current conducting devices respectively connected with
opposite electric poles and adapted to press respectively
on the opposite edge portions of the butt-joint of a tube,

and two rolls tend ng lo force the butt edges together by
compression of the tube along lines of pressure angular to

those of tlie conduciing devices.

Reissue.

11,857. Phonograph. Thomas A. Edison, Llewel-

lyn Park, N. J. Application filed August 18,

1900. Original No. 652,457. dated June 26. igoo.

In a phonograph is combined a phonogram having a
recnrd thereon farmed of a series of more or less con-
nected gouges or waves with rounded sides and bottom,
some of the waves representative of fundamental tones
and principal overtones being characterized by a greater
width ihau length, wiih a reproducing device having a

curved bearing surface engaging the bottom and side walls
oC the record and of a form adapted to enter and accurately
track all of such representative waves.
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Operation of Ithe'Electric Fountain at
thie Paris Exposition.

Tlie Electrical Palace and Fountain form togetlier

one of the principal attractions of the Paris Ex-
position. They have been illustrated heretofore
in the Western Electrician in a projected or incom-
plete state. It is the object of the present article

to give some idea of the decorative ef^'ects produced
and the means by which they are accomplished. It

.should be explained, however, that the illustration

(Fig. i) shows only a portion of the water jets

of the fountain and these reduced in size. But
while the beauty of the moving-water effects is thus
inadequately represented in the picture, the general
plan of construction and architectural embellish
ment is more clearly shown in consequence.
The location of the Electrical Palace and Foun-

tain is at the extreme end of the Champ de Mars.
The design, which is highly ornamental, has been
carried out by Mr. Henard, one of the leading archi-
tects of Paris, assisted by a number of artists. In
the illustration the facade of the Electrical Palace
is seen in the rear of the
fountain. Its principal
feature is an open-work
design constructed in re-

pousse zinc and painted in

buff and white. At the
top of the design is a large
figure representing t h e

Genius of Electricity,

standing upon a car drawn
by two chimeras. The
large star seen in the rear

has been designed with a

view of being brilliantly

lighted by an arc pro-
jector directed upon it: the

metal framework forming
the exterior is joined by
a number of wires, upon
which are strung glass

pieces of different forms.

The desi,ecn contains a

great number of incandes-
cent lamps of different col-

ors, most of which are in-

visible by day. There are

also a number of large

porcelain globes along the

top and bottom, contain-

ing lamps, and upon the

projecting points are iS

large globes, ornamented
with metal work. At
night, when the design is

illuminated, a remarkably
brilliant effect is obtained,

especially as the colors are

arranged in different com-
, a ,

binations, which may be constantly changed At

other times the whole design is lighted up with one

color. . . ,
...

However, the electric fountain is richer in design

and gives the finest effects of illumination, the

main arch of the fountain is very handsoniely dec-

orated with different groups and reliels. the arcn

surrounds a central niche, also very richly decora.ed.

In the center of it is the basin, from which flows

the main cascade. Above the basin is a grotto sur-

rounded by a number of figures in relief. Belovv

is a series of basins by which the water is caused

to flow from the top to the lower basin m a series

of cascades. The main basin, on a level with the

ground, covers a large area. It has five fountains

on each side, which project the water to a consid-

erable height. The fountains are illuminated from

below through panes of glass corresponding to each

of the jets, a powerful arc projector being placed

under each, giving different colors. The cascades

are illuminated by incandescent lamps of different

colors placed below the borders of the basins, ine

main fall and the central niche are lighted up by a

great number of lamps, as well as the mam arch of

the fountain. , , , .„„

Under the fountain has been provided an exten-

sive basement in which are contained all the appa-

ratus for illuminating the jets and cascades and

controUinc the arc and incandescent circui s. the

basement ^is built in several different evels. ihe

l-i-^hest of these forms a room of considerable size

.-hirh contains the switchboard for the circuits ot

•he machines and the two main contromng boar'is

for nroducing the different effects of the fountain.

For .he incsndescent lamps a rheostat has been pro-

vided by which all the lamps of one color n.ay oe

lowered and those of another color thrown on, thus
passing from one color to another and giving all

the intermediate tones. This room also contains a
number of the arc reflectors for lighting the jets.

On a lower level are also a number of projectors,
and from this point two galleries branch out, pass-
ing under the main basin and following the line of
the fountains. These galleries contain the greater
number of arc projectors which are used to light
the vertical jets. In front of each projector is placed
a mirror of sheet-iron covered with mercury, at
an angle of 45°, the mirror being carried on a piv-
oted wooden frame. Above, in the floor of the basin,
are inserted panes of thick glass, some of these being
not less than one inch thick. A large pane is pro-
\ided for each jet, and the system under the main
basin for each of the two groups of fountains, con-
sists of five groups of projectors. The four groups
in the rear have each four apparatus, three of these
being grouped around a projector in the center. In
front, on each side, is a large group containing 11

projectors, or 10 grouped around a central appa-
ratus, wdiich is somewhat larger than the others.

A view of one of the projectors is showm in Fig.
2. (page 22S). The apparatus carries three colur
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screens, which are operated by an electromagnetic

device. These screens are formed of red, yellow

and blue glass, and each is mounted in two halves.

These two parts are connected together by an arm,

so as to open and shut at the same time; they swing

open by their own weight when in normal position.

One of the shutters has an arm which projects at

the side and carries a soft iron core, entering into

a solenoid attached to the frame of the apparatus.

When the current is thrown on, the armature is

drawn in, thus closing the screens. Each pair of

screens has a separate solenoid, two being placed on

one side of the frame and one on the other. A sep-

arate circuit passes from each solenoid to the con-

trolling switchboard in the main room, so that a

single operator can control all the solenoids and

screens of the fountain, and thus throw one color

into all the jets. or. by another arrangement of cir-

cuits produce any combination of color desired,

according to a prearranged diagram. The founjains

are also illuminated in white by leaving open all the

screens and using the light of the arc. When all

the screens are closed, there is virtually no light in

the fountain. This arrangement is utilized in starl-

in'' the arc lamps at first, and after they all burn

at^normal candlepower the screens are opened and

the colors are thrown on as desired,

A number of jets in the upper basin are dn-cctcd

forward at an angle and describe a curve falling

in sprav upon the bed of the basin. To bght tln-se

iets a different arrangement has been adopted, the

projectors are of the same type, but three or more

ire used for the same jet. One 01 these is placed so

-s to throw the licht through a window placed at

ihe beginnint' of the ict and immedialelv in front

of the pipe, thus lighting up the first part. As the

jet in falling covers a considerable space with its

spray, two or more windows are provided here, each
having a separate projector, which is placed in ad-

vance of the windows and throws the light back
into the jet at an angle of 45". In this way the jet

is illuminated along its wdiole length. As the sur-

face of the latter windows is somewhat large, it is

desirable to avoid bare spaces in these panes, as this

would produce a bad effect. An artificial spray is

formed, covering the whole of the window, by means
of a series of perforated lead pipes.

One of the most interesting features of the under-
ground installation is the automatic switchboard
by -which the circuits of all the screens of the pro-
jectors are controlled, giving the various -combina-
tions of color in the whole arc system of the fountain.

The incandescent sj^stem, w'hich is also very exten-
sive, has a similar controlling arrangement. A view
of this apparatus will be seen in Fig. ,3. This
switching arrangement was designed by Vedovelli
& Priestly, one of the large electrical firms of Paris,

who ha\'e installed the whole of the electric appa-
ratus of the fountain. The switchboard consists of

two stout iron frames, each supporting a series of

levers, forming a keyboard, and three upper sets

of levers for closing the

different circuits. The
keyboard is formed by the

projecting ends of the

lower series of levers, thus
making a long range of

keys very much resem-
bling a piano keyboard,
except that the keys are
raised instead of being de-
pressed as in ordinary
cases. The rear end of
each lever is connected by
a steel wire to one of the
contact levers in the upper
series, these being dis-

posed in three ranges.
Back of the levers is a
series of mercury cups,
into which pass the termi-
nals of the projector cir-

cuit, each of the two wires
of a circuit passing into
a mercury cup, these two
being placed in pairs, one
behind the other, at the
rear of each lever. The
lever carries two project-
ing pins which fall into
the two cups and form a
bridge, and thus when one
of the lower keys is raised
it pulls down one of the
upper levers, closing the
circuit of a solenoid.
When the ke}' is released,
the upper lever is brought

back by a counterweight placed in front.

The keys are operated by an automatic arrange-
ment, consisting of a metal cylinder about six inches
in diameter, which passes along under them. This
cylinder carries rows of tapped holes around its

circumference, corresponding to each of the keys.

By placing a screw in one of the holes a pro-
jection is formed, which strikes the key as the cyl-

inder turns, raising it and thus making contact at

the back. By placing the screws in the holes ac-
cording to a given system, any distribution of color
in the jets may be obtained. The two cylinders are
operated at the same time by a w-orm gearing in the
center, turned by a hand-wheel. There are also five

main switch-levers below the cylinder, each of which
operates a different arrangement of circuits. The
first of these closes the circuits of all the solenoids
of the projectors, thus shutting all the screens and
causing extinction of the light, or, when all the
screens arc open, the entire fountain is illuminated
in the white light of the arc. The second lever
throws on all the solenoids corresponding to the
red screens, and all the jets are illuminated in red.

The third and fourth give the same effect for the
other two colors. The fifth lever acts upon the lower
keyboard, lifting all the keys at once so as to allow
the cylinder to be taken out and a new one inserted.

A number of these cylinders have been provided,
each with a different color design.

While the arc system is used for the illumination
of the vertical and horizontal jets of the fountain,
an extensive incandescent system has been provided
for lighting the cascades and the central niche, as
well as ihe front of the Electrical Palace. The main
fall which proceeds from the grotto in the central

niche, as well as (he cascades which descend from
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the basins placed below it into the main basin, arc

all lighted by lamps placed in the rear and under

the borders of the basins. The cascades are ar-

ranged so as to fall in separate streams, instead of

in a continuous sheet of water, as a more effective

illumination is secured in this way. The separate

streams and drops reflect the light and appear lumi-

nous, while with a large sheet of water, only the

lamps in the rear would be seen, and the water would
not appear luminous in itself. The separation into

streams is carried out by a series of glass strips

placed along the border of the basin, held in an iron

support. The border of the basin is curved down
somewhat in front and the lamps are thus partly

concealed. Back of the row of lamps is a continuous

reflector of corrugated and silvered metal, which

throws the light forward into the streams at the

proper angle. The lamps are placed in alternate

colors, red. blue and yellow, and each color may

FIG. 2. OPERATION OF THE ELECTRIC FOUNTAIN AT THE
PARIS EXPOSITION.—TYPE OF ARC PROJECTOR,

be lighted separately, making three sets of circuits

which pass to the switchboard below the fountain.

The grotto is nearly filled with a fine spray, which
is also illuminated. To form the spray a series of

three circular pipes, one above the other, is u::ed.

These pipes are perforated with small holes. Upon
the pipes is mounted a series of waterproof lamps
with reflectors, which light up the spray in different

colors. .

The main arch of the fountain and the central

niche contain a great number of lamps, which give

a brilliant illumination in different designs. The
greatest number of lamps, however, is used for the.

illumination of the front of the Electrical Palace.

The ornamental border at the top contains thousands
of lamps of different color, which, when li-jhlod up.

paratus which is of considerable interest. This de-

vice is a kind of rheostat, built for heavy currents,

which is used for lowering the brilliancy of the

lamps and, at the same time, changing from one
color to another. Its general appearance is shown
by Fig. 4. It consists of an iron framework with

a slate panel at the top, forming a long table. On
the top are two rows of contact plates, each being

connected to one of the resistance coils in the body
of the apparatus. Each row of contact strips con-

tains three series, one for each of the circuits, and
over each series travels a contact piece, supported
upon a long rod. In the rear is a motor, which
gives a to-and-fro motion to the sliding contacts

by means of an endless screw and gearing, which
operates an arm at the side. Another endless screw
gear operates the two cylinders shown in the rear,

which carry three segments. The brushes above
bear upon the segments and make connection for

one of the circuits, red, blue or yellow. The action

is such that the cylinder, which moves very slowly,

introduces a new color when all the resistance is in

its circuit, and the lamps thus start at a very low
candlepower. This is done while the preceding
color is at its maximum brightness, with all its re-

sistance out of circuit. The contact piece moves
ovei- the table, and the new color is gradually in-

creased in brightness as resistance is thrown out,

and the other color is caused to diminish, so that

finally, the latter is extinguished and the new coloi

is at a maximum. At this time the carriage has
arrived at the end of its course, and the segment
of the revolving drum throws on a new color. The
carriage returns over the contacts, and the process
is repeated for another color. In this way the
whole or different part'; of the incandescent system
may be made to gradually change color, and. in pass-

ing by. the intermediate tones are given.

For the arc and incandescent systems about 4^0
kilowntts of current is used. The arc lamps take
100 kilowatts. They burn on 10, 15. 2t and ^S am-
peres, and are arranp-ed in series of three, four or
five. For the incandescent circuits 300 kilowatts
is taken. The three-wire svstem, at soo volts, is

used, with 250 volts on the lamps. The latter bum
normallv at lo to KO candlepower with 220 volts,

so that bv U'=ing 2=^0 volts their brilliancy is greatlv
inrr^nced. The circuits are fed from the main
switchboard, to which are connected the large gen-
erntintr units in the dvnamo rooms.

In the rear of the basement are located the pumps
which furnish the water 'iupply for the cascades and
jets of the fountain. There are two pumos. each
driven bv a motor of the railway type, which takes
about ?=; kilowatts. The total water suoplv is- about
T.c^oo liters a second when the fountain is running
full. This is distributed at three different pressures,
000 liters a second, at a pressure of 47. .S meters. 300
liters a second at 64. s meters, and 200 liters at 33
meters. From the oumps a sys^^em of nioing sup-
nlies the ba=in in the erotto ^rtd the different iets.

To suriT>lv the A'ertical jets of the main basin, two
1-iruc iron pipes diverge from the rear toward the
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Exchange Telegraph Company.
Articles of incorporation of tlie ExcluiTigc TlIc-

graph company, organized to transmit commercial

ciuotations for tlic Board of Trade of Cliicago and
otlier excliangcs, were lited in Trenton, N. J., on

October stfi. The capital stock is $5,000,000. The
stated objects of the company are to acquire by
purchase or lease, and to operate, throughout the

United States, a system of telegraph and telephone
wires, to conduct the business of transmitting mes-
sages by telegraph and telephone, and transmit and
sell market and all kinds of news, to operate tickers

and like instruments for the prompt transmission of

all market quotatoins and other news; also, to lease
to other companies wires, and to conduct in the
cities and villages of the United States a general
messenger service; also, to manufacture and sell

electrical power and do a general telegraph and
telephone business. President Warren of the Chi-
cago Board of Trade said that the new company
had its origin in the efforts of the board to prevent
the delivery of its stock quotations to the bucket-
shops, and the disinclination of the existing tele-

graph companies to co-operate with these efforts.

The Chicago Board of Trade has authorized an
exclusive contract for space in its building with
the new company, and for the delivery of its quota-
tions to points which the new lines will reach.

These lines, as planned, will be about 4,700 miles in

length, and will take in New York, Washington.
Philadelphia. Baltimore. Pittsburg. Louisville, Cin-
cinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City, Omaha, Cleveland.
Buffalo and other points where the grain business
will justify it.

Actual construction work will be begun as soon
as practicable. A representative of the Exchange
Telegraph company is now engaged in securing
froiTi other exchanges contracts for free space, and
the co-operation of all the exchanges will insure, it

is said, the success of the new company. The in-

corporators of the company are Louis B. Daily.

Clifford Perkins, Evan J. Dudley. Charles H. Bark-
ley. Kenneth B. i\fcLaren. Forrest P. Gould, Mil-
lard W. Baldwin. Thornton Parker. John I. Billings

and Adolphus Smedburg. all of New Jersey.

Trouble and Rumors of Trouble.
Allegations of bribery, in which members of the

City Council, the Gamewell Fire-alarm Telegraph
company of New York and the Municipal Signal

company of Chicago are mixed up, with charees

and countercharges, are attracting attention in

Cleveland, where a contract" for fire and police

telegraphs recently awarded to the Gamewell com-
pany has been undfer investigation. One membc-
of the City Council of Cleveland was arrested and
ga^-e bonds to answer to the charge of accepting

FiK. 3. Controlling Keyboard tor Shuuers of Projectors. Fig. 4
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Rtieostat foi Changing Colors.

bring out the design with a brilliant effect. The
whole design may be produced in any of the three
colors, or different combinations of color may be
obtained. The combinations are all carried out
from a controlling apparatus in the basement, quite
similar to the one already described. The large
opal globes at the top and bottoin of the design
contain each three lamps of different color. A series
of arc projectors is placed upon the roof, back of
the design, and lights up the stained-glass patterns
which thus appear in rich colors. The group at the
lop of the design is lighted up at intervals by the
powerful arc projector of the Eiffel Tower, which
is directed upon it.

The incandescent circuits have a controlling ap-

front, and the different fountains are located along
the line of these pipes, each jet being formed by a

small pipe tapped off at the proper point and curved
upward, with its mouth slightly above the water
level. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^

It is said that the Ohio Valley Electric company
is about to expend in the neighborhood of $200,000
on improvements nt Ashland, Ky. The power house
there will furnish light tor the cities of fronton. Ohio.
Catlettsburg and Ashland, Ky., and Huntington,
W. Va. The company also operates the electric-

car line from fronton, Ohio, to Huntington,
W. Va,, which is to be completed by the first of the

vo,-.r.

$200 as a bribe from the Gamewell company. Other
testimony given during the investigation seemed
to indicate that an officer of the Municipal Signal

company had offered bribes.

In Jeffersonville, Ind., there is a charge of bribery

growing out of the proposed transfer of the Tef-

fersonvill Light and Water company to the city. It

is said that a man well known in electrical manufac-
turing circles offered Si,000 as a bribe to a council-

man of that city to induce him to resign from ofiice.

with the hope that another man who would favor

the municip.il-owncrship proposilion mi.ght he

elected.
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New Colorado Telephone Exchanges.
By J. W. DiCKERSON.

With the spread of prosperity in commerce, agri-
culture and mining in Colorado there has beWan
increasing demand for telephonic service throughout
the state. The Colorado Telephone company has
been extending its service in all directions, but the

, increase hardly keeps pace with the demand, despite
the fact that a liberal poHcy has been pursued. Dur-
ing 1900 the sum of $500,000 will have been ex-
pended in new work. The money necessary for

the outlay was raised by increasing the capital stock
from $1,000,000 to $1,800,000.

The following list shows most of the points at

which ne\y exchanges have recently been opened
in the state: Eaton, Fruita. Ouray, La Junta, Delta,

Rocky Ford, Sterling, Fort Morgan, Brush, Love-
iand, Berthoud, Breckenridge, Eldora, Castle Rock,
Walsenburg, Hastings.

Among the new lines constructed are those from
Sunshine to Jimtown, Greeley to Sterling, Silverton

to Ouray and Loveland to Estes Park, with ex-
tensions from La Junta to Las Animas and from
Fowler to Sugar City. An extension through
Grand Junction to Ouray brings the entire San
Juan country into communciation with Denver.
Still, at some points the service is not yet sufficient

to meet the requirements. For example, a very con-

siderable part of the business relating to mining
deals in the camps of Victor and Cripple Creek

—

and the number is legion—is transacted by telephone

with Denver and Colorado Springs, and, although

] 3 circuits .are now in service, the company has

commenced the construction of seven in addition,

making a total of 20 circuits.

Construction has recently been made from Denver
to Salt Lake City, 650 miles, but service will not

be provided the public between the points named.

The connection between the two cities was made
over the wires of the Colorado Telephone com-
pany to Terry's Ranch, near the Wyoming state
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FIG. I. NEW COLOR.ADO TELEPHONE EXCHANGES.— BUILD-

ING AT COLORADO SPRINGS. -

line, just below Cheyenne. Thence the wires of

the Rocky IVfountain Bell Telephone company were

used into Salt Lake City, by the way of .Ogden.

While communication could be had, it was not

satisfactory. The toll charge for a five-minute con-

versation would necessarily be $6 or $7, and the

service could not be such as is demanded by the

public.

The company furnishes satisfactory service to a

number of points in Wyoming, in connection with

the wires of the Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone

company. Among these points, with distances from

Denver, are the following: Evanston, 550 miles;

Rawlins, 300 miles, and Laramie, 163 miles. Service

10 Laramie and Cheyenne has been provided for a

considerable time.

The "crack" exchange in the chain that etxends

throughout Colorado is that which is located in

Colorado Springs, and certainly this city deserves

the best of service, for there are few cities in the

United States in which the proportion of sub-

scribers to population is so great. The number

of subscribers in Colorado Springs and Manitou

is 1,000, or about one subscriber for every 23 per-

sons. The local patronage of the toll lines is un-

usually liberal, for Colorado Springs is largely m-

terested in mining property and controls the min-

ing-stock market almost altogether. The building

(Fig. i) consists of two stories and a high base-

ment. The material is red brick, with terra-cotta

trimmings. In the front of the main fioor is lo-

cated the public office, where booths are provided

for local and long-distance conversations. The

three principal points with which communication

is desired are Denver. Pueblo and Cripple C^-ek.

Adjoining the public office is the office of the local

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

manager, Mr. R. F. Morris, and in the rear is the
inspection department, well equipped with all ap-
pliances to facilitate the work.

In the basement is located the power plant (Fig.
2), which contains four Western Electric generators,
one Western Electric motor, one set of storage
batteries and a gas engine, furnished by Fairbanks,
Morse & Co. The current from the .storage bat-
teries is used for calls and actuates the clearing-out
signals on the switchboard. Two of the generators
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Colorado Springs to Denver, six to Pueblp and
20 to Cripple Creek.

A tastefully furnished room is set aside for the

use of the operators.

The new building of the Colorado Telephone
company at Pueblo (Fig. 5) is a structure com-
posed of two stories and a basement. The ground
dimensions are 40 by 50 feet on the corner of D
street and the alley between Victoria and Union
avenues. As the property on the north side is
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FIG. 4 NEW COLORADO TELEPHONE EXCHANGES. OPERATING DEPARTMENT AT COLORADO SPRINGS.

are driven by the. electric motor, current being taken

from the circuit of the El Paso Electric company.
The gas engine furnishes power for the other two
generators, this constituting an auxiliary set, and

one set is always in reserve.

The main distributing board is located in the

same room (Fig. 3). The cables are carried in un-

derground conduits in the business portion of the

city, and are connected with the switchboard

through fuses and arresters. All

testing is done at this point.

The operating department (Fig.

4) occupies the entire top floor,

and is an unusually light and at-

tractive room. The relay switch-

board is stated to be the latest type

placed in an exchange west of

Chicago. The signal on the

switchboard is a tiny incandescent

lamp, which is lighted when the

vacant, plenty of light is obtainable. The base-

ment of the building is divided into three com-
partments, as follows: Battery room, room_ for

hot-water heating plant, and storeroom and work
shop. On the ground floor the public ofilice is lo-

cated. This department is handsomely finished in

selected ash, and includes two sound-proof booths.

The public clerk's desk is enclosed and the oper-

ator is enabled to reach by instrument everj^ de-

Fig. 2. Power Plant at Colorado Springs.

NEW COLORADO TELEPHONE EXCHANGES,

subscriber takes the receiver off the hook. The clear-

ing-out signal is given when the receiver is again

hung on the hook. The system works admirably.

The work is performed more quietly and more

rapidly, for the operators merely arc obliged to

ask for' the number; interruptions are unnecessary:

the light signals show all the rest.

As it has been intimated, the toll boards located

here do a lively business. Fifteen circuits run from

Fig. J. Distributing Board atColorado
Springs.

partment in the building. This
desk is connected by burglar
alarm with the chief inspector's
room, where a man is always
on duty. Immediately back of
the public office is the well-

appointed office of the local

agent, Mr. C. G. Seelye. From
the agent's office entrance may
be gained by stairway to the
operating room and to the line-

men's room in the rear, which
occupies the entire back portion
of the building, and is 20 by 40
feet in size, with a large en-

trance on the alley side. Here are arranged nine

lockers for instruments, tools, linemen's clothing, etc.

Opening from the linemen's room and facing the

street and alley is the terminal room, in which all the

armored cables are distributed after entering the

building in the basement. The cables, which are

carried on a distributing rack, are composed of 100

wires each. Here are located the motors and
generator for ringing purposes. Two currents are
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used, the alternating and pulsating. In the same

room is located the chief inspector's desk, equipped

so that connection may be had with every depart-

ment in the building, and in the same department

are his testing apparatus and table. On the latter

are kept the chart books, books showing life of in-

struments and inspectors' routings. The table is

provided with a gas stove for cord repairing and

light work. A special iron stairway leads from this

room to the operating room on the second floor,

FIG. 5. NEW COLORADO TELEPHONE E.XCHANGES.— BUILD-

ING AT PUEBLO.

which is 30 by 40 feet in size. It is lighted by

nine large windows on three sides, and a skylight

on the roof. Here are located five sections of stand-

ard Western Electric switchboard for local pur-

poses, which now carry 600 subscribers. Two toll
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Converters and Rectifying Transform-
ers.'

By p. Janet.

The problem of the transformation of alternating

and direct currents lies at the basis of all electro-

technics for it is solved by that marvelous device,

the Gramme collector; yet it is only of recent years

that it has assumed an important place in the studies

of electricians. The ease with which high potentials

are produced by means of the alternating current

has made this the tvpe par excellence for the tranmis-

sion of electrical energy; yet in many cases the

direct current has continued the better form for

the utilization of this energy; electrolytic opera-

tions and the charging of accumulators absolutely

demand it, while arc lighting by its means is m-

romparablv the best.

Despite the remarkable progress in alternating

motors, the direct-current machine is in many cases,

that of traction, for example, still preferred. In in-

candescent lighting alone is it at a disadvantage.

Under these conditions the dispute which we have

witnessed between extreme partisans of direct or

alternating current is amusing. The former, while

applauding the excellent transmission secured with

continuous currents of high tension, have been

forced to admit the incontestable merits of poly-

phase circuits for long-distance work, as developed

on all sides; the latter to satisfy the legitimate

e.x.igencies of railways, arc lights, or of pre-existing

direct-current motors, have been forced to attempt

the transformation of alternating energy into a form

more marketable. The result of this evolution ha,5

been the creation of apparatus whose merits and

disadvantages the congress has now to discuss.

We may classify these in four groups:

1. Electrolytic rectifiers.

2. Simple conimutating apparatus.

FIG. 7. NEW COLORADO TELEPHONE EXCHANGES

tables are provided for nine metallic circuits con-

necting Pueblo with all parts of Colorado. In the

center of the room and between the toll tables and

local switchboard is the chief operator's desk pro-

vided with an equipment to reach every operator

and every department in the building.

In the room in the rear of the operating depart-

ment is an apartment designed for the exclusive

use of the young lady operators. It is provided

with a small library, rattan lounge and comfortable

rattan rockers. Adjoining is the lunch room equipped

with gas stoves, dining table, china closet, chairs

and metal lockers for the operators' wraps.

During the last two years the business of the

Fueblo exchange has nearly doubled. The present

force consists of 18 operators and clerks, lour in-

spectors, four linemen, two messengers, one col-

lector, one janitor and the local agent.

In the city of Denver the Colorado Telephone

company supplies telephones to 4,000 subscribers.

According to the figures in the report of the census

enumerators recently made the proportion of instru-

ments to population would be one in every 32. The

majority of instruments are connected directly to

the operating room in the company's building on

Lawrence street, but 650 subscribers are cared for

at the sub-exchange on York street, shown in Fig.

6. The location is in the eastern part of the city, at

a point where it is, relatively speaking, in proximity

to a large number of telephones in homes. The

structure is well built, with one story and a base-

ment. The operating department (Fig. 7) is a large

room and well lighted. The distributing room is

located in the basement. The lines are carried

down through the sidewalk to the distributing rack.

In the district covered by this exchange the wires

are strung on poles. In the distribution room is

located the machinery for ringing. Current is ob-

tained from the circuit of the Denver Tramway
company.

-OPERATING ROOM AT YORK BRANCH EXCHANGE.

3. Converters or motor-generators.

4. Rectifying transformers.

I. Electrolytic Rectifiers

Apparatus of this ts'pe depends upon a peculiar

property of aluminum electrodes. When one of the

electrodes of a voltameter is formed of a sheet of

aluminum, the other being of any metal whatever,

current will pass without difficulty if the aluminum

^

¥i
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FIG. 6. NEW COLORADO TELEPHONE EXCHANGES.— YORK

BRANCH EXCHANGE.

electrode be negative. The current is arrested al-

most completely if this be positive—a fact attributed

in the first case to the formation of a thin layer

of alumina. Such a voltameter may withstand a po-

tential difference of 20 volts in an acid electrolyte,

and one amounting to 140 volts in an alkaline

liquid. It is easy to conceive arrangements for

utilizing this property in the rectifying of alternatmg

currents, or what amounts to the same thing, in the

realization of an actual electric valve. How far this

I. Paper read before the International ConRress of Electricity

in Panti. Auriisi iS-25, 1900. Mr. Janet is a professor in the

University of Paris.
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solution of our problem is an industrial one—what
may be its power capacity—what the efficiency of

such transformation—are questions which will be

of great interest to examine.

II. Simple Commutating Apparatus

An ordinary commutator, performing in synchron-
ism with the current which it is to rectify, evidently

furnishes a simple solution of our problem; but the

heavy sparking, when current intensitj^ is consid-

erable, constitutes the principal difficulty offered.

Despite ingenious artifices devised to prevent this,

as, for example, to reverse the current at the pre-

cise moment of zero value, we have not much to

hope from this method.

III. Converters or Motor generators.

The transformation of alternating currents, single
or polyphase, into direct may evidently be accom-
plished by directly coupling an alternating motor
and a continuous-current generator. If the motor
be of the synchronous type, it is possible to condense
the two sets of fields into a single system, and to

unite upon a single armature the windings for direct

and alternating currents. Pushing the simplifica-
tion still farther, we finally obtain a converter whose
field is excited by a direct current and whose single
armature receives at one side a single-phase or poly-
phase alternating current, and gives out at the other,
by means of commutator and ordinary brushes, a

continuous current.

It is of interest to examine these machines from
the point of view of economy of material, of e.ffi-

ciency, and of operation. As regards the first, it is

evident that by use of converters one system of

fields is made to do the work of tw'o, without sen-
sibly modilying the dimensions, and even in reducing
the dimensions; it has then every advantage on thai
ground. As regards the armature, it is also evident
that the weight of copper required will certainly
be less than the sum of the weignts of copper earned
by an alternating-current motor and by a continuous-
current generator. Allowing that the respective in-

tensities of the direct and alternating currents add
themselves algebraically in the wire of the arma-
ture, the total Joulian heat therein is diminished,
permitting, if one so desires, an economy of copper.

It is of interest to push the discussion further
in comparing the maximum output of a machine
when working successively as a generator for di-

rect currents and as a converter. A very slight

advantage lies with the direct-current generaror over
the operation of the same machine driven as a mono-
phase converter; but if energized by polyphase cur-
rents the converter shows a very marked superiority,

the more decided, indeed, as the number of the phase
is' increased. Thus it is that a two-phase converter
(or rather one with four phases) has an advantage
over the three-phase convert§,r; and one of six

phases is superior to a converter of four-phase
currents. The advantage is such that for equal
weight of material the same machine may be nearly
two times more powerful working as a six-pha^t-

converter than when performing as a'direct-current
generator; and by the same line 'of reasoning, a

six-phase converter may have for equal weight a

maximum output almost 50 per cent, greater than
for a three-phase converter.

It is thus of advantage to augment, as far as pos
sible, the number of useful phases. With this point
in view, ingenious artifices (a description of which
will be too long to insert here) permit us to pass
very readily from three-phase to six-phase, and 11

this were necessary, it would be possible to force

this multiplication of phases still further, by means
of purely static devices.

Krom the point of view of efficiency, it is evident
at first sight that the advantage lies with the con-
verter over the motor-generator group. Admitting
in the latter case efficiencies of go per cent, for

each of the two machines, the total efficiency of the

transformation will be Si per cent. A converter
may have an efficiency of go per cent; it may even
work under better conditions than a generator, since

for equal power and equal induction, the weight
of its armature will be less, and in consequence the

loss in hysteresis less. But it should be pointed
out that a converter is rarely employed alone. It

is necessary to add a suitable transformer to con-

vert to the required potential the high tension of

the transmission circuit, since for motors of a cer-

tain output, at least, this high tension cannot be

directly applied.

It is thus fair to compare with each other the

transformer-converter as a unit, and the motor-
generator, but with the high efficiencies of trans-

formers even then the superiority rests with the

converter. This is supposing throughout that the

conditions of frequency imposed permit the realiza-

tion of a sufficiently practical machine—a supposi-

tion not always attainable.

From the point of view of operation, ihe converter

iinposes a sensibly constant relation between the

direct and alternating potentials, which may be a

disadvantage. It presents the general merits of

synchronous motors as regards the advances in

phase, which may be produced in a circuit, but ii

has a tendency to reinforce the higher harmonics

—

an element which may become serious if the power,,

transformed is an important fraction of the totah

power produced, and especially if the conductors^

are underground.
The armature reaction is slight in the converter.

|j

because, in the polyphase converter, the coupK
being nil, the fiux proper of the armature product]
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by the alternating and the direct currents ought to
be equal and opposed, and in consequence destroy
each other. In the monophase converter this still

holds true in part, but there exists a turning flux
of a frequency twice that of tTie potentials at the
brush terminals.

IV. Rectifying Transformers.

It will be seen that the conversion described in
the foregoing involves two stages: First, it trans-
forms given electromotive forces of a small number
of phases (si.x or more in practice) into electromotive
forces of a great number of phases in the successive
segments of the Gramme ring. Second, the col-
lector transforms these electromotive forces into a
continuous potential difference. Now it is possible
to realize the first transformation by means of ap-
paratus comparable to the ordinary transformer.
By this means the moving parts will be reduced to
an ordinary cominutator. We shall examine such
type of machine from the same points of view as
before:

First—As regards economy of material, it is clear
that in the rectifying transformer we suppress the
fields and armature of the converter. Comparing
an ordinary transformer with a phase transformer,
it appears that for like output and conditions of op-
eration the weights of the two are approximately the
same. We must, however, take into account the
small synchronous motor required to drive the col-
lector of the rectifying transformer.
Second—As to efficiency, the latter system econo-
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Electric Sawmill.

Direct-connected elevator service is usually con-
sidered as furnishing the most severe conditions
under which a direct-current motor may be called
to operate. The interesting example of direct-con-
nected uork illustrated herewith exceeds elevator
service, both as regards extreme variation of load
and the necessity for operating under unfavorable
conditions as to location and skilled attention.
The plant in question consists of a 35-horsepower

New England motor rigidly coupled to a 48-inch
Chase sawmill. It is installed in J. P. Rust's mill at

Keene, N. H. It will be noted that a top saw is

provided for use in cutting extra large logs. The
speed of the saw is 800 revohitions per minute. In
the type of motor used the armature is carried by a
casting independent of the magnet frame, but fitted

therein. This casting is bolted to the frame at three
points around the circumference, and is provided
with longitudinal adjustment for regulating end
thrust. This design insures the alignment of the

bearings, exact centering of the armature with
great stiffness of the frame, and is well adapted to

meet the severe conditions of this case.

The motor is heavily over-compounded. The
shaft is extended at the commutator end and pro-
vided with a pulley, from which is driven a blower,
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stated, in conclusion, that both the motor and gen-
erator are of standard size and weight, and the
resuUs obtained are in no w'ay due to the use of

extra large machines adapted for the occasion.

mizes in losses trom hysteresis and Foucault cur-

rents, and, despite the small motor, appears to

claim the advantage here.

Third—As to performance, it is evident that for

the same reasons as w-ith a direct-current machine, it

will be advantageous to subdivide the collector as

much as possible—to multiply the number of phases.

With fixed brushes, this means to enlarge the size

of the part rotating. Thus, the advantage here rests

with the converter, in which this subdividing pre-

sents no difficulty, especially if the collector be sta-

tionary and brushes rotated—a method as yet not

sanctioned by practice.

SU.MMARV.

In summation three really practical systems exist

for the solution of the problem which occupies our

attention: Motor-generators, converters and rec-

tifying transformers. It will be of interest to re-

ceive precise data allowing a comparison of these

three systems from the point of view of actual prac-

tice,

Mr. Cowper-Coles. the electrometallurgist, has

worked out a system for drilling and slotting metals

by means of electrolysis. A jet of an electrolyte is

caused to impinge on the plate or other object to be

drilled. The plate or other object is made the anode

of an electric circuit, the nozzle from which the jet

flows forming the cathode, and a current of elec-

tricity being passed through from the plate to the

nozzle. The plate is worn away where the jet im-

pinges on it. To define more sharp.y the hole or slot

cut, he has made the nozzle brought right up against

the plate, but separated from it by an mdia-rubber

washer, which determines the size and shape of the

cut.

SAWMILL.

hot shown in the picture, to remove the sawdust.

The shaft is rigidly connected with the saw arbor

by an insulated coupling.

While it was expected that the motor would be

subjected to occasional overloads, and the machine

was designed accordingly, the actual service de-

manded of the motor is considerably more severe

than w^as anticipated, and the following figures may
prove interesting: The normal rating of the motor

is 135 amperes at 220 volts. When not cutting and

driving the blower only, the minimum current is 30

to 35 amperes. When taking a cut the current is con-

stantly and rapidly varying from 50 to 240 amperes.

It has been found necessary to lock the overload de-

vice on the starting box, as it operated at 200 am-

peres maximum. Notwithstanding the unusual de-

mands on the motor, it has operated without any ex-

tra attention. The brushes require no shifting under

the conditions, and the following extract from the re-

port of the installing engineer is interesting: 'The

overload device on starting box throws off when

set at 200 amperes. What shall I do about it?

The load of the motor with blower and mill when

not sawing is 50 amperes. When sawing medium-

sized logs it takes about 150 amperes, but fre-

quently jumps to 210, but the motor gives no trouble

about it, even then, and I have not, as yet, seen it

spark in the least."

The generator is also manufactured by the New

England Motor company, and is known as type D.

It is a six-pole machine, over-compounded and

wound especially for this installation. It may be

Electrical Phenomena in the Euphrates
Valley.^

By Ellsworth Huntington.

During a recent 10 days' geological trip through
an almost unvisited part of the Taurus Mountains
to the south ol Harpoot I heard of a phenomenon
which I should be glad to have you explain, either

by letter or through the colunms of the Review.
Before leaving Harpoot I was told by a man from
Aivose that Keklujek Mountain, near his village,

fought with Ziaret Mountain, on the other side of the
Euphrates River. The w-eapons were balls of light,

which the mountains threw at each other. As the
region was one of volcanic activity in comparatively
recent times, and as hot springs and extinct craters

are still to be seen, I thought at first that this must
be a traditional account of a volcanic eruption. Sub-
sequent investigation, however, showed that the

story had its origin in a meteorological phenom.e-
uon. At first 1 v.-a^ skeptical as to the trutn of what
follows. After hearing substantially the same story
from 10 or 12 men whom I saw in five difterent

places separated by an extreme distance of 40 or
more miles, I became thoroughly convinced of its

truth. It may be a common occurrence, but I have
never heard of it, and can find no account of it >in

the few books at my command.
The facts, upon which all agree, are as follows:

A ball of fire is sometimes seen to start from one
mountain and go like a flash to another. At the
same time there is a sound like thunder. This occurs
by day or by night, although by day no light is

seen. It always occurs when the sky is clear and
never when it is cloudy. It sometimes happens two
or three times in a year, and then, again, is not seen
for several years. For the last two years it has not
been seen. It is most common (or possibly never
happens except) in the fall, at the end of the long
dry season of three months. The mountains show
no special features different from other mountains.
I visited one of them, Karaoghlon (Black Son)
Mountain, and found it to be composed of meta-
morphic schistose shale of cretaceous age. Its height
is 7,350 feet, and the top is comparatively flat. One
observer said that a glow remained after the flash,

but all the rest contradicted this. Another said

that the ball of fire was first small, but grew larger

as it passed over, and then grew smaller again. He
evidently w'as between the two mountains.
In every case the flash crosses the Euphrates

River, which here flows through a deep, precipi-

tous valley, at an elevation of 2.000 feet above sea
level, or at from 3,500 to 5,500 feet below the tops
of the mountains. The valley and the lightning
seem to have some connection. I asked about other
mountains, e. g., whether the flash ever went from
Ziaret to Chakchak, and was told that it never
did so. The flash goes indifferently in either direc-

tion. Ziaret Mountain stands out prominently and
is said to be visible from the cities of Harpoot.
Malatia, Arghuni, Choonkoosh, Diarbekir, Severek
and Oorfa.

In several places the people said that this lightning
was seen only when Turkey was at war. Later, at

Kefferdis, near Mount Ziaret, we heard the origin
of this tradition. Once, at a time of a war scare,

lightning flashed from Mount Ziaret. The people
in Malatia heard the sound of the thunder. No
clouds were in sight, and they did not think it could
be thunder. So they said: ''The Russians are com-
ing; we hear their guns."

[Discussing Mr. Huntington's contribution, the
editor of the Monthly Weather Review, Professor
Cleveland Abbe, is inclined to discredit the accuracy
of the statements made by the natives. He says:

"In general, the air ordinarily offers such a resist-

ance to the passage of electricity, while the earth is

such a good conductor of electricity, that it would
be easier for two electrified peaks to discharge
through the earth than through the air. We can-
not, therefore, think of a lightning flash passing
between two neighboring peaks. On the other
hand, a cloud or a mass of electrified air that has
not quite attained the cloudy condition may lie

between two peaks, and flashes may proceed from
it simultaneously to the two peaks in such a way
as to lead a careless observer to say that one peak
discharged over to the other. If this is the approxi-
mate explanation of the Euphrates phenomenon,
then it will happen only when the wind is in certain

directions, such as to cause the formation of an
incipient cloud and thunderstorm between the two
peaks, and this wind direction will depend upon the

relation of the peaks to the course of the river

valley below."]

Contract for All-British Pacific Cable.

According to advices from Melbourne. Australia,

the contract for the building of the all-British Pa-

cific cable has been formally awarded to the Tele-

graph Construction and Maintenance company of

London, whose offer to do the work was for £1,886,-

000. The contract calls for completion of construc-

tion within 18 months of the signing of the papers.

I. From ihe United Slates Weaiher Review. Mr. Huotingion
is connected with the Euphrates College at Harpoof, Turkey.
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In a recent article a German writer, discussing

the causes of breakages in overhead line material,

naturally concludes that most of these breaks are

caused by undue wear on the trolley wire at certain

points, as, for instance, where the wire is bent

round at a splicing ear. Where possible a spring

suspension is recommended. Where a trolley line

passes under a low bridge the trolley pole comes
down to an almost horizontal position and the up-

ward pressure is considerable. In such cases the

author recommends running the trolley wires

through wooden troughs having the lower sides

open for the passage of the trolley wheels. This

suggestion is all right; it embodies the essential fea-

ture of a wrinkle in overhead-railway construction

that has been in use in this country for several

years.

Evidently there is a screw loose in the mechanism
of the plan for the great consolidation of the West-
ern Union, Postal, Bell and T. T. C. companies,

assuming that such a plan was at one time in ex-

istence. The Postal Telegraph-cable company ap-

parently does not care to be connected with such

a combination, even by rumor. It has taken the

public into its confidence, and, by an official cir-

cular, dated October 8th, issued by William H.

Baker, its vice-president and general manager, de-

clares that "the officers of the Postal Telegraph-

cable company and of the Commercial Cable com-
pany deny emphatically that either company is con-

templating any such combination, and state that the

control of the Postal Telegraph-cable company and
of the Commercial Cable company is not for sale."

This confirms, in direct and positive language, what
Mr. Baker had heretofore insisted to be the fact

in interviews with representatives of the Western
Electrician and other journals. The announcement
seems to be straightforward and single-purposed, and

the Postal company has undoubtedly strengthened

itself with the public by its aggressively independent

position.

Among labor unions the wiremen and gasfitters

have been at odds for a long time over the question

as to which body of workmen should do the pipe

work for interior wiring. Each union claimed that

this class of work fell within its province. In C-hi-

cago the local Building Trades Council, which is

a representative governing association of trade

unionists of the character indicated by its name,

decided in favor of the gasfitters, but the electrical

workers did not accept the decision as final, and

now appear to have come into their own again. The
electricians purposely courted suspension from the

local body by refusing to accept its settlement and

appealed the case to the National Building Trades

Council. This august body, as the electrical work-

ers had shrewdly suspected, took a different view

of the matter, and gave the wiremen "quarterly

working cards," despite the previous ac^ion^ of the

local council. Thus the electricians have good

labor-union authority for installing the piping for

interior wiring and can bid defiance to the ambi-

tious gasfitters. This is the sensible solution of the

dispute, for it is much more convenient for con-

tractors and owners to have one set of men do a

wiring job rather than two.

Conditions favoring an expanding export trade

in American electrical machinery for South Africa

appear to be especially favorable. The United

States consul-general at Cape Town, J. G. Stowe,

quotes from the British and South African Export

Gazette to show that in the early days of the Rand

direct-current dynamos from England were used

almost entirely, but following the Frankfort exhibi-

tion polyphase dynamos and motors almost en-

tirely superseded the older types. As the English

manufacturers made no elTort to supply the new

machines, German, Swiss and especially American

firms secured the Rand trade. American machinery

required Americans to understand and operate it,

and American engines were imported to drive it.

Now the colony is full of American engineers, Amer-

ican practice is quite the proper thing, and Ameri-

can terms are the vernacular. Orders for ma-

chinery to the value of millions of pounds will be

given out during the next year or two, not only

for mines, but for towns, which will increase rapidly

in size. In overhead-line equipment, and especially

on railway lines, the material comes largely from
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the United States, simply because of the readiness

of the American manufacturers to adapt their prod-
ucts to existing needs of the countrj-.- Now, it

appears, is the time for American "hustlers"—men
to study the markets, ascertain its wants and carry
their samples with them.

It seems ridiculous that at the dawn of the tv/en-
tieth century—to coin a new expression—a European
country actually prohibits the importation of useful
electrical apparatus simply from distrustful ignor-
ance. But although Mr. Griscom, the American
charge d'afi^aires at Constantinople, has saved one
consignment of specialties from the United States-
small reading lamps, toys with battery attachments,
and the like—and has secured the promulgation of
an irade authorizing the introduction of similar arti-

cles into Turkey, the general interdiction against
dynamos, electrical plants, telephones, etc., still

exists.

The circumstances under which Mr. Grisccm
brought about the exception noted are amusing.
About July 1st an American firm made a shipment
of minor "electrical novelties" to the Turkish capi-
tal. Upon arrival there, the merchandise was seized
in the custom-house and refused admittance to the
empire, the introduction of electrical appliances of
any description being at that time prohibited. Mr.
Griscom caused some samples of the goods to be
taken to the palace and brought to the attention of
the sultan. The latter was much attracted by the
novelty of the articles and bought the whole con-
signment for his personal use. He also issued the
edict authorizing the introduction of similar goods
into the country.

The Sick Man of the East must have his play-

things, but he is still a barrier to the introduction
of that civilization which is sometimes styled

European. Even the "Pleathen Chinee" has a few
electrical power plants, but there is a considerable

section of Europe in which this useful apparatus is

under the ban.

Some curious figures are compiled by The Engi-
neer of London apropos of the awards of prizes

and medals at the Paris Exposition. Our con-

temporary divides the awards apportioned to the

different nations into groups, according to the

classification of the exposition authorities. It then

gives the total number of grand prizes and gold

medals in comparison with the total number of

entries of each nation in each group. By this ar-

rangement the relative number of entries to prizes,

for each nation is seen at a glance. And the United

States is at the bottom of the list in both machinery
and electricity! Under the head of machinery, for

instance, Switzerland comes first, with only 0.58

of one entry for each grand prize or gold medal,

Next in order-is- Belgium, 1.6 entries; Germany,

1.8; Austria, 2.8; Russia, 3.2; France, 3.8; Hungary,

4.7; Great Britain, 4.6, and the United States, 7.8.

In electricity the American showing is a little worse,

if anything. Here are the comparative figures;

Austria, i.i entries for each grand prize or gold

medal; Germany, 1.3; Hungary, 1.8; Switzer-

land, 2.1; France, 2.5; Russia, 3.4; Great Britain,

4.2; Belgium, 4.6; United States, 9.8. It will be

noted that no lesser honors than grand prizes or

gold medals are considered. That is one reason

for the unfavorable showing of the United States.

Another is the relative remoteness of this country

from Paris, which militated against the exhibition

of heavy American machinery. The loss of theJ

steamer Pauillac will be recalled when this aspect^

of the case is considered. Still, it is to be remem-
bered that in each of the groups mentioned the

United States had a greater number of entries than

any other country save France. Political consid-

erations had. perhaps, something to do with the
j

determination of the awards, for it will be observed!

that Russia is far ahead of the United States inj

each group, and of course no one will contendl

that this relative standing is indicative of the reall

achievements of the two countries in machine de-

sign and electrical development. The fallibilitiesJ

and prejudices of jurors are also to be borne inj

mind. But when all is said it is remarkable that,!

in the principal awards, the United States should!

stand at the foot of the list in each group in which^

it is, in fact, at least the peer of atiy other nation.
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Excitation of Induction IWachines.'
By Maurice Leblanc,

An induction macliine connected to a circuit fed
from an alternator may work as a motor 'or as a gen-
erator, according to whether its velocity of rotation
is less or greater than that of synchronism. In
either case the induction machine need not turn
synchronously with the alternator: it may be coupled
with it as readily as one can couple two direct-current
machines, and when used as a generator, it may be
coupled with the alternator, in series or in parallel,

whereas two alternators can only be coupled in

parallel.

These are important advantages which always ac-
company the use of this type of apparatus, but the
induction macliine with armature circuits closed on
themselves has one grave fault. The currents for ex-
citing its fields are taken from the circuit, and, as
their frequency is very high, the apparent work
necessary to force them through the machine is of

the same order of magnitude as the actual work
which it should perform, even if its air gap be very
small.

It results that (i) alternators operating as induc-
tion motors work at a disadvantage

; (2) if it is de-

sired to employ an induction machine as a generator
or transformer, the alternator necessary to excite it

must be almost as 'large as itself.

It is, fortunately, easy to suppress this defect. In
any case one may draw from the circuit the currents

which should suffice to excite an induction machine
and utilize them instead, by machines of comparable
dimensions, to the excitation of an alternator of the

same power.
Whether the currents circulate in the field cir-

cuits or in the armature circuits, the number of

ampere-turns necessary to develop the magnetizing*

force will be the same. If these currents have the

same intensity, the circuits they traverse will ha\e
the same coefficient of self-induction. But in the

first case the frequency of the currents will be that

of the circuit. The work necessary to force them
through the inductor circuits will be much greater

(30 to 40 per cent.) than the real work representing

the heat eiTect in the circuits.

In the second case the frequency will be only that

due to the "slip," and will vary from to 2. The
apparent work will be of the same order of magnitude

as the real work. We shall see that this apparent

work can be produced by direct-current tnachines, the

dim.ensions of which will be the same as if they were

to furnish an equal amount of real work.

Consider an induction machine with two poles. Let

a be the frequency of currents received from the

circuit, or which it furnishes to the circuit, and a its

velocity of rotation; call ? the frequencv of slip;

then by definition s = - - "• We will suppose that

the machine embraces only two armature cir-

cuits, dififering in phase by 90°, the coefficient of

mutual induction being zero, and that we put through

these circuits tw'o currents ii and i-.-, such that

i, = a sin 2 TT^t, i. = a cos 2 77 3 t.

calling a a constant.

Let H be the maximum value of the electromotive

forces induced in the two circuits. In order that our

problem may be solved it is necessary to have

H
a——^

—

But this condition will not ordinarily be fulfilled. In

order that it may be, it is necessary that R and L
have values less than their real values.

We have thus to solve the following problem: In

annul or make verj' small, by artificial means, the

resistance and apparent self-induct!on of a circuit

traversed by an alternating current of low frequency.

It is necessarv to develop two electromotive forces

in the circuit; the one proportional to the intensity,

the other to its derivative, .-^is we are dealmg only

with currents of low frequency (between o and 2)

we may employ, to this end, continuous-current ma-

chines which we will excite by alternating currents

having the frequency and phase desired.

Under these conditions the dimensions ot the ma-

chine will be those of a direct-current dynamo capa-

ble of performing actual work equal to the apparent

work which it ought to furnish.

Consider now a direct-current machine moun ed

in series and working as a generator. Let K be me

total resistance of the circuit. L its coefficient of selt-

induction, E anv electromotive force whatever, de-

veloped in the circuit. U the velocity ot ''Otation of

the machine, and i the intensity of current produced

The electromotive force developed by the machine

will be proportional to the speed U, the intensity .,

and a constant coefficient K. We may write then

di

E - KUi = RiT-L5J

, '5'

E = (R-KU;. + Ly^.

It is as though the electromotive /°r«J> f,<=''=l™
' a circuit having a resistancf r = (K—KUJ. i"'

ives us means^to make artificially the resistance of

the circuit as small as we please.
„;,„,;t=

Suppose now that we have two 'dentical c.rcu ts

the seat of two electromotive forces E. and E. of Jie

same frequencv ?, but differing, in phase by one

fourth period. We will include in each ^^^<^"'^'V\^^*

current dynamo. The two will be identical and
^^^^

with the same velocitv U. The f'^^'
"l'"'*^^::^^^

the armature of the first dynamo and *e fid of the

second. The second cjrcui^_embrace5jhe_armat^

,. Abstract of paper read before the Paris In.erna.ionil Elec-

trical Congress of Aogust iS-25, 1900.
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of the second dynamo and the field of the first. The
two field circuits are to be wound in opposite direc-
tions.

We will have then at each instant

(I)

(2)

El + KUi.= Ri, +l;^.
'

' dt
•

E, -KUi,= Ri,-)-L^.

Differentiate these equations with respect to time,
then, multiplying them by Ri and R- respectively, and
both by KU, and adding separately the three sets of
equations thus obtained, we get the two following
differential equations:

RE,

, dE,
RE2-KUEi-fL—f = (R=-i-K=U=)i2 + 2RL

From their form we see that, R, KU and L being
supposed constants, the exponential terms involved
in the general expressions of cuirent intens;ti:s ii and

_ R
iz will have the factor l

'

e

These exponential terms then will vanish in time,

and a steady working will be established, whatever
the value- of KU. Suppose that, once this regime i.^

established, we have
ii = a sio 2 -p t, io = a cos 2 n-^ i.

The equations (i) and (2) will then become

E, -t- KU a COS 2n-^t=Ras'n2irj3t-{-2Tr0L a cos airgi.

Eo — KU a sia airpt = Ra cos 2 tt/S:— an- p L a S'n air |8t.

_KU\
(r) £[- Rasin zir^H

(2') Ej =: Ra cos 2Jr^t — 2 JT^ IL
KU\

^i.

a sin 2 7rj3t.

From equations (i') and (2') we see that the

conditions are as though the coefficient of self-induc-

tion of each of the circuits considered was equal to

1=1--—„'

This apparent coefficient 1 can be given any value

whatever, positive, zero, or negative, since, as we
have seen above, the regular operation will be estab-

lished whatever the value or sign of the product KU.

EXCITATION OF INDUCTION MACHINES.

We are enabled thus to realize a special exciter for

the induction machine, as shown by the accompany-

ing figure. In the cut (5) and (C) are armature

circuits of the induction machine; (A) and (A'),

the two armatures of the exciter; U ,8) and U p ).

their brushes; (J) and (J), the field circuits

of the exciter dynamos, mounted in series with their

armatures; (I) and (!') the field circuits of each

of these dynamos, mounted in series with the arma-

ture of the other dynamo.
This machine will be built of two direct-current

machines mounted upon the same axis (x y). Each of

these will be supplied with two field windings, and

the connections of the system will be made as shown

in the cut.
, , - . ^tn j

The direction of winding of field circuits (1) and

(I') should be such that if the action of the field

(I) produces an eleclromotive force — KU a cos itt^i

in armature (A), that of the field (I') produces an

electromotive force + KU a sin 2-9110 the arma-

ture (A'). This is necessary in order to take ac-

count of the sign of the derivatives of the sine and

cosine functions. Since the field circuits (J) and

(J') are wound in the same direction, the coefficient

of mutual induction of the two armature circuits of

the induction machine will be always zero.

The exciter, formed bv the union of two direct-

current machines, and which may be driven in any

manner whatever, permits us to diminish artificially,

to any desired extent, the resistance and the co-

efficient of self-induction of each of the armature

circuits of the induction machine.
. ,

One may imagine an endless number of similar

methods for attaining the same results, but all will

be characterized bv the employment of machmes

whose field coils will be excited by alternating cur-

rent=; having the frequency of slip of the induction

machine which it is desired to excite.

If an induction machme. excited as we have de-

scribed is put on a constant-voUage circuit, whether

it performs as a generator or as a motor:

I The magnitude of the couple developed on its

axis will at first increase with the slip, reach a

maximum, and then again decrease.
_ . ^, ^ .,

The exciter should be so dimensioned that the

maximum value of this couple will be much greater

San the maximum load the machine wdl have to

''^^'^When the slip is nothing the machine will neces-

.Jilv take from the circuit the wattless currents re-

nuired for ts own excitation, the armature circuits

ha-ing then no c-irrent. If the slip increases the

I'ntensitv of these wattless currents will, decrease to

zero If th^ =1'P "^^'"'" '*'^' ^''''^^' '' " "'^"
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chine which will furnish the wattless currents to the

circuit; but the intensity of these will at first increase

with the slip to a maximum, then diminish again to

zero. For greater vaUies of slip the circuit will sup-
ply wattless currents to the machine.
For one value of the slip it is possible, either by

varying the resistance of the armature circuits of the

induction machine, or by varying the excitation of its

exciter, first, to produce upon its axis a couple of

determined magnitude; second, to make the machine
furnish to the circuit wattless currents of determined
magnitude. But it is important to avoid all regula-

tion—and nothing is easier. If the machine perform
as an induction motor we see that its cos * should
equal i, when its load has its mean value. As a

function varies but slowly near its maximum, this

will keep a high value.

On the other hand, a single circuit will feed gen-
erally a large number of motors, differently loaded.

There will be exchange of wattless currents between
light and heavily loaded motors, and hence the gen-
eral cos * of the installation will differ very little

from unity.

Induction machines can be as well coupled in series

as in parallel, for the magnitude of the resisting

couple on its axis, with equal intensities in their field

circuits, depends only on the velocity of rotation,

and not on the phase of the movement of the ma-
chines. Since this couple increases with the velocity,

it is sufficient to connect these with machines whose
motor couple is constant or decreases with the veloc-

ity, in order to maintain a state of stable dynamic
equilibrium. We can couple these machines in series

with a compound alternator of constant current in-

stead of constant voltage. It is sufficient to saturate

the magnetic circuit of the ring whose alternating-

current circuits are mounted in series with those of

the aUernator.

Conclusion.

The direct-current machines which we propose to

employ as exciters for induction machines may have
a flux so intense that the excitation will not vary.

On the other hand, we can always give the exciting
armatures a high velocity of rotation.

If the machines are to be employed as generators,

the necessity for exciters can be no objection, since

they will only replace those now employed for alter-

nators. If operated as motors, the slight increase

of material which results will be largely compensated
by the increase of power of the motors ; the influence

of their magnetic losses will be considerably dimin-
ished. Thus we have furnished 120 horsepower with
a motor which gave only 70 when its armature cir-

cuits were closed on themselves, at the same time
that we made its cos « equal to i, by closing the

armature circuits through electrolytic condensers, in

default of a special exciter.

Induction machines excited as we have described
give us generators which may be coupled together
like direct-current machines, without requiring to run
in synchronism. They furnish us alternating-cur-

rent motors starting under load and having, after

attaining their normal velocity, a mean cos 4, equal

to I. .

Chicago Automobile Club.

The Chicago Automobile Club has decided to hold

?n exposition and race meet some time next May.
This decision was reached at a special meeting
on October 4th. It is intended to conduct the ex-

hibit upon a more extensive scale than any similar

event hitherto attempted in this country, with a

manufacturers' display, at the Coliseum, and races

at the Washington Park track. These latter will

include both amateur and professional contests, and
will be for the American championship. A commit-.,

tee consisting of Dr. M. B. Pine, chairman; L. D.

Sheppard. M. D., and J. D. Burdett, was appointed

to look after the preliminary details.

A club run has been arranged for Saturday, Oc-
tober i.'^th. to one of the suburbs, where the mem-
bers will probably remain over night, returning to

Chicago Sunday.

Charles T. Jeffery has been obliged to resign the

secretaryship of the club, owing to private business.

II. M. Erinckerhoff. general manager of the Met-
ropolitan West Side elevated railway, was elected

his successor.

American Street Railway Association.

All sicrns indicate that the nineteenth annual meet-

ing of the American Street Railway association in

Convention Hall. Kansas City, on October i6th,

17th. i8»h and loth. v/ill be a successful and largely

attended gathering. The eastern delegation will

leave New York at 10 a. m. on Sunday. October

14th. on the New York Central railroad, and. going

by way of Albanv. Buffalo. Cleveland. Indianapolis

and St. Louis, will reach Kansas City at 9:,'^n p. m.

on Monday. October i^th. Most of the Chicago

people will leave on Monday evening, arriving in

Kansas City the next morning. President Roach
and Secretary Peninglon will endeavor to get away
earlier, however. Space for CNhihits has been in

demand, and a rearrangement of the allotment, with

addifional spaces, was necessary to make room for

all the exhibitors who applied.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Breguet Telephone Transmitter.

While the common-battery and automatic-calling

telephone systems are much further developed in

America than on the continent, the new Breguet
transmitter now introduced on the official lines in

France, to supplant the 1893 models, is interesting

as embracing an ingenious calling and switching

mechanism. Two operations are still required to

"ring up," and, compared with the simple cominu-

tating devices now in vogue in American telephones,

the Breguet box seems clumsy.

The microphone is of the d'Arsonval type. In

Fig. I are seen the horizontal carbons (m), (n), and

the vertical carbon (c), covered with a cylinder of

foil (f). (a) is the regulating magnet and (r) the

spring supporting it. By the regulating spring (V)

the magnet (a) may be approached to or withdrawn

from the movable carbon (c).

The calling button is combined with the auto-

FIG. 1. BREGUET TRANSMITTER.

matic commutator. It is useless to press the button
(L) when the automatic commutator is in the posi-

tion for conversation. In order that this button

may act upon the commutator and "ring up," the

telephone must be on its hook, fastened to (g). Fig.

2. The button (L) moves the piston (Q), sliding

in the double guide (O), and terminated in the

wedge-piece (P). The inclined face of (P) can thus

raise the rod (A) by the roller studs at (ai). The
spring (R) is to restore (L) to its original position.

The movable telephone hook (I), Fig. 2, is com-
pletely independent, and the body of the commu-
tator is cross-formed. The rod (A B) slides in the

guides (E), (F), mounted upon the ebonite plate

(M N), Fig. I. When the receiver is on its hook
(I), the cross-piece (G) is held up, so that the piece

rP) may catch hold under the studs (a), when (L)

is pushed in.

The horizontal arm of the commutator is com-
Dosed of the central piece (G), uniting the two
branches, and the two metallic pieces (bibj), insu-

FIG. 2. BREGUET TRANSMITTER.

lated by ebonite washers. Through a large aperture

in the ebonite plate (MN) extends the stud (.g), on
which the receiver hook (J) presses (Fig. i). The
comniutating springs (ro), (r7), Fig. 2, are longer than

the springs (r,,), (r,), and are supplied with insulat-

ing pins (Ci), (e-j), placed at the same height as the

contacts of the springs (rr,), (rj). When the hook
fl) is up the horizontal arm is in contact with the

springs (r,), (rj). (rj), (r,). The other springs are

insulated. This is the position for conversation.

When the hook (I) is lowered contact is made with
(ro), (r?), the other springs are insulated, and the

subscriber can then call up the line. Then, when
the button (L) is pushed in, contact is made with the

springs (ts), (rj), and (ro), (r,) are insulated, and
the calling current is sent upon the line. The line

wires (Li), (Lj) are connected by (U), (1=) to the

pieces (bi), (b2) of the commutator.
The wiring may be understood from Fig. 2. The

call is received by (Li), (1,), (bi), (ro), (S,), through
the bell (3=), (r;), (b=), (1=), (L=). The signal is

made by (C S), (r,), (b.), (1,), (L,), (L.), (1=), (r.),

(Z S). Conversation is carried on through the pri-

mary circuit and the secondary circuit, (Li), (1,), (bi).

(rO, (t,), (R.), (t=), (c d), (U), (R.), (to, (r.), (b=),

(1:), (Li). (Ri) and (R.) are the two receiving instru-

ments.
This description is taken from I'Electricien.

Mr. Kellogg In Europe.
[Frooi the London correspDod^nt of ttie Chicago Daily News.]

London, October 3.
—

"Europe's medieval telephone

systems depend on American ideas for development
and regeneration," said Milo G. Kellogg, president

of the Kellogg Switchboard and Supply company of

Chicago, to the Daily News correspondent to-day.

]\'Ir. Kellogg has coiue to Europe to study the possi-

bilities of the continental situation with a view to

introducing American telephone apparatus. Mr.
Kellogg said

:

"Right here in London there are two current

illustrations of America's coinmanding position in

the world's telephone field. One is the fact that the

general manager of the National Telephone company
of the United Kingdom is now on a tour of inspec-

tion in the United States, accompanied by his engi-

neers. They have assimilated ideas in every im-

portant exchange from New York to San Francisco.

"The other is the fact that the equipment of a

rival system about to be established by the postoffice

department of the British government is now in

process of manufacture in Chicago and New York.

"In Gerinany the advancement of American ideas

has been even more marked, though this year the

German government has rehabilitated the national

telephone system, giving oreference to Gertnan in-

ventions and appliances. Much has been made of the

gigantic 12.000-line switchboard plant. A descrip-

tion of this system has just reached American tele-

phone experts, who are very much astonished to

discover that this much-vaunted system is 10 years

behind American ideas."

Mr. Gaine's Mission.

"Magnates of the American telephone world fre-

quently visit this country," writes the London cor-

respondent of the Western Electrician, "and are

unanimous in praise of the various telephone ex-

changes, many declaring that England has nothing

to learn in this respect. All the same, it is known
that constant novelties in telephone apparatus are

being patented in the United States, and so as to

keep abreast of the times and secure the very latest

improvements for his company, Mr. W. L. E.

Gaine, the general manager of the National Tele-

phone coiTipany, has, I am informed, gone over for

a few months' tour to pick up unconsidered trifles."

Output Of Bell Telephones.

Boston, October 6.—The American Telephone and
Telegraph company's September statement of the

output of instruments, made up to September 20th.

shows a continued decrease:

Sept<"mber: igrjo. 189Q. 1898. 1897.

Grcis output 4d,i90 5(1.698 31.977 19.198
Returned 30,9+2 20,073 12.931 7ii03

Netoutpiit 13.248 36,625 19.046 12,093

December 21SI to September 20th :

Gross output 435.891 488,737 244.724 162,743
Returned 190,810 145,237 108,259 69,106

Net oiitDut 245.081 34 3.^10 136,465 93,637
Total outstanding 1,925,473 1,468,760 1,055,586 866,264

Independent Progress in Boston.

The Massachusetts Telephone and Telegraph com-
pany, the new Boston and suburban Independent
company, expects to be in operation before Janu-
ary I, iCjOi. The company now has i7.t.ooo feet of

duct laid in Boston streets, and is about to let a

contract for 40,000 feet more, making upward of

40 miles, which will soon be available for practical

use. The switchboard to be used in the central ex-

change has arrived and is in process of installation.

Toronto advices .state that by a new agreement be-

tween the Bell Telephone company of Canada and
the American Telephone and Telegraph coriiuaiiy

of the United States, the Canadian company has been
enabled to make a reduction on all rates from Canada
to United States points. The reduction is a con-
siderable one.

Mr. Cochrane Made Temporary Presi-
dent of the Bell Company.

Alexander Cochrane of Boston has been elected

president pro tempore of the American Telephone
and Telegraph company.
Mr. Cochrane declines to become the permanent

president of the corporation, but will serve until

the directors decide upon a successor to the late

President Hudson. A committee of the board, com-
prising Messrs. Cochrane, C. W. Amory and Henry
H. Howe, have the matter of the permanent presi-

dency in charge.

As chairman of the executive committee of the

Bell companies for a number of years, Mr. Coch-
rane has had an active part in the development of

the telephone business, from the days when he
first associated himself with the inventor Bell and
other promoters of the new factor in modern life.

Probably no other member of the directorate is

more thoroughly acquainted with the company's
affairs than he is. He is a busy man in other great

Boston interests, being at the head of the Cochrane
Chemical Works, as well as a director in the Boston
and Maine Railroad company and also in several

Boston banking institutions.

Some rumors have connected Governor Crane of

this state, who is one of the heaviest owners of tele-

phone stock, with the possible future presidency of

the company, but nothing definite regarding the

outlook is known as yet.

Free Telephone Service Abandoned.

Recently an experiment has been made of the
use of a free telephone. It was in an inconsiderable
town in Wisconsin, says the St. Paul Globe, and
the telephone company, at the suggestion of the
mayor of the community, established a free public
station. It was placed in a booth at the intersection
of two principal streets, on the sidewalk. At night
the booth was lighted with electricity. Its interior
contained nothing but a card of the subscribers
and the instrument. Two or three months after

the experiment was inaugurated it was declared to

"have proved a popular success from the start."

But the sequel was not satisfactory. While the
company's list of subscribers was increasing with
remarkable rapidity, and the increase was gener-
ally regarded as due to the increased value of the
telephone service to merchants by reason of the
number of people with whom the free telephone
brought them in communication, three months later

the experiment was abandoned as a failure. The
reason for the failure, as declared by the company
and the merchants, was the abuse of the free serv-

ice by certain irresponsible members of society who
abused the privileee offered to them. "Youngsters
and irresponsibles" had defaced the booth and used
the instrument "recklessly and viciously, making
telephone calls for mischief and w^orse."

Telegraphs and Telephones in New
Zealand.

The latest annual report of the Post and Telegraph
Department of New Zealand shows a larger growth
in telegraph and telephone business than usual and

a large increase in the receipts through all the dis-

tricts. The excess of revenue over expenditure of

the telegraph and telephone for the year ended

March 31, 1900, was £21.581, or 12.6 per cent, on the

total volume of business. The net expenditure on

telegraph construction was £26,771. At the close

of the year iSgg there were 19,228 miles of telegraph

lines and 7,1.^0 telephone subscribers' stations in

the colony. The telephone revenues for the year

amounted to £43,303, and 3,i.';9.o83 telegrams were

transmitted. The largest multiple switchboard on
the island is that at Wellington, having 1,417 sub-

scribers, an increase of 13S for the year. The de-

mand for new telephone lines, as reported last

year, still continues.

Franco-German Telephony.

The long-distance telephone lines that have been

for some time under construction between Berlin

and Paris were recently tested. There are now
connected with Berlin the French cities of Dieppe,

Fontainebleau, Havre, Lille, Paris, Rouen, St. Denis,

Versailles, Bordeaux, Orleans and St. Etienne.

Five marks is charged for three minutes' conversa-

tion with all but the three cities last named; with

these the price is 6.5 marks. For urgent business

a rate three times as great is charged. There are two "

lines in operation to Paris, one direct and one by
Frankfort. Both lines are built of bronze wire,

five millimeters in diameter. The direct line is 1,200

kilometers in length.
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Long-distance Work in Oiiio.

The United States TelepVione company of Cleve-

land lias been doing a great deal of construction
work during the last year, and is now engaged on
some important lines which will be finished within

a few months. In an interriew with Judge James
M. Thomas, general manager of the company, a

few days ago, the Western Electrician correspond-
ent was given some interesting particulars about
the company's extensions.

Work on the line from Toledo to Saginaw and
St. Charles, Mich., is progressing nicely and the

wire has been strung a portion of the way. This
line is 1S5 miles in length and, of course, the work
of building it seems to be a large undertaking, but

Judge Thomas feels sure that it will be completed
by September 1st of next year. Work will be
pushed on it as rapidly as possible.

Workmen are now engaged on a line from Akron
south through New Philadelphia, Zanesville, Cam-
bridge and Caldw-ell. This will give the Independ-
ent exchanges communication with river points and
many towns in Eastern Ohio which they have here-

tofore not been able to reach. A line is also being
built at this time from New-ark to Zanesville for

the use of the exchanges in Central and Eastern

Ohio.

Another line is now under way from Akron west
through Medina and Norwalk. the terminus, for

the present, being Fremont. A spur from Pember-
ville will go to Toledo.

The company has just completed a line from
Columbus to London, which has been in operation

only a few- days. Another Is being built from Co-

lumbus to Newark, and still another from Delaware

to Gallon.

Two new copper circuits are being strung on the

line from Cleveland to Ironton. in the southern part

of the state. This will add greatly to the facilities

of that portion of the state also.

A heavy trunk system Is being built from Akron
to Cleveland, to carry all the lines that can be gotten

together there, and there are quite a number of

them. A testing station will be made at Akron, and

in this way a great deal of the detail w-ork which

would otherwise have to be looked after In Cleve-

land will be transferred to Akron.

The United States company has but three local

exchanges. One has just been completed and put

in operation at Portsmouth, and it Is provlne a

great success. Another is at Akron, and one is at

another small town in the state.

. Other Telephone Notes from Obio.

The Citizens' Telephone company of Circleville has

been organized with the following-named officers:

President, C. C. Chapplear; vice-president, Irvin F.

Snyder; secretary. Dr. Holman; treasurer, Clarence

Curtain. The company has 160 telephones sub-

scribed for and will begin within a short time to

build Its new exchange.
The case of the City of Zanesville against the

Zanesville Telephone company was argued In Su-

preme Court at Columbus, on October 3d. The con-

stitutionality of the law allowing the Probate Court

to fix the location of the lines in the streets and alleys

of a town will be tested in this case, and it is there-

fore a very interesting one to the people who are

engaged in the business.

The lines of the Mt. Vernon Telephone company

will all be taken down and replaced with metallic cir-

cuits and copper wire. Other improvements are also

to be made. Workmen will be sent from Columbus

to reconstruct the plant. Manager Beam of the Co-

lumbus Citizens' Telephone company is president^ of

this companv. E. W. Breece, who has for some time

been electrician for the company, has been promoted

to the superintendency also, and Miss Margaret

Dermodv has been chosen cashier.
.

It Is claimed that there are more telephones used in

-^kron than in any other city of its size in Ohio.

Altogether there are 2.578 instruments in use. yoo
of the Central Union and 1,078 of the Akron Peo-

ple's Telephone company.
The meat dealers of Piqua have discontinued the

use of telephones in their stores because of the large

number of small orders they received over them.

Frank B. Finney denies the rumor that he has re-

signed as president of the Portsmouth Telephone

company. He says that other duties may take some

of his time and attention, but that he has not severed

his connection with the company. _. . . _
,

George N. Stone, president of the Cincinnati iele-

phnne companv. has eone East on an extended visit.

The United States Telephone company is still hav-

ing some trouble with the farmers along the line be-

hveen Granville. Ohio, and Newark, Ohio. Ihe

farmers claim that the company is putting in poles

only -so feet high above the ground, whereas it was

agreed that they should be 40 feet in height.

Noble C Manner has been granted an injunction

against the Farmers' Co-ooerative Telephone com-

pany in the courts at Mansfield, to prevent the trans-

fer of the exchange at Bellville to a rival comoany.

The plaintiff claims that he is the owner . ? hve

shares of the stock of the company, and he does not
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think it best to dispose of the Bellville exchange.
It is reported that war is on in earnest at Ravenna

between the Central Union Telephone company and
the Independent company there. New plants have
been put in by both companies, but the Independent
company induced the meat dealers, grocers and other
merchants of the town to contract for its telephones
and throw the other out. In turn the Central Union
threatened to open a grocery and go into competition
generally with the business men. This had the de-
sired effect, and many of the local merchants have
decided to use both ser\'ices.

The Flushing Telephone company of Flushing.
Belmont County, Ohio, has increased Its capital stock
from $3,000 to $10,000. O. D. Landon is the presi-
dent and R. D. Judklns. secretary.
The Oil Belt Telephone company of Fostoria, Ohio,

was Incorporated Saturday by Kora F. Briggs. W. S.
Wagner, John S. Hoyman, Thomas J. JNIartIn and
Roscoe L. Carles. "The capital stock Is placed at

$10,000. and It is proposed to build exchanges at Ris-
ing Sun. Pembervllle, Bloomdale. Prairie Depot,
Bradner and Arcadia, with toll lines beginning at
Rising Sun and ending at Woodville. 6. M. C.

Telephone News from the Northwes*.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company
has brought suit against Hennepin County, Minn.,
and asks a restraining order to prevent any attempt
at collecting a local tax. The company asks that its

property in Minneapolis be declared exempt' from
local tax, and the county auditor be instructed to

cancel the tax already levied. The company claims
that It pays a tax into the state treasury under the

provisions of the gross-earnings law. The tax com-
plained of is on the company's building.

C. E. V. Draper of Mandan, N. D.. has been
granted a franchise for a local exchange In that city.

The Western Waucoma (Iowa) Telephone com-
pany plans extensive Improvements and enlargements
to Its system, but will do nothing until after the

election.

There are complaints over the slow progress which
the Mississippi Valley Telephone company Is mak-
ing on its systems in Minneapolis and St. Paul, and
the requests of the company for permission to build

new pole lines and to place two and four sub-

scribers on a single wire may be turned down, on

account of the dissatisfaction. Joseph M. Dickson

has brought suit against the company in St. Paul

to recover $900, the amount representing 36 claims

against the company for labor, which he bought

fiom employes.
The work of installing a local exchange at Wau-

paca, Wis., for the Wolf River Telephone company
has come to a standstill, and rumors are thick as

to the reason. It is alleged that lack of funds, ow-

ing to inabilltv to sell stock. Is the cause.

The Mutual Telephone company of Des Moines.

Iowa, has arranged to Increase Its capital stock to

$90,000. and has ahso made increased rates for

service. It is believed the company will find a wav
out of Its difficulties bv this change and will flourish

hereafter. F. M. Hubbell denies the statement,

which has been freely passed for some time, that he

was planning to secure the ownership of the Mutual

plant, and says he believes in the ultimate muncipal

ownership of the nlant.

The Standard Telephone company has begun lay-

ing cables in the conduits for its system in Dubuque,

Iowa. About S^ miles of cables is being placed now.

A telephone line is being constructed from

Hoqulam. Wash., to Humntullps. giving communi-

cation to the latter place. Heretofore the communi-

cation has been limited to a bi-weekly boat and a

tri-weeklv mail.

The Chamberlin Independent Telephone company

has filed articles of incornoratlon in Webster City,

Iowa, with $20,000 capital stock.

The Inland Telephone company is stringing wires

to connect with the Okanogan mining countrv in

British Columbia. A line Is belne built north from

Loomis. Wash., to the boundary line.

The Sunset Telephone comoany contemplates ex-

tending a line from New Whatcom, Wash., to I.yn-

den. 14 miles.
^ ,, , ,

A carpenter was arrested in Butte. Mont., for cut-

tino- the guv wire of a telenhone pole, which inter-

fered with his work. Cutting wires without the

knowledge and consent of the owners is a grave

offense owing to the nossibllitv of danerer resulting

from the wire coming in contact with a live wire.

The People's Telephone companv of Chatfield,

Minn has filed amended articles of incorporation,

adding $25,000 to its capital stock, making the total

$7?.000. _ ,

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company

an-J the Greene and Western Telenhone companv have

made application to the council of Farmington.

Minn., for franchises.
^ , ,1 t> 1 lu

Thomas Owens, the superintendent of the Uuluth

and Iron Ranire railroad, has been granted a fran-

chise at F.lv. Minn., for a telenhone svstem. It is

understood the road is behind the enterprise. Work

will he becrun at once. ... , <

R A Hall of Cedar Ranids. Iowa, has iieen

B-ranted a franchise for a local exchange at Anamosa,

'^A''tar barrel caufht fire in the building of the

Rocky Mountain Bell Telenhone companv at Butte.

Mont The fire damaged the terminal board and

threw the service out of order. The direct money
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loss was about $1,000. It took 24 hours to restore
the system to working order.
The Mankato (Minn.) Citizen's Telephone com-

pany declared its regular quarterly dividend of three
per cent, recently. The company has 477 Instru-
ments in use. The company has donated the use of

a telephone to the Democratic and to the Republican
headquarters until after election. R.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
The Dunkirk Home Telephone company of Dun-

kirk, N. y., was recently incorporated at Albany,
with a capital stock of $100,000.

The Henderson (N. C.) Telephone company is

extending Its lines and establishing exchanges
throughout eastern North Carolina.

The telephone company at Amory, ]\Iiss., has just

bought a lOO-drop switchboard of the Sumter Tele-
phone Manufacturing company for the exchange at

Amory.

At Jonesville, La., the Growt telephone and tele-

graph line. L. J. Growt. proprietor, will be extended
about 100 miles; 150 Instruments will be Installed

and other Improvements made.

The annual meeting of the Southeastern Iowa In-

dependent Telephone association is announced to be
held at the parlors of the Ballingall Hotel in Ot-
tumwa, Iowa, on October 12th and 13th.

The Streator Independent Telephone company of

Streator. 111., was Incorporated on October 3d . with
a capital of $40,000. The incorporators are Arthur
A. Adler, Thomas F. Murphy and Clarence A.
King.

The Michigan Telephone company will undertake
a complete revision of the telephone construction
work In Traverse City. Mich., at a cost of $16,000.

New lines are being extended to Frankfort, Man-
istee and Ludington.

The trustees of the town of Evans. Colo., have
granted a franchise to the Greeley Independent Tele-
phone company. The company announces that it

will run lines to all the Important towns in Weld
County, and will begin construction at once.

The new system which the People's Telephone
company is putting in at Birmingham, Ala.. Is going
ahead at a rapid rate, the comoany having 400 men
at W'Ork. The exchange building is going up. and
work has commenced on subways for the cables.

The New York Telephone company is making
extensive improvements in Mount Vernon. N. Y.
A $36,000. four-storv. fireproof exchans-e Is being
erected in South Fifth avenue, and to miles of con-
duits are being laid through the principal streets,

at a cost of about $10,000.

Through failure to deposit with the city of Kansas
City. Mo., the $50,000 guarantee of srood faith required
hv the franchise ordinance, the Missouri Interstate
Teleohone company, which proposed to comoete witi-i

the local Bell monopolv. forfeited the franchise voted
It b3' the City Council a short time ago.

The City and Suburban Telegraph association
(Bell telephone) stockholders have received a cir-

cular letter calling a meeting at the company's office

November 1st to act on the proposition to increase
the capital stock, now S2 500.000. to $4,000,000. The
old stock has been paying eight per cent, dividends.

The Sunset Telephone companv has ordered that
all telephones in Woodland. Cal., for which contracts
expired on October ist. be removed and discontinued
from that date. The intention is lo do away with all

local service and maintain onlv lone-distance com-
munication. The reason ascribed for this radical

change is excessive taxation b}' the county and city.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
R. H. Leavitt of Capron, III., is receiving many or-

ders for telephone cross-arms, pins and brackets. His
factory is well equipped In machinery and facilities

allowing prompt shipments.

The Western Electrical Supply company of St.

Louis has recently taken the exclusive agency for

the Western Telephone Construction company of

Chicago for a very large territory. The apparatus
thus secured embodies everything new and good in

telephone and switchboard construction. The man-
ufacturer claims that nothing in the switchboard
line has ever been produced that will compare -.vlth

its new Western express and multiple boards. The
St. Louis companv reports that its telephone depart-
ment is filled with orders. It has been pushing
this department of its business and using every pos-
sible means to keep strictly up to date on anything
perlalning to the equipment, operation or mainle-
nance of a telephone line or exchange It is pre-
pared to equip lines and exchanges with a complete
cauipment of construction material, telephones and
switchboards from stock on short notice, gnarantee-
ine prompt and satisfactory deliveries, the latter

beino' an item of the utmost importance. The West-
ern F.lrctrical Supply companv has one of the best
telephone cnEinecrs in the country at the hearl of

its tel'^nhone department. This gentleman will

cheerfnllv answer anv innuiries concerning the in-

stallation or operation of telephone lines and ex-
changes.
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Dangerous Potentials in Alternating
Current.

[From Ihn London Electrician.]

Some time ago a dispute arose between Messrs.
Brown, Boveri & Co, and tlie local autliorities con-

trolling the Stansstad-Engelberg and Zermatt-Gorn-
ergratt three-phase electric railways with regard

to the pressure at which these lines should be

worked. The contractors proposed 750 volts, but

the authorities refused to allow more than 500 volts,

owing to the alleged danger. Accordingly, the con-

tractors engaged Professor H. F. Weber of Zurich

to report as to the danger of pressures exceeding

SCO volts, and to this end Professor Weber con-

ducted a series of experiments on the physiological

action of electric pressures on the human body,

using his own corpus vile for the purpose—not with-

out considerable risk. A description of the experi-

ments undertaken and results obtained will be

found in an article by Mr. William Rung, of the

firm of Brown, Boveri & Co., in our Danish con-

temporary, the Civilengeener.

Two class of experiments were made, with a view

to settle, first, the risk when both hands simul-

taneously touch both bare leads, or when both leads

come in contact with a bare part of the body; and,

secondly, the risk when a person standing on the

railway or on a car touches one or other of the

leads. Professor Weber investigated the first case

by using an iron ring wound with 630 turns of wire

carrying an alternating current at a frequency of

50 cycles. The voltage between the first and last turns

was 210 volts, and connecting wires were soldered

to each successive thirtieth turn, thus giving inter-

mediate voltages, to which Professor Weber sub-

jected himself in ascending scale.

With wet hands, the limiting safe pressure ap-

peared to be 50 volts, this pressure causing instan-

taneous paralysis of all the muscles of the fingers,

hands and arms. With dry hands, as high as 90

volts could be taken, though this pressure produced
instantaneous paralysis of the hands. From these

experiments Professor Weber infers that all pres-

sures exceeding 100 volts are dangerous when con-

tact is made with both poles of an alternating-cur-

rent circuit; and, since this pressure produces mus-
cular fixation, there is a decided risk of fatal con-
sequences, the victim being unable to release him-

self. In the second class of experiment. Professor

Weber, standing on moist gravel soil, subjected

himself to gradually ascending pressures by touch-

ing intermediate points in a series of 20 glow-lamps,
each taking 100 volts, and all well insulated. When
the live conductor was slightly touched a pressure

of 1,000 volts produced a stinging resembling a

burn by a flame, but when the live conductor was
firmly gripped a pressure of only 700 volts pro-

duced intense trembling of the fingers, hands, arms
and ankle joints. It was therefore inferred that to

touch a single pole is not dangerous, if the pres-

sure does not exceed 1,000 volts. These experi-

ments, it appears, were regarded as sufficient justi-

fication for running the two railways at 750 volts.

Although we cannot but admire the pluck which
Professor Weber displayed in seeking to discover

by his own body the danger limit of alternating

electric pressure, we fear that his experiments are

far from conclusive. In the first place, it is now
fairly well established that pressures which to some
individuals are highly dangerous, if not fatal, can
be taken with impunity by others under precisely

similar conditions. But Professor Weber's experi-

ments are open to more searching criticism than
this, for there is no evidence that they were con-

ducted under conditions at all resembling those niet

with in practice in traction and overhead electric-

lighting circuits. To investigate the mere pressure

which the human body can stand is not sufficient.

We ourselves have frequently been subjected to sev-

eral millions of volts with impunity. The shock
from a small Leyden jar, though produced by mil-

lions of volts, is quite harmless. Regard must
therefore be paid, not merely to the pressure, but

to the amount of horsepower at the back of it, as

well as to the inductance and electrostatic capacity

of the circuit from which the discharge is taken.

In the first series of experiments, the danger limit

would probably have been considerably lowered if,

instead of a small choking coil carrying a compara-
tively weak current, the circuit of a large alternator

of several hundred horsepower had been employed.
In the second series of experiments, the risk would
certainly have been enhanced and the danger limit

would have been lowered by the introduction of a

considerable electrostatic capacity or electromag-
netic inductance into the circuit touched by one
hand, for in either case, though the pressure might
have been the same, the impulsive discharge through
the body to earth would surely have been attended
by greater danger. We regard if, therefore, as be-
ing by no means proven that all pressures between
TOO and 1,000 volts are equally safe, and until the
matter has been investigated under circumstances
more resembling those in actual practice, it would
be unwise to act on the incomplete evidence af-

forded by Professor Weber's experiments.

New Induction Integrating Wattmeter.
The extensive use of the induction wattmeter to

register the energy of alternating-current circuits

has created a demand for a meter that will render
an accurate record of the true energy of the circuit,

regardless of the power factor, and that has a perma-
nent and reliable calibration, convenient to handle,
install and repair, and covers the broad range of

adaptability luet in meter service. The meter illus-

trated, recently developed by the Fort Wayne Elec-
tric Works, is attracting considerable attention, and
is said to meet the above requirements.

In the construction and operation of this instru-

ment there are many features of interest and value.

The case is of a compact, smooth and well-rounded
design, dust, insect and moisture-proof. The ro-
tating parts consist of a light aluminum cup, sup-
ported on a carefully designed sapphire-jewel spring
bearing, and guided at the top by a loose-pin sup-
port. The force exerted by the shunt and series
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coils on the aluminum cup or armature is at right
angles to the plane of the shaft, thus preventing
any destructive effect on the jewel bearing by the
action of the magnetic field. The rotating parts

of the meter can be easily taken out by removing
the top bearing and the bracket supporting the
registering* mechanism, making access easy to the
entire construction of the meter.
The meter is provided with a device for over-

coming the static friction. It consists of a small
starting coil wound upon a laminated iron core
and placed within the main shunt coil inside the
armature. This small starting coil is provided with
a screw adjustment, by means of which it may be
given an angular movement relative to the main
shunt coil, so that a very fine adjustment is possible.

It is asserted that the accuracy of this meter on
one per cent, of load is not affected by a variation
of 25 per cent, in the voltage; in other words, a
lOO-volt meter is said to retain accurate calibration
on any voltage from 75 volts to 125 volts. This
result certainly marks a distinct advance in meter
design, as it is believed to be impossible to accom-
plish this result by any other method at present
employed in overcoming the static friction of a
meter.
An important feature is an arrangement for ad-

justing the meter for any frequency. This is

quickly accomplished by the soldering or unsolder-
ing of one joint and correcting the speed of the

meter by the use of the permanent magnet.
The dial is made of porcelain, and is dull finished,

.giving it the advantage of clearness and eliminating
the reflection of light, which often is responsible
for inaccurate readings being taken. No constants
are used, and the amount of energy registered is

read directly from the counter.
The torque is hi^h, which insures that the meter

will remain in calibration for a long time. The
weight is less than 13 pounds, and the meter can be
installed in a space 6% by 8% inches.

The borough council of Vincland. N. J., has
awarded the contract for the construction of an elec-

tric-light system to tlie Buchana company of Phila-
delphia, for $20,000. W. Turner of Vincland was
given the contract for erecting a power house, in

which power will be generated both for lighting the
town and furnishing the city water.

Power Development Proposed for
Altoona.

It is said that City Engineer H. S. Linton of Al-
toona, Pa., has designed a large plant for street-rail-

way and electric-lighting purposes, and that the

plans will be put into operation by a company of

Philadelphia capitalists. Mr. Linton's idea is to

build a dam in Bedford County 25 miles from the

city, 100 feet in height, and so located that it will

gather the water from 82 square miles of territory.

The reservoir will cover an area of about 140 acres

and the water will have a fall sufficient to develop

the required power. Mr. Linton thinks that there

will be water enough in the drycst seasons to develop

1,800 horsepower and in the fall and winter 5,000

horsepower. It is the intention of the promoters to

build an electric line from Hollidaysburg to connect
with the Huntingdon and Broadtop road, making
a continuous line from Altoona to Everett, a dis-

tance of 31 miles. A company has been incorporated

to dcvch^p the waterpower, and is now negotiating

with Mr. Linton for the plans and the lands.

Electric Power Transmission on the
Pacific Coast.'

By a. M. Hunt.

In a district where the cost of fuel is so high as on
the Pacific Coast, it is not surprising to find that
great attention has been and is being given to the
development of waterpowers, and the transmission of
the energy so developed to more or less distant points
by means of electricity.

Few people, however, realize the extent of this

development, present and prospective. At the pres-
ent time there is already utilized, or in process of
construction, a capacity appro.ximating, if not ex-
ceeding, 50,000 horsepower. In addition to this,

numerous other projects are in the promoter's hands,
which will largely increase this.

Nature has provided a never-failing source of
power in the rapid flowing streams of the Sierras,
and with the advances made in late years it has be-

come possible to deliver this power
at a distance of a hundred miles or
more with comparatively small loss.

This has done much to stimulate the
mining industry in localities where
cost of power has been a serious
handicap. A plant is now being
completed which is to furnish power
to permit the exploration of the
lower levels of the mines on, the
Comstock Lode, and it is quite pos-
sible that the next few years may see

a revival of the days when the Com-
^ stock was a name to conjure with.

In the state of Washington the
Snoqualmie Falls plant is supplying
power to Seattle, Tacoina and the sur-

^ rounding districts, and is unique in
", the fact that the machinery is located
— in a subterranean chamber, which

is excavated in the solid rock, the

water being brought to the water-

wheels through large pipes carried down a vertical

shaft. It is contemplated that this plant will eventu-

ally have a capacity to exceed 30.000 horsepower.
The Yuba Electric Power company has in operation

a plant on the North Yuba River, which will have an

ultimate capacity of 15.000 horsepower, or more, and
which distributes, or is to distribute, power over lines

which reach points as widely separated as Oroville,

Sacramento and Oakland.
The Standard Electric company, utilizing the wa-

terpower of the Blue Lakes companv, is installing a

plant that is to supply power along the Mother Lode,
in Stockton, Oakland and San Jose, with the inten-

tion of extending its lines to the city of San Fran-
cisco. This will be by far the longest transmission

line ever operated commercially.
Sacramento is supplied with electric power from

three different waterpower plants.

Los Angeles is supplied with two waterpower
transmission plants, with others in contemplation.

San Francisco is at present supplied entirely by
steam-driven plants, and its position seems to war-

rant the belief that at least the bulk of the electric

power used in this city will always be so generated.

The use of electric power is doing much to aid in

the development of manufacturing on the Coast, and
within the past few years it has been used in pump-
ing water for irrigating purposes, thus permitting the

utilization of land otherwise valueless. That this ap-
plication is destined to increase largely, seems certain.

The Pacific Coast, and particularly California, is

in no way behind any other portion of the country
in applications of electric power, and \yhile Niagara
is alwavs cited when electric transmission is spoken
of, California, in nutuber of plants, in daring en-

gineering and distance of transmission, leads the

world.

Death of G. T. Thompson.
George Treadway Thompson, president of the

Denver Consolidated Gas and Electric company,
which furnishes electricity and gas throughout the

city of Denver, died on October 1st. Mr. Thomp-
son had been a resident of the city only a coiupara-

tively short time. When he lived in St. Louis he

suffered from lung trouble, and he came to Denver
for his health in March, 1899. He was selected

by the McMillin syndicate to be the president of

the company formed by the union of the gas and
electric-light companies of the city. Mr. Tliompson
was born in St. Louis and was 31 years of age.

His father was president of the Laclede Gas Light

company. He was an expert in all matters relating

to gas and was considered one of the best autlior-

ities in the country. He was president of the West-
ern Gas association in 1899 and was identified with

the principal gas associations in the United States.

Personally, he was highly esteemed in .Denver, es-

pecially by his business associates. He had been

unable to attend to business during the last two
months. He retired to a sanitarium for consump-
tives in Denver, where his death occurred. The
remains were taken to St^ Louis for interment.

Mr. Guarini of Belgium is soon to test his systein
of wireless-telegraph repeaters between Brussels and
Antwei-p. A repeater will be stationed at Malines,
half-way between the two cities.

A. W. Keasley, owner of the electric-light plant at

Eoonville. Miss..' is now planning to erect a similar

plant at Amory, Miss.

I. From tlie San Francisco News Letter.
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Pignolet Pocket-size Voltmeter and
Ammeter.

The accompanying illustration shows a type of
pocket-size, continuous-current voltmeter, arnmeter
and volt-ammeter that is now being exploited by
Louis M. Pignolet, 78 Cortlandt street. New York.
These instruments are of the permanent-magnet type
and are dead beat. Each is calibrated individually
for horizontal position and its scale made by hand.
A mirror is provided to secure accuracy in making
readings. The magnets are of special steel from
one of the best foreign makers, and are carefully
treated to insure permanency. The instruments are
constructed in a thorough manner, with jewel bear-
ings and carefully ground and hardened steel pivots.
The case is handsomely polished and nickeled, and
is of a size that can be easily carried in the pocket
or tool bag. The volt-ammeters have a wide range
of usefulness, being adapted not only to testing bat-
teries, but to a large variety of tests and measure-
ments and to locating faults in telephone, ammn-
ciator and other battery circuits, for each instrument
can be used either as a voltmeter or as an ammeter.

PIGNOLET POCKET SIZE VOLTMETER .\ND AMMETER.

The voltmeter, reading from o to 4 volts in tenth-

volt divisions, is specially adapted to testing single

cells of storage battery. These instruments are well

made. Defects, if any, will be repaired without
charge if the instrument be returned within six

months from date of purchase with seals intact.
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puie posts 23 feet long, located 35 to 44 yards apart.
It consisted of eight-millimeter wire, carried by
porcelain insulators. The principal rail served as con-
ductor for the return current. The source of power
was a 15-horsepower portable engine, driving a nine-
kilowatt dynamo, and a large storage battery
was also provided. The extreme dimensions of the
towing locomotive were six feet 10 inches in length
by four feet 10 inches wide. Its total weight
was two tons, but the motor was so placed
that only one-fifth of this total came on the
accessory rail. The motor provided was much more
powerful than necessary for the work in hand, as it

was capable of working at the rate of 14 to 15
horsepower. Since, however, these e.Kperiments
were merely prelihiinary ones intended to test the
possibilities of electric traction for large barges, the
excess power was supplied intentionally, and the
resistance requisite to call forth the full powers of
the motors was in some of the experiments pro-
vided by rafts. These experiments, Mr. Guenther
concludes, showed the system to be capable of meet-
ing all needs, working, as it did, with safety and
economy.

Electric Canal-towage Experiment.

Some interesting e.xperiments in boat towage by
means of electric locomotives were recently made
on behalf of the Prussian government by Siemens

& Halske of Berlin. The scene of operation was
a short length of the Finow Canal, which forms a

portion of the waterway between Berhn and Stettin

and is traversed every year by about 25,000 to 26,000

boats each way. The craft used are, in the main,

barges, some 132 feet long by 15 feet six inches

beam, carrying 150 to 175 tons. There are also a

few steam barges employed, which carry about 150

tons and can tow a second barge. The traffic to

Berlin, says Richard Guenther, United States con-

sul-general at Frankfort, is much heavier than

toward Stettin, and, as a consequence, three-fourths

of the barges return light from the metropolis.

Traction is generally effected by horses, there being

a towpath on each bank, but on the down journey

man towage is not infrequently relied on. In any

case, the speed is low and, including stops, does

not average more than iVt miles an hour.

The section of canal used for the experiments was

selected owing to its physical difficulties, presenting,

as it does, several curves, in one of which, with only

328 feet radius, the waterway is spanned by a rail-

way bridge. The line laid down for the towing en-

gine was of one-meter (3.28 feet) gauge, the outer

rail weighing 18.2 pounds per yard, while the inner,

which was fixed on the inner edge of the towpath,

weighed 9.1 pounds per yard. These rails, which

were of the flange type, were laid partly on sleepers

ballasted with gravel and partly on blocks of con-

crete weighing 220 pounds each in the case of the

heavier principal rail, and half this in case of the

other rail. This arrangement costs more per mile

than the sleepers, but has been found less expensive

to maintain. Though no wharf actually existed on

the length of canal experimented on, the arrange-

ments necessary were fully tested. At one point,

the line was raised to a height of nine feet six inches

above the level of the towpath, being carried on

posts and brackets. The carrying posts were 12

inches in diameter, and were spaced at 18 ieet eignt

inches. A cap piece spanned the gap between posts,

and the principal rail was laid directly on this cap

piece, while the other was carried by a stringer, sup-

ported at each post on brackets.

The conductor for the current was suppc.ted on

BOOK TABLE.
Electricity Made Simple. By Clark Caryl Haskins,

A. I. E. E. Chicago: Clarence Macdonald.
1900. Pp. 223 (five by 6% inches), with 108 il-

lustrations. Frice, in cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

This work is not intended for the instruction of
experts, but treats the subject-matter in a manner
suitable for those whose opportunities for study
have been limited. Indeed, tne writer dedicates the

book to his "many triends in blouse and overalls."
Mr. Haskins is a man ol wide reading and years of

practical experience in electrical work, iie was,
therefore, well fitted for the task which he set him-
self. Beginning w'lth si.x chapters on static and
atmospheric electricity, the reader is introduced to

the principles and commercial applications of voltaic

currents, electromagnetism and electromagnetic ap-
paratus, especially as adapted to light and power,
i'he chapter devoted to "Force, Work, Energy"
makes especially clear to any reader the nature of,

and the distinctions between, those factors, so fre-

quently contused. A chapter is devoted to the ap-
plication of electro-chemistry, the processes of plat-

ing, galvanizing, purification of ores, etc., as indus-

trially applied, 'ihe subject of alternating currents

and their machinery is necessarily treated briefly,

yet concisely, and the principles of the rotating

field are made admirably simple. Throughout the

book the reader is made familiar with the historical

experiments of each branch of the art. The illus-

trations are really illustrative. The volume is one
that almost any electrical man may read with pleas-

ure and genuine pront.

Another Electrical Consumption
"Cure."

Dr. George Benton Massey of Philadelphia claims

the discovery of a new method of treating tubercu-

losis, and he says he has effected two absolute cures.

In speaking 01 the new method the doctor saio:

"My process includes an enforced sterilization of

the affected part. This is accomplished by the pro-

duction of the electrolytic salts of mercury in the

ir.idst of the germ colony. The salts are then radiated

through the surrounding diseased tissue from a gold

electrode by a mild current of electricity. This op-

eration must be repeated at least twice a week. A
small puncture is made in the skin of the neck, under

a cooling spray, which deprives that portion of the

body of all sensation. The opening is made with a

sharp needle directly over the enlarged gland.

Through this opening a tiny gold tube is inserted,

and through the tube, which is in reality a hollow

needle a drop of quicksilver is injected. This quick-

silver is immediately changed into electrolytic salts

of mercury by the application of a very slight electric

current, which is passed through the needle. The

salts are an antiseptic and by the action of the electric

current are radiated through the diseased area. This

treatment will usually effect a cure within six weeks.

\ desirable feature of this method of treatment is

the fact that patients are not obliged to desist from

their ordinary duties."

Effect of Heating Upon Hysteresis.

In a note before the Royal Society of London

Mr S R Roget describes some tests made on sam-

ples of soft Swedish iron for transformers, using

the Ewing rotary hysteresis meter, after having

maintained the iron for some time at certain tem-

peratures. Below 40° C. there was no variation

of hysteresis observed; between 40 and 130 the

hysteresis increased in proportion with the time

during which the iron had been heated; above 130

a maximum of hysteresis was obtained after a rela-

tively short time, beyond which a continuation of

the heating produced a marked diminution of the

hysteresis. The greatest value of the 'ncrcase of

hysteresis occurred at l8o» temperature. With

h gher temperatures, the hysteresis, although in-

crfasing more rapidly at first, does not reach so

great a value, and diminishes more and more rap-

idlv tending, apparently, to a stationary condition,

which is the lower as the temperature is higher.
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Should the Use of Ground Wires in

Connection with Fire-alarm Tele-
graphs Be Discontinued?'

By Morris W. Mead.

We all know how undesirable it is to have grounds,
escapes or leakages of any kind, occurring to fire and
police telegraph circuits, with the liability to troubles
always existing from these sources, and any im-
provement or method that v.'ill tend to avoid these
troubles will help to remove a portion of that anxiety
always in the minds of the persons in charge.
One of the important questions in my mind refers

to the matter of maintaining permanent ground con-
nection in police and fire-alarm signal boxes, and
whether it is desirable to have suen boxes perma-
nently connected with the ground, as has been the
general custom.

Before the advent of heavy currents, such as
electric-light and trolley currents, there were no ob-
jections to a good ground connection permanently
maintained at all signal-box points of the kind indi-

cated, but since the development of electrical cur-
rents of high voltage or in large quantities, it is cer-
tainly a very different matter, and I have come to the
conclusion that it is far safer to fire and police sys'
tcms to be without a permanent ground connection
at such points.

Of course, we all understand the convenience that
a ground connection furnishes when testing a fire

or police signal system or when an "open" occurs,
and I do not mean to convey the idea that ground
wires are not- desirable under certain conditions, but
while I recommend having a good ground-wire con-
nection at all box points, I also believe it is not
desirable to connect this wire permanently, but in-

stead to have it so arranged that it may be con-
^eniently connected to the circuits when it is neces-
sary to do so for any purpose.

One of the principal uses of a permanent ground
connection at all signal boxes was to protect the box
from lightning discharges, but the system now in

general vogue of having fuse protection on all cir-

cuits, and grounded bars or plates ar headquarters, it

seems to me, furnishes satisfactory protection in that

particular respect, and therefore a ground-wire light-

ning arrester is not really necessary to protect the
system at such points, as was the case in former
tim.es when fuses were not so generally used as now.

Investigation on my part has led me to believe

that very serious trouble has very frequently been
introduced into fire and police telegraph circuits be-

cause of ground wdres permanently connected at box
points, and trouble has been introduced into the

system because of leakages from trolley or other

heavy current, or escapes existing in water or gas
mains, and has caused very serious harm.

I am told that upon several occasions fire-alarm

circuits have been found supplied with considerable

current in that way although entirely disconnected

from the battery operating such circuits, and un-
doubtedly this outside current has been brought into

the circuits through the ground connection at the

box points. This illustrates only one of the dangers
occurring from such methods of construction. An-
other serious danger likely to ensue from these per-

manent ground connections is the possibility of heavy
current wires coming in contact with fire and police

wires, and, owing to the faulty causes at the ground
plate in the signal box, grounds or partial grounds
have been left and serious burnouts have occurred

on that account to the system in use in such places.

It is quite difficult to keep the spark-gap space

thoroughly insulated between the ground plate and
the main-line terminals on the lighting arrester used,

and in that way frequent harm has been caused.

I understand that quite a number of fire-alarm

superintendents have given this matter very careful

consideration, and have very much improved the

security of their respective systems in adopting the

plan suggested herein, and that since this plan has

been used, troubles that heretofore were of frequent

occurrence have been entirely removed.

Electricity a Cause of Rheumatism.

Sir James Grant, M. D., of Ottawa, Ont., who is

engaged in making original investigation in the uses

of electricity as applied to human ailnunts. says ihac

for many years he has been in the habit of treating

cases of supposed muscular rheumatism by the in-

sertion of small (No. 8), fine, steel needles, the num-
ber varying according to, the extent of the affected

parts, and. as a general rule, the seat of pain will

indicate the precise place and extent to which the

needles should be used. They remain stuck into the

muscles for one or two minutes. The previous hard,

tense condition, approximating one of tetany, re-

laxes and the patient is able at once to use the

muscles. Experiments point to "an abnormal stor-

age of electricity" in the tissues. It is said that

electricity may be "stored" as a result of sudden

draughts and cold. When the inserted steel needles

are touched, the electrical accumulation is simul-

taneously discharged, passing through the body of

the operator without any serious result. There is

almost immediate relief in lumbago from this acu-

puncture.

I Paper read before rhe rntern<-ilioDal AssocUtiin of Fire

Chiefs al Cbarlesion. S. C. Mr. Mead is Ihc superin'endent ot

the Bureau of ElecTricily at Pittsburg.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

London Letter.

London, September 25.—The new electricity works
of the corporation of Glasgow were formally opened

last week by Bailie Maclay, convenor of the elec-

tricity committee, who employed a handsome gold

key which had been presented to him for the pur-

pose. In a neatly turned speech, Baihe Maclay
welcomed the guests to the inspection of the works.

The works were not yet complete, he said, but they

had done what they could during the last two or

three days to make them presentable. The new
station would be for many years to come the chief

electricity works of the city. The ground was pur-

chased in the beginning of the year 1S9S, and im-

mediately thereafter operations were commenced to

clear the ground and excavations were made. The
buildings were started in JUarch, 1S9S, and were
now completed so far as the first section of the build-

ing was concerned. The present building covered 1V2

acres of ground, and was only one-third the size of

what they hoped the station would ultimately be.

Already excavations had started for the second sec-

tion of the station. Coal was delivered by the canal

opposite the works, where it was lifted by a con-
veyor to the coal store or into the coal tanks over the

boilers. The boilers erected were 10 in number, of

the Babcock & Wilcox make, each being capable
of supplying steam to 1,000 horsepower of engines.

Each boiler, when workng at full load, would use
about one ton of coal an hour. The boiler house
was 220 feet long by 81 feet broad, and had one chim-
ney stack in the middle, which was 220 feet high by
i-i feet inside diameter. The engine room was 220
feet long by 56 feet broad and 38 feet high to the gal-

lery crossmg the engine room. At present there
were engines erected in it making a total of 7,000

horsepower. This building, however, was large
enough to hold over 10,000 horsepower, and this

amount would be installed before next year. The
current from this station would supply for some
time to come the greater part of the city.

On the subject of the proposed electrical tramway
for the Cumberland Lake district, which has evoked
strong opposition among the landed proprietors en
route, Mr. Stephen Sellon, C. E., engineer of the

British Electric Traction company, tells me that

there is not the slightest intention of disfiguring

the highways. He said; "We shall make the poles
that support the wires as ornamental as possible
and our cars will be as handsome as can be manu-
factured. But we do think it will be of advantage
both to passengers and inhabitants of the district

to be able to travel those six miles for fourpence, in-

stead of having to pay a shilling." The County
Councils in the district are supporting the scheme,
as they consider it will bring money to the neigh-
borhood and improve the conditions of trade.

At the recent meeting of the British Association,
Professor Silvanus P. Thompson revived an old, but
most important and interesting, proposition, viz., the

erection for long-distance transmission' of electrical

generating plants at colliery pitheads. In general
terms, the suggestion is that the collieries, instead of

sending their coal an expensive journey in railway
trucks to be converted into mechanical energy in lo-

cal and more or less imperfect plants, should deliver

power to distant industrial centers in the form of elec-

trical energy, generated on the most scientific and
economical principles by generating plant installed

on the spot where the coal is brought to the surface.

Such a scheme is not new. It was first mooted
some eight or nine years ago, and set out in elab-

orate detail by Messrs. James Swinburne and H. B.

Thwaite. It attracted a good deal of attention at

the time, though regarded, in the main, as visionary,
and a short calculation of the cost of the copper
wire by even a short transmission plant effectually

killed the project. But since then conditions have
changed materially. Electrical pressures then deemed
impossible in practice are now in every-day work.
Professor Thompson, however, is right in stating

the capital required would be very large, and that
is the chief difficulty. The field is practically an
untried one and the removal of at least a large pro-
portion of existing steam-power plants would be nec-
essary to the success of such an installation.

An extensive system of new electrical tramways is

projected to join up Greater London, if parlia-

mentary sanction is forthcoming next session. The
London United Tramways propose to extend their

existing lines to St. Pancras, Marylebone and Ful-
ham, and across the Thames to Putney, and also

northward to Willesden and Southall and westward
to Sunbury. The Surrey extensions will include a

length of over four miles, connecting Putney with
Richmond, which will proceed into Middlesex over
a new bridge across the Thames. Another line will

be from Hammersmith bridge, and there will be an
extension from Kew bridge to Richmond. In Mid-
dlesex the scheme will comprise, among others, con-
nections with Hounslow, Cranford, Brentford and
Kempton Park—all dependent, of course, on the

probably strong opposition of some of the local au-
thorities being overcome. The projectors of the
schemes will undoubtedly go to the United States

for their plant, but. in view of the strenuous efforts

the British manufacturers arc making to secure the

contracts. American firms should lose no time in

getting into communication with the promoters.
W. H. B.

New York Notes.

New York, October 6.—All street work of the
Metropolitan Street Railway company has been fi.n-

ished for this year. The entire cost for construction
work has been about $5,500,000 for the fiscal year
just ended, expended for the most part on power
houses and motive-power changes. Nine miles of
Lexington avenue and 6V2 miles of Columbus avenue
have been electrically equipped; loVi luiles of the
Broadway road has had new rails set, and the street
surface repaved, and three crosstown lines have been
reconstructed. While this is not the largest year's
work ever done. President Vreeland says that it is the
most intricate and difiicult. There is no intention of
operating the present cable line- by electricity until

next spring, by which time Mr. Vreeland hopes to
abolish the whole cable service on the Metropolitan
lines.

A notice has been sent out by Major E. H. Ruffner
of the United States corps of engineers in reference
to a public hearing on the proposed bridge across the
Last River between Long Island and Ward's Island
at Hell Gate, and the approaches thereto over Bronx
Kill and Little Hell Gate. The Major's state-
ment says that the New York Connecting
Railroad company of 55 Broajway has made
application to the Secretary of War for the
approval of plans for the proposed bridge, and that
the chief of engineers has ordered a public hearing at
which every interested person will be privileged to ex-
press his views. The hearing will be held by Major
Ruffner at Room No. 8, Army building, 39 Whitehall
street, at 12 noon on October 23d.
The Manhattan Railway company will equip all its

stations along the four elevated lines with telephones,
which are in part to supplant the telegraph for offi-

cial business. The superintendent denied that the
telegraph was to be entirely abandoned, and said that
for some purposes the telegraph was indispensable.
The Brooklyn Rapid Transit company has reor-

ganized the elevated system, making six divisions in-

stead of three, each under the control of a superin-
tendent. They will be known as the. Fulton Street,
Brighton, Fifth Avenue. Broadway. Ridgewood and
Brooklyn Bridge divisions. Superintendent George
N. Edwards will have general supervision. It is ex-
pected that the change will result in the improvement
of the service.

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit company Is consider-
ing a plan for a readjustment of bonds to gain the
advantage of the premium on some of the issues. The
profit to the company should the plan succeed would
be in the neighborhood of $300,000. The company
owns about $9,000,000 of bonds issued by the various
companies in the system. The securities are partly
held in the treasury of the company.
The American Steel company has begun large ship-

ments of the steel work for the subway in New York.
About 2,000 tons has already been shipped, and the
material is now being sent in at the rate of nearly
100 tons a day. The total contract comprises about
80.000 tons of structural material, which is manu-
factured at the Keystone plant of the American
Bridge company.
The Automobile Club of America has just taken

a suite of half a dozen rooms in the Astor Court build-
ing. The new quarters are not to be permanent, for
the members are ambitious to own their own club-
house at an early date. The active list of member-
ship now contains 225 names, and there is a big
waiting list for action at the next meeting. The
annual meeting of the club will be held on Tuesday
evening, Octber 23d. M. L G.

New England News.
Boston, October 5.—Charles A. Morss of Cam-

bridge has sold to the Simplex Electrical company
of that city the land and buildings occupied by the
concern for $97,000. Mr. Morss is one of the stock-
holders in the Simplex corporation, and the plant
was leased from him prior to this recent purchase.
The capital of the company has been increased to

$350,000.

The Charlestown Improvement association is tak-
ing measures to have Bunker Hill monument il-

luminated with a crown of electric lights.

The Boston Elevated Railway company is erecting
near the Chestnut Hill car house of the road, in

Brookline, a two-story brick building for an ac-
cumulator station. It will contain a large installa-

tion of storage batteries. There will be 270 cells,

arranged in double tiers, to keep up the current
steadily in the long feeder lines. When travel is

light, as is the case at certain hours of the day, the
battery will be connected with the feeder system and
charged with surplus current. Then when travel
is heavy, the battery will automatically feed its stored
current to the trolley wire.?, thus reducing the ex-
treme demands at the power station.

One of the survivals of olden times, the horse-
railway line in the Back Bay, this city, said to be
the only horse railway in operation hereabouts at

the present time, appears to be doomed to extinc-
tion. It is owned and operated by the Boston Ele-
vated Railway company, and when the electric sys-

tem supplanted the old lines elsewhere, a petition for
the retention of the horse cars on Marlboro street,

through which they run, was granted. Now the
Elevated company seeks permission from the rail-

road commissioners to abandon its tracks in that

section. No remonstrants appeared, and the horse
cars will probably soon be a thing of the past in

Boston. B.

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa, Ont., October 6.—The Renfrew Electric
company of Renfrew, Out., is making arrangements
to develop additional waterpower, erect an addition
to its present power house and generally to increase
its plant.

The city of Kingston, Ont., is making arrange-
ments to take over the electric-light and gas plants
now operated by a private corporation in that city.
M. F. Beach of Iroquis, Ont., has applied to the

Ontario government for a lease of waterpower near
that town, his intention being to develop the power
for electric purposes, and for the operation of an
electric railway between Iroquois and the city of
Ottawa.
The Brantford Electric and Operating company

of Brantford, Ont., is building a new power house, of
brick, with concrete foundations; waterpower will
be used, the capacity being 1,200 horsepower.
The street-railway company of Sarnia, Ont, at

a recent meeting of the shareholders, appointed a
committee to secure tenders for changing the road
to an electric system.
The Cataract Power company of Hamilton, Ont.,

has made application to the Township Councils of
Barton, Saltfleet and Grimsby for right-of-way for
an electric railway from Hamilton to Grimsby, Ont.
The Rimouski Electric company (La Compagnie

Electnque de Rimouski) has been formed, with a
capital of $100,000, at St. Germain de Rimouski,
Que., to furnish electric power to operate factories'
etc. Thomas Lebel of Fraserville. Joseph Norbert
of St. Germain, and D. Caron and A. C. Landry of
St. Octave de Metis are the promoters.
Mr. F. P. Brothers, manager of the Demerara

Electric company, has returned to Montreal from
Georgetown, British Guiana, where he has been en-
gaged in superintending the building of the electric
street railway there. The company has already con-
structed 12 miles of electric railway, and it is ex-
pected that the line will be in operation by October
loth. The Demerara Electric company also has
control of the electric lighting, and, in fact, all the
electric power and plant of the city, which contains
about 70,000 people.

Circulars have been issued to the shareholders of
the Canadian General Electric company of Toronto,
Ont., calling a meeting for the purpose of consid-
ering the proposal of the directors to acquire the
plant of the Canada Foundry company of the same
city. Up to the present time, the Canadian General
Electric company has been purchasing its castings
from foundries in different parts of the country, and
owing to the industrial activity of the past year or
two, considerable difficulty has been experienced in
securing deliveries of goods. This difficulty the
directors intend to overcome by the purchase of the
stock of the Canada Foundry company and enlarg-
ing the foundry premises and plant.
At intervals for several years past, the directorate

of the Toronto electric street railway has tried to
buy out the Metropolitan electric railway, which
also operates in the city of Toronto and environs.
Negotiations are now under way again, with good
prospects of a successful issue. If the Metropolitan
railway is acquired by the Toronto Street Railway
company, the former road will be extended at once
to the shores of Lake Simcoe, Ont. An official
announcement of the completion of the negotiations
ni.ay be expected at any time, and those in a posi-
tion to know say that there is very little doubt as
to the acquisition of the Metropolitan. This will
give the Toronto company and its allies, the Miniico
and Scarboro electric railways, control of the three
trunk roads leading out of the city, east, west and
north. The extension of these roads, as now con-
templated, will make 120 miles of radial electric
railway tributary to Toronto.
The town of Westmount, a suburb of Montreal,

will soon have a mountain electric railway. At the
last meeting of the Town Council it was unanimously
decided that the sum of $2,000 per annum, for a pe-
riod of 10 years, be granted to the Montreal Electric
Street Railway company, on condition that it shall
construct and operate at its own expense, obtaining
all its own right-of-way. such a line of street rail-

way. The offer is subject to ratification by the town.
At a recent meeting of the water committee of the

city of Montreal specifications were considered for
the proposed erection of the new electric motor, for
pumping water, at the low-water reservoir of the
city.

^
By economy, this year, the committee is in a

position to set aside $30,000. by which this apparatus
can be put up. The committee decided, therefore,
that tenders should be called for at once, on the
specifications. Canadian and American firms are ex-
pected to send in tenders. It will be arranged so
that electric power may be obtained from any of the
electric-power companies in Montreal.
During the summer months many improvements

have been made in the mining and metallurgical de-
partment at McGill University, Montreal. One
large machine, a Wcthcrill magnetic separator of
considerable capacity, is especially designed to be
capable of application to a great number of ore? of

varying degrees of magnetism. This machine Is a

very recent invention, but it is already in use in cer-

tain places in the United States and Australia, with
remarkable results. E.xpcriments are already being
made at McGill University to test its utility in the
treatment of Canadian ores and to discover if any
modifications are necessary for its general use in the

Dominion. Several instruments from Germany and
England have been added to the chemical labora-
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tories. Notable among them are the German elec-

tric furnaces for experiments on a small scale in

electro-chemistry, the capillary electrometers and
some chemical balances, which weigh to one-twen-
tieth of a milligram or one-thirteen-hundredth part

of a grain.

The annual meeting of the Standard Light and
Power company of Montreal, Que., was held in that

city a few days ago. The annual report showed the

company to be in a prosperous condition, it having
declared for the year an eight per cent, dividend.

During the year a new station was erected. Two ro-

tary converters have been installed, and they are
converting alternating, three-phase current from
the Lachine Rapids Hydraulic and Land company
to direct current, lor use in the city. A steam plant

of boilers, manufactured in Glasgow, has been in-

stalled, capable of developing over 2,000 horsepower,
and two of the latest type Westinghouse compound
engines erected. The statement was made that the
Standard company is the only company in the city

of Montreal to-day which has an absolutely fire-

proof station, operated by current produced by
waterpower, and having a steam reserve at its com-
mand. The shareholders present considered the re-

port highly satisfactory. The following-named di-

rectors were elected: W. McLea Walbank, J. H.
Burland, Peter Lyall, S. Finlay, W. S. Evans, L. H.
Renault, R. Wilson-Smith. Officers were elected

as follows: President and managing director, W.
McLea Walbank; vice-president, J. H. Burland;

secretary, E. Craig. A. V. W.

From the Buckeye State.

Columbus, Ohio, October 6.—It has developed that

the franchise asked for by Hon. V. A. Taylor m Sum-
mit County is in the interests of the Portage Lake
Traction company, which is trying to extend its

lines and get into Cleveland over the tracks of the

Akron, Bedford and Cleveland road. Mr. Taylor

asked for a 50-year franchise, but the commissioners

will grant but 25, and it is likely that he will accept

that.

The Akron, Bedford and Cleveland Electric Rail-

way company has asked the commissioners of Sum-
mit County for a franchise to build double tracks

on its line in the county. It pays an annual rental

of $60 a mile- for single track, and asks that it be

allowed to use -double tracks at a rental of $100 a

mile. The commissioners are inclined to put the

price up on the company. It runs along the high-

way the entire distance.

The threatened strike of the motormen on the

Springfield (.Ohio) city railway has been called off.

The men will continue to receive 17% cents an hour

for their work, but their hours per diem were reduced

from 11% to nine.

The Cleveland, Medina and Southern hlectric

Railway company has had its franchise renewed by

the commissioners of Medina County, with the un-

derstanding that it Avill be in operation by one year

from this time. A bond of $10,000 was given to

insure its completion.
Ihe right-ot-way has nearly all been secured for

an electric line from Lima to Findlay, Ohio. It

will parallel the Lake Erie and Western railroad.

While in Cleveland a few days ago the writer was

assured by the officers of the Cleveland, Elyna and

Western Railway company that they would soon

begin the construction ot a line from Berea to

Medina, a distance of 17 miles. This will be the

southern extension of the road which is now in

operation. The line has already been surveyed to

within a few miles of Medina. It passes through

a county which has no railroad connection with

Cleveland, and the prospects for a good patronage

are therefore very bright. This company has just

completed its branch to Puritas, an outing place

and summer .resort, and it will have the branch

connecting Oberlin and Wellington completed and

in operation by January ist. This will give the sys-

tem 65 miles of road. F. F. Pomeroy is the man-

ager of the road.

The ZanesviUe (Ohio) Street Railway company

will extend its line upon several of the more im-

portant streets of the town which its cars do not

now reach. , .

Will Christy of Akron is interested in another big

electric-railway company which will be incorpo-

rated within a short time. It will be known as the

Western Ohio Electric Railway company, and will

be a close relative of the Northern Ohio Traction

company and the Southern Ohio Traction company,

in both of which Mr. Christy is interested. Ihe

capital stock will be $500,000. The new company

will build a line from Lima to Wapakoneta, and

will be 29 miles in length.
, „ ^r -c- , 1

H W Kline J. C. Whitla and H. M. Estep of

Pittsburg were in Alliance, Ohio, a few days ago

and held a conference with the local stocWiolCier,

of the Alliance, Sebring and Salem Electric Railwas

company. It is understood that they made arrange-

ments to begin work on the line at an early date

It has been discovered that the Cincinnati Edison

Electric Light company has been swindled out 01

a large sum of money by two men who confactea

with customers of th ; company to look after their

meters and "fix" them every month beiore they

were read. Robert T. Smith has been arrested.

The Columbus, Mechanicsburg and Urbana Ll>.c-

tric Railway company has changed its route into

Columbus so that it will miss the objectionable

points and strike the loop which it will us"

There is a rumor that the Cincinnati Street Rail-

way company will purchase the incline leading to
Price Hill.

The lights used for illumination at the fall festival

at Cincinnati, on both Race and Vine streets, will
be made permanent. The merchants have agreed
to bear the expense, and the Edison company has
been given a permit to operate the lamps. This
will add greatly to the beauty of the two streets.

AH the stock and franchises of the Youngstown
Lighting company. Youngstown, Ohio, have been
transferred to Penhale & F'isher of New York and
Deviit, Trimble & Co. of Chicago, the consideration
being $500,000. These two firms have also purchased
the right-of-way and the franchise of the Youngstown
and Sharon Electric Railway company. The con-
tract for the construction and equipment of the road
has been awarded to Park & Hamilton. The work
will be done under the personal supervision of

Harry Hamilton.
The Chillicothe and Hillsboro Traction company

has given a mortgage of $1,300,000 in favor of the
Produce Exchange of New York, in order to secure
funds to build the line from Chillicothe to Hillsboro
and Bainbridge.

Citizens of Fostoria, Ohio, are up in arms against
the Fostoria Heat and Light company because of

an increase in the price of lighting.

There is a big fight at Fremont over the award-
ing of the city lighting to the Fremont Electric

Light and Power company at $70 per lamp when
there were a number of lower bidders. An attempt
will be made to annul the contract.

The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp company of

Elizabeth, N. J., is looking for a location in some
Ohio town. It is not known what inducements the

company will ask to secure the industry.

J. H. Wilson of Chicago has been negotiating for

the purchase of the franchises and right-of-way
of the Chillicothe, Mount Sterling and Columbus
Electric Railway company.
The Sandusky and Interurban Railway company

is now working at three points along its route be-

tween Huron and Lorain. When this road is com-
pleted, connection will be made with Cleveland over
the Lorain and Cleveland road, now in operation,

O. M. C.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, October 6.—The state board of

equalization of Minnesota has increased the assess-

ment on the property of the Twin City Rapid Tran-
sit company in Minneapolis from ;j-l.5uo.ouu lo

$2,400,000; in St. Paul from $1,250,000 to $2,100,000.

and on the Minneapolis, St. Paul and Suburban from
$25,000 to $100,000; a total of $4,600,000.

Ballard, Wash., is installing meters for electric-

light consumers.
The Electric Light company of Colfax. Iowa, will

make a number of changes and improvements to the

plant. A new boiler to cost $1,800 and a dynamo
costing $2,000 have been ordered.

The power from the new power plant at Apple

River Falls, Wis., has been turned on for the elec-

tric-light system in St. Paul, and is iransmitted over

25 miles of wire. There are two cabi,js to carry in;

power, to be prepared for accident. There is also

a steam plant in St. Paul, in case of both cables be-

ing disabled. There are four transformers at the

transforming station in St. Paul, and within two

months seven new ones will be added.

The Chicago Municipal Construction company has

secured a go-day option on the plant of the vv.insau

(Wis.) Electric company, valued at $75,000.

The Berlin (Wis.) Light company has decided to

sell its plant to the city for $12,000.

The council of Des Moines. Inwa. has nasseu an

ordinance allowing the Edison Electric Light com-

pany $r.66 a light a month more to inuucc ihc

companv to put its wires underground.

Arrangements are being completed at Oskaloosa,

Iowa, to form a new company to absorb the street-

car line and equip it for electric traction and extend

John Croskey will establish an electric-light plant

at Beresford, S. D.

The Seattle (Wash.) Electric company has started

work on a car shed and machine shop, to cost $2.S.ooo.

A committee from the council of Manitowoc, V\ is.,

recommends the purchase of the electric-light plant.

W H Walker, of the Walker Milling company.

Alden. lilinn.. has been granted a franchise for an

electric-lighting system.
, ,, , ,W D Tones, who has been manager of the board

of trade office of the Western Union in Duluth.

Minn for a number of years, has become manager

on the Duluth board of trade for George H. Dag-

gett & Co. of Minneapolis.

The Benevolent Order of Street Ra Iw-v Em-

nloyes of Sioux City, Iowa, has been formed among

the employes of the Sioux City Traction company.

Fred E Sanders is an applicant for a franchise to

operate a street-railway line on Puyallup avenue in

Tacoma. Wash. The Tacoma Railway and Power

company claims an exclusive franchise on that street.

Sanders is interested in the projected line between

Seattle and Tacoma and wants to secure an entrance

to Tacoma on Puvallup avenue.

The mayor of Tacoma. Wash., vetoed the ordi-

nance which attempted to regulate the "."'"ber °f

passengers over its seating capacity which street

''"Thf°electric-lighling company of Marshalltown,

Iowa has expressed its willingness to submit to the

pnssa'ge of an ordinance reducing its rates, rather

than engage in litigation. The council passed an
ordinance making rates which the company claimed
to be absolutely' below cost of operation, and the

Federal Court has been appealed to in order to

prevent the council from enforcing them.
The Duluth (Minn.) Street Kailway company

has ceased operating the Woodland line, on account
of the bad condition of the tracks, especially the

curves, which result in frequent derailments. The
line is owned by the Woodland company, which
offers to lease it to the street-railway company tor

10 years, for $r if the lessee will repair the tracks.

The street-railway company insists that the owner
put the tracks in repair, and on account of this dif-

ference the line has been closed down.
The Great Northern Railway company's tunnel

through the Cascade Mountains is nearly completed.
It is to be lighted by electricity and trains are to be
propelled through the tunnel by electric motors.
The city engineer of Seattle, Wash., suggests that

the city construct subways for wires in the- business
section and rent them to corporations desiring them.
The Street Railway company of Tacoma, Wash.,

proposes to make improvements to its system which
will put it in much better shape. The Fourtli of
July accident suits will be settled as soon as possi-
ble and on an equitable basis. Seven suits have
been filed on account of the accident for over $70,000
damages.

Arthur Bigelow and Thad R-^se have sui^d *' "

Seattle Electric company in Seattle, Wash., for

$10,000 damages each. They were formerly in the

en^ployment of the company and were accused of
stealing a large amount of copper wire, on which
charge thcj'- were arrested and held. On preliminary
hearing they were discharged for lack of evidence.

The Albert Lea (Minn.) Electric Light company
has filed amended articles of incorporation limiting

its indebtedness to $100,000 and extending the scope
of commercial enterprises in which th? company -^ './

engage. R.

Gleanings from Colorado.
Denver, October 5.—The Citizens' Light, Heat

and Power company, recently organized in Colorado
Springs, has made application for a franchise in

Colorado City. The company agrees to furnish the
city with electric arc lights at $85 a year, provided
that at least 30 are used. The company agrees, as
a consideration for the granting of the franchise, to

pay for the first five years one per cent, of its gross
earnings, and two per cent, every succeeding year
during the life of the privilege.

In a short lime the electric division of the Colorado
Springs and Cripple Creek District railway will be
running to Goldheld in the district. A branch is

to be built from Midway to Altman, and another
from Cameron to Gillett, so that all towns in the
district will be connected by trolley lines.

The Colorado Springs Electric company, in a re-

cent advertisement, announces that, "beginning with
December ist next, our price for electric light will

be 12V2 cents a kilowatt-hour. The old rate is 20
cents a kilowatt-hour. This gives Colorado Springs
cheaper electric light than any other town in the
country where similar conditions exist. '•' '''• *

Colorado Springs will also be distinguished by hav-
ing the best electrical generating station west of the
Mississippi River, and one unexcelled by any in the
world."
The Rocky Mountain News, commenting on a

paper which described the competition of trolley

lines with steam railways in New England, suggests
the adoption of such a plan in Colorado. It says;
"Public policy is not well served by placing obstacles
in the way of the cheaper and cleaner transportation
—a system which connects dozens of villages with
each of the manufacturing towns and cities, enabling
the people to travel at will, with marked comfort
and very little cost. It does not require a vivid

mind to picture what the introduction of the electric-

trolley system would mean for Denver. Imagine
the commercial, social and esthetic effect of a main
depot in our business center, with lines direct to

Colorado Springs, Palmer Lake. Littleton. Golden.
Morrison, Boulder, Longmont, Berthoud, Fort Col-
lins, Evans and Brighton. What an impetus would
be given to both trade and travel, adding profit

and comfort to the lives of thousands. Yet this is

not empty speculation. What is being accomplished
daily in New England can easily be duplicated here."

The suggestion is interesting, but it will be many
years before such a plan is in any sense practicable.

In the list of towns mentioned, there are only two
having over 5,000 inhabitants, and the country be-

tween the towns is sparsely populated.
John Baudy, an oiler in the power station of the

Denver Tramway company, went tu sleep on a belt

connecting an engine and a generator. The ma-
chinery was started by the engineer, who did not
know the perilous position of Baudy. The latter

was carried lo the pulley and was badly crushed
from his waist down, but it is said that he will re-

cover. J. W. D.

PERSONAL.
Mr. Charles P. Piatt is now general sale? agent

of the Sun Electric Manufacturing company. Phila-

delphia. Pa., designer and manufaclurcr of tele-

phone switchboards and supplies.

Mr, George G. Ward, the vice-president of the

Commercial Cable company, who is now in Ger-

many, has received from Emperor William the Or-
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der of the Crown of tlie Second Class. Mr. Ward
was a guest at the recent banquet given in Berim

by the German Atlantic Cable company to com-

rnemorate the opening of its direct cable to the

United States.

Mr C. E. Stratton, manager of the exchanges ot

the Colorado Telephone company at Canon City

and Florence has been appointed the company s

manager at Trinidad. During Mr. Stratton's pe-

riod of service in the two towns named the number

of subscribers has been greatly increased. The new

manager of the company at Canon City and Flor-

ence will be Mr. Philip Hamlin, who has been

special agent at the Denver office of the company.

Louis K. Comstock. a well-known Chicago elec-

trical man formerly in the construction busmess for

himself p'nd more recently superintendent of the

construction department of the Western Electric

company, with headquarters in Chicago, is now
electrical engineer for the George A. Fuller com-

pany at the New York office of that company, ihis

well-known contracting and building concern has

for a long time felt the necessity of having an elec-

trical department with a trained engineer at jts head.

It has now on its books contracts for building

construction amounting to nearly $20,000,000, six

per cent, of which work is electrical.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

An electric-light plant is being erected at Cass

Lake, Minn.

The Kinsolving power plant of Corsicana, Texas,

has been blown up, causing a loss of $1,500,

The Southern Electric company is to install a 500-

lic^ht plant for the Avalon Cotton Mills at Mayedan,

n! C.

The Gowanda Electric Light and Power company

of Gowanda, N. Y., has been incorporated for $10,-

000, by C. E. Sipple, C. P. Dean and G. B. Pratt.

The Broad Albin (N. Y.) Electric company was

incorporated at Albany recently, to furnish light,

heat and power for the village of Broad Albin. its

capital stock is $25,000.

Bids will be received until October i6th for ma-

chinery, appliances and materials, and for the erec-

tion of an electric-light plant at Kirkwood. Mo.

J. G. Hawken is the city clerk.

The Venice Electric Light and Power company

of Venice 111., has been incorporated for $40,000, by

G A Niemann, M. Niemann and F. Kohl. Ihe

company will erect and operate an electric-light plant.

A large power house' is to be erected on Little

Puver 2V-> miles from Radford, Va., by the Electric

I ight' and Power company of Radford, of which

G. W. Miles is president. About $20,000 will be ex-

pended.

The Consumers' Heat and Electric company of

Bloomington, III. was recently incorporated for S75.-

000, by G. P. Davis, E. Thorp and G. S. Hanna^ Ihe

company will furnish steam and electricity tor all

purposes.

Fuller & Co. of Chicago have purchased $2S,ooo

worth of land from the town of Kinston, N. C,

together with the electric-light plant of the town.

The lighting system will be extended to the new

portions of the town.

The Olney Electric Light and Power company

of Olney lU., has been incorporated, with $28,000

capital to operate an electric-light, power and neat-

ing plant. The incorporators are H. F. Hughes.

Ed. S. Hughes and W. Bower.

It is proposed to erect an electric power plant at

Belvidere N. J., to use the waterpower of the Dela-

ware River, at Big Rift, a few miles below Belvidere.

The plan is to furnish electric power for the lighting

of Phillipsburg, Washington. Hackettstown, Belvi-

dere and other nearby places.

The present annual cost of lamp-trimming at Hart-

ford, Conn., where one trimmer with horse and wagon

takes care of 500 lamps, is calculated to be $2 per

lamp, as against $8, which was the cost a lamp when

the open-air arc was used. The cost of carbons per

lamp per year was $1.50 against $5.84 previously paid

for open-air arcs.

At Montgomery, Ala., a consolidation has been

effected between all of the local street railways and

electric companies, involving a combination of over

$3,000,000 of capital. The combination includes the

Montgomery Light and Power company, represent-

ing $1,500,000, the Montgomery Street Railway com-

pany and the v/aterpower companies of Montgomery,

representing $1,230,000 capital. The bonded indebt-

edness of the combination will be $2,100,000.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Cincinnati Street Railway company is plan-

ning to build a new line through Norwood, Ohio.

At a meeting of Ihe council of Ann .\rbor, Mich.,

on October 8th, the ordinance committee submitted

an ordinance granting a franchise to Messrs. Hawkes
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and Angus for the proposed electric railroad from
Jackson to that city.

The capital stock of the CoUinsville (111.) and
East St. Louis electric railway has been increased
from $20,000 to $100,000.

The stockholders of the CoUinsville, Caseyville

and East St. Louis Electric Railway company have
decided to increase the capital stock to $100,000.

A new street-railway company has been organized
in Jackson, Mich., with $300,000 capital stock, to

operate a street railroad from Jackson to Grass Lakd.

C. L. Lindsay of Chapel Hill. N. C, is interested

in a proposed 12-mile electric line to Durham, N. C.

It is stated that the matter will soon be laid before

the city of Durham.

The contract for building the Grand Rapids. Grand
Haven and Muskegon electric railway has been let

to Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co. at a sum
exceeding $1,000,000.

W. S. Erwin and J. H. Hicks of Clarksville, Ga.,

are planning the construction of an electric street

railway between Clarksville and Nacoochee Valley,

taking in Porter Mills.

The Indianapolis and Martinsville Traction com-
pany has signed a contract for the construction of

its electric "road, to cost nearly $1,000,000. The
power house will be located at Mooresville, Ind.

The Acme Magnetic Traction company has been

incorporated at Tacoma, Wash., with a capital of

$100,000, by A. H. Honey of Seattle and C. S.

Barlow, A. H. Honey and E. S. Steere of Tacoma.

The Board of Trade of Washington. Pa., is in-

terested in the construction of an eieccri'^ Ime "-'^i

that city to Charleroi. a distance of 25 miles.
_
Will-

iam I. Berryman of Pittsburg is one of the principal

financial backers.

The Peninsular Traction company, a new Michi-

gan organization, has asked for a franchise to come
into the corporation limits of Battle Creek. The com-
pany has already secured the right-of-way for an

electric road from Battle Creek to Grand Rapids.

The Traction and Power company of Bay City,

Mich., which recently accepted an ordinance granted

by the council of that place, has filed articles of in-

corporation, W'ith $50,000 capital stock. The owners

are the stockholders of the Consolidated Street Rail-

way company.

The Rockland County Traction company of New
York has been incorporated, with a capital stock

of $300,000, to build an electric road, extending

from Upper Nyack to Rockland Lake, about 30

miles. C. W. Reeve of 150 Nassau street, New York,

is the director of the new company.

The St. Johns and Crystal Lake Railway company
was organized on Septejnber 30th, for the purpose

of building an extension of the Lansing, St.

Johns and St. Louis railway from Maple Rapids

to Crystal, Montcalm County, Mich. E. P. Wal-
dron of St. Johns is president of the new company.

A trolley party of 27 persons recently made the

run from Boston to New Y"ork, by way of Spring-

field and New Haven, a distance of 267 miles. The
party spent one night at Springfield, the next at

New Haven, arriving at New York at five o'clock on

the third day. Several times during the trip the

party was compelled to travel by steam railroad or

carriage.

The Chicago and Western Indiana railroad, which

is owned by five of the roads centering in Chicago,

is considering the advisability of hauling all pas-

senger trains into the Dearborn station with elec-

tric motors in place of engines. This is with a view

of abating the smoke nuisance. If the scheme proves

successful on passenger trains it will be extended

to the freight service.

C. C. Campbell of Fairfax County, Va., and ex-

Senator Henderson of Missouri are the chief pro-

moters of a company which has been organized

with a capital stock of $300,000, for the construction

of an electric railway from Washington, D. C,
west and northwest through Alexandria, Fairfax

and Loudoun counties, Va. A power house, to

cost $60,000, will be erected on the farm of Mr.
Campbell, about eight miles west of Washington.

The second branch of the Metropolitan under-

ground road of Paris was opened on September
2gth. It taps the main line at the Arch of Triumph
and runs to the Trocadero. Another line running
north and south, connecting the Latin Quarter
with Montmartrc and passing under the river, will

be. opened next spring. The line from Vincennes
to the Bois de Boulogne was completed within 16

months after the first blow of a pick in the work of

excavation.

As a result of the collapse of the Montgomery
Banking and Trust company at Montgomery, W. Va.,

the Kanawha Traction and Electric company has
gone into the hands of receivers, George S.' Couch,
of Charleston, and George S. Wallace, of Hunting-
Ion, being appointed to the trust. The stockholders

of the bank were interested in this company, and it

is charged that they were using the funds of the

bank to build the line, which was to extend through
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Fayette County. The officfals of the bank, however,
state that the depositors will aU be paid in full. The
receivers have been ordered to sell the property of
the electric road.

The elevated railroads of Chicago made compara-
tively small percentages of gain in traffic in Septem-
ber. The South Side line carried an average of
65,062 passengers daily during the month, as against
59.585 in the correspondmg month last year. Tne in-

crease figures 9.19 per cent. The daily average of

passengers carried by the Metropolitan Elevated in

the month was 82,000, as agamst 76,1^4 in the corre-
sponding month last year. The increase was 7.63
per cent.

The Chicago Union Traction company on Oc-
tober 4th declared a dividend of iH per cent, on the
preferred stock, payable on October 25th to stock-
holders of record on October 5th. Books closed
on October 5th and will reopen on October* 25th.

The former officers of the company were re-elected:
President, John M. Roach; chairman of the board
of directors, Jesse Spalding; vice-presidents, R. A. C.

Smith, Walter H. Wilson; secretary, Markham B.

Orde; treasurer, James H. Eckels; auditor, F. S.

Smith.

The Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railroad
company of Chicago has inaugurated a new service
to relieve the congestion of the morning and even-
ing rush hours in the manufacturing district between
Halsted street and the river. During these hours
alternate trains on the four branches of the system
will be run only to Canal street, instead of around
the downtown loop. Faster time is now made on
all lines, and trains are run every five minutes, from
9 a. m. to 5 p. m., instead of every six minutes, as
formerly.

The Chicago Union Traction company has com-
menced work with a large force of men on the con-
struction of a large car barn on the North Side, near
the southern boundary of Rogers Park. The barn,
which will be of brick and stone, with a mill-con-
structed roof, will be 128 feet wide and 1,000 feet

long. It will have about two miles of track and
has been designed to accommodate 250 of the long
40-foot cars operated on the EvansEO'"' 'inp. ine
n£w car barn will be on the west side of Clark street

about 600 feet north of Devon avenue.

Within six weeks the New York, New Haven
and Hartford Railroad company will have com-
pleted a 3.000-horsepower electric plant in " New
Haven, which will mark the beginning of an im-
portant extension of the electric branch road^ or

the Consolidated company in that vicinity. The
plant will be used at first simply for purposes of

lighting the local station and railroad building, but
it will ultimately be used for supplying electric power
for a third-rail line that will be established between
New Haven and Derby.

The Boston and Maine railroad has filed a peti-

tion with the New Hampshire state Supreme Court
asking for authority to build an electric railroad

from Concord to Nashua. This is to be a standard
electric branch railway, with modern equipment,
from Concord through Pembroke, Suncook, Aliens-
town, Hooksett, Manchester, Goffes Falls and Litch-

field to Hudson, connecting with the Nashua street

railway, at Lowell street, in Hudson, and the Con-
cord street railway. It is intended to be built under
the provisions of the Concord and Montreal lease

to the Boston and Maine railroad.

AUTOMOBILES.
Members of the Automobile Club of Great Britain

and Ireland started on their autumn tour ou October
5th. This run generally covers a week's time. One
day's stop was made at Monmouth, where the club
was entertained by Lord and Lady Llangotock.
During November there will be several century
runs and trial races.

Inspired by the example of William J. Bryan, M. J.

Harrington, a Republican candidate for the New
York State Senate, has begun an automobile cam-
paign which he intends to keep up until election day.

.Besides its sidelights, the machine he uses has a
powerful headlight and two clusters of electric

lights displayed on poles, one on each side. It

bears a banner on which is inscribed, ''Harrington
for Senator."'

The Automobile Club of America made a run
on Saturday, September 22d, from the club head-
quarters at the Waldorf-Astoria to the Larchmont
Yacht Club, where a clambake was given. The
motorette and quadricycle of the De Dion-Bouton
Motorette company, operated by C. J. Field,

vice-president and general manager of the company,
and Frank Craven, respectively, came in first and
second, the first making the run in one hour and
five minutes from the Waldorf. The distance trav-

eled was about 23 miles. There were 15 machines
in the run.

A number of prominent business men of Wash-
ington. D. C, have arranged to hold a show in that

city during the week of December roth, which will

i)c known as the National Automobile and Sports-
man's Exhibition. Convention Plall, a building having
a iloor space of 36,000 square feet, has been secured
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for the show, and wiU be divided in such a manner as
to provide for no spaces. A track 16 feet wide and an
eighth of a mile in length will also be constructed in
the building, where practical demonstrations of the
cflkiency of the various vehicles exhibited can be
made. Tlus will be the first automobile show to be
held at the national capital.

PUBLICATIONS.
A well-printed catalogue of 60 pages has been

sent out by the American Blower company of De-
troit. Mich., illustrating dry kilns and blowers. The
"-A B C" moist-air ciry Kiln is designed widi the
view of drying the interior of lumber and wood
products before the pores on the exterior have been
closed by the heat. The catalogue carefully explains
the theory and working of this process, and shows
heaters, ventilator fans and engines, for every ap-
plication of heating and drying.

TELEGRAPH.
The quarterly report of the Western Union Tele-

graph company for the quarter ended September
30th show^s net revenues of $1,600,000. This esti-

mate is based upon nearly completed returns for

July, partial returns for August and estimates of

the business for September.

The Western Union Telegraph company has re-

ceived word from Colombia that that government
' has put a ban on all private messages to and from the
country. Only government and diplomatic messages
will receive attention. The period during which
this law will be operative is indefinite.

Word has been received at Seattle, Wash., that the
steamer Orizaba, engaged in layin.g a government
cable between Nome and St. Michaels, w'cnt aground
on an uncharted reef near the latter place on Septem-
ber 17th. General Greely, chief signal officer, who
was on board the Orizaba at the time of the wreck,
says that the vessel will be saved unless a sudden
storm should intervene.

Repair work at Galveston is progressing rapidly.

The Western Union Telegraph company has fin-

ished laying a 19-conductor cable across the bay,

together with a new cable from the bay to the Gal-

veston office. The Postal Telegraph company has
picked up its cable across the bay as far as to Bolivar

Point. The other end is embedded in 25

feet of sand and will have to be dragged out.

The first telegram from Skagway was received at

Seattle, Wash., on October 3d, marking an epoch in

the history of business between Alaska and the out-

side world. The time occupied by the message in

transit was seven hours, which will, however, be re-

duced. The line over which it passed to Vancouver
is that which the Canadian government has been en-

gaged in constructing for the last four months.

Consul Norton of Harput, Turkey, calls attention

to the bids for supplies for the construction of a

new telegraph line which are to be presented this

month to the director of the Turkish postal and
telegraphic service. One of the leading Constanti-

nople firms is desirous of securing quotations from a

first-class American house to use in this competi-

tion. The articles required include galvanized-iron

wire, insulators and poles.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
It is reported that the E. A. Perkins Electrical

company of Torrington, Conn., is negotiating for

the purchase of the water privileges of Falls Village

one of the best water privileges in that state, which

is now owned by the Falls Village Power company.

The company has in view the development of an

electrical power scheme which will affect all of

Northwestern Connecticut. The plant will be es-

tablished for the purpose of conveying the elec-

tricity to Torrington, a distance of 20 miles, Sharon

and other places in the county, where the electricity

is to be used both for power and lighting purposes.

Sir William Preece and Messrs. Strain & Robert-

son, civil engineers of Glasgow, are interested in ;.

project for establishing on or near the coalfields of

West Scotland several great central stations for

generating electrical energy. The scheme, wdiich

has been under consideration for a considerable time,

is a comprehensive one. and includes large districts

in the counties of Lanarkshire, Ayrshire, Renfrew-

shire. Stirlingshire and Dum.bartonshire. The pro-

moters of the scheme propose to supply the elec-

trical energy in bulk for power, traction and light-

ing purposes to corporations and county councils

and other large consumers. The agents for the pro-

moters are Messrs. Wright. Johnston, MacKenzie

& Roxburgh, solicitors of Glasgow.

The Fort Miller Power company has completed

a survey of its property, located in Fresno County.

Cal., and is said to be about to begin the construc-

tion of a flume and power house, 22 miles northeast

of Fresno The project contemplates the leading

out from the upper reaches of the San Joaquin

River of a large body of water which will be carried

by a wooden aqueduct for more than 10 miles and

given a fall of Soo feet. It is estimated that a

volume of water amounting to 43,000.000 cubic feet

a day will pass through the flume and be utilized

in the generation of electricity, the energy of "'hich

will fqual 45,000 horsepower. The board of directors
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of the new company consists of Walton Saunders,
Fulton G. Berry of Fresno, Thomas O. Carter,
M. F. Saunders and Alfrcj^ J. Morganstern.

It is said that the General Electric company's con-
tract w-ith the sultan of Johore calls for an electric
plant, costing between $700,00 and $800,000, to trans-
niit pow-er from a cataract to the gold mines belong-
ing to the government, a distance of gS miles. The
company is sending nine of its experts to Johore
for the purpose of setting up the plant. They are
under contract to remain in the employ of the sultan
for a term of years until his own subjects have
learned the business. The agents of the sultan are
now contracting for the rest of the machinery, which
will cost in the neighborhood of $250,000.
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TRADE NEWS.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
A graduate course in naval architecture and marine

engineering has been instituted at the University of
Michigan, with Prof. H. C. Sadler, B. S., late as-
sistant professor of Glasgow University, in charge
of the department. The course of instruction in

naval architecture will be commenced at the second
semester of the senior year and continued to the
end of the fifth year. The students may receive the
degree of bachelor of science in engineering at the
end of the senior year and that of master of science
at the end of the fifth year.. The work will consist

of lectures, drawing and visits to shipyards, and
will in general be similar to the course given at

Glasgow.

MISCELLANEOUS.
An ordinance has been passed in Portland, Ore.,

regulating the uses of electricity in that city, and
requiring companies using electricitj' to provide and
put in use such appliances as will confine the cur-
rents to their own wires and prevent them from
damaging pipes and other structures.

In the new residence of Isaac S. Rice on River-
.^ide drive. New York, electricity will be used for

lighting, heating, cooking, washing, ironing, drying
clothes, ventilation, driving phonographs and kineto-

scopes, etc. In addition, an automobile room is fur-

nished with facilities for charging storage batteries.

The Baltimore electric-wire conduit is almost
completed, and, according to the terms of the city

ordinance, all wires are to go underground, except

the feed wires of the United Railway and Electric

company. The companies usin.g the conduits are:

United Electric Light and Power company, the

United Railway and Electric company, the Postal

Telegraph-cable company and the Western Union
Telegraph company.

The council of Peoria, 111., is now considering a

proposition for prov'iding the city with a steel car, on
wdiich is to be mounted a very efficient fire-fighting

plant. Advantage can then be taken of the tracks

to move a powerful water-throwing plant to any part

of the dangerous district. On this car will be placed

a regular fire steamer, which can be taken from the

car and used from the ground. There is also to be

a modern water turret, and an extension ladder, with

fixed hose equipment and nozzle.

In response to an official inquiry, the city attorney

of San Francisco has advised the street supervisors

that the use of the public streets for overhead wires

does not constitute a permanent encroachment in

the meaning of the charter, and that electric-railway

poles are, under a Rhode Island decision, "to be

regarded not as incumbering the streets, but as min-

istering to their uses." He further advises the board

that, as the charter of the railway company neither

expressly nor impliedly forbids overhead wires, the

supervisors "may grant or withhold such privilege

as they may think best, or limit or control or reg-

ulate such privilege either as to manner of use or

time of use."

The new Majcrt accumulator is now being man-
ufactured by a Paris firm. The construction of the

positive plate is the main characteristic of this bat-

tery, which is of the Plante type, being of solid

lead, upon which a layer of peroxide of lead has

been formed. This form is considered as more solid

and will permit of discharging at a greater rate.

while at the same time a great capacity is obtained.

With the plate made by the Majert process, for a

battery of one to three hours' discharge, the grooves

are about two-fifths inch deep and one-fiftieth

inch wide, separated by one-fiftieth inch. In the

Majert process a traveling cutter is used, of special

form, w^hich cuts the required groove in the plate.

An arrangement is used to take out the shaving per-

pendicularly at each cut.

A new electrolytic process has been patented for

the extraction of nickel, copper, silver, mercury

and other metals that have hitherto offered almost

insurmountable difficulties to their economical ex-

traction in the wet way. The process consists of

the electrolysis of a brine solution in such a manner

that while the sodium ions are set free at the cath-

odes with the immediate formation of caustic soda,

the chlorine ions are liberated in the anode section

containing the matte and immediately form a chloride

solution of the metals present. These chlorides

can be directly treated for the contained metals by

electrolysis or chemical methods. It is claimed that

the entire cost of the process will be fully met by

the value of the caustic soda and other by-products.

The Chicago Mica company of Chicago has cer-
tified to an increase in capital stock from $75,000
to $200,000.

The Punipelly Storage Battery and Electric Motor
company of Chicago has changed its name to the
National Vehicle Battery company.

The Versailles (Ivy.) Electric company has been
incorporated. The incorporators are Edward Gun-
ster, C. E. Stegmaier and John D. Farnhara of
Pennsylvania. The capital stock is $iS,ooo.

The Chicago Die and Electric company was
incorporated on October 3d, with a capital of
$5,000, for manufacturing machinery, dies and elec-
trical appliances. The incorporators are Francis W.
Maxstadt, Charles D. Cole and John Lyle Vette.

The United States engineer at New London, Conn.,
announces that sealed proposals will be received at
his office until October 21st, for delivering two five-

hoisepower motors and three 3l4-horsepower motors.
Specifications will be furnished upon application to
Major S. S. Leach.

The Hamilton Electric Supply and Construction
company, with a capital stock of $40,000, has been
incorporated at Toronto, Canada, with its head
office at Hamilton, The provisional directors are
E. E. CaiT, G. A. Powell, N. L. Henderson, S. F.
Washington and W. E. Boyd, all of Hamilton.

The Pacific Electrical Works, with principal place
of business in Los Angeles, Cal., has been incorpo-
rated with a capital stock of $250,000. divided into
2.500 shares, of whicii amount $500 has been sub-
scribed. The directors are Monroe Markham. G. L.
Hardison, PL E. Carse of Los Angeles, L. W. An-
drews of Ventura and Frank Taylor of Brookline,
Mass.

The John A. Roebling's Sons company of Tren-
ton. N. J., has received for its exhibit at the Paris
Exposition two grand prizes and two gold medals,
the hi.ghest honors within the gift of the exposition
authorities. The Roebling display at the exposition
consists of two exhibits. One shows the product
of the company's electrical department, the prin-
cipal feature being a full-sized model of a section of
underground-trolley track, illustrating the communi-
cations with the conducting bars. In the wire ex-
hibit of the company is shown wire i-i.ooo of an
inch in diameter, one mile weighing a quarter of an
ounce, and from this all sizes are shown, to cables
used on the Brooklyn bridge. The second exhibit
is in the department of metallurgy, and eives a com-
prehensive view of all the products of the Roebling
works, with the exception of the electrical con-
ductors. An exact representation of the famous
susoension brid.ge surmounts the exhibit proper,
and forms a most striking trophy.

The Manhattan Electrical Supply company of

New York has purchased of the firm of Huebel &
l\Ianger of Brooklyn, N. Y., all of the latter's pat-
ents, trademarks, business, manufacturing plant and
stock. Huebel & Manger will in tlie future have
charge of the extensive iuanufacturin.g plant of the

Manhattan company in Jersey City. The complete
lines of electrical supplies heretofore manufactured
by Huebel & Manger will be continued, and many
articles will be added to the long list which the
Manhattan Electrical Supply company is now man-
ufacturing. This change in business will add about
TOO employes to the payroll of the Manhattan Elec-
trical Supply company, which, at the present time,

disburses about $3,000 in weekly salaries at its fac-

tory. The Manhattan Electrical Supply company
owns 10 cit3' lots on Morris and Essex streets in

Jersey City, and arrangements have been made for

additional buildings. It occupies the entire build-
ing at ^2 Cortlandt street. New York, where it sells

at wholesale and retail the products of its factory.

This concern started in business 12 years ago, with
a capital of less than $1,000. and up to the present
lime no money has been invested, excepting the
.nccrued profits, which have been reinvested in the
business. The present capital stock of the com-
pany is $1,000,000.

BUSINESS.
The Electric Appliance companj', Chicago, thinks

that its increased sales of Gutmann wattmeters
show a tendency in western lighting plants to do
business on a meter basis.

The De Dion-Bouton Motorette company of

Brooklyn, N. Y,. is furnishing its French dry bat-

teries to the trade. It is said that this battery will

operate tricycles, quadricycles or motorettes for

from 3,000 to 3,500 miles. The Motorette company
is also furnishing a specially prepared lubricating

oil for De Dion and other makes of motors.

The ^lica Insulator company of New York and
Chicago has produced an inipro\'ed flexible micanite

plate, known as "Style C." This plate has a break-
down strain of 1,500 volts as an insulator at a tem-
perature of 100° C. It is said to remain flexible in-

definitely, and retain its mechanical strength. It is

manufactured in sheets 36 by ;i6 inches in size, and

of any thickness from o.oi inch upward. For insulat-

ing transformers, armature and field-magnet cores,

armature slots and commutator shells, and for gen-

eral insulating purposes it promises to be of much
value.
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ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued Qctobe?- s. Jgoo.

658,792. Circuit-making and Breaking Device. Pjiul

M. Lincoln, Niagara Falls, N. \. Application

filed October 19, 1898.

In a circuU-opeoins and closing device for electric cir-

cuits are combiued a statio lary terminal, a co-operaiiiie
movable t'-rminal, a soleuo d ai.d a core iherefor, a rod
or stem provided with tripjiog projections on oppisite
sides of (he movable termiual and m ivable with the core,

and means for retardiug the outward or downward move-
mem of the rod or stem.

658,808. Motor Wheel for Automobiles. Herbert
Simmons, Wellston, Ohio. Application filed

April 3, 1900.

With a wheel having a runway and inner and outer hubs
are combined an a-inular bux on which the inner hub has
its b arini, the axle spindle being loose in the a'inu ar box
and fast to the outer hub, stOjjs carried by the annular
bos. and a motor having driving whet-Is op-raiing in the
runway. The play of the motor is limited by these stops,

658.814. Means for Delicately Suspending Moving
Parts. William Stanley and Herbert M. Smith.
Great Barrington, Mass., assignors to the Stan-
ley Instrument company of Massachusetts. Ap-
plication filed May i, 1900.

The invention cinsists of the combination of 3 rotatable
shaft of magnetic material, a magnetic system producing
a magnetic flux symmetrical thereto and a taut wire pass-
ing through the center of the rotatable shaft together with
means for magnetically suspending the support.

658.815. Method of Producing Phase Displacement.
William Stanley, Great Barrington, Mass., as-

signor to the Stanley Instrument company of

Massachusetts. Application filed May 2, 1900.

This method of producing a flux of definite angular dis-
placement from the electrimotive force impressed upon a

circuit consists in producing a flux of lesser angular dis-
placement than that reqiiir'^d, by means of a current in a
simple roil of high inductan'e and of a fixed time con-
stant and bysuch flux ind icing second -ry currents within
a closed conductor diiferin^ in phase from the energizing
currents and so located that the time of flow of such sec-
ondary currents cannot change the time constant of the
energizing coil or coils, a resu'tant flux is thereby pro-
duced having the desired angular displacement.

NO 658,905

658,860. Cover for Battery Jars. Philip P. Nunges-
ser, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the Nungesser
Electric Battery company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Application filed February 13, 1900.

A jar h-ivin; an even, smooth interior surface about its

top carries a jar cov^r having a relatively reduced annular
lower portion seated therein with picking about the lower
portion. A cUmjing ring bears 4«ainst the bottom of this
packing, and bolts pass through 'he cover threaded into the
inner edge of the clamping ring to tighten the ring against
the packing. Battery el m nts are combined io the jar, and
connections therewith through the cover.

658,862. Telegraphone. Edward C. Paramore.
Philadelphia, Pa., assignor of one-half to How-
ard T. Goodwin, Ridley Park, Pa. Application
filed November 18, 1899.

In a recorder for sound-reproducing instruments, a flat

torsio 1 spring is s-^cured at its ends in si itted posts, with
selscrews to hold the spring in the posts, and a setscrew
for adj is'ing the tension of this spring, in combination
with a stylus arm attached to the spring. An arm carrying
an armature is also attached to the spnng.

658.865, Secondary Battery. Plenry C. Porter, Chi-
cago, 111., assignor to Owen H. Fay. Chicago,
111. Application filed December 27, 1898.

The invention relates to a secondary or storage-battery
electrod-j comurising a grid which is composed of a plu-
rali'y of blirs having V-s aped groove? in the opposite
faces thereof SI as to form po -kets between them. End
bars connect the several bars of the grid, and are pr ivided
with perforatio >s th -rein registering wih the s >aces be-
tween the gro )ved bars, riie active mat-;rial is packed
within the grooves and in the openings in the end bars

658.891, Electrode and Electrode Connection. Henry
Carmichael, Maiden, Mass,, assignor to S. D.
Warren & Co., Boston, Mass. Application filed

May II, 1899.

With the inclising case of a cell for electrolytic or kin-
dred purposes are combined a plurality of intr'^ductory
conduits for electrode cr)nnecti^ns, each of these conduits
consisting of a tube of insulating material closed at one
end, passing through the inclosing cas*!, and having its

open end outside arid its c'osed end i -side the case, A
pjn on non-corrod ble conducting material passes throu'ih.
and is sealed in the inner end of the insulating tube, and
protrudes from the wall of the tube both inside and out-
side, ^n electrical conductor is in contact with the inner
end of the pin, and leads through the ooen end of the tube

.

Wires are strung between tfic exposed ends of the several
pins.

658.892. Canal-boat Propulsion. Justus B. Entz,
Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed February
10, 1900.

A vessel adapted to traverse artifiiial and natural water-
ways is to be connected me -ban cally to a hnd tractor, and
be furush'd in addifon with a proptller. AO' electric
genTa'or is ^da ncd to be connected ileclrically witli he
motor of the iracor, together with a prime mover, and
means are prov'dod to couple the prime mover with the
propeller or the generator at will.

658,900. Battery Fluid. Gennaro Romanelli, New
York, N. Y. Application filed January 13, 1900.

The battery fluid consis's of one part by weight of ch'o-
ride of sodium in solunon. a d one-half 10 thr'-e-fourths of
a part by weight of cupric ch oride mixed with sulphate of
sodium in ttie proportion of about 30 per cent, ^jf sulph-ite of
sodium. The ( hloride of sodium is to be combined in
solution with acetic acid. The solution of cuoric chloride
and su'phate of sodium is to be in contact with the nega-
tive elec rode, and the solution of chloride of sodium in
contact with the positive electrode.

I'W'h-^
NO. 658,997.

658,905. Electric-current Regulator. Daniel Wat-
kins. Davenport, Iowa, assignor of two-thirds
to C. J. Ruymann, Davenport, Iowa. Applica-
tion filed March 28, 1900.

A movable volt indi'^ator having a pair of pins at the
side adapted to be electrically connected by contact with
ihe indicator is combined with a rheostat, an electromag-
netic device connected with the pins and adapt-d to iie

energized upon the closing of the circuir by the i'ldicator,
Tlif-re are in addition a rh-ostat switrh and means for
moving the switch controlled by the magnetic device.
(See cut.)

658.924. Electrical Fitting. William T. Pringle,
Lansdowne, Pa. Application filed February 12,

1900.

The device is an article of manufacture consisting of an
electrical attachment plug formed of cenmic, comorising
a member provided with insulated seats for the respective
terminals of an ele -trie circuit, a handle member in inte-
gral relation with the seat member, and a conductor pass-
ageway opening through the handle member and termin-
ating in a lateral opening between the handle and the seat
member,

658.925. Electric Switch. Nathaniel D. Rand.
Watertown, Mass. Application filed February
ID, 1900.

In an electric switch are combined a base and contact
points secured to ihe base, a portion only of which are
provided with binding nosts. Means are supplied for
groaoing 'he po'nts, together with movable switch arms,
each provided with means for completing a different cir-
cuit through the contact points,

658,929. Electrical Semaphore System. Judson
Shoecraft, Topeka. and Charles C. Gardiner.
Bradford, Kan, ; Shoecraft assignor to Gardiner.
Application field June 30, 1S99.

Th's signal system comprises a number of sigoals, each
having an operiting mechanism, each mechanism com-
prising a motnr f >r actuating the signal, and a locking
magnet for ho'ding th™ signal aga-nst movement. A source
of electricity is supplied, with which the m 'tors are con-
nected in inultinle, and a separate source of electricity
with which the magnets are connert°d in series, the cir-
cuits of the two sources of electricity including a common
conductor and a relay for openine and closing the com-
mon conductor. This rela^ has its winding terminals con-
necred with onposite insu'ated rails of a trackway, while
a battery for the relay has its terminals connected wih the
rails. A circuit-breaker is in the local circuit of each
motor, this circuit-breaker being operated and he'd oper-
ative by that portion of the meclian'sm whirh is held by
the locking magnet. By this means, when thfl locking-
magnet circuit is brokpn at the relay, the circuit-breaker
will be released to close the local circuit of the motor.

NO 659.096.

658,997. Electrical Propelling Apparatus. David
Ferret, Neufchatel, Switzerland. Application
filed June 20, 1900.

In electrical prooellitig apparatus are combined a ratchet
wheel and a click pivoted to the armature of an electro-
magnet, the armature being acted upo 1 by an accumulator
intended to colle-t the p iwer obtained from the attraction
of the armature by the elei^iromagnet. with two inde-
pendent contact devices placed in one and the same c'rcuit.
One of these contact devices is intended to cause the in-
ducting of the electromagnet, and consists of two fixed insul-
ated terminals, to one of which is fixed a spr ng, bear-
ing an insu'ated to'th, oper -ting a clit^k gearing into
the rat- bet wheel, and bearing against a fixed contact piece.
The fifxion of the spring alone causes a slight sl<d ng at

this contact, and the other contift device, intended to

stop the electromagnet, consists also in two iix^d and io-
sulated terminals, to one of which is attached a spring
pressing the click into gear with the nt het wheel by
means of. an insulated tenth. Tlie other terminal forms
the fixed contact piec, against which the flexion of spring
alone causes the slight gliding at the contact point. (See
cut.)

659.012, Automobile. Otto V. Bachelle, Chicago,
III. Application filed October 2. 1899.

The invention combines in an automobile motor, a driver,
a train of gears, one of which is connecled for driving

the driver, a shaft to which the other of the gears is se-
cured, and a flexible hi de having its ends loosely con-
nected with the siiaft and m tor respectively.

659,080, Supporting Frame for Motors of Electric
Carriages. Charles A. Lindstrom, Chicago, 111..

assignor to the Hewitt-Lindstrom Motor com-
pany, Chicago, 111. Application filed May 5,

1899.

In an electric vehicle are included two corresponding
longitudinal side bars or perches, the forward ends of
which converge toward e-<ch otli^r, and are ind pe idently
swiveled to the front axle; their rear ends are loosely
mounted on the rear axle if th- motors. M-ans are pro-
vided for imparting the motion of [he motors to the rear
axle, and casings are shown within which the motors are
housed, the casings hav ng their rear e-^ds indepe-ident y
supijorted on the rear axle, a-'d their forward ends sup-
ported by tbe side bars or perches.

659,096. Combined Relay and Repeater for Tele-
phone Lines. Edward C. Paramore, Philadel-
phia, Pa., assignor of one-half to Howard T.
Goodwin, Ridley Park, Pa. Application filed

November 18, 1899.

_
In a relay and repeater are combined two telephone

lines, two repeating magnets arranged to h". actuated one
by each of the telephone tines, iwo microphones arrahged
to be actuited one by each of the reneating magnets, an
induction coil, a first primary on the induction coil con-
nected with one of the micr phones, and a second primary
on the induction coil connected to the other f 'he micro-
phones. Batteries are in circuit with each of the pri-
maries, and a secondary on the induction coil lias eaci of
its free ends connected to one of the telephone lines,
CSee cut.)

659,121. Appliance for Automobiles. Edward W.
Ayres, Washington, D. C, Application filed

June 16, 1900.

The inventor describes a motor, a source of motive sup-
ply for an autom ^bile. Connect! 'ns between the mntor and
supply, a movable device under the contra' of th-^ driver
and arranged in one pnsit'on to interrupt the con lectio is,

and a 1 auxiliary movable devi e local d so as to be ac-
cessible to the passengers, and so consTU'-ted -s to inter-
rup' thq connections in one position, and thereby stop the
vehicle,

659,134- Self-closing Valve for Steam Pipes. Frank
W. Churchouse, Tacoma, and Henry O. Bene-
dict, Seattle, Wash. Application filed January
25, 1899.'

The device embraces a self-closin? valve compr-sing a
glob^-shaped case, a r itatable shaft mounted in th case
and having a lever arm fixed to the out-^r end thereof .4

swinging gate is in the case, and carried by the shaft.
There are in addition a ratchet wheel with which the lever
engages, a toothed arm pivotiUy mounted near its center
and engaging the ratchet wheel, snd electricady operated
means for tripping the toothed arm.

NO. 659, 142.

659,142. Crossing for Suspended Electric Conduct-
ors. John Floyd, Washington, D. C. Applica-
tion filed February 2, 1900.

In a crossing for suspended electric conductors is an
angular plate supp'-rting two blo-^ks •nterm'-diate in the
main rondunt^r, th«se blocks having glnts and grooves
Therein. Slid-ng rods moun'ed in the grooves h -ve lu 'S

projec'ing acr''ss the slots, and similarly cur ed arms are
pivoted at the'r enters in th" apex of the angular pl^te,
the arms being reversed with respect to each th-r, and
having flanees at one end and sl"ts at the o her e d,

adapted to eneage the lugs throu h -he slots a 'd to ooerate
the sl'ding rods, ihe arms baing raised and lowered by the
trolley. (See cut.)

659,169. Mechanism for Supplying Electric Power
to Railway Cars. George F. Gale, Boston,
Mass. Application filed March 21, 1899.

In a mechanism for operat'ng cars by electric power is a
pivoted cnntact disk in the roadb- d havino more than
two contact pnints Ther" is also a rnnta"t p-'int so ar-
ranged that a partiil r volution of th" disk sh^l' make
and break contact 'th°rew th, and a third rai' with wh'ch
the disk is in electrical conne-tion so arra ""g^d that \ pm-
je-'tion on the car may engage the rail and operate the
disk.

659.178. Electric-railway System. Edmund C. Mor-
gan, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Morgan Elec-
tric Machine company, Chicago, 111. Applica-
tion filed January 2, 1900.

An electric- railway sysfm is described, embracing
track rails, ^ truck, snpporting whee's therefor, arranged
to ciperate on the r=ii's. a t^anti^n rack arranged parallel
with the tr"'ck rails, and supoi^rnng stringers fnr the rack
The r>ck is arranged between th" st'-ingprs, and a nrnnel'-

ing ffear is mounted on the 'ruck and arranged *o en'er
the space b'"tween the stringers to engaoe the rack. The
motor is carried by the truck for operating the propelling
gear.

659.179. Combined Third and Traction Rail for

Electric Railways. Edmund C. Morgan. Chi-
cago, III., assignor to the Morgan Electric Ma-
chine company. Chicago, 111. Application filed

January 2. 1900.

A combined th'rd and traction rail for electric railways
com^r'ses p'ates having coinings formed through them to

receive the cogs of th" traction gear or wheel, and tongues
formed at the ends of the openings to form a bearing for

the cogs.

Reissue.

11,859. Electric Railway. Justus B. Entz, Philadel-

phia, Pa., assignor to the General Electric com-
pany of New York. Anpliration filed Antrnst

% 1900. Original No. 619,287, dated February
14. 1899.

Mca^s are nrnvided for operating motor crs from each
end c.f a train wlr'-h comprise a rrain-conductnv circuit or
systenn and identical controllers on "ach motor car pri-
vided respftctivlv w'th d 'vices for arranf^nq the m"tnrs
and train-condu~tor cir-iii', or svstem, in fixed combina-
tion on the rear car, and with d*^vices for cutting out the

train-conductor circuit, or system, and reversing the mo-
tors on the front car.
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Metropolitan Street-railway System of
Kansas City.

Tlie street-railway lines in Kansas City that are

now consolidated into one system and controlled by
the Metropolitan Street Railway company repre-

sent a development from two horse-car systems.

One of these systems was operated by w-hat was
known as the Corrigan Consolidated Street Rail-

way company. The other line, running south on
Grand avenue, was controlled by the Westport and
Kansas City Horse Railway company. On June i6,

1SS5, the first cable railway in Kansas City was
opened up for travel. It ran from the Union depot
over Ninth and Eighth streets to the corner of

Eighth street and Woodland avenue, passing over

the Ninth street incline, the route being practically

the same as is used to-day for the Union depot
cable line. This cable road, which was known as

the Kansas City cable railways is said to have been
the third system built in this country, the earlier

ones having been installed in San Francisco and
Chicago. The next step was made by the Westport
company changing from animal power to a cable

by the company, but as yet no definite plans have
been decided upon, except that it is understood
in a general way that eventually all of the lines will

be electrically operated, save probably the Ninth
street incline, which, on account of its steep grade,

will probably be handled by a cable for some time

to come.

Kansas City is located on the western boundary
line of Missouri, at the juncture of the Kansas or

Kaw" River with the Missouri River. The city lies

wholly south of the Missouri River and on both
sides of the Kaw River, the state line between

Kansas and Missouri, which runs south from the

confiuence of the tw'o rivers, dividing the city into

Kansas City. Mo., and Kansas City, Kan. The
retail business and residence portions are situated

on a bluff or a series of hills south of the Missouri

River. In the lowlands or East and West Bottoms

are located many manufacturing plants and the

stockyards. The general plan of the city may be

highest grade traveled by any street car in the city.

The main supports of the structure are of steel,

while the floor and railings are of wood. The in-

cline has a double-track cable line and lands pas-

sengers at the Union depot on a station about 35
feet above the street level.

On the Twelfth street cable line there Is an in-

cline, 1,300 feet long, extending from Lincoln street

on the bluflf to Mulberry street on the bottoms. Of
the inclined structure about 600 feet is on a grade

of 12^,4 per cent. This incline (Fig. 4) runs on to

a viaduct, as does the Ninth street incline, to cross

over the tracks and yards of the steam railroads

which enter the Union depot. A double-track cable

road is operated over the structure, but a change

of motive power to electricity is under consideration.

In Fig. 8 is given a view^ of the West Bottoms look-

ing west from the bluff. The picture shows the

Twelfth street incline at the extreme left and the

Union depot and Ninth street incline at the right.

The elevated electric railway, of which mention will

be made later, is seen running to the west from
the depot station.

railway. The main Corrigan line was then al-

tered for cable operation, and the name of the

company was changed to Metropolitan Street

Railway company. In 1895 the Metropolitan

company acquired control of the Kansas City

cable and the Grand avenue, or Westport, sys-

tems. At the present time the company operates

directly, or has under its management, all the

street-railway lines in the cities of Kansas City,

Mo., and Kansas City, Kan., excepting the East

Side Electric Railway company, w*ich operates

what is known as the Heim line in the north-

eastern part of Kansas City, Mo.

The lines of the Metropolitan Street Railway com-

pany ramify from the business center of the city

to all the principal residence and park districts and

also reach the wholesale business and stockyards

portions of the two cities. A suburban road runs

east to Independence, Mo. Up to about four years

ago practically all the lines in the city were oper-

ated by cable, there being a few miles of horse and

electric railways. Since that time changes have

been making rapidly. Many of the old cable roads

have been supplanted by electric lines, the anmial-

power lines have been electrically equipped and

extensions have been added. As it stands to-day

the Metropolitan system comprises 160 miles of

single track in daily use. Of this trackage 113 miles

is electrically operated, the remaining 47 m>'es still

being driven by cable. Work is now progressing

on the overhead construction of tivo cable hues, and

before the vear is over it is expected that they will

be changed to electric roads. The two lines re-

ferred to have a mileage in single track of nearly

II miles, and when in operation, they will bring

the mileage of the electric system tip to 124 miles

Other important changes are being contemplated

Power House.

FIG. I. METROPOLITAN STREET-RAILWAV SVSTEM OF KAN-

SAS CITY.—KAW RIVER ELECTRIC PLANT.

seen from the map shown on the next page. This

map also shows the street-railway lines of the Met-

ropolitan Street Railway company (solid black lints),

the East Side Electric Railway company or Heim

line (broken line) and the beginning of the Kansas

City-Leavenworth Railway company at Grand View

(dot and dash line).

Physical Features and Track Construction.

Situated as the city is at quite an elevation above

the river bottoms, and being broken up throughout

its whole surface with hills, both short and sleep

and long and rolling, the engineering problems of

a system of street-railway lines that must cover or

reach all parts of the city are necessarily varied,

and many of them of rather difficult solution as

compared with ordinary street-railway construction.

One of the most interesting sections of the road is

what is known as the Ninth street incline, shown

in Fig 3, in the group of illustrations on page 245-

This incline extends from the street-railway station

at the Union depot to the top of the bluff on Nmth

street It is 1,200 feet long and about two-thirds

of the structure has a grade of i851. per cent, the

That part of the Metropolitan system for-

merly under the control of the Kansas City

Elevated Railway company extends from the

center of the city west to Kansas City, Kan.,

across the Kaw River, and there divides into

the Chelsea Park, Edgerton and Grand View
branches. The line, with branches, comprises
over 20 miles of single track, and it is elec-

trically operated. To cross Main and Dela-

ware streets on Eighth street, there being

considerable of a depression at that point,^ a

steel viaduct was built (Fig. 7). This viaduct,

which is used exclusively for street-railway

purposes, extends from Walnut to Wall street, a

distance of 800 feet. The structure is all of steel,

with creosote-wood ties embedded in asphalt, and

was erected at an expense of $75,000 by the

Metropolitan company. The maximum elevation,

that at Delaware street, is 19 feet, while the

maximum grade is six per cent. A station has

been built at Main street near the center of the

viaduct. In Fig. 6 is shown the "Junction" of

Delaware and Main streets at the center of the

city, the elevated structure crossing Main street be-

ing seen at the right.

Instead of going over the steep bluff at Eighth

street, as is done at Ninth and Tw-elfth streets, a

tunnel was cut through the limestone hill. This

tunnel is faced and arched with brick and has a grade

of S'/i per cent. It is 700 feet long, 22 feet in width

and has a height of 22 feet to the center of the arch.

The vertical distance from the roof of the tunnel to

Pcnn street at the top of the bluff is 60 feet. Leading

from the west entrance of the tunnel is a viaduct

to the Union depot station over the steam-railroad

yards. This elevated structure is extended straight

west from the depot station on Central avenue
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through the packing and stockyards district to

Riverview in Kansas City, Kan. The elevated

structure, which is mostly of steel construction, with

standard ties and 60-pound rails, is about 1V2 miles

in length. It crosses the Kaw River by means of a

600-foot, double-deck, steel bridge, the lower deck

being used by vehicles and foot passengers. Sta-

tions with waiting rooms are placed at convenient

distances along the elevated railway. Fig. 2 shows
the west entrance of the tunnel, and the beginning

of the elevated structure, while Fig. 9 (on this page)

is a view of the east end of the tunnel. As the ele-

this new viaduct has been erected, as seen in Fig.

5, but the roadbed is not yet complete. The viaduct

is of steel plate-girder construction, supported by
latticed posts resting on 30 to 36-foot concrete piers,

the piers being placed on the natural limestone bed-

rock. It has a total length between abutments of 385
feet and consists of five spans, each 65 feet between
bents, and two 30-foot towers. The total weight of

steel used is 1,300,000 pounds. The maximum depth

of the gorge below the viaduct is 100 feet. There
will be a wagon track 25 feet wide, two car tracks

taking up a width of 20H feet and a 7^/^-foot walk,

Two classes of rails are used in the city for new
construction. One of these is the girder rail de-

scribed above, and weighing from 103 to 109 pounds,
while the other has been recently adopted for tie-

rod construction. The latter is a modification of

a type of center-bearing rail made by the Lorain
Steel company, the weight being increased from 82
to about 90 pounds to the yard. The rail has a

five-inch base, a total height of 6 9-32 inches and
a 2i/4-inch wearing face. The rails are. 60 feet in

length and have tie-rod holes six feet apart. All

deep rails, and especially those in the trench con-

MAP OF KANSAS CITY STREET-RAILWAY SYSTEMS.

vated road passes directly in front of the Kaw River

power house, the electrical feeder cables distributing

from this station are carried both ways on the ele-

vated structure. Twelve of the positive feeders

leading east pass through the Eighth street tunnel,

10 being supported on brackets at the side and two
overhead, as shown in Fig. 9. The two trolley

wires are carried through in troughs.

Another road connecting the two Kansas Cities

is the Fifth street electric line. This road also runs

to the Union depot and is built on the surface

FIG. 10. METROPOLITAN STREET-RAILWAY SYSTEM.

—

BOILER ROOM OF KAW RIVER POWER HOUSE.

throughout, except where it crosses the railroad

tracks on Bluff street by means of a 60-foot viaduct.

Of suburban lines, the Metropolitan company has

a line running through Armourdale, in Kansas City,

Kan., to the suburb of Argentine, a distance of six

miles from the Junction, and a line to the suburb of

Rosedalc (four miles in length), along Southwest
boulevard. On the east is the intcrurban line running

to Independence, a distance of 10 miles from the

Junction, of which mention will be made later. The
Argentine line crosses the Kaw River twice, over

600-foot bridges. In all, the Metropolitan system

has four crossings of the Kaw River.

Where the Metropolitan's Northeast electric line,

formerly the Central electric railway, crosses the

Agnes avenue gorge on Lexington avenue a mod-
ern steel viaduct is being erected, lo take the place

of an old wooden trestlcwork. The structure of

the total width over all being 55^/^ feet. The abut-

ments are of concrete and contain 1,500 cubic yards

of that material. The railway tracks will be laid

10 feet three inches between centers and will be

protected by a double set of guard rails. Steel side

poles will be used for supporting the trolley wires

and an ornamental steel railing will be placed at

the sides of the tracks. Eighty-five-pound, stand-

ard T-rails will be laid on wooden ties. For the

vehicle and footways the flooring will consist of con-

crete arches covered with asphalt. As the Agnes av-

enue viaduct will.eventually be a portion of the city's

boulevard system that is now being constructed, the

structure was designed with that idea in view. It

was built solely by the Metropolitan company, under

the approval of the park commissioners, and, when
completed, will have cost about $80,000. The con-

struction of this solidly built viaduct where a less

expensive one might have sufficed is an example

of the enterprise and public spirit of the Metropoli-

tan company.

Another good piece of engineering work con-

structed by the company is at a point on this same

Northeast line a few rods farther east, where Glad-

stone boulevard crosses Anderson avenue. Here

an open steel arch has been erected over Anderson

avenue, with a 60-foot span. The arch has a con-

crete, arched flooring, covered with asphalt paving

and native-stone abutments. Two electric-railway

tracks pass through the arch, the height in the

clear being 12 feet. The opening extends the full

width of the boulevard, 80 feet.

In the way of track equipment, the company is do-

ing away with all its old side-bearing rails and is

putting in girder rails. A contract was recently

let for the reconstruction of the Main street loop

on the Eighteenth street line, the motive power be-

ing changed from cable to electric. On this line

the rails will be laid by what is known in Kansas

City as the "concrctc-lrench" construction. This

consists in having the rails embedded in a trench

filled with concrete the entire length of the rails.

Center-bearing girder rails, weighing 103 pounds

to the yard and nine inches in height, will be used.

It is intended that all urban track construction

will eventually be of this concrete-trench construc-

tion, which thus dispenses with all ties and other

perishable material, making the life of the track ,

dependent only upon the durability of the steel in

the rails.

stiuct on ha^e cast weld joints The company has
found tint cist weld joints on rails between six and
nine inches in height are a success when made
with care but experience has pio\en that it is not
eronomy to weld four inch rails The rails on the

electric lines are bonded with the ordinal y No.
copper bond and a consideiable amount of return-

feedci copper is used

Kaw River Power House.

The extensive operation of the lines now form-
ing the Metropolitan system in early days by cable

necessitated the maintenance of several cable-drive

power houses in different parts of the city. As the

change to electricity progressed some of these cable

stations were abandoned, to some was added elec-

trical generating machinery and two exclusively

electric power houses were erected. The largest

of these two new power houses and the one which
is by far the most interesting of all the eight sta-

tions, both cable and electric, now operated by
the Metropolitan company, is the Kaw River power
house, or, as it is sometimes called, the Central

avenue power house. This station is located on the

west bank of the Kaw River, in Kansas City, Kan.,

just south of the elevated railway on Central avenue.

It supplies electric current to practically all of the

Metropolitan lines on both sides of the river out-

side of the Kansas City and Independence interurban

line, which receives its current from the other new

FIG. 9. METROPOLITAN STREHT-UAILWAV SVSTKM.

—

EAST
ENTRANCE TO EIGHTH STREET TUNNEL.

electric power house on the Blue River, cast of the

city.

The Kaw River power house (Fig. I, page 243)

is built of brick, with Phoenix limestone trimmings

and has a steel framework. It is divided into an

engine room and a boiler room, side by side, with

a brick wall between. The foundations rest on the

^and-bed of the river, 25 feet' below the surface of

the ground. The engine room has dimensions of

144 by 63 feet and the boiler room is 144 feet long
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and 51 feet wide, both rooms having a height of

33 feet seven inches from the top of the foundations

to the under side of the bottom chords of the roof
trusses. An unloading coal shed, 41 by 20 feet, is

located on the east or boiler-room side of the build-
ing. Starting with the mechanical equipment in the

boiler room (Fig. 10), there are installed six 250-

horsepower Babcock & Wilcox high-pressure boil-

ers, with wrought-steel headers, and two 500-horse-

power Cahall. Babcock & Wilcox double-deck boil-

ers, with flowed-steel headers. All these boilers

are tested for 250 pounds' working pressure. The
first six boilers are equipped with Babcock & Wil-
cox chain-grate stokers, while the Cahall boilers,

which have furnaces 10 feet wide, are equipped with
chain-grate stokers furnished by the Green Engi-
neering company. A 75 by 50-foot brick addition

now being built on the south end of the boiler

room will contain four 500-horsepower Cahall boil-

ers, similar to those already installed. With this

addition is being erected a 180-foot steel stack,

100 inches in diameter and similar to the present
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steam header supported on brackets on the parti-

tion wall between the engine and boiler rooms.
Each boiler is connected to this header by reverse-
bend sweeps, to allow for expansion and contrac-
tion. Extra heavy gate valves, with by-passes of

the Crane type, are used throughout the station.

All the steam piping is extra heavy, with flowed-
steel flanges, shrunk and riveted. A peculiarity of

the steam-pipe line is its simplicity and the small

amount of it. The piping has been used constantly
for four years without a single leaky joint occurring.
A four-inch auxiliary pipe line is connected across
all the boilers from which the auxiliary units are

supplied with steam. The overflow from the con-
densers is carried through a 12-inch pipe into a hot
well or tank beneath the boiler room from which
the feed pumps draw their water. Additional water
to supply the loss through evaporation, etc., is taken
from the city water mains, being automatically

trapped into the tank as needed.
In the engine room (Fig. 1) are four Reynolds-

Corliss compound-condensing engines built by the
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Engine No. 4, the farthest one seen in the illus-

tration, is a cross-compound, with cylinders 36 and
72 inches in diameter, a 60-inch stroke and 75 revolu-

tions. It is connected to a Wheeler surface con-

denser, having 5,000 square feet of cooling surface.

The air pump is of the AUis vertical type, 42 inches

in diameter. Circulating water is pumped by a

vertical Allis pumping engine, equipped with Cor-

liss cylinder and valve gear. This pump has a

capacity of 5,000,000 gallons a day. The generator

connected to this engine is one of the largest rail-

way generators now in operation. It was con-

structed by the General Electric company and is

nearly a duplicate of the large machine recently

installed in Cleveland. It is a 22-pole, 1,550-kilowatt,

550-volt, direct-current generator, and has an over-

load rating of 50 per cent, for three hours. This

unit was installed only last August. All the gen-

erators are directly connected and are compounded
for a 10 per cent, rise of voltage at full-load current.

All of the engmes have a working steam pressure

of 165 pounds. The station is equipped with open-

5 Agnes Ave:

steel Stack. The boilers are connected to the

stacks by brick flues. They are supported by

steel I-beams resting on the masonry foundations.

The flooring of the boiler room is of concrete,

covered with granatoid.

Coal is dumped from the cars into the unload-

ing shed and is shoveled by hand into receiving

hoppers, from which it is carried by means of a

Hunt conveyor, operated by a small engine, to

large coal bins, holding 1,000 tons of coal, above and

in front of the boilers. From these bins the coal is

fed by gravity through pendulum chutes to the stoker

hoppers of the boilers. Two bins, located centrally

between the coal bins and in front of the stack, are

used for ashes. The same conveyor that is used for

the coal carries the ashes, which are loaded by hand,

to the ash bins above, from which the ashes are

conveyed by gravity through chutes to cars outside

the building. The coal and ashes are handled manu-

ally only in filling the hoppers of the conveyor.

Cherokee slack coal, mined in the southern part of

Kansas and in Indian Territory, is used at this and all

the stations of the Metropolitan company. It costs

$1.40 a ton on the car at the station, and has an

equivalent of about 10,000 heat units to a pound.

The feed-water for the boilers is supplied by two

Worthington Admiralty steam pumps. The water

is heated by being passed through a 3,000-horse-

power Berryman heater, the steam for which is

supplied from the auxiliary units, such as boiler

pumps, compressor, etc., through a 16-inch exhaust

main. The supply of steam from these auxiliaries is

sufficient to heat all the water to 175° or 180° Fahr-

-enheit. The boilers are connected to a 16-inch mam

Fig. 3. Ninth Street Iodine.

Fig. 6. The Junction.

Fig. 8. West Bottoms, Showing Ninth Street Incline and Union

VIEWS OF THE METROPOLITAN STREET-RAILWAY SYSTEM
KANSAS CITY.

Edward P. Allis company. Engine No. i, the first

one, beginning at the north end, is a tandem-com-

pound engine, with cylinders 30 and 60 inches in

diameter and a 48-inch stroke, running at 80 revolu-

tions a minute. It is connected to a Wheeler sur-

face condenser with 3,000 square feet of cooling

surface. The air and circulating pumps for this

unit are of the well-known Reynolds vertical type,

the air pump being operated by a Corliss cylinder

(14 by 18 inches) and valve gear. Directly con-

nected to this engine is a 1,200-kilowatt, 550-volt,

direct-current Walker generator, having an over-

load rating of 50 per cent, for six hours. The sec-

ond unit consists of a cross-compound engine (28

by 56 by 60 inches), with similar condenser and

Blake combination air and circulating pump, di-

rectly ccniiected to a 1,200-kilowatt generator, a

duplicate of the first, except that its overload rating

is for onlv three hours. The next engine is ii 22

by 44 by 48-inch tandem-compound, revolving at 90

revolutions and connected to a condenser with 1.800

square feet of cooling surface, operated by a Blake

pump It is directly connected to a 550-kilowatt,

550-voll General Electric generator, having an over-

load rating of 50 per cent, for three hours.

Depot

OF

Fig 4. Twelfth Street Incline.

Fig. 7. Eighth Street Viaduct.

air exhaust, so that any engine can be run

non-condensing in case of failure of the

water supply. Water for the condensers is

taken through two 20-inch pipes from the

Kaw River, the overflow returning through

a 48-inch tunnel. A gravity oiling system

is installed in the station, the oil being

taken from a tank in the basement by oil pumps
and forced to overhead tanks in the engine room,

whence it is piped by gravity to sight-feed oil cups

on the engines. After passing over the bearings,

the oil is caught in receptacles and piped back to

Turner oil filters, and thence to the tank in the

basement. The system is a continuous and auto-

matic one. A 32-ton, 63-foot-span, hand-power

traveling crane, made by the Brown Hoisting and

Conveying Machine company, is used for hand-

ling heavy machinery in the engine room. This

power station was designed by D. W. Dozier, the

mechanical engineer of the Metropolitan company,

and he may justly be proud of its economical op-

eration, as shown by the tables referred to later in

this article.

The switchboard, also illustrated in Fig. i, is

double-decked, the feeder panels being placed on a

steel gallery. This gallery and the stairs leading to it

have ornamental railings, which make a yery

pleasing efifcct. Of the five panels on the ground

floor, the center one is a wattmeter panel and con-

tains a 5.000-ampere Thomson recording watt-

meter. The other four are generator panels, three

of 3,000-ampere capacity and one of 5,000 amperes,
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and each contains a form-K circuit-breaker, a

Weston iiluminated-dial ammeter, two quick-break

switches, a rheostat and switch for the field coils

of a generator and a lightning arrester. At present

there are installed 30 feeder panels, varying in ca-

pacity from 500 to 800 amperes. Each panel con-

tains one form-K automatic circuit-breaker, a lamp
bracket with shade, a Weston round-pattern am-
meter, a quick-break switch and a lightning ar-

rester. On the feeder panels are mounted 13 re-

cording wattmeters to measure the power consumed
by the different electric lines of the railway system.

For all of the generator panels there are two 750-

volt Weston illuminated-dial voltmeters, supported

on a hinged frame, one to measure the line poten-

tial and the other the potential of any generator.

The switchboard is also provided with a 750-volt

recording voltmeter and a 3,000-ampere recording

ammeter of the Bristol type. Each feeder and gen-

erator panel is provided with a lightning arrester,

terminating in a ground plate 72 square feet in size

of No. 16 gauge sheet-copper, buried on sand 16

feet below the basement floor.

Thirty feeders leave the switchboard, one from
each panel, for distribution to the various sections

on the different lines. They are carried from the

panels to and along the north wall on porcelain

insulators, then through the openings in the wall,

where they leave the building, and on iron poles to

the elevated-railway structure, at which, point they

branch for the various roads. Twenty of these cables
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of negative cables. The longest feeder carrying cur-

rent from the power house is to the east end of

the Northeast line, which transmits power to cars

32,100 feet from the power house.

As a result of the careful design of the Kaw River
power house, its location near the river, the cheap
fuel used and the economical working of the plant,

the station has established for itself a record for

economical operation that is probably, equaled by few,

if any, other steam plants in this country. In the

tables on this page and the next are shown the oper-

ating expenses of the station for the first seven

months of 1899 and 1900. It will be noted that in

but one month during the two periods, that of Jan-
uary, igoo, did the operating cost for a kilowatt-

hour exceed one-half of a cent, an'd that was occa-

sioned by an extra large amovmt of coal being
purchased during that month, while the kilowatt

output was small. On the other hand, during April

of this year the cost ran as low as 0.3309 of a cent.

The average cost of operating the station for the

seven months noted in- 1899 was 0.4248 cent a kilo-

watt-hour, while that for the corresponding period in

1900 was 0.41 1 5 cent.

Cable Power Houses.

Excluding the Blue River power house on the

Independence electric line and the Kaw River plant,

the other six power stations of the Metropolitan

company all operate cable machinery. Three of the

six have some electrical equipment. As a typical
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FIG. II. METROPOLITAN STREET-RAILWAY COMPANY'S
BUILDING AND CABLE STATION AT FIFTEENTH

STREET AND GRAND AVENUE.

Another exclusively cable-driving plant is located

at Twelfth and Charlotte streets. Two ropes from
this plant operate the Twelfth street cable line, one
cable running east and the other running west to

the stockyards and passing over the Twelfth street

incline. The ropes are driven by two 28 by 60-inch
Hamilton-Corliss engines, only one being used at

Operating Expenses of Kaw River Power House for Seven Months in 1899.

January. February. March. 1. May. June.

Output of kilowalt-bours 471,394 Kilowatt-hours. 433,291 Kilowatt-h ours. 487,122 Kilowatt-hours. 399,766 Kilowatt-hours. 447,109 Kilowatt-hours. 435.789 Kilowatt-hours. 454,914 Kilowatt-bours.

Total Cost.
Cost Per
Kilowatt-

hour.
Total Cost.

Cost Per
Kilowatt-

hour.
Total Cost.

Cost Per
Kilowatt-

hour.
Total Cost.

Cost Per
Kilowatt-
hour.

Total Cost.
Cost Per
Kilowatt-

hour.
Total Cost.

Cost Per
Kilowatt-

hour.
Total Cost.

Cost Per
Kilowatt-

hour.

EnGineers, firemen, oilers aod
S 486.57

27.31

55-58
1.458-39

20.go

S.001032

.000058

.ooonS

.003094

.0000+4

s 519-97

15.25

59.30
1,310.64

28.24

S.OD1201

.000036

.000137

.003025

.000063

$ 508.69

29.95
30.05

f,403 -30
30.40

9.25
14.10

.S. 001044

.000061

. 000063

.002880

.000062

.000019

.000021

S 554-16

49-05

65 J4
984-03
26.12

24-26

7.20

9.001386

.000123

.000164

.002462

.000065

.000061

.000018

S. 004279

S 499-95

12.75
31-21

1.247.03

25.09

59-80

7-63

£1.883.46

S.001118

.000029

. 0D0070

.0027S9

.000056

.000134

.000017

s 536-91

58.51

1,064.28

35-85

21.25
a. 81

S. 001232

.000134

.000081

.002442

.000082

.000048

.000020

s 554-40

85.98
28.09

1,146.90

47.99

27.33
16.97

S.00121S

.0001S8

. 000062

.002522

.000105

.000061

.000037

Repairs to engines and ma-

Waler
Generator and switchboard, at-

13-23

S2.061.98

.00002S 10.79 .000025

S. 004374 81,944-19 5- 004487 62,025.74 S. 0041 50 81,710.26 S 004213 81,760.54 S 004039 Si.907. 66 S.004 193

Total
Quantity.

Quantity
Per

Kilowatt-
hour.

Total
Quantity.

Quantity
Per

Kilowatt-
hour.

Total
Quantity.

Quantity
Per

Kilowatt-
hour.

Total
Quantity.

Quantity
Per

Kilowatt-
hour.

Tot^il

Quantity.

Quantity
Per

Kilowatt-
hour.

Total
Quantity.

Quantity
Per

Kilowatt-
hour.

Total
Quantity.

Quan'ity
Per

Kilowatt-
hour.

r.lSreous tons
103 gals.

157 gals.

4.885 lb.

*2.2 gals.

*3 gals.

(,077,,3i|;; tons
io8i4 gals.

104^^ gals.

4.971 lb.

«2.5 gals.

*2.4 gals.

1,190 ton=

51^^ gals.
100 gals.

4.885 lb.

*i.i gals.
*2.i pals.

1.019-uSSi tons
17,3^ gals.
200 eals.

5-1 lb.

*3.o8 gals.
*5.oo2gaIs.

i,I23aSoo tons
70 gals.

100 eals.

5-025 lb.

*i.56 gals.
*2.23 gals.

972 tons
90 g=ils.

100 eals.

4.46 lb.

*2.i gals.

*2.3 e^ls.

1,010 tons
80 gals.
100 gals.

4.44 lb

*i.77 gals.
*2.22 ea's.

Cylinder oil, number of ga^llons

Engine oil. number of gallons..

*Nuraber of gallons per 10,000 kilowatt-hours.

are carried to the east, 12 of them passing through
the Eighth street tunnel. With the completion of

the Main and Eighteenth street electric line, four ad-

ditional feeder panels and cables will be added. The
feeders vary in size from 300,000 to 1,000,000 circular

mils, and have a total area (including the four

new feeders) of 21,459,200 circular mils. There are

four i,ooo,ooo-circular-mil and one 650,000-circular-

mil return or negative cables, which are carried

along the elevated structure to the power house, en-

tering the basement of the building through an

underground duct. Tliey then pass up in brass

tubes through the engine-room floor to the negative

bus-bar of the switchboard. Four other 1,000,000-

circular-mil return cables tap on to the rails and
the elevated structure. The aggregate length of

all the electrical feeder cables used on the system

is nearly 175 miles, 25 miles of which is composed

cable station may be taken that at the Fifteenth

street and Grand avenue plant. This building,

shown in Fig. 11, besides the cable plant, con-

tains the general offices of the Metropolitan
company. An interior view of the engine room is

given in Fig. 12. This station operates two cables

on the Fifteenth and Walnut street line, and until

the recent change to electric power, drove a cable

on the Grand avenue and Westport system. There
ii.re two simple Reynolds-Corliss engines, 36 by 48

and 32 by 48 inches in size, one of the engines be-

ing held in reserve. The cable-winding gear was
manufactured by Poole & Hunt of Baltimore. Four
200-horsepower Babcock & Wilcox engines, fed by
hand, are located in the boiler room. The engine

room also contains a General Electric generator

•driven by a high-speed Armington & Sims engine

for lighting the offices and building.

FIG. 12. METROPOLITAN STREET-RAILWAV SV.STEM.—ENGINE ROOM OF FIFTEENTH AND GRAND AVENUE STATION.

a time. The cable machinery, made by the Walker
Manufacturing company of Cleveland, is located
in the basement under the engine room. There
are three 200-horsepower Babcock & Wilcox boil-

ers. At this station are also located the principal

shops of the company, including the machine, wood-
working, paint and electrical shops, and also the

offices of the electrical engineer and master me-
chanic. The shops are equipped with improA'ed

machinery for doing all repair work, rebuilding old

cars and making all kinds of repairs to the elec-

trical machinery and apparatus. The machinery in

the shops is driven by a 30-horsepower motor.
Electric current for lighting, testing and power pur-
poses is received over a feeder wire from the Kaw
River power house. Trolley wire is in place over all

the tracks, and all motors and car equipments are
tested before being turned out for service. Cars are

also stored here for the division point. Other car

barns are located on the Southwest boulevard line,

on the Northeast line, at an old cable power house
at Tenth and Euclid streets, and at four of the pres-

ent cable plants. The largest car barn of the com-
pany is a new one located on the elevated railway

in Kansas City, Kan., where provision is made for

storing 200 cars.

The Eighth street and Woodland avenue plant op-
erates four ropes, comprising 05.000 feet of cable.

Poole & Hunt winding gear is used. The Cable

machinery is driven by one-half of the Reynolds-
Corliss quadruple-compound engine, that was in

use in the Machinery building at the World's Fair

in Chicago. The original unit was split up and
the portion used at this station is operated as a

tandem-compound, high-pressure, non-condensing
engine. The cylinders are 26 and 40 inches in di-

ameter, the stroke is 72 inches and the engine

makes 40 revolutions a minute on 170 pounds'
steam pressure. The flywheel of the engine, 32

feet in diameter and weighing 160,000 pounds, is

one of tlie largest wheels in the country. The sta-

tion also has a 28 by 48-inch Wright engine belted

to a 300-kilowalt, 550-volt General Electric gener-

ator, which is used in helping out the electric lines
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FIG. 13. METROPOLIT.\N ^TREET-R.\IL\VAV SYSTE.M.— MOi OK-DUIVEN CABLE PLANT.

in times of accident or heavy load. The switch-

board consists of a 3.000-ampere generator pane!
and four 300-ampere feeder panels. Four of the

well-known Babcock & Wilcox boilers are used.

They are of 400 horsepower each and 'are equipped
with chain-grate stokers.

Two cables are driven by one of twin engines, at

cuit-breaker, a Weston voltmeter, a 600-ampere,
double-pole, double-throw reversing switch, two
600-ampere main switches, 48 50-ampere starting

switches, a field switch, a main starting rheostat and
a lightning arrester.

As the necessity of making repairs or the putting

in of a new cable demands that the speed of the

247

through the water connections. The severe loads
on the cable line cause a variation iu the opera-
tion of the motor, the load running as heavy
as 650 horsepower at times, while at other times,

when the cars are bunched on the decline of the

road, the motor has been operated as a generator,
developing as much as 20 horsepower, which is fed

back into the Kaw River power house, whence the

motor normally'- receives its current. The average
load is 146 horsepower. The driving of the cable

and motor, including friction, without any cars

on the line, requires 117 horsepower.

Independence and Fairmount Park Line.

The Metropolitan company's main suburban vail-

vvay runs from Fifteenth and Askew streets in

Kansas City east to Independence, the county seat

of Jackson County, Mo., the eastern end of the line

being about 10 miles distant from the Junction.

The road passes close by Washington Park, and a

i^/^-mile branch has been constructed to Fairmount
Park, which is now regarded as the best park in

or near the city. The road, which is double-tracked,

has a single-track mileage of 16.8 miles. This line

was originally owned by the Kansas City, Inde-

pendence and Park Railway company, and was
operated with steam-dummy engines. In 1895 the

road was changed to an electric line, the overhead
trolley and feeders being erected without interfer-

ing with the train service. Fairmount Park (about

100 acres in area) has a number of beautiful natural

Operating Expenses of Kaw River Power House for Seven Months in 1900.

January. February. March. April. May. June. Ju ly.

Output of kilowatt-bours 539,000 Kilowatt-hours. 572,18? Kilowatt-hours. 746,084 Kilowatt-hours. 812,789 Kilowatt-hours. 894,415 Kilowatt-hours. 878,604 Kilowatt-hours. 960,589 Kilowatt-hours.

Total Cost.
Cost Per
Kilowatt-

hour.
Total Cost

Cost Per
Kilowatt-
hour.

Total Cost.
Cost Per
Kilowatt-

liotir.

Total Cost.
Cost Per
Kilowatt-

hour.
Total Cost.

Cost Per
Kilowatt-

hour.
Total Cost.

Cost Per
Kilowatt-

hour.
Total Cost.

Cost Per
Kilowatt-

hour.

Engineers, firemen, oilers and
S 559-S9

42.58
S.io

2,100.33
66.29

103.53
51-45

S.001038

.000079

.000015

.003896

.000124

.000193

.000095

S 581.75

35-77
71-85

1,610.33

66.53

98.84
4.00

S.001016

.000063

.000126

.002S15

.000115

.000173

.000007

S 607.72

14.83

42.09
2,052.42

59-90

S.000S14

.0DQO19

.000056

.002759

.000090

.00009:

.000001

S 627.08

32.70

56.33

1,879.92

53.10

29.79
11.36

S. 00077

2

.000040

.000069
002312
.000065

.000037

.000014

S 694.93

39-71

69.88
2.300.88

42.77

139.97
.48

S.OOC777

. 000044

.000078

.002572

.000048

.000156

.000001

s 770.51

122.12

+8.03

2,356.08
46.12

102.85

6.40

S.000876

.000139

.000054

.002682

.000053

.000117

.000008

s 783.23

61.83

115.77
3-004,27

49.26

117.79
18.14

S.000815

.000065
Repairs to engines and machin-
ery

.003127

.000052Water
Generator and switchboard, at-

$2,932-17 S. 005440 52,469.07 s.004305 52,837-63 S. 003830 $2,690.28 5.003309 S3. 288. 62 S. 003676 £3,452.11 s. 003929 £4,150.29 S. 004320

Coal and Oil Used. Total
Quantity.

Quantity
Per

Kilowatt-
hour.

Total
Quantity.

Quantity
Per

Kilowatt-
hour.

Total
Quantity.

Quantity
Per

Kilowatt-
hour.

Total
Quantity.

Quantity
Per

Kilowatt-
hour.

Total
Quantity.

Quantity
Per

Kilowatt-
hour.

Total
Quantity.

Quantity
Per

Kilowatt-
hour.

Total
Quantity,

Quantity
Per

Kilowatt-
hour.

Coal, number of tons
Cylinder oil, number of gallons.
Engine oil, number of gallons...

lyC^in^ojj tons 6.23 lb. i.aag/b'aii tons
200.5 Ra's.
300 gals.

4.68 lb.

*3.5 gals
*5.24 gals.

itS55v.i-5Tjtons

152 gals.

4.8 lb.

*2.3gals.
i,973.iVoo tons
151.5 eais.

95 Rals.

4.85 lb.

*i.H6gals.
^^1.17 gals.

2,2o8.v5oo tons
300 gals.

152.5 gals.

4.93 lb.

^"3-35 sals.
*i.7 gals.

i.857.-g^ntons
100 gals.

200 gals.

4.22 lb.

'i-i.i4gals.

*2.2? gals.

2,250-2o"jc t's

402.6 gals.

250 gals.

4.86 lb.

*4.i9BalF.
*2.6 gals.

*Number of gallons per 10,000 kilowatt-hours.

the Eighteenth and Olive street station. The en-

gines, which are of the Hamilton-Corliss type, also

drive a i2S-kilowatt, 550-volt belted Westing-

house generator, that furnishes current for the Vine

street and Prospect avenue electric lines. The
cable-winding gear is of the Walker type. There

are also two generators, driven by Armington &
Sims engines, that are used in case of emergency.

The boilers, three in number, are of the Babcock

& Wilcox type, each of 200 horsepower.

At the Holmes street station, corner of Thirty-

first street, one cable for the Holmes street line

is driven by a 24 by 48-inch Reynolds-Corliss en-

gine. Belted to the same engine is a 125-kilowatt,

550-volt Westinghouse railway generator for

emergency use. Two 175-horsepower Babcock &
Wilcox boilers are installed here. This and the

Eighteenth and Olive street power houses feed the

Vine street and Prospect avenue electric lines, in-

dependent of the rest of the system.

The most interesting cable plant is that at Ninth

and Washington streets, where the cable machinery

for the Summit street cable line is driven by an

electric motor. This cable line consists of 2.17

miles of double track, with grades running as high

as 10 per cent. The ropes were originally driven

by a steam plant. That the change to electric drive

was an economical one. is shown by the fact that

the present operating expense is considerably less

than one-half what it was under steam operation.

Another beneficial result, it is said, is that the speed

of the cable is more uniform and that there is less

jerk to the cars than when operated by an engine.

.\s the motor installation is in duplicate, the de-

scription of one side of the plant will suffice. A
.•?oo-kilowatt, S50-volt, four-pole, direct-current mo-

tor (Fig. 13) drives the cable machinery by

means of a 36-inch belt, the stretch of the belt

being taken up by an idler pulley. Each of the

motors was formerly a General Electric generator.

The two-panel slate switchboard, shown at the right

in the picture, was designed especially for the motor.

It contains the following-named instruments: Two
round-pattern Weston ammeters, an automatic cir-

motor'be varied between 10 and 3S0 revolutions

a minute, a special starting rheostat had to be in-

stalled. This apparatus consists of 12 separate

white-pine boxes, each containing 680 feet of No.

galvanized-iron wire, wound in spirals two inches

Generator and Switchboard

in diameter and placed in

zig-zag shape, with glass

partitions between them

to prevent electrolytic ac-

tion. Water is piped to

each box and a con-

tinuous stream is passed

through and around the

coils to keep the iron wire cool when the

rheostat is used in operating the motor

at a very low speed. Each box has four

points of resistance in series which arc

connected to quick-break switches on the

switchboard, the 12 boxes being connected

in parallel. This arrangement of resistance

coils gives from 50 to 1,080 amperes at 500

volts for any desired length of time. The

rheostat is connected in on the negative

side of the motor, to prevent a leakage

features and has been further adorned by an arti-

ficial lake. Connected with the park are a number
of summer cottages, and during the summer season
many of them are occupied by some of the wealthy
citizens of Kansas City. At a high elevation, on a

bluff overlooking the Missouri River, is

one of the best natural springs in the

neighborhood. No admission fee is charged

to the park, it being maintained by the

Fairmount Park Amusement company, a

rnrnnratinn closely allied with the Metro-

politan company. The
park company receives

a percentage of the

street-car fares. The
round-trip rate is 25

cents. 10 cents of which

is paid on the connect-

ing city lines.

The power house of

the Independence line

is located at Shefneld.

on the Blue River, and

is known as the Blue

River power house.

The building, shown
in Fig. 14. at ihe left, is

BIu

FIG. 14

e River Power House. Motor Cars.

METROPOLITAN STREET RAILWAV .SYSTEM.— INDEPENn-

ENCE BRANCH.
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jooby 150 feet in ground dimensions. In the engine

room are located two direct-connected units. One of

these is a 24 by 48-iuch Reynolds-CorHss engine, driv-

ing a 250-kilowatt, 550-volt, multipolar General Elec-

tric generator. The other engine is a 28 by 48-inch

Wright automatic, and is connected to a 450-kilo-

watt, 550-volt General Electric generator. The en-

gines are run condensing, the steam bi;ing

taken from five 66-inch by 16-foot return-tubular

horizontal boilers of the John Mohr make. Both
of the generators, one of which is shown in the

group illustration (Fig. 14). are compounded for

a 10 per cent, rise in voltage at full-load current.

The switchboard, which is built on a curve, in an

alcove of the engine room consists of a wattmeter

panel, tv.'o generator and seven feeder panels, with

the necessary instruments mounted thereon. The
cars operated on this line are 40-foot, double-truck,

high-speed cars, with a double equipment of either

No. 1,200 or No. 57 General Electric motors. The
cars are stored in a barn at the western end of

the line.

OvERHEAD Construction.
In the overhead construction of the Metropolitan

lines the side-pole suspension construction has l:een

used throughout. Some of the poles in the sub-

struction of the old lines and the improvements
has been made under his supervision. All the line

material used is manufactured by the Ohio Brass

company, under designs of the Metropolitan com-
pany.

Rolling Stock.

The Metropolitan company has a total of 814

cars, 333 of which are electric. Of the electric cars

112 are 40 feet in length and have double trucks.

Eighty-five of these used on the Westport line are

equipped with four motors and air brakes. On
the elevated line there are operated 38 double-truck,

35-foot cars. Of the remaining 183 electric cars,

135 are 30-foot single-truck, 43 aix of miscellaneous

and smaller types and five are 50-foot open cars,

seating 56 people and made by splicing two short

cars. Five different styles of General Electric mo-
tors are used on the cars. Brill. Peckham and Du-
pont trucks are in service, while the cars include

the Brownell, Stephenson, St. Louis, Laclede and
American makes. All of the electric cars are ves-

tjbuled and equipped with the Goodrich safety gate,

controlled by the motorman, and the boarding of

the cars while in motion is forbidden. Wheel hand-

brakes are used on the electric cars, the cable cars

Charles Grover, Electrical Engineer.

W. E. Kirkpatrick, Secretary and Treasurer. W. H. Holmes, President.

Edward Baits. Civil Engineer. W. A. Satterlee, General Superintendent.

D. W. Duzier, Mechanical Engineer.

C. F. Holmes, General Manager.

J. W. G. Becker, Master Mechanic.

OFFICERS OF. THE METROPOLITAN STREET RAILWAV COMPANV OF KANSAS CITV.

iirbs arc of cedar, but the majority of them are of

steel, some costing as high as $70 each. The limit

of spacing that has been adopted for the poles is

TOO feet, the average distance being 90 feet. No.
o trolley wire is used, and some of the old lines are

provided with guard wires, but in the newer con-

struction the guard wires are omitted. All the

trolley crossings are insulated, and there are be-

sides over 30 section insulators on the different lines.

There is only one tower wagon in use on the whole
system, and that does service for construction, as

well as repair, work. Very little repairing is neces-

sary on the overhead equipment. This is due to

the excellent construction of the line and to the

use of a specially designed trolley harp, which is

self-Iubricaling and has no projections to catch on

the trolley wire. The electrical construction and
ef|uipment of the .system is under the supervision

ni Charles Grover, electrical engineer of the Mel-
rr.poliian company, and the plan for the recon-

having the ordinary double-brake equipment. The
conductors on all the cable lines are provided with

portable fare registers, stationary registers being
provided on the electric cars. Additional rolling

stock of the company includes 15 electric McGuIre
snow sweepers and eight cable sweepers.

General Details and Personnel.

' About 1,000 trainmen, including motormen, con-

ductors and gripmen, arc employed by the com-
pany. Other employes, outside of the office force,

include 65 trackmen. 93 flagmen, placed at inter-

sections of lines, nine rope men and 250 miscel-

laneous employes. The cable men receive 17 cents

an hour for the first year, 18 cents for the second.

19 cents for the third and 20 cents after five years.

The trainmen on the electric lines are arranged on
two scales, receiving 16. 17, 18 and 19 cents and

15, t6, 17 and 18 cents, respectively, for the periods

menlioncd above.

Nearly a universal transfer system is in vogue
on the lines of the company. A little booklet, giv-

ing the transfer points of the system, has been issued

recently. By lines or divisions there are listed 124

transfer points, the actual number of stations and
intersections where transfers are accepted being 61.

The Metropolitan Street Railway company has a

capital stock of $5,586,800, but it is proposed to

increase this considerably in a short time. About
$4,000,000 will be raised immediately by the sale

of preferred and common stock for the improve-
ments that arc contemplated. These improvements
will include, in a general way, the equipping of

all the cable lines, except the Ninth street incline,

with electricity, building a central electric power
house, and the probable installation of alternating-

current transmission, with sub-stations. The com-
pany's franchises are of 30 years' duration, and will

expire in 1925. Besides the transforming 01 existing

cable lines, the company has in contemplation a

franchise to extend construction next year over
10 miles of new double-track electric railway, on
Lidiana avenue, from Eighteenth to Thirty-first

street, on Thirty-first from Main to Indiana, on
Twenty-seventh from Prospect to Cleveland, on
Walnut from Thirteenth to Nineteenth, and sev-

eral shorter extensions. The gross earnings of the

Metropolitan company for the last five years were
as follows:

fune I, 1895, to May 31. i8g6 51.780,940
June I. 1896, to May 51. 1897 1,774,891
June I, 1897, to May 31, 1858 1.949 605
June 1, 1898, to May 31, 1899 2,094,378
June 1, 1899, to May 31. 1900 2,353.266

The officers of the Metropolitan Street Railway
company, the portraits of all but one of whom are

shown in the accompanying group, are the follow-

ing-named gentlemen: President, W. H. Holmes:
vice-president, L. E. James; secretary and treasurer,

W. E. Kirkpatrick; general manager, C. F. Holmes;
general superintendent, William A. Satterlee; civil

engineer, Edward Butts; mechanical engmeer, D,
W. Dozier; electrical engineer, Charles Grover;
master mechanic, J. W. G. Becker. Mr. Daniel B.

Holmes, of Holmes & Perry, is chief counsel for

the company, while Pierce, Richardson & Neiler of

Chicago are consulting engineers.

Electric Railvvays in Italy.

According to a report of the inspector-general
of the Italian railways, just published, there were
on the first of January, 1900, 3,180 kilometers of
electric railways ni operation in the whole of Italy.

Of these lines 136 kilometers were owned by the
state, while 1,978 kilometers were the property of
and worked by provincial authorities, 721 kilometers
by municipal authorities, and 345 kilometers by
private companies. The province of Lombardy
possessed most of the lines—1,053 kilometers.' Then
followed Piedmont, with 904 kilometers, Emilia with
447 kilometers, Venezia with 242 kilometers, Tos-
cana with 19S kilometers, the Island of Sicily with
loi kilometers, Apulia with 65, Campania with 61,
Latium with SJ^ Liguria with 38, the Island of
Sardinia with 11. and Umbria with 4.27 kilometers.
It may be mentioned that the Mediterraneaa Rail-
way company, whose headquarters are at Milan,
has been granted a concession by the Italian gov-
ernment for the construction of an electric railway
from Sampierdarena to Rome. A powerful elec-
tric central station will be erected for this purpose
at Sampierdarena, and it is further said that the
company will soon be in the market for 23 electric
locomotives for this new road. ,

The imports of electric machinery into Italy aredj
steadily increasing. In 1899 they amounted in valu©^
to 9.037,720 lire (about $1,807,400), as against only
4,856.890 lire ($971,200) in 1S98. American manu-J
facturers' share in this trade is still very unimpor-1
tant, the chief countries of origin being Germany,!
Austria-Hungary and Switzerland.

Street Railway Accountants' Asso-
ciation.

The annual meeting of the Street Railway' Ac-
countants' association is to be held simultaneously
with that of the American Street Railway asso-
ciation at Kansas City this week. The following-
named papers and reports are upon the programme:
"What Does the General Manager Want to Know
from the Accounting Department?" by C. D. Wy-
man of Boston, lately general manager of the New
Orleans City Railroad company: "The Routine of a
Street-railway, Electric and Gas-lighting Company,"
by C. O. Simpson, auditor of the Augusta Railway
and Electric company of Augusta, Ga. : report of
committee. "Is a Standard Unit of (Tomparison
Practicable?" by the chairman. H. C. Mackay.
comptroller of the Milwaukee Electric Railway and
Light company of Milwaukee. Wis.; "Department
Accounts." by H. L. Wilson, auditor of the Boston
Elevated Railway company, of Boston; "Material
and Supply Accounts." by W. M. Barnahy, ac-
I'ounlant of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit companv. of
Tlrooklyn, N. Y.: report of the standing commiUf-
;in "A Standard System of Street-railwav Accnu"l-
ino-." by the chairman. C. N. DufTv. ^uuliloi- of the
Chicago Cily Railway company of Chicago.
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American Street Railway Association.
The programme for the nineteenth annual meet-

ing of the American Street Railway association this

week is an interesting and varied one. As this issue

of the Western Electrician is prepared several days
in advance of its date, the convention must be
treated here as a future event, although the meeting
will be in full swing by the time this number is

in the hands of most of the readers. The sessions

of the association are to be held in Convention Hall,

Kansas City, the large structure herewith illus-

trated, which so rapidlj^ replaced an older building,

destroyed by fire, in order to be ready for the

Democratic national convention. The hall is at

Thirteenth and Central streets, and also contains

the extensive display of street-railway exhibits, a

diagram of which is showm.
The programme is arranged

as follows:

TuESD.AV, October i6th.

II a. ni. Meeting called

to order by John M. Roach,
president.

xAddress of welcome.
Calling of the roll.

Invitation extended to
join the association.
Address of the president.
Report of the executive

committee-
Report of T. C. Pening-

ton, secretary and treasurer.

Paper
—

"Consolidation of Street Railways and Its

Effect Upon the Public," by Daniel B. Holmes.
Mr. Hojmes is counsel for the Metropolitan Street
Railway company of Kansas City, a m.ember of the
law firm of Holmes & Perry, and one of the leading
attorneys of Kansas City.

8:30 p. m. Reception at the Midland Hotel.

CONVENTION HALL AT KANSAS CITY.

Wednesday.

DANIEL B. HOLMES.

Convene at 10 a. m.
Paper—"A Comparison of the Various Systems

of Electrical Distribution for Street Railways," by
C. F. Bancroft. Mr. Bancroft is electrical engineer
of the Massachusetts Electric Companies of Boston.
He is a graduate of the old Edison General
company and has done engineering work for the

Royal Electric company of Montreal and the Lowell
and Suburban Street Railway company of Lowell,

Mass. He w'as appointed to his present position in

May, 1899.

Paper—"Painting, Repainting and Maintenance of

Car Bodies," by F. T. C. Brydges. Mr. Brydges
is superintendent of car shops for the Chicago Union
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Traction company and is thoroughly well versed

in the subject of which he treats.

Appointment of committee on nomination of offi-

cers and selection of next place of meeting.
2 p. m. Trip to Armour's meat-packing estab-

lishment.

8 p. m. Theater party.

Thursday.

Convene at lo a. m.
Paper—"Double-truck Cars: How to Equip

Them to Obtain Maximum
Efficiency under Varying
Conditions," by N. H. Heft.
Mr. Heft is an old steam-
railroad man and president
of the Meriden Street Rail-
way company of Meriden,
Conn.
Paper—"The Storeroom

and Storeroom Accounts,"
by N. S. Hill, Jr., general
manager of the Charlesfon
Consolidated Railway, Gas
and Electric company of
Charleston, S. C.

c. F. BANCROFT. Elcctlon of officers for en-
suing year.

1:30 p. m. Trip to Fort Leavenworth, Kan., over
the Missouri Pacific railroad.

Friday.

The entire day is to be given to the examination
of the exhibits which are shown to members and
visitors by the supplymen.

Friday is also ladies' day. The ladies will be
taken to the principal stores and other points of
interest.

7 p. m. Annual banquet at the Coates House.
The installation of the officers-elect will take place
at the banquet.

Officers and Committees.

The officers of the American Street Railway
association for 1899-1900 are: President, John M.
Roach, president Chicago Union Traction company,
Chicago ; first vice-presi-

dent, John A. Rigg, presi-
dent United Traction com-
pany, Reading, Pa. ; second
vice-president, Herbert H.
Vreeland, president Metro-
politan Street Railway com-
pany. New York ; third

vice-president, Frank G.

Jones, vice-president Mem-
phis Street Railway com-
pany, Memphis, Tenn. ; sec-

retary and treasurer. T. C.

. Penington, treasurer Chi-

cago City Railway company,
Chicago; executive commit- p. t. c. bry-dges.
tee, president, vice-presi-

dents and Charles S. Sergeant, vice-president Boston
Elevated Railway company, Boston ; Nicholas S. Hill,

Jr., general manager Charleston Consolidated Gas and
Electric company, CharlesLon, b. C; Charles \v.

Wason, president Cleveland, PainesviUe and Eastern
Railway company, Cleveland; John R. Graham,
president Quincy and Boston Street Railway com-
pany, Quincy, Mass. ; Walton H. Holmes, president

Metropolitan Street Railway company, Kansas City.

Local committee on entertainment and banquet

—

W. H. Holmes, chairman, president Metropolitan
Street Railway company; L. E. James, vice-presi-

dent Metropolitan Street Railway company; D. B.

Holmes, counsel Metropolitan Street Railway com-
pany; Frank Hagerman, counsel Metropolitan Street

Railway company; J. K. Cubbison, attorney; Frank
Walsh, attorney Metropolitan Street Railway com-
pany; W. E. Kirkpatrick, secretary and treasurer

Metropolitan Street Railway company; H. W. Wol-
cott, general manager Kansas City-Leavenworth
Railway company; A. A. Lesueur. managing
editor Kansas City Times: H. Fleming, man-
aging editor Kansas City Journal; A. M. Hopkins,
managing editor Kansas City World; C. A. Snider,

vice-president Evans-Snider-Buel company; U. S.
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Epperson, manager George Fowler Fackiny cuiii-

pany ; Hugh C. Ward, attorney-at-law
; James

McGowan, manager Barber Asphalt Paving com-
pany; R. L. Gregory, president Gregory Grocery
company.
Reception and ladies' committee—C. F. Holmes,

chairman, general manager Metropolitan Street

Railway company; John A. Brown, manager Equi-
table Life Assurance society; G. T. Stockham, man-
ager Midland Hotel; C. F. Morse, general manager
Kansas City Stock Yards company; W. H. Lucas,
attorney-at-law; H. H. Meday. manager Kansas
City Car and Foundry company; W. T. Osborne,
manager Electric Supply company; John W. Speas,

secretary and treasurer Monarch Vinegar Works;
F. C. Peck, president Stewart-Peck Sand company;
Henry Evans, president Evans-Smith Drug com-
pany; Robert M. Goodlett, broker; S. H. Velie,

treasurer John Deere Plow company; James A.
Reed, mayor; Lathrop Karnes, assistant to presi-

dent of the Kansas City Electric Light company;
Harry Friedberg, division superintendent of the

Kansas City Electric Light company; Hugh Mc-
Gowan, president Kansas City Gas company; Mrs.
C. F. Holmes, Mrs. G. T. Stockham. Mrs. W. H.
Holmes, Mrs. W. A. Satterlee, Mrs. J. H. Durkec,.

Mrs. A. M. Crow, Mrs. W. E. Kirkpatrick.
Exhibit committee—W. A. Satterlee, chairman,

general superintendent Metropolitan Street Rail-
way company; C. W. Waddell, manager Fairmount
Park; J. P. Loomas, manager Convention Hall;
H. C. Schwitzgebel. purchasing agent Metropolitan
Street Railway company; R. _E. Richardson, con-
sulting engineer Kansas City Electric Light com-
pany and Metropolitan Street Railway company:
F. M. Bernardin, B. & R. Electric company.
Information bureau committee—John O'Keefe.

chairman. Metropolitan Street Railway company:
J. A. Harder, assistant secretary and treasurer Met-
ropolitan Street Railway company; E. R. Rover,
B. & R. Electric company: J. W. Mason, manager
Electric Supply company.

Chicago Street-railway Affairs.
A statement has appeared to the effect thai a

^,, iiuicaic has applied to the Street Railway . Com-
mission of Chicago for a blanket franchise, covenng
all the territory now occupied by the Union Trac-
tion company and the Chicago Street Railway com-
pany. In return the city is said to have been offered
a fiat three-cent fare. Although the commission has
at various times received numerous proposals for
settling the traction problem, it has no knowledge
of this alleged proposal, which seems to be merely
a newspaper fabrication.

In an opinion which Mr. C. L. Bonney, general
counsel of the Chicago General Railway company,
has submitted to Corporation Counsel Walker, it

is maintained that the City Council can grant at

any time, to any responsible company, the right to

lay tracks and operate the same on any street, irre-

spective of any preference for a particular com-
pany expressed by the property owners. As a prac-
tical solution of the Chicago traction situation, Mr.
Bonney holds that it is not necessary to dispute
the existing rights of the old companies. It is

sufficient, he thinks, for the council lo make the
best terms possible with a new corporation, provided
the city is not yet ready for municipal ownership.
The Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railway

company of Chicago has issued a very creditable

booklet entitled "Metropolitan Scenes and Service."
Several typical boulevard, park and suburban views
of the West Side of Chicago are presented, to-

gether with a statement concerning the growth of
that district since the Metropolitan system has been
in operation. The advantages of residing on the
West Side are also pointed out. Under the head-
ing "Metropolitan Location and Service" is given
a popular and interesting description of the road
and equipment, and the prospective extensions of
the company. Instructions for reaching the depots,
docks and principal buildings in the city from the
Metropolitan company's lines are given in the back
of tlie booklet.

President Roach of the Union Traction company of
Chicago is quoted as saying that the company is

ready to expend $1,000,000 in supplying its North Side
lines with electric equipment, just as soon as the
City Council sees fit to grant the necessary conces-
sions. "The future of street-railway service," he
said, "rests in electricity, and as soon as this fact is

realized and put to a test street-car patrons will get
the accommodations they are demanding." An elec-

tric equipment would mean a rearrangement of the
downtown loops. In cases where poles are obiection-
ablc the span wires would be attached to ornamental
hooks, fastened to adjoining buildings. Feed wires
around the downtown loop would be placed under
the elevated railway spans, feeding the entire circuit

h( this way. President Roach is of the opinion that
an underground feeding system is not practicable in

Chicago.
The Chicago Union Traction company has se-

cured a permit to extend its West North avenue
line from Fortieth to Forty-eighth avenue, and ex-
pects to complete the work within 30 days. A
large number of laborers live in that neighborhood
and have long needed better transportation facilities.

Considerable difficulty was experienced in securing
the consent of the council for the extension of the
line.
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East Side Electric Railway in Kansas
City.

The history of. the franchise owned by the East
Side Electric Railway company of Kansas City,

operating what is popularly known as the "Heim
Line," is an interesting one. Part of the franchise,

covering about iVt- miles of the downtown section

of the present road, was originally owned by a

company which operated a horse-car line. About
1886 the line was converted into an electric railway,

making it one of the earliest electric roads in the

western states. Two horse cars were converted into

trolley cars by placing on one platform of each car

a generator changed to operate as a motor. The
motor drove one of the car axles by means of a

huge sprocket chain. Current was taken from an
overhead wire by means of a flexible cable attached

to the top of the car, the upper end of the cable

being connected to a small two-wheeled trolley

which traveled on the trolley wire. The system was
operated on a 300-volt circuit. The following year

two more horse cars were fitted up for electrical

operation, the motors in this case being sus-

pended under the cars. These cars were operated

for some little time, but they made so much noise

and the service was so unsatisfactory that the city

authorities took the matter in hand and declared the

road a public nuisance. The company was then

compelled to stop operating its line, nearly as much
to the satisfaction of the management itself as to

the public. When the electric cars were taken ofi

n steam dummy was substituted, and this was op-
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performance is given each evening during the sea-

son, the park contains a German garden, restaurant,

bowling alley, vitascope theater, band pavilion and
a number of other smaller park buildings. The
entrance and grounds are brilliantly lighted at night

with incandescent and arc lamps.

An admission fee of 10 cents is charged to enter

the park, an additional charge being made for seats

in the theater. During the stimmer season, from
June 3d to September 9th, there were 273,700 paid

admissions lo the park. A total of 31,800 people
paid for entrance to the grounds during the last

week, the attendance on the last day being 6,650.

Practically all these people were carried by the

Heim line for a distance of over three miles in 14

cars, without injuring a single passenger. Since

the road was opened last November the East Side

company has had to pay out but $40 for damages
resulting from the operation of the cars.

The large brick building shown in an illustration

on this page is used as a car barn and power house.

and it also contains the offices of the company. It

is 85 feet wide and 120 feet long. The engine room
and the boiler room are on the opposite side of the

building from that shown in the picture. They have

the respective floor dimensions of 68 by 35 feet

and 37 by ;iy feet. In the engine room, illustrated

herewith, are a Siemens & Halske 200-kilowatt,

500-volt, direct-current generator directly connected

to a 350-horsepower simple Corliss engine made by

the St. Louis Iron and Machine Works, two D-62
So-kilowatt, Thomson-Houston dvnamos, belted to

E.\ST SIDE ELECTRIC RAILWAY IN KANSAS CITY.— \IEW IN ELECTRIC PARK

The City Council of Matanzas. Cuba, is now ad-
verising for bids for an electric-lighting and an
clcclric- railway franchise.

erated at considerable loss until the fall of 1888,

when traffic on the road was discontinued.

A few years ago the Pleim brothers, proprietors

of the Ferd. Helm Brewing company, secured con-

trol of the original franchise and also a franchise

for an extension of the old line, and organized the

East Side Electric Railway company. The present

road was then built. It extends from the City

Market and City Hall at Walnut and Fifth streets

over Fifth street, Lydia, Guinotte and Montgall

avenues to Nicholson avenue in the East Bottoms^
the general direction of the road being northeast.

The line, which is double track and 3^/^ miles long.

was opened for service on November 8, 1899. The
route of the road is indicated on the map (page 999)
by the broken line.

Electric Park, an amusement resort conducted by

the Electric Park Amusement company, a corpora-

tion closely allied with the management of the East

Side Electric Railway company, was the chief draw-
ing card for the railway during the last summer.
This park is situated at Rochester and Montgall
avenues, near the end of the line. It is entirely an

artificial park, but the grounds have been artistically

laid out and ornamented with shrubbery and plants,

the general effect being very pleasing, especially

at night, when the park receives its greatest pat-

ronage. The accompanying illustration is a view
of the grounds taken from the top of the park
theater. In the foreground is seen an electric foun-

tain, which is operated each night during the sum-
mer season. At the right in the distance can be

seen some of the buildings at the entrance to the

park on Montgall avenue. Besides the electric

fountain and summer theater, where a vaudeville

a 200-horsepower Armington & Sims engine, and
an old Siemens & Halske go-kilowatt, L-H-3I ma-
chine and a 20-kilov/att Edison bipolar generator,

both belted to another 200-horsepower Armington
& Sims engine. The two generators last mentioned
are iio-volt machines and are used to furnish eui*-

rent for lighting Electric Park. The boiler equip-

ment consists of two fire-tubular boilers of 350 and
200 horsepower respectively, made by the John
O'Brien Boiler Works of St. Louis.

The storage room in the car barn has four tracks

and will accommodate 12 40-foot cars. The door
opening over the tracks is 44 feet in width and is

free from posts, the doors being hung on a track

and sliding back side by side. Cars can be run
in and out of the barn without removing the

trolley arm from the trolley wire, as the top of

the door is on a level with the wire. Wire con-

ductors, looped over the tracks from which the

doors are suspended, connect the trolley wires

within and outside of the barn.

A frame building, 50 feet wide and 85 feet long, is

situated in the rear of the car barn, and is used
for storing some cars and also for general storage
purposes. In one corner of this building is a sand
drier, used to dry the sand used in the sand-boxes
of the cars. The drier consists of a tall, rectangiilar

box with a few coils of steam pipe near the bottom.
In ordinary operation the wet sand is shoveled in

at the top and drawn out at the bottom, the opera-
lion being repeated until the sand is thoroughly
dried. This working over of the sand a number of

times is necessitated by the fact that the steam
coming from the wet sand in the vicinity of the

steam pipes rises and keeps the sand above wet.

I

I

1
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To obviate this difficulty, W. O. Hands, manager
of the Heim line, devised a simple arrangement
which consists in placing several pipes, open at
both ends, vertically in the box, the lower ends
resting on the steam coils, while the other ends
protrude from the top of the box. By this device
the wet steam passes up through the pipe flues

and escapes, thus making it necessary to pass the
sand through the drier but once or twice to dry
it thoroughly.

The Heim line consists of seven miles of single
track of standard gauge. The maximum grade on
the road is 5% per cent. Johnson 82-pound girder
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Goodrich safety type and are opened and closed by
the motorman. Each car is equipped with two 35-
horsepower. No. 49 Westinghouse motors, mounted
on St. Louis maximum-traction double trucks. The
brake is operated by a vertical hand-wheel, mounted
in front of the motorman. This wheel, which is

connected to the brake spindle by bevel gearing,
Mr. Hands claims to have originated.

Additional car equipment consists of eight 30-foot
open single-truck cars. These cars seat 40 people
each, and are fitted with two 25-horsepo\ver, No. 3
Westinghouse motors. During the summer season
all 14 cars are operated on a schedule of ^6 minutes
for the round trip. On the winter schedule only
five cars are operated, the time for the round trip

being 45 minutes. Transfer facilities provide for

transfers between certain lines of the Metropolitan
street-railway system and the Heim line, the trans-

fers being simply accepted by both managements
as passes, without financial consideration.

The East Side Electric Street Railway company
has an authorized capital stock of $250,000, and is

officered as follows: President, Joseph J. Heim,
president of the Ferd. Heim Brewing company; vice-

president, Michael G. Heim; secretary and treasurer,

Ferd. Heim, Jr.; purchasing agent and manager,
W. O. Hands; chief engineer, W. J. Morgan;
chief electrician, Harry Turner: master mechanic,

Joseph Woods. The company is about to build an

extension of four miles of double track east from
the present terminus. A racetrack will be the draw-

ing attraction at the eastern, end of the new ex-

tension.

:EAST side electric railway in KANSAS CITY. IN-

TERIOR OF CAR.

rails are used. They are laid on wooden ties, which
rest on three inches of broken rock, the remainder

of the roadbed being filled with concrete up to

within four inches of the top of the rail. The over-

Tiead construction consists of a No. o trolley wire

and the ordinary^ span suspension with wooden poles.

The feeder circuits consist of 1% miles of 400,000

<:ircular-mil and three-fourths mile of No. 0000

weatherproof wire. ^

The rolling stock of the company includes what

are said to be the handsomest and most expensive

passenger motor cars used for regular daily service

in the country. When the order was given to the

St. Louis Car company for their construction no
limitation was placed upon the amount that they

should cost. The illustration on the next page

gives but an imperfect idea of the richness of the

interior of one of the cars. There are six of these

closed cars, and each has a separate smoking com-

partment at one end. The decorations on the ceil-

Rotary Converters for Mine Traction.

Bv Alton D. Adams.

It has been the custom to install at least two kinds

of generators to supply the electric energy required

in mines. Direct-current dynamos have been ex-

tensively used for lighting, stationary motors and

electric cars. The voltages, at which these direct-

current machines have operated, have usually been

125 or 250 on the lighting circuits, and 250 or 500

volts on the stationary motor and traction lines.

.\s the radius of operation from electric plants in

connection with mines has extended, the limits

of 125 or 250 volts, arising from the use of incan-

descent lamps at about no volts, have tended to

make direct-current distribution for lighting pur-

poses uneconomical in point of copper.

To keep down the weight of lighting conductors

over considerable distances, alternating-current serv-

ice with transformers has come into quite general

use in electric systems for mines. In some cases

a part or all of the stationary electric motors in

mines are being operated from the same two or

three-phase alternating generators that supply the

lamp circuits, while at other plants the direct-cur-

rent equipment of stationary motors is retained

wholly or in part. At all mines where the traction

system is operated electrically, however, direct-

current motors are in use on the cars or locomotives,
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advantage arises from the necessary relation be-

tween distance and the pressure of operation on the

one hand and the danger to life of high voltages

for traction systems in mines on the other.

Plants for electric traction in mines have usually

been installed for either 250 or 500 volts' pressure

between the trolley line and its feeders and the rails,

which form the return circuit. The lower of these

voltages gives but little trouble so far as injury

to persons or mules is concerned, while many seri-

ous and even fatal accidents have occurred where the

higher pressure was in use. The peculiar liability

to accidents from electric-traction circuits in mines
is due to conditions as to head-room, which are

such that the trolley wire and its feeders must often

be placed within easy reach. As the trolley wire

must be a bare conductor, and its feeders are un-
insulated in many cases, the man or beast that

touches either, while standing on the rails or earth,

is subject to nearly the total voltage of the system.

The very material objection to the 250-volt pres-

sure for traction work is that the economical radius

of operation with it as to either loss of energy in

the line or the first cost of conductors is about

one mile from the generating plant. In the case

of coal mines, where power is very cheap, an ex-

ceptionally large loss in conductors may in some
cases warrant the extension of 250-volt traction serv-

ice to more than one mile from the generating sta-

tion, but another objection here arises because of

the great variations of pressure at the motor termi-

nals. All other factors remaining constant, the

radius of economical distribution is four times as

great for the 500-volt as for the 250-volt traction

system, since the distance for the same amount of

transmitted energy, loss and weight of conductors

varies as the square of the voltage employed. These
advantages of wide service area or low first cost of

conductors have been quite effective for the introduc-

tion in mines of 500-volt traction systems.

In addition, however, to the dangers to men and
animals, the difficulties incident to a fair working
degree of insulation are not inconsiderable in mines

where there is much moisture.

Rotary converters make it not only possible but

practicable to avoid both the disadvantages incident

to different classes of generating apparatus and
those that result from a high working pressure on
lines interior to mines. These desirable results

are reached through the adoption cf three-phase al-

ternating dynamos for the entire electric-generat-

ing equipment at the power station. Such dyna-

mos are operated in multiple, at a voltage suited

to the area of distribution, and either of them can

supply any part of the load of lamps, stationary

motors or electric cars and locomotives. Lighting

circuits in mines require only transformers to trans-

fer their energy from the high-pressure lines of dis-

tribution. As induction motors are satisfactory for

most stationary purposes and have some especial ad-

vantages for mine work, owing ta the absence of

commutators, they will generally be supplied through

transformers, where the main generators are all of

Car Barn and Power House.

ing, partition and ends of the car are all hand-carved

in graceful designs, the finish throughout bemg

solid mahogany. French plate glass is used for the

windows, as well as for the mirrors at the ends and

along the sides of the cars. Light at night is fur-

nished by three handsome five-light chandeliers, the

lower lamp of each cluster being enclosed in a

twist-bulb opalescent shade. The seats are covered

with leather and are finished with brass trimmings.

The cars cost $3,950 each. They are 40 feet over

all and seat 40 passengers. During the summer-

some of the cars carried as high as 165 people with

the platform gates closed. These gates are of the

EAST SIDE ELECTRIC RAILWAY IN KANSAS CITY,

because no satisfactory alternating motor has yet

been developed for this class of work.

The several requirements just noted have gen-

erally been met by alternating dynamos operating

at several thousand volts, for lighting, with or with-

out stationary motors, and by direct dynamos of

250 or 500 volts for traction and perhaps stationary

motors besides. Two particular disadvantages at-

tach to this combined electric-generating equip-

ment for mining plants. One of these is the fact

that in no case can either the direct or alternating

dynamos be shifted as to their respective loads or

operated in multiple with each other. The other dis-

Engine Room.

the alternating type. The traction motors must have

the direct current, and here is the point at which
the rotary converter makes the whole system pos-

sible. Just as transformers are located at or near

the entrances to mines, for the supply of local lamp
or stationary-motor circuits, so other transformers

and with them rotary converters may be located to

supply the electric-traction system wUh direct cur-

rent at any desired voltage. The nearness of the

rotary converters to their particular parts of the

traction system renders a high voltage at their

terminals unnecessary and 250 volts will usually

give all necessary economy of conductors.
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This number of the Western Electrician is issued

a few days in advance of the usual time of pub-

lication and devoted largely to articles descriptive

of the street railways of Kansas City in honor of

the annual meeting of the American Street Railway

association, held in that city this week. At this

writing the convention has not been held, but it

promises to rank with its 18 predecessors as a gath-

ering making for instruction and usefulness. Fol-

lowing the association's sensible custom, only a

few papers are to be read, but the topics for these

are well selected, and they should elicit a valuable

discussion. The exhibition of street-railway appli-

ances held in connection with the meeting, and a

very valuable adjunct to it, will be extensive and

representative, and will show the new things and

the improved apparatus of the year. The attendance

promises to be large. aJthough it is hardly to be

expected that it will reach the 2,000 mark of last

year. In all respects, a good convention is an-

ticipated.

The far-reaching consequence of an apparently

unimportant accident was demonstrated in a striking

manner in Manchester, England, last month. Some
repairs were in progress in the telegraph depart-

ment of the Postofftce, and a workman was using

a spirit lamp near the test board. The lamp burst,

and in a moment the dry woodwork and the in-

flammable coverings of the wires were ablaze. The
fire spread with great rapidity, and the firemen did

not master the flames before the roof had fallen in

and the telegraph instruments were so completely

wrecked as to cut off the city from telegraphic com-
munication with the rest of the world. The collec-

tion of wires erected over the building was, of

course, dislodged from its supports, and a large

number of lines were not merely interrupted, but

absolutely destroyed. To some extent the telephone

service was crippled also, for the English Postoffice

does both a telegraph and a telephone business, and

the fire originated at the point where all the wires

converged.

Manchester is the telegraphic center for the North
of England, and as the city is said to have been

absolutely isolated from the rest of the world,

telegraphically, for several days, the effect of the

spirit-lamp fire was far-reaching. To add to the

confusion, the chief electric-light plant of the town

broke down on the evening of the day of the fire;

but this, of course, was merely an unfortunate co-

incidence. In the case of the Postoffice fire the

morals of non-wooden construction in switchboards,

test boxes and the like, and of the avoidance of the

use of the spirit lamp or gasoline torch in critical

position, are, of course, obvious; but it may also

be pointed out that if England had telegraphic com-
petition, Manchester would not have been isolated.

In the United States a similar accident could lead

to no such serious results in any important city. >

The Metropolitan street-railway system of Kansas

City, despite the fact that it comprises several cable

lines operated by separate power houses at a consid-

erable loss in economy, has, as may be judged by the

exhaustive description in this issue, many interesting

features that command attention. The topographical

characteristics of the city have presented many diffi-

culties not commonly met with in ordinary street-

railway construction, requiring competent civil engi-

neering to build many of the lines where gorges

and rivers were to be crossed and where steep

bluffs were to be surmounted or tunneled. Elec-

tricity has only within the' last four or five years

begun to play any considerable part in the opera-

tion of the lines. The system is in the active

stage of transition from cable to electricity, the

electric lines now comprising over two-thirds of the

present mileage. Current is furnished by two elec-

tric power houses, while six mechanical or cable

plants are still operated in different parts of the city.

A general plan is now under consideration by the

management by which the remaining cable lines,

excepting the one passing over the iS¥2 per cent,

incline to the Union Depot, will be changed for

electric operation. This transition will place over

160 miles of track under electrical operation, and

additional generating plant will be required. It

is natural to conclude that the present Kaw River

power house will be continued in operation, while

a new station will probably be erected on one of

the rivers and as near the center of the city as

possible. This centralization of power at two

plants would result in decreasing the large amount

of copper used in the present network of feeders,

while a great economy in station-operating expenses
would be effected.

The Kaw River power house of the Metropolitan

Street Railway company was some time ago given

the fifth place in the list of economically operated

electric-railway plants. To-day it is doubtful if

the record of the station is excelled by any railway

plant in the country. During the last year its pre-

vious good operation has been improved upon, the

average cost for a kilowatt-hour at the switchboard

for the first seven months of this year being 0.4115.

cent. This figure approaches very closely to what
is generally accepted to be the most economical

operating expense for a modern steam power house

of considerable size. It is possible that by the in-

stallation of mechanical draft and fuel economizers

the Kaw River station could be operated a trifle

more economically, but beyond that point any further

improvement in design or machinery would doubts

less involve such a large increase in first cost that

the wisdom of the investment would be questionable.

The use of electricity in agriculture falls into two

distinct classifications—the transmission of power
by electricity for farming operations and the appli-

cation of electricity to stimulate the growth of plants.

The former is comparatively recent; it dates from
the common use of the electric motor and the spread,

of electrical ideas and electrical apparatus in con-

nection with all kinds of work that is done or may
be done by machinery. Only a few weeks ago the

Western Electrician published an article based on
the contributions of Mr. Paul Renaud to a French

contemporary, in which the possibility of the dis-

placement of much animal power by electrical en-

ergy on the farm, with examples, was considered.

The subject is exciting more attention abroad than

at home, A United States consul reports that in

some parts of Germany considerable attention is

paid to electrical appliances that can be used on the

farm. Near Ochsenfurt, in Bavaria, a company com-
posed of landowners and small farmers has been

organized for the establishment of an electrical sys-

tem for use on farms and in villages. The powei
is to be generated by steam and water and the cur-

rent to be distributed from a central station to the

places where it is wanted. Sub-stations are to be

established at given points.

However, it will be noted that the idea that

electric power may be made available on the farm

is a characteristic of the present age, while the hope

that electricity may be of practical value in stim-

ulating plant growth has been the cause of experi-

ment for a century and a half. The question is

still undecided. A communication upon this subject

made by a Russian engineer, V. A. lyurin, before

the St. Petersburg Electrotechnical society, contains

some welcome information upon the work done in

this direction in Russia by Mr. Sypeshneff and Mr.

Krankoff. The former, repeating well-known ex-

periments on electrified seeds, ascertained once

more that such seeds germinated more rapidly and

gave better fruit and better crops (from 2V2 to six

times greater) than seeds that had not been sub-

mitted to preliminary electrification. Repeating

next the experiments of Ross—that is, burying in

the soil one copper arid one zinc plate, placed ver-

tically and connected by a wire—he found that po-

tatoes and roots grown in the electrified space gave

crops three times heavier than those which were

grown close by on a test plot; the carrots attained

a quite unusual size, of from 10 to 12 inches in di-

ameter. Spyeshneflf's third series of experiments

was more original. He planted on his experimental

plot, about 10 yards apart, wooden posts provided

at their tops with metallic aigrettes connected to-

gether by wires, so as to cultivate his plants under a

sort of network of wire. He obtained some striking

results, one of which was that the growth and ripen-

ing of barley were accelerated by 12 days. Quite re-

cently Mr. Krankoff undertook a series of laboratory

experiments upon boxes of soil submitted to electric

currents. The temperature of the soil was raised

by these currents; the moisture decreased first, but

began to. increase after a course of three weeks (the I

same increase of moisture was noticed years before

by Fichtner); and, finally, the amount of vegetable

matter in the soil was increased by the electric cur-

rents. With what is now known of the Influences

of micro-organisms upon vegetation, further re-

search on similar lines is most desirable.
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Kansas City-Leavenworth Electric
Railway.

One of the most picturesque routes traversed by
any electric railway in the West is that of the Kan-
sas City-Leavenworth Railway company. This
road, which was opened for trafific on January
i6th last, runs from Grand View, at the western
limits of Kansas Citj', Kan., in a generally north-
western direction, to the National Home for Dis-

abled Volunteer Soldiers, about three miles south
of Leavenw'Orth. At the Soldiers' Home connection

is made with a line of the Leavenworth Electric Rail-

road company (owned by practically the same inter-

ests as the Kansas Citj'-Leavenworth company), over

whose tracks the interurban company's cars are run

to the center of the city of Leavenworth. The south-

ern terminus of the road is reached from Kansas
City, Mo., by the Grand View branch of the Kansas
City elevated railway, operated by the Metropolitan

Street Railway company. The Grand View cars,

which are electrically operated, leave the corner of

Grand avenue and Eighth street, in Kansas City,

Mo., every half hour, pass through the Eighth

street tunnel, over the elevated structure and across

the Kaw or Kansas River, and thence through Kan-

sas City, Kan., to Grand View, where a comfortable

waiting room is maintained for patrons of the inter-

urban line. The beginning of the Leavenworth line

is indicated on the map (page 244) by a dot-and-dash

line.

The ride on the Kansas City-Leavenworth line is

a very pleasant one in summer time. Between

Grand View and Wolcott, 12 miles distant, the road

passes through a rich farming district and some

of the largest apple orchards in Kansas. The road

winds around wooded hills and through valleys, and

at one point skirts the foot of a high sandstone cliff.

Beyond Wolcott the line runs nearly parallel to, the

Missouri River for a distance of about three miles,

affording a splendid view of that stream. A few

miles further north at Lansing the line reaches

the Kansas State Penitentiary, passing close to the

main entrance. The next point of interest reached

is the National Soldiers' Home, surrounded by

grounds about 700 acres in extent Leavenworth,

the northern terminus of

the road, is a city of

about 25,000 inhabitants

and is one of the most
frequented excursion
points in the West
Just north of the city

lies Fort Leavenworth.

one of the most impor-

tant military points in

the country. It is situ-

ated on a reservation of

over 6,000 acres, and, be-
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track construction has been adopted throughout.
Most of the road has been rock-ballasted, and in a

short time the rock ballasting will be completed
over the entire track. There are many curves in the
line and they are all constructed so that they can be
taken by a car at a speed of 45 miles an hour. Stand-
ard American section of T-rail, weighing 60 pounds
to the yard, is used throughout. The rails are laid

on white-oak ties, with two-foot centers. Protected
bonds are used, the rails being cross-bonded every
half mile.

The overhead construction is of the bracket type,

with wooden poles, except at curves, where side

poles and span wires are used. The road is equipped
with two trolley wires of the figure-8 type and No.
000 in size. All the overhead material, excepting
the trolley wire, was furnished by the Ohio Brass
company.
At Wolcott are located the company's power

house, car barns and offices. The power house,

shown in the accompanying illustration, is a large

brick and stone building, and has been designed to

accommodate considerable additional power equip-

ment, as may be needed in the future. It is divided

east and west by a partition wall, the south portion

being occupied by the engine room, while the north

portion is given up to the boiler room. Installed

in the engine room, as shown in the picture, is a

Hamilton-Corliss simple non-condensing engine,

32 by 54 inches in size and rated at 1,000 horsepower.

It is belted to a shaft upon which are mounted two
300-kilowatt, 550-volt General Electric generators,

one of which is shown in the illustration. Each
of the generators is connected to the shaft by means
of a Hill friction clutch. The flywheel of the engine

is 22 feet in diameter and the belt is five feet in

width and has a length of 140 feet. The company
is now installing a 400-kilowatt, Siemens & Halske
generator, which will be directly connected to a

28 by 4S-inch Bates-Corliss engine.

A five-panel, black-slate switchboard at the south

end of the engine rom consists of two generator

and two feeder panels, with the necessary instru-

ments and switches, the center panel being left

vacant for wattmeters and additional instruments.

Aluminum is used
for the feeder wires

running to the dif-

ferent sections of the

trolley. These feed-

ers are seven-strand

cables, 350,000 cir-

cular mils in size,

and are strung on
the trolley poles on
ordinary glass in-

sulators. Three ca-

bles are carried
toward the north

endoftheline,
while six feeders

Engine Room

sides the barracks, ridini,

buildings, contains the United States War College

and the military prison. A new federal penitentian',

the first in the country, is building on the resei-va-

tion. So, with all these points of interest along its

route and with the two Kansas Cities to draw from,

the advantages afforded by the Kansas City-Leaven-

worth railway may be easily understood.

When one considers the engineering features and

the equipment of the road some interesting pomts

present themselves. From the Grand View station

in Kansas City, Kan., to the Soldiers' Home the

line is 22 miles in length and consists of a single

track. Six turnouts are provided at present, but it

is the intention of the management soon tc put

in several long turnouts so as to give nearly a

double-track service. A standard steam-railroad

Power House. -.^..-.
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school and other fort are carried south. The picture of the power house

shows the feeders. The cables are bare and the

joints are made by means of a mechanical ephce.

They are said to have given excellent satisfaction

thus far, and the officers of the company believe

that, all points considered, they are better than cop-

per feeders.
.

The boiler-room equipment consists of four Ster-

ling water-tube boilers of 250 horsepower e'ach, a

Berryman closed feed-water heater and a Hoppes

live-steam purifier. The boilers are connected to a

150-foot brick stack. The coal, which is fed into

the boilers by hand, is delivered to the boiler-room

floor by gravity from overhead bins. These bins

are filled from cars that reach ihe power house by

means of an inchned track built on a bank to the

west of the building. The feed water is taken from
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a reservoir made by damming a nearby creek. It

is filtered by passing through three courses of brick,

and is then carried to the power house by gravity,

the faU being four feet. A tank just outside the

building serves as a pump basin to take the water
hammer off the pipe line that runs to the dam.
The water is pumped into the purifier, from which
it is fed to the boilers by gravity. The steam-pipe
line from the boilers to the engine includes a U.-

bend, which allows for expansion and contraction

and makes unnecessary the use of an expansion
joint. The steam line is provided with an automatic
drip apparatus connected with an Anderson trap.

The rolling stock of the road comprises nine 20-

ton closed motor cars, built by the American Car
company of St. Louis. The cars, one of which is

shown in the group picture, are equipped with four

5D-horsepower, No. 34 Lorain motors, mounted on
Peckham double trucks, and have a maximum speed
of 45 miles an hour. The car wheels are of the

standard steam-railroad type, with 4M:-inch tread

and deep flange, and are thus suitable for taking

the curves of the road at high speed with safety.

Each car is 42 feet in length over all, and has a

HERBERT W. WOLCOTT, GENERAL MANAGER KANSAS CITY-

LEAVENWORTH LINE.

seating capacity for 44 passengers. Smoking com-
partments are provided at one end of the cars.

The McGann storage-air system is used on the

cars to operate the air brakes and also air whistles.

A compressor in the power house at Wolcott sup-

plies the compressed air, the pressure in the storage

tanks on the cars being between 300 and 350 pounds.
The brake pressure is carried at about 40 pounds.
This air-storage system has given excellent satisfac-

tion and is free from the noise caused by the motor-
driven air compressors carried on the cars in other
systems. The cars are provided with electrically

illuminated signs, denoting their destination,

mounted below the windows of the vestibules on
the ends of the cars. They are also equipped with
electric heaters. It is the intention of General Man-
ager H. W. Wolcott to equip the cars with acetylene-
gas headlights, as he is firmly convinced of their

greater usefulness as compared with electric head-
lights.

The regular schedule of the Kansas City-Leaven-
worth line provides a car leaving each terminus
every hour. On Sundays and holidays a half-hour
schedule is in force. An express-package service is

provided, the express car leaving each end of the line

every three hours. At present the express business
of thv.' company is small, but when suitable terminal
facilities are obtained it is expected that this branch
of the traflSc will be greatly increased and that a
remunerative freight business may also be handled.
For picnic parties and also to provide extra

facilities for excursion business, the company has
remodeled three box cars and uses them as trail

cars for passenger service. To please all factions

of its patrons the company has named the cars, re-

spectively, "McKinley," "Bryan" and "Dewey,"
these names being painted in large letters on the
sides of the cars. A trolley locomotive, named
"General Funston," is used for hauling work trains

in the construction and repairing of the road and
also to carry working parties. This locomotive is

driven by four 50-horsepower motors, the same
equipment as is used on the motor cars, except that

the motors are geared for a lower speed. The re-

mainder of the rolling stock consists of 12 flat cars

used in hauling ballast and material for the con-

struction parties. A large brick and stone car barn,

affording accommodation for 50 cars, is located

near the power house at Wolcott. Besides a ma-
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chine shop, this building contains the offices of the

company.
The company owns and operates its own stone

quarry at a point on the line about two miles south

of Wolcott. Here all the ballast for the road is

quarried and crushed in a large stone crusher, from

which it is discharged through chutes to the ballast

cars on the track. For a time the rock crusher

was operated by a 28-horsepower gasoline engine,

but that has been supplanted by a 50-horsepower

railway motor, which has resulted in a saving to the

company of about $10 a day. Between 225 and 250

cubic yards of rock is turned out by the plant

daily.

The railway is equipped with a private telephone

system for train dispatching. Fifteen stations are

provided at different points on the road. The sys-

tem was installed by the Smith Interchangeable

Telephone company of Chicago, some instruments

of the Kansas City Telephone Manufacturing com-
pany's make also being used. The railway company
is installing a block-signal system at the switches,

which will materially increase the regularity and

safety of operation of the cars.

The Kansas City-Leavenworth railway was con-

structed and is operated by the Cleveland Contract-

ing company of Cleveland, Ohio. The Kansas City-

Leavenworth Railway company has an authorized

capitalization of $j.000,000 and is officered by the

following-named gentlemen: President, David H.

Kimberley of Cleveland; vice-president, H. C. Elli-

son; secretary and general manager, Herbert W.
Wolcott; treasurer, Charles O. Evarts; general su-

perintendent, O. B. Henry; purchasing agent, Harry
E. Gabriel ; electrician, Charles Steig. The com-
pany owns a franchise which will bring its cars

into the center of Kansas City, Kan. The exten-

sion, whichis now being constructed, will__ branch

off from the present line 1V2 miles from the existing

terminus at Grand View and run through the north-

ern part of the city for a distance of 2^^ miles to a

point about two or three blocks distant from the

juncture of the Missouri and Kaw Rivers. This
new extension, instead of connecting with but one
line of the Metropolitan Street Railway company's
S5'stem, as at present, will cross and make connec-

tions with five lines of the Metropolitan system.

Experiments in Producing Diamonds
with the Aid of Electricity.

Experiments have been carried on by Majorana
to show that in all probability the production of
small crystals of carbon or diamonds, in the electric

furnace, is caused by the enormous pressure exerted
upon the interior of the molten mass. F. MoUwo
Perkins, in Nature, describes some of these ex-
periments as follows:

"It is well known that synthetical diamonds have
been obtained by means of the electric furnace;
charcoal obtained from sugar is rammed into a
wrought-iron cylinder, which is then closed with
a plug. The cylinder is placed in a bath of molten
iron kept at a high temperature in an electric fur-

nace, after which the crucible which contains the
iron is rapidly cooled by immersion in melted lead.

On dissolving the iron in acid minute diamonds are
obtained. It was a question whether here we had
a case of simple crystallization of the carbon from
the molten metal on cooling, or whether the enor-
mous pressure which was exerted from the interior

of the mass by the rapid cooling of the outside act-

ing upon the carbon at a high temperature caused
the formation of crystals of diamond. An exceed-
ingly ingenious experiment which has been carried
out by Majorana shows that at any rate the in-

fluence of high pressure and high temperature com-
bined is sufficient to convert amorphous carbon
into the crystalline variety. Majorana's experiment
is as follows:

"A cylindrical chamber is hermetically closed at

the top by a solid block of iron, the bottom by a
solid piston. The sides of the chamber are made
of tempered steel, and to further strengthen it the
chamber is surrounded by 15 iron rings, one centi-

meter thick, which are bolted together. The whole
system is placed within a hexagonal frame, also
made from iron plates. The piston has a small
solid iron cylinder about one centimeter in diam-
eter attached to it, at the end of which is fastened
a small piece of carbon, about two grams in weight.
Directly below the piston a thick block of iron is

fixed, into which a hole exactly the size of the
small end of the cylinder has been drilled. In car-
rying out the experiment the carbon is heated by
means of the two carbon poles, with a current of
25 amperes and 100 volts. When the carbon has
become white-hot, 70 grams of gunpowder, con-
tained in the chamber, is exploded, the piston being
driven down, carrying the heated carbon before it

and compressing it with enormous force. On tak-
ing the system to pieces the carbon is found to have
been partially converted into microscopic diamonds,
which, when freed from unchanged amorphous car-
bon, are found to possess all the characteristics of
natural diamonds."

Snow Fighting and Car Heating in

Quebec'
By D. E Blair.

The greatest difficulty encountered by the rail-

way company in its efforts to provide a regular and
efficient car service during the winter months is

the clearing away of the snow from the tracks. It

is not so much that the snowfall is somewhat heavier
than in Montreal and Ottawa districts, as that the
extremely narrow strips of roadway either one side
of the track or the other soon become piled up with
snow to such an extent that all snow removed by
a passing sweeper immediately slides back on to
the rails and blocks the passage of the following
car.

Another serious disadvantage is that all cars in
the city have to run over some sections of single
track. This fact requires, of course, that cars shall

make regular crossings at certain points, and if

one car should be late for—or worse still, not reach—its crossing point, several of the following pairs
of cars which cross at the same point will be stalled
there until the tangle is straightened out. A delay
of this sort is disastrous in many ways, because the
leading car, when it gets away, has sometimes to
plow its way through a heavy accumulation of snow
until it is, possibly, extricated from its sorry plight
by a passing sweeper, which has to be signaled and
shunted past the waiting cars before it can be of
any service. Matters are soon straightened out, but
then that sweeper should have been somewhere
else and there is more trouble ahead. Just as long
as all cars make their proper crossings, no matter
if they be a few minutes behind scheduled time,
everything works smoothly, and after that compli-
cations seem to increase in geometrical progression.

It is the practice to send out the "wing plows" as
soon as a certain amount of snow has fallen, and
these follow the sweepers around the whole length
of the track, at regular intervals, pushing the snow
piles back as far as six feet from the rail where it is

possible, although there are miles of track to be kept
open where there is less than that distance between
the rail and the actual buildings, to say nothing of

the sundry poles and sidewalks that necessarily in-

tervene.

As the day wears on and the snow still continues
to fall, the swing of the plows is limited to two feet,

and possibly to one foot, after which it is a hard
struggle to keep everything moving through the
rectangular channel four to five feet deep, which has
been formed by the wing plows in their endeavors
to clear the right of way.
There are several bad spots at which it is abso-

lutely necessary to keep gangs of snow shovelers at

work as soon as the storm reaches any more than
even moderate proportions.

It has further been necessary on two or three
occasions to pull all cars out of service in order to
give the tireless sweepers a chance to keep the road
open, but only once in 1898 and once in 1899 has
the service been entirely blocked, and that for one
day only.

Nearly all cars in service now carry side brooms
or flangers about three feet in length, which are set

obliquely across the rails about one foot ahead of

the front wheels. These consist of cast frame, into

which are fastened a number of cuttings from the
sweeper brooms about 10 inches in length. They
cost very little and have proved of invaluable service

in keeping the rails clear of snow during the hourly
or half-hourly intervals between passing sweepers;
in fact, the car service very often depends entirely

upon these to get through a light snowstorm, a

couple of sweepers being sent out, after it is all

over, in order to clean up.

These long brooms have another great advantage
over a narrow steel wire brush, in that they keep
the snow and ice at each side of the rails at an easy

slope toward the bottom, instead of cutting a deep
rectangular trough which remains filled with snow
after the sweeper brooms have gone over the track.

Since adopting these brooms on the road, a

marked decrease in the power consumed by the roll-

ing stock during storms is noticed, and a great sav-

ing has been effected in the quantity of rattan used

by the sweepers for each mile of sweeping. This
results from the fact that when the transverse sec-

tion of the winter roadbed is properly graded the

sweeper brooms need not be let down so far in

order to clear all snow from the rail, thus saving a

great deal of breakage.
The average snowfall in Quebec for the last three

years has been as follows: 1897-98, 104.6 inches;

1898-99, 120.6 inches; 1899-1900, 100.3 inches.

In the year 1899-1900 the total cost of the removal
of snow was $16,336.08. Fifteen miles of track was
kept open, and the total number of miles swept
was 6.272.

With reference to the removal of snow, the city

by-laws enact "that proprietors or occupants shall

remove the snow and ice from their roofs and from
the streets, from the street line to the center of the

street, and keep the same within two inches of the

pavement."
The by-law granting a franchise to the Quebec

Railway, Light and Power company enacts "that the

company shall remove the snow from their tracks

and two feet on either side thereof." As the com-
pany could not see its way to carry out this regula-

tion without having trouble with the proprietors or

I, PaT' of a paper read before the Canadian Electrical associa'

tlfin, at KinE^ton. Ont„ Aueu»t 30, 1900. Mr. Blair is chief elec-

triciao of the Quebec Railway, Light and Power company.

tenants, it every year makes an arrangement with
the tenants on that side of the street on which the
company throws its snow, to remove the same,
paying them at the rate of 10 cents per lineal foot
of their frontage, except in places where the snow is

known to accumulate, where they pay at the rate of
15 cents per lineal foot. Consequently, all the com-
pany has to do is to throw the snow off its

tracks, leaving the proprietors to remove the same
along with their own. With this arrangement the
proprietors seem very well satisfied.

One can better appreciate the relative magnitude
of the snow expenses when told that $1.54 has to
be deducted from the daily gross earnings of every
car in service during the year in order to make up
the amount

All closed cars in service are heated electrically

during six months of the year, the heaters being
divided into four sections, two on each side of car,

each pair being separately controlled. The current
consumed by each pair is 4.9 amperes, and it there-
fore requires 9.8 amperes at 520 volts, 5.1 kilowatts,

to heat a car during four months of the year when
both sides are in use, but during the months of No-
vember and April one side is quite sufficient to
maintain a comfortable temperature within the thin
shell which composes the car body.
Taking the average time of service of car at 18

hours per day, and the actual cost of the extra cur-
rent required at 0.65 cent per kilowatt-hour, the cost
of heating one car is as follows:

5.1 X 0.65 := 3.31 cents per hour.

59 cents per day.

ISO X 59 = $88.50 per year.

This is equivalent to 0.204 cent per car-mile, and
the maxim taught is, "Don't use electric heaters in

a cold climate unless j-^ou have the advantages of an
unlimited waterpower and station capacity." The
interest on first cost, depreciation and maintenance
of the heating equipment would not add more than
two or three per cent, to the figures.

Electric Railways in Montreal.
Eight years ago the Montreal Electric Street Rail-

way company inaugurated its electric service. The
trial trip was made on September 19, 1892, and the
cars began running regularly two days later. After
the preliminary trip of the electric cars, the success of
the new venture was assured. During the eight
years that have passed the number of passengers
carried have more than quadrupled, the figures be-
ing, m 1892, 11,631,000, and for this year it is esti-

mated over 45,000,000 will be carried. During the
last year extensive new sheds and shops have been
built. Over 100 miles of single track are at pres-
ent being operated, and about 230 cars run every
day. The cost of operating the service amounted
to over $1,000,000 last year. The company employs
nearly 2,000 men, holding various positions on the
railway. The company's rolling stock, at present,
consists of some 800 open and closed cars, together
with other classes of cars. The company is manu-
facturing- new cars in its workshops all the time,
with the latest improvements for the safety and
comfort of its passengers, who at present average
160,000 a day. The gross receipts of the company
in 1892 were $564,406, and in 1899, $1,660,775, The
operating expenses in 1892 were $466,647, and in

1899, $912,949. The net earnings of the road in 1892
amounted to $97,761, and in 1899, $747,826, The long-
est trip a passenger can take on the company's route
without a transfer is seven miles. The time of service

is stated by the road's authorities to average one car
for every two to 2% minutes on all the independent
lines during the working day, which lasts from 6
a. m. to 8 p, m. Following are the names of the
officers of the company at the present date: Presi-

dent, L. J. Forget; vice-president and managing
director, James Ross; general manager, F. L. Wank-
lyn; directors, R. B. Angus, K. W. Blackwell and
F. C. Henshaw: comptroller, W. G. Ross; superin-

tendent, D. McDonald; secretary, M. H, Watts.

German Cables in Chinese Waters,
The Administration of Posts of the German em-

pire has taken steps toward establishing new tele-

graphic communications with China and the East.

It was desired to hsve a submarine cable laid be-
tween Kiao-tcheou and the nearest terminus of the

Great Northern Telegraph company's lines before
the autumn storms set in. The firm of Felten & Guil-
leaume made 472 kilometers of this cable at Rotter-
dam in four weeks—a remarkable achievement, con-
sidering that all the wires required had to be specially

manufactured. The cable was shipped on September
iSth. by the steamer Von Podbielski, and it is ex-
pected that it will be laid about November ist. It

will connect Tschifu on one side with the Kung-
kungtau Islands, and on the other side with Tsintau.

In addition to the cable above mentioned, the

Nordcnham factory of the North German Submarine
Cable Works is now manufacturing a cable of a

length of 715 kilometers for the purpose of con-
necting Tsingtau and Shanghai. It is expected that

the laying of this cable will be completed in the

spring of next year.

The strike at Terre Haute, Ind., continues to tie

up the street-railway system, although the company
manages to furnish light and power for the street

fair now going on. Thus far the efforts at arbitra-

tion have not succeeded.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Telephone News from che Nortnwesi.
The Supreme Court of Minuesota has graiUed

u rehearing- hi the case of the city of Minneapolis
against the Northwestern Telephone Exchange
company. The case involves the city's right to
declare null and void a telephone company's fran-
chise. It was taken to the Supreme Court on a
demurrer, and the lower court's decision reversed.
The Supreme Court thereby ruled that the company's
franchise was an irrevocable contract and could not
be impaired by action of the council.

Silas J. McGregor has been granted a franchise
for a telephone exchange for Hibbing, Minn.
The Forman Telephone company has lately com-

pleted the rebuilding of its exchange at Lisbon.

N. D.
A new exchange has just been put in operation

at St. Thomas, N. D.
About 80 telephones were recently burned out at

Marinette, Wis., during a fierce storm.
It is understood the Northwestern Telephone Ex-

change company will extend its toll line from'
Northwood, N. D., to Hatton and Mayville in the

spring.

The Fergus Telephone company has completed
a line from Fergus Falls, Minn., to Carlisle and
Rothsay, Minn.

It is announced at La Crosse, Wis., that the erec-

tion of the new central-exchange building for the

Wisconsin Telephone company is delayed by the

inability of the company having the order to manu-
facture the interior equipment. As soon as that is

in sight work will proceed on the building.

The Electric Telephone company is arranging to

establish an exchange for Lamberton, Minn.
Harry Slater has sold his interest in the St. Peter

(Minn.) Telephone company to James Bennett, an-

other member of the company. Mr. Slater pro-

poses to establish an exchange in some town of

about 5,000 inhabitants.

The Blue Earth Valley Telephone company of

Winnebago City, Minn., contemplates extending

toll wires to Bricelyn, Minn., and establishing a

local exchange.
The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company

has installed a new switchboard at the Shakopee

( Minn.) station.

The Johnson County Telephone company is be-

ing urged to extend a toll line from Iowa City,

Iowa, to Sharon Center, Amish and other post-

offices in the southwestern part of the county.

A line is being built between West Point and

Farmington, Iowa.
The new exchange at Hedrick. Iowa, is approach-

ing completion. It will start with 53 connections.

W. H. Blake of Cheboygan, Mich., is an applicant

for a franchise at Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., to install

and operate a local system. He proposes to form

a local stock company, in which a controlling in-

terest shall be vested in the local owners.

The telephone system at Nashua, Iowa, has been

rebuilt.

The Iowa Telephone company is seeking to as-

certain the demands which the council of Des

Moines, Iowa, will ask in a franchise for that com-

pany. For the last three years the company has

operated in Des Moines without a franchise. It is

understood the company will ofifer one-twentieth

of its gross receipts and will agree to place its wires

underground. The company has asked for a new

franchise several times, but has been unwilling to

accept an instrument regulating its charges.

The Centerville (Iowa) Telephone company has

begun operating its new exchange. The system

starts with over 200 connections.

The Ida County Telephone company of Ida Grove,

Iowa, has 160 instruments in use and has invested

in the system about $5,400-

Musson Bros, plan to have the new exchange

being installed at Atlantic, Iowa, completed and m
operation by November loth.

Subscribers of the Sunset Telephone company

in Aberdeen, Wash., want night service. When the

exchange was organized they were promised that

when the list reached 50 they would be given night

service. Now there are 140 subscribers, but no

night service. A petition is being circulated, which

states that unless it is given, the signers will dis-

continue their instruments.
. ,. t-.

The switchboard for the telephone station at bt.

Charles. Minn., was burned out lately, during an

electrical storm. , .»...,
The Standard Telephone company has instituted

nigh* service for its office at McGregor, Iowa.

The Ogden (Iowa) Telephone company is now giv-

ing its patrons night and Sunday service.

The La Crosse and Southwestern Telephone com-

pany will build a line from Wonewoc to Viroqua,

Wis., 40 miles, with a metallic circuit.
,

The Dwelle Telephone company has put in a 52-

cable on Main street in Lake City. Mmn.
,

Lightning struck the office of the People s Tele-

phone company at Superior, Wis., and set fire to

the switchboard. , .

The Sunset Telephone company has completed

a line between New Whatcom and Seattle, Wash.,

via Mount Vernon.
'^^

It is stated in Australia that tenders 'or the con-

struction of a telephone line between Sydney and

Melbourne are now being invited by the postmaster-

general. The cost is put at £24,000.

London-Brussels Telephone Line.

f Kroin the London correfpondiint o£ the VVeslern EleclrictaD.l

It has several times been unofficially announced
that telephone communication with Brussels would
shortly be at the disposal of Londoners, and at
last the scheme appears to be within measurable
progress of completion. There have been two pro-
posals under consideration, one involving the lay-
ing of a new submarine wire between the English
and the Belgian coasts, thus constituting a complete
new route, and the other, of utilizing the Anglo-
French line, as far as the French coast, and then
reaching Brussels by means of land lines along the
north of France. The latter scheme will probably
be adopted, for the English electrical engineers
have so far been unable to devise means of trans-
mitting a sufficiently powerful electric current over
a submarine cable of more than 20 miles in length.
This

^
distance has been successfully used in tele-

phonic communication with France and with Ire-
land, and it will doubtless be somewhat increased
in the near future, but a great deal of progress
will have to be made before the scheme of talking
across the Atlantic, for instance, is realized.
To put London and Brussels in telephonic com-

munication is an expensive business, and much ne-
gotiation has- been necessary to bring the Belgian
and British governmcnis into accord, but the diifi-

c u 1 1 i e s have been sur-
mounted, and it is probable
that by the beginning of
next year the new line will

be working, although the
English authorities de-
cline to pledge themselves
to a definite date. The
charges for the use of the
telephone will, in all prob-
ability, be similar to those
for talking to Paris, viz..

$2 for three minutes' con-
versation.

Eureka Pay-station
Instrument.

The accompanying cut

illustrates the No. 39 toll-

1 i n e, bridge, automatic

pay-station telephone of

the Eureka Electric com-
pany. The operation of

the instrument is simple

and along the lines of es-

tablished practice in slot-

machine telephones. The
set shown is equipped with

the new Eureka No. ig

receiver, which has the in-

visible-cord connections

on the side, and is fur-

nished with either the four

or five-bar bridging gen-

erator attached.

The company furnishes

these telephones for either

bridge toll-line work or in

series construction, as

may be desired. Alto-

g e t h e r, the telephone

makes a handsome appear-

ing instrument, having a

case for batteries below,

and the transmitter attached to a vertical adjustable

arm. The signal employed is said to be especially

efficient.

EUREKA PAY-STAllON
INSTRUMENT.

Drainage Canal Telephone Line.

On account of the delays that the trustees of the

Drainage Canal have experienced in getting telephone

connections between Chicago and Lockport, it was

decided some time ago to construct a private line

along the canal, and $6,000 was appropriated for

that purpose. Work was begun immediately. A

number of the poles are already in place, and the

wire has been purchased and is ready to be strung.

Recently officers of the Chicago Telephone company

appeared before the trustees and offered to purchase

the material on hand and lease a wire at a low

rale if the construction of the private line were

abandoned. After a discussion of the subject the

telephone people were asked to submit their proposi-

tion in writing at the next meeting.

In case of trouble in the river, which necessitated

the immediate closing of the controlling works, seri-

ous damage might result from any delay in communi-

cating with Lockport.

Independent Extensions in Michigan.

The Citizens' Telephone company of Grand Rapids.
Mich., has completed arrangements whereby the In-
dependent exchange at Traverse City and the In-
dependent toll lines covering Leelanau, Grand Trav-
erse and Benzie counties, and a portion of Wexford
County, in Michigan, will pass under its control.
The purchase includes, in addition to the exchange
at Traverse City, which contains 296 telephones, toll

stations at Acme, Bingham. Keswick, Sutton's Bay,
Omena, Northport, Provemont. Leland, Good Har-
bor, North Unity. Maple City and Cedar City. The
territory covered embraces a population of about 60,-

000 persons. The Citizens' company also is planning
to construct a toll line from Traverse City to Sher-
man, which will include stations at Grawn, Monroe
Center, Wexford, Thompsonville and Copemish. This
will connect the new system with Grand Rapids and
the lower part of the state by a first-class copper cir-

cuit. Frankfort, also, will be included in the circuit

by means of a line from Thompsonville.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
The Honey Gro\'e and Ragsdale (Texas) Telephone

company has been chartered with a capital of $1,200,
by J. W. Underwood, P. M. Price and T. U. Cole.

The Central Indiana Telephone company has been
incorporated at Sheridan, Ind., with a capital stock
of $10,000. The directors are John H. Cox, Dorval
Co.x and Leland D. Cox.

The stockholders of the Isle of Wight Telephone
company at Suffolk, Va., have elected Joseph W.
Holloway president. It is the intention of the com-
pany to extend its lines to several outlying points.

The Pendleton Telephone company of Pendleton,
S. C, has been chartered, with a capital of $600, by
J. C. Stribling of Pickens County, H. P. Litton and
J. H. Mounce of Pendleton, N. C, and others.

The Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph com-
pany has been "granted permission by the city coun-
cil of Tuscumbia, Ala., to erect and operate tele-

phone and telegraph lines in Tuscumbia, fqr the pur-
pose of establishing a local telephone exchange. It

is understood that work will begin immediately.

The Chicago Telephone company is meeting op-
position in its effort to run telephone lines through
Bellwood, 111. The trustees of the village have
demanded that the company paint its poles and that

a special franchise be secured. Fifteen linemen were
arrested while at work recently, and placed under
$100 bonds each, awaiting the decision of the courts.

The mayor of Baltimore is said to have expressed
regret that the last Legislature did not repeal the
Chesapeake and Potomac telephone ordinance. He
thinks that the injury to the city by this ordinance
is very great, as it not only gives improper use and
control of the streets of the city to a private cor-
poration, but provides a private system of subways,
when the city is rapidly furnishing a public and
municipal system.

A franchise has been granted to C. R. Callaghan
and Frank A. Knapp, president and secretary, re-

spectively, of the telephone company at Bellevue,
Ohio, to erect a telephone s^'stem in New Washington,
Ohio. The plant will be thoroughly modern and up-
to-date and a toll line will be built to Bucyrus, where
long-distance connections will be obtained. A small
plant will also be installed at Sulphur Springs, a

small village in the vicinity.

in a creditable souvenir number of the Terre
Haute Express is an account of the Citizens' Tele-
phone company. This company is owned and con-
trolled entirely by Terre Haute capital, and was
one of the first of the Independent concerns in the
country. It was reorganized this year with a capi-

tal stock of $150,000, with the following-named otfi-

cers: President, Fred B. Smith; vice-president,

C. R. Duffin; secretary and treasurer, G. A. Conz-
man; general manager, H. A. Coit. The company
has some 750 subscribers, all on three-year con-
tracts. Over 45,000 feet of wire has been laid under-
ground lately, and a common-battery exchange is

now being installed, manufactured by the American
Electric Telephone company. A long-distance serv-

ice is promised.

The Hornellsville Telephone company has been in-

corporated in New York to operate a telephone line

between Hornellsville. Olean, Bath, Wellsville and m-

rermediate villages. The capital stock is 150/^00

The directors of the company are: Burt G Huhbell

of Cleveland. Ohio: F. D. Sherwood and James B.

Day of Hornellsville.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The National Measured Service company was in-

corporated at Springfield, 111., on October nth,
to control and manufacture an automatic telephone
meter, to be used at stations where the rate charged
is regulated by the amount of service given. The
capital of the company is $50,000, and the directors

are George H. Miller, Gilbert Noxon and H. H. C.

Miller.

The Western Telephone Construction company of

Chicago has recently placed upon the market its

new 'Western Express No. 3 bridging telephones Cor

heavy toll-line work. These instruments are

equipped with the company's latest product, a new
five-bar laminalcd-armature generator which has

been especially designed for the purpose of furnish-

ing an instrument that will give a satisfactory serv-

ice over long and heavily equipped toll lines. It is

claimed that on well constructed lines this generator

will ring as high as 35 or 40 telephones.
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American Steei and Wire Company
at Paris.

The American Steel and Wire company's exhibit

at the Paris Exposition is one of the most com-

plete and interestmg ot the entire exhibition. The
mstallation is in the department of mines and metal-

hirgy, and was not placed with the other exhibits

from the United States for lack of space.

The main-fioor exhibit, illustrated by the ac-

companying picture, occupies a space ot 50 by 50

feet. It comprises iron ores and coal from the

company's mines in Michigan, Minnesota, Wis-

consin and Pennsylvania; limestone from its quar-

ries, coke from its ovens, and pig-iron from its

blast furnaces, the quality and nature of the pig-iron

being illustrated by fractures. Ingots, blooms and

billets from Bessemer and open-hearth steel mills

are also shown. These products are compactly

grouped near the entrance to the exhibit.

In the center of the space is an ornamental bronze

pagoda, with art-glass roof, and panels illustrating

various manufactured products, such as sections

of beams, channels, angles and bars, sections of

shafting, rail splices and frog filling, horseshoes,

spikes, nails and tacks, barbed wires, bale ties, fine

copper wires, music wires, fine spooled wires, all'

sorts of chains and rivets, coiled, spiral and flat

springs, clock springs, wire ropes, insulated wires

and cables, sections of submarine cables, etc.

In the space surrounding the pagoda are samples
of sheet-steel, with illustrations of quality, in the

shape of cold bending and stamping tests,, large

steel boiler heads, many bundles of woven-wire
fences and galvanized poultry netting. Piled in
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galvanized telegraph ;ind telephone wires, pure cop-

per wires, insulated conductors, rail bonds, trolley

wires, feeder cables for light and power, aerial, un-

derground and submarine cables.

One grand prize in Class 7 for music wire, for

greatest tensile strength, ductility and high finish.

One grand prize in Class 63, covering metallic

ores, coal and coke, also natural mineral paints.

such as Venetian red and copperas, of which this

company claims to be the largest manufacturer in

the world.
.One grand prize in Class 64, covering pig-iron,

.steel in ingots, bars, sheets, finished plates and wire

rods; also copper and copper alloys, ingots, bars,

etc.

One gold medal in Class 30, covering bicycle and
carriage wire spokes and kindred products.

One gold medal in Class 65, a general metal-

lurgical class, including wire nails and tacks, barbed

wire, wire rope, horseshoes, woven-wire fencing,

springs, chains, staples, wire netting, and kindred

products of the wire industry.

A grand prize was voted in Class 65, but with-

drawn, because grand prizes had already been

awarded in Classes 63 and 64, which, being so closely

related to Class 65, it was considered a crowding
of honors to award another prize in this class.

Western Union's Report.

The annual report of the Western Unij^n Telegraph

company for the fiscal year ended June 30th shows

:

Gross earnings. $24,758,570; increase, $804,258; op-

erating expenses. $18,593,206; increase. $507,627; sur-

plus after dividend, $391,278 ; increase. $287.586

;

AMERICAN bTEEL AND WIKE COMPANV S EXHIBIT AT PARIS

attractive pyramids are wire rods, steel and copper
wire in DUnOies ana on reels, copper troiiey wires,

weatnerpruui ana leaa-encasca caoies, copper ran

bonus, wire ropes, eic. ine leaiure ot tne exhioi-

lion IS tne great variety 01 proaucts shown, inu
entire range ui me steei-proaucmg inausiry appears

10 be covered Dy the proaucis ot tnis company,
wtiicn IS ijopulany, but erroneously, supposta 10

be connneQ 10 tlic wire mdustry.

J. tie gallery or auxiliary extiibit consists of 40
large panels, six by live teet in size, on wiiicii are

arusticaily groupea products 01 ttie various depart-

ments, wniie in glass cases, beneath the panels, ad-

ditional samples and test pieces are sliown, the

entire square being surmoumed with 50 large pho-
tographic reproouclions or birdseye views oi the

various mines, furnaces, steamships and manufac-
turing establishments owned and operated by the

company.
Xtic entire exhibit is certainly a credit to the

American Steel and Wire company, it was de-
signed and arranged under the personal supervision
01 P. W. Moen, third vice-president, and F. li.

Daniels, chief engineer, of the company. It was
entirely set up before shipment to Paris in the

Worcester plant, then taken down, shipped and
reconstructed on the other side.

It is not strange that so complete an exhibit

should be rev/arded with high honors. The Amer-
ican Steel and Wire company received more grand
prizes and gold medals than any other American
exhibitor, the awards being as follows: Four grand
prizes, two gold medals and a coUaboratory gold
medal each, to President Palmer and Chief Engineer
Daniels, expressive of appreciation of their share
in making such a showing for their company. The
detailed awards were:
One grand prize in Class 26 for iron and sieel

profit and loss surplus, $8,458,206; increase, $391,279.
The interest paid on outstanding bonds last year was
$896,305. The amount of interest payable on the

bonds now outstanding is $956,160, or an increase of

$59)^54 a year. The lines of the company were in-

creased during the year by 2,849 miles of pole con-

struction and 28,520 miles of wire, and there was also

an increase of 615 offices. E. H. Harriman and
Charles Lockhart were elected directors in the places

of Alonzo B. Cornell and the late C. P. Huntington.

Other members of the old board were re-elected.

Salt Storms in Utah.

Along the high-voltage transmission line running
from Provo, Utah, to lintic, the "salt storms" from
the plains often produce remarkable electrical dis-

plays. On account of the moisture in the air and
ihe thick covering of the poles with salt, powerful
discharges occur at frequent intervals; short cir-

cuits are momentarily caused, the lights dip, and
sometimes the operation of the motors is interfered

with. These discharges are usually of dazzling bril-

liancy, and at times startling. The flames are said

to reach a height of from six to eight feet, holding
for a second or two, then break from one of the

wires and die away. It is only when the arc is

continuous between the wires that there is any in-

terruption of the service. One flash which blew
the station fuses and caused a shutdown held its

place between the wires for five or six seconds, but
most of the flashes cease almost on the instant of

completing connection.
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Important Street-railway Decision in

Wisconsin.
The Supreme Court of Wisconsin, through Judge

Winslow, the other justices concurring, handed
down an opinion on October 12th which has an
important bearing on the street-railway situation

in Milwaukee and also in other cities in the state.

Last January an ordinance was passed by the Com-
mon Council of JVIilwaukee, granting an extension
of 10 years of the street-railway franchises of the

Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light company in

return for a reduction of fares to a four-cent basis

for certain hours of the day and a straight fuur-

cent fare in the course of a few years. This ordi-

nance was passed by the council in spite of an in-

junction that had been secured restraining thai

body from taking the action. The aldermen were
brought before Judge Ludwig of the local court

and held by him for contempt. An appeal to the

Supreme Court was taken by the aldermen, and that

body now holds that a legislative assembly cannot
be restrained, and, accordingly, sets aside the con-
tempt proceedings.
The court, in effect, holds that the proceedings

before the Common Council were regular, that body
not having exceeded its authority. Citizens, the

decision holds, in effect, cannot cjuestion the dis-

cretion of the Common Council, even though ex-
ercised wrongly. The discretion lies with the coun-
cil. The decision is regarded as one of the most
important the court has handed down for a long
time. It is lengthy and discusses the rights and
privileges of street-railway companies in a manner
never gone into before.

Judge Winslow, in the opinion, said, after refer-

ring to the offer of $100,000 to the city for the fran-

chise, which was refused:
'It seems plain to us that this action of the Com-

mon Council cannot be called in any proper 01

reasonable sense a squandering of public funds or
property. The question before the council was what
terms should be attached to the grant, whether it

was more beneficial to the public to secure a cash
payment, which would benefit taxpayers only, or to

secure lower rates of fare for the public generally,

or to impose other conditions, and after exercising
its discretion in favor of a general reduction of fare

it cannot be said that any city fund has been squan-
dered, lost or misused. Street-railway companies do
not get their rights from their charter, but get them
from the city. The fact that the Common Counc'l
extended franchises which had not expired would
not make the ordinance void, as the council had
that power."
Of the objections concerning alleged irregularity

of procedure in passing the ordinance the court says
ihey cannot be raised by private parties, but only
by the state.

The decision puts the company on a secure foot-

ing and permits it now to proceed with the im-
provements planned under the franchise.

The Newton and Boston Street Railway company
seeks authorily to issue new bonds to the amount of

$75,000.

Electric Cooking at the Paris Expo-
sition.

One of the most extensive applications of electric

cooking is that which has been maae at the restau-
rant in the basement ot the Spanish pavilion in

L-'aris. As the bpanish pavilion contains a number
ul collections 01 great value, the government au-
thorized the establishment of a restaurant in the
basement only on condition that no coal, gas, or
petroleum should be used, on account ot aanger
irom hre. 'ihe electric system was thus almost com-
pulsory; it was, however, quite an undertaking, as

the Scientific American remarks, to establish a plant
of this kind, as over 400 meals a day were served,
with the complicated menu necessary for a high-
class restaurant. The installation was made by
Parville &. Co. of l-'aris, and is now in successful
operation. The outfit consists of a large range, two
large broilers, two ovens, a hot-water reservoir, a

vegetable boiler and a small heater. The principle
of the apparatus consists in the use of a metalio-
ceramic resistance, based on the fact that the con-
ductibility of metallic powders is diminished by
mixing them with powder of refractory material.

The consumption of energy in proportion to the
heat given off is within reasonable limits. The re-

sistance pieces are easily replaced without taking
apart the apparatus. In the large range, whicn
measures three by six feet, there are eight fire- .

places, each consisting of a group of these resist-

ance bars, which are raised to a bright red by the

current and will support a temperature of 1.200° C.

without deteriorating. Four of the fireplaces con-
sume 25 amperes at 100 to no volts, and the other
four, 20 amperes. The heat not utilized by direct

radiation is used to heat a series of intermediate
plates by which the cooking is finished. The two
broilers give a high temperature, and heat from
above, avoiding the falling of fat and the conse-
quent odor. They take a current of 25 to 35 am-
peres. Of the two ovens, one is arranged to be
heated by the lower part and consumes 20 amperes;
the second has several heaters placed in the upper
part and connected to different circuits, so as to

be used independently or together. It roasts every
day at least 75 pounds of meat at one operation,

taking about 30 amperes. The vegetable boiler and
hot-water reservoir have each a capacity of about
60 gallons. For the coffee, tea. etc., a small heater
of two fireplaces is used, besides a water bath. The
tlirferciU heaters are constructed of sheet-iron, with

solid iron corners and braces. They are made with
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double partition, the interior space being tilled with
asbestos. This installation has worked ver>- regu-
larly since the first of May. and demonstrates the
practicability of electric cooking when applied on a
large scale.

Electric Furnaces.'
The empioynicnt of the electric furnace has made

rapid advance within the last few years, and we find
to-day a large number of forms in practical use.
It will be of interest, therefore, to study the differ-

ent types which they represent and the progress
made in their construction.
The forms in use to-day have been derived, for

the most part, from the form of crucible of Siemens
;ind Hutington, or from the Moissan furnace.
Moissan Furnace.—This furnace is characterized

by the employment of the electric arc as a source
of heat only and not as an electro-chemical agent.
By its means temperatures are attained in excess of
those from any types previously used. The highest
temperatures attainable by furnaces other than the
electric type are limited to about 1,800 degrees; the
blowpipe with illuminating gas and oxygen gives

2.000 degrees; with the Moissan furnace tempera-
tures certainly exceeding 3.000 degrees are possible.

In this apparatus the arc plays between tw-o hori-

zontal carbons extending into a narrow chamber
hollowed out of a block of quicklime. A cover of

the same material closes the furnace and reflects the

heat from the arc upon the material to be treated,

which is placed beneath the carbons. The calorific

action of the current is thus clearly separated from
its electrolytic action. The arrangement also pre-

vents any impurities of the electrodes from inter-

mingling with the substances melted.

As a result of the feeble conducting power of the

ntaterial used, a thickness of the dome of only ,30

millimeters is sufficient to allow a fusing of its

lower face, with the production of the Drummond
light, while the exterior face of the dome remains
cool enough to handle.

Siemens Furnace.—This furnace is designed along

other lines. The first Siemens furnaces were in-

tended for fusing metals, and consisted each of a

crucible of refractory material, with double walls

of an insulating envelope, and receiving the electric

current at its base. A vertical electrode, placed

above the crucible, served as the second conductor.

The material introduced in the crucible took the

place of the intermediate conductor, and the electric

arc played between the electrode and the material

itself. The automatic regulation of the arc is ob-

tained by a shunt solenoid, placed in the circuit and

producing a displacement of the electrode.

Industrial Furn.\ces.

Cowles Furnace.—In 1885 appeared the Cowles

furnace, with which were made the first applications

of electricity to the reduction of oxides.

In this apparatus one end of a chamber of re-

fractory material is made of a conductmg sub-

stance and constitutes one pole. The other ex-

tremity of the chamber is closed by a graphite

crucible, forming the other pole.

In i8b7 the Cowles brothers took out a new pat-

ent on an electric furnace in which the charge was

introduced in a continuous manner.
^

Herouh Furnace.—The Heroult furnace, apphea

first to the reduction ot alumina by copper, is ba^ed

upon the same principle as that of Cowles. Ihe

copper is introduced into the furnace in form of

granules. The current melts the metal between the

two electrodes. The alumina is then poured in,

and one obtains an alloy of aluminum and copper.

Froges Furnace.—The factories of Froges and of

Xewhausen have employed the Heroult lurnace in

the manufacture of aluminum. On the appearance

of carbide of calcium the same furnaces served for

the manufacture of this substance.

The special furnace designed for this latter pur-

pose, and which is called by the name of Froges, is

composed of a vertical electrode capable of an up-

and-down movement, in a chamber whose, base 15

carbon, and which is mounted upon rollers, ihis

chamber constitutes the second electrode. The

walls are double and of an insulating material. Ihe

carbide is taken out to cool through an opening in

the lower part of the furnace, and when the opera-

tion is finished the movable furnace is removed and

exchanged for another;

Modern Applications.

The appearance of carbide of calcium was a sig-

nal for the designing of electric furnaces ot great

efficiency and of continual operation. These forms

may be classified as; First, those based upon the

Moissan and Siemens furnaces, called arc furnaces;

second, those based upon the Heroult type, called

resistance furnaces; third, those modeled after the

first Cowles furnace, called superficial resistance

furnaces or incandescence furnaces.

Arc furnaces may be classified as follows: Single-

;.rc furnaces with two movable electrodes: single-

arc furnaces with one movable electrode; furnaces

with several arcs.

Single-arc Furnaces with Two Movable tlec-

trodes.—The - two electrodes are the more often

placed in an incline'' position and capable of being

thrust into a chamber of refractory material, ihe

material to be treated is placed about the arc. being

introduced at the top of the furnace.

To this type belong the Patin furnace, that ol

1. Abstract or a paper read before the Paris Elenrical Con-

gress of Aagast iS-25. 1900, by Mr. Keller.
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the Deutsche Gold und Silberscheide Anstalt, for
the production of calcium carbide, and the Street
furnace for the production of graphite.

Single-arc Furnaces with One Movable Electrode.
-^The movable electrode is ordinarily placed ver-
tically; the fixed electrode is placed horizontally or
inclined, and is built up of an assemblage of carbons
called the "sole."
The material is introduced at the upper part of the

furnace, and the arc plays first between the movable
electrode and the sole, then between the fixed elec-
trode and the molten material. The tension em-
ployed in this type' of furnace varies from 50 to 60
volts.

To this category belong the electric furnaces of
the Societe des Carbures Metallique, shown at the
exposition, and the systems of Siemens and Halske,
Schuckert, etc.

Furnaces with Multiple Arcs.—These are only
variations of the two preceding types. They are
employed to distribute the calorific action of the
arc over greater surlaces, and not merely at the
point of emission of the arc.

To this type belong the Gin and Leleux fur-
nace, those ot Bertolus or Memmo, Nicolai, Bovy,
etc. The first of these has been emploj'ed for the
manufacture of calcium carbide and ol pHosphorus;
it contains four pairs of carbons, four arcs in a single
chamber, and its sole has a helicoidal movement be-
low the arcs.

ihe Bertolus furnace, employed in the factories
01 Bellegarde, uses a three-phase electric current
and three arcs, by means of three movable carbons
inclined and placed above a common sole connected
or not connected to the dynamo.
The Nicolai furnaces are composed of a metallic

crow-n, covered w-ith carbons ana forming one pole;
the other pole consists of several electrodes placed
circularly and given a movement of rotation above
the fixed metallic crown, upon which the material
to be treated is spread.

In all these furnaces the temperature seems to
vary with the current intensity. The potential em-
ployed being almost constant for a given application,
It follows that in powerful furnaces the tempera-
ture is too high in the arc itself. The employment
of multiple arcs only imperfectly remedies the chief
fauh of the use of the electric arc, which is that it

produces at a certain point a great volatilization of
the material and sometimes a dissociation of the
substances obtained.

The movable electric arc behaves badly at best;
its resistance is made endlessly variable, and its tem-
perature is either too low or too high. The manu-
facture of calcium carbide, especially, "is practically
impossible with this type of furnaces.

it should be remarKed that, the electric arc being
inductive, its emplo3'ment as a resistance on a„
alternating circuit provokes a lag of current which
represents a consiaerable drop of potential.

Resistance Furnaces.—These furnaces are built
as the preceding, but arranged to work only at low
tension. The electric work is represented by Joule's
lormula, and the temperature obtained, lor a given
power, is a function of the cross-section 01 the
electrodes.

in furnaces based upon this principle the fusion
is quiet; the gas resulting is not blown violently out
of the furnace, as is the case with the electric arc.
With these furnaces in the manufacture of calcium

carbide, an electromotive force of only 20 to 25 volts
is required.

In the furnaces of Gin and Leleux the movable
electrode serving to regulate the tension is built
up of carbons of different conductivities and is some-
times Soo millimeters on a side

Furnaces with Superficial Resistance.—In this
type the electrodes do not of themselves permit the
passage of current. It is nccessaiy at the start that
the electrodes be united by some conductor, like
powdered carbon. This conductor is then carried
to a high incandescence by the current and lorms
a bed of fusion upon which the material to be re-
duced is placed, fhis type of furnace allows us to
utilize in one chamber a greater power than any
other, for this power, for a given current, vanes wiin
the displacement of the electrodes—a displacement
which is easy to regulate.

To this class of turnaces belong the Cowles fur-

nace and others more recently designed, using two
groups of electrodes.

Direct-current machines were originally the only
source of energy used for electric furnaces, but now
,ve utilize single-phase and polyphase aUernating
generatois. The first electric furnaces using direct

currents, and in which electrolj'tic action took place,

have been designated as electrolytic furnaces, in

distinction from those known as electrothermic fur-

naces.

Alteknating-current Furnaces.

The employment of alternating currents for fur-

naces has been greatly extended, because it insures

a better mechanical working, the alternating-current

machines suffering less than others from the sudden
variations of resistance which may be produced in

the electric furnace. Moreover, the electrolytic ac-

tion of continuous currents, often very objectionable,

is obviated, and the two electrodes are equally con-

.sumcri, by the use of alternating currents.

With an alternating single-phase current the fur-

naces can be placed in series or in parallel, like any

.jrdiiiary. resistances. But since, when put in series,

the i;topping of one furnace will throw the whole

battery out of action, wc rarely place more than

^S?

two furnaces in series on the same circuit. Arc
furnaces perform better in quantity than singly, as
sudden variations are then avoided. Incandescence
furnaces, with their great regularity of w-orking.
may, on the other hand, be used advantageously
when connected in series.

Furnaces with Polyphase Current.—The Bertolus
furnace was the first of this type, using, as we have
seen, three electrodes connected to the three termin-
als of the generator, with a common sole. The
two-phase current has been utilized in a similar
manner. But generally the different phases of poly-
phase currents are used separately in furnaces oper-
ating as single-phase furnaces. The employment of
polyphase currents allow-s a considerable economy in

copper in the feed circuits.

Electrodes.

The difficulty of obtaining electrodes of sufficient

dimensions and convenient form for a long time
limited the size and power of furnaces. The con-
sumption of these electrodes constitutes an important
element in the economic production of calcium car-
bide. The carbons of high conductivity making up
the electrodes are burned in contact with the air,

because of the excessive temperatures, and it is now
.= ought to shield these from the air and cool them
by a circulation of water about the parts exposed.
In the latest forms of Gin and Leleu.x cold air is

substituted.

Voltage and -Current Strength.

Low-tension currents of 8.000 to 10.000 amperes
are frequently employed. As it is impracticable
w-ith these heavy currents to use circuit-breakers,
the movable electrode of the furnace serves for this

purpose.
The manufacture of carbide of calcium requires

potentials of 50 to 60 volts. The fusion of bauxite for
the manufacture of artificial corundum requires 50
volts; that of iron ores requires only 20 volts, on
account of the high conductivitv of the vapors given
cff.

In' superficial-resistance furnaces, because of the
arrangement of the electrodes, which allows the in-

troduction of a great quantity of material to be
fused, the potentials may be carried as high as So
to TOO volts.

Conclusion.

-^ccoruing to recent estimates the power utilized

111 eieciiic lUrnaccs lo-uay rcprcseius a loiai o.
Hearty ^ju,ulaj iiorscpowci, 01 wiiicii iiie nianuiac-
lure ui caruiae 01 caicluui consumes lo5,uuu; iiiai

01 aiuinuium, 27,uuo; mat 01 copper, ii,uuu, aiiu

mat 01 caruoruiiQum, 2,uuo Horsepower, in r ranee
aioue over ou,ouu Horsepower is cunsumcu m liic

calcium caroiuc iiiausiry.

ine joint mainudCLUre 01 phosphorus and caiCium
carbiuc lu tile eieciric luruace iias been aLtciiipieu

uuriiig iiic last year; ailu very recently, mat ui vaiia-

uium ana 01 teirociirome, 111 ine woric^ ot ;3avoic.

Vjfcac aavance lias been maae 01 laie in iiic moue
01 cousLiucuoii 01 cicciric lurnaccs. ' x hus tne out-
put iioiii apparatus lor inanuiacLure 01 caiciu'ii car-
ijiue, wnicu was oniy inree Kilogrammes per Kiiowaii
per ^4 Hours in ic>y7, is to-aay, 111 tne cjin anu lcicU-v
lurnaec, 0.2 Kiiograinmes. inis represents a tnermal
emciency tor tins turnace 01 about 75 per cent.

Universal tLxniDiiion Tor L-ignting In-
Qusines.

All exlubiiion to be given during the month of Ko-
veiiiuer at v iciiiia wiii ue aevoicu 10 tne science and
arc UI UiUiiiiiiaLiuii 111 us uroaaest .sense, "it seems
a must suuauic uccasiun, says tne prospectus, "to
araw conclusions as to tne actual vatues ul existing
iiieitiuus 01 iiiuinmaiion ana to reaajust our views
Ul an inaustry wnicn lias attained sucn a ftigh state

ui periectiun. it is acsirea 10 lay ttie present state

UI itie art beiore tne public in orucr to aoet improve-
iiienis ana niaKe better known tne innovations m
tins netu. ncting irom uiese cunsiaerations, ana
unuer tne auspices ut uas .Moaerne rieieucntungs-
wesen, a tecmiicai journal, me commitiee lias ar-

raiigea tne nrsi "cmversal l:,.xhibition ot tjcneral

i^igiicmg industries, and invites tfie co-operation ot

manuiacLurers, inventors ana otners interested.

ine exfiibiis are to be ciassea unaer 14 groups;
Historical development ot metnods ot illumination;
light in service 01 religion and art (,cnurcll illiimma-
tlUliy ; llgntlliti U. LliH;,^ ailu '.tpClt-tUt t.?,ttUli„itiil.;ilL.-, ,

house and dwelling illumination; employment of light

in scliools and hospitals, hygiene ot light, light as a
means to health ; tactory illumination ; lignting ol
railroad trams, snips ana sea illumination; light in

us application to military operations on sea ana land;
light in photographic reproduction ; light as aid in

hgming hre anu water; lighting ot lortincations; light

in decorative work; niiscellaneous; literature of the
an.

i he committee of arrangements includes Messrs.
Erich Kielmannsegg, llanst anu Ft. von \t aiieii-

holen, together with Profs. Nernst, Zickler, Loos
and rithcrs. 'ihe Bureau 01 h-iuries is locateu at 1.

Lothringerstrasse 15, Vienna, Austria.

The Santa Fe Street Railway company of New
Mexico has been incorporated, with 51250,000 capi-
tal stock, by (j. Nelson of Colorado Springs, M. \V.

Mc(.jrath ol Chicago. J. H. Vaughn. J. P. Victory
and others. Work has been begun on the con-
struction of the new street railroad in Santa Fe.
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Electric Fans and Motors for the Philip-

pines.

Bv G D. Rice.

Tliere is no doubt that American manufacturers

of electric fans, electric motors and similar devices

will profit largely bv the acquisition of the i hilip-

Dines just as soon as more permanent peace is as-

sured The half-way peace conditions now exislmg

are holding back a great many projects which are

under way and as soon as the right time comes

these hindered industries will take a new start.

There are a number of capitalists ready in each city

and town of importance to establish power stations

for the electric-light systems, electric railways, and

other uses of electric power which will be re-

quired as soon as things are put on a
P'r.'-^f'f

"'

peace basis. Your correspondent l^^s recently inter

viewed several of these parties. In Manila I spoke

with the projectors of the electnc-light plant and

found that the people were hard pushed for power

supply There were hundreds of biismess men and

proprietors of small enterprises, in which Lght POwer

is required to operate small machinery, who we. e

offering all sorts of high prices for the rental of

"'Tn'nouTtlJe people have plans ready and a great

advancement is being made in the "S" direction

toward the establishment of a power station to pro

vide electric lights and small power for the numerous

small manufacturing industrfes which ^^v^ =P™"g
,

no during the last year under American pationage

On the^sle of Negros there are promoters at work

San ng or the llcation of the proper insta lation

o' eectric power, while on Cebu they I'^ve already

made good progress, and before many months there

wmbrelectric lights in operation there ana enough

surplus power to provide the small manti acturors

of fabrics, shoes, metal goods, and the like with

an abundance of power for the 0P^""°" «« "^;
chinery, electric fans, motors, etc. The same ideas

are in progress on the island of Mindanao wheie

there have been discovered rich deposits of silvn .

lead copper, and even gold. There is a large m
flrx of mining prospectors to this island, and money

fs gc^ng to bl plentiful there within a short period.

In ellctrical devices, as in most other >n?chaiiica

apparatus it is well known among the natives that

the products of the American shops are superio,

o those of other countries. There is probablv no

countn in the world in which the vyorkmanship is

equa to American. One of the principal reasons

Sr this is that such machinery as electric fans and

motors is finished nearly always by high-priced

workmen in American shops, while the same, sty es

of devices that come here from England, Spam and

Germany bear the marks of the apprentice m fini.,h-

^/ In order to compare the excellmg Pomts of

American fans and motors with those from o her

comitHes, one has only to come to a country ike

this and watch the goods as they come im It is

very easy to dist nguish an American fan or motor

as soon as it is landed on the wharf and withou

readhrg the label. This difference in the electrical

ns motors and other electrical devices is result-

ing and will continue to result, in a great many un-

soUcited orders for American machines being sent

from the Philippines. , ,, . f„,. ti,p

The indications are that the demand for the

electrical devices will be very large within a short

time for the reason that there are plans in progress

for the establishment of central electric power sta-

tions in nearly all of the important cties and towns

and on some of the more important islands Rich

foreigners are preparing '» control the system of

power stations so as to Tprovide electric lights for the

cities and towns, and power for running small ma-

chines and cooling apparatus, such as tans, etc., toi

houses and business establishments The large scale

01. which these enterprises are planned will mean

ihe investment of many hundreds of thousands ot

dollars in fans, motors and general electrical ma-

'""Abo^ut a year ago, when the ships of the United

States Navy began to stop here at the wharfs

where the natives could inspect them, one thing that

attracted much attention was the little electric tans

in operation in the staterooms. These fans pro-

duced a current of air that had a decided cooling

effect so that that portion of the day which is

usually lost to the business man in this section due

10 the intense heat could be utilized. It has been

customary for the people of the Phdippmes to cease

all laljor from II in the forenoon to about two

o'clock in the afternoon, and with American competi-

tion which is now coming in, many of the native

mercantile houses and manufacturing concerns prefer

not to lose this important part of the day. In fact,

many of them have abandoned the custom by ceas-

ing work for no more than the regulation noon hour.

As the work was ceased because of heat, and as the

introduction of fans operated by belts runmng from

handwhcels so cools the air that it is possible to

continue operations, the demand for fans made

specially for the purpose of cooling interiors ot

workshops is exceedingly large. If an agent of an

electric-fan concern were to canvass anv of the

manufacturing sections with a type of fan that could

be operated under 'he prevailing conditions, he

would take orders about as fast as he could write.

Of course the chief trouble at present is the lack

.if power, and a number of the fans in operation are

run by small steam engines, and in some cases by

power developed from water wheels, caribou power
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and even power derived from a handwheel operated

by one or two native boys for lo cents each for a

day of 10 hours.

The metals and other ores of the Philippines have

attracted capitalists here with a view of operating

the mining districts, and in many places they have

put in shafts which cannot be worked to advantage

owing to the lack of sufficient air. Air currents are

being developed in some of these shafts m very

crude and uncertain ways, and in several instances

which came to the notice of the writer they ex-

perienced disasters owing to the stoppage of the air

currents as a result of the defective ventilating ap-

paratus breaking down. In one place propellers

were fitted to bearings at each turn of the shaft, and

as long as these propellers were operated the air cur-

rent developed was enough to keep up the proper

circulation. The mode of operating the propellers

consisted in running lines of hemp rope from

the grooved wheels of one propeller to those

of the next, and so on through the shaft.

The main rope ran to the surface, where

it was driven by means of a wooden cylinder.

Whenever this cylinder broke down, or anything

occurred to put. the propeller system out of service,

the occupants of the shaft would run to the surface

for air. Some day there will be disaster in that

mine. But there is no remedy under the prevailing

conditions, and the same state of affairs exists m
many of the newly started quicksilver mines on

Panay island, where some of the discharged soldiers

who formerly were engaged in mining and pros-

pecting have located good claims and are working

them If the proper equipments for moving the air

currents in the mines could be obtained, almost any

prices would be paid.

The natives of the Philippines are not exactly

a lazy lot, but the natural conditions of things, ihe

climate and everything pertaining to the country for

the last two or three generations have encouraged

laziness There have been many wars with Spanish

soldiers, local tribes, and finally the Americans

When war prevails no man's property is safe and

the constant war in these islands has prevented the

natives from working and accumulating property.

They have not had the courage to tdl the soil tor

the purpose of letting enemies gather the crops

The lazy hours of the day have been maiiv and

will continue so for some tunc vet. D'-nne- this '--

terval of laziness on the part of the native he seeks

to be cool and comfortable, and- if money can pur-

chase for him a fan that will cool his surroundings

he will have it at any cost. The natives of the

islands are not all a poor lot, for many have their

horses, carriages and servants, and these represent

a "oodly proportion of the population in every city

and town of the Archipelago. These are the peop e

that will buv the electric fans and use them in their

homes iust as scon as there is power to_ operate them

The "demand for the fans will also be large from

the mercantile establishments in which bookkeepei.

and others are obliged to swe ter under the hea

and the close conditions prevailing in most of the

rooms at present. The American army has lo-

cated offices in many of the cities and towns, and

the suffering of the soldier clerk m these places

might be and will be promptly rectified, as soon as

means are provided. But it is all working the right

way and within a few months there is going to be

considerable of a demand for these lift e air-coohng

devices which are so numerous m the United btatcs

and other countries.

The stores of the Philippines are, as a rule, con-

structed after the American plan so far as the stoie

Itself is concerned. The furnishings, however, are

different, and instead of the show window which

is so attractive in American stores, the front is

usually barricaded with stone or wood, for pur-

poses of protection against invasion, a necessity

which is now past. There is, therefore, in most

of the stores of this country, nothing more than

the door and one or two little rear windows for

the purpose of letting in the light and the air. 1 he

stores were all erected with a view of protection

for the goods in case of a riot or an attack from

the tribes of the hills, and in many stores I noticed

that by lifting a trap-door in tlie middle o the

floor it ivas possible to descend into a vault large

enough to hold the proprietor and his family, be-

sides a goodly proportion of the stock of goods.

The compactness with which the stores are niadc

in the Philippines makes them very hot and close,

and a representative of an electrical-fan concern

could take orders for ventilating and cooling fans

in these stores in large numbers. He could com-

men^-e operations in Manila at the present time.

The stores in Manila are made more on the Ameri-

can plan than those of the other places on the

islands, and many of them have open fronts, h-ven

in these open-front stores there is need of fans, and

already some of the stores have put them in. ihe

ice-cream saloons, of which there are several m
Manila two in Iloilo, and about one each m three

or four of the larger cities of the islands, where

they can get ice from the government ice-making

machines connected with the hospitals, are near y

all fitted with some sort of a cooling device, usually

rigged up on the propeller system, in all of the

places, except in the Manila saloons, where they

have good fans.

The Philippines have been noted lor their sugar

products for generations, and there are many sugar

mills dotted all through the islands. In one trip

T made across Panay it seemed to me that there

was a sugar mill in every stpiare mile. In some
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of the sugar-making departments where they do
the boiling in stone basements, the heat is so se-

vere that even the natives, who are naked, can

remain inside but a few minutes at a time. All

that is wanted in these rooms is one or two fans

to keep the air moving. The sugar-mill managers
of the Philippines are all immensely wealthy, and
any improvement that will put money into their

pockets will be appreciated and bought by them.
When the proper time arrives for the use of

electric motors in the islands the demand for these
machines will exceed the expectations, for the rea-

son that there is a vast amount of wood-working
machinery, printing machinery, mining machinery
and machinery in the metal-working shops, that

cannot very well be operated by steam power, owing
to prevailing conditions, but which can be run by
small motors. There will be a call for these small
motors to operate presses and isolated machinery
in mines, mills, etc. The pumps used in the mines
and other places can also be worked to good ad-
vantage by motors.
Some of the first motors manufactured in the

American shops have, in some peculiar manner,
worked their way around the world into the Philip-
pines, and it would be better if they were not here,

because these motors are set forth by the dealers
in machinery as being of modern make. It would
never do to state that these motors are of ancient
pattern, for they could not be sold. Therefore,
some of the buyers of motors for doing light work
have been deceived in this way. At one shop I

noticed that a pump appeared to be doing a great
deal of groaning and jumping, and, upon examina-
tion, found that it was operated by a defectively

constructed motor of old pattern and which did
not work well. The speed was very irregular. In
another case I saw one of the oldest patterns of

.^Vmerican motors fixed over with new parts, and
this one operated steadily with fair speed, but it

was easy to distinguish that it was not a modern
i:)attern. '

The newly built American motors are superior
to any types of motors sent here by German, Eng-
lish or Spanish firms. It is readily seen that each
detail of construction of the American motor has
been carefully inspected and that it has not been
sent out of the shop in which it was made with
defects in it, as is the case with many of the other
types of motors shipped to the Philippines from
other countries. The popularity of American-made
electrical motors is due to the good condition in

which the motors usually arrive, as many of the
shipping firms in other countries fail to pack their

machines properl3^ I have seen boxes containing
delicate parts of electrical motors opened in the
shops of this country and noticed that a goodly
percentage of the parts were broken. The shippers
forget that the box of parts is going to be sub-
jected to a severe rolling and tumbling process on
the ocean for quite a number of days, and they
fail to pack the parts securely; they are liable to
permit a bolt, a casting or a small piece weighing
a pound or so to remain loose in the box among
the other parts. This loose piece will be tumbled
about among the other parts during the entire
journey, and by the time the package arrives at its

destination here in this country the loose piece
will have chipped off numerous pieces of metal
frpm the secured portions and perhaps have broken
some of them. I have seen cases in which a loose
piece has worked its way completely through the
side of a wooden box and been lost. The constant
hammering at the wood cuts the fiber and finally

wears a hole. Good packing, therefore, is essential,

and the American shippers are doing better in this

direction than many of the shippers of other coun-
tries.

The general popularity of American-made fans,

motors and general electrical devices in the Philip-
pines is counting for a great deal in the favor of

dealers in machinery, and the latter are receiving
five orders for American fans and motors to one
for all .the other countries combined. "That the
.Americans do better work and that their motors give
better satisfaction" are the reasons for this, as ex-
plained by one dealer. Another said: "The ma-
chines are right, prices rieht and the work is done
right." All have a word of praise for the American
machines. i

' ;

i ^

A Boston Idea.

The new exhibition department of the Edison Elec-

tric Illuminating company of Boston was formally

opened on October 3d, at the new building of the

company, at i and 2 Head place. The exhibits will

be open at all times to the public. Nothing is to be

offered for sale, but opportunity is afforded manu-
facturers of electrical appliances to display their

goods .under the most favorable conditions. The
rooms are artistically arranged and the ornamental

arrangement and variety of the lighting, produced

by nearly 800 i6-candlepower incandescent lamps, is

in itself an attraction. Among the interesting things

displayed arc an electric refrigerator and ice ma-
chine, a forge for heating iron to welding heat by

means of electricity, and a horse-clipping and groom-

ing machine.

The St. Thomas (Out.) Street Railway company
has increased its capital stock from $100,000 to $250,-

000, and will conimence the extension of a radial

line to Port Stanley this fall.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
London Letter.

London, October 2.—Bond street station on the
"Twopenny Tube" was opened last week for traffic

for the first time. Tliousands of passengers on the
new hne have been much exercised in niind as to

the cause of the delay. The circumstances are
somewhat singular. The ship which conveyed the

original elevator machinery from the United States

w-as w-recked, and the machinery lost, necessitating

a second construction, which took several weeks
to complete.
An eminent engineer, who does not wish his

name mentioned, said to me during the last week:
"T" can never mount an omnibus or a horse-driven
tramcar without a feeling of compunction. Horses
in a private conveyance seem to me as much out

of place as dogs in harness. In a few years every-

bodj' will think so." In the minds of most people
electrically driven conveyances which do not pro-

vide their own energy are confined to rails. This,

however, is not the case either in fact or theory.

The trolley wire has been found quite adaptable

to ordinary vehicles, traveling over common roads,

and the system now brought into practice abroad
will probably be largely employed for both tram-

way extensions and ordinary road traffic.

Professor Baum's experiments with the Baum
space-telegraphy system made between Cruxhaven
and Heligoland, a distance of 62 kilometers, have

been perfectly successful.

The employes of the Ashton under Lyne electric

tramways are out on strike and the position is so

serious that on Tuesday the cars w-ere under police

protection. This course was adopted in conse-

quence of disorderly scenes the preceding day. when
stones were thrown and the glass of several cars

smashed. Efforts have been made to recruit from

the Isle of Man, but though a number of workmen
were brought over, they declined to accept em-
ployment when they discovered the position of

aftairs.

The nave of St. George's Chapel. Wnidsor Castle,

has been fitted up with electric light. The choir

will still be lighted with candles.

The Central London Railway company is going

to try to find a remedy for overcrowding. So far

the number of passengers on the "Twopenny Tube"

has been so great that trains have often started full

from Shepherd's Bush and the Bank, and have been

unable to pick up many passengers at intervening

stations. The three-minute-and-a-half service is

now to be accelerated to 2% minutes, and, possibly,

cars will soon be running every two minutes. Each

train may also have another carriage added to it.

Hull tradesmen have taken up arms against the

erection on the city pavements of electrical fuse

boxes, and a deputation has waited upon the electric-

lighting committee and asked that the boxes be

placed underground. The complaint is that the

boxes are a nuisance because of the people who
lounge about them. The committee promised to

see what could be done.

Mr Charles T. Yerkes was on Friday elected

chairman of the Charing Cross, Euston and Harnp-

stead Railway company. This marks the closins

of months of negotiation between the projectors of

the original company and the American street-

railwav millionaire. It also establishes beyond Ques-

tion the fact that the railway which has hitherto

existed only on paper Avill shortly became an actual

reality A" dozen gentlemen, mostly lawyers, met

at the Charine Cross Hotel on Friday to close tip

the deal, by which the company passes into Ameri-

can hands. Mr. Yerkes. who arrived from Pans

on the previous day, was present, accomnanied bv

Housman & Davies of New York, who have had

rharf^e of the negotiations from the beginnmsr. Mr.

R W Perks represented the comoanv. and other le-

thal gentlemen were present on behalf or ind-vKlual

directors and shareholders. The capital sunk by the

promoters of the company, some $,-?oo.ooo, repre-

sented mostly legal expenses and cost of surveying

the route. To this is added calls of $10 a -share

paid on 4ii shares taken up and some $100,000 for

other expenditures since the line was projected

seven years ago. With an addition for the good

will of the concern, the total was 'wrought up to

nearly S^oo.ooo. and a check for the full amount

was paid by Mr. Yerkes at Friday s meetine The

authorized capital of the new company is $S.88o,ooo.

in shares of $50 each, and $2,960,000 m debentures.

The syndicate of American capitalists who are a.s-

sociated with Mr. Yerkes will raise the wnole of his

=um The line itself will be an underground elec-

tric, running from Charing Cross to Hanipstead,

with branches connecting with Euston and Kent-

ish Town. The terms of the act P™vide that

it shall he completed bv igo2. It will be run

on the "Twopenny Tube" plan, and is expected to

be the first of an underground system crossing

London in a manner not at present available by the

Metropolitan Railway comnanv s inner circle. ,!
he

equipment of the line is to be of the latest American

nattern. the third rail being adopted ps
"J''"^"
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it. The public suffers many disadvantages from this
slate of alifairs. Under the contract mail cars \vere
sent out from the postoffice every half hour, attached
to a Third Avenue car as a trailer and filled with
mail. Pouches were delivered at 10 stations from
Ninth street to One-hundrcd-and-Fifty-seventh
street. It took about an hour and 40 minutes to get
mail from the postoffice to Fort George. On the re-

turn trip the mail w-as gathered up along the route,

and what was for New York Central and New York,
New Haven and Hartford trains was dropped off at

Forty-second street. Thus close train connection
was secured. The nine cars were rented to the gov-
ernment for $19,000 a year. The contract has been
canceled by the Metropolitan company, accofUng
10 its officials, simply for the reason that the com-
pany does not want to be bothered with mail cars.

The company fears no strike, and accordingly feels

that the mail service offers no inducements.
Six handsome cars for the first electric train of the

JManhattan Elevated Railway company are now at the

shops at Ninety-eighth street and Third avenue. A
motor car is placed at each end of the train. The
company has not yet announced wdien the trial will

occur, but it will probably be over the Second Avenue
line.

The JMetropolitan Street Railway association, com-
posed of employes of the Metropolitan Street Rail-

way company, celebrated its fourth anniversary on the

night of October 6th, by a yaudeville entertainment

in Carnegie Hall. The hall was filled with the wives

and friends of the employes of the Metropolitan

company. H. H. Vreeland. who is the president of

the association, made a brief address, in which he

welcomed the families of the employes. The end of

the present financial year showed the membership to

be 3,312. During the four years the organization had

paid in sick and death benefits the sum of $43,916.

It also owns a circulating library of 1.300 books, to

which the members and their families have access,

and a bed in St. Vincent's Hospital, the gift of Presi-

dent Vreeland. The membership of the organization

has increased in four years from too to 3-3I-. which

number includes a large majority of the company s

regular force.

The suit which Alexander R. Hart, formerly presi-

dent of the Long Island Electric railway, brought

against Martin Maloney. a wealthy Philadf-lphian.

for a commission of $20,000. alleged due him, has

been dismissed by Justice Gaynor of the Supreme

Court of Queens County. The suit originated from

the sale of the plant of the Jamaica Electric Light

company to the Pennsylvania Power, Light and Heat

company. „ ,, , . , r

Mr and Mrs. Charles T. Yerkes arrived fiom

London to-day on the Deutschland. Mr. Yerkes

has been abroad four months, and during that time

succeeded in obtaining control of a valuable under-

Tround-railwav franchise in London. Upon being

hiterviewed, he refused to say anything m regard

to his street-railway affairs. He said ne would re-

main in New York a few days and then go to

M. L. G.

for the electric motors W. H, B.

New York Notes.

New York. October T3.-The contract hctween the

Metropolitan Street Railway company and the L n
1
e

States government for carrvmg mails on '"^ "'"
Avenue and Fort George 'i"^""'^ *° ?V renew
October ist, and the company has refused to renew

Chicago.

Northwestern Notations.

MinneapoHs, October 13.—Superintendent E. C.

Walley of the Walla Walla (Wash.) Electric com-

pany sustained a shock of 1,040 volts while repair-

ing a transformer. It did not have any serious

effect, and he was soon at work again.

The Electric Light company of Little Falls, Minn.,

has ilaced orders for a new incandescent-light ma-

chine The old machine was recently damaged so

badly that it will take a long time to repair it, and

the company has concluded to buy a new one.

C M Hertig of St. Cloud, Minn., seeks to pro-

mote a company to secure the electric-power and

heating plant there, which is now in the hands of a

"The'^'^Albert Lea (Minn.) Electric company has

ordered two new boilers of 400 horsepower each, to

furnish power for the extension of the plant

Recent breaks in water pipes in St. Paul ha\e

revealed the fact that the street-railway company s

employes have been grounding heavy currents on

water pipes. The resiilt has been that this use of

them for return currents has produced electrolysis,

in many cases causing great holes to be made m
the piping. The officials of the street-railway com-

pany clafm that it has been done without their

knowledge or instruction. It is urged that if the

rails were not assisted by the easily conducting

water mains, some portion of the current would

Up in the ground and make it unsafe m wet weather

W persons or animals. The currents in some parts

of the system of mains have been so strong th.it

workmen have refused to touch the pipes. The St.

Paul Water Board will complete its investigation

•ind will charge the street-railw.ay company for the

pipe and labor involved in repairing he break re-

cently made, which is charged to electrolysis. The

street-railway company has promised that no more

connections shall be made to water pipes.

The Richardson Electric Light company has be-

gun work on a power station for its new system for

rioauet, Minn. , , .1 r

The special lighting committee of the council of

T -1 Crosse. Wis., will have the city engineer pre-

pare plans for the proposed municipal electric

'''p"*! Wrangclborg is an applicant at Evansville,

\riii'n
'

for a franchise for a lighting plant.

The Eleclric company at Ida Grove, Iowa, is about

10 a<ld a fourth boiler to the battery m its power

station.
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The council of Pelican Rapids, Minn., looks for-

ward to installing an electric-light system for that

village next summer.
The Hughes Electric Light company of Fargo

and Bismarck, N. D., is an applicant for a fran-

chise at Minot, N. -D.

The mill company at Adel, Iowa, has completed
its lighting system and put it in operation.

The Winnebago Traction company of Oshkosh,
Wis., is putting into use cars with vestibules on
them.

The house containing the dynamo and electric

apparatus for running the underground ore cars of

the Oliver Mining company at Ironwood, Mich.,
was recently burned. The contents of the building
were a total loss and the damage amounted to $35,-
000.

The council of West Superior. Wis., has voted
to annul the franchise of the Duluth-Superior Trac-
tion coinpany in that cit\^ and instructed the city

attorney to proceed against the corporation to that

end.

Football is being played this fall at Des Moines,
Iowa, by electric light.

The mayor of Burlington, Iowa, in a communi-
cation to the council, advises that body that the
rates paid for street lighting are too high, and sug-
.gests an investi.gation as to the average price paid
by other cities before entering into a new contract.

The present contract expires September i, 1902.

The Oelwein Electric Light company of Oelwein,
Iowa, has disposed of its plant to Illinois capitalists

who ha\'e reorganized as the Oelwein Light. Pleat

and Power company. A heating system v/ill be in-

stalled in connection ^vith the plant.

The Phoenix Mill company of Herman, Minn.,
contemplates installing a plant for lighting the mill

by electricity.

The council of Albert Lea, Minn., has granted
a franchise to the Albert Lea Electric Light com-
pany to put in a public heating system.

The average cost of street lights for the year
ended March 31st for Lyons, Iowa, was $54.53.
Clinton, proper, of which Lyons is a part, averaged

$Q0, but the lights there burn longer hours.

A heater and water filter in the power house of

Ihe Ottumwa (Iowa) Electric and Steam company
blew up recently and stopped the cars and power
service for four hours.
A new dynamo of 200 lights' capacity is to be

put in for the courthouse at Superior. Wis. It re-

places a 75-light machine, which has been unequal
to the load put upon it.

The electric-light system at Horr, Mont., has
been completed and tested.

The mayor of Des Moines. Iowa, has vetoed the

ordinance lately passed by the council allowin,^

the Edison Light company $1,250 extra compensa-
tion in consideration of the company putting its

wires undero-round.
The council of Appleton. Wis., has directed the

city attorney to take steps to compel the local street-

railway coniDany to reoair its tracks and operate
cars or forfeit its franchise. The line has not been
operated since the power house burned, in July, and
no orogress has been made toward replacincr it.

The suit asrainst the Tw-n City Rapid Transit
comoany. by the city of Stilhvater, Minn., to forfeit

the franchise, has been transferred to Minneapolis
for hearing.

The differences betw^een the Duluth-Superior
Traction company and the Woodland comnanv in

"Diihifh. Minn., have been settled temporarily. The
Woodland company pays $500 for repairs to the

tracks, and the Duluth-Superior company agrees
to operate the line until soring.

A large mill is to be established at Somerset. Wis.,
in connection with {he electric power nlant just

completed. Each machine in the mill will be direct-

connected to an independent motor, thus avoiding
the use of beltinir and shafting.

The courts in Seattle. Wash., hold that a streei-

railway company has a right to expel a passenger
from a car wdio will not or cannot tender in pay-
ment of his fare a bill of reasonable size. The com-
pany there agrees to change a bill up to $5. Since

the raising of the question the conductors of the

Consolidated Street Radway company have been
instructed to accept bills of large denominations
when offered for fare—as high as $100—and tell

the passenger to call at the general ofifice for his

change.
Auburn, Renton and Issaquah, Wash., are to be

lighted by the Snoqualmie Power coinpany. The
transmission wires of the company pass through
those towns on the way to Seattle, and are to be
tapped.
The Seattle Electric company of Seattle. Wash.,

has just put into service 10 new cars, 38 feet in

length, equipped with air brakes.

The plant of the Hughes Electric coinpany at

Bismarck, N. D., is about ready for operation.

Negotiations are pending between the Appleton
(Wis.) Electric Licht and Power coinpany and the

Green Bay and Mississippi Canal company for the

ercclion of a power house at the upper dam, to

d<-v<-lop electric power for the street-railway system.

The council of Sioux Falls, S. D.. has rejected

an application for a franchise to establish a slrccl-

car system.

The electric-light comoany of Chamberlain. S. D..

will sink another artesian w-ell to furnish power
for the plant.

The council of Moorhead. Minn., will proceed

to stop the Fargo-Edison Electric company of
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Fargo, N. D., from entering Moorhead and fur-

nishing light.

August Lenzi has brought suit against the street-

railway company of Tacoma, Wash., to recover

damages for $1,500, for injuries sustained in the 4th

of July accident. He also asks that a receiver be

appointed to protect his claim and those of others

injured at the same time. He alleges that the com-
pany's finances are in such shape that the manage-
ment will probably transfer large sums from its

treasury to its stockholders, as self-protection, and
for this reason he asks a receiver.

A street car in Butte, Mont., slipped on an incHne

and ran into a loaded ore car, which was being
switched. The vestibule of the car was badly

wrecked and the driver was bruised and cut by
flying glass. Two passengers received slight in-

juries. R-

Baltimore, Md.
Baltimore, October 13.—The Belt Tunnel of the

Baltimore and Ohio railroad is being equipped with

the third-rail system. The third rail is to be laid

outside the track rails and will displace the over-

head-trolley wire, now used. Ample protection

from shocks will be furnished by plank guards about
the rail.

Some time ago the United Railways and Elec-

tric company offered the city of Baltimore $10,000
in cash and the viaduct bridge over Stony Run, in

order that Mayor Hayes might get a shorter and
more direct route to Druid Hill Park. The com-
pany also agreed to take up its tracks on Oak street.

In return, the company sought certain privileges

as to laying a number of curves and switches
throughout the city. At the recent meeting of the

council of the city the ordinance granting these priv-

ileges was brought up, but it was then stated that the

company requested that the ordinances be laid on the

table, and, on motion, the ordinances were so dJs-

disposed of. The company had come to the conclu-
sion not to accept the ordinances under the amend-
ments and restrictions placed thereon by the Board
of Estimates.
The Subway Commission hopes shortly to have

the municipal subways completed in certain districts

of the city, and will, as soon as this is accomplished,
require all overhead wires to be placed in these

subways.
The mayor is awaiting the final report of the

Municipal Lighting Commission before taking steps

toward establishing a city lighting plant.

The car barns opposite Carroll Park, now in

course of erection, for the United Railwa3's and
Electric company will be completed about the be-
ginning of winter. The new barns are among the

largest ever erected in this country. They will

occupy when completed an area equal to eight city

blocks, from Columbia avenue south to Carroll
street, and from Bush street west to Elk street. The
*'bays" are immense steel-tramed sheds, with brick
walls, 475 feet long and 90 feet wide. Blacksmith
shops, foundry and lumber yards are connected with
the barns. N. C.

Southern Developments.
Charlotte, N. C, October 12.—A special meeting of

the board of aldermen of Wilmington, N. C, will be
held during the present month to investigate the

present hitch between the city and the electric-lighting

company, and to discuss the advisability of the city's

establishing its own plant.

D. I. Hassell and others have secured a commission
to establish the Sullivan's Island railroad, which it

is proposed to operate as an electric line in Moultrie-
ville, Sullivan's Island, S. C. The capital stock is

$10,000.

The new electric line at Spartanburg, S. C, has
been completed to Clifton, giving the company about
10 miles of track now in operation.

George W. Miles is president of the Electric Light
and Power company, which will erect a big power
house -z^h miles from Radford, Va., to supply light and
power for Radford. Contracts representing $20,-

000 have been let. The machinery will likely be in-

stalled before January next.

The Richmond (Va.) Passenger and Power com-
pany has presented a petition to the City Council to

be allowed to "electrify" the Broad street line now
operated by mules. The petition is regarded as futile,

and it is said that the only thing for the company to

do is to use the tracks of the Traction company's
line on this street.

The Richmond Passenger and Power companv of

Richmond, Va., has given a million-dollar mortgage
to the Atlantic Trust company of New York to enable

it to take up $400,000 outstanding bonds on the plant

of the Richmond and Manchester company, and to en-

able it to rehabilitate its entire system. J. D. Patton
is president of this company. D. II. L.

Gleanings from Colorado.

Denver, October 12,—The two new power stations

in Colorado Springs arc making excellent progress.
That of the Colorado Springs Electric company,
formerly the EI Paso Electric company, is located
at Austin Bluffs, where the coal field is situated.

The plant is located four miles from the old station,

which is to be used for a sub-station. If the plans
are executed, 1,500 kilowatts will be delivered by
Ihc first of January. The Citizens' Light, Neat and
Power company has already begun work on the

power station at the Carlton mine on the Denver
and Rio Grande railroad. The company will use
Allis engines, directly connected to Westinghouse
generators, Babcock & Wilcox boilers and Ameri-
can stokers. The station is to be built of brick,

near Monument Creek, where water is obtainable.
The company expects to supply current by the first

of January. The company expects to do a good
deal in the way of experimenting with current for
heat.

The Florence Street Railway company has been
incorporated, with a capital of $500,000, by James
Reed, Harry Robinson, H. N. McCook and A. B.
McFall. The company is licensed to operate in

Fremont, El Paso, Teller, Pueblo and Custer coun-
ties. Florence is in the heart of the oil district

and it is said the oil interest is back of the enter-
prise. Florence is a town of between 3,000 and
3,500, but if built the road will doubtless extend to
neighboring places, such as Canon City.

Work on the electric road at Santa Fe, N. M.,
iias been begun. The company has a capital of

^250,000 and the incorporators are M. W. McGrath
of Chicago. J. H. Vaughn of Santa Fe, J. P. Victory
of Santa Fe and H. O. Bursum of Santa Fe.
The Denver Tramway company has been asked

by a committee of its employes to restore the wages
to the scale which existed previous to 1S93. Under
existing conditions, it is doubtful if the company
can accede to the request. Were it not for the
bicycle the company doubtless would grant the ad-
vance.

Incorporation papers of the Mountain Telegraph
company have been filed with the secretary of state.

The capital stock is $1,000,000 and the incorporators
are John L. Jerome, J. A. Kebler and Delos A.
Chappell, and these gentlemen constitute the board
of directors, together with John C. Osgood and
Morgan Jones. It is announced that the company is

owned by the Colorado Fuel and Iron company
and the Victor Fuel company. It is stated that

these companies' first object is to connect their

own properties and then to seek for a general busi-

ness. J. W. D.

PERSONAL.
Mr. J. Sigfried Edstrom, who was a resident in

this country for about four years, has recently

gone from Zurich, Switzerland, to Gutenburg in

Sweden, his native place, to install the new electric

railway in that city.

Mr. Henry L. Doherty, well known from his

connection with lighting and power plants in Madi-
son, Wis., St. Paul. Minn., and other places, was
in Chicago last week on his way to attend the an-
nual convention of the American Gas Light asso-
ciation, held in Denver this week.

Albert Lynn Lawrence, who has been engaged
in patent-law practice in Chicago for the last five

years, first with Barton & Brown and later as

associate counsel for the Western Electric company,
has removed to Cleveland, Ohio, where he will con-
tinue his legal practice at 1410 Williamson building.

Frederic A. Miller has been made general passenger
agent of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Rail-

way company, succeeding George H. Heafford, re-

signed. Mr. Miller, who was formerly assistant gen-
eral passenger agent, has always shown an interest

in the electrical affairs of his company, and he has
many friends among electrical men who will be
pleased to learn of his promotion.

Mr. William Warren Dean of the Western Electric

company has accepted a position with the Kellogg
Switchboard and Supply company of Chicago. Mr.
Dean was at one time connected with the Kellogg
company and is the patentee of a number of valu-

able inventions owned by that concern as well as

many others assigned to the Bell and Western
Electric companies. Mr. Dean is to take charge of

'the experimental department and laboratory of the
Kellogg company, and will be a valuable addition to

that company's force.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Franklin Water, Light and Power company

of Franklin, Ind., is about to let contracts for an
electric-light plant to cost $30,000.

The citizens of Ithaca, N. Y., are agitating the
question of erecting a second electric-light plant

and the establishment of a heating and power-sup-
plying plant in Ithaca.

7'he annual report of the Edison Electric Illumi-
nating company of Boston for the fiscal year ended
June 30th shows the gross earnings to be $1,131,758.

The expenses were $725,537, leaving as net profits

$406,221.

The Economy Electric company of Warren, Ohio,
has been organized, and will at once build an clcc-

iric-light plant in Warren. The stockholders arc

P. L. Webb. G. H. Jones, W. PI. Smith and G. B.
Sawyer.

The Edison Electric Illuminating company of
Cumberland. Md., has voted to issue $35,000 of bonds
to pay for the stcam-pipc system now being laid in

the streets, and to make improvements at the electric-

light plant of that city.

Articles of consolidation and incorporation of the

TTcrculcs Electric company and the Logan Light,

Power and Heating company, under the name of
the Hercules Power company, have been filed in

Provo Cit}', Utah, The company is capitalized at

$250,000, divided into 25,000 shares of the value of
$10 each. The directors are : Lafayette Holbrook,
George W. Thatcher, Moses Thatcher, Eldon P.

Bacon and William C. Gates.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
A syndicate, headed by J. F. Shaw & Co. of Bos-

ton, has secured the entire right-of-way from Tren-
ton to Philadelphia for a new trolley system.

The council of Croswell, Mich., has granted a fran-

chise to the Detroit, Lake Huron and Lexington
Electric railway for a right-of-way through that vil-

lage.

Charles C. Campbell and associates of Fairfax
Courthouse, Vt., will erect a $60,000 electric power
plant to supply motive power for their railway at that

place.

The commissioners of Belair, Md., have voted
to permit the Belair and Havre de Grace Electric

Railway company to lay its tracks upon the main
streets of the town.

At a special election held at Waycross, Ga., recently,

a 50-year franchise was granted to the Waycross and
Suburban Railway company for constructing and
operating an electric street railway.

Bids are wanted until November ist for construct-

ing the Arcadia and Clifton Heights Railroad com-
pany's line of five miles, to extend from Clifton

Heights, Pa., through Lansdowne and Heyville. The
necessary surveys have been made. H. M. Brennan of

133 South Eleventh street, Philadelphia, is president

of the company.

Junction City (Kan.) capitalists have taken steps

toward organizing a company with a capital of

$80,000. The company intends to build a street

railway to Fort Riley and put in an electric-light

plant large enough for Junction City and Fort

Riley. Captain B. Rockwell, Captain J. K. Wright,
Major J. Davidson and others are interested.

In pursuance of the plan that the Massachusetts

Electric companies are working out for the consoli-

dation of the numerous companies controlled by them,

the railroad commissioners of Massachusetts have

been asked to grant the necessary authority for the

Lowell,' Lawrence and Haverhill road to absorb the

Lowell and Suburban, also for the Brockton road

to absorb the West Roxbury and Roslindale line and

the South Shore and Boston company, with the right

to issue transfer stock.

AUTOMOBILES.
One of the chief features of the. Indianapolis car-

nival was a race on Capitol avenue l-^etween two
horses and two racing automobiles. The race v/as

one mile, or from Sixteenth street to New York
street. The horses were given a handicap of one

square and won in both races, but by little more than

a neck.

A dense fog marred the run of the Chicago Auto-
mobile Club to Milwaukee on October 13th. Of
the six machines that started only two reached Mil-

waukee, those of A. J. Eddy and H. M. Brincker-

hoff. Mr. Eddy's machine is a gasoline motor and
made the run of about 99 miles in seven hours, ar-

riving at the Hotel Pfister, the rendezvous, at five

o'clock. The other five machines in the run were
steam locomobiles. Two machines broke down at

Kenosha and two were forced to stop at Waukegan.
The return trip was made on Sunday afternoon.

PUBLICATIONS.
"Graphite for Automobiles" is the title of a small

pamphlet recently issued by the Joseph Dixon Cru-
cible company of Jersey City. N. J. It contains in-

structive paragraphs on graphite in general and
treats particularlv of the use of Dixon's pure flake

graphite and other graphitic lubricants for auto-

mobiles, electric motors, etc.

The Italian journal I'Elettricita has in percparation

an 'Album of Electricians." to contain over 200

portraits of eminent electricians of several nationali-

ties. The subject-matter will be printed in French.

It will be a quarto volume, printed on superfine

paper, and costing five francs. Communications
should be addressed to the editors of I'Elettricita,

No. II Via Cusani, Milan, Italy.

Instruction Book No. 3004, issued by the Fort
Wayne Electric Works, relates to the type K in-

tegrating meters manufactured by that company.
It explains the details and working principles of

Ihese meters, and gives careful instructions for their

installation and connection, speed adjustment on
varying loads, repairs, etc. Some helpful wiring
formulas are included in the book.

The American Steel and Wire company of Chi-

cago publishes a 60-page catalogue of springs, em-
bracing every variety and size of extension, com-
pression, torsion and flat springs, for every possible

application. The book further illustrates various
forms of special bent wires which the company offers

to furnish, simple or complicated, for all man-
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ufsicturing purposes. The large facilities of the
company enable it to make these specialties at low
figures, and to furnish the proper quality of steel
to serve each purpose.

The International Storage Battery company of
45 Milk street, Boston, has issued a pamphlet de-
scriptive of its new accumulator, the patent for which
was issued last spring. The invention involved in
this battery is of a purely mechanical nature and
relates to the construction of the grid, which is

practically solid and integral in all its parts, re-
ducing the weight to a minimum. The company
guarantees the maintenance of its batteries for 10
per cent, per annum of their first cost when used for
stationary installations of large capacity.

"Electric Mine Locomotives" is the theme of an
exceptionally handsome and well illustrated cata-
logue of 46 pages sent out by the power and min-
ing department of the General Electric company.
The pamphlet sets forth the advantages of elec-
tricity over steam, air and other agents in mine
haulage, and then enters into a careful description
of the tj'pes made at Schenectady. In many re-
spects the mine locomotive differs from all other
electric-motor cars. It is exceedingly compact,
motors, controller, etc., being designed to keep
down the dimensions of the frame as much as pos-
sible. Larger forms are shown for surface work,
resembling more the ordinary electric-locomotive
tj^pe, as well as electrically equipped larries. The
list of the 177 mine locomotives in actual opera-
tion- shows the draw-bar pull which these insignifi-

cant-appearing trundlers can exert; the motors
range all the way from 500 to 4,500 pounds in pulling
capacity. A large part of the work is devoted to
descriptions of actual mine equipments where these
locomotives are used, giving details of the work
they are doing daily, and, in figures and tables,

the economies attained. The book abounds in use-
ful and interesting information for all miners and
electrical engineers.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
It is said that a syndicate headed by ex-Governor

Mackintosh of British Columbia has secured control

of the Slave Lake power in that region. The project

contemplates the use of the power on Slave River for

the development of electricity to be distributed to

cc:ast cities.

On the San Juan branch of the Concho River in

the state of Chihuahua, in Mexico, an important
electrical power development is to be made. Below
the city of Peral, and between that point and Chi-

huahua, a dam 250 feet wide and 150 feet high is to

be constructed, impounding a lake 15 miles long
with an extreme width of 3^ miles. Lines of wire

will be run from the power house to Peral, 40 miles

away, and Chihuahua. 80 miles away, as well as

to other towns in the immediate neighborhood.

The electrical installation in the Lancaster (Mass.)

mills has been completed, and they are now said to

be using more electrical power than any other mill

in the country and more than any cotton mill in the

world. The power derived from two engines of

about 5,000 horsepower is directly applied to two
large electrical generators, and thence by un-

derground wires to 30 motors distributed through the

mills. These motors run from 50 to 150 horsepower.

By the new arrangement an increase in efficiency is

secured and the coal consumption reduced. The cost

of the plant was approximately $300,000. Chief En-
gineer W. H. Goodwin is in charge.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
The trustees of the American School of Corre-

spondence of Boston announce their willingness to

grant a limited number of free scholarships to men
in various large establishments in different parts oi

the country. Correspondence on the subject is in-

vited. The school calls attention to its courses in

mechanical and electrical engineering (including a

compete course in mechanical drawing), the former

including steam, locomotive and marine engineering.

As the work is confined to these branches the man-

agers of the school assert the probability of better

work being done than would be likely where many
other branches are taught.

SPACE TELEGRAPHY.
London advices state that Marconi has success-

fully transmitted a message by the wireless system

from Boulogne, France, to Dover Court, a distance

ot 60 miles, and that in so doing the customary mode
of receiving and transmitting the message on poles

was abandoned, the dispatch instead being re-

ceived on a cylinder only four feet in height.

The Popoff system underwent a long test in con-

nection with the stranding of the Russian coast-de-

fense ship General Admiral Apraxine. This vessel

struck last winter on the rocks off Hohland, in the

Gulf of Finland. To make her salvage possible com-

munication was established with the mainland and

with the ice-breaking steamer Ermack, for which

purpose transmitters and coherers were erected on

the island of Hohland, and on a small island near

Kotka, the distance being 33 miles. The apparatus

worked well for a period of 84 days, and 440 official
messages were despatched and received. A curious
feature is that the system worked better in a heavy
snowstorm than in fine weather.

The report comes from the Hawaiian Islands that
the Marconi system of wireless telegraphy intro-
duced there for interisland communication has not
been entirely successful. The signaling between
Honolulu and Molokai is not satisfactory. It is as-
sumed that the heights of the upright conductors
at the two points have not been sufficient, and that
when this fault is remedied all will work satisfac-
torily.

TELEGRAPH.
The submarine cable of the Eastern Extension

and Great Northern Telegraph companies, between
Shanghai and Chefoo, China, has been successfully
completed, and the line is open for traffic. This,
with the Chefoo-Taku cable, recently laid, connects
Shanghai with Taku, independent of Chinese land
lines. The companies also announce the open.uig
of branch cables between Chefoo and Wei-Hai-Wei
and Chefoo and Port Arthur.

MISCELLANEOUS.
At Port Chester, N. Y., is a band, each member

of which, on night parade, carries a small electric

light on his instrument The current is furnished
by a storage battery carried in the pocket of each
musician. The lights are of various colors and add
brilliancy to the parades.

Although not generally known, electricity is play-

ing an important part in the progress of the trans-

Siberian railroads. It is stated that even the most
isolated towns in the Asiatic desert are as well

equipped electrically as some of the modern cities of

Europe and America. The municipality of Vladivos-

tok has voted to install 30 kilometers of trolley sys-

tem in addition to lighting electrically all its streets

and the principal houses.

About 70 linemen, members of the Electrical Work-
ers' Union of Los Angeles. Cal, went on strike, on
October 3d. The demands of the strikers are

for an eight-hour day ; for $3 a day for linemen and

first-class apprentices, $3.50 a day for forernen, and

$2.50 a day for second-class apprentices, all line work
to be done by members of the union ; and for pay at

the rate of time and a half for work done on Sun-

days and holidays and for extra time.

TRADE NEWS.

A charter was granted on October 8th, at Dover,

Del., to the Bishop Electrician company of New
York, with a capital stock of $50,000.

The Economy Electric company was organized

at Warren Ohio, on October 8th. The stockholders

are P. L.'Webb, George H. Jones, H. W. Smith,

G. B. Sawyer and J. W. Powers.

The Neely Electric company, having a capital

of $50,000, has been incorporated at Washing-

ton, D. C, by F. C. Behrens, L. C. Brooks. C. C.

Wheeler and others, to manufacture and deal in

electrical goods.

The lowest bid received by the Treasury Depart-

ment for the installation of a wiring system m the

United States postoffice building at Newport. Ky.,

was that of Edward Heaton of New York, m
amount, $1,065.

The Alglon Electric company has been incorporated

in New York with a capital stock of $5,000. The di-

rectors of the company are: Jules E. Serre and

Gustav Nordin of New York city, and H. R. An-

derson of Rahway, N. J.

The contract for furnishing the United States

engineer's office at New London, Conn., with two

accumulators has been awarded to the New Jersey

Foundry and Machine company, at its bid of $4,957.

the time for delivery being five weeks.

At a meeting of the board of directors of the

Sprague Electric company of New York, held re-

cently the following-named officers were elected

for the ensuing year: President, John Markle;

first vice-president, Edward C. Piatt; second vice-

president, Allan C. Bakewell; secretary. Charles P.

Geddes; treasurer and assistant secretary, H. K.

Swartz.

Mr. G. E. C. Johnson, well-known in the electrical

and street-railway field, and, until the sale of the

J'artin J. Insull company to the General Incandescent

Arc Light company, the secretary of the former

company, has opened an office at 934 Monadnock

block, as manufacturers' agent. Mr. Johnson will

handle a line of G. I. arc lamps and D. & W. fuses

and oilier electrical specialties.

The Faries Manuf.acturing company, Decatur,

III manufacturer of electric fixtures, suffered con-

siderable loss by a recent fire. The company is

pushing the work of reconstruction of its plant,

however, and expects to be able to ship goods again

in about 10 days. The plant will run night and

day as soon as the plant is in shape in order to
take care of the large number of orders that have
been coming in recently. The Faries company says
it did an immense business in September and up to
the time of the fire in October, and it believes that
the fall and winter trade in the electrical line is to
be "something immense."

The first lot of heavy machinery from the works
of the Siemens & Halske Electric company at Chi-
cago has arrived at Fort Wayne, Ind. The Siemens
& Halske branch of the General Electric company's
system is to be consolidated with the Fort Wayne
Electrical Works. It is said that about 500 men will

be taken from Chicago to Fort Wayne, next spring.
New buildings are now going up in the latter city.

BUSINESS.
The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, is

agent for the line of annunciators manufactured by
Partrick, Carter & Wilkins.

R. H. Leavitt of Capron, 111., dealer in telephone
cross-arms, pins and brackets, announces that he h.as

added the standard electric-light cross-arm to his

products. He carries a large stock of both kinds of

arms and can make prompt shipments.

W. C. Sterling & Son of Monroe, Mich., report that

their pole and tie business is experiencing a remark-
able improvement and that their orders are coming
in fast. Within the last few days they have close<l

some large contracts with electric railroad and tele-

phone companies. The general demand for steam-
railroad ties is on the increase and this, the Sterling
firm believes, will greatly stimulate its business.

The Western Electric company states that its

series-enclosed alternating arc lamps are meeting
with remarkable success by virtue of the facility with
which these can be installed and the low cost of main-
tenance. Among the cities using these lamps are El
Paso, Tex., Fowler, Ind., Chico, Cal., Durand, Wis..

Birmingham, Ala,, and Chicago. The same company is

also carrying in stock a complete line of two and
four-pin cross-arms for the electric-light trade. These
arms are made of selected lumber, hand-painted, and
are full 3% inches by 4% inches, the regulation size.

Phono-electric wire, made by the Bridgeport Brass

company, 19 Murray street. New York, is said to

.have a decided advantage over other wires for

trolley use, in that it is homogeneous throughout
and does not depend upon a hardened skin for its

strength. On account of its homogeneity, this wire

will not, it is said, break at joints or scratches, and
will not stretch. Phono-electric is asserted to be

the only wire that combines high tensile strength,

elastic limit, great ductility and remarkable wearing
qualities. For this reason it is especially adapted

for use on lines that are subjected to hard service.

Anyone in the western and middle states not

familiar with the eastern electrical-machinery mar-
ket in so far as apparatus "as good as new" is con-

cerned may well give attention to the new catalogue

of Rossiter, McGovern & Co. of New York and
Brooklyn. In presenting this revised and enlarged

catalogue, Rossiter, McGovern & Co. call especial

attention to the fact that they handle only ma-
chinery of recognized and standard manufacture,

such as Westinghouse, General Electric, Brush,

Stanley, Crocker-Wheeler, etc., and of these differ-

ent makes they can furnish the latest and most
modern types of apparatus. All the machinery, before

leaving this firm's hands, is put in perfect running
order. This firm both buys and sells electrical

apparatus and purchases for cash machines that

have been used, or, where it is desired to increase

the capacity of a plant, installs the required ma-
chinery and takes the used apparatus in exchange.

The Carl Electric company of Akron, Ohio, has
prepared an exhibit oi its electric signal and tele-

phone system for the instruction ot street-railway

men at the Kansas City convention. The display

consists of a complete plant, of both steam and
electric-railv/ay safety and service system, invented

by M. Garl. Mr. Garl has believed many years that

a system could be perfected whereby a train might
be signaled at almost any point on the road and
telephone communication established with any office

that might be desired. The system which Mr. Garl

now proposes to introduce consists of a series of

signal boxes placed along the line of a railroad, all

of them connected with the stations by copper wires.

The wires are attached to two explosive cartridges

in the boxes at the various points, and when the

telegraph operator wishes to signal a train at X,
for example, he makes the necessary electrical con-

nection in his office. When the locomotive passes

the box at X, the pressure on the rail closes the

circuit, an apparatus connected with the box having

been arranged for that purpose, and the electric

current causes the cartridges to explode. This, of

course, warns the engineer or motorman, as it may
be. He is provided with a small telephone instru-

ment, which may be attached to the wires, giving

him communication with the operator at the other

end of the line. When the explosion occurs a bell

on the operator's table rings, and he knows he

will soon be called up, and is givirtg his attention

to his telephone instrument.
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ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued Oclober 9, /goo.

659,236. Process of Making Sulphuric Acid. Al-

bert C. Johnson, Baltimore, Md. Application

filed December 14, 1899.

The process consisis in produciog a series df electric

sparks within a chamber captaining vaporous sulphnnc-
acid gas, and at the same time iotrodiicing an oxyhydro-
gen gas, which is exploded by the electric sparks. By
this means the acid-laden particles of moisture may be
precipitated.

659,244. Circuit Controller. Adam Lungen, New
York, N. Y. Application filed February 23,

1900.

In a circuit controller are combined a pivoted circuit-

controlling lever, a second lever bearing against one end
of this circuit-controlling lever and having a V-shaped
cam surface engaging with the circuit-conlrolling lever,

and means for forcing the cam lever against the end_ of

the circuit-controlling lever and simultaneously moving
its cam surface along the end of the lever.

659.268. Glov/er-heating Apparatus for Electric

Lamps. John Van Vleck and William N. Ste-

vens, New York, N. Y. Application filed April

27, 1900.

An electric lamp of the Nernst type is specified, having
a fixed glower and a surrounding guard for the glower.

provided with an opening below the glower. A removable
ftame-produciog burner for beating the glower is fur-

nished, and means for centering the burner with respect

to the opening. (See cut.)

659.269. Annunciator for Telephone Exchanges.
Benjamin Waller, Detroit, Mich. Application

filed December 20, 1897.

In a device of this character is describpd the combina-
tion with a plurality of synchronous switches, of contacts

for the same, circuit closers and annunciators. Means
are also provided for holding the annunciators tem-
porarily exposed when actuated by an iutermittent elec-

trical current.

Dilator. Charles L.
Application filed Au-

659,409. Electric Bipolar
Mosher, Chatham, N. Y,

gust 25, igco.

A rectal or o'.her dilator is des::ribed, the expanding
blades of which are provided with contact plates or poles'
constituting the termiuals of a source of electrical supply,
and adapted to be included in an electric circuit.

659,417. Self-adjusting Circuit-breaker for Elec-
trical Welding Machines. John C. Perry, Clin-

ton, Mass. Application filed March 26, 1900.

The inventor describes an electric welding anpira'us, a
circu't-breaker, means for operating the circuit-breaker,
a movable welding jaw and connections between the jaw
and the circuit-breaking means. Means are provided for

movicg the jaw to securely seat the parts to be welded,
irrespective of the irret^ularities in the size and shape of
the parts, or of their contact ends or points, and without
affecting the circuit-breaking means. After this operation
the circuit-breaking means are arranged to be put under
the control of the jaw, and then the jaw is moved so as to

produce the required am mat of upset, the means for break-
ing the circuit being so timed that they operate the circuit-

breaker only when the predetermined amount of upset has
been prctiuced.

659,433. Perforator for Preparing Telegraphic Mes-
sages. Charles L. Buckingham and Emil Ger-
mann. New York, N. Y.; Germann assignor

to Buckingham. Application filed January 13.

1898.

A p'rforatiog machine is described involviag the com-
bination of a punch head, one or more series of punclies,

one or more series of actuating levers, preferably of bell-

crank form, all of which are rounded at one end, and one
or m'^re series of hooked lioks, each of which fits over the
rounded end of the lever which it actuates. A comb is

shown whose teeth hold each link in place, upon the

punch lever which it arituates. and a second comb whose
teeth project between the opposite euds of the punch-
actuating levers.

circuit includes this appliance, and circuit termioals
are placed in the path of the coin in the guide arranged
to be electrically connected by the coin to close the
circuit and thereby cause the cut-off operating appli-
ance to move the cut-oft" clear of the coin exit. A
circuit-breaker is also in the path of. and operated
by, the released coin in combination with an auxiliary
circuit-closer operating to close the circuit the moment the
cut-off has cleared the coin exit.

659o39- Supporting Device for Electric Motors.
Charles A. Lindstrom, Chicago, 111., assignor to
the Hewitt-Lindstrom Motor company, Chi-
cago, 111. Application filed October 16, 1899.

In an automobile are combined with a motor frame a
supporting bracket consisting of an attaching plate rigidly
secured to the motor frame, and an upwardly inclined arm
projecting from the attaching plate, the u-pper edge of
which is flanged laterally and the upper end of which is

bifurcated. Each of these bifurcations are provided with
inverted U-shaped clips and filler blocks and bolts for the
clips.

*j59o44- Telegraph System. Frank D. Pearne.
Davenport, Iowa. Application filed April 16,

1900.

A telegraph system is described, comprising a series of
sounders connected in multiple, a series of relays for
closing the circu ts of their respective sounders and oper-
able by currents of successively greater intensities, and a
transmitting circuit including ihe relays in series, to-
gether with means for supplying currents of different in-
tensities thereto. Connections are shown whereby when
each relay is operated, the corresponding sounder of the
preceding relay will be cut out of its operating circuit.

659,550. Electric Railway. James D. Robertson,
La Salle, 111. Application filed January 31, 1900.

An electric railway conlprises bed plat:S supported
between the rai s, supports for the inner sides of the
plates, the vertical walls of the supports forming wills for
a conduit, and a conduc'or arranged in this conduit.
String pieces are arranged adjacent to the inner sides of
the rails, and intermediate string pieces are spaced aoart
to provide a slot between them. These intermediate
string pieces have openings firough their vertical walls,
bed plates are removably attached to the string pieces.
and a beat-supply pipe is arranged between the interme-
diate string pieces.

NO. 659.357.

659)338. Process of Extracting Zinc and Copper
from Their Ores. Caleb G. Collins, New York,
N. Y., assignor to Calvin Amory Stevens, New
York, N. Y. Application filed October 30, 1899.

The process of treating ores of copper and zinc de-
scribed consists in immersing the comminuted ore in a

solution containing sodium sulphate and bisulphate
(niter cake}, removing the depleted ore, and extracting
the metal ttierefrom by electrulytic action, then add'ng
more comminuted ore to the remaining solution, and re-
peating the operation.

659,355. Trolley Finder and Guard. Harry C. Wil-
liams, Pasadena, Cal. Application filed April
26, 1900.

The trolley finder consists of a swinging frame carried
by the trolley pole and carrying the trolley wheel, and
adapted to be forced downwardly and rearward y by the
resistance of the wire when the wheel is placed ihereon.
A spring is arranged for returning the frame to an upright
position when the resistance is removed, and a pivoted
finder is made movable wich the swinging frame and
adapted to 1 e below the wire when the frame is depressed,
and to assume an upright position when the swinging
frame is actuated by the spring.

659,357. Apparatus for Locating Faults in Electric

Circuits. William E. Athearn, New York, N. Y.
Application filed January 23, 1899.

In a device for lo.'-nting faults in electric circuttsare com-
bined a double-contact relay having one of its contacts con-
nected with the faulty line and its <?lher contact connected
with a grounded battery. The lever of Ihe relay is con-
nected with a grounded condenser and actuated by an
interrupted IocjI circuit, and an inductor is in circuit with
an indicator held contiguous to the faulty circuit. (See
cut.)

659,389. Electric Meter. Thomas A. Edison, Llewel-
lyn Park, N. J. Application filed September
24, 1898.

In an electric meter are combined a balanced scale
beam and two electrolytic cells, the movable electrodes
of which are connected to the extremities of the scale
beam, a register train and an escapement operated
thereby, and controlled by tlie oscillation of the s'^ale

beam. A movable contact is operatt'd by the register
train at each movement of tlic escapement, and two lix-'d

contacts arc provided, with each of wh ch the rtiovabic
contact successively engaees, A divided resii^tHncr; shunts
both cells and a connection is made butween the center
of such resistance and the movable contact, whereby the
current will be successively reversed through both cells.

(Sec cut.)

NO 659,389

659,454. Switch-Operating M,echanism. Frederick
A. Ruty, Detroit, Mich. Application filed No-
vember 22, 189S.

An insulated trolley conductor section comprises an
insulator strip grooved in its under side to receive the trol-

ley wire, conductor sections secured to the strip on oppo-
site sides of the groove and adapted to make contact with
the flanges of the trolley. Inclined approaches are de-
tachably secured to the opposite ends of the strip, in . line
but out of contact with ibe conductor sections, and form
the means for securing the insulated section to the trolley
wire.

659,467. Electrical Illuminated Button. Walter A.
Church, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed De-
cember 9, 1S99.

An electrical cuff button comprises the combination of a
pair of buttons proper, a positioning plate, an incandes-
cent lamp mounted within each of the but ons and suitably
connected to the retaining plate, an electrical supply and
means cornected to the plate and the supply for forming
an electrical circuit whereby the lamps are illuminated.

659,479. Electric Programme Clock. Plarry F.

Jordan, Chicago, 111., assignor of one-half to

Albert L. Bentley, Chicago', 111. Application
filed December 15, 1S99.

The invention is an electric program clock having a cas-
ing, a clock movement, an electric alarm, a pair cf con-
centric plug-retaining circles on the casing and a circuit-
closing arm carried by the clock movement. Plugs are
arranged tor establishing an electric connection between
the circles and arm and an electric switch is operated by
the clock movement for establishing an electric connec-
tion first between one of the circles and the alarm and
then between the other of the circles and the alarm.

659i5o6. Magnetic Regulator for Galvanometers.
James J. Bradley, Newark, and Louis M. Pig-
nolet, Orange, N. J.; Bradley assignor to Pig-
nolet. Application filed April 13, 1899.

In an electrical measuring instrument are couibin'cd a

permanent horseshoe magnet, a plate of iron large enough
to extend beyond the limits of tlie poles of the magnet,
and a solenoid containing the magnetic needle, the outer
side of the solenoid being contiguous to the plate.

659.533. Electrically Controlled Coin-feeding Ap-
pliance for Vending Machines. Richard Kann,
Jena, Germany. Application filed March 8,

1900.

'Join-fcedinp devices are described for coin-controlled
vending machines, each comprising a coin guide, a cut-oft'

normally blocking the coin exit in tlu- nuidi. means for

Tiioving tlui cut-olf back to a noriiuil ])osition whnu uujved
clear of the exit and an electrically cnntrolled appliant;e

for moving such cut-oil clear of such exit. An electric

NO. 659,588.

659,559. Lightning Arrester. Charles M. Taylor,
Georgetown, Ky. Application filed June 12,

1900.

The lightning arrester comprises a pair of grounding
plates, means for connecting one of the plates electrically
with the line wire, a frame of insu'ating material in which
the o her of the plates is arranged and spaced from the
first-named plate, a protecting cover for the plates, and
means for electrically connecting the second-named plate
wiib a grounding wire.

659,588. Telephone-switchboard Annunciator and
Jack. Charles T. Mason, Sumter, S. C. .A.p-

plication filed November 28, 1899.

A combined telephone annunciator ard jack is de-
scribed, comprising a horizonial magnet and subjacent
jack throat and a drop shutter arranged behmd the face
plate and hinged below its center but above the jack
throat. This shutter is adapted to fall inwardly, and has
a projection below its hinged point adapted to txtend iiito

the throat of the jack when the shutter is down, and 10 be
restored by the point of the plug coming in contact with
the extension, as the plug enters the jack. (See cut.)

659,605. Electric Thermostat. Leonard H. Des
Isles, Cambridge, Mass. Application filed Jan-
uary 10, 1900.

A journal alarm comprises in combination a ni'ita'-

lic cup adapted to be secured to a journal bearing in

electrical contact therewith. A body portion of insulating
material closes tlie cup and completely incloses a metallic
terminal, while insulated connections permanently secured
to thejermin'tl l^ad out through the body portion. Means
are contained wi bin tlie cup so adapted as to establish
electrical conuection between the cup aud terminal, when
sufficiently lieated.

659,631. Device for Removing and Replacing In-

candescent Lamps. Roch Croteau and Richard

J. Messier, Denver, Colo. Application filed June
II, 1900.

A lamp remover and replacer is described wherein are
combined a handle, a cone-shaped cim mounted on its

upper extremity, a rod moving loncitudinally on the ban-'
die, a collar connerted with the upper extremity of the

rod. and levers fulcruined thereon above the cam which
the lower arms of the levers engage. Springs are pro-
vided whose tendency is to hold llie levei' amis against the

cam, and gripping arms are connected with the upper arms
of ilie levers, the arrangement being such that as the rod
is moved longitudinally in the handle, the gripping amis
are opened and closed through the action of Iha cam and
the levers.
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Swiss Power Transmissions with Direct
Current.

By Frank C. Perkins.

The Fabrique de Papiers of Biberist. near Soleure,

Switzerland, has installed a power plant which is

particularly interesting. The power house, shown
in Fig. 2_. on the next page, is located in the gorge of

the River Suse, an Rondchatel. on the railway line

from Bienne to Delemont. The principal w^orks

where the power is used are at Biberist, near Soleure.

The upper works were previously operated by

waterpower, and the development of the additional

power w'as demanded by the increased manufacture

of paper at the lower works.

At the power house the generators consist of two

series direct-current machines, each generating a

constant current of 40 amperes at a potential of

3,000 to 3,500 volts. The generators have a speed

of 275 revolutions a minute and are geared to tur-

bines which have a vertical shaft.

The line consists of a pair of wires seven miUi-

meters in diameter and

2S.5 kilometers long. The
loss on the line at full

load is 1 1.7 per cent. At
Biberist the current is

utilized to operate two

series motors which sup-

ply power for the various

machines at the works.

The voltage on the line is

from 6,000 to 7,000 vults.

and the output or efifi-

ciency of the transmission

has been verified by ex-

perts to be from 74 to 75

per cent.

The Commercial Elec-

tric company of the city of

Zong, Switzerland, trans-

m i t s power from the

Lorze River, above the

Lake D'Aegeri, by direct-

current, high-tension ma-

chinery, designed by Mr.

Tlury and installed by the

Cie de LTndustrie Elec-

trique of Geneva, Switzer-

land. The lake is dammed,

and at low water sufficient

accumulates at night for a

service of 12 hours. The

power plant, shov.n in

Fig I is located at Lor-

zentobel. on the Lorze River. The generators seen

in this illustration consist of three groups of ma-

chines, direct-connected to the turbines seen at the

right. Each unit has a capacity of 120 horsepower.

These generators are of the constant-current, six-

pole type, and are connected in series.

In Fig. 3 may be seen a motor-generator of the

type used in the Swiss high-tension, direct-current

power transmissions. The motor on the right is

operated in series on the high-voltage, constant-

current line, while the dynamo at the left generates

a low-voltage current for general distribution. The

care with which the series motor base and the series

generator base are insulated by porcelam may be

seen in Figs, i and 3- The regulating mechanism

is also shown in Fig. i. at the extreme right on

ihe top of the turbines.

Long-distance Transmission by Sno-
qualmie Company.

The Snoqualmie Falls (Ore.) Power company

claims to have transmitted electric power oyer tne

longest distance yet attempted. By coupling up

its lines in series one circuit of i54 miles was ob-

tained, running from the head works at Snoqualmie

Falls to Seattle, back tc the falls, thence to la-

coma, and back to the falls again, all in one con-

tinuous circuit. Six hundred and ninety-hve kilo-

watts was generated at the power station and 530

kilowatts was delivered to the water rheostat at tlie

end of the circuit, a loss in transmission oi 23 per

cent. The entire circuit was of aluminum nre.

The test was made for experimental purposes only.
The initial voltage was 24,000, while the voltage
at the end of the circuit was iS,ooo volts.

A High-tension Electric Railway in

Italy.

The Adriatic Railway company is building a line

at Colico. Italy, wdiich is to be 65 miles in length
and operated with a pressure of 3,000 volts at the
trolley. An exhibit of the company at the Paris
Exposition shows details of the line equipment,
models of a transformer sub-station and a parlor

motor carriage of 300 horsepower. The line itself

is expected to be put in operation next year, al-

though on an experimental line, one mile long, in

Budapest, the details are being carefully worked
out. The lines in Italy which are being converted
are at present run by steam. Power will be ob-
tained from a 98-foot waterfall on the River Adda,
and at the power station at Morbegno 10,000 horse-

power will be available. This will be generated by
three turbines and three Ganz three-phase alter-

DIRECT CURRENT.—INTERIOR OF POWER HOUSE AT LORZENTOBEL
FIG. I. SWISS POWER TRANSMISSIONS WITH

nators, giving a current of 20,000 volts and 15

cycles a second.

At intervals of 6^/2 miles will be placed 10 trans-

former stations, reducing the pressure to 3,000 volts

on the two trolley wires. The two overhead wires

are three feet apart, and the rails form the third

conductor. The cars are to have four motors, each

of 150 horsepower. Two motors will be thrown

into circuit only when the train, of 65 tons weight,

ascends grades exceeding one. per cent, at a speed

of 19 miles an hour. When all four motors are

running, two of them take current, not from the

trolleys, but from the other two motors—connected

in tandem—so that the speed is thus reduced to

one-half without serious energy loss.
, . , ,

There are to be five passenger and two freight

trains the latter to be run at half the maximum

speed' of 38 miles an hour, and having a carrying

capacity of 200 tons. The freight trains will be

drawn by 6oo-horsepowcr locomotives. The trains

are to be equipped with Westinghouse air brakes.

The line is to be equipped with a block-signal sys-

tem The company is so pleased with the way

things are developing that it already contemplates

equipping electrically the Bologna-Firenze line,

vdiich is several hundred miles long, and crosses the

highest point of the Appcmne Mountains. The Med-

iterranean company, which controls the ra'lway sys-

in the west of Italy, is following suit, and has

Street Railway Accountants' Associa-
tion.

In connection with the convention of the Ameri-
can Street Railway association last week at Kansas
City was held the fourth annual meeting of the

Street Railway Accountants' association of America.
There were over 50 delegates in attendance at the

meetings, which were held in an enclosed space in

the upper gallery or roof garden of Convention Hall.

The opening session was called to order by Presi-

dent C. N. Duffy on Tuesday morning, October i6th.

Daniel V. Kent, auditor of Kansas City, was in-

troduced and warmly welcomed the association in

appropriate terms. After a brief response, President

Duffy delivered his annual address, in which he
reviewed the w^ork accomplished in the past and the

present good standing of the association, and drew
attention to the work before the members at the

convention. W. B. Brockway, secretary and treas-

urer, then submitted his report, which showed ap-

pHcations from 23 new companies, bringing the

total membership, allowing for withdrawals, up to

96.

The first paper of the session was read by John I.

Beggs, general manager of

the Milwaukee Electric

Railway and Light com-
pany, on "What Does the

General Manager Want to

Know from the Account-
ing Department?" After
Mr. Beggs' interesting and
instructive address a few
remarks were made by
Henry J. Davies of Cleve-
land, an honorary member
of the association. Mr.
Duffy, as chairman of the
committee on a standard
system of street-railway

accounting, submitted the
report of the committee.
No changes in the present
classification of accounts
or in the forms of monthly-
and annual reports were
suggested, and therefore

the committee recom-
mended that the classifica-

tion stand as adopted at

the Chicago convention in

At the opening of

Wednesday morning's ses-

sion C.O.Simpson, auditor

of the Augusta Railway
and Electric company, Au-
gusta, Ga., read a paper on
"The Routine of a Street

Railway, Electric and
Gas-lighting Company."
The paper provoked a

which H. C. Mackay, J. M.

already obtained a royal decree to

will require 10,500 horsepower.

project which

The Waycross and Suburljan Railway company

of Waycross. Ga.. has been organized to build an

electric line in thai vicmity.

long discussion, in

Smith, F. E. Smith, President Duffy, B. L.'S. Ting-
lay, W. F. Ham and others took part. The report

of the committee on a standard unit of comparison
was then read by H. C. Mackay, chairman of the

committee. This report and its discussion occupied
the greater part of the session. Mr. Ham, H. H.
Vreeland, C. L. Rossiter, Henry L. Wilson and
several others took part in the discussion, which
closed by the adoption of a resolution recommend-
ing the use of the car-hour as a standard unit of

comparison.
On Thursday morning a comprehensive paper on

"Departmental Accounts" was read by H. L. Wil-
son, auditor of the Boston Elevated Railway com-
pany. This was followed by a paper on "Material
and Supplies Account," by W. M. Barnaby, ac-

countant of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit company.
Both papers evoked considerable discussion. A
committee was appointed to prepare a uniform set

of blanks for the approval of the association on
stores, from the purchase to the inventory.

Officers were elected as follows: President, Will-

iam F. Ham, comptroller Washington Traction and
Electric company, Washington, D. C. ; first vice-'

president, J. A. Harder, auditor Metropolitan Street

Railway company, Kansas City, Mo.; second vice-

president, J. M. Smith, comptroller Toronto Rail-

way company, Toronto, Canada; third vice-presi-

dent, W. G. McDoIc, auditor Cleveland City Railway
company, Cleveland, Ohio; secretary and treasurer.

W. B. Brockway, assistant secretary New Orleans
and Carrollton railway. New Orleans. La.; executive

committee, C. N. Duffy, auditor Chicago City Rail-

way company; C. S. Mitchell, auditor United Trac-
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tion company, Pittsburg; C. M. Hemingway, cashier

Connecticut I-ighting and Power company, New
York; D. E. Tripp, auditor Seattle Electric com-
pany. Seattle, Wash. After adopting resolutions of

thanks to the association's hosts in Kansas City, ad-

journment was taken.

Marconi's New System.
Since last January Marconi has been conducting

experiments in his laboratory at Poole Harbor,
seeking to do away with the tail upright wires and
to secure a syntonizing system whereby interference

of two or more simultaneous messages may be ob-
viated. It is now stated, on no less an authority

than that of Professor Fleming, that he has achieved
success to a striking degree. Metallic cylinders,

four feet in height, are now used in place of the up-
right wires, and capacity, self-induction and/ resist-

ance are inserted at the sending and receiving sta-

tions, to allow of resonance between them. Other-
wise, the arrangements are the same as before.

These metal cylinders, mounted on poles 20 or 30
feet high, sufficed for the sending of messages over
30 miles, and signals were even received from this

distance when the receiving cylinder was merely
placed upon a chair in a closed room. Two trans-

mitting instruments were used simultaneously, one
sending in English, the other in French. At the

receiving end two instruments, each syntonized to

its own transmitter, were connected to the same
upright, and each ticked off its own message, while
remaining perfectly unresponsive to the impulses
from the other's transmitter.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Walton H. Holmes, President of the
American Street Railway

Association.

As has become the custom of the American Street

Railway association, the convention city furnishes

the president for the ensuing year. Walton H.
Holmes, the gentleman who has been honored with

the chief position in the gift of the association, is

a practical street-railway man of lifelong experi-

It is stated in Washington that negotiations are

about to be reopened by the Navy Department with
the view to installing the Marconi system on ships

of the United States Navy. At the time of the previ-

ous negotiations Mr. Marconi demanded an exorbi-

tantly high price for the use of his invention. Re-
cently the department has learned that the British

Admiralty has secured the use of the Marconi in-

vention at the rate of £200 for each installation, and
has placed instruments on board 32 warships. The
Navy Department regards that rate as reasonable,

and will make overtures to Mr. Marconi in the hope
of securing as good terms. Should an arrangement
be effected, the vessels for the North Atlantic

squadron may be the first to receive the instruments.

High-potential Underground Cables at
St. Paul.

In a series of experiments at St. Paul, Minn.,
carried out last week by Henry Floy of New York.
a current of 30,200 volts is reported to have been
successfully sent through an underground cable

three miles in length. The highest voltage hereto-
fore attained with this class of conductors has been
the 20,000 volts used at Niagara Falls. The cable
used at St. Paul consists of three copper conductors,
each enclosed in a paper tube, and the whole

FIG, 2. SWISS POWER TRANSMISSIONS WITH DIRECT CUR-
RENT. POWER HOUSE ON THE RIVER SUSE.

ence. He is a native of Kansas City and 39 "years

of age. It is interesting to remark that he is the

son of Nehemiah Holmes, who was the pioneer

street-railway man west of the Mississippi River.

It was the misfortune of Walton Holmes, however,

to lose his father when he was but nine years old.

and three years later the self-reliant lad entered

the service of the old Westport and Kansas City

Horse Railway company as an office boy. From
this beginning, Mr. Holmes has passed through

nearly every stage of the street-railway business.

SWISS POWER TRANSMISSIONS WITH DIRECT CURRENT.—MOTOR- GENERATOR,

encased in a lead sheet and laid in vitrified-clay

conduits. The cable is a part of the system by which
the St. Paul Gas Light and Power company is to

utilize the waterpowcr at Apple River, Wis., the
other 24 miles of wire being overhead. As a re-

sult of this experiment, it is said that the company
will employ an average potential of 25,000 volts,

furnishing 5,000 horsepower for lighting and power
purposes.

An electric-light plant is being established

Saratoga, Miss.
at

step by step, until now he is the president of the

Metropolitan Street Railway company of his native

city, which is one of the leading corporations of

its kind in the country.

As may be imagined, Mr. Holmes' experience has

been a varied and useful one. He has served as

a clerk, as a superintendent and in various other

ofiice capacities; he himself drove street cars in the

days when animals were relied upon entirely for

power; he has bought mules and corn for the mules,

paying for the grain as much as $1.50 a bushel dur-
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ing periods of scarcity; he went through the panic

of a grasshopper plague, and knows what it is to

scrape the bottoms of the fare-boxes in order to

secure enough nickels to buy corn for the patient

animals.

In 1884 and 1885 Mr. Holmes, who had by that

time become president of the Kansas City and West-
port Horse Railway company, became interested

,
with Mr. J. C. Henry in making an electrical test

in street-car propulsion on a section of track be-

tween the Kansas City Fair Grounds and the town
of Westport. These experiments were among the

first, if not the very iirst, in the effort to operate

street cars by electricity taken from an overhead
wire. The test was a very interesting one, and the

cars were operated, but the apparatus was naturally

crude, and after some months the experiment was
abandoned. This was a fortunate outcome of the

venture in one respect, for when electric traction

was introduced in Kansas City to stay, it was not
necessary to discard a large amount of expensive
and obsolete apparatus. It may be stated that the

specific reason for abandoning the original electric

system was the great loss of power in transmission,

owing to the uneconomical apparatus of the early

experiments.

After the electrical system had been, for the time,

as it proved, abandoned, Mr. Holmes converted
the Grand avenue line into a cable road, organizing
the Grand Avenue Railroad company for the pur-

pose. This road was constructed in 18S7. W. H.
Holmes was president, and his brother, C. F.

Holmes, was general manager of the Grand Avenue
Railroad company. The extension of cable lines

was rapid and the construction excellent. A few
years later the Kansas City Cable Railway company
was fprmed, and by 1895 this company owned half

of the street-railway lines in Kansas City. Walton
Holmes was made president of this company, and
a year later practically all the street-railway com-
panies of Kansas City were consolidated in one
company, known as the Metropolitan Street Railway
company. Mr. Holmes was at first vice-president

and general manager of the Metropolitan company,
but last year he was made president, which office he

now holds.

Mr. Holmes is married and has a son 14 years

old, whom he is training to follow in his footsteps

as a street-railway man. He is resourceful and
energetic and an excellent example of that American
self-made manhood which has played such a con-

spicuous part in the development of the West. He
and his brother, Conway F. Holmes, the general

manager of the Metropolitan company, are closely

associated in business and have been of great mutual
assistance to each other.

» Mr. Holmes was elected a vice-president of the

American Street Railway association at the Boston
meeting of 1898. At Boston Mr. Holmes also read

a paper entitled "To What Extent Can Street Rail-

ways Afford to Encourage Amusement Attractions?"

This paper attracted much attention among street-

railway men for its sensible suggestions. Mr.
Holmes is a modest man, but there is no doubt that

his administration of the affairs of the association

will be a successful one. Any man who can suc-

cessfully grapple with the difficult street-railway

problems of precipitous Kansas City, as Mr.
Holmes has done, can guide the destinies of the

American Street Railway association with good
judgment.

Electrolytic Die-sinking.

A new process for sinking dies has been invented
by Joseph Rieder of Leipsic, Germany. The
method, as described, is to mold the design in re-

lief on a block of plaster-of-paris. This block is sat-

urated with a solution of chloride of sodium and
placed in an electrolytic cell, and the block of steel

laid upon it, while a current is passed through the
cell, plaster and steel. At the points of contact
between steel and the model, dissolution of the

metal occurs. It is necessary, of course, to maintain
a proper supply of the electrolyte and to clean the

face of the steel at frequent intervals. This is done
automatically. The inventor claims that hardened
steel can be wrought by the process as easily as

ingot metal.

Motors Wanted for Box Factory.

The Kansas City and Southern Lumber company
of Springfield, Mo., is contemplating building a large

planing mill and box factory in Kansas City, and
it is the intention of the company to equip this plant

with electric motors. The equipment will comprise
cither motors for each individual machine or one
motor for every three or four machines. Tlie com-
pany would like very much to hear from manufac-
turers of electric motors.

The Jacksboro (Texas) Light and Power com- I

pany has been incorporated, with $6,000 capital

stock.
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AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.
In the Kansas City convention of 1900 the Ameri-

can Street Railway association added another to

a long list of successes, so far as large attendance,

marked enthusiasm, profuse entertainment and ex-

tensive exhibits of street-railway appliances con-

stitute a success. Four papers were read, and of

these but one was really discussed. Thus the prac-

tical street-railway operators did not receive so

much benefit from the interchange of ideas as at

some previous meetings. This was due par-

tially to the lack of one paper, owing to the illness

of the gentleman who was to have prepared it, and

to the absence of the authors of two others, thus

limiting the discussion, and partially to the draw-

backs of the meeting place of the association, which

was a portion of the lofty and unheated roof garden

of the Convention Hall, partitioned off by canvas.

On the first day, especially, it was difficult for the

speakers to make themselves heard, owing to the

noises in the exhibit spaces below, and the gentle-

men sat with their hats and overcoats on to avoid

catching cold. But Convention Hall was a capital

place for the exhibition, and the show was an un-

qualified success, as may be judged from

the pictures presented in this issue of the

Western Electrician. Delegates and visit-

ors obtained new ideas and hints of up-to-

date apparatus and methods from the ex-

hibits of the manufacturers and supply

men. The attendance was estimated at

1.500. of whom perhaps 400 were from

Kansas City, not counting those visitors

who paid an admission fee to see the ex-

hibits. The street-raihvay men of Kansas

City, from the highest to the lowest, were

most kind and hospitable. The Metropoli-

tan company of that city seems to have a

high grade of employes to do the careful

railroa'ding required in Kansas City, and

many of the men examined the exhibits

with interest and intelligence.

Opening Business.

President John M. Roach of Chicago
called the association to order on Tuesday.

October i6th. He introduced Maj'-or Reed
of Kansas City, who delivered an extended

speech of welcome. His honor made a

pleasant reference to the Messrs. Holmes
and the local street-railway system, but his

speech was mainly a panegyric of Kansas
City. He said that Kansas City was a good
place to invest money and that it was tlte

most typicallj' American city on the con--

tinent. One of his striking sentences wa^
ihis: "In the progress of the nation every
lime that the milk of humanity has been
skimmed, the West has been favored with
the creamy side of the dish.'" In closing,

the mayor referred to the recent re-

building of the great Convention Hall in 90 days,
after the fire, and said that "lobsters" do not do
that kind of work.

President Roach thanked Mayor Reed for his

eloquent speech and then delivered his annual
address.

President Roach's Address.

It gives me great pleasure to meet with you in

this magnificent western city. I have every assur-

ance that nothing will be left undone to make our
visit most pleasant and profitable. There is a

breadth of character and freedom of personahty in

this young metropolis of the plains which is pecu-
liarly appealing to the business man who has large

interests entrusted to his care, and I believe the

members of this association will show their appre-

ciation of the many pleasant things provided^ for

their entertainment while in this community. W'hen
this nineteenth annual convention of the American
Street Railway association shall have finished its

labors. I am sure I may safely say to Mayor Reed
that none of you will have regretted the acceptance

of the hospitality of the people of Kansas City, so

graciously extended by him.

I see before me representative men from all the

leading cities of this country. To your hands is

entrusted street-raihvay investments aggregatmg

hundreds of millions of dollars and the welfare of

over a million persons. From the single-track, one-

horse car of 40 years ago. the business in which

vou are engaged has grown to a magnificence where

nearlv all fields of human endeavor are called upon

lo perfect its equipment or aid in its management.

It has outgrown ridicule and financial instability,

and in the rapid whir! of events has built cities, en-

riched its promoters and made possible a ireer.

healthier and happier life for its patrons. Each day

*he street car is entering more and more into the

business life and pleasure of the community, and

each day its benefits are becoming more apparent
to the general public.

The street railways of America now represent the
enormous investment in bonds and stocks of $1,800,-
000,000, upon which American investors are receiv-
ing annually over $70,000,000 in dividends and in-
terest. Salaries and wages amounting to $250,000,-
coo a year are distributed among the 300,000 em-
ployes necessary to equip, operate and mana«:e
great industry, repair its 20,o._-o miles of track, handle
its 60,000 cars and meet the ever-pressing demands
for improvement. Directly and indirectly, over
1,200,000 persons depend upon the traction interests

of America for their livelihood.

An industry of such proportions penetrates and,
more or less, affects all other enterprises in the
country which sustains it. Nine-tenths of the busi-
ness men and women of the United States look
to the management of street-railwa)-- companies to
furnish them with swift, comfortable and safe trans-

portation to and from business. Still a greater
per cent, of pleasure-seekers demand and receive

from the same management to and from theater,

casino, park and suburb transportation of such ele-

gance of equipment and efficiency in service as to

satisfy the most exacting. It has required heroism
and patience on the part of street-railway men, with

so little friction, to meet the demands of a -critical

WALTON H. HOLMES, PRESIDENT OF THE AMERICAN STREET KAIL

ASSOCIATION.

patronage in so excellent a manner as is being ac-

complished by them at the present time.

On all sides we hear the cry of improvement, and

in every direction we hear the sound of the busy

car shop, as it responds to the demand for more

modern equipment. The public is becoming more

exacting, and there is need for the most perfect

knowledge and the widest experience to cope suc-

cessfully with the ever-changing situations ^yhlch

confront the street-railway manager. Street-railway

companies have frequently, at great cost, increased

their miles of tracks and added to an expensive

equipment, primarily for the sole purpose of accom-

modating the public by penetration into outlymg

districts, unwarranted by additional business to be

acquired in such territory. This policy has proved

wise in nearly every instance. It requires consider-

able pluck on the part of a company to back a

temporary loss in order to please its patrons. Tnose

companie's which have pursued such a course have

generally been rewarded by more liberality on the

part of municipalities, more good nature and praise

from patrons and an early increase in the new dis-

tricts acquired, which soon brought those lines to

a paying basis.
r 1 li- u

In thus catering to the wishes of the public the

street-railway industry of the United States has been

brought to a high standard of excellence and has

Kent safelv in advance of traffic. The aggregate of

miles of track has grown from a few hundred miles

of single track, confined mainly to business centers,

to many thousands of miles of thoroughly equipped

double tracks, which have brought the country dis-

trict^ within quick and active touch with the larger

cities Such enerpy and management must and will

be appreciated and fairly treated by the communities

benefited. . -*i. *

It may be declared that corporations are without

S011I but it cannot truthfully be said that street-

railway corporation!; are lacking in good sense or

business principles. False economic doctrines yield
to, and flee before, rapid development and prosperity.
A well-equipped street railway with modern service,
which seeks to oblige the people, operated in any
community, will develop the best resources thereof
and bring prosperity to its people with such rapidity

as to utterly confuse and put to -flight all false

economic doctrines.

Newspapers, reviews, magazines, periodicals and
journals of this country, indeed, of many parts of
the world, are entitled to the thanks of this asso-
ciation for the fair and generous treatment accorded
in their columns to the street-raihvay men and their

interests during the year. It is the province of these
publications to exploit the great industries of the
land. If upon one day we are able to congratulate
ourselves upon their unstinted praise, we should
patiently bear the publicity of our faults, if any
there be, in the next issue.

The last year has been a period of a notable
activity and healthy progress, with but few dis-

turbances of a serious nature. The managers of

large street-railway properties should shape their

policj^ toward their employes and the public so that

disturbances between employer end employe will

be entirely eliminated from their history. The man-
agement of the great corporations of the country
can best retain the adherence and loyaltj' of em-

ployes by adopting toward them a policy

at all times just and. at the same time,

courteous, kind and conciliatory. The good
will of your employes and of your patrons
will be found an asset of great value in the

days of trouble and most desirable at all

times.

A business so widespread In its useful-

ness, holding and jiidiciously employing,
3s it does, so great a portion of the capital

of the country and so essential to the best
interest and prosperity of the trade cen-
ters, should, and I believe in good time
will, possess the very necessary good will

nnd hearty support of the municipalities
it so faithfully serves. Our interests and
those of the public are inseparably inter-

woven and naturally harmonious. If such
interests become strained and in conflict,

=nch conditions are unnatural and illogical;

herefore, it should become one of the
leading features of our association to sug-
f^est a uniform policy for street-railway

companies of so broad a gauge that the
"lutuality of the best interests of the pub-
lic and of the company shall be as apparent
to the people as to the street-railway man-
atrers themselves.

I take pride in announcing that the con-
^ition of your association, both as to mem-
bership and finances, is improving each
year. I wish to urge you to make this

gathering of use to our association and
of importance to the street-railway indus-
try. This may be accomplished by a full

attendance upon and participation in the
business meetings. The executive com-
mittee has selected members who have
nrepared papers on Important subjects, and

,^^, I urge upon you the advisability of enter-
ing Into full discussions and analysis of
those subjects, so that a clear understand-

ing of all questions presented may be carried home
with you. I also urge the association to show
appreciation for our friends, the supply men. who
have produced for this annual meeting their splendid
exhibit.

Allow me to request your hearty support in the
work of the Accountants' association, which meets
in annual convention here at this time. Its work
is of great importance and Is worthy of the most
serious consideration.

To the secretary and members of the executive
committee our thanks are due for the satisfactory

manner in which they have assisted In conducting
the affairs of this association. Personally, their
efforts have been highly appreciated.

The honor of having acted as your president for
the last year has been most gratifying to me and
shall ever remain one of the pleasant recollections
of my life as a street-railway man. For my succes-
sor I bespeak the same courtesy and cordial co-
operation which It has been my good fortune to en-
joy.

Reports of Committees and Officers.

Secretary Penington read the report of the execu-
tive committee, giving in detail the routine matters
considered since the previous annual meeting. The
resignation of C. K. Durbin of Denver as a member
of the executive committee was mentioned. Mr.
Durbin has gone out of the street-railway business
and was succeeded by W. H. Holmes of Kansas
City. A sub-committee had audited the accounts of
T. C. Penington. secretary and treasurer, and had
found them correct.

The secretary and treasurer's report showed cash
in bank to the credit of the association on October
TO, T900, to the amount of $7,000.75. The amount
of cash on hand a year before was $5.658.87. In
October. 180;. the association was $;.ooo in debt.

Now it has $7,000 on hand. Truly, the association
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and Mr. Penlngton have reason to be proud of this

record.

The company membership is 163. The following-
named companies acquired membership at and since

the meeting of 1899: Atchison (Kan.) Railway, Light
and Power company, Aurora (111.) Street Railway
company, Atlantic Coast Railroad company of As-
bury Park, N. Y., Bridgeton (N. J.) and Millville

Traction company, Chicago (III.) Electric Traction
company, Conestoga Traction company of Columbia,
Pa., Detroit (Mich.) and Pontiac Railway company,
Dayton (Ohio) and Western Traction company,
Elgin (111.) City, Carpenterville and Aurora Rail-

way company, Knoxville, (Tenn.) Traction com-
pany, Galesburg (111.) Electric Motor and Power
company, Cincinnati and Hamilton (Ohio) Electric

Street Railway company, Chicago (111.) and Mil-
waukee Electric Railway company. Joliet (III.) Rail-

way company, East Side Electric Railway company
of Kansas City, Mo.. Knoxville (Tenn.) Traction
company, Montreal (Canada) Street Railway com-
pany, Oakland (Cal.) Transit company, Los Angeles
(Cal.) and Pasadena Electric Railway company.
Consolidated 'fraction conipany of Pittsburg, Pa..

Peoria (111.) aijd Pekin Terminal Railway company,
Pueblo (Colo.) Traction and Electric company,
Schenectady (N. Y.) Railway company, Sioux City
(Iowa) Traction company, St. Louis (Mo.) Transit
company, Seattle (Wash.) Electric company, Indi-

ana Railway company of South Bend. Ind., Vicks-
burg (Miss.) Railroad. Power and Light company,
Venice (111.), Madison and Granite City Railway
company, Cleveland, Painesville and Eastern Rail-

road company of Willoughby, Ohio, Norfolk West-
ern Street Railway company of Westwood, Mass.,
Dallas (Texas) Consolidated Electric Street Rail-

Holmes'- paper, which is given on page 276 of this

issue of the Western Electrician, was closely listened

to, and at its conclusion the author was tendered
a vote of thanks.
On Wednesday Mr. C. F. Bancroft's "Comparison

of the Various Systems of Electrical Distribution
for Street Railways" was read by the secretary, in

the absence of the author. The paper is printed in

this issue of the Western Electrician, beginning on
page 274. There was practically no discussion.

Mr. F. T. C. Brydges of Chicago was also absent.

His paper on "Painting, Repainting and Mainte-
nance of Car Bodies" was read by Secretary Pen-
ington. Mr. Brydges' paper was of a practical

character and was discussed by W. E. Harrington
of Camden, N. J., who gave some interesting figures,

referring to a statement which he had prepared.
"I have prepared these figures," said Mr. Harring-
ton, "from work actually done and took five different

operations—took them from our detailed sheet.

For instance, the first-class operation, which was
for an iS-foot car body, included the entire re-

painting of the car, the roof and the trucks. Under
the contract price, piece-work system, the cost was
$28 for labor and $19.79 for material, the total cost
being $47.79. On a second-class operation, same
work, on a 16-foot car body, the total cost was prac-
tically the same. On a third-class operation, cutting
in of paintwork, varnishing, etc., the total cost was
$24.21, the material being $10.21 and labor, by con-
tract, $14. The fourth-class operation was outside
painting of vestibules and cutting in dashers, touch-
ing up main body, blacking off of ironwork, one
coat of finishing varnish, one coat of paint on roof,

dashers, floors and platforms, and one inside coat
of finishing varnish. The contract price for this

Next Meeting to Be Held in New York.

Cincinnati and New York were the candidates
for next year's meeting, and the latter city "won
out," although Cincinnati sent invitations from the
mayor, the president of the Cincinnati League and
J. Kilgour. president of the Cincinnati Street Rail-

way company. However, two conventions in suc-
cession had been held in the West, and it was almost
a foregone conclusion that an eastern city would
be chosen. The matter was decided by a commit-
tee consisting of John A. Rigg, Reading, Pa.: E. C.
Foster, Lynn, Mass.; E. G. Connette. Syracuse,
N. Y. ; D. B. Dyer. Augusta, Ga., and Robert Mc-
CuUoch. Chicago, 111. This committee also nom-
inated the

New Officers.

The nominating committee's list of ofificers was
adopted, the secretary casting the ballot. It is as
follows:

President—Walton H. Holmes, president Metro-
politan Street Railway company. Kansas City, Mo.

First vice-president—Herbert H. Vreeland, presi-

dent Metropolitan Street Railwav company, New
York. N. Y.
Second vice-president—N. H. Heft, president Mer-

iden Electric Railroad company, Meriden, Conn.
Third vice-president—J. B. McClary, general man-

ager Birmingham Railway and Electric company,
Birmingham. Ala.

Secretary and treasurer—T. C. Penington, treas-

urer Chicago City Railway company, Chicago, 111.

Executive committee—The president, vice-presi-

dents and John M. Roach, Chicago; F. L. Fuller,

Wilkesbarre, Pa.; George W. Baumhofif, St. Louis,
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way company, Danville (111.) Street Railway and
Light company, Detroit (Mich.) Rochester, Romeo
and Lake Orion Railway company, Jackson (Miss.)

Railway, Light and Power company. East Side
Electric Street Railway company of Kansas City,

Mo., Kansas City-Leavenworth (Kan.) Railway
company, Lebanon (Pa.) Valley Street Railway
company, Meridian (Miss.) Street Railroad and
Power company, Schuylkill Traction company of

Norristown, Pa., Hoosac Valley Street Railway
company of North Adams, Mass., Ottawa (111.)

Railway, Light and Power company, Ottawa (Ont.)
Electric Railway company, Holmesburg, Taccney
and Frankfort Electric Railway company of Phila-

delphia, Monongahela Street Railway company of

Pittsburg, Rockford (111.) Railway, Light and Power
company, .Saratoga (N. Y.) Traction company,
Terre Haute (Ind.) Electric company.
The withdrawals were nearly all owing to con-

solidations.

The deaths during the year were those of Philip
T. Beglcy, superintendent Lowell and Suburban
Street Railway company, Lowell, Mass., December
24, 1899; Amos Breed, president Lynn and Boston
Railroad company, Lynn, Mass.. May 22, 1900;
Garrett A. Hobart, president Paterson Railway com-
pany, Paterson, N. J., November 21, 1899; John Mc-
Nulta. receiver Calumet Electric Street Railway
company, Chicago, III.. February 22, 1900; Volney C.

Turner, cx-president North Chicago Street Railway
company. Clhicago, 111., December 2, 1899; J. H.
Vander Veer, superintendent motive equipment.
Brooklyn Heights Railroad company, Brooklyn,
N. Y.. December 3, 1899.

Papers Read.

The first paper of the meeting was read on
Tuesday by Daniel B, Holmes, general counsel of
the Metropolitan Street Railway company of Kan-
sas City, whose subject was "Consolidation of Street
Railways and Its Effect Upon the Public." Mr.

work was $8.50 anJ the materials $7.71, making a

total of $16.21. The simplest operation is probably
the fifth-class operation, outside touching up dash-
ers and main body of car, outside blacking off of

ironwork, one coat of outside finishing varnish, one
coat of roof paint and one coat of paint on inside of

dashers, floors and platform. The contract price

for this work is $4 and the material $5.13, making
a total of $9.13 as an average. This work is done
on the piece-work system. Under the usual system
of hiring labor, we usually found our work cost in

labor 50 to lOp per cent, more than under the piece-
w^ork system. I have taken these figures from our
books, and have had some talk on the subject with
other street-railway managers, and they think that

the figures are very satisfactory." Answering a ques-
tion, Mr. Plarrington stated that the painters re-

ceived 25 cents an hour under the contract system.
The paper that attracted most attention was read

on Thursday by Colonel N. H. Heft, president of

the Meriden (Conn.) Street Railway company. It

was entitled "Double-truck Cars: How to Equip
Them to Obtain Maximum Efficiency Under Vary-
ing Conditions." The speaker described a new
type of car and presented draw-ings to illustrate it.

He asserted, in effect, that his car was the best all-

around type for street-car traffic, with a dead weight
of but 473 pounds for each passenger. But some
of his theories were vigorously combated by several

of the gentlemen present, who doubted whether
Colonel Heft's car was strong enough, Those tak-

ing part in the
,
discussion were E. C. Foster of

Lynn, Mass.; E. Chamberlain, Brooklyn; W. E.

Harrington, Camden. N. J.; C. W. Wason, Cleve-

land: J. I. Beggs, Milwaukee; E. G. Connette, Syra-

cuse. N. Y.; H. H. Vreeland, New York; C. S.

Sergeant, Boston: Ira A. McCormack, Cleveland,

and Robert McCulloch, Chicago.
It was announced that N. S. Hill, Jr.. of Charles-

ton, S. C, was ill and had been unable to prepare

a pajier on "Storeroom Accounts."

Mo.; John R. Graham, Quincy, Mass., and John
Harris, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Closing Business.

This important resolution was adopted:

Resolved, That the next meeting of the American Street Rail-
way association be limited to three days instead of four, and
thac the day set apart for the personal examination, by members,
of the supply men's exhibit be the middle day of the interval.

After the usual resolutions of thanks, the asso-
ciation adjourned to meet at the banquet of Friday
evening, when the new officers were installed and
the final adjournment for the year w^as taken.

The exact date of next year's convention will be
fixed by the executive committee.

Entertainment Features.

Kansas City entertained the visiting street-rail-

way and supply men lavishly. The association

badges were honored for free transportation on all

street-railway lines, and not only street-railway men
but everybody in town seemed to deem it a pleasure

to show attention to the visitors. The Kansas City,

Elks and Country clubs threw open their rooms
to the possessors of the magical buttons, and pri-

vate hospitality was unstinted. The newspaper re-

ports and hotel service were excellent, and in all

respects the city of hills and bluffs left a pleasant

impression on the minds of all sojourners within

her gates.

On Tuesday the executive committeemen of the

association were the guests of W. H. and C. F.

Holmes, in a drive around the city, and at lunch
at the Country Club. In the evening there was a

reception at the Midland Hotel, at which many
of the visitors became acquainted with the warm-
hearted people of Kansas City. Light refreshments
were served.

A tally-ho ride for the ladies, a trip to the Armour
packing-house and a theater party at the Coates

Theater were the scheduled features of Wednesday.
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All of these entertainments were thoroughly en-
joyed. "A Runaway Girl" was presented at the
theater, and Mr. Dunn, the leading comedian of
the company, took a few liberties with the names of
members and visitors that were greatly relished
by the audience.
The principal entertainment feature of Thursday

was the excursion to Fort Leavenworth, Kan.
About 400 persons took advantage of it and in-
spected the fort, barracks and military prison and
later the Soldiers' Home. Lunch was served, and
all pronounced the outing to have been most in-
structive and enjoyable. In the evening many of
the convention people attended a vaudeville per-
formance at the Orpheum.

Friday, the last day of the convention, was a busy
one in the entertainment line. First, there was a
trip over the East Side line to Electric Park and
the Heim breweries. This was a jolly event, and
in the afternoon there was a vaudeville entertain-
rncnt from a stage in Convention Hall. This was
given \vith the supply men's compliments to the
association. In the evening the convention was
wound up with the banquet, at which there were
over 200 guests. D. B. Holmes of Kansas City
was toastmaster, and speeches were made by W. S.
Gilbert, Judge McAnany of Kansas City, Kan.,
J. Harry Stedman of Rochester. N. Y., Frank B.
Walsh and Chester Snider. The officers were in-
stalled and an hour was devoted to dancing. The
dinner was an elaborate one and pronounced a great
success.

Two Large Street-railway Exhibits.

In the Convention Hall at Kansas City by far

the largest and most conspicuous exhibits of last

week were those of the General Electric and West-
inghouse Electric and Manufacturing companies.
These companies had conspicuous spaces, of 1.500

square feet each, in the center of the hall, and each
one had a large force of men explaining the ma-
chinery and apparatus displayed. A general idea of

each exhibit may be gained from the accompanying
illustrations.

Westingliouse Exhibit.—The apparatus dis-

played by the Westinghouse Electric and Manufac-
turing company made five carloads and had a total

weight of 375.000 pounds. The heaviest piece shown
weighed 30.000 pounds, but as there is no excavation
under the Convention Hall, no special foundations
were necessary. The most conspicuous feature was
a 650-kilowatt, direct-current, engine-type railway
generator, complete with armature. This is one of

three generators of the same type sold to the St.

Louis Transit coinpany. The latter company has
also ordered from the Westinghouse people three
2,250-kilowatt machines of similar design. The ex-

hibit also included a 200-kilowatt rotary converter,

wound for 7.200 alternations, for street-railway work.
This machine gives an output of 550 volts on the

direct-current end. There was also a Westinghouse
marble switchboard for railway ser\'ice. having five
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poses, with this new motor, to give, in each of the
standard sizes, complete information in relation to
Ihe output under any particular conditions. This is

a most interesting advance, but space will not per-
mit a complete description in this place of the curves
of lime, current streng-th. speed, tractive effort and
other factors by which the actual performance to be
expected of the motor is shown. The Westing-
house staff at the convention included F. H. Taylor,
sales manager; N. W. Storer, electrical engineer;
G.

.
Berentsen, mechanical engineer; W. M. Pro-

basco, publishing department; P. N. Jones and H.
C. Ebcrt. all of Pittsburg; R. S. Brown, Boston;
C. S. Powell. Cleveland; C. A. Bragg, Philadelphia;
J. R. Gordon. Atlanta; C. B. Humphrey. Cincin-
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Convention Notes.
Elmer P. Morris was "on deck."

The Street Railway Review of Chicago exhibited
Lommendable enterprise in printing a daily edition.

W. E. Pimlott, vice-president of the J. M. At-
kinson company of Chicago, was one of the busy
men who attended the convention.

"Fifteen million feet underground" is a record the

McRoy conduit may well be proud of. John T. Mc-
Roy and James M. Graves did the honors.

W.
from

Mathews, manufacturers' agent, came up
Louis and looked after the interest of
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nati; G. Pantaleoni, St. Louis; W. S. Rugg and
T. A. Hall, Chicago; W. H. Wells, sales manager
of the British Westinghouse company, and F. C.

Newell of the Westinghouse Air Brake company.
General Electric Exhibit.—The exhibit of the

General Electric company was constantly the cen-
ter of the group of association members and con-
vention visitors who examined the apparatus
critically and went away with new ideas and new
information. The display comprised one GE54.
25-horsepower railway motor, one GE67 38-horse-
power railway motor, one GE57 50-horsepower
railway motor, one GE73 75-horsepower railway

motor, one Kio series-parallel controller for two-
motor equipment, one K12 series-parallel con-
troller for four-motor equipment, one B23 electric

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S STREET-RAILWAY EXHIBIT AT KANSAS CITY.

panels fitted with automatic circuit-breakers and

direct-current voltmeters, ammeters and rheostats.

Other features of the display were various types of

Westinghouse car motors, Wurts lightning arresters

for stations and lines, and an assortment of switches,

circuit-breakers, fuse blocks, measuring instruments

and diverters for street-car equipments. But per-

haps the most import?nt feature of all was the new
No. 56 railway motor which the Westmghouse
company has just brought out. This motor is es-

pecially designed to meet the requirements of inter-

urban, suburban and city service, where it is de-

sired to operate hea\T cars at high speeds. It ha?

long been recognized that the horsepower r-^mg of

a railway motor gives only a comparative idea of

its capacity. The Westinghouse company now pro-

b-ake controller for two-motor equipment, one 600-

kilowatt, 500-volt. rotary converter, three 250-kilo-

watt air-blast, step-down transformers, one alter-

nating-current and direct-current panel for the 600-

kilowatt rotary converter, and a full line of overhead

material and supply parts for railway motors. The

following-named representatives were present: J. R.

Lovcjov A. H. Armstrong. W. G. Carey and J. G.

Barry of Schenectady. N. Y.; S. W. Frawick. At-

lanta. Ga.; J. C Calisch, BufTalo. N. Y.: T. P.

Bailey F. N. Boyer and R. A. Swain of Chicago;

C C Pierce, Boston. Mass.; R. E. Moore, Phila-

delphia. Pa.; F. H. Shieby, Cincinnati. Ohio; H. E.

Russell San Francisco. Cal.; George D. Rosenthal,

St. Louis. Mo., and J. F. Schaefer and W. T. Osborn

of Kansas City, Mo.

tlie Cling-surface Manufacturing company, for

which Mr. Mathews is St. Louis agent.

George E. Boylston, secretary and treasurer of

the Western Kieley Steam Specialty company of

Chicago, was in attendance at the convention.

Blue buttons were given to members of the asso-

ciation, orange to the accountants, red to the sup-
ply men and exhibitors and white to the ladies.

H. A. Wagner, the well-known electrical engineer
of St. Louis, attended the convention and renewed
acquaintances with many of his street-railway

friends.

Morgan Brooks, professor of electrical engineer-
ing of the University of Nebraska at Lincoln, Neb.,

was a visitor, accompanied by a number of students

from that institution.

The Streator Brake Shoe company of Chicago was
lepresented by "George W. Evans, who made him-
self decidedly popular with the convention people,

particularly the ladies.

F. E. Donohoe and E. H. Hammond from the

Chicago office of the American Electrical Works
needed no introduction to any of the thousand and
one delegates and visitors.

"Jim" Cummings, the conduit man, did not put
in an appearance. Mr. Cummings was so recently

married that he had a good excuse, but there were
many inquiries about him.

The Frank Ridlon company's exhibit was in charge
of C. N. Woods of Boston. P. Harten of the Cin-
cinnati Railway Equipment company being on
hand to show their new slow-speed controller handle.

Commodore T. C. White, representing the Central

Union Brass company of St. Louis, was a busy
man at the convention, mingling with friends as

the opportunity offered, but always having his

weather eye open for business.

James Partridge, a pioneer in the carbon business,

was on hand with a complete line of the Partridge
self-lubricating motor brushes, leaving a lasting im-
pression of his generosity by the presentation of a

handsome souvenir to all callers.

Frank H. Clark of Chicago needed no assistance

in representing the Electric Storage Battery com-
pany of Philadelphia. Mr. Clark is an electrical

salesman of wide experience and pronounced suc-

cess, and he found many of his friends at the con-
vention.

Of course, Luther Stieringer was there. There
are not many electrical conventions that get away
from Mr. Stieringer, and, of course, the street-

railway conventions are electrical nowadays. Mr.
Stieringer has been ill, but is now enjoying fairly

good health.

The W. R. Garton company, Chicago, through
Manager W. R. Garton, had several railway special-

tics on exhibition at space 91. The Fiest trolley

head attracted much attention, while the United
States fender elicited much favorable comment from
the street-railway people.

Many inquiries were made for Martin J. Isaacs,

the popular manager of K. McLennan & Co., Chi-
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cago, manufacturers of Gale's commutator com-
pound, who was compelled to forego the pleasure

of meeting his many friends at the convention owing
to pressing business at home.

F. W. Darlington, promoter of the Darlington

Electric Fountain and Supply company of Phila-

delphia, was busy interesting railway men in his

company's- new electric-fountain products, which
seem to be a happy solution of the perplexing ques-

tion of amusement attractions.

Clement C. Smith, the second vice-president of

the Falk company of Milwaukee, represented that

company with the kindliness and unfailing courtesy

for which he is noted. The Falk company had no
exhibit in Convention Hall, but received its friends

in a parlor at the Midland Hotel.

A frequent convention visitor was L. A. Scovil,

assistant general manager of the Kansas City Elec-

tric Light company. Mr. Scovil has been located

in Kansas City since the first of the year, and is

assisting in the reconstruction which is going on
in the central-station plant in that city.

W. A. Smith, general -manager and passenger
agent of the Los Angeles and Pasadena electric

railway, came all the way from Pasadena, Cal., to

enjoy the benefits of the meeting. Mr. Smith is

interested in an enclosed-arc lamp which has been
especially designed for street-car lighting.

The interests of the Creaghead Engineering com-
pany of Cincinnati were ably looked after by G. R.

Scrugham. the company's superintendent. The ex-

hibit consisted of a full line of the company's prod-

ucts, including flexible brackets, overhead Hne ma-
terials and fittings for iron and wooden poles.

Charles K. Knickerbocker and G. D. Casgrain.

two popular representatives of the Griffin Wheel

GARL EXHIBIT AT KANSAS CITY.

company of Chicago, presided over the large and
attractive booth of this company, in which was dis-

played sections of car wheels, shoeing chills, and
also test pieces of wheels for record purposes.

Walter H. Baker, assistant controller. St. Louis,

George T. Faxon, manager of the Kansas City

office, and W. R. Boyd of New York were in

charge of the National Lead company's exhibit.

The products of this company include a full line

sions and weights of wires, was distributed during
the convention.

No street-railway convention would be complete
without the smiling countenance of G. S. Bigelow,
who looks after the interests of the Chicago Varnish
company in his own inimitable way. One of the

most sought-after souvenirs at the convention was
the pretty calendar distributed by Mr. Bigelow to

his many friends.

CUTLER-HAMMER EXHIBIT AT KANSAS CITY.

One of the well-known figures at electrical con-
ventions is W. Worth Bean of St. Joseph, Mich.
Mr. Bean is president of the St. Joseph and Benton
Harbor Railway and Electric Light company, and
has a wide acquaintance in the electrical field. He
always has a cheery word for everybody and is one
of the most popular of convention visitors.

B. S. Barnard of the American Vitrified Conduit
company, New York, had sections of vitrified glazed
conduits on exhibition. These conduits have a num-
ber of exceptionally good points. Tliey are smooth,
glazed and vitrified. They are also acid, fire and
waterproof, and adapted to all possible conditions.
R. W. Lyle. general manager of the company, met
many satisfied users of the conduit.

The sight of Irving P. Lord's pleasant face put
one" in mind of the Waupaca convention of the
Northwestern Electrical association last June. Mr.
Lord is the president of the Waupaca (Wis.) Electric
Light and Railway company, and was a whole host
in himself at the recent Northwestern convention
in his town. He was greatly interested in the ex-
tensive street-railway display in Convention Hall.

The Ohio Brass company of Mansfield, Ohio,
showed a full line of overhead-railway material for
electric railways for span-wire and bracket con-
struction. Attractive souvenirs, in the form of minia-
ture Brooklyn strain insulators, were freely dis-
tributed and much sought after by visitors and
delegates at the convention. C. K. King, secretary:
R. A. Byrnes, manager New York office; G. A.
Meade, engineer, and A. L. Wilkinson looked after
the company's interests.

J. C. Shainwald. the ever-popular western sales
manager for the Standard Paint companv of New
York, and J. H. Hicks of the Chicago olHce, had
charge of the exhibit of this company. They had
an attractive booth in which were displayed samples
of P. & B. paint, compound and armature varnish,
rubberoid cloth and rubberoid roofing. The ad-
vertising matter distributed by the company was

and in consequence he was free to enjoy the busi-
ness and social sessions, which he did to the utmost.

Colonel E. J. Spencer of St. Louis, the western
manager of the underground department of the
Safety Insulated Wire company, was warmly wel-
comed by many friends at the convention. He was
accompanied by Mrs. Spencer, Master Tritle Spen-
cer and Miss Katharine Spencer. Colonel Spencer
did not have an exhibit this year, but put in an
appearance to greet his social and business ac-

quaintances.

E. A. Barth, electrical engineer of the Kansas
City Electric Light company, found time to drop
into the Convention Hall once or twice. Mr.
Barth is busily engaged in the reconstruction plans

of his company, and was much interested in the

attention attracted by the large rotary converter
for the Kansas City Electric Light company, which
was on exhibition in the space of the General Elec-
tric company.

Charles W. Cobb, sales manager of the Chicago
Mica company of Valparaiso, Ind., was ably as-

sisted by "Cobb, Jr,," in the duties of showing visit-

ors the products of this company, which were ar-

tistically arranged in one of the prominent booths
in the hall. A full line of mica insulation for street

cars and motors was shown. Small sample books
of Champion cloths and papers and Mica bond in-

sulators were distributed liberally.

Every exhibitor at the convention owes a debt .^

of gratitude to W. A. Satterlee. general superin-
tendent of the Metropolitan Street Railway company

CHICAGO MICA COMPANY AT KANSAS CITY.

of Kansas City, who was chairman of the local

committee on exhibits and who devoted a great

deal of time and attention to the assignment of

space and the care of exhibitors. Not a little of

the credit for the smoothness of arrangements
for the exhibition is due to Mr. Satterlee.

The popularity of Bullock apparatus has never
been questioned, and it is safe to say that through
the efforts of the company's popular sales manager,
Frank G. Bolles of New York city, the name "Bul-
lock" is instilled into the minds of every delegate
and visitor who attended the convention. In an-
ticipation of a good time, Mr. Bolles had with him
a large supply of unique souvenirs, which were not
only much sought after, but in some instances even
begged for by the gentlemen, one of whom earnestly
suggested a medal of honor for Mr. .Bolles in rec-

f^ A ControlerRegulatino Device^
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of babbitt metal, solder and white lead, also red
lead and litharge.

E. J. Pietzckcr and H. L. Thompson presided

over the attractive booth of the American Steel

and Wire company of Chicago, whose exhibit con-
sisted of Crown bonds and all kinds of electrical

wires and cables; also woven-wire fencing for sub-
urban and steam railroads. A handsome leather

pockclbook, containing reference tables of dimcn-

EXHIBITS AT THE KANSAS CITY STREET-RAILWAY CONVENTION.

unusually attractive, and as is usual at all conven- ognition of

lions which this company attends, its souvenirs were "life saver."
much sought after.

j^,,^^^ ^
George O. Nagle, formerly general superin- Installation

tendent of the Chicago City Railway company, element at

nearly lamed his right arm in shaking hands with snmably, in

friends who greeted him at the convention. This he was not
year Mr. Nagle did not have the cares of a local though he
committeeman on his shoulders, as he did last, Brett's biisi

his meritorious and heroic work as a

Brett, general manager of the Electrical

company of Chicago, was right in his

the convention and was so busy, pre-

securing business for his company, that

often seen about Convention Hall, al-

was in Kansas City all the week. Mr.
ncss is largely with street-railway com-
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panics, and he found at the convention many friends
and customers. Mr. Brett was assisted by F. H
Fitch.

The Phoenix lubricating pump is manufactured
by the Phcenix Metal Packing company, Chicago,
and was shown in complete operation by Manager
C. H. Thompson. J. H. Ward, vice-president and
general manager, was also in attendance. The
Phcenix pump has demonstrated its usefulness for
all requirements in practical operation on all classes
of engines, being adapted to all sizes and styles of
engines, pumps, air compressors, steam stamp mills
and gas and vapor engines.

"Dick" Pierce and "Bob" Richardson, more for-
mally known as Mr. R. H. Pierce and Mr. R. E.
Richardson, were daily attendants at Convention
Hall. In Chicago these gentlemen are partners in
the engineering firm of Pierce, Richardson & Neiler,
but in Kansas City Mr. Pierce was a visitor, while
Mr. Richardson is general manager of the Kansas
City Electric Light company. They are both good
engineers and good fellows. Mr. Pierce was ac-
companied by Mrs. Pierce and his son.

Secretary T. C. Penington was the guide, philos-
opher and friend of everybody, as usual. It is gen-
erally admitted that the American Street Railway
association is one of the best man-
aged organizations of the kind in the
country, and, as other officers come
and go, w'hile Mr. Penington re-

mains, the credit for this state of
affairs is very largely due to him.
Mr. Penington is a prompt, energetic
and reliable business man. and his

clean-cut business methods have told

in the affairs of the organization.

The Weber Gas Engine conipan}'
of Kansas City occupied one of the
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ing apparatus for use on electric and steam roads,
a brief description of which appeared in the West-
ern Electrician of last week. Max Schumacher and
M. Garl did the honors for the company.
The only arc-lamp manufacturer to exhibit at the

convention was the Lea Arc Lamp company of
Elwood, Ind., whose attractive booth was presided
ever by William M. Porter, general sales agent.
Its line comprised a new automatic headlight for
electric roads, miniature arc. lamps and a new iio-
volt lamp with a new-style case, which opens by a
spring pressure, the two case pieces assuming a
horizontal position, permitting of easy access to the
adjustments. Souvenirs and advertising matter of
a high character were distributed to the many in-
terested visitors.

The Garton-Daniels company, Keokuk. Iowa, had
an elaborate exhibit. Its line of improved Garton
lightning arresters covered the larger part of the
space. These arresters are now widely used for
electric-light, power and railway circuits, and are
made for any voltage, direct or alternating current.
The automotorneer, a controller-regulating device,
attracted much attention on the part of the rail-

way men. It is designed to prevent "fast feeding" on
electric-railway cars, and will no doubt meet with
extensive adoption on trolley lines. The extension
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face, and, by looking at it long enough, one could
see the da-go, according to Mr. Allen.

R. F. Carr and C. A. Stanfield did the honors
for the Dearborn Drug and Chemical company of
Chicago. They had an attractive booth, showing
samples of scale from boilers, tubes and connections,
illustrating extreme corrosion and deleterious action
of boiler-feed waters. They also showed a line of
various oils and lubricants for high-duty work.
The main business of this company is the analysis
of waters and treatments lo overcome different

troubles. Unique souvenirs were much sought
after, and the ladies in attendance at the convention
were fortunate in securing attractive gifts in the
shape of handsome bottles of perfume.

The Monarch Fire Appliance company of New
York showed the great value of Kilfyre by practical
demonstrations at the exhibit. General C. Henry
ney, assistant general manager of the company, gave
an outdoor exhibition on a lot at Thirteenth and
Central streets, fronting the Convention Hall, on
Thursday at noon. A large and enthusiastic assem-
blage of spectators was in attendance, the demonstra-
tion resulting most successfully, as always. General
Barney was assisted by P. L. Wilbur, and the two
gentlemen distributed a neat and highly appreciated
souvenir in the shape of a little leather-bound book,
with waxed leaves, for internal-revenue and postage
stamps. It is scarcely necessary to add that Kilfyre

is the "ideal fire protection
for switchboards and all

electrical apparatus."

The C u 1 1 e r-Hammer
c o m pa n y -of Milwaukee,
Wis., and Westfield, N. J.,

had a very attractive exhibit

at the convention, in charge
of C. H. Norwood. Inter-

est centered chiefly in the

railroad switchboard com-
posed of standard panels,

with instruments mounted
thereon, and designed espe-
cially for this class of work.
Special attention was called

to the company's new cir-

cuit-breaker, which is just

being introduced, and is

known as the W. T. L.

Another feature of the ex-
hibit w'as an entirely new
system of automatic-booster
regulation, which was in

actual operation, and proved
to be a great drawing card.

This is the company's first

appearance in street-

railway work, and its suc-

cess in interesting the

Fig. . Lea Electric MaDufacturing Company-
Fig. 6. American Steel and Wire Company.

prominent booth spaces, showing a gasolme hoistmg

engine and a stationary engine for hghtmg plants

and commercial use. L. H. Weber had charge of

the company's exhibit, and in explammg the merits

of his companv's products, said that inside of 30

days it would have on the market a special two-

cycle direct-connected engine for lighting purposes

that it believed would fill a want really long felt

for the particular class of work for which it is con-

structed.

The fine exhibit of the B-R Electric company

of Kansas Cit>' was under the personal supervision

of F M. Bernardine and E. R. Royer, ^yho werf

in constant attendance explaining the merits of th_

several specialties represented by this enterprism;;

company, which is selling agent for the Ohio Brass

comoany, the R. D. Nuttall company, the Hazard

Manufacturing company, the New \ork and Ohio

. company and the Cutter company of Philadelphia.

The B-R company has rapidly taken the fron.

rank among electrical supply houses.

The exhibit made by the Garl Electric company

of Akron, Ohio, attracted the attention of all street-

railway men and visitors at the convention, beside^

a complete line of street-railway and intercommuni-

cating system of telephones and fire and burglar-

alarm devices, the company showed by actual dem-

onstration the operation of a new automatic signai-

lig. I. .Manville Covering Company.
Fig. 4. Dearborn Drug and Chemical Works.
Fig. 7. Standard Underground Cable Company.
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circuit ringers for telephone lines were shown for

the first time. G. V. E. Titus and V. J. Van Home
were in attendance and had always a large circle

of interested visitors.

W. D. Packard of the New York and Ohio com-

pany of Warren. Ohio, was one of the well-known

visitors at the convention. The pr<)ducts of the

New York and Ohio company were exhibited in

the booth of the B-R Electric company of Kansas

City. Mr. Packard has recently become interested

in the manufacture of gasoline automobiles, and is

enthusiastic over the success his company is meet-

ing in building these vehicles. On a recent trip

f'-om Warren to Cleveland, 95 miles of sandy and

hilly road, the running time was three hours and

50 minute's, which is an excellent showing.

Among the most interesting exhibits was that of

the Joseph Dixon Crucible company. Jersey City

N J A large number of callers inspected the varied

display of graphite products including Dixon s

American graphite pencils and D.xon crucibles The

representatives included Sam Mayer. Dudd Johnson

and William Allen from Chicago and A. L. Haasis

and Mr E A. St. John of New York. Excellent pro-

vision had been made for the entertainment and

comfort of the visitors, the usual supply of sou-

venirs being on hand. Quite an interestmg side

exhibit was an Italian watch, which had a peculiar

Fig. 2.

F'g- 5-

Fig. 8.

Weber Gas Engine Company.
Creaghead Eogineenng Company.
Standard Paint Company.

delegates in attendance far surpassed its expecta-
tions.

The exhibits of McGill, Porter & Berg comprised
a most complete line of the many high-grade spe-
cialties represented by this young and enterprising
firm. The most prominent features of this exhibit
were the products of the Ohio Brass company,
I-T-E circuit-breakers, Morris rail bonds, Speer
carbon brushes, National electric heaters, Wilson
trolley catchers, Ham sand boxes and a large dis-

play of trolley wheels and harps. Max A. Berg
and E. R. Mason did the honors, while Mr. Speer
talked about the self-lubricating motor and gener-
ator brushes. Mr. V." C. Gilpin, New York agent
of the Cutter company, was present to meet the
many satisfied users of the I-T-E goods. For the
entertainment of the throng of visitors a quartet
of colored men was provided. "The Convention
Menu" prepared by this popular firm was one of

the features of the convention, and the variety of

good things provided made it an easy matter for

any customer to make a suitable selection.

The Manville Covering company's contingent
was of good size. S. H. Finney came from Chicago
to represent the electrical department, while Will-

iam A. Buddeck. manager of the St. Louis branch,

[Coniinued on pag-e 2y6.]
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Electric typewriting machines are about to be put

on the market, according to the promises of man-
ufacturers. The idea is to actuate the moving parts

by power from an electric motor, a mere touch on
the key serving to make contact and imprint the

character. The keyboard is unchanged, and the new
machine looks like an ordinary typewriter. Al-

though the electric machines will naturally be more
expensive, the advantage claimed is practically un-

limited speed, with much less fatigue to the operator.

However, as the typewriting machine is a rather

delicate and complicated mechanism, frequently get-

ting out of order, it may be doubted, perhaps,

whether greater complication and a greater number
of parts may not offset the advantage of greater ease

and speed of operation.

If the Supreme Court of Illinois decide that the

city of Chicago has authority to add $2,500,000 to

its present bonded indebtedness, or if the Legis-

lature pass a special enabling act, a municipal hydro-

electric plant on a large scale may be erected at

Lockport to utilize the power of the Drainage Canal

to furnish electricity for lighting the streets of this

city. The project is an attractive one, and the San-

itary District trustees and the city authorities are

agreed upon it, the materialization of the plan de-

pending upon judicial or legislative sanction. The

low price of $4 a horsepower a year for the rental

of the power has been decided upon, and the con-

tract is to run for 75 years from- July ist next. The

city is to bttild the plant, of course, merely obtaining

the power rights from the Sanitary District. The

project is an interesting and feasible one, and it will

probably be carried out.

Buenos Ayres is a progressive city, and it seems

to have taken to the electric automobile with a vim.

Not only heavy delivery wagons, but also luxurious

carriages, operated by electricity, are frequently to

be met with on the streets of that city. The roads

are gradually being improved, and a touring club

has been formed, with a view to watching over the

interests of automobilism. One of the first resolu-

tions of this club, the members of which comprise

many merchants and influential amateurs, earnestly

recommended the construction throughout all the

provinces of the Argentine Republic of roads espe-

cially reserved for light motor cars and bicycles.

These roads already radiate from Buenos Ayres

for a distance of from 60 to 70 miles, it is said, and

the work will be continued till a network of similar

roads exist all over the country. The automobile

will undoubtedly make for good roads in this coun-

try in time; but the Argentinians seem to have set

the United States an example in enterprise of this"

kind.

A lecent letter from Professor Fleming to the

London Times states that Mr. Marconi has suc-

ceeded in his long-continued and discouraging at-

tempt to solve the problem of non-interference of

simultaneous messages in space telegraphy. The
experiments described were conducted between four

sets of instruments, two placed at each station, the

two stations being 30 miles apart, one near Poole,

in Dorset, and the other in the Isle of Wight. In-

stead of the usual masts, 177 feet high, hitherto

used in communication over that distance, metal

cylinders only four feet in height are now required,

and by such means a syntonic or resonating effect

is secured between sender and receiver, whereby all

outside vibrations are said to be shut out, privacy

of messages being thus obtained. Thus it would
seem that an objection against the use of wireless

telegraphy for military and commercial purposes,

hitherto regarded as fatal, has been removed. Fur-

ther details of the system used will be eagerly

awaited.

Kansas City is in need of an Independent tele-

phone company, if the chief magistrate of that city

is to be believed. In his address of welcome be-

fore the American Street Railway association last

week Mayor Reed said: "We have a telephone sys-

tem in this town, and I want to say to you, gen-

tlemen, if any of you desire to build a telephone

system, we will treat yoti fairly if you will only give

us instruments which will enable us to hear what
is said over the wire. We complain only when
wc have legitimate cause to complain, and we com-
plain loudly against that institution. Someone may
be here who owns stock in that company, but I make

the statement, nevertheless." Perhaps the mayor
has some special antipathy to the Missouri and Kan-
sas Telephone company, as the service in that city

seems to be no worse than the average of that of

the Bell companies; but, at any rate, Kansas City,

a bustling city of 170,000 inhabitants, does seem to

offer an inviting field that the Independents have

hitherto failed to cultivate.

President Roach of the Chicago Union Traction
company is winning golden opinions by his en-
lightened administration of the North and West
Side street-railway systems. He realizes that the

interests of the coinpany are best served by con-

ciliating rather than antagonizing the public, and
to this end he is endeavoring to secure the highest

order of service from the company's six of seven

thousand employes. The conductors and motormen
are the men who meet and nnpress the passengers

who have the nickels, and Mr. Roach, who was a

conductor once himself, sees the wisdom of paying
them well and meeting all reasonable demands for

their well-being and comfort. Mr. Roach's lalest

proposition embraces the establishment of two club-

houses for the men and the placing of all employes
on a rigid and impartial merit system, by which, in

a careful and exact manner, each man's record shall

determine his status with the company. Neither of

these designs is new in railway work, but if the

plan is carried out, it will undoubtedly result in

greater co-operation between officers and men and
a corresponding improvement in the service. Mr.
Roach is entitled to credit for his broad and gen-

erous policy.

Only pleasant memories will linger in the minds
of those who visited the Kansas City street-railway

convention.' The town itself, with its hospitable

people, busy streets, fine buildings, excellent street-

car service, good hotels and first-class newspapers,

was an attraction. The convention was well at-

tended and formed the raison d'etre for an imposing
exhibition of street-railway machinery and appli-

ances. But four papers were read, and of these

only one was really discussed. This was rather dis-

appointing to some of the members who had come
long distances to obtain new ideas or new light on
old problems. But the situation was due to a

variety of causes, such as is not likely to happen in

combination again. By way of consolation the ex-

hibits furnished a fine school of instruction, at which

every visitor was a pupil. The choice of New York
as the next place of meeting met general approval,

and a highly successful convention in 1901 is an-

ticipated. A full report of the proceedings of the'

convention, with the names of the members in at-

tendance, a portrait and sketch of the new president

and a mass of convention notes and gossip, is given

in this issue of the Western Electrician.

Mention is made on another page of the Western
Electrician of a movement looking toward the or-

ganization of an association of electrical meter ex-

perts. The question of standardization and proper

maintenance and operation of electric meters used

in central stations throughout the country has

grown to be a very important one, and there is

scarcely a convention of men interested in central-

station operation that does not deal directly or

indirectly with topics of this nature. Such an as-

sociation as is now proposed would help to indi-

vidualize the expert metermen and would tend to

place their work on a higher plane. An organiza-

tion of this character would also be of value to

manufacturers of electric meters and to central-

station men.

The cptestion of organizing the proposed asso-

ciation as a branch or affiliated society of the Na-
tional Electric Light association is worthy of con-3

sideration. The work of the new society would be

along" lines to which the national association hasl

devoted much attention, and no doubt the olderl

society would be willing to see this branch of its!

work specialized. Conventions and exhibits couldl

be held at the same time, much after the manner
of the joint meetings of the American Street Rail-

way association and the street-railway accountants.

Mr. Ferris and Mr. Clark, the gentlemen who have

conceived the idea of organizing the metermen's

association, are working earnestly to accomplish

their end, and their efforts deserve the serious at-

tention of all who have the good of the industry at

heart.
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Association Members at Kansas City.

Following- is a list of delegates from company
members of the American Street Railway associa-

tion in attendance at last week's convention in

Kansas City:

Akrun, O.—L. E. Beilstein, general mauagor, Nortlieru
Ohio Traction compauy,

Asbui-y Pai-k, I^. J.— S. h\ Hazelrigg. general manager,
Aiiantic Coast Line Electric Kailroud company.

Atchison, Kan.—J. A. Eeudure, irencral manager, Atchi-
son Railway. Light and I'owcr company.

Atlanta, Ga.—Ernest Woodruff, president, J. U. Gordon,
director. Atlanta Uaihvay and I'ower company.

Augusta, Ga.—D. B. Dyer, president, C. O. Simpson, sec-
retary and treasurer, Augusta Kailway and Electric
company.

Birmingham, Ala.—J. B. McCIary, general manager, D. B.
Dimick, electrical engineer. George H. Karris, chief
engineer, Birmingham Railway and Electric com-
pany.

Boston, Mass.—Charles S. Sergeant, vice-president, Henry
L. Wilson, auditor, Boston Elevated Railway cuni-
pany.

Bridgeton, N. J.—H. J. Crowley, vice-president, B. Franlv
Hires, general uiauager, Bridgeton and Millville Trac
tion company.

Brockton, Mass.—Elwin C. Foster, general manager,
Brockton Street Railway compauy.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Clinton L. Uossiter, president, Engeue
Chamberlin, superintendent of equipment, AVilliam
Bobbins, Jr., division superintendent, Newton ^V.
Bolen, iiivision supieriutendent. Giles S. Allison,
Brooklyn Heights Railroad company.

Brookfield, Mass.—E. P. Shaw, Warren, Brookfield and
Spencer Street Railway company.

Buffalo, N. T.—C. A. Coons, superintendent, Buffalo
Railway company.

Camden, N. J.—Walter E. Harrington, general manager,
Camden and Suburban Railway company.

Chester, Pa.—John A. Rigg, president. Joseph C. Luger,
superintendent, Chest.er Traction company.

Chicago, III.—H. M. Sloan, general manager, Calumet
Electric Street Railway company; Robert McCulloch.
general mauager, T. C. Penington, treasurer, C. N.
l)ufCy, auditor. C. E. Wilson, chief engineer, M.
O'Brien, master mechanic, John Sills, assistant master
mechanic, C. E. Lund, draughtsman, Chicago City
Railway company; T. A, Henderson, general superin-
tendent, F. L. Roach, Chicago Consolidated Traction
company; E. R. Gilbert, geneial manager, Chicago
Electric Traction company; ,Iohn M. Roach, presi-

dent, J. Millar, master mechanic, George Voigr. elec-

trician. Chicago Union Traction company; William
Walmsley, superintendent. South Chicago City Rail-
way company.

Cincinnati, O.—W. H. Harris, Cincinnati Street Railway
company.

Cleveland, O.—John Ehrhardt, assistant secretary, C. E.
Easty, master mechanic, Cleveland City Railway
company; Ira A. MacCormack, general mauager,
W. G. McDole, auditor, E. C. Faber, general passenger
agent, W. J. White, Cleveland Eiectiic Railway com-
pany.

Colorado Springs, Colo.—Frank C. Lawton, superintend-
ent, Colorado Springs Rapid Transit Railway com-
pany. ^

ColumWa, Fa.—Frank S. Given, general manager, Canes-
toga Traction company.

Columbus, O.—Michael S. Hopkins, general superintend-
ent, P. V. Burington. secretary and auditor, Colum-
bus Railway company.

Council Bluffs, la.— vV. S. Diranmck, general manager,
W. G. Dennv, foreman of shops, Omaha and Council

Bluffs Railway and Bridge compauy.
Dallas, Tex.-G. Van Giukel, president, Dallas Consoli-

dated Electric Street Railway compauy.
Danville. Ill,—Samuel L. Nelson, general mauager, Harry

Evans. Danville Street Railway and Light company.
Dayton, O.—Charles L. S. Tingley, secretary and treas-

urer. People's Raili\-ay company.
Denver, Colo.—J. B. Hogarth, Deuver Cily Tramway com-

Des^Moines, la.-A. G. Maish, secretary. AV. G. Owens,
superintendent. E. R. Emmons. J. E. AA elch. Thomas
Marlow, Des Moines City Railway company.

Davenport, la.—James F. Ljirdner, general manager, John

G Huntoon, general superintendent, John D. i- isn,

electrical engineer. Tri-Cii.y Railway company.
Detroit Mich.—A. L. Parker, second vice-president. De-

troit. Rochester, Romeo and Lake Orion Railway com-

FalpRiver, Mass.—Robert S. Goft", president. Globe Street

Railway company.
. , ^

Findlav. O.—C. D. Kinney, vice-president and treasnrei,

Charles F. Smith, manager, Findlay Street Railway

Fon'd^u^^Lac, WHs.-T. F. Grovcr. president. Fond du

Lac Street Railway and Light company.
Hamilton. Ont.—G. K. Green, manager. J. B. tTiiatli.

purchasing agent, Hamilton Street Railway company.

Harrisburg, Pa.-Mason D. Pratt, engineer, Harnshurg
Traction company.

Hazlcton Pa.-C A Brags. I.i-hi«h Tiactlon ooniuaiiy

Hoboken. V J.-W. S. Hall, general s.ipcHnteudeut.

North Hudson Crjunty Railwa.v company.
Hou'ston Tex —H P. MacGrei,-or. viee-presment and i;.en-

eral maiager, Houston Electric Street Hallway coin-

IndPa"n°i'polls. Ind.-James M. Jones, second vice-president,

W P Alilholland. treasurer and assistant secretar.v.

Edward" P. Burch. consultinj; engineer. Indianapolis

Street Railway company. c-i„.n„ ri<.lif
Jackson, Miss.-Frank G. Jones, Jackson Railway, Liglit

Jerse^y^aT N.^^'e"!?: Hibbs. auditor. G. F. Chapman,

-enerai superintendent. A. W. Pratt, roadmaster,

No'th Jersey Street Railway company
Johnstown. Pa:-H. C. Evans, director. Johnstown Pas-

senger Railway company.
,

„
Joliet III —Samuel G. De Conrsey. president, F. p-

Fiihcr -eneral manager. A. S. Kibbo, engineer, Joliet

KahmaPST mTcI^^-J: B. Foote. chief electrician. R. L.

SS^eneral superintendent. Michigan Traction com-

Kni^s'^ilf Oitv Kan—\V H. Gabriel, vice-nresident. Her-

bert W.'^Wolcott. secretary. E. E. Comb, mana|er.

HE. Gabriel, assistant manacer, H. S. De>eefe,
supenutenaenr. w. n. n.i. i....^.,". .""- -'^;-;"„_ citv-
a"ent, C. K. Sticir. electrical engineer, Kansas city-

T,eavenworth Railway company. ,^u„„i„^
Kansas City, Mo.-W. O.-Hand.. ^^neral manager. Cbarles

E. Jack, auditor. H. De Coui^e.v. East S>"le Electr-c

Railway companv: Walton fT. Holmes, president. O. t

Holme/ eenerafn anager. L. E. James, vice-president.

DB Holmes counsel. W. E. Kirkpatrick, ^^J-retary

Tnd treasurer J A. Harder, auditor. W. A. Satlerlce.

superXndInt J W. CnKer. ^f
I.^^ant supcrmteml-

fut H C -S'^liw tzc;ebel. pun-hasmg agent. O. U-

iSIzier chef engineer. J- W. G. Becker, master ni^-

cSc' Charles Grover. electi'ical encineer. T.dward

Ent?s?' rYvil engineer. Metropolitan Street Railway

Knox^ne"Tenn.--Robert Kin=ell Howard, superintendent.

Kno>:viHe Traction companr.
Vicht-

Lehanon. Pa.-Dr. Walter A.mcfr,
^'^^^*f-„5-,4v corn-

horn, director, Leb.inon Valley Street Ra 'way com

pany.

Lowell, Mass.—E. C. Poster, general manager, Lowell,
Lawrence and Haverhill Street Railway couii'any.

Louisville, Ky.—T. J. Miuary, president, T. H. Mlnary.
assistant superintendent of construction, Samuel G.
lioyto, secretary and treasurer, Louisville Railway
company.

Loudon, Ont.—C. E. A. Carr, general manager, secretary
autl ireusurcr, E. R, Carrington, Loudon Street Rail-
way company.

Lynn, Mass.—E. C. Foster, general manager, Lynn and
Boston Railroad company.

Memphis, Teun.-Frank G. Jones, vice-president and geu-
eral manager, Memphis Street Railway company.

Meriden, Conn.—N. H. Heft, president, Merideu Electric
Railroad company.

Meridian, Miss.—John Kamper, Meridian Street Railroad
and Power company.

Meirimac, Mass.—James F. Wattles, director, Charles S.
Chirk, director, Haverhill and Auicsbury Street Rail-
way company.

Milwaukee. Wis.—John I. Eeggs, general manager, T. E.
Mitten, general superintendent, G. J. Sunny, special
a::ent. iiilwaukee Electric Railway and I-ight com-
pany.

XasUviiie, Teun.—F. W. Child, director. Nashville Street
Railway company.

New Orleans, La.—W. B. Brockway, assistant secretary
and auditor. New Orleans and Carrollton Railroad
company.

New York, N. Y.—Herbert H. Vrecland, president, Metro-
politan Street Railway compauy.

North Adams, Mass.—AV. T. Nary, superintendent, Hoosac
Valley Street Railway company.

Norristown, Pa.—John A. Rigg, president, Samuel D.
Missimer, chief engineer, tschuylkill Traction com-
pany.

Oil City, Pa.—James H. Forbush, superintendent, Oil City
Street Railway comp,iny.

Omaha. Neb.—W. A. Smith, general manager, F. A.
Tucker, general superintendent, Oir.aha Street Rail-
way company.

Ottawa, 111.—F. S. Donnell, president, Ottawa Railway,
Light and Power compauy.

Otta\\a, Oni.—J. E. Hutcheson, superintendent, Ottawa
Electric Railway company.

Pasadena, Cal.—W. H. Smith, general manager, Los
Angeles and Pasadena Electric Railway com])aiiy.

Peoria. 111.—L. E. Myers, general mauager, N. C. Draper,
superintendent, Peoria and Pekiu Terminal Railway
company.

Philadelphia, Pa.—John A. Kigg, president, C. C. Long,
electrical engineer, Holmesburg, Tacconey and Frank-
fort Electric Railway company; John A. Rigg, presi-
dent, George Hoeger, superintendent, Roxborough,
Chestnut Hill and Norristown Railway company.

Pittsburg. :, Pa.—George S. Davison, general manager,
Monongahela Street Railway company; Charles F.tz-
gerald, shperintendent, Robert T. Todd, general master
mechanic. Consolidated 'I'^'actiou company; C, S.

Mitchell', .auditor. United Traction company.
Port Chester, N. Y.—G. Stanley Heft, electrical engineer.

Port Chester Street Railway company.
Portland, Me.—W. R. Wood, president. E. A. Newman,

general .manager, C. C. Pierce, general electrician,
Portland; Railway company; AVilliam E. Dow, assist-
ant sup^intendent, George E. Raynes, starter, Port-
land and Yarmouth EKt'tric Railway company.

Port Huron, Mich.—A. Dixon, president, W. -L. Jenks,
treasurer. H. A. Dixon, manager. City Electric Rail-
way company.

Quincy, 111.—W, B. McKinley. secretary. L. O. Williams,
superintendent, Quincy Horse Railway and Carrying
company.

Quincy, Mass.—John R. Graham, president and general
manager, Quincy and Boston Railway compaily.

Reading, Pa.—John A. Rigg, president, Samuel E. Rigg.
superintendent, United Traction company.

Rochester, N. Y.—J. H. Stedman, manager of transfers,
Rochester Railway company.

Rockford, 111.—R. N. Baylies, president. T. M. Stephen-
son, .u!£>nager, Rocktord Railway, Tjiglit and Power
company.

Salt Lake City, Utah.—Waller P. Read, sunerintendent.
Salt Lake City Railroad company.

Saratoga, N. Y.-E. A. Noyes. president. F. P. Kiny.
general manager, Saratoga Traction company.

Schenectady. N. Y.—J. R. Lovejoy, director. W. Gibson
Carey, director. Schenectady Railway company.

Seattle, Wash.- Charles F. Wallace, engineer. Seattle
Electric company.

Sioux City, la.—J. Henry Ricker, secretary, E. O. Holmes,
superintendent, C. M. Feist, master mechanic, Sioux
Citv Traction company.

Spokane. Wash.—L. R. Notbohm. superintendent, Wash-
ington Water Power company.

Springfield, III.-C. K. Minary. manager. T. H. Minai-y.

electrical engineer, Springfield Consolidated Electric
Railway company.

Springfield, O.—John H. Miller, general manager, Spring-
field Railway company.

St. Joseph. Mich.—W. Worth Boan. president, St. Joseph
and Benton Harbor Electric Railway and Light com-
pany. >

St. Joseph. Mo.—W. T. Van Brunt, vice-president and
genera! manager, J. H. Van Brunt, superiutcndenr,
T. C. Smallwnod, O. T. Kass. St. Joseph Railway.
Light, Heat and Power compauy.

St Louis. Mo.—Thomas M. Jenkins, general manager.
' Herbert O. Rockwell, assistant to general manajrer,

Xathan Smith, electrical engineer. Charles S. Butts.

E J. Smith, T. C. Kiraben. St. Louis and Suburban
Railway conipnnv; Grorgo W. EaumholT. gcnrral luau-

a-'er R. AI. Douglass, superii'tcndent, Frank J. Suda.

assistant auditor, Fraiil-: J. Duffy, paymaster, St.

Lonis Transit company.
Syracuse. N. Y.—Edward G. Connctte. viee-prpsldcpt and

' general manager. Svracuse Rapid Transit company,
Terre Haute. Ind.—G. C. Tripp, treasurer. M. C. George,

electrician. B. N. Grosvenor, master mechanic. Tcrre
Haute Electric company.

Topekn Knn.—Clifford C. Baker, nresident and treasurer.

J G Slonock*>r. secretary. Charles Blood Smith, di-

rector. J. H. McCahan. sunerinrendi nt of construction.

;Mhert M. Patten, O. W. Hixon, Topeka Railway com-
pany. ,, „

Toronto, Ont,—J. M. Smith, general manager, M. Powers.
TfM-onto Railway compnny.

Trenton N J.—John A. Kicg. vlce-nresident. Peter Hur-

ley, superintendent. Trenton Street Railway corn-

Venice Til.—Fred E. Allen, president. E, J, Snencer.

secretary. Venice, Madison and Granite City Railway
company.

Wa«hincton. D. C—George H. Harrier, vicp-prosident.

William F, Ham, treasurer. Columbia Railway com-
pany,

, , ,,

W'aterbnry, Conn.-Chnrlr-s M. Hendnway, cashier, Con-
necticut Lighting and Power company. „ , ,. ,

Webb Citv. Mo.—A. H. Rogers, president. E, .T. Pnitt,

i-lpctrical superintendent. South West Missouri Elec-

tric Railway company.
W'^twood, ^iass.-John R, Graham, Norfolk Western

Strf'Ot Railway company.
Wilkesbarre. Pa.—John A. Rigg. prcpldent. T. A. Wrlehi.

pnperli'tendent. Wilkesbarre and Wyoming Valley

Trnrtlon company,
, ,,. .

WilmlnL'lon, DpI,—John A. nvjz. i.resldpnt. A. V. Arrow-
•^mlth. director. Wilnupu'trn City RalUvay coi.inany.

Willon-'hbv O,—f'hnrles W. AV.TSon. nresldcnt. Cleveland.

Palnesvllle and Eastern Railroad compnny,
Worcester. Mi.ss,—A, H. Stone, troasnrcr, \\orcesler

Consolidated Street Railway company.

Youugstowu, O.—A. A. Anderson, general mauager and
treasurer, Mahoning Valley Railway company.

President Roach's Plans for Chicago
Union Traction Employes.

When a committee of 16 employes of the Chicago
Union Traction company recently called on Presi-

dent John M. Roach to thank him for iheir increase

of pay, the question of the arrangement of the runs
to which the men are assigned and the pay in-

volved was presented. According to the present

rules, when a man misses his car he is set down
from a desirable run and best pay to a less-choice

assignment and on a decreased salary. The men in

the best places want their positions made perma-
nent, even if they do miss. The men behind them
do not want the rule changed, because they feel

it precludes all possibility of their advancement.
As the men could not agree at the meeting, the

question was left in Mr. Roach's hands for solution.

In a recently reported newspaper interview, Presi-

dent Roach is credited with saying in this connec-
tion:

"Just what to do, I have not definitely decided.

It has been my aim to carefully conserve the in-

terests of the men, because by so doing a better

system can be had and the public is thereby given

a better service. During my administration of the

affairs of the company I have tried to satisfy the

public. When I assumed control we were faced

the other way, and it has been no easy matter to

reorganize the service and bring the standard of

discipline to a much higher plane, where it is

to-day."
The interview .brought out an idea which Mr.

Roach has in mind for the establishment of a place

on the North Side and one on the West Side for

the sole use of the employes of the company and
their families. It is his plan to have these club-

houses suitable for holding lectures, theatrical and
other wholesome forms of entertainment. If

founded, they will be built and conducted at the

sole expense of the company, and the company will

benefit by such an expenditure, as it will afTord

opportunity for the of^cers to talk to the men
when they are all together.

"If the change in the rules is made, as I now in

a measure contemplate," said Mr. Roach. " I will

engage a man whose duty it will be to keep the

records of the men. A system of 100, signifying

perfect, with deductions in points according to the

scale to be arranged, with demerits and credit marks
for meritorious conduct, will be kept by this man.
This will constitute the man's record, and it will

show whether he is a good or an indifferent em-
ploye. From that record will be made the table

of promotions to the best runs and the highest-paid

places.

"It has been my consistent belief that great im-
provements could be accomplished in our street-

railway systems in this city. The height of my
ambition is to gain credit from the public for the

manner in which the roads arc conducted which
come under our jurisdiction. I want to see the

time under my administration when people can
come here from any city and say the street railways

of Chicago are the best conducted and the most
satisfactory in the world. It is possible, and it is

not too high a mark at which to aim."

New Electric Railway in Spain.

Mr. Manuel Acebal of Madrid has been authorized
by the Spanish government to consider the feasi-

bilities for the construction of an electric railway

to connect the city of Oviedo with the port of Gijon.

The line would run through an extraordinarily busy
industrial district, and there is no doubt that it

would prove to be a most successful enterprise.

The distance to be traversed is about 2.5 kilometers

(1.55 miles), and it is intended to have the Hue built

as a narrow-gauge road, Oviedo is the capital of

the province of the same name, and the whole dis-

trict is far famed for its extensive iron and coal

deposits. The pit coal in the mines of Langreo.
near Gijon, is considered the best coal found in

the whole of Spain. Gijon is the chief seaport of

Asturias, and is the principal port of Spain for coast-

wise traffic. Immense coalfields, of an estimated
area of 300.000 hectares (741,300 acres), are near

Gijon. 60,000 of which are considered workable,
cconomic-illy speaking, but. owing to want of railway

accommodation and narrow-gauge lines to mines,
only four to five per cent, are now being worked.
But. notwithstanding these drawbacks, about 1.300.-

000 tons of coal was mined in this district in 1899.

When the province is once supplied with more rail

accommodation, it may reasonably be expected that

the iron-ore deposits of rich quality will be largely

developed. The district also abounds in powerful
waterfalls, so that all essential conditions for the

establishment of an extensive network of electric

railways exist. ^^^^^^^_______._

A serious accident occurred on the Paris Met-
ropolitan underground railway, on. October 19th,

resulting in the injury of 30 passengers, two of whom
died. The disaster occurred between the exposi-
tion stations and the Place de la Concorde, and was
due to a misunderstanding of orders and improper
observance of signals. A train had entered the Place

de la Concorde station, when a train following on the

same track, late and running to make up lost time,

crashed into its rear coach, completely demolishing
it. Traffic was interrupted for several hours.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Valuations of Ohio Telephone Com-

panies.

The Ohio State Board of Assessors and Apprais-

ers has made the following valuations of telephone

compames in the state:

Ada Telephone Exchange eonipany, Ada $ 3,264

Ashtabula Telephone company 15,531

Barnesville and Woodsfield, Baruosville 1,000

Uellefontidne Teleplionc company ii,55-±

Bellevue Home Telephone company 252

Black River Telephone company, L,oraiu 20,025

Blufftou Telephone company 3,900

Bryan Telephone company 5,000

Bucyrus Telephone company 9,540

Burton Telephone company 2,101)

Bartlett and Marietta Telephone company, Vin-
cent 644

Bowling lireen Telephone company 9,0OJ

Cambridge Home Telephone company 5,439

Carey Electric Teleplione company 1,800

Central District and Printing company, Warren.. 260,773

Central Union Telephone company 1,824,976

Caldwell Independent Telephone company 1,500

Celina Telephone company, St. Marys 2,310

Chardon Telephone company 4,550

Citizens" Telephone company. West Unity 780

Chillicothe and McArthur Telephone company,
McArthur 4,200

City and Suburban Telegraph association, Cin-
cinnati 656,929

Citizens' Telephone company, Berea ),0uO

Citizens' Telephone company, Cofahocton 7,020

Citizens' Telephone company, Delaware 5,20J

Citizens' Telephone company. Tiffin 7,S00

Citizens' Telephone conjpauy, Washington Court
House 8,000

Carroll County Telephone company, Carrojlton

—

2,!iS7

Cleveland Telephone company ^''4.000

Clvde Telephone company 2,275

Clinton Telephone companv, Wilmington 5,600

Columbiana County Telephone company, Salcni.. 00,843

Chagrin Falls Telephone company 1,400

Cuyahoga Telephone eonipany, Cleveland 4r,5,000

Coiineaut Telephone company 9,000

R. l'\ Cappers Telephone company, Alger 1,7^0

Crestline Telephone company 2,700

Delphos Home Telephone company 3,000

Doylestown Telephone company 450

Eastern Ohio Telephone company. East Rocli-

ester 3,023

Eaton Telephone company 4,4Su

Elyria Telephone company 13.000

Elyria Southern Telephone company, Elyria

—

3,600

Edgerton Telephone Exchange company 54u

Farmers' Telephone company, Massillon 6,776

Farmers' and Merchants" Telephone eonipany.
Warsaw

Farmers' Oo-operative Telephone company,
Mansfield

Flat Rock Telephone company
Flushing Telephone company
Gallon Teleplione company
Gallipolis Telephone company
Garrettsville Telephone Exchange
Gravsville Telephone company
Greenfield Mutual Telephone company

2,S0O

1,GS0

315
315

3,75J

4,000
700
99

6,608

Hamilton, Hughes and Monroe Telephone com-
pany, Hughes 2,340

Hicksville Telephone company 1.710

Home Telephone company, Chillicothe 19.000

Home Telephone compauy. Plain City 3,507

Home Telephone company. Pincher 105

Home Telephone company. Tiffin 10,500

Huron County Telephone company, Monroeville. 5,422

Inland Telephone company, Blooniville 2,26S

Inland Telephone company, New Kuoxville 2,625

Jefferson and Warren, Orangeville 9.760

Kenton Telephone company 8.100

Kent Home Telephone company, Kent 2,380

Lawrence Telephone company, Ironton 10,SOO

Lima Telephone company ^^'^^
London Telephone company 3.S92

Madison Telephone company, Warren 5,G2o

Manchester, Bentonville and West Union Tele-
phone company, Manchester 190

Marion Telephone company, Maria Stein 954

Marysville Telephone company 1,857

Mechanicsburg Telephone company 1,904

Medina Telcphonj:' company 7.500

Miami Telephone company 27,510

Millersburg. Wooster and Orr^ ille Telephone com-
pany, Millersburg

-^-'^'iSn

Montpelier Telephone company l.SOO

Morrow County Telephone company, Mt. Gilcad. 3,4a6

Mt. Vernon Telephone compauy 8,G27

Mt. Vernon Telephone company (Garabier lines).. 590

Mentor Telephone company 2,100

National Telephone and Telegraph' company, Fort
Wayne. Ind 1.335

Newark Telephone company 'IV^
New Bremen Telephone company I,0o0

New Harrison Telephone company. Toledo ^^'95^
Newton Falls Telephone company 1^0

Norwalk Telephone company 5.110

North Amherst Telephone company l.s7o

Northern Ohio Telephone company. Bellefontame 3,1dO

Northwestern Telephone company. Defiance

—

5,000

Northwestern Ohio Telephone company, Wau-
seon 2,7b0

Napoleon Telephone company. 6.3o0

Napoleon Toll Line company. Napoleon 5.292

Oak Harbor Telephone company 2.10O

Oberlln Telephone company 2,475

Ohio Telephone and Telegraph company, Cincin-
nati 536. 849

Ohio Telephone Construction company, Butler.. 2.030

Palnrsvllle Telephone company 7.200

Paulding Home Telephone company 1,200

Peebles Telephone company 140

Peoples' Telephone company, Butler 133

Peoples' Telephone company. Earllett 70C

Piqua Home Teleplione company 5,530

Port Clinton Telephone company 4,050

ProLTCHs Telephone and Telegraph company.
West Milton ". I'l"

Put-In-Bay Telegraph company. Put-ln-Eay LSSI
Putnam Telephone company, Ottawa 7,112

PeopU^s' Telephone company, Shelby 3.750

St. PnrlH Telephone company 1-400

SanduKky T'^lephono company 18.000

Raycrs Telephone company, Marlts 200

Sharon Telephone company 30

Sidney Telephone compiiny 4,000

Sldwell iK. Millers Telephone company, Russell-
vlllc ^ 70

Star Telephone company, Ashland 14,n50

St. Mnrvfl Telephone companv 4,000

State Line Telephone company, New Corydon,
Tnd ! 1.802

TTnltcd States Telephone company, Cleveland.... 324.987

United States Telephone company, New Lexing-
ton 1.3S0

Tipper SnnduHky Telephone company 3,fiOO

Urbann Telephone company 11,080

Valley Telephone company, Lebanon 2,632

Van Wert Telephone company 3,250
Van Wert General Electric company 1,200
Wapakoneta Telephone company 2,100
Warren and Niles Telephone company, Warren.. 19,075
Waterford, Watertown and Vincent Telephone

company, Vincent 300
Wellington Telephone company 2,250
Williams County Toll Line company, Bryan 3,300

Youngstown Telephone company 61,800
Zanesville Telephone and Telegraph company

—

1,001

The Central - Union Telephone company was
raised from $1,127,586 last year to its present figure

and the Cleveland Telephone company was also

advanced from $708,022 last year to the amount
given above. Nearly all the other valuations are
higher than they were last year. The Napoleon
Telephone company and the Napoleon Toll Line
company will have several years' back taxes to

pay, as they failed to report their property. The
first-named company has not reported since 1896
and the latter has filed no report since 1S97.

Notes from Ohio.
The Andovcr Electric Telephone company, with

a capital stock of $6,000, was incorporated recently.

The new company will build a line and system of
exchanges extending from Andover, Ashtabula
county, into Richmond township in the same county.
The incorporators are C. E. Harmen, S. R. \Vood,
William Graham, V. M. Cole and William Webb.
The fight against the Newark and dranville line

of the United States Telephone company has been
continued the last week and a number of poles
have been cut down by farmers who think ihey
have a right to keep the line away if it is not con-
structed to suit them.
Manager C. E. Slasel of the Newark Telephone

company has resigned his position and James Ha-
mill has been made acting manager until a suc-

cessor can be chosen. No reasons have been given
for the change. This company has recently put in

a new switchboard in its Granville exchange, and
is prepared to give good service there now.

It is stated that A. R. Warner, acting for the

United States Telephone company, has purchased
the franchise and all the rights of the Citizens' Tele-

phone company of Mansfield. The Citizens' Tele-
phone company was incorporated some months ago
to operate in competition with the Central Union,
which was not giving the best of service at that

time. After about 1,200 contracts had been made
the old company put in a new exchange and made
some other improvements, and for some reason the

new company ceased work, and nothing has been
done since. As Mansfield is a splendid city, it is

supposed that the United States company desires to

take up the business there and operate an exchange
for the present, in order to make a station for long-
distance lines, if for no other reason.

A telephone exchange is being put in in the town
of Frankfort, Ross County, under the supervision
of Manager A. H. Reutinger of the Chillicothe In-

dependent company, and, when finished, it will be
under the management of W. A. Putnam. Al-

though the town is small, 75 subscribers have been
secured, and many others will be taken. The farm-
ers will also take a number of telephones along the

line. It will connect with the United States com-
pany's long-distance wires through Chillicothe.

The ordinance granting the Stark County Tele-

phone company a franchise to operate in Canton
was laid over at a recent meeting of the City Coun-
cil. A number of amendments were made to the

ordinance, and the company was subjected to some
rigid requirements, the hardest one being a propo-
sition that it shall give bond in the sum of $15,000

to insure its complying with the requirements of

the franchise. This includes a forfeiture of the bond
in case the company sells out to a rival company.
At a meeting of the Retail Grocers' association at

Columbus a few days ago, it was decided to use

both telephone systems. Some time ago it was de-

cided to use only the Independent system, but the

grocers fear they will lose trade by dispensing with

either one.

A division has been created in the Amish Church
in Winesburg over the use of the telephone. As is

known, these people spurn everything that is orna-

mental or in any way different from the customs
of years ago. Some of the younger members of the

settlements in Holmes and Tuscarawas counties

have outgrown the old ideas, however, and when
a telephone line was built through that section some
lime ago, a number of them had the instruments
placed in their homes. This stirred up the older

element, and it now seems that there will be a

division, and there is a prospect for some of the

younger members of the sect to become modernized.
Quite a little interest is being manifested in the

injunction case against the Columbiana County
Telephone company at Alliance. Because an amend-
ment was tacked on to the ordinance, after its first

reading, the enemies of the company there claim

that the franchise secured by its passage is irregu-

lar, and they have taken this ground to prevent the

company from building the plant.

The Findlay Home Telephone company of Find-
lay now has orders for 500 telephones, and the

work of constructing the plant will be commenced
at once.

Rev. H. H. Barbour, pastor of the First Baptist

Church of Columbus, has inlrorluccd an innovation
wliich has created no lilllc interest in that city. He
has had a telephone instrument arranged in the pul-

pit, and all who are not able to attend church, but
wish to hear the sermon, may do so by having their
telephones connected. The Citizens' Telephone
company's instruments are used, and about 30 mem-
bers of his church have this service. It was tried

first last Sunday, with good results, it is said.

The new switchboard for the Dayton (Ohio) office

of the Central Union Telephone company has been
received from Chicago, and will be put in

,
place in

the new office on Ludlow street as soon as possible.

The tardy arrival of the switchboard has already
delayed the moving to new quarters.
The Central Union Telephone company has in-

stalled an exchange at Oak Hill, Ohio, starting

off with 35 subscribers. It is said that this com-
pany will put in an exchange at Vinton, Gallia
County, soon.
An injunction suit has been filed in Common

Pleas Court at Canton to prevent the new telephone
company at Alliance from constructing its plant,

the claim being made that the company is owned
by the United States Telephone company, and that

this company will put up its own lines in the town
unless restrained from doing so. Just where the
venom comes in here is not plain to be seen, but
it must exist some place, probably with those who
wish to see the old company left undisturbed in its

business in that town. O. M. C.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
Efforts will be made to in'duce the local company

at Pembina, N. D., to make improvements to its

exchange.
The W^isconsin Telephone company of Marinette,

Wis., will move its oftice into new quarters in the
Lewis block about November 1st.

The Bell telephone interests are stringing six ad-
ditional copper wires from Madison, Wis., to Min-
neapolis.

The Hutchinson (Minn.) Telephone Exchange
company will construct a line to Acoma, Minn.
A line is to be built from Bay City, Wis., to Es-

daile, also from Bay City to Hager, Wis., where it

will connect with the Pierce County Telephone com-
pany's system.

In three years the number of telephones in use
in Whatcom, Wash., has increased from less than
100 to 425. In the neighboring city of Fairhaven
there were but 18 used three years ago, and now
there are 175 in service.

A local company is projected for Elma, Wash.,
which proposes to connect with neighboring towns
and give direct connection with Centralia and Ho-
quiam.
A new switchboard has been placed in the office

at St. Croix Falls, Wis.
The Ida Grove Telephone company of Ida Grove,

Iowa, reports a plant worth $5,400 and only $3,575
worth of stock has been sold. The net earnings
for the nine months of this year were $814, making
a net profit of 18 per cent. When the exchange
began operations last January there were 90 instru-

ments in use, and the number has now increased
to 160.

The council of Tacoma, Wash., has granted the
Sunset Telegraph and Telephone company a fran-

chise to place its wires underground.
The Fort Dodge (Iowa) Telephone company has

added a toll-board to its equipment.
The Mutual Telephone company of Des Moines,

Iowa, is making good progress with its canvass for

placing the increased stock recently voted among
its stockholders. The subscriptions are limited to

five shares to each purchaser, in order to preserve
the mutuality of the company. The company plans
to place its wires underground as soon as possible,

for the contiguity of alternating-current light wires
to its own wires has produced a very changeable
telephone service.

The Forman Telephone company of Wahpeton.
N. D., has been granted a franchise in Breckenridge,
Minn., for a local system.
The Marathon County Telephone company has

completed its lines as far as Mosinee, Wis. It will

touch Scofield, Marathon City, Rib Falls. Athens,
Edgar, Fenwood, Stratford, McMillan. Marshfield.
It will connect with the Citizens' line between
Wausau and Marshfield. The line is to be com-
pleted by November ist.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company
has established local stations at Rogers, Hannaford,
Dazey and Cooperstown, N. D.
A new line is projected for connection with Fox

Lake, Wis., from the towns west of that place.

An automatic telephone system is being installed

for Pierz. Minn.
H. J. Pettengill, the vice-president of the Erie

telephone system, was in Minneapolis lately, coming
almost direct from Galveston. He estimates the loss

to his company from the storm there at about $100,-

000.

The Moravia Telephone company and the Ot-
tumwa Telephone company of Moravia and Ot-
tumwa, Iowa, have filed a formal agreement as to

rates for exchanged business over both lines. Here-
tofore they have had but a verbal agreement.
A local company is being formed at Bertha, Neb.,

to build a line to Oakland, Neb., and also a con-
nection with Basford.

E. A. Martin, inspector for the Central Union
Telephone company at Rock Island. 111., is experi-

menting with a device for duplex telephony, and
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believes he has accomplished his end. His experi-
ments have been progressing for some wceks,'and
are successful. He has filed a caveat for a patent,
it is understood.
John S, McGroarty of Philadelphia and James P.

Gleason of Seattle are applicants at Port Angeles,
Wash., for a franchise for a telephone system and
an electric-light plant.

The Jefferson County Telephone company has
secured new quarters for its central office in Fair-
field, Iowa, and will put in a new switchboard with
300 drops. The company now has over 200 instru-
ments in operation.
The council of St. Paul is considering a resolu-

tion looking to an investigation of the Mississippi
Valley Telephone company's system in that city.

It is alleged that the company has not lived up to
its promises in the matter of completing its ex-
change and that the city police-alarm system has
been hampered and delayed. R.

Missouri Developments.
The Capital Telephone company of Jefferson City,

Mo., is in successful operation, with its new'ex-
change at that place. The line construction is ex-
ceptionalb^ good, no expense being spared either
in material or workmanship. Fifty-pair cables are
used as much as possible, and the circuits are prac-
tically all copper-metallic. The North Electric
company of Toledo, Ohio, supplied the telephones
and switchboard equipment, the North special su-
pervisory system being used. The citizens of Jef-

ferson City are to be congratulated upon their pos-
session of such an efficient exchange.

It is reliably reported that the Lander system of

toll lines, covering a greater portion of Central
Missouri, is soon to be sold at auction. The lines

are controlled by the Standard Telephone company
of Missouri, but have been neglected so long that

they are practically useless in their present state.

It is hoped someone will buy it and rebuild w-ith

cedar poles and metallic circuits.

T. F. Teising and Dr. Allee of High Point and
Olean, respectively, have just completed a toll line

with metallic circuit, between those two places,

using 25-foot cedar poles and No. 10 iron wire.

The Capital Telephone company prosecuted a

negro for using offensive language over its lines

at Jefferson City recently, and he was given 30

days in tlie county jail. Some talk comes high.

The local exchange in Columbia, Mo., has moved
into new quarters and installed a new and large

smtchboard. Manager Hudson has made prepara-

tions to handle several toll lines, which he contem-

plates building. A. B. M.

Telephone Competition in Chicago.

An ordinance was introduced into the Chicago

City Council, on October isth granting the United

Telegraph, Telephone and Electric company the

right to extend its territory so as to make it co-

extensive with the city limits. The corporation,

which was formerly the Hyde Park District Tele-

phone and Electric company, has more than 400

subscribers in and in the vicinity of Hyde Park.

According to its president, W. T. Block, it has

a capital of more than $1,000,000 and a plant worth

nearly $200,000.

It is the intention of the company to increase its

capitalization, establish lines in the heart of Chicago,

Englewood, South Chicago and other suburbs in

wl'.ich the Chicago Telephone company operates, and

compete with it. The company agrees to complele

the downtown service for 2,000 subscribers in five

years, under penalty of forfeiting all lines now

owned, in case of failure. The company purposes

to charge for residence telephones, $50 a year; for

business telephones, $85 a year, and for public in-

struments, $125. It asks for a 25-year franchise

and agrees to pay to the city three per cent, of

the gross receipts the first five years, five per cent,

for the next 10 years and seven per cent, for the

remaining 10. The ordinance was given over to the

committee on gas, oil and electric lights of the

City Council.

The franchise that the company now has is a

valuable one. being unlimited as to time, and no

return is asked for the privileges it confers. It

allows the company to install and operate overhead

and conduit wires for telephone, telegraph, police

and fire-alarm systems, and to conduct a messenger

service. The territory included extends from

Thirty-ninth street to the city limits on the south

and is bounded by State street on the west. It has

a population, it is estimated, of 250,000.

The company now owns, it says, 500 miles of

telephone line in conduits and on poles. One line

runs from Thirty-ninth street to Hammond, Ind.

The patrons are demanding connections with the

stock yards and the downtown districts, and to

afford them this, as well as to compete for the city

patronage, the new franchise is requested. Mr.

Block, the president of the Hyde Park company,

was one of the promoters of the Grant Locomotive

Works, and was at one time secretary and treasurer

of the Siemens & Halske Electric company of

America.
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Farmers' Telephone Construction Com-
pany of Wisconsin.

The Fanners' Telephone Construction company
was recently incorporated, under Wisconsin laws,
with a capital stock of $500,000. The company has
been organized for the purpose of supplying farming
communities with telephones at popular rates. By
a recent legislative act in Wisconsin, townships and
municipalities have the right to issue negotiable
bonds for the purpose of purchasing, maintaining
and operating their own telephone systems. The
Farmers' Telephone Construction company purposes
to work under this act and establish telephone
systems in different townships througliout the state,
connecting them by toll lines and with the ex-
changes and lines of the Wisconsin Telephone com-
pany.
The low rate of $12 a year will be charged each

subscriber, it is asserted, and it is expected that the
income in a township will be sufficient to maintain
and keep in repairs the township exchange, to pay
the interest on the bonds and to set aside annually
five per cent, of the bonds, so that they can be
funded in 20 years. The construction company will

build the telephone systems and furnish the bonds.
Party lines w^ill be used, four subscribers being
connected to each line. Long-distance instruments,
manufactured by the Standard Telephone and Elec-
tric company of Madison, Wis., will be used. In
the prospectus it is stated that the company ex-
pects to derive from the enterprise a reasonable
percentage on the construction of these township
plants, but states further that it has in mind "more
particularly the construction and operation in con-
nection with them of a system of toll lines that will

in the near future rival and surpass the mileage
of the Wisconsin Telephone company."
The headquarters of the company are in Milwau-

kee. The directors are the following-named gentle-

men: F. G. Bigelow, president. First National
Bank; Charles F. Pfister, capitalist: George N. Wis-
well, president Milwaukee Mutual Life Insurance
company, E. A. Wadhams. president Wadhams Oil
and Grease company. Thomas H. Gill, attorney
Wisconsin Central railway, all of Milwaukee: P. L.

Spooner. president Standard Telephone and Electric

company. Madison; E. E. Naugle of Naugle. Hol-
comb & Co.. raihvay builders. Chicago. The advisory
board consists of I. M. Bean, president N. W. Iron
company. Charles Quarles, of Quarles, Spence &
Quarles, H. M. Pillsbury, secretary-treasurer. Land,
Log and Lumber company, E. G. Cowdery, man-
ager Milwaukee Gas company, all of Milwaukee;
L. S. Tainter, banker Menomonie, Wis. George N.
Wiswell is president of the company, E. A. Wad-
hams is vice-president and Henry G. GoU is secre-

tarj'-treasurer.

Five-cent Slot Telephones in Chicago.

The Chicago Telephone company is offering serv-

ice in the North Office district on lo-party lines

with nickel-in-the-slot attachments made to the tele-

phones, whereby each call is paid for at the time

service is rendered at a rate of five cents for each

city connection. Residence users guarantee to the

company earnings not less than five cents a dav

and business places guarantee 10 cents a day. A
large number of orders have already been taken,

and telephones are being installed rapidly upon this

plan, which, while not interfering with other estab-

lished service, provides telephones for small users

at a Very reasonable rate. More than 15.000 tele-

phones of this class are in operation in the city of

San Francisco, 5,500 in Cleveland and 4.000 in Mil-

waukee. This service has also been introduced

in St. Paul. Minneapolis, Kansas City and other

exchanges, and has been found popular for small

users. In the general enlargement and extension of

the city e.<change plants the Chicago Telephone

company has been preparing for the introduction of

this, as well as all other classes of service, on a large

scale. It is thought that the number of city tele-

phones will now increase more rapidly than ever

before.

COMMUNICATION.
Telephone Men Needed in Texas.

To the Editor of the Western Electrician:

There is. a great need of competent electricians to

visit the Independent telephone exchanges in this

section and restore or repair their telephones and

switchboards. All over this state there is defective

apparatus, out of use, and which remains so for the

want of repairs. Doubtless there are competent

mechanics who would like to go south during the

cold winter months and make good money if they

only knew of the chance existing
p-jsp^^^

Granbury, Texas. October 17. 1900.

The Cumberland Telephone company, of which

Tames E. Caldwell is general manager, has acquired

control of the entire system of the East Tennessee

Telephone company, and will expend a large amount

in improvements in Chattanooga. Tcnn. These in-

clude the ercct'on of a large building, the installation

of a new switchboard and a full and improved metal-

lic service.
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Important Franchise Decision in Ohio.

In the case of the city of Zanesville against the

Zanesville Telegraph and Telephone company, the

Supreme Court of Ohio has declared Section 3461
Revised Statutes of Ohio invalid. This section re-

lates to the action that shall be taken by telephone
companies in case they are refused a franchise by

the city or village where they wish to construct a

plant, and provides, in case of a refusal, that the

probate judge of the county shall appoint a com-
mission to locate places for the poles and lines, and
that they may thus build without a franchise. This
the Zanesville company had done, when injunction

proceedings were brought and the case was carried

to the Supreme Court for final decision. This
tribunal has decided that such powers are legis-

lative in their nature, and cannot be delegated

to the probate judge. This decision, of course, de-

feats the plans of the Zanesville company and like-

wise the Marion Telephone company of Marion,
which has been waiting patiently upon the decision

in order to know what move to make next. Likely

there are other companies which will be afifected by
it also, and in the future the officials of the towns
and the companies will have to get together upon
franchise matters as best they can. There is no
other way to settle the disputes, unless they resort

to the courts with cause.

It is said that this decision will affect the business

of the Independent companies in Cincinnati more
than in any of the other large cities of the state, and
Senator Foraker was a caller at the rooms of the

Supreme Court one day last week in the interests of

some of the companies operating in the Queen City.

EXTENSIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
The Northern Illinois Telephone company, lo-

cated at Sandwich, 111., has certified to an increase
of capital stock from $30,000 to $250,000.

The city of Woodlawn. Ala... has granted a fran-
chise to the Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph
company for the construction of a system in that
place.

The Allegan Telephone company intends to ex-
tend its line from Allegan, Mich., to Otsego. An
extension is also planned to Gobleville. to connect
with the Kibbie Telephone company, which is con-
nected with almost every small town in Van Buren
County. The Allegan company now has connection
with the Citizens' company of Grand Rapids, Mich.

The Sparta CMich.) Telephone company was re-

organized on October nth. with Charles H. Loomis
as president. Bruce N. Keister as secretary and
treasurer, and Dr. D. J. Wallace. J. Hisey and Au-
gust Johnson forming the executive committee.
The company will install a lOO-drop switchboard,
and affiliate w^ith the Citizens' Telephone company
of Grand Rapids.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
Stanley A. Duvall. the well-known telephone engi-

neer, is now associated with the Eureka Electric
company, whose interests he will no doubt serve in

an efficient manner.

The friends of S. W. Moon, one of the best-known
pioneers in the telephone field, will undoubtedly
be pleased to learn that he is now associated with
the Stromberg-Carlson company as general man-
ager of .sales. The accession of Mr. Moon should
prove a decided source of strength to the company
with which he is now connected.

The Wil-kin Electric company of North Wilkes-
boro. N. C, has just been formed for building and
operating telephone lines and dealing in general
electrical supplies. The principal office of the com-
pany is in North Wilkesboro, with a branch office

in Elkin, N. C. This company has bought out
the Wilkesboro Telephone company and put in a
number of new telephones in Wilkesboro and North
Wilkesboro. It has also bought out the Elkin tele-

phone exchange, and is now rebuilding it and put-
ting in a new switchboard and many new instru-

ments. A 20-mile double line, one wire for local

and one for through business, is being built between
North Wilkesboro and Elkin. H. W. Norton is

manager of the company.
The Western Telephone Construction company of

Chicaeo has just closed a contract with the Greens-
boro Telephone company of Greensboro, N. C. to
furnish a complete telephone equipment, consisting
of a T.200-capacity. central-energy switchboard, dis-

tributing board and protective devices. A contract
to equip the Creston (Iowa) Mutual Telephone
company exchange with a Western express switch-
board of 300 lines, and another for a 200-capacity
Western express switchboard for the Sheridan Tele-
phone company of Sheridan. Wyo., have bec-n closed.

The same company is also furnishing a 300-line
addition to the Gordon Telephone company's ex-
change at Charleston. S. C. and is putting in a

600-linc re-equipment for the Shamnkin Valley Tele-
phone companv's exchange at Shamokin, Pa. The
Western has also just complfted installing a flash-

lic:ht transfer svstem for the Home Tclenhone C(^m-
pany at Fort Wayne. Tnd.. and. in addition, it has
received a large telephone order from the South-
western Tclphone company of New Albany. Miss.
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Comparisons of the Various Systems
of Electrical Distribution for

Street Railways,^

Bv C. F. Bancroft.

In preparing a paper on "Comparisons of the
Various Systems of Electrical Distribution for

Street Railways," the subject selected by the exec-
utive committee, I find that the conditions to be
met in the numerous localities where the various
fystcms are in use are so widely different, and each
system so generally satisfactory, under certain con-
ditions, and so completely unsatisfactory for meet-
ing other conditions, that comparisons are alto-

gether impossible, except in a very general way.
There are six systems of electrical distribution

for street railways at present in more or less gen-
eral use.

First, what may be called the standard 500-volt
continuous-current system, where the current is

generated at from 500 to 600 volts and delivered
direct to the car motors, usually by means ol a

feed-wire and a trolley, third rail or underground
conduit.

Second, what may be called the alternating-

direct-current system, where the power is generated
as alternating current, usually at high voltages of

from 5,000 to 15,000 volts, and transmitted to sub-
stations, where the voltage is usually reduced by
means of static transformers, transformed into di-

rect current bj"^ rotary converters, and delivered to

the lines at about 500 volts continuous current.

Third, the "booster" system, where the current
is generated usually at about 550 volts, and where
by means of an auxiliary generator, usually series

wound, called a "booster," additional voltage is

generated and compensates for that lost on the line.

Fourth, the so-called three-wire system, where
the current is generated at about 1,000 volts, usu-
ally by means of two 500-volt generators connected
in series, and is delivered to two motors or two
groups of motors in series.

Fifth, the alternating-current system, where the
"power is generated as alternating current, usually

at high voltage, and transformed down to about
500 volts at the trolley wires by means of static

transformers, which may be located on the poles
supporting the feed-wire and trolleys, the cars being
equipped with alternating-current motors.

Sixth, the storage-battery system, where the

batteries are carried on the car and charged at

the power house or at special points on the line.

Storage batteries can also be used to advantage
in connection with any of the above systems under

,

certain conditions, and, in fact, combinations can
be made of any or all of the above systems.
For any given conditions as to speed, traffic and

length of Hne, some one of the above systems is

likely to be much better fitted and more efficient

than any of the others; therefore, it seems to me
that a comparison of the various systems can best

be made by considering the particular conditions
most favorable to each. In the distribution of

power for street railways the result to be aimed
at is usually the maintenance, at variable loads, of

an approximately constant pressure of 500 volts on
the trolley wire at a minimum total cost for power.
The cost of generating electric power under the

same conditions, as regards fuel, depends to a great
extent on the amount of power generated and the
capacity of the generating apparatus with reference

to the average output required. Under ordinary
operative conditions, with the same power factor,

that is. the same ratio of output to capacity, the

cost of power per kilowatt-hour from stations of

less than 500-kilowatt capacity increases very rap-
idly as the station decreases in size. With from 500
to 1.500-kilowatt capacity, the cost of power per
kilowatt-hour decreases slowly as the s-ze of the
station increases. From 1,500 lo 2,500-kilowatt ca-

pacity, the cost per kilowatt-hour decreases very
little as the output increases, and above 2. 500-kilo-

watt station capacity the cost of power per kilowatt-
hour becomes nearly uniform. This is due to the
fact that in small plants the labor item is dispro-
portionately large, and the general efficiency less

than in larger ones, while in plants of i,500-kilowatt
output and larger the cost of labor remains pro-
portionately nearly the same as the plant increases
in size. It follows from this that there is often
\ cry little or nothing to be gained from an eco-
nomical standpoint by substituting one station of

5,000-kilowatt capacity for two of 2,500-kilowatt ca-

I)acity each, provided the local conditions, as regards
cost of coal, water, etc., arc the same.
The system of distribution most suitable to a

particular road depends, to a great extent, on the
location of the power station or stations, and the
nature of the load. It is always expensive to trans-
mit power, the expense being either in interest on
copper investment or in fuel, or both; and. there-
fore, other things being equal, the location of the
power station or station.s should be as near the
load or center of distribution as possible. The lo-

cation of the station is. however, usually governed
to a considcral)lc extent by local conditions as re-

gards cost of fuel, water and real estate.

On a large system, requiring an average outnut
of 12.000 kilowatts, even though the load be dis-

tributed within a (ivc-milc radius of a practical sta-

tion location, it will usually be found economical

I. Paper reid beforfi the American Siffil Railway asfiociaiion
at Kansas City, Mo., October 17. 1900. Mr. Bniicroft is clL-ctrical
engineer of t)ic Massachusetts Electric Companies of Boston

lo generate this power at several smaller stations
rather than at one large station, provided the condi-
tions as regard cost of fuel, water and real estate .

are about the same, as the cost of power-station
buildings and machinery per kilowatt of capacity
and the cost of generating power per kilowatt-hour,
with a station of 5,000-kilowatt capacity are about
the same as at a station of lo.oco-kilowatt capacity.
The interest on the saving in cost of feed-wire by
having several stations, each located near its load,
would more than offset the slight saving in cost
per kilowatt-hour, due to the generation of power
at one large station, and it also has the advantage
that in case of fire or accident to one station the
other can usually be so interconnected as to tem-
porarily carry the entire load, and thereby avoid
much of. the stoppage of traffic which would occur
if the road was supplied entirely from one station.

For an example of what was called the first or
standard 500-volt, continuous-current system of dis-

tribution, a city may be cited in which the street-

railway lines radiate west from the center of the
city like the spokes of a half-wheel, with a radius
of about five miles. Instead of having one large
station at the hub of the wheel, the road is supplied
with power from seven stations, distributed through-
out the system, having an aggregate capacity of
over 26,000 kilowatts.

The generating and distributing system in use
in one of our most densely populated cities may be
taken as an example of the way in which the system
of distribution adopted is governed by conditions
outside of those indicated for the most economical
generation and distribution of power to the car
motors. Although this system is compact and will

probably require an average station output of over
30,000 kilowatts, which it would seem to the outside
engineer could be more economically distributed
and almost as economically generated al several
stations, the street-railway company is installing

a hie-h-tension. alternating-direct-current system of
distribution, with a main station of 45,000 kilowatts'
ultimate capacity, and five rotary converter sub-
stations of from .3.000 to 6.000 kilowatts' capacity
each. It is probable in this case that the location
of the power station and the system of distribution
was governed almost entirely by the great cost
of real estate at points suitable for separate power
stations.

It frequently happens that several miles distant

from a .street-railway system much cheaper power
is obtainable than at or near the center of the sys-
tem. This may be due to an available waterpower.
or to a difference in the cost of fuel, etc., at the
two points. In cases of this kind, the second, or
what may be called the alternating-direct-current
system, is usuallv the most applicable. To transmit
power at 500 volts in any quantity from a distance
of 10 miles, or even less, is very expensive, owing
to the large amount of copper required and the
great loss. For instance, to deliver 500 amperes
at 10 miles' distance will require about 150 tons
of cooper, allowing a loss of about 30 per cent, in

the line. This same amount of power could be
transmitted at 5.000 volts bv an alternating-direct-

current system with about five tons of. cooper and
wit^h a loss of less than 10 per cent, in the line.

The weisrht of copncr renuired to transmit power
a given distance, other things being equal, is in-

versely as the square of the voltasre, that is to say.

if it takes too pounds of cooper to transmit a
certain amount of DOwer a .2"iven distance at 500
volts, it will only take 2; oounds of copper to trans-
mit- th*^. same amount of power the same distance
with 'he ^ame 'oss at 1,000 voUs. It is owing
to this fact that the alternatinCT-direct-current

system is so apolicable where the power has
to be transmitted for any considerable distance,

as it allows of the use of very high voltages on
the line. 10.000 volts or more being in general use,

which, by means of transformers and rotary con-
verters, can be reduced to 500 volts direct current
for the trolley wire at points where the power is

rec|uired. l?or an example of this system of dis-

tribution, a street-railway system may be cited which
derives its power from a waterfall. Here the power
is generated at a pres.sure of 2,200 volts and is

stepped up to 11.000 volts for the line. About
6,000 horsepower is transmitted at this voltage for

a distance of about 21 miles. The voltage is then
reduced to 500 volts, direct current, by means of

static transformers and rotary converters at five

sub-stations, located at or near the points where
the power is required.

The third system mentioned, the "booster" sys-

tem, is chiefly applicable on lines where there is a

light average load, but where for short periods an
extra heavy load has to be taken care of. It would
seldom be economical to supply an entire road with
power by means of a booster system, as the greater
part of the power generated by the booster repre-

sents wasted energy, which is usually generated in

an extravagant way. as the power reriuired to drive

Ihc booster varies as the souarc of the current in

the feeder, that is to say, if it reauires 50 horse-
power lo drive the booster with a load of too am-
peres, it will rcf|uire 200 hoisepower to clrive it if

the load is increased to 200 amperes. Line losses
which necessitate the continuous waste of more
energy than could be compensated for by an ordi-

nary compound-wound railway generator are .seldom
economical, even on a portion of a svstem, but
there arc many cases where there is sufficient coo-
per installed to take rare of the average load eco-
nomically, but where for a short time each day, or

for a few weeks in the year, owing to local condi-
tions, the traffic is very unusually heavy.

In cases like the above, where the heavy traffic
is of short duration, a well-designed booster sys-
tem may save a large investment in copper at a
total cost of much less than would be required to
pay the interest on the copper investment. For an
example of this method of distribution I might
cite a street-railway company which supplies power
to Its own lines by means of a standard 500-volt, di-
rect-current system, and which also supplies power
to a smaller road about 13 miles distant, by means
of a three-phase, alternating-current system, using
5,500 volts on the line. Here the booster system
IS used in connection with the high-tension system.
\yhen it became necessary to repair the high-ten--
sion line, it was found expensive and inconvenient
to do the work between the hours of 12 midnight
and 4 a. m., the only time when the power was off,
and as it was not considered safe to work on the
line when it was in operation, a booster system
was arranged to supply power to the distant road for
short periods at times of light load. A 200-kilowatt
booster was installed at the generating station and
was designed to raise the voltage one volt per
ampere of current. Switches were installed at the
sub-stations, so that the high-tension line could
be connected directly with the 500-volt feeders, some
eight miles from generating station, and the booster
was arranged so that it could be readily connected
to the high-tension feeders.
When it was necessary to replace broken insu-

lators or make other repairs on the line, the at-
tendants were notified at the generating station and
at the sub-stations, and at a prearranged signal
made by varying the voltage on the line, the alter-
nators were thrown out and the booster thrown
on in such a way that the power was only ofl from
the trolley wire for the fraction of a minute. It was
thus found quite practicable to make repairs on the
line while the booster was in operation, and the
system proved very satisfactory for supplying power
at times of lisrht load, while repairs were bein^
made, the load on the booster frequently running
as high as 500 amperes, at which time the voltage
generated by the booster was about 500, which, in
addition to the 575 volts of the direct-current sys-
tem, gave 1.075 volts at the generating end of the
line, the voltage at the sub-station averaging about
450. While it would have been very exoensive tc
run this booster for any great length of time, for
the short time it was used the total cost was much
less than the interest on the copper investment
renuired to build a duplicate line.

The fourth system mentioned, or three-wire sys-
tem, is most applicable to double-track lines, where
one trolley is made positive and the other negative,
there being about i.ooo volts' potential difference
between the two. the current flowing from the posi-
tive trolley wire through the car motors to the
rail and from the rail through the car motors
and the other track to the negative trolley. The
track is usually cross-bound and also connected to
the conductor or connecting the two generators
which are operated in series in the station. This
connection with the track forms the third wire
and tends to equalize the voltage should there be
more, cars on one side of the system than on the
other. This method of distribution is usually ca-
pable of saving from 20 to 40 per cent, in copper, ar-
cordincr to the character of the track return. If
well balanced, it also greatly reduces the elec-
trolytic action on buried conductors, suc^ as water
pipes, etc., and is most aoolicable where there are
excessive track losses with fair opportunities for
a balanced load.

There are few roads in this country using the
three-wire system of distribution, although it is used
almost universally by lighting companies. This is

probably due to the complications introduced in
railway systems by the high voltage, usually about
1,000 volts, between the trolley wire and feeders
on different sides of the system and the difficulty
of balancing the load. The savin? in copper, while
not as great as in the three-wire lighting system, is

still enough to warrant the extra complication, and
under favorable conditions may prove very valuable.

I am only familiar with one example of this sys-
tem of distribution. In this case there is very
heavy traffic over a double-track line to a park,
about six miles from the power station. Tt was
found inipossible to handle the increased traffic on
the ordinary 500-volt system with the existing feed-
wire. By reinsulating the line and operating it on
the three-wire system, the efficiency of the distrib-
uting system was very much improved, and they
were enabled to easily handle the increased traffic

with the existing feedrwire.
The fifth system mentioned, or the alternating-

current system, is practically untried in this coun-
try. It seems peculiarly adapted to lines having
long runs at uniform speed with few stops, such
as lines connecting cities,' rather than for ordinary
street-railway service. The alternating-current mo-
tors at present in general use are of "the polyphase
type, and require at least three working conductors,
which is a serious objection in many cases for rail-

way work, as it necessitates the use of two trolley
wires in addition to the track as conductors. The
disadvantages of this system appear to be the neces-
sity for at least two trolley wires and the probable
difficulty in building alternating-current motors suit-

able for railway work which will have a good power
fac'of.

The main advantage of the alternating-current
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system is the possibility of ieeding lines with sta-
tionao' transformers which need no supervision,
but which can be considered simply as a part of the
feeder, thereby multiplying many "times the length
of line which can economically be supplied with
power from one station. The alternating-current
motor also has the advantage of running at fairly
constant speed independent of the load. It will
not race going down hill if the power is left on,
but will return power 10 the line, nor will it slow
down much in going up hill. There are four or
live railway companies using this system, and, judg-
ing from the reports that appear from time to time
in the railway journals, it is giving very satisfactory
results.

The sixth system referred to, or storage-battery
system, is decidedly more expensive than the usual
methods of electrical distribution, owing to the great
first cost and the short life of the batteries. Lead
is at present the only metal capable of resisting

the attacks of sulphuric acid, and modern batteries

consist largely of lead, which is very undesirable
from a mechanical point of view and is very heavy,

so that, unless the present type of storage battery

is substantially improved, this system is only likely

to be used where other systems are not practicable

owing to peculiar local conditions or restrictions.

The storage battery, however, has a large field in

connection with the other systerns of electrical dis-

tribution for street railways, and under favorable

conditions may considerably increase the station

capacity and reduce the fuel consumption, and when
used on the line may greatly improve the regulation

and increase the copper efficiency.

From this brief outline of the various systems

it will be seen that each has its peculiar advantages,

and that no one is suitable under all conditions. It

will generally be found that w^here the traffic is

heavy and the distance short, the standard 500-volt

system is most applicable. For suburban w^Drk.
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Carleton Electric Locking Devices.

There have been many electric locks put upon
the market, and some of them have been more or
less successful, A new system of locks has recently
been invented by Henry Guy Carleton of New
York, which operates on a new principle and con-
tains many unique features. The armature in the
Carleton lock is not required to withdraw the bolt,
or to hold a detent in locking position, or to do
any considerable amount of work. The inventor has
devised several forms of locks, some of which are
illustrated herewith.

In Fig. I is shown the type A of lock (two-fifths
acttial size) that is designed for use in windows,
sliding doors, showcases, tills, etc. It consists of a
hook-shaped armature acting, when not retained
by the magnet, so as to thrust the hooked end
through a slot in the casing and engage with a
recess in the window frame or sliding door, thus
preventing its further motion. If an attempt is made
to open it, the hook merely slides till its end comes
against the side, when its further motion is im-
possible. At the same time a stud on the other end
makes a sliding contact with a terminal attached
to the insulating block and diverts the current to
the alarm bell, giving warning that an attempt is

being made to force the lock. When the window
is closed, the striking plate, which protects the
edges of the recess in the window frame, acts on the
cam face of the hook end of the armature in such
a way as to throw it back against the poles of the
magnet. If now a current be passed through the
coils, the magnet will hold the hook in a retracted
position and the window may be raised to any
desired point. The current then being broken, the
spring is ready to throw the hook into locking
position the moment an attempt is made to raise
the window. By this means a window may be left

open a few inches either at top or bottom and yet

FIG. 3. CARLETON ELECTRIC LOCKING

where the distances are greater and the traffic less

congested, or where it is necessary to transmit the

power for some distance, the polyphase alternating-

direct-current system will usually be found more
economical. In special cases, where for short pe-

riods of time an unusually large amount of power
is required, the "booster" system will often prove

very valuable, while for high-speed, long-distance,

interurban work the three-phase, alternating-current

svstem may be attractive. The cars on this system,

however, would have the great disadvantage of not

being able to run over the ordinary direct-current

street-raihvav lines.

There can be no general rule given that \yill de-

termine the most advantagous system of distribu-

tion to use under the varying conditions to be met

in street-railwav w^ork. Each case must be con-

sidered as a separate problem, and that method

selected which will best meet the peculiar conditions

involved.

Association of Electrical Meter Ex-
perts Proposed.

Robert Ferris of the Somenille Electric Light

company. Somen'ille, Mass., and Ben W. Clark of

the Edison Illuminating company of Detroit, Mich.,

are advocating the organization of an association

of electrical meter experts. The general object of

the association will be to advance the interests of

the electric-light companies with which the mem-

bers may be connected and also the further enlight-

enment and mutual benefit of the members. It is

proposed that the association shall meet annually

and discuss such papers and topics as may be brought

before it. ...
The gentlemen interested in the organization of

the association are meeting with encouragement, and

ihey hope that the central-station managers will

appreciate a movement of this kind and lend it

their support. Central-station managers and meter

experts in particular are invited to communicate

with Mr. Clark at Detroit or Mr. Ferris at Somer-

ville, so that steps may be taken for immediate or-

ganization. _^_^__

A.t a special election held October gth the people

of Hempstead, L. L. voted to issue Sioo.ooo i" bonds

for erecting an electric-light and waterworks plant.

DEVICES.—ORDINARY CONNECTIONS.

be securely locked. It may be closed without the

application of current, but cannot be opened unless

the button is pressed.

Another type of lock, type B, shown three-fourths

actual size in Fig. 2, is provided with an armatiire

bar of aluminum, securing great efficiency with

little battery power. It is specially designed for

showcases and for windows in places exposed to

sea air. Type C, for sliding doors, is one-third

larger than' this lock. The diagram. Fig, 3, shows
how each pair of locks is coupled to the push-but-

ton, batteo' and bell. In Fig. 4 are shown circuits

and is said to secure an open window better than
any lock secures a closed window.
The Carleton Electric company, which controls

the patents and manufactures these devices for the
market, is also putting out a type of lock in which
an attempt to open by an improper key will sound
an alarm. These locks are also designed to pre-
N-ent their operation by the proper key except when
so permitted by a distant controller. By the use
of these circuit-controlled locks, it can be seen that
all the locks in a building, or any portion of them,
may be under such control that after certain hours
even those persons who have the proper key will

be unable to get access to whatever the lock pro-
tects. .A.nother device manufactured by the same

Fig., Type A in Place wiih Mor-
tising Cut Away.

Fig. 2. Type B with Alu-
minum Armature Bar.

CARLETON ELECTRIC LOCKING DEVICES.

company is a time circuit controller, capable of op-
erating a number of lock circuits at variable hours.
It also provides for one, two or three holidays. An
ingenious feature in this contrivance is that no spark
can possibly occur between the contacts of the clock-
operated controller. The Carleton Electric com-
pany will gladly furnish further information con-
cerning its electric locking devices upon application.

Improvement in PoIIak-Virag System
of Rapid Telegraphy.

It is announced that Messrs. PoUak and Virag.
the inventors of the high-speed telegraph apparatus
that was exhibited in this country a few months ago,
have devised an important modification in their
system. In the original apparatus the signals were
received in the form of a wavy line, similar to that

traced by the siphon recorder, on a slip of sensitized

HBl
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FIG 4. CARLETON ELECTRIC LOCKING DEVICES.—CONNECTIONS FOR CENTRAL CONTROL.

for controlling locks from a central point. Addi-

tional locks are connected in multiple with the bat-

teries and bell exactly as the pair shown in this

cut. By the above arrangement it will be seen

that throwing the switch shuts the lock circuit

through the relay. Pressing the button then can

only result in ringing the bell, as the locks cannot

work with such a high resistance in the circuit.

Mr. Carleton claims for his type of lock that it

will sound an alarm if attempt is made to force it.

that it locks either sash in any position, that it

affords ventilation, with perfect safely, and that it

is entirely invisible. If the wires are cut the win-

dow remains locked. -Ml windows may be con-

trolled from a csntral point, and an ordinary house

battery operates it. The system is simply installed

paper. According to the report, the modification
comprises a device by means of which, instead of

this record, messages can be actually printed on the

nhotographic paper in ordinary round-hand Latin
characters at the rate of 1,000 words a minute.

The Order of Railway Telegraphers has held an
election at St. Louis to fill the vacancies caused
by the removals made during the recent convention.
M. M. Dolphin of Kansas City, formerly first vice-

president, has been unanimously elected president,

vice W, V. Powell, removed. T. M. Pierson, S. J.

Kelly and F. G. Sinclair w^ere elected first, second
and third vice-presidents, respectfully. T. W. Baron
and C. E. Layman were chosen directors.
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Convention Notes.
[Continued from -page 261^.]

left the Mound City for a few days to mingle with

the Kansas City throng. W. R. Kendall, from St.

Louis, was also there. The Manville Covering com-
pany is the selling representative of the H. W. Johns
Manufacturing company, which was represented by

A. Hall Berry, manager of the electrical depart-

ment, New York. D. T. Dickkson and J. VV. Pay

from Philadelphia.Joseph Sachs from New York and

E. B. Hatch from the Johns-Pratt company, Hart-

ford, Conn., were present. The H. W. Johns Man-
ufacturing company had an interesting display of its

overhead line material, Johns electric heaters and

vulcabeston insulating pieces. Mr. Sachs, in able

and interesting manner, demonstrated the action of

the Sachs' No-arc fuse and car cut-outs. The Man-
ville Covering company's steam-pipe and boiler cov-

ering was shown in different sizes, to meet all re-

quirements.

The Standard Underground Cable company had

on exhibition the four large handsome cabinets of

samples which attracted such attention at the Na-
tional E.xport Exposition at Philadelphia, and for

which the company received medal and blue ribbon

as being the most complete exhibition of its kind

ever seen. There is shown in this display, it is said,

everything that is made in the way of wires and

cables, together with all the accessories and ap-

purtenances that enter into the underground and
overhead-construction work as installed by the

Standard company. Being a pioneer in underground-

cable work in America, this company's present

methods are the result of years of experience and
experiment. The Standard Underground Cable

company is now turning out its product from two
new factories, one at Oakland, Cal., and one at

Perth Aniboy, N. J. The Perth Amboy plant has

an outptt even greater than the original plant at

Pittsburg, Pa., which latter has been greatly over-

taxed of la*e. J. R. Wiley of Chicago, western man-
ager, w.as in attendance during convention week.

N. A. Christensen, F. C. Randall. G. S. Hastings,

J. S. Leet, "W. J. Richard, J. S. Hamlin, A. Bev-
eridge and J. R. Sutton composed the staff of rep-

resentatives of the Christensen Engineering com-
pany of MiUvaukee, Wis., and it is needless to say

that they , were all kept busy. The exhibit of this

company attracted more than ordinary attention,

showing, as it did, in actual operation three Chris-

tensen compressed-air equipments, as if in regular

service. No. i comprised the brake mechanism of

a five-car train of heavy elevated cars and is a du-

plicate of the present equipment on 100 cars of

the Boston elevated railway. Each car has com-
plete air-brake equipment, and the entire train may
be operated from each end of any car or broken
into sections of one or more cars, when each car

is equipped to take care of itself. No. 2 showed
a school equipment of an independently operated
motor air compressor, with brake equipment for

single cars, straight air. No 3 showed a D4 porta-

ble equipment, with compressor and reservoirs,

automatic controller, etc., mounted on a truck.

This compressor also furnished air for operating a

six-inch air hoist and a six-inch air jack.

Painting by iVlaciiinery.

The illustration shows a machine, manufactured
by the Acorn Brass Works, Chicago, for spraying
whitewash, calcimine and cold-water paint, on a
large scale.

Machines of this type are used for spraying white-

PAINTING BY MACHINERY.

wash on power houses, warehouses, faciories, courts.
walls, fences and around coal mines. They have
been in use for nearly lo years. Since the introduc-
tion of cold-water paint they have been found valu-
able in spraying this preparation. The machine
spreads the liquid evenly, and the whitewash or
paint gets into crevices and corners and into places
where a brush will not readily reach. As an insect
and Kerni destroyer it is efficient. It is portable,
easily handled, and can be readily mounted on a cart,

wagon or handcar, or drawn about as it is.

The Acorn spraying machine is mounted on a

wooden platform, two feet by four feet by two
inches. It has a reinforced cast-iron frame, a solid,

hard-brass cylinder, plunger, poppets, etc., and is pro-

vided with a galvanized-iron air chamber, with brass

head and bottom, brass faucets and cut-off valve
and wrought-iron handle. The equipment com-
prises supply hose, with metal strainer, discharge
hose, spray attachment, high-pressure gauge, shut-

off valve, three hard-metal spray cocks, and a special

spray for cold-water paint, when desired.

The Acorn Brass Works are managed by young
men and was incorporated two years ago. The
factory is equipped to do work in various depart-
ments, such as iron-machining, tool making, brass

finishing, metal spinning, tinsmithing, nickel-plating.

brass casting, etc.

Consolidation of Street Railways and
Its Effect Upon the Public.^

By Daniel B. Holmes,

It is no part of the purpose of this paper to enter
into an extended discussion of street-railway con-
solidations from a legal point of view. It is as-

sumed that no considerable number of those present
would be particularly interested in that branch
of the subject. Suffice it to say that the laws of

nearly, if not quite, all of the states of the Union
are in such condition that practical street-railwa>

consolidation may be brought about and made effect-

ive b}' union of companies as a technical consolida-
tion, or by purchase and sale of the corporate prop-
erty or capital stock, or by common ownership of

the corporate shares of several companies, or in

other ways which might be mentioned. Whatever
consolidation is desired by the parties in interest, it

may be safely assumed that counsel learned in the

law will find little or no difficulty in pointing out
the way in which that end may be legally accom-
plished.

Street-railway companies may be properly classi-

fied as public-service corporations, and whenever
a union takes place of several such companies, it at

once becomes obvious that the interests of the

capital invested and of the traveling public may,
and probably will, be positively aft'ected thereby.
Therefore, these two interests will form the chief
basis of what I have thought proper to lay before this

convention of practical street-railway men, whose
calling is such that they never feel at liberty to
disregard either the best interests of their stock-
holders or the welfare of the dear public, whose
constant servants they are. And I niay be per-
mitted to add, in the light of an experience and
intimate association with street-railway managers
extending over a period of upward of 20 years, that
no class of men with whom I have come in contact.
in the active practice of a profession which brings
about the most intimate relations with all sorts of

men. are so constantly mindful of the best interests

of the public they serve by night and by day as
the street-railway men. I am the more pleased to
make this acknowledgment because the street-rail-

way man has so many impatient masters among the
traveling public that he is much more often the
subject of unjust criticism than of the well-deserved
encomiums he would surely receive if the difficulties

of his situation and his conscientious efforts to faith-

fully discharge his company's duty to the public
were even half-way understood. Above all men. it

is his lot to bear the "whips and scorns of time,"
and if he will but pin his faith to the teachings of
the good book, he may expect to receive here-
after that reward which, in but few cases, I am
sorry to say, comes in this life in the shape of an
adequate salary for so hard and thankless a job.

That the consolidation of street-railway interests

affords opportunities for the introduction of many
various economics is a truth which is almost axio-
matic, and this may be fairly said to have been the
controlling consideration which has inspired and
accomplished the many consolidations which have
taken place in various parts of the country. By this

process the managerial force is greatly reduced
^nd the salary list largely diminished. Where three
or four presidents, managers or superintendents
were required for the successful management of the
separate properties, but one officer of each kind
is needed in their united state, and while he receives
more salary than any one of his predecessors, as

of right he ought, because of enlarged duties and
more weighty responsibilities, still there is sub-
stantial saving over what was previously paid.

But there is in this connection a stilt more Im-
portant consideration. As is the case with any other
calling In life, the supply of really first-class street-

railway managers is more or less limited, and the
larger salary offered by the consolidated interests

naturally commands, and in all probability secures.

a higher order of talent than the separate properties

could retain, even where It had been fortunately

possessed. In this way the consolidated properties

in nearly every Instance arc managed with greater

ability than was shown bv the management of the

disconnected parts, and this is a positive gain, the

value and importance of which can scarcely be
estimated. This successful manager, you may be
sure, is truly a remarkable man. The relations ex-

isting between street-car companies, on the one
hand, and the municipality or its citizens, on the
other, are the fruitful source of jealousies and com-
plications constantly arising wdilch can be suc-

I. Paper read before Ihe American Street Railway association
at Kansas City, October iG. igoo. Mr. Holmes is Reoeral counsel
for the Metropolitan Stiect Railway company of Kansas City .

cessfuUy disposed of by nothing short of the pos-
session of genius for diplomacy, and for affairs and
finance all at the same time, in order to be able
to satisfy the demands of the public without in-

volving the company in irretrievable financial ruin.

In most instances, the consoHdation of street-rail-
way properties creates opportunities for marked re-
duction in the cost of generating motive power.
Location is a most Important consideration as re-
gards the power station. Unless the power station
is so situated that both fuel and water can be de-
livered to it at minimum cost, the highest degree
of economy in developing motive power is altogether
impossible. This is greatly facilitated by the union
of properties, since the car lines are so situated
in most cities that but few of them, if independent,
could operate from power stations located near
steam-railroad switches and water courses. A
greater or less number of high-priced emploj^es arc
alwa^'s necessary around every power station,
whether large or small, and this is an expense which
is greatly curtailed by generating as much power
as it is practicable to handle from one station. A
company possessed of an extensive system, with
large mileage, has thus presented to it the oppor-
tunity of producing power at the minimum cost—

a

thing altogether impossible on a short-line railroad.

But perhaps the most important result from con-
solidating street-railway lines Is the great stimidus
it affords to street-railway traffic. Outside of a
few of the very large cities where the problem is

not how to get business but how to successfully
handle that business which, of necessity, must come
lo the car lines, the street-railway companies are
nulte generally engaged in efforts of all kinds to
create travel on the lines artificially by offering to
'he public attractions of various and sundry kinds.
This is all well enough, but one of the most effective
means to this end is the consolidation of the street-

car lines. I believe it is the uniform experience that
the aggregate travel on the united lines exceeds by
a large percentage the business formerly done bv the
"separate properties. This is partially accounted for
bv the fact that short distances are now ridden which
were formerly walked because two fares were then
necessary In order to ride, and this was considered
Ion ereat an outlay for the accommodation afforded.

But how stands the case with the publ'c? I am
altogether sure It is no different. Indeed, the im-
mediate benefit to those who ride upon the cars far

exceeds the increased returns to the consolidated
company. Where, before the union, two and even
three fares in some Instances had to be paid In

order to convey the passenger to his destination, he
may now make the same journey for a single fare

by means of transfers and through cars wh'ch were
previously Impossible. Take Kansas City as an
example. Fifty per cent, of all the passengers who
ride on the cars make at least one transfer in every
icurney. so that It may be truly said that 6o,ono

passenerers save five cents each and every day in

thf" vear in Kansas City alone, and this saving is due
solely and directly to the consolidation which took
nlace only a few years ago. And who are the people
thus benefited? It is chiefiy the laboring classes

who can least afford to spend their hard-earned
rrains unnecessarily. The sons of toll wdio were
formerly compelled to shelter their wives and rear

their children in the polluted air and noise and
smoke, because unable to pay more than a single

fare In going to and from their avocations, can and
do now dwell in the neat little cottages in the sub-
urbs,' where loved ones breathe the pure air of

heaven and bask in the sunshine of Hfe all the day
long, and when eventide comes smiles and mirth
and joy are the companions who have taken the

place of sickness, suffering and grief. Who can
estimate the value of blessings like these? If the

public welfare is the first and highest duty of the

state, who can gainsay the immense value to the

public of street-railway consolidations, and who can
say that the state ought to throw any obstacles in

their way?
But it is said that competition is the life of trade

and that monopolies are odious. Accepting these

as general truths, let us see how it Is with the street

railroads. Except to a very limited and unimportant
degree, there is no such thing as competition in street

railroads, and their consolidation is entirely devoid
of any objectionable feature of a monopoly. In the

very nature of things, street railroads are seldom
competitors in business. They were never known
lo compete in rates, and can only be laid on such
public highways as the authorities may determine.

The necessity for keeping some streets open for

ordinary vehicle traffic keeps the street railroads

sufficiently far apart as a rule as to eliminate any
matter of choice on the part of the intending pas-

.'^enger. Each line supplies and accommodates Its

own peculiar territory, and there is no real choice,

and hence no real competition. As to rates, these are

universally fixed by the franchise ordinances. They
are the same on all roads, so that the intending pas-

senger is moved in his choice solely by considerations

of convenience to himself. In short, he simply

lakes the line which carries him to his destination

with the least inconvenience. Monopolies are only

odious when of a character that they do or have

the power to fix their own price for what they

alone can sell. Not so with the consolidated street

railway. So far from having the power to increase

the cost of travel, consolidation always results in

a practical reduction of cost, by giving to the pas-

senger the right to ride for the same single fare the

Increased distance brought about by the consollda-
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lion. No thoughtful man would condemn a street-
railway consolidation, because it neither stifles com-
petition, nor increases cost of travel, nor creates
a monopoly, as that term is generally understood.
There can be no doubt that consolidations of this

character are greatly beneficial both to invested
capital and to the public at large. And, happily, this

IS so. because the pubUc is never so likely to have
its wants provided for as when it is to the interest
of capital to do so. There is no tie so strong as
common and mutual intetest. This is a principle
which would render many conflicts and controversies
impossible if kept always in mind and strictly

adhered to in all dealings between public-service
corporations and the municipality in which they
dwell. I commend it to th-e thoughtful considera-
tion of all who are assembled in this convention, as
the firm foundation on which aggregations of capi-
tal may safely rest, the Gibraltar of justice and
right, garrisoned by an always sound and healthy
public sentiment, against which the assaults of preju-

dice, passion and demagogy would be hurled in vain.

CORRESPONDENCE.
London Letter.

London, October 9.—The cars for the Devonport
electric trannvays, whose system is expected to be
open for tratiic before the close of the year, ar-

rived from Philadelphia last week. Before being
dispatched from the United States the trucks and
body parts were packed in big cases for the long
trip and the parts will be put together at the depot.

The cars, w"hich arrived m perfect condition, have
been built by the J. G. Brill company of Philadel-

phia, and, with the trucks, are specially built for

easy traveling. They are aJso fitted with the latest

improved electric motors, brakes and equipment
and supplied with the latest appliances, rwenty
cars have so tar arrived and more are expected
shortly. They are of the double-deck type, this

class having been adopted at the request of the

Town Council, and will present a decidedly hand-
some appearance.
The advocates of municipal trading are calling

attention to the accounts for the half-year's trading

of the Leicester corporation in respect to its gas,

electric-light and water departments. Leicester,

with a population of 187,000, manufactures woolens'

very extensively. VVith regard to the gas undertak-

ing, there was a gross pront of $203,585 for the half

year. The profits of the electric-lighting depart-

ment were, after paying interest, $7,150, and the

water undertaking showed a profit of $44,615. Al-

together, the three undertakings, after paying interest

on capital, have added $47,0155 to the sinking fund

for the redemption of capital and $129,945 to be

handed over to the ratepayers as the result of the

half-year's operations.

That the time is not distant when electric heaters

will come into general use in this country, may
be gathered from an article in Chamber's Jour-

nal by Mr. A. T. Stewart, who says; "The elec-

tric oven roasts and bakes to perfection,

and it also possesses many advantages, which,

prior to the introduction of electric heating,

were considered impossible. The greatest of

these is that the food is cooked in a pure atmosphere,

with no smoke, smell or dust, thus doing away with

a flue. The heat can be regulated to any degree

and distributed throughout every part of the oven

as desired by merely turning on switches. In about

20 minutes the oven can be heated to a temperature

of over 400 degrees Fahrenheit with all switches on.

The amount of electricity required to heat it in the

first instance may be twice as much as gas or coal,

yet the cost iii maintaining the heat is only half."

The British Automobile Club is making arrange-

ments for a series of trials of electrical vehicles.

The trials will comprise (il a run over a given

course for an unlimited distance on one chaige,

the driver to declare to the observer when the run

is to be considered as finished; (2) a course of 30

miles, to include considerable gradients; (3) a course

of 30 miles of average road; (4) a course of 30 miles

of flat or nearly flat road. The cars wdl remain

throughout the trials under the supervision of the

club judges, and the energy consumed, number of

passengers carried, average speed, etc., will be re-

corded on the certificates. The judges' committee

will meet shortly to determine the courses and to

consider a suggestion that the trials should be

extended to include prolonged battery tests.

A few weeks ago I referred to the recently estab-

lished pneumatic tool works at Chippenham, near

Bristol. It appears that the International Pneu-

matic Tool company. Limited, objects to being called

an American company, for everything associated

with the enterprise—capital, machinery and work-

men—is. as it states, purely British. It is a fact,

however, that the company was organized profess-

edly by the president of the Standard Pneumatic

Tool company of Chicago to make in England 'a

full line of the pneumatic tools and appliances made
by the Sandard Pneumatic Tool company" of that

city, and that, moreover, the English company can-

not sell its products in the United States.

Next to the election, the subject that interests

Londoners is the extent to which their streets are

torn up just now. The work of laying the telephone

cables, which have to run under the main thorough-

fares, was begun with the "silly season," when the

largest number of people were away from London

and when street traffic was least heavT- The work

has. in parts like Cheapside and Fleet street, been
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carried on day and night, but it is feared that the
leading streets—taking them generally—will not
have resumed their usual appearance before Christ-
mas. It IS some consolation to know, however,
that the confusion, for once, is not entirely due to
the incompetence and want of foresight of the local
authorities.

Now that the English vendors have let the par-
liamentary rights for the construction of the under-
ground railway from Charing Cross to Hampstead
pass from their hands, London capitalists arc wak-
ing up to the opportunity they have lost. The sta-
tistics of travel on the Central London railway
stimulated the tardy investors quite as much as
Mr, Yerkcs' serene confidence in the great pros-
pects of his line. Two of London's leading bank-
ing houses have offered to buy back the charter.
Mr. '^'erkes agreed to sell, but stated a sura that
staggered the would-be purchasers, who have
dropped the subject. Mr. Yerkes' tube is to be a
model for the world. English engineers and Ameri-
can equipment form a combination that is bound
to produce great results. And it is hoped that the
new tube will be such a benefit to the districts con-
nected that the rights for a general extension will
be readily granted. Mr. Yerkes has no intention
of buying up the street railways of St. Petersburg,
as he considers that London offers a sufficient field

for his operations. W. H. B.

New York Notes.

New York, October 20.—Deputy inspectors in
the city have reported to State Factory Inspector
Williams that Degnon tk McLean, sub-contractors
for sections i and 2 of the rapid-transit tunnel, are
employing alien labor. Notices have been sent to
the contractors and to the Rapid Transit Commis-
sion, calling attention to the violation of section 13
of the labor law. The building-trades section of

the Central Federated Union has decided to petition

the Rapid Transit Commission to insist that the
prevailing rate of wages be paid for work done
on the tunnel and that only citizens be employed.
Work has begun on the Morris Heights branch

of the Union Railway company. This line will be
a great boon to residents of Morris Heights, who
have been obliged to depend on the New Y"ork
Central and Hudson River trains to reach the
lower part of the city. The road will be really

an extension of the Burnside avenue branch, which
runs from West Farms, across One-hundred-and-
seventy-seventh street, and Burnside avenue to

Jerome avenue. It will begin at Jerome avenue and
continue west through Burnside avenue to the Mor-
ris Heights station of the New York Central and
Hudson River railroad.

Frank R. Ford of Yonkers was overcome by the

gas of his automobile the other day, while attempt-

ing to repair the gasoline motor. Mr. Ford, who
is blind, did not notice that gas was escaping from
one of the unlighted jets, and as the barn where
he was working was tightly closed, he was over-

come and rendered unconscious. He was found by
members of his family and resuscitated, after much
difficulty.

Since March 21st, when the first spadeful of earth

was turned on the rapid-transit tunnel, 90,000 cubic

yards of earth have been removed, out of the total

1,700,228 cubic yards. Contractor John B. McDon-
ald has obtained so far from the Rapid Transit

Commission $165,000 out of the $35,000,000 which
it has been estimated the work will cost. The first

station to be built on the road will be at Columbus
Circle. Steel for this section is under "rush orders,"

and it is thought the station will be completed

before Christmas. Lack of steel work has been the

chief cause of delay in the work on the tunnel, al-

though for some of the sections there has been

difficulty in obtaining the necessary timber.

Charges have been brought against the engineer

of the New Y'ork and Staten Island Electric com-
pany, at Livingston, S. I., to the effect that the

noisy machinery at the pov^er plant constitutes a

nuisance which prevents the residents of Bard and

Davis avenues from obtaining sleep. The Depart-

ment of Health has procured the arrest of the engi-

neer, who is held under $500 bail.

President 'Vreeland of the Metropolitan Street

Railway company says that it is the intention of

the company as soon as spring opens to begin work
on the Kingsbridge franchise, and that the road

ought to be in operation during the coming sum-
mer. 'The reason why the road itself has not been

built is that at present there is no power to operate

it. There will be no power available until next

summer, when the full equipment on the Metro-

politan electrical stations will be installed.
''

M. L. G.

From the Buckeye State.

Columbus. Ohio. October 20.—Daytcn capitalists

are planning a new road to connect Circleville with

Columbus, and maps and surveys have been fur-

nished them by the surveyor of Pickaway County

showing the country east of the Scioto River. It

is believed the plan contemplates a line to parallel

the Norfolk and Western railway for that distance,

while it may be extended on through to the Ohio

River along the same road. J. H. Wilson of Chi-

cago, who is interested in a proposed line from

Washington Court House to Columbus, and who

made an attempt last week to purchase the franchise

of the Chillicothe, Mount Sterling and Columbus
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Railway company, is at the head of this movement
also, rle was in Circleville last week, looking over
itic ground, and he made the assertion that the
road will certainly be built, as he considers ihe
route one ol the best in the southern portion of

the state.

One of the best sections of Ohio for electric-rail-

way men to look after at the present time is Meigs,
Liailia and Lawrence counties, along the Ohio
River, and Jackson and some other counties border-
ing on the- first-named counties. There are lew
railroad accommodations in that section, and, al-

though the country is rough, there is a great deal
of business, and routes can be found that will not
be extraordinarily expensive, it is the belief of
the writer that a road in that section, with branches
in various directions, can be put on a better paying
basis than many of the lines in the level sections
of the state. iNot only will a road there secure
a good passenger business, but much freight can
be hauled without competition with the steam rail-

roads. A line would therefore not have the railroad
companies to fight in the passenger business be-
cause of interfering with freight.

It is reported that the Hocking Valley Railway
company has purchased the controUing interest in

the electric line now being built from J:*omeroy up
the Ohio River. If this is true, the new line will

give this road an extension up the river from its

present terminus, the same as it has from Jackson
to Wellston. This latter hne has been operated very
successfully by the Hocking Valley company for

several years, but only in the passenger business.

B'or freight it runs its regular trains over the line.

An Elyria paper had a little sketch of the history

of the Cleveland, Elyria and Western road in a
recent issue. It says that the system had its start

in a little line built at Berea 25 years ago, to carry
passengers from the town to the depot, making a
trip every time a train arrived. A big bell was
used to warn the people of the time when the car
would depart from town. The little road made
money, and the Pomeroys decided to go into the
business on a more extensive scale. The result

was a line from Berea to Cleveland, under the name
of the Cleveland and Berea line. Since then the

road has grown, until it now has a trackage of 65
miles. The old bell is now used at Puritasy where
a new branch is just being completed, and General
Manager Pomeroy states that he would not attempt
to do business without it. In other words, it is his

mascot.
The Southern Ohio Traction company announces

that it will soon begin the' operaiion of through
cars from College Hill, Cincinnati, to Dayton, a

distance of 51 miles. It is claimed that this will be
the longest continuous route in the state. Manager
F. J. J. Sloat has left for Cahfornia, and Auditor
W. N. Bicknell will be acting general manager dur-
ing his absence.
The decennial board of equalization has noti-

fied the Columbus Railway company that it has
been decided to list the trackage for taxation at

$io,coo a mile. As the company owns 76 miles,

this will make the total valuation $760,000. The
personal property was listed at $1,250,000 some time

ago. O. M. C.

Southern Developments.
Charlotte, N. C, October 19.—Work will soon

be started on the new electric-light plant at Talla-

hassee, Fla. The contract was awarded to Moore
& McReady of Atlanta a year ago, but a bill was
filed by a rival company, praying for a restraining

injunction, which was refused. 'Ihe matter went to

the Supreme Court, and the lower court was sus-

tained, with the result that the work will be pushed
forward.
A special committee has been appointed by the

Town Council, Oxford, N. C, on ways and means
and to hear proposals for the establishing of an
electric-light and waterworks plant in that town.
At Huntsville, Ala., local capital is agitating the

question of an electric railway to Whitesburg. 10

miles distant.

The Birmingham (Ala.) Railway and Electric

company has stopped work on its new line to Owen-
ton, on account of the scarcity of cross-ties. Work
will be abandoned until the present lack is supplied.

The Roanoke Navigation and Waterpower com-
pany will build an immense plant to furnish elec-

trical power for Roanoke Rapids, N. C, and for a

number of cotton mills. Morton, Reid & Co. hav&
the contract. The city of Weldon, five miles dis-

tant, may also be supplied with light.

The Berkley Street Railway company, Berkley.

Va.. has nearly completed its line to Money Point,

several miles distant.

James Hubbard of Atlanta, Ga., has brought suit

for $5,000 against the Atlanta Railway and Power
company for alleged damages, the plaintiff alleging

that he was forced "by a conductor from a moving
car and was injured.

It is Slated that the Southside Railway and De-
velopment company of Petersburg, Va., will rec-

ommend at the next meeting of the stockholders

. for an appropriation of between $100,000 and $150,-

000 for extending the electric line and establishing

a park.

At Atlanta, Ga., H, M. Patty, representing the

bondholders, has purchased the old Lakewood elec-

tric street railway for $5,000. the minimum sum
authorized. The Atlanta Railway and Power com-
pany will build a new line to Lakewood. The old

line cost about $30,000. D. H. L.
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PERSONAL.
Mr. Wyndham J. Davies, chief inspector and su-

perintendent of mails of the Postal and Telegraph

Department of Sydney, N. S. W., is now in this

country on a tour of inspection of the mail and

telegraph service.

George O. Perkins, formerly manager of the

United Press in Chicago and for the last three

years manager of the Postal Telegraph company's

office in El Paso, Texas, has been appointed super-

intendent of telegraphs of the Mexican Central rail-

way, with headquarters at the City of Mexico.

Ivan M. Johanson has accepted a position as su-

perintendent with the General Incandescent Lamp
company at Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Johanson has been

cotmected with the Columbia Incandescent Lamp
company of St. Louis, the De Lavals-Glodlamp

Fabrik Swea of Stockholm, and the Beacon Lamp
company of New Brunswick, N. J.

Jan Szczepanik of Austria, known as the

inventor of the "telectroscope" and a process of

photographing patterns on textile fabrics, has been

conscripted for three years' service in the Austrian

army, despite all efforts to prevent it. Szczepanik,

is a native of Poland, and had worked his way
through the University of Cracow. When he gave

up a teacher's position he became liable for military

service.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
E. F. Thomas has secured a franchise for installing

an electric-light plant at Mount Morris, 111.

F. D. Hagar.and J. F., Small of St. Louis, Mo.,

are organizing a stock company to build water-

works, an electric-Ught plant, etc., for Arkansas

City, Ark.

The Montgomery (N. Y.) Power company has

been incorporated, with $100,000 capital stock, by

W K. Archibald, P. T. Brady, R. E. Drake of

Syracuse. W. B. Dunlap, W. B. Charles of Amster-

dam, and others. The company will furnish elec-

tricity for light, heat and power, for Amsterdam,

Johnstown, Gloversville, Florida, Glen, Mohawk,
Galway, Keith and other towns.

City Electrician Weissleder of Cincinnati has rec-

ommended that the Edison company of that city

be compelled to place its poles along Reading road

on private property, instead of on the street; that

no wires be allowed to run through trees; that

special insulation be used, and that the permit be

held up until samples of the wire are submitted to

the Board of Public Service. He says the applica-

tion is not in conformity with the ordinance, in

that the exact location of the poles is not specified.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Union Traction company of Indianapolis,

Ind., has filed articles increasing its capital stock

from $4,000,000 to $5,000,000.

According to a statement from President Isaac

Stephenson of the Escanaba and Lake Superior

Railway company of Wisconsin, that road is to be

operated by electricity within a year or two. The
waterpower of tlie Escanaba River will be utilized.

The line will be completed to Channing in about

four weeks.

Citizens of Oklahoma and Indian Territory have

filed an application with the secretary of the terri-

tory, and a charter has been issued for the Sulphur

Springs Electric Railway company. Headciuar-

ters will be in Oklahoma City, with branch offices

at South McAlester and other points. The road will

cost $250,000, and will be 24 miles in length.

An unusual accident occurred on the trolley line

between Evanston and Chicago on October 21st,

when a trailer collided with its motor car. The
coupling pin became dislodged in some unexplained

manner, and the trailer was 300 feet behind the

motor car before the break was discovered. A pas-

senger pulled the bell cord and the motor car was
brought to a sudden stop, and the next moinent

the trailer crashed into its rear platform. Five per-

sons were severely injured, and many others

trampled upon in their efforts to escape.

AUTOMOBILES.
One of the novel features of the Merchants and

Manufacturers' Exposition, in. progress at the Me-
chanics' building in Boston last week, was a parade

of automobiles, some 200 in number, including

pleasure carriages, business wagons, ambulances,

fire engines and various other horseless vehicles,

through the principal thoroughfares. The manage-
ment of the exposition and a number of city officials

were among the people who rode in the carriages,

and a band in an automobile tally-ho headed the

procession.

TELEGRAPH.
The Order of Railway Telegraphers, which has

been in council in St. Louis for 10 days, has ad-

journed, to meet in San Francisco, the second Mon-
day of October, igoi. The work of revision of the

constitution was completed.

While a detachment of 20 men of the Twenty-
fourth Regiment were engaged in repairing telegraph

wires on October loth, near San Jose, Isle de Luzon,
a party of 200 rebels attacked and scattered them.
Seven of the Americans reached San Jose, but it

is thought that the remainder were captured.

A fire started on the fourteenth floor of the Postal
Telegraph building in New York, on the night of

October i6th, which threatened for a time to destroy
the company's switchboard there and tie up the

system. Fortunately, the dynamo current was shut
off before any water reached the wires, and as the

fire above was shortly extinguished, little damage
to the lines was wrought. The chief damage was
to the Hardware Club rooms in the building, and
is estimated at $20,000. Telegraphic service to Chi-

cago v/as suspended for about two hours.

PUBLICATIONS.
An artistic blotter, sent out by John H. Fowler, of

1705 Fisher building, Chicago, shows in photographic
reproduction a train of double- cars, carrying a large

number of long cedar poles, shipped by Mr. Fowler.
The scene is easily recognized as on the Chicago
lake front.

An attractive catalogue of belting and rubber
goods has just been issued by J. E. Rhoades &
Sons of Philadelphia. It is illustrated with views
of the factory and special machinery for producing
every variety of leather and rubber belting. Twisted
belting, rawhide rope, car straps, are also catalogued,

as well as a large assortment of rubber hose, pack-
ing, coupling, etc., for which the firm is agent. The
book is a most complete one in its line.

The Illinois Maintenance company, 1625 Mar-
quette building, Chicago, of which Edwin PI. Cheney
is manager, has issued a very neat price-list (No.
42) of the apparatus which the company offers for

sale. Included in the list are direct and alternating-

current generators, arc dynamos, motors, water-
tube and tubular boilers, simple, compound and
Corliss steam engines, gas engines, pumps, heaters,

switchboards, transformers, storage batteries, spare
arm'atures, wattmeters, etc.

The Couch & Seeley company, manufacturer of

switchboards, telephones and telephone appliances,

of Boston, has issued a 4S-page catalogue of its

apparatus, for Independent telephone exchanges
and the electrical trade. The firm has grown rapidly

since its establishment, in 1893. and its aim through-
out has been to produce as high a grade of telephone
equipment as any on the market. Features of this

catalogue are the desk sets and portable telephone
sets, made by the company, and its coinbined tele-

phone and switchboard. The firm supplies the

Warner generator and Warner pole-changer.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
The enrollment of the School of Science of Purdue

University this year is 40 per cent, over that of last.

In the special technical courses, both in chemistry
and biology, the number of students is larger than
ever before in the history of the university. The
chemical force has been increased by the addition

of Dr. J. H. Ransom, formerly of the Chicago Man-
ual Training School.

The attendance in the Engineering College of

the University of Illinois is the largest in the his-

tory of the university. The entering class numbers
213, as compared with 125 last year. The three
upper classes are larger than in any previous year
and the attendance in the Engineering College will

doubless exceed that of last year by 100 per cent.

The electrical-engineering department now has 93
students, a gain of 30 per cent, over last year.

At New York University a chief mechanic has
been appointed for the new workshops in mechan-
ical and marine engineering at University Heights.
The shops include machine, carpentering and pat-

tern-making departments, and a blacksmith shop.

Floor room is assigned in the old physical building

for laying out the frames of ships. Professor Carl

C. Thomas, an engineer in the Maryland Steel

Works of Baltimore, has accepted the professorship

of marine engineering. The Carnegie laboratory

has been greatly improved during the summer.

The Roentgen Society of the United States has
issued a preliminary announcement for its first

regular meeting, which is to be held in New York
cityat the Academy of Medicine, 17 West Forty-
third street, on December 13th and 14th. The an-
nouncement is in the shape of a folder and, besides

the constitution and list of officers of the society,

contains useful information for those interested in

the association and its forthcoming meeting. Dr.

Heber Robarts of St. Louis is president of the so-

ciety, while Dr. J. Rudis-Jicinsky of Cedar Rapids,

Iowa, is secretary and treasurer.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The coroner of Toledo, Ohio, has rendered his

verdict in the case of Herring, who was killed by
coming in contact with an electric-lamp cord on
September I2tli. He concludes that it is the duty

of every municipality to provide for a rigorous

inspection wherever electricity is used in any form,

and recommends the passage of an ordinance cre-

ating the office of city electrician of Toledo, to de-

fine the duties of such office, and to establish rules

and regulation concerning electrical wiring and ap-

jilianccs.

In Chicago last week two boys met with an un-
usual accident. The youngsters had been playing
with a wire cable which was being strung across
the telegraph poles, and when the slack of the cable
was suddenly drawn up, found themselves clinging
to the rope and 25 feet in the air. Before the team
of horses which was drawing up the cable, some
distance away, could be turned back, the boys lost

their hold and fell, one being caught by a police-
man as he dropped. The other boy received prob-
ably fatal injuries.

A^ young man by the name of Charles Harrder
recently set on foot in Belleville, III, an enterprise

to raise flowers by electricity. He convinced many
of the merchants that he was sincere, and carloads
of lumber was hauled to build his modern green-
house where flowers were to be raised on short
notice at a great profit. Last week, owing to his de-

lay in settling bills, the creditors became suspicious,
and the material was hauled away by the owners.
The lumber merchant who furnished the material
has the incomplete hothouse on his hands, and the

police are trying to locate Harrder.

TRADE NEWS.
The Electro-chemical Reduction company of

East St. Louis, 111., was incorporated on October
13th, with a capital stock of $2,500. The incorpo-
rators are James W. Gammann, Edward L. Ander-
son and Joseph E. Chambers.

The Economy Electric company of Warren, Ohio,
recently incorporated, is licensed to manufacture
porcelain-clay insulators, dynamos, motors, fan

motors, incandescent lamps, meters, supplies, trans-

formers, telephones and electrical machinery.

The instruments for the electrical clock system
invented by A. French Poole of Washington, Pa.,

are to be manufactured on a large scale. The
plant will be located at Wheeling, W. Va. A cor-

poration has been organized, to be known as the

Poole Clock company, with a capital stock of $25,000.

The United States Treasury Department at Wash-
ington calls for sealed proposals, to be received
until November 24th, for the installation of a wiring
sj^stem for the United States custom house at Port-
land, Ore. Copies of the drawings and specifica-

.

tion may be obtained at the office of the supervising
architect at Washington, or at the office of the
superintendent of construction at Portland, Ore.

Sealed proposals will be received at the office of

the supervising architect, at Washington, until 2

p. m., on October 30th, for the installation of a
switchboard for the United States immigrant sta-

tion, Ellis Island, N. Y. Bids must be in accord-
ance with the drawing and specification, copies of

which may be obtained at the architect's office, or
at the office of the superintendent of construction at

Ellis Island, New York harbor.

Harvey M. Dickson, general manager of the Blue
Ridge Locust Pin company, Asheville, N. C, was in

Chicago recently. Mr. Dickson visited Chicago in

the interests of his company, and stat£s that the de-

mand for pins and brackets was never as great as

it is at present. The Blue Ridge company manufac-
tures a line of locust and insulated pins and brackets
which is said to have met the approval of many
users all over the United States.

M. B. Austin & Co., 56 West Van Buren street,

Chicago, have recently been appointed western rep-

resentatives of the Chase-Shawmut company of Bos-
ton. They will handle the latter company's fuse

wire, fuse links, enclosed fuses and knife switches,

besides continuing to represent the Chase-Shawmut
company in its line of conduit fittings, including

Chase nipples and boxes. With a complete and
varied stock of all these goods, the company feels

that it will be well able to supply its western trade

promptly.

The Gardner Electric Drill and Machinery com-
pany, recently organized in Denver, Colo., with a

capital stock of $1,000,000, is about to purchase a

sit« for its factory. It is expected that the company
will employ over 100 men. A small plant is now
being operated at Eighteenth and Blake streets, but

larger quarters must be found immediately. The
chief patents owned and controlled by the Gardner
company are for the Gardner electric drill and an
electric hammer. John McDonough is president

of the comp.any and William Gelder and A. J. Clark

secretary and treasurer, respectively.

The friends of Charles T. Jaeger, recently with

the American Miniature and Decorative Lamp com-
pany. New York, and formerly with the American
Endoscopic company. Providence, R. I., will be in-

terested to learn that he has entered into

business for himself, under the name of the Jaeger
Miniature Lamp Manufacturing company, with

headquarters in Bible House, Eighth street and
Fourth avenue, New York. The company will

manufacture a full line of miniature incandescent

electric lamps, including series, surgical, candelabra

and telephone-signal lamps. With a man as ex-

perienced as Mr. Jaeger at the helm, there is little

doubt of the success of the venture.

The Sprague Electric company has recently

opened a branch office in the Security building, St.

Lou'is. C. B. White, who is well known in the

western electrical field, will have charge of the new
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office. He was formerly connected with the engi-
neering department of the old Edison Electric com-
pany, having been located in Pittsburg and having
-done considerable construction work in that terri-
tory. He was later electrical superintendent in
charge of construction work w^th the Calumet Elec-
tric Street Railway company, Chicago, and for the
last two years has been connected with the West-
ern Electric company in the engineering and sales
department. The Sprague Electric company now
has branch offices m Chicago, Boston and St. Louis,
and agencies in all of the principal cities in this
country and abroad.

In the list of awards at the Paris E.xposition was
an 'honorable mention" for an exhibit by Mathias
Klein & Son of Chicago. As the exhibit was made
without the firm's knowledge, and as they did not
wish to take advantage of the reward without know-
ing the cause of it, an inquiry was made to the
United States commission. F. E. Drake, director
of machinery and electricity, replied, stating that the
display had been made as a pan of the collective
exhibit in the United States section, a full equip-
ment of linemen's tools of the Klein manufacture
having been purchased by the commission from
an agency in New York. The purpose of Director
Drake was to carry a complete line of tools and
accessories, and to do so it was found necessary to
purchase this material, which is, however, entered
in the manufacturer's name. The goods exhibited
were taken out of regular stock, not intended for

exhibition purposes, placing the firm at a disad-
vantage. At the same time, the award was unex-
pected and highly complimentary to the grade of

goods manufactured by Klein & Son.

Recognition of aii excellent railroad, appliance
was made when the Continuous Rail Joint company
of America, 908-911 La\\Ter's building", Newark,
N. J., was awarded a bronze medal, the highest
award in its class, at the Paris 'Exposition. The
continuous rail joint for which the award w^as made
is now in use on 128 railroads in the United States
alone. Its value is found in its simplicity, it having
very few parts. The base plate is an integral part

of the joint, and the horizontal and vertical rigidity

is greatly increased. It assures an easy-riding track,

with no play between surfaces, and positively holds
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the rail ends in perfect line and surface. The man-
ufacturer of this rail joint has a complete equipment
of special machinery for rolling its joint to fit per-
fectly any T or girder-rail section used by steam
or street railways. The section is now in use on
92 different rail sections. The Continuous Rail
Joint company of America is sole manufacturer of
continuous patent type of rail joints, step joints
and insulating joints. Branch offices are maintained
in Montreal, Boston, Chicago and St. Louis.

BUSINESS.
The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, is

sending out quotations showing a reduction in price
on iron box bells.

A circular sent out by the Central Manufacturing
co.iipany of Chattanooga, Tenn.. gives tables and
price-lists for the standard and telephone cross-arms,
pins and brackets, manufactured by the company.
The company also makes wood thimbles for steel
pins and all kinds of electrical moldings. The yel-
low-pine cross-arms are shown b}' government tests

to be about 40 per cent, stronger than those made
of white or northern pine.

That the advantages of mechanical draft are rec-
ognized by experts and that it is rapidly assuming
its place as a rival and successor of chimney drafts, is

clearly evidenced Dy the " fact that several of the
technical schools have recently placed orders with
the B. F. Sturtevant company of Boston, Mass., for
the equipment of their boiler plants with this means
of draft production. In several cases the fans have
been so installed as to provide opportunity for ex-
perimentally comparing the chimney with the fan.

The ScuUin-Gallagher Iron and Steel company,
St. Louis, has increased its lighting plant and has
placed a contract with the Western Electric com-
pany, Chicago, for one loo-kilowatt generator. The
Western Electric company has also secured a con-
tract for one 125-kilowatt type L generator, to be
installed in the Spitzer building, Toledo, Ohio.
The company is carrying a large assortment of

portables, - brackets, stationary and adjustable fix-

tures, to meet the demands of central stations and
construction companies. A 150-page fixture cata-

logue has just been issued, illustrating these goods
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in a comprehensive manner, and will be sent on
request.

Excelsior Springs, Mo., on the Kansas City line
of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul railway
has become one of the leading all-the-year-around
health and pleasure resorts in the United States.
The use of its waters is said to have benefited a
great many sulTerers. The Chicago, Milwaukee and
St. Paul Railway company has just issued a finely
illustrated booklet, describing the resort and telling
ot Its advantages, which will be sent for a two-cent
stamp on application to the general passenger agent
Chicago. *

In the October number of the Monthly Bulletin
a newsy 28-page journal, issued by the Chicago
House Wrecking company, will be found a complete
list, with prices, of electrical supplies and apparatus
carried in stock, which includes everything electrical,
from a miniature incandescent lamp to a 5co-light
dynamo. A large repair department for the reha-
bditation of second-hand machinery is one of the
features of this company's extensive and rapidly
growing electrical business, and with its facilities
for obtaining standard electrical supplies and ma-
chinery at second hand, it is enabled to quote prices
that should interest all prospective purchasers in
this line. The company's catalogue, No. 156, on
monthly bulletins, will be forwaided upon request
The Crest Manufacturing company of Cambridge-

port, Mass., since its entrance in the automobile
business, more than a year ago, has confined itself
entirely to the manufacture of gasoline motors.
Constant demand on the part of its customers for
parts, other than motors, that go to make up an
automobile, has been an inducement for the com-
pany to enter into this additional line of business.
Having now increased its facilities, the company
proposes to manufacture various accessories that are
necessary in the construction of automobiles, and
will also buy from other manufacturers the best
and most perfect devices that are used for this class
of work. It will give the customer all information
by which carriages can be built, without any danger
of excessive cost or uncertainty of experiment, fur-
nishing working drawings when requested by its
customers. Automobiles will also be built, in lim-
ited quantities, according to the customers' designs.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

^559,655. Apparatus for the Electrolytic Decomposi-
tion of Alkaline Salts. Edwin Edser, London,
England. Application filed March 31, 1S99.

This apparatus comprises an electric cell having a par-
tition formed of a series of irouKhs dividiog the cell into

decomposing and combining compartm=nts, the troughs
contaioiDg mercury which has its surface esposed to each
companaieiit. Each of the troughs has a poriion dipp'Og
into and below the level rf the mercury in the adjoining
trough, and electrodes placed in the compartments.

^59^656. Testng Transformers, Etc. Augustine R.

Everest, Lynn, Mass., assignor to the General
Electric company of New York. Application

filed June 25, 1S9S.

An insulation-iesting device comprises a step-up trans-

former, an adjustable spark gap across the secondary
termin-ils, and terminals tor the device to be tested in

parallel with the s^arkgao. whereby the latter may short

circuit the dieltctnc medium of ihe device to be tested at

a determinate poteniiil and prevent discharge through the

same.

^59*658. Electric Arc Lamp. Richard Fleming,

Lynn. Mass., assignor to the General Electric

company of New York. Application filed April

4, 1898.

Id an electric arc lamp are combined a pair of actuating

magnets, capable of a limited aBDonut of vrrtical move-
ment joiDtly or separately, vertically esteoding rods for

supporting the magnets, and maintaining them in parallel

relauon, and springs surroucding the rods, and set under

the magnets, so that they are compressed when the mag-
neis are energized. Wi.h the actuatiug magnet is alsj a

two-part core, the parts of wdich arc movable with respect

to each oiher. A cluich mechanism is prov ded, a con-

neciioQ between one of the parts of the core and the clutch

and a compensat ne support for the core and clutch,

which is so arranged that as the power of the magnet in-

creases its supportiig effect on the core and clutch de-

creases. (See cut, nest page.)

659,660. Apparatus for Periodical Generation of

Electric Currents by Motors of Irregular Driv-

ing Power. Max Gehre, Rath, Germany. Ap-
plication filed December 19, 1899.

A device is described for generdiing an electrical cur-

rent or for other purposes by means of motors of variable

driving power, comprising a mot^jr-driven part, in com-
bination with a p-wer-storing device. This device con-

sists of a chain pulie;. a chain having a weighted portion

passiue ever the pullcv. a separable drivi.g connection

between the motor-driven part and the palley f r trans-

mitting ihe motion of tde pan to the pulley for lifting the

weight and also for disconnecting tUe parts so as to per-

mit the we.ght to descend. A shait is driven by the pulley

during the descent of tbe -.veight,

^59,664. System of Electrical Distribution. Charles

M. Green and John G. Callan, Lynn, Mass.,

assignors to the General Electric company of

New York. Application filed June 30, 1900.

In a series circuit including nndereronnd cables, in

wi i-h sources of finctoaiiog elecircmotive force alternate

with groups of translating devices, is placed an inductive

connection between points iti the circuit, separated by

the translating device" From the commutators of a multi-

circuit generator aplnraliiy of circuits lead and an in-

ductive connection is placed between two of Ihe circuits.

MeaLS are provided for equalizing the resultant fluctua-

tions of voltages.

659 6S7. Electric Incandescent Lamp. Frederick
'

Myers, New York, N. Y., assignor to Albert

Issued October /6, igoo.

W. W. Miller, South Orange, N. J. Applica-
tion filed September 26, 1899.

The globe of an incandescent electric lamp has an an-
nular enlartfemeni at or near its base end forming an
Internal ai nular seat; a di>k with a washer embracing its

edge and lying against the upper and lower faces thereof
and adjacent to the tdge is s-ated in ihe annular seal,
A radially expansible threaded metallic sleeve is con-
tracted at its lower end, its normal d ameter at its

upper end being such as to c'osely embrace the an-
nu ar enlargement, while the normal diameter at its lower
end is such as to embrace a p rt of the bub of corre-
spond ng dimensions. This s'eeve is detachably secured
to the neck and serves to clamp the. d.sk in the annular
seat in the neck.

659,691. Telephone Transmitter. George B. Per-
kins, Medford, Mass. Application filed January
16, 1900.

A telephone transmitier is described having a 9^t circu-
lar metal frame hollowed out to form a diaphragm seat,

and a diaphragm having a bearing at its center, consisting
of a pin whose shmk exte'-ds throuch the diaphragm and
is secured by a nut. A bridge extei ds apross tue rear of

^ the frame and has an adjustable bearing -nd tension regu-
lator placed centrally to the frame, with a button sus-
pended between the bearings, consisting of two thin metal
disk elec rqdes with ouiwardly pr^Jecti^g spmdles, and
faced with carbon plates, se. araed by and cemented to

a porcus resilient annulus having smooth faces. This an-
nulus contains granulated carbon in a loose and free state.

659,604. High-potential Trolley System. AVilliam

B. Potter, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the

General Electric company of New York. Ap;
plication filed January 11, 1898.

The trolley base consists of a plate for attaching the

base 10 the car, while a secc d plate carries the trolley,

and a body or bodies ( f insulating malt rial separate the

plates. A couducimg cnrd is shown grounded at cne end,

and attached to and insulated from the pole at the other.

659,697. Power-transmitting Mechanism. Charles

W. Richards and Winthrop M. Chapman, Need-
ham, Mass. Application filed Angust 17, 1899.

A dynamo is shown suppor-ed op the body of a car and
gearing suppcrted by a- d dnven from ihe car axle ; a gear

case is als supported upon the car axle and affords a
bearing for the dr ven memOer of the gearing. Shafting

is provided with universal and slip joints connecting the

gearing with the dynamo. '

C59.702, Means for Suspending Incandescent Elec-

tric Lights. Theodore Smith, Georgetown, III.

Application filed February 26, 1900.

In an incandescent lamp support are combined a rigid

member provided with means of a tachment to, and suo-
pcrted by a flexible cord, a lamp socket connected with the

rigid member by means permitiing the horizontal angular

adjustmeut of the socket with reference to the rigid

member.

659,705. Clutch for Electric Arc Lamps. Henry C
Spinney, Lynn, Mass., assignor to the General

Electric company of New York. Application

filed April 4, 1898.

In a clutch for an arc lamp are combined a col'ar which

is sernred to the actuatine mechanism of the lamp, and a

pair of forked ciampine Jaws suspended from the collar.

Two angular faces on each J ->w ar*^ for gripp ng the cnr-

bop, the faces on one j<*w being adjustable laterally, inde-

pendent of the f^ces on tbe other jaw. so that they will

autoroaiically adjust themselves to irregularities in the

ciirbon. and neaos are provided for tripping the clutch.

659,711. Electric Arc Lamp. Georg E. Stevens
Lynn, Mass., assignor to the General Electric
company of New York. Application filed May
31, 1899- '

An arc lamp is described, having a fixed guide for theinovable electrode, a carbon holder having an extension
thereon, and a contact device carried by the carbon
^ J

""
,

'^ contact device is provided with elastic armsShod with contact rollers engaging the gu.de, ihe exten-
sion being arranged to surrouud the arms and limit theiroutward movement.

^^^'^i^'u
^^'i^^^'^^S Reluctance of Magnetic Circuits

Ehhu Thomson, Swampscott. Mass., assignor
to the General Electric company of New York
Application filed July 20, 1898.
Abodyof magnetic material forming part of a magnetic

^'^'^"!.'i°
^ multiDolar dynamo has openings formed in

11, wh'le bjd-es of lam-naied magnetic mat r ai of thesame cress sectmn as the openings are placed within these
openings, and are adapted to assume differ- nt positions in
the ocenintis The larainas are arranged longitudinally of
the opening for each position.

(•59,717. Contact Device. Elihu Thomson. Swamp-
scott, Mass., assignor to the General Electric
company of New York. Application filed May
6, 1899.

In an electric arc lamp are combined a cajbon tube, a
holder arranged for movement within the tube, a carbon
pencil mounted in the holder, and a coiled chain com-
posed of links which are of Itss diameter ihan ihe tube,
for conveying rurrent between the tube and the holder.
The weight of the chain is utilized to force ihe carbon and
Its holder downward, while a carbon-feeding device i«
carritd by the tube. (See cut, nest page.)

659.725- Electric Time Alarm. Simon Wolf, Essen,
Germany. Application filed February 7, 1900.
An alarm is described composed of a bed, a mattress

frame, a cooiact spring for yieldingly supporting the
frame, a contact on th^ bed beneath the spring, an alarm
in circuit, and means for setting the alarm,

659,729. Control Apparatus for Electric Carriages.
Howard F. Eaton, Quincy, Mass. Application
filed March 25, 1S99.

In an electrically propelled vehicle having a body, run-
ning gear, batteries and moior-driving mechanism, are
included an electro-mechanically oper=iied motor speed-
conirolling drum and contact keys for controlling the
drum-operating circuits.

659,759. Telephone-exchange System. James L.
McQuarrie, Chicago, 111., assignor to the West-
ern Electric company, Chicago, 111. Applica-
tion filed November 10, 189S.

A teIephone-ex':hange system is described comprising a
relay associ ted with a telephone line at the exchange and
having a retaining h.-lix included in a circuit. A visual in-

dicat r is connected in parallel wiih the circuit, while a
relay switch is ad^ptpd to open a-'d riose the parallel cir-
cuits including the helix and visual ind caior. This relay
switch and source of tnirrent form part of a conductor
common to both of the p-raliel circuits. A second helix is

upon the relsy in circuit with the telephone line, w^iie a
maeneto-gen raior at th" subst .tlon of the tine is adapted
when beii'goperated tD send current through Ihe second
belii:, A cut-off relay controls contacts included in series
with ihe retaining he'ix. and line-conrecti- g apparatus is

included, adapted to operate the cut-off relay to open the
circnii through ihe reiaining helix of the first-mentioned
relay, to release the switch controlled thereby and (hereby
open the circuit. (See cut, next page.)
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659,766. Automatic Electric Cut-out. John H. Rob-
ertson, Morrison, 111. Application filed June
22, 1899.

The iavention consists of the combioatioa of an elec-
trfcal switch, a pivoted arm for making and breaking the
circuit, and having a slot therein, and a mechanism for
operating the arm . This mechanism comprises a part
having a finger working in the slot, a rotaiable device
for operating the part, and a motor set into operation
by the turning of the rotatable device for turning the same
io; the reverse direction.

659,768. Pilot Signal for Telephone Switchboards.
Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, 111., assignor to
the Western Electric company, Chicago, 111.

Application filed March 11, 1897.

Pairs of plugs and their plug circuits are described,
adapted for uniting lines having means for determining the
flow of current in ihe lines during the use of the telephones.
A supervisory relay in each- plug circuit is responsive to

sucb current, and a supervisory signal is included in a local
circuit, while a shunt of the signal is controlled by the re-
lay.-" An electro-magnet controlling the pilot signal is

placed ID' a conductor common to several local circuits,

and circuit connections of the shunts and the signals are
adapted to cause the excitement of the pilot-signal con-
trolling magnet when eitheris closed, but to render it inert
when bbth are closed.' .

^59.789. Signal for Telephone Trunk Lines. Henry
M. Crane, New York, N. Y.. assignor to the
Western Electric company, Chicago, 111. Ap-
plication filed January 10, igoo.

A telephone trunk line expends froma spring-jack at an
answering board to a terihinal plug at a receiving board,
while a clearing-out signal and a circuit including the
same with a source of current is showni the .circuit being
closed in registering contacts of ihe terminal p'ug and the
spring-jack of the called subscriber's . line. Two relays
control the clearing-out signal, and a circuit through one
relay controlled by the oiher relay forms a shunt for the
clearing-out signal. A circuit is adapted to be closed by
one o£ these relays when the same is enereized. This cir-

cuit includes the winding of the relay to establish an inde-
pendent circuit through it, the circuit being in shunt with
the clearing-out signal, A circuit for the other relay is
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completed by connection with the trunk-line spring-jack
at the answering board, whereby the clearing-out signal is

continuously shunted while the terminal piuii of the trunk
line is connected. The shunt about the clearing-out sig-
nal is removed and the signal displayed when the con-
nection -with the trunk line is removed at the answering
board.

659,793. Electric Alarm System and Testing Appa-
ratus. Leonard H. Des Isles, Cambridge, Mass.,
assignor to Roscoe F. Hersey, St. Paul, Minn.
Application f]led January 10, 1900.

In this apparatus with one or more circuits, each com-
prising two parallel branch circuits, are combined a test-
indicating device, connections distinct from the circuits
between the test-indicating device and one terminal of a
battery, and means for electrically conDecting the device
with the other terminal of the battery through each of the
branch circuits separately, •

659,824. Circuit Controller for Electrical Mechan-
ism. William A. McCallum, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Application filed April 17, 1900.

A circuit controller is described consisting of a switch
spindle, a cylindrical hub adapted to removably fit over
and '3Dgage ihe same and provided with ratchet teeth
spaced apart correspondingly with ihe resistance coDtacts
of the switch apparatus. A rotating handle is seated on the
hub and engages therewith by one or more yielding
pawls,

659,828. System of Electrical Distribution. Edwin
W. Rice, Jr., Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to
the General Electric company of New York.
Application filed August 16, 1899.

This sv3(em conibines a multiphase source of supply,
single-phase rotary converters fed from different phases
of the source, and direct-current mains fed by the roiary
converters.

659,882. Spool for Electromagnets, George L.
Weaver, Boston, Mass., assignor to Horace E.
Harriman, Georgetown, Mass. Application filed

April 30, 1900.

As an article: of manufacture, a spool for electromag-
nets is described comprising a barrel and liouds, one of
the heads having an external ann'ilar recess in its outer
end surrounding the end of the barrel extended through
the head, and prcbcnting an outwardly extended annular
flange. The recess is adapted to receive n reserve portion
of tnc inside wire wound upon the barrel, the flange

forming the side wall of the recess, and a removable cap
is centrally aperiured to receive the end of the barrel and
adapted to rest on the external wall to cover and protect
the reserve portion of the wire in the recess.

659)891- Adjusting Device for Vacuum Tubes.
Thomas B. Kinraide, Boston, Mass. Apphca-
tion filed December 26, 1899.

The invention relates to a vacuum tube having an elec-
tric conductor, an electrode, connections between thfe con-
ductor aod th-? electrode including a device slidingly
mounted in the tube and normally retarded frictioaally
from movemeat. Means are cootained within the vacuum
tube for moving the sliding device and thereby adjusting
the electrode.

659:940- Telephone Switch. Alfred Stromberg, Chi-
cago, 111. Application filed June 13, 1900.

In a telephone switch is a bell-crank lever, provided
with a long arm having a hook for holding the receiver
and a short arm, while a roller is provided upon the free
end of the short arm. Cmtact springs are shown pro-
vided with sloping portions for eiigagement with the
roller, one of the contact springs being connected with
one side of the telephone line, while the other constitutes
a terminal of a transmitter circuit. Contacts are located
above the contact springs, one of the coniacts constituting
a terminal of the branch including the receiver, while the
other constitutes the remaining terminal of the trans-
mitter circuit, while a lower contact is adapted for engage-
ment with the contact spring wbii;h is connected with the
line when the spriog is depress^d through the agency of
the receiver. . The latter spring also engages the coolact
termiDdl of the receiver when elevated upon the removal
of the telephone receiver.

659,946. Electric Switch. George H. Whittingham,
Baltimore, Md. Application filed February 5,

1900.

An electric switch compirises a switch blade pivoted
loosely between the terminals, and a tappet pivo tally

mounted on the pivot pin of the blade and movable inde-
pendently of the blade, the tappet being provided with a
pin and a stud projecting above the pia. A spring-pressed
rod is pivotally and slidably mounted at one end on the
base plate and has a bifurcated head engaging the pin,
while a lever is pivotally mouuted on the base plate and
formed with an open frame in which the stud is located
and has movement.

659,958. Telephone System. William M. Davis,
Chicago, 111., assignor to the Stromberg-Carl-
son Telephone Manufacturing company, Chi-
cago, 111. Application filed June 28, 1900.

An interior telephone system is describpd wherein are
combined with a plurality of telephone lines extend'ng
between the stations of the systfin, a source of calling
current connected, or adapted for connection, with the
teltphone lines, line contacts connected with the telephone
lines and a signal at each station included between its

correspouding telephone line and one terminal of the
source of calling current. One terminal of each signal is

permanently connected with its correspcding line con-
tact, while a line-conneciing switch m- chanism is placed
at each station to enable each subscriber to connect his
station with another. A normally open key or switch is

included in a conductor uniting the Hoe-connecting ap-
paratus and the other terminal of the source of signaling
current.

Aachen, Germany.
22, 1898.

Application filed December
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659,959- Telephone-exchange System. William M.,
Davis, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Stromberg-
Carlson Telephone Manufacturing company,
Chicago, 111. Application filed June 28, 1900.

In this multiple-switchboard telephone -exchange sys-

tem, each line extends from a subscriber's station to a

plurality of sections of mul.iple switchboard, sides of the
telephone circuits being connected with tip contacts of jack-
swiiches. A commoo battery is included, having one ter-

minal also connected with the sides, and a cord cir-

cuit having sleeve and tip strands, ihe sleeve strands
being connected with the remaining t- rminal of ihe com-
mon battery. The jacks of the switchboard are provided
with electrically connected test thimbles or contacts
adapted for electrical connection w th the sleeve strand
through the agency of the inserted plugs. A telephone
key is adapted to include the operator's telephone set in

circuit between the tip strand and the terminal of the bat-
tery connected with the tip contacts of the jacks, the tip

strand being continuous to battery current between the
telephone key and the tip of the connecting plug, but dis-
continuous to the current between the telephone key and
the answering plug.

660,006. Shutter Adapted for Use in Apparatus for

Exhibiting or Viewing Animated Pictures. Eu-
gene L. Doyen, Paris, France. Apphcation
filed July 18, 1900.

In an apparatus of the character described, a pair of
pivoted shutters are adapted to alternately open and
close view openings. Means are provided for effecting
the alternate shifting movement of each of the shutters as
well as means for autoniatically returning the shutters to

their Initial position.

660,021. Electricity Meter. William M. Mordey
and Guy C. Fricker, London, England. Ap-
plication filed May 19, 1900.

An electric meter is described comprising a pivoted
armature and a coil or winding adapted lO be traversed by
the electric current, or a proportion thereof, to be meas-
ured The current d'rectly magnetizes and operates the
armature so as to tend to bring the axis thereof into the
same plane au the axis of the coil or winding. Moans are
proviood for mechanically imparting a suOicient auxiliary
impulse to the armature in each direction of ita stroke, or
throw, to carry it past the axial plane of the coil or
winding,

660,043. Electrical Furnace. Wilhelm Borchers,

The invention relates to an electric furnace, wherewith'
are combined a feed chute for the material. operated upon,
two electrodes adjustably arranged in the furnace to form-
an arc, one of the electrodes being disposed between the
feed chute and the other electrode, and gradually tapered-
to a point. Means are provided for feeding the material.
from the chute in a mass gradually decreasing in cross-
sectional area over and past the tapered electrode to-
Ihe arc.

660,045. Electrically Actuated Sawmill Set Works-
William M. Carroll, Beaumont, Texas. Appli-
cation filed May 12, 1900.
With sawmill set works, having a set shaft and means tO'

actuate the same, are included an eleciromagaetic clutch
having one member fast on the shaft and one member
loose thereon, means for magnetizing the clutch and thus
carrying the loose member therewith. The clutch may
also be demagnetized and the loose member may bemoved in one direction indepeodently of the set shaft when
the clutch is thus demagnetized. The movement of tbe
loose member may be arrested, and means are provided
to predetermine the extent of the rotary movement of the
loose inemoer,

660,047- Electric-lighting. System. Joseph I. Con"^-
lin. New York, N. Y. Application filed Mar(5i.
28, 1900.

_ ,

.'j

An electric-lighting system for railway cars is describeid
embracing a dynamo, storage battery and ;lamps, a "drive-
shaft connected with ihe dynamo, a governor operated By
the shaft, and three circuits, one connecting the storage
battery and lamps, another the dynamo and lamps, aniJ
the third the dynamo and storage batt'-ry. A manual
switch is included in the circuits and an automatic circuit-
closing switch independent of the governor and in con-
Junction with the minual switch controlling all three
circuits. A contact device is carried by the governor for
operating the independent circuit-closer.

660,054. Controlling Brake for Motors. Arthur C.
Eastwood, Ensley, Ala., assignor to the Electric
Controller and Supply company, Cleveland,
Ohio. Application filed May 14, 1900.

In a motor controller, two series of concentrically placed
resistance blocks are provided, and a contact arm having
four sets of fingers ihereon cons rucied, to beat on the
blocks. Two st-ries of brake blocks are placfd similarly
to tfie resistanw^ blocks in the pa"h of th- con-acc arm,-
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connected to the motor circuit and disconnected from th&
line, whereby the motor is mide to act as a series gener-
ator when running uudtr Its own momentum, thus retard-
ing the motion of the armature without using current from
the line.

660,057. Astatic Armature for Electric-supply Me-
ters. Sydney Evershed, London, England, as-
signor to himself and the Evershed & Vignoles.
Limited, London, England. Application filed

July 21, 1900.
In an electric-supply meter of the motor type, an astatic

armature is included, consisting of coils coupled in suc-
cession in the usual order and in the usual relative angu-
lar positions as regirds azimuth, hut having alternate coils
wound upon the upper and lower of two '"formers" upon
the motor axle. The coils on the upper former are so-
connected as to cause the current in them to flow in the op-
posite sense to that flowing in the lower coils.

660.065. Traction System. Frank J. Sprague, New
York, N. Y., assignor to the Sprague Electric
company of New Jersey. Application filed April
30, 1S98.

An electrical train system is described, embracing the
combination of translating devices and circuits there-
for in parallel relation with each oiher, and a governing
train line independent of the other circuits. In the gov-
erning train liue are relays connected in parallel circuit
with each other, and one or more operator's switches-
included therein for actuating the controllers. One or
more operator's switches or masier controllers are con-
nected to the train line, and separately actuated contacts
operated or controlled from tlie master controllers for re-
versiiiE the motors. Ind pendent means are also provided
for controlling the speed of the motors. (See cut.)

660.066. Method of Regulating Motors. Frank J.
Sprague, New York, N. Y., assignor to the
Sprague Electric company of New Jersey. Orig-
inal application filed April 30, 1898. Divided
and this application filed June 23, 1900.

The method is one of regulating and equalizing the oper-
ation of a number of motors in a system, each provided
with a controller, which method consists in varyijig the
operation of each of the controllers with the current in
the motor controlled tliereby. The m-tliod prevents any
motor of a system of motors connected in multiple from
consuming more than its due proportion of the energy de-
livered to the system. This is accomplished by checking
the operation of any controller when the current in the
motor controlled thereby exceeds n predetermined limit.
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Electrical Features of the Evening Star
Building at Washington.

During the last two or three years Cliicago con-

tractors have been quite active in securing contracts

for the construction of tall office buildings in the

East. This is true, not only in regard to general

contracts, but also in regard to the various divi-

sions of the work, and a great many of the large

eastern general contractors are in the habit of

receiving competing bids from Chicago firms on
their large work. As an example of this, the con-

FIG. I. EVENING STAR BUILDING AT WASHINGTON.

tract for the construction of the Evening Star build-

ing, Washington, D. C, was awarded to the George

A. Fuller company, which, in -turn, sublet a con-

tract for the electric wiring and switchboard to the

Chicago Edison company of this city.

The accompanying illustration (Fig. i) gives some
idea of the building, which is of fireproof construc-

tion" with an outside facing of white marble. The
clear, clean atmosphere of Washington is especially

adapted to such a building. Situated, as it is, at

the corner of Pennsylvania avenue and Eleventh

street, nearly opposite the new Postoffice building,

it is without doubt the most conspicuous office build-

ing in the city of Washington. The building has a

frontage of 55 feet on Pennsylvania avenue and ex-

tends along Eleventh street for 126 feet. It is nine

stories (130 feet) in height from the sidewalk to

the top.

The contract for the electric wiring included, not

only the wiring for electric lighting, but also power
wiring, wiring for bells and telephones, connections

from switchboard to a batter3% and a complete power
and lighting switchboard. The wiring throughout

the building is of braided Simplex caoutchouc wire,

drawn into lined iron-armored conduits, manufac-

tured by the Sprague Electric company.
The cut-out cabinets for each floor are built of

heavy sheet-steel, with cast electro-bronze doors

and facings. The conduits for the tap lines termi-

nate in these cut-out cabinets, and are firmly fast-

ened to the sides by lock nuts. Within the iron

cabinet is a marble cabinet on which are mounted
bus-bars, which connect through double-pole knife

switches and D. & W. enclosed fuses, to the various

tap-line circuits. These circuits are all numbered,

and on the inside of the cabinet door, under a glass

plate, is the name of every circuit, with its corre-

sponding number. Not only is the wiring for light

and power throughout the building run in iron-

armored conduit, but there are also conduits for

telephone and special-call wires, all of these con-

duits being installed so that the wires may be

withdrawn and new ones inserted at any time.

The basement, the first and mezzanine and the sev-

enth, eight and ninth floors are used by the Evening
Star company for the editorial, business and me-
chanical departments of its newspaper. The five

floors intervening between the mezzanine and the

seventh story are used for offices, which are rented

out to various tenants. As this building is a news-
paper building, and as all power for running th^

presses and supplying the light for lighting the

building is furnished by means of electricity, it be-

came of the utmost importance that this power
should be supplied without interruption. It is in-

teresting to know what special provisions were made
to secure that end.

In the first place, there is located in the base-

ment of the new building a generating plant (Fig.

2), consisting of three 50-kilowatt, iio-volt American
Ball dynamos, direct-connected to 12 by 12-inch

engines of the same make. These dynamos are

connected to a main switchboard by lead-covered

cables run in iron pipe.

In the second place, there is a storage battery

a few feet from the switchboard, beneath the side-

walk, manufactured by the Electric Storage Battery

company of Philadelphia. It consists of 62 cells

(type F, No. 17), with a rating of 160 amperes for

eight hours and 320 amperes for three hours. The
battery is charged through a booster having a ca-

pacity of 200 amperes at 40 volts. This booster

is driven by a direct-connected Eddy motor.

Thirdly, the switchboard has been so arranged

that connection from the street circuits can be made
to the lighting and power bus-bars, in case of a

failure of either of the above-named sources of sup-

ply.

Another source'of supply is a large and complete

isolated lighting plant in the basement of the Ral-

eigh Hotel, which is located on the opposite corner

of the block, facing Pennsylvania avenue. From
the main switchboard of this Raleigh Hotel plant

a set of 7oo,oco-circular-mir cables is run to the

engine room, and the other switchboard, the press-

room switchboard, an elevation of which is shown
in Fig. 4, is located in the pressroom in the base-

ment of the Evening Star annex.

As can be seen from the illustration, the main
switchboard, located in the engine room, is one
of the finest of its kind in the country. It has seven
panels, two feet in width by six feet in height by
1V2 inches thick, of white Italian marble, mounted
on an angle-iron frame, the whole surrounded by
a heavy ornamental border finished in electro-

bronze. This border is of very handsome design,

and in the center at the top is a large eight-day

cloclc. At each end of the board are heavy grille

doors, providing easy access to the back of the

switchboard. The top and rear of the board is pro-

vided with a cover of sheet-steel, to guard against

dirt or injury. This sheet-steel is drilled and the

iron conduits are brought through and fastened on
each side by means of lock nuts, with approved
hard-rubber bushings. At the rear of the SMiJtch-

board there are four sets of bus-bars. There is

a power bus and a hghting bus for use of current

from the main plant, also power and lighting buses

for the use of current from outside supply.

The center studs of all switches for light and
power feeders are connected by copper bus-bars to

a marble slab at the top and rear of the main switch-

board, on which slab are placed the cut-outs, with

D. "& W. cartridge fuses protecting the various

feeders.

Referring to the illustration of the main switch-

board (Fig. 3), the first panel to the left is the

battery-discharge panel. It is provided with a 10-

point, 500-ampere end-cell switch, a 500-ampere

Cutter circuit-breaker, a 500-ampere, double-pole,

double-throw switch and a differential Weston cen-

tral-station ammeter, reading from to 1,200 am-
peres in one direction and to 300 amperes in the

other.

The second panel is the batter3'-charging panel.

FIG. 2. ELECTRICAL FEATURES OF THE

power switchboard in the annex to the Evening

Star building, where the main presses are now

located.

In the fifth place, there is a connection from this

power switchboard to a belted dynamo located in

the Evening Star annex building.

In order to understand fully this arrangement,

which provides five different sources of current sup-

ply, it will be necessary to give a somewhat detailed

description of the two switchboards. The main

switchboard, shown in Fig. 3, is located in the new

EVENING STAR BUILDING.—ENGINE ROOM.

and is provided with the following-named instru-

ments: A 200-ampere, lo-point end-cell switch, used

in charging, a rhestat for booster, a 200-ampere,

double-pole, double-throw switch, a 50-ampere

double-pole, double-throw switch for booster motor,

a 150-ampcre. double-pole, over and under-load Cut-

ter circuit-breaker, a six-point voltmeter switch, a

Wagner illuminatcd-dial voltmeter, reading from o

to 175 volts, and a Wagner illuminated-dial ammeter,

reading from o to 200 amperes.

The next two panels are the generator panels, and
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are provided with three Wagner illuminated-dial

ammeters, reading from o to 750 amperes, three

Wagner iUuminated-dial voltmeters, reading from

o to 150 volts, three triple-pole, 500-ampere dynamo
switches, three 35-ampere, double-pole, double-

throw field switches, three field rheostats, and three

single-throw, single-pole switches for short-circuit-

ing the series winding on the compound-wound ma-

chines, in order that the machines may be trans-

formed to shunt machines when running in multiple

with the battery. There is one pilot light provided

for each dynamo, directly in front of the operator,

and so connected that should the polarity of the

dynamo be reversed the operator will be notified

of it by the fact that the lamp will not come up to

normal candlepower.

The remaining three panels are the power and

lighting feeder panels, and contain, besides the

power and lighting wattmeters, the various switches

for the different feeders. These latter include the

switches controlling four yoo.OOo-circular-mil cables

which run over into the next building, called the

annex, in the basement of which are located the

four main printing presses.

In this main pressroom is a second switchboard,

a diagram of which is shown in Fig. 4. On the left-

hand panel are mounted four double-throw. 300-

ampere switches, controlling the leads to the four

presses. On the right-hand panel are two 600-

ampere switches, which control the leads from the

main Evening Star switchboard over to this switch-

board. The bus-bar connections are shown by the

heavy broken lines.

There is one 500-ampere switch controlhng the

lead from the belted dynamo in the annex building,

one 1,200-ampere, double-pole switch, controlling

the lead from the Raleigh Hotel, and one 1,200-

ampere, double-pole switch, used as a tie switch

connecting the leads from the Raleigh Hotel and

from the Evening Star switchboard together. By
this arrangement the Evening Star dynamos can

supply current for any one or more of the press-

room, motors, or, in case of a complete breakdown
of the Evening Star plant, by throwing in the tie

switch, the Raleigh Hotel can supply, not only cur-

rent for the motors, but also feed back to the main
lighting switchboard; and, conversely, by throwing

in the main tie switch and at the same lime throwing

in another 1,200-ampere switch at the Raleigh Hotel

switchboard, the Raleigh Hotel can secure current

from the Evening Star building.

At the top of the panel is a Weston differential

voltmeter, reading to 1.200 amperes in each direc-

tion, and as this ammeter is connected in the main
circuit, the operator in the pressroom can see at

a glance the amount of current which is being fed

to the Raleigh Hotel or taken from the hotel plant.

This system has been in operation now for about

eight months and has worked thus far with perfect

satisfaction.

As all the power throughout the building is fur-

nished by means of electricity, the various machines

are. of course, all run by motors. In Fig. 5 may
be seen some of the type-casting or linotype ma-
chines On the eighth floor. These are run by direct-

connected Sprague motors, and the wiring for these
'^ machines is carried in iron-armored conduit from

the cut-out cabinet on that floor. There are also a

number of other motors on this floor used in running
matrix machinery, saws, lathes, etc. Each of the

linotype machines is connected with an electrical

indicator in a nearby machinist's room, so. that wlien

the services of an expert are needed in the care of a

machine, the man may be summoned by pushing

a button on the frame of the machine.

In the basement there is a 20-horsepower Westing-
house motor, connected to a pneumatic-tube blower.

^^^
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FIG. 4. ELECTRICAL FEATURES OF THE EVENING STAR
BUILDING ^DIAGRAM OF PRESS-ROOM SWITCHBOARD.

a three-horsepower Sprague motor, with automatic

controller, directly connected to a house pump,
two four-horsepower Sprague motors, directly con-

nected to Sturtevant fans, and two 25 and one 30-

horsepower Sprague motors, used for the two pas-

senger and one freight elevator. The presses in

the annex are driven by four 35-horsepower motors.

A special feeder is run from the basement to the

FIG. 5. ELECTRICAL FEATURES OF THE EVENING STAR
BUILDING.—ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN LINOTYPE

MACHINES.

roof of the building in iron-armored conduit, to

be used for decorative lighting or for searchlight.

In short, the wiring provides for a total capacity

of about 1,600 i6-candlepower lights and 300 horse-

power in motors.

As can be seen from the foregoing, the problem
of this plant was not only to provide current from
five different sources, but also to distribute the

supply in a safe and economical manner. The
architects and owners have expressed themselves as

well satisfied with the way in which the Chicago
Edison company has secured this desirable result.

i

Power Plant at Georgetown, Colo.

The formal opening of the light and power plant

of the United Light and Power company of George-
town, Colo., took place recently. The station is one
of unusual interest, as it will supply power for

operating mines, and as many obstacles were en-

countered in the installation. The power house is

a well-built structure and has just been completed,

as the old station was outgrown. The plant is

constructed to be operated either by waterpower,

derived from Clear Creek, or by steam. For about

eight months in the year sufficient water is avail-

able, and will be used. Besides furnishing power
for the mines, the plant will supply illumination for

the towns of Georgetown and Silver Plume.

The watervvhcel equipment was furnished by Daniel

Nug" of Denver. During more than half the year

I.coo horsepower will be available. The boilers are

of the Babcock ^ Wilcox type. All the engines will

be of 500 horsepower, compound and non-condens-
ing. The electrical equipment throughout was fur-

nished by the General Electric company. At pres-

ent there are installed two three-phase, 2,300-volt

generators. A step-up transformer raises the volt-

age to 10.000 volts, and at this potential current is

transmitted to the mines, where a step-down trans-

former is located. The transformers are of the oil-

cooled type.

The principal mine to which power is carried is

the Lamartine. The line wires are No. 4 B. & S..

and the construction was expensive and attended

with dilHculty. The cost was over $1,000 a mile, and

the distance is about six miles. The line is pro-

tected from lightning by two strands of galvanized

wire and one of barbed wire. The terminals are

equipped with General Electric lightning arresters.

The power is used for general mining purposes.

It is expected that the plant will be increased wilhin

a year by the installation of a 25p-kilowatt and a 150-

kilowatt generator.

At the time the plant was started Mr. F. E. Him-
rod of New York city, owner of the Lamartine
mine, closed the switch that set the machinery in

motion. Mr. C. L. Noon, manager of the United

i^ight and Power company, superintended the entire

installation at Georgetown and at the Lamartine
mine. Mr. Thomas B. Whittcd, district engineer

of the General Electric company, had general charge

of the work.

FIG. 3. ELECTRICAL FEATURES Of THE EVENING STAR BUILDING.—MAIN SWITCHBOARD.

The Wabash (Ind.) River Traction company has
filed its bond for the sum of $10,000 to begin con-
struction work on the intcrurban line from Wabash
to Peru. F. C. Boyd is interested in the line.
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Electric Elevators for Safe and Eco-
nomical Operation at High Speed.'

By Hayward Cochrane.

Part I.

The design of controlling apparatus for slow or
medium-speed, direct-current electric elevators has
been a comparatively simple matter; the demands
tor high-speed elevator service have, however,
brought up some interesting and difficult prob-
lems. The usual requirements of an electric-ele-

vator controller may be stated bneHy: That the
full speed of car shall be attained in from five to
eight seconds' time, depending on load and rated
speed uf elevator; that in attaining speed the accel-

eration shall be smooth and gradual, so that no
jerk or jump will be felt on the car; that the rush
of current in starting the car shall be as snialj as

possible, consistent with the rate of acceleration,

and its rise from initial rush to maximum value

be steady and gradual, so as to cause little drop
of voltage, and thus allow the machine to be run
on incandescent-lighting circuits; that the controller

be so constructed as to operate easily with either

cable, or lever device; that the speed be variable

from minimum to maximum, at the will of the

operator, and that the design of contacts and con-
nections be such as to obtain a minimum of spark-

ing, with a long life of the contacts.

With worm-geared winding machines experience
has shown that, with a gearing of low ratio and high
efficiency, there is a tendency for the load to drive

the motor as a generator under certain conditions.

With winding-drum elevators it has been good prac-

tice to have the counterweight heavier than the car

by an amount equal to about half the load to be
lifted at full capacity, depending on the circumstances
in any given case. If the gearing is highly effi-

cient, the counterweight may drive the motor as

a generator when the car is going up, with little

or no load. Or, if the car is descending with a

load sufficiently large to overbalance the counter-
weight, the same thing may occur. With a winding-
drum machine it seems to be necessary to employ
a worm gearing, with teeth of steep angle, and
low ratio, to get a very high car speed, without
employing an abnormally large diameter of drum
or very high motor speed, and the steep angle of

teeth and low ratio gives a higher efficiency than
a more acute angle and higher ratio.

Assuming that a gear wheel has g6 teeth, with 1.25

inches' circumferential pitch, then the pitch circum-
ference will be 120 inches, or 10 feet. In Fi-g. i (M),
(G). (D). (,C), (W) and (W) represent respectively

ihe motor, gearing, drum, car and counterweights
of an ordinary winding-drum elevator outfit. If

the v;orm is single-threaded, as indicated by end
view of (G). with a pitch of 1.25 inches, it will

have to revolve once to move the worm-wheel cir-

cumference one tooth, or 1.25 inches, and 96 times
to give the wheel one complete revolution. If the

motor runs Soo revolutions per minute at highest

speed, the worm wheel will revolve 800 divided by
96, or 8.333 times. With a drum diameter of four

feet, or circumference of about 12.75 feet, the car

speed will be S.333 multiplied by 12.75 feet, or about
106.25 feet a minute, which is too slow for passen-

ger service. A larger diameter of drum would
give greater speed, but would increase the pressure

between gear teeth. Any lost motion or back lash

between gear teeth wonld also be disagreeably mag-
nified in a jumping or jerking of the car in stopping,

because the radius of the drum would be greater
than that of the gear wdieel. It is desirable, there-

fore, to use a reasonably small drum. To do this, a

double-threaded worm, having a steeper angle
of teeth, may be employed, which, in revolving
once, will move the worm wheel two teeth, or 2.5

inches-

With 800 revolutions per minute of the worm, the

wheel will revolve 800 divided by 48, or, approxi-
mately, 16-66 times. With a drum of 12.75 feet

circumference, the car speed will be 16.66 multi-

plied by 12.75 feet, or about 212.4 feet a minute..

By employing a worm of three threads, in a similar

way, a car speed of about 318 feet may be obtained
with the same worm speed and drum, but the angle
of gear teeth is more obtuse. With a four-threaded
worm and the above worm, speed and diameter
of drum, a car speed of about 425 feet a miniTte

may be obtained. It is assumed in the above that

the worm shaft and worm-wheel shaft are at right

angles with each other. The same diameter of drum
and same worm speed may be used in connection
with a smaller diameter of worm wheel to get higher
car speeds.

One of the first things to be attained in elevator
service is safety of operation, which should not be
sacrificed for any other object. Efficiency of opera-
tion is to be desired in any machine, and should be
made as high in an elevator machine as possible
consistent v/ith safety of operation. If a compound
motor is used with a gearing of low ratio and high
efficiency, there may be times when the motor will

be driven by its load sufficiently to generate quite

a large current. If the series winding of the motor
in such a case happens to be cut out of circuit, the
armature will simply have to generate its electro-

motive force in the strength of field given by the
shunt winding. If the series winding happens to

be partly or wholly in circuit while the load drives

the armature, there may be a balanced cond''ion. so

that no effective current will flow in the series coils
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in either direction, or tlie current in the series wind-
ing may be reversed in direction and will, in such
a case, act to weaken the field given by the shunt
winding, the result being that there is an increas-
ing speed on account of the field exerting a less
torque on the armature. That is, the power to
drive the motor is able to drive it at a gradually
increasing speed, since the dynamic braking effect
of the magnets is gradually decreasing. This speed
is practically equivalent to a runaway in some
cases, so far as the operation of the car is concerned,
and becomes both undesirable and dangerous, es-
pecially if the elevator mechanism is already de-
signed for a high normal speed. It is therefore
desirable to have the controller so designed that it

will automatically prevent this weakening of the
field, irrespective of the running position of the
operating device whenever the load may drive the
motor. It is also desirable to be able to slow up
the speed of the car when descending with a heavy
load, or to run at varying speeds at will, according
to the position of the operating device, no matter
what the size of the load is.

By means of an automatic commutating device,
working in connection with a compound elevator mo-
tor controller, these advantages may be obtained.
The series W'inding of the field may be made to work
accumulatively in starting the motor, so as to give
a relatively large torque, with a minimum rush
current. It may be partly or wholly removed from
circuit, at the will of the operator, so as to give
varying car speeds. In cases where the load is of
such an amount as to cause no flow of current in

the series circuit after reaching full speed, the series
winding may be kept out of action. If the load is

such as to drive the motor and generate a current
in the series circuit, the connections of the series
windings may be reversed, so that this current,
which would otherwise tend to neutralize the effect

of the shunt field windings, may act accumulatively
with the shunt windings to strengthen the field.

This causes the load to drive the armature at a
slower speed than it would have if the shunt wind-
ings alone were in action. The heavier the load,
therefore, the larger the reverse current in series

coils, the stronger the field and the slower the speed
of the elevator. As soon as the operating device is

brought to the central or "off position, the normal
starting conditions will automatically be resumed.

It will be seen, therefore, that if the car is de-
scending with a heavy load, it will run at highest
speed when the operating device is thrown to the
full "on" position, because the series coils will be
short-circuited by the automatic movement of the
controller plate (a), as shown in Fig. 2, plates (b)

and (a) being arranged to short-circuit automatic-
ally the terminals (O), (O'), (0=), etc., and (R),

2^3

of a reversing switch, an automatic starting switch
and an automatic series-coil commutating device
connected up with a compound motor. The line
terminals are represented by (2) and (3) ; (M), (M'),
(M°), etc., represent the reversing switch; (a), (b),
(R), (R') (R=), (R'), (O), (0>), etc.. the automatic
starting switch; (C), (1), (1"), (F), etc.. the auto-
matic series-coil commutating device, and (e), (e').

(e"), (e"), (e'), the motor. (M=) and (M"). (M') and
(M') represent the movable plates of the switch
which connect the terminals (M) and fM'), re-
spectively to the shunt fifld and armature terminals.

m m+
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FIG. 1. HIGH-SPEED ELECTRIC ELEVATORS.—WI^DING-
DRUM MECHANISM.

(b) and (a) represent contact plates, insulated from
each other electrically, but connected rigidly to-

gether mechanically.
When starting the motor the plate (b) moves as

indicated by arrow (X), so as to short-circuit step
by step the terminals (O), (.O'), etc., and as soon
as this is done, the plate (a) begins to short-circuit
step by step the terminals (R), (R'), etc., provided
the reversing switch is thrown to full "on" position.
This action is regulated in speed by a dash-pot.
The terminals (O), (O')- etc., represent an armature
rheostat, and (R), (R'), etc., the terminals of the
series winding upon the motor, il), {V} and (1")

represent contact plates fastened upon the insulat-

ing form (C). (_r), (1""), (1^) and {l") are terminals
connected respectively to terminals (R), (R'), (R"),

(R"'); (t) and (t') are solenoids or magnets, for con-
trolling the movement of the form (C), (t'J being
fixed in position, while (t) is connected to form (C),

and with it is free to move within limits.

At times, when the load upon the elevators is

not such as .to generate a current in the series

circuit, the form (C) will have the position shown
in Fig. 2. This is because the connections
of the coils (t') and (t) are such that the magnetism

set up in (t) opposes that set up in (t^), and
if no current is flowing in (t) in either di-

rection, it will neither be attracted nor repelled

by coil (t'). If the load drives the motor so
as to generate a current in the series circuit.

the coil (t) will be attracted toward coil (t'),

against the action of a spring (k). The move-
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FIG. 2. HIGH-SPEED ELECTRIC ELEVATORS.—REVERSING,

STARTING AND COMMUTATING DEVICES FOR COM-
POUND MOTOR.

(R'). (R"). etc., gradually when starting. If the op-

erating device is not thrown to full "on," part or

all of the series winding may be in circuit, accord-

ing to its position; then if the load is such as to

generate a reverse current in the series coils, the

automatic commutating device represented by (C).

(1), (1'), (1"). will act to strengthen the motor field

according to the number of sections of series coils

in circuit, and thus regulate the car speed. If. for

any reason, the controller proper does not auto-

matically cut the series coils out of circuit at the

full "on" position, the automatic commutating de-

vice will act to strengthen the field to the greatest

amount, so that the car will run at a low speed.

It will be seen that, whether the car is carrying

a full load or less, it will be possible to get partial

speed by a partial movement of the operating de-

vice toward the "on" position. This is a desirable

thing to accomplish, and is hereby done in a com-
paratively simple manner.

Fig. 2 shows diagrammatically the arrangement

ment of plates (1), (1'), (1-), in
the direction indicated by the
arrow (W), tends gradually to
short-circuit terminals (r'),'(r),

(r) and (r), of the series coils,
and then to reinsert them into
the circuit with reversed con-
nections, section by section,

'f provided the generated current
is strong enough. The strength
of the generated current will
determine the position of the
commutating device, therefore.
The fixed solenoid or magnet
(t') is connected in series with
the shunt-field coils of the mo-
tor, so that it is practically of
uniform strength under all con-
ditions of running. The move-
able solenoid or magnet (t) is

connected between terminal (2) and plate (1), so as

to be in series with the motor and whole con-
trolling outfit.

In the starting position, as shown, the circuits

are as follows: Going from (2), the circuit leads
through (t) to (1), out at (P) to (R"j, into coils

(e=), (e') and (e). out at (R), to (1") into (V) to (M).
If (MO and (M'), (M') and (M') are thrown in di-

rection of the arrow (Z). one path will be through
(M'"} to solenoid (f), through (e"), and back to

(M"), plate (M'). plate (M'). terminal (M') to (3").

The other path will be through (M'") from (M*), to

(e'), thence to (O), (O'). (O'), etc.. and back to

(M"), plate (M''), plate (M*). terminal (M'), to (3).

It will thus be plain that the current through (t)

will be either in one direction or the other, accord-
ing as the motor is working as a motor or as a
dynamo. The movement of the reversing switch
in either direction from the central or "off" posi-
tion allows the starting switch plates fb) and (a) to

short-circuit sections of resistance and series field
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coils, respectively, the rate of cutting out being
regulated by a dash-pot. The return of the revers-

ing switch to the central or "off" position brings
the starting switch plates (b) and (a) positively back
to their initial position. The shutting off of current
allows the spring (k) to act upon the form (C), re-

turning it with the solenoid (.t) to the initial posi-

tion, the tension of the spring being adjusted to

perform this duty only. The operator of the car

can, therefore, control the speed with heavy loads

with equal ease and safety, whether ascending or
descending, simply by moving the controlling device,

partially or wholly, toward the "on" position.

Fig. 3 shows, in connection with the above gen-
eral arrangement, an electrical method of control.

The operating shaft (S), which we assume operated
the reversing switch (M), instead of being connected
by cables to a lever or mechanical controlling de-

with plates (h^) and (h"). Then the arm (h"') comes
into contact with plates (h") and (h'). Assuming
that (2) and (3) represent line terminals, the circuit

will be from (2) by conductor (4) to (h^), through
fh") to (h**), thence by conductor (10), through re-

sistance (11=^), to brush (f), then to (f), terminal

(p), solenoid (f^), terminal (p^), brush (f^), con-
ductor (7) to plate (h'), thence by arm (h"; to plate

(h""), and by conductor (5) back to (3).

If the arms (h"), (h^ are rotated clockwise till the

arm (h") comes into contact with plates (h") and
(h'**), then the arm (h") comes into contact with
plates (h") and (h^- The circuit will then be from
(2) through conductor to (b"). through arm (h") to

plate (h'"), then to (h") and conductor (10), through
resistance (ii'^), to brush (f), by terminal (p")

through solenoid (f) to terminal (p"), brush (f'"),

through conductor (6) to plate (h"), across arm

HIGH-SPEED ELECTRIC ELEV.4T0RS. ELECTRICAL METHOD OF CONTROL.

vice, has keyed upon it the lever (n). To the lever

(n), by means of links (0 and (f), are attached the

cores (f) and (f) of two solenoids (f) and (f^).

These are so set that if core (f) is drawn into

solenoid [i*), the shaft (S) will be rocked so as to

throw the reversing switch _(M) in one direction,

while if core (f*) is drawn into solenoid (f), the

reversing switch (M) will be thrown in the opposite

direction.

The solenoids (f") and (f) are wound in sections

which are connected to terminals or contact plates

(P), (Fi), (P'), (P\), (P=), (P'l) and (p'), (p'l). The

terminals (p), (pi) and (p'), (p'l) are arranged in a

line, while (p"), (p"i) and (p°), (p'j) are set in an-

other line, as indicated in the figure. Between the

two lines is a cross-head (f), carrying insulated

plates at each side, upon which are fastened contact

plates or brushes (f), (f) and (f), (f"), (f), to

bear upon terminals (p) (pi ), (f) upon (p'), (p'l ),

(P) upon (p"), (p\), and (f'°) upon (p'),(p°i), etc.

To the cross-head (f), by means of link (f"), is at-

tached a line of solenoid cores (g), (g'), (g^), in-

sulated magnetically by pieces (I') (I').

Arranged to act upon the cores (g), (g"), (g^), are

solenoids (g"), (g'), (g'). set so that when brushes
(f*) and (f") are set upon the lower indicated ter-

minals (p') and (p''), respectively, the core (g) will

be in position to be easily drawn into solenoid (g*).

When core (g) is drawn into solenoid (g'), then
will core (g') be ready to be drawn into solenoid
(g'). When core (g') is drawn into solenoid (g'),

then will core (g') be ready to be drawn into solenoid

When core (g) is drawn into the solenoid (g^),

then will the cross-head (f) carry the brushes (f).

(f) and (f"), (f*)^ to a set of the terminals (pj), (p'l),

(p'i)f (p'l). one step away from the position indi-

cated in the figure. This movemenc will cause a
shifting of the magnetic field of the solenoid (f^)

between the brushes (f) and (P), also a shifting of

the magnetic field of the solenoid (f*) between the
brushes (i") and (V).
The controlling switch (h), located in the car, is

.so designed and connected to solenoids (f*) and (P),

(if), (&*) Jin^l (g'O that either solenoid (f*) or (f°)

may be energized through a resistance (11"), or any
solenoid (g"), Cg'), or (g*^). at will, according to which
way and how far the switch arm (h), fh''), (h") is

thrown from the centra] or "ofT" position. Suppose
the switch arms fh^), (h*), which are insulated elec-

trically, but joined mechanically, to be rotated
counter clockwise on the pivot (W), by means of

the handle di), till the arm (h^) comes into contact

(Ir) to plate (h"), and by conductor (5) back to (3).

If the arm (h") is moved into contact with plate

(h'"'), then will the circuit be through solenoid (g^),

instead of resistance (11^), into solenoid (f). If the

arm (h') is moved into contact with plate (h"), the

circuit will be through solenoid (g"'), instead of

resistance (11"), but into solenoid (fO, instead of

solenoid (f^). If the arm (h") is moved into contact

with either plate (h'") or (h"), the circuit will be
through solenoid (g'), into either solenoid (f^) or

(f*"), respectively. If the arm (h") is moved into

contact with either plate (h'') or (h'^), the circuit

will be through solenoid (g^*), into either solenoid

(f") or (f*), respectively.

By increasing the number of terminals of the
solenoids (f) or (f), together with the number of

solenoids (g^), (g*), (g^) and the number of the plates

of the controlling switch (h) a greater num-
ber of speeds between the lowest and highest
limits can be obtained. The resistance (11^) is prac-

tically equal to the resistance of any solenoid coil

^g"). (g'*). or (g°). The strength of solenoids

is'), is*) arid ia") is only that required to move
the cross-head (f") in the direction of the arrow
(H) against a spring (J), the spring being used to

return the cross-head to its initial position, as shown,
when the solenoids (g^), (g'') and (g"^) lose their

magnetism.
The operating shaft (S) of the elevator-machine

controller is brought to the central or "ofT" posi-

tion by the spring (a"), acting through lever (n)

and roller (a^), and the links (a"), (a"), whenever the
solenoids (f^') and (f"") lose their magnetism.

If a brake is used which is released magnetically
and applied mechanically, the solenoid or magnet
may be connected between the brush terminal (f)

en the cross-head (f), and the plates (h'**), (h'"). on
the car switch (h). It is simpler and more econom-
ical in the consumption of current, however, to use
a brake, which is operated mechanically from shaft

(S). The power required to operate the brake is

thus offset or balanced in large measure by the power
required to operate the starting switch of the con-
troller in case the starting switch is controlled by
the cam and roller method.
The shifting of the magnetic field in either solen-

oid (f) or (f*) by the movement of cross-head (f")

therefore determines the position of the cores (f")

and fp). Thus the controller shaft (*S) is operated
at will for cither direction of running, by means
of one or the other of the two solenoid.5 (D and
(V). through the same set of solenoids (g''). (gO and
(g''). This arrangement allows of ample speed vari-
ation, while it requires no pilot motor, and the
changes in speed arc effected by the use of a very
small number of electromagnets. With this method

of electrical control, there is only one large solenoid
(f*) or (f^), together with one small solenoid (g^),

(g*) or (g") in circuit at any one position for run-
ning. This means a small consumption of energy
for the controlling device, the amount being very
little more than that taken by the solenoid of an
ordinary magnetically released elevator brake. Most
other devices for electrical control consume energy
in a brake solenoid in addition to that used for
operating the controller or starting switches. A con-
trolling method which employs a starting resist-

ance in the armature circuit, together with a com-
mutated series field winding on the motor, when
arranged with the right proportions of each, gives
probably the best all-around running economy and
efficiency of service.

[To be co7iclnded yiext zoeeh.'\

Storage-battery Plant of the Kansas
City Electric Light Company.

When the reconstruction of the plant of the Kan-
sas City Electric Light company, now in progress

under the direction of Mr. R. E. Richardson, is

completed, the old Edison station at 604 Wall street

will be a rotary-converter and storage-battery sub-
station. The storage battery and a new marble
switchboard are now installed, and this part of

the plant is worthy of attention, as it is the latest

and one of the largest storage-battery installations

west of the Mississippi River. The cells were made,
placed in position and connected up by the Helios-

Upton company of Philadelphia and Chicago, and
this fact adds interest to the plant, as the equipment
constitutes the first large stationary battery to be
installed by this company.
The general appearance of the battery room is

shown in Fig. 2. This room is on the second floor

of the building and is 75 feet square. The cells are
arranged in two series of 70 cells each, and each
cell contains 20 positive and 21 negative plates, each
nine inches wide and \^k inches high. The old

floor of the battery room is of iron and concrete

construction. On top of this was laid a covering
of sand and cement, two inches thick at the sides

and arranged to slope from all sides to the center,

where a drain connects to the sewer in the street.

Over this sand and cement there is a layer of sheet-

lead, three-sixteenths inch thick, and weighing 12

pounds to the square foot. This is turned up at

the sides, making a leaden pan 75 feet square and
one foot deep.

The battery is capable of discharging 2,000 am-

ple. I. STORAGE- BATTERY PLANT OF THE KANSAS CITY
ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY — END-CELL SWITCHES

AND SWITCHBOARD.

peres at a 400-ampere rate for five hours. In one
hour it can discharge Soo amperes. It is charged

by a set of Edison bipolar dynamos at a rate of

300 amperes at 175 volts. These dynamos are so

connected that they may be thrown either on the

outgoing feeders or on the battery, as occasion may
require. The battery is used to take the peak of

(he load on this station and has already demon-
strated its usefulness in this service.

In Fig. I are shown the new switchboard and

two of the vertically disposed end-cell switches,

The end-cell switches were especially designed for

this plant by Thomas Spencer, general superin-

tendent of the Helios-Upton company. There are

two sets, one for each series of cells, and each set

consists of duplicate switches arranged for hand
regulation or automatic motor operation. Each
scries of cells is controlled through 20 end cells,
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and each end-cell switch is arranged to provide

for 30 cells. All battery connections are made with

heavy lead-covered copper bars, three-eighths by
two inches in section. The end-cell switches are

connected to the main switchboard by 1,000,000-

circular-mil cables, and the cable leads to the out-

going circuits are of the same size.

Vermont marble is used for the switchboard,

which is seven feet eight inches high, six feet wide
and 2^/2 inches thick. The instruments are of the

AVeston illuminated-dial pattern. There are four

ammeters, with a charge and discharge range of o to

1,000 amperes. Two voltmeters read up to 150

volts, and two others range from to 5 volts for

The Imperial Physico-technical Insti-
tution in Charlottenburg,^

By Henry S. Carhart.

I. Historical.

Through the courtesy of Professor Kohlrausch,
president of the Reichsanstalt, and the Curatorium
or governing body of the institution, the writer
was accorded the privilege of vvorking in the Physi-
kalisch-technische Reichsanstalt as a scientific guest
during the last few months of 1S99. An unusual
opportunity was thus afforded of learning rather
intimately the methods employed and the results
accomplished in this famous institution for the con-
duct of physical research, the supply of standards.

FIG. 2. storage-battery PLANT OF THE KANSAS CITY ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY.

measuring the potential of end cells. Switches for

controlling the motors of the end-cell switches are

mounted on the board, and there are also an indi-

cator to show how many end cells are in service

and a sliding scale used in testing the voltage of

end cells.

The entire equipment is up-to-date and well con-

structed. It was installed under the direct super-

vision of George E. Brett of the Helios-Upton

company, and will be in charge of C. H. Tinkle-

paugh. superintendent of the station.

Permanent Automobile Exhibition in

Berlin.

American automobile manufacturers will be in-

terested to learn that there has been organized in

Berlin a permanent exhibition of automobiles, which
will offer exceptional facilities for the motor-vehicle

builders of all countries to bring their products
before the people of Germany under highly advan-
tageous conditions and at a minimum cost. The as-

sociation includes among its founders several prom-
inent capitalists and business men of Berlin, and its

purpose is not to make money, but to provide a

permanent, legitimate basis of encouragement to the

motor-vehicle industry in Germanj' and to auto-

mobilism as an adjunct of sport, business ?nd
recreation. The managers of this enterprise realize

fully that German manufacturers are as yet in some
important respects behind those of France and the

United States: they appreciate the advantages that

will result from bringing the leading motor vehicles

of all countries into practical, side-by-side compe-
tition, and they therefore offer to foreigners and
their machines precisely the same privileges and
condition; that are vouchsafed to those of their

own country.

The association is a limited stock company, en-
titled "Die Automobil Ausstellung." with offices at

No. 6 Dorotheen Strasse. and exhibition grounds
and driving school on Georgen Strasse, Berlin.

The space for permanent exhibits includes 1,200

square meters (12,902 square feet), with offices and
all the features of a well-arranged exposition. Floor
space will be rented to exhibitors at a uniform half-

3'early rate, this being the only expense involved.

An illustrated catalogue of all exhibits w'ill be issued
r.nd corrected .from time to time, so as to include

new articles received for display. The public will

be admitted gratis to all parts of the exhibition,

which will thus become a permanent, open, inter-

national business display of motor vehicles and
parts and materials pertaining thereto.

and the verification of instruments of precision for

scientific and technical purposes.
It is well known that the Reichsanstalt is situated

in Charlottenburg, a suburb of Berlin, just beyond
the renowned Thiergarten. The buildings occupy
an entire square, the larger part of which, valued
at 500,000 marks, was the gift of Dr. Werner Sie-

mens. In making this gift, which was offered in

land or money at the option of the government, Dr.
Siemens declared that he had in mind only the

object of serving his fatherland and of demonstrat-
ing his love for science, to which he avowed himself
entirely indebted for his rise in life. The gift was
made as a stimulus to the government to estabhsh
an institution for physical research. The kind of

institution desired had been amply described in

suitable memorials prepared by himself. Professor

von Helmholtz and others of scarcely less distinc-

tion. The first memorial bears date of June 16,

1883. It relates to "The Founding of an Institution

for the Experimental Promotion of Exact Natural
Philosophy and the Technical Arts of Precision."

It points out the need of such an institution, details

the benefits likely to accrue from it, laj'S great stress

on the intimate relation existing between scientific

investigations and their application in the useful

arts, and sets forth somewhat in detail a plan of

organization. The memorialists had in mind at

that time a "Physico-mechanical Institution," but

in a memorial of the following year (March 20,

18S4) the title was changed to the one which the

institution now bears
—"Physikalisch-technische

Reichsanstalt." From this second memorial it is

learned that the first steps toward the furtherance

of exact science and technical precision in an in-

stitution to be founded and maintained by the state

were taken as early as 1872. This movement had
the support of the crown prince, the late Emperor
Frederick, and the matter was taken in hand by
Count von Moltke as chairman of the Central Bu-
reau for Metrology in Prussia. He called together

a commission near the end of the year 1873. and
in the following January this commission reported

a series of propositions for the improvement of

the scientific, mechanic arts, and of instruments of

precision. These propositions formed the founda-

tion for a memorial on the same subject to the

Chamber of Delegates of the Prussian government
in 1876. The result was that appropriate rooms
were set aside in the new building of the Technical

High School in Charlottenburg for the organization

of an institution for the cultivation of the arts of

precision.

The general plan of the Reichsanstalt was adopted

I. Paper prpsenied at the raee-ingoE the American Institute of

Electrical Eneineers, New. York. September 26, 1900. Dr. Car-

hart is professor of physics and electrical engineerine in the

University of MicbigaD.

in 1887, and an appropriation of 868,254 marks was
made and spread over the budget for three years.
The main building for the first or scientific division
was completed in 1893. The second or technical
division was housed in a portion of the Technical
High School till the buildings for this division
were completed in 1897. All departments of activity

of the Reichsanstalt are now accommodated on the
square facing on March Strasse in Charlottenburg.
They include the division for pure scientific research,
mechanical measurements of precision, electrical

measurements and instruments, the measurement
of large direct and alternating currents an<i electro-

motive forces, the optical department, the depart-
ment of thermometry, the department of pyrometry
and the department of chemistry.
To these as auxiliaries should be added the power

plant and the workshop.

II. Organization.

The two divisions into which the Reichsanstalt
is divided correspond to the two paramount objects
which the founders had in view, viz., research in

pure science, and the cultivation of precision in the
technical applications of science. The same idea is

embodied in the very name of the institution—^The
Imperial Physico-technical Institution. If the sole
purpose of the Anstalt had been the promotion of
improvements in the mechanic arts, in engineering
and in instruments of precision, the first or scien-

tific division would still have been essential to se-

cure the ends sought. All the applications of sci-

ence rest on the foundation of pure scientific dis-

covery. The creation of new and improved methods
and instruments for physical measurements requires
the m-ost exhaustive and painstaking investigations
as a preliminary to a steady and confident advance.
The practical value of research in pure science is

no longer in question. The wise founders of the
Reichsanstalt made no mistake in coupling an in-

stitution for the promotion of technical precision
with one for the prosecution of research in physical
science.

The governing body or curatorium of the Reichs-
anstalt is appointed by the emperor. At its head is

Herr Weymann, imperial pri\'y counselor. The
function of the curatorium is the appointment of
the officials and the general management of the
institution. The chief officer of the Reichsanstalt
is the president, and the most distinguished physicist
of the realm is sought for this position. Helmholtz
was taken from the university in Berlin to become
the first incumbent of the office; after his death in

1894, his successor as professor of physics in the
university. Professor F. Kohlrausch, became his
successor aS president of the Reichsanstalt.

The president, who is at the same time director
of the first division, is held responsible for the
successful work of the Reichsanstalt. All other
officials are therefore subordinate to him. In his

absence the duties of his office devolve upon the
director of the technical division. Subordinate to
the director of this second division are the pro-
fessors, associates and assistants of various grades.
A professor in charge of a department has the direc-
tion of all those employed in it, including a skilled

departmental mechanician.
The specific duties of the president may be brief!}'-

enumerated. He must lay before the Curatorium
at its annual meeting the following:

1. A report on the work executed in both divi-

sions.

2. The plan of work for the undertakings to be
carried out the ensuing year.

3. Propositions relative to the money to be ex-
pended for scientific and technical work; also for

salaries and remunerations.
4. Propositions relative to the rank of permanent

associates and assistants; also relative to the be-
stowal of places to work in the .Reichsanstalt as

scientific guests.

He takes a vote on the propositions In (3) and
(4), and reports the conclusions of the Curatorium
to the government for approval. It is also the duty
of the president to sign vouchers for all payments,
and he is held responsible for the proper expendi-
ture of the money appropriated for the maintenance
of the institution.

The different functions of the two divisions com-
posing the institution are defined in rather broad
terms. It is the duty of the first division to carry
out physical investigations requiring more uninter-

rupted time on the part of the observer, and better

accessories in the way of instruments and local ap-

pliances, than private individuals and laboratories

of institutions for teaching as a rule can offer. These
investigations shall be carried out partly by officers

of the Anstalt and partly, under their oversight, by
scientific guests and voluntary workers. By sci-

entific guests in general are meant the holders of

scientific positions in the German empire, who wish
to prosecute scientific researches, the plan of which
they have submitted, and for which they have not
at home the necessary apphances. They must be
recommended by the state in which they reside and
must be accepted by the Curatorium.
Young men may be accepted as voluntary work-

ers who have proved their ability by scientific pub-
lications. They will undertake researches which
have been determined upon by the Curatorium or the
director, or they may investigate subjects which they
themselves suggest, and which appear to the director

to be practicable and worthy of execution. The
scientific results obtained must be published only

at the discretion of the authorities of the institution,
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who reserve also the right to publish them in the

lesearches of the Reichsanstalt. Provision is made
that voluntary workers shall not use the institution

for private ends nor to obtain patents.

The second division of the Reichsanstalt is placed

under a director, who is subject to the higher au-

thority of the president. Such a director was con-

sidered necessary on account of the special work
of this division, as well as because of the intimate

relations into which it is brought with many persons

engaged in industrial pursuits. He should, there-

fore, not only be a scientific man, but should at

the same time have some technical knowledge of the

applications of science. Under the director are

placed the permanent heads of the subdivisions of

the technical department, one having the oversight

of thermometry, one of optics, two of electricity

and one of mechanical measurements of precision.

' WER^:ER-SIEf.1E^

IMPERI.4L PHYSICO TECHNICAL INSTITUTION IN CHAR-

LOTTENBURG.

Along with these and of the same rank ?.nd com-

pensation is the director of the workshop. Under

him at present are eight mechanics, and the shop is

provided with the finest tools for the execution of

the most exact work required by the institution.

For example, it has a circular dividing engine that

cost $2,500. The founders of the Reichsanstalt fore-

saw the necessity of such mechanical aids for the

furtherance of the exact work to be undertaken.

They wisely concluded that such special construc-

tions and new tvpes of instruments as they niight

require from time to time could be more conveni-

ently and more cheaply built in their own shop than

by private instrument makers.

in. Cost and Maintenance.

[The author gives the official accounts of I'xpen-

ditures for the grounds, buildings, furniture- and

instruments for the two divisions, as well as the

yearly expenses. These detailed figures are here

omitted.]
The receipts for calibrating instruments, testmg

materials, verifying standards and the like now
amount to about 40,000 marks annually. This sum
should be deducted from the yearly expenditures,

leaving a net sum of about 30,000 marks.

In round numbers, the Reichsanstalt has cost

$1,000,000, and the annual appropriation for its main-

tenance is $75,000.

IV. Results.

A very pertinent inquiry is. What are the results

of all this expenditure? Might not more good be

accomplished by state aid to some existing technical

school or university? The results attained must be

set by the side of the objects which the founders

of the institution had in view in order to ascertain

whether the sequel has justified their predictions.

In the memorials, to which reference has already

been made. Professor von Helmholtz and Dr. Wer-
ner Siemens pointed out the advantages likely to

accrue to Germany from the maintenance of an

imperial institution for research, which should at

the same time assume the cognate function of fix-

ing and certifying standards of mechanical and

physical measurements. Attention was drawn to the

fact that other countries, notably England, had en-

joyed great renown in science because of the brilliant

researches and discoveries of some of her scientific

men. who had the good fortune to be possessedof
leisure and large private means, and the scientific

spirit to devote them to investigations demanding
both as a sine qua non.
These conditions, the memorialists declared, were

lacking in the fatherland. Pier scholars who had

the enthusiasm and the capacity for exact scientific

investigation possessed neither the private fortune

to devote to it. nor the uninterrupted lime for the

execution of the work. They were to be found

among the men engaged in teaching, but their

professional duties absorbed their time to such an

extent that onlv an inadequate residue remained:

and even that little was divided into fraciions too

small to admit of ihc sustained and cnnlinuous at-

tention which any important invesHention demands.
It was further pointed out that if the government

would supply the conditions favorable to scientific

discovery, the men could be found whose work
would refl'-ct crrcat credit on the stntf. whilr-thf^ in-

teraction between nure science and its applications

to arts and manufactures would put Germany in

the forefront of scientific renown and of the intelli-

gent apphcation of science to useful purposes.
It was further urged by von Helmholtz that the

brilliant investigations of Regnault and other French
physicists many years ago should now be repeated
with the superior methods and instrumental appli-

ances available at the present time. These investi-

gations drew t,he attention of the scientific world to

France and made it the focus of scientific interest.

Her instrument makers, even up to the present, have
reaped a rich reward in foreign orders for instru-

ments made eminently desirable and almost in-

dispensable by these distinguished French investi-

gators.

Others problems, too, needed solution, problems
forced to the front by modern requirements and
discoveries. The applications of electricity, for ex-
ample, present new questions for science to answer,
while the interests of the consumer at the same time
call for some form of control by the state of the
instruments employed in fulfilling contracts. The
very units in which such measurements are made
need to be authoritatively settled—a task demanding
the highest manipulative skill in experiment and
the most refined appliances which experience can
suggest and money purchase.
The German government admitted the force of

these considerations and made splendid provision,

both for pure science and its technical applications,

by founding the Imperial Institution at Charlolten-
burg. The results have already justified in a re-

markable manne'- all the expenditure of labor and
money. The renown in exact scientific measure-
ments formerly possessed by France and England
has now been largely traiisferred to Germany. For-
nierlv scientific workers in the United States looked
to England for exact standards, especially in the
department of electricity. Now they go to Germanv,
So completely has the work of the Reichsanstalt
justified the expectations of its founders, and so
.substantial are the products of this already famous
institution that other Eurooean nations are follow-

ing Germanv's example. Great Britain has already
made an initial appropriation for a National Physical
T.aboratory. to be organized on a plan similar to
that of her Teutonic neie'hbor, Mr. R. T. Glaze-
brook, who has long served as secretary of the
electrical standards committee of the British Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science, has been
nppointed director and has entered on his duties.

The new institution will absorb the old Kew Ob-
servatory, and other buildings will be added at

once for the extension of the functions of this ob-
servatorv. so as to include the larger enterprise
contemplated in the establishment of the new Na-
tional laboratory.

Russia, also, has a number of large and well-
equipped laboratories in connection with her Cen-

ous scientific and technical journals. During the
past year 30 such papers have been published. The
detailed accounts, however, of the most important
undertakings thus far completed are contained in

three quarto volumes of investigations. Among
those contained in the first two volumes may be
mentioned papers pertaining to thermometry and
to units of electrical resistance.

The investigations in thermometry comprise such
topics as the influence of gases on the indications
of the mercurial thermometer, division of the ther-
mometer and determination of the errors of division,

determination of the coefficient of outer and inner
pressure, determination of the mean apparent coeffi-

cient of expansion of mercury between 0° C. and
100° C. in Jena glass, and investigations relating to

the comparison of mercurial thermometers.
Four papers of exceptional value relate to normal

standards of electrical resistance. They are, the
probable value of the ohm according to measure-
ments made up to the present time, the determina-
tion of the caliber correction for electrical resistance
tubes, the normal mercury standard ohm. and the
normal wire standard ohm of the Reichsanstalt.
When one recalls that the ohm as a practical unit
of measurement is defined in terms of the resistance
of a specified column or thread of mercury, it will

readily be seen that the work done at Charlotten-
burg in this particular field is fundamental in char-
acter and of the most universal importance.

In passing, it is worthy of remark that all the
standard resistances designed and constructed at

the Reichsanstalt are carefully compared with the
mercurial standards early in each year. This cus-
tom is in accordance with the action taken bv the
electrical standards committee of the British Asso-
ciation at Edinburgh, in iSgs. when the mercurial
standard was definitely adopted. At this meeting of

the committee, representatives of American. French
and German physicists (including von Helmholtz')
were invited to sit as members. The methods cm-
ployed in these comnansnns and the form«; of the
standard*; are original with the R-^ichsanstalt. The
r^w form<; and methods admit of a combined ac-
curcicy nnd convenience not previously attained.

In addition to the work donp in electrical resist-

ance, the investigation of the silver voltameter and
>he electro moti\'e force of standard Clark and
Wes*^on cells has been highlv productive of useful

results for the other two fundamental electrical

measurements. Much remains to be done in this

latter direction, for the electromotive force assigned
to the Clark and the Weston cell, even in the latest re-

port of the Reichsanstalt. is derived from measure-
ments by the silver voltameter, while the electro-

chemical equivalent of silver is in doubt to a greater
extent than the electromotive force of the Clark cell.

Perhaps the best indication of the valuable work

MAIN BUILDING /OF DIVISION II

IMPERIAL PHYSICO-TECHNICAL INSTITUTION IN CHARLOTTENBURG —FLOOR PLANS.

tral Bureau of Weights and Measures. One of

these is devoted to the verification of instruinents

for electrical measurement. It employs 14 men, and
the budget is about $45,000 per annum.
France is also moving in the same direction. The

great service of France in fixing standards of length

and mass has long been freely recognized by the

civilized world. But her national bureau for this

purpose is now considered to be too limited in

scope to solve the new problems presented. Quite
recently a committee of learned men from Paris,

under the leadership of Minister Bourgeoise. visited

Charlottenburg for the purpose of examining into

the working of the renowned institution located

there. Professor Violle, one of the most illustrious

lihysicists of the French capital, accompanied the

committee. What better evidence of the success of

Germany's great institution can be demanded than

the consensus of favorable opinion among those best

cfualified to judge that its fruits are already of the

highest order of merit, and its imitation by other

European nations—the sinccrest form of flattery.

It would not be just to form an estimate of the

success of the Reichsanstalt without taking into ac-

count is scientific publications. These are numerou'^
rind of great value. Most of the reports of work
done arc made public with official sanction in vari-

of the Reichsanstalt is to be found in the annual
"Thatigkcitsbericht." This report of the year's ac-
tivity is published in the "Zeitschrift fiir Instrii-

mentenkuiide," and the reprint for iSgg forms a
pamphlet of 25 large, closely printed pages. The
following abstract will convey some impression,
though an imperfect one, of the extcilt of the work
accomplished:

First (Ph\'sic.\l) Division.

I. Work In Heat: Determination of the density nC
\A-:itei' between 0' C. and 40° C.
Determination of llie pressure of water vapor nt low

temptriitures.
Itotei-iiiiuiitlon of the pi'e.>«sni'o of water vnpor near

50" C.
InvestlKation of I lirnnoniolei's for teliipovalures lie-

tween 100° and 200" C
Invest Iffflt ion of I lie nitroKoa flurnioni'^ter with n

platiT'.iiiii Iridium Imlb for very hijrli u-iniieraturts.

Invi'sl itral iim nf thermomotrrs for low lemperntnres.
Detrniiinatlnn of the thcnnal and cleetrical conduc-

tivity of pure metals.
(These determinations are to l>e extended down lo tlie

temperature of liquid air and np to 1.000° C.)

Invesliffatlons with the FIzeau-.Mihe dilntometor.
Tnvestlsalion of the triinsmlsslon of heat tlu'onsh metai

plates.
IT. Work In Eleetriolty: Comparison of the normal

wire resistances of Divisions I. and II.

[Continued ofi fage sSq.'l
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Large Helios Unit at Paris Exposition.

Some of the largest engines have been exhibited

at the Paris Exposition this year that have ever

been erected at any international exposition, and
much larger than will probably be shown again in

some years. At the Pan-American Exposition at

Buffalo next year large high-power engines and
direct-connected generators will be conspicuous

by their absence. Niagara power will be the great

attraction, and large-engine builders will not go to

the expense that foreign manufacturers have at

Paris. The 3,000-horsepower, horizontal engine op-

erating the Helios three-phase generator (Fig. i) is

a good example of the high-power engines in use

in Europe in many central stations. At Cologne
the central station is equipped with six such units.

and several are used for lighting the Kiel or Kaiser

Wilhelm Canal and the city ot Rosenheim, m Ba-

varia. The illustration (Fig. 2) gives a view between

the cylinders of the Helios engine and shows the

columns and levers for the valves and switches.

This unit was illustrated and briefly mentioned in

the Western Electrician, May iplh last, and a more
detailed account will be of interest now.

This engine and dynamo arc the most power-

ful of all that are doing active work in the

exhibition. The relative size may be judged from
llie accompanying pictures. The distance from the

low-est point in the foundation to the highest point

is 13 meters, or nearly 44 feet, a height equal to that

of a two-story house. The dimensions are greater

than those of any former execution, as the largest

machines of this type that have been furnished so

far are those for the electric station of Cologne,

w^hich have a flywheel diameter of eight meters, or

26 feet. As in former constructions, the dynamo has

been coupled directly to the shaft of the steam en-

gine in such a way that the magnet wheel of the

alternator forms the flywheel of the steam engine.

The latter has been furnished by the Vereinigte

Maschinenfabriken of Nuremberg and Augsburg.

The steam used to drive these and other Helios

units is taken from a battery of five boilers furnished

by German makers. The total water-covered heat-

ing surface of these boilers is about 1,000 square

meters, or 10,760 square feet.

About Soo cubic meters, or more than 28,000 cubic

feet, of masonry and cement was required for the

foundations of this large dynamo. To enable the

erection of the machine, a special traveling crane

was required, as even the largest crane of the exhibi-

tion was unable to handle the masses of the machine.

1,200 kilowatts, single-phase current, and 1,500 kilo-

watts, three-phase current, simultaneously. This
dynamo represents a new type of the Helios com-
pany, which, by simply increasing the width and
without any increase in the diameter of the rotor
or stator, allows an increased output. The total

weight of the dynamo is 350,000 kilogrammes or

7/2,000 pounds. It contains, in spite of its great
dimensions, only two bearings.

Another striking feature of the unit is the absence
of any switchboards or marble slabs with switching

A Cadmium Accumulator.
A cadmium accumulator has been brought out

in France by Commelin and Viau. The positive
electrode has been constructed with the view of re-
ducing the weight to a minimum, but is essentially
like that of ordinary accumulators, its active ma-
terial being lead peroxide.
The negative electrode is composed of a sheet

of insulating material, generally celluloid, completely
covered with a sheet of lead 0.25 millimeter thick.

On both faces of the plate thus given a series of

parallel shelves or cleats are fastened, one ccnti-

devices in the neighborhood of the dynamo. Of
course, such switching devices are necessary to

provide for the switching, but a special arrange-

ment was made by the Helios company. The in-

tention was to make the mechanisms to be handled

by workmen as simple as possible, so as to give

the work-people confidence in the work they have

to do. Instead of a complicated switchboard, there

is only a column between the two large cylinders

of the steam engine. This column is arranged near

FIG. 2. LARGE HELIOS UNIT AT PARIS EXPOSITION,—VIEW BETWEEN ENGINE CYLINDERS SHOWING VALVE MECHANISM.

meter wide and eight millimeters apart. These
strips are to prevent particles of cadmium, loosened
from the face of the electrode, from falling to the
bottom of the cell. The negative plate thus pre-
pared is placed in a bath of sulphate of cadmium
and a layer of finely divided metallic cadmium, de-
posited upon the lead electrolytically. Negative
electrodes have also been made of carbon, in place
of lead, with good results.

During the discharge the positive electrode be-
haves as in an ordinary lead accumulator; the perox-
ide of lead is reduced, but the cadmium on the
negative electrode is transformed into sulphate of
cadmium, which is soluble in the electrolyte. In
charging, these actions are leversed. It seems
that the deposit of cadmium is absolutely in-

soluble in the liquid. The two positive plates are
placed close to the edges of the shelves on the two
races of the negative plate, with a sheet of per-
forated celluloid separating them.
The maximum electromotive force of the cell is

stated to be 2.30 volts. This voltage is held during
the discharge to a remarkable degree. A cell

charged for 100 ampere-hours showed two volts
after 93 ampere-hours' discharge; the potential then
fell to 1.2 volts at the end ot 96 ampere-hours.
A great feature of the cadmium cell is its ability

to be discharged completely without sulphation of
the positive plate; the negative plate will be com-
pletely dissolved first. Moreover, the potential drop
is gradual, and. unlike that with lead accumulators,
gives ample warning of the battery's exhaustion.
'this property will appeal especially to automobilists.

Tests have shown the efficiency of the battery, un-
fortunately, to be poor, but this fault seems due
to imperfection of the present construction merely,
since the reaction is the same on the positive plate
as in the lead accumulator, and that on the negative
plate has an efficiency of almost 100 per cent.

The total we'ght of an 8o-ampere-hour cell is

given as 5.645 kilogrammes (12.41 pounds).

In this dynan'.o only a revolving magnet wheel c-nd

a stationary ring are to be seen, the latter bearing

the armature coils on its interior circumference.

The magnet wheel produces during its revolution

single-phase and three-phase currents simultaneously

in the windings of the static ring. This arrange-

ment has been chosen, as it is necessary for many
practical cases to employ these two kinds of cur-

rent simultaneously, or side by side. The number
of revolutions is 70 a minute, the weight of the

dynamo is 50 tons, the pressure is 2,200 "olts and

the output is cither 2,000 kilowatts, single-phase

current, or 3,000 kilowatts, three-phase current, or

LARGE HELIOS UNIT AT PARIS EXPOSITION,

the steam valves, and contains a gear wheel and

two hand levers. Two other columns have been

placed near it, one containing the electrical, the

other the mechanical, instruments which serve for

the regulation of the whole engine, the electrician

and the engineer standing side by side in con-

Irolling their machines.

The whole arrangement is constructed in such

a way that any fault in the levers or the dynamo

does not allow the connection to be made, but

causes the levers to spring off the contacts auto-

matically. In this way safety is secured and risk

of fire is reduced to the minimum. P.

American Equipment Needed In Paris.

Already the Metropolitan Underground Railway
company of Paris has begun to discard French
equipment for American apparatus. M. de Griegge,
the engineer who built the line and who passed six

years in the United States investigating American
methods of electric traction, has reached the co.i-

clusion that the equipment should actually be made
in America, instead of having the appliances built

in France after American ideas. To start the recon-
struction Milwaukee air brakes are supplanting
Soulerin's French air brakes, which have been found
noisy and cumbersome, and of insufficient power.
Owing to the restrictions in the Frencli law which
prohibits the installation of mechanical devices of

foreign patent, unless they have been manufactured
in France, the Metropolitan company has had to

secure a special dispensation from the government
before the American brake could be bought. The
next move that the road is likely to make in the

way of Americanizing its plant will be the adoption
of the multiple-unit system for motor cars.
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CONVENTIONS AND EXPOSITIONS.
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Electrical power transmission is comparatively

new in India, but two or three projects of con-

siderable magnitude now under way show that the

capitalists and engineers interested in the develop-

ment of England's great Asiatic colony are awak-

ening to the possibilities of utilizing the power of

rivers and watercourses at a distance. One installa-

tion of large size, in which power is to be elec-

trically transmitted 93 miles for use in gold-mining

operations, is described in this issue. This will

rank with the longest of the electrical power-trans-

mitting lines of the world, and the engineering

details seem to have been carefully worked out.

It is gratifying, also, to note that all the elec-

trical apparatus will be furnished by an American

manufacturer.

Mr. Cochrane's paper on high-speed electric ele-

vators, which is begun in this issue of the Western
Electrician, is a valuable contribution to the. litera-

ture of the subject. The topic is a timely one, ow-
ing to the increasing use of high-speed electric

elevators for passenger service in the newer high

office buildings. The body of the paper is taken

up with a comprehensive description of the revers-

ing, starting and commutating mechanisms used

with a compound tnotor, and also, in connection

therewith, of an electrical method of control. Of
the three types of elevators described—the winding-

drum, traveling-nut and multiple sheave, and double-

motor continuously running cable machines—the

author places the general economy of operation of

the first-named far in advance of the others. He
thinks that the winding-drum mechanism, with

proper care given to details of construction, ought

to fulfil all reasonable requirements for high-speed

service and at a decided economy over any other

known form of elevator mechanism.

But little has been heard of Professor Elisha

Gray's telautograph in this country of late, but

in England, under the auspices of the British

Telautograph company, Foster Ritchie has made
some impruvements which are said to simplify the

machine greatly and to add to its effectiveness. The
great objections to the original telautograph, as

exhibited at the World's Fair in Chicago, were the

complication of the delicate parts and the number
of wires required as conductors. By the recent im-

provements but two line wires ar~e needed, "if" a"

grounded return be employed. The writing is done

on a roll of paper five inches wide, with an ordinary

pencil, the movements of which cause variations

in the strength of current that is sent through the

line wires. These varying forces cause the receiving

pen to take up motions as imparted to the pencil,

but the arrangement is such that corrections, draw-

ings, shorthand and.. all kinds of messages are

within the power of the machine. The received

message is written in ink upon a similar roll of

paper, which can be readily cut off. The telauto-

graph was always a most ingenious and interesting

machine, and if it has been improved so as to be

commercially useful over considerable distances it

will no doubt make a place for itself, for by its

means facsimile written messages and even outline

pictures may be electrically transmitted.

One result of Professor Carhart's year abroad is

an interesting paper, read before the American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers, descriptive of the

famous Rcichsanstalt, or Physico-technical Institu-

tion, of BerHn, This paper is printed in this issue

of the Western Electrician and deserves the atten-

tion of all interested in electrical measurements and

standards. It is particularly apropos at a time when
an effort is making by the Treasury Department to

secure the establishment by Congress of a National

Standardizing Bureau.

Dr. Carhart tells of the work already accomplished

and now in way of accomplishment by the Reichs-

anstalt and truly says that it is the pinnacle of

Germany's scientific edifice. He remarks that one
of the most potent factors in the notable industrial

advance in Germany is the alliance between science

and commerce existing in that country. Therefore,

it needs no great acumen to perceive that the

Rcichsanstalt has "paid" in the most materialistic

sense, In addition it has contributed in a marked
degree to pure scientific research and consequently

to the prestige of Germany among the scientific

men of all the earth. Many nations, the United
States among the number, are indebted to the

Charlottenburg institution for standards and com-
parisons, and the obligation is gratefully acknowl-
edged; but it is time that this country should

verify its units of measurement at home, and this

end can be attained by the establishment, of the

National Standardizing Bureau—a project which
the Western Electrician has already warmly com-
mended.

While many enlightened electric-light men advo-
cate uniform accounts, open to the public, as an

antidote for the municipal-ownership agitation,

some of the gas men—what proportion of the whole
number of managers we do not know, but probably

a small one—go a step farther and urge govern-
mental control of the price of gas, Mr. Alfred E,

Forstall of Montclair, N. J., read a paper on this

subject at the meeting of the American Gas Light

association at Denver last month, and he stated

his reasons for grappling with the question fear-

lessly in the following terms:

The right of public control of the price of gas
exists and inaction on our part will not prevent
either its application or the discussion of the form
in which it shall be applied. Would it not be well
for us, thei-efore, to recognize the trend of events
and, instead of obstinately resisting that which we
cannot prevent, endeavor so to guide legislative ac-
tion as to secure a system of control that shall be
to our advantage as well as that of the public?
Otherwise it is practically certain that we shall

have forced upon us, sooner or later, either munici-
pal ownership or a system of control worked out
without our aid by men who, though sincere, have
no special knowledge of»the various conditions af-

fecting the industry which they propose to regulate.

It is certainly to the interest of all that gas en-
gineers and managers should .take a part in the
formation of the laws made to control the business
with which they are familiar, and their aid would
doubtless be welcomed by those who are sincere
in their desire to work out the best possible solu-
tion of the problem of public control of gas com-
panies. Imperfect though it may be, any system
carefully thought out by a representative body of

gas men would be preferable to the present liability

to control applied with an entire absence of system,
under which regulation is hmited to action reducing
the price of gas, taken by Legislatures or City
Councils, as the case may be, without any examina-
tion of the cost of production or of any of the
other conditions which must be considered to en-
able the fixing of a fair price, with the result that
the price so fixed is unreasonably low and the
courts must be appealed to to save the company
affected from having to carry on its business at a
loss.

Mr. Forstall recites the systems of governmental

supervision in vogue in France, Great Britain and
Massachusetts, and thinks the English legislation

worthy of consideration for adoption by the states

of this country. In Great Britain the control of

the supply of gas rests in the hands of the general

government. By a sliding-scale system a standard

price and a standard dividend are specified. For
each increase of one penny in the price of gas above

the standard the rate of dividend must be decreased

one-fourth of one per cent., while for each decrease

of one penny below the standard price the rate of

dividend may be increased by one-fourth of one

per cent. Practically exclusive rights of supply are

given in the territory of each company, and the

scheme is worked out with all necessary details,

which cannot be given here.

The Western Electrician believes that the salva-

tion of all quasi-public corporations lies in the ut-

most candor and fairness in dealing with the peo-

ple, who, in the last analysis, are the masters of the

situation and who are gradually giving more at-

tention to. the great economic problems which af-

fect the daily life of every citizen. The attitude

of the National Electric Light association to this

question at last year's meeting in Chicago was
commendable. Mere denunciation of municipal

ownership will not do; thoughtful men demand
proof that the case made out by the municipal-

ownership advocates is based on faulty premises

and incorrect conclusions. Honest central-station

men only ask what their investment of brain and

money entitles them to receive and are willing to

submit the facts to the public. At first blush the

idea of governmental control of the price of elec-

tric current is 'distasteful to American ideas—

a

seeming interference with the freedom of individual

initiative. But it might be possible to devise a

system which would safeguard the interests of both

the public and the companies, as Mr. Forstall sug-

gests. At any rate, it is wise to consider the

matter fairly and temperately, for the whole prob-

lem is gradually pressing for a settlement, and cen-

tral-station men want to see it settled right.
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The Imperial Phy si co-technical Insti-
tution in Charlottenburg.
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Determination of the capacity of an air coudenser.
Comparisou of the standui'd cells of Divisions I. and. II-

Determiuatiou of the conductance of water solutions
with a hij^her degree of accuracy than lias been attained
hitherto, especially with very dilute solutions.
III. AA'ork in Light: Investigation with electrically

heated bJacli bodies.
Proof of Stefan's law between 90° and 1,700° absolute

temperature.
Decermiuation of the relation between the intensity of

light and the temperature.
Measurement of radiation in absolute measure.
Determination of the distribution of energy in the

spectrum of black bodies.
Determination of the distribution of energy in the

spectrum of polished platinum and other substances;
also tneir reflective power.

Skcoxd (Technical) Division.

I. "Work of Mechanical Precision: Investigation of
the errors of length and of the division of 300 scales,
tubes, etc.
Coefficient of expansiou of IS bars, tubes aud wires.
Verification of Sij tuning forks for internatiouaJ pitch.
Construction of a new transverse comparator.
Study of the variations of angular velocity of rotat-

ing bodies.
II. Llecirieal Work: Calibration of direct-current axj-

paratus, 1S3 pieces.
Calibration of alternating-current apparatus, 5S pieces.
Examination of other electrical apparatus, '/6 articles.
Examination of accumulators, primary elements and

switches, 37 articles.
Examination of insulating and conducting materials

and carbons, 23 articles.
Installation of storage cells for a cm-rent of 10,000 am-

peres.
installation of small storage ceils for an electric pres-

sure of 20,000 volts.
Installation of alternating-current instruments fur

measuring potential difference up to 500 volts and cur-
rent up to 100 amperes.
Examination of 29 samples of alloys for specific re-

sistance and temperature coefficient.
Examination of 126 samples of insulating materials

T\"ith an electric pressure up to SOO vults.
"Verification of single resistances, 123 samples.
Calibration of 33 resistance boxes, compensation ap-

paratus, etc., containing 1,153 single resistances.
Comparison and verification of 133 standard cells—111

Clark and 22 Weston elements.
Determination of the ratio Clark 15° C. to cadmium

20° C, and Clark 0° C. to cadmium 20° C. with a large
number of standard cells.
Examination of 21 samples of dry and storage cells.

Calibration of 15 galvanometers to measure high aud
low temperatures with thermal elements.
Magnetic examination of 25 samples of iron and steel.
Investigation of the difference between the contin-

uous and the discontinuous magnetization of steel.
Investigation of the influence of repeated heating on

the magnetic hardness of iron.
III. Work Relating to Heat and Measurement of Pres-

sure: Calibration -of 1S,777 thermometers.
Examination of four safety appliances and benzine

lamps.
Calibration of 317 thermal elements.
Verification of nine manometers and 22 barometers.
Testing of 190 samples of apparatus for petroleum in-

vestigations.
Testing of 3,210 samples of safety rings and plugs.
Testing of 22 samples of indicator springs.
IV. AVork in Light: Testing of 149 Hefner lamps for

photometric purposes.
Testing of 189 incandescent lamps.
Testing of 143 gas and other lamps ajid adjunct ap-

pliances.
Investigation of the relation between the temperature

nf sugar solutions and their rotatory power on polarized
light.
Investigation of quartz plates for the examination of

sugars.
Determination of 100 points in the normal Ventzke

scale for sodium light.
Especially careful collection of sugars from Germany,

Austria. France, Russia and North America for the in-
vestigation of specific rotatory power.
V. Work in Chemistry; Continuation of the study of

the solubility of important salts.
Electrolysis of platinic chloride and the migration of

the ions.
The quantitative determination of metallic platinum.
Investigation of liquids for use in thermom.eters to

measure low temperatures.

In addition to the above work, attention is drawn
to the fact that there are two institutions for cali-

bration and certification of thermometers under the
control of the Reichsanstalt, one at Ihnenau and
the other at Gehlberg. During the last lo years
the institution at Ilmenau has tested, in round num-
bers, 350,000 thermometers.
The number of persons employed in the Reichs-

anstalt last year was 87.

V. A Lesson for Us.

If Germany has found it to her scientific and in-
dustrial advantage to maintain the Reichsanstalt,
and is proud of what it accomplishes; and if Great
Britain is so impressed with the success of the in-
stitution that she has decided to imitate it, it is

surely the part of wisdom for the United States
to move in the same direction. It is therefore very
gratifying that, at the suggestion of Secretary Gage,
a bill was introduced in the last Congress to estab-
lish a national standardizing bureau, and that the
committee on coinage, weights and measures re-

ported unanimously and strongly in favor of its

passage. So great is the importance of this move-
ment, from the point of view of science, of national
pride and of the higher interests of industrial pur-
suits, that the effort so happily begun, to secure
suitable legislation, should be repeated with redoubled
force and enthusiasm. Some of the reasons for mak-
ing this effort one does not need to go far to seek.
In the first place, the scientific interests to be

served are certainly as great as in any other country
in the world. Science is cultivated here with in-

creasing assiduity and success. We are no longer
content to follow in the footsteps of European sa-
vants and modestly repeat their investigations.
Original work of a high order is now done in many
American universities; but the difficulties under
which university instructors prosecute research are
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even greater here than in Germany, and we are still

compelled to go to Europe for most of our stand-
ards. As a result, inventions of an almost purely
scieniilic character originating here have been car-
ried to perfection in the Reichsanstalt, and Germany
gets the larger part of the credit. I need only in-
stance the Weston standard cell, which has been so
fully investigated at the Reichsanstalt, and the alloy
'manganin," which the same institution employs for
its standard resistances, after a searching inquiry
into its properties. Both of these are the inven-
tion of Mr. Edward Weston, one of the past-presi-
dents of this Institute. So long as there is no
authoritative bureau in the United States under
federal control, and presided over by men command-
ing respect and confidence, we must continue "to
utilize the far-superior standardizing facilities of
other governments." It is true that science knows
no nationality, but the scientific workers of any
nation can serve their own country better if they
are not compelled to obtain their standards and
their best instruments from distant parts of the
globe. America has the cultivation in physical sci-

ence, the ability on the part of her investigators
and the inventive faculty to do work in a national
institution that we shall not be ashamed to place
by the side of Germany's best products. The estab-
lishment of a national institution for physical and
technical purposes cannot fail to foster a vigorous
and healthy growth in science, to which we already
owe so much of our national prosperity and renown.

In the second place. Congress should be stimu-
lated to take action because of national pride. It

is not creditable for a capable and self-reliant na-
-tion to continue to depend on foreign countries
for its standards of measurement, for the certification
of its instruments, and for the cahbration of its

normal apparatus for precise work. Different de-
partments of our government and offices under their
control must at present apipeal to foreign bureaus
for the certification of their standards and instru-
ments of precision. The first day the writer spent
at the Reichsanstalt he was consulted with reference
to an extended correspondence between the di-

rector of the technical division and the officials of
the Brooklyn navy yard relative to the calibration
of a large number of incandescent electric lamps
for use in our Navy Department. The spectacle of
a government bureau going to a foreign imperial
institution for standards in an industry whose home
is in the United States is a humiliating one. Yet
the proceeding was entirely proper and justifiable

because there is in this country no standardizing
bureau for the purpose desired. Are the representa-
tives of the American people willing to have this

state of affairs continue?
Again, the higher interests of the industrial utiliza-

tion of scientilic knowledge require the establish-
ment in Washington of an institution simdar to
the Reichsanstalt, and in no degree inferior to it.

We are an inventive people, and may justly claim
renown in the prompt and efficient utilization of

the discoveries m physical science. It is highly
improbable that a practical limit has already been
reached in the field of applied physics. We are not
estopped from making lurther discoveries. Still it

may be affirmed with confidence that the most im-
portant and promising work to be done, except in

the rare instances in which genius makes a brilliant

discovery, will consist in the more perfect adapta-
tion of known physical laws to the production of

useful results. It is precisely this field which has
not been extensively cultivated as yet in the United
States. We have explored the surface, and, pre-
sumably, gathered the largest nuggets and the most
brilliant gems. To increase the output we must
now delve deeper and scrutinize more closely. To
drop the metaphor, what will be required for future
pre-eminence is the more intensive and exhaustive
study of the scientific conditions in the industrial

utilization of physical laws. This study will require
the best talent of our technical schools, aided and
supported by an authoritative national institution,

itself far removed from patents and commercial
gains, but jealous of our national renown and eager
to co-operate with manufacturers for the sake of

national prosperity.

Germany is rapidly moving toward industrial su-
premacy in Europe. One of the most potent factors

in this notable advance is the perfected alliance be-
tween science and commerce existing in Germany.
Science has come to be regarded there as a com-
mercial factor. If England is losing her supremacy
in manufactures and in commerce, as many claim,

it is because of English conservatism and the failure

to utilize to the fullest extent the lessons taught by
science, while Germany, once the country of dream-
ers and theorists, has now become eminently prac-
tical. Science there no longer seeks court and
cloister, but is in open alliance with commerce and
industry. This is substantially the view taken by
Sir Charles Oppenheimer. British consul-general
at Frankfurt, in a recent review of the status and
prospects of the German empire.
The Reichsanstalt is the top stone of Germany's

scientific edifice. It has also contributed much to
her industrial renown. It is necessary to cite only
her manufactures involving high temperatures, such
as the porcelain industry, to appreciate the help

afforded by the Reichsanstalt. The methods and
instruments elaborated there for the exact measure-
ment of high temperatures constitute a splendid con-
tribution toward industrial supremacy in those lines.

The German government sees with great clearness

that the Reichsanstalt justifies the expenditure made
for its maintenance, not by the fees received for cer-
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tifications and calibrations, but by the support it

gives to the higher industries requiring the applica-
tion of the greatest inteUigence. In this connec-
tion, it should be thankfully acknowledged that the
services of this imperial estabhshment are placed at
the disposal of foreign institutions of learning with
the most generous liberality. The charges for cali-
bration are only about one-fourth the expense in-
curred in making them, but the support thus given
to German makers of instruments of precision, by
increasing their foreign orders, is deemed a suffi-
cient return for the services rendered.

Electrical Men in Sound-money Parade.
Although the time for preparation was very lim-

ited, the electrical industries of Chicago made a
fairly creditable showing in the sound-money or
prosperity parade of October 27th, turning out
about 1,400 men. The total number of marchers
was about 36,000. The electrical men were in the
first division of the procession, under the general
direction of Marshal H. E. Niesz of the Chicago
Edison company. First came the 650 men of the Chi-
cago Edison and Commonwealth Electric compa-
nies, headed by Marshal John F. Gilchrist. They
paraded to the music of a brass band of 30 pieces.
They were formed in seven companies and marched
eight abreast, each company having a captain and
two lieutenants. The uniforms consisted of "rough-
rider" hats, leggins, gold sashes, white badges with
gold lettering and campaign canes. The Edison
"boys" were well equipped and well drilled, and
their appearance excited much favorable comment.
Following the Edison "regiment" came a "mixed

battalion," made up of men from the General Elec-
tric, Central Electric, Electric AppHance, lUinois
Electric, Guarantee Electric, Reliable Electrical
Supply and Dearborn Electric companies and from
Kohler Bros.' establishment. This command was
divided into companies of 24 men each, and music
was furnished by a bugle corps of 16 men. There
were several banners, and each marcher carried a
cane with one yard of two-inch gold ribbon tied
to it. Many well-known electrical men were in
this battalion, and at several points in the line of
march they received the enthusiastic applause of
admiring spectators. The marshal of the "mixed"
contingent was James Wolff of the New York In-
sulated Wire company, and his aides were Colonel
Charles A. Munson of the Fort Wayne Electric
Works and George P. , Townsend of the General
Electric company. All marshals and aides in the
electrical brigade were mounted.
The Western Electric company turned out 500

men, headed by a band, and completed the elec-
trical contingent The men were in charge of

J. C. Warner, president of the Western Electric
Sound Money Club, and J. B. Edwards. They
marched in a solid body, without company forma-
tion, wore crimson badges and carried canes and
American flags. Both shop and office men were
in the ranks.

The New York sound-money parade is planned
for November 3d, and with much more time at their
disposal, the electrical men of that city are plan-
ning to make a large turnout.

Alaskaji Telegraph Lines.
The United States military telegraph line, now-

building in Alaska, is under charge of five parties.
Four parties are building in the A'ukon Valley at
dilferent points between Kaltag, on the Lower i\i-
kpn, and the boundary line between Alaska and the
Yukon Territory. The fifth party is building from
Valdez northeasterly toward Eagle City or Fort
Egbert. The last report from this party indicates
that about ico miles of that section of the fine will
be completed this fall. Fort Egbert is the only
Alaskan post which will be connected telegraphically
with the United States this fall. The line connect-
ing Fort Egbert with Dawson is about completed.
During the present year the Canadian field parties
have built 570 miles north of Quesnelle.
A cable extends from St. Michael to Safety Har-

bor, about IIS miles, and thence by land line for
25 miles between that point and Nome, and is now
being operated by the Signal Corps. A second
cable is intended to be laid between St. Michael
and Unalaklik, where it connects with a land line
of 90 miles across the portage to Kaltag, on the
Yukon. From there a line has been constructed
for a considerable distance up the river toward Fort
Gibbon, which is at the mouth of the Tanana.
General Randall is desirous that this system

should connect with the United States by a cable
running from Valdez to Skagway, thence south
through Juneau to Seattle or some other point on
the Pacific coast. Such an extension would give
an ail-American telegraphic route in and out of
Alaska. There is now no telegraphic communica-
tion whatever with Juneau, the capital of Alaska.

A company of eastern capitalists has been or-
ganized to take control of the Pontiac- Flint (Mich.)
Electric railway. The plan is to build a double-
track line from Detroit to Bay City, Mich.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Stroud Telephone Meter.

Even among the largest telephone companies giv-

ing measured sei'vice, the calls are still, to a great

extent, recorded by pencil in the hand of an already

overburdened operator. Although there have been
numerous forms of service meters devised, each
seems to have its objectionable features. These me-
ters may be divided into three classes: In the first

the meter is located at the subscriber's station only,

"storing'' the call. When it is desired to take the
reading the person having this duty disconnects the

line to be read at a convenient point in the central

office and attaches the cords of the reading instru-

ment to the outgoing line, rings the subscriber and
requests him to press the button (a), which closes
the controlling circuit at (a), through coil (m),
through (d), (e) and to (L 2), thence to (K), and
through limb (O 2) of battery and switch (h) to

i|i|i|i|i|i|i

To srrilch "boo-ca^

FIG. I STROUD TELEPHONE METER.—DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIO.NS.

and must be controlled or supervised by the cen-

tral-otlice operator, either by the ringing ot a bell

in proximity to the subscriber's transmitter, or by
the more applicable means of operating a vibratOi

in the talkmg circuit. The registration is accom-
plished just before the making of the sound which
announces to the operator the fact that the user has
registered. In class two the meter is located at the

central oi^ce, operated manually by the switchboard
operator, or automatically by the differentiating con-
ditions of relays or auxiliary magnets, so as to re-

spond when the person called removes his receiver.

In the third class there are duplicate registers at the

subscriber's station, actuated simultaneously by
either the subscriber or operator.

The first class involves tlie expense and incon-
venience of a visiting meter man, to read the sub-
scriber's meter. The second is unsatisfactory to the

subscriber, who has no means of verifying his bill,

while the cost of installing and maintaining numer-
ous relays and other devices intermingled with those
already required in a common-battery e.xchange

.

makes this form costly for the company. With the

third class, also, this latter disadvantage holds.

The Stroud meter is designed to overcome all

these objections. In this system a permanent meter
is not required at the switchboard for each line.

One portable recorder does the work for a whole
exchange. It can be used as well with local as with
common-battery systems. Each outgoing call is

"stored," so to speak, at the instrument from which
it is made; the operator need not be concerned as

to who the caller may be. At the end of a month,
or given time, the registered number of these calls

can be transmitted electrically to the central office

at the will of the reading operator there.

Fig. I is a diagrammatical view of the electrical

connections, (A) representing the register at the

subscriber's station and (B) the counter, with its

batteryr etc.. at the central station. Fig. 2 illustrates

the counter or reading instrument. This is discon-

nected from the line, except when in use. Fig. 3

is a view of the meter at the subscriber's station,

permanently in the circuit.

The operation is as follows: The subscriber at

(A) removes his receiver and gives the number de-

sired to the operator. As soon as the person called

FIG. 2. STHOUD TELEPHONE METER.—INSTRUMENT AT
EXCHANGE.

responds ihc operator asks the one calling to press

the button (a), which must be done before conversa-

tion begins. The operation of pressing the button
sounds the buzzer (b) by closing the circuit from
(L i) through (d) by being brought in contact with

(c) and thence to (L 2). The same motion of bulton

(a) simultaneously moves the counter (f) one num-
ber forward and rotates the cam-wheel (g), to which
is connected a spring, thus winding the spring and

ground, completing the controlling circuit and ener-
gizing magnet (m), which draws down its armature
and closes together the contacts (c) and (,r), also

maintaining the connection made at (e) and (d)

by the act of pressing the button.. The energizing of

magnet (m) also releases falls which check the
spring connected with (g), and the latter rotates
backward, giving motion to arm (c), which inter-

mittently closes the circuit through (r). The number
of strokes of arm (e) represents the number of calls

stored on the spring, thus the closing of the circuit

at (c) and (r) gives an impulse over the line, which

FIG. 3. STROUD TELEPHONE METER —METEP ATTACHED
AT SUBSCRIBERS STATION.

actuates the magnet ^S) at (B), thus transferring the

registered calls to the reading instrument at the
central office. After each reading the counter (S i)

is restored to zero by turning a button. The counter
(S 2) at the sub-station does not reset, but continues
to count to 9,999, and then reverts to zero, thus mak-
ing it possible for the subscriber to see how many
calls he has tised from time to time, and gives the
company a positive record should any trouble arise

in the transmission. The number on the receiving
instrument (S i), after reading, added to the previous
total, should equal the number at the sub-station
indicator.

New Company Proposed for Detroit.

There is a movement on foot to establish an In-
dependent telephone system in Detroit, Mich., in

opposition to the Michigan Telephone company.
William J. Kurtz, general manager of the Kurtz
National Telephone company of St. Louis, backed
by Detroit capitalists, is said to be promoting the
enterprise. It is stated that Mr. Kurtz will ask
for a franchise for 99 years, agreeing to put wires
underground with one year's notice and agreeing
also to sell out to the municipality at any time
or forfeit franchise on refusal to do so. If the

franchise is granted, the company agrees to com-
mence construction within two months. The fran-
chise proposed fixes rates at a maximum of $5 a

(luarter ($20 a year) for residence telephones and
$7.50 a quarter ($.^0 a year) for business telephones.
Mr. Kurtz says further that he has signed a con-
tract with the National Telcijhone Kquipment com-
pany of Detroit to furnish all the instruments and
apparatus needed in the new system. The Kurtz
company is incorprirated under the laws of Illinois,

with a capitalization of .|200,ooo. It is said to op-
erate exchanges at I'e^iria, III., Portland, Ore.. Mun-
cie and Martinsville, Ind., and St. Joseph, Mo. '

Lorimer Automatic Telephone System.
It is announced that the Lorimer system of auto-

matic telephony has been completed and that the
plant which was constructed for experimental pur-
poses at Piqua, Ohio, has proven the correctness
of the new ideas developed by J. Hoyt Lorimer
and G. W. Lorimer of that city. Although
no details of this system have been made public,
the result of the work of these two young men has
been given to the public to some extent, not in
detail, however. The system is different from the
ordinary .exchange from the fact that subscribers
may connect with lines by means of a device in the
central office, and thus do away with the media-
tion of an operator.

A few days ago a meeting of the interested parlies
was held in Brantford, Canada, and reports of ex-
perts who examined it were heard. They were so
satisfactory that it has been decided to go on with
the manufacture of the apparatus. The Lorimers
are the leading stockholders in the American Ma-
chine Telephone company of Piqua, and at the
meeting in Canada, the following-named officeis
were chosen: President, J. Hoyt Lorimer; vice-
president, N. D. Neill; secretary and treasurer, G.
W. Lorimer.
A few days ago a meeting of those interested

ronto, Ont., has strongly recommended the adop-
tion of an automatic telephone system, and the
operation of the system as a municipal institution.
The Lorimer company is negotiating to install a
system in Toronto, which will accommodate 10,000
subscribers. A plant of this size will certainly dem-
onstrate the capacity of the new system to perform
the work that its inventors claim for it.

Duplex Telephone Line in Japan.
Some time ago the Japanese government caused

to be installed two metallic-circuit telephone toll
lines between Yokohama and Tokio, a distance of
about 15 miles. The traffic soon exceeded the ca-
pacity of .these lines, and in default of a government
appropriation for a third line, it was decided to
duplex the two existing ones To do this the re-
peating coil at each end of either circuit (four in all)

was split at the middle point of its primary winding,
and a wire placed connecting these two points in the
two coils at Yokohama, and a similar connection
between the tv/o coils at Tokio. In each of these
cross-connecting circuits was placed the ordinary
microphone and telephone apparatus. Thus a third
circuit was obtained, the two legs of which were
double, each leg embracing the two parallel wires of
one existing metallic circu.t. Interference and cross-
talk between the new instruments and the others was
thus neutralized in each circuit. The duplex ar-
rangement has been working satisfactorily since its

installation. An engineer of the Erie Telephone com-
pany worked out the details of the arrangement.

President Hudson's Successor.
As yet there has been no announcement by

the directors of the American Telephone and
Telegraph company in the matter of se-
lecting a permanent successor to the late

President Hudson. However, it is rumored in Bos-
ton that the selection has been made of a gentleman
prominent in telephone circles, who will receive a
salary of $50,000. A more authoritative statement
says that the directors have under consideration the
four following-named gentlemen, who have been
long experienced in the telephone business: C. F.
Cutler, president of the New York Telephone com-
pany; John J. Sabin, president of the Pacific Coast
Telephone company; Charles J. Glidden, president
of the Erie Telegraph and Telephone company, and
J. J. Hall, vice-president and general manager of
the American Telephone and Telegraph company.
Of these gentlemen, Mr. Cutler, it is said by many,
is likely to be chosen for the place.

Bell Business in Canada.
At a recent meeting of the municipal telephone

committee of the City Council of Toronto,* Ont.,
the chairman presented a report which gave the fol-

lowing statement of the Bell Telephone company's
business in Canada: Net revenue in the Dominion
of Canada, $353,307; number of telephones, 34.923;
average profit per telephone, $io.ii; miles of long-
distance lines, 18,920; miles of poles, 6,229.

The Indian Territory and Kansas long-distance
telephone systems have been connected, and there
is now through connection from Denison through
the Territory to Kansas points. All the Indian Ter-
ritory lines not having copper-wire circuits are to

be so equipped shortly.
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Talephone News from the Northwes'.

Thomas P. Lyons of Lansing. Mich., has been
appointed to succeed Dana Bennett as manager of

the office at Menominee, Mich., of the Michigan
Telephone company.
A count was kept of the telephone calls on the

People's Telephone company's system in Superior,

Wis., for 24 hours, ending at 7 a. m., October i6th.

There was a total of 8.206 calls, of which 5,980 were
local. 625 from Duluth and 886 to Duluth.
The rehearing of the case of the Northwestern

Telephone Exchange company against the city of

Minneapolis before the Supreme Court of Minne-
sota has been set forward from October 27th to
November 29th. The counsel for the telephone
company asked for more time.

W. H. Mathews of Beltrami, Minn., is construct-

ing a line to Ada, Fertile, Gary and Twin Valley.

Connections will be made at Fertile with the long-
distance system.
An automatic telephone exchange is being in-

stalled for Manning, Iowa. It is the invention of

W. B. Swaney of Audubon, Iowa, and is said to

be very successful.

The Iowa Telephone company is said to have
about completed arrangements for the purchase of

the Central Telephone company of Des Moines. The
Central owns a toll line from Des Moines to Oska-
loosa, connecting there with several Independent
lines covering Southeastern Iowa; also a line to

Baxter, one to Newton, and an exchange at Colfax,

a line to Ston.' City and to several other point-^.

The Central was formed by H. McFarlin and H. E-

Teachout, who were prime movers in the anti-Bell

enterprises in the state. The officials of the Iowa
company at Davenport deny the report.

KaufFman Bros, have sold their interest in the
teleohone line from Salina, Iowa, to Four Corners,
to Dr. A. M. Morrow, who becomes the sole owner.
The Pacific States Telephone company has 3,375

telephones in use in Spokane, Wash., which is an
average of one instrument to every 11 of population
—a greater number, in proportion to population,

than any other city in the United States or in the
world, it is said.

The Osseo (W^is.) Telephone company has ex-

tended its line from Osseo to Augusta, and will

hnild a line to Eleva yet this fall. The latter will

be continued to Mondovi in the spring.

The Blue Earth Valley Telephone company has
installed a 200-drop self-restoring switchboard in its

offire at Blue E?rth. Minn.
The Wisconsin Telephone companv has about

completed the work of rebuilding its exchange at

Brivfield. Wis.
It is alleged that the obiect of the resolution in-

^-ectieating the work done by the Mississippi Vallev
Telephone company in St. Paul is to assist local

investors to secure an interest in the plant. Should
the matter be pushed to the point of revoking the
franchise, then the local men would be given on^
and the companv would have to make the best rf

the case and sell its system. R.

Notes from Ohio,

The Lancast-er Telephone company, Lancaster,
Ohio, was incorporated a few days ago, with a

capital stock of $100,000. the incorporators being
F. F. Pomeroy, A. R. Warner, A. E. Akins, M. J.

Mendelbaum and J. O. Wilson. Mr. Pomeroy is

general manager of the Cleveland and Western Elec-
tric Railway company, and several of the other
"gentlemen are residents of Cleveland. The articles

of incorporation will allow the company to build
and operate exchanges and short and long-distance
lines in Lancaster and Fairfield County and also

to construct and operate a line from there to Cleve-
land.

The Citizens' Telephone company of Columbus has
added 1,040 drops to the exchange, which gives it

a capacity of 5,200 subscribers. Several miles of

new cable are now being put in to accommodate
the growing business. Manager Beam is well satis-

fied with the progress made.
The case of George E. Case of Granville against

the United States Telephone company has been set-

tled privately. Mr. Case alleged that the construc-
tion gang had damaged his shade trees by putting
in poles lower than was agreed between the residents

and the company. - O. M. C.

In Colorado.

The City Council of Greeley. Colo., has granted
a franchise to the Independent Telephone company,
which has just been incorporated, to build a tele-

phone system in that city.

The Extension Telephone company of Conejos.
Colo., has just been incorporated, with a capital

stock of Sn.ooo. to build telephone lines in Conejos
County. The incorporators are Jose A. Garcia.

N. N. Russell and Frederick Warshauer.
The Colorado Telephone company has reduced

the hours of the young-lady operators from nine to

eight hours, but no reduction is made in the pay.

Under the new plan ^he operators go to work at

7 a. m. and are off duty from 11 a. m. until i p. m..

being then at work until 5 p. m. A similar schedule
applies to the other two units. D.

mutual advantages and better and more-compre-
hensive connections. The plan will likely be to
select four central towns as central offices from
which connection with the exchanges of the neigh-
boring towns can be easily gained.
The Gordon Telephone company. Charleston,

S. C. is making preparations to extend its lines to
all of the sea islands in that vicinity, and it is also
proposed to strike inland and connect with Inde-
pendent Hues in other parts of the state. Four sub-
marine cables will be used in connecting the sea
islands with Charleston.

T. J. McAdoo has purchased the telephone sys-
tem of Burlington. N. C, and is reconstructing it.

The Newport News and Richmond Telephone
and Telegraph company is extending its line from
Williamsburg. Va., to Newport News and Rich-
mond.

E. L Moore, of Dillon. S. C. is endeavoring to
organize a new telephone company at FayetteviUe.
N. C. D. H. L.

Telephone Burglar Arrested.

The "telephone burglar"' has again been heard
from, this time in Buffalo, where the authorities

succeeded in arresting him. His method of enter-

ing houses under pretext of repairing telephones
was the same as at other cities. He was captured
while ransacking rooms. It is believed that he is

from New York city. This telephone burglar has
given the telephone companies no end of trouble.

After his appearance they sent out notices to their

subscribers, warning them, to admit no one to their

homes who did not wear a badge with the^ name
of the company on it or carry other credentials.

Many people who had read of the numerous rob-
beries, without waiting to examine the credentials

of the telephone-repair men. slammed their doors
in the faces of the company's legitimate agents.

The biggest hauls made by the burglar were in

New Rochelle. Pelham Manor, Yonkers and White
Plains.

NEW COMPANIES.
The Andover Electric Telephone company has

been incorporated at Andover. Ohio, with a capital
stock of $6,000.

The Georgetown and North Island Telephone
company has been chartered in South Carolina,
with a capital stock of $1,000, by J. B. Steele and
A. E. Springs.

The Paris and Minter Telephone company has
been incorporated in Texas, to operate a telephone
line from Pattonville to Paris. Minter and other
points. The capital stock is $2,500.

The Queen City Telephone company has been
chartered at St. Louis, Mo., with a capital stock of
$=;o,ooo, by Charles G. C. Haddock, Fred A.
Churchill. H. M. Dix and others.

The Hamlet TN. C.) Telephone company has been
chartered, with a capital stock of $50,000. W. H.
Lilly of FayetteviUe. T. M. Rose of Hamlet and
W. F. Leal of FayetteviUe, N. C, are the incorpo-
rators.

The Gainesboro Telephone company of Georgia
has been incorporated with a capital stock of $4,000.

with the privilege of increasing this to $40,000. The
incorporators are J. N. Cox and Lewis K. Smith
of Carrolton. Ga.

Articles of incorporation have been filed by the
Buchanan County Telephone and Telegraph company
at Independence. Iowa. The system "will be run un-
derground, and the city will not be generally con-
nected until spring.

The Monmouth Telephone company has been in-

corporated at Monmouth, 111., with a capital stock of

$25,000, to operate a telephone system. The incor-

porators are Howard M. Carter, Sidney W. Wor-
thy and Arthur Dyrenforth.

The West Canada Telephone company has been
incorporated at Albany, N. Y., with a capital stock

of $3,000, to operate a telephone system connecting

Trenton Falls. Grant, Wilmurt and other villages.

The directors are Jonah W. Jenkins, James E. Jen-

kins, S. E. Harvey. Byron E. Turnbull, Charles H.
Clark, Walter W. Martin and John Frinkle.

The Queen City Telephone company of Sedalia,

Mo., has been incorporated with a capital stock of

$50,000. The stockholders are G. C. Haddock. Fred
A, Churchill. H. M. Dix and others. The comp my
some time ago secured a franchise to do business in

Sedalia, one of the conditions of which was that the

system should be in operation with 400 telephones

by January i, 1901.

Virginia and the Carolinas.

A report is current to the effect that the Inde-

pendent telephone lines of the Carolinas. to a large

extent, will form a union for the purpose of gaining

Franchises have been granted at Williamsburg.

Va., to the Chesapeake Telephone and Telegraph
company and the Newport News and Richmond
Telephone and Telegraph company. The compa-
nies will not be allowed to charge per annum more
than S38 an instrument for business telephones and

$30 on five-year contracts. For private telephones

the price -will be not more than $28 per annum, or

$25 per annum on five-year contracts.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
The Michigan Telephone company will entirely

rebuild its system at Marquette, Mich., and will also
install a very complete conduit system for the cen-
ter of the city.

A syndicate headed by Lewis W. Parker of Greer
Depot. S. C, has purchased the Citizens' Telephone
Exchange of Spartanburg, S. C, for $22,500, and
will operate it.

The Central District and Printing Telegraph com-
pany of Warren, Ohio, has received a 200-drop
switchboard for its local exchange, which will be
placed in commission as soon as connections can be
made. >

'

The name of the Peoria and Eastern Automatic
Telephone company of Chatsworth. lil., has been
changed to the Peoria and Eastern Telephone com-
pany, and its capital stock has been increased from
$12,000 to $25,000.

The Allegheny County Telephone company of
Pennsylvania, which has been bought out recently by
a sj^ndicate headed by George R. Webb, of Baltimore,
operates S50 telephones in the Carnegie works and
at Braddock, a few miles outside of Pittsburg.

President Miller, of the South Carolina Telephone
company, denies the report that his company has
not been able to make outside connections. He says
that his plant will soon give one of the best inter-

state connections to be found. The company is an
Independent one.

In Paris recently, it is said, a Spaniard, who had
been given telephone connection from his hotel to
a stranger instead of to a friend, lost his temper and
fired four shots into the instrument, entirely wreck-
ing it. Naturally, he had to pay heavily for the
repairs, and also to leave the hotel.

The Austrian government is about to install a
telephone exchange at Budapest. Hungary. The
equipment is to be for 10,ceo subscribers at first.

though the exchange will be so designed as to
enable it to accommodate 20,000 subscribers when
uecessar}'. Bids will be accepted from firms of
any nation.

Telephonic communication between England and
Belgium will be opened to the public about Febru-
ary I, 1901. The Belgian line will start from Li
Panne, near the French frontier, and will be about

4S miles long. The tariff is fixed at 10 francs ($1.93)
per three minutes. Experiments with this line in

view have been carried on for some months.

An important decision has been rendered at Dur-
ham. N. C, in the case of W. K. Debnam against
the Southern Bell Telephone company, in which the
plaintifif was awarded $2,025 damages. Mr. Deb-
nam was struck on the head by a pair of pliers which
fell from the top of a pole where an employe of
the Southern Bell company was at work, and on
this accident the action for damages was based.

F. H. Taylor, manager of the Cripple Creek ex-
change of the Colorado Telephone company, has
been promoted to a place in the main office of the

company in Denver, probably in the auditing de-
partment. His place will be taken by Louis P.

O'Brien, who has been in the company's employ
since the first days. The company is doing a re-

markably large toll business in the Cripple Creek
District. »

At the beginning of 1900 the National Telephone
company of England had in operation 169.925 tele-

phones in the United Kingdom. 35,700 of which were
in London. The companj' had at that time 960
different exchanges working, of which 45 were in

London. There were also 575 public call offices

for public use. open in the metropolis. Over these
exchange lines the company is transmitting annually
upward of 617,000,000 messages.

On November i, 1901. the telephone systems in

St. Petersburg, Moscow, Warsaw, Odessa and Riga
are to pass from the hands of the Bell company
into that of the Russian state, whence they will be
retransferred to private persons or companies. Ap-
plications for the working of any of these should at

once be made to the Chief Administration of Rus-
sian Post and Telegraphs. St. Petersburg. All
foreigners may compete and obtain the concessions.

At the meeting of the Consolidated Telephone
Construction and Manufacturing company of Great
Britain, on October 24th, a minority of American
shareholders defied the British shareholders, when
Col. D. E. Gourand, formerly of New York, at-

tempted to elect himself a -director of the company.
The Colonel commanded 23,000 shares, but was
forced to yield to the 114.000 shares voted by the
administration. Considerable bitter feeling was
developed at the meeting. Colonel Gourand being
called a "Texas colonel" and a guerilla fighter.

Colonel Gourand intends to persevere in his effort.

A telephone is soon to be placed in every police
station in Chicago, for use as police and fire alarm.
Heretofore the police department has had to con-
tent itself with about 16 telephones, and those who
have had occasion to talk to the nearest police
station have often found it impossible to do so.

It is thought that the new instruments will greatly
aid rapid communication with the fire department
and engine houses. These telephones will not be
open to the public, but the public telephones
throughout the city may be connected with the po-
lice stations.
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New Sturtevant Enclosed Motor.

The new type of enclosed motor built by the B. F.

Sturtevant company, Boston, Mass., and shown in

the accompanying illustration, being enclosed and
readily portable, in the small and medium sizes,

is especially adapted for driving small machines,
such as machine tools, blowers, etc. For certain

classes of work, where the conditions are favorable,

the motor may be direct connected to the machine
which is to be driven. Encased fans of the centrif-

ugal type may be thus equipped, and, if desired, the

fan casing itself may be supported by the motor
frame and made adjustable about it, so that any
direction of air discharged may be provided. In

order to avoid the excessive temperature which is

incident to the operation of most enclosed rnotors,

this type has been very carefully designed, so that

a low temperature rise can be maintained without
greatly increasing the size and weight above that

of the ordinary open type.

This machine is capable of continuous operation
for 10 hours, with a maximum temperature rise

not exceeding 60 degrees Fahrenheit. Yokes ex-

tending out from the field ring support the arma-

by entwining the vines over a light framework of

wood. There were many beautiful floats on which
pretty girls portrayed the various scenes of the

harvest. They were. on automobiles and wound their

way through the crowd without any visible motive
power.

In the midst of the procession red lights were ig-

nited on various stages of the Eiffel Tower from the

base to the very top, giving a glow to the whole
scene which caused the immense throng to stand

spellbound. To the uninitiated, the tower might
well have been mistaken for an unexpected confla-

gration extending from the earth to the sky. The
whole spectacle was magnificent and far surpassed

anvthing shown at the World's Fair in 1893.

J. M. H.

Emerson Back-geared Motor.
The accompanying cut illustrates a new type of

alternating-current motor made by the Emerson
Electric Manufacturing company of St. Louis.
This back-geared motor is particularly suitable for

operating slow-speed machinery and
can be direct-belted to linotype ma-
chines. The pulley coimtershaft
shown revolves at one-fifth the speed
of the motor shaft. The pulley reg-
ularly furnished is hve inches in

diameter, with a three-inch face. A
pulley may also be placed on the
high-speed shaft, which projects for

that purpose, if it be desired to op-
crate two differently speeded ma-

NEW STURTEVANT ENCLOSED MOTOR.

ture shaft. The end casings are entirely independ-
ent, and can be instantly removed to give access
to the entire interior. The bearings and brushes
can be reached by simply removing the caps in the
center of the casings. The brushes are of hard
carbon, in holders of a modified reaction type, which
allows of easy adjustment -when it becomes necessary
to reverse the direction of rotation of the motor.
The bearings are self-oiling and self-aligning, and
fitted with composition sleeves, which are removable
from the outer ends of the boxes. These motors are

built in this type in seven sizes, ranging from one-
sixth to five horsepower.

EMERSON BACK-GEARED MOTOR.

chines directly from the same motor. The pinion
and lower part of the gear on this motor are inclosed

in a suitable gear case, so as to obviate danger of

accident. This motor may be also equipped with a

Sto\v flexible shaft, attached directly to the slow-speed
shaft, making the motor available for operating tap-

ping and reaming machines or emery wheels.

Vintage Fete in Paris.

[Special correspondence of the Western Electrician.]

Paris, October 16.—During the exposition, several

evenings have been given up to special fetes, but

the "Vintage Fete" of last evening was the most-

elaborate and best-carried-out illumination of the

season. Every light, both electric and gas, in the

Champ de Mars and the Trocadero Gardens as well

as on the Eiffel Tower, Trocadero Museum and
Electricity Palace, was lighted. To these were added

thousands of Japanese lanterns suspended from the

branches of the numerous trees on the grounds and
the special arrangement of incandescent lamps, bor-

dering the main avenues.

From the Eiffel Tower to the Chateau d'Eau, both

sides of the avenue were illuminated with lines of

artificial grapes, suspended in an artistic manner
from lamp post to lamp post. The bunches of

ftrapes, representing the various varieties grown in

France, were made of translucent paper and of large

size so as to compare favorably with the surround-

ings. On the inside of each bunch was suspended
a j6-candlcpower incandescent lamp. The light from
the imitation grapes shone on the green leaves of

Ihe entwining vines and produced an effect very diffi-

cult to dc.'^cribc, but one of great beauty. The arc

lamps .suspended from the ornamental iron posts on

the bridge between the Trocadero Garden and
Champs dc Mars were replaced by large dusters

of incandescent lamps of low candlcpowcr. so ar-

ranged as to give the appearance ot Immense bunches
of grapes hanging in the sunshine.

To add to the scene there were two parades sym-
bolic of the season. The girls and boys, women and
mm, were dressed in fantastic costumes and carried

Japanese lanterns suspended either from long

branches of the grape vines or from an arbor made

Smith-Vaile Deep-well Power Pump.
The accompanying illustration shows a Smith-

Vaile deep-well, working head of the differential

type. This head is suitable for both open and drilled

wells. The stroke is 24 inches in length and the
machine is adapted to almost any size of working
barrel, depending somewhat, however, upon the
maximum lift. This pump has been installed in

some of the larger office buildings, elevating water
375 feet in the new Montgomery Ward building in

Chicago. It is made especially strong and heavy.
The crank is of steel, the crank bearings being of lib-

eral area. Charcoal-iron, machine-cut gears are used.
The pinion shaft operates in ring-oiling bearings.
The connecting rod is of steel, provided with bronze
boxes at the crank-shaft connection, and also with
an adjustment device at the cross-head connection.
The cross-head operates in an adjustable shoe. A
combination water-box base is also provided, and
a check valve is located beneath the air chamber.
This pump is manufactured by the Stilwell-Bierce
& Smith-Vaile company of Dayton, Ohio,

American Electric Company of St. Paul.

.
The American Electric company cf St. Paul.

Minn., although only a year old, is already com-
manding a large trade, particularly in the North-
west. In that territory the
company is exclusive selling

agent for the Western Electric
company's goods, the Simplex
Electrical company's wires and
cables and the Sunbeam in-

candescent lamps. The com-
pany has an attractive store at

56 East Sixth street. St. Paul,
and carries an exceptionally
complete stock of all staple
supplies for inside work and
line construction. Ernest S.

Harrison of Winnipeg has
been recently appointed as the
company's sales agent in the province of Manitoba.
Mr. Harrison is engaged in the supply and construc-
tion business at Winnipeg, and is favored with a

large trade. The American company is incorpo-
rated under Minnesota state laws, with an authorized
capital stock of $25,000. The officers are the follow-
ing-named gentlemen; President. Chester D. Cran-
dall; vice-president and general manager, George
S. Ellicott; secretary and treasurer, A. McNab
Little.

SMITH-VAILE DEKP-WELL POWER PUMP.

American Enterprise in India.

The project for the utilization of the power avail-

able in the Falls of the Cauvery. in India, for the
generation and transmission of electric 'jnergy to the
gold fields of the Kolar district of Mysore, has at-

tracted considerable attention in the engineering
vvorld.

The, Cauvery Riyer rises in the Western Ghauts.
flows in a southeastern direction through Mysore
state and Madras, discharging m the Bay of Bengal,
after a course of some 475 miles. The Falls of the
Cauvery, at which the generating station will be
situated, are of famous memory, at a distance of
about 93 miles from Kolar, the center of the Mysore
gold-mining industry, where the power is to be
applied.

The following details will give some idea of the
scope of the undertaking: The discharge required to
generate sufficient power at the falls to transmit and
deliver 4,000 horsepower at the Kolar gold fields ha*
been found to be 181 cubic feet per second, and
observations have shown that even in the dryest
months of the dryest seasons on record the quantity
required is easily available. The actual horsepower
generated at the falls' power station will be 5,970, a;3d

an allowance of 33 per cent, has been made for loss
during transit. The generators will consist ot six
complete units of 1,000 horsepower each, each unit
comprising a waterwheel and generator on a hori-
zontal shaft. The generators will work at 2,200 volts.

In order to save wire on the line, step-up trans-
formers will be employed to raise the voltage from
2,200 to 30,000. At the receiving end of the line

step-down transformers will reduce this voltage to
4.000 for distribution purposes. At each mine sec-
ondary transformers will be employed to reduce
still further the voltage to between 150 and 200. The
transmission line will be in duplicate—two sets of
poles, each carrying three wires. As a rule, both
lines will be used, each line taking half the current,
but in the event of one failing, the remaining line

will be sufficient to carr^^ the whole current.
In order to reduce the line loss to the minimum,

change-over stations will be provided at 30-mile in-

tervals. These stations will enable sections of the
line to be thrown out of operation for repair at any
time, without interfering with the remaining parts
of the same line.

A number of leading electrical manufacturing
firms sent in their proposals for the scheme, and
that of the General Electric company of Schenec-
tady, N. Y., has been accepted. In the scheme of
this company the generator proposed is of the sta-

tionary-armature type. The plant to be supplied by
the General Electric company will include six gen-
erators of 720 kilowatts' capacity each, two exciters
of 75 kilow^atts' capacity each. T2 step-up. air-blast
transformers. 400 kilowatts each. 12 step-down, air-

blast transformers of 350 kilowatts each, four blower
sets for carrying step-up and step-down transform-
ers, one electrically driven air compressor and res-

ervoir for blowing dust from generators, two air

compressors for blowing dust from switchboards in

the two transformer stations, one switchboard for
step-up transformer station, one switchboard for
step-down transformer station, eight switchboard
panels for section house, three hand-power cranes,
lightning arresters, six tachometers for indicating
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the speed oi the generators, and all the necessary
material and supplies, including wire and cables,

poles for the transmission line, insulators, pins,

cross-arms, etc.

The General Electric company's contract price
amounts to $704,520. The scheme is at present at

the following stage: The sanction of the govern-
ment of India has been obtained and arrangements
have been entered into by the government of My-
sore with the government of Madras for the supply
of water in the Cauvery River. Tenders for the
execution of the necessary works in India have been
accepted, and the collection of materials and the
excavation of the channels begun.
The foregoing notes give in brief outlines the

project and general position of one of the most en-
terprising and interesting engineering schemes in

the annals of British rule in India. The Indian and
Eastern Engineer of Calcutta, from which the above
is an abstract, concludes its exhaustive article on
the subject with the words that the only point for

regret is that practically the whole of the plant will

be of foreign manufacture; "but with many Ameri-
can engines on our railway lines," that journal con-
tinues, "American rails to run them on,- and the

general enterprise of America in engineering and
its allied trades, we must be content to acknowledge
that the British manufacturer is quite unable to

retain his old monopoly in the wide marches of the

empire."

CORRESPONDENCE.
London Letter.

London, October i6.—The Great Eastern Rail-

way company is credited with an intention to apply

to Parliament next session for powers for the con-
struction of an underground electric line, to run
under its present railway from Ilford to Liverpool

street. The new line would be about seven miles

long.
The Chester Town Council has resolved to apply

to Parliament for an act empowering it to take

over the Chester Tramways undertaking, and to

adapt it for mechanical traction and to extend the

system beyond the city boundaries. The price to

be paid by the council to the tramway company is

^1,500 plus the rolling stock, at a valuation.

A company has been formed for the purpose of

acquiring and developing the business of the Gen-
eral Electric company, which was originally started

as a private concern in iSSo and registered as an
incorporated company in 18S9. The share capital

is placed at $4,000,000, divided into 40,000 five per

cent, cumulative preference shares of $50 each and
ordinary shares of the same value, while the com-
pany will also have an authorized issue of $1,000,000

of four per cent, first-mortgage debenture stock.

The net profits for the last three years is stated

to have averaged $308,975 per annum.
An unprecedented episode occurred at the last

meeting of the Liverpool City Council. The busi-

ness was to pass resolufions for an electric-tramway

extension, and it was necessary that two-thirds of

the council should vote in the affirmative. The
Irish members, resenting what was described as the

"closure'' applied to them at the previous meeting,

announced that they would now decline to vote.

They carried out their threat, with the result that

the necessary number of votes—78—was not given.

In this attitude they persisted, despite an appeal, and
the council had to adjourn, the whole of the after-

noon's proceedings being futile.

The Dudley Town Council has decided to borrow
$50,000 for the purpose of defraying the cost of

the free wiring of houses and business premises for

electric lighting. A government inspector was on
Saturday informed at an inquiry held by him that

the municipal authorities intended to charge 12

cents per unit for the first two hours' consumption
per da3% and three cents per unit—the lowest charge
on record—for the remaining 22 hours, being equiv-

alent to 18 cents per 1,000 feet for gas.

Last week I referred to the fact that the Leicester

Town Council was making a substantial profit from
its electric-light undertaking. Manchester, too, I

understand, makes an annual profit of some $50,000.

On the other hand, municipal trading in a number
of other cities and towns has resulted in a big loss.

One of the earliest to launch out for itself was
Godalming, in Surrey, which nearly went bankrupt.
Bedford did almost equally badly, and drops to this

day something like $5,000 a year on its venture.

Bath shows a nominal profit of $7,390 a 3'ear, but
pays in interest and sinking fund, without making
any provision for depreciation, $11,245. Liverpool
at first scouted the whole idea, contenting itself with
encouraging a company to handle the new venture.

The company w^as a success, and the Town Council
thereupon bid humbly for permission to take back
again the powers it had parted with so lightly. In
the result it had to pay the Liverpool Electric Sup-
ply company a sum of $2,000,000 for plant wdiich

had admittedly cost but about half of that amount.
Chesterfield, with a population of 22,000, is so deter-

mined to have its own electric light that, after

rejecting a private tender to supply electricity at

four cents per Board of Trade unit, it is engaged
in laying down plant to supply itself at a cost to

the borough of exactly 12 cents per unit.

The new works for the supply of electricity to

Poplar, a populous district in the East End of

London, were opened last week. Thi. terrors of

by-streets and alleys situated in "darkest London"
have too often been enlarged upon, but with the

enterprise of modern days, which gives to the poor-
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est parts the blessing of electricity, the old reproach
is in a fair way of being removed altogether. The
local board, it appears, is alone responsible for the
carrying out of the project, having some five years
since pressed into its service for the purpose Mr.
Alfred Blackman, electrical engineer of the Aber-
deen corporation. At a total cost of nearly $500,-
000 the work has been brought to a successful issue,

some of the chief items of expenditure being as
follows: site, $16,000; buildings, $68,000; boiler-
house equipment, $74,000; engine-house and bat-
tery-room plant, $87,500; arc lamps and posts, $40,-
000; mains, $255,000. The full installation is not
yet completed. Included in the works are two 330-
horsepower and tv/o 167-horsepower engines, triple

expansion, with two 200-kilowatt dynamos. The
system adopted is the three-wire, and is available
for both power and light. The supply will be that
of maximum demand, both for lighting and power
at the rate of 10 cents, eight cents and six cents a
unit for the former, and six cents and three cents for
the latter. There are ^y miles of streets in the dis-

trict and 30 miles of mains have been laid down.
For street hghting 195 arc lamps have been placed
in position, the standards carrying at the height
of the ordinary street lamps two incandescent lights

w^hich are turned on after midnight, and the arcs
switched off. Nearly 700 other street lamps will

be fitted with the incandescent bulbs as the works
develop. Arrangements have been made for the
supply of fittings in the houses of consumers free

of initial cost, and meters with slots for money
will be furnished, so that customers can pay as they
go along. W. H. B.

New York Notes.

New York, October 27.—In the sound-money
parade, to be held on November 3d, the electrical

interests will be well represented. An association

has been organized with these officers : President. E.

S. Keeler; vice-president, Allan S. Bakewell; secre-
tary, H. B. Kirkland; treasurer, G. L. Patterson;
marshal, H. L. Shippy. These gentlemen form the
executive committee, with Dr. S. S. Wheeler, John
H. Dale and T. C. Martin. A finance committee has
been appointed, composed of the treasurer. Dr.
Wheeler and J. W. Godfrey. A committee on
badges, flags, canes and general equipment was
formed, comprising H. F. Albright, C. S. Pease
and J. W. Dale. Secretary Kirkland was appointed
a committee of one on music, and Mr. Martin a com-
mittee of one on press. From the reports already
filed it is evident that not less than 3,000 marchers
may be counted on from the electrical industries.

The Western Electric company will make the largest

showing, with the Crocker-W^heeler and the Sprague
men next in numbers.
Important changes in the aiTairs of the Brooklyn

Rapid Transit company are looked for in a few
weeks. It is expected that the Metropolitan street-

railway interests will acquire control of that system,
with a unifying of the surface transit routes of the
boroughs of Manhattan and Brooklyn.
Members of the State Railroad commission met in

the Fifth Avenue Hotel last week to consider, among
other matters, the proposition of the New York,
Brooklyn and Jersey City Rapid Transit company
and the New York and Brooklyn Union Transit
company to build a tunnel connecting Brooklyn and
Jersey City. Commissioner Dunn, of Binghamton,
presided. Mr. A. E. Orr, president of the Rapid
Transit commission, said that the board had al-

ways had the question of rapid transit to Brooklyn
in mind, and had finally decided on a route. This
was from the terminus of the existing rapid-transit

system, at City " Hall, down Broadway to South
Ferry, including a loop at the Battery. It would
then cross under the East River to the foot of

Joralemon street, Brooklyn, under Fulton street to

the junction of Flatbush avenue, under Flatbush
avenue to its junction with Atlantic avenue, and
then come out of the ground at some point near
there. No contracts for the work have yet been
made. Mr. Orr estimated the cost of the board's

plan for Brooklyn at $8,000,000.

It is impossible to predict the extent of saving

in the substitution of electric for steam power on the

Manhattan Elevated road, but from the reports of the

elevated roads in Chicago, where the operating ex-

penses have been thus reduced on an average of

20 per cent., one can estimate that there should be

an increase in its net revenue of about $1,750,000

(based on last year's gross earnings from traffic of

$8,719,000), or 3% per cent, on the $50,000,000 stock.

In addition to this, a large increase of traffic may
naturally be expected as a result of the greater speed,

comfort and convenience of electric traction. Man-
hattan earned for several years in succession over

$10,000,000, and in 1893 over $11,000,000. If we take

$10,000,000 as a basis, this will show an increase of

$1,300,000 over last year, or $700,000 net, estimating

operating expenses at 45 per cent, which is about

the average on the Chicago roads. To this should

be added the 20 per cent, saving as above, making
a total of $2,450,000 additional for the stock.

The bronze tablet, which for years marked the

home of Samuel F. B. Morse, at No. 5 West Twenty-
second street, has been replaced in the wall of the

new Spinning Wheel building, on the same site.

These additional words have been added to the orig'-

nal inscription: "This tablet removed from build-

ing formerly on this site and replaced K. D. igoo."

Mr. Morse lived in the Twenty-second street house

for eight years and died there. M. L. G.
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New England News.
Bostoii, October 26.—The Massachusetts railroad

commissioners have been asked by the management
of the Lowell and Suburban Street Railway company
to rescind a decree of the board issued some time
ago, limiting dividends of the company to seven
per cent, annually. It appears that in 1896 the board
issued an order that the Lowell and Suburban divi-
dend be limited to six per cent., owing to an im-
pairment of capital. In 1897 this impairment was
partially made up and the board issued another
order limiting the dividend to seven per cent. The
company has entirely wiped out this impairment and
now asks that the order hmiting amount of dividends
be rescinded. The Lowell and Suburban property
IS appraised at $2,340,000. Consolidation with the
Lowell, Lawrence and Haverhill railway under the
control of the Massachusetts Electric Companies is
also asked for.

The railroad commissioners have been taking testi-
mony in connection with a petition to compel the
Boston Elevated Railway company to run vestibule
cars for the protection of raotormen in winter.
Disagreement by the jury was the result in the

trial of Chief Train Dispatcher Hugh J. Hill of
the Taunton Division of the New York, New Haven
and Hartford railroad, who was accused of violating
Section 10 of Chapter 370 of the Acts of 1898, United
States Statutes, for alleged discrimination against
Peter J. Galligan, an operator employed at his office,
and causing the latter's discharge last .A.pril because
he was a member of the Order of Railroad Teleg-
raphers. The case has been on trial before Judge
Lowell in the United States District Court here.
As it was a test case, the first of its kind to be
brought under this comparatively new law, it was
watched with interest by labor organizations, cor-
porations and the public at large. The jury came
in twice for instructions. After having deliberated
eight hours, the foreman reported that they were
unable to agree, and Judge Lowell dismissed them.
It is believed that Mr. Hill will be tried a.gain.
The Massachusetts Supreme Court has rendered an

important decision which relieves the various electrical
companies that were involved in litigation for some
time after the famous subway explosion in this city,
four years ago, from all responsibility for damagesm connection therewith. The suit which has thus
terminated is known as the Koplan case. There
are upward of 100 other suits for damages pending,
and the decision in this case having fi.xed the blame
upon the Boston Gaslight company, the others will
doubtless be pressed to trial or settlement in some
form. About $500,000 is involved. Wolfe Koplan
was a bootblack who was thrown against a nearby
building by the force of the explosion. His suit,
one of many, was the first one entered, and was
given the importance of being made a test case.
The subway was in process of construction at the
time and the action, therefore, was brought against
all who might be concerned, the original defendants
being the Boston Gaslight company, the Metropoli-
tan Construction company, which was at work on
a portion of the subway, the Edison Electric Illum-
inating

_
company, the Boston Electric Light com-

pany, the Bay
^
State Gas company and the West

End Street Railway company. The trial lasted six
weeks. Before its completion the Boston Electric
Light company and the Bay State Gas company
were dropped from the case, it being agreed that they
were in no way responsible. After the plaintiff had
put in all his evidence. Judge Lilley, who presided at
the trial, instructed the jury that there was no evidence
against the Edison Electric Illuminating company,
and directed them to return a verdict favorable to
that company, which was done. The case was sub-
mitted to the jury as against the Boston Gas Light
company, the West End Street Railway company
and the Metropolitan Construction company. Ver-
dicts favorable to the two latter corporations were
returned by the jury, and a verdict of $3,000 was
awarded to the boy against the Gas Light company.
An appeal was taken, the Gas Light people con-
tending that probably a spark from an electric car
had ignited the gas, but the Supreme Court finally

decided otherwise. B.

Southern Developments.
Charlotte. N. C, October 26.

—

.K seven-mile
electric railway will be built at Greenville, S. C.
D. H. Whitner will survey the route. The contract
calls for the completion of the work by December
15th.

Gafifney, S. C, has voted an additional issue of

$15,000 bonds to increase the electric-light and
water facilities.

The Virginia Electrical Railway and Development
company of Richmond, Va., expects to be ready
to generate and supply electric power to consumers
within about five weeks.
The Indianola Power company will develop a

10,000-horsepower site near Lancaster, S. C. The
power will be transmitted electrically to a number
of towns. The contract was given to Ladshaw &
Ladshaw of Spartanburg. S. C.
The Atlanta (Ga.) Rapid Transit company, which

has .gained control of the Lakewood street railwav
in Atlanta, proposes to connect its system with
the newly acquired line at an early date.

The Hampton Roads Railway and Electric com-
pany has secured a franchise to construct a pro-
posed electric line at Newport News. Va. The ne\v
company, it is stated, proposes to operate a penin-
sula system in opposition to the Newport News
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and Old Point Railway and Electric company,
which is said to have Baltimore capital back of it.

D. H. L.

Gleanings from Colorado.

Denver, October 25.—The City Council of Colo-
rado City has adopted the franchise giving to

the Citizens' Light, Heat and Power company the

right to do business in that city. The special elec-

tion to vote on the franchise is fixed for November
6th.

The American Gaslight association has been in

session in Denver this week. A considerable num-
ber of electrical men were present, coming from
cities in which gas and electrical interests are con-
trolled by a single company. Among them were
H. F. Coggshall, Fitchburg Gas and Klectric Light
company, Fitchburg, Mass.; C. L. Gerauld, Gales-
burg Gas and Electric company, Galesburg, 111.;

E. C. Jones, San Francisco Gas and Electric com-
pany, San Francisco, Cal. ; L. L. Kellogg, Siou.x

City Gas and Electric company, Sioux City, Iowa:
Ira A. Miller, Colorado Springs Electric company,
Colorado Springs, Colo.; F. D. Moses, Trenton
Gas and Electric company, Trenton, N. J.; C. F.

Pritchard. Lynn Gas and Electric company, Lynn,
Mass.; F. L, Terry, New London Gas and Electric

companj'. New London, Conn., and E. E._ Witherby,
Union Gas and Electric company, New \ ork, N. Y.

A fine of $25 has been imposed by the city mag-
istrate of Denver for the failure of an electrical con-
tractor to notify the city electrician to inspect the

wiring in a block of houses. The defense was that

a notice had been sent, but it had not been delivered

to the city officer, being lost in the mail or other-

wise miscarried.

The directors of the Denver Consolidated Gas and
Electric company, at a recent meeting, adopted
resolutions on the death of the president, George
Treadway Thompson. The question of the com-
petition in the electrical field of the Lacombe Elec-
tric company was considered. Mr. W. F. Douthirt,
the general counsel of the company, is cjuoted as

saying on this subject: "In a city like Denver
competition is impossible. We shall be obliged to

protect our investment in case a new company enters

the field, even to the extent of a rate war and the
consequent loss."

The Lacombe Electric company is proceeding
rapidly with its work on its line construction. Its

new poles in the business section overtop all those
now in place, so that no fear will be experienced
of wires from other circuits dropping on their

wires in bad weather. The plans for the new
power station will soon be completed.
A Denver paper announces the appointment of

Simeon W. Cantril as superintendent of the Denver
Tramway company, to take the place of Mr. C. K.
Durbin. Officers of the company say that the an-
nouncement is premature.
W. G. Evans, secretary of the Denver Consoli-

dated Tramway company, recently returned from a

trip to Europe. He reports that there is no im-
mediate prospect that the company's plant will be
sold, as the option given to Englishmen has expired;
the necessary money was not raised.

The Denver Consolidated Tramway company has
increased the wages of its trainmen from iVa to

one cent an hour. The men at present earn from
18^/^ to 24 cents hourly. The amount varies in

accordance with the length of service with the com-
pany. The increase of wages is a great satisfaction

to the men. A raise was asked by the men. and
when the matter was not acted upon immediately the
papers started some agitation. It was even sug-
gested that a strike might be declared, although
there is no organization among the men. The men
are now well satisfied, as there are few cities in

which higher wages are paid for similar labor.

J. W. D.

of representatives of colleges and universities from
all parts of the country and of representatives of the
alumni organizations. The entire main body of the
hall was filled by the students, 1,250 or more in

number. Brief addresses were made by Senator
Henry Cabot Lodge, by Col. Thomas L. Livermore
on behalf of the corporation, and by ex-Prcsident
Crafts. Dr. Pritchett, in his inaugural address,
dwelt upon "The Relation of Educated Men to the
State."

PERSONAL.
Harry A. Brinkerhoff of Upper Sandusky, Ohio,

has accepted a position as manager of the Home
Telephone company at Greenville, S. C.

A. P. Munning, manager of the New York office

of the Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing company, is

in Chicago enjoying a well-earned vacation.

Dr. Karl E. Guthe of the department of physics of

the University of Michigan is spending the present
year in Leipsic, Germany, conducting investigations
in the general subject of physical chemistry.

Henry Tyrrcl, formerly with the Bell company
at Jefferson City, Mo., has been appointed manager
of the new Independent exchange at that city, re-

cently installed by the Capitol Telephone company.
W. A. Magcc was engineer and superintendent of
construction for the Capitol company.

Storm Emans of Poughkcepsic, N. Y., died at
his home in that city on October 24th. In his
early life he was a telegraph ojjerator, and at one
lime was manager of the Atlantic and Pacific Tele-
graph comi)any at Ncwburg, N. Y. At the time
of his death he was cashier of the Poughkeepsie
City and Wappinger's Falls Electric Railway com-
pany.

The formal inauguration of Dr. Henry S.
Pritchett, former chief of the United States Coast
and Geodetic .Survey, as i)resident of the Massa-
chusetts Inslilule of Technology, look place on Oc-
tober 24th in the new .Symphony Hall in Boston.
A dislinguiiihed company was present, consisting

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The city of Orlando, Fla., Is advertising for bids

for an electric-light plant.

Ilion, N. Y., has issued $30,000 in bonds for the

]3urpose of building an electric-light plant.

The Durant (I. T.) electric-light plant has
been purchased by Bonham and Durant capitalists.

The Edison Electric Illuminating company of

Cumberland, Md., has decided to spend $35,000
for improving its plant.

Plans are being prepared for a $5,000 electric-

light plant at Kasson, Minn., to replace the one de-

stroyed by fire some weeks ago.

City water and electric light will be furnished

Vineland, N. J., by the Buchanan company of Phil-

adelphia. The power house will cost $7,000.

The council of Lewiston, Pa., will receive bids

until November sth for Hghting the streets with

30 or more arc lights of 2,000 candlepowcr.

Bonds to the amount of $25,000 have been sold

for the purpose of erecting an electric-light plant

and waterworks in Ruston, La. R. M. Adams is

the engineer.

The City Council of Hawkinsville, Ga., (T. H.
Grace, mayor), wants prices on a complete outfit

of electrical machinery for operating 40 arc and
1,500 i6-candlepower lights.

The Southern Light and Power company has

been organized at Vicksburg, Miss., with a capital

stock of $100,000. to build, own and control electric-

light and power plants throughout the South. J. C.

Schaefer of Chicago will probably be president, and
F. S. Mordaunt. manager.

Big Rapids, Mich., is advertising for bids for the

furnishing of not less than 50 1,200 or 2,000-candle-

power arc lights. The bids will be received until

December 3d. and are to be made upon the mid-
night, moonlight and all-night schedules for one,

three or five-year contracts. Correspondence may
be addressed to the City Clerk, Big Rapids, Mich.

The New York Trust company has purchased the

plant of the Shenango Valley Electric Light com-
pany in Pennsylvania for $73,000. The company
has also bought the Youngstown, Sharon and
Sharpsville electric-light plants, the 'Valley Street

Railway and the Sharon and "Wheatland and
Youngstown Electric Railroad franchises. Over
$2,000,000 will be expended in the three towns in

improving the lighting and railroad facilities.

The plans proposed for the lighting of St. Ce-
cilia's Church of Boston will give it one o( the

finest designs of illumination of any such edifice in

the country. The designs include a large Byzantine

cross, 12 feet high, to be suspended above the main
arch of the marble altar. Projecting from the col-

umns supporting this main arch will be a set of

pendants, while along the sides of the nave electric

lanterns will be hung from the medallions. Above
the side alco\'es of the altar will be clusters of lights,

and depending from each column along the bays

of the church will be oval-shaped lanterns. The
whole scheme of lighting calls for nearly 4.000 elec-

tric lights, which will be hung within or behind the

various designs, the body of these shapes being
formed of opalescent glass and colored cathedral-

glass jewels.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The International Rapid Transit company of Buf-

falo has been incorporated at Do\'er, Del., with

$1,100,000 capital stock.

The Galion-Bucyrus electric line in Ohio will be
extended from the latter place to Sandusky, and
$125,000 has been appropriated for the purpose. The
distance is 17 miles.

General F. F. Myles of New Orleans is making-
arrangements for building a trolley line from St.

Martinville. La., via New Iberia, and all the Teeehe
towns, to Berwick, La.

The Albany (N. Y.) County Railroad company
has been incorporated with $20,000 capital stock, to

build an electric railway three-fourths of a mile long
on Central avenue, in Albany. J. K. Kennedy of

that city is interested.

An electric street railway is to be built from New
Iberia, La., to Berwick City. The new line will be
45 miles long. A stock company has been organ-
ized in New Orleans for the building of the new
road, with General F. F. Myles at the head of the
project.

Experiment.'il excavations were be.gun on Oc-
tober 29th at various points along the route of
Ihe Charing Cross. Euslon and Ifampstead rail-

way of Lcnulon, the franchise of which was re-

cently acquired by Charles T. Yerkes. It is slated

that the work will be continued without interrup-
tion.

It is announced that the tracks of the Cincinnati,
Saginaw and Mackinaw Railroad company, between
Bay City and Saginaw, Mich., will be converted to
a third-rail electric system. The Murphy Safety
Third Rail Electric company, it is said, will install
the new system.

A company has been formed to build a trolley line
from Parkersburg, W. 'Va., to Marietta, Ohio. H.
C. Henderson is president of the company. The
line will be constructed within a year and will make
tributary to Parkersburg all the towns about the
city for 12 miles.

The Tennis Construction company of Philadel-
phia has been awarded the contract for building
the new electric road of the Uniontown and Monon-
gahela 'Valley Railroad company. The tracks will
extend through the new Masontown coke fields,
making about 20 miles of track.

Representatives of the New York Trust company
have purchased the Shenango Valley Electric Light
plant at Sharon, Pa., and also the Sharpsville Elec-
tric Light works. The company expects to build
electric railroads connecting Sharon, Newcastle
and Youngstown, and will invest over $2,000,000.

The stockholders of the Fairmont (W. Va.) and
Clarksburg Electric Railway have elected the fol-
lowing-named directors: J. N. Camden, S. D. Cam-
den, I Davis, of Parkersburg. W. Va.. and others.
The purpose of the company is to build an electric
passenger railroad from Clarksburg to Fairmont
through the Camden coal fields.

Articles of incorporation have been filed in Wis-
consin by the Milwaukee, Berlin and Northern
Railway company. The road is to be built from
Berhn to Stevens Point, and is capitalized at $100-
000 The directors are L. Grofl. H. Rommerdall.
J. S. Carter, C. C. Bartlett and others of Chicago
and W. W. Cooper of Kenosha, Wis.

J. I. Beggs of Milwaukee, on behalf of the
Fox River Valley Electric Railway company, has
arranged for work to begin at once on a temporary
power house to operate the street-railway and city-
hghting system of Appleton, Wis. Next spring a
permanent power house will be erected to furnish
the needed power and to sell power to manufac-
turing plants.

It is expected that the new roadbed of the De-
troit, Lake Orion and Flint railway, between De-
troit and Flint, Mich., will be in use before the end
of the year. The time occupied for the trip will
be two hours and 40 minutes, or only five minutes
more than the present railroad time. The cars on
this line will be 50 feet in length, full vestibuled,
with three compartments—parlor, smoking and
buffet sections. Each car is to be equipped with
two lOO-horsepower motors.

AUTOMOBILES.
It is stated that Chicago is shortly to have a

school of instruction for automobile operators, con-
ducted on an extensive scale. Mrs. E. S. Blye, the
originator of the idea, will be one of the instructors
of the school and will devote her attention mostly
to women who may desire to master the mechanical
construction of their machines. The Chicago Motor
Vehicle company is interested in the project.

Charles N. Wheeler, formerly of Peoria, III, who
left New York city several weeks ago on an auto-
mobile trip to El Paso, Texas, has been compelled
to abandon his trip on account of the illness of
his wife. Over good roads he was able to cover
from 70 to 85 miles a day. He reports the roads
of New York, Ohio and Indiana to be first-class
turnpikes, but the Illinois roads the poorest of dirt
thoroughfares.

Two automobile shows are to be held in New York
this month. The first, given under the auspices of
the Automobile Club of America, will be held at
Madison Square Garden from November 3d to No-
vember 10th. A number of interesting contests, races
etc., to determine the superior abilities of different
machines, will take place during this exhibition.
From November 14th to November 24th another show
will be given at the Grand Central Palace.

At the annual meeting of the Automobile Club
of America, held recently in New York, the follow-
ing-named officers were elected: President, Albert
R. Shattuck; vice-president, A. C. Bostwick; treas-
urer, Jefferson Seligman; secretary, M. W. Ford.
Former Secretary Hedge said that reciprocal rela-
tions had been established with the automobile
clubs of Great Britain and Ireland, France, Bel-
gium, Switzerland, Berlin, Turin and Vienna, and
that the club had affiliated with those of the prin-
cipal cities of the United States. It was recom-
mended by the law committee that an eft'ort be
made to have all parkways and drives opened to
motor vehicles.

PUBLICATIONS.
A folder sent out by the Joseph Dixon Crucible

company of Jersey City, N. J., dwells upon the cov-
ering capacity and great durability of Dixon's silica-

graphite paint, which is claimed to be the cheapest
protective coating for ironwork on the market. A
picture is shown of the Park street railroad bridge
.'It Cincinnati, coated with this i^aint, which success-
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fully resisted the action of engine fumes for over
five years.

"Alternating-current Induction Motors'* is the
theme of Bulletin No. 3021, issued by the Emerson
Electric Manufacturing company of St. Louis, Mo.
While the motors here described are of the same
general appearance as those described in Bulletin
No. 3003, a great improvement in electrical effi-

ciency is claimed, and a number of sizes have been
added. The pamphlet gives considerable informa-
tion on this type of machine.

A fine specimen of the picture-maker's art is the
large photogravure that is being distributed to its

friends by the American Electrical Works of Provi-
dence. R. I. The picture, which is 17 by ^^ inches
in size, shows in a group the electrical men who
foregathered at the recent twenty-second an-
nual clambake given by the American Electrical

Works at the Pomham Club. There were 359 gen-
tlemen in attendance and a key gives the names
and addresses.

W. R. C. Smith and C. S. McMahan, formerly
western managers of the American Electrician and
Street Railway Journal, respectively, have resigned
their positions with those journals and have pur-
chased a controlling interest in The Engineer, a

monthly publication devoted to the interests of

steam users and printed in Cleveland. Messrs.
Smith and McMahan are experienced in the ad-
vertising end of technical journalism, and they have
many friends and acquaintances who will extend
best wishes for their success in the new venture.

The suggestive title of a 56-page production of

the advertising department of the B. F. Sturtevant
company, Boston, Mass., is "2,500 Witnesses." As
announced in the sub-title, the book is "A List of

Buildings and Sundry Steamships Wherein the
Sturtevant System or Apparatus has been in-

stalled for the Purposes of Ventilation and Heating."
The names presented in the list are the most em-
phatic, and, in fact, the only witnesses that this

company desires to present as evidence of the suc-
cessful operation of the Sturtevant system and ap-
paratus.

A paper on the "Metric System." read by Rufus
P. Williams before the American Chemical Society,
is published by the Decimal Association, of London,
England. It is hoped that the distribution of this

paper may lead to further interest in the question
among those engaged in commerce and legislation

in the United States, especially in view of the fact

that the metric system is already in use in some of

the new island possessions of the United States.

The paper treats of the present extent of the system
in this country and in Europe, of its advantages, and
the best methods of introducing it in commerce and
in schools.

A catalogue recently published for the Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing company is en-
titled '"Westinghouse Railway Motors." The pub-
lication contains illustrations and brief descriptions

of the standard Westinghouse railway motors and at

the conclusion of the book is given a number of

illustrations showing tj'pical railway power-house in-

stallations equipped with both direct-current and
polyphase systems. The catalogue, which displays

the careful preparation and excellent mechanical
execution characteristic of the Westinghouse pub-
lications, will be mailed to officers of electric-railway

companies, consulting and contracting engineers
and others interested, upon application.
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Morton; Syracuse, by James Hilton and E. F.
Lester: Rochester, by Rudolph Schmidt, and Buf-
falo, by J. C, Sterns.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
The announcement of the meeting of the Chicago

Electrical association for November 2d contained
a notice of a paper by A. M. Blumenthal on
"Roentgen Rays."

E. B. Ellicott, city electrician of the city of

Chicago, will read a paper on "Tlie Robert A.
Waller City Electric Lighting Plant" before the

meeting of the Western Society of Engineers in

Chicago on November 7th. At the same meeting a

paper on "The River and Harbor of Chicago" will

be presented by R. B. Wilcox, of the city engineer's

office.

The board of directors of the Electrical Contract-

ors' association of New York state held a special

meeting at the Builders* Exchange at Buffalo, on
October 22d. New York city was represented by
Charles L. Eidlitz. president of the association in

that city: Utica. by W. H. Morton, of Johnson &

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The National Carbon company of Cleveland. Ohio,

has declared the regular quarterly dividend of i-J4

per cent, on its preferred stock, payable November
ifih.

The Chicago Edison company has declared the
regular quarterly dividend of $2 a share, payable
November ist, to stockholders of record at the close
of business on October 23d.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The tomb of Sir Humphry Dav}', at Geneva, has

been restored recently and put in good condition.
It had been in a neglected condition for some time.

The Gas and Electric Fitters' Association of Amer-
ica has been incorporated at Chicago. The organ-
ization is not one for profit. Its incorporators are
Thomas MuIqueeUj Edward Hobbs and John A.
Long.

The Monongahela River Consolidated Coal and
Coke company is introducing a number of electric

mining machines in three of its mines in Pennsyl-
vania. A number of similar machines are in use
in the mines of the Pittsburg Coal company. It is

said that in a reasonable time every mine of the
latter company will be supplied with electrical ma-
chines. Two men are employed at a machine, and
it is said that one machine can do as much work
as three men with picks.

At Middleton, Ohio, recently, occurred a peculiar
accident. The iron safe of the Middleton shoe
factory refused to open, and the bookkeeper. Louis
Jaquith, and the engineer, W. H. Rice, attempted to
burn out the combination by use of a carbon and
electric current. The task took several hours, dur-
ing which time each was subjected to the glare of

the light. Soon after both men complained of a

dizziness and pain in the head, and after some hours
both went suddenly blind at about the same time.

All efforts to restore their sight have been un-
availing, and it is feared that the men are hopelessly
blind.

TRADE NEWS.
The Holophane Glass company ' announces that

it has removed to its new offices at 15 East Thirty-
second sti-eet, New York.

It is stated that C. E. Carpenter has severed his

connection with the Ward Leonard Electric com-
pany to embark in the rheostat business for him-
self.

The Chicago Motor Vehicle company has been
incorporated at Harvey, 111., with a capital stock of

$1,000,000 to manufacture vehicles, motors, etc. Tlie

incorporators are William O. Worth, Henry W.
Kellogg and William R. Donaldson.

The Chicago Mica company of Valparaiso, Ind..

is sending to the trade samples of its mica washers
with requests that they be given a trial. A circular

shows the companj^'s new factory which has grown
to the extent of 34,000 square feet in floor space since

the company started in 189S.

The H. T. Paiste company of Philadelphia an-

nounces that F. M. Clark, who for the last 18

months has solicited orders in the southern states for

that company, has severed all connection with it.

C. I. Hills, general sales agent for the H. T. Paiste

company, will, in the future, look after the business

in that section.

The Electrical Construction company of London.
Out., is asking for bids for the erection of a new
factory. It is the intention to have a three-story

building, 40 by 100 feet. This company, from a

small concern, has risen to large proportions, and
forms an important addition to the manufacturing
interests of the city of London.

The Carleton window lock, which the Western
Electric company is now handling, is said to be a
positive burglar alarm and window lock combined.
By means of this device a window can be left open
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for ventilation, but cannot be moved from this po-
sition by any person outside of the building. Any
attempt to move it rings a bell in the house.

The Emerson Electric Manufacturing company of
St. Louis has filed suit against the Van Nort Bros.
Electric company of St. Louis. The complainant
alleges that the Van Nort Bros, company sold al-
ternating-current ceiling fans made by the Dayton
Fan and iVIotor company of Dayton, Ohio, which, it

is alleged, infringe the patents of the Emerson
company.

Sealed proposals will be received at the office
of the supervising architect, at Washington, until
November 17, 1900, for the installation of a wiring
system for the old United States courthouse and
temporary court building adjacent thereto at Bal-
timore, Md. Copies of the drawing and specifica-
tion may be obtained at the Washington office, or
at the office of the custodian at Baltimore, Md.
The Bullock Electric Manufacturing company is

receiving bids for two one-story additions to its

plant in Norwood. Cincinnati. One will be an ad-
dition to the machine shop, 100 by 160 feet in di-
mensions, while the other will be an independent
building in the rear of the office, 50 by 100 feet, to be
used as a boxing factory. Large shipments of goods
to Paris and Alexandria. Egypt, are almost com-
pleted and will be made in a short time.

Sealed proposals will be received at the office
of the supervising architect, at Washington, until
November 22d, for the installation of a wiring sys-
tern for the United States courthouse and postoffice
building at Topeka. Kan., in accordance with the
drawings and specification, copies of which may
be obtained at the Washington office, or at the
office of the superintendent of construction at To-
peka, Kan.

About four years ago the Warren Electric and
Specialty company of Warren, Ohio, established
the custom of giving its employes an annual ban-
quet. In 1S99 the banquet was made coincident with
the opening of the firm's new office building. This
year it was held in the new building of the Economy
Electric company immediately adjoining. About 250
guests sat down at the banquet table on the first

floor on the evening of the banquet a few days ago.
Toasts were responded to by officers of the Warren
company and others. After the banquet the party
adjourned to the second floor, wlurc an enjoyable
dancing party was given, jhe affair was pro-
nounced an unqualified success.

The Sprague Electric company of New York de-
scribes in a recent bidletin some new electric hoists
recently developed by the company. A trolley hoist,
illustrated by side and end views, travels on a single
track and is provided with two one-horsepower
Lundell motors, one for hoisting and one for travel-
ing. The machine may have a hoisting capacity of
500 or 800 pounds as desired, and the traversing
speed is six miles an hour. This apparatus is par-
ticularly adapted for shipyards, docks, warehouses
and similar locations requiring handling over con-
siderable distances. The electric traveling hoist con-
sists of a small truck mounted on flanged wheels
which travel on a double track. The hoisting motor,
provided with a specially designed controller, will
lift a load of 4.000 pounds at a maximum speed of
six feet a minute. The traversing of the hoist is

done bv hand. This hoist is especially adaptable for
assembly rooms and packing or shipping rooms.

BUSINESS.
The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, has

catalogues descriptive of Packard lamps and Pack-
ard transformers, which it is mailing upon applica-
tion.

The Western Electric company has just shipped
a large number of its Petite direct-current arc lamps
to Australia and a number of the series enclosed-
arc lamps to South America.

Hoopes & Townsend of Philadelphia, Pa., have
contracted with the American Bridge company to
build a bar-mill building 70 feet by 500 feet in size

on the line of the Trenton cut-off of the Pennsylvania
railroad.

The Sprague Electric company has secured the
contract for ventilating the new Grand Central
Depot. New York city. The ventilating fans, rang-
ing in size from iS to 60 inches, will be operated by
the well-known Lundell electric motors.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

660.119. Alarm Appliance for Refrigerator Pans.

James H. McGurty. Jersey City, N. J. Appli-

cation filed June 14, 1900.
This invention is an alarm appliance for refrieerator

pans. With the pan of the refrigerator are combined a
detachable clamp composed of two members bineed to-

gether and having an interveoins spring, a float arm
hinged to the clan,p, two metallic plates on the clamp,
and an electric alarm arranged to be sounded upon the rise

of the float arm which carries one of the plates into con-
tact with the other.

660,124. Telephone System. Lambert Schnddt.

Weehawken, N. J. Application filed March 8.

1900.
With a supporting frame for an automatic switch are

shown a shaft or drum, having a series of circuit-closers

Issued October 2j, igoo.

arranged thereon, journaled in the ends of tbe frame, and
a series of pairs of contacts carried by the sides of the
frame, one of the contacts of each of the pairs extending
into the path of the circuit-closers, alternate pairs of con-
tacts being carried by opposite sides of the frame. Means
are provided for rotating the shaft or drum in one direc-
tion, a detent engaging the shaft or drum to hold it with
one of the circuii-closers in position to press together
one of the pairs of contacts. Means are also shown for
releasing the detent.

660.134. Automatic Circuit-breaker and Closer.

William B. Watzel and Forrest L. Shekell,

Washington, D. C. Application filed January 4,

1900.

In an electric circuit-breaker and closer of the charac-
ter described is a double bulb having an intermediate

contracted neck, and an armature upon the lower part of
the bulb. Loosely coiled wires enter the bulb upon oppo-
site sides : tbe bulb incloses a suitable charge of electrical
conveying fluid, and is adapted to be suspended within a
yoke pivoted to the spark coil of an electric circuit.

660.1.^8. Thermo-electric Cell. Ernest F. Yost and
William H. Smith, New York. N. Y. Appli-
cation filed June 28, 1900.

A thermo-electric cell has one element of the thermo-
electric couple inclosed within the other element of ihe
couple, while a tube is electrically connected with the in-
closing element and insulated from the element iorlosed,
and another tube is elctrically connected with the inclosed
element and insulated from the inclosing element; the tubes
are insulated from one another and mechanically can-
nected to convey the fluid through the cell.
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660,139. Thermo-electric Cell. Ernest F. Yost and
William H. Smith, New York, N. Y. Appli-

cation filed June 28, 1900.

In this thermo-electric cell are shown a body of electro-

negative metal, an outer covering of electro-positive

metal, and a contact piece of electro-positive metal em-
bedded in the negative metal, and electrically connected
at its ends to tbe eleciro-positive metal.

660,152. Electric Welding Tongs. John R. Dun-
can. Indianapolis, Ind., assignor of five-eighths

to Calvin R Darnell and C. Augustus Schmidt,

Indianapolis, Ind. Application filed May 17,

1900.

This electric welder comprises a pair of tongs having a

pair of jaws and a pair of handles connected to the same,
a washer insulating the jaws at their joint, a sleeve insu-

lating tbe handles at the points of connection, and an
electrical connection with the jaws whereby the current
will pass fromonetothe other transversely through the

articles to be welded,

660,154. Receptacle for Incandescent Lamps.
Philip H. Fielding. New York, N. Y. Applica-

tion filed April 2, 1900.

A receptacle for incandescent lamps is described con-
sisting of an elongated block carrying at its middle a lamp
socket, and binding screws exposed on each side of the

socket, the extremiiies of the block being perforated

for fastening screws in combination with a cap or cover of

insulating material. This cover has a cylindrical portion
surrounding the lamp socket. Binding screws are shown
and extensions or ears covering the ends of the block, the

ears being perforated in line with the perforations in the

ends of the block.

NO. 660,217. NO. 660,320

660.155. Apparatus for Controlling Mechanism of

Moving Vessels or Vehicles. Bradley A. Fiske,

U. S. Navy, assignor to the Western Electric

company, Chicago, 111. Application filed Sep-
tember 7, 1898.

In combination with a source of electrical waves or dis-
turbances are claimed a moving vessel or vehicle, mech-
anism thereon for steering or operating the same, a cir-

cuit and means therein for controlling the mechanism,
and means for rendering tbe circuit active or inactive
through the influence of the waves or disturbances ex-
erted at a distance from the source.

660.156. Method of Oontrolling Moving Vessels
or Vehicles. Bradley A. r iske, U. S. Navy,
assignor to the Western Electric company.
Chicago, 111. Original application filed Sep-
tember 7, 1898. Divided and this application-

filed April 2, 1900.

An improvement in the art of coutrolling tbe movements
or operation of a vessel or vehicle is described, which
consists in providing in the vessel an electric circuit con-
trolling electromagnetic motor devices for operating the
mechanism of the vessel, adjusting or rendering su h cir-

cuit sensitive to eiheric waves or disturbances, establishing
a region of such waves or disturbances, and rendering by
their influence the controlling circuit active or inactive.

660,199. Telautograph or Facsimile- Telegraph.
Anton Pollak, Szentes, Austria-Hungary, as-

signor of one-half to Friedrich Silberstein, Vi-
enna, Austria-Hungary. Application filed May
25, 1898.

In the facsimile telegraph described, a trjnsmitting
apparatus comprises a moving dispatch carrier, a plu-
rality of selenium cells, and a commutator having contact
pieces in connection with the respective cells, in combina-
tion with a receiving apparatus. This receiver com-
prises a sensitized film moving in synchronism with the
dispatch carrier, a mirror moving in synchronism with the
commutator, an electromagnet energized by the current from
the traosmiiting apparatus, and a reflector vibrated by the
magnet, adapted to reflect a ray of light on the mirrcr
which in turn reflects the ray upon and off the strip, as the
mirror is vibrated.

660,217. Electric-motor Wheel. Charles E. Isbills,

Passaic, N. J. Application filed December 13,

1899.

An electric-motor wheel is mentioned consisting of the
combination of a field-magnet ring having internally ra-
diating cores and a circular contour, a tire mounted at the
circumference upon the ring. Webs are shown having
central bearing"^, respectively formed th ereon, secured to

the ring and projecting beyond the same for tlie purpose
of holding tbe tire upon the ring An axU has the
armature an I commutator of the motor fixed thereon.
I3ruBli-holders for the commutator are carried upon one
of the webs, collector rings are mounted upon the bearing
of the other web, and a brush-holder for the collector
rings is screwed upon the axle against the armature.
(See cut.)

660,263. Electric Linotype Machine. Alfred W.
Storm, Ramsey, N. J. Application filed Sep-
tember 22, 1897.

The invention relates to a linotype machine having a
r.cries of inatriceB assembled and aujusled by the operation
of koy3 and electric circuits controlled by the keys. A

keyboard is composed of conductive plates each insulated
from the other and in connection with one of the termi-
nals of a source of electricity. A series of elastic, metal-
lic keys are mounted on (he keyboard in electrical
connection with one of its plates, the keyboard being
pierced beneath the keys, and each key having a key hook
projected downward through the keyboard and adapted to

engage one of i series of detachable hooks arranged below.
Means are provided for disengaging the liook when the
matrix corresponding to a given key is adjusted.

660,268. Indicator. Charles L, Clarke, Mount Ver-
non, N. Y. Application filed January 17, 1900.

An electrical indicating apparatus is described relating
to a stroboscopic system having independent elements
and means actuated by alternating currents for indepen-
dently operating them. An object is rotated by an alter-
nating-current motor and means for causing the object to
be periodically visible are similarly actuated. (See cut.)

66,0,271. Insulating Knob for Electric-Iight Wiring.
Robert H. Henderson and John G. Henderson,
Chicago, 111. Application filed December 10,

1897-

An insulaiiog knob is shown with a groove for a wire
like an ordinary knob, with a hook curved over from its

outer end, forming a cavity underneath large enough to

. receive the required wire, in such proximity to tbe groove
that, when the end of a wire is placed underneath this
hook and the wire wrapped around the knob in the groove,
it effectually shuts in the end of the wire, so that it cannot
be pulled out.

660,305. Thermo-electric Battery. Jesse Oliver,
Memphis. Tenn., assignor to Thomas B. Tnrley
and West J. Crawford, trustees, Memphis, Tenn.
Application filed February 8, igoo.

This thermo-electric battery has the elements extending
substantially radially and with the positive elements
located in one plane and the negative elements in a
different but substantially parallel plane.

660,313. Lightning Arrester. Charles J. Reed,
Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed February
17. 1899.

In a lightning arrester, a spark gap is arranged com

-

prising a coiled or bent [Jortion of an electric conductor
and a conducting tube surrounding this portion and hav-
ing internal ribs or projections between the turns of the
coil, but not in contact therewith.

NO. 660,268.

660,320. System of Electrical Distribution. Charles
I. Young, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing com-
pany of Pennsylvania. Application filed March
6, 1900.

. In the three-wire system described are combined, with a
dynamo-electric machine having d-rect-current connec-
tions to the positive and negative wires cf the system and
alternating-current connections to a transformer winding,
a regulating generator having its armature connected in
circuit between the middle point of the transformer wind-
ing and the neutral or balancing conductor of the system,
and having field-magnet coils which have no magnetiziog
effect when the two sides of the circuit are equally loaded,
but which produce a field that corresponds in direction
and amount to an extra iDad on either side of the circuit,
(See cut.)

660.340. Safety Cut-out for Electric Circuits. Jo-
seph Sachs, Hartford, Conn. Application filed

July 10, 1S99.

A safety fuse for electric devices is described combining,
with the fuse wire, a tubular casing entirely surrounding
and inclosing it, and having an opening through the side
of the casing. Means are connected with the opening for
effecting a discoloration of the walls of the opening for
visually indicating the disrupted condition of the fuse
wire.

660.341. Safety Fuse. Joseph Sachs, Harfford,
Conn. Application filed November 24, 1S99.

In a safety fuse with a tubular case and a non-conducting
filling material, are end terminals within the case, of rela-

tively ample conductivity, and a fuse strip of thin flat

metal of extended area connected to and between the
terminals.

660,375. Electric Battery. Frank K. Irving, New-
ark, N. J., assignor of one-half to Andrew G.
Vogt, Newark, N. J. Application filed March
19, 1900.

This invention relates to a battery electrode consisting
cf metallic strips or bands arranged upon each other
"log-cabin" fashion, and forming a central open space,
the strips having contacting portions forming solid con-
ductors, and intermediate spaces between their non-
contacting portions.

660,385. Self-winding Electric Clock. Augustine J.

Madden, Prahran, Victoria. Application filed

December 23, 1899.

With a master-clock pendulum are shown a wheel, pawl,
a lever to which the pawl is pivoted and a link movement.
A tilting mercury holder is connected with the link. Wires
of a clock circuit lead to a magnet whose armature is

connected in the circuit and extends into the path of an
arm so as to move it and be in contact therewith, be-
fore the clock circuit is closed. Attraction of the armature
moves the arms, pawl and link and the mercury holder,

and a cut-out for the magnet is closed by movement of
the armature. Moans for retracting the armature are
shown.

660,393. Electric Arc Lamp. John J. Ralhbonc,
London, England, assignor of two-thirds to

Eric Rivers Smith and Charles Bean King, Jr.,

London, England. Application filed February
24, 1900.

The patent describes an electric-arc lamp having a guide
tube surroundftd by a shunt coil and carrying a suitable

liqi]id. A lower carbon holder is in the form of a central
core, while a solenoid is arranged in the tube and partly
supported by the liquid. An air-tight globe is carried
by the guide, and an air-tight capping fitted with a screw-
socket 13 connected to the g obe, and the lower carbon
holder carried by the capping.

660,396. Electric Regulator. Charles W. Richards,
Needham, Mass., assignor of one-half to Win-
throp M. Chapman, Needham, Mass. Appli-
cation filed August 21, 1899.

_
Ilia regulator for electric currents, a solenoid is p'aced

in the circuit of the current to be reeulated. Two circuit
controllers are shown, a spring whereby the solenoid core
IS normally balanced beiw.eeu the circuit controllers
and adapted to operate one of them, when the tension of
the sprmg is overcome by the attractive force of the cur-
rent flowing through the solenoid A motor is controlled
by the circuit controllers, and a rheostat operated by the
motor. A device for increasing the tension of the spring
IS described, this device being connected with and oper-
ated by the rheostat.

660,459. Slot Wedge for Dynamo-electric Machines.
Henry G. Reist, Schenectady, N. Y.. assignor
to the General Electric company of New York.
Application filed August 21, 1900.

The invention relates to the combination, with a dy-
namo-electric machine having coil-retaioing slots of slot-
closing devices of laminated magnetic material.

660,470. System of Signaling. Edward J. Silkman,
Baltimore, Md., assignor of one-third to Charles
Selden and Edgar Wesley Day, Baltimore, Md.
Application filed March 13, 1899. ' Renewed
August 6, 1900.

An apparatus for signaling is described comprising two
disks with symbols similarly arranged thereon, and means
for rotating the disks approximately in synchronism
Means are also shown for making a visual or audible sig-
nal when the proper symbol on one disk passes a given
index, each disk and its operating mechanism being whollv
unconnected from the other disk.

660,475. Manufacture of Incandescing Electric
Lamps. William H. Voelker, London, England,
assignor to Theron Clark Crawford, New York,
N. Y. Application filed November 20, 1S99.

This method of manufacturing incandescing electric
lamps consists in forming a bulbous body with two exten-
sions having an air space between them, then introducing
a loop-shaped filament so that the legs thereof respectively
occupy these extensions and are sealed therein, and then
closing the bulbous part of the chamber and exhausting it.

NO. 660,534.

660,483. Transmission of Power. Ernst J. Berg,
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric company of New York. Application
filed August 16, 1899.

. The inventor claims the combination of a source of
alternating current for power distribution; a plurality of
rotary converters fed through separate transmission lines
running back to the source, and conductors connecting to-
gether the direct-current terminals of the converters.
Conductors also connect together the alternating-current
terminals of the converters,

660,502. System of Motor (Control. Alexander S.

Garfield, Paris, France, assignor to the General
Electric company of New York. Application
filed March 11, 1899.

In this system of motor control a number of motors
or sets of motors are described, and indicators near
each motor or set of motors, one of tbe indicators
being responsive only to current flowing in its adja-
cent motor or sets of motors, and another of the indi-
cators responsive to current flowing in a non-adjacent
motor or set of motors. As applied to an electric-
railway sysiem, the invention involves the combination of
a number of electrically propelled cars, an indicator on
one of the cars arranged to indicate only current flowing
in circuits of the car, and an indicator on another car ar-
ranged to respond to the flow of current in circuits of a car
oiher than that on which it is placed.

660,534. Regulating Dynamo-electric Machines.
Charles P. Steinmetz, Schenectady, N, Y.. as-

signor to the General Electric company of New
York. Application filed August 18, 1899.

With an alternating-current dynamo-electric machine
are combined an ex-iter therefor, and means for control-

ling the voltage of tbe exciter by current derived from cir-

cuits of the machine, but of a frequency different from
that of current flowing in the circuits. With a multiphase
abernating-current dynamo-electric machine, and an ex-
citer therefor, a frequency changer is described for produc-
ing furrent of a different frequency and a d ffierent number
of phases from [hit flowing in ihe machine. Means con-
trolled by the current are furnished for varying the voltage
of the exciter. (See cut.)

^60,539. Coin-controlled Elcctric-sliock Machine,
Bethuel M. Davis, Chicago, 111., assignor to iht

Advance Machine company, Chicago, 111. Ap-
plication filed February 12, 1900.

Aq apparatus is described which comprises a handle,
means for closing a circuit through the handle when
the latter is moved, a coin slot, a plunger working
through the slot and connected with the handle, and a

locking dog for the plunger, having a portion adapted to

be engaged by the coin for releasing the dog from the
plunger.

Reissue.

11,865. Method of Insulating Electric Conductors.
Nikola Tesla, New York. N. ^Y. Application

filed September 21, 1900. Original No. 655.8>S,

dated August 14, 1900.

The method of insulating electric cotiductors described
consists in reducing to and maintaining in a frozen or solid-

ified condition the material surrounding or contiguous to

the conductor by the action of a giseous cooling agent
maintained in circulation through one or more channels.
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Power Plant of the Chicago and North-
western Shops.

About two years ago the management of the

Chicago and Northwestern Railway company be-

came convinced that it would be desirable to install

a central power station for its Chicago car and loco-

motive shops, doing away with a number of inde-

pendent engine and boiler plants, and concentrat-

ing the power in large units so as to secure a

greater economy. The yards where these shops

are located extend along the Northwestern tracks

from West Fortieth street westward for, a distance

of about three-fourths of a mile. The shops pro-

\ide repairs to the cars and locomotives of the

already installed and in working order, and this

machinery was already grouped to a large extent

in accordance with the requirements of the shops.

Accordingly, it was not thought best to interfere

to any considerable extent with the existing arrange-

ment. At the west end of the shops there is a

wood machine shop and blacksmith shop. Inas-

much as the power for these shops was supplied by
fuel from the waste product of the wood shop, it

was not thought best, for the time being, to disturb

the existing arrangement for power in these two
shops.

However, the power for the remaining shops,

which is supplied by boilers burning coal, was cen-

tered in a large power plant, which is located about

carry a pressure of 150 pounds. Coal is unloaded
from a track on the north side of the building into

a hopper below the track, from which it is raised

by a coal conveyor and deposited into the coal

bins by means of a horizontal conveyor. The bins

are located in front of and above the boilers and
have a storage capacity of 180 tons. They feed into

the hoppers of the furnaces by 12-inch pendulum
chutes. The coal-conveying machinery is driven by
a 15-horsepower General Electric motor. The
ashes are removed by cars on a depressed track

running along the boiler fronts. Fig. 2 shows a

car raised by a pneumatic crane ready for dumping
into a flat car.

The chimney, which was designed by G. R. Hen-

FIG. I- POWER PLANT OF THE CHICAGO AND NORTHWESTERN SHOPS.—ENGINE ROOM.

Galena and Wisconsin divisions, where the heaviest

work of the road is done. Owing to the extensive

character of boiler-making machinery, the boiler

repairs are made here for a much larger section

of the road, including upward of 1,100 engines. Gen-

eral repairs are provided at this point for about

500 engines. Included in these shops is a large

building used for repairing the tanks used on loco-

motive tenders.

In considering the improvement the idea of a

central power station was favored by Robert Quayle,

superintendent of motive power of the railroad com-

pany, who has introduced many improvements

within the last few years. The problem of power

transmission was somewhat complicated on account

of the various factors entering into it. The con-

ditions were as follows:

It was necessary to erect several new buildings

and enlarge others, while at the same time the

machinery in the main portion of the shops was

150 feet west from the main machine shop, at what

is e-xpected in the future to be the point for the

most economical distribution of power to the various

shops. There are several additional shops planned

for the future, but which have not yet been erected.

The power house, shown in Fig. 2 on the ne.xt

page, is well designed and substantially built. It

is of brick construction, with steel-frame roof. In

dimensions it is 100 by 112 feet and 30 feet in the

clear under the roof trusses. A basement nine feet

eight inches deep extends under the engine room.

A brick wall divides the building longitudinally

into a boiler room 46 feet wide and an engine room

54 feet in width.

In the boiler room (Fig. ,•;) are six 2SO-horse-

power Babcock & Wilcox water-tube boilers ar-

ranged in series of two in each setting, with space

for two additional boilers. The boilers are equipped

with Roney stokers, furnished by Westinghouse.

Church, Kerr & Co., and "smokeless" furnaces. They

derson, assistant superintendent of motive power,

is of light-colored brick, 180 feet high. It is hned

with firebrick to a height of 75 feet, the core being

S% feet in diameter. The stack is large enough to

provide for 2,000-horsepower boiler capacity. The

ciuestion of building three steel stacks and using

mechanical draft was considered at first, but the

brick chimney was finally determined upon, as it

represented but little additional outlay in first cosi

and besides other advantages would require no op-

erating expense.

In the engine room, a general view of which

is shown in Fig. i, are two 2SO-horsepower, vertical

compound, non-condensing engines, each driving

two 75-kilovvatt, six-pole, 125-volt generators by

direct connection, and also a 6o-horsepower, simple,

vertical engine directly connected to a pair of 20-

kilowatt. 125-volt generators. This latter unit is

used for the night load. The generators were fur-

nished by the General Electric cnmptiny and the en-
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gines by the Ball Engine company. The larger

engines have cylinders 12 and 22 by 14 inches, and

run at a speed of 270 revolutions a minute. The

small engine has a glii by lo-inch cylinder and runs

at 360 revolutions.

At the right in Fig. i is seen a large air com-

pressor of the.Riedler type, built by Fraser &
Chalmers of Chicago. Its capacity is 1,500 cubic

feet of free air a minute compressed to 90 pounds

per square inch. At the opposite end of the engine

room is a hydraulic pump, supplying ^vater at a

pressure of 1,500 pounds per square inch, for use

chiefly for the boiler-shop riveters, punches and

shears. The water service on the grounds is sup-

plied by two fire pumps, having i.ooo gallons a min-

ute capacity. In addition, the engine room contains a

1,500-horsepower Cookson feed-water heater, boiler-

feed pumps and a pump for washing out locomotive

boilers. A seven-ton handpower crane, with a

span of 49 feet three inches, traverses the room.

In taking up the question of power transmission.

it was decided to adopt electricity on account of

its flexibility and economy in transmission. The
next question presented was the type of electrical

apparatus to be used, and the decision was partly

influenced by the fact that there was already in-

stalled on the ground a lighting plant using the Edi-

son three-wire system. Furthermore, the three-

wire, direct-current system seemed particularly ad-

vantageous, owing to the desirability of handling

motors at variable speeds. The main- shops were to

be provided with traveling cranes, the transfer ta-

bles and turntables were also to be operated by

electricity, and in all of these 220-volt, direct-current

motors would be highly advantageous on account

of the easy control of their speeds. Accordingly,

the plant was installed on the Edison three-wire

S3'stem, securing at the same time both the advan-

tage of the 230-volt pressure for the power-transmis-

sion lines and the 115-volt pressure for the lamps.

There were four Edison dynamos in the old plant

and one General Electric multipolar machine, all

of which are utilized as motors in the new arrange-

ment. The Edison three-wtre system is used

throughout, and contracts were closed with the Chi-

cago Edison company providing for the entire elec-

trical equipment, including dynamos, switchboard,

wiring, motors, arc and incandescent lamps. The
engineering department of the Edison conipany also

designed the plant, in collaboration with Mr. Quayle,

and installed it.

The wiring is divided in the first place into two
distinct systems—one supplying the power for the

motors, and the other supplying the current for the

that described above for the lighting feeders. There
are also individual feeders for some of the smaller

shops.

On the switchboard (Fig. 4) in the central power
house are provided switches corresponding to these

divisions. By this arrangement the operator at the

switchboard can control, to a large extent, the serv-

ice of light to the different departments, or, in case

of any trouble in the power house, he can cut off

the current from such shops as can spare it the

most easily. The dynamos are connected to the

main power and lighting switchboard by cables run

in the basement, so proportioned that a fluctuating

load will divide itself proportionately between the

different dynamos. The switchboard is provided

with two main buses, a power bus and a lighting

bus, corresponding to the two main divisions of the

lighting system. For each dynamo there is a triple-

pole, double-throw switch, so that any dynamo can

be thrown either on the power or the lighting bus.

There is also a main switch for throwing the two
sets of bus-bars together, so that at any time, if it

is desired, all the light and power can be connected

to one pair of dynamos, and even at times of heavy

load, if desired, the bus-bars can be thrown togelher

so as to operate the plant with practically one set

of bus-bars. The switchboard consists of eight pan-

els of white marble, and besides the electrical in-

struments and switches, contains the steam, air and

water gauges. There are two Thomson wattmeters

with ornamental glass case, which measure the light-

ing current used on the two sides of the three-wire

system. There is also a similar 220-volt Thomson
wattmeter which measures the power.

The power wiring, provides for over 700 horse-

power in motors varying in size from one to 95
horsepower. The electric-light wiring is calculated

for over 100 2,000-candlepower arc lamps and up-

ward of 2,000 i6-candlepower incandescent lights,

or a total equivalent in capacity of over 3.000 16-

candlepower lights.

The feeders, both for light and power, consist

of weatherproof cables strung on poles between the

diflerent buildings and rubber-covered wire where

they run inside the buildings. The size of these feed-

ers is figured for a drop of 10 per cent, under maxi-

mum load, but as the maximum load occurs only

for a short period of the day during a comparatively

short period in the year, the average loss on the

feeders will probably be less than two per cent. The
wiring within the shops is of the best quality of

braided, rubber-covered wire, run on porcelain in-

sulators, except in certain portions where it is nec-

essary to protect wires from fumes, or where it is

of multipolar motors manufactured by the General
Electric company. An exception to this is a 25-

horsepower motor used for the heavy transfer table

(Fig. 5) near the locomotive shop which carries the

locomotives from one point to another. The trans-

fer-table pit extends along the sides of the machine
and boiler shops for a distance of about 900 feet.

The motor driving the table is the standard series-

wound Geneial Electric street-car motor, with street-

car controller and resistance, and the transfer table

is operated in a manner similar to the operation

of an ordinary street car. The motor is wound for

220 volts and is operated from a double trolley line.

I

FIG 2, POWER PLANT OF THE CHICAGO AND NORTH-
WESTERN SHOPS.

As above stated, it was desired not to disturb any

more than necessary the existing arrangement of

machinery, both because the machines were largely

grouped in accordance with the requirements, and
also because it was necessary to keep the entire

sheps running without a shutdown of any depart-

ment during the change from steam to electric

power. Accordingly, the motors for the most. part

have been distributed so as to provide one motor
for each shop or section of shop, this motor being
belted direct to the line shaft.

In the main machine or erecting shop there was
a single line shaft running the entire length of the

building. This line shaft was divided into four sec-

tions, each of which is now driven by a 35-horse-

power motor. If it is desired, however, these sec-

tions can be connected so that the entire line shaft

will run, even if one or more motors are shut down.
In this shop a lO-horsepower motor operates a

walking crane which travels the entire length of

the building. The largest motor installed was one
of 95 hcrscpcwer, which is located 1,000 feet from

Fig. 3. Boiler Room.

POWER PLANT OF THE CHICAGO AND NORTHWESTERN SHOPS,

lights. In addition to this division there is a fur-

ther subdivision, which provides an independent set

of feeders for the shops belonging to the principal

divisions or departments. There is one set of feed-

ers which provides for lighting the car-shop depart-

ment, another set of feeders for lighting the round-
houses, a third set for lighting the main erecting
shop, while a fourth provides for lighting the new
boiler shop, paint shop, tank shop and blacksmith
shop. There is a separate feeder provided for the
traveling cranes, and the power feeders for the dif-

ferent shops arc divided up in a similar manner to

necessary that wires be run beneath the floor, In

such places they are carried in the loricated iron-

armored conduit manufactured by the Safety Con-
duit company. In the car shops running boards
are used for stringing the wires, in order to pro-
tect the wires from injui^y and also to keep them
firmly in position.

As has been stated above, there were a number
of dynamos which were transformed into motors.
The traveling cranes also were provided with their

own motors. The balance of the motors, amounting
to about 400 horsepower, are of the latest type

Fig. 4 Svvitchbo.Tid.

the power switchboard, and drives the machinery
used in making paint in the paint mill. The turn-

tables in the two roundhouses are to be operated

by lo-horsepower motors.

While the plant has been in operation for only

a few weeks, it has already shown ilself to be an

unqualified success. Both the motors and the dyna-

mos have been thoroughly tested and have been

found to operate successfully, even when loaded far

beyond their rated capacity.

The arc lamps are the latest-type lon;v-lif(' lanipe

manufactured by the General Incandescent Arc
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Light company, and have worked with satisfaction.

One of the features of the lighting system has been
the lighting not only of the shops, but the yards,

thereb}^ faciUtating the handling of cars and loco-

motives along the various tracks. An idea of the

magnitude of these shops can be gathered from the

fact that the buildings themselves cover a space of

nearly 100 acres, while the entire space devoted

to the buildings is 640 acres. The number of men
employed at these shops averages about 2,000. This

Western electricIaM

ing a load of 3,000 pounds on the car, therefore, the
net load raised is 700 plus 3,000, or 3,700 pounds.
This, at 400 feet per minute, is 1,480,000 foot-pounds,
or more than 2.46 times as much as that taken with
a winding-drum machine of same capacity, which
is more than borne ouc in practical car-mile tests.

Assuming that the net load efticiency of the two
types of machines is practically on a par, the travel-

ing-sheave machine requires a motor capacity greatly

in excess of that for a drum machine. This means
a heavier demand for current when starting the

POWER PLANT OF THE CHICAGO AND NORTHWESTERN SHOPS.—ELECTRIC TRANSFER TABLE.

plant has been watched with considerable interest

by railroad men throughout the country, and it is

expected that it will lead to a similar modification

in the shops of a good many of the principal roads.

Electric Elevators for Safe and Eco-
nomical Operation at High Speed.

By Hayward Cochrane.

Part II.

Fig. 4 represents a type of high-speed electric

elevator known as the traveling-nut and multiple-

sheave machine. The motor is coupled direct to

the screw which moves the cross-head (H), carrying

the sheaves (S) either toward or away from the

fixed sheaves (S). The lifting cables are fastened

at one end to the shackle (P), and the other ends

are attached to the car. By employing a sufficient

number of multiplying sheaves at (S) and (.S'), al-

most any desired car speed may be attained, with a

single-threaded worm, while the motor may be of

the same speed as that used to operate a winding-

drum outfit. This type of elevator is electrically

controlled, a small pilot motor being used to oper-

ate the reversing switch and controller, and the

brake being released magnetically. This form
of elevator gives practically the same speeds and
kind of service as that obtained with a hydraulic

machine. The motor required for this type of ma-
chine, however, to give the same speed and load

capacity, must be much larger than that for a wind-

ing-drum machine, which makes the first cost and

TOP

load, and practically prohibits the use of the travel-

ing-sheave machine on incandescent-lighting circuits.

In descending with reasonably large loads the mo-
tor acts as a generator, this dynamic action being
used as a brake to control the speed of the car.

While with the winding-drum mechanism, as ex-
plained above, when the motor acts as a generator, it

furnishes current to the line and runs the meter
backward, if one is used, and reduces the power bill.

The traveling-sheave machine, having both an
electrically released brake and a pilot motor for

operating the controller, uses a large amount of

power in these devices^ or practically double that

"0

FIG, 4. HIGH-SPEED ELECTRIC ELEVATORS.—TRAVELING-

NUT MULTIPLE- SHEAVE MACHINE.

interest on investment high. Referring to Fig. i

fpage 2S3. Western Electrician, November 3d), which

represents a winding-drum outfit, assume that the

car weighs 2,000 pounds, that the full load to be

lifted is 3,000 pounds and the speed 400 feet a

minute. Let the counterweights equal half the load

to be raised plus the weight of the car, or 3,500

pounds. In raising 3,000 pounds on the car, there-

fore, the net load raised is 1,500 pounds. This, at

400 feet per minttte. is 600,000 foot-pounds. When
the car is descending empty the net load will be

the overcounterbalance of 3.500 minus 2,000, or

1.500 pounds. This, at 400 feet, is also 600,000 loot-

pounds.
.

With the type of the machine shown in Fig. 4

the counterweight must weigh less than the car by

several hundred pounds, say, 700, to insure its de-

scent without slackening the lifting cables. In rais-

FIG. 5. HIGH-SPEED ELECTRIC ELEVATORS.—DOUBLE-
MOTOR CONTINUOUSLY RUNNING CABLE MACHINE.

used with the method of electrical control indicated

in Fig. 3 (page 284).

A somewhat novel and interesting type of electric-

elevator mechanism' is outlined in Fig. 5. (M) and
(M') represent sheaves of equal diameter, keyed

upon the shafts of two independent motors of equal

normal speeds. (I) is an idler wheel, to prevent

the cables (d) from chafing upon themselves when
either weight (W) or (W) is at the top of the

elevator shaft. (M=) and (M') ate sheaves attached

to the bottom of weights (W) and (W), respectively.

(C) represents the car and (B) the brake, which is

applied to the sides of the sheave at top of hatch-

way, over which the car cables (d') run. Tlie weight

(W) is simply a guide block for carrying the sheave

(M^) and one end of cables (d'). (W) answers the

purpose of guide for sheave (M") and attaching the

other end of cables (d'), besides forming the counter-

balance for the car (C). Within the weight (W) is

a take-up block (X), to which the ends of cables

W), after passing freely through the top of (W), are

fastened. Two springs are placed between (X) and

the top of (W). to maintain as nearly as possible

a constant tension upon cables (d) and (d'). The

I. Elevators of this type were illustrated and briefly described

in the Western Electrician, July 21, 1900.

brake (B) is held out of action magnetically at all

times, except when the motors (M) and (M') are
cut out of circuit. The weight (W) may be made
as heavy as desired, up to an amount equal to the
car plus half the load to be lifted, so that this type
of machine allows the car to be overcounterbal-
anced as much as a winding-drum outfit. While in
continuous service both motors are kept running,
but are stopped entirely if the elevator is out of
service for any appreciable length of time.

If motor (M) runs faster than motor (M'), it

will draw in the endless cables (d) from sheave (M")
faster than the motor (M') pays them out to (M'),
provided there is no slipping of the cables on
sheaves. This action draws the weight (W) down
and thus causes the car (C) to go up. On the other
hand, if motor (M') runs faster than motor (M), it

will draw in the cables (d) from sheave (M^) faster
than the motor (M) pays them out to (M'). This
causes the weight (W) to be drawn down, letting the
weight (W) go up and the car (C) go down. To stop
the car. therefore, the motors have to be brought to
the same speed. When the car is to be stopped
long, both motors are shut down, and the electric
brake (B) is released, which prevents the car from
starting in case it should be either empty or heavily
enough loaded to overbalance ihe weight (W).
Assume for this outfit a load of 3.000 pounds, and a

speed of 400 feet per minute, with a car of 2,000
pounds, arid let the effective weight of (W) to over-
balance the car (C) be 3,500 pounds. Then the net
load to raise 3,000 pounds will be 1.500 pounds,
which, at 400 feet per minute, is 600.000 foot-pounds.
If car is descending empty, the net load will be
3,500 minus 2,000. or 1,500 pounds, which, at 400
feet per minute, is also 600,000 foot-pounds. So
far as the actual work done in moving the loads
is concerned, therefore, this type of elevator mechan-
ism is as economical as the winding-drum type.
It has the advantage also of easy .electrical control.

-y^

FIG. 6. HIGH-SPEED ELECTRIC ELEVATORS.—DETERMI-
NATION OF DIAMETER AND LENGTH OF DRUM.

smoothness of operation and accurate speed regu-
lation.

Some of its objectionable features may be men-
tioned: One of these machines, which is in prac-
tical operation, has sheaves (M) and (.M') about 16

inches in diameter, or 4.182 feet in circumference,
while the endless cables {d) are of about five-eighths-

inch-diameter rope, with about three-sixteenths-inch-
diameter steel cable, as a center or core. About six

such cables are used for a machine of the above-
named capacity, ihe difificulty of splicing six such
cables, so as to make them exactly of the same
length, is apparent. While, if they are not of equal
length, the shorter cables have to stand a greater
strain and give out sooner. In actual practice they
do not last over two or three months' time, and it

is found difhcult to make splices that will be service-

able and safe. Moreover, the bending of ropes or
cables around sheaves of small diameters wears
them out rapidly, and is to be avoided, if possible.

If the sheave or motor (M) of 4.182 feet circumfer-
ence revolves at a speed of 200 revolutions per
minute at slowest speed, it will pay out cables (.d)

at the rate of 836.42 feet per minute. If the car
(C) is to have a speed of 400 feet per minute, the
cables (d) must be drawn in by the moior or sheave
(M') at the rate of 1,646.42 feet per minute, or 800
feet faster than sheave (iVI) pays them out. This
means that the motor or sheave (M') runs at a speed
of 391 revolutions per minute. It is plain, there-
fore, that very slow-running motors must be used, or
the sheaves (M) and (M') must be exceedingly small
diameter.
The elevator mechanism referred to here has two

30-horsepower motors, while a winding-drum outfit,

to give same capacity, requires one motor of about
27.5 horsepower, with a. normal speed of about 800
revolutions per minute. The cost of motors, there-
fore, for the above type of machine is double, or
more, that of a winding-drum outfit. Except
when the car is shut down, the electric brake (B)
is taking current; in other words, it is not released
and applied each time the car starts and stops. The
size of this brake solenoid is greater than that gen-
erally used for a brake that is released and applied
for each start and stop of the car, one reason being
that the current is kept on the solenoid nearly
continuously, instead of intermittently, as with the
ordinary brake; a greater amount of energy is

consumed, therefore, in a brake of this kind. More-
over, a large amount of energy is consumed in

keeping the large motors (M) and (M') running
at even a slow rate of speed while the car is not
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moving. To say nothing about the per cent, of

efhciency of motors of such design as (M) and (M')
must be, it is apparent that the energy consumed
in operating an elevator mechanism of this type
must be greatly in excess of that consumed by a
winding-drum outfit

Another novel method of operating an elevator,

which has been figured out, but not tried practically,

so tar as known, is to have the motor direct-coupled

to the drum shaft. This method, if it could be
used, would doubtless give the highest efficiency

obtainable from any form of elevator mechanism.
Assuming the same load and speed as for the other
types, VIZ., 3,000 at 400 feet per minute, it would
be necessary to tise at least two seven-eighths-inch-
diameter steel cables. And it is not best to run
such cables over a drum of diameter less tiiaii 40
times the diameter of cable. This would require a
drum diameter of about 36 inches, or circumference
of about 9.6 feet. For a building 224 feet high, a
drum of at least 28 inches' length would be needed.
To give a car speed of 400 feet per minute, the drum
and motor would have to revolve at the rate of

41.6 revolutions per minute. This would require

a motor of abnormal design, of large size and low
clTQciency, but the total machine efficiency might,
nevertheless, be high. One of the principal objec-
tions to such an arrangement would be the difficulty

of operating the brake positively and safely, and
there might be a lack of flexibility also in the gen-
eral operation. It would be necessary to have an
electrically released brake in connection with the

overhead car-supporting sheave, which could be ap-
plied at any time when desired, or would auto-
matically apply in case of current failure.

It may be thought by most persons that the

amount of energy consumed by an ordinary brake
solenoid amounts to very little. Experience has
shown, however, that there is a difference amounting
to from $5 to $15 a month in the cost of running
an elevator between the use of a mechanically or an
electrically released brake, depending on the capacity

of any given machines, as shown by meter rates.

The general economy of operation, therefore, of

a winding-drum machine, especially if equipped
with a mechanically released brake, is far greater
than that which can be obtained from either a mul-
tiple traveling-sheave machine, or from a double
motor, continuously running, cable mechanism. One
of the difficulties in connection with the use of wind-
ing-drum elevator machines for very high speeds, and
very high buildings, has been in determining the

diameter and length of drum to be used. Referring
to Fig. 6, let {D) represent the drum of a machine
for a building of eight floors, or, approximately, 112
feet lift.

Assuming a drum diameter of 48 inches, or circum-
ference of 12.75 feet, and using two seven-eighths-
inch-diameter steel cables, the face of drum will need
to be about 22 inches. For a building of 16 floors, or,

approximately, 224 feet lift, using an elevator of

same capacity and speed, with a drum diameter of 48
inches, the face of drum will be about twice 22
inches, or 44 inches. Referring again to Fig. 6,

(D') represents such a drum.
In the case of either drum (D) or (D'), the

cables should be fastened into the drum at the right-

hand side, as shown, so that when the car is down
and cables are unwound, they will have an angle
(A) with the vertical, which angle will be the same
for the high as for the low building. By fastening
the cables at the right-hand side of the drums they
lead on to the drums so as not to chafe on them-
selves. While, if fastened at the left-hand side of
drums, they would chafe and wear out rapidly. The
angle at which the cables lead on to the overhead
sheave (S) is not great enough to wear them se-

riously in ordinary cases. The angle of lead of ca-
bles, therefore, for high buildings and high speed, is

not of any serious consequence.
The speed of car may be increased to 500 or more

feet per minute, by increasing the number of threads
on the worm of the machine and also increasing the
pitch of teeth, without using an abnormally large
diameter of drum. The safety of operation in de-
scending with full load may be obtained by the auto-
matic speed-controlhng device. The economy of
operation of such a winding-drum elevator outfit

is greatly ahead of any other type of electric ele-

vator, especially if it is controlled mechanically.
The speed of car herein assumed, viz., 400 feet per
minute, may be considered by some as too low, but
we find the actual speed and load as used by the
double-motor outfit, or the multiple-sheave travel-
ing-machine mechanism, to be about what is here
assumed. The comparison has been made on that
basis, therefore, and it is questionable if much higher
speeds are of practical use in the ordinary office

building, unless it be for express service in the
higher buildings. Even for express service, speeds
of 500 feet per minute are rarely exceeded by the
hydraulic elevators, which are capable of giving yet
higher speeds. The winding-drum elevator mech-
anism, therefore, when properly constructed, ought
to fiilfill all reasonable requirements for high-speed
service, and at a decided economy over any other
known form of elevator mechanism.

[T//C end.]

The report of Naval Constructor W. L. Capps, on
the new battleship Alabama, states that the ventila-
tion there employed, by steam-driven fans, is nota-
bly inferior to that of the Kearsarge and Kentucky,
where electrically driven fans are employed. Mr.
Capps recommends strongly the use of electric ven-
tilators in all future construction.

Electric Fire-fighting Apparatus.
The Fire Department of Paris has recently added

to its apparatus three types of fire automobiles
driven by electriicty, which are said to have increased
considerably the efficiency of the department's serv-

ice. One of these vehicles is a hose wagon, and has
been in operation for some time. It is essentially an
electric wagon, capable of seating six men and
provided with a supply of hose, nozzles, ladders
and life-saving apparatus.
The electric fire pump, shown in Fig. i, is of an

entirely new type. It consists in principle of a

metallic tank of 100 gallons' capacity, mounted upon
an automobile carriage, and a pump, provided with
a hose and nozzle. The same electric motor which
propels the carriage drives the pump as soon as the
vehicle comes to a standstill at a fire. This end
is accomplished by a very ingenious system of gear-
ing, which transmits the power of the motor to

propulsion has been applied. So, by reason of the
peculiar difficulties presented by the maneuvering
of it, it became necessary to assure the perfect sta-
bility of the vehicle, especially in turning corners^
while running at considerable speed. This has been
done so successfully that the electric ladder truck
is more stable than horse-drawn ones.
The storage batteries of the three types of appa-

ratus were furnished by the Societe Bouquet-Garcin-
Schrive of Neuilly, France. They are enclosed in
a case suspended beneath the vehicle and are so cal-
culated as to permit of the vehicles making 36 miles
at an average speed of 12 miles an hour on one
charge. A French journal furnishes the data (trans-
lated by the Scientific American) on which this
brief description is based.

FIG. I. ELECTRIC FIRE-FIGHTING APPARATUS —FIRE PUMP.

the propelling mechanism of the pump. This sys-

tem, therefore, constitutes a complete combinaiion
for immediate operation. It offers the advantage of

permitting the vehicle to start without any delay

as soon as an alarm is given, and of allowing the
engine to be set imiTiediately in operation as soon
as the vehicle reaches the lire. Again, it is with
the same object of rapidity of action in view that

the hose of the engine reel consists of a rubber tube
provided internally with a spiral of metal, which
preserves its cylindrical form and permits it to be
kept full of water, even when it is wound up.

The engine starts off at the first alarm, and, as
soon as it reaches the lire, commences to act in

utilizing the 100 gallons of water in its tank, whicti,

under ordinary circumstances, suffices for an opera-
tion of five or six minutes. During this period, the
electric hose wagon, which immediately follows it,

has had time to arrive in its turn and allow the hose
that it carries to be coupled to a hydrant in order
to supply the engine. Then, if the extent of the
fire requires it, the attack is pursued as usual with
steam and hand engines; but, in all cases, valuable
time has been gained by the preliminary and imme-

Chicago Elevated Railroads.

The elevated-railroad companies of Chicago made
comparatively poor showings for the month of Oc-
tober. The South Side line carried nearly 5,000
passengers a day less than during October, 1899;
the Metropolitan's falling oft was over 7,600 in its

daily average; the Northwestern elevated, which
was not in operation a year ago, cannot suffer from
a comparison, but reports a daily average traffic

of 50,807. The reason for the decrease in the busi-
ness of the other roads for the month is that this
year the fall festival and other attractions, which
drew heavy crowds last year, were lacking. How-
ever, October was the only month of the first 10
this year to show a decrease in business- for any of
the roads.
The Lake Street Elevated Railroad company is

making preparations for laying a third track, to
permit an express service similar to that on the
Northwestern line. Express trains will be run
downtown in the morning from the outlying stations
and from the city to the western terminus during
the rush hours of the evening. It is announced that
bonds will be issued to meet the cost of this im-
provement, and that a plan for the readjustment
of the capitalization of the road will be brought out
shortly. Mr. Yerkes will take personal charge of

the finances. Blair & Co. of New York, who have
large holdings in the Northwestern elevated, have
had the proposition in hand for several months.
It is not unlikely that these developments will lead
to the consolidation of the Lake street road with
the Northwestern Elevated road, a project which
Mr. Yerkes and other stockholders of these roads
are believed to favor.

Secrets of the Starry Universe Re-
vealed.

"The Secrets of the Sun and the Starry Universe"
is the title of a remarkable pamphlet by H. R.
Rogers, M. D., belonging to that borderland of con-
jecture which may be styled imaginary science.

"That the sun and all the starry worlds are consti-

tuted alike is now the belief of some of the highest
authorities." and to expose to ridicule this "stigma"
on science is the object of the book. "The tempera-
ture of universal space is variously estimated at

from hundreds to miUions of degrees below zero,"
says the author, and "this fact of the universal dark-

FIG. 2. ELECTRIC FIRE-FIGHTING APPARATUS.'—HOOK AND LADDER.

diate action of the electric fire-engine. The fire-

engine, in running order, weighs, inclusive of the

crew and 100 gallons of water, 6,380 pounds.
The engine, as well as the hose wagon, is arranged

in such a way as to permit the utilization of a part

of the energy of the accumulators for the illumina-

tion, through arc or incandescent lamps, of fires

that occur at night. This latter system will prove
particularly valuable in cases where it is necessary
to throw light into places in which the existence of

explosive mixture may be suspected.
Fig. 2 shows an electrically operated ladder wagon,

consisting of a low truck, upon which the large

ladder in use in the department is hoisted almost
horizontally by means of an inclined plane and a

windlass. The total weight of this apparatus, in-

clusive of its crew, is 9,150 pounds. It is the heavi-

est of the pieces of fire material to which mechanical

ness of space is fatal to every theory of the sun
yet advanced." Obviously, "no light can come
through the 93.000,000 miles of utter darkness."
The reader will be pleased to learn "that the sun
may be dark, cool and habitable, and filled with
life, intelligence and beauty, like unto the earth, as
shown in facts already well known, and which stand
unquestioned." Twenty-five years of study in this

field has furnished to Dr. Rogers the "key to the
new philosophy," "that the sun and all stars are
magnets polarized in immensity and filled to re-

pletion with the electrical principle." "Thus the
'fire-bair theory of the sun comes to its merited
end."

Work will be commenced soon on an electric

railway 21 miles in length, from Lake View, near
Columbus, to Lima, Ohio.
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A Frontier Electric-light Plant.

By George D. Shepardson.

The village of Gardiner, Park County, Mont.,
contains about 50 log houses and a population of

about 100 inhabitants, the large ratio between in-

habitants and houses being accounted for by the
scarcity of women and the large number of single

men keeping bachelor homes. Gardiner is in the

southwestern part of Montana, on the northern
boundary of the Yellowstone National Park. As
its principal street is on the park line, the hotels and
business houses conmiand an uninterrupted view
of Electric Peak and other less prominent mountains
toward the south in the park. The town is 53 miles
from Livingstone, the county seat and nearest bank-
ing point, and is three miles from Cinnebar, the
terminus of the National Park bran-'.h of the North-
ern Pacific railroad. It is the only settlement be-
tween Cinnebar and Mammoth Hot Springs, with
each of which places there is daily stage connection.
Gardiner has waterworks, electric lights and tele-

FIG .1. A FRONTIER ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT —POWER
HOUSE AT GARDINER, MONT.

phone connection. The business houses include the

postoffice, general store, candy and patent-medicine

store, two hotels, four saloons, two blacksmith shops.

tailoring and inillinerj' shops, livery, harness shop,

justice's office, several boarding houses and the first

station of the Wylie Camping company for tourists

through the National Park. The principal business

of the town is "freighting," that is, teaming supplies

for Bear Gulch and other mining camps farther in

the mountain? by means of horses and wagons or

by pack animals.

The Gardiner electric-light and waterworks sys-

tem furnishes an excellent example of how Yankee

FIG. 2. A FRONTIER ELECTRIC-LIGHT PLANT — DYNAMO
AND SWITCHBOARD.

ingenuity and skill can adapt means to ends and
compel success where many would hesitate. By
combining the resources of two citizens—capital fur-

nished by John Spiger and ingenuity and skilled

labor supplied by Charles Huntley—a waterworks

plant was constructed in 1892 and an electric-light

plant was added in 1895.

The town is built on the bank of the Yellowstone

River, a distance of perhaps 1,000 feet below the

confluence of the Gardiner. From the latter point

a flume extends to the power house on the river

bank, just below the town, as shown in Fig. i. The
power house, which is constructed of pine, consists

of three parts. The water pump and its -wheel are

in the basement, the electrical equipment is in the

main part, occupying the upper story, while an

annex houses the penstock, the waterwheel for the

dynamo and the gates for both wheels.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

In the basement, with its log walls, are the two
single-acting pumps, with plungers of two-inch di-

ameter and six inches throw. Both pumps are
driven by cranks from a common shaft, which is

belted to a breast-wheel, eight feet in diameter and
four feet long. The whole was built on the spot
by Mr. Huntley. The water is pumped to an ele-

vated tank near the center of -the town.
In the main part of the building, which is about

20 feet square, is the dynamo room, with its dynamo,
shafting, switchboard, circular saw and work

FIG. 3. A FRONTIER ELECTRIC-LIGHT PLANT.—SHAFTING
AND WATERWHEEL GOVERNOR.

benches. The dynamo is a second-hand "Indianap-
olis Jenney" machine, capable of carrying 50 iro-

volt, i6-candlepower incandescent lamps. The
switchboard, as seen in Fig. 2, includes a Whitney
voltmeter, a field rheostat and a fuse block and
switch for controlling the station lights. The out-

side main distributing line comes directly to the

dynamo terminals without encumbering the switch-

board, and is innocent of switch, fuse or lightning

arrester.

The dynamo is driven at a speed of 1,800 rev-

olutions a minute by a four-inch belt running from
the six-inch dynamo pulley to a 48-inch pulley on an
mtermediate shaft. This shaft carries a 12-inch pul-

ley, from which a second belt run.> to a 30-inch pulley

on a second shaft, carrying also a 12-inch pulley,

driven by a belt running from a 50-inch pulley on the

extended shaft of the waterwheel. The electric-plant

waterwheel is of the overshot type. be:ng eight feet

in diameter and 6¥i feet long. Like its mate, it

was made on the spot. The shafting, boxes and
pulleys were adapted from the wheels and trucks

of abandoned mowing machines, while parts of a

bicycle were used in governing the water-gate open-

ing, as shown in Fig. 3.

The water flume is excavated from the gravel

bank of the river to a point near the power house,

whence it is continued in a wooden trough or pen-

stock four feet wide by one foot deep, provided with

a spillway and the gates for the two wheels. The
gates are of the simplest character, that for the

waterv/orks wheel being simply a board sliding be-

FIG. 4. A FRONTIER ELECTRIC-LIGHT PLANT.—ENCLOSED
WATERWHEEL AND FLUME.

Iween vertical guides at the end of the penstock.

The overshot wheel that drives the electrical ma-

chinery is encased directly beneath the flume, as

shown in Fig. 4, its gate consisting of a trapdoor,

ihe upstream side of which is raised or lowered

to suit the varying load. Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate

some structural details of the power house and

present the accompli.^^hed engineer and constructor.
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The lighting plant is operated during nine months
of the year, and the water tank is kept in constant
service throughout the year, the pumps being op-
erated as required. Incandescent lights are fur-

nished at the flat rate of $1 a month. The company
has about 40 customers for light and water. The
townspeople seem well satisfied, and the engineer
is justly proud of his plant and its successful opera-
tion.

Large Gas Engine in Electric Power
Plant.

Probably the largest gas engine yet installed in
this country is that at the Howard Axle Works, one
of the Carnegie interests at Homestead. Pa. It was
designed by Westinghouse. Church, Kerr & Co. It
is a 650-horsepower machine, direct-connected to an
engine-type Westinghouse generator, giving direct
current at 250 volts. Natural gas is supplied from
the Carnegie Steel company's six-inch mains. The
engine runs smoothly, with little noise, and is odor-
less. The cylinders are water-jacketed and are not
perceptibly hotter than those of a similar high-
pressure steam engine. The speed is only 150 revo-
lutions per minute, yet the regulation is said to be
very satisfactory, with only a small flywheel on each
end of the shaft. There are three cylinders, in each
of

_

v.'hich ignition occurs once in every two revo-
lutions, and the cranks are set at such an angle that
the shaft receives an impulse once in every two-
thirds of a revolution.
The direct-connected generator is of 400 kilowatts'

capacity, giving 1,600 amperes, at 250 volts. The
voltage regulation is said to be as good as that from
the best steam-driven generator.
The engine occupies 29 by 11 feet of floor space,

aside from a small area occupied by the gas-driven,
air-compressing set for starting the big gas engine.
The water required for the water jackets is approxi-
mately four to five gallons per horsepower-hour;

FIG. 5 A FRONTIER ELECTRIC-LIGHT PLANT.—THE MAN
WHO BUILT IT.

this is discharged at a temperature between 100 and
200 degrees Fahrenheit, and is sometimes used to
warm feed-water heaters of a boiler plant. Yet even
with this heat going to waste in the drain, the en-
gine shows such efficiency, say the manufacturers,
that a brake horsepower is obtained with less than
half the amount of coal required in a high-grade
steam-engine plant, or an efficiency of 25 to 30 per
cent. The longest continuous run of this engine
was of 260 hours' duration, which is nearly as severe
as that to which engines of an Atlantic liner are
subjected. In exterior appearance this gas engine
closely resembles the steam engines of the Westing-
house make.
Twenty-eight Westinghouse electric motors are at

present used in the Howard Axle Works, ranging
in size from 50 horsepower down. The largest of

these motors are used to drive furnace blowers at

900 revolutions per minute. Overhead cranes and
conveyors, straightening machines, and axle lathes

are electrically operated. Motors are also used for

a wide variety of minor purposes, including the op-
eration of a carpenter shop, a machine shop, and a

boiler-house crane with coal and ash-handling ma-
chinery. In addition to the motors, the generator
will supply 75 arc and about 150 incandescent lamps.

Electricity and the New Haven Elms.

The assertion has been made in New Haven that

currents from the trolley wires, which are sometimes
supported from the trees along the streets, have been
the cause of the death of many of the fine elms there.

The street-railway companies have sought to pre-

vent damage suits by an ofi^er to test the scientific

correctness of these assertions. Permission, has

been obtained from the Department of Public Works
and police supervision assured for the interesting

experiment of charging the big tree in front of

ritv Hall with the full voltage of the trolley system.

If the tree dies a score of suits will be filed by pi'op-

erty owners who have been compelled to cut down
trees, some of them' 150 years old. since the trolley

ran through the avenues.
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Mr. McKiiiley has been re-elected, president, and
there is no doubt that the greater portion of the

constituency of this journal is well pleased with

Ihe result. Now let us all bend our energies toward
such an expansion of the electrical industries in these

United States as has been witnessed never before.

Twelve cents a thousand volts is certainly an un-

usual price for electricity. A newspaper correspond-

ent in Freeport, N. Y., says that that price prevails

there and that the people of the village think that

they enjoy the cheapest rate for electricity in the

United States. The village owns the plant and

Is running it at a loss, it is said. Hence, there is

some dissatisfaction among mean-spirited taxpayers,

who fail to recognize Freeport's fame in not only

corralling the elusive volts, but actually selling them

by measure.

Deaths among the elecfrical fraternity often seem

to come in groups or cycles. Four are recorded

in this issue of the Western Electrician. Mr. Bliss,

the oldest man on the melancholy list, was at one

time one of the most prominent electrical men in the

Middle West. Mr. Tailleur was an expert in under-

ground construction and had given his name to

several practical and well-known devices used in

work of this class. Mr. Gundaker had a large

circle of acquaintances among the electrical people

of New York and vicinitj'', and Mr. Hooper, less

generally known than any of the others, perhaps,

was equally esteemed by those who had the privilege

of his acquaintance. The Western Electrician ex-

tends its sincerest sympathy to all those to whom
the deaths of the gentlemen named come with the

severe wrench of personal bereavement.

The admirable review of the present aspect of

wireless telegraphy by Hertzian waves written by

Blondel and Ferrle for presentation at the Paris

Electrical Congress has been translated for the

Western Electrician and is presented, in abstract.

In this issue. It is worthy of the careful attention

of all interested in this fascinating subject, for the

present state of the art (^vith the exception of Mar-
coni's latest experiments, to which reference is

made In an editorial footnote) is clearly and care-

fully stated by competent authority. The limita-

tions of wireless telegraphy are plainly indicated,

although the advances made In the last four or five

years have been little short of marvelous. Marconi

is accorded full credit for his work, and, looking to

the future, the authors indicate the lines along which

still greater improvements must be made.

Experiments having for their object the artificial

cultivation of rubber have hitherto failed of success

—that is, success in the commercial sense. How-
ever, the effort continues, and only last month it

was reported that Professor George Lincoln Good-
ale of the botany department of Harvard University

is going to Magdeburg, Germany, to study beet

sugar, particularly the history of the beet itself,

which was but an ordinary plant growing along

the Mediterranean and has been developed by care-

ful culture into the modern sugar beet. The same

methods of culture, Professor Goodale expects to

apply to the rubber plant, which he believes can

be made to produce a high grade of rubber. Amer-
ica has, he thinks, as great an opportunity to supply

the world with rubber, which is growing scarcer, jis

Germany had with its beet sugar. The electrical

interests will welcome any method or discovery

that will make good insulating rubber cheaper. And
so more power to the Goodalian elbow!

In railroad shops, usually scattered over a con-

siderable area, exceptional advantages are offered

by the concentration of power-generating plant and

the electrical transmission of power to the points of

consumption. Of late years railroad engineers have

recognized the importance of these considerations,

and the Oelwein shops of the Chicago Great West-

ern road and the Chicago shops of the Northwest-

ern system may be mentioned as plants electrically

equipped in accordance with the latest power-saving

ideas. The electrical equipment of the Northwest-

ern shops is described and illustrated in this issue,

and the article and pictures show that the plant is

carefully designed for economical power production

and application. Direct-current, 220-volt motors and

lio-volt lamps are operated on the three-wire .sys-
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tcm, and great economy of power, over the old
system of scattered steam-raising units, will be
realized. Steam-railroad men are gradually becom-
ing convinced of the reliability as well as the econ-
omy of electricity as an agent in transmitting power,
as shown by stationary factory plants, and the way
is being prepared for the gradual and Increasing

substitution of electric motors for steam locomotives
on trunk-line railroads.

Now that the campaign is over, it will be per-

missible, perhaps, to make public in this countrj',

the important statement of public policy made by
the president of the United States to an Australian
traveler and which we find In the Daily News of

Perth, Western Australia, under date of September
nth last. The Western Electrician is a technical jour-

nal and does not ordinarily concern itself in affairs

of state, but in this case we may plead the excep-.

tional importance of the subject and the additional

interesting fact that the announcement was con-
fided to an electrical man.
Mr. L. J. B. Wall, of Splatt, Wall & Co., electrical

engineers of Perth, traveled In Europe and America
last summer, and on his return from a trip of five

months' duration he did not escape the vigilance

of a reporter for the Perth News, who found Mr.
Wall "replete wdth observations gathered during
his travels" and who interviewed him for a column
accordingly. While in the United States Mr. Wall
ran down to Canton, in Ohio, to have a chat with
the president, and as It was at this meeting that the

momentous declaration before referred to was made,
we shall quote directly from the newspaper report.

According to Mr. Wall, Canton is an Idyllic city
of palatial residences, but, excepting the balustrade,
which, for obvious reasons, is placed around the
president's house, there is not a fence to protect' the
magnificent lawns and gardens which adorn the
streets from end to end. How different from the
dingy, crowded thoroughfares of the Canton of the
East, and how honest must be the American "Can-
tonese!"
Mr. Wall's first words in acknowledgment of the

welcome which he received on calling upon Mr.
McKinley contained the assurance of the communion
of sentiment existing between the two great off-

springs of the British race at opposite corners of
the world.
"No." replied the president, "not so far off. The

progress of civilization is bringing us closer every
day. In my opinion, the time is not far distant when
all the English-speaking races will be under the on.e

flag."

It will be seen that we have not exaggerated the

importance of the opinion attributed to the presi-

dent. But the declaration Is tantalizing In that it

fails to specify which flag. Is "the one flag" that

is to wave its proud folds over the capitol at Wash-
ington and the Halls of Westminster to be the

meteor flag of England or the Stars and Stripes

with which we Americans are more familiar? The
speculation is an interesting one, but as there is

always some possibility'- of error in the reported

opinions of public men, there is a chance that Mr.

McKinley may deny that he took Mr. Wall into

his confidence to the extent indicated, and in that

event the discussion would become academic and
not of immediate importance.

However, the interview with Mr. Wall is Imer-

esting throughout. The traveler says that the pros-

perity of America has been so great that he fears

the "boom" must burst. Production is nearly treble

local requirements. The tendency is for the rich

to become richer and the poor poorer, and, when
all conditions are carefully analyzed, It is seen that

the working man is not well off in the United States.

In Pittsburg, for instance, the men are entireh'- at

the mercy of their masters. The presidential elec-

tion paralyzed business completely. American poli-

tics are very corrupt; "to be a mayor commands
no more respect than to be an ordinary townsman;"

and, generally, those in the highest offices command
the least respect.

Coming to electrical development. Mr. Wall is

equally discriminating. "America, of course, is the

home of electricity. In some places you can travel

hundreds of miles in electric tramcars. From 150

miles north of Boston to 100 miles past Washing-

ton—a distance of about 800 miles—there is a con-

tinuous electric service. The trams have regular

slopping places, and on the outskirts of the centers

of population they travel at a speed of up to 50

miles an hour."

Mr. Wall of Perth Is certainly an entertaining

talker.
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George H. Bliss.

To the older electrical men of the West the an-
nouncement of the death of George H. Bliss will

possess a mournful interest, for Mr. Bliss was one
of the very first to exploit the incandescent electric
hght in Chicago and the territory tributary to it.

Mr. Bliss lived to be over 60 and he had a busy
and varied career, associated closely with the elec-

trical industry, for the lighting business was only
one of several electrical pursuits in which he had
been engaged. The deceased breathed his last at his
home, 4528 Lake avenue, Chicago, on October 31st.

The cause of death was consumption, with which
Mr. Bliss had been afflicted for some time.
George H. Bliss was born on May 12, 1840, at

Worcester, Mass., and removed to Chicago at the
age of 14. He was educated in Chicago, being a
student in the first high school in the city. While
still in his teens he took up the study of the tele-

graph under the instruction of E. D. L. Sweet.
His first services were rendered at Dixon, 111., where
he was an operator for the old Illinois and Mis-
sissippi Telegraph company. He served this com-
pany at Muscatine and Aurora and then was put in

charge of the main Chicago office of the company.
In i860 3'oung Bliss entered the service of the

Chicago and Northwestern Railroad company as
telegraph operator, and in 1865 had so commended
himself by fidelity and skill that he was made super-
intendent of telegraphs of the Northwestern road.
He was one of the very tirst superintendents of tele-

graph in the West. He held this position for a
number of years, and during that time displayed
much ability and progressiveness in the operation
and development of the telegraph system.

After leaving the railroad company Mr. Bliss in

1S68 organized the first electrical supply house in

the West, under the firm name of Bliss, Tillotson
& Co. In connection with the general supply busi-
ness, the firm did repairing on electrical instruments.
This business was a successful one. After being
burned out in the Chicago fire of 1871, Mr. Bliss

bought out the interests of L. G. Tillotson, and
organized and was made president of a stock com-
pany known as the George H. Bliss Manufacturing
company. In this company and several other en-
terprises he was associated with E. B. Chandler
and other well-known electrical pioneers. The busi-
ness gradually dropped away, the stock of mer-
chandise was destroyed by a second fire, and the
company finally sold out to the Western Electric
Manufacturing company, organized but a short time
previous.

x\bout this period (1875-77) Mr. Bliss took up
several electrical inventions, one of which was the
Edison electric pen. He pushed this article vigor-
ously and sent the late Col. George L. Beetle to

Paris to exploit it there. However, his anticipa-

tions were not realized and soon afterward he en-
tered the employment of the Western Electric Manu-

'

facturing company as general agent. He had
charge of the sales department of this company, now
the Western Electric company, for a number of

years.

Mr. Bliss had become associated with Mr. Edi-
son's inventions and interests at an early period,

and when companies were formed to exploit the
newly invented incandescent lamp he was sum-
moned to Mr. Edison's laboratory at Menlo Park
to become instructed in the new system, with the

idea of establishing a western agency. In Decem-
ber, 1881. Mr. Bliss opened up his office in the
Major block, at the corner of La Salle and Mon-
roe streets, where he acted as representative of the

Edison Electric Light company and the Edison
company for Isolated Lighting. During his agency
in January, 1S82, the first incandescent-lighting plant

in the West was installed in the old Rand & Mc-
Nally building. The new residence of J. W. Doane
on Prairie avenue was soon afterward provided
with 275 i6-candlepower lamps, current being sup-
plied from an isolated plant in the barn. This was
the first residence in the United States to be lighted

exclusively by electricity.

On June i, 1882, the Western Edison Light com-
pany was organized to supersede Mr. Bliss' agency,
but that gentleman was made the first general super-
intendent, a position which he held for three years

and a half. While agent for the Edison interests

and during his connection with the Western Edi-
son company, Mr. Bliss probably did as much as, if

not more than, any other man in the establishment
of a practical electrical-lighting system in the city of

Chicago. At that time the electric-lighting industry
was at about the same stage in its development as

the application of electricity to automobiles is to-day
and Mr. Bliss' engineering ability and faith in the

new enterprise did much toward establishing the

industry on a firm basis in the West. It was during
his connection with the Western Edison company
that the first central-station plant in the United
States was put in operation at Appleton. Wis. The
first theater to be lighted by electricity was also

wired by the company while Mr. Bliss was general
superintendent.

After his retirement from the Edison company in

1886 Mr. Bliss became engaged in various enter-

prises in Chicago and the VVest. At one time he
was Chicago manager of the Johnson Electric

Service company of Milwaukee, and afterward he
built the electric street-railway system in Dubuque,
fnwa. He was interested in the Electrical Re-
minder company and had been connected with Dr.
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H. P. Pratt in several enterprises. During the
World's Fair he leased and ran the Hyde Park
hotel. In recent years Mr. Bliss had been con-
nected with the Rowell & Potter Safety Stop com-
pany, but had devoted most of his time to exploit-
ing electrical inventions. For several years he had
an office in the Masonic Temple, where his services
as electrical expert were often in demand.
Mr. Bliss was also interested in silver and other

mining projects in Utah and other western states.

Plis last trip West occupied the summer of 1899,
when he visited Arizona and California. He came
home sick from the trip in September of that year,
and although he seemingly recovered from that ill-

ness, he had failed considerably during the last year.
His death was the culmination of the tubercular
disease with which he had been troubled for six or
seven years previous.
In all his business connections throughout his

varied career, Mr. Bliss bore the reputation of be-
ing an honest, faithful and competent man. He was
rather conservative in his business relations, but was
possessed of more than average ability. He was
faithful to his employers and popular with those
associated with him. Although not as prominent
in his later years, his connection with the early
electrical development in the West was an impor-
tant one.
At the time of his death he was a member of the

Royal Arcanum and the Old Time Telegraphers as-
sociation and belonging to the Kenwood Evangelical
Church. He is survived by Mrs. Bliss and four

lent and faithful in his work. He is survived by a
wife and four children. -

GEORGE H. BLISS.

children, Mrs. Grace E. Mellop, Julian P. and
George Edison Bliss of this city and Dr. Gilbert A.
Bliss, instructor in mathematics at the University
of Minnesota. The funeral services were held on
Friday afternoon, November 2d, and were attended
by a number of the older members of the electrical

fraternity of the city.

George Tailleur.

George Tailleur, superintendent of the under-
ground department of the Chicago Edison com-
pany, died in this city on November 1st. About lo

days previously Mr. Tailleur, while driving along
in his buggy, was run into by another vehicle,

which was on the wrong side of the street, and was
thrown violently to the pavement. His skull was
fractured and his death resulted directly from the
accident.

Mr. Tailleur was a native of France and was
born in Paris 43 years ago. He received his ele-

mentary training and also his engineering education
in that city, and was engaged for some time in

underground work in France and Italy. Comin.c to

the United States, he was first employed by the Edi-
son Manufacturing company of New York city and
later went to Schenectady, where he held a position

for some time as foreman in the tube works of the

General Electric company. In 1893 Mr. Tailleur

came to Chicago and secured employment with the

Chicago Edison company. He had worked with
that company ever since, holding the position of

superintendent of tite underground department at

the time of his death.

The work of Mr. Tailleur in underground con-
struction was of a high order, and he was con-
sidered an authority in that class of work. He was
the inventor of the junction and service boxes and
the high-tension coupling joint which bear his name,
and just previous to his death was engaged in de-
veloping apparatus for locating trouble in under-
ground mains. Mr. Tailleur was very popular with

his associates, having a pleasant and congenial na-

ture, and was at the same time thoroughly compe-

Charles A. Gundaker.
Charles A. Gundaker, who had charge of the sales

of incandescent lamps and meters in the New York
ofhce of the General Electric company, died at his
home in Newark, N. J., on October 31st. The im-
mediate cause of Mr. Gundaker's death was peri-
tonitis. Mr. Gundaker's connection with the elec-
trical industry dates back to 1S81, when he began
work at Mr. Edison's lamp factory at Menlo Park,
not being then much more than a boy. The lamp
factory had then been m operation a little over a
year, having been started in 1880. From the lamp
factory Mr. Gundaker was transferred to the New
Y'ork office of the Edison General Electric com-
pany in 1S91, being placed in charge of lamp sales.
After the formation of the General Electric com-
pany, through the consolidation of the Thomson-
Houston and Edison companies, in 1893, Mr. Gun-
daker took charge of meters as well as lamps for
the supply department of the New Y'ork office of
the new company. He remained in that position
until his death. Mr. Gundaker was a thorough
master of all the details of his business, a good com-
rade, a first-class salesman, and a man liked and
respected by all who came in contact with him.
Mr. Charles T. Hughes, the manager of the New
Y'ork local office of the General Electric company,
was deeply grieved to receive word of Mr. Gun-
daker's death, breaking, as it did, a friendly link
which had continued without interruption for al-
most 20 years. The funeral services were held in
Newark on Friday evening, November 2d.

C. H. Hooper.
C. H. Hooper, who had been long engaged with

the Gregory Electric company of Chicago in its

accounting department, died at Phojnix, Ariz., very
unexpectedly, on Wednesday, October 31st. He left

Chicago about September 15th, seeking to improve
his health in a drier climate, having had trouble
with his lungs. Marked improvement in his condi-
tion was reported, but he caught cold two days be-
fore his death, which brought on a fatal congestion.
Mr. Hooper was born in Rutland, Ohio, and is sur-
vived by his mother, two brothers and a sister. The
remains were buried in Phcenix, where he had rela-
tives. Mr. Hooper, in his quiet manner, won the
esteem of all who came in contact with him, and
his death is sincerely regretted.

New York Electrical Society.
A meeting of the New York Electrical societv

was held at the College of the City of New York
on the evening of October 30th. The evening was
devoted to a symposium on "The Paris Exposition
and the Paris Electrical Congress," and brief ad-
dresses were made by Carl Hering, A. E. Kennelly
and C. O. Mailloux. Future features for the 1900-
1901 season include a night at the automobile show,
C. P. Steinmetz on "Alternating-current Engineer-
ing," Dr. Sheldon on "Electrical Measurements
of Precision," C. O. Mailloux on "Electrical Eu-
rope of To-day," Dr. Louis Bell on "Elec-
tric Illumination," I-Cempster B. Miller on
"Modern Telephone Engineering," and Frank J.
Sprague on "Electric-railroad Work." At the meet-
ing of October 30th many new members were
elected, including Carl Hering and Dr. A. E.
Kennelly as honorary members. The following-
named committees have been appointee! for the en-
suing season: Finance, Arthur Williams (chair-
man), C. O. Baker, Jr.; papers and meetings, W. C.
Burton (chairman), S. L. Coles; membership, F. V.
Henshaw (chairman), S. L. Coles; constitution and
by-laws Arthur Williams (chairman), H. A. Sin-
clair, G. H. Guy. Mr. Martin is president of the
society, Mr. Guy (120 Liberty street), secretary, and
Mr. Sinclair treasurer.

Chicago Electrical Association.
A successful meeting of the Chicago Electrical

association was held at Room 1741 Monadnock
building on the evening of November 2d, with up-
w^ard of 80 in attendance. The paper of the evening
was by A. M. Blumenthal on "Roentgen Rays."
Mr. Blumenthal gave an interesting historical and
scientific treatment of the development of the Roent-
gen rays and illustrated his lecture with apparatus,
including two Crookes tubes, and view's from a stere-
opticon. Several members took part in the discus-
sion, which was made especially interesting by re-

marks made by Dr. H. P. Pratt and others. The
next meeting of the association will be on November
16th, when W. B. Hale of the laboratory department
of the Western Electric company will address the
society on "Incandescent-lamp Photometry."

It is stated that an electrically operated gun has
been invented by James Judge of Newcastle, Eng-
land, operating on the centrifugal principle. An
electric motor causes a disk to revolve at a rate of
12.000 revolutions a minute. The projectiles are in-

troduced through the shaft of this disk and leave the
muzzle with an initial velocity of 2,000 feet a second.
A shot may be discharged at everj^ half revolution,
but in practice one shot every four revolutions will

be sufficient. The tests made on the gun are said

to have been satisfactory.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Notes from Ohio.

The United States Telephone company of Cleve-
land has increased its capital stock to $2,000,000,

divided into 20,000 shares of $100 each. This com-
pany IS building many long-distance lines and
IS rapialy becommg a great factor in the business
m this state. Henry A. Everett of Cleveland is the
president and j. h. Hoge is the secretary. It is

under the management ot Judge James M. Thomas,
one of the best telephone men the state has ever
produced.
Uhe Norwalk and Huron County Telephone com-

pany of ]>Jorwalk has been incorporated, with a

capital stock ot ^o,oco. Its charter will allow it to

construct and operate an exchange in Norwalk and
such other places as the company may decide upon.
'ihe incorporators are R. P. Hyll, Vv'. H. Harper,
Jr., James King Duffy, H. O. Bentley and A. M.
Beattie.

The new exchange of the United States Telephone
company at Fostoria was put into operation last

week. The switchboard has accommodations for

600 lines, with room for 50 more drops. The com-
pany has more than 400 subscribers now. The cost

of the new system was $125,000. The system is of

the common-batter}' variety and the apparatus was
furnished by the American Electric Telephone com-
pany of Chicago. It was constructed by the West-
ern Reserve Construction company of Cleveland
under the supervision of W. F. Crossley, and it is

said that he may be retained as manager of the

ofhce. P'our operators will be employed m the day-
time and two at night.

There has been some little trouble between the

merchants and the Bell Telephone company at

Toledo because of the inconveniences caused by
putting in a new switchboard and other new ap-
paratus, but it is thought that this will be all

remedied when the work is completed. The con-
struction men have done the best they could to

avoid delay in any way, but in busy Toledo the
people have not the patience to wait long.

The Warren and Niles Telephone company is

adding another section to the switchboard at War-
ren which will add a capacity of 300 drops. Two
new copper-wire trunk lines between the two tov/ns,

Warren and Niles, are also being put in.

The Independent telephone line from Marysville
to Richwood has almost been completed. This
line was built by private subscription and will be an
experiment in this kind of work.
The new line of the Columbiana County Telephone

company at East Alliance was tested a few days ago
and found to be in good working order. R. E.

Morgan is the manager.
Homer Robinson has been made manager of the

Central Union Telephone company's plant at Ur-
bana, and O. C. Obetz will be transferrer^ to Hills-

boro, Ohio.
The Columbus school board has adopted a reso-

lution accepting the bid of the Central Union Tele-
phone company to put five instruments in the public

school buildings at $174 a year. The bid of the

Citizens' company was $224 and it would not re-

duce it.

The West Manchester Independent Telephone
company of West Manchester. Preble County, has
been incorporated, with a capital stock of $1,000, by

J. W. Holtsmiller and others.

The Conneaut Telephone company, Conneaut, has
filed papers with the secretary of state, showing an
increase of capital stock from $30,000 to $50,000.

Ed. L. Barbour is the president of the company.
The Caldwell Independent Telephone company,

Caldwell, Ohio, has been incorporated by W. H.
Bowron, Frank M. Martin, John Emmons, Joseph
H. Ryan and David Friedman. The capital stock
is placed at $50,000.
The material for the Findlay Home Telephone

company, Findlay, Ohio has arrived and work will

begin within a few days. The company is endeav-
oring to employ mostly local laboring men for the

work. The city Board of Improvements has ac-

cepted the plans of the company for the conduit
system which will be put in. It is expected that

the new plant will be in operation early in the ) ear.

A rehearing of the case of the City of Zanesville
against the Zanesville Telegraph and Telephone
company has been ordered by the Supreme Court of

Ohio. About two weeks ago that tribunal decided
that the law allowing the probate judge to locate

poles and lines where a city or town refuses to grant
a franchise, or where they cannot come to a satis-

factorv understanding, was unconstitutional. It was
thought this would decide the matter, but so many
companies have been afYected by the decision that

the court decided to have a rehearing and go into

the matter more carefully. C.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
The La Crosse (Wis.) Telephone company is build-

ing a line through the town of Campbell. An ex-
tension will be made this fall out of Houston, Minn.,
al.so.

The Minnesota Central Telephone company has
completed an exchange at Raymond, Minn., with
28 connections.
The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company

is buildincr a 17-mile extension from Tnkslcr. N. D..

to Park River. Connection.-; between Inkstcr and
Park River have been very roundabout hitherto.

A telephone line is lo be constructed thiii fall

from Sanborn to Seaforth, Minn., by the Southern
Electric Telephone company.
The Northern Pacific railway has installed a

Zenith telephone in its office in Duluth, being the
last railroad to yield and connect with the anti-Bell
company there.

A line has been completed between Deerfield,
Nora and Utica, Wis., with about 15 farmers' con-
nections.

1 he Northwestern Telephone Exchange company
is about to change the location of its central office

in Sioux Falls, S. D., and to make a number of
improvements to the system.

J. H. Jansen, manager of the Ashland ofhce of

the Wisconsin Telephone company, has been pro-
moted to the Milwaukee ofEce, where he will have
charge of the linework.
John Bodin of Oshkosh, Wis., has been made

manager of the Wisconsin Telephone company's
offices at Washburn and Bayfield.

Fred H. Browne of Belle Plaine, Iowa, has formed
the Harlan and Avoca Telephone and Telegraph
company, to establish local exchanges in Harlan and
Avoca, loWa.
Farmers around LineviUe, Iowa, have organized

a telephone company to build to Adair. Materials
have been ordered and the work will be prosecuted
as rapidly as possible.

There has been a long contest between the city of
Dubuque, Iowa, and the Standard Telephone com-
pany in the matter of the location of poles and simi-
lar work. Finally an amicable arrangement has
been agreed upon, and the company iieed not fear

further interferences.

The Iowa Telephone company is building a line

between West Point and Farmington. Iowa.
F. C. Taylor has been given a franchise for a local

exchange at Oakland, Iowa.
The Johnson County Telephone company of Iowa

City, Iowa, proposes to build a toll line to Musca-
tine, Iowa, where it will connect with the exchange
of the Mississippi Valley Telephone company, and
through that system to its long-distance connections.
A long-distance line is now in operation between

Bolster and Brewster, Wash., 120 miles.

_
The Beresford (S. D.) exchange has passed the

limit of its switchboard, 50 connections, and will

soon need a board with 100 connections. R.

In Colorado.
The Colorado Telephone company has adopted a

new method of advertising in Denver. It has of-

fered to school children of the city four prizes of

$25, $15, $5 and $5 for letters not exceeding 300
words in length containing the most convincing ar-
guments why every home should be provided with
a telephone.
The trustees of the town of Montrose, Colo., have

passed an ordinance taxing the franchise granted
to the Colorado Telephone compan3^ Five per
cent, of the gross receipts is required.
Three employes of the Colorado Telephone com-

pany have been arrested and held for trial at Col-
orado Springs on the chai'ge of stealing copper
wire belonging to the company. One of the men
W'hen arrested had in his possession 29S pounds of

copper which he was attempting to sell to a junk
dealer. He confessed his crime and disclosed the
names of two others who, he alleged, were parties

to the theft. The company has sustained a number
of losses of wire by theft, and it is hoped the de-
tection of these men will break up the practice.

Telephone linemen at Colorado Springs went on
a strike on November 2d for increased pay and
shorter hours. They ask that they be paid $3 instead

of $2.85 a day, and that they be required to work
hut nine instead of 10 hours. A few days before
the application had been made to R. F. Morris,
manager of the local office. It was forwarded to

Denver, but no immediate action was taken be-
cause of the absence from the city of Superintendent
Burgess. The men decided to strike at once, as they
held that the petition could be acted upon at once
by General Manager Field. It is believed that the
trouble can be settled without difficulty and that

work will be resumed. D.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
The National Telephone company of Wheeling,

W. Va., has commenced laying underground wires,

and will expend $200,000 in construction.

Th*e Citizens' Telephone company, of Shelbyville,

Tenn., has been incorporated, with a capital stock
of $10,000, by J. IT. Hutton, S. J. McGraw, W. G.

Evans and others.

A recent Illinois incorporation was that of the

Illinois Telephone Construction company of Chi-

cago. The company is capitalized at $2,500 and the

incorporators named are Henry Shafer, S. W. Moon
and Frank L. Bills.

The Georgetown and North I.sland Telephone
company, rccentlv reported as incorporated at

Georgetown. N. C. will construct a 20-mile system
at Annandalc, S. C. The contract has been awarded
to F. E. Johnstone of Georgetown.

Application for a charier for a new telephone
company to be known as the Huntingdon and Clear-

field company, to operate in Centre, Clearfield, Cam-

bria, Blair, Huntingdon, Bedford and Fulton coun-
ties, of Pennsylvania, will be made. Among the in-
corporators are W. PI. Denlinger, Thomas H. Mur-
ray and Allison O. Smith, of Clearfield.

The Chicago Telephone com.pany has issued a
folder containing information concerning its serv-
ice and system of toll lines. A map is shown of
the toll-line connections of the Chicago Telephone
company, while a map of the United States, taking
in the states east of Nebraska, indicates the lines
and metallic circuits of the American Telephone
and Telegraph company.

Through Manager F. J. Keech, of the Ann Arbor
exchange of the Michigan Telephone company, free
long-distance telephone service was given the
students at the University of Michigan during the
recent football game at Chicago between the Illi-

nois and Michigan teams. The service was ar-
ranged by E. D. Trowbridge, superintendent of
long-distance service at Detroit, and H. A. Fergu-
son, assistant superintendent of the Chicago Tele-
phone company. " The returns were received con-
siderably faster than from the special telegraph wire
that had been chartered, and they were said to be
satisfactory in every detail.

TELEPHONE TALES.
The Chicago Times-Herald, dilating on "The

Telephone Boor," thinks that "every telephone
should have a pile-driver device concealed in its

mechanism, so connected with the vibratory dia-
phragm that it would knock a man senseless the
minute his voice reached a pitch denoting anger
or a desire to do violence to the person at the other
end."

A Nome correspondent of the Boston Transcript
says that the Eskimo is becoming familiar with many
of the adjuncts of civilization. "But the telephone
is still beyond his comprehension. One of them
pointed to the wire which runs from Nome to the
military barracks at Nome River, three miles away,
and passes along the tundra just back of my tent.

" 'Him catch birds?' he asked.
" 'No, John.' I replied (any Eskimo is John col-

loquially). 'Him telephone,' suiting my English to
his as far as possible. But John did not look en-
lightened and I attempted further explanation.
.

" 'S'pose man talk Snake River. Wire catch him.-

Man Nome River, he hear.'

"John looked at the wire, then at me, and his

face took on a grieved expression. 'Humph!' he
said. 'Plenty lie,' and he walked indignantly away."

Katie is just over and she is employed as a do-
mestic in a big house surrounded by shade trees

on the Cass farm. She is as willing as a hungry
mosquito, but there are things she has not yet
learned.

Katie is having a hard time in mastering the tele-

phone. She has had many lessons and long, but
there is a mystery about the whole thing that in-

flames her superstition.

"Anyone call or ask for me by telephone while
I was out, Katie?" asked the mistress.

"Indade they did, mum. The box jingled and
a lady wid a voice like a coffee mill says, 'Hello,'

and I sa3's, 'Hello yerself.' and she says, 'Who is

this?' and I says, 'None of yer business.' And she
says, Ts Aunt Mary there?' And I told her she'd

betther ask a policeman, and she foired sumthin*
in my ear, and I dared her to show the ugly mug
of her back of our barn and she said nuthin'. I'll

talk in that machine no more, mum."—Detroit Free
Press.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The Eureka Electric company of Chicago an-

nounces that its new "Twentieth Century" catalogue
is now ready for distribution. The book illustrates

and describes a large line of exchange switchboards,
centralized-energyas well as magneto systems, and all

other devices necessary for the complete equipment
of a high-grade telephone installation, either for a

toll line or an exchange. The company will forward
a copy of the catalogue on application.

The Western Electric Construction company of

Chicago. 111., has recently made shipments of a 600-

multiple transfer switchboard and a 600-line com-
bined cross-connecting and lightning-arrester board
to the Shamokin (Pa.) Valley Telephone company*
and loo-line Western express switchboards to the

Home Telephone company. Chillicothe. Ohio, and
the Citizens' Telephone company, Montevideo, Minn.
This company is also building a lOO-wirc addition
to a 500-multiple central-energy switchboard lately

furnished by it to the Schuylkill Telephone company
of Pottsville, Pa. Contracts have also been closed
with the Staunton (III.) Telephone company for a

lOO-line Western express switchboard and 75 mag-
netos, and with Dr. J. H. Close, New Boston, 111..

for a TOO-capacity switchboard; also for a loo-drop
switchboard for the Columbia (Pa.) Telephone com-
pany. Another contract has been closed to furnish

the North Oklahoma Telephone company with a 225-

drop switchboard. Many orders are being received
for the new Western express No. 3, five-bar bridg-
ing telephones. These instruments are built espe-

cially for heavy toll-line work and for farmers' lines.
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Wireless Telegraphy by Hertzian
Waves.

^

By AndriL Bloxdel and Gustave Ferrik,

Historical.

In this review v.e shall signify b}'^ the term wire-
less telegraphy the transmission of signals by
Hertzian waves only without the intermediary ot

wire conductors.
In 1888 Hertz performed his famous experiments

destined to verify the classic theory of Maxwell and
to demonstrate the propagation of electromagnetic
waves, "let, in the absence of a sensitive detector,

no one at that time dreamed of utilizing these waves,
identical with those of light, for telegraphic com-
munication at long distances. Only after the in-

genious work of our compatriot, Branly, begim in

1S90, upon the properties of conducting bodies in

imperfect contact when subjected to the action of

electric discharges (already mentioned in a long-
unnoticed communication by Calzecchi Onesti), did
we have at our disposal means appropriate for the
detection of such waves.
In 1893 Professor Lodge utilized these radio-

conductor tubes of Branly, which he called co-
herers, for the stud}' of Hertzian oscillations. He
employed in this an arrangement embracing a co-
herer, a cell, and galvanometer. To restore the re-

sistance of the filings he usually tapped the tube by
means of some clock movement. The pres-
ence of waves could thus be detected 40 meters
from their point of origin. In the conference at

Oxford in 1S94 at the meeting of the British As-
sociation, Lodge delivered the opinion that the
Branly tube ceased to be affected at a distance of

half a mile! Moreover, no attempt was made by
him to verify this opinion.

A number of physicists of all countries repeated
the same experiments with arrangements more or
less analogous to those of Professor Lotlge.'^ Popoff
in particular rendered the action automatic by the

addition of a relay energized by the'current passing
through the tube, and which in turn actuated a
sounder. The hammer of the sounder was so.ar-
langed as to strike the coherer and restore it to

the neutral state after each vibration.

At this time Popoff merely utilized the device to

register lightning discharges and verified the theory
that these were oscillatory, after the ideas of Lodge.
For this purpose one of the terminals of his re-

ceiver was connected to a lightning rod or simply
to a vertical wire, the other terminal being put to

earth. He announced that this apparatus could also

register signals sent out by a sufficiently powerful
oscillator.
• To Marconi, at that time a student in the Uni-
versity of Bologne, belongs the honor of having
first employed the vertical wire of Popoff in the

receiving of Morse signals, and he first produced an
efficient form of wave from a second upright con-
nected to an oscillator, the other terminal of which
was grounded.

\\"e will first describe in a general way the actual

arrangements of installation:

A transmitting apparatus consists of an induction
coil, in the primary of which are connected a source
of energy- (dry cells or accumulators), a Morse key
and an interrupter. The terminals of the secondary
are joined to two metallic spheres, formiog the os-

cillator, and themselves connected, one with the
upright wire, the other with the earth.

A receiving instrument consists, essentially, of a

coherer whose electrodes are connected to the up-
right wire and to ground and at the same time to

the Jerminals of a circuit containing a dry cell and
a relay.

If the transmitter sends out a long series of

waves, this will be indicated on the strip of the

Morse inker bj' a series of dots, which may be
easily transformed into a dash by certain devices of

the construction, or by the employment of a second
relay, as proposed by Strecker.

Mr. Marconi has suppressed, as completely as

possible, all parasitical waves originating from con-

tacts made and broken in the receiving apparatus
itself and capable of actuating the coherer. To this

end he has placed non-inductive shunts around each

point where the circuit is broken and around all

coils subject to the electromotive force of self-

induction; the spools of the relay in particular have
been thus shunted.
More recently Mr. Marconi has adopted a small

step-up transformer, which he calls a ''jigger," de-

signed to increase the effect of the oscillations re-

ceived by the aerial wire by augmenting the induced
electromotive force acting upon the coherer.

To prevent the oscillations generated at a station

from acting on its own coherer and rapidly destroy-

ing the same. Marconi encloses all the receiving

apparatus, with the exception of the Morse instru-

ment, in a metal box. and leads the connecting wires

through choking coils encased in bands of tin, which
are connected to earth.

In addition to the experiments of Marconi, we
may mention those of Messrs. Slaby and Strecker,

in German}-, of Messrs. Voisenat and Tissot. in

France, of Popoff and Ducretet. in Russia, etc.

Various refinements have been made in the appa-

latns. which we will notice later.

These numerous investigations do not now allow

us to form a complete and verified theory of the

phenomena utilized in wireless telegraphy. Yet we
may adduce a certain number of facts, permitting

I. Absti-act of paner presented at the Internalional Electrical

Congress of igoc in Paris.

us to outline a sufficiently plausible theory for the
provisional guidance of researches.

Results, Distances Traversed, Laws of Vertical
Conductors.

The quality of communication is about the same
under whatever conditions, of fog, rain, wind, etc.

However., it is decidedly easier to establish com-
munication over water than by land. The heights
of vertical conductors or "antennas" required ever
land are always considerably greater than those suf-
ficing for sea communication over the same distance.
As a notable instance of distances attained, in 1900

Marconi established communication between two
stations 84 miles apart, with w^ires only 135 feet
high.' A straight line joining the upper extremities
of the two antennas would pass goo feet below the
surface of the sea.

Experiments made inland are less brilliant. In
most cases recourse has been had to captive bal-
loons or kites to obtain antennje sufficiently high.
By such means Marconi, in 1899, telegraphed be-
tween Salisbury and Bath, 33.5 miles. It does not
appear that in the Transvaal, in spite of the an-
nouncements of first results, much use has been
made of wireless telegraphy in military operations.

Finally, trials have been made under special cir-

cuTnstances by Mr. Lecarme. In the Alps, between
Mont Blanc and Chamonix (1899), communication
was very reliable, despite the natural roughness of
the land and lack of conductivity of the ice cover-
ing it. With a free balloon the results were equally
interesting. Signals were received in the balloon
when the receiving w'ire (150 feet) was parallel to
the sending vertical wire (120 feet) and at a great
height. The experimenters were thus able to com-
municate at a distance of five miles and a height of
2,400 feet.

Laws of Vertical Wires (Antennas).—Marconi has
deduced from numerous experiments on sea the
following laws, which have been also verified by
Mr. Gavey, engineer of the Postoffice:

First—To obtain the maximum of useful effect, the
antennae of the two stations should be equal and
parallel.

Second—The height of antennae required for good
communication is related to the distance traversed

by the formula H ^ a / EX, a being a coefficient

depending on the nature of the apparatus employed.
This distance, as given by the formula for clear
space, is diminished at least half w-hen the two sta-

tions are separated by high intervening obstacles.

We have been able to verify, approximately, the
correctness of this law, working between stations

near Paris, for distances as yet not exceeding 8.3

miles.

The advantage of having the antennae of like

height seems to us very slight, and the results

appear almost the same if we vary simultaneously
the heights of the antennas, keeping their sum con-
stant. There is a low-er limit, beyond which one
may not go; this seems to lie between 15 feet and
30 feet for the distances indicated above.
The law, then, ought to be completed under the

follownng form: hi + h^ ^ 2 H, for hi and
h:; <C ^ . As we have seen, H ^^ a ^/ D. In these
expressions hi and h2 are the heights of the two
anterincc, respectively. H is the average height
and A is a minimum height for either antennae,

below which the law does not hold.

Theory of Wireless Telegraphy.

The phenomena of wireless telegraphy are very
complex, and have given rise to various interpreta- -

ticns. The first idea is to suppose a mutual induc-
tion between the two nearly parallel vertical wires.

But this will not explain the propagation of waves,
and appears certainly to fail, when in consequence
of the rotundity' of the earth or by any obstacle the

antennas are screened from one another.

Certain authors have claimed an effect of electro-

static capacity between the uprights, as in the Edi-
son arrangement, but it is clear that such an effect

would diminish in inverse proportion as the cube of

the distance, and very quickly reduce to nothing.
Other physicists, impressed by the influence of

the ground wire at the sender, have been led to see

ill this propagation an effect of conduction by the
earth. We can explain thus why transmission is

better over sea than land. But this will not account
for the excellent results obtained by- Lecarme by
means of a vertical wire from a balloon.

In reality, the phenomena appear to be a com-
bination of several effects, one or the other of which
predominates, according to the conditions.

Electric oscillations are produced along the wire
and in the neighboring ether in the space between
the antenna and the earth. From the seat of this

disturbance originate the waves, which are propa-
gated in all the surrounding space. These waves
are polarized and form surfaces of revolution around
the antenna. The lines of electric force are in

meridional planes and connect perpendicularly with
tlie earth: the magnetic lines of force are in circles

having the antenna for a common axis. But as a

result of this polarization and of the effect of con-
centration, well known in the propagation of waves
along wires or metallic surfaces, the electric density

is much greater at the surface of the earth, directly

connected with the oscillator, than in the atmos-

I. Since this paper was writ'en Mr. Mirroni has succeeded
in transm'tling messages frofo Poole ro rhe Tsle of WieJit. a dis-

tance of 30 miles, bv the use of metal rylinHer": four feet in

height, ihus dispensing with the 177 frtot uorights previously

employed over this range. Al ilie s^me tice he transmilted two
simultaneous messages witbont interferpnce.

—

Ed.

phere; and in large part the magnetic lines appear
to slip along the earth. This concentration, more-
over, is the greater the more perfect the conductivity
of the surface over which the waves proceed, and
the loss of energy in this transmission is thereby
lessened.

Yet this concentration does not prevent the dif-

fusion of an important part of the energy into all

space, under form of hemispherical weaves, the effects
of which are less intense than those near the earth,
but, nevertheless, noticeable.
The receiving wire, cut at all points by the lines

of magnetic force, is the seat of a resultant electro-
motive force proportional to the intensity of
the field and to the rapidity of the oscillations. The
higher the antenna, the more lines of force cut.
With a given length fewer lines are cut as we ascend
further from earth. It is not necessary that the
receiving antenna be connected to earth, but the
range appears to be slightly extended, due to the
conduction effect mentioned above.
The magneto-motive force of the magnetic lines

around the center of disturbance is, by the recipro-
cation of the law of induction, equal to that derived
from the electrostatic fiux; the variation of which
produces it; or, analvtically expressed, H =-^-

T ^ '

It is then theoretically important to increase as
much as possible the capacity, the potential em-
ployed and the frequency of the oscillations in re-
ducing the self-inductance. We have, thus been led
lo try very large antennas, formed of bands, also
to substitute for these a horizontal disk above; and
another placed below, the ground. But this last
arrangement gives poor results if we do not add
a vertical wire.

Apparatus in Detail.

Coils.—It seems, as result of experiments made,
conforming to the preceding theory, that it is well -

to use a discharge spark as long as possible. Con-
sequently we should employ very powerful in-
duction coils. Those most used will give a dis-
charge of 10 to 16 inches between points, but in
operation these sparks are reduced to from two to
1.2 inches and become thicker.

All types of interrupters have been tried—those
with turning contacts, mercury, hammer, turbine,
etc.—but no one shows any marked superiority.
For long operation the best are the last two types
named. It is certain that the frequency should be
small. Marconi has returned to the simple ham-
mer interrupter. The Wehnelt, which has failed
v/ith some, has given us excellent results. To do
away with interrupters, with their inconveniences
when using large current intensities, we have tried
alternating-current transformers, using 30,000 volts
or less,

_
with capacity in shunt with the secondary

and self-induction in the primary (as preconceived
by d'Arsonval). This apparatus presents the great
advantage that the current given to the antenna
is not affected by the length, of the spark, and that
it is thus easy, even with a moderate-potential trans-
former, to obtain oscillating sparks of great length.

Oscillators.—It is now recognized that the ap-
paratus known as the Righi oscillator presents no
advantage, for it plays the part of a simple defla-
grator only. The majority of experimenters with*
Marconi himself, have returned to the spark-gap of
Hertz, with two balls in air. The platinizing of these
balls is unnecessary, providing they be polished
from time to time.

Antenna.—Although the spark may be better sus-
tiiined when the antenna has a large surface, or if

there is attached a supplementary capacity at its

top or bottom., the transmission appears neither
better nor worse than for the ordinary antenna with
the same explosi\e potential. An insulation of rub-
ber along the vertical wire appears useful in dimin-
ishing the partial discharge of the antenna by con-
vection.

Theory and Construction of Coherers.—Of the
theories advanced to explain the action of the co-
herer, that of Lodge, the theory of coherence or
welding of the particles, is most generally admitted.
This has been confirmed by the researches of one
of the writers, who has demonstrated the necessity,
for a practical coherer, of filings or electrodes of
a metal slightly oxidizable. The researches of Dorn
have shown, moreover, that the apparent oxidation,
or the insulating film, is often only a film of gas,
whicli can be removed more or less rapidly by a
vacuum. The phenomenon of welding, which seems
to explain the sudden diminution of the resistance
at the passage of the weaves, does not at ail exclude
the concomitant existence of the Branly phenome-
non which is very delicate and less pronounced.
Now, in order to utilize the properties of the co-

herer, it is necessary that the critical potential at

which the coherer breaks down shall not exceed the
electromotive force of the cell plus the electro-
motive force of self-induction of the extra current
at the break in the local circuit of the coherer
and relay. It is then necessary that this inductance
be as small as possible, and that the current flowing
have but slight intensity. The first condition be-
ing difficult to meet, notwithstanding shunts around
all inductive parts, it is necessary to reduce the cur-
rent by the use of a low-voltage cell. We have used
successfully the O'Keenan or Lalande cell, which
gives, with negative electrode of tin, a potential of

0.2.T volt-

We have obtained very good results with co-
herers using filings of srold, silver, or with silver

alloyed whli a hundredth part of copper, placed
betv/een german-silver electrodes. The employment
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of a slightly oxidizable metal allows one tb raise

the critical potential sufficiently to use a cell which
will work the relay.

Mr. Tissot has found that he can augment at will

the pressure on the tilings and, as a result, the sen-
sitiveness of the coherer, by making filings and
electrodes of a magnetic metal (steel, nickel or
cobalt), and by bringmg near the tube a small mag-
net wnose lines of force are parallel to the axiS

of the tube.

Amplifying Transformers.—It was natural to at-

tempt to increase the induced electromotive force
acting on the coherer by a transformer analogous
to those employed in telephony. Marconi has
given no theory for the particular mode of construct-

ing his transformer, which seems to reduce to a

minimum the impedance and to realize the maxi-
mum of mutual induction for these high-frequency
currents. Experience has shown us that the "jigger'

acts very well as a transformer but that the con-
denser added ' in derivation by Marconi (with the

idea of realizing by the combination an effect of

sj^ntony) is without sensible action. The favorable

action of the transformer is most marked, as we have
•verified. According to Marconi, this device in-

creases the range from 30 to 60 per cent.

Limitations of the Art.

Self-decohering Coherers.—The necessity of a tap-

per with existing coherers is very trouDlesome, and
does not permit the use of the telephone as re-

ceiver. Various experimenters have therefore sought
coherers decohering spontaneously, without tapping.

Tommasina, using a coherer with magnetic nimgs,
has attempted to replace the tapper by an electro-

magnet m shunt, magnetized only when the co-
herer is aft'ected, thus attracting the filings and
decohering them. But we have proved that this

arrangement, with that of Tissot, before mentioned,
orfers a difficulty; the filings become magnetized
and it is no longer possible to decohere them.
Tommasina has found it possible to obtain auto-

coherers with carbon. He obtained good results

by forming his two electrodes of german-siiver wire
piunged in carbon powder similar to that employed
m the Swiss microphone, i'hi.-:, fact had already
been determined by Hughes, the inventor of the

microphone, as has been recently noticed.

Righi and Tuman have tried to- obtain detectors

formed of two platinum wires in close proximity
and fused in a vacuum tube. One of us has experi-

mented along the same line with a Geissler lube
having large electrodes almost in contact, com-
bined with a telephone. I'he cell should be insuffi-

cient of itself to break down the resistance of the

tube, yet sufficient to produce a current at each
passage of an oscillating current which traverses

the space between the electrodes. These arrange-
ments give signals at a short distance, but they
lack sensitiveness compared with coherers.
Employment ol the Teleplione.—It has been many

years since Colson and Narkevitsch Jodko men-
tioned the employment of the telephone to indicate

electric oscillations. But the results thus obtained
seem to us very uncertain, for the telephone is

also acted upon at a distance by induction, even on
open circuit, by alternating currents of high poten-
tial like those produced m induction coils. This
was the arrangement of Edison mentioned above.
Ihere may be doubt then ,as tO' the cause of this

sound heard in the telephone. The slight sensi-

tiveness which it possesses in such use is probably
due to the small radius of action of such alternating

currents.

Syntonic Systems.—A serious inconvenience
charged against wireless telegraphy, one which
prevents its entry into- the real domain of practice,

is the fact that, with the ordinary apparatus de-
scribed above, it is impossible to obtain at the
same station two independent communications, every
receiver placed in the radius of action ot

a transmitter being acted upon by the

waves sent out. Various systems, founded
upon different principles, have been pro-
posed, with a view to avoid this fault.

B?.ricd upon the analogy presented from
certain points of view between electric os-

cillations and sound waves, Messrs. Lodge
and Muirhead have sought to obtain an
electric resonance between transmitting
and receiving circuits. For this purpose
they make radiator and collector independ-
ent of all other apparatus, and attune these

to the same period of oscillation, by modi-
fying the self-induction of a coil having a

variable number of turns.

Marconi, without in any way changing
the installation of his stations, described

above, relics upon capacity and self-induc-

tion to obtain resonance, placing parallel

to the antenna a long metallic sheet connected to

earth at one end, and connecting with his antenna
a coil of variable self-induction.

Although Mr. Shaw (Society of Physics, London.
March 23, jgoo) has made experiments showing
that it is possible to obtain a maximum cfifect by
ulilizing the capacity and self-induction, this method
has not given good results, probably from the fact

that the oscillations of the sending antenna are

very rapidly damped and have not time to establish

a veritable resonance at the transmitting station.

One of us (Mr, Blondcl) has indicated another
method of synchronization, which consists in set-

tinfr in accord, not the frequencies of the electric

fsrillations proper, but a certain artificial frequency
of a much lower rate and altogether arbitrary and
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independent of the antennae—that is, the frequency
of the spark and that of the vibrations of a selective -

telephone, such as the monotelephone of Mr. Mer-
cadier. It is sufficient to keep the frequency of the
interrupter constant and equal to that ol the receiver
itself. One may employ in connection with the
telephone, as was seen above, a coherer of spon-
taneous decoherence or the carbon coherer of
Tommasina. Each group of high-frequency waves,
rapidly damped, acts en bloc as a simple percussion
upon the slow-vibrating telephone, whose own os-
cillations, however, continue practically sinusoidal
because of its inertia. One may thus in the re-

ceiver replace mechanical elasticity by an electric

elasticity by adding in shunt a capacity such that
the circuit formed by the tube, the telephone and
the condenser may then be in resonance, or, rather,

in pseudo-resonance, with the sending instrument.
This arrangement will serve to select signals, using
any telephone whatever, or the selective quality may
be reinforced by a monotelephone of the same
frequency. If there are several receivers at the
same station, it will be advantageous to mount each
upon a separate aerial wire.

Other inventors have proposed, in a method which
seems yet premature, the employment of devices
for multiple telegraphy of the Baudot type. This
does, not, however, solve the same problem.

Finally, Guarini Foresio, starting with erroneous
theories, has indicated a system of automatic re-

peaters, results from which are not yet known.

Desirable Improvements.

To sum up, thanks to the successive efforts of the
scientists mentioned, and through the practical work
of Marconi, wireless telegraphy has received numer-
ous improvements, the effect of which has been a
great increase of the distances traversed, especially
over sea.

But over land its ranges are still insufficient to
allow it to compete with visual signaling, and over
water the usefulness of this kind of signals is very
limited, as a result of the impossibility of differenti-

ating messages from different sources, if one em-
ploys the ordinary coherers. The decohering co-
herers, combined with the system of pseudo-syn-
tony, open new horizons, but the sensitiveness of

these refinements is thus far very limited, and ex-
periments are as yet too lew to allow us to judge
of the future reserved for this type-
We may hope, then, to see the apparatus still

further perfected, notably coils, interrupters, relays,

and, above all, receiving apparatus, which should
not require the application of a tapper.

Roche Gas-engine Sparking Apparatus.
A new form of sparking apparatus for internal-

combustion engines is shown in the accompanying
illustration. 1 he device is serviceable for automo-
biles and small engines as well as large ones. Both
sides of the circuit of the sparking plug are insulated,
thus doing away with short-circuits. In the ignition
plug the metal points are made of solid platinum
and are attached to solid steel rods. The plug in-

sulation consists of a porcelain tube lined with as-
bestos. A small vibrating induction coil is used
with the device, and a battery of four cells is placed
in the lower compartment. When the apparatus is

started four cells are connected with the primary
of the induction coil, and as the cells are used up,
the connection can be so changed as to include more
cells. The dry cell used is of the well-known
Autogas type. A vibrating fiber-insulated key,
which can be applied to any type of engine, makes
the circuit of the igniter and it can be operated
by an attachment to the shaft of the engine, thereby
allowing the engineer to obtain a spark at any point
of the stroke. The batteries are enclosed in a hand-

ROCHE gas-engine SPARKING APPARATUS.

some wooden box, which will hold eight cells. The
device was invented and is manufactured solely by
William Roche, 42 Vesey street, New York city, who
slates that it has been successfully applied to a great
number of gas engines.

New Atlantic Cable Proposed.
The important announcement has just been made

by the Hon. Mr. Dobell, a member of the Laurler
cabinet of Canada, that the Dominion government
hopes to have a short direct cable laid between
Scotland and Belle Isle, on the Labrador coast of
Canada, v.ia the north of Ireland, thus giving Can-
ada a new cable line to Great Britain. Mr. Dobell
has apparently reason to hope that Denmark will
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join in the project, the idea no doubt being to have
the line extended from Scotland to Denmark. In
such case. Canada would have a new cable system
from Quebec to Copenhagen, connected with Brit-
ish. Irish and Continental telegraphic systems. Mr.
Dobell says that Canada's share of the cost would
only be $875,000. and that the project would prob-
ably reduce the cost of cable messages from a shill-
ing to sixpence a word.

Recent Electrical Fires.
In the quarterly "Fire Report" of the Electrical

Bureau of the National Board of Fire. Underwriters
compiled by William H. Merrill, Jr., are chronicled
some curious electrical fires, the particulars of which
are instructive to electricians as well as to insurance
men.
A two-wire circuit of No. 00 cable ran from a

dynamo room across the bottom and up the side
01 a freight-elevator shaft. Part of the circuit was
in an unlmed conduit. This conduit, some 30 feet
long, extended from the dynamo room up the ele-
vator shaft for about 15 feet. The contractor who
did the construction work violated the rules by
splicing on about 17 feet of weatherproof cable, draw-
ing the same into the unlined conduit. The insula-
tion on the v/eatherproof cable broke down, allow-
ing the passage of current to the iron conduit. The
conduit was in contact with a copper conductor that
passed down the elevator shaft Irom the gutter on
the roof. A burnout occurred at the point of
contact.

In an electric-light and power station, a long lamp
cord, with insulation not designed for portable use,
was run into a- clothes closet used by the central-
station men. A short-circuit in the cord set fire
to the clothes and woodwork and communicated
fi.re to the building. After the fire had been ex-
tinguished the circuits were connected up tempo-
rarily and another fire occurred, owing to short-
circuit where the wires left the building through
the roof. This is the third electrical fire reported to
have occurred in the plant in question. The loss to
building and machinery was $20,000.

After the wiring of a residence had been com-
pleted the contractor installing the heater ran his
pipes through partitions irrespective of the position
of the circuit, making contact with the wire. The
insulation held for five years after the job was com-
pleted, but the current finally arced to ground and
set fire to the insulation of the wire. Fortunately
smoke was discovered coming from the partitions
before the fire had communicated to the lathing.

,

The fire was extinguished with small loss.

_

A fire occurred due to breakdown of the insulation
in a transformer, permitting the primary current on
the secondary circuit. The building was a two-story
frame, ironclad one. The insulation of the secondary
circuit was poor, wires frequently touching the wood-
work. The fire started at each point where con-
tact with the woodwork was made, indicating that
the entire secondary circuit was dangerously heated.
The front of the ironclad building was so thoroughly
charged with electricity that it could not be touched
by the firemen, and the projection of a stream of
water against it resulted in severe shocks to the
pipemen. The main feeder wires were finally cut
\\-hen the fire was easily extinguished.

In a drug-store window a chain carrying a glass
globe containing colored water was attached to a
screw-eye on a metal ceihng. The chain came
against a brass unlined socket, and the shell being
alive, the chain carried the current to ground on the
metal ceiling. The cut-out, which was placed too
close to the steel ceiling, did not instantly cut off the
current, which arced to the ceiling on the blowing
of the fuse. The fire was promptly discovered and
extinguished.

Altogether, 21 fires of electrical origin are re-
ported for the quarter. The losses aggregate $510-
700, distributed as follows; Hotel, $350,000- fac-
tory for electrical appliances, $35,000; business
blocks, $30,000 and $7,000; newspaper building $75 -

000; manual college, $15,000; club-house, $5,000-
mercantile risks, $2,700. Four fires, involving losses
aggregating $51,200, are reported as caused by light-
ning discharges entering buildings over aerial wires.

British Pacific Cable.
Mail advices from Australia received at Ottawa

Ont convey the intelligence that the government
of New South Wales is taking steps to carry out
the Pacific cable scheme, so far as the contribu-
tion of that colony ,is concerned. The lowest tender
for the hue is ii,975,ooo, but from reliable informa-
tion it appears that, including extras, the total cost
of the cable will be £2,066,000, whereas the original
estimated cost was £1.730,650. The contributors to
the cost of construction are Great Britain and
Canada, each of them paying one-third of the cost
and the four Australasian colonies, New S^uth Wales
.Victoria, Queensland and New Zealand, paying the
ether third. Some difficulty has arisen in regard to
the appointment of a successor to Sir Tulian Salo-
mons on the Pacific cable board, and "until this is
settled, it IS not likely that the contract for con-
structing the cable will be awarded. It Is officially
estimated that the cable will take 18 months to lav
and complete.

Bids for lighting the city of Portland, Ore., will
be received at the office of the auditor until No-
vember 20th. T. C. Devlin is the citv clerk
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Systems and Apparatus for Light and
Power Distribution.'

By C. p. Steinmetz.

Part I.

It is with some hesitr.Uon that I undertake to

speak on the problem of power distribution for

lighting before an assembly of men who have made
the solution of this problem their life work, but
while I cannot expect to offer much that is new,

I shall endeavor to consider the problem from a

somewhat different point of view. Having designed

very many machines and apparatus of all kinds,

watched their operation personally or with the eyes

of others, and studied their nature theoretically and
experimentally. I shall try to discuss in the following

the nature and behavior of those types of apparatus

which are of interest to you.

As you know, there is a considerable difference

between satisfactory operation and satisfactory op-

eration. A machine may b^ satisfactory, that is, it

fulfills all the guarantees asked by the customer

and given by the manufacturer, and when properly

handled and taken care of, under reasonably fair

conditions, it does its work, and does it well. But
the more you become familiar with it. the less you are

confident that you can rely upon it in any emergency,

and that it will not go back on you just where
you need it most. That is the feeling experience

has given me regarding 60-cycle converters, for

instance. Other machines, again, the longer you
operate them, the more 3*ou become confident that

you can rely on them under any conditions, normal

or abnormal. This different behavior is inherent

to the type of apparatus, equally good design and
construction presupposed.

I shall not reopen the question of alternating or

continuous-current distribution, since, for your class

of work, experience has pretty well decided in favor

of continuous current for most cases, and relegated

alternating current to pioneer work in outlying

districts.

The usual system of light and power distribution

in larger cities is the continuous-current, Edison
three-wire system, supplied from a number of sta-

tions located in the centers of distribution, and op-

erating direct-connected units, or pairs of 125-

volt. face-commutator machines. This type of ma-
chines has the advantage to be more economical

in space than any other t>'pe. and thus is specially

suited for this class of work, where 125-volt ma-
chines are used. When using 250-volt machines,

the carbon-brush, separate-commutator type is gen-

erally employed.
Series arc lighting is done by belt-driven arc

machines. Outlying districts are supplied with al-

ternating current by belted, or, occasionally, direct-

connected alternators.

In these stations the storage battery has been
successfully introduced. It increases the station ca-

pacity by supplying power during the peak of the

load, increases the economy by permitting to shut

dowm smaller stations during times of light load,

increases the distance feasible for power supply, and
permits an almost unlimited supply of current for

a short time. In this class of service, where abuse

of the battery can be avoided, its deoreciation is

moderate, and its low efficiency, which probably

does not exceed vo to 80 per cent., is no serious

obiection. since the battery receives power when
there is a surplus and returns it when power is most
valuable.

The lesser economy of operating a number of

smaller stations in unfavorable locations led to

the desire of generating the power in one large sta-

tion in favorable location outside of the city, bv
slesm or waterpower, and distributing it to the sub-

stations.

The power is generated in one station by a num-
ber of large direct-connected three-phase alternators,

transmitted at high voltage to sub-stations, and
there transformed or converted into the different

forms of power reauired. low-voltage, continuous

current for the main distribution, alternating for

outlying districts and pioneer work, and constant

ci'-Tpnt for arc lighting.

The first and most important question to be con-
sid^-red is that of frequency.

Incandescent lighting is feasible at 30, and satis-

factory at 40 cycles.

Arc lighting is feasible at 40 and satisfactory at

60 cycles, but still better at 125 cycles.

Rotar>' converters are feasible at 60 cycles, but
perfectlv satisfactor}'- only at 25 cycles.

In direct-connected, slow-speed alternators the

lowest frequency is the most desirable.

Where a continuous-current network is an imoor-
tant part of the system, and even where only a

noticeable part of the power is to be transformed
to continuous current, the rotary converter is the

most efficient and reliable apparatus for use.

A number of converters are in satisfactory opera-

tion at 60 and even 66 cycles, under favorable con-
ditions as regards steadiness of power supply, low
resistance of transmission line, careful attendance

of commutator and ^.^rushes. etc,

The converter, however, is essentially a commu-
tating machine like the continuous-current gener-

ator, differinp- therefrom only in so far that it must
run in synchronism with the alternating supply
current.

I. Paper read at the annual mpotinc of the A'^so-iat'on of Edi-
son lUaminating Corapaaie? at Saratoga. N. Y., September 4-6.

1900.

The most essential part of the commutating ma-
chine, and that which, under unfavorable conditions
of operation or design, is most troublesome, is the
commutator. It is obvious that the lower the
peripheral speed of the commutator, the lower the
volts per commutator bar, and the wider the com-
mutator bars, the better is the commutator. As-
suming thus, as conservative values a width of bars
of three-eighths inch, a peripheral speed of 3,000
feet per minute and eight to 10 volts per segment,
values which, while higher than customary in the
continuous-current generators with which you are
familiar, are still within good and conservative prac-
tice under the favorable conditions existing in the
converter (absence of armature reaction and high
number of revolutions), at 250 to 300 volts, eight to
10 volts per bar give 30 bars from bnish to brush, and
three-eighths-inch width of bar then give a commu-
tator pitch of 30 by three-eighths inch ^ ii^d inches,

which is to be passed over during each half wave
of the alternating current. At 3,000 feet per minute
i.i_- 3.000X12 , ,r ,

this gives:^

—

:
= 53.3 half waves, or about 27

1 1 ,'4X 00

cycles per second as the upper limit of conservative
converter design. As comparison may be stated
that the frequency of large, low'-speed, direct-con-
nected, continuous-current generators averages
eight to 12 cycles, and about twice this value in

high-speed machines.
At 60 cycles, where the commutator has to move

the distance from brush to brush in one one-hundred
and twentieth of a second, conservative design of

the commutator is not possible any more, and such
machines thus are satisfactory only under favorable
conditions of operation, although it must be con-
ceded that the voltage of 250 is relatively the best
suited for 6o-cycle converters.
The converter, necessarily, is a multipolar machine,

and the number of poles must be the larger, the
higher the frequency. This requires that the arma-
ture reaction of the machine, considered as con-
tinuous-current generator, must be high, to avoid
cross-currents between the poles and unequal cur-
rent distribution between the different sets of

brushes of equal polarity, and consequent heating
and sparking. Due to the unavoidable inequalities

of the different poles, the voltages induced thereby
are more or less different, and this difference has
to be compensated by the magnetizing effect of

the armature reaction. For instance, in the face-

commutator machines, with which you are familiar,

you will find, by disconnecting the brushes from each
other, differences of voltage between different poles
amounting, in extreme cases, lo 10 per cent, or more.
With the very hieh armature reaction of these ma-
chines, a very slight difference of current takes care
of this inequality, but with a machine of very low
annature reaction, as the 60-cycle converter (in

which the space per pole on the armature surface

is limited by the frequency), unenual current dis-

tribution ma3' become serious. This feature is the

cause why in double-current generators close regu-
lation is not perm-issible by good design.

The higher the frequency, the greater must neces-
sarily be the perinheral speed of the armature of the
converter, and the greater thus its momentum.
Hi^h momentnm. however, predisposes to hunting
directly as well (the momentum entering as terms
in the eouations of hunting) as indirectly, bv mak-
inq- the machine less able to follow slight nulsations

of frequency, as due to the pulsation of the engine
speed.
For these reasons it is very undesirable to choose

a hisrh'^r freauency than 25 cj-^cles for converter work.
nnd Avhere the continuous-current service is a very
small part of the total load onlv. and thus 60 cvcles

chosen to accommodate the alternating load, it is

preferable rather to use motor-generators entirely

or nartlv for the continuous-current supplv.

To understand the phenomenon of hunting, let us
lake the simplest case—a generator of absolutely

steady and constant electromotive force, feeding p

converter or synchronous motor, over a circuit of

certain resistance and self-induction or r^^actance.

with a constant load on the converter. The usual

theory of the textbooks then shows that the countei-

electrnmotive force of the converter adjusts itself

to a definite phase relation with resrard to the fren-

cra^or electromotive force, depending upon the load
an'i the excitation.*

Closer Investieation shows, hovvever. that the

phase of th-^ counter electromotive force of the con-

'•'^rter. pt^d thus its soeed. and in consequence
thpfpnf the ciirrent. can pulsate aronnd a mean
pociiion. and the power sunnlied by the orener^t-or

pulsates correspondinely. with a period depending
rnon the ele^^tromotivp forces, the impedance, the

mrmentnn^ of the moving: masse;, rmd several other

constants, hvf usually of 3 m''<m'tude of somewhere
n<^ar oie c^cle per second. During the time of ac-

cpl^rnfinn the p^euerator supplies an excess of power,
whi^h is stored by the movinc-- masses, and returned

durinsr retardation, where the generator supplies

less powpr than the load on the converter repre-

sent <;. This period is entirely definite and inde-

pendent of wave shape or ensrine pulsation, although

the latter may start the oscillation.

Since several of the constants entering the equa-

tions of hunting ,are beyond the control of the de-
signer, as well as the user, the tendency to hunting

I, Such a phase relation that in the pnlar diagram the gener-
ator electromotive force, the converter electromotive force and
ihe electromotive force consiimecl by the current in the line im-
peflance form a triaoele. and the product of the current and the
projection of (he electromotive force upon the current equals
the load.

cannot alwar/s be avoided, but the hunting can be
suppressed by damping devices, where the conditions
are made favorable therefor.
The most efficient damping device is copper

bridges between the pole-pieces. During the oscil-

lation the alternating power supplied, and thus its

armature reaction in the converter, pulsates, and
since the mean values of alternating and continuous-
current armature reaction neutralize each other, an
oscillating armature reaction remains (which during
excessive hunting causes the vicious periodic spark-
ing, by producing an active magnetic field at the
brushes). By intercepting this oscillating magnetic
field by the low-resistance closed circuits of the
copper bridges between the field poles, the currents
induced therein exert a damping action, and thus
suppress the oscillation. Obviously, 25-cycle con-
verters, with their higher armature reaction, are
preferable in this respect also.

As a compromise frequency. 40 cycles has been
proposed, and has in some instances been used to
advantage.- As a rule, however, a compromise fre-

quency is undesirable for your class of work, as
being not best suited to any application. For small
transformers and for arc lighting, especially indoor
li.ghting, 40 cycles is rather below best practice,
while for converters and slow-speed generators, it

is inferior to 25 cycles, although better than 60 cycles.
The proper field of application of 40 cycles is power
and light distribution for mills, factories, etc., with
numerous small and moderate-sized motors, espe-
cially of the induction type, and incidental incan-
descent and arc lighting, either directly from low-
voltage, slow-speed alternators, or by a small num-
ber of large step-down transformers. For very long
transmission lines of very high voltage, under cir-
cumstances excluding 25 cycles, 40 cycles is also
to be recommended.

In the generating station the number of poles of
the generator obviously is directly proportional to
the frequency. At 75 revolutions a 25-cycle gen-
erator requires 40 poles and a 60-cycle generator
q6 poles. The smaller the number of poles, how-
ever, with the same engine, the steadier is the fre-
quency. In the steam engine, with the steatn im-
pulses the speed periodically rises and falls. As-
suming, for instance, in a cross-compound engine
with four impulses per revolution, that the engine
speed rises one-tenth per cent, during th'^ impulses
and drops behind as much between the impulses,
for each impulse the armature moves, in a 40-
pole. 25-cycle alternator, over 10 poles, and thus
dropping behind one-tenth per cent, amounts to
one-tenth per cent, of 10 poles, or one-one-hundredth
of the pitch of one pole. Since each pole gives
one-half wave of alternating current, or iSo degrees
of phase, one one-hundredth pole amounts to a
droppin.g behind of the alternator wave by 1.8 de-
.grees; and if at the same moment another alter-

nator connected in parallel is ahead by the same
amount, the electromotive forces of the two ma-
chines are out of phase with each other by 3.6
des^rees. and a cross-current flows bet^veen them.,

which equals sine ^.6. or six per cent, of the short-
circuit current. With a g6-poIe, 60-cycle alternator
moving over 24 poles per impulse, the phase dis-

placement will be 8.6 degrees, giving a cross-current
equal to 14.4 per cent, of the short-circuit current.

It immediately follows that the lar.srer the short-
circuit current, that is. the closer the regulation
of the machine, the greater must be the cross-cur-
rent. Thus, too close regulation is undesirable, and
with such large units, unnecessary also. As a rule.

the lowest regulation permissible by the nature of the
load gives the most reliable and best operating ma-
chine.

Experience has shown that a deviation from uni-
formity of the frequency by 2.5 to three degrees
in phase (that is, a maximum phase displacement
between two alternators of five to six degrees) con-
stitutes about the upper limit of good practice. This
is obviously much more difficult to secure with high
than with low number of poles. It should prefer-
ably be secured by the design of the engine, that
is. by balancing the momentum of the reciprocating
masses against the steam impulses, and not by
very large flywheel capacity, since large flywheel
capacity rather predisposes to hunting.-

With multiple expansion engines, however, es-

pecially' of the vertical type, the speed variation due
to the finite length of the crank shaft is frequently
more serious than that due to the steam impulses.
While the former is less in magnitude, it extends
over a greater period, one-half a revolution, so that
the phase displacement caused thereby is larger.

Essential, however, is that the uniformity of ro-
tation of the engine unit is maintained also when
operating in parallel with another unit.

The steam-engine governor inherently tends to

hunting. That is. if the engine speed is slightly low.
the governor opens and admits more steam, suffi-

cient not only to carry the load at the normal speed.
but also to accelerate it, and not only this, but it

keeps opening until the speed has recovered. That
means when the speed has become normal, more
steam is admitted than required, and the engine con-
tinues to accelerate until the governor begins to

close, and now overreaches in the same manner in

closing. Obviously, the higher the flywheel capacity,

the slower is the engine to recover its speed, and
the greater the overreaching.
Where one engine only is operated, the gov-

ernor usually comes to rest soon. When running in

parallel with another machine, however, the gov-
ernor of the second engme may take up the oscil-
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lation, thus causing a hunting between the gov-
ernors.

The remedy, necessarily, must be looked for in

the design of the engines and their governors.
While the uniformity of speed during the rotation

should be as great as possible, a close speed regula-
tion from no load to full load is not necessary nor
desirable with large units, but it is rather preferable
that the speed from no load to full load should drop
several per cent, to insure good division of load
between the machines operated in parallel.

[To be continued}.

CORRESPONDENCE.
London Letter.

London, October 23.—Opposition from a hitherto

unsuspected quarter is likely to be raised when Mr.
Yerkes applies to the new House of Commons for

permission to amend certain particulars with regard
to the much-talked-of underground railway Irom
Charing Cross to Hampstead. The committee will,

in effect, have before it as an alternative an immense
plan for completely honeycombing London with
"tubes" and joining all the great termini with a cen-

tral station at Piccadilly circus. A feature of these
proposed railways is the doubling of the "tubes"
giving lines for an express service, as well as for

the trains which stop at all stations, and the pro-
moters of the new lines claim priority in the case
of some of the new features of the Yerkes syndicate's

undertaking. The conflict is interesting, as showing
the great anxiety 01 engineers and financiers to give
Londoners additional facilities for underground
traveling. In an interview, Mr. H. C. Davis of

New York, who is vice-chairman of the Yerkes
syndicate, said that he did not fear the threatened
opposition. He said they would probably com-
mence work on their railway in February next, and
it is hoped that it may be finished in two years.

The power station for generating the electricity

which will provide the motive power will be at High-
gate road. There will be two sets of lines, one
starting from Hampstead, and the other from a

station adjoining that of the Midland railway at

Kentish Town. They will unite at Camden Town
and run to Euston station. The line will go under
Tottenham Court Road, to a station connected with
the Central London company at Oxford street, and
thence to Charing Cross, thus Unking together the
Midland. London and Northwestern, Central Lon-
don, and Southeastern railways. The trains are to

be worked on the multiple-unit system, each car
carrying its own motors. The corridor cars will

be glazed at the ends, so that passengers can see

from one end of the train to the other. There will

be an all-night service, and during the busy por-
tions of the day trains will run every 2V2 minutes.
The journey from Hampstead to Charing Cross is

expected to take 20 minutes. Mr. Davis said there
would be no company floated here, the Yerkes syn-
dicate being prepared to find all the capital.

What will be the dividend on the Central London
Railway company's deferred shares? The preference
shareholders are entitled to a fixed four per cent.,

but. although the common stock is quoted at one-
eighth higher, it is hardly likely that four per cent,

dividend will be paid on it for some time to come.
Even v/ith the bloom of novelty casting a glamor
over the line, the receipts average slightly under
$25,000 a week. Allowing 50 per cent, for working
expenses, the balance would not suffice to pay three
per cent., so that the enhanced value of the common
stock is rather difficult to understand.
The new electric lights in the Strand are being

opposed by a new gas installation, which is being
tried at the junction of Wellington street and the
Sirand- The radiance there is cast by six lamps,
each affording a light equal to 1,000 candlepower.
It is said that the cost does not exceed half that

of the electric light to do the same work. The
result is obtained by raising the pressure of ordinary
gas by means of a small hydraulic ram. This ram
is actuated by the water from the street mains. The
whole process is automatic.
The vestry of St. George's, Hanover Square, has

made an agreement with the Westminster Electric
Supply coriToration for lighting the public thorough-
fares of the parish with electricity. The installation

is to consist, in the first place, of 600 arc lamps, for
continuous current of 500 or 750 watts, as the vestry
may require. In passages, mews and other places
where arc lamps are not required, incandescent
lamps of 60 or 120 watts are to be fitted to existing
gas brackets where necessary. The number of these
will be comparatively small. The work is to be
begun immediately, and to be completed, so far as
the 6co arc lamps arc concerned, by June 30, IQ02.

The total cost of lighting the 42 miles of public
ways contained in the parish is estimated at about
$85,000 per annum, as compared with $55,000, the
present cost of lighting with gas. For this addi-
tional expense the ratepayers are promised from 15
to 20 times the amount of light which they enjoy at

present. The agreement is to remain in force for

31 years, or until the undertaking is purchased by
the local authority, whichever shall first happen, but
after to. and again after 20. years, the local authority
is entitled to refer to an arbitrator the question
whfihcr the payment per lamp, per annum, fixed
bv the agreement, should be varied in conscfiuencc
nf any substantial alteration in the cost of lighlinp-.

The company is not to lose by anv awnrd which
the arbitrator may make, but on the other hand,
any increase of profit may be apportioned between
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the company and the local authority in such manner
as the arbitrator may think fit to award. The annual
cost of each lamp will be: 750-watt arc lamp, $160;
5CO-watt arc, $110; 120-watt mcandescent lamp, $20;
60-watt incandescent, $15. These rates are to be
subject to a cumulative rebate of one-half per cent.
per_ annum for each year after the first full year
during which any lamp has been used.
An event of considerable municipal importance

was the laying of the foundation stone last week
of the new electrical station and refuse-destructor
works at Hackney. The scheme is estimated to cost
altogether $1,250,000, and the building will stand
on a site five acres in extent. The electrical supply
will involve the laying down of 100 miles of cables,
and the necessities of the residents in 50 miles of
streets will be catered for. The buildings have been
designed to afford sufficient space to accommodate
6,000 horsepower in boilers, engines, dynamos and
switch gear, while the land is sufficient to permit
a furtherextension of 6,000 horsepower being added
as occasion may demand. A battery of accumu-
lators, having a capacity of 2,300 ampere-hours, has
been ordered, the primary object of which is, as far
as possible, to store for future use the energy de-
veloped in the refuse destructors at times when it

would otherwise be wasted. In the first instance, it

is not proposed to erect plant for more than about
3.000 horsepower. The mains will be of ample sec-
tion to meet any probable requirements for some
time to come. Power may be supplied to factories.
The refuse destructor will consist of 12 furnace cells,

capable of burning a maximum of 150 tons of refuse
per 24 hours.
The projected run from London to Brighton, a

distance of 60 miles, of a Joel electrical voiturette
by the National Motor Car syndicate, duly took
place last week. Although the speed at the end of
the journey was not quite up to expectations, the
trip was made on one charge of battery. The ac-
cumulators were recharged on Friday, and the return
trip to London made on Saturday. Some slight
modifications have since been made in the car, and a
further run will be made over the same route on
Thursday, when the distance is expected to be cov-
ered, not only on one charge, but at an average
speed of 10 miles an hour, the car being only geared
up to a maximum of 14 miles. W. H. B.

New York. Notes.
New York, November 3.—It is now thought that

Forty-second street may be abandoned as the loca-
tion for a section of the rapid transit tunnel. I'he
crosstown connection between Park avenue and
Broadway may be built under one of the streets
north of Forty-second, with the advantage in favor
of Forty-sixth street. Arguments in favor of this
change of route are the difhculties of construction to
be met with under Forty-second street and the
expense of land for station facilities at Broadway
and Forty-second street.

At a meeting of the Rapid Transit commission
held last week the following tunnel appointments
v/ere announced: Julian Thornley, assistant engi-
neer, $1,800 a year; Robert F. Walker, cement in-
spector, $i,Soo; Enos W. Cory, cement inspector,
$1,200, and four inspectors of masonry. The com-
mission received a large number of complaints from
people living near Broadway and One-hundred-and-
fifty-seventh street of reckless blasting for the tun-
nel. Chief Engineer Parsons reported that some
of the blasts made had been much too large, but
that the matter had now been remedied.
The Manhattan Railway company has all along

intended to lay conduits of its own to carry the
current from the central power house at Sev-
enty-fourth and the East River, across the city to
operate the Second, Third. Sixth and Ninth avenue
lines and the minor branches. This involves, per-
mits from two city departments. The Consolidated
Telegraph and Electrical Subway company and the
Empire City Subway company hold a monopoly of

the right to lay private conduits and charge high
rental for them. The Manhattan company wishes
to lay independent ducts, and unless the corporation
consul holds that the railroad may lay wires where
electric-light companies are debarred from so doing,
the issue will undoubtedly be taken into the courts.

The first annual exhibition under the auspices of

the Automobile Club of America opened to-night in

Madison Square Garden with a large attendance.
Automobiles of every type stretched in long lines

underneath a canopy across the amphitheater, while
the overflow exhibits were on a promenade plat-

form erected above the north tier boxes. In the
restaurant and down in the basement added dis-

plays were to be seen. A feature of the show is to be
an exhibition of hill climbing. A runway of solid

limber has been built on the roof, beginning at the
center of the roof garden, running along the Madi-
son avenue side, there turning, and continuing to

the second story of the tower. The grade is steeper
than that to be met with in ordinary road climbing.
By this exhibition have been brought together
the manufacturers of automobiles, and arrange-
ments have been made for a meeting of the makers
at the Hoffman FIousc, for the purpose of forming
an association of manufacturers. The makers arc
also arranging for a large automobile train, which
will make an 8.000-mile trip around the country.
The idea is to have the automobiles visit in turn
the gre.'il cilic; of the cfiunlry. The machines will

be cxhiliitcd through the streets of a civcn city

until it is .lime to travel on to the next place.

In the sound-money and prosperity parade lo-
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clay the section of electrical interests made a show-
ing fully in keeping with the anticipations, notwith-
standing the inclement weather, it was estimated
that about 3.000 men were in line in this section.
The preliminary drilling of the Western Electric.
Crockcr-Whecler and Sprague men was shown by
the fine appearance made. The men marched with
great rapidity, and with every line carrying the full

]6 men or more, stretched from curb to curb.
While the second division of electrical workers was
passing a counting machine on the governor's
grand stand showed a total of 107.000 men as having
passed the stand. Part of the fourth division was
devoted to the automobile section, which consisted
of about 200 men bearing black flags on which in
white letters were the words "Automobile Division."
Over $2,500 was subscribed by the electrical men
for the expenses of music, banners, badges, etc.

M. L. G.

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa. Ont., October 31.—P. McCuUough of
Sherbrooke. Que., has been appointed assistant
manager of tramways at Liverpool, England. The
salary is $2,500 per annum.

J. W. Marr, late chief engineer of the Metropoli-
tan railway of Toronto, Ont, has been appointed
to take charge of the electric plant of the Toronto
Evening Telegram.
W. B. Anderson, assistant engineer for the Lake

Superior Power company at Sault Ste. Marie, Ont..
has been appointed mathematical lecturer at the
Royal Military College at Kingston, Ont.

L. W. Gill, B. A. Sc, of Montreal, has been ap-
pointed lecturer in the newly created chair of elec-
trical and mechanical engineering in the Kingston
(Ont.) School of Mining
Work is progressing on the electric railway to

run from Preston, Ont., to the cities of Berlin and
Waterloo and the town of Port Dover, and it is

expected that cars will be running by the first' of
January next on part of the system.
The Western Telegraph company will build lines

through the Nelson and Slocan districts of British
Columbia, to connect the boundary country and
Vancouver.
The electric street railway of St. Thomas, Ont.,

has passed into the control of a new directorate, of
which E. H. Coughall and J. W. Moyes, the latter
of the Metropolitan electric railway of Toronto, are
members. It is said that the road will be extended
to Port Stanley, and the company has already run-
ning privileges in Yarmouth and Southwold, Ont.
The Woodstock (Ont.) Electric Light company

otters to sell its electric-light plant to the town of
Woodstock for $14,000, but the town will not pay
a greater price than $13,000.
The condition of affairs in the International Order

of Railroad Telegraphers, and especially among the
delegates who attended the special session at St.
Louis. Mo., has revived the desire on the part of the
Canadians to cut loose from the present organiza-
tion and form a Canadian organization. If the latter
is instituted, it is said that it will include the New-
England states and the state of Michigan, both hav-
ing expressed a desire for such a movement.
Hugh Montague Allan of Montreal has been made

a member of the board of directors of the Montreal
Electric Street Railway company, to fill the vacancy
made upon the board by the retirement of R. B.
Angus. Mr. Allan is the son of the late Sir Hugh
Allan, and is at present a director in many promi-
nent Canadian companies.

E. E. Gary and G. A. Powell of St. Catherines.
Ont. N. L. Henderson. S. F. Washington and W. E.
Boyd of Hamilton, Ont., have been incorporated
by the Ontario government, under the name of the
Hamilton Electric Supply and Construction com-
pany. The new company starts out with a capital
of $40,000, and proposes to deal in electric supplies
and to install electric plants. Its head office is in
Hamilton, Ont.
The business of the Eugene F. Philips Electric

Works at Montreal, Que., has so largely increased
that tjie manufacturing capacity of its works has
become altogether inadequate, and arrangements
are being made to enlarge the factory. For many
months past the v.orks of this concern have been
operated day and night.

Messrs. Ahearn and Sopcr of Ottawa have pur-
chased the waterpower on the OttawS River, known
as the Little Chaudiere. the consideration being
$6,500. They already own the adjacent Tetrauville
waterpower, having purchased it two years ago. It

is understood that it is the intention to develop
the waterpower at an early date. It is expected
that the firm will be able to develop about 10.000
horsepower, which will be used for manufacturing
purposes.
The Canadian Correspondence Schools of To-

ronto, Ont., enter as a new factor into the educa-
tional development of Canada. The purpose of these
schools is to carry on correspondence instruction
by mail, after the manner of the correspondence
schools in the United States. Among the subjects
the schools will have courses in electrical lighting,

electrical engineering, stationary-steam and hy-
draulic engineering. A. J. Pell is manager and
E. H. Richard superintendent.
Hon. C. IT, Mackintosh of Rossland, B. C. for-

merly a mayor of Ottawa, and later the lieutenant-
governor of the Northwest Territories, and who so
successfully placed the Le Roi mine on the British

mai'kel, has just secured control of the watcrpowcrs
of Stave Lake in British Columbia, situated about
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36 miles from Vancouver. Mr. Mackintosh pro-
poses very shortly to transmit iS,ooo horsepower of
electrical energy to that city, thereby making it

the chief manufacturing center on the Pacific coast.
On the list of the present board of directors and
shareholders are the names of the most influential
men of the cities of British Columbia.
Unless all signs fail, the city of Belleville, Ont.,

will have its street-railway and street-lightmg facili-

ties put upon a permanent basis at an early day.
The mayor of Belleville last summer received a
communication from John Shibley of Boston, Mass.,
setting forth that certain capitalists, for whom he
was authorized to act, were desirous of acquiring
franchises, of street-lighting and street-railway
plants in Canada. Mr. Shibley proposed to pur-
chase the Belleville street railway, at present owned
and operated by the Bank of JVIontreal, together
with the Belleville gas works and the whole plant
and power of the Trenton Electric and Power com-
pany, which generates its power on the Trent River
and transmits it to Belleville, a distance of 12 miles,
furnishing electric light and power botla in Trenton
and in Belleville. It is understood that the Belle-

ville street lailway will be extended, possibly to

Tweed, Ont. Mr. Shibley and his experts have
examined the plants of the various concerns, and, it

is said, have secured options upon the same.
The Canadian Pacific Telegraphic company has

installed a plant of motor-generators in its office

at Toronto, Ont. The plant is located in the old
battery room, which formerly was filled with bat-
tery stands, supporting some 2,000 cells, all of which
have now been done away with. The machines
consist of 12 Lundell motor-generators, resting on
two heavy wooden stringers, raised 30 inches above
the floor. By means of a double-throw, two-pole
main switch on the switchboard, connection can be
had with either the overhead or underground cir-

cuits of the Toronto Electric Light company. On
the upper part of the switchboard are located the
secondary switches, by which connection is made
with the cable leading to the operating room, where
the secondary currents are distributed to the wires
through lamp resistances. A. V. W.

From the Buckeye State.

Columbus, Ohio, November 2.—The Lucas
county commissioners have granted the Shore Acres
Railway company a franchise to build an electric

line from Toledo to Point Place, the work to be
completed within 18 months.
At a meeting of the stockholders of the Toledo

Traction company a few days ago, the expenditure
of a goodly sum of money was authorized for the
coming year. This will be used in repairing the
lines and buying new equipment. During the last

year many new cars have been purchased and put
into service, and some of the winter cars are yet
to be delivered. The power house will be enlarged
and the conduit system will be completed. The
election of officers of this company took place last

week, and resulted as follows: President, Albion
E. Lang; vice-president and general manager,
Thomas H. McLean; treasurer, J. B. Dennis; secre-

tary. Barton Smith.
It is stated that the construction of the Toledo.

Fremont and Norwalk line has made it improbable
that the Toledo. Bowling Green and Fremont line

to Fremont will ever be built, but it is stated also

that the latter company is planning to build a line

to either Findlay or Fostoria or both. The Findlay
people are especially anxious to have the new line

with connections with Bowling Green.
Work is progressing rapidly on the line from

Toledo to Monroe, Mich., and it is believed that it

will be completed by January 1st.

The Western Ohio Railway company was incor-

porated recently by F. D. Carpenter, L. M.
Coe, Jacob Mayer, Frank N. Wilcox and James J.

Hogan. The capital stock is placed at $1,000,000. and
the office of the company will be at Lima. Cleveland
men are largely interested in the new company. It is

proposed to build a road between Lima, Allen
County, and the village of Minster, Auglaize
County. The plans have as yet not been announced.
The officials of the Steubenville, Mingo and Ohio

Valley Traction company are preparing to extend
their line from Mingo to Brilliant, and have asked
the county commissioners for a right-of-way along
the pike, between the two places. This work will

likely be done this winter, and after it is completed
the company will likely begin work on a line to

Martins Ferry, Bridgeport and Wheeling, W. Va.
The Ohio Valley Electric Railway company, op-

erating a line between Ironton, Ashland and some
other towns on the river, will shortly begin the

reconstruction of its switches, and the property will

be put in good condition. It is the intention to have
a lo-minute schedule on the road, and six cars will

be put into service. Some very important im-
provements will also be made on the power plant

at Ironton.

J. J. Walsh of Ironton has taken a position with

the Consolidated Electric companies of New York,
to manage one of the company's electric-light plants,

of which it has 30. He does not know yet just

where he will be located.

The City Council of Akron has granted the North-
ern Ohio Traction company a franchise for its ex-

tension on West Market street, that city.

It is said that an electric line will shortly be built

from Lakeside, through Port Clinton, O^k Harbor
and Elmore, to Genoa, where it will connect with

the Toledo. Fostoria and Norwalk line. It is also
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reported that the Tiffin, Toledo and Sandusky line
will be built and put in operation within the next
year. Should both of the roads be constructed, Ot-
tawa County people will be well supplied with trav-
eling facilities.

T. W. Shelton of Indianapolis has been made
electrical engineer for the Northern Ohio Traction
company at Akron, to succeed David W. Pell.
The car sheds of the Cleveland and Eastern Elec-

tric Railway company at Gates Mills were burned
a few days ago. A number of cars were also de-
stroyed, and it is estimated that the loss will be
about $100,000.
As a condition upon which the company shall

build a double track through Summit County, the
citizens have asked for a five-cent fare to Harvard
street, Cleveland.
The Toledo, Fremont and Norwalk Railway

company has made a proposition to the Sandusky,
Milan and Norwalk Electric Railway company to
use its tracks in getting into Norwalk. It is said
if this proposition is refused the Toledo company
will purchase a private right-of-way from Monroe-
ville to Norwalk, going into the town on Whittlesey
avenue.

It is stated that the Sandusky and Interurban Elec-
tric Railway company has about concluded negotia-
tions for the plant of the People's Electric Railway
company in that city. This would give the inter-
urban road important interests in the town, as well
as outside.

Contractors are now at work on the Toledo, Fre-
mont and Norwalk line between Bellevue and Nor-
walk.

Construction work on the Seagrave line from
Toledo' to Sylvania has been begun.
The officials of the Toledo and Maumee Valley

road are exulting over the splendid business they-did
the last year. This is said to be one of the best pay-
ing lines in the state.

The annual election of the Toledo, Fremont and
Norwalk Railroad company resulted in the choice
of the following-named officers: President, S. F.
Angus; vice-president, W. B. Comstock; treasurer,
A. VV. Comstock: secretary, W. A. Comstock. Mr.
Angus was re-elected president in recognition of
the splendid work he has accomplished. He origi-
nated the plan of building this road and has per-
sonally supervised its construction and business
since the company was organized.
The Columbus Railway company has been granted

a franchise to build a branch to Arlington, a dis-
tance of about three miles. The cars that now op-
erate on the Oak street line will be run over this
line. The company pays the county $5,000 for the
use of the Goodale street bridge. The franchise is

for 25 years.

The City Council of Fostoria, Ohio, has taken
a hand in the light matter and claims that the fran-
chise of the City Heat and Light company gives
that body the right to regulate the price of incan-
descent lights. The city clerk has been instructed
to ascertain what people in other cities are paying
for the same service and report to the council.

City Clerk Shoemaker of Columbus has been in-
structed to advertise the notice of the application
of the Columbus, Mechanicsburg and Urbana Elec-
tric Railway company for a franchise to come into
the city.

The Northern Ohio Traction company is planning
an extension of its line in Akron from the terminus
of West Market street to the Portage path, a dis-

tance of half a mile.

A meeting of those interested in the Stark Electric
Railway company was held a few days ago, and it

was decided to commence grading the line between
Alliance and Canton at once. It is thought the
grading will be completed this fall, but no track
will be laid until spring.

Flarlan Wellman, superintendent of the Ohio Val-
ley Electric Railway company, has been in Pitts-

burg for some days looking after machinery for the
new power plant which is to be built at Ironton.
It is stated that the company will expend about
$55,000 for this machinery.
The Central Ohio Traction company will build

an extension from Gabon to Crestline and another
from Bucyrus to Upper Sandusky, the entire work
to cost in the neighborhood of $200,000.

The Kercher Light and Power company of

Youngstown has disposed of its plant to Penhale
& Fisher of New York, the same firm that, in con-
nection with Devitt & Co. of Chicago, purchased
the other electric-lighting and railway companies at

that place a few weeks ago.
George Stillman, formerly an electrician at Co-

shocton, Ohio, committed suicide at Poplar Blufifs,

Mo., a few days ago by shooting himself.

The Mount Vernon extension of the Columbus
Railway company will be completed within a short

time.

Fostoria papers announce that the Dover Con-
struction company says cars will be in operation on
the Toledo. Fostoria and Findlay electric line within

two months. If the road is completed in that time, it

will be about the quickest work on record.

The Railroad Construction company of Cleveland
filed papers of incorporation with the secretary of

state recently. The capital stock is placed at $10,-

000, and the incorporators are Frank A. Ginn, Alli-

son J. Thompson, V. F. Behnard, John M. Griffith

and Frank M. Cobb. The company will conduct a

general construction business in steam and electric

railroads.

The Dayton and Marysville Electric Raihvay com-
pany was incorporated recently by Martin V. Whit-
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acre, S. Woodward, F. M. Cowden, M. H. Blair,
H. Rice and H. L. Day. The capital stock is placed
at $10,000. The company proposes to build a line
commencing at Dayton and extending through
Montgomery, Warren, Clinton and Brown counties.
It will pass through the towns ol Lebanon, Mor-
row, Blanchester, Georgetown and Ripley.
The Toledo Interurban Railway company of To-

ledo has been incorporated, with a capital stock
of $100,000, to build a line from Toledo to the
Indiana line in Northwest Township, Williams
County, passing through Lucas, Fulton and Will-
iams counties. Grant Williams, Charles L. Rey-
nolds, S. D. Carr, George D. Palmer and James J.
Robison are the incorporators. O. M. C.

Northwestern Notations.
MinneapoHs, November 3.—Alexander Hughes of

Bismarck, N. D., has submitted a proposition to the
council of Jamestown, N. D., for the installation of
an electric-light plant for that place.
The street-railway company' ot Omaha, Neb., will

put into service 20 new cars December 1st. The
company has expended $150,000 this year in rebuild-
ing its tracks.

The electric-light plant at Casselton, N. D., has
furnished arc and incandescent lights for the city
to the value of $1,200 and has sold lights to con-
sumers to a sum within $65 of the cost of its opera-
tion.

W. F. McNally of New Richmond, Wis., has
been placed in charge of the Gas and Electric com-
pany of Grand Forks, N. D., and of the Waterworks,
Power and Light company of Crookston, Minn.,
with headquarters at Minneapolis. McNally is a
brother-in-law of W. J. Murphy of Minneapolis, the
proprietor of these plants.

Chester 11. Kiehl and associates of Seattle, Wash.,
have been granted a franchise at Montesano, Wash.,
for an electric-light and power system. Kiehl has
secured an option on the Montesano Water com-
pany's plant, and intends to run the lighting plant
by waterpower, obtained at Silvia Falls, just north
of town.
The street-railway company of Des Moines, Iowa,

denies that it intends to extend lines to the Saylor
and Des Moines mining camps.
A pole line is being constructed between the

power plant at East Helena and Butte, Mont., to
transmit power to the smelters and other industries
of the latter city. The pole line will go through
a wild country, where, in many places, they will
have to build roads before they can haul the neces-
sary materials in for the line.

The Twin City Iron Works of Minneapolis was
awarded the contract to furnish the equipment and
power plant for the new system of the Hutchinson
(Minn.) Lighting and Manufacturing company.
The ladies of St. John's Church in Butte, Mont.,

were given charge of the street-railway system Oc-
tober nth. The gross receipts for the day amounted
to $427.35, of which the church received half.

The engineer of the Washington buildi.ig in Ta-
coma, Wash., is under suspicion of having arranged
a scheme whereby the building secured its lighting
from the city plant, without paying for it. The
Washington building had a plant of its own, which
was supposed to run from 7 a. m. to 11 p. m. One
of the tenants in the building had a saloon, and
wanted light after 11, so he had a meter and a
switch with the city system, which was to be used
after 11 p. m. He discovered that the switch was
thrown on to the city system at 8 p. m., and he
was therefore paying for three hours' service, which
the building should furnish him. Investigation
showed the fact that the Washington building did
not pay anything to the city for light. The city has
billed the Washington syndicate for $300, and threat-
ens a suit to collect it.

The street-railway company of Winona, Minn.,
will have its rails welded by the process used by the
Falk company of Milwaukee.
The electric-light plant at Grundy Center, Iowa,

was destroyed by fire, with a loss of about $2,000,
fully covered by insurance.
The Light and Power company of Olympia,

Wash., is completing a large flume for the develop-
ment of the waterpower at Tumwater. The work
is to be completed about the middle of November.
The differences between the council of Houghton.

Mich., and the Houghton County Street Railway
company have been settled. The council will per-
mit the company to set poles, as desired, but stipu-

lates that they must be iron poles.

The Lakeside Street Railway company has filed

a deed transferring its property to the Duluth Street
Railway company of Duluth, Minn., for a consider-
ation of $1.

An incoming car in Seattle, Wash., attempted to
descend the hill at Fourth avenue without the
counterweights, and got beyond control, and col-
lided with an outgoing car. There were 12 passen-
gers aboard, and all but one jumped from the car
while it was going at full speed. Several were
bruised, but none were seriously hurt. A few days
later a passenger car collided with a freight car on
the line between Seattle and Renton. Fourteen
persons were injured, principally by painful bruises.

The report of City Engineer Claussen of St. Paul
shows that the city can light its streets at a saving
of almost 50 per cent. The council is considering
the matter of a municipal plant.

Citizens of Merriam Park, a suburb of St. Paul,
want a lo-minute service on that line between five

at seven o'clock in the evening. R.
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PERSONAL.
The trustees ot the Massachusetts Electric Com-

panies have elected Reginald Foster as trustee, to

succeed the late Amos Breed.

Mr. H. H. Vreeland, president of the Metropoli-

tan Street Railway company of New York, reached
Denver on November 3d in a special car from the

West. Since the Kansas City convention Mr. Vi^ee-

land has been enjoying a pleasure trip, and in his

party are Mrs. Vreeland, Dr. J. J. Higgins of New
York, Miss Hoff of Brooklyn, and Miss Crosley
and Miss Wells of Brewster, N. J. The members
of the party went as far west as Seattle and Ta-
coma. They left Denver for the East on November
4th.

D. H. Louderback left Chicago on October 3Cth,

for J^ondon, where he is to take charge of the Char-
ing Cross underground railroad, in which Charles T.

Yerkes and other Chicago and eastern capitalists are

interested. He will be the personal representative in

London of the Americtm syndicate, and will assume
the direction of the work as soon as he arrives there.

Mr. Louderback has had long experience in plan-

ning and building street and elevated railroads in

Chicago, and was one of the first projectors of the

Northwestern elevated line. The erection of the

Union Loop in the city was managed by him, and
prior to his entrance in the elevated field he had
control of the most of the outlying suburban lines

now merged into the Consolidated Traction com-
pany. .»^_^^^^^^_____

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
W. S. Bumbus of Pembroke, Ky., will erect an

electric-light plant at that place.

A new light plant, costing $20,000, is to be put

in the state capital building at Springfield, 111.

The electric-light plant at Grimdy Center, Iowa,
has been burned. The loss suffered was about
$2,000.

Contracts will soon be let for erecting an electric-

light plant at Pembroke, Ky. W. S. Bumpus is in-

terested.

The Lacombe Light company of Denver, Colo.,

is building a new plant at South Eleventh and First

avenues.

The city of Kinghsher, Okla., has voted the sum
of $26,000 for the purpose of putting in an electric-

light plant.

Preparations are being made for the installation

of a new electric-light plant at Kasson, Minn., to

cost $60,000.

The Rawlings (Wyo.) electric-light plant is to be
enlarged and its capacity doubled. The improve-
nent will cost $5,000.

The Ohio Valley Electric company will spend
a large sum of money in improving and enlarging
its plant at Ashland, Ky.

A company has been organized at Bloomington,
111., with the name of the Consumers' Heat and
Electric company, and will be capitalized at $75,000.

The Elizabeth (Pa.) Electric Light, Heat and
Power company offers its electric-lighting equip-
ment for sale, including arc and incandescent ma-
chinery.

The Rockingham County Light and Power com-
pany of Exeter, N. H., has been incorporated, with
$350,000 capital stock, by VV. D. Lovell, J. E.

McReed and R. N. Elwell.

The city of Ruston, La., has awarded the con-
tract for the construction of its proposed water-
works and electric-light plant to R. N. Adams of

Detroit, Mich., for $30,000.

The board of trustees of the state normal school
of Terre Haute, Ind., has decided to ask the Legis-
lature for an appropriation of $9,000, to be used in

providing an electric plant for the school.

The San Diego Gas and Electric Light company
of California has decided to put in a complete du-
plicate plant. The new plant will have a 380-arc-Ught
capacity, and will involve an expenditure of $25,000.

The city of Tampa, Fla., will vote upon an is-

suance of bonds for municipal waterworks and
electric-light plant, to be secured either by pur-
chase or construction. J. A. Weller. city auditor,
should be addressed.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
A. N. Dukes, of Peru, Ind., is the promoter of

the Towpalh electric line from Ft. Wayne to La-
fayette, through Logansport.

Work has commenced on the new interurban elec-

tric railway, to extend from Lima, Ohio, to Min-
ster, a distance of about 30 miles.

The town of Otsego, N. Y., has granted a fran-
chise lo the Oneonta, Cooperslown and Richfield
Springs Electric Railroad company.

The Dayton, Springfield and Urbana Electric
Railway company has been incorporated by F.
Colburn. J. G. Webb, J. S. Harshman and W. H.
Manford.

The St. Louis, Clayton and St. Charles Railway
((impauy has petitioned the St, T-ouis County Court

at Clayton for franchises for the construction of
three new electric lines in St, Louis County.

The St. Thomas (Out.) Street Railway company
has increased its capital stock from $100,000 to $250-
000, for the purpose of extending its system to Port
Stanley. J. H. Still is president of the company.

The Hannibal Railway and Electric company of

Hannibal, Mo., has been incorporated, with $100,000
capital stock, to construct a railway in Hannibal.
E. D. Brewington, E. P. Bowman and H. J. Blathy
are interested.

A new electric railroad will be built between Cin-
cinnati and Piqua, Ohio, and will be known as the
Troy, Tippecanoe and Dayton Interurban railway.
E, H. McKnight, P. Schwab and Col. F. Foster
will be owners of the new road.

The New Mexico Construction company has been
incorporated at Santa Fe, N. M., for $10,000, bv
G. Nelson, M. W. McGrath and J. P. Victory.
The company will construct an electric tramway
system in Santa Fe for local capitalists.

The Newcastle (Pa.) and Sharon Street Railway
company was incorporated for $150,000, to build
and operate an electric street railway between New-
castle and Sharon, a distance of 20 miles. The
president is W. R. Wright of Philadelphia.

The Tri-city Railway company held its annual
meeting in Davenport, Iowa, recently and re-elected
all the old officers. The company has improved
the service on the bluff lines in Moline, It has also
increased its capital stock from $600,000 to $1,200,000.

The gross earnings for the Twin City Rapid
Transit company, operating the lines in Minneapolis
and St. Paul, for September were $371,652, as against

$245,880 for the corresponding month last year. The
earnings for nine months of 1900 were $2,102,030, as
compared with $1,845,978 for the corresponding pe-
riod for the previous year.

G. F. Greenwood, chief engineer and general
manager of the Havana Railroad company, states

that ttiat company will begin running trolley cars
in and around Havana on February ist ot next
year. It will have 100 cars, each with seating
capacity for 32 passengers. There will be three
power houses, the engines of which are now being
completed in Milwaukee.

At a special meeting of the selectmen of the his-

toric town ot Loncorci, held on October 30th, a
irauchise was granted to an electric street-railway

company, 10 operate a line extending from Concord
to VVaverley, irom which town connection can be
made tor Boston via the Boston elevated railway.

The road is named the Boston and Concord. Tlie

Lexington and Boston road was a petitioner for a

franchise also, and would have connected via Lex-
ington and Arlmgton, but its petition was acted upon
uniavorably.

At a meeting ol directors of the Boston Elevated
Railway company last week a statement was made
stiowmg gross earnings tor the year eiiciea Septem-
ber 30tli 01 nearly $10,150,000. Tne company carried,

111 round numbers, 250,000,000 passengers, of which
nearly 50,000,000 were tree transters. Burnings tor

the year ended September 30, 1899, were $9,671,440,
an increase of $492,344. Ttie increase the last fiscal

year was $489,000, or about the same ratio of increase

as the year previous. Net earnings for the last year
have not been made up. If the same relative in-

crease in operating expenses occurred the last year

as in 1899, expenses have been about $7,000,000,

which would leave net earnings of $3,150,000, as

compared with $2,844,290 in 1899.

AUTOMOBILES.
The Automobile Club of France, in conjunction

with the German Club, has decided to hold a race

from Paris to Berlin early next year. It is stated

that Emperor William has offered prizes to the

value of 50,000 francs.

The W^oodruff Motor Carriage company of Cleve-
land was incorporated a few days ago, with a

capital stock of $50,000, by George E. Woodruff,
Albert M. Woodruff, Charles O. Drabek, T. W.
Nubemeyer and Louis J. Grossman. The company
will manufacture automobiles and gasoline engines.

Under the German tariff law, motor vehicles are

now classified as machinery, and bear an import
duty of $2.38 per 100 kilogrammes. This rate is

likely to remain unchanged until the new German
tariff' shall take effect in January, 1903, at which
time it is probable that the duty on most manufac-
tured articles will be increased.

Clarence W. Dolan of New York is testing in

Newport a new electric automobile that he has made
for touring purposes. It is said that this machine
will run 120 miles without being recharged, and
is designed for an average speed of 25 miles an
hour. The machine is built for speed and endurance,
and is long and narrow, to reduce the atmospheric
resistance.

The automobile drivers of Chicago have formed
a union, taking the name Local No. 59 of the Inter-

national Brotherhood of Electrical Workers. The
membership is restricted to those who handle ve-
hicles with electric motors, the gas, oil and steam
automobilists not being included. It was stated
Ihat the purposes of the organization arc to advance

the wages oi drivers and to better their condition
generally.

The Say sugar refinery of Paris is using a 20-ton
electromobile for the transportation of sugar in that
city. The vehicle, unloaded, weighs 11 tons, in-
cluding its battery, and is intended to carry a nine-
ton load, although it has carried 17 tons. It is

capable of a speed of ^¥2 miles an hour, and a
run of 25 miles without recharging. Electric mo-
tors are used to steer the two front wheels. The
vehicle is iS feet long by 7V2 feet" wide. It is said
that the company will order 10 other such trucks.

The Touring Club of France is compiling a card
of electric stations in that country at which electro-
mobiles can be charged, and has sent to private
persons owning electrical installations a number of
questions as to the nature of the current produced
by their machines, whether continuous or alternat-
ing; if the current is alternating, whether they have
rotary converters to obtain continuous current.
Other questions are: What is the voltage? Are the
owners willing to sell current? etc. Such a card
should be of great service to the automobile tourist.

Owing to the failures of attempts to establish a
trolley line between Sea Cliff, L. I., and its railroad
station 1^2 miles distant, a contract has been
entered into for a line of automobiles. The
railroad company will sell railroad tickets, the cost
of which will cover the "auto" fare. Fifteen cents
will be charged for a round trip, which is five cents
less than the stage fare. Commuters may ride to
and from the station for a week for 30 cents, and
school children will pay by the week 25 cents.

' The
automobiles are to be built specially for this traffic.

Columbia University has the honor of originating
the first automobile club among the colleges. This
club was formed last January by six undergraduates— VV. B. Shoemaker. H. R. VVorthington, L. Iseiin.
C. A. Dana, H. W. Shoemaker and E. L. Tinker.
The club at present has 25 members. There is an
effort on foot to hold a university automobile meet
in which the clubs recently formed or contemplated
at Harvard, Yale and Princeton will be invited to
co-operate. The Columbia Club members have
been partly responsible for the erection of supply
stations along the post road and along the Jersey
coasts, where the good roads attract drivers of
antomobiles.

"We have no doubt that there is a field for the
automobile which is large and important," says the
iron Age. "the industry pronuses to be very pront-
able to those who can meet the public requirement,
but the evolution ot a satisfactory type ol motor
vehicle, which will meet the average requirements
as to safety, speed and durability, is hlcely to be
preceded by the loss ot millions ot dollars ihroui^ii
unwise investments in ventures predestined to tail-

ure. The business should be undertaken, if at all,

by a strong syndicate, able and willing to spend as
much money in preliminary investigations and tests
as may be necessary to thoroughly demonstrate the
advantages and objections of every type of motor
available for vehicle propulsion, and from the knowl-
edge thus gained develop the automobile, which will
displace the horse in actual service. The cost of
such an investigation, however great, would be much
less than that involved in commercial development,
nine out of 10 of which are certain to end in dis-
aster because premature. The results would be sat-
isfactorily prohtable to those whose enterprise and
capital had been wisely employed. A standard type
of carriage motor would greatly simplify the busi-

*

ness and permit carriage makers in all parts of the
country to manufacture automobiles at moderate
cost, buying the actuating mechanism for much less

than they could make it"

PUBLICATIONS.
A pamphlet descriptive of the School of English

Branches has been issued by the International Cor-
respondence Schools of Scranton, Pa. Two courses
in English are outlined, one affording instruction
in arithmetic, spelling, grammar, penmanship and
letter writing, the other including, in addition,
geography, "United States history and United States
civil government.

The October, 1900, edition of the supplement to
the National Electrical Code, containing a list of
electrical fittings that have been examined and ap-
proved by the Underwriters' National Electric as-
sociation, is now ready for distribution. Copies
may be obtained in any numbers desired by address-
ing the office of the Electrical Bureau of the Na-
tional Board of Fire Underwriters at 67 East
Twenty-first street, Chicago.

Recent bulletins of the Emerson Electric Manu-
facturing company, St. Louis, Mo., are devoted to
illustrated descriptions of electric coffee mills, elec-

tric pumps for deep wells and electric motors for
attachment to sewing machines. All these differ-

ent devices are arranged to be fitted with alternat-
ing-current motors for almost any voltage or fre-

quency and also with direct-current motors, for
operation on no and 220-volt circuits.

A third edition of catalogue No. 96 on steel-

plate fans has been issued by the B. F. Sturtevaut
company of Boston. It is, a 132-pagc publication
and shows all the various types of steam, pulley and
electric fans manufactured by the Sturtevant com-
])any. Another publication of the company treats
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of the Sturtevant system of heating, ventilating and
moistening textile manufactories. It is revised from
a paper by Eugene N. Foss, general manager of the

Sturtevant company, that was presented before the

New England Cotton Manufacturers' association,

April 24, 1S89.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
An eight-kilowatt, rotary converter has been

added to the equipment of the electrical laboratory

of the University of Michigan. The machine was
manufactured bj^ the Fort Wayne Electric Works.

A system of electric signals is being installed at

Tufts College, near Boston. Mass. Owing to the

long distances between some of the buildings, con-
fusion has been experienced in recent years by
the inability of the students and professors to hear
the college bell.

Orders have been placed for several new pieces

of apparatus for the electrical engineering lab-

oratory equipment of the Universit}'' of Illinois,

comprising polyphase rotary converters, trans-

formers and regulators for polyphase work, induc-

tion motors and Weston instruments. This ap-

paratus will afford much needed additional facili-

ties for regular electrical laboratory training, owing
to the increased number of students in attendance

in these courses.

As a result of several letters recently sent out

by the National Electric Light association, there

has been a large increase in the membership, which
is now larger than at an}' time in the hisiory of

the association. New aoplications are being re-

ceived every few days. Secretary George F. Porter
is sending to the active members copies of Mr.
Francisco's book. "Municipalities Versus Private

Corporations." which is a publication that ought to

be of considerable interest to them, and in many
cases of real value.

A paragraph going the rounds of the press states

that the leading philosophical, historical and scien-

tific associations of the world, at the suggestion
of the Berlin Royal Society, have lately formed a

union for the purpose of co-operating in the prose-
cution of literary undertakings and scientific inves-

tigation. The academies of Amsterdam, Berlin,

Brussels, Budapest. Christiania, Gottingen. Eeipsic,

London. Munich. Paris, St. Petersburg, Stockholm,
Washington and Vienna will constitute this new
body, it is said, which is to meet in ioint session

once in three years. The general work is carried

cut between the sessions bv a representative com-
mission of ."^o members. The new association is

nronounced to be the most powerful union of the

forces of learned scholarship that the world has ever
witnessed.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
The Golden Belt Power company of Hailey,

Idaho, has been incorporated, with $600,000 capital

stock.

The Mammoth Power company of Hanford. Cal.,

has been incorporated, to generate and sell elec-

tricity. The directors are H. G. Lucey, O. M.
Laccy, J. S. Eastwood, S. E. Biddle, and the capital

stock is $5,000,000.

Work on the great power plant erecting at Mas-
sena. N. Y.. is progressing satisfactorily, and the
electrical machinery, of 75.ooo-horsepower capacity,

is nearing completion in the shops of the Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing company, at East
Pittsburg. The power house now being built

on the bedrock of the Grass River is 700 by 150

feet in area. The turbines will be placed on So-

foot horizontal shafts, in sets of three each. Two
turbines of each set will be sufficient to operate
one of the generators, allowing any one of the

three to be cut out without interfering with the

work of the other two. Each of the main gener-
ators will weigh 175 tons, stand 22 feet above their

fonndationt;. and rover a floor sp?ce of 9^ by t8 feet.

The canal from the head of the Long Sault Rapids
on the St. Lawrence, to the Grass River, will c.nrry

water sufiRcient to develop T50.COO horsepower.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Forty-two thousand seven hundred and ninety ex-

hibitors out of 75.531 received awards at the Paris
Exposition. Of these the United Slates obtained
1,981 awards, 220 of which were grand prizes, 4S6
gold medals. 5S3 silver medals, 422 bronze medals.
270 honorable mentions, and a long list of gold,
silver and bronze medals of collaborators. In the

last exposition only 1,000 prizes, including those
for collaborators, were given.

During a recent heavy rainstorm in Milwaukee
seven trees or posts in different parts of the city

caught fire from electric currents, the fire depart-
ment's services being necessary to extinguish the

flames in two places. The fires were all caused
by leaks from guy wires attached to trees or wooden
trolley posts. When the rain fell the hardest the

fires blazed brightest. Considerable difficulty was
experienced in extinguishing the flames.

In Utica, N. Y., a block of new apartment houses
has recently been furnished with complete installa-

tion of electric cooking utensils in each flat. The
electrical kitchen furniture consists of three round
platters or "stoves," an oven and a broiler. It is

said that meats broiled on the electric gridiron are

much more palatable than those cooked in the ordi-

nary way over hot coals. A valuable feature of

these electrical kitchens is that the stoves, etc., are

simply placed on an ordinary kitchen table, and
when the cooking is completed can be stowed away
in a convenient closet, leaving the kitchen free of

even a trace of cookery. All of the heat is used
ir. the cooking, and not in warming and vitiating the

air of the room. The flats in Utica are also pro-
vided with electric curling-tongs heaters.

TRADE NEWS.
The American Bridge company is furnishing from

its Minneapolis plant the structural steel for the roof

cf the state hospital at Glenwood, Iowa.

The Lea-Hooven Manufacturing company of

Anderson, Ind., has been incorporated, with a capi-

tal stock of $15,000. The directors are E. W.
Hooven. C, A. Eastman and A. G. Lea. The com-
pany will make electrical supplies.

The Modern Engineering company of Wellsville.

W. Va., has been incorporated for the purpose of

manufacturing and selling mechanical and electrical

devices. The company is capitalized at $10,000,

with privilege of increasing to $150,000. The in-

corporators are Howard L. Kerr, Charles R. Dallas,

G. B. Thurber and C. B. Reed, of Pittsburg, and
Thomas C. Charlton, of Chicago.

The Automatic Railway Switch company has been
organized in Denver, with a capital stock of $60,000,

to manufacture a device designed to throw a switch

on street railways and to obviate the necessity of the

motorman leaving the car or reaching over the

platform. The incorporators are Henry V. John-
son, Roswell E. Goodell, J. T. Eskridge. William
K. Hutton, Edgar R. Rust, Robert H. Buck and
E. B. Mills.

A. C. Banker of Chicago (Morgan and Praff

streets), maker of gasoline engines for automobiles
and for other uses, has had difficulty in securing a

batterj'' for spark-coil ignition with sufficient length

of life for his purpose. He desires to be placed in

communication with someone who can supply his

need—a battery with a capacity of about 100 am-
pere-hours and an electromotive force of about
six volts. Either storage or dr^-- battery will an-

S'.ver.

Judge Freedman, of the New York Supreme
Court, has appointed Francis N. Sanborn tempo-
rary receiver of the American Impulse Wheel com-
pany of New York, on the application of Herbert
R. Campbell. James R. Vandyck and Lester B.

Churchill, directors, in proceedings for the volun-
tary dissolution of the company. The receiver's

bond was fixed at $35,000. The company was in-

corporated in December, 1896, with a capital stock

of $20,000. Bonds to the amount of $25,000 were
afterward issued, and it is said that about $75,000

was .expended in building up the business. The
company manufactured high-pressure waterwheels

and hydraulic machinery in connection with elec-
trical transmission of power from water. The lia-

bilities are $51,198, of which $26,198 are accounts
payable and $25,000 mortgage bonds. The assets
are said to amount to $17,428.

The new factory of the recently organized Econ-
omy Electric company at Warren, Ohio, is practi-
cally completed and will soon be opened with a
working force of 50 men. The building is 30 by 80
feet in size and two stories high. Although the com-
pany plans eventually to manufacture electrical ma-
chinery of various kinds, it will first engage in the
business of restoring burned-out incandescent lamps.
The incorporators of the Economy Electric company
are P. L. Webb, George H. Jones, Henry W.
Smith, J. W. Powers and George B. Sawyer. J. W,
Holloway of Syracuse, N. Y., will be manager of
the company.

The Gregory Electric company, 54 South Clinton
street, Chicago, has recently made two large pur-
chases in the electrical line. One of these com-
prised the entire stock of completed machines, in-

struments and supplies of the Siemens & Halske
Electric company of America, contained in its large
Grant works at Chicago. This stock includes a
large number of new machines and others that have
been only slightly used for testing, besides all the
fine testing instruments and apparatus from the
engineering department of the Siemens & Halske
company. The other purchase referred to was that
of the entire stock of completed dynamos and
motors of the Gibbs Electrical Manufacturing com-
pany of Milwaukee. All of these goods from both
stocks are ready for immediate shipment, and the
Gregory company will cheerfully furnish full in-

formation about any of the apparatus on request.

BUSINESS.
The George A. Fuller company has orderd from

the Western Electric company, Chicago, two 100-

kilowatt and one 50-kilowatt, type L machines, to hp.

installed in the Willard Hotel, Washington, D. C.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, says
it has in press a little book entitled "Skepticism."
written especially for those who have doubts as to
the Gutmann wattmeter being the best instrument
of its kind on earth.

The Northern Pacific Railroad company will build
new shops at Brainerd, Minn., the steel work of
which will be furnished b}' the American Bridge
company. It is also to be remarked that the struc-

tural steel work of the Germantown Junction sta-

tion of the Pennsylvania Railroad company will be
furnished by the American Bridge company.

The American Electric company of St. Paul has
closed a contract with the W. H. Walker Milling
company of Alden, Minn., for a 3i-ki!owatt, belted
Western Electric generator and a quantity of sup-
plies for line construction and inside wiring. An-
other large order placed with the American company
was given by the Great Northern Railway company
for electrical supplies to be used in wiring a steel

elevator which the company is building at West Su-
perior. The Western Electric motors now being
installed by the American Hoist and Derrick com-
pany of St. Paul were sold by the American Electric

company, which is the Western Electric company's
selling agent in the Northwest.

The Commutator company, Minneapolis, Minn.,
manufacturer of commutator segments, moved into
new quarters at No. iig-121 First street. North, last

June. This move was necessitated by an increase
in the volume of the company's business of 200 per
cent, over the previous year. Since June there has
been a further increase in its business of nearly 100

per cent., and the company once more finds itself

-^Tramped for room. It is starting work on an ex-
tensive addition to its shops, which will enable it

to handle its business with greater ease and also
take care of the rush of work succeeding election.

This company has aimed to manufacture along
strictly modern lines, and in this increase in its

equipment the same high .standard will be main-
tained. The company is also working on some-
thing new in the commutator line, which it expects
to have ready to put on the market in the course
of a few months.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

660.551. Electric Fan. John T. Beswick, New
York, N. Y. Application filed May 8, 1900.

In the electric fan shown are comprised a containinK
case, a standard, the inner portion of the upper end of
which is concave and slotted at rne side, and a column
connected at one pnd to the containing case and provided
at the other end wth a convex head seafd in ihe con-
cavity of the standard. Means are provided for defining
th- position of the containing case and column, relative
to the standard.

660,561. Electric Indicator. Charles L. Clarke, Rye,
N. Y. Application filed July 10, 1900.

The invention re;ale5 to an electrical indicating appa-
ratus in whif h are combined two alternating-current mo-
tors, a 5trob"scopic sysf^m having each of its elements
independently operated by one of the motors, and a mag-
netic shield located between ihe raofrs. The two alt<rr-

nating-current motors have energizing coils upon their
armatures connected to a source of continuous-currcit
supply.

660,572. Telephonic Apparatus. Raimund Giinther,

/ssurd October jo. /goo.

Vienna,- Austria-Hungary. Application filed No-
vember 18, 1898.

In the telephone circuit considered, with the receiver,
transmitter and signaling device, are associated an aux-
iliary circuit, a switch for connecting the auxiliary circuit
to line and simultaneously dis'"onnectin^ the subscriber's
station and signalizing devices. Electromagnetic devices
are placed in parallel in the auxiliary circuit, one of these
devices being arranged to operate a phonographic re-
corder, and the other organized to set in motion means for
driving the phonogram blank. (See cut on page 312.

1

^160.613. Process of Amplifying Electric Currents.
Joseph B. Baker, Newton, Mass. Application
filed November 23, 1899.
The process of generating amplified varying signaling

currents described consists in causing a conductor so to

move in a magnetic field, which is generated in whole or
in part by the varying signaling current, that the electro-
motive force generated in ihe moving conductor is inde-
pendent of the posiiion of the fondnctor within the mag-
netic field, (See cut on page 312.)

660,620. Non-interference Signal Box. Frederick
W. Cole, Newton, Mass., assignor to the United
States Fire and Police Telegraph company, Bos-
ton, Mass. Application filed November 13, 1S99.
A signal-bos transmitter comprises a train, a signal

wheel, two circuit contacts, and a signaling key having
two arms. One of the arms occupies a position between
the signal wheel and circuit contacts to be engaged and
operated by the signal wheel, while a locking lever for the
train is adapted to engage the other arm of the sienaling
key when the transmitter is at rest, and to hold the sig-
naling key with the aforesaid circuit contacts closed.

C60.634. Rotary Snap Electrical Switch. Monroe
Guett, Hartford, Conn., assignor to the Hart
& Hegeman Manufacturing company. Hartford,
Conn. Application filed June 27, igoo.

A snap switch is described having, in combination with
a rotary handle and its spindle, a rotntqble spring plate,
and a spring for throwing the spring plate, made tense by
the turning of the handle. Independent studs are mova-
ble into and out of the path of the spring plate, while
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guides are placed for directing the movement of ihe studd,

and a cam engaginE the studs and adapted to be rotates

by the turning of the handle.

660,659. Shaped Spool for Drum Armatures. Alex-
ander Rothert, Riga, Russia. Application filed

January 30, 1900.

A combined shappd >coil for drum armatures contains
several elements having equal or unequal numbers of turns

and having the armature wire wouud on suiinble formers
in sufficient number of lurns for all ihe el-meots farming
one coil or winding m-mber. The wire is of suitable

cress-section and severed at sui able point"^, and the

whole coil is thus subdivided into several e'emen'S hav-
ing each the number of turns comprised between two sev-
ered points, that is, between one of the points and the
beginniog or end of ihe wire.

660,713. Electric Motor. Thomas S. Watson, Mil-

waukee, Wis., assignor to the Browning Manu-
facturing company, Milwaukee, Wis. Applica-
tion filed October 4, 1899.

The invention is one of an electric motor for mtary
dentil tools and the like With a hollow st-indard ex-
panded into a ring at its upTer end is the mcor having an
annular magnet frame fitting wi'hin the ring of the st nd-
ard, while conducting wires lead up throueh thp hollow
stindard and Cfnneci tn ths motor. Hemispherical shells
are fas-ened to ilie standard r'ng and incl" se ihe motor, one
of the sheIN havirg a central aperture for the passage of
the shaft of the motor through it.

660,724. Electric Conveying and Elevator Appa-
ratus. George K. Fischer, Salt Lake City,

Utah, and Frank Klepetko, Great Falls. Mont.
Application filed August 23, 1899.

In combination with the rails and trolley conductors of
an eleciric railway are dpscribed, an elevator car, car
rai's and one or more trolley conductors carried by the
elevatr>r car. Means are prov-ded for locking a tram-car
whei in pnsition on the el vator car, consis'ing of a

blocking device, a crank shaft, a i~rank arm on the shaft,

and a link connecting the crank arm and blocking device.

660,738. Third Rail for Electric Railways. Benja-
min C. Seaton, St. Louis, Mo., assignor of one-
half to Benjamin Eiseman, St. Louis, Mo. Ap-
plication filed March 5. 1900.

With a ihird rail for electric railways, are combined an
insulated condu'-tor. a continuous guard rn one side of the
conductrr, and a continuous shield on the opposite side of,

and extending over, the conductor.

NO. 660,572,

660,779, Fender for Trolley Cars. Lajos Madas,
New York, N. Y., assignor of one-half to Adolf
Stern, New York, N. Y. Application filed Au-
gust 17, 1900.

This car fender consists of stationary bracket arms, a
main frame pivoted at its rear end to the bracket arms,
rollers at ihe front part of the main frame, and guard fin-
gers on the main frame forward of the rollers A net is

bu g on the main frame, and means are furnished for
mainta'ning the main frame in a normal ra S'-d posili n.
Means for outomatically dropping the main frame, and an
eqiializing device for securing' the dropping of the main
frame evenly at both sides are also shown.

660,786. Sparking Plug for Explosive Engines. Ed-
ward T. Birdsall, New Rochelle, N. Y., assignor
to Desberon Motor Car company, New York,
N. Y. Application filed May 9, 1900.
A sparking plug is described consisting of a metallic

supponing plug, and two or more ii sulating lubes, having
their ends omy "nested" the one within ihe other. In
combination are an electrode rod extending therethrough,
and means for securing the parts togeiher.

660,795. Electric Arc Lamp. Charles E. Flarthan
and George E. Stevens, Lynn, Mass., assignors
to the General Electric company of New York.
Application filed November 2, 189S.

In th" electric arc lamp described are shown in combina-
tion a base, downwardly ex'cnding side reds, and a yoke,
co'Ied springs for support'ng the ytkr- on the ends of the
rods ill such a manner that it is vertically movable. An
arc-inclosir-g cylinder is in luded, a holder therefor
which is carried by the yoke, and a cap for clos-ng one
end of the cyli' der. This cap is mounted on the side rods
and is capable of being adjusted vertically thereon. (See
cut.)

fi6o,8o3. Measuring Instrument. Franz- Schrottke.
Berlin, Germany, assignor to the Siemens &
Flalske Electric company of America, Chicago,
111. Original application filed September 2,

1899. Divided and this application filed Febru-
ary 12, 1900.

The method of correcting errors in alternating-current-
measuring instruments descr bed consists in setting up
lines of force by the ciirrct that is lo be measured, sub-
jecting a movable element of the insiniment to the lines of
for e, and adjusting the reluctance in ihe magnetic circuit
threaded by a portion only of the lines of force.

660,804. Measuring Instrument for Alternating Cur-
rents. Karl O. F. Schrottke, Berlin. Germany,
assignor to the Siemens & Flalske Electric com-
pany of America, Chicago, 111. Application filed

September 2, 1899.

The alternat'n^-curront-mcasuring inRtnirnent described
consist!! of a movable member, a field portion, a winding

therefor for association with an alternating-current cir-

cuit, and an adjustable portion included in ihe same mag-
netic circuit with the field portion, and adapted to vary the
reluctance of a portion only of the magnetic circuit, in-
cluding the field portion.

660,815, Electric Distribution System. Edward M.
Hewlett, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the

General Electric company of New York. Ap-
plication filed July 28, 1900.

The invemor describes a system of distribution for al-

ternatina currents, combining a triphase circuit a single-
phasft circui',. two independent'y movable double- thr-^w
single-pole switches rivoied to the terminals of the singie-
phase circuit, and two switch contacts in alinement wiih
each switch, one pair of contac's beine connected to one
of the triphase m iins, and the other to the other two mains
respectively. The double-throw switch d-scribed com-
prises a pivoted switch b'ade, contacts at each sid-» of the
pivot, and arcing strips mounted on th° switch blade and
conn'-ced together by a soring. Arcing tips are also con-
nected to the contacts adapted to deta^n the strips after
the switch blade is opentd, and a bufifer is p'ovided to
arrest the movement of the arcing strip when the switch
is closed suddenly,

66o,Si6. Producing High Vacuums. John W. How-
ell, Newark, N. J., assignor to the General Elec-
tric company of New York. Application filed

August 31, 1899.

The process of producing a hieh vacuum in an incan-
descent lamp consis's in exhaustine the air and other
gases from the bulb in wh'cb ihe filament is mounted,
then admitting a compound, gaseons at ordinary atmos-
pheric temperatures, linvii g an a£Bnity for the residual
gases in (he bulb, sur.h as phosphoreted hydrogen, and
then exhausting the bulb.

660.818. Electric Switch. Charles H. North, Cleve-
land, Ohio, assignor to the North Electric com-
pany. Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed No-
vember 15, 1899.

The invention relates to an electric switch, having in
combination a hook lever and a plurality of switch mem-
bers, the switch members being resilient. Certain mem-
bers are made to tend to s-^p^rate fr"m their adjacent
members, there being an outer member i ending with
greater force to crowd the others into contact. Means are
operated by the lever for controlling the outer meraoer.

NO 6t^o,795. NO. 660.613.

660.819. Magnetic Signal. Charles H. North, Cleve-
land, Ohio, assignor to the North Electric com-
pany, Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed April
21, 1900.

A magneiic signal combines with a box-like frame in-
cluding two iron side plates and a r-gid iron end p'ate
connecting them, a magnet rore and winding within the
fram°. Means are provided for engaging the rear end of
the m-gnet cor-^ and the erid plate Jor adjusting the mag-
net longitudinally, and also me^ns for engagii g the for-
ward ei.d of the core and the side plates, and adapted to

slidrib'y support the core. A pendulum armiinre is

pl^iced belw en the side plates and pivotally supported by
them in pri'ximity to the magnet core^ and an indicator is

governed by the armature.

660.820. Magneto-electric Generator. Charles H.
North, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the North
Electric company, Cleveland, Ohio. Application
filed August 24, 1900.

A msigneto-electric generator is described having in
combination a compound driving shaft, consisting of a
tubu'ar member and an inclosed rod, between which ihere
IS limit d a relat've rotative movement. An armature is

adapted to be driven by one member of ihe shaft, and
driving means are connected with the other whert-by the
armature may be rota ed A plug is shown withm the
sleeve, and means wh- reby the relative rotative movement
described can move the plug, and a switch member ac-
tuated by such movement.

660,826. Telephone-call Recorder. Harold D. Stroud,-
Chicago, 111., assignor of one-half to James E.
Flew, Chicago, 111. Application filed February
23, 1900.

In this telpphone-call-recording system, in combination
with a subscriber's telephone set, is a register instrument
located at the subscriber's station, comprising a mechan-
ism for recording a call upon the register eich time ihe
subscriber asks for a connection. A second registering
instrument is located at a station remote from the sub-
scriber's station, and electrical connections extend be-
tween the two registering instruments, whereby a series of
accumulated calls recorded by the regster at the sub-
scriber's station may be automatically transferred and
registered at the ex:hargg s'aion.

660,836. Electrogalvanic Battery. Horatio J. Brewer.
New York, N. Y. Application filed July 7,

1899-

A galvanic battery is described in whicli the electro-
negativ'i elemeit cmsis's of a vertical plato of carbon
forming (he electrode, with a slab of depolarizing material
susnentled upon the cai bon p'ate by means nf interlocking
shnulders formed respcctive'y upoi the vertical carbon
plate and the slab of conglomerate. The interlocking

shoulders are integral with and of the same material as
the parts upon which they are formed, whereby the weight
of the conglomerate is uti ized in mdintaining a close elec-
trical contact between the carbon and cong;omerate,

660,852, Electrode for Arc Lamps. Frederick Hach-
mann, St. Paul, Minn., assignor of three-fourths
to Louis Hill and Max Toltz, St. Paul, Minn.,
and Elizabeth Baasen, Milwaukee, Wis. Appli-
cation filed December 22, 1899.

This electrode for an electric-arc lamp comprises a
tubular shell of hard carbon and a filling of calcium car-
bide with an adhering and binding material.

660,867. Electromagnetic Tooth-stopping Hammer.
Curt Ostmann. Breslau, Germany. Application
filed June 5, 1899.

A dental pIutfgT has within its barrel an electromagnet
provided with circuit terminals, t^^e electromagnet being
provided with a two-part core of magnetizable material,
one part adapted tn carry a dental tool, and the other car-
rying a circuit-breaking contact, both sections being elas-
tically mounted.

660.907. Single-phase, Alternating-current Gener-
ator. Benjamin G. Lamme, Pittsburg, Pa., as-
signor to the Westinghouse Electric and Man-
ufacturing company of Pennsylvania. Applica-
tion filed May 24, 1899.

In this dynamo-elertr'c machine, the armature core is

provi'led with a p'uraliiy of eroups nf slo s or c^^annels,
the sidFs of which in each grf>up -^re parallel © each other,
and to a radial plane, in combination with a winding fon-
sisting of a "luraliiy of gr-^uns of substantially concentric
turns located in the core slots or channels.

660.908. Variable-speed Electric Motor. Benjamin
G. Lamme. Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the West-
inghouse Electric and Manufacturing company
of Pennsylvania. Application filed June 5, 1899.

This inven'ion is a method of gradu^-l'v varvine the
speed of a direct-current m-tor provided with two arma-
ture wi'-dines of different lengths It ronsists in fonn^nt-
ing the w-diigs in series for'-'ne rat" of speed, gradually
reducing the excit'ng current for the ra-^tor fi "'d, cutting
the shorter wi-^dingc out of circuit, making a fu'ther re-
duction ff Ihe exCing current for the m-tor fi Id, then
cnnecting the windings in opnosition, again reducing the
ex'"iting current, and finally cutting the longer winding out
of circuit,

660.910. System of Electrical Distribution. Benja-
min G. Lamme. Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing com-
pany of Pennsylvania. Application filed April

14, 1900.

In tbe system of electrical distribution considered are
shown the cim^in^tion w'th an aUernaiing-cifrent cir-
cuit ront^ining ind'ict-ve res-stan"e, of a r'^tary converter
connected t'' the alternating-current circuit and to a
direft-current c'rcuit ronfaining 'ranslat'ng dev'cs. The
rotary converter has shu'^t and seri-s field-magnet wind-
ings arranged and connected in opposition. (See cut.)

660.911. Alternating-current Induction Motor. Ben-
jamin G_ Lamme. Pittsburg. Pa., assignor to the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing com-
pany of Pennsylvania. Application filed April

14, igoo.

With an alternating-fiirrent ind"ction m"tor, and a
transformer havinc a loaded secondary, means are pro-
vid- d fo- c^nnpcting the transformer primary in fircnit
wiih the sero^d^ry wifding of he motor, and means for
varying tbe active length of tb-* tra-'sform^r prim'rv to
provide a constant torque with variable sp^ed of the motor.

—-TaTP—

NO 660. gio.

660,930. Method of Varying Active Lengths of

Electrical Conductors. Charles F. Scott, Pitts-

burg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company of Pennsyl-
vania. Application filed August 21, 1897.

This method of varying the electromotive force supplied
by a transformer consi-ts in gradually cutting in or out a
subdivided portion of the primary or the secondary wind-
ing of the transformer, au'l when such portion ii all

inserted or cut out. of simi;ltaneou-ily cutting out or rein-
serting the poriion, and inserting or cutting out another
portion of the same length, and finally gradually inserting
or cutting out the subdivided portion.

660,979. Electrical Accumulator or Secondary Bat-
tery. Henri Weymersch, Paris, France. Ap-
plication filed February 19, 1900.

In the manufacture of electric accumul=itors or second-
ary batteries, the p ocess described cnnsi-^ts of increasing
the electrical capacity and duration of the piates, which
consists in dipp'na the plates when dry alternately in a
bath of aciduldtcd water and in a mixed solution of pyridin
water and alcohol.

660,987. Electricity Meter. Paul Eibig, Berlin, Ger-
many, assignor to Martin Behrendt, Ber-
lin, Germany. Application filed October 7, 1899.

In this electricity meter are combined wi'h fixed coils,

a pressure coil arranged lo oscillate between the fix»d coils

and connected with a frame, a brake disk hung within the
frame, and a pawl and ratctiet connection between 'he
frame and brake disk. An armature is periodically ener-
gized and connected with the frame to return the same to

its initidi position.

661,020. Electric-railway System, Byron E. Os-
born. Auburn, N. Y. Application filed April 5,

1900.

In an elec'ric-railway system, two series of contact
stands are disponed at intervals to one another on opposite
sides of a railway, and a prime conductor passes through
one series of the stands, wh'cli are normally "dead." An
oscillating contact lever normally "dl-a^'' is carried by each
of the hfer, the contact members having electrical con-
nection with tlie prime conductor. Shoes are carri-^d by
a car, one of whioh slmes being desi ;ned, as it traverses a
contact stand through which the primary conductor p isses,

to till the oscillating lever against one of the contact mem-
bers, and hold the lait-r aeainst the contact siand; the
second shoe is adap-ed to contact with a stand in the return
circuit. A motor and electrinal connections are shown
between the return circuit and the shoes.

\
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Some French and Belgian Exhibits at
Paris.

By Frank C. Perkins.

The electrical transmission of power in the south
of France has been largelj' developed through the

Societe I'Eclairage Electrique of Paris. The elec-

tricaJ apparatus of this firm is designed by E. Labour
and includes direct and alternating-current dynamos.
motors and transformers. The po\ver-transmis'=ion

plants installed include both single-phase and three-

phase machinery and the apparatus is working at

various line potentials from 5,000 volts to 15,000

volts. The Allcvard installation operates at 5,000

volts; the Chapareillan-Chambery transmission uses

both single-phase and three-phase machines, working
at 5,coo volts. There are 35 towns receiving current

from the plant at Lancey, the line potential being
12,000 A'olts, and the apparatus of the single-phase

type. The Grenoble-Engins-Voiron transmission

utilizes three-phase apparatus and the line potential

is 15,000 volts. Most of the above plants have the

alternators wound for low pressure, and step-up

transformers are used to obtain the high line pres-

sure and step-down static transformers are utilized

for reducing the tension for general distribution.

The interesting feature of the Paris exhibit of the

Societe I'Eclairage Electrique Is a single-phase, al-

(6'j feet) in diameter and weighs four tons. The
exciter for the 1,200-kilowatt, three-phase allernator

is a multipolar, continuous-current generator, di-

rectly coupled to a Bonlte-Larbodiere high-speed
engine, operating at 420 revolutions a minute.

The electrical apparatus manufactured in Belgium
is rapidly coming to the front, and is recognized
as exceptionally well made and well designed. One
of the most interesting and important stands at the

exposition is that of the Compagnie Internationale

d'Electricite of Liege. Belgium, a firm which occupies

a leading position in the electrical world. The works
of this company, which are situated at Liege, have
recently been considerably enlarged in order to meet
its increasing trade. They are fitted throughout with

first-class, modern machine tools, and arranged in

the most perfect order.

In the illustration (Fig. 2) can be sen a large Bel-

gian three-phase generator, with an output of 1,000

kilowatts at 2,200 volts. It is coupled direct to a

steam engine of corresponding power, running at a

speed of 83VJ revolutions a minute. This engine

was built at the works of Van den Kerchove & Co..

Limited, Ghent. Belgium. The generator has a

fixed armature and a revolving field, with 72 poles,

and its fre(|uency at SjVij revolutions a minute is

lo-kilowatt transformer is connected up, star-wise,

to a secondary switchboard, and supplies current at

iro volts to arc and incandescent lamps. There are
also three three-phase motors of one. three and
eight brake-horsepower, respectively, running at

speeds varying from 1,500 revolutions a minute for

;he one-horsepower to 1,000 revolutions for the
eight-horsepow^er; their efficiencies follow an ascend-
ing scale from yz per cent, for the smallest type
up to 85 per cent, for the eight-horsepower type.

Included in the alternating-current apparatus ex-
hibited by the Compagnie Internationale d'Elec-
tricite are several special motor-generators, or ro-

tary transformers, each consisting of a three-phase
motor, coupled direct to a continuous-current dy-
na.mo. The three-phase motor of 150 horsepower.
shown in Fig. 2. operates at a speed of 410 revolu-
tions a minute. The frequency is 50 cycles, the po-
tential is 2,200 volts and it has a minimum efficiency

di normal load of ^1.5 per cent The continuous-
current dynamo driven by the three-phase motor

' just mentioned has an output of 100 kilowatts at

240 volts, and operates at 410 revolutions a minute.

Its commercial efficiency is 92 per cent. This dy-
namo is connected to a secondary switchboard,
which supplies a number of continuous-current

iQ-kilowat: Three-phase French Generalor. Fig. 2 1,000-kilowatt Three-pbass Belgian Generator and Motor-generators.

ternating-current generator, w^hich furnishes a cur-

rent of 30,000 volts' potential directly from the arma-
ture, ready for the transmission line, without the

necessity of using step-up transformers. This high-

tension, 30,000-volt alternator is seen in Fig. 3 (next

page), at the left. It has a capacity of 200 kilowatts,

and ii of the single-phase type. The armature is

stationary and the field revolves at the rate of 428

•evolutions a minute. At this speed the frequency

of the alternator is 50 cycles a second.

At the right, in the same illustration, may be seen

a Labour direct-current, multipolar dynamo of 100

kilowatts' capacity. In the center of the space there

are a number of single-phase static transformers, of

capacities from one to 40 kilowatts, and a number
of three-phase transformers, of from 10 to 100 kilo-

watts' capacity. These are wound for no to 3.000

volts' potential. Two high-tension transformers are

exhibited, designed by Mr. d'Arsonval, for 50.000

volts and 100,000 volts.

The direct-connected, three-phase alternator shown
at the left in Fig. i is a 1.200-kilowatt Labour gen-

erator. It is operated by a Dujardin tandem-com-
pound engine, whose capacity is 850 horsepower at

80 revolutions a minute. The alternator has a fre-

r|uency of 50 cycles a second, and generates a cur-

rent of 3.000 volts* potential. The external diameter

is 5.6 meters ("18.4 feet).

The continuous -current, multipolar generator

seen at the right in Fig. i is of 200 kilow^atts' capac-

ity. It is operated by a 300-hor5epower CoHman
tandem-compound engine, constructed by Bietrix.

Leflaire. Nicolet & Co.. at their works at St. Etienne

on the Seine. The speed of the engine "? no rev-

olutions a minute and the flywheel is two meters

SOME FRENCH AND BELGIAN EXHIBITS AT PARIS.

50 cycles a second, the number most frequently

adopted at the present time in Europe. The arma-

ture is star-wound; the coils are built upon stand-

ard jigs, and are, therefore, interchangeable. The
American practice of working to standards has been

adopted by the Compagnie Internationale d'Elec-

tricite for all the parts of its dynamos and motors.

The efficiency of the three-phase generator described

above is 94 per cent., and attention may also be

called to the exciter, placed in between the dynamo
bearing and the revolving magnets, at a very short

distance from the hub of the latter. This 1,000-

kilowatt generator is utilized for the service of

the exhibition.

A second three-phase-current dynamo, for belt

driving, has been installed a short distance from the

one just described, and is seen at the right in the

illustration. This dynamo has an output of 80 kilo-

watts at 530 volts, at the speed of 600 revolutions

a minute; its frequency is 50 cycles, and its efficiency

90 per cent. The exciter, a continuous-current dy-

namo of 20 amperes at no volts, has its armature

keyed on to the shaft that supports the magnets of

the generator. The three-phase current of the i.ooo-

kilowatt generator is conducted to a main switch-

board, seen at the extreme right in Fig. 2. The
switches on the board are connected to the different

circuits, one of which supplies a lo-kilowatt, three-

phase, step-down transformer, reducing the potential

from 2,200 volts to 190 volts.

In the Palais du Trocadero are exhibited a num-
ber of step-dov/n transformers, ranging in capacity

from three to 20 kilowatts each. They reduce the

potential from a i.ooo-kilowatt. three-phase gener-

ator to 190 volts for use about the exposition. A

motors. An electric motor of four horsepower, op-
erating at a potential of 220 volts and at a speed

of 1,400 revolutions a minute, is seen at the right of

Fig. 4, and is direct-coupled to a Beduwe pump.
The electric jib crane, shown in Fig. 4, was also

manufactured by the Belgian firm, the Compagnie
Internationale d'Electricite. It has a capacity of

30,000 pounds and is operated by two ironclad elec-

tric motors, the first of 15 horsepower, at 500 revolu-

tions, the second of six horsepower, at 800 revolu-

tions, the voltage of both being 240 volts. These
motors have efficiencies of 88 and 86 per cent., re-

spectively. They are supplied with metallic starting

and reversing switches.

In the foreground at the left, and in the distance

at the right, in Fig. 4, may be seen two very inter-

esting steam dynamo plants. The first-mentioned

consists of a continuous-current dynamo, with an

output of 270 amperes at 500 volts, direct-coupled

to a high-speed steam engine, running at 470 revolu-

tions a minute (manufactured by Van den Kerchove

&: Co., Ghent). The efficiencies of these dynamos
are, respectively. 92.5 and 91 per cent.

The main switchboards seen at the right in Figs,

2 and 4 are composed of several white-marble panels;

on these are symmetrically arranged the measuring

and regulating apparatus, as well as the switches.

The apparatus of each panel serves for different parts

of the installations. The switches, which themselves

are placed at the back of the board in order to

prevent anyone approaching them, are operated

from the front by means of cranks and insulated

levers.

Some examples of the Belgian arc lamps are ex-

hibited, which dearly sho^v the numerous improve-
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meiits that have been made in the construction of

these lamps. The old-fashioned clockwork move-

ment, formerly used in Belgium and elsewhere, has

been replaced by a simple and strong mechanism,

and the number of parts has been considerably re-

duced, which greatly facilitates the regulation and

manipulation of the arc lamp.

The quality of the material used and the work-
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The Alternating-current Arc.^

By C. Wiler.

The advance in the art of alternating-current arc

lighting during the last two years has attracted the

attention of engineers and central-station men
throughout the country. The arc lamps and their

movements have been described in various papers,

the devices for operating large numbers of lamps in

FIG. 3. SOME FRENCH AND BELGIAN EXHIBITS AT PARIS.—LABOUR 3O,0OO VOLT ALTERNATOR, TRANSFORMERS AND
DIRECT-CURRENT GENERATOR.

manship are excellent, and the Belgian electrical

machines fully answer every demand of modern
science, while at the same time they are strong and

well made.

Big Niagara Falls Contract.

The Niagara Falls Power company has awarded
the General Electric company of Schenectady, N. Y.,

the contract for the construction of six dynamos
which are to be installed in the new power house

to be erected over the wheel-pit now in course of

construction. These six dynamos will be the initial

installation in the new central station, and their

output capacity will be 30,000 horsepower. All the

dynamos in the present power house of the Niagara

Falls Power company were built by the Westing-

house company. The new machines will have the

same general appearance and characteristics, but

they will possess certain features that are expected

to be advantageous. When they are completed they

will be installed with all possible rapidity in order

that a full supply of current may be ready for the

Pan-American Exposition.

It was on Monday, November 12, 1899, that ground
was broken for the new wheel-pit now building.

In all ways the work has progressed satisfactorily

and the present depth of the pit is about 120 feet.

The pit will be 180 feet deep when finished.

series have been set forth, and indoor, as well as

outdoor, illumination from alternating arcs has been
a topic of discussion in the meetings of various as-

sociations.

The physical nature of the open or enclosed al-

ternating arc has been a salient factor; this, how-
ever, is the key for many phenomena of the arc.

If. we establish an arc between carbon electrodes,

we find that the arc voltage increases with the
length of the arc; if we keep the arc length constant
and increase the current, the arc voltage begins
to decrease with the current. The apparent resist-

ance of the arc is therefore unlike a wire resistance,

which requires a higher electromotive force with
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On a constant-potential circuit a series resistance

or series reactance will render the arc stable. The
larger the resistance, the less the variation in cur-

rent and the steadier the arc. On a constant-cur-

rent circuit, where the arcs are connected in series

and the main regulating coils offer no perceptible
impedance, the dynamo or transformer decreases the

terminal pressure with increasing current. The
more drooping the characteristic or the relation of

current and electromotive force on the dynamo or

transformer for either fixed-brush position, fixed

position of movable coil or core, the steadier the
arcs.

The resistance of a stable direct-current arc is

of constant value for any particular current. The
resistance of the alternating arc varies with the

current. During the first part of the positive half

of the cycle the resistance drops from its maximum
value at zero current to its minimum value at maxi-
mum current and rises again during the second part,

so that the wave form of the resistance will describe

during one-half cycle of the current a complete cy-

cle and the resistance of the arc will pulsate at the

rate double the frequency of the current.

Considering instantaneous values of the alternat-

ing arc, we may take it for granted that the law
of the direct-current arc can be applied to them.
The transformation of electricity into light is cer-

tainly not different for a current of momentary
value than from that for a current of continuous
value. Hence, during the positive part of the cycle

the upper carbon will be the seat of the light. It

has been shown by exploring the distribution of

potential in the direct-current arc that the larger

part of the energy is expended at the crater

of the arc. producing there the highest temperature,

while the smaller part is expended along the vapor
column and at the negative-carbon tip. For the

low values of the impressed alternating electromo-
tive force an arc cannot be formed or maintained
between solid carbons, if thev are separated for

the full arc length corresponding with the normal
voltage. The available voltage is not sufficient to

overcome the high resistance at the positive-carbon

tip. The current will therefore be zero for the low
values of the impressed electromotive force. It is

only for the higher values that the current will find

its path throueh the arc to the negative carbon.

After the current and electromotive force have

reached their maximum values, the current will

gradually drop, and either fall of( very abruptly

near the zero line or cause a rupturing of the arc.

As soon as the negative cycle starts, a shifting of

polarity will take place, so that the lower carbon
becomes positive and the upper negative, whereupon
the same cyclic variation will be repeated. During
the larger part of the cycle the current is zero or

very small, and the arc tends to extinguish. This
action takes place when an alternating arc is to be
maintained between solid high-voltage electrodes; it

clearly demonstrates that the attempts which have
been made from time to time to operate open alter-

nating-current arcs with solid carbons conflicted in

Frequency of Alternating Currents.

A. Samojloff, writing in the Annalen der Physik,
describes a novel method of determining frequencies
of alternating or interrupted current. Using a
rotating disk containing white and black sectors,

he noticed that when illuminated by an incandes-
cent lamp on an alternating-current circuit the disk
appeared to stand still when revolving at a certain

rate. That rate was the rate at which the alterna-

tions of black and white at any given point of the

disk were synchronous with the alternations of the
luminosity. Although imperceptible to the eye, the

periodic partial extinctions of the light were yet suiifi-

cient to make the intermediate grades between a

maximum or minimum of whiteness disappear, and
thus to produce the appearance of a disk at rest.

Hence if one place a revolving disk near the lamp
and alter its speed of revolution, a velocity will be
found where the disk appears to stand still. The
product of the number of white sectors by the rev-
olutions a second then gives the frequency of the
current. To determine the frequency of a Wehnclt
interrupter, it was mounted in parallel with an arc
lamp, which then acted as an alternating-current
lamp, so far as its light on the revolving disk was
concerned.

FIG. 4. SOME FRENCH AND BELGIAN EXHIBITS AT PARIS.—BELGIAN ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

An ordinance has been introduced into (he Home-
stead (Pa.) council by the Homestead Belt Line
Street Railway company, asking for a grant to

build a road to encircle Homestead and West Home-
stead, starting at Seventh avenue and Hays street.

an increase in current, but it decreases with increas-

ing current, so that an arc on a constant-potential

circuit takes a constantly increasing current. In

order to offset this tendency, a steadying device

is required, which does not depend for its resistance

upon the current and which will thereby fulfill the
fundamental requisite for the application, of the arc

to lighting purposes.

I. Read before tlio ChlcaRo Electrical associtition, October 19.

their very beginning with the laws of nature, and it

shows also that the enclosed arc between solid car-

bons, which has a much larger resistance in the vapor
column than the open arc, is bound to be a failure.

The effect of the cored carbon upon the alternat-

ing arc can be explained by comparing it with a

liquid, whose resistance is lowered by the insertion

of salts, and whose transitional resistance at the elec-

trodes is changing therewith. For a low-voltage

carbon, whose core contains the salts of sodium or

potassium, a large electromotiy? force is not re-
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quired to overcome the resistance at the crater, as

the core and the surrounding gases of high con-
ductivity will not then offer a very high resistance

to a current of low value and they will offer but
a small resistance to a current of high value. The
resistance of the arc, under these conditions, is so
modified that it acts more like an ohmic resistance,

and the current and voltage rise and fall in unison.
This has been recognized for several years, and the

success of open alternating arc lamps in Europe
is due to the high grade of cored carbons, which
meet the inherent defects in the arc. It is apparent
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THE ALTERNATING- CURRENT ARC.

that an open alternating-current arc between two
cored carbons will not require a large amount of

steadying resistance, on account of the characteris-

tic just mentioned. It is surprising, however, that

only a short time ago Blondel stated at the Paris

Congress: "The alternating-current arc requires

less stability resistance because of the greater sen-

sibility of its mechanism under influence of vibra-

tion." (Western Electrician, Vol. xxvii., No. 13.)

Whatever resistance is required by an open alter-

nating-current arc between cored carbons is neces-

sary at the moment, when the current is near its

zero value, when the polarity of the carbon reverses

and the arc stream changes its direction. It is a
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THE ALTERNATING-CURRENT ABC.

matter of experience, and also borne out by theo-

retical investigations, that this is better accomplished
by a small inductive resistance than by an ohmic
resistance. The electromotive force of the latter

will vanish with the current, while the leading elec-

tromotive force of the former will be ready to help

the lagging current over the zero point or <-he dead

center of the arc. It is here that the effect of what

may be termed the "momentum of thearc," i. e.,

of the frequency, becomes plainly visible. The

higher the frequency, the quicker the change in the
polarity of the carbons, the shorter the time during
which the current is of small value and the carbons
and the arc can decrease their temperature and, by
their increasing resistance, oppose the establishment
of an arc. We might expect from the foregoing
that a low-frequency arc is less efficient than a
high-frequency one; but Blondel has shown that
for open alternating-current arcs the opposite is the
case. (Electrical World, Vol, xxix., "Luminous
Efficiency of the Alternating-current Arc") He
attributes this ''to the greater distance between the
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carbon points that is realized for the same vohage
at high trequencies."

The effect of the frequency and the conductivity

of the arc stream is of the greatest importance for

the starting and controlling of arc lamp."!, and many
problems met in practice can be considered and
solved accordingly.
The study of the alternating arc in the past has

been mostly pursued by obtaming the wave forms

of the current and electromotive force through the

slow, tedious, contact method. Of late the more
rapid and accurate oscillograph method has been

applied by iVlessrs. Duddell and Marchant, and the

results have been communicated to the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, London. (Journal of the In-

stitution of Electrical Engmeers, Vol. xxviii.,

London.) An oscillograph is a galvanometer, whose
deflections are proportional to the instantaneous

value of the current; a mirror attached to the mova-
ble part reflects a beam of light upon photographic

plates, so that a continuous record of the wave form

may be obtained. By employing several instru-

ments, the wave form of the current, the wave form

of the potential difference of the arc and of the

dynamo, can be traced simultaneously and the effect

of changes in any of the waves can be recorded

and noted. The curves obtained by Duddell and

iviarchant are undoubtedly the most interesting and
accurate known. In Figs, i to lO, curves as ob-

tained by them on a lOO-cycle alternator with small

armature self-induction are referred to.

Fig. I shows the wave forms of the potential dif-

ference of the dynamo, the current and the poten-

tial difference across an ohmic non-inductive resist-

ance of 3.04 ohms in series with 3.3 ohms. The
current was 148 amperes.

In Fig. 2 the energy taken by the resistance of

3.04 ohms has been replaced by an open arc between

solid carbons, adjusted for the same current, 14.8

amperes. The length of arc was three millirneters

and the steadying resistance same as in Fig. i.

The arc voltage was 532 and the power factor 0.74.

For the low values of the available voltage at the

arc the current hardly begins to rise, so that the

potential-difference arc wave runs up very abruptly,

until it can get the current through the arc; there-

upon it decreases again and stays nearly constant
until the decrease in current produces a slight rise.

The waves of current and the potential difference at

the arc appear, therefore, considerably distorted
from Fig, i. The front peak in the potential-dif-
ference arc wave is very much more pronounced
than the back peak, which finds its explanation in

the well-known fact that an alternating-current arc
is easier to maintain after the carbons have been
heated and their conductivity raised, than in the cold
state.

In Fig. 3 the lower carbon has been replaced by
a cored carbon. The arc length and the current
are kept constant for all experiments en open arcs.

The arc voltage is reduced to 37.4; the power factor
of the arc increased to 0.94, The front and back
peaks on the potential-difference arc wave have dis-

appeared.
In Fig. 4 top and bottom carbons are cored; arc

voltage is 32; power factor, 0.99. A comparison'
with Figs. I and 2 shows that the waves are not
very much distorted, and that the arc resistance
has undergone a complete change.
In Fig. 5 a non-inductive resistance has been put

in place of the arc; in series therewith is an inductive
resistance of 4.77 ohms' impedance.

Figs. 6, 7 and 8 show the wave forms for an arc
of the same length, steadied by an inductive re-

sistance; Fig. 6 for solid carbons; Fig. 7 for solid
and cored, and Fig. 8 for two cored carbons. The
power factor of the arc between solid carbons is con-
siderably higher when the arc is steadied by the
inductive than by the ohmic resistance. The cause
therefore has already been referred to.

In Fig. 9 the waves for an enclosed arc between

Fig 1 1
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THE ALTERNATING-CURRENT ARC.

two cored carbons, steadied by a choke coil and the

regulating magnets, are shown. The current was
8.4; arc voltage, 70.5; power factor, 0.915.

In Fig. 10 the enclosing globe has been removed
and the waves have been recorded for the same arc

length and current as in Fig. 8. The power factor

has increased to 0,945, The distortion of the waves
is therefore greater for an enclosed than for

an open arc, and for the latter it increases with the

length of the arc.

In Figs, II, 12 and 13. the writer has plotted the

resistance curves of the arc corresponding with

Figs, 8, 9 and 10, During a large part of the cycle

the resistance of the open arc between cored car-

bons is of constant value, while the resistance of

the enclosed arc varies continuously.

It is now well established and conclusively shown
by the curves that no phase difference is produced
by the alternating arc, either open or enclosed, with

solid or with cored carbons, although the mere
quotient watts would indicate it,

current X voltage

This calculation, however, is only correct for sine

wave. Current in the arc and arc voltage cannot

be sine waves simultaneously, as shown in the fore-

going.
The curves in Fig. 9 of the enclosed arc are the

only ones ever obtained on an alternator with small

armature self-induction, with which the writer is

familiar. A further investigation of the enclosed arc

by the oscillographic method would be of great

interest, and perhaps of considerable value. The

power factor of an enclosed arc changes with the

carbons; it increases with the size of enclosing

globe, and decreases with the area of the opening
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left around the carbon in the gas cap. The reasons
are selt-evident from the foregoing, fhe more rapid
consumption of the carbons by alternating-current
enclosea arcs, when -the arc descends in ine inner
globe, may also be attributed to the increasing power
lactor, as it seems that under these conditions the
influx of air into the inner globe is facilitated.

A comparison of the resistance curves ot the en-
closed arc and of the open arc would lead one to
expect that the open alternating-current arc was the
steadier and more peacelul ot the two. The open
alternating-current arc, however, requires lor its

successtui application lor commercial lighting high-
grade carbons and different sizes for clianges in

current. These two points were, with tile decreased
luminous elticiency of the open alternating-current
arc, the humming, the rapid consumption of the
carbons, the sensitiveness to atmospheric conditions,
responsible for the many failures in alternating arc
lignting with open arcs. Tlie enclosed alternating-

current arc cannot very well be used commercially
above 7.5 amperes, and one size of carbon is there-
fore sutncient for all conditions. The use of high-
grade carbons has become universal with the in-

crease in life, on account of the use of enclosing
globes, and the humming is practically eliminated
and a better distribution of the light and greater
steadiness is obtained.

The amount ot steadying resistance necessary for

an alternating-current arc is, as explained above,
considerably less than for a direct-current arc. Re-
cently the \Vestern Klectric company has advocated
the use of alternating-current arc lamps in series

on constant-potential circuits, with 72 volts at the

arc, 6.6 to 7 amperes, and only 78 to 80 volts'

terminal pressure at a frequency ot 60 cycles, and
with no other regulating device during normal op-
eration than is contained in the lamp. A large

number of installations, comprising circuits of three

to 50 vVestern iitectnc series-alternating lamps, have
shown that alternating arc lamps operated in series

direct on the mains, or on a constant-potential

transformer, possess a remarkable stability and an
extremely large range for the variation in terminal
pressure caused by inductive loads. This feature is

of great importance for successlul operation of al-

ternating arc lamps on light and power circuits.

The present practice of connecting alternating-cur-

rent arc lamps singly on circuits of 104 volts, as

required lor the incandescent lamps, meets the de-

mand for small installations. The power factor of

these lamps is very low (about 65 to 70 per cent.),

mainly due to the abnormal reduction of the line

voltage to the arc voltage. The power factor of the

series lamp, on the contrary, is, with a reduction
from 78 or 80 volts to 72, very high, averaging about

85 per cent. This great advantage should lead cen-

tral-station men to the consideration of operating
alternating arc lamps in series on the mains, or, if

insulation of the arc circuits is necessary, they can
be connected on constant-potential transformers in

groups of three on 220 to 240 volts, seven lamps on
500 to 550 volts, or 13 on 1,000 to 1,050 volts, and
so on, to as large units as desired.

The alternating arc, which gave so much promise
in the early decades of the century, has reached at

its end a high degree of perfection, so that, in its

new form, it has once more taken up the competi-
tion with its former rival—the direct-current arc.

Large Electrical Contract in London.
Several of the great electrical manufacturing com-

panies of the world are preparing bids for the $25,-

000,000 contract for the equipment 01 the London
Metropolitan District underground railway. The
extraordinary size of the contract, which contem-
plates the reconstruction of more than 50 miles of

subterranean railroad, has enhsted the attention of

the largest concerns in the business. The prize will

be awarded, it is said, on December 1st. American
bids will be made by the Westinghouse and General
Electric companies. The British competitors in-

clude Mather & Piatt, the Brush Electric company,
Crompton & Co., Thomas Parker & Co. and Dick.

Kerr & Co. Germany is represented by the Allge-
meine Elektricitats Gesellschaft, Siemens Brothers,

Schuckert & Co. and Felten & Guilleanme, while
the Bregguet Electrique company and Hutin and
Leblanc will attempt to secure the order for France.

A Railway Franchise Sold for a Dollar.

The franchise which was asked by the Syracuse
and Oneida Lake Electric Railway company was
sold at auction in Syracuse on November 9th. It

was the first public sale in that city of a franchise

under what is known as the White charter. One
dollar was the sum which was secured for the fran-

chise, and an interesting fact in connection with
the realization of this sum is the payment of $504
to the official papers for publication of the notice

of sale, and the franchise also caused other expense
to the city. Prospective bidders were required to

deposit a certified check for $5,000 with the city treas-

urer as a guarantee that the conditions of the sale

would be complied with by the successful bidder.

Only one check was so deposited. It was drawn
by Benjamin Stolz, who represented the Syracuse
and Oneida Lake Electric Railway company, and
who was also the only bidder.
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Electric Meters on Power Circuits.

By p. I. Panamolo.

The efficiency of electric meters depends to a very

great extent upon the care and treatment they re-

ceive in the works in which they are employed. I

have seen the best makes of electric meters put out

of service through the careless operations of incom-
petent help. Electric meters were not very exten-

sively used several 3-ears ago, and being of compara-
tively recent introduction, many are not familiar

with their use and application.

The use of a meter on motor service teaches the

users to keep shafting well lined, freely oiled, and
all parts well adjusted and operated to the best and
most economical advantage. In many places, where
electric meters have been established, decided sav-

The Goshen, Wawasa and Southern Electric

Railway company has been incorporated in Indiana
to build an electric line from Goshen lo Wawasa.
J. J. Burns is president of the company.

ELECTRIC METERS ON POWER CIRCUITS.—MECHANICAL
DETAILS.

ings have been made immediately, because the users
have gone to work and cleaned up gummed bear-
ings so as to permit the machinery to run freer,

belts and pulleys are put in better working order,

and loss of power through various conditions is

overcome.

In installing meters for motor service, the meters
are usually placed on the station side of the con-
trolling switch, instead of the motor side, as in

some cases. The diflerent forms of recording me-
ters have potential windings of fine grades of wire,

the mechanical strength of which is usually low.
When the controlling switch is used, this fine wire
is altered in temperature, causing constant contrac-
tion and expansion, which in time results in the
weakening of the wire. Often this wire will chafe
badly and break off. This trouble can be avoided
by placing the meter on the service side of the
switch.

In the making of alterations on meters, some
special tools are needed, and it will be found handy
to have a wrench made after the design shown in

Fig. I, in which the jaws are cut out to receive
the different sizes of nuts, as at (A), where the nut
is marked (B). This form of wrench can be slipped
over the different sizes of nuts used on the mechan-
ical work of the meter and the same can be readily

handled. Then it is best to have a hand brush like

that in Fig. i, marked (C), made with fine, stiff

bristles, for the purpose of clearing the foreign ac-

cumulation from the parts of the meter. The deli-

cate mechanisms of the meter often get out of

service through the presence of dust, which could
be swept off readily with a brush of the kind shown.
The dust should be carefully avoided and every
means taken to prevent it from settling on the

parts that have frictional service to perforin. Then,
again, the rust should be kept off by means of fre-

quent cleaning and application of oils or greases
by means of wiping rags.

Wrenches, made after the plan in Fig. 2, may
be used, if the jaws are well strenglhcned by means
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of using good steel and proper proportions. In
some places where I saw meters in operation the
attendants were in the habit of tightening and ad-
justing the nuts and set-screws with wrenches made
on the S plan, the jaws of which were as badly out
of true as at (Dj, and when placed over the nut
or set-screw head (E) the wrench would probably
slip off, or at least turn the edges of the nut.

In another place X saw that the workmen had an
oiling can of the pattern shown in Fig. 2, with a
spout (f) which carried the oil over and down into
certain bearings of a motor to which a meter was
connected, the excuse being that the meter people
had insisted upon free application of the lubricant.
The parts were deluged in oil and the oil had begun
to gather dust and turn to gum, clogging the parts
and creating considerable trouble, which was over-
come by a thorough scraping and washing. The
custom of pouring streams of oil on to bearings of
motors, for the sake of making the motor run a little

easier to please certain manufacturers of attach-
ments, is not a good one. The oil is costly, and
when it is properly applied, in small quantities, it

is as serviceable as if an ocean of it were applied.
I also saw at one place where they were using

electric meters a device for squirting oil like that
in Fig. 3. The ball (H) is rubber, and to it is at-
tached the tube (G). The ball is filled with oil, and
then it is taken between the hands or in the
fingers of one hand and pressed until a stream of
oil is sent flying over the parts. This makes a free
application of oil, sure enough, but the oil seemed
to me to be spattered all over the floor and the
belt and the machinery in general, as well as in
the special parts desired to reach. Of course, only
the apprentices and careless machinists permit any-
thing of this sort to continue. The regulation oil-

can serves all purposes, and is used in the majority
of shops.

Although some manufacturers of electric meters
have an inclination to get the motors in such shape

Fl& II

METERS ON POWER CIRCUITS.
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that the meter will be favored at the expense of the
motor, as a rule the results are equally balanced,
from the fact that good electric meters are some-
times put at fault through the poor mechanical con-
dition of the motors. I saw at one place where they
had some new meters attached that the service
was very poor, and that it was claimed that the
meter was a bad one, and it was the intention to

remove it soon. An examination brought out that

the motor shaft was provided with a bad coupling.
and one of the keys was in the condition shown at

(I). Fig. 4. It seems that the original key had been
lost some time before, and a new key of much
smaller size was inserted. This key was packed
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into the key-seat with side bushings, so as to fill

out the space at Q). So long as this space re-

mained packed, and the bushing held its position, all

went well. But finally the bushing loosened and
came out, with the result that the coupling loosened

and trouble ensued. The machinists supposed that

something was the matter with the meter, which had

been lately attached, and instead of overhauling

the motor to locate the real trouble, they wrote to

the makers of the meter, who sent men to the shops,

and the latter soon discovered the trouble and recti-

fied it promptly by substituting

a key of proper proportions.
|

In another similar case the

style of key used was like that

at (K). in Fig. 5—an odd pattern

—so that when this key dropped

out one day and was lost, diffi-

culty was experienced in finding

another like it. In fact, the

sort of key put in the place of

this one was untrue and unsat-

isfactory, and the service which

resulted caused the condemning

of the meter which was attached.
!

until the true cause of the un-

steady motion and loss of power
|

was located.

"Electric meters are not
cleaned often enough," is the cry

,

•

of nearly all of the manufacturers

of these money-saving devices.
j

It is claimed that the meters
j

are put in place by expert work- '

men from the shops of the mak-

ers, and that as soon as these

workmen depart, various troubles arise as a result of

the lack of care of the new apparatus. It is asserted

by the manufacturers of the meters that the meters

shoulcl be frequently examined for the first year of

service until the parts get to running well and freely,

after which they need not be examined so often. In

fact. I am informed that when the meters have been

first nistalled some of them have given much trouble

for the first six months, when the trouble suddenly

ceased, and no more difficulty was experienced. In

one place, for example, where they had meters in use.

some of the ^\nres had to be carried in pipes, and at

one elbow the interior pipe was shifted out of posi-

tion, as in Fig. 6, and contacted at (A) with the

wires, causing trouble for a long time, until the

true cause was located and the pipe withdrawn to

proper position, after which no further annoyance

was experienced.

Again in places where chain work is employed

in connection with mechanical levers, of the pattern

shown in Fig. 7. it often happens that the links get

badly worn and become extended. The chain links

mav wear oft. as at (Q, in Fig. 8. so that the con-

neciiner link is extenuated just so much and the

chain lenethencd. This may chanse the condition^;

of parts which are joined and cause trouble until

remedied bv taking up the chain or until a new

ch?in is put on. In some instances the links are

as badly worn as is shown at (D"). Fig. 9.

Again, we may find that a chain is linked to a stud,

as in Fig. 10. and if this stud is worn into, as at

(E). the chain is. of course, let out just that much,

and the calculations of the workman who set the

parts in the beginning are altered to that extent.

The best remedy is to put on a new stud, or if that

cannot be done, the chain can be taken up a little

and made to do service for a while longer.

I have seen in some places nuts patched and put

together as shown in Fig. 11. This ought not to

be in these days of cheap bolts and nuts, when it is

not necessary to be so saving. Full assortments

of nuts, bolts and set-screws should be kept on

hand for use in connection with the motors and

meters.

To locate an injured jewel m a meter, take the

shaft between the thumb and fingers and move gen-

tly along. Any roughness may be detected in this

way and overcome. If the surface is rough, an

injured jewel may result. Take a thin piece of steel

and remove any particles of metal left held by the

damping magnets. Then wind cotton tape about

the commutator, below the brushes, hold the ends

in the hands and revolve armature very slowly,

thus cleaning both commutator and brushes. Lint

must be thoroughly removed from the commutator,

and it is best to have a magnifying glass at hand

for this purpose. Before finishing the work and

closing up the meter, test for speed. This testing

is described in circulars of information provided

by the makers .of the meters. Then comes the seal-

ing up. of the meter; this is an important piece of

work for meters, and should not be omitted, as

I have seen done by some who depend upon the

covers only.

A Unique Switch.
Inspectors for municipal authorities or the fire

underwriters often unearth extraordinary specimens
of electrical apparatus, such as connections, plugs,

etc., often the handiwork of janitorial "electricians."

Some of these makeshifts are interesting and amus-
ing, if not altogether beautiful or safe. The ac-

companying picture illustrates a remarkable single-

pole switch, discovered by Charles Smith, electrical

inspector of the Louisville (Ky.) Board of Fire Un-
derwriters. The switch was located in the base-

The financial statement shows that the company's
total assets amount to $7,570,964, giving a con-
tingent account of $164,333 ^^^ 3, total surplus of

$560,318. The gross receipts amounted to $1,769,-

904. The net income per cent, of capital is 12.63.

The number of passengers carried was 43,362,262, or
an increase of 3,175.7^ persons.

A UNIQUE SWITCH.

ment of a large mercantile establishment, and was
used to control a circuit of five i6-candlepower

lamps of 52 volts. The exact means of operating

this switch and the identity of its self-reliant de-

signer were not disclosed in the report. The ac-

companying illustration is used by the courtesy of

the Electrical Bureau of the National Board of Fire

Underwriters of Chicago.

Montreal Electric Railway.

The annual meeting of the Montreal Electric

Street Railway company was held at Montreal, Que.,
on November 7th. The president, Hon. L. J. For-
get, submitted the annual statement of the company's
affairs to the shareholders. The statement showed
a net profit in the last year's business of $647,246,
as compared with $630,870 for the previous year.

Dividends, amounting to 10 per cent., have been paid
during the year, totaling the sum of $512,500, and
leaving a surplus of $134,746 over the year's opera-
tions. The operating expenses show an increase of

I. II per cent, as compared with last year, due

The Moulineaux Traction Station of
Paris.

What is probably the largest central station in

France is now being equipped at Moulineaux. Paris,

by the General Traction company and the French
Westinghousfc company. Although, in comparison
with some American stations, its output is consid-
erably surpassed, the new station stands first, or
nearly first, in Europe. The equipment is at present
only partially completed, and a large portion of its

output is temporarily used for other than perma-
nent purposes.
The electric lines of the Western Railway com-

pany of France, which owns the station, are not
yet in operation, but the station is well located with
respect to future requirements. It stands on the
south side of the Seine, and about 11 miles from thp
Invalides station, to which the company's trains

will eventually be run. Much of the line is to- be
underground.
The engine and boiler room, built side by side,

measure 370 feet in length. In the latter is a bat-
tery of 27 semi-tubular boilers, each having a heat-
ing surface of 235 square rheters.

The power equipment will comprise nine direct-

coupled generating units and two exciters. Six
of the engines, as shown in the accompanying illus-

tration of the interior of the power house, are of

the horizontal triple-expansion type, with Corliss
valves, and were built by Dujardin & Co. of Lille.

Each enfrine is capable of generating 1.500 horse-
power, althoueh desip"ned for i,2C0 horseoower. The
Gamier firm i=: installing three more machines of the

same type. Thus the total rapacity of the station

will be 13.500 horsepower. Each ensine is coupled
to a three-phase. 800-kilowatt West'ne:house gener-
ator. haviuET a pressur-^ of 5.000 volts, with a fre-

Quency of 25 cycles. The revolving fields of these

alternators have 38 pol^s, and wH^h 50 tons. Each
of the two excitine units is a direct-coupled West-
inp"house enerine and generator, giving a current of

1.0R7 amperes at 185 vnlts.

The switchhoard. which is of th'* Westinqrhouse
type, is an elaborate structure of white marble, one
section beiis: for the alternators, the other for the

exciters. The arransrement is such ae; to permit
the exciters to be run in parsHel. In the pumDinEr
station of the plant are centrifugal pumns. onerated
bv Wpstinghouse motors, taking water directly from
the river.

The larerer portion of the current output has been
used fnr the two transoortatlon svsiems within the

exposition grounds, the ove'-head electric railway
and the moving platform. The remainder of the

current is at present absorbed by the elec^^ric tram-
ways of the Ouest-Parisien company. The high-

MOULINEAUX TRACTION STATION OF PARIS —PART OF ENGINE ROOM.

mainly to the more frequent and extended car serv-

ice demanded by the city, and other increases, in-

cluding that of wages of employes. The company's
rolling stock has been increased during the year

by the addition of 56 closed motor cars, 45 open
motor cars, seven supply cars, 80 trucks, and the

electrical equipments for the cars have been in-

creased by 128 motors and 83 controllers. There
are at present six extra-long closed motor cars,

mounted on double trucks, under construction, mak-
ing in all 25 cars of this new type. The system of

cast-welding rail joints has been extended. Dur-
ing the last year the company has paid the city of

Montreal tax on earnings and other taxes, $168,679.

tension alternating current from the main station
is converted to 500-volt, direct current in three sub-
stations at Moulineaux, Vougirard and Bagneux,
and thence is distributed to underground feeders
or trolley wires. Within the city limits this com-
pany is using the Diatto surface-contact system.
When the Moulineaux station is complete, says

the Tramway and Railway World of London, its

most important service will be to operate the sub-
urban line of the Chemin de Fer de I'Ouest, betv.'een

Versailles and the Invalides station, 11. 5 miles in

length. Trains will be run by Westinghouse electric

locomotives, equipped with four 150-horsepower
motors each.
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All engineers, technical writers and others who
strive to keep abreast of the industrial and technical

advance of the world have felt the need of a good
polyglot technical dictionary. Such a dictionary

should be available, and as the work of preparing it

would involve much labor and considerable expense,

it miwht WcH be undertaken by some of the great

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

engineering societies or by several of them in col-

laboration. The Society of German Engineers of

Berlin (Verein Deutscher Ingenieure) has interested

itself in the project of issuing a technical dictionary

in German, English and French, and has invited the

co-operation of similar organizations. The plan is

most praiseworthy, and we hope that it will be car-

ried into execution and that American co-operation

will not be lacking.

Mr. Villard, the recently deceased financier, was
a man who made warm friends and bitter enemies

in his eventful career. A man of great force of

character, entertaining projects of vast magnitude,

he was accused of being ruthless to those who op-

posed the realization of his ambitions. On the

other hand, he was devoted to his friends, and

among the latter were many electrical men, who
realized and appreciated the great assistance ren-

dered by Mr. Villard to the industry when it was

really "in its infancy." Gifted with keen foresight.

Mr. Villard, early in the 'So's, anticipated the great

development of applied electricity which the world

has since seen, and he promoted the young industry

with his means and with his influence. This was a

great service and one that should not be lightly

passed over in making an estimate of the character

of this remarkable man.

A remarkable book has just been published in

Germany. Its author is Dr. Vosberg-Rekow. presi-

dent of the German Bureau for the Preparation of

Commercial Treaties. Dr. Vosberg-Rekow has

traveled in the United States and is familiar with

industrial conditions here. His book treats of "The
Commercial Treaties of 1903." and in it he reviews

the competitive industrial relations of the great na-

tions with signal ability and -candor. He points

out the strong Industrial position of the United

Spates with startling directness and earnestness, and

advocates, for Germany, a close trade union with

Russia, which may furnish the indispensable raw
materials and also reimburse Germany for the loss

of the American and other foreign markets.

Dr. Vosberg-Rekow says that the United States.

as far as Its strength and characteristics are con-

cerned, has very little in common with any other

nation, including Great Britain and Russia, the

two others of the triumvirate of world powers. The
Union forms a great economic realm which posses-

ses inherently all organic conditions for economic

activity and prosperity, and is sufficiently developed

to feed plentifully its population, which latter is

ample in numbers and in culture to make its bounti-

ful resources available. The influence going out from

such a people cannot be otherwise than powerful in

a high degree. "Scarcely has this immense country

been brought under cultivation," says the author,

"before its influence is felt across the oceans. Eu-
rope, with her old-established industries, is so hard

pushed by the young American competition that the

necessity of uniting in a common customs league

against the bold intruder has become a matter of

serious consideration. Many European lines of

manufacture—and by no means the least important

—

have severely stiiifered and are still suffering. And
while Europe year after year takes more goods from

the United States, the latter's imports from Eu-

rope diminish more and more." Last year Germany,

for instance, imported from the United States to

the value of 907,200,000 marks and exported thereto

377,600,000 marks. However, to quote, again, "Our

chief danger lies in the probable eventuality that

America's wholesale production of manufactured

articles will drive us out of the foreign markets by

underbidding us in price. In short, the Americans

are the sole commercial-political opponents whom
we must earnestly dread. Russia will remain a prof-

it able customer to us in the fttture: with Great Brit-

ain, we are united by bonds of common interests;

the United' States is—in an economical sense—our

enemy."

It is interesting and instructive to note the causes

assigned for this state of affairs. "Germany's indus-

trial advancement is principally due to the thorough-

ness of her technical education. It is strengthened

by the continuous substituting of machinery and

machine tools for hand labor. Still, in this respect

the English industry in some branches is ahead of

us. It is worthy of note that In this evolution, too,

the United States has the foremost place and has
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made gigantic strides, not only in applying machine
tools, but in inventing and manufacturing them; so

that to-day she supplies us. This signalizes in an

extraordinary degree American intelligence. Thus,

the Americans, though wanting our superior techni-

cal education, thanks to their practical eye, improve
upon our methods and apparatus. Theirs is rather

the activity of an experimentalist than that of a

trained craftsman, but a clever faiseur, if he but have

assurance and luck, may distance the educated

master. The Americans have no thorough edu-

cation; nor do they possess a modern industrial

system as we Europeans understand the term. The
American applies himself to a single branch or to a

specialty, with utter disregard of European methods
and their results; he devotes to his work an amount
of energy which stupefies Europeans, and, for a

while, he succeeds in driving us out of the line of

articles on which he has centered his energy. Against

such peculiar activity a general trade policy is quite

ineffectual; we must put ourselves in condition to

counteract this artificially forced growth of special-

ized industry."

This is seeing ourselves as others see us in a pic-

ture made in strong outlines and with vivid colors.

American competition is pestiferous; it is without

precedent or rule; but the practical intelligence and

extraordinary energy shown are marvelous. Such
seem to be the conclusions of Dr. Vosberg-Rekow's
rather hopeless review of the situation as it affects

Germany. The American mechanic, or faiseur, re-

ceives back-handed praise, but he knows his faults,

or many of thetn. and, if the present movement to-

ward more exact and scientific training in this coun-

try is any indication, he is striving to correct them.

Massachusetts has a state commission that seeks

to regulate the public relations of its gas and elec-

tric-light companies in a manner satisfactory to

both buyer and seller. It is now proposed to estab-

lish a similar body in the state of Illinois, although

the project Jias gone no farther than the Introduc-

tion in the City Council of Chicago of a resolution

requesting the Legislature to enact the necessary

statute. AMerman Butler, the sponsor of the proj-

ect, says that such a law would prove a panacea for

all the complaints about the high price of gas and

electric lighting. He would have the governor ap-

point three citizens as s:as and electric-light commis-
sioners at a salary of $5,000 a year each. The com-
missioners must not be connected in any way with

any sas companies or own any gas or electric-light

stock. A secretary, at $4,000 a year, is to be ap-

pointed, and the office of the commission would be

at Springfield. Each company would be required

to send in a report annually as to its business. The
commissioners are to have supervision over the

companies and are to test the quality of gas or

electric lights on the complaint of 20 customers.

The mayor of any city or 20 customers mav make
complaint in the name of the people against the

excessive price of gas or electric lights. A public

hearing will be ordered by the commissioners, and

the courts will be asked to enforce the commis-
sion's orders relating to the lowering of the price

of sas. The rierht of another company to enter the

field is left to the city councils or boards of trustees

for decision. The annual report of each company
shall set forth the indebtedness and financial stand-

ing of the company, with an itemized statement of

its income and expenses, its dividends paid or de-

clared, and the amount of the salaries paid its offi-

cials. It is specified that no company may transfer

its property by lease or sale to another without the

consent of the Legislature, and no company may
issue stock at less than par value and not for an

amount exceeding its capital.

Some of the provisions of the proposed Illinois

law seem to be inequitable. For-instance, if a light-

ing company is required to submit to state regula-

tion of its prices, it is but just that the state should

not only fix a rate giving a fair return on the

capital invested, with due regard for depreciation,

but should also give the company exclusive privi-

leges In its territory. If the state-supervised qom-
pany is giving good service at an equitable price,

why should It not be protected against competition?

Certainly, there are two sides to the story, and the

companies should be maintained in their rights.

The commission idea may be worthy of considera-

tion, but the arrangement must not be a jug-handled

one and must be entirely divorced from politics.
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New York Automobile Show.
The automobile exhibition held last week in

Madison Square Garden, New York, was a large
and satisfactory display. It was the first annual ex-
hibit held under the auspices of the Automobile
Club of America, and was a success financially and
socialljs as well as technically.

All told, there were more than 70 exhibitors, show-
ing about 300 styles of motor vehicles, with a total

value of nearly $500,000. Bicycles, tricycles, quadri-
cycles, runabouts, stanhopes, victorias, landaus, sur-

reys, cabriolets, coaches, cabs, omnibuses, delivery
wagons, trucks, racing machines and some nonde-
scripts were included. The biggest machme shown
was a 20-horsepower steam omnibus capable of carry-
ing 18 passengers. A motor bicycle of 125 pounds,
having a gasoline motor of 2^/4 horsepower, was the
smallest machine exhibited. These two vehicles
represented respectively the most expensive and
the cheapest machines in the show, the bus being
worth $4,000, the bicycle $280.

One of the novelties was a tire that is pneumatic
and yet partlj' solid by reason of a triangle of rubber
inside that projects upward from the thread and
fits into a corresponding depression or groove in

a piece of solid rubber that extends downward from
the inner side. The air fills two apertures at the
sides, and in case of puncture these inner extensions
made on the tongue-and-groove plan, come together
and afford what is practically a "cussion tire."

A new thing in the electric line shown was a
"quarter-in-the-slot'' charging apparatus for electric

automobiles. This was a ponderous piece of mech-
anism, of more than half a ton, six or seven feet

long. 3^/2 feet tall and equally wide. The engine and
dynamo formed one part and the delivery mechan-
ism, which is similar to other slot machines, con-
stituted the second part of the machine.
A track 20 feet wide and banked at the turns

ran around the main part of the floor, and on this

the contests between the various vehicles were held.

Much amusement was furnished by the contests, if

not much valuable scientific data. The constant
activity on the track had a strange fascination for
ihe public, many spectators watching the passing
machines for hours together. Though often trav-

eling three abreast on the 20-foot track, scarcely a

collision occurred during the exhibit.

The obstacle contest for gasoHne vehicles was
won by F. W. Walsh, whose best time in two trials

was 363-5 seconds. Walsh won the braking contest,

also covering 150 feet in 73-$ seconds, and coming
to a full stop in 16 feet nine inches from the place
where the word was given.

The inclined runway on the tower was 200 feet

long and 53 feet above the ground at the point
where it abuts ihe tower. It was eight feet wide
and built of planks laid on scantling work, and was
divided into four portions by plattorms, each divi-

sion having a ditterent grade, the first a 20 per cent.,

the second a 2iS per cent., the third a 43^/-: per cent,

and the last a 45 per cent, grade. The hill-climb-

ing exhibitions here seemed to be the sensational

feature of the show. The first record time for

the trip of 200 feet was broken by a run up the

first three grades in 14 seconds. The time made
does not properly represent the rate of speed, be-

cause of ihe pauses on the landings. The climbing
up the steepest grade, 45 per cent., was done at the

rate of about 10 miles an hour. The braking com-
petition was won by an electric machine, with a

gasoline carriage second and a steam vehicle third.

The best time and distance of sliding in each case
were: 62-5 seconds and 14 feet 6 inches; 53-5 sec-

onds and 17 feet one-half an inch, and 5 1-5 seconds
and 20 feet 4V2 inches.

One of the pleasing incidents of the show was the

midnight supper given in the concert hall of the

Garden by the Automobile Club to the manufac-
turers on November gth. Among those at the

speakers' table were Cornelius J. Field, Professor

R. H. Thurston. General George Moore Smith,
Albert C. Bostv/ick, George F. Chamberlin, Ar-
thur J. Eddy. David H. Morris, Jefferson Seiigman
and E. E. Schwarzkopf. On November loth, the

last day of the exhibition, a meeting was held, at

the Garden, of the automobile manufacturers in

attendance, with the idea of forming an organization

of the industry. John Brisben Walker was elected

temporary chairman, and E. R. Estep of Chicago,
temporary secretary. Not only the manufacturers,

but members of the Automobile Club were invited

to take part in the general discussion which fol-

lowed. All were enthusiastic about the condition
of the trade. It was proposed that all manufac-
turers should formally agree not to patronize auto-

mobile shows after a given date. The experience
of bicycle makers shows that such exhibits, fre-

quently recurring, threaten to prove ruinous to

smaller firms. In lieu of such shows a plan was
formulated to start a train of automobiles around
the country next March. The train would visit all

cities of consequence and remain from one to three

or four days in each, in order that the natives might
inspect the automobiles and have them explained to

them. It would be a peripatetic show that should
cover the whole country and it is thought, accom-
plish more with no greater expense than going into

one show after another.
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Death of Henry Villard.

Henry Villard, railroad magnate and financier,

died at his summer home, Thornwood Park, near
Dobbs Ferry, N. Y., on the morning of November
I2th. He had been ill some time and a cold con-
tracted recently hastened his end. Mr. Villard was
65 years of age and was a native of Bavaria. He
came to this countx-y at the age of 18 and started

his career as a newspaper reporter, For several

years he engaged in newspaper work and later

turned his attention to financial matters. He put
the Northern Pacific Railroad company on its feet

and was elected its president.

Mr. Villard was a daring financier, and he became
interested in electrical undertakings at an early stage

in their development. He was one of the original

stockholders of the Edison Electric Light company
which was formed to provide Mr. Edison with

funds for his earliest experiments in the electric

light. This connection of Mr. Villard with the

Edison interests was made between 1876 and 1878.

The deceased was also a pioneer in the financial de-

velopment of electric traction. As far back as

iSSi he advanced money for Mr. Edison's early

experimental work in electric railways at Menlo
Park.

In 1890, in connection with the Deutsche Bank,
Siemens & Halske and the AUgemeine Elektricitats

Gesellschaft of Berlin and the Drexel-Morgan com-
pany of New York, Mr. Villard formed a syndicate

The Alpena and Western Railway company of

Alpena, Mich., a corporation having a capital stock
of $1,000,000, has been organized to build a railroad

from Alpena to Frankfort. It will touch the towns
of Hillman, Atlanta, Haylord and Mancelona, Mich.

HENRY VILLARD.

which purchased the Edison Electric Light com-
pany (the company holding Mr. Edison's patents)

of New York, the Edison Machine Works of Sche-

nectady, the Edison Lamp company of East New-
ark, N. J., and the Bergmann company of New
York. All of these companies, excepting the Edi-

son Electric Light company, were purchased from
Mr. Edison and his associates. Based on the prop-

erties mentioned, the Edison General Electric com-
pany was formed, with Mr. Villard as its president.

Mr. J. H. Herrick was the first vice-president of

the company and Mr. Samuel InsuU was the second

vice-president, in charge of the manufacturing and

selling departments. At the time that the Edison

General and the Thomson-Houston companies were

combined to form the present General Electric

company (1892), Mr. Villard retired from active con-

nection with the electrical business.

At the time of his death Mr. Villard was a large

stockholder in many electrical properties through-

out the country. He was one of the largest and
earliest investors in the first Edison electrical il-

luminating companies formed in the East, and from
the start foresaw and predicted the great possibilities

of the industry, tie is given credit as being the

first man to realize the advantage of the combina-

tion of electric-lighting and electric street-railway

properties in large cities under one corporate man-
agement. His first efforts in this direction were,

in several cities in the far West, particularly on

the Pacific coast. The most notable case of Mr.

Villard's work in this direction was the uniting of

the lighting and traction interests in Milwaukee.

This combination was financiered by Mr. Villard, in

conjunction with other capitalists,

Mr. Samuel Insull, president of the Chicago Edi-

son company, who enjoyed an early and extended

acquaintance with Mr. Villard, spoke as follows to

a representative of the Western Electrician in rela-
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tion to Mr. Villard's work; "Among financiers, the
development of the electrical industry, starting with
the installation of the first Edison central station,

probably owes more to Mr. Villard, with his fore-
sight and his courage in risking his money, than
to any other one man. If to Edison as an inventor
should be given the credit of foreseeing the great
possibilities of electric lighting and electrical power
transmission, then to Mr. Villard, as a financier,

should be given a large share of the credit for the
development of the electrical industry."
The accompanying portrait of Mr. Villard is a

reproduction of a drawing made for the Chicago
Tribune.

BOOK TABLE.
The Theory and Calculation of Alternating-
current Phenomena. By Charles Proteus Stein-
metz. New York: Electrical World and Engineer.
1900. Pp., 525, six by nine inches, with 210 illus-

trations. (Third edition.) Price, $4.

The first edition of this work, which appeared in
1897, took rank at once as a standard in electrical
literature, fully worthy of the reputation of its author
among men of science. Perhaps no book has been
written in any language dealing in so thorough and
logical a method with the phenomena of alternating
currents and their application to the design of ma-
chinerv.

In the treatment of the subject in the first edition
common algebra and trigonometry were for the
most part used. In the present volume a number of
new chapters have been added, such as those on
vector representation of double-frequency quantities,
such as power and torque, and on symbolic repre-
sentation of general alternating waves. Many chap-
ters have been in part rewritten and enlarged, as
those on the topographical method, on frequency
converters and induction machines, etc. The work
now contains the latest knowledge relating to al-
ternating-current phenomena as applied to engineer-
ing, much of which is original with the author, and
appears for the first time in book form. While the
book is necessarily of a rather abstruse character
and a considerable part is necessarily devoted to the
application of complex imaginary quantities, the
graphical method receives a clear and simple treat-
ment, and there is much in the book of profit for
the less-advanced student of engineering.

Dynamometers and the Measurement of Power;
A Treatise on the Construction and Application
of Dynamometers. By John J. Flather. New
York: John Wiley &. Sons. igoo. Pp., x., 394,
7% by 5 inches, with 116 illustrations. (Second
edition, revised and enlarged.) Price, $3.

Professor J. J. Flather is a recognized authority on
power measurements and the use of dynamometers,
and a work from his pen on this subject would
naturally be expected to be one of standard
merit. This is true of the book in question. The
first edition, published in 1892, has been thoroughly
revised and five new chapters have been added. As
stated in the preface, the aim has been to present
in convenient form, for the use of technical students
and engineers, a description of the construction and
principles of action of the various types of dyna-
mometers employed in the measurement of power.
That this aim has been accomplished, is shown by
a perusal of the book.

In the first chapter the author treats in general
terms of the determination of driving power, and
then he proceeds to discuss friction brakes, ab-
sorption dynamometers and transmission dyna-
mometers. The standard types of apparatus, in-

cluding some of Professor Elather's own invention,
are described and many of them are illustrated by
diagrams and cuts. Chapter V., which is devoted
to the measurement of waterpower, has been con-
siderably enlarged by the addition of new material
on the V^enturi meter and meter testing.

The next five chapters are new ones, the first

four treating of the measurement of electrical power.
A general consideration of the subject is given, to-
gether with a discussion of electrical measuring in-

struments and methods in use tor determining the
power and efficiency of electric motors for both
direct and alternating current. The testing of dy-
namos has not been taken up, as the author deems
a general treatment of this subject beyond the scope
and purpose of the work.
The new chapter on "Power Required to Drive

Machinery" is one of the most valuable parts of the
w^hole book and gives data that should be in the
hands of every engineer, electrical as well as me-
chanical. Very extensive and valuable tables are
given, which contain records compiled from tests

of horsepov;er required to drive all ordinary ma-
chine-shop tools, cranes, elevators and wood-work-
ing machinery of various kinds and under different

conditions. iVIost of the observations were obtained
from machines driven either individually or col-

lectively by electric motors. The last chapter gives
an analysis of the povv-er required to drive machine
lathes. The entire book has been carefully edited

and should prove -valuable to the student as a text-

book and to the engineer and general reader as a

1 cference work.

The Austin Rapid Transit company took out a
permit recently to build an $18,000 power house, to

be built on West Sixth street, Austin, Texas.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Telephone News from tne Northwest.
The Wisconsin Telephone company has moved its

office at Mannette, Vvis., to quarters in the Lewis

block. New switctiboards have been put m.

Ihe Rock County ielephone company will con-

struct a larmers' hne to h-merald Grove, via Johns-

town Center. Twenty farmers have signed con-

tracts for service, to last five years.

F. A. Hall has leased the telephone line between

Big Timber and Independence, Mont. He will im-

prove It and continue the hne to Livingston.

The Iowa Telephone company at i-ort Dodge,
Iowa, contemplates enlarging its office and rear-

ranging the equipment.
President E. II. Martin of the Martin Telephone

company, Webster Ciiy, Iowa, is having an auto-

mobile built for him. He proposes to use it in

inspecting the lines of the company.
A line between Malcom and bheridan, Iowa, is in

operation.
The Iowa Telephone company has completed an

extension to Morning Sun, Iowa.

A line has been completed from Central City to

Troy Mills, Iowa.
The Waushara Telephone company of Berlin,

Wis., has just completed an exchange for Wautoma,
W-is.

A new switchboard will be put in at once for the

exchange at Dunlap, Iowa.
The New State 'ielegraph and Telephone com-

pany has extended a line to Breda, Mount Carmel,

Maple River Junction, Arcadia, Glidden, Carroll and
Scranton.
The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company

of St. Paul has sent a check for $25 to the firemen's

rehef fund.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company
received a great many compliments on the expert

way in which the election returns were handled in

the Twin Cities. In Minneapolis, the company had
over 60 extra employes on wires receiving and trans-

mitting returns, bix hundred towns were furnished

with the information. Ihe St. Paul office had 65
extra employes at work, taking and tabulating re-

turns. Ine management has worked hard to perfect

the system of taking returns by telephone, and cer-

tainly scored a great success.

A local exchange has lately been established at

Harrington, Wash.
The L,edar Valley Telephone company of Water-

loo, Iowa, IS receiving materials for ttie construction

of its subway system.
The Blue nanh Valley Telephone Exchange com-

pany has been granted a franchise at Elmore, Minn.,
tor a local exchange.
The Wisconsin ielephone company is construct-

ing a long-distance line from La Crosse to Eau
Claire.

James T. Quinlan, manager of the Wisconsin Tele-

phone company's office at Madison, Wis., was clean-

ing a revolver, when the weapon was accidentally

discharged. 'Ihe bullet entered his side. His in-

juries are not serious.

The Wisconsin Telephone company will defer the
erection of the proposed new building at Oshkosh,
Wis,, until another season.
Four men, employes of the Wisconsin Telephone

company at OshKOsh, Wis., were recently arrested

on a charge of grand larceny of 500 pounds of wire
and lead pipe. The local management is inclined

to retrain irom prosecuting the men and believes

them to be innocent of wrong intention. The wire
was some that was secured when the company ab-

sorbed the Oshkosh Northwestern system. The
wire laid in the basement in a pile of rubbish for

some time, as useless. Finally the men sold it to a

junk shop, and it was sent to Milwaukee, where the
detectives got track of it and traced it back to the

sellers. The officials of the company at Milwaukee
felt inclined to make an example of the men, as

the company has suffered greatly from the depreda-
tions of wire thieves. The local officials have sent
an explanation of the case to the head office, and
hope that the men will not be prosecuted.
The Wisconsin Telephone company has completed

rebuilding its exchange at Bayfield, Wis,
The Nebraska Telephone company has extended

its wires to Eagle, Neb. R.

Ohio Notes,
At a meeting of the stockholders of the Millers-

burg, Wooster and OrrvilJe Telephone company,
held some days ago, the following-named directors
were chosen : George Adams, John E. Koch, M. M.
I-lorron, all of Millersburg; L. P. Oliher and J. R,
Zimmerman, Wooster; D. F. Griffith, Orrville; Frank
L, Beam, Columbus; Dwight E. Sapp and John M.
Ewalt, Mt. Vernon. The officers chosen are as fol-

lows : President, George Adams ; vice-president,
Frank L. Beam ; secretary, B. C. Sill ; treasurer,

John E. Koch; general manager, M. M. lierron.
The meeting was held at the office in Millersburg'.

Tiie Elyria Telephone company, Elyria, Ohio, has
declared a dividend of 1V2 per cent, on its stock.

This company now has 724 instruments in use.

It is reported that Judge B. M. Critchfield is ar-

ranging to build a telephone system at Johnstown,
Ohio, similar to the one he now has in operation at

Sun bury.
The case of Frank Robcckcr against the Columbiana

County Telephone company, brought in the courts at

Lisbon, has been dismissed. The plaintiff asked

$8,000 damages for an alleged injury, but it was
shown that the company was not in existence at the
time the man was hurt, the lines being the property
oi private individuals, who afterward transferred
then^ to the company.
The war between the Bell Telephone company and

the promoters of the Citizens' Telephone company
continues at Canton. The Bell people gave an en-
tertainment the last day of last month, when refresh-
ments were served and a literary programme pre-
sented.

The Star Telephone company has been granted a
franchise by the City Council of Mansfield, Ohio.
This makes three companies to operate in that city,

viz., the Bell, the United States and the Star.

The town council of Xenia, Ohio, has granted a

50-3'ear franchise to the Citizens' Telephone company
of that place.

W. D. Crawford, who has had the management
of the Central Union Telephone company's office at

Fostoria, has been transferred to a similar place

at Ashtabula.
In Common Pleas Court, at Canton, Judge Tay-

lor on Friday granted a temporary injunction against
the Columbiana County Telephone company, re-

straining it from constructing a plant in Alliance,
on the grounds that the ordinance giving the com-
pany a franchise had not been passed in the reg- -

ular way. It is likely that a new ordinance will

be prepared and placed before the council within
a short time. The company had commenced the
construction of the lines.

Miss Courtney McArter has been made manager
of the office of the Columbiana County Telephone
company at East Palestine, O. M. C.

Virginia and the Carollnas.
It is stated that the new Richmond (Va.) Tele-

phone company will likely inspire the fight against
the granting of a franchise to tne Bell company. A
memDer ot the new company states that its fran-
chise was obtained after tne Bell had been ordered
to vacate and that it was tacitly understood that the
Bell company would not be granted a franchise.

The Bell company will nevertheless ask for a fran-
chise in Richmond,

The South Carorllna Long-Distance Telephone
company, with a capital of half a million, has been
chartered at Columbia, S. C, by Samuel L. Miller

of that city and others. It is said to be the purpose
of the new company to control the Independent tele-

phone lines of the state.

The Wilson (.N. C.) and Carolina Telephone and
Telegraph company is still extending its system. The
company owns about 200 miles of toll lines at pres-

ent. Howard F. Jones is general manager.
The Albemarle (.N. C) Telephone company will

construct a telephone system at Albemarle. Sup-
plies have already been purchased.
The East Tennessee Telephone company, with an

exchange at Chattanooga, 'i enn., will extend its lines

into Georgia. The Cumberland Telephone company,
which has purchased the above lines, will make the

improvements and extensions. D. H. L.

Protective Measures in Kentucky.
The Independent telephone companies of Kentucky

have come to see the urgent necessity of making
some arrangements for a long-distance service that

will reach all the larger cities and towns of the state

and toward this end they are working now. V/hen

the Kentucky Telephone association was formed some
time ago, it was thought that the matter had been

gotten into such shape as to insure the success of the

proposition, but a short time after this the Paris

company sold out to the Bell people, thus breaking

the chain of towns that had been formed. It will

likely be necessary to establish another Independent

company in that city before a satisfactory arrange-

ment can now be made. To prevent another break of

this kind, however, the members have been asked to

sign an agreement that they will not sell to any

other company and 23 of the local companies have

agreed to this, as follows : Fayette of Lexington,

Cynthiana, Frankfort, Georgetown, Winchester, Old

Kentucky, Maysville, Crab Orchard, Lancaster, Som-
erset, Winchester and Lexington, Citizens' of New-
port, Louisville Home, Lawrenceburg, Floustonville,

Green River Valley, Nicholasville, Danville, Will-

iamstown, Owenton, Lebanon, Louisville, and Lex-

ington and Stanford. As soon as these towns are

connected lines will be run into cities of other states

and thus long-distance connections of importance

will be established. It is probable that Cincinnati

will be the first town outside of the state to be con-

nected with this system.

It is announced from Rome that the Italian gov-
ernment has established telephone wires along the

Italian Alps, with the object of connecting Rome
with Paris. On the Italian Alps alone tlie supports
for the line cost $150,000. Owing to the nature of

the country, great difficulties have been encountered,
but it is expected that the line will be in working
order by next summer.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
The Texas Telephone company of Brenham,

Texas, will increase its capital from $5,000 to $10,000.

The Bell Telephone company of Wheeling,
W. Va., will expend $50,000 in improvements.

The Tennessee River Telephone company has been
organized at Birchwood, Tenn., with B. L. Tolley,
president, and has commenced construction of its sys-
tem. T. J. Tolley has the contract.

The linemen, inside men and cable nten of the
Southwestern Telegraph and Telephone company
of Galveston, Texas, went on strike last week.
They demand an increased scale of wages. Recon-
struction of the telephone system has been sus-
pended. Manager Snetling says the scale demanded
is the same which has been paid there, with the
exception of inside men, who have heretofore re-
ceived $2.25 a day and who nov/ demand $3.

A reduced scale of telephone charges is shortly to
be introduced in London. Alternative methods of rat-
ing will be provided. In the one case a lump sum may
be paid annually for the inclusive use of the whole
metropolitan system. This rental will not be greater
than iio, and may be rather less. Twenty pounds
was formerly charged. The "toll service" will prob-
ably be the more popular plan. Under this method
the subscriber pays an initial sum—about £3—and
a penny for each call.

The Central Union Telephone company is to ab-
sorb the Iowa Telephone, company. Stockholders
of the latter corporation have agreed to exchange
their holdings for stock in the Central Union com-
pany. The total outstanding capital stock of the
Iowa company is $769,900; the majority of this is

owned by the American Telephone and Telegraph
company and the Central Union. The two compa-
nies were closely affiliated before, as both are con-
trolled by the Bell interests. The Iowa company has
$200,000 of bonds outstanding.

The proposition of the directors of the City and
Suburban ielegraph association of Cincinnati, Ohio,
to increase the capital stock of the company from
$2,500,000 to $4,000,000, has been practically unani-
mously ratified by the stockholders. The larger
proportion of the new stock will be issued as a
stock dividend on the basis of two shares for every
five held. This will require $990,000 worth of the
new stock. The balance will be held in the treasury.
It is stated that the rate of dividend will be reduced
with the increase of capital.

It is reported that Budapest has a news telephone
system which keeps its 6,000 subscribers supplied
with the latest news. The service has a main wire
16S miles in length, and it is connected with private
houses and various public resorts. From 7:30 in the
morning until 9:30 in the evening 28 editions of
news, it is said, are spoken into the transmitter by
10 men possessing loud, clear voices, working in

shifts of two. The news is classified and given in

accordance with a regular programme, and the serv-

ice has been eminently successful.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing

company of Chicago has purchased property, 75 by 156
feet, in Clinton street, south of Jackson boulevard,
from C. T. Yerkes. The amount named in the deed,

dated October 15th, is $19,000.

The Western Telephone Construction company,
Ch.cago, has secured the contract to .furnish the

Corsicana (Texas) Telephone company with a

1,200-capacity central-battery telephone equipment.
The Western company claims to have sold more
multiple, central-battery equipments during the last

six months than any other manufacturer. Owing
to greatly increased business this company has been
obliged to increase its factory floor space 10,000

square feet.

Elgin Adjustable Wrench.

Thu Elgin adjustable wrench, handled by the

Western Electric company of Chicago, is said to be

one of the handiest wrenches ever put on the market.

It is easily and accurately adjusted, and has an ex-

ceedingly wide range of usefulness. It will hold

ELGIN ADJUSTABLE WRENCH.

pipe, nipples, collars, rods, and square, hexagonal
or round nuts, making it almost indispensable to

blacksmiths, plumbers, gasfittcrs, engineers, electri-

cians, machinists and implement men. It is nicely

proportioned, well finished and fully nickel-plated,

and is made of steel with hardened jaws. It is seven

inches long and weighs 10 ounces. The accompany-
ing illustration gives a good idea of the construction

of the wrench.
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Electrical Booth at Madison Street
Fair.

During the recent carnival and street fair in

Madison, Wis., the electrical booth was by far the

most prominent building erected. The building,

which is illustrated herewith, was occupied jointly

by the Northern Electrical Manufacturing company,
the Electrical Supply company and the Standard
Telephone and Electric company, all of Madison.
The Madison Democrat of October 20th referred

to the electrical booth in particular as follows:

"The electrical building will long be remembered
for its beauty. It was built by the Standard Tele-
phone and Electric company, which occupied the

north wing, the Northern Electrical Manufacturing
company, the center of the building, and the Elec-

trical Supply company, the south w-ing. The North-
ern .companj' furnished the motor that supplied

power to a generator, from which was obtained cur-

Systems and Apparatus for Light and
Power Distribution.'

By C. p. Steinmetz.

Part II.

Where the main station is near the center of dis-

tribution and continuous current supplied therefrom,
either a converter sub-station may be located in

the main generating station, or all or a number of

the generators built as double-current machines, that

is, machines producing alternating, as well as con-
tinuous, current.

Double-current generators are limited to those

sizes and speeds and number of poles, where simul-

taneously a good alternating and a good continu-

ous-current generator can be designed. Thus, in

most cases, they are not feasible for anything above
25 cycles.

Exhibit of Standard Telephone and Electric Company.

ELECTRICftL BOOTH AT MADISON STREET FAIR.

rent lor lighting the 265 incandescent and the two
arc lamps that were used for the booth."
An accompanying illustration shows the exhibit

of the Standard Telephone and Electric company.
Tile apparatus exhibited included the company's
new style of switchboard, its popular cabinet set,

several different styles of wall and portable telephone

instruments and a full line of general apparatus.

The exhibit of the three companies, it is said, was
more instructive and entertaining, because of its

practical and electrical interests, than any other of

the many fine exhibits made by the local merchants.

The Standard company was awarded a bronze medal
for its exhibit at the Paris Exposition.

Crown Rail Bond.

The accompanying illustration shows the Crown
rail bond manufactured by the Washburn & Moen
department of the American Steel and Wire com-
pany. Simplicity of application is one of the fea-

tures accounting largely for the assertion made by

the company that more Crown bonds are in use on
electric roads than bonds of all other patterns com-
bined. The adoption of this bond for electric rail-

ways is becoming widespread, as the economy
effected on the score of labor alone for every single

mile of bonding is an item of considerable impor-
tance, greatly reducing the actual cost of construc-

tion, as the work of applying the bond is all done
on one side of the rail, only one man being required

to handle and properly attach the bond. The com-
pany says that the copper of which these bonds are

made is of standard conductivity. The bonds are

CROWN RAIL BOND.

furnished in every style, solid or flexible, for bond-

ing over or under the fishplates, under the rails or

for cross-bonding. The company will be glad to

extend the services of its expert electrical engineer

to facilitate by suggestions the settlement of all

questions regarding bonding, line wire and feeders,

whether aerial, underground or submarine, and for

other electrical work for lighting and power plants.

A booklet on Crown bonds will be forwarded upon
application to the American Steel and Wire com-
pany, at either the Worcester, New York or Chicago

office. ^^__^^^__

In a letter to the street-railway commission re-

cently G. E. Clark of South Chicago proposed the

removal of street-railway tracks from the public

thoroughfares. He suggests that the city lay broad.

fiat tracks, level with the surface of the street, which

should be paved with asphalt or some better mate-

rial, and that all vehicles for carrying passengers

be licensed, the fees to be used to keep he streets

in repair. Mr. Clark's plan would base the license

on the weight and carrying capacity of the vehicle.

They require step-up transformers.
As a rule, if not a very large part of the power

is used immediately as continuous current, ordinary
alternators are preferable.

The double-current generator is specially suited in

a system of supply from a number of continuous-
current stations, of which one predominates in size

and economy of operation. By thus installing dou-
ble-current generators in this station, they can be
used during the peak of the load to supply con-
tinuous current, while during light load the smaller
stations may be altogether shut down and power
supplied to them from the double-current generators,
thereby maintaining more constant load on the main
static n.

In such cases inverted converters can be used
also to change the continuous-current power to al-

ternating, for transmission.
When operating rotary converters inverted, that is,

changing from continuous to alternating current,
precautions* have to be taken to keep them from
racing. In the inverted converter, as in the con-
tinuous-current motor, the speed depends upon the

field strength. Lagging current, however, demag-
netizes the field, and thus, if in an inverted converter
the current begins to lag (as, for instance, by start-

ing a converter from it^, its speed increases, and
may increase so rapidly that it cannot be controlled
by the field rheostat.

Obviously, when running in multiple with alter-

nating-current generators, this danger does not exist,

but the inverted converter speed is held by the
generator, provided the latter is large enough not
to be accelerated by the inverted converter.

While similar to the converters in their

appearance, the double-current gener-
ators differ essentially therefrom in their

^ internal constants. In the double-current
generator alternating and continuous
current flow in the same direction and
the armature reaction and consequent
field distortion are due to the sum of the
two currents. Thus, the cross-section
of the armature conductor must be large

and the armature reaction moderate. In the con-
verter the actual armature current is the difference

Ijctween alternating and- continuous current, and
the armature reactions neutralize: thus a very small
conductor section is used to secure best commuta-
tion and very high nominal armature reaction to

secure high output and stability. A double-current
generator used as converter is more liable to hunt-
ing and a converter as double-current generator to

sparking and heating.

It is essential, for the efficiency and reliability of

operation of such a system, to choose the simplest

possible arrangement and the least number of trans-

formations of povver. Wherever, therefore, the sub-

station can be reached with 6,000 or 10,000 volts, a

direct generation of the transmission voltage is

preferable to the use of the step-up transformers.

The 6.000 or 10,000-volt generatcr is just as reliable

and efficient as a low-voltage machine.
One important feature to be considered in the

design of the generating station is, nowhere to bring

the total power, or even a very large part of it, close

together. Thus, the cables leading from the gener-

ators to the Dus-bars and the feeders issuing from

j-tt
°"^"''^''* should be separated in a number of

different conduits as far apart from each other as
possible. We must consider that at the voltages
and powers existing in such stations a short-circuit
in a cable is liable to destroy or short-circuit any
cable within 10 feet distance, or more. In a lesser
degree the same applies to the sub-station.

i he high-voltage conductors, bus-bars, etc., should
preferably be kept away from the operating switch-
board altogether, the instruments supplied by trans-
formers, and all switches operated by relays to se-
cure safety to life.

'

A further important feature, in stations where the
power IS transmitted by cables, is the protection
against excessive rise ot voltage, as caused by res-
onance phenomena in making and breaking circuit,
etc., the more as insufficient protection of the cable
usually does not make itselt felt immediately, but
shows as a rapid deterioration of the cable, break-
downs beginning to occur after some months and
then appearing with increasing frequency.
Where overhead lines and cables are used in the

same system, lightning protection must be provided
wherever a cable joins an overhead line, and every
such place constitutes a weak point of the system.
In the consumer's circuits the power is used:
(A) As continuous-current, three-wire system with

about 250 volts between the outside conductors for
the central part of the distribution.

(B; As alternating current for outlying districts
and pioneer work.

CC; As constant current, either continuous or al-
ternating, for series arc lighting.

(.a; io change the inree-pnase power received
from the generating station to 250-volt, constant-
potential, continuous current, the rotary converter
IS the most suitaDle apparatus. It requires step-
down transiormers. in ine chain of generator, trans-
mission line, translornier ana converter, the' trans-
lormer is the weakest link regarding overload ca-
pacity, since at overloads the temperature 01 tne
iransiormer rises at a much laster rate than m the
converter or the generator, in all these apparatus
the losses consist of two pans—a constant loss,
practically inaependent 01 tne load, as hysteresis,
iriction, shunt-held excitation, and a loss increasing
with the square 01 the load: i-i< in the mam con-
ductors and brushes. Obviously, where the latter
loss IS small and the mam conductors so imbedded
in the iron as to transier their heat rapidly thereto,
as in the converter, and to a somewhat lesser extent
111 the generator, the temperature rises quite slowly
with the load, Deing rather proportional to the total
loss in the apparatus, in the iransionner, however,
the conductois must, ot necessity, be massed to-
gether and separated Iroin the iron, so that the
temperature ot the coil is more independent ot that
ot the iron. That means that at douuie load, where
the loss m the conductor is lour times as large, the
temperature rise will be very much greater than in
the converter for instance, where at double load
the temperature rise may be increased oniy 30 per
cent., or even less. Since, in emergencies, an over-
loading may not always be avoidauie, especially in
a system where the hrst consideration is to main-
tain the service under all conditions, it appears to me
advisable to select the transtormer capacity very
liberally. Eor the same reason I preier air-blast
.transiormers for this class of work, since the air
as expansive fluid reaches everywhere, and, there-
tore, the liability to local healing is small, while
with oil as cooling medium, due to the sluggishness
of the oil stream, pockets may be formed in which
the oil does not properly circulate, and a destructive
local rise of temperature is liable to occur.

It is desirable to give each converter unit a
separate bank of transiormers, since when operating
several converters from the same transformers, a
pulsating cross-current flows between them, if the
position of the brushes is not very carefully adjusted,
and causes sparking and heating.
The simplest, and thus the most reliable, arrange-

ment, is to consider the converter and its trans-
formers as one piece of apparatus, put in and out
of service together, and connect converter and
transformers permanently together on the low-po-
tential side by conductors of the least possible
le.igth. With the heavy low-voltage alternating cur-
rents in these conductors, self-induction and mutual
induction easily become formidable with any greater
lengths of conductors. The only case where the
possibility of transferring any converter to any
translormer would be of advantage is, if one con-
verter and a transformer of another converter are
disabled simultaneously. It appears to me by far
preferable, however, in this rather improbable case,
to heavily overload the remaining units than to go
to the excessive complication inherent to a transfer
device.

The convertor unit can consist either of two ma-
chines of 125 volts, connected between neutral and
outside conductors on the three-wire system or of one
250-volt machine. The former has the disadvantage to
commutate the current twice, but the advantage to
establish and maintain thfe neutral. It is usual in
continuous-current generating stations, where face-
commutator machines are used, since this type of
machine lends itselt best to 125-voIt construction.
For the rotary converter, however, 250 volts is far

preferable to 125 volts, since it requires to com-
mutate only half as much current, and gives a better
machine regarding commutation, efficiency, etc.

Thus, 250-volt converters are preferable, and are
more economical also regarding space.
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In case of their use, the neutral can be fed:

(a) From a pair of 125-voit machines or an
equahzer set, that is, two 125-volt machmes on the

same shaft, connected in series across the circuit.

(b) From the storage battery where used.

In either of these cases the voltages of the two
sides of the system are independent of each other,

that is, can be made unequal, if desired.

(c^ From a pair of alternating compensators con-

nected to a rotary converter, in this case the two
voltages are necessarily equal, and thus to produce
a ditierence, a booster is required in the neutral,

which may be driven by the converter.

(dj A continuous-current converter. This is a

250-volt commutating machine, connected across the

outside mains, but supplied with two pairs of col-

lector rings, connected with equidistant points of

the armature. Two compensators, or auto-trans-

formers, are connected between these collector rings

and joined with their common center to the neutral.

Here the two voltages are equal also, and thus a

booster desirable, which may be driven by the con-

tinuous-current converter.

The continuous-current converter, in some fea-

tures, as the absence of armature reaction, the in-

creased output, etc., shows a similarity with the

synchronous rotary converter, except that the syn-

chronous feature is absent.

The disadvantage of case (a) is that two 125-

volt machines must always be maintained in opera-

tion. The disadvantage of (b) is that with any
noticeable unbalancing of the system the two halves

of storage battery are charged and discharged un-
equally. The disadvantage of (c) is that always at

least one converter with compensator and booster

must be maintained in operation. The disadvantage

of (d) is the use of an additional machine. Thus
which arrangement is chosen, depends rather on the

conditions ot the individual case.

Since with the change of load the bus-bar voltage

of the sub-station is varied, the voltage on the con-

verter commutator must be varied, by varying the

alternating impressed voltage. This can be done
either by varying the ratio of transformation of the

step-down transtormers, or by the insertion of po-
tential regulators.

The ratio of transformation of the step-down trans-

formers is varied by cutting out primary turns by
a dial switch attached to the transformer. This ar-

rangement, necessarily, is a step-by-step method, but

sufficiently close for almost all purposes, except, per-

haps, for slightly shifting the load from one con-

verter to another. It has, however, the disadvan-

tages that, when the converter voltage is high, a

part of the transformer winding is unused. The
potential regulator of the induction type consists

of a three-phase transformer with movable sec-

ondary, the primary being connected in shunt, the

seconaary in series to the circuit. By the motion
of the secondary, the phase relation of the secondary
voltage is varied so as to change from additive to

subtractive. The induction regulator gives a per-

fectly gradual variation of voltage and has the great

advantage of affording, by its self-induction, a liex-

ible connection between converter and generator.

This is very desirable.

In a converter or synchronous-motor circuit, we
have two independent electromotive forces, that of

the generator and that of the converter, connected
in parallel, and thus, if these electromotive forces

are not exactly corresponding to each other, a cross-

current flows between the two machines, which is

limited only by the self-induction of the circuit.

Thus, self-induction is necessary and essential in a
synchronous motor or converter circuit. Step-down
transformers and converter armature ol¥er some
self-induction, which, with proper care and control

of the field excitation, may be sufficient, but the re-

liability of operation is greatly increased by the
insertion of an additional self-induction, as that af-

forded by the induction regulator.

The induction regulator, however, is considerably
more expensive than the step-by-step control of the

dial transformer.
A storage battery may be used in the converter

sub-station with the same advantage as in a con-
tinuous-current generating station. Since the stor-

age battery must be able to discharge at the highest
voltage required in the system, and the charging
voltage is from 20 to 25 per cent, above the discharge
voltage, it follows that, if the storage battery shall

be charged directly from the converter, an additional
margin of voltage of 25 per cent, must be provided
in the latter. This is extremely undesirable, since
it brings the range of voltage variation outside ol

that which conveniently can be covered by an in-

duction regulator, requires the converters and trans-

formers to be 25 per cent, larger, and, what is the
most important feature, requires such changes in the
constants of the converter, which make it in every
way a less desirable machine, especially regarding
hunting and efficiency. That is, a converter in-

tended to operate anywhere between 220 and 320
volts cannot be made as good and reliable a machine
as one intended to cover only the range from 220
10 270 volts, for instance.

Therefore, it is preferable to charge the battery
through a scries booster, which may be driven by
the converter. In this case, however, the booster
may also be used in the discharge of the battery,
Ihe end cells and the trouble and complications
caused by them entirely avoided.
As the preferable way of installing the storage

battery appears to me, to connect permanently in
scries as many cells as give the mean bus-bar volt-
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age at open circuit, and connect it to the system
through a series booster. In charging, the series

booster adds to the station voltage the increase re-
quired to give the charging voltage. In discharg-
ing it adds to the battery voltage the amount re-
quired to bring it up to the bus-bar voltage. In
either case the booster is generator.

(B) The second class of work done by a sub-sta-
tion is alternating-current supply to outlying dis-
tricts.

While in some places alternating supply will al-

ways remain preferable, in others the ultimate de-
velopment is toward continuous current, by small
transformers supplying individual customers, larger
transformers on secondary circuits supplying several
adjacent customers, a secondary network with large
transformers, a system of three-wire mains, first fed
by large transformers, then by feeders from a con-
verter sub-station \vith continuous current.
The preferable alternating system thus is one per-

mitting the operation of a three-wire system, that is,

either a single-phase system or a quarter-phase sys-
tem with common return. The unbalancing inherent
to the latter is usually not objectionable, since long
before the drop in the mains becomes serious, the
change to continuous current occurs.
Where the frequency of the generating station is

60 cycles, step-down transformers are all that is re-

quired, changing from three phase to quarter phase,
where the probability of a future change to con-
tinuous current exists. Otherwise, either a four-
wire, three-phase distribution, or a system of three-
wire, single-phase lighting, with three-phase power,
is preferable, as simpler and more efficient.

With 25-cycle generation, motor-generators or
frequency converters are needed.
With motor-generators, per one-kilowatt output,

two kilowatts of machinery is required, with fre-

quency converters only one kilowatt, of which a
part, however, is of a more expensive type. In the
latter case, just as in the rotary converter, the sec-
ondary voltage is proportional to the primary, so
that, to vary the voltage, potential regulators are
needed. Obviously, the frequency converter when
changing from 25 to 62.5 cycles, for instance, at the
same time can convert from three phase to quarter
phase or single phase. An induction regulator in the
primary controls the whole system, or individual
secondary feeders are controlled by separate poten-
tial regulators, preferably of the magneto type.

(C) For series arc lighting either constant alter-

nating or constant continuous current can be used.
With the 60-cycle generating system, alternating arc
lighting supplied by constant-current transformer,
or equivalent apparatus, is decidedly preferable in

simplicity and efficiency.

With a 25-cycle generating station, series arc light-

ing can be done:
(i) From arc machines driven by synchronous or

induction motors. This arrangement has the ad-
vantage to require power and current only pro-
portional to the load, but since the number of arcs

which can be carried by one machine is Hmited in

large stations, a considerable number of machines
is needed, and the space economy of the arrange-
ment is rather low.

(2) Constant-current transformers and rectifiers

may be used. This arrangement is somewhat more
efficient, but the light-load and even full-load power
factor is low. At no load just as much current is

required as at full load and the arrangement thus
undesirable wherever the circuits cannot be oper-
ated always at fair load. Like in the first case, a
considerable number of individual apparatus are re-

quired, which, however, ,take less space.

(3) The series arc lighting can be put on the al-

ternating system, that is, the frequency converter or
motor-generator, and operated by constant-current
transformers. With the enclosed-arc lamp, the al-

ternating arc lighting has become very satisfactory.

The objections are the low power factor and appar-
ent efficiency at light load.

(4) Series arc lighting can be done by alternating
current from a special motor-driven, constant-cur-
rent alternator. The advantage of using an alter-

nating arc machine is that, instead of many smaller
machines, one large machine unit can be used, feed-
ing a number of arc-light circuits over series trans-

formers. In this case, also, arc circuits of different

voltage and different current can be operated from
the same machine.

In this system low-voltage, indoor illumination
can be provided by operating in series with trans-

formers feeding high-voltage circuits of many lamps,
other transformers feeding only one or a few lamps,
at safe potential.

By using separate constant-current, alternating

machines of large capacity, the objection to the low
power factor of alternating arc lighting disappears,
and a higher frequency can be chosen, which has
some advantages for arc lighting.
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64,109,818. The companies have stock outstanding
lor $12,143,448, and bonds outstanding for $10,592,-
800.

The following table shows the capitalization, earn-
ings and travel on the electric roads of Connecticut
for the fiscal year ended June 30th last, as compared
with 1899:

HT-, . 'Q"^- ^899.
Miles operated 496 492 .

Stock issued 812,143.448 812.715,948
Bonds issued io,592,Soo 10.608,800
^o/V^g^debt.... a4i.909 1.341.431
iotal debt per mile 47,570 55.730
Cost of constructii-n 29.371,166 20,999,858
Cost of equipineat 2,550.757 2,564,967
Gross earnings 3.297.405 3.040,887
Operating expenses 2,031,407 1.919,378
Net earnings 1,265,998 1,121,509
Dividends 322,800 471.470
'^^i'^^^ .; 174.91Z 150,277

iratnc statistics

:

Car miles 15,964,168 14,603,905
Passengers carried 64,109,818 59,084,702
Passengers per car mile 4.02 4.00
Number of employes 2,100 2,465

Electric Railways in Connecticut.
Official statistics show that there are in the state

of Connecticut, in operation, 27 street railways, of

which, however, 18 arc owned and controlled by
four corporations. During the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1900, mileage increased from 492 to 496
miles, as compared with the year before. Gross
earnings for the year increased from $3,040,887 to

$3,297,405; net earnings from $1,121,508 to $1,265,998,
and dividends decreased from $471,470 to $322,800.
Passengers carried increased from 59.084,702 to

Electricity and Steam on the New Eng-
land Roads.

By George E. Walsh.

The rivalry between the electric railways and
steam railroads is probably greater in New England
than elsewhere, and the developments of the two
systems of motive power have been unusually

marked this year. Relations of transportation com-
panies in Massachusetts are not only becoming de-

cidedly complicated, but in many instances very

strained, and the ultimate outcome of the question

is one that is watched with concern by both parties.

For instance, some of the electric railways of Massa-
chusetts have applied for, and received, the right

to carry baggage, merchandise, and even the United
States mails. It is true that these roads do not, as a

rule, parallel any steam road, and they run in a part

of the country not touched by the latter, but they

have succeeded in entering the wedge that the rail-

road corporations have steadily fought against.

On the other hand, the big steam railroads have
entered the electrical field, and it may be only a

question of time before they will apply for special

charters to operate railways by electricity in the

streets of towns and cities. Heretofore they have
installed only their regular lines or branches and
have not attempted to run in direct opposition to

the electric railways. The New Haven road to-day

operates more electric mileage than any other steam

road in the country. Altogether, there are 45 miles

of electric roads operated by this corporation, and

preparations are being rapidly completed for in-

creasing this mileage. The New Haven and Derby
road, connecting these two points with Bridgeport,

will be equipped with electricity and in operation

within the coming year, and this will add many more
miles to that now in operation. The company is

building a large power plant, capable of producing

3,000 horsepower, at New Haven. The new road,

which will be in operation by early spring, will be

equipped with the third-rail system in preference to

the overhead trolley, and the present steam loco-

motives will be taken ofi' to make room for the

motor cars.

This action is said to be due to the progressive

policy of the different electric roads along the coast

between these points, all of which have been combin-
ing into one. This renews the old question, whether

there is any conflict between the steam roads and
electric railways, or whether mutual interests will

cause harmony to prevail between them. In Massa-
chusetts and Rhode Island the New Haven road
has conditions confronting it that are similar to

those noted in Connecticut. A new electric line is

now in the process of construction between Provi-

dence and Fall River, which will cause some re-

newed attempts to direct traffic away from the steam
roads to the electric. The Boston and Albany rail-

road ha? for years been troubled by new electric

lines starting up along its route, and it has been
expected all along that the latter road would soon
have to run its circuit line in Boston's suburbs by
electricity. Now it is announced that the Boston
and Albany will build an electric line from Concord
to Nashua.
The remarkable growth of electric railways in New

England in the last few years has completely rev-

olutionized transportation conditions, and to-day

it is a problem with railroad men whether the union
of the transportation companies, electric and steam,

will not be the ultimate solution of the whole matter.

It is believed by many that the electric and steam-
railroad interests are practically identical, and that

they must combine in the end.

In the battle between the roads operated by steam
and electricity, the latter have been the more progres-
sive, and they have encroached upon the preserves
of the former, until something had to be done to

rctnliatc. This encroachment has been the most per-
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sistent in New England. The electric roads have
constantly petitioned for legislation to permit them
to parallel the steam roads, and they are urgent in

demanding the same rights as the steam roads in

carrying passengers, baggage, freight, general mer-
chandise and the mails. In Massachusetts the Leg-
islature has repeatedly refused to grant these peti-

tions to roads that would come into direct rivalry

to steam roads. But the granting of the rights to

man}- electric railways that run in parts of the coun-

try remote from the steam roads shows that the

change has already progressed far. The last Legis-

lature of Massachusetts granted important changes

in this respect, and rights such as above were given

to the Interstate Consolidated railway, the Plymouth
and Sandwich, the Norton and Taunton, the Palmer
and Monson, the Lowell, Acton and Maynard, and

the Gardner. Westminister and Fitchburg railways.

In all of these, except the Lowell, Acton and May-
nard, which was incorporated with these privileges

in its charter, the rights were granted to the com-
panies through an additional clause in their charters.

These roads, to all intents and purposes, enter into

the full rights and operating powers of the steam

railroads, and they practically pre-empt the field

for all steam roads in their particular districts.

That the competition must continue until an acute

stage is reached, is evident from the testimony

of the Massachusetts railroad commissioners, who
will report in their next returns from street railways

a total mileage of 1,900 miles. When it is remem-
bered that in 1894 there were only about 600 miles

of electric roads in Massachusetts, the rapid growth
and spread of this form of railway can be appreciated.

So difficult and constant are the problems presented

in that state between the conflicting roads that the

commissioners have adopted as discriminating terms

the words "railway" and "railroad." The former is

alwaj^s applied to electric roads and the lattc to

steam roads, and in this way there is no confounding

of the two in a report.

The multitude of electric railways has also caused

the appointment of a special inspector by the com-
missioners. The duties of this fourth inspector is

to look solely after the railway brid9:es, roadbeds,

curves and general system. Heretofore, there have

been only four inspectors to look after the state's

railroads, but now the special inspector has his

duties mapped out for him in keeping a close watch

on the electric lines.

Reports are current that the Standard Oil com-
pany is spending its money freelv in buying up the

electric railways along the New England coast, but

whether this is true or not. there are plenty of signs

manifest that capital is flowing their way freely.

It probably matters little where this capital comes
from, so long as it is being invested in railways,

whose future must inevitably have a great effect upon
the profits of the New Haven or other steam rail-

roads running through the same territory. It is the

opinion of Colonel N. H. Heft, chief of the electrical

department of th<r New Haven road, that electricity

can be used on the main through lines of the big

roads as easily and as cheaply as steam, and that it is

the economical and valuable motive power for these

roads in the future. Colonel Heft further predicted

at the International Railway Congress in Paris the

use of electricity in greater and greater degree on
all the main lines of the steam roads covering

crowded districts.

Use of Electricity in Announcing Elec-
tion Returns.

Elaborate arrangements were made in Chicago to

publish the election returns broadcast to the public
and to private parties. The American Telephone
and Telegraph company, operating long-distance
telephone lines throughout the country, centered its

election returns in New York city, where they were
edited and condensed into bulletins and sent out to
the various cities.

The Chicago Telephone company received these
bulletins at its main office, whence they were dis-

tributed to the different exchanges, and from there
to more than 2.500 subscribers, who had requested
the service. About 200 extra employes were put on
to assist in the work. At each exchange were sev-
eral readers, whose duty it was to give out the news
as received. Twenty or more subscribers were put
on the same circuit, the ordinary telephone service

for which, except for emergency calls, was dis-

continued for the time. It was estimated that sev-

eral thousand people were served in this manner.
A number of private telephone parties were held,

where the telephone bulletins were read to the
guests. This service was given gratuitously by the
telephone company, and was so well organized that

bulletins were sent to hundred of clubs and houses
within one minute after their receipt.

In New York city the telephone company followed
the same plan, and similar arrangements were car-

ried out by the Central Union Telephone company
in the West, giving returns to such patrons through-
out the country as had subscribed for the service,

and displaying by stereopticon from the principal
exchanges bulletins to the public.

Th two telegraph companies were well prepared
for the rush of news. Many special wires were
placed and returns posted in prominent places in the
city. All the leading clubs, hotels and theaters were
served by private wires. The Postal Telegraph com-
pany supplied news by wire in more than 200 stores,

residences and offices. The Western Union company
received less demand for its services than four years
ago, due, probably, to the better telephone equip-
ment. About 500 extra telegraph operators were
employed in Chicago. All the Illinois reports were
centered here, edited, and sent out. The number of
points in the city at which returns were given out
through the two telegraph companies and the Chi-
cago Telephone company was 5,730.
The Chicago Record displayed the general result

of the contest from the top of the Masonic Temple
by a large projector searchlight, mounted for the
purpose, under the direction of T. G. Crawford of
the General Electric company. It had been an-
nounced that McKinley's election would be signaled
by a steady horizontal sweep of light from left to
right and right to left, while if Bryan were suc-
cessful the beam was to be swung in a circle around
the horizon, with a vertical up-and-down motion.
As long as the result was in doubt the agreed signal
was a steadv, vertical ray. Many watchers through-
out Cook County thus received their first news of
the result.

CORRESPONDENCE.
London Letter,

London, October 30.—It cannot be said that the
Metropolitan and District Railway companies have
shown precipitation in deciding to substitute
electricity for steam upon their systems. Experi-
ments began many months ago on a section of the
line at Kensington, and were fairly successful. Yet
the reform has only advanced so far that firms are
invited to submit tenders for the new installation

by December ist. There are some obvious diffi-

culties in the way of instituting electric traction on
the old underground railway; one is that several of
the trunk lines have running powers over the sys-
tem, and run a regular service. We can scarcely
hope that the London and Northwestern, for exam-
ple, will shut off its steam when it arrives at Wil-
lesden. and take to electricity and cleanliness. But
even if only the majority of trains which travel

around the circle of inner London are driven by
electricity, that noisome sewer will be appreciably
sweeter.

Some most interesting demonstrations of the
various applications of the wonderful develop-
ment of the means of illumination by electricity'

were given at the offices of the ElectrJr Liehting
Boards, on Wednesdav of last week. The device
nrovides a means by which electric glow lamns may
bo mounted in any desired position without the use
of lamo sockets, etc. Ordinary incandescent lamos
are used, but their terminals, instead of being of. the
usual form, consist of two sharp spikes about half
nri inch lonq: and nearlv the same distance apart.

The "board" has a speciallv orepared surface, i^to

which these spikes can easilv be pushed. Below the
surface p number of conductors, composed of bnn-
rlles of fine copper wire, suitablv insulated, are laid

in such a way that when anv adjacent pair of them
are in contact with the spikes the circuit is com-
pleted, and the lamp illuminated. These conductors
are so arranged that the lamps mav practically be
placed at any point of the board, the only precau-
tion it is necessary to observe being to keep the
spikes at right angles to the direction of the con-
ductors. The boards can be made of any desired
shape, from a large square to a narrow strip an inch
or so wide, and they can be made flexible, if desired.

But in every' form, provided connection is made
with a source of electric energy, a lamp lights im-
mediately its spikes are pushed into the prepared
surTace. Various applications are suggested for the
system. For instance, a theater provided with a

large "board" can exhibit any desired notice in in-

candescent lamps and change the announcement at

any time and as often as is wanted by merely put-
ting in the lamps in new positions. Again, in ordi-

nary houses, a strip of the prepared surface let in

along a dado molding would enable connection to

be made to standard or reading lamps in any part
of the room, or the system might be effectively em-
ployed for the decoration of a dining room with
small glow lamps. The makers say that the insula-

tion of the arrangement is perfect, and that short-
circuiting or internal arcing between the conductors
within the board is not in the least to be feared.

The cry is, still more foreign plant for England.
The Metropolitan Electric Supply company of Lon-
don is about to erect what is said to be the largest

installation of polyphase motor generators in the
world, the estimated output being 9.000 horsepower.
The plant and machinery for this installation are

being made at Charleroi, In France. At the Cau-
very River, not far from the famous gold fields of

Mysore, the first electrical power-transmission plant
from natural waterpower In India will shortly be
established. I hear the electrical plant will be sup-
plied bv the General Electric companv of Schenec-
tadv. N. Y , the hvdraulic plant by Escher, Wyss
& Co. of Zurich. These are only a few instances
where work is being executed bv aliens. Yet many
Eneh'sh manufacturers resent what they call "news-
paper sermons" on their shortcomings; but how

can they complain when the sermons are illustrated
by texts like these?
The fifty-eighth half-yearly meeting of the Cuba

Submarine Telegraph company was 'held last week.
Mr. C. Parish presided, and stated that the traffic

receipts for the first half of this year amounted to
$65,885. and showed a falling off of nearly $25,000
as compared with the first six months of 1899. This
serious reduction he had, at previous meetings,
warned the shareholders to expect, as they were
bound to lose the exceptional amount of business
which the revolution and the war in Cuba gave rise
to. Moreover, they had suffered from the low rates
which competition had forced on them. The ac-
counts showed that $40,870 for repairs to cables
damaged durins: the Spanish-American war was still

outstanding. He had no definite news to give re-
garding this claim, or of the company's concessions
and general position in regard to the government
of the United States. The negotiations which the
British ambassador was carr^'ing on, on the com-
pany's behalf, with the United States, were still pro-
ceeding. It ^vas very hard that the company should
not be paid the subsidy due for the coast cables,
and the board would be much disappointed if this

matter were not settled before long. The report
was adopted, and the proposed dividends, at the rate
of 10 per cent, on the preferred and of five per cent,

on the ordinary stock, were sanctioned.
"The Limitations of Municipal Trading" was the

subject set down for the consideration of the
members of the National Liberal Club's political

and economic circle, at the conclusion of its

forty-first dinner. There was a good attendance,
but. unfortunately. Lord Avebury. who was an-
nounced to preside, was confined within dnors
bv an attack of la grippe. Mr. Henry Wilson,
who occupied the chair in Lord Aveburv's
abspnce. remarked that his lordship's Inf-prest in the
subject was so keen that he fplt Impelled to com-
mit to writinsr thf^ views to wh'ch he Intpndpd eiv-
ing expression. The chairman acrorrUnclv read
these tvpewri*"tt=n "utterances." His lordship, in the
first plsce. chiillenffed the accuracv of statistical in-

form:^fion. which attributed to municipal tradinsr. as

a whole, profits In fai^or of the rateoavers, and fon-
tend^rl that Inral authorities had nnite enoncrh to

do without embarking^ In commerrial transactlnrjs.

He obiprtpd. moreover, to munirit)al debt^ b^inj?
irtrreased bv these p"tprpr'sps, and to nninlclpalitlps

belnof involved in labor disputes. Another obipc-
tion he offered was that unllm.Ited municlnal tradlnc^

would be a serious cherk to oroeress and discover-
ies. a"d that, without the st'muUis to economy and
attention charactpn'ctlc to private enterprises, there
would be a posslbllitv. not to sav certaintv. of mu-
nicipal sen-i^e cost in ar more than private enter-
rrise, Mr Emile G^rcke. mpmbpr Institution of

Electrical Enelrippfs. In an exhaustive pao'=*r. arsrned

that It w^R a delusion and a fraud to maVe rate-

pavers believe that municipal trading yielrf^d them a

profit. W. H. B.

New York Notes.
New York, November 10.—Sufficient progress has

now been made on the section of the P..apid Transit
tunnel in Elm street, between Houston and Bleecker
streets, to enable workmen to begin the construction
of the pipe gallery on the east side. Laborers began
laying the cement foundation for this gallery last week
and it is expected that the gas and water pipes will

be removed to it some time this month, thus open-
ing the way for excavating the center of the road-
way. Chief Engineer Parsons of the Rapid Transit
subway has decided to station three inspectors at

Egypt, Pa., during the continuance of Rapid Transit
work here, to examine and certify to the quality
of cement to be furnished by a concern there
for tunnel work in this city. Six million half-

pound bags of cement will be required for the
subway in New York. To test cement thor-
oughly requires 28 days, and the plan to test

before delivery will obviate the possibility of

a large consignment being rejected after delivery
and the danger of delay in the subway work. Large
bins of cement will be kept on storage at Egypt.
and consignments will be certified to by a lead mono-
gram seal, specially made. Mr. Parsons has not
yet decided to recommend that the subway route
along- Forty-second street, between Fourth avenue
and Broadway, be changed. He said, however,
that he had drafted provisional alternative plans
for that section, as he had for other sections for

which construction contracts had not yet been
awarded.
At the last meeting of the Brooklyn Women's

Health Protective association means were discussed
for promoting the passage of a bill to compel the
street-railway lines to provide vestibules for the
protection of their motormen during the cold
weather.
The Crocker-Wheeler Electric company recently

desired a pulley which could run with a rim speed of

9.000 feet (or nearly two miles) a minute. This meant
750 revolutions a minute for a 46^/^-inch wheel. This
pulley was built with a wooden rim. but with Iron

arms and hub. A duplicate wheel was run on a

bursting test up to a rim speed of 28,800 feet,

or about SV2 miles a minute. This is probably
the highest speed at which a pulley of standard con-
struction for ordinary service has ever been run.

An interesting paper on the "Taxation of Street-

railroad Franchises" was read before the Municipal
Club of Brooklyn last month by Mr. T. S. Williams,
vice-president of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit com-
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pany. That company, the paper states, paid to the city

and state on an average ^2,900 every day last year in

taxes, or $1 for every $3.62 which went to stock and
bondholders. This meant the carrying of 483,600 cash

passengers daily to yield sufficient profit to pay the

company's taxes. The Brooklyn Transit company is

thus the largest taxpayer in the borough, and, with

three or four exceptions, the largest taxpayer in

Greater New York. The sum of $700,000 a year is

paid in purely franchise taxes; for the privilege of

carrying the people across the Brooklyn bridge with-

out extra fare $170,000 was paid; for car licenses and
percentages to the city over $30,000 was paid.

Mr. Williams showed that, in addition to city rev-

enues from direct taxation of the company, large

receipts should also be credited by reason of the

increased taxable valuations which have followed

the railroad extensions, voluntary reduction of fare,

distribution of millions of dollars for wages and
supplies, etc. By the bridge service alone $2,700-

000 is saved to the people each year. M. L. G.

From the Buckeye State.

Columbus, Ohio, November 10.—The Millcreek

Valley Street Railway company of Cincinnati has

awarded the contract for its new power house and
car barn which are to be built at Hartwell. They
will cost $25,000, and the machinery is to be in

position by February ist. The buildings will be of

brick. The generators will be furnished by the

General Electric company, and the boilers by Mc-
intosh, Seymour & Co.

The engines and machinery for the power plant

of the Dayton, Urbana and Springfield company's
power plant at Glen Echo, to operate the Springfield

and Urbana branch, have arrived and will be put in

position shortly.

A new lime company which will build a factory

at Rushsylvania, Logan County, has planned to have
an electric railway built to carry the marl from where
it is secured to the factory. Some of the interested

parties are Andrew Amcrine, Fostoria; James E.

Roberts, Dayton, and Brugler Bros., Big Springs.

At a meeting held in Cleveland a few days ago
the stockholders of the Western Ohio Electric

Railway company chose the following-named offi-

cers: President. A. E. Akins, Cleveland: vice-presi-

dent, A. R. Nutt, Akron; second vice-president,

L. J. Wolfe, Cleveland; treasurer. M. J. Men-
delbaum. Cleveland; secretary, Jacob Mayer, Cleve-

land. Will Christy of Akron is a member of the

construction committee. The company is building

a line from Lima to Wapakoneta, a distance of 32

miles.

The Salem Electric Railway company, Salem,

Ohio, is repairing its tracks and putting them in

good shape.
It is stated that Dr. L. E. Niles of Springfield

has secured the necessary capital to form a large

company for the manufacture of the telegraphic fire-

alarm system invented by L. G. Wooley of Kenton.
This system was tested on a line between Columbus
and Springfield some time ago and proved a success.

Herbert A. Evans of Columbus has accepted a

position as manas:er of a large electric-light plant

at San Antonio. Texas, at a salary of $1,800 a year.

General Manager Fisher of the Columbus. Lon-
don and Springfield Railroad company is in the

East buying equipment for his line. The company
will have the road in operation by the holidays, if

possible.

At a meeting of Bowling Green men at Toledo
a few days ago the plan of connecting several of the

larger northern Ohio towns with an electric-rail-

way system was discussed. The basis of the plan

seems to be to build a line from Woodville to Bryan,

crossing the Bowling Green line and connecting
with the Toledo. Fremont and Norwalk line, and
thus connect with both. Several other towns will

also be connected up if this plan is carried out.

L. C. Cole and Captain Black of Bowling Green
and S. M. Heller of Napoleon were present at the

meeting.
The Dayton and Maysville Electric Railway com-

pany has filed notice with the secretary of state

of a change of name to the Cincinnati. Dayton and
Mavsville Electric Railway company. The purposes
of the company, as stated in the first papers of cor-

poration, were amended in such a manner that it

will be allowed to build a line from a point in its

orieinal line in Warren Countv to Cincinnati.

The Columbus. London and Springfield Railway
company has given notice to the secretary of state

that it has increasrd its capital stock from Jt.ooo.ooo

to Sr.'^oo.ooo. J. S. Harshman of Springfi'^ld is the
nresident of the company, and Emm^tt Tompkins,
just elected to Congress, from the Columbus dis-

Irirt, is the secretarv.

The track of th<^ Ohio J?iv^r electric line has bpcn
finished from Middlcport. Ohio, to Racine, and it

is report*^d that cars will be running over the line

from Middlcnort to Syracuse within a few davs.

The Columbus. Lima and Northwestern Railway
company was incorporated rccentlv. to build nither
:• steam or electric road from Columbus to Lima.
Th-*- rnpital stock is placed at Sto.ooo.

A few davs ago the commissioners of Franklin
County revoked the franchise granted the Columbus
and Lancaster Traction company some time back, be-
cause the promoters had not complied with the terms
of the contract in beginning their work at the time
atfreod. A new company, known as the Columbus,
Winchester and Lancaster Traction company, at once
applied for a franchise over practically the same line.

The old company fought the action of the commis-

sioners and took the matter to Common Pleas Court,
where an injunction was granted, preventing the

commissioners from granting a franchise to any
other company. Thomas Simonds and some other

Columbus men have been watching this opportunity
for some time in order to get a franchise for an-
other road, but it seems rather doubtful whether they
will get it now since the matter has been taken to

court.

It is reported that the Cleveland and Eastern
Railway company is making a determined effort to

get control of the stock of the Chagrin Falls Electric

Railway company in order to prevent competition
from the Chagrin Falls and Eastern Railway com-
pany, which is building a line from Chagrin Fall.'i to

Middlefield, the terminus of the lines of the Cleve-
land and Eastern railroad. The majority of the
stock of the new company is in the hands of the
stockholders of the parent company and they assert

that both lines are safe from schemes on the part

of any other company and that there is no possi-

bility of the road passing into the hands of com-
petitors. The line from Chagrin Falls to Middle-
field is almost completed.
A mortgage for $650,000, given to the Finance

company of Philadelphia by the Cincinnati and
Miami Valley Traction company, has been released.'

The lines of this company now belong to the South-
ern Ohio Traction company.
Judge Lamson has granted a perpetual injunction

against the consuinmation of the contract between the

city of Cleveland and the company which was to fur-

nish the new police-signal system, on the ground that

the investigation recently made there tended to show
that the arrangement was made by corrupt methods.
The electric railroads in Lorain County have been

valued as follows for the purpose of taxation:

Lorain Street railway, $62,270; Cleveland, Berea and
Elyria, $56,277.90; Lorain County railway, $26,080.

The last two lines now compose a portion of the

Cleveland, Elyria and Western system.

The commissioners of Pickaway County have
granted a franchise to the Chillicothe, Mt. Sterling

and Columbus Electric Railway company for two
routes through the county. The Columbus and
Southern' Traction company has also asked for a

franchise through the county.
The Tipp City Building company of Tippecanoe

City has donated a tract of land near that place for

the power station, car barns and shops of the Dayton
and Troy Traction company. The right-of-way has
nearly all been secured and work is progressing on
the bridges and roadbed.
The power house of the Findlay, Fostoria and To-

ledo Electric Railway company will be located at

Findlay, where a site has been secured. About one
mile of the roadbed has been graded.
The Cincinnati, Lawrenceburg and Aurora Electric

Railway company has placed a theater car in service

on its lines to run on Tuesday, Thursday and Satur-

day evenings.
Corporation Counsel Hunt of Cincinnati has re-

quested that an injunction suit be filed against the

Cincinnati Edison Electric company to prevent the

laying of underground conduits for which the board
of public service issued a permit some time ago.

Lee D. Fisher, mechanical engineer of the Colum-
bus, London and Springfield Railway company, and
Miss Lillian Udell of St. Louis were married at

the home of the bride, last Wednesday. Both are

very prominent young people. The groom is the son

of H. A. Fisher, general manager of the electric road.

The Columbus and Southern- Electric Railway
company has secured rights-of-way over most of the

route from Chillicothe to Columbus. It is said the

road will cost $1,500,000. A power house
will be built either at Circleville or Ashyille.

Bids for the construction of the road will be received

up to November 22d-

The Warren Electric and Specialty company.
Warren. Ohio, has decided to increase the capital

stock of the company from $100,000 to $200,000.

It is said that the town of Barberton. Ohio, will

shortly make a new contract for lighting the streets.

The Akron and Cuyahoga Falls Rapid Transit com-
pany has been furnishing the lights.

The offices of the Cincinnati Edison Electric com-
pany have been moved from the plant to the new
building erected by the company on Government
Square.
Hon. Randall Montgomery is to be the manager

of the electrical interests at Youngstown which
were recently acquired by New York and Chicago
capitalists. It is said that negotiations for the

Mahoning Valley Electric Railway company's prop-

erty are off.

The Lorain Steel company has been given an order

for the rails to be used by the Youngstown-Shnron
Street Railway company on the Hue between Hub-
bard and Sharon. They are to be 94-pound girder

rails. O. M. C.

The disagreement between the city of Wilming-
ton, N. C, and the Wilmington Gas Light company,
relative to the electric lighting of the city, has
about been settled. The suspended payments to the
company have been ordered paid on the signing of
the contract by the president of the company.
At the last meeting of the board of directors of

the Roanoke (Va.) Street Railway company held
October 31st, J. B. Fishburne was elected president
and E. L. Stone, treasurer.

The Bristol Belt Line Railway company is tearing
up its tracks in Bristol. Va., as a result of a refusal
to pave the car lines on certain streets, according to
the provisions of the franchise. The company has
accordingly abandoned these streets.

Herman G. Smith of the Southern Electric Equip-
ment company of Norfolk, Va., has filed a petition in

bankruptcy. The failure is for $6,894.16.

D. H. L.

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa, Ont., November 10.—W. T. Steward, elec-

trical engineer, says in a communication to the
mayor of Toronto, Ont., that if the Board of Con-
trol will postpone the letting of the street-lighting
contracts for the city for the space of two weeks, he
will engage to "bring in Americans representing
several millions of dollars of capital who will make
a proposition to light your streets at a saving of

from $40,000 to $45,000 per annum over and above
any proposition heretofore made to the city." The
city of Vancouver, Mr. Steward states, is saving
$12,000 annually in its street-lighting bill as the re-

sult of having acted upon his proposition, and he
exhibits a recommendation from the mayor of Van-
couver corroborating this statement.

. Th-Q report is current in Toronto, Ont., that ne-
gotiations are nearing completion for the amalgama-
tion of the Canada Cycle and Motor company and
the National Cycle and Automobile company, the
two companies recently formed by the amalgamation
of several Canadian cycle and motor companies.
Such an amalgamation as the one now projected
would practically control the whole Canadian cycle
business. The report is not denied by officials of the
two companies concerned. The Canada Cycle and
Motor company is capitalized at $2,500,000 and the
National Cycle and Automobile company at $2,000,-

000.

James Ross, vice-president of the Montreal Elec-
tric Street Railway company, has just returned from
a two months' visit to England. Seven years ago
Mr. Ross, along with a number of other American
and Canadian capitalists, became largely interested
in the street-railway system in Birmingham. Eng-
land. For years they have been endeavoring to
induce the municipal authorities of Birmingham to
allow them to introduce an electric trolley system
in that city. It was only a few ftionths ago that
this permission was secured, and Mr. Ross states

that the first part of the new electric line will be
opened for traffic about the first of thp coming year.
The various cities in Great Britain. Mr. Ross says.

are gradually adopting the electric-tramwav svs-
tem. though many of the most congested districts

of London are not at all adapted to surface electric

tramwavs. The new underground electric railway
in London, known as the London Central. Mr. Ross
declares to be an unnualified success under the
management of Granville C. Cun'nino^ham. who is

well known in Montreal in connection with the
management of that city's street railwav.

A. V. W.

Southern Develoonrtents.

Charlotte, N. C. November 10.—Judge J. L.

Haucr of Cleveland. Ohio, is interested in a new
electric line which may be constructed between Rich-
mond and Petersburg, Va. It is understood that

Judge Haucr has an option on the old Richmond
and Pclersburtr Electric Railway company.
The lights of Bcrklev, Va., are now furnished by

the Norfolk (Va.) Street Railway and Electric

Light company. The old Bcrklev Electric plant hfis

been abandoned. The Berkley Street Car company
will begin running its electric cars to Maney Point
on December ist.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, November 10.—The Sioux City Trac-
tion company of Sioux City, Iowa, plans the erec-
tion of a large new car barn.
The Electric Light and Power company of Osh-

kosh. Wis., has applied for an extension of its fran-
chise for 21 years.

The Electric. Water and Telephone company of

Marshfield, Wis., has put in new machinery and
will increase its lighting capacity 200 per cent.

The street-car system of Winona, Minn., will put
a lo-minute service schedule in effect, beginning
November 15th.

The eiectric-light system of Northfield, Minn., now
operates all night.

Heavy floods caused the river at Sparta, Wis.,
to overflow and flooded the electric-light station.

The town was without light for two days.
Fairbanks, Morse & Co. secured the contract to

furnish and install a power and lighting plant for

the county asylum at Eau Claire. Wis.
The local paper at Nicollet, Minn., urges that a

dynamo be installed in the power house of the water
station, and the streets lighted by electricity.

John Schneering secured a verdict at Dubuque.
Iowa, against the Dubuque Street Railway com-
pany for damages incurred by one of the defendant's
cars running into him. The judgment is for $1,270.

The Adel Mill company has completed the electric-

light plant, and is now furnishing street lighting

for Adel, Iowa.
The Street Railway company of St. Paul has

agreed to give better service on the Grand Avenue
line. Patrons of the line have been complaining and
demandhig better service for some time.

A council committee at Dcs Moines, Iowa, will

look into the matter of the street-railway company's
taxes, which have not been paid for three years.

A number of" acridcnt<; have hindered the com-
pletion of the St. Paul Gas Light company's new
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power plant at Somerset, Wis. After the flume had
been repaired from the leaks, the bed of the river

just below the dam began to wash out. The water
had to be turned into the flume to prevent the dam
being" undermined. The full force of the water in

the flume on the steel pipe leading to the power
house was so great that the pipe burst. This com-
pelled the shutting^ off of the power and closing down
the machinery for repairs.

E. J. Cave has bought the franchise and plant of

the electric-light company at Baldwin, Wis. He
proposes to improve and extend the system.

The Missouri River Power company is a new
company' which has been formed to succeed the

power company operating the plant at Canyon Ferry,

near Helena, Mont. Additional capital has been se-

cured, and ncAv machinery will be put in to increase

the power from 4,000 to 6,000 horsepower. A pole

line is under construction to Butte, 66 miles, and
power will be transmitted there, to the smelters

and other industries.

The J. J. Bennett Power and Lighting company
of Hastings, Neb., has secured the contract to in-

stall an electric-lighting system for Madison, Neb.,
at $5,100.

The Bluff City Electric and Gas company of Coun-
* cil Bluffs, Iowa, will secure power from Omaha un-

til it can secure the new machinery necessary for

lighting the streets of Council Bluffs. The Bluff

City company is a new concern w'hich has absorbed
the old gas and electric company's wires and poles.

The La Crosse (Wis.) Street Railway company
is having a home concern build a 32-foot car, as an
experiment, to ascertain if the work can be done at

home as cheaply as elsewhere. If it can be done,

the company will have other cars built in La Crosse.

The Electric and Water company of Little Falls,

Minn., has got the new incandescent-light machine
in place and operating, and is again in position to

furnish incandescent lighting.

Commissioner Montgomery of Fargo, N. D., has
held that the evidence on which the Mexican gov-
ernment asked that Frank E. Carmody be held on a

charge of embezzling from the General Electric com-
pany of the City of Mexico, is insufhcientj and Car-
mody has been discharged from custody. He had
been in jail for nearly two months.
The Benton Power and Traction company'' of St.

Cloud, Minn., has transierred all its tranchises and
privileges to C A. Vvheelock. ihe power house has
lately been deeded to Mr. Wheelock. The plant has
been put in operation and the Benton company is

now furnishing power for its own cars, instead of

securing it Irom the gas and electric company. The
latter has been carrymg a heavy load in turnishing
street-railwa}' power and also furnishing commercial
power. It IS understood the new owners of the
Benton company have plenty of capital behind them
and will be able to extend and improve the system.
The voters of Council Bluffs, Iowa, have ratified

the award of a franchise to the Bluff City Electric

Light and Gas company, by a vote of 660 for the
proposition and 5,09 against it. But little interest

was taken in the matter and there was but a fifth

of the normal vote out.

John S. McGroarty of Philadelphia and James P.

Gleason of Seattle have applied to the council of

Port Angeles, Wash., for a tranchise for an electric-

light, telephone and waterworks system.

The Big Fork Electric company is surveying a

new route for the proposed pole line into Kalispell,

Mont
O. C. F. Sorenson is an applicant for a franchise

to install an electric-light plant for Kasson, Minn.
The Electric Light company of Muscatine, Iowa,

is erecting a new brick power station.

The Edison Electric Light company of Des
Moines, Iowa, has started work on a subway system
for its wires

The members of the Electric Light and Power
Commission of Marquette, Mich., leel very much
pleased over the fact that the Lake Shore Iron
Works of that city has replaced its steam engine
with two large electric motors, which will hereafter

furnish power.
The Twin City Rapid Transit company has in-

formed the city officials of Stillwater, Minn., that

the company has no desire to antagonize the Still-

water people by fighting the proceedings to annul
the company's franchise. The company says the

line to South Stillwater cannot be built until spring.

The Edison Light company of Des Moines, Iowa,
has absorbed the plants of the Capital City and
Thomson-Houston Electric Light companies, and
the light will hereafter be furnished from the sta-

tion of the former. New and improved machinery
will be put in to meet the increased demand, and
it is said that rates will be reduced about 20 per
cent. Owing to the extensive changes necessary
to effect the centralization of the power plants, it

will take until about May ist to have a single power
plant for the consolidated system.

The city of Billings, Mont., has contracted with
the Billings Water Power company for 50 arc lights

at $80 per annum each. At present the city pays
^2,400 per annum for 20 lights.

J. M. Frink, W. H. White, George F. Meacham
and E. F. Tremper were granted a franchise last

February for a street-car line to City Park, in Seat-

tle, Wash. They announce that they will build the

line at once.
The Triumph Electric company secured the con-

tract to furnish an electric-light plant lOr Thief
River Falls, Minn., at $3.i75-

The Ripon. Dartford and Green Lake Traction

and Light company has filed articles to operate a
street railway between the towns in the corporate
name, and also to operate a Hght plant. The capital
stock is $100,000.

The Seattle Electric company will extend its Hue
in Ballard, Wash., beyond the City Hall, and will

establish a freight depot there, as there is a large
amount of traffic between Seattle and Ballard. The
line has been changed and improved in a number
of ways between Seattle and Ballard.
The employes of the Butte Street Railway com-

pany, Butte, Mont., have received an advance of

16 2-3 per cent, in their wages.
A. K. Ware has become the principal stockholder

of the Light, Heat and Power company of North-
field, Minn., and will hereafter be the manager of
the plant.

Mr. Dixon has bought the electric-light plant at

Coon Rapids, Iowa, and will put it in first-class

condition.

James McNaught, formerly general counsel for the
Northern Pacific railroad. State Treasurer T. E.

Collins of Montana and J. R. Plavens are the pro-
jectors of an electric railroad through a rich mining
country between Great Falls and Billings, Mont.,
200 miles. Articles of incorporation have been pre-
pared, placing the capital stock at $4,000,000, and
the New York Trust company of New York is said

to have guaranteed the placing of the bonds. Pre-
liminary field work has been begun. Electric power
houses will be constructed on the Missouri and
Yellowstone rivers.

The mayor of Neepawa, Man., has issued a state-

ment showing the cost of the municipal light plant,

$23,000, and its earnings, $3,680. The revenues cover
operating expenses, but do not cover the interest

and depreciation.
The Fox River Valley Electric Railway company

has absorbed the local street-railway and lighting
systems at Appleton, Wis. Steps will be taken at

once to erect a temporary power house in Appleton
to furnish city lighting and to operate the street-

car system and furnish power for the interurban line.

In the spring a large power house will be built

to furnish power for the Appleton-Neenah line, the

Kaukauna extension, the local car and lighting sys-
tem.

The electric-lighting system at Albert Lea, Minn ,

is to be rebuilt throughout at a cost of $20,000.

Evans, Almirall & Co. of Chicago have the con-
tract for the work.

Charles A. Cahill, chief engineer of the Sioux
City (Iowa) Traction company, has resigned, to take
a position with the General Electric company of

Milwaukee. The Sioux City branch of the National
Association of Stationary Engineers presented Mr.
Cahill a handsome gold watch.
Pewaukee, Wis., contemplates putting in a mu-

nicipal lighting plant. R.

PERSONAL.
Marcus Daly, the Montana "copper king," died

on November 12th at the Hotel Netherlands, in

New York city.

P. A. B. Widener of Philadelphia, who is well

known for his large holdings in electrical securities,

is expected to be a candidate for United States sen-

ator in Pennsylvania.

Frederick H. Tubbs, district superintendent of

the Western Union Telegraph company in Chicago,
who has been ill with a severe five-week attack of

pneumonia, is recovering.

G. O. Perkins, at one time manager of the United
Press at Chicago, 111., and of late manager of the

Postal Telegraph-cable company at El Paso, Texas,
has been appointed superintendent of telegraph of

the Mexican Central railroad, with headquarters at

the City of Mexico, Mexico.

William R. HoUigan, who has been connected
with the Western Union Telegraph company as chief

operator for the last 15 years, is about to assume
the management of the Chicago offices of the Postal
Telegraph-cable company, taking the place of F. H.
Houston, who has been acting manager since June
1st.

The New York correspondent of the Chicago
Times-Herald is authority for the statement that

Frank Jarvis Patten, "inventor of the multiplex-tele-

graph system, w^hich was purchased by the Western
Union Telegraph company, and of the gyroscope,
used on ocean vessels for giving the position of the

ship in midocean," died suddenly in that city on
November 12th.

Thomas A. Edison, an old-time telegrapher, as

everybody knows, assisted in receiving election re-

turns at the Orange Club in Prospect street, East
Orange, N. J,, last week, just to keep his hand in,

as he remarked. He not only took messages as

they came over the Western Union wire, but also

sent a message at the same time that he was
transcribing one that was being received.

L. B. Still well, formerly electrical diiector of

the Niagara Falls Power company, and now in

charge of the elctrtcal installation work of the

Manhattan Railway company, has been appointed
electrical director of the Rapid Transit Subway
Constr'iction company of New York. He will have
charge of everything pertaining to the electrical

equipment and construction of the Rapid Transit

railroad, and has already entered upon his duties.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Weston, Ore., is to have an electric-light plant

with a capacity of 600 i6-candlepower incandescent
lamps.

An electric-light plant will soon be erected at
Monroeville, Ind., and bids for its construction are
now being received.

The electric-light plant of Cottage Grove, Ore.,
owned by A. Nelson, was destroyed by fire recently.
The loss was $3,000.

The Lawrence Heat, Light and Power company
of Newcastle, Pa., has been incorporated, with a
capital stock of $10,000.

The Board of PuMic Works of St. Paul, Minn.,
favors the erection and equipment of a municipal
lighting plant for that city.

J. E. Wooten and M. B. Johnson have been
granted a franchise for the construction of an elec-
tric-light plant in Danville, Ark.

T. T. Huey, mayor of Bessemer, Ala., wants esti-
mates on the approximate cost of an electric-light
plant for a city of 10,000 inhabitants.

The Canadian General Electric company is putting
in a 500-light plant for the village of Sunderland,
Ont., and ^ 2,000-light plant at Southampton, Ont.

The Kilbourn (Wis.) Machine company has been
granted a franchise for electric Ughts, and within a
short time Kilbourn will be lighted by electricity.

The contract for erecting and establishing an elec-
tric-light plant for Madison, Neb., has been let to
the J. J. Bennett Power and Lighting company of
Hastings, Neb.

The Briar Cliff Manor Light and Power company
of Ossining, Westchester County, N. Y., has been
incorporated for $25,000, by J. D. Baldwin, F. A.
Hill and others.

The Alt. Gilead (Ohio) Water, Light, Heat and
Power company has been incorporated by E. Mans-
field, J. C. Fish, W. H. Myers and B. F. Long. The
capital stock is $60,000.

The Turtle Creek Electric Light, Heat and Power
company of Turtle Creek, Pa., has been incorpo-
rated, with $500 capital stock, by R. W. Williams,
C. B. Wilson, W. F. Kimmick and J. W. Johnson.

The Merchants' Electric Light, Heat and Power
company of York, Pa., has been formed, with $750,-
000 capital stock, and an electric-light plant will

soon be built. Charles H. Bear is at the head of

the movement.

The Southern Electric Light company will build
a plant at Navasota, Texas, to operate 25 1,000-

candlepower arc and 2,000 . i6-candlepower incan-
descent lights. W. H. Freeman of Rosebud, Texas,
should be addressed.

The Lexington (Ky.) Railway company will make
improvements at its power house, including the
installation of an engine and dynamo, with a ca-

pacity of 3,000 lights. E. C. Hathaway is the gen-
eral manager of the company.

The plant of the Citizens' Electric Light and
Power company of Houston, Texas, will shortly un-
dergo considerable improvement. An order has been
issued by Judge D. E. Bryant, authorizing the re-

ceiver oi the company to purchase $60,000 worth of

equipment.

An extension of the lighting stations of Chicago
v.'ill be asked for by City Electrician Ellicott in his

estimate for the 1901 appropriation for his depart-

ment. He will also ask for sufficient, money to ex-

tend the fire-alarm and police-signal system. His
estimates for 1901 show an increase of $351,724.66
over last year. The total amount asked is $1,422,-

415, as against $1,070,689.34 for last year.

The eighth half-yearly report of tiie Brisbane
Electric Supply company of Queensland, Australia,

has recently been issued over the signature of E. J.

Holmes, chairman. The report states that the posi-

tion of the company has considerably improved
during the half year and that the business is still

expanding. A new station has reduced the cost

of operation nearly one-half. The output for fhe

half year was 125,000 kilowatt-hours, the revenue
for the same period from all sources being £2,933.

The Westchester Lighting company was incorpo-
rated in Albany, N. Y., on November 5th, with a cap-
ital of $2,500,000, to furnish gas and electricity for

lighting purposes in New York city, \ onkers. New
Rochelle and Mount Vernon, and in the towns and
villages of Westchester County. The principal office

of the company will be in Port Chester, N. Y. The
directors are Charles W. Squires, Charles H. Wer-
ner, Richard F. McKiniry, Nathan D. Daball, M. J.

Warner and Reginald H. Giles of New York, Louis
B. Grant, Charles M. Heminway and Henry A. Ken-
worthy of Brooklyn.

In the thickly populated districts of Poplar, Brom-
ley and Bow of East London, gas lights are rapidly

being supplanted by large arc lamps. The light is

to be supplied to the inhabitants at such a low
price that it will be cheaper for the working classes

to use electricity for lighting purposes. The Hght
is to be installed in the dwellings free of cost to the

residents. The tariff for light consumption will be

six cents, eight cents and 10 cents per unit, while

for motive power electricity will be supplied at the
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purely nominal costs of three cents and six cents

per unit. The present cost of the gas is 68 cents

per 1,000 feet, and as about live units of electricity

IS equivalent to 1,000 feet of gas, there is a consid-

erable difference between the cost of the gas and
the electricity. When the installation has been com-
pleted, 65 miles of streets will be lighted by the elec-

tric lamps, and the houses corresponding to the

same area of streets will be in a position to avail

themselves of the electric light. The installation has

cost about $500,000.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Grand Rapids (Mich.) Railway company has

commenced the erection of a brick power house

to cost $46,000.

The work of rebuilding the Valley street railway

of Sharon, Pa., has been commenced. The improve-

ments will cost $100,000.

A strike among the street-car employes of Pensa-

cola, Fla., was called recently because, the company
refused to allow motormen to use stools.

The Syracuse and Oneida Lake Electric Railway
company has broken ground tor its proposed trolley

Ime between Syracuse and South Hay, on Oneida
Lake, N. Y.

The Chattanooga (Tenn.) Rapid Transit company
is negotiating tor the right-of-way of the old broad-
gauge railway up Looicout Mountain for the pur-

pose of building an electric railway thereon.

The Western Ohio Electric Railway company
has recently been incorporated with $1,000,000 capi-

tal stock. The company will soon begin to build

a line from Lima to Wapakoneta and bt. Marys.

The Lexington Railway company has decided to

build a brancn of its sysiem to a park, which is to

be established in the suburbs ot L-exmgton, Ky.
R. L. Williams of Richmond is president of ttie

company.

A charter has been granted to the East Bangor
(Maine) and Portland Street Railway company, with
a capital stock of $12,000. The company wiU build

a street railway between Bangor and Portland, a

distance of 10 miles.

The Hamilton (Ont.) Grimsby and Beamsville
Electric Railway company is making plans to extend
its line to St. Catharines, Niagara and Niagara-on-
the-Lake, and to issue bonds not exceeding $10,000
per mile of the whole line.

Messrs. P. M. O'Brien, T. F. Deegan and Cap-
tain JrLiggins, capitalists of Elkton, Md., have suu-
scnbed lor the whole of the capital stock ot the

Cherry Hill, Elkton and Chesapeake City Electric

railway, and construction of the road will soon begin.

The Chicago Union Traction company has placed
in service on its West Side trolley lines 55 large

vestibuled cars. They are 30 feet in length with one-
third of the room set apart for smokers. Thirty
more cars of similar design will be added as rapidly

as they can be built.

A Newark (N. ].} trolley car carrying several

tons of sand collided with a South Tenth street car
on November 8th. The passenger car was turned
completely around and thrown into the gutter. Both
motormen were injured, one fatally. No passen-
gers were on the cars.

The Lackawanna and Wyoming Valley Rapid
Transit company was lately incorporated at Trenton,
N. J., with $2,850,000 capital stock. The company
is authorized to equip and operate railroads. The
incorporators are E. H. Hansell, G. H. Martin and

_ . laetl, all of Camden, N. J.

The borough of Metuchen, N. J., has, after long
delay, granted to the Raritan Traction company of

Perth Amboy, N. j., permission to run through its

territory. The line is to be built along the New
Brunswick turnpike, from the Raritan township line.

The fare from Perth Amboy is to be 10 cents.

At the recent annual meeting of the stockholders
of the Concord (N. H.) and Montreal Railroad com-
pany it was voted to authorize the building of a
branch from Concord to Hudson, to be operated
by electricity, and to issue bonds for the construc-
tion to an amount not to exceed $1,000,000.

The ordinance committee of the City Council of

Newport News, Va., will recommend favorable ac-

tion on the request of the Hampton Roads Railway
and Electric company for a franchise. A lo-cent

fare to Old Point Comfort is asked for by the coun-
cil, which the new company declares impossible.

The Concord and Clinton Street Railway company
has been incorporated in Massachusetts with $60,-

000 capital stock. The line is to commence near the

postoffice in Maynard, and extend through May-
nard, Acton and Concord, to a point near Monu-
ment square in the latter town, a distance of 6V2
miles.

The Cuba company has been organized in Pliila-

dclphia, with a capital stock of $20,000,000, to secure
options on and operate all liorse and trolley lines

in Cuba, as well as the sugar plantations in the

island. The promoters of the company are: Sir

William and R. B. Van Home of Montreal, Canada,
William L, Elkins and Thomas Dolan of Phil'idel-

phia, R. A. C. Smith, president of the Cuba Mail
Steamship company. Percival Farquhar of New

York, and Dr. T. W. Shephard and M. L. Evans
of Montreal.

The Jackson (Mich.) street railway was sold at

auction recently to W. A. Boland, representing the
Michigan Traction company. J. D. Hawks, presi-

dent of the Detroit and Ann Arbor Electric Rail-

way company, C. D. Bcebe of Syracuse, N. Y., and
others, were among the bidders. The price paid
was $153,500.

The roof of a street car in Evanston, 111., caught
fire one night recently', from defective wiring, and
caused a panic among the passengers. Fortunately
no one was seriously hurt, although several were
trampled upon. One woman fainted in the excite-

ment. The flames were easily extinguished by a

bucket brigade.

The Indiana and Ohio Traction company has
been incorporated at Indianapolis, Ind.. with $750,-
000 capital stock, to build an electric road to con-
nect the cities of Marion, Huntington and Fort
Wayne in Indiana, and Hicksville in Ohio. The
directors are J. H. Simonson, P. R. Smith, J. D.
Olds and J. W. White.

The Toledo Interurban Railway company of To-
ledo, Ohio, has been incorporated, with $100,000 cap-
ital stock, by G. Williams, C. L. Reynolds, S. D.
Carr and G. D. Palmer. The company will build a
road running from Toledo northwest, through Lu-
cas, Fulton and Williams counties, crossing the state

line in Williams County.

The Charlottesville and University of Virginia
Electric Light and Gas company, the Consolidated
Ice and Electric company, the Charlottesville City

and Suburban Railway company and the Jefiferson

I'ark Hotel company have consolidated and now
compose the Charlottesville City and Suburban Rail-

way company of Charlottesville, Va.

The Junction City Electric Railway, Light and
Ice company of Junction City, Kan., has been
incorporated, with $100,000. The company intends

to construct an electric railway from Junction City

to Fort Riley, and also to operate an electric-light

plant. The directors are S. W. Pierce, W. W. Cook,

J. K. Wright, F. E. Tyler, C. K. Raber and J. Hum-
phrey.

Articles of incorporation were issued at Charles-
ton, W. Va., recently, to the Wheeling Traction
company, having a capital stock of $10,000. The in-

corporators are A. M. Snyder, F. A. Henry and
A. R. Manning, all of Cleveland, Ohio. The com-
pany proposes to> construct a street railway from
Wheeling to Bridgeport, Bellaire and other towns
in Ohio.

The Chicago City Railway company is about to

do away with trailer cars, substituting for them 50
new closed motor cars and adopting a new schedule

of running time. The change does away with the

switching of trailers from the Wentworth avenue
line at Washington street, and saves considerable

time. It is expected thus to give a more satisfactory

service to residents on the South Side.

The car sheds and electric plant of the Norfolk
Railway and Lighting company, in HuntersviUe, a

suburb of Norfolk, Va., were destroyed by fire on
November lOth. Fifty-two cars and the electrical ma-
chinery were destroyed. The loss is estimated at

$150,000, covered by insurance. The street-car sys-

tem was badly crippled. A fuse from a car in the

barn is supposed to have started the fire.

The local stock exchange of Washington, D. C,
has listed the bonds of the Washington Traction

and Electric company. The brokers have for some
time desired to deal in these bonds, but it was
locally understood that the traction company did

not desire to have them listed. The amount of the

issue is $13,000,000. Sixty-five was bid and 66 asked

on the first day the bonds were listed.

The Oklahoma Telephone and Railway company
has been incorporated to build an electric railway

from Tecumseh, Okla., to the town of Coalgate,

I. T., passing through the towns of Pauls Valley,

Roff and Stonewall. The estimated length is 125

miles, and the cost will be $500,000. The electric

plant for this road will furnish light for the towns
on its lines. The capital stock is $1,000,000.

The Richmond (Va.) Passenger Railway and
Power company recently reduced the fare on one
of its lines to three cents and the reduction was
profitable to the company. It is expected that the

fares will be reduced soon on the Main street line

to three tickets for 10 cents. It is thought probable

that the Richmond Traction company will meet
the cut and put its lines on the three-cent basis.

A Grand avenue motor car of St. Louis was en-

tirely consumed by fire on November loth, and sev-

eral women and children who were passengers in the

car had narrow escapes from death. Many were
injured as they sought to escape the fire, which
spread with great speed. The car was reduced to

ashes before the firemen could reach it. The fire

originated, apparently, from the blowing of a fuse

under the front platform.

Articles of organization have been tiled with the

secretary of state by W. C. Lawrence and C. C.

Pierce of Chicago and A. L. Hutchinson, W. H.

Weed and E. li. Jones of Weyauwega, Wis., for

forming a corporation to be known as the Wisconsin
Miflland Railway company. The present capital

stock is $25,000, and the objecl of (he company is tn

build an electric-railway line from Berlin to New
London, Wis., via Weyauwega, and from Poysippi
to Wautoma, via Pine River.

A company by the name of the Athens (Ohio;,
NelsonviJle and Hocking Valley Traction company
has been incorporated, under the laws ot Ohio, with
a capital ot $100,000. this company has been organ-
ized tor the purpose of constructing an electric road
from Athens to NelsonviUe, then to Murray City,
the terminus of the road, 'ihe line will be 35 miles
in length. The incorporators are Harley Pi. Han-
ing, Pienry W. Kaiser, Elmer C. Biddison, Robert
E. Kliiig, T. A. Selz, S. R. Pine and H. C. Haning.
The estimated cost of the line will be $600,000.

The third-rail system of the New York, New
Haven and Harttord railroad, between Hantord and
iiristol, has proved so successtul that the line is

to be extended to Waterbury m a few months.
President J- M. Hall says that eventually some sys-
tem ot the third rail may be adopted tor the main
hne of the consolidated road. Within a montfi the
Warren and Bristol division of the New Haven
road will be run by the trolley system for passenger
trafhc. The third-rail system was not deemed prac-
tical for this division, owing to the many shore
towns along the route, and to the fact that tne third

*

rail might prove dangerous to persons crossing the
tracks.

A. bill for an accounting of the finances of the
Seattle fraction company has been hied in the
Superior Court ot Chicago. The Seattle Electric
Kailway and Power company was organized in
i8go, giving the Illinois trust and Savings Bank
a trust deea, which was supposed to cover all the
real and personal property ot the company. Eater
a reorganization was ettected, the name changed
and a trust deed given to the Central Trust com-
pany of New yorK, to guarantee another issue of
Donds. 'Ihe defendant in the suit is the reorganiza-
tion committee. The chief complainant, L. H. Grif-
fith, claims to be one of the largest holders of stock
and bonds in the company. He wishes to find out
how the reorganization committee has disposed of
the capital raised by the issuance of the last bonds.

AUTOMOBILES,
The automobile fete at the Paris Exposition on

November 8th attracted vast crowds, though five

tickets were charged for admission. It was announced
that all those who paid this price between the hours
of one o'clock and three o'clock would receive tom-
bola tickets for prizes which included automobiles.
The tombola tickets were exhausted at 2:30 o'clock,

whereupon the crowd became indignant The lucky
street sellers saw their opportunity, and quickly
demanded iS sous for tickets which had previously
been selling for three.

Judg.e J. Coxe of the United States Circuit Court,
Southern District of New York, has overruled the
demurrer filed by the defendants in the case of the
Electric Vehicle company and George B. Selden
against the Winton Motor Carriage company, Percy
Owen and A. W. Chamberlain. The suit involves
letters patent No. 549,160, granted November 5, 1895,

to George B. Selden, for a road vehicle, the motor
being a liquid hydrocarbon gas engine of the com-
pression type. The demurrer, which is now over-
ruled, was based upon the broad proposition that

the patent, on its face, was void for lack of patenta-

bility. __^^_
TELEGRAPH.

The business of the Western Telegraph company.
Limited, of Brazil, has increased to such an extent

that a third cable between Rio de Janeiro and Per-
nambuco has become indispensable. This is ex-

pected to be laid forthwith.

It is said that in Tacoma, Wash., girl messengers
will deliver telegrams in future, as the truant officers

have crippled the service of the District Messenger
company by forcing the boys to attend school. For
the present the girls will not be permitted to run
errands or deliver parcels.

F. W. Inden, the manager of the Western Union's
office on the Board of Trade in Duluth, Minn., is

the inventor of an instrument for telegraphers' use
whereby no one bufthe receiving operator can hear
the incoming messages. The sounder is enclosed

in a box, and from it projects a tube resembling a

megaphone. The operator can hear with great

clearness, but the sound cannot be heard a foot

away from the mouth of the tube.

According to the report of the United States

consul, E. N. Gunsaulus, at Pernambuco, Brazil,

that city now takes first rank as a cable station in

South America, and has lately made material im-
provements in its submarine telegraphic service. It

has no less than 10 cable lines to various parts of the

world. There were formerly three cable companies
there, but recently two of them were consolidated.

The pi^esent companits are the Western Telegraph
company, Limited (English), and the South Ameri-
can Cable company.

At a conference held recently between the poles

and wires committee of the City Council of Spring-
field, Mass., and the supervisors a petition of the

Western Union and Postal Telegraph companies was
considered for permission to place wires under-
ground in certain streets which are paved. It was
dfcided to give the companies permission to place
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their wires in streets which are not paved with as-
phalt, the tilling of the excavations and the relay-
ing of the pavement to be done by the city at the
expense of the companies.

News has been received in San Francisco direct
from St. Michaels that the government cable has
been laid between St. Michaels and Nome, and that
the first message went over the wire on October
20th. \\hen the Orixaba, which contained the cable,
v.-as wrecked near St. Michaels, it was reported
that the cable could not be laid before next spring.
The Alaska Commercial company, however, bought
the wreck of the Orizaba for 51.250 and took out the
cable. They loaded it on their steamer, the Sadie,
and quickly laid it to Nome. The distance from
Nome to St. Michaels is 120 miles.

The Cuba Submarine Telegraph company, an Eng-
lish corporation, seeks from the United States gov-
ernment compensation for damages done to its prop-
erty during the late war. It claims $41,000 for in-

juries done to its cables cut by the American block-
ading fleet; in addition the United States is asked
to induce the Cuban authorities to recognize as an
American claim the subsidy of $10,000 a year granted
the company by the Spanish government, $15,000 of
which is now in arrears. The British com-
pany operates under a concession granted by
Spain in 186S. which will expire in 1908.
The company's system extends across the island from
Havana to Cienfuegos. touching the southern coast
towns of Casilda. Tunas, Jucaro, Santa Cruz, Man-
zanillo and Santiago.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Bullock Electric Manufacturing company, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, issues an attractive calendar card for
November which contains a design typical of the
month.

The American Electric company of St. Paul has
prepared for the benefit of its customers an order
book made in duplicate, which it will be pleased to
send to anybody desiring such a book.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
The students in the electrical courses of the Uni-

versity of Syracuse, N. Y., have organized an elec-

trical engineer association. There are 24 charter
members of the organization. A committee will

consult with the chancellor and endeavor to arrange
to take charge of the ceremony at the breaking of
ground for the new engineering building. The so-
ciety w-ill hold monthly meetings, at which lectures
will be given by members of the faculty.

Secretary H. E. Chubbuck of the Illinois State
Electric association is sending to the members of
the association a letter asking for assistance in ob-
taining new members and urging all to help make
the coming meeting at Champaign, on November
27th, a successful one. A complete revised list of
the members of the association is also being sent
with the letter. Mr. Chubbuck's address is Quincy,
111., and he will be glad to hear from any electric-

lighting companies in the state that are not now
members of the association.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The Brooklyn (N. Y.) Rapid Transit company

reports $390,769 net earnings for September, an
increase of $80,207 over the corresponding month
last year, and $1,264,916 net since July ist, an increase
of %Z^,79Z over the corresponding period last year.

A Chicago daily paper says that the Chicago City
Railway company will probably retire its bonds
which expire next Jub' by putting out a new issue
of stock. The bonds are 4% per cent., and the
amount outstanding is $4,619,500. The new stock
will be offered at par to holders of the old shares
and the proceeds of the sale will take up the bonds.

It is announced that the earnings of the Chicago
Union Traction company in the month of October
were $45,997 less than earnings in the correspond-
ing month last year. The toal for the month was
$633,043, which is less by $7,000 than the earnings
in the month of September. It has recently been
decided not to continue publication of the monthl3'
returns of earnings. The decrease in October makes
the total decrease for the four months of the pres-
ent fiscal year, since July 1st, $50,662.

MISCELLANEOUS.
At a recent meeting of the city council of South

Omaha. Neb., the ordinance concerning the under-
ground electric conduit was voted down.

The Committee on City Property of Baltimore,
Md., has reported favorably on the ordinance ap-
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proving the scale of rentals to be charged by the
electrical commission for space in the city conduits.

The Acme Harvester company of Pekin, 111., is

completing an electric-power plant, which will
comprise 500 horsepower in generators and motors.
Electricity is the sole power to be used in this plant,
each machine being driven by an electric motor.

A Russian physician holds that the electric light
is the least injurious to the eyes, and that candle
light is the most harmful. He states that the oftener
the lids are closed the greater the fatigue and con-
sequent injury. As a result of his experiments was
compiled the following table showing the number
of times a minute the lids were closed with dif-

ferent illuminations; Candle light, 6.8; gas, 2.8;
sun, 2.2; electric, 1.8.

During a recent rainstorm in Newark, N. J.,
a pedestrian carrying an umbrella brought the sleel
shaft in contact with the frame of an arc lamp. A
hole was burned clear through the hand which held
the umbrella, and the shock hurled the man several
feet, leaving him in a half-conscious condition.
When he recovered he found that the current had
torn the shoe almost otT his right foot, although it

had done no other apparent damage except to his
hand.

Recent advices from Paraguay state that American
enterprise is making itself felt in Asuncion. An
American syndicate has obtained concessions from
the governm.ent, on very favorable terms, for the
installation of an electric plant for lighting the city

of Asuncion, and also for a line of electric cars for
the same city. It is said that Asuncion is pecu-
liarly well adapted" for electric lighting, owing to
the fact that coal cannot be imported there except
at a price that renders the manufacture of gas -im-
possible.

A new development in electrometallurgy comes
from Switzerland. On account of the scarcity of
coal, a concession has been obtained for the work-
ing of a bed of hematite ores in the Bernese Ober-
land, near Meiningen, in an electric smelter. An
aerial ropeway will transport the ore to the village

of Innert Kirchen, below the mountain ledges on
which it is found. The waterpower of the River
Aar. in the immediate A-icinity. will be used for the
generation of the current for the smelting, the con-
cession allowing the development of 60,000 horse-
power.

Electricity is to be used on a large ranch in Lower
California this winter for a variety of purposes. A
unique feature, it is said, will be the placing of sev-
eral searchlights on the mountains overlooking the
ranch, thus replacing the old system of night riding
to prevent thieving. The tender of each light will

be provided with a signal code, by which he can
flash information to the other light tenders and
anyone who may be out among the cattle. Each
light tender will also have at hand a telephone con-
nected with the main ranch. All parts of the ranch
will be provided with telephone stations, and an elec-

tric-light plant will be installed at the ranch, all of

the buildings being illuminated with electricity.

A new electrical heater is said to utilize for resist-

ance thin films of precious metals, such as gold and
platinum, deposited on an insulating base of mica,

enamel or other suitable material. In this heater
the preliminary waste of heat in the insulating bodies
is made negligible. It is stated that resistances of

25.000 ohms can easily be obtained. Small-sized

radiators are said to be sufficient for heating rooms
of 700 to 000 cubic feet. A cheerful appearance is

given to the heater when in operation by a ruby-
tinted lamp which, arranged behind the mica strips,

shines through and between them. Modifications of

this stove are made to serve for the drying of

ladies' hair, for foot-warmers, for the heating of

plates in the dining room and many other purposes.

At a recent gathering in Boston one of the speak-
ers made the following statement, as quoted in The
Age of Steel: "The century received from its pred-

ecessors the horse, we bequeath the bicycle, the

locomotive and automobile. We received the

goose quill, and bequeath the typewriter; wc re-

ceived the scythe, we bequeath the mowing machine:
we received the sickle, we bequeath the harvester;

we received the hand printing press, we bequeath the

Hoe cylinder press; * * * we received gunpowder,
we bequeath notro-glycerin; we received the tallow-

dip, we bequeath the arc light; we received the

galvanic battery, we bequeath the dynamo; we re-

ceived the flint-lock, we bequeath automatic firing

Maxim guns; we received the sailing ship, we be-

queath the steamship, the greyhound of the sea; we
received the frigate Constitution, we bequeath the

battleship Oregon: we received the beacon signal

fire, we bequeath the telephone and wireless teleg-

raphy; we received wood and stone for structures,

we bequeath 20-storied slcv'scrapers of steel. Such
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are a few of the bequests of the nineteenth century to
the twentieth." '

The Revue Universelle des Mines has published
an article by Mr. Leon Demaret of Mons, Belgium,
a well-known expert, relative to the location of the
different "gisements," or beds of copper ore,
throughout the world. He sums the production
of copper as follows: United States, 2,725,600 tons;
Chili, Bolivia and Peru, 1,870,600 tons; Spain and
Portugal, 1,189,000 tons, and England, 855,800 tons.
The permanency or duration of the great "gise-
ments," some of which have been worked for
whole centuries, is remarkable. It is estimated that
one-third of the world's production during this cen-
tiiry has been furnished by mines opened before
1800. In 1S98 four mines—the Anaconda, the Cal-
umet, the Hecia and the Rio Tinto—extracted 28
per cent, of the total production of the globe, and
eiglit mines have given 50 per cent, of that produc-
tion.

TRADE NEWS.
The Magnetic Electric Brake company. Limited,

has been incorporated at Toronto, Ont, to manu-
facture, sell and deal in magnetic-electric brakes.
The capital stock is $500,000.

Electrical workers in Cleveland, Ohio, report trade
excellent. In that city there are not enough elec-
trical men to handle the work as fast as ordered,
and men from outside are constantly coming in.

The Hirsch & Voth Manufacturing companv of
Milwaukee claims to have a 50-light dynamo which
weighs only 214 pounds, including both pulley and
base, or about half the weight of an ordinary 50-
light machine. The greatest saving in weight lies
in the method of winding.

The Treasury Department has awarded to the
D'Olier Engineering company of Philadelphia, Pa.,
the contract for erecting a switchboard in the United
States immigrant station at Ellis Island, New York
harbor. The contract price is $3,293, and the work
is to be completed within 40 days.

Arnbitious mechanics who desire to obtain better
positions and higher wages are asked to investigate
the free-scholarship offer made by the American
School of Correspondence, Boston. Mass. Situated
in a large city which is a recognized educational
and industrial center, this well-known correspond-
ence school has many natural advantages in teaching
the theory of the trades and engineering professions.
It should be the ambition of every man to advance
in his trade or profession. A mechanic with prac-
tical experimence, supplemented by theoretical edu-
cation, can command a better position than a man
without such an education. The result of long ex-
perience in teach-ng by mail shows that no other
method so fully meets the requirements of men
who have but little time for study.

BUSINESS.
The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, makes

the claim that the Adams-Bagnall is the only arc
lamp made especially to work on street-railway cir-
cuits. The lamps burn five in series on 500 volts,
each 4amp working independently of any other.

The American Electric company of St. Paul,
Minn., reports a constantly increasing business in
Sunbeam incandescent lamps. The fact that an ex-
ceedingly large stock of these lamps is carried in St.
Paul is partly responsible for this business; the
main reason, however, says the American company,
is the exceptionally good quality of the new type
Sunbeam lamps.

Hon. Emmett Tompkins, secretary of the Colum-
bus, London and Springfield Railway company, was
the successful candidate for Congress from the Co-
lumbus, Ohio, district. Mr. Tompkins served two
terms in the state Legislature from Athens County,
after having held a number of county offices, and
when his time expired he opened a law office in

Columbus. He has been successful as a professional
and business man. and is well and favorably known
throu,ghout the state.

Charles H. Besly & Co., 10 and 12 North Canal
street, Chicago, report business very good. They
are receiving many orders for their Gardner grind-
ers, for finishing flat surfaces, a number of these
machines being sent to manufacturers of electric
motors for finishing brass parts. Many contracts
have been closed on their Bonanza oil cups and
celebrated Helmet oil, for use on agricultural ma-
chinery. They are very busy in the tap and die
department at their factory, Beloit, Wis., and regard
the outlook for future business as very bright.
Their new 300-page illustrated catalogue is now
ready for distribution, and will be sent free to any
address.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

661,049. Controlling End Play of Rotary Machines.
Edward M. Hewlett. Schenectady, N. Y.. as-

signor to the General Electric company of New
York." Application filed August 31, 1900.

For producing end play of a rubbing surface w'th rela-
tion to a shaft, menns are provided in this ii ent'on for
periodi'^ally sh'f'ing one of the engaging p^rts at inter-

vals corresponding to its period of natural oscillation.

Issued Xovemher 6, igoo.

Means are also snpplied for adjusting rhe periods of
shifting action to mai'ttain the part in oscillation, thereby
effecting uniform wear.

661.085. Process x>f Making Accumulator Plates.

Zdzislaw Stanecki. Lemberg, Austria-Hungary.
Application filed November 9. 1899.

The process for the production of very bard and porous

accumulator plates consists in forming a paste of lead
oxides with distiUed water, then shaoing the paste into a
slab, then slow'ly desiccating w'th repeated moistening
with wa'er. and affr complete desiccation and incrusta-
tion wi'h hydrate of lead, immersing the hardened slab
in dilute sulphuric acid.

661,107. Carbon Pencil or Electrode for Electric
Lights- John F. Sanders, Chicago, 111., as-
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signor to Harry Brown, Chicago, 111. Applica-
tion filed September 25, 1899.

A p^ir of carbon pen''ils or electrodes for electric

lights vertically positioned, and each havi"g a predeter-
mined point of fusion, and each provided wilh an axial

loneitudin 1 hole, carries a non-fusible resistance sepa-
rator of cylindrical f>'rm interposed be'ween the carbon
pencils or ele tr 'des, both of the eids of which are bev-
eled or pointed to enter the axial h Je. This separator is

proptrly centered loneitudinally with the penc Is and has
a ]en|:;tii coincident wi.h the requ red spacing between the

points of the carbon pencils, or electrodes, for producing
a resistance proportionate to the point of fusion,

661.125. Electric Arc Lamp. John A. Heany, Phil-

adelphia, Pa., assignor to the Teter-Heany De-
veloping company, Philadelphia, Pa., and
Charleston, W. Va. Application filed February

27, 1900.

In an electric arc lamp, an air-tight receptacle having
walls of insulating material is supplied and a solenoid
core inclosed in the receptacle. Means are shown for

cooneciiog the core directly wi'h the sourre of ele'~tric

energy. An upper carbon is inci 'sed in the receptacle
and surrounded by the core and in electrical contact
therewith. Mechanism is carried by the core for feeding
the carbon, and a solenoid coil is located outside the
walls of the receptacle and adapted to magnetically actu-
ate the core during the feeding of the carbon.

661.126. Electric Arc Lamp. John A. Heany, Phil-

adelphia, Pa., assignor to the Teter-Heany De-
. veloping company, Philadelphia. Pa., and

Charleston, W. Va. Application filed February
27, 1900.

In an electric arc lamp is a cap to which the carbon is

secured with a contact brush carried by the cap, and a sta-

tionary metallic lube connected with one pile of the
source of ele-tric energy. The carbon and its cap are
adapted to slide freely in the tube, and the brush is

adapted to make contact with the tube, while a solenoid
core is shown surrounding the tube and adapted to slide

up and down ihereon. This core is adapted to operate
the upper carbon in the tube.

"

661.127. Electrical Measuring Instrument. Fred-
rick A. LaRoche, New York, N. Y. Applica-

tion filed August 22, 1900.

An electrical measuring instrument is described com-
prising a magnetic field compos-'d of a sectional perma-
nent magnet having a yoke and permanent m-ignets
secured to the yoke, pole pieces for the permanent magaet
having opposing concave surfaces, and a spherical arma-
ture core th-refor. A circular armature is adapted to ro-
tate over the surface of the core between the pole pieces
and the armature core, while the terminal conductors for
the armature are differentially coiled about the shaft of

the armature so as to neutralize the effects of the mutual
and self induction of the currents carried by the terminal
conductors.

the shunt switch before that of the main switch, and the
opening of the main switch before that of the sbunt
switch. (See cut.)

661,196. Rheostat and Circuit-breaker. William
M. Scott, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the Cut-
ter Electrical and Manufacturing company of

New Jersey. Application filed September 28,

1899-

In combination with an electromagnetic circuit-breaker
and a resistance-controlling switch are shown means for
short-circuiting a portion of the actuating coil during a
prescribed movement of the resistan'^e-controlling switch.
A shunt to the artualine coil of the circuit-breaker is

adapted to be brought into or out of circuit by the move-
ment of the resistaace-controlling switch.

661,222. Method of Governing Prime Movers.
Ralph D. Mershon, New York, N. Y.. assignor
to the Westinghousd Electric and Manufactur-
ing company of New Jersey. Application filed

November 6, 1899.

The method described is for regulating for constancy, or
approximate constancy, the speed oE an electric generator
carrying a variab'e load whose variations are due to varia-
tions in electromotive force or current or both. It con-
sists in causine the electromotive force and current to

produ'"e a magnetic resu'tant, which resultant and its

variaiions are proport'oial to the power and variations
of the power d'-livered by the generator, causing varia-
tions in such ma 'ne'ic resultant to produce corresponding
variations in the driving powr applied to ilie g"ner->tor,
thereby producing an approximately constant speed on
the part of the generator regardless of variations in the
load.

661,224. Telephone Arm. Hugh McDonald, Will-
iamsport. Pa. Application filed December 13.

1899.

The invention relates to a pivotally mounted arm for the
support of t he transmitter of a telephone consisting of a
shell or casing having spindle holes and an elongated
opening in the arm.

661,227. Commutator Collector. Henry G. Reist
and Edward L. Aiken, Schenectady, N. Y., as-

signors to the General Electric company of

New York. Application filed June 25, 1898.

The commutator described comprises a number of sup-
porting rings, each ring being united integrally by a
series of spokes, each of which spokes occupit-s a different
radial posi^ion from any one of ail the series, with a flange
cast in one pifce and divided by tr-insverse cuts into a
series of commutacing sHtments which form a p-^riphery of
substantially uniform width of face, A method of manu-
faciuri' g commutators is also described which consists in

mounting supporting rings upon an arbor, covering the
rings with insulating material, and then shrinking on con-
tact rings over the insulation. (See cut.)

661,250. Process of Manufacturing Thin Homogene-
ous Plates. Luigi Lombardi, Turin, Italy. Ap-
plication filed May 18, 1900.

The process described may be applied to the preparing
of dielectric plat-s for high-tensinn condensers. It con-
sists in spreading a fused insulating maf-rial upon a
liquid b^s ,

cooling until the fused insulating material is

hardened and finally removing the hardened layer.

661,260. Transmitter. Richard H. Ferguson, Bal-
timore, Md. Application filed August 15, 1900.

This telephone transmitter comprises a casing having a
screw-threaded tus proj-^cting inwardly therefrom, and a
chamber containing granules of carbon having one end
flfxibly closed and the opposite end screw-threaded upon
its inner surface and screwed upon the lug. A block of
carbon is fitted within the chamber and impinging against
the lue, while a sound diaphragm is secured to the front
end of the chamber, having its periphery clampe 1 between
the rasing and front cap and insulated therefrom. A cap
is fitted over and secured to the casing, and a mouthpiece
secured to the cap.

661,292. Dynamo-electric Machine. John F. Kelly.
Pittsficld, Ma.^s. Application filed May 11, 1900.

A dynamo-eleftric machine is described having in com-
- bination a set of coils, carried by a magne'ic body having

a continuous polar surface of revolution of one polarity,
at which both limbs of the coils are lo'"ated An inductor
is mounted so as to be rotalable wth n the roils and to
form magnetic paths from the polar surface, white means
are provided for magnetizing the magnetic body so as to
produce the polar surface, but not embracing the axis of
the inductor.

661,306. Dynamo-electric Machine. Cummings C.
Chesney, Pittsfield, Mass. Application filed

May II, 1900.

In this dynamo-electric machine are a magnetic body
having a continuous surface of revo'u ion and an inclos-
ing shell, energizing coils giving the entire surface one
defi'iite polarity, with their axes substantially radial to

the axis of revolution. The energizing coils are located
between the shell and the magnetic body, while armature
coils are shTwa having both limbs lotrated at the con-
tinuous surface, and an inductor mounted so as to rotate
before the coils.

665,335. Electromechanical Clutch. Russell E. Cry-
der, Chicago, 111., assignor to Charles F. Chap-
man. Chicago, 111. Application filed March 30.

1900.

This electro-mechanical clutch comprises a driving mem-
ber, a dr'ven member, an engaging device on one or the
other of the members, and means on either of the mem-
bers for meclnnically moving the engaging device into
position for engag-ment. An electromagnet forreiaining
the device in the engaging position is included in the
device.

661,456. Electric Candlestick. Lawrence F. Lewis,
New York, N. Y., assignor of one-half to

Charles G. Till, New York, N. Y. Application
filed January 25, 1900.

The invention relates to an electric candlestick in

which are comprised a foot or base provided with a carry-
ing ring, a cylindrical casing attached thereto, a dry
primary battery within the casing, and an electric lamp
mounted upon I he top of ihe casing. Concealed con-
ductors pass to the lamp and 10 contacts beneath the cyl-
inder, and a concealed switch is provided with an oper-
ating extension projecting from beneath the cylinder.

NO 661,173.

661,165. Protecting Underground Metallic Struc-
tures from Effects of Electrolysis. Lucien I.

Blake, Lawrence, Kan. Application filed Au-
gust 9, 1900.

As a means for proteciing an underground metallic
structure from corrosion resulting from electrolytic action,
a conducting coating is applied thereio, which is unaf-
fected by electrolytic action and im lervious to the prod-
ucts of such action. With the underground metallic
structure is also d-s-ribed an electrically 'oodu^tini me-
dium surrounding the same, wbi'rh is unaffected by elec-
trolytic aciion and impervious to the products of such
action. Or a coaiing composed of a non-ionizable con-
ductor and a binding material impervious to fluids may
be applied.

661,173. Electric Call or Signal Box. George G.
Glenn and William S. Sullivan, Philadelphia,
Pa. Application filed April 20, 1900.

In a call or b,ignal box are combined a circuit interrupt-
ing whefl and a spring-actuated clockwork to rotate it a
number of times. A stop is provided for normally pre-
venting the circuit-interrupting wheel from making more
than O'le revolution, and lie d in place by fusible soider,
whereby under the applicatioT of excessive heat it will fall

away, and the circuit-intcrruoting wlieel may make a
series of revolutions. An electric circuit including the
circuit-interrupline wlieel for transmitting signals to a dis-
tant place is included. (Sec cut.)

661,195. Automatic Magnetic Circuit-breaker. Will-
iam M. Scott, Philadelphia, Pa,, assignor to the
Cutter Klectrical and Manufacturing ctjuipany
of New Jersey. Application filed July 22, 1899.

An automatic magnetic circuit-breaker is described em-
bracing the combin ition of a rniin switch, a hand lever for
operating the imvible c intact of the 3am^, a supoleincntal
switch in shunt with tlic main swi tell, md a pivoted arm car-
rying lh« movabb; coatact of the shunt switch. Th'i hand
lover is adapted to act upon the p'voted arm by cam eo-
gigom^'it to close th'j shu it sw ich tin h ind lever baing
conn(!Cted to tlie m tvable contact of the main switch witli
a ccrtaii) ainoiinl of play it) order to nccuro the clo»iDg of

NO, 661,195. NO. 661,227. NO. 6t:ii,464.

661,228. Adjusting Brush Holders, Henry G. Reist,

Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric company of New York. Application

filed March 22, 1900.

The means for adjusting the brush-holders of electric

machines comprise a split tufiular support adapted to re-

ceive the brusn -holder, and means for clamping the split

portions together about ihe bolder,

661,241. Thermal Cut-out or Fuse. Otto Feuer-
lein, Charlottenburg, Germany, assignor to the

Siemens & Halske Electric company. Chicago.
III. Application filed September 9, 1899,

The inventor describes m=)in and supplemental fuses
and a casing forming Ihe walls of a hollow s-ructure. and
having a partition dividing iis interior into two chambers,
the main fuse b-ing contained in one chamber and the
supplements fuse in the other, the fuses beini included
in parallel relation with each o'her in the circuit. The
chamber fir the supplemental device is constructed so as
to permit the tatter to be seen.

661.243, Lamp Gimrd. Emil Gahlau, Det^'oit, Mich.,
assignor to William C. Clark, Detroit, Mich.
Application filed February 19, igoo.

Tbe lamp guard comprises a body and arms hinged tliereto

adapted to extend upon oppos te sides of ihe lamp socket,
each of the arms consisting of a wire loop having longi-
tudinal bearing portions and a connecting scRinental por-
tion. Semicircular locking segments are hinged to the
longitudinal portions at one side of each arm, having hooks
at their free ends adipted to engage with the correspoml-
ing longitudinal port 10 is of the opposite arms, and to

clamp over the intermediate longitudinal portions.

661.244. Electric Cable, William M. T-Ial)ir.shaw,

New York, N. Y. Application filed September
26, I goo.

The subject of this patent is an insulated cable com-
posed of a plurality of electric cohductors. each inclosed
in a coating of paper laid together w th a jute tilling, and
a coriting or layer of viilcaniznblc rubber surrounding tha
jute tilling, the whole being taped and braided.

661,458. Current Distributer for Electric Railways.
Heinrich Schramm. Nuremberg, Germany, as-

signor to Otto Herrmann, New York, N. Y.
Application filed May 9, 1900.

A current distributer for electric railwiys is described,
by which a current can be lakeivfrom the contact button
by sliding cooiact as long as the carnage is ab-"ve the
distributer in question. The device is characterized by a
horizi ntal indicator lever, provided with a contact piece
at one end, engaging loosely with two ve'tical pivoted
arms and actuated by two elei-trom 'gnets located on the car-
riage, in such manner that through one of the electromag-
neis the circuit to the contact piece of the horizontal lever
is closed, and through the second one, interrupted.

661.464. Alternating-current Motor. Wales Atdiich
and Henry E. Borger, Dayton. Ohio, assignors
to D. L. Bates & Brother, Dayton, Ohio. y\p-

plication filed April 30, 1900.

With an alternating-current electric motor are com-
bined a mechanical starting device, cf^nsisting of a ratchet
'wheel geared to the armature shaft, a pivotal frame
mounted adjacent to the armature shaft, and a segmental
raichet yieldingly mounted on the pivotal frame and
adapted to gear with the ratchet wheel on the armature
shaft. (See cut.)

661.465. Electrical Switch. Nathan Basselt. Phila-
delphia, Pa,, assignor to the Globe Telephone
Manufacturing company, Philadelphia, Pa. Ap-
plication filed February 8, 1900.

An electrical switch of the character described has a
sliding or movable circuit-closer arranged in a circuit, and
provided with a series of contact lues. A lever is shown
for actinting or moving the circuit-closer and adapted to

bo weightO'l at cie end and a spring contact. This con-
tact is normally imvable in line with the contact lues, and
connected up in circuit with the -^ircnii-clos^r, and adapted
to sorinj or snao past the coTiact lugs, and ooerativcly en-
gage the lugs upon its return or recoil movement. Means
are also provided to engage the spring contact with the
contact lugs.
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Electrical Installation of the Milwaukee
Harvester Company.

Electrical power-transmission systems for the op-

eration of factories from a central power plant are by

no means uncommon nowadays. The use of direct

current for such installations is perhaps the more
prevalent, especially where the distances of trans-

mission are not long and where variable-speed

motors are required, but there is a growing tendency

to use alternating-current systems for factory opera-

tion, not only because the motors are more simple

in construction and lack the commutator, but also

on account of the saving in copper in carrying the

the city, and the grounds cover 20 acres. The new
brick buildings recently constructed include a two-

story foundry, 400 feet long and 100 feet wide, a

general machine and wood-shop building, five

stories in height and 212 by 80 feet in ground
dimensions, and the power station. The first two
of the buildings named and the stack of the power
house are shown in Fig. 4, on page 330. Other
buildings on the grounds are several brick factory

buildings, a blacksmith shop, the old foundry, ware-

houses, etc. An elaborate plan is being worked out

by the company for the rebuilding of most of the

old buildings and the erection of many new ones,

and the structures recently finished are a part of

Power Plant.

The power plant of the harvester works is lo-

cated centrally with respect to the distribution of

the load on the electrical and steam-transmission

lines, and consists of two separate brick build-

ings, with the stack between. The larger of these

buildings is 65 by 120 feet on the ground, and is

occupied solely as an engine room. The boilers

are located in the other building, which is 120

feet long by 50 feet in width. A good view of the

engine room is given in Fig. i. The electrical

generating machinery consists of two belted units

and one direct-connected unit. The two large en-

gines are of the simple Corliss type, with cylinders

Main Switchboard. Fig. I. EnRine Room.

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION OF THE MILWAUKEE HARVESTER COMPANY.

Fig. 3. Boiler Room.

circuits to distant buildings and distribution points.

A good example of an alternating-current instal-

lation is that recently installed by the Milwaujtee

Harvester company at its works in Milwaukee.

The question of operating its factory by electricity

came up when it was decided to enlarge the plant

a few months ago. and with the recent completion

of the new buildings there was also finished a new
central power house. The choice between a three-

phase and a two-phase alternating-current system

v.'as decided in favo/ of the latter, because the com-

pany already had on hand a two-phase generator

and a few two-phase motors. The alternating-

current system was preferred because the dust in

the wood shops necessitated the use of sparkless

motors.

The plant of the Milwaukee Harvester company
is situated on Park street in the western part of

the general scheme. In the buildings now erected

there is an aggregate of about 10 acres in floor

space.

The Milwaukee Harvester company manufactures

grain and grass-cutting machinery of every descrip-

tion, the principal types being self-binders, har-

vesters, mowers and reapers. As the company does

no outside work, all the processes of manufacture

are specialized for particular lines of work, and

naturally the buildings are constructed and the

machinery installed so as to minimize the labor and

increase the output of the works. The plant is now
about to start for its working season, which usually

lasts from 10 to 10% months, and during this time

1.400 men will be employed by the company. With

its recent improvements, the works will have a

capacity for turning out about 80,000 machines in a

season.

26 by 48 inches, and were manufactured by the Nord-
berg Manufacturing company of Milwaukee. Each
engine is belted to a 250-kilowatt, two-phase, West-
inghouse alternator, operated at a speed of 450 revo-

lutions a minute and delivering current at 440 volts.

The 125-volt exciters for the alternators are belted

from the main generator shafts. The third unit

consists of a 75-kilowatt, two-phase alternator, di-

rectly driven by a Ball & Wood simple engine. The
reason that belted machines were used for the two
large units was because the company already had

on hand the two Corliss engines. Provision is

made in the engine room for the addition of a

large i.ooo-horsepower, compound-condensing, di-

rect-connected unit when it is needed. The en-

gines are designed for operation on 125 pounds of

steam pressure, although at present the pressure

is but 80 pounds. In the summer the plant will
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be run condensing, but will be operated non-con-

densing in cold weather, so that the exhaust steam

can be utiHzed for heating the different buildings.

Fig. 3 shows the six loo-horsepower boilers in-

stalled in the boiler room. These are of the fire-

tubular type and are equipped with extension fur-

Miaces, manufactured by the Butman Boiler Fur-

nace company of Chicago. The coal (washed screh-

ings) is fed to the boilers by pendulum chutes from
overhead steel bins. There is space in the boiler room
for the addition of nearly as much boiler capacity

as is already installed and the piping, headers and

breeching are already in place for these boilers.

The brick stack is 235 feet high, and has a flue

84 inches in diameter. A Cookson open feed-water

heater is installed in the boiler room. The steam

closed fuses. Three feeder circuits lead from the

board to the foundry, machinery building and old

factory building, respectively. Westinghouse in-

struments are used throughout on the board.

Wiring and Lighting

A brick tunnel, constructed in a horseshoe shape,

about six feet in height and five feet wide at the

widest part, runs east and west from the power
house, ending at the foundry on the west and the

old factory building on the east. The total length

of the tunnel is about 42$ feet. The wires leading

from the switchboard are carried through this tun-

nel and also exhaust-steam pipes for heating, return

steam pipes, pipes for live steam, compressed air,

water and gas, and telephone and fire-signal wires.

FIG- 4. ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION OF THE MILWAUKEE HARVESTER COMPANY,

piping, which was installed by S. J. McLeod of

Chicago, is well designed and carefully erected, with

long bends to allow for expansion and contraction.

It is all covered with magnesia sectional coverings,

made b}^ the Keasbey & Mattison company, and is

such as is used on ships of the United States navy.

Stilwell-Bierce & Smith-Vaile condensers are used

in the plant, and the condensing water is taken from

one of the city's flushing tunnels, being- returned

to the tunnel at a distance of 200 feet downstream.

In the engine room are two fire pumps, one of

which is kept in operation constantly to supply

the water service on the grounds. These pumps
draw their water from a large cistern near the

foundry, which is fed from the city water supply.

Two air compressors in the engine room supply

a compressed-air system, extending to all the larger

buildings, for the operation of pneumatic hoists. A
Siegrist oil-pumping apparatus, shown in Fig. 5,

supplies the engines with oil. There are in this

-FOUNDRY AND MACHINERY BUILDINGS.

Branches lead from the tunnel to the different build-

ings and carry the necessary pipes and wires.

The four-wire, two-phase system is used, the fre-

quency of the current being 60 cycles a second.

The motors are operated on the two phases at 440
volts, while the incandescent lights are operated

single phase after the current is transformed down
to no volts. There are seven transformers in dif-

ferent parts of the ground, ranging in capacity from
10 to 50 kilowatts. They are supported on the out-

side of the buildings, the leads being placed in iron-

armored conduit. There are three different systems

of arc lighting used about the plant. In the foun-

dry room there are 50 arcs operated directly on the

440-volt circuit, five lamps being placed in series.

Each of these lamps is provided with a compensat-
ing device, so one or more lamps can be cut out

the different departments of the plant. A 75-horse-
power motor operates a Root blower for the cu-
polas in the annex to the foundry. This foundry
building, shown at the left in Fig. 4, is of unusual
design and merits a short description. As men-
tioned above, the building is 400 feet long and 100
feet wide. The first or ground floor is divided up
into a number of different rooms for cleaning, fil-

ing, grinding and chipping the castings, for stor-

age bins for stock, for pattern storage, and
various other purposes. One room contains 24
rattlers, arranged in four rows of six each, which
are used to clean the castings. A partial view
of this room .and of the two 50-horsepowcr motors
driving the rattlers may be seen in Fig. 6. A motor-
driven fan operates an air-blast system, which col-

lects the dust from the rattlers and forces the air

through a filter and into the atmosphere outside

the building.

The main, or second, floor of the foundry is en-
tirely devoted to one large room, with a truss

roof. It has a heavy wooden floor, covered with
two feet of dry sand, upon which the molding and
casting is done. Three steel trolley tracks run the

entire length of the building and on to the elevator

and over to the cupolas. By means of these tracks,

which were designed by the superintendent of the

company, H. F. Crandall. the heavy crane ladles

holding the molten iron can be quickly and easily

transported from the cupolas to the molds, and the

castings can be carried to the elevators. Interlock-

ing switching devices are provided, which prevent
the trolley wheels from running off at junction

points and switches. At the south end of the room
on each side of the main aisle are 12 pneumatic
hoists for handling the heavy patterns and castings.

Each of these hoists has a longitudinal and a trans-

verse motion, thus makin.g them traveling cranes.

An annex to the foundry adjoins the buildin.g on
the west. It is 50 by 100 feet in size and three

stories hieh. Two 60-inch cupolas, made by the

Whiting Foundry Equipment company of Harvey,
111., are on the second floor of this wing, the charg-
ing floor being in the third storv. The core ovens,

which were designed by the Milwaukee Harvester
company, are provided with special trolley arrange-
ments for drawing out the core shelves or slides.

These ovens and the core room are on the second
floor. In the first story are to be fitted shower
baths for the molders. It is the intention of the

company eventually to extend the foundry 200 feet,

thus making one great room 600 feet long, with
the cupolas in the center.

More than half of the new machinery building is

given up to woodworking machinery. The ma-

Fig. 6, Motors Dri .•inB RjCllers. Fig. 8. Molor Driving Paint Mills,

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION OF THE MILWAUKEE HARVESTER COMPANY.

system two small steam pumps, one pumping cylin-

der oil and one engine or lubricating oil, and they

force the oil through pipes under the floor to the

bearings on the engines. Special lubricators dis-

tribute the oil, which (except the cylinder oil) is

then collected, drained into the basement, filtered

and is ready for use again. The oiling system was
installed by the Siegrist Lubricator company of St.

Louis.

The switchboard (Fig. 2) consists of eight panels

of white marble. The four panels on the left are

generator panels, one being reserved for the addi-

tional unit to be installed. On the left side of the

switchboard, hung on a swinging frame, arc two
voltmeters to record the voltages of the two phases.

The board is equipped with two integrating watt-

meters, and all the circuits arc provicled with en-

when necessary. For the outdoor illumination there

are scattered over the grounds 22 arc lamps on a

2S-lamp series circuit. A 20-kiIowatt step-up trans-

former and regulator for this service are placed

in the power house. The third system comprises
about 100 arc lamps in the different buildings, op-
erated in parallel from the no-volt transformer
circuits. These arc lamps are of the type manufac-
tured by the General Incandescent Arc Light com-
pany.-- About 700 no-volt incandescent lamps are

installed in the buildings.

Machine Operation and Motor Service.

The motor equipment comprises two-phase in-

duction motors, ranging in size from five to 75
horsepower and aggregating about 800 horsepower.
Most of the motors are belted to line shafting in

chines include the ordinary saws, planers, shapers,
etc., for woodworking, and also some special ap-
paratus, such as multiple-boring machines. In the
east end of the building are machine and tool rooms,
equipped with drills, planers, lathes, milling ma-
chines, etc., designed for doing a lot of duplicate
work. On the fifth floor are the pattern shop,
drafting room and the company's private photo-
graph gallery, where photographs are taken for cata-

logue work. The machines are all belted to shafts,

which in turn are driven by motors. A 75-horsc-
power motor operates a shaving and dust collector

that carries the refuse from the wood shops to the

boiler room. All the motors, which ar? of

the Westinghouse manufacture, are equipped with
pilot lights, four in series, on the 440-volt circuits,

which serve the double purpose of lighting up the
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motors and surroundings and of notifying the motor
tender when the current is on.

The most interesting use to which the induction

motors are put is to drive pumps for hydraulic ele-

vators. There are five of these elevators, one in

the new machinerj'' building, one in a warehouse
and three in the foundry. The first two are driven

by 20 and 15-horsepower motors, respectively, while

the foundry elevators are operated from one 20-

horsepower motor, shown in Fig. 7, The motor
is direct-connected to a Quinby rotary pump, which
takes water from the open tank on the right and

FIG. 5. ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION OF THE MILWAUKEE
HARVESTER COMPANY. LUBRICATING APPARATUS.

forces it into the compression tank on the left.

The elevators, which were installed by the A.

Kieckhefer Elevator company of Milwaukee, are

of the direct-lift, hydrauHc-ram type, and are op-
erated by water from the compression tank under
about 100 pounds' pressure. They have a capacity

of 4,000 pounds each, and will travel 170 feet a

minute under average load and 125 feet a minute
under full load. The foundry elevators serve the

cupolas and the casting floor. The elevator in the

machinery building runs to the fifth floor and has a

lift of 55 feet.

Of the other motors installed, there are five in

the blacksmith shop and one in the paint mill,

shown in Fig. 8. This latter motor is of 12 horse-

FIG. 7. ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION OF THE MILWAUKEE
HARVESTER COMPANY.—ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC

ELEVATOR MECHANISM.

power and drives nine paint mills and a mixer, as

shown in the illustration, and some large paint mix-

ers on the floor above.

Other Details.

Ail of the buildings on the grounds are heated

from the central power house, the pipes running

through the tunnels as far as they extend. The
two new buildings are heated by the bl3"=;t system,

exhaust steam being used for heating the coils.

The heating system was designed with liberal sizes

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

for the pipes, so that the entire plant is heated
with not to exceed one pound back pressure, no
vacuum system being used.

A complete telephone system, with 35 instru-

ments, connects the different departments and build-

ings and also the residences of some of the offi-

cers of the company with the main office, where a

50-drop desk switchboard is located. The system
was installed by the Stromberg-Carlson Telephone
Manufacturing company of Chicago. The works
are also connected with the Milwaukee public tele-

phone lines. An independent fire-alarm system is

provided on the grounds. There are 100 boxes
or stations, and they are all connected to the an-
nunciator board in the power house. The Western
Electric company installed the system. Special at-

tention was given in the erection of the new build-

ings to cut down the fire risk, and consequently
the electric wiring has been carefully installed. To
provide additional safety, an automatic sprinkler

system has been placed in all the buildings.

G. H. Schulte, vice-president and general man-
ager of the Milwaukee Harvester company, has
given his personal supervision to the erection of this

fine power plant, which was designed by Charles G.
Armstrong of Chicago, the consulting engineer of

the compan}'. The motors, generators and switch-

board were furnished by the Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing company, while the wiring con-
tract was executed by George Rohn of Milwaukee.

Incandescent ''Lighting Board."
The London correspondent of the Western Elec-

trician, in a letter dated October 30th and published
last week, spoke of the recent exhibition in London
of "hghting boards," by which incandescent lamps
can be placed and operated in any position on the

"board," which is, of course, especially prepared for

the purpose. The invention is an interesting one
and may be used for theater or show-case lighting,

for sign work or for other purposes, if it prove
durable and safe in practice and not prohibitive in

expense. The accompanying illustrations, which

33^

pierced. The resultant board is a network of posi-
tive and negative conductors, separated only by
thin strips of insulating material, so that a lamp
provided with spikes for terminals can hardly be
pressed into the surface at any point without making
a contact through itself between a positive and a neg-
ative conductor. If, by any chance, a lamp spike
should, in being pushed into the board, encounter
one of the upright division pieces, it is only neces-
sary to move it one-sixteenth inch or so, and
the division piece is avoided and the lamp can be
pushed home. By this means any point of a board
can be illuminated by the simple expedient of stick-
ing in a lamp.

In places where there is vibration or where the
lamps are to hang downward, special clips provided
with flanges are used, which grip the lamp caps
and have their flanges turned into grooves at the
edges of the strips. A further modification, specially
adapted for temporary lighting and decoration, is

by means of twin flexible cable and special clips.

The company exploiting the device hopes soon to
be able to put on the market this flexible cable
with lamps so clipped on to it that the whole can
be inserted in water.
"Two questions naturally arose in connection with

the use of this system," says The Engineer. "They
were these—how long would the surfaces last, and
how does the insulation vary with use? We
were informed as regards the first question that,

taking a shop showcase where continual changes
were always being made, for an example, it was esti-

mated that the surface would last for some two
years, and would cost a very small sum for being
renewed. The length of time would necessarily de-
pend on the amount of use. As to insulation, we
were told that the holes formed by the lamp spikes
apparently closed up. and the insulation did not be-
come appreciably reduced. For instance, a certain

board with an insulation resistance between positive

and negative of eight megohms, and in which a lamp
had been pressed 200 times in different places, had
been exposed to the weather on a roof for months.
At the end of this length of time the insulation re-

sistance had remained unchanged. As regards the
contact obtained, we were shown a board into which
two staples had been driven and a lOO-ampere fuse
connected between them. The fuse had been blown,
and there was no indication at the points where the

BASE BOARD

Fig. I. Section.
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INCANDESCENT "LIGHTING BOARD.'

originally appeared in The Engineer of London,
are therefore reproduced.

Speaking generallj', the system consists in em-
ploying surfaces under which positive and negative

conductors, composed of a large number of fine

vires, are interlaced, while being insulate'd from
one another. Incandescent lamps with their termi-

nals consisting of spikes are thrust into these sur-

faces, and the spikes, penetrating through to the

conductors, allow current to pass to the filaments

of the lamps. The cuts show a part section and
part plan of one of the lighting boards. They are
only sketches, not drawn to scale, but they show
quite plainly the construction of the boards. On
a base-board are fastened strips of specially pre-

pared vulcanized fiber placed on edge. These are

about one-sixteenth inch thick, and, as will be seen,

vulcanized-lrber pieces are fitted to alternate ends
of the channels formed by the strip, the result being
that a long zigzag of fiber is formed. This con-
struction is easily understood from Fig. 2, which
shows a plan of the board during construction. At
the bottom of each channel, and along the spaces

at each end which are to be occupied by the positive

and negative main conductors, is laid sheet asbestos.

The conductors are laid on the top_ of the asbestos.

They consist of a large number of fine copper wires

bunched together, and connections are led from
these down the channels marked positive and nega-

tive, respectively. The bunching is so arranged that

the cross-section of the conductor is diminished by
just the amount of wire which is taken down each

channel. The result is that the main conductors

gradually taper toward their ends in exact propor-

tion to the amount of current likely to be taken

from them. Fig. 2 shows part of the board in course

of construction. When all the wires have been

laid properly flat and fill up the channels from side

to side, further strips of asbestos are placed over

them and rammed down hard, the resulting con-

struction being shown in cross-section in Fig. i.

The w-hole board is then carefully dried and var-

nished with special india-rubber solution, the surface

being then covered with a sheet of guttapercha.

Further, india-rubber solution is then applied, and

the surface composition then put on. This consists

of powdered cork, special india-rubber solution and

other ingredients, and it is pressed down, making

a fine dark-brown surface, which can be readily

staples had made contact with the conductors that

any current had passed. There was no sign of

sparking or fusing. We may mention that the car-

rying capacit}' of the conductors in the boards is

calculated with reference to the largest number of

lamps which can possibly be stuck into them."

Board of Trade Quotations

Negotiations for a settlement of the differences

existing between the Chicago Board of Trade and the

Postal and Western Union Telegraph companies have

received a setback. Until last week the outlook for

a satisfactory agreement concerning the delivery to

the telegraph companies of the board's stoclv quota-

tions was bright. E. J. Nally, acting for the Postal,

and Col. R. C. Clowry, representing the Western

Union, had outlined a basis of settlement, and this

was agreed to by the officers of the companies in

New York. It was determined, however, not to

abandon the local field to the Cleveland Telegraph

company, and it was on this vital point that agree-

ment could not be reached with the Board of Trade.

The Cleveland Telegraph company now affords the

only ticker service over which Board of Trade quota-

tions are distributed in Chicago, and its policy is con-

trolled by the Board of Trade.
In the conference held last week in New York,

with President W. S. Warren of the Board of Trade,-

the telegraph companies demanded the right to enter

the local ticker field in Chicago. As this field, accord-

ing to the view of the board, is not large enough to

maintain two ticker companies, it would mean the

extinction of the Cleveland Telegraph company and
the loss of the position of independence which its

position gives the Board of Trade. The latest offer

of the old telegraph companies concedes all that the

exchange demanded when the quotation war broke

out, as to withholding quotations from bucket shops,

but refuses to distribute them at all unless given

an equal right in the Chicago district. Apropos of

this question, it is reported that the Minneapolis

Chamber of Commerce has decided to reject the

proposition to ally itself with the Exchange Telegraph

company, which is projected by the Chicago Board of

Trade. The vote was 55 for, to 169 against, the

proposition.
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Manufacture of Rubber in the Philip-
pines.

By G. D. Rice.

There has been, as is well known to electrical

men, indication of shortage in the rubber and gutta-

percha supply for the last few years, owing to the

increased demand for this material in the electrical

field and by makers of pneumatic and solid tires

for vehicles and manufacturers of rubber boots and
shoes. The fact that shortages have existed in this

direction has led to the experimenting with substi-

tutes of all kinds, and to-day we have in the field

several classes of artificial rubber and guttapercha.

This artificial material has been so well made in

some instances that it has answered the purpose
well for covering wires and for the formation
of many of the parts and articles used in elec-

trical appliances. In most instances there is a pro-

portion of the genuine article used in combination
with products of other kinds. In the Philippines

there is an abundance of the genuine article, but as

many of the rubber works handle the product, other

articles than guttapercha are employed. One of the
rubber works visited by your correspondent had an
outfit for the making of rubber.
The guttapercha trees grow in large numbers on

the islands of the archipelago, and one might sup-
pose that it would be best to manufacture only the
genuine article, but it has been found that the gutta-
percha is improved from several points of view
by the addition to it of gum ammoniac, glue and
gelatine, all of which products are found on the
islands in large quantities. The process of melting
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There is not much of the desirable glutinous portion
in these hoofs, but by hard work the natives manage
to get a sort of a glue in this manner.
The drawing of the kettle shown is typical of the

majority of those used, although in some of them the
cavity for the fireplace is smaller. The cavity for

the fuel to be burned is at (D), and here the wood
or coal used for heating the contents of the kettle

is put and ignited. The earth at (C), (C) forms sides

for the fireplace. The walls (B), (B) are well laid

up and make good sides.

At one of the works where the natives seemed
to be more advanced than at others, I noticed that

they had quite an ingenious contrivance for melting
the ingredients. This is shown in Fig. 2. It con-
sists of a cylinder taken from one of the engines
of a sugar mill, the other portions of the engine hav-
ing gotten out of gear. The cylinder was opened
at the top by means of inserting a new head for

the purpose of cleaning out. The ingredients to be
treated are let in through the pipe (F) and drawn
out through the head. The steam for the purpose
of heating and boiling the contents of the cylinder
is admitted through pipe (E), circulating the casing
of the cylinder. The native workmen seemed to

get good results by using this type of device.

After the contents of the kettles or cylinders are
removed they are permitted to stand for a time in
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MANUFACTURE OF RUBBER IN THE PHILIPPINES.

the compositions is by means of large kettles, usually
the old boiling kettles formerly employed in the
sugar mills. In fact, nearly all of the machinery
of the rubber works of these islands appears to have
been taken out of old-time sugar mills, and one rec-

ognizes the engines, tanks, vats, compressors, kettles,

boilers and plant in general, besides the pumps.
These pumps are constructed of wood, and are ar-

ranged to raise the liquids to the proper level for
conveying them to other points through bamboo
pipes, a very interesting sample of the ingenuity of
native carpenters, for they make the pipes so as
to be practically watertight and serviceable. India-
rubber is made in several ways. At some places
they use considerable of the genuine article, in com-
bination with white lead, glycerine, glue, talloH
and gelatine, while in others the natives employ
compositions of another description.
The process of manufacture, however, seems to

be nearly alike in most places. The equipment seen
in the majority of works was very like that shown
in the accompanying illustrations. In the first place,
they have the reducing and melting kettle (A) fixed
up in masonry, as shown in Fig. i. In this kettle
they boil the various ingredients that enter into the
manufacture of guttapercha or india-rubber. In
some places which I inspected they seemed to have
only one kettle, and the work was necessarily slow.
In other works they had several of the kettles, and
all of them were in use at the same time, so as to
melt the glue, for example, in one kettle while
the other ingredients were in process of melting in
other kettles.

The glue used on these islands does not look
much like glue in it.s raw condition. The natives
manufacture it from the hoofs of the caribao mainly.

vats, during which interval they are mixed as de-
sired and compounded in accordance with the needs
of the combination. Then the partly hardened stock
is rolled out on a stone tablet, as in Fig. 3. The
sheet of material is cut into a convenient form of
a slab (H), and is repeatedly rolled by the hardwood
roller (I). Considerable pressure is applied, and
often the strongest of the men about the works are
employed in this work. They can roll the products
of a good-sized factory in a small proportion of the
time consumed in the making of the stock.

After the process of rolling is finished, the ma-
terial is again melted for the purpose of casting it

into the desired forms. The same kettles are used
for the melting, and when in a proper state for run-
ning into molds the rubber is admitted into the
casting devices, one of which is shown in Fig. 4.

This mold is made with sand, pretty much alter the
plan of the regular mold employed in the casting
of iron or other metals. The box is made of wood
and set up in a frame for convenience, while the sand
is put in and molded according to the kind
of form wanted. The sand has to be very fine, and
in some cases the sand itself is covered with a sur-
facing, which fills all pores and makes the facing
as smooth as glass.

When the molds are ready, and in some places
they use as many as 100 of the molds, the molten
material is poured in through the opening (A) to

the leader (B), whence it passes down into
the mold (C). The stock is permitted to remain
in the mold for about six hours, after which it is

removed in cube form, and in this shape is shipped
to Spain, China and other countries, .^mcricms
who havc*been here during the last year or two
have been looking into this rubber-working idea

of the natives, and think that by introducing Ameri-
can machinery and American methods that the
works can be made to be quite profitable.

Some of the orders for the rubber or guttapercha
slock call for the pieces to be furnished in cylin-
drical shape, in which case the mold is constructed
on the plan of that shown in Fig. 5, in which a
series of chambers are used. In this mold the box
portion is made of boards like the first, and instead
of one large cube being arranged for the contents
of the mold, is divided into a series of cylindrical
shapes, as represented by (E), (E), (E), (E). The
portions are connected by means of a runner, just
as the feed for molten metal is arranged for in
metal molds. The molten material is run into the
opening at (D), and this opening leads into the run-
ner, from whence the liquid is distributed through-
out the set of molds.
The operations of rubber manufacture in the Phil-

ippines are not of recent origin, as some of the
works visited by the writer indicated long years of
service. But the work of rubber-making has never
been carried on to any great extent. The demand
for rubber in the islands has amounted to but very
little each year, as there are no rubber-boot and
shoe factories or other works to consume rubber.
There always have been, however, a number of boot
and shoe makers in all of the cities and towns, and
these men have used considerable rubber in the
making of rubbers, which they sew up. They use
a wood or rawhide or leather sole, anil the sides of
the boot or shoe are of the native sheet rubber. The
rubber makers have found a good market for the
rubber products from the boot and shoe makers,
and then Japan has taken large amounts of the rub-
ber. The lubber works of Japan melt the rubber
over again and combine it with that secured from
other sources.
Spain has always taken considerable of the rubber

products of the Philippines. Since the Americans
arrived on the islands and have begun to estabhsh
electric lights, trolley roads, and, in fact, every-
thing that one may find in an up-to-date country, the
demand for rubber locally has been quite an item.
The military signal corps wants considerable rubber
in its work, and purchases that of local manufac-
ture, if it is suitable. There are a number of electric-
light lines in full operation and using rubber, while
within a few months the proposed trolley lines for
Manila and vicinity and Iloilo and surrounding
country will be in operation, and rubber will be
needed by them. In Fig. 6 is shown the way that
the natives wind the wires with rubber in this coun-
try. The wire itself is marked (F), and the rubber
is wound over and over, spirally, like (G). They
do not seem to have any means for casting the in-

sulation or for drawing the insulation on the v\ire.

The native rubber workers are very poorly
equipped with the necessary devices tor carrying on
the work of rubber manufacture, and for that reason
the grade of rubber produced is not up to the stand-
ard, so far as the finish is concerned. It lacks elas-
ticity and the general desirable features required in
rubber for electrical purposes, or, in fact, for vehicle
tires. But the trouble is wholly due to the way the
natives carry on the work, and with an American
foreman the trouble could be averted and the prod-
ucts of the Philippine shops made useful for elec-
trical concerns in any part of the world.
The device shown' in Fig. 7 is one for testing

rubber products, the glass cylinders (H) and (K)
receiving the melted products before and after ap-
plication. The central globe (1) is surrounded by
hot water in a dish (J), and the heat from this water
dissolves the rubber or other material desired to be
tested. The melting point of the rubber is secured
by the maintaining of the water at various tempera-
tures.

Death of F. W. Royce.
Frederick W. Royce, well known as an inventor,

all-around electrical man and veteran telegraph op-
erator, was stricken with apoplexy in front of the
city postoffice in Washington, D. C, on November
i6th, and shortly after died as the result of the stroke.
Mr. Royce was 61 years of age and a native of Dela-
ware. He was one of the hrst to send a message
by the old printing-telegraph instruments, and he
was famous for having attained the speed of 60
words a minute while sending out press telegrams.
Experts with Morse instruments at that time made
about half that speed. After working as a telegraph
operator in several New York cities, he came to
Washington in 1858 and was in the employment of
several telegraph companies till 1S90. After sever-
ing his connection with the Western Union Tele-
graph company, he engaged in the electrical con-
tracting business as a member of the firm of Royce
& Marean.

Indianapolis Strike Settled.
The strike of electrical workers which began

some weeks ago in Indianapolis, Ind., has been
settled. As a result of the strike' the shops of four
leading electrical concerns of the city have been
"unionized." At a conference between the executive
committee of the Electrical Workers' union and
representatives of the Indianapolis District Tele-
graph company, the Sanborn Electric company, the
Advance Electric company and C. W. Meikel, a
contract was signed which is to run until January
I, 1902. This contract provides for a uniform scale
of 28 cents an hour, time and one-half for overtime
and dtnibic time for all legal holidays and Sundays,
and full recognition of the union. The union men
made several concessions.
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Electric Railway and Ligliting Business
in Ohio.

iFrom the Columbus (Oho) correspondent ot the Western Elec-
trician.]

The reports of the various electric-railway com-
panies and electric-light companies filed with the

state auditor of Ohio, for the purpose of computing
the taxes due the state, contain some very interest-

ing figures, inasmuch as they give the gross earn-

ings for the year ended April 30, 1900. There are

at the present time 65 electric-railway lines or sys-

tems in operation, as shown by the books in the

auditor's office, and the gross receipts range all the

way from a few thousand dollars to nearly three

million dollars, the Cincinnati Street Railway com-
pany taking the lead in this respect. The total gross

receipts of all the roads for the last fiscal year were

$11,533,350. and they will pay taxes to the state to

the amount of $57,666.75, which is one-half of one

per cent, of the gross earnings. Last year 6;i roads

earned a total of $9,971,939 and paid $49,859.67 taxes.

There are now Si steam roads operating in the state,

and their income, for the year ended June 30th, was
$86,182,911. There has been a large increase in

the business of both classes of roads. It would seem
from the figures that there are about the same
number of electric roads operating in the state this

year as last, and that there had been no increase

in the number, but the combinations and the merg-
ing of several roads into systems are responsible

for this. The secretary of state's report shows that

there have been 35 electric-railway companies in-

corporated within the last year. It is true, how-
ever, that not many of the new ones are now in

operation, and as a consequence have not been re-

ported for taxation. Following are the gross re-

ceipts of a few of the largest roads in the state:

Cincinnati Street Railway company $2,968,575
Cleveland Electric Railway company 1, 522, .307

Cleveland City Raihvay company 1,479,546
Columbus Railway company 867,121
Toledo Traction company 678,125
Northern Ohio Traction company 376.302
Southern Ohio Traction company 260,764
Lorain Street Raihvay company 101,266

-'Ml of the roads named here have made an in-

crease over last year, with one exception, and it is

expected that the increase over the last year's re-

ceipts shown in the next report will be even greater.

The books at the state auditor's office show that

there are 123 electric-light companies operating

plants in the state. Their gross earnings for the

year ending on April 30th were $2,735,553, ^i^d their
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and other companies have increased the capital

stock $254,000. Thirteen steam-railroad compa-
nies, with a capital stock of $2,755,000, were incorpo-
rated, and railroad companies already in existence

increased their capital stock $215,000 showing that

the electric roads are making vastly greater strides

in the state than the steam roads. In all, 417 man-
ufacturing concerns were incorporated and 38 banks
were chartered. There were 1,527 charters issued

altogether, with an aggregate capitalization of $77r
593,199, and the total increase of capital stock of

various companies already in existence amounts to

$35,446,900.

City and Soutli London Electric Rail-
way.

Nearly 10 years ago the pioneer underground
electric railway of London—that of the Ci.ty and
South London company—was constructed under
the supervision of the late Mr. Greathead. The late

Dr. John Hopkinson and his brother Edward had
control of its electrical equipment, and the system

FIG. I. CITY AND SOUTH LONDON ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

—

BOILERS AND MECHANICAL STOKERS.

received much attention and interest from English
and foreign electrical and railway authorities.

The total length of the system was 5V2 miles un-
til this year, when the two extensions were opened,
increasing the length to 4% miles. It had long
been apparent that a new station and new generat-
ing apparatus were needed for the modern demands
of electric-railway traffic. The old generating plant
has been sold and is being dismantled. The old

buildings will be utilized for tool and repair shops,
while a new generating station and additional car

sheds have been erected, adjoining the old station

at Stockwell.
With the opening of the extensions of the lino

FIG. 2. CITY AND SOUTH LONDON ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

-

800-KILOWATT UNIT IN NEW POWER HOUSE.

taxes will amount to $13,677.76. The gross income

of the light plants in the state last year was $2,560,-

493. and they paid taxes to the amount of $12,802.46.

So there has also been an increase in business here.

The annual report of the secretary of state for

the year ended November 15th will show that during

the j'ear there have been 35 street and electric-rail-

way companies ana consolidations incorporated in

the state, with a capitalization of $10,352,oiX) for new
companies with $4,000,000 for consolidations, and

that various companies have increased their capital

stock $8,160,000 in the aggregate. Fourteen elec-

tric-light and power companies have been incorpo-

rated, with an aggregate capital stock of $930,500,

the ordinary two-wire system of feeders was no
longer suitable on account of losses in the rail re-

turn and ill the feeders. The three-wire system, with
equalizers, was adopted, and has thus far justified

the choice of the directors.

All the machinery and equipment in the new
station are of British manufacture. Boiler and en-

gine houses are practically under the same roof.

Coal is stored over the boilers on a steel and con-
crete floor, in iron bunkers having a capacity of

1,000 tons. An elevating and conveying plant is

attached. From the bunkers the coal is delivered

by measuring chutes to the hoppers of the Vicar
mechanical stokers below, as may be seen by refer-

ring to Fig. r. The steam-generating plant consists

of a battery of nine Davey-Faxman boilers, capable
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of evaporating 8,000 pounds of water an hour each,
the working pressure being 160 pounds.
The generators, which are of various sizes, are

all direct-coupled, with the exception of the original
Siemens-Willans set of 125 kilowatts removed
from the old power house; all the generators are
of the Electric Construction company's make, and
consist of one 125-kilowatt generator, coupled to a
high-speed VVillans engine, and two 300-kilowatt,
also coupled to Willans engines. The remaining
two 800-kilowatt generators, of the type shown in
Fig. 2, are direct-coupled to two Corliss compound
engines, built by Cole, Marchent & Morley. The
engines are fitted with unusually heavy plate fly-
wheels, and extremely good governing is obtained.
The generators are all compound-wound, to main-
tain a constant potential of 500 volts.
The main engines condense into a surface con-

densing plant, shown in the illustration (Fig. 3).
The cooling water is passed over two Klein cooling
towers by two centrifugal pumps.
The electrical distribution is on the three-wire

system, using the track as the neutral conductor,
and the conducting wire in each of the two tunnels
as the outers. The working conductor in each tun-
nel is fed at three points, at one of which, Ken-
sington, the feeder is coupled through a booster.
At London Bridge the battery sub-station and re-
ducers maintain a constant pressure. This battery
consists of 5^6 Tudor accumulators, of 450 am-
pere-hours, when dischareing at 150 amperes, or of
3.50 ampere-hours, when discharging at 350 amperes.
At three other sub-stations equalizing dvnamos are
located, each machine capable of handling 160 to
200 amperes.
The contract for the complete electrical etiuip-

nient was let to the Electric Construction company.

FIG. 3: CITY AND SOUTH LONDON ELECTRIC RAILWAY.

—

COOLING TOWERS.

Mr. P. V. McMahon, the company's engineer, had
supervision of the entire work.
The City and South London railway has had a

struggle from the first, says the London Electrical
Review, from which the foregoing facts are taken.
The present extensions to Clapham and Margate
street will doubtless add to its commercial success,
but from the Islington extension, to be finished next
year, the greatest aid is expected. Other extensions
at both ends of the line are under consideration.

Chicago Street-railway Projects.

The Chicago Street Railway Commission dis-
cussed its estimates for next year's appropriation at
a meeting last week. The commission will ask for
$5,000, in addition to the unused $2,000 of this
year's appropriation. In its estimates the com-
mission asks for money to employ an expert on
motive power. It is the purpose of the commis-
sion to get expert information on the relative value
of overhead and underground trolleys, compressed-
air and other motors. At the meeting Mayor Har-
rison said that he would consent to the use of the
underground-trolley system in any streets in which
the traction companies already have tracks, but that
there would be a fight on the mention of overhead
trolleys in the downtown district. City Electrician
Ellicott was of the opinion that of all the plans sug-
gested for replacing the cable loops in the downtown
districts, the underground trolley was the most
feasible. He thought the change could be accom-
plished without great expense, and to the satisfaction
of all concerned. His idea would be to put the
underground trolley in the downtown district, use
motor cars on it. haul the other cars around the
loop, and switch them over on the other side ot
the river, or where the change is made, to the over-
head trolley. This would not necessitate the ex-
penditure of a great sum. He expected that the
street-railway companies would object that the drain-
age of the city would not permit of an underground
troljey, but said that he had proved that argument
to be worthless, for the sewers are nine feet below
the street.
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In choosing as the theme of his inaugural address

the electrical features of the Paris Exposition, Pres-

ident Hering of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers has made a timely and interesting selec-

tion. Mr. Hering has had experience at several

international exhibitions and congresses, and his

observations and comparisons are therefore of value.

The inaugural address is rather long, but it will be

printed in full in the Western Electrician, the first

portion appearing in this issue.

Treasury Department statistics show that the ex-

ports of the United States last month broke all

records for a similar period, reaching a total of

$163,093,597. The highest preceding record was
made in March of this year, when the value of the

exports was $134,157,225. Reports up to October
31st last give assurance that the Calendar year of

1900 will show the largest exports in the history

of our foreign commerce and the largest prepon-

derance of exports over imports. This result is, of

course, highly pleasing, and it is gratifying to know
that the greatest increase is in manufactures, in

which electrical apparatus plays a pa-t of constantly

augmenting importance.

In the press of other duties at the coming session

of Congress senators and representatives should not

forget the bill to create a National Standardizing Bu-
reau as advocated by the Treasury Department and
cordially indorsed by the electrical and other scientific

and technical interests of the country. The bill

passed the committee stage in the House at the

last session, but, owing to early adjournment, was
not acted upon. Should no action be taken at the

session beginning next month, the project would be

postponed for at least another year, which would be

a misfortune, as the United States has already de-

layed too long in establishing a bureau to test and
verify its units and standards. We can conceive no

valid objection to the passage of this bill, which, on

the other hand, will only make for the scientific and
industrial advance of the nation. The bill has been

explained and recominended in the Western Elec-

trician heretofore, and we now repeat the recom-

mendation and urge all readers of this journal to

use their influence with their respective representa-

tives in Congress to the end that this excellent meas-

ure may become a law.

Mr. Holland, the submarine-boat designer, is

credited with the statement that vessels of his latest

type are capable of taking long voyages, even to the

extent of crossing the Atlantic. Testing trips of

from one to two thousand miles on the deep sea are

quite confidently discussed. The submarine boat has

been regarded hitherto as possibly useful as a torpedo

boat in warfare and in wrecking and dredging opera-

tions in commerce, but in either naval or industrial

use it was to make short trips, remaining near a

secure base of supplies. The machinery of the earlier

types was evidently designed with that end in view.

For long cruises both the steam (or gas) and elec-

tric plant would have to be considerably modified and

the weight and bulk increased. Arrangements would
undoubtedly be made for re-charging the accumula-

tors on board, and in every way the mechanical
equipment would have to be more elaborate, to say

nothing of the added room needed for fuel and stores.

A submarine vessel fitted to cross the Atlantic "un-

der its own steam" and ready to dive at a moment's
notice would be a very different craft from a boat

designed to make a five or lo-mile dash out of a

harbor and then to return to a friendly shelter.

It is interesting to observe that some of our eastern

contemporaries have at last come to the conclusion

that the Independent telephone liiovenient has at-

tained an importance worthy of their atten-

tion. On the expiration of the first of the funda-

mental Bell patents the Western Electrician foresaw

that a great development of the telephone field was
impending, and so, with no intention of discriminat-

ing against the older companies, it welcomed the"

active and energetic newcomers. Time has proved

the accuracy of this forecast. The Independents

have given a wonderful impetus to the telephone

business of this country. Not only have they brought

the telephone within the reach of hundreds of

thousands who would not have had the benefits of

tliis modern adjunct of civilization without their ex-

istence, but their vigorous competition forced the pre-

existing coiTipanies to give lower rates and belter

service and to make improvements in every direction.

Thus all telephone users have been benefited and a

veritable revolution is being wrought, in which the

more wide-awake of the Bell companies have them-
selves profited by being awakened to the possibilities

of the business. The Western Electrician has fully

chronicled this movement from the start, believing

in a fair and healthy competition in the telephone as
in any other business, and it looks back with some
satisfaction at its efforts in securing for the Inde-

'

pendents the fair hearing which they asked. Now
that telephone monopoly is virtually a thing of the

past and the Independents have waxed numerous
and powerful, our contemporaries have seen a great
light in the West, where the opposition telephone
movement was nourished into strength, and are giv-

ing the anti-monopolists belated consideration. Well,
it is never too late to mend, perhaps, but if the east-

ern journals had followed the example of the West-
ern Electrician some years before they did, they
would have rendered a real service to the competitive
telephone interests at a time when they were weak
:md struggling and needed it. It will be recalled that

Ur. Johnson, in a celebrated letter to a nobleman ,.

who sought to pose as a patron of letters, spurned
belated patronage where early assistance had been
denied. Possibly the Independents entertain a similar

feeling to those who tender assistance when it is no
longer necessary.

Complaint has been made on more than one oc-
casion and in more than one city against the ncise

and vibration of electric power houses. Of course
the tendency of modern practice in electric-current

supply is in the direction of placing generating sta-

tions at points apart from crowded centers of popula-
tion

; electrical companies wish to do this for their
own protection, for the expense of real estate is usu-
ally a serious consideration; but in earlier days it

was thought to be essential to place steam-driven,

low-tension plants at or near the center of distribu-

tion. Nearby residents have been known to contend
that such plants were not pleasant neighbors. In the

case of Mrs. Sarah Bly against the Edison Electric

Illuminating company of New York, for instance,

witnesses testified that the vibration of the building

was a continuous annoyance, and that, owing to it, it

was difficult to sleep; that it caused clocks to slop

and pictures to become deranged; that the ceiling

cracked and fell, and the windows constantly rattled.

William Hallock, a professor of physics at Columbia
University, testified among other things that upon
leaning against the partition wall of the house he

could feel thevibration very perceptibly, and bymoans
o'l a delicate instrument he found that the partition

wall vibrated one one-hundredth of an inch continu-

ously and in consonance with the revohitions of the

company's engines. Mrs. Bly conducted a boarding-

house at 3S West Twenty-sixth street, and it was the

company's power house at 45 West Twenty-sixth
street, put in operation prior to iSgo, that was the

source of complaint. A judgment at a Speciaj Term of

the Supreme Court of the state of New York, award-
ing Mrs. Bly an injunction and $4,000 damages, was
modified by the Appellate Division last week, by re-

ducing the award to six cents. The court holds, in an
opinion by Justice O'Brien, that damages not being re-

coverable for a greater period than six years, and dur-

ing such period Mrs. Bly being in possession under a

lease or leases which were subsequent in date to the

construction and operation of the company's power
house, she, having taken a lease with knowledge
of the existing condition, was entitled to only nomi-
nal damages. The damages resulting from loss of

business caused by vibration, smoke and cinders

from the power house were, in effect, damages to the

rental value of the premises, and could not be re-

covered by the plaintiff as lessee. Had she proceeded

promptly, the court says, she would have been en-

titled to an injunction restraining the company from
prosecuting its business in a way that would inflict

damages upon her or destroy her comfort or health.

This case is of importance. The plaintiff failed in

the court of last resort, but the judges make it clear

that had she proceeded promptly to make her com-

plaint the result might have been different. There

is no doubt that some of the complaints against the

older central stations were well founded, and the at-

titude of the New York court will furnish another in-

centive to reconstrtict on modern lines some of the

plants where improvements are needed.
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Operations of the Signai Corps.
An interesting account of the work done by the

United States Signal Corps in the PhiHppines,
China. Alaska, Cuba and Porta Rico is contaitied
in the annual report of General A, W. Greely, chief

signal officer ot the army, made public last week.
Ihe services of the signal department with the

Pekin relief expedition are first spoken of. This
small body of men, under command of First Lieu-
tenant Henry W. Stamford, signal officer of volun-
teers, got through the first mihtary telegraph line to

Pekin under circumstances that were very discour-
aging. The first reliable news that came out of

Pekin was sent bj'- Lieutenant Stamford. At Matow
the wire gave out, and although obliged to wait two
days for more, Lieutenant Stamford, "by the most
extraordinary exertions, succeeded in covering the

ground lost by two daj's' marches and brought
Chaffee's command again in communication with
Tientsin." Of the work of this undaunted little

band of American telegraph operators. General
Greely says:
"Through the labors of Lieutenant Stamford's men

the American army carried the first telegraphic wire
into Pekin. where the first telegraph office was in-

stalled in the house of Minister Conger. Fortu-
nately, this action permitted General Chaffee, in

Pekin, to extend courtesies, in the way of transmit-

ting telegrams, to officials of the British, Russian,
French, German, Italian, and even Chinese govern-
ments, and likewise to the press."

In Cuba many important lines have been laid and
efticiency and cheapness in telegraphic communica-
tion provided. 1 he commercial rate from W ash-

ington to all points in Cuba beyond iriavana ranged
Irom 44 to 94 cents a word prior to the bpanish-
American war. Any point on the island oeyond
Havana can now be reached over the military-tele-

grapli line by commercial messages at rates ranging
irom 22 cents a word to 20 cents a word maximum.
I ue aggregate of commercial business done
amountea to $212,470.

in Porto Kico tlie military-telegraph system has
been maintained, operated, repaired and recon-

structed without drawing a dollar trom the treasury

of Porto K.1C0. ihe expenses have been delrayed

either from the appropriations for the support 01 the

army or Irom the ime receipts. All money received

tor commercial messages since May i, lyoo, when
the island was transierred to the civil authorities,

has been turned into the United States treasury, as

IS required by lav*- in the case ot commercial receipts

of military-telegrapn lines m the United States.

In the Philippines considerable important work
lias been accomplished. A comprehensive telegraph

and cable system is being constructed, whicn wiil

cover, all the important islands in the jfnuippine

group and extend over more than 1,000 nines of

latitude from Seno de iiangui ot northern Luzon to

the southerly island ot Jolo. On June 30, lyjo, there

was in operation 3,007 nines ot lelegidpn unes and
cables, with 400 telegraph and telephone ottices, of

which no less than 301 were connecced directly with

the headquarters ol the commanding general at

Manila.
General Greely relates this incident of field tele-

graph work: "m connection with General i^aw-

ton s famous march through untraveled eastern Lu-
zon, when Major Ihompson penormed the remark-
able feat, deemed impossible 01 accomplishmem,
of keeping Lawton in daily communication with

the commanding general at Manila, there were about
100 miles of line constructed, ot which luliy 75
miles were necessarily abandoned and the rest re-

covered by Captain Kussel and his efficient com-
mand."
Of the work done in Alaska, the report mentions

the telegraph line with iron poles, 25 miles in length,

which now extends from Nome City through Jbort

Uavis eastward to Safety Harbor, where ultimately

it will connect with the cable at St. Michael. Gen-
eral Greely recommends that a telegraph cable be
laid by the government from Skagway to Juneau.
"This," he says, "would not only connect the mili-

tary post at Skagway with Juneau, the capital of

Alaska, but would enable the territorial authorities

to reach, via Skagway and Dawson, the points in

the Yukon Valley now so remote that, as a rule,

not more than two or three letters upon any subject

can be exchanged in the course of a year. A cable

from Skagway to Valdez would be about 650 miles

in length, and could be laid for about $300,000. A
cable from Skagway to Seattle, passing outside of

Vancouver and Queen Charlotte Islands, so as to

avoid any international complications, would be

about 1,150 miles long, and could probably be laid

for about $500,000."

Attention is called to the desirability of having the

whole subject of the rights, privileges and immuni-
ties of submarine-cable properties in time of war
considered by an international cable conference in

connection with the proposed American-Pacific ca-

ble, which General Greely says is a military and
commercial necessity if our colonial possessions are

to be retained, or if American interests are to be

safeguarded in Asiatic countries.

DOINGS OF SOCIETIES.

American Electrotherapeutic Associa-
tion.

At the tenth annual meeting of the American
Electrotherapeutic association held in New York
city September 25th to 27th it was decided to hold
the next annual meeting of the association in Buf-
falo, N. Y., beginning the first Tuesday in next Sep-
tember. This date has since been changed, so that
the meeting now will be held on September 24, 25
and 26, 1901. At the recent meeting the following-
named officers were elected for the ensuing year:
President, Dr. Ernest Wende, Buffalo, N \.; first

vice-president, Dr. Frederic H. Morse. Melrose,
Mass.; second vice-president, Dr. D. R. Brower,
Chicago, 111.; secretary, Dr. George E. Bill, 2SS
North street, Harrisburg, .Pa. ; treasurer, Dr. R. J.
Nunn. Ii9y2 York street, Savannah, Ga.; executive
council. Dr. Robert Newman, New York city;

Dr. G. Betton Massey, Philadelphia, Pa.; Dr.
Charles R. Dickson, Toronto, Can.; Dr. Frederic
Schavoir, Stamford, Conn.; Dr. F. B. Bishop, Wash-
ington, D. C; Dr. W. H. White, Boston, Mass.
The chairmen of the different committees appointed
by the president are as follows: Induction coils and
alternators, Dr. Margaret A. Cleaves, New York
city; electrodes. Dr. Charles R. Dickson. Toronto.
Ont. ; meters. Dr. Emil Heuel, New York city;

static machines and condensers, Dr. William J. Mor-
ton, New York city; electric-light apparatus for

diagnosis and therapy and the Roentgen X-ray, Dr.
C. O. Files. Portland, Me.; cataphoresis, John J.

Carty, New Y'ork city; constant-current generators
and controllers. Dr. William J. Herdman, Ann Ar-
bor, Mich.; arrangements. Dr. Henry R. Hopkins.
Buffalo. N. Y.; ordinary fellows, Dr. W. S. Whit-
well, New York city; resignations, Dr. Frederick
Peterson. New York city; necrology. Dr. G. Apos-
toH.

Automobile Manufacturers Organize.

At the meeting of motor-vehicle builders held
on November 14th, at the Hoffman House, New
York, the National Association of Automobile Man-
ufacturers was formally launched by the committee
selected to form an organization at a convention
of makers in Madison Square Garden the week
previous.
John Brisben Walker presided, A. S. Winslow

acted as secretary, and others present were S. T.
Davis, Jr., A. L. Riker, C. E. Miller, E. P. Wells,

C. E. Duryea, J. M. Hill and C. J. Field. It was
decided to perfect the organization and to incor-

porate as soon as possible. The active members
will comprise manufacturers of automobiles, and
the associate memb'ers, makers of accessories and
parts. Twenty-three active members and 15 asso-

ciate members were enrolled. Three sub-commit-
tees were appointed, as follows: To perfect organi-

zation and incorporate, S. T. Davis, Jr.. J. M. Hill

and C. J. Field; to prepare constitution and by-laws.

A. L. Riker, C. E. Duryea, C. E. Miller, A. S. Wins-
low and E. P. Wells; legislative committee, A. L.

Barber, John H. Flagler, S. T. Davis. Jr.. and A. A.

Pope. The last-named committee was instructed to

look up the law bearing on gasoline automobiles
on ferryboats.

The automobile exhibition at the Grand Central

Palace, although following closely that at Madison
Square Garden, has been well attended. Eleven
firms not exhibiting at the first show had displays

at the Palace. A liquid-air automobile was perhaps

the most interesting machine. The track at the

Palace was not banked, and no speeding contests

could be held.

and "shotgun" diagrams to illustrate the paper. A
brief discussion was participated in by several mem-
bers of the society, including Albert Scheible, Harold
Almert, W. A. Harding, R. F. Schuchardt, A. M.
Blumenthal and others. At the next meeting of the
association on December 7th, Charles Wirt of the
Wirt Electric company, Philadelphia, will present a
paper on "Development of the Theater Dimmer."

Mr. Steinmetzon Alternating Currents.

The New York Electrical society held its two-
hnndred-and-ninth meeting at the College of the

City of New York, on November i6th, when, before

a large and most appreciative audience. Mr. C. P.

Steinmetz deUvered a lecture on "Alternating-cur-

rent Engineering." It may be said that no more
valuable or interesting lecture has ever been deliv-

ered before the society. In the course of about an

hour and a half, supplemented by replies to sugges-

tions, Mr. Steinmetz treated of the development of

the alternating current for power and lighting pur-

poses, its application for long-distance work, its

relation to continuous-current local supply, ques-

tions of railway work, frequency, voltage, regulation,

etc. While treating the subject broadly, Mr. Stein-

metz presented a number of new facts and cleared

up many obscurities in regard to the nature and use

of alternating currents. At the close of the lecture

and of the discussion, in which Messrs. Dunn.
Henshaw. Burnett and Williams participated, Mr.
Steinmetz, in response to a unanimous request,

promised to put the lecture into written form, so

that it may be published by the society.

The French minister of marine has just ordered
that eight more submarine boats for the navy be
put on the stocks. .After January ist France v/ill

own four completed submarine boats and 10 now
hearing completion, not counting the two offered to

the government by the newspaper Matin, which are

the largest of all.

Chicago Electrical Association.

At the regular meeting of the Chicago Electrical

association held at 1741 Monadnock block. Chicago,

on the evening of November i6th. W. B. Hale of the

laboratory department of the Western Electric com-
pany read a paper on "Incandescent Lamp Photom-
etry." Mr. Hale gave an interesting resume of the

subject, treating it mainly from a commercial point

of view. He used several drawings, sets of curves

Roentgen Society.
The Roentgen society of the United States has

issued a final notice to manufacturers of X-ray ap-
paratus inviting them to exhibit at the coming
meeting of the society. A floor space of 2,000 square
feet has been engaged .for exhibition purposes and
a 230-volt, direct-current power circuit will be avail-
able for the exhibitors. To secure larger facilities

the place of meeting has been changed from the
Academy of Medicine to the Hotel Victoria. New
York. The meeting will be held on December 13th.
S. H. Monell, chairman of the committee on ar-
rangements, 47 West Twenty-seventh street. New
York, says that all indications point to a most
successful meeting.

Electrical Booth for Charleston Expo-
sition.

Among the many and attractive features at the
coming South Carolina Interstate and West Indian
Exposition, to open in Charleston, S. C, on De-
cember I, 1901, and extend into the middle of the
following year, will be the electrical display, exhibits
and equipment. It is the intention to add to the
natural beauty of the landscape in every way possi-
ble, and in order to aid in this matter electricity

will play no inconsiderable part. Among other fea-

tures, an artificial lake will be constructed, and in

this lake will be the "electrical island," upon which
will be erected the palace of electricity.

One of the buildings has been completed. It is in
the form of an octagonal booth the framework com-
posed of light malleable-iron, the exposed surfaces
inside and outside of the building being filled in with
beautifully inlaid mosaics of rare marbles, onyx and
glass. The dome of the booth is of leaded glass,

representing in colors the globe of the western
hemisphere, Charleston being indicated by a blazing
point of light. Below this dome is a frieze of jeweled
glass, containing typical motifs in swags and ara-
besques, which, like the dome, is lighted from within
by electricity, the whole being supported upon eight
graceful columns and arches of inlaid mosaic.
Above the capitals of these columns are beautifully

molded swans with extended wings. The shining
globe, with its dividing lines of longitude and lati-

tude, and these winged creatures, together inevitably

suggest a floating and moving spirit, the entire struc-

ture being symbolic of Light, Motion and Prog-
ress. Viewed from within or without, this little

building is equally radiant and transparent. Be-
tween the glass sides of the columns and the frieze,

as well as in the dome, are many concealed electric

lights, throwing out a prismatic halo, while, still

further to enhance the beauty of the effect, sprays
of water play around the dome and the frieze, col-

umns and arches, affording a constant kaleidoscopic
change of color and form.
Within this booth a fountain of onyx and glass

rises from a strong substantial base, the figures on
the pedestal representing the triumph of Electricity

over Waterpower. A cylindrical shaft copies, in

conventional lines, the trunk of the palmetto, and
at the top of this column a beautiful statue of Co-
lumbia stands upon a large mosaic ball amid a cluster

of palm leaves. This statue is supposed to be typi-

cal of the New South. In one hand the figure holds a

distaff, outlined in incandescent electric light and
suggesting the cotton industry, while in the other
hand she bears an arc lamp, which typifies the light

of Progress. Below the water line of the fountain and
the sprays of water, which are cast up from the gro-
tesque projections like the gargoyles of medieval
architecture, are mirrors and lights which duplicate

the radiant coloring and graceful lines of the dome
and columns. Both the booth and the electric foun-
tain are so constructed that they can be taken to

pieces and shipped from one place to another.

Massachusetts Electric Companies,
The Massachusetts railroad commissioners have

authorized the lease of the Nashua street railway to

the Lowell and Suburban Street Railway company.
There will be no increase of capitalization. The
commissioners have sanctioned the consolidation of

the Lowell and Suburban Street Railway company
by the Lowell, Lawrence and Haverhill Street Rail-

way company, and authorized the latter road to

issue $1,200,000 additional stock for the purpose of

purchasing the Lowell and Suburban on a basis of

share for share. The commissioners also authorize

the Brockton Street Railway company to issue ^363.-

600 additional stock for funding its floating indebt-

edness incurred in the construction of its railway
and for the purchase of real and personal property.

The new shares are to be offered proportionately
to stockholders at $110 a share. The petitioners

asked for $400,000 additional stock. The above-
named lines are parts of the Massachusetts Electric

Companies' properties, and progress toward consoli-

dation of them all is rapidly making on the plan

above indicated.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Ohio Notes.

To gain some idea oi the development of the

telephone interests m Ohio, the last year, it is only

necessary to refer to the tacts that the annual report

of the secretary of state for the year ended Novem-
ber 15th will contain. While the telegraph and
telephone companies are grouped together in the

figures here to be presented, it is well known to

those interestd in the matter that nearly all of them
are telephone companies, since few have essayed to

break into the telegraph business because of the

extensive construction of hues that would be re-

quired and the sharp competition that a new con-

cern would have in the two old companies, the

Western Union and the Postal. The number of

companies incorporated during the year is 69, and
the combined capital stock to be invested is $1,388,-

999- These new companies, many of which have
not yet completed their plants, and some have not

even commenced construction, are not confined to

any section of the state, but have been formed in

small towns, as well as the cities. The capital stocks

range from $1,000 to $100,000 or more, and the lines

in some instances are to be confined to certain

towns and cities, and in others are to be interurban

affairs, all eventually to form a part of one great

system by being connected with the lines ot the

United States Telephone company, which is now
very active in the construction of its long-distance

plant in this and other states. The increase in the

capital of telephone and telegraph companies has
been greater, that put into the new companies be-

ing $4,44:3,000, as shown by the report. This fact

shows that the business of the older companies is

growing and that they have been compelled to make
additions to their investments from time to time.

This, of course, is mainly for enlarging plants, mak-
ing improvements and perfecting their service.

The New Washington Telephone company. New
Washington, Crawford County, Ohio, has been in-

corporated, with a capital stock of $5,000, to build

a local plant in that place. The incorporators are

C. R. Callahan, Frank A. Knapp, John H. Sheetz,

Jacob Sheetz and M. J. Callahan.

The National District Telephone company of Cin-

cinnati was incorporated last week, with a capital

stock of $1,000. The object is to build and operate
telephone and telegraph lines in Cincinnati, and
connecting with Covington, Newport and Ludlow,
Ky. The incorporators are John T. Colling, R. E.

Daly, Edwin Heil, Thomas Kelley and John M.
Hiatt.

The Central Union Telephone company has a

petition prepared to present to the Village Council
of Lorain asking for a franchise to build a plant in

that city. The Black River Telephone company has

500 telephones already in use there, and it is said will

oppose the admission of the Central Union.
The ordinance granting the Stark County Tele-

phone company a franchise in the city of Canton
has reached its second reading, and from all ap-

pearances will be passed at the next meeting of the

council. The vote stood eight to five in favor. The
Bell people presented a number of remonstrances,

but they were all referred to a committee of the

whole, to be considered at the call of the president.

Several amendments were also proposed, which
would have interfered with the passage of the act

for some time, but they were all voted down.
The Citizens' Telephone company of Xenia, Ohio,

has been incorporated, with a capital stock of $125,-

000, for the purpose of building and operating an
exchange in Xenia and line in Green County. The
incorporators are J. C. Conwell, W. L. Marshall,

Marcus Shoup, L. E. St. John and H. H. Daven-
port. The company was granted a franchise last

week to erect a plant in Xenia.
The Central Union Telephone company of this

city has advertised residence telephones for five

cents a day, which means $1.50 a month, or $18 a

year. It seems that the company will have to fight

its battles alone, however, as the Citizens' has made
no move to reduce prices, and the management has
announced that there will be nothing of the kind, as

they feel that they will have the support of their

patrons in the stand they take. O. M. C.

Telephone News from the Northwest,

The sheriff has attached property in Minneapolis
of the Mississippi Valley Telephone company to

secure a claim of $10,000 in favor of the Farmers
and Mechanics' Savings Bank of Minneapolis. A.
B. Jackson has sued for $i,ooo for legal advice.

J. C. Hubingcr, the president and manager of the

company, has filed a mortgage for $750,000 to

the Royal Trust company of Chicago. He says

that the money thus raised is for the purpose
of building up the concern and extending the

lines. Mr. Jackson, in his suit, alleges that

the company is about to assign or dispose
of its properly with intent to delay the creditors.

Hubingcr claims that the company will meet all

claims, and says these suits will have a tendency to

injure the company.
Dr. H, Igarashi. the imperial director of the tele-

phone service of Japan, has been in the Twin Cities

to inspect the local telephone plants. The govern-
ment owns the telephone systems of his country, and
he is in search of improvements. lie professed
himself greatly pleased with the local exchanges, and
thought well of the nickel-in thc-s^lot machines which

have been reviled so by citizens of the Twin
Cities. He was amazed at the complete electrical

street-railway system of Minneapolis and St. Paul.
The Spencer Telephone company is extending a

line from Greenville, Iowa, to the new towns of
Davis and Royal.
The Johnson County Telephone company of Iowa

City, Iowa, will extend a toll line to connect with
the system of the Mississippi Valley Telephone
company of Muscatine, Iowa.
The Inland Telephone company proposes to build

200 miles of wire before the first of January, in

the vicinity of Spokane, Wash. Among the lines

will be those from Spokane to Newport, Dayton to
Starbuck, Endicott to Winona, Wenatchee to Leav-
enworth, Chelan to Brewster, Medical Lake to Ed-
wall, Ritzviite to Lind.
The council of Avoca, Iowa, has granted a fran-

chise for a local system to the Harlan and Avoca
Telephone company, conditional on the voters rati-

fying the action in the spring. If they refuse, the
company is to remove its wires from the streets.

Work will be started on the exchange at once.
The Mississippi Valley Telephone company is re-

newing its wires in Burlington, Iowa, and replacing
those which have become rusty.

The Hutchinson (Minn.) Telephone company is

extending a toll line to Acoma, Cedar Mills and
Greenleaf. At Greenleaf connection will be made
with the line to Litchfield.

The Zenith City Telephone company of Duluth,
Minn., has made application to the council of

Duluth, to assign its franchise to the People's Tele-
phone company of West Superior. The stockhold-
ers of both companies are the same, and it is pro-
posed to make one large corporation to handle both
systems.
The Minnesota Central Telephone company con-

templates establishing a local exchange for Buffalo.

Minn.
The Southern Electric Telephone company will

shortly begin work on an exchange for Lamberton,
Minn.
John G. Crow of Frendale, Iowa, is pushing the

telephone line from Windham to Cosgrove. It is

proposed to connect from Cosgrove to Iowa City.

Suit has been begun at Des Moines, Iowa, on
behalf of F. M. Hubbell and C. E. Campbell, as

taxpayers, to oust the Iowa (Bell) Telephone com-
pany from the streets of Des Moines, on the ground
that its franchise has expired and the wires and poles

encumber the streets. The company will resist, on
the ground that the council has repeatedly recog-
nized its existence since the franchise expired, and
also on the ground of vested rights, having more
than $100,000 invested in its plant.

The Cedar Valley Telephone company has closed

its exchange in Shell Rock, Iowa, and has taken
out all instruments except the toll station. The
company says that the system did not pay.

E. D. Hooey of Kaukauna, Wis., has become man-
ager of the Wisconsin Telephone company's ofifice

at Ashland. R.

Activity in Cariinville.

The Macoupin Telephone and Telegraph company
of Cariinville, 111., which has been fought by the

Bell lessee in the City Council for over a year, has
at last brought things to pass, with a corporation
composed ot 34 of the leading men of the city, 30
of whom are business men there. It has installed

a Stromberg-Carlson central-energy system, with a

capacity for 200 subscribers. The construction,

which is said to rank with the best in the state, com-
prises full-metallic circuits, large poles and the best

of material. The company has 100 instruments now
installed, and applications are on hand for 50 more.
The outlook is said to be bright and the company
is proud of its investment. Secretary and Manager
J. A. Fletcher and his company are receiving the

support of the citizens in general, and next year
new toll lines will be built to the different towns
in the county. The Macoupin company is capital-

ized at $10,000, and J. B. Liston is president and
C. G. Heinz, treasurer.

Wireless Telephony in Minnesota.

An experiment in wireless telephony was tried

at Powderhorn Lake, Minn., last Sunday. J. C.

Kelsey. who is in charge of the switchboard at the

Northwestern Telephone Exchange company's build-

ing in Minneapolis, conducted the trial. The
method used was virtually the same as that of Sir

William Preece. On either side of the lake was
strung a wire 100 feet in length, the two being paral-

lel and fastened with grounding pins to insure better

induction. An ordinary local telephone transmitter
and receiver were attached to either wire. The re-

sults were said to have been satisfactory, and the

experimenters are of the opinion that the system
will allow conversations to be carried on over a

distance of 20 miles.

The strike of the linemen of the Colorado Tele-
phone 'company at Colorado Springs has not yet

Ijcen settled. The men asked for an increase in

wages from $2.85 to $3 a day, and for a decrease in

hours from it to 10. The demand was refused and
work stopped. It is slated that the company will

not be inconvenienced, as workmen to continue the
construction in progress can be secured.

Erie System to Be Extended.
The Erie Telegraph and Telephone companj', which

has headquarters in Lowell and Boston, and already
controls extensive telephone systems in the city of

Cleveland and in Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, Arkansas and Texas, is

believed to be on the point of absorbing the Mary-
land Telephone company of Baltimore, the Pittsburg
and Allegheny Telephone and Telegraph company of
Pittsburg and the Delmarvia Telephone company 01

Wilmington, Del., all Independent companies. The
Erie company is in its turn controlled by the Tele-
phone, Telegraph and Cable company, or, rather, by
the National Telephone and Telegraph company,
which was incorporated last July to succeed the

'T. T. C." company, and which is not a Bell com-
pany, at least as far as is known. The Erie com-
pany already possesses the largest system of tele-

phone exchanges in the country under one manage-
ment.

News of the proposed absorption comes from Balti-

more, Md., where the deal, it is understood, is being
arranged by Alexander Brown & Sons and George
R. Webb, president of the Maryland Telephone and
Telegraph company. The Maryland company is

capitalized at $1,000,000, with $1,000,000 of five per
cent, bonds. The Pittsburg and Allegheny company
has $1,500,000 of stock and $1,200,000 of five per cent.

bonds. With all of the companies business is said to

be increasing at a rapid rate.

Trouble in Texas.
The strike of the employes of the Southwestern

Telegraph and Telephone company at San Antonio,
iexas, promises to spread throughout Texas and
Arkansas. The San Antonio company retused to
accede to the demands of its employes, and sympathy
strikes have been started in Galveston, Waco and
Houston, and notice has been given by the em-
ployes at Dallas of their intention to strike. Com-
mittees of union men are working trying to get
the employes of the company at Austin, Fort Worth
and all other towns in Texas and Arkansas to join
in the strike. The business men of San Antonio, to
the number of 900, have discontinued the service of
the Southwestern Telegraph and Telephone com-
pany, it is reported, and have asked the Independent
telephone company, which is promoted by Ohio
capitalists, to concede to the demands of the striking
linemen and receive their orders for over 900 tele-

phones. The new company has declined the propo-
sition, it is said.

At San Antonio the long-distance wires have been
cut. The South Western Telephone company is now
filling the places of the strikers with non-union men
as rapidly as possible.

New Work in Central Wisconsin.
A. D. Hutchinson of the Wolf River Telephone

company, Weyauwega, Wis., recently closed two
important deals for his company. One was in secur-
ing H. G. Slater of St. Peter, Minn., to construct
an exchange in the city of Wsupaca. The other
was the formation of the Fox River Valley Tele-
phone company to build exchanges in Kaukauna.
Appleton, Neenah and Menasha, to be connected
with the Wolf River system. The incorporators are

J. S. Van Nortwick, John McNaughton and John
M. Baer of Appleton and A. D. Hutchinson of

Weyauwega. Mr. Hutchinson is secretary of the

company. The headquarters of the company are

at Appleton. but Mr. Huitchinson will handle all cor-

respondence from Weyauwega.

Bell Telephone Output.

The American Telephone and Telegraph com-
pany's instrument statement for the month ended
October 20th is as follows:

igoo. 1699. 1S98.
Grofs output , 67,198 50.861 331639
Returned... 30,737 1S.044 11,823

Netoutput 36,461 32,817 21,816
Since December 2otli

:

Gross output 524.362 539,598 278.363
Returned 220,698 163,271 120,082

Net output 303,664 376,327 158.281
Total outstanding 1.884,169 1,501,577 1,077,402

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The contract for a 1,500-Iine multiple switchboard

for the Johnstown Telephone company of Johns-
town, Pa., has been awarded to the Kellogg Switch-
board and Supply company of Chicago. This
switchboard will be equipped with self-restoring

drop-line signals and the lamp double supervisory
system, and will operate on the central-battery sys-

tem. Among other smaller contracts recently se-

cured by the Kellogg company are those at Elmore,
Ohio. 100 lines; Woodville, Ohio, 100 lines; Huron.
Ohio, 100 lines: Waupaca, Wis., 150 lines; Thomas.
W. Va., 50 lines, and Sapulpa. L T.. 100 hues; These
exchanges will use the Kellogg express 150-linc

switchboard. Bloomficld. Ind., will be equipped
with n special Universal switchboard having a capac-
ity of 400 lines.
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The Paris Exposition of 1 900.^

Bv Carl Hering

Part I.

A large international exhibition, like the one
about to close, may be judged from two standpoints.
For commercial reasons a necessary feature is its

general attractiveness, that is. its beauty, archi-
tecturally as well as in the arrangement of the
grounds and in the decorations, its proper combina-
tion of instruction and entertainment and its purely
entertaining features. On the other hand, such an
exhibition should be a representation of w^hat is

called the state of the art in the various industries.

and, to a certain extent, at least, show the relative

importance of competing industries.

From the first of these standpoints this exhibition
may be said to have been a great success. It cer-

tainly was very beautiful and attractive, and in this

respect it was typically French, for to the French-
man such an exhibition would be a failure if it were
not beautiful. While there were undoubtedly a few
architectural features that might be criticized un-
favorably, yet in general the buildings and arrange-
ment of the grounds left little to be 'desired, al-

though the absence of straight lines in the archi-

tectural decorations of the main buildings might
not meet with the approval of every American, for

in this respect they differed typically from those in

the Chicago exhibition. The arrangements and
decorations of the characteristically unsightly in-

teriors of long exhibition buildings were also very
tasteful and effective, although the avoidance of a

regular system of aisles made a systematic study

of the exhibition an almost hopeless task. In some
of the attractions, such as the Optical Palace, the

underground mines, etc., instruction and enter-

tainment were combined, but, as a rule, the too-

numerous "side shows" were for amusement only,

and "were typically French.
From the other standpoint, that of showing the

state of the arts, the exhibition may have been, and
undoubtedly was, a success in many departments,
but that claim can hardly be made for the electrical

industry. For France, Germany, Switzerland and
a number of the other continental countries, the elec-

trical exhibits doubtless represented the true state

of the art and the best general practice as far as

these countries w^ere concerned: but the absence of

a proper representation from the United States

proportionate to the enormous development made
the exhibition an incomplete representation of the

present state of this important industry. Anyone
judging its development in the respective countries

by their exhibits would have obtained a very wrong
impression of its progress in the United States, or

of the general practice here. We sent over- a few

excellent electrical exhibits, and they were greatly

admired, but there was general disappointment that

a country in w"hich the electrical industry is known
to be so largely developed was so inadequately rep-

resented. This is all the more unfortunate at the

present time, when our export trade of manufactured
articles is growing so rapidly, and w-hen our elec-

trical practice, in certain directions at least, is

thought so well of by foreigners that many of them
come over here to study it.

The fact that several of our largest manufacturers
have ceded their rights in foreign countries to local

companies and therefore claimed to have no interests

there may explain in part the absence of some of

the important American electrical exhibits. But,

unfortunately, these local companies do not always
follow our practice, and do not manufacture the

goods on the same scale and in the same way, so

that their exhibits were not as a rule representative

of our products.
England was also very inadequately represented in

the electrical classes. The English claimed that

they were tired of exhibitions, but another reason is

no doubt the unfortunate political relation wath
France. England's exhibits in other groups also

seemed to fail to represent the proper magnitude of

the respective industries in that country.

Of all of those foreign to France, Germany, its

former bitter enemy, had by far the finest exhibits

in most of the groups, including the electrical. An-
other feature of interest, politically, is that Hungary
had in many respects better exhibits than its step-

mother country, Austria, and w-as represented as an
independent nation; it bids fair to become one of the
greater industrial countries of the East.

The question is frequently asked how the Paris
Exposition compared with the one in Chicago in

1893. As both were very large and creditable, a

comparison becomes difficult, and in order to give

an opinion of any value one ought to have studied

both equally thoroughly and under equally favorable

conditions. It is also largely a matter of individual

tasie, and depends on the nationality of the one giv-

ing it. as also on the extent of his knowledge of

French. The area of the Paris exhibition was Z3^
acres, which, together with the annex, made it about
half as large in area as the fair in Chicago, which
had about 1,000 acres. The average number of paid
admissions seems to have been about double in

Paris, due to the fact that it was so managed finan-

cially that the average admission was about seven
to 10 cents, as compared with somewhat less than
50 cents at Chicago. Americans seem to have ob-
tained their unfavorable views from antagonistic
English papers.

I. loaugural a(ldress by ihe president at ihe meeting o' the
American Institute of Electrical Engineer?, New York. October
24. 1900.
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It is thought safe to say that the Paris exhibition,
taken as a whole, was more generally beautiful in
details, but that it contained no single group as mag-
nificent as the famous Court of Honor, nor were
the illumination effects as fine as at Chicago, where
they were electrical, while in Paris gas was largely
used, the whole of the largest open area, the Champ
de Mars, being a brilliant mass of incandescent-gas
lamps. Neither had as finely illuminated fountams
as the exhibition of 1889 in Paris, although the back-
ground to the poorly illuminated fountains in the
present exhibition, forming the famous Chateau
d'Eau or Water Castle, was very attractive and
beautiful.

The means of getting to and from the exhibition
were very poor, as Paris has unquestionably the
worst-managed tramway and 'bus system of any
large city in the w^orld; its cab system, the best and
cheapest of any large city, except perhaps London,
was, of course, entirely inadequate and too expen-
sive for the exhibition traffic. The exhibition, how-
ever, had the great advantage of being practically
in the city itself, and in one which is admitted to
be the most beautiful in the world, offering m.any
attractions to visitors, and containing treasures
w^hich made it in itself an exhibition worth
going to see. The Paris exhibition w-as ^decidedly
more truly international than the one in Chicago,
and the social intercourse of those officially con-
nected with it was for this as well as for other
reasons, including the generous hospitality of the
French, more interesting.

The electrical exhibit was greater in Chicago,
wdiere it filled a large separate building, while in
Paris it was confined to a moderately small part of
one of the buildings.
Among the classes of exhibits of well-developed

industries, there were three in particular v/hich may
be mentioned here specifically, as each marks a dis-
tinct and important direction of development, and
was exhibited for the first time very prominently
at a large international exhibition. They are the
automobile, the incandescent-gas lamp (known here
as the Welsbach) and the three-phase-generators,
motors and systems. The automobile exhibit was
very large, but unfortunately for the electrical in-

dustry, it seems that the gasoline vehicle is gaining
very fast in the race with the electric. In Paris,
where automobiles are being used quite extensively,
the quiet but heavy electric vehicle is seen only
occasionally, while the light but noisy and malodor-
ous one using gasoline is heard and smelt very
frequently. The incandescent-gas lamp was used in

large numbers on the Champ de Mars, the only
large open area in the exhibition, w^here arc lights

would otherwise have been installed. Even the
friends of the electric hght must admit that the
illumination produced by it was very effective, bril-

liant and w^hite w^ithout being dazzling. This lamp
is getting to be a very serious competitor to the
electric light, and some of the European central
stations, particularly in the home of its birth, Aus-
tria-Hungary, are having serious difficulty in com-
peting with it. The third of these prominent classes

of exhibits, the three-phase machinery, will be re-

ferred to below.
Another feature of indirect interest to the elec-

tricians is that most of the acetylene illumination
was relegated by the authorities to two small strips

of land unoccupied by any buildings, along the
banks of the river, which seems to indicate that

acetylene illumination is limited to a narrow field of

its own.
Much else might be said about the exhibition in

general, but we, as electrical engineers, are more
interested in the electrical exhibits. As was already
mentioned above, these were representat i-\^ of the
state of the art only as far as the continental coun-
tries were concerned, as those from the United
States and England were very deficient in scope. It

was also stated above that it was less of an elec-

trical exhibition than the one at Chicago. There
were, moreover, no quite novel, epoch-making elec-

trical inventions shown, although a few quite in-

teresting ones that were already known to readers
of the electrical journals were exhibited there for

the first time. Detailed descriptions of all the im-
portant apparatus have doubtless been or will be
given in the electrical journals, where they more
properly belong, and where they can be read at one's
leisure, and therefore no attempt will be made here
to give such descriptions, even if time permitted, the
intention being merely to mention some of the chief

features and to make some general observations.
One of the striking features was the great promi-

nence of three-phase generators, and their size. One
obtains the impression that the three-phase current
has triumphed over all the others, including the
continuous current, when large amounts of power
are concerned, and that it would be poor practice

now to install large units of any but the three-phase
system, unless one is forced to use another. There
was shown a decided tendency toward the use of large
units, and quite a number were exhibited having out-
puts of about 1,000 kilowatt^; and over. The greater
number were for three-phase currents, and all formed
the flywheel of their direct-connected, slow-speed
engines, while all of the few large continuous-cur-
rent machines exhibited had to have a separate
flywheel. That the field is made the revolving part
seems to be almost universal practice, as also the
distributed winding on the armature. Single and
two-phase alternators and large continuous-current
machines were the exception.
Two very ingenious attempts were shown to

compound large, three-phase generators, without
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commutating the main current, one by Hutin and
Leblanc and the other by Boucherot. Both excite
their direct-current and mechanically coupled ex-
citer, by means of the three-phase alternating cur-
rent, the exciter therefore having a revolving field,
but fixed brushes; in both, the excitation of the
exciter is dependent on the voltage of the alternator
and on the main current, in the lormer by means of
a shunt and series held-magnet coil and in the latter
by means of a transiormer combining the effects of
both. To obtain direct current from such an exciter
the connections between the commutator and the
coils in the former are reversed according to a
certain law, while in the latter the armature has
several windings differing in their number of turns
according to a sine law. Both claim to keep the
voltage of the generator constant for different cur-
rents and load factors. It will be noticed that there
is no commutation except that of the small excit-
ing current in the direct-current exciter. \Vhether
they are better or worse than the commutating sys-
tems used here, practice alone can decide. VV'hile
they are interesting studies, it does not yet seem
to be proved that tor large units at least, a cheaper
attendant than these would require, with his hand
on the rheostat and his eyes on the voltmeter, is

not a more practical solution.
The amortisseur of Hutin and Leblanc, consisting

of a short-circuited cage through the poles of the
magnets, for facilitating parallel running, seems to
be meeting with some favor and is being commented
upon very favorably.
The largest generator exhibited was a 72-pole,

3,000-kilowatt, three-phase machine, of the Allge-
meine Elektricitiits Gesellschaft of Berlin, its
speed was 83, frequency 100, voltage 6,000, weight
about 160 tons, and diameter of revolving field
about 24 feet. As many as 21 of these are under
construction. It was claimed to be the largest in
the world, but this is an error, as generators of
4,000 kilowatts and over are in use in this country, at
even slower speeds. Several others above 1,000
kilowatts were shown, the slowest speed being y2. of
the 2,700-kilowatt, mixed single and three-phase
current Helios machine.
The direct-generated voltages of the three-phase

machines were from 2,000 to 6,000 volts; there was
one exhibit of a comparatively small generator for
30,000 volts, but as long as good transformers can
be bought, such excessively high-voltage machines
will probably be used only for exhibitions and
laboratories.

There were a number of inductor alternators ex-
hibited, which indicates that they are meeting with
some favor.

Connecting lamp circuits to three-phase gener-
ators does not seem to be considered a sufficiently

serious matter to overbalance the advantages of that
system. The method used by the General Electric
company of Berlin (that is, the Allgemeine Elek-
tricitats Gesellschaft, which, even in Germany, is

generally abbreviated to A. E. G.) is simply to
distribute the lights as evenly as possib'e over the
three branches. All three mains are run into the
buildings of even small consumers, although only
two may be used, the third being available for
changing over a batch of lamps, if necessary, for
balancing. The voltage can thus be regulated only
for all three branches together, and not for each
separately; but this is not considered a serious dis-
advantage. The Oerlikon company, on the other
hand, connects lamp circuits between the ends of
only two of the three branches of a star-connected
winding, the third branch being then idle; this
enables the voltage of that single-phase, alternating-
current circuit to be regulated at the machine. By
overloading these two circuits 15 per cent., the ca-
pacity of the generator is about the same as for
motor circuits with a power factor of 0.8. The
units in a station can then be alike, and it does not
interfere with paralleling, or running motors and
lights from the same machine, if necessary. An-
other method, used in Switzerland, but only with
two-phase generators, is to construct a sort of
double machine, the two halves of which may be
mechanically displaced relatively to each other to
generate two-phase currents for power purposes, or
they may be connected in line with each other to
generate single-phase currents for lighting.
The high-voltage, direct-current series system for

power transmission and very limited distribution
made another and probably unsuccessful appeal for
recognition, in the form of an exhibit by its inde-
fatigable champion, Mr. Thury.
The large engines exhibited were, as a rule, slowr

speed, which is the prevaiHng practice on the con-
tinent. The very high-speed steam turbines are also
meeting with favor.

Among the various types of motors, the most in-
teresting was the three-phase induction or Tesla
type, which seems now to have demonstrated its

superiority over all the others, except, perhaps, the
continuous-current motor, upon whose field it is,

however, encroaching very decidedly, with the pres-
ent prospect of becoming its equal in importance.
The largest company in Germany, and perhaps in
the world, estimates that its sale of three-phase
induction motors will before long exceed that of
its continuous-current motors. Its very large fac-
tory, including even the rolling mill, is equipped
with these induction motors, mostly direct con-
nected. There is a single textile factory in Switzer-
land in which 500 of these motors are used for
direct driving. The induction motors, almost ex-
clusively of the three-phase and -not two-phase type.
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are being introduced very largely now, especially

in Germany and Switzerland.

A nearly uniform type seems to have been adopted
by most of the makers. In this, the primary cir-

cuit is the stationary one, and is distributed over
the surface like a drum winding, as distinguished

from the coils used in the earlier forms of Tesla.

It is this distributed winding which is the chief im-
provement that has made them such a success; it

seems to have been first introduced by Dobrowolsky
in Berlin. The larger ones are almost always started

with a resistance hi the secondary external to the

motor; in some cases a short-circuiting device is

provided on the rotor for use after starting, so

that the brushes may be raised while running, to

prevent wear. It will be noticed that in some re-

spects this nearly universal practice abroad differs

from that in this country, where even very large

motors up to Soo horsepower, if not more, are made
without any brushes, being started with a trans-

formed current at lower voltage; others are made
with the starting resistances on the rotor itself, which
also dispenses with brushes.

Among the few other devices exhibited for start-

ing such motors, the object of all of which is the

av'oidance of slide rings, may be mentioned the in-

genious one of Fischer-Hinnen, who uses an in-

ductive resistance of very low ohmic resistance, in

parallel with a non-inductive one of high ohmic
resistance; together they act like a high-ohmic re-

sistance when the motor starts, owing to the high
frequency of the secondary currents, and diminish
automatically as the motor increases in speed, be-

cause the frequency of the secondary then dimin-
ishes; they are permanently connected to the rotor.

In the Deri motor the number of poles is changed
by a switch in the primary, and the resistances are

permanently connected between points of the sec-

ondary which have a difference of potential for one
number of poles, but are of the same potential for

a different number of poles; they are therefore

either in or out of circuit and admit of no gradation,

which is a disadvantage. Boucherot uses practically

a double motor, the held of one of which may be
mechanically turned through a certain angle for

starting; the two secondaries are permanently short-

circuited in series with each other, but have resist-

ances connected between the coils through which
the secondary current is forced to pass when one
of the fields is displaced, but only then; it seems
like a rather complicated device as compared with
the simpler slide rings, which it replaces.

For the A. E. G. induction motors, Dobrowolsky
claims that they will stand a 200 per cent, overload,

have a power factor of over 0.9 and still give the

normal output for two-thirds the normal voltage.

Induction motors are built on the continent for

high voltages up to 6,000, and I believe even 10,000,

thus saving the transformers for all but higher vo'it-

ages than these.

As to single-phase induction or non-synchronous
'motors, it looked as though most of their makers
thought it best not to exhibit them, or to evade
questions asked about them. Among the excep-
tions may be mentioned the Brown and the Oerlikon
motors, both of which start with an auxiliary wind-
ing. Brown, who constructs them up to ]00 horse-
power, states that they start with one-fourth to one-
third full-load torque at about normal full-load cur-

rent. He has even made them for starting with full-

load torque at about double normal current. The
air gaps are very small, from one to iV^ millimeters.

A cheap liquid condenser, made of iron plates in

soda solution, is used for producing the artificial

starting phase. The Oerlikon motors are claimed
to start with one-fourth normal torque, requiring
So per cent, normal current, and to stand an over-

load of 50 per cent. An impedance coil is used for

starting.

A very interesting installation of single-phase
motors, and quite a unique one, exists in Frankfort-
on-the-Main, Germany, where about 500 such mo-
tors, mostly by Brown are connected to the large

single-phase, alternating-current plant, the motor
load of which has leveled the load curve very decid-

edly. They vary in size up to 100 horsepower, and
are used even for elevator work. They appear to

be satisfactory to the users, even though they must
always be started unloaded. This is probably the

largest motor plant of its kind, and shows what
can be done, even with single-phase motors.
One of the applications of three-phase induction

motors which is of special interest, and which seems
to have a promising future, is to traction. This
three-phase traction system, which is scarcely known
in this country, is in regular and apparently very
successful use on a number of lines in Switzerland,
where it is being introduced by such well-known
constructors as Brown, Boveri &: Co, and the Oer-
likon company. A few of these roads were visited

by the writer, and, as far as could be learned, they
were running very satisfactorily. The double-trolley
wire, which is essential, and which has often been
urged as being such a serious objection, does not
seem to give any trouble at all; each locomotive
or car had even two contacts with cach'wirc. Many
of -the alleged objections are overcome by the use
of the contact bar instead of the trolley wheel, which
completely avoids any jumping off of the pole,

and greatly simplifies the overhead wiring at the

switches, which is. in fact, not complicated at all.

The motors are started with resistances in the sec-

ondary, as usual. There is no complicated control-
ler, as the two motors are always in parallel, The
trains start well and without difficully. and. il seems.
wilhoul any very abnormal current. The- chief ol)-

jection to the system seems to be that the running
speed is always the same^ in which respect it is

like a cable road; it is therefore not possible to
make up lost time except on a downtiill coast,
while on steep upgrades there is a considerable de-
mand for power, as the speed is always the same
maximum. No system of efficient speed regulation
is used, presumably because none has been found
to be satisfactory. This seems to be the real and
serious objection to the use of the system in this

country, where high speed seems to be an essential

requirement. One of the freight locomotives was
provided with a purely mechanical device for halving
the normal speed, but no other information could
be obtained than that it was then in the repair shop.

On that bold enterprise, the Jungfrau railroad,

which will ascend one of the highest snow peaks in

Europe, a very ingenious and apparently novel device
is used on one of the Oerlikon, three-phase loco-
motives, in order to enable a train to descend to a

habitable region, even if connection with the power
house is broken, or if something should happen to

the trolley wires or poles. Ordinarily, in descend-
ing, the indiiction motors act as generators, sending
their current back into the line, which, therefore,

must be intact. The device referred to consists

of a small direct-current generator, driven by the
descending locomotive, the current from which is

led into one branch of the star or Y-connected
primary, and out at the other two ends in multiple.

This excites the motor, and it then generates alter-

nating currents in the secondary, which are dissi-

pated in the resistances used for starting; it thus
operates as an electric brake, without being in con-
tact with the line.

While three-phase traction in its present sLate

would probably not be practicable here for cities,

there seems to be a field for it on long-distance in-

terurban lines with few stops, as it is much cheaper.
The estimates for the Jungfrau road showed that the

first cost would have been 50 per cent, greater if the

continuous current had been used on the locomo-
tives, as is done in this country.

Returning to the subject of alternating-current
generators and motors in general, there is a charac-
teristic difference between European practice and
that in this country which seems worth mentioning.
Here the coils are usually form-wound, and then
laid into open slots; there the wires are more gen-
erally threaded through completely closed holes,

as in the Oerlikon and Brown machines or through
holes of which the webs have been cut through with
a very thin saw cut, as in the Dobrowolsky machines
of the A. E. G. Mr. Brown gives the following rea-

sons for his preference: Lower magnetic resist-

ance, smooth surface of core, seamless-tube insula-

tion, solid poles, ease in parallel running and avoid-
ance of wedges, binding wire, etc.; his experience
is that it takes as long to replace a form-wound
coil as to thread a new one in place. Dr. Behn-
Eschenburg, the engineer of the Oerlikon company,
gives his reasons as follows: The smoothness oi

the surface enables the air gap to be made as small

as o.ooi of the diameter in induction motors, which
is hardly possible with teeth; with a web over the
hole of onlj' o.i millimeter the coefficient of mag-
netic straying can be reduced to 0.04, and a maxi-
mum power factor as high as 0.92 can be obtained;
the maximum torque will correspond with 3.5 times
normal current, and the possible overload can be
2.5 times the normal; if the holes were changed
into teeth, all else remaining the same, the mag-
netization current would be at least doubled, the stray-

ing coefficient reduced to about 0.03, and the best

current for the resulting maximum power factor of

0-94 would then be more than doubled and the cop-
per conductors therefore increased, or for the same
load the power factor reduced to 0.91 ; the slotted

armature would have to be made longer axially if

it is to have the same current at no load as the

one with holes: moreover, seamless insulation tubes
of micanite can be used in the holes, which, if one
millimeter thick, will be quite safe for 3,000 volts.

However, he quite impartially recognizes the favor-

able features of slots with form-wound coils, and
admits that they may outweigh the others, if a fac-

tory is suitably equipped for such work; he believes

that under certain circumstances the one, and under
others the other, is the better.

Another interesting characteristic difference be-
tween American and continental practice is that
here synchronous converters, combined with trans-

formers, are more generally used for transforming
high-voltage, three-phase currents into low-voltage,
direct currents, while on the continent dynamos
driven by high-voltage, induction or synchronous
motors are the rule. Although the favorable fea-

tures of each are well understood, the reasons given
by such a successful constructor as Brown for pre-
ferring motor-generators may nevertheless, be of

interest here. He states that they can be reg-
ulated with ease and precision; no transformers;
both parts can be better designed without mak-
ing concessions; no hunting; ease in starting;

no depolarization possible; secondary voltage
absolutely independent of the primary. He ad-
mits that the synchronous converter is cheaper and
more efficient, but claims that the differences arc

but slight; he has obtained 90 per cent, combined
efficiency for a 250-kilowatt motor-generator set.

The difficulty of not being able to regulate the

voltage of a synchronous converter is overcome by
Dobrowolsky in a very ingenious and apparently
successful way. Instead of passing the continuous
curi'enl Ihrnugh a bossier, which would refpiirc an

expensive machine, and generally with a very large
commutator, he passes the alternating current
through an alternating-current booster on the same
shaft; this is separately excited with a continuous
current, and therefore permits of regulation. The
one shown to me would raise or lower the voltage
25 per cent., making a range of adjustment of 50
per cent. It either drives or is driven by the con-
verter._ Although this overcomes one of the chief
objections to synchronous converters, he has not
changed his preference for motor-generators.
Another modification of interest used by this same

engineer and others is that six-phase, instead of
three-phase, currents are led into the synchronous
converter, the advantage being that its output is

thereby increased, according to a French con-
structor, about 45 per cent. The attending disad-
vantage of six slide rings instead of three is said
to be more than balanced. The general use of
three core transformers, for three-phase currents,
instead of a single one for each phase, as is cus-
tomary here, is another instance of a difference
in practice.

It was of some interest to note the almost com-
plete disappearance of the Gramme ring armature
among generators and motors, and the use of multi-
polar fields for smaller sizes than formerly, espe-
cially with motors. The Dobrowolsky system, hardly
known here, of supplying three-wire circuits from
a single

_
generator by connecting the neutral

through induction coils and slide rings to two op-
posite parts of the armature winding, seems to be
meeting with favor on the continent.
A criticism of American motors, made by a

prominent German manufacturer who has bought
aiTd tested many, was that an American horsepower
was only three-quarters of a real horsepower.

[To be contin7ied.\

De Dion-Bouton Doctor's Coupe.

The accompanying illustration shows the latest

type of automobile, known as a doctor's coupe, de-
signed by the De Dion-Bouton Motorette company of
Brooklyn. This carriage has been built to suit the
requirements of physicians generally. It was shown
for the first time at the Madison Square Garden au-
tomobile show in New York city, and is said to have
called forth considerable admiration. The frame de-
sign, speed-changing gear, levers for operating, etc..

are similar to the construction observed with such
good advantage in the New York type motorette
built by the De Dion company, but in addition to
the advantages possessed by that carriage the doctor's

DE DION-BOUTON DOCTOR S COUPE.

coupe affords complete protection from storms, etc.

It has a box of neat design mounted in front, which
offers a large storage space, while additional goods
may be carried under the seat. The carriage con-
struction, including upholster}', etc., is of the best,

while the color and other details are at the option of
the purchaser. The coupe shown is equipped with a
3^/^-horsepower gasoline motor, but a five-liorsepower
motor may be fitted, which additional power allows of
increased passenger capacity. Fitted with the smaller
motor the coupe will carry three people, while it

will admit four if fitted with the five-horsepower
motor, as in this latter instance the front seat is

made full width.

Large Storage Battery for Baltimore.

The Baltimore and Ohio Railway company is

about to install additional electrical equipment for
its tunnel system in Baltimore. It has contracted
with the Electric Storage Battery company of Phil-
adelphia for a very large storage battery—one that

will require a building 145 feet long by 44 feet six

inches wide. The battery will have 320 cells of

39 plates, 19. negative and 20 positive. Each tank,
with plates and electrolyte, will weigh 1,800 pounds.
The battery will receive the surplus electrical energy
generated by the power house when the electric

locomotives used In the tunnel are not in operation.
This will relieve the power house of the great strain

upon it when ihc motors arc in operation.
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Gould Storage Battery for Heavy Duty.

When a manufacturer of storage batteries can
designate as users of his cell such concerns as the
Riker Motor Vehicle company. F. R. Wood & Son
and the General Carriage company of New York,
and also the Baker Motor Vehicle company of

Detroit, Mich., and the W'oods Motor Vehicle
company of ButTalo, to say nothing of a number
of other concerns in the automobile field, the details

of construction and newest method of application

of that type of cell become of considerable interest

to those builders of electric vehicles who are de-

sirous of making a permanent alliance with a man-
ufacturer of batteries.

With the above list of customers to its crudil. the
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pound per complete cell show a remarkable effi-

ciency.

The Electrant.

At the recent automobile show held at Madison
Square Garden, the General Electric company had
on exhibition an automobile-charging set called
the "electrant.'' The electrant is a device for
charging the batteries of electric automobiles. It is

intended to be connected to the mains of an Edison
system, and when so connected, is suitable for
charging automobiles having battery potential of

80 volts. In it is included a Thomson recording
wattmeter of the railway type, provided with con-
tacts on the dial, so that when the prepaid amount
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and any unconsumed portion of the prepaid energy
reverts to the supply company. This may be avoided
in order to change receptacles by pressing the con-
tact button on the left, which prevents the closing
of the contact through the release magnet.

Garbage Crematory for Chicago.
The subject of garbage disposal by cremation has

been under consideration for some time in Chicago,
and in the recent report of the aldermanic special
committee having the subject under consideration
the establishment of a garbage-cremation plant was
recommended. An ordinance providing for the in-
stallation of a crematory plant at the municipal
lighting station at Chicago avenue and Sedgwick
street was drawn up. The finance committee of the
City Council at its last meeting sanctioned the rec-
ommendation, and the experiment will now be
unshed to a thorough trial. The proposition of the
Wright Crematory company for the construction of
the cell and its adaptation to the boilers, at a cost
of $1,630. was accepted, and the special committee,
of which Alderman W. F. Brennan is chairman, was
authorized to close the contract. The heat from
the crematory furnace will be applied to the boilers
for generating steam for the plant. The Chicago
avenue plant, although not running ordinarilv. is in

good condition for the test. Citv Electrician Ellicott
said that while similar methods for garbage dis-
posal have been tried in various foreign cities, only
an actual trird conld show its practicability for this

city. If the receipts from the power generated sim-
ply defray th** expense of garbage collection, the
enterprise w'll be regarded as a success.

GOULD STORAGE BATTERY FOR HEAVY DOTY.—ALTMAN & CO. S DELIVERY TRUCK.

Gould Storage Battery company of New York has
all along followed the practice of leaving no stone
unturned to further improve its product. One of

the latest applications of the Gould battery, and one
that indicates an appreciation of this type of cells

for heavy dutj'. is illustrated in the accompanying
cut (Fig. 1) of Altman & Co.'s new delivery truck on
a New York street.

Altman & Co. are prominent dry-goods dealers in

New York. They engaged the services of F. R.
Wood & Son of New York to design and build for

them a number of special vehicles. The illustration

here given shows an electric delivery truck, equipped
with a battery of 44 "iiEV" Gould storage batteries.

The truck is to be used for transferring baggage
from the smaller delivery wagons coming from
downtown to the districts situated above the Har-
lem River.

This wagon is 14 feet in length, weighs 6,000

pounds complete, and has' battery capacity enough
to propel it over 20 to 30 miles on one charge.
There are 44 cells, supported in a battery box con-
structed of channel iron. The cells may be reached
through a trap-door in the floor of the vehicle.

The vehicle is propelled by two two-horsepower
Westinghouse motors, geared to the rear axle in

a ratio of 12 to 128. A General Electric controller

permits of four forward and two backward speeds.

As in storage-battery vehicle propulsion, espe-
cially for heavy duty, the type of cell used is all

important, a few details as to the structure and
composition of the "EV" Gould cell (Fig. 3), which
is used in this heavy duty in the Altman delivery

truck, will be valued by motor-vehicle designers.

Generally speaking, the aim of the Gould com-
pany has been to provide a plate in which there is

the greatest amount of active surface and contact
with the active material, with mechanical strength,

and in which a process ol "formation" is used
whereby large capacity, with durability, is obtained.
The Gould storage battery has been constantly de-

veloped on these lines for the last three years, until

now it has a great surface for its capacity without
-sacrificing its mechanical strength. In forming both
positive and negative plates (Figs. 2 and 4), an elec-

trochemical process is used, as practice has dem
onstrated, the company says, its greatest superior-
ity.

By the Gould process the active material is

formed as a thin coating in a cohesive yet porous
form, from which gases can be rapidly evolved
without dislodging the coating of active material,

thus giving free circulation of gases and solution,

thereby increasing the efficiency and durability of

the plate.

The accompanying picture (Fig. 3), showing the
sides of a battery broken away, gives a good idea
of the seven-plaie ''EV" cell. The "iiEV" type
cell. 44 of which are used in the Altman wagon,
has JT plates, five positive and six negative. Each
cell weighs 43 pounds and will give a discharge of
42^/1! amperes for four hours. In a word, the (jould
company figures about 3.9 ampere-hours per pound
per complete cell. Again, figuring 170 ampere-
hours at 1.92 volts, the watt-hours obtained per

of energy has been delivered, a circuit will be made
and the main switch opened. Across the center of

the electrant, on the outside, are four plug recep-
tacles. The resistances in series with these recep-
tacles are so proportioned that 20, 30. 40 and 50
amperes will fiow^ when charging an 80-volt bat-
tery from a iio-volt circuit.

When an automobile requires a charge, ~ the plug
carried by the automobile is inserted in any one
of the receptacles. Upon turning the handle of the
door, just above the receptacle, a contact is closed
and current flows from the battery of the carriage
through an electromagnet in the electrant, and this

magnet, attracting its armature, releases the catch
on the door and allows it to be opened. A coin
may now be deposited in the slot in the apartment

The Oddo Motor.
The accompanying cut illustrates a tiny electric

motor with a number of interesting features. The
Oddo motor, as it is called, weighs only 15 ounces,
and its constructors claim that
its design is such that it per-
mits practically almost all the

magnetism generated to be
turned into power. The man-
ufacturer, likewise, lays stress

upon the length of the arms
of the armature, giving it,

through its speed, a strong
power. In general, the Amer-
ican Oddity company. 170-172
Broadway. New York, the
manufacturer of the motor,
claims a surprising efficiency oxer other motors of

the same size and weight. This little machine will

run on one dry cell.

ODDO MOTOR

Direct-lift Electro- hydraulic Elevator.
That electricity is the coming power for the opera-

tion of elevators has been conceded by many promi-
nent engineers, provided the apparatus is correctly

designed and the power properly applied. It has
been demonstrated, however, that there is con-
siderable wear and tear on the cables, entailing con-
siderable expense, while the frequent opening and

Fig. Positive Plate. Fig. 3. Seven-plate Cell with Shell Broken Away.

GOULD STORAGE BATTERY FOR HEAVY DUTY.

Fig. 4, Negative Plate.

made accessible by opening the door, the switch
handle turned down, this motion being transmitted

by means of the coin to an interior switch-blade,
closing the main circuit. The handle must now be
returned to its initial position before the door can
be closed.

The closing of the door operates an auxiliary

switch and current is fed into the battery. As long
as the door remains open no current passes. When
the prepaid amount of current has been withdrawn,
a contact on the meter dial is closed and the main
switch is thrown open, returning everything to its

initial position, as it was before the carriage arrived.

The switch will also be thrown over, provided the

plug is withdrawn before the charge is completed.

closing of the reversing switches soon burns and
deteriorates the contacts. In the new electro-

hydraulic elevator introduced by the A. Kieckhefer
Elevator company of Milwaukee, the manufacturer
seems to have combined the good points of both
systems. As shown in the illustration on page 33],
an electrically driven pump is connected with com-
pression and open tanks, the compression tank
furnishing power for the hydraulic lift, thereby using
the hydraulic elevator as a medium between the

power and the operation. A large saving in power
is thus obtained, and the elevator is easily con-
trolled and operated. Absolute safety is also said

to be secured, as no cables have to be depended
upon. The landing is also made much easier and
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almost instantly. The picture to which reference
has been made shows one of the five Kieckhefer ele-

vators installed in the new plant of the Milwaukee
Harvester compan}'.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Edison's New Air-heating Device.

The newspapers give Thomas A. Edison credit

for perfecting a device for heating compressed air

which, it is said, utilizes practically all the energy
stored in coal. It is stated that by use of the inven-
tion it is possible to get power through air com-
pression for less coal per horsepower than through
the steam engine. The power of the device rests

on the well-known principle of the increase in power
of compressed air with increase in temperature. A
popular description of the invention is given as fol-

lows;
"Two chambers, one inclosing the other, are the

essential points of the heater, varying in size ac-

cording to the volume of coal used. For ex-
ample, an outer chamber 15 inches in diameter
is quite large enough for use in a street car, pro-
vided the coal supply be replenished twice or at

most three times during the 24 hours. The inner
chamber, smaller by two inches than its cover, is

constructed with strong walls, equipped to withstand
a mighty heat pressure. Circulatmg air cools the

walls of the outer chamber, which, as a result, may
be made thinner and lighter. The outer chamber
is connected by a pipe with a reservoir of com-
pressed air. On the opposite side of the chamber
at the top is another pipe, through which the air

is carried with all its giant driving power to the

engine which is to be operated.
"Compressed air with a force of lOO pounds to

the square inch exerted at the point of application

without the addition of heat is made to heat itself.

By a simple mechanical arrangement on the main
pipe, which acts as a chokeoff, part of the com-
pressed air is carried down into the inner chamber
where the coal is. The diverted air feeds the com-
bustion, making it gradual, but complete. There is

no outlet for the smoke and gases which accumulate
in the inner chamber except a small pipe which
opens into the large pipe, through which the power
is transmitted direct to the engine that is being
operated. Enormous heat and almost trebled power
are the results. Not more than one per cent, of

the entire energy in the coal is lost."

Affairs of the General Electric Com-
pany.

The New York daily papers hear glowing reports

of the condition of the General Electric company.
The Times is informed from an ofhcial source that

within a few days the General Electric company
.will be entirely free from debt. "There were $10,000,-

000 of debenture bonds outstanding. This amount
was brought down to $5,000,000 by redemption, and
now this last half of indebtedness is being wiped out
by an exchange of stock for bonds at the rate of

$400 worth of stock for $500 in bonds." The Sun
notes that the stock sold on November loth for

145% and on November 16th at 165. For the seven-
month period from February ist to August 31st, in-

clusive, of this year, a report to the New York Stock
Exchange shows sales of $14,803,384, royalties and
sundry profits of $108,449, interest, dividends and dis-

counts amounting to $202,188, and a liquidation ac-

count of $181,953, or total earnings of $15,295,974.
Expenses of $12,075,995 leave net earnings of $3,219,-

979, from which dividends amounting to $548,280
have been paid, leaving a surplus of $2,671,699. l^nis,

as stated already, is for the seven-month period.

There was a previous surplus of $2,353,031. bringing
up the total profit-and-loss surplus to $5,024,730. The
sales of the company last year amounted to $22,379.-

463. At the rate of sales for the seven months of this

year the total sales for the year will be something
like $25,223,000.

BOOK TABLE.
A Handbook of the Electromagnetic Telegraph,

By A. E. Loring. New York: D. Van Nostrand
company. 1900. Pp., 116, -^h by 6 inches, with
24 illustrations. Price, 50 cents.

The fourth edition of this useful little book has
recently been published. It is issued in the Van Nos-
trand's Science Series, thus making it a handy and
portable manual. The author has revised the origi-

nal text considerably, to conform with the present
state of telegraph practice, and has also added a
chapter describing in outline the duplex and quadru-
plex methods of telegraphy, which has added ma-
terially to the value of the work. Other chapters
treat of electricity and magnetism, the Morse tele-

graph, practical telegraphy and the construction of
lines. An appendix, giving suggestions and exercises
for learners, completes the volume. The book is of

an elementary nature and should be useful to students
and beginners. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^
A syndicate is said to have been formed at Dcs

Moines. Iowa, for the purpose of building an electric

or compressed-air railway out of Des Moines, to

connect with the Iowa Central railway at Newton.
Incidentally, it desires to acquire a controlling in-

terest or working agreement in the Des Moines
City Railway company. L. M. Hanna of Cleveland,
a brother of M. A. Hanna. and J. C. Rockefeller
of the same city, brother of J. D. Rockefeller, are
said to be the principal stockholders.

London Letter.

London. November 6.—The annual report of Mr.
A. A. Vaysey, electrical engineer and inspector ior

the corporation of London, or, as it is called, the
City, which, by the by, embraces an area of just

one square mile, states that last year the total num-
ber ot arc lamps in use was 507. One of the con-
ditions on which the City of London Electric Light-
ing company was allowed to change the standard
pressure from 100 to 200 volts was that it establish

concurrently with the change and under the direc-

tion of the Board of Trade a means of testing the

value of the supply to the public lamps. Only 11

meters were submitted to the inspector last year.

Nine were sufticiently correct, but the others were
incorrect. The Aron meter was approved by the

Board of Trade for use on alternating-current cir-

cuits, and the inspector made a number of tests, with
a view to determine the kind of examination that

would be necessary before certifying such meters
in accordance with the provisions of the electric-

lighting orders.

The Chapel Royal, St. James' Palace, is to be
lighted in future by electricity. The new illuminant
is in course of installation, and the work is likely

to be completed within the next fortnight.

Monday saw the initiation of street lighting by
electricity in the town of Dudley. A dozen years

ago Alderman Bagott, the "Father" of the Council,
proposed the adoption of electric lighting, and he
was politely laughed at for what was considered
an impossible suggestion. Alderman Bagott is still

Father of the Council, still an alderman, and has
lived to see Dudley streets lighted by electricity.

There is every probability that the electric light

will be largely taken by storekeepers and residents,

the corporation having undertaken to free-wire all

premises adopting the light.

An event of some importance took place at Luton
last week. It v.^as the laying of the foundation stone
oi a new motor-car works, which Mr. E. W. Hart
intends to erect to manufacture electrical vehicles.

I should mention that the British and Foreign Elec-

tric Vehicle company is being formed to develop
general electric traction work, and that arrange-
ments have been made with Mr. Hart to supply cars

to the company. Luton is very favorably situated
for the enterprise, being only 30 miles from Lon-
don, and the train journey being slightly less than
40 minutes. The promoters of the new company
have great faith in the future of electricity, in con-
nection with automobilism, and have substantial

visions of a car that will not only run more than
100 miles on a single charge, but which can be
recharged in considerably less time than has hitherto
been possible.

I am officially informed that on Monday of last

week, the day of the return of the City Imperial
Volunteers from South Africa, the "Twopenny
Tube" carried 235,000 passengers. With a compre-
hensive fare of four cents, results are easily arrived
at. Electric underground roads are decidedly the
true solution of the present congested state of Lon-
don traffic. *

Wireless telegraphy, as a practical scientific fact, is

surely overcoming the incredulity of the world.
Saturday's voyage of the Princess Clementine will

probably be marked by chroniclers of a later day
as the beginning of a new era in the story of com-
mercial intercourse. Two representatives of the
Wireless Telegraphy company accompanied the boat
from Ostend, and in mid-channel messages were
dispatched by electric waves to Brussels. The ex-
periment was entirely successful, and a long vista

of possibilities opens to view.
Wireless-telegraph stations are to be established

at Gibraltar and Malta.
The Moscow tramways will shortly become the

property of the town, and animal traction will be
replaced by electricity. The syslen. of electric trac-

tion has not been definitely settled yet. though a

special committee has collected a mass of evidence
as to the different systems. The balance of opinion
seems to be in favor of storage batteries. Russia
is certainly worth the attention of American firms,

as I am informed Moscow is not the only city likely

to adopt electric traction soon. VV. H. B.

New York Notes.

New York, November 17.—The annual meeting of

the stockholders of the Manhattan Railway company
was held on Wednesday. The directors and officers

were re-elected, as follows: Directors, George J.

Gould, Russell Sage, Samuel Sloan, R. M. Calla-
way, Edwin Gould, Thomas T. Eckert, Marcellus
Hartley, Donald Mackay, G. P. Morosini, Howard
Gould, Warren B. Smith, John T. Terry and Alfred
Skitt; president, George J. Gould; vice-president.

Alfred Skitt; secretary and treasurer, D. W. Mc-
Williams. President Gould, in a statement accom-
panying his annual report, outlined some of the
company's plans for the future. These plans con-
template the extension of the express service from
Eighty-fourth street to One-hundred-and-twenty-
ninth street, on the Third avenue line, materially
shortening the running time of express trains be-
tween Harlem and the lower part of the city. This
improvement is expected to be put into effect within
the next 30 days. President Gould reported that

the electrical installation is making excellent prog-
ress. The heaviest work at the main power station

at East Seventy-fourth street is completed, and the

superstructure is being rapidly erected in anticipa-
tion of the first arrivals of machinery, due for deliv-
ery next month. The first electric train is com-
pletely equipped, and through the courtesy of the
officials of the Metropolitan Street Railway company
in furnishing the necessary power, it wilt be put in
operation on the Second avenue line without delay.
The report for the year ended September 30th shows
the gross earnings for the last year to be $9,950,735,
with net earnings of $4,755,422, and a net income, de-
ducting bond interest and taxes, of $2,066,778. The
corresponding net income of 1899 was $1,321,640.02.
The operating percentage, excluding all taxes, was
52,21, compared with 56.69 in 1899. The number
of passengers carried was 183,788,851, an increase of
6,584,293 over last year.

The Wall street rumors that Metropolitan and
Brooklyn Rapid Transit are soon to be allied have
subsided, and they were undoubtedly premature.
Nevertheless, it is probable, says the Tribune of
this city, that the whole vast network of local lines,

from the outer edge of Queens on the east, through-
out the territory of Brooklyn, and from the Battery
to the upper borders of The Bronx, will eventually
come under one control.

The complaints of the residents of the Twenty-
sixth ward against the surface and elevated-railroad
service of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit company
were heard by the state railroad commissioners last

Thursday. The complainants contended that the op-
eration of trains on the Lexington avenue elevated
road was defective; that an insufficient number of

trains were operated, and that the passengers were
not only huddled together inside the cars, but also
on the front and rear platforms dtiring the rush
hours of the morning and evening. The residents
also complained of the neglect of the company in

running through cars across the loop without
change. In answer, the company admitted the
principal allegations of the complaint in regard
to discontinuance of stations and curtailment of

service between specified hours on some of the ele-

vated lines. The answer says, however, that the
system at present in operation at the loop on Sun-
days, as well as week-days, is far more convenient
for the traveling public than the operation of all

through trains would be. Answers were also re-

ceived to complaints about transfers, in which the
company contends that the privileges are ample.

Electric cars were operated this week for the
first time on the surface line which extends from the
Fort Lee ferry, at the foot of West One-hundred-
and-thirtieth street, through upper Broadway, Forty-
second street and First avenue to the Long Island
railroad ferry, at the foot of East Thirty-fourth
street. The new^ cars are well equipped and comfort-
able and of the latest type.

The transfer of the Consumers' Gas company and ^

the Consolidated Gas. Electric Light, Heat and
Power company of Newburgh, N. Y., took place

last Thursday in this city, the new owners being
mainly New York capitalists. The new company
is to be known as the Newburgh Light. Heat and
Power company. The capitalization of the two old

companies was $750,000, but the new capitalization

is to be $1,000,000. It is believed that the Con-
solidated Gas company of New York is the pur-
chaser.

DeWitt C. Bunnell, oldest son of the late Jesse H.
Bunnell, and head of the Bunnell Telegraphic and
Electrical company 01 this city, died on November
nth. of typhoid fever. Mr. Bunnell was in his

twenty-fourth year. M. L. G.

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa. Out., November 17.—It is announced by
the Grand Trunk railway authorities that 8,000 in-

candescent lamps will be used in the electric-lighting

plant which is now being installed in the Grand
frunk company's shops at Point St. Charles, Mon-
treal. The Chambly Electr.c company has been
awarded the contract to supply the power.

Messrs. W. S. Foster ol Rickford, Vt., Dr. C.

Cotton of Cowansville, H. C. Williams of Knowlton.
G. Stevens. H. E. Allen and C. A. Nutting of Water-
loo, Ont., will apply to the Ontario government for

letters patent to be incorporated under the name of

the Brome Lake Electric Power company, with a
capital of $50,000.

Messrs. \V. T. Pember, G. H. B. Hooper and
W. D. Earngey of Toronto, Ont, have been incor-

porated as the Magnetic Electric Brake company
by the Ontario government, to manufacture, sell

and deal in magnetic electric brakes. The capital

of the new company is $500,000, and its head office

is in Toronto.
The Manhattan General Construction company of

Newark. N. J., has appointed Mr. E. J. Philip of the

Steam Specialty company, Toronto, to be general
selling agent in Canada for the well-known enclosed-
arc lamps of the former company.
The Montreal Electric Street Railway company

has introduced an innovation in street-railway build-
ing in the reconstruction of its track on St. James
street, in that city. Steel ties, to which the rails are

firmly bolted, are used. The system has been tried

in India and various countries in the tropics, and,
it is understood, has given much satisfaction.

At Sault Ste. Marie. Ont.. another great center of

electrochemical industry is springing up. A com-
pany has been organized, witla a capital of $30,000,-

coo, to develop the waterpower on both the Cana-
dian and United States sides. On the Canadian
side 14,000 horsepower is now being used, while

10,000 horsepower will be taken by the American
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Alkali Works. Other industries, such as nickel re-

duction works and chemical works, are contem-
plated.

In liIcGill University, at Montreal, there are 30
fourth-year students in the engineering department.

Of this number, 18, or 60 per cent, are taking the

electrical course. The electrical department of the

university is now ta.xed to its utmost capacity, and,

notwithstanding the extensive improvements made
in it during the last five years, the university au-

thorities are now confronted with the problem of

providing still greater accommodation, both as re-

gards space and additional appliances. Professor

R. B. Owens, formerly of Lincoln, Neb., is in charge

of the electrical department.
The Lakefield Portland Cement company of Lake-

lield, Ont, will have its works operated entirely by

electricity. The waterpower is situated about five

miles from the works, to which electric current will

be transmitted at a pressure of 10,000 volts, by a 600-

horsepower generator, and transformed at a sub-

station at the works. In the works 14 motors, of

various powers, will be distributed to provide power
for the different departments of manufacturing. The
installation is now in progress. After the works are

supplied, it is the intention of the company to fur-

nish light for the town.
In the big telegraph suit to be tried at Toronto,

Ont., in which the Great Northwestern, the Western
Union and the Montreal Telegraph companies are

interested, the Court of Appeal was asked whether

the case could not be tried immediately. Opposing
counsel objected, stating that the case was one of vast

importance and should come before the full court

of five judges; that over $90,000,000 is invested in

the disputing corporations, and that it would not be

fair to the shareholders to proceed at present, as

only four judges could be secured to hear the case.

The court agreed, directing the case to stand over.

The action was brought to attack an agreement by
which the Montreal Telegraph company was ab-

sorbed.
The initial installation at the works of the Cham-

bly Manufacturing company, at Chambly, Que.,

from which point current is transmitted direct to

the city of Montreal, 17 miles distant, consists of

four two-phase generators of 2,000 kilowatts' capacity

each, wound to generate current at 12,000 volts.

The plant was so designed, however, as to provide

for the installation of eight machines of the same
capacity. The demand for power has been so great

that the Chambly company has found it necessary

to install the additional equipment originally pro-

vided for, and, accordingly, the four additional

generators will be wound for 2,200 volts, and, by
means of transformers, the current will be stepped

up to 12,000 volts for distribution over the circuits.

The growth of electric lighting and power in the

city of Montreal is said to be remarkable of late, and

has reached great proportions. It is learned that,

during the last four years, the number of lights in

use in the city has increased from 54,000 to 100,000.

The Royal Electric company has also in operation

over 5,000 horsepower in motors. The obliging

users of these motors have contracted with the

company to run the machines only between the

hours of 7 a. m. and 4 p. m. Thus the power load

is entirely a day load, and does not interfere with

the lighting load. Between the hours named, the

day load averages from 80 to 90 per cent, of the

lighting load, a condition that is believed not to

exist elsewhere in the world. A. V. W.

From the Buckeye State.

Columbus, Ohio, November 17.—The regular

quarterly meeting of the directors of the Southern
Ohio Traction company was held at the offices in

Cleveland on Tuesday, with Will Christy of Akron
in the chair. The report of the busmess done by
the lines between Dayton and Cincinnati was very
encouraging, indeed, and it is said that the com-
pany has stirred up one of the biggest electric-rail-

way projects that has. ever been conceived in this

state—one that has been indirectly hinted at in this

correspondence before. It is nothing more or less

than a line stretching across the state from north
to south and connecting the two great systems, the

Northern Ohio and the Southern Ohio Traction
companies, with branches formed by the Western
Ohio Traction company and lines that may be con-
structed by an eastern Ohio Traction company.
On this line through trains of three or four cars

drawn by a motor car will be run, and it is expected
that a good freight and express business can be done
also. The extensive investments of the men in-

terested in all of these companies alike show that

there is something in view for the future, and the

location of the systems of roads they are forming
only goes to prove the idea just outlined. The re-

port at the meeting showed gross earnings from
May 1st to November 1st of $171,040.62 and net

earnings of $88,076.69. Less interest on bonds, there

is a surplus from this business of $42,406.95, and a

dividend of three-fpurths of one per cent, quar-

terly was declared, payable December 1st. Chair-

man M. J. Mendelbaum of the executive committee
reported good progress in the negotiations for ex-

tensions in Cincinnati.

C. W. French of Mansfield is promoting an elec-

tric line from Canton to Mansfield, through Wooster,

Massillon and Alliance. He is endeavoring to in-

terest local capital along the line.

T. L. Childs has prevailed upon the cc.-nmissioners

of Stark County to reopen the matter of granting a

franchise for an electric road from Canton to Akron.

He promises to have the road completed by October
I, 1901, if the franchise is granted. Meantime the
commissioners are making an investigation as to
what support the Ohio Trust company of Chicago
has agreed to give the road.

It is said that the necessary capital has been
secured for building the line of the Barberton,
Doylestown and Massillon Railway company, which
A. E. Townsend is promoting. It is reported that

the Knickerbocker Trust company has agreed to

take the bonds and that the Empire Construction
company will build the road.

There is a contest in Huron County over the

franchise through that territory, between the San-
dusky and Interurban road and the Cleveland, Elyria

and Western. It is yet hard to tell which will be
the lucky one, but the Sandusky company seems to

have the majority of the people of the county with it.

The Hamilton county commissioners have granted
a franchise to the Cincinnati Street Railway com-
pany to extend its Warsaw avenue line to connect
with the Eleberon avenue line, thus forming a belt

line which will be of great advantage to the people of

Price Hill, as well as other portions of the city.

The Bullock Electrical Manufacturing company of

Cincinnati has closed a contract with the McCloud
River Electric Power company of Shasta, Cal., for

furnishing the equipment for a power plant to op-
erate a copper mine. The plant will consist of four

generators of an aggregate capacity of 2,000 kilo-

watts, and the current will be transmitted 30 miles

to the mines. The plant will be operated by water-

power. The contract amounts to $100,000.

The generating machinery of the Hillsboro and
Chillicothe Traction company, now being projected,

will be operated by waterpower, very likely, as there

is a stream close to the line which will furnish an
abundance of power, if its use can be secured at

a reasonable figure.

The Toledo Blade is responsible for the assertion

that within the next two years that city will be con-

nected with Chicago, Cleveland and Detroit by elec-

tric lines.

Work began on the extension of the Grove City

line from Columbus to Morgan Station last Wednes-
day.

The Toledo, Fremont and Norwalk Electric Rail-

way company has secured the right-of-way between
Fremont and Oberlin. It is said this company will

also build lines to Marblehead, on the lake, and to

Tiffin, as soon as the main lines are completed.

It is said the Columbus, Lima and Northwestern
Railway company, incorporated a few days ago, will

build an electric line, but this cannot be verified.

The charter will allow either electricity or steam as

a motive power.
The Sandusky, Norwalk and Southern Railway

company of Sandusky, Ohio, was incorporated, with

a capital stock of $400,000. It is the intention of

the new company to build a line from Sandusky
through Erie, Huron and Richland counties to

Mansfield. The articles of incorporation will allow

it to carry freight, passengers, express matter and

packages. The incorporators are John Whitworth,
Truman B. Taylor, Emil G. Schmidt, Henry G.

Miller and William E. Guerin, Jr.

The Marietta Electric company. Marietta, Ohio,

has filed notice with the secretary of state of increase

of capital stock from $75>ooo to $250,000. A. L.

Gracey is the president of the company and J. S. H.
Torner, secretary.

The Warren Electric and Specialty company, vVar-

ren, Ohio, has increased its capital stock from $100,-

000 to $200,000.

It is stated that an electric line will be built from

Clyde to Columbus, to parallel the Sandusky divi-

sion of the Big' Four road. It is to connect at Nor-

walk with the Toledo, Fremont and Norwalk, and

may be made a part of that system. O. M. C.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, Minn., November 17.—The Des
Moines Edison Light company of Des Moines, Iowa,

has filed amended articles increasing its capital stock

from $450,000 to $1,125,000. The increase is made to

take over the Capital City company's business and

to provide funds for improvements and extensions

to the plant.

The water board of St. Paul is huntmg down all

cases of electrolysis to place the blame. The street-

railway company has been cornered in one or two
instances, and the telephone company is under sus-

picion.

The promoter of the Milwaukee and Lake Geneva
Electric Railway company appeared in Lake Geneva,

Wis., the day before the expiration of the com-

pany's franchise and had some plowing done. The
franchise required that work must be started within

a year. •
-

The street-railway company raised new poles for

its trolley wires in Davenport, Iowa, by attaching

a rooe to the pole and to a street car. which was

backed away, and raised the pole easily.

The United States Court has set aside the verdict

against the Western Union Telegraph company, ob-

tained by Frank M. Nye of Minneapolis. A tele-

gram was sent over the wires of the company, re-

flecting on Mr. Nye's political integrity, alleging that

he had been bought off from supporting certain

candidates. The lower court gave a judgment of

$500. The higher court holds that the small num-
ber of emoloyes. bound to secrecy, who would see

the message during transmission, does not constitute

publication.

A. G. Whitney of Fargo, N. D., and others have

bought the property of the Benton Power and Trac-
tion company at St. Cloud, Minn., and will improve
it and extend the heating mains.
The Board of Public Works of St. Paul has in-

dorsed the plan of the city engineer for a municipal
lighting plant.
The Twin City Rapid Transit company has made

all preparations to get through the coming winter
without having its service interrupted. Several ad-
ditional snowplows, weighing 25 tons each have
been provided. The old rotary plow will be placed
on the Stillwater line.

H. O. Batchelder of Omaha is the inventor of a
device, which he calls the polimeter, to keep pas-
sengers informed as to the location of the car. The
principle is similar to the indicators attached to
elevators m office buildings which show at which
floor the car stands.
The city of St. Paul is taking bids until December

4th for lighting the streets of the city for one year
with gas, electricity and gasoline.
The council of Lincoln, Neb., is having plans and

estimates made for a municipal electric-lighting
plant.

The Dyersville Light and Water company has
been incorporated at DyersvillCj Iowa, with $15,000
capital^ stock, to establish light and water systems.

Elngineer F. W. Cappellen of Minneapolis is pre-
paring plans for a street-lighting system for the
city of Duluth. Minn., to cost $100,000.

Petitions will be circulated through all the impor-
tant cities of Wisconsin, asking the next Legislature
to repeal the law whereby street-railway companies
pay taxes to the state on the gross-earnings basis.
Legal proceedings to cancel the franchises of the

street-railway companies operating at Appleton and
Superior, Wis., have been begun before Attorney-
general Hicks. In both cases the' forfeiture of the
franchises is asked by reason of poor service, tracks
in poor repair, cars not properly heated, etc.
Under the new charter recently adopted by the

city of Duluth, Minn., it is found that the lighting
fund has a certain amount which had not been
figured on. Lakeside and Woodland will therefore
be accommodated with electric street lights, which
have been demanded so vigorously for some time.

Public sentiment is being aroused in Tacoma,
Wash., to induce the council to grant the street-rail-
way company permission to change its line in order
to avoid the hill on De Lin street. This was the
scene of the fatal accident of July 4th last.

The Electric Light and Power company of Glen-
dive, Mont, has been incorporated, with $10,000
capital stock.

The Duluth-Superior Traction co'mpany is length-
ening the curves of its line between Duluth and
Superior, in order to run double-truck cars between
those cities. The long cars are expected to be
in service before the first of the year. R.

Gleanings from Colorado.

Denver, November 16.—Work has been begun on
setting up the two generators in tfie new power sta-

tion ot tne Colorado bprings Electric company,
which is located tour miies north of Colorado
Springs, at the coal field. The dynamos, which are
01 750 Kilowatts, were furnished by the General Elec-
tric company. It is expected that the station will be
in running order by December 15th. The othcers

of the company believe that the plant will be one
of the "cracK" installations in the West.

it is expected that the power plant of the Telluride
Power 'iransmission company will be completed
early next month. The electrical machinery is of

the General Electric make. The manager of the
company is Mr. L. L. Nunn.
The United States Circuit Court of Appeals has

handed down a decision in favor of the plaintiff in

the case of the Pike's Peak Power company against

the city of Colorado Springs. The case is one of no
little interest, as it involves the validity of the com-
pany's franchise. The City Council of Colorado
Springs gave a franchise for 20 years for the use, for

generating electricity, of the waters of Lake Mo-
raine, near Pike's Peak. The Pike's Peak Power
company, to which the franchise had been assigned,

spent a large amount of money in building a tunnel

to convey the water from the west to the east side

of Pike's Peak, and in building a power plant. A
year and a half ago many people in Colorado Springs
considered the grant unwise, and an agitation for the

repeal of the franchise resulted in action by the coun-
cil revoking the privilege. Suit was brought by the

company to annul the council's action, but that

body's action was sustained. An appeal was taken

to the Circuit Court of Appeals, and its decision has

just been handed down, reversing the decision of

the trial court. The court takes the ground that

the City Council had power to grant the franchise,

but had no power to repeal it, and gives as reasons

therefor that the owners of the franchise, having ac-

cepted it, acted under it and made expenditures

"authorized thereby. Thus, the franchise became a

contract, and a revocation of the ordinance granting

the franchise is forbidden by two provisions of the

constitution of the United States, the one prohibiting

the passing of a law impairing the obligation of a

contract and the other forbidding the taking of

property without due process of law.

Work has been begun on the power house of the

Lacombe Electric company, to be built on West
Twelfth avenue, on the bank of the Platte River.

The structure which is to contain the arc plant

will be attractive in appearance and will be the best

appointed station in Denver Its dimensions will be
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110 by 99 feet. The walls will be pressed brick.

Steel trusses will be used and the roof will be of

corrugated iron. The boiler room is to be 42 feet

in length and the engine and dynamo room 52 feet.

A brick wall will separate the two rooms. A gable

is built over each department, the gable ends

carried up and curved in brick. Space is provided

for six engines, which are to be belted to 12 arc

machines. Five engines and 10 dynamos are to

be installed at the outset. The engines will be Ball

compound, condensing, and the dynamos of the

Western Electric type. The boilers will be fur-

nished by the Heine Boiler company. It^ is ex-

pected that the plant will be in operation by January

1st. A temporary building, to accommodate the

incandescent-lighting plant, will be built at the

east end of the power station, designed for the arc

plant, and work on the foundation has already been

begun. The architects of the former structure are

Mareau & Norton of Denver.

PERSONAL.
Senator Cushman K. Davis of Minnesota, who is

lying at his home in St. Paul seriously ill from blood

p'oisoning and other complications, is an old-tmie

telegrapher.

W. P. Crockett of Boston recently removed to

Chicago, where he will represent the Bossert Elec-

tric Construction company of Utica, N. Y-. ^"d ^•"'^

Hart Manufacturing company of Hartford, Conn.

John T. Burke, a well-known electrical man of

Omaha, lias been appointed representative of the

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturmg company

in Nebraska and Kansas, with headquarters at

Omaha.

Mrs Hertha Ayrton, wife of Prof. W. E. Ayrlon

of London, and herself an electrical writer of note,

thinks that there is an opening for women in the

making of electrical instruments. The work is well

within the scope of women, Mrs. Ayrton considers;

"any woman having a logical mind and some interest

in the study could make a way for herself."

The forthcoming marriage of Mr. Samuel Mc-

Clintock Haniill and Miss Maria Woodward Baldwm

is announced. The ceremony will be held m Grace

Church, Baltimore, at 3:30 P- m- o»^ November_27th.

Mr Hamill is prominently identified with the inter-

ests of the General Electric company, being general

manager of the Brush Electric company and presi-

dent of the Siemens & Halske Electric company

He is one of the best-known men m the electrical

field and will receive the hearty congratulations of

a host of friends. The bride is the daughter of Mr.

and Mrs. William Henry Baldwin of Baltimore.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

Citizens of Port Austin, Mich., have voted to

issue $15,000 in bonds to construct an electric-light

plant.

The Marysville Light and Fuel company has

been incorporated in Kansas, with $12,000 capital

stock.

The Ohio Valley Electric company will spend

about $200,000 in enlarging its electric-light plant

at Ashland, Ky.

The Rawlins (Wyo.) electric-light plant will be

enlarged at once and the capacity doubled. The

improvement will cost $5>ooO-

Albert Moore and associates of Arkadelphia, Ark.,

have been granted a franchise for the erection of an

electric-light plant in that town.

London, Ohio, has voted to issue $5,000 worth

of bonds for the. purpose of purchasing new ma-

chinery for the electric-light plant in that city.

W. H. Watt of Hailey, Idaho, will erect an elec-

tric-light plant on the Hood River, Oregon, to fur-

nish power for mining. The plant is to cost $300,-

000.

The Appleton City Water and Power company of

Appleton City, Mo., was recently incorporated for

$5,000, by J. B. Egger, R. N. Burns and J. S.

House.

The Roland Park company of Roland Park. Md.,

will issue $200,000 of bonds for improvements and
etxensions, to include an electric-light plant and

waterworks.

Bids will be received until December ist for the

electric lighting of the city of Shrcvcport, La.,

for a period of five years, from June i, 1901. N. B.

Murff is the comptroller.

The city of Wayncsville, N. C, has decided upon
the establishment of a plant for electric lighting.

A committee has been named to secure plans and
estimates. F. W. Miller is the city treasurer.

The stockholders of the Queens Borough Electric

Light and Power company of Long Island have
voted to increase the capital stock from $250,000

to $410,000. The company is supplying light for

Far Rockaway and Rockaway Beach, and power
for the trolley line running between these two cities.

The plant is now being enlarged.

The Waukegan fill.) Electric Light company has
started up its public hot-water heating system, the

piping for which has just been installed in the busi-

ness center. An exhaust system is used, with 7.000

feet of mains at present installed, $25,000 having

been expended. This winter's service will be largely
experimental, and upon its success will depend the
extension of the heating plant. It is run in connec-
tion with the electric-light plant, the water being
heated by the waste steam.

The directors of the Binghamton (N. Y.) General
Electric company were elected on November 9th,

as follows: James H. Roberts, S. C. Normile, W.
A. Tucker, J. Brodie Smith, George F. O'Neil,
George W. Dunn and P. L. Saltonstall. These di-

rectors subsequently elected officers as follows:
President, George W. Dunn; vice-president, George
F. O'Neil; secretary, James H. Roberts; treasurer,

P. L. Saltonstall, and general manager, S. C. Nor-
mile.

Contracts have recently been let by the Consum-
ers' Pleat and Electric company of Bloomington, 111.,

for its new plant in that city, A 300 and loo-kilo-

watt, direct-current generator will furnish power for

a balanced three-wire system. Exhaust steam will

be transmitted to business blocks and residences
within the radius of a mile from the station, for

heating purposes. The company, which is capital-

ized at $75,000, is a reorganization of the former
Citizens* company, whose electric plant was burned
out recently. Charles G. Armstrong of Chicago has
been engaged as consulting engineer of the company.

The village of Harlem, 111., will soon make exten-
sive improvements. It has had a municipal plant for
street lighting in operation for a number of years,

using a 500-volt, direct-current generator, burning
10 enclosed-arc lamps on a circuit. The trustees re-

cently decided to make a complete change in this

old system, and in addition to street lighting will take
contracts for private lighting. There will be installed

a 3,600-light Warren, alternating-current dynamo,
with marble switchboard complete, and one 300-horse-
power, four-valve engine. The contract for the entire

electrical installation has been awarded to J. Holt
Gates & Co. of Chicago.

The city of Blue Island, 111., is about to make some
extensive improvements in its lighting plant. The
two high-tension arc machines will be taken out and
there will be installed one 2,500-light Warren alter-

nating-current dynamo, belted to a 300-horsepower
Ideal four-valve engine. The old switchboard will

be taken out and a handsome and modern marble
switchboard will take its place. The old street-light-

ing system will be replaced by series alternating arc

and incandescent lamps, burning from the same cir-

cuit, using regulators and step-up transformers. The
primary voltage at the stat'on will be 1,000 volts.

This will be raised to 2.000 volts for the street-

lighting circuit. The entire change will be completed
within the next 60 days. J. Holt Gates & Co. of

Chicago have been awarded the contract for the

complete installation.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
A corps of engineers has completed a preliminary

survey of the route of the proposed Indianapolis,

Morristown and Rushville electric railway, in In-

diana.

The Inland Trolley company of Philadelphia is

preparing to begin work on its line from Chestnut
Hill northward, toward Fort Washington and North
Wales.

The Interurban electric line, operating between
Lorain and Cleveland and Sandusky and Huron,
Ohio, is securing a right-of-way for a line from
Norwalk to Lorain.

Plans for the construction of an electric railway
through the center of the Michigan fruit belt are

now being made by a number of Chicago capitalists,

headed by J. J. Sturm.

At a recent meeting the City Council of St.

Charles, Mo., granted a franchise to the St. Louis,

St. Charles and Western Railway company, to op-
erate an electric road over certain streets of that

city.

The announcement is made that the first cars

will be run over the new Holland interurban line

to Grand Rapids, Mich., on December ist. Grading
on the road is within two miles of the latter city and
tracklaying will begin without delay.

The Ann Arbor and Jackson Electric Railway
company of Michigan has given a contract to the

Barney & Smith company of Dayton, Ohio, for

10 cars, 50 feet in length, each equipped with toilet

rooms, smoking compartment and card tables.

The Omaha and Fremont Railway company has
been incorporated, in Nebraska, for $750,000, by I.

Noyes, president; J. S. Knox, secretary, and others.

The new road will run between Omaha and Fre-
mont, and the motive power will be electricity or

compressed air.

The City Council of New Plaven. Conn., has
granted the Fair Haven and Westville railroad

permission for building an extension to the Yale
field. The committee on railroads and bridges has

reported in favor of double-tracking the Congress
avenue line.

J, A. Hamilton of White Cloud, Mich., is at the

head of a syndicate of Michigan and Indiana capi-

talists, who have incorporated the Toledo and Chi-
cago Railway company. The projected electric line

is to traverse the northern tier of Indiana counties

and the southern tier of Michigan counties, with

Chicago the western, and Toledo the eastern, ter-

minal points on the road.

A sleet and hail storm served to cripple the service

on the Metropolitan, South Side and Lake street

elevated lines in Chicago for about an hour on the
evening of November r6th. The use of a mechanical
scraper on the third rail of the Northwestern ele-

vated railroad served to keep that line from being
tied up.

The ofificers of the Peninsular Traction company
of Battle Creek, Mich., a concern which is planning
to build an electric railway between Grand Rapids
and Battle Creek, report that they have secured the
entire township rights between the two cities, and
that sufficient capital is in sight to build and equip
the entire road.

The Milwaukee Light, Heat and Traction com-
pany has presented to tho Common Council of

Kenosha, Wis., a franchise asking for a right-of-way
through the city for its Chicago-Milwaukee line.

The company asks for the use of but one street in

the city. The ordinance has been referred to a

special committee.

The Parkersburg and Marietta Electric Railway
company has been incorporated in West Virginia, to

build a line from Parkersburg to WiUiamstown, and
thence across the Ohio River to Marietta, Ohio.

J. N. Camden, W. N. Chancellor. C. C. Martin, J.

M. Jackson, Jr., and C. H. Shattuck, all of Parkers-
burg. are the incorporators.

Thieves have removed 2,400 feet of trolley wire
from the poles of the Calumet Electric Street Rail-
way company on the line of the road between Cole-
hour and Roby, Ind. The robbers took advantage
of the fact that the line is not being operated over
that section at the present time, and conducted their

operations in broad dajdight. The South Chicago
police were notified, but have made no arrests.

It is reported that negotiations are under way
for the purchase of the Elgin, Carpentersville and
Aurora electric line by the Chicago and Elgin Elec-
tric Railway company. The company has secured
a right-of-way from Elgin to Chicago by way of
Wheaton, and recently was granted a franchise by
the Elgin City Council. The Elgin local company
has a line from Carpentersville to Geneva, a distance
of 18 miles, besides the city system.

Eastern and Chicago capitalists are said to be
interested in a scheme to construct a system of sub-
ways in the principal streets of the business portion
of Chicago, which would be used solely by the
traction companies and the city, should the mu-
nicipal authorities desire to. use them, for sewerage,
conduits and such like purposes. It is stated that
the eastern men interested have investigated the
question and are satisfied that the subway would
be a paying investment, even though it took more
than $50,000,000 to carry out the project. Gabriel J.

Norden, an attorney in Chicago, is said to be repre-
senting the capitalists.

PUBLICATIONS.
A handsome bulletin on "Lundell Motors for Elec-

tric Vehicles," issued by the Sprague Electric
company of New York, describes the application

of a new type of Lundell motors for the propulsion of
electric automobiles.

The Western Electric company's new fixture cata-

loogue contains reproductions of the various styles

and designs of thoroughly first-class goods. Not
only are plain and ornamental fixtures for residences
displayed, but those for ofiices, factories and stores
as well. The needs of office men, doctors, dentists

and artisans have been considered in the line of

specialties. A copy will be sent on request.

The Mining and Metallurgical Journal of New
York and Los Angeles, a semi-monthly periodical of

the character indicated by its name, has been pur-
chased by Mr. W. J. Johnston. Mr. Johnston was
for years the publisher of the Electrical World and
is well known in electrical circles. He is so much im-
pressed with the future of mining and metallurgy, it

is said, that he has decided to devote his energies
hereafter to that field of technical journalism.

Rossiter, MacGovern & Co. of New York and
Brooklyn present a neat 32-page October catalogue
of their "as-good-as-new" electrical machinery. The
list of machines quoted includes General Electric.

Westinghouse and other first-class makes of genera-
tors for railway, power and lighting, car motors, sta-

tionary motors, engines, boilers, cars, trucks, lamps,
transformers, etc. Two complete railway power-sta-
tion equipments of 300 and 2,500-horsepower capacity,

respectively, are listed.

George D. BroomcU has written, and the Ben
Franklin company of 232 Irving avenue, Chicago,
has published, a paper on "English Spelling." The
essay was read before the Chicago Society of Proof-
readers, and in it the author takes an advanced posi-

tion in favor of spelling reform. Mr. Broomell's
paper is interesting and gives evidence of careful
preparation. The writer takes up the well-known
objections to spelling reform and answers them all

to his satisfaction. He contends that the only real

objection is the inconvenience of making the change
and believes that whatever is accomplished will be
done gradually, with slow departure from the old
system at first. Mr. Broomell practices what he
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preaches in this paper, which is an object-lesson of

"fonetic" spelling. The pamphlet makes 32 pages
and is sold for 10 cents.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
The first annual meeting of the Illinois State Elec-

tric association will be held at the University of

Illinois, at Champaign, on November 27th.

Andrew Carnegie has annonnced his intention to

found a pol^'technic school in Pittsburg. He will give

enough money to erect and furnish the buildings, on
condition that the city furnish a site. Mr. Carnegie
will also provide for the maintenance of the institu-

tion with an endowment of $1,000,000 worth of gold

bonds bearing five per cent, interest.

Director Robert H. Thurston of Sibley College

at Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y., is reported as

saying that the faculty is trying to decrease the

engineering course from fonr to three years. The
plan will be to advance the entrance requirements

so as to include modern languages, physics and
higher mathematics, these subjects being taught in

the arts department. A Society of Mechanical En-
gineers has been organized by junior and senior

students in Sibley College. The society has the

support of the faculty and has elected L. J. Carr

of Batavia, 111., president.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The Northwestern Elevated Railroad company of

Chicago is said to be preparing to sell its outstanding

issue of bonds at 105 and to substitute for them a

new issue bearing a lower rate of interest. The out-

standing issue consists of $5,000,000 five per cent, gold

bonds, which may be called on any interest day by

giving 30 days' notice. The plan is to substitute four

per cent, bonds, and the financial arrangements for

the retirement of the old issue and the putting out

of the new is in the hands of Blair & Co. of New
York. It is said that the Illinois Trust and Savings

Bank is a large holder of the present securities, it

being currently reported that this bank holds in the

neighborhood of $2,000,000 of these bonds.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Paris Exposition was closed on November

I2th.

Evanston. Chicago's North Shore suburb, has its

own electrical troubles, and the mayor suggests the

employment of a city electrician.

A London dispatch to the New York Sun states

that the United States machinery exhibit at the Paris

Exposition has been purchased in its entirety by a

Lancashire engineering firm and will be re-erected in

Lancashire.

A German genius has recently patented a new
electric time alarm for heavy sleepers. A number
of contacts are located under the springs of a bed

in such a manner that, at a certain hour, the alarm

begins running and cannot be stopped until the

sleeper leaves the bed.

A contract has been awarded for equipping the

Washington monument at Washington, D. C, with

an electric elevator instead of the present steam

apparatus. It will be the highest single elevator m
the world, being 500 feet high. The Eiffel Tower
has two or three elevators which carry passengers

to the top by stages.

Electrical utilization of windpower is being tried

in the Baltic region, in Europe, it is said. An ex-

perimental plant, consisting of a windmill, a dynamo,

a battery of accumulators and electric motors, has

been put up at Wittkiel, near Kappeln, situated at

the entrance of the Schlei. the longest of the narrow

fjords which the Baltic sends into Schleswig, Ger-

many.

In Chicago the experiment is being tried of placing

red-globed arc lights at fire-alarm boxes and green

lights for patrol boxes. The plan is only to be

tried on electric lights for the rest of this year.

The glass globes are half red or green and half clear.

If it is found that the arc lamps do not give suffi-

cient light under the new system the plan will be

abandoned at the beginning of the year.

The exports of copper since January 1st to Oc-
tober 1st of this year were 63.22 per cent, of the do-

mestic production, or 56.15 per cent, of the produc-

tion and imports during this period. Deducting the

exports of copper from the jiroduction and the im-

ports of the metal, and taking the balance as repre-

senting domestic consumption, the latter in that case

would show an average of about 24,521,473 pounds a

month for the nine months.

Among many interesting features of the new
railway station of the Compagnie d'Orleans, at the

Quai d'Orsay, Paris, is a mechanical contrivance for

the transit of baggage from the trains to the upper

part of the station, a distance of something like 20

feet. Passengers go down by numerous staircases

and lifts—of which there ai-e no fewer than 13. IJie

baggage, however, is transported by means of in-

clined planes. The motive power is ei.ctricity, the

supply being generated at an electric station on the

spot, connected with the electric storehouse at Ivry.
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The lighting of the station, as well, is supphed from
this local sub-station, which represents 1,200 horse-
power.

In Honolulu recently an electric-light wire- and a
power wire of the Hawaiian Electric company be-
came crossed, with disastrous consequences. The
large current thus thrown on the wires of the electric
company worked havoc in the dynamo room, com-
pelling a shutdown. According to the newspaper
account, fires were started all over town wherever
there was a wire on which the insulation was not
of the highest kind, but fortunately none of these
did any particular damage. One man was killed
and several received severe shocks.

After repeated failures to secure a satisfactory neg-
ative of a train in motion, Ayrault Green, an expert
Chicago photographer, recently made the Burling-
ton's "Denver Flyer" take its own picture. This he
accomplished by an electric switch, which, when
connected with the rail, closes the circuit as soon
as It is struck by the engine. The switch communi-
cates with a set of dry cells, and thus a shutter re-
lease IS operated. When the successful test was
made, the switch was put in place about six feet
behind the spot where it was calculated that the front
of the engine would appear when the shutter was
released. When the engine struck the switch it
closed the circuit, the high-speed shutter moved, and
the picture was correctly registered on the center
of the plate.

Tests are now in progress in Washington. D. C,
on storm warning lights, to be placed on the new
signal towers recently authorized by Congress to be
established in the principal harbors of the country.
The object aimed at is to increase the carrying capac-
ity of the lights. While the present maximum is about
five or SIX miles, it is hoped to reach a distance of
12 miles at sea with the new oil lamps, and 15 to
iS miles with the electric lights in ordinary weather.
Makers of lamps in this country and in Europe
have entered into the competition, which is now
closed, for equipping the 300 stations contemplated.
American makers have protested against the award
of the contract to foreign manufacturers, and Chief
Moore of the Weather Bureau has decided that pref-
erence will be given to American bidders unless the
European lens greatly exceeds in power the .Ameri-
can lamp.

United States Minister Bryan of Rio de Janeiro
Brazil, reports that early next year there will be
maugnrated at Belle Horizonte, the capital of Minas
Geraes, Brazil, under government and municipal sup-
port, a permanent exposition of the products and
manufactures of that vast state, the population of
which now exceeds four millions, and whose indus-
tries—mineral and agricultural—are being actively
developed. According to his report, in 1899 the
gold product of the state of Minas exceeded $3^000,-
000, an increase of $1,000,000 in value over 1898
Several citizens of Minas Geraes who are interested
in promoting American enterprises are willi'ng to
undertake the erection of a pavilion in which to ex-
hibit machinery from our country at this forthcom-
ing exposition. Mr. Bryan recommends that
Anierican manufacturers of agricultural, dairy, elec-
trical and mining appliances, who desire to avail
themselves of an inexpensive opportunity to exhibit
their improved machinery, communicate on this
subject with the United States consulate-general in
Rio de Janeiro.

TRADE NEWS.
The Tinthoff Electric company of Chicago has

been incorporated, with a capital stock of $2,500, to
manufacture electrical machinery and apparatus.
The incorporators were John Anderson, Charles A.
.Anderson and Milton Stamm.

The Cicero Yaryan Heating and Lighting com-
pany has been incorporated at Chicago, with a cap-
ital stock of $2,500, to operate water, heat, light and
power plants. The incorporators are William O.
Merrick, Charles Woodward and W. J. Kasp;r.

The Naugle-Holcomb company has been incorpo-
rated at Chicago, with a capital stock of $500,000.
for manufacturing railway tics, telegraph poles, etc.
The incoiporators are E. E. Naugle, W. H. Hol-
comb and Alfred P. Hopkins. This company suc-
ceeds the well-known firm of Naugle. Holcomb &
Co.. which was dissolved on November 12th by mu-
tual consent.

Sealed proposals will be received at the office of
the supervising architect. Washington, until De-
cember 5th, for the installation of a wiring system
for the extension of the LTnited States custom house
and postoffice at Dubuque, Iowa. Copies of the
drawings and specification may be obtained at that
office or at the office of the superintendent of con-
struction. Dubuque. Iowa, at the discretion of the
supervising architect.

The Washington office of the Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing company has just made a
large sale of electrical apparatus to Kingan & Co.
of Indianapolis. Ind. About three years ago Kingan
&: Co. installed a large Westinghouse direct-current
electric plant in their pork-packing establishment, but
recently they decided it to be materially to their in-

terests to replace the direct-current with alternating-

current apparatus. The new installation will consist

of two 300-kilowatt, engine-type, two-phase, alternat-
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ing-current, 440-volt generators and a number of type
C induction motors aggregating nearly 1,000 horse-
power.

Alphonse Major of 461 Pearl street, New York,
who has been identified with the cement business for
many years, has filed a petition in bankruptcy, with
liabilities of $4,901, largely for advertising, and as-
sets consisting of cash, $18; bicycle, $7; watch and
chain, $21, for which he claims exemption; five
shares of stock of the Major Cement company, of un-
known value, and patents for a water filter and
cooler, and an ice receptacle for water cooler, value
unknown.

The Western Electric company of Chicago has
executed a trust deed to the Chicago Title and Trust
company, upon 225,000 square feet of land at West
Polk street and the river, to secure a bond issue of
$500,000, payable in five years and bearing 4V2 per
cent, interest. The security offered is the former
Young and Farrell Diamond Stone Sawing com-
pany's plant, for which the Western Electric com-
pany paid last August $617,500. The land has front-
ages of 528 feet on Polk street, 400 feet on Stew-
art avenue, formerly Beach street, and 400 feet
on the south branch of the river. It was improved
to some extent with one-story brick structures used
by the stone company, but work is now under way
on a large manufacturing building to be devoted to
heavy foundry and factory work, particularly to the
construction of cables used in electrical work. Be-
sides this improvement, the existing structures are to
be remodeled. The work will cost about $200,000.

BUSINESS.
J. Holt Gates & Co., 15 Monadnock block, Chicago.

have been awarded contracts for a complete electric-

lighting plant at Rio. Wis., also for the electrical ma-
chinery for the city lighting plant at Nappanee, Ind.,

and a new plant at Cuba, 111.

The Electric Appliance company. Chicago, states

that its sales of Packard lamps during the last vear
were nearly double those of any previous year. This
recoi'd has been made in the face of the fact that
the conditions of sale of incandescent lamps are
more severe than ever before.

The steam-exhaust head manufactured by the B. F.
Sturtevant company of Boston. Mass., is an interest-

ing example of the application of centrifugal force.

The steam escaping through curved pipes in the head
throws the water against the sides, where it escapes
through a drip pipe while the steam passes out of an
opening at the top. These heads are built in sizes

ranging from one inch up to 36 inches. The Sturte-
vant company has just received an order for two
large exhaust heads, one for a 30-inch pipe and one
for a 36-inch pipe, which are to be built on this de-
sign.

The Emerson Electric Manufacturing company of

St. Louis, Mo., announces that it is now making
over 200 different kinds of alternating-current mo-
tors, in sizes of 2V2 horsepower and smaller, and
that it is in a position to furnish satisfactory single-

phase motors for any alternating current. The Em-
erson company is anxious to hear from central-

station managers and superintendents v.'ho are ex-
periencing difficulty in procuring a sufficient load
on their day circuits, believing that it can be of

considerable assistance to central stations in develop-
ing this branch of their business. Samples of any
size motor made by the Emerson company will be
sent to any responsible central-station company or
dealer on 30 days' trial, with the understanding that

if the motor is not thoroughly satisfactory, it may
be returned at the end of the 30 days.

The American Bridge company has just closed a

contract with the North German Lloyd Steamship
company, calling for the erection of two steel build-

ings on the banks of the River Weser at Bremen,
Germany. The machine-shop building will be 100

feet in width and ,^00 feet in length, two stories in

height. The foundry building is to be 75 feet in

width and about 600 feet in length. Both buildings

are designed after the best American practice. The
contract has been secured by the American Bridge
company in competition with the best German bridge
shops, and shows the extent to which this class of

work can be carried. This is a deserving triumph
for the American Bridge company, and will doubt-
less lead to further contracts of the same kind.
Another contract of the company provides for the

furnishing of over 700 tons of structural steel to go
tn the New York Navy Yard naval-powder depot,

near Dover, N. J., and to the- naval magazine at

lona Island, N. Y.

Alfred B. Herrick, the well-known street-railway
expert of New York city, announces that the de-
mand for the Herrick electric inspection and testing
systeni having made it impossible for him to give it

his personal attention, he has made arrangements
with the instrument house of Elmer G. Willyoung,
82 and 84 Fulton street. New York, by which the
latter will manufacture and market the apparatus un-
der designs approved by Mr. Herriok. Mr. Herrick
will personally inspect and furnish a certificate of in-

spection of each instrument turned out. With this

instrument it is possible to make a complete test of
car equipments in an extremely short time, and
by use of the ordinary help, such as is generally
found about a trolley station. This instrument is

now in use by the Hartford Street Railway company,
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Hartford, Conn.; Albany Street Railway company,
Albany, N. Y. ; South Side Elevated company, Chi-

cago, 111.; Tramway company, Milan, Italy; British

Government railway, Sydney, Australia; Union
Traction company, Philadelphia, Pa.; North Jersey
Railway company, Newark, N. J. A contract has

also been closed with the New Orleans and Car-
roUton Railroad company. New Orleans, La., for
the installation of a set ol apparatus.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

661,491. Emergency Brake Switch. William M.
Brown, Johnstown, Pa. Application filed Oc-
tober 14. 1898.

In the switch described are a plurality of fixed contacts,

arraoRed in pairs, one contact of one pair being con-
nected to the supply circuit and the other contact of the
same pair 10 the regular motor circuii, the remaining con-
tacts being connected to the respective motor terminals.
The switch has a movable member wh'ch in one position
connects ihe two contacts of the first-named pair, and
in the second position disconnects the coniacts, and
connects the other contacts in their respective pairs.

The connections between these last-named coniacts
and the motor termin-ils are such that when the
switch is in the last-mentioned position the motors are
connected in a closed circuit with one element of each
connecied to cause a current flow through it in a direction
reverse to the norma! flow.

NO. 65i,666.

661,498. Electric Fuse. Joshua L. Cohen, New
York, N. Y., assignor of fifty-one one-hun-
dredths to Herschel P. Copeland, Jersey City,

N. J. Application filed January 4, igno.

An electric jgmting device consists of a non-conducting,
combustible irateridl, a compound aflixed thereto, and a
conducting wire adapted for igaiting and flashing the
compound. A flame is thus proOuced in conneciion with
the combustible non-conducting material when an excess-
ive current of electricity is applied thereto.

661,516. Trolley. Henry S. Goughnour, Johnstown,
Pa., assignor to the Lorain Steel company of

Pennsylvania. Application filed March 21, igoo.

In the trolley described are shown, in combination with
a pivoted trolley pole, a spring for elevating the same, a
slide forming a bearing for on • end of the spring, and a
rod having a bearing f^r the opposite end of the spring,
acd connected 10 the pole. A latch device is provided for
the slide, as well as a coonectioQ between the pole and
the latch divjce, f ^r tripping the latter when the pole as-
sumes a certain position.

661,518. Controlling Device for Electric Circuits.

Edward W. Hammer, Chicago, 111. Application
filed August 31, iSgg.

The invention relates to an electric circuit, compris'ng
a magnet in series with the main circuit, a shunt cir-
cuit containing an electromagnet, and a connection lead-
ing from the m lin circuit abuve ihe series magnet to the
shunt circuii below the shunt magnet. A circuit-control-
ling device is operated by the series magnet and adapted
to control the cnnection, so as to cause a reverse current
10 flow through tbe shunt magnet. Means are described
for breaki'ig the main circuit, and a secoud circuit-con-
trolling device in the cofin-ction is adapted to be operated
n break the couDectioo before the main circuit is broken,

661,520. Automatic Steering Device for Torpedoes.
Caryl D. Haskins, Newton, Mass. Application
filed August 2, 1897. Renewed April 12. 1900.

With a torpedo are shown a steering apparatus therefor
and a magnetic determintng device tor the apparatus con-
trolled in Its aciion by the magnetic mass of tne object to
beaitack'^d. This steering apparatus comprises an oper-
alini electric rnoior and a magnetic determining device
in the circuit of the motor, A timing device is also de-
scribed governing the action of the determining device.

^^61,538. Brush Holder for Dynamo-electric Ma-
chines. Christian W. Kragh, Madison, Wis., as-
signor to the Northern Electrical Manufacturing
company, Madison, Wis. Application filed Sep-
tember II, 1899.

In a brush holder for dynamo-electric machines are
combined a holding pipce to whirh the brush is attached,
a support upon which the holding piece is movably
mounted, and a flat spring attached to the support and
connected with the holding piece by a sliding contact, so
as to press clasliraily the brush against the commutator.
A conductor is fixedly attached to the support and to the
hohlingpiece so as to give a fixed connection around the
connection between the support and holding piece.

661,578. Toll-collecting Device for Telephones,
William A. Foss, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to
the American Toll Telephone company, Cleve-
land, Ohio. Application filed July 26, 1900.

The toll-collecting machine described comprinoB an
oscillating toll-receiving hopper, means for onclflating the

Issued November ij, igoo.

hopper to Ihe extent required to discharge the toll there-
from, a gong or sound-yielding body, and a suitably ap-
plied movdble hammer having an arm extending inio the
sweep of the toll-representing coin or check so as to result
in the operation of the hammer directly by the coin or
check during the toil-discharging oscillation of the hopper.

661.588. Electric Welding Apparatus. Adolph F.

Rietzel, Lynn, Mass., assignor to the Thomson
Electric Welding company, Lynn, Mass. Ap-
plication filed June i, 1899.

The inven'ion relates to an electric metal-working ma-
chine in which are comdioed. with clamps forming the
terminals of the healing circuit and relatively movable to

and from one another, means for automaiicaHy opening
and closing the clamps at predetermined intervals. These
opening means are mounted upon the bed of tbe machine
and unconnected with the clamps An automatic feeding
mechanism is described for supplying to the clamps the
articles 10 be welded.

661.589. Electric Welding Apparatus. Adolph F.
Rietzel, Lynn. Mass., assignor to the Thomson
Electric Welding company, Lynn, Mass. Ap-
plication filed September 23, 1S99.

In this electric m-tal-working apparatus are shown, in
combination with an electric heatiog devicp, an electric
welding device, mfans for ho'd-ng one part of the work in

the heating device indi^pendently of other parts of the
work, and means for bringing the part of the work held in
the heating device into ihe circuit of the welding device
without moving it from the circuit of the heatmg device.
Means tor including another piece of work therewith in

. the circuit of the welding device are also described,

661,600. Trolley Wheel. Thomas I. Dufty and
Charles McMahan, Chicago, III.; Duffy assignor
to McMahan. Application filed July 16, 1900.

An electrical conta'^t sprine for trolley wheels comprises
an outwardly dished plate of conducting material adapted
to be secured on a trolley pivot, between the harp arm and
the trolley wheel, and is provided 00 its outer side with a
depression adapted to receive a washer, also of con-
ducting material, adapted for contact with a harp arm at a
point adjicent to the trolley pivot. A plurality of in-
wardly curved radial spring arms are shown integral with
tbe plate, and adapted to engage with their outer ends and
press inwardly, a trolley wheel or the like, the arms being
spaced at equal distances around the wheel.

NO, 661,740.

661,619, Method of Recording and Reproducing
Sounds or Signals. Valdemar Poulsen, Copen-
hagen, Denmark. Application filed July 8, iSgg.

The method consists in impressing upon an electric cir-
cuit conlaining an electromagnet undulaticns of current cor-
responding to the sound waves of speech or to the sig-
nals, and of simultanf'ously bringing successive portions
of a magnetizable body under the influence of the electro-
magnet and thereby estahl shing in the body successively
varying magnetic c::inditions Finally, an electromagnet
connected in a circuit is subjected successively to the
various magnetic conditions established in the body,

661,666. System of Electric Train Control. Charles
B. Martin. New York, N. Y., assignor to the
General Electric company of New York. Ap-
plication filed October 23, iSg/.

This system of train control emoraces in combination
one or more motor equipments, a ma'n controlling switch
for controlling the supply of current to all the motors, and
a circuit-ch .nging sw/tch or swit'-hes in co-operative rela-
tion to each motor equipment. Means may be located at

any desired point for operating the circuit-changing
switch or switches without connecting tbe motor circuits to

the source of supply. (See cut.)

661,669. Connecting Conductors to Carbon Brushes.
Albert L. Rohrer, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor
to the General Electric company of New York.
Application filed July 22, i8g8.

A carbon brush is desrribed having a plating of good
conducting metal thereon, a conductor soldered to the
plating, and a yielding n"n- resilient conducior connected
in good conducting relation to the conductor. The means
described for carrying current from the brush to the stud in

a brush boldpr consists of a flexible non-resilient con-
ductor provided with a clip making a close fit with the
brush.

661,714, Telephone Circuit, Isaiah H, Farnham,
Wellesley, and George W. Davis, Revere, Mass.,
assignors to the New England Telephone and
Telegraph company, Boston, Mass. Applica-
tion filed May 11, 1900,

A telephonic circuit is composed of two conductors open
at one end and provided with a series of branch extensions
from the condu'-tors to norm-Tlly open terminal switches
inclosed in a series of boxes. The other end of the circuit
is closed through an electric generator : a bran"h from one
of the condnciors including transmitting and receiving
telephones is normally open at the hook switch. A signal
circuit-control er having Us windings in on" of the con-
ductors, and a signal in a circuit parallel with the genera-
tor open at the controller and normally closed by tho hook
switrh, are included. A portable telephonic set is shown
inclosed in a l>ox consisting of a telephone transmitter, a
receiver and n double plug connector united in series by
conducting wires.

661,731, Thermostatic Device. Robert G. Galium,
Washington, D. C. Application filed December
30, 1899.

A thermostatic device is described having a thermostat
provided with an adjustable esjension carrying a shoulder,
two contacts, and a ihird conta'it between them, the free
end of which is in the p^th of the shoulder.

66i,72i2. Thermostatic Device. Robert G. Galium,
Washington, D. C. Application filed January 9,
1900.

In this thermostatic device are -comprised a thermo-
static coil encircling a fixed shaft, a rock arm loose on
the shaft and connected at one end to the coil, and two
contacts each of which is a screw carried by an adjustably
mourned bracket. A spring contact is adjustably sup-
ported between the aforesaid contacts, and normally held
agaii'St one of them to provide a closed circuit. The end
of the intermediate contact is placed in the path of. but
disenaaged from, the rock arm and adapted in the move-
ment of the arm, to be carried away from the one contact,
to break the normally closed circuit, and against the other
contact, to establish a second circuit.

661,740. Chime of Bells. Hermann Kruschwitz,
Neu-Untermhaus, Germany. Application filed'

May 19, 1899.

In a musical instrument of the character described are
included a soundboard carrying a plurality of electric
bells in harmony, while electrical means are shown for
causing a continuous sounding of one or more of the bells,
and mechanical_m-ans for causing a single stroke of tlie
bells. A shifting frame, dampers carried tliereby to
deaden the sound of the bells, arid pedal levers for actuat-
ing the dampers, are also sh -^wn. A battery, a contact
plate, electrical connections between the plate and the
battery, and bell mechauisrn and a keyboard having two
sets of keys, are described. (See cut.)

661,742. Circuit Controller for Electric Engines.
Henri Letord, Orlando, Fla., and Joseph S.
Letord, Kansas City, Mo. Application filed
February 27, 1900.

The electric engine is provided with a handpiece and is
located in a main circuit, in combination with a main cir-
cuit closer, a pole rhaneer in the main circuit, and attach-
ments to the handpiece for operating, respectively, the
main circuit closer and pole changer. (See cut J

661,771. Electric Circuit-breaker. Benjamin P.
Rucker, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

June 25, igoo.

The invention relates to a circuit-breaker having a
plurality of switches adapted to break the circuit at differ-
ent points. One of the switches is adapted to be oper-
ated automatically by an abnormal current to break the
circuit, and adapted to be op'^rated hy the other switch,
to make the circu t. The other switch is adapted to
break the circuit when actuated to operate the automatic-
ally operated switch,

661,820. Electrical Apparatus. Martin Schupner,
Nyack, N. Y. Application filed June 16, 1900.
As an apparatus for applying a current of electricity to

the body are des'ribed in combination an induction roil,
a source of e'ectrical supply and a chair having metallic
pl.ites thereon for contact with a patient. The inducion
coil is located between the source of supply and the chair
and is connected electrical 'y to the plates by means of a
conductor. A conductor is connected to the other pole,
having bracelets thereon for engagement with the arms of
an operator, whereby the circuit may he made by contact
of the patient with the plates and the operator.

661,839. Dash-pot for Electric Arc Lamps. Thomas
E. Adams, Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed

May 7, 1900.

This air pot for electric lamps comprises a cylinder of
earthenware having one end permanently closed and a
graph te plunger within the earthenware cylinder and pro-
vided with a plunger rod.

NO. 661,742,

66i,8So. Electric Brake Controller. John C. Lin-
coln, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to Arthur L.
Garford. Elyria, Ohio. Application filed Octo-
ber 2, 1899.

In combiiialion with a source of electricity are described
an electric motor and a brake magnet, a controller adapted
to connect the motor through the brake magnet to gener-
ate current, and apply the brake, and adHpted also to con-
nect the currfni from the source through the brake magnet
and field coils. The motor is closed through the brake
magnet in su h direction that its movement generates cur-
rent, and is adapted to connect the independent source of
supply through the brake magnet and field coils at the
same time that the motor current is flowing through them.

Reissue.

11,872. Traveling Contact for Electric Railways.
Thomson-Hou-ston Electric company, Boston,
Mass., assignee of Albert Wahl and C. A. Coffin,

administrators of Charles J. Van Depoele, de-
ceased. Application filed September 28, 1900.

Original No. 495,443, dated April 11, 1893.

The invention comprisf s, in an electric railway, the com-
bination of a car. an electric overliead conducior above
the car, and parallel with Ihe line of travel, and an up-

« wardly extending trailing arm carrying a contact device at

its free end, adapted to make underneath contact with
the conductor. Tills arm is supported 00 the car on ver-
tical and transverse axes, so as to permit the contact de-
vice to follow tlie position of the conductor, notwithstand-
ing great variations of height and ot lateral displacement,
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Direct-connected Turbine and Dynamo
at Paris.

Bv Frank C. Perkins.

The turbine exhibit of Escher, Wyss & Co. of

Zurich, Switzerland, was one of the most novel

at the Paris exhibition. The hydrophor of this

firm and the direct-connected turbines shown in the

accompanying illustration were particularly inler-

estiuET-

.\ large reservoir was constructed at the top of a

high steel framework, to the top of which visitors

or attendants could mount by
an iron stairway. This reservoir

was 8.2 meters ' high and the

water was delivered to it through

one of the vertical standpipes

by a direct-connected, continu-

ous-current electric motor and

pump combination seen in the

illustration.

The water from this reservoir

was used to drive a Francis tur-

bine, and to this turbine was
coupled a direct-current multi-

polar dynamo. The water was
delivered to the turbine from

the reservoir at the rate of 250

liters per second, operating the

turbine shaft at a speed of 450
revolutions per minute.

The ratio of the amount of

current delivered b3t the dy-

namo which was operated by
the turbine to the amount of

current delivered to the electric

motor whose power was used

to raise the water to the reser-

voir represents the efficiency of

the entire combination.

By this method of exhibition

a continuous operation was
effected, supplying current to

the electric motor and receiving

back again the current from the

generator.

'^ 550-horsepower turbine was

also shown. Its diameter was
I.I meters. It was a high-pres-

sure, double turbine, having

automatic hydraulic regulation.

This turbine was designed to

operate at a speed of 375 revo-

lutions per minute, with a fall

of water of 92 meters.

This and other turbines ex-

hibited were built for operating

electrical generators at various

power plants in Europe. One
of these has a capacity of 2.500

horsepower and was designed to

operate at 160 revolutions per

minute. This turbine was of

the horizontal double type, with

a diameter of 1.6 meters.

A direct-connected dvnamo
and turbine was also exhibited

which will be installed at St.

Maurice for supplving current

for lighting the villaee of Lausanne, Switzerland.

The generator was built by the Compagnie I'lndus-

dustrie Electrique of Geneva and was designed by M.
Thura. It is a six-pole, direct-current generator

and is directly connected by a flexible coupling to

a i.ooo-horsepower turbine which is to operate at

.100 revolutions per minute under a head of 34 me-
ters.

.\nother interesting exhibit was a 6oo-horsepower

turbine soon to be installed at Vezere. This is a

s'mple turbine of the Francis type, and has a diam-

eter of I.I meters. It will drive the direct-con-

nected electrical generator at a speed of 300 revo-

lutions'per minute under a head of 43 mete.j. These

examples of waterpower machinery indicate the lead-

ing onsition of Switzerland in this field.

Albany and Hudson Third-rail Line
Opened.

The electric railway owned and operated by the

Albany and Hudson Railway and Power company
of Hudson, N. Y., was formally opened on Novem-
ber 22d, when a train of two cars made a round trip

between Hudson and Rensselaer, formerly called

East Albany, the southern terminus of the road.

The passengers included some of the leading rail-

road men and electrical engineers in the state. More
than ordinary interest attached to the event because
this is said to be the longest third-rail road in the
world (the distance being 30 miles), and also the

trolley between Hudson and the falls and from a
point a short distance south of Rensselaer to that
village. Sub-stations are established at North
Chatham, at Nassau and at two other points along
the line. The construction of the railway has been
completed at a cost of $3,100,000, the company being
capitalized at $2,500,000. The inspection train main-
tained an average speed for the distance, 39 miles,
of about .35 miles an hour, and on some stretches
the speed was as high as 50 miles an hour. The
road is equipped with 20 cars, seating 60 passengers
each.

It is the purpose of the company to carry pas-
sengers through from Hudson
to Albany and freight from
Hudson to Rensselaer. The
line will serve as a feeder for
both the New York Central and
the Boston and Albany steam
railroads in bringing farm prod-
ucts from the countryside to
those lines, and will thus be a
benefit to the farmers, as well
as to the steam roads. The
company owns franchises that
enable it to control nearly all

of the water privileges in Co-
lumbia County, lower Rensse-
laer and northern Dutchess,
and wdtich will aid the corpora-
tion materially should it decide
to extend the line to Rough-
keepsie. as it is said will prob-
ably be done. It is believed by
some that this road is really the
beginning of an electric line
from Albany to New York.

DIRECT-CONNECTED TURBINE AND DYNAMO AT PARIS.

first railway catering for both freight and passenger

traffic whose motive power is supplied through the

third rail.

Power is obtained from Stuyvesant Falls for run-

ning the trains and for lighting and furnishing power
to several towns along the line. Water is brought

a distance of 3,000 feet to the generating station, the

head being 104 feet. .The company has a plant of

4,500 horsepower in three large generators and 1,500

horsepower in seven smaller dynamos, the total

capacity being 6,000 horsepower, besides a 2,500-

horsepower steam engine that. has been installed for

emergency use.

The road runs through a hilly country, but it is

said the cars mount the grades easily. The cars

are operated by means of the third rail from the

central po'wer station at Stuyvesant Falls to a short

distance smith of Rensselaer, and by means of a

Electricity for Cripple
Creek Mines.

A number of contracts are be-
ing made for furnishing electric
power to the Cripple Creek
mining district. The Colorado
Electric Power company, whose
generating station is at Canon
City, and other electrical con-
cerns are installing new hoist-
ing plants. The Little Frank
S. Gold Mining company, the
Hart Gold Mining and Leasing
company, the Mercer, Shell &
Fitch company, the O'Hara
and Burt company and other
rriines have secured electrical

hoisting plants. In addition to
the hoists, new blowers have
been installed in the Portland;
Vindicator, Comanche, Plume
and others, and an electric

heater in the Moon-Anchor
mine. A contract has been
closed for lighting the Stratton
properties. Within the next 60

days the Colorado Electric

Power company will have a

number of electric drills in op-
eration throughout the district.

The introduction of this style

of drill promises to revolu-

tionize mining operations in

the district, lor it is asserted

that the new drill will permit

a saving of 50 per cent, in

running cost, while maintaining

a much higher degree of effi-

ciency at work. Points under-

ground where the more cumbersome machine drill

is not able to reach, it is said, will be accessible w-ifh

this new drill.

Electric Catafalque Terrorizes Mourn-
ers.

A New Brunswick (N. J.) undertaker purchased

an automobile catafalque operated by a storage bat-

tery and electric motors and introduced it at a fu-

neral at St. Francis Church in that city recently.

The catafalque stood in the center aisle at the en-

trance, and the pallbearers were directed to lay the

coffin upon it. When it suddenly started up the

aisle with its burden, the pallbearers cried out in

terror, and a panic in the congregation resulted.

The undertaker had much difficulty in persuading

the mourners to return to the service.
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Damage by Tornado at Colorado
Springs.

A windstorm approaching a tornado in violence

visited Colorado Springs on November 22d and

caused considerable damage to the electrical plants

and equipments. The great velocity of the wind
continued for about 12 hours, so that the linemen

found it difficult to begin immediate repairs on

overhead circuits. Considering the fact that wires

were blown together in many places, it was for-

tunate that no serious accidents from contacts with

live wires were reported. Shortly after the storm

struck the city the mayor notified the Colorado

Springs Rapid Transit company and the lighting

companies to shut off current, so that at night the

city was without transportation or electric illumina-

tion. For hours the city was without communica-

tion with the outside world, as the circuits of the

telephone and telegraph companies were down. The
Colorado Telephone company was the greatest suf-

ferer from the storm. Its loss was estimated by
General Manager Field at $12,000. In the city no
great amount of damage was sustained, as the tele-

phone wires to a great extent are imderground.

The bulk of the damage was caused to the long-

distance lines. On the Pueblo liiTe the wires were

down for a distance of 10 miles and for five miles

on the Cripple Creek lead. At one point a barn was
fairly blown through the Denver lead.

The pole lines of the telegraph companies suffered

great damage. The Postal company had 178 poles

down at Colorado Springs and 48 were overturned

at Monument. Two hundred Western Union poles

were blown over between Denver and Pueblo.

The loss of the Colorado Springs Electric com-
pany was estimated at about $6,000. Two of its

stacks at the power station were blown over and

its pole line was badly damaged.
The overhead construction of the Colorado

Springs Rapid Transit company suffered consider-

able damage, and its loss was estimated at $1,200.

The electric companies made a splendid record

in restoring service in their respective fields. Every
available lineman was put to work and communica-
tion was restored to a great extent on the day fol-

lowing the storm. On the following evening the

business section was lighted and cars were run on
the usual schedule on the second day.

Incandescent-lamp Heater.

To use incandescent lamps to make an electric

heater seems to be decidedly uneconomical, but the
English manufacturer who does it explains that a

special type of "heat lamps" is used and that tlie

light, combined with the heat, gives something of

the cheerful effect of an open fire. The effect is
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INCANDESCENT-LAMP WEATER.

heightened by placing the lamps in a framework of

polished copper resembling an open grate in ap-

pearance, as shown by the accompanying cut. Four

large lamps are placed in the recessed portion, and
when the reflecting sheets of copper themselves be-

come heated, the current of air which passes be-

hind them through specially arranged channels not

only prevents backward radiation to the wall of the

room, but also, by flowing into the apartment,

warms the atmosphere. The standard sizes con-

sume one kilowatt an hour. If one pair of lamps

be cut out by means of one of the two switches at

the front of the heater, the current consumption is

reduced one-half. The advantage of instantaneous

action and the absence of dirt, gas and smoke arc

pointed out.
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Method of Using Engine Without Gov-
ernor on Electric-lighting Circuit

of Several Branches.
By C. C. Griggs.

Twice within two months the writer has experi-

enced trouble with governors on the engine of an
electric-light plant owing to breakage. One was a

flywheel governor and the other was a spring-and-

belt governor. The work was of such a nature that

a shutdown was an impossibility, and other gov-

ernors not being at hand, with no means of repair-

ing the broken ones, the only thing that could be

done was to lash the broken governor fast in such

a way that _it allowed the engine to take full steam,

and then run the engine by throttle.

This at first thought seems simple enovigh, but, as

it happened in this case, the dynamo was feeding
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apparatus was used to enable the running of the
plant, until new governors could be obtained.

Pratt City, Ala., contemplates the construction o(

an electric-Hght plant.

Switckboatcl fu,

METHOD OF USING ENGINE WITHOUT GOVERNOR ON ELEC-
TRIC-LIGHTING CIRCUIT OF SEVERAL BRANCHES.

into several different mains, each one carrying a

pretty stiff load. With close attention everything

ran smoothly, until a short-circuit occurred on one

of the mains, blowing a fuse, with the natural result

that the sudden letting up of the load made the en-

gine speed up. Before the engineer could reach

the throttle, fully one-half the lamps on the other

circuits, as well as a number of sockets, were
burned out.

To prevent this accident occurring again, the

writer hit upon the following idea, which in suc-

ceeding cases worked admirably and may be inter-

esting to some of your readers.

The dynamo is a 250-volt, direct-current generator.

A water rheostat, the water being strongly saturated

with salt, was placed in the field rheostat circuit. As
illustrated in diagram, No. i and No. 2 represent the

two anodes. No. i is stationary in the box. No. 2

is partly held down by means of a catch (G) on one

end of the supporting block, the other end being

iield down by means of a small copper wire (F) fast-

ened to insulators on the side of the tank. This

wire passes over the block to which anode No. 2

is attached. It is in shunt with one fuse block on

each line, the fuses on the switchboard being repre-

sented by (a), (b) and (c). (A). (B) and (C) repre-

sent three mains. The companion fuses (a'), (b')

and (c') for the time being are straddled with heavy

copper wire, so as to compel the short-circuit to

blow (a), (b) or (c).

Attached to anode No. 2 is a cord passing over

pulley (P) to which is suspended weight fW). When
a short-circuit comes in over a line and blows any one

of the fuses (a), (b) or (c), it also necessarily melts

the wire (F). holding anode No. 2 in place. This

end being released, the supporting frame slips from

under catch (G) and the vveight (W) instantly pulls

it clear of the water, thereby breaking the field circuit

and stopping further generation by the dynamo.

Of course, the engine runs away, as it would do

if but one fuse were blown, but no damage is done

to the lamps on the other lines. The only delay

occurring is the time it takes to stop the engine, re-

adjust apparatus, cut out short-circuited line, and

start up again.

In the work in which the writer is engaged

—

furnishing lights to steam shovels, lights in clusters

on "Jacob staffs" to drillers, and furnishing lights

for tunnels on railroad construction work—where

almost any and everyone is handling the wires,

short-circuits are very frequent; hence the above

New Drop-by-droD Battery.

Considerable attention has been attracted by a

new primary battery invented by an Ohio man and
which is, in several respects, a departure from exist-

ing types. At the request of the Western Electrician,

Mr. C. M. Swingle, principal of the high school at

Millersburg, Ohio, furnishes the following brief de-
scription:

"Mr. O. A. Spahr is the inventor of the new bat-

tery cell and also the discoverer of a new electrolyte.

From what the new cell will do and from what we
can say of the new electrolyte, it may be judged
that the two will work somewhat of a revolution

in certain electrical matters.

"The new cell is disk-like in form. Those that

have been constructed are eight inches in diameter

and 1^/4 inches in thickness. The carbon plates are

exposed, the zinc being placed between two carbons.

There are pockets in the interior wall of the cell

—

one to contain an amalgamating substance and the

other a depolarizing agent. The fluid is introduced

into the cell at the bottom through a small lead

tube, dropping, drop bv drop, into the end of the

lube above the cell. The object of the small tube

is that air may be conducted into the cell to serve

as a depolarizing agent.

"This cell, when the new fluid is put into it.

develops a verv high voltage and more than 30 am-
peres. A single cell fuses No. 24 copper wire, the

zinc being 6V2 inches in diameter. Eighteen of these

cells run a two-horsepower motor at 2. =^00 revolu-

tions a minute. The weight of the 18 cells at work,
together with the tray they sit in and the reservoir

filled to run 12 or 15 hours, either successively or

otherwise, is very little over 100 pounds. We have
calculated that these cells will work at least 100

hours without change of zinc.

"The efficiency of the new cell is largely due to the

electrolyte used. It is a combination such as has

never been used before. It has been used in Fuller

cells on the switchboard work here for six months
without the least attention. (I speak of closed-cir-

cuit work.) On the open circuit w^ork it has been
used for a ^'ear with just as good results. The
manager has been so well pleased that he has al-

ready put in Fuller cells at Orville, and will do so

at other places as soon as old supplies are used.

The expense with Fuller cells charged with the new
electrolyte is not one-third as m\ich as for ordinar}'

cells."

Barmen Suspended Railway.

The suspended electric railway between Barmen
and Vohwinkel. in Germany, which was described
and illustrated in the Western Electrician of April
2ist last, has been publicly opened by the German
emperor and empress with great eclat. The system
employed is that of the late Eugen Langen of Co-
logne. It is a one-rail overhead arrangement with
dependent cars. The chief advantage claimed for
this svstem by the builders is the low cost of con-
struction and operation. While, for the construc-
tion of the Berlin electric elevated road, which is

placed upon spans of a width of 63 feet, 1,800 kilo-
grammes of iron were used per meter, the Barmen
road, with spans 90 feet wide, did not consume more
than 1,065 kilogrammes of iron per meter. Hence
the Berlin road costs- more than double the price
of the Barmen road. For the operation considerably
less electric current is needed, as the loss through
friction is not as great as with the ordinary two-
rail system. The utilization of the river course con-
tributes largely toward reducing the original cost.

as no expensive. right-of-way or real estate was nec-
essary to be purchased.

Mineral Products.

A chart showing the mineral products of the
United States from 1890 to 1890 has been issued
by the United States Geological Survey of the De-
partment of the Interior. The figures given are
preliminary to the official report on the mineral re-

sources of the United States for 1S99, which will

form Part VI. of the twenty-first annual report of

the survey. The production of copper increased
from 26s..ii5,T33 pounds, valued at $30,848,797, in

1890, to 585,342.124 pounds, valued at $104,190,898. in

7899. For the year 1899 the following statistics are

given for the production and value of the minerals
mentioned: Zinc, T19.408 tons, at $13,731,920: quick-
silver. 30,454 flasks (of 76^/^ avoirdupois pounds net)_.

at $1,452,745; aluminum, 5.200,000 pounds, at $1.7x6,-

000; platinum. 300 troy ounces, at $1,800, and mi£a.
3.T18.570 pounds, at $101,465. The total value of

the metallic products for 1S99, including the figures

for pig-iron, gold and silver, was $527,218,084, com-
l)arcd with $343,400,955 in 1898 and $305,735,670 in

1890. David T. Day is the chief of division of min-
ing and mineral resources.

G. D. Dunlevy is superintending the construction
of an electric-light plant in HiUsbovo, N, P.
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The Largest Induction Motor in the
World.

As is well known, Germany and Switzerland are

in the forefront in the design and manufacture of

polyphase apparatus. Except the United States, no

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Brown, Boveri &; Co. have installed six two-phase
L;cncrators of 1,200 horsepower each, as well as a

switchboard 98 feet long, consisting of 15 generator

panels and a number of feeder panels. Waterpower
is utilized as the prime mover in this station. A

FIG. I. THE LARGEST INDUCTION MOTOR IN THE WORLD DIRECTLY COUPLED TO CENTRIFUGAL PUMP.

Other nation approaches these countries in the ex-

tent to which this late extension of electrical engi-

neering has been developed, although a respectable

showing is made in Belgium, France and Hungary.

To the enterprising and widely-known firm of

Brown, Boveri & Co. of Baden, Switzerland, estab-

lished nine years ago by Mr. C. E. L. Brown, who.

at the age of Z7, ranks with the most distinguished

electrical engineers in Europe, is due the existence

view in the dynamo room at Chevres is shown
Fig. 3-
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Brooklyn Company Enjoined from In-

fringing Condict Patent.

On October 29th an order was filed and on No-
vember 5th an injunction entered in the series-paral-

lel controller case in which the Thomson-Houston
Electric company and Edward H. Lavis were the
complainants and the Brooklyn Heights Railroad
company the defendant. The suit was brought be-
fore Judge E. Henry Lacombe in the United States
Circuit Court. Eastern District of New York, and
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The Plant of the St. Croix Power Com-
pany of Wisconsin.'

By Henry Floy.

Introductory.

The considerable number of high-tension, long-
distance transmission plants already in successful
operation, might not render the completion and
starting of a 25,000-volt plant of any particular in-
terest, except that in all engineering work, and
especially in electrical lines, the "newest" usually
means something of a change from, and improve-
ment upon, anything previously constructed.
There are, however, some features, both hydraulic

and electrical, connected with the plant of the St.

Croix Power company, recently put into opera-
tion, which I think will prove of more than ordinary
interest to the members of this Institute.

General Description.

About two years ago the St. Paul Gas Light com-
pany of St. Paul, Mmn., owing to increasing busi-
ness, the depreciation and antiquity of its generating
apparatus and the expense of operating tour distinct
stations, foresaw that it must build a single mod-
ern and larger steam- generating plant or arrange tor
securing current by means oi long-distance transmis-
sion through the development ot one or more of trtc

watcrpowers within reasonable distance of St. Paul.
Upon investigation it was found that 27 miles easi

of St. Paul, on ir\pple River, in the state of Wis-
consin, there was a natural fall of about 30 teet.

Above the fall a dam could be built to a height of

47 feet, thus affording, with a slight drcp in the
river below the fall, a total head ot 82 feet. Apple
River is led from innumerable springs and some 25
lakes in northwesteiii Wisconsin, and in consequence
its discharge is remarkably uniform the year around.
With the head afforded, the minimum flow of water
in the stream would yield about '2,000 horsepower
continuously, and during most of the year nearly
twice that amount. By the building ot a dam, a
large reservoir would be formed, from which the
impounded water could be drawn in any quantity
necessary to carry the peak of any load in St. Paul,
provided sufficient capacity was installed in water-
wheels, generators and transmission line. It was
thus demonstrated to the St. Paul Gas Light com-
pany that the power that could be made available at

Apple River Falls by a development of the character
just outlined, would permit not only the complete
shutting down of its four steam plants and avoid
the necessity for building a modern steam, plant, but
also provide it with nearly twice the salable output
of its old stations.

Accordingly, about a year and a half ago, there
was organized under the laws of the state of Wis-
consin the St. Croix Power company. This com-
pany is friendly to the St. Paul Gas Light company,
and to the latter the former contracted to sell all

FIG. 2. the largest INDUCTION MOTOR IN THE WORLD.
— MOTOR DRAWN OUT ON BED-PLATE.

of the largest induction motor yet constructed,

which is illustrated by the accompanying pictures.

Reference is made to the two-phase machine of

1,000 horsepower installed in the waterworks at

Geneva. Switzerland. It is fair to state, however,

that the Westinghouse company of Pittsburg has

built two induction motors of 850 horsepower -each

which were shipped to Paris and used to drive

direct-current generators supplying current to the

motors for the moving sidewalk at the exposition-

Fig. I shows the i.ooo-horsepower motor in th'.-

municipal pumping plant at Geneva, where it is di-

rectly coupled to a Sulzer centrifugal pump work-

ing against a head of 460 feet. The motor weigh;

27 tons and runs at a speed of 544 revolutions per

minute. The stator has 10 poles, with six holes per

phase per pole. The rotor has 180 holes, with two

conductors to each hole connected like a cylindrical

drum armature with a three-circuit wave winding.

As may be seen from Fig. 2, the front part of the

motor is arranged to slide along the bed-plate,

taking with it the rotor, and thus rendering every

part of the winding easily accessible for examina-

tion and cleaning. The three ends of the rotor

winding are brought to three slip rings, which are

connected with a starting apparatus, by means of

which resistance can be inserted in the rotor cir-

cuit at starting. The motor is operated at 5.000

volts and. in addition to its large size, is of un-

usually high speed.

Current for the Geneva waterworks plant is ob-

tained from the power house at Chevres, where

FIG. 3. GENERATING STATION NEAR GENEVA, SWITZERLAND, SUPPLYING CURRENT TO THE LARGEST INDUCTION
MOTOR IN THE WORLD.

involved letters patent No. 393,323 issued to George
H. Condict for improvements in switches for electric

motors. The order states that the defendant has
infringed certain claims of the patent and enjoins the

Brooklyn Heights company from further infringe-

ment. On October 30th a supplemental order was
issued, partially suspending the injunction so as to

allow the defendant time to remove the infringing ap-

paratus from 48 motor cars in use on the lines of

the company.

A new electric-light plant is being erected at Jo-

seph. Qre.

the current it could generate by the -development
of a power plant at Apple River Falls.

Generating Station,

The generating station is a fireproof structure of

brick and iron, about 140 feet by 50 feet, divided
longitudinally by a partition wall, thus separating

the wheel room from the dynamo room. (See
Fig. I, next page.)

In the wheel room are four main sets of water-
wheels, space being reserved for the fifth unit, which

I. Abstract of piper presented at the meeting of the Auieri-

caa Institute o£ Electrical Engineers, New York and Chicago,
November 23, 1900.
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may be added later. Each set consists of two 36-

inch special Victor wheels, mounted horizontally in

a nine-foot, cylindrical, steel wheel chest from which
they discharge through a six-foot draft tube, eight

feet long. Each pair of wheels is, of course, on a

single shaft, which extends through the end of the

wheel chest built into the partition wall, and is di-

rect-connected to a 750-kilowatt generator. Each
wheel chest is supplied from the penstock by its own
feeder pipe, in which is located a 56-inch gate valve

operated from a shaft driven bj* a 7^-horsepower
electric motor. Each wheel chest is surmounted by
an automatic spring relief valve having an opening
12 inches in diameter. There are two exciter wheels,

each direct-connected to a 30-kilowatt, direct-current

generator. The exciter wheels have their own branch
feeder pipes, wheel chests and separate gate valves.

The waterwheel governors are of an improved
type of the Geissler pattern. They are guaranteed
10 maintain the speed within three per cent, of nor-

mal for any instantaneous change in load not ex-

the potential indicator at the generating station is

made to indicate the voltage at the point of distribu-

tion.

The local service switchboard panel is equipped
with switches for controlling the electric heaters by
which the power house is warmed, also the incan-
descent and arc-lightmg circuits and the motors
driving the blowers.
There have been installed six air-blast transform-

ers of 500 kilowatts' capacity each, which step the

voltage up directly from 800 to 25,000 volts. As op-
erated, the transformers are connected in two sets

of three each, with "Y" connections. The low-
tension side of each set of transformers is joined
directly with the transformer panel switches, and
the high-tension side with Westinghouse "spider"
switches, through the use of which either bank of

transformers may be connected to either or both
of the transformer circuits.

All the electrical apparatus in the power plant

was furnished by the General Electric company, ex-

FIG. I. ST. CROIX POWER PLANT.—PLAN OF GENERATING STATION.

ceeding 25 per cent, of the load at the moment of

vanauun. xne governors are eiectricany comroiiea,
bemg operatea uy ttie 125-voit cxciicr current.

All tne alternators are 750-Kilowau, tnree-pnase,
800-voit, Do-cycie, revoivmg-armaiure, separately ex-

cited mactnncs, runnmg at 300 revolutions per min-
ute, iney will carry mil load continuously witnout
heating more ttian 40 aegrees L. auove inc tempera-
ture 01 tne surrounaing air, and have an innerent
regulation siigntiy unacr nve per cent, on non-in-
aucLive loaa.

ine Qirect-current exciters are shunt-wound, op-
erating at 925 revolutions per minute, ana eacn ma-
cJiinc is 01 sumcient capacity to excite tive 750-

kiiowatt alternators.

Across tne lower end of the dynamo room is the

maroie switchDoard, consisting oi an exciter panel,

tour generator panels, two transiormer panels and
a locai-servjce panel. The exciter panel is sup-
plied wiin tne usual instruments, but tne alternator

panels are each equipped with one mam oil switch,

in series witn two tripie-pole, quicK-breaK: jaw
switches, for throwing the machine on 10 either two
sets 01 bus-bars, /vt the top ot the panel is an
ammeter, an indicating wattmeter, and a held am-
meter, with the usual synchronizing lamp, heid
switch and voltmeter plug. Ine transiormer panels
will each be provided with an induction recording
wattmeter, a single three-phase oil switch 01 special

design, having a capacity ot 1,500 kilowatts at iSOO

volts, and a ootentiai indicator which enables oper-
ators at the generating-station switchboard to d>;ter-

mine the vouage at the bt. Jr'aul sub-station, re-

gardless of the power factor of the load or the drop
in the line.

A brief description of this type of potential indi-

cator may not be amiss. Across the terminals of the

main transformer leads is connected a small trans-

former supplying in its secondary circuit, an elec-

tromotive lorce in step with and proportional to

that of the generator. In series with the main
transformer leads is a small series transformer, which
supplies in its secondary circuit a current always
in step with and proportional to its primary current.

The secondaries of the two transformers are con-

nected in series through an inductive resistance and
an ohmic resistance. Both the inductive resistance

or reactance and the ohmic resistance are so ad-

justed that for a given current through them, their

respective electromotive forces have the same value

relative to the electromotive force of the potential

transformer as the reactance and resistance electro-

motive forces of the transmission circuit have to the

electromotive force of the generator. Therefore, the

local reactance and resistance electromotive forces

reduce the electromotive force supplied by the po-

tential transformer to a potential indicator con-
nected in this local circuit, in the same proportion
as the line reactance and resistance electromotive

forces cut flown the generator voltage, and thus

cept the high-tension switches and the alternating-

current arc lamps, which latter were purchiised

from the Manhattan General Construction company.
Ihese lamps are ot the enclosed type and require

0.0 amperes, ihey are operated m series directly

irom iiie buo-voit Dus-Darb, tnere being eignt lainpa

ana regulator m each circuit.

n. 2o-ton hand crane, traveling the entire length
01 the a>nanio room, anorus a convenient mctuoa
lor hanuiing the heavy machinery.

25,oou-VoLT Overhead and Unuerground Iransmis-
siuN Line,

Two three-wire, thre'e-phase transmission circuits,

eacn con^ibting ot 247:: nines 01 ovcrueaa, oare cop-
per wires, ana three nines oi unueriji ouiiu caun.;^

Lonnect tne generating pjant witn tiic aistriDuung
Station in :3t. raul.

rioth overneaa circuits are carried on a single

line ox poles, tne wires 01 eacn circuit are on one
siae 01 tne poles and are supported so as to oe at

the verticals 01 an equiiatciai triangle naving 24
inch Slues, ihe conauciors are 01 i\o. 2, xi. uc i.

meamm hard-drawn copper wire, carriea on giass
msuiator-6 01 tne "Jr^ovo type"—the same as tnose
used on the 40,000- voit traiibinission in utan. ine
insulators are seven inches in diameter and have a

tnpie petticoat, ihey are mounted on special locust

pius, Doiied in paranine, carried on two lour-inch by
nve-inch Oregon hr cross-arms, ihe poles are

maimy of Uregon hr and are spaced not more than
no leet apart. iNo poles less man 30 leet in length
and eight inches in diameter at the top are used.
Foles 01 minimum length are planted SVii feet in the
ground and six inches deeper lor every addition:.!

nve leet in their length, ihe line was designed
to be practically level, irrespective of conrtgurations
in the earth's surface. The corners and angles in the

line are reduced to as few as possible, consistent
with securing a right-of-way at a reasonable price;

no angle in a conductor at any insulator is less than
165 degrees, thus avoiding any dangerous tendency
to break the pins. In making a right-angle turn
special construction is used (see Fig. 2), affording
seven points of support for each wire. For slight

turns two or three poles, as may be required, are

set 10 feet apart, but no more than one insulator
per wire is allowed on a single pole.

The transmission line really takes its beginning at

the terminals of the step-up transformers in the

dynamo room of the generating station, whence it

passes through the Westinghouse high-tension
switches into a brick lightning-arrester house abut-
ting against the end of the power house. Here are

located choke coils and lightning arresters. From
the arrester house the wires pass out through cir-

cular openings in the wall, which arc shcllcred by
a gabled loof and run thence in a general western
direction to a similar arrester house in the city

of St. Paul, where they terminate in the heads of
the underground cables.
No special engineering difficulties were met with

in the construction of the aerial line, except in cross-
ing the St. Croix River, which is about half a mde
wide, with precipitous banks, ico or more feet in

height. Advantage was taken of a bridge built by
the Wisconsin Central railway, and long oak pieces
were fitted between the ties every 50 feet through-
out the length of the bridge. These oak pieces
project about 20 feet beyond the edge of the bridge
and on them the six wires are carried in a horizontal
plane. To nullify any bad effects of the ironwork
in the bridge, the wires of each circuit are spiraled
three times in the length of the bridge.

As is usual with two parallel, three-phase circuits,

one circuit is spiraled twice relatively to the other
circuit, in addition to the transpositions on the

bridge, to prevent mutual induction.
Six feet below the power-transmission circuit, on

a separate cross-arm, are carried two No. 10 gal-

vanized-iron wires, which constitute tlie telephone
line. The wires are transposed at every fifth pole,

whicli very satisfactorily avoids any inductive effects

in the line and results in very efficient telephone
service.

There are two three-conductor, lead-covered ca-

bles, connecting the lightning-arrester house with
the distributing sub-station located on Cedar street,

in the very center of the business section of St. Paul.
These cables are in four-hole McRoy vitrihed-clay

conduits laid in concrete. The conduits follow the

grade of the streets, except where it was necessary
to pass under a number ot railroad tracks in a deep
cut. Here, the conduits end in the top of a brick
well about 50 feet in depth, down which the cables
drop, passing from the bottom of the well in other
conduits to another well on the opposite side of

the tracks, through which they rise again to the

conduits laid below the pavements of the street.

In considering the use of cables for 25,000-volt

transmission underground, the writer found that a

number of reputable manufacturers not only declined

to bid on his specifications, but would not entertain

any proposition for furnishing such cables, even
under their own specifications. There were only
two companies that would undertake the work, and
accordingly a contract was entered into with these
companies, one to furnish a rubber-insulated and
the other a paper-insulated cable.

The specifications provided that the general de-
sign of both cables should be the same, that is, each
conductor having an area of not less than 66,000 cir-

cular mils is composed of seven strands of copper
wire enclosed in Insulation, the three laid up in jute,

and the whole enclosed in a jacket of the same in-

sulating material as that used about each conductor.
Outside of the jacket is the lead sheathing, one-

ST. CROIX POWER PLANT.— SPECIAL CORNER
CONSTRUCTION IN POLE-LINE WORK.

eighth inch in thickness, making the cable complete
about 2% inches in diameter.
The iSlational cable is insulated with paper treated

with a secret compound. The insulation about each
conductor is nine thirty-seconds inch in thickness.
That of the enveloping jacket, four thirtj'-seconds

inch thick. The covering of this cable is of lead,

protected on the exterior by a coating of tin.

The insulation of the Safety cable is about a 35
per cent, compound of the best "old up-river

'

Para rubber seven thirty-seconds inch thick, around
each conductor, wrapped with a drilled tape, served
with jute, with the jacket five thirty-seconds incii

thick. The sheathing of this cable is of lead, mixed
with three per cent, of tin.

The contracts entered into with the above com-
panies for cables included not only their manufac-
turing the cables and testing them to 40,000 volts in

their factories before shipment, but also the installa-

tion of the cables complete ready for operation in

the conduits in St. Paul. The contracts further in-

clude a guarantee for a period of five years protect-
ing the purchaser against any breakdown in the

cables, except those due to extraneous and mechan-
ical injuries, and further permitting at any time
during that period, the testing of the cables in situ,

up to a potential of 30,000 volts. The writer's aim
in having the contract for each cable awarded to a

separate company was to secure the benefits of com-
petition in promptness of delivery and perfection

of manufacture. Furthermore, as underground work
of such tension had never been attempted before.

[Continued oti pctS'^ SS-/-^
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OBITUARY.

Washington H. Lawrence.

The death of W. H. Lawrence, at his home at

Dover .Bay, near Cleveland, Ohio, on November
J3d, ended a successful life. Mr. Lawrence was
the president of the National Carbon company of

Cleveland and was one of the best-known business
men in Ohio. Death resulted from the effects of an
operation performed on his left arm two days before
his death. Some months ago the arm was broken
while Mr. Lawrence was taking- exercise on a tennis

court and the bone refused to heal properly, neces-
sitating the surgeon's aid.

Washington H. Lawrence was 60 years of age at

the time of his death. He was descended from one
of the oldest families of Massachusetts, his ancestry

being traced back to Robert Lawrence, who was
knighted by Richard L The first member of the

family to move to this country was John Lawrence,
who w-as one of the settlers of the Massachusetts
Bay colony. Joel B. Lawrence, the father of the de-

ceased, came to Olmsted, Cuyahoga County, Ohio,
in 1833, and at this place on January 17, 1840. the

son was born. At 12 years of age he was left an
orphan, but with the energy which made his later

life a success he went to work to prepare himself

for his future career. After going through the com-
mon schools at Olmsted he took a course at Bald-
win University, and at 19 years of age he became
associated with Milton Baldwin in the management
of Hon. John Baldwin's e-Ktensive milling and real

estate interests in Kansas. In 1859 he became as-

sociated with his brother in business at Hannibal.

Mo., but in a few 3'ears he returned to Ohio to look

after the interests of the family estate, and in 1864

he removed to Cleveland, where he became as-

sociated with other gentlemen in the manufacture
of the Domestic sewing machine. Later on he had
charge of the sale of the Howe sewing machine for

five states, and at the same time conducted a

manufacturing business at Elyria.

It was not until the early 70's that Mr. Law-
rence became associated with Charles F. Brush in

the Brush Electric company. For some time after

that the success of electricity for commercial use

was rather doubtful, but the promoters had faith,

and shortly they began to see their rewards in a

growing business for the company. When, in 1882.

Mr. Lawrence decided to sever his connection with

the business in order to take a needed rest, the

Brush company commanded a capital of $3,000,000

and was the largest electrical establishment in the

W'Orld.

For some years Mr. Lawrence devoted his time

to the manageemnt of real estate which he had pur-

chased in Cleveland, but in 1886 the love for manu-
facturing pursuits overcame him and he associated

himself with A. W. Masters in the manufacture of

carbons in what is now the Wilson avenue factory

of the National Carbon company. Later on Mr.
Masters withdrew because of failing health. Mr.
Lawrence. Myron T. Herrick, James Parmlce and
\\'ebb C. Hayes became the owners under the name
of the National Carbon company. In 1891 the com-
pany erected the largest carbon factory in the world

on a tract of land in Lakewood, near Cleveland.

The capacity is about 20,000,000 carbons a month.
Within the last year Mr. Lawrence became presi-

dent and manager of the Brush Electric company
and the Sperry Electric Railway company. But he

was able to look after this extra work with ease

as well as manage the very large business of the

carbon company.
Mr. Lawrence was married to Miss Harriet E.

Colister of Cleveland, and she. with seven children,

four of whom are married, survives him. The funeral

took place on Monday last from the family residence

at Dover Bay, and the interment was made at Lake
View cemetery.

Col. Lester S. Hills.

Col. Lester S. Hills, an old-time telegraph opera-

tor and later a well-known electrical man in Chi-

cago, for several years employed by the Chicago

Edison company, died at his home, 37s Wabash
avenue, Chicago, on November 22cl. Colonel Hills

was born in Hartford, Conn., in 1835, and wheii a

boy worked as a telegraph operator side by side with

Thomas A. Edison in New York city. He was
colonel of the Life Guard regiment of the Hartford

militia during the Rebellion. After the war for

several years he was engaged in promoting electrical

and other industries. He was chiefly instrumental

in obtaining the Lake View and Hyde Park electric-

lighting franchises in Chicago. In 1891 he entered the

employment of the Chicago office of the Thomson-
Houston Electric company as salesman and agent

and retained his position with that company and its

successor, the General Electric company, until 1894.

when he went with the Chicago Edison company.

His position with the latter company was that of

agent in the contracting department, in charge of the

electric-sign work. Colonel Hills was an energetic

and industrious man and well liked by his associates.

He was quite active in ward and city politics. A
wife and two sons survive him.
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an expert in the application of compressed air in
mechanics. In the naval battle off Santiago he was
in charge of the starboard turret of the battleship
Texas and earned high praise for the manner in
which his guns were served. Lieutenant Haeseler
made the 12-inch guns of the Texas rapid firers by
improving the method of loading. He made it

safer to handle big guns by altering the electric
firiiig systems so that a gun could not be discharged
until the breech lock had been completely closed.

A Reconstructed Country-house Plant.

In the issue of the Western Electrician of October
2, 1S97, was described an interesting isolated electric-

lighting plant at the country residence of Mr. H. N.
Higinbotham, near Joliet, 111. Since that date the

continually increasing demands for electricity for

light and power upon the extensive farm and grounds
of the place have necessitated an increase in the

output of the plant. The gas engine which formerly
furnished the power caused some trouble in the

absence of a skilled attendant, and it was decided to

utilize for the enlarired plant waterpower that had

349

as already machinery in the creamery and about the
farm is being driven by electric motors, and this

power will be extended more and more to meet the
demands of the establishment.

The switchboard, shown in Fig. 3, is of white
Tennessee marble, and is very simple in arrange-
ment. The ammeter and voltmeter are of tKe stand-

ard round-dial Weston type. The swtiches on
the board were designed especially for this instal-

lation; they include underload and overload cir-

cuit-breakers, switches for the two circuits of the

ground lighting and an end-cell switch.

The wires leading from the power house to the

residence are lead-covered, and are carried in under-

ground conduits. This main line is over 1,500 yards

in length. From the house branch lines lead to the

stable, creamery and other outhouses of the farm as

well as to the lamp posts about the grounds, and
altogether there are more than two miles of wiring.

The potential drop in these lines is about 10 volts.

Telephone connections extend from the residence

to the mill, and the operation of the power house is

controlled from the mansion, as was the case with

the older plant.

The new installation is considered to be more
economical than the older plant, and it will allow

for ample application of electric power to all the

demands of the farm, as they may arise.

Rubber and Guttapercha.

Major J. Orton Kerbey, an old-time telegrapher,

who has devoted much attention to the crude-rubber

trade, having been United States consul at Para

Lieutenant Haeseler.

Lieut. Francis Joy Haeseler. U. S. N., who died at

the New York Naval Hospital on Novernber 20th of

typhoid fever, was known as an electrician and was

Fig. 3. Switchboard.

for many years driven an

old grist mill on a creek

near the place.

A room in the mill was
renovated and fitted up as

a dynamo room, and a hori-

zontal turbine took the

place of the old overshot
wheel. Owing to the small

size of the stream, the

power supply is uncertain

and an enlarged storage

battery was found neces-

sary, one to be charged
once in three or four days
or a week. The mill pond
has been deepened and en-
larged and made into a

charming lake, an adorn-
ment to the grounds. When operating the mill the
waters in this lake are consi.derably reduced, owing to

the scant supply of the stream. In place of the former
lo-kilowatt dynamo, a Holtzer-Cabot machine of

17.5 kilowatts' output was installed, giving a current
of 100 amperes at 175 volti. An illustration of this

machine may be seen in Fig. i.

Power is taken almost wholly from the battery

and not from the generator, contrarv to the practice

with the old power station. It had been found that

the old battery of 58 cells was giving out, and an
entirely new accumulator set was installed in a

room at the mill especially fitted to receive it. Fig.

2 shows a view of the new battery.

The walls of the battery room were stone-lined,

the pine floor painted, and on it was spread a coat-

ing of pitch. In this room have been placed 68 lead-

lined storage cells of the "D-5 Special" type of the

Helios-Upton company's make. The battery has a
guaranteed output of 200-250 ampere-hours, at a
discharge rate of 40 amperes, and is insured by the

company for seven years. Each tank now holds five

14 by 14-inch plates, but is built to hold 15 to 20

plates, as it is expected ultimately to triple the

capacity of the plant. Twelve of these cells are "end
cells," to be switched in or out of circuit, as the

varying demands of the load may require.

It is expected that ultimately it may be necessary

to draw on the plant for 150 amperes for eight hours,

Fig. I. Generator.

Fig. 2. Storage Battery.

RECONSTRUCTED COUNTRY-HOUSE PLANT.

under Secretary Blaine, believes that Cuba. Porto
Rico and the Philippines offer a great field for the
cultivation of rubber and guttapercha. He says that
rubber trees are mdigenous to Cuba, and, although
the native species furnishes rubber only half as
valuable as the Hevea or Para rubber of the Amazon
region, he is of opinion that the latter variety may
be cultivated in Cuba and Porto Rico, eventually
saving the United States the $80,000,000 which, he
says, is annually sent to England to pay for Brazilian
rubber. Moreover, he says that rubber that is now
growing wild in certain districts of Cuba can be
used at once commercially. Crude rubber is worth
a dollar a pound in gold coin in any of the markets
of the world. A gallon of milky sap coagulates
a pound of rubber. A matured tree will yield three
to eight gallons of sap. Guttapercha, which is of
the same family as caoutchouc, is used for cable
insulation. The supply comes from the Dutch is-

lands of Java and Sumatra, adjacent to the Philip-
pines. It is believed that guttapercha is indigenous to
the Philippines, and was transplanted in Java and
Sumatra. It is a more valuable product than rub-
ber, costing $1.50 a pound in gold, and is a necessity
lor cables. Major Kerbey, who is now in Pittsburg.
believes that American capital may profitably find
employment in taking up large tracts of Cuban land
for rubber culture.

The plant of the Citizens' Electric company, fur-

nishing light for commercial purposes at Hughes-
ville, Pa., was burned recently.
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Speaking of literary men in public life, llic London

Spectator comments on the technical eguipmcnt of

modern authors and gives several instances where

lesearches made for literary purposes might prove

of some value in a parliamentary career. "Outside

(he ranks of trained engineers," it says, "who would

be better equipped to assist the inquiry into the

efficiency of machinery—say, water-tube boilers

—

than Mr. Kipling?" The conception of Mr. Kip-

ling as a competent boiler inspector is rather droll,

not to say strained. It is to be hoped that the

writer did not intend to give a sly intimation that

Mr. Kipling's verses are mach'ne-made.

One of the great engineering projects of the cen-

tury relates to a tunnel under the Strait of Gibraltar,

ronnecting Europe and Africa. According to Mr.

Monaghan, the United States consul at Chemnitz,

a Parisian engineer has recently finished a plan by

which the Spanish railroads terminating in Gibral-

tar will be connected by such a tunnel with the rail-

road lines of Morocco. Several oi the men interested

in the scheme art now said to be in Morocco trying

to obtain permission to build a railroad in that

coimiry. "Technically." says the consul, "the plan

is not impossible, as it is merely a question of bor-

ing through rock." There is, of course, no imme-

diate prospect of the building of such a tunnel, for

political and financial objections of great weight

would have to be met, to say nothing of unforseen

physical obstacles that might be encountered. But

it is interesting to reflect that the advantages of

electric traction add greatly to the feasib'Hty of

such a route; if the Gibraltar tunnel is ever built, it

is pretty sure to contain an electric railwaj'.

The production of copper by the electrolytic

process now amounts to about 20,000 tons per an-

num in the United States. Although this is a little

less than seven per cent, of the total copper pro-

duction in this country, the quantity is still a large

one and shows the importance of this branch of

applied electrolysis. Moreover, the process has by-

product possibilities which may become important.

In the electrolytic treatment of the ore the im-

purities are separated from the metallic copper and

drawn oft from the vat in a mass called "sludge."

As this residue is usually rich in the precious metals,

it is treated for these, and large amounts are re-

covered. It has also been found that the non-me-

tallic elements tellurium and selenium accumulate

very rapidly in this sludge, and if there were any

great demand for them it could be filled from this

source at very small cost. The American electro-

lytic copper works are accumulating many tons of

these minerals annually at their establishments.

Selenitim, as is well known, has the remarkable

property of varying in electrical conductivity with

the action of light, and if Mr. Szczepanik's "telec-

troscope" ever materializes, there should be a con-

siderable demand for it.

Mica is used to a considerable extent in electrical

manufacturing, and for this reason it is of interest

to observe that the domestic production of this

mineral seems to be decreasing, while the imports

are on the increase. The report of the United States

Geological Survey for the calendar year 1899 shows

that in that year the value of the sheet and scrap

mica produced in the United States was $101,465,

as compared with $131,098 in 1898. On the other

hand, the value of imported mica last year was $275,-

984 and in 1898 $150,082. The principal sources of

supply in this country are in New Hampshire, North

Carolina, Sotith Dakota and New Mexico, while

most of the imported mica comes from Canada, al-

though Germany. Great Britain, Argentina, Brazil

and the British East Indies add respectable quotas.

The increase in importation is due to some extent

to the demand of the electrical trades and is in the

face of a heavy duty. Under the existing law mica

has two specific classifications and rates of duty

—

one as "unmanufactured," dutiable at six cents a

pound and 20 per centum ad valorem, the other as

"cut and trimmed" at 12 cents a pound and 20

per centum ad valorem. Although the burden is

not a very grievous one, it would seem that the duty

on mica, especially in the "nnmanufactured" class,

might well be reduced.

At the meeting of the British Institution of Elec-

trical Engineers three weeks ago Professor John

Perry, in his presidential address, told his colleagues

what he considered to be some plain truths. Pro-

fessor Perry is an Irishman by birth and a highly

educated engineer, with a taste for mathematics.

He has spent a considerable proportion of hi:; 50

years in college professorships, and he has taught

classes in two hemispheres. With such an equip-

ment, native and acquired, it is not to be wondered

that he should speak his mind freely when he be-

lieved the time was ripe for an outspoken utterance.

Professor Perry put before his hearers these ques-

tions: "Is electrical engineering to remain a pro-

fession, or is it to become a trade? Is this Insti-

tution to continue to be a society for the advance-

ment of knowledge in the application of scientific

principles to electrical industries, or is it to become
a mere trades union?" As may be inferred from
this opening, the president's address was a plea for

broad recognition of the value of scientific research

as well as an indignant protest against what he

thought was a general spirit of antagonism to such

research. The speaker decried rule-of-thumb meth-
ods, and said that electrical engineering owed its

being altogether to scientific men—to the laboratory

and desk work of a long line' of experimenters and

philosophers. He said that an electrical engineer

must have such a good mental grasp of the general

scientific principles underlying his work that he is

able to improve existing things and ways of using

these things. "It has become the custom to call

this 'theory,' " said Professor Perry, "and I suppose

I must follow the custom." In elaborating what
he meant by "theory" the president made some
very pertinent and truthful observations:

To gain what we call "theory" a good general
education is most helpful; mathematical knowledge
is very helpful; laboratory and workshop experi-
ence are extremely helpful. There is one qualitica'

lion which the electrical engineer must have, and
without which all other qualifications are useless,

and if a man has it no other qualification is su-

premely important, and this absolutely indispensable
qualification is that a man shall love to think about
and work with electrical things. He must like these
not because of the money he can make through elec-

trical contrivances, nor even, I think, because of the
name he may make before the world—this would
be mere liking or cupboard love, which has no last-

ing quality. So long as we have men in this coun-
try who have the true love for scientific work of

which I speak, so long shall we have a real pro-
fession of electrical engineering, for such men are
always scheming newcontrivances and improving old

ones and utilizing the services of all helpful people,
and especially of capitalists. When we have reached
a state in which nobody schemes new things because
the existing things are perfect, there will no longer
be a profession of electrical engineering.

Professor Perry characterized the American engi-

neers as "practical idealists" and said that his hearers

should follow them in taking care that standardiza-

tion of apparatu.s was not obtained at the sacrifice

of the inventive faculty. The electrical engineer

-'^hould have imagination—a strong imagination well

under control. "Why," exclaimed the lecturer,

"even the writers of leading articles in the daily

papers can talk of the wonders of electricity and

what may yet come to pass: and yet we who make
machines and use them and switch the marvelous

thing on and off and take all sorts of liberties with

it—we are like Calibans, oblivious of the wonders

of the fairy isle—like soulless priests making a living

in the temple of Isis—like Aladdins. who rub our

lamp only to get the necessaries of life!" Professor

Perry then went on to contend that the English engi-

neers knew too little theory and pointed to the great

advance of three-phase work in Switzerland to prove

his case. On the occasion of the visit to that coun-

try a year ago some of the British engineers, "said

to be eminent and thought to be practical," asked

questions and made remarks that showed that they

did not know the most elementary principles of

three-phase working. There is an absolute necessity

for great change in English ways; "and it is this

scrapping part of the business that we dislike in

England." In this respect England and Spain and

China differed from England's own colonies.

In closing. Professor Perry spoke warmly in favor

of mathematics—mathematics taught and used in a

eommon-sense way to attain an end. "Mathematics

ought to be the natural language of the electrical

engineer, and at present it is a foreign language.

We are at the beginning of our development, like

monkeys, whose necessities have increased faster

than their powers of speech." The concluding para-

graphs of this vigorous address were eloquent in

praise of the spirit of research in pure science, the

"beautiful young inother" of electrical engineering.

While it may be that in his almost impassioned

plea for more scientific training and methods in elec-

trical work Professor Perry has overstated the case,

as some of our English contemporaries contend.

the address furni.shes much food for thought—and

not for Englishmen alone. With the example of

the German and Swiss engineers before them Amer-

icans must realize that the "theory" often sneered

at is not, in sober earnest, to be despised,
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The Paris Exposition of 1 900.
By Carl Hering.

Part II.

In electric railroading there seemed to be com-
paratively little ot special interest to Americans
besides the three-phase motor system and the con-
tact bar already reterred to, both of which deserve
more attention here than they are getting, fhe
new Metropolitan undergrouna electric road quite
recently opened in Paris is apparently an excellently
constructed, but wretchedly managed, road. Ameri-
can management would diminish the total time of

transit ana increase the prohts greatlj^ It is an im-
provement over the new underground road in Lon-
don in that motor cars are used instead of loco-
motives, but being directly under the street, instead
of very deep, as in London, the excellent device
of a descending and an ascending grade between
stations, to aid acceleration and stopping, cannot
be taken advantage of. Both of these roads use
American electiical machhiery.
The two new electrically operated extensions of

several steam railroads into the central parts of

Paris, the new and much-needed electric railroad to

Versailles and the new conduit road in Paris are
all of interest. A surface contact line and one using
accumulators are also being tried in Paris. The
Western railroad, one of the largest steam railroads

of France, is making very extensive preparations
toward introducing electric traction on its lines by
more improved methods than its Heilman loconip-
tives. If our steam railroads were as enteiprising,

the replacing of steam by electric tractidn would
progress more rapidly here. Through the kindness
of Mr. Clerault, the chief engineer of this enterpris-

ing steam railroad, our Institute had the pleasure
of accepting an invitation for a personally conducted
visit to its interesting plant. It has already in opera-
tion, in part, a large three-phase power station near
Paris, accompanied by extensive laboratories; has
constructed an electrical extension of its steam lines

toward the center of the city; is building the new
electric line to Versailles, over an excellently con-
structed and welLgraded private roadway, and has
under construction a number of electric locomotives.
Paris is therefore at last beginning to avail herself

of the advantages of electricity for traction,, and
will unquestionably be very greatly benefited thereby.

If. with this modern traction force, a more modern
and more American system of managing and op-
erating the city tramways were introduced, the Par-
isians, the many visitors and the owners of the

tramways would all be the gainers.

In the exhibition itself may be mentioned the two
miles of moving platform, which differed from the

one in Chicago in that the motors were stationary

while the rails moved. The third-rail electric rail-

road, paralleling it. but running in the opposite di-

rection, was virtually an American exhibit, and was
managed more like American roads, making a re-

freshing contrast to the wretchedly managed tram-
ways and omnibuses in the city. Both the platform
and this railway were fed from two 8oo-horsepo\ver
induction motor-generator sets made in this country,

the induction motor, started by its mate, being one
of the largest ever made. The conduit road which
was shown was also virtually one of those devel-

oped in this country. A short section of the "sus-

pended" railway was exhibited, but whether this

struggle for recognition was successful seems ques-
tionable. Another curious departure shown in op-
eration was the trolley automotor, a system of run-
ning electrically driven vehicles on ordinary roads,

but taking current from an overhead-trolley wire.

The novel feature was that the small contact carriage

running on the two wires was geared electrically

to the motors by means of a local three-phase cur-

rent, so that it tended to travel slightly faster,

thereby always leading and keeping the connecting
cable taut. A field for it might exist where omni-
buses are now used.

A number of large electric locomotives were ex
hibited, notably one from Berlin, showing that

heavy electric traction is making progress. One,
weighing about 45 tons, exhibited by the French
steam railroad known as the P. L.. M., was oper-

ated with accumulators carried on a tender, but the

claims made for it by the attendant were so re-

markable that a verification is desirable before they

can be considered. Although it was dated 1896, I

was told that it was "not yet" in constant use.

In electric lighting, one of the most interesting

features was the debut of the Nernst lamp. After

long and tedious labors on the part of the Allge-

meine company of Berlin, the interesting laboratory

experiment of Nernst, that a filament of a non-con-,
ductor like magnesia becomes a conductor after it

is heated, has been developed into a form of high-

efficiency, incandescent lamp, which is now claimed
to be ready for the market; but, although several

hundred were burning there daily, it was not possible

to buy one. It resembles the usual incandescent
lamp, except that the bulb is open; the filament is

somewhat thicker and much shorter than that of a

carbon lamp: the light is very much whiter and
more brilhant. It can be lighted with a match,
alcohol torch or automatically by a platinum wir^'

preheater with a magnetic interrupter. E ther alter-

nating or continuous currents can be used, but the

filament must be exposed to the air. The lamps are

made for 2n, 50 and 100 candlepower at 220 volts, and
therefore do not yet compete directly vnth the usual

i6-candlepower lamp. The efficiency is said to be 1.5

watts per candle, or about twice as good as the

present carbon lamp of the same voltage. The fila-
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ment is said to be made of magnesia, mixed with
tne rare earths, hke zircon, thorium, etc. The lite

IS claimed to be very satisfactory, though no tigures
could be obtained, Dut the perishable parts, valued
at only 25 per cent. 01 the probable cost of tne lamp,
can easily be replaced, the bulb being open.
The material ot which the lilament is made has a

rapidly tailing temperature coetticient, much worse
than earbon, winch would make it e.xtremeiy sensi-
tive to changes in voltage. This is overcome by a
very ingenious method, to which the present success
of the lamp is due; it consists in placing a very hne
iron wire in series with the tilament, the wire being
so proportioned that it is heated by the normal
current to that temperature (.about 450 to 500 degrees
C.J at which it has a very rapidly rising temperature
coefficient; the resulting characteristic of the two
in series is theretore a rising one. This fine wire
consumes about 10 per cent, of the voltage. The
price of the lamp, 11 is thought, may be about 50
cents

Among the novelties in arc lamps which a.ttracted
some attention during the few days it was on ex-
hibition was the Bremer lamp, in which the carbons
contain certain salts, like those of magnesia, to-
gether with fluor calcium, that deposits a white oxide
on surrounding bodies, which acts both as a Nernst
conductor and a white reflector, the carbons being
inclined like the letter V. A reliable German au-
thority found the efficiency to be 0.13 watts per
hemispherical candlepower. The light is said to be
steady and bright, but soft.

The only enclosed-arc lamps exhibited were from
this country, directly or indirectly. These lamps,
which are so largely adopted here, are scarcely known
on tlie continent, and in France, at least, it seems
that they are not even wanted, on the ground that
the light is too blue and unsteady and the efficiency
too low. As manual labor is much cheaper there
than here, and arc lamps are not used nearly as
much, the chief advantage of this lamp is not ap-
preciated, at least not yet. The arc lights there are,

as a rule, much steadier, and are almost universally
connected to constant-potential circuits, our series

system being almost unknown. The general type
of regulating mechanism which is in favor 13 that
in which the coil applies a brake to an escapement
wheel which tends to revolve by the weight of the
descending carbon; the regulation is therefore very
sensitive and gradual. Cored carbons of a fine

quahty are. moreover, almost universally -used.

Generally only two lamps are in series across the
usual no-volt mains, but in some cases as many
as three are connected, with an increase in light

efficiency; in such cases the lamps are of the differ-

ential type, in which the regulating mechanism is

actuated not only by a shunt coil, but also by one
in series.

The exhibits of electric chandeliers and like fix-

tures were mostly French, and were generally very
tasteful, artistic and often very beautiful, although
frequently marred by external wiring, as with many
of them concealed wiring is impractical. The ac-

cessories, on the other hand, such as circuit-break-

ers, small switches, lamp sockets, motor-starting
lesistances, etc., were frequently quite bad or too
complicated, from an American standpoint. There
would seem to be quite a market abroad for the bet-

ter classes of American goods of this kind. It is

hard to understand w-hy electrically started fires are

not more frequent on the continent with such poor
appliances of this kind that one finds in use there.

The relatively large number of exhibits of switch-

board switches for breaking currents of very high
voltage indicates the rapid introduction of high-

tension currents. In many of them the well-known
double horn is used for extinguishing the arc, which
is an indication of the effectiveness of this simple

device.

A novel departure in switchboards, especially for

dangerously high-voltage machines, consisted in

placing all the switching apparatus belonging to one
machine on or under a post or pedestal near the

machine itself, and so that the attendant faces the

machine. The actual sw^itches are under the floor,

where they are out of the way and easily accessible

from a pit below, only the levers, handwheels and
instruments being on the pedestal; the attendant

is thereby protected from all the possible danger.

It is the standard practice of the Oerlikon company.
The use of silver fuse wire in place of lead alloys,

"by a very large German company, on the ground
of greater reliability and constancy, deserves men-
tion. For the same fusing current the amount of

metal volatilized is the least for silver.

The non-interchangeable fuses of Siemens &
Halske were of some interest and seem to supply a

need.
Among the cable exhihits there were three for

underground work in which multiple-cored cables

w^ere subjected to 25,000 and 30.000 volts alternating,

the insulation in one of these being impregnated
paper without any rubber.

A German maker of aluminum goods showed that

this metal can be welded without solder or flux by
simply heating it to a certain definite temperature, at

which it softens. The use of aluminum line wires

makes this simple method of interest to electrical

eneineers.
The number of different types of meters exhibited

w^as about equal to the number of their exhibitors,

but the Thomson meter in nearly the same form
as made in this country is the one most frequently

used: several hundreds a day are claimed to be made
by the French company which manufactures them.

The Held for a good, cheap and simple ampere-hour

2S^

meter for small consumers of continuous current is

mied very satisfactorily in France by the O'Keenan
meter, or which 11,000 are already installed, in
principle it may be said to be hke a d'Arsonval
galvanometer or Weston instrument, in which, how-
ever, the coil is mounted so that it may revolve
continuously, the number of its revolutions being
registered. Ihis coil or armature is a shunt to a
very low resistance in the main circuit. It is ex-
tremely sensitive and the coil requires only 0.6 micro-
watt to start it; it will register as little as five watts
m the lamp circuit or one per cent, of its range, has
a straight-line characteristic, and is not appreciably
affected by temperature changes. A somewhat simi-
lar one is about to be introduced in this country,
and there is no doubt a large field for it.

The well-known and ingenious Aron double-pen-
dulum meter was well exhibited in various forms,
including one for three-phase currents. It is said
to be used to some extent in Germany, but would
probably not find much favor in this countrj'.
An interesting and promising modification in the

Thomson type of watt-hour meter, shown in the
German section, consisted in using a three-coil arma-
ture like that in the original Thomson-Houston arc-
light machines; this enables the same magnetic force
to be produced by a much smaller w^eight of the
revolving part, with several attending advantages
of importance.
Prepayment meters are meeting with some favor,

and there might also be a field for them in this
country among small consumers.

In telegraphy, the exhibit which seemed to attract
most attention was the very ingenious printing-
telegraph system of Professor Henry A. Rowland of
Baltimore. The tender merely presses lettered keys,
like on a typewriter, and at the other end the mes-
sage is received in print on a sheet of paper, ready
for delivery, without requiring any operator. An
alternating current of constant frequency is passed
over the single line and operates synchronous mo-
tors, by means of which the necessary' synchronism
at the two stations is obtained. The different char-
acters are transmitted by the suppression of various
combinations of the half waves of the current. At
the receiver end those waves are received in a large
number of relays, various combinations of which
operate a few electromagnets for printing the char-
acters and moving the paper laterally and length-
wise. The typewheel revolves continuously, and
the paper, directly beneath it, is struck from below
at the exact moment when the desired letter is over
the paper. Four messages are sent at the same
time in one direction, the line being loaned to each
operator in succession for short recurring periods.
This is then also duplexed, making eight messages
simultaneously over one wire, each, it is claimed,
at a speed of 45 words per minute. It does not
seem to be used commercially yet, and whether it

will be equal to or better than the printing-telegraph
system which has been in satisfactory commercial
use between New York and Chicago for some time,
devised by one of our members, can be determined
only by equally severe tests.

There were several exhibits of the wireless-tele-

graph system, though none by Marconi's company'.
The modifications were only in details, and did not
include any way of making the system selective.

It is now bing introduced commercially and there
are a number of installations in regular use.

The telegraphone was one of the very few entirely

novel inventions of promising value exhibited. This
extremely ingenious and very interesting invention
of Poulsen. a Dane, has been so thoroughly de-
scribed in the journals that a mere mention will

suffice here. It may be said to be a magnetic phono-
graph in W'hich a long, hardened steel wire is passed
rapidly near the magnet of a telep-hone receiver, the
magnetic variations of which are thereby recorded
on it in the form of permanent magnetism. By then
passing this wire under small pi.eces of iron attached
to a diaphragm, the same sounds are reproduced.
I had the pleasure of hearing such a reproduction
and can vouch for the statement that it is much
clearer than from an ordinary phonograph, as there
is an entire absence of that objectionable scratching
noise, there being no mechanical contact at all. Its

suggested applications are numerous, including du-
plex and multiple telephony.
Those interested in the controversy between the

vertical and the horizontal telephone switchboard
found a good opportunity to compare them, as each
was exhibited by its most ardent defender, the ver-

tical board being advocated by one of our large and
prominent companies, and the horizontal by a simi-

larly prominent German company, w'hich is intro-

ducing it in its country, notably in Berlin. The
chief advantage claimed for the latter is that two
operators, sitting on opposite sides, can use the

same board and that, therefore, the length of board
for the same number of subscribers is halved.

Electrochemistry was one of the electrical classes

in which the most pronounced recent development
was shown, although the exhibits were not suffi-

ciently complete to show the true state of that art.

This branch of electrical science has opened what
promises to be one of the important fields in which
there is an opportunity for great . development.
Products which not many years ago existed only as

rare and expensive specimens, and some which were
not even known, are now made electrically by the

ton
Electric furnaces were shown in operation. There

was also a very fine exhibition of the extremely in-

[Conlj'mied nil fetg-e .756.]
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Train Dispatching by Telephone.

By J. J. Nate.

There is no question, in view of what has thus

far been accomplished, of the successful use of tele-

phones for train dispatching on short lines, at ter-

minal stations, switching yards and during track

elevation. I am indebted to Mr. C. F. Annett, assist-

ant superintendent of telegraphs of the Illinois

Central Railroad company, for some interesting data

in regard to the work accomplished and the use

the Illinois Central company is making of the tele-

phone in this department of its work. Referring to

the Omaha Bridge and Terminal railway, which is

used for the Illinois Central terminals into Omaha,
I am informed that all train orders issued in that

part of the system are handled by telephone, with,

special forms of blanks. As designated on these

blanks, the train dispatcher calls the number of the

form to be used before sending the order. The
scheme works admirably. Chief Train Dispatcher

W. B. Ormond states that the advantage over the

telegraph lies in the fact that he recognizes the

person answering the telephone call. In recogniz-

ing the voice, as only certain operators are allowed

to handle train orders, he is assured of the identity

of the operator answering. Mr. Annett states that

at several other terminals telephones are used en-

tirely for dispatching engines and yard crews, and

that telephones are used for this purpose exclu-

sively in the Illinois Central terminals at New Or-
leans. In the official time table of the Omaha Bridge

and Terminal Railway company special rules Nos.

6 and 7 read as follows:

6. Night and day telephone offices are located at

Illinois Central freight depot (Omaha), East Omaha
junction, Missouri River bridge, North Junction,
train dispatcher's and yardmaster's offices, Council
Bluffs.

7. Special orders directing the movement of trains,

varying from or additional to the time table, will

be issued by telephone over the signature and by
the authority of the chief train dispatcher.

It will be seen that the telephone is used exclu-

sively and is recognized as the medium of dispatch-

ing all trains.

Perhaps the most interesting and heaviest amount
of business ever handled in this way was in con-

nection with the elevation of the St. Charles Air

Line railroad in Chicago. The St. Charles Air Line

is about one mile in length from the west end of

the Air Line bridge over the Chicago River to the

Lake Front near Fourteenth street, crossing Clark,

Dearborn and State streets, Wabash, Michigan and
Indiana avenues, and also crossing the four tracks

of the Illinois Central, where all Michigan Central,

Big Four and Illinois Central passenger trains go
in and out of the Park Row depot. This line also

crosses all those railroad tracks running both south

and west at Sixteenth and Clark streets—those of

the Lake Shore, Rock Island, Chicago and Western
Indiana and Santa Fe roads. It is not unlikely,

also, that the train operation of the Chicago and
Alton, Wabash and other roads was taken into

account when the Air Line track elevation was going
on. Regular trains used the Air Line at the Illinois

Central crossing, near Fifteenth street, every seven

minutes, not including Air Line trains. The Lake
Shore and Rock Island passenger trains crossed the

Air Line at the "S"' crossing every 10 minutes.

The Western Indiana trains used the Air Line cross-

ing at another point every five minutes. The State

street cable cars crossed the line at three-minute
intervals and the Wabash avenue cars at five-minute

intervals. These facts will give some idea of the train-

order work handled by telephone. The work was
done during May, June, July, August. September,
October, November and December. 1898, and Jan-
uary, February, March and April, 1899. All trains

were given from one to three telephone orders, and
without an accident. At the beginning of the eleva-

tion Trainmaster H. R. Hopkins gave instructions

that all responsibility for movement of trains on
verbal orders given by telephone service would be
with the operator on duty. During the elevation

a total of 57*038 engines and 369,165 cars was moved
in the 12 months, the average being 156 engines
and 1,011 cars a day. Seventy-five per cent, of the

business was handled between 7 a. m. and 7 p. m.
The dispatchers were J. Atkinson and R. S. Hay.

I think, after such a showing, absolutely no ques-
tion can exist as to the successful use of telephones
for train dispatching, even under the most difficult

of conditions, unless, perhaps, it would be over the

main lines, where an immense amount of general
business in addition to this work must be taken care
of instantly. As to the efficiency of telephones and
liability to get out of order as compared with tele-

graph instruments, I believe that, with intelligent

use, the greater credit should be given to the tele-

phone instrument. This could not be claimed, per-

haps, for the earlier class of apparatus on the market
some years ago, but that condition is changed, and
the product of a high-grade Independent telephone
manufacturer is to-day as complete and efficient as

any telegraph instrument ever manufactured, and in

the experience of not only the Illinois Central, but
a dozen of our other prominent railway companies
who have made use of the telephone in this class of

work, it is found to be reliable and satisfactory.

Telephony in Great Britain.

The National Telephone company, profiting by the

experience of the telephone system in America, par-

ticularly in San Francisco, intends to extend its op-

erations- in Great Britain in a way that will bring

the benefits of telephone communication within the

reach of a much wider circle than at present. The
company is prepared to fit up and maintain telephonic

instruments on subscriber's premises on the party-

line system. The cost of service is collected at the

time by an ingenious arrangement on the penny-in-

the-slot system, hence there is no account to meet
monthly or quarterly, as the case may be, and all

liability is confined to the following rates: Two dol-

lars and 50 cents a month for each subscriber on a

two-party line, $2 on a four-party line, and $1.25

on an eight-party arrangement. Under this last head
the total cost works out at $15 per annum.
Owing to the many complaints made by subscribers

of the delays in getting connection with places in the

country, the National Telephone company has com-
municated with the Postotfice in the hope of remedy.
Ihe response, however, is to the effect that a mini-

mum ot 20 minutes must always elapse before any
reply can be made as to when a call tor a telephone

district outside the metropolis will be answered. It

IS believed that an insuhaciency of trunk lines and
a lack of employes are responsible for this new and
vexatious regulation, which is certainly not a hope-

ful augury tor the coming Postotfice telephone sys-

tem in London.

Line Construction in the Frozen North.

A telephone line has been completed between
Fort Smith, on the Slave River, and Graham Land-
ing, in the Northwest Territories, Canada. It is

10 miles in length and runs through a dense forest.

John Trewhella of Fort Simpson, on the Mackenzie
River, who constructed the telephone system, states

that it was necessary to clear about half the way
of trees. In one place the ground was frozen to

a depth of three feet below the surface, and it was
necessary to brace all the poles in that portion of

the line. It was impossible to dig a hole, as it was
in swampy ground, and when a fire was used to

thaw out the soil the water would soon put out

the fire. Mr. Trewhella says: "This was in the

month of August. In the winter we have it 60 de-

grees below zero, so I will have the opportunity

of seeing how the line works then. I have just

finished the job and it is working all right now."

Telephones in Russia.

Telephone franchises were sold at auction in St.

Petersburg, Russia, on November 21st. The new
regime begins in November, 1901. The government
has prescribed the condition of rentals, and the
franchises were given to the bidders fixing the low-
est rates to subscribers. The St. Petersburg mu-
nicipality won in that city, agreeing to demand 45
rubles (.$34.65) annually, compared with 250 rubles

($192.50} hitherto charged. The Western Electric
company of Chicago was unsuccessful. Rates in

Russian cities have been fixed as follows: Odessa,
48- rubles; Riga, 57 rubles; Warsaw, 09 rubles, and
Moscow, 79 rubles. The prices for restaurants,
hotels, etc., are 30 per cent, higher for a single
user and lo to 20 per cent, lower for telephones in

general use, the custom being to place telephones
in a corridor for the use of the entire building. The
long-distance lines remain the property of the gov-
ernment.

Long-distance Work in Australia.

Australia is rapidly pushing ahead in the matter

of telephone extension. Some time ago the govern-

ments of New South Wales, Victoria, South Aus-
tralia and Queensland conferred on the advisabihty

of connecting their respective capitals, but the cost

was declared to be prohibitive. It has finally been

agreed that, for a start, wires should be erected only

between Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne, and the

outlay will involve an expenditure of over $200,000.

The postmaster-general of Victoria is now inviting

estimates for the construction of the line between
Melbourne and Sydney.

Selective Calling Arrangement for
Party Lines.

Patents have been applied for by W. S. Burnett
and W. H. Goodhal of Milwaukee for a device
known as a "multiplex telesig." The invention is

designed to be attached to a party-line telephone
circuit, and when so connected is calculated to al-
low any subscriber to be called without disturbing
others upon the same line.

"The call on the line is indicated from the maifi
office by a telegraph key which is manipulated
by the operator so as to tick ofi any of the dots or
spaces of the Morse telegraph code,'" says the Mil-
waukee Journal. "The principal technical device
of a subscriber's instrument is a cyhnder. Com-
pactly set around this cylinder and parallel with
its shaft are small pins, which are depressed or re-
main in position as the operator dictates upon the
key at the other end of the line. When the end
of the particular call has been reached at the main
office in the course of the dictation, a key in the
box answering to its number falls into the cylinder.
and the bell rings up the telephone of that especial
number. Every key is, of course, different and
answers to the subscriber's list registered at the main
office. The pins in the cylinder always fall back
into place at once by a self-acting spring and are
thus at all times ready for a new impression. The
machine will be introduced to the public within
seven months or so. It is possible with this system
to maintain on a single circuit of telephone service,

station signaling on railroads, police and fire signal-

ing, messenger service, etc. In laying submarine
mines for the protection of coast lines or cities, any
number of torpedoes could be placed upon a circuit

and any one exploded without in the least disturbing
any of the others. In wiring hotels, instead of run-
ning a network of wires to the desk, one wire will

be run down and any guest called up' without dis-

turbing the others."

Consolidation of Bell Companies in the
South.

It is reported in dispatches from Atlanta, Ga.,

that the Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph
company and the Cumberland Telephone and Tele-

graph company, operating exclusively in the south-

ern states, are to be consolidated under a single

management. The report adds that following this

there will occur a consolidation "of all the Bell sys-

tems, including the consolidated companies of the

Cumberland and Southern Bell, the Chesapeake and
Potomac, the Chicago, New York and Boston, and
all other systems under the direct management of

the American Telephone and Telegraph company,
with headquarters in New York." If this latter re-

port be true, it is hardly likely that the consolidation

will take place for some time yet, although the re-

cent sale of stock by the Iowa Telephone company
to stockholders of the Central Union Telephone
company might indicate a tendency in that direction.

Extensions in Eastern Iowa.

The Bishop Telephone company of Central City,

Iowa, of which J. H. Davis is manager, has finished

the erection of a metallic circuit from Manchester
to Dyersville, where it connects with the Standard
company's line for Dubuque. The Bishop company
has also completed a line from Manchester through
Masonviile to Winthrop, a distance of 14 miles,

which gives through service to Waterloo and all

the intervening towns along the Illinois Central

railroad between Waterloo and Dubuque. The
Central City exchange has been removed to larger

quarters on Main street, and it is said that the

Bishop company, with its day and night service,

now gives as close attention to the wants of its

patrons as any telephone company in Iowa.

Removal of the Erie Offices.

The Erie Telegraph and Telephone company will

abandon its Lowell ofiices in the Glidden building
on or about December ist and will locate its entire
clerical force in New York and Boston. In New
York the company will occupy the eighteenth floor

in the American Surety company building at 100

Broadway, and in Boston the fourth floor in the
building at 15 Congress street. The departments
transferred to New York will be those of President
Glidden, Vice-president Pettengill, Secretary Per-
ham. General Auditor Thorpe and Advertising Man-
ager Greenslitt; to Boston, Vice-president Adams
and Treasurer Grant. A private telegraph line will

connect the New York and Boston offtces. Presi-

dent Glidden says that he will divide his time be-
tween the New York and Boston offices.

The Independent Telephone company of Greeley,

Colo., has secured 175 subscribers, and work, it is

announced, will be commenced at once. An ex-

change will be opened at Evans, six miles distant,

where 28 subscribers have been obtained.
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Telephone News from the Northwest.
It is rumored in Minneapolis that there is a scheme

on foot to form an Independent telephone company
in Mnineapolis and bt. Paul, to interest local business
men.

ihe Bell Telephone company has just com-
pietcct scmiging about 18,000 feet of new cable at

janesville. Wis.
The Pepin (.Wis.) Telephone company will rebuild

its nne 10 Stockholm and Durand.
The Marshheld ieicphone company of Marshfield,

Wis., has mcreased us list irom IJ3 to 153 sub
scribers m the last six months.
The Mississippi \ alley Telephone company of

Minneapolis has satisnea the judgments secured
against it, ana the deputy sherirts who have been
in charge ot certain property of the company have
withdrawn, ine judgments aggregated over 4>i7,ooo.

Work will be now pushed extending the system
through the suburbs.
The Standard Telephone company is installing

•an exchange for Sun Prairie, Wis.
The Kingston-Kimball Co-operative Telephone

company is constructing a hne between Kingston
and Kimball. Minn.
A farmers' telephone line is being built from

Rushford, Minn., to Choice, via Bratsberg. There
will be 22 connections on the line.

The Dwelle Telephone company is constructing
a new line between Ptainview and Beaver, Minn.

It is probable that the objection of the North-
western Telephone Exchange company in St. Paul
to the city stringing police-alarm wires on its poles

will be withdrawn. The company is using a num-
ber of poles erected by the tire department, and if

the police department is barred from the company's
poles, the city can retaliate.

The Iowa Telephone company has brought suit

against the county treasurer at Des Moines, to pre-
-vent the sale of its property for delinquent taxes.

The suit grows out of the city's claim to the right

to tax all corporations, the same as individuals, un-
der the constitution.

The Fort Dodge (Iowa) Telephone company has
entered into an agreement with the Hawkeye Tele-
phone company', whereby its toll service will be
greatly extended and improved. A line is now being
constructed to meet that of the Hawkeye company
at Eagle Grove, which will give a number of new
connections.
The council of Tacoma, Wash., has passed a new

telephone ordinance which requires the company
to furnish the city with 40 instruments free. The
city is at present paying $Si a month for 28 instru-

ments.
The voters of Mystic, Iowa, refused to grant a

franchise to Charles A. Farrington, for a local ex-
change.

C. W. Lewis and D. C. Bradley have bought the
interests of Messrs. Browne and Wettstein in the
Centerville Telephone company of Centerville, Iowa.
The Ottumwa UowaJ Telephone company has in-

creased its capital-stock from $40,000 to $75,000.
The Mutual Telephone company of Des Moines,

Iowa, has made a showing of its receipts and ex-
penses. The rentals paid for the quarter ended
September 30th were $9,796, and the amount due
was $559- The amount paid for the quarter ending
December 31st is $10,944, a-^d the amount due is

$749. There are 1,520 telephones in service.

The Michigan Telephone company is arranging
to place its wires underground at Houghton, Mich.

C. E. V. Draper is erecting poles for a local ex-
change at Mandan. N. D. The work, will be hurried
to completion.
The Wisconsin Telephone company has just com-

pleted an exchange at Mondovi, Wis., which starts

with 60 connections.
The Missouri River Telephone company is pre-

paring to install a local exchange for Geddes, S. D.
The Ada Telephone company has been incorpo-

rated at Ada, Minn., with a capital stock of $1,000.

The Salem Telephone company of Salem, S. D.,

has had its system in operation since May, but it

recently declared a dividend of lO per cent.

A teleohone line is to be constructed between
West Point and Bancroft, Neb., 20 miles.

An Independent company is just installing an ex-
change for Maquoketa, Iowa.. The Iowa Telephone
company has lately put on a night service there.

The Inland Telephone company will build a line

from Hillyard. Wash., north 40 miles. R.

Ohio Notes.

The opening of the Akron People's Telephone
company's plant at Akron was an important event
in the history of telephone business in the northern
part of the state. On the evening of November
23d the offices of this company in the Hamilton
bu'Iding were thrown open, and hundreds of people
called: *o inspect the excellently arranged exchange.
The gue^*:s were conducted through all the rooms,
from the manager's office to the workshop and
storage-battery room. The greatest interest was
taken in the operating room and the working of the
new switchboard. Adjoining the operating room is

the room containing the distributing board and the
terminal heads, and in still another the batteries
are found. One room has been fitted up for a
recreation apartment for the operators, and there
are also lockers for their use. All the rooms were
handsomely decorated with plants and flowers, and
the guests were given a People's bu'^on and a

folder describing the system.
The Newark Independent Telephone company has

been connected with Columbus, after some delay.
The United States company encountered trouble at
Granville, which put the work back to some extent.
Newark also has direct connection with the Mount
Vernon exchange.
The ordinance granting a franchise to the Stark

County Telephone company in Canton was to
have been put upon its third reading last Monday
evening, but for some reason council adjourned
before this could be done. The motion to ad-
journ came from a member who has been favor-
ing its passage, and some people take this to mean
that there is trouble in store for the new company.
The directors of the Urbana Telephone company,

at a meeting held a few days ago, voted to extend
the lines in two different directions from Urbana in
order to accommodate persons who live in the coun-
try. When these lines are completed, the company
will have Champaign County pretty well wired, and
the service will be second to no local company for
a town of that size.

The United States Telephone company has com-
pleted a line from Coshocton to Zanesville and
has entered the latter place over the right-of-way
of the Zanesville Telegraph and Telephone company,
the City Council having so far failed to grant a
franchise. It has replaced the old poles of the local
company with new ones, and both companies will

use them. The line from Newark is within a few
miles of Zanesville.
At a special meeting of the council of Alliance,

Ohio, last week an ordinance was read for the first

time granting the Columbiana County Telephone
company a franchise to enter that town. It was
passed and referred to the city solicitor. The com-
pany has constructed the lines to the city limits, and
some time ago an ordinance was passed giving the
company the right to operate in the town, but it

was afterward found to be defective.

The Ashley Telephone company, Ashley, Ohio,
is progressing well with the work of getting sub-
scriptions. Forty have already been secured. The
town is small, but a very good business will be done.
The ofEce will be in the Scheble block.
The Citizens' Telephone company of Columbus

has filed a supplemental mortgage to the State Sav-
ings Bank and Trust company to secure an addi-
tional issue of bonds. The company is authorized
to issue $700,000 in bonds, but as yet has issued only
$450,000.

The Harrison Telephone company of Harrison,
Hamilton County, has been incorporated, with a

capital stock of $5,000. It is the intention of this

company to build a system to connect the towns of

Okeana. New London. Venice, Cleves, Elizabeth-
town, New Baltimore, Miamistown and Harrison.
The incorporators are Alexis Burk. Robert P. Burk,
John Wakefield. Joe C. Bevis and others.

The Mentor Telephone company, Mentor, Ohio.
has filed notice with the secretary of state of an in-

crease of capital stock from $5,000 to $10,000.

O. M. C.

In Colorado.

The City Council of Colorado Springs has
granted to the members of the school board the
right to erect poles in the streets and alleys and
string wires in order to connect the school buildings
with a telephone system. It was stated that nego-
tiations with the Colorado Telephone company had
been opened, but the board had found that the work
could be done more cheaply if a contract were
given to an Independent concern.
The Colorado Telephone company has opened a

line between Pueblo and Sugar City.

The strike of the linemen of the Colorado Tele-
phone company at Colorado Springs has been de-
clared off. The Electrical Workers' union decided
that the strike was begun without authority and
refused to support the men. The strikers asked
for an increase in wages from $2.85 to $3 a day and
a decrease in hours of work from 11 to 10. D.

TELEPHONE MEN.
Alvin Moraweck, for a long time connected with

the Ohio Valley and Cumberland Telephone com-
panies in Louisville, has been appointed superin-
tendent and general manager of the Cumberland
Telephone company in Memphis, Tenn.

The executive committee of the American Tele-
phone and Telegraph company, consisting of Presi-

dent Alexander Cochrane, Charles W. Amory and
Henry S. Howe, is expected to visit St. Louis soon
and inspect the telephone property in that city. En
route -to St. Louis, the committee will visit several
large cities. It is stated that St. Louis is probably
selected as one of the points of inspection from the
fact that the largest Independent telephone company
is in operation there.

Angus S. Hibbard, the capable general manager
of the Chicago Telephone company, has a popular
article entitled "How to Use a Telephone" in the
Saturday Evening Post of Philadelphia of Novem-
ber 24th. The gist of Mr. Hibbard's advice is con-
tained in the following concluding sentences: "If

asked to reduce to epigrammatic form the best

advice to the telephone patron, I would say, 'Be
courteous.' A broad application of this rule would
work wonders in the effective use of the telephone."

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
Tests of practical value, it is said, have been made

by the Erie Railroad company recently looking to a
superseding of telegraph' messages by telephone serv-
ice in the operation of trains, instruments have been
attached to the regular telegraph wires at different
points and important orders have been accurately
transmitted verbally.

The first underground conduits laid in Memphis
under the recent ordinance requiring ail electrical
wires to go underground have now been com-
pleted by the Cumberland Telephone company.
Four miles of trenches have been opened, cainng tor
150,000 feet of cables. The hnal report on me work
has been pronounced altogether satisfactory by City
Engineer Bell.

A new telephone company is being organized, to
furnish telephone service to Norfolk and Ports-
mouth, Va., at greatly reduced prices, it will be
necessary to raise about $200,000, and great induce-
ments are being ottered to those whom the plant
will, serve to become subscribers to the stock. At
present, it is given out that the prospective com-
pany will furnish telephones to subscribers at $12
to $15 a year.

Las Vegas, N. M., is said to have lower telephone
rates than any other city of its size in the South-
west. A few weeks ago the local competing com-
pany received a flattering proposition from pros-
pective Denver buyers, but before acting submitted
it to the influential business men of the city. Ample
stock was at once subscribed to put the company
on a firm basis and insure all needed improvements
and extensions.

President Doherty of the village of Bellwood,
who, says the Chicago Times-Herald, a few weeks
ago impressed a posse and arrested nine telephone
linemen who were attempting to string wire through
the viUage, declares that while he is president the
village of Bellwood will be without telephones. He
met three linemen in Melrose Park and made the

declaration: "They are no good and we get along
very well without them. After X am out of ofiice

telephone wires can be put up any place, but there

will be none in Bellwood while I am in office."

At a mass meeting on November 21st of citizens

of Logansport, Ind., resolutions were passed in-

structing the City Council not to act in the matter
of granting a franchise to the Central Union Tele-
phone company. A franchise was approved, how-
ever, making a rate of $24 a year for business houses
and $18 for residences, with the provision that two
per cent, of the gross receipts go to the city. The
Central Union company's franchise soon expires.

The price now is 75 cents a month for residences,
in order to compete with the Mutual Telephone
company.

The Dutchess County Telephone company of New
York, with principal offices at Poughkeepsie, and
having a capital stock of $125,000, was recently incor-

porated. The general route covered will take in the"

city of Poughkeepsie, the principal towns, village.=;

and "ities of Dutchess County, the New York state

counties adjoining Dutchess County, and that por-
tion of the state of Connecticut which adjoins
Dutchess County. The directors are A. A. Mc-
Glashan, Myndert J. Van Kleeck of New York city,

H. A. Tucker and Asa Lippincott of Brooklyn,
George W. Sutton, John H. Scofield and Arthur E.

Walradt of New Rochelle.

The Cumberland Telephone company of New Or-
leans, which some time ago bought up the competing
company in that city and then almost doubled its

rates, has won a signal victory over the Board of

Trade and a number of individual citizens who
brought suit before the State Railroad Commission
against the concern. The commission has refused to

issue an order reducing the telephone charges in New
Orleans, and now the Cumberland company may
raise or lower the rates at will. There is said to be
great dissatisfaction over the decision, the business

men contending that the city is now at the mercy of

a grasping monopoly which will exist until the fran-

chise runs out. The Cumberland company owns two
franchises covering the entire city.

The Cumberland Telephone'company has bought
the telephone system at Nicholasville, Stanford and
Lebanon. Ky., owned by J. A. Kelly and B. T. Con-
way, for $25,000, as well as the system at Danville.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
A handsome reminder that 1901 is near at hand, in

the form of a calendar, is being distributed to the

trade by G. B. Pratt, Gowanda, N. Y., eastern repre-

sentative of the Eureka Electric company of Chicago.

The picture on the calendar is a winter scene and
shows two Cupids. Mr. Pratt will be pleased to

mail a copy of the calendar to any person interested

in telephone apparatus.

The Western Telephone Construction company.
Clncago, has secured the contract to furnish the

Binghamton, N. Y., telephone exchange with a 2,400-

capacity, 1,200-equipped, complete central-battery

equipment. The Western company has recently fur-

nished the Chicago and Alton Railroad company with
telephone equipment for its main line between Chi-

cago and Bloomington, connecting the general offices

of the company in Chicago and the Union Station

with Bloomington and other points along the line.

It has also furnished the Union Elevated Loop, Chi-

cago, with telephone equipment, connecting the main
offices in the Fisher building with all its stations

upon the Loop.
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The Plant of the St, Croix Power Com-
pany of Wisconsin.

\^Continited from ;page j4S.\

iViere was some question as to whetlier rubber or

paper would prove the more durable insulator under

these conditions.

While, of course, the ultimate success of 25.000-

volt underground transmission can only be deter- •

mined by the lapse of time, and the action of high

voltage in its eii'ect on the insulation, nevertheless,

the succeTs in operating seems to have demonstrated

the wisdom of the experiment, and great credit must

be given to the companies for their co-operation in

undertaking what had never before been attempted

and what many manufacturers prophesied would
result in failure.

The calculated resistance of each conductor be-

tween the generating and distributing stations is

23 ohms. The drop in voltage between the same
points, for 3,000 kilowatts, delivered with a 90 per

cent, power factor and 25,000 volts' initial potential,

figures 7." per cent., operating both lines in mul-

tiple, which will be the usual practice.

Sub station and Apparatus.

The distributing station in St. Paul is an iron

and brick building, designed to contain the neces-

sary apparatus for reducing the potential and con-

trolling and transforming the energy received over

the transmission line, for distribution in the city of

St. Paul. The building is 50 feet by 70 feet, 2>k

stories in height. One-half of the building has a

basement divided into two rooms; one, in which all

the static step-down transformers and high-tension

switches are located, is connected by a tunnel with

the street conduits; the other serves as a toilet room
and place in which to locate the apparatus for heat-

ing the station. The main floor is divided into three

rooms open to the roof. The larger room, 50 feet

by 50 feet, contains si.x 250-kilowatt rotary convert-

ers and two marble switchboards, extending along

two sides of the room. The second room on this

floor serves as a hallway to the main room, and

affords a place in which to locate telephone box,

etc. The third room is open from the roof to the

basement, but is entirely cut off and separated from
all the rest of the building, except for a single door
from the hallway. This room is intended for a

storage battery, which it is planned to install later.

Each conductor of two high-tension cables pass-

ing through the tunnel into the transformer room
ends in one terminal of a single-pole knife switch,

to be operated only when current is off the line

and installed to permit convenient testing of cables,

etc. The other terminal of each switch is connected

to a high-tension bus-bar, from which taps are taken

off to the high-tension switches controlling the cir-

cuits to the different sets of transformers. The
ends of the cables are also connected to static dis-

charges, which arc merely a number of standard

lightning arresters, connected in series.

The high-tension bus-bars and their taps to the

high-tension switches and from the switches to the

transformers are single conductors, insulated with

one-fourth inch of best Para compound, and guar-

anteed to withstand 25,000 volts continuously. The
conductors are carried in conduits made of wood
pulp, indurated with asphaltum, manufactured by

the Fiber Conduit company. The conduits are guar-

anteed to withstand 20,000 volts without breaking

down.
The high-tension oil switches arc of the single-

pole, three-break type, operating under oil and de-

signed to break 25,000 volts and 50 amperes. The
switches are closed by hand, but opened by the

releasing of a latch controlled by a local circuit from

the main switchboard upstairs. There are 24 high-

tension switches in all—12 connected with each set

of the cable bus-bars. As all high-tension work is

three-phase, this necessitates the closing of three

switches to connect any set of transformers with

either set of bus-bars. (See diagram of connections.

Fig. 3.)

There are four banks of static step-down trans-

formers—two banks consisting of three 22,500 to 78-

volt, oil-cooled, 300-kilowatt, three-phase to si-x-

phase transformers, and two banks of two 22,500 to

2,100-2,700-volt, oil-cooled, 200-kilowatt, three-phase

to two-phase transformers.

Each one of the 300-kilowatt transformers has a

.single winding on the primary, and two entirely dis-

tinct and separate windings on the secondary. By
connecting three of these transformers in a set, the

three-phase to six-phase transformation is effected.

One set of these transformers supplies current

to the rotary converters, operating between the posi-

tive and neutral wires, and the other set to those

rotaries operating between the neutral and negative

wires of the Edison three-wire system of distribu-

tion throughout the city. There is kept on hand a

spare transformer in case of breakdown, but as all

Iransformcrs in the sub-station are connected in

delta, it is perfectly feasible to succes.sfully operate,

although there are but two transformers of a set

connected in circuit. In fact, this was the method
of operating for the first few weeks after starting

the plant, and until the remainder of the transform-

ers were received.

The two ideiuical sets of three-phase to two-phase.

200-kilo\va(t transformers provide for the alternating-

current distribution throughout the city. On the

front of each transformer case is inounted a quick-

break, multipoint switch, connected with leads

brought out from the secondary windings of the

liansformers. The movement of the switch throws

niore or less turns of the secondary in circuit, and
thus adjusts the potential in steps of 21 volts to any
desired point between 2,100 and 2,700 volts.

The plan of operating from the generating station
is to maintain, irrespective of load or line loss, the
potential on the high-tension bus-bars in the sub-
station, at 22,500 volts, as shown by the potential
indicators previously described. This potential gives
78 volts for the rotary converters, which potential
]nay be varied seven volts either up or down, by use
of inductor regulators, of which there is one for
each rotary. In a similar manner, the potential for
alternating-current distribution is regulated by the
setting of the multipoint switches at any point be-
tween 2,100 and 2,700 volts, depending on the load.

The use of si.x-phase transformers and converters
is novel. The reason for the adoption of six phases
instead of three phases was to secure the advantages
of reduction of copper losses in the armature, and
the accompanying reduction of temperature and its

better distribution. At first sight, it might seem
that the increased complexity involved in the use of
six phases would not counterbalance the advantages
to be gained. Practically, however, the use of six
rings and the necessary additional taps to the wind-
ings on the armatures amounts to nothing in the
operation of the machines. The dividing of the
secondary windings on the transformers for two
independent circuits results in no complication or
expense. On account of the large current, the use
of six conductors between the transformers and
switchboard and between the switchboard and ro-
taries, was necessary, whether three-phase or six-

phase machines were installed. The switchboard is

l^ractically the same for either number of phases,
except that the number of main switches was in-

FIG. 3. ST. CROIX POWKR PLANT.—WIRING DIAGRAM FOR
SIX-PHASE APPARATUS AND ROTARY CONVERTERS.

creased from two to three. This disadvantage, how-
ever, may be disregarded when a decided increase
in the capacity of the rotaries is secured. The ro-
taries are ordinarily started from the direct-current
end, but are equipped with breakdown field switches
and designed for starting from the ahernating-cur-
rent end, where necessary.
The alternating-current switchboard is about 35

feet in length and eight feet in height.

On the extreme left is a relay panel, through
which current is usually distributed by means of

four-conductor cables, to one of the old steam-gen-
erating plants. This plant will be used as a relay
station, and in case of a breakdown in the water-
power transmission plant, current will be supplied
from it to the sub-station. The second panel from
the left is a transformer panel connecting either set

of the static transformers, supplying current for

alternating-current distribution to either of the two
sets of four bus-bars. Each two-phase circuit is

provided with two ammeters, two recording watt-
meters, a four-pole oil switch and fuses. On this

panel are also eight small double-pole switches, each
of which controls the current to the magnets, re-

leasing the latches of three of the 25,000-volt

switches.
The panel next adjacent on the right controls

the power-distributing, two-phase circuit. The five

following panels each control two single-phase, al-

ternating-current lighting circuits. Each of these

panels is provided with an ammeter, automatic oil

circuit-breaker and oil switch, in series with plug
switches. There will be noticed a number of holes

in these panels which are designed for the plug
switches, permitting the plugging of any single-

phase feeder on to any pair of the eight bus-bars.

The double-pole iilugs used are showti in the illus-

tration lying in a pile at the foot of two of these
panels.

Next come six alternating-current rotary panels,

supplying current at 78 volts to the allcrnaling-cur-

rent end of the rotary converters. These panels are

provided with three two-pole switches for the six-

phase circuit, also indicating wattmeter and main
ammeter, thus giving an indication of the power
factor 01 the load, 'there is also the handle ot the
field rheostat, a direct-current starting switch,
double-pole, double-throw held switch, synchroniz-
ing plug and lamp and a small direct-current, two-
pole, double-throw switch controlling the motor
actuating the six-phase inductor regulators. The
inductor regulators are placed on the floor directly
behind the alternating-current rotary panels.
The extreme right-hand panel contains a double-

throw, direct-current switch, a starting-rheostat
switch and an automatic circuit-breaker," through
which is supplied and controlled the direct current
from the Edison system used in separately exciting
and starting the rotary converters. On this panel
there are also three multipoint voltmeter switches,
through the use of one of which the voltage of any
of the Edison feeders or rotary-converter bus-bars
at the other switchboard may be shown on the
direct-current voltmeters hinged on the right of the
board. The other two voltmeter switches in con-'
junction with the swinging alternating-current volt-
meters shown on the left of the alternating-current
rotary panels permit the reading of the potential
of any of the alternating-current feeders or alternat-
ing-current ends of the rotary converters.
The direct-current, three-wire switchboard, about

iS feet long and eight feet high, is at right angles
to the board just described. It consists of eight
panels, three for the direct-current end of the ro-
taries and the remainder for the feeders of the Edi-
son three-wire distributing system.
Each direct-current rotary panel controls the cur-

rent from a pair of rotaries operating together on
the three-wire system.
The Edison feeder panels are provided with single-

pole, four-way switches of special design, which per-
mit the throwing of any feeder on any one of four
sets of bus-bars. Three of the bus-bars may be
supplied at different potentials from each of the
three pairs of rotaries. The fourth set of bus-bars is

designed for use in connection with the storage bat-
tery, w-hen same shall be installed. It will thus be
seen that great flexibility in distributing potential
is attainable, for, if necessary, the battery can be.
used independently of the rotaries, making a fourth
and independent voltage available for feeder service.
The static transformers and rotary converters

were furnished by the General Electric companj'.
The General Incandescent Arc Light company fur-
nished the high-tension switches and both switch-
boards, the latter being equipped with indicating
instruments mainly manufactured by the Wagner
Electric Manufacturing company.

Tests.

A report of the tests of the hydraulic and elec-
trical apparatus might prove commonplace, but the
following, relating to the overhead transmission line

and underground cables, may be of interest because
little data has been published with regard to the
charging current of overhead lines, and nothing
whatever, as far as the writer is aware, regarding
high-tension cables.

The first tests made were simply to ascertain
whether the cables could carry the voltage under
which they were to operate. The paper cable was
first tested, the voltage being gradually raised to

30,400 volts. This was on the afternoon of October
14th, which, I believe, marks the date of any* at-

tempt to carry such high potential underground.
The rubber cable was successfully tested about two
weeks later in the same way.

In making measurements and in the following data
on the charging current of overhead lines and
cables, no allowance is made for any leakage cur-
rent, as exhaustive and careful tests made on high-
tension lines at Telluride by Mr. R. D. Mershon
prove that, with proper insulators, there is no pre-
cipitation and, with the voltages here used, any leak-

age current is inappreciable.

The charging current was measured by placing
in the high-potential circuit, a Stanley hot-wire am-
meter reading from zero to 13 amperes. The Stan-
ley meter was compared with a Weston portable
ammeter reading from zero to 15 amperes, which
had just been calibrated at the Weston laboratory.
The difference in readings between the two ammeters
was small, but corrected readings are given in the
accompanying curves. The voltage readings were
taken by a newly calibrated Weston portable volt-

meter, connected to the secondary of a small trans-

former, having a ratio of one to 200. and designed
.and built especially for voltmeter measurements by
the Pittsburg Transformer company. The voltmeter
used was compared during the tests with another
portable Weston voltmeter, with wdtich it agreed
closely. It was also compared with a General Elec-
tric switchboard voltmeter, and the practical cor-
rectness of the instrument used was verified.

The alternations of the generators supplying cur-
rent for the charging tests were kept constant by
maintaining the sliced constant, as shown by a
tachometer. No measurements were made as to

the wave forms of the generators.
Tn making all chrirging-current measurements,

only two generators were used. For supplying the
current at the generating station, where most of

the tests were made, one of the 300-i'evolution. Gen-
eral Electric generators there installed, was eni-

ployed. which, by reason of the source of its power,
could easily be kept at a uniform speed. At St.

Paul, a Weslinghousp re\'olving-armature. 400-rev-
olution, .'^75-kilowatt. 60-cycle machine was used.
Measurements on both overhead lines showed that
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the charging current to either line was practically
the same as that to the other. Furthermore, it was
found that the charging current to one Hue was
practically the same, whether both ends of the other
line were left disconnected from everything, or
whether its three conductors were tied together and
connected to good ground.
From some few measurements, the charging cur-

rent for the rubber cable was found to be a little

more than double that of the paper cable. This
result, from the standpoint of overcoming the re-

actance in the circuit, would make the use of a rub-
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Alden Electric Company.
The Alden Electric company, although but lately

established, is already making itself felt as a d'^aler
in general electric supplies, it has recently moved
into new and commodious offices and stores at 52
and 54 West Van Buren street, Chicago, where it

will be better able to take care of the rapidly grow-
ing business. The personnel of the company is well
known to the electrical trade. President Fred H.
Alden and Secretary and Treasurer J. Geiserowich
?.re experienced and energetic business men, holding

Offices.

ALDEN ELECTRIC COMPANY.

ber cable the most desirable. The charging current
for two wires of the three-phase circuit is appreciably
less than when voltage is applied to all three con-
ductors. It checks very closely with what would
be expected as figured.

The following data on charging current, taken
from the writer's note-book, may be convenient for

reference, and it is therefore here included because
it has never before been published.

Calculating Charging Current.

Two parallel wires: Length one mile: 10,000 volts:

Sine wave: Sixty cycles:

The current varies directly as the length of the

line, the voltage and the cycles, so that the current

for any given line and different voltage or cycles may
be easil}' calculated:

similar offices in the Illinois Insulated Wire com-
pany for the past four years. Carl J. Schlesinger,
vice-president of the company, is also well known
in electrical circles, and will prove a valuable addi-
tion to the concern. Starting in business in March.
1900, as Alden & Co., the new company was incor-
porated in September, while the new building was
occupied a month later. A floor space of 15,000
square feet enables the company to carry a large
and up-to-date stock of electrical goods in all lines.

The illustrations show a portion of the storeroom
and views of the offices and salesrooms. The ofifices

of the Illinois Insulated Wire company are also at

the new location.

.3 is

Size of Wire -B. & S. Gauge.

6 1 5 i 4 1 3 1 2 1
I

1 1 2-0
1

3-0
1 4-0

Amperes at 60 cycles.

18" .03131.03171.0324 .0132 • 0339 .035- .0358 .0366 .03731.0386
21" .0295 .0302 .030S .0315 012Z .0330 .0337 • 0344 0354 .0362
30" .0285 0290:. 0297 .0302 .0308 .0316 0323 .0330 .0338 .0346* .0276 .0281I.02S; .0293 -OZqO .0305 .0312 .0319 .0326 0333
42" .oaCg .0274 -02Soi.02S5 .0291 .0296 .0303 .0310 .0316 0324
60" .0255 .0260J .02641.0269 .0274 ,0280 .0285 .0291 .0298 0303

Paragon Ball-bearing Speed Indicator

The speed indicator manufactured by William T.
Lintner of Gloversville, N. Y., and illustrated in

the cut, possesses features that will be appreciated
by all who use speed indicators.

The Paragon ball-bearing speed indicator has a
pistol-form grasp by which the contact is made, and
a trigger-form lever for the starting and registering
dial. The spindle of this instrument may be placed
in position and may be running all right, but no
count will be made until the trigger is pulled.

This indicator registers continuously from o to 5,000

It is a pleasure to state that we have never had
any trouble with resonance, harmonics or any othei
of those "bogies" which have proved in some in-

stances destructive to apparatus and are a cause of

disquietude to the engineer of almost any long-dis-

tance transmission plant, until after the same has
been put into successful operation.
This paper would be incomplete without acknowl-

edging^ the credit due to the writer's associate. Pro-
fessor R. C. Carpenter of Cornell University, for

his assistance and co-operation in designing the me-
chanical and hydraulic plant. Much praise should
also be given Mr. L. W. Rundlett. our resident in-

spector ?nd engineer on the mechanical and hy-
draulic work, through whose experience, patience
?.nd faithfulness, the results of the excellent concrete
work were attained. Mention must also be made
of Mr. J. L. Harper, who acted as our resident in-

spector on the transmission line and electrical work,
and who is now serving as the general superinten-
dent of the operating station at Apple River Falls.

Mr. William De la Barre of Minneapolis i^dvised with
us from his wide experience in hydraulic matters,
and Mr. W. A. Gordon of our own office has ma-
terially assisted in calculations and tabulations.
Messrs. H. J. Gille and Fred R. Cutcheon. super-
intendent and engineer. re.=;pectivelv. of the electrical

department of the '^t. Paul Gas L'ght company, and
Mr. H. L. Doherty. president of the Denver Gas
and Electric company, had much to do with the
design of the sub-station switchboards. It should
be stated that Mr. Doherty was the first engineer
to recognize and appreciate the possibilities for the
power development in Wisconsin and if., transmis-
sion into St. Paul. Minn.

paragon ball-bearing speed indicator.

revolutions per minute and then goes on and re-

peats, but if continuous counting is not required
the register is easily and instantly turned to zero,

lor a fresh start It is provided with ball bearings
to take up the end-thrust friction. The latter dis-

appears as a defect and overcomes the liability of
slipping at the contact point and making an incor-
rect record. It is also provided with worm gears
to actuate the dial. No matter in which direction
the shaft turns, the registering dial always turns
and counts in one direction so that its recordings
do not have to be read backward.

All parts of this indicator are hardened and
liround. finely- nickeled and polished, making the
instrument highly ornamental in appearance. The
de\'ice has an extra contact point, as shown in the

cut. for wide, deep centers. Special contacts, rub-
ber faced, with pin centers, can be furnished. Mr.
Lintner al^-o has in stock contact points, with rub-
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ber-faced pin centers, for taking the speed of Wilcox
& Gibbs and union special machines, also other
hardened and ground shafts; concaved, rubber faced.
for pointed centers; screwdriver points for slotted
centers or screw heads; centers for taking the speed
of Singer Manufacturing company's make of power
machines; centers for taking the speed of Wheeler
& Wilson Manufacturing company's make of power
machines: centers for taking the speed of Standard
Sewing Machine company's make of power ma-
chines, and centers for taking the speed of spinning
jack spindles.

DOINGS OF SOCIETIES.

Institute Meeting in Chicago.
The one-hundred-and-forty-eighth meeting of the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers was
held on the evening of November 23d, at both Chi-
cago and New York. The two papers of the evening
were, "The Mechanical Forces in Dynamos Caused
by Magnetic Attraction," by B. A. Behrend of Erie,
Pa., and "The Plant of the St. Croix Power Company
of Wisconsin." by Henry Floy of New York. At
the Chicago meeting the former paper was read by
title, while A. V. Abbott presented a resume of Mr.
Floy's paper, an informal discussion following. The
members present then took up the question of reviving
interest in the Chicago meetings, and after consider-
able discussion, a resolution was adopted authoriz-
ing R. H. Pierce, local honorary secretary', to ap-
point a committee which shall take up the work.
As members of this committee. Mr. Pierre has ap-
pointed A. V. Abbott. Charles L. Brown. James Ly-
man. H. H. Wait and B. J. Arnold. The object of
the committee will be to revive the interest of the
western members, obtain new members, arrange for

the holding of regular meetings and devise snnie
means so that at every meeting there will be some-
thing of special interest to the local members. It

is planned to arrange for papers by Chicago mem-
bers also. Arrangements have already been made
tor a meeting place in the room of the Western So-
ciety of Engincere. T741 Monadnock block, and it is

hoped that meetings can be held at least onc-^ a

month. Mr. Pierce also calls attention to the fact

that western members not present at the meetings
mav participate in the discussion by sending their

views in writing to him promptly.

A National Conference to Consider
Strikes.

The principles of conciliation and arbitration of

labor troubles, with special reference to strikes and
lockouts, are to be considered and discussed at a

meeting of the National Civic Federation, to be held

in Chicago December 17th and iSth. The federa-

tion has invited all the best-known experts in the

settlement of industrial disputes, including labor

leaders, as well as employers of labor, and in the two-
days' session it is expected that much valuable in-

formation and instruction can be gathered. Franklin
MacVeagh will be chairman of the Chicago delega-
tion. Among those who are expected to take part

in the discussion are Carroll D. Wright, United
States commissioner of labor; E. Dana Durand. sec-

retary United States Industrial Commission; J. M.
Gilbert, chairman New York State Board of Arbi-
tration; Samuel Gompers. president American Fed-
eration of Labor; Walter Fieldhouse, secretary and
treasurer Association Western Manufacturers, and
Charles B. Going, managing editor Engineering
Magazine.

American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers.

The forty-second meeting of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers will be held in New York
city, December 4th to 7th. On Thursday, the 6th,

the members will be the guests of Columbia Uni-
versity. The sess'Ons for papers will be held in the
large lecture room of Havemeyer Hall of the uni-
versity buildings. Among the papers to be read
are the following: "Steam Enscineering of Maxi-
mum Simplicity and of Highest Thermal Efficiency."
bv Robert H. Thurston : ''Power Plant of the Massa-
chusetts General Hospital." by F. W. Dean: "The
Construction of Contracts." by Reginald P. Bolton:
"New Principle of Gns-engine Design." by Charles
E. Sara-ent: "Heat Efficiency of the Gas Eneine
as Modified by Point of I<?nition," by C. V. Kerr:
"Power and Light for the Machine Shop and Foun-
dry." by Forrest R, T^nes.

Engine Builders' Association,

On Tuesday, December 4th, the association
formed by the high-speed engine builders of the
country will hold its annual meeting in New York
city, at Sherry's, Fifth avenue and Forty-fourth
street. The afternoon session promises to be un-
usually interesting, as papers will be read on "The
Relation Between the Engine and the Generator."
by representatives of the General Electric company
and the Westinghouse company, from the view-
point.s of lighting and power. Mr. .Armstrong, who
has given much attention to steam-engine tests, will

'pad a paper on "The Economy of the High-speed
Engine." At this session builders of high-speed
i-neines. whether members of the association or not.
will be welcome. A dinner, also at Sherry's, will
lie given the members at seven o'clock.
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The Paris Exposition of 1900,

[^CojiCinucd fi'om pag-e jji.']

teresting collection of products obtained by Mois-
san in his classical researches. Judging from two
other large exhibits, copper is successfully deposited
directly, in the form of mechanically strong tubes,

simultaneously with the process of electrolytic re-

fining. A single company in Germany refines elec-

trically about 5,100 ounces of gold and 24,000 of silver

a day.
A very large ozone apparatus was shown in op-

eration, for sterilizing 200,000 cubic meters of watei

per 24 hours by the Marmier and Abraham process.

but a confirmation of the claims made is very de-

sirable.

The interesting process of Goldschmidt, for obtain-

ing very high temperatures of about 3,000 degrees
C, by the combustion of aluminum mixed with me-
tallic oxides, was well exhibited and deserves men-
tion, although of only indirect interest to electricians.

The expense of the aluminum naturally limits its

application, but this seems to be more than balanced
in some cases by the other advantages. It is already

in commercial use for obtaining pure metallic

chromium and manganese for the iron industry, and
for welding rails and tubes or mending broken iron

parts.

In accumulators there was shown a general tend-

ency, though not a universal one, to use Plante
positives and Faure negatives, a combination which
seems to have given the least trouble. Accumu-
lators are now the rule, and not the exception, in

continental lighting and traction stations. Now
that the fundamental patents have run out in this

countrj', we ought to use them more freely here.

As an electrical flywheel and a comforting reserve
" in a central station, the accumulator has ho equal.

It is impossible, of course, from mere inspection,

or from catalogue data, to judge of the success

of the lightweight accumulator for transportable
purposes, notably for the automobile. But from
the awards of the jury, which were based on relia-

ble knowledge of their performance, the Fulmen,
the Pulvis and the Phcenix were among the best of

their kind; all three are French.'
The most satisfactory development in primary bat-

teries is that inventors—or perhaps the capitalists-—

seem to have at last been convinced that it is

cheaper to burn coal than zinc.

A very interesting and promising method was
shown in operation by its inventor, Rieder, for elec-

trolytically engraving deep, hard-steel dies, such as

are used for pressing the reliefs on coins and for

embossed work in general. A porous negative of

plaster-of-paris, saturated with chloride of ammo-
nium, is lightly pressed against the steel blank, and
the metal is dissolved off electrolytically by a cur-

rent, wherever the negative touches it. The cost

is said to be only half that of the usual hand method.
The exhibitions of instruments were very fine,

chiefly from France, England and Germany, but it

would take too long to enter into a discussion of

them here. That a dArsonval galvanometer is

made with a sensitiveness of 1.2 X io~^" amperes
per millimeter deflection, is of interest; it is claimed
1.0 be the highest sensitiveness yet reached with that

type of instrument. Among the station and labora-

tory instruments which are not generally used in

this country, but which are very convenient, are

the phase meters of Dobrowolsky, indicating di-

rectly the difference in phase. A curious, but char-

acteristically European, criticism of a certain world-
renowned type of American instrument was that

"they are bad because they are expensive."

The very general introduction of micanite. an

American invention for generators and motors, is

of interest.

The electric plant supplying the exhibition did not

seem to be a success, judging from the very numer-
ous stoppages and the excessive variations in the

voltage.

The largest number of electrical exhibits were
naturally from France. Among the foreign coun-
tries, Germany was far ahead of all others in im-
portance, and promises to become the leading manu-
facturing country for electrical goods in Europe, if

it is not so already. One company alone employs
14,000 hands, and ranks with our largest American
company. It is of interest to us that this successful

company uses American methods quite largely. The
Reichsanstalt, that creditable German institution,

has no doubt contributed to the rapid strides made
by that country in the electrical industries, and
shows what government aid can do for the industries

of a country. England has already started its Elec-
trical Standards Laboratory of the Board of Trade,
a very interesting and creditable government depart-

ment, which was shown to our Institute this sum-
mer during its first official visit abroad, France has
its "Central Laboratory," and is considering the
enlarging of its government department; Russia has
a large government electrical laboratory. The
United States alone, among the large countries, has
practically nothing of the kind,
Switzerland follows Germany in importance. The

United States and England were inadequately rep-

resented in this department for reasons already
mentioned, although there were some excellent ex-
hibits from each. The list in the catalogues cannot
be taken as a guide in such a comparison, because
n simple little device of no importance has the same
pronn'ncnce there as a large important exhibit of

several thousand horsepower of machinery. More-
over, many American exhibitors who were entered
in the catalogues (^id not exhibit. In one class

alone, the number of actual exhibitors was only
40 per cent, of that in the catalogue of the
United States exhibits, and many of these were quite
small. It would therefore not be just to judge the
state of this industry, in our country, by th<2 exhibits

or by the awards.
A characteristic difiference between American and

foreign practice in manufacturing, as, for instance,

such goods as djmamos and motors is that here
the manufacturer establishes certain well-studied and
well-developed standard types and sizes of machines
once for all, and then reproduces them in large
numbers, making the parts interchangeable. The
foreign manufacturer, on the other hand, constructs
each machine according to the detailed specifica-

tions of the one ordering it. He argues that, if he
should make bids with standard sizes in stock, the
purchaser v/ould accept the bid of someone else

who would construct the machines exactly accord-
ing to the specifications. As a matter of fact, how-
ever, it was noticeable that those companies which
have adopted the American method were, as a rule,

the most successful. There is also a field in and
around Paris, at least, for American methods of

managing and operating electric tramways, as exist-

ing practice is there very poor.
Another difference is that here the manufacturer,

as a rule, devotes his whole effort to a single class

of goods, and makes these in large quantities, while

abroad he attempts to make a large range of widely

different kinds of articles; this seems practical only
when each branch is a large business in itself.

Still another difference is in the fine external fin-

ishing of even those parts of an apparatus which are

concealed. Their argument is that all parts of a

well-made apparatus ought to look well, and that

it will then be handled with greater care and respect

Here we would consider it a useless expenditure ol

money to polish all the concealed mechanism of arc

lamps, for instance. The foreigner, however, is apt

to judge our goods from his standpoint, at least un-

til he can be convinced of their advantages.

The Jury of Awards had many delicate questions

to settle, both technical and diplomatic. While mis-

takes are possible, it is more than likely that com-
plaints of exhibitors can generally be traced to

unworthy or inadequate exhibits, or to circumstances

beyond the control of the jurors. One-half the jurors

were French, and in the electrical group they were
very liberal and generous to the foreign exhibitors,

more so than to their own countrymen. If they

erred at all, it was on the side of generosity, for

which they deserve our thanks, instead of abuse.

Only two of the United States jurors for the elec-

trical group were members of the Institute.

The Electrical Congress was an international gath-

ering of about 1,000 engineers and scientists inter-

ested in the subject of electricity, and, as a conven-
tion, it was a great success, giving an opportunity
of making many acquaintances and friendships

among men of the same calling in widely different

parts of the world. The French deserve great credit

for its organization and management. A large num-
ber of papers were read, varying in quality from
very good to poor, reports of which have appeared
and are appearing in the journals. The social fea-

tures of the visits to the neighboring electrical in-

stallations were well arranged and very enjoyable.

Our Institute was represented by all of its six dele-

gates, three of whom were elected officers of the

congress. All of the official United States delegates

were members of the Institute.

As a gathering of official delegates appointed by
the various governments to settle questions con-

cerning units, this congress came very near accom-
plishing nothing at all. Plad it not been for the

efforts of tw^o of the United States delegates, both
members of our Institute, this very important feature

of the congress might as well have been omitted.

It was due to the convincing appeals of our member,
Mr. C. O. Mailloux, that the chamber of delegates

reversed its former decision to take no official action

on units and names, and adopted, without a dissent-

ing voice, the recommendations of its committee,

in which our past president. Dr. Kennelly, ably rep-

resented our Institute. These adoptions were that

the name of "gauss" be given to the C. G. S. unit

of magnetic intensity or flux density, and "maxwell"
to the C. G. S. unit of magnetic flux. The prac-

tical units will then generally be the kilogauss and
the mega-maxwell. All the other propositions of

the Institute were withdrawn in committee when
it was found that they could not be adopted. The
only other action taken by the official delegates was
a unanimous expression of opinion that electrical

energy should be considered as a .property to be

protected by law, like any other.

The reason no further official action was taken

concerning names and units, as suggested by the

Institute, is, in the opinion of the writer, that our
propositions were new to many of the delegates, not

having been discussed fully in their different coun-
tries before the meeting of the congress. At the

International Congress of iSgi, at Frankfort, when
our Institute endeavored, through its delegates, to

have the names gauss and henry adopted, the reason

for the failure was Ihc same, and in the report of

our delegates^ it was recommended that in future our
propositions should first be thoroughly discussed

in the societies and journals of the different cpun-,

tries, leaving to the congress only the final decision

on well-understood propositions. Had this recom-
mendation been followed in the present case, we
might have accomplished still more. Any further

I, Tr.-iOR. A. I. E. E.. vol. vili.. p. 546.

recommendations of the Institute should be decided
upon as soon as practicable, and be made the sub-
ject of international discussion in the journals and
.societies in preparation for the next International
Congress, whenever that may be.

The first meeting which our Institute held abroad
was a memorable event and bids fair to be the be-
ginning of a series of international meetings of elec-
trical engineers. It brought the Institute into con-
siderable prominence abroad, increased its influence
and afforded great pleasure to those of its members
who attended. When it was first suggested, by a
member of council some years ago, to hold a meet-
ing this year in Paris, the proposition was met with
some ridicule, but its success and the benefit the
Institute derived from it show that the venture
was not an unwise one. and that such meetings
ought to be repeated. While we may have just
pride in feeling that some branches of electrical

engineering are better developed here than in other
countries, and that our method of manufacturing
certain classes of goods is superior, yet we should
not forget that others who have worked equally
hard in other countries often reach conclusions dif-

fering from ours, and which may well be worth our
while to consider. Although our typically American
practice of manufacturing standard types in large
quantities and with interchangeable parts undoubt-
edlv has great advantages, yet that is the very method
which tends to retard development in those types,
as it makes one hesitate, perhaps, too long some-
times, to make improvements. On the other hand,
the typicallv European method of buildins- alm.ost
every machine differently gives an excellent op-
portunity for developing them, but precludes whole-
sale manufacture at reduced cost. Such interna-
tional meetings, therefore, can hardly fail to be of
benefit to all who take part, as they enable one
to find, through personal observation and personal
intercourse, that which is the best the world over,
just as our home meetings bring before us the best
in our own country. If we want to manufacture
the best there is, especially if we want the foreigner
to buy it from us, we should have international
intercourse.

In London, our sister society, the Institution of
Electrical Engineers, entertained us with true Eng-
lish hospitality for three well-filled days with
a most delightftil programme, in which pleasure and
instruction were harmoniously combined. It will

long be remembered, by the 28 or 30 of our members
who attended, as one of the most enjoyable features
of the whole meeting. In Paris the official joint

meeting with the British Institution, held in the
National Pavilion of the United States, through the
courtesy of Commissioner Peck, was well attended
and was followed by receptions of both institutions,

visits to objects of interest, and the Electrical Con-
gress, making a total of two well-filled weeks of

international intercourse between electrical engi-
neers, and constituting one of the most Important
meetings in the history of the Institute.

The success of our first meeting abroad should
encourage us to follow the excellent example of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers by making offi-

cial visits to the different foreign countries to study
their practice and examine their work. Our foreign
colleagues will then be encouraged to visit our
country, as many of them have promised to do next
year, on the occasion of the Pan-American Exhibi-
tion in Buffalo.

\^The e7id-.'\

The Electrical Industries of Spain.
The Spanish government has just published an

exhaustive report on the electrical Industries of the
country, which contains some interesting information,
about the present state of electrical matters in Spain.
There are at present 443 electric-power stations In

Spain, of which 12 are in the city of Madrid. Two
of the latter supply power for street railways, nine
furnish power for lighting purposes, while the
twelfth plant, which is still under construction, and
which -will be the largest of all. will supply power
for both purposes. Electric light Is now to be found
all over the city of Madrid, and Its application Is

steadily increasing. Three companies, . the Com-
panla General Madrilena de Electricidad. the Com-
pania Inglese de Luz Electrlca and the Sociedad de
Electricidad de Chambin, chiefly supply the electric

light for the Spanish capital. The first two com-
panies are in the hands of French. German and
English capitalists. The Madrilena company has
a capital of 10,000.000 pesetas (about $2,000,000), and
in 1S99 the dividend paid amounted to 23^/^ per cent.

The third company, which is capitalized at 4,981,000
pesetas, is entirely Spanish.
There are now in Madrid a Tudor accumulator

factory, two factories for the manufacture of elec-

trical apparatus and appliances, such as Insulating
material, fixtures and instruments, etc.. and a branch
factory of a Paris company, which has a monthly
output of 60,000 incandescent lamps. This company
Imports glass, wire and other maiierial from France,
and is now enlarging Its shops. A few months ago
a' company was also formed, with headquarters in

Madrid, for the purpose of manufacturing electro-

mechanical articles and all kinds of electrical appli-

ances. This company is capitalized at 500.000 pese-
tas. The report goes on to say that electricity Is

making steady progress throughout Spain, and that

a large number of electric railways are now either

under way of construction or contemplated.
All the large German electrical works, such as

Siemens & Halskc of Berlin, the Allgemeine com-
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pany of Berlin and Schuckert Sl Co. of Nuremberg,
have their branches and depots in Madrid. Most
of the electrical machinery used so far in Spain
has been imported from Germany and, to some
extent, from Switzerland. Copper wire and cables

are chiefly supplied by Felten & Guilleaume of

Miilheim on the Rhine. The latter article is also

imported to some extent from France, Great Britain

and Italy. Two-thirds of all electrical appliances

imported into Spain are of German origin, and one-

third of French, British or Swiss origin. A large

demand exists throughout the country for incandes-
cent lamps, which are chiefly imported from Ger-
many, France, Great Britain, the Netherlands.

Sweden. Austria-Hungary and Italy. There is, how-
ever, little doubt that the large increase inthe duty
rate will largely reduce the imports. Formerly the

duty was five centimos; it has now been raised to

25 centimos. .

CORRESPONDENCE.
London Letter.

London, November 14.—The inaugural winter ses-

sion of the Institution of Electrical Engineers was
held on Thursday night in the hall of the Institution

of Civil Engineers, Great George street. Professor
John Perrj- occupied the chair, and special interest

was given to the proceedings by the presence of
Colonel Crompton of the Electrical Engineer Vol-
unteers, who has just returned from South Africa.

The gallant colonel, wdio was loudly cheered, ex-
hibited a portable dynamo, inclosed in an iron case,

about 14 inches deep, which had, he said, been used
by General Theron, one of the Boer leaders during
the war in South Africa, in the blowing up of bridges
and other structures. He stated that he had, amid
much ditSculty, brought this trophy 8,000 miles, be-

cause he thought it would be interesting to every
electrical engmecr, especially when it was known to

be the identical instrument with which Theron de-
stroyed property valued at not less than $5,000,000.
Mr. S. J. Swinburne, who was sitting near it, said

the exploder was stamped with the name of Siemens
[laughter]. jNIr. Alexander Siemens assured the
meetmg that his firm had not produced it [loud
laughter]. The dynamo, which had been pierced in

the center on two sides, bore a brass plate on which
appeared the name of Siemens & Halske. The
president thanked Colonel Crompton for his interest-

ing gift, and at the close of the meeting it was
closely examined by many of those present. After
the retiring president. Professor Silvanus Thompson,
had been thanked for his services during his period
of office. Professor Perry delivered the presidential
address for the session.

While the Board of Trade's commission of experts
is deliberating in the strictest privacy on the ques-
tion of wireless telegraphy the mail boat Princess
Clementine has demonstrated triumphantly its- prac-
ticability. Further experiments have been made dur-
ing the last week and messages have been dispatched
from the steamer in midchannel to Ostend and to

Dovercoat on this side. The English authorities, it

may be observed, put difficulties in the way of the
coip.munication of the Belgian steamers with Dover.
It is obvious that the English authorities are but
mildly interested in one of the most remarkable and
important discoveries of the century. Not the least

important of its uses to a sea-going nation is the
possibility of communication between ships and
shore, yet Mr. i\Iarconi has not been asked by the
commission of experts to explain his invention.
Since the first experiment the pole in connection with
the signaling has been slightly raised (although it

is now under 100 feet) and this has greatly facilitated

the operation. The installation on the boat is fitted

up in one of the private deck cabins on the starboard
side, near the after smokestack. The receiving and
sending wares are connected to the foremast. A spar
at an angle of about 45 degrees is stayed across the
top of the mast. From the highest end of this spar
the collector is hung. The rate of communication
is for electricity rather slow. Twenty words a min-
ute are certainly more deliberate speech than would
be congenial to anybody except a student of stenog-
raphy, who is a novice in his practice. But what a
boon to be able to speak at all from ship to shore,
especially if the ship should be in distress. Mr.
Marconi, having been able to bridge over 61 miles of
space, is ambitious to do greater wonders, and talks
about arranging a talk before long between England
and the United States.

An important series of trials of electric auto-
mobiles was held from Tuesday to Friday of last

week, in the neighborhood of Chislehurst, under
the direction of the Automobile Club. The com-
petitors were 12 in number, four being entered by
the British and Foreign Electrical Vehicle company,
namely, the Pow'erful, the Victor, the Columbia
stanhope and a delivery car. Mr. E. W. Hart of

Luton entered the Toujours Contente, the Presque
Contente and the Tonneau ; all the foregoing seven
cars have the Leecoll batteries, originally designed
in Chicago. There were also a Joel car with a

Rosenthal batterv'. two Electric Motive Power com-
pany's cars, a Still Motor company's car with Idea!
battery and an Electrical Undertakings car with a

Leitner battery. The first day's trial was a test of

distance, each car going as far as it could without
recharging. The best performance was that of the

Powerful, which covered 50 miles. On Wednesday
liie course was one of 30 miles over li.ily ground,
rising 680 feet in one place and 735 feet in another.

The Powerful completed 28 miles, but withdrew

owing to an accident caused by a siiying horse. The
next best was the Joel, which covered 26V2 miles.

On Thursday, the third day, the course was a fairly

stiff one of 30 miles out and home, and the following-
named cars completed the distance; The Powerful,
the Still and the Electrical Undertakings car. ihe
trials terminated on Fridaj' with a run over a fairly

level course, the object being again to show how
far the vehicles couid go on one charge. Untor-
tunatelj', owing to the heavy rain on Thursday
night, the roads were deep in thick and greasy mud
and this considerably retarded the progress of the
machines. The Powerful completed 65 miles, the
Still had to abandon the run at the end of 23 miles,
owing to an accident to a ball-bearing. The Electric
Motor Power company's car was also withdrawn at

the end of 15 miles, the Joel car was withdrawn at
the end of three miles, owing to punctures, and the
Electrical Undertakings carriage completed SSV2
miles. W. H. B.

New York Notes.

New York, November 24.—The long-heralded trial

trip ot an experimental train 01 six cars equipped
wun eieciric motors took piace last inursaay over
tne becond avenue eievaicU railroad Dctween
f-iity-tourtn ana iNmety-second streets. Tne test

train was operated lor two nours and was declared
to be a success. Un one ot tne runs between iNinety-

second ana nity-iourtli streets tne time, witn a sin-

gle SLOP, was only lour minutes, or equivalent to a
speed 01 30 mues an nour. ine motors were ot the
stanaara type and were made by tne General ti.fectric

company, ihere were tour motors at each end ot

the train of 150 norsepower eacn. ihis is lour times
as mucn power as tne ordinary steam engine used
on tne eievatea railroads can lurnisn. ine current
tor tne expcnmeiiLai train was supplied by tne iviet-

ropoutan I taction company iroiu its piant at bi.^ty-

seNcnin street and irsccond avenue, ine test was
made under tne supervision 01 vv. i^. BaKer, general
supennLcnucnt 01 tne iviannattan Kaiiway company,
rue electric trams start anu stop more quiCKiy tiidn

tnose run by steam; LJnuer tne present service local

trains on tne irsixth avenue road taKC 49 minuLcs
between the Battery and Unc-nunurea-ana-mty-
nun street, ana unuer tne electric system tne trip

IS expected to be made in 40 minutes, ine electric

express trains between tne same points wiu maKe
trie run in 25 minutes, wnicli win ue a saving oi 10

minutes, ine ^second avenue elevated will be nrst
electrically equippca, and tne pow-cr wul be lur-

nisncd irom a biation located at Seventy-iourth
street. Last Kiver. All tne cars are neated and
lignted by electricity, i'reparations lor eiectncauy
equipping tne wnoic road nave been pusned so lar

tnat It is said tlie rails can be laid at tne rate of

a mile a aay, as soon as tne word is given. The
Second avenue line, which is to be equipped hrst,

wuf require 64 motor cars. Four hunured motor
cars Will be used on the wnole system, tne engineers
ana nremen on the Second avenue fine have re-

ceived notmcation trom tne company that when elec-

tric motors replace the steam tney will be discnarged
and re-empioyed as motormen, it they wislt, at $2
a day. 'ine men, of wnom there are about 200,

belong to the Brotherhoods ot Locomotive Engi-
neers and Locomotive i^iremen, ana their wages are

now M.50 and ^3 a day, the regular union rate set

by the two brotnerhoods.
Nine merchants and restaurant keepers of China-

town and Mott street were brought into court fast

Vvednesday, charged with steafing severaf thousand
dollars' worth of efectric current irom the Ldison
Lfectric Ifluminating company. The Chinese have
used eiectricity afmost exclusively for lighting pur-

poses, instead of gas at a cheaper figure. The police

and lighting peopfe say that by an ingenious and
simple device, the meters are made to register only
half of the electricity used. Even the meter at the

Mott street mission falsely registered the amount of

current consumed. By tampering with the meters
it was charged that the Chinese customers saved
from $10 to $40 a month each. Inspector Kenne}^,
on an unexpected visit some days ago, made the

discovery on which the accusation is based. It is

said that the device for cheating the meter was m^ade

by an American electrician, who charged each
Chinaman $10 a month for the use of the inven-

tion. The latter are vehement in their protesta-

tions of innocence, and claim that they have com-
plained each month to the Edison company at the

amount of their bills!

A strike of 15 engineers and 60 rock-drillers which
began on the circle section of the Rapid Transit
tunnel three days ago was settled Thursday, the
demands of the strikers being granted. The engi-

neers, who belong to t'ne Standard Engineers' Union,
struck to enforce the prevailing rate of wages of

$3-50 a day and the rock-drillers struck in sympathy.
The contractors for this section of the work are

Naughton & Co.
President Fred H. Alden of the Alden Electric

company and the Illinois Insulated Wire company
of Chicago was in New York recently. Secretary
and Treasurer Arthur Garrison of the Columbia In-

candescent Lamp company of St. Louis, was at the
Waldorf-.^5toria recently for a few days.

M. L. G.

dian General Electric company, whose headquarters
are at Peterboro, Ont., for a consideration 01 $750,-
000. Such a deal has been talked ot lor some time,
but the interested parties are reticent on the subject.
The acquisition by the Canadian General Electric
company of the large plant and good will 01 the
extensive patronage of tne Royal company's manu-
facturing business would practicafly give them a
monopoly ot the business in Canada. The Koyal
company would then be left with a cle ar hand to
pursue to a successful conclusion some of the am-
bitious schemes which are credited to the directorate.
One of the hrst of these is said to be the acquisition
of the gas company of M, mtreal and the i^achme
Rapids company, thus practicalfy controlling the
ligntirg business of Montreaf. Alter that, it is
proposed to amalgamate all the electric-railway lines
on the island of iVlontrea! under one great system.
On the night of the i6th of November about 60

feet of the dam adjoining the Chambly efectnc
power house, at Chambly Canton, Que., was swept
away. This portion of the dam contained 15 sluices,
which were completely demolished. The power
house proper, however, sustained no serious injury.
The koyal Electric company of Montreal, wnich
has been using the current supplied by the Chambly
company tor some time past, bad, nevertheless, re-
tained its steam power as an auxitiary, and it was
owing to this fact that the city ot ivlontreal has
not been without hght since the accident. The dam-
age was caused by the concrete embedded around
the 15 lock gates giving away, having become loos-
ened by the tremendous pressure 01 water and the
movement of the gates. Mr. Browne, tne general
manager, estimates tne loss at ^25,000. Uuring the
eniorced idleness ot the power nouse, steps will
be taken to improve the system of transmission to
the city, the cnange comempfated consisting of
better wiring between Chambiy and Montreal. The
break in the dam extends tor about 150 leet, out
01 a total length of 2,000 feet and the repairs are
estimated to cost $10,000. A cofferdam whi be built
under the direction of a United States expert. A
new permanent wall will be built in the spring, at a
cost ot about $2«,ooo. At the time of the washout
about 10,000 horsepower was being generated, and
it wifl not affect tormer arrangements to generate
20,000 horsepower in the spring.
At Shawinigan Falls, 20 miles north 'of Three

Rivers, Que., are the works of the Shawinigan Water
and Power company, perhaps the largest electrical
development in the world, outside of Niagara.
These works will be completed early next spring.
This great electrical development is attracting the

,
attention of engineers all over the world. C. W.
Johnson, who was the chief engineer of the works
at Niagara F'alls, has resigned, to become chief engi-
neer of the Shawinigan works. He will hereafter
reside in Montreal, beheving that in Quebec prov-
ince there are possibilities, in the way of hydraulic
and electrical development, greater than anywhere
else in America.
The Montreal Electric Street Railway company

is about to lose one of its most efficient officers
through the resignation of Duncan McDonald, su-
perintendent, who has accepted the position of gen-
eral traffic manager of the General Traction company
of Paris, France. The General Traction company
is said to be the largest organization of its kind in
the world, and, besides having controlling interests
in companies all over the French republic, has in-
terests also in smaller concerns in Switzerland,
Belgium, Egypt and other countries. In Paris,
from 50 to 60 miles of electric-railway lines have
already been built, and in some cases the trolley is

in use on the outskirts. W.

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa, Ont.. November 24.—The Royal Electric

company of Montreal is reported to be about to

dispose of its manufacturing business to the Cana-

Gleanings from Colorado.
Denver, November 23.—A temporary injunction,

on the application of the Postal Telegraph com-
pany, was recently granted in Colorado Springs, re-
straining the Colorado Springs Electric company
from constructing a pole line in a certain alley. It
is alleged that when the circuits of the defendant
are in use danger will be incurred by the plaintiff's
employes.
The Canon City Electric Light and Power com-

pany has applied for an injunction against the Colo-
rado Electric Power company, asking the court
to restrain the latter from operating in Canon City,
in which the former supplies the local lighting. The
Colorado Electric Power company now operates the
power station at Canon City for supplying power
and light in the Cripple Creek District. The cur-
rent is carried 24 miles, over the hills. Last spring
the company was granted a franchise for supplying
light and power in Canon City, and the grant was
indorsed at the election. The plaintiff alleges that
the grant of the franchise was illegal.

The Western Construction company has been
incorporated at Boulder, with a capital of $50,000, by
Henry Frambach, John I. Crawford and Thomas
Withers. The object of the company is to build
reservoirs to store the waters of the St. Vrain River,
and it is also authorized to build telephone and tele-
graph lines.

The deliberation with which the recent lynching
of the negro at Limon, Colo., was conducted was
illustrated by the work of the telegraph company.
The plans of the mob were so well understood that
the company w'as able to establish an office at a
telegraph pole near the scene of the burning, and
a number of operators were on hand to transact the
business for the host of correspondents.
The ordinance introduced by Alderman Kelly pro-
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viding that all wires in the business district of the

city of Denver shall be put underground has been

adopted bj' the City Council. It is provided that the

city be divided into districts and that overhead wires

disappear in each within a certain time limit. All

wires are to be buried in five years. The ordinance

was introduced five months ago, but it has since

been in the hands of a committee and had not been

discussed. The bill comes at rather an unfortunate

time for the Lacombe Electric company, which has

the franchise for municipal and commercial lighting

and has just finished the work of setting poles from

one end of the city to the other. The committee on

streets, to which the measure was referred, reported

unanimously in favor of the ordinance. In speaking

of his bill when the vote was taken, Alderman Kelly

said that it was introduced before construction was
begun by the Lacombe company. He had hoped
it would be passed at once, so that that corporation

would have the benefit of the advance notice, but

the ordinance had not been acted upon by the com-
mittee. The bill was drawn by the city attorney after

an examination of the New York law, which, Mr.

Kelly said, had stood the test in the courts. Mr.
Kelly added that the city charter provided that the

time limit for burying the wires should be five years.

He thought the time should be less, and possibly

the Legislature might amend the charter so that the

limit would be two years or 18 months. It is not

yet determined just what the upshot of the matter

will be. It certainly is not expected that the excel-

lent construction of the Lacombe company will have
to come down. As a matter of fact, overhead con-
struction has not caused much damage or incon-

venience in this city. J. W. D.

Southern Developments.
Charlotte, N. C, November 23.—The Norfolk

(Va.) street-railway sheds, cars and power plant were
destroyed by nre. The loss is estimated at about
$150,000. New cars will be provided as quickly as

possible.

The City Council of Brunswick, Ga., has granted

a franchise to M. Brown, of Barnesville, S. C, F. D.
McEowen of New York and T. W. Passailaigue of

Charleston, S. C, to construct an electric street-car

line.

E. F. Enslen and associates have applied for a

charter to operate an electric railway in Birming-
ham, Ala.

A bill has been filed at Wilmington, N. C, in

equity to foreclose a mortgage given by the Wil-
mington Street Railway company as security for

$150,000 of the company's bonds. The company
will have until the first Monday in December to

make answer.
The Shelby (N. C.) Light and Power company

has made application for a charter. The capital is

$10,000. R. B. Miller will probably be president.

The company will furnish electric lights for street

and commercial illumination. L.

PERSONAL.
Herman Wilkiemeyer, vice-president and general

manager of. the Evansville (Ind.) Gas and Electric

Light company, died on November 20th, in Cin-

cinnati, at the age of 48. He was one of the best-

posted men in gas matters in the country. Mr.
Wilkiemeyer was a native of Newport, Ky.

Professor Henry S. Carhart of the department
of electrical engineering and physics of the Uni-
versity of Michigan will read a paper at the annual
meeting of the New York State Science Teachers'
association at Rochester, N. Y., December 28th.

Professor Carhart's subject will be "The Place of

Physics in a Liberal Education."

Mr. J. M. Roach, president of the Union and Con-
solidated Traction companies of Chicago, is build-

ing a winter residence on Useppa Island, Charlotte

harbor, on the west coast of Florida. The island

covers only about 100 acres, but is described as one
of great natural beauty. A large number of men are

at present at work on the house and grounds. An
acetylene-gas plant and a drainage system are be-

ing constructed.

W. E. Harrington of Camden, N. J., has recently

tendered his resignation as general manager of the

Camden and Suburban Railway company. Mr.
Harrington has practically rebuilt the system of the

Camden and Suburban company during the four

years of his connection with the company. Previous
to 1S06 he filled positions of trust with many of the

large electrical manufacturing and operating c<im-

panics in the East.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Lexington (Ky.) Railway company will ex-

pend about $30,000 on improvements to its power
house.

The Crossville (Tenn.) Electric Light and Power
company has been incorporated, with $2,000 capital

stock.

The American Light and Power Transportation
company, with an authorized capital of $1,000,000,

filed articles of incorporation at Newark, N. J.,

recently.

F. Crowe, trustee for the creditors of the Alton
nil.) Electric and Service company, on November
i8lh sold at public auction the franchise and jiroperty

of llic company to J. H. Blessing of the firm ol

Gaylord, Blessing & Co. The plant will be refitted,

extended and operated.

The Newburgh Light, Heat and Power company
has been incorporated in New York, for $500,000, by
J. L. Wilkie, W. B. Goodwin and M. Ely of New
York city.

The Fox River Valley Electric Railway company
will construct a temporary electric-light plant at Ap-
pleton, Wis., and in the spring, erect a perma-
nent one.

The Dyersville (Iowa) Light and Power company
of Dyersville. Iowa, has been incorporated, by W.
F. Board, J. J. Dunn and J. Armstrong, with $15,000
capital stock.

Bids are being received for erecting an electric

-

light plant near Kutztown, Pa., to cost about $12,-

000, for the Kej^stone Electric Light, Heat and
Powder company.

C. H. Patterson, W. Lowe and G. Lander have
filed articles of incorporation for the Glendive Elec-
tric Light and Power company of Glendive, Mont.
The capital stock is $10,000.

Bids will be received, until January 3d, for a fian-

chise for supplying electric light for illuminating
purposes for Ripon, Wis. Bids may be for five,

10 and 15 years. F. W. Allen is the city clerk.

Bids will be received, until December 12th, for

furnishing materials and labor for the construction
of an electric-light plant in the village of Versailles.

Ohio. L. C. Klipstine is the viliage secretary.

The City Council of Arcadia, Fla., at a recent
session, gave a franchise to J. J. Head and associ-

ates, to put in an electric-light plant and telephone
system. The electric-light plant will have a capacity
of 600 lights.

City Electrician Ellicott of Chicago will ask for
an increased appropriation for 1901. The cost to
the city for 1900 for street lights will amount to $850,-
000. For igoi Mr. Ellicott will ask that $970,000
be appropriated.

The stockholders of the reorganized Irwin Elec-
tric Light and Power company of Irwin, Pa., have
decided to increase their bond issue from $50,000 to

$120,000, the additional amount to be used for better-

ments and to enlarge the plant.

The electric-light plant at Deshler, Ohio, has been
sold by M. S. House to F. Maurer of Bloomville,
and the latter has taken possession. Mr. Maurer
will overhaul the plant, add new boilers and ma-
chinery and put the plant in first-class order.

The Merchants' Electric Light, Heat and Power
company of York City, Pa., has been organized by
C. H. Bear, president, and T. B. Loucks, secretary.

The new organization proposes to apply for a char-
ter at once for the purpose of furnishing light, heat
and power within the precincts of the city.

The Dunsbach Ferry Electric company of Half-
moon, N. Y., has been incorporated for $xoo,ooo, to
furnish electricity for lighting, heat and power pur-
poses, in Watervliet and Halfmoon. The directors
are H. W. Miller, A. H. Dobson of Utica, F. W.
Marsh, E. Burre and others of Bridgeport, Conn.

The Youngstown (Pa.) Electric Light and Gas
company, the lighting companies of Sharon and
Sharpsviile, and the street-car property in Sharon
and Sharpsviile recently purchased by Messrs. Pen-
hale, Whipple, Fisher and other capitalists, have
been consolidated, and Randall Montgomery, man-
ager of the Youngstown company, will be placed in

charge of the lighting interests. All other prop-
erties acquired by these capitalists will be combined
with a capital of $2,000,000.

Seventy-five poles, ranging in length from 35 to

50 feet, were stolen recently from the Pelhani Bay
Electric Light company. The company, which lights

the hi.ghways of City Island and the upper section

of the borough of The Bronx, New York, had dis-

tributed the poles through Pelham Manor, intend-
ing to set men to work putting them up the next
day. But when the workmen arrived the poles
were gone. The police assert that the thief sold
the poles to another lighting company for $400, that
he employed seven teams and gathered them up at

night, delivering them the next day to the pur-
chaser, and after getting his money, fled. The poles
were valued at $700.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Ionia (Mich.) Common Council has granted

an electric street-raiUvay franchise to the Ho\vard
company of Grand Rapids.

The directors of the Pennsjdvania and Ohio Rail-
way company, an electric line leading into Conneaut.
Ohio, has decided to extend the tracks to Ashtabula.

The Cit.y Council of Beaumont, Texas, has granted
to .1. H. Kirby and others a franchise over the
streets of Beaumont for an electric street-railway
system.

The council of Flat Rock, Mich., has granted a

franchise to the Toledo and Detroit Electric Rail-

road company, allowing it to build a line through
the village.

The Saginaw (Mich.) Suburban Railway company
recently closed a cnnlract with the Maltby Lumber
company of Bay City for 100,000 lies to be used in the
construclion of the road between Bay Cily and Flint.

The work of grading the road is progressing rap-
idly and will be continued as long as the weather
permits.

The Lancaster, Willow Street, Lampeter and
Strasburg Railway company of Lancaster, Pa., has
been incorporated, with $150,000 capital stock. The
line will be 10 miles long.

The City Council of Marshall, Texas, has granted
to A. R. Wheeler & Co. of St. Louis a 50-year fran-
chise to build an electric street railway and operate
the same over streets in that city.

The El Paso (Texas) and Juarez Traction com-
pany has completed all the arrangements to build
its electric line in El Paso and suburbs. A. Mills
and J. A. Happer are directors in the company.

The council of Salt Lake City, Utah, has granted
permission to the Salt Lake City Railroad company
to build a double-track street railway in that city, to
be operated either by electricity or compressed air.

E. H. McKnight of Middletown, Ohio, who is

promoting the trolley line between Troy and Day-
ton, says that the road will be built and in opera-
tion from Troy to Tippecanoe within the next 90
days.

The Miamisburg and Germantown (Ohio) Trac-
tion company has been granted a franchise for the
construction of an electric road between the two
places named. Messrs. Mays, Gwinner and others
are behind the company.

The Milwaukee (Wis.) Electric Railway and Light
company intends shortly to take advantage of a
franchise which has been in existence for many
years and to run cars out State street to the Miller
brewery in Milwaukee.

The Linglestown and Blue Mountain Street Rail-
way company of Harrisburg, Pa., has been incorpo-
rated, with ?>ioo,ooo capital stock, to build an electric
line from Progress to Linglestown, to connect with
the Harrisburg Traction company's line.

The Alamo Heights street railway of San An-
tonio, Texas, was sold recently to Otto Koehler,
president of the San Antonio Brewing association.
Mr. Koehler announces that he will equip and re-
model the entire line and service.

The City Council of Batavia, Ohio, has granted
a 25-year franchise and right-of-way through the
village to S. Woodward of Moscow for an electric
railway, known as the Cincinnati, Dayton and Mays-
viUe electric road. It will run from Cincinnati
through Madisonville, Remington, Loveland, etc., to
MaysviUe.

The Woburn and Boston (Mass.) Street Railway
company has been granted a charter to run from
the railroad station in the center of Woburn, through
Lexington and Arlington, to Arlington Heights, near
Massachusetts avenue, sV^ miles. "The capital is

$75,000, and the directors are F. C. Nichols, E. F.
Johnson and C. F. Remington.

The contract for driving the tubes for the Yerkes
underground-railroad system of London has been
let to Price & Reeves and the work of construction
will be begun at once. The property rights are be-
ing secured as rapidly as possible. Shafts have been
sunk along the line far into the clay, and it has
been found that in no place will it be necessary to
go lower than 75 feet, while the average depth will

be 45 feet.

On the electric road of the South Orange and
Maplewood Traction company arrangements are
making to handle freight trafiic. A motor car of
100 horsepower has been provided to pull the coal
and freight cars, and sidings are being put in at
several points. It will enable the Erie railroad to
compete with the Lackawanna road in selling coal to
the manufacturers of Orange Valley and other
places between Orange and Maplewood, N. J.

At a recent meeting of the City Council of De-
troit, Mayor Maybury sent in a communication in
which he urged that body to draft a bill for the pur-
chase of the street railways of the city, and asked
the legislature to pass it. The mayor reviewed the
street-railway question in the rough, stated that
the time was drawing near when the city must dis-
pose of this question once and for all, and declared
himself in favor of municipal ownership and opera-
tion of street railways rather than private ownership,
or municipal ownership of tracks with private oper-
ation. The council referred the matter to a com-
mittee.

The Easton (Pa.) Consolidated Electric company
has accepted an offer of the Johnson syndicate, which
owns the Lehigh Valley Traction company, with
headquarters at Allentown, to lease the former's en-
tire system of electric roads in Phillipsburg, N. J.,
and Easton, and the lines from Easton to Bethlehem
and to Nazareth. In all there are about thirty miles
of track. Mr. "Al." Johnson is president of the
traction system, whose lines cover 115 miles and con-
nect Bethlehem, Hellertown, Allentown, Kutztown.
Calasauqua, Slatington and other points in the Le-
high Valley. This lease therefore gives the .John-
son syndicate control of all electric roads in that
section of Pennsylvania.

AUTOMOBILES.
At the recent automobile exhibition at the Grand

Central Palace, an imio\'alinn in automobile spoi'l

was Iried, in the form of a pursuit race. The com-
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petitors were a steam and a gasoline runabout. The
character of the machines made a flying start nec-
essary for equity. After 10 laps the gasoline ma-
chine was declared winner. After the race an elec-

tric jaunting car, carrying four passengers and an
operator, essa^^ed a waltz. It turned and performed
various fancy figures to the music of the band, and
althou.gh it was not always in time, it was a pretty

performance for an impromptu one.

The recent i.ooo-mile motor trial at the Crystal

Palace in London. England, came about through
the discussion of the merits of the Decastille car,

which was challenged by Mofifat Ford, the manag-
ing director of an English automobile company.
The French company undertook to run two car-

riages, one of five horsepower and the other of

eight. 1,000 miles without stopping. The French
drivers, muffled in thick furs, took turns every two
hours. Hot bricks were tossed into the cars to

keep the drivers warm, for it was bitterly cold un-

der the .glass roof of the palace. The larger ma-
chine was forced to stop after having made ,312

miles, as the carburetter froze. The time was

T.3 hours, .•^6 minutes and nine seconds. The five-

horsepower car completed the i,noo miles, the time

being 48 hours, four minutes and four seconds. It

did not make a stop throughout the run.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Emerson Electric Manufacturing comoanv of

St. Louis has issued two bulletins on small alter-

nating-current induction motors for single-phase

currents. One bulletin (No. .1021') treats of medium
and slow-speed motors, ranging in size froni one-

tenth to one-third actual horsepower, whi'e the

other CNo. .•?025'> describes the advantages and char-

acteristic features of higher-speed and less-evoensive

motors, ranging from one-tenth to one-sixth actual

horsepow'er. ^^^^^^^^^^^^__

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.

The first annual reoort of the Massachusetts Elec-

tric Companies, iust issued, covers the affairs of the

companv up to Seotember 30th. of this year. The
renort shows that the comoanv controls fourteen New
Encland electric railroad, power and electric rom-

r.anies. its holdings renresenting II4..37-1 sha-es.

Gross earnings are given for the twelve months ended

September 30th as'$3..ii8,S.38. an increase over last

vear of $j8s.542; exnenses were $3.6.TO..367. an m-
crease of $277,244. The consolidated balance sheet

shows assets of $30,247,189. as against $28,751.59.=; in

7899. President Abbott states in the report that

there has been expended on improvements and ex-

tensions during the last year $1,055,245, th- larger

part representing additions to the properties. Of
this. $134,872 was charged to reconstruction ex-

pense account.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
The eleventh annual meeting of the Engineering

Association of the South was held at Nashville.

Tenn.. on November 8th. The following-named

officers were elected for the ensuing year: Presi-

dent. Major Niles Meriwether. Memphis. Tenn.;

first vice-president. W. H. Schuerman. Nashville,

Tenn.: second vice-president. G. M. Ingram, Nash-

ville. Tenn.: secretary and treasurer, H. M. Jones.

Nashville. Tenn.: directors, James Geddes. E. C.

Lewis and R. T. Creighton. Nashville. Tenn.. G. F.

Blackie. Mount Pleasant. Tenn.. G. D. Fitzhugh.
.

Birmingham, Ala.. E. E. Betts, Chattanooga, Tenn.,

and C. S. Brown, Nashville, Tenn. The year closed

with an active membership of over 100. 32 new mem-
l-.ers having been taken in during the last year.

.\n amendment to the constitution, authorizing the

establishment of local sections of the society in dif-

ferent cities throughout the South, was passed.

Members in Birmingham, Ala., will be the fir.st to

avail themselves of the privilege.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
The work of establishing the pole line up the Little

Boulder river, in Montana, for the transmission of

electrical energy from Canyon Ferry on the Mis-

souri River to Butte, is progressing quite rapidly.

The British Columbia Railway company of Vic-

toria. Canada, is installing an electric-transmission

plant, operated from Coldstream, a distance of 12''"

miles. A 500-kilowatt generator is supplied by the

Canadian General Electric company for lighting,

shop and power purposes.

.An electric company having Hanford, Cal., as its

place of business is reported to have been organized

with A. Guthrie of the Balfour & Guthrie company,
president, and E. Kanutze. secretary. The object

of the company is said to be to erect the greatest

plant for the development of electric power west
of the Rocky Mountains. It will be located on the

San Joaquin River, 180 miles from San Francisco.

The capital stock of the company is reported at

$5,000,000.

A waterpower near Cornwall, Ont., on the Long
Sauk rapids is being developed for the generation of

electrical energy. The power house will admit of

a development of 4,000 horsepower, but only 1,000

horsepower will be developed at first. The electric-

ity will be used to light the Cornwall canal and for

power purposes in Cornwall. T. Pringle & Son of

Montreal prepared the plans and M. P. Davis will

construct the works. It is expected the plant will

be completed by April 15, 1901.

Joseph L. Haines, an electrical engineer, who has
been making a thorough inspection of the Chesa-
peake and Ohio Canal, is of the opinion that it

could be converted into a source of electrical power
for the use of the towns and manufacturing indus-
tries of Maryland. The canal is 184 miles long,
having a fall of 600 feet, distributed among 74 locks,

sufficient to generate 150.000 horsepower. A fair

rental of a well-applied electrical system would be
equal to millions of dollars in revenue to the state.

.Apropos of the plan for power development near
-Mtoona. Pa., recently noted in this journal, Mr.
Harvey Linton, city engineer of Altoona. furnishes
the Western Electrician the following additional

data: "The actual working head will be no feet.

The area of watershed is 82 square miles. These
and the rainfall records are all we have from which
to estimate the power. The stream-flow is remark-
ably large and constant in the dryest season, and
it is tobe regretted that weir-measurements of the
flow have not been obtained."

Industries throughout the south and east of Eu-
rope are receiving a new impetus through develop-
ments of electric power transmission. At Sinaja.

the summer residence of the king of Roumania, a
fine waterpower on the River Prahova has been
developed, the energy from which will be trans-
mitted 29 miles and distributed to a number of
industries in the lower valley of the river. In the
extensive oetroleum fields in the neighborhood a
considerable demand for current has arisen. A
high-tension svstem of distribution will be used, the
pressure on the main transmission circuits being
11.000 volts.

A few days ago the Snoqualmie Falls (Wash.")
Power company transmitted oower over a distance
of 153 miles, a water rheostat being placed at the end
of the circuit. It is reported now that the company
has successfully operated a motor over the same cir-
cuit. All the transmission lines of the company
w^cre connected up in one continuous circuit, com-
mencing at Snoqualmie Falls, running to Seattle,
back to the falls, then to Tacoma and back again
to the falls. The tests were conducted for experi-
mental purposes only, and to show that electric
transmission of power can be made commercially
mactical at much greater distances than has hereto-
fore been contemplated.

The waterfall commission appointed in Sweden
to investigate the waterpower of that country appli-
cable to electric-power generation will report that
there is in the orovince of Norsland a large supply.
For instance, from measurements just made at the
Edeforst waterfall, in the Lule, it is shown that here
alone electric energy to the amount of 50.000 horse-
power may be delivered annually. But in order to
furnish an even supply all the year round the com-
mission proposes to establish reservoirs on shore in

various parts for storing the electric power, as in

winter the volume of water is only a third of that
in summer. Such storage reservoirs would also be
established on other northern rivers.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The budget of the Electrical Bureau for the city

of Philadelphia for 1901 has been submitted to the
council's electrical committee, and the $1,162,645
asked for was not only approved, but the committee
added two new items aggregating $75,000 additional,
making a total of $1,237,645, as against $1,092,649.36
appropriated for the current year. The items of in-

crease were largely for salaries, electric lights, and
to install fire-alarm boxes in hospitals and institu-

tions.

"Molten wood" is a new invention by Mr. De
Gall, inspector of forests at Lemur. France, ac-
cording to Consul Hanauer of Frankfort. By means
of dry distillation and high pressure, the escape
of developing gases is prevented, thereby reducing
the wood to a molten condition. When cool the
mass assumes the character of coal, yet without
showing a trace of the organic structure of that
mineral. This new body is hard, but can be shaped
and polished at will; is impervious to water and
acids, and is a non-conductor of electricity.

.^n ore-separating plant has been recently placed
in opeiation in Germany, using the magnetic sys-

tem, and is reported to have been very successful.

The ore treat-^d consists of galena, zinc blende,
spathic iron (carbonate), black oxide of manganese
and quartz. Before treatment the ore was passed
through a 12-mesh screen. Three magnetic ma-
chines were employed in tandem. The tension of

the current used was 65 volts, with from five to

16 amperes. The plant required the services of eight

men, and handled 6,000 to 7,000 pounds of crude ore

per hour. The cost per ton of material is figured

at 30 cents, exclusive of crushing.

A complete system of lighting has been completed
for the harbor of Aberdeen, Scotland, and the

pontoon dock, which has proved so serviceable, is

operated by electricity also. The repairing of vessels,

for which the dock has been mainly used, can now
go on by niglit. In the warehouses and other harbor
properties electricity is now- used for heating pur-
poses, it is said. Regent bridge, which is being
erected at a cost of about £50.000, is to be opened and

closed by electric power. Probably the hydraulic
machinery for operating another important bridge
in the harbor will be driven by an electric motor. In
the case of a breakdown in the hydraulic power the
bridge will be provided with electric capstans at each
side of the entrance. Electric signals will also be
employed for regulating the traffic over the bridge.

The Paraguay Development company, incorporated
with $500,000 capital under the laws of the state of
New Jersey, and having headquarters in Philadelphia,
has been granted by the Paraguayan government a
concession to light the city of Asuncion and to run
an electric railway. The concession is for 25 years,
and the light and traction seri'ice must be open to the
public by August 30. 1902. The representative of the
company in Paraguay is Carlos R. Santos, late dele-
gate to the Philadelphia Museum exposition. The
United States consul at Asuncion says that industries
are unknown in that country, and that the govern-
ment would welcome and protect the development of
almost anything in that line.

The management of the Chicago, Burlington and
Quincy Railroad company has contracted with the
Baldwin Locomotive Works for 30 new freight en-
gines, to be delivered next March. They will be
alike in construction, each having three pairs of
drivers and a set of leading and trailing trucks.
The driving wheels will measure 64 inches in diam-
eter and the truck wheels 37 inches in diameter. The
dimensions of the cylinders will be 24 by 24 inches.
The engines will differ from the average freight-
train puller in having wider and shorter fireboxes.
The fireboxes will be seven feet long and six feet
wide, and their heating surface, combined with that
of the tubes, will be about 2,498 square feet. The
weight of each engine on its drivers will be 120.000
pounds. The leading trucks will weigh 16.000
pounds and the trailing trucks 24.000 pounds. Un-
loaded, each tender will weigh about 38,000 pounds.
It will have a capacity of 5,000 gallons of water and
between nine and 10 tons of coal.

BUSINESS.
The Electric Appliance company. Chicago, wishes

to state, in answer to numerous inquiries, that the
Gutmann wattmeter is not made at present for direct
current. The type the company is selling is for
alternating current only.

The American Bridge company is furnishing from
its East Berlin (Conn.) plant the steelwork for
power station No. 3 for the Hartford Electric Light
company at Hartford. Conn. The American company
is also supplying, from its Lafayette plant, five

bridges for Montgomery County, Ind.

The new style Paragon ball-bearing speed indi-
cator, made by Wm. T. Lintner of Gloversville. N. Y..
seems to have won the hearts of electrical users, not
only in this country, but abroad. The Fort Wayne
Electric Works has sent in a duplicate order for
its testing room and the Siemens & Halske company
has ordered six indicators to be expressed to
Charlottenburg. Germany.

The Kentucky Electrical company. Owensboro.
Ky.. manufacturer of Kentucky incandescent lamps,
motors and dynamos, has issued a new bulletin, con-
taining special claims made for the Kentucky in-

candescent lamp, which may prove interesting to
prospective lamp purchasers. The Kentucky com-
pany states that there is an unusually heavy demand
for its lamp, and that it is doing a larger fall trade
than it anticipated.

The Emerson Electric Manufacturing company of

St. Louis, Mo., has recently issued its bulletin No.
.3025. w'hich describes a very reliable and low-priced
alternating-current motor, in sizes from one-tenth
to one-sixth actual horsepower. This type of mo-
tor is made with a one-half-inch shaft, and is suit-

able for severe and continuous operation: it is said

to be a much more durable motor than the types usu-
ally placed on the market of similar capacity. A copy
of the bulletin will be sent free to any address on
request, and a sample of this new^ type of motor
will be forwarded to any responsible electrical dealer

or central station interested in placing this form
of apparatus in operation.

The electrical trade in .general, and particularly

DUrchasers of carbon goods, will be interested to

know that the Speer Carbon companv of St. Marys.
Pa., has greatly increased its capacity. Word has
just been received from General Manager J. S.

Speer to the effect that his company has now double
its former capacity, and will manufacture electric-

light carbon for open arc lamos and a number of

other carbon soecialties in addition to the fine car-

bon trade the Speer company has in self-lubricating

generator and motor brushes. . Remembering that it

was only about a year ago that Mr. Speer organized

the Speer Carbon company, the present condition

of the company's business will be appreciated. The
trade welcomed the Speer Carbon company, and
business came so fast that hardly a month passed

durincr the year in which some new machinery was
not added to enable the factory to keep pace with

orders. Mr. Speer recently made a very interesting

".-hibit at the street-railway convention at Kansas
City, w-here the merits of his goods were highly

appreciated.

The question of fencing rights-of-way of electric

railways through rural districts has become nearly
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as important as it has been for years with steam

railroads. During the last year thousands of miles

of railroad property have been fenced with the Amer-
ican steel woven-wire fences, and a number of trac-

tion companies have also adopted this form of fenc-

ing. The points that recommend the use of the

fence are that it is proof against wind, fire, snow-
drifts, and against the expansion and contraction of

heat and cold. The American Steel and Wire com-
pany manufactures the fencing, and by reason of its

fine facilities for making wire, is able to produce

an article that is peculiarly suited for fencing. The
company has a corps of trained fence builders, and

will take contracts to build any amount of fencing,

including furnishing the posts, all necessary appur-

tenances and all labor. The American Steel and
Wire company solicits correspondence from all in-

terested in fencing and will promptly furnish esti-

mates for any quantity of fence of any height, either

delivered in rolls of 40 rods, or fully erected and in

place.

Business matters with Rossiter, MacGovern & Co.
of New York are progressing finely. One of the
representatives of that company. Manager J. W.
Archie of the engineering department, recently stated
that since the election the firm's mail orders had in-

creased greatly. Rossiter, MacGovern & Co. do.
without doubt, one of the largest second-hand ma-
chinery businesses in the United States, and this re-

cent increase of orders seems simply in harmony with
the indications of increased prosperity which one sees
on every side in the electrical business, to say noth-
ing of the concern's fair business policy. Frank
MacGovern, of th'e company, has only recently re-

turned from an extensive trip abroad in the interest

of the firm. President Charles E. Dustin of the

concern left a few days ago for Cuba. Mr. Dustin
is accompanied by' R. C. Peabody and W. S.

Barstow, of the Edison Electric Illuminating com-
pany of Brooklyn. These gentlemen are respect-
ively president, treasurer and secretary of the
Standard Manganese company at El Cristo and
Santiago, Cuba. It is expected that Mr. Dustin will

be away from New York about a month.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

661.971. Control of Electric Motors. Frank W.
Garrett, Johnstown, Pa., assignor to the Lorain
Steel company of Pennsylvania. Application

filed March 26, 1900.

The method is one of rontroHing a plurality of elec'ric

mrtors arranged in groups by gradually rhanging the

laotTS of ea- h group from serie*i lo parallel relat on
through a series of steps, some of whirb are effected in

one Group of motors in sdvanre of the corresponding
changps in the o:her eroup, or groups, and while the latter

are actively in circuit.

661.972. Controller for Electric Motors. Frank
W. Garrett, Johnstown, Pa., assignor to the

Lorain Steel company of Pennsylvania. Origi-

nal application filed March 26, 1900. Divided

and this application filed June 5, 1900.

Id ihis coniroUer is rombined, with a plurali y of electric

motors, a controller arranged to ronrect ihe m'^tors in

para'lel groups, a' d havng contacts and connection^ fur

charging ihe motors rf each group from Fer'es to parallel

re'aiion, the contacts being difffrentlv arranged for the
different groups, whereby certain circuit cha-'ges are

effected successively in ihe different groups Certain con-
ta- ts in one group are of diffeient leneth from the corre-

sponding contacts of the other group, or groups.

661,975.' Trolley. Henry S. Goughnour, Johns-
town. Pa., assignorto the Lorain Steel company
of Pennsylvania. Application filed December
12. 1899.

In a trolley, the combination is described of a harp, the

bushing beirg seated in the arms of the h^rp, the wheel
spind'e journaled in the bushings, and the wheel removably
secured 10 the spi- d'e. Thecntact springs are »-sterior

to the harp arms and have removable and re^ewab'e ron-

laci d-vices wii-h bear on ihe end portions of the spindle.

The arms have inwardly facing cun-shaped portions sur-

rounding the oonfact devices and bearing against the outer
faces of the harp arms.

661,986. Supporting Block or Bracket for Electric

Fixtures. John W. Pleizer, Chicago, 111. Ap-
plication filed December 30, 1899.

In ihe bracket involved in ibis invention for electrical

fixtures a base member is shown havine provision f'^r at-

tachii g ii tu a support, af-d a fixture-carrying member, a
projecting rart on cue of which is sUdably eneagine in a

sockdc on th ? otner in-'mb-r, to hold deta hahly the mem-
bers together. The projecting part has formed tbereia a

passage for the wires.

661,988. Telephone Receiver. Harry H. Hipwell.

Allegheny, Pa., assignor to the Hipwell Manu-
facturing company, Allegheny, Pa. Application

filed February 10, 1900.

This receiver embraces a shell having a shoulder
therein, a permanent magnet, a diai bra m and a sleeve or

collar fiitine around the magnet j-d-.pted lo engage with
the shoulder for adjusting ibe magnet to and Irom the

diaphragm.

NO, 662,020.

662,009. Trolley. Frank A. Merrick, Johnstown,
Pa., assignor to the Lorain Steel company of

Pennsylvania. Application filed January 18,

1900.

The trolley described h^s the combinat'on with a trolley

wheel and shaft, or spindle, upon which it rotates, a
spriuK-pressed contact device serured 10 the wheel and
ei gaging the shaft or spindle through the hub of the
wheel.

662.020. Means for Rapidly Transmitting Telegrams.
Anton Pollak and Josef Virag, Budapest, Aus-
tria-Hungary, assignors of one-half to Ver-
einigte Elektricitats Actien-Gcsellschaft, Buda-
pest, Austria-Hungary, and Friedrich Sill)er-

stcin, Vienna. Austria-Hungary. Application

filed May 9, 1899.

As means lor rapid telegraphy, the inventors c'aim a

transmticr and a vibratory receiver, the transmi'ter
adapted to send impulses which shall affect the receiver
tor a duration so nea'Iy correspondini; to its period of
oscillation as f» su'^press substaniia'Iy the supplementary
os''illations ihereof. Mofeover, the transmitter and re-

ceiver are so synohronzed ihat the duration of each im-
pulse affecting the receiver cotrespondF. to one complete
oscillation thereof. (Sec cut.)

662.021, Method of Rapidly Transmitting Telegrams.
Anton Pollak and Josef Virag, Budapest, Aus-
tria-Hungary, assignors of one-half to Ver-
einigte Elektricitats Actien-Gesdlschaft, Buda-
pest. Austria-PIungary, and Friedrich Silber-

stein, Vienna, Austria-Hungary. Application
filed December 21, 1899,

Thiii im'pniion r'la'es to th« molhod of rapidly trans-
milting telegr3m& whi'-h cnns'stB in producing a scries of
current impulses at tho tr'tn&mitt'ng station, conducing
the impulses to thi recoivine -tation. and thcra cuining
llir; impulses to vibrate a reflector reflecting a ray of light.

Issued Noveinher 20, igoo.

Each impulse is cut off when the reflector in its oscillation
has approached nearest to itsi-osition of rest.

662.038. Controller. Emmett W. StuU, Johnstown,
Pa., assignor to the Lorain Steel company of
Pennsylvania. Application filed December 28,

1899-
With a motor-controUer drum and its hlow-out coil is a

movable locking device arranged in the field of the coil,
with a spring acting unon the devce in opposition to ihe
coil. Means are shown for adjusting the tension of the
spring.

662.039. Control of Electric Motors. Emmett W.
Stull, Johnstown, Pa., assignor to the Lorain
Steel company of Pennsylvania. Application
filed June 8, 1900.
The method of controlling a p'urality of electr'c motors

consists in starting them connected all in series with each
other, then conne'-tii g them in parallel groups whose inrti.

vidual motors are connect -d in series, and then connecting
all of the motors in paralUl. ">rtain of the motor
elements are connected in parallel in passing from 'he
position rf full series to the position of parallel troups,
and also in passing from the position of parallel groups to
full parallel position.

NO. 662,042.

662,042. Dynamo-electric Machine. Francis W.
Throop, Niagara Falls, N. Y. Application filed

January 29, 1900. Renewed October 15, 1900.

A dynamo-elert'ic machine is described hav-ng a shaft,
a substantially radial inductor carried by tLe shaft, a cir-
cuit in constant direct connection with the ruter and inner
ends of the inductor, and m -gneiic polt-s of cpposit- sign
dis osrd at the opposite sid'S of the plan** of revo'ution
of th"^ inductor. A reinf rcing mass cf iron is carried
with, but insulated from, the ii ductor, Sev< ral pairs of
magnetic poles S'raddle ihe plane of revolution of the
induct T, ihe several pairs of polts being disposed in cir-
cumferential series, the poles upon one side of the plane
having one sign and that upon the other side having the
opposite sign. (See cut.)

662.048. Electric Arc Lamp. James J. Wood, Fort
Wayne. Ind., assignor to the General Electric
company of New York. Application filed July
28, i8g8.

A clutch feed mechanism for an arc lamp is shown,
comprising an armature lever and a clutch lever, the
armature lever connected to the clutch lever on one side
of i s fulcrum, and havi g a tail pri jeciing lo the opposite
side of is fulcrum, and ad pted to serve asamo\al"le
abutment f r ih^ free end of the clutch lever. The regu-
lating magnet or solenoid has its movab'e member con-
nected to the clutch lever, and a spring is arranged to

bear downwardly npon the clutch lever to overcome the
momentum thertrof and prevent the consequent release of
the clutch after striking the arc.

662.049. Automatic Circuit-breaking Appar^itus.

Granville T. Woods, Monsey. N. Y. Applica-
tion filed August 24, 1898.

In an electric-ra'Jway system of the character described
are cmbined. w th the sectional condurtors or contacts,
electromagnetic switches for controlling ihe flow of cur-
rent ihereio, an a"tomat'C cirru t-breaker cartied by the
car 3' d connected in the motor cirru t, and a nrrma'ly open
test circuit. An-utomatic device is carried by the car.

Means are provid d whereby the device will be caused to

interfere wiib ihe work of tli« car mofr when a precedio^
sw tch fails to break -be appropriate circuit.

662,156. Process of Gaging High Vacuums. John
Waring, Hartford, Conn. Application filed June
4. 1900.
The method of gauging or measuring the tension of a

confined body of gas consists in measuring the resistance
of a conductor while heated in the gas A cond"ctor in

the rb-'niHer is ele-^ firaUy heated, ai'd the elertrica! re-
sistance of ilie cordnctor measured while heat' d. The
method may be apphed to siai dardiz'rg the vcu-i of in-
candescent lami s by gauging the resistance of the filaments
while heated during tlie exhaustion of the lamp bulb.

662,312. Pole for Telegraphs, etc. Edward W. Ser-
rell. New York, N. Y.. assignor, by mesne as-

signments, to the Electric Tripartite Steel

Pole company of New Jersey. Application filed

December 21, 1899.

In a meal pole composed of not Icfs than ihrc* similar
ec]uid Bia* t metal bars with ihe upper ends of ihe metal
bars offset, is a cap-block ImvinR equ-distant offset open-
ingB to receive the upper ends of the bars, and to which

cap-block the bars are riveted at iheir ends. A cover is

p'aced over the ends of the bars and the rap-block, and a
ped"st*l having v-rtica' openings is shown receiving the
lower spread e ds rf the hars. Means are piovided for
conne ling the bars securely to the pedestal.

662.315. Sparking Igniter for Explosive Engines.
Alfred J. Signor, Elkhart, Ind. Application filed

February. I, 1899.

An igniter for explosive engines is des"ribed having an
endwise m'^vable ^nd rotatable electrod"*, having at its

inner end an outwardly ex ending e centric contact point.
A movable ele-^trode has a pivo'al connect'on fx ending at
an anple across the ax s of the ro'aable elpctrod there-
by movable in ad'r'ction from and t'^ward the eccentr'c
cent ct no m. Tl'is movable e'ectrode f s eods across -he
contact p'-int of the rotatablo el" tr de. so th't when the
rot t b'e el'^cirode is moved against Ihe movable e'ectrode
and rotated, thp engaging surfaces of the electrodes are
scraped and kept clean.

662.316. Magneto-electric Machine. Frederick R.
Simms, London, England, and Robert Bosch.
Stuttgart, Germany. Application filed July 5.

1900.

The invention relafs to a magneto-elertric m'='obine
h^v'ne in combination w'lb the field magnets a s'aHonary
armature and a co ti-uouslv ro atine S''gro°ntal e'^velope
interpos d between the stationary arm^tur^ and the mag-
nets. Parallel plates ar" shown and a stationary armature
secured to one of the rlat'-s. and a continous'y rot-'ling

armature supported by the opp-siie Plate, and interposed
between the armature and th^ magnets.

662.317. Electric Ignition Plug for Internal-com-
bustion Engines. Frederick R. Simms, London.
England. Application filed August 30, 1900.
An ele"tric-igt'tion device shows in combination with

an electrode, provided wh a cooi'-al seat, a second elec-
trode having a conical portion adapted to m^ke ele'-trical
con' act w th rhe conical seat. A spring is placed normally
holding the electrodes in electrical contact.

(i62,2>€^. Terminal Connection for Electric Lamps.
Alexander J. Wurts, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to
George Westinghouse, Pittsburg, Pa. Appli-
cation filed January 27, 1900.

An e'ertric lamp of the type described comprises one or
more g'owers and one or more heaters, and a suprort-ng
s ru'turi" having terminal rods r ha'S that project above
th" sructure ti d'fferpnt ^^ eights. a"d a 'so he'ow the
struc'ure. These are provided with sock- ts and fastening
means in ih'ir upper ends, and wi-h sockets in th ''r lower
ends. A main support is provided with depending rods,
the lower e'ds of whi h are seated in ihe oo^r^soonding
so'-kpts in th" upner ends of the terminal bars, or r^ds,
and aluminum plugs are s'*own for removably fasti^ning
the glower and heater terminal wires to the lower ends of
the rods,

NO. 662,375.

662,375. Multiple-voltage Controller. Gano S. Dunn.
East Orange. N. J., assignor to the Crocker-
Wheeler company of New Jersey. Application
filed March 21, 1900.

In the controller described are shown with three or more
conductors, having initrco'inecti"g means for maintain-
ing them at ditl'erent voliage>5, a m tor, a multiple-voltage
swiich, and a coiitro'ler beiwnon the mot^r fud the con-
ductors A h eking mechanism for the uu'liiple-voitagc
switch is provided, which is operated by the controller,

and is released only when the controller is in open posi-
tion. (See cut.)

Designs.

33.593- Case for Slot Telephones. William A. Foss.

Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the American Toll

Telephone company, Cleveland, Ohio. Appli-

cation filed June 22, 1900. Term of patent, seven

years.

33,594. Tclephone-polc Box. William D. Gharky.
Philadelphia. Pa. Application filed September
7. 1900. Term of patent, 14 years.
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Boiler Explosion at Chicago and North-
western Depot.

The explosion of a boiler in the lighting and

heating plant of the Chicago and Northwestern

Railroad company at Kinzie and Kingsbury streets,

Chicago, on the afternoon of December 3d, caused

the death of six persons, the injury of several others

and the destruction of about $45,000 worth of prop-

erty. This power plant supplied the electric light

for the yards and depot and office buildings, steam

for heating the buildings and compressed air for

operating the pneumatic, interlocking-switch sys-

tem for the tracks. At the time of the accident,

5:02 p. m.. the station was carrying its heaviest

load of the day, on account of the evening lighting

service having been just thro^vn on.

The boiler that exploded was one of four

150-horsepower, horizontal, fire-tubular boilers that

were installed in the power house about seven years

ago by the L. H. Prentice company of Chicago. It

was 60 inches in diameter and 16 feet long. The

power house was a two-story brick structure, the

second floor being used as a storehouse and work-

the compressed-air supply made it necessary to

operate all the switches in the yards by hand for

several hours until a temporary compressor could

be put in operation.

The electrical equipment of the station consisted

of belt-driven units. There were three upright West-
inghouse engines and a horizontal Ide engine.

Belted to these engines were six Edison, bipolar,

no-volt dynamos, a General Electric 220-volt gen-

erator and two Thomson-Houston arc machines.

The incandescent-lighting service for the offices and

depot and one or two motors were operated on

an Edison, three-wire, 220-volt system, while 50 arc

lamps on a series circuit furnished illumination for

the yards. Power was also supplied for the opera-

tion of the railroad bridge crossing the North

Branch of the Chicago River just south of Kinzie

street. This station was used to charge storage

batteries on the railroad cars that were electrically

lighted, flexible connections being made through a

window to the cars on the track south of the sta-

tion. Other equipment installed in the engine room
included an air compressor and a white-marble

switchboard installed by
the Chicago Edison com-

of the boilers was tested to a pressure of 150
pounds, but we never used them above 90 pounds.
They were inspected regularly every week by the

company's men, and every month by the insurance

companies. The last inspection was made on No-
vember 1st, and at that time they were found to be
in perfect condition. John Butterworth, the assist-

ant engineer, is a careful man, and had a hobby for

keeping the boilers full. We are positive the ex-

plosion did not arise from lack of water. Butter-

worth stated to-night that he inspected the gauges

tftree minutes before the explosion, and they showed
plenty of water at that time. All of the men em-
ployed in the power house \vere licensed, and had
been with us many years. We do not think the

accident was due to their negligence. The only pos-

sible cause I can think of at this time is that there

might have been a weakened or rusted plate in one

of the boilers, so located that it escaped the observa-

tion of the inspectors."

As soon as possible after the accident the Chicago

Edison company was asked to supply power for the

lighting and power circuits, and a force of men was
set to work to connect the circuits to the Edison

mains. The arc-lamp service was restored about

Fig. South Side of Power House Showing Part of Boiler Shell. Fig. 2. North Side of Power House.

room for the electricians. A brick wall running

north and south divided the first story into the

boiler room on the west and the engine and dy-

namo room on the east. When the boiler exploded

it blew out the north wall of the building, while

the boiler itself crashed through the south wall, close

to the roof, killing three section men who were

at work near the station, and also through the

parlor car of a moving train that had just pulled

out of the depot, bound for Milwaukee and the

Northwest. Five passengers, among them two

bridal couples, were injured, two or three seri-

ously. One young man was walking along the side-

walk on the north side of the building and was

crushed to death by the falling walls, h fireman

at the plant and Hugh McGregor, foreman of the

signal ser\-ice for the Northwestern company, were

the other two men who were killed. All the men
who met death were employes of the Chicago and

Northwestern company. .A.mong those seriously in-

jured was John Butterworth, assistant engineer of

the plant. There were 15 others, including the pas-

sengers on the train, who were injured by the con-

cussion or falling debris. A well-known electrical

engineer of Chicago, with a party of friends, was

on the parlor car through which the boiler was

hurled.

The accident, occurring as it did just at evening,

delayed the suburban trains and affected about 10,-

000 suburban residents who were on their way home.

All the lights about the depot were instantly ex-

tinguished, and it was necessary to resort to the

use of candles and oil lamps. The cutting off of

BOILER EXPLOSION AT CHICAGO AND NORTHWESTERN DEPOT.

pany about three years ago. This switchboard, re-

markable as it may seem, was not injured, except-

ing a very slight damage to one of the ammeters.

The steam gauge on it registered 100 pounds on the

morning after the accident. One of the Westing-

house engines and the Ide engine were ruined, as

the partition wall fell on them.

Of the accompanying illustrations, reproduced

from photographs taken at 11 o'clock on the morn-

ing after the disaster, Fig. i gives a view of the

south side of the power station, showing the path

of the exploded boiler, a piece of which lies in the

foreground. Fig. 2 is a view of the ruins of the

station from the north side. This picture shows

clearly the boiler room on the right and the engine

room' on the left, while a part of the . unroofed

second story is also seen. The engine covered with

debris in the foreground of the engine room is

one of the Westinghouse engines referred to above.

At the time the pictures were taken workmen were

busily engaged in clearing out the debris and en-

closing the engine room, so that it could be put

into shape for temporary operation.

Ai to the cause of the boiler explosion, no satis-

factory reason has been assigned. W. A. Gardner,

general manager of the Northwestern road, is

quoted as follows, after being interviewed on

Monday evening, shortly after the accident: "It

was one of those unfortunate accidents which are

hard to account for. At this time we are unable

to theorize on the cause. We will not know what

produced the explosion until after an expert ex-

amination, which will be begun to-morrow. Each

midnight, and by seven o'clock the next morning,

14 hours after the explosion, the entire lighting and

power service was in operation, including power for

the bridge. Temporary heating facilities were sup-

plied by a locomotive attached to the heating mains.

Growth of Electrical Properties at
Ottawa.

The electrical development at Ottawa, Ont., al-

though of comparatively recent date, has been most
rapid. In 1887 the Chaudiere Electric Light and
Power company was organized, and was practically

the beginning of the large system which now sup-
plies Ottawa and Hull with electricity for lighting

and power. The first dynamo had a capacity of

250 incandescent lights. The dynamos to be in-

stalled in the new power house of the Ottawa
Electric company, now under construction, have
a capacity of 15,000 lights each. In 1S95 an amal-
gamation of the Chaudiere, the Standard and the

Ottawa companies was effected, under the name of

the Ottawa Electric company, whose business has

developed- enormously, until to-day it has installed

700 arc lights and about 100,000 incandescent lights,

being a larger number per capita, it is said, than

any other city in the world. The history of the

Ottawa Electric Street Railway company is very
modern, but its growth has not been less remark-
able than that of the lighting interests of the city.

Only 10 years ago the gross annual receipts of

the Horse Railway company of Ottawa were $27,000.

and the number of passengers carried in a year

were 65,000, The receipts of the Ottawa Electric

Railway company this year will be over $300,000

and the number of passengers carried will exceed

8,000.000. This electric railway began its opera-
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tion with about 10 miles of track, and to-day it has

42 miles.

Evans Rotary Engine.

In the annals of steam engineering the term ro-

tary engine has been synonymous with failure. The
incentive to produce an ideal steam motor without
reciprocating parts, of small size and weight, yet

allowing of internal expansion and a fair economy,
along with a practicable speed, has interested in-

ventors and capitalists from the first. But the in-

variable failures of such engines to meet actual

FIG. I. EVANS ROTARY ENGINE.

working demands have produced skepticism among
experts, and nothing but practical, commercial dem-
onstration of its economy and durability will to-day
interest them in the claims of a new rotary type.

Mr. James M. Evans of Chicago has been engaged
with this problem for a number of years, and has
produced a rotary, adjustable-cut-off engine, show-
ing in tests, extending now through several months,
some remarkable results.

The latest type of this motor, shown in Fig. i. is

one designed to develop loo horsepower on 100
pounds of steam pressure while revolving at 600
revolutions a minute. Last spring this engine was
set up in the boiler room of the Hawley Down
Draft Furnace company m Chicago. It was simply
bolted to two stout planks and connected with a

12-inch rubber belt to a dynamo. A two-inch pipe
furnished steam from the boilers and the exhaust
was conducted into a coil condenser for purposes
of testing steam consumption. Here the engine
has been submitted to the varied tests which would
be likely to substantiate or disprove the inventor's
claim as to power, economy, etc. A. K. Adler. con-
sulting mechanical engineer, C. G. Hellick, with the
Chicago Telephone company, and others have exam-
ined this engine, and the reports have been almost
uniformly favorable.
The loo-horsepower engine stands on a base 16

inches by 24 inches in size, the outside diameter of
its chamber being 30 inches. From a dead stand-
still and belted to a 44-kilowatt Thomson-Houston,
shunt-wound, arc dynamo, the engine was started
vtith a steam pressure of nine pounds. At the end
of 20 seconds it had built up the dynamo field to full

voltage, running the generator at 1,125 revolutions
a minute, and had fully lighted 30 arc lamps of 500

-
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that of moving parts of the engine is used. The
torque diagram shown in Fig. 2 shows in a striking
degree how slight are the variations in effort on
the shaft at various points of its revolution.

The crank arm on the main shaft of the engine
carries the rolling piston, friction being reduced
to a minimum by the use of roller bearings, both on
the main shaft and within this roller piston. Three
radial slide gates divide the main chamber into three
parts, and are pushed in or out of the chamber by
means of slide pieces fitting into the annular groove
on either end of the roller piston. Thus, all springs
are rendered unnecessary. AH parts are self-adjust-

ing, and interchangeable. The engine has a fixed

steam admission through a narrow vent at the side

of each slide gate, automatic cut-off and small sur-

face for condensation. The exhaust takes place
through three similar vents on the other side of the
main steam chamber. No fibrous packing is re-

quired, for there is no clearance between piston and
cylinder heads.

Steam is always active in two of the three cham-
bers, although onl}' one chamber is open to the
boiler pressure at any instant, save at the start, when
two-thirds of the piston is thus acted upon. Care-
fully made diagrams of the resultant effort from the
two active chambers of the engine show that the

steam acts always (within two or three degrees) at

light angles to the throw of the crank, and there-

fore a constant pull enables the engine to start a

load from any position. A dead center is impossible.

Actual test has shown that the pull on the belt is

four times as strong when starting as when running
at full speed, owing to the automatic adjustment
of the cut-off. This engine, of 100 horsepower, will

run 120 revolutions a mlnttte, with \y-2 pounds' steam
pressure, or with what steam will pass through a

one-fourlh-inch pipe with five pounds' pressure. It

will attain 400 revolutions a minute, with five pounds'
pressure, and the steam line will not drop. This
gives a piston speed of 567 feet a minute.

To an engineer no words concerning an engine
speak so meaningly as its indicator card. The dia-

grams taken from this engine are of exceptional
interest. In the one shown in Fig. 3, the fluctua-

tions of the indicator spring are not suppressed, and
a remarkable sharpness of the cut-off line is shown.
The card reproduced is for a 100° cut-off. The
abscissa? of the diagram here represent angular mo-
tion of the crank, and not absolute volumes. Hence
the line of isothermal expansion is more abrupt in

slope than the theoretical hyperbola, and from the

method of continuously rotating the indicator drum,
no return-stroke line is shown. But the back pres-

sure at exhaust is very low.

From three diagrams, each of torque on the shaft

due to one of the three steam chambers, the re-

sultant torque diagram shown in Fig. 2 was ob-
tained for a 100° cut-off. This cut-off corresponds
very nearly to a one-third cut-off in a reciprocating

engine, since from beginning of admission in one
chamber to the final emptying of that chamber, the

crank must rotate thrnush 240 degrees.

The torque diagram shows the great advantage in

constancy of effort held by a rotary ensrine of this

tvpe over anv single-piston reciprocating engine.

The three individual torque diagrams resemble the

curve<; from a three-phase generator so strikingly

that Mr. Evans has styled his machine a "multiphase
enEfine."

The speed of the engine may vary, with the char-

acter and amount of its load, from 20 to 1,000 rev-

olutions a minute. The weight of the loo-horse-

power machine shown is 1,000 pounds. An econom-
ical engine of this type should find a large and
immediate field. Its size and weight would allow

it to be placed In many places where a larger engine

would be impossible, and on almost any sort of

foundation. Its cost of con-
struction is said to be not

more than 10 per cent, of that

of ordinary engines; the cost

of installation is very small.

the expense of shipping com-

Missouri River Power Company,
The Missouri River Power company of Helena,

Mont., has contracted for new machinery for the
addition to its power plant at Canyon Ferry. The
Westinghouse company has the contract to furnish
six generators of 1,000 horsepower each, 12 trans-
formers of 1,200 horsepower each, switchboards
and a quantity of auxiliary apparatus. The gener-
ators will be connected direct to the six new water-
wheels on the same shaft. The new plant will gen-
erate 6,000 horsepower and will have a total capacity
of 10,000 horsepower. The company recently issued
$750,000 bonds to build a pole line to Butte, for the
transmission of power, and to enlarge the power
plant. Local capitalists have been very anxious to
secure the bonds, and it is believed that $300,000
of the issue will be placed within the state.

A 2,000-voIt Storage Battery.

A storage battery with a potential of 2,000 volts
is not common. Such a battery outfit is shown in

the accompanying illustration. It was designed for
the testing of electrical apparatus at high pressures

—

up to 2,00c volts in steps of 80 volts. The cells,

which are of very small dimensions, are connected
in sets of 40 elements and mounted on trays; these
are arranged in cupboards, on either side of the

A 2, GOO-VOLT STORAGE BATTERY.

switchboard, as shown in the illustration, and can
readily be removed for examination.
About so small two-way switches, says the Lon-

don Electrical Review, from which this description

Is taken, are operated by insulating handles, and so
arranged that any number of the groups can
be arranged, either in series or in parallel, as desired.

Suitable stops are provided, so that by no possible

means can the switches be set so as to short-circuit

any of the cells. A separate two-way switch at the

top of the board connects the battery either to the

test terminals, or through a glow lamp to the charg-
ing terminals; the battery is to be charged with all

the groups in parallel, off a lOO-volt circuit, and the
interposition of the lamp provides at once the re-

quired resistance and an efficient safeguard against

IZO /40' /bo mo' 300' 230' 240' Ido" ?Bo' too' 330' J40' i6o°

Fie. 2, Torquo Curve for loo Degrees Cut-oft. Fig. 3. Actual Indicator Card at loo Degrees Cut-off.

EVANS ROTARY ENGINE.

nominal candlepower each, the engine ruTining 360
revolutions a minute with a registered steam pres-
sure of 55 pounds. At full speed the engine was
practically noiseless and free from vibration.
The engine, as used in this partial-load test, run-

ning with one-third cut-off, was without its governor,
but the construction with cut-off and exhaust valves
rotating on the main shaft, the former riding loosely
thereon, allows of accurate and instant governing.
This governor is self-contained and completely en-
cased in the engine, as shown by the illustration.

It depends for its action on both the centrifugal
and inertia principles, and is thought to be so sat-

isfactory that no flywheel or momentum other than

partively light, and it is all ready for operation

when it leaves the shop, as there is no assembling

of parts after it reaches its destination.

The engine may be increased in power readily, by

merely widening the piston and without increasing

the stroke. Compounding is simple and will allow

a balancing of parts, by placing the two pistons 180

degrees apart on the shaft.

A company known as the Evans Rotary Engine
company is in process of organization, and will soon

be equipped for business, with headquarters in Chi-
cago. Its promoters are confident that the engine is

well adapted for practical work.

accident through throwing the battery in series on
the charging circuit.

The equipment was made by Niblett, Sutherland
& Marcuson of London, England, the cells used be-
ing a modified form of their patent accumulator.
The special feature of the latter is its solidity of

construction, the active material being held in place
by thin ribbed plates of porous ware, which renders
this type of cell particularly suitable for all purposes
calling for portability and long life. There is prac-
tically no free liquid space, so that disintegration

of the active material produced by the "wash" of the

acid is eliminated, while the resistance of the cells

is hardly affected.
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Power Supply by Single -phase Motors.'
By T. p. Wilmshurst.

The principal objections which are usually urged
lo the distribution of electricity by alternating cur-
rents are: (1) That alternating-current is less eco-
nomical than direct-current working. (2) That aj-
ternating arc lamps are inferior to direct-current
lamps. (3) That single-phase motor working is

impracticable. While the writer is prepared to ad-
mit that in some instances objections U) and (2)
are valid, and (3) also in a modified degree, he
holds the conviction that they originate rather from
unsuitable arrangements or want of appreciation
of the varied requirements of electrical supply on
the part of the designers, than from any inherent
unsuitability of alternating currents. He is led to
this conclusion from a study of the cost's analysis
of various towns, from which it appears that the fol-
lowing results have been achieved in alternating-
current stations. Full costs of o.25d., 0.3d., and
o.32d., and works costs of o.7Sd., i.ozd. and I.i6d.,
all on outputs of less than a million units per annum.
As regards objection {2), the writer would only
remark that those members of the association who
visited Cheltenham during the last convention would
hardly deny that the alternating-current arc lighting
there left little to be desired. Coming to objection
(3). the object of the paper is to show what is the
present position of the single-phase motor in the
struggle for existence.

In nearly every town, certainly in all manufac-
turing towns, there will in the future be an enor-
mous demand for motors when the cost of supply
is sufficiently low and the public appreciate the
advantages of electric driving. Since the single-
phase system has been adopted in nearly 100 towns
m this country, the question arises, how is this
demand to be met? (i) Shall we change over our

Fig. I. Elevator Gearing.

whole system to direct current, as is proposed in
one or two cases? (2) Shall we lay down direct-
current plant and mains for the motor supply, leav-
ing the alternating-current plant to supply current
for lighting? (3) Shall we supply single-phase mo-
tors from our ordinary alternating-current plant
and mains? (4) Shall we lay a special alternating-
current motor network supplied from the alternat-
mg-current plant? (5) Shall we lay down multi-
phase plant for power supply? The writer has come
to the conclusion that while cases do exist in which,
by reason of abnormal frequency, excessive arma-
ture drop in the generators, or other causes, the
good working of alternating-current motors is

rendered dilScuit, in the majority of cases, under
reasonably favorable conditions, the inferiority of
the single-phase motor to the direct-current or three-
phase motor is not sufficiently marked to justify
the laying down of special plant. It is obvious
that method (3) has the great merit of simplicity
and low cost. It is a matter of common knowl-
edge that, at the present time, while the proportion of
motor to lighting load on direct-current circuits
is small, it is still less on alternating-current circuits,
and it is a matter of interest to study the causes of
this. The two principal reasons appear to be the
difficulty of successfully competing in cost with gas
and steain engines, and the fear that the use of
motors will injuriously affect the steadiness of the
light. It is a self-evident truth that the more the
day load can be increased the lower can the charges
be made. An examination of the power charges in
various towns reveals the curious fact that these
charges vary from 8d. per unit down to id., and
inasmuch as the cost of production can hardly
vary within such wide limits, it would appear that
the size of these charges is a measure of the appre-
ciation by the engineer of the value of a motor load.
In the case of a ga^ engine, a brake horsepower
can be obtained for about id. per hour; in the case
of electric motors, therefore, it is necessary to bring
the cost down to id. to i%d. per unit before we
can hope to enter into successful competition. The

I. Paper read before the Municipal Electrical as»"Ciation at
Hoddersfield. England. Mr. Wilmshnrst is boroneh electrical
engineer at Derby. England.
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second point is of vital importance, and merits care-
ful consideration.
The prmcipal causes which are likely to disturb

the supply voltages are: (a) Bad regulation in
engines, alternators and transformers; (.b) the use
of small generating sets and transformers; (c) de-
fective working ot the motors themselves; (,d; the
adoption of a high frequency. The hrst is a prolific
source of trouble. An armature drop of 20 per
cent, to 30 per cent., even on non-inductive loads, is
by no means uncommonly found in this country.
Why these abnormal drops of pressure have been
tolerated it is difficult to say. It is obvious that
the starting of a large motor on mains supplied
by such a machine must cause an instantaneous
drop of pressure, which no amount of switchboard
manipulation can prevent. When one considers that
in a direct-current station an armature drop of six
per cent, is rarely exceeded, is it any wonder that
alternating-current motor working on such cir-
cuits has been discouraged? A similar abnormal
drop may also be found in transformers which have
been designed for a lighting load only. It is quite
possible that a transformer with heavy magnetic
leakage may have three or four times the terminal
drop on a motor load which it would have on a
lamp load. It is therefore obvious that all trans-
forrtiers before being sent out should be tested on
an inductive-load in addition to the non-inductive-
load test. The writer has adopted the practice in
specifying for transformers that when tested on a
non-inductive load the drop shall not exceed two
per cent., and not more than three per cent, when
tested on a load with a power factor of 0.75. (b)
The question of the size of the day-load sets is

one which will right itself as the motor load in-
creases, since the possibility of any single motor
disturbing the supply will diminish as the number
of motors increases, and this may therefore be
classed as a temporary difficulty onlj'. (c) The chief
defects are heavy starting current and low power
factors. The starting current in a single-phase mo-
tor need not necessarily be abnormal, though un-
doubtedly this often is the case, and it is surprising
that alternating-current engineers do not more rig-
orously insist on the starting current of motors
being kept down. It is purely a matter of what
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POWER SUPPLY BY SINGLE-PHASE MOTORS.

Starting torque is required, and it can be brought
as low as two-thirds of full-load current or less by
suitable arrangements, (d) A high frequency was
adopted in the early days, when it was common
practice to install small transformers in houses,
with a view of keeping down the iron losses, the de-
signers losing sight of the objection to a high fre-
quency in view of motor working. It is well known
that with a low frequency, a motor has the advan-
tage of higher frequency, higher power factor and
smaller starting current.

The writer trusts that he has shown that the preju-
dice against the single-phase motor has its root
not in any inherent defect in the motor, but in the
unsuitable nature of the appliances used. It will

be seen that direct-current engineers would have
equal cause to complain of their motors if they
tolerated the defects in their systems which alter-

nating-current engineers accept as inevitable. Imag-
- ine a direct-current engineer being first hampered
with a 25 per cent, drop in his armature, then a
drop in his feeders and distributors corresponding
to the drop in the feeders, distributors and trans-
formers (the latter wound for non-inductive loads
only), allowing motors to be started from rest by
means of a resistance so imperfect as to pass double
or treble the full-load current, and we should not
be surprised at his complaining of the disturbance
caused by his motors. Consider now the alternat-
ing-current engineer with the added losses caused
by a power factor less than 90, and we see his

difficulties in the face of unsuitable plant. The
writer believes that it would be well worth while
to go to the expense of re-winding alternators with
these abnormal drops, to use only transformers
rated on a power basis, and in extreme cases to
bring down the frequency to a reasonable value.
Exception has been taken to the single-phase motor
owing to its alleg;ed inability to start against a

load. This allegation is quite unfounded, as this

condition can be complied with, but at the expense,
of course, of starting current. It appears to the
writer that this point has been labored too much,
as there are few cases in which a fast-and-loose pul-

ley cannot be arranged. Moreover, this defect has
not prevented the enormous use of gas engines.
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which, so far from being able to start against a
load, have actually to be pulled round by hand be-
fore they will start at alll Even in the case of lifts,
there is a wide sphere of utility for single-phase
motors. The writer has a lift worked by a single-
phase motor on the Derby mains which is per-
fectly satisfactory. Although the motor starts light,
the lift is working at full speed within seven seconds
of the motor being switched on. A short descrip-
tion may be of interest. Fig. i is a plan of the
cage. The motor and gearing are fixed on the
top of the cage and move with it. The motor, a
four-horsepower, Langdon-Davies, is switched on
inside the cage and quickly runs up to speed, sim-
ply driving its own spindle and spindle (B), and
also the bevel wheels (C), (d), (Ca); the two latter
are at present loose on their spindle. The starting
lever inside the cage when pulled over brings a
friction cone to bear on the inner surface of the
shoulder on bevel wheels (C:) and (Ca). This
throws shafts <D) and (E) into gear and causes the
lift to rise or fall, at will. The time necessary to
start the hft, i. e., seven seconds, is sufficiently small
to justify the contention that the single-phase motor
can be used for lift purposes in a great variety of
cases.

A few notes as to what is actually being done on
supply systems with single-phase motors may not
be out of place. For purposes of comparison, it is

a niatter of interest to note what is being done in
a city where the direct-current-motor business is
vigorously pushed. In Bradford the low charges
and easy terms of hire have resulted in a consider-
able motor load being obtained. Up to the end
of June, 1899, there were 307 motors connected to
the mains, and the proportion of units sold for
power to total units sold was about 17 per cent. It
IS doubtful if this result has been equaled in any
other town in the country. It will perhaps be sorae-
\vhat of a surprise'to some members of the a'ssocia-
tion to find that on the continent the above results
have been far eclipsed by the use of single-phase
motors. In the city of Frankfort, on March 31,
1899, there were single-phase motors of an aggre-
gate of no less than 4,532 brake horsepower con-
nected to the mains, while the proportion of power
units sold to total units sold was no less than 58 per
cent., the figures being for power, 1,851,268 units, and
tor light, 1,342,399 units; total, 3,193,667 units sold.
The largest motors aj-e of 750 brake horsepower, of
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3. Diagram of Power Factor and Efficiency.

which there are three. They are of the synchronous
type and are coupled to direct-current generators,
and are used for driving the trams. With the ex-
ception of these, all the motors are of the induction
type, the largest of which are of 90 brake horse-
power. The larger motors are run from separate
transformers, fed from the nearest feeders, while the
smaller sizes are taken direct from the low-tension
network, while the steadiness of the light leaves
nothing to be desired. The generating sets are as
follows: Two of 1,500 indicated horsepower and
four of 750 indicated horsepower. The frequency is

45 periods and the armature drop six per cent. The
charges for power are equivalent to 2d. per unit,
with discounts up to 25 per cent. The corporation
of Derby has within the last few months commenced
letting out single-phase motors on hire, with grati-
fying results. At the present time motors equiva-
lent to about 200 brake horsepower have been con-
nected of various sizes up to 30 brake horsepower,
and the units sold for power during the year have
amounted to about 12 per cent, of the total units
sold. The charges vary from ^i. to id. per unit, ac-
cording to the length of time the motor is used.
A few words may now be said on the chief char-

acteristics of the modern single-phase motor. The
only practical motors on the market are of the syn-
chronous and the induction type. The synchronous
motor requires its field to be excited by a direct
current. It is not usually self-starting, and this de-
fect precludes its adoption for any but large sizes.

It has an extremely high efficiency and power factor,

and it runs at a synchronous speed. The induction
motor, which is almost exclusively used, has been
greatly improved in recent years. A few years
ago the maximum efficiency was not expected to
be more than 60 per cent, to 65 per cent., with a
power factor of about the same value, while the
starting current, even when the motor started light,

was often two or three times the full current.
Thanks, however, to the good work of Tesla, Brown,
Langdon-Davies, and others, very marked improve-
ments have been effected within the last two or
three years.

The following table gives a good idea of the
efficiencies of modern single-phase motors, as com-
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pared with direct-current and three-phase motors.
All the tests are made from motors actually at work,
the single-phase motors being on the Derby mains.
The motors were all made by leading firms, and
though the figures do not necessarily represent the
highest attainable results, they are a fair sample of

good modern practice:

Type of motor. Brake
Horse
power.

Efficiency.

Full
Load.

Halt
Load.

Quarter
Load.

Percent
53

59
64
62

72
68
80
82

75
65

Eighth
Load.

Direct current
Direct current
Single phase
Siugle phase
Three phase
Single phase
Single phase
Three phase -

Direct current
Direct current

+

3

2

6
ID
12

^5
25

25
25

Percent
78

83.5

11
87
91
86

PerCeni
68

77

It
78
83
85
S3

78

Percent

35

46
55

54
68

72
54

Fig. 2 shows the efficiencies of the above-men-
tioned four motors of 25 brake horsepower plotted
together, for ease of comparison. The interesting

fact to be noted in both the diagram and the tables

is that, while the efficiency at full load in the direct-

current motors is the higher, the single-phase mo-
tors have the advantage at low loads, and it is

probable that where the work to be done by a
motor varies considerably, as, for instance, in a
machine shop, the average efficiency of the single-

phase motor is quite as high as, if not higher than,

in the direct-current motor. Fig. 3, a diagram of

the power factor and efficiency of the above six-

horsepower motor, shows that while there is still

room for considerable improvement in the power
factors, the modern motors exhibit considerable ad-
vancement during recent years.

In conclusion, the writer would urge that while
the single-phase motor still leaves much to be de-

Rotary Converters and Motor-genera-
tors.

By Frank C, Perkins.

Part I.

Probably the most important use of rotary con-
verters and motor-generators at the present time

is for transforming alternating currents into direct

currents. On account of the ease with which al-

ternating currents may be transformed from low
potentials to high potentials for long-distance lines

this system has rapidly come to the front for light

and power transmission. The rotary transformer

and motor-generator have, however, found their

way into these installations and have been of great

value in perfecting the polyphase alternating system
of power transmission. This is from the fact that

direct current is frequently desirable at the point of

distribution and must be supplied from some form
of transforming apparatus.

For certain classes of work direct current has

proven itself the better form for the utilization of

the energy. Most engineers consider direct current

incomparably the best for street-railway work, for

electrolytic work, storage-battery manipulation and
for street arc-lighting systems. The rotary con-

verter and the motor-generator have supplied the

missing link between the polyphase alternating
power-transmission system and the direct-current

distribution. The polyphase system is undoubt-

edly the most practical means of transmitting

energy over great distances and is very essential

in the distribution of energy for light, heat and power
over a large area from a single power station.

The rotary converter solves the problem of con-

centrating a number of large generating units and

FIG. I. ROTARY CONVERTERS AND MOTOR-GENERATORS.— SIEMENS & HALSKE ALTERNATING DIRECT- CURRENT ROTARY

sired in the matter of power factor, starting current,
starting torque and facility of running at variable
speeds, yet the absence of commutators, with their

attendant troubles, giving such simplicity in work-
ing, together with the high average efficiency, ren-
der it eminently suitable for general distribution
work. As is shown in the table, the polyphase mo-
tor outstrips both its competitors in point of effi-

ciency. The writer would suggest that should a
transformer or other appliance be placed on the
market which, without moving parts, would con-
vert a single-phase into a polyphase current, in the
same manner that, a two-phase can be converted
into a three-phase current, in this direction may lie

the solution of the motor problem. With the in-

crease in size of our stations, the engineers of di-

rect-current works are more and more realizing the
advantages of alternating currents for generation
and transmission. The improvements in modern al-

ternating-current motors have gone a long way to
lessen the force of the objection to alternating cur-
rents for distribution purposes as well, and the
writer's experience justifies him in the opinion that

the alternating-current motor (either single or poly-
phase) is quite capable of satisfying all ordinary
demands for power from the mains of public-supply
undertakings.

. The River Forest (111.) Board of Trustees rejected

the Chicago, River Forest and Western ordinance
at a meeting held recently. The company proposed
to connect with the Lake street elevated road and
to sell tickets good between the village and any sta-

tion on the Lake street line at the rate of 12 for

$1. The opposition party held that another road
was not needed, and that the quiet and beauty of

the village would be marred by another trolley

line.

distributing from this power station, through sub-

stations for street-railway, light and general power
work. The power station by this system may be

placed at any distance from the center of distribu-

tion, which cannot be done when the central station

is designed for generating continuous currents. This

allows the location of the power house to be most fa-

vorable for cheap land and for generating the power
with the highest efficiency, and the best for the

supply of water and fuel for the boilers.

Modern central-station practice has been quite

different since the advent of the rotary converter.

It is possible now to locate simply a sub-station

where a complete power house was previously re-

quired, thus reducing the first cost of installation, as

well as the expense of operation. It is also possible

to place the sub-station at any point in the area of

distribution, or on a railway line, the rotary con-

verters requiring but little attention and the building

being small and inexpensive.

Rotary Used as Motor and Direct-current Gen-
erator Combined.

The rotary converter, when connected to the alter-

nating-current cii'cuit, may be made to give out

mechanical power from a pulley on the shaft, and
at the same time deliver from its commutator a

continuous current. Such a machine is represented

in Fig. I, which shows a Siemens & Halske rotary

converter.

As an example of the great facility with which

the rotary converter may be utilized for the above

purposes, it may be well to mention the installation

at Pratt & Letchworth company's shops at Black

Rock. N. Y. It was desired not only to discard the

steam engine and use Niagara power in its place, but
a direct current of 250 volts was needed for operat-
ing the motors for the electric cranes and other
motors about the shops. The necessity of operat-

ing a new dynamo was obviated by installing an
alternating-direct rotary converter of the General
Electric type. By this means, from the 2SO-kilowatt
rotary converter, a direct current of about 800 am-
peres at 250 volts could be used for supplying the

shop circuit, while a pulley attached to the rotary

Z-aOO, KW. D:C. OEN.

FIG. 4. ROTARY CONVERTERS AND MO rOR-GENERATOria.
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CONNECTIONS FOR ROTARY TRANSFORMING IN

EITHER DIRECTION.

converter supplied 100 horsepower for operating

the main shafting, thus doing away with both engine

and direct-current generator. This alternating-di-

rect rotary converter operates at 250 revolutions a

minute and receives its three-phase current at 170

volts and at a frequency of 25 cycles from the Niag-

ara power circuit, after having been reduced in

pressure by static step-down transformers, from
11,000 volts to 2,200 volts and again reduced to ^70
volts.

Rotary Used as Motor and Alternating-current

Generator Combined.

The rotary converter, when connected to the di-

rect-current circuit, may be made to give out me-
chanical power from a pulley on the shaft and at the

same time deliver from its collecting rings an alter-

nating current. When a rotary converter is sup-

plied with direct current and gives from its collector

rings an alternating current, the speed of the rotary

does not remain constant, as is the case when the

rotary receives its current from the alternating-

current circuit, and the speed is fixed by the fre-

quency of the alternator. A rotary converter which
is driven from a continuous-current circuit has the

same speed and operates under the same law as a

direct-current motor. The speed varies as the

strength of the current varies through the field and
by the reaction of the armature current upon the
field.

A rotary converter is liable under these conditions

to reach a very high speed unless arrangements are

made to prevent it. Westinghouse rotaries for de-

livering alternating current are .supplied with a spe-

cial exciter, which is driven by the rotary itself,

its speed varying as the speed of the rotary varies.

The exciter is sometimes belt-driven, sometimes op-
erated by an induction motor, obtaining its current

from the rotary, and sometimes is directly con-
nected to the shaft of the rotary.

The exciter has a field which is not saturated, and
hence a very small increase in speed raises its volt-

age greatly. If the rotary should increase in speed
the exciter speed is also increased and the current

the exciter sends to the rotary field strengthens

it to such an extent as to prevent a further increase

of speed. In this way the speed is automatically

kept within a small range. The rotary converter,

when arranged in this way, is very desirable for

use in a direct-current station for supplying either

electric motors or lights at a distance with current.

These rotaries are also of great convenience for

changing a direct current from a storage battery

into alternating current, to help out on the peak of

a lighting load.

Rotaries Used as Direct current Generators.

The rotary converter, when driven by a pulley

on its extended shaft from any prime mover, may be

utilized to deliver a continuous current from its

commutator. On building the Real Estate Ex-
change in Buffalo a short time ago, a complete plant

was desired for operating the Hghts in the office

building. Instead of installing direct-current dy-

namos, it was thought best to prepare for using the

Niagara power, which it was known at that time

would be delivered in Buffalo as an alternating-

current; hence rotary converters were installed for

supplying the necessary direct current. These rotary
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converters were driven from high-speed automatic
engines by belting to pulleys on the rotary con-
verters. It was intended that these machines should
be used as rotary converters as soon as the Niagara
power was available, the engines being held in re-

serve in case of trouble.

RoTARiEs Used as Double current Generators.

The rotary converter, when driven by a pulley on
its extended shaft from any prime mover, as engine
or turbine, may be utilized to _d,&Hver both continuous
currents and alternating currents at the same time.

This use is practically the same as that of the
double-current generators now being installed in

many places for developing both multiphase currents

and continuous currents simultaneously. This ma-
chine forms a link between these two kinds of cur-
vent. An example of its uses is the Chicago Edison
company's Harrison street station in Chicago, where
the double-current generators are used to furnish

FIG. 3. ROTARY converters AND MOTOR-GENERATORS.
500-KILOWATT WESTINGHOUSE ROTARY

WITH STARTING MOTOR.

either continuous current for the immediate sur-

rounding territory or multiphase current for sup-
plying the districts at greater distance, or both at

the same time.

RoTARiEs Used as Alternating-current Generators.

The rotary converter, when driven by a pulley on
its extended shaft from any prime mover, may also

be utilized to deliver an alternating current from its

collector rings. It is understood that some of the

more prominent existing central stations when re-

quiring more energy are installing rotary converters
driven by steam engines and supplying alternating
currents to their incandescent load, with the idea
that they will ultimately tind it to their advantage
to install a complete polyphase alternating-current

system, and will then use these machines as rotaries,

thus avoiding the necessity of again buying new ma
chines.

Rotaries Transforming Direct to Alternating
Current.

The rotary converter^ when receiving current from
a direct-current circuit, may be utilized to deliver

an- alternating current from its collector rings.

Very often at a large direct-current central station

it is desirable to supply energy at a distance for

light, railway or power work, and the rotary con-
verter comes into irhportant use for supplying multi-

phase current for the transmission, and again at the

sub-station for changing back into direct current.

These multiphase currents, after leaving the rotary

converter, are raised to high potentials by static

step-up transformers for use on the line, and again

reduced by step-down transformers to a moderate
voltage at the sub-station. In this manner a great

saving in copper is effected, and at the same time
the building of a second station is avoided. The
Edison stations in New York and other cities are

good examples, as well as the central power station

of the Union Railroad company of Providence.

R. I.

At this latter power house 5,000 horsepower i;

generated at 565 volts, continuous current. To sup-
ply the new extension to Buttonwoods, a rotary

sub-station has been placed at Riverview, 14 miles

away. At the central station the direct current is

changed to an alternating current by the use of

rotary converters receiving the energy as direct

current and delivering the current to static step-up

transformers as alternating current. Here it is

raised in potential to 10,000 volts, and conducted to

the sub-station, where it is lowered by step-down
transformers and transformed by rotary converters

again from an alternating, to a direct current for the

raihvay-feeder service.
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At the central station two 300-kilowatt Westing-
house rotaries are used to supply a two-phase alter-

nating current at 400 volts, with a frequency of 60
cycles a second, the speed of the rotary being 600
revolutions a minute. At the sub-station at River-
view two Westinghouse rotary converters of 250 kilo-

watts are operated to supply a direct current to the
trolley wires in both directions, through No. 0000
feeder wires. Another sub-station will be erected at

River Point, 12 miles from Providence, where other
rotary converters will be installed for similarly sup-
plying direct current.

Rotaries Transforming Alternating to Direct

Current.

The rotary converter, when receiving current from
an alternating circuit, may be utilized to deliver a

direct current from its commutator. At Los An-
geles, Cal.. there is an installation of rotary convert-

ers which is of particular interest as an example
of the extensive use of this class of apparatus in con-
nection with polyphase transmission systems. The
San Gabriel Electric company has a very complete
polyphase installation and the alternating-direct ro-

tary converters form a very important part of the

equipment. This part of the installation consists of

one 400-kilowatt machine and three 250-kilowatt ro-

taries of the type manufactured by the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing company of Pittsburg.

These machines are shown in Fig. 2. Small Tesla
motors are used to start the machines, as rotary

converters are started under the same conditions as

synchronous motors, which, it is well known, de-

velop a satisfactory torque only after having been
brought up to normal speed. The motors are di-

rectly connected to the extended shafts of the rotary

converters, the armatures of both machines being
built up on the same shaft. A 500-kilowatt con-

verter of this description, provided with a starting

motor, is shown in Fig. 3, the direct-current side

being in the foreground.

Rotary Transforming in Either Direction.

The alternating-direct rotary converter may be in-

stalled so as to be perfectly reversible, receiving

an alternating current and delivering a direct cur-

rent, or receiving a direct current and delivering a

multiphase alternating current. Mr. Hans Sigismund
Meyer, in an article in the Electrotechnische Zeit-

schrift, mentions the Cleveland electric-light and
power station as having a plant arranged in this

way. A diagram of the connections of the machines
is given in Fig. 4 (page 364). A 400-kilowatt rotary
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cent lamps in the mines, as well as induction motors
for various purposes, still it is almost as necessary
to have a direct current at hand in various parts of
the mine for operating electric mine locomotives
and various other apparatus. In order to supply the
necessary direct current for the mining locomotives
rotary converters are installed in sub-stations in va-
rious points in the mine and a low-potential, 125-
volt or 250-volt trolley system may be used and
still have a good economy in copper and efficiency,

while otherwise a soo-volt trolley system would be
necessary, which is not at all desirable, on account
of the limited space for trolley wires and feeders.
It is also considered a great disadvantage to use
500-volt motors for electric traction in mines, on
account of the liability of miners to be injured by
coming in contact with the trolleys while standing
on the track.

[To be co7ttitiited.'\

Large Central-station Company in New
York State.

The Westchester Lighting company of White
Plains, N. Y., which was organized on November
5th, with $2,500,000 capital stock, has increased
its capital to $12,500,000, and it is said the company
proposes to absorb all the gas and electric-light,
heat and power companies in Westchester County.
The property of the iollowing-named concerns
will probably be turned over to the Westchester
Lighting company: East Chester Electric com-
pany. Port Chester Electric Lighting company,
Larchmont Electric Light company, Huguenot
Electric Light, Heat and Power company, Pelham
Electric Light and Power company. Mount Kisco
Lighting company, Westchester Gas and Coke com-
pany. New York Suburban Gas company. White
Plains Lighting company, Hudson River Gas and
Electric company, Municipal Gas company of
Yonkers, Yonkers Gas Light company and the
Westchester Gas Light company of Yonkers. If is

said the new corporation means to erect several ex-
tensive plants throughout the county as soon as it

obtains new franchises and rights in the towms of
White Plains, Yonkers. Mount Vernon. New
Rochelle, Pelham. Port Chester. Rve. Harrison,
Mamaroneck, Tarrytown and Peekskill. The di-

rectors of the new organization comprise Charles
H. Werner. Louis B. Grant. Richard F. McKirnev,
M. J. Werner, Charles M. Hemingway, N. D.
Daboll. Henry A. Kenworthy. Charles W. Snuires,
W. W. Scrugham and Reginald H. Giles. W. W.
Scrugham is president and B. W. Stillwell is sec-

retary of the company.
The Huguenot Electric Light. Heat and Power

company, which, it is reported, the Westchester

ROTARY CONVERTERS AND MOTOR-GENERATORS.—FOUR ROTARIES IN SAN GABRIEL POWER HOUSE.

converter connects the continuous-current to the al-

ternating-current circuits. It is connected up in par-

allel, on one side with two direct-current generators,

each of 400 kilowatts' capacity, and on the other

side with two alternators, each of 800 kilowatts'

capacity. The rotary may be energized by the

multiphase current and used to supply the continu-

ous-current circuits, or it may be operated from the

direct-current side and feed the multiphase circuits.

Rotaries in Mines.

The rotary converter is rapidly being introduced

for use in mines, both in Europe and America, as

polyphase alternating-current systems are being

largely installed for furnishing light and power for

operating extensive mines. While it is thoroughly

practical to use this current for operating incandes-

company is trying to buy out, has filed a certifi-

cate of extension of business and power and rights

in Westchester. Among other things it proposes
to manufacture gas for supplying light in every
township of Westchester, also to supply steam to
consumers from a central station, through pipes
and conduits, and electricity for power. The capital

stock is fixed at $50,000 and the directors comprise
John J. Crennan of New Rochelle, F. A. Stratton
and C. H. Werner of New York. The principal

office of the company is in New Rochelle.

Consulting Engineer J. B. Nelson of Indianapolis
has handed his completed plans and specifications

to the council committee on the electric-light plant of

Richmond. Ind. The establishment and equipment
of the plant will cost $150,000. The plant will be
erected at once.
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Wc begin in this issue a four-part serial on "Ro-
tary Converters and Motor-generators," written by

Mr, Frank C. Perkins of Buffalo and generously

illustrated by diagrams and pictures. By reason

of the great extension of alternating-current trans-

mission within the last few years the class of ap-

paratus described by Mr. Perkins has come into

widespread prominence, and we are confident that

the readers of the Western Electrician will welcome

this article and follow it to the end with nltentinn.

In numerous divisions of his subject Mr. Per-

kins considers the various applications in which

rotaries have been found useful. In the por-

tion of the article given in this issue the

author considers rotary converters as direct or

alternating-current generators, as generators and

motors combined, as double-current generators, and

as adapted to a number of different uses that have

come within his observation. In the succeeding

sections the adaptation of the rotary converter for

electrolytic purposes where large currents of low

potential are required, the use of motor-generators

and rotary converters for boosters and exciters, and

the application of rotaries for electric-railway opera-

tion, are taken up. In this last field, where many
branches or long lines have to be operated from a

central power station, involving the use of alter-

nating-current power transmission, the economy and

usefulness, of the rotary converter have been already

demonstrated.

owned and operated electric-light plant? There is

an old adage that sets forth the wholesome fear

that abides within the breast of the burned child.

A substantial verdict for damages, just sustained

by the Court of Appeals of the state of New York,

shows that street-railway companies have more rea-

sons than one for a watchful supervision of the

motorman's use of the controller. Mary Dochter-

mann, after a prolonged litigation, has been success-

ful in the Court of Appeals in her action to recover

damages from the Brooklyn Heights Railroad com-

pany for personal injuries received by her while a

passenger upon one of Its trolley cars. Her story,

on the trial in Brooklyn, nearly three years ago,

was that she signaled the car, which stopped; that

the motorman beckoned to her to enter it by the

front platform, opening the gate for the purpose

nf giving her entrance; that she got upon the plat-

form, and that just as she was stepping in, or had

stepped into the body of the car, and before she

was able to sit down, the car started with a violent

jerk, by which she was thrown down and severely

injured. The car started, she said, with great force.

A verdict given in the plaintiff's favor for $4,000

was set aside by the court, but the Appellate Di-

vision of the Second Department directed a re-

versal. The court held, by Justice Cullen, that the

rule that the jar or jerk of an electric car when

It is started in motion is not evidence of negli-

gence was applicable only within certain limitations,

and where a woman passenger was injured as the

result of the car being started before she had taken

her seat, the jury might properly find that such

action constituted a want of even ordinary care.

The Court of Appeals has affirmed the order and

directed judgment for the plaintiff on the verdict.

The lesson to be drawn from this decision is

apparent. Careful, well-drilled motormen not only

save their employers money in the consumption of

current, but also in the avoidance of damage suits.

Detroit is pointed out as the model of municipal

ownership In electric lighting, but It draws the line

at a municipal telephone plant and will have none

of it. The reasons advanced for this rather un-

expected timidity are the following:

There is no reason, in the opinion of your com-
mittee [the committee on charter and city legisla-

tion of the Common Council], why the taxpayers
of the city of Detroit should assume a liability of

hundreds of thousands of dollars for the benefit

of 7,000 or 8,000 telephone subscribers, or users of

telephones.
The municipal ownership and operation of tele-

phones would be entirely different from municipal
lighting or waterworks, as the whole people receive

the benefit from well-lighted streets, and the city

water supply is a necessity to every citizen, whereas,

in the case of municipal telephone system all the

taxpayers of the city of Detroit would assume the

total liability of the expense of the telephone sys-

tem for the benefit of comparatively few telephone
subscribers and users. In case of an annual deficit,

which would not be improbable, the taxpayers of

Detroit would again be called up to pay the same,

thus making the people who do not use telephones

pay a part of the expense for those who do, all

of which is legislation in the interest of the few

at the expense of the many.
Again, the municipal telephone system could be

operated only within the limits of the city of Detroit

and would have no connection with lines outside

of the city, which would be a serious drawback.

Such wisdom was hardly to be expected from De-

troit aldermen, to whom the mere sound of the

words "municipal ownership" is as the delight-

ful harmony of some grand, sweet song. But may
it not be, after all, that there is another reason,

not given—a reason due to the hard, cold facts of

some years of actual cx])ericncc with .1 nninlcipally

It is but a few years since Professor Roentgen
gave to the world the wonderful results that might
be obtained by the use of what he was pleased to call

the X-ray. Since that time the applications of the

Roentgen ray have been many, although chiefly In

tnedicine and surgery. The latest announcement
comes from a Dr. Kienbock of Vienna. He as-

serts that the growth of hair may be promoted by
the use of X-rays, and to prove his assertion he

introduced to the Society of Physicians of Vienna
a man, aged 26 years, part of whose head had been

bald for years. The physician had applied the

Roentgen rays on six occasions, 15 minutes at a

time, in the course of two months, with the result,

he said, that hair had grown thickly on the parts

treated, the rest of his head remaining bald. The
society is said to have been interested in the alleged

discovery and discussed the matter at some length.

However, the members were not convinced that
Dr. Kienbock's assertion was well founded and
urged him to try again. The verification of this re-

ported discovery will be awaited with bated breath

by all bald-headed men. Vienna is now the center

of the hopes of the shiny-pated the world over.

The X-ray has been regarded hitherto as a depila-

tory, rather than a hair renewer, but who shall say

that it does not act on the principle enunciated by
the renowned Hahnemann? Evidently the man
whose hirsute adornment has departed must submit

his head to the tube to find out.

President McKinley, in his annual message to

Congress on Monday, renewed the recommenda-
tion made in his special message of February 10,

1899, as to the necessity for cable communication
between the United States and Hawaii, with exten-

sion to Manila. Since then, as the president ob-

serves, circumstances have strikingly emphasized
the need of a transpacific cable. Surveys have

shown the entire feasibility of a chain of cables

which, at each stopping place, shall touch on Amer-
ican territory, so that the system shall be under
our own complete control. "Manila once within

telegraphic reach," says the president, "connection

with the systems of the Asiatic coast would open
Increased and profitable opportunities for a more
direct cable route from our shores to the Orient

than is now afforded by the transatlantic, conti-

nental and transaslan lines. I urge attention to

this important matter." It is to be hoped that the

president's advice will be heeded by the law-making
body. An American cable across the Pacific is

badly needed, and If the public-ownership and pri-

vate-ownership advocates can only compose their

differences work may be begun early next year.

Another feature of the president's message of

especial Interest to the readers of the Western Elec-

trician related to patents. Mr. McKinley gave the

fissures of the Patent Office work for the year ended

June .'lOth. There were 26.540 letters patent granted,

including reissues and designs, during that period,

and 1.660 trademarks. 682 labels and 93 prints were
registered. The number of patents which expired

was 19.988. The total receipts for patents were

$1,358,228.35. The expenditures were $1,247,827.58.

showing a surplus of $110,400.77. The question of

more uniform and equitable laws for the protec-

tion of patents and trademarks in the various civil-

ized countries of the world also received the presi-

dent's attention. A conference will be held at Brus-

sels next week under the convention for the pro-

tection of industrial property, concluded at Paris.

March 20, 1S83, to which delegates from this

country have been appointed. Mr. McKInley's ob-

servations on this subject are brief, but they show
that he has been well advised as to the need of

reform: "Any lessening of the difficulties that our

inventors encounter in obtaining patents abroad for

their inventions, and that our farmers, manufac-

turers and merchants may have in the protection of

their trademarks, is worthy of careful consideration,

and your atttention will be called to the results of

the conference at the proper time." There certainly

should be a lessening of difficulties in obtaining

and enjoying foreign patents, and all American in-

ventors and patent lawyers will hope that the Brus-

sels conference will achieve some lasting benefit in

this direction.
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Electrical Education.
By W, H. Radcliffe.

There comes a time, sooner or later, in almost
every boy's life when he asks himself, or someone
else asks hira, in what line of business he expects to

engage to make his mark in the world. This ques-
tion is, perhaps, the first serious one that confronts
him, and as his entire after-life depends in a great

measure on the answer, he should thoroughly con-
sider his case before arriving at a definite conclu-

sion.

In the majority of cases, that profession in which
he feels himself the most interested, both technically

and practically, is the one in which he will make the

greatest success.

This rule holds true, as just stated, in the ma-
jority of cases. There are exceptions; for instance,

when a young man can see a greater chance for ad-
vancement in a certain direction than in another,

due to the influence of friends or relatives, it may
be his best policy to sacrifice other considerations.

In the latter case, however, his success does not

always depend entirely upon himself, and in many
instances it is a question as to whether he is making
his own mark in the world or others are making
it for him. Be that as it may; suppose a young man,
having thoroughly considered the different means
whereby he may employ his talents to advantage,

decides that the electrical profession is the one of

his choice. Even at this step he has not definitely

determined his course, for at the present time no
man can with justice to himself and his calling serve

the entire electrical profession. There is competi-
tion in all lines, but in this, the Age of Electricity,

it is only natural that its keenest phase is to be found
in the practice of the prevailing trade. Conse-
quently, it is best that the future electrician or elec-

trical engineer select, as soon after his choice of the

profession as possible, the direct line of electrical

work in which he desires to engage. He will then

have some definite end in view and may systematic-

ally train himself for the best that that branch af-

fords. Competition will thus, to a certain extent, be
averted, for there is and always will be sufficient

room and reward at the head of each individual

branch to satisfy all who reach it.

In order to aid in selecting the direct line of

work in the electrical profession, the following sub-
divisions are presented:

Electric lighting.

Electric railways.
Telephony.
Telegraphy.

In order to become thoroughly proficient in the
first two of these branches, a solid foundation in

arithmetic, algebra, geometry and trigonometry is

necessary, and if alternating currents form an im-
portant part, calculus should be included. Physics,
mechanics, geometrical and mechanical drawing and
chemistry should be thoroughly mastered in either
case, after which the study of the principles of elec-

tricity, its production, measurement, and appHcation
to the one branch or the other, should follow. This
training can best be obtained in a technical school,
supplemented afterward with practical experience in
some electric-light or power station.

The length of time required to become a thorough
electrical engineer depends altogether on the ability
of the person. As in other sciences, those naturally
inclined require less time and achieve a more marked
success than those whose abilities lie in other di-

rections.

The electrical courses in most technical schools
require four years' study. The first year's work
lays a foundation in mathematics and general phys-
ics. A large portion of the second year's work is

in advanced mathematics and magnetic measure-
ments. The third year's work is devoted largely
to direct-current measurements and direct-current
machinery, while in the fourth year the theory
and measurement of alternatmg currents and

• the principles of alternating-current machinery
. are taken up. It is possible by entering an
electrical course on advanced standing, that is, by
passing examinations in some of the prescribed sub-
jects upon entrance, to complete the course and re-
ceive a degree in three years. This, however, re-
quires exceptional ability on the part of the student.
If, on account of time or money, the young man
feels unable to spend four years at a technical school,
it is possible for him to enter as a "special student"
and, by performing conscientious work, cover the
ground sufficiently well in three years.

Degrees are not granted to special students, but
this should not discourage the young man. The de-
gree, in itself, is far from being a passport to busi-
ness success, as many a college youth finds to his
dismay, after graduation. As to the practical ex-
perience following the technical training, most young
men find two years of service sufficient to acquaint
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them with the general details in either of the first

two branches.

Take now the case of the young man wishing to
perfect himself in electric lighting or railway work,
but who has not the wherewithal to spend even
three years at a technical school. He may have been
fortunate enough to work himself into some central
station as "oiler" or assistant dynamo-tender, but
there he sticks like a fixture, unable to rise to a
higher position for lack of sufficient knowledge to
carry him through. His salary, moreover, is scarcely
enough to keep the average man in cigarettes.

What must he do to be saved? This question could
not have been answered a dozen years ago, but
to-day he may, by means of correspondence schools,

start at the foot of the ladder and climb upward
step by step, his progress depending altogether on
his ability and the number of spare moments he
is able to devote to his studies. Under ordinary
conditions, he will complete his course with the

correspondence schools in about three years.' The
expense thus incurred will range between one-tenth
and one-fortieth that necessary for an electrical

course in a technical school, depending upon whether
the student is a resident or not of the town in which
the technical school is located.

Night schools and other free institutions may also

be mentioned as alternatives to the technical schools

of the country for those to whom time and money
are of vital importance. It will thus be seen that

anyone with a determination to succeed in the elec-

trical profession will not be greatly handicapped
by the conditions and circumstances in which he

may have been placed.

In the third branch of the electrical profession,

namely, telephony, practically the same foundation

ni inatneniatics. physics and principles of electricity

as is required in electric-light and railway work is

necessary in order to become thoroughly proficient.

Still it may be said that in telephony one can, with

an ordinary training, attain a higher degree of suc-

cess than usually is possible in either of the first

two branches. In other words, there seems to be

more chance for advancement and less competition

in this particular line at the present time.

In telegraphy another field is open for those who
do not care to penetrate into the innermost cham-
bers of the science. If desired, this branch may be

taken up in connection with telephone work. In

many schools of the second class, special courses in

telephonic and telegraphic work are laid out, these

courses being especially adapted to meet the re-

quirements of the practical worker. In technical

schools, however, no attempt has been made to

specialize work along these lines, their particular aim
being, as already noted, to lay a foundation for the

practical work which is supposed to be taken up
afterward. It is largely owing to this fact that the

highly educated technical young man often finds

it difficult to obtain even a fair remuneration for

his services, immediately after graduation. Indeed,

his less fortunate brother who has made the practical

part of a branch his special study often snatches a

prize from hira at this time. Nevertheless, with
patience and perseverance exerted along practical

lines for a few years, even though poorly remune-
lated, the technically educated young man may rea-

sonably look forward to an assured success in which-
ever branch he may have selected.

Within the last decade and a half electricity has
been applied on a commercial scale to many of the

trades and sciences, among which may be men-
tioned surgery, heating, ventilation, signaling, weld-
ing, plating, phonography, chemistry, separation of

metals, dentistry, warfare, blasting, drilling, dyeing,
canalboat propulsion, medicinal purposes, elevator

work, navigation and horseless carriages. A more
or less extended field is open to the electrician or
engineer in any one of these sub-branches. In
many of them, however, advancement cannot be ex-
pected along this Hne, as electricity is used merely
as a means for their development. Thus, in weld-
ing, phonography, chemistry and the separation of
metals, electricity is used only as a source of power.
It follows, therefore, that a person, no matter how
skilled he may be in the science of electricity, can-
not expect advancement in a business in which
electricity is merely playing a subordinate part, un-
less he possesses some knowledge of the details in

that business. As a matter of fact, advancement
along such a line would naturally come to one who,
already thoroughly versed in the business itself,

had made electricity a study of subsidiary impor-
tance.

The efficiency of man as a human machine, con-
verting the energy of food into mechanical and
other forms of energy, has been determined to be
about 20 per cent. Were it not for the fact that

man is blest with the power of knowledge, he would,
indeed, be a lamentable object. Still, there are
many such to be found in the machine shops and
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factories of our land—men who, though capable of
acquiring the power of knowledge, become each day

^ more and more as the machines which they attend.
On the other hand, there are those possessing the
necessary qualifications for a successful career who
are burying their talents in napkins—men technically
trained in the electrical profession, most of them
Micawbers, waiting for something to turn up,
thinking, perhaps, that since they have no relative
in a ten-milUon-dollar electric trust, their case is

hopeless. Thus we see the two extreme classes of
rtien—the former, possessing no inspiration to rise
higher; the latter too much inspiration to stoop
lower. The one class, perhaps, is deserving of as
much pity as the other,

Robert Louis Stevenson has a story of a man
who lived all summer on the benches of a park in
Sydney rather than "go in for manual labor." At
the same time, the railroads were begging for men
willing to handle a pick and shovel. It is a great
deal better and more honorable to be a wireman
and do something than to be an electrical contractor
perpetually out of a job.

^
It may not be amiss in closing this article to men-

tion a few of the axioms worth remembering when
in search of employment.

First, find the job. This is best accomplished
by yourself. Others may offer their services, but
rest assured that if there is anything of value they
will deem it a personal insult not to consider it at
first for themselves. Do not, by any means, wait
for the job to find you; it is far better to take the
chance previously mentioned. Second, do not be
too particular as to the nature of the job. Remem-
ber the old proverb, "A bird in the hand is worth
two in a bush." You will find it much easier tp
give up a job you do not like than to find one you
do like; consequently, get the refusal of whatever
is offered untrl you have had sufficient time to
consider it well. Third, know more about per-
forming the job than anyone else. It is well to in-
vestigate the nature of the work beforehand, and
if it is such as to require skill in some particular
direction, to become thoroughly acquainted with
every detail before offering your services. It is

often possible in this way to score a point over
your competitors who have not investigated the
matter and, perhaps, understand the work only in
a general way.

Decline of Electrical Stocks in Germany.
In his annual report for 1900 F. H. Mason, the

United States consul-general at Berlin, reviews the
general industrial and financial situation in the Ger-
man empire. He notes that in several branches of
iron and steel manufacture the point of highest
prosperity has been passed; production has over-
taken the demands of both home and foreign trade,
and in the face of a falling metal market, conserva-
tive managers have begun during the last three
months to shorten sail. Most of the works are still
busy upon orders booked several months ago; but
with the exception of shipbuilding, locomotives, gas
engines and certain forms of electrical machinery,
the demand has slackened, and dehveries which a
year ago could not be promised under four or five
months are now made in as many weeks. There is
now a serious stringency in the money market of
Germany. It is well known that German banks
finance industrial and commercial enterprises to an
extent unknown in any other country, and it is
estimated by the Moniteur Industriel that German
investments of various kinds in foreign countries now
amount to not less than 7,500,000,000 marks ($1,785 -

000,000), distributed throughout Turkey, Africa,
China, Mexico, South America, Canada and the
United States. There are invested in the 150 Ger-
man stock companies which manufacture electrical
machinery and equipments more than $200,000,000,
or nearly four times the amount of such investments
in 1S96. To this may be added 450,000,000 marks,
or more than $100,000,000, invested in electric tram-
was^s, lighting and power plants during the same
period. The average dividends paid by the electric
manufacturing companies in 1899 was 9.3 per cent;
but nothing could prevail against the downward
tendency of industrial investments, and electrical
stocks have shared in the general drop which has
taken place during the last six months. As a meas-
ure of this decline, there is herewith given the mar-
ket values of the stocks of several leading com-
panies on the first of January, June and October,
1900, respectively:

Companies. January ist, June ist. October ist.
Siemens & Halske 178 171 jcg
Schuckert&Co 2276 213.4 1854
HelTos........ .. 167.75 155-6 127
Llnion Electrical company 171 3 137 5 13,
Berlin Electrical Works 216.5 204.8 192.5

These are all companies of the highest responsi-
bility, admirably managed, and stocked with orders
for months to come.

P. W. Tuttle and C. W. Goodrich of Geneva,
Ohio, and others, promoters of an electric-railway
line from Geneva to Meadville, have been granted
a franchise through Harpersfield, Austinburg, Jef-
ferson, Denmark and Pierpont.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Extensions of the Erie Company.

The Erie Telegraph and Telephone company, at

a recent meeting of its -board of directors, voted to

expend a large sum of money within the next year,

in improving the service and extending the lines

of the Michigan Telephone company in Michigan,
and it is understood that about 50 new lines will be
built and half as many reconstructed between now
and the last of December, 1901. Within the last 12

months the Michigan company has, it is said, prac-

tically doubled its list of subscribers. There are now
ever 42,000 Bell instruments in use in the state. In

western Michigan the company's growth has been
remarkable, as it has quadrupled the number of its

subscribers within the last two years. The company
has built four new circuits between Grand Rapids
and Grand Haven and Muskegon since the begin-

ning of this year, three to Traverse City, Petoskey
and Mackinaw City, three to Kalamazoo, two to Alle-

gan, three to Charlotte, four between Grand Rapids
and Lansing and six between Lansing and Detroit,

three to Ionia and Owosso, two to Ludington and
Manistee and two to Frankfort, Thomsonville and
Cadillac, and there are numerous others either al-

ready in operation or now being built throughout
the state. More than 500 miles of pole lines have
been constructed in the upper peninsula, reaching a

majority of the important towns in that section.

New buildings have been erected at Lansing, Port
Huron, Bay City, Kalamazoo and Marquette.
Branch exchanges have been erected in Detroit

and others are in process of construction. The
company is also building a new exchange at Battle

Creek. Of the 16,100 miles of pole lines owned by
the Erie company, more than 4,000 miles are in

Michigan.
Directors and stockholders of the Wisconsin Tele-

phone company, a part of the Erie system, met last

week at the general offices in Milwaukee, at which
meeting it was announced that the company would
spend $1,000,000, and possibly more, in extending its

system and improving its service during the

coming year. The stockholders decided to increase

the capital stock of the company from $2,000,000

to $5,000,000, and the board of directors gave
its sanction to the executive committee's spend-

ing the sum named in improvements. -The work
planned includes the extension of the underground
system to accommodate 15,000 subscribers, the

completion of buildings in the state and
the extension and improvement of the toll system.

The new stock will be offered to the old stockhold-

ers at par, and the general manager anticipates no
difficulty in disposing of it.

President Charles J. GUdden of the Erie company
says that the company will hardly reach a develop-
ment of sufficient capacity to enable the operation
of 150,000 telephone stations by the close of the year,

from the fact that it has been impossible to secure
switching Tuaterial to take care of the desired growth.
The increase for 1900, however, will be in the neigh-

borhood of 36,000 subscribers, carrying the total

up to 142,000, with a waiting list of 5,000. The
150,000 mark will be reached about April i,

1901, with switchboard and underground facilities

to add another 50.000 subscribers without any seri-

ous delay and at a much less cost.

The Telephone Strike in Texas.

The differences existing between the Southwestern
Telegraph and Telephone company at Dallas, Te.xas.

and its striking electrical workers have been adjusted

and the men are again at work. After ha\ing been
on a strike for 10 days, the telephone company
offered to compromise by raising the men's wages to

$2.50 a day of nine hours. The men, although de-

manding $3 a day, accepted this compromise.
The telephone strike at San Antonio, Texas, re-

sulted in a riot on November 29th, between striking

electricians and a batch of non-union linemen, under
protection of a squad of police. A patrolman and a

striker were killed, the president of the Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers was shot through the arm,
a non-union lineman was beaten almost to death,
and several others were more or less injured. The
non-union lineman did the killing and wounding.
He is in jail, charged with murder. Eighteen arrests

have resulted from the trouble. A number of special

deputy sheriffs were sworn in to guard the hotels,

where Vice-president Pettingill of the telephone
company and several non-union linemen were stay-

ing, and also the county jail.

Rights of Minnesota Companies.
Judge Lochren has handed down a decision in

the case of the City of Duluth against the Duluth
Telephone company, in which he holds that a tele-

phone company securing a franchise on the streets

of a city thereby secures a perpetual franchise by
reason of vested rights under the law of Minnesota.
The court holds tJiat streets are highways and the
telephone company cannot be deprived of tlie right

to do business in the city. The case will be ap-
pealed to higher courts. The counsel for the tele-

phone company, in the case of the city of Minne-
apolis against the Northwestern Telephone Ex-
change company, slates that the ruling will hold
good in thiit case, while the city attorney of Min-
neapolis believes that it will have no bearing.

Situation in Toronto.
The city aldermen of Toronto, Out., have asked

telephone users in the city to sign an agreement
to subscribe for three years to a municipal tele-

phone system if installed there. The Bell Tele-
phone company has sent a letter to local subscrib-
ers, which says: ''A municipal system would mean
that business men must have two telephones, at a
cost of $80, instead of one at $45. This has been the
result wherever rival telephone companies existed.
The municipal service would be local, purely, and
business men in Toronto are in daily communica-
tion by telephone with aU parts of Ontario, Quebec
and the United States. We are convmced that
Toronto cannot afford to isolate herself from 35,-
000 telephone stations in Ontario and Quebec
alone." It is pointed out that the Bell company
has been trying to get legislation to increase its

rates; that, being a monopoly in Canada, an em-
ploye, discharged by the company must seek em-
ployment at telephony out of the country, and
that the company neither buys goods nor manu-
factures in that country, and that its telephone
service is far from satisfactory.

Stock of the T. T. C. Company.
The New York Times, in its issue of November

29th, had this interesting financial item: "Tele-
phone, Telegraph and Cable was weak. It sold at

the opening at ^Vj, but during the afternoon was
offered down, and at the close was offered at 4,

with 3% the best bid. At yesterday's price the stock

was selling at 40 per cent, of the cash value of the
stock, as represented by the payments already made
on the stock. In explanation of the present weak-
ness it was said that another call on the stock
might be made in the near future. At the office of

the company it was stated that nothing was known
of any intention to make another call. The directors

of the company, however, have held several meet-
ings within the past few days, and it is stated that

they have under special consideration the financial

situation of the company. It may be. therefore,

that another call is likely to be made, although thus

far no official statement in regard to the matter
has been made."

Telephone Dispatching: for the North-
ern Pacific.

The Northern Pacific Railroad company, it is an-

nounced, has decided to supplement, by a long-

distance telephone system, the present telegraphic

method of communicating between its general offices

in St. Paul, Minn., and its stations. The plan is to

place each station on a division in direct telephonic

communication with the division headquarters, and
the several division headquarters are to be connected

with the general offices by long-distance lines. In

this way much necessary information of importance

to the traffic and operating departments, which, on
account of the limitations of the telegraph system,

must now be sent by mail, can in the future be

telephoned at once. The new service is expected to

result in a considerable saving and it will be ex-

tended so as to do away with the old system wher-

ever practicable.

EXTENSIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
Orlando, Fla., has a local and long-distance tele-

phone system which has recently been greatly

extended.

It is reported that the Winchester Telephone
company of Winchester, Va., will build a new line

from Shepherdstown, W. Va., to Summit Point, W.
Va., via Kearneysville, Leetown and Middleway.

A telephone line has been constructed between
Killian and Columbia, S. C, and the extension of

the line to connect with Winnsboro, Chester and
Charlotte is contemplated by the Carolina Fire-

brick Works.

Telephone communication has been established be-

tween Aguacaliente de Baca, Sinaloa, Mexico, and
Choix, Fuerte and Topolobampo, making a com-
plete system throughout the district. This gives

these towns direct communication with the United
States.

President Caldwell of the Cumberland Telephone
company, which recently absorbed the East Tennes-
see system, states that the Cumberland company has
also purchased the Tri-state Telegraph and Tele-

phone company's entire plant, and the plants 01 the

North Alabama and Georgia Telephone and Tele-
graph companies, and the North Alabama and
Georgia Telephone company, all operating princi-

pally in the states of Alabama and Georgia.

The railroad conunission of Georgia, in its annual
letter to the governor, recommends that the tele-

phone companies of the state be placed under the

supervision of the commission, as are the telegraph

and railroad companies.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
The Cumberland Telephone company of New

Orleans has obtained a franchise to establish a sys-
tem in Opelousas, La.

A company will be organized for the establish-
ment of a telephone system from Natchez, Miss.,
to Newelton and St, Joseph, La.

The Independent Telephone company made an
application for a franchise at a recent meeting
of the City Council in Cripple Creek.

The Waxhaw (N. C.) Telephone company -has
been incorporated, for construction of long-distance
service to Charlotte. W. J. King is the manager.

The El Dorado Springs (Mo.) Telephone com-
pany has been incorporated, with a capital stock of
$10,000. by C. A. Ross, Frank W. Hiatt and A. P.
Nichols.

The Gaston Telephone company of Stanley, N. C,
has been incorporated, with a capital stock of $10,-
000, by M. C. Hunter, E. L. Pegram, Jr., and C. D.
Homesley.

The Quick Telephone company has been incorpo-
rated at Harrisonville, Mo., with a capita! stock of
$20,000, by Shem Zook, Isaac Zook, Maurice Quick,
P. H. Wirt and others.

The Island Telephone company of Charleston,
S. C, has been commissioned, with authorized capi-
tal of $4,000, to establish lines between Charleston
and some of the neighboring islands.

The Citizens' Telephone and Construction com-
pany of Nashville, Tenn., has been chartered, with
a capital stock of $10,000, by H. A. Campbell, W. H.
Wiggerman, A. W. McMackin and others.

The Rock County Farmers' Telephone company,
to operate specially in Rock County, Wis., has filed

articles of association. The capital stock is $10,000,
and the incorporators are Richard Valentine, C. S.
Jackman and W. H. Palmer.

The Vermilion County Telephone company of
Danville, 111., has been incorporated, with a capital
stock of $60,000, to operate a telephone system.
The incorporators are Charles F. Haworth, Williani
Henderson and John Fletcher.

Damages of $4,500 have been awarded to a physi-
cian of Petersburg, W. Va., who sued the Peters-
burg and Franklin Telephone company for injuries
received. The plaintiff had been thrown from his
horse after the animal's feet had become entangled
in some of the telephone wires. The entire tele-
phone system is probably not worth over $1,000,
but the court's judgment is collectable, as the
stockholders, including the judge who sat in the
case, the plaintiff's attorney, and other lawyers in-

terested, and the plaintiff's partner, are said to be
mostly wealthy men.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The latest and most novel constructions in tele-

phones manufactured by the Central Telephone and
Electric company of St. Louis are illustrated and
described in a 1901 catalogue recently issued. The
pamphlet shows wall and desk instruments, test

telephones, switchboards, drops, etc.

The National Automatic Telephone company of
Chicago suffered a severe loss by fire recently. The
stock was almost completely ruined, the damage
amounting to $10,000 or more, of which only $4,000
is covered by insurance. However, the company
expects to be doing business again shortly.

The many friends of William Hauptman, well
known in telephone circles through his connection
with the Modern Telephone and Supply company,
Chicago, will be interested to know that he is now
connected with the sales department of the Amer-
ican Electric Telephone company, in the capacity
of traveling salesman. Mr. Hauptman is a prac-
tical telephone man, and his friends predict for him
a successful career.

The American Electric Fuse company of Chicago
is issuing a little pamphlet showing the way in
which fuses, fuse blocks, lightning arresters, con-
nectors and other specialties manufactured by the
company are made, and also the manner in which
they should be used. The company says this is

the only thing of this sort that has ever been issued
in the history of the telephone business, and that
it is a very valuable book for any telephone man to
have. It has been compiled with great care and
will be of assistance in a great many cases in locat-
ing the source of trouble and in preventing loss and
damage which otherwise might result. It will be
sent free to anyone desiring a copy. The American
Electric Fuse company has recently adopted a new
rule by which the company guarantees for one year
everything which it manufactures, offering to pay
all expenses of shipment or other charges in case any
goods arc found to be in any manner defective. The
company has a limited number of second-hand tele-

phones on hand of standard makes which it can sell

at a very reasonable price and which are paid to be
just as good as new.
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Ohio Notes.

Probably the most important event in telephone
^-^ircles in this state within the last week is the grant-
ing of a franchise to the Stark County Telephone
company by the city of Canton. This was done at a

meetnig of the City Council last week, and coupled
rvith the granting of the electric-railwa}" franchise

to -Thomas L. Childs, marks a great advance in

electrical matters in Stark Count3^ The Bell Tele-
phone company made a hard fight against the pas-

sage of this ordinance, but failed. The charges
for instruments are limited to $24 per year for res-

idences and $36 per year for busmess houses, all

instruments to be connected up with the long-dis-

tance wires. The poles are to be set in accordance
with the instructions of the. city engineer, and no
wires are to be nearer to the ground than 30 feet.

Hon. R. S. Shields, who is interested in this com-
pany, said that as soon as the preliminaries are

completed, the company will be organized and a

first-class exchange will be put in.

The Columbiana County Telephone company has
built its lines up to the city limits of Alliance, and
asked the council for a franchise for a plant in

the town. Some time ago this movement was
started, and because of some irregularity, the first

ordinance was not good. The company had seven
friends in the council, however, and at the begin-

nmg of the meeting recently they were all present.

One of them was called awciy. It required the fvUl

seven to pass the measure, but the meeting
w^as allowed to go on without this man. When the

remaining friends of the measure saw that the chair-

man would recognize no motion to adjourn or any-

thing else, five of them left the room after the mo-
tion for final passage had been put. The chairman
counted them present, however, according to

Speaker Reed's rules, he said, and the vote was
taken, one in favor and five against. President S.

C. Thayer was very much disappointed at the man-
ner in which he w^as defeated in securing the fran-

chise, especially since he had about 90 business men
ready to take the service as soon c%s the plant was
established. This will likely not end the matter,

as he is not a man to be taken back by such a thing

as this. If the law giving the probate judge author-

ity to act is sustained in the second hearing in the

Supreme Court, he will have one more opportunity.

F. E. Lester of the Massillon Telephone company
says that his company will soon begin the con-

struction of a toll line from that place to Canton
to connect with the Stark County system when it is

built. He says that it will be owned by his com-
pany, and that the tolls will be less than those

charged by other lines. This company also expects

to connect with Youngstown and some other points.

It would have connected with Alliance had the Co-
lumbiana County company been granted a franchise

there.

The Harrison Telephone company, incorporated
recently, has been granted a 20-year franchise by the

Village Council of Harrison. The material for the

plant has already been purchased, and it is stated

that it will be in operation within two months. R.

C. Crampton, who has been with the Bell company
at Blenchester, will be the manager of the Harrison
system.
The storm which passed over this state a few

days ago did much damage to the telephone and
telegraph lines. In some places they were ren-

dered entirely useless and in others the wires were
down and the service was very bad for a day or two
until repairs could be made. At Niles the cable

of the Warren and Niles Telephone company broke
and fell to the ground. The wires of the Bell

company also suffered at Niles and Warren, but
not so badly. At Chagrin Falls the 75-Eoot poles

of the local telephone company fell and the switch-

board was burned out, rendering the plant useless

and crippling the electric railway, as its trolley

wires were pulled down. The People's Telephone
company at Akron suffered loss by wires being torn

down and poles broken. The Central Union had
the same experience there, as did the Postal and
Western Union Telegraph companies. Damages
are also reported at many other points in the state,

but this section suffered perhaps more than any
other, as it seemed to be directly in the path of the

high winds.

The Western Union Telegraph company's office

at Portsmouth has been moved from Market street

to the Newman building on West Second street.

President S. C. Thayer of the Columbiana County
Telephone company has published an open letter

to his patrons who use the long-distance lines, in

which he says that if they expect prompt service

at the central office they must confine the use of

their instruments to their own homes or business
houses; that the company cannot give good service

where the telephones are made public property in

the neighborhood where they are located, and
that hereafter when anyone calls he will be asked
il he is a subscriber, and if he is not the regular

toll rates will be charged up to the telephone that

calls. In this way he hopes to confine the use of

the instruments to these who pay for them and get

rid of complaints arising from the constant use of

the lines by those \vho are not subscribers.

The Postal Telegraph company has leased the

basement and top floor of the Mercantile Bank
building at Cleveland, and when they are put in

shape the offices will be moved from the Perry-

Payne building to the new location. The basement,

which is only a little below the street level, will

be used for offices and the top floor will be used

for the operating room. The building will be al-

tered and htted up with the latest devices for the
rapid dispatch of busmess.

it is stated that the United States Telephone
company and the Pittsburg and Allegheny lele-
phone company have signed a contract for long-
distance service that will give the Independent
companies of Cleveland and other Ohio cities an
outlet east and the eastern company connection
west, that will prove of great advantage to both.
The Cuj'^ahoga i'elephone company is directly in-

terested in the matter. The contract is for 99 years.

A movement is on foot at Middletown to or-
ganize an Independent telephone company. It

jeems that the people there are not satisued with
the service they are getting. An ordinance is bemg
prepared to be presented to the Town Council
asking for a franchise.
The Swanton Telephone company of Swanton,

Fulton County, has been incorporated, with a cap-
ital stock of ^10,000, by P. j. Uenhart, F. A. Strem-
pel, F. J. Spencer, Charles F. Stolzer and H. T.
Brigman. Ihey will build a line connecting towns
in Fulton and llucas counties, with connections with
Toledo.

The Farmers and Merchants' Telephone company
of Warsaw, Coshocton County, has increased, its

capital stock from $5,000 to $15,000. J. P. Darling
is the president and S. C. Kissner, secretarv.

O. M. C.

Telephone News from tne Northwest.

A new switchboard has been received for the ex-
change at St. Peter, Minn.
A telephone line is being built between Water-

town ana Mayer, Minn.
A local system will be completed for Tyndall,

S. D., in a tew weeks.
The Wisconsin Telephone company has removed

its instruments at La Crosse, Wis., trom the express
companies' ottices. About two years ago, when the
hglit was strongest with the local company, the
express companies ordered out the Wisconsin in-

struments, ihe company thereupon offered to let

them remain free, ratner than liave them taken out.
Ihe Wisconsin Telephone company's new line

between La Crosse ana Lau Ciaire, VVis., will be
completed and in operation by January ist.

A general meeting ol a number ol the Independ-
ent telephone companies of Minnesota was held in
Minneapolis lately to determine on an* equitable
method ot distributing tolls, where a message passes
over more than one company's line.

The People's Telephone company of Scotland,
S. D., has been incorporated, with $3,000 capital
stock.

The American Telephone and Telegraph company
is adding three new circuits to its line from Tomah,
Wis., to La Crosse.
The Oakland (Iowa) Telephone company has

completed a line to Carson.
The Standard Telephone company of Waukon,

Iowa, will declare its usual dividend of 10 per cent,
the first of the year.

The telephone exchange at Bancroft, Iowa, is

being overhauled and improved.
The Iowa Telephone company's wires at Manson,

Iowa, recently sagged from the weight of sleet until
they crossed with the electric-light wires, burning
out several instruments.
The Dubuque (Iowa) Telephone company will de-

clare a 20 per cent, dividend.
The Standard Telephone company has completed

the work of rebuilding its exchange at Dyersville,
Iowa.
The Hedrick Telephone company is building a toll

line to Ottumwa, Iowa, where it will connect with
the Ottumwa Telephone company.

C. R. Potter, who has been in charge of the Cres-
ton (Iowa) office of the Iowa Telephone company,
has been transferred to Red Oak, Iowa. He is suc-
ceeded by Frank Schuyler of Des Moines.
A telephone line is to be built from Riley, Wis.,

to the Madison road, where it will connect with
the Madison and Mount Horeb line.

The exchange at Warren, Minn., was recently
damaged by fire.

Ege & Caniff, owners of the telephone system at

Centerville, S. D., contemplate extending lines into
the country.
W. S. Burroughs will establish an exchange at

Bridgewater, S. D., if sufficient patronage can be
secured.

The local exchange for Red Lake Falls, Minn.,
is being equipped and will soon be in operation.

It is suggested in Spokane, Wash,, to put in tele-

phones for the use of night policemen in the out-
skirts, who now have to go off their beats to report
or to summon assistance.

The Pacific States Telephone company contem-
plates extending a line from North Yakima, Wash.,
to Prosser. and perhaps to Pasco.
Musser Bi'os. of Des Moines expect to have their

new exchange at Atlantic. Iowa, completed by De-
cember loth. R.

DOINGS OF SOCIETIES.

The American Telephone and Telegraph com-
pany makes the announcement that it will, on Janu-
ary 15, 1901, issue 80,000 more shares of stock at

par. $100 per share, making $8,000,000. to complete
the issue authorized earlier in the present calendar
year. On tiie stock exchange in Boston on No-
vember 24th American Telephone and Telegraph
stock was quoted at $160 a share.

Illinois State Electric Association.
The first annual meeting of the Illinois State

Electric association was held at Champaign, 111.,

on November 27th. The meeting was called to
order at 10 a. m. by President Gerlach, in the
Engineering Hall of the University of Illinois.

President Draper of the University presented an
address of welcome, describing the work of the in-
stitution. A business meeting followed, at which
the following-named officers were elected:

President—J. D. Gerlach, Chester.
Vice-president—E. B. Hillman, Barry.
Secretary—H. E. Chubbuck, (Jumcy.
Treasurer—U. Uavis, i^itcnheid,
E.xecutive Committee—J. ti. Baker, Sullivan;

W. B. McKinley, Ctiampaign; R. u Allen, Jouef
J. F. Porter, Alton; Vv. E. McCuUough, Beards-
town.

In the afternoon Prof. A. P. Carmen of the Uni-
versity of Illinois delivered a lecture before the
association on "High-potential Phenomena." The
lecture was illustrated with apparatus. Visits were
then made to the laboratories and shops of the
University.

The closing feature of the meeting was a ban-
quet at the Hotel Beardsley at 8 p. m. Professor
Aldrich of the University made a very good ad-
dress, after which, instead of the usual responses
to toasts, papers were read as follows: "Meters vs.
Flat Kates," by C. E. Hay of Springfield, with dis-
cussion by A. H, Pinkel, W. K. McCullough and
others; "Enclosed Long-burning Arc Lamps," by
W. J. Ferris of Monmouth, with discussion by J. S.
Daily and S. E. Burckman; "Desirability of
Moderate-sized Cities Operating Day Power Cir-
cuits," by H. J. Pepper of Champaign, with discus-
sion by A. K. Stiles, H. J. Frith and C. H. Lang-
ford; "Should Stations Furnish Free Incandescent-
lamp Renewals?" by C. A. Vallette of Edwards-
viUe, with discussion by D. Davis and G. D. Locke;
"Minimum Monthly Charges and Meter Rent," by
J. S. Daily of Chillicothe, with discussion by B. G.
Smith and E. B. Hillman.
W. A. Martin of Quincy exhibited a number of

blanks and forms of different kinds. The paper by
Mr. Ferris was of an especially interesting character,
and received much attention. The meeting drew a
larger attendance than was expected, about 70 com-
panies being represented, and was, in all other re-

spects, very satisfactory. Rock Island has been men-
tioned as the place for the next annual meeting,
which is to be held on the fourth Tuesday of No-
vember, 1901.

Roentgen Society of the United States.

The programme for the first annual meeting of the
Roentgen Society of the United States has been an-
nounced. The meeting is to be held at the Grand
Central Palace, New \ork city, December 13th and
14th. At the opening session on Thursday morning
committees will report, officers will be elected and
other business transacted. At the succeeding ses-

sions of the convention the following papers will be
presented: "The Development of the X-ray Plate,"
by Dr. J. N. Scott, Kansas City, Mo.; "Application
of Roentgen Rays to Dentistry," by Dr. C. Edmund
Kells, Jr., New Orleans, La.; "The First Legal Vic-
tory of the X-ray Shadow as Seen by the Iowa Jury,"
by Dr. F. Wesley Sells, Murray, Iowa; "A Review of
Cases of X-ray 'Burns,' " by Dr. E. A. Florentine,
Saginaw, Mich.; "X-light Apparatus for Physicians
in the Country," by Dr. William Rollins, Boston,
Mass.; "On Diagnosticating Ostitis, Osteomyelitis
and Osteosarcoma by the Roentgen Rays," by Dr.
Carl Beck, New York city; "The Monell Position
Finder for Centering Skiagrams," by Dr. S. H.
Monell, New York city; "Skiagraphy in Oral and
Dental Surgery," illustrated, by Weston A. Price,
Cleveland, Ohio; "Practical Work with the Static
Machine and Vacuum Tube," by Dr. J. M. G. Beard,
Fruita, Colo.; "X-ray in Lupus Vulgaris," by Dr.
Jos. Hoffmann, Vienna, Austria; "The Electro-
chemic Action of the X-ray in 'Tuberculosis," by
Dr. J. Rudis-Jicinsky, Cedar Rapids, Iowa; "Dem-
onstration of the Mount Bleyer Electro-arc Chromo-
linne for the Treatment of Tuberculosis by Colored
Light Rays," by Dr. J. Mount Bleyer, New York city;

"Indications for General Franklinization," report, by
Professor A. Tripier, M. D.. Paris, France; "How
to Print the X-ray Picture for Details,'' by Dr. John
T. Pitkin. Buffalo, N. Y.: "Standard Pictures in
Skiagraphy and How They May be Secured," by
Dr. L. A. Weigel, Rochester, N. Y.; "The Monell
X-light Standardizing Gauge and Fluoroscope Test,"
Dr. S. H. Monell, New York city; "The Technique
of the X-ray Work," by Dr. Mihran K. Kassabian,
Philadelphia. Pa.; "Stereoscopic Skiagraphy," by
Dr. L. A. Weigel, Rochester, N. Y.; "General Ob-
servations on Crookes Tubes," by H. Westbury,
Harrison, N. J. ; "Amplifying and Parallelizing X-
rays," by Professor Elmer Gates. Chevy Chase, Md.

;

"Stereoskiagraphy," Dr. G. P. Girdwood, Montreal,
Canada: "Demon.stration of Skiagraphs of Injuries
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at the Elbow Joint, at Time of Injury and the Grad-

ual Repair of Same, Successive Skiagraphs," by Dr.

A. H. Schwab, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; "Technique oi

Skiagraphy," by \V. C. Fuchs, Chicago, 111.; "A
Demonstration of Electrolytic Interrupters," by E.

W. Caldwell, New York city; "The Monell Distor-

tion Landmark for X-ray Negatives," by Dr. S. H.
JMonell, New York city.

A large room has been engaged for the exhibits

of apparatus, tubes, ffuorometers, iiuoroscopes,

plates, coils, motors. X-ray accessories and skia-

graphs of actual cases. Dr. Heber Robarts, editor

of the American X-ray Journal, of St. Louis, is pres-

ident of the association and Dr. J. Rudis-Jicinsky

of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, is secretary and treasurer.

The chairman of the committee of arrangements is

Dr. S. H. Monell, 47 West Twenty-seventh street.

New York city.

Institute Meeting in New Yortc.

At the New York meeting of the American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers on November 23d

B. A. Behrend of Erie, Pa., presented his paper,

"The Mechanical Forces in Dynamos Caused by

Magnetic Attraction." The author exhibited a few

lantern shdes of the machines from which the data

in his paper were derived, also a very excellent por-

trait of Helmholtz. Henry Floy of New York city

also presented his paper on "The Plant of the St.

Croix Power Company of Wisconsin." The papers

were discussed by Messrs. Behrend, Billberg, Dunn,
Henshaw, Hering, Mailloux, Pope, Rice, Sheldon,

Thompson, Wheeler and Wolcott. At the meeting

of the executive committee in the afternoon, the

following-named associate members were elected:

George Porter Baldwin, San Francisco, Cal; Warren
James Ballon, Woonsocket, R. I.; V. G. Converse,
Pittsburg, Pa.; Mikail Andrejevitch de Chatelain,

St. Petersburg, Russia; Edward Andrew Deeds,
Dayton, Ohio; George Hafer, Jr., Cincinnati, Ohio;
James Cezanne Kelsey, Minneapolis, Minn.; Harry
Russell Leyden, Hamilton, Ont. ; Christopher Meyer
Lowther, East Orange, N. J.; George Henry Seth-

man, Denver, Colo.; Frank W. Springen, Minneap-
olis, Minn.; Philip Kossuth Stern, New York city;

Nathaniel Marion Snyder, Gering, Neb.; George Al-

exander Walkem, Vancouver, B. C; Leon Byron
Woodworth, Johannesburg, Transvaal. The follow-

ing-named associate members were transferred to

full membership: W. A. Layman, St. Louis, Mo.;
Ferd. Schwedtmann, St. Louis, Mo.; Louis J. B.

Wall, Perth, Western Australia.

Hamili-Baldwin Wedding in Baltimore.

The marriage of Miss Maria Woodward Baldwin,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William H. Baldwin, to

Mr. Samuel McClintock Hamill of Schenectady,

N. Y., formerly of Trenton, N. J., and Cleveland,

Ohio, was celebrated at Grace Church, Baltimore,

on the afternoon of November 27th. The ceremony
was performed by Bishop Paret, assisted by the Rev.

Dr. Arthur C. Powell, the pastor. The bride was

attended by her brother, Mr. Frank Baldwin, and

her sister. Miss Sara Baldwin, as maid of honor.

Mr. A. Butler Duncan of New York was the l>est

man. The ushers were Messrs. Robert Emmett,
William Woodward and Carroll Baldwin of New
Y^ork, Mr. Horace Devereux of Colorado Springs,

Mr. Barker Gummere of Trenton, N. J., Messrs.

Gist Blair and Blair Lee of Washington, and Mr.
Summerfield Baldwin of Baltimore. At the resi-

dence of the bride's parents a reception was held,

after which Mr. and Mrs. Hamill went North
on a wedding tour. They will live at Sclienectady.

Mr. Hamill is a very well-known electrical man,
being at present president of the Siemens & Halske

Electric company and occupying a prominent posi-

tion in the General Electric company. He was for

a long time connected with the Brush Electric

company of Cleveland.

Electrical Production of Phosphorus.
Heretofore phosphorus has been manufactured

from bones, being, it is said, the only elementary
substance for the preparation of which animal sub-
stances are employed. It never occurs uncombined
in nature, but is found as phosphate of lim.e in such
minerals as coprolite, phosphorite and apatite.

Lately, however, after experiments extending over
nearly a year, the Anglo-American Chemical com-
pany of Long Island City has demonstrated that

phosphorus can be recovered from phosphate rock
Ijy means of the electric arc. Two furnaces have
been designed by Dr. F. J. Machalske for the re-

rluction of the rock. They are of the crucible type,

with an upper electrode eight feet long and four
inches in diameter. It is said that about 150 pounds
of the phosphate rock can be smelted in 15 minutes,
with a consumption of 80 horsepower. The phos-
idiorus vapor set free is condensed under water,

and the residual slag is run off in a molten condition.
I^'orinerly phosphate rock was mixed with sulphuric
acid and used as a fertilizer, one ton of such a

mixture scllinR for about $15. A ton of phosphate
rock, however, is said to contain about 200 pounds
of phosphorus available by the process described
above.

Belden Series Direct-current Enclosed
Arcs.

The manufacturer of the Belden system of arc
lamps asserts that the lamps possess the three im-
portant points of simplicity, durability and refine-
ment of design, and are also characterized by the
best of workmanship, long life of carbon and mini-
mum amount of deposit of ashes. The Belden
enclosed-arc lamp for series direct-current circuits
has a number of valuable features. Its mechanism
is very simple and light, but at the same time very
powerful, due to the peculiar construction of mag-
nets and armature. The lamp will burn a minimum
of 125 hours with one single 12 by one-half-inch
carbon and a maximum of 225 hours.
-The cut-out of this series arc lamp is called a
walking-beam cut-out. The walking beam is piv-
oted at its center, and when the current is off the
gravity of the one end cuts the lamp out, and when
the current enters the series magnets the opposite
end is drawn down, and after the arc is sprung,
should anything cause the arc to lengthen, the lamp
is cut out as follows: The lengthening of arc
strengthens the shunt magnet and pulls the rocking
beam down. This is said to be the best form of cut-
out yet introduced, as it does away with all moving
cables or wires.

The lamp can be disassembled and reassembled
without the necessity of realignment. The clutch is

so constructed that vibration or jarring of the lamp
cannot cause the upper carbon to slip; it is placed
on the inside of the lower end of the carbon tube
so that the swaying of the lamp cannot trip it.

The actuating magnets and mechanism are self-

contained, and are connected to the lamp frame with

at 60 pounds' pressure on the lamp while burning.
The lamp, which is manufactured by the Belden-

Larwill Electric and Manufacturing company, Fort
Wayne, Ind., is of artistic design and is also of
short length, which allows it to be used on low
ceilings.

Denver Tramway Not a Railroad.

The decision of Judge Palmer in the well-known
case of the Denver Consolidated Tramway company
against the Board of County Commissioners of Arap-
ahoe County was handed down in Denver on No-
vember 26th. The action was brought to prevent
the defendants from selling the company's property
for the payment of taxes. As a result of the court's
decision, the company is now indebted to the county
over $84,000. The case will undoubtedly be appealed
by the Tramway company to the Court of Appeals.
The suit followed the assessment in 1896 which

taxed the franchise of the company. This tax
amounts to nearly $10,000 a year. The company
bases its objection to the county assessor's assess-
ment of the franchise on the ground that it should
be regarded as a railroad company, and that its

property should be valued not by the county officer,

but by the State Board of Equalization. The latter

in its valuation does not assess a franchise as an
item for taxation. The court finds against the
company on all points.

As to the contention of the company that it is a
railroad company under the statute, Judge Palmer
says: "The position of plaintiff must be that it

was the intent of the Legislature to include in the
words 'railway companies' all companies operating
railways in this state, regardless as to whether it

/

Lamp Ready for Use. Case Opened Showing Four Sections.

BELDEN SERIES DIRECT-CURRENT ENCLOSED ARCS.

Globe Lowered for Trimming-

two screws and set at a 45-degree angle. The wire
of the magnets is wound on stampea-metai spools
which have a stationary core with protruaing pole-
pieces. The armature is drawn down over these
pole-pieces and has an air gap ot one-eighth inch, so

that Iriction is practically eliminated, 'ine armature
is pivoted so as to give it a walking-beam motion,
and as the armature is pulled down tne opposite end
(which has the carbon tube attached) raises until the

proper arc is formed. The upper carbon is on the

inside of the carbon tube and the copper cable that

carries the current to it only has a movement of the

length of the arc, thus eliminating any sluggish
movement. By lifting the carbon tube its gravity
overcomes any slight friction, and it will respond
quickly to any change's of current.

The lamp case is its own frame, and, as may be
noticed by the accompanying illustration, is made
of four upright stampings, the two side sections

being stationary and the other two being doors.
The operating mechanism is fastened to a ring
(which forms a part of the case) by two screws.
By removing these screws the entire mechanism can
be removed as one piece and a new one quickly
substituted.

It is asserted that this lamp can be trimmed more
easily than an open-arc lamp. The inner globe is

solid at the bottom, and is removed by releasing a

spring; then the carbons are removed by turning
one thumb nut. Both carbons pass through the
lower holder, so that a carbon cannot be placed
in the lamp if not the proper size. In other words,
the lower holder is 0.002 inch smaller than the gas
cap, so that if the upper carbon passes through
the lower holder it is sure to work freely in the
gas cap. The upper carbon is merely pushed up
until it enters the clamp on the inside of the carbon
tube, which always insures a perfect electric path,
and is operated by the clutch at the lower end of the
carbon tube.

There are no sliding contacts to corrode or cause
trouble. The current is carried to upper carbon
by means of a flexible cable. The light is claimed
to be absolutely steady. The long, steady, powerful
pull of the magnets does away with all flickering
and jumping of the light. The case is made weather-
proof and will withstand any kind of a storm with-
out a flicker. One of the rigorous tests of the lamp
was to turn a three-fourth-inch stream of water

was an ordinary railway company or a street-railway
company. If such was the intent of the Legislature
in enacting this law, then it would be proper for
our State Board of Equalization to make a valuation
of the company's property and return the same to
the county assessor for assessment. If street rail-
ways were not intended to be included in the term
'railway companies,' then the State Board of Equali-
zation had no jurisdiction in placing a valuation
upon the plaintiff's property and returning the same
to the assessor, and such act would be null and
void.

"When we read the provisions of the act of the
I^egislature as a whole, we cannot arrive at any other
conclusion than that they indicate that a particular
kind of road is intended, such railroads as according
to popular usage the word 'railroad' without any
qualifying or explanatory prefix is generally under-
stood as referring exclusively to ordinary commer-
cial railroads used for the transportation of both
passengers and freight, railroads which have termini,
a place of beginning and a place of ending, having
depots for the reception and discharge of passengers
and freight, station houses, locomotives, sleeping
cars and palace cars."

As opposed to the view of the plaintiffs, the court
says: "The answer of the defendants alleges that
the plaintiff is a corporation organized for the sole
purpose of running and operating a street railway,
and we think it will not be contended that the
plaintiff' company is operating and maintaining any
railroad system other than a street-railroad system;
we do not think that the fact that a part of the track
on that portion of the system running on the boun-
dary line between Arapahoe and Jefferson counties
and is in said Jefl'erson County, affects the legal
character of the company. It is unnecessary to
point out the difference in the manner of operation
and equipment between the two systems, as they are
matters of common knowledge."
Judge Palmer quotes from opinions of the Su-

preme Court to show that a distinction has been
made between railroads and street railways and the
opinion concludes as follows:

"It must be evident that the act was not intended
to apply to a street-railway company.

"It is a well-settled rule of statutory construction
that all words and phrases used in a statute shall be
understood and con.strued according to the improved
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and common usage of the language, and that some
meaning should be given to every word used. This
rule is expressly recognized by our statute and de-
clared to be the law of this state.—Mills' Ann. Stats.,

sec. 4185.
"From the views we have expressed, and which

are supported by the authorities, it follows that we
are of the opinion that the injunction heretofore is-

sued in this case cannot stand and it is accordingly
ordered that it be dissolved."

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

CORRESPONDENCE.

Montauk Wire for Fire Protection at
Hoboken Piers.

Following the recent terrible fire at its Hoboken
docks, the North German Lloyd Steamship com-
pany has prepared plans for the construction of

new piers and terminals which will give the com-
pany docking facilities superior to those of any
transatlantic line touching New York, and unsur-
passed in any part of the world.
The general plan contemplates the construction

of a solid granite sea wall along the entire 900 feet

of water front owned by the company. On this sea

wall or stone bulkhead a building 850 feet in length
and 130 feet wide will be built of steel and concrete.

The entire building, two stories high, will be prac-
tically non-combustible, as no wood will enter into
its construction. The lower floor will be used for

the stowing of cargo, while the upper floor will be
used for passenger traffic.

From the central building will extend into the
river three large piers, from which the steamers
will sail. The piers will be protected from fire by
a concrete floor, covered by planking. The piers

will all be double-decked, the under side of the upper
floor, which is carried' on steel trusses, being pro-
tected by fireproofing. Each pier shed on both
floors will be divided into three compartments by
efficient fire walls with double automatic fire doors.
As an additional protection against fire, the auto-

matic-sprinkler system, especiallj' designed to meet
the requirements of the locality, will be introduced
on all floors of the bulkhead building and of the
pier sheds. In addition to this, there will be an
indeoendent system of fire mains and hydrants, ex-
tending all through the buildings.

As a further protection, the entire structures will

be provided with the Montauk fire-detecting wires,
with loose coils and reels of the same wire to be laid

over stored merchandise. This is a great compli-
ment to the Montauk Multiphase Cable comoany.
These improvements, as planned by the North

German Lloyd, will insure the safety of its property
and the security and comfort of passengers, as far

as human ingenuity can do so.

Assessed Valuations of Chicago Cor-
porations.

The Illinois State Board of Eaualization met in
Springfield on December 3d and fixed the assessed
values of the capital stock of corporations in the
state. The value fixed upon for the corpo-rations
in Chicago was $2,435,000. as compared with $1,400,-

000 last year. The Chicago Teachers' Federation
has been makine strenuous eflForts to have the as-
sessed value of the Chicago corporations placed at

S=;3.6oo.ooo. but its work was evidently of no avail.

Following is the assessment on some of Chicago's
franchise corporations:

Assessed Assessed
Value nf Valuenf

Capital Tangible Capit=il
Stock. PT-ooerty. St^ck

Chicaeo C'ty Railway company. .Sn.ooo.ooo $1,822,409 $700,000
Chicago Union Traction c-mpany 32,000,000 2,690,630 600,000
Chi-aoo Consolidated Tracti'-n
com nanV 15,000,000 377,813 100.000

Chicago Electric iraction com-
pany 10,000 10,000

Chicago Genera! Railway com-
pany 10,000,000 30,311 20,000

Soath Chicago City Railway
comp^nv 1,603,800 185,323 50,000

General Electric Railway com-
pany 5,000,000 5,000 5,000

People's Gas Lieht and Coke
comra"v 28,668,800 3 865.893 450,000

Ch'ca?o Tfilephnne company 5,000.000 999,734 175,000
Chi'-aeo E-ii'son c"mo'=>nv 5,971,100 954,019 325,000
Calnmet Electric Street Railway
company 50,000 50,000

American Telephone and Tele-
graph com^anv 100.000 118,755

Cen'ral Union Telephone Com-
pany 6,605,300 2.900,202 150,000

Electrical Opportunities in Calcutta.

Consul-general R. F. Patterson of Calcutta. India,
says that electricity is now beginning to be ex-
tensively used in Calcutta for various purposes, such
as lighting, fans to take the place of punkhas that
were pulled by coolies, for driving machinery, etc.,

and that there is an opening there for the sale of
electrical machinery and goods, which American
manufacturers should take advantage of. Mr. Pat-
terson savs: "I would advise correspondence with
Messrs. Kilburn & Co. here, who have an electrical

plant, and are furnishing electricity and electrical

machinerv^ and goods; also with the following-named
firms in Calcutta, who are dealers in such machinery
and goods, viz.. Osier & Co., Octavius Steel & Co.
and the Calcutta General Electrical company. All

machinery is now entered duty free in India, but
• there is a dutv of five per cent, ad valorem on goods.
There is a direct line of steamships between New
York and Calcutta, but a cheaper freig''"t on ma-
chinery and goods not required for immediate use
would be by sailing vessels via the Cape."

London Letter.

London, November 20.—The New Waterloo and
City (Baker street) railway will be the most far-
reaching of any of the underground electric rail-

ways in London, inasmuch as it will not only tap
all the existing underground railways in London,
but will also connect four important trunk lines,
namely, the Southeastern at Charing Cross, South-
western at Waterloo, the Great Central at Maryle-
bone, and the Great Western at Paddington, where
the terminus will be. The new railway will be al-
most on the same scale as the "Twopenny Tube,"
although I beheve it will have more stations. The
line is badly needed, and when it does come into
actuality it will cause quite as much stir as did the
Central London ^ailwa3^
The work oi sinking shafts along the line of the

new "tube" from Charing Cross to Hampstead has
been begun, more than 200 men being at work. Mr.
Yerkes will ask Parliament to amend his claarter
so as to permit the building of four tunnels, each
16 feet in diameter, instead of two tunnels each 11
feet six inches in diameter, as at present provided
for. It is his intention, too, to have his tube radiate
in branches under Hampstead Heath and the coun-
try to the north for long distances, and then to have
comfortable workmen's cottages and buildings
constructed whose rents shall be low and their con-
veniences unusual for that class of dwelling. In the
early morning and evening ^vorkmen's trains will be
run on the express line between the heart of London
and the residential district, the fares to be as low as
they can reasonably be made.

Great dissatisfaction is felt at the way the streets
of central London have been broken ud for the pur-
pose of perfecting the new system of Postoffice tele-
phones. To get the new cables into position has
been a very_ difficult business at many points, so
complicated is the tangle of cables and pipes of one
sort or another already in occupation of the limited
space, with the added necessity for closing down
the work at several points in order to make way
for two great processions we have had during the
last fortnight. It was hoped at one time that a small
part of the center of the system misrht have been
available for use at the beginning of the New Year.
But delays, from one cause or another, will necessi-
tate the postponement of the openiner until the end of
May, or possibly the beginning of June. The con-
tract has now been placed for the Bloomsbury sec-
tion of the work—the section lying to the north of
the Strand as far as the Euston road and lying be-
tween Hatton Garden in the east and Regent street
in the west. The great switchboard to be set up
in the building now occupied by the Savings Bank
Denartment, which I have already described, is

well in hand, and house room is now available for
the central exchanee whenever required.
An engineer named Pickworth, said to be an

American, was killed on Fridav by an electric shock
at the Metropolitan Electric Supply company's sta-
tion. Pickworth appears to have taken hold of
switches with both hands and the electric current
passed right through the man's body. Death was
instantaneous. Forgetfulness on Pickworth's part
is believed to be the explanation of his handling two
switches at once.

It is said that numbers of obscure electricians are
spending ''laborious days and nights devoid of ease"
in the hope of winnine fame and fortune by improv-
ing upon Marconi. They have their work cut out.

Though wireless telegraphy is so far mostly devoted
to marine use, it is interesting to learn that the chief
of the London Fire Brigade has an installation of
wireless telegraph at work between two suburban
stations miles apart. Despite the intervention of
masonry and smoke, the Hertzian waves outclass
X-rays in penetrating obstructions. Marconi is

lying low at present, hard at work among his bat-
teries, where he receives no interviewers or curious
people who might have a weakness for plagiarzing
ideas.

The enormous popularity of the Paris "tube"
is shown by the fact that the number of passengers
carried from the opening of the line on July 19th
to October 31st was 13,000,000. It may be pointed
out that while the London "tube" convej'-s between
go,ooo and 100,000 persons a day, the Paris railway
has on certain days established a. record of 170,000
people. W. H. B.

New York Notes.

New York, December i.—At a meeting of the
Rapid Transit commissioners, held on Thursday, a
resolution was adopted formally abandoning the
plan for pipe galleries as a part of the subway rail-

road. The plans of the commission were opposed
by the heads of the city departments affected, and
Contractor John B. McDonald also opposed them
on the ground that his contract was for the con-
struction of the subway, and that the additional cost
of the pipe galleries would be an added burden on
him. The cornmission's plans called for pipe gal-

leries to contain the sewer pipes, water mains and
gas mains, which will be relaid in building the sub-
way between the City Hall terminal station and
Great Jones street. The estimated cost of the gal-

leries was $400,000. and work on them was begun
and then suspended a month ago.
The Metropolitan Street Railroad company is

contemplating a plan to run storage-battery cars

from Sixth and Eighth avenues through Center
street and up Center street past the Brooklyn bridge.
The Chamber street, Houston street and Bleecker
street lines will be fitted with the storage-battery
cars in the next few weeks. The Fourteenth street
line will be in operation before the first of the year.
The Belt line and one or two others will be the
only horse cars left after a few months. The work
of equipping the Broadway, Lexington and Colum-
bus avenue hncs with the underground-conduit sys-
tem has been completed, but the cable cars will be
run until next spring, as it has not been considered
advisable to test the new arrangement in the winter.
President Vreeland of the Metropolitan company
and the passenger agents of the various railway and
steamboat lines are interested in a discussion of the
advisability of starting an inter-railroad street rail-
road in town for the benefit of passengers arriving

. here by one railroad or steamboat route and wishing
to make close connections in order to depart by
another. The service under discussion is expected
to eradicate wholly the annoyances of transferring
from one line to another, and to reduce the time of
intramural traveling probably one-half.
The Court of Appeals handed down an important

decision at Albany, on November 27th, fixing the
value of the property of the Manhattan Railway com-
pany which is subject to taxation at $9,492,307. This
is the termination of a litigation that was begun
in 1894, when the company's property was assessed
at $17,860,712. A new escalator, or moving stair-

way, was put in operation this week at the Twenty-
third street and Sixth avenue station of the Man-
hattan elevated road.

Subscriptions will be received on December 7th
by Kuhn, Loeb & Co. for $10,000,000 Third Avenue
Railroad company first consolidated mortgage four
per cent. lOO-year gold bonds. These are part of a to-
tal authorized issue of $50,000,000. of which $13,443.-
000 are reserved to retire the outstanding bonds of all

other issues of the Third Avenue Railroad company
and its controlled lines. Principal and interest are
unconditionally guaranteed by the Metropolitan
Street Railroad company. The new bonds will ulti-

mately become a first lien on all of the company's
properties, including the controlled companies. The
fixed charges of the Third Avenue company and
its controlled companies, inclusive of the issue of
$35,000,000 of the new bonds authorized, amount to

$2,095,689, which will be reduced $165,000 by the re-

placement of the existing funded debt with the new
four per cent, bonds. It is estimated that after

the completion of the electrical equipment now in

progress and with the economies resulting from the
close connection with the Metropolitan the annual
net earnings of the Third Avenue will be at least

$3,000,000. Application will be made to list these
Third Avenue bonds on the New York Stock Ex-
change. The subscription price is 104% and ac-

crued interest. Bonds awarded are to be paid for

on December 14th.

The Arlington Copper company has been organ-
ized, with a capital of $2,500,000, to develop an old
copper mine at Arlington, N. J. This mine is

said to be one of the oldest in the country, the first

shaft having been sunk in 1750. Experts have given
their opinion that there is 5.000,000 tons of ore in

sight. The new company owns about 150 acres of

land, all of which is underlaid with copper ore. The
followinff-named gentlemen are officers of the com-
pany: President, AVilliam McKensie of Passaic.

N. jr.; secretarv, William C. Eakins; general man-
ager. Charles L. Dignowity.
The Board of Health accuses the Staten Island

Electric Power company of a misdemeanor in creat-

ine: noises in the operation of its plant, which dis-

turb the sleep of residents in the vicinity of the

power house, and the company has been notified

to appear for trial in the Court of Special Sessions
in the borough of Richmond. Counsel said if the

company was convicted and the plant had to shut

down, the trolley cars would cease running, as they

got their power from the company. It was also

said that the entire borough would be in darkness,

as the comoany supplied thie electric lights. Counsel
said that the company could not operate its plant

without noises. M. L. G.

New England News.
Boston, December i.—Following the example of

the roads in the eastern part of the state of Massa-
chusetts, the lines centering in Worcester, known
as the "heart of the commonwealth," are also to be
united in one big company, not so heavily capital-

ized as the Massachusetts Electric Companies and
the Boston Elevated company, to be sure, but mak-
ing up quite an important railway centralization.

Its stock will be only the aggregate amount of the

capital stock now issued by the several companies
in the deal, or $2,129,400. Into the corporation .vill

be merged the Worcester and Marlboro, the
Worcester Consolidated, the Leominster and Qin-
ton, the Worcester and Suburban, the Fitchburg
and Suburban, the Leominster and Hudson and
the Worcester and Clinton lines. The Massachu-
setts railroad commissioners will be asked to sanc-
tion the project and the new directors slated are:

Oliver Ames of Boston, A. George Bullock of

Worcester. Samuel Carr of Boston, T. Jefferson
Coolidge of Boston, Francis H. Dewey of Worces-
ter, Otis E. Putnam of Worcester, Hon. Stephen
Salisbury of Worcester, G. Henry Whitcomb of

Worcester and Colonel Samuel E, Winslow of

Worcester.
At the recent annual meeting of the Massachusetts
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Electric Companies in Boston, the big consolidated
railway system which embraces the principal elec-

tric-railway lines of Massachusetts along the coast

line, north and south of Boston, the stockholders
elected the following-named trustees, to serve for

the three years next ensuing: S. Endicott Peabody.
Everett W. Burdett, E. Rollins Morse. Philip L.

Saltonstall and Philip Dexter. Mr. Dexter suc-

ceeds S. Reed Anthony, who declined to serve again.

The stockholders voted to amend the declaration

of trust by changing the time of the annual meeting
to the third Wednesday of November. It was also

voted to authorize the sale of 3.000 shares of Nashua
Railway company stock by the trustees. President

Abbott announced to the stockholders some im-
portant matters that have been acted upon by the

Massachusetts railroad commissioners since the an-

nual report was made up for presentation to them,
the principal ones being as follows: Approval of

the lease of the Nashua company to the Lowell and
Suburban Railway company; assent to the consoli-

dation of the Lowell and Suburban and Lowell,
Lawrence and Haverhill; assent to the issue of 10,-

160 shares of Lynn and Boston stock at $130 a

share, the proceeds to be applied to the retirement

of certain coupon notes, to the purchase of addi-

tional equipment and to certain alterations and im-

provements in the power stations of the Lynn and
Boston company and authorization of the issue of

3,636 shares of Brockton street-railway stock at $no
a share. The railroad commissioners have also

given their assent to the consolidation of the Brock-
ton company with the South Shore and Boston and
West Roxbury and Roslindale companies, so that

within a short time the 14 companies will be reduced
to II, six north and five south of Boston. B.
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school tax, for a period of 15 years. Bonds will
be issued by the firm for $450,000 to carry out its

scheme. Mr. Shipley states that, having examined
the waterpower of the Trent River, his company
proposes to secure control of the electric-lighting
plant of the town of Trenton, Ont.. certain water-
powers at Trenton, and to ask from the town a
franchise for 40 years for lighting it, and will also
provide electricity for other purposes. The firm is

also negotiating for power at Campbellford, Ont.
A. V. W.

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa, Ont., December i.—J. A. Shible}', the

Napanee (Ont.) millionaire, has made an offer for

the purchase of the street-railway system of the city

of Kingston, Ont., which is likely to be accepted
by the present owners.
The Ontario Department of Public Works has

been urged to install its own electric-hghting plant.

Such a~ plant would cost $15,000, but it is claimed
that it would result in a saving of $2,000 per
annum.
New headgates in connection with the works of

the Brantford Electric and Operating company of

Brantford, Ont., will be built at a cost of $7,500-

The town of Perth, Ont., has engaged William
Kennedy of Montreal to design a power system
for the electric-light plant of that town.
W. Temple of Philadelphia, Pa., was in Ottawa

recently, and his visit, it is said, was in connection
with the establishment, at Deschenes. near Ottawa,
of a factory for the manufacture of electrical ap-

paratus.

The Town Council of Thessalon, Ont., has just

taken tenders for the supply of an electric-lighting

plant of 1,000 lights. A by-law to raise the neces-
sary funds for the purpose of installing an elec-

tric-light plant has been passed.
The property owners of the town of Woodstock,

Ont., have voted on a by-law to authorize the ex-
penditure of $30,000 on the purchase and improve-
ment of the electric-light plant of that town. The
result was a decisive victory for the advocates of

municipal ownership, the by-law being carried by
•245 majority.
George Hodder and J. D. King have reported

to the Town Council of Port Arthur, Ont., in regard

to the development of the Current River water-

power for electric-light and street-railway purposes.

The total cost is estimated at about $30,000, and
includes $15,000 for dam, excavations, Humes, water-
wheels and addition to power house, $6,000 for elec-

tric-light plant and $2,000 for a power generator.

It is recommended that a by-law be submitted
to the ratepayers of th% town to raise the necessary
funds.

It is officially announced that the Canada Cycle
and Motor company has acquired the control of

the National Cycle and Automobile company, with
head office at Toronto, Ont. It is further an-
nounced that an agreement with the American
Bicycle company secures to the big Canadian com-
pany its motor-vehicle rights for Canada, and also

all its future inventions and devices and methods
of manufacture. As the American Bicycle company
is going extensively into the manufacturing of mo-
tor vehicles, having set aside three of its factories

for that purpose, it will be seen that the agreement
is one of considerable importance.
Dean, Shipley & Co. of New York recently

proposed to purchase the electric-light and street-

railway franchises of the city of Belleville. Ont.
The scheme was laid before the City Council, and.
after an all-night session, the council decided to

accept the terms proposed bv the firm and give
it the franchises asked for. The firm will acquire
the electric street-railway franchise for 20 years,

with the option of a renewal for another term of

20 years, subject to the readjustment of rates every
TO years. The firm also acquires the electric-light

franchise for 40 years, as well as the gas company's
plant, with renewal of franchise for 50 years. The
purchasers have undertaken to reduce the cost of

street lighting to $65 per lamp per year; to extend
the electric railway; to lower gas rates 25 cents
per T.ooo feet (viz., to $2), and to supply 1,000

horsepower for manufacturing purposes to the city

at a schedule of prices laid down. The firm has
been granted exemption from all city taxes, except

From the Buckeye State.

Columbus, Ohio, December i.—The Economy
Electric company of Warren, Ohio, has the new-
plant about completed. The building on West Mar-
ket street is 30 by 80 feet in ground dimensions
and is two stories in height. The principal busi-
ness at the beginning will be the restoring of
burned-out lamps by a process which has proven a
success in many severe tests. The fact that the
lamps will be paid for or a rebate allowed to those
who wish to turn in old lamps will insure a good
business from the start. J. W. Holioway of Syra-
cuse, N. Y., will be the manager of the new com-
pany.

Will Christv of Akron is negotiating for the pur-
chase of the Elgin City, Carpentersville and Aurora
(III.) railway, which now extends from Carpenters-
ville to Geneva. He also holds a franchise to enter
Elgin from Chicago by way of Whcaton.
The Sandusky. Norwalk and Southern Railway

cornpany, incorporated last week, will operate in
conjunction with the Sandusky. Milan and Norwalk
railway and will extend the line from its present
terminus. Norwalk. to Mansfield.
Guy M. Gest of Cincinnati has been awarded the

contract for
_
building the conduit system for the

Western Union Telegraph comnany at Memohis.
Tenn. There were a large number of contractors
striving for the business, but Mr. Gest's plans
seemed to be best adapted to the needs of the com-
pany and were adopted by the management. Mr.
Gest has just comnleted a conduit system in that
city for the Bell Telephone companv. The city has
required all the telegranh and telephone companies
operatincr there to use the conduit svstem. and Mr.
Gest will have built two of them when this one is

completed.
Kerlin Bros, have sold the plant of the Tiffin

Li"-ht and Fuel company to a comoany made up of
TiflSn men. the consideration being estimated at
$7=;.ooo. William H, Dore will be president and
general manager of the new company, Edward
Simon, Toledo, secretarv and treasurer,' and Frank
Henderson. Tiffin, president.
The Youngstown and Sharon Street Railway com-

pany has filed notice with the secretary of state that
the stockholders have voted to increase the capital
stock from $200,000 to $600,000. Caleb B. Wick is

president of the road and M. A. Norris, secretary.
The Citizens' Street Railway company of Mans-

field has made arrangements for extensive improve-
ments in the power plant, which will be required to
furnish power to the Shelby extension when it is

completed. Two 400-horsepower generators, an
800-horsepower Corliss engine, two new 500-horse-
power boilers and some other machinery will be
added to that already in use in the railroad depart-
ment. A power generator and two new electric-
light machines will also be installed, which will add
greatly to the capacity of these departments.
The Lmia and Findlay Electric Railway company

was incorporated last Tuesday, with a capital stock
of $200,000, to build a line from Lnna to Fmdlay, a

distance of nearly 30 miles. It will almost parallel

the Wheeling and Lake Erie railroad. Work is al-

ready going forward on the gradmg, which will be
completed as soon as possible. Rails will be laid

in the early spring. The line will pass through
Cridersville, Wapakoneta, St. Marys, Minster and
some other towns. The incorporators are Theo. D.
Robb, J. D. S. Neely, Louis Koch, Frank Sieber
and A. Miller.

The Cleveland Construction company of Akron,
Ohio, was incorporated this week by Will Christy,

J. R. Nutt, W. E. Davies, R. E. Inskeep and D. W.
Pell. The capital stock is placed at $100,000. The
company has been in business for some years and
has constructed a number of important electric rail-

ways. The main feature of the business will be the
construction of railway, light plants and telephone
systems. It will also promote and handle proper-
ties.

Frederick Maurer has sold his Hght plant at

Bloomville to Frederick Geiger. The consideration
is said to be $15,000.

William Sheridon of Toledo is promoting a line

from Lima to Indian Lake, a distance of 22 miles.

He claims that it is ably financed, and that most of

the contracts for material have been awarded.
The state association of county auditors, at a

session held in Columbus a few days ago, put itself

on record as being in favor of taxing corporate
franchises in order to raise the amount of money
for public purposes. The auditors also took the
stand that machinery and power houses should be
taxed as real estate and that street railways should
be taxed as chattels and returned by the annual
board of equalization rather than have values fixed

by the decennial board.
William R. Hattcrsley, a young business man of

Toledo, is promoting an electric line from that city

to Defiance, to follow the line of the Wabash road.
This matter has been kept quiet, but from the fact
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that an application had been made for a franchise
in Defiance, the story got out. Mr. Hattersley said
he preferred not to name any of the other men in-
terested in the matter, but that a company would
soon be incorporated, with a capital of $2,000,000. to
build the line. It is proposed to begin the con-
struction of the road in the spring.
The Fostoria Incandescent Lamp company of

Fostoria has partially closed down in order to in-
stall some new machinery. It has added inner
globes for arc lamps to its lines.

George H. Chamberlain of Elyria is securing the
rieht-of-way for an electric line from Elyria to
Grafton, and it is said that it will be built the com-
ing year. The connection between this line and the
Cleveland. Elyria and Western, will be very close,
and the latter company will likely furnish the power
to operate the new line.

A report from Marietta is to the effect that a
company of local capitalists has been formed there
to build an electric line from that place to Lowell,
20 miles up the Muskingum River.

Articles of consolidation have been filed in the
office of the secretary of state by the Youngstown
Gas and Electric company and the Merchants' Light,
Heat and Pov/er company, both of Youngstown.
The name of the new company is the Youngstown
Consolidated Gas and Electric company, and the
capital stock is placed at $955,000. To holders of
stock of the Youngstown Gas and Electric company,
two shares of the new company will be issued for
each of the old. There are 4.500 shares of the old
stock, representing a capital of $450,000: hence
9.000 shares of new stock will be issued. For stock
of the second companv an even exchange will be
made. This company has 5=^0 shares of $100 each,
makine a total of $5=;.ooo. The directors are Ran-
dall Montgomerv. Myron H. Norris. Harry G.
Hamilton and Willis H. Park of Youngstown;
Martin A. Devitt. Chicago; George Penhale. New
York; Harlan W. Whiople, East Orange. N. J.

The officers are as follows: President. Randall
Montgomery; vice-president. Harlan W. Whipple;
secretary and treasurer. P. T. Culwell. Youngstown.
The principal ofifice will be at Younestown.

President Thomas Walsh of the Akron and
Cuyahoga Falls Rapid Transit company has an-
nounced the sale of that road to a syndicate made
up of the following-named nersons: Andrew Radel,
Bridgeport. N. J.: Judge Gottfried Kreuger, PI. A.
Doremus and William Sheerer. Newark. N. J., and
E. H. Radel. Orange. N. J. The purchase price is

$500,000. The new owners of the road have taken
possession and will make some very pronounced
improvements, including a large power house at

Akron, double track on the Barberton line and the
addition of 50 new cars. The road is 20 miles in

length, with lines extending from Akron to Cuya-
hoe'a Falls. Kent and Barberton.
The Millcrpek Valley Electric Railway comoany

has made application to the commissioners of Ham-
ilton County to double-track its road for several

miles.

An agreement has been reached between the

Akron Realty company and the Northern Ohio
Traction company by which the latter is to build

a double-track line from Akron to Barberton. The
realt}'" company agrees to donate the right-of-way.
and a handsome boulevard. 100 feet wide, will be
constructed the entire distance, with the hope that
the two towns may eventually be connected and
form one city.

A three-cornered fight is on at Steubenville over
the lighting privilege. The Steubenville Gas and
Electric company has an ordinance before the coun-
cil now, but both the Steubenville and Mingo Elec-
tric Railway company and a syndicate of Wheeling,
W. Va., capitalists are after the franchise.

William Miller, chief electrician of the Bellevue
(Ohio) Light and Power company, has resigned
and is succeeded by W. H. Covill.

The Little Miami Traction company of Xenia
was incorporated a few days ago, with a capital

slock of $50,000. to build an electrical line from
Xenia to Cincinnati. John P. Martin, the well-

known elcctiic-railway man of Xenia, has been
instrumental in the organization of the company,
and this is the beginning of a plan which he has
been maturing for some time. The other incorpo-
rators of the company are Charles J. Christtt and
W. E. Nutton of Cincinnati, Charles Orr, Rufus P.

Ranney and R. L. Andrews of Cleveland and War-
ren D. Riddell of Xenia. As now planned, the road
will extend from Xenia to Cincinnati, passing
through Springfield, Wilmington. Lebanon, Daylon.
Middletown, Loveland and some other smaller
towns. The charter will allow the road to carry pas-
sengers, express, freight, baggage and packages.
The line is about 16 miles shorter than that of the
Pennsylvania railroad from Xenia to Cincinnati, and
the territory that it traverses is quite as good, both
in farming and manufacturing.
The commissioners of Stark County have at last

granted Thomas L. Childs a franchise to build an
electric line along the Canton and Akron road, be-
tween Canton and the line between Stark and Sum-
mit counties. The road will likely pass over a
private right-of-way in Summit County, as Mr.
Childs wishes to reach Blue Pond, a terminus of the
Akron, Bedford and Cleveland road, and in this
way make connection with Cleveland. A com-'
pany. with a capital stock of $500,000, will soon be
incorporated by Mr. Childs, and Judge Kohler of
Akron, Hon. John C. Welty and Charles A. Kolp
of Canton, and William B. Hoover of New Berlin.
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The franchise provides that, the road shall be com-
pleted by October ist of next year, but Mr. Quids
says it will be in operation by June ist. It is the
intention to begin work at the first of the year.

The consents of the property owners have all been
secured and all will be ready as soon as the com-
pany is incorporated.
There is quite a little uncertainty as to what com-

pany will get the franchise south from Columbus
through Franklin County now. J. VV. Wilson of

Dayton has asked for a franchise for two or three
different routes, one to Washmgton Court House
and the other to ChiUicothe. The Scioto Valley
Traction company still seeks to get a franchise in

some way, and the ChiUicothe, Mount Sterhng and
Columbus Electric Railway company is not dead,
even if it has had a setback.
An interesting contest will be settled at San-

dusky and Norwalk the coming week. The San-
dusky and Interurban and the Cleveland, Elyria and
Western railway companies each seek a route
through Erie and Huron counties, in oi"der to

complete connections between Cleveland and San-
dusky. One company, the Sandusky and Inter-

urban, favors Lorain, and the other company will

go through Elyria, so they have succeeded in get-

tmg up a rivalry between the two towns. A portion
of the distance the companies ask for a franchise
along the same route, but at other places it is over
a dilterent route.

The City Council of Lisbon has granted H. G.
Foltz a franchise to construct an electric railway
on certain streets in that place. It is in the interest

of a New York syndicate. It is also stated that

work will be begun on the line between Lisbon and
Salem within a short time.

The Board of Trade of Columbus is making an
endeavor to have the electric arches on High street,

that city, maintained for another year. They have
been kept up both by subscriptions and appropria-
tions from the city treasury for several years. They
form one of the features of attraction in the city at

night
The Toledo, Fremont and Norwalk and the San-

dusky, Milan and Norwalk companies have reached
an agreement by which they will both enter Nor-
walk over the former's tracks. It is stated that the

Toledo road will have cars running into Monroe-
ville within three or four weeks.
The Toledo Traction company has completed the

Stickney avenue extension in Toledo, about two
miles in length. It is by this line that the Toledo,
Fremont and Norwalk line will enter the city.

The Montgomery County commissioners have
renewed the franchise of the Dayton, Covington and
Troy Electric Railway company, which expires on
January ist.

The Dayton, Springfield and Urbana Electric

Railway company has opened a winter pavilion at

Tecumseh Park, near Springfield.

A case of interest was decided in the courts at

Toledo a few days ago. Some time back a lady
boarded a street car there and had no change. She
handed the conductor a 20-dollar bill, which he
could not change. He asked her to get off and get

the money changed. She did so, but later brought
suit against the road for $5,000. The court decided
for the defendant.
A movement is on foot at Springfield to organize

a lighting and pov/er company to compete with the
Springfield Light and Power company. It is in

the hands of a committee of the Commercial Club.

C. H. Struble has been granted a franchise by
the commissioners of Mahoning County to lay gas
mains, water pipes and erect poles to carry power
and light wires at Struthers. He, with other cap-
italists, proposes to erect a gas and electric-light

plant at that place. O. M. C.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, December i.—The Minneapolis fii"e

department has just completed its new alarm sys-

tem. The headquarters have been removed from
third avenue North and Second street to the new
city-hall building. The Gamewell company super-
intended the work. The equipment of the new
office is worth $16,000.

The power from the Apple River plant at Somer-
set, Wis., was shut ofif unexpectedly from the St.

Paul system recently. The company thereupon fired

up its boilers, and in 20 minutes had power on from
the St. Paul power house. As soon as the lights

went out, everyone who had a telephone rushed to

the instrument to learn how long it would be. But
the telephone exchange was incapacitated, as the
lights were out in the central office, and the flash-

lamps were without power.
The street-railway company of Council Bluffs,

Iowa, is securing all the laborers available and is

still without as large a force as is wanted.
The Pella Light company of Pella, Iowa, has

ordered a 120-horsepower Corliss engine, and will

soon be able to render an all-night service and
furnish power for small motors.
The Des Moines (Iowa) Edison Light company

has filed a mortgage for $750,000 covering its entire

property.
The City Hall and Courthouse Commission of St.

Paul contemplates installing a lighting plant for the
building. Testimony was taken from people having
experience with light from the local company and
also from private plants. All tended to show that
it would be a saving venture.

The council of Jamestown, N. D., has refused the
application of the Hughes Electric company of

Fargo, N. D., for a lighting-plant franchise. The
council will frame a franchise which will be accept-
able and submit it to all companies desiring to build
a plant.

The facoma-Seattle Electric Railway company is

preparing for vigorous work on the construction
of a line between those cities. The right-of-way is

being completed.
ihe Twin City Rapid Transit company will dis-

continue tfie construction of short, single-truck cars,

and all made hereafter will be for double trucks.
In St. Paul the Seventh street line will be equipped
with the longer cars, and next the Grand- and La-
fayette lines.

Electricians of Duluth, Minn., will appeal to the
coming Legislature to extend the provisions of the
law governing the class of trade to include that
county. At present it applies to only counties hav-
ing 123,000 population. They want it changed to

75,000 population.
This is to be the last year that the street cars of

Des Moines, Iowa, are to be heated with stoves.
the company proposes hereafter to fit its cars with
electric heaters.

it is reportea at Des Moines, Iowa, that an east-
ern syncucate has been tormea to build a railway
trom ues Moines to iNewton, iowa, using eitner
electricity or compressed air. 1.. id. ±ianna 01

L-ieveianu, Ulno, and J. C. KocKeteller, also 01

Cleveland, are unaerstood to be interested. The
cost 01 tlie proposed line has been placed at :i)750,ooo.

ihe hearing Delore tne attorney-general ol Wis-
consin on the application to have suit entered to

annul the franchise ol the Uuluth-buperior traction
company, in West Superior, VVis., has been de-
terred until December 22CI.

Every pnysician and surgeon in the cities of Du-
lutn ana oupcrior has received a circular letter irom
tne street-railway company in which the company
states tliat it lias its own ptiysicians to attend to an
cases Ol accident. When tnese are not witmn call,

the company cans on tne nearest surgeon, Dut de-
sires tnat he sliaii simply apply such remedies tor
the reliel ol suttering or temporary aid, pending the
arrival of the company's pliysician. Many 01 the
physicians are inuignant over the circular, and
others do not take it so seriously.

the Vvinnebago traction company has applied to

the council ot iNeenah, Wis., tor permission to sus-

pend the operation ol the local car in tnat city, on
the ground that it does not make expenses. I'he

company is willing to take care of local traffic on
us interurban line henceforth.

Ihe Fox River Valley Electric Railway com-
pany will not operate cars on its interurDan line be-
tween Appieton, Wis., and iNeenah alter six o'clock
tor the present, ihe necessity tor this change is

owing to lack of power and the transferring- the
maclunery to the new power house.
The bioux City (,iowaJ traction company shows

gross receipts lor tne year ended iViay 31, 1900, ot

;pibO,2i5, and operating expenses, incluaing taxes and
insurance, ol ;t)i07,o3u, leaving a pront 01 :{>7y,i05.

Alter deducting one year's interest on $730,000
bonds, the surplus earnings remaining amount to

$41,004.

JrterDert W. Lacy wants $10,000 from the St. Paul
City i<.aiiway company, tor an alleged assault 111

being ejected trom a car. Lacy earned two live

turkeys on a car, but when he sought to transler to

another line the birds were objected to and he
was ordered off the car.

After hve years 01 darkness due to a heavy in-

debtedness, tne council of bouth Bend, Wash., has
again contracted tor street lighting.

'Ihomas Kirk is an applicant at Walla Walla,
Wash., for a Irancliise to string wires into the city

tor the purpose ot supplying electric power.
The Seattle Electric company is malcmg improve-

ments on Its system in beattle. Wash., extending
the Pike street hne, rebuilding the old First ave-
nue cable for electric and placing a counterweight
on Queen Anne hill, to enable cars to get up tnat
grade.

There has been comparatively little trouble in

Minneapolis with the water mains, from electrolysis.

The gas mains are not so deep as the water mains
and hence the gas company has caught the most
of the truant current.

Granite Falls, Minn., has just begun using the

power of its new waterpower system for operating
the electric-light plant. The council had been pay-
ing about $3,000 a year for coal to operate the plant,

and concluded to utilize a waterpower a half mile
out. The light plant does not use over half the

power developed.
Walla Walla. Wash., is taking bids, until Decem-

ber 17th, for furnishing street lighting for two
years—not less than 75 lamps, with the privilege of

100—of 1,200 candlepower.
The council of Butte, Mont., has granted the

Butte Electric Railway company the right to carry

ore from the Stewart mine to the Butte Reduction
Works, between 8 p. m. and 10 a. m.
The Britt Light and Power company of Britt,

Iowa, has changed ownership. Mr. Walker has sold

his stock to Charles H. Brown. The plant will here-

after be in charge of Mr. Goodman, late of Leon,
lowa.
The board of water commissioners of St. Paul

has notified the city-railway, telephone and other

companies that any further attempts to make elec-

trical connections with the water mains would be
vigorously prosecuted. They were also notified to

disconnect all present wires. The board will make

a survey of all damage done to date by reason of
electrolysis, and get it in shape for evidence, in
case the matter reaches the courts.

Oskaloosa, Iowa, will vote on December 17th on
granting a franchise for an electric-light and street-
car system to the Oskaloosa Street Railway and
Land company.
The street-railway company of Tacoma, Wash., has

accepted the new tranchise tendered by the council,
providing for a change of route for the DeUn street
line, and will at once proceed to change its tracks
from tile Delin street hill.

The District Court at Fargo, N. D., holds that a
contract for lighting is not void because no levy
was made to meet the expense involved. The case
was that against the Fargo Gas and Electric com-
pany.
Ihe council of Princeton, Minn., contemplates

putting in storage batteries to enable the light plant
to furnish street light all night and yet shut down
the power at midnight.
The Twin City Rapid Transit company's gross

earnings from its lines in St. Paul and MinneapoUs
for October were $240,793, an increase of $11,584.
The net earnings were $131,291, an increase ol $7,963.
The surplus is $03,035, an increase of $10,689.

F. D. Pearne of LeMars, Iowa, has invented a
telegraph typewriter which, it is said, will enable
a man to write on the machine connected with wires,
and the matter will be reproduced over the wires
in another city.

The Commercial Light and Power company of
Duluth, Minn., which has been in the hands of a
receiver, iias been authorized by the court to issue
certificates sufficient to pay ofi its indebtedness.

R.

Gleanings from Colorado.
Denver, November 29.—At a recent meeting, the

City Council of Cripple Creek, by a unanimous
vote, authorized the mayor to enter into a contract
with the Gold Belt Electric company for supplying
arc lights for a period of three years at a monthly
price of $13.50 a lamp. The company now fur-

nishes lights at $15.45 a month, and the contract has
a year to run. Mr. istern, manager of the company,
explained that the reduction was proposed inas-
much as the company desired to treat the city fairly

and extend to it the benefit of the lower rates it

had recently given to private consumers. At the
new rate the city could be provided with 12 addi-
tional lights, which were greatly needed, at no
increase in expense. He thought that when the cost
of fuel and labor in the Cripple Creek District was
taken into consideration, the new rate was lower
than the average price paid by cities in the country.
The Supreme Court has denied the application

of the Canon City Electric Light and Power com-
pany for an injunction restraining the Colorado
Electric Power company from distributing electricity

for light and power in Canon City, under a franchise
which was alleged to be illegal.

The City Council of Santa Fe, N. M., at a recent
meeting voted to guarantee five per cent, interest on
a $100,000 bond issue of the company, composed
mainly of Colorado Springs capitalists, organized to
build an electric railway in the city. J. W. D.

PERSONAL.
George L. Carrington, who was president of the

Albert Lea Electric company of Albert Lea, Minn.,
died on November 24th.

Thomas D. Lockwood, the well-known advisory
electrician of the American Bell Telephone com-
pany, is spending a few days in Chicago.

Frank L. Dame, general superintendent of the
-Tacoma Railway and Power company of Tacoma,
Wash., has resigned his position, and will remove
to Marshfield, Mass.

Arthur Lockwood, a son of T. D. Lockwood,
formerly in the New York office of the Western
Electric company, has removed to Chicago, and is

now connected with the home office of the company
named.

Hon. Cushman K. Davis, United States senator
from Minnesota, died at his home in St. Paul on
November 27th, after an illness of two months.
Senator Davis as a boy was a proficient telegraph
operator in Wisconsin.

J. D. Gerlach, manager and purchasing agent of
the Chester Light, Water and Ice company of Ches-
ter, 111., was a recent Chicago visitor. Mr. Gerlach
has recently been re-elected president of the Illinois

State Electric association.

Rev. Father Felix Marian Lepore, besides his
duties as Catholic priest and editor of La Nazinne
at Denver, finds time to perfect many inventions.
It is said that he now has patents pending for an
electric automatic switch, especially intended for
electric railways.

Mr. Herbert E. Goodman, manager of the Good-
man Manufacturing company of Chicago, was the
victim of a painful accident last week. Mr. Good-
man was at the Vintondale colliery, near Johnstown,
Pa., and entered the mine to inspect an electric drill

that his company had installed. A wagon used to^
haul coal to the mouth of the mine broke away
from its cable, and Mr. Goodman, in trying to get
away from in front of the car, was caught by the
drill. Fle was taken to the Johnstown Memorial
Hospital, where it was necessary to amputate one
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leg. Mr. Goodman is well known among electrical

men in the West, and has many warm friends who
will hear of his misfortune with regret.

John M. Klein, of the John M. Klein Electrical

Works of San irancisco, Cai., is in Chicago for a

few days. Mr. Klein is an old-time electrical man,
having worked tor the Western Union i'elegraph

company in JNew York from i!569 to 1875. bince
that period he has been in San 1^'rancisco in the

electrical supply and manutactunng business. iVLr.

Klein expects to spend the holidays in JMew York.

A London cable dispatch, under date of Decem-
ber 2a, says that D. tl. i-ouderback, agent m ling-

land lor L-haries i . i: erkes, nas resigned his posi-

tion, owing to tne serious illness of ins wite. it is

reported mat since Mr. Louaerback went to i^on-

don in iNovember he has been ottered the chair-

manship 01 another local unaerground railway at

a salary 01 ;i)2o,ooo a year, and wun tne privilege of

retaining his position at the head of tne it erkes
company.

Mr. Asa M. Mattice has been appointed chief

engineer of the VVestinghouse Electric and Manu-
laciuring company and will enter upon his duties

during the present month. Mr. Mattice was tor

10 years, up to a year ago, principal assistant to

E. U. i^evitt 01 CaniDridgcport, Mass., ana nas been
actively connected with tne design 01 all the large

machinery conung from Mr. Kevitt's ofhce during
that time. During the last year he has been re-

modeling the Cocheco cotton mills at Dover, iN. H.
Mr. Mattice is an engineer graduate 01 the JNaval

Academy, of the class of '74, of which class Mr.
B. ti. Warren, vice-president of the VVestinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing company, is also a
member, lie was assistant to Admiral Melville at

the beginning of the new navy, and had an impor-
tant part in the design of the machinery of the

Maine, San Francisco and other early ships. The
Westinghouse company is to be congratulated on
the additional strength which he will give to its al-

ready strong engineering staff.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
An electric-lighting plant is projected for the town

of Gretna, Neb.

Plank Bros, are erecting an electric-light plant
in Quincy, Ohio.

R. A. Hart of Baton Rouge, La., desires prices
on a small electric-light plant.

The Story City (lowaj Electric Light and Power
company has been incorporated.

An electric-light plant is being erected by the
city of Thief Kiver Ealls, Minn.

The Wabash (Ind.) water and electric-light plants
will be consohdated on January. 1st next.

A company has been organized to build and
equip an electric-light plant at Jerseyville, 111.

The city of Crowley, La., has purchased and will

enlarge the electric-light plant ot Henry Widmer.

The lighting plant of Franklin, La., is to be ex-
tended. The city will issue $20,000 of bonds for
the purpose.

The city of Dillon, S. C, contemplates the in-

stallation of a complete system of electric lights,

water and sewerage.

A franchise was granted to T. J. Kirk and others
by the city of Walla Walla, Wash., to supply the
city with electric lights.

The Consigners' Favorite Box company of Chat-
tanooga, Tenn., is in the market for a 60-light plant.
Address Box 239, Chattanooga, Tenn.

The town of Wilber, Neb., has entered into a
contract with J. T. Burke of Omaha for the con-
struction of an electric-light plant, to cost about
$5,000.

The citizens of Crossville, Tenn., will form a
company, with $1,000 capital, for the establishment
of an electric-light plant. O. W. Moore should be
addressed.

The town of Orlando, Fla., the center of the
central South Florida pineapple-raising industry, is

arranging to have an electric-light plant installed
during 1901.

The Fruitvale (Cal.) Light, Heat and Power
company has been incorporated for $100,000 by
A. N. Frost, C. H. Fehnemann and J. H. W. Riley,
to generate and transmit electric energy.

The Laurel (Miss.) Light and Power company
will build an electric-light plant in that town. The
capital stock is $10,000 and the incorporators are
F. W. Pcttibonc, F. Gardiner and A. Flanagin.

The South Boston Electric Light and Power
company of South Boston, Va., with $200,000 capi-
tal stock, has been chartered to maintain and op-
erate an electric-light plant, by R. W. Lawson, J, J.
Lawson and R. S. Barbour.
J

The measure providing for the erection of an elec-
iric-light plant at the Chain of Rocks, near St. Louis,
Mo., and also to furnish power to illuminate the
waterworks and water towers and operate an
electric railroad from Humboldt avenue to the
Chain of Rocks, introduced by Delegate C. F.

Kelly, has been passed by the House of Delegates
of St. Louis.

The recent accident to the maciiinery of the elec-

tric plant at Havre de Grace, Md., kept the town
in total darkness lor two nignts. /is a result ot tne
accident it is proposed to duplicate tne plant and
guard against similar troubles in tne luture.

According to the report recently published of the
work 01 tne electric-lignt plant 01 Ucaia, ria., there
were installed during tne year 573 incandescent
lamps, apd tne receipts lor tne year amounted to

$3,049.72, whicn IS more than $l,uou in excess ot

tne expenses, interest on bonds, allowances lor de-
preciation 01 piant, etc.

The Xoccoa Falls Light and Power company has
been organized at ioccoa, Lra., with n.. P. Simp-
son, president, and 1^. A. :3impson, vice-president
and secretary, lor the estabiisnment 01 an eiectric-

lignt piant and oil mill, lire company will develop
the power at ioccoa Falls, ine capital stock is

$50,000.

The plant of the Citizens' Light and Power com-
pany 01 Kochester, iN . X., was wrecked by nre on
iMovember 25th. the blaze at rirst tnreatened little

damage, but owing to the action ot tne water upon
the electric connections, many smaller nres started m
dittereiit parts ot the plant. The Washington i-iour

iVliils caught hre from the blaze and were entirely
consumed. Ihe hre originated in the framework
of the rope-transmission system ol the electric com-
pany's plant, ihe power on three generators was
suddenly cut oh for some unaccountable reason,
allowing the waterwheels to run away. The ropes
parted, and, becoming entangled in the woodwork,
started the conhagration. The loss on the electric

plant is about $00,000, fully insured.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The People's Railway company of 'Wilmington,

Del, will erect a power house at a cost of $40,000.

The commissioners of Marion County, Ind., have
granted a franchise to the proposed Greencastle
electric railway.

The Toledo, Adrian and Jackson Railway com-
pany, with othces at Toledo, has been incorporated,
with a capital stock of $70,000.

The Pontiac and Flint Electric Railway company
has been incorporated, under the laws of Michigan.
The authorized capital is $50,000.

The Cuyahoga County commissioners have
granted the Cleveland, Berea and Oberlin electric

railroad a franchise for 25 years.

It is reported that the Boston street-railway syn-
dicate may acquire control of the consolidated street-

railway properties of the Washington (D. C.) Trac-
tion company.

The Terminal Street Railway company of Erie,

Pa., has been incorporated, to build a trolley line in
the city of Erie. The capital stock is $7,500, and
C. S. Strong was elected president.

The Spartanburg (S. C.) Street Railway, Gas and
Electric company has been incorporated, with $400,-
000 capital stock. The incorporators are F. H.
Knox, J. C. Norcross and T. C. Steedman.

The Board of Supervisors of Lincoln, 111., have
received notice that H. S. Beckemeyer of Mount
Pulaski will ask for a franchise to build and equip
an electric road between Lincoln and Mount
Pulaski.

W. R. Ha'ttersley is at the head of a company
organized to build an electric road from Toledo
to Defiance, via Waterville, Florida, Grand Rapids,
Liberty, Napoleon and Jewell. The company has
$2,000,000 to invest.

An electric road is to be built connecting New
Albany and Sellerburg, via Jeffersonville, Ind. A
survey has been completed, and the Hne will be
built by L. Schneck of Seymour, J. S. Stotsenburg
of New Albany and others.

At the next meeting of the Board of Supervisors
of Elgin, 111., the Rockford and Belvidere Electric
Railway company will present a petition for a fran-
chise. The company has now secured all its right-

of-way up to Belvidere city limits.

The indications are that in the near future St.

Augustine, Fla., will have a belt railroad around the
city, operated by electricity, and also an electric

road to South B.each, the most popular seaside re-

sort of St. Augustine. Atlanta capitalists are inter-

esting themselves in these enterprises.

C. V. Kilvert of Manchester, England, was in

Cincinnati a few days ago, and in conversation he
said that his city was the first in the United King-
dom to adopt the American street-car system, and
that within 18 months the horse car would not be
seen there.

The proposed trolley line through Greenwich,
Conn., is meeting strong opposition from wealthy
property owners. At a town meeting recently they
asserted that the trolley will injure the town and
declared that public convenience and necessity do
not require it. If the warden and burgesses decide
to grant the right-of-way the matter will be taken
to the courts. The company, however, is making

every effort to get the rails down before the General
Assembly meets, for the repeal of the charter can
then be asked for.

The stockholders of the Youngstown (Ohio; and
Sharon Street Railway company at a meeting held
last week effected a reorganization. The capital
stock was increased from $200,000 to $600,000, and
Colonel C. B. Wick was elected president.

The Newcastle and Beaver Falls Street Railway
company is to build 16 miles of line to connect
Newcastle, Pa., with Beaver Falls and other towns
The directors are W. S. Foltz, J. N. Marvin and G.
Greer. The company is incorporated tor $100,000.

The Indianapohs and Greenfield electric road will
be extended to Jvnightstown, Ind. E. J. Bmford
and L. iVlcDonald ol Greenfield, representing the
line, have been granted a franchise, giving them the
privilege to lay tracks along the iVational road
througn Henry County.

The construction of the Columbia-Montour elec-
tric railroad, in Pennsylvania, in the near future, is

said to be an assured tact. At a recent meeting in
Bloomsburg, Pa., the necessary capital was sub-
scribed and the road, when completed, will connect
Riverside, Danville, Bloomsburg, Espy, Berwick
and Nescopeck.

J. W. Van Cleave of New York city, promoter
of the Interstate Railway company, has applied to
the council of iNiles, Mich., for a franchise to run
an electric line through that city. The terminus
will be at St. Joseph, and the line will run from
South Bend, Ind., through Niles, Buchanan, Berrien
Springs and Benton Harbor, Mich.

There will be two bills providing for a subway
in Washington street, Boston, before the next Mas-
sachusetts Legislature. Both bills will agree upon
practically all points except that of ownership, ihe
Boston Elevated Railway company still adheres to
its desire to own and control the new subway, which
shall be built at its own expense. The other bill

provides for construction and lease by the city.

The South Haven Construction company is to
begin work at once on a trolley line between South
Haven, Mich., and Paw Paw Lake, terminating at
St. Joseph. The new com.pany will be incorporated
m a few days, it is said, under the name of the
South Haven, Paw Paw Lake and St. Joseph Elec-
tric Street Railway company. The following elec-
tric lines are proposed for construction: The In-
diana street railway to operate between South Bend
and St. Joseph, the Holland and East Shore line and
the South Haven, Paw Paw Lake and St. Joseph
line.

The elevated railroads in Chicago in November
made less than their customary percentages of
monthly increase over the business of the corre-
sponding month last year. The South Side Ele-
vated Railroad company's increase figures 2.9 per
cent, and the Metropolitan's 1.13 per cent. The
Northwestern elevated continues to do good busi-
ness, the daily average number of fares collected dur-
ing November being 53,411. According to the gener-
ally accepted figures, the road can pay its preferred
dividend with an average of 50,000 passengers a day.
The South Side company carried 72,057 passengers
and the Metropolitan 89,822 during the month.

A new electric street-railway line to Ravenswood,
III, is proposed for construction by the Citizens'
Electric Street Railway company of Chicago, and
it is announced that it will be a feeder for the North-
western Elevated Railroad company. It is said the
new company may bring its cars downtown over the
elevated company's tracks: It is expected that work
on the Ravenswood branch will be begun next
spring, and that before next winter the new electric
line and the elevated road will land people living
in the Twenty-seventh Ward in the center of the
business district. The Ravenswood branch will
probably stop at Evanston and Foster avenues on
Lincoln avenue.

AUTOMOBILES.
The New Y^ork Central Railroad company has

instituted an automobile service in New "York city

for the transfer of passengers between depots or
to residences.

The automobile exhibition at the Grand Central
Palace in New York closed on November 24th, with
the largest crowd in attendance of the whole week.
As a whole the show is regarded as a great success.

The automobile show which will open in Wash-
ington, D. C, on December loth, promises to be
a society event, as well as an interesting exhibition
of machines. The races will take place in the
beautiful country drives around Washington and
also on the smooth asphalt streets.

TELEGRAPH.
A bill is to come before the Indiana Legislature

at its January session providing for a reduction of
the charge for messages within the state from 25
cents to 15 cents for the first 10 words.

The Utah Messenger and Signal company of Salt
Lake City has been reorganized and the capital
stock increased from $20,000 to $60,000. The name
was changed to the Utah District Telegraph
company, with G. S. Holmes as president and B. B.
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Brooks, secretary and treasurer. Two thousand
boxes are now distributed through the city.

The laying- of a third telegraph cable between the
Netherlands and England, from Zandvoort to Lowes-
toft, was commenced on October 8th. The cable
comprises four wires, which will extend all the way
from London to Rotterdam and Amsterdam. The
cable will greatly accelerate the telegraph trafHc

between the Netherlands and England, and will also

expedite the receipt of American cablegrams for the
Low Countries via London, as one of the wires
will be immediately connected with the cables of
the Anglo-American Telegraph company at Lon-
don, thus making cabling to the United States pos-
sible without the intervention of the London office.

PUBLICATIONS.
"That Devil! Doubt" is the unique title of a pam-

phlet containing desk and ceiling-fan and motor
testimonials, that has recently been issued by the
Emerson Electric Manufacturing company of St.

Louis.

The Power Publishing company has issued the

first number of the Power Quarterly. This first

issue, which is 8 by 11 inches in size, is called a

gas-engine edition. It contains ()7 paees of valu-

able information on gas engines, well illustrated by
pictures of engines and parts, diagrams, etc.

The Grand Rapids Herald of Grand Rapids.
Mich., on November 2.t;th, published a twentieth
century and semi-centennial number. The issue con-
tained a sketch of the growth of the city and brief

descriptions of the leading industries. Among the
latter were given accounts of the Edison Light
company, the Grand Rapids Electric Light and
Power company, the Grand Rapids Electric com-
pany, the M. B. Wheeler Electric company and
the Citizens' Telephone company.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The M^issachusetts Electric Companies has de-

clared a dividend of 2% per cent, on the $15,056,900
preferred stock, payable January ist, to stock of

record December 15th.

The net earnings of the Chicago and Milwaukee
Electric Railway company from January 1st to Oc-
tober 31st were $121,284, ^^ against $69,617 in the
same period last year.

The Chicsgo Citv railway has declared the reg-
ular quarterly dividend of three per cent., payable
December 31st. to stockholders of record December
15th. Books close from December i6th to December
20th. inclusive.

The Electric Storage Batterj' company h^s de-

clared a cash di\ndend of six per cent, on its pre-

ferred stock, being the accumulations of this stock
to January i. 1901. The policy will be to maintain
a regular rate of six per cent, per annum.

The report of the American Railways companv
shows it-; ov,'nershin of S=;oo,ooo of the preferred
stock of Chicago Union Traction and $250,000 of

common taken in the underwriting. The total par
value of stocks owned is $3,817, =;oo and of the bonds
owned $598,748: total. $4,416,248. which cost $3-.397.-

313- A statement of earninsrs to June 30th shows
gross receiDts to be $603,606. with operating ex-
nenses of $320,513. Taxes and interest amount to

$101,701. leaving a surplus of $181,392.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
"Salaried Positions for Learners" is the title of a

pamphlet issued by the International Correspond-
ence Schools. Scranton. Pa. It tells how a young
man can become a mechanical or electrical enp.ineer

C'X architect and sunport himself while learning. It

contains photographs of a score or more students
who have obtamed better positions as a result of

their studies, and some specimen drawing plates

?hov/ing the remarkable progress made by students.

The following-named gentlemen, residing in New
York city and vicinitv. were elected members of the
New York Electrical society, at its meeting held
nn November i6th: H. S. Arnold. C. F. Solitdorf,

K. G. O^burn. G- H. Hill. J. S. Humbert. Harry B.
Naylor. Charles Arthur Hanna. W. W. Morse. Da-
vid H. Darnn. M. R. Hutchison. C. Howard
Parmlv. E. M. Archibald. C. W. Obert. Robert A.
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Fliess, Howard Richards, Jr., and Edward R.
Knowles.

Professor F. C. Caldwell of the Ohio State Uni-
versity delivered an illustrated lecture before the
Engineers' Club of Columbus, Ohio, recently. His
subject was "The Storage of Electricity and Its
Application to Practical Work." The lecture was
supplemented by an examination of the machinery
at the Edison Electric Light company's plant.

A general announcement for 1901-1902 of the de-
partment of engineering has been issued by the
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. The
pamphlet contains a list of the engineering faculty,
the requirements for admission, an account of the
work of the department, facilities for instruction,
courses of instruction, requirements for graduation,
etc. A list of the addresses of the graduates of the
department for the years 1899 and 1900 is given at
the close of the book.

The following thesis subjects have been approved
for the senior electrical engineering students in the
College of Engineering of the University of Illinois:
"Investigation of the Wave Forms of Alternators
and Synchronous Converters," "Behavior of a Rotor
in a Three-phase Field." "An Experimental Study
of Phase Transformers," "Behavior of a Rotor in a
Two-phase Field." "Conditions Affecting the Rated
Performance of Wattmeters," "Line Regulation in
Polyphase Transmission," "Performance of a 10-

kilowatt Synchronous Converter."

Efforts toward the organization of an association
of electrical meter experts are said to be meeting
with good success. Favorable replies have been re-
ceived from several meter men expressing their
willingness to assist in the movement. Ben. W.
Ctark of the Edison Illuminating company, Detroit,
Mich., is interested in the movement, and will be
pleased to hear from all others similarly interested.
It is proposed to meet conjointly with the annual
meeting of the National Electric Light association
next summer and effect a permanent organization.

The Cornell Society of Mechanical Engineers is

a new society, formed by the students at Sibley
College. Cornell University, this fall. The object
of the society is to promote the interests of me-
chanical engineering among its members, to bring
the latest phases of engineering practice to their
notice, and to drill them in the methods of the
larger societies. It has a membership of about 60
and has been very successful thus far in its work.
Several interesting papers have been presented
before it. including one on "Steam Turbines." by
Dr R. H. Thurston, director of Sibley College.

The first annual stein dinner given by the Tech-
nical Club of Chicago to its members and guests
was held at the clubrooms on the evening of No-
vember 26th. There were 140 in attendance and the
affair was pronounced a decided success. Although
the club membership numbers 4=;o, this was the
largest gathering that hpd attended any of its social

events. As a result of the dinnei' the club is richer
to the extent of over 100 ornamental and costly

steins^, which will be displayed in the rooms. The
guest of honor was Dr. P. J. H. Farrell. who served
a? surgeon of the First California Infantry in the
Philippine Islands. Dr. Farrell was the first com-
missioner sent by the United States government to
treat with Aguinaldo.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Following the decision of the higher courts, the

Cowles companv of Cleveland aoplied to the United
States Circuit Court for the Western Division of
Pennsylvania for an injunction to clo?e the works
of the Carborundum company at Niagara Falls.

Judge Joseph BufRngton refused the injunction.
provided that the defendant company file a bond
to secure damages to the comolainant. the amount
of the bond to be fixed at the discretion of the
court. Although in Judge Euflfington's decision he
directed that an accounting be made bv reason of
the alleged infringement of one of the Cowles pat-
ents, he went on to sav: "To grant an injunction
would mean the stooping of the manufacture of

carborundum and result, most likelv, in serious dam-
age to the defe-ndant comnanv, the sole maker of
carborundum. The defendant cannot make car-
borundum without infringing a Cowle=; patent, and
the plaintiff cannot make carborundum, a? the
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defendant has the exclusive rights. An injunction
would do the complainant no good, but would
take away the only means by which' he can get
damages."

TRADE NEWS.
The Low Water Electric Alarm company of De-

troit has been incorporated, with $10,000 capital.

The Electric Equipment company of New York
city has been incorporated, with a capital stock of
$5,000. The directors are C. J. Klieri and C. L.
Sefert of New York city, and H. E. Wadsworth of
Brooklyn.

The H. A. Fisher Manufacturing company has

'

been organized at Kittery. Mass., to deal in elec-
trical goods, with a capital stock of $10,000. The
president is Dallas W. Cobb, and the treasurer, John
E. Fuller, both of Mansfield, Mass.

The contract for furnishing the United States
engineer's office at New London, Conn., with two
five-horsepower motors and two 3%-horsepower
motors has been awarded to the Thresher Electric
company of Dayton. Ohio, at $700.

The American Battery Compound company has
been incorporated in Chicago, with a capital stock
of $2,500, for manufacturing primary and storage
batteries. The incorporators are Adelor J. Petit,
Daniel W. Parker and Mabel McMillan.

The lowest bid received by the Treasury De-
partment for the installation of a wiring system in
the old United States courthouse building at Bal-
timore, Md., was that of J. F. Buchanan & Co. of
Philadelphia, in amount, $1,678, and in time, 90
days.

The Treasury Department has just award'.d con-
tracts for the installation of the lighting fixtures
in the new mint building at Philadelphia. Pa. The
major portion of the work will be done by the
Cassidy & Son Manufacturin.g company of New
York, at the contract price of $15,014.75. and the
balance by the Horn & Brannen Manufacturing
company of Philadelphia, at $2,501.15.

Sealed proposes will be received at the office of
the supervising architect. Treasury Department.
Washington, D. C. until December 22d. for the
installation of a wiring system for the extension of
the United States Postoffice building at Columbus.
Ga.. in accordance with the draw-ing and the specifi-
cations, copies of which mav be obtained at the
Washington office or at the office of the superinten-
dent of construction at Columbus. Ga., at the dis-

cretion of the siipervising architect.

The Akron Fillet Machine company of Akron.
Ohio, calls attention to the work done by its fi.llet

machines in a novel manner. It is sending to the
trade a small cloth sack with the following ad-
monition printed on the outside: "Don't let the cat

out of the bag." The "animal" inside is a sample
of leather fillet work, showing how the fillets are
applied to ^voodwork. The machines manufactured
by the company produce fillets in sizes from one-
sixteenth to three-fourths inch radius.

BUSINESS.
Operators of alternating-current plants should

read a little book issued and mailed free by the
Electric Apnliance company. Chicago. The book
is entitled "Skepticism." and is written especially for
alternating-current skeptics.

The American Steel Hoop company is going to
put in steel bins at its Isabella furnaces. ,?ttna. Pa.
This will reauire about 750 tons of steel, which will

be furnished from one of the Pittsburg plants of the
American Bridge company. The bins will be made
in accordance with the design of Julian Kennedy,
mechanical engineer.

The Eureka depolarizing solution for battery
cells which Spahr & Swingle of Millersburg. Ohio,
are putting on the market is said to last longer, to
be cleaner and less expensive and to give better
satisfaction than any other known fluid or com-
pound. The fluid has been used by the Millersburg.
Wooster and Ornn'lle Teleohone company for over
six months, and during- that time the company's
batteries did not give the least trouble. The Eu-
reka fluid is especially adaptable for use with the
Fuller cells.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

662.^86. Electric Traction for Tramway or Similar
Vehicles. Arthur Baisieux. Brussels. Belgium.
Application filed July 31. 1900.

In rh" plertric-rai'way system referred to are comh'npd a
cnndnJt formed nf non-coodu'-tine and non-macnetizahle
material, and embc^vine a serie«^ of ins:iilated rondncting
seC'ons or rails, and a I've magnetizable condTictor irmv-
ably I^cflted in the condu't and below the se~tions, and in

connection with i generator. A macrpt is carried up"n
th" ve^iclo passing over the conduit and effective to move
th" conductor 'n«o conta-t w4h the sections; and means
indenendent of tb" weight of the condnctrr are shewn for
breaking contact between the conductor and sections,

662.410. Magnetic Separation. Elmer Gates, Chevy
Chase. Md.. assignor to Theodore J. Maver.
Washington. D. C. Oricrinal applications filed

March to. 1900. Divided and this application

filed April T4, 1900.

Issued November 37, iqoo.

This method of senara'ing diamagne'ic material from
paramaen'=tic material consists in feeding the composite
ra3teri''l unon a receiving apron locatpd in a magnetic
fie'd. of a strenclh so graduated tha' thfi magnetic sand
will arra"ge itself in moss-Hko o"- frond-Hke stru'-tiires
and in zigza" or wa^-y linps, and thereupon bodily moving
the structures along the z'gzag or wavy lines of force
estabHshPd so as to occasion a corrPsoo"dine z'gzag or
sinnons tr^vnl of the structures and their concurrent pro-
gressive re-format'on.

662,411. Maernetic Separator. Elmer Gates. Chevy
Chase. Md., assienor to Theodore J. Mayer,
Washington. D. C. Application filed April 14.

1900.

An aoparatus is described fir separating magnetic from
diamaenptic material, comprising a magnet pole p'ece
gr-^oved nr recessed to produce a wavv, zigzag, or tortuous
distribution of the effective lines of force, in combination
with a traveling screen or anron. moving in front of the
pole piece, and means for jostling the apron.

662.412. Maenetic Separator. Elmer Gates, Chevy
Chase. Md.. assignor to Theodore J. Mayer.
Washington. D. C. Application filed April 14.

1900.
The apparatus covered by this invention for separatine

magnetic from diamagnetic ma'erial comprises a magnet
pole piece grooved nr reress^d tn pr<^dufe a w>w, z'gzag.
or tortuous distribution of the effective linps of f'-rce, in
combination with a rotatory screen revolving in front of
the pole piece.

662.413. Magnetic Separator. Elmer Gates, Chevy
Chase, Md., assignor to Theodore J. Mayer.
Washington, D. C. Application filed April 14,

T900.
Herp the anparatus for separating magnetic from dia-

magnetic material comprises a magnet pole niece having
a wavy, zigzag, or tortuous distribution of the effective
lines of force, in combination with a traveling screen "or
apron passing in front of the pole piece.
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662,414. Magnetic Separator. Elmer Gates, Chevy
Chase, Md., assignor to Theodore J. Mayer,
Washington, D. C. Application filed July 12,

1900.

The magoetic separator mentioaed comprises a mag-
netic cyliDder having grooves or recesses in iis periphery,

the grooves or recessts having a zigzag or wavy arrnnge-
ment. so as to provide corresponding wavy or zrgzag mag-
netic fields of force, and a tcaveliug apron passing over tbe
cylinder. (See cut.)

NO. 662,414.

662.419. Electric Railway. William Grunow, Jr.,

Bridgeport, Conn., assignor to the McElroy-
Grunow Electric Railway system, Bridgeport.
Conn. Application filed April 5, 1900.

In a surface-contact system of electric railways two par-
allel sets of sectiocal rails or conduciors which are sub-
stantially continuous are described, each individual rail of

one set being longer than its fellow of the other set. in

combination with circuit connections to the switch-con-
trolling magnets and switches, whereby the working
currtnt is connected to the sectional rails or conductors
which convey it lo ihe motors on board the cars before the
trolley or shoe makes coniact therewith, no matter in

which direction the car be running,

662.420. Electric Railway. William Grunow, Jr..

Bridgeport, Conn., assignor to the McElroy-
Grunow Electric Railway system, Bridgeport,
Conn. Application filed April 5, 1900.

In this contact system of eleciric railways sectional rails

or conductors are located in the roadbed, and a siaiioa

generator and a current feeder or main extends therefrom
over the route. Feeder circuit-closei s and circuit connec-
tions for operatively connecting the current feeder or main
with the sert'onal supply rails or conductors are shown,
and a manually op^^ative switch having an exposed opera-
tive part and circuit conoeciions for transmitting the
feeder current to the sectional supply rails.

662.421. Electric Railway. William Grunow, Jr.,

Bridgeport. Conn., assignor to the McElroy-
Grunow Electric Railway system, Bridgeport,
Conn. Application filed April 5, 1900.

In a contact system of electric railways having sectional
rails or conductors located in the roadbed are employed
a station generator and a current feeder or main extendiog
therefrom over the route, and switch iiig magnets and
circuit conn-actions for operatively conneciine the current
feeder or main wiih the sectional rail's or conductors. In
combination is a switching circuit in each switch box in-
cluding an exposed cor tact, so arranged that circuit may
be effected from an independent source of electrical en-
ergy, to and through the switching magnet in the switch
box.

662,423. Current Collector. William Grunow, Jr.,

Bridgeport, Conn., assignor to the McElroy-
Grunow Electric Railway system, Bridgeport,
Conn. Original application filed April 5. 1900.

Divided and this application filed May 21, 1900.

A current collector or trolley consists of two shoes piv-
otally secured to vertical standards, adapted to slide in
sleeves secured in a supporting frame, the standards be-
ing yieldingly connected together.

662.4.14. Insulating Composition. Carl Jung, Vi-
enna, Austria-Hungary, assignor of two-thirds
to Adolf Kittel and Adolf Brecher, Vienna, Aus-
tria-Hungary. Application filed December 19,

1899.

As a new composition of matter, a mixture of undissolved
raw caoutchouc and casein, or a vulcanized mixture of
caoutchouc, casein and resin, or some solid hydrocarbon,
is described. The process of preparing a rubber-like
substance consisis in adding undissolved raw caoutchouc
to casein and thoroughly kneading or mixing the mass,
and vulcanizing the same.

662,450, Controller for Electric Motors. John B.

Linn and Maxwell W. Day, Schenectady, N. Y.,

assignors to the General Electric company of

New York. Application filed September 17.

1898.

A hoisting apparatus is provided with a number of mo-
tors acting upon a common load; means are provided for
regulating the mritors to run at the same or different
speeds as may be desired, and a common reversing switch
for all the motors: or a number of electric motors may
be provided wiih a regulaiing swi'ch for eacli motor, with
handles for each switch, and interlocking means foi the
handles, such thst each swifh may be separately operated,
or all be moved by one handle.

662,463. Casing for Electrical Conductor Joints.
George H. Paul, New York, N, Y. Application
filed June 2, 1900,

As an improved article of manufacture, a joint casing is

described, provided at its ends wiih openings through
which the several conductors enter ihe casing, the casing
being provided with grooves or marks so arranged and
extended that the casing may be opened by S'iiting the
same upon the grooves or marks, to receive the joint.

662.465. Commutator. Edward D. Priest and
George L. Schermerhorn, Schenectady, N. Y..
assignors to the General Electric company of

New York. Application filed June 30, 1900.

A commutator for dynamo-electric machines consists of
alternate strios of copper and mica, the mica being
grooved out for a short distance below the level of the
copper.

662.466. Lightning Arrester for Safety Cut-outs for
Electric Circuits. Joseph Sachs, Hartford, Conn.
Application filed September 28, 1899.

In combination with a case are a safety fuse within and
extending through (he rase, and terminals at the ends of the
case a'tai^lied to ihi safety tii-ic. Basu and circuit termi-
nals are connected thTcwith and adapted to receive the
safcty-lijfic case at the t*-rminalfi; a ground terminal adja-
cent to and inBiilHted from one of the case terminals is

nhov/n, and a device securing the same to the base and an
electrical connection th'Tfifrom to ground.

662,480. Automatic Circuit Controller. George H.
Whittingham, Baltimore, Md. Application filed

March 19, 1900.

With a circuit controller are combined two shunt circuits
arounn the same, a cut-out in each shuit, one of whicti is

operated by the circuit controller; or one shunt circuit
may contain one cut-out and the other contain two
cut-outs.

662,484. Electric Top for Gyroscopes. Emil Ziehl,
Berlin, Germany. Application filed December
26, 1899.

The invention relates to an improved electric top com-
prising the axle, the bearings therefor, the rotary body
carried by the axle and arrang-d to turn about the same,
and an inducing body mounted on the axle. The rotary
body acts as induced part, the friction at the bearings of
the shaft being greater than at the bearings between the
shaft and rotary body.

662,491. Portable Electrical Device. John S. Mead.
Buffalo, N. Y., assignor of one-half to William
Comerford, Buffalo, N. Y. Application filed

January 30, 1900. Renewed October 24, 1900.

An electrical hand appliance, comprises a battery
case, a conical or tapering cap for closing the case at one
end, adapted to receive an instrument stock and electri-
cally connect the same wiih the case. An insulator disk
is lorated within the cap, and a yielding contact arm
mounted on the disk in electrical connection with the bat-
tery and adapted to contact with a contact terminal of the
stock. A push button is located within the tapering side
of the cap,

662.501. Safety Cut-out for Electric Circuits. Jo-
seph Sachs, Hartford, Conn. Application filed

September 28, 1899.

A safely fuse comprising two contiected portions in one
line for the passage of the electric current, the one portion
a section of material of low conductivity to be healed and
the other portion a piece of material of high conductivity
connected by a joint fusible by an excess cf heat of the
low conductivity section, and a means for effecting a ten-
sion for the separaiion of the parts.

NO. 662,537.

662,527. Telegraph Signaling Apparatus. Edward
B. EUicott, Chicago, 111., assignor to the West-
ern Electric company, Chicago, 111. Application
filed December 8, 1899.

In a telegraph-S'gnaliog apparatus is combined, with a
movable bar having a series of contact points mounted
(hereon, and constituting terminals for one side of an
electric circuit, a contact spring forming a terminal for ihe
other side of the circu t, ihe spring being adapted to en-
gage successively with the coniact points, whereby the
circuit is alternately made and broken. A spring driven
gear irain is supplied for moving the bar, and guard pieces
adapted to slide to and fro oi the bar, and so to be
adjusted to any desired point on the operative length of
the bar. These guard pieces serve to cover certain of the
contact points to prevent tbe engagement of the spring
with such contact points, whereby signals may be trans-
mitted.

662,537. Electric Smelting Furnace. Hugo Koller,
Nuremberg, Germany. Application filed May
17, 1900.

An electric furnace has vertically disposed current-feed
electrodes, a venical series of superposed disconnected
hopper-shaped electrodes, arranged betwet-n the feed elec-
trodes, and means for insulating them one f'om the other
and from the current-feed electrodes. (See cut.)

662,543. Telephone Switch. Levi M. Neher, North
Manchester, Ind. Application filed April 4, 1900.

A telephone switch is described comprising two contact
plates, a movable switch plate for contact with one of the
contact plates, and having means for hold'ng it normally
out of such contact, and a rocker having fineers for con-
tact with the second contact plate, and having means for
holding it normally out of su'-h contact. A receiver lever
is shown in operative relation to the switch plate and
rocker, to move them alternately into contact with their
respective contact pla'es. the fingers and switch plate be-
ing'movable into and out of contact and lying normally in

electrical contact. (See cut.)

662,580. Apparatus for Electrically Lighting Rail-

way Carriages, etc. Charles Vicarino, Nancy,
France. Application filed April 24, 1900.

The automatic pole changer consists of a disk, brushes
carried by the disk and adapted to rest on the collector,
the disk being placed m its proper position by the move-
ment rf the armature shaft according to the direction of
i;otation of this latier. A fixed stop for retaining the disk
in i's proper position is shown, and an insulated ring
carrying ihe brushes, and a spring contact bearing on the
ring for taking off the current,

662,595. Trolley-wire Suspension. John W. Haynes,
Manchester, Conn. Application filed March 10,

1900.

In combination with a trolley-wire hanger are described
ii rap and cone insulation, in which the cap is provided
with a locking socket, and a Idtch loosely attached to ihe
arm of the hanger and having its end adapted to engage
the socket in ihe can.

662,630. Brush Holder for Electric Machines. Sid-

ney H. Short, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing com-
pany, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed July 28,

1898.

In the brush holder referred to are a frame having one
or more compartments, a brush mounted to slide in ways
ill each compartmenl. and a lever pivot^lly mounted at one
end upon the frame, and arranged to bear at its free end
upon the brush , A stud or holt is arranged to pass freely
tliroi:gh a perforation in the lever, while a spring is shown

connected at one end to the frame and at the other end to
the stud or bolt. A nut having wedee-shaped portions is
mounted on ihe stud or bolt, the surface of the fever ad-
jacent to the perforHtiou therein being formed into a seat
to receive the hearing edge of the wedge.

662,679. Reversible Primary Battery. Leon W. Pul-
len, Camden, N. J., assignor to the Pullen Bat-
tery and Electrical Manufacturing company of
New Jersey. Application filed September 16,

1899.

In a negative-electrode structure for a battery are com-
bined a central carbon conductor, a hard sealing stopper
tightly surrounding the conductor at a distance from its
upper end, a second hard sealing stopper covering and
surrounding the lower end of the conductor, and a depo-
larizing mass surrounding the carbon conductor and inter-
posed between the sealing stoppers. An inclosing wrap-
per of a thin asbestos sheet surrounds the depolarizing
mass and peripheries of the stoppers and is tightly
wrapped about them and upon itself to form a strong case,
and a wrapping strand is shown tightly binding the asbes-
tos wrapper at close intervals throughout its length to the
depoldrizing mass and to the stoppers, and preventing un-
due eiipansion.

662.719. Electric Fire Alarm. Charles L. Haight,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Application filed January
25, 1900.

An electric circuit-closer comprises a casing, contact
plates held in the casing and spacetl apart, the plates
being connected with the circuit wires of an alarm. A
contact bar is mounted to slide in the casing, the outer
end of the bar having a flanged offset; a spring is shown
for moving the bar into engaeement with the contact plates,
with a binding post secured to tbe offset of tbe bar. A
binding posi is also secured to the casing, and a fusible
connection exiends between the two binding posts, nor-
mally holding the bar out of contact with the plates.

662.727. Attachment for Arc Lamps. Edwin B.
Jones, Chatham, Canada. Application filed May
26, 1900.

In an arc lamp are shown a suitable frame, a globe sup-
ported in tbe frame, having a flaring opening at the b^t-
tom th^re f. a lower-carbon holder supported in the
frame adjacent to the lower end of the globe, and a flexi-
ble metallic thimble seated UDon the ho'der, and extending
into engagement wi'h ihe wall of the globe openine, and
effectine air-tight joints at its respective terminals be-
tween the globe and holder.

662,7^7. Current Motor. Marcin Puszkar, New
York, N. Y. Application filed September 14.
1900.

This current motor comprises a plurality of arms con-
nect-d to rotate in unison; vanes, each having one end
pivotally attached 'o the outer end of one of the arms, are
adapted to swing on the arms freely. Bars connecting the
arms are shown, and stops having sliding movement on
the bars and arranged to project inio the path of the vanes
to bring them into drivine connection with th-'arms. Bars
are mounted to slide on the arms and pivotally connected
with the stops, and means are provided for operating the
sliding bars.

662,752. Transmission of Electrical Impulses. Fred-
erick Bedell, Ithaca, N. Y. Application filed

July 6, 1899.

The method of transmitting intelligence described con-
sists in generating dynamically a series of un directional
impu'ses of electromotive force, transmitting over a cir-
cuit code-deterrointd current imou'st^s, each complete
from zero to zero, and receiving the transmitted im-
pulses by means of suitable receiviug apparatus.

662.772. Electric Motor. Joseph Darling, Chicora,
Pa. Application filed September i, 1900.

An electric motor is shown h iving. in combination with
an electromagnet, an armature hiving a rocking axis
directly at the pole of the magne'. an arm rigidly attached
to the other end of the armature and extending at right
angles to a point near the opp.is'te end of the electromag-
net, and a crank-shaft arranged at right angles to the
electromagnet above the arm. A connecting rod is ar-
ranged on the opposite side of the crank-shaft from the
armature and connecting the crank-shaft to the extended
armature arm.

NO. 662,543.

662,803. Burglar Alarm. Junius L. Murphy, Den-
ver, Colo. Application filed February 4, 1899.
An al^rm mechanism located in an electric circuit is

provided wiih a vibrating arm and a cir"uit-closiug de-
vice adapted to be opi-rated by tbe window or door.
Means are shown for closing the circuit a'ltomatically
independsnily of tbe circuit-closer, comprising two con-
tacts located in the circuit, and an arm fulciunied inter-
mediate i's extremities, one of which is forlied while the
other prrjects into the path of the Vibrating arm of the
alarm device. The forked extremity is located adjacent
to the contacts and is norm?illy disengaged therefrom, the
arrangement being such that when the vibrating arm acts
on the circuit-closing device, the latter is actunted caus-
ing the forked extremity to bridge the space between the
two coniacis, thus closing the circuit independently of the
circuit-closer actuated by the door or window.

662.833. Railway Signaling. Samuel D. Strohm,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the Strohm Auto-
matic Electric Safety Block System company,
Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed August 29,

1891. Renewed June 5, 1900.

In a railway signaling system are combined, with station
electroni'tgnetic devices, two series of pairs of contact
platesarranged along the line of wiy, and parallel there-
with, the plates of eicli pair extending end to end. Con-
nections are made between tbe plates and the station
electromagnetic devices A later.illy adjustable frame
carried by an engine or car has means for adjusting the
frame, while a brush is elastically mounted in the frame.
making contact with either of the series of plates.
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Electric Lighting of tine Illinois Theater.

Mucli has been printed in the Chicago daily

papers and also in other publications descriptive

of the construction and erection of the new

Illinois Theater, its architectural beauties, and its

many advantages from a theatrical viewpoint. The
main interest in the construction and equipment

of the theater building to the readers of the West-

ern Electrician is derived mainly from a considera-

tion of the light and power equipment, which is ex-

clusively electrical, and of the other engineering

features.

The Illinois Theater is a stone and brick structure

with steel framework, on Jackson boulevard, between

Wabash and Michigan avenues. The front of the

building, which is well illustrated in the ac-

companying picture, is of Buena Vista stone, with

old-copper-work ornamentation, the general style

of architecture being French. A large and elab-

orate canopy or marquee of glass and steel, 40 feet

in width, extends across the sidewalk and adds

much to the general attractiveness of the building.

At each end and on the front of this canopy are

electric signs, each wired for a capacity of 250 eight-

candlepower incandescent lamps. A row of incan-

descents is placed along the front and underneath

the canopy to light the sidewalk, while about 30

incandescent lamps are used in the ornamental

globes, flambeaux, etc., on different parts of the

front of the building.

One of the most artistic features of the theater is

the lobby, which is 42 feet wide. 3'o feet deep and

35 feet in height. An illustration gives a view of

the lobby, showing the stairs leading from the

dress-circle or first-balcony exit. The walls are

of rubio marble, inlaid with turquoise-blue mosaic.

.\ pleasing effect has been obtained in the design

of the main chandelier and stair lights, the use of

in the stairways, boxes, etc. The lamp bulbs on the

balcony fronts are cleverly concealed by means of

coverings, composed of glass prisms, strung on
wires and held in place by adjustable clasps. Credit

for the unique designs of these lamp coverings and
all the decorative lighting is given to Benjamin H.
Marshall, the chief architect of the theater. The
fixtures were furnished by the T. W. Wilmarth
company of Chicago.

Naturally, the most important and elaborate elec-

trical wiring of the theater is on the stage. Here,
at the right of the curtain, is located the main thea-

ter sw-itchboard (herewith illustrated), from which
all the lights in the house are controlled. It is

built about eight feet above the floor, access being

had to it by means of a ladder and gallery. This

places the board out of reach of careless med-
dlers and where it does not interfere with the work
on the stage. The switchboard consists of three

w'hite-marble horizontal panels on the left, con-

taining the switches for all the stage and main-floor

lights, and a large panel ^nd two smaller ones

on the right, which have mounted upon them the

theater dimmers and the remaining house switches.

The Edison three-wire system is used throughout,

the voltage of the two branches of the circuits being

no. The Edison street mains are tapped at Jack-

son boulevard, and 400,000-circuIar-mil cables lead

to the switchboard. From this point 29 feeder cir-

cuits go to the different groups of stage lights

and 20 circuits supply the auditorium, entrances,

etc., providing outlets for over 2,000 incandescent

lamps. All the wiring throughout the whole build-

ing is installed in iron-armored conduit, with the

single exception of the flexible cables for the border

lights on the stage. The circuits for these borders,

of which there are five sets, run up to the rigging

loft, or "gridiron," 80 feet above the stage floor.

by uncolored ones, thus giving 120 lamps to each
border. The border strips are hung in the center
(longitudinally) on swivels, so that they can be
turned to any desired angle.

The proscenium strips are identical with the

border lights, 40 lamps of each color being placed
on each side of the proscenium arch. In the foot-

lights there are sockets for 120 lamps, wired on
three separate circuits, so as to provide for varied

color work. These footlights have a long-slope
trough and the hood rises but two inches above the

ILLINOIS THEATER.

Stage level, so that the view of the audience in the

parquette is in no way obstructed, and still the light

is reflected to all parts of the stage.

An important adjunct of the modern stage is the

f^oor or wall pocket, where a flexible cable may be

plugged in and the light carried to any part of

the scenery. The stage of the Illinois Theater is

amply equipped with these pockets, 10 being placed

in the floor, two on the back wall, one on each side

of the proscenium arch and four on the fly floor.

In each of the pockets are tw'O sockets, one for a

Stage Switchboard.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING OF THE ILLINOIS THEATER.

glass prisms adding considerably to the beauty of

the fixtures.

An exceedingly rich scheme of decoration has

been carried out in the auditorium, the body tone

ot-the decoration being of the tint of the American

Beauty rose. The main illumination comes from

a central bunch of 60 incandescent lights at the

ceiling. These lamps are arranged in circles and

the light passes through small bead-like glass

prisms hung closely together on w^ires beneath the

lamps. For the further lighting of the house small

bunches of lamps are placed on the fronts of the

balcony railings, and on wall brackets on the walls.

in iron-armored conduit, and there attach to the

flexible cables leading down to the border strips.

This leaves the space at the end of the borders

entirely free for the operation of the scenery.

These border strips, of which there are five, are

long troughs of corrugated iron, with two rows of

lights. One row contains 40 clear-glass lamps; the

other has sockets for 80 lamps, one-half of which

are generally red and the other half blue, although

any colored lamp may be substituted. At times,

when a great amount of white light is required on

the stage, as for a "costumic," rather than for a

scenic, production, all the colored lamps are replaced

View in Lobby.

light incandescent-lamp load, arranged for con-

nection with dimmer circuits, and the other for

heavy service, such as arc lamps with no dimmer
connection. About 100 amperes can be carried on
the light-load sockets, while the arc circuits will

carry a total of 300 amperes, which is sufficient

to meet the maximum requirements of any stage,

viz., 12 arc-lamp projectors of 3,000 candlepower
each. The stage is equipped with six bunches of

incandescent lamps of eight lamps each, which can

be plugged in at any of the pockets, and also 12

separate strips of from six to 10 lamps each. All

the plugs are interchangeable. When it is necessary
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to take more than one circuit from one pocket a

plugging box providing outlets for three circuits

is used.

There are 24 theater dimmers mounted on the back

of the switchboard and controlled from the front by

means of levers and an interlocking gear. There

is a dimmer on each border, each proscenium strip

and the footlights for each of the three colors, mak-
ing 21 dimmers in all, and the levers are all con-

nected so that they may be operated together or in

dififerent combinations by merely turning the gear

wheel at the center of the switchboard. The three

dimmers on the lower rod control two circuits lead-

ing to the floor pockets and one to the house lights.

The dimmers are of the well-known type manufac-

tured by the Wirt Electric company and are de-

signed for no-volt, i6-candlepower, 56-watt lamps

on three-wire circuits.

Some theatrical companies carry their own cut-

out boxes and switchboards for controlling the

lights they use, and to provide for such an occasion

three lugs have been placed at the bottom of the

switchboard, so that any desired connection can

be readily made. The lights in the orchestra pit are

controlled by a throw-over switch, so that if neces-

sary during dark changes on the stage these lights

may be kept burning on the main circuit. The

lights in the passageways and stairs of the house

and in the boxes, in fact, all that throw no light

directly on the stage, are on separate circuits from

the main house lights, so it is not necessary to put

them out when the main lights are dimmed or cut

of¥. However, in dark changes all the lamps in the

house that would throw any light on the stage can

be instantly extinguished.

A heavy circuit is carried from the switchboard

to the front of the first balcony for an arc-lamp

projector and a similar circuit to the front of the

upper balcony, where four arcs may be operated.

As a rule, a double reflector and a "spot" lamp are

operated from this latter circuit. Connection is

m.ade by inserting plugs into pockets in the balcony

railings, similar to the stage pockets. Scattered

all over the three floors of the auditorium are 34

pockets in the floor for the use of the cleaners

when the house is dark. Each cleaner carries a

bunch light and flexible cable, which may be

plugged into any of the pockets. The same number
of outlets are furnished for connecting small electric

fans in warm weather. In the rear of the parquette

floor is provided a pocket for connecting a biograph

circuit.

All the lights in the building, except those in the

basement and box offices, are controlled from the

stage switchboard. The house lights can be divided

into 17 separate circuits. There are four arc lamps

outside, one at each corner of the building, that are

also controlled from this switchboard. The stage

and house wiring has been so designed that any

possible change can be made \\'ith but two move-
ments, and those practically instantaneous. Appar-

ently all the different combinations of lights that can

possibly be useful have been arranged, and credit

for this design and arrangement of the circuits is

due to Thomas Cleland, the electrician of the Illi-

nois Theater, who, by reason of his past experience

in theater work,_ was able to provide for every

emergency in the wiring of the new theater. All

the electric wiring and construction was installed

by the Chicago Edison company, which company
also furnishes the power.
The heating of the Illinois Theater is provided for

in a novel manner. .A. large open room is provided
under the parquette floor, and steam pipes run
lenpfthwise under the whole ceiling, which is the

floor of the parquette. Under each side is a grated

opening and the hot air rising from the pipes passes
through these openings directly into the auditorium.

A similar arrangement is provided for under each
of the balconies. The air is drawn in from outside

through cheese-cloth screens and forced by two
fans to these heating rooms, the exhaust escaping
through a large opening in the roof. Each of the

fans is driven by a five-horsepower electric motor.

Steam is supplied from a fire-tubular heating boiler

placed under the alley at the rear. A room is pro-
vided under the alley at the west side of the build-

ing for the future installation of an electrical gen-
erating unit, should it ever be desired. An inter-

communicating telephone system connects the stage
and boiler room with the box office and manager's
ofificc.

Work on the Illinois Theater was started in Feb-
ruary of this year, and the dedicatory performance
was given on October 15th. The theater has been
built by the proprietor, the Hayman-Davis com-
pany, and is under the management of Will J. Davis.
The general contractor on the building was the

;,

George A. Fuller company, and Wilson & Marshall 'i

of Chicago were the architects. 1^

Pipes for Carrying Wires.
By p. I. Panamolo,

Since the use of pipes for carrying wires for
electrical purposes in houses, stores, factories and
public buildings has become general, electrical ma-
chinists have had considerable to do with processes
of fcendirig and adjusting piping of all kinds. There
are various forms over which iron, brass, lead and
other descriptions of metal piping may be bent
readily. In some cases it has been noticed by the
writer that the electrical machinists attempt to bend
metal piping by putting the piece of pipe into a
vise, something after the plan shown in Fig. i,

bending or trying to bend the pipe so as to form
the proper arc, only to have it snap off at (A). This
will sometimes happen even when the pipe is packed
with sand, clay or rosin, or other substances inserted
for the purpose of solidifying the pipe and sustain-
ing the pipe walls. The writer has seen attempts
undertaken to bend the piping in a vise by a series

of hammerings on the pipe, gradually bending it

over to describe the circle wanted, and sometimes
finally getting the proper pattern. But, as a rule,

pipes bent in this manner are weakened by the con-
stant hammering. The shell of the pipe may be
even cracked and the crack not detected until the
pipe is put into service, when a fire may result

through electrical contact with woodwork, the defect
in the pipe permitting the electrical current to pass.

The vise method of pipe bending should not be used.
Another miperfect mode of bending pipes for

it would answer all purposes if the old pieces
of piping were worked off.

I have known cases where the pipe fitters have re-

ceived orders from the electrical engineers to put in
certain lines of pipes for carrying wires in manufac-
turing establishments, laundries, stores and ether
places, to look about their shops and collect all the
old pieces of rejected pipes and use them in putting
in the pipe service for wire purposes. I have seen
pieces of pipe fitted that fail to match. In other
cases the threads have been poorly matched, and I

recollect one case in which several of the pieces
were threaded together with threads of different
sizes. In Fig. 4 the first incorrect fitting is at (H),
where the union permits the pipe to drop, so that
the union at (I) is caused to assume a position out
of alignment. To bring the pipe line up it is bent
to the elbow (J). Work of this sort answers the
purpose of the pipe fitters in that it permits them
to utilize the odds and ends of their shops, but it

does not fill the bill- for electrical-wire service.

Electrical wiring should be carried only in pipe
lines in which the adjustments and connections are
perfectly made, as if the pipe were to be used for
carrying liquids or gases.

Using Old Piping Systems.

In many cases the former systems of piping em-
ployed for liquids or gases in buildings are utilized

for wire service when electric lights are substi-

tuted for gas, etc. In such cases the system, as a

whole, is usually effective and can be used to advan-
tage, providing the details of defects are looked '

out for. In using a pipe system which has been in

service for a number of years carrying gases, there
are liable to be some weak places in the connections.
It will be discovered that some of the ends of pipes

Pipe Bending and Bad Joints. Use of Old Pipe Syst,eras,

PIPES FOR CARRYING WIRES.

electrical-wire service observed by the writer in

several electrical machine shops consists in the em-
ployment of a narrow wood or iron form, like (B),

Fig. 2, which is used as a pattern on which to bend
the pipe. The form is too narrow at the top for

effective service, and usually results in the break-
age of the pipe wall at about the point (C). The
form should be of fuller size, describing a complete
half circle, something according to the device shown
in Fig. 3. In this bending device the form over
which the pipe is pressed is large enough to allow
the pipe to assume a full circle without liability

of fracturing. For precaution, however, the pipe
should be filled with clay, molten rosin or other
composition, so as to steady the walls. The pipe
may then be laid in the groove of the wheel I'D),

one end fixed to the base of the device, and the

compressing wheel (E) started in at (G) to press
the pipe over and to the form of the wheel (D).
This is done by forcing the wheel carrier over by
applying pressure with both hands to the lever (F).

The pipe is readily bent on a forih of this sort, as

it is possible io get a good, even pressure by means
of the lever.

Defective Joints.

The employment of piping for carrying important
electrical wires through wooden joists and beams
and partitions of Iniildings is often abused. Your
correspondent saw one pipe in which the joints were

,. as numerous as the sample shown in Fig. 4. It was
'jcvidenlly supposed bv the pipe filters that as the

Ijpipe would not be used to carry water, gases or other
rproprrlics that would require perfectly tight fittings.

which fit into elbows and unions are partly eaten
away or worn and broken by mechanical action.
In Fig. 5 is shown a sample of a common instance
in this connection. The end of the interior pipe
may be quite gone, as at (L), thus weakening the
joint, and when the wires are inserted, this joint
may become fractured and cause trouble. Exam-
inations should be made for defects of this sort.

Again, we may find that the metal is eaten out of a
shoulder-piece, near a flange, as at (M), Fig. 6, in

such a way that if wiring were put through, there
would be danger of electrical contact with connect-
ing woodwork, and a conflagration might occur.
Oftentimes piping which is carried through cases

of wood, or boxed piping, after the plan shown in

Fig. 8. is the source of considerable trouble to elec-

trical engineers after the wires have been run into
the pipes. The pipes may formerly have been used
lo carry liquids or gases and performed their serv-
ice well. There may have heen an interval between
the discontinuance of the usage of the pipes as orig-
inally planned and for the electrical service, with
the result that during this interval the pipes may
have been affected in such a way as to be rendered
unfit for the new work calculated for them. The
writer has niet with several cases of the kind. In
one instance, a large factory used certain systems
of piping in the plant for carrying gases. The
service was discontinued for two or three years, and
the pipes were neglected. Then it was decided to

put in electrical wiring for lighting purposes, and
the old pipes were employed in which to carry the

wires from department to department. The pipes
were in wood cases, as at (A), Fig. 8. After the
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wires were inserted and put into use it was discov-
ered that numerous detects in the pipe existed,

due to rusting of the parts, the rust eating through
the metal and breaking the protection. At one poml
an elbow was completely cut through, as at (C), and
a part of the wire protruded. The connection
(B) was perfect as yet, but down at (D) there was a

long flaw opened so wide that portions of the wire
were exposed, as shown. It is best to examine
carefully all old systems of pipes before stringing
the wires through them. In cases where only
a part of the piping is defective, the pipe fitters can
readily insert new pieces and make the system
effective throughout.

Bolts, Nuts and Connections.

The adjustments of old systems of pipes should
be looked over with a view of ascertaining the pre-
cise condition of the set-screws, bolts, nuts, wash-
ers, etc. Often the rusts of several years will unfit

a set-bolt for service and make it dangerous to use
the pipe depending upon it for purposes of carrying
electrical wires. In Fig. 9 is a sample of the \\'^y

in which many set-bolts of pipe systems become
weakened through long service at points where there
is en&ugh moisture to keep the metal in a state of

rust. The action of the rust is to eat into the metal
and gradually affect the bolt, as shown at (E),

Often the trouble occurs at a point where it cannot
be seen, as at (F), Fig. 10, in which case the pipe
fitters and the electrical engineers arc very likely

to overlook the defect.

Botch Work.

Botch work cannot be permitted with pipes for

carrying wires any more than if the pipes were to

be used for conveying gases or liquids. I have
heard many pipe fitters remark that as the pipes
were only for carrying wires they need not
be particular about tight and perfect joints, the
electrical men w^ould not know the difference, etc.

In one instaHce I saw a pipe fitter do what he
would never do if the pipes were intended for any
other work than that of carrying wires. A reducer
was used for one piece of pipe and the plug failed

to fit correctly. Therefore, instead of returning to

the shop for a proper-fitting plug, he proceeded
to make the ill-fitting plug tight by driving in with
it a cluster of screws and pieces of wire, as at (G),

Fig. II. This made the part tight, but, of course,
it would not last and was a botch job.

Brackets.

Some of the electrical engineers are now using
little brackets in pipes for carrying wires, after the
plan shown in Fig. 12, in which the end of a pipe
is shown with a bracket (H). This bracket is fitted

tightly to the interior of the pipe and is pinned.
The hole through which the wire is carried is marked
(I). If these brackets are liberally distributed

throughout the pipes, the wire will be sustained
along the center of the pipes.

Accumulations of Foreign Matter,

A serious evil in placing wires in pipes formerly
used for other service is that often there are col-

lections of dust, pieces of filings of metals, and
general clogging stuffs, which gather at joints and
turns and cause considerable trouble. In Fig. 13

is a sample of the common choking of an elbow, as

at (J). Foreign matter of this sort will often col-

lect in such a way as to form corroding surfaces and
eat into the pipe, as at (K). Before running the
wires through the pipes, precautions should be taken
to clean out the pipes thoroughly. The elbows
should be wiped out, even if it is necessary to un-
joint some of the pieces.

Cracked Pipes and Fires.

Several instances have come to notice in which
the fire-insurance engineers have traced the causes
of fires in buildings to the use of pipes for carrying
wires, in which the pipes were cracked, as at (L),

Fig. 14, thus allowing the wire to come out, as at

(M). Of course, as soon as a pipe reaches this

stage of imperfection it becomes useless as a wire
protection, and the wire is liable to become a dan-
gerous element by contacting with surrounding com-
bustible materials and igniting the same. In the

event of portions of the pipe being found cracked,

these portions should be removed and new pieces

substituted. If this is not practicable, then the

cracked parts should be tightly wound with wire, so

as to close tip the openings and make them tight.
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John Scott Medals.

The Franklin Institute of Philadelphia, through

its committee on science and the arts, has recom-

mended the award of the John Scott legacy medal

and premium to Edward G. Acheson of Niagara
Falls, N. Y.. for his process for the artificial pro-

duction of graphite, and to Ralph D. Mershon, late

of New York and now of Montreal, for his potential

indicator or compensator. Both of these gentlemen
are members of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers and well known in the electrical field.

Mr. Acheson is president of the Carborundum com-
pany, and Mr. Mershon was for several years an

alternating-current expert for the Westinghouse
company, in which position his work attracted wide

attention. Mr. Mershon is now connected -vith the

Montreal Street Railway company and other elec-

trical interests of the Canadian metropolis.

FIG I, electrically OPERATED QUARRY IN SCOTLAND.

Electrically Operated Quarry in Scot-
land.

The advantages and economies of electrical power
are shown in a stone quarry located in a moun-
tainous district in the Lowlands of Scotland. This

quarry is about six miles from Dumfries and is two
miles from the nearest coal siding. The generating

station, which is at Closeburn, two miles distant

from the quarry, consists of two 80-horsepower, di-

rect-coupled units. The dynamos were manufac-

tured by D. Bruce Peebles & Co., Edinburgh, which

company also supplied the motors. The field-magnet

cores and poles are of annealed cast-iron, with

patent cast-iron pole tips; the function of the latter

is to provide a constant magnetic fringe, independ-

ent of the main field, in order to insure sparkless

commutation with fixed lead at all loads, an im-

portant point for the very varying load which is

such a feature of quarry work. The engines are

of the compound, single-acting type, and were built

by the Mirrlees, Watson & Yaryan company of

Glasgow.
The current is carried at a pressure of 500 volts

by overhead transmission to the quarry, a view of

which is given in Fig. i- At the quarry there are

seven lo-ton derrick cranes at work, each driven

by a 15-horsepovver motor of the completely en-

closed type. The motor is geared direct to the crab

by means of a rawhide pinion, gearing into double-

reduction gear on the crane barrel. The ratio of

the speed of the motor to that of the first shaft

is 1:4.5-

The motions of the crane are operated by means

of a patent reversing controller, as shown in Fig.

2. This controller can be worked by the most in-

experienced employe, and is made as mechanically

perfect and as strong as is possible. As seen in the

illustration, the handle is in the middle position;

a movement of the handle through an arc of 45°

sends the contact arm around by means of gearing

through iSo" in one direction, while moving the

handle 45* in the other direction sends the arm
around 180" in the opposite direction, so that a very

small movement of the radial arm implies a very

large movement on the part of the switch. The

contact blocks are removable, and have ample con-

tact surface throughout. A view is given in Fig. 3

of the motor and controller in position on the der-

rick.

The crane motors are designed for compactness
and abihty to start under excessive torque. They
are of 15 horsepower and will readily Lake 25 horse-

power without sparking. Electric power is also

utilized in the stone-planing and cutting shops, sit-

uated close by the generating station, where three

i.=i-horsepower motors and three lo-horsepower mo-
tors drive, respectively, by means of gearing,

the reciprocating stone planers and sawing ma-
chines. Several sets of combined cgntrifugal

pumps and motors, mounted on ' movable plat-

forms, are employed in the quarries for drain-

ing the workings, and are exceedingly convenient

for this purpose, the power being transmitted by
means of a tlexible cable.

As regards the working of the plant, there are

altogether seven cranes installed, each of which
takes from 15 to 20 horsepower as a maximum, and
the average load factor for the cranes may be set

down at about 20 per cent. The same plant, how-
ever, which drives the cranes also drives the stone-

cutting and planing machines, the average demand
of which is 40 horsepower, with a load factor

of about 50 per cent., so the- whole plant could
be normally run by working one 80-horsepower set

at its full load, or the two running half load, so

that, if absolutely necessary, either machine could
act as a spare generator for the other. As, however,
the maximum load is momentarily as much as 140
horsepower, it is advisable to run the two sets

always. The average drop on the line is five per
cent.; the line has to transmit power to the crane
motors only.

The monthly coal consumption for the whole in-

stallation, consisting of seven 15-horsepower crane
motors, three 15-horsepower planing motors, three
lo-horsepower saw motors and a steam, hammer
and pulsometer, the latter taking about 15 horse-
power for an average of about four hours a day,

works out at about 90 tons a month at $1.80 a ton.

This is working non-condensing and with cold

boiler feed. With the installation of condensers, it

is anticipated the consumption will not exceed 65
tons a month, which is about one-third of the coal

consumption were the whole installation driven by
steam.
The above facts and the illustrations are taken

from the London Electrical "Review.

Fig. 2. Reversing Controller. Fig. 3. Motor and Controller on Derrick.

ELECTRICALLY OPERATED QUARRY IN SCOTLAND.
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Data of 153-mile Transmission from
Snoqualmie Falls.

In former issues the Western Electrician has

briefly noted the fact that the Snoqualmie Falls

Power company had succeeded in operating a motor

over 153 miles of line. This company has a line

running from Snoqualmie Falls, Wash., to Seattle,

and another to Tacoma, supplying light and power

to both cities. The whole system was connected up

in series, the line thus running from the falls to

Seattle, back to the tails, to Tacoma, and finally

back to the power house, where one of the gener-

ators was operated as a synchronous motor. Some
interesting measurements were secured at a test

made last month and are given herewith.

The single continuous three-phase circuit, 153

miles long, was composed of 58 miles of aluminum
wire having an area of 69,696 circular rails, four

miles No. I B. & S. medium hard copper, 51 miles

of aluminum wire having an area of 54,756 circular

mils, 36% miles No. 2 B. & S. aluminum cable, 1%
miles No. 2 B. & S. medium, hard-drawn copper and
1% miles No. medium hard-drawn copper. The
apparatus used consisted of a Westinghouse 1,500-

kilowatt, three-phase generator, and a similar ma-
chine used as a synchronous motor at the end of

the circuit. With the 153-mile circuit open at the

with 30,000 volts out, there was 31,500 volts in, and

it required 193 kilowatts to charge the line. A test

was then made of operating a second generator as

a synchronous motor at the end of the 153-mile

circuit, and the machines were synchronized with-

out any trouble whatever, but soon began pumping,

so that it was found advisable to separate them.

During this test the outgoing-line voltage had varied

from 26,700 to 27,600 and incoming from 24,000 to

26.700, giving, approximately, a drop of six per cent.,

the current per phase at 1,000 volts out being ap-

proximately 900 amperes, incoming approximately

650, loss approximately 27.7 per cent., total output

432 kilowatts, incoming 374 kilowatts, loss approxi-

mately 13^/^ per cent. The figures on this last test

are approximate only, as all of the instrument

needles oscillated very much, many of the ammeters
fluctuating over the entire range of the scale.

The experiment then was tried of operating the

water rheostat and the synchronous motor in mul-

tiple at the end of the 153-mile circuit, and the per-

formance of the motor was very much improved.

The Snoqualmie Falls power plant has been in

course of construction something over two years,

and, although the service began a year ago, the

plant in all its details has only been recently fin-

ished. The project is very novel in several respects,

principally because of the hydraulic and electric

Rotary Converters and Motor-genera-
tors.

By Frank C. Perkins.

Part II.

Direct-direct Motor-generators as Boosters.

Motor-generators have been more extensively

used for direct-current transformation from a high

potential to a low potential, and vice versa, than have
rotary converters. In the St. Luke's station of the

County of London Electric Lighting company
(Fig. 5) bipolar motor-generators are used in con-

nection with the storage-battery plant, one of the

machines acting as a booster generator, the other

as a direct-current motor. The Siemens & Halske
Electric company of America has installed a num-
ber of motor-generators for transforming direct cur-

rents of one potential to continuous currents of a

liigher or lower potential. One of this company's
direct-direct motor-generators is shown in Fig. 6.

In the series high-tension, power-transmission
system of M. Thury of the Compagnie de I'Industrie

Electrique of Geneva, Switzerland, the motor-gen-
erator plays a very important part. The motor part

of the combination which receives the high-tension

direct current is mounted on porcelain insulators

on the foundation. It receives from the line a

constant current of 42 amperes or 65 amperes. The

ROTARY CONVERTERS AND MOTOR-GENERATORS.—MOTOR-GENERATORS IN ST. LUKES STATION, LONDON.

incoming end the tests were made for charging it

at different voltages, the alternations (7,200) being

kept constant. It was found that as the voltage

increased the charging current rapidly increased;

that is, at 22,500 line voltage it required 62 kilowatts

to charge the line; at 30,000 volts it required

112 kilowatts and at 35,000 volts 180 kilowatts.

With the lowering transformers at the falls cut in

and their secondaries open it was found that the

current required to charge the line increased; that

is, at 22,500 volts it required 76 kilowatts and at

.30,000 volts. 123 kilowatts. The voltage at the in-

coming end of the circuit, with charging current

only on the line, was greater than at the outgoing

that is, 22,500 volts out gave 24,600 volts in, 30,-

000 volts out gave 32,100 in. Tests were also made
to determine the different amounts of charging cur-

rent required at different frequencies, the voltage

being kept constant at 30,000, and it was found that

at 6,000 alternations 100 kilowatts were required to

charge the line, at 6,600 alternations 105 kilowatts

and at 7,800 alternations, 115 kilowatts.

The line was then tested for loss of power in

transmitting current for a non-inductive load con-

sisting of a water rheostat at the falls at the end

of the iS3-mile circuit, and it was found that the

line voltage out was 30,000, incoming 22,000, drop

about 25 per cent. The current per phase at 1,000

volts out was 624 amperes, incoming 554. loss !i.2

per cent. The total generator output was 1,100 kilo-

w.atts, with 723 kilowatts delivered to the rheostat,

the loss being 34.2 per cent.

A test was also made for charging current with

the sub-station transformers at Seattle and Tacoma
and the lowering transformers at the falls in circuit,

but with secondaries all open, and it was found that

machinery at the head w-orks being located in an

excavated chamber in the solid rock nearly 300 feet

below the surface, and also because of its being the

pioneer in the use of aluminum wires for transmis-

sion purposes. The plant is said to be a commercial

success and has cheapened industrial processes and

public services in all the cities to which it is trib-

utary.

London Metropolitan Conversion.
Reports from London state that in all eight

manufacturing companies have submitted bids on
the equipment of the London MetropoHtan District

underground railway. Three of these concerns, the

Sprague Electric company of New York, the West-
inghouse Electric and Manufacturing company of

Pittsburg and the General Electric company of

Schenectady, are American. The systems proposed
include overhead trolley, conduit and third-rail for

distribution, and the multiple-unit and electric-loco-

motive systems of train equipment. Mr, Lemuel
Bannister, who is a director in both the American
and British Westinghouse companies, is in Lon-
don, in the interest of his company. The railway
company, in inviting bids for the installation, has

not hampered the bidders with any specifications

whatsoever. This resulted in making the competi-
tion particularly keen, the conditions involving a

comparison of the merits of the different systems, on
the ground of effectiveness as well as cost. Amer-
ican concerns relying on the prestige gained from
liaving built the London Central "tuppenny tube"
hope to gain the lion's share of the work. It is

believed that the contract will not be awarded be-

fore January xst.

The European concerns bidding are Dick, Kerr &
Co. of London, Mather & Piatt of Manchester, the

Electric Construction company of Wolverhampton,
and Siemens & Halske and Schuckert & Co. of Ger-

many.

generators and motors are series machines. Directly

connected to the shaft of the high-tension motor
is coupled a low-tension, direct-current generator

for supplying the lighting circuits at 125 volts or

the local small motors on a 500-volt power circuit.

These direct-current, power-transmission systems

are only highly successful through possibilities

offered by the use of motor-generators and direct-

current rotary converters.

Direct direct Rotary Con\-erters as Boosters.

The direct-current motor-generators are now be-

ing rapidly replaced by direct-direct rotary convert-

ers for storage-battery boosters. These machines
are also largely used for telegraph and telephone

central stations, although the motor-generator is

very satisfactory for small direct currents used

for raising and lowering the line potentials. The
Siemens & Halske Electric company of America,

as well as the Westinghouse and General Elec-

tric companies, installs many machines of this type

where 500-volt power circuits must be supplied from

central stations having large 125-volt and 250-volt

.generators, operating both on simple parallel and

three-wire systems.

Alternating-ALTERNATING Motor-generators.

The alternating-current system is so flexible and

satisfactory for incandescent lighting that direct

current is not always necessary, but the motor-gen-

erator is often used for changing the fre-

quency. For example, at Buffalo, the Niagara cur-

rent has a frequency of 25 cycles, which is considered

loo low for satisfactory incandescent lighting. A
motor-generator is therefore used, the alternating-

current motor utilizing the 25-cycle current and

the alternator, which it operates, supplying the city-
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lighting circuit with an alternating current having

a periodicity of 60 cycles a second. At the Pan-
American Exposition next year the problem will

be solved as to whether the low frequency of 25

cycles can be made to give satisfaction for incan-

descent illumination. All the decorative effects will

be produced with incandescent lamps using a 104-

volt alternating current of this low frequency. The
incandescent-lighting circuits of the city are sup-

plied from large General Electric single-phase

alternatoi^s, each operated by a three-phase syn-

chronous m.otor of 565 horsepower. These motor-

generators receive the current from static step-down

transformers at 352 volts and 25 cycles, the voltage

being reduced from the potential of the Niagara

power circuit, which is 11,000 volts. The motor-

generators are operated at a speed of 375 revolu-

tions a minute. The alternators, coupled to the

motors, deliver a current of 92 amperes at a poten-

tial of 2,200 volts and at a frequency of 60 cycles a

second. The field coils of the alternators of these

motor-generators are excited by a direct current

of 125 volts.

Alternating-direct Rotary Converters.

Large alternators are frequently operated in cen-

tral stations where it is necessary to supply a direct

current of low potential for lighting purposes and

the operation of small motors. It is there very de-

sirable to have installed a transforming device which

will supply a direct current of the required voltage

by taking the power directly from the alternators al-

ready in operation. These alternators, when supply-

ing a current whose frequency is not higher than

60 cycles a second, can easily be brought into service

for this class of work by installing rotary converters.

Sixty-cycle, General Electric, two-phase rotary

converters have been operating successfully for some
time at the station of the Pennsylvania Heat, Light

and Power company at Philadelphia, Pa. The ca-

pacity is 400 kilowatts and the machines are designed

to transform a 6o-cycle, two-phase, alternating cur-

rent at from 150 to 220 volts to a direct current

ferent combinations have been used for this purpose,

several of which arc worthy of mention. At the

lighting and power station of the Buffalo General
Electric company alternating-direct motor-genera-

tors are used for supplying the exciting current

for the alternators. Two motor-generators are used,

the motors of which have each a capacity of 30

horsepower, and are operated from a 25-cycle, poly-

phase circuit, the current being supplied from step-

down transformers at a potential of 350 volts. The
generators supply a continuous exciting current for

the various machines of 160 amperes, at a potential

of 165 volts.

.\nother method of obtaining the exciting current

is by the use of alternating-direct rotary converters

instead of motor-generators. These machines may
also be used for supplying an ordinary low-tension,

direct-current circuit for incandescent-lighting pur-

poses, and are so used at the Buffalo station. Two
General Electric converters have been installed,

which supply a direct current at 125 volts, with a

capacity of 800 amperes. The alternating side of

the rotary converters receives the current at a po-

tential of 80 volts from the 25-cycle, step-down, static

transformers. The speed of the rotary is 750 rev-

olutions a minute.

It is also sometimes necessary to furnish an excit-

ing current of 125 volts when only a 500-volt, direct

current is available. In this case either a direct-

direct motor-generator or a direct-direct rotary con-

verter is installed, the motor end being supplied

from the 500-volt mains and the exciting current

being delivered from the generator end at the re-

quired potential of 125 volts.

[To be connnued.\

Electric Elevator for the Washington
Monument.

The award of the contract for the installation of

an electric elevator in the Washington monument
to the Marine Engine and Machine company of

New York city at its bid of $14,650 has excited

FIG. 6. rotary converters and motor-generators.—SIEMENS & HALSKE DIRECT-DIRECT MOTOR-GENERATOR.

of 225 to 300 volts' potential. The speed of these

machines is 450 revolutions a minute. The field

frame has two very heavy ribs, divided horizontally,

and is made movable sideways, so that the armature

may be readily inspected. On account of the desir-

ability of having the direct current variable, special

60-cycle static transformers were necessary, with

2,200 volts' primary and a variable secondary from

165 to 220 volts. A dial switch is arranged with

contacts which cuts in or out more or less of the

secondary turns.

From the point of economy of material and effi-

ciency, the rotary converter stands very high, for

it is obvious that with the converter one set of field

magnets is made to do the work of two in a motor-

generator, without increasing the dimensions. In

the rotary converter there is also a gain, in that

the weight of copper in the armature is very much
less than the copper required in the armatures of

the motor-generator. This, therefore, reduces the

loss by heating and also permits an economy of

copper.

Alternating-direct Motor-generator Exciters.

It has frequently been found desirable to use mo-
tor-generators and rotary converters for supplying

the necessary direct current to excite the fields of

incandescent-lighting alternators. A number of dif-

much interest, as the lift is almost 500 feet. Since its

completion in 1888 the monument has been con-

stantly open to the public, with the exception of a

short time for necessary repairs, and thousands of

visitors from all lands have gone to its summit
to "view the spreading landscape o'er," and it is a

wise choice that will take every possible precaution

to see that a work so important shall be done in

a manner that will insure safety to the public and
reflect credit on Colonel Bingham, upon whose
shoulders the burden of its successful termination

rests.

The work of installation will cover not only the

installation of the electric elevator in the monument,
but also that of a generating unit at the boiler house.

The contract price of $14,650 includes the templets,

anchor-plates and bolts for the complete installation

of the generating unit. The necessary additions to

the boiler house for the accommodation of this gen-

erating unit will be made by the government.

The main requisitions called for in this contract

were a 50-kilowatt electric generator, to be oper-

ated at 240 volts, direct current, and to be direct-

connected to a compound condensing engine, all to

occupy a space of eight feet square; an electric-ele-

vator mechanism and controller of at least 30 kilo-

watts, to be capable of intermediate speeds, but with

a maximum not to exceed 100 feet a minute, and an
elevator car, lighter than the present one, to weigh

4,000 pounds, and to be capable of carrying 35 per-

sons. In addition to this, it is required th^t the

base of the monument, which is used as a waiting
room for passengers, shall be heated by electricity;

that the. necessary switchboards and all necessary
accessories and instruments shall be provided, and
that the motor and machine shall be installed on
the same bed-plate. The thrust will be taken care
of by interlocking spur-gearing machinery. The
pinion will be of the best quahty machinery steel

and the gear wheel of the highest grade of cast-
iron, both to be so accurately cut that they will
mesh with each other with the least possible noise.
The motor will be of sufficient size to carry a max-

imum load for a period of 10 hours without heating
more than 40° C. by the thermometer. The dialec-
tric strength of the insulation will be tested by an
alternating current of 1,000 volts; the brushes will
be of carbon, with a maximum current not to ex-
ceed 30 amperes a square inch.
The elevator will be controlled by an up-and-

down automatic stop switch, placed in the car, so as
to give the operator full control of both speed and
direction of movement, and it will be arranged to
come to a stop automatically immediately upon the
release of the operating lever. Provision will also
be made to operate the car from the switchboard, and
it is so arranged that both systems of control will
not be in circuit at the same time; that is to say,
when the car is run by the operator it will not be
possible to control it from the switchboard, and
vice versa. The controlling device will be so ar-
ranged that the car can be reversed when running
at full speed in either direction, and this without in°
jury to any part of the electric system or noticeable
shock to the car. This controlling mechanism is
to be provided with suitable magnetic circuit-break-
ers and makers, in order to close the line circuit
to the motor and to short-circuit the motor through
resistance when stopping the elevator.
For the safety of the car it vfill be equipped with

a centrifugal governor and a release safety, the lat-
ter sufficient to stop the car when loaded up to
80 pounds per square foot, within six feet of release
of safety with car going at full speed. In addition
to this, a hand release will also be provided, to be
operated from the inside of the car. Thus the op-
erator will be enabled at any time to stop the car
on down movement by springing the safety, avoid-
ing any shock to the passengers and a strain on
the car. The elevator is to be equipped with back
counterweights from the drum, which will be ad-
justed so as to secure the most economical running.
The lifting capacity, at a speed of 100 feet per minute,
will be 6.000 pounds, exclusive of the weight of the
car and its cables. The distance to be covered is

498 feet.

The plans include complete drawings of machine
methods to be used for gearing, arrangement of
framework and overhead sheaves for counterweight
idler connections, supports for fastening the counter-
weight cables to the main hoisting drums; the pro-
posed electrical machinery showing method of con-
necting electric motor to machinery, wiring of
switchboard, wiring between the switchboard, car
and motor.
The flexible cable to the car will -have two extra

wires and the weight of the cable will be carried by
a^ center strand, which will have no electrical func-
tion. Each strand will be of sufficient size to carry
a current of five amoeres at 240 volts.

The car will be lighted by a cluster of six i6-can-
dlepower lamps, the current for which will be fur-
nished bv an independent cable, and all the wiring
will be done in accordance with the National Elec-
trical Code. 1000.

The switchboard will be of the very best qualitv
Tennessee marble, two inches thick in one piece, and
free from all metallic veins. It will be mounted on
an iron frame with a border and acorn nuts of brass,
polished and lacnuered. It will have four double-
pole feeder switches, three cans of 100 amperes and
one of 150 amperes of standard switchboard type.
It will have a double-oole I-T-E circuit-breaker, and
will be provided with an auxiliary shunt coil, used
to open same, shutting off the current from the neo-
tor. The devices for operatins: will be placed one
in the ca^ and the other on the switchboard. On
the front of the switchboard will be one voltmeter,
range, zero to 300 volts : one ammeter, with a range
from zero to 300 amperes, both of the round pattern,
type F, Weston instrument: four Thomson recording
wattmeters, and, in addition to these, the hand
wheel of a field regulator, which will be mounted
on the back of the switchboard.
The generator will be a .50-kilowatt, direct-con-

nected machine, with a speed of 275 revolutions per
minute. It will be capable of withstanding an over-
load of 25 per cent, for four hours.

After considerable unpleasant delay as to award
of the contract, it is expected that the work will now
be speedily pushed through, and the highest single

electric elevator in the world will soon become a

matter of history instead of theory. A. F. T.

The Chicago Union Traction company will build

a clubhouse for its employes on Lincoln avenue,
near Halsted street, on the site of an old car barn.
The club will be maintained by the company and
be open to all its employes. The building is to be
63 feet wide, 125 feet deep and will cost about $10,-

000. It will contain, among other things, an in-

struction room filled with model cars and other
appliances for use in practical instruction, a small

theater and a dining room. A power plant in the

basement will heat the building and furnish pov/er

for the instruction room.
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Tlic outcome of many conferences and much dis-

cussion, not always, in the beginning of the rela-

.tions of insurance and electrical companies, of a

harmonious nature, the National Electrical Code is

now an imposing and, on the whole, satisfactory

body of rules. Mr. Glover, in a paper read before

the students of Armour Institute and presented in

this number, gives a history of the code and says
that the Underwriters' National Electric ^association

is Ihc most available body to make the probable
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changes necessary for several years to come. While
all electrical men inay not agree with this latter

statement, the author of the paper is entitled to

thanks for preparing the con(;ise history of the code

which we present.

The proposition- of a well-known manufacturer of

furnaces to equip the boilers of one of the electric

street-lighting plants of Chicago with his furnaces

without charge to the city, accepting as compensa-
tion the difference in cost of operation, in monthly

payments, until the price of the new furnaces is

made up, is an interesting example of a manufac-

turer's faith in his goods. It recalls Mr. Corliss'

method of introducing steam engines with the im-

proved valve-gear bearing his name. The city of

Chicago is rather slow paying its bills, and the pro-

posed arrangement, in which interest on the de-

ferred payments is figured in the price of the new
furnaces, seems to be ingenious and satisfactory. It

is said that the furnace maker figures on getting all

his money in 10 months by this method.

In the course of some interesting experiments with

liquid air two German investigators, H. Ebert and

B. A. Hoffman, noticed that a body suspended above

the surface of the liquid acquired a strong negative

charge. A series of tests revealed the fact that this

charge is not due to the liquid air itself, but to the

friction of minute particles of very cold ice suspended

in its vapor. The authors succeeded in constructing

a kind of electrifying machine by means of a tube

containing a piece of wire gauze through which the

vapor of liquid air was driven. Ice acquires a posi-

tive charge by friction with any metal, and imparts

to the metal, and to other bodies also, a negative

charge. This may account for the strong electric

effects of polar snowstorms, and for other meteor-

ological phenomena, including the aurora borealis.

Such strikes as that of the telegraph operators

on the Santa Fe railroad system last week only

hasten the day when the telephone will very largely

supersede the telegraph in train operation. The rail-

road companies are making a constantly increasing

use of the telephone, which has many advantages,

one being that no skill is required to operate it,

and telegraphers' strikes lead the companies to look

forward to the time when trained operators will not

be needed to transmit train orders. Conservative

railrpad men do not admit tliat the telegraph will

ever be entirely done away with in train dispatch-

ing, and perhaps they are right. The invention of

a practicable telephone relay ought to settle the

question at once, and in the meantime the radical

action of the Northern Pacific company shows the

rapidity with which the innovation is making its

way.

The daily papers have the news that the Fort

Miller Power company of Stockton, Cal., has been

capitalized for $2,000,000, to construct "the longest

power line in the world." The main line will run

through Stockton, "and the system when completed

will be about 240 miles in length." San Francisco

is to be the headquarters of the company.

This may be classed with that numerous order of

news items "important if true." It may be assumed

that electricity is the agent contemplated to transmit

power over this 240-mile line, but up to this time

electrical power transmission has not been in use,

commercially, for half the distance inentioned. Very
high potentials are necessary to transmit economically

a working current at distances of 80 miles or over,

and as the electromotive force is raised the difficul-

ties of insulation are very greatly increased. More-
over, the amount of capital mentioned is entirely

inadequate for the outlay required under any condi-

tions conceivable as practicable.

"Earthing" has been worrying the London Lancet
a great deal of late, as we learn from one of our
English electrical contemporaries. The Lancet is

considered an authority among physicians, but in

undertaking to criticize methods of electric-lighting

supply it merely causes the judicious to grieve.

In its severe arraignment of "earthing" the doctors'

journal says: "It is common knowledge now that

an otherwise innocent current—that is, one of low
voltage—may through certain defects become an
exceedingly dangerous current of enormous voltage.

Earthing is, of course, the rnain source of trouble
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and the generally offered excuse, but if electric

lighting is to be our mode of obtaining artificial

light, earthing must be overcome, and it seems to
us that earthing has not been overcome; it is happen-
ing on all sides, and in several instances with most
alarming results." The Lancet's trouble seems to

be merely the result of misapplied energy. Let the

shoemaker stick to his last and the doctor to his

physic.

It has long been a coinmercial aphorism, particu-
larly in England, that "trade follows the flag," but
it has been left to the present day to demonstrate
that it is also true that "trade follows the trolley."

The Niagara border furnishes a case in point.

Within a short time the Canadian city of St. Catha-
rines, Ont., and the New York city of Niagara Falls
have been connected by a new trolley line, the cars
crossing the Niagara River over the upper steel arch
bridge. With the advent of the trolley in Niagara
Falls, N. Y., there began to appear the advertise-
ments of leading dry-goods houses of St. Catharines,
and, despite all the barriers of the duty, there is every
reason to believe that the St. Catharines merchants
are profiting by the new trolley connection. Thus
it will be seen that the flag of the old saying has
nothing to do with this trade, but that the more
modern influence of the trolley is the spur that di-

verts trade from the one. country to the other. It has
been evident for some time that where small towns
are connected with large cities by trolley, the trade of
the smaller places is largely diverted to the more
pretentious stores in the cities. But the interna-
tional diversion of trade by trolley is later and more
interesting.

Although it is conceded that the United St.ites

has, in general outline, the best patent system in ex-
istence, there is room for improvement in some de-
tails; and to secure this improvement the workings
of foreign practice may well be studied in conjunc-
tion with the requirements of American inventors
and manufacturers. Two: and a half years ago the
president, acting by the direction of Congress, ap-
pointed a commission consisting of Judge Grosscup
of Chicago, Mr. Forbes of New York and Mr.
Greeley of Washington "to revise and amend the

laws of the United States concerning patents, trade
and other marks and trade or commercial names,
so far as the same relate to matters contained in or
afl'ected by the Convention for the Protection of In-
dustrial Property, concluded at Paris, March 20,

1883, the agreements under said convention con-
cluded at Madrid, April 14. 1891, and the protocols
adopted by the conference held under such conven-
tion at Brussels, 1837, and the treaties of the United
States and the laws of other nations relating to pat-

ents, trade and other marks and trade or commercial
n.ames." The law creating the commission provided
that a report of the work performed be submitted

to Congress. The commissioners were directed to

indicate such changes in existing laws as they
deemed necessary and to accompany these recom-
inendations by notes. How well this task has been
performed may be judged by the long abstract of

the commission's report given on another page.

The commissioners recommend that the existing

law be ainended to provide that an application for a

patent filed in any one of the countries which are

parties to the convention of 1883 shall, if the inventor

file an application in the United States within seven

months from the date of the foreign application, be
given the same force as regards priority that it

would have if originally filed here. They also recom-
mend (and in this their views will meet the ap-

proval of nearly all patent lawyers) that the law
permitting the filing of caveats be repealed. But if

caveats are still to be permitted, foreigners as well

as citizens of this country should be permitted to

file them. Several other changes of minor impor-

tance are suggested, and the recommendations are

embodied in three short bills, none of which, how-
ever, affects the really essential features of the ex-

isting patent laws of the United States.

The report is an able and exhaustive review of

our patent and trademark system, with especial rela-

tion to foreign patent laws, and in these days of

great and growing export trade it is of much im-

portance. The eminent commissioners gave their

services without remuneration and they are entitled

to the grateful thanks of all Americans interested in

the protection of industrial property. ,
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The National Electrical Code.^
By B. H. Glover.

Before entering upon a discussion of the rules
and requirements of the National Electrical Code, or
Underwriters' Rules, as they are often styled, it

has been thought advisable, as well as interesting,

to consider the various stages through which these
rules have passed, and the manner in which uni-
formity of action and harmony has been secured
from the numerous interests they affect.

The adoption of a uniform set of rules for the
safe installation of electric-light and power appa-
ratus, by the electrical, insurance and allied inter-

ests marks a distinct epoch in the history of" rule-

making in this country'. From the crude beginnings
of 20 years ago up to the present time, corrections,
changes and additions have been made, so that the
rules are as nearly perfect as combined experience
and development have been able to make them.

It seems that to the New York Board of Fire
tJnderwriters belongs the credit of the first printed
requirements in relation to electric lighting. On
October 19. iSSi, a circular was issued by that
board containing the following resolution;

Resolved, That the committee on police and origin of fires is

hereby directed to notify the owners and occupants of all build-
ings in which uncovered electric-light wires, or in which arc
lights with open bottoms or without globes, are found that the
wires must be covered and the lamps altered to conform to the
rules of this board within lo days from date of notice, and
request that the lights shall not be used until the alterations are
made; and in case the alterations are not made within said time,
the committee is hereby directed to notify the members of the
board of said failure, and the companies insuring said property
are hereby recommended to give notice to the owners and
occupants of such buildings that, unless ihe request is complied
with and the alterations made within a reasonable time, the
insurance on said property will be canceled.

The Boston Manufacturers' Mutual Fire Insur-
ance company comes in one day later, with a cir-

cular dated October 20, iSSi, calling attention to
the same hazards from arc lighting. Under date of

January 12, 1SS2, the New York board issued a-
very brief circular, containing a few rules for the
installation of electric lights; and in January, Feb-
ruary and March of the same year the Boston Man-
ufacturers' Mutual Fire Insurance company issued
circulars on this subject, in which the elements of
later developments are shown by the classification

of the requirements under the headings of dynamo
machines, wires, arc lamps and incandescent lamps.
On May 19, 1882, the National Board of Fire

Underwriters adopted the standard requirements of
the New York board for the installation of electric

lights, and in the same month, the Boston Board
of Fire Underwriters issued a circular containing
similar rules.

On August I, 1885, the New England Insurance
Exchange issued rules covering both arc and in-

candescent systems. Previous to that time they
had used the rules of the Boston board, issued in

1882. The rules of the New England Insurance
Exchange were perhaps the most complete that had
yet been put in print; and, in a report of the electric-

light committee of that body, it is stated that in

the arrangement of these rules they were "largely
aided by some of the leading electric-light people."
At a meeting of the National Electric Light asso-

ciation in Baltimore, in 1885, representatives of the
Boston board and the Boston Manufacturers' Mu-
tual Fire Insurance company were present; and
while there was considerable talk and discussion on
ihe matter of rules, nothing was carried to an
issue. In. the following summer a joint conference
ol certain insurance representatives and members of
the National Electric Light association insurance
committee formulated rules, which were later pre-
sented to the National Electric Light association,
but which were not adopted. The rules resulting
from this conference were promulgated simultane-
ously by the Boston Fire Underwriters' union and
the New England Insurance Exchange, under date
of May 15. 1889. and these rules, it may be said,

were the first which fairly deserve to be called
comprehensive, as the rules of other insurance
boards, as late as January, 1890, were still very
brief and incomplete.
During the year 1890, numerous and more or less

complete rules were issued by the various boards,
associations and insurance companies. In August,
1890, a joint conference was held between the mem-
bers of the National Electric Light association and
insurance representatives, resulting in the agreement
on a larger number of points and the foundation of
a conference committee under the name of the Na-
tional Electro-insurance Bureau.

In September, 1891, a code of rules was issued
by this bureau, but as there was no special effort

on the part of the National Electric Light associa-
tion or the Electro-insurance Bureau to secure the
general adoption of the rules, they were adopted
only by three or four insurance boards, covering
a small portion of the United States; and some of
these made changes to suit themselves, while most
of the insurance boards continued to use the rules
of their own, as they had no pressure brought to
bear upon them in the interest of uniformity.

In August, 1892, representatives of the Under-
writers' boards, covering the New England, Middle,
South Atlantic and Gulf states, met in New York,
and, taking as a basis the rules which had been
adopted by the National Electric Light association,
they considered them section by section. The in-

I. Read before the students in the electrical eoeineering de-
partment of Armour Institute, Chicago, December 6, .900. Mr,
Glover is connected with the Underwriters' Electrical Bureau in
Chicago.

terest of the insurance companies in this effort for
uniformity resulted in another meeting, at which
the whole United States and Canada were repre-
sented, and which effected a permanent organiza-
tion.

The rules were put in print, proof copies were
widely distributed, with the request that they be
examined and suggestions submitted for changes
or improvements. These rules were far in advance
of any hitherto published, either in this country or
abroad, and were issued under date of March 20,

1S93, being almost immediately adopted by the fol-

lowing-named fire underwriters' organizations:

National Board of Fire Underwriters.
New England Insurance Exchange.
New Hampshire Board of Fire Underwriters.
Boston Board of Fire Underwriters.
Suburban Underwriters' association.
Underwriters' Association of New York State.
.Philadelphia Fire Underwriters' association.
Underwriters' Association of Middle Department.
Pacific Insurance Union.
Western Union.
Association of Fire Underwriters for Arkansas.
Chicago Fire Underwriters' association.
Cleveland Board of Underwriters.
Underwriters' Association of Cincinnati.
Detroit Board of Underwriters.

So, very general uniformity of insurance rules was
secured in less than one year after the meeting of
the insurance inspectors.

Other meetings were held in Chicago and Bos-
ton, at which further revisions and amendments were
made, so that in June, 1894, a bulletin was issued,
stating that the New York Board of Fire Under-
writers, covering New York city, Buffalo Associa-
tion of Fire Underwriters, Michigan Inspection
Bureau, Southeastern Tariff association, Milwaukee
Board of Fire Underwriters and Memphis Board of
Underwriters had adopted the rules of the associa-
tion, and in August, 1894, the Associated Factory
Mutual Fire Insurance companies also adopted the
rules, with a few modifications, so that, in less than
two years, so far as the insurance rules were con-
cerned^ uniformity had been secured.

It might not be out of place to state at this point
that in the meantime a bureau for the testing of

devices and materials and for the dissemination of
information had been established here in Chicago,
in charge of William H. Merrill, Jr., who was a
member of the electrical committee, with whom it

has been my pleasure to be associated, and quar-
terly reports were issued containing brief accounts
of fires in all parts of the country due to electricity,

as well as bulletins containing reports of tests of

wires, devices and materials.

There was still a feeling, however, that the elec-

trical interests did not have as full an opportunity
to express themselves on these rules as they were
entitled to, and a communication was sent to various
associations, suggesting a joint conference com-
posed of delegates from the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, the American Street Railway
association, the National Board of Fire Underwriters,
the American Institute of Architects, the Interna-

tional Fire Chiefs' association, the American Bell

Telephone company, the Western Union Telegraph
company, the Postal Telegraph-cable company, the

General Electric company, the Westinghouse Elec-

tric and Manufacturing company and the National
Electric Light association, who should "undertake
the codification, promulgation and enforcement of

one standard set of rules, which shall meet as fully

as possible the conditions that now exist, and be
acceptable to all electrical, insurance and allied in-

terests."

Later the Underwriters' National Electric associa-

tion, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
and the Factory Mutual Insurance companies were
invited to send delegates, and certain others were
invited as complimentary delegates.

From this meeting the National Conference on
Standard Electrical Rules was organized and a com-
mittee on code appointed, to which was assigned

the task of amending and codifying the standard

electrical rules. A pamphlet had been prepared,

embracing the various codes, printed in parallel

columns. These were carefully discussed, and it was
decided that the rules promulgated by the Under-
writers' National Electric association were the most
feasible ones to take as a basis. The rules were
arranged and classified witliout materially changing
their wording. The rules were then issued, with

the following note:

The National Electrical Code, as it is here presented, is the

result of the united efforts of the various electrical, insurance,
architectural and allied interests, which have, through the

National Conference on Standard Electrical Rules, composed of

delegates from the following associations, unanimously voted to

recommend them to their respective associations for^japproval

or adoption:
American Institute of .Architects.

American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
American Street Railway association.

Factory Mutual Fire Insurance companies.
National Association of Fire Engineers.
National Board of Fire Underwriters.
National Electric Light association.
Underwriters' National Electric association.

As soon as meetings of these associations are held and action

taken, the fact will be noted.

Now we have in 1897, for the first time, a "Na-
tional Code" stamped with the approval, not only

of the insurance interests, but also of the national

societies of electrical, architectural and allied in-

terests.

From the foregoing sketch it is evident that the

underwriters have, from the beginning, availed

themselves of the advice and suggestions of the

electric interests. The 1885 edition of the New

England Insurance Exchange rules was prepared
with the "aid of some of the leading electric-light
people." Insurance representatives were present at
the Baltimore meeting of the National Electric Light
association in 1885, and, while that association took
no action on the rules which came from this and
later meetings, they were recognized and adopted
by the Boston board and New England Insurance
Exchange in 1889.

When the Underwriters' National Electric asso-
ciation was organized in 1892, it took as a basis
of its rules those which had been formulated in 1891
for the National Electric Light association by the
Electro-insurance Bureau. The rules prepared by
the Underwriters' National Electric association were
submitted to, and received the hearty approval of,

representative experts. The insurance interests,

however, have always felt that it was their province
to settle what should be the electrical equipment
of risks which they insured. This course has always
been pursued in England, where the Phcenix Fire
Office rules are practically the only ones recognized.

It is true that the underwriters should not be
arbitrary and overbearing, and should make their
rules as favorable to the electrical interests as the
overcoming of the fire hazard will permit, and the
facts show that this course has been generally main-
tained. The principal reason why harmonious rela-
tions between the electrical and insurance interests
in the matter of uniform rules were not reached
sooner was because of no organization through
which the electrical, architectural and alUed interests
could be reached until the National Conference on
Standard Electrical Rules was formed. For the
same reason, uniformity of rules in the various in-
surance boards was not accomplished until the
formation of the Underwriters' National Electric
association, an organization through which the vari-
ous boards could be reached, and in which they
had a voice. Just as soon as this association was
formed, uniformity of rules, so far as the insurance
interests were concerned, became an accompUshed
fact, and just as soon as an organization of the
other interests was formed, complete uniformity of

rules was secured.

The efforts of the members of the code committee
of the National Conference to secure harmony and
uniformity have been appreciated, not only by the
electrical, but by the insurance, interests as well.

As the matter now stands, the conference accom-
plished its work, and has adjourned. The organ-
ization remains, and the work it has done stands as
a precedent, so that, should occasion ever again
demand, the machinery could be easily put into
motion.

It is recognized that, from time to time, changes
in the rules will have to be made to meet the nat-
ural growth in electrical lines; but considering the
very satisfactory results now secured, and the slight
changes needed in all probability for several years
to come, the Underwriters' National Electric asso-
ciation is the most available body to charge with
this work of revision for the present.

It is the practice of the Underwriters' association
to give the fullest hearing on all criticisms or addi-
tions to the rules, so that the recommendations made
for changes are based upon the judgment and opin-
ions of recognized and best authorities. It can be
affirmed, without fear of contradiction, that, while
some mistakes have been made and imperfections
may exist, the National Electrical Code, as it stands
to-day, is the most complete, thorough and reliable

set of electrical rules, in existence.

The Metric System.
The bill of Representative Shafrotli of Colorado

for the adoption of the metric system by the United
States has been favorably reported by unanimous
vote of the House committee on coinage, weights
and measures. The bill was changed so as to make
the system go into effect January i, 1903. Mr.
Shafroth stated that all the civilized nations except
Great Britain and the United States had adopted
the metric system, Russia being the last to do so
a few weeks ago. The bill, as reported, provides
that on and after January i, 1903. all the depart-
ments of the government of the United States in

the transaction of all business requiring the use
of weight and measurement, except in completing
the survey of public lands, shall employ and use
only the weights and measures of the metric system,
and on and after January i, 1903, the weights and
measures of the metric system shall be the legal

standard weights and measures of and in the United
States.

Power from Blast-furnace Gases.
The United States vice-consul-general of Frank-

fort reports that in October 25 representatives of

the largest iron works in France and Belgium
visited the Horde Mining and Rolling Mills as-

sociation at Horde, near Dortmund, Prussia, to in-

spect the electrical central station for utilizing the
gas coming from the mouths of blast furnaces. The
plant, when fully completed, will have a capacity of

6,400 horsepower. At present three twhi engines
of the Oechelhaiiser system are run by this furnace
gas to produce electric current for supplying power
and light for the Hermann rolling mills. A fourth
engine of 600 horsepower, and four others, of 1,000

horsepower each, are now in process of construction
to serve like purposes.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Telephone and Telegraph War Taxes

May Be Repealed.

The ways and means committee of the House
of Representatives has agreed upon a war-revenue
reduction bill that will be submitted in a few days.
Based on the current year's revenues the total esti-

mated reduction is $40,000,348.

Some of the existing taxes ai'e reduced in amount,
others entirely repealed, and some left as at present.

Of the taxes repealed, principal in importance are

those on theaters, expositions, brokers, bank checks
and drafts, telephone messages, conveyances, tele-

graph dispatches, insurance policies, leases, mort-
gages, passage tickets and warehouse receipts. The
present tax on telephone messages and telegraph
dispatches is one cent on each message. Should
the committee's bill become a law, it is estimated
that the reduction in revenue due to the repeal of

the telephone tax would amount to $315,000, while
in the case of telegraph dispatches the reduction
would be $800,000.

John M. Clark, president of the Chicago Tele-

phone company, when asked his opinion of the pro-
posed bill, said: "If the reduction of the tax on tele-

phone messages means a cancellation of the tax, it

will meet with general gratification. The trouble

has been not with the amount of the tax so much
as with the time and labor involved in keeping ac-

curnt of the tax items. The relief, while the taxation

has been charged to the patronizing public, will be
mutual with the company and its patrons."

E. J. Nally, assistant general superintendent of the

Postal Telegraph-cable company, said: "The news
that the revenue tax on telegrams is to be canceled
will meet with general satisfaction. This will be true

not only with the operating companies but with the

people. The patrons have paid the tax, but the
companies have been put to an infinite amount of

detail work in bookkeeping and work of that kind.

Generally, we feel that it is high time for relief, and
we are pleased that it is in sight."

Rumored Telephone Combination.

From rumors of consolidation of several Inde-

pendent telephone companies that have been preva-

lent in the East during the last few weeks, it is

evident that the National Telephone and Telegraph

company, which was incorporated last July, with

$50,000,000 capital stock, to succeed the Telephone,

Telegraph and Cable company of America, as was
supposed, has not yet accomplished that purpose.

In relation to these companies the New' York Sun
states that the "T. T. C." company, with its de-

pendency, the Erie Telegraph and Telephone com-
pany, is understood to be considering a plan of

merging with the National Telephone and Tele-

graph company. In relation to the statement sent

out from Baltimore that the Erie company was to

consolidate with Independent telephone companies

of Maryland and Pennsylvania, President Charles J.

Glidden of the Erie company is credited with say-

ing that there was no truth in the report. The
rumor, he said, evidently was founded on the fact

that most of the offices of the Erie Telegraph and
Telephone company have been moved from Lowell,

Mass., to New York city, occupying a large portion

of the offices heretofore occupied by the Telephone,

Telegraph and Cable company of America at 100

Broadwav.

Telephone System for the Northern
Pacific.

^.dditional information in regard to the adoption
of the telephone by the Northern Pacific Railway
company is furnished by the Minneapolis corre-
spondent of the Western Electrician. The com-
pany's plans involve the gradual superseding of its

telegraph system by a telephone system which shall

cover its entire transcontinental line. The officials

of the road have been considering the matter for a

year and a half, and have come to the conclusion
that the saving in time and the increased accuracy
will be worth the expense. Each message re-

ceived must be transcribed at once with a
carbon copy, and be subject to the usual rules which
now govern corrections and erasures. It will

then be repeated, word for word, to leave no room
for error. It will probably take a year and a half

to supersede entirely the telegraph.

Parr Drop, Jack and Plug.

The Farr Telephone and Construction Supply
company of Chicago is putting out some new de-
signs in telephone-switchboard drops, jacks and
plugs, as shown in the accompanying illustration.

The drops are constructed with such close adjust-
ment that the shutter can be thrown very easily

throuch heavy resistance, giving excellent results on
series or bridging lines. The jacks can be used
for grounded or metallic-circuit lines. The drops
are mounted on strips for the convenience of tele-

phone companies that manufacture their own boards.

Ohio Telephone Notes.
The Columbus Citizens' Telephone company, Co-

lumbus, has a new directory almost completed which
will be a beautiful piece of work. The body is

printed on heavy calendered paper and the list of
names is not marred by the insertion of advertise-
ments here and there between them. Space for this
has been arranged in a different way. The cover
will be of heavy chocolate-colored paper and will
contain only the name and the shield of the company.
This will appear both on the back and the front of
the book. The company's calls are running close to
5,000 a day now and a new section of switchboard
which will accommodate 1,040 drops is being in-
stalled. About 100,000 feet of new cable is being
put in also to carry the additional lines that will be
necessary. Manager Frank L. Beam is well pleased
with the progress that is being made.
The Chagrin Falls Telephone company. Chagrin

Falls, Cuyahoga County, has been incorporated, with
a capital stock of $15,000, to build and operate an
exchange in that town and 12 townships in the im-
mediate vicinity. The incorporators are C. H. Hub-
bell, T. P. Shumaker, W. D. Brewster, J. W. Hutch-
inson and L. S. Hubbell.
The Akron People's Telephone company', Akron,

Ohio, was recently incorporated, with a capital
-

stock of $1,000, for the purpose of building and
operating an exchange in Akion, with the main line
extending from the northern line of Summit County
near Cuyahoga Falls to a point in the southerly line

of the county at or near Turkey Foot Lake, includ-
ing complete systems for the towns of Barberton
and Cuyahoga Falls, with branch lines and connect-
ing lines in the county and other portions of the
state. The company has also filed notice with the
secretary of state of an increase of capital stock
to $500,000. The incorporators are Alonzo M.
Snyder, Frederick A. Henry, L. M. Hildreth, Har-
rison B. McGraw and Henry Ford. With the pa-
pers filed was the consent of the original Akron
People's Telephone company to the use of the same

tral Union underground system there is about com-
pleted. The underground district is said to be quite
large.

J. H. Zeke, superintendent of the Home Tele-
phone company, Greenfield, Ohio, thinks he will
have the line completed between that place and
Hillsboro and an exchange put in by early spring.
It is probable that an exchange will be put in at
Leesburg also.

Robert Wolf, for some time superintendent of the
Independent telephone company at Lancaster, has
resie^ned his position and accepted a place with the
Ohio Natural Gas and Fuel company.

J. M. Hoge, superintendent of construction for the
United States Telephone company, is now building
a line from Columbus to Marysville, Union County.
Mr. Hoge is also superintendent of the Columbus
Citizens' Telephone company. O. M. C.

FARR DROP, JACK AND PLUG.

name. It was signed by President Will Christy
and Secretary A. B. Conklin. The names given as
the incorporators of the new company are the
Cleveland attorneys for the old company, and this

course was taken in order to reorganize completely
the old company, which has been in operation for

some time. It is stated that the plant at Akron
will be greatly enlarged and that complete new
boards will be put in at Barberton and Cuyahoga
Falls. This will form a very complete and impor-
tant system.
Within the last year several large mercantile es-

tablishments in this state have put in complete
telephone systems and have found them of great
value. The last one to decide upon this is H. H.
Sturtevant & Co., Zanesville, Ohio. This firm con-
ducts a large department store, and in order to

bring all departments into closer touch with the
management and with the office a complete system
will be installed with an instrument in each depart-
ment. A private switchboard will be placed in the
office, and through this any telephone in the house
may be connected with the Central Union system,
giving communication from any department to any
part of the city.

The Kent Home Telephone company had a little

experience with a farmer a few days ago. James
Moore owns about one mile of frontage in the
country along which the company is building.

When the construction gang reached his place he
appeared with a gun and dared the men to begin
work. One of the workmen walked up within a few
feet of the muzzle of the gun and began to dig a

hole, but the farmer lost his nerve, and before he
could get an injunction the men had the poles up
the entire distance along his land.

The Frecport Telephone company, Freeport, Har-
rison County, was incorporated recently. The cap-
ita! stock is placed at $5,000. The company will

build a plant at Freeport and also has the right to

manufacture telephone supplies. The incorporators
are J. F. McMath. John A. Barricklow, John Court-
right, N. M. Gray and R. M. Black.
The City Council of Dayton, Ohio, has passed an

ordinance requiring all wires within a certain dis-

trict to be placed underground. This includes tele-

phone, telegraph and electric-light wires. The Cen-

Telephone News from the Northwest,
The local telephone company at Fergus Falls,

Minn., is putting in a conduit system.
It is understood that negotiations are pending

for the sale of the Northern Minnesota Telephone
company to Wadena (Minn.) parties. Other parties
are ready to purchase the system, also.
The Winfield Telephone company has been in-

corporated at Winfield, Iowa, with $3,000 capital
stock.
The Cedar Valley Telephone company is installing

an exchange for Ackley, Iowa.
The Tyndall Telephone company of TyndaU,

S. D., has been incorporated, with $2,500 capital
stock.

The Hotel Spokane, at Spokane, Wash., is to be
equipped throughout with a complete telephone
system, connecting every room in the building.
There will be 200 connections and a central office in
the building. Connection can also be made from
any room in the house with any city on the Pacific
States Telephone company's system.

The District Court in Min-
neapolis is considering the
case of the Northwestern Tele-
phone Exchange company
against the county of Henne-
pin. The point involved is

the -right of the county to
assess a tax on the building
of the company, the latter

contending that its gross-eaim-
ings tax covers all its property.
A local exchange, with 100

connections, has been opened
at Red Lake Falls, Minn.

Poles are being set on the
Medina-Kaukauna branch of

the Fox River Valley Tele-
phone company's toll system
in Wisconsin. Work on the
exchanges at Neenah, Apple-
ton and Kaukauna will not be

started till spring, but the toll line is to be com-
pleted by January ist.

The Wisconsin Telephone company has made a

toll rate of 25 cents between Platteville, Wis., and
Dubuque, Iowa. The toll from Cuba City to Du-
buque is but 10 cents.

The Hutchinson (Minn.) Telephone company has
completed its line to Acoma and Greenleaf.
A. W. Bryant, secretary and manager of the Wood

County Telephone Toll Line company, has resigned,
and Charles Doherty, manager of the exchange at

Grand Rapids, Wis., is now in charge.
The Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone company

plans to build a line from Bilhngs, Mont., to Chey-
enne, Wyo., next season. It may also build lines

into Fort Benton. Kalispell and several other points.
' The central office of the Rocky Mountain Bell
Telephone company at Great Falls, Mont., has been
removed to new quarters. A new switchboard has
been put in service.

W. A. Smith is building a private telephone line

between Missouri Valley, Iowa, and California
junction, Iowa.
The Creston (Iowa) Mutual Telephone company

has increased its capital stock from $10,000 to $15,-
000.

The Brighton and Nicollet Telephone company is

projected at Nicollet, Minn., to build a line to
Brighton.

_
T. PI. Bunn of Pine Island. Minn., thinks of put-

ting in a telephone line to Berne and Roscoe.
The Northeastern Telephone company will build a

line from Princeton, Minn., to Milaca.
The Red Lodge and Wyoming Telephone com-

pany has completed an extension from Red Lodge
to Carbonado, Mont.

Orrial li. Harrell has brought suit against the
Northwestern Telephone Exchange company in St.

Paul for $50,000 damages. He was in a hole nine
feet deep, in obedience to orders, when the side

caved in, almost completely burying him. He al-

leges that he received injuries which will perma-
nently disable him.
The Fergus Telephone company of Fergus Falls,

Minn., is putting in an underground system and a

new switchboard.
The Dwelle Telephone company of Lake City,
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Minn., announces that henceforth free telephone
service is to be refused to non-subscribers, and a
five-cent charge made.
The council of Bridgewater, S. D., is considering

a franchise for a local telephone exchange to W. S.
Burroughs.
The Mazomanie Telephone company of Mazo-

manie, Wis., has been incorporated, with $6,000 capi-
tal stock, to operate in Dane and Iowa counties.
E. L. Case, D. L. Bestor and T. H. Ward are the
incorporators. R.

Indiana Telephone Items.

The Home Telephone company of Elkhart County,
with headquarters at Goshen, has decided to con-
struct a full metallic line from Goshen to Milford,
there to connect with the Warsaw Independent Tele-
phone company's line, recently purchased by Strauss
& Co. of Ligonier, which firm announces that it will

construct a direct Independent line to Indianapolis.

The Pennville Telephone company was organized
on December 3d, and will construct an exchange
at Pennville at once. The officers are: President,
F. E. Mover; treasurer, W. M. Hall; secretary, Bee
McCarty, and manager, Jap. Lineback.

The Indiana Electric company, with a capital

stock of $23,500, has filed articles of incorporation
with the secretary of state. The company will op-

• erate telephone lines in western Indiana and eastern
Illinois. The directors are Edgar Vansickle. C. E.
Fair, J. G. Shame, C. S. Wolfe, G. W. Fair and
Anna Vansickle, all residents of Vermillion County,
Ind. The headquarters will be at Dana, Ind.

The telephone situation in Logansport is becoming
interesting. S. P. Sheerin, who is at the head of the
Independent Telephone exchange at Indianapolis,
and also interested in man}' of the Independent ex-
changes throughout the state, has made a proposi-
tion to the City Council looking to the establish-

ment of a bona fide Independent exchange in that

-ity. A mass-meeting was held last week to discuss

franchises and rates, the sentiment being in favor of

an annual rate of $12 for residences and $18 for

business houses. The Bell company is seeking an
extension of its grant, with no rate restrictions.

An acrimonious debate was indulged in by repre-
sentatives of the Bell company and the Indianapolis
company. Another meeting has been called and the
interest is becoming intense. F.

EXTENSIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
The Independent companies in Pennsylvania and

New Jersey are said to be contemplating a line join-

ing Atlantic City, Camden and Philadelphia.

Among the structures for which plans have been
drawn in Boston recently is a new telephone build-

ing to be erected on Chardon street, for the New
England Telephone and Telegraph company, four
stories in height, to cost about $40,000.

The Oakland Telephone company announces that

it now has 325 telephones working in Pontiac, Mich.,
and has 85 more that will soon be connected with
the central. Toll lines are nearly completed to

Holly, Davisburg, Clarkston, Waterford, Drayton
Plains, Oxford and Orion. These will be in opera-
tion soon, and the five-cent rate, one of the provi-
sions of the company's franchise, will go into eflect.

Messages between any two places in the county will

be but five cents for five minutes.

The Central Union Telephone company is making
extensive improvements at Rockford, 111., including
the installation of a new multiple switchboard. The
exchange is in the heart of the business district, at

319 West State street. The company has here a fine

suite of rooms, making the plant among the best
of the company's exchanges in northern Illinois, if

not in the state. R. H. Gibboney is manager of the
Rockford exchange. The estimated cost of the new
construction is $5,000.

The Maryland Telephone company of Baltimore,
Md., is putting in new instruments in the offices

and residences of the 1,300 subscribers who have
the instruments of the old Home Telephone com-
p^'iy. The use of the old instruments will not be
interfered with until all the new telephones are in

position, when, on the night of December 20th, all

the new instruments will be connected with the new
plant. In addition to these 1,300 subscribers are
2,000 others who will be supplied \vith the new
telephones as rapidly as the working force can
install them. The new service that is being installed

is of the central-battery express type.

TELEPHONE MEN.
Paul W. Bossart of the Kellogg Switchboard and

Supply company of Chicago was a recent visitor

in Denver.

M. V. Keyes, who has been chief inspector for the
Central Union company at Rockford, 111., has left

Rockford for Moline. 111., where he has taken charge
of the Central Union exchange at that place.
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Further Trials of Wireless Telephony
at Minneapolis.

James Kelsey of the Northwestern Telephone Ex-
change company, Minneapolis, recently attempted
another wireless-telephone experiment, this time at
Lake Harriet, within the city limits of Minneapolis.
Two trials were made. The first one failed for
lack of a definite understanding. The lake is about
three-quarters of a mile across. The second time all

arrangements were completed, but it was again a
failure. A voltmeter was finally attached to the
wires and revealed an astonishing leakage from the
wires of the street-railway line which skirts the
shore on one side of the lake. At times Q.y of a
volt was shown, and it threatened to break the
needle in the meter. Further trials at wireless
telephony will be made at another lake which is

free from street-car interference.
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DOINGS OF SOCIETIES.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
D. R. Creecy and others will organize a $200,000

company to put in a telephone system at Norfolk,
Va.

An ordinance has been introduced in the New
York City Council instituting a crusade against
bacilli in telephone transmitters and receivers.

Thomas S. Wilcox and associates of Chattanooga,
Tenn., have secured a franchise and will organize
a company to put in a telephone system there.

It is reported from Norfolk, Va., that there will

be no immediate consolidation of the Independent
Virginia and North Carolina telephone interests for
the purpose of fighting the Bell company. One
reason given is that the consohdation must wait
for the connection of the lines of the Virginia Long
Distance Telephone and Telegraph company and the
Interstate Telephone and Telegraph company ol
North Carolina.

The local telephone exchange at Austin, Texas,
was badly damaged on December gth. Someone
reached the roof of the exchange building and,
boring a hole into each of the 15 cables entering
the main exchange, poured liberal quantities of
prussic acid on the wires, which incapacitated them
and effectually stopped all business of the exchange.
Almost, the entire system of the city was affected.
A large force ol workmen spent the day in repair-
ing the damage. The local telephone officials at-

tribute the work to friends of telephone strikers
in other parts of the state, as there was no trouble
in Austin.

An assessment of 10 per cent, or $5 a share, has
been levied upon the capital stock of the Telephone,
Telegraph and Cable company of America. A cir-

cular from William J. Latta, the company's presi-
dent, that has been sent to the stockholders, says:
"Certain negotiations looking toward a change in
the character of your interests have reached that
point where it is reasonably sure that they may be
submitted to you for consideration within 30 days.
The notice for an assessment was deemed necessary
by your board to protect the interests ol your prop-
erty should further delay intervene in the final ad-
justment of plans referred to."

The Board of Aldermen of Worcester, Mass., has
granted to the Citizens' Telephone and Telegraph
company (Independent) a location in about 50 pub-
lic streets. The order is full of conditions regard-
ing the construction of conduits, the location of
poles and the opening of streets. It also provides
that the maximum rates shall not exceed about one-
half the rates charged by the New England com-
pany. Another section of the franchise calls for a
forfeit of $15,000 in case an exchange is not in op-
eration within two years. It is also provided that
the city may at any time take over all the property
of the company at an appraisal based solely on prop-
erty value.

The Corsicana Telephone company of Corsicana
and San Antonio, Texas, has been chartered, by
Frank B. McEiroy, H. M. Aubrey and others, with
a capital stock of $50,000. i

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The telephone system that was recently installed

in cars of the St. Louis, St. Charles and Western
Electric Railroad company at Welliston, Mo., was
erected by the D. A. Kusel Telephone and Electric
Manufacturing company of St. Louis, the instru-
ments being of this company's manufacture also.

The system has operated very successfully.

The Kansas City Telephone Manufacturing com-
pany of Kansas City, Mo., by reason of its western
location, is in a good position to supply the tele-

phone trade in Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma, In-
dian Territory and the West. It turns out high-
grade apparatus which it sells in competition with
eastern manufacturers both as to quality and price,

giving its patrons the opportunity to buy at home
and save delays in shipment. The company uses
the Holtzer-Cabot and Williams-Abbott magnetos
in mrikins up its telephones, and it is also agent
in its territory for the Eureka metallic, self-restor-

ing express switchboard. Moon terminal head.
Warner generator, etc. A 52-page illustrated cata-

logue and price-list has just been issued by the
Kansas City company, describing its telephone in-

struments and the large stock of telephone appli-
ances and supplies which it handles. The company
will be pleased to mail a copy of this catalogue on
application.

Engine Builders' Association.
Sherry's, New York, on December 4th, was the

scene of the first annual meeting of the Engine
Builders' Association of the United States. This
meeting was a great success and was well attended,
as IS mdicated by the following hst of prominent
engine builders of the United States, who were in
attendance. The various engine companies were
represented as follows: Ames Iron Works Os-
wego, N. Y., Mr. Ames and Arthur L. Meriam-
Ball Engme company, Erie, Pa., D. N. McBrier
and E. J. Armstrong; Ball & Wood company,
Ehzabethport, N. J., Thomas C. Wood, Charles R
Vmcent, C. A. Gates and Mr. Bird; Buckeye En-
gme company, Salem, Ohio, C. S. Bonsall; Chand-
ler & Taylor company, Indianapolis, Ind., WilliamM Taylor; Harrisburg Foundry and Machine'
Works, Harrisburg, Pa., W. R. Fleming; A. L
Ide & Sons, Springfield, 111., H. L. Ide; New York
Safety Steam Power company. New York, A G
Nichols, Hope Valley, R. I.; Payne company,' El-
mira, N. Y., Nathan B. Payne; Phcenix Iron Works
company, Meadville, Pa., Colonel John Dick; Rus-
sell Engine company, Massillon, Ohio, C. A. Gates;
Straight Line Engine company, Syracuse, N. Y.[
Professor John E. Sweet; Westinghouse Machine
company, Pittsburg, Pa., Mr. Sniffin; Watertown
Engine company, Watertown, N. Y,, S. F. Bagg.
After the opening council session the meeting

was called to order by President John E. Sweet
Syracuse, N. Y., the following papers being read
and discussed: "Some of the Requisites of Mod-
ern Lighting Generator Sets," by H. G. Reist of the
General Electric company; "Inter Relations Be-
tween Engine and Generator Builders in Connec-
tion with Engine-type Units for Power Purposes,"
by H. C. Ebert of the Westinghouse Electric arid
Manufacturing company; "Economy Guarantees of
High-speed Simple Engines," by E. J. Armstrong
of the Ball Engine company.

Particular attention was paid to standardizing
engines and parts, as well as to the intimate relations
which now exist between steam-engine and electri-
cal-generator builders relative to direct-communi-
cated power units.

On Tuesday evening the members sat down at
Sherry's to a sumptuous dinnerthat had been planned
under the auspices of N. B. Payne and Thomas C.
Wood of the com.mittee of entertainment. Mr.
Wood presided as toastmaster. In addition to
those in attendance already mentioned, the follow-
ing-named gentlemen were on hand during the
meeting, and many of them were also at the dinner:
Mr. Greenwood, General Electric company; Mr.
Ingles and Mr. Ales, Detroit Blower Works: Mr.
Palmeter, Watertown Engine company; H. G.
Reist. General Electric company; H. C. Ebert,
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing com-
pany; Mr. Robb, Robb Engineering company,
Amherst. Nova Scotia; Mr. Bird, Ball & Wood
company; Mr. Smith, Ball & Wood company; Mr.
Allan Ames, Ames Iron Works; Mr. Ball, Ameri-
can Engine company; W. A. Kreidler. represented
by F. L. Perry, Western Electrician; J. M. Wake-
man, Electrical World and Engineer; Mr. Dunlap,
Engineering Magazine; Mr. Moore, London; Mr.
Hubbard, B. F. Sturtevant cornpany; F. R. Low,
Power.
For igoi all the old officers of the association

were elected as follows: President, John E. Sweet;
vice-president, W. M. Taylor; treasurer, H. L. Ide;
secretary, S. F. Bagg; members of the council,
W. R. Fleming, C. A. Gates, Thomas C. Wood,
S. B. Richards, John Dick and Leonard Ames.

It was voted at the close of the meeting that the
association hold its next gathering in Indianapolis,
Ind, This was in acceptance of a very cordial in-
vitation extended to the association by William M.
Taylor of the Chandler & Taylor company of In-
dianapolis, Ind.

American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers.

The forty-second annual meeting of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers was held at the
clubhouse of the society in New York city on De-
cember 4th to 7th. The attendance was very large,

354 persons having registered on the first day of the
meeting. Charles H. Morgan, the retiring president,
opened the first session on Tuesday evening with an
address, treating mainly of the development of the
rolling mill. He gave the history of the rolling mill
in England and this country, and showed how it

would have been impossible to build railroads across
the continent if methods had not been discovered to
make the manufacture of steel rails a less expensive
process than it was 50 years ago.
At the business session held on Wednesday morn-

ing there were elected 47 members, nine junior mem-
bers and 41 associates. The financial report showed
the society to be in a most flourishing condition. The
following-named ofl5cers were elected for the en-
suing year: President, Samuel T. Wellman, Cleve-
land; vice-presidents, David Townsend, Philadelphia;
Jesse M. Smith, New York; James M. Dodge, Phila-
delphia; Stevenson Taylor, Hoboken, N. J.; Arthur
M. Waitt, New York city; Ambrose Swasey, Cleve-
land; managers. Edgar C. Felton. Harrisburg, Pa.;
R. H. Soule, New York; John A, Brashear, Alle-
gheny, Pa, ; A. M. Goodale, Waltham, Mass.

;

Francis H, Boyer, Somerville, Mass,; Alfred H,
Raynal, Washington; W. F. M. Goss, Lafayette,
Ind. ; Decourcey May, Scranton, Pa. ; D. S. Jacobs,
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Hoboken, N. J.; treasurer, William H. Wiley, New
York city; secretary, F. R. Hutton, New York.
On Thursday the society was the guest of Presi-

dent Low of Columbia University. The afternoon

was spent in inspecting the mechanical laboratories

of the university and in the evening a reception and
supper \va& held at Sherry's.

During the different sessions the following papers

were presented: "Comparison of Rules for Calculat-

ing the Strength of Steam Boilers," by H. De B.

Parsons ; "A Record of the Early Period of High-
speed Engineering," by Charles T. Porter; "Steam
Engine of Maximum Simplicity and Highest Thermal
Efficiency," by Robert H. Thurston; "Notes on
Centrifugal Fans for Cupolas and Forges," by Vv''ill-

iam Sangster; "Power Plant of the Massachusetts
General Hospital," by F. W. Dean; "The Construc-

tion of Contracts." by Reginald P. Bolton; "An
American Central Valve Engine," by E. T. Adams

;

"Mechanical Integrator Used in Connection with a

Spring Dynamometer," by Max H. Wickhorst; "Ap-
paratus for Dynamically Testing Steam Engine Indi-

cators," by Carleton A. Read; "Tests of the Boilers

of the Purdue Locomotive," by W. F. M. Goss; "A
New Recording Air Pyrometer." by W. H. Bristol;

"Comparative Value of Different Arrangements of

Suction Air Chambers on Pumps," by F. Meriam
Wheeler; "Tests of Centrifugal Pumps," by W. B.

Gregory ; "Hardness or the Workability of Metals,"

by William J. Keep ; "New Principle of Gas-engine

.Design," by Charles E.

Sargent; "Heat Efficiency

of the Gas Engine as Mod-
ified by Point of Ignition,"

by C. V. Kerr; "Power and
Light for the Machine
Shop and Foundry," by
Forrest R. Jones.

G. I. Alternating Series Enclosed-arc
System.

An enclosed-arc system that is being offered by
the General Incandescent Arc Light company of
New York, for either street or commercial light-

ing, consists of G. I. type hy lamps and a G. 1.

regulator for use in series on constant-current, al-

ternating-current circuits. The only limitation to
the number of lamps that can be connected in a

series is that each lamp must have not less than
80 volts at the lamp terminals. The lamp operates on
the shunt principle and is provided with an auto-
matic cut-out and a substantial hand switch, the
working parts of which are placed under the top
casting, which protects them from the weather and
other injury. Fig. 2 shows a view of the lamp
mechanism.
A feed lever is provided, which carries on one end

a lead weight; on the other, the U-shaped laminated
core is attached. Two shunt coils, connected across
the arc, surround the legs of the core. The clutch
operates directly on the carbon. There .are no
windings in series with the arc. The arc voltage is

the same as at the hangers and the only loss in the

lamp is from the power consumed by the shunt-
regulating coils, which is about 10 to 12 apparent
or five to six actual watts.

The efficiency of the lamp is about 97.4 per cent.,

while its power factor is 85 to 90 per cent. The

actance coils. If the outside line is short-circuited
and, current turned on, the U core is immediately
drawn into the coils, which then react against the
line potential and keep the current constant at the
value for which the regulator is adjusted to operate.
When the short-circuit is removed the current on
the circuit will fall, allowing the U core to drop
down; this will decrease the reactance of the reg-
ulator and sufficient of the line potential is allowed
on the lamp circuit to start and operate the lamps.
If one or more of the lamps should be switched
off, or cut out, the resistance of the lamp circuit-

will decrease, and its current will increase. This
causes the regulator coils to attract the U core,
which, when entering the coils, further increases the
reactance of the regulator, and the current will again
be brought to its given value. A dash-pot is pro-
vided, attached to the core, to prevent sudden fluc-
tuations and to aid the starting of the lamps. The
total height of a 25-light regulator is 34 inches, the
floor space it occupies being 14 by 19 inches. The
apparatus weighs about 100 pounds.
The G. I. L7 lamp may also be operated from

two to six in series on constant-potential circuits
ranging from 200 to 660 volts, and for each series
will be furnished a suitable reactance coil. Fig. 4
shows such a reactance coil with the case removed.

Chicago Electrical
Association.

The regular meeting of

the Chicago Electrical as-

sociation was held at its

rooms in the Monadnock
block, on the evening of

Friday, December 7th. In
the absence of the presi-

dent and vice-president F.

S. Hickok presided. The
paper of the evening was
prepared by Charles Wirt
of the Wirt Electric com-
pany, Philadelphia, and was
on the subject, "Develop-
ment of the Theater Dim-
mer." Mr. Wirt was una-
voidably detained in the
East, so the paper was read
by Edward W. Lloyd.
Thomas' G. Grier assisted

Mr. Lloyd in presenting a

n u m b er of stereopticon
views which were used to

illustrate the paper, and
afterward supplemented Mr.
Wirt's paper with . a de-

scription of the Wirt and
other types of dimmers
found in the theaters in

Chicago. The paper itself

traced the development of

the theater dimmer from
the old squirrel-cage and
chicken-coop types to the present compact standard
apparatus that is being largely adopted all over the

country. The pictures showed a great variety of

dimmers and several modern stage switchboards
equipped with Wirt universal dimmers. A brief dis-

cussion' of the paper was indulged in by members
of the society. The next meeting of the association
will be held on December 21st, when a paper by
J. M. Hollister of the Western Electric company,
on "Electrical Features of the Paris Exposition,"
will be presented. Officers for the ensuing year will

also be elected at this meeting.

^-Jf6-:^~-.^^- --.

Reports of Massachusetts Railway
Companies.

Boston, December 8.—According to requirements
in this state the various electric-railway companies
have submitted their annual reports to the railroad
commissioners, and the results indicate a growth in

number of passengers carried and in material pros-
perity, with great improvements in efficiency attained
through the numerous consolidations that have taken
place during the last two years. Twelve new roads
have come into existence and there remain but two
hc'ise-car lines now in the commonwealth, one at the
Onset Bay campground and the other in Marlboro
street, Boston. The latter will soon be a thing of
the past also.

The Boston Elevated Railway company, which
operates the principal service for Boston and its

suburbs, has transported 201,124,170 revenue-paying
passengers during the last year. This is a gain of

Fig. I. ReRulaior, Fig. 2. Meclianisin of Lamp. Fig- 3- Lamp ^
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Illinois State Electric Association.

At the business meeting of the Illinois State Elec-
tric association held at Champaign, 111., recently,

the committee on coal freights and transportation
was named as follows: L. A. Ferguson of Chicago,
chairman; R. S. Wallace, Peoria; W. A. Martin,
Quincy; W. E. Stcinwedell, Belleville; John W.
Glidden, De Kalb. The committee on heating con-
sists of C. E. Hay of Springfield, chairman; H. J.

Frith, Watseka; C. H. Langford. Paxton; W. E.
Steinwedell, Belleville; J. N. C. Shumway, Taylor-
villc. Mr. C. E. Hay of Springfield was added
to the committee on mutual insurance, of which J. J.

Frey is chairman.
President Draper of the University of Illinois

and the other members of the faculty were made
honorary members of the association. Votes of

thanks were tendered to President Draper and the
University of Illinois for the hospitality and cordial
reception afforded the association; to H. J. Pepper,
superintendent of the Urbana and Champaign Rail-

way, Gas and Electric company, for his efforts

toward making the first annual meeting a success,

and to the officers, especially the secretary, Mr.
Chubbuck, for official services.

lamp is 25^ inches .over all in length and weighs
25 pounds complete. A one-half by g^/j-inch car-

bon is used in the top and a one-half by sv-i-inch

carbon in the bottom, one being cored and one
solid. The lamp is generally adjusted for 72 volts

at the arc. On account of the absence of series

coils, the lamp in operation keeps remarkably cool
and there is little, if any, liability to burn out. All

parts of the lamp are so designed that any one may
be inspected or repaired without disturbing other
parts, a feature of much interest to central-station

men. The efficiency of a system comprising 25 of

these lamps and a 25-light regulator will be about
96.4 per cent. Fig. 3 illustrates a lamp with metal
reflector.

The G. I. regulator (Fig. i) is designed to keep
the current constant on an alternating-current cir-

cuit of arc lamps or arc and incandescent lamps
connected in series. The source of supply may be
cither primary or secondary, and the regulator is

connected at any point in the lamp circuit in series

with the lamps. The actual loss in the regulator is

constant at all loads from short circuit to full load,

being simply the copper and iron loss, together
making about 140 watts actual loss in a 25 to 27-

light regulator adjusted for 6.8 amperes on a 2,200-

volt, 60-cycle circuit. These figures show a 25-light

regulator to have 98 to 99 per cent, efficiency. The
regulator keeps the current constant within one-
tenth of an ampere, and when the load changes on
the lamp circuit the regulator changes instantane-

ously, and docs not slug or work slowly.

In construction, the regulator consists of two
reactance coils, connected in series with the lamps.
A laminated U-shaped core is suspended under these

coils in such a way that it can play up and down
in the field of the coils. When the .system is not
operating only a small portion of the legs of this

U core is surrounded by the windings of the re-

about 10,000,000 over the previous year's record.
The number of car miles run was 38,171,984. Gross
earnings for the year were $10,041,209, a gain of 4.8
per cent., while net earnings show a gain of 16.5

per cent., an open winter season having lessened the
cost of running the road materially. The number of
emploj^es is 6.546.

The various companies operated under control of
the Massachusetts Electric Companies show very
good growth also. The Lynn and Boston line carried

38.751,814 revenue passengers, and has a profit and
loss surplus of $187,270. The Quincy and Boston's
gross earnings were $139,146, net $33,352, charges
$23,030, balance $10,321. The dividends amounted to

$37,921. The Lowell and Suburban earned $472,930
gross and $212,697 net. Dividends were $77,000,
charges $120,396, surplus $15,301. The Lowell, Law-
rence and Haverhill earned gross $555,342, net $241,-

953. The dividends amounted to $105,000.

The Springfield company earned $686,049 gross and
paid out $116,672 in dividends. The Brockton com-
pany's gross earnings were $614,374, net $271,000,
dividends $42,125. The Globe company of Fall River
earned $400,338 gross and paid $54,520 in dividends.
The Worcester Consolidated earned $710,022 gross,

and an eight per cent, dividend disbursed $56,000
of the nearly $80,000 balance above operating ex-
penses and charges.
The smaller roads showed good earnings as a rule

and the year was an unusually good one for a large
percentage of the companies. B.

The government commission appointed to inves-
tigate the question of establishing mail iervice by
pneumatic tubes in Chicago has reported unan-
imously in favor of the system. The commission has
also mapped out routes over which the tubes may
be laid.
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Report of the Patent and Trademark
Commission.

The commissioners appointed by the president,

under the act of Congress of June 4, 189S, to revise

the patent and trademark laws, submitted their re-

port to Congress on December 4th. The report is

a vahiable and interesting one. both as regards the
recommendations made by the commissioners ond
the carefully collated information which it presents

as to the patent and trademark systems of this and
other countries.

In creating this commission, the members of

which are Hon. Peter S. Grosscup, judge of the

United States Circuit Court of Appeals of Chicago,
Francis Forbes of New York, who is well known
as a trademark lawyer, and Hon. Arthur P. Greeley,

lately assistant commissioner of patents, and at pres-

ent in patent and trademark practice in Washing-
Ion, Congress directed especial attention to certain

international agreements respecting patents and
trademarks, to which the United States i-s a party,

which are not at present given the force and effect

to which they are entitled, and. it seems, are not
effective without legislation. The commissioners
were also directed to take into consideration the

patent and trademark laws of other countries.

The first part of the report relates to patents.

The commissioners find that the principal treaty

agreement to be considered is that known as the

International Convention for the Protection of In-

dustrial Property, concluded at Paris, March 20.

1883. To this nearly all the important countries of

Europe are parties, the most important exceptions
being Germany and Russia. Brazil and Japan, as

well as a number of less-important countries outside

of Europe, are also parties to it. The full list of

countries is as follows: Belgium, Brazil, Den-
mark, Dominican Republic. France. Great Britain.

Italy. Japan. Netherlands, Norway. Portugal, Servia.

Spain, Sweden, Switzerland. Tunis and the United
States- Germany and Russia have under considera-
tion the question of adhering to this convention,

and the union formed under the convention is likely

at an early date to include practically all the coun-
tries of the world which are of industrial and com-
mercial importance.
The history of this convention and the causes

which led to its conclusion at Paris in 1S83 are fully

reviewed in the report. The first step toward an
international agreement of this kind was taken at

Vienna, in 1873. a congress of nations interested

in patent and trademark protection being called to-

gether in connection with the International Exposi-
tion held there. In opening this congress, Count
Andrassy. the Austrian premier, said: "I look to

England and I look to America and I find that they

are the foremost countries of the world in manu-
factures. I find, also, upon examining their laws,

that they have the best patent systems in the world.

Putting these two facts together, I conclude that

the one is dependent upon the other, and. therefore,

I am in favor of a thorough reorganization of the

patent laws of Austria."

In this earlv movement toward securing greater

harmony between the patent systems of the world

the United States took an active part, the system

presented in the resolutions adopted by this congress

being, in its main features, the United States patent

system. No definite results were secured until 1883,

and owing to the fact that the United States did not

take an active part in the later conferences, the

convention as agreed to was drawn with reference

the European systems rather than our own. The
United States adhered to the convention in 1887.

The convention, while not all that could be de-

sired from the American standpoint, is, as pointed
out in the report, in many respects of material ad-

vantage to our inventors, as well as to our commer-
cial interests. It secures to American inventors the
eniovment in the foreign countries of equal rights

as to securing protection of their inventions with
foreigners. It secures a so-called "delay of priority"

of seven months after the filing of an application for

patent here within which to apply for patents in the

foreign countries without losing the right to patents.

It permits patented articles made here to be intro-

duced into foreign countries by the inventor without
invalidating the patents granted there. These are
material advantages, which in many of these coun-
tries are not given by the laws and can be secured
only through the convention.

Aside from the advantages directly given by the
convention, the result of its adoption and the agita-

tion of the subject both before and after the agree-
ment was entered into has led to important changes
in foreign patent laws, many of the important Eu-
ropean countries having since 1883 practically re-

written their laws in the direction of far greater lib-

erality toward inventors than was thought possible

before that date. Many of these changes are

pointed out in the report.

Considering what legislation is necessary to give

full effect to the provisions of the convention, the

commissioners review the convention in detail

and conclude that the law should be amended to

provide that an apphcation for a patent filed in any
one of the countries which are parties to the con-

vention shall, if the inventor files an application

within seven months from that date, be given the

same force as regards priority that it would have

if originally filed here. They conclude also that if

caveats are still permitted to be filed, forc'gners. as

well as United States citizens, should be permitted

to file them, but they recommend, in view of the

fact that caveats are generally regarded a? of no

practical value, that the law which provides for

them be repealed.
They also recommend, as called for by the spirit

of the convention, a change in the law by which
it shall be made clear that the executors or ad-

ministrators of a deceased inventor, whether ap-
pointed abroad or in this country, be permitted to

apply for a patent for the invention. As the law
is now construed, letters of administration are re-

quired to be taken out in this country. An amend-
ment by which it will be made more convenient
for foreign inventors to make oath to their appli-

cations than under the present law is also recom-
mended.
The commissioners find that no less than 71 coun-

tries have patent laws, and the general features of

these laws with particular reference to the differ-

ences existing between them and the United States

law are clearly pre.^ented in the report. For in-

stance, in many foreign countries, patents are

granted without investigating the question of nov-
elty and without regard to even the probable vahdity
of the patents; many countries require inventions
to be unknown to the public up to the day on which
application for patent is filed; many inventions, such
as foods and medicines, which are patentable here
are excluded from protection in foreign countries;

oatents in many foreign countries date from the

date of application, instead of from the date of

issue, as here; in nearly all foreign countries annual
taxes are required to keep patents in force through-
out the terms for which they are granted; patented
inventions are required in foreign countries to be
manufactured on a commercial scale within a short

time after the grants of the patents, on pain of for-

feiture, and owners of patent rights may be com-
pelled to license others to make and use the pat-

ented inventions.

None of these features should, in the opinion of

the commissioners, be incorporated into the United
States patent system. There is no doubt, as re-

gards its essential features, that the United States

patent system is the best which has been devised

up to the present time. But in some matters not

affecting the essential principles of the system, the

commissioners find certain features of the foreign

laws desirable. These are. first, that foreigners

who take out patents here should have in this coun-
try a representative on whom papers may be served

in any suit affecting their interests; second, to give

to a foreign patent, as a bar to the grant of an ap-
plication for patent here, the same weight as any
other disclosure—that is. if printed, the patent

should he given the effect of a printed publication,

and if not printed (and in many foreign countries

patents are not printed and may even be kept secret)

it should have no other effect than that of knowl-
edge or use of the invention in the country in which
it was granted; third, to provide that a mere ap-

plication for a foreign patent shall not be a bar

to the grant of a patent here. and. fourth, to pro-

vide that after a patent has been once granted for

an invention the patent granted thereafter far the

same invention to another, which is permitted only

after it is shown that the later applicant is the real

inventor, shall be granted only for the unexpired

term of the first patent.

The recommended changes are embodied in three

brief bills, none of which affects the essential fea-

tures of our patent law.

The portion of the report which relates to trade-

marks may be read with even greater interest than

that relating to patents, both for the reason that

trademarks affect commercial interests more widely

than do patents, and for the reason that information

on the general subject of the protection of trade-

marks in domestic and foreign trade has not been
heretofore readily accessible. In fact, trademark
laws, both here and abroad, are of comparatively

recent origin and are a development of modern com-
mercial conditions.

The commissioners find that, in reference to

trademarks, the United States is not only a party

to the international convention referred to under

the part of the report relating to patents, but ha?

entered into special trademark agreements with a

large number of countries. All of these treaty

agreements, as well as the international convention,

are carefully reviewed in the report, and it is made
clear from this review that a material revision oi

the present trademark law—practicalb' its rewriting

—is necessary.

The commissioners also present the results of

their consideration of the foreign trademark laws.

Nearly every country of commercial importance has

such laws, and the work involved in this part of

the report will be understood from the fact that

comparatively few of these laws are accessible in

the English language.
Trademark laws are found to fall into two gen-

eral classes—those which provide for registration

as declaratory of the right acquired by actual use

of the mark in trade, and those which make the

ownership in a mark depend upon registration, the

first who presents the mark for registration becom-
ing by that act the owner of the mark, whether he

was the first to use it or not. The latter laws are

termed attributive laws. Many foreign laws, like

that of Germany, are of this character. Differences

between foreign laws and that of the United States

rre pointed out in the report.

In foreign countries generally registration is rec-

ognized as of great importance to the public, as

notice of what marks are claimed as the subject of

exclusive rights. Every effort is made to induce

owners of trademarks to put them upon the register.

The registration fees are made very much smaller
than in this country, being in a number of countries
less than $5. while $25 is required here. The pro-
cedure in registering is generally much simpler
than here. Provision is generally made for the
legal transfer of trademarks, and under all foreign

laws wilful infringement of a registered trademark
is made an offense punishable by fine or imprison-
ment.
The commissioners find it necessary to present

their views as to the constitutional power of Con-
gress to provide for the registration and protection
of trademarks used in interstate commerce, in view
of the fact that some doubt on this question has
been heretofore expressed. Their conclusion is

that Congress has this power under the commerce
clause of the constitution. They cite in their re-

port a report made on this very question by Thomas
Jefferson to the Second Congress (i79i)- in which
he takes the ground "That it will, therefore, be rea-

sonable for the general government to provide in

this behalf by law for those cases of manufacture
generally, and those only which relate to commerce
v.ith foreign nations, and among the several states,

and with the Indian tribes." They also point out

clearly the intimate connection which is now rec-

ognized between trademarks and commerce, and the

importance and necessity- for a law which shall

provide for marks used in interstate, as well a?;

foreign, trade.

On behalf of Judge Grosscup and Mr. Forbe.';-

there is submitted a proposed bill to regulate and
protect marks, trademarks, etc., and to enforce
the treaties regarding the same, which provides for

acquiring the right to a trademark used in interstate

or foreign trade by registering it: provides for giv-

ing effect to treaty provisions: makes the wilful in-

fringement of a registered trademark punishable by
a fine of not more than $500. The bill also provides
for seizure of goods bearing a false mark, and pro-

vides very fully for the resrulation of commerce,
both interstate and foreign. The fee for registration

is reduced to $to. and the procedure necessary to

secure registration is made as simple as possible

Practicallv all marks which could be considered

good trademarks at common law are made regis-

t^-able.

The commissioners submitting the proposed bill

do not express their conclusions as to its expedi-
ency, but submit it only as* an adequate measure in

case the attributive system is to be adopted.
Mr. Greeley, the other member of the commis-

sion, while concurring fully as to everything in the
report except the proposed bill, dissents as to this,

and submits a bill which, while it includes the fea-

tures of the majority bill so far as permitting the
registration of marks, used in interstate commerce.
reducing the registration fee, simplifying the pro-
cedure necessary in registration and providing addi-

tional remedies for registrant beyond those now
secured under the common law. does not make own-
ership dependent upon registration.

Mr. Greeley expresses his opinion that nothing
should be included in a trademark law which will

abrogate common-law rights as now enjoyed by
owners of trademarks, and for the purpose of indi-

cating the origin, deveropment and extent of trade-
mark interests, and particularly the common-law
rights thereto, presents a review of trademark his-

tory, as shown by the decisions and laws of this

and some other countries.

The report is accompanied by an appendix, con-
taining many documents not heretofore accessible,
bearing upon the question of patent and trademark
protection in this and other countries, including
digests of foreign laws on certain important points.
the debates in Congress on the trademark laws and
other matter of essential importance to anyone who
would attempt to understand fully these subjects.
The preparation of this report has taken niost

patient investigation, covering a period of more than
two years, and will be regarded as a document of

unusual interest and importance. An unusual fea-

ture of the work is the fact that the commissioners
serve without compensation, the total appropriation
for the expenses of the commission being but $250.

The work done in preparation of the report has

led to the publication by Mr. Greeley of a compara-
tive study of foreign patent and trademark laws,

which has been found of great value to American
manufacturers, as well as patent and trademark
lawyers, and has had a large circulation.

Respecting this report, Judge Grosscup, who has
recently returned from Washington, where the final

meeting of the commission was held, had this to

say: "The report, so far as it covers trademarks,
introduces into legislative matters in this country
a very important new subject. A proper trade-

mark law is looked upon by its friends as essential,

not simply to protect the manufacturer against un-
fair competition, but the public, also, against im-
position. As things now exist, the manufacturer
who has made a useful commodity, and has suc-

ceeded in bringing about a widespread public inter-

est in its advantages, is set upon by hordes of

competitors who seek to divide with him the profits

of the good will he has thus built up. The new
doctrine of injunction against unfair competition,

which has grov/n up more effectively, perhaps, than
anywhere else through the Circuit Court of Appeals
for the Seventh Circuit, ameliorates these hardships,

but a statutory trademark system, such as is sub-

mitted by the commission, would, perhaps, in a much
larger measure, be successfully protective. In some
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such protection the public is as much interested as

the manufacturer, for the public is entitled to know
that the familiar marks upon which it purchases its

goods shall designate the genuine article, and not,

by some jugglery, lead to the purchase of a coun-
terfeit article.

"The report of the commission is a very able

paper. It exhausts the literature of the subject,

both foreign and domestic, and presents, in com-
pact form, the thought of the world as it exists

to-dav upon these important protective measures.
It should be read by every manufacturer, and by
everyone interested in trademarks and the public

judgment and sentiment thus created should be
brought to bear upon Congress.

"I can say these favorable things about the report
without any violation of good taste, for the report

is almost entirely the work of my associates. I

assisted in its arrangement, in the elimination of

immaterial matter and in the statement of its legal

conclusions; but the extensive research, the trans-

lations and the compilation were the work of Mr.
Forbes and Mr. Greeley."

CORRESPONDENCE.

Changes in Chicago and London Trac-
tion Management.

The recent resignation of D. H. Louderback from
his position as representative of the interests of

Charles T. Yerkes in the Charing Cross underground
railroad of London has been the cause of some
changes in the management of the Yerkes proper-
ties in Chicago. Howard Abel of Chicago and H.
C. Davis of New York will go to London together

and take up the duties which Mr. Louderback has
been forced to abandon. Mr. Davis is connected
with the banking firm of A. A. Houseman of New
York and has been actively identified with the

London underground-railroad plans for some time.

Mr. Abel withdraws from all official connection
with the Yerkes companies in Chicago. He has
been acting as president of the Lake Street Elevated
Railroad company since Mr. Louderback's with-

drawal from that position last July, and he is now
succeeded by Charles E. Yerkes, son of C. T.

Yerkes. Mr. Abel also resigned his position as

secretary and treasurer of the Northwestern Ele-

vated Railroad company, and William V. Griffin

was elected to succeed him. Mr. Griffin is also sec-

retary and treasurer of the Lake Street company.
Howard Abel, who will leave for London soon

to take up his new work in collaboration with Mr.
Davis, is an Englishman by birth. Soon after com-
ing to this country he was identified with the Fox
Solid Pressed Steel Car company at Joliet, 111.

Later he was connected with the Chicago Telephone
company. He went into the street-railway business
in 1893, when he was elected secretary and treasurer

of the Chicago North Shore Electric Railway com-
pany, under D. H. Louderback. Since that time

he has held various positions, first in the Yerkes
surface lines, and latterly in the elevated companies.

Charles E. Yerkes, the new president of the Lake
Street company, started his business life in his

father's office in Philadelphia in 1S82. where he re-

mained for some years. Later he became identified

with the Siemens & Halske Electric company of

Chicago as president. Mr. Yerkes is a member of

the brokerage firm of Dewar 81 Yerkes, and he will

continue in that business while he is at the head of

the Lake street property.

Consolidation of Railways in New
Jersey.

The electric street-railway lines in Elizabeth.

Rahway and Plainfield, N. J., with the exception of

the North jersey Street Railway company's system
In Elizabeth, have been consolidated, and will be
known as the Elizabeth, Plainfield and Central Jer-

sey railway. The new company has a capital stock
of $3,000,000, and is authorized to issue bonds to

the amount of $2,500,000. The lines consolidated
include about 60 miles of track. Extensions of the

system are contemplated. David Young, vice-pres-

ident and general manager of the North Jersey
Street Railway company, is president of the new
corporation, and the other officers are Thomas A.
Kevins of Orange, vice-president; State Senator
Thomas N. McCartor of Newark, treasurer, and Col-
onel Edwin W. Hine of Orange, secretary. The
companies consolidated are the Westfield and Eliz-

abeth Street Railway company, the Elizabeth City
Horse Railroad companv. the Elizabeth Street

Railway company, the Plainfield Street Railway
companv and the Rahway Street Railroad com-
pany. The lines extend, with branches, to Dunellen.
Westfield, Rahway, Boynton Beach. Plainfield,

Roselle. Scotch Plains and North Plainfield. Among
the extensions projected are lines to connect Cran-
ford, Springfield and Millburn. It is said through
cars will soon be run between Newark and Plain-

field.

C. C. Harris of Mont Oare, 111., a village north of

Oak Park, is at the head of a company styled the

Chicago and Grand Avenue Street Railway com-
pany, which proposes to build a trolley line from
Harlem and Chicago avenues north to Grand avenue,

and thence west to Elmwood and Franklin Park.
He says that ample capital is ready to build the

road at once if the necessary franchises can be se-

cured from the boards of Cicero, Harlem, River
Forest and the highway commissioners of the town
of Proviso.

London Letter.

London, November 27.—The underground-railway
boom now on in London is growing day by day
and new projects for tube transportation are an-
nounced at frequent intervals. Parliament will be
asked to pass acts giving the necessary powers for

the construction of 10 new lines and extensions.
A number of these proposed lines are projected in

the same territory. In the city, particularly in the
neighborhood of Cannon street, the tubes, if all

planned are driven, would honeycomb the ground
and be laid in tiers, one on another. It is highly
improbable that Parliament will grant enabling
powers to all these companies, and unless there is

a general harmonizing of interests a number of

ambitious promoters will be disappointed. It has

been suggested by transportation experts that the
consummation desired by Mr. Yerkes is the one
that Londoners should wish for most devoutly

—

that is, a general welding of the underground lines

into one system, with a five-cent fare and free

transfers. Mr. Yerkes' plans for the extension of

the Charing Cross. Euston and Hampstead railway
are interesting. -He will ask Parliament for au-

thoritv to drive a tube from the main line in Char-
ing Cross road and running via Whitehall to a

station on the western side of Parliament Square
near the Canning statue, the line to be continued
thence to the Victoria station of the London.
Brighton and South Coast railway. In the north
Mr. Yerkes wishes to extend his tube from Hamp-
stead to Golders Green, just north of the Junction
of the North End road with the Finchley road, mid-
way of the line. Extensions are proposed from
Kentish Town to Islington and Hornsey. Both
are to be of the electric tubular pattern, consisting
of two tunnels running parallel. Electric elevators
will convey the passengers to electric trains il-

lumined with electric lights, and the electric power
will be conveyed by a third rail between the track
rails. The new railways will, in fact, be precisely

similar to the Central London, except in the ar-

rangements for passengers. There will be two
classes—first and second. The first-class passenger
will descend by a first-class elevator to a first-class

platform, from which he will step into a first-class

carriage. He will not even see his brother of the
second class. It is proposed to go down 80 feet.

If necessary, the promoters are prepared to descend
120 feet, but the encfineers think a depth of from
70 feet to 80 feet will be sufficient. Light freight

or express trains will be run at times which will

not interfere with the passenger traffic. It is said

that the railways will take about 2^^ years to con-
struct.

The preparations of the Metropolitan District

Railway company for adopting electricity in place

of steam are creating a great stir in transportation

circles. The first section of the line to be equipped
will be the inner circle, which is about one-fifth

of the system. A canvass of electrical engineers
now in London, representing firms which have
entered tenders for the work, showed that the gen-
eral belief was that the entire work would cost

at least $15,000,000. The old tunnels will be tiled

and a new system of ventilation put in. W. H. B.

New York Notes.

New York. December 8.—Many of the Brooklyn
trolley lines were tied up on Tuesday by the burn-
ing of the Ridgewood power house of the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit company. Fire broke out in the

power house late in the afternoon, and, aided by
several barrels of oil which had just been delivered,

gained such headway inside of 10 minutes that the

attendants at the station had barely time to get out.

The lines were finally supplied with power from the

Kent avenue station and from the Coney Island

and Brooklyn Railroad company. The fire h sup-

posed to have been caused by deteriorated insula-

tion in the wiring on the main floor.

President Rossiter of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit

companv has received the resignations of George W.
Edwards, general superintendent of the elevated-

railwav division. Mr. Edwards' secretarv. John J.

Owens, and Station Inspector James W. Norris.

The Rapid Transit Commission is about to make
an effort to obtain an amendment to the rapid-tran-

sit act providing for the construction of pipe gal-

leries along the entire route of the new subway.
If this can be done, the mains that are now laid

underground will be placed where they will be
readily accessible, and tearing uo of the streets will

be done away with. This would result in an actual

financial benefit to the city and to all the patrons
of the galleries, as well as avoiding the incon-
venience and interruption of traffic incident to the

tearing up of the pavements. It is estimated that

the cost of the proposed galleries, built so as to

allow for the city's growth, will he about $1,500,000.

The shareholders of the Metropolitan Street

Railway company of New York held their annual
meeting recently, and the former directors were re-

elected. The gross revenue of the fiscal year end-
ing June 30th was $14,721,550, an increase of over
$1,500,000 over that of the previous year on the

same mileage. Net receipts were $7,068,028. while

taxes, interest and rentals were $1,608,768. leaving

a balance for dividends of $.'^.c;6o.i6o. Dividend
payments for the year were $.'^,145,891.

A' general m.ortgage for $10,000,000, covering all

the property of the Westchester Lighting company
in Mamaroneck, Yonkers, Mount Vernon, Pelham,
New Rochelle and Mount Kisco, and other real
estate, has been made in favor of the Colonial Trust
company, and secures an issue of 50-year five per
cent, gold bonds. The money will be used for the
improvement and extension of the property, and to
provide for contingencies due to the consolidation
of several lighting companies, of which mention has
been made previously.
General Wilson, the chief of engineers of the army,

proposes to establish an elaborate system of search-
lights as a part of the defenses of New York harbor.
He intends to spend $150,000' for the purchase and
installation of the system, and will ask an appropri-
ation in the regular fortifications act for the purpose.
The searchlights will be so placed as to command
with their rays the entire field of approach.
Edward Stone, a barkeeper on Eighth avenue.

has been sentenced to a fine of $150 or imprison-
ment for 60 days for stealing current from the Edi-
son mains. The nine Chinamen who were arrested
some time ago for "plugging" their meters were
discharged on the ground that they were too much
afraid of electricity to tamper with the meters.

M. L. G.

From the Buckeye State.

Columbus, December 8.—The Youngstown and
Sharon Street Railway and Light company has
been incorporated in New Jersey, by Messrs. Pen-
hale and Fisher of New York, who purchased the
light plants at Youngstown and are now construct-
ing an electric line between there and Sharon.
The names of the directors of the new company
are as follows: G. M. McKelvey. H. W. Whipple.
William T. Wallis. Alex. McDowell. James S. Fruit.
Simon Perkins, Grant Hamilton, Fred Hamilton,
M. A. Devitt, M. A. Norris, George F. Penhale.
Colonel C. B. Wick, J. H. Moiris. H. W. Heedy.
W. J. Hitchcock. George D. Wick. Randall Mont-
gomery, A. M. Hyatt and P. F. Thompson. Ran-
dall Montgomery of Youngstown has been made
president of the company, and it is understood that

he will have charge of the business. It is said that
the capital of the new company is in the neighbor-
hood of $.'^.000,000. The properties controlled are
the Youngstown Electric Light and Gas company,
the Youngstown and Sharon Electric Railway com-
pany, the Valley Electric Railway company of
Sharon, the Shenango Gas company of Sharon, the
Struthers Electric Light company and the Sharps-
ville Electric Railway company.
The Northern Ohio Traction company is putting

in new Manhattan lamps all oyer the city of Akron,
and it is said that there is a great improvement in

the lie;ht over that made by the old lamps. The new
machinery has all been installed in the light plant
and the old one will be closed down within a short
time.

The Cincinnati Street Railway company has ap-
plied to the Board of Public Service for permission
to relay 21 miles of track next spring. The cost
will be about $126,600. Much of this track will

go on the principal streets of the city, and President
Kilgour has asked for an answer as soon as possi-
ble, that he mav purchase rails before the prices
change too much.
The Union Electric Railway company has been

incorporated in New Jersey, to build an electric

road from Delaware to Magnetic Springs. Richwood
and Marysville. in Ohio. It is stated that the Marys-
ville branch will be extended on to Columbus. T.
N. Kerr of Columbus has charge of the local in-

terests, but the stock has all been subscribed by
eastern capitalists. The capital stock of the com-
pany is placed at $400,000. Franchises have been
arranged for in Delaware and Union counties, but
nothing has been done as yet in Franklin County.
The Columbus, New Albany and Johnstown

Traction company has filed in the Franklin county
auditor's office a mortgage of $200,000 to the Cleve-
land Trust company to secure that amount of bonds
which it proposes to issue. The bonds are to run
20 vears and bear five per cent, interest.

The Toledo. Adrian and Jackson Railway com-
pany will within a short time commence the con-
struction of an electric line from Sylvania, west of
Toledo, to Jackson. Mich. It is stated that the
company has a capital stock of $70,000 and all of
it has been oaid in. Much of the stock is held in

Cleveland. From Sylvania to Toledo the cars of the
new company will run over the line that is now
being constructed between these two points. F. E.
Seagrave is interested in the road.

_
The citv of Urbana has granted an extension of

time to the Dayton. Springfield and Urbana road
to finish the line in that town. This road has made
some innovations on the portion which is already
in operation by placing a fire-department car in

service and running a market car for the accommo-
datinn nf market gardeners and dairymen.
The Belmont county commissioners have granted

a frnnchise to a comnanv which proposes tn build
an electric line from Bridgeport to Cambridge, and
it is thought the Muskingum county commissioners
and Gnernsev county commissioners will also aeree
to the franchise. The line will prnbahlv be extended
to Zanesville and cnnnect with Columbus.

It is said that William A. Lynch nf Canton is

arrancring to form a companv to build an elertric
line from the terminus of the Canton-Massillon
h'nf to the Northern Ohio Traction companv's line

nt Barberton anc] thus contiect the towns of Canton
and Akron,
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The Cincinnati Street Railway company has de-

clared a quarterly dividend of i^/4 per cent., payable
January 2d.

The commissioners of Medina County have
granted a franchise to the Cleveland, Elyria and
Western Railway company, and the company has
given a mortgage on its rights and franchises to

the Western Reserve Trust company to the amount
of $500,000, to secure bonds to be issued for the

purpose of building the road. It is probable that

the line will be constructed in the spring. It will

connect with the main line at the nearest point to

that county.
It is said that eastern capitalists ar^ negotiating

with the o\vners of the Steubenville gas and electric

plant and the Steubenville traction line with a view
to purchasing them, and that the deal will likely

he consummated. It is the intention to extend the

railway to Toronto and Empire, up the river sev-

eral miles, if the deal goes through.
Plans are being discussed by the officials of the

Dayton, Springfield and Urbana road of extending

the line to St. Paris, Champaign County.
There is a plan on foot among the street-railway

officials at Cleveland to build a loop by which they

will be able to reach the Union station with their

cars. At the present time they are compelled to

stop at the top of the hill and let their passengers

walk down to the station. The plan is to build what
is known as a high-level approach to the station.

The stockholders of the Scioto Valley Traction

company have chosen the following-named direct-

ors: W, J. Weaver, Circleville; W. F. Burdell,

E. R. Sharp and H. Bennett, Columbus; T. J. Wil-

son, Chillicothe. The officers chosen by the di-

rectors are as follows: President, W. F. Burdell;

vice-president, T. J. Wilson; secretary, E. R. Sharp.

John P. JMartin of Xenia has been engaged for the

last few days in arranging the finances of the Little

Miami Traction company, and this work is now
said to be completed. It is reported that the work
on the line will be commenced at once. It will

extend from Xenia to Cincinnati, a distance of 123

miles.

The Fort Wayne, Dayton and Cincinnati Trac-

tion company of Dayton was incorporated this week
with a capital stock of $20,000. The line the com-
panv has planned to build is indicated by the name.
The incorporators are Samuel F. George, Charles

W. Gerhart, C. E. Swayne, Charles A. Lucine, D. S.

Wavmin, C. J. Montstiphen, A. J. Miller, D. W.
Sinks and W. H. Coblit. O. M. C.

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa, Ont., December S.—The town of Aylmer,
Que., has decided to issue debentures to the amount
of $58,000 for the purchase of the electric-hght plant

of the town and the installation of a water service.

Mr. W. L. Stockon, representing the Western
Electric company of Chicago, which is putting in

an electrical apparatus for the Ottawa Electric com-
pany, is in Ottawa in connection with the work.

It is reported that the absorption of the Metro-
politan railway by the Toronto Street Railway
company will take place on January 1st next. It

is also said that the residents of North Toronto
will secure a single fare over the combined lines

to the city of Toronto, by voting the sum of $65,000
to the railway company.
The civic lighting committee of the city of Kings-

ton, Ont., will recommend the corporation to es-

tablish a m-unicipal electric-light plant, at a cost

of $50,000, rather than arbitrate for, and probably
not purchase, the present plant owned by the Kings-
ton Electric Light company.

It is stated that President McKinley's proposition

for an accurate determination of the meridians of the

Yukon is made feasible, owing to the construction

of telegraph lines in that region by the Canadian
government. A line from Ashcroft to Atlin. B. C,
was started last summer, and will be finished

next spring. It connects with a line from Bennett
to Dawson, which was strung last year. From
Dawson the line has been extended to Forty Mile
Creek. These telegraph facilities permit the ac-

curate determination of longitude. The matter is

one of the exchange of time. Between Ottawa and
\^ancouver the time was fixed some time ago. Van-
couver will form a basis for exchanging the time with

some northern point in the Yukon, and when that is

done, the time betw-een such northern point and the

capital of the Dominion can easily be exchanged.
The astronomers will then get the difference of time
betw'een Greenwich and the Yukon, or, in. other

words, the longitude.

A special cable from London, England, states

that last spring the all-British Pacific cable scheme
was in danger of collapse, owing to certain Aus-
tralian colonies having entertained the proposi-

tion of the Eastern Extension Cable company. The
scheme was saved by the attitude of Canada, which
insisted upon adherence to the original terms of

partnership between the several governments. This

view has now been accepted and a clear understand-
ing arrived at that all shall abide by the original

terms of agreement. This assures the successful

completion of the scheme. Curiously enough, the

construction company, which has been awarded the

contract to lay the cable, consists largely of gentle-

men interested in the Eastern Extension Cable
company, the rival concern of the Pacific cable.

The cable, which is to be completed by the end of

1902, will be the longest in the world, a. it will

cover a distance of nearly 9.000 miles in all.

Of the many large industries of which the Ottawa

Valley can boast, none is of greater importance
than that which was inaugurated on the 3d inst., by
the formal opening of the new electric power house
of the Capital Power company of Ottawa. This
new electric power plant is situated at Deschenes
Rapids, about seven miles distant from Ottawa, and
was built by the Conroy Bros., lumbermen of that
city, for the purpose of furnishing power to mills
that are miles away from Deschenes. The electrical

plant consists of 11 turbines and two generators.
Each of the latter is of yoo kilowatts' capacity, at

10,000 volts. The amount of electrical power de-
veloped by this plant, at the present, will be 2,200
horsepower. Practically the whole of this has been
leased by Mr. E. B. Eddy for his sulphite and paper
mills at Hull, five miles distant. In addition, there
are two turbines, driving a plant which has been
leased to the Hull Electric company, totaling 332
horsepower, and two turbines, driving a plant tor
the Deschenes Milling company, giving 175 horse-
power, making a total of 3,015 horsepower. There
are facilities for doubling the present development.

W.

Information from Indiana,

Indianapolis, December 7.—Work was begun on
Monday on the Muncie-Hartford City Interurban
electric line. F. G. Bonnell of Muncie is the chief

promoter. The line will pass through that part of

the gas belt that is devoid of railroads, and will

eventually be extended to Fort Wayne.
The first official act, assuring beyond all question

the construction of the electric line between VVabash
and Peru, was performed on December 4th, when
the promoters of the enterprise bought and paid
for 12 acies of land on the north bank of the vVa-
bash River, near Rich Valley. F. C. Boyd, who
obtained $20,000 subsidy and has the enterprise in

charge, will at once let the contracts for ties, grad-
ing and bridges. The company will spend $15,000
in beautifying the park at Rich Valley, which is ex-
pected to attract great summer crowds.
The Union Traction company has completed the

planting of poles and the stringing of wires between
Indianapolis and Anderson, and the laying of rails

has reached to within a few miles of Indianapolis.

Cars will be put in operation the first of the year.

The power house in course of completion is said

to be the largest in the West and will cost nearly
a million dollars.

A new interurban electric line is being projected
between Indianapolis and Franklin, following the

old national road.
Electric lights will soon illuminate Thorntown, and

the people are now talking of electric street and
interurban cars.

The suit of the city of Muncie against the Muncie
Electric Light and Power company to test the right

to advance rates will be tried in Randolph County.
The company continues to charge the advanced rate.

Zionsville has decided to construct an electric-

light plant, to cost $16,000.

The new municipal electric-light plant for Rich-
mond will cost about $150,000. Bids will be adver-
tised for at once, and the contract will probably be

let January 3, 1901. J. B. Nelson of Indianapolis is

the consulting engineer.

The trustees of the Indiana State Normal School
at Terre Haute have decided to ask the Legislature

for a specific appropriation with which to install an
independent electric-hght plant for the buildings.

The cost will be about $13,000.

The local union of the International Electrical

Workers gave a ball at Indianapolis last week. The
hall was artistically decorated with varied colored
electric lights, and the calls for the dancers were all

announced by an electrical device. Along the line

of the balcony were telephone receivers, which were
used at will and through which could be heard a

concert given in Central Music Hall, Chicago.
The county commissioners of Marion County and

of Boone County have granted a 50-year franchise

for the construction of an electric railroad on the

Lafayette pike, to connect Indianapolis and Leb-
anon. The line parallels the Big Four Railway
company's line. The incorporators are J. M.
Manker, A. A. McKain, Ernest Dawson, J. S. HoUi-
day and A. M. Gloss IJrenner. The company will

be known as the Indianapolis and Lebanon Traction

company. It is to pay $25 a mile for each mile to

the county. The promoters say they ultimately ex-

pect to extend the line to Lafayette.

There is a general protest coming up from the

people in Indiana against the ready and liberal

method of giving away franchises for trolley lines

over the public highways for insignificant compen-
sation. Taxpayers are demanding a halt. It has been
demonstrated that these interurban trolley lines are

unexpectedly profitable investments, and that the

public is entitled to much better terms for the fran-

chises, and it is insisted that these terms can be

obtained without danger of retarding the develop-

ment of the lines by exacting an equitable and just

compensation or tax.

The Indianapolis Electric Street Railway com-
pany has paid $150,000 for copper wire within the

last six months. A new power station will be

erected in the northeastern part of the city next

season.
George Townsend, William Reed and C. C. Miller,

capitalists backing the proposed electric line froin

Fort Wayne to Huntington, have purchased the bed

of the old Wabash and Erie Canal for a stretch

of 15 miles. This puts to flight all doubts of the

success of the enterprise. F.

Gleanings from Colorado.
Denver, December 7.—In accordance with an

agreement signed at Colorado Springs a few days
ago, only one of the two large power stations pro-
jected^ in that city will be constructed. The Colo-
rado Springs Electric company has signed a contract
to furnish power to the Citizens' Light, Heat and
Power company from the new plant wnich it is erect-
ing at the coalfields at Austin Blutfs, four miles
north of the city. This action will stop the proba-
bility of litigation between the two corporations.
The Coloraao Springs Electric company is the
•consolidation of several companies in the city, and
now is the only corporation furnishing current.
The Citizens' company was organized last spring
and obtained a franchise from the City Council.
It erected a pole hne and made contracts to furnish
current for light and power in Colorado Springs
and Colorado City. At about the same time the
Colorado Springs Rapid Transit company passed
into the control of W. S. Stratton, J. R. McKirwin
and others who were interested in the Citizens'
company. The old directors of the street-railway
company had made a contract to take current for
running the system from the Colorado Springs Elec-
tric company, but the new owners preterrea to pat-
ronize tne company in which they were interested.
Expensive and long-continued htigation was threat-
ened, but it will be averted by the action just taken.
It is understood that no consohdation of the two
companies will take place.

It IS stated that the Colorado Springs Rapid Tran-
sit company, in making improvements on its plant,
will expend $200,000. i\ew cars will be operated and
a large part ot the line will be double-tracked. A
contract has been signed for taking power from
the new station of the Colorado Springs Electric
company.
The Lacombe Electric company of Denver for the

first time turnished current during the fair for the
benefit of the cathedral, held in the old cable power
station. The electricity was not generated at the
company's new power station, but from a tem-
porary installation. Work on the new structure is
rapidly progressing.

The Leadville Herald-Democrat refers as follows
to a new enterprise for utilizing waterpower in Colo-
rado: "A company is now quietly mstaUing a big
vvaterpower plant at the head of Homestake Creek,
near Holy Cross, in a country httle known or ex-
plored. The representatives of the company, who
have made occasional visits to Leadville, are not
inclined to give out any of the details of the en-
terprise, except to say that it is progressing satis-

factorily, and that in due time the public will be
informed as to the details. It is known, however,
that the new company has secured a very large
acreage in the section referred to and has also ac-
quired important water rights and also has done
considerable preliminary work. The most important
point in connection with an enterprise of tnis de-
scription is the storing of the water during the pe-
riod of minimum flow, that is, in the winter. One
of the greatest natural reservoirs in the W est is said

to be situated in this Holy Cross section. It is

capable of holding a quantity of water that is meas-
ured by the billions of gallons, so that it is stated

the water is available all the year around."
Work is progressing rapidly on the installation

of the electrical machinery in the new power station

of the Colorado Springs Electric company. If is

stated that the generators will be in operation soon
after January ist.

The General Electric company has installed a 500-
volt power generator in the smelter plant of the
American Smelting and Refining company at Pu-
eblo. The plant furnishes current for an electric

locomotive used for carrying the slag pots. The
trolley line is about half a mile in length. The use
of the locomotive dispenses with the services of

20 horses. Eventually, electricity is to be used for

power on a large scale in the smelter.

The Denver Consolidated Tramway company has
appealed from the decision in the taxation case in

which the District Court held that the plaintiff, not
being a railroad but a street railway, should be taxed
according to the figures of the county assessor, and
not those of the State Board of Equalization. Judge
Palmer granted an injunction restraining the county
authorities from selling the property of the com-
pany for taxes while the appeal is pending. The
attorneys for the county and the company agreed
to petition the Appellate Court for a speedy hearing
of the case. The Tramway company gave an appeal
bond of $100,000.

M. L. Stern of the Lacombe Electric company
left for New York a few days ago on a business trip.

J. W. D.

PERSONAL.
Charles McCaul, one of the leading building con-

tractors of the country and well known to many
electrical men, died at his home in Philadelphia on
December 8th.

Henry H. Humphrey, a prominent consulting
engineer in St. Louis, announces the removal of

his offices from 543 Century building to suite 1305

Chemical building.

Mr. John B. Falkner. Jr.. died in Washington
on November 29th. Mr. Falkner had not been in

good health for some time and* went to Washing-
ton to recuperate. While there typhoid fever de-

veloped and he was ill but a few days. Mr. Falkner
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was purchasing agent of the Electric Storage Bat-

tery company of Philadelphia for a number of years

and made many close friends in the trade.

Morris W. Mead, city electrician at Pittsburg,

Pa., sustained painful injuries recently from a fall.

The accident occurred while he was making an in-

spection of a new installation.

C. R. Collins, general manager of the Seattle Gas
and iilectric company, has resigned, to be able to

devote more time to his personal affairs. His suc-

cessor has not yet been named.

H. C. Judson has resigned as superintendent of the*

State Electric company at Clinton, Iowa, and has

gone to Buffalo, N. Y., to take a position with the

Niagara Falls Power and Traction company.

James Parmelee has been elected president of the

National Carbon company of Cleveland, Ohio, to

succeed the late Washington H. Lawrence. Mr.
Parmelee has been vice-president of the company
since its organization. Colonel Myron T. Herrick
succeeds him as vice-president. Mr. Parmelee is

treasurer of the Wheeling and Lake Erie Railroad

company and a resident of New York city.

Samuel Little, president of the West End Street

Railway company of Boston since 1893, and prior

to that time for 20 years identified with the street-

railway service of Boston, most of the time as treas-

urer and director of the Highland Street Railway
company, declined a re-election at the annual meeting
held last week. His successor is Joseph B. Russell.

C. M. Baker succeeds Mr. Little as a director and
E. F. Atkins takes the place of R. M. Saltonstall

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
A. Field is to install a lighting plant at Asheville,

N. C
Zionsville, Ind., will early in the new year con-

struct an electric-light plant that will cost $6,000.

The city of Nashville, Tenn., has voted to issue

$150,000 bonds for erection of an electric-light plant.

A franchise has been granted to Charles Gates
for the establishment of an electric-Hght plant in

Port Arthur, Texas.

The Jackson Springs company of Biscoe, N. C,
is in the market for a 200-light generator and hy-
draulic driving machinery.

The village of Mayville, Mich., wants electric

lights, and has offered to give a bonus to any reliable

person who will put in a plant.

The Barrington Electric Light and Power com-
pany, Barrington, 111., was incorporated recently,

with capital of $25,000; the company will furnish

electricity for light, heat and power. The incor-
porators are Frank Roberts, Avery R. Hayes and
William R. Clasen.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The work of reconstructing the Valley street rail-

way between Sharon, Pa., and Sharpsville has been
commenced. About $100,000 will be expended in

improvements.

Tlie annual meeting of the stockholders of the

Union Elevated Railroad company of this city was
held on December 3d. The old directors were re-

elected, but no financial statement was given out.

The City Council of Allegan, Mich., has granted
a franchise to the Grand Rapids, Allegan and Kala-
mazoo Traction companj" through the village for

30 years. W. A. Tateum of Grand Rapids and W.
H. Patterson of Sand City are interested.

Plans have been completed for the electric railroad
from. Kalamazoo to Benton Harbor, touching at

Hawthorne Lake, Hartford, Watervliet and Kanowa.
Application for a franchise has been made. Chi-
cago capitalists are represented by S. A. Bailey.

The Michigan Traction company is considering
the extension of the road from Battle Creek to
Lansing, via Olivet. R. L. Rand, general super-
intendent, states that the Railways Company Gen-
eral is baclc of a project to connect Detroit with
Chicago, via St. Joseph and the lake line. The
right-of-way for roads between Detroit and Kala-
mazoo has all been obtained, and work is in progress
on sections not yet finished. Mr. Rand is about to
push building on the line between Kalamazoo and
St, Joseph.

AUTOMOBILES.
The third international automobile exposition

wili be held from January 21 to February 10, ipoi,

under the auspices of the Automobile Club of
France, The exposition will be held at Paris, in the
Grand Palace, Champs Elysecs, tendered for the
purpose by the minister of public instruction and
fine arts.

The Electric Vehicle company has bought the en-
tire $4,000,000 capital .slock of the Riker Motor Ve-
hicle company, and will probably increase its own
preferred and common slock each by $1,000,000.
George H. Day has been elected president of the
Electric Vehicle company, succeeding Robert McA.
Lloyd, who remains a director, F, C. Stevens,

president of the Metropolitan Street Railway com-
pany of the city of Washington, who has been
the president of the Riker company, will be a di-

rector of the Electric Vehicle company. John Jacob
Astor resigned as a director of the Electric Vehicle
company, his place on the board being filled by
George Chapman, his business representative. Pres-
ident Day is also the president of the Electric Stor-
age Battery company, which has a monopoly of the
business of supplying storage batteries for the ve-
hicles of the Vehicle company.

PUBLICATIONS.
"Are your hands tied to uncongenial work?"

is the question strikingly illustrated on the cover
of a pamphlet fresh from the press of the Interna-
tional Correspondence Schools, Scranton, Pa. The
schools' answer to the question within the pamphlet
comprises descriptions of the institution's courses.
advantages, etc.

The American Blower company of Detroit, Mich...

manufacturer of A B C high-speed engines, blow-
ers, fans, heating apparatus, etc., has recently
brought out a neat catalogue on vertical and hori-

zontal high-speed engines with automatic and
throttling governors. These engines are especially

adapted to dynamo driving. They are manufac-
tured in large lots by special tools, all parts being
perfectly interchangeable.

"The Steamloop and Holly Gravity Return Sys-
tem," a system for returning automatically the hot
water of condensation from steam pipes to boilers,

is treated in a catalogue issued by Westinghouse,
Church, Kerr & Co. of Pittsburg. The descriptive
matter discusses the need, philosophy, application
and saving of the Holly system, while a number of
very clear pictures illustrate a few of the repre-
sentative plants where this system is quietly and
effectively doing its work. The pamphlet has been
prepared with care and should be of assistance to

electrical, as well as steam, engineers.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
Directors of the General Electric company have

dclared the regular quarterly dividend of two per
cent, and an extra dividend of one per cent., pay-
able January 15th, to stock of record December
29th. This makes eight per cent, for the year.

TELEGRAPH.
The Pacific Cable company, on behalf of the

governments of Great Britain, New South Wales,
Queensland and New Zealand, has let the contract
for the construction and laying of the cable from
Vancouver to Queensland, via Fanning, Fiji and
Norfolk islands, for £1,795,000, the work to be fin-

ished by the end of 1962.

Owing to a disagreement between the manage-
ment of the Santa Fe railroad system and the Order
of Railway Telegraphers relating to wages and
other regulations, a strike was ordered last week
which atTected the entire Santa Fe system. The
officials of the road have apparently had no diffi-

culty in filling the vacant places, and the road was
not tied up.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
The National Association of Automobile Manufac-

turers was organized on December 3d in New York
city. Following are the names of officers elected:

President, S. T. Davis, Jr. ; first vice-president, John
H. Flagler; second vice-president, J. Wesley Alli-

son; treasurer, D. S. Walker; secretary, E. P. Wells;
board of directors, comprising 15 members, to serve
for one, two and three j^ears, respectively: Three
years, John Erisben Walker, C. J. Field, E. P.

Wells and Alexander Winton; two years, J. M. Hill.

A. L. Riker, W. C. Baker, R. A. Ballantinc and
John PL Flagler; one year, S. T. Davis, Jr., F, T.
Bradbury. W. T. Duryca and a representative of the
Daimler Manufacturing company.

SPACE TELEGRAPHY.
The French War Department has decided to de-

vote $80,000 to secret experiments with wireless
telegraphy, with a view to perfecting its campaign
applications.

The wireless-telegraph apparatus being installed

for use between Ilfracombe and the Mumbles, on the

coast of Wales,' is now complete. It is expected
that messages will soon be sent across the Bristol
Channel, a distance of 25 miles. The great height
of the poles has excited much interest njid wonder.

The War Department of the United States Gov-
ernment maintains two stations for wireless teleg-
raphy at San Francisco, one at Alcalraz Island and
the other at Fort Mason. Staffs 75 feet high have
been erected at each station, and the messages are
automatically recorded on printing tapes. The Mar-
coni system is used.

It is stated that the Chilian government has au-
thorized Luis Zegcrs, representative of the Wireless
Telegraph and Signal company of London, to estab-
lish n service of telegraphic communication, upon
the Marconi system, between Punta Arenas and

Ancud, or Puerto Montt. The government reserves
the right to terminate Mr. Zegers' concession upon
six months' notice.

Some remarkably successful trials of wireless teleg-
raphy weer witnessed last month by the Bel-
gian government officials on the east coast of Eng-
land. A message from M. Gerard was sent from
the steamer Clementine to the wireless station at
Dovercourt, Essex, a distance of some 80 miles,
including many miles of cliffs. Long messages were
also sent from Dover pier to Marconi's office m
London, via Dovercourt and Chelmsford.

The Rus^n government is adopting wireless
telegraphy for use in the navy. The Popoff system
is used. All the lighthouses in the Black Sea are
to be provided with the Popoff apparatus, and will
be able to communicate with the coast and warships
in the immediate vicinity. Two hundred complete
pieces of apparatus were shipped recently from
Vladivostok to Port Arthur, in order to fit out
Russian warships in the Pacific, and also to connect
the two towns by means of stations along the
Corean coast.

Mr. Tommasi has presented to the Academic des
Sciences a device intended to send space-telegraphic
messages which shall not be legible to parries within
a certain zone of influence. Two transmitters are
used at the sending station. One of these transmits
the real dispatch by the usual code, while the other
sends only a series of meaningless dots and dashes
produced by a mechanical process. The range of
this last transmitter is kept always rather less than
the other, so that at the receiving station only the
code signals will be received. If, however, an at-
tempt be made to intercept the signals by means of
a receiver interposed between the sending and re-
ceiving stations, both the real message and the mean-
ingless clicks will appear together, with the result
that the messages will be unintelligible.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Manchester Manufacturing company of Man-

chester, Tenn., is in the market for electrical factory
equipment.

The Civil Service Commission of Chicago gives
notice of the following examinations: Secretary of
the street-railway commission, December i8th;
interior wiremen, January 4th; battery men (fire-

alarm service), January 3d.

TRADE NEWS.
The Siegfried Power company of Easton, Pa.,

has been incorporated, with $300,000 capital stock.

The American Steel and Wire company states that
it brought suit in New York, on December ist.

against the Morris Electric company for infringe-
ment of its Crown rail bonds.

The pure flake graphite manufactured by the
Joseph Dixon Crucible company, Jersey City, N. J.,
can be used in an ordinary squirt can. This is a
very convenient and efficient way for applying this
lubricant. When the coarser flake is used the
opening in the nozzle of the can may require en-
larging, and the can should be dry.

Owing to a constantly increasing demand for its

products, the Sprague Electric company has been
obliged to increase considerably the floor space in
the New York ofiice, which is now located on three
floors of the factory. The New York factory is

devoted exclusively to the manufacture of the vari-

ous lines of interior conduit and appliances which
have brought the art of electric wiring to an ab-
solute simplicity. The company operates a still

larger plant in Bloomfield, N. J., where are manu-
factured all the light and power apparatus, such as

generators, motors, fans, elevators, hoists, etc.

After being out of the actual manufacture of
automobiles for over five months, Clinton E. Woods
of Chicago has entered the manufacturing field again
and is bringing out a line of electric vehicles under
his own name. The construction of the new auto-
mobiles is said to have some very radical departures
of a mechanical nature, as well as in the design.
Mr. Woods has issued an announcement and neat
folder, which state his plans and describe the
salient features of the new vehicles, as well as giv-

ing prices and other interesting information. Ex-
ceptionally handsome illustrations, showing differ-

ent types of the Clinton E. Woods automobiles,
accompany the printed matter.

The municipal electric street-lighting plant of the
city of Detroit is to be altered considerably, and
eventually four new units will be installed. The
contract for one of these generating sets has just

been let to the Northern Electrical Manufacturing
company of Madison, Wis., for $35,865. The appa-
ratus called for is to be of Northern and Stanley
makes. The competition in bidding for the contract
was remarkably close, the Westinghouse company's
bid being but $166 higher and that of the General
Electric company but $9.05 higher than the bid of

the Northern company. The difi^erence was so slight

that it was considered entirely negligible by the
lighting commissioners, who expressed the feeling

that the contract should be awarded on merit in-

stead of price. The fact that the work was entrusted
to the Northern company, a comparatively young
concern, speaks volumes for its reputation and
the evidently high position which it holds in the es-
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tiniation of engineers and the public. When finished

the Detroit Hghtino; plant will be one of the most
complete and modern municipal installations in the
country.

The Chicago House Wrecking company of Chi-
cago reports a most prosperous business. An idea

of the growth of this company's business may be
obtained when it is stated that it now has over 500
employes, where two years ago it had but 7$. The
company makes a specialty of buying second-hand
machinery and supplies of all kinds, and has in its

possession at the present time a fine line of dynamos
and motors and other electrical supplies. The com-
pany also offers exceptional bargains in steam, gas
and gasoline engines, as well as in boilers, pumps,
etc. Every machine is overhauled and placed in

perfect running order, and a binding guarantee is

given with each sale. The company has issued a

new catalogue, No. 156, which should prove inter-

esting to prospective purchasers. It may be ob-
tained on request.

BUSINESS.
The Arthur Frantzen companj^ electrical con-

tractor, 225 Dearborn street, Chicago, is sending
out to its friends a neat aluminum letter opener,
which is also a rule.

John H. Fowler, Fisher building, Chicago, makes
a soecialtv of handlino: cedar poles in lengths of s^
to 80 feet, and states that he is obtaining his share
of the pole business.

The Dearborn Drug and Chemical W'orks, Chi-

cago, report an increased business in their boiler

compounds. They state that over 10,000 boiler-feed

waters are being treated by Dearborn methods.

The Shelby Electric company, Shelby, Ohio,
states that the demand for the Shelby lamps has
been greater this fall than the company anticipated.

The Shelby lamp is used in every state in the Union
and is said to be giving most satisfactory results.

O. W. Firkins & Co., Lumber Exchange, Min-
neapolis, producers of Idaho red-cedar poles, have
recently received several large orders for their

product. The firm makes a specialty of long poles

and is known for its ability to furnish poles w^hich

are "as straight as a string."

Persons interested in alternating-current electric-

light plants who have not received the little book
"Skepticism" should address the Electric Appliance
company, Chicago. The book is not only very
neatly gotten up, but tells, so the publisher enthusi-
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. astically states, about the best thing yet in reference
to wattmeters.

E. J. Noblett, Chicago, manufacturer of cross-
arms, pins and brackets, reports a most prosperous
business. Mr. Noblett controls seven factories, and
therefore has excellent facilities for filling orders
promptl}^ In 1899 Mr. Noblett manufactured and
sold over 6,000,000 pins and 2,000,000 cross-arms.

^ The Cream Flux company, 100 Washington street,

Chicago, is more than pleased with the reception
accorded its insulating soldering flux by electrical

contractors and others. It states that its flux is

indorsed by the National Board of Fire Under-
writers, and all users, and is highly recom-
mended by some of the largest concerns in the elec-
trical business.

The Allegheny Steel and Iron company will erect
a steel plant at Brackenridge, Pa. The contract for
the buildings has been let to the American Bridge
company. This includes two producer sheds, a
boiler house, a main building, an open-hearth build-
ing and a crane runway. The main building will

be 72 feet by 252 feet, with four lean-tos. The open-
hearth building will be 72 feet by 161 feet, with
three lean-tos. About 500 tons of steel will be re-
quired. The American Bridge company is fabricat-
ing at its Gillette-Herzog branch at Minneapolis
the structural steel for the Webster County court-
house at Fort Dodge, Iowa.

The large addition to the machine shop and the
new building provided for the brass foundry, box-
inar and brass-polishing departments of the Bullock
Electric Manufacturing company of Cincinnati are
nearing completion. When occupied they wdll so
increase the floor space and improve the facilities

to such an extent that the capacity of the works
will be nearly doubled. Many large contracts have
been recently received from both home and abroad,
and the company states that the present outlook for
business during 1901 is even better than during the
last four years. The company has recently issued
bulletin No. 37. which gives a list of purchasers
of the Bullock apparatus, shows numerous views in

the works and the various types of machines manu-
factured.

The Economy Electric company of Warren, Ohio,
which recently started in the business of refilling

incandescent lamps, expects to be able to convince
the customer that its proposition is a good one.
The company proposes to put a lamp upon the mar-
ket which w-ill be equal electrically to any and per-
fect in appearance. It saj'-s: 'Tt is a reasonable
proposition to us that if the consumer has some-
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thing which he has already paid for which can be
repaired at a very distinct saving to him, he will
embrace the opportunity as soon as he becomes
convmced that we are financially responsible and
capable of carrying out our end of the agreement,
which IS to save him money and to furnish him a
lamp equal in burning qualities to the one he had
originally."

If anyone doubts the popularity of Crystal chem-
ical coloring, a solution used for coloring incan-
descent lamps, manufactured by the Webster Chem-
ical cornpany of St. Paul, it is but necessary to visit
the offices of the company. Almost every mail
brings an assortment of testimonial letters, orders
from those who have never tried the coloring, and,
most welcome of all, "repeat" orders from those
w-ho have given the coloring the most severe tests.
The orocess is simple and practically instantane-
ous, consisting merely of an immersion of the lamp
in a bath of the solution. The lamp is withdrawn
immediately^ and dries upon exposure to the air,
thus producing a brilliant and durable transparency!
When it is considered that this is done at an ex-
pense of one cent a lamp, the success of this color-
ing is explained.

W. C. Sterling & Son of Monroe, Mich., have
had the best fall trade they have ever experienced
in their 21 years of cedar-pole, tie, shingle, post
and lumber business. During the last few months
they have closed some good-sized contracts with
electric-railway companies, including ties and poles
for the Dover Construction company at Canal Do-
ver, Ohio, which is building an electric road be-
tween Findlay and Fostoria. This order calls for
2,000 poles, s.ooo fence posts, 40,000 cedar ties.

Other^ large orders the firm has placed are for the
following-named electric railways: Greenville and
Dayton, Ohio; Jackson and Suburban Traction
company, between Jackson and Ann Arbor, Mich.;
extension of Detroit, Ypsilanti and Ann Arbor
Electric railway; extension of Toledo and Monroe
electric railway; .'American Railwaj^s company be-
tween Joliet and Chicago; railway between Erie
and Northeast, Pa. Since October 1st this firm
has sold poles, ties and posts to 36 telephone com-
panies, 18 electric-light companies, 27 electric-rail-
way companies, two telegraph companies and six
gas-pipe-line companies, which is considered a good
record for two months; over 500 carloads were
shipped in this time, and more would have gone
forw'ard had the railroad company furnished the
cars. There isn't much question, this firm says,
but what prices will be much higher in the spring,
as the cost of getting out cedar is increasing.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued Decernher Igoo.

662,911. Electric Heater. John E. Brown, Phila-

delphia, Pa., assignor of one-third to John J.

Shanfelter, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

January 24, 1900.

Id this heater a chamber fortned of fireproof insulating
material is composed of top, bot'om and rear walls with
slottpd ears projectirg into and formed inffiral with the
chamber. It coniains a resistance composed of coilfd
sections. Reduced necks join the sections and fit in-the
slot of the ears.

662,913. Elevator. John Bush, London, England,
assignor of one-half to Arthur David Jenkins,,

Borough, England. Application filed April 11,

Igoo.

A mechanism controlline the movement of the cage is

arranged to be thrown into and out of artion by electro-

magnets operated by two circuits under control of a
double-throw switch thrown by the opening and closing of

the door.

- 662,921. Apparatus for Electric Traction. Henri
Dolter, Paris, France. Application filed July 6,

1899.

A conduit contains.a source of electric energy, a bos of

insnlaiirg sobstance, two magneiic crntact pie'"es snp-
poriirg the bos, and a nrn-maguetic pi-^ce separatirg the
magneti'' pieces from each other, A cor ductor is located

in the insulaiing bos a"d normally connects with the

source of energy. A pendulum is adapted tn be elevated
when the m^gnet'c pie'".es are magnetized to complete
thereby the circuit from the conductor through the mag-
netic pieces.

662,928. Space Block for Armatures. Henry Gei-

senhoner. Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the

General Electric company of New York. Ap-
plication filed January 18, 1900.

Tbis space block comprises a core plate punched with
radial slots and space pieces adapted to be inserted into tbe

slots ihe space pieces be'ng s'otted to permit movemfnt
relatively to the core plate, and locked thereto by the walls
of the slot.

662,931. Electric Arc Lamp. Frederick A. Gilbert,

Brookline. and Emil O. Lundin. Beachmont,
Mass.. assignors to the General Electric com-
pany of New York. Application filed July 22,

1898.

The lamp contains a tube to receive and permit vertical

movement therein of the nrper carbon, and a clutch

mounted wh-^My upon 'he tube. The clutch comprises
clamping jaws for the carbon, levers opon which the jaws

ar^ pivoted, a'^d a support for the levers, mounted to

slide upon the tube. Links connect the tube and the

on'er ends rf rbe levers, and a fixed stop nrrmally en-
gaees the jaws and moves ihe surport on ihf» tube, to

release the ca'bon. Ausiliary means are provided to

engage and move the levers when ibe jaws are in engage-
ment with and more widely separated by the carrier at-

tached to the upper end of the carbon.

662,979. Automatic Magnetic Circuit-breaker, Will-

iam M. Scott, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to the

Cutter Electrical and Manufacturing company of

New Jersey. Application filed April 27, 1900.

A main switch is combined with a supplemental switch,
the conracts of which are substantially in vertical a'iner
ment, the movable contacts being so disposed and sup-
ported upon a switch-supporiine member having limitpd
rotative and translative moveraenc that the main switch
member is first disconnected from the circuit at the end
most remote frrm the point at whxh the circuit is finally

opened by the supplemental switch.

NO. 662,984.

662.984. Telephone Exchange System. Alfred
Stroraberg. Chicago, 111. Application filed Oc-
tober 18, 1899.

In a lelepbont-exchanfie system, a number of metallic
circuit teiephooe lines each estt-nding by both of iis limbs
from a subs rber's st-tiontoan exchange, limbs of the
metallic tflephone bnes being directly connected trgeiher
at the fschange independently of ttie cord-connecting ap-
paratus, are combined with a sing'e cord sirand provided
wrth suitable connecting means adapted to connert the
rema ning limbs of the merallic-circuit telephone lines.

The telephonic circuit be"ween the subscribers com-
prises the limbs of the metallic lines that are direct'y con-
nected at the exchange and the single cord stra- d with
the remaining limbs united thereby. lialt-iy transmitters
are provided at the substations. A common battny for
supplying the transmitters is connected in bridge at the
exchange between the cord strand and the dtrectly united
limbs of the telephone lines, the latter being free of direct
connection except at the exchange where they are dtrectly
connected with one terminal of the battery. (See cut,)

662.985, Telephone Transmitter. Alfred Stromberg,
Chicago, 111. Application filed February 24,

1900.

In a battery te'ephone transmitter, a diaphragm to be
actuated by sonnd waves is combined with a substantially
rectilineal reciprocating electrode actuated thereby, a
second electrode engaging the reciprocating electrode.

Means are provided whereby the resistance of the circuit

including the eleccrodes may he varied without subject-
ing the second electrode to varying pressure.

662,986. Telephone-exchange System and Appa-
ratus. Alfred Stromberg, Chicago, 111. Appli-
cation filed June 6, 1900.

In a telerbone-es'-hange system, the limbs of a metalHc-
circu't telephone linp are c-mb'ned with a plurality of
line swit-hes prrvided rin a switchboard, one limb of each
line b'ine provided with a Irop at a' d connected w'tb
each of ihp line switcbes, the other limb rf the line being
also provided with a loop at each line switch, but free of
direct connection therewith, the loops being twisted.

662.9S7. Circuit Protector. Alfred Stromberg, Chi-
cago, 111. Application filed June 28, 1900.
Combined with a fuse for inclusion in the circuit to be

protected ihTeby is a grounded lightning-arrester termi-
nal composed of carbon opposed to the fuse which con-
sti'utes a second lightning-arrester terminal, the grounded
terminal having its surface that is opposed to the fuse
parf'ally faced with insuUting material, and means for
maintaining the fuse under tension.

662,988. Telephone-exchange System. Alfred Strom-
berg and William M. Davis. Chicago, III., as-
signors to the Stromberg-Carlson Telephone
Manufacturing company, Chicago, 111. Appli-
cation filed June 28, 1900.

In a telephone-exchange system, a subscriber's tele-
phone line es'endiog from a substation to an exchange is
combined with an indicator at the exchange, a ba'tery,
means controlled by the magnet of the i' dicsior for in-
cludirg the helix of the magr et in the circuit with the bat-
tery to maintain 'he indicator in iis actuated condition,
and an operator's listening key adapted to exclude ihe
battery from circuit with the helix of the magnet to restore
the indicator.

662,992. Electric-current Indicator. Harry M. War-
ren, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed De-
cember 9, 1899.

The electric-current indicator described comprises a
cylinder wi'h closed bottom having a c^n'ral projection
with conical top, a ring partially closing the top of the cyl-
inder, a tube inserted in the ring and over the central
bot'om prrjertion, a helix between the cylinder and tube,
a core in ihe tube bavins the conical hollow in its bottom
and suspended in mercury, a pointer-operating rod secured
to the core and a counterbalanr'ine lever connected to
the rod by a joint permitting true vertical movement of
the core and rod.

662,995. Electric Arc Lamp. Ozro N. Wiswell,
Lynn, Mass., assignor to the .General Electric
company of New York. Application' filed May 4,

1899.

A feed-regulat=ne magnet is provided with a core and
armature, one of which is permanently fixed and the other
movable, the two having cn-nperating faces shaped to
produce a sudden decrease of the maenetic reluctance of
the c rcuit and thereby afford a sharp increase of pull at
or near the feeding point of the lamp. The feed regulat-
ing magnet has a parabolotdal pole lip, and the armature
surrounds the pole tip. the p^le tip being provided with
an enlargement of magnetic material at or near the feeding
point for exerting a sharp increase of pull.
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662,996. Electric Arc Lamp. James J. Wood, Fort

Wayne, Ind. Application filed December 4, 1899-

This arc lamp has distinct separating and feeding mag-
nets A lever is conne ted ai its Dormal fal-runi axis to

the separating magnet and operated by the feeding mag-
net, A resistance shuDt is CQiinected around the arc, and
a cut-oui is adapted to be t perated solely by ihe excitation

of the separaiir'g magnet (o break th- resistance shunt
indepeudcntiy of ihe movements of the feeding magnet.

663,015. Electric Meter. Thomas A. Edison, Llew-
ellyn Park, N. J. Application filed March 17,

1899.

In the electric meter described an electrolytic cell hav-
ing a metallic mercmy electrode immersed in a solution of

a soluble mercury" salt contains an elecirojie on which
metallic'mercury wi'l be depositi-d by ihe elecirolytic ac-

tion ct tt'fi current to be measured, and a cap'llary lube

connected to thfi cell for measuring the mercury deposited

on the electrode. A pump forces the mercury from
and draws it into the tube. (See cut.)
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Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the North Electric

company, Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed

November 15, 1899.

This rt-ceiver has a casing consisting of a shell and a

cap serured direcily thereto, combined with a magnet
wiibin the casirg and supported by having a projection

clamppd between the op ^nd sbell. and a diaphragm sup-
purted in proximity to ihe magoet pole.

663,198. Clip or Support for Trolley Wires. Will-

iam H. Russell, Watertown, Mass. Application

filed March 20, 1900.

This is a clip for sustaining trolley wires consisting of.

two metrbers hinged together atid provided with an irrpg-

ular groove tn which the wire may be placed and upon
which the members are adapted to be clamped.

December 15, 1900

NO, 663,015, NO. 663,232.

663,039. Flush-sv;itch Support. Charles G. Perkins.

Hartford, Conn., assignor to the Perkins Elec-

tric Switch Manufacturing company, Hartford,

Conn. Application filed June 28, 1900.

A metallic frame has wings projecting outwardly and
lugs extending inwardly, w th the ouier faces of ihe lugs in

a plane belrw the outer edge of the frame, an insulating

receptacle hav ns; recess- s ihat open from the back edge
of the receptacle and 'hat are adapted to receive the lugs,

and screws passing through petforations in the receptacle
walls into the lugs.

663,043. Return Signal Device for Call Boxes. Jo-
seph S. Robinson and Plenry M. Robinson,
Chicago, III. Application filed February 12,

1900.

Thecall mechanism is combined with an electromagnet,
an armaiure therefor, an electrically connected stop-post,
a spring for normally holding the armature in contact with
the stop-post, a wire connected to the armature having
a return bend therein, and carrying signaling devices on its

free end, and means actuated by the call mechanism for

moving the wire to actuate ihe sipnaling devices and move
the armaiure out of contact with the stop-post and into

the field of the electromagnet.

663.059, Automatic Electrical Apparatus for Indi-

cating Leaks in Ships. Wladimir W. Zvorikin
and- Serge de Blumenthal, Moscow, Russia.

Application filed March 24, 1899.

This is an automatic indicating . device, comprising two
sources cf electric energy, a closed circuit for earh, and a

relay in each of the circuits, a circuit-breaker included
in one of the closed circuits, a shiint circuit from' the
other closed circuit including the relay of the first-naraed
closed circuit, a motor in the shunt circuit, and secondary
circuits branching- respectively from one of the closed
circuits and including the relay of the other closed circuit.

Each secondary circuit contains sitiDal devices.

663,082. Fire-alarm Telegraph Apparatus. William
H. Kirnan. Bayonne, N. J., assignor to the
Gamewell Fire Alarm Telegraph company. New
York, N. Y. Application filed October 4, 1S99.

In this system a street circuit con'rols a repeater mag-
net, which in turn operates a joker-transmitter magnet.
A joker-transmitting apparatus is under the control of
the joker magnet, and a joker circuit is controlled by the
transmitting apparatus.

^3.095- Incandescent Body for Electric Glow
Lamps. Alexander Just, Vienna, Austria-Hun-
gary. Application filed September 20, 1900.

This patent covers incandescible bodies composed of
intimat- mixtures of (i) a conductor cf electticiiy and a
refractory nitride of a metalloid. (2) of riinde rf boron,
silicon and a carbcnacerus material, (3) of nitride of
boron and cartion, (4) of bortn, rarbon and nitride of
boron, and (51 of heron, silicon, carbon and a refractory
nitride of a metalloid.

663,130. Electrical Apparatus for Controlling Sig-
nal or Other Circuits. Homer A. Parrish, Jack-
son, Mich., assignor to the Parrish Signal com-
pany. Jackson, Mich. Application filed August
II, 1899.

In a signaling apparalus are combined an electrically
operated s K^ia't » circuit-c'oHTng device for establishing a
cir'~uit which actiiHtcs the signal, and m'-ans normally re-
taining the circiiit-closing devicn out of operaiivo posi-
tion. An el-^rirf^magnft'c incrhanism controls the
operation of the retaining iiie'-haiiisiii, and ihe passage of

a train furnishes means for supplying a current to the
controlling merhanism Means are provided t-r auto-
matically v;iryinK the streneth ot the current supplied to

the controlling nieclianifim. The circuii-closir-e device
is set electrriniignttically. and the passage rf the train
operates iiieaoB for actuating this setting mechanism.

663,196, Telephone Receiver. Charles H. North,

NO. 663, 346.

663,207. Means for Starting or Stopping Electric
Motors. James J. Wood, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Application filed July 11, 1899.

This starting bos com-^rises a rheostat and its arm, an
elecromag'ie'ic detent for hild'ng the arm in the normal
rufinii'g position, a swixh, and an actuator distinct frotn
the swi'ch adapted upOQ being struck by the arm to open
the switch. (See cut.)

663,209. Knife Switch. John A. Wright, Irwin,
Pa., assignor of one-half to William F. O'Neill,
Wilkinsburg, Pa. Application filed May 16,

1900.

This switch has a contact having one of its sides formed
with a lateral projection adapted to be bent across the
path of the switch blade to form a stop.

663.216. Railway Telephone System. Elmer E. Car-
penter. Worcester, Mass. Application filed May
25, igoo.

This is a telephone system for electric railways, con-
sistine of the combination of a telephrne i"strument
raountpd in a car, telephone line wires extending along
the track upon which ihe car runs, and a circuit-making
device comprising a jointed po'e having two cm tact strips
mounted therein wiih springs or hooks carried in position
to co-oi-erate with the contact st'ips, and flexible wires
connected to the contart strps, whereby connection from
the telephone instrument on the car may be established
without leaving the car.

663.217. Ceiling Cut-out. Walter A. Church. Pitts-

burg, Pa. Application filed February 16, 1900.

The cut-out comprises an insulated base block and a
pair of cootac s set ured to the outer face of the block-
The contacts are provided on one end with a damping
lug and on the other end with an outwardly ex-
tending contact flange. A pair of fastpning catcties are
secured on he outer face of the block and located on a
diameter at right angles to the contacts. A cap engages
the outer face < f the block, and fastening hooks are car-
ried bvtheiapand adapted to engage with ihe fastening
catches rarr-ed by the base block, contact plates being
carried by the cap, and yokes formed integral wiih the
plates for engagement with the contact flanges of the
contacts.

663.232. Switch Box for Electric Railways. Will-
iam Kingsland. London, England. Application
filed July 5. 1900.

An outer b'-x wiih a removable cover contains mechan-
ism to operate a swifh mechanically, A removable case
is placed ins'de the box throuth the rover aperture there-
of, and a switch is contained within the case, and an
operating spindle therefor projects through a water-tight
bearing in 'the side of the removable c se. The rase is

rend' red water-tight. M^ans are provided f-r permitiing
of the placing and removal of ti'e case to or from ihe box
together with the contained switch without dismounting
the mechanism located in the out'-r box. and for detach-
ably connectirg the proit-cting end of the switch shaft to

the mechan.sm contained in the outer box for mechanically
operating it. (See cut.)

663.233. Connection of Strikers to Motor Vehicles
for Mechanically Operating Electric Switches.
William Kingsland, London, England. Appli-
cation filed July 10, 1900.

A striker is carried by an axle provided with a wheel to
run upon the track r-il. A frame connect'd to the motor
vehicle carries ihe axle, and means are provided for per-
mttine the fr^mw to have vertical motion ri-latively t-i the
axle, wherphy the position of the striker is maintained
constant relat veiy to the track rail and to the swiich-
operating mechanism . The arting end of the striker is

m-iintaioed in a woiking position in the direction of its

action.

663,289. Dry Battery. Ernest Meyer, Paris, France.
Application filed November 10, 1899.

A centrally.located negative oloclrode is surrounded by
a depolarizing mass, the positive electrode surrounding

the depolarizing mass at a distance. The depolarizing
mass is covered by a cloth and a layer of peat fiber or moss
interposed between the cloh cover and thrt posi.ive elec-
trode and lmpr^gnated With an exciline 1 quid. A filling
ot plaster comaining some of ihp exciting liquid is used,
and extends at the top of the baitery between the two
electrodes.

663,304. Magnetic Separator. Frederick Theilen-
gerdes, Memphis, Tenn., assignor of one-half
to Walter Goodman, Memphis, Tenn. Appli-
cation filed June 8, 1900.

An inclined hinged feed-boird is fitted with a flat electro-
magnet core beneath ai>d exien'-ing nearly from tnd to
end, and having iis broad ends turntd upward into sliis in
the board. Approximately parallel bats of magnetizable
material are sunk iu the upper surface rf the board f-nd
rest upon the ends. Non-condurting platps rest against
the upturned ends and oppositely extending lugs, and a
coil is wound about the core between the plates.

663,346. Electric Arc Lamp. Walter C. Johnson
and Adolph Wunderlich, London, England. Ap-
plication filed September 10, 1900.

This lamp has a solenoid ar-d core consisting of a lam-
inated iron yrke inch^sing the coil, and a tubular core
having ribs of laminated iron, whereby the lamp is ren-
dered capable of operating with alternating currents. (See
cut.)

663,360. Electrical Rail Bond. William Pervenko,
Kiew, Russia. Application filed December 30,
1899.

The' rail bond described consists of ribbon or ribbons of
flat sheet metal extending continuously between the track
rails and their supports from end to end of the tra k, the
ribbons being in contact with the base of the track rails.

6^3,3(^7- Switchboard for Telephonic or Telegraphic
Purposes. Charles Shore, Bolton, and Charles
Heap. Caldershaw Rochdale, England. Apph-
cation filed October 7, 1896.

In a multiple switchboard for telephone exchanges a
pluraliiy of jacks, each bearing an upp'-r and lower spries
of insulated metal strips, are combined wiih plugs without
cords having non-conduciiu' porti ins jnsertii)le in the
jacks. Contact tenni'-als project from these portions to
engaee the metal strips, spring contacts engage the pro-
jecting ends of the plugs, and electrical connections are
made between the corresponding metal strips of the sepa-
rate jacks.

663.376. Electrical Railway-signaling System. Louis
C. Werner, Louisville, Ky. Application filed

November 8, 1899.
This i'' a train apparalus comprising a normally closed

safpty cirru't, a local signal circuit, a bell included in ihe
signal circuit, and a daneer circu't. The danger circuit is
arranged to close ihe local signal circuit and to open the
safety circuit. The danger circuit is closed automatically,

663,388. Electric Igniter for Explosive Engines.
Montague S. Napier, London, England, as-
signor of one-half to Selwyn Francis Edge, Lon-
don, England. Application filed January 8, 1900.

In this igniter for use with motor- vehicle engines a
clutch pedal and the handle f -r adjusting the position of
the contact device are so combined as to furnish means
whereby ihp contact device is shifted by ihe pedal without
distubing the pos-iion of the adjusting handle for the pur-
pose specified. The handle may be locked in any desired
position.

663,398. Electric Railway. Ernst Sussmann-Hell-
born and Wilhelm Hornauer, Munich, Germany.
Application filed October 11, igoo.

This patent covers means for feeding electricity to motor
cars by induction, comprising a divided transformer having
the primary elements embedded in the ground and the
secondary elemei ts or wind ngs on ihe car, the iron cores
of the primary and also of the secondary elements being
earh continuously magnetically connected up among them-
selves, parallel lo the direciion of the rails, by meaus of a
plurality cf parallelly located compound iron binders be-
tween the rails and on the car.

NO. 663,207-

663,400. Method of Controlling Mechanism by
Means of Electric or Electromagnetic Waves
of High Frequency. Ernest Wilson and Charles
T. Evans, London, England. Application filed

July 28, 1898.

This invention comprises a device f^r controlling mech-
anisms by electric wav-s, the combination of receivers
being arranged -t right angles to each other, and th- trans-
mitters being also arranged at right angles to each other
and in a i lane parallel to the plane of the receiv- rs, so
that the line joining iheir centers will be approximdtely
perpendicular to the pa.-aHel plan-^s. Relays are con-
nected with the recpiv^rs arranged at right a'lglps to each
other and coniact-making devices are in circuit with the
receives. Electromagnetic media isms are connected
with thc! relays, the coustru'-tion being such that the trans-
mitters thus arranged opposite lo the receivers may impart
an electric impulse to either of the receivers.

Designs.

33.640. Telephone-transmitter-arm Base. William

J. Barr, Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed Oc-
tober 20, 1900. Term of patent, seven years.

.33,641. Motor Base Frame. John A. Secor, New
York, N. Y., assignor to the General Power
company of New Jersey. Application filed Sep-
tember 8, 1900. Term of patent, 14 years,
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New Municipal Arc-lighting Plant in

Chicago.

Of the municipal arc-lighting plants operated in

Chicago the Robert A. Waller lighting station at

Sixty-fourth street and Wentworth avenue, in the

Englewood district of the South Side of the city, is

the newest and most modern. The plant was named
in memory of the late Comptroller Waller, who
gave valuable assistance to the extension of the

Chicago municipal lighting system. It was largely

due to his persisteilt efforts that the Department
of Electricity ^vas given an opportunity to install

the lighting station which now bears his name.

Work on the plant \Vas fifst coirlmertced irt the

'spring of iSgg, but later abandoiied for soiiie time

pending a change of plans for ligntlng the city.

It was the first intention in building this plant

to construct a model lighting station, regardless

water-tube boilers, each \vith a capacity of evaporat-

ing 12,000 pounds of water an hour. Two of these

boilers are equipped with automatic traveling grates

manufactured by the McKenzie Furnace company.
These grates are said to be the first of their type

that have been put in operation. They are mounted
on self-contained frames, which are easily and
quickly rolled out from under the boilers to enable

repairs being made either to the grates or the fur-

nace walls. This operation is made possible by
reason of the boilers being supported without any
attachment to the grates. In construction, the

grates consist of slotted iron sections, mounted
on sprocket chains and operated in the usual man-
ner. The coal is fed on the grates at the front

of the boilers, the ashes and cinders being carried

over the end of the grates at the rear of the furnaces.

A differential ratchet is used to vary the speed of

tlie grates, while the coal feed is varied bv a gate

Arnold. It is 70 inches in diameter, has a capacity

of 1,000 horsepower and is to be operated by a three-

ampere current at 50 volts, generated by a small dy-
namo driven by the engine. The armature of the

clutch is bolted to slide upon studs, which are fixed

to the flywheel arms. It is arranged so that it will be
pulled away from the field of the clutch, which is

fixed fast on the shaft, when not in operation. A
clearance of three-sixteenths of an inch is provided
and a centering device keeps the two parts centered.

At the east end of the engine room four Brush
i6o-light arc machines are belted to the line shaft.

Each of these generators is an 8,000-volt, 9.6-ampere

machine, driven at 500 revolutions a minute. These
dynamos are equipped with Thomson arc ammeters.

The latest addition to the station equipment consists

of five more arc machines, manufactured by the

General Electric company. The}' are installed in a

manner original with Mr. Edward B. Ellicott, cit>'

FIG. I. NEW MUNICIPAL ARC LIGHTING PLANT IN CHICAGO — GENERAL VIEW IN ENGINE ROOM.

of the first cost. With this end in view, proposals

were received for nearly everything that could be

installed in a plant and that would in any way in-

crease its efficiency. " On a basis of 1,000 lights, the

total cost of the station, as first planned, would

have been $89,000, but the plans were changed and

the present station was erected at an expense of

about S6o,ooo.

In dimensions, the building is 43 feet wide, 160

feet long and 20 feet clear under a steel truss roof.

A transverse wall divides the building into the

engine room. 100 feet in length, in the front of the

building and the boiler room in the rear. The
structure is fireproof throughout, excepting the

wood used in the doors and window frames. The
walls are of brick, the front being constructed of

Milwaukee pressed brick and neatly trimmed with

white sandstone. Pressed brick is also used for

the lining of the engine room, thus imparting a

neat finish, easily kept clean and of a substantial

character. The floor is of concrete. Tiling, laid

with cemented joints, forms the roof of the build-

ing. The brick stack, located at the rear of the

building, is octagonal in shape. 96 inches in diam-

eter and I7.i feet high.

In the boiler room are located three Oil City

extending the full width of the grates. It is said

that these grates are operating satisfactorily and

that the saving in coal over hand firing in ordinary

operation is about 20 per cent. This type of furnace

and grate is also said to be an excellent smoke
preventer, scarcely any smoke ever being discernible

from the stack.

In the engine room, a general view of which

is shown in Fig. i, the engine equipment consists

of two upright engines, each connected to an end

of a long driving shaft that runs the full length of

the engine room. The engine seen in the illustra-

tion at the east end of the shaft is an 800-horsepower,

cross-compound, marine type of engine, built by

the Charles F. Elmes Engineering Works of Chi-

cago. At the opposite end of the shaft (the end

near the spectator in the picture) is an 800-horse-

power, cross-compound, Westinghouse, special en-

gine. Both engines have a speed of 200 revolutions

a minute and are run condensing. .A friction clutch

is used with the Elmes engine and a magnetic clutch

with the Westinghouse engine, thus enabling either

or both engines to be used. The magnetic clutch,

a portion of which is shown at the right in Fig. i, is

of the type manufactured by the Arnold Electric

Power Station company, under designs of B. J.

electrician- of Chicago, who designed the plant.

The five machines, shown at the left in Fig. i and

well illustrated by Fig. 2, are coupled together in

a line by means of a special insulated coupling and

are driven by means of a rope drive, the driving

pulley being connected with the machine at the east

end. The rope drive, which is operated from a

large pulley on the main line shaft, consists of 20

turns of 1%-inch raanila rope. This arrangement

was decided upon so that space might be saved, al-

lowing for the future addition of a similar row of

machines in the center of the engine room, and also

with a view of the possible application of electric

motors operated by power derived from the Drain-

age Canal for municipal purposes. All of the mu-
nicipal station equipment for the last two years has

been made with the idea that at no very distant

time this power may be obtained by the city, and

its adaptation to existing apparatus will therefore

be comparatively simple.

Each of the five new arc machines is of the double-

circuit type and has a capacity of 11,000 volts at

6.6 amperes, the speed being 500 revolutions a min-

ute. The insulated couplings between the generators

consist of spider arrangements, the projections

on the driving part of the device being insulated
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from the recessed portions of the driven part, into

which the projections fit, by means of pieces of rub-

ber cylindrically shaped.

A two-panel switchboard of white marble is lo-

cated at the left end of the new arc machines, as

shown in Fie. 2. It is equipped with 12 Western

Electric ammeters. The station is designed for a

capacity of 2,000 lights and the present equipment

provides for 1,200 lights, 831 lamps being now used.

Seven series circuits are supplied from the station,

two of these circuits belonging originally to the

municipal plant located at Fourteenth street and

Indiana avenue. The territory covered by the arc-

lamp circuits is principally in Englewood and ex-

tends west to Ashland avenue, south to Sixty-ninth

street, east to Cottage Grove avenue, with a few

lights east on Sixty-third street to Stoney Island

avenue, and north to Thirty-ninth street, while one

circuit extends north to Fourteenth street. There

is no boulevard or arc lighting except for a few

blocks on Michigan boulevard. The Fort Wayne
make of lamps is used, most of them being of the

the best skill in the command of the carriage
maker. Lieutenant-general Nelson Miles was first

in line. The first prize, a silver cup, was awarded
lo Mr. and Mrs. Kastle. The second prize, a silver

loving citp, to Mr. F. Beck and Miss Rupp. Mr.
A. M. Welch's carriage was third in point of beauty
and received honorable mention. Throughout the.

week the attendance was large and the exhibitors

at the close of the show will take away but a small

l-'Ortion of their exhibits, as the greater portion

was sold to Washingtonians. The exhibitors, spec-

tators and management were all more than pleased
with the splendid .success of this, the first automo-
bile show in Washington. *B. C. W.

Electrical Measurements of Precision.

At the meeting of the New York Electrical soci-

ety, held on December I2th, Dr. Samuel Sheldon,
professor of electrical engineering at the Brooklyn
Polytechnic Institute, lectured on "Electrical Meas-
urenients of Precision." In opening his lecture Dr.
Sheldon said that nearly all the measurements car-

ried out in the practice of the electrical engineering
l)rofession are made with an accuracy w^hich entitles

FIG. 2. NEW MUNICIPAL ARC-LIGHTING PLANT IN CHICAGO.—LINE OF GENERATORS COUPLED TOGETHER.

open type Enclosed-arc lamps are used on Indiana

avenue. Many of the lamps are of the lOO-hour

type.

No money has been spared to make this station

one that can be depended upon to furnish good

service and within reasonable economy. The actual

station equipment has been carefully selected, and

when entirely completed it is expected that the plant

will furnish to the southern section of the city a

reliable and economical source of light.

Automobile Show in Washington, D. C.

With its many miles of broad asphalt streets and
avenues. Washington presents unusual advantages

for automobiles, and the public, during the week
ended December 15th, took full advantage of the

fine displays shown by manufacturers of these ve-

hicles at the automobile show. The exhibition was
held in Convention Hall, a large building extend-

ing on Fifth street N. W., between K and L streets.

It was a success in every way, and doubtless will

become an annual affair in Washington. The suc-

cess of the show was due to Edward Reynolds, man-
ager, W. T. Foss (the local manager of the American
Bicycle company), treasurer, and Rudolph Jose,

secretary.

Around the elliptical arena in the central portion

of the hall which contained the exhibits, was built a

wooden track, one-eighth of a mile long. The hall

and the bridge over the track were beautifully dec-

orated with streamers, flags and colored incandes-

cent lamps.

The followinc is a list of the names of the ex-

hibitors of electric vehicles: American Bicycle

company. Automobile and Manufacturing company.
Electric Vehicle company. Woods Motor Vehicle

company and Riker Motor Vehicle company.
Among the non-electric exhibitors were the De

Dion-Eouton Motorette company. Overman Auto-
mobile company, Pennsylvania Horseless Carriage

company. Knox Automobile company. Mobile com-
pany of America and the Locomobile company of

America. The New York Belting and packing
company, the Rose Manufacturing company and

others exhibited automobile accessories. Several

local dealers in sporting and other goods had stands

along the side of the track.

Each night there was a large number of entries

from the different classes of vehicles in the obstacle

and brake contests, which took place on the por-

tion of the track bordered by the private boxes and

reserved seats. Society turned out "en masse" on

Thursday to witness the floral parade. Each ve-

hicle was covered with a mass of flowers, carna-

tions, roses and chrysanthemums being used lav-

ishly in beautifying vehicles that already represented

them to the name of measurements of precision.
However, they permit of classification into two
.groups, viz;, commercial measurements and meas-
urements of precision. Commercial measurements
are made with only such a degree of accuracy as is

required by commercial conditions, while every
possible refinement is employed in the making of
measurements of precision. Commercial determina-
tions, e. g., of hysteretic constants, of B-H curves,

of dielectric stren.gth. and of insulation resistance

permit of errors of 10 per cent., of two per cent.,

of 20 per cent, and of 25 per cent., respectively.

Comparisons of standard resistances, of standard
cells, of standard current and electromotive-force
meters must be made with the greatest possible ac-
curacy, errors greater than i-ioo per cent, being
often unacceptable.
Of the measurements of precision which occur in

]>ractice nearly all are comparisons with standards
and net absolute measurements which depend ulti-

mately upon the standards of length, mass and time.

The use of the tangent galvanometer, which was
so common a few years a.go, has now almost entirely

ceased. The instrument itself was burdened with a

multitude of correction factors—many of them being
of uncertain magnitude. The use of the instrument
demanded a knowledge of the instantaneous value

of the horizontal component of the earth's mag-
netization. This quantity varies in magnitude and
direction in an uncertain manner. Vagabond trolley

and lighting currents, combined with the frequent
use of structural steel, assist in the uncertainty.

The standard cell, on the other hand, has come
into scientific favor. The Clark cell, although offi-

cially standard, has a hi,gh temperature coefficient,

and under rising temperature, has a time lag due to

the slowness of the processes of diffusion and solu-

tion. The Carhart cell is convenient to use. and
has but half as great a temperature coefficient.

Variation of the concentration of its solution, due
to evaporation resulting from an imperfect seal or

lo a local action on its zinc, should be guarded
against. The cadmium cell is of almost negligible

temperature coefficient, but has an uncertain elec-

tromotive force for temperatures below, say. t2

dctrrees C.

The best of modern standard resistances are made
of manganin. which, besides having a very small

temperature coefficient, gives very small thermal

electromotive forces in combination with copper.

Nearly all the alloys of nickel and iron have small

temperature coefficients, but give a large thermal

electromotive force with copper.

The galvanometers used in measurements of preci-

sion are cither of the Thomson or of the d'Arsonval

type. The former can be made to deflect one milli-

meter at a meter's scale distance for an impressed

potential difference of t-too of a microvolt. The

best of the latter require one microvolt. The former
are trvinsr to the patience of the observer and arc
prodigal in the use of his time. The d'Arsonval
could be made many times more sensitive, if a

stronger field could be employed. Some existing
types have a flux density of but 100 webers. The
diamagnetism of the coil, however, prohibits the

use of a very strong field. Perhaps aluminum wire
would be less diamagnetic and would in addition
furnish a lighter moving system.

The precise comparison of nearly equal resistances
is accomplished by means of the Carey-Foster
brid.ge; comparison between two standard resist-

ances, one of which is nominally 10 times the size

of the other, can be made by means of three nearly
equal auxiliary resistances. They are wound upon
the same metal spool, and each has a resistance ap-
proximately three times that of the smaller standard.
The smaller standard is compared with the three in

multiple; the three compared with each other:
then all of them in series are compared with the
larger standard. The comparisons are made with
the Carey-Foster bridge.

Another method makes use of an auxiliary box
of five resistances having nominal values of i, iV-2,

2, .3 and 4 times the resistance of the smaller stand-
ard. By means of the Carey-Foster bridge these
resistances are compared with the smaller standard
and with each other in combination. The larger
standard is then compared with them in series.

Low-resistance standards may be compared by
means of the Thomson double bridge, providing the

ratio of the resistances around the contact between
the low resistances be adjusted simultaneously with

the resistance in the main ratio arms. There may
be a distortion of the flow lines in the low resist-

ances.

AW electromotive forces are best compared by
means of some form of potentiometer.

Currents are measured by sending them through
low resistances supplied witlr side-potential terrni-

nals. The potential diffeernce between these termi-
nals is measured by means of the potentiometer.

Novelty in Arc-lamp Construction.

The lamp represented in the accompanying cut

is the invention of Mr. J. H. Hallberg of Peabody,
Mass., who assigned it to the Standard Thermometer
and Electric companj^ of that city. The lamp is

provided with a double-throw switch in the top and
a resistance coil of bare wire, with provision for

adjustable connection thereto, to adapt it for use

on either alternating or direct-current circuits. The
case enclosing the mechanism has a small aperture
cut in its side, affording a view of an incandescent

NO\'ELTV IN ARC-LAMP CONSTRUCTION.

lamp inside. A contact is so adjusted in position
as to complete a circuit through the incandescent
lamp when the upper carbon is nearly consumed.
This gives notice of the fact that the lamp needs
trimming, and avoids the expenditure of time neces-

sary to remove the outer and inner globes foi-

inspection of the carbons.

La Compania del Alumbrado Electrico y Fuerza
de Linares is the title of a new company recently
organized at Linares, Nuevo Leon, Mexico. It will

install a modern electric-light plant capable of op-
erating 2,000 incandescents, 35 arcs, 100 horsepower
in small motors, and 150 fans. A. W. McLimonl
is the manager, and the plant will be erected under
his supervision.
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Electric Passenger-coach Lighting.

By Emerson L. Clark.

In solving tile problem of lighting railroad passen-
ger coaches by electricity, we meet special condi-
tions which arc rarely found elsewhere. There are

two different systems, which may be mentioned
as the only feasible ones before the engineering
public to-day, i. e., that in which the current for

the entire train is furnished by one generating unit,

and that in which the current for each coach is

furnished by a separate unit, independent of the

others.

The first-mentioned system possesses several un-
desirable features. It adds another engine to the

care of the engineer, and also demands space where

FIG. I. ELECTRIC PASSENGER-COACH LIGHTING,—\OLT-
AGE REGULATOR.

there is already little room to spare. Conductors
for the current must run the entire length of the

train and there would always be danger of reversing

the connections when the car was turned with its

other end toward the engine. This would make
no difference, however, were it not for the fact that

storage batteries must be used, as there are often

times when light is needed in the coaches while the

engine is disconnected. This trouble could be done
away with by using an automatic current reverser,

but it introduces undesirable complications. The
load would also be extremely variable. Added to

this is the fact that the locomotive and the coaches,

each of which must be fitted with special apparatus,

are manufactured by different concerns, and co-
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uies in the train, it being only necessary that the
car receive motion.

The special conditions to be met with in this

independent-unit system are as follows: The gen-
erator must supply constant voltage under great
variations of speed. Current must still be supplied
to the lamps at normal voltage, when the speed of

the train has become so slow as no longer to keep
up the dynamo voltage, and also when the train

stops; this necessitates the use of storage batteries,

and consequentli' the charging current must always
flow in the same direction. The dynamo must gen-
erate current regardless of the direction in which
its armature rotates. In a successful commercial
system it is absolutely essential that all of the fore-

going operations be accomplished automatically.

To meet these requirements I have designed the

following arrangement of apparatus, which may be
of interest to the reader: Fig. i represents the

voltage regulator, in which a rheostat (R) is actuated

by a centrifugal governor (A). This latter device

is geared to the main shaft of the dynamo by a

reducing gear, and is so designed that at the highest
ordinary speeds of the train the balls will still

have a slight distance to raise. Sufficient resistance

is placed in the rheostat (R) to keep the dynamo
voltage normal if it is inserted in series with the

field windings while the dynamo is running at its

highest ordinary speed. This resistance is so di-

vided among the steps of the rheostat as to produce
as little variation in voltage as possible in passing
from one speed to another. The rheostat (R') is

an auxiliary rheostat used as a regulator when the

car is changed to a line over \vhich e.Ktraordinarily

high or low-speed trains are run. The governor
spring (S) is so adjusted that the balls cannot raise

until the dynamo has reached a speed high enough
to produce normal voltage, this speed being deter-

mined by the adjustment of the auxiliary rheostat

The dynamo used with this system has two wind-
ings on the armature, one for the storage batteries

and the other for the lamps direct. It must be

large enough to generate sufficient current and volt-

age with the fields carrying a high density of mag-
netism, and the armature revolving at a slow rate

of speed, and also when the fields are carrying a

low density of magnetism and the armature is re-

volving at a high speed. The dynamo is so large,

compared to its output, that the heating has little

effect on the voltage.

Fig. 2 represents the switching device that is made
necessary by the use of the storage battery. The
terminals of the dynamo windings are represented

by the rings marked "battery commutator" and
"lamp commutator," respectively. The high-resist-

ance magnet (a) is bridged across the circuit of the

lamp commutator, and as long as the voltage is

FIG. 2. ELECTRIC PASSENGER-COACH LIGHTING.—AUTOMATIC SWITCHING DEVICE.

opciation would be necessary to introduce the sys-

tem. As opposed to this, the axle-driven system
is self-contained and complete in itself, and all of

the apparatus is installed in a structure built by
one company. In the first sj^stem it would be nec-

essary for every engine which hauls passenger cars

to have a generating unit installed, in order to get

the full benefits of the electric system. With the

independent-unit system, however, it matters not

what draws the car or what position the car occu-

normal it holds the switch knife (B) on the contacts

CF) by its attraction for the iron armature attached

10 the switch knife (B). While the switch knife is

in this position, the lamps are in circuit with the

lamp commutator. The lamps are in circuit with

the switch contacts (D) when the knife (A) is closed

on that side. Now, when the voltage of the dynamo
drops, the magnetism in (a) decreases and its pull

upon (B) is overcome by the force of the spring

attached to (B). Thus the circuit through the con-
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tacts (F) is broken, and that through the storage
battery, lamps and contacts (G) is established. When
the voltage again rises the magnet overcomes the
spring and the lamps are switched from the storage
battery back to the dynamo.
We will now turn to the charging of the storage

batteries. The charging circuit is in series with
the battery commutator, the batteries, the contact
points (H), the series magnet (b) and the contact
points (D). The switch (C) is designed to prevent
the batteries from receiving an overcharge. The
counter electromotive force of the batteries rises as
the charge increases. When they are fully charged
the charging current will have fallen off several
amperes if maintained at the same voltage. This
allows the spring connected to (C) to break the
contact at (H), thus opening the charging circuit.
The magnet (b) being in series with the charging
circuit could not of itself again close the circuit,
hence use is made of the auxiliary magnet (c) below
magnet (b). This is bridged across the storage-bat-
tery circuit in series with the switch contacts (I)
at switch (C), (J) on the right of switch (B) and
(K) on the left of switch (B). When the switch (C)
closes the contacts (H) the switch (T) is forced
open by the rod (L) if it is not already open. The
contacts (I) and (J) are so arranged that they are
not broken until just after the contacts (H) have
been closed.

When the charging current becomes so weak as
to release the switch (C), the contact (I) is closed,
and if the lamps are run by the dynamo the con-
tacts (K) will also be closed, leaving only the con-
tact (J) to be closed to complete the auxiliary mag-
net circuit. But, as the batteries are charged, "it

will be unnecessary to complete the charging circuit
until they have been used. As soon as the lamps
are thrown on to the battery by the switch (B), how-
ever, the switch (J) is closed by the knife pressing
against the arm of (J). Now the contacts (K) are
open, but when the lamps are again switched back
on the dynamo the contacts (K) are closed and
the auxiliary circuit completed, which, through the
auxiliary magnet, again closes the charging circuit.

FIG. 3. ELECTRIC PASSENGER COACH LIGHTING — CUR-
RENT REVERSER.

In so doing it opens the switch (J) by means of the

bar (U.
A switching device is also used to protect both

the batteries and the lamps against excessive voltage
should the soeed go beyond the control of the gov-
ernor. It consists of a switch actuated by the
other pole of the magnet (a), opposed by the spring
attached to (A). When the voltage goes beyond
the limit, both the charging and the dynamo-lighting
circuits are broken and the lamps are thrown on to

the batteries through the contacts (E). As soon
as the dynamo circuits are broken the voltage rises

slill higher. The spring (Y) is designed to com-
pensate for the extra attraction of the magnet, due
to this rise in voltage.

All of the contacts should be carefully and ac-
curately made, pliable and free from excessive fric-

tion. It is v/ell known that the attractive force of

a magnet increases as the distance between it and
the object attracted becomes less. The opposing
springs are so designed that their tension increases

on being stretched out in the same ratio as the
attractive force of the magnet increases. In this

wav the device is well balanced and is regulated

as accurately as may be necessary by the variations

in the current.

Fig. ^ represents the last special device. Its pur-

pose is to reverse the shunt-field winding when
the direction of the motion of the car is reversed.

It is well known that after a dynamo has been
run in one direction it will not build up when the

direction of rotation is reversed, unless the field
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connections are also reversed. When the motion

of the car is reversed the main current changes its

direction. So the wires leading to the storage bat-

tery are also wired to the current reverser. This

apparatus is not shown in Fig. 2. The reverser

consists of a double-pole, double-throw switch,

actuated by the threaded mechanism shown in Fig.

3. The slot in the switch arm (A) is engaged by

the pin (C) in the block (D), whose threads match

(.F). The springs (B) (B) keep the block (D) firmly

against the threads (F), ready to catch as soon as

the motion is reversed. When the motion is re-

versed, the block moves to the other end of the

threads, carrying with it the switch knife (A), thus

reversing the current. (E) is geared by suitable

reducing gear to the moving parts.

General Electric Company's Expansion
in Canada.

[From the Canadian correspondent of the Western Electrician.]

The deal between the Canadian General Electric

company of Toronto, Ont,, and the Royal Electric

company of Montreal, Que., has been fully con-

summated, and from It the latter company will get

upward of $1,000,000 as the result of its disposal of

its manufacturing plant. This deal means the estab-

lishment of a gigantic electrical manufacturing trust

in Canada with a capital of $60,000,000 at its back.

The General Electric company acquires the manu-
facturing establishment only, and the plant and
real estate in connection therewith, formerly the

property of the Royal company, and will in future
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Rotary Converters and Motor-gener-
ators.

By Frank C. Perkins.

Part III.

Alternating-direct Motor-generators for Arc

Lighting.

One of the most practical and important uses of

the motor-generator is that of supplying the neces-,

sary constant current for series arc-lighting circuits

on our city streets. The most practical form, and
that most extensively used, is- to connect up arc-

lighting machines at both ends of an alternating-

current motor. At the Buffalo General Electric

lighting power station a large number of these com-
binations have been installed and have given excel-

lent satisfaction. A 125-light Brush arc dynamo is

coupled at each end of a 200-horsepower sychro-

nous motor. The motor operates at 500 revolutions

a minute, and is supplied with an alternating current

having a freciuency of 25 cycles a second at a po-

tential of .^=;o volts. The arc machines, each having

a capacity of 125 lights, supply a constant direct cur-

rent of 9.6 amperes, at a potential of from 6.000 to

7,000 volts.

While there is no question but that the rotary

converter is more satisfactory for many classes of

work, it is generally conceded that the motor-gen-

'erator is better for supplying current for arc-lighting

circuits. The reason is that special arc-lighting ma-
chines, such as the Thomson-Houston, Brush, Wood
and Westinghouse types, may be operated by al-

FIG. 9. rotary converters AND MOTOR-GENERATORS.—ROTARY
PLANT.

carry on the manufacturing business formerly done
by the Royal, while the latter company will confine

itself to supplying light and power on an extensive

by the Royal, while the latter company will confine

large expenditures for improvements, and, among
other things, will begin putting its wires under-
ground at the opening of spring. It is estimated

that three seasons will be required to complete this

important work of transformation, the cost of which
will probably exceed $1,000,000. In connection with

this deal, also, the union of all the lighting compa-
nies in the city of Montreal is contemplated, the

first move of which will probably be the associa-

tion of the Montreal Gas and the Royal Electric

companies.

INSTALLATION AT NIAGARA ELECTRO-CHEMICAL

Tests of Illumination at Pan-American
Exposition.

An elaborate display of electric-lighting cf^i^ecls

has been designed for the grounds of the Pan-Amer-
ican Exposition, to be held at Buffalo next year.

The many buildings are to be outlined and made
brilliant with incandescent lamps and on December
7th the first trial of the lighting scheme was made
in the presence of the board of architects and other
officials. The trial is said to have been a pro-
nounced success, the many colors upon the tall

towers of the Machinery and Transportation build-

ing, where the trials were made, showing to excel-

lent advantage. On the evening of the 8th another
trial was made with even greater satisfaction to the

exposition officials. These trials of the lighting

effects mark an important period in the bnilding
of the exposition.

The city of Joncsboro, Ga., contemplates the erec-

tion of an electric-light plant.

ternating-current motors without difificulty in many
cases.

From the point of efficiency, the rotary converter
usually has the advantage of any motor-generator
set. If the motor and generator of a large and well-

supported motor-generator each has an efficiency of

95 per cent., the total efficiency of the apparatus
would not exceed 90 per cent., and in smaller equip-

ments the efficiency would run as low as 80 or 85
per cent, while a rotary converter may be con-
structed at even a higher efficiency than the generator
alone, since the weight of the armature may be less,

thus resulting in a lower hysteresis loss. Even
includiner the loss of the static transformer used
with the rotary converter, the efliciency of the com-
bination may be higher than that of a motor-gen-
erator set.

Electrolytic Rotaries.

The electrolytic rotary converter is supplied with
alternating current or direct current of the available
potential at the receiving terminals and delivers a di-

rect current of the necessary potential for use in elec-

trolytic work. The mechanical design of this rotary
generator is usually similar to that of a direct-current

generator. The field poles are laminated and held in

a cast-iron circular frame. The armature is frequently
ironclad, and the core is built up of thin steel plates
of the best magnetic quality. Copper of the highest
conductivity is required for the winding. The com-
mutator and winding arc similar to those of a

direct-current generator, but the shaft carries in

addition to the commutator a number of collector
rings similar to those used in a polyphase alternat-
ing-current generator, if the transformation is made
from a polyphase alternating power-transmission
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circuit. Alternating current is supplied to the col-

lector rings and the machine runs as a synchronous
polyphase motor. Direct current is then taken from
the commutator, precisely as it is collected from
the commutator of an ordinary direct-current gen-
erator. Fig. 7 shows the armature winding for a

500-kilowatt Westinghouse rotary converter, with
the rotor of an induction starting motor on the end
of the shaft.

There is a definite relation in any rotary converter

between the alternating-current potential applied at

the collector rings and the direct-current potential

delivered at the commutator. This depends upon
the number of phases and upon the wave form of

the electromotive force, which in turn is determined

FIG. 7. ROTARY CONVERTERS AND MOTOR-GENERATORS.
—ARMATURE FOR 50O-KILOWATT ROTARY AND

STARTING MOTOR.

by the shape of the pole-pieces, but, in general, the

direct-current potential is about 40 per cent, higher

than that of the alternating current in two-phase,

and about 60 per cent, higher in three-phase rotary

converters. The direct-current voltage required for

electrolytic purposes varies according to the nature

of work in each case, but it is ahvays comparatively

low.

In plants for the transmission and distribution of

power the potential of the alternating current in the

transmitting or distributing circuits is usually much
higher than that required at the collector rings of

the rotary converter. It is therefore necessary to

use step-down transformers, which receive ihe cur-

rent from the transmission line and reduce the al-

ternating-current potential to the value which will

produce the required direct-current potential at the

commutator. The step-down transformers can be

readily arranged for delivering a variable voltage.

A number of terminals may be provided, to any one

FIG. S. ROTARY CONVERTERS AND MOTOR-GENERATORS.
—600-KILOWATT ROTARY AT PITTSBURG REDUC-

TION WORKS.

of which the rotary converters may be connected.
When it is desired to make changes in the electro-

motive force while the rotary is in operation, a

regulator is provided by which the change from
terminals can be readily made, thus enabling the

alternating voltage supplied to, and consequently
the direct-current voltage delivered by, the rotary
converter to be varied at will.

A rotary converter runs at a perfectly definite

speed as a synchronous motor. A machine which
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is designed for giving the best conditions under

normal operation has very poor starting conditions,

i. e., a very heavy current is required to start itself.

To avoid this heavy current it is the practice of

the Westinghousc Electric and Manufacturing com-
pany to start the rotary by means of a small induc-

tion motor, which requires a comparatively small

current.

One of the most interei-ting installations of rotary

converters in the country is that in the works of

the Pittsburg Reduction company at Niagara Falls.

Each of the live rotaries in this plant (one of which

is shown in Fig. 8) is designed to deliver 600 kilo-

watts at 160 volts direct current. They are driven

by a two-phase alternating current, received from

the Niagara Falls Power company at 2,200 volts

and reduced by step-down transformers to 115 volts.

tite.. mmk^. -ii^i

FIG. 10. ROTAKY CONVERTERS AND MOTCR-GENERATORS.
— 175-KILCWATT ROTARY CONVERTER.

These machines have 16 poles and are operated at a

speed of 1S8 revolutions a minute. Their commu-
tators are of very large size, 3,750 amperes being

delivered from each machine through carbon

brushes. The General Electric company, which
built these rotaries, adopted a method of construc-

liou bv v/hich the commutator is kept cool by ven-

lilalion in the following manner: Through the

commutator spider air is drawn, and, after passing

over an extended surface inside the commutator,
it passes out between the laminations of the armature

and around the leads from the windings to the

commutator. The direct current supplied by these

rotaries at 160 volts is used in the manufacture of

aluminum by the Hall process.

Niagara Falls furnishes other interesting elec-

trolytic plants, and In all of jti?.em the alternating

current received from the Niagara Falls Power
company's plant is utilized, being stepped down in

potential by transformers and converted to direct

current by rotary converters. At the plant of the

Niagara Electro-chemical company there are four

175-kilowatt rotaries. Two of these machines, the

switchboard and the shaft ejids of the other two
units are shovvu In Fig. g. These rotaries operate

at '500 revolutions a minute and are supplied by a

two-phase current of 3.000 alternations a minute.

the transformers receiving their current at 2,200

volts from the distributing circuits of the Niagara

Falls Power company. The direct current is used

for reducing the metallic sodium from caustic soda

and sodium peroxide by the Castner process. The

. g^t -

FIG. 12. ROTARY CONVERTERS AND MOTOR-GENERATORS.
I26-KILOWATT ROTARY CONVERTER.

direct-current output of each machine is 1,050 am-
peres at a potential varying from 125 volts to 165

volts.

This variation is obtained by varying the al-

ternating current from 100 to 130 volts. This is

accomplished by changing the ratio of the

orimarv and secondary turns in the lowering trans-

formers by means of a special regulating apparatus.

The Westinghousc rotary-converter field casting is

divided vertically and set upon ways on the bed

plate, which is a separate casting. The two sides of

the field can be moved away from the armature in

a horizontal direction by means of a ratchet, pro-

vided for this purpose. This operation is indicated

in the end elevation of the outline drawing of one
of these machines, shown in Fig. 10. The direct-

current brush holders are carried by brackets pro-

jecting from a ring concentric with and supported

by the field. By means of a hand wheel and worm
gear all the brushes may be simultaneously adjusted.

At the Mathieson Alkali Works there are in op-

eration II 126-kilowatt rotary converters, for use

In electrolytic work. A view of these machines is

given in Fig. 11. The rotaries operate at 500 rev-

olutions a minute and transform two-phase current

from the Niagara Falls Power company's circuits

into direct current. The Mathieson Alkali Works
manufacture caustic soda, bleaching powder and
other chemicals by the Castner electrolytic process.

The potential at which the direct current is delivered

from the rotaries can be varied from 180 to 230

volts by regulating the potential of the alternating

current supplied to the machines. The rotaries are

supplied with small pulleys and are started by means
of a Tesla polyphase motor mounted upon a porta-

ble truck. The transformer and converter room Is

125 feet long and 40 feet wide and adjoins the cell

room on the north side. Through the rotary con-

verters about 2,000 horsepower is usually converted

from 2,200 volts al'ternating current at a frequency of

25 cycles a second, after being transformed down to

J20 volts, to a direct current of about 200 volts. An
outline dravring of one of these rotaries Is given

In Fig. 12. It Is necessary to keep the voltage

proportional to the number of electrolytic cells In

use, and the controllers for this purpose are mounted
on switchboards extending the whole length of the

Electric Motors in Foreign Shipbuild-
ing Plants.

In a paper entitled "Notes of Recent Improve-
ments in Foreign Shipbuilding Plants" read before
the recent meeting of the Society of Naval Archi-
tects and Marine Engineers in New York by As-
sistant Naval Constructor H. G. Gillmor, the author
makes the following reference to the use -^f electric

motors:
"While the gas engine sei'ves very well for many

purposes about the shipyard, It is not adapted to the
direct driving of the several heavy machines, sub-
ject to more or less intermittent working, which
have so prominent a place in a shipbuilding plant.

In connection, then, with the changes in which the
steam engine is supplanted by the gas engine for
some purposes it is not surprising to find its place
for other purposes being taken by the electric motor.
In the general Industrial applications of electricity

we are in this country well In advance of the ol^
world; but In Its application as a medium for the
transmission and distribution of power In a shipyard
a great deal is being done abroad. Central electrical

power stations have been established In or are pro-
jected for many, both of the larger and more im-
portant yards and of those less prominent in the
industry. Dynamos of various types and manufac-
ture are employed, thoueh, so far as observed, they
were direct-current machines, working at about no
volts. They supply current for both light and power
and are driven both by steam and by gas engines,
though steam-engine driving is at present the more
general.

"There are numerous examples of electric motors
having taken the place of steam engines for driving
all the heavy and fairly wldeh"" separated tools of the
plating shops. In many cases motor driving has

FIG. II. ROTARY .CONVERTERS AND MOTOR-GENERATORS.—ROTARIES AT MATHIESON ALKALI WORKS.

room, in a row between the rotaries and the static

transformers. On these switchboards are also

mounted the instruments, field rheostats, main pri-

mary switches and fuse boxes.

The output of a rotary converter is greater for

the same weight than a direct-current generator,

particularly if it Is operated by a polyphase alter-

nating current. A monophase rotary converter will

not give as large an output for the same weight as a

polyphase converter. The armature reaction is very

slight in the latter, as the reactions in the armature

resulting from the alternating and direct currents

are equal and opposite. In the monophase con-

verter this is also true to a certain extent, but there

exists in addition a turning flux, or a frequency

double that of the potentials at the brushes. Good
commutation Is also more easily obtained In a

rotary converter than in a direct-current generator,

while the same overload and sparking limits can be

considered as in a direct-current generator. If the

frequency of the supply system to which the rotary

is connected is variable, the speed of the converter

will likewise vary. The variations occur rapidly in

a supply circuit, and the rotary-converter armature

is not able to follow them, causing a pulsation In

the speed of the armature called "hunting." It is

essential that the generator speed be uniform.

[To he coiichided.^

been satisfactorily applied to machines not originally

Intended to be so driven. The employment of elec-

tricity to this purpose seems to have given entire

satisfaction, and there are many yards in which.
after trial in a small way, they are extending Its

application as rapidly as circumstances permit, with
the intention of ultimately applying it to all the
heavy machines of what may be called the shipbuild-

er's side of the yard. The motors have shown them-
selves capable of working continuously or intermit-
tently for long periods with at any rate not more at-

tention than is generally required for steam engines
employed for the same purposes, and provided with
no other orotectlon from the weather and the dust
than a light wooden box or house with end panels
of finely perforated tin or iron gauze. It may also

be mentioned that It has been found practicable to
place the care and management of the wiring and
motors In the hands of men. in some cases appren-
tices just out of their time, whose wages certainly
would not entitle them to be designated highly paid
specialists."

The Western Reserve Trust company of Cleveland,

Ohio, has bought the Elgin City. Carpentersvllle

and Aurora elcLtric railway 'for $550,000. The road

was capitalized for $500,000. The new_ owners will

take possession January ist. and will improve and
extend the system.

New Central Power Station at Seattle.

The Seattle Electric company of Seattle. Wash.,
plans to build a central power station at a cost of

$750,000 to $r.ooo.ooo. The power station will rest

on a pile foundation of 3.000 piles, surmounted by
eight feet of solid concrete. The station will be built

of steel, brick and stone. There will be i.ooo tons
of steel used in the framing and columns. The
boilers v/Ill be located on the third story of the
building and will be fed with coal by automatic
stokers. There will be two large Mcintosh & Sey-
mour engines of 4.000 horsepower each. They will

be direct-connected with alternating-current electric

generators, each having a total capacity in electric

power of 2.300 kilowatts. There will be a large steel

traveling crane operated by electricity.
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Before the next issue of the Western Electrician

i.s in the hands of its readers the last Christmas

of the century will have been celebrated. Wc
trust that the great holiday of this closing year will

bring to each reader of this journal more of peace

j'.nd good will than any of its predecessors, and

that all may join in cheerful earnestness in the

heartfelt toast of Tiny Tim.

The next number of the Western Eiectrician vvlil
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be the last of the year, and will be issued with the

index for the half-yearly volume. The succeeding

issue will be the Twentieth Centtiry Souvenir Num-

ber, and extensive preparation is making to the

end that it may be really worthy of the import-ant

turning point which it signalizes.

Even electric-light companies, exemplary cor-

porations as they usually are, sometimes fall out,

but it is generally due to competition in the same

city, and seldom involves a state boundary, as is

the case in an interesting and probably unprece-

dented case in New England. Tliis contest arises

over the right to sell electric light and power in

the town of Tiverton, R. I., and is likely to re-

sult in Htigation between the Fall River Electric

Light company, a Massachusetts corporation, and

the Tiverton Electric Light company of Tiverton,

R. I., a Rhode Island organization. The Tiverton

company was granted a charter recently by the town,

giving it the exclusive right in that place to sell light

and electric power. The Fall River compatiyhas been

serving the residents of North Tiverton with elec-

tricity for some time, and the Tiverton corporation

has lodged a protest against such action. Injunc-

tion proceedings are promised if the Fall River

company persists, and as the charters of two states

are likely to be called into question and some im-

portant law points involved, the United States

courts will probably be called upon to take up

the questions at issue.

Independent telephony appears to make as slow

progress in New York as in Chicago What is the

trouble? Are there influences at work to make a

bluff at competition merely to keep the people

quiet? The, New York Vigilant, the organ of

the Parkhurst society in the warfare against Tam-
maiiy in that city, appears to take this view of the

case in a recent article on telephone subways.

The New York Telephone company, the writer

says, pays nothir.sr for the valuable franchise of car-

rying v^ires under the streets. Testimony taken

before the Mazet investigating committee tending

to show that the telephone company and the subway

company were one concern is reproduced, and the

article relates that it was not until after the inquiry

had begun that Darwin R. James of the People's

Telephone company was able to get a permit to

use the subway from Commissioner Kearny. After-

ward it appeared that on the day before this per-

mit was issued the Knickerbocker Telephone com-

pany, "controlled by Mr. Whitney and his asso-

ciates," got a permit to the same effect. The writer

then asks of Mr. James and his associates: "Is it not

a fact that as soon as you were in position to do

business you found yourselves confronted, not only

with the old telephone company, but with new

companies (at least on new paper)? Did not inter-

ested persons endeavor to secure control of your

company? Did you not beat them off for a time?

Did you not finally realize that it was a losing bat-

tle? Have you not recently surrendered your Peo-

ple's Telephone company to one of its newly

formed rivals, and has not the opposition to the

New York Telephone company's expensive mo-

nopoly thus been entirely destroyed?"

This charge is indirectly put. and it is not ex-

plained how Mr. James and his associates were

brought to realize that they were fighting a "losing

battle" after having secured permission to use the

subways; but it is certain that the telephone situa-

tion, both in New York and Chicago, is unsatis-

factory from a competitive viewpoint.

A telephone lineman is not indispensable to every

household, -oerhaps; but when a burglar is shut up

in a closet near the telephone it is certainly very

convenient to have someone who can cut in on

the circuit and give the alarm without frighten-

ing the burglar to desperation. This curious

combination of circumstances' actually befell in

New York a few days ago, if the newspapers

of that town are to be relied upon. A servant

discovered a strange man in a closet, and, wield-

ing her broom in an apparently unconcerned man-

ner while cleaning the room, succeeded in closing

the door without arousing the suspicions of the

intruder. But the telephone was near the closet

door and the girl could not summon assistance

by its aid without apprising the burglar. It hap-

December 22, igoo

pened that some telephone linemen were in the

yard making repairs on a wire that runs to another

house on the block. The servant saw them from
the window, and knew what they were there for.

She went downstairs, told her story to the linemen

and asked for suggestions. The men promptly
broke a wire, attached a testing instrument and
called up a downtown exchange. Then they got

the man of the house on the other end of the wire

and that surprised individual summoned the police.

who captured the still unsuspecting marauder in

due form. Such an unusual chain of events would
be deemed highly improbable in a novel, but the

comibination of a plucky and quick-witted servant

girl and equally intelligent telephone linemen seejns

to be irresistible.

The electric-railway situation in Connecticut is

of peculiar interest. Owing to conditions that, while

they are not confined to Connecticut, have grown
out of the great expansion of the electric-railway

business to a peculiar degree, in that state, the crop

of petitions to the Legislature this year will be ex-

traordinary. Nearly every company in the state

will have some request to make. There is the possi-

bility of a hard contest between the rival interests in

the steam and electric roads of the state. There
are at present three sets of contestants for public

patronage in the light railways of Connecticut. Of
these the locally controlled trolley roads form one

class. In a second division is the electrical depart-

ment of the Consolidated road. The third class is

the group of trolley and electric-lighting companies

that is owned or controlled by the United Gas Im-
provement company of Philadelphia and New York.

The relations of the steam and electric railways

throughout the whole extent of lower New England
are complicated, as shown by a recent article by
George E. Walsh in the Western Electrician, but

Connecticut seems to be the storm center just at

present.

Reference was made in this journal a month ago'

to a suit for damages brought against a New York
central-station company by a woman who com-
plained of the noise, smoke and vibration of an

adjacent power house. In that case the Appellate

Court cut down a substantial verdict for the plaintiff

to six cents on purely legal grounds. In a more
recent case of the same general nature, in which

a perpetual restraining order was asked, Justice

Ingraham of the Appellate Division of the Supreme
Court of New York refused to grant the injunction

desired and pointed out the necessity of electric-

light plants and other establishments of like nature.

The defendant in this case was the Mount Morris

Electric Light company, and the station complained

of is at Vandani and Greenwich streets, New York
city. It appears that during the last 10 years the

neighborhood has changed from one of a residen-

tial characte.r to one devoted to manufacturing and

business purposes. "Existing modern conditions,"

says the court, "require the use of steam or other

power in conducting the affairs and transacting the

business of large cities. In the natural order of

things, certain portions of the city are devoted to

manufacturing purposes, where machinery is used.

For courts of equity to enjoin the use of machinery

in such portions of the city, on the complaint of a

property owner, who' has not seen fit to use his

property as the other property in the locality or

neighborhood is used, would result in banishing

from the city the establishments which are essential

to. its welfare, the comfort of its inhabitants and

the transaction of Its business. '"-' * * The fur-

nishing of electricity for lighting and power is

recognized as essential for the public welfare and

convenience, and if the defendant is enjoined by the

court, if does not appear that there is any other sit-

uation In the city to which its plant could be re-

moved. If a property owner can obtain an injunc-

tion restraining persons using machinery upon prop-

erty in a locality like that described in this action,

all business requiring the use of such machinery

would be banished from the city of New York, the

production of electricity prevented, and the streets

of the city left unh'ghted." This language is coih-

forting to the downtown central-station man; but the

fact remains that the modern tendency to erect large

generating plants at points comparatively remote

from crowded centers of population is the right one

and should be encouraged.
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Commercial Automobile Vehicles.
By George E. Walsh.

The automobile industry in the East is just enter-

ing on a career that will establish an unprecedented
revolution in one phase of transportation. When the

new automobile companies were organized two years

ago in such numbers that it looked as if the indus-

try bid fair to outdistance nearly all other manu-
facturing branches in the amount of invested capi-

tal, they were formed for the most part without
a thorough comprehension of the trade conditions.

The automobile had not then reached the stage of

perfection where capital was justified in seeking in-

vestment to the extent of tens of millions of dollars.

The automobile for pleasure had hardly passed out

oi, the experimental era, and the commercial auto-

mobile was far from being completed.

The two years of practical demonstration of the

value of the motor vehicles for pleasure and business

purposes have considerably clarified the atmosphere,

and the automobile business was never on a firmer

and more practical basis than at present. The auto-

mobile shows and exhibitions held in the leading

cities o£ the country are only straws indicating the nat-

ure of the trade. In the East there have been radical

changes in the last six months, which will illustrate

the meaning of the future developments of the trade.

There is first the remarkable demand and manu-
facture of the motor trucks and vehicles for carry-

ing purposes. The success of these have only re-

cently been demonstrated. At nearly all the former
exhibitions it has been the pleasure vehicle that

has attracted attention, but now the commercial auto-

mobile is pre-eminently the vehicle of the day. It

is in this field that the automobile must make its

njark if it is to succeed at all. If a good commercial
type of motor truck cannot be built, fully one-half

the investments now put in companies manufacturing
automobiles must fail to earn interest. But there is

no question about the success of the light and heavy
motor trucks and wagons. In New York city a

score of light delivery wagons are constantly em-
ployed in delivering articles for the department
stores, v/hile full}' as many more are owned and
operated by other retail concerns, such as shoe, cloth-

ing and drug firms. These light delivery wagons
have already saved their owners a fair amount over

the old expense of operating stables full of horses.

In the holiday trade the large department stores are

rushed so with their deliveries that it has been the

custom to employ all extra express wagons they

could find during the month of December. There
are 10 new automobile delivery wagons which will

be put into service in time for the holiday trade, and

it is the opinion of the leading department-store

managers that these horseless delivery wagons will

facilitate the delivery, of Christmas goods so that

few extra wagons will have to be employed.

Even more important than these light delivery

wagons for the retail stores are the heavy motor
trucks which have been ordered by the same large

stores for handling heavier goods. Altman & Co.,

one of the first dry-goods dealers to use the elec-

tric \vagon, have a type of the new motor trucks in

use now for transferring goods from downtown to

the uptown districts. This truck is 14 feet long,

weighs three tons, and has a battery capacity of up-

ward of 20 miles on one charge. DupHcates of this

truck have been ordered by several other stores, and
Wanamaker operates one nearly as large for the

same purpose. One such ' truck can carry a load

equal to that of several team loads In much less

time and at less cost.

The appearance of these heavy trucks in the dry-

goods district promises soon to revolutionize the

vrhole business in the downtown region. But it is

not alone in the city proper that these big trucks and
light delivery wagons are used. One express com-
pany makes its deliveries and collections in the sub-

urbs by an electric vehicle which covers nearly 70
miles a day regularly. This one motor wagon does
the work of two of the old wagons, and it has been
found to pay for the cost of the investment within

the first year.

What applies to New York city and vicinity is

just as applicable to most of the large eastern cities

and country districts where the roads are good. The
successful use of the automobile and motor truck

presupposes good roads, and this question is receiv-

ing more attention than ever before as a result. It

is now being realized that the general adoption of the

electric-motor trucks and vehicles in the country
will save thousands of dollars in road taxes. The
lessened wear on the macadamized roads of the coun-
try and the asphalt roads of the towns and cities has
been appreciated by the taxpayers, and recent town
meetings in New England have been signalized by
resolutions recommending the more general use of

motor trucks where the heavy traffic makes the cost

of road repair heavy and burdensome. It looks very

much from the general interest that the taxpayers
of town and country are taking in the question
that the demand for motor trucks and automobiles
will increase at an unprecedented rate.

With the companies on a sound basis, and prac-
tical working machines in general use to demon-
strate their fitness for certain lines of work, the
automobile industry in the East will begin the new
century with an outlook of the most favorable kind.

Competent authorities estimate that from $10,000,000
to $20,000,000 will be spent a year for automobiles
and motor trucks from now on. Last year not far

from $3,000,000 was spent in purchasing
automohues, and the present year will probably
double that amount. Beginning with the first of the
3'ear it Is believed that the amount will steadily in-

crease for the next five years, bringing up the total

for the five years to something like $100,-

000,000. Such an amount would never be
spent for the pleasure vehicles alone. It would be
inconceivable that even $3,000,000 a year would
be put in purely pleasure vehicles, and for this

remarkable increase In the expenditures we must
look to the "business world.

The business or commercial types of electric

vehicles are of two distinct classes. The heavy
trucks have become popular only after the light ones
demonstrated their fitness and value. The latter have
been in use for several years, but the heavy trucks
are the outgrowth of the present season's experiments
and practical demonstrations. The heavy cost of the

latter class of machines has made many houses slow
in adopting them. In fact, American manufacturers
of automobiles have had to create a demand for their

vehicles from the first, while in Europe there was a

market for them several years ago. For this rea-

son Europeans have largely set the fashion in auto-
mobile shows, experiments and types. With a legiti-

mate boom once started in this country, there is a

fair chance for this country to excel all others in the

number and variety of motor trucks and pleasure

automobiles sold.

One of the eastern steam roads has recently placed
an order for six heavy motor trucks to be used in

rural districts along the line of competing trolleys to

collect freight, express matter and the mails. It is be-

lieved that these trucks will furnish the connecting
link between the steam roads and the small rural

hamlets to make rapid delivery of mail and other

packages a reality. One of the difficulties of the

steam roads has been met in this way. If the new ex-

permient proves successful other roads will quickly

follow suit, and the demand for the trucks will re-

ceive a new impulse. Several short stage lines for

carrying passengers between important points have
already been equipped with large passenger auto-

mobiles, to the great comfort and pleasure of the

traveling public as well as to the proht of the operat-

ing companies.

Franchise of Denver Company At-
tacked,

An attack has been made on the franchise under
which the Lacombe Electric company is installing

an electric-light plant in the city of Denver. The
franchise provides that at the end of 10 years the

city shall acquire possession of the arc plant, a

certain amount being paid to the company each year.

The company has been proceeding rapidly with the

installation since the franchise was granted last

spring. The poles have been set throughout the
city and work on the power station is well under
way. It has been predicted that the company would
meet with bitter opposition and a rate war has been
threatened by the Denver Gas and Electric company.
The present attack on the company's franchise is

brought by a resident of Denver, who sues as a
taxpayer. It does not appear what interest, if any,
has Inspired the suit, of which the title is "The
People of the State of Colorado on the Relation of
Lillie C. Ames against Charles F. Lacombe, the La-
combe Electric company and the City Construction
company." The original franchise was granted to
i!vlr. Lacombe and assigns, and was taken over by
the Lacombe Electric company. The construction
work was undertaken by the City Construction com-
pany, a corporation organized for this purpose by
members of the Lacombe Electric company. The
bill of complaint sets out that for eight months
the defendants have been erecting poles, stringing
wires and introducing apparatus for conveying elec-
tricitv "without right, privilege or authority.'' It

.'States that the law provides that no such franchise
shall be exercised without the consent of the proper
authorities and prescribes the means by which such
consent shall be obtained. The plaintiff holds that
the franchise is illegal because it was not adver-
tised, as the law provides, and that certain changes
made in the original ordinance were never adver-
tised or referred back from the Board of Super-
visors, where they originated, to the Board of Al-
dermen. Tht complaint asks that the defendants
be ousted from the exercise of the franchise. A
bitter fight is predicted in the litigation.

BOOK TABLE.
The Progress OF Invention in the Nineteenth Cen-

tury. By Edward W. Byrn. New York": Munn
& Co. 1900. Pp., X., 474, 6Va by 9^ inches, with
306 illustrations. Price, $3.

It is highly probable that the thirty-first day of
this montn and the Iirst day ot next montti win not
ditler very much trom typical December and Jan-
uary days 01 many years, liut as man, with his 10
digits, counts easuy in tens and hundreds, it has
come to pass that we note the passage 01 tne years
in decades, centuries and muieniums. At the end
of 10 years we change the date lines on our omce
stationery and taKe a census; atter 10 decades we
squaUDle about the exact aate 01 the century ending
and do a prodigious amount ot reviewing and seii-

congratuiaiion; at the completion ol a miilenium

—

but that IS a large subject, and it may Dest he left

to the great-grandcnnuren ot the present reader
and the present writer as they scan the pages of
the Vvestern Llectncian ot the closing days 01 the
year 2,000. Vvhat wiU those pages oe nice.'' To
what activities and benehccnces win our successors
ot a hundred years hence devote themselves i" No
attempt can be made to answer these questions, of
course, that is not pure speculation, it is a soDenng
retldction that the mysterious and impenetrable, yet
inevitably magnihccnt and glorious, I'uture casts
on the irresent. it makes it evident that, alter all,

a review ot what has been done in the conveniently
computed period ot 100 years is worth while as
an earnest of the future accomplishment ot the
human race.

in the liood of "nineteenth century" literature

that is now beginning, Mr. iiyrn's book occupies
an important and usciul place, it is a worthy at-

tempt to present a birdseye view ot the material, or,

more specihcaily, the mechanical, progress 01 the
world since the year i8oo—a period unique in inven-
tion, seemingly "a grand climax ot discovery rather
than an increment 01 growth," to use the words of
the author, i he writer of the book set for
himselt an ambitious task, but his worK has been
well executed on the lines of the popular volume
which he undertooK; to make. Certamiy, the more
important electrical invenuons have not been neg-
lected. Uf the 32 descriptive chapters, eight are
devoted to subjects exclusively electrical, and in

three others electro-chemistry, electric automoDiles
and the electrolytic reduction ot metals are consid-
ered, in the "L-nronology of Leading inventions of
the Nineteenth Century'' the hrst entry in 1800
(which was in the eighteenth century, by the way)
is Volta's battery, while the next to the last entry,
tor 1^599, relates to wireless telegraphy. In general,
electrical inventions are well covered, although there
seems to be no specitic allusion to electric heating
and cooking, the telautograph and the electrical

transmission ol pictures. Besides the introductory
matter and the chronology relerred to, the general
plan of the book provides for a chapter for each
group of inventions, as "The Electric Telegraph,"
"The Steam Engine," "Chemistry" and '.he like.

The whole held ot invention is surveyed, but, neces-
sarily, the descriptions are brief and sketchy. An
index is included 111 the volume and is the more val-

uable as no page references are given in the table

of contents. The book is well printed on paper of
good quality, and although the numerous illustra-

tions vary in excellence, most of them are good.

The Management of Dynamos. By G. W. Lummls-
Paterson. London; Crosby Lockwood ik. Son.
New York: The Macmillan company. 1900. Sec-
ond edition. Pp., X., 262, with 103 diagrams and
illustrations. Price, in England, 3s. Od.

This is a second edition of an English work
brought out by the author five years ago. The
writer has undertaken to revise and bring the vol-
ume up to date, and while his success in the accom-
plishment of this object has been only partial, still

he has undoubtedly increased the value of the work
considerably. Betore taking up the main subject
suggested in the title the author considers briefly

the elementary theory of the dynamo and the electric

and magnetic principles affecting its construction,
but only in so far as they relate to the management
of the dynamo. The construction and action of the
different classes of dynamos In common use are
described in four chapters, while Chapters VIII. to
XII. treat of regulation, coupling, operation, faults

in dynamos and faults in armatures. Considerable
information is given in these chapters which would
be of much service to dynamg tenders and beginners
in the study of electrical engineering. The various
troubles and faults likely to occur in dynamo opera-
tion have been classified and described fully. The
last chapter, which is a new one, deals with the con-
struction and management of motors. Only direct-

current machines are considered in the book. The
illustrations, which are of fair quality, show dynamo
and motor connections and different types of ma-
chines. But little modern apparatus is shown or de-
scribed.

Bids will be received by the city of Litchfield,

111., until December 31st, for supplying to the city

60 or more 2,000-candlepower open-arc lights for

street lighting. Bidders are also requested to sub-

mit a proposition for the erection of an electric-light

plant of 100 lights' capacity, as above, with 60 or

more lights Installed. H. Hall, city clerk, may
be addressed.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Telephone News from tne Northwest.

The Woonsocket and Wessington Springs (S. D.)
telephone system, with about 50 miles of line and
four stations has been sold to the Dakota Cen-
tral Telephone company. The line will be extended
to Letcher and Mitchell.

The Wisconsin Telephone company has com-
pleted a toll line from Holmen to Onalaska, Wis.
The Fox River Valley Telephone company con-

templates building an electric railway from Apple-
ton to Seymour, as well as carrying out the tele-

phone projects considered. The matter will i^e de-

cided at the annual meeting, to be held at Appleton,
Wis., in January.
In an interview in Minneapohs Charles P. Burch,

the general manager of the Postal Telegraph-cable
company of New York, stated that the long-distance
telephone had not appreciably affected the use of

the telegraph. In fact, he thought it had an educa-
tional effect. It taught people the use of quick
service, and thereby made them use the telegraph
oftener. as well as the telephone.

The Johnson County mutual telephone system has
completed a line from Iowa City, Iowa, to Wind-
ham. A central station has been established at

Sharon Center. The company expects to have a

list of 100 subscribers by spring.

Musser Bros, have their new exchange at Atlan-
tic, Iowa, completed, ready for operation. The Iowa
Telephone company has notified its patrons that it

will meet the rates made by the newcomers, and a

lively war is likely. Musser Bros, are constructing
a toll line to Adair, where connection will be se-

cured with Des Moines.
The Mazomanie (Wis.) Telephone company has

constructed a hne to Arena.
The new telephone line between Grand Rapids and

Marshheld, Wis., is completed.
The telephone company at Tacoma, Wash., is

about to install two new switchboards, to meet the

demands of increashig business.

The Battle Creek Telephone company of Battle

Creek, Iowa, has been mcorporated, with $10,000
capital stock. The incorporators are W. H. James,
H. J. Snover and William Warpack.
The central office of the Warren (Minn.) exchange,

which was burned out, is being rebuilt.

1 ne rumor of the sale of the Northern Minnesota
Telephone company is denied by President Kerlin
at Park Rapids, Minn.
The Dane County Telephone company of Madi-

son, Wis., has a list of 1,120 subscribers. Five years
ago the company started with 300 connections.

Fred E. Lister, chief inspector for the Northwest-
ern Telephone Exchange company, Minneapolis, has
invented a device for lighting pay-station booths.
It consists of a two-candlepower electric lamp, which
obtains its power from a battery located in the booth.
It works automatically. When the user picks up
the book in the booth the lamp lights. Should he
not lift the book, the removal of the receiver from
the hook will also light the lamp. The company
will probably equip all its pay stations with these

lamps. Mr. Lister has applied for patents on his

invention.
The Iowa Telephone company will put its wires

in the business portion of Davenport, Iowa, under-
ground, and will erect a new central-exchange build-

ing, with other changes and improvements, at a cost
of $12^.000. The company plans to rebuild and im-
prove its exchanges in other towns in the state also.

The Bell Telephone company will soon move its

exchange in Ishpeming, Mich., to new quarters,

where a modern switchboard will be put in use.

R.

Ohio Telephone Notes.

From the present outlook, there will be some
activity in southern Ohio telephone matters within
the next few months. It seems as if the United
States Telephone company has been looking around
in that section of the state, with a view to extending
its lines, and a few days ago the Home telephone
line from GallipoHs to Middleport, along the Ohio
River, was purchased by the Cleveland company.
It is said that it will at once begin the construction
of a line up the river from Ironton to Gallipolis
and from Middleport to Marietta, the line just pur-
chased forming the connection between them. Then
new lines will be built from Point Pleasant, W. Va.,
to Hartford, and from Point Pleasant to Charleston,
thus making other valuable long-distance connec-
tions. Telephone interests have been neglected
more in that part of the state than any other, and
at the same time it is a valuable field to develop.
The stockholders of the Gallipolis Telephone

company, Gallipolis, held their annual meeting a
few days ago. The board of directors chosen con-
sists of the following-named gentlemen: C. W.
Hcnking, F. M. Bovie, C. F, Stockhoff, T. E. Brad-
bury, C. D. Kerr, W. W. Morrison and Fred J.
Bollmeycr. The board chose C. W. Hcnking presi-
dent, and F. M. Bovie, secretary and treasurer.
The Farmers' Mutual Telephone association,

Mechanicsburg, Ohio, was incorporated last week,
with a capital stock of $10,000, by H. C. Rogers
D. J. Burnham, E. W. Patrick, A. F. Burnham, O.
B. HInton and Charles W. Martin. The new com-
pany will build and operate a plant at Mechanics-
burg and in the surrounding country.

The Harrison County Telephone company of
Cadiz. Ohio, was incorporated a few days ago, with
a capital stock of $25,000, to build and operate a
plant in the town and in the counties of Harrison,
Carroll, Jefferson, Belmont, Tuscarawas and Guern-
sey. The incorporators are A. J. Vernier, C. D.
Juvinal, J. M. Schreiber, W. W. Wright, W. W.
Potts and R. Cunningham.
Arrangements have been made to connect the

Newark Telephone company with Coshocton,
Frayesburg, Warsaw and other towns in Coshocton
and Muskingum counties. This will add quite a lit-

tle to the business of that company, since there are
lines aggregating 172 miles in the two counties under
one management.
The reported consolidation of the two large tele-

phone companies of the East has caused quite a
little comment in this state, as some of the com-
panies have connections with the National Tele-
phone and Telegraph company. This is true of the

Federal of Cleveland, and through it the companies
at Youngstown and some other places will be
affected by a movement of this kind.

E. J. Clapp, who has for some years been the
manager of the Warren and Niles Telephone com-
pany, Warren, Ohio, has resigned his position, to
accept a similar place with a company at Aurora,
111. E. G. Miller, electrician of the Warren com-
panv. will succeed Mr. Clapp as manager.
The Ravenna Home Telephone company, Ra-

venna, Ohio, has placed a new long-distance switch-
board in its plant and a new power generator will

also be installed within a short time. This will

prove quite an addition to the plant. O. M. C.

Large Independent Company in West-
ern New York.

The Independent Union Telephone company of
Burtalo, iN. y., has filed its certincate of incorporation
with the secretary of state in Albany. The purpose
ot organization tberem stated is '"to own, control,
maintain and operate a line or lines of electrical

telephones within and beyond the limits of this,

(New York) state." 'the term of the corporate ex-
istence of the company is 1,000 years, i'he com-
pany is capitalized at $200,000, the stock being di-

vided into 2,000 shares ot $100 each. The states

of New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio are repre-
sented among the stockholders, but the majority
of the nine directors are Ohioans. The directors
named are as toUows: Samuel B. Rawson, Irving
H. Griswold, Addison E. Lord, Frederick V\''. Mar-
tin, Frederick H. Sudro, James A. Duke and Theo-
dore M. Brush, all of Elyria, Ohio; George H. Frost
of Bulfalo and Albert K. Smith of North Tona-
wanda. Each of these directors holds five shares
of stock, 'ihere are other Buttalo stockholders who
will be unknown for the present.

The understanding is that the new company is

formed tor the purpose of connecting a large num-
ber of local companies throughout the states 01

Ohio, Pennsylvania and New York. At present
Buffalo is dependent upon the Bell Telephone com-
pany for service connections in these three states.

The route the company intends to cover begins in
the central part ol Dunkirk, Chautauqua County,
and extends through the following-named towns and
cities: Silver Creek, Irving, Farnham, Angola,
Derby, Lake View, Blasdell, West Seneca, Bunalo.
Tonawanda, North Tonawanda, La Salle, Niagara
Falls, Lockport, Medina, Albion, HoUey, Brock-
port, Rochester, Fairport, Palmyra, Alliance, Clyde,
Savannah, Weedspprt, Memphis, Syracuse, Rome,
Utica, Herkimer, Kittle Falls, Fonda, Amsterdam,
Schenectady, Albany, Jamestown, Kennedy, Ran-
dolph, East Randolph, Salamanca, Little Valley,
Olean. EUicottville, Cattaraugus, Gowanda, Spring-
view. Warsaw, Attica, Batavia, Akron, Lancaster,
Depew. Le Roy. Perry, Charlotte, Hcneoye Falls,

Avon, Geneseo, Dansville, Canaseraga, Angelica,
Belmont. Wellsville, Cuba, Friendship, Hornells-
ville, Canisteo, Addison, Corning, Bath, Penn Yan.
Rushville, Geneva, Canandaigua, Clifton Springs,
Newark, WiUiamson. Red Creek, Oswego, Pulaski,
Williamstown, Camden, Canastota, Cazenovia, Clin-
ton, Morrisville, Hamilton, Cortland, Marathon,
Norwich, Bainbridge, Binghamton, Owego, Elmira,
Ithaca, Watkins, Waverly, Deposit, Delhi, Coopers-
town, Unadilla, Richfield Springs, Schoharie, Fort
Plain, Johnstown, Ballston Spa, Saratoga Springs
and Troy.
The Independent telephone movement is acquir-

ing great force and strength in New York state,
and it is evident that the people ol the Empire State
are soon to be greatly benefited by this active, ener-
getic competition. In Niagara Falls the Independ-
ent telephone company has several hundred sub-
scribers and is increasing its patronage every day.
There the Independent service is said to be ad-
mirable, and the people have so long been held down
by the high rates of the Bell company that they
give the preference to the home company every
time.

Two Telephone Men.
[From the Cleveland Leader.]

Cleveland is being made the battleground for one
of the most interesting skirmishes of the great tele-
phone war that is being waged over the country.
The battle is between the Bell and the non-Bell or
Independent telephone companies. Cleveland is

one of the largest cities in which the rivals have
come in contact with each other.
The generals on both sides of the local fight are

interesting men, and, although neither of them is

a Clevelander, both are well known here, for they
come to this city often to watch and direct'the prog-
ress of the battle. Both are men whose careers
have been interesting and both are among the inost
prominent figures in the national telephone war
of which the Cleveland skirmish is but a part.

Charles J. Glidden is older in the telephone busi-
ness, having been one of its pioneers, and having
been at the head of the company controlling the
Bell interests in Cleveland for years before the In-
dependent company now fighting the older one was
in existence. Judge James Milton Thomas of Chil-
licothe, Ohio, is almost equally prominent in the
Independent ranks, however, although he is a com-
parative newcomer in the telephone business. He
took up the telephone business when the Independ-
ent companies were formed to fight the Bell inter-
ests. He is now president of the Independent Tele-
phone association of the United States, and also
general manager of the United States Telephone
company of Cleveland. He has practically deserted
the practice of law for the direction of the telephone
interests.

Mr. Glidden was born in Lowell, Mass.. in 1857,
and that city is still his home. Mr. Thomas was
born in Ross County, this state, in 1858, and is a
descendant of Samuel Thomas, who came over in
the Mayfiower. Mr. Thomas is a graduate of the
Ohio Wesleyan University, and Mr. Glidden is a
graduate from the suit of a messenger l3oy to the
place of president of one of the richest telephone
corporations in the country, and he is also talked
of as a probability for the presidency of the Ameri-
can Bell Telephone company, the parent company
of all the enormous Bell interests. The presidency
is vacant because of the death of President Hudson.
As it is, he is at the head of what is said to be
the greatest operating telephone corporation in the
country, the Erie Telegraph and Telephone com-
pany, of which the Bell system in Cleveland is a
part. .

When Mr. Glidden was 14 years of age he went
to work as a messenger boy for the old Atlantic
and Pacific Telegraph company, so that he has been
in the electrical-communication business almost all

his life. Fie became manager of a branch of the
telegraph company two years later, and when the
establishment of the telephone as a commercial
enterprise began in 1877, he was a canvasser for the
original telephone company in Lowell. Later he
became secretary and treasurer of the Erie company,
and progressed through the official grades to the
presidency, to which he was elected two years ago.
Not long ago it was reported that this company
had been sold to the group of New York capitalists
of which William C. Whitney is the center, but
Mr. Glidden remains at the head of the company.
The same capitalists are interested in the Independ-
ent telephone schemes themselves, and this caused
a situation that has been puzzling outsiders who are
interested in the telephone battle, ever since the
announcement was made.
Judge Thomas' rise in the telephone world has

been equally brilliant. One of the most important,
perhaps the most important. Independent or non-
Bell telephone corporation outside of New York
is the United States Telephone company of 'this

city, the company of which Judge Thomas is gen-
eral manager. It controls the Independent long-
distance business of this state, and through com-
panies with which it has working alliances, it ex-
tends all over the middle West, and through recent
traffic arrangements with the Pittsburg and Alle-
gheny Telephone company, now connects its terri-

tory with practically the whole of the East that has
non-Bell systems developed.
Judge Thomas has been a lawyer for 16 years, and

in 1S93 was elected probate judge of his county.
His duties as general manager of the United States
Telephone company bring him to this city fre-

quently. The local Cuyahoga Telephone company
is the Cleveland factor of the United States com-
pany so far as local business is concerned, the United
States company being the long-distance company
that connects the local companies throughout its

territory with the Cleveland exchange.

President Gompcrs of the American Federation
of Labor is reported to have started a movement to
organize the telephone operators in Chicago and
get them to join the federation.

A device for sterilizing the mouthpieces of tele-
phonic apparatus by electricity has been invented.
It consists of a handle something like a tele-
phone receiver, having a hollow at one end,
in which is placed some fibrous material, with a pair
of electrodes buried in it. Through these can flow
a current of electricity, from any convenient source
of supply, presumably the telephone battery itself.

In the process of cleaning the mouthpiece the current
passes through the fibrous material and is supposed
to sterilize any bacilli that may be there.
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Small Steel Castings Made by the Sar-
gent Company.

Since March, 1900, the Sargent company of Chi-
cago has operated a plant at Chicago Heights, 111.,

manufacturing small steel castings, making the steel

by what is known as the Tropenas process. This
method was adopted after several yeais of experi-

ence with open-hearth and crucible-steel plants and
after a careful study of the subject of steel making
at home and abroad, where the Tropenas process
is in successful operation in some 40 different plants.

The Tropenas process consists in the use of spe-

cial converters in which pig-iron and selected scrap,

previously melted in a cupola, are subjected to an
air blast of three to four pounds' pressure per
square inch, directed horizontally across the top of

the molten bath. This action generates intense heat
by the combustion of the metalloids in the pig-iron,

and after a period varying from 16 to 20 minutes,
depending on the quality of the charge used, there
remains in the converter a bath of nearly pure iron.

Addition is made of ferro-manganese or ferro-sili-

con, or both, to bring up the silicon, manganese
and carbon contents to the specified proportions,
when the metal is drawn off into a ladle and poured.
The process is very simple and the product very
regular.

The peculiar advantages of the Tropenas process

lie in the fact that the resultant metal is much hotter

and consequently more fluid than that produced
b}-" any other method, and it is this fact which makes
it valuable in the manufacture of small and intricate

castings, as it can be poured over the lip of the

ladle in as small a stream as desired, and will run
through thin sections, producing solid castings free

from pin-holes and cracks. Any grade of metal is

readily produced by varying the additions. It is

consequently valuable not only in the production
of low-carbon steel of the maximum permeability,

so much desired in electrical castings, but also in

the production of special grades of hard steel for

mining-machinery parts and other purposes.
The olant at Chicago Heights is in successful op-

eration, producing from 20 to 30 tons of castings a

day, while it has a much larger capacity. All classes

of general machinery, railroad, mining and elec-

trical castings are turned out, fully equaling in

physical properties and chemical composition, it

is said, the best open-hearth steel. The castings are

sound and solid, with a smooth surface, and the

metal will stand forging and welding.
Miscellaneous castings, unless otherwise specified,

are made of mild steel, which is tough and ma-
chines readily, having a tensile strength per square
inch of from 65,000 to 75,000 pounds, with an elonga-
tion of 20 to 30 per cent. The accompanying group
illustration shows a few of the castings made of

Tropenas steel. They are solid and true to pattern,

equaling in every respect forgings of all kinds,

which they are intended to replace, as they can be
furnished in much less time and at a lower cost,

especially where special dies and appliances for

forging are made. Wherever possible all patterns

are molded by machinery, which insures uniformity.

Every attention is devoted to securing the best

result, both in quality and workmanship. All kinds
of work in the shape of special castings for auto-

mobile construction, general railroad, mining, elec-

trical and machinery parts, where lightness and
strength are desired, can be made in Tropenas
steel equal in all its respects to forgings.
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steel castings of excellent quality, machine molded,
and the larger the order the quicker the delivery in

proportion. These castings do not require anneal-
ing, and consequently the day after the pattern is

received at the foundry it is possible to turn out
a day's work, running from one to several hundred
pieces, and the day thereatter the castings may be
cleaned and are ready for shipment.
The Sargent company has not, hitherto, exploited

itself as a manufacturer of small steel castings nor
sought the business in any way. Notwithstanding
this fact, it has had a considerable number of orders
for work of this character which formerly were
tilled in crucible steel, or as far as possible in open-
hearth steel, and it is through the experience gained
in the manufacture of steel by these two processes
just named that the company has been led to the
adoption of the Tropenas process for small castings.

The Sargent company has its offices in the Old
Colony building, Chicago.

Electricity in Lead Mining.

What is said to be the first electrical operating
equipment to be used in lead mining nas just been
instaued by the bt. Louis Smelting and Kehning
company of Desloge, Mo. 'ihe generating appa-
ratus consists ol two units, a 350-norsepower fntv
&. Stowell cross-compound, conaensing Corliss en-
gine, direct-connected to a General tlectnc, 250-
kilowatt, 500-volt generator and a similar generator
direct-connected to an ^so-horsepower engine of

the same type, the remainder of the power of this

engine being used to drive a long jacK-shaft in the
mill. The three mines of the company are con-
nected by 1V2 miles of trolley line, 20-ton locomo-
tives witn double trolleys being used. The com-
plete metallic circuit was employed to avoid danger
from grounds on the lighting system, which is sup-
plied trom the same generators. The lights in the
mines and yards are supplied through a three-wire,

500-volt system, with 250-volt lamps. The switch-
board caxTies two sets ot bus-bars, one for the hght-
ing system and the other for power service. The two
sets are connected together through a differential

booster having its shunt tield excited from the light-

ing bus-bars. Across the power mains is connected a
battery of 250 15-plate, type F cells, furnished by the
Electric Storage Battery company. The arrange-
ment is such that a sudden increased demand tor

power on the power mains lowers the voltage on
the power bars slightly, so as to allow the battery

to supply the demand without causing fluctuation

of voltage on the lighting bars. The system is said

to give practically perfect regulation. The installa-

tion was made under the direction of Floy and
Carpenter of New York city.

Recommendations of International
Patent Conference.

The Brussels international conference for the

protection of industrial property was convened last

week. It was called to perfect the work of the

convention for the protection of industrial property,

concluded at Paris, March 20, 1883. Representa-

tives were in attendance from the leading European
countries. The United States was represented by

Walter H. Chamberlin, assistant patent commis-
sioner and Lawrence Town-
send, United States minister

to Belgium. According to an

Associated Press dispatch
from Brussels, under date of

December 13th, the following

resolutions were adopted by
the conference:

First—The period of exclu-

sive rights, previousl}^ fixed at

six months for [applications

for] patents and three months
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New Model Dynamo and Motor.
The cut herewith illustrates a little machine de-

signed and manufactured by Parsell & Weed of the
Franklin Model Works, 129-J31 West Thirty-first
street, New York, more especially for amateur con-
struction, although the type is -most efficient as
either dynamo or motor for any practical service
where small power or a few lights are required.
When run as a moto"- this little machine will drive
a sewing machine, dental engine or watchmaker's
lathe. To secure the best results, a lo-volt current
should be used. A five-cell storage battery will be
found most suitable for this work. When run as a
generator it will furnish sufficient current to light
four two-candlepower lamps.
The complete machine occupies a space 3^2 by 6V2

inches, is 3^ inches high and weighs 5Vi pounds.-
The wrought-iron field magnets are arranged with

alternate long and short-yoke pieces, the two halves
n[ the field being held together by a key pin passing
through the long pieces of the yoke. This con-

struction allows the two field coils to be wound in

the lathe and afterward fitted together and held
solidly in position by the key pin.

The armature, as well as the fields, is formed of
punchings of sheet-iron and contains eight slots

for armature coils. The commutator is one easily

constructed by the amateur builder. The bearings
aie cast and support the weight of the entire ma-
chine in such a manner that the vibration of the
parts is reduced to a minimum. The journals are
long and are composed of a composition to with-
stand wear.

One important feature relative to an amateur's
interest in such a machine lies in the fact that, as
some amateur constructors may not be equipped with
the necessary tools to finish all the parts, Messrs.
Parsell & Weed have arranged the castings and
materials in sets, which may be ordered according
to the stage of completion desired. One set con-
tains all the material required to complete the ma-
chine, but all castings, etc., are in the rough. The
punchings for the field magnets and armature are
all ready to assemble and require no machine work.
All screws and nuts required are included, together
with the necessary wire for winding. Another set

includes all the above parts and has the shaft and
side-bearing rods turned, threaded and finished.

The bearing castings are drilled and reamed for

shaft and side-bearing rods. A third set includes all

the foregoing parts, with the additional machine
work completed. The commutator is finished; driv-

ing pulley turned, grooved and tapped for set-screw;

brush holders finished, etc. All parts are ready to

assemble and wind. All sets contain complete work-
ing drawings and instructions for finishing and wind-
ing. Full-size detail blue-prints are furnished with
each set of material.

Faries Dimpled Parabolic Shade.
A decided objection to the use of metallic shades

and reflectors for portable desk and table lights

up to this time has been the tendency on the part

of such shades to Droduce streaks of light on objects

near by. The Fanes Manufacturing company of

SMALL STEEL CASTINGS MADE BY THE SARGENT COMPANY. FARIES DIMPLED PARABOLIC SHADE.

The Sargent company believes that it has actually

made a very great step in advance from a metal-

lurgical point of view, and that its move in this

direction will be appreciated when it is generally

known. Heretofore, the vast majority of small cast-

ings have been supplied by the makers of semi-steel

or crucible steel, the former metal, of course, not

ha\-ing the properties of actual steel, and the latter

being too expensive, while both of these processes

necessitate considerable time for the turning out of

even moderate-sized orders. By the tropenas
process the company is able to manufacture small

for industrial designs, models and trademarks, is

extended to a year for the first named and four

months for the second named.
Second—Countries signing the convention enjoy

reciprocally the protection accorded by each country

to its own citizens against unfair competition.

Third—Patents cannot lapse because they are not

put in circulation, except after a minimum delay

of three years, dating from the first application in

countries where the patent is allowed, and in_ cases

in which the conditions of the patent do not justify

causes of inaction.

Decatur, 111., manufacturer of electrical fixtures of
all kinds, has overcome this difficulty in its new re-

flector, which it calls the "dimpled parabola," a

cut of which is shown herewith. The construction
of the shade is evident from the picture. The
dimpling breaks up the reflections and gives a clear
light, free from streaks. The reflector is also made
much stiffer and stronger than a plain shade of the

same metal. Aluminum is the metal emploj^ed, be-
cause of its lightness and the high polish which it

takes, and the reflectors are made in seven-inch and
eight-inch sizes and in parabolic and conical styles.
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DOINGS OF SOCIETIES.

Roentgen Society.

The first regular meeting of the Roentgen Society

of the United btates was held in INew Vork city on
December ijlh and 14th, at the Grand Central Pal-

ace. One room was exclusively devoted to the ex-
hibition 01 X-ray apparatus and a very interesting

display was made. Ihere were a large number ot

interesting papers read. A paper by Dr. Weston
A. Pierce of Cleveland on "Skiagraphy in Oral and
Dental Surgery" was one of seevral that showed
the considerable advance that has been made in

Roentgen-rav work, while "A Review of Cases of

X-rav Burns." bv Dr. E. A. Florentine of Saginaw,
Mich., treated a topic about which there has been
widespread prejudice.

Northwestern Electrical Association.

Secretary Thornas R. Mercein has issued an an-
nouncement that the Northwestern Electrical asso-

ciation will hold its ninth annual convention at the

Hotel Ptister, Milwaukee, commencing on Wednes-
day morning, January i6th next. Reports and pa-

pers on subjects of special interest to central-station

men will be read and discussed. An attractive en-

tertainment programme has been arranged, and a

jjleasant and prohtable time is assured to all who at-

tend the convention. Special hotel and railroad rates

have been obtained and a large attendance is ex-
pected. Information in regard to railroad rates,

special train and car arrangements may be obtained
from James Wolff, 320 Dearborn street, Chicago.
A cordial invitation is extended to all electrical men.
Mr. Mercein may be addressed at 85 Michigan
street, Milwaukee.

League of American Municipalities.

The annual convention of the League of Amer-
ican Municipalities was held in Charleston, S. C,
from December 12th to 15th. Many city otticials

were in attendance from different parts ot the

country, and a very prohtable meeting was held.

Several interesting papers were read and discussed,

amt ])g which were the following: ".Some Present
English Municipal Conditions," by Professor Ed-
ward Bemis; '"ihe Electric-lighting Plant of Chi-
cago: its Progress and Economy Under Munici-
pal Ownership," by Edward B. ElUcott, city elec-

irician of Chicago; "Remuneration to Cities for

Eranchise Rights In, Over and Under Public
Streets and Aiieys: \Vhat Remuneration, If Any,
Should Be Extracted from Light, Water, Street-raiU

way. Telephone and Subway Corporations, and
How Should It Be Collected?" by Bird S. Colcr,

comptroller of New Vork city. This last-mentioned
paper was followed by another one on the same
subject by C. W. Toke, professor of law at the
University of Illinois. At the closing session a

paper was read by Mayor Jones of Toledo 'on

"Obstacles in the Way of Municipal Ownership."
The next convention of the league will be held at

Jamestown, N. Y. The following-named othcers

were elected for the ensuing year: President, J. A.
Johnson, Fargo, N. D.; vice-presidents, Mayors
Ashley, New Bedford, Mass.; Smythe, Charles-
ton; Stephens, East St. Louis; secretary, John
McVicar, Des Moines; treasurer, T. P. Taylor,
Bridgeport, Conn.; trustees, Mayor Head, Nash-
ville; Aid, Goodman, New York, and Mayor
Weakley, Florence, Ala.

New York Electrical Society.

President Martin of the New York Electrical so-

ciety, at the meeting of December 12th, exhibited
some 40 or 50 slides, chiefly night views, illustrative

of lighting effects of the Paris Exposition. The
day and night aspects of the same scenes were
shown, and a great variety of details was given in

regard to the manner in which the effects were se-

cured. These Paris views were compared critically

with a number relative to the same kind of work
at Chicaco. Atlanta and Omaha, and the different

methods taken to obtain the same results were
pointed out. It was shown that while in this coun-
try at large exhibitions there had been a remark-
able advance in the use of the incandescent lamp
outdoors, not merely for defining structures, but for

general illumination, at Paris, there had been a

marked retrogression in the wholesale employment
of gas. In fact, so far did the use of gas at Paris
go, the Champ de Mars was full of it, and its lamps
were carried right up to the very portals of Elec-
tricity building. The two methods of lighting, in-

stead of harmonizing, clashed; and the effect was
even worse when the colored electric fountains were
playing. It was noted as to the fountains that,

whereas at Chicago, in 1893, arcs were employed
burning in a horizontal plane, with revolving um-
brella colored screens above them, at Paris vertical

arcs were employed with inclined mirrors and with
an apparent loss of intensity. The general absence
of searchlights was commented upon. In regard
to the illuminated front of Electricity building, as-

suming the correctness of the principle that deco-
rative lighting should be to a building at night what
bunting is by day, Mr, Martin thought that the

["rcnch were to be congratulated on securing that

very effect so happily. Before the days of electric

lighting, the lamps were fixed and i)ractically un-
changing in color. On this Paris building the

electric lamps were continually changing in color,

grouping and effect, with slow and rapid move-
ment, their own changes being supplemented by
colored projectors from behind. The speaker
thought that decorative lighting would be likely to
develop along these lines.

The following resolution was unanimously
adopted:
Whereas, It is proposed to establish a national standardizing

bureau, and
WOcreas, Such a bureau would be of the greatest value and

benetil to electrical science and industry in ihe United States,
and asaistiu ttie furiher developiueut of export electrical trade;
be it

Resolved, That the New York Electrical society hereby
expresses its approval ot the legislatiou in furtherance uf such an
oujcct, and
Resolved, That the society associate itself with kindred bodies

to Secure the esiabiishment of the bureau.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Development of Space Telegraphy.
Marconi has made a statement regarding the

condition of affairs between himself and the British-
government with regard to the introduction of
space telegraphy in that country. The government
claims an absolute monopoly of the telegraphic
systems of whatever kind used within the united
kingdom. At this point the government runs
against the patents that cover the Marconi system.
Unless a satisfactory' financial arrangement with the
Marconi company is arrived at the wireless telegraph
as a means of communication within the united king-
dom appears to be an impossibility.

The Marconi interests have been successful, how-
ever, in persuading the Congo Free State to adopt
their system for communication between the mili-

tary stations. The trials will be made between Boma
and Matadi.
A project is on foot to establish stations along

the route from Great Britain to Australia to main-
tain communication with the vessels in that trade.

In connection with this the experiments on the
English Channel are of interest. A note from the

United States consul at Brussels states that recently
a message was sent from the packet Princess Clem-
entine to Dover Court, over 90 miles of cliffs and
sea.

Appraisal of Railroad and Other Prop-
erties in Michigan.

Since Setember ist a special commission has been
at work appraising properties in Michigan that pay
specific taxes. The work is in charge of Protessor
M. E. Cooley of the University of Michigan, who
is chief appraiser of these properties, and includes
all railroad properties in the state; also telephone,

telegraph, plank-road, river-improvement and ex-

press companies. The commission, which has its

headquarters in Detroit, employs about 90 men,
most of them engineers. When the work is com-
pleted it will have involved a personal inspection of

every mile of railroad in Michigan, nearly all of

9,000 locomotives, 30,000 out of 50,000 freight cars,

all of the passenger equipment, shops and machin-
ery, buildings, etc. The commission will also have
inspected all of the telephone and telegraph lines

and the ofifices and central stations in the state. All

of the 200 plank roads and 90 or 100 river improve-
ments will have been looked up. Some of the data

collected was presented by Governor Pingree to

the extra session of the Legislature that was re-

cently called, but the complete report won't be pre-

sented until the new Legislature meets in January.

Powerful Induction Coils.

An exhibition was given recently in New York of

what are said to be the most powerful sending coils

for wireless telegraphy yet made. These instru-

ments were made especially for the Japanese gov-
ernment. There are two of them and they will be
installed on two of the fastest Japanese cruisers.

It is expected that they will be able to transmit mes-
sages 100 miles or over. The machines were con-
structed for the Marconi system according to Mar-
coni principles. The coils, it is estimated, develop
a potential of about 2,000,000 volts and contain over

US miles of copper wire and weigh 1,500 pounds.
A spark 45 inches long has been drawn from them,
and at six inches, at which distance the balls will be
set when in use, the flashes resemble the flame of

an arc light. A piece of four-inch plate glass was
perforated by the discharge.

Westinghouse Plans.

The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
company has called a meeting of shareholders for

February 20th, according to a Pittsburg report.

The company has announced that the meeting is

called on recommendation of President George
Westinghouse, who, in a letter to the directors, ad-

vised an increase of capital stock, in view of the

approaching completion of new buildings at East
Pittsburg, the necessity of providing for investments
heretofore made and others that might still be re-

quired to take care of the growing trade. The
present capitalization is $15,000,000. The board of

directors will meet before the stockholders' meeting
to recommend the amount of the proposed increase

of capital. ^^^_^_^_____^^^^

The City Council of Kenosha, Wis., has refused

to trrant a franchise to the Milwaukee Electric Rail-

way and Light company to build a line through that

citv. This blocks the completion of the company's
projected line between Milwaukee and Chicago.

London Letter.

London, December 4.—The system of applying
wireless telegraphy as a means of warning vessels
approaching dangerous points on our coasts is

shortly to be put to a practical test at Southend,
when experts from the Board of Trade, Trinity
House and Lloyds will attend. A mast 30 feet high
has been erected on Southend pier, by means of
which a continuously repeated message will auto-
matically be sent seaward. All vessels equipped with
receivers will be warned of their danger by the ring-
ing of a bell on board when they come within the
seven-mile zone, the limit at present suggested.
The Pacific Cable committee has accepted on be-

half ofthe government and of the government of New
South Wales, Victoria, Queensland and New Zealand
the tender of the Telegraph Construction and Main-
tenance company for the manufacture and laying
of the projected Pacific cable. The amount of the
tender is $ti,975jOOO and the work is to be completed
by the end of 1902. The cable will run from Van-
couver to Queensland and New Zealand, via Fan-
ning Island, Fiji and Norfolk Island. The tender
does not include the cost of preliminary surveys
or other expenses, which will probably add some
$880,000 to the total cost. The annual expense of
the cable was set down at $724,435, of which total

$350,000, it is estimated, will be necessary for main-
tenance, $114,435 for working expenses and $260,000
for interest charges. On a basis of about 80 cents
a word, the committee calculated that the revenue
earned by the cable during the first year of work-
ing would amount to $892,185, or $167,750 over and
above the annual expenses, while on ttie extremely
low basis of 50 cents a word, there would be a loss

on the hrst three years' working aggregating less

than $100,000, and a profit in ttie tourth year of
about $6,000.

The Charing Cross, Euston and Hampstead Rail-
way Construction company was registered at Som-
erset House by Mr. R. VV. Perks, M. P., yesterday.
The capital is $5,000,000. The company will con-
struct ttie new underground railway, and when the
work is finished another company will take Civer

the line. It will be seen that Mr. ^erkes is follow-
ing the plan which he has found so successful in

railway construction. He first organizes a con-
struction company, after which a second company
is created to take over and operate the property.
The construction company is a very close atfair

and none of its stock will be floated here, as the
sj'-ndicate which is backing Mr. Yerkes considers
that the investment is too good to share.

The scheme of electric Hgliting and duct destruc-
tion inaugurated by the Beckenliam Rural District

Council will, it is claimed, solve the problem of how
to obtain electric lighting without any of the gen-
erally anticipated loss ot the first few years falling

upon the rates. As the result of the agreement that
has been entered into between the council and the

British Insulated Wire company for a period of

five years, the whole of the house refuse of the

district will be destroyed and the ratepayers sup-
plied with electricity at not exceeding 12 cents
a unit, and no charge whatever, it is claimed, will

fall upon the rates. At the end of five years the
council will take over the undertaking and the coun-
cil will have paid no premium or consideration what-
ever beyond the initial contract price.

It is announced that an arc lamp is being brought
out here that will take a current of only 2V2 to three
amperes. It is 17 inches in length and only weighs
10 pounds. The carbon is five-sixteenths of an inch
in diameter and the lamp is stated to be eminently
suitable for a number of purposes and positions
where an incandescent lamp would be less desirable.

Smoke in the form of a black fog is indeed not
merely an intolerable nuisance, but a waste, since it

comes of unburnt carbon. Although it cannot be
denied that the mechanical engineer has done much
Lo effect the more thorough combustion of fuel and
that a multitude of "smoke-consuming" appliances
are in the market, yet the fact remains that the only
real effectual check against the pollution of the at-

mosphere is the use of smokeless coal. Electrical

science, however, has suggested a remedy of quite

a new character. The characteristic London fog is.

as we most of us have reason to know, compounded
chieflv of soot. A number of experiments have led

lo the discovery that these particles will become
electrified by induced electricity through an electric

current of a high-discharge rate, when they arc at-

tracted by each other, cling together and are pre-

cipitated to the ground. It is suggested, therefore,

that an electrical precipitating plant should be placed
in or near the mouth of every factory chimney. Not
onlv would the atmosphere be cleaner, but the
manufacturer would have the satisfaction of recover-

ing fuel that would otherwise be lost to him.
W. H. B.

New York Notes.

New York, December 15.—The annual report of

the Brooklyn Rapid Transit company has been
made public. In his report to the directors, Presi-

dent C. L. Rossiter says: "The general result of

the business of the system comprising the Brooklyn
Ranid Transit company and constituent companies
for the fiscal year showed gross earnings from pas-

sengers, freight, mail and express, advertising,

rents and miscellaneous income of $11,768,550; ex-
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penses of $7,106,373, net earnings of $4,662,177, fixed

charges and taxes of $4,135,405, yielding a surplus

of $526,772. Adding to this the surplus of June 30,

iSgg, $96,654, gives a total surplus on June 30.

igoo, of $623,426. To the 8,076 employes upon its

payrolls at the close of the year the company had
paid in salaries and wages $4,691,878.50. There was
paid durin.g the year in the settlement of negligence

claims $797,789.91, or 6?t per cent, of the gross re-

ceipts, and in addition, for legal expenses in con-

nection with negligence claims, the sum of $106.-

068.06, making a total of $903,857.97. The number
of passen,a;ers carried during tlje year, including

transfers, was 272.560.074. as against 265.280,728 in

the previous fiscal year. Large additions have been

made during the year to the equipment of the sur-

face lines, including 330 open-car bodies and trucks.

250 closed-car bodies and trucks, 1,652 motors and
controllers, and five sncnv plows. To the elevated

eauioment has been added during the year 25 cars

and trucks, 48 motors and controllers, and a con-

siderable sum expended in the electrical equipment

of cars. Your company has pursued the policy of

not taking into court actions which should and

could be compromised, and the wisdom of this pol-

icy is shown by the fact that out of the 565 actions

disposed of in court during the year, 407. or over

72 per cent., were victories for the company. Not-
withstanding this success, however, suits multiply,

and the evils with which we are obliged to contend

in negligence litigation are sufficiently great to de-

man rebuke from the courts and self-respecting

members of the bar. For all damages for which

your company is responsible it expects to make am-
ple compensation, and it is sparing no efforts to

reduce to a minimum the necessity for such ex-

penditure; but against the scandalous attempts of

unscrupulous attorneys to mulct the company by

the prosecution of fraudulent suits, your company
needs and asks the co-operation and assistance of

the courts and the public. The evils which exist

are a menace to justice and taint the good name
of an honorable profession." The receipts for

freight, mail and express show an increase of 67

per cent, over those for the previous year.

The concerns which control the electric-cab serv-

ice have clashed with the Hack Owners' association.

An ordinance exists providing that all cabs which

pick up fares in the street shall be numbered and

licensed. As many of the customers of the automo-

bile concerns object to riding in numbered cabs, the

numbers have been removed, and as a result the

Hack Owners' association has employed men to

watch the electric vehicles, and in a number of in-

stances customers of the latter have been obliged

to get out of cabs in which they were riding, and

the drivers warned that further violations of the

ordinance would result in arrests. An ordinance

was drawn up to remedy this, which would allow

the drivers of electric cabs to pick up customers in

the street without carrying numbers on their lamps,

but the requirements deman'ded for its passage by

the Municipal Assembly were greater than w-ar-

ranted bv the advantages sought. At present the

electric vehicles are sent out only on special orders

v.hich come in throu.gh the ofifices.

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit company is to op-

erate motor trains instead of the present single

trolley cars on the line between the Brooklyn

Bridge and Bath Beach, through Borough Park.

These trains will be run on to the elevated structure

-between the Thirty-ninth street and Twenty-fifth

street stoos. and from Twenty-fifth street will con-

tinue to the bridge on the elevated structure.

Construction work on the Metropolitan system

has been discontinued until next spring. Many
changes will then be made, including the installa-

lion of conduit system.s for the Broadway, Colum-
bus avenue and Lexino-ton avenue lines, to displace

the present cables. This will enable some cars

from the Second avenue. Third avenue and Madison
avenue lines to run past the Park Row terminal

directlv to South Ferry. The cars of the Sixth

and Eiehth avenue lines will run direct to the

bridge throusrh Canal street.

Work on the big subway is progressing satisfac-

torily and President Orr of the Rapid Transit com-
mission says that the w-ork will undoubtedly be done

within the contract time.

.\ system of colored train signals has been inaugu-

rated at the transfer station of the Brooklyn Ratjid

Transit company to enable passengers to ideritify

their trains at a distance. Large illuminated signs

bearing a set of the different combinations are placed

in the stations, and passengers can easily compare
the lights on an aoproaching train with those on

the sien board, and thus avoid much confusion.

Wall Street reoorts a persistent rumor that if the

clans of the Brady interests in the Brooklvn Rapid

Transit comoany suffer no change. Edward A.

Maher. president of the Union railway, or "Huckle-

berry road." will on Januarv 17th succeed Clinton

T^ Rossiter as president of the Brooklyn company.
M. L. G.

wan River, about 10 miles from Brandon. By this

means about 800 horsepower can be developed, and
this can be increased later. Dynamos are to be put
in next soring, when both power and light will be
furnished.

The Power and Light company of West Kootenay,
B. C, purposes increasing the capacity of its plant
at Bonnington by 10.000 horsepower. The cost of

the new works is estimated at $1,000,000.

Shioment was made, recently, of the largest motor
that has yet been built in Canada. The motor was
consigned to the British America corporation of

Rossland. B. C. and the shipment was made by
the Royal Electric company of Montreal, Que.
The motor is an S. K. C, two-phase machine, and
its capacity is over 1,000 horsepow^er, and it is to

be used to drive the compressors and hoists at the
mines. The total weight of the motor, bo.xed, ready
for shipment, was 52^/^ tons. The weight complete
of the motor, with its accessories, was over 60 tons,
requiring two full cars to transport it across the
continent.

The Cataract Power company at DeCew Falls,

Out., has just completed the installation in its power
house of one of the largest electric generators for
light and power purposes built in Canada. The gen-
erator has a capacity of 2,000 kilowatts, with a large
overload capacity. The weight of this generator com-
plete is oved no tons. The capacity of the Cataract
Power company's electric plant is now over 10,000

horsenow^er. The two lines from DeCew Falls to

Hamilton. Out., a distance of 35 miles, are now in

daily successful operation.
The city of Ottaw^a, at the last civic elections,

voted largely in favor of municipal ownership and
operation of an electric-light plant. The special

committee, appointed bj' the City Council to report
upon the feasibility of purchasing a municipal elec-

tric plant from the Ottawa Electric company, has
advised that no action be taken at present, because
of the terms which that company demands. The
committee reports that the company does not want
to sell its entire lighting plant, but is wnlling to sell

its street-lighting plant, on condition that the city

agrees to buy the power from the company for a

period of 10 years. The city should not enter into

a contract to take power for such a length of time.

It is recommended that the city apply to the On-
tario Legislature for such an amendment to the

existing laws as will enable the city to arbitrate in

its eft'orts to get a civic lighting plant, it being now
debaired by the statute from so doing, when a

contract, as in the present instance, is still in force

between a municipality and an electric company.
W."

Canadian Intelligence.

Ottawa. Ont, December 15—The monthly earn-

ings of the Toronto (Ont.) electric street railway

again show a phenomenal increase. The city treas-

urer has received a check for $10,250. being the city's

share of St28.1.32, the November earnings of the

railwav. The earnings for November, last year,

were $102,535.
, ^, . ., . ,

The Brandon (Man.) Electric Light company is

now building a oower dam on the Little Saskatche-

From the Buckeye State.

Columbus. December 17.—For some j'ears Co-
lumbus has been admired by visitors from almost
every other city in the United States for the unique
manner in which its principal thoroughfare. High
street, is lighted. It has a system of arches extend-
ing entirelv across from curb to curb, and these

are set thickly with incandescent lights, giving the

appearance from a distance of a long hallway bril-

liantly lighted overhead. The idea was conceived

from arches erected several years ago for decoration

purposes, and when the plan was perfected the

temporary wooden affairs were replaced with hand-
some iron structures. However, every year it has

been a task to secure enough money to keep them
lio-hted the year around, and this year it seems more
difficult than ever to secure funds. The contract

expired on Fridav. and on Saturday nieht the street

was dark. Out of about $3,200 required, only $1,200

had been secured. The city pavs $2,500. about the

amount that it would cost to light the street in the

ordinary way. Traveling men who visit the city

say that it will not pay to let the arches go if they

cost S20.000 a year, as they are the best advertise-

ment the citv has ever had.

The new storage batterv of the Cincinnati Edison
Electric Light company has been installed and was
charged for the first time last week. It takes about

20.000 gallons of acid to fill the tanks and the bat-

tery is said to have a canacity of supplving 20.000

incandescent liehts for eight hours. The baftery

will be chare'ed regularly between 12 and six o'clock

a. m.. hereafter, as there is less demand then than

at any other time upon the plant. The battery,

complete, cost $1,30.000.

The countv commissioners of Allen County have

granted a franchise to a company to build a line

from Lima to Findlav. This makes the second line

bel\A'een the two towns.

It is stated that General Sanderson, who is a di-

rector in the Richland and Mahoning Railwav com-
nany. says that the line will pass through Mansfield.

Wooster. Canton. Alliance and Niles. its termini

fieintr Shelby and Younorstown. He further says it

will be operated altogether bv electricity.

The steel for the Youngstown-Sharon electric

railwav has been ordered from the National Steel

comoany and 24 modern and un-to-date cars have

been ordered from the Tacksnn-Sharn companv.
The niers for the Ohio Vallev Electric Railway

comoany's bridge over the Big Sandy, near Flunt-

ineton. W. Va.. are almost completed. It is said

that the offices of this company will be moved to

Ironton. Ohio. •

"The Chamnion Iron comoanv. the Ohio Machhie

Tool comoany and the Kenton Waterworks com-

r.anv. Kenton. Ohio, have put in private electric-

lighting olants. A. G. Wessling will also put in

a plant for his own use.

The Urbana, Mechanicsburg and Columbus Rail-
way company will not begin work on its lines until
early in the spring, an extension of time having
been granted because of the bad weather.
The citizens of Norwood, near Cincinnati, are

anxious for better street-railway facilities, and say
they have a 25-year franchise for any responsible
comoany that will build a good system in what is

knowm as East Norwood. Orris P. Cobb and John
S. Hoover of East Norwood are interested in the
matter.

At a meeting held in Middletown a few days ago
it w^as decided to build a line of road from Miamis-
burg to Germantown, a distance of five miles, as
soon as possible. The power for the line will be fur-

nished by the Southern Ohio Traction company.
Samuel Mavs. W. L. Dodds and Al Mays, all of

Miamisburg. are interested in the company, and
they v.'ill look after the construction of the road
instead of contracting it.

The Scioto Valley Traction company of Columbus
has increased its capital stock from $100,000 to $1.-

000.000. and at a meeting held a few days ago. B.
Maher of Cleveland was chosen president of the

comoanv. An office has been opened in the Board
of Trade building at Columbus and the business
of the company will be pushed. H. A. Everett. E.

W. Moore and some other Cleveland gentlemen
are interested in the enterprise. The line proposed
will extend from Columbus to Chillicothe.

It is said that the extension of the Northern Ohio
Traction company's line from Akron to Barberton
will be completed. The line w^ill be double-tracked,
according to what one of the officials said a few
days ago.
The Dover Construction company will begin lay-

ing rails on the Fostoria and Findlay line soon. It

is now thought that the road will be completed by
April 1st.

The Toledo Interurban Railway company has been
granted a franchise by the Lucas county commis-
sioners to build a road from Bancroft street, Toledo.
to Ketcham's Corners.

Judge Bi.gger of Columbus has refused to grant
Geor,ge W. Van Sceiver an injunction to prevent
Adam Grant from building his electric road along
the highway in front of his farm. Judge Bigger held

that property owners must prove that their property
is substantiallv injured by the construction of a

road before courts will have authority to grant in-

iunctions to prevent their construction. Such al-

legations as the obstruction of view, the possibility

of scaring horses and other equally trivial matters
will not do. It must be shown that a road will be
ail additional burden to the soil, that the grade will

damas-e orooertv and crons. or something of that

kind, before any court will be warranted in acting.

Luther Allen, president of the Toledo and Western
Railwav company, savs that his road now being built

from Toledo to Sylvania will be extended to the

Indiana line at an earlv date and eventuallv it will

be built on west to Chicago. The track is com-
pleted to within three miles of Sylvania. O. M. C.

Information from Indiana,

Indianapolis. December 15.—The commissioners
of Sullivan County are considering applications for

electric-railway franchises covering 200 miles.

The commissioners of Morgan County have ex-

tended the Indianapolis and Martinsville Traction
company's franchise to September i, IQOI. and re-

quired a bond of $20,000 for the completion of the
work by that time.

Work has begun on the "Oil Belt Line." known
as the Fort Wayne and Southwestern railway. A
coros of survevors is engaged along the towpath
of the Wabash and Erie Canal from Fort Wavne
to Roanoke. The promoters have announced that

the road would be completed between Fort Wavne
and Huntington by May 1st. A. N. Dukes, a former
alleged owner of the towoath. has secured a tem-
porary injunction against the sale of the canal bed
to the company, and this litigation may retard

progress.
An application is nendine before the Citv Council

of Decatur for an electric line between Fort Wayne
and Richmond passing through Decatur.
The county commissioners of Putnam County

have granted a franchise to W. R. Vestal and others

of Greencastle. to operate electric lines on the prin-

cioal thorou?hfar,'s in Putnam Countv. It is pro-
posed to first build an east and west line.

A corns of eneineers is now at work on a second
survey of the proposed electric b'ne from Eaton to

Richmond. It is understood that the franchise

granted over the i-oads in Wavne Countv. Ind.. and
Preble Countv. Ohio, to W. Pruden and oth-^rs of

Davton is to be transferred to the Davton and West-
ern Traction comnany. which owns and operates the

line between Davton and Eaton.

A mass meetinsr of citizens of Marion was recently

held and a petition started to the Union Traction
company asking that it either make the one-cent

fare placed on lines paralleled bv the Marion Transit

company for all lines in the city or take off the

one-cent fare altoeether. The petition is larcelv

sisned and the people do not uphold such unfair

comoetition.
The Indianapolis Street Railway comnany has "ut

a number of its new combination cars into use. The
new cars have a convenient seating arrangement.

.\n ii-foot smoking compartment is a feature. The
main sections have seats arranged crosswise, while

the remainder have the seats arranged lengthwise.
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Long-distance passengers are requested to take the

former seats and the short-distance passengers the
lengthwise seats.

The Noiseless Wheel company of Indianapolis,

of which C. E. Kreglo is president and A. W.
Wishard, secretary, has equipped a number of street

cars on the Indianapolis electric lines, and the wheels
are noiseless. The chief advantages of the wheel
are not alone its noiselessness. but also the ease

with which repairs may be made. When an old-

style W'heel becomes flat it must go out of use, and
several days are required to make the change.

With the patent-tire wheel the work can be done in

two hours, it is said.

A new electric-lighting device is being installed

as an experiment on a passenger coach on the I. and
V. railroad. Power is to be derived from the car

axles and conveyed to storage batteries. The il-

lumination is said to be steady.

One-half of the $150,000 stock has been subscribed
for a new electric power plant at Indianapolis. The
promoters propose to furnish power to any indus-
try desiring it in the city, in addition to those occu-
pying space in the main power-house plant.

An elaborate plan of uniform decoration of down-
town streets during the holidays is being carried

out by Indianapolis merchants. Arches of electric

light, intertwined with evergreen, and stringers of

electric li.ghts along either side and from building

to building, crossing the streets and festooned along
the curb, are being put in place. The decorations

promise to excel those of the late fall carnival.

It is given out that one of the large agricultural

manufacturers of this state is completing arrange-

ments to engage in the manufacture of the Borsig
electric plow for the American market.

The city of Knightstown is preparing to own
and operate its own electric-light plant. The plant

now in operation, owned by private parties, has

been offered to the city for $3,500.

Custodian Vest of the statehouse, Indianapolis,

recommends to the Legislature the advisability of

putting in an independent electric-light plant and
also equipping the elevators with electric power.

The Union Traction company is preparing to fur-

nish illumination by electricity to the various towns
along the lines of its interurban system frou) its

central power station at Anderson. The method is

to conduct the power from the trolley and feeder

wires to special wires, to which lights wih be at-

tached for illuminating business houses, fe&idences

and the public streets; also to furnish power for in-

dustries in the several towns along its system.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, December 15.—Collisions in fogs are

becoming frequent occurrences on the street-car

systems of the coast cities. Two Pacific avenue
cars in Tacoma, Wash., met on a single track in a

fng, resulting in painful and possibly serious injuries

to one of the motormen.
The final hearing in the case of the St. Paul,

Minneapolis and Manitoba railway against the West-
ern Union and Northwestern Telegraph companies

has been set for December 19th, by Judge Lochren

of the United States District Court. The case in-

volves the ownership of the telegraph lines along

the right-of-way of the Great Northern railway.

The railroad company claims to own the lines, while

the telegraph companies claim ownership by special

contract.
The council of Council Bluff's, Iowa, voted

down a resolution providing for a city electrician.

The dam holding an artificial lake above the

power house at Kearney, Neb., gave way and the

station of the City Electric company was wrecked.

The plant had lately been rebuilt throughout, and

the loss will amount to $20,000.

The demurrer filed by the city of Marshalltown,

Iowa, in its suit against the Marshalltown, Light

Power and Railway company has been overruled,

and the case will be tried on its merits. The city

urged that the case was not one for the Federal

Court to try. It involves the city's right to make
the rates for lighting.

Some time ago the electric-light plant at O'Neill,

Neb., was moved to Alliance, Neb. Now a Sioux
City (Iowa) capitalist has made a proposition to

establish a new plant for O'Neill.

Thomas Kirk and others have been granted a

franchise by the council of Walla Walla, Wash.,

to bring electricity into the city. The plans of the

company provide for a large electrical plant, to be

constructed at the forks of the Walla Walla River,

about 12 miles south. The waterpower is said to be

almost unlimited. It will be necessary to bring

the water in a flume a distance of 14,500 feet, and
a head of 200 feet can be obtained. This will give

4,000 horsepower. The plant complete will cost

in the neighborhood of $250,000.

Mrs. J. B. Barnes of Spokane, Wash., sues the

Washington Water and Power company for $20,248
damages, for injuries alleged to have been incurred
by the motorman stopping his car, on which she was
a passenger so abruptly as to throw her against the
end of the car. It was an emergency stop, as it

occurred at a crossing with a railway line, and a

train was approaching at a high rate of speed.
The Story City Electric Light and Power com-

pany of Story City, Iowa, has been incorporated,
with $10,000 capital stock.

The Big Fork Electric Power and Light company
has been granted a franchise into Kalispcll, Mont.

A. E. Parmcnter of Scotland, S. D., has received

plans for his projected electric-light plant. He has
secured nearly enough business to justify putting
in the plant.

The Gas and Electric company of Fargo, N. D.,
plans extensive improvements to its entire system
next spring. New boilers have already been pur-
chased and will soon be installed. iThe electric

plant v/ill be rebuilt. New engines have been
ordered. A heating system is planned also.

The council of Sioux Falls, S. D., contemplates
abandoning the use of gas for street lighting, and
using electricity entirely.

It is understood that a syndicate of Cleveland
(Ohio) men is behind the proposed electric railway
from Des Moines to Newton, Iowa., and that it

also seeks a franchise for a local system in Des
Moines. It will ask that a special election be held
to vote on the award of a franchise.

It is announced that the projected electric railway
to run between Albert Lea and Geneva. Minn., is

to be taken up soon, and the preliminary work
pushed at an early date.

The council of St. Paul has ordered a five-minute
service on the interurban line morning, noon and
night. An effort will be made to substitute for the
proposed owl-car ordinance a requirement that the

last car on each line leave the downtown district as

late as one o'clock in the morning.
A rumor has been current in Minneapolis and

St. Paul that the Twin Citiy Rapid Transit com-
pany system had been sold to eastern parties.

Thomas Lowry. the president, denies that there is

anv truth in the rumor.
The Northwestern Improvement company of Ros-

lyn. Wash., is installing a duplicate plant for its

electric-lighting system. The rapid increase of pat-
rona.ge has overloaded the present system, making
the addition necessary.

Edward P. Burch of Minneapolis has been granted
a franchise for an electric railway and lighting sys-

tem at Everett, Wash. Litigation is threatened by
the present company, which claims an exclusive
franchise. Mr. Burch was formerly electrical engi-
neer for the Twin City Rapid Transit company of
Minneapolis and St. Paul.

Mrs. F. G. Webster, who owns and operates the
electric-li.ght plant at Eveleth, Minn., will largely
i]icrease the capacity of the plant, and will add a
400-horscpower Corliss en.gine. Mr. Webster was
killed at the plant just as it was starting up under
his management, a few months ago. His widow
took hold of the business and is making a marked
success of it.

The St. Paul Gas Light company secured the con-
tract to turnish loS arc lights lor the streets of St.

i'aui at $90 a light per annum, and tor 42 new arcs
at ;i>iio each. Tlie conti'act runs lor a year.

The General Electric company of Minneapolis
announces a reduction in rates for incandescent
hghting. The old rate was 20 cents a kilowatt-hour.
Hereatter the consumer will pay 20 cents tor the
first hour and 10 cents for each additional hour.
The council of Des Moines, la., compromised the

matter of taxes with the Des Moines City Railway
company. In consideration of the company selling

six tickets for 25 cents, the council agreed to re-

duce the company's assessment for 1897 and 1S9S
from $148,000 to $100,000. The county officials, how-
ever, refuse to indorse the compromise, and as the
county is vitally interested, the deal is probably off.

The state of Minnesota has a law taxing the
franchises of foreign corporations doing business
within its borders, on the basis of the proportion
of their capital stock used in the state. The Twin
City Rapid Transit company, operating the street-
railway lines of Minneapolis and St. Paul, is incor-
porated under the laws of New Jersey, with $20,000,-
000 capital stock. All the property of the company
is within Minnesota. The company attempted to
comply with the law by filing articles showing $2,-
000,000 as the capital stock for this state, and
soug'nt to pay the tax of $1,025 on that basis, iriie

state treasurer refused to accept the payment. After
repeated attempts had been made to force the ac-
ceptance, a compromise was effected, and the com-
pany agreed to pay taxes on the basis of its as-

sessed valuation, $4,600,000.

The St. Paul Gas Light company and the St. Paul
Citv Railway company have advised the board of
water commissioners that they do not have any
electric wires attached to the city water mains.
This was in reply to a peremptory order from the
water board, which forbade making any further such
connections, and ordered all such connections now
existing to be removed.
A committee of telegraphers recently waited on

Vice-president Kendrick of the Northern Pacific
Railway company, and it is understood sought to
have the road recognize the telegraphers as an or-
ganized body.

It is proposed to form a separate corporation
from the Des Moines City Railway company to
build the projected line from Des Moines to In-
dianola, Iowa. Stock subscriptions are being solic-
ited from local capitalists now.
Fred E. Sander has secured a franchise from the

County Board at Seattle. Wash., for the proposed
Seattle-Tacoma electric line.

Frank Savarcsy hSis been granted a franchise for
a local lichtiner system at Billings, Mont., and pro-
poses to establish a $25,000 plant as soon as possible.

It is reported that American capitalists are figur-
ing on developing the power from Saganaga Falls, in
the Rainy River, between Minnesota and Canada.

with a view to securing power for an electric rail-
way, to run from the Gun Flint iron mine in the
northern part of Cook County, Minn., to Grand
Marais. Minn., 45 miles south on Lake Superior.
The falls have a capacity for 15.000 horsepower, and
there are numerous supplemental powers available

R.

Gleanings from Colorado.

^
Denver, December i5._Now that work on the

installation of machinery in the power station of
the Lacombe Electric company in Denver has been
begun, the probability of a contest between that com-
pany and the Denver Gas and Electric company
which now has control of lighting in the city, has
been predicted. The officials of the latter company
do not hesitate to predict a rate war. F. W. Frue-
aAiff,^ secretary of the company, made the statement
that if the Lacombe company cut prices, his company
would offer still lower rates.

According to City Electrician Saver, there are
40.000 poles for electric wires in the city' of Denver.
The Pueblo Traction and Lighting company of

Pueblo has just been incorporated, to succeed the
Pueblo Traction and Electric company. The new
company has a capitalization of $i.5otooo three
times that of the old comoany. The company oper-
ates the trolley system of the city and controls all
the electnc lighting. General Irving Hale of the
General Electric companv of Denver is a member
Wnll T?"™ ru'^'f

°f directors, the others beingWard Rice. Charles E. Gast. John F Vail T HDevine and M. _D. Thatcher. The company con-
templates extensions m the trolley system and willenlarge the liehtmg plant.
The commis.sioners of the State Insane Asylum atFueblo have derided to recommend to the Le-^is-

lature the installation of an electric-b>ht plantain
the 'n^htution at a cost of $18,000. The asylum isnow lighted by .gas, and the commissioners as=ert

trie Hc^h™"
'nstitution is unprovided with elec-

The Modern Machinery and Electrical company
of Denver has been incorporated, with a capital
stock of $25,000. The incorporators are Hiram C.
Ru.ssell Adrian V. S. Saunders and Edward SMcKmley.
The Ferris-Haggerty company is planning to in-

stall an electnc plant at Grand Encampment Wyo
to hght the town arid supply power for the mines.'

I he Health Board of Pueblo has instructed the
city attorney to prepare an ordinance to prescribe
a penalty for expectoration in street cars. Theneed of such a regulation is obvious in every citvand this is particularly true in Colorado, where somany victims of consumption come for their health
Ihe adoption of such regulations is general but
their enforcement is very lax. Denver cars carry
signs announcing that the practice of expectorationon the floors is forbidden by the Board of Health
but unfortunately little attention is paid to enforciu'^
compliance with the rule.

' °

The Denver Tramway company has been givena permit to reconstruct the roadbed on West Thirtv

nf'tTe w"1"f 7''' ""' °".*"= ^'--^^t ™^ a part
of the West End system, which is now owned by
the Tramway company. The track was broad
gauge, but it is to be changed to narrow gauo'e toconform to the gauge prevailing on the rest o°f thetramway system.
The Telluride Power Transmission compaiiy oflellunde, Colo., is making extensive additions to

Its plant. Improvements are being made in the
station at Ames. The transformer station has been
enlarged and poles have been set to Vance Junc-
tion, where the new station is being built The
plant at this point will double the generating capac-
ity, the Ames plant supplies at the present timepower for niines in Gold King. Alta, Marshall andbavage Basins, and transmits to Camp Bird, a dis-
tance of 14 miles.^ It also supplies the lights for
leiluride and Ophir.
A consumers' electric-light company may be or-

.ganized m Leadville and build a new plant. It was
expected that an electric-light and power station
would be constructed by the ist of January under a
francnise granted last spring by the council to Gil-
bert Wilkes of Denver. Subsequently the gas and
electric interests of Leadville were consolidated and
Mr. Wilkes was appointed manager. No action
was taken under the franchise, and the Board of
Trade took up the matter and decided to form a
consumers' company. An understanding was reached
with the City Council that a 10 years' franchise
similar to that granted to Mr. Wilkes, should be
given to the new company. All the $75,000 capital
stock was subscribed for. According to the fran-
chise obtained by Mr. Wilkes, the plant was to bem operation by January 1st. After that date it is
probable that the consumers' company will bcin
acti^'e work.

'^

The Postal Telegraph company will occupy new
quarters in the Ernest & Cramner building, Denver,
after January 1st, and will install a new generating
plant. The new quarters will provide three times
the space now available. The enlargement of the
equipment is demanded by reason of the fact that
Denver is the important relay point between the
Missouri River and the Pacific coast.
Mr. Thomas B. Whitted. resident engineer of the

(general Electric company in Denver, will be in the
East during the next few weeks, enjoying an outing.
W. A. Ramsay and Frank Lawton. secretary and

superintendent of the Colorado Springs Rapid
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Transit companj-, recently returned from an eastern

trip, during which they inspected a number of street

railways in different cities. Ten new cars were

ordered of the Laclede company in St. Louis. The
new cars will be equipped with motors by the Gen-

eral Electric company. The type of motor will

be the G. E. 67. Each of the four on each car is

of 38 horsepower. The cars are 41 feet over all

and will be mounted on double trucks. They will

be eauiooed with the latest appliances of every kind.

They are designed for a speed of from 30 to 35

miles an hour and will be provided with air brakes.

They will be delivered complete about March 1st.

A correspondent writes to a Denver paper that

the town of Amarillo, Te.xas, needs and would sup-

port an electric-light plant. It is stated that at first

600 incandescent lights and 25 arc lamps would

be required.
, , ,, r-

Henry M. Wisler, president of the Yaryan Con-

solidated company of Chicago, was recently in Colo-

rado Springs. He stated that he expected to organ-

ize a company tQ install the Yaryan system of light-

ing and heating in the city, and would apply to the

Ci'ty Council for a franchise. The system uses elec-

tricity for lighting and heat is distributed by hot

water.

It i«; announced that $250,000 will be expended on

the Rio Grande Western shops at Salt Lake City

next year. The plant will be electrically operated

throughout.
Postmaster Tworably of Denver nas recommended

in a communication to the Postoffice Departinent

that a street-railway postal car be provided. Ihe

application, it is believed, will be favorably acted

upon, as increased facilities for handling the mail

are urgently needed.

General Irving Hale, manager of the Denver

office of the General Electric company, has just

returned from New York, where he attended the

meeting of the local managers of the General Elec-

tric company, on December nth and 12th.

The installation of machinery in the plant of the

Gardner Drill company on Blake street, Denver,

v.-ill commence in a few days. About 100 men wi 1

be employed in the construction of the electric drill.

In the budget submitted to the City Council of

Denver Mayor JoI\nson recommends an appropria-

tion of' $90,000 for 1901 for electric lighting for

streets and public buildings outside the fire and

police departments. This is the same amount ap-

propriated for 1900. J- W. U.

PERSONAL.

Mr C. O. Mailloux. the well-known electrical

engineer of New York, was in Chicago for a flying

visit last w-eek.

C W Woodward has been appointed purchasing

a^ent of the Electric Storage Battery company of

Philadelphia, to succeed the late John B, Falkner,

Tr.

Robert T. Tighe died recently in New York at

the age of 58 years. Mr. Tighe, while in the em-

ployment of x\drian C. Morse, installed the first

telegraph svstem in South America, and afterward

established other systems in Chile and Peru.

Dr S Hoepfner, a prominent engineer and chem-

ist of Hamilton, Ont, died at Denver on December

i.:;th of typhoid lever. He was well known m min-

ing circles through his invention of an electrolytic

treatment of refractory ores now in use in a num-

ber of smelters in Europe and Great Britain.

It is reported from London that H. F. Parshall,

the American electrical engineer, has been appointed

constructing director of the Yerkes underground

road. Mr. Parshall was intimately connected with

the designing and construction of the Central Lon-

don underground railway, and is well known on

both sides of the Atlantic.

George .\. Fuller, founder and head of the George

\ Fuller company, pioneer in the construction of

steel-skeleton buildings, died in New York city on

December 14th. Over 30 of the largest business

buildings in Chicago were constructed by the Fuller

company and besides these the firm erected as many,

if not more, in Boston, New York, Baltimore St.

Louis and Pittsburg. Mr. Fuller, who was a graduate

of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, had a

wide acquaintance among electrical contractors, and

the news of his death was received with regret.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

A $19,000 electric-light plant has been contracted

for by Brazil, Ind,

An electric-light and power plant will be built al

Blue Rapids, Kan.

About SiS.OOO will be expended in the new electric-

lighting plant at Galena, 111.

The town of Crowley, La„ has purchased and will

enlarge the electric-light plant of H. Widmer.

The Peoria (111.) Gas and Electric company has in-

creased its capital stock from $500,000 to $1,000,000.

The F. L. Smith Electric company of Harvard,

lU., has been incorporated, with $10,000 capital stock,

to furnish electric light, heat and power. The incor-

Ijorators are F. L. Smith, Eugene B. Smith and
Leslie H. Smith.

B. E. Lennard, C. W. Smith, W. H. Greene and
M. F. Home will establish an electric-light plant at

Jasper, Fla.

In Dawson City the streets are now lighted by
electricity and electric trolley cars are promised by
January 1st.

The Gainesboro Telephone company of Sparta,

Tenn., wishes prices on the installation of an arc-

lighting plant.

Plans are being arranged for the establishing of a
modern electric-light plant in Tipton, Ind., to be
owned by the city.

The E. L. Shuford Manufacturing company of

Hickory, N. C, wants estimates on a lighting plant

for its cotton mill.

A conduit ordinance has been passed at Battle

Creek. Mich., and all wires must be underground
before January i, 1902.

A new addition will be erected to the electric-

lighting plant at Sea Isle City, N. J., under the
direction of T. E. Ludlam.

The Laurel Light and Power company of Laurel,

Miss., wishes to correspond with manufacturers of

electric-light appliances and equipment.

The Durant Light and Power company of Bon-
ham, Texas, has been incorporated for $10,000, by
Z. Smith, R, S. Semple and M. Watson.

The Bristol Light and Power company of Bristol.

Tenn., with capital of $25,000, has been chartered by
E. J. Samford, C. D. Caldwell and others.

The contract for the new municipal electric-light

plant in Richmond, Ohio, will be let on January 3d
and construction will be commenced at once.

Plans and specifications for a lighting plant have
•been prepared and a franchise for its installation

granted to Mr. Parmenter of Scotland. S. D.

The United Light and Power company of New
York has been incorporated, with $1,500,000 capi-

tal, to furnish electric light, power and gas.

The Moore Mill and Gin company of Mangum,
Okla.. wants information and estimates on an elec-

tric-light plant for a tow'n of 1,200 inhabitants.

W. G. Hyslop is at the head of a movement to

have an electric-light plant installed at Blair, Wis.
The citizens have raised $2,000 for the purpose.

The Vicksburg Water, Light and Power com-
pany of Vicksburg, S. D., has been incorporated,

v/ith $1,000,000, capital by M. O. Grumpier, S. S.

Hudson and C. V. Pattison.

The government is to erect an electric-lighting

plant at Fort Sheridan military post. Fort Sheridan,

111. A. G. McPherson of Highland Park, 111., will

prepare plans and specifications.

The Southern Light and Power company of

Vicksburg. Miss., with capital stock of $100,000, has

been incorporated by B. W. Griffith, A. J. Grief,

J. C. Shaffer and F. S. Mordaunt.

The Boise Payette River Electric Power company
of Boise, Idaho, has been incorporated, to build

and operate a railway and lighting plant. The au-

thorized capital stock is $1,000,000.

The Crossville (Tenn.) Electric Light and Power
company has been incorporated, with J. E. Burnett,

president, for the establishment of an electric-light

plant. O. W. Moore may be addressed.

The Arcadia (Fla.) Electric Light and Telephone
company has been formed. A site has been selected

and contracts let for buildings for its lighting plant.

J. L. Jones may be addressed for information.

The Consumers' Heat, Light and Power company
of Newport News, Va., which is building a plant

in that city, will shortly ask the Hampton Town
Council for a franchise to operate in that place.

The mayor of Covington, Ky., has signed an ordi-

nance passed by the General Council, providing for

issuing $75,000 four per cent, bonds for the pur-

pose of erecting an electric-light plant in that city.

A charter was granted the Chickasha Water and
Electric Light company to put in a plant at Chicka-

sha. I. T. The capital stock is $250,000 and the

incorporators are A. J. Campbell. H. B. Johnson and

E. E. Blake.

The New York capitalists who have secured a

controlling interest in the Universal Conduit, Light,

Heat and Power company of Wilmington, Del., will

shortly begin laying conduits in that city and erect-

ing an electric-light plant there.

The Keswick (Cal.) Electric Power company re-

cently purcjiased property on Mill Seat Creek, and

has placed an order for a 2,000-horsepower electric

plant. The company will supply power and light

to Anderson, Redding, Keswick and other places.

The Merchants' Electric company of New Orleans,

La has been incorporated, with capital stock of

$100 000, for the establishment of electric-light, heat

and power plants. C. D. Crandall is president:

L. C. Quintero, vice-president and M. Berr, secre-
tary and treasurer.

The city of Nashville, Tenn., wiil want bids next
spring on a plant having a capacity of 400 2,000-
candlepower arcs and 5,000 incandescent lamps, to
cost not more than $150,000. Mayor J. M. Head
will furnish additional information and receive bids.

The Citizens' Electric Light, Gas, Heat and Power
company of Danville, III, has been incorporated,
with capital of $100,000, to operate light, heat and
power plants. The incorporators are William V.
Tobey, George L. Barney and Charles M. Lewis.

The National Manufacturing and Electric com-
pany of Assumption, 111., has been incorporated by
C. C. Corzine, A. Casalett and I. H. Gushing, with
capital stock amounting to $25,000. The company
will operate an electric-lighting and steam-heating
plant, and manufacture brick and tile.

A 20-year franchise for an electric-light plant has
been granted by the town of Steamboat Springs,
Colo., to G. H. Smedley. A 440-volt, three-wire
system will be installed, using 220-volt lamps. Con-
struction has already been commenced and the plant
is expected to be in operation within three months.

Sealed proposals will be received by the Depart-
ment of the Interior, through the commissioner of
Indian Affairs, up to December 27th, for the com-
plete installation of an electric-lighting plant at
the Chilocco Indian School, Oklahoma. Informa-
tion will be furnished bidders by C. W. Goodman,
superintendent of the school.

The property of the Suburban Electric company
of Covington, Ky., has been sold at auction for
$181,000 to a member of Senator Foraker's law firm.
The purchaser is believed to represent the Cincin-
nati Edison Electric company. The company has
a seven-year contract to light Covington, and it may
attempt to compete with the Cincinnati company.

Mayor Moss of Newport News, Va., has vetoed
the ordinance contracting with the new Consumers'
Light, Heat and Power company to furnish 50 of
the 100 new arcs that are to be installed for street
lighting. His action was due to a proposition made
by the old company to furnish the new lights and
make a uniform rate of $50 a year on all arcs. The
Consumers' company will fight the case in the courts.

The moving of the heavy machinery to the new
power house of the Franklin (Ind.) Water, Light
and Power company is progressing smoothly under
the direction of General Superintendent A, M.
Barron. The absence of the electric lights and
the necessity of putting up with gas and oil lamps
is having a most salutary effect in emphasizing the
value of the former, and the starting up of the plant
will be hailed with delight by all the citizens.

The advent of the new Evanston Yaryan Electric
Light company in the lighting field at Evanston,
111., has created a strong competition between it and
the old Evanston Electric Illuminating company
and the Northwestern Gaslight and Coke company.
In order to meet this competition, the latter com-
pany has announced a reduction in the price of
illuminating gas from $1.75 a 1,000 feet to $1.25.
thus making the price of fuel and illuminating gas
the same.

A recent issue of the New York Sun contained
"the follov/ing interesting data in regard to the ex-
penditure of various cities for street lighting: Chi-
cago spends $600,000 a year in street lighting; Bos-
ton, $650,000; Cincinnati, $425,000; Baltimore, $350,-
000; San Francisco, $245,000; Providence, $250,000:
New Orleans, $230,000; Cleveland, $325,000, and
Washington, a city of long distances, low houses and
wide streets, $235,000. New York will expend for

street lighting in 1901 $2,745,000 for gas and elec-

tricity. Of this total Manhattan uses $960,000;
Brooklyn, $950,000; The Bronx, $350,000; Queens,
$355,000. and Richmond, $130,000.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
A railway power plant is to be built at Beaumont,

Texas. I. D. Polk will furnish information to those

interested.

The Chambersburg and Gettysburg (Pa.) Electric

Railway company has been incorporated, with $50,-

coo capital stock.

The Bristol (Tenn.) Light and Power company
will build a large electric-power plant for operating
street cars and for other purposes.

The City Electric Street Railway company of

Rome. Ga.. will expend $25,000 in increasing its

power and purchasing new equipment.

Electric traction throughout the Valley of Mex-
ico, says Modern Mexico, is rapidly filling up the

gaps between the city and its numerous suburbs.

The council of Kent, Ohio, has granted a fran-

chise to the Portage Lakes Traction company for

an electric line on Cherry and Mogadore streets.

The Nankin (Mich.) Township Board has granted

to J. A. Russel and his associates a franchise for

the Detroit, Plymouth and Ann Arbor railway.

A company has been incorporated under the laws

of New Jersey to build a line from Delaware, Ohio,

to Magnetic Springs and other lines leading to

Richwood and Marysville. The capital stock of the
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company is $400,000, and T. N. Kerr of Columbus
is interested.

Tile Fort Wayne, Dayton and Cincinnati Traction
company of Dayton, Ohio, has been incorporated

for $20,000, by S. F. George, C. W. Gerhart, C. E.

Swayne and C. A. LucinS.

The Natchez (Miss.) Electric Street Railway and
Power company has been organized, with $150,000

capital stock, by A. G. Campbell. Captain J. W
Lambert, T. Reber and P. W. Mulvihill.

B. P. Foster of Cleveland, Ohio, associated with

other Cleveland capitalists, has apolied for a fran-

chise for an electric railroad between Painesville,

Ohio, and Fairport Harbor, three miles north.

Extensive construction of street-railway lines is

about to take place in Gothenburg, Sweden, under
the direction of J. Sigfrid Edstrom, who has had
charae of the reconstruction of the Zurich tram-

ways.

The ordinance granting W. J. Canham and J. B.

Mcllwain a franchise through the city of Port

Huron, Mich., for the proposed Port Huron and
Lexington electric railway has been passed by the

council.

The American Street Railway, Generating and
Power company of East Orange, N. J., has been
incoroorated. with $2,500,000 capital stock. The
mcorporators are E. G. Johnson, F. D. Palmer and

L. F. Vion.

The Uxbridge and Blackstone Street Railway com-
pany, which has lately received a franchise, will

build a road which will constitute the completing

link in the trolley line between Worcester, Mass..

and Providence, R. I.

The Wurzburg electric railway of Wurzburg, Ger-

many, has lately been put in operation. All the

former horse-car lines have been absorbed and
suburban extensions are planned for next spring.

The fare is 10 pfennigs (2^ cents).

The Chicago Federation of Labor lias declared

itself in favor of municipal ownership of street rail-

ways in Chicago, mainly because it would help the

working people by making it possible for them to

get a uniform cheap fare to outlying districts for a

radius of 20 to 50 miles.

A charter was granted to the Warren and Shef-

field Street Railway company of Warren, Pa., with

$66,000 capital stock, to build a street railway 11

miles long, from Glade Run, Warren County. The
directors are D. H. Siggins, H. A. Jamison, W. W.
Rankin and H. A. Siggins.

The Atlanta (Ga.) Railway and Power company
contemplates constructing a track to Marietta. The
company has applied to the board of county com-
missioners for the right to construct a single or

double track along the Marietta road, northwest

from a point near Exposition Mills.

The Chicago City Railway company contemplates
the erection of large car barns on a tract of 15 acres

at the southern terminus of the Wentworth avenue
electric line in Auburn Park. Plans for the struc-

tures are now being completed. About $100,000

will be expended on the improvement.

The Calcutta Tramway company of Calcutta,

India, is preparing to change its lines from horse-
power to electricity, and the contract for the power
station has been given to Dick, Kerr & Co. of

London. The first shipments for the plant are ex-
pected to arrive in Calcutta in December of this year.

The St. Joseph and Benton Harbor Street Railway
company, the Benton Harbor and Eastman Springs
Electric Railway company and the Benton Harbor
and St. Joseph Electric Light company have been
consolidated, under the name of the Benton Harbor
and St. Joseph Electric Railway and Light com-
pany.

The county commissioners have granted a

franchise for the construction of an electric railroad
on the Lafayette pike from Indianapolis, Ind., to
Lebanon. The petitioners are J. M. Manker, A. A.
McKain, E. Dawson and others. The road is to

be called the Indianapolis and Lebanon Traction
company.

The street-railway companies of Detroit, Mich.,
have again been reorganized under a new con-
solidation which will be known as the Detroit
United Railway company. The new company will

have a capital of $12,500,000, and Henry A. Everett
of Cleveland and his friends will control 40 per
cent, of the stock.

The Capitol Traction company of Washington,
D. C, is rushing work on its extension on Pennsyl-
vania avenue east from Eighth street. Other exten-
sions will be begun as soon as this is completed,
including a loop connecting the present Baltimore
and Ohio depot with the site of the proposed new
depot of that railroad.

A reorganization of the Muskegon (Mich.) Street
Railway company has been effected, Theodore Bar-
ber and Liddon Flick of Wilkesbarre, Pa., purchas-
ing a controlling interest in the properly. The
entire system will be rclaid with 70-pound rails,

additional power will be added at the power house,
and eight new. 50-passcngcr cars will be obtained.
The interurban electric line that is being built from
Grand Raoids to Muskegon will run its cars over

the tracks of the Muskegon system as far as the
Union depot.

Frank W. Hawley, vice-president of the Erie
Canal Electric Traction company, is credited with
the statement that a syndicate, having from £i,ooo,-
000 to i4,ooo,ooo to invest, has been formed to con-
nect London with places within a radius of 30 miles
by electric surface hues, running in conjunction
with the London underground lines.

At a meeting of the Decatur (Ind.) City Council
last week an application for a franchise was pre-
sented by A. L. Scott, president of the Fort Wayne
Traction company, J. VV. Tyndall of Decatur and
W. H. Harkins of Portland. The company wants
to build an electric railroad from Fort Wayne to
Portland and later on to Richmond.

The gross earnings of the Toronto Railway
company last year were $1,333,542, an increase of
$122,924 over those of the preceding year. After
providing interest at from 4Va to six per cent, on
bonds to the value of $3,000,000, the company was
able last year to show a net profit of $432,816.43, as
compared with $404,738.80 the year before.

The Town Board of Cicero, 111., has prevented the
laying of extensions to tracks in Oak Park by the
Lake Street Elevated Railway company. The board
claims that the railway company is using from two
to three feet of the street without proper authority,
and demands that the railway company pave the
street in return for the use of a part of it.

The contract for building the Cherry Hill, Elk-
ton and Chesapeake City (Md.) electric railway has
been awarded to Thomas Deegan & Co. for $126,000.
The tools for constructing the road are now at Elk-
ton and the work of building the road will be begun
at once and rapidly pushed to completion. It is very
probable that the power house will be built at Elk-
ton.

M. Fabre has submitted to the French govern-
ment plans for a railroad to the summit of Mont
Blanc. The most favored plan is to start the line
from Les Houches, on the Savoy side, whence it is

II miles to the summit of the mountain. The plans
provide for 12 stations with every convenience for
travelers. The trains will be propelled electrically,

power being derived from the River Arve.

Negotiations have been begun in Grand Rapids,
Mich., looking toward the extension of the Grand
.Uapids-HoUand interurban line to Hammond, ind.,
to connect with the South Chicago City Railway
comoanv's lines. B. S. Hanchett, secretary ot the
Grand Rapids Railway company, is representing the
Grand Rapids' interests in the deal, and is men-
tioned as the probable president of the new consoli-
dated company.

The famous new Cascade tunnel of the Great
Northern railway in the Cascade range was recently
opened for trarfic. This three-mile tunnel was
constructed from both ends at the same time, and
when the engineering crews met they were within
a sniall fraction of an inch in the working out of the
plans. The new large 150-ton engines wiil be used
in the tunnel for the present, using coal, from Crow's
Nest Pass, which is almost entirely free from sul-

phur, and therefore well httcd for tunnel use. Later
electricity will probably be used through the tunnel,
but the clans have not yet been perfected to that end.

It is reported that the Chicago, Evanston and
Northern Street Railway company, which has asked
for a 50-year franchise from the Evanston City
Council, may eltect plants with the Northwestern
Elevated company for the use of the inclined plane
at Wilson avenue, the terminus structure at that
point, and the elevated tracks to the downtown dis-

trict. A 10-cent fare will be charged between points
north of Wilson avenue and the downtown district,

five cents to be paid to the car conductor before
reaching the incline, and a second fare to be col-

lected by the elevated-railway company. The road
is to run between Lake View and Grosse Point.

The Twin City Rapid Transit company of St. Paul
was recently crippled for seevral hours by a lack

of power. The street-railway company has its

power house and dam below the falls, and for power
relies upon the water that escapes through the tail-

races of the flour mills or makes its way over the

upper dam. The mills all shut Quwn at 7:30 in

the morning, which is something very unusual. It

was less than five minutes later that the wheels at

the DOwer house below the falls ceased running, for

the river between the lower dam and the falls wa.-^

practicallv drv. The water coming down the river

was checked by the dam, and nearly four hours
elapsed before it rose to the crest and flowed over

and orovided power for the power house below.

The Larchmont (N. Y.) Railway company is aban-

doning its old horse cars, which have been running
for 10 years, and putting electric cars in their places.

The president, Charles Singer, has bought the most
expensive cars in the market for use in the Manor
section, which extends from the New Haven rail-

road to Long Island Sound, a distance of about a

mile. They arc the finest ever seen in Westchester
County. Each car is vcstibulcd, all the railings are

of polished brass and nickel, and an electric push-

button is placed at each window, so that the pas-

senger can stop the car without calling the con-

ductor. Ten incandescent lights will illuminate each

car at night, so that the passengers can see to read.

Instead of the regulation uniforms the motormen
and conductors will wear black suits and black silk
caps bound with gold braid.

The British Westinghouse company has recently
acquired the patents of the Newell electro-magnetic
track brake. The brake consists of a horseshoe
magnet suspended by heavy spiral springs and ex-
cited by current supphed from the car motors
driven as generators by the momentum of the car.
While the ordinary track brake has a tendency to
lift the car from the track and thus reduce the
efllect of the wheel-rim hand brake, this brake op-
erates by its attraction for the rail, and by a simple
arrangement of levers the reaction of the magnetic
brake is applied to the shoes on the wheel rim, thus
increasing their efifectiveness. The brake is put in
operation by a backward movement of the controller
handle.

AUTOMOBILES.
The Westchester Automobile Club has been

formed by a number of New York men, among
whom are W. K. Vanderbilt, W. K. 'Vanderbilt, Jr.,

Worthington Whitehouse and Albert G. Bostwick.
The club proposes to establish supply stations for
automobiles on the country roads leading to the
Ardsley Casino, Knollwood Country Club and the
Westchester Country Club.

P.UBLICATIONS.
The Ashton 'Valve company, 271 Franklin street,

Boston, Mass., has issued for the new year an
attractive calendar, which bears an excellent photo-
gravure reproduction entitled "Please Bite."

B. E. Buell, Havana, Cuba, agent for the insulat-
ing products of the Philip Carey Manufacturing
company of Lockland, Ohio, has issued a pamphlet
contamme testimonial letters from customers in

Cuba. The pamphlet is printed in Spanish and is

entitled "Larga Experiencia."

A new illustrated catalogue of the Sturtevant en-
gines for electric-light plants and general high-grade
work has recently been issued by the B. F. Sturte-
vant company ot Boston. Various types of high-
speed vertical and horizontal, simple and compound
engines are illustrated and described.

The General Incandescent Arc Light company
of New York city has issued bulletins numbered
50, 82 and S3, devoted to illustrated descriptions and
price-lists respectively of G. I. pure drawn-copper
knife switches, alternating multiple enclosea-arc
lamps and alternating series enclosed-arc lamps and
regulators.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible company, Jersey City,

N. J., has issued a.very interesting pamphlet, the

leading article of which is entitled "vVnere the New
Century Will Really Begin," by John Ritchie, Jr.,

it being reprinted trom the Ladies' Home Journal.
The rest of the booklet treats of the evolution of

school pencils and describes the Dixon pencils and
crayons.

"A Study of Certain Shades and Globes for Elec-
tric Lights as Used in Interior Illumination," by
William Lincoln Smith, originally appearing in the
September number of the Tecnnology tjuarterly, has
been reprinted in pamphlet form. From the results

obtained in his investigations, it is the author's opin-

ion that the Holophane type of shade is greatly

superior in general results to any other investigated.

The C. W. Hunt company of West New Brighton,
N. Y., has recently issued a catalogue descriptive

of the Hunt noiseless conveyor and other machin-
ery for handling coal, ashes and similar mateiials
in power stations. Illustrations and sectional ele-

vations are given of a number of power stations

equipped with the Hunt system and all the details

of the conveying apparatus are fully explained and
exceedingly well illustrated.

The official report of the nineteenth annual meet-
ing of the American Street Railway association, held

in Kansas City last October, has been issued by
Secretary T. C. Penington from the office of the

association at Chicago. The pamphlet contains a

full account of the proceedings of the convention, a

portrait of the retiring president, John M. Roach,
and illustrations of the original Convention Hall at

Kansas Citv. before and after it was destroyed by
fire.

The Westinghouse motor-driven air compressors
built by the Westinghouse Air Brake company of

Pittsburg are treated in a catalogue recently issued

from the press of the Westinghouse companies'

publishing department. The machines described

have been designed to supply the demand for small

electrically operated air compressors to be used

on electric cars for car-brake and train-signal op-

eration. Three views of the combined pump and
motor are shown in the illustrations, while the

reading matter covers a full description of the ap-

paratus.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
The annual meeting of the Underwriters' National

Electrical association was held in New York city

on December Tith and 12th. A large number of

delegates were in attendance from all over the coun-
try, and some important decisions were reached,

which will be embodied in changes in the National
Electrical Code for 1901.
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ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The Metropolitan Street Railroad company of

New York has declared the regular quarterly divi-

dividend of 1% per cent., payable January 15th.

The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
company has declared the regular quarterly dividend

of i94 per cent, on its preferred stock, payable Jan-

nary 2d.

A dividend of four per cent, is to be paid to the

holders of the preferred stock of the Nassau Elec-

tric Railroad company of Brooklyn, on December
.^ist. This is the first dividend ever declared by the

company, which was leased two years ago by the

Brooklyn Rapid Transit company. At that time it

had $6,500,000 preferred stock, $8,500,000 common
stock and $13,000,000 bonds.

The mortgage debt of the Chicago City Railway
company, amounting to $4,619,500, due July i, 1901,

is to be liquidated by the issue of stock to the

amount of $5,000,000, according to officials of the

company. Stock of the company is now quoted at

260. The total capitalization is $14,000,000, of which
all but $1,000,000 is outstanding. The increase in cap-

italization may reduce the dividends on the securities

from 12 to eight per cent, per annum. The average
earnings on the capital stock have been slightly

more than 13 per cent. In 1893 the earnings
amounted to a little more than 23^/^ per cent.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Several German firms have acquired waterpowers

in Norway of from 20.000 to 40,000 horsepower each,

for the production of calcium carbide.

Commissioner Peck has submitted his report oi

expenditures in connection with the Paris Exposi-
tion. The items include $8,960 for electrical installa-

tion, $7,238 for telegrams and cablegrams and $4,593
for electric lights.

In Boston recently a vault door of chrome steel

three inches thick was opened with the aid of the

electric arc. Although many safes have been opened
by this method, this is said to be the first time that

a vault has been so operated upon.

Charles H. Dickey of Baltimore is the inventor ot

an electric protective device for elevators, provid-

ing for the automatic stopping of the cage if a

parcel or body of any kind should happen to be
projecting so as to strike a floor in passing. A
company has been capitalized for $100,000, to man-
ufacture the device in Baltimore.

H. H. Humphrey, the well-known electrical engi-

neer of St. Louis, is preparing plans for a lighting

and power plant for the DeBeers Explosives Works
at Cape Town, South Africa. This installation will

consist of a power-generating plant and about 1,000

horsepower in motors to drive air compressors,
waterworks pumps and a refrigerating outfit.

There was recently made in the foundry of the

Edward P. Allis company of Milwaukee what is be-

lieved to be the largest single casting ever poured.
The casting weighs 110,000 pounds and is to serve

as the bed plate for a blowing engine for the Carnegie
Steel company at Pittsburg. In the process of its

construction there was poured about 126,000 pounds
of metal. The plate is 23 feet 10 inches long, nine

feet g¥2 inches wide and has an extreme length of

five feet in the center.

A base-measuring apparatus which has been per-

fected in connection with the summer-school work
of the civil-engineering department of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology has recently been
tested by the Coast and Geodetic Survey in Wash-
ington, and is about to be used in the important
Lampasas base in Texas. One part of the apparatus
determines very accurately the mean temperature
of the tape by measuring its electrical resistance

by means of a special form of thermophone devised

by two graduates.

A method of manufacturing glass by means of the

electric arc is said to have been devised in Germany.
The furnace consists of a series of successive steps,

made of refractory material, upon each of which
rest the terminals of carbon rods between which
the arc is to be struck. The raw material is filled,

in a powdered form, into a funnel, and flows upon
the highest step of the stairway, where it is fused
by the electric arc. To clear and purify the liquid

mass of glass it is run down two other steps, and
is there acted upon again by electric arcs; the op-
eration is continuous.

The wlndpower electric station of the little Prus-
sian town of Wittkiel, near Kappeln, is said to have
an efficiency hitherto quite unlooked for in a plant
of the kind. Its success is attributed to a local engi-
neer's improvements in the windmill, which is made
of large size, and is kept at its normal speed of 11

revolutions per minute by an automatic adjustment
of the vanes. This windmill is 39 feet in diameter,
with an effective wind area of about 1,000 square
feet, and can develop more than 30 horsepower.
The power is used to drive a dynamo, which, at 700
revolutions, gives 12a amperes at 160 volts, the full

electromotive force being reached with a wind veloc-
ity of eight feet a second.

Witherbee. Sherman & Co. of Port Henry, N. Y.,

are about to undertake some very interesting ex-
periments in the concentration of the magnetic ores
which they mine. The fines of the high-grade "Old
Bed" ore, which runs about 61 per cent, in iron, are

to be screened from the coarse ore and then sub-
jected to crushing and magnetic separation, the
idea being to carry them up in grade and subse-
quently work up the tailings so as to secure a high
phosphorus product, suitable for fertilizer trade.

At the same time it is expected that the value of

the coarse ore will be increased to about 68 per
cent, in metallic iron, and that the phosphorus will

be reduced to near the Bessemer limit.

TRADE NEWS.
The Freeman Power Suppb' company of Liberty-

ville, 111., has been incorporated, with a capital of

$20,000. The company will produce and sell elec-

trical and mechanical power. The incorporators

are Ernest Freeman, M. M. Harms and Theodore
K. Jackson.

A fire which started in the varnish room of the

Elwell-Parker Electric company of Cleveland early

in the week resulted in a loss of about $100,000 to

that company, and about $400,000 worth of property
of the Brown Hoisting and Conveying Machine
company was destroyed. The loss is said to be
largely covered by insurance.

The Kentucky Electrical company, Owensboro.
Ky.. manufacturer of incandescent lamps, motors
and dynamos, is among the first to present its

friends and patrons with a calendar for the first

year of the new century. The calendar is made
very attractive with the handsome face of a young
lady wreathed with lilac blooms.

Shipments of electrical machinery from the

United States to various parts of the world are at-

tractinsT attention bv reason of their unusual size

and value. The Westinghouse and General Electric

companies are foremost in this export trade. The
greatest demand at present seems to come from
Italy. The steamship AUer, on her last trip east,

had over Sw.oco worth of electrical machinery for

Genoa, as well as electrical goods and laundry ap-

paratus for Milan.

A decree was entered on December 5th in the

United States Circuit Court for the Eastern District

of Pennsylvania in a recent action of the Diehl

Manufacturing company against the Marietta Manu-
facturing company and H. Burd Cassel, receiver,

for infringement of letters patent (Nos. 465,360,

^65,361, 537,679 and 585-250) relating to electric ceil-

ing fans. This decree declares these patents to be

valid and to have been infringed by the Marietta

company, and orders that a perpetual injunction be

issued enjoining the defendants from further in-

fringement.

The Sturtevant Engineering company has re-

cently moved its London (England) office to 147

Queen Victoria street, that city, in order to secure

the increased accommodation necessary for its rap-
idly growing business as the European representa-
tive of the B. F. Sturtevant company of Boston.
Mass. A new branch office has been established at

31 Rue de Provence, Paris, and a change made in

the location of the Glasgow office to 45 Hope street.

The offices at Berlin, Stockholm, Amsterdam and
Milan remain the same. In order to provide facili-

ties for conducting its growing local business, the
B. F. Sturtevant company has removed its Chicago
office to much larger quarters at 2S1-289 South
Clinton street.

The Storey General Electric company, successor
to the Storey Motor and Tool company, has just

completed the removal of its offices and factory
from Trenton, N. J., to a larger and newly equipped
facton.' at Harrison, N. J. The new company, which
is capitalized at $3,500,000, is the outgrowth of the
steadily increasing demand for the well-known
Storey motors, and with the larger facilities in shop
room, machinery, etc., which are at its disposal, the
company will soon be in a position to handle a

greater volume of work. I. E. Storey, the former
proprietor of the Storey Motor and Tool company.
is president of the new concern, and has associated
with him men who have both the ability and capital

to push the new company forward to a prominent
position in the electrical manufacturing field.

The following interesting letter from F. E. Drake,
director of machinery and electricity for the United
States commission at the Paris Exposition, ad-
dressed to the Ball Engine company, Erie, Pa., ex-
plains itself: "The end of the exposition having
arrived. I feel it my duty and privilege to inform
vou. officially, concerning the operation of the 300-

horsepower, tandem-compound engine which you
supplied this department for the operation of the
uowcr erenerator at the United States Machinery
building at Vincennes. Our plant was the first of

the entire exuosition to be put in active service, and
since the starting of your engine we have never
had a moment's shutdown or the least difficulty

which could, in any way, be traceable to your engine.

It has operated noiselessly and continuously, and
has matle many friends among the foreigners who
have visited the plant. I must congratulate you
upon the workmanship and execution, in all direc-

tions, of the engine, as was evidenced by the fact

that we procured for you at the hands of the Inter-

national Jury of Award a gold medal, which is an
exceedingly high honor for an engine of this size

and class."

BUSINESS.
The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, is ex-

tremely proud of the fact that its Packard lamps
were adopted by the United States government to

light its exhibit at the Paris Exposition. The com-
pany states that these lamps are being adopted by
a greater number of users in both the local and
foreign markets -than ever before in their history.

An interesting exhibition of the fire-fighting qual-

ities of Kilfyre, the dry fire extinguisher put on the

market by the Monarch Fire Appliance company,
was given near the Chicago City Hall on December
15th. A pine structure, closed on three sides and
on top. was filled with papers, laths and other com-
bustible material and the whole saturated with oil-

When ignited the structure was enveloped in a fierce

blaze, and the heat was intense, but a little of the

powder thrown into the fire at the bottom quickly
extinguished the whole blaze. The test was a very

satisfactory one in all respects.

The Emerson Electric Manufacturing company,
St. Louis. Mo., announces that it is designing several

new types of alternating-current desk and bracket

fans and one new type of alternating-current ceiling

fan, which it expects will combine advantages not

found in motors of these types at present on the.

market. These new types will be suitable for op-
eration on low-frequency current, and the manu-
facturer will be pleased to send samples of them
to any responsible electrical dealer or central sta-

tion for examination and test, freight charges pre-

paid. The manufacturer expects that these sample?
will be ready for examination within a few weeks.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

663,412. Telephone System. William W. Bennett,

Mesquite, Texas. Application filed February 2.

1900.

The system covered by this patent comprises a receiver
switch connectnl through contacts wth the 1 ne wire and
the ground, ihe ground connecti""!! containtng a signal. Tlie
switch is adapted lo enpage ihe contacts when the re-

ce'ver is in place, and a second series of cotitacts is pro-
vided for eieagemert by the receiver switch when the
rec^iver is dis-rgaged. A primary induci on circuit in-

cludes two of the contacts, the secoLdary having one
termi' al g^ound^d beyond ihe signal, and its opprsite
terminal connected wjrh one tfrmin^l of the receiver.

The second t'-rminal of the receiver ts crnnected through
a ihird coniact of the s cond series to ihe receiver
switch, and a firger lever is in circu't with the receiver
switch. There are separate contacts for alternate engage-
mpnt by ihe finger lever and separate line wires connected
with the contacis.

663,420. Arc-light Hanger. George Cutter, assignor

to George Cutter company, Chicago, 111. Ap-
plication filed April 17, 1900.

This hanger comprises a pair of switching devices,

each consisting of a pivotally supported swinging lisver

Issued December 11 ^
igoo.

provided with a horizontal'y extending arm or extension

arranged on the sides of the p'votal support opposite the

lever, and contacis with which the levers can make con-

nection. Sp'ings rormally ho d the levers against the

contacts. The bracket is adapted to support the bmp. be-

ing provided at its upper end with lat*-ral projections

and conductrrs extended on the lamp bracket or hanger
from the lamo upw-rdly 10 the lateral prrjeftions

and b' Death them, and having the insula ion removed
from the-r lower surface below the projections, whereby
the ccndnctors can engage and rest upon the arms or exten-

sions of trie switching devices and can operate the de-

vices when suspended therefrom.

663,454. Electric Arc Lamp. Frederick W. Martin

and Frank Stewart, Hamilton, Canada, assignors

of one-half to Brown, Boggs & Co., Hamilton,

Canada. AppHcation filed May 12, 1900.

A centrally suspended main supporting tube is pro-

vided with a vertical bearing with horizontal flange at its

lower end, and carries upper and low<-r nuts against the

bearing to fasten it. Side tubes, a tower rng and an in-

termediate rine are secured 10 the bearing, and flange

collars on the tubes and upper nuts fasten the rings aad

flange together and suspend the side tubes. The lower

globe support has a horizontal fl=>nee, and lower col-
lars on me side tubes fit against the upper side ff the
flange. The e' ds of the tubes are screwed into the flange
and are flush with its lower side.

663.460. Telegraph Repeater. Charles D. Olsen and
Thomas W. Carroll, Denver, Colo. Applica-

tion filed August 17, 1899.

This instrument ha-i two main maenets and two auxil-

iary magnets, one main and one ansi'iary magnpt forming
a set There are make-and-break devices f r the m^enet
circuits in ea-^h set, pach device romprsing a pivoted
lever carrying the armature of both maeneis in the set

and a sm-ll pivoed movahle levpr controlled by ihe first

lever. The device is f^peratpd by one set of magnets con-
trolling the circuits of the other set.

663.461. Maximum-demand Meter. Eustace Oxley,

Lynn, Mass., assignor to the General Electric

company of New York. Application filed July

31, 1899.

The meter described comprises a conducting liquid com-
municating with a reservoir on one side and a tube on the
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"Other antl traversine a magnetic field at a suitable point.
Eltcirodes within the field communicaie with a consump-
tion circuit and a vblve prt veils back-flow of the liquid

when raised above a predelermi' ed hrighr, the v..lve

beine pri vided wiih a hand-controlled restoring device to

permit back-flow of the liquid to reset the meter.

663,465. Programme Clock. Karl Puttkammer and
Friedrich Orthmann, Charlottenburg, Germany.
Application filed January 9, igoo.

A clock is fi ted with a rotating div sion disk. Pins are
adap-ed to be inserud iitn the holes in the disk corre-
spondi' g to ihe times ft which cne or more electric cir-

cuits are lo be closed, there beirg as many rows cf holes
Sor pins on the divis'on disk as there are electric circui s,

A number of looibed wheels cintinublly rotate with the
division disk. Levers are mounted to fall iuto the leeth
of the wheels, and another set of levers interferes with the
first Set, and is aciuaied by ihe pins to release the latter

and clcse the respective electric circuits at the predeter-
mined limts.

(163,466. Workman's Time Check. Karl Puttkam-
mer and Friedrich Orthmann, Charlottenburg,

Germany. Application filed January 9, 1900.

The invention covers an apparatus for checking work-
men's time, in which a guide chute is pivotally supported
and provided with cortroiling pins. An electron. a^net
and arm-ture control the guide ( hute by means of the

pii'S. 'Counters are received from the chute, and channels
conduct them to iheir receptacles.

,663,467. Process of Producing Electric Arc Lights.

Ewald Rasch, Nuremberg, Germany. Applica-

tion filed May 7, 1900.

A process of producing I'ght is described which consists

in biinging elect od'S into arcing juxtaposition, one, at

least, of the electrodes being comp( sed of a length of a
good conductor and a mass cf secoi d-class conductor non-
conducting when cold ai d conducti\ e when heaied, pass-
ing current through ihe goe d ccnducior cf such intensity

as to main ain an arc and melt off the gcod conductor in

the neiehborhood of the arc, thereby heating the second-
class conductor in the neigbbi rhood of the a'C to a con-
du< ting temperature, and thereupon mainiaining the arc
between the second-cl^ss conductor and ihe other elec-

trcde, and maintaining the current at such intensity as to

susta'U tbe arcing portion of the second-class conductor at

•a luminous temperature.

1663,489. Electrical Connection. William B. Cleve-

land, Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed Feb-
ruary 7, 1900.

Two conductors are shown, the one homogeneously in-

corporaied in the other, 'he incorporating conductor being
comp' essed upon the end of the inccrporated conductor
and surround ng it at its point of entrance.

Germany. Application filed

NO. 663,519.

663.490. Method of Forming Electrical Connections.
William B. Cleveland, Cleveland, Ohio. Appli-

cation filed July 12, 1900.

The claims cover the method of forming an electrical
connertion between two conductors wh ch consists in sur-
rout ding the one with tbe other or in inser'ing the two
ends in a sleeve of ductile meial, and unitii g the two in
Varying degrees of intimacy by pressure, such pressure
being in substbutially regu'ar vaiiaticn and sufficient to

cause a poriion only of the mclos ng condurlor to fcrm a

homogeneous structure with the inclosed conductor,

663.491. Controller for Electric Motors. Charles
A, Dresser, Chicago, 111., assignor to G. A.
Edward Kohler and Franklin W. Kohler, Chi-
cago, 111. Application filed May 10, 1900.

The movable element of a rheostat is controlled by a
solenoid and cere and adapted in the reiracted position
of the core -o open the circuit. An electromagnet ccntrols
a part, adapted lo be interposed in the path cf tbe core
to prevent the same from moving to the ciicuit-opei^ing
position. A main switch is controlled by an electrom-gnet
or si lenoid, aid a switch controls the circuit ttiroui:h the
electromagnets, openii g it so as to de-energ-ze the latter
and thereby first oren the circuit at the switch and subse-
quently at tbe rheostat.

663,496. Electric Switch. Edward M. Hewlett,
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric company of New York. Application
filed February 11, 1899.

The essential part of this invention is a punched clip
formed of an int-gral strip of conducting metal doubled
up n ils-lf and having its closed end bent at an angle
against the back of the sw tchboard, the free ends i ro-
jetling through the switchboard antl he'd in place by a
slott) Q plate- through which they pass and a block placed
between tnem and secured in position.

663.510. Telephone Switchboard. William S. Paca,
Erie, Pa., assignor of one-half to Peter H. Ad-
ams, Erie, Pa. Application filed February 16,

1900.

A jack for telephone switchboards is constructed of a
spool (f magnetic metal, an arm extending backward
therefrom carrying three insu'aled contact tongues, one of
which forms part cf one side of the line rircuii. while the
jack fr me f' rms the other and the nther two forming
connections f< r a normally tpen local- baliery circuit, and
a coil surroui d rg the spool and cor nected with the
tcngucs in the local- battery circuit- The ccn tacts are
adapted lo be cic sed by means of a switch plug, both as to
the line circuit and the local-battery circuit.

663.511. Telephone Switchboard Apparatus. Will-
iam S. Paca, Erie, Pa., assignor of one-half to
Peter H. Adams. Erie, Pa. Application filed

February 16, 1900.

Earh subscriber's line is connectpd to jacks on each of
several duplicate sections of a multiple switchboard con-
nected up in circuit with a local battery. Switfh plues
are hdaited. when insirted in any jock of a seri'^s, to
connect a subscriber's circuit, and also connect with one
side (t the loral circuit all Ihe ja' ks of tbe series so
plugged upon, and a coti in ihe switch plug is connected
with ont) Hide of the Ircal-baitcry ciicuit and adapted to
complete Eu-h local circuit Ih.ough ary jack of the series
pIuRKcd in upon, by bringing ibe lip of surh plus into con-
tact thtrtwi.h, whereby the point of iuch plug becomes
mai^nctizcd.

663,519. Electric Rail Brake. Rudolf W. M. Schie-

mann, Dresden,
May 22, 1899.

A multipolar electromagnet comprises a conductive
core, conductive spools carrying the wire coils threaded
on ihe core, and coils wound and interconnected to form
a multipolar electromagnet witU alternating positive and
negaiive poles. Brakeshoes are secured to the core be-
tween the flanges of the spools and partly surrounding
the latter, 'n combination with outer brakesh es secured
to and partly surroui. ding the end spools of ihe electro-
maenet. The cuer brakeshoes have segmental faces
and are provided with anti-fnciion rollers. (See cut )

663,524. Incandescent Lamp. Samuel D. Wash-
burn, Boston, and Clarence H. Tinkham, Cam-
bridge, Mass., Mr. Tinkham being assignor to
Fred F. Rhodes, Boston, Mass. Application
filed March 12, 1900.

The subject of this patent is an improved incandescent
lamp comorisirig an exhausted bulb containing a g ass
tube extendiiii; into the bulb and sealed to its neck, at the
outer end, and a' the inner end sealed around th" wires
which support ihe filament, A disk of metal w thin the
exhausted bulb is mounted on the glass lube near its in-
ner end.

663,528. Electrically Operated Clip for Tentering
Machines. William Whiteley and William
Whiteley, Jr., Huddersfield, England. Appli-
cation 'filed July 27, 1900.

A trav'l'ng chain and a clip moving with the cha'n and
provided with a pivoted jaw are combined with a catch
also traveling w th the chain and normally holding t^e jaws
open, and a stationary electromagnet arr-nged adjacent
to the path of the catch and operating when opjos te to it

and e-ergized, to retract it and thereby release the piv-
oted jaw.

663,532. Flexible Supporting Structure for Elec-
tric Lamps. William F. Brewster, New York,
N. Y. Application filed June 12, 1900.

Each receptacle consis's of two parts, one part con-
nected to the electrical conductors and carrying a socket
for the lamps, aiid the other part connected to ah adjust-
able connecting device. A series of adjus able connecting
devices are provided and means for defining the position
of the receptacles relative lo each other.

Its ititemal face in position to be imiOersetJ in the electro-
lyte in fusion above the cathode, w th its upper face un-
covered by the electrolyte, and has a chamber for receiving
a current of cooling water. A vessel has a contracted part
at its lower end and means for cooling the uontracted
part. It also contains an insu'ati g s op. er traversed by
a suppoi t for ths cath de. a caihode h .ving a laperi g ex-
ternal sur'acM for fa'-iiitating the ris-; of the globules of
metal, an anod- surrounding the cthode. smtabl- electric
conductors for connecting ttie anoda and the laihode wiih
the means for i reducing ihe electr ciy, and a conductor
for con"ecting the collector in shunt with the current con-
ductor feediUff the caihode.

663,740. Trolley for Electric Cars. William H.
Earl. Painesville, Ohio. Application filed Au-
gust 14, 1900.

An alrm is hihged to the tipper efld oi the trolley j^dle to
swing laterally, and the support for the trolley wheel has a
pivoial connection wiih the arm and is adapted to turn
about a vertical axis.

663,750. Electric Contact or Current-taking Device.
Ernest Greil and Emile Audiger, Paris, France,
assignors to the Electric Lighting Boards, Lim-
ited, London, England. Application filed Jan-
uary 10, 1900.

parallel conducting bands are laid in the ernoves of a
t^ble or other supi ort and connected alternately t^ the
positive and negative poles of an elecnic generator. A
pair of conduc'irg projecions are secured to an insulating
blork and ea h is adapted lo penetrate one of the contacts.
A separate coi tact plate is suitably connected to each of
the projections.

l|l|l{l|l|l|l|l{l'
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663,600. Electric Railway. Theophilus P. Chan-
dler, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed Octo-
ber, 22, 1900.

A suspended conductor is sustained at intervals by lat-
erally projecting thin brackets or plates of less thickness
than the diameter of the conduct r. The trolley device
consists of a vertically movable frame and two grooved
collector wheels pivoted to the frame, one beini arr-need
above and ih". ether below the conductor, and in which
the flanges of the two wheels on ihe side of tbe conductor
most distant from the bracket or supporting plate are
normally closer together than are the corresponding
flanges tf the wheels on the side of the conductor adjacent
to ihe supporting bracket or place.

663,609. Dynamo or Motor. George L. Martin, New
York, N. Y. Application filed August 24, 1900.

The claim describes a machine with a rectangular casing
havng rounded corners and edges and pr vid- d with
poles, the polrs comprising a shell integral with ihe cas-
ing, and an inserted steel core extending through the shell
and forming part of the face of the pole,

663,625. System of Electric Traction. Marco T. de
Felice, Rome, Italy. Application filed June 9,

1900.

Contacts at intervals along a track and adapted to be
rubbed by a shoe on a passing car are connected to a cur-
rent-suiplying condu tor, a branch working conductor
and an electromag'.etic switch between the supply con-
ductor and each cf the cont cts. Ea h sw tch h-is a coil
normally communicating witu the corresponding contact
and wicn a return conducior. A second coil is lo~ated in

the b anch working c"ndnctor and holds the branch closed
while in use, and a diff rential coil m a shunt to eround or
a return conductor from the branch working conducior is

employed for retracting the swi ch.

663,659. System of Electrical Distribution. Henry
R. Kent. New York, N. Y., assignor to the

Westinghouse Machine company of Pennsyl-
vania. Application filed May i, 1900.-

A system of parallel operation is described in which a
secondary battery and one or more com pound-wound
dynamo-elei trie generaiors are conne ted in parallel The
positive termina s of the battery and the armaiure orarma-
lures are connected to one bus-bar, a secoid bus-bar carries
one terminal ( f each series field winding and an equalizing
barTs tn connection with tbe other terminal of each series
field wind ng and the negative terminals of the battery and
the armature or armatures. (See cut.)

663.695. Electrical Interrupter. James M. David-
son, London, England. Application filed June
7, 1900.

A tank contains a fluid conductor and a fluid dielectric.

A disk of insulaiing material carries contacts comp etely

immersed in the flu ds, and is mounted ui-on an inclined
shaft. Means are provided for lotating the shaft.

663,698. Electric Arc Lamp. Josef H. Hallberg,
Peabody, Mass., assignor to the Standard Ther-
mometer and Electric company, Peabody, Mass.
Application filed July 16, 1898.

(See description and cut on page 394.)

663,719. Electrolytic Apparatus. Hermann Becker,

Paris. France. Application filed June 26, iUgg.

This apparatus is for the separation of metals lighter
than the electrolytes from whuh they are extrac'ed. A
collecting dovice of inetat of a recessed conical foim has

663,764. Magnetic Separator. Emil Kreuser and
Hugo E. Langguth, Mechernich, Germany, as-

signors to Mechernicher Bergwerks-Actien-
Verein, Mechernich, Germany. Application filed

June II, 1900.

Th'S patent covers an apparatus for separating sub-
stances of differetit magnetic susceptibility, consisting of
two magnets drranged one above the ' Iiier, the upper one
crmprisin«i a n'tatable cylindrical magner, a pivo.ed in-
clined slide or chute havmg no m -gneiic suscep'ibi'iiy, the
lowermost end of the si de or chute being projected be-
tween tbe magnets 'nto the center of the magnetic fie d at
the point of least distance between the m^gneti su faces,
and a spring arranged 10 hold the lower end of the slid^ in
yirlding contact wjih the upper rotatabie magnet. (See
cut.)

663,781. Circuit-breaker. George W. Parsons, La
Grange, 111. Application filed April 6, igoo.

The important feature of this maene-ic circu't-breaker
is an electrically controlled dashpot containing oil whi h
operates to damp the motion of the movable magnetic
core.

663,783. Selective Signal System. Frank A. Pick-
ernell, Newark, N. J., assignor to the American
Telephone and Telegraph company of New
York. Application filed August 14, 1900.

Two main conduc ors of a telephone circuit onnect four
substations wi'h a centrdl station; a sour'^e of alternating
current is pr ivided, also a source of pulsa'ory or inter-
mittent current. An electromagnetic bell is iostat'ed at
each of ihe substation';, two connected in normal y open-
earth bra'ches of one m-<ia condu-^ior, and two in similar
branches of the othfr main conducior, the two bells of
each sei beins; respectively orean zed or adjus ed to re-
spond to pul-a ory or intermittent currents of diverse
direction. An a'ternaiing-current relay at each st.-tion is

connected in an earth bra>ich independent of that cont in-
ine the bell, the rel^y branch at e-trh substation bemg
associated with the m -in co du-tir which at such substa-
tion is not associated with ihe bell branch, a' d the reNys
being eich arranged to close, tifough the attraction of its

armature, the normally ooeu branch at its 1 wn station.

Each of four keys, all ai the central station, controls a d f-

fcr'-nt relation of the terminals of tbe main crnductors
and sources of current, in such manner as 10 transmit an
alternating current over a de'erminaie one of the main
conductors, at-d a pulsatory or interm ttent current of de-
termisate direction simultaneously over the other main
conductor.

663,788. Trolley Pole. William Schroeter and Au-
gust Kautzmann, Dallas, Texas. Application
filed June 11, 1900.

A ppripherally grooved trolley is carried by the pole,
and a vertically swinging wire-fii'ding a'm is mount'-d at

one side of the folley and concenirically wi h re-pect
thereto, and has a I^nteral finger arranged in the peripheral
groove of th- trolley, and means connected w th the wire-
finding arm whereby it may be adjusted by a petson on
the car.

663,798. Igniter for Explosive Engines. Gustavus
A. Tuerk, Chicago, 111. Original application
filed March 23, 1899. Divided and this appli-

cation filed December 29, 1899.

A contact pin is carried by the piston, and a spring-tnsu-
lat» d fintier by the cylinder. A rolatible contact d sk on
the hnger is so plac- d with relation to the contact pin that
the pin will contact with the disk near the maigin thereof,
(See cut.)
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Evanston Central Station for Heating
and Lighting.

There are probably but few instances in this

country where it may be truthfully said that elec-

tricity is produced simply as a by-product. How-
ever, the combination in Evanston, 111., of a hot-

water system, supplying heat to a territory of per-

haps six or eight square miles in area, and an elec-

tric-lighting system, both distributing from the same

central station, does seem to furnish an interesting

case of this kind.

The Evanston Yaryan company was granted a

franchise by the City Council of Evanston in Feb-

vided into an engine room 50 by 40 feet in size, a

pump room 25 by 40 feet and a boiler room 50

feet wide and 75 feet deep. In the boiler room are

installed two 350-horsepower, Sterling water-tube

boilers equipped with lones underfeed, mechanical

stokers. A working pressure of 120 pounds is car-

ried. A forced draft is used in connection with

the boilers, the hot gases and smoke being ex-

hausted through a steel stack 60 inches in diameter

and rising 40 feet above the boiler breeching. The
draft is furnished by means of an American Blower
company's equipment, consisting of a lOO-inch fan,

directb^ driven by a six by si.x-inch vertical engine.

.\s an .Ti'xiliar^" source of power, a Crocker-\\"licclcr.

A three-wire, 220-volt system, with compensator
and iio-volt lamps, is used for the lighting circuits.

The compensator, seen in the foreground of Fig.

T, is a 13-kilowatt, Crocker-Wheeler machine. The
switchboard (18 by eight feet in size) is of Italian

white marble and consists of eight panels. At pres-

ent the board has three generator panels, a com-
pensator panel and two feeder panels, the two blank
panels being reserved, one for an additional gen-

erator and one for extra feeder circuits. But two
generator panels are in use. they being connected

to the two 220-volt generators. The third panel is

designed for a iio-volt generator, which the com-
jjany plan.s to install in the near future. To use

EVANSTON CENTRAL- STATIONS FOR HEATING AND, LIGHTING,—INGINE ROOM.

ruary of th's year, which permitted the company to

use the streets and alleys for the running of its

pipes and wires. A site for the station was selected

on Grove avenue, just east of the Chicago and

Northwestern railroad tracks, and construction work

was commenced on lune 30th. The installation of

the station equipment and the laying of the hot-

water mains and the electric-lighting cables were

hurried forward, so that heat was put on the pipe

system on October 6th and the lights were started

on October 20th. Since that time the station has

been in continuous operation.

The station building has a pleasing exterior, as

may be judged by the illustration. Fig. 2, on the next

page. The building is constructed of brick, on six

and eight-foot foundations resting on concrete foot-

ings. Pressed brick is used for the exterior, while

a selected Illinois brick forms the interior walls.

A steel-trussed roof covers the entire building. The
Station is 75 feet wide and 90 feet deep and is di-

9%-horscpower motor is installed to take the place

of the engine in case of accident. Illinois Riverton

coal screenings are used as fuel. Two 700-horse-

power pumps supply the boiler feed water.
,
Water

to supply the leakage in the hot-water heating sys-

tem and also to add to the boiler supply is drawn

from a 315-foot artesian well.

The boilers are connected by a lO-inch main

steam header, from which lead a six and a four-

inch bend to the engines in the engine room and

a five and a three-inch pipe line to the pump room.

The steam equipment in the engine room, a view

of which is shown in Fig. i, consists of two direct-

connected units. The unit seen in the foreground

is an 18 by 20-inch, four-valve, Russell engine, con-

nected to a 150-kilowatt, 220-volt, direct-current.

Western Electric generator. The other unit con-

sists of a 14 by 14-inch, single-valve, Russell engine

and a 7S-kilowatt, 220-volt,- direct-current, Siemens

& Halske generator, of the external-armature type.

this low-voltage machine, the board has been de-

signed so that the three-wire feeder system can be

changed to a two-wire system. This is accom-
plished by using the neutral as a positive wire and
the two outside wires as the negative part of the

circuit. This iio-volt circuit, with a small gener-

ator, will be used only in the daytime, when the load

is light.

There are three feeder circuits leading from the

switchboard, and as one of the circuits carries a

much heavier load during the evening hours than

the other two, two sets of bus-bars have been pro-

vided, so as to keep the voltage on the circuits about

the same. The upper or low-pressure bus is con-

nected to the two lighter circuits and is carried on
one machine, while the lower or high-pres-

sure bus carries the heavy circuit on the other ma-
chine. In this manner the voltage of the two gen-

erators can be adjusted so as to maintain an even

potential at the distribution points on the feeder
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circuits. Pressure wires are carried back from all

the manholes at which the mains branch, so as to

indicate the potential at those points.

In equipment, each of the two generator panels

at the left of the board contains an ammeter, three

single-pole, double-throw switches, a rheostat han-

dle and push switch for voltmeter readings. The
third panel provides for the iio-volt machine not

yet installed, while the fourth is the compensator

panel. On this latter are mounted a differential

ammeter, compensator switch, starting box and rhe-

ostat switch, a switch for the station lights and a

switch for a bank of 100 incandescent lamps, in-

stalled in the engine room, which provides a 50-

ampere load in case the compensator fails. The two

FIG. 2. EVANSTON CENTRAL STATION FOR HEATING AND
LIGHTING.

feeder panels provide for four circuits, one not be-

ing in use. Two 12-point voltmeter switches are

used to give readings of the pressure wires running

from the manholes. Three voltmeters are sus-

pended on swinging brackets at the left of the board

(one being temporarily removed when the photo-

graph was taken). One of these is a differential

voltmeter, reading to 300 volts each way, and is used

in throwing in the machines in multiple. The other

two voltmeters read to 150 volts and indicate the

voltage on the two legs of the compensator and

are also used for the line pressures. Weston instru-

ments are used on the board, with G. I. switches.

The three feeder circuits consist of 400,000-cir-

cular-mil cable, each circuit being about 1,600 feet

long. The wires are carried imderground across

streets and where there are no alleys. About one-

ihird of the system is underground, the wires con-

sisting of Standard underground, paper-insulated

cable, ran in McRoy vitrified-clay conduits of two,

four and six-duct sections. The distribution points

are located in manholes, where the- mains are con-

nected to the feeder branches by Tailleur junction"

boxes. One feature of the imderground work was
the requirements laid down in the company's fran-

chise that no more than 500 feet of ditch should be

open at any one time. The spirit of the franchise

was strictly adhered to. the repairing of the streets

being very carefull}'' done. The ditches were filled

FIG. 3. EVANSTON CENTRAL STATION FOR HEATING AND
LIGHTING.—PUMP ROOM.

as fast as the conduit was laid, and as a rule no
ditches were left open over night. The load on the

lighting system carried at present consists of about
J,600 incandcsccnts and 25 arc lamps, A small mo-
tor load is also carried, J. A. Erner & Co. of

Columbus, Ohio, were the contractors for the elec-

trical and underground equipment, the work being
installed by C. D. Jones and H. H. Dickinson,
who also designed the switchboard.

The hot-water-hcating system is what is- known
as the Yaryan system, it having been designed by
H. T. Yaryan of Toledo, Ohio. A similar system
was first used in Toledo over five years ago by the

Toledo Heating and Lighting company, which now
has two stations in operation, supplying heat to

230 customers and lighting 500 houses. In princi-

ple, the distribution system may be compared with

a multiple electric-lighting system. The water is

raised to the desired temperature by heaters and is

forced out by pumps through the pipe line, empty-
ing into a large tank on its return to the station from
which it is drawn, to repeat its cycle through the

heaters, pumps and pipes. The leading-out pipe and

the return pipe are laid side by side and small serv-

ice pipes are tapped off at the residences to be

heated, the water returning through the return main
to the station.

In the Evanston station there are two heaters

of the tubular type, each seven feet long, 24 inches

in diameter au'd containing 500 square feet of con-

densing surface. The exhaust steam from the en-

gines passes through the heaters, and when this is

not sufficient to heat the water to the desired tem-

perature, live steam is taken from the boilers. The
present installation is sufficient to take care of lOO

houses, while room is provided for an equipment
for 250 houses. There is an equipment of 95 houses
being heated from the station at the present time,

rach having an average of from 700 to 800 square

feet of radiating surface. The two circulating pumps
are 10 by 12 by 18 -inches in size and of the Laidlaw-

Dunn-Gordon type. Fig. 3 gives a view in the

pump room, showing the pumps and heaters.

The circulating system consists of two eight-inch

wrought-iron pipes, leading from the station and
branching by six and four-inch pipes to the different

localities heated. The house-service pipes are all

one inch in size. The longest line extends three-

fourths mile from the station and there is a total

of nearly 15,000 feet of pipe, or 7,500 feet of mains,

in use. A pressure of 60 pounds is maintained on
the feed line during cold weather and 40 pounds
during moderate weather. Sufficient radiation is

provided in the houses to heat to a temperature of

70 degrees Fahrenheit, with water entering at 160

degrees Fahrenheit when the temperature outside

is freezing. By raising or lowering the temperature

of the water one degree for each degree of varia-

tion in the outside temperature, a constant tempera-

ture is maintained in the houses during all kinds of

weather. There is no occasion for the consumer to

regulate the flow of water during the entire winter.

The extreme limits of temperature of the water are

from 130 degrees in moderate weather to 212 degrees

in the coldest.

Insulation for the pipes is secured by enclosing

them in specially constructed wooden boxes, which
provide a number of air spaces on all four sides.

Expansion on the mains is provided for by using

90-degree bends at corners and by ordinary U's
where the run is straight. The expansion tank,

which is located in the boiler room, is 10 feet high

and 10 feet in diameter and has a capacity of 7,500

gallons. It is used as an expansion tank to take

lip the loss on the line and tc receive additional

water to make up for the leakage.

The company's charge for heating is one-third

cent a- year for every cubic foot of space to be

heated. The cubical space is measured from the foun-

dation to the ceiling of the second story and within

the outside walls. For a third floor the rate is one-

half what it is for the first two stories. For a 40
by 50-foot house, with 11 and lo-foot ceilings, the

cubical space would be 42,000 cubic feet and the

charge for a year would amount to $140. The
healing season, as a rule, lasts from September
JOth to June ist. As experience has proven in the

case of the Toledo pUmt. the expenses of operating

such a system are more than met by the income
from the heating, so that the electric lighting can

be supplied at comparatively low rates. At Evans-
ton the company is furnishing electricity for light-

ing to meter customers at 7V2 cents a kilowatt-hour

and for pov^^er as low as five cents a kilowatt-hour.

The company has about 100 customers for light, and
most of them are supplied on a flat-rate basis.

The Evanston Yaryan company has as its presi-

dent H. T. Yaryan, and as secretary, I. B. Hiett.

E. B. Yaryan, the manager of the company, had
_

charge of the construction of the plant. The station

was installed by the Yaryan Heating and Lighting
company of Toledo. The Evanston installation cost

about $100,000, and it is asseited that the plant

will pay for itself in its first year.

Supervisor Mitchell of Denver is agitating the_
question of abolishing overhead wires. He believes
that the city should install the conduits and rent
them to the electric companies. Under the charier
ihc city must give five years* warning of its in-

tention to order all wires underground, but Mr.
Mitchell advocates placing a prohibitive tax on
poles in streets and alleys in the business district,

t\n<\ believes that the desired result may be obtained
legitimately in a less time than five years.

The Accurate Measurement of Alter-
nating and Multiphase Currents.'

By G, L. Addenbrooke.

For many years past I have given much' attention
to this subject, and I have now the honor to lay the
results of my experience and work before the Inter-
national Congress. One main point which struck
me several years ago was the desirability of looking
at the question as a whole. In measuring alternat-
ing currents it is necessary to take into account
the fact that if there is inductance or capacity in

the circuit, as is usually the case, the ciirrent v.'hich

flows is influenced by three factors: (i) The re-

sistance of the circuit and the work done w'ithin it;

(2) the inductance of the circuit; (3) the capacity of

the circuit. The inductance and capacity effects be-
ing exactly opposite in phase, counterbalance each
ether as far as they can, the larger factor predom-
inating, the phase of which will be either 90 degrees
behind or in advance of the phase of the energy
current, according as the self-induction or capacity
of the circuit predominates. This current, when
further combined with the energy current, produces
a resultant current, which is that actually flowing
in the circuit, and which I prefer to call the "total"
current, rather than the "apparent"' current, and
which, it is clear, will not be in phase with either
of its components.

In carrying out measurements in practice, the
wattmeter principle has come to be almost univer-
sally used in practice. Assuming that this principle
is the one employed, there are three measurements
which must be iriade to obtain the fundamental fac-

tors of an alternating current. When these factors

are known, other characteristics of the current can
be deduced. A measurement must be made of (i)

the impressed volts. (2) the apparent amperes, or. as

I prefer to call them, the "total" amperes, and (3) the
effective amperes or watts. (If the effective watts

FIG. I. MEASUREMENT OF ALTERNATING AND MULTI-
. PHASE CURRENTS.

are measured, knowing the impressed volts, we can
directly deduce the effective amperes.)
Having these quantities, we can directh' deduce

in addition the power factor, the angle of lag and
the magnetizing or capacity current or their re-

sultant, if both are present. Also, if we know the
periodicity, the coefficient of self-induction of the
circuit and other characteristics may also be ob-
tained without further observations. Finally, if

both inductance and capacity are present, by meas-
uring the capacity we can, with the above data, find

the inductance.
To adapt the electrometer for use as a wattmeter

I insert a series non-inductive resistance in the cir-

cuit to be measured, across which the quadrants
are connected, while the needle is connected to the
other side of the circuit so that the potential dif-

ference of the circuit is established between the
needle and the quadrants. By arranging the instru-

ment in this way and calibrating it properlj', it is

possible, under the right conditions, to make the
vlectromcter a direct-reading wattmeter. Having
the above-mentioned resistance necessarily in the
circuit, it was clear that if it were possible to make
an electrostatic voltmeter sufficientlj' sensitive to

measure the drop of volts across tliis non-inductive
resistance, such an instrument so coupled would
become a very handy form of ammeter. I have been
able to attain such sensitiveness in the instrument
employed as an ammeter that it is possible to get
good readings with a drop of from one volt to two
volts across the non-inductive resistance inserted

in the circuit. As a matter of fact. I am arranging
my instruments in practice now so that the non-.
inductive resistance inserted in the circuit shall

cause a fall of potential of about 1V2 volts as an
average, which answers very well for the wattmeter
also; this is a handy drop, because it approximates
to the electromotive force of a Clark cell, which is

used for standardizing the instruments, and conse-
quently the readings come near the portion of the

I. Abstract of a paper read at the lateroational HIectrlcal Con-
gress of 1900 in Parig.
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§cale for which the inslrumeiits have been standard-
ized. To attain this object—namely, to obtain al-

ways a good deflection on the instrument—a set of
non-inductive resistances formed of strips of mang-
anin are used. The strips in practice are about
a meter long, and a handy way to arrange them is

by beginning- with a wire or strip to carry, say, one
ampere, to make the next strip carr^* about two
amperes, and the third four amperes, so that about
10 strips will usually cover the full range of cur-
rents which are likely to be required in practice.

For special purposes, of course, higher or lower
resistances can be made, and since the instruments
take infinitesimal currents, the same set of instru-
ments will measure currents varying from, say, one-
one-thousandth of an ampere to i.ooo amperes or
more, with equal percentage of accuracy in each di-

rection, if required; consequently the instruments are
practically universal in this respect. By arranging
these resistances so that they can be placed in paral-

lel, the same deflection, approximately, on the in-

struments may. if desired, always be worked to.

As regards the measurement of currents of high
voltages, there are two ways of proceeding. The
instruments themselves can be made so that they
can be directly connected to the high-voltage cir-

cuit, but I usually prefer to emplo}- instruments
standardized for working direct on circuits of from
100 volts to 200 volts as a standard; and for higher
voltages, to connect a high non-inductive resistance
across the circuit, making the instrument connec-
tions across some known f;:act!on of this over which
there is a fall of 100 volts or 200 volts.

It now remains to describe this method and the
design of the apparatus and instruments, and to
show how they are used and appHed to the purpose
in view. Fig. i is a diagram showing the method
of connecting the instruments in practice to a cir-

cuit on which measurements are to be made, and
the figure also shows diagrammatically the method
of standardizing the instruments and the switching
arrangements by which the different connections
are made. This is done by merely turning certain
handles after the instruments are once set up.
In the diagram, (A) indicates the alternating-cur-

rent generating machine having a main circuit (Ai),

wherein is placed a non-inductive resistance (ab),

as mentioned above. From the point (a) a con-
nection is shown to an omnibus bar or common-
terminal bar (B), to which most of the circuits here-
inafter mentioned are joined. These are Ipest ar-
ranged in the following order: (C) is a standard
Clark cell. (D) is a battery of suiftcient power to
give rather more than the maximum voltage required
for standardizing the instruments. I find a battery
of small accumulators very convenient for this pur-
pose, but if such a battery is not accessible, the
instruments can be standardized by making use of an
electric-lighting circuit instead, provided that read-
ings are taken at similar pressures, which can be
observed bj" connecting the electric-light circuit to

the voltmeter while readings on the wattmeter are
being taken. (X) is a variable resistance in series

with the batter}'. (E) is a box of resistance coils, so
arranged that a resistance of 100,000 ohms is always
maintained between the terminals, but by means of

movable switches a third connection can be made
to the resistance at any point desired. The outside
terminals of this, which I call the "ratio"' resist-

ance, are connected to the common bar and to the
resistance (X), so that the ratio resistance forms a

shunt across the batterj' and the resistance (X).
Let us suppose that the electromotive force of the
battery is 105 volts. By altering the resistance (X)
suitably we can so arrange matters that there is

exactly 100 volts' pressure between the outside ter-

minals of the ratio resistance (E), under which cir-

cumstances we can, by setting the switches of the
ratio resistance to the proper points, obtain any
voltage we like accurately between o and 100 volts.

(F) is a short-circuit connection between the bar
(B) and a terminal (s) in each of the switches in-

dicated below, whereby any of the instruments may
be short-circuited and their zeros adjusted. The
electrostatic voltmeter, ammeter and wattmeter are
also connected to this bar. The voltmeter .switch
has four terminals, (e). Cd"), (s") and (k), the terminal
(s) short-circuiting the instrument, as above stated.

With the switch in contact with the terminal (d).

- the instrument is connected to the battery (D); and,
similarly, when in contact with the terminal (e). the
switch puts the instrument in connection with the
ratio resistance (K). so that a desired part or ratio

of the whole resistance can be measured off and
any required voltage within the limit of the battery
put upon the needle (g) of the voltmeter (G). its

quadrant plates (si) being connected to the bar (B).

By this means the voltmeter can be calibrated
throughout the whole length of its scale. The
terminal (k) serves to place the needle (g") in con-
nection with the circuit fK), on which measurements
are to be made.

Tlie ammeter switch (sj) is provided with four
similar terminals, indicated by the reference letter?

(c). (c), (5) and ("bi"). The terminal (c) is for con-
necting the needle (hO with the standard cell (C).

The terminals (e) and (s) correspond to the similar
terminals ni tlie voltmeter switch, and the remaining
terminal (b,) connects the ammeter to the main
circuit rAi"). at the (b) end of the measured non-
inductive resistance Tab). The wattmeter ha-= a

double set of switch terminals, one set. (e). (6).

(1^). rk"). being exactly the same, and with the same
circuit connections as for the voltmeter, and the
other set. Ce). Cc"). (s). fbtX being similar to tho?e
of the ammeter switch.
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In changing the instruments from one set of
connections over to the other, it is very desirable
to have a means of separately short-circuiting each
of the instruments through a high resistance of
about 20,000 ohms while the operation is performed,
otherwise the quadrants must be left unconnected
for a period of time, which sometimes le.ads to vio-
lent deflections of the needles when connected to
alternating currents and from charges on the ebonite
or other adjacent surfaces otherwise difficult to
avoid. This is provided for by the intermediate
contacts (jj) in each of the switches, as shown
in the figure, which are connected to coils contain-
ing a resistance of about 20,000 ohms, one for each
set of switch contacts.

We now come to the instruments themselves.
They are electrostatic, and are all built on the same
general lines, W'hich can best be seen by referring to
Fig. 2, which represents the wattmeter. It may be
noted that this one instrument will perform also the
functions of a voltmeter and of an ammeter or low-
reading voltmeter, by simply altering the suspen-
sion of the needle and appropriately adjusting the
quadrants. The instrument as shown is provided
with a very high insulation, so that it can be used
for measuring high resistances, capacities, etc.. but
such insulation is not specially necessary where the
instrument is to be used for measuring currents
only, or as a low-pressure voltmeter.
The suspension consists usually of a flat phosphor-
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when the instrument is connected up idiostatically, or
as a simple voltmeter, and it is in this sensitive
form that the instrument can be used as an am-
meter by coupling it across a resistance in which
from one volt to two volts is lost, as mentioned
above. If w^e take this ammeter as our basis in-
strument, then the wattmeter to go with it must
have a thicker suspension and can be used with
the quadrants Further apart; in fact, it should be
about one one-hundredth of the sensitiveness of the
ammeter. Then, again, the voltmeter requires to
be much less sensitive still, this reduction in sen-
sitiveness being obtained by the use of only one
set of quadrants and a much thicker and shorter
strip, and in the latter case, owing to the strength
of the torque, it is best to reduce the period by damp-
ing with oil. In each of the instruments, by taking
01? one or more of the top quadrants and unscrew-
ing the centering screws of the head, the head can be
lifted off. carrying with it the needle, which can
thus easily be changed. For carriage it is merely
necessary to let down the needle on the bottom
quadrants and let down the top quadrants on
the needle, which firmly clamp it, so that the in-
strument can be shaken or turned upside down
without any damage resulting. Owing to the fact

that the needles. are flat and very light, they are
exceedingly little affected by vibration, so that the
instruments can be used on upper floors and near
moving machinery. In use it is well to put in the

MEASUREMENT OF ALTERNATING AND MULTIPHASE CURRENTS,

bronze strip of the kind w^hich was brought into

use by Messrs. Ayrton and Perry, and which is so

largely used in connection w^ith the d'Arsonval
galvanometer. This, of course, forms an excellent

connection to the needle, so that there is no neces-

sity to use sulphuric acid. Further, by using a spe-

cially light needle, I find that I can get sufficient

decrement without any other form of damping,
and consequently the needle may hang perfectly

free in air. and there is nothing which can interfere

with its proper movement in any way. It will be
noticed that the quadrants are not made in the

form of a box. as is usually the case, but consist

of two sets of flat plates, the one set of which, usu-
ally the upper, is adjustable, and can even be taken
off altogether, if required. This simple improve-
ment, while it does not interfere with the action of

the instrument in any way, greatly increases its

range, .adjustability and portability: in fact, it is

much like adding a universal shunt to a galvanome-
ter. Te needle, it will be noticed, can be moved up
and down by means of a rack motion, and can thus
be set in the center of the quadrants whatever the

action of the upper and lower plates. For high
voltages the upper plates can be removed altogether,

and the needle removed some distance from the
lower set of quadrants. On the other hand, the

needle mav be brought down close to the bottom
.^ct of quadrants and the top set brought- down until

the j-pace between is not more than a millimeter.

Under these conditions, a deflection of 50 milli-

meters to TOO millimeters, with the scale at a dis-

tance of two meters, can be obtained with the most
sensitive strip with a pressure of one volt only

circuit of each needle a 250-volt lamp of five-candle-

power. I find this better than any form of fuse, as

the current which can then pass through the in-

strument is too small to hurt the strip or needle,

and at the same time instant warning is given by
the lighting of the lamp if by any chance the needle
should get attracted to the quadrants. The instru-

ments are reflecting, and I usually arrange the scales

at a distance of about two meters from the instru-

ments.
With the help of the standardizing arrangements,

approximate deflections are taken on them for the
scale readings they are intended to give with given
voltages on the needles and quadrants. The requi-

site sensitiveness is then obtained approximately by
varying the distance between the upper and lower
quadrants* in two of the instruments and the distance

of the needle from the quadrants in the voltmeter till

very nearly the deflections required are obtained.

The scales themselves are on sliding supports, and
the final adjustment is made by sliding the scales

nearer to or further from the instruments until the

given voltages produce deflections of the right length
on the scales. In this "way the instruments can be
made to read watts, volts and amperes directly.

To standardize the \vattmeter. the needle switch
is turned to the battery connection (d). and the
Quadrant switch to the Clark cell connection Cc"),

the ratio resistance being set to 1.T40 (supposing
the resistance is loo.ooo ohms as a total and that

the voltage across the ends of it is too volts). The
quadrant switch is then turned so that the quadrants
are connected to the positive end of this ratio instead

of to the positive of the Clark cell, and the resist-
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ance (X) is adjusted so that whether the electro-

meter is connected to the Clark cell or to the point
of ratio resistance, the deflection is the same. It

is obvious that, under these circumstances, the volt-

age across the outside terminals of the ratio resist-

ance must be 100 volts. Consequently we know
the voltage on the needle and the voltage on the
quadrants which are the factors requiste for obtain-
ing the constant of the electrometer. If the scale

is graduated in millimeters it is now convenient to

adjust the instrument and the distance of the scale,

so that the reading is 144 millimeters. If this is

done, then if the quadrants are connected across a
resistance, the value of which is known in ohms or
fractions of an ohm inserted in a circuit, and the

needle is connected to the other side of the circuit.

nresuming the voltage does not fall very much be-
low 100 volts, then the instrument will read directly
in watts when multiplied by the reciprocal of the
resistance, or if the resistances are numbered by
their conductivities, instead of by their resistances,
then we have simply to multiply the reading by the
conductivity, so that the instrument becomes a di-

rect-reading wattmeter of almost universal range.
Having now got lOO volts exactly across the bat-
tery, bv alte'-ing the value of the ratio in the re-^ist-

rnce. the calibration of the electrometer throughout
its whole scale can be made bv simnlv turning th°
resistance switche'J to the apnropriate points. If

this is done, it will be found that the scale is pro-
portionate within half per cent, over a range of
about 200 millimeters, and i^ within one ner cent.
over 300 millimeters. It will be observed that by
calibrating

_
under the exact conditions of use we

do away with the necessitv of applying any formula
to ^he d'^flcctions of the instruments.
To calibrate the voltmeter, all we have obviously

to do is to put it across the whole of the ratio re-
sistance, since the drop across this is too volts ex-
actly. The sensitiveness of the instrument should
then be so adjusted by raising the needle or lower-
ing it and by moving the scale in or out that whpn
the instrument is so connected it deflf^cts to the
point marked ion volts on the scale. Tlie instru-
ment can be calibrated for anv lower reading than
this throughout the scale by altering the ratio point
by the proper amount.
The sensitive electrostatic voltmeter which U used

as an ammeter is now calibrated bv connecting it

directly bv means of its proper switch across the
poles of the Clark cell or the corresponding noints
on the ratio resistance, and this instrument ako
can further be calibrated in the same way through-
out its whole, scale by using the ratio. Owing to
its delicacy and construction, however, the scale
of this instrument is not quite so proportionate ns in
the case of the other two. and therefore it is well to
construct a scale for it by setting the ratio resistance
at the required Doints and notino- the corrcspond'ng
deflections. This can be nuickly done, and when
once the scale is made the instrument can afterward
be adjusted to read to this accurately, as described
for the other instruments.
The instruments are now all calibratpd. and noth-

ing rem_ains to be done but to turn their switrhes
to the circuit connection, wh'^n Ihev will eive direct
reading*; nn anv ci^cn^^ to whTch thev may be con-
nected the readinar nf the voltniftpr beine, of course.
mnltinllpd hi' thp rqfio nf the hieh rf>t:istance across
the cirrnit Cif such is used), the reading of the am-
meter being multiolipd bv the vahip of the know^
resistance Cits conductivity"^ In the circuit, and
the wattmeter reading being multiplied by both these
factors.

Tf the circuit is non-inductive the ammeter and
voltmeter readings, when multinlied together, cor-
respond with the wattmeter reading. Tf the circuit
is inductive, this, nf course, will not be the case.
and if we divide the watts as shnwn by the watt-
meter bv the volts as shown by the voltmeter, then
we get the effective amperes flowing in the circuit.

On the other hand, the ammeter gives us the total,

or, as they are sometimes called, the "apparent."
amperes flowing in the circuit. The ratio of these
two gives us the power factor, from which, by merely
consulting a table of sines or cosines, we find at
once the angle of lag. If we know the periodicity
of the circuit, the coefficient of self-induction can
be obtained without further observation.
By having a revolving contact connected to a

small synchronous motor, it is obvious that by the
aid of the above instruments it is also easy to take
a set of readings from which the actual curve of
electromotive force and current in the circuit can
be plotted, with their lag or lead.

Where great accuracy is required in the read-
ings, it is obvious that all we have to do is to take
a set of readings on any circuit and then turn over
the switches one by one on to the ratio resistance,
altering this until the deflections of the instruments
on the circuit arc reproduced. We then can read
off directly and without calculation the continuous
electromotive forces necessary to produce these de-
flections from which the value of the electromotive
force and the current in the circuit (the resistance
across which measurements were made being known)
is at once deduced.

It is obvious that the instruments are equally suit-

able for measuring continuous currents over almost
any range, so that the instruments practically form
a universal set of measuring instruments, whether
for alternating or continuous currents. They can
also be used for hysteresis and permeability tests.

and for a number of other purposes to which I

need not more directly allude.

For multiphase work, when the circuits may be un-

equally loaded, two sets of resistances may be used
and the instruments can be quickly switched from
one to the other. Or two sets of instruments may
be used. Or instruments, particularly as wattme-
ters, may be employed with a double set of quad-
rants and double needle, the top needle being in-

sulated from the lower, which receives its charge
through a jar of acid. By means of the adjustable
quadrants, it is easy to make both needles deflect

equally for equal charges, so that when both arc
employed to read together their readings are added.
For other purposes it is possible to use this double
instrument as a zero instrument, and balance a
known continuous against an alternating voltage.

Electrical Industries in Bangkok.
United States Consul King, writing from Bang-

kok, Siam, gives some interesting facts concerning
developments there. The Bangkok Tramways com-
pany, which controls all of the concessions so far

for street railways in Bangkok, and the Siam Elec-
tricity company, which has secured the concessions
for lighting the entire citi', are being consolidated
under the name of the latter company. The lighting
company will now furnish power in the daytime, and
this will likely create a demand for electrical sup-
plies. The company contemplates introducing elec-

tric automobiles, for which the city is well suited,

being level and well paved. Extensions will be rnade
to the existing railway system as soon as concessions
can be secured.

The consul states that American goods are in

favor and that the prices suit, but that importers
claim that American firms are slow in attending to

business, that many of them have no cable address,

and that the delays are often so annoying that it is

advisable for the importer to order slightly inferior

goods in Europe or pay a little more for them to

avoid delay and uncertainty. The leading importers
of electrical supplies in Bangkok are the Siam Elec-

tricity companv. the Siam-American Trading com-
pany and the Bangkok Dock company.

Rotary Converters and Motor-gener-
ators.

By Frank C. Perkins.

Part IV.

Alternating-direct Motor-generators for Rail-

ways.

Street-railway circuits up to quite recently have
been almost exclusively supplied with continuous
currents of a potential of about 500 volts. Lately
polyphase railway installations have been made in

Europe with more or less success. In this country
the employment of alternating current for supply-
ing power for electric-i'ailway systems has been to

use either rotary converters or motor-generators for

changing the alternating current at various sub-
stations to a direct current of 500 volts and to use

Opportunities in Mexico.

It may not be out of place again to call the atten-

tion of electrical-equipment manufacturers to the
almost undeveloped field that awaits patient work
in Mexico. The report of the British consul, Je-
rome, especially calls the attention of his country-
men to the (act that electricity is being very largely

used in the development of the various industries

being established throughout Mexico, as well as

for lighting purposes and for street-railroad sys-
tems. Electric batteries imported into Mexico
during the last year amounted to a total weight of

100 tons, at a total value of $45,547.92, and he also

does not fail to call their attention to the further
fact, a matter of congratulation to American manu-
facturers, that of that amount and value, no less

than 72 tons were imported from the United States,

and of the remainder only 1V2 tons were imported
from England. The imports of incandescent lamps
during the year were valued at $77,269.14. More than
half of these were supplied by the United States; the

FIG. 13. ROTARY CON VERTERS AND MOTOR-GENERATORs.
—ALTERNATING-DIRECT MOTOR-GENERATOR AT

BUENOS AYRES.

the present highly efficient direct-current railway

motors. Motor-generators have been successfully

used for this purpose, but experience has shown that

they are as a rule inferior to the rotary converter.

since the latter combines both an alternating-current

motor and a direct-current generator in one machine
with one system of field magnets and only one
armature.

At Buenos Ayres a number of General Electric

motor-generators have been installed for supplying
a 500~volt direct current for street-railway purposes.
These outfits consist of eight-pole generators of 500-

kllowatt capacity, operating at 375 revolutions a

minute by means of direct connection to 530-horse-

power, synchronous motors of the i6-pole, General
Electric type. The motors receive their current di-

rect from the high-tension, alternating-current

transmission line at a potential of 3,300 volts without
the use of step-down transformers. One of these

sets is shown in Fig. 13.

Alternating-dtrect Rotary Converters for Rail-

ways.

It has been found highly economical where a

large central station Is favorably located and op-

FIG 14.

Sub Station N"? 2

ROTARY CONVERTERS

Maim STATrON AHO Sua STAHOty N*?! SubSTATrONN93

AND MOTOR-GENERATORS.—DIAGRAM OF THREE-PHASE DISTRIBUTION FOR ELECTRIC

RAILWAYS.

remainder, with the exception of an insignificant

number from England, were all shipped from Ger-
many. There will always be a demand for these and
other electric lamps, as nearly every town In the
republic is lighted by electricity.

A New Automatic Block Signal.

C, H. Storm, the electrician for the Waterloo and
Cedar Falls Rapid Transit company, has invented a

signal for blocking out a single-track railway. The
line from Waterloo, Iowa, to Cedar Falls has been
divided into three blocks. An incandescent light

was placed at each block division, to be lighted by
the conductor of an outbound car. which also lighted

a lamp at the other end of the block. Returning cars

were thus notified that the block was in use. Mr.
Storm has now arranged a device which is auto-
matic in its use and can be set while the car is in

motion. Mr. Storm and his brother, E. M. Storm,
will arrange for the manufacture of the signal in

Chicago.

crated by cither steam or waterpower to install

very large multiphase generating units. By con-

ducting current at high potential to sub-stations

and transforming it down to low potential, rotary

converters may be employed to change the energy

to a direct current of 550 volts for supplying the

railway feeder circuits. It is absolutely essential

to use high-tension, alternating currents, in order

to concentrate the various loads on one large gen-
erating station. It is also essential that direct cur-

rent be supplied for street-railway operation, under
conditions existing at the present time. Some sort

of converting device Is therefore necessary to re-

ceive the power as an alternating current and de-

liver it as a direct current with economy and at

moderate cost. Electric polyphase railway motors
a|"e used to some extent abroad and have some ad-

vantages which are boimd to receive attention, and
this railway system will, without question, be devel-
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oped during the near future. No transformers,

converters, or other more or less complicated de-

vices are used, but there is the disadvantage that

two trolley wires are necessary, which complicates

the overhead system of conductors. The present

solution for the problem in this country is in the

u.se of rotary converters at the main power house

and at the various sub-stations. A diagram of thiee-

phase distribution for electric railways, with a main
station and three sub-stations, is given in Fig. 14.

The feeder wires in this particular instance are

shown attached to a third rail instead of a trolley

wire.

As an example of this alternating-transmission and

and-forty-sixth street. In each sub-station are lo-

cated from three to six General Electric ggo-kilo-

watt, rotary converters, with suitable air-blast trans-

formers for reducing the alternating potential.

These rotary converters supply a 550-volt direct-

current, to the contact rails in the underground-

conduit system. The alternating-current switch-

board arrangements of the sub-stations are prac-

tically duplicates on a small scale of the switching

arrangements in the power station. The Metro-
polit.in company now operates 1,200 electric cars on
So miles of track. The famous Broadway cable.

time is 11,000 volts, to a suitable voltage for sup-

plying current to the alternating-current side of

the rotary converters. Another view of one of the

sub-stations of the Buffalo railway system, given
in Fig. 16, shows some of these air-blast trans-

formers and three rotaries. The switchboard is lo-

cated at the end of each sub-station and is divided

so that all of the high-tension apparatus is located

on a gallery and connected to handles on the floor

below. The operators thus remain on the lower
floor and are able to handle the various devices

on the switchboard with no danger, due to high

Fig. 15. Rotaries at Cold Springs Sub-station in Buffalo. Fig. i6. Transformers and Rotaries at Railway Sub-station in Buffalo

ROTARY CONVERTERS AND MOTOR-GENERATORS.

direct-distribution system using steam as the motive

power, it is interesting to notice the Metropolitan

Street Railway company's system of New York city.

The Metropolitan system embraces all of the sur-

face lines of the Island of Manhattan, and is the

largest and most elaborate of this character in the

v/orld. The main power station is located on the

East River at Ninety-sixth street, and contains 11

3.500-kilowatt, three-phase. General Electric, revolv-

ing-field generators, which are among the largest

dynamos ever constructed. Each generator is wound
for a potential of 6,600 volts, and is direct-connected

to a 5.000-horsepower, vertical, cross-compound,

condensing engine. The switchboard is located at

one end of the main station, and the various panels,

bearing the necessary instruments and switches, are

line is now being re-equipped for electric cars in

place of the cable.

As an example of this system using waterpower

as the prime mover, it will be well to consider the

system of the International Traction company of

western New York. This company is a consolida-

tion of the various street railroads in and around

the city of Buffalo and a number of smaller towns

in the vicinity. In the past, current was supplied

by a number of direct-current generating stations

located at various points, but on completion of the

large power house at Niagara Falls it was decided

to utilize this power for operating the entire system.

The Niagara street steam station, one of the best

in the country, is now held only as a reserve and

for assistance in carrying the peaks of the loads, the

FIG. 17. ROTARY CONVERTERS AND MOTOR-GENERATORS.—RAILWAY ROTARY INSTALLATION AT NORTH TONAWANDA, N. Y.

distributed among several galleries, in order to

separate them widely from each other and give

plenty of room for working around them. Pneu-

matically controlled oil circuit-breakers are used

to switch in or out each generator and also each

individual high-tension feeder. Each oil circuit-

breaker is located in a separate brick compartment,

which acts as a protection against fire in case of

an arc in any one of the switches. The sub-stations

are five in number, one being placed in the generat-

ing station and the others located at convenient

points on the lines, the most southern being located at

Front street and the most northern at One-hundred-

lower cost of waterpower making its operation rela-

tively more expensive. This company at the pres-

ent time receives all its power from the main power

house at Niagara Falls and distributes it to its

different Hues through five sub-stations. These sub-

stations, located in the city of Buffalo, supply cur-

rent to the cars used in the ordinary city traffic.

Fifteen 400-kilowatt, General Electric, 550-volt. ro-

tary converters, operating at a speed of 500 revo-

lutions a minute, are installed in the sub-stations.

In Fig. ^5 is a view of two rotaries at the Cold

Springs sub-station. Suitable air-blast transform-

ers reduce the line potential, which at the present

potentials on the incoming alternating-current feed-

ers. Oil circuit-breakers are used throughout for

switching the alternating currents, each circuit-

breaker being mounted in its separate brick com-
partment.

The Buffalo and Lockport branch of the Inteina-

tional Traction company is a representative high-

speed interurban electric road and is supplied from
two sub-stations, one being located at Lockport
and one at Tonawanda. Freight trains are handled

by electric locomotives. The Lockport sub-station

contains two 400-kilowatt, General Electric, rotary

converters, with accompanying air-blast, step-down
transformers and switchboard. This road uses four-

motor GE-57 equipments, with electric brakes, and
a maximum speed of over 50 miles an hour is

reached on parts of the line. At Tonawanda, which
is 10 m.iles from Buffalo and 14 miles from Niagara
Falls, the Tonawanda Power company has installed

a power station and supplies current to the Inter-

national company for the feeders between Lockport,

Buffalo and the Falls. The three-phase, 11,000-volt,

Niagara current is reduced by static transformers

and is used to operate two Westinghouse. 25-cycle,

alternating-direct, rotary converters, which supply

a direct current at a potential of 550 volts. A view
of this station at North Tonawanda is given in Fig.

17. The Westinghouse rotary converters are started

by Te.sla induction motors and are equipped with
magnetic oscillators, similar to those used with the

General Electric rotaries. These attachments are

arranged to oscillate the shafts axially to prevent
the brushes from wearing grooves in the commu-
tator and collector rings.

\The €?zd.'\

An Important Telegraph Decision.

The suit of the Great Northern Railroad com-
pany for possession of the telegraph lines built by
the Northwestern Telegraph company and leased
to the Western Union Telegrajih company was re-

cently decided in favor of the Western Union com-
pany. The Great Northern company held that there

was no provision in the contract with the Northwest-
ern company authorizing a transfer of the telegraph
lines either by lease or otherwise. The Western
Union company claimed to own the Northwestern
company, both by lease and ownership of stock.

The importance of the suit was not alone in the

amount of money involved, for it was the general
understanding that should the railway company
have won. all the great railway systems of the coun-
try would, at the expiration of their contracts with
the telegraph companies, have claimed ownership
of the telegraph lines along their rights-of-way and
either have operated them independently, or have
formed a consolidation which would have been a

strong competitor in the telegraphic field.

The Galveston City Railway company of Gal-

veston, Texas, has been incorporated, with $800,000

capital stock, to construct, acquire, maintain and
operate street railways within and near that city.

The incorporators arc W. Q. Qajcman, G. R. Turq-
bull and E. Cornell.
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The interesting controversy between the authori-

ties of the Kew magnetic observatory of London

and a number of electric-railway men who have

planned to build a trolley road in the neighborhood

is still undecided. The scientists at, or interested

in, the observatory contend, and of course with

perfect truth, that the ordinary earth return ot the

railway system will interfere with their delicate meas-

urements of terrestrial magnetism. They say that

either the proposed road should not be built or

else that it should be constructed with, such insu-

lated return conductors that no leakage to earth
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could result. It is unfilial, they assert, for the elec-

tric railway to destroy the usefulness of its scientific

parent. On the other hand, some of the railway

men have the temerity to insist that "the future

continuity of magnetometer records is hardly a mat-

ter of vital consequence either to the nation or to

science. Such value as the records might possess

in the future is not sufficient to warrant any exten-

sive restriction of the me?iis of locomotion rendered

necessary by our rapidly growing urban population,

and it cannot be denied that the protective measures

put forward would, if adopted, constitute a severe

tax upon electric tramways, and, indirectly, upon

those who use them." The railway company would

like to have the observatory shifted, and the physi-

cists suggest that the company spend about $250,-

000 in insulated return cables. The Board of Trade

is the arbiter in this "magnetic storm," as Dr. Oli-

ver Lodge terms it, and it appears not to have made

a final decision.

In a recent lecttire on the propagaticui of electric

waves through space Professor J. A. Fleming

touched briefly on some of the great problems with

which the twentieth century will have to deal. He
noted that it was not until 1864. when Clerk Max-

well read hismost interesting paper on the dynamic

theory of the electromagnetic field, that any reliable

explanation of what takes place in transmitting elec-

trical waves was available. The paper in question

had been classed, by an able contemporary of Clerk

Maxwell as the greatest production of the human
mind. Professor Fleming", in closing, gave a resume

of the various ether theories which have been in

vogue during the century. These could be classed

under three heads. By the first it was assumed

that ether was a rare gas, but this had to be aban-

doned, as had also the theory that it was an ele-

mentary solid. The theory developed by Dr.

Lamor. known as the rotating-ether. theory, was,

the lecturer, thought, at present most favorable.

He commended Dr. Lamor on the subject to those

present in order that they might learn that scientist's

view on the great ether question and on electrons,

which he considered to be strains in the ether.

One deduction from the theory was that electricity

was atomic in character and that matter generally

was a solid form of electricity. There was much to

be gained by the study of these various theories.

Professor Fleming said, even if they should be dis-

carded in favor of others in the course of a few

years. Theories helped us to search for new facts

which would not be discovered but for theoretical

predictions. At the same time, they helped us to

rearrange the facts already ascertained, and In this

way forwarded general knowledge.

Two annual stockholders' meetings held in Lon-
don this month possess more than ordinary interest

to the electrical fraternity. One was of the Mar-

coni Wireless Telegraph company and the other

of the Nernst Electric Light, both organized to

exploit inventions that may exert a wider influence

In the twentieth century than in the nineteenth.

The Marconi directors reported that the Inter-

national Marine Communication company had com-

menced work. The first installations have been

erected on the Belgian coast at La Panne and on

one of the Belgian government steamers. These
have been quite successful and have attracted a

great deal of pttblic attention. The International

company has given orders for the erection of several

stations on the coasts of the United Kingdom and is

engaged in neeotiatlons with several continental

governments. The chief business event has been

the obtaining of a contract with the British Ad-

miralty for the supply and equipment of 32 sets of

apparatus on payment of an annual royalty on each

set. This is in addition to the five sets of appa-

ratus which were transferred by the War Office to

the naval authorities in South Africa. The captain

of H. M, S. Vernon, under whom the work has been

carried out, has expressed himself as satisfied there-

with and with the rapidity with which it was com-
pleted. It was stated that Mr. Marconi has made
great advances recently, some of which are of un-

doubted value. The works at Chelmsford have been

improved and the plant and machinery increased,

so that the company can now turn out all the appa-

ratus required, or likely to be required, during the

next 12 months.

Turning to the Nernst light, it is interesting to

note the statement that the lamp will shortly make
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its appearance in the English market. Since the

fonnation of the company the directors have been

engaged in further developing the automatic Nernsl

lamp so as to render it more capable of being

manufactured and sold in quantities on a profitable

commercial scale, and with a imiform degree of

quality and efficiency for the various sizes. While

every discovery involving radical changes from ex-

isting methods must necessarily take time before

the result can safely be placed on the market, the

Nernst company's directors have found that the

practical difficulties to be overcome in the wholesale

reproduction of the Nernst lamp to the best advan-

tage have been greater than they anticipated. The
variations which occurred in endeavoring to repeat

on a more extensive scale results already obtained

have involved long experiments and chemical re-

search in directions where no precedent was avail-

able. But it is now confidently hoped that the main

causes of such variations have been traced to their

origin and means devised for their elimination. The
lamps at present prepared consist of 16 candlepower,

32 candlepower and 50 candlepower for either 100

or 200-volt pressure; also a lamp of 150 candlepower

for street and factory lighting. These lamps are

made to light automatically in all sizes. The prin-

cipal difficulty in connection with the lamp is the

initial heating of the rod automatically. At present

the coinpany is using wire-wound heaters, the best

solution yet developed, but the company has also

obtained the exclusive rights for the Vogt resistance

heater in all its territories as well as in England.

It will thus be seen that the most distinctive elec-

trical inventions of the closing years of the century

are making their way but slowly. Whether one or

both shall measure up to the possibilities they seem

to possess, time alone can tell.

The street-railway commission of the city of

Chicago has made an exhaustive report to the City

Council and submitted a draft of a bill to be pre-

sented to the Legislature to cover the whole subject

of public street-railway service in the state of Illi-

nois. The proposed law provides that franchises

must not be granted for periods longer than 20

years; that the city councils shall have the power
to regulate the operation of street railways; that

more-than-one-half frontage petitions shall be re-

quired for new lines unless the proposed new loca-

tion is authorized by vote of all the citizens of the

town; that no competition with existing systems

shall be permitted, unless by popular vote; that here-

after it shall be lawful to provide in a street-railway

grant that at its expiration the property may be-

come the property of the city in consideration of

the grant; that every city shall have the power to

"own. construct, acquire, purchase, lease, maintain

and operate street railways" when the proposition

is approved by four-sevenths of the qualified voters

of the city voting on the proposition; that municipal

street-railway plants may be mortgaged to secure

bond issues; that municipally owned street-railway

plants may be leased for private operation for terms

not exceeding 20 years; that every private streft-

railway company and every city doing a street-rail-

way business shall make an unreserved annual re-

port to the state auditor; that all accounts of street-

railway companies shall be kept in a uniform man-
ner; that no company shall issue bonds and stocks

ctjuaiing in par value more than 25 per cent, in

excess of the actual cost of constructing and equip-

ping the road; that consolidation of street-railway

companies must be approved by the public authori-

ties.

Such are the main features of the proposed gen-

eral street-railway law. The commission explain?

that it does not look with favor on the proposition

to have the city of Chicago operate its street rail-

ways in the immediate future; but the city should

acquire ownership of the trackage as soon as pos-

sible, it thinks. All labor disputes should be sub-

mitted to arbitration; the overhead trolley should

not be permitted in the business district; Chicago

should have a system of downtown subways—these

are some of the recommendations of the commis
sion.

The street-railway commission has evidently given

careful consideration to its task and is no doubt

actuated by worthy motives. But the existing

companies, the experts of the situation, have the

right to be heard, and they will no doubt find many
features of the proposed law lo criticize, particularly

the 20-ycar limit and the municipal-ownership pro-

vision.
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The Fire Departments of Our Cities.^

Bv F. C. Mason.

In dealing with ihe subject, it is my intention to

confine mj^self almost entirely to the "nerve center,"

or, rather, what is known as the telegraph system of

the department. In 1S51 the city of Boston took
up the matter of fire protection and voted $iu,ooo

tor the experiment. So with Dr. Channing, re-

sourceful in ideas, and Mr. Moses G. Farmer, rec-

ognized as the most expert electrical mechanic of

that day, the fire-alarm telegraph system as we
now have it w^as developed and made practical.

Then came Gamewell, indomitable, persistent, a

born organizer, to whose able management is due
the fact that 90 per cent, of all municipal fire-alarm

business of the United States is done by his com-
pany. The names of Channing, Farmer and Game-
well stand high on the roll of municipal fire-pro-

tection fame.
A manual auxiliary fire alarm that would reliably

give the desired results w'as found, and gave rise

to what is known as the Gamewell auxiliary fire-

alarm return-call system. This, operated in con-
nection with the street fire-alarm boxes, greatly

extended and perfected the area of municipal fire

protection. Automatic devices there were, but none
possessing that element of continuous reliability

so necessary to the proper advisement of actual

danger or fire. It was Chief Croker of New York
who said: "Given advisement of a fire in the first

five minutes, I w'ill put it out in the next five," and
now all this is possible, and to-day as a human be-

ing is equipped with a nerve center and nerves
radiating therefrom, wherein every part of the body
is sensitive to touch, so any building can be
equipped with a similar nerve center and radiating

nerves so sensitive to dangerous heat or flame as

to be able to signal a w^arning to a common center
without delay, so that the first minute will not have
elapsed before the warning is given both locally

and centrally.

Even the smallest of our cities are putting on the
municipal airs of the largest, and to keep up v.ith

the times, especially in electrical work, is of the
highest importance, a w^ork which 95 per cent, of

the people are thoroughly ignorant of. The ones
who stand between this vast ignorance of these
things on the part of the people and the municipal-
ities are the municipal electricians. They must, in

the future, more than ever, represent the safety

valve of electrical protection. It has been too much
the case that a superintendent of fire alarm or
superintendent of police telegraph would each sit

supinely by and let electric-light matters and the

march of improvement, in inspection matters, hurry
past him in their course, while he, in the same
old way, runs his one branch without reference to

the rest.

There are three very important branches of pub-
lic service whose systems require the distribution

of electrical energy in order to fulfill their obliga-
tions to that portion of the public which they serve.

These are the automatic fire-alarm, electric pro-
tective and district messenger companies.
The automatic fire-alarm system keeps watch

over some of the largest mercantile'and manufactur-
ing establishments. Its system detects and gives
immediate warning of the presence of incipient fires

to fire-department companies in the immediate vicin-

ity, who are thus enabled to attack the fire long
before it has attained dangerous proportions, thereby
preventing not only extensive conflagrations, but
excessive damage by fire and water to the contents
of the building in which it occurs. The silent

watchmen (thermostats and the multip'hase cable)
attached to this system are brought into action by
the element (fire) whose presence they are sup-
posed to announce. They never leave their post, and
fire and smoke do not drive them therefrom.
The time has come when municipalities must

undertake the supervision of all classes of elec-

trical construction; many are already doing so.

The superintendents of fire and police-signal sys-
tems, particularly in medium and smaller cities,

should be qualified to undertake such supervision,
as in most cases they will be called on to do so.

For them to accept such a position through false

pride, or an increase in salary, knowing themselves
to be incompetent to supervise the work of what
ought to be the most intelligent class of electrical

workmen, and others not overscrupulous, would, in

my opinion, be a crime, and to appoint them under
such conditions would be one, only in a less degree.
For this reason it behooves all superintendents

of fire and police telegraphs to become familiar with
all known methods of generation and distribution
of electrical energ>', both of high and low-tension
currents. The police officer, in order to perform
the duties imposed upon him, must have a signal
system on which he can place implicit reliance.

Can anyone for a moment contend that these two
important systems should not be constructed in the
best possible manner and maintained in the highest
state of efficiency? Should any but the most com-
petent persons be placed in charge thereof? And
should they not be given the very best and most
competent men assiFtants? These are questions that
can be answered only in the affirmative by any
public official or private citizen, if they will' only
familiarize themselves with the workings of both
of these systems.
Without at this time attempting to combat the

I, -Abstract of p?,per re^d before the League of American
Municipalities at Charleston. S. C. December, igoo. M*-. Mason
is snperintendeDt of police telegraphs at Brooklyn, N. Y.

belief that exists in the minds of the active poli-

tician that "to the victor belong the spoils,'" I

do contend that the position of superintendent of
fire and police telegraphs should not be counted
among the assets of the spoilsmen. While it is

^

perfectly proper that these officials should be se-
'

lected from among those of the same political creed
as the appointing power, they should be qualified
in every way to perform the duties, and should be
obliged to prove their ability before some authorized
person or board competent to decide impartially,

and who possess the respect and confidence of all

classes in the highest degree, and whose certificate

or license should be of value to the holder.
The practice in many cities of carrying high and

low-potential currents on the same poles is detri-
niental to good work by our fire departments, and
is a source of great danger to our citizens; it

should be discouraged in every possible manner,
despite all practical safeguards.
The future needs of an up-to-date fire department,

electrically speaking, can be summarized as follows:
Instantaneous alarm notifying the department of the
exact location of a fire; the "danger lines" in all

buildings to be protected by automatic fire-alarm
service. The day of the old-stjde fire-signal box, re-
quiring a key to open in order to send in an alarm.
is passed. The keyless box has coma to stay rmd
is a great saver of time. Add to these a good, prac-
tical electrician, and the electrical needs of a fire

department are well covered.

rush. Newspapers, which are now supplied with
direct wires leading to all principal news centers, at

that time depended upon the delivery by messenger
of the press dispatches, sheet by sheet.

E. J. Nally, General Superintendent
Postal Telegraph Company.

One of the most capable and most popular men in

the telegraph business in this country, Edward J.

Nally, will have especial occasion to remember the
old century's end, for he has just been promoted
to the general superintendency of the Postal Tele-

graph-cable company, succeeding Leander D.

EDWARD J. NALLY.

Parker. Mr. Nally is still a young man, but he has

spent a quarter of a century in the telegraph service

and ow*es his advancement to his own intelligence,

industry and afifabilit}'. He was born in Philadel-

phia on April 11, i860. Moving with his parents

to St. Louis in 186S, he took a position as messenger
boy with the Western Union Telegraph company
on September i, 1875. Since that time Mr. Nally

has worked w'ithout interruption for the Western
Union and Postal companies and has not lost one

day's time. In 1878 he was promoted to the posi-

tion of junior clerk in the office of the assistant

general superintendent, a position then held by
Colonel R. C. Clowry, now vice-president and

general superintendent of the Western Union.

Young Nally advanced rapidly to important clerical

positions in this office and left in March, 1881, to

go to Minneapolis, to take a place in the office of

I. McMichael, superintendent of the eighth district

of the Western Union, who had been his old chief

in St. Louis. He was appointed chief clerk to

Superintendent McMichael in 1886 and resigned in

October, 1890, to accept a position as assistant

to General Superintendent L. D. Parker of the

Postal Telegraph-cable company, Chicago. A short

time later Mr. Nally was made assistant general

superintendent for the western division of the Postal

company, and he has held that position up to his

present promotion to the general superintendency.

Mr. Nally has seen the telegraph business grow
from a comparatively small volume to its present

extent, and has especially been in touch with its

extension and great growth in the South and West
through his connections with both companies. He
was the only all-night messenger boy in St. Louis

in his time, and while there were enough messages

to keep him occupied at night, there was no great

BorsiR Electric Plow.

The A. Borsig company of Berlin, one of Ger-
many's large manufacturmg concerns of steam and
electrical machmery, has mtroduced an electrical

piowmg system which seems to have met with favor,
especially among the large-estate owners ot Ger-
many and the beet-sugar producers. Germany, as
IS well known, is the greatest beet-root sugar ycu-
clucing country in the world. Most of the great
sugar-mill proprietors own at the same time ex-
tensive estates on which they cultivate their own
beet roots, and the Borsig company is especially
pushing its trade in electric plows among the sugar
mills in Germany, Austria-Hungary and Russia.
Agencies have been established in all the principal
sugar-producing centers of these countries.

ihe cost of such an electrical plowing outfit for

an average sugar-mill estate is given by the Borsig
company as £44,250. A steam engine of 250 horse-
power IS needed to operate five electric plows. This
engine may be worked condensing before and after
the season, but during the season the exhaust steam
may well be used in the evaporating apparatus. The
estimated items of cost are as follows;

Hnfciine s 7.500
lileciric generatiug siatioD , 5,000
Line cons traction and ttansl'jrmers .- 10,000
Five electric plows andsuadrics 21,250
Miscellaneous 500

Total S44 250

At this cost the capital to be invested amounts
to about $8,850 per plow, thus being about 40 per
cent, less than that required for the two-machme
steam plow. With such a plant, the Borsig company
further states, 2,500 hectares, or about 7,200 acres,

can be plowed over at a depth of 14 inches, or an
area twice as large as that w^hich could be worked
by the two-machine steam plow^
The electric plow works by means of two wiie

cables, which run in a parallel direction over the
held, about three feet from each other. At one end
an anchor carriage is used, which is so constructed
that the carriage body itself is never influenced by
the working plow, as the anchoring device is fixed
to a kind of portable crane attached to the fram^
of the carriage. Thus the carriage frame itself can
never get out of its original direction. As soon as
the plow returns to the motor the anchor is lifted

out of the soil by means of the motion of the idle

plow cable, and this exactly for the distance which
IS required for the anchor setting in again.

In most cases, where the electric plow is used at

present, the current is derived from a central sta-

tion, from which it is transmitted to the field by
means of overhead wires. From this overhead wire
a flexible, isolated cable is, at a given point, con-
nected to the motor car. The latter is placec" on one
end of the field to be plow^ed, and the anchor car-

riage at the opposite end of the field. The plow-

then travels between the motor car and the anchor
carriage. As soon as one furrow is completed, mo-
tor and anchor cars advance exactly one furrow's
space, when the w'ork starts again.

The Borsig company asserts that the anchor car-

riages with disk wheels leave very much to be de-

sired as to their practical use. The Borsigs there-
fore adopted for their system a multiple strong earth
anchor, which, by the tractive power of the plow
cable, fastens itself in the earth by self-action. A
short chain connects the anchor with a rope pulley,

the latter serving as a guiding device for the plow.
Two horses are required for the transportation of

the anchor carriage from field to field.

With regard to the use of the electric plows in

sugar-mill estates, the company states that a special

advantage lies in the fact that already existing sta-

tionary steam powers can be used for the generation
of electricity, and that at the same time a number
of individual plants may be supplied from such a

central station. This is of the greatest importance,
as in sugar factories the whole machinery lies idle

during nine months of the year.

Improvements at Hamilton.

The Cataract Power company of Hamilton, Ont,
has been making extensive alterations to its power-
house distributing lines and transformer station.

Having found it necessary to increase its plant, the
company has just installed two new 3,000-horse-

power turbines, manufactured in Milan, Italy, two
2.000-kilowatt. S. K. C. generators, 10 400-kilowatt,

step-up transformers, three 300-kilowatt, rotary con-
verters, and a Chloride storage-battery equipment.
It has also built a second transmission line. A new
building is nearing completion, which will contain
the rotary transformers, arc-light apparatus, new
battery equipment and the switchboards. It is the
intention of the company to close down the power
houses of the Hamilton Electric Light company, the
Hamilton Street Railway company and the Hamil-
ton Radial Railway company, and to distribute al-

together from the step-down station in the city, the
incandescent, arc, power and railway services being
supplied from the one building.

The electric-light plant at New Sharon, Iowa,
is to be improved and a heating system installed.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE FIELD.
Telephone Toll Lines.

By W. p. Beardslev.

New telephone companies are to-day springing up

like mushrooms in a hotbed, and the one all-ab-

sorbing topic which seems to take precedence of

all others in importance is the toll line. Is not the

toll line an absolute necessity to the success of every

exchange? Take a majority of the cities of our

country to-day, and what were they before we had

railroads? Isolated from one another, of little im-

portance, merely boroughs striving to get along,

but to-day these same towns, connected as they

are with each other and the outside world by rail,

have developed into large and growing cities. So

it is with the telephone exchange isolated from in-

tercommunication with other exchanges. To thrive

and grow we must interconnect with each other

as an absolute necessity to success. It will not

only foster the growth of present exchanges, but

encourage the building of new ones, and eventually

develop, like the railroad, into giving us connection

with every state in the Union.

To accomplish this end, there must be co-opera-

tion and consolidation of business interests, which

is essential in bringing together diversified and scat-

tered operations. Not more than a year ago the

toll line was classed as the "baby of the telephone

family, but the strongest and most robust of them
all." The almost miraculous development of this

child in the last year is beyond our fondest expecta-

tions, and to-day I think we have suthcient evidence

of the most gratifying character to state correctly

that long-distance service by the Independent tele-

phone companies is not a mere fancified dream, but

an accomplished fact. There probably has been no
other line of industry that has ever made as rapid

progress or secured as substantial a footing in so

short a period as in the building of toll lines.

We all know that properly constructed telephone

toll lines are expensive to build and costly to main-

tain, and as it is a hard matter for one to be able

to fix an equitable relation between outlay and in-

come, the Independent telephone companies, as in-

•dividuals, have been slow in pushing forward this

line of work. In most cases, however, it may prin-

cipally be attributable to lack of capital, and as this

is the most essential thing necessary in the telephone

business, as in all others, to whom have we to look
for the realization of that on which our ultimate

growth depends?
Is it not to the long-distance telephone com-

panies throughout our several states, who, by their

untiring efforts and zeal, inaugurated the move-
ment and accomplished the work, which would indi-

cate that at last the Bell company had at least met
a competitor whose objects and purposes it cannot
hope to defeat? When we gave to the people an
equitable telephone rate consistent with the expense
of operation and maintenance, the Bell people ridi-

culed, scoffed and even threatened us, but we fought
them with never-ceasing vigor, until to-day—well,

you know the rest; we are still in business with no
retardation to our progress. With the Interstate

Telephone and Telegraph company of Pennsylvania
and the United States Telephone company of Ohio,
we are gradually, but surely, outflanking the Bell

interests in these states. Tihese companies are
bringing about the highest character of efficiency

in toll-line service, and the work which they have
accomplished in the development of the Independent
toll-line system within the last year is remarkable.
The United States Telephone company of Ohio

has at its head a man who needs no introduction
to the telephone man, whose name is a synonym
of success to any industry, Judge James M. Thomas
of Cleveland, Ohio. In the last two years this com-
pany has constructed two thousand miles of pole
lines, necessitating the setting of nearly 90,000 poles,

with a total of about 10,000 miles of wire, operating,
as it does, nearly 300 toll stations of its own,
besides the toll-board equipment at the various tele-

phone exchanges with which it is consolidated.
The Interstate Telephone and Telegraph company

of Pennsylvania, though the younger of the two,
having only been organized since December, 1899,
has over 200 miles of pole lines and over 1,000
miles of copper wire in service, furnishing long-
distance service to upward of 16,000 telephones in

the states of Pennsylvania and New Jersey, The
executive officers of the company are men whose
names are a guarantee of success in any undertaking
and the work which they have accomplished and
are pushing forward with untiring efforts is but a
forerunner of the realization of that dream for which
the Independent companies have been waiting, that
of long-distance service.

These, with other similar companies, are the ones
to which we must look for the accomplishment oi
this need, and to succeed there must be organiza-
tion, consolidation and co-operation of all telephone
interests, the rapid consummation of which will give
to the public the many advantages obtained from
such a policy. There have been so many able arli-

clcs written on the countless advantages of the toll

line that it would be useless for me to go into detail,

but it must be said that it is an al)Solnle necessity
to our success, and the progress made will depend
upon the co-operation of all interested.

Chicago Telephone Situation,

President Willard T. Block of the United Tele-

graph, Telephone and Electric company and V. H.

Surghnor, also representing the company, appeared

before the Chicago City Council committee on gas,

oil and electric lights last week to urge the passage

of the ordinance enlarging the territory of the com-

pany from Hyde Park to the entire city. The rep-

resentatives of the company stated that it is their

intention to enter into a bona fide competition with

the Chicago Telephone company, that the United

company is backed by New York capital to enable

it to carry out these plans if the ordinance is passed,

and that they have agreed to a provision in the ordi-

nance that the company shall not sell its franchise.

It was stated positively to the committee that the

report that the United company had business con-

nections with the Illinois Telephone and Telegraph

company was untrue.

The United company promises a sweeping reduc-

tion of rates. The ordinance provides for a maxi-

mum charge of $50 a year for residence service, $85

for business telephones and $125 a year for public

instruments. Mr. Surghnor stated that if permitted

to spread, it would be possible for the new com-
pany to cut the present rates in half and still make
money. In return for the 25~year franchise asked

the company agrees to give the city of its gross

receipts three per cent, for the first five years, five

per cent, for the next 10 years and seven per cent.

for' the remaining 10. It was declared that if the

Chicago Telephone company made compensation

on this basis it would be paying to the city $500,000

a year.

It is provided that the wires and cables shall be

laid in approved conduits, excepting in the outlying

districts. The territory which will have conduit

systems is bounded by Lake Michigan and by a

line running from the lake west in FuUerton avenue

to Western avenue, south to Twenty-second street,

east to Halsted street, south to Thirty-ninth street

and east to Lake Michigan.

The question of whether the council could secure

authority to compel the co-operation of the two
companies for the convenience of citizens was one

which entered into the consideration of the subject.

The matter of the 25-year franchise was referred

to a sub-committee and a report is promised for

next week.

Bell Company Wins Apjainst Western
Union.

In the United States Circuit Court in Boston on
December 21st Judge Colt gave a decision in favor

of the American Bell Telephone company in the

long-continued case relating to the question of

royalties, on suit of the Western Union Telegraph
company, a large sum being claimed by the latter

company under a contract between the two cor-

porations bearing date of November 10, 1879.

Under the contract, the defendant, then known as

the National Bell Telephone company, agreed to

pay the plaintiff, the Western Union Telegraph
company, 20 per cent, of all rentals or royalties

received from licenses for telephones in the United
States. The Bell company issued licenses to sundry
corporations and received, in addition to the annual

rental for telephones, 35 per cent, of the capital

stock of these corporations.

The plaintiff asserted that this stock was "rentals

or royalties" within the meaning of the contract,

and that it was entitled to 20 per cent, of the stock
and the dividends declared thereon. The defendant
maintained that the "rentals or royalties" men-
tioned in the contract were the standard annual
rentals (less commissions), and nothing more; that

it had the exclusive right under the contract to

carry on the exchange business and to receive the

profits, or to license another corporation to carry
it on, receiving from such licensee a share of the

profits; that this stock, in other words, merely rep-

resented the outcome of the mode adopted for realiz-

ing its share of the profits of the exchange business.

The case was referred to a master, who found in

favor of the defendant. The present hearing was
had on the plaintiff's exceptions to the master's
leport. Judge Colt overruled the exceptions taken
by the plaintiff and sustained the master's report.

Personnel of the Bell Company.
Charles P. Bowditch has been elected as

a director in the American Telephone and Tele-

graph company. It was supposed that the vacancy
in the board caused by the death of President

Hudson would remain unfilled until such time
as a successor for that office could be decided upon,
who would also be given a place on the board. Un-
less the number is increased, by a change in the by-
laws, the presidency will continue to be occupied
by someone now a member, in all probability, and
indications for the present are that Acting-president
Cochrane will remain at the head of the company.
Recently a rumor was current to the effect that

Governor Crane of Massachusetts, who is the largest

stockholder in the company, was to be chosen pres-

ident of the telephone concern on the expiration of

his term as governor a year hence. Mr. Crane was
in Washington when the rumor first came to light

in public print, and was interviewed on the subject
by the Washington correspondents of some of the
Boston papers. Pie gave an emphatic denial to the
report.

Northern Pacific Starts Its Telephone
System.

The Northern Pacific Railway company has taken

its first step in the substitution of the telephone for

telegraph at Fargo, N. D., by connecting with the

long-distance lines of the Northwestern Telephone
Exchange company. It is understood the connec-

tions will be made between Fargo and Jamestown
and Fargo and Lisbon and between Sanborn and
Cooperstown. Beyond these points the company
will use its telegraph lines, as it is believed the same
wires can be used at the same time for both tele-

phoning and telegraphing.

Meeting of Interstate Telephone Asso-
ciation.

The Interstate Telephone association will hold its

next meeting at the Hotel Baltimore, Kansas City,

Mo., on Tuesday, January 15th next. The meeting
pronu'scs to be the largest gathering of Independent
telephone people held in the West, and all owners
or representatives of telephone exchanges or toll

lines are urged to be present. Fred Bason is presi-

dent of the association and George R. Armstrong,
Pierce City, Mo., is secretary.

GENERAL TELEPHONE NEWS.
The directors of the American Telephone and

Telegraph company have declared a regular quar-
terly dividend of 1V2 per cent, and an extra dividend
of three-fourths per cent., payable January 15th to
stock of record December 31st.

A committee headed by Dr. S. N. Quillin, acting
for the People's Free Telephone company, has
made arrangements to open an exchange in the
city of Spencer, Ind. Both day and night service
will be given. There are now about 600 telephones
on the line.

W. H. O. Buttler, manager and principal stock-
holder of the Citizens' Telephone company of Co-
hmibus, Ind., has sold his stock to S. P. Sheerin
of Indianapolis, and will move to some point in
Illinois. Mr. Sheerin has installed Max Hosea, chief
lineman, as manager.

Mr. James Kelsey, who has made several success-
ful tests of his wireless system of telephony near
Minneapolis,, recently succeeded in telephoning a
distance of i.ooo feet across the Mississippi River
without conducting wires. The parallel wires on the
two shores were No. 14 B. & S. copper.

A telephone girl in the exchange at Shelbyville,
Ind., was able to interrupt a bank robbery there
recently. Hearing an explosion at about three
o'clock in the morning, she went to the window and
saw the men at work in the bank opposite. Hurry-
ing back, she aroused the villagers, but the robbers
escaped.

The teleohone service recently established at New
Bedford. Mass., by the Automatic Telephone com-
pany is said to be working well and to be giving
satisfaction. An automatic switchboard has been
installed. It is said to have an ultimate capacity of
10,000 subscribers. The number actually receiving
service is not stated, however.

Discussion has been started by several physicians
in New York concerning the effect upon the ear of

the click often heard in the receiver when connection
is being made at the central exchange using a "re-

lav" or "common-battery" system. The injurious

effects of the click may be avoided by holding the
receiver some distance from the ear.

The Rochester Telephone company (independent)
of Rochester, N, Y., has just issued its third di-

rectory. It is a neat and attractive publication and
contains, besides the list of subscribers" informa-
tion of interest to the company's patrons. This
company now has 3.000 subscribers connect(?d to

its switchboard and is rendering good service at

reasonable rates. It has toll-line connection with

14 towns in the vicinity of Rochester. The follow-
ing-named gentlemen are officers of the company:
Prc'sident. Frederick Cook; vice-president, Eugene
H. Satterice; secretary, George R. Fuller; treasurer,

V. Morcan Smith; general manager, C. E. Stinson;
superintendent of construction, C. O. Flarris; con-
tracting agent, M. F. Babcock.
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Telephone News from thd Northwest.
The new police telephone system in St. Paul is

promised to be in and ready for operation by Feb-
ruary 1st.

The Dakota Central Telephone company of

Aberdeen, S. D., proposes to extend its toll -lines

to Mitchell in the spring.

The rural telephone line of Carbon City, Iowa,
is being extended to connect with Fore Dodge,
Boone and other points.

The council of Creston, Iowa, will soon discon-
tinue the use of the Iowa Telephone company's
service. The new mutual company there has its

system about completed, and will furnish the city

free service.

A new telephone company, the Mitchell County
Telephone company, has been formed at Osage,
Iowa, largely through the efforts of M. O. Tuttle.

The company will connect with Waterloo.
The Iowa Telephone company of Des Moines,

Iowa, plans to place its wires underground in the

business section there, if the courts find that it is

entitled to the use of the streets without a franchise.

George C. Hunt has applied to the council of

Seattle, Wash., for a local telephone franchise. He
claims to have ample capital to push the enterprise

to a successful conclusion.
Further experiments in Minneapolis with wire-

less telephony reveal the fact that there is a great

deal of vagrant current at large. In one instance the

ticking of a telegraph instrument could be heard
distinctly, although there were no wires in the vicin-

ity. Professor George D. Shepardson of the Uni-
versity of Minnesota took a number of tests. It is

regarded as certain that a conversation can be car-

ried on over a distance of 10 miles.

The new line of the Wood County Telephone
company from Grand Rapids, Wis., to Marshfield
has been completed and put in operation.

Milaca, Minn,, will soon have toll-line connection
with Princeton, Minn.
A new switchboard, to accommodate 200 con-

nections, has been installed for the exchange at

Phillips, Wis.
The Whitten (Iowa) Mutual Telephone company

has set poles to connect with the Mutual company
at Felix.

. The new local exchange at Lamberton, Minn.,
has been completed and put in operation.

The Wisconsin Telephone company is taking new
bids from contractors for the erection of its ex-
change building in La Crosse, Wis., and expects to

have work started in the spring.

The Edgar Local Telephone Exchange company
of Edgar, Wis., has been formed and a local sys-

tem will be installed at once.

The Steele County Telephone company has been
formed at Blooming Prairie, Minn., and has been
granted a franchise for a local system. Later on
toll lines will be built to Corning and to Ellendale.

Arrangements are being made to secure con-
nection by the local exchange at St. Thomas, N. D.,

with the toll system of the Northwestern Telephone
Exchange company.
The Douglas County Telephone company has

added a new switchboard for its exchange at the

Esst End, Superior, Wis. The People's Telephone
company of Superior now has over 700 connections,

and will soon have to add sections to the switch-

boards at West End and also at East End.
The Oakland (Iowa) Telephone company has

completed a line to Carson, on the way to Council
Bluffs, Iowa.
Telephone connection has been completed with

Whitehall, Mont.
The Fox River Valley Telephone company has

completed a toll line from Kaukauna, Wis., to

Dale, where it will connect with the Little Wolf
River telephone system. Poles are set from Dale
to Appleton, and it is expected to have the line

wired very soon.

A farmers' mutual line is constructed from Adair,

Iowa, to Carley and Linwood.
The city of Minneapolis has won its case against

the Northwestern Telephone Exchange company
on a demurrer. The telephone company resisted

the payment of a tax on its realty, claiming that the
gross-earnings tax covered all property. The city

demurred on the ground that the company had no
right to a demurrer, as it had adequate remedy at

law if the tax were illegal. The court refrains from
entering into the merits of the case. R.

Ohio Telephone Notes.

Judge James M. Thomas, manager of the United
States Telephone company, confirms the statement
made in this correspondence a few days ago that a

contract has been closed between his company and
the Pittsburg and Allegheny Telephone company
which will give all Ohio points entrance to Pitts-

burg, and on the other hand, will give Pittsburg

and points connected by the Pittsburg company
access to all points in Ohio which arc reached by
the Ignited States Telephone company. The line to

Pittsburg to form this connection is now well under
way and its construction will be completed early

in the year. This is one of the very important con-

nections that will be made by the United States

company toward giving its patrons an outlet to the

East.

The London Telephone company has made ar-

rangements to connect with a farmers' line in the

northern part of Madison County and *he southern

part of Champaign County, which will give access

to nearly all the smaller towns in that section.

At a meeting held at the office of the Columbiana
County Telephone company at Salem a few days
ago, the Independent Telephone Association of Co-
lumbiana County was organized, for the purpose of

mutual aid among the Independent companies of
the county, promotion of business and for improv-
ing the service to its subscribers. Lewis Walker
of the Eastern Ohio Telephone company was chosen
president, and W. F. Crossley of the Columbiana
County Telephone company was made secretary.
An executive committee, consisting of the following-
named persons, was chosen: W. F. Crossley, Co-
lumbiana County Telephone company; B. T. Shreve.
Eastern Ohio Telephone company, Bayard; Joseph
E. Walton, Winona Telephone company, Winona;
E. E. Walker, Damascus Telephone company, Da-
mascus. Regular quarterly meetings will be held,
but special meetings may be called by the president
at any time.

Captain George N. Stone, president of the Inde-
pendent telephone company at Cincinnati, has
offered to place telephones in the principal school
buildings in that city, to be used until further notice,
free of cost, and the offer has been accepted.
A movement is on foot to organize an Independ-

ent telephone company at Springfield. There has
been some dissatisfaction there concerning the rates
charged and the service rendered by the old com-
pany. As a result, several local men proposed to
enter into a plan to form a new company. J. J.
Dunn of Columbus spent some time in that city
last week looking the matter up, and David F. Sny-
der, city engineer of Springfield, is also interested.
They are ready to make no announcements as yet.

Kora F. Briggs and other persons, citizens of
Tiffin, have made arrangements to build and oper-
ate a telephone plant at Pemberville. It is a small
place, but the people are enthusiastic over the pros-
pects of having an Independent service.

On retiring from the service of the Warren and
Niles Telephone company, a few days ago. Manager
E. J. Clapp tendered the officers, directors and em-
ployes a banquet at the Elliott Hotel at Warren.
Mr. Clapp was the recipient of several handsome
presents. E. G. Miller succeeds him as manager.

O. M. C.

EXTENSIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
The Carlinville Telephone company, located at

Carlinville, 111., has certified to an increase in capital
stock from $5,000 to $30,000.

The Roanoke and Botetourt Telephone company
will make extensions to its system now m operation
and is in the market for telephone supplies. L. A.
Noel, Fincastle, Va., is the president of the com-
pany.

The telephone line between Grand Junction and
Delta. Colo., has been completed and trie first mes-
sages were spoken over it recently. Within a few
weeks Grand Junction will be connected with Den-
ver by telephone.

The Telephone Toll Line company of Grand Rap-
ids. Wis., has just completed a line from that city

to Marshfield, Wis., a distance of 40 miles. The
line will connect with the Marathon County lines,

and will form an important part of the Wisconsin
Vallev svstem. The company has recently passed
into the control of C. M. Dougherty, general man-
ager of the Wood County Telephone company.

TELEPHONE MEN.
J. E. Epperson has been made manager of the

Carroll (Iowa) office of the Iowa Telephone com-
pany.

J. H. Corcoran has accepted a position as chief

inspector for the Central Union Telephone company
at Rockford. 111.

R. W. McHenry manager of the Hawkeye Tele-

phone company at Iowa Falls. Iowa, has resigned

his position and returned to his home at Rochelle,

111. He is succeeded by A. Middledorf of Glad-
brook, Iowa.

W. I. Thraikill has been transferred from the man-
agership of the Iowa Telephone company's office

at Red Oak, Iowa, to the office at Boise City, Idaho.

He is succeeded at Red Oak by C. R. Potter of

Creston, Iowa.

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS.
The Haynes & Noyes company of Chicago has

been incorporated, with a capital stock of $10,000, to

manufacture telephones and electrical appliances.

The incorporators are Frank J. Smith, Austin J.

Doyle. Jr., and Herbert Pope.

During the last eight months the Western Tele-
phone Construction company of Chicago has, under
its new organization and management, done a most
successful business. In this short time it has se-

cured many contracts for large exchange multiple

equipments. The cities to be equipped by the com-
pany arc Pottsville and Williamsport, Pa.. Corsi-
cana, Texas, Greensboro, N. C, and Binghamton.
N. Y. The company has also recently shipped a

200-line Western express switchboard to Ashland,
Pa., and has booked orders for loo-line switch-

boards for Columbia, Pa., Leesburg. Ohio, Zanes-
ville. Ohio, Lancaster. Ky., and smaller orders for

other points. Large orders for telephones have been
recently filled for Leesburg and Eaton, Ohio; also

an additional order for telephones from the Chicago
and Alton Railroad company for its lines between
Chicago and Bloomington.

Labor Conference Discusses Strikes
and Arbitration.

The labor conference called by the National Civic
Federation to consider the adjustment of labor
troubles was held in Chicago on December 17th
and iSth. The addresses presented were compre-
hensive and of deep interest, as was evidenced by
the close attention given them and the frequent
applause accorded the speakers. Chairman Frank-
lin MacVeagh, in opening the conference, laid
stress on. the fact t-hat the disagreements are not,
as a rule, between laborers and capitalists, but be-
tween two sets of wage-earners—both sets properly
coming under the classification of workingmen.
As examples, he cited the great railway and coal-
mine strikes, where the controversy is between dif-

ferent departments of the organization involved,
while the real capitalists—the stockholders—take no
active part in the strikes and are merely helpless
sufi'erers.

During the conference several speakers laid em-
phasis on the self-evident proposition that com-
pulsory arbitration is no arbitration at all, and is

contrary to the spirit of the term.
The conference adopted resolutions recommend-

ing that the industries of the country should ap-
point boards of conciliation to which differences
and disputes between employers and employes
might be referred if they could not be otherwise
settled. A committee was appointed to serve for
one year "for the purpose of a general system of
conciliation that will promote industrial peace."
The committee is composed of the following-

named gentlemen: A. C. Bartlett, vice-president
Hibbard, Spencer. Bartlett & Co., wholesale hard-
ware; Henry W. Hoyt, president National Founders'
association; Herman Justi, commissioner Ilfinois
Coal Operators' association; G. Watson French,
vice-president Republic Iron and Steel company:
E. D. Kenna, vice-president Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe railway system; Chauncey H. Castle,
president Stove Founders' National Defense associ-
ation; Samuel Gompers, president American Federa-
tion of Labor; John Mitchell, president United Mine
Workers of America; Martin Fox, president Iron
Molders' Union of America ; Frank P. Sargent,
.srand master Brotherhood Locomotive Firemen;
Henry White, general secretary United Garment
Workers of America and James M. Lynch, president
International Typographical union.
The sense of the conference v/as distinctly against

compulsory arbitration, and it is hoped that the
committee may be able to establish a stable and
efficient system for the amicable settlement of labor
troubles throughout the countrv.

Chicago Electrical Association.
The annual meeting of the Chicago Electrical as-

sociation was held at its lOoms in the Monadnock
block, Chicago, on the evening of December 21st.
The paper of the evening had been prepared by J. M.
Hollistcr, president of the association, and had as
its subject "Electrical Features of the Paris Expo-
sition." Owing to the fact that Mr. Hollister is

still abroad, the paper was read by Van Renssaeller
Lansingh. It was illustrated by about 25 stereop-
ticon views of exhibits and scenes at the exposition
and proved to be very interesting. In the discus-
tion by the members the fact was brought out that
practically all of the engine-driven units exhibited
at Paris had engines of the single-expansion type.
These engines were either run simple or condens-
ing, and it seemed to be the practice in using the
single expansion to sacrifice economy, so as to gain
better regulation. There were compound and triple-

expansion engines shown, but they were, as a rule,

used solely for exhibition purposes.
Following the reading of the paper and its dis-

cussion, the annual election of officers for the en-
suing year was held, resulting as follows: President,
R. F. Schuchardt; vice-president, Harold Almert;
treasurer, H. G. Dimick; secretary, W. J. Warder,
Jr. ; librarian, W. B. Hale ; auditor, George M.
Mayer; board of directors, L. G. Bassett, H. P.
Clausen and J. R. Cravath.
Owing to the inability of C. C. Mattison to be

present and read a paper as scheduled for the next
meeting of the association, on January 4th, a sub-
stitution will be made by Albert Scheible, who will

read a paper on "Popular Notions on Hindrances
to Electrical Progress."

Zurich Electric-railway System.
Mr. Lieberknecht, United States consul at Zurich,

sends some interesting notes on the Zurich tram-
ways. The fare in Zurich is to-day 12.5 centimes
(2.5 cents) when buying the tickets in block
books, but will within the course of a few years
be lowered to 10 centimes (two cents). Coal costs
from 33 to 40 francs ($6.37 to $7.72) a ton delivered
at the power station. The electric lines have all

been constructed by Mr. J. Sigfrid Edstrom, a

Swedish engineer, who received his technical educa-
tion in the United States. The rail bonds used
arc from New York, and the cars are equipped
with Peckham trucks. The motors and controllers
are also of American manufacture. One line was
built with cast-welded joints and no bonds.

The Empire City Gas and Electric company of
Trenton. N. J., has been incorporated for $=^00,000,

by G. W. Lynch. M. Caflesch and J. T. Underhill.
The company is empowered to supply heat, light

and power.
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Steam Turbines.'
By Francis Hodgkinson.

The fundamental principle of the steam turbint^,

in contradistinction to the reciprocating steam en-

gine, lies in the fact that the latter does work by
reason of the static expansive force of the steam

acting behind a piston, while in the former case

the work is developed by the kinetic energy oi

particles of steam which are given a high velocity

by reason of the steam expanding from one pressure

to a lower.
Steam turbines may be divided into three clases:

First—Impact, of which Bianca's is an example.

Second—Reaction, of which Hero's is an example.

Third—A combination of both of these, of which
Parsons' is an example.

It is proposed in this paper to deal only with

the two forms which have attained some degree of
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VVith regard to this latter point, a difficulty always
cirises in attempting to revolve a body at a high ro-

tative speed. It is essential, in the first place, that
the body be accurately balanced, but in spite of all

care this cannot be attained with absolute accuracy.
The result is that, with ordinary shaft and bearings,
tremendous vibrations would be set up that would
probably result in eventual rupture of the shaft.

De Laval overcomes this difficulty, however, by
mounting his wheel near the center of a long, light

shaft (C), capable of being considerably bent and
returning to its original form. The shaft is

mounted upon bearings of ordinary construction.
This flexibility enables the forces set up by the re-

volving wheel to deflect the shaft and enables the
former to revolve about its axis of gravity.

The nozzle is divergent. In it the whole expan-
sion of the steam is carried out. The steam at the
mouth of the nozzle has the same pressure as the
exhaust. In other words, the steam has its energy
completely transformed into mass and velocity by
the time it comes in contact with the buckets. This
brings up another feature of the turbine, which is,

that with the exception of the nozzles and the throats
of the nozzles, no parts are subjected to steam
pressure.

The ihroaL of the de Laval nozzle is at (D), hav-
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by a nozzle whose section is very near an ellipse.

In the de Laval turbine the nozzles are set at an
angle of 20° with the plane of motion of the
buckets, which is as acute an angle as is possible.

These turbines, especially the larger sizes, are

equipped with several nozzles, some of which are
provided with independent stop cocks, such that
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FIG. 3 STEAM TURBINES.—DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING AC
TION OF STEAM IN PARSONS TURBINE,

the number of nozzles in operation may be adjusted
to suit the condition of running in order to obtain
tile most suitable steam pressure in the throats.

They are essentially of very high speed. The
smaller sizes run about 30,000 revolutions per min-
ute and are geared down to about 3,000; the larger
sizes, about 10,000 revolutions per minute. The
peripheral speed of the wheel is usually from 600

FIG. I. STEAM TURBINES,— DE LAVAL TYPE.

commercial success, namely, the Parsons and the

de Laval, particularly the former.

The general principles made use of in water tur-

bines also apply to steam turbines. The buckets

and guides must have as Httle skin friction as pos-

sible and be so arranged that the acting fluid may
strike without sudden shock and have its direction

of motion changed without sharp angular deflections.

One difficulty, however, presents itself and is due

to the tremendous velocity of steam, as compared
with that of water under ordinary heads.

The laws governing the best velocity of buckets

are the same as for waterwheels. In the impact

turbine the ideal condition is when the peripheral

velocity of the buckets is one-half that of the fluid

comprising the jet. In the reaction turbine this

velocity must be equal to that of the jet, in order

to give us this ideal condition. Now, with high-

pressure steam discharging into a vacuum, the ve-

locities obtained are from 3,000 to S,ooo feet per

second, as calculated by Zeuner's formifla.

A turbine, therefore, built on the lines just

enumerated would have peripheral velocities far

beyond the limits of strength of material. As an -

STEAM TURBINES.—LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF WESTINGHOUSE PARSONS TURBINE.

ing a well-rounded entrance, and from there on the

nozzle diverges. The relation of the area of the

outlet at (E) to the area of the throat at (D) should
satisfy an equation which simply states that equal

weights of steam pass at both the throat and the

outlet in equal intervals of time. Practically, a noz-

FIG. 4. STEAM TURBINES.—ECONOMY CURVES OF A 3OO KILOWATT TURBINE.

example, a lO-inch Hero engine would revolve at

75.000 revolutions per minute.

The dc Laval turbine, shown in Fig. i, consists

of a divergent nozzle, which directs the jet of steam

upon suitably formed buckets (A), which arc^ at-

tached to the periphery of a revolving wheel. The
outer edge of the buckets is shrouded by a steel

ring (B), which prevents the centrifugal escape of

the steam. The unique features of this turbine arc

the nozzle and the means by which the wheel is

enabled to revolve upon its axis of gravity.

I. Abstract of paper read before the Encineertt' Societv of

Western PeniiBylvania at Piltsburg, Pa,, on November 20, 1900,

zle must be made with the area at the exhaust end

as small as possible, for the sake of getting the

greatest velocity, but just so large that the pressure

will not be higher than that of the exhaust pipe.

The best length of nozzle is hard to determine. If

too long, there will be considerable loss of velocity

due to skin friction. At the same time, it must
be long enough to admit of proper expansion of

the steam. The best shape of the divergency has

been the subject of investigation by various experi-

menters, in order to give the best expansion curve,

regarded as a single particle. The writer's opinion

is that the best results in this respect are obtained

to 1,200 feet per second. The reduction of speed
is accomplished by means of a pair of helical spur
gears with the angle of helix 45°. These gears form
by far the biggest part of the whole outfit. The
remaining portions of these turbines have no re-

markable features. The regulation is effected by
means of a fly-ball governor, which is on the slower
running shaft and wire-draws the steam at the
admission.
Some tests of a lo-horsepower turbine were com-

municated to the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers in 1895, in which the turbine described
had four nozzles of o. 13S inch diameter and one of

0.157 inch diameter of throat. The nozzles were
two inches long from throat to outlet. The speed
of the turbine was 23,771 revolutions per minute, re-

duced by gearing to 2,400: the economy, full load,
non-condensing, was 47.8 pounds per brake horse-
power. This economy is by no means bad, when
the small power of the outfit is considered. In
December, 1899, some tests were made in France
under the following conditions: One hundred and
ninety-two pounds'- boiler pressure, with 69*^ F. of
superheat; mean horsepower, 307.8; revolutions per
minute, 772. The consumption of steam was 13.92
pounds per efifective horsepower.
The first Parsons steam turbine and generator

was built in 1884. It developed 10 horsepower at

18,000 revolutions per minute. It ran for several

years in Gateshead-on-Tyne, England, supplying
current for the manufacture of incandescent lamps.
It is now in the South Kensington Museum. It

consisted of two groups of 15 turbines each, the
steam entering between them and passing in op-
posite directions through each group.

Fig. 2 is a general longitudinal section through
a Westinghouse-Parsons steam turbine. The steam
enters at the governor valve and arrives at the

chamber (A), and passes out to the right through
the turbine blades, eventually arriving at the ex-'

haust chamber (B). The blades are shown in Fig.

3, the steam passing first a set of stationary blades

and impinging on the moving blades, driving them
around, and so on. The areas of the passages in-

crease progressively in volume, corresponding with

the expansion of the steam. On the left of the

steam inlet (Fig. 2) are shown revolving balance
pistons (C), (C) and (C), one corresponding to

each of the cylinders in the turbine, which, accord-
ing to size, may be one, two, three or four in num-
ber. The, steam at (A) presses against the turbine

and goes through doing work. It also presses in

the reverse direction, but cannot pass the piston

(C) : but at the same time, the pressure, so far as

the steam at (A) is concerned, is equal and opposite,

so that the shaft is not subjected to any end thrust.

The pressure at (D) is equal to that at (E), by reason
of the balance port (F); so, similarly, as far as the

steam pressure at (E) is concerned, there is no end
thrust. This same fact also applies to (G),
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The area of the balance pistons is so arranged
that no matter what the load may be, or what the
steam pressure or exhaust pressure may be, the
correct balance is preserved and the shaft has no
end thrust whatsoever. At (H) is shown a thrust
bearing, which, however, has no thrust to take care
of, but serves to maintain the correct adjustment
of the balance pistons. The thrust bearing is in two
halves, the lower half capable of adjustment in one
direction, the upper one in the reverse.
The balance pistons never come in mechanical

contact with the cylinder, and consequently there
is no friction. The thrust bearing has ample sur-

face, and, besides, is subjected to forced lubrication
and does not wear. The adjustments once made
always remain gocfd. There is obviously some
leakage past the pistons, but it is found to be very
small. Centrifugal force seems to have something
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is admitting a full head of steam to the turbine. A
movement from this in either direction is tending
to cut off the supply. This serves a useful purpose
in the event of a very excessive load coming on the
turbine, such as a short circuit, which has the effect

of bringing down the speed more than the per-
centage variation permitted by the adjustment of the
spring, when the steam immediately becomes shut
off. Again, in such an event as some of the gov-
ernor-driving mechanism becoming broken, and
the governor balls slowing up independently of the
turbine, the steam is shut off before any damage
could take place.

The speed of the turbine, may be varied within
all the limits of the governor spring while the tur-

bine is running. This is particularly useful in bring-
ing alternators into synchronism and adjusting their

differences of load when in multiple.

STEAM TURBINES.—RE\OLVlNG PART OF 30OO-HORSEPOWER TURBINE.

to do with keeping down this leakage. The particles

endeavoring to escape have to pass radially

inward in going through the small clearance. It

is supposed, then, that the rapidly revolving pistons
have the effect of throwing outward the particles

with which they come in contact by reason of skin

friction, so that the particles being slung outward
tend to oppose the escape of the particles inward.
This theory, however, is somewhat imaginary, but
in view of the economy obtained, the leakage can-

not be very great.

At (K) is a pipe connecting the back of the bal-

ance pistons at (L') with the exhaust chamber, to

insure the pressure at this point being exactly the

same as that of the exhaust.
At (J) are shown the bearings, which are unique

in construction. They have ample surface, are

continuously lubricated under pressure, and it has
been found in practice that they do not wear.
At (R") is shown a flexible coupUng. by means of

which the power of the turbine is transmitted. In
small sizes the two shafts have a square cut on
the ends, the coupling itself somewhat loosely fitting

over these. In larger sizes it is generally a modi-
fication of this arrangement. The governor gear
and oil pumps generally receive their motion by
means of a w^orm wheel, gearing into a worm cut
on the outside of the coupling.

At (N) is an oil reservoir, into which drains all

the oil from the bearings. From there it runs into

the pump (M), to be pumped up to the chamber
(O), where it forms a static head, which gives a

continuous pressure of oil to the bearings. The
pump is single-acting, of the simplest possible con-
struction, that will not become deranged. The oil

runs in by gravity, so that it is unlikely to fail to

continue pumping.
A by-pass valve is provided, shown at (P), which

admits high-pressure steam by means of port (Q)
to the steam space (E). By opening this valve as

much as 60 per cent, overload may be obtained,

and in the case of turbines operating condensing
full load may be obtained should the condenser be
at any time inoperative, due to any cause, and the

turbine allowed to exhaust into the atmosphere.
Naturallv the effect of opening the by-oass valve

is to reduce the economv to an extent that will be
seen later when discussing economy.
The glands consist of packing rings set in grooves

cut in the shaft. The rings press outward and re-

main stationary. Any form of frictionless packing
necessarily leaks a little. In the case of the turbine

exhausting into a vacuum a little live steam is ad-

mitted between the rings by means of a small re-

ducing valve, so that the leakage consists of a neg-
ligible quantity of live steam, instead of air, which
would impair the vacuum.

In case of the turbine exhausting against any-

thing above atmospheric pressure, a small ejector

is provided, which drains the leakage steam from
between the packing rings and allows it to drain

throue^h a suitable drain pipe, instead of escaping

into the engine room.
In all engine'5 the governor is an important con-

sfderation. A fly-ball tyoe of governor is made use

of. and it ha«: several features conducive to rrood

reerulation. The ball levers are swung on knife

edges in lieu of pins. The governor works both
ways; that is to say. the mid-position of the levers

The function of the governor is to vary the plane
of oscillation of the relay valve, which causes the
admission valve to remain open for a longer or
shorter period, according to the position of the
governor. The steam, therefore, is admitted to the

turbine in puffs, which occur at constant intervals

of time. The puffs are either of long or short dura-
tion, according to the load. At full load the puffs

merge into an almost continuous blast. The ad-
vantages of this intermittence are threefold. The
turbine is at all times using boiler-pressure steam,
no matter what the load may be. The admission
\alve is continuously in motion, and consequently
gets no opportunity to get stuck.

There is absolutely no variation of angular veloc-
ity in the turbine, which is necessarily present in

reciprocating engines, hence the value of turbines
for running alternators in multiple. This can be
realized when we know a 500-horsepower turbine
will run 20 minutes after the throttle has been
closed. This, of course, speaks well for the low
friction, but is principally due to the tremendous
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Considering one barrel of the turbine, the fall of
pressure, or, to be more exact, the coefficients of
expansion, arc the same for every row. Referring
again to Fig. 3, the steam at pressure (P) in ex-
panding through row (i) to pressure (PO converts
its energy into velocity and impinges upon the
moving blades in row (2). The steam then per-
forms a second expansion in expanding through
row (2), again converting its energy into velocity,
but this time the energy of the efflux is to react
upon the blades from which the steam issues. The
same cycle is repeated in (3) and (4), and so on. un-
til exhaust pressure is reached. The moving blades
therefore receive motion from two causes, the one
due to the impact of steam striking them, the
other due to the reaction of the steam leaving them,
and in this respect is this turbine a combination
of Biahca's wheel and Hero's engine.
Turbines are constructed to utilize the energy

of the steam down to the utmost limits. A con-
densing steam turbine, when in operation, affords
a striking example of the conversion of heat into
energy. The temperature of the walls of the cyl-
inder at the high-pressure end, about 365° F.,
falls in the distance of three or four feet to a
temperature of about 126° at the low-pressure end.

Fig. 4 shows some economy curves develooed
from tests made on one of the 300-kilowatt turbines
now in operation at the Westinghouse Air Brake
company's works. The results may be summarized
as follows:
Full load, 16.4 pounds steam perelectricalhors^power-hour.
Three-fourlhs load, 17 pounds steam per electrical horsepower-

hour.
One-half load, 1S.2 pounds steam per electrical horsepower-hour.
One-fourtb load, 22 pounds steam per electrical horsepower-

hour.
Running lipht', 750 pounds per hour.
Vacuum, 26 inche=: to 27 inr'h*'s.

Boiler pressure, 125 pounds per pquare inch.
Revolutions per minute, 3.600.

The consumption of 16.4 pounds at full load is in
itself remarkable, but such results as at the light
loads have never been approached before. It may
be said that the consumption at one-half load is

only ID to 12 per cent, greater than at full load.
It must not be lost sight of that these results

are per electrical horseoower. To make a compari-
son with a reciprocating engine and assume the
efficiency of transmission from the steam cylinders
to the switchboard to be 85 per cent., which is

about the very highest attainable, would bring the
full-load water rate on the turbine just described
to 14 pounds per indicated horseoower. The tests
were made under ordinary conditions, so far as
dryness of steam is concerned, the boilers being
some distance away and no allowance made for
wetness of steam.
On the curves are shown a set of lines showing

the efficiency when running non-condensing. These
results are somewhat inferior, by reason of this

particular turbine being designed essentially for
condensing. Nevertheless, the results are not so
had as to preclude it being operated under these
conditions, should at any time the condenser be
out of order. A= turbine designed for running non-
condensing gives proportionately as good results
as the condensing curves shown on the diagram.
By this set of curves may be observed the func-

tion of the by-pass valve, how, when running non-
condensing, the by-pass valve remained closed un-

FIG. 6. STEAM TURBINES —30OO-HORSEPOWER WESTINGHOUSE-PAR50NS TURBINE.

flywheel effect of the shaft. All the power is trans-

mitted rotatively; there are substantially no recip-

rocating parts and no vibrations, hence no costly

foundations and no holding-down bolts are neces-

sary.

The essential parts of the turbine are. of cours.e,

the blades and buckets. They are made of hard-

drawn material. They vary in size from one-half

inch to seven inches, according to where they may
be used. Every row of these blades has passages

of increased area, corresponding with the volume
of the steam. This increase of volume is obtained

by increasing the heights of the blades, and when
these have reached the desired limit the diameter of

the turbine is increased and the steam permitted a

higher velocity that enables the blades to recom-
mence another progression.

til about half load was reached. Upon being opened
the efficiency fell off, as shown, and continued to
improve from there on as the load increased. The
overload capacity of the engine is obviously more
flexible than that of most engines.
The practical efficiency of a turbine power plant

may be gathered by some tests made by the West-
inghouse Air Brake company. After the plant had
been installed some nine months the whole plant
was shut down, and the steam engines, which had
been previously doing the work, were connected up
again, put in service and were kept running a week,
during which time careful measurements were taken
of fuel and water. After this the turbine plant was
again put in operation and similar measurements
made with the electrical transmission. The saving in

coal averaged 35.7 per cent, during the day and 36.4
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per cent, during the night in favor of the turbines.

The saving in feed water averaged 29.8 per cent, dur-

ing the day and 41.4 per cent, during the night. In

round numbers, this means a saving of 40,000 pounds

of coal in 24 hours. The gain is in a great measure

due to tlie economy of the turbines, but also to some
extent to the elimination of the condensation in

long lengths of steam pipe and to the advantages of

electrical transmission.

Lately, a 1,000-kilowatt outfit has been built by
C. A. Parsons & Co. for the Elberfeld corporation

in Germany. At 1.200 kilowatts, 130 pounds boiler

pressure, iS^ F. of superheat, the turbine driving

its own air pump, etc., an electrical horsepower was
produced for 14.025 pounds of steam. This is prob-

Exhibits at Washington Automobile
Show.

In the accompanying group illustration are shown
some of the exhibits by automobile manufacturers

at the automobile show held in Washington, D. C,
during the week ended December iSth, of which

mention was made in la,st week's Western Elec-

trician. The exhibition was given in Convention

Hall on Fifty-sixth street N. W., and was declared

a decided success by the public, as well as the man-
agement and exhibitors. In the illustration the ex-

hibits of the Locomobile company of America and

the Mobile company of America, both manufac-

Victoria ot Woods Motor Vehicle Company.
'

Mobile Company of America.

Locomobile Company of America. .American Bicycle Company.

EXHIBITS AT WASHINGTON AUTOMOBILE SHOW.

ably the highest economy ever attained in any

steam engine.

Fig. 5 shows the complete revolving part of a

3,ooo"-horsepower turbine. Its weight is 28,000

pounds; length over all, 19 feet eight inches; 12

feet three inches between bearings; the largest diam-

eter, six feet. The turbine of which this forms a

part is shown in Fig. 6, and is being set up in the

power house of the Hartford Electric Light com-
pany. It is direct-connected to a 1,500-kilowatt gen-

erator, the total outfit having the following dimen-

sions, viz., 33 feet three inches long, eight feet nine

inches wide, 175,000 pounds' total weight, includ-

ing generator. This is the largest steam turbine

in one integral part ever built.

As there are no rubbing surfaces in the turbine, no
internal lubrication is necessary. This enables sur-

face condensers to be employed and the condensed

water used for boiler feed without fear of getting

grease into the boilers. The turbine is entirely

automatic in all its functions, and requires remark-

ably little attention. The only real working part

is the spindle revolving in its bearings. These

bearings are found to wear but little, if at all, so

the cost of renewals and repairs is very small. By
reason of the turbine making use of the last avail-

able expansion of the steam, there is considerable

advantage in employing the highest vacuum.

The applications of steam turbines are perhaps

not so universal as ordinary steam engines. They

are pre-eminently suitable for driving electrical ma-

chinery, particularly alternating-current dynamos.

Some difficulties are, however, experienced with the

commutation of continuous-current generators of

fairly large powers. There is nothing remarkable

in the design of generators for this purpose except

that modification necessitated by the high speed.

For this reason they are remarkable for their small

weight and dimensions and the absence of crowded

pole-pieces. Builders of electrical machinery have

for some years been working in the direction of

reducing speeds from the old belt-driven rigs to

admit of direct-connection to slow-going, recipro-

cating engines. The condition for stearn turbines

is, however, a step in the reverse direction. Tur-

bines have been used with good success in England

for driving fans and blowers.

It is generally conceded by engineers that but

little more may be anticipated in the development

of the reciprocating engine. Any improvement that

we can imagine would not very materially improve

its efficiency as a heat engine. On the other hand,

the turbine is capable of development in many ways,

particularly in the use of superheated steam, to

a degree hitherto prohibitive, so that the day may
not be very far distant when the turbine will replace

the reciprocating steam engine for most purposes.

In conclusion, 1 must express my indebtedness to

the Wcstinghouse Machine company for its permis-

sion to read this paper, and (or the use of the vari-

ous drawings, photographs, etc, that we have had
before lis.

turers of steam vehicles, are shown complete. Part

of the line of vehicles exhibited by the American
Bicycle company, including several electric car-

riages, is shown in the picture, while the separate

vehicle illustrates a new style of victoria that was
exhibited by the Woods Motor Vehicle company
of Chicago.

CORRESPONDENCE.
London Letter.

London, December ii.—It is stated that a syn-
dicate of American capitalists has been organized
in New York to develop suburban electric railways
about London. Mr. Frank W. Hawley, vice-presi-

dent of the Erie Canal Electric Traction company.
is a member of the syndicate. When interviewed
recently he said: "For months past experts have
been at work in the district surrounding London
for 30 miles in every direction and are making elab-

orate reports upon the conditions of communica-
tion and the needs of the people. We propose, as

far as possible, to join the towns about London
to the metropolis by a system of electric railways
giving quick service and low fares. Our intention
is to have belt Hnes to encompass the cTty. with
trunk lines running in to the termini of the under-
ground tubes. We are prepared to spend from
$5,000,000 to $20,000,000 in this work. Of course.

we will have to secure franchises, and they will, in

many cases, be difficult to obtain. Goods trains
will be run, so that farmers can get their produce
to the city in a hurry. We will not parallel ex-
isting railways. Not a penny of British capital

is asked, as the men behind this design have the
fullest information, gathered by experts, in their

hands, and they have every confidence that the lines

pronoscd will be a brilliant financial success.''

The London United Tramway company has spent
over $3,000,000 in linking up Chiswick and Kew
with the new central London underground at Shep-
herd's Bush. Its lines are laid, the overhead wires
are fixed, and the generating station is complete,
yet horses still drag the cars. The scientists of
the Kcw Observatory are the stumbling block.
They,say that if the cars are run by electricity, it

will render useless their instruments. The engineer
of the London United Tramways said to me yes-
terday: "It is very hard upon us. Here is all our
capital locked up and we are unable to realize a
penny of it. We have been ready for the last three
weeks to carry passengers, but have been stopped
by the Board of Trade until a decision has been
reached. The Board of Trade is empowered by an
act of Parliament to prescribe means of preventing
our electrical power from acting injuriously upon
instruments in the government observatories. But
the act specially notes that the board shall have
regard to the expense involved and to the effect

thereof upon the commercial prospects of the under-

taking. Yet in spite of this they propose that we
shall prevent our electricity from leaking, at an
expenditure of $250,000. We have already spent
$75,000 in experiments for the prevention of elec-

trical leakage between Chiswick and Hounslow, and
have come to the conclusion that even if we do
spend the $250,000 proposed by the astronomer
royal, the results cannot be guaranteed. It would
seem that an alternative scheme has been proposed
which involves the use of lesser electrical power,
This, however, is harder than the former scheme, as
the power mentioned would only permit the com-
pany to run one-tenth the number of cars wanted
by tlie public." An assistant at the Kew Observa-
tory pointed out that it was impossible to insulate
their delicate instruments without destroying their

utility^

A syndicate, which is said to number among its

members some of the largest capitalists of Amer-
ica, is now getting concessions to furnish electric

motive power for canals, and its representatives
are going over the artificial inland waterways of
Great Britain preparatory to asking for wholesale
franchises. Mr. Frank Hawley is here in England
to study the conditions of canal transportation. In
the system which will be introduced power is sup-
plied by a wire along the towpath. A motor, called

a tractor, runs on the towpath and takes its

power from the overhead wire by a trolley. The
motor has three large wheels like those used on
steam rollers, which smooth down the roadway and
keep it in condition. An operator supplied by the
company runs the tractor. All the boatman has to
do is to throw out his line to the tractor, which will

tow him at the rate of five miles an hour for a very
small charge per ton. The company will guarantee
to effect a saving in cost of motive power of not
less than 40 per cent.

There is a movement on foot in the BVitish West
Indies to secure improved cable communication with
Great Britain. W. H. B.

New York Notes.

New York, December 22.—The formal opening
of the West End division of the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit company's through-motor-train service from
the bridge to Bath Beach has taken place with the
running of a special train from the Manhattan end
of the bridge, with Borough President Grout and
50 officers and guests who had been invited by
General Manager J. C. Brackenridge to make the

trip. Half-hourly trains will be run from 6 a. m.
until midnight.
Announcement has been made of the signing of

the recently reported contract between the Consoli-
dated Railway. Electric Lighting and Equipment
company of New York and Vickers* Sons & Maxim
of London, whereby the former company's system
for car lighting is to be introduced among the rail-

ways of Evu"ope. Isaac L. Rice, president of the
Consolidated company, has been abroad since last

July, arranging to dispose of the company's foreign
rights. He has now made a contract with Vickers'
Sons & Maxim covering a period of 25 years, which
will give the latter hrm a monopoly of the business.

The contract, it is said, is most advantageous to

the Consolidated company.
In the seizure of fine telegraph and wire-tapping

instruments worth $700 in a room at 357 West
Forty-fourth street recently, the police think they
just missed the capture of a part of a gang of wire-
tappers who have also been narrowly missed by
the Chicago. Omaha and St. Louis police. They
found a letter which leads them to believe the men
intended to tap the Chicago-New Orleans line, which
runs along the elevated structure in Ninth avenue,
just alongside the house.
The Manhattan Railwa}'" company reports a daily

traffic this week of 650.000 passengers. The esca-

lator at Twenty-third street and Sixth avenue is

reported to have brought a large increase in traffic

at that point.

Articles of incorporation of the Arecibo Electric
Light and Water company have been filed at New-
ark. N. J. The corporation's principal office is to

be in East Orange, and it will do business in Porto
Rico by furnishing" light and water to towns and
contracting for building railroads, canals, ferries,

telegraph and telephone lines, etc. The capital stock

of the new company is fixed at $300,000.

Final arrangements have been perfected by the

United Gas Improvement company of Philadelphia
and New York for the purchase of the Fair Haven
and Westville and the Winchester avenue st-reet-rail-

road properties of New Haven. If purchased, the

price will amount to more than $7,000,000.

It is announced that prominent directors of the

Metropolitan Street Railway company have ac-

quired holdings of Brooklyn Rapid Transit stock
sufficient to control the property, with the co-op-
eration of financiers already having large invest-

ments in the property. Messrs. Elkins and Widener
and Thomas Dolan of Philadelphia, with William C.

Whitney and Thomas F. Ryan of New York, have
recently been buyers of Brooklyn Rapid Transit on
a scale large enough to approximate a majority of

the company's capital stock, and Mr. Ryan is be-

lieved now to be the largest stockholder of the

Brooklyn company. M. L. G.

New England News.
Boston, December 22.—It was announced at the

meeting of the Springfield (Mass.) Board of Trade
last week that the Springfield City Council will be
petitioned for a franchise for so miles of street-
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railway tracks in that city and for a line to connect

with Hampden. The capital will be about $600,000,

and the promoters promise a three-cent fare within

a rr^dius of two miles from the city hall. They will

compete with the existing street-railway system
on parallel streets. Fred T. Ley & Co. of Spring-

field will finance the project and build the tracks

it the scheme goes through. The firm has the

contract for building the Palmer and Monson line.

Among the petitioners for new legislation at the

coming session of the General Court of Massachu-
setts is the Boston Elevated Street Railway com-
pany, which asks for an extension of six months
on its time limit for the construction of the over-

head road in Boston. Authorization to build was
given on July 26. 189S. and three years was named
a? the period within which the work must be done.

Now the road seeks to have January i, 1902, at the

earliest, the time for its completion. The overhead
structure at present under construction is com-
pleted, with the exception of two sections between
South Union station and Harrison avenue.

The Boston Elevated and the Worcester and
Boston stieet-railway companies have reached an

agreement whereby the latter road obtains en-

trance into Boston. The announcement is some-
\\hat in the nature of a surprise, inasmuch as the

Worcester and Boston tried in vain to get an act

of the Legislature at the last session permitting

joint use of the elevated tracks in Boston. It ap-

pears that the elevated company imposes very de-

cided restrictions upon the other road, such as the

manning of the Worcester and Boston cars, after

they enter upon the tracks of the elevated line, by
employes of the latter road, and collection of a

five-cent fare, which is to be retained by the Boston
Elevated company. B.

Information from Indiana,

Indianapolis, December 22.—The Indianapolis and
Greenwood Traction company has put men to work
grading the road from Greenwood to Franklin.

' "T-- line will be extended and in operation by'June
1st.

Charles F. Smith, former president of the Indiana

Bicycle company, is preparing to renew his attack

on the Indianapolis Street Railway company's char-

ter. He has asked the Supreme Court to advance
his appeal on the calendar. Mr. Smith tendered a

conductor three cents under the three-cent-fare

law, and was put off of the car. The validity of this

law Is in question.

J. J. Burns has obtained a franchise for an elec-

tric line through the streets of Goshen, Ind. The
road is to be built next year, to connect Goshen
with Wawasee Lake, a distance of 17 miles. Mr.
Burns projected the line connecting Goshen, Elk-

hart, Mishawaka and South Bend, and is the owner
of large soap works In Goshen. Citizens of Wawa-
see are interested in the project.

The first of the heavy interurban cars purchased -

by the Union Traction company, for use between
Mimcie and Anderson, was stalled on the tracks

in the oaved streets at Muncie, the tread of the

wheels being too wide for the narrow grooves of the

rails. Undei present conditions, the cars can run
OTily to the edge of the paved streets. It is a great

disappointment, as the remedy will be expensive.

The Indiana Railroad company, capital stock $100,-

000. has filed articles of incorporation with the sec-

retary* of state. The company will build two inter-

urban lines, one from Greenfield to Knightstown. a

distrtnce of 14 miles, and the other from Greenfield

to Pendleton, a distance of 16 miles. The work
will begin on the roads early in the spring. The
director5: of the new company are F. G. Banker,
N. C. P.inford. C. M. Kirkoatrick, E. J. Binford.

''^V C. Dudding, L E. McDonald and W. R. Mc-
Cowan.
The dismantline of the famous Siemens & Halske

electric plant of Chicago for removal to Fort Wayne,
as a part of the Fort Wayne Electric company,
formerly the McDonald plant, and now owned
by the Gr-neral Electric company, will largely in-

crease the payroll of this concern, as the 200 men
now cmplcyed will be increased to i.ooo. Citizens

are generally elated over the prosperity of the city

in this direction.

Thomas McNamee. superintendent of the Wa-
bash Electric Light company, on the first of Jan-
uary, will become superintendent of the Wabash
Water company, vice W. S. Stitt, resigned. The
two systems are owned by the First National Bank
of New York. 3nd hereafter they will be operated

as one system.

The holiday street decorations at Indianapolis

are completed, and the principal streets are ablaze

at night with red and white electric lights spanning
the streets at intervals. The thousands of lamps
arc supplemented by an unusually strong electrical

illumination of store fronts. The scene and display

is the most lavish and beautiful^ holiday decoration
cvtr attempted before by the city.

Judge Houghton of the Daviess County (Ind.)

Circuit Court made a recent decision which, if sus-

tained by the Supreme Court, will give towns and
citie-« so le additional taxes. He held that fran-

chises granted by municipalities are taxable. A
lighting franchise at Washington was recently sold

to that city by the owner, who had held it for

seven years. He received $10,000 for it, and the

assessor claimed taxes on its value for that period,

and the decision is in his favor.

John A. Reed, while passing along the street of

Union Citv. was instantly killed by coming in con-

tact with one of the wire ropes used by the Union
City Electric Light and Power company for the

suspension of one i f its electric lamps and for

hoisting and lowering it. As the ground, the rope
and Reed's clothing were all wet, ho received a

shock v^hich instantly killed him. The defense set

up was that Reed krjew the lamp was out of order,

and took hold of the rope to lower it to the ground,
and vas therefore guilty of such contributory neg-
ligence as defeated any right to recover anything
in favor of hi-- widow and children. The court,

however, held the company liable, and rendered
judgment for i?2,Soo, which judgment has been
affirmed, by the Indiana Appellate Court. F.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, December 22.—The Postal Tele-
graph-cable company has begun work stretching
wires from Sioux City, Iowa, to Sioux Falls, S. D.
All the telegraph instruments in every station be-

tween Davenport and Maquoketa, Iowa, on the Chi-
cago, Milwaukee and St. Paul railway were recently

burned out, but the cause has not been discovered.
The Railway and Power company of Tacoma,

Wash., has made a settlement with all the victims
of the Delin street disaster of Fourth of July last.

The cases have all been settled out of court—many
of them with the sufferers themselves and others
with their attorneys. The company has been very
liberal in the matter.
The Rapid Transit company of Waterloo, Iowa,

has about completed the construction of an elec-

tric locomotive, to take the place of a small steam
engine, which has been used to haul freight, and
also for the large interurban trailers when there is

a pressure of passenger business.

R. R. Macgregor has made a proposition to

Yankton, S. D., to furnish street lighting all night.

Dan Cavanaugh of Bloomfield, Iowa, has bought
the electric-light plant at Jefferson, Iowa.
The Story City (Iowa) Electric Light and

Power company has filed articles of incorporation,
with $10,000 capital stock.

The Street Railway and Power company of Ta-
coma. Wash., h3s given 15-minute service on its

South End line.

The Albert Lea Electric company of Albert Lea,
Minn., has changed its meter rate to 18 cents per
kilowatt, instead of 12^/^ cents, as hitherto. But
a discount of 30 per cent. Is offered on all bills paid
by the tenth of the month. The change is merely
one to expedite collections, and means practically

no change In the cost of hghting.
It is understood the county commissioners and

the projectors of the electric road betv/een Omaha
and Fremont, Neb., have agreed upon a franchise.

The council of La Crosse. Wis., demands that the

La Crosse Brush Electric Light company reduce its

rate for lighting from $85 per light to $70. If the
company agrees, the council will contract for light

for 10 3'ears. If it refuses, the council will contract

for six months at $85 and will put in a municipal
plant.

The Gas and Electric company of Council Bluffs,

Iowa, has filed articles of incorporation, with $150.-

000 capital stock. The Incorporators are all resi-

dents of Jersey' City.

A stock company has been organized among the
business men of Stella, Neb., to construct and
operate an electric-Hght plant.

An electric-light plant is projected for Juneau,
Wis. The estimated cost of a plant is $15,000.

The Sheboygan (Wis.) Street Railway company
contemplates building an electric line to Schleisin-

gerville. 42 miles. In the spring the electric line

may be extended from Sheboygan Falls to Plymouth.
H. M. Thatcher of Astoria contemplates estab-

lishing an electric-light plant at Pomeroy. Wash.
The Western Union Telegraph company Is con-

structing a new line along the Burlington railway
right-of-way, between Huntley and Sheridan, Wyo.

H. H. Bartling. the president of the horse-car
line in Nebraska City, Neb., has interested eastern
capital and proposes to establish an electric-car line.

Marinette, Wis., will offer inducements to secure
the extension of the projected electric railway to

that city, if it is built through to Green Bay, Wis.,

as is projected.

The St. Francis Electric Railway company has
been Incorporated at St. Francis, Minn., with $50,-

coo capital stock. The company proposes to utilize

the surplus power from the dam there, and will

build a line five miles long to the Eastern Railway
of Minnesota cut-off.

The Wisconsin Midland Electric Railway com-
pany has been incorporated, to build a line from
New London to Berlin, Wis. Arrangements are

about completed with a New Jersey construction
company for the building of the line. The fran-

chises and right-of-way have been about all secured.

The charter permits hauling freight, which is an
innovation for electric railways In Wisconsin.
The promoters of the electric railway between

Rockford. 111., and Belcit and Janesvllle, Wis., say
that they have options on ties, rails, copper wire
and cars for the entire line, and that the road will

be put through with all soeed next summer.
The Dyersville flowa) Electric Light and Water

company has awarded contracts to the Allis com-
pany of Milwaukee to furnish the machinery for the

new plant.

The International Electric company of Minneap-
olis has been sold to eastern parties. It is believed

that the move is a step toward a consolidation with
the General Electric company, although the officers

of the latter strenuously deny that any such thing
will occur. The two companies have been rivals in

Minneapolis for seven years.

The Canadian Pacific railway contemplates using
electric power to operate its trains on the steep

grades between Rossland and Robson, B. C. The
company will detach its steam locomotives at Ross-
land and attach the electric. Negotiations have
been opened with the West Kootenay Power and
Light company, with reference to furnishing power
to the amount of 2,000 horsepower. It must be
at a price which will be more economical than steam.

R.

PERSONAL.
W. W. Geisse of Marshfield, Wis., who has rep-

resented the Central Electric company in his terri-

tory for the last 14 months, has accepted a position

as manager of the Marshfield Water, Electric Light
and Pov/er company.

Carl J. Schlesinger, vice-president of the Alden
Electric company of Chicago, recently met with
an accident, resulting in a sprained ankle, which
has confined him to the house for some time, but
within the next week or so he expects to be out
and around to see his friends again. Mr. Schles-
inger travels for his company in Iowa and northern
Illinois.

Mr. Francis E. Drake, late director of machinery
and electricity for the American commission to the

Paris Exposition, arrived in Chicago for a brief

visit last week. He left the city on Christmas Day
on his way to Berlin, Germany, where he expects

to be engaged in electrical work for several months.
Mr. Drake was particularly interested in the Ameri-
can machinery exhibit at Vincennes, and he reports

that the building, with the power plant, complete.

has been sold to Mather & Piatt, to be re-erected

at Manchester, England.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The town of Fairbury. Neb., is negotiating for

an electric-lighting- plant

Oskaloosa, Iowa, has granted a franchise for an
electric-light and heating plant.

The Merrill (Wis.) Railway and Lighting com-
pany contemplates improvements to the extent of

$5,000.

The Merchants' Electric Light, Heat and Power
company of York. Pa., has been incorporated, with

$1,000 capital stock.

The lighting plant at Waterloo, Iowa, has been
sold and the new company will expend about $50,-

000 on Improvements.

E. S. Willey and E. Buck have purchased the

electric-light plant at Ellsworth, Wis., and it will

be improved extenslvel}'.

A $35,000 power house will be erected by the

Kenosha (Wis.) Electric and Gas company. Work
on the new building will be started at once.

The new T,ight, Heat "and Power comoany of Salt

Lake City. Utah, has been incoroorated. with $24,-

000 capital stock, with M. H. Walker, president.

The Zanesville Electric Light company of Zanes-

ville, Ohio, has increased its capital stock from
$75,000 to $140,000. J. Hoge is president of the

company.

The light committee of the village of New Free-

dom. Pa., wishes bids for electric lights for the town.

W. C- Bailey and P. O. Klinefelter, commissioners,

may be addressed.

At a meeting of the City Council of Norman
Okla.. in the near future, Hon. J. C. Walls and F
Essex will make a proposition to put In an electric

light plant In that city.

The Chattanooga Light and Power company ol

Chattanooga. Tenn., has applied for an amendment
to Its charter Increasing the capital stock from $150.-

000 to $250,000. the additional funds to be used

for improvement of the system.

J. E. Owen, owner of the electric-lighting plani

at Onarga, 111., has purchased the lighting: plant ai

Gilman and will consolidate the two. He expects

to have his central plant at Gilman and suopb
lighting services for the towns of Onarga and Dan
forth.

The University of Chicago expects to build a heat-

ing and lighting plant with a part of the donation
of $1,500,000 recently made to the institution by
John D. Rockefeller. It was suggested that $ioo.ono

be set aside for this purpose. The plant will supply
all the buildings on the campus.

The city lighting plant at Fourteenth street and
Indiana avenue, Chicago, is to be abandoned as a

regular station, and will be used hereafter only in

case of emergency. The action is said to be taken
partly on account of complaints from residents in

the neighborhood, who have been much annoyed
by smoke from the plant, and partly to enable the

generating machinery for the municioal lighting

service to be concentrated into a smaller number
of stations. It is said that this change will result

in a saving of about $7,500 a year.

Articles have been recently filed in New Tersey
consolidating the Raritan Electric Light and Power
company, the Bound Brook Electric Light, Heat and
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Power company, the DuneUeii Electric Light com-

pany, the Edison Electric Illumniating company of

New' Brunswick, the Railway Electric company and

the Middlesex Electric company into the Central

Electric company, and increasing the capital stock

of the latter from $100,000 to $750,000. The officers

of the consolidated company are; President, Phil

N Jackson; vice-president. Adrian Riker; secretary,

L. B. Howard Gilmour; treasurer; Uzal H. McCar-

ter. all of Newark.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
L B Bradley, representing Chicago capitalists,

has been granted a franchise for the immediate con-

struction of an electric railroad to connect La Porte

and Michigan City. Ind.

The Kansas City and St. Joseph Railway com-

pany has been incorporated for $1,500,000. by J.

Dole of Erie, Pa.. R. P. McGeehan. H. Reed and

C. E. Gibson of Kansas City. Mo.

A dense fog was the cause of a collision between

two trolley cars, which occurred in the middle of

the citv of Ashland. Ky.. recently. Both motormen

and a number of passengers were seriously hurt.

^ franchise has been e;ranted. the Oskaloosa

(Iowa) Street Railway and Land company, givmg it

the right to use the streets for a street railway.

The company will invest about $250,000 within the

next year.

The company proposing to build an electric line

between Rockford and Belvidere, 111., has asked the

City Council of Rockford for permission to enter

the city. It is thought the cars will be running on

the line by next summer.

The Washington and Oregon Railway company

has been incorporated, by A. C. Mason of Tacoma.

E Rice of Olvmpia and E. H. Giue of Seattle

The object of the concern is to construct a line of

railway from Portland to Seattle. The capital stock

is I50.000. and the principal place of business is at

Olympia.

Tracklayipg on the proposed electric railway be-

tween Rockford and Sterlins. Ill, will be com-

menced in the spring. The line will pass through

Rockford. Byron. Oregon. Grand Detour. Dixon.

Sterling and Rock Falls, and will serve a total

population of about 85.000. A funeral car, finished

in black and gold, it is expected, will be operated

on the road.

Consul-general Lay of Barcelona. Spain, sends

reports of several roads in that vicinity which arc

to be electricallv equipped, and which present op-

portunities for securing contracts for electrical ma-

chinery. A line is to be built from San Andres

to Horta. and another is to be equipped from Bar-

celona to St. Andres, concerning which informa-

tion may be obtained from the Societe Anonyme
d'Enterprise de Travaux. Liege. Belgium. G. H.

Gillis of Barcelona is manager of a road from

Barcelona to Badalona, which is to be electrically

operated in the near future. The Compania Gen-

eral de Tranvais has been purchased by German
caoitalists. whose technical representative in Bar-

celona is Mr. Fengercroff.

AUTOMOBILES.
An elertric generating plant is being installed by

the United States Signal Corps at Fort Myer, Va.,

for charging the storage batteries of the electric

vehicles and for instruction and other purposes.

It is stated that an automobile club is about to

be organized in Indianapolis. The racing heretofore

has taken place on Capitol avenue, a prominent

street of the city. Objections having been raised

to this discrimination, the club will share the busi-

ness men's driving park next summer for racing

and speed purposes.

A movement is on foot to operate two automo-

biles daily from Columbus to Bloomington. Ind.

Wealthy men of these cities are having two three-

seated machines built, and they will be expected to

make the trip from Columbus to Bloomington. or

vice versa, in four hours, a distance of 40 miles,

over the mo.st hilly region in the state. Each ma-

chine will carry five passengers and baggage. The

fare will be th^-ee cents a mile. If the automobile

proves a success it will supplant other stage-

coach lines in communities where there are no rail-

way facilities. _^__

PUBLICATIONS.
The Caro Journal of Caro, Mich., has published

a special illustrated edition describing the institu-

tions of the city. An interesting illustrated descrip-

tion of the Moore telephone system is given, to-

gether with a sketch of L. R. Peck, the electrician

of the Caro Light and Power company.

The Falcon Electric Manufacturing company of

New York city has issued an additional sheet to

its bulletin No. 4. illustrating and giving prices on

the company's panel boards. The supplement quotes

prices and explains the various additions which the

Falcon company furnishes with its panel boards.

The Jeffrey Manufacturing company of Columbus.

Ohio, has recently issued a g6-page catalogue cover-

ing its chain beltint?, elevating and conveying ma-
chinery, etc., for the ^aw-mill. lumber and wood-
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working industries. A copy of the catalogue (,No.

^7) will be mailed by the company to persons ap-

plying for it.

The electric novelties and specialties manufac-
tured and sold by the Brooklyji Electric Lamp and
Novelty company of Brooklyn, N. Y., are illus-

trated and described to good advantage on a large

sheet recently issued by the company. The novel-
ties shown include lamps, dynamos, motors, bat-

teries, toy cars and telephones.

The Emerson Electric and Manufacturing com-
pany of St. Louis, Mo., is sending to its friends a

very useful token for the new year. It consists of a

"Daily Reminder" desk calendar for IQOI. contain-

ing' a page for memoranda for each day in the year.

At the head of each page is a word of advice re-

lating to Emerson apparatus. The whole is mounted
on a neat metal-work frame, making it convenient for

desk use.

A handy and useful souvenir is being sent out
to its friends by the Viaduct Manufacturing com-
pany of Baltimore, with the compliments of the

season. It is a vest-pocket memorandum book,
bound in a substantial celluloid cover. Most of

the leaves are blank, but a few pages contain cal-

endars for 1901 and 1902 and useful information in

relation to postage, population, accidents, war taxes,

the new United States possessions, etc.

The Industrial Water company. 15 Wall street.

New York city, has published a catalogue describing
the operation and advantages of its modern water-
softening and purifying apparatus for softening
water before it enters feed-water heater or boiler.

The company has also issued, in pamphlet form, an
article entitled "The Work of Railroad Men on the
Problem of Pure Water for Steam Boilers." by
C- Herschel Koyl. reprinted from the Railroad
Gazette,

POWER TRANSMISSION.
Ramon Valdez has been granted power rights in

the Rio Plata. 15 miles from San Juan. Porto Rico.
It is understood that he will sell out his rights to

the Rio Plata Electric company, in which Philadel-
phia capital is interested, and that $400,000 will be
expended in developing power for lighting, man-
ufacturing and railway use in the city of San Juan.

The Vanderbilts. through the agency of the Niag-
ara, Lockport and Ontario Power company, says

the Lockport (N. Y.) correspondent of the New
York Sun. will build a great power plant, rivaling

in extent the Niagara Falls plant, will construct

a big water conduit from Lake Ontario to Lockport
to supply that city with water, cut a wide power
canal from Niagara River to Lockport. build a

power-transmission line to Depew, and make of

Lockoort and Depew electric cities. The Lockport
;'iid Newfane Water Supply company holds the

franchise for a power canal, and, contending that

it has enlisted the support of the New York mil-

lionaires, has given the city of Lockport to under-

stand that it it makes a water contract with it the

company will build the great canal.

The Cornucopia Mines company, operating near
Baker City. Ore., is adopting an electrical service.

A power plant is being built in Pine Creek Canyon,
near the mines, where 500 horsepower is to be de-

veloped by hydraulic means, a head of 300 feet be-

ing obtained. With the big generators and convert-

ers will come new 12-driU air compressors. Elec-

tricity will also be employed to operate a 50-horse-

powcr hoist and the 20-stamp mill. Steam will be

done away with entirely. The air compressors re

Guired for the drills will be electrically driven.

First in the advantages to be gained by use of elec-

tricity instead of steam is the great saving in wood.
At the present time the machinery of the mines
consumes about 15 cords of wood daily, which is

furnished by contractors at the rate of $5 a cord, and
the supply in the neighborhood is rapidly being
exhausted.

SPACE TELEGRAPHY.
Prof. Willis Moore, of the Weather Bureau,

has been conducting experiments in space teleg-

raphy on a secluded island not far from Washing-
ton. The work is being done privately, and the

results will not be given to the public for several

months. One of the ends sought for is the per-

fecting of a system whereby vessels in the coasJ;

trade may keep in constant touch with stations on
shore, and thus be able to give notice of damages
sustained by tire or accidents to machinery, and
also may be warned of approaching storms.

It is announced from Toledo. Ohio, that the Ann
Arbor railroad will experiment with the Marconi
system of wireless telegraphy between Menominee,
Sturgeon Bay and Frankfort, this winter. The ex-

periments last winter vv^ere partially successiul. This

will afford a communication between these points

and greatly facilitate the running of the car ferries.

It is also learned that in case the wireless telegraphy

does not prove satisfactory, the carrier-pigeon serv-

ice may be tried. The Pere Marquette road has

used this service effectively on its car ferries.

Mr. L. B. Miller of England has palenled an in-

vention for the purpose of decohering the coherer

rapidly. The coherer is attached to the lighi arma-
ture of a small and fpiick-acting electromagnet.
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The latter is thrown into action by the relay, the
sudden jerk forward of the armature serving to

decohere the filings. The speed of decohering may
be greatly increased if the movement of the arma-
ture away from the stop is also made to break
the coherer circuit. When this is done, it is possible

to adjust the relay more delicately, and then when
the shunt circuit through the relay is opened the
received wave can pass through the coherer only.

The inventor states that the coherer filings should
be of a metal or alloy that cannot be magnetized
owing to the proximity of the electromagnet.

SOCIETIES AND SCHOOLS.
At the meeting of the Roentgen Society of the

United States, held in New York, recently, the fol-

lowing-named officers were elected: President. Dr.
Heber Robarts of St. Louis; first vice-president,
Dr. G. P. Girdvvood of Montreal; second vice-presi-
dent. Dr. Bender; secretary. Dr. J. P.udis-Jicinsky
of Cedar Rapids; assistant secretary. Dr. Price:
treasurer. Dr. E. A. Florentine of Saginaw. Mich.

The electrical engineering department of the Uni-
versity of Minnesota is making rapid progress and
already stands high in _the matter of good work
done. The department is very much cramped for
space and will ask the Legislature to provide a

separate building. It is the boast of the faculty
that no working student has ever left the college
and been unable to secure a position. In fact, there
are now applications on hand for more men for
central-station operators than the school is able to
furnish. Professor Springer has recently made a

new machine for testing the voltage and current
consumed in starting street cars, elevators and other
load machines. It makes 60 instantaneous records
a second of the positions of the indicating pointers.

ELECTRICAL SECURITIES.
The Metropolitan Street Railway company of

New. York city has filed a certificate of increase of
its capital from $45,000,000 to $52,000,000. The
amount paid in is $44,959,000 and the debts and
liabilities are $32,750,000.

The Massachusetts Electric Companies has dis-

posed of about 3.000 shares of stock of the Nashua
(N. H.) Street Railway company (leased to the Lo-
well. Lawrence and Haverhill), which it has held in

its treasury, the object being to confine investments
of the company to Massachusetts property.

MISCELLANEOUS.
There was on exhibition in London recently a

collection of vacuum tubes charged respectively

wnth samples of the various new gases which sci-

entists have succeeded in obtaining from the at-

mosphere. When the electric spark is passed
through the tubes some very beautiful color effects

are obtained. Especially noticeable in effect is that

obtained in passing the spark through the gas neon,
when a magnificent crimson glow is yielded.

A remarkable mining project is afoot in Switzer-

land. Owing to the great difficulty in securing
coal to work the beds of hematite ores in the

Bernese Oberland. near Meiningen. an electrical

aerial tramway is to be built for carryina* the ores

to the village of Innert Kirchen. in the valley below.
Here the waterpower of the River Aar is available,

and a 6o.ooo-horsepower electric plant is to be

erected. This current, besides being utilized for

general power purposes, will he employed for refin-

ing the ore in a specially designed electric smelter.

TRADE NEWS.
The R. Louis Steiner Manufacturing company

has been incorporated in New York, to manufac-
ture gas and electrical fixtures. The capital stock

is $15,000, and the incorporators are R. L. Steiner.

A. Lenz and Matilda Steiner.

The General Pneumatic company of Chicago has

been incorporated, with a capital stock of $25,000,

for manufacturing power, electricity, vehicles, mo-
tors, etc. The incorporators are Peter F. Thede,
Fiec'erick Gehm and Tliom'as P. Kerrigan.

The General Electric company has awarded a

contract for a large office building at Schenectady.
It will cost $250,000 and the builders will be the Pres-

cott & Bucklev Construction company of Platts-

burg, N. Y. The building will have a frontage of

1 ^o feet and will be 210 feet deep and six stories

high.

The San Francisco office of the Wagner Electric

Manufacturing company, St. Louis, has been re-

moved to 593 Mission street, where the company
has much better facilities for accommodating its

customers and more convenient show rooms. Mr.
Clark, the company's representative, will take pleas-

ure in attending to the wants of the customers.

In a circular letter issued by the Delaware. Lack-
awanna and Western Railroad company to iis em-
ployes, the following reference is made to the In-

ternational. Correspondence Schools. Scranfon. Pa.:

"Having personal knowledge of the benefits to be
derived by a course of study in any of the branches
olTered by this school, the good effects it is pro-

ducing and the satisfaction it is giving to railroad

men on other lines, and knowing also its high
standing as an educational institution, we confi-
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dcntly recommend it to all employes of this com-
pany who desire an improved education and a gen-

eral knowledge of railroading, and urge them to

avail themselves of this opportunity."

BUSINESS.
The Western Electric company, Chicago, is pre-

pared to furnish arc-light carbons for direct and
alternating-current lamps. The company would like

to receive specifications from its customers.

A large order has just been closed with the

Sprague Electric company of New York for 20-

horsepower motors of the slow-speed, direct-con-

ntcted type to operate the new plant of the Delaware
Button company at Wilmington, Del.

The Electric Appliance company. Chicago, has

found it necessary to issue a second edition of its

little booklet called "Skepticism" which it pub-
lished for the benefit of skeptics on the subject of

wattmeters m general and the Gutmann wattmeter
in particular.

The Colonial Electric company, Ravenna, Ohio,
manufacturer of Orient incandescent lamps, reports

the outlook for business in its line flattering. Since
moving into the new factory its manufacturing facil-

ities have been greatly increased, output tripled and
business has come its way in due proportion. The
Colonial company is at present enjoying the heavi-

est business of its career.

The American School of Correspondence, Bos-
ton. Mass.. is sending out a special money card, to

be used bj' engineers and others desiring to examine
its instruction papers and te.xtbooks. The card
contains a place where a silver 25-cent piece may be
mserted and securely sealed, and also a place for

name and address and textbook wanted. It may
be placed in an envelope and addressed to the

school without further trouble. Anyone wishing to

examine any of the instruction papers of this school
should send for one of these cards in order to send
the money safely.

The American Bridge company of New York
city has a contract to furnish to the Compagnie des
Chemins de Fer de Porto Rico two 133-foot spans
for the Manati River bridge, Porto Rico. The same
company has also secured the contract from Mr. \.
Watanabe, architect imperial of the Japanese navy,
for the steel work for the foundri% forge shop and
the gun and mounting shop for the Kure arsenal.

x\s is well known, the Chicago House Wreck-
ing company makes a specialty of second-hand ma-
chinery and supplies. It has become known the
world over by its daring purchases at interna-
tional expositions and in other places. These pur-
chases have given it possession of almost an endless
supply of materials of all kinds. The company now
has on hand a fine line of all kinds of electrical ma-
chinery and electrical supplies, which will be sold
at a sacrifice. Intending purchasers will find it to

their interest to send for the company's catalogue
No. 156.

The Crocker-Wheeler company of Ampere. N. J.,

has opened an office in Pittsburg to handle the
increasing demand for machinery in western Penn-
sylvania. Among the large orders for generating
machinery recently received by this company may
be mentioned two 600-kilowatt. 125-volt machines
for the Government Printing Office, to be used for

power and lighting, three generators of 200. 150 and
75 kilowatts, respectively, for power and lighting, at

the United States mint in Philadelphia, a 300-kilo-

watt. 250-volt electrolytic generator for the Arling-
ton Copper company, and two lOO-kilowatt lighting

generators for the Public Library at Newark, N. J.

Besides these orders for direct-connected gener-
ators, the Crocker-Wheeler company has received
orders for 66 motors for power work at the United

States mint in Philadelphia, making a total of 300
horsepower, and for the Toledo Bridge company at

Toledo, ^s motors, aggregating 400 horsepower.

Thomas Wrigley of 300-306 Dearborn street, Chi-
cago, reports a growing demand for many of the

well-known appliances which he manufactures.
Among these may be mentioned Wrigley's patent
local ticket-printing press, index cutter and printer,

patent emery-wheel dresser, patent tile toggle bolts,

electric point switches, blind outlet fixtures, girder
clamp and foundation bolts. Mr. Wrigley also
makes a specialty of repairing engines, printing
presses and special machinery of all kinds. The
amount of business done in this line indicates forci-

bly the satisfactory character of service rendered.
All v.^ork is under the personal supervision of Mr.
Wrigley, w'ho is one of Chicago's oldest and best-
known mechanicians.

The B. F. Sturtevant company of Boston, Mass.,
reports its business of the last year to have been the
largest in its histo^3^ In the line of standard types
of blowers, exhausters and hot-blast heating ap-
paratus, its products have kept pace wMth the recent
industrial movement. But in the installation of fans
for the production of mechanical draft for steam
boilers, the desirability of this method in preference
to the chimney has been shown by a great increase.

The volume of domestic and foreign orders for
forges has been noticeable, while the output of the
rapidly growing electrical department has been far

in excess of the previous year. This electrical out-
put has been principally in the specialties of this

company, namely, electric fans of all types and
small high-grade generating sets. New applications

of fans are constantly presenting themselves, and
the careful study which this company gives to the

solution of such problems is one of the main fac-

tors in its growth. All departments have been
taxed to the utmost, and the outlook is favorable
for the continuation of this condition.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued December j8. igoo.

663,859. Receiver for Printing Telegraphs. John
Burry, New York, N. Y. Application filed Au-
gust 18. 1S96.

A type wheel is mounted lo turn and move longitudi-
nally. A single magnet is provided for turning and another
single magnet for shifting the type wheel. A local circuit
contains a press magnet and is closed every time current
is admitted to either or both of the two first-mentioned
magnet circuits. A presser and paper-feed mechanism
are operated by a magnet'in the local circuit.

663.903. Telegraphic* Instrument. Harry T. John-
son. Jersey City, N. J. Application filed Feb-
ruary 26, 1900.

The subject of this invention is a swinging support for
the armature lever of a telegraphic instrument and means
for actuating the support to vary the distance between the
armature and magnet.

663.926. Auxiliary- Attachment for Signal Boxes.
Bartholomew Oehmen, New York. N. Y., as-

signor to the Gamewell Fire-alarm Telegraph
company. New- York, N. Y. Application filed

May 22, 1900-

An auxiliary magnet is located adjacent to a street bos
coniainiug a clockwork mechanism and a trip lever for
releasing it. A slide is normally locked in a retracted
position by the armature of this magnet and an auxiliary
trip lever is engaged by the slide, the ausiliary trip lever
engaging the trip lever at or near its extreme end An
arm is carried by the auxiliary trip lever and a pin oper-
ated by the clockwork mechanism for engaging the arm to
restore ihe same.

663.929. System for Heating Conductors of the

Second Class. Carl D. Raab. Kaiserslautern.
Germany. Application filed April 30, 1900.

In a system for heating conductors of the second class,
a heater is placed in the secondary of a transformer liav-
ing differential piimary coils. Aliemate coils have in
circuit with them a first and a second-class conductor, re-
spectively.

663.937. Primary Battery. Charles B. Schoenmehl.
Waterbury, Conn., assignor to the Waterhury
Battery company, Waterbury, Conn. Applica-
cation filed February 27, 1900.

A transparent jar contains a perforated cylinder pro-
vided with a series of corrugations to retain it at a uni-
form distance from the jar.- An oxide of copper element
is contained in the space formed between tlie jar and cyl-
inder, and a contact wire leads frcm the cylinder. A zinc
element is supported at the center of the cylinder and pro-
vided with a contact wire.

^^^•9^^- Galvanic Battery. Charles B. Schoen-
mehl, Waterbury. Conn., assignor to the Water-
bur3' Battery company, Waterburj-, Conn. Ap-
plication fifed March 22, 1900.

A porous cup is provided with an opening tfarongh its

bottom and a non-porous protective lining for its side
walls, and contains copper oxide. A central terminal
post is mounted in the cup and fitted with a protective
casing for its sides. A perforated conducting disk attached
to Ihe bottom of the post constitutes the contact for the
same.

663,951. System of Motor Control. Albert H. Arm-
strong. Schenectady, N, Y., assignor to the
General Electric company of New York. Ap-
plication filed October 6, 1900.

In a train-control system employing induction motors,
resistances on each of the cars are arranged to be included
in circuit with the secondaries of the motors. Actuatiog
means for the controllers are constructed and arranged to

be operated from an alternating-current source, and a

master controller, located at any desired point on ihe
train, controls the connections between a source of alter-
nating-current supply and the actuating means. (See cot
00 next page.)

663,981. Electric-lighting Appliance.- Arthur Pe-
ters, Manitou, Colo. Application filed Novem-
ber II, 1899.

In a system of electrical distribution, a relay electro-
magnet is in circuit with the' conductors, and a main
electromagnet in shunt circuit with the relay magnet and
conductors, the shunt circuit excluding the translating
devices and including a resistance of like valu - to that of
the translating devices. A make-and-break is operated by
the relay magnet and incuded in circuit with ihe main
magnet, and a make-and-break. operable by the main
magnet, is included in one of the conductors to the trans-
lating devices, whereb>'. upon an addition to the trans-
lating devices, the relay magnet will be actively energized
by the consequent increased flow of the current and
caused to cut in the main electromagnet, cut out the trans-
lating devices, and establish a continuous current through
the shunt-circuit and conductors, excluding the trans-
lating devices.

6^33995- Germ Destroyer for Telephone Mouth-
pieces. Lewis L. Lace}', Austin, Texas. Ap-
plication filed April 20, 1900.

A cup-shaped bulb, the outer contour of which conforms
to the inner contour of the mouthpiece of a telephone,
contains a vacuum chamber between its walls. Filaments
are mounted in the vacuum chamber, with electric con-
nections to the filaments, the idea being the destruction of
the germs by the heat radiated from the filaments.

664.004. Electrical Piano. Stephen K. Reynolds.
New York, N. Y.. assignor of one-half to Frank
W. Chaniberlin, New- York, N. Y. Application
filed June 10, 1899. Renewed May 17. 1900.

A series of solenoids are supported above the keyboard
of a piano wiih their axes at right angles thereto, the cores
of the solenoids being provided with striking beads resting
freely upon the keys. The cores of ihe solenoids are held
in their withdrawn position by ihe same fcrce which holds
ihe keys in their rormal position.

664.006. Galvanic Battery. Charles B. Schoenmehl.
Waterbury, Conn., assignor to the Waterbury
Battery company. Waterbury, Conn. Applica-
tion filed March 22, 1900.

A negative pole for a battery is described comprising a
tubular body, wth perforated conducting disks to mclose
the ends thereof, a bmding red forming a metallic con-
nection wiih the two disks, a suitable insulat on around
the periphery of the rod betwe' n the disks, and an oxide
of copper elemeot within the tnbe.

664.007. Galvanic Battery. Charles B. Schoenmehl,
Waterbury, Conn., assignor to the Waterbury
Batter\' company. Waterbury, Conn. Applica-
tion filed June 12. 1900.

The positive element comprises zinc located oprosite lo

the negative element, metal strips detachably secured to

the cover of the battery and means for detachably con-
necting the zinc to the stiips. The negative element
comprises a glass tubular body, an oxide element therein
and perforated metallic covers inclosing the ends of ihe
tube. A bolt in the center of the cover and body carries
stop nuts arranged on the inside of the covers and
washers and jam-nuts upon the outside of the covers, by
means of which the latter are secured in place.

664.008. Galvanic Battery. Charles B. Schoenmehl,
Waterbury. Conn., assignor to the Waterbury
Battery company. Waterbury, Conn. Applica-
tion filed August 21, 1900.

The negative element comprises a metallic receptacle
having perforated sides aud one or more transparent
edges, the receptacle being broader across its top surface
than the bottom lo insure the consumption of the oxide of

copper at the bottom earlier than at the top.

664.023. Electric Accumulator. Pascal Marino,
Brussels. Belgium. Application filed June 23,

1899-

The process described consists in adding to an active,

material comprising lead oxide a liquor composed of dis-

tilled water, guncotton, caustic alkali and benzine for the
purpose of obtaining adhesion to the electrodes, forming
the electrodes io composed, first, in a solution of bisulphate

of lead and ammonia, then in a solution of sucroglycerale
of an alkaline earth metal.

664,046. System of Non-interchangeable Contact
Parts. Rudolf Hundhausen, Wilmersdorf. Ger-
many, assignor to the Siemens & Halske Elec-
tric company of America. Chicago. 111. Ap-
plication filed November 4. 1899.
A number of engaging elements in tiie form of sockets

is combined with a second set of engaging elements in the
form of plugs. laterally projecting pins of different sizes
being provided upon one set of the engagine elements, and
longitudioa ly d'Sposed slots or recesses cf different sizes
provided upon the other elements, whereby circuit con-
nections may be established and the improper insertion of
connectinti plugs prevented.

664.061. Electric Switch. Charles W. Scott, Lynch-
burg, Va. Application filed August 16. 1900.
A back [ iece has two channels, one containing a number

of contact strips connected with the switchboard of a tele-
phone-exchange sys em, the oiher containing contacts
connected to a grounded condurtor. A movable lar has a
tapering edge adapted to fit wiihin the channels, and a
numbtr of condu' tors secured to the bar, connected with
the line wires of a telephone system, and adapted to en-
gage respectively the contac s m the channels.

664.068. Automatic Stop Mechanism. Charles F.
Van Dyke, Atchison. Kan., assignor of one-hail
to George Moss, Atchison, Kan. Applicaiion
filed September 26, 1900.
This crechanirra comprises a controlling cable having an

operative conuectioii with the cut-off of an engine or simi-
lar machine, an actuator for drawing the cable in one di-
reciion, h Idmg means for normally retainirg the actuator
in an iniictive t^osition, an elettricial releasing device for
the holding means, and separate mrans set in action
solely by the movement of the actuator for automatically
slackenioe the comroUit^g cable by relieving the same
from the dra^ or pull of ihe ajiuator.

664,077. Operating Dynamo-electric Machines. Will-
iam L. R. Emmet, Schenectady, N. Y., as-
signor to the General Electric company of New
York. Application filed June 29, 1900.
The altemat'trs excited by synchrouously driven exciters

have Si-ries transformers in the leads of the alternators,
leads extend ng f i om the secondaries of the transformers

. to the armatures of the exciters, and equalizing conductors
connecting conesponding secondaries.

664,081. Electrical Heating Apparatus. Carl Gob-
lin, New York, N. Y. Application filed July 26,

1900.

The apparatus described is adapted for use in connec-
tion with a table, cot, bed or other support, and comprises
two vertically adjustable oblong frames or casings seg-
mental in cross-sectipn and open at the bottom and one
side, and provided'with suitable end-closing devices, the
frames being hollow. The body portion thereof is com-
posed of inner and outer sh'fells, tbe inner shell being a
reflector, and being also provided on its inner side with
electric lights or attachments for the same. Conducting
wires ex'eni into the space between the shells, in connec-
tion with which the lights are wired.

664.083. Clutch for Electric Arc Lamps. Charles
E. Harthan. Lynn, Mass., assignor to the Gen-
eral Electric company of New York. Applica-
tion filed March 10, 1899.

The frame piece is composed of a single piece of metal
bent in ihe middle so that two substantially parallel sides
are formed with one open and with one closed end. A
shoe is pivotally mounted in the frame and has a single
friction face, a second shoe being also mounted in the
frame formed of a single piece of metal having two faces
for engaging with the carbon rod or pencil.

664,086. Regulator for Electrically Actuated Air
Compressors. Edward M. Hewlett, Schenec-
tady, N. Y., assignor to the General Electric
company of Nevv' York. Application filed No-
vember 7, 1898.

This invention deals with a motor controller operated by
fluid pressure. The switch has two circuit-closing posi-
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tioDS. Means are provided for causing the switch to as-
sume ooe or the other position when the pressure reaches
iis superior and inferior limits, and for shurtting ihe switch
by a circuit of low resistance when in one position, and
for opening the shunt when the switch reaches the second
position.

664,087. Automatic Rheostat. Edward M. Hewlett.
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to the General
Electric company of New York. Application
filed November 7. 1898.

This siarting hex comprises a resistance with a switch
for cuttiDg seciions out or in as may be desired, an elec-
tromagnet for holding the switch closed when the resist-

ance is cut of circuit, and a switch controlled by the magnet
for shunting its winding when the current exceeds a deter-
minea maximum. The same coil is emplryed to respond
to boih maximum and minimum current flow, (See cut.l

664,092. Electricity Meter. William M. Mordey
and Guy C. Fricker, London, England. Ap-
plication filed October 10, 1900.

A spindle carries an armature and is formed near one
end wiih a flattened surface. Means are provided for
mechanically imparting a forward impulse to the spindle
and armature as the laiter approaches the mid-position of
its stroke or throw in each direction. A meter coil is car-
ried by and arranged opposite the supporting frame so as
to surround a portion only of the armature. A pivoted
arm is mounted in bearings carried by the trame and ar-
ranged to extend across the flattened ponion of the
spindle, and a movable contact is operated by the arm and
connected to one end tf the coil . A fixed ccntact, carried
by but insulated from the frame, is connected to the other
end of the coil, and the movable contact can bear aes'inst

this only when the armature is in or near its mid-position.

664,096. Electric-railway System. William B. Pot-
ter, Schenectady, N. Y.,' assignor to the General
Electric company o£ New York. Application
filed October 31, 1900.

In a train of two or more motor cars with motor con-
trollers upon the cars, an independent source of varying
poteniial is placed on f acb car, and an indicating device
in circuit with the source and the switch arm of the con-
troller and responsive to changes in potential.

664,106. System of Electrical Distribution. Charles
P. Steinmetz, Schenectady, N. Y.. assignor to

the General Electric company of New York.
Application filed August 30, 1900.

The armature winding of a dynamo-electric machine is

connected to a comrau'aior, and direct-current mams ex-
tend from the commutator as usual. A number of reactive
ci" ils havicg separa-e cores are connected to points in the
windii g A direct-current main leads to a connection
between the coils, and counter-magneiizing coils are in

series wi h the main. .
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memberof the induction motor to the shaft or body, and
automatic means tor bringiog the clutch into action when
the torque of the motor is high and for causing the clutch
to be out of operation or disengaged when the torque
of the motor is low. (See cut.)

664,191. Call-register or Service-meter Circuit for
Switchboard Apparatus. George K. Thomp-
son, Maiden. Mass., assignor to the American
Bell Telephone company, Boston, Mass. Ap-
plication filed October 8, 1900.

Two local circuits are associated respectively with a
calling and a called-for telephone line, and contain each
the cut-off relay of such line and a source of current ap-
propriate for the operation of the relay. .\ service meter
for the calling line is operated by an electromagnet in
the local circuit of the calling line, but irresponsive to the
normal current thereof. An auxiliary source is organized
to develop in the calling-line local circuit a stronger cur-
rent, adapted for the operation of the service meter, An
electromagnetic, circuit- changing device comprises a
switch lever in the calling-line local circuit controlling the
connection of the circuit with both sources of current, and
adapted when operated to change the circuit transiently
from the normal to Ihe auxiliary source. An operating
magnet therefor has its actuating coil in the local circuit
of the called-for line.

664,195. Controller Switch. Noble Vance, Chi-
cago, 111., assignor to the Plewitt-Lindstrom
Motor company, Chicago, 111. Application filed

July 23, 1900.

A ro ratable cylinder carries a series of contacts ar-
ranged in succession along its length. A series of con-
tact shoes, one for and opposite each contact on the
cylinder, are provided. Sliding bolts move radially rela-
tively to the cylinder carrying the contact shoes. Springs
press the contacts toward the cylinders. The binding
posts are set beside the bolts and tne electrical connec-
tions are made between the shoes and the posts.

664,198. Secondary Battery. Frank W. Wetherill,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignor of three-fourths to

William S. Kirk and W. Stokes Kirk, Phila-

delphia, Pa. Application filed February 4, 1899.

A series of negat've and positive plates are suitably

spaced, the space between the plates being filled with a
layer cf litharge in contact with each of the netative-pole
pla'es snd a layer of red lead on each side of the positive-

pole plates. A layfr of charcoal separates the red lead
and the litharge, a partition plate saturated with a non-
conductor extending beyond the negative-pole plates.

with a non-conductor binding the several elements to-

gether and forming non-conducting ends for the battery.

December 29, igoo

664.301. Insulator. Richard H. Sterling, Pittsfield,
Mass., assignor to the Stanley Electric Manu-
facturing company, Pittsfield, Mass. Applica-
cation filed March 14, 1900.
The insulator has an upper surface in the form of a

flattened cone and a substantially vertical flange about its
edge forming a gutter for collecting and discharging the
water from the surface.

664.308. Electrotherapeutic Spectacles. Thomas
B. Zeller, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor of one-half
to Frankhn P. Saylor, Pittsburg, Pa. Appli-
cation filed October 29, 1900.
The invention consists of electrotherapeutic spectacles

havingabridge with an electric negative element therein
and temples with terminal bows formed of an electrical
positive element, the elements being fully within the con-
haes of the parts set forth and without iacreasine the
dimensions of the same,

664.333- Electric Furnace. John M. Morehead.
Chicago, 111., assignor to the Union Carbide
company, Chicago, 111. Application filed De-
cember 12. 1899.

This furnace is provided with a hood having gas-tight
sides and top and having an opening in the bottom for ihe
removal of the product. Conductors of opposite polaritv
project through the hood. Means are provided for em-
bedding the skirt of the hood in packing material and
thereby establishing and maintaining a seal for preventing
ingress of air to the hood and for directing and confining
gas m ihe hood, and for removing g^s from the hood.

66.+,334. Manufacture of Carbide of Calcium. John
M. Morehead, Chicago, III. assignor to the
Union Carbide company, Chicago, 111. Appli-
cation filed December 12, 1S99.
This patent covers the improvement which consists in

passingacu'rent of eie'-tricity and thereby establ-shing a
reg'oo of reduction, under a gas-tght hood, feeding rawma enal under the hood into the region of reduciion. re-
moving the rrcdu'-t downward from under the hood andemb dding the skirt of the hood in the raw material and
thereby crenting and maintaining a seal between the skirt
of the hood and the product for excluding air from ihe
hood and for permitting of -he downward movement of
the product and for direciing and confining g^s in th"
hood, and withdrawing; the gas through the houd

NO 663,951.

664,135. Electric Sweeper and Dust Gatherer. Co-
rinne Dufour, Savannah, Ga. Application filed

July 31, 1900.

The sweeper comprises a casing open at the top, sweep-
ing mechanism iheiein, and a fan in ihe upper portion of

the casmg. A movable hood on top of the casing is open
at the tc'p. ard coiiiaii.s a dust-abborbing body. A cap is

movably connected with the hood at the top.

664,144. Electrical Connection. William Gerhardt,
Hazleton, Pa. Application filed September 27,

1900.

There are two insulating sectiocs, one beirg provided
with a pn section and tbe other with a cavity in which the
projection is received. Oj positely di'-posed dogs. are car-
ried by ihe section having the cavity and woik through the
walls thereof to engage with the projection of the ,

ether
section Means are provided to hold the two sections to-
gether, and electrical conductors are carried in the sec-
tiors and contact with each other when the sections are
engaged.

664,163, Combined Automatic Gas-light Extin-
guisher and Electric Sparker. Gustav H. Lipp-
mann, Milwaukee, Wis, Application filed March
20, 1900.

A valve with a fllange carries a series of ratchet teeth on
the under side of the flange. A pawl engages the teeth
and a single sprmg normally clos^s the volve and acts to

retain the pawi iu engagement w th the teeth on the flange
of the Vdlve. An operating rod is attached to the flange.
A vt rt cally movable electric contact rod is connected to

the operating rod and moves in unison therewith, and
makes circuit with a staiiouiiry electric contact in its path.

664,176. Electric Insulator. Emil Risler, Freiburg.
Germany. Application filed July 25, 1900.

An insulating piece is adapted to fit over the reduced
and screw-threaded end of a pin. An upper insulaiiog
piece comprises a part having a central bore, a screw-
threaded metal lining inserted in the bore, and a cap
cemenltdboth to the upper insulating piece and to the
lining, the upper insulating piece being iidapted to screw
on to the screvz-threaded end of the pin and to clamp an
electric wire between itself and the lower insulating piece.

664.189. Electrical Switch Cap. George B. Thomas,
Hartford, Conn., assignor to the Perkins Elec-
tric Switch Manufacturing company, Hartford.
Conn, Application filed August 27, 1900.

The metallic cap ot an electrical switch or similar ar-
ticle has a lin-ng disk and means for pecuring it to the top
of the c?p and a separate lining band for the walls of the
cap, the lirtint! band having a flange to engage behind the
edge of the liniitg disk.

664.190. Alternating-current Electric Motor. Elihn
Thomson, Swampscott, Mass.. assignor to the

General Electric company of New York. Ap-
plication filed August 19, 1897.

The claims describe an alternating-current induction
motor of such design as to have a tow starting torque and
higher running torque, a clutch for coupling the rotating

NO. 664,087. NO. 664, 190. NO. 664,265.

664,207. Railway Signaling Device. Reuben B.
Benjamin, Chicago, 111., assignor of one-half
to Rodney B.^^wift, Chicago, 111. Application
filed February 5, 1900.

An electric gtneiator having a mcvaole part adapted to

be reciprocated relatively to the stationary part is so
mounteiJ in connet tion with a railway track as to provide
means operated by the passage of a car for moving the
movable element of the generator in one direction. A
sprine or equivalent device hos energy stored in it by the
movement, and a catth or lock holds the movable part in
the position to which it is thus moved. A trip device at
another ponion of the track is operated by the passage of
the car for leleasing the lot k to permit the spring to return
the movable part of the generator, and a signaling device
is adapted to be actuated by the current from the gen-
erator.

664,209. Electric Arc Lamp. James A. Brennan,
Worcester, Mass. Application filed September
II, 1897.

A locking plate is adjustably attached to the rod tubes of
the lamp, whereby it is held in a position parallel with
the hanger board, and yielding cushions are interposed
between the locking plate and the hanger board. Means
are provided fjr supptrting the lamp from the hanger
board to preveut it from swaying.

664,222. Cover or Shade for Incandescent Lamps.
William R. Krumwiede, Providence, R. I. Ap-
plication filed March i, 1900.

A series of annular metal settings are perforated to re-
ceive rings. Lenses are secured in the metal settings.
The rinps connect the settings together to form the shade.
Hooks are secured to the settings, and a spring band is

provided whereby a flexible, readily attachable and re-
movable shade is secured by which ihe illuminating effect

of the incandescent light may be changed.

664,247. Dynamo-electric Machine. Justus B. Enlz.
Philadelphia, Pa., assignor of one-half to Guy
F, Greenwood, Allegheny, Pa. Application
filed November 27, 1897.
The machine has ihe magnetic material of its magnetic

circuit which is constituted by the field and armature,
magnetically subdivided as to one at least of its parts by
an interpost-d medium, such as an air gap of relatively
high magnetic resistance, the subdivisions so constituted
extending in ihe direction of the desired magnetic circuit,
and adapted thereby to direct and equalize the intensity of
the field of force.

664,265. Electric Meter. Edward S. Plalsey, Chi-
cago, 111. Application filed July 5, 1900.

A simple flat disk of copper is submerged in mercury
and rotated in a magnetic field by a direct current con-

_j k throueh the field. The controllin
vice is an ele.tr

664,346. Telephone-call Register. William H.
Barker, Hartford, Conn., assignor to the Gray
Telephone Pay Station company, Hartford,
Conn. Application filed August 10, 1898.
A reciprocating plunger is adapted to operate a register

and sound an alarm, and key-operaied means are providetd
for moving the plunger, also means adapted to prevent an
improper movement of the operating parts.

664.348. Electric Clock. Ulysses L. Collins, St.
Louis, Mo. Application filed November 20
1899.

The clock embodies a combination of a spring, mechan-
ism for winding the spring, a shaft, a gear wheel loosely
mounted upon the shaft, and a rim integral with the gear
wheel in which rim is fjrmed a series of internal idtchet
teeth. An a1 mature is fixed upon the shaft, and a gravity
pawl carried by the armature, the point of which pawl
engages the internal ratchet teeth. A magnet is provided,
between the cores of which the armature operates, and a
circuit runs from the magnet to a suitable source of elec-
trical energy, which circuit is normilly open. Means are
provided whereby the circuit is established whenever the
spring is unwound.

Battery. Eason L. Slocum,
I. Application filed March 7.

664,362. Galvanic
Pawtucket, R.
1896.

aucica ny inc qisk tnrougn ine neia. i ne controlling ae-
vicH is an ele.trical ge-ierator automatically developing
within the disk restraining Foucault current in proper
amount with the propelling current to determine to the
shaft of the meter a speed of rotation varying practically
in proportion with the measured current passing ihrougn
the meter. A stationary conductor also constitutes a part
of the controlling device. (See cut,}

Uhe negative electrode is provided with a central open-
ing adapted to receive an apertured insulator for a posi-
tive electrode, and with a perforated flange adapted to
receive a number of apertured insulators for positive elec-
trodes. The insulators and the positive electr^-des are
held in the central and outer insulators, and the jar is pro-
vided integrally with separate wells for containing the
quicksilver to amalgamate the positive electrodes,

664.366. Fire-alarm Telegraph Box. Leonidas G.
Woolley, Kenton, Ohio, assignor to the Na-
tional Magneto Electric Telegraph company,
Springfield, Ohio. Application filed December
28, 1899.

A magneto-electric machine, with a yoke for manipulat-
ing the same, and a motor for revolving the armature, are
installed in connection with a second motor having an
escapement and operating a wheel provided with projec-
tions upon its periphery. The wheel operates a lever
which is connected with the yoke.

664.367. Electric-circuit Indicator. Leonidas G.
VVoolIey, Kenton, Ohio, assignor to the Na-
tional Magneto Electric Telegraph company,
Springfield, Ohio. Application filed December
28, 1899.

In a magneto-electric telegraph or signal system, a
movable armature for a permanent magnet is provided
with a coil, and the armature and coil are mounted upon
a pivoted rnd. Suitable wires are provirled for conneciiog
the coil with tbe closed external circuit. Means are de-
scribed for operating the movable armature, the closed
external circuit, and an alarm which is operated by the
increased movement of the armature when the circuit is
broken or left open,
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We sell or rent. Good proflti

for aeents. The HobartElec. Mfg. Co., Troy. Ohit.

Queen $t Co.,
1012 Cheatnnt St., Fhila.

480 MONON BLBG., CHICAGO.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray
FocusTubes, Induction Colls.

Hotor Startins Blieastats.
aiotor Becnlatlns Bbeostats,

Bynamo Field Bheostats.
Tbeater Dlmaierg.

Special BheoBtata.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
irestfleld. V. J„ 17. S. A.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS
CUTTER ELECTRICAL CO.. PHILADELPHIA.

Force Bain,
CoDSQlting Engineer,

Blactricity, Mechanics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert ID patent causes.

Suite 1657-59 rionadnock Bids., - Ciilcago.

CORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit ^Vork.

Tho Longest Lived and Host Ecenomlcal Cell Evir
Put on the Market.

In use by the leading cities, railroads,
telephone and gai engine companies.

WB CLAiri:—Gonfltant dis-
charge of curient without po-
larlzatloo: no local action: no
noxious gasei or fames; no
acids; least labor for opera-'
tloD; cleanest; notfreezingat
28° below zero; economic Tal-
ue 60 per cent, greater than
gravity cell, and so per cent,
greater than best other eell In
marlcet. For ^o. i celU SOO
ampere hours; for No. I oell.

126 ampere hours; on open
droult, .9 to 1 ToU; on closed circuit. .66 to^
vuU. Send (or circular and price list.

eOBDOHr BATTKR'C COMPA^TX,
•04 Broadway. Wew ITork.

Western Representative,

Geo. W. Piltersoo, 141 Clloton S.reet, Cblca^o, III.

WESTUN ElBDWical Ingtoment Co.,

-^^^ 1 14-120 WiUiam St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

Wtsios Stad&rd Portable Birect Eeadis^
Voltmeters, Miiliioltneters, Voitaimneters.

Ammeters, Milllammeters,

8rounil Detectors and Circuit Testers,

Portilile Galvanometers.

HOLOPHANE GLASS CO.,
Vo. I Broadway,

i) NEW YORK, N. Y.
Msooficturei^of COMPOUND PRISM GLOBES AND SHADES, auar.ni«dioiiTe

"Maximum Liffht, Complete Diffusloa.
Minimum Glare.

"

Fordirectingand diilusini^f all kinds of Us^^
Send Cor catAlotfuee audpKiupbiettj.

m 8taa«ard Pnrtable Direct
BeaUac BU-Aaaaeter.

Our portable Instruments are recognized a.<

The Standard tlje world over. The Seml-Part-
able L.traratory Sundards are still better.

"our Station VoltmeUrs and Ammetera are

'nsurpassed In nolntof extreme accuracy and
owest consumption of eneioT.

Beblik—.European 'Weston Electrical Instru-

ment Co., Rltterstrasee No. 88.

LOKDOK—Elliott Bros., Ko. 101 St. Martins

liaoe.

Mention the Westeen EtECTBiciAX when writ-
log for catalogues.

iHeIInited States GaRbon Company.
^ rx n (

rSPECIALTIES A

.

L ELECTROLYTIC
ALTERKATINS. DIRECT:]

ENCLOSED. O.'EN.j

U , VJ

NJOX INI CARIlOfvi TRL-5X
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VERITAS VINCIT. VERITAS PREVALEBIT.

J. H. BUNNELL & CO.,
ESTABLISHED 1878. INCORPORATED 1899.

We continue to Manufacture the HIGH GRADE of TELEGRAPH and other ELECTRICAI.
APPARATUS which have earned for us the reputation of

IM
We own the GOOD-WILL, NAME, COPYRIGHTS, TRADE MARKS, PATENT
(No. 288881) and all other assets of the old firm of J. H. BUNNELL & CO.,

and propose to maintain our rights in the premises.
ATTENTION is called to these FACTS, so that liability may not be

Incurred by dealing with unauthorized concerns.

J. H. BUNIMEIILI- & 00
MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS ANO DEALERS IN

Telegraph. Telephone. Railway and Electric Lighting Apparatus and Supplies.

Instruments. Batteries. Insulated Wires and Line Equipment,

NEAR GENERAL POST OFFICE, NEV\/^ YORkC.
Catalogues sent free on application. GET OUR SPECIAL PRICES.

Eastern Agency for ORIENT HiCH-CRADE JNOANDESCEWT LAMPS,

DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.
IN USE THRCUGHCUT THE WORLD.

Highest Efficiency.

For all Currents except Alter-

nating.

Ceiling Fans.

Electrolier Fans.

Column Fans.

Counter Column Fans.

Electrolier Column Fans.

Our Ceiling and Electrolier Fan
Patents sustained byU. 8. Court
Decision. Use or sale of infringe-
ments stopped by injunction

Perfect in Mechanical and

Electrical Construction.

Desk Fans.

Bracket Fans.

Universal Joint Desk Fans.

Desk Column Fans.

Also builders of Direct-Cur-

rent Dynamos and Motors.

DIEHL MANUFACTURING CO,
MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS:

ELIZABETHPORT, N. J
SHOW ROOMS

NEW YORK, 561-563 Broadway.

CHICAGO, 192-194 Van Buran St.

BOSTON, 128-132 Essex St.

PHILADELPHIA, W. Irwin Cheyney ft Co.
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The Value of Chloride Accumulators for Trolley Regulation.

The Union Traction Company of Philadelphia, after operating a battery of
Chloride Accumulators on its system for five years, has recently contracted for

five additional plants—one power house battery and four feeder batteries—a total

battery capacity of 16,000 horsepower hours.

SALES OFFICES: ^"^ ELECTRIC
New York, 100 Broadway. STORAGE BATTERY CO.,

Boston. 60 State .Street.

Baltimore. Equitable BuUdlDg. igth Street and Allegheny Avenue,
Chicago, Marquette Building. _ ,^

Sap Francisco. The Parrott Bldg. Philadelphia, Pa.

THE ZECO IGNITER
Is being adopted as a standard equipment by many of the

largest manufacturers of gas engines.

It has the following features which distinguish it from
other igniting outfits;

—

It is

COMPLETE IN ITSELF.

The storage batteries are kept con-
stantly charged by the generator.

It requires a minimum of attention.

Its operation is certain, automatic
and perpetual.

Send for illustrated circular.

Ziegler Electric Company,
141 Franklin St„ Boston, Mats.

Electro Galvanized Conduits
/viM^ F-i-r-riiM^s.

Endorsed by Board of Fire Underwriters.
ALL SIZES IN STOCK. WRITE FOR PRICES.

RicHmond-tOondui-tCo.,
MILWAUKEE, WIS., U. S. A.

KSTABLIBHKD 1875.

COMBINATION OF.

Stow Flexible Shaft
AND

MULTI-SPEED MOTOR.
Practically dust and water proof. For PortaWe

Drilline, Tapping. Reaming, Emery Grinding, etc.
Write for Catalogue and Prices. <

STOW MFG. CO., Binghamton, N. Y.
Gen'l Europeau Agents, Selle, Sonnenthal & Co.,

85 Queen Victoria Street, London, England.

TRIUMPH EXHAUST FAN,
Direct Connected with Detachable Motor.

Sizes, 30-in., 36-in., 42-in. and -IS-in. For all standard voltages of direct

current.
Moves more air. steam, dust, etc., than any other Fan.
Correct electrical and mechanical construction. Motor amply protected.

Convenient for inspection. Has self-oiling boxes. Carbon brushes with
automatic feed. Rheostat with automatic release. Motor may be detached
and utilized for other purposes. Motor and Fan frame being shipped separ-

ately renders installation easy and simple.

Triumph Exhaust Fan for belted service,
Sizes, t8-in to 06-in.

SPECIALTY MFC. CO.,
FAN MANUFACTURERS,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., U. S. A.

JUNIOR WATER BLOW FAN
Is the only successful Water Desk
Fan. Is operated by water pressure

of 30 pounds and upward.

No plumber is required to install thi^

Fan, as garden hose can be used for

supply and waste.

Weight, Boxed, 15 lbs.

List Price, $7.50.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co..

American Battery Co
iv

xii Chicago Motor & Dyn. Co. xl

American Bridge Co sviii Cleveland Armature Wks. xi

American Dlst. Steam Co. V Cling-Surface Mfg. Co.. vi

Amer. Electric Fuse Co. X Colorado Lamp Co xi

Amer. El. Specialty Co.

.

xxii Couch & Seeley Co
Amer. El. Teleph. Co XV Crocker-Wheeler Co viii

American Elec. Works... xi Cutler-Hammer Mfg Co.. xi

Amer. Reflt. & Ltg. Co... xiii Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co.... i

Amer. Steel & Wire Co .

.

i

Arnold El. Power Sta. Co. xvil! Dearborn Drug & Ch. Co. ix

iv
Bain, Poree

xiii
Diehl Manufacturing Co.

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos

.

il

Barnes Co., Wallace

BamettCc, G.& H
xix

xxii
Eagle Paint & Vr. Wks. .

.

Eastern Elec. Cable Co.. .

.

X

Edison Decorative & Min-

Mfg. Co X iature Lamp Bept X

Berthold & Jennings ii Edison Mfg. Co iv

Besly & Co . , Chas. H xxii El. Eng. Inst. Corr. Inst. xll

BIsse'.lCo., The F Electric Appliance Co ...

.

X

Blue Ridge Locust Pin Co. Electric Storage Batt. Co. lit

Bossert El. Const- Co.... xi Electrician Pub. Co SIX

Bowers Mfg. Co xvi Emerson EI. M fg. Co X

Brady. T. H Ix Ericsson Telephone Co . .

.

i

Bridgeport Brass Co i
Eureka Elec Co xiv

Bunnell & Co., J. H ii

Butler-Taylor Co xiv Faries Mfg. Co
Farr Tel. & Con. Sup. Co.

Camp Engineering Co... xli Federal Battery Co vii

Carroll. F.N ...Ix "For Sale" Advs xll

Central Electric Co viii Ft. Wayne EL Wks., Inc.. xzi

CentralMfg Co ix ix

Central Tel. & El. Co.... XV Franklin Eng. & Elec. Co. xl

Chicago & Alton R. E... xix Fuller Co., The
Chicago Edison Co Iv

Chic Fuse Wire & Mf.Co. IVl Garl Electric Co xiv

Chic. House Wrecking Co xiii General Electric Co V

C, M. 4 St. P. B. B six General Elec. Rtpair Co.. —

Gen'l Incandescent Arc
Light Co xxii

General Inc. Lamp Co ... .

Gilchrist Jar Co xvi

Goldsmith Bros i

Gordon Battery Co i

Great Western Smelting

&EetiningCo
Gregory Electric Co xii

Hamlin, Geo. R xvi

Hartwig & Miller xii

Harvard University xii

Hazard Manufacturing Co.

HiU, W. S., Electric Co...

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co 1

Hodge-Walsh El. Eng. Co.

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co.

Holophane Glass Co i

Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co. ..

Huebel &. Manger x
Humphrey, Henry H xvi

111. Insulated Wire Co x vi

Indianapolis Arm, Bracket

APinCo ix

Indiana Rub. & Ins. W. Co. i

India Rubber & Gutta

Percha Insulating Co.,

Intemat'l Cor. Schools. xill

Iron Clad Keslstance Co. i

Jeffrey Mfg. Co xix

Johnston, Thoa. J xl

Kans. City & So. Lum. Co. Ix

Kartavert Mfg. Co
Keelyn Tel. Mfg. Co xvi

Kelley ASon, Benj. F...

Kentucky Electrical Co.

.

xl

Klein & Son, Mathias ix

Kokomo Tel. & El. M.Co. xvi

kusel, D. A., Tel. & Elec.

Mfg. Co xri

Leather Preserv. M. Corp. xvi

Leavitt, R.H ix

Leclanche Battery Co.... xiii

Leffel & Co., James xix

Llndsley Brothers Co ix

Link-Belt Machinery Co. x

Little, O. C. Pulley Coat'g

Co xvlil

Lombard Water Wh.G.Co. xi

Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co.

Manross, F. N xxii

Matthews & Bro., W. N..

McDermid M fg. Co xv
McIntlreCo., The C xvi

McLennan & Co., K x
McOuat, Robert L iv, xli

McRoy, JohnT x

Meyrowitz, E. B xl

Mianus Electric Co xvi

Mica Insulator Co x
Miscellaneous Advs xii

MononK. R xvi

MulUns, W. H xix

Munsell & Co. , Eugene. .

.

x

National Carbon Oo viii

National India Rubber Co.

Naugle.Holcomb & Co.... ix

New York Ins. Wire Co. xvi

Noblett, E.J Ix

North Electric Co
Northern Elec Mfg. Co... ix

Northwestern Ei. Mfg.Co. xvi

OkonlteCo., The

Page ADurand
PaisteCo.,H. T
Paragon Fan & Motor Co.

Perrizo & Sons
Peru Elec. Mfg.Co
Phillips, Eugene F
PhlUips Ins'd Wire Co....

Phoenix Glass Co
Phosphor-Bronze S. Co..

Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.

Pringle, Wm. T

Queen &Co 1

Reisinger, Hugo
Richmondt Conduit Co... ill

R. I. Teleph. & Elec. Co.

Robertson & Sons, Jas. L. xi

Roche, William xvi

Rockwood Sales Dept.. xxi

Roebling's Sons Co., J. A. iv

Roth Bros. & Co xxii

Sargent & Lundy xiii

Sawyer-Man Elec. Co
Schureman & Hayden xii

Schwalm Co., Geo. F xtl

Shelby Electric Co 1

Shultz Belting Co xxii

Siemens & Halske Electric

Co. of America vii

Simplex Elect'al Co., The, 1

Smith Co., S. Morgan.. . xix

Smith, Philip xviti

Specialty Mfg. Co lii

Speer Carbon Co
Spies & Company xxii

Sprague Electric Co... sv, xxii

Standard TeL A EL Co.. xIt

StandardUnderg.CableCo.

Star Dynamo Works
Sterling A Son, W. C ix
Sterling Electric Co.... xiv
Sterling Varnish Co., The xviii

Stewart Electrical Co xii

Stilwell-Blerce A Smlth-
VaileCo xiii, xix

Stow Mfg. Co ill

Stromberg-Carlson Tel.

Mfg.Co XV
Sturtevant Co., B. F xxii
Swedish-Am. Tel. Co xiv

Tennent Insulator Pin Co. ix

Texas Arm A Pin Co
Thomas, Wilcox A Dletz.. xvi
Torrey Cedar Co ix

United States Carbon Co. 1

Valentine-Clark Co ix
Varley Duplex Mag. Co. . xiv
Viaduct Mfg. Co xvi
Vitro Chrome Chem. Co. . x
Vought, M. I

Vulcanized Fiber Co xxii

Wagner El. Mfg. Co xviii

Walsh's Sons & Co xii

Warner Electric Co., The xiv
WarrenEl. & Spec. Co....

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co xviii

Western Electric Co vii

Western EL Supply Co... xvii

Western Tel. Const. Co. .

.

xiv
Westlnghouse Electric A
Manufacturing Co xx

Weston Elect'cftl Inst. Co. i

Worcester A Co.. C. H..., ix

Worcester Polyt. Inst... x

Ziegler Electric Co iii

Por Olassifi^d lncl« of iB^dvor-tisemon'ts S«« >aeo ^/'l-
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IM FAN MOTORS
IVI 139 A.DA.IVIS CHICAGO.

Cross-Arms, Pins, Brackets.
Our factory is near Indianapolis, therefore we can give you the ad-

vantage of best freight rates and prompt shipments.

INDIANA'S LARGES1_SUPPLY HOUSE.

Robert L. McOuat,
The "Junior" Member of the Old Firm of Varney & McOuat,

MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS OF

TELEPHONE AND ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

125 S. MERIDIAN ST., INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

Insulated

Rubber
Wires aimd Cables.

John A. Roebling's Sons C04

WORKS AT

TRENTON, N. J.

MICA—India and Amber, all Sizes and Patterns.

MICABOND—Plates, Segments, Rings, Tubes, Slots, A
Cloth, Paper and Flexible.

CHAMPION CLOTH-Bond, Ropes and Express ,

Paper.

CRYSTAL ^ir VARNISH.
VERY ELASTIC. HARD FINISH.

CHAMPION INSULATING PAINTS (Blacks), Four Kinds.
Also Other Insulating Materials.

Our Careful and Persistent Growth is Proof of the Quality of our

Insulations. Prices and Quality Guaranteed. Write Us.

CHICAGO MICA CO.,
Main Office and Factory, VALPARAISO, IND.

EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

rOR aAS ENGINES,

«LOT MACHINES,

AUTOMOBILES,

RAILBOAD •IGNALG,

CROSSING BELLS,

SMALL MOTORS,

ETC.

CONSTANT CURRENT.

NO LOCAL ACTION.

WILL NOT FREEZE.

LIQUID TIGHT

CELLS FOR

PORTABLE

WORK.

FULL DCSCniPTION IN BOOKLET NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
13B FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

SCHEEFFER RECORDING WATT-METERS.
Accurate on All Loads.

Will Start and Register Correctly on 5 Watts.

Shunt loss LESS than one Watt on 60 Cycles.

Dust Proof.

Correct on All Inductive Loads.

METER WITHOUT CASE.

Diamond Meter Co.,
PEORIA, ILL., U. 8. A.

METER WITH CASE.
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WHY
Throve awai/ 85% of tfour coal whent/ou can se// if forfnree fimes /t6 co^f bu puffing
'"°'^'^'^^^^^^

""^UNDERGROUND EXHAUST STEA/V! HEATING MAINS.
. Tf IS common for e/ecfn'c companies yvAo are now opera/mg exHAUSr sreAM MFAT/NG PLANTS
to pai/ ffyeir entire coai and /abor bills for fbe (/ear ancf 6% or? investmer?t for steam ma/ns
from sa/e of exirausf sfea/r?. w/7t/ cant c/ou oio the same? Write for our pamphief
fie/7fion _yfesfern ffecfrician.

American District Steam Co. LocnpoRT N.Y
,

«><8K^^5><S«S>««S»S^«S^KS^K^«xS«s><8^Mj^H8><8>.S.,SxS><SyS>^<SHS'^^

<•>

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S

Ceiling Fan Motors.

For direct current circuits

115 and 230 volts.

Slow and high speeds.

Two, four and six blades.

<s>

WRITE FOR PAMPHLET.

GENERAL OFFICE: SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

CHICAGO OFFICE: MONADNOCK BLDQ. SALES OFFICES IN ALL LARGE CITIES.

«^XS^H8K5ySK^^^^K^<S«5KSK^<^<^<$«J^<SK^^<^4>^M^^M^^^«S>««S^$>^K^
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RoriKLAXD, Me.. Fcbniarv 22, IflOO.

Cline-SuTface Mfg. Co., New EiiRhmd Branch. Koston.
Gentlemex:—These two iG-in. belts have been treated with Cling-Sar-

face for some time. They rim this way all the time. The load sometimes
jumps from zero to full load, yet there is no slip.

Rockland, Thomaston & Camden St. Ry.Co.

GLING-

SURFAGE.
We guarantee these results

from Cllng-Surface:

Slipping slopped.

Belts made pliable and elas-

tic.

Power increased at least 1 5^.

Belts will run easy or slack.

ASK US FOR THE ONLY BOOK-

LtT OF SLACK BELTS YOU
EVER SAW.

Clihg-Surface Mfg. Co.,

177-182 Virginia St., BUFFALO, N. Y.

Chicago. St. Louis. New York,
Boston, New Orleans.

.Mmlnj' rii-y. -Mo , March B, 1900.

Cling-Siirfai-e Mfg. Co.
Gentlemen:—Have used Cling-Surface four months. It has stopped ail

slipping. Belts 10 In.. 30-ft. centers, run with 22-in. sag, yet carry full load, are
pliable and in line condition. Used to run very tight. We highly recommend
Cling-Surface. Mounu Citv Elec. Lt. & Telephone Co.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Anchora(Tel.&Tel.Pole).
Smith, Philip.

Annunciators.
(jentral Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Arc liamps.
Belden-Larwlll EI. & Ml. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Ino. Arc Lt. Go.
Gregory Electric Co,
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

BabbittMetl and Solder.
Gr. Western Sm. and Kefg.Co.

Batteries and Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Edlaon Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Federal Battery Co.
Gilchrist Jar Co,
Gordon Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Carbon Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Koche, William.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Suoply Co.

Bells, Buzzers, Etc.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel A Manger.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressine.
CUne-Surface Mfg. Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.
Shultz Belting Co.

Belting.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.
Shultz Belting Co.

Blowers.
Fuller Co., The
Sturtevant Co., B. F

Books .Electrical.
Electrician Publlsnlng Co.

Bridges and BnildlDCS
(Steel).
American Bridge Co.

Brushes.
Becker Bros.
Central Electric Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Burglar Alarms.
Huebel & Manger.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)
Cables, telectric (See Insu-
lated Wlres),Copper,Sh.eet
and Bar.
American Elec. WorkH.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
New York Inp. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Carbons.Polnts APlates
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Carbon Co.
RelBlnger, Hugo.
Sneer Carbon Co.
Uuited States (Jarbon Co.
Western Elect. Supply Go.

CastingH (Iron.)
Smith Co., S. Morgan.

Chains.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Circuit Breakers.
Culler Elec. & Mfg. Co.

Coal Sc Ashes Handling
Slachlnery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co,
Link Bolt Machinery Co.

Little,'«.? Pulley Coat'g Co.

C0II9 and aiaguets.
Northwestern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Varley DuDlox Magnet Co.

Compound.
Dearborn Drug AChem.Wks.
Little, O.C, Pulley Coat'g Co.
McLennan AGO., K.
Western Electric Go.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits,
Central Electric Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
McRoy, John T.
Richmondt Conduit Co.
Sprague Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Connectors and Termi-
nals (Patent).
American Elec. Fuse Co.
McIntireGo.. The C.

Construction & Repairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors and Electric
liight Plants.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks^, Inc.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Go.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Go.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
WestlnghouseElec.A Mfg.Co.

Copper Wires,
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Bridgeport Brass Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkonlteCo..The
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Go.

Correspondence Schools
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.

Int. Correspond. Schools.

Cross-Arms, Fins and
Brackets.
Bl»e Ridge Locust Pin Co.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Go.
Indpls. Arm, Brack. A Pin Co.
Kans. City A So. Lum. Co.
Leavitt, R. H.
Tennent Insulator Pin Go.
Texas Arm A Pin Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cut-Outs and SvHtches.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Centra] Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Elec. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hill. W. S., Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McOuat, Robert L.
Meyrowltz, E. B.
Palste GO..H. T.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co,
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Cuts.
Franklin Eng. A Electro Co.

]>iinnierH (Theatre).
Iron Clad Resistance Co.

Bynamos and TMotors.
central Electric Co.
Chicago Motor and Dyn. Co.
Chicago House Wrecklnf^'Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Dlohl Manufacturing Go.
Ft. Wayne Klec. Wks,, Inc.
General Rloclrlc Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Gregory Electric Go.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Matthews & Bro., W. N.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.

Schureman A Hayden,
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Star Dynamo Works.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Go.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Go.
Western Electric Supply Go.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Elec. Heating Bevices.
Simplex Electrical Co.

Electric BaUways.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Mechani-
cal Engineers.
Arnold El. Power Station Go.
Bain, Foree.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Humjihrey, Heury H.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Go.
Sargent A Lundy.

Electrical Instruments.
American El. Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Apnliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Go.
General Inc. Arc Light Go.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Queen A Co,
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co,
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electro-Plating lUaeh'y.
Besly&Go.,Chas. H.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.

Elevators -Conveyors.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Engines, Steam.
Ball Engine Co.
Gamp Engineering Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Exh''stSteam Apparatus,
American District Steam Co.

Fan Outfits,
Central Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Diehl Manufacturing Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Fuller Co., The.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Iloltzer-Cabot Elec. Co.
Paragon Fan Motor Go.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Siemens A Halske ElectrlcCo.

of America.
Specialty Mf^. Co.
Sprague Electric Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. A Specialty Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Fibre,
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
Barnett Co., G. A H.

Flexible Shafts,
Stow Mfg. Co.

Forges.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fuses.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
McIntlreCo., The 0.

Fuse "Wire.
American Elec. Fuse Co,
Central ElectrlcCo.
Chicago Fuse WlreA Mfg.Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Mclntlre Co., The C.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

<*;as lilghting, Electric.
Weatorn Electric Co.

Ocars,
Hesly A Co., Chas. H.

^Kcncral Elec. Supplies,
Htmnell A Co.. J. H.
Central Electric Go.
Chicago Edlflon Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh El. Eng. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McOuat. Robert L.
Mianus Electric Co.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Gl4^es and Electrical
C>lassware.
Holophane Glass Co.
phfEulx Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

€lov*nors, ^Vater Wheel.
Lombard WaterWheel Gv.Co.

Graphite Specialties,
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos,
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Heaters (Feed AVater),
Kelley & Son, Benj. F.

Heating and Tentilating
Apparatus.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Holders, Inc. Iiamp.
Farles Manufacturing Co,
Vought, M, I.

fcnitcrs.
Ziegler Electric Co.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing ]flaterials.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Bowers Manufacturing Co,
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Mica Co.
Eagle Paint A Varnish Wks,
Electric Appliance Go.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Illinois Insulated Wire Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Go.
Manhattan Elec, Supply Co.
McOuat, Robert L.

Mica Insulator Co.
MunsellA Co.,Xugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Palste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co,
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—Magnet WHres,
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
IlllnolE Insulated Wire Co.
Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Go.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Go.

McDerraid Mfg. Go.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated WlreCo.
Northwestern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips, Eugene F.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J, A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Go.
Western Elect. Supply Co,

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elect. Const. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Colorado Lamp Co,
Edison Decorative & Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Ce.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
General Inc. Lamp Co.
Kentucky Electrical Go.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co.
Shelby ElectrlcCo.
Warrdn Elec. & Specialty Co.
Western ElectrlcCo,
Western Elec, Supply Co,
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Iilghtnlng Arresters.
Amorlcaa Elec. Fuse Co.

Butler-Taylor Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse Kl. A Mfg. Co.

Ijinemen's Climbers.
Klein A Son. Mathias.

Magnet AVires.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Mechanical Machinery.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.
Stllwell-Bierce Smith-Valle.

Meters.
Diamond Meter Go.
Fort Wayne Elec. Wrks. Inc.
General Inc. Arc Light Go
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Mica.
Chicago Mica Co.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus, Elec.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Jeffrey Mfg. Go.
General Electric Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Go.
of America,

Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Motors — See Dynamos and
Motors.

Packing.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L.

Patent Attorneys.
Hamlin, Geo. R.
Johnston, Thomas J.

Page A Durand.
Phosphor Bronze.
Besly AGO., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm,Co.,Ltd.

Platinum Bought and
Sold.
Baker A Co.
Goldsmith Bros.
Gt. West. Sm. and RefiningCo,

Poles.
Berthold A Jennings.
Fowler. John H.
Lindsley Bros. Co,
Nau^le, Holcomb A Co.
Perrizo A Sons.
Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.
Sterling A Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co.. The.
Worcester A Co., G. H.

Porcelain,
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Bowers Manufacturing Co.
Peru Elec, Mfg. Go.

Poirer Transmission
Machinery.
Jeffrey Mfg.Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co,
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stllwell-Bierce Smith-Vaile.

Pnlleys.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Rockwood Sales Dept.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stllwell-Bierce Smlth-Vaile,

Kail BondH.
American Steel A Wire Co.

Beflners.
Gt. West. Sm. and Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.

Be-M'inding—Repairs.
Becker Bros,
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Armature Works.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec, Eng. Co,
McOuat, Robert L.
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Rheostats.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Go.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Go.

Salt (Battery).
Federal Battery Co.

Second-IInnd Mach*y,
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
(Gregory I'^lcctric Go.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng, Go.
Matthews A Bro,, W.N.
Scliiircmaii A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co,
Walsh's Sons A Co,

Shades.
Amor. Reflector & Ltg. Co.
Farles Manufacturing Go.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western ElectrlcCo.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators,
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Queen A Co.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Springs.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Barnes Co.. The Wallace.
Manross, F. N.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co,
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Structur^iEil Iron Work.
American Bridge Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American RlectrlcalWorks.
American Steel A WlreCo.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Switch-
boards,
American Elec. Fuse Go.
American El, Telephone Co.
Bissell Co., The F.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. A Elec. Go.
Couch A Seeley Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Supply Co.
Garl Electric Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co,
Keelyn Telephone Mfg. Co.
Kokomo Tel A El. Mfg. Co,
Kusel, D.A.,Tel, A El. Mfg.Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McDerraJd Mfp. Co.
Mianus Electric Co.
North Electric Co.
R I. Telephone A Elec Co.
Standard Tel. A El, Co.
Sterling Electric Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tel. M.Co
Swedish-American Tel. Co.
Thomas, Wilcox A Dietz.
Viaduct Mfg. Go.
Warner Electric Co.
Western Electric Go.
Western Elect. Supply Co,
Western Tel. Const, Co.

Tools.
Klein A Son, Mathias.

Transformers.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.
General Electric Go,
Gregory Electric Co.
Siemens A HalskeElectric Co.
of America.

Wagner Elec. Mfg.Co.
Warren Elec. & Specialty Go.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Go.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co,
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

TurbinedtW^aterW^heels.
" Leffel A Co., Jas.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Blerce Smith-Vaile.

Universities.
Harvard University.
Worcester Polyt. Institute,

Varnislies.
Sterling Varnish Co.

Vulcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co,

Wire, Bare.
American Steel A WlreCo.
Besly A Co., Chas, H.
Central ElectrlcCo,
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonite Co.. The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co,
Western Electric Co.
Western Electrical Sup. Co.

W^oodivork.Electrlcal,
Bissell Go,, The F.
Noblett. E. J.

X-Ray Outfits.
Queen A Go.

P'or JklpKab^-tloAl Ind^x of /Wd'vor-fclnomon-ts So» ^a^g^m III.
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FEDERAL SALT"
FOR CARBON CYLINDER AND CARBON-MANGAN

GIVES nOBE CUBBENT, LOXGEB LIFE, ABSOLUTELY NO

FEDERAL SALT
NON-POLARIZING DRY BATTERY.

Wonderful

Recuperation,

Higher

Voltage and

Amperage.

Will do more

Hard Work

than any

Dry Battery

on the

Market.

No more

Running

Down on Uie

Shelf.

,
Both salts have a depolarizer

In the mixture. Federal Salt

No. I has more depolarizer than
Federallte, and so will last

longer. That's the only differ-

ence.
It's the DEPOLARIZER that

INCREASES the STRENGTH,
GIVES LONGER LIFE, and
DOES AWAY ABSOLUTELY
with CRYSTALIZATION and
CREEPING SALTS.

MADE BY

Federal Battery Co.
1 1 PINE STREET, N. Y.

Please send references when ordering.

Sc.
Package in case

lots of

I SO pacl(ages

F. 0. B.

Bound Brook,

N.J.

3c.
Package In case

lots of

ISO packages

F. 0. B.

Bound Brook,

N.J.

ESE BATTERIES.
CBYSTALS.

FEDERAL SALT No. I.

Federallte Sold in Bulk Also.

Siemens £ Halske Electric

Co. of Americai

GENERAL OFFIGES, CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS,

Railway, Lighting, Power Transmission.

liVIPRGVED DUNCAN INTEGRATING WATTMETERS.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, Denver, New York,

Philadelphia, St. Louis, San Francisco.

NEW TYPE SUNBEAM.

16 Candlepower 220 Volts

5uperiorQuality
Because...

CARBON FILAMENT,
Purest and Host
Uniform.

VACUUM.
More Perfect.

HATERIALS,
Highest Quality.

WORKHANSHIP,
Skilled Labor Em-
ployed.

TESTS,
Carefully Made.

High and Low Voltages Equally Efficient.

WRITE FOR SAMPLE.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAQO. NEW YORK.

ANTWERP.
Bridge Chambers, 171 QneflaVlctorla 3a Rue Boudewyas.

St., B. C, and North Woolwich. B.

St. Paul, ninn., American Electric Co., Northwestern Amenta.

ST. LOUIS OPPICB, Security Bulldinc, 5T. LOUIS, MO.

PAKIS.
4d Avenu« do BreCenU.
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Insulate your Electrical Machinery with ^^•^ •'^
nR. rr NEVER

Electric Varnish and protect your line

IT NEVER
OISAPPOIHTS .

with the Wood Ligfhtning: Arrester. Then you are safe.

THE WOOD LIGHTNING ARRESTER Section vrew

Short Qap=
Isn't It?

THAT'S WHAT DOES THE
WORK.

Patented April i9, 1892.

HAPPENED IN '92.

PROVED TO BE A

Good Thing=Is Yet.

Made in one style. Two finishes, though.

POL'SHED BRASS for switchboard. PLAIN
FINISH for pole use.

NON-INDUCTIVE.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
GENERAL SELLING AGENT5,

264=266=268=270 Fifth Avenue, CHICAGO.

COLUMBIA
CARBONS

FOR
ENCLOSED
ARCS

Guaranteed superior to any imported Carbon in uniformity of size and

straightness, or subject to return at our expense. Try us and be convinced.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
1 198 West Madison Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

ELECTRICAL MACHINERY
FOR POWER AND LIGHTING.

NEW YORK. N. Y.. 39 Cortlandt Street. ST. LOUIS, MO., 642 Century Building.

BOSTOI^I, MASS.. 31 Stale Street. CHARLOTTE, N. C. 29j S. Tryen Street.

. PHILADELPHIA, PA.. 14 S. Broad Street. ATLANTA, GA.. English-American Building.

WASHINGTON, D. C, Kellogg Building DENVER. COLO., 311 Kittredgc Building.

CHICAGO, ILL., Old Colony Building.

CROCKER-WHEELER
COMPANY,

General Office and Worlcs, Ampere, N.J.
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Dearborn
ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES.

Drus and
L.ab^ra-t^ri
Veee-table

WATERS FREE.

ihemical ^A/^orlcs,
s >A/a-tor Chemi
3oiler Compound!

OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS.
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Teleplione

Elecfric Liglit

Trolley

ST. LOUIS. MO.,

Century Bldg.

DULUTH. MINN.,

203 Palladlo mug.

POLES
Naugle,Holcomb&Go.,

OLD COLONY BLDG., CKICAGO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad

Contractors.

DETROIT. MICH.,

Wayne Co. Bank Bldg.

ESCANABA, MICH.
MASONVILLE, MICH.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, MICH.

Eleven Pole Yards Id Michlean.
Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

TIES.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Stock Constantly on Hand.
Poles

He IraP&stlms.
T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U. S. A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms.PoIeand
SwinglngHoocIs, House Bracketsand
other Specialties for Construction
WoT]^.— Catalogue and Prices fuT-
nisked on application

.

The Teoneot tolator Pin Co.

MANUFACTURERS

LOCUST and OAK PINS and
BRACKETS,

POLES and TIES,
Terra Alta, W. Virginia.

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Plnconnlng, Mlcta. Oreen Bay, Wis. New London, Wis.

CEDAR POLES
LINDSLCV BROTHERS COMPAIVY
MCNOMIIMEE. M/CH. a /v d PORTi- AN D, OHECO N .

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS
SO-FOOT TO 80-FOOT POLES OUR SPECIALTY

CEDAR POLES.
We have the Following Stock in Yard lor Prompt Shipment:

CEDAR POLES
... . so FT. to 100 FT. A SPECIALTY
PIL.NC^&^BR.OGE^r.^AieERS

JOHNH.FOWLER "°'c.?{lVcV"^ ' ^

Miaiiaplis Arm, Braclet & Re Co,,
ftuccessors to J. B. MAGER8,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Arms, Brackets, Locust and Oak Pins,

Tent Stakes, ROPE Lock Blocks.

Office, 126 S. Meridian St., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

FACTORY, JAMESTOWN, IND.

CR055-ARMS
PINS, BRACKETS
We manufacfuredandsold o/er
51K Mil/iOff P/ns and rmM///m
Cross-Arms /rr /899.

Ourgoods crre {Be//) 3Ta/Tc/arc/
We manufocfure on/i/ frorn best
mar/ena/-

Sever/ Facfones -

Skilled help anduneoualed fac-
ilities er/ahle us to fill a/I orders
prornpfit/.

Capacitg: over sooo '\

Lons leafi/ellorv pine I p n

Cross Arms. f " " 7

Orer *5.ooo LocustPins J

Let Us Know Your YYanta

EJ.NOBLETT

Chicgso.-
Long distance Telephone, Yards.sos

R. H. LEAVITT,
MASUFACTUBXa OS*

Telephone Cross-Arms, Brackets
AND PINS.

Write for Special Prices. CAPRON, ILL.

SIZE.
inches, 18

IK
18
20
:o
20
20

NO. PCS.

•' 1.048
" 398
• 4.481
' 3,474
" 1.234
" 127
' 7,050
" (i.ono
•• 3.000

SIZE. NO. res.
5 inches, 30 feet 1.534

30
35
35
40
40
40
45
50
50

120
.1,000
. 147
. 300
1,000

. 44

. 34:1

. 200

55
55
BO
GO
60
65
65
70

.124
1

. 13
. 36
. 1
. 3
. 5

1

Write for Special De'ivered Prices on this Stock.

C.H.WORCESTER & CO.,Koss, Mich.
tMANUFACTURERS OF CEDAR PRODUCTS.

POLES AHD CROSSARMS
BERTHOLD <&. JENNINCS,

CHEMICAL BUILDING, ST. LOUIS.

\A/Kii-be Oedar ^oles
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

wiouVc'e*kJ! PEBRIZO & SONS, ]>aggett, Micli.

IPa^^aWiu (wJvXu/iUy ^A^^^wvwW ^Jverw^

OAK PINS AND BRACKETS.
PAINTED
SACKED AND
CRATED.

rianufacturers for Wholesale Trade.

Prompt Shipments. Car Orders Solicited.

Kansas City & Southern Lumber Co.,
^F>fRII«iOF'IE:l-t3, IWIO.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING CO.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,

Manufacturers and Dealer, [n

Yellow Pine Cross Arms, Looutt Pins, Oak Pins, Electrical

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stocks on hand.

Delivered prices quoted, F. O. B. cars, your city. In any quantity. ^^WBITE US. ^

For Sale.

I have two cat-loads of 25-foot 6-inch

top telephone poles on track at Indianapo-

lis, shipped there by mistake. One car

contains 145 poles, the other 130. Must

be sold at once. Price Si. 45 at Indianapo-

lis. Write or telegraph to the under-

signed.

F. N. Carroll,
Traverse City, Michigan.

KLEIN'S

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS ^

Catalogue Free. ^g-5end for one. ^0
WlATHiAS Klein & Son. ^^

•T-B9 W. VAN BUREN STREET. CHICAGO,

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO. "adison, wis.

^CIUPPATOPQ 1-2 K. W. to 150 K. W., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
^yiCi^ciVMi v^ii.<»

Spherical. Steel, invertible. Multipolar.

. 1-2 H. P. to 150 H. P., Belted and Direct-Connected Type
FACTORY EQUIPMENTS A SPECIALTYMOTORS

OFFICES
i
Nortnern Engineering Co., The Northwest EnK'g Co.,

I
39 Corllandt St., New York. 8t, Paul, Minn,

E S W. Electrical Appliance Co., Machinery S Electrical Co,, Chicago—Northern Electrical Mfg. Co. B-R. Electric Co.

San Francisco. Cal. Los Angeles, Cal. 939-940 MonadnooS. Kansas City, Mo.

Northwest Electric Engineering Co., Portland, Ore,
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WE LIKE OURSELVES
To know what is best in the market and

when we know we like to pass it on.

There is the Dayton Fan. If you buy

one you will be grateful to us for many
years for the pointer. It is the best all-

around fan extant. We have more infor-

mation on the subject, at your service.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY, Chicago.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

PINS--BRAGKETS--GROSS-ARMS,

AERIAL GABLE BOXES,

IRON WORK FOR CONSTRUCTION.

I I

EVERYTHING GUARANTEED.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC FUSE CQ.,
345-347 S. Canal Strett, CHICAGO, ILL

INDIA O, AMBER

TPf
IN ANY SHAPE OR PATTERN.

EMPIRE MIC
IISISILAT to riy- COI>1PULilVO

lii^eiieMimsclLsCo Mioi liisiildtorro.
2IS>v,,iri St Nov York ^ Cliir.iOo. ii:i.ikivSt.

A COMMUTATOR NECESSITY!

60 CENTS PER STICK. $5.00 PER DOZEN.
Upon Receipt of tbis COUPON we will

5endFREE, Sample Stick.

Name .

.

Address .

w.x.

The only article that will PREVENT
SPABKINfl. Win keen the commutator In
good condition and PREVENT CUTTING.

ABSOLUTELY WILL NOT GUM
THE BRUSHES

It will put that high gloss on the comma,
tator you have so long sought after.

For Sale by all Supply Houses, or

K. Mclennan & Co.,
5oIe Manufacturers.

909 Title and Trust Bldg., CHICAQO, ILL.

^r^mp-fc SHiiprr^^rffca.

DESK AND CEILING FANS, 1900 MODELS.
Send for Catalogue 21 lO.

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
main Omce and Factory,
ST. iiOuiH, mo.

Eastern Office and Hi arelion^e,
136 liiberty r>l4t.,]VEW YORJiClTY

EAGLE
INSULATING

VARNISH.

Best made, light col-
ored, remains elastic.

Send for sample and
be convinced.

Eagle Paint & Varnish Works,
PITTSBURG. PA.

'«'^"S"J,i^'"''«VitroChrome
look like natural f^lass. The colors produced are bright and durable, and can be used for Indoor
and outdoor decorations; also used for RAILWAV AMI> MTIiiamBOAT SIGIVAIj
lilGUTS, EliECTBlC SlttNS, ETC. Vitro Chrome is superior to any other incandescent
lamp color. A trial will convince you. Manufactured only by

VITRO CHROME OHEMICAL CO.,
421 B Milwaukee St., MILWAUKEE, WIS.

The Worcester Polytechnic Institute,

WORCESTER, MASS.
T. C. Mendenhall, Ph. D., LL. D.. President.

Courses of study In Mechanical, Civil and Elec-
trical Engineering, Chemistry and General
Science. New and extensive laboratories In
Engineering, Electricity, Physics and Genera]
anof Industrial Chemistry. Special facilities In
Steam and Hydraulict-. 200-page catalogue,
showing positions filled by graduates, mailed free.

Address J. K. MARSHALL, Reelstrar.

F BELL.
IT PAYS
TO USE
THE BEST.

HUEBfi & MANGER,
286 GRAHAM STREET, BROOKLYN, N Y.

COAL AND ASHES HANDLING
MACHINERY, SHAFTING, PULLEYS,

CLUTCHES, PATENT MACHINE-MOULDED
POPE SHEAVES, ETC.

CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION.

LINK-BELT NIACHINEBY CO.,
Engineers. Founders. Mactiinists.

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

OfUXJU

tAAyii i/y\J

JOHN T. McROY
302 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

138 WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO

Send for Circular.

For Sale by all Dealers and Electric
Supply Houses.

THOTVTSON'S
New Double Focus Tubes have been designed for

use with heavy transformer sets, giving more than
1 2-inch spark, and are equipped with our new ad-
juster, by means of which the proper degree of

vacuum can be maintained.

.Send for Catalogue No. 9050.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND MINIATURE
LAMP DEPARTMENT,

(General Electric Co.) Harrison, N. J.

YOU ARE TAKING CHANCES
If you buy an Arc Lamp without
first giving the subject thorough
investigation.

THE ''BELDEN" SYSTEM

has many superior points that

have convinced others.

Our illustrated catalog tells

what an Arc Lamp SHOULD
BE and what THE BELDEN
IS.

Belden-Larwill Electric &

Mfg. Co.,

FT. WAYNE, IND.
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fSJlNK H. PHILLIPS. Prccidknt.
•, H. WAOCNSCIL, TncABUMfi.

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS,
GCNKMAL MANaOEH.

E. ROWLAND PHILLIPS, Vick-Phes.
C. R. REMINOTON, JR., SEC.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
amerk:anite, magnet, office and

annunciator wires.
cables for aerial and underground use.

Nbw York Stohk, W. J. Watson. 26 Ck>rllan(it St.
Ohicaoo Stoke, F. E. Dooahoe. 241 MadlBon St.
MoKTBBAL Branch. Eugene F. Phillips' Electrloal Works.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIPSDALE. R. I.

THIS

Water-Wheel Governor
Regulates the turbines used on elec-

tric railway load in the Niagara
Falls Hydraulic Power & Manufac-
turing Company's plant.

We build governors adapted to

all makes of water-wheels, working
under all conditions. 70,000 horse

power in use. We guarantee the

best speed regulation which can be
obtained under any conditions.

Address

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR COIVIPANY,
NO. 61 HAMPSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASSi

P
ATENTS.
PI6E i DURIND,

SOLICITORS OF AMERICAN AND
FOREIGN PATENTS.

Adims Ex. Bids., 185 Dearborn SI.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Six Years with General Electric Company.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,
Counsellor at Law,

No. 66 Broadway, - NEW YORK CITY.

Patent Causes. Patent Soliciting.

Your Money's Worth
or your money back when you buy a C A H Rheostat.
3,000 standard motor starters and motor speed regu-

_ lators constantly in stock from which we can make
Immediate shipment. Reliable; flrepoof; approved by Hre nnderwriters. Send for illustrated
catalogue W and discount sheet.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFC. CO.,
MILWAUKEE, WIS. NEW YORK OFFICE, 136 LIBERTY STREET.

W« are the largest and oldest exclusive manufacturers of Rheostats in the world.

The Bossert Electric Gonstruction Go.
MANUFACTURERS OF o

STEEL OUTIiET AUTD JUNCTIOIf BOXES,
BWITCHBOABDS, PAHEIi BOARDS, SWITCHES, KTO.

Delivered,

A THOROUGH school for the beginner—a valuable
reference book for the expert. If not found sat-

isfactory money refunded upon return of book in

good condition. Contains a dictionary defining 1,500

electrical words, terms and phrases. It carries you from
the fundamental principles of electricity to the finished

dynamo, -^

E. R. WAUnAMAN.
Electrical Wireman. Kittanning. Pa.
Cleveland Armature Works, Clevelaad, Ohio.
Gentlemen:—I received your book, Practical Electric-

ity, and would not part with it for four times its cost if I

could not get another copy. Yours truly. E. K. Waugajman.

CLEVELAND ARMATURE WORKS, 1281 HamiitonSt., Cleveland, 0.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

O.K." Weatherproof Wire.

Slof-Boming Weatiierproof

and Slow-Burning Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.j

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.

roTHERS
39-43

W. WASHINGTON ST.,
CHICAGO.

REPAIRS
For Everything Electrical, including NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO.'S MACHINES.

Manufacturers
of the

Celebrated Perfection

Brushes
for Dynamos
and Motors.

PERFECT
iNTiNG Plates
by ev&py ppocess.

^SIGNING AND
SUSTFtATIN G.

2,for specimens.
*INGRAVINC6"/
(LECTROTYPINgI

^BORN ST

The Colorado Incandescent Lampi
OoMed Filament. Even Distribution of Light. Full Rated Candle Power. Exact Efficiencv Ordered.

Long Life. Low In First Cost, Cheapest In the Aggregate. Send tor Price List

THE COLORADO LAMP CO., Denver. Colo.

Kentucky

Incandescent
KENTUCKY ELECTRICAL

Chicago Agent, J. W. Brooks, 600 Plymouth BIdg.

LAMPS|7cCO., Owensboro, Ky. # U
oke, eOB Plymouth Bids. ^* ^" ^^^

NOTE OUR PRICES ON DYNAMOS
COPPER COMMUTATORS GUARANTEED 3 YEARS.

10 LIGHT, $30 30 LIGHT, $65 75 LIGHT, $115
20 " 50 SO " 85 100 " 145

Warranted free from mechanical and electrical defects. Armatures
rewound, commutators refilled, machines repaired.

All woric guaranteed. Send for catalogue.

The Chicago Motor and Dynamo Co., Inc.,
39-43 WEST WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

READY FOR THE MARKET.
"PEMOO," the new atyle Creole rosette. In-

alatlon perfect, lon^faBe, superior
In e'very detail.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co., Peru, Ind.

The Vetter Current Tap,
A Tapping Plug and Lamp Socket Combined.

A Blmple and safe device lOT tapplog end carrylBff the current from anv electric Ileht
fliture to Motore. Drop-lights and other ©lecfcrlcftl devices WITHOUT THE LOSS OF LAMP
IN FIXTUBE. Adapted to any ayatem of uftctric lighting. When ordering, atate what
socket is Qsed. Each tap is packed, with fall directions, In a neat box.

E.B.MEVR0WIT2,:
MANUFACTLRER
•od PATENTEE.

104 EAST 23d STREET,
NEW YORK.

ALSO AT 125 W. 42d STREET.

6O4 Nicollet Ave., ftlinneapolis. 360 St. Peter St., St. Paul.

8 Rue Scribe, FarlB. France.

BEIOAUISE YOU
Are ''well up" in ELECTRICITY, are YOU as well posted in the matter of

ECONOMY in your STEAM PLANT?
THEIMPROVED ROBERTSON THOMPSON INDICATOR will show you if engine is working economically

and developing full power for amount of fuel consumed. The most modern. Fully guaranteed.
Oni'-third lower in price than others.

EUREKA PACKING makes a tigh tec joint with less friction, lasts two to three times longer, and costs
no mori' tlian poor packing. FUREKA has the largest sale of any packing made.

NINE ELIMINATOR, the most successful device for sejiarattng water from live steam, and extracting
oil from exhnuist steam. Thousands in use. Sent out on approval. Prices very low.

ROBERTSON FEED WATER HEATER because of its return system will heat the water to 206 to 210°
with exhaust eteam, and shows more economy in fuel than any other. Moderate in price.

Send for Catalogue.

JAS. L. ROBERTSON & SONS, 198 Fulton Street, New York.
branches: boston, philadelphja.
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Sealed bids to light the city of

Lebanon, Ky., will be received un-

til Saturday, Sept. ist, igoo—

3

o'clock p. m., with thirty-two

1,200 candle power arc lights. The
contract to take effect January ist,

1901, and continue in force until

December 31st, 1904. The city

reserves the right to reject any or

all bids. Address all bids to

JOHN BARR, Mayor,

Lebanon, Ky.

WANTED.
Electrical instrument makers wanted

Good, steady men on ammeter and volt-

meter work. Only good men need apply.

Apply

42 CENTER ST., Lynn, Mass.

WANTED TO BUY.
^Veareln the market for pood secoad-hand

high-speed Automatic and CorlUs engines. We
want several such at once. Write us, giving
full particulars.

CAMP ENGINEERING CO.,

1 8 South Canal Street, Chicago, III.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

WALSH'S SONS & CO.,
£60 WASHINGTON ST.. NEWARK, N. J.

FOR SALE.
^Jhsiilator Tin Factory, situated ou main line of
ti^ 15. & O. It. K Uj30(I freight rates both east
^d west. Unlimited supply of locust and o^k
timber, which can be bought cheap, delivered tn

factory. I'leiity of orders, good profits and a
nice business for small capital. T.. care Western
Electrician, 610 Marquette Building, Chicago.

Send for Circular and

Manufactured

HARTWIG & MILLER,

$31.50 Round Trip lo Denvar, Colorado

Springs and Pueblo,

Via Chicago, Union Pac fie and North-
western Line, Jiiile 19, 20, July 3, 9, 17.

August 1,-7 and 21, good returning until

October 31. Also very low rates on the

same dates to Glenwood Springs, Ogden,
Salt Lake City, Hot Springs and Dead-
word, S. Dak. Quickest time. Best ser-

vice. All agents sell tickets via Chicago
& North-Western R'y. For full particu-

lars address,

DETROIT, MICH. W. B. Kniskern. 22 Fifth Avenue, Chi-

1 cage. III.

WANTED ^ ^^°:

CEO. F. SCHWALM CO.,

FOR SPOT CASH
BURNED OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND BASES.

SECOND-HAND
Dynamos and Motors.

We invite correspondence
with those wishing to

bay or sell.

SCHUREMAN & HAYDEN,

140 S. Clinton St., Chicago.

HARRISON, N.J.

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

SECOND-HAND ELECTRIC MACHINES.
110 Volt

Incandescent
Dynamos.

Arc Dynamos

.

Alternators

Generators

.

Motors

2 1,100 Light, 60 KW. Edison.

1 350 Light n. S. 1 250 Light U. S.

And an assortment of other sizes.

I No. 8 Fort Wayne-Wood, 7.) Light, 1,200 C. P.

1 No. 6 Fort Wayne- Wood, 35 Light, 1.200 C. P.

1 T.-H. L. D.-2, 35 Light, 2,O0OC. P.—1 W. B.,30 Light, 2,000 O. P.

3 3A Slattery, 1,300 Light with Exciters.

2 T.-H. A. 35, 650 Light, with Exciters.

2 Fort Wayne, 6 Pole. 100 KW.. 110 Volts.

1 Edison, No. 32, 100 KW.. 500 Volts,

1 T.-H. M. P.. 75, 75 KW., 600 Volts.

1 T.-H. D., 62. 62 KW., 500 Volts.

1 Edison No. 20, 60 KW., 500 Volts.

1 Wood B. P., 45 KW., 500 Volts.

1 Edison No. 4, 12 KW., 220 Volts.

110 Volts, 220 Volts and 500 Volts In sizes from 1-6 H.
150 H. P.

P. to

CATALOGUES AND INFORMATION ON APPLICATION.

STEWART ELECTRICAL CO., V:'«":«l."^."S:

AMERICAN-^'"
ARE THE BEST. Send for deacrlptlx Circular.

Absolutely Non-lnfrlngins.
Protection Guaranteed.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
csT'o ,,ai. 171 S. Clinton St., Chicago, III,

ful and jjainlig better po-

riinii rrniiir sitiorsttod stihu ies study-

tNolrhtmNbiDy at lome byonmiiiil
system. We teach Elec-

TIIPUTlrlcal Engiiieerii>B. Mechanj
0*3" I cal KnKineefttig. Mecbanical

ni# 111 II Driiwinp, Electric Uwhting.
BY MAIL'J'elephony, Sbort Populiir

Electrical Course. etc..

by mail. Study in spare tiine nnlv.
Instituteenrtorsed by Thomas A. Edi.stm

and <ithers. Catalogue frep. E eclrical Engi
nter Inst , Dept.K. 2<0-2 W. 23d St., New York,

HARVARD UNIVERSITV.
Lawrence Scientific School.
Twelve departments of study leading to the de-

cree of Itachelorof Science. Civil F.nyineering,
I'^lectricalEngineering.Meciianical Engineering,
Miningand Metallurgy. Architecture. Landscape
.Vrchitecture, Cbemisiry. Geology, Ifiology. An-
tomy and Physiology, For Teachers of Science

and General Science.
For Descriptive Pamphlet apply to

•T. L. LOVE, Secretary, Cambridge, Mass.
N. S. SHALER, Dean.

REPAIRS
WRITC VS

RoBT.L.McOuAT^

INDIANAPOLISJND. REPAIRS
iio-Volt Incandescent Dynamos.

1 12-lIght Edison, % M. F.
1 25-llght O. & C.. self-oiler.

I 35-llght Duplex, 75, self-oiler. .

1 35-llght Westinghouse, self-oller.

1 36-Iight Bernard, self-oller.

1 50-nght Hawbeye, self-oller.

1 60-llght Bain, self-oller.

1 BO-llght Card, self-oiler.

2 90-Ilght Westinghouse.
1 160-lIght Itockford.
1 2O0-llght Howard.
1 250-light Comiuerclal, corap., self-oller.

1 26(>-llgbt Niitioual, comp,, selE-oiler.

l 270-llght T.-H., conip., self-oller.

1 SUO-Ught Elckmeyer.
1 340-llght Eddy, self-oller. compound.
2 350-llght Hiiukeye, conip. wound.
1 350-light National, self-oller, compnund.
1 350-llgbt Edison. 20 K. W., self-oller.

1 3G0-'llght Uockford, self-oiler, compound.
1 450-llght Edison, 25 K. W., self-oller.

I 400-llght Wood, M. P.. self-oiler.

1 450-llght Itockford, self-oller.

1 &40-llBht Edison. 30 K. W., oil cup.
4 640-Ilght Edison, 30 K. W., self-oilers,

compound.
1 640-lIgbt Westhighouse, 8-poIe, slow-speed.

30 K. W., self-olItT, new.
I 600-llght E. a C. slow speed, M. P., self-

oller, compound.
1 €00-l!ght Elckmeyer.
2 700-llgbt Siemens & Halske, 40 K. W., M.

I'., slow speed.
2 700-llght Westlngbouse, 10-pole, slow

speed, 40 K. \V.. self-oilers.

new.
1 800-Ilght Uockford, self-oller, new nrm't.
4 SOO-llght Edison, 45 K. W.. self-oilers.

1 1350-llght Waddell-Enz, 80 K. W., M. P.,

for direct connection.

BOOSTER SET.

1 Siemens & Hnlske, mnltlpolnr Ironclad
type booster set, for raising 275 amperes.
26 volts or less; motor. 90 amperes, 110

volts; generator, 275 amperes, 26 volts.

50o-Volt Oenerators.

1 46 K. W. Edison, compound, ^elf-oIIer.

IIGO K. W. Detroit, M. P., compound, self-

oller.

DIRECT-CONNECTFD RAILWAY
GENERATORS.

1 100 H. P., 500-Vrtlt W.?HtltighouBe, Kodak
set Westlnghouae Kenbrator and West-
inghouse eomp. engine, 14x21x14, all com-
plete, fine.

REGORYT
ELECTRIC CO.

54-62 5.CLINTOM ST. CHICAGO.R SAL-EI-
Altsritatin; Qanerators.

1 350-llght Tbtfhison-Hoaston. A. 18.

i eou-liglit Uiiiii, 30 K. W., self-oiler, new
tooMied nrmature.

1 600 light Thomson-Houston. A. 6, 30 K. W.
1 OOO-liflit Tliomsoh-Huuston, 30 K. W.,

two-phase. 1100 volts.
2 G50-Ilght Tbonison-Houston, A. 35. s. o.

2 750-llght Westinghouse. 3714 K W.
1 900-light BO-cycle Westinghouse, 46 K. W.,

self-oiler, toothed armature,
compound wound.

1 1000-llght Wood, 60 K. W., self-oller,
tootlied armature.

1 120!)-llght Westinghouse, 60 K. W., self-
oller, toothed arnialure.

1 HOO-llKht Westinghouse, 70 K. W.
2 6000-iight Westinghouse, 300 K. W., toothed

armature, composite wound,
self-oilers, outboard bearings.

I 6000-llght Westinghouse, SOO K. W., 2200
volts, toothed armature, com-
Eoslte wound, self-oller, out-
oard bearings.

Arc Dynamos.
1 20-llgbt 2000 C. P. Western Electric.
1 25-llght 2000 C. P. T.-H.
1 30-llgbt 2000 a. P. Western Electric, self-

oller.

1 30-llght 2000 C. P. Brush, No. 7.

2 35 light 2000 C. V. T.-H., I,. D. 2.

1 40-llgbt 2000 0. P. Wood, No. 7.

2 40-llght 2000 C. P. Western Electric, self-

oilers.
4 45-llgbt 1200 C. P. T.-H., M. 12.

4 45-llght 1200 O. P. Brush, No. 7.

1 BO-llght 2000 C. P. Excelsior, latest type.
2 60-llgbt liOO C. P. T.-H., L. D. 12.

1 60-llght 2000 O. P. Western Electric, self-
oller.

1 60-llght 2000 C. P. Brush, No. 7%.
2 00-llgbt 2000 C. P. Western Electric, self-

oilers.
1 CO-llght 2000 O. P. Westinghouse.
3 60-llght 2000 C. P. Wood, l\'o. 8.

Arc Dynamos.—Contlnjed.
3 65-llght 2000 O. P. Brush. No. 8, now ar-

mature.
2 75-llght 1200 0. P. Staudard.
1 75-liKht 2000 0. P.W'estlngbouse-
3 126-llght 1200 C. P. Excelsior, latest type,

self-oilei's, line.

iio-Volt iVlotor*.

2 1 H. P. Hoth, self-oilers.
I 2 H. P. Duplex," self-oller.
1 2 H. 1'. Westinghouse, self-oller.
1 3 H. P. Jennev, seif-oiicr.
1 3 H. P. Card, selt-oiler.
2 T& H. P, Westinghouse.
1 12 H. P. Koekford.
1 18 H. P. National, self-oller.
1 18 H. P. Commercial, self-oiier.
I 18 H. P. T.-H., self-oller.
1 18 H. P. Siemens & Halsise, U. P., self-

oller.

1 20 H. P. Elckmeyer.
1 24 H. P. Eddy, self-oiler.
1 26 H. P. Roci<ford.
2 30 H. P. Edison, 25 K. W., seif-niiers.
1 25 H. P. National, seli-oiier.
4 25 H. P. Edison. 20 K. W., self-oilers.
1 30 H. P. Kockford.
7 35 H. P. Edison, scif-ollers.
1 35 H. P. Westioghonse, 8-pole, slow

speed, 30 K. W., solt-oller,
new.

320-Volt Motors.

2 1 H. P. Eddy, self-oilers.
1 1 H. P. Edison, % K. W., self-oller.
2 1 H. P. E. & C, new, self-oilers, M. P.,

slow speed.
1 IVi H. P. Lundell, slow speed, solf-oiler.
1 3 H. P. Crocker-Wbeeier, self-oller,

slow Sliced.
1 3 H. P. General Electric, type I. B.,

sclf-olier.
2 3 IT. P. Card, slow speed, self-ollors.

1 6 H. P. Akron, self-oller.

220 Volt Motors.—Continued.
1 5 H. P. Eddy, ring type. M. P.
1 5 H. P. Westinghouse, self-oller.
1 7% H. P. Rotb, selt-oiler.
2 7V4 H. P. Eddy, self-oilers.
1 7V4 H. P. Edison, scit-oiler.
1 12 H. P. T.-H., self-oiler.
1 16 H. P. Crocker-~\Vbeeler elevator mo-

tor, with controller.
1 60 H. P. Northern, M. P., self-oiler,
1 60 H. P. Edison, self-oller, 45 K. W.

Soo-Volt Motors.
2 1 H. P. Jenney, self-oilers.
3 1 H. P. Crocker-Wheeler, self-diiers,

slow speed.
1 1 H. P. Lundell. self-oiler, slow speed.
1 1 H. P. C. & C. self-oller.
1 214 H. P. Wood, self-oller.
1 3 H. P. Hdbart, self-oiler.
1 3 H. P. Thomson-Houston.
2 314 H. P. Rockford, ironclad, seif-ollers,
1 5 H. P. 1). & D.
1 6 H. P. T.-H., 6 K. W.
I 714 H. P. Jones, self-oller.
1 7% H. P. Thomson-Houston.
I 10 U. P. Eddy, self-oller, M. P.
1 10 H. P. C. & C, self-oller.
1 10 H. P. Card, M. P., self-oller. slow

siteed.
1 18 H. P. T.-H.
2 18 H. P. C. & O., self-oilers.
1 20 H. P. Commercial, self-oller.
1 20 H. P. Card, self-oiler.

1 25 H. P. Edison, new armature.

_

1 30 H. P. Commercial, self-oller.

1 30 H. P. T.-H.. self-oiler.

1 30 H. P. Edison, 25 K. W.. self-oller.

Alternating-Current Motors.
SINGLE PHASE.

1 14 H. P. Stanley, 100 volts, 16000 alterna-
tions, single-phase.

2 1 H. P. Ft. Wayne, 100 v., 126-cycle,
self-oilers, single-phase.

2 5 H. P. Wagner, single-phase, 60-cycle,
200 volts.

Alternating-Current Hotors.
MULTIPHASE.

2 1 H. P. Westinghouse, self-olIers, 2-pbase,
60-cycle. lOO volts.

1 10 H. P. Gen. Electric, self-oller, 3-pbase,
type 8-10-900, Form A, 60-cycle,
110 volts.

Arc Motors.
I 14 H. P. Excelsior, 9.6 amp.
II H. P. Excelsior, 9.6 amp.
1 2 H. I'. Excelsior, 9.6 amp.

Special Bargain: One 76 K. W., 6O0 V., direct-connected Westinghouse Kodak Set.

LARGE STOCK OF TRANSFORMERS, METERS AND ARC LAMPS.
NOTICE.—All mwbliiciire utitMUj b Xock read; lor prampl delivery. All micbloes ire [uruleed, Wrile lor pirilcnian end send lor MONTHLY BAROAIN SHEET with ocl casb price.
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.

^Ve also have a full line of
modern pattrrns for dears
and Po^^c^ Transmission
nachiner>.

_
That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-
riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, High Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,
257 Lehman street, DAYTON, OHIO.

Tbe Standard Open Circuit BatterleJ

of tlie World.

SESD VOB OIBOCLAE AND FBIOIS.

THE LECLANCH^ BAHERY CO.
111 He 117 East )3IrfSi„ M. Y,

SILVER-PLATED

MIRROR REFLECTORS.
A flat Reflector, for use with

^^^ any system of incandescent elec-

^^T trie light, where it is desired to

spread the light considerably.

Its silver-plated mirror plate

lining makes it moSl effective and

pleasing, and always as good as

Convex, reflecting slightly be-

' low the horizontal in all direc-

tions. Used in stores, etc., for

general illumination.

OKT OUR PRICES.

OUR STUDENTS:
SUCCEED

American Reflector &, Lighting Co.,
27 1-273 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO.

CARGENT & LUNDY,

Engineers,

II40 MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO

FREDERICK SARGENT. A. D LUNDY.

PI-A-ri IM«JIVI
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Sonp and Nttlve FlatlDum Furohued.BAKKB A CO.. 408-414 New Jeney
Railroad Ave., IVeivark. S, J.

N«w York Offloe, 130 LIteity Street.

INCREASED SAURY.
I ivas getting }j3 a mooth as

assistant in an Electric Light-
ing Plant ivhen I took up the
Electrical Engineering Couree.
Since that time. I have passed
fourCivil Senice Examinations,
and have had nay salary raised
four times. I am now getting

S87 per month, and can truth-

fully say that 1 owe my success
to correspondence instruction.

R.G.ELLIOTT,
Danncmora, N. Y.

MACHINIST TO ENGINEER.
I recommend The Interna-

tional Correspondence Schools
as being' one of the best means
through nhich to obtain an edu-
cation. The method employed
is simple and easily understood.
At the time I enrolled, I was
holding a position as machinist
and steam fitter. Iain now chief
engineer for r.S.&T.EIkinton,
Philadelphia, Pa.

WH. R. HORNER.
Philadelphia. Pa.

Ml to S70, Id Small Moatbly lostallmeiits, pays lor a

Salary-Raising Education
In Electrical Engineering, Electric Lig&t and Power,

Telephony, Telegraphy, Steam. Mechanical,
and Civil Engineering.

Established 1891- Capital. $1,500,000.

Stndfor Circulars atid Local Re/trences.

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,

Box lOiZ, ScrantoD, PeoDa.

Machinery and Supplies at Bargain Prices.
We have the largest estabHshment of its kind on earth. Our plant and yards cover over a million feet of space.

We are constantly buying factories and buildings. We purchased the Omaha Exposition, the World's Fair, the Chicago

Postoffice Buildings, etc., etc. Our facilities for rebuilding machinery are unsurpassed. We furnish a binding guar-

antee with all goods purchased. Our stock is constantly being added to. Get our prices on the following:

One 25-light, 2,000 c. p. Westinghouse low-tension
arc dynamo.

Two 50-light Standard arc d^ namos.
One 20-light Sperryarc dynamo.
One 500-light, 100-volt Edison dynamo.
One 1,000-IightlOOO-volt WoodFt. Wayns alternat-

ing dynamo, complete with switchboard and
exciter.

Onfi l.OOO-light, l,000-voU "Westinghouse dynamo,
complete "with swilchboard and exciter.

One 1,200-light Slailery alternating dynamo.
One portable Weston ammeter, reading from

to 150.

Two Thompson alternating ammeters, reading
from to 100.

Fifty lb, 20, 40 and 80 ampere Westinghouse house
meters.

200 series arc lamps, different makes.
Rubber-covered, weatherproof and bare copper

wire.

5,000 assorted sizes clear and-opal arc globes

OUR CATALOG NO. 156 IS AN EDUCA-

TOR. ASK FOR IT SURE. Write to-day.

One 18x42 Frick Corliss engine.
One 20x32 Watertown automatic engine.
One 18x28 AVatertown automatic engine.

One 12x20x14 Bali compound engine.
One 9ixl6xl4 Payne compound engine.

One Armington & Sims cross-compound condens-
ing engine, 30x20x15.

One 15x14 Ideal automatic engine.
One 14^x13 Armington & Sims automatic engine.

One 12x21 Buckeye automatic engine.
One 12x12 Armington & Sims automatic engine.

One 12x12 Ideal automatic engine.
One 250 h p. Baragwanath feed-water heater.
Oine Stilwell-Bierce li ve steam heater and purifier.

One 150 h. p. Berryman heater.
One 125 h. p. Baragwanath heater.

Ore 500 h. p. H-mover ir dependent condenser.
Two 72x16 horizontal tubular boilers.

One 60x18 horizontal tubular boiler.

Two 00x16 horizontal tubular boilers.

Five 54x16 horizontal tubular boilers.

Two 54x14 horizontal tubular boilers.

Two 4Pxl0 horizontal tubular boilers.

T'A'o 48x14 horizontal tubu'ar b ilers.

Ten Hill friction-clutch pulleys, 52x22x6 in. bore,

double arm, double crown, double belt.

Just purchased it RECEIVER'S SALE 100 Rolls

finest quality NEW LEATHER BELTING, double

thick, AND WARRANTED IN EVERY WAY.

13 rolls 10-inch price per foot, $1.10
lOrolls 12-inch " " 1.34

15 rolls 14-inch " " 1.56

17 rolls 16-inch " "
1.80

14 rolls 18-inch " " 2.00

6 rolls 20-inch " " 2.22

6 rolls 22-inch
" •' 2.42

4 rolls 24-inch " " 2.68

These prices are strictly net cash, subject to

prior sale. WE WILL MAKE ANY BELT ORDERED

ENDLESS, IF SO DESIRED, WITHOUT ADDITIONAL

CHARGE.

Two cars of fine Cold Rolled Steel Shafting,

all sizes, braid new.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.,
WEST 35TH AND IRON STREETS, CHICAGO.

Hi
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A PERFECT

DESK PHONE.
Adjustable Head, Platinum Contacts,

Auxiliary Springs in Receiver and
Transmitter, Silk Cords.

Material Used, Workmanship,
Fine Finish and Results Considered

make it the Cheapest and the Best.

Swedish-American

Telephone Co.,
Nos.69,7 1 and 73 W.Jackson Blvd.,

CHICAGO.

STANDARD

Telephone and Electric

Company,

MADISON, WIS.
Manufacturers and Importers

High Grade

Telephone Apparatus
EXCLUSIVELY.

WRITE FOR I900 CATALOGUE.

HUGO SCHUMACHER, Prest.

J. A. AEBOGAST, Vlce-Prest.

MAX SCHUMACHER, Secy and Treas.

M. GARL, Supt.

Garl Electric

Company,
AKRON, OHIO.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
1015 Monadnock Building.

Hotel or House
Telephone.

Sole Patentees and
Manufacturers of

Girl Railway, Hotel and Factory Telephone

Systems. Garl Electric Gun for Fire

and Burglar Alarms.
Intercommunicatino
Factory Telephone.

J. H. VAN VLISSINQEN, Pregt. W. C. HEINROTH, Trea«. L. a. BOWMAN, Sec'y and Qen'l Mjr.

WESTERN TELEPHONE

CONSTRUCTION CO.,

I53-I59S. Jefferson Street, CHICAGO.

PIONEERS
In the Manufacture of

TELEPHONES
AND

SWITCHBOARDS.
NEW MANAGEMENT, AMPLE CAPITAL, LARGE FACILITIES,

RELIABLE PRODUCTS. RIGHT PRICES.
"WESTERN" Apparatus wa& the pioneer In the Indepondent field. It is baiter to-day than ever before

and purchasers of telephone apparatus should not tall to investigate our claims.

Automatic Lightning Arrester.
Poiitive protection lor telephones and iwitchboardi

against any abnormal currtnt.

No (use to burn out, line is never open, service
never interrupted; it works automatically, is guar-
anteed not to burn out, requires no attention what-
ever alter being installed, f

It has less resistance than any other irrester,

resistance being less than one ohm.
The working parts are mounted on porcelain basb

and are ornamental in appearance.
We put them up single lor Individual 'phimes, and

in cabinets for exchange use; the cabinets require
but small floor space.

'

Protection without annoyance it what you want;
try this device on some ol your toll or worst lines

a d see for yoursell what it will do.

Correspondence Solicited.

Butler-Taylor Co.,
Ravenna, Ohio.

STERLING ELECTRIC CO.,
EXCLUSIVE MANurACTURCna OP

BELL-STYLE TELEPHONE
FOB THB INDEPENDENT FIELD.

Main Office and Factory at LAFAYETTE, IHD. Branch Office. Chicago.

CHICAGO OFFICE, N». 1860 DIONADSOCK BCII/DINCi.
Eastern Rcpresentallve, COLUMBIA ELECT. SUPPLY CO., 93 Liberty St., NEW YOKK CITY.

EUREKA electric CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

THE LARGEST LINE OF HIGH-GRADE TELEPHONE APPARATUS,

CABLE HEADS, SWITCHBOARDS, TELEPHONES. cI^alogue.

NOS. 157-167 S. Canal St., CHICAGO, U. 8. A.

The Warner Pole Changer

STOP
THAT OLD RATTLE

TRAP
which you call a Power

Generator.

BUY A
WARNER
POLE CHANGER
for ringing subscribers

and be up-to-date.

Get our Catalogue; it

tells all about it.

THE WARNER ELECTRIC CO.. Muncie,M
TELEPHONE MEN AND ALL USERS OF
MAGNET COILS HAVEYOUR MAGNET COILS

WOUND BY MACHINERY
HERE'S THE OBJECT

LESSON-
A PLAIN FACT

These 28 spools contalnlngf 91 Ibn. of
No-HfiHlnRlcsllk-eoveredwlrowtll cost you
t24:)i»etatriO, 10. 10,5 oU'llHr-, and tliere Is
t<ulI1clent wlra on tlieue. ZH upoolB to wind
1,000 bOO-ohm l.rMElnp-bell nrngmotH. Your
wlndlner labor will .mmC y<>u at leant Ifi

additional, makliiK a infiil cntit of your
own 1,000 niatriidlH ilnlHlieil at factovy, BlJlB.

The above box contains 1,000 "Duprex"
magnet wlndlnRS. Kach winding In made
up of No. 30 wire, 500 oh inn per winding,
and eat; li winding has I- per cent, mure
turns than there are In the ordinary
wound maffiiot, I'rfi-o, esiS.TO net. Thfa
IH 10 per (('lit. ICHH timn your wire bill

and ^'13 oliurgo uulhlng for winding.

WESTERN OFFICE, 505 FISHER BUILDING, CHICAGO.

THE VARLEY DUPLEX MAGNETCO. DOES IT BY MACHINERY

13871^51JERSEYCITYNJ. c^.'sf^^Rf^tXH^v.
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New Models
for 1900. LUNDELL FANS Thousands

in use.

ECONOMICAL
VENTILATION.

The Luodell Fans are the most econom-

ical current-consuming fans on the market.

They are designed with a view to effi-

ciency, strength, durability, smoothness of

operation, compactness and noiselessness,

and are without question the best fans

ever manufactured.

The desk fan. fastened to a special

frame, can be placed in the top of the

window and used to drive out the foul air

and draw in the fresh air, thus giving a

perfect circulation and providing a pure

and health-giving ventilation at small

expense.

QUICK
SALES.

The Lundell Fans sell better than any
other. They were the first efficient fans

put on the market and are still the

standard. They are very popular with

the export trade and are shipped in great

quantities to the warm climates.

The Lundell Fans are made in a variety

of styles including desk, bracket, column,

ceiling, suspended, alternating current

and battery fans, and are adapted to meet
every condition. The 15 and 18 inch fans

introduced this season give a uniformity to

the series of sizes that will be of great

advantage to the trade.

Correspondence invited.

SPRACUE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
GENERAL OFFICES: 527-531 West 34fh Street, NEW YORK.

CHICAGO: Fisher Building. BOSTON: 275 Devonshire Street.

WORKS: Bloomfield, N. J. and lllMl mi III 1*41; New York.

5*;

No. 1900.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC

TELEPHONE CO.,

38 to 50 Jackson Blvd., Chicago, III.

Ournew No. 1900 Telephones, with Disc-Carbon

Lightning Arrester, for Series and Bridg-
ing work, are by far the Best Type of Tele-

phones on the Market. Try them.

TELEPHONE APPARATUS
of all Kinds Manufactured.

Construction Material and Tools. Write for our

Catalogue and Prices. WE GUARANTEE OUR PRODUCT .

Success
Comes only to those telephone exchanges which use the
BEST material. If you use our goods success is assured.

We can supply EVERYTHING USED WITH TELEPHONES.
No order too small for attention or too large for our capacity.

Fapiddeliverlesourrule. and each order filled with care. Large
stocks always on hand.

Telephones, every style and grade. Long and short backboards.
Elegant finish and design. Prices that will suit. Hard rubber re-
ceivers. Oak or walnut woodwork. New Ideas In magneto bells.
Each instrument guaranteed.

All kinds of telephone supplies. New parts for old telephones,
Double-pole receivers.

Electricians' tools. Lightning arresters, carbon and fuse. Ex-
tension bells—standard and bridging. Circuit closers. Transmit-
ters of various styles. Repeating coils, Induction colls, construe
tion material of all kinds.

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central ofBce.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out o! repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Is Complete. Durable. Bellable.

The only manufacturers selling a complete line ol

PuhUc Exchange, Toll Line, Police. Fire Alarm,

Street Railway, Central station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected hy patent. We respect all patent clalma

of others.

The Stromberg-Carlson.

Telephone Mfg. €0.,
72-82 W. Jackson Blvd.,

oBTCATALoa. cmCAOO, U. S, A.

WRITE FOR CATALOCUEi

Central Telephone & Electric Co.,

909 MAnKET STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Magnet
Our Specialty: The Best Stock _, « — .. ... -
of fine sizes of Single Silk 1(16 IVICUernild IVIlg. CO.,

Insulated Magnet Wire in the
jOT S. CaIAL StREET,

country. Also Double Silks....

Single and Double Cottons. CHICAGO, ILL.
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MciNTIRE'S PATENT

CONNECTORS ANOTERMiNALS.
Special Connectors for HARO-DRAWN COPPER

WIRE, all sires. FUSED WIRE, FUSED
LINKS and STRIPS. .

IHEC. MclNTIRECO., 13 S (5 Franklin St.,

NEWARK', N. J.

Henry H. Humphrey,
Consulting
Electrical Engineer.

Central Lighting Stations,
Electric Power Transmission.

543. 544 and 545 Century Bldg, St.Louis.

U. S. NAVY SPECIFICATIONS
Call for Dry Cells equal to "New Standard Dry
Kattery " in E. M. F. (1.5 volts) and entirely
free from acid. Enough said. Prices as low as
any imiiaiions. New Catalogue for the asking.

WILLIAM ROCHE
INVENTOR AND SOLE MANUFACTURER

42 VESEY STREET, NEW VOHK CITY

ESTABLISHED leSS.

NOTICE !

The old original

D. A. KUSEL

TELEPHONE AND

ELECTRIC

MFG. COMPANY,

llOtf Fine St..

ST. roris, MO.

Theoldestand
most reliable
manufacturer of
telephones and
switchboards in
the West. Write
for catalogue
and price list.

D. A. KUSEt,

Preprletori

Tested, fnse Wire »ii<l Fuse liinks.
Stanti.'U'l f.^i- .\iciiracy.

In the manufacture of Fuses there are two essentials.

1ST, accuracy; 20, UNIFORMITY.
The steady inereaee in our bU3*iiie»8 during the patit

twelve yeare is the beet evidence that our i^oods meet
an Tci|Uirementa.

All kinds of Telephone Fuses an Bases,
well made and at low prlcea.

CHICAGO FUSE WIRE & MFC. CO.,
58-6* N. Jefferson SI., Chicago 369 Broadway, New York.

DEALERSZaehCONTRACTORS
For Satisfactory Intercommunicating

At bottom prices, write to

THOMAS, WILCOX & DIETZ, - - Cleveland. Ohio.

Send for complete catalogue of

MAGNETO BELLS, TELEPHONES,
MEDICAL BATTERIES and

U ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES.
2 All Goods Ilieli Grade in Every Respect.

MIANUS ELECTRIC CO., - Mianus, Conn.

TELEPHONES
and SAA/I'TCHBO.ARDS

KEELYN TELEPHONE

MFG. CO.,

368 Dearborn Street,

CHICAGO.

This Trade=MarliRosruet Sl'^^T^ni—^-^—^-^^-^^———^^—^^— Branches, EdisonCut-Outa

3» Guarantees Satisfaction
Switches, etc. _

PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTECO. CHICAGO.

SEND FOR LIST OF
ARTICLES ON X-RAV

EXPERIMENTS PUBLISHED IN THE WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY. MA«al"^??c%?oc. CHICAGO.

COTTori
covtatoc/J^^.o MAGNET WIRE c"v»r.

Plenty of It. All sizes. Prices right.

Electro macinets built and rewound.
I.. J.. -4-: _. _ - 1 -ij ... /. J.-

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC MF&. CO.
43 &.45 FfaryKWn St. Chicaq-o.lll. U.S. A.

Kokomo Telephones for 1 900.

New Tubular Arm; no cord in sight.

High-Grade Full Nickel-Plated Bell,

lar Receiver, togethir with the

Kokomo Long-Dlstance Transmitter,
Making up the most efficient Telephone on the market for
Exchange and ToU-llne work. We have Improved the
Telephone, also the price, to a point that will Interest you.
Write us for information.

KOKOMO TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

KOKOMO, IND.

..VIADUGTeo
BALTIMORE, MAKE

TELEPHONES
AMD EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

For Porcelain or Clay In-
sulating Specialties, such as
Bushings, Knobs or Cleats,
Address,

THE AKRON SMOKING PIPE CO.,
MOCADORE, OHIO.

IM BOWERS
MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

fflOQADORE, OHIO.
ManufactureFH of Vitrified Clay, Electric-
al liVirlnK Tabes, Hnobs, CleatH aad
Clay Speclaltlen. Prices and. SanLpl«H
cbeerrnlly inrnictlied.

BATTERY JARS.
Machine-made Battery Jars are Better and

•tronger than ttie band-biown, being more Uni-
form and of Equal Disliibution.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR OUR JAR.
We are the only concern making Battery Jara

by machinery.

THE GILCHRIST JAR CO.,
B24Drexel Building, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

P
ATENTS.
GEO. R. HAMLIN, Patent Lawyer,

800 H St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

Booklet: "Information for Inventors."
free. Specialty: Electrical Inventions.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS, ANY 5IZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFQ. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

MONDN ROUTE
/S Tlie DIRECT LINF

BerWEEN

CHICAGO,
INDIANAPOLIS,

CINCINNATI
AND

LOUISVILLEh
—i^ipr'^ cnicAGO.

FRED H. ALiDEir, Fres. J. OEISEBOWICU, Secy, and Treas.

ILLINOIS INSULATED WIRE CO.,
I^KNVJF'^VCTURKVIS ^F"

High-Crade Weatherproof Wire,
NO TRUST PRICES. SYCAMORE, ILL. ALL SAMPLES FREE.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

U-17 0trtlHM8l„N(a Ytik.
RANCHES: CHICAGO: BOSTON:

320 DHrbgn SL l34CongrMiSL
SAN FRANCISCO:

71 FIgtil BilMlnc
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EMERSON Alternating Current

Ceiling and Desk Fans*

T^NY SIZE, VOL-TAGE OR
Hl-TERN7^TION.

12-INCM DESK FAN.
Front View,

1900 Model
equipped with the

new

Noiseless Blades,

u.

Shipped

from

St. Louis

stock.

niih Four-LiBlit Fi^ctDre.

Desk and Bracket Fans, equipped with 1 2 and 1 6 inch blades.

Ceiling Fans with or without electroliers.

Back Vien'.

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO

10 and 12 N. IMin-tKi S-t.,

I-OUIS, IVIO.
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TRANSFORMERS
-riH^V-r ^JKN BE

RELIED UPON
JKW^E BUIL-T BV

Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.

Type "C," 10 K. W. Unit.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE BULLETINS SHOWING OUR
DIFFERENT TYPES.

General Offices and Works, ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.

BR.AIMOI-I ^P'P-I^ES:
NEW YORK, Havemeyer Building. PHILADELPHIA, 1000 Betz Building.

BOSTON, 620 Atlantic Avenue. CHICAGO. 1519 Marquette Building.

ATLANTA, OA., 1002 English-American BIdg., R. J. Russell.

BALTIMORE, 204 East Lexington Street. SAN FRANCISCO, 120 Sutter Street.

YOKOHAMA, JAPAN. LONDON, ENGLAND. CITY OF MEXICO.

FOREIGN DEPARTMENT, Havemeyer Building, New York City.

AMERICAN

BRIDGE CO.,

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

Steel Bridges,

Steel Buildings,

AND ALL CLASSES OF METALLIC STRUCTURES.

GENERAL OFFICES:
NO. 100 BROADWAY NEW YORK.

BRANCH OFFICES:
BOSTON,

PHILADELPHIA,
CHICAGO,

PITTSBURG,

BALTIMORE,
NEW ORLEANS,

CLEVELAND,
MINNEAPOLIS.

ARNOLD ELECTKIC POWER STATION CO.

Designers and Builders of Complete Electric Power Plants.
Owners of Patents Covering the

"A.RNOI-D SYSTEIVI"
of Power Station Construction. Manufacturers of fhe "ARNOLD"
Magnetic Clutch.

SUITE 1540 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

IMPROVED

WARREN 2,000 LIGHTS

SANDUSKY
OHIO

taiaii!
THE STERLING VARNISH COMPANY, Times Building, Pittsburg, Pa.

O. C. Little's Belt Softener and Preserver.
One cannot realize the advantage gained by using soft belts over hard ones unless

be has made a test of same.
The reasons the O. C. LITTLE'S BELT SOFTENER AND PRESERVER

surpasses a/l others and why it should be used in preference are:

That it is free from any ingredienls that will injure leather belts.

That it penetrates the leather and does not leave a sticky substance on the surface
of the belt to cause loss of power and gather dust.

That when the softener is used belts become soft and pliable, which prevents
the belts from cracking and allows same to lay flat on the surface of the pulley,giving
full Eurfaceof contact.

That it requires less power to transmit soft belts over small pulleys, as the belt

gives to the crown, and enwraps more of the circumference of the pulley, therefore
allowing looser belts to be used.

?gT ""
;; ;. iZ.=5 0. C. Little Pulley Coating Co.,

1 gal. " 2.00 nieaasha, IVIm., IT. 8. A.,
2 gal. " 375 MUIiE MANUFAOTUBIEUI*.

^houln}^ Manner of bemrlng.

Descriptive Circular and Testimonials on Request.

Correspondence Invited.

Manulactured
by

THE ROCK OF GIBRALTAR IS NO
FIRMER THAN A

Telephone Pole
Secured by the

Storabangli Guy Anchor.
The cheapest and most effective method of

securely fastening: Telephonet Telegraph and
Trolley Poles.

No holes to dig:; bore them In the ground
and there they stay. "Brace up" the weak
points on your line and avoid further trouble •

W. N. MATTHEWS &BRO.
St. Louis, Mo

General Western
Agents.

PHILIP SMITH. '"TV.
?."'"• 3!>^ to 6 in. Diameter.
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Ball Automatic Engines.
BuriiONLYby

THE ACKNOWLEDGED STANDARD FOR ELECTRIC WORK.
ENGINE ill ., U.S.

TRIPLEX PUMPS
Operated by Electric Motor. Single and double acting

PUMPING MACHINERY FQR EVERY POSSIBLE DUTY.
House Pumps, Elevator Pumps,
Water Works Pumps, Etc.

MANUFACTURED BT

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO.

257 LEHMAN ST , DAYTON, OHIO. U. S. A.

Selling Agent8: Risdon Iron Works, San Francisco, Cal.
C. B. Bootbe A Co., Los Angeles. Cal.

JEFFREY
ELEVATING,
CONVEYING,
POWER

TRANSMISSION
ipSFSF

FOR CATALOGUE,

THE JEFFREY MFG. Co.
COLUMBUS, 0.

mp BM pffliBiBrai
WmM I ^^iIll^t&lUL~ame. Aoti-slnlcable unHadedtructlblc. I ^H|

miffllBiaiDlglMlBll

BUY YOUR BOOKS
FROM THE

Electrician Pub. Co., 6 1 Marquette BIdg., Chicigo.

AMERIOKS MOST POPULAR RAILROAD

^1 CHICAGO
AND

\JJTON
RAILROAD.

1^

PERFECT PASSENGER SERVICE BETWEEN

THE SHORT LINE
TO

HoucHTON, Calumet,
MARQUETTE

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

IS THE ONLY LINE RUNNING

Solid Trains th^ Copper Country

CHICAGO^™ KANSAS CITY, f
CHICAGO A-o ST LOUIS. 1
CHICAGO «"<> PEORIA, li

SILOUISanoKANSASCITY. 1

Through Pcllman service between Chicago and

HOT SPRINGS. Ark.. DENVER.ColO..
TEXAS. FLORIDA.UTAH.
CALIFORNIA 1ND OREGON.

If yoQ are contemplating a trip, any portion of
which can be made over the Chicago & Alton, It will

fiaj* you CO write to the uaderslgned for maps, patnph-
etfl, rates, time tables, etc.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

eCALUMET
^^HANOOOK
iHOUQHTON

^'e^ubuIcV^I^^^?^

MOUNTAIN
Wausaubee

MENOMINEE
MARINETTE

MILWAUKEE

THROUGH SLEEPING CARS. COACHES AND
BAGGAGE CARS

Leave Chicago daily at 10:30 p. m.

From Union Passenger Station, Canal & Adams Sts.

City Ticket OHIce. 93 Adams St.

DIXON'S BELT DRESSING
AND LEATHER PRESERVATIVE

Is guaranteed to prevent slipping and preserve the leather.
It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarantee

:

The Largest Power ever obtained from a wheel of the same diameter. The highest speed
ever obtained for the same power. The highest mean efficiency ever realized ivhen
running from half to full gate. We guarantee also: A runner of the greatest pos>
sible strength. A gate unegualed in quickitess and ease of opening and closing.

Tests show over 81 per cent, average efficiency with half to full ivaier.

State your Head and send for 124- page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

SMALL SPRINGS
OF rVERY DESCRIPTIO^f

THE WALLACE BARNES CO.,
^'.srABusHsi^ as7 BRISTOL, CONN., U.S.A.

M'OORMICK TURBINE.
On Tertical or Horizontal l^baft.

^Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.
Olves a higher percentage of useful effect than any other water-wheel

heretofore made. All sizes, right and left hand, are built from patterns per-
fected under systematic tests in the Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and those contem-
plating the improvement of powers, will find it to their interest to confer
with us, as we are willing to guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter what make of turbine hos been in use. STATE REQUIREriENTS
AND3END FOR CATALOGUE.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.

REG.TRADE MARKS JhE RhOSPHOR BRONZE Smelting,Co.|]mited,

2200 Washington AVE.PHiLADELPHiA.

)
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
INGOTS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS,SHEETS,ETc.

'9/u>:,-/A^3to,v/- — DELTA METAL

—

X\ CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORCINGS
^. ORIGINAL AND Sole Makefis IN THE U.S.

THE TEIaEPHONE HAND-BOOK
NEW AND REVISED EDITION, WITH A NEW CHAPTER ON "RECENT PROGRESS," BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO DATE.

BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

I60
Member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the InsHtution of Electrical Engineers. London. Author of "A Practical Guide to the

Testing of Insulated Wires and Cables." Joint Author of "Electricity in Daily Life."

ind-l *rice $I.OO.3Ses, 133 lllus-fcratiions, Clo-th, I

Kxtract from Preface.—"This little book has no pretension to be considered a complete trpatise on telephony as it exists in America. The time for such a work is not yet come. But It Is

felt thm there ib a demand for a practical book on telephone working and management. and the TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK is an attempt at meeting that demand. With the exception of a few
chapters dealing with certain fo-ms of transmitters and receivers used in Europe, which a e given for the information of those who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, the
book is based entirely on standard American practice; and mc^t of the material, apoaratus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this country."

No pains have been snared to make It the best book of Its kind. It Is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its language that
everything regarding telepnone work and management. It conforms in size and style to our other Hand -Books which have been so favorably received by

CONTENTS
anyone can understand and learn from it

the entire electrical fraternity.

CHAPTER 1. The Invention of the Telephone.
2, Sound Waves. Articulate Speech,
3. Electric Telephony. The Befl Tele-

phone.
4- The Microphone.
5. Current Induction. Electromagnetic

Induction.
6. The Induction Coll: Its Use in the

Telephone Transmitter.
7. The Complete Telephone Circuit,
8. Magnet Telephones.
9. The Bell Telephone Receiver.

10. Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
11. The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Re-

ceivers. Mercadier's B'-Teiephone.
12. The Siemens, Kotyrc. Neumayer and

Bottcher Receivers.

CHAPTER 13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

Carbon Transmitters.
The Blake Transmitter.
The Long Distance Transmitter.
The Solid-back Transmitter.
The Berliner Transmitter.
The Cuttrlss Transmitter.
Various European Transmitters.
The Eflaciency of Carbon Transmit-

ters.
Batteries for Telephone Work.
Open Circuit Batteries.
Closed Circuit Batteries.
The Practical Management of Bat-

teries.
Magneto Bell.
Automatic Switches.
Telephone Line Construction.

CHAPTER J Metallic Circuit.
Underground "Wires.
Lightning Arresters.
Inside Wiring.
Installation of Telephone Instru-

ments.
Inspection and Maintenance.
The Condenser: Its Use in Telephony.
Electromagnetic Retardation.
Exchange Working.
Small Exchanges.
Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.
Long Distance Telephony.
Duplex Telephony.
Simultaneous Telegraphy and Teleph-

ony.
Recent Progress- Appendix.

Pabiisfied and for sale by ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette Building, Chicago
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Westinghouse Polyphase Induction Motor Direct Connected to Quitnby Pump.

The name

Westingfhouse
is a guarantee.

!

Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Co.

Pittsburg, Pa.

m

I

m
•
•

d

{

The
Universal Application

of

WESTINGHOUSE MOTORS
for operation in Machine Shops,

Pamping Stations, Mines and

Manufacturing Establishments

evidences their

SUPERIOR MERIT.

All Principal Cities in U. S. and Canada.

Westinghousc Polyphase Induction Motor Operating Hoist.
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FORT Wayne electric Works
(INCORPORATED)

THE "WOOD" SYSTEMS
FOR LIGHT AND POWER.

"WOOD" DIRECT-ACTING FOCUSING LAMP,

The only focusing lamp wherein the focusing and lannp mechanisms are

entirely distinct and separate. No weights, chains or guides required to

keep the arc in position and obscure the light.

SEND FOR BULLETIN 1007.

"WOOD" ARC LAMP SUSPENSION CUT-OUTS,

A new idea for interior arc lamp suspension; A positive and absolute

"Wood" Focusing Lamp cut-out. Style A Can be Supplied in any length to meet local requirements.
AND Style "B" Cut-out

Installed.
SEND FOR BULLETIN 1006.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY:

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.

<s>
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The Name

stamped on the end of the hub of the PAPER PULLEY
on a generator or motor is a guarantee that such generator is

receiving alt the energy the belt can bring it ; that such motor

is imparting all the energy the belt can carry away. Engineers

and users should not fail to specify ROCKWOOD PATENT
COMPRESSED PAPER PULLEYS.

Catalogue
for tbe aakisg.

Rockwood Sales Department,

330 South Pennsylvania Street,

Indianapolis, U. S. A.
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MANROSS'
HAIR SPRINGS

FOR ELECTRIC
I^VOBC^TII^O AlMO rsECORDINC

Largest Manufacturers of

Hair Springs in tlie United States.

Non-Magnetic Hair Spri-ngs of Phos-
phor Bronze and other non-magnetic
metals. Hair springs of anj de-
scription manufactured to order.

,

r« N. MANROSS, Forestville, Conn.

WHAT HAVE YOU TO MAKE?
Our Work is First-Class, Prices Rei

BOnable.

SPIES & COMPANY,
87-89 W. V,-*n Buren St , Chicacjo. !il.

THB TBOTTBLE OF OIIi OIT BEI.T8 OTBBCOHB BY

Oil Extracting Powder,
MANUFACTURED SOLELY BY

A. great many belts get oil on them, whtch lessens their driving power by causing them to slip,

hesides rottioi^ the belt. To send them to some place to have the oil extracted 1b expensiTe, and
another belt must be kept in reserve, to be used while this Is heloR done.

We manufacture an Oil Extracting Powder which can be applied to the belt while It la run-
ning on the pulleys, which ahsorbs the oil and leaves the belt in nice, dry condition. This c»n be
done with little cost and without loss of time or the use of the belt. It also lengthens the life of
the belt. We guarantee It to absorb the oil if used as directed.

This Powder is put up in 10 and 25 pound cans.

Price, 30 Cents per Ponnd.

SHULTZ BELTING COMPANY,
It can be had from our agents. ST. LOUIS, MO.

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Highest grades for electrical insolatioii asd mechanical pufposei. In Sbeeti;

tubes, K^ and special shapes. Catalogoes and samples on applicatioa.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., Wilmington, DaL

General Incandescent Arc Light Go.

G
BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL LARGE CITIES. I

572-578 First Ave., Cor. 33d St., NEW YORK. I
Switches, Motors, Underground Apparatus, I

Arc and incandescent lamps, Rbetilats, Etc., Etc. I
?.Hi<=*°9,«>/EicE-,_ MiRTiN J iNitiiii nn ICHICAGO OFFICE—
48 W. JACKSON BOULEVARD.

The Direct-Reading Oltmmeter
Th« Only Instrument to
Meature a Retlstance

Quickly and Accurately
The American Electric Specialty Co.,

1 23 Liberty St., N. Y. ClfJ,

_^=.—^ Electrical Instruments. Automatic Switches
n"""*^ Arc Lamps, Special Machinery.

Agents for CHAS. WIRT & CO.,
Talaphon*. UC Ottifluida. Rh'*nsffli's and RrnRhGS.

'.VirAV.V.".WAVJV.%WiVA'.VAV.V^AV.SV^rtV.'

GREENFIELD FLEXIBLE STEEL ARMORED CABLE. $

GREENFIELD FLEXIBLE STEEL ARMORED CONDUITS, ^
These products represent the latest and most radical advance in the art of N

ELECTRICAL WIRING. <
r- Their use reduces the installation of electric conduits to an absolute simplicity. "C

f NO BI.BOW8 RE^nilED. SKTIBE VliKXIBIIilTlT. ^
^ We offer to electrical contractors the greatest variety of conduits and appli- \

ances in the world. ^
Senif /or Bulletin 03400. Cormponiltna larlled. S

SiPRAOVG EL.ECTBIC COMPANY, £
GENERAL OFFICES, 527-531 West 34th St., NEW YORK. H

CHICAOO: FIthtr Building. BOSTON: 27B Devonshire Street. ^

Roth Motors and Generators.

Spherical Type,

Pleasing In Design,

Strongly Built,

High Commercial Efficiency,

Open and Closed Types,

For Floor, Wall or Celling.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE BULLETIN.

Roth Bros. & Co.,
MANUFACTURERS,
86-92 West Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL., U. (. A.

21 Black Diamond File Works ^

^. ovn eoo»8 abb on maiiB in etebx' IlEadins habdwabe c^
VI BTOBE IN THB UNITED STATES AND CANADA. {^

I G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY, |^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. g
m^^^^^^^^^^^t^^^^^^^^^^^v^
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I O cents per Copy.
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CIEUIDI PV INSULATED
Ollvlr^LiCiA. WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

""L"o "u-vrol""^' Simplex Electrical Company,
1 137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

Electric Heating
AND COOKING APPLIANCES

THE SIMPLEX ELECTRICAL CO. "b'^oS;^^^:

iPi'^
1889'Faris Bxposltion,
Kedal for Bubber Insnlation.
1893-Trorld'a Fair,
Sledal for Bobber Insolation.

THB STAKDABD FOB
BVBBKB IBTSUIiATIOIir.
Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee "'"^.r Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd
Wlllird L. Ctndee, !»«.,««.»
W.DurinlChee.er, t"»"»S««- 253 Broadway, New York.

Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supt
W. H. Hodglns. Secy.

IVIORE

Crownlail Bonds
Arc in use thKn al! other styles of Rail Bonds combined.

Perfect— Electrically and Mechanically.
VARIETY OF SHAPES TO MEET ALL REQUIREIHENTS OF RAIL BONDING.

WASHBURN & MOBN Dept.,

Inicrran Stel k Wire Co,
The Rookery, CMICAQO, ILL.

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Paranite Rubber Covered Wires and Cables,

UNDERGROUND, AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

TELEPHONE, TELEaRAPM AND FIRE ALARH CABLES.

All Wlret are tested at Factory. jrONEBBOBO^ IKD.

for aeents.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from Vi to 50 horse power.
Dynamos from lO lights to 700.
We sell or rent. Good proflti

The Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co., Trojr, OKI*.

1-1 IMUPIVIPFOR ALL PURPOSES. ^
Scrap and Native Platinum Furobaied.

BAKKB & CO.. 408-414 Kew Jeraey
Railroad Avei., Ne'n'ark, IV. J.

Jfew York Office, lao Liberty Street.

Mt'lH
„^ . GENUINE SWEDISH
Mwi CDAL- BRAIN

"PHONO = ELECTR]
WIRE ^?s

Tough.'

Telephone Companies for

Line Wire.

Also for DISTRIBUTING WIRE,

yy

:^'\>>.

iJCi

BRIDGEPORT BRASS CO.,
19 Murray St., NEW YORK.

Phono-Electric'

WRITE FOR BOOKLET.

iHeUnited States Garbon Company.
r7?K r

[SPECIALTIES A SPECIAlJpM
'l
ELECTROLYTIC. ;%#**®

-lALTERNATING. DIRECT. 1

ENCLOSED. OPEN.]

VA LTAS^fiPP^zzi; U \J
Cleveland.' Ohio. U. 5. A.

NOT INJ CARBON TRUST

motor Starting RlneoatatH.
Motor Beirnlattiic Rheostats.

I>ynaiiio Field Rheostats.
Theater Dimmers.

Special Rheostats.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
TTestfleia. W. J.. V. S. A.

&jimAj

---/^/VUA/Uxd --

Queen $t Co.,
lOlS Chestnut St., FMla.

480 MONON BLDG., CHICASO.

Acme Teating Sets, Queen-WIrt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray
Focus Tubes, Induction Coils.

orxxBr
[PDOENIX GLASS CO.]

MANUFACTURERS OF

GAS AND ELECTRIC

\
GLOBES, SHADES, Etc.

> SEND FOR A COPY OF OUR NEW AND
[ LATEST CATALOSUE.

Pittsbnrgli. New Yort. CMcago,

if

^JlfESTIIN ElecMcal H\mm\ Co.,

114-120 William St„ NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

Weston Sknilanl Portable Direct Heading

Voltmeters, Millivoltneters, Voltammeters,

Ammeters, Mllllammeters,

Sround Detectors and Circuit Testers,

Ohmmeters, Portable 6alyanometers.

Our Portabk- Inetrumcntd are recognized as

The Standard tbe world over. The Semi-Port-
able Laboratory Standards are still belter.

Our Station Voltmeters and Ammeters are
unsurpassed in point of extreme accuracy and
lowest conhumption of energy.

ItERLiN—European Weston Electrical Instru-
ment Co.. Rlttersirasse No. 88,

London—Elliott Bros., No. 101 St. Marlins
Lane.

Weston Portahle «alvonometcr for Mention the We^ebk ELscTRictAK when writ-

Brldse Work. ing for catalogues.

Standard Underground GableCo.
542 The Bookery,

Chicago,
WestinKhouse Bldg., B6 LibertySt..

Pittsburg. New York City.
Mills Building, San Francisco.

1225 Betz Bldg.,
Philadelphia, P

.N. 1. R.

Manufacturers

p Electric Cables, Conduits, Wires and Accessories,
Also Hieb Grade Bnbber Covered Wires and Cables.

Ifational

India
Rubber Co.'s

RUBBER COVERED
\A/'IIRES iAIM^ ^.A.1SL.ES.

OFFICE AND FACTORY; BRISTOL, R. I.

I NEW YORK N Y
o< COMPOUHD PRISM GLOBES AND SHADES, o^ara„<L«,Ii,.

'

Maximum Light, Complete Dlffusloa,
Minimum Olare."

For direcfineand diffustne all kinds of ll^tat.

HOLOPHANE GLASS GO.,

PLATINUIVI
GOLDSMITH 'BliOS,,^^ and 65 Washmgwn S<re.et. Chicayn._

Refiii(.Tb and Assaytrs. , . Works. 38th arm Throop SlrceJ
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VERITAS VINCIT. VERITAS PREVALEBIT.

J. H. BUNNELL & CO.
ESTABLISHED 1878. INCORPORATED 1899.

We continue to Manufacture the HIGH GRADE of TELEGRAPH and other ELECTRICAL
APPARATUS which have earned for us the reputation of

IM
We own the GOOD-WILL, NAME, COPYRIGHTS, TRADE MARKS, PATENT
(No. 288881) and all other assets of the old firm of J. H. BUNNELL & CO.,

and propose to maintain our rights in the premises.
ATTENTION is called to these FACTS, so that liability may not he

incurred by dealing with unauthorized concerns.

J. H. OUIMIMEL.L. & OO.
MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Telegraph, Telephone, Railway and Electric Lighting Apparatus and Supplies.

Instruments. Batteries, Insulated Wires and Line Equipment,

NEAR GENERAL POST OFFICE, N EI\A/ YORK.
Catalogues sent free on application. GET OUR SPECIAL PRICES.

Eastern Agency for ORIENT HIGH-GRADE INOAWDESCENT LAMPS.

DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.
IN USE THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.

Highest Efficiency.

For all Currents except Alter-

nating.

Ceiling Fans.

Electrolier Fans.

Column Fans.

Counter Column Fans.

Electrolier Column Fans.

Our Ceiling and Electrolier Fan
Patents sustained by U. S. Court
Decision. Use or sale of infringe-
ments stopped by Injunction.

Perfect in Mechanical and

Electrical Construction.

Desk Fans.

Bracket Fans.

Universal Joint Desk Fans.

Desk Column Fans.

Also builders of Direct-Cur-

rent Dynamos and Motors.

DIEHL MANUFACTURING CO.
NEW YORK, 561-563 Broadway. main OFFICE AND WORKS:

SHOW ROOMS] rKiiVrr" FII7ARFTHPnRT N I
PHILADELPHIA, W. Irwin Cheyney ft Co. LLILnllLIIIIUIIIl 111 Ul
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SONS IM CARBONS
The "Electra"

Carbons are the

recognized

standard

all the

world over.

^Vi«CTs^ FOR ENCLOSED LONE-BURNING ARC LAMPS. -^W&CTyf^

There are no

Carbons better

than the

" Electra" and

none

'just as good."

The Best-The "NEW STYLE"
Receptacle and Attachment Plug.

The latest m tHs line is the

"NEW STYLE" made by

WM. T. PRIN6LE, 1026 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.
Westera Representatives: J. B. McKessae Co., 324Dearbora St., Chicago.

READY FOR THE MARKET.
^^PEIHCO," the new style Creole rosette. In-

olation perfect, loncffuavi saperior
in every detail.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co., Peru. Ind.

There is No Higher-Class India-Rubber Insulation
For Wires and Cables than

HABIRSHANA/.
Authorized Manufacturers of the

X. F-I.EXIBL.E TUE y^ft

The India-Rubber and Cutta-Percha Insulating Co.,

J. W. GODFREY, Manager Sales,

15 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK

MAIN OFFICE, Glenwood Works,

YO IM K
ttttttttggtg88?igllfft*§ff**»««f*»f•••>•••••••••••••••••••••••••••*••••—

S, IM . Y.
(10923)

mmmn•••••••<M«M»»««B«MMMi»««B»««>«W»«»««»«—•••••••••» >••
ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

Afcron Smoking Pipe Co . .

American Battery Co
American Bridge Co vii

American Dist. Steam Co.

Amer, Electric Fuse Co. x

Amer. El. Specialty Co.. sxii

Amer. El. Teleph. Co xv
American Elec. Works. .. xi

Amer. Reflt. & Ltg. Co... xi

Amer. Steel & Wire Co .

.

i

Amer. Vitritied Conduit Co. ix

AraoldELPowerSta. Co.

Bain, Foree xvl

Baker & Co i

Ball Engine Co six

Barnes Co. , Wallace x i x

Barnett Co., G.&S xsii

Becker Bros il

Belden-LarwlU Elec. &
Mfg. Co X

Berthold & Jennings .... ii

Besly <t Co., Chas. H sxii

Bi3seUCo.,Ttie F
Blue Ridge Locust Pin Co. ix

Bossen El. Const. Co xl

Bowers Mfg. Co
Brady, T. H ix

Bridgeport Brass Co i

Bunnell A Co., J. H li

Butler-Taylor Co xlv

Camp Engineering Co— sii

Central Electric Co v

Central Mfg. Co ix

Central Tel. & El. Co....

Cliicago & Alton R. B. .

,

xix
Chicago Edison Co Iv

Cbic Fuse WireA Mf.Co. ix

Chic. House Wrecking Co. xill

C.,M. &St. P. E. E xv^li

Chicago Mica Co iv

Chicago Motor & Dyn. Co.

Cleveland Armature Wks.
Cling-Surface Mfg. Co.. xix

Colorado Lamp Co si

Couch & Seeley Co xv
Crocker-Wheeler Co
Cutler-Hammer MfgCo.. xi

CutterElec. &Mfg. Co....

Dearborn Drug & Ch. Co. ix

Diamond Meter Co
Diehl Manufacturing Co. ii

Dixon CrncibleCo.,Joa. xix

Eagle Paint & Vr. Wks. .

.

s

Eastern Elec. Cable Co. ... x i

Edison Decorative & Min-
iature Lamp Dept x

Edison Mfg. Co xvi

El. Eng. Inst. Coir. Inst.

Electric Appliance Co x
Electric Storage Batt. Co.

Electrician Pub. Co xix
Emerson El. M fg. Co x
Ericsson Telephone Co . .

.

i

Eureka Elec. Co xlv

FariesMfg. Co xxii

Farr Tel. & Con. Sup. Co. xvi

Federal Battery Co
"For Sale" Advs xli

Ft. Wayne El. Wks., Inc.. xii
Fowler, John H ix

Franklin Eng. & Elec. Co.

FullerCo..The xxii

Garl Electric Co xiv

General Electric Co vii

General Elec. Repair Co.. xi

F'or 01

Gen'l Incandescent Arc
Light Co

General Inc. Lamp Co....

GUchrist Jar Co xvi

Goldsmith Bros i

Gordon Battery Co xxii

Great Western Smelting

& Ketining Co vi

Gregory Electric Co xii

Hamlin, Geo. R xvii

HartwigA Miller

Harvard University

Hazard Manufacturing Co. x

Hill, W. S., Electric Co...

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co i

Hodge-Walsh El. Eng. Co. xvi

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co. xvl

Holophane Glass Co i

Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co... xi

Huebel & Manger x
Humphrey, Henry H xvii

m. Insulated Wire Co iv

Indianapolis Arm, Bracket

& Pin Co ix

Indiana Rub. & Ins. W. Co. i

India Rubber & Gutta
Percha Insulating Co.. iil

Internat'l Cor. Schools, xvii

Iron Clad Reststance Co. 1

Jeffrey Mfg. Co xix

Johnston, Thos. J xi

Kans. City & So. Lum. Co. ix

Kartavert Mfg. Co xxii

KelJey A Son, Ben]. P.:. xix

Kentucky Electr'cal Co.. xi

Klein &Son, Mathlas ix

Kokomo Tel. A El. M.Co. xvi

Kusel, D. A., Tel. & Elec.

Mfg. Co

Leather Preserv. M. Corp.

Leavltt, R. H
Leclanche Battery Co.... xii

Leffel & Co., James xix

Lindsley Brothers Co ix

Link-Belt Machinery Co. x

Little, O. C Pulley Coat'g

Co xix

LombardWaterWh. Q.Co.

Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co. xvii

Manross, F. N
Matthews & Bro.. W. N.. xiii

McDermid Mfg. Co xv
McIntireCo., The C
McLennan & Co. , K x
McOuat. Robert L iv, xii

McRoy, John T x
Mlanus Electric Co xvi

Mica Insulator Co x
Miscellaneous Advs xii

Monon R. R xvi

Mullins, W. H xix

MunseU& Co., Eugene... x

National Carbon Co
National India Rubber Co. 1

Naugle,Holcomb A Co

—

ix

New York Ins. Wire Co. xvi

Noblett, E.J
North Electric Co xvlt

Northern Elec Mfg. Co . ix

Northwestern El. Mfg.Co.

OkoniteCo., The.,

Page & Durand
PaisteCo.,H. T
Paragon Fan & Motor Co.

Peerless El. Telephone Co.

Perrizo & Sons

Peru Elec. Mfg.Co
Phillips, Eugene F
Phillips Ins'd Wire Co....

Phoenix Glass Co
Phosphor-Bronze S. Co.

.

Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.

Pringle, Wm. T

Queen A Co

Reisinger, Hugo
R. I. Teleph. A Elec. Co.

Richmondt Conduit Co.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.

Roche, William
Rockwood Sales Dept..

Roebling's Sons Co., J.A.

Roth Bros. A Co

ill

xvi

. vi

xvi

svlii

Sargent A Lundy
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co
Schureman A Hayden sll

Schwalm Co., Geo. F xl

Shelby Electric Co
Shultz Belting Co
Siemens A Halske Electric

Co. of America viii

Simplex Elect'al Co., The, i

Smith Co., S. Morgan..

.

xi

Smith. Philip xv
Specialty Mfg. Co iv

Speer Carbon Co i

Spies A Company xxii

Spragne Electric Co... vi, iviii

Standard TeL A El. Co.. xiv

BtandardUnderg.CableCo. 1

Star Dynamo Works xxii
Sterling A Son, W. C ix
Sterling Electric Co ...

.

xiv
Sterling Varnish Co., The xvii
Stewart Electrical Co
StilweU-BIerce A Smlth-
VaileCo xiii, xix

Stow Mfg. Co
Stromberg-Carlson TeL
Mfg. Co XV

Sturtevant Co., B. F xxii
Swedish-Am. TeL Co xiv

Tennent Insulator Pin Co. ix
Texas Arm A Pin Co
Thomas, Wilcox A Dletz.. xvi
Torrey Cedar Co ix

United states Carbon Co. i

Valentine-Clark Co ix

Varley DuplexMag. Co.. xiv
Viaduct Mfg. Co xvi
Vitro Chrome Chem. Co..

Vought, M. I xvi
Vulcanized Fiber Co xxii

Wagner El. Mfg. Co iv

Walsh's Sons A Co xii

Warner Electric Co., The
Warren El. A Spec. Co.... t
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co xix
Western Electric Co vU
Western El. Supply Co. . .

Western Tel. Const. Co. .

.

xiv
Westinghouse Electric A
Manufacturing Co xx

Weston Elect'callnst. Co. i

Worcester A Co., C. H. . .
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OHICAGO
IM FAN MOTORS

IVI 139 ADA.IVIJ tHICA.00.

Waper Electric Mfg. Co.'s
SELF-STARTING, SINGLE-
PHASE A. C. MOTORS....

10-horsepo\ver single-phase motor, one-twelfth actual size.

SEND FOR BULLETINS "Z 24, 26, 32 and 35."

CeneralOfncesandFactory,St. Louis,Mo.,U.S.A.

BRANCH OFFICES:
NEW YORK, Havemeyer BIdg. PHIU\DELPHIA, rOOO Betz BIdg. BOSTON, 620 AtlantlcAve.

CHICAGO. 1619 Marquette BIdg. BALTIMORE. 204 East Lexington St.
ATLANTA. GA., 1002 ENGLISH-AMERICAN BUILDING- R. J. RUSSELL.

SAN FRANCISCO. 120 Sutter SI. YOKOHAMA. JAPAN. LONDON, ENGLAND. CITY OF MEXICO.
FOREIGN DEPARTMENT, Havemeyer BIdg., New York City.

|\^|CA—India and Amber, all Sizes and Patterns.

MICABOND—Plates, Segments, Rings, Tubes, Slots,

Cloth, Paper and Flexible.

CHAMPION CLOTH-Bond, Ropes and Express

Paper.

CRYSTAL ^^ VARNISH.
VERY ELASTIC. HARD FINISH.

CHAMPION INSULATING PAINTS (Blacks), Four Kinds.
Also Other Insulating Materials.

Our Careful and Persiateni Growth is Proof of the QualHy of our

Insulations. Prices and Quality Ouaranieed. Write Us.

CHICAGO MICA CO.,
Main Office and Factory, VALPARAISO, IND.

Cross-Arms, Pins, Brackets.
Our factory is near Indianapolis, therefore we can give you the ad-

vantage of best freight rates and prompt shipments.

INDIANA'S LARGESHUPPLY HOUSE.

Robert L. McOuat,
The "Junior" Member of the Old Firm of Varney & McOuat,

MANUFACTURERS AND lOBBERS OF

TELEPHONE AND ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

125 S. MERIDIAN ST., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

FRED H. AliDEN, Pres. J. OEISEBOWICH, Secy, and Treas.

ILLINOIS INSULATED WIRE CO.,
I^KNVJF-.A^Y'l^REISS ^F"

High-Crade Weatherproof Wire,
NO TRUST PRICES. SYCAMORE, ILL. ALL SAMPLES FREE.

TRIUMPH EXHAUST FAN,
Direct Connected with Detachable Motor.

Slzr's, 30-lri., :iO-ln., 42-ln. and 4S-ln. For all standard voltages of direct
'/iiiTcnl.

Moves more air, steam, dust, etc, than any other Fan.
Correct eJeclrlcal and mechanical construction. Motor amply protected.

L'onvenlent for Inspection. lias self*oMlng boxes. Carbon brushes with
automatic feed. Rlicostat with automatic release. Motor may be detached
and utilized for other purposes, Motor and Fan frame being shipped separ-
ately renders Installiitlon easy and simple.

Triumph Exhaust Fan for belted service,
Sizes, t8-in to 06-ln.

SPECIALTY MFC. CO.,
FAN MANUFACTURERS,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., U. S. A.

JUNIOR WATER BLOW FAN
Is the only successful Water Desk
Fan. Is operated by water pressure

of 30 pounds and upward.

No plumber is required to Install thi»

Fan, as garden hose can be used for

BUiijtly and waste.

Weight, Boxed, 16 lbs.

List Price, 87.60.
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DinEGT-CUmiENT

DESKw

CEILING

FANS.
Cut of 12-liich, llO-V. Desk Fan, Open Field Type witb
pollilied brass hoods and fleld coverlnga, the hand*
someat and most efficient Fan on the market.

THE FOLLOWIKe SUPPLiY HOrSES
1. Stanley A Patterson, 38-34 Frankfort St., Jiev York, W. Y.
». W^estern Electrical Supply Co., 10-113 Korth Oth St., St. I^onls, Mo.
8. Illinois Electric Co., !e39 aiadlson St., Chlcaeo.IlI.
4. Tallee Bros. A Co., 6*5 Arch St., PhUadelptaia, Pa.
5. Frank H. Stewart A Co., 35 North yth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
6. Electric Supply A Mfg. Co.. 62 Public Square, Cleveland, OlUo.
7. The DcTere Electric Co.,4.10 Plum St., Cincinnati, O.
8. Donbleday-Hlll Electric Co., 535 TFood St., Pittsbure, Pa.

Cut of 16-inch tWall Fan, same finish as 12-iiich and having a
swivel Joint. By slmplftiirnlng a handle this Tan can be ad-
justed to blow alx up, down or on either side.

ABE AGEITTS FOB PEEBL,ESS FAJVS:
9. Julius Andrae & Sons Co., aas w. Water St., Slilwaukee, Wis.
10. H. S. Sands El. A Mfg. Co.. 1153 market Street, M'heeling, W.Va.
11. Electric Supply A Const. Co., 80 E. Say St., Columbus, O.
12. Bobert I/. UlcOnat, 125 S. Meridian St.. Indianapolis, Ind.
13. IV. «. aiagel A Co., 510 Adams St., Toledo, O.
14. Central Electric Co., 124 So. Jetfersou St., Peoria, Hi-
ts. Elect. Snp. A En». Co., 211 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.
16. Stnart-Howland Co., So. 283-J£8S Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

THE WARREN ELECTRIC & SPECIALTY CO., - WARREN, OHIO, 0. S. A.
Hanufaeturtrs PEERLESS Dlrect»Curfent Desk and Celling Fan Motors, Transformers, Incandescent Lamps.

l";;^
***

I
^K| Insulate your Electrical Machinery with
^G^ Electric Varnish and protect your line

with theWood Ligfhtning Arrester. Then you are safe.

THE WOOD LIGHTNING ARRESTER section View.

Short Qap=
Isn't It?

THAT'S WHAT DOES THE
WORK.

Patented April |9, 1892.

HAPPENED IN '92.

PROVED TO BE A

Good Thing^Is Yet.

Made In one style. Two finishes, thougli.

POLISHED BRASS for switchboard. PLAIN
FINISH for pole use.

NO.N-lNDUC.lVE.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
GENERAL SELLING AGENTS,

immmn Fifth Avenue, CHICAGO.
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GREENFIELD FLEXIBLE STEEL ARMORED CABLE. ^

GREENFIELD FLEXIBLE STEEL ARMORED CONDUITS. $
m

These products represent the latest and most radical advance in the arl of . N

ELECTRICAL WIRING. ^
Their use reduces the installation of electric conduits to an absolute simplicity. %

^ NO ELBOTVS REQUIRED. ENTIRE FliEXIBILlTlT. ^
J We offer to electrical contractors the greatest variety of conduits and appU- %
m^ antes in the world. S
^ Send for Bulletin 03400. Correspondence Invited. JjC

^ SPRAOUE EIwECTRIC COMPANY, S
% GENERAL OFFICES, 527-531 West 34ih St., NEW YORK. ^
^ CHICAGO: Fisher Building. BOSTON: 276 Devonshire Street. ^

Electro Galvanized Conduits
XklM^ F|-n-|IM

Endorsed by Board of Fire Underwriters.
ALL SIZES IN STOCK. WRITE FOR PRICES.

icKimond-tOonclui-tOc
MILWAUKEE, WIS., U. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS
BABBITT METAL, BAR. WIRE SOLDER

PIG LEAD, INGOT COPPER, SPELTER, ETC.

GREATWESTERN SMELTING AND REFINING CO., Chicago

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Aiichora(TeL&Tel.Pole )

.

Smith, Philip.

Annanciators.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Arc liamps.
Belden-barwill El. &Mf. Co.
Central Electric Co
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wlcs., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
WcBtlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Babbitt Met^I and Solder.
Gr. Western Sm. and Refg.Co.

Batteries and Jars.
Central Electric Co.-*
EdlBon MCg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Federal Battery Co.
Gilchrist Jar Co,
Gordon Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Carbon Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roche, William.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Suoply Co.

Bells, Buzzers, Etc.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressins.
Cllnc-Sunace Mfg. Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.
Shultz Belting Co.

Beltinff.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.
Shultz Belting Co.

BloTirers.
Fuller Co., The
Sturtevant Co.. B. F

Books .Electrical.
Electrician PubllBhing Co.

Bridges and Bulldioffs
(Mieel).
American Bridge Co.

Bmshes.
Becker Bros.
Central Electric Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Bolmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Burglar Alarms.
Huebel <fc Manger.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)
Cables, Electric (See In'iu-

lated Wlres),€opper,Slieet
and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
New Yoik Ine.WlreCo.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C.Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

CarbonStPoints A^Plates
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Carbon Co.
Relslnger, Huro.
Bpeer Carbon Co.
United States Carbon Co.
Wcitern Elect. Supply Co.

CaNtines (Iron.)
Smith Co., S. Morgan.

Chains.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Clrcnlt Breakers.
Cutter Elec. A Mfg. Co.

Coal A Ashes Handlins
Machinery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co,
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Coatlnc for Pulleys.
Liuie, O.C., Pulley Coal'g Co.

Colls and SEaenets.
Northweslern Elec. Mfg. Co,
Varley On nlex Magnet Co.

Compound.
Dearborn Drug AChem.Wks.
Little, O.C, Pulley Coat'g Co.
McLennan A Co., K.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Condnit and Conduits.
Amer. Vltritied Conduit Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
McRoy, John T.
Ricbmondt Conduit Co.
Sprague Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Connectors and Termi-
nals (Patent).
American Elec. Fuse Co.
McIntlreCo.. The C.

Construction & Repairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors and Electric
I^ight Plants.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Siemens A Halske ElectricCo.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
WestinghouseElec.A Mfg.Co.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Bridgeport Brass Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkoniteCcThe
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Correspondence Schools
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.

Int. Correspond. Schools.

Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
BI«e Ridge Locust Pin Co.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Indpls. Arm, Brack. A PlnCo.
Kans. City A So. Lum. Co.
Leavitt, R. H.
Tennent Insulator Pin Co.
Texas Arm A Pin Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cat-Outs and Si«^tches.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co,
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft, Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Elec. Co.
General Inc. ^rc Light Co.
Hill, W. S., ElectricCo.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McOnat, Robert L.
PalBte CO..H. T.
SiemensA Halske ElectricCo.
of America,

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Wesiinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Cuts.
P'ranklln Eng. A Electro Co.

l>inimerH (Theatre),
Iron Clad RcKlKtancc Co.

I>ynamos and Motors.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Motor and Dyn. Co.
Chicago HoiiHC WrecklngCo.
Crocker-Wheeler Company,
DichI Manufacturing (jo.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General ElectricCo.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hobart Klec, Mfg. Co.
Matthews & Bro., W. N.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.

Schureman A Hayden.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Star Dynamo Works.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electric Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Elec. Heatins Devices.
Simplex Electrical Co.

Electric Railways.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Mechani-
cal Engineers.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Bain, Force.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Humphrey, Henry H.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Sargent A Lundy.

Electrical Instruments.
American El. Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Apollance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General ElectricCo.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Queen A Co.
S lemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse EL A Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electro- Plating Maeh^.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.

Elevators- <'onveyors,
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Engines, Steam.
Ball Engine Co.
Camp Engineering Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Exh'st Steam Apparatus.
American District Steam Co.

Fan Outfits.
Central ElectricCo.
(Jrocker- Wheeler Company.
Diehl Manufacturing Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Fuller Co.. The.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co.
Paragon Fan Motor Co.
Roth Bros, A Co.
Siemens .t Halske ElectricCo.

of America.
Specially Mfg. Co.
Sprague Electric Co.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.

Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. A Specialty Co,
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supplv Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
Harnett Co,, G. A H.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Forges.
Sturtevant Co., B. P.

Fuses.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
McIntlreCo., The C.

Fuse Wire.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Central ElectricCo.
Ch Icago Fuse WlreA M tg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Mclntlro Co., The C.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Oas liightlng. Electric.
Western Electric Co.

tSearM.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.

General Elec. Supplies.
Bunnell A Co,, J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Ediaon Co

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh El. Eng. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McOuat. Robert L.
Mianus Electric Co.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

6ilobes and Electrical
4)rlassTFare.
Holophane Glass Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

GoT'nors, Water W^heel.
Lombard WaterWheel Gv.Co.

Qraphite Specialties.
Besiy A Co., Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Heaters (Feed W^ater).
Kelley A Son, Benj. F.

Beating and TentUating
Apparatus.
SturlevantCo.,B. F.

Holders, Inc. liamp.
Farles Manufacturing Co.
Vought, M. L

Insulators and Insulat-
ing Materials,
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Bowers Manufacturing Co.
Central Electric Co,
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Mica Co.
Eagle Paint A Varnish Wks,
Electric Appliance Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Illinois Insulated Wire Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins, Wire Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Manhattan Elec Supply Co.
McOuat, Robert L.
Mica Insulator Co.
MunsellA Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonile Co., The.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Insulated W^lres and
Cables—Magnet AVires.
American Elec Fuse Co.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Illinois Insulated Wire Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
India Rubber A Gutta Percha
Insulating Co.

McDermid Mfg. Co,
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated WlreCo.
Northwestern Elec. Mfg. Co.
OkonlteCo., The.
Phillips, Eugene F.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elect. Const. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

£<amps. Incandescent,
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Ediaon Co.
Colorado Lamp Co.
Edison Decorative A Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Ce.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
General Inc. Lamp Co.
Kentucky Electrical Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co.
Shelby ElectricCo.
Warren Elec, A Specialty Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec, Supply Co,
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Ijightning Arresters.
Amorleun Elec. Fuse Co.

Butler-Taylor Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Linemen^s Climbers.
Klein i'e Son. Mathias.

Sla^irnet W^ires.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Mechanical Machinery.
Besly A Co,. Chas. H.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L.
Stilwell-Blerce Smlth-Vaile.

Meters.
Diamond Meter Co.
Fort Wayne Elec. Wrks. Inc.
General Inc. Arc Light Co
Siemens A Halske Electric Co,
of America.

Mica.
Chicago M-ca Co.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus, Elec.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Motors — See Dynamos and
Motors.

Packing.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L.

Patent Attorneys.
Hamlin, Geo. R.
Johnston, Thomas J.
Page A Durand.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.,Ltd.

Platinum Bought and
Sold.
Baker A Co.
Goldsmith Bros.
Gt.West. Sm. and ReflningCo.

Poles.
Berthold A Jennlnga.
Fowler, John H.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Nau^le, Holcomb A Co.
Perrizo A Sons,
Pittsburg A L. S, Iron Co.
Sterling A Son. W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester A Co., C. H.

Porcelain.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Bowers Manufacturing Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Pon'cr Transmission
Machinery.
Jetfrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morean,
Sti'well-Ilierce SmUh-Valle.

Pulleys.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Rockwood Sales Dept.
Smith Co., S. Morean.
Stilwell-Blerce Smlth-Vaile.

Rnll ICondM.
American Steel A Wire Co.

Refiners.
Gt.West, Sm. and Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector A I.te. Co.

Re-Winding—Rf pairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Armature Works.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsb Elec. Eng. Co.
McOuat, Robert L.

Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Rheostats.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Salt (Battery).
Federal Battery Co.

Second-Hand Mach*y.
Chicago Hoii.se Wrecking Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Matthews A Kro., W. N.
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Walsh's Sons A Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.
Farles ManuTaoturlng Co.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co,

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Queen A Co.
Robertson-A Sons, Jas. L.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Springs.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Barnes Co., The Wallace.
Manross, F. N.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Oo.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Strnctural Iron Work.
American Bridge Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American ElectricalWorks.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co,
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Switch-
boards.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American El. Telephone Co.
Bissell Co., The F.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co,
Central Tel. A Elec. Co.
Couch A Seelev Co,
Ericsson Telep'hone Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Supply Co.
Garl Electric Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co.
Kokomo Tel A El. Mfg. Co
Kusel,D.A.,Tel. A El. Mfg.Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McDermid Mfg. Co.
Mianus Electric Co.
North Electric Co.
Peerlei^s Elec. Telephone Co.
R 1. Telephone A Elec Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Co,
Sterling Electric Co.
Stromberg-CarlsonTel. M.Co
Swedish-American Tel. Co.
Thomas, Wilcox A Dletz.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Warner Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western Tel. Const. Co.

Tools.
Klein A Son, Mathiaa.

Transformers.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Klec. Works, Inc.
General ElectricCo.
Gregory Electric Co.
Siemens A HalskeElectrlc Co.
of America.

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Rlec. A Specialty Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Westtnghouse El. A Mfg. Co,

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Turbine^Wa* erWheels.
Leffel A Co., Jas.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Blerce Smlth-Vaile.

Viniversities.
Harvard University.
Woi-cfsicr Poly t. Institute.

VarniNbes.
Sterling Varnish Co.

Vulcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co,

Wire, Bare.
American Steel A WlreCo.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central ElectricCo,
Electric Appliance Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electrical Sup. Co.

Woodw^ork,Elcctrlcal.
Bissell Co., The F.
Noblett, E. J.

X-Ray Outfits.
Queen A Co.

I^or ^kl|»hml>oi:lo«l Ind^x of A.d-vor-t:la«mon-ts Soo ^aK«» III.
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EDISON LAMP'S

Ed)5on Lamp Factory, General Electric Co., Harrison, N. J.

Production, 55,000 Lamps per day.

20th
Anniversary

.

Commands the Highest Price.

Is the Cheapest to Use.

15,000,000 Lamps Made a Year. Prompt
Shipments, All Kinds, Any Quantity.

3,500,000 Lamps Kept in Stock.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Harrison, N. J.

1a

%
%

In

%;

%

^

1ft

1ft

%i

1ft

16

1ft

1ft

1ft

1ft

1ft
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AMERICAN

BRIDGE CO.,

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

Steel Bridges,

Steel Buildings,

AND ALL CLASSES OF METALLIC STRUCTURES.

GENERAL OFFICES:
NO. 100 BROADWAY NEW YORK.

BRANCH OFFICES:

BOSTON,
PHILADELPHIA,

CHICAGO,
PITTSBURG,

BALTIMORE,
NEW ORLEANS,

CLEVELAND,
MINNEAPOLIS.

NEW TYPE SUNBEAM.

16 Candlepower, 220 Volts.

5uperiorQuanty
Because...

CARBON FILAMENT,
Purest and Host
Uniform.

VACUUM,
More Perfect.

HATERIALS,
Highest Quality.

WORKHANSHIP,
Skilled Labor Em-
ployed.

TESTS,
Carefully Made.

High and Low Voltages Equally Efficient.

WRITE FOR SAMPLE.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAOO. NEW YORK.

LONDON, .AfrrWEKP. PARIS,

Bridge Cbunbers. 171 OneenVrctoria 33 Rue Boudewyns. 4d Avenue de BrateulL
St., B. C, nnd North Woolwlcb, E.

5t. Paul, nion., American Electric Co., Northwestern Azents.

ST. LOUIS OFFICE, Security BuUdInc, 5T. LOUIS, MO.
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SIEMENS & HALSKE

ELECTRIC CO.
OF AMERICA.

NERAl- OF-P-ICES-CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL
APPARATUS,

Railway, Lighting, Power Transmission.

IMPROVED DUNCAN INTEGRATING WATTMETERS.

Many thousands of these Wattmeters are in daily use. Our
sales are increasing. All electrical instruments should be perfect

and register accurately. The large use of and increasing demand
for our meters indicate that they meet these important require-

ments.

DISTRIOT OF"F"l

Boston. Chicago. Cincinnati. Denver.

New York. Philadelphia. St. Louis. San Francisco.

f
to
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Dearborn
ind Ohemical \A/orlcs,
t-t^ries---\A^a'ter Chemis'bs.
iblo Boiler Oom-pounds.

ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES. WATERS FREE. OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS.
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RlALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Teleplione

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO..

Century Bldg.

DULUTH, MINN.,

203 Falladlo Bldg.

POLES
Naugle,Holcomb&Go.,

OLD COLOIY BLDO., CKICAaO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad
Contractors.

DETROIT, MICH.,
Wayne Co. Bank Bldg.

ESCANABA, MICH.

MASONVILLE, MICH.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, MICH.

Elev6D Pole Yards In Michigan.
~ ^ ~

I

Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

TIES.

Cedar Poles
the VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Plnconnlng, Mich. Oreen Bay, Wis. New London, Wis.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Stock Conslantjy on Hand.
Poles

the BraPasHriBS.
T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U.S.A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms.PoIeand
Swinging Hoods, House Brackets and
other SpeclaltleB for Construction
Work.—Catalogue and Prices fur-
nisked on application.

TlieTenneiitlflsulatorPinCo.
MANUFACTURERS

LOCUST and OAK PINS and
BRACKETS,

POLES and TIES,
Terra Alta, W. Virginia,

j

CEDAf? POLES
so rr. to 100 FT. A SPECIALTY

PlLlNC^S^^BRiOOE^T^IMBjRS

BLUE RIDGE LOCUST PIN CO.,
HARVEY M. DICKSON, Gen. Mgr. .ASHEN/I L.L.E, 1^. C.

LOCUST INSULATOR PINS AND BRACKETS.
WflWUFACTURERS OF.,

Seven factories in operation. Capacity, GO.CCO per day. Write for prices on i)in and bracket specialties

CEDAR POLES
LINDSLCY BROTHERS COMPANY
MrNOMIiMEE. M/CH. fl/vD POftTl-AND, OHECON.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS
SO-FOOr TO 80-FOOT POLES OUR SPCCIALTY

CEDAR POLES.
We have the Following Stock in Y^d lor Prompt Shipment:

SIZE.
4 inchts, 18 f

5 " IS
6 " 18
4 2U
5 • 20
6 " 20
7. 20
4 " 25
5 • 25
6 • 25

NO. PCS.
... 200
..1,048

..4,481
.3,474
.1,234
. 127
.7,050
.6,000
.3,000

SIZE. NO. PCS.

5 Inches, 30 feet 1,534
30
35
35
40
40
40
45
50
50

120
.1,000
, 147
. 300
1,000

44
. 343
, 200

SIZE. NO. PCS
6 inches, 56 reet 32

55
55
60
60
60
65
65
70

.124
1

13
36
1
3
6
1

Write for Special Delivered Prices on this Stock.

C. H. WORCESTER & CO., Koss, Mich.
MANUFACTURERS OF CEDAR PRODUCTS.

POLES AND CROSSARMS
BERTHOLD & JENNINCS,

CKEMICAL BUILDING, ST. LOUIS.

Iniianapolis An, BracM & Pii Co,,
Sucoeasors to J. B. MAQER8,

MANurACTURtRB OP

Arms, Bracket!, Locust and OaK Pins,

Tent Stakes, ROPE Lock Blocks.

Office, 1 25 S. Meridian St., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

FACTORY, JAMESTOWN, IND.

American Yilrified Coidait Comjaiiy,
1IANUFACTUI{EK3 OF

VITRIFIED SALT GLAZED
UNDERGROUND AND INTERIOR CONDUITS.

Contractors for Complete Installation
of Conduit Systems.

General Offices: 39 Cortlandt St., N. Y.

\A/l-ii1:e Cedar l^oles
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

W^^^^^iii: PERRIZO & SOXS, Daggett, Mich.

KLEIN'S

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS

i
Catalogue Free. 4^Send for floe,

Mathias Klein & Son.
8T-B9 W. VAN BUREN STREET. CHICAGO,

$31,50 Round Trip to Denver, Colorado

Sprlfigs and Pueblo,

Via Chicago, Union Pacific and North-
western Line, June ig, 20, July 3, 9, 17,

August I, 7 and 21, good returning until

October 31. Also very low rates on the

same dates to Glenwood Springs, Ogden,
Salt Lake City, Hot Springs and Dead-
woDd, S. Dak. Quickest time. Best ser-

vice. All agents sell tickets via Chicago
Sc North-Western R'y. For full particu-

lars address,

W. B. Kniskern, 22 Fifth Avenue, Chi-

cago. 111.

OAK PINS AND BRACKETS.
rianufacturers for Wholesale Trade.

Prompt Shipments. Car Orders Solicited.

Kansas City & Southern Lumber Co.,

PAINTED,
SACKED AND
CRATED.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING CO.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,

Uanufftcturers knd Dealers fn

Yellow Pine Cross Arms, Locust Pins, Oak Pins, Electrical

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stocks on hand.

Delivered prices quoted, F. O. B. cars, your city, in any quantity. ^^WKITE US.

Tested Fane M'ire aiifl Fnse I^inks.
Staiiii.ird fui- Ai.riiia(-\,

In the manufacture of Fuses there are two essentials.

TST, ACCURACY", 2d, UNIFORMITY.
The Steady Increate in our business during the paat

twelve years ia the beet evidence that our goods meet
all lequirenients.
All kinds of Telephone Fuses an Bases,

well made and at loiv prices.
CHICAGO FUSE WIRE & MFC. CO.,
58-6-1 N. Jeffersoa St., Cbioago 369 Broadway, N;w York.

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO. «adison, ws.

GENERATORS 1-2 K. W. to 150 K. W., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.wii^i«En.ni wnL^^
Spherical. Steel. Invertible. Multipolar.

. . 1-2 H. P. to 150 H. P., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
FACTORY EQUIPMENTS A SPECIALTY.MOTORS

nccinre J Norttern Engineering Co., The Northwest Eng'g Co., E. & W. Electrical Appliance Co., Machinery & Electrical Co., Chicago—Northern Electrical Mfg. Co. B—R. Electric Co.
UrrlbtO|89Cortlandt 8(.,N6w¥ork. 8t. Paul, Minn. " ' ' "San Francisco. CaL Los Angeles, Cal.

Northwest Electric Engineering Co., Portland, Ore.
939-940 Monadnock. Kansas'City, Mo.
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OUR MOTORS MOTE!
DAYTON FAN MOTORS have
passed the experimental stage.
You cannot afford to purchase a
motor that has not. They are
finished, perfect Fan Motors and
you don't have to buy new ones
every year. You can feel safe
therefore in buying a Dayton
late in the season. The rush is

now on. Orders should be sent
at once.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY.Chicago.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

cINTIRE JOINTS.

AMERICAN JOINTS.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC FUSE CO.,
345-347 South Canal Street, Chicago, III.

I

INDI& , AMBER

EMPIRE 4 MIC
IM^llL/%TCr> ;^ COIVIPOIJWD
Cloths .ind I'jpcjri.

''Ij'''
urdCouAi.irii.

IN ANY SHAPE OR PATTERN-
EutoiCiMurisclKsCo. Hica lii!^iildtorCo.

"^ 2ISH.il(iSi.^ouYork^ Cliicnv'o,ii7iciK<-M.

A COMMUTATOR NECESSITY!

60 CENTS PER STICK. $5.00 PtH DOZEN.
Upon Receipt of this COUPON we will

Send PRBB. Sample Stick.

Name .

.

Address .

The only article that will PKEVENT
SPARKING. -Win keep the commutator In
good condition and PBEVENT CDTTING.

ABSOLUTELY WILL NOT GUM
THE BRUSHES

It will put that high gloss on the commu*
tator you have so long soughtaftor.

For Sale by all Supply Houses, or

K. Mclennan & Co.,
Sole Manufacturers,

909 Title and Trust Bldg., CHICAQO, ILL.

DESK AND CEILING FANS, 1900 MODELS.
Send for Catalogue 2110.

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
Slain Office and Factory,
»T. liOUlS, JUO.

Kastern Office and TVarehonRe*
136 liiberly St., ni£W ITOUli. OITV

EAGLE
INSULATING

VARNISH.

Best made, light col-
ored, remains elastic.

Send for sample and
be convinced.

Eagle Paint & Varnish Works,
PITTSBURG. PA.

HAZARD MANUFACTURING CO.,

Wires AND Gables.
HIGH-GRADE RUBBER-

COVERED,
WEATHERPROOF

Gbnsbal Office and Works,
Wllkesbarre, Pa.

MAGNET, OFFICE, ANNUNCIATOR WIRE.
New York Office, Chicago Office,

60 Dey St. 1201-2 Marquette Bldg

General Electric Company's
Candelabra, Series, Decorative, Battery and Minia-
ture Lamps may cost slightly more at first. In the
end they cost less than all others. This is because
of their long useful life, their better maintained
candle power, absence of all mechanical and phys-
ical defects—every lamp perfect. Prompt ship-

ments. In any quantity.

Send for Catalogue No. I017.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND MINIATURE
LAMP DEPARTMENT,

Harrison, N. J.

The Worcester Polytechnic Institute,

WORCESTER, MASS.
T. C. Mendenhall, Ph. D., LL. D.. President.

Courses of study in Mechanical, Civil and lijlec-

trical EDgineerine, Chemistry and General
Science. New and extensive laboratories in
Engineering, Electricity, Phyfiics and General
and Industrial chemistry. Special facilities in
Steam and Hydraulics. 200-page catalogue,
sliowlng positions filled by graduates, mailed free.

Address J. K. MARSHALL, Registrar.

F BELL.
IT PAYS
TO USE
THE BEST.

HUEBEL & MANGER,
286 GRAHAM STREET, BROOKLYN, N Y.

COAL AND ASHES HANDLING
MACHINERY, SHAFTING, PULLEYS,

CLUTCHES. PATENT MACHINE-MOULDED
ROPE SHEAVES, ETC.

CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION.

LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO.,
Engineers, Founders, Machinists,

CHICAGO. U. S. A.

(X/0 IjullLu

(kjynjb a^

Cri'

JOHN T. McROY
302 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

138 Washington ST., Chicago

IS IT

THE "BELDEN" SYSTEM

OF ARC LIGHTING
Is so far superior to any other sys-
tem on the market?

BECAUSE
It embodies features that are not to

be found in any other lamp.

"We have convinced hundreds who have had arc

lamp troubles. We can convince you.

Our catalog explains the fine points of the

"Belden" and it will be sent on request.

Belden-Larwill Electric &

Mfg. Co.,

FT. WAYNE, IND.
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niAtlK N. PHILLIPS, PRCatDKNT.
t. H. WAGENSEIL, TnEASUntR.

EUGENE F. PHrUUPS.
Cencval MANAaEn.

C. ROWLAND PHILLIPS, Vlcc-PRCa
C. R. REMINOTON, JR., Seo.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PBOVXDEBrCE, B. I.

'

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MACNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New York Store, Vf. J. Watson, 26 Cortlandt St.
Chicago Stoeb. F. E. Donahoe, 241 Madison St.
Montreal Bbai^gh, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Worts.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIPSDALE, R. I.

THE "CLARK WIRE.
FOR

SWITCHBOARD.
RAILWAY

and MOTOR USE.

"CLARK _WIRE"-
All sizes of

_ Stranded and Flex*

ibie Wire and
Cables with

CKrk'slnsulation

Inspector Boston Fire Underwriters' Union says:

"A thoroughly reliable and desirable wire in every respect."

The Clark "wire has been before the public and in use for the past ten years,

and has met with universal favor. We guarantee our insulation wherever used,

Aerial, Undergroucid or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not lower,

than any other first-class insulated wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues,

with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61-63 Hampshire Street,

.BOSTON, MASS.
HENKY A. CLAEK. Treas. and Gen'l Manager.

HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Pres. and Electrician.

P
ATENTS.
PAGE i DUIUND,

SOLICITORS OF AMERICAN AND
FOREIGN PATENTS.

Adams Ex. Bldg., 185 Dearborn St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Six Years with General Electric Company.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,
Counsellor at Law,

No. 66 Broadway, - NEW YORK CITY.

Patent Causes. Patent Soliciting.

%#_ BM^B«jk««5*k UfABill* c*!" your money back wben you buy a C it H Rheostat.
Wnill' MQIIbV S wWOllll 3.000 standard motor btarters and motor speed regu-
• ''• wiiwj W w» wi 111 lators constantly in stock from which we can make
immediate shipment. Keliauie; firepoof; approved by tire underwriters. Send for illustrated
catalogue W and discount sheet.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. CO.,
MILWAUKEE, WIS. NEW YORK OFFICE, 136 LIBERTY STREET.

W« are the largest and oldest exclusive manufacturers of Rheostats in the world.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go
MANUFACTURERS OF

STEEL OUTLET ADTD JCSTCTIOIV BOXES,
STTITCHBOAKDS, PAJTEL BOABDS, SWITCKE8, KX^

M'CORMICK TURBINE.
On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft.

Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Gives a higher percentage of useful effect than any other water-wheel
heretofore made. All sizes, rif^ht and left hand, are built from patterns per-
fected under systematic tests in the Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and those contem-
pUit ini; the improvoment of powers, will find it to their intei'est to confer
wit h n>, as we are willing to guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter what make of turbine has been in use. STATE REQUIREHENTS
AND ^END FOR CATALOGUE.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.

HI l|lXrn FOR SPOT CASH
fAR I dJ ^^^^^^ °^^ INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND BASES.

m mMWm Frfi^-rii Paid anil Highest Pricp? fiiiarantHpd.

CEO. F. SCHWALM CO., - HARRISON, N. J.

The Colorado Incandescent Lamp?
Colled Filament. Even Distribution of Light. Full Rated Candle Power. Exact Efficiency Orderel).

Long Life. Low In First Cost, Cheapest in the Aggregate. Send (or Price List.

THE COLORADO LAMP CO., Denver, Colo.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

O.K," Weatherproof Wire,

Slow-Burning Weatherproof

and Slow-Burning Wire,

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Go.
Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.

BrotHERw
39-43

W. WASHINGTON ST.
CHICAGO.

Manfrs.

of the

well

known

ii. <»

I Brushes

for

Dynamos

and

Motors.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR AND PRICE LIST.

REPAIRS wcfXY-Jcfudfof.':: National Electric Company's Machines.

\a/e: do risi^airino.
The satisfactory kind that brings your second order.

Armatures, transformers and Selds rewound. Commutators refilled, Machintj
rebuilt. All work guaranteed. Low prices. Write us.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL REPAIR CO.,
L. D. TeiBDhone, Main S1 14. 141 S. Clinton street. CHICAGO.

Kentucky

Incandescent
KENTUCKY ELECTRICAL

Chicago Agent, J. W. Brooks, 605 Plymouth Bldg<

LAMPS|7cCO., Owensboro, Ky. M U
oka. 605 Plymouth Bids. ^* ^"" ^^^

BIG STOCK
CHICAGO!

DIRECT-CURRENT

HOLTZER-CABOT

FANS
110 AND SOO VOLTS,

LAMINATED FIELDS,

CARBON BRUSHES,

SELF-OILINO BEARINOS.

These Fans Made
IN BOTH

Desl( ail BracM Styles.

SEND FOR CATALOG

OF FULL LINE OF FANS.

HOLTZER-CABOT ELEC. CO.,

397 Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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WANTED.
Young, energetic traveling

man, with headquarters Chi-

cago, to sell arc lamps. Ad-
dress application, stating

former experience and ex-

pected salary, to "H. N.," care

Western Electrician, 510
Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

WANTED.
Electrical instrument makers wanted.

Good, steady men on ammeter and volt-

meter work. Only good men need apply.

Apply

42 CENTER ST. , Lynn, Mass.

WANTED TO BUY.
We are in the market for fiood second-hand

high-speed Automatic and Corliss engines. We
want several such at once. Write us, giving
full pariiculars.

CAMP ENGINEERING CO.,

ISSouth Canal Street, Chicago, III.

Ffjl? SAl F -Motor genera-
^i'» Wr^l-fcB tor. 500 volt-

110 volt for charging storage batteries. Old ma-
terial of all kinds purchased. AVALS H'S ^ONS
& CO., 2W AYashington Street. Newark, N. J.

FOR SALE.
50,000 iX oak pins, painted.

10,000 cross-arm braces. Great bargain.

STAFFORD & EVANS, Ltd.,
Steinway Hall, Chicago.

WANTED.
For Immediate delivery, one or more 125-lifi^hl

Brush MuUicirciiit Arc" Dynamos, 2,000 c.-p ,

new or In C'obd secoiid-hand condition. Address,
giving full particulars,

The ROYAL ELECTRIC CO.,
Montreal, Canada.

WANTED.
Telephone working foreman wanted in Eng-

land, well np in cable laying parly wire, bridg-
irifi, series and automatic systems. State age.
wages and where employed. •E>JGL,\ND." care
Western Electrician, 510 Marquette building,
Chicago.

WANTED.
Po-itionbya man cupable of taking charge

Ota police and Are alarm or an electric-light
srsiem Address ' A. M." care of Western
l-^lectrician, 510 Marquette liuilding, Chicago.

WABASH MIDNIGHT
FLYER TO ST. LOUIS.
Spend the evening at home or at the theater-

leave Chicago at ll;30 p. m. and be in St. Louis
before 8 o'cloett the next murnlng. Try this pop-
ular train.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
Dr. J S. Eomine of Chadron. Neb.,

will sell $10,UOOstook of Chadron Elec-
tric Light and Power Co. for $3,000
cash; balance stock, $4,000, held by
.T. D. Bacon of Chadron, a retired
banker, he will sell on account of my
selling, for $2,000 cash or on time, or

keep his stock. Plant cost over $16,000;

no bands, mortgages or debts; no other
light plant; city contract. Coal, $2.95

per ton. Pure city spring water. City
of 3,000, healthy, good school, academy,
six churches. Business can be greatly
increased. Reason for selling, age and
business keep me away all the time.

Sealed bids to light the city of

Lebanon, Ky., will be received un-
til Saturday, Sept. ist, igoo—

3

o'clock p. m., with thirty-two

1,200 candle power arg lights. The
contract to take effect January ist,

igoi, and continue in force until

December 31st, 1904. The city

reserves the right to reject any or

all bids. Address all bids to

JOHN BARR, Mayor,

Lebanon, Ky.

SECOND-HAND
Dynamos and Motors.

We invite correspondence
with tliose wishing to

buy or sell.

SCHUREMAN & HAYDEN,

140 S. Clinton St., Chicago.

STUDENTS^
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.

$2 00 per year, in advance.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

^uite 510 Marquette Bldg., - CHICAGO

notice:.
Sealed bids will be received for the in-

stallation of an eleclriclightiDg plant for

the village of Dalton, 111. Bids will be
opened on Saturday, July 28, at 12 o'clock
noon.

Plans and specifications are on file at the
office of the village clerk.

The Board of Trustees reserve the right
to reject any or all bids.

Address all bids to

VILLAGE GLERK,
'

. D'alton, III.

the Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the World.

BEST) FOR CIEOULAE AND PEICE8.

THE LECLANCHE BAHERY CO..
111 to 117 East 131st St.. N. Y.

REPAIRS
rVER/THING ELECTRICAL

WRITE VS

RoST.L.IWcOu/IT,

IMDIANAPOLIS JND. REPAIRS
iio-Volt Incandescent Dynamos.

1 J2-llght Edison, % M. P.
1 K-light O. & C.. self-oiler.
1 SS-Hght Duplex, 75, self-oiler.
1 35-llglit Westlnghouse, self-oiler.
1 36-llght Bernard, self-oiler.
1 so-light Hawkeye, self-oiler.

1 60-llght Bain, self-oiler.
1 60-llght Card, self-oiler.

2 90-llght Westlnghouse.
1 160-llght Bockford.
1 200-llght Howard.
1 250-light Commercial, comp., self-oiler.

1 2G0-light National, comp., self-oiler.

1 270-llght T.-H., comp., self-oiler.

1 300-llght Eickmeyer.
1 340-llght Eddy, self-oiler, compound.
2 350-llgbt HaTvkcye, comp. wound.
1 350-llght National, self-oiler, compound.
1 350-llgbt Edison, 20 K. W., self-oiler.

1 360-llght Rockford, self-oiler, compound.
1 450-llght Edison, 25 K. W., selt-oiler.

1 400-llght Wood, M. P., self-oiler.

1 4501lght Rockford, self-oUer.
1 540-llght Edison, 30 K. W.. oil cup.
i 640-llght Edison, 30 K. W., self-oUers,

compound.
1 540-llght Westlnghouse. 8-pole, slow-speed,

30 K. W., self-oiler, new.
1 eoo-llght B. &. C, slow speed, M. P., self-

oiler, compound.
1 600-llght Eickmeyer.
2 700-llght Siemens & Halske, 40 K. W., M.

P., slow speed.
2 700-IlgUt Westlnghouse, 10-pole, sloit

speed, 40 K. W., self-oilers,

new.
1 300-llght Rockford, self-olIer. new arm't.
4 800-llght Edison, 45 K. W., self-oilers.

1 1350-llght Waddell-Bnz, SO K. W., M. P.,

for direct connection.

BOOSTER SET.

1 Siemens & Halske, multipolar Ironclad
type booster set, for raising 275 amperesi,
26 volts or less; motor, 90 amperes, llO

volts; generator, 275 amperes, 26 volts.

500-Volt Qenerators.

1 45 K. W, Edison, compound, self-oiler.

1 150 K. W. Detroit, M. P., compound, self-
oiler.

DIRECT-CONNECTrO RAILWAY
GENERATORS.

1 lOO H. P., 600-volt Westlnghouse, Kodak,
set Westlnghouse generator and West-
lnghouse comp. engine, 14x21x14, all com-
plete, line.

ELECTRIC CO.
54-62 5.CLINTOM ST. CHICAGO.

Alternating Generators.
t 350-Ilght Thomson-Houston, A. IS.

1 600-ilght Bain, 30 K. W., self-oiler, new
toothed armature.

1 600-llght Thomson-Houston. A. 6, 30 K. W.
1 600-light Thomson-Houston. 30 K. W.,

two-phase. 1100 volts.
2 G50-llght Thomson-Houston, A. 35, s. o.

2 760-llght Westlnghouse. 37V4 K W.
1 900-light 60-cycle Westlnghouse, 45 K. W.,

self-oiler, toothed armature,
compound wound.

1 1000-llght Wood, 50 K. W., self-oiler,
toothed armature.

1 1200-llght Westlnghouse, 60 K. W., self-

oller, toothed armature.
1 1400-Ilght Westlnghouse, 70 K. W.
2 6000-llght Westlnghouse, 300 K. W., toothed

nrniature, composite wound,
self-ollers, outboard bearings.

1 6000-llght Westlnghouse, 300 K. W., 2200
volts, toothed armature, com-
Eoslte wound, self-oiler, out-
oard bearings.

Arc Dynamos.
1 20-llght 2000 C. P. Western Electric.
1 25-llght 2000 C. P. T.-H.
1 30-llght 2000 C. P. Western Electric, self-

oiler.

1 30-llght 2000 0. P. Brush, No. 7.

2 35-llght 2000 C. P. T.-H.. L. D. 2.

1 40-llght 2000 O. P. Wood, No. 7.

2 40-llght 2000 C. P. Western Electric, self-

ollers.
4 45-llght 1200 C. P. T.-H.. M. 12.

4 45-llght 1200 0. P. Brush, No. 7.

1 BO-llght 2000 O. P. Excelsior, latest type.
2 50-IIght 1200 C. P. T.-H.. L. D. 12.

1 60-llght 2000 O. P. Western Electric, self-
oiler.

1 60-llght 2000 C. P. Brush, No. 7%.
2 00-llght 2000 C. P. Western Electric, self-

oUcrs.
1 60-llght 2000 O. P. Wesllnghousc.
3 60-llght 2000 C. P. Wood, No. 8.

Arc Dynamos.—Continued.
3 65-llght 2000 0. P. Brush, No. 8, new ar-

mature.
2 75-llght 1200 0. P. Standai-d.
1 75-light 2000 O. P. Westlnghouse.
3 125-llght 120O C. P. Bscelslor, latest type,

self-ollers, flue.

iio-Volt Motors.
2 1 H. P. Roth, self-ollers.
1 2 H. P. Duplex, self-oiler.
1 2 H. P. Westlnghouse, self-ollcr.
1 3 H. P. Jenney, self-oiler.
1 3 H. P. Card, self-oiler.
2 7% H. P. Westlnghouse.
1 12 H. P. Rockford.
1 18 H. P. National, self-oiler.
1 18 H. P. Commercial, self-oiler.
1 18 H. P. T.-H., self-oller.
1 IS H. P. Siemens & Halske, M. P., self-

oiler,

1 20 H. P. Eickmeyer.
1 24 H. P. Eddy, self-oller.
1 25 H. P. Rockford.
2 30 H. P. Edison. 25 K. W.. self-ollers.
1 25 H. P. National, seli-oiler.
4 25 H. P. Edison, 20 K. W., self-ollers.
1 .SO H. P. Rockford.
7 35 H. P. Edison, self-ollers.
1 35 H. P. Westlnghouse. 8-poIe, slow

speed, 30 K. W., self-oller,
new.

a20-Volt Motors.

2 1 H. P. Eddy, self-ollers.
1 1 H. P. Edison, % K. W., self-oller.
2 1 H. I>. E. & C, new, self-ollers, M. P.,

slow speed.
1 lU H. P. Lundell, slow speed, self-oller,
1 3 H. P. Crocker-Wheeler, self-oller,

slow speed.
1 3 H. P. General Electric, type I. B.,

self-oiler.
2 3 II. P. Card, slow speed, self-ollers.
1 5 H. P. Akron, self-oller.

220'VoIt Motors.—Continued.
1 6 H. P. Eddy, ring type. M. P.
1 5 H. P. Westlnghouse, self-oller.
1 7% H. P. Roth, eelf-oiler.
2 7% H. P. Eddy, self-ollers.
1 7^4 H. P. Edison, self-oiler.
1 12 H. P. T.-H., self-oiler.
1 16 H. P. Crocker-Wheeler elevator mo-

tor, with controller.
1 60 H. P. Northern, M. P., self-oller.
1 60 H. P. Edison, self-oller, 46 K. W.

500-VoIt Motors.
2 1 H. P. Jenney, self-ollers.
3 1 H. P. Crocker-Wheeler, self-ollers,

slow speed.
1 1 H. P. Lundell. self-oller, slow speed.
1 1 H. P. 0. & C. self-oller.
1 2% H. P. Wood, self-oller.
1 3 H. P. Hobart, self-oller.
1 3 H. P. Thomson-Houston.
2 3% H. P. Rockford. ironclad, self-ollers.
1 5 H. P. D. & D.
1 6 H. P. T.-H., 5 K. W.
1 7% H. P. Jones, self-oller.
1 7% H. P. Thomson-Houston.
1 10 U. P. Eddy, self-oller. M. P.
1 10 H. P. C. & C, self oiler.

1 10 H. P. Card, M. P., self-oller. slow
speed.

1 38 H. P. T.-H.
2 IS H. P. C. & a, self-ollers.
1 20 H. P. Commercial, selt-oiler.
1 20 H. P. Card, self-oller.
1 25 H. P. Edison, new armature._
1 30 H. P. Commercial, self-oilef.
1 30 H. P. T.-H.. self-oller.
1 30 H. P. Edison, 26 K. W., self-oller.

Alternating-Current Motors.
SINGLE PHASE.

1 % H. P. Stanley, lOO volts, 16000 alterna-
tions, single-phase.

2 1 H. P. Ft. Wayne, 100 v., 12S-cycle,
self-oilers, single-phase.

2 5 H. P. Wagner, single-phase, 60-cycle,
200 volts.

Alternating-Current flotors.
MULTIPHASE.

2 1 H. P. Westlnghouse, self-ollers, 2-pha8e,
60-cycle, 100 volts.

1 10 H. P. Gen. Electric, self-oller, S-phase,
type S-10-900, Form A, 60-cycle,
110 volts.

Arc Motors.
I ^A H. P. Excelsior, 9.6 amp.
II H. P. Excelsior, 9.6 amp.
12 H. P. Excelsior, 9.6 amp.

Special Bargain: One 75 K. W., 60t> V., direct-connected Westlnghouse Kodak Set.

LARGE STOCK OF TRANSFORMERS, METERS ANO ARC LAMPS
NOTICE.—All macblnesarc ctuali)' lo slock ready for prompt ilellvery. All micblacs are Kuarantecd, Write lor partlcalara and Bead for MONTHLY BARGAIN SHEET with net caafa prioc.
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.

We also have a full line of
modern patterns for Gears
and Power Transmission
Hachinery.

That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for
electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-
riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, Higin Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

THE STILWELL-BIERGE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,
257 Lehman Street, DAYTON, OHIO.

"USED MACHINERY" CHEAP,
1,000—10 to 120 Amp. Westinghouse-Shallenber.

ger Ampere-Hour Meters.

5—11. P. 75 G. E. 500 Volt Railway Generators.

3-JI. P. 100 G. E. 500-Volt Railway Generators.

1—90 K. W. Wood Alternator, complete with Ex-
citer and Instruments, 133 cycle.

1—SOOAmp. U. S. Dynamo, 125 Volts.

1—400 Lt. National Bipolar Dynamo, 125 Volts.

2—50-Lt. Excelsior Arc Dynamos.
2-100-Lt. Excelsior Arc Dynamos.
1—100-Lt. Western Electric Arc Dynamo.
600-Ft. Wayne Wood, Western Electric, Excel-

sior. Helios and A-B Arc Lamps.
1—16x27x16 Westinghouse Compound Engine,

300 h. p.

1—I3}xl2 Westinghouse Standard Engine, 125h. p.

1—8Jx8 Westinghouse Standard Engine, 40 h. p.

1—16xl6.Ideal Simple Engine, 175 h. p.

2—66x18 Tubular Boilers, with Hawley Down
Draft.

1—200-h. p. Hoppes Exhaust Heater.
1—5ix3x5 Worthington Duplex Pump.
2-10-h. p. 220-Volt Eddy Bipolar Motors, good

W. N. MATTHEWS tc BRO., 601 CARLETON BUILDING, ST. LOUIS.

FASTER TIME VIA THE WABASH
CONTINENTAL LIMITED.

Commencing June ^7 the Continental Limited
leaves Chicago at 12:40 noon. Instead of i-2:0-j.

and arrives New York 3:15 and lioston 5:20 the
following afternoon. Through sleepers to both
poinis.

This Trade=MarkRo!en?a', MlYrrard
Branches, Edison Cut-Outa

KDlIe

jenfaif^p Guarantees Satisfaction
Switches, etc.

PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CHICAQO.

NEW MORNING TRAIN TO

DETROIT VIA THE WABASH.
A new Wabash morning train for Detroit now

leaves Chicago at 9:2,t a. m. and arrives Detroit
G:30p. m. Through cars, Other trains for De-
troit viathe Wabash leave Chicagoatl2:40noon,
3:i5p. m. and ll:to p. m.

Macliiner) and Supplies at Bargain Prices.
We have the largest estabHshment of its kind on earth. Our plant and yards cover over a million feet of space.

We are constantly buying factories and buildings. We purchased the Omaha Exposition, the World's Fair, the Chicago

Postoffice Buildings, etc., etc. Our facilities for rebuilding machinery are unsurpassed. We furnish a binding guar-

antee with all goods purchased. Our stock is constantly being added to. Get our prices on the following:

One 25-1 ight. 2,000 c. p Westinghouse low-tension
arc dynamo.

Two 50-light Standard arc djnamos.
One 20-lig1it Sperry arc dynamo.
One 500-light. 100-volt Edison dynamo.
One 1. coo-light 1000-volt Wood Ft. Wayne alternat-

ing dynamo, complete with switchboard and
exciter.

One l.OOO-light. 1,000-volt Westinghouse dynamo,
complete with switchboard and exciter.

One 1,200-light Slaitery alternating dynamo.
One portable Weston ammeter, reading from

to 150.

Two Thompson alternating ammeters, reading
from to 100.

Fifty 10, 20, 40 and 80 ampere Westinghouse house
meters.

200 series arc lamps, different makes.
Rubber-covered, weatherproof and bare copper

wire.
5,000 assorted sizes clear and opal arc globes

OUR CATALOG NO. 156 IS AN EDUCA-

TOR. ASK FOR IT SURE. Write to-day.

One 18x42 Frick Corliss engine.

One 20x32 Watertown automatic engine.

One 18x28 Watertown automatic engine.

One 12x20x14 Ball compound engine.

One 91x16x14 Payne compound engine.

One Armington & Sims cross-compound condens-
ing engine. 30x20x15.

One 15x14 Ideal automatic engine.
One 144x13 Armington & Sims automatic engine.

One 12x21 Buckeye automatic engine.

One 12x12 Armington & Sims automatic engine.

One 12x12 Ideal automatic engine.

One 250 h. p. Baragwanath feed-water heater.

One Stilwell-Bierce live steam heater and purifier.

One 150 h. p. Berryman heater.

One 125 h. p. Baragwanath heater.

One 500 h. p. Hanover independent condenser.

Two 72x16 horizontal tubular boilers.

One 60x18 horizontal tubular boiler.

Two 60x16 horizontal tubular boilers.

Five 54x16 horizontal tubular boilers.

Two §4x14 horizontal tubular boilers.

Two 48x16 horizontal tubular boilers.

Two 48x14 horizontal tubular boilers.

Ten Hill friction-clutch pulleys, 52x22x6 in. bore,

double arm, double crown, double belt.

3 Thompson recording wattmeters, 10 ampere.
2 Thompson recording wattmelers, 15 ampere.
2 Thompson recording wattmeters, 25 ampere.
1 12x24 engine made by Zeahm Bros.

1 20x22 Corliss engine.

1 9x12 center crank engine.

1 13x12 center crank engine.

1 7x10 slide valve center crank.

1 3x5 upright engine.

1 80 H.-P. A. B. Farquahar Co. engine.

1 horizontal pattern Lansing engine, 12-in. stroke.

1 10x18 stationary engine.

1 12x20 Sinker & Davis engine.

1 diamond drill, BuUockMfg. Co., capacitylSOO ft.

1 Crane passenger elevator.

1 14x24 box bed engine.

1 E. P. AUis coil heater tor 80 H.-P. engine.

1 25 H.-P. Portable engine and boiler.

1 Atlas automatic engine, 9x14.

'1 New York safety engine, 9x10.

1 30 H.-P. stationary engine.

1 40 H.-P. steel tubular boiler, 44x14.

1 9x14 Atlas automatic engine.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.,
WEST 35TH AND IRON STREETS, CHICAGO.
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A PERFECT

DESK PHONE.
Adjustable Head, Platinum Contacts,

Auxiliary Springs in Receiver and
Transmitter, Silk Cords,

Material Used, Workmanship,
Fine Finish and Results Considered

make it the Cheapest and the Best.

Swedish-American

Telephone Co.,
Nos.69,7 1 and 73 W.Jackson Blvd.,

CHICAGO.

STANDARD

Telephone and Electric

Company,

MADISON, WIS.
Manufacturers and Importers

High Grade

Telephone Apparatus
EXCLUSIVELY.

WRITE FOR I90O CATALOGUE.

HUGO SCHUMACHER, Prest.

J. A. AEBOGAST, Vice-Prest.

MAX SCHUMACHER, Sec'y and Treas

M. GARL, Supt

Garl Electric

Company,
AKRON, OHIO.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
1015 Monadnock Building.

Hotel or House
Telephone.

Sole Patentees and
Manufacturers of

Garl Railway, Hotel and Factory Telephone

Systems. Garl Electric Gun for Fire

and Burglar Alarms.
Intercommunicating
Factory Telephone.

J.H. VAN VLISSINQEN, Preal. W.C.HEINROTH, Treas. L. a. BOWMAN, Sec'y and Qea'l Mgr.

WESTERN TELEPHONE

CONSTRUCTION CO.,

I53.I59S. Jefferson Street, CHICAGO.

PIONEERS
In the Manufacture of

TELEPHONES
AND

SWITCHBOARDS.
NEW MANAGEMENT, AMPLE CAPITAL, LARGE FACILITIES,

RELIABLE PRODUCTS, RIGHT PRICES.

"tWESTERN" Apparatus was the pioneer In the Indopendant field. It Is batter to-day than ovor beloro

and puroliasers ol telephone apparalui ehouid not tall to Investigate our clalma.

TELEPHONE MEN AND ALL USERS OF
MAGNET COILS HAVEYOUR MAGNET COILS

WOUND BY MACHINERY
HERE'S THE OBJECT

LESSON-
A PLAIN FACT

These 28 spools containing 91 lbs. of
No.SCslnglesilk-eovered wire will cost you
f243net at GO

, 10. 10, 5 Off list ; and there is
Fufflcient wire on these 28 spools to wind
1,000 500-ohmtridging-bell magnets. Your
winding labor will cost you at least 65
additional, making a total cost of your
own 1,000 magnets tinished at factory, 8348.

The above box contalna 1,000 "Duplex"
magnet windings. Kach winding is made
up of No. 36 wire, BOO ohms per winding,
and each winding has 13 per cent, more
turns than there are in the ordinary
wound magnet. Price, 8218.70 net. Thig
is 10 per cent, less than your wire bill
and we charge notlilng for winding.

WESTERN OFFJCE, 505 FISHER BUILDING, CHICAGO.

THE VARLEY DUPLEX MAGNETCO. DOES IT BY MACHINERY

'l387liiST.JERSEYCITYNJ.
W£ CAN SAVE YOU

CONSIDERABLE MONEY.

STERLING ELECTRIC CO., ^

EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF

BELL-STYLE TELEPHONE
»A.RA.-rUi

FOB THB II«DEPEKD£I«T FIEI.D.

Main Office and Factory at LAFAYETTE, IND. Branch Office, Chicago.

CHICAGO OFFICE, So. 1260 MOarADKOCK BUIJiDIDiG.
Eastern Representative, COLUMBIA ELECT. SUPPLY CO., 93 Llbertj St., NEW YORK CITY.

EUREKA ELECTRIC CO.,
IVIANUFACTURERS OF

THE LARGEST LINE OF HIGH-GRADE TELEPHONE APPARATUS,

CABLE HEADS, SWITCHBOARDS, TELEPHONES. IItalogue.

NOS. 157-167 S. Canal St., CHICAGO, U. S. A.

^^^.^^-^^^

PRACTICAL FEATURES

OF TELEPHONE WORK.
By A. E. DOBBS.

Cloth, 7 by 5 1-4 Inches. Illustrated. 134 pages. Ix, 75 Cents.

THIS work is designed as a simple, plain-speaking handbook for the prac-

tical telephone man. Its author, Mr. Dobbs, has been eminently fitted

by fourteen years' experience in telephony to deal with the subject in a thor-

oughly competent manner. This he has done, and the result is a mine of in-

formation, clearly and concisely presented, and invaluable to the manager,
operator and lineman alike. The appendix contains reliable data regarding

wires, resistance, inductive capacity, etc.

This or any other book on telephony or electricity sent to any
address, postpaid, on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
510 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

Automatic Lightning Arrester.
Positive protection for telephones and switcliboards

against any abnormal current.

No fuse to burn out, line is never open, service

never interrupted; it works automatically, is guar-

anteed not to burn out, requires no attention what-
ever after being installed.

It has less resistance than any other arrester,

resistance being less than one ohm.
The working parts are mounted on porcelain base

and are ornamental in appearance.
We put them up single for individual 'phones, and

in cabinets for exchange use; the cabinets require

but small floor space.

Protection without annoyance is what you want;

try this device on some ol your toll or worst lines

ad see for yourself what it will do.

Correspondence Solicited.

Butler-Taylor Co.,
Ravenna, Ohio.
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FINETELEPHONEEQUIPMENT

Exchanges and Interior Systems.

Couch & Seeley Co.,
212 Summer Street, Boston, Mass.,

SOLE 9KAIVVFACTrB£BS

\A/. St O COAL GRAIN MICROPHONE
BIPOLAR RECEIVER.

4»

4»

Nu. iyu(j.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC

TELEPHONE CO.,

38 to 50 Jackson Blvd., Chicago, III.

OurnewNo. igooTelephones, withDisc-Carbon

Lightning Arrester, for Series and Bridg-
ing work, are by far the Best Type of Tele-

phones on the Market. Try them.

TELEPHONE APPARATUS
of all Kinds Manufactured.

Construction Material and Tools. Write for our

Catalogue and Prices. WE GUARANTEE OUR PRODUCT.

66BRACE UPJ>

Your Telepiione, Telegraph and Trol*

ley Poles, by using the celebrated

Stowbaugh Guy Anchor

AND THEY WILL

ALWAYS STAND ERECT.

No boles to dig. Yuu
scrCTV them in the
Srniuid and there they
atay, defying np-
rootal.

PBACTICAX AND INEXPENSIVE.
Six sizes, Z\to 12 inch diameter.

Others Use and Endorse Them, Why Not You?

MANUFACTURED
BY . . PHILIP SMITH, Sidney, Qhio, U.S.A.

W. N. MATTHEWS &. BRO., St. Louis, Mo.
Geneial Western Agents. -, 8 to 13 Id. DlameWr.

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Is Complete, Durable, Reliable.

_ The only manufacturers selling a complete line of

Public Exchange, Toll Line, FoUce, Fire Alarm,

Street Railway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected hy patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. €0.,

72-82 W, Jackson Blvd.,

OETCATALOa. CfilCAOO, U, S. A,

Magnet
Our Specialty: The Best Stock _, -- -. ., __- _

of fine sizes of Single Silk 1 116 MCUemild IVlTg. CO.,

Insulated f^agnet Wire in the
jOT S. GaHAL StREET,

country. Also Double Silks....

Single and Double Cottons. CHICAGO, ILL.
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U. S. NAVY SPECIFICATIONS
Call for Dry Cells equal to "Now Standard Dry
HuLlery " in E. M. K. (1.5 volLs) and entirely
Ti'Oc Irnni acid, r.noiiyli said. Prices as "low as
any imitiuioris. Now Cuialotrnc for the asking.

WILLIAM ROCHE
IHWCNTOR AND SOLE MANUFfiCTUHER

42 VESEY STREET. NEW YOHK CITY

Wright Gable Hanger.
SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

R.I. TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC GO,,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Mention this paper.

EDISON
BATTERY FAN OUTFITS

.WITH.

EDISON LALANDE CELLS
are the only efficient battery fan outfits
on the market. Invaluable for the sick
room.

Write for Catalogue No. 4.

EDISON MFG. CO.,

135 5THAVE.,COR.20TH8T.,
NEW YORK.

PROPOSITION.
If you are dissatisfied with the
telephone you are using, no
matter who made it, order one
from us, and if it does not prove

to be a better instrument than those you now have, return it at our expense. We u<:e

the ROBERTSON Transmitter Exclusively.

PEERLESS ELECTRIC TELEPHONE COMPANY, Rio, Wis.

TELEPHONE AND

CONST. SUPPLY CO..
CHICAGO.

NEW CATALOGUE FREE.

DEALERSIMUCONTRACTORS
For Satisfactory Intercommunicatine"HON

At bottom prices, write to

THOMAS, WILCOX & DIETZ, - - Cleveland, Ohio.

Send for complete catalogue of

MAGNETO BELLS, TELEPHONES,
MEDICAL BATTERIES and

uT ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES.
ti_ All (ioods Hish tirade In Every ReHpect

MIANUS ELECTRIC CO., - Mlanus, Conn.

F'rorr^p't SKiipments
ELECTRICAL ANoTeLEPHONE SUPPLIES

FROM KANSAS CITY, MO.
We gUKmntee low prices, prompt shipments and best grade mate-

rial. Give us one trial order and you will continue them.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENOINEERING CO.,
Long Distance Telephone 2279. 70! Delaware St.. KANSAS CITY, MO.

Kokomo Telephones for 1 900.

New Tubular Arm; No Cord in sight.

High-Grade Full Nickel-Plated Bell,

Bipolar Receiver, togethir with the

Kokomo Long-DJstance Transmitter,
Making up the most efficient Telephone on the market for
Exchange and Toll-line work. we have improved the
Telephone, also the price, to a point that will Interest you.
Write us for Information.

KOKOMO TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

KOKOMO, IND.

I The Fibre- Graphite Commutator
(U. S. and Foreign Patents.)

No Sparking Under Varying Load.

No Wear on Commutator.

No Shitting ot Quadrant.

f 80 per cent. Pure Graphite.

f For Sample Order, and Prices, write to

i Holmes Fibre - Graphite Mfg. Co.,

\ 6IGS Wakefield St.. Germanlown, PHILADELPHM.

'fWRE-mPHITEl

COMMUTATOR ji,

BRUSH I

Some-

thing

New...

Adjustable

Hanging

Telephones

In Wall, Celling and Desk
Sets. Illustration shows
our WALL SET. Made com-
plete with magneto bells,

battery box, etc. The bat-
teries and mayneio are un-
der one cover, a.s shown, but
well separated, so that mois-
ture cannot affect the mech-
anism. This style of 'phone
is regularly furnished with
six leet of flexible cord, giv-
ing It a range of adjustment
of six f. et. Pitted with
high-grade generator, high-
ly wound induction coil,
globular carbon, solid back,
long-distance transmitter,
horseshoe magnet, bipolar
receiver.

We have Others, too.
Send for new Illustrated
catalog showing our depar-
ture In telephony.

M. I. VOUGHT,
Sole Manufacturer,

LACROSSE, WIS.

Patents Pending in Commercial Countries.

.VIADUCIo
BALTIMORE, MAKE

TELEPHONES
, AND EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

Force Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Electricttj', Mechanics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert in pateDt causes.

Suite 1657-59 rioaadnock Bldgr.. - CblcaffO*

BATTERY JARS.
Machine-made Batterv Jars are Better and

itronger than ttie hand- blown, being more Uni-
form and of Equal Distribution.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR OUR JAR.
We are the only concern making Battery Jars

oy machinery.

THE GILCHRIST JAR CO.,
£24 Drexel Building, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MDNDN ROUTE
IS r//f DIRBCT LINE^

BETWEEN

, CHICAGO, „

JlNDIANAPOLIS

CINCINNATI
i AND

LOUlSVILLEiii
I CITY OFFICE 232 CLARn ST.,

I -~^ff=: '^-^ ClilCAGO.

I

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

U-IT CortlH<l St.. N,« YtriL
BBlNCUF<:.i CHICAGO: BOSTON:

l34CongrtMSL
SAN FRANCISCO:

71 Flood BolMIH*
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MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO, 32 CORTLANDT STREET,

JHE MESCOj,
"iV BATTERli

IS

1,000,000 said during the

past twelve montbs.

riesco Dry Battery'

Acknowledp;ed the Best

Dry Cell Manufac-
tured.

Price each, 40c.

Standard size, 2Mx6H

We make all sizes.

Telephone Receivers.

Hard Rubber, each 81.25

Battery Zincs.

We have purchased the plant of the Carr
Metal Company and can furnish the Carr com-
posite zincs in all forms and quality heretofore
supplied by that company.

Price $c.oo

We make a number of different styles.

Telephone Outfit,

No. 14.

With our high-grade car-
bon transmUter, which
will be s»*nt on approval
to responsible parties.

Price, with two cells Mes-
00 Dry Battery, $9.00.

Alarm Clock Outfit, No. iVi.

Price, Outfit $3.75

" Clockonly 2 25

Pony Telephone Receiver.

Retail price, 90 cents.

Dittmar Pocket Bat-
tery Gauge.

Will register the
strength of open or
closed circuit batter-
ies.

Price each, $3.50.

Desk Telephone Outfit,

No. 11.

Price $9.00

We make a dozen differ-

ent lelephone Outfits.

Iron Box Bells, No. 97.

2V(,3, 3Hand41ncb. Special prices

OUR PRICES given above do not fairly represent quotations to the trade or to parties ordering quantities.- fofrilAriiio Ma i\ Naw ])A9|1vWE MANUFACTURE a large percentage of the goods found in our catalogue. UdldlUgUC HUi 1 1 WUW RCdUj.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., 32 CORTLANDT STREET,

lATENTS.
GEO. R. HAMLIN, Patent Lawyer,

800 H St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

Booklet : "Informationfor Inventors,"
free. Specialty: ElectricallnTentloni. THE STERLING VARNISH COMPANY, Times Building, Pittsburg, Pa.

Henry H. Humphrey,
Consulting
Electrical Engineer.

Central Lighting Stations,
Electric Power Transmission.

543, 544 and 545 Century Bldg ,
St.Louis.

'I^-M^ MAY BE INCREASED BY

CONNECTING UP YOUR

FARMERS
AND

OUTLYING DISTRICTS.

Others are Making their Plants Pay Fair

Interest on their Investments

that Formerly Showed
a Shortage.

NEW FEATURES!
ALL TROUBLE POINTS

ELIMINATED.
No Listening Keys.

No Clearing- Out Drops.

No Ringing Keys.

No Complications in Your Cord Circuit.

No Delays—Always Ready for Business.

WE WILL TELL YOU HOW IT'S DONE.
WRITE TO

QI.EVELAND, 63-/BFRAMKFORT8T.. OHIO.

euY
Your Electrical Books of the Electrician

Publishing Co., Suite 510 flarquette

Bldg., Chicago. You will save TIME and

MONEY by doing so

OUR STUDENTS:^

SUCCEED
INCREASED SAURY.

I was pettine 53° a month as

assistant in an Electric Lig-ht-

ing Plant when I took up the

Electrical EnEincering Course.
Since that time, I have passed
fourCivil Sen'ice Examinations,
and have had my salary raised

four times. 1 am now eeiting

J87 per month, and can truth-

fully say that 1 owe my success

to correspondence instruction.

R. G. ELLIOTT.
Dannemora, N. Y.

MACHINIST TO ENGINEER.

I recommend The Interna-

tional Correspondence Schools
as being one of the best means
through which to obtain an edu-

cation. The method employed
Is simple and easily understood.
At the time I enrolled, I was
holding a position as machinist
and steam filter. lamnowchief
engineer for J. S.&T.Elkinton,
Philadelphia, Pa.

WM. R. HORNER,
Philadelphia, Pa,

SIZ to $70, Id Small Monthly Installments, pays for a

Salary-Raising Education
In Electrical Engineering. Electric Light and Power,

Telephony, Telegraphy, Steam, Mechanical,

and Civil Engineering.

ESTABHSHRD 1891. CAPITAL, $1,500,000.

Send/or Circulars and Local References.

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,

Box l002,ScrantOD, Peona.

THE SHORT LINE
TO

Houghton, Calumet,
marquette

Tiie Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

IS THE ONLY LINE RUNNING

Solid Trains 7h°e Copper Country

Telephone Men!
Read Webb's "Telephone Hand-

Book." Price, $1.00. . . .

Electrician Publishing; Company,
nlteSlO Karanette Bldg., Chleag*.

DCALUMET
/t^HANOOCK

I HOUGHTON
L'ANSE

kNestorIa

MOUNTAIN
Wausaukee

_^,yj) MENOMINEE!
ELLIS JC; j»^;^„|uEr^E

£j5g|""T.

^|MILWAUKEE

CHICAGO

THROUGH SLEEPING CARS. eOACHES AND
BAGGAGE CARS

Leave Chicago daily at 10:30 p. m.

From Union Passenger Station, Canal & Adams Sis,

City Ticket Office, 95 Adams SI.
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New Models
for 1900. LUNDELL FANS Thousands

in use.

ECONOMICAL
VENTILATION.

The Lundell Fans are the most econom-

ical current-consuming fans on the market.

They are designed with a view to efi5-

ciency, strength, durability, smoothness of

operation, compactness and noiselessness,

and are without question the btst fans

ever manufactured.

The desk fan, fastened to a special

frame, can be placed in the top of the

window and used to drive out the foul air

and draw in the fresh air, thus giving a

perfect circulation and providing a pure

and health-giving ventilation at small

expense.

QUICK
SALES.

The Lundell Fans sell better than any

other. They were the first efficient fans

put on the market and are still the

standard. They are very popular with

the export trade and are shipped in great

quantities to the warm climates.

The Lundell Fans are made in a variety

of styles including desk, bracket, column,

ceiling, suspended, alternating current

and battery fans, and are adapted to meet

every condition. The 15 and 18 inch fans

introduced this season give a uniformity to

the series of sizes that will be of great

advantage to the trade.

Correspondence invited.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
GENERAL OFFICES: 527-531 West 34fh Street, NEW YORK.

CHICAGO: Fisher Building. BOSTON: 275 Devonshire Street.

WORKS'- Bloomfield, N. J. and llVHl lH IV^ 11;::!: New York.

The Name

stamped on the end of the hub of the PAPER PULLEY
on a generator or motor is a guarantee that such generator is

receiving a// the energy the belt can bring it ;
that such motor

is imparting a// the energy the belt can carry away. Engineers

and users should not fail to specify ROCKWOOD PATENT
COMPRESSED PAPER PULLEYS.

Catalogue
for the asking.

Rockwood Sales Deparlment,

330 South Pennsylvania Strt/et,

Indianapolis, U. S. A.
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Ball Automatic Engines.
B-mONLYb»

THE ACKNOWLEDGED STANDARD FOR ELECTRIC WORK.
INOINI ill »A., KJ.

TRIPLEX PUMPS
Operated by Electric Motor. Single and double acting.

PUMPIN6 MACHINERY FOR EVERY POSSIBLE DUTY.
House Pumps, Elevator Pumps,
Water Works Pumps, Etc.

MANUFACTUBBD BT

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VilLE CO.

257 LEHMAN ST , DAYTON. OHn, U. S. A.

Selling AgentB: Risdon Iron Works, San Francisco, Cal.
C. B. Boothe & Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

JEFFREY gfcTr DREOGES
FOR CATALOGUE.

THE JEFFREY MFG. CO:
COLUMBUS, OHIO.

THE IMPROVED BERRYMAN
(KET.T.KY'S PATENT)

Feed Water
Heater and Purifier.

UNIQUE
in its effectiveness and up-to-dftte
in every respect, at a price that
will assure consideration. Vaatly
superior to any Feed Water Heater
on cbe market.

BenJ. F. Kelley & Son,
91 Liberty St., New York.

9H TlSUn Heaters, 2.000,1.500,
6U nnnu 1.200, i.ooo, aoo, i>oo, soo,
80 hnrse power and uthera.
Largest btock in America. Mostly
all taken In trade for our Im-
proved Derryman.

CH ICAGO""" KANSAS CITY,

CHICAGOand ST. LOUIS.
CHICAGO «"» PEORIA.

ST.LOUISAr-cKANSASCITY.

Tbronsh Fullman eerrlce between Chicago and

HOT SPRINGS. Ark.. DENVER.Colo
TEXAS. FLORIDA. UTAH.
CALIFORNIA '"o OREGON.

If you are contemplating a trip, any portion of
which can be made over the Chicago & Alton, it will

fiay you to write to the underetgned for maps, pamph-
eU, rates, time cables, etc.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
Q«Deral Pofisenger and Ticket A^ent,

CHICAGO, ILLINOia.

GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE...
Made in almost any form required and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 otims aa

desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats
of 4,000 degrees . .

JOS. BlXOJf CRUCIBL,E CO., - • Jersey City, K. J.

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to gTiarautee

;

The Largest Power ever obtained from a wheel of the saine diameter. The highest speed
ever obtained for the same power. The highest mean efficiency ever realized when
running from half to fuU gate. We ^arantee also : A runner of the greatest p08>
sible strength. A gate unequaled in quickness and eaae of opening and closing.

Tests slutw over 81 per cent, average efficiency with wolf to full water.

State your Head and send for 124 page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S. A.

SMALL SPRINGS
OF rVERY DESCRIPTIOW ;

THf: WALLACE BARNES CO;/
n^suj>v£/> 0^7 BRISTOL, CONN., U.S.A.

Established 1393. Incorporated 1897.

0. C. LITTLE'S ELECTRIC^

PULLEY COATING.

The only coating thai Oil or Water

will not penetrate or injure.

In the form of paint, to be

applied on a thin open cloth,

which is cemented to the pulley

by our prepared sizing. When
dry, it forms a hard smooth sur-

face, which will double grip of the belt.

Send for Sample Plate and List of Jobbers.

MANUFACTURED BY

0. C. Little Pulley Coating Co., wis'.*u"s.a.

I

REG.TRADE MARKS Jhe Rhosphor BRONZE Smeltin€,Co. Limited,

2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

I

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'
INGOTS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS, SHEETS, ETC.

.7^/,7//.viy»„.r-- — DELTA METAL—
I y7\ CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO, ILL

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

liVlPRDVED m ALTERNATOR
' "I SANDUSKY

' OHIO2,000 LIGHTS
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Westinghouse
!

Polyphase Induction

Motors

Weslinghouse Polyphase Induction Motor Operating Pump.

Westinghouse Motors afford the most j-eliable,

efficient and economic method of operating

Machine Tools, Pumps, Cranes, Elevators,

etc.

Westingfhouse Electric
& Manufacturing Co.

Pittsburg, Pa.

All Principal Cities

in U. S. and Canada
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FORT Wayne electric works
|

(INCORPORATED.) |

THE "WOOD" SYSTEMS
FOR LIGHT AND POWER.

"WOOD" DIRECT-ACTING FOCUSING LAMP.

The only focusing lannp wherein the focusing and lamp rfiechanisms are

entirely distinct and separate. No weights, chains or guides required to

keep the arc in position and obscure the light.

SEND FOR BULLETIN 1007.

"WOOD" ARC LAMP SUSPENSION CUT-OUTS.

A new idea for interior arc lamp suspension: A positive and absolute

•Wood' FocisiNG Lamp cut-out. Style A Can be supplied in any length to meet local requirements.
AND StVLE "B" CUT-OVT

"'"""•
SEND FOR BULLETIN 1006.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY:

FORT WAYNE,

•s>

INDIANA,

I

.^^^^^^^>^^4MS«$^^^^^><gH^4«^^>^>^<S^S>^<£^^«>^^>^^^^^^ 'S>^>^^^$>^^'^^^^^^^^>^>^^'$y^^^'^^^<S?^^f'$>^?^<^<$^><^^
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I

I
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PARAGON
Ceiling,
Desl^ and
Braclce't F

Artistic in design, beautiful in finish, efficient in current
consumption, reliable in operation. Prompt shipments in

any quantity.

Paragon Fan £ Motor Co.,

Factory and General Offices, 572-578 First Ave.,

Bet. 33d and 34tliSts., NEW YORK.

CHICAGO OFFICE, 48 WEST JACKSON BOULEVARD.

-SAt_E:S OF-r^lCES:-

BOi^TON. SIAbH.. 31 Milk St.

CJLBTELAND, OBIO. 30-t7 East Fraapeet \it.

IXXEAPOi.!)*. m^'lV.. iilS (iaaranty Bide-

PHII/ADEI.PHIA, FA.. 833 Drexel Bldg. 8T. I/OVIS. SIO.. «»8 Centnry Bide.

CHABLOTTB, !«. C. Y. M. C. A. Bide. MH^WAUKEB, WIS., 408 ITlliIein Bldg.

VEKVKB, COIiO., eai Sixteenth St. SAK FBAKC18CO, SOS Parrott Bldg.

EXFOBT BBPABTMBBiT, 5ya-S7S First Ave., K. Y.

I

5!

t<r'Mrff^>ff<f^f'>ff^^'><-<i'>'^^^^
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WHAT Nave you to make?
Our Work is Ftrst-Class, Prices R?a-

Bonable.

SPIES & COMPANY,
87-80 W. Vnn Buren St , Chicago, III.

CORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Work.

The Longest Lived and Most Economical Cell Evei
Put on the Market.

Id use by the leading cttles, railroads,
telephone and gas engine companies.

we CLAIH:—Constant dis-

charge of current without po-
larization; no local action; no
noxious pases or fumes; no
acldfi; least lahor for opera-
tion; cleanest; not freezing at
28° below zero; economic val-
ue 50 per cent, greater than
gravity cell, and 80 per cent,
greater than best other cell tn
market. For No. l cell. 800
ampere hours; for No.i ocll,

126 ampere hours; on open
eJrcult, .9 to 1 volt; on closed circuit. .65 to ^
tolt. Send for circular and price list.

eOBDON HATTER'S' COaiPAlTV,

Western Sepresentatlve,

Oeo. W. Patlersoa. Ul Clinton Street. Chicago, 111.

new fixtures in

FARIES ADJUSTABLE LAMP HOLDERS AND SHADES.
R&Tll flRIIF Nn 7 has just been issued and win be mailed
unint-uuui. nui I upon request. It shows a number of

ADJUSTABLE HOLDERS, COMBINED

SHADE and HOLDER, PORT-

ABLES, CHANDELIERS, Etc.

Discount
to Dealers ....

Address, X^.A.ieiE>S AdCPG. CO., T*&oet.±txr-f Illlxiols.

The Direct-Reading Oiimmeter
The Only Instrument to
Measure a Resistance

Quickly and Accurately

The American Electric Specialty Co..

123 Liberty St., N. Y. City.

Electrical Instruments. Automatic Switches
Arc Lamps, Special Machinery.

Agents for CHAS. WIRT & CO,,
T«l*ph«n<, IM CortUndl. It^po^!^atR and TtrnshRP.

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Higliest grades for electrical insulation and mechanical curposei, in iiiecl%.

tubes, K^ and special shapes. Catalogues and sampus on applicatioae

jfULCANiZEP FIBRE CO., - Wilmington. Om.

KARTAVERT,
HARD AND FLBXIBLB FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBDNL

F»r Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, Kallway Dust Cruarda, ^i
and Packings. Patent Insulattag Cleats.

UAHITFACTUBBD BT

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURIN6 CO.. Wllmlngtoii, Mb
BIPOLAR AND MULTIPOLAR

DYNAMOS and MOTORS
Open and Enclosed for All Purposes.

PRICES RIGHT. CATALOGUE.

Star Dynamo Works,
Jefferson City, Mo.

IN

II

AIR PROPELLOItS
PP

We

Have Set

a New

Standard.

Ask for

Prices.

THE FULLER CO., Detroit, Micli., U.S. A.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRICAL AND VENTILATING APPARATOS.

Ki- ll QuecD Vlctorln/

,1. 12 Uii

Londor I

8t.. K. V.

i'arlfl, Francu
<Jf;orge«.

GlasKow, Scotland—Win.
;Ohniril)er», 109 Hope St.

Yokolifima, .Inpnn— Ilaffnall & nUleB.

':|^v,' York—Westorn Klectric Co.
•'ludilngton-Natlonnl Electric Supply Co.

.vnmlngton-f:i'rr..ti. Millet & Cc.

SI,

DeiiVfi"—Thos. U. Smith; rlendiie & Bolt-
ilolT.

Los AiiKc'lcB—Western Electric Works.
MlNTicniiollB—lioberts Heating & Vent. Co.

. , MllwiMiliee—Geo. F. Rolin.
Key, Central

( chlcuKO—Western Electric Co.; Central
Electric <Jo. ; Kohler Bros.

St. I.oiils—WcHleru Electrical Supply Co.
liosl on—Smith & Ai.thony. ^
South riLMid, Ind.—MIUer-Knoblocli Co.
I'eck-Hnmmonil Co.. Ciuclunatl, O., (

erul Soutliern Agents.

^Black Diamond File Works ^

^^ OVB 600DS AKB ON 8AI.I: IN STEBT liEADINS HABDWABE oV
Vt STOBE XHT THB VNITBD STATES AND CANADA. {^

I G. & H. RARNETJ COMPANY, |^ Bull Ar«EI BUIIA BA C)V

Special

Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1895.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

iv^^^^^^^^^^^i^'Sf^^^^^^'sf^^m

STURTEYANT
ELECTRIC FAKS

/ii 100 typesand sJjes,

SpecialdesignsfefTe(iurrements.
We buildi)othfan andmotor.

Sendfor BillletinH .

^^P^'' •^-*'=^ ti-=^^

B.F. STURTEVAMT CO BOSTON.
.NEW YORK -THILABKI^PHr/V ClIICACO • LONDON-
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SIMPLEyV WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBSER COVERED. WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

WESTERN eCLLING AGENT,

H. R. HIXSON,
1 137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO

Simplex Electrical Company,
75-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

^^.0N'^

1889—Paris Exposition,
Medal for Bobber iMsnlatiaa.
1893—World's Fair,
Medal for Bnbber Insulation,

THE STANDABD FOB
B1JBBEB IBr8ri.AT10]r.
Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee '^^'^'-
Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd
NVHUnl L. Ctndee, in.-...,.
H. DanM ChMier. f"«"«a"»- 253 Broadway, New York.

Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supt
W. H. Hedgins. Secy.

l\/IOi=3E:

''Crownlail Bonds
Aru in us.: thfin ail other styles of Rail bonds coriMned.

Perfect— Electrically and Mechanically.
VARIETY OF SHAPES TO MEET ALL REQUIREMENTS OF RAIL BONDING.

WASHBURN & MOENDept.,

Herican M\ k Wire Co,
The RoQker)-, CMICAQO, ILL.

PLATINUM t^ry-

We p:iv $16.00 pur ounce lor <ci

iipU-r- ami c.:;,T *\ ill follow bv rem
[iniim. Olii irn-ande-^ccnt hunp Imsos boii

1. (•liitiniim >ht;ei and win- for sale.

GOLDSMITH BROS., 63 and 65 Washington Street. Chicago.
Refiners and Assayers. Works. SSth ano Throop Slreets.

((PHONO - ELECTRIC"
WIRE '^'

Tough."

Telephone Companies for

Line Wire.

Also for DISTRIBUTISG WISE.

Phono-Electric";

BRIDGEPORT BRASS CO.,
19 MURRAV St., new YORK.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET.

Force Bain,
Consalting Engineer,

Elactiicity, Mechaoics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert in patent causes.

Suite 1657.59 nonadnock BIdg., - Ctalcaffo.

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Paraniie Rubber Covered Wires and Cables,

UNDERGROUND, AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

TELEPHONE, TELEaRAPH AND FIRE ALARn, CABLES.

All Wires are tasted at Factory. JONESBOBO, IXS.

CORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and OloBed Circuit Work.

Tli« Longest lived and Host Ecenomtctt Cell Ev»
Put on the Market.

In use l)y the leading cities, railroads,
telephone and (aa engine companlei.

WB CLAini-Constant dis-
charge of current without po-
larization; no local action: no
noxious (E^sea or fames; no
acldi; least tabor for opera-
tion; cleanest; not freezing at
28° below zero; economic val-
ue 50 per cent, greater than
gravity cell, and 80 t>«r cent,
greater than best other cell In
market. For No. 1 cell. 800
ampere hours; lor No.i ecU.
126 ampere hours; on open

elroult. .9 to 1 volt; on closed circuit. .66 to^
TOlt. Send tor circular and price list.

OOBI>ON HA.TTEJtS COMPAITY,
94 Broadivar* TfvTv 'Vovk.

Weatero Bepreaentative,

Geo. W. PattefsoB, UI Cllaloo Street, Cblcago.IU.

for agents.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from V3 to 50 horse power.
Dynamos from lOllghts to 700.

We sell or rent. Good proflto
The Hobart Etec. Mfg. Co.. Troy, Ohie.

^ueen $t Co.,
1010 Ciiestnat St., Fliila.

480 MONON BLBG., CHICA60.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-WIrt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray
Focus Tubes, Induction Colls.

Bfotor Startlns Bheostata.
motor Besnlstlns Bheostats,

B7iisino Field Bheostats.
Tbeater l>linmer«.

Special Bheoatats.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
IVestflcld, I • J.. IT. S. A.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS
CUHER ELECTRICAL CO.. PHIUDELPHU.

WESTDN EleeWioal IngtaniEiili Co.JHOLOPH£E GL£S CO.,J;
11 .

.
Madufedorersol COMPOUND PRISM GLOBES AND S

1 14-120 WiUiam St., NEWARK, N. J,, U. S. A.

Weston standard
Portable
Direct Reading

Voltiu«*t«*rM.
mili< oItniet«riD.

Mill lain iiietfr**,
<^rotind Dft4>ctorH and
C'li-onlt TeMters,
OltninK'terH.
Portable CialvanometerH.

Our PoT^'ahi'-. In-tnimtvnTs are recognized
av The Standa'-d t hi; worM ov ji-. The Semi-
Portable Laboratory Standards are ».tlll

better.
Our Station Voltmeters and Ammeters

are unsurpas^jed in point of extreme accuracy
and lowest consumiition of energj'.

BERLIN—EiiroKBi Weston Electrical Instrament
Co.. Kitl«r=trftP:*e No. »*.

LONDON— Elliott Br'>s,.No. lOl St. Martina Lane.

Myniion the WE3TEES Et.zvrmcjAS when
writing for catalogues.

EW YORK, N. Y.
SHADES) Quaraateedto{lTt

'Maximum Light, Comprete Diffusloai
Minimum Glare."

For (UrectinganddlHuRiDg all kinds of li^h.%.
Send for cataloerues and pampblets.

The United States Garbon Company.

rSPECIAUIES A SPECIAL?;;

L ELECTROLYTIC.
^^i^,tALTERNATING. DIRECT.

|
ENCLOSED. OPEN.:

IVeatou Gronild Detector and Circait Teeter.

' u \J c_rlJ
Cleveland?'' Omio. U. 5. A.
3T IN Carbom XRUST
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VERITAS VINCIT. VERITAS PREVALEBIT.

J. H. BUNNELL & CO.,
ESTABLISHED 1878. INCORPORATED 1899.

We continue to Manufacture the HIGH GRADE of TELEGRAPH and other ELECTRICAL
APPARATUS which have earned for us the reputation of

IM
We own the GOOD-WILL, NAME, COPYRIGHTS, TRADE MARKS, PATENT
(No. 288881) and all other assets of the old firm of J. H. BUNNELL & CO.,

and propose to maintain our rights in the premises.
ATTENTION is called to these FACTS, so that liability may not be

Incurred by dealing with unauthorized concerns.

J. H. BUNIMSL-1- & OO.
MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Telegraph, Telephone. Railway and Electric Lighting Apparatus and Supplies.

Instruments, Batteries. Insulated Wires and Line Equipment,

NEAR GENERAL POST OFFICE, NEXA/YORK.
Catalosues sent free on applieafion. GET OUR SPECIAL PRICES.

Eastern Agency for ORIENT HIGH-GRADE INCAWDESCEWT LAMPS.

DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.
IN USE THRCUGHOUT THE WCRLD.

Highest Efficiency.

For all Currents except Alter-

nating.

Ceiling Fans.

Electrolier Fans.

Column Fans.

Counter Column Fans.

Electrolier Column Fans.

Our Ceiling and Electrolier Fan
Patents sustained by U. S. Court
Decision. Use or sale of infringe-
ments stopped by Injunction.

Perfect in Mechanical and

Electrical Construction.

Desk Fans.

Bracket Fans.

Universal Joint Desk Fans.

Desk Column Fans.

Also builders of Direct-Cur-

rent Dynamos and Motors.

DIEHL MANUFACTURING CO.
NEW YORK, 561-563 Broadway. MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS:

SHOW rooms] rx^Err'' Fl l7ARFTHPnRT N I
PHILADELPHIA, W. Irwin Ch»yney tCo. | LLILnULIIIIUIIIl 111 III
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The Value of Chloride Accumulators for Trolley Regulation.

The Union Traction Company of Philadelphia, after operating a battery of

Chloride Accumulators on its system for five years, has recently contracted for

five additional plants—one power house battery and four feeder batteries—a total

battery capacity of 16,000 horsepower hours.

SALES offices: THE ELECTRIC ^__^^^_
New York. 100 Broadway. STORAGE BATTERY CO.,

19th Street and Allegheny Avenue,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Boston, GO State Street.
Baltimore, Equitable Building.

Chicago. Marquette Building.
Sat? Francisco. The Farrott Bldg.

IDEAL FIRE PROTECTION
FOR SWITCHBOARDS AND ALL ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.

MONARCH FIRE APPLIANCE CO., 27 William St., New York.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS
COLORED WITH

look like natural ^lass. Tbe colors produced are bright and durable, and can be used for indoor
and outdoor decorations: also used for RAILWA-X AMD t^TUATUBOAT SIGMAIj
JjIGUTS, RIjF.CTRIC SJGIK!^, ET<\ Vitro Chrome is superior to any other incandescent
lamp color. A trial will convince you. Manufactured only by

Send (or Circular.

For Sale by all Dealers and Electric

Supply Houses.

VitroChrome

VITRO CHROME CHEMICAL CO.,
421 B Milwaukee St., MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Insulated

Rubber
Wires and Cables.

John A. Roebling's Sons Co<

WORKS AT

TRENTON, N. J.

DESK AND CEILING FANS, |90D MODELS.
Send for Catalogue 2 1 10.

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
Slain Office and Factory.
ST. liOnt^. 91 o.

Kastern Office and TVarehonse*
13G £.iberry St., NEW TORK CITT.

EAGLE
INSULATING

VARNISH.

Best made, light col-
ored, remains elastic.
Send for sample and
be convinced.

Eagle Paint & Varnish Works,
PITTSBURG, PA.

EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

FOR QAS ENGINES,

SLOT MACHINES,

AUTOMOBILES,

RAILROAD SIGNALS,

CROSSING BELLS,

SMALL MOTORS,

ETC.

CONSTANT CURRENT.

NO LOCAL ACTION.

WILL NOT FREEZE.

LIQUID TIGHT

CELLS FOR

PORTABLE

WORK.

iiiiikiiiii

FULL DESCRIPTION IN BOOKLET NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
135 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.
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LUNDELL FANS
ARE COPIED
BUT NEVER
EQUALED.

SUITABLE
FOR ANY
LOCATION.

UNDELL fANS

Jpe/v^cellec

Econorr^y

(JPopulaViiy:

BOSTON,

QUICK SALES
AND
SATISFIED
CUSTOMERS.

ECONOMICAL
AND PERFECT
VENTILATION.

SCHEEFFER RECORDING WATT-METERS.
Accurate on All Loads.

Will Start and Register Correctly on 5 Watts.

Shunt loss LESS than one Watt on 60 Cycles.

Dust Proof.

Correct on All Inductive Loads.

METER WITHOUT CASE.

Diamond Meter Co.,
PEORIA, ILL., U. 8. A.

METER WITH CASE.
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IT NEVER
L DISAPPOINTS .

Insulate your Electrical Machinery with

Electric Varnish and protect your line

with theWood Lightning Arrester. Then you are safe.

THE WOOD LIGHTNING ARRESTER R-ay to

Took years of study.

Cost lots of money.

Well spent, though.

Cood things are expensive.

Have good tools to work with.

Pays in the end.

Use no coils.

Simple, isn't it?

HADE FOR VOLTAGES UP

TO 600.

^jt

^OTE PRICES.

No. 1 150—Arrester for Pole, . $3.50

No. 1151—Arrester for Switchboard, 4.50

NON-INDUCTIVE.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
GENERAL SELLING AGENTS,

264=266=268=270 Fifth Avenue, CfflCAfiO.

WHY
Throvi ar/aq 85Z of i^our coal v^hem/ou can se// if for fnree fimes its cosf bi^ puffing

inou-rsi^sfem
^^ U;^p^f^Qf^Qu/^p EXHAUST STEAfVI HEATING MAINS.

Jf is common for eiedn'c companies >vho are now operaf/ng eyfiAUsr sr^'AM nEAT//VG PLANTS
to pa(/ their entire coat anai iabor tiiiis for the (/ear and 6% on 'investment for steam ma/hs
from safe of exhaasf steam. yvf7i/ cant c/ou oio the same? Write for our pampfiief
i^enfion Ytesfern tfectrician.

. . A/^Eff/cAN D/sTfficT Steam Co. Loa^pof^rN.Y
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GREENFIELD FLEXIBLE STEEL ARMORED CABLE.

GREENFIELD FLEXIBLE STEEL ARMORED CONDUITS.
These products represent the latest and most radical advance in the arl of

ELECTRICAL WIRING.
Their use reduces the installation of electric conduit:* to an absolute simplicity.

NO EliBOWS REQUIRED. ENTIRE FLEXIBILITIT.

We offer to electrical contractors the greatest variety of conduits and appli-

ances in the world.

Send for Bulletin 03400. Correspoadence Invited.

SPBAOUJE EL.ECTRIC COMPANY,
GENERAL OFFICES, 527-531 West 34th St., NEW YORK.

CHICAGO: Fisher Building. BOSTON: 275 Devonshire Street.

AV."
!

.Vi

Electro Galvanized Conduits
.A.iM^ p-i-r-riiMC9S.

Endorsed by Board of Fire Underwriters.
ALL SIZES IN STOCK. WRITE FOR PRICES.

icHmoncl-tOonclui-tOc
MILWAUKEE, WIS., U. S. A. I

ESTABLISHED 1875.

COMBINATION OF

Stow Flexible Shaft
AND

MULTI-SPEED MOTOR.
Practically dust and water proof. For Portable

DriUlne, Tapping. Eeamlne. Emery Grinding, etc.
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

STOW MFG. CO., Binghamton, N. Y.
Gen'l European Agents, Selig, Sonnenthal & C«.,

85 Queen Victoria Street. London, England.
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Central Electric Co.
Chicago Motor and Dyn. Co.
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Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Dleh] Manufacturing Co.
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Edison Mfg. Co.
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Sturtevant Co., B. F.
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Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co,
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Kartavert Mfg. Co.
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Sturtevant Co., B. F.
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McIntireCo., The C.
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Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse WlreA Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co,
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Western Eject. Supply Co,
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Central Electric Co,
Chicago Edison Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh EL Eng. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
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Mlanus Electric Co.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Olobes and Electrical
dilass'ware.
Holophane Glass Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.
Western Elect, Supplv Co

Gov'norB, Water ^Vheel.
Lombard WaterWheel Gv.Co.

Oraphite Specialties.
Besiy A Co., Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Go.

Heaters (Feed Water),
Kelley A Son. Benj. F.

Heating and Ventilating
Apparatus.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Holders, Inc. Ijamp.
Vought, M. I.

Igniters— 4* as Engine.
Zlegler Electric Co.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing Materials.
Akron Smoking Pipe Go,
Bowers Manufacturing Go.
Central Electric Go.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Mica Co.
Eagle Paint & Varnish Wks,
Electric Appliance Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Illinois Insulated Wire Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins, Wire Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Manhattan Elec Supply Co.
McOuat, Robert L.
Mica Insulator Co.
MunsellA Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Go.
New York Insulated Wire Go.
Okonlte Go,, The.
Palste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Go.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Go.

Insulated M'ires and
Cables—Magnet "tVires,
American Elec Fuse Go.
American Electrical Works,
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Go.
Hazard Manufacturing Co,
Illinois Insulated Wire Co.
Independent Tel, Supply Co.
Indiana Rub, A Ins. Wire Go.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Go.

McDermld Mfg. Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Northwestern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips, Eugene P.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elect. Const. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

Ijamps, Incandescent.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Colorado Lamp Co.
Edlaon Decorative & Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Anpllanco Go.
General Klectric Ge,
Gencrei Inc. Arc Light Co.
General Inc, Lamp Co.
Kentucky Electrical Co,
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co.
Shelby ElectrlcCo.
Warren Rice. A Specialty Co.
Western Electric Go.
Western Elec, Supply Co,
WostinehouBo El. A Mfg. Co.

Ijightning Arresters.
American Rlec. I''use Co.
IlLitler-Taylor Co.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Eureka Electric Go.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General ElectrlcCo.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co,

liinemen^s Climbers.
Klein A Son. Mathias.

Magnet Wires.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Mechanical Machinery.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L.
Stilwell-Bierce Smith-Vaile.

Meters.
Diamond Meter Co,
Fort Wayne Elec. Wrks, Inc,
General Inc. Arc Light Co,
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America,

Mica.
Chicago Mica Co.
Muusell A Co., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus, Elec.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
General Electric Go.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Motors — See Dynamos and
Motors.

Packing.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L.

Patent Attorneys.
Hamlin, Geo. R.
Johnston, Thomas J.

Page A Durand.
Phosphor Bronze.
Besly ACo., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm, Co.,Ltd.

Platinum Bought and
Sold.
Baker A Co.
Goldsmith Bros.
Gt. West. Sm. and RefiningCo.

Poles.
Berthold A Jennings.
Fowler. John H.
Llndsley Bros. Co.
Naugle, Holcomb A Co.
Perrizo A Sons,
Pittsburg & L. S, Iron Co.
Sterling A Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
W^orcester A Co., G. H.

Porcelain.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co,
Bowers Manufacturing Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Poiver Transmission
Machinery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Smith Co.. S, Morgan.
Stilwell-Bierce Smith-Vaile.

Pulleys,
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Rockwood Sales Dept.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Blerce Smith-Valle.

Rail Bondf).
American Steel A Wire Go.

Refiners.
Gt.West.Sm. and RefiningCo.

Befiectors.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.

Re-l^'inding—Repairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Armature Works.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Gregory Electric Go.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
McOuat, Robert L.
Schureman A Hayden,
Stewart Electrical Co.

Rheostats.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co,
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt, Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Co,
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg, Co.

Salt (Battery).
Federal Battery Co.

Second-Hand Mach*y.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Gregory Electric Co,
Hodge-Walfih Elec. Eng. Co,
Matthews A Hro., W. N,
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Walsh's Sons A Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co,

Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co,
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co,

Speed Indicators.
Besly ACo., Chas. H.
Queen A Co.
Robertson A Sons, Jag. L.
Weston Electrical Inst, Co.

Springs.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Barnes Co., The Wallace.
Manross, F, N.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co,
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Structural Iron Work.
American Bridge Co,

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Go.
Electric Appliance Co,
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Go.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Switch-
boards.
American Elec. Fuse Co,
American El. Telephone Co.
Bruckner Electric Co.
Bunnell AGO., J, H,
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. A Elec. Co.
Couch A Seeley Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Eureka Electric Co,
Farr Tel. A Cons. Supply Co.
Garl Electric Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co.
Independent Tel, Supply Co,
Kokomo Tel A El. Mfg. Go
Kusel, D.A.,Tel. A El. Mfg.Co,
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McDermid Mfs. Co.
Mlanus Electric Go.
North Electric Co.
Peerless Elec. Telephone Co.
R. I. Telephone A Elec, Co.
Standard Tel, A El. Co.
Sterling Electric Go.
Stromberg-Carlson Tel. M.Co
Swedish-American Tel. Co.
Thomas. Wilcox A Dietz.
Viaduct Mfg. Go.
Warner Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western Tel. .Const, Co.

Tools.
Klein A Son, Mathlaa.

Transformers.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc,
General ElectrlcCo.
Gregory Electric Go.
Siemens A HalskeElectrlc Co.
of America.

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Go.
Warren Elec, A Specialty Co,
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec, Supply Co.
W^estlughouse El. A Mfg. Co,

Trucks, Electric Car,
General Electric Go.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co,

Turl>lneA:WalerWheels.
Leffel A Co., Jas,
Smith Co,, S, Morgan.
Stilwell-Blerce Smith- Valle,

Universities.
Harvard University.
University of Notre Dame.
Worcester Polyt. Institute.

Varnishes.
Sterling Varnish i;:o.

Vulcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

M'^ire, Bare.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Besly A Co,, Chas. H,
Central Electric Go.
Electric Appliance Go.
Independent Tt^l, Supply Co.
Okonlte Co.. The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A,
Standard Underground 0. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electrical Sup. Co.

M'oodnork.Electrical,
Noblett. E. J.

X-Bay Outfits.
Queen A Co.

^or Alphabo'tloAl lncl«»>c of ^Kdvor-felsomon-fca So9 ^aac* I*'*
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FEDERAL SALT"
FOR CARBON CYLINDER AND CARBON-MANCANESE BATTERIES.

GIVES mOBE CURRENT, liONGER L,IFB, ABSOLUTELY JTO CRYSTALS.
FEDERAL SALT No. I.

FEDERAL SALT
NON-POLARIZING DRY BATTERY.

Wonderful

Recuperation.

Higher

Voltage and

Amperage.

Will do more

Hard Work

than any

Dry Battery

on the

Market.

No more

Running

Down on the

Shelf.

Both salts have a depolarizer
in the mixture. Federal Salt

No. I has more depolarizer than
Federalite, and so will last

longer. That's the only differ-

ence.
it's the DEPOLARIZER that

INCREASES the STRENGTH,
GIVES LONGER LIFE, and
DOES AWAY ABSOLUTELY
with CRYSTALIZATION and
CREEPING SALTS.

MADE BY

Federal Battery Co.
1 1 PINE STREET, N.Y.

Please send references when ordering.

5c.
Package in case

lots of

150 packages

F. 0. B.

Bound Brook,

N.J.

3c.
Package In case

lots of

150 packages

F. 0. B.

Bound Brook,

N.J.
Federalite Sold in Bulk Also.

i

Siemens & Halske Electric

Co. of Americai

GENERAL OFFICES, CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS

Railway, Lighting, Power Transmission.

IMPROVED DUNCAN INTEGRATING WATTMETERS.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

Boston, Chicago, CIncinnaJ, Denver, New York,

Philadelphia, $t< Louis, San Francisco.

NEW TYPE SUNBEAM.

16 Candlepower, 220 Volts.

5uperiorQuality
Because...

CARBON FILAMENT,
Purest and flost
Uniform.

VACUUM,
More Perfect.

HATERIALS,
' Highest Quality.

' VVORKHANSHIP,
Skilled Labor Em-
ployed.

TESTS,
Carefully Made.

High and Low Voltages Equally Efficient.

WRITE FOR SAMPLE.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAQO. NEW YORK.

PARIS.LONDON, A^f^WERP.
Bridse Chambers. 171 QuMoVlctorla 3a Riie Boudewyns. 46 Avenue de BretoolL

St., B.C and North Woolwlcb, B.

St. Paul, ninn., American Electric Co., NoittaweAtern AfentB.

ST. LOUIS OPPiCB, Security Bulldinc, ST. LOUIS, MO.
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^
^ THE NEW EDISON REFLECTOR LAMPS

Ready for Delivery.

Concentration of Light in Useful Direction

Secures highest efficiency known averaging less than

I 1-2 watts per candle, in useful direction.

Specially suited to desk lighting, window, border,

frieze or decorative lighting.

Two sizes—28 C. P. consuming 38 watts—36 C. P.

consuming 50 watts. Any base or voltage.

SEND SAMPLE ORDER.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
HARRISON, N. J.

%

1ft

ift

5r

1ft

1ft

1ft

1ft

1ft

1ft

1ft

j^jj.jj,j5,jj>jj,jj,jy.jf, j^j^ ;?»('}«':«':;';?}? J? j?;?jrir:r:r*r*r:?frf?:s'}f:fir:fjf'

OUR LATEST
FRONT OF THE BOARD TYPE

Switchboard Instrument.

i
1;„

mFjs » 2 2w 3 aw i
1

iii'i !iii 1

1

1 n 1 w. ill

1 1

KILOWATTS.

Type F Wattmeter, Front Connection, One-third Actual Size.

Our Indicating Wattmeters, Voltmeters
and Ammeters are also built for BACK OF
THE BOARD.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND BULLETIN Z 31, JUST ISSUED.

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFG. GC,
CeneralOfricesandFactory,St. Louis,Mo.,U.S.A.

BRANCH OFFICES:
NEWYORK, Havtmeyer Bldg. PHILADELPHIA, 1000 Bsti BIdg. BOSTON, 620 AlllnllcAve.

CHICAGO, 1619 MarquoHe BIdg. BALTIMORE, 204 East Lexington St.

ATLANTA, GA., 1002 ENGLISHAMERICAN BUILDING R. I. RUSSELL.

SAN FRANCISCO, 120 Suiter St. YOKOHAMA, JAPAN. LONDON, ENGLAND. CITY OF MEXICO.

FOREIGN DEPARTMENT, Havemeyer BIdg., New York City.

AMERICAN

BRIDGE CO.,

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

Steel Bridges,

Steel Buildings,

AND ALL GLASSES OF METALLIC STRUCTURES.

GENERAL OFFICES:
NO. 100 BROADWAY NEW YORK.

BRANCH OFFICES:

BOSTON,
PHILADELPHIA,

CHICAGO,
PITTSBURG,

BALTIMORE,
NEW ORLEANS,

Gi-EVELAND,
MINNEAPOLIS.
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Dearborn
ind Chemical AA/orlcs,
i-fcories-"\A^a-ter Ohemis-ts.
ible Boiler Oompounds.

ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES. WATERS FREE. OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS,
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Century BIdg.

DULUTH, MINN.,

203 Falladlo BIdg.

POLES
Naugle,Holcomb&Go.,

OLD COLONV BLDO., CKICAaO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad
Contractors.

DETROIT, MICH.,

Wayne Co. Bank Bldg.

ESCANABA, MICH.
MASONVILLE, MICH.

POLES AND CROS$ARM$
BERTHOLD & JENNINGS,

CHEMICAL BUILDING, ST. LOUIS.

^j^^XfJ^Mi^ (NwJvXow^U/ iiW^ywvW cKjurw^
A PRETTY STORY.
Eight months ago the Texas Arm & Pin Co. began manufacturing things in-

clined electrically wooden, like cross arms, pins and brackets. An old, no-account,
second-hand machine, in a broken-down factory, was used, but now they have four
factories with new and late machinery and are shipping more cross-arms than the law
allows. But they can ship more. They are untapped, long-leaf, yellow pine.

Or the home ofiBce at Beaumont, Texas, is where you write for more information and
a pretty and useful pamphlet.

R. H. LEAVITT,
MANDPACTOBEB OP

Telephone Cross-Arms, Brackets
AND PINS.

Write for Special Prices. CAPRON, ILL.

The Tennent Insulator Pio Co.

MANUFACTURERS

LOCUST and OAK PINS and
BRACKETS,

POLES and TIES,
Terra Alta, W. Virginia.

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Pinconnln^ , Mich. Qreen Bay, Wis. New LoDdon, Wis.

CEDAR POLES
LINDSLCV BROTHERS COMPANY
MCNOMINEE, MICH, ano PORTl- a N d, oREOO N .

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS
SO-FOOr TO 80-FOOT POLES OUR SPCCIALTY

CEDAR POLES.
We liave the Following Stock in Yard lor Prompt Shipment:

SI7,K.

4 inches, 18 f

5 " IS
6 • 18
4 " 20
5 " 20
6 • 20
7 " 20

25
25

NO. PCS.
. .. 200
..1.048

... 398

...4.481

...3,474

...1.234

... 127

...7.050

...(i.OOO

...3,000

size,
inebes, 30 feet.

30
35
35
40
40
40
45
50
50

NO. res.
...1.034
... 120
...1,000
... 147
... 300
.. 1,000
... 44
... 343
. . . 200

55
55
80
60
60
65
65
70

.124
1

. 13

. 36
1
3

. 5

. 1

Write for Special Delivered Prices on this Stocli.

C. H. WORCESTER & CO., Koss, Mich.
MANUFACTURERS OF CEDAR PRODUCTS.

CEDAR POLES
Sro TT. to 100 FT. A SPECIALTY

P.L NCe&,^BR.DOE^yMBERS

CROSS-ARMS
PINS, BRACKETS
We mamifacti/redandsold oyer
aiK Mfl/iOi? P/ns and rwoN/I/m
Cross-Arm^ /n /899.

Our^oods are {Be//) Standara/
vVe monufcfcture on/// from best
mcr/er/a/-

Serer/ Facforks
Sk/lled help anduneoua/ed fac-
ilities enable us to fill oil ordefs
promptly.

Copaciti/: oyer 5.000 \

Lons leoft/eilorv pine t p ^
Cross Arms,

>reriJai/

Qrer fs.ooo Locust Pins _,

Let Us Know Your YYants

EJ.NOBLETT
S58 -902-35 fk street,

Chicaso.-
Long distance Telephone, Yards.sos

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
MONROE. MICH.

Eleven Pole Yards In Michigan.
Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

TIES.

\A/Hi-t< Cedi l<

AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

MM&Vtf/ik" PERBIZO & SOXS, Daggett, Mich.

Cedar
TORREY
CEDAR CO.,

CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Larjo Stock Constantly on Hand.
Poles

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING CO.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,

Uaonf.ctarers and De.lerB In

Yellow Pine Cross Arms, Locust Pins, Oak Pins, Electrical

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stocks on hand.

KLEIN'S

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS

Catalogue Free. .^-5end for oiw.

Mathias Klein &, Son,
•T-89 W. VAN BUREN STREET. CHICAGO, ILL.

AmericaE Yilrifleil Coailnit Comiiany,
BIANUPACTUREKS OF

VITRIFIED SALT GLAZED
UNDERGROUND AND INTERIOR CONDUITS.

Contractors for Complete Installation
of Conduit Systems.

General Offices: 39 Cortlandt St., N. Y.

Delivered prices quoted, F. O. B. cars, your city, In any quantity. "WRITE US.

OAK PINS AND BRACKETS.
PAINTED,
SACKED AND
CRATED.

nenufacturers for Wholesale Trade.

Prompt Shipments. Car Orders Solicited.

Kansas City & Southern Lumber Co.,

Mianaplis Am, Bractet & Pin Co,,
Successors to J. B. MAGERS,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Arms, Brackets, Locust and Oak Pins,

Tent Stakes, ROPE Lock Blocks.

Office. 1 26 S. Meridian St., INDIANAPOLIS; IND.

FACTORY, JAMESTOWN, IND.

SF3r9IN^F-|Kt.^,

ELECTRICAL BOOKS.
A.II »<inds.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Suite 510 Marquette, CHICAGO.

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO. madison, wis.

GENERATORS 1-2 K. W. to I50 K. W., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.v«i.i«>.i^i-ii wi«.w
Spherical. Steel. Invertible. Multipolar.
1-2 H. P. to 150 H. P., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
FACTORY EQUIPMENTS A SPECIALTY.MOTORS

nccinccJ ^ortliorn Englneorlng Co., Ihe WorShweBt Eng'g Co., E. & W. Electrical Appliance Co., Machinery & Electrical Co., Chicago—Northern Electrical Mfg. Co. B—R. Electric Co.
Urrlutolag Cortlandt SI., New York.

"' ~ ' "" "— ^ "~. -- . — -^-,_--^ „ ._ .,_
St. Paul, Minn. San Francisco, Cal. Los Angeles, Cal.

Korthwest Electric Engineering Co., Portland^ Ore.
939-940 MOUadDOCb. Eansas'iCity, Mo.
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12 GENTS FOR A 12-INCH FAN.
The wear and tear on a good fan

is practically nil. Interest upon the

investment is all that need be

figured on a Dayton Fan. You can

afford to buy a Dayton in the middle

or late in the fan season. You are

certain to start next year with a fan as

good as new. You are only out the

interest. That is not true of a cheap

fan.

All KINDS-ALl SIZES-ALL CIRCUITS.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY, Chicago.

W, S. HILL ELECTRIC CO.,
NEW BEDFORD, MASS.
Leading manufacturers in the U. S. of

Switchboards, Panel Boards

and Knife Switches.
Write for Estimates. Send for Catalogue.

General Western Agents, CENTRAl ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.

INDIA a AMBER

ITif
IN ANY SHAPE OR PATTERN.

EMPIRf A MIC
< lulhs anil I'.iiXM-.s. -'II'- urvi oii<\i :!>.

EutoieMiirisclLsCo Mmi iiisiiiarorO). M ICAHIT
INSULATOR

^V^OXJ lVE>E>r> lODI
Gale's Commutator
Compound.
The Only Article That Will Prevent Sparking.

Will keep the Commjtator In good ondition and prevent cutting. Absolute y will not gum the brushes.

50c. per stick.. 83 00 per dozen. Send SOc. for trial stick.

FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES OR
Sole JIaanfacturers,KUaI CUUftll P nn Sole Haanfactur

fflCLCnllAll tf uUiv 909,100 WaBhington street. CHICAGO.

This Trade=MarkRo!rt\i:; iT'Tlua
Branches, EdisonCut-Outs

Knife
Swltohei,

Jenkins Snap
Switches, etc.

Guarantees Satisfaction

PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CHICAQO.

HATENTS.
m0 GEO. R. HAMLIN, Patent Lawyer,

1 800 H St.. N.W., Washington, D.C.

1 Booklet: "Tnformationfor Inventors,'*
free. Specialty; Electrical Inyentlona.

Henry H. Humphrey,
Consulting
Electrical Engineer.

Central Lighting Stations,
Electric Power Transmission.

543, 544 and 545 Century Bldg, St.Louis.

Kentucky

Incandescent
KENTUCKY ELECTRICAL

Chicago Agent, J. W. Brooks, eos Plymouth Bldg,

LAMPS |7p
CO., Owensboro, Ky. m U

oka, eos Plymouth Bide. ^> ^~ ^^^

General Electric Company's
Single and Double Focus X-Ray Tubes are used
with great success for all kinds of radiographic

and fluoroscopic work.
They have higher efficiency and longer life than

anv tubes in the market.

.Senrl for Catalogue No. 9050.

ICDI.SDN DECORATIVE AND MINIATURE
LAMP DEPARTMENT,

Harrison, N. J.

The Worcester Polytechnic Institute,

WORCESTER, MASS.
T. C. Mendenhall, Ph. D., LL. D.. President.

Courses of study ia Mechanical, Civil and Elec-
tric^il Engineering, Chemistry and General
Science. New and extensive laboratories in
Engineering, Electricity, Physics and General
and Industrial Chemistry. Special facilities in
steam and Hydraulics. 200-page catalogue,
showing positions filled hy graduates, mailed free.

Address J. K. MARSHALL, Registrar.

F BELL.
IT PAYS
TO USE
THE BEST.

HUEBEL & MANGER,
286 GRAHAM STREET. BROOKLYN, N Y.

COAL AND ASHES HANDLING
MACHINERY, SHAFTING. PULLEYS.

CLUTCHES. PATENT MACHINE-MOULDED
ROPE SHEAVES, ETC.

CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION.

LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO.,
Engineers. Founders. Machinists.

CHICAGO. U. S. A.

\jjUj oJUU oJ:^ (rwxji

d/Ajd^ quajJ<Jaj..

JOHN T. McROY
302 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

138 WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO

a WITHOUT A PEER"
That's tiie Endorsement Given

THE '^BELDEN" SYSTEM

OF ARC LIGHTING.

MECHANICALLY PERFECT,
ARTISTIC IN DESIGN.

If you're open to conviction

send for our catalog, which

tells what an Arc Lamp
should be and what the

Belden is.

Belden-Larwill Electric &

RAfg. Co.,

FT. WAYNE, IND.
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PMANK N. PHILLIPS, PhcsidcnT.
•. H. WA0EN6CIL, TnxAauncn.

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS.
GCNCMAk MANAOER.

C. ROWLAND PHILLIPS, VICE-PRC*.
C. R. REMINOTON, JR., 8CC.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS," • - PBOVrDEJTCE, B. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE.
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MACNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New York Stokb, W. J. Watson. 26 Cortlandt St.
Chicago Stobe, F. E. Donataoe, 241 Madleon St.
MONTBEAL Bbangh, Eugene F. PhilllpB' £lectrlo«l Works.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIPSDALE, R. I.

THIS

Water-Wheel Governor
Regulates the turbines used on elec-

tric railway load in the Niagara
Falls Hydraulic Power & Manufac-
turing Company's plant.

We build governors adapted to

all makes of water-wheels, working
under all conditions. 70,000 horse
power in use. We guarantee the

best speed regulation which can be -3 «

obtained under any conditions. —

"

Address

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR COMPANY,
NO. 6r HAMPSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASSi

P
ATENTS.
PAGE i DURAND,

SOLICITORS OF AMERICAN AND
FOREIGN PATENTS.

Adams Ex. BIdg., 186 Dearborn St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Six Years with General Electric Company.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,
Counsellor at Law,

No. 66 Broadway. - NEW YORK CITY.

Patent Causes. Patent Soliciting.

\# MM^m^^mm^^ IM M.I- Or your money back when you bu.v a C A. H Rheostat.
Yljljr HIDIIbV S VWOiIII 3,000 standard motor starters and motor speed regu-'' wiiw^ *# WWW! latorsconstamly in stock from which we can make
immediate shipment. Reliable: tirepoof; approved by tire underwriters. Send for illustrated
catalogue W and discount sheet.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFC. CO.,
MILWAUKEE, WIS. NEW YORK OFFICE, 136 LIBERTY STREET.

W« are the largest and oldest exclusive manufacturers of Rheo«tats in the world.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
MANUFACTURERS OF

STEEIi OUTLET AND JUNCTION BOXES,
BWITGHBOABDS, PAJnBI. BOARDS, SWITCHSH, RHX

WANTED ^"rr
CEO. F. SCHWALM CO.,

FOR SPOT CASH
BURNED OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND BASES.

HARRISON. N.J.

The Colorado Incandescent LampT
Oolled Filament. Even Distribution ol Light. Full Rated Candle Power. Exact Elflclency Ordered

Long Life. Low In First Cost. Cheapest In the Aggregate. Send tor Price List.

THE COLORADO LAMP CO., Denver. Colo.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

0. R."WeatlierproofWire.

Slow-Bnrnlng Weatherproof

and Slow-Burning Wire,

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.

roTHERS
39-43

W. WASHINGTON ST.,
CHICAGO.

REPAIRS
For Everything Electrical, including NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO.'S MACHINES.

Manufacturers
of the

Celebrated Perfection

Brushes
for Dynamos
and Motors.

Lawrence Scientific School.
Twelve departments of study leading to the de-

gree of Bachelor of Science. Civil Engineering,
Electrical Engineering. Jlechanlcal Engineering,
Mining and Metallurgy. Architecture, Landscape
Architecture, Chemistry. Geology, Biology. An-
atomy and Physiology. For Teachers of Science
and General Science.

For Descriptive Pamphlet apply to
J. L. LOVE. Secretary, Cambridge, Mass.
N. S. SHALER. Dean.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR 5CRAPS. ANY SIZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFQ. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

sterling Extra Insulating Varnish, New Process.
Sterling Extra insulating Varnish, Old Process.

Sterling Extra Biacli Finishing Varnish.
Sterling Blacic Air Drying Varnish.

Sterling Blacic Core Plate Varnish.
THE STERLING VARNISH CO , PITTSBURG, PA.. U. S. A.

NOTE OUR PRICES ON DYNAMOS
COPPER COMIV1UTATORS GUARANTEED 3 YEARS.

10 LIGHT, $30 30 LIGHT, S6S 75 LIGHT, S1 15
20 " 50 50 " 85 100 " 145

Warranted free from mechanical and electrical defects. Armatures
rewound, commutators refilled, machines repaired.

All work guaranteed. Send for catalogue.

The Chicago Motor and Dynamo Co., Inc.,
39-43 WEST WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

READY FOR THE MARKET.
"FE9ICO," the ne'tr style Creole rosette. In-

nlatlon perfect, lonvfase, superior
in every detail.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co.. Peru. Ind.

SILVER-PLATED

MIRROR REFLECTORS.
A flat Reflector, for use with

.^^^ any system of incandescent elec-

^^T trie light, where it is desired to

spread the light considerably.

Its silver-plated mirror plate

lining makes It most effective and

pleasing, and always as good as

Convex, reflecting slightly be-

* low the horizontal in all direc-

tions. Used in stores, etc., for

general illumination.

OET OUK PBICfiS.

American Reflector & Lighting Co.,
27 1-273 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO.

A THOROUGH school for the beginner- a valuable
reference book for the expert. If not found sat-

isfactory money refunded upon return of book in

good condition. Contains a dictionary defining 1,500

electrical words, terms and phrases. It carries you from
the fundamental principles of electricity to the finished

dynamo
E. R. Wauoaman.
Electrical Wireman. Kittanning, Pa.
Cleveland Armature Works. Cleveland. Ohio.
Gentlemen:—I received your book, Tractical Electric-

ity, and would not part with it for four times its cost if I

could not get anotlier copy. Yours truly. E. R. Wauo.asian.

CLEVEUND ARMATURE WORKS, 1281 Hamilton St., Cleveland, 0.

«^SE YOUI
Are well up" in ELECTRICITY, are YOU as well posted in the matter of

ECONOMY in your STEAM PLANT?
THE IMPROVED ROBERTSON THOMPSON INDICATOR will show you if engine is workinj,' economically

and devflopinfifuU power for amount of fuel consumed. The most modern. Fully guaranteed.
One-third lower in price than others.

EUREKA PACKING makes a ti*;hter joint with Ie>s friction, lasts two to three times longer, and costs
no mon.' than poor [lackini,^. RUREKA has the largest sale of any packing made.

NINE ELIMINATOR, 'he n^sst .successful device for separating water from live steam, and extracting
oil from cxhiiiiM >team. Thousands in use. Sent out onapproval. Prices very low.

ROBERTSON FEED WATfcR HEATER because of its return system will heat the water to 206 to 210o
with exhaust steam, and shows more economy in fuel than any other. Moderate In price.

Send for Catalogue.

JAS. L. ROBERTSON & SONS, 198 Fulton Street, New York.
branches: boston, Philadelphia.
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WANTED.
For telephone exchange, 800 subscribers, good

electrician, one who understands switchboard
and cable work. A permanent position for the
ri^ht man. State ape. married or sinj^le. and
salarv desired. vVddress " ILLINOIS. " cnie
Western Electrician. 510 Marquette Building,
Chicago.

WANTED.
Competent teleplione man. familiar with line

and instrument work. Those with knowledge
of switchboards preferred. Address "BOX 66.'

care Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Build-
ing, Chicago.

WANTED.
Telephone workings foreman wanted in Eng-

land, well up in cable laying party wire, bridg-
ing, series and automatic systems. State age,
wagesand where employed. "ENGLAND." care
Western Electrician, 510 Marquette building,
Chicago.

WANTED.
Practical electrician of experience, age 25 to

35 years, to take charge of an extensive inde-
pendent telephone system in the Northwest.
Only those who have hrst-class references need
apply. "TELEPHONE," care Western Elec-
trician, 510 Marquette Building. Chicago.

WANTED.
Engineer having five years' experience In

manufacturing and installing telephone plants
desires position with telephone company. Two
years In Europe. Address "ENfilNEEK," care
Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building,
Chicago.

WANTED TO BUY.
We are in the market for good second-hand

high-speed Automatic and Corliss engines. We
want several such at once. Write us, giving
full particulars.

CAMP ENGINEERING CO.,

ISSouth Canal street, Chicago, III.

WANTED.
For Immediate delivery, oneor more 125-light

Brush Multicircuit Arc Dynamos, 2,000 c.-p.,

new or in good second-hand condition. Address,
giving full particulars,

The ROYAL ELECTRIC CO.,
Montreal, Canada.

FOR SALE.
50,000 i){ oak pins, painted.

10,000 cross-arm braces. Greatbargain.

STAFFORD & EVANS, Ltd.,
Steinway Hall, Chicago.

FOR SALE.
Five Station Thomson Recording Wattmeters,

for Series Arc Light circuits; sizes as follows:

2 65-Light, 9.6 Amperes.
2 65-Light, 6.6 Amperes.
I 35-Light, 6.6 Amperes.

These meters are very accurate, were used
eight months, are in perfect condition, and eom-
ple e with resistance boxes; have taken out our
high tension circuit, hence sale at a special

The Dearborn Power Company,
1673 Old Colony BIdg., Chicago.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
Dr. J. S. Romine of Ciiadron, Neb-,

will sell f in,000 stock o£ Chadron Elec-
tric Light and Power Co. for $3,000

cash; balance stock, $4,000, held by
J. D. Bacon of Chadron, a retired

banker, he will sell on account of my
selling, for $2,000 cash or on lime, or

keep his stock. Plant cost over $10,000;

no bonds, mortgages or debts; no other
light plant; city contract. Coal, $2.95

per ton. Pure city spring water. City
of 3,000, healthy, good school, academy,
six churches. Business can be greatly
increased. Reason for selling, age and
business keep me away all the time.

WANTED.
Position as foreman by Al armature winder.

Eighteen years'" experience on all kinds of
armatures, coils and commutators. Best of
references. Married, 38 years of age and strictly
temperate. Wish to make change on account of
sickness in family. Can leave on short notice.
Address "PRIVATE," care Western Electrician,
510 Marguette Building, Chicago.

Ffj I? SA l_ F —Motor genera-%^iV ^#r^^^« tor, 500 volt-
no volt for Gliarging storage l)atteries. Old ma-
terial of all kinds purchased. WALSH'S SONS
& CO.. 200 Washington Street, Newark, N. J.

SECOIMD-HAIMD
Dynamos and Motors.

We invite correspondence
with those wishing to

hny or sell.

SCHUREMAN & HAYDEN,

140 S. Clinton St., Chicago.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,
NOTRE DAME, INDIANA.

Classics, Letters, Economics and Historj-, Joumallgm,
Art, Science. Pharmacy, Law, Civil, Meclisnical autl
Electiical Engineering, Arcliitectiire.
Thorough Preparatory and Commercial Courses.

Eccle^iasclca] students aC special rates.
KooniG free. Junior or Senioj- Year, Collegiate

Courses. Kooms to Rent, moderate charge,
St. Edward's hall, for boys under i;t.

The 57th year will open September Ith, 1000. Cata-
lotjues Free . Address

REV. A. MORRISSEY. C. S. C. President.

ful and gaining belter po-

runiurrniiin si^lo°^ ^^'^ salaries study-

tNulNttnlNO^iiS at tome by our mail
system. We teach Elec-

cal Engineering. Mechanical

n\t III II Drawing, Electric Ijlghting,

DY mAIL'^elePliony, Short Popuhir
Electrical Course, etc..

by mail. Study in spare time only.
Institute endorsed by Thomas A. Edisun
and others. Cataloguefree. Electrical Engi-

Deer Inst. , Oept.K. 240-2 W. 23d St.. New York

IMOTIOI
Sealed bids will be received for the in-

stallation of an electric lighting plant for
the village of Dalton. 111. Bids will be
opened on Saturday, July 28, at 12 o'clock
noon.

Plans and specifications are on file at the
office of the village clerk.

The Board of Trustees reserve the right
to reject any or all bids.

Address all bids to

VILLAGE CLERK.
Dalton, III.

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries

of the World.

SEarO FOB OIBODLAR AND PBIOES.

THE LECLANCH^ BATTERY CO.,
Mt «oII7 EasI laUISi.. «. r

REPAIRS
fVERVTHING ELECrf?lCAL

WRITE US

Roer.L. McOuAT^

INDIANAPOLIS JND. REPAIRS
iio-Volt Incandescent Dynamos.

Edisou, % K. W.
Lundell, self-oiler.

C. &. C, self-oiler.
Westinghouse, self-oiler.

Bernard, self-oiler.

Hawkeye, self-oiler.

Bain, self-oiler.

Card, self-oiler.

Nowotny, self-oiler.

C. & C, self-oiler.

Edison. 3 K. W., self-oiler.

Wood, self-oiler.

Edison, 6 K. W., compound.
Westinghouse.
Rockford.
Triumph, self-oiler.
Westinghouse, horizontal type.
Commercial, comp.. self-oiler.

Siemens & Halske, 15 K. AV.,

multipolar.
NationaJ, compound; self-oiler.

T.-H., comp., self-Oder.
Westinghouse, M. P., slow speed.
Eddy, self-oiler, compound.
Hawkeye, comp. wound.
National self-oiler, compound.
Rockford, self-oiler, compound.
Edison, 20 K. W., shunt.
Edison, 20 K. W., self-oilers.

Edison, 20 K. W., self-oiler, com-
pound.

Wood, M. P., sclf-oller. 25 K. W.
Edison, 25 IC. W., self-ollcr.

Rockford, self-oiler.

Edison, 30 K. W.
Edison, 30 K. W., self-oilers.

Edison, 30 K. W., self-oilers,

compound.
Elckmeyer.
Siemens & Halske, 40 K. W.,
multipolar, slow speed.

Westinghouse, 10 pole, slow
speed. 40 K. W., solf-ollcrs.

Rockford, self-oiler, new arm't.
Edison, 45 K. W., scit-ollers.

Waddell-Euz, 80 K. W., M. P.,

direct connected to 125 H. P.,

self-olllng, 14x14 engine.

220-Volt Generators.

1 9 K. W. Lundell, Beir-oller.

1 10 K. W. Lundell, self-oiler, multipolar,
slow speed.

1 12 K. W. ISddy, selt-oller, new .irm't,

1 12 K. W. Westinghouse, multipolar, self

oiler.

I 25 K. W. Edison, self-oiler.

1 35 K. W. E. & 0., niulllpolnr, slow speed.
1 45 K. W. Edison, self-oller, new arm't,

compound.
1 .W K. W. Westinghouse, sclf-oller, hoil-

/.OMtal type, compound.
1 200 K. W. Crocker-Wheeler, muUlpular,

Hlo^v speed, practically nf w.

12-light
16-light
25-light
35-light
36-llght
60-light
50-ligllt

50-light
50-Ught
50-light
55-Ught
so-light

110-light
90-llght

_ 160-light
1 210-light
1 250-llght
1 2S0-llght
1 250-light

1 260-light
1 270-Jight
3 270-light
1 340-llght
2 350-light
1 350-llght
1 3C0-Ught
1 350-light
3 350-llght
1 350-light

1 400-llght
1 450~llght

1 450-llgbt
1 5-10-llght

4 640-1 Ight
4 540-llght

1 COO-llght

1 700-llght

2 700-llght

1 800-llght
4 800-llght

1 1350-llght

regory:
ELECTRIC €0.

54-62 5.cul^rro^^ st. Chicago.

500-Volt Generators.
2 15 K. W. Edison, self-oUers.
1 25 K. W. T.-H., self-oiler, D. 25, com-

pound.
1 25 K. W. Edison, self-oiler.
1 30 K. W. Jeuney, self-oiler.
1 35 K. W. Jenney, self-oiler, comi>ouud.
1 35 K. W. ^Lather, self-oiler.
1 45 K. W. Edison, compound, self-oiler.
1 150 K. W. Detroit (Rae), multipolar, com-

pound, self-oiler.

1 lOO H. P. 500-volt Westinghouse, Kodak
set generator and comp. en-
giuo.

Alternating Qenerators.
1 350-light Thomson-Houston, A. ^8f-«omp.
1 600-llght Bain. 30 K. W-., self-oiler, toothed

armature.
2 600-llght Thomson-Houston, A. 6, 30 K. W.
1 OOOllght Tliomson-Houston, 30 K. W.,

two-phase.
1 600-llght T.-H., 30 K. W., slotted arma-

ture, compound, self-oiler.
1 650-llght Thomson-Houston, A. 35, s. c,

composite wound.
2 760-Ught Westinghouse, self-oilers, 371/3 K.

W.
1 1000-llght Wood, 50 K. W., self-oiler,

toothed armature, comp.
1 ]20{>.]lght Westinghouse, 60 K. W., sclf-

oller, compound, toothed arm't.
1 1200-llght General Electric, A. 60, compos-

ite wound, toothed arnialure,
self-oiler,

2 1300-Ilght T.-H., A. 70, 1100 volts, self-
oilers, compound wouiul.

2 1400-llght Westinghouse, 70 K. W., brand
new.

2 6000-llght W'Sllnghouse, 300 K. W., toothed
armature, composite wound,
self-oilers, outboard bearings.

Arc Dynamos.
1 20-llght 2000 C. I'. WesterTi Electric.
1 25-llght 2000 C. P. T.-H., bull armature.
1 26-llght 2000 O. P. T.-H., ring armature.
1 30-llght 2000 O. P. Western Electric,

Arc Dynamos.—Continued.
1 30-llght 2000 C. P. Brush, No. 7, Steuben-

rausch commutator.
P. T.-H., I,. D. 2.

P. T.-H., ring armature.
P. Wood, No, 7.

P. Western Electric, s. p.
P. T.-H., M. 12, ball armt.

. P. T.-H., M. 12, riug armt.
1200 C. P. Brush. No. 7, Steuben-

rausch commutator.
1 60-light 2000 C. P. Excelsior, latest type,

newly rewound field

and armature.
P. T.-H., L. D. 12.

P. T.-H., L. D., 12, new
riug arm't, self-oiler.

1 50-light 2000 C. P. T.-H., M. D., 2, serf-
oiler, ring armature.

P. West. Elec., self-oiler.
P. Brush, No. 7%.
P. West. Elec., self-oilers.
P. Westinghouse, self-

35-light
35-light
40-1 ight
40-llght
45-ilght
45-llgbt
45-llght

50-llght
50-llght

2000 C.
2000 O.
2000 C.
2000 C.
1200 C.
1200 C.

1200 C.
1200 O.

60-llght
60-llght
60-llght
60-llght

60-llght
65-Ught

1 75-llght

2 75-llght
3 125-llBht

2000 C.
2000 O.
2000 C.
2000 C,

oiler.
2000 C. P. Wood, No. 8.

2000 C. P. Brush, No. 8, new arma-
ture, Steubenrauscb
commutators.

1200 C. P. Standard, self-oiler, air
insulated commutator.

2000 C. P. Westlngh'se, self-oilers,

1200 0. P. Excelsior, latest type,
self-oilers, flue.

iio-Volt Motors.
1 "4 H. p. Sprague.
1 i/i H. P.EIbrldge.
1 % H. P. Roth.
1 V2 H. P. Keller, sclf-oller.
2 1 I-I. P. Beldlng, M. P.
1 1 H. P. Roth, sclf-oller, new armature.
2 1 H. P. Edison, % K. W., selt-ollers.
1 1 H. P. Lundell, self-oiler.
1 1V4 H. P. O. & C, sclf-oller,
1 2 H. P. Bernard, sclf-oller.
1 3 H. P. Hawkeye.
1 3 H. P. Westinghouse.
1 3 I-[. P. Jenney, self-oiler.

no Volt Motors.— Continued.
13 H. P. Bain, self-oiler.
13 H. P. Nowotny, self-oiler.15 H. P. Wood.
13 H. P. Card, self-oiler, llanchesler

type.
13 H. P. C. & C, self-oiler.

• 220-Volt Motors.
1 1- H. P. Eddy, self-oiler.
2 1 H. P. B. & C, new, selfoilers, M. P.
1 3 H. P. Kester, self-oiler.
1 3 H. P. Gen. Elec., type I. B., sclf-

oller.

1 5 H. P. Eddy, ring type, self-oiler.
1 5 H. P. Westinghouse, self-oiler.
1 7Vi H. P. Roth, selt-oller.
1 7% H. P. Edison, self-oiler.
1 10 H. P. Lundell, sclf-oller.
1 12 H. P. Lundell, 10 K. W., multipolar,

self-oiler, slow speed.
1 15 H. P. Eddy, self-oiler, new arm't.
1 15 H. P. Westinghouse, multipolar, self-

oiler, 15 K. W.
1 30 H. P. Edison, 25 K. W., self-oiler.
1 40 H. P. B. & C, multipolar, slow sp'ed.
1 60 H. P. Northern, M. P.. self-oiler,

newly rewound throughout.
1 60 H. P. Edison, self-oiler, 45 K. W.
1 60 H. P. Westinghouse, horizontal type,

self-oiler.
1 75 H. P. Sprague, self-oiler, new ann't.

500-VoIt Motors,
2 1 H. P. Crocker-Wheeler, self-oilers,

slow speed.
1 1 H. P. 0. & C, self-oiler.
1 2V4 H. P. Wood, self-oiler.
13 H. P. Toledo, selt-oller.
1 3 H. P. Hobart, self-oiler.
2 3>/» H. P, Rockford, ironclad, self-oilers.
15 H. P. D. & D.
1 71/2 H. P. Edison, selt-oller.
1 10 H. P. Eddy, self-oiler, multipolar.
1 10 H. P. Card, M. P.. self-oiler, slow sp.
1 16 H. P. Eddy, self-oiler.
2 IS H. P. C. & C, self-oUers,
1 20 H. P. Commercial, selt-oller.
1 30 H. P. T.-H., self-oiler, D. 26.

1 30 H. P. Edison, 25 K. W., self-ollcr.
1 35 H. P. Jenney, self-ollcr
1 40 H. P. Mather, self-oiler.
1 60 H. P. Edison, 45 K. W., s?lf-ollcr.

Alternating-Current Motors.
SINGLE PHASE.

I >,.l II. P. Stanley, lOu \(,lls, 10000 alterna-
tions, single-phase.

II H. P. Ft. Wayne, 100 v., 126 cycle, selt-

oller, single-phase.
1 5 H. P. Wagner, slngle-plinse, 00 cycle,

200. volts.

TRANSFORMERS, METERS AND ARC LAMPS.
N )IICE.-A11 machines are actually In slock roady lor prompi delivery. All machines are guarantoeil. Wrll« lor pirllcular« and lend lor MONTHLY BARGAIN SHEET with net cosh price
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.
That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-
riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed,

Great Capacity,
Perfect Cylinder Gate,

Close Regulation,
High Efficiency,

Steady Motion.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

We also have a full line of
modern patterns for Gears
and Power Transmission
nachinery.

THE STILWELLBIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO.,
257 Lehman Street, DAYTON, OHIO.

BATTERY JARS.
Machine-made Battery Jars are Better and

stronger than the hand-blown, being more Uni-
fonn and of Equal Distiibution.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR OUR JAR.
We are the only concern making Battery Jars

by machinery.

THE GILCHRIST JAR CO..
624Drexet Building, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

TRADE MARK.
Tested Fuse ^'ire and Fase Links

Stand.inl for Accuracy.

In the manufacture oi Fuses tbere are two essentials.

1st, accuracy; 2d, uniformity.
The steady increase in our busiTiess during the past

twelve years is the best evidence that our goods meet
all reqairements.
All kinds of Telephone Fuses an Bases,

ivell made and at low prices.
CHICAGO FUSE WIRE & MFC. CO.,
58-M N. Jefferson St.. Cliicajo 369 Broadway, New York.

BARGAINS in ELECTRICAL MACHINES.
The following list of thoroughly overhauled machines are in stock

and ready for prompt delivery.

DYNAMOS-
110-Volt Incandescent.

One 12-light Elbridge.

One .5C-light Nowotny, new.

One 100-light Daft.

One -^oO-light U. S.

One 350-light Davis.

One 800-light G. E.

One l,800-lightFt.Wayne,new.

DYNAMOS-ARC.
One Brush, 1-light, 3,000 c. p-

One Brush, 3-lighl. 2,000 c. p.

One Amer. Wood, 20-Iight,
2,000 c. p.

One West. Elec. 30-light,
2,000 c. p.

One Ft. Wayne Wood, 35-liirht,

1,200 c. p.

One T. H. L. D., 35-light,
2,000 c. p

ALTERNATORS.
One 3A Slattery.
One A60 G. E.

STEWART
ELECTRICAL

CO.,
S. E. Cor. Fifth

and Sycamore,

CINCINNATI, 0.

GENERATORS.
One Wood b. p.. 500 v.. 45 k. \v.

One T.-H. m.p.75,o00 v.. 75 k.w.
One Edison b. p..500 v., 100 k.w.

ilO-VOLT MOTORS.
OneDiehl, Jh. p.
One Edison, ?£ h. p.
One Elbridge, ?i h. p.
One Card, 1 h. p.
One Sprague, 1 h. p.
Cue Nowotny, 3 h. p.
One Datt, 10 h. p.
OneU. S.,20h. p.
One Q. C 28 h. p.

220-VOLT MOTORS.
One Nowotny. 1 h. p.. new.
One Nowotny, 1 h. p.
One Davis, 5 h. p.
One Daft, 10 h. p.
One E. R. A C. C. 10 h. p.
One Edison b. p.. 15 h. p.

500-VOLT MOTORS.
One Davis, 20 h. p.
One Brush. 25 h. p.
One Wood b. p., 60 h. p.
One T.-H. m. p. 15, 90 b. p.
One Edison, lOO-k. w , 120 h. p.

BOOKS.
BUY YOUR BOOKS FROM THE

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANr,
610 MarqueHe BIdg., CHICAGO.

mO{}R STUDENTSs^f

SUCCEED
INCREASED SAURY.

I was getting 53^ a month as

assistant in an Electric Light-
iiHj Plant when 1 took up the
Electrical Engineering Course.
Since that time, I have passed
fourCivil Sen-ice Examinations,
and have had my salat)- raised
four times. I am now getting
$37 per month, and can truth-

fully say that I owe my success
to correspondence instruction.

R.G.ELLIOTT.
Danncmoia, N, Y.

MACHINIST TO ENGINEER.
I recommend The Interna-

tional Correspondence Schools
as being one of the best means
through which to obtain an edu-
cation. The method employed
is simple and easily understood.
At the time I enrolled, I was
holding a position as machini=.t

and steam fitter. lamnowchit;!
engineerforJ.S.&T.Elkinton.
Philadelphia. Pa.

WM. R. HORNER,
Philadelphia, Pa.

SIZ lo S70, In Smalt Moatbly Installmenls, pays for a

Salary-Raising Education
In Electrical Engineering. Electric Light and Power,

Telephony, Telegraphy. Steam. Mechanical,
and Civil Engineering.

ESTABLISHED 1891. CAPITAL, $1,500,000.

Sendf^r Circulars and LocjI Rf/erences:

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS.

Box lOOZ, ScrantQD, Pesna.

Machinerj and Supplies at Bargain Prices.
We have ttie largest establishment of its itinil on earth. Our plant and yards cover over a million feet of space. We are constantly liuying factories and

iiuildings, OUR MACHINERY HALL, a space 105x360 feet, is filled to oveiflowing with a complete assortment of machinery and electrical apparatus. WE PUR-

CHASED THE OMAHA EXPOSITION, THE WORLD'S FAIR, THE CHICAGO POSTOFFIGE BUILDINGS, ETC. Our facilities for rebuilding machinery are unsurpassed.

We furnish a binding guarantee with ail goods purchased. Our stocit is constantly being added to. The following items are quoted, subject to prior sale:

(Jne Xo. 8 Multipolar Machine, 75K.W., 500-volt,

speed 750, 1.50 to IGOh. p., Thomson-Houston.
One AUis Corliss engine, 26x48 in., 400 h. p.

One Replogle Electric Water-Wheel Governor.
One No. 1 Russell high-speed auto, engine, 7x16.
One 60 arc light Wood dynamo, 2,000 c. p.

One 620-light General Electric dynamo with 52-

volt exciter.

38 assorted Transformers.
One Station Transformer and Ground Tester with

three miles of Nos.4and 6 Weatherproof Wire.
One Westinghouse Alternator and Fan Motor,

16,000 alt., 100 volts.

One 14x24 Bos Bed engine, shaft 8 ft. long, 6i in.

diam.
One M. P. 80 T.-H., .500-volt Railway Generator.
One D. 62 T.-H. 500-volt Railway Generator.
Two 25 S. S., V. 500, speed 900, Nos. 1041 and 1030

T.-H. Railway Generator.
One 15x14 Ideal engine.

One 14x14 Ideal engine.
One 12xlS Lansing engine.
One J5-light, 2,000 e. p. Westinghouse low-ten

sion arc dynamo.
Two oO-light .Standard arc dynamos.
One 20-light Sperry are dynamo.
One 000-Iight. lOO-volt Edison dj-namo.

One 1,000-light 1,000-Tolt Wood Ft. Wayne p.l-

temating dynamo, c-omplete with switch-

board and exciter.

One l.iXiO-light, 1,000-Tolt Westinghouse dyna-

mo, complete with switchboard and exciter.

One 1,200-right Slattery alternating dynamo.
One portable Weston ammeter, reading from

to 150.

Two Thompson alternating ammeters, reading
from to 100.

Fifty 10, 20, 40 and 80 ampere Westinghouse
house meters.

200 series arc lamps, different m^ikes.
Rubber-covered, weatherproof and bare copp.u'

wire.

5,000 assorted sizes clear and opal arc globes.

One 18x42 Frick Corliss engine.
One 20X.32 Watertown automatic engine.

One 18x28 Watertown automatic engine.
One 12x20x14 Ball compound engine.

One 9^4x16x14 Payne compound engine.

One Armington & .Sims cross-compound con-
densing engine, 30x20x15.

One 15x14 Ideal automatic engine.

One 14%xl3 Armington & Sims auto, engine.

One 12x21 Buckeye automatic engine.

One 12x12 Armington & Sims automatic engine.

One 12x12 Ideal automatic engine.

One 250 h. p. Baragwanath ffeed-water heater.

One Stilwell-Bierce live steam heater and puri-

fier.

One 150 h. p. Berryman heater.

One 125 h. p. Baragwanath heater.

One 500 h. p. Hanover independent condenser.

Two 72x16 horizontal tubular boilers.

One 60x18 horizontal tubular boiler.

Two 60x16 horizontal tubular boilers.

Five 54x16 horizontal tubular boilers.

Two 54x14 horizontal tubular boilers.

Two 48x16 horizontal tubular boilers.

Two 48x14 horizontal tubular boilers.

Ten Hill friction-clutch pullej's, 52-x22xO) inch
bore, doublearm, double crown, double belt.

3 Thompson recording wattmeters, 10 ampere.
2 Thompson recording wattmeters, 15 ampere.
2 Thompson recording wattmeters, 25 ampere.
I 12x24 engine made by Zeahm Bros.
I 20x22 Corliss engine.
1 0x12 center crank engine.
I 12x12 center crank engine.
I 7x10 slide valve center crank.
I 3x5 upright engine.
1 SO h. p. A. B. Farquahar Co. engine.
1 horizontal pattern Lansing engine, I2-in. stroke.
1 10x18 stationary engine.
I 12x20 Sinker & Davis engine.
1 diamond drill, BuUockMfg. Co., capacity 1500 ft.

1 Crane passenger elevator.
1 14x24 box bed engine.
I E. P. Allis coil heater for 80 h. p. engine.
I 25 h p. Portable engine and boiler.

1 Atlas automatic engine, 9x14.

1 New York safety engine, 9x10.
I 30 h. p. stationary engine.

1 40 h. p. steel tubular boiler, 44x14.
I 9x14 Atlas automatic engine.

ova, CATAIiOGVE 'SO. 156 IS AN KDUCATOB. ASK FOB IT SITBE. WBITE TO-DAY.

MICiQwOO mouse: na/^reckiim
West 35th and iron Streets, CHICAGO.
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A PERFECT

DESK PHONE.
Adjustable Head, Platinum Contacts,

Auxiliary Springs in Receiver and
Transmitter, Silk Cords.

Material Used, Workmanship,
Fine Finish and Results Considered

make it the Cheapest and the Best.

Swedish-American

Telephone Go.,
Nos .69,7 1 and 73 W.Jackson Blvd.,

CHICAGO.

HUGO SCHUMACHER, Preat.

J. A. ARBOGAST, Vlcc-Prest.

MAX SCHTIMACHER, Sec'y and Treas.

M. GARL, Supt.

Garl Electric

Company,
AKRON, OHIO.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
lOIS Monadnock Building.

Sole Patentees and
Manufacturers of

Girl Railway, Hotel and Factory Telephone

Systems. Garl Electric Gun for Fire

and Burglar Alarms.
IntercommunlcBlIng
Factory Telephone.

J. H. VAN VLlSSmOEN, Presl. W. C. HEINROTH, Treu. L. a. BOWMAN, Sec'y end Qen'l Mtr.

WESTERN TELEPHONE

CONSTRUCTION CO.,

I53-IS9 S. Jefferson Street, CHICIGO.

PIONEERS
In the Manufacture of

TELEPHONES
AND

SWITCHBOARDS.
NEW MANAGEMENT, AMPLE CAPITAL, LARGE FACILITIES,

RELIABLE PRODUCTS. RIGHT PRICES.

'WESTERN" Apparatus was the pioneer In the Independent field. It Is better to-day than ever before

and purchasers ot telephone apparatus should not fall to Investigate our claims.

TELEPHONE MEN AND ALL USERS OF
MAGNET COILS HAVEYOUR MAGNET COILS

WOUND BY MACHINERY
HERE'S THE OBJECT

LESSON-
A PLAIN FACT

ThBHO 28 lipools roritalnlni; 01 Ibn. of
No.aOHlnffleBlIk^ftvert'd wire will coHt you
•2<:inetatW), 10. lO.fi oirilHt; and there 1b
Hutllcient wireon thcMo 2H «poolH to wind
1.000 f>00-fjl)m hr:difln(f-hell ma(rf)otM. Yoiir
wlndlriK labor will cont ynn at IcaHt Wl
additional, inaklnir a total out of your
own 1,000 mawrietH llnlHliod at factory, ms.

The above Itox contains 1,000 "Duplex"
maprnet wlndliiKH, Kacli winding I« niade
npof No. 30 wire, WM) ohmH iior wlndlni?,
and each wlndln^r has la per cent, more
turns than there are in tlio ordinary
wound niaKuet. I'rtce, B21H.70 net. This
IH 10 per cent. lewH than your wire bill

and we charge nothing for winding.

WESTERN OFFICE, 505 FISHER BUILDING, CHICAGO.

THE VARLEY DUPLEX MAGNETCO. DOES IT BY MACHINERY

13871^31JERSEYCITYNJ.
W£ CAN SAVE YOU

CONSIDERABLE MONEY.

STANDARD

Telephone and Electric

Gcmpany,

MADISON, WIS.
Manufacturers and Importers

High Grade

Telephone Apparatus
EXCLUSIVELY.

WRITE FOR igOO CATALOGUE.

STERLING ELECTRIC CO.,
EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF

B BELL-STYLE TELEPHONE
FOB THE INDEFENDEKT FIEI.D.

Main Office and Factory at LAFAYETTEi IND. Branch Office, Chicago.

CmCASO OFFICE, N*. I860 HIOKADNOCK BCIIiDIIliC;.
Easteri ReprHeititlve, COLUMBIA ELECT. SUPPLY CO., 93 Libert} St., NEW YORK CITY.

EUREKA ELECTRIC CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

THE LARGEST LINE OF HIGH-GRADE TELEPHONE APPARATUS,

CABLE HEADS, SWITCHBOARDS, TELEPHONES. cItalogue.

NOS. 157-167 S. Canal St., CHICAGO, U. S. A.

The Warner Pole Changer

STOP
THAT OLD RATTLE

TRAP
which you call a Power

Generator.

BUY A
WARNER
POLE CHANGER
for ringing subscribers

and be up-to-date.

Get our Catalogue; it

tells all about it.

THE WARNER ELECTRIC CC, Muncle, Ini

Automatic Lightning Arrester.
Positive protection for telephones and switcliboards

against any abnormal current.

No fuse to burn out, line Is never open, service

never interrupted; it works automatically, is guar-

anteed not to burn out, requires no attention wliat-

ever after being installed.

It has less resistance than any other arrester,

resistance being less than one ohm.
The working parts are mounted on porcelain base

and are ornamental in appearance.
We put them up single lor individual 'phones, and

in cabinets for exchange use; the cabinets require

but small floor space.

Protection without annoyance is what you want;
try this device on some of your toll or worst lines

ad see for yourself what it will do.

Correspondence Solicited.

Butler-Taylor Co.,
Ravenna, Ohio.
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^
The Bruckner Electric Co.,

'

F. C. BRUCKNER, President.

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH-GRADE INTERIOR AND LONG-DISTANCE

S\A/i-tohil3oarcls.

The very latest Hotel Telephone System and REASONABLE PRICES.

^ Automatic Intercommunicating Telephone. PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

Get prices on our new CORDLESS MOVABLE ARM, a

great improvement over any other; also our NEW TRANS-

MITTER, conveying the sound of the voice almost to a

whisper. Specially adapted for Central-Energy Systems.

Carbon does not pack, nor deteriorate, because of the use

of high-voltage battery.

THE BRUCKNER ELECTRIC CO.,

EI.ECTKICAI. EXCHAXOE BI.De., I
BRANCH OFFICE AND FACTORY;

1.36 MBERTY STREET. 141 10 155 Eas! Tweniy-Fiflh Street

t

t

5 IMENA/ YORK.
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y. S. NAVY SPECIFICATIONS
Call for Dry Cells equal to "New Standard Dry
lialtery^' in E. M. F. (1.5 volts) and entirely
free from acid. Enough said. Prices as low as
any imilacions. New Catalogue for the^asking.

WILLIAM ROCHE
INVCNTON AND SOLE MANUFACTURER

42 VESEY STBEET, NEW YOHK CITY
Ion,Wests

THE SHORT UINE
TO

Houghton, Calumet,
marquette

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

IS THE ONLY LINE RUNNING

Solid Trains 7h°e Copper Country

CHAMPION

REPUBLIC

"^ON MOUNTAIN
WausQ-ukee

menqminee;
marinette

^5.P".Tre

^Smilwaukee

CHICAGO

THROUGH SLEEPING CARS. COACHES AND
BAGGAGE CARS

Leave Chicago daily at 10:30 p. m.

From Union Passenger Station, Canal & Adams Sts,

City Ticket Office, 9; Ailams St.

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE SUPPLY CO.,
7ELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES,

19 SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO.
"Monarch" fialvanized Telephone Wire. "Extra BB" and "BB" Galvanized Telephone Wire Hard-drawn
Copper Telephone Wire, Rubber Covered Wire, Weather-proof Iron Line Wire, Anuunciator Wire Office
Wire, GalvaDized Steel Stiantl, Crosby Clips, Guy CJamps, B.)stnn Cable Hangerw. Turn Buckles Measen-
ger Pole Supports. Galvanized Thimbles, Guy Rudw. Ground Hodw, StorabauKh Guy Anchors, Eye Bolts
Cross Arms, Cross Arm Brace.s, Pins and Brackets, LafrScrews and Bolts, Insulators, Knoba, Tools, etc etc'

TELEPHONE AND

CONST. SUPPLY CO.,
CHICAGO.

NEW CATALOGUE FREE.

DEALERS^MICONTRACTORS
For Satisfactory Intercommunicating

IM
At bottom prices, write to

THOMAS, WILCOX & DIETZ, Cleveland, Ohio.

No. 1900

MeKICAN iJLHOTRK; TliLGPflUl CU.

36 to 50 Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL.

Our new No. 1900 Telephones with Disc Carbon Lightning

Arrester for SERIES and BRIDGING work are winners. Try them.

OUR CENTRALIZED BATTERY SYSTEM

is a great success; likewise our

MULTIPLE SWITCHBOARDS.

Telephone Apparatus
Of All Kinds Manufactured.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL AND TOOLS LOWEST PRICES.

A BIG LOT OF SECOND-HAND PHONES, IN GOOD

ORDEA, CAN BE HAD FOR A SONG.

Let us tell you about them.

r.VIADUCL
BALTIMORE, MAKE

TELEPHONES
AND EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

PI-ATI IMIJIVI
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Sorap and Nallye Platinum Pureh&led.BAKKH & CO.. 408-414 Slew Jersey
Railroad Afe.. Newark. S, J,

Now York Office, lao Liberty Street.

MclNTIRE'S PATENT

(lONNEGTORSMDIEilWiHilLS,
Special Conncclor= for HARD-DRAWN COPPER

WIRE, all sizes. FUSED WIRE. FUSED
LI.VV? ar.il STRIPS.

i'HE C. HclNTIRE CO., 13 X (5 Franklin S!.,

NEWARK, N. J.

CSTABLIBHED 1 Bfle,

notTce 1

The old original

D. A. KUSEL

TELEPHONE AND

ELECTRIC

MF6. COMPANY,

1109 Pine St.,

ST. liouis, mo.

Theoldestand
most reliable
manxifacturer of
telephones and
swltchboarda in
the West. "Write
for catalogue
and price list.

I 0. A. KUSEL,

jiJ Proprietor,

Showing Manner of Securing.

Descriptive Circular and Testimonlais on Request.

Correspondeoce Invited.

Manufactured
by

THE ROCK OF GIBRALTAR IS NO
FIRMER THAN A

Telephone Pole
Secured by the

Stombangh Guy Anchor.
The cheapest and most effective,method of

securely fastening f elephone, Telegraph and
Trolley Poles.

No holes to dig; bore them In the ground
and there they stay. "Brace up" the weak
points on your line and avoid further trouble*

W. N. MATTHEWS &
St. LoDts, Mo.,

General Western
Agents.

PHILIP SMITH, '''Ts.r'
3% to 6 In. Diameter.

Success
Comes ODly to those telephone exchanges which use the
BEST material. If you use our goods success is assured.

We can supply EVERYTHING USED WITH TELEPHONES.
No order too small for attention or too large tor our capacity.

Jfaplil dullverles our rule, ana each order lUled with care. Lame
stocks alwaj son hand.

Teleplionos, every style and grade. Long and short backboards.
Jllegantflnlkh and design. Prices that will suit. Hard rubber re-
ceivers. Oak or walnut woodwork. New Ideas In magneto bells.
Each Instrument guaranteed.

All kinds of telephone supplies. Now parts for old telephones.
1>ouI]1<--jhj1c r('e(;l\7>rs.

KliT-trlH.-ms' tof.ls. Lightning arresters, carbon and fuse. Ex-
tiTislon liells-standard and bridging. Circuit closers. Transmit-
ters ol various stylos. Hepoatlng colls. Induction colls, construc-
tion material of all kinds.

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
£8 Complete, Durable, Beliable.

The only manufacturers selling a complete line of

Public Exchange, Toll Line, Police, Fire Alarm,

Street Railway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected by patent. We respect all patent clalma

of others.

The IStromberg-Carlson

Telepbone Mfg. Co.,
72-82 W, Jackson Blvd.,

OBTCATALOa. CHICAOO, U. S. A,

WRITE FOR CATALOCUEl

Central Telephone & Electric Co.,

909 MARKET STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Magnet Wire
Our Specialty: The Best Stock xL M n • j ui n
of fine sizes of Single Silk 1116 IllClIernild lyilg. CO.,
Insulated Magnet Wire in the

country. Also Double Silks....

Single and Double Cottons. CHICAGO, ILL.

207 S. Canal Street,
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CAN YOU SHIP IT TO-DAY?

DOINI'X NA/ORRY US

We can ship from stock complete equipment for

CENTRAL STATIONS,

TELEPHONE LINES AND EXCHANGES,

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS,

OR ANYTHING ELECTRICAL.

We have complete and up-to-date catalogues covering everything pertaining to

construction work and electricity, which we mail on ai>plication.

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO

10 AND 12 NORTH 9TH STREET,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
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ARNOLD ELECTRIC POWER STATION CO.

Designers and Builders of Complete Electric Power Plants.
Owners of Patents Covering the

"^KRIMOL.D SYSTEIVI"
of Power Station Construction. Manufacturers of the "ARNOLD"
lAagnetic Clutch.

SUITE 1540 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

FBED H. AliDEN, Pres. J. eEISEROWICH, Secy, and Treas.

ILLINOIS INSULATED WIRE CO.,

High-Crade Weatherproof Wire,
NO TRUST PRICES. SYCAMORE, ILL. ALL SAMPLES FREE.

Send for complete catalogue of

MAGNETO BELLS, TELEPHONES,
MEDICAL BATTERIES and

ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES.
All 4woods Hig^h <nrade in Every Respect

MIANUS ELECTRIC CO., - Mlanus, Conn.

AMERICAN"Sfr
ARE THE BEST. Sand tor dMCrlplWe Circular.

Absolutely Non-infringing.
Protection Guaranteed.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
EST'D 1S89. 171 S. Clinton St., Chlcigo, III,

T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U. S. A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arnis.Poleaod
Swinging Hood s, House liraekets and
other Specialties for Construction
VJoTk.— Ca/alog-ue and Prices fur-
nished on application.

Kokomo Telephones for 1 900.

New Tubular Arm; no cord in sight.

HIgh-Grade Full Nickel-Plated Bell,

Bipolar Receiver, togethir with the

Kokomo Long-Distance Transmitter,

Making up the most efficient Telephone on the market for
Exchange and Toll-line work. We have Improved the
Telephone, also the price, to a point that will interest you.
Write us for information.

KOKOMO TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC MFG. QO.,

KOKOMO, IND.

COTT oK
COvEReoc/^^^.o MAGNET WIRE «;-o

Plenty of it.- All sires. Prices right.

Electro mac^nefs built and rewound.
InductioH coils built to specification.

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC MFG, CO,
45 &45 franKWn St. CHicacro, III. U.S.A.

JUST ISSUED.
MODERN

ELECTRIC

RAILWAY

MOTORS.

BY GEO. T.

HANCHETT,
M. E.

FIRST PRACTICAL WORK ON RAILWAY MOTORS.
CONTESTS.—Chapter I.—Forms of Field Magnets. II.—Armature Winding

Diagrams. HI.—Field Coil Construction and Arrangement. IV.—Armature
Conatruction. V.—Commutator and Brush Holder Construction. VI —
Motor rasings. VII.—Motor Suspensions. VIU.—Bearings and Gears.
IX.—Lubrication. X.—General Dimensions and Data. XI.—Management
and Repair. XII.—Railway Motor Design.

200 Pages. 157 Illustrations and Table. Price SZ.OO.

TTHIS is a boob unique in its treatment of electric railway equipment. The
* flrst ten chapters are demoted to minute description of the details of electric
railway motors that are in use to-day. Each organ of an electric railway motor
is taken up in turn, described and illustrated by examples of present and past
practice, and its operation explained in the light of practical" experience. In
short, the review of current practice is of such a nature as to bring out the
reason why the electric railway motor is built as it is to-day. For example.
Held magnets of different types of motors are illustrated and compared, and
their features of merit and faults pointed out. Armatures, armature windings,
brush holders, suspensions and other details are similarly treated, each detail.
however minute, being exhaustively considered. The last two chapters are de-
voted, one to the management and repair of electric railway motors, and the
Olher to railway motor design, a complete design being worked out as an ex-
ample. A table gives authoritative data of all types of railway motors in com-
mon use. both in America and Europe. Sent pi>Ht(»al<l onreceipt of price-

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BLDG., CHICAGO.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

11-17 Cortlandt St., NtvYtrk. BRANCHES ;

I CHICAGO;
I 320 Oaarliorii SL

BOSTON:
13dCongr*ctSt

SAN FRANCISCO:
71 Flaod BulldllK

COLUMBIA
CARBONS

FOR
ENCLOSED
ARCS

Guaranteed superior to any imported Carbon in uniformity of size and

straightness, or subject to return at our expense. Try us and be convinced.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
1 198 West Madison Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.
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Ball Automatic Engines.
BuiitONLYoy

THE ACKNOWLEDGED STANDARD FOR ELECTRIC WORK.
IAL.I- EIMOIIMI »A., \J.

TRIPLEX PUMPS DIXON'S BELT DRESSING
operated by Electric Motor. Single and double acting.

PUMPING MACHINERY FOR EVERY POSSIBLE DUTY.
House Pumps, Elevator Pumps,
Water Works Pumps, Etc.

MANUFACTURED BT

THE STILIELL-BIERCE & SHITH-VAILE CO.

257 LEHMAN ST , DAYTON. OHIO, V. S. A.

Selling AgentB: Risdon Iron Works, San Francisco, Cal.
C. B. Boothe & Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

JEFFREY
COAL-ASHES HANDLING
MACHINERY. ll^r^.Joll..

THE JEFFREY MFG.CO.Coiumbus,0-l

EP miim pffliaiiarai
fAa 1 Will Uit a uri>-time. AoQ-slnkable &nd Inde^trucUbte. I ^01

BUY YOUR BOOKS
FROM THE

Electrician Pub. Co., S 1 Marquette BIdg., Chlcigo.

For Porcelain or Clay In-
sulating Specialties, such as
Bushings, Knobs or Cleats,
Address,

THE AKRON SMOKING PIPE CO.,
MOCADORE, OHIO.

AND LEATHER PRESERVATIVE
Is guaranteed to prevent slipping and preserve the leather.

It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR RAILROAD

^1 CHICAGO
ALTON

RAILROAD.

1^

1
PERFEa PASSENGER SERVICE BETWEEN

liil BOWERS
MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

MOOADORE.OHIO.
Manufmcttirers of Vltrifled Clay, Electric-
al IVlrins: Tubes, Knobs, Cleats and
Clay Specialties. Prices and. i^amples
cheerfully mruislied.

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarantee

:

The largest Power ever obtained from a wheel of the same diameter. The highest speed
ever obtained for the same power. The highest vtean efficiency ever realized when
running from half to full gate. We guarantee also: A runner of the greatest posi
sible strength. A gate unequaled in quickness and case of opening and closing.

Tests show over 81 per cent, average efficiency with hidf to full water.

State your Head and send for 124 page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

SMALL SPRINGS
OF rVERY DESCRIPTIOW

THC WALLACE BARNES CO..
SrAsuSHcn as7 BBISTOL, CONN., U.S.A.

DAYS

CHICAGO*"''KANSAS CITY.

CHICAGOan" ST. LOUIS,
chicago «"« peoria,

silouisandkansascity;^

Through Pdlman service between Cblcago and

OF
TIGHT

HOT SPRINGS. Ark., DENVER.Colo..
TEXAS. FLORIDA.UTAH.
CALIFORNIA «ND OREGON.

If jon are contemplating a trip, any portion o#
wUicIi can lie tnade over the Chicago & Alton, It will

fiay you ro write to the undersigned for maps, painph*
eta; rates, time lables, etc.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
General Pofiseoger and Ticket Agent,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

BELTS
S. ARE

> OVER

GLINGSURFAGE.
SLIPPING STOPPED,

BELTS PRESERVED.

CLING-SURFACE MFG. CO.,

177-182 VIRGINIA ST.,

BUFFALO. N. V

M'CORMICK TURBINE.
On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft.

Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Gives a higher percentage of useful effect than any other water-wheel
heretofore made. All sizes, right and left hand, are built from pa terns per-

fected under systematic tests in the Holjoke Testing Flume.
Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and those conlem-

I>lating the improvement of powers, will lind it to their interest lo^confer

with us, as we are willing to guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter what make of turbine has been In use. STATE REQUIREnE^TS
AND ,-END FOR CATALOGUE.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.

The Direct-Reading Ohmmeter
The Only Instrument to

Measure a Resistance

Quickly and Accurately

The American Electric Specialty Co.,

123 Liberty SI., N. Y. City.

Electrical Instruments, Automatic Switches
Arc Lamps, Special Machinery.

Agents for CHAS. WIRT & CO.,
Tel.phon., IM oortlA&dt. Ehtostats and BniRhes.

REG.TRADE MARKS Jhe Rhosphor BRONZE Smelting Co. Qmited,

2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

) "ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
INGOTS.CASTINGS, WIRE,RODS.SHEETS, ETC.

y^o-j/>/ur>,&.o,./' — DELTA METAL
VTv castings, stampings and forcings
^cItV original and Sole Makers IN the: U.S.

General Incandescent Arc Light Go.

G
BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL LARGE CITIES.

572-S78 First Ave., Cor. 33d St., HEW YORK.

Switches, Motors, Underground Apparatus,

Arc and Incandescent Lamps, Rheostats, Etc., Etc.

4T;'=tA°C?SC°N''^l.'JfrVARD MARTIN J. INSULl CO.

IMPROVED ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO
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Westinghouse

Alternating Current Generators

Are Installed in the Most Modern and Best

Equipped Railway, Lighting and Power Stations.

'Westinghouse 1200 K. W. Alternating Current Generator, Missouri Electric Light & Power Co.'s Plant.

Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Co.

Pittsburg, Pa.

AH Principal Cities in U. S. and Canada.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS.
(INCORPORATED.)

B. & B. COMMUTATOR TRUING DEVICE DOES
ACCURATE WORK.

P pr r^ A I I ^ F"
^'' ^^ mounted on the shaft proper and turns the periphery of the commutator true

*-* *— ^-^ '» W O I— and concentric with the shaft.

ONE MAN
Can accomphsh the work of truing the com-
mutator in a few minutes' time.

'The device is made
to take any kind of

commutator.

The Device Applied to a No. 9A "Wood ' Arc Dynamo.
100—2,000 C. P. Arc Lamps Capacity.

SEND
FOR
BULLETIN
No. loio.

The Device Applied to a Smaii Commutator.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.
«><8«S^k^<s-««8^<!XSkS^$^.S«S^,SxS>®<$^Sk&<$kSkS>«.<$.^.^J>«^#^^*.$k8>s,<^

The Name.

Stamped on the end of the hub of the PAPER PULLEY
on a generator or motor is a guarantee that such generator is

receiving all the energy the belt can bring it ;
that such motor

is imparting all the energy the belt can carry away. Engineers

and users should not fail to specify ROCKWOOD PATENT
COMPRESSED PAPER PULLEYS.

Cafalogae
for the aikiag.

Kockwood Sales Department,

330 South Pennsylvania Street,

Indianapolis, U. S. A.
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- MANROSS
H4IR SPRINGS

FOR ELECTRIC
IVDICATIIVC. ttNO HECORDINC
r.auoES STEAM cauoe;

Largest Manufacturers of

Hair Springs in tlie United States.

Non-Magnetic Hair Springs of Phos-
phor Bronze and other non-magnetic
metals. Hair sprliitis of an> de-
scription manufactured to order.

Fi N. MANROSS, Forestvillei Conn.

11Wnffii!ffffffffT?T!W
WHAT HAVE YOU TO MAKE?

Our Work is First-Class, Prices Rea-

SPIES ACoiwiPANY,
87-89 W. Vnn Buren St , Chicago, III.

^IQy^—India and Amber, all Sizes and Patterns.

lyilCAGOND—Plates, Segments, Rings, Tubes, Slots,

Cloth, Paper and Flexible.

CHAMPION CLOTH—Sond> ^opes and Express

Paper.

CRYSTAL^^ VARNISH
VERY ELASTIC. HARD FINISH.

CHAMPION INSULATING PAINTS (Blacks), Four Kinds.
Also Other insulating Materials.

Our Careful and Persiaieni Growth ia Proof of the Qua/it/ of our

Insulations. Prices and Quality Guaranteed. Write Us.

ICHICAGO MICA CO.,
Main Office and Factory, VALPARAISO, IND.

VULCANIZED FIBRE,
Higliest grades for electrical insolation and mechanical
tuws, tois and special shapes. Catalogues and san^l

. ioglieet^

on appliraftin.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wilmington. D«8c

COIOIMITER
Is helng adopted as a standard equipment by many of
the largest manufacturers of gas engines.

It has the following features which distinguish it

from other igniting outfits:—It is

COMPLETE IN ITSELF.
The storage batteries are kept constantly charged

by the generator.
It,requires a minimum of attention.
Its operation Is certain, automatic and perpetual..

Send for Illnatrated Circular.

ZIEGLER ELECTRIC COMPANY, mi Fnitiii si., moi, um.

BIC STOCK PEERLESS
FANS

INDIAI>IAF>OUIS.
D£SK, CEILING AND BRACKET, ANY VOLTAGE, ANY CIRCUIT.

INDIANA'S LARGEST SUPPLY HOUSE.

Oua-t,k>er-t L.. IN/I

Manufacturers and Jobbers of

Telephone and Electrical Supplies,
125 SOUTH MERIDIAN ST., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Roth Motors and Generators.

Spherical Type,

Pleasing In Design,

Strongly Built,

High Commercial Efficiency,

Open and Closed Types,

For Floor, Wall or Gelling.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE BULLETIN.

Roth Bros. & Co.,
MANUFACTURERS,
86-92 West Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL., U.S.A.

iBIackDJamond File Works!

X« OVB eOODS ABE OtI 8AJLE YS KVEBT IiEADlKe HABDITABB t

4ft 8TOBB IN THB I7NITBD STATES AND CANADA. \j^

I G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY, |** PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

WARM
WEATHER

FANS

dust proof electric motors

carried in stock

Ready for Operation

B. F. STURTEVANT CO., Boston

New York Philadelphia Chicae" London
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SIlVIPLEX WIRES AND CABLES.
RUB8EK COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

.ESTERN S.ELUrNG AGENT.

H R. HIXSON,
i.TTMnnadnock Btock. CHICAGO

Simplex Electrical Company,
75-SI Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

Electric Heating
AND COOKING APPLIANCES

THE SIMPLEX ELECTRICAL CO. Tostinro^lc^so:

18S9—Paris Expoaltlon,
IHedal for Rubber Inaalation.
ISgS-ITorld's Fair,
IHedal for Robber lasnlatisn.

THB STAKDARD FOR
RVBBKR IIirS1JI.ATIOIir.

Sole Manufacturers of

Okonlte Wires, Okonite Tap, Manson Tape, Candee "^i'r Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd
253 Broadway, New York.

•liters L Candae,
ILOvrtnl CheeTer,

^Managers.
Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supl.
W. H. Hoilglni, Secy.

IVIOF9E

'Crown"Rail Bonds
Arc In use than ull olher styles of Rail bonds conbined.

Perfect— Electrically and Mechanically.
VARIETY OFSHAPES TO MEET ALL REQUIREMENTS OF RAIL BONDING.

WASHBURN & MOEN Dept.,

AfflBFJcai Steel k Wire Co,
The Rookery, CHICAGO, ILL.

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Paranite Rubber Covered Wires and CableSi

UNDERGROUND, AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

TELEPHONE, TBLBaRAPH AND FIRE ALARn CABLES.

All Wires are lasted at Factory. JOSIE8BORO, 1MB.

for ageots.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Mtiltlpolar Mo-
tors from Vi to 50 horse power.
Dynamos from lO lights to 700.
We sell or rent. Good prollti

The Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co., Troy. OhIt.

1-A.TI IMVJIVI
FOR ALL PURPOSES. ^

Scrap and Nitlve Platinum Furetaaiad.
_«R A CO.. 408-414 Mew Jemejr
Railroad Axe., Meirarta. S, J.

Saw York Office, lao Liberty Street.

WESTIIH ElecMcal imm^nl Co

ti4 120 William St., NEV/ARK, N. J., U. S. A.

W««ton nCKndard Portable Altem&tinff And
Direct Cnrrent W»ttmet«r for

I*ampTe>tlne.

BERLIN; f uropean Weston E'ectrical Instru-

ment To., no. 88 Ritierstrasse.

LONDON: Elliott Bros.. No. 101 St. Mar ins

Lane.

The Weston Standard PortaWe

Direct Reaflii

Voltmeters and Wattmeters
——Fr>K

Alternating and Direct Current Circuits

Are (he only standard portable in-

struments of the type des^rvintf ihis

name. Write for circular and price

lists 8 and 9.

Mention the U'esterjs EtKCTBicus when
writing for cataloeues,

" PHONO=ELECTRIG "

WIRE It's /

Tough

I

VRITE FOK BuOKLET

If you wish to be free

from all trouble with

your lines, use

PHONO -ELECTRIC

BRIDGEPORT BRASS CO.,

19 MtRRAV St., new YORK.

[he United §tates Garbon Company.
n r\ n f

rsPECiAuriEs A special;

L ELECTROLYTIC.

U \MI-\1'

^j-cALTERNATING. OIRECnl
^PS* ENCLOSED. OPEN.J

Cleveland," Ohio. U. 5. A.
NOT IN CARBON TF

U \J

motor Startlna: Rbeostats.
motor Besnlatins Bheostats,

Dynamo Field Bheostats.
Theater Dimmers.

Special Bbeostata.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
TVestlleld. M. J„ V. s. A.

tSjlAiJj

^ueen $t Co
1010 Chestnnt iitt. Fhila.

480 MONON BLDG., CHICAGO.

Acme Teating Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instrumentis, X-Ray
Focus Tubes, Induction Coils,

r THiC

[POOENIX GLASS CO.j
MANUFACTURERS OF

GAS AND ELECTRIC

[
GLOBES,SHAD£S,EtG.

ISEND FOR A COPY OF OUR NEW AND
r LATEST CATALOGUE.

[ Pittsbargb. New Yoit. Chicago.

t

Standard UndergroundGableGo.
842 The Kookery,

Chicago.
Westlnghouse BMgf.

"Itt"
-

66LlbertySt.,
PlttsburK, New YorK City.

MlUs Building, San Fracclsco.

1225 BetZ Bldg^
Fhiladelphla, Fs,

^ Electric Cables, Conduits, Wires and Accessories,
Also Hieh Srade Bnbher Cnxi-r^A IWires and Cables.

N. 1. R.
National

India
Rubber Co.'s

RUBBER COVERED

OFFICE AND FACTORY: BRISTOL, R. I.

HOLOPHANE GLASS CO.
IM^. I Broadway,

J
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Maaofadanrsaf COMPOUND PRISM GLOBES AND SHADES, auaranleedl.clre

"Maximum Light, Complete Diffusloa,
Minimum tilare."

For dlrecringand dllfusiDg all kinds of Ilff&t.
Send ror CRtalugueb and pampliletii.

PLATINUIVl
Wi; I'iiv .*16.0» (xjrotnice I'or scrap pliillniim. OJil in.'aiiH.i-, it. l:Miiii Im--'^ i..;-i:i.. -..u'l

ip|(.-saiiil i>ll.-r will follow l>y rcliirn ma it. riiitiinim sti'icl anrl \\ir.' im .,;<

GOLDSMITH BROS., 63 and 65 Washington Str^ci. Chn:u;/o.

Refiners and Assayers. Wo'ks. aaih anrt/Throop Streets
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VERITAS VINCIT. VERITAS PREVALEBIT.

J. H. BUNNELL & CO.
ESTABLISHED 1878. INCORPORATED 1899.

We continue to Manufacture the HIGH GRADE of TELEGRAPH and other ELECTRICALI
APPARATUS which have earned for us the reputation of

i

IM
We own the GOOD-WILL, NAME, COPYRIGHTS, TRADE MARKS, PATENT
(No. 288881) and all other assets of the old firm of J. H. BUNNELL & CO.,

and propose to maintain our rights in the premises.
ATTENTION is called to these FACTS, so that liability may not be

Incurred by dealing with unauthorized concerns.

J. H. BUIMIMEl-L. & 00
MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Telegraph. Telephone. Railway and Electric Lighting Apparatus and Supplies.

Instruments. Batteries, Insulated Wires and Line Equipment,

»'

NEAR GENERAL POST OFFICE, N
Catalogues sent free on application. GET OUR SPECIAL PRICES.

Eastern Agency for ORIENT HIGH-GRADE INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

WASHINGTON PARK CLUB GROUNDS, CHICAGO.
September i8th to 22cl, inclusive, will be held the

FIRST GREAT INTERNATIONAL

AUTOMOBILE EXHIBITION
AND RACE MEET,

Under Auspices of The Chicago Inter Ocean.
Every Reputable Manufacturer of Motor Vehicles In the World will be tepreseited, and a Mammoth Program of

Contests has been arranged In addition to this MOST INTERESTING EXPOSITION

EXCITING RACES
In Contests of from One to
One hundred Miles.

NOVELTY RACES
Will be numerous and
highly amusing.

Exhibitions of Fancy and
TRICK DRIVING

By Expert Operators.

TESTS OF UTILITY
Will be made with vehicles
of all classes of power.

Hill Climbing and
Rough Road Contests

Will be excitingly interesting.

Passenger Exchange
With Vehicles running at
a high rate of speed.

S 1 0,000 in Gash Priies and Trophies will be Awarded in Various Contests:

75,000 Sq. Feet of Exhibition Space, Electric and Other Facilities Free.

Exhibitors Desiring Space, Address The Inter Ocean, Chicago.
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The "ELECTRA" Highest

Grade Nuernberg Carbons are

recognized as standard all the

world over.

All genuine "ELECTRA"
carbons are put up in packages

bearing the label with the tradis

mark "ELECTRA."

fv.tCT» FOR ENCLOSED LONG-BliHNINGr ARC LAMPS. ' :^i^J^

FOR
Dl R E C T

•j'.Stj.RRENlt;

UNEQUALLED IN QUALIT

AND EFFICIEN<rf

f:o R_ :

SOLUret^ STEADY
i^JiLLIANT, LIGHT.

Good carbons mean less cost

for current.

. All the excellence in dynamos

and arc lamps counts for but

little where poor carbons are

used in lamps.

HUGO REISINGER 11 BROADWAY NEW YORK.

The Best-The "NEW STYLE"
Receptacle and Attachment Plug.

The latest in this line is the

"NEW STYLE" made by

WM. T. PRINGLE, 1026 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.
Westera Representatives: J. B. McKeague Co., 3Z4 Dearborn St.. Cblcago.

EAGLE
INSULATING

VARNISH.

Best made, light col-
ored, remains elastic.

Send for sample and
be convinced.

Eagle Paint & Varnish Works,
PITTSBURG. PA.

"ELECTROLYSIS CONQUERED."
Electrolysis Proof ^ffl^lfflfl^SsiSfl Electrolysis Proof

CONDUITS. Composed of paper and asphalt. CONDUITS.
An absolute uon- conductor. Perfect insulation guaranteed. Allows no moisture to accumulate. No scratching of cables. No weak joints.

No breakage. No deterioration. Freight charges extremely light. Costs less to lay than other conduits.

Guaran-teed Absolcj-tely^ Electrolysis Proo-f.
Made in 7-foot lengths; 3-inch internal diameter; weight, 2 lbs. to foot. Made in any desired size from 2 in. to 10 in.

Manufacturers of ELECTROLYSIS PROOF INSULATING MATERIALS, CONDUITS, LATERALS, DISTRIBUTING BOX and POST LININGS, MOIST PROOF
MANHOLE LININGS, PIPE COVERING, ETC.

ELECTROLYSIS PROOF CONDUIT MFC. CO.,
OE, 605, 606 IVIanha-t-tan Buildins. OMI

FACTOR'S', BlilJE ISI/AND,

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co..

American Battery Co....

Amer. Battery Comp. Co. xviii

American Bridge Co xvli

American Dlst. Steam Co.

Amer. Electric Fuse Co. x

Amer, El. Specialty Co. . xi

Amer. El. Teleph, Co xiv

American Elec. Works , , . xi

Amer. Eeflt. & Ltg. Co, .. xl

Amer. Steel & Wire Co .

.

i

Amer. Vitrltied Conduit Co. ix

Arnold ELPower Sta. Co. viil

Bain, Foree Ix

Baker & Co i

Ball Engine Co xix

BarpesCc, Wallace xls

Bamett Co., G. & H xxii

Becker Bros xl

Belden-Larwlll Elec. &
Mfg. Co X

Berthold & Jennings .... li

Besly & Co., Chas. H sxli

Bissell Co., The F
Blue Ridge Locust Pin Co. Ix

Bossert El. Const. Co— xi

Bowers Mtg. Co
Brady, T. H ix

Bridgeport Brass Co I

Bruckner Electric Co xvl

Bunnell & Co.. J. H 11

Butler-Taylor Co xiv

Camp Engineering Co.... xll

Central Electric Co v

Central Mfg. Co ix

Central Tel. & El. Co.... —;-

Chicago & Alton R. E. .

,

xlx

ClUcago Edison Co iv

Chic Fuse Wire &Mf.Co.

Chic. House Wrecking Co. xiil

CM. &St. P. R. R xviii

Chicago Mica Co xxii

Chicago Motor & Dyn. Co.

Cleveland Armature Wks.
CUng-Surlace Mfg. Co.. xlx

Couch & Seeley Co
Crocker-Wheeler Co
Cutler-Hammer Mfg Co.. xi

Cutter Elec. & Mfg, Co ... .

Dearborn Drug & Ch. Co. ix

Diamond Meter Co
Diehl Manufacturing Co. vil

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos. xix

Eagle Paint A Vr. Wks. .

.

i i t

Eastern Elec, Cable Co. . .

.

x i

Edison Decorative &. Min-

iature Lamp Dept x

Edison Mfg, Co xvi
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Electric Appliance Co— x
Electric Storage Batt, Co,

Electrician Pub, Co xlx

Electrolysis Proof Conduit
Mfg.Co ill

Emerson El. Mfg.Co xlil

Ericsson Telephone Co . .

.

1

Eureka Elec. Co xiv
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Federal Battery Co
"For Sale" Advs xii
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Fowler, John H ix
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Gordon Battery Co xxii
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Gregory Electric Co xii
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HIU, W. S., Electric Co...
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Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co. xviii

Holophane Glass Co 1
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Ill.InsulatedWireCo.... xvlli

Inoependent Tel. Sup. Co. xvi

Indianapolis Arm, Bracket

APlnCo Ix

Indiana Rub. & Ina. W. Co. 1

India Rubber & Gutta

Percha Insulating Co.. iv

Internat'l Cor. Schools, xviii

InterOceaa 11

Iron Clad Resistance Co. i

Jeffrey Mfg.Co xlx

Johnston, Thoa. J xi

Kans. City & So. Lum. Co. ix

Kartavert Mfg. Co xxii

Kelley & Son, Benj. F.,, xix

Kellogg Switchb.A Sup. Co. xv

Kentucky Electrical Co.

.

Elein & Son, Mathlas

Kokomo Tel. A. El, M.Co.

X

ix

xviii

xl

Xli

xlx
ix

X

xiil

xvl

,xvi

X

xviii

X
xii

xviii

xlx

X

1

ix

xviU

xvU
ix

i

PaisteCo., H. T
Paragon Fan & Motor Co.

X

Mfg. Co Peru Elec. Mfg.Co
Phillips, Eugene F
Phillips Ins'd Wire Co....

Phoenix Glass Co
Phosphor-Bronze S. Co..

Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.

xi

Leather Preserv. M. Corp,

Leavltt, R, H
Leclanche Battery Co . . ,

.

Leffel & Co, , James
Llndsley Brothers Co
Link-Belt Machinery Co.

i

xlx

Ix

Pringle, Wm. T ill

Manhattan Elec, Sup. Co.

Manross. F. N
Matthews & Bro., W. N..

McDermid Mfg. Co
McIntireCo,, The C
McLennan& Co.. K
McOuat, Robert L xl

Reislnger, Hugo
R. I. Teleph. & Elec. Co.

Rlchmoudt Conduit Co..

Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.

Roche. William
Rockwood M fg. Co
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.

iii

xviii

vl

xviii

xxi

Mianus Electric Co
Mica Insulator Co
Miscellaneous Advs
Monarch Fire Appl. Co,

,

MononR, R
MuUlns W. H

Sawyer-Man Elec, Co
Schureman & Hayden
SchwalmCo., Geo. F
Shelby Electric Co
Shultz Belting Co
Siemens & Halske Electric

XX
xii

xi

Munsell&Co., Eugene...

National Carbon Co
vii

National India Rubber Co
Naugle.Holcomh <feCo...

New York Ins. Wire Co.

Simplex Elect'al Co., The,

Smith Co.. S. Morgan.,

.

Smith, Philip

i

xlx

xvi
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Sprague Electric Co
Standard Tel. & El. Co..

StandardUnderg.CableCo.

Northern Elec Mfg. Co. ,

.

Northwestern El, Mfg,Co.

OkonlteCo., The

xxii

vi

XlT

J

Star Dynamo Works xxii
Sterling & Son, W. C
Sterling Electric Co ... . xiv
Sterling Varnish Co., The x
Stewart Electrical Co
Stllwell-Blerce & Smith-
VaUeCo xiil, xix

Stow Mfg. Co
Stromberg-CarlBon Tel.

Mfg. Co xiv
Sturtevant Co., B. F xxii
Swedish-Am. Tel. Co xl7

Tennent Insulator Pin Co. ix
Texas Arm & Pin Co ix
Thomas. Wilcox A Dietz.. xvi
Torrey Cedar Co ix

United states Carbon Co. i

University of Notre Dame xli

Valentine-Clark Co ix

Varley Duplex Mag. Co . . xvil

Viaduct Mfg. Co xvi
Vitro Chrome Chem. Co. .

Vought, M, I xvi
Vulcanized Fiber Co xxii

Wagner EL Mfg. Co xvil

Walsh's Sons & Co xii

Warner Electric Co., The
Warren El. & Spec. Co v
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co xix
Western Electric Co vli

Western El. Supply Co...
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Westlnghouae Electric &
Manufacturing Co.... xx

Weston Elect'cal Inst, Co. i

Worcester 4 Co., C. H ix

Worcester Polyt. Inst... i

F'or Olasslfiwd Inciox of A-d-vor-fcasen-ftork-bs S«o Paso ^^l.
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THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S
A New Angle=Base Receptacle.

Sockets and
Receptacles

For Edison Base Lamps.

FULLY DESCRIBED IN CATALOGUE 7523. WRITE FOR ONE.

Key Catalogue No. 50753.
Keyless Catalogue No. 50755.

General Office: Schenectady, N. Y.

Sales Offices in All Large Cities. Chicago Office: Monadnock Building.

There is No Higher-Class India-Rubber Insulation
For Wires and Cables than

HABIRSHANA/^
Authorized Manufacturers of the

X i='ue:xi B ue: -tue ^A/l Ri

I
The India-Rubber and Cutta-Percha Insulating Co.,

MAIN OFFICE, Clenwood Works,

YOIMI^EERS, IM . Y.
(10923)

J. W. GODFREY, Manager Sales,

15 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.
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DIDEGT-CURIIENT

DESKm

GEILING

FANS.
Cut or 12-inch, 110-V. Desk Fan, Open Field Type -vrltik

poUBli«d. brass hoods and field coverings, the hand-
somest and most efficient Fan on the market.

THE FOIjIuOWIKG SUPPLY HOUSES
1. Stanley A Patterson, 3S-34 Frankfort St., Slew fork, BT. Y.
a. Western Electrical tSnppIy Co., lO-lS Korth 9tb St., St. L.oni8, HIo.

3. Illinois Electric Co., !239 Madison St., Chicago, 111.

4. Tallee Bros. A Co., 025 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
5. Frank H. (Stewart & Co., 35 Nortli 7th ISt., Philadelphia. Pn.
6. Electric Supply A Mtg. Co.. 69 Pnblic Square, CleTcland, Ohio.
7. The Devere Electric Co.,4:i0 PInm St., Cincinnati, O.
8. Doubieday-Hill Electric Co., 535 'Wood St., Pittsburg, Pa.

Cat or l€-inch \FaU Fan, same flnieh as l!2-inch and havine a
snivel Joint. By simply turning: a handle this Fan can be ad.
Justed to bloYT air up, doTpn or on either side.

ABE AeEHrXS FOB PEEBIiESS FAKS:
9. Jnllus Andrae A Sons Co., Has W. IVater St., Milwaukee, IVis.
10. H. S. Sands El. A Mfg. Co., 1153 Market Street, Wheeling, W. Vm.
11. Electric Snpply A Const. Co., 80 E. «;ay St., Columbus. O.
12. Bobert li. McOuat, 135 S. Meridian St., Indianapolis, Ind.
13. W. 6. Kagel A Co., 510 Adams St., Toledo, O.
14. Central Electric Co., 124 So. Jefferson St., Peoria, III.

15. Elect. Snp. A Eng. Co., 211 Jefferson ATe., Detroit, Mich.
16. Stuart-Howland Co., No. 2S3-:i85 DeTonshire St.. Boston, Mass.

THE WARREN ELECTRIC & SPECIALTY CO., - WARREN, OHIO, U. S. A.
Manufaeiurers PEERLESS Direct-Current Desk and Ceiling Fan Motors, Transformers, Incandescent Lamps.

Insulate your Electrical Machinery with ^^
Electric Varnish and protect your line

with the Wood Lightning Arrester. Then you are safe.

THE WOOD LIGHTNING ARRESTER Ready to use

Took years of study.

Cost lots of money.

Well spent, though.

Good things are expensive.

Have good tools to work with.

Pays in the end.

Use no coils.

Simple, isn't it?

HADE FOR VOLTAGES UP

TO 600.

NOTE PRICES.

No. 1150—Arrester for Pole, . $350

No. 1151—Arrester for Switchboard, 4.50

NON-INDUCIIVE.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
GENERAL SELLING AGENT3,

264=266=268=270 Fifth Avenue, CHICAGO.
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UNDELL fAnS ^i:CTm QALVAN/ZJED (ONDU/T

ALL FITTINGS

RICHMOND! CONDUIT CO.
^ IVI1LWAUK.EE USA- -

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Anchors (TeL&Tel.Fole) .

Smith, Philip.

Annunciators.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Arc liamps.
Belden-Larwill EL & Mf. Co.
Central Electric Co
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wta., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Lea Arc Lamp Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.

of America.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Weetinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Babbitt llet'l and Solder.
Gr. Western Sm. and Refg.Co.

Batteries and Jars.
Central Electric Go.
EdlBon Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Federal Battery Co.
Gilchrist Jar Co,
Gordon Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Carbon Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roche, William.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Suoply Co.

Bells, Buzzers, £tc.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & llanger.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Bressins.
Cline-Suriace Mfg. Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.
Shultz Belting Co.

Belting.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.
Shultz Belting Co.

Blowers.
Fuller Co., The
Sturtevant Co.. B. F
Books . Flectrical.
Electrician PubUshinR Co.

Bridges and Bniidioss
(«te»-l).
American Bridge Co.

Brushes.
Becker Bros.
Central Electric Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Burglar Alarms.
Huebel A Manger.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wire.''.)

Cables,Electric(See Insu-
lated Wlres),Copper,Sheet
and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
American Steel &l Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
New York Ins. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Carbon M,Points ^Plates
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Carbon Co.
Relslnger, Hugo.
Speer Carbon Co.
United Slates Carbon Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Castings (Iron.)
Smith Co., S. Morgan.

Clialns.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Circuit Brealccrs.
Cutter Elec. & M^g- Co.

Coal &. Aslies Handling
Machinery.
Jfiffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

CoilH and BlafnetM.
Northwewtern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Yarley Duplex Magnet Co.

Compound.
Amer. Batiery Compound Co.
Dearborn Drue &cnem.WkB.
McLennan ACo., K.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
Amer. Vitrified Conduit Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
ElecUrtlysls Proof Conduit
Mfg. Co.

McRoy, John T.
Rlcbmondt Conduit Co.
Sprague Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Connectors and Ternti-
nals (Patent).
American Elec. Fuse Co.
McIniireCo.. The C.

Construction & Repairs,
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors and Rlectric
liight Plants.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft, Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co,
Roth Bros. & Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Wagner Elec, Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
WestlnghouseElec.A Mfg.Co.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Bridgeport Brass Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacluring Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkonlteCo.,The
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Correspondenee Schools
Elec, Engineer Corr, Inst.

Int, Correspond. Schools.
Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Blme Ridge Locust Pin Co.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg, Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indpls. Arm, Brack. & PinCo.
Kans. City &, So. Lum. Co.
Leavltt, R. H.
Tennent Insulator Pin Co.
Texas Arm A, Pin Co.
Valentlne-CIark Co., The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cut-Outs and STvitches.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El, Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Elec. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hill, W. S., Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McOiial, Robert L.

PalBte C0..H. T.
Siemens (fc Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Cuts.
Franklin Ene. A Electro Co.

]>ininierH (Theatre).
Iron Chid Resistance (Jo.

BynamoH and fflotors.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Motor and Dyn. Co.
Chicago Iloime WrecklngCo.
Crocker-Whcelcr Company.
Dlehl Manufacturing (Jo.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Gregory Electric Co,
Hobart Eloc. Mfg. Co.
Matthews & Bro., W. N.
Northern Elec. Mfg, Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Bchureman A Hayden.

Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Star Dynamo Works.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electric Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Elec. Beating Bevices.
Simplex Electrical Co.

£lectrtc Railways.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Crocker-Wheelfer Company.
General Electric Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Electrical and mechani-
cal Engineers.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Ba|ln, Force.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Humphrey, Heury H.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Sargent A Lundy.

Electrical Instruments.
American El. Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Apnllance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Queen A Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electro-Plating ]lfaelft*y.
Besly ACo.,Chas. H.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.

EleTators-Conveyors.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Engines, Steam.
Ball Engine Co.
Camp Engineering Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Exh^stSteam Apparatus.
American District Steam Co.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Dlehl Manufacturing Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Fuller Co., The.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co.
Paragon Fan Motor Co.-
Roth Bros. A Co,
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Sturtevant Co,, B. F.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. A Specialty Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Fibre,
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
Barnett Co., G. A H.

Fire E:vtingui&herN.
Monarch Fire Appliance Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Forges-
SturtevantCo., B. F.

Fuses.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
McIntlreCo., The C.

Fuse W^lre.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Central Electric Co,
Chicago Fuse WlreA Mfg.Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Mclntlre Co., The C.
Western Elect, supply Co.

Oas £<lghting. Electric.
Western Electric Co.

Oears.
Besly A Co,, Chas, H.

4<icneral Elec. Hupplios.
ftiinnclt A Co., .T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh El. Eng. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McOuat. Robert L.
Mianus Electric Co.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Globes and Elecirical
Olassivare.
Holophane Glass Co.
Phcenlx Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co

GoT'nors, Water Wheel.
Lombard WaterWheel Gv.Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Besiy A Co.. Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Heaters (Feed Water).
Kelley A Son, Benj. P.

Beating and VentUating
Apparatus.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Holders, Inc. liamp.
Vought, M. I.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing Materials.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Bowers Manufacturing Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Mica Co.
Eagle Paint A Varnish Wks,
Electric Appliance Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Illinois Insulated Wire Co.
Independent Tel, Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
Kartavert Mfg, Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McOuat, Robert L.
Mica Insulator Co.
MunsellA Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Palste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—9Iagnet W^ires.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Illinois Insulated Wire Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
India Rubber A Gutta Percha
Insulating Co.

McDermid Mfg. Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated WireCo.
Northwestern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips, Eugene F.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling'8 Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect, Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
BoBsert Elect. Const. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

I^amps, Incandescent.
Central lOlectrlc Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Edison Decorative & Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Ce.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
General Inc, Lamp Co.
Kentucky Electrical Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co.
Shelby ElectrlcCo.
Warren Elec. A Specialty Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co,
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

lilghtning Arresters.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Butler-Taylor Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Eureka Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Linemen's Climbers.
Klein A Son. Mathias.

Blagnet Wires.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Mechanical machinery.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.
StUweil-Blerce Smith-Taile.

meters.
Diamond Meter Co.
Fort Wayne Elec. Wrks. Inc.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

mica.
Chicago Mica Co.
MunsellA Co., Eugene.

mining Apparatus, Elec.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
motors — See Dynamos and
Motors.

Packing.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.

Patent Attorneys.
Hamlin, Geo. R.
Johnston, Thomas J.

Page A Durand.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co., Ltd.

Platinum Bought and
Sold.
Baker A Co.
Goldsmith Bros.
Gt, West. Sm. and ReflningCo.

Poles.
Berthold A Jennings.
Fowler, John H.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Naugle, Holcomb A Co.
Pernzo A Sons.
Pittsburg A L. S. Iron Co.
Sterling A Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester A Co., C. H.

Porcelain.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Bowers Manufacturing Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Poorer Transmission
machinery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Go.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
StHwell-Bierce Smith-Vaile.

Pulleys,
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Rockwood Mfg. Co.
Smith Co., S. Slorcan.
Stilwell- Blerce Smith- Valle.

Rail KonriM.
American Steel A Wire Co.

Refiners.
Gt.West. Sm. and ReflningCo.

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.

Re-^Vinding—Repairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Armature Works.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
McOuat, Robert L.
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Rheostats.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Iron Clad Residtance Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Salt (Battery).
Amer. Batiery Coni]tound Co.
Federal Battery Co.

Sccond-Hand mac|)*y.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Gregory ElectrlcCo.',
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng, Co.
Matthews A Bro.. W. N.
Scluiremiin A Hayden,
Stewart Electrical Co.
Walsh's Sons A Co.

Sliades.
Amor. Reflector A Ltg. Co.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Queen A Co.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.
Weston Electrical Inst. (^o.

Springs.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Barnes Co., The Wallace.
Manross, F. N.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Structural Iron Worl£.
American Bridge Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American EiectricalWorks.
American Steel A WireCo.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co,
Okonite Co., The
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
material and Switch-
boards.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American El. Telephone Co.
Bruckner Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. A Elec. Co.
Couch A Seeley Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Supply Co.
Garl Electric Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Kellogg Switchb. A Sup Co.
Kokomo Tel A El. Mfg. Co
Kusel, D.A..Tel. A El. Mfg.Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McDermid Mfg. Co.
Mianus Electric Co.
North Electric Co.
Peerless Elec. Telephone Co.
R. I. Telephone A Elec, Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Co.
Sterling Electric Co.
Stromberg-CarlsonTel. M.Co
Swedish-American Tel. Co.
Thomas, Wilcox A Dletz.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Warner Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western Tel. Const. Co.

Tools.
Klein A Son, Mathias.

Transformers.
CrocKer-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.
General ElectrlcCo.
Gregory Electric Co.
Siemens A HalskeElectrlc Co.
of America.

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. A Specialty Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Turbine^Water^Vheels.
Leffel A Co., Jas.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Blerce Smith-Valle.

Universities.
Pratt Institute.
University of Notre Dame.
Worcester Polyt. Institute.

Varnishes.
Sterling Varnish Co.

Vulcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co,

IVire, Bare.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electrical Sup. Co.

lVoodn'ork,Electrlcal,
Noblott, E. J.

X-Ray Outfits.
Queen A Co.

F*or JklpHMbo-tloal Ind^x of ^Wdvor-tli im^n'ts »o |9aK* >
I
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SMALL MOTORS FOR SEWING MACHINES

AND SPECIAL PURPOSES.

Highly Efficient.

Durable

and

Serviceable.

Iron Glad

Armature.

Applicable for

any purpose

where small

machines arel

required.

HARD-DRAWN COPPER COMMUTATOR DARS.

SELF-ALIGNING AND SELF-OILING BEARINGS.

Iron Clad Motor operating sewing machine. Different speeds ob-

tained by pressing treadle downward. Current automatically cut

off by removing pressure from treadle. Motor and regulator

easily installed on any make of machine.

SEND FOR BULLETIN No. SO.

DiEHL Mfg. Co.
Mo/n Office and Works Elizobefhport A/. J.

C Ner/ York S6/-565 6roaofr/0(/.

S/7an//oomsj
^^^^^^_ /^^_/^^ ^^^^^ ^^

(^ F/7//a yy. IrYvin Cfiec/nei/ a Co.

Siemens & Halske Electric

Co. of Americai

GENERAL OFFICES, CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS
P

Railway, Lighting, Power Transmission.

IMPROVED DUNCAN INTEGRATING WATTMETERS.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, Denver, New Yorl(,

Philadelphia, St. Louis, San Francisco.

Series Enclosed

Alternating

Arc System,

HAVING A CONSTANT

POWER FACTOR

WITH ANY NUMBER

OF LAMPS IN SERIES.

NO REGULATOR

REQUIRED.

3 Lamps In Series on 220 to 240 Volts.

7 Lamps in Series on 500 to 550 Volts.

13 Lamps in Series on 1,000 Volts.

Any Number of Lamps in Series by Using Step-Up or Step-Down Transformer.

WRITE FOR OUR BULLETIN No. 7007.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO,,
CHICAGO NEW YORK.

American Electric Company, Northwestern Agents, St. Paul, JTinn,

St. Louis, no., Security Building.

London, Bridge Chambers, 171 Queen Victoria Street, E. C. and North Woolwich, E.

Antwerp, 32 Rue Boudewyns. Paris, 46 Avenue de Breteuil.
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ARNOLD BULLETIN NUMBER FOUR

itmCAQO (MiSilpiTCRN R^lfe

Igja^NOLD ElECTRIG I^C^ STATION Co.

WE DESIGN
AND
BUILD

COMPLETE
ELECTRIC POWEI

PROPERTIES.

WHAT WE
HAVE

DONE
FOR

OTHERS
WE
CAN
DO

FOR YOU.

WHEN WE
BUILD

A
COMPLETE
PLANT
WE

GUARANTEE
ITS ECONOMY
AS A WHOLE.

t?,"Q Q

i^o

WE BUILD
THE

ARNOLD
MAGNETIC
CLUTCH.

IF YOU
ARE ABOUT
TO BUILD A

POWER PLANT
OR AN

ELECTRIC
ROAD
LET US
SUBMIT

A
PROPOSITION.

WE FURNISH
THE PARTS OF

THE
" ARNOLD SYSTEM "

CONNECTING
ANY MAKE OF
ENGINES AND
GENERATORS.

Arnold

^,r/r CTi '^bfrrf /fa/.)f

.

Electric Power Station Co.,
ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS,

Suite I 540 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.
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Dearborn
Drus and Chemical \A/orlcs,
l^abora-tories-'-AA/^a-ter Ohemis-ts.
V^ge'table Boiler Oomp^unds.

ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES. WATERS FREE. OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS.
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Teleplione

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Century BMg.
DULUTH, MINN.,

203 Falladlo Bldg.

POLES
Naugle,Holgomb&Go.,

OLD COLONY BLDO., CKICAGO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Raiiroad

Contractors.

DETROIT. MICH.,

Wayne Co.BankBldg.
ESCANABA, MICH.
MA50NVILLE, MICH.

POLES.
WHITE CEDAR.

IDAHO CEDAR up to 80 ft.

berthold

& jennings,

ST. LOUIS.
Chemical Building.

I

CROSS
ARMS.

I
LONG LEAF

i
PINE AND FIR.

A PRETTY STORY.
Eight months ago the Texas Arm & Pin Co. began manufacturing things in-

clined electrically wooden, like cross arms, pins and brackets. An old, no-account,

second-hand machine, in a broken-down factory, was used, but now they have four
factories with new and late machinery and are shipping more cross-arms than the law
allows. But they can ship more. They are untapped, long-leaf, yellow pine.

Or the home office at Beaumont, Texas, is where you write for more information and
a pretty and useful pamphlet.

\AAHi-te Cedar F^oles
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

^^'u^e^BBs* PERRIZO & SOXS, Daggett, Mict.

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Plnconnlng, Mich. Green Bay, Wis. New London, Wis.

CEDAR POLES
LINDSLCy BROTHERS COMPANY
MrWOMINEE. MICH. A/VD PORTI-AND, OREOON.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS
SO-FOOT TO 80-FOOT POLES OUR SPCCIALTY

CEDAR POLES.
We liave tlie Following Stock in Yard lor Prompt Shipment:

18
18
20
20
20
20
25
25
25

NO. PCS.
.... 200
....1,048
... 398
,...4,481
...3,474
...1,234
.... 127
...7,050
...6,000
...3,000

SIZE. SO. PC3.

5 Inches, 30 feet 1,534
30
35
35
40
40
40
45
50
50

120
.1,000
. 147
. 300
1,000

. 44

. 343

. 200

SIZE. NO. PC8
6 incbes, 55 feet 32

55
55
60
60
60
65

.124
1

13
36
1
3
5
1

Write for Special Delivered Prices on tliis Stock.

C. H.WORCESTER & CO., Koss, Mich.
MANUFACTURERS OF CEDAR PRODUCTS.

CEDAR POLES
so FT. to 100 FT. A SPECIALTY

P.LING^&^BR.OGE^r^.M^B^ERS

JOHN H. FOWLER ""'cAm^lo^'l^^
Ttie Teooent losulator Pin Co,

MANUFACTURERS

LOCllSTand OAK PINS and
BRACKETS,

POLES and TIES,
Terra Alta, W. Virginia.

He BralyMlriss.
T. H. Brady. New Britain, Conn., U. S. A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms.Poleand
SwinglugHoods, House Brackets and
other Specialties for Construction
V/or^.— Calalogve and Prices fur-
nished on application.

Foree Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Electricity, Mechanics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert ID patent canses.

Suite i657'5(> nonadnock Bldi;., - Cfalcago*

BATTERY JARS.
Machine-made Battery Jars are Better and

tronger than the band-blown, being more Unl-
lorm and of Equal Distribution.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR OUR JAR.
"We are the only concern making Battery Jars

by machinery.

THE GILCHRIST JAR CO.,
624Drexe; Building, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BLUE RIDGE LOCUST PIN CO.,
HARVEY M. DICKSON, Gen. Mgr. .4KS IHE'VI ^L.E, 1^

LOCUST INSULATOR PINS AND BRACKETS.
Seven factories in operation. Capacity, G0,000 per day. Write for prices on pin and bracket specialties

MANUFACTURERS OF..

Cedar
TORREY
CEDAR CO.,

CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Largo Stock Constantly on Hand.
Poles

KLEIN'S

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS ^^

Catalogue Free. ^S-Send for oae. ^^P
Mathias Klein & Son. ^^^

7-89 W. VAN BUREN STREET. CHICAGO, ILI

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING CO.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,

Maaafactnrers .od Dealers In

Yellow Pine Cross Arms, Locust Pins, Oak Pins, Electrical

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stacks on hand.

Mianapolis Am, Braclfet & Pin Co,,
Successors to J. B. MACERS,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Arms, Brackets, Locust and Oak Pins,

Tent Stakes, ROPE Lock Blocks.

Offico. 126 S. Meridian St., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

FACTORY, JAMESTOWN. INO.

Delivered prices quoted, F. O. B. cars, your city, In any quantity. -WRITE US.

OAK PINS AND BRACKETS.
Hanufacturers for Wholesale Trade.

Prompt Shipments. Car Orders Solicited.

Kansas City & Southern Lumber Co.,

PAINTED,
SACKED AND
CRATED.

K>9k.lM^.«L^ CSI-TY, IWI^.

Afflerican Yitriflel ConM CoiiBany,
MANUFACTURERS OF

VITRIFIED SALT GLAZED
UNDERGROUND AND INTERIOR CONDUITS.

Contractors for Complete Installation
of Conduit Systems.

General Offices: 39 Cortlandt St., N. Y.

BUY YOUR BOOKS
FBOM THE

Electrician Pub. Co., SI Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO. mmn. wis.

GENERATORS ''^ <^- ^- ^^ '^° *^- ^-^ Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
Spherical. Steel. Invertible. Multipolar.

. . 1-2 H. P. to 150 H. P., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
FACTORY EQUIPMENTS A SPECIALTY.

MOTORS
ftccinto i Norttiern Engineering Co., The Northwest Eng'g Co.
Urrlltd

I 89 Cortlandt St., New York. 8k. Paul, Minn.
E. & W. Electrical Appliance Co., Machinery & Electrical Co., Chicago—Northern Electrical Mfg. Co. B—R. Electric Co.

San Francisco, Cal. Los Angeles, Cal. 939-940 MonadnoclL Kansas'tJity, Mo.
Northwest Electric Engineering Co., Portland, Ore.
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CPRINGS
^^^ Do not get out of order if they

are not there. The A-B lamp is so
simple in its mechanism, so practical in
its workings, that it is its own best
salesman. Our part is to sell the first

lamp and to send you descriptive
matter if you ask for it.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY, Chicago,
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

Fuses. Fuse Blocks.

No. 86. Lightning Arrester.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC FUSE CO.,
345-347 S. CANai ST., CHIGiaO, ILL.

INDIA Be AMBER

EMPIRE 4 MIC
I MEDIATED
Clothe i\rni I'.ipt^ri.

COIV1POU/MD

IN ANr SHAPC OR PATTERN.
Eij^eneMiniselisCo Mica Insula tor Co.

2ISH„tii st.\p>v York A Cliicn^So. iiTi^hoSt.

^PERFECT^'

INSULATOR

HAZARD MANUFACTURING CO.,

Wires and Gables.
HIGH-GRADE RUBBER-

COVERED,
WEATHERPROOF

GrBKEBAIj OFFICE AND WORKS,
"Wilkesbarre, Pa.

MAGNET, OFFICE, ANNUNCIATOR WIRE.
New York Office, Chicago Office,

50 Dey St. 1201-2 Marquette Bldg

Sterllne: Extra Insulating Varnish, New Process.
Sterling Extra Insulating Varnish, Old Process.

Sterling Extra Black Finishing Varnish.
Sterling Black Air Drying Varnish.

Sterling Black Core Plate Varnish.

THE STERLING VARNISH CO., PITTSBURG, PA.. U. S. A.

The Worcester Polytechnic Institute,

WORCESTER, MASS.
T. C. MendenbaU, Ph. D., LL. D.. President-

Courses of study in Mechanical, Civil and Elec-
trical Engineering, Chemistry and General
Science, New and extensive laboratories in
Engineering, Electricity, Pbystcs and General
and Industrial Chemistry, Special facilities in
Steam and Hydraulics. 200-page catalogue,
showing positions filled by graduates, icaiied free.

Address J. K. MARSHALL, Registrar.

F BELL.

This T'««»l/^£» 7l/l«i*»L^ "^ Sockets, Receptacles,
1 rctClC~lTlciriV Rosettes, Mains and

Branches, Edison Out-Outs
Knife

Switohes,
Jenkins Snap
Switches, etc.

Guarantees Satisfaction

IT PAYS
TO USE
THE BEST.

HUEBEL & MANGER,

PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CHICAQO.
286 GRAHAM STREET, BROOKLYN, N Y.

P
ATENTS.
GEO. R. HAMLIN, Patent Lawyer,

800 H St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

Booklet: "Informatlonfor InyeD tors,"
free. Specialty: Electrical Inventions.

Henry H. Humphrey,
Consulting
Electrical Engineer.

Central Lighting Stations,
Electric Power Transmission.

543, 544 and 545 Century Bldg,, St.Louis.

COAL AND ASHES HANDLING
MACHINERY, SHAFTING, PULLEYS,

CLUTCHES, PATENT MACHINE-MOULDED
ROPE SHEAVES, ETC.

CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION.

LINK- BELT MACHINERY CO.,
Engineers, Founders, Machinists,

CHICAGO. U. S. A.

?

JOHN T, McROY
302 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

138 WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO

Kentucky

Incandescent
KENTUCKY ELECTRICAL

Ohicago Agent, J. W. Brooks, eos Plymeuth Bldg

LAMPS |7p
CO., Owensboro, Ky. m U

oks. eos Plymouth Bldg. ^* ^™ ^^^

General Electric Company's
Tipless Microscope Lamps are designed especially

for use with surgical instruments.

Send for Catalogue No. 1017.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND MINIATURE
LAMP DEPARTMENT,

Harrison, N. J.

IT'S AN OPEN QUESTION
As to which Arc Lamp is

the Best.

Superior points of

THE

"BELDEN" SYSTEM

have convinced others

—

Investigation might con-

vince you.

Will you read our catalog,

which tells what an Arc
Lamp should be and what
the Belden is?

Belden-Larwill Electric &

Mfg. Co.,

FT. WAYNE, IND.

i
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nANK N. PHILLIPS, PRESIDKNT.
•. H. WAQCNSEIL, TncAaUNcn.

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS,
GcNcaAL MANAacn.

E. ROWLAND PHILLIPS, VlCC-Pncs.
C. R. REMINaTON, JR., Sec.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS," ' - FBOTXDEKCi:, IB. I.
'

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MACNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New York Stork, W. J. Watson, 26 Cortlandt St.
Chicago Store, F. E. Donahoe, 241 Madison St.
MoNTBBAL Branch, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrloal Worfca.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIPSDALE, R. I.

THE CLARK WIRE.
FOR

SWITCHBOARD,
RAILWAY

and MOTOR USE.
A CLARK WIRE"

All sizes of

_ Stranded and Flex-

ible Wire and
Cabks with

CUrk's Insulation

Inspector Boston Fire Underwriters' Union says:

"A thoroughly reliable and desirable wire in every respect.**

The Clark wire has been before the public and in use for the past ten years,

and has met with universal favor. We guarantee our insulation wherever used,
Aerial, Underground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not lower,
than any other first-class insulated wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues,
with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
HENEY A. CLARK, Treas. and Gen'l Manager.
HEKBEEI H. EUSTIS, Pros, and Electrician.

61-63 Hampshire Street,
BOSTON, MASS.

P
ATENTS.
PAGE & DURAND,

SOLICITORS OF AMERICAN AND
FOREIGN PATENTS.

Adams Ex. BIdg., 186 Dearborn St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Six Years witii General Electric Company.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,
Counsellor at Law,

No. 66 Broadway, • NEW YORK CITY.

Patent Causes. Patent Soliciting.

Your Money's Worth
or your money back when you buy a C A; HRbeostat.
3,000 standard motor starters and motor speed regu-

^ lators constantly in stock from which we can make
immediate shii>ment. Reliable; firepoof; approved by lire underwriters. Send for illustrated
catalogue VT and discount sheet.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. CO.,
MILWAUKEE, WIS. NEW YORK OFFICE, I 36 LIBERTY STREET.

We are the largest and oldest exclusive manufacturers of Rheostats in the world.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
MANUFACTURERS OF

STEEIi OUTLET ANB JUNCTION BOXES,
SWITOHBOABDS, PAKEI. BOARDS. SWITCHES, VfWC

The Direct-Reading Otinimeter
The Only Instrument to

Measure a Resistance

Quickly and Accurately

The American Electric Specialty Co.,

123 Liberty St., N. Y. City.

Electrical Instruments. Automatic Switches
Arc Lamps, Special Machinery.

^. Agents for OHAS. WIRT & CO.,
Telephone, 128 Oortiandt. Kheostats and Brushes.

naitmf"*

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

0. K."Weat!ierproo[Wlre,

Slof-Burnlng Weatherproof

and Slow-Burning Wire,

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.

B
Manfrs.

of the

well

known

ECKER
rotheRS

39-43
W. WASHINGTON ST.

CHICAGO.

**'
<1'

Brushes

for

Dynamos

and

Motors.

SEND FOR DtSCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR AND PRICE LIST.

REPAIRS for eTerything elec-

trical, ffiudfnl . : National Electric Company's Machines.

WANTEU^ "T
CEO. F. SCHWALM CO.,

FOR SPOT CASH
BUHNEO OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND BASES.

HARRISON, N.J.

a
THE LEAJJ

Enclosed Arc Lamp
FOR ALL CIRCUITS.

One Piece Clutch.

No Sliding Contacts.

Does not feed through Clutch.

Spun Aluminum Case.

10-inch Globe with full size Carbon.

Artistic in design, light in weight, and
mechanically perfect.

Catalogue for the asking.

ALDEN & CO., Agents.

MARQUETTE BLOC, CHICAGO.

LEA ARC LAMP CO.,
ANDERSON, IND.

BIG STOCK
CHICAGO!

DIRECT-CURRENT

HOLTZER-CABOT

FANS
no AND SOO VOLTS,

LAMINATED FIELDS,

CARBON BRUSHES,
SELF-OILING BEARINGS.

These Fans Made
IN BOTH

Desk aMBractet Styles.

EEND FOR CATALOQ
OF FULL LINE OF FANS.

HOLTZER-CABOT ELEC. CO.,

397 Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL.

REFLECTORS!
Light is useless if you can't have

it where you want it.

Paragon Reflectors throw the

light just where you want it.

Our Incandescent Reflectors are

neat and are superior to all others.

They are green outside, glossy

enamel white inside. Reflecting

surface. Made in various styles

and sizes. Get our catalog.

American Reflector & Lighting Go.,
271-273 FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO.
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WANTED.
Inspector for telephone exchange of 400

phones. Single man preferred. State experi-
ence and salary expected. Permanent position
to right party. Address "INSPECTOR," care of
Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building,
Chicago.

WANTED.
Competent telephone man, familiar with line

and instrument work. Those with knowledge
of switchboards preferred. Address "BOX 66."
care Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Build-
ing, Chicago.

WANTED.
Telephone working foreman wanted in Eng-

land, well up in cable laying party wire, bridg-
ing, series and automatic systems. State age,
wages and where employed. "ENGLAND." care
Western Electrician, 510 Marquette building,
Chicago.

WANTED.
Practical electrician of experience, age 2.5 to

35 years, to take charge of an extensive inde-
pendent telephone system in the Northwest.
Only those who have tirst-class references need
apply. "TELEPHONE," care Western Elec-
trician, 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

WANTED.
A mechanical and electrical man of practical

experience to take charge of a western plant.
Must understand steam boilers and wiring. Ad-
dress "WESTERN," careof Western Electrician,
510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

WANTED TO BUY.
We are in the market for good second-hand

high-speed Automatic and Corliss engines. We
want several such at once. Write us, giving
full particulars.

CAMP ENGINEERING CO.,

1 8 South Canal street, Chicago, III.

WANTED.
For immediate delivery, one or more 125-llght

Brush Multicircuit Arc Dynamos, 2,000 c.-p ,

new or in good second-hand condition. Address,
giving full particulars,

The ROYAL ELECTRIC CO.,
Montreal, Canada.

WANTED.
Electrical Instrument

Makers Wanted.
Eirst-class, sieady men on ammeter and volt-

meter work. Must thoroughly understand the
work. AVrite

42 Center Street, Lynn, Mass.

WANTED.
Position wanted, by young man of seven years'

practical experience and two terms at Electrical
College, in Germany. Worked four years in Ger-
many at Inside and outside wiring, shop work,
setting up dynamos, motors, and putting up
telephone lines; threeyearsin this country at in-
side wiring, repairing, etc. Consider myself
competent of doing all kinds of electrical work.
Address Lock Box 16, Mayville, N. Y.

FOR SALE
All or half interest in an electric light plant

doing good business in an Illinois town; good
franchise; city lighting, fuel cheap; no com-
petition ; terms to suit. It is a bargain. Address
'PLANT,'' care of Western Electrician, 510
Marquette Building, Chicago,

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

WALSH'S SONS & CO.,
eso Washington St.. Newark, N. J.

FOR SALE.
Fine small electric light plant in Indiana,

paying 25 per cent now, and can be largelv in-
creased. Has perpetual franchise and eight-year
city contract, and coal is cheap. Plant can be
bandied by one man.' and is in tine condition.
Will ta e part cash and desired time on balance.
Address quick, A. B. C, care of Western Elec-
trician, 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

FOR SALE.
50,000 i^ oak pins, painted.
10,000 cross-arm braces. Great bargain.

STAFFORD & EVANS, Ltd.,
St&inviiay Hall, Chicago.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
Dr. J. S. Romine of Chadron, Neb.,

will sell $10,000 stock of Chadron Elec-
tric Light and Power Co. for $3,000
cash; balance stock, $4,000, held by
J. D. Bacon of Chadron, a retired
banker, he will sell on account of my
selling, for $2,000 cash or on time, or
keep his stock. Plant cost over $16,000;
no bonds, mortgages or debts; no other
light plant; city contract. Coal, $2.95
per ton. Pure city spring water. City
of 3,000, healthy, good school, academy,
six churches. Business can be greatly
increased. Reason for selling, age and
business keep me awav all the time.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,
NOTRE DAME, INDIANA.

Classics, Letters, Economics and History, Journalism,
Art, Science. Pharmaoy, Law, Civi], Mechenical and
Electrical Engineering, Architecture.
Thorough Preparatory and Commercial Courses.

Ecclesiastical students at special rates.
Rooms free. J\inior or Senior Year, Collegiate

Courses. Rooms to Rent, moderate charge.
St. Edward's hall, for boys under 13.

The 57th year will open September ith, 1000. Cata-
logues Free . Address

REV. A. MORRISSEY, C. S. C, President.

\A/I »/VIRIIMO.
The satisfactory kind that brings your second order.

Armatures, transformers and fields rewound. Commutators refilled. Machinta
rebuilt. All work guaranteed. Low prices. Write us.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL REPAIR CO.,
L. P. Telephone, Main »1 14. I 4 1 S. Clinton Street, CHICAGO.

SECOND-HAND
Dynamos and Motors.

We invite correspondence
with those wishing to

buy or sell.

SCHUREMAN & HAYDEN,

140 S. Clinton St., Chicago.

the Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the World.

SEND FOK OIEOULAB AND PBIOEB.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,
Ill to 117 East 13IstSt., N. Y.

REPAIRS
CVERVTHING ELECTRICAL

WRITE US
\

RoBT.L. Mc OuAT^

IMDIANAPOLISJND. REPAIRS
iio-VoIt Incandescent Dynamos.

2 12-ligtit EdlsoD, % K. W.
1 16-ligbt Lundell, setf-oijer.
1 25.1ight C. & O., self-oiler,
1 35-liglit Westinghouse, self-oiler.
1 36-light Bernard, sell-oiler.
1 50-light Hawbeye, self-oiler.
1 50-llght Bain, .self-oiler.

1 Bo-light Card, self-oiler.
1 50-llght Nowotny, self-oiler.
1 60-light C. & C, self-oiler.
1 65-Ught Edison, 3 K. W., self-oiler.
1 80-llght Wood, self-oiler.
1 110-light Edison, 6 K. W., compound.
1 90-Iight Westlnghouse.
1 160-light Rockford.
1 210-llght Triumph, selt-oller.
1 250-Iight Westlnghouse, horizontal type.
1 250-llght Commercial, conip., self-oiler.

1 250-ligbt Siemens & Halske, 15 K. W.,
multipolar.

1 260-lIght National, compound, self-oiler.
1 270-light T.-H., comp., self-oiler.
3 270-light Westlnghouse, M. P., slow speed,
1 340-Iight Eddy, self-oiler, compound.
2 350-light Hawkeye, comp. wound.
1 350-light National self-oiler, compound.
1 360-light Rockford, self-oiler, compound.
1 350-light Edison, 20 K. W.. shunt.
3 350-llght Edison, 20 K. W., self-oilers.

1 SoO-llght Edison, 20 K. W., self-oiler, com-
pound.

1 400-llght -Wood, M. P., self-oiler, 25 K. W.
1 450-light Edison, 25 K. W., self-oiler.

1 450-llght Rockford, self-oiler.

1 5»-llght Edison, 30 K. W.
4 540-llght Edison, 30 K. W.. self-oilers.
4 540-llght Edison, 30 K. W., self-oilers,

compound.
1 600-llgbt Elckmeyer.
1 700-llght Siemens & Halske, 40 K. W.,

multipolar, slow speed.
2 700-Ilght Westlnghouse, 10 pole, slow

speed, 40 K. W., self-oilers.

1 80O-llgbt Rockford. self-oiler, new arm't.
4 800-llght Edison, 45 K. W., selt-ollcrs.

1 1360-llght Waddell-Enz, SO K. W., M. P.,

direct connected to 125 H. P.,

self-olling, 14x14 engine.

220-Volt Qenerators.

1 9 K. W. Lundell, self-ollor.

1 10 K. W. Lundell, sclt-ollor, multipolar,
slow speed.

1 12 K. W. Eddy, self-oiler, new arm't.
1 12 K. W. Westlnghouse, multipolar, self

oiler.

1 25 K. W. Edison, flelf-oller.

1 35 K. W. E. & 0„ mnltlpniar, slow speed,
1 45 K. W. Edison, scir-oller, new arm't,

compound.
1 50 K. W. Westlnghouse, self-oiler, hori-

zontal type, compound.
1 200 K. W. Crocker-Wheeler, multipolar,

slow speed, practically new.

hegory:
ELECTRIC CO.

34-62 S-CLIWOrt ST. CHICAGO.

Soo-Volt Generators.
2 15 K. W. Edison, selt-oiJers.
1 25 K. W. T.-H., self-oiler, D. 25, com-

pound.
1 25 K. W. Edison, self-oiler.
1 30 K. W. Jenney, self-oiler.
1 35 K, W. Jennev, self-oiler, compound.
1 35 K:. W. Mather, self-oUer.
1 45 K. W. Edison, compound, self-oiler.
1 150 K, W. Detroit (Rae), multipolar, com-

pound, self-oiler.

1 100 H. P. 500-volt Westlnghouse, Kodak
set generator and comp. en-
gine.

Alternating Qenerators.
1 350-light Thomson-Houston, A. 18, comp.
1 600-llght Bain, 30 li. W., self-oiler, toothed

armature.
2 600-llght Thomson-Houston, A. 6, 30 K. W.
1 600-Iight Th'omison.-Houston, 3B 'K, W.,

two-phase.
1 600-light T.-H., 30 K. W., slotted arma-

ture, compound, self-oiler.
1 650-llght Thomson-Houston, A. 35, s. o.,

composite wound.
2 760-llght Westlnghouse, self-oilers, 371/2 K.

W.
1 1000-llght Wood, 50 K. W., self-oiler,

toothed armature, comp.
1 1200-llght Westlnghouse, 60 K. W„. self-

oiler, compound, toothed arin't.
1 1200-llght General Electric, A. 60, compos-

ite wound, toothed armature,
self-oller.

2 1300-llght T.-H., A. 70, llOO volts, self-
oilers, compound woimd.

2 1400-llght Westlnghouse, 70 K. W,, brand
new.

2 60CO-llght Westlnghouse, 300 K. W., toothed
armature, composite wound,
self-ollcrs, outboard bearlugs.

Arc Dynamos.
1 20-llght 2000 C. P. Western Electric.
1 25-llght 2000 C. P. T.-H., ball armature.
1 25-llght 2000 C. P. T.-H., ring armature.
1 30-llgbt 20(X) O. P. Western Electric,

Arc Dynamos,—Continued.
2000 C. p. Brush, No. 7, Steuben-

rausch commutator.
2000 C. P. T.-H., L. D. 2.

2000 C. P. T.-H., ring armature.
2000 C. P. Wood, No, 7.

2000 C. P. Western Electric, s. 0.

1200 C. P. T.-H., M. 12, ball armt.
1200 C. P. T.-H., M. 12, ring armt.
1200 C. I'. Brush, No. 7, Steuben-

ransch commutator.
1 60-light 2000 C. P. Excelsior, latest type,

newly rewound field
and armature.

1200 C. P. T.-H., L. D. 12.

1200 O. P. T.-H., L. D., 12, new
ring arm't, self-oiler.

2000 C. P. T.-H., M. D., 2, self-
oiler, ring armature.

2000 0. P. West. Elec, self-oiler.
2000 C. P. Brush, No. 71/2.

2000 0. P. West, Elec, self-oilers.

2000 0. P. Westlnghouse, self-
oller.

2000 0. P. Wood, No. S.

2000 C. P. Brush, No. 8, new arma-
ture, Steubenrausch
commutators.

1 76-llght 1200 C. V. Standard, self-oller, air
insulated commutator.

Westingh'se, self-oilers,
Excelsior, latest type,
self-oilers, fine.

lo-Volt Motors.

30-light i

35-light :

35-llght i

40-llght :

40-light ;

45-llght ]

45-llght ]

45-llght :

50-llght :

50-light :

BO-llght :

50-llght ;

60-light :

60-llght

60-light

:

65-light .

2 75-llght
3 125-llght

2000 C.
1200 C.

1 Vi H. P. Sprague.
1 Vi H. P. Elbrldge.
1 % H. P. Roth.
1 V2 H. P. Keller, self-oller.
2 1 H. P. Beldlng, M. P.
11 H. P. Roth, self-oiler, new armature.
2 1 H. P. Edison, % K. W.. selt-ollers,
11 H. P. Lundell, selt-oller.
1 11/2 H. P. C. & C, self-oller.
1 2 H. P. Bernard, self-oller,
1 3 H. I'. I-Iawkeye.
1 3 H. P. Wesllnghouse.
1 3 H. P. Jenney, sclt-ollor.

no Volt Motors.—Continued.
13 H. P. Bain, self-oiler.
13 H. P. Nowotny, self-oller.
15 H. P. Wood.
13 H. P, Card, seif-oiler, Manchester

type.
13 H. P. C. t C, self-oller.

220=Volt Motors.
1 1 H. p. Eddy, self-oller.
2 1 H. P. E. & C, new, self-oilers, M. P.
1 3 H. P. Kester, self-oller.

1 3 H. P. Gen. Elec, type I. B., self-

oller.

1 5 H. P. Eddy, ring type, self-oller.

1 5 H. P. Westlnghouse, self-oiler.

1 7% H, P, Hoth, self-oller,
1 7y2 H, P, Edison, selt-oller,

1 10 H, P. Lundell, self-oller,
1 12 H. P. Lundell, 10 K. W., multipolar,

self-oller, slow speed.
1 15 H. P. Eddy, self-oiler, new arm't.
1 15 H. P. Westlnghouse. multipolar, self-

oller, 15 K. W.
1 30 H. P. Edison, 26 K. W., self-oller.

1 40 H. P. E. & C, multipolar, slow speed.
1 50 H. P. Northern, M. P., self-oller,

newly rewound throughout.
1 60 H. P. Edison, self-oller, 45 K. W.
1 60 H. P. Westlnghouse, horizoutal type,

self-oiler.

1 75 H. P. Sprague, self-oiler, new arm't.

500-Volt Motors.
2 1 H. P. Crocker-Wheeler, self-oilers,

slow speed.
11 H. P. 0. & C, self-oiler.

1 2y2 H. P. Wood, selt-oller.

13 H. P. Toledo, selt-oller.

13 H. P. Hobart, self-oiler.

2 iVn H. P. Rockford, ironclad, self-oilers.

15 H. P. D. & D.
1 7V. H. P. Edison, self-oller.

1 10 H. P. Eddy, self-oller, multipolar.
1 10 H. P. Card, M. P., self-oller, slow sp,

1 15 H. P. Eddy, self-oller,

2 IS H, P, C. & O., self-oilers.

1 20 H. P. Commercial, self-oiler.

1 30 H. P. T.-H., self-oller, D. 25.

1 30 H. P. Edison, 25 K. W., selt-oller.

1 35 H, P, Jenney, selt-oller

1 40 H, P, Mather, selt-oller,

1 60 H. P, Edison, 45 K, W., self-oller.

Alternating-Current Motors.
SINGLE PHASE.

I >4 H. p. Stanley, 100 volts, lOOOO alterna-
tions, single-phase.

II H. P. Ft. Wayne, 100 v., 126 cycle, selt-

oller, single-phase.
15 H. P. Wagner, single-phase, 60 cycle,

200 volts.

TRANSFORMERS, METERS AND ARC LAMPS.
NOTICE.—All machines art actually In slock ready lor prompt delivery. All machines are guaranteed. Write for particulars and tend for MONTItLY BARGAIN SHEET with net cash price.
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.
That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-
riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, High Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,
257 Lehman Street, DAYTON,^OHIO.

"USED NIACHINERY" CHEAP.

We also have a full line of

modern patterns for Gears
and Power Transmission
nachinery.

1,000—10 to 120 Amp. 'Westinghouse-Shallenber-

ger Ampere-Hour Meters.

5—M. P. 75 G. E. 500 Volt Eailway Generators.

3—M. P. 100 G. E. 500-VoU Railway Generators.

1—90 K. W. Wood Alternator, complete with Ex-
citer and Instruments, 133 cycle.

1—300-Amp. U. S. Dynamo, 125 Volts.

1—400-Lt. National Bipolar Dynamo, 125 Volts.

2—50-Lt. Excelsior Arc Dynamos.
2— 100-Lt. Excelsior Arc Dynamos.
1—100-Lt. Western Electric Arc Dynamo.
600—Ft. Wayne Wood, Western Electric, Excel-

sior, Helios and A-B Arc lamps.
1—16x27x16 Westinghouse Compound Engine,

300 h. p.

1—13ixl2 Westinghouse Standard Engine, 125h. p.

1—81x8 Westinghouse Standard Engine, 40 h. p.

1—16x16 Ideal Simple Engine, 175 h. p.

2—66x18 Tubular Boilers, with Hawley Down
Draft.

1—200-h. p. Hoppes Exhaust Heater.
1—5ix3x5 Worthington Duplex Pump.
2-10-h. p. 220-Volt Eddy Bipolar Motors, good

W. N. MATTHEWS $c BRO., 601 CARLETON BUILDING, ST. LOUIS.

DESK AND CEILING FANS, 1900 MODELS.
Send for Catalogue 2110.

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
nain Office and Factory,
»T. liOuis. mo.

JBastern Office and TVarehonse,
136 liiberty St., N£W TORK CITY.

READY FOR THE MARKET.
"PKHOO," tbe ne^fv style Creole rosette. In-

solation perfect, lone rase, superior
in every detail.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co., Peru, Ind.

Machinery and Supplies at Bargain Prices.
We have the largest establishment of Its kind on earth. Our plant and yards cover over a million feet of space. Ws an constantly buying factories and

buildings. OUR MACHINERY HALL, a space 1 05x360 feet, is filled to overflowing with a complete assortment of machinery and electrical apparatus. WE PUR-

CHASED THE OMAHA EXPOSITION, THE WORLD'S FAIR, THE CHICAGO POSTOFFIGE BUILDINGS, ETC. Our facilities for rebuilding machinery are unsurpassed.

We furnish a binding guarantee with all goods purchased. Our stock is constantly being added to. The following items are quoted, subject to prior sale:

One No. 8 Multipolar Machine, 75 K.W., 500-volt,

speed 750, 150 to 160 h. p., Thomson-Houston.
One Allis Corliss engine, 26x48 in., 400 h. p.

One Replogle Electric Water-Wheel Governor.
One No. 1 Russell high-speed auto, engine, 7x16.
One 60 arc light Wood dynamo, 2,000 c. p.
One 620-light General Electric dynamo with 52-

volt exciter,

38 assorted Transformers.
One Station Transformer and Ground Tester with

three miles of Nos.4 and 6 Weatherproof Wire.
One Westinghouse Alternator and Fan Motor,

16,000 alt., 100 volts.

One 14x24 Box Bed engine, shaft 8 ft. long, 6J in.

diam.
One M. P, 80T,-H,, 500-volt Railway Generator.
One D, 62 T,-H. 500-volt Railway Generator,
Two 25 S. S., v. 500, speed 900, Nos, 1041 and 1039

T.-H. Railway Generator,
One 15x14 Ideal engine.

One 14x14 Ideal engine.

One 12x18 Lansing engine.

One 25-light, 2,000 c. p. Westinghouse low-ten-
sion arc dynamo.

Two oO-light Standard are dynamos.
One 20-light Sperry arc dynamo.
One 500-light. 100-volt Edison dynamo.
One 1,000-light 1,000-Tolt Wood Ft. Wayne al-

ternating dynamo, complete with switch-

board and exciter.

One 1,000-light, 1,000-volt Westinghouse dyna-

mo, complete with switchboard and exciter.

One 1,200-light Slattery alternating dynamo.
One portable Weston ammeter, reading from

to 150,

Two Thompson alternating ammeters, reading
from to 100,

Fifty 10, 20, 40 and 80 ampere Westinghouse
house meters,

200 series arc lamps, different maljes.
Rubber-covered, weatherproof and bare copper

wire,

5,000 assorted sizes clear and opal arc globes.

One 18x42 Fricli Corliss engine.
One 20x32 Watertown automatic engine.
One 18x28 Watertown automatic engine.
One 12x20x14 Ball compound engine.
One 91^x16x14 Payne compound engine.
One Armington & Sims cross-compound con-
densing engine, 30x20x15,

One 15x14 Ideal automatic engine.
One 14%xl3 Armington & Sims auto, engine.

One 12x21 Buckeye automatic engine.
One 12x12 Armington & Sims automatic engine.

One 12x12 Ideal automatic engine.
One 250 h, p, Baragwanath feed-water heater.

One Stilwell-Bierce live steam heater and puri-

fier.

One 150 h, p, Berryman heater.

One 125 h, p, Baragwanath heater.

One 500 h, p, Hanover independent condenser.

Two 72x16 horizontal tubular boilers.

One 00x18 horizontal tubular boiler.

Two 60x16 horizontal tubular boilers.

Five 54x16 horizontal tubular boilers.

Two 54x14 horizontal tubular boilers,

Two 48x16 horizontal tubular boilers.

Two 48x14 horizontal tubular boilers.

Ten Hill friction-clutch pulleys, 52x22x6 inch
bore, double arm, double crown, double belt,

3 Thompson recording wattmeters, 10 ampere.
2 Thompson recording wattmeters, 15 ampere,
2 Thompson recording wattmeters, 25 ampere.
1 12x24 engine made by Zeahm Bros,
1 20x22 Corliss engine,
1 9x12 center crank engine,
1 12x12 center crank engine,
1 7x10 slide valve center crank,
1 3x5 upright engine,
1 80 h. p. A. B. Farqualiar Co. engine.
1 horizontal pattern Lansing engine, 12-iD. stroke.

1 10x18 stationary engine.

1 12x20 Sinker & Davis engine.
1 diamond drill, BuUockMfg. Co., capacity 1500 ft.

1 Crane passenger elevator.

1 14x24 box bed engine.

I E. P. Allis coil heater for 80 h. p. engine.

1 25 h. p. Portable engine and boiler.

1 Atlas automatic engine, 9x14.

1 New York safety engine, 9x10.
1 30 h. p. stationary engine.

1 40 h. p. steel tubular boiler. 44x14,
1 9x14 Atlas automatic engine.

OTJB CATAIiOeVE XO. ISC IS Am EDCCATOB. ASK FOB IT SUBE. WBITE TO-BAY.

CMICAOO MOVJSI IN
West 35th and Iron Streets, CHICAGO.
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A PERFECT

DESK PHONE.
Adjustable Head, Platinum Contacts,

Auxiliary Springs in Receiver and
Transmitter, Silk Cords.

Material Used, Workmanship,
Fine Finish and Results Considered

make it the Cheapest and the Best.

Swedish-American

Telephone Co.,
Nos.69,7 1 and 73 W.Jackson Blvd.,

CHICAGO.

HUGO SCHUMACHER, Prest.

J. A. ARBOGAST, Vice-Prest.

MAX SCHUMACHER, Seo'y and Treas.

M. GARL, Supt.

Garl Electric

Company,
AKRON, OHIO.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
1015 Monadnock Building.

Sole Patentees and
Manufacturers of

Girl Railway, Hotel and Factory Telephone

Systems. Garl Electric Gun for Fire

and Burglar Alarms.
Intercommunicating
Factory Teieptione.

J.B.VANVLISSINOEN, Presl. W. C. HEINROTH, Treas. L. a. BOWMAN, Sec'y and Qen'l Mjr.

WESTERN TELEPHONE

CONSTRUCTION CO.,

153-159 S. Jefferson Street, CHICIGO.

PIONEERS
In the Manufacture of

TELEPHONES
AND

SWITCHBOARDS.
NEW MANAGEMENT, AMPLE CAPITAL, LARGE FACILITIES,

RELIABLE PRODUCTS, RIGHT PRICES.

"WESTERN" Apparatus was liie pioneer In tlie independent liolil. it Is better to-day tlian ever Pelore

and purchasers of telephone apparatus should not faillo investigate our claims.

STANDARD

Telephone and Electric

Company,

MADISON, WIS.
Manufacturers and Importers

High Grade

Telephone Apparatus
EXCLUSIVELY.

WRITE FOR 1900 CATALOGUE.

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Is Complete, Durable, Reliable.

The only manufacturers selling a complete Hue of

Public Exchange, Toll Line, Police, Fire Alarm,

Street Railway, Geotral Station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. €0.,

72-82 W. Jackson Blvd.,

OBTCATALOa. CHICAaO, U. S, A.

STERLING ELECTRIC CO.,
CXCLUSIve MANUFACTURCRS OF

a BELL-STYLE TELEPHONE
FOB THB IKDEPEKDENT FIELD.

Main Office and Factory at LAFAYETTE, IND. Branch Office, Chicago.

CHICAeO OFFICE. No. ISGO HONADNOCK BniliDIDIG.
Eastern fepresenlallve, COLUMBIA ELECT. SUPPLY CO., 93 Llbertj St., NEW YORK CITY.

EUREKA ELECTRIC CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

THE LARGEST LINE OF HIGH-GRADE TELEPHONE APPARATUS,

CABLE HEADS, SWITCHBOARDS, TELEPHONES. IItalogue.

NOS. 157-167 S. Canal St., CHICAGO, U. S. A.

No. 1900

AMERICAN ULiCTRIC TfiLGPOOl CO.

36 to 50 Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL.

Our new No. igoo Telephones with Disc Carbon Lightning

Arrester for SERIES and BRIDGING work are winners. Try them.

OUR CENTRALIZED BATTERY SYSTEM

is a great success; likewise our

MULTIPLE SWITCHBOARDS.

Telephone Apparatus
Of All Kinds Manufactured.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL AND TOOLS LOWEST PRICES.

A BIG LOT OF SECOND-HAND PHONES, IN GOOD

ORDER, CAN BE HAD FOR A SONG.

Let us tell you about them.

Automatic Lightning Arrester.
Positive protection for telephones and switchboards

against any abnormal current.

No fuse to burn out, line is never open, service

never interrupted; it works automatically, is guar-

anteed not to burn out, requires no attention what-
ever after being installed.

It has less resistance than any other arrester,

resistance being less than one ohm.
The working parts are mounted on porcelain base

and are ornamental in appearance.
We put them up single for individual 'phones, and

in cabinets for exchange use; the cabinets require

but small floor space.

Protection without annoyance is what you want;

try this device on some of your toll or worst lines

and see for yourself what it will do.

Correspondence Solicited.

Butler-Taylor Co.,
Ravenna, Ohio.
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Factory Now Extended and Equipped to Handle Orders for

SMALL EXCHANGES.
For several years the Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Company, Chicago, has devoted

its attention exclusively to the construction and engineering of large independent tele-

phone exchanges. The building of the switchboards and telephones for such exchanges as
St. Louis, Mo., 8,800 lines; Cleveland, O., 5,760 lines (increasing now to 9,600); Baltimore,
Md., with branches, 5,760 lines; Pittsburg, Pa., with branches, 7,040 lines; Columbus, O.,

4,160 lines and others, has fitted us in the best possible manner for the filling of small
orders which, until we enlarged our facilities, we were unable to handle on account of our
large contracts.

The Kellogg Common

Battery System

is the Best There is!

WE EXPLAIN IT

FULLYTOPRGSPECT-

IVE CUSTOMERS.

% -I:

iiili!

!

KELLOGG BRIDGING

AND SERIES

TELEPHONES

STAND

UNRIVALED.

L Our Factory Occupies ALL of These Buildings.

We, therefore, announce that contrary to what has been the impression up to the pres-

ent time, w^e are now in every way prepared for and solicit business from the smaller

independent telephone companies of the United States.

By this announcement we wish to emphasize the fact that the smallest orders will re-

ceive just as careful and conscientious attention as the largest contract.
We will take orders for one telephone or ten thousand.

KELLOGG
SWITCHBOARDAND SUPPLY

COMPANY,
229 SOUTH GRXSZSN STREET, CHICAGO.
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EDISON
BATTERy FAN OUTFITS

...WITH...

EDISON LALANDE CELLS
are the only efficient battery fan outfits
on the market. Invaluable for the sick
room. "

Write for Catalogue No. 4.

EDISON MFG. CO.,

135 5TH AVE.,COR.20THST.,
NEW YORK.

TELEPHONE AND

CONST. SUPPLY CO.,
CHICAGO.

NEW CATALOGUE FREE.

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE SUPPLY CO.,
TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES,

19 SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO.
' 'Monarch" Galvanized Telephone Wire. "Extra BB" and "BE" Galvanized Telephone Wire, Hard-drawTi
Copper Telephone Wire, Rubber Covered Wire, Weather-proot Iron Line Wire, Annunciator Wire. Office
AVire, Galvanized Steel Strand, Crosby Clips, Guy Clamps, Boston Cable Hanpers, Turn Buckles, Messen-
ger Pole Supports, Galvanized Thimbles, Guy Rods, Ground Rodw, Stombauprh Guy Anchors, Eye Bolts,
CrosH Arm:^, Croas Arm Braces, Pins and Brackets, L!i)i Screws and Bolts, Insulators, Knobs, Tools, etc., etc.

DEALERSZanhcONTRACTORS
For Satisfactory Intercommunicating

At bottom prices, write to

THOMAS, WILCOX & DIETZ, - Cleveland, Ohio.

BIG STOCK PEERLESS
FANS

INDIA.IMA.POI_IS.
DESK, CEILING AND BRACKET, ANY VOLTAGE, ANY CIRCUIT.

INDIANA'S LARGEST SUPPLY HOUSE.

Rober-t I.. IVIcOua-t,
VARIMEY & IVIcOiJiEkT,

Manufacturers and Jobbers of

Telephone and Electrical Supplies,
125 SOUTH MERIDIAN ST., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

™.VIADUCL
BALTIMORE, MAKE

TELEPHONES
AMO EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

Pratt Institute
BROOKLYN, N. V.

TWO YEAR COURSES IN

APPLIED ELECTRICITY
AND IN

STEAM & MACHIHE DESIGN^
Write for C.ital"Eue and Particulars.

ADJUSTABLE

Hanging

Telephones i

IX WAIili,

C£IIiIN& ANB DESK i

Take 'phone where you want ii

It.

Rings central when you lower
Lt. or not, as you wish.

Connects with any telephone.
Does all they do and mucb

more.

We Have
Others, Too.

Send for new illustrated catar <

log showing our new de-

parture In telephony.

M. I. VOUGHT,

,

Sole Manufacturer,

ceiling set, Complete LA CROSSE, WISl
Patents rending in Commercial Countries.

t

The Bruckner Electric Co.,
I

F. C. BBUCKNEB, President. ?

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH-GRADE INTERIOR AND LONG-DISTANCE

TELEPHONES^
S^A/i-t^Kiboards.

The very latest Hotel Telephone System and Automatic Intercom-

municating Telephone.

REASONABLE PRICES. PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

Get prices on our new CORDLESS MOVABLE ARM, a

great improvement over any other; also our NEW TRANS-
MITTER, conveying the sound of the voice almost to a

whisper. Specially adapted for Central-Energy Systems.

Carbon does not pack, nor deteriorate, because of the use of

high-voltage battery.

THE BRUCKNER ELECTRIC CO.,
electrical exchange bld6.,

136 liberty street,

ime:>a/^

BRANCH OFFICE AND FACTORY:

141 to ISSEaslTwenty-FlflhSt.,

YOFIK.
•»»••••••»»••••»•«<»••••

iiBRACE UP99

Your Telephone, Telegraph and Trol<

ley Poles, by using the celebrated

Stombaugh Guy Anchor

AND THEY WILL

ALWAYS STAND ERECT.

IVo holes to die. Ton
screTT tbem in the
sroTiiid and there they
stay, defying np-
rootal.

FBA.OTICA.Ii AND INEXFENSITE.
Sijt sizeSr ^i to 12 inch diameter.

Others Use and Endorse Them, Why Not You 1

MANUFACTURED
BY . . PHILIP SMITH, Sidney, Ohio, U.S.A.

W. N. MATTHEWS & BRO., St. Louis, Mo.
General Western Agents. 8 to lain. Diameter.

Magnet Wire
Our Specially: The Best Stocli —, ,, n -j / n
of fine sizes of Single Silk TJIB mCDemild (Vjlg. LO.,

tnsulaied Magnet Wire in the 9117 S Cahal StREET
country. Also Double Silks....

Single and Double Cottons. CHICAGO, ILL.
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Tho^e 2S spools containing 91 lbs. of
No. lit" -ingrl^ silk-covered wire willcost you
(i24;i net at h". 10, 111, 5 otE list; and there is

suflioieiit wire on these 2S spools to wind
1.000 ,>()0.obni bridping-bell mag^iets. Tour
winding labor will cost you at least 85

additional, making a total cost of your
own 1,000 magnets tluished at factory, S24S.

WESTERN OFFICE: 505

The above box contains 1,000 "Duplex"
magnet windings. Each winding is made
up of No. 36 wire, 500 ohms per winding,
and each winding has 13 per cent, more
turns than thero are in the ordinary
woimd magnet. Price, 82I8.T0 net. This
is 10 per cent, less than your wire bill and
~B charge nothing for windinR.

Fisher Building, CHICAGO.

THEVARLEYDUPLEXMAGNETCa
' /3S 71^3L JERSEYC/TYkd
DOES IT BY MACHINERY !

WE CAN SAVE YOU
I CONS/DEPABLE MONEY.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

We Don't

Want !

the Earth I

s
Merely give •
US' your ear •
and con- 8
sider our *

DIVIDEND PAYERS....
Telephones that never weak- out. Magnets that
never deteriorate. Carbon that never disinte-
grates. Toll Boards that take care of them-
selves. Switchboards that never give tronble.
Multiple Boards for exchanges—all sizes. Cur-
rent Protectors that never fail.

M&iiitenanoe
Bepair

CYP E |\| C E Bednced to tbe
91iiiimaiii

THAT'S WHY PATRONS UPHOLD

writefor Catalog. 63-75 FRANKFORT STREET, CLEVELAND, 0.

OUR SELF-STARTING SINGLE-PHASE

A. G. MOTORS AND WHAT A CUS-

TOMER THINKS OF THEM.

piiiinp «|iiitorfr |>sr^.^_

y/gjA^ii^..:^

^/^.^u.ZZ;32^-^ ^^ .^..^ ^VL^ ^£^ jC^'^-^r

WRITE FOR BULLETINS "Z 24, 35, 37 and 39."

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
General Offices and Factory, ST. LOUIS, (J. S. A.

BRANCH OFFICES:
NEW YORK, Havemeyer BIdg. PHILADELPHIA, 1000 Reb BIdg. BOSTON, E20 AiltntlcAva.

CHICAGO. 1519 Marquette BIdg. BALTl<<IORE, 204 East Lexington St.
SPOKANE. WASH.. 60t West Sprague Ave., Mr. Geo. Nixon, Sales Agent.

SAN FRANCISCCiaO Sutler St. YOKOHAMA, JAPAN. LONDON, ENGLAND. CITY OF MEXICO.
FOREIGN DEPARTMENT, Havemeyer BIdg., New York City.

AMERICAN

BRIDGE CO.,

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

Steel Bridges,

Steel Buildings,

AND ALL OLASSES OF METALLIC STRUCTURES.

GENERAL OFFICES:
NO. 100 BROADWAY NEW YORK.

BRANCH OFFICES;
BOSTON, BALTIMORE,

PHILADELPHIA, NEW ORLEANS,
CHICACO, CLEVELAND,

PITTSBURG, MINNEAPOLIS.
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FBED H. AliDEir, Pres. J. GEISEKOWICH, Secy, and Treas.

ILLINOIS INSULATED WIRE CO.,
.,.»! High-Grade Weatherproof Wire,

*'"""

NO TRUST PRICES. SYCAMORE, ILL. ALL SAMPLES FREE.

AMERICAN
BATTERY
COMPOUND

For all Zinc-Carbon
Cells.

THE PERFECT

BATTERY
SALT

For all Open-Circnit
Work..

SAL-AMMONIAC IS A RELIC OF THE PAST

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPOUND CO..
"
'o^^^^l".^t,"""

SKiipmen-ts
ELECTRICAL ANdTeLEPHONE SUPPLIES

FROM KANSAS CITY, MO.
We gnarnntee low prices, prompt shipments and best grade mate-

rial. Give us one trial order and you will continue them.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENOINEERING CO.,
Long Distance Telephone 2279. 701 Delaware St.. KANSAS CITY, MO.

General Incandescent Arc Light Go.

G
BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL LARGE CITIES.

572-578 First Ave., Cor. 33d St., NEW YORK. I
Switches, Motors, Underground Apparatus, I

Arc and Incandescent Lamps, Rheostats, Etc., Etc. I
?."iF'^?.<i°JV.^fr...r, MARTIN J. IN.^vlll! nn

Kokomo Telephones for 1 900.

New Tubular Arm; no cord in sight.

High-Grade Full Nickel-Plated Bell,

Bipolar Receiver, together with the

Kokomo Long-Dlstance Transmitter.

Making up the most efficient Telephone on the market for
Exchange and Toll-line work. we have improved the
Telephone, also the price, to a point that will Interest you.
Write us for Information.

KOKOMO TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

KOKOMO, IND.

$The Fibre-Graphite Commutator

{

(U. 8. and Foreign Patents.)

No Sparking Dnder Varying load.

No Wear on Commutator.

No Shifting of Quadrant.

5

80 per cent. Pure Graphite.

For Sample Order, and Prices, write to

i Holmes Fibre - Graphite Mfg. Co.,

\ 6166 Wakefield St.. Germanlown, PHILADELPHIA.

m^GRAPHlW

COMMUTATOR i^

musti Jl

:'itVT-V.\iW\C,W\HC

THE SHORT LINE
TO

HoucHTON, Calumet,
MARQUETTE

rhe Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

IS THE ONLY LINE RUNNING

Solid Trains 7h°e Copper Country

U. S. NAVY SPECIFICATIONS
ill for Dry Cells equa! to "New Standard Prv
lUery" in E. M. F. (l.b volts) and eniin.-ly

free from acid. Knouf^h said. Prices a.s low as
any imiiations. New Catalogue forlhe asking.

WILLIAM ROCHE
INWCNTOH AND SOLF MftNUPfiCTUdEH

42 VESEY STREET, NEW YORK CITY

,fr^CALUMET
>»^HANOOOK
.f&HOUGHTON
,VL'ANSE
•^^^estorla

CHAMPION^

REPUBLIC ^SS^?""-
X '"ON MOUNTAIN
s Wausaukee

ELLIS JO.
2
Marinette

r
OCONTO JO. ^OCONTO

QREEN BAY

S
Hllbert Jo.

Plymouth

MILWAUKEE

1

1
ICHlCAOO

THROUGH SLEEPING CARS, COACHES AND
BAGGAGE CARS

Leave Chicago daily at 10:30 p. m.

From Union Passenger Station, Canal & Adams Sts.

City TIck.'l OfUce. 9? Adams St.

IMONDN ROUTE
IS Ttie DIRECT LINE |BETWEEN k

, CHICAGO,
INDIANAPOLIS,

CINCINNATI
AND

LOUISVILLE
|CITY0FF1CE232 CLARK ST.,

—^iPT^^ CniCAGO. [

Wright Cable Hanger.
SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

R.I. TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Mention this paper.

mO\}R STUDENTS
SUCCEED

INCREASED SAURY.
I was getting <30 a njonth as

assistant" in an Electric Light-
ing Plant when 1 took up the
Electrical Engineering Course.
Since that time, I have passed
fourCivil Sen'icc Examinations,
and have had my salary raised

four times. I am now getting

f87 per month, and can truth-

fully say that 1 owe my success

to correspondence instruction.

R.G.ELLIOTT,
Dannemora, N. Y.

MACHINIST TO ENGINEER.

I recommend The Interna-

tional Correspondence Schools
as being one of the best means
through which to obtain an edu-
i;ation. The method employed
is simple and easily understood.
At the time I enrolled, I was
holding a position as machinist
and steam fitter. lam now chief
engineer for J. S.A T.EIkinton.
Philadelphia, Pa.

WM. R. HORNER,
Philadelphia, Pa.

%\l to S70, Id Small Montbly Inslallneats, pays for a

Salary-Raising Education
In Electrical Engineering, Electric Light and Power,

Telephony, Telegraphy, Steam, Mechanical,

and Civil Engineering.

Established 1891. Capital, fi.goo.ooo.

Send/or Circulars and Local Referettcts.

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,

Box lODZ, ScrantoD, PeoDa.

^ Send for complete catalogue of

^ MAGNETO BELLS, TELEPHONES,
MEDICAL BATTERIES and

ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES.
All Uoods Hish tirade In Every Kespect

WIAHUS ELECTBIC CO., Wianus, Conn.

Grlmshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

lt.|7 C«ttlu4l St„ Nm Yerk.
RANCHES tjjjg

otariiOT,; tl
BOSTON:

ISiCongriMlL
SAN FRANCISCO:

71 Fl»d BalNliHi.
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Ball Automatic Engines.
BuiiiONLYbr

THE ACKNOWLEDGED STANDARD FOR ELECTRIC WORK.
EIMOIIMI »A., KJ.S.A.

TRIPLEX PUMPS
Operated by Electric Motor. Single and double acting.

PUMPIN6 MACHINERY FOR EVERY POSSIBLE DUTY.
House Pumps, Elsvator Pumps,
Water Works Pumps, Etc.

MANTJFACTUKED BY

THE STILWELL-BIERCE Sl SMITH-VAILE CO.

257 LEHMAN ST , DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Selling Agents: Risdon Iron Works, San Francisco, Cal.
C. B. Boothe A Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

JEFFREY
FOR CATALOGUE,

THEJEFFREYMFG. CO
COLUMBUS, OHIO.

Ep mani nKaiBiarai

ELECTRICAL BOOKS.
A.II »<ir>cls.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Suite 510 aiaranette. cnir.ACO.

AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR RAILROAD

^1 CHICAGO
ALTON

RAILROAD.I

PERFEa PASSENGER SERVICE BETWEEN

THE IMPROVED BERRYMAN
(KELLEY'S PATENT)

Feed Water
Heater and Purifier.

UNIQUE
in its efEectiveness and up to-date
in every respect, at a prii.-e that
^vill assure ootisideratioii. Vaatiy
i^uperiortoany Feed Water Heater
Oil the market.

Benj. F. Kelley & Son,
91 LIbertySt., New York.

80 horse power and others.
Lirgest stock in America. Mostly
all taken in trade £or our Im-
proved Derryman.

GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE...
Made in almost any form required and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 ohms aa

desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats
of 4,000 degrees . .

JOS. DIXOX CRUCIBIiE CO., Jersey City, X. J.

WATERWHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to all kinds ol

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarantee

;

The Largest Power ever obtained from a wheel of the same diameter. The highest speeO
ever obtained for tfie same power. The highest mean efficiency ever realized wltea
running from half to full gate. We guarantee also: A rumier of the greatest pos-
sible strength. A gate unegualed i7t auickiicss and eatie of opening and dosing.

Tet'ts show over 81 per cent, average efficienaj with half to full water.

State your Head and send for 124 page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio. U.S. A

chicago™°kansascity; 1
chicago*"" st louis.
CHICAGO ^-o PEORIA. 1

silouisan^kansascity. m

Tbrongb Fnllnun h r.l^.. 1 wiv. j i

HOT SPRINGS. Ark.. DENVERXolo.,
TEXAS. FLORIDA. UTAH.
CALIFORNIA AND OREGON.

If you are contemplating a trip, any portion of
which can be made over the Chicago & Alton, It vHi
fiay you to write to the undersigned for maps, pauiph-
ets, rates, time tables, etc.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
Qeneral PaBsenger and Ticket Agent,

CHICAGO, ILUNOia.

le

SMALL SPRINGS
OF rVERY DESCRIPTIONf

THE WALLACE BARNES CO.,
.Sr^BuS-^cn/tsy BBISTOL, CONN., U.S.A.

M'CORMICK TURBINE.
On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft.

Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Gives a higher percentage of useful effect than any other water-wheel
heretofore made. All sizes, rl^ht and left hand, are built from pattei'ns iter-

feclecl under sj stematic tests in the Holyoke Testing Flume.
Parties havint; power plants which are unsatisfactory, and those contem-

)ilating the improvement of powers, will find it to their interest to confer
with us, as we are willing to guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter what make of turbine has been In u^e. STATE REQUIREnE^T5
A^D SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.

REG.TRADE MARKS JhE RhOSPHOR BRONZE SMELTINe,CO.[lMITED,
~ 2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

,)
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'
INGOTS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS, SHEETS, ETC.

':)^wjMrt£n„,r DELTA METAL-
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS «ND FORCINGS
ORIGINAL andSoueMakehsinthe U.S.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician PuBUSHiNfi Co„
Suite Sin Marquette Building,

CHICAGO. ILL

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

IMPROVED

WARREN
ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO
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Westinghouse
Direct Current Motors

Operating in the Best Equipped Office Buildings, Factories and Machine Shops,

Westinghouse Dir£ct Current Motor Operating Pump.

Characteristics—
Slotted Armatures and Ventilated Windings, Machine-Wound Removable Coils, Self-Aligning

Bearings, Fixed Commutation Point, Highest Insulation, Low Temperature.

Westinghouse Electric
&. Manufacturing Co.

Pittsburg, Pa. AU Principal Cities in U. S. and Canada,
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Incandescent Lamps

At All Principal Supply Houses.

SAWYER=nAN ELECTRIC CO.,

ALLEGHENY, PA.

•-t,^,j>^,S,<S>,S„S,^4>^^^^,S>^,j„, ^•,<y^y,y.^ .
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS,
f

(INCORPORATED.) |

B. & B, COMMUTATOR TRUING DEVICE DOES I

ACCURATE WORK. I

D CT r^ A I I Q p" ^^ ''^ mounted on the shaft proper and turns the periphery of the commutator true I
tJ L- \^M Vj O L_ and concentric with the shaft. I

ONE' MAN j
Can accompHsh the work of truing the com- |
mutator in a few minutes' time. I

The device is made
to take any kind of

commutator.

«> The Device Applied to a No. 9A "Wood ' Arc Dynarao.
JOG—2,000 C. P. Arc Lamps Capacity.

SEND
FOR
BULLETIN
No. loio.

The Device Applied 10 a Small Commutalor.

I MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.
^««^«'*4>«^8s!«^^'-'S • ^- .• # <? v; «x» J-.--* <•-.? • ^i-<?. ?.,?<•..? •• <J.«;J;&i>.8>«>#<;-S.i*«-#««.4KS><S><s>««'<SKS><S»t>««-<S«S>®«<---t • v-

• • «-SKf,<5>#<5«^^«S-**<s <. f.<S^«^,*««S,<8^S>«,<S.<8-S>^«yS>^KS><$>,j>«,«,

The Popularity of

Rockwood's Patent Compressed

Non-Slipping.

Non-breakable.
Economical.
Durable.

Balanced.
Neat design.

Light-weight.

Non-Magnetic.

Six thousand
various sizes

partly finished

carried con-

stantly in stock.

Hubs any shape,

any position.

Paper Pulleys
("jFor one-sixth century tlie standard for durability and efficiency. ''''

)

arises in a measure Irom their stability.

Engineers and users should not fail to specify Rock-v\rood Patent Compressed Paper PuIIejs on all contracts.

CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING,

ROCKWOOD MANUFACTURING COMPANY. Pafer Pulley Sales Dept., 330 So. Pennsylvania Street,

Indianapolis , Indiana^ U. S. A

.
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Electrical Hahufacturing.

, WHAT HAVE rOU TO MAKE?
b.ur.Work is First-Class, Prices Rea^

SPIES & COM PAN Y,
87-50 W. Van Buren St , Chicago, III/

GORDON PRIMARY CELU
For Open and Closed Circuit Work.

The Longest Lived and Most Ecenomical Cell Ev«r
Put on the Market,

In use by the leading cities, railroads,
telephone and gas engine companies.

WB CLAin:—Constant dis-

charge of current without po-
larization: no local action; no
noxious gases or fames; no
acids; least labor for opera-
tion; cleanest; notfreezlngat
28" below zero; economic val-
ue 50 per cent, greater than
gravity cell, and SO per cent.
greater than best other eell In
market. For No. 1 cell. 800
ampere hours; for No.locU,
126 ampere hours; on open

eircolt, .9 to 1 volt; on closed circuit. .65 to,^
volt Bend for circular and price list.

eOSDOHT 1KA.TTERV COMPAN'V,
W4 BroadTvar, Nen^ 'VotIk.

Western Kepresentatlve,

Geo. W. Patterson. 141 Clinton S re^ Chlcsfn. Ill

I^ICA—India and Amber, all Sizes and Patterns.

MICABOND—Plates, Segments, Rings, Tubes, Slots,

Cloth, Paper and Flexible.

CHAMPION CLOTH—Bond, Ropes and Express

Paper.

CRYSTAL "^^ VARNISH.
VERY ELASTIC. HARD FINISH.

CHAMPION INSULATING PAINTS (Blacks), Four Kinds.
Also Other Insulating Materials.

Our Careful and Persiaieni Growth is Proof of the Quality of our

Insulations. Prices and Quality Guaranteed. Write Us.

CHICAGO MICA CO.,
Main Office and Factory, VALPARAISO, IND.

i^^^j'
"ifiHH^^^

|i^ (s
1 TO?' 1 W

^^^^^^vi*.* T''iu»,/>i\ti^^^. ,,^^^^^^^^1

N CANAL ST. ^"^E^AL WORKERS
C H i C A G 0--

1 LL - U-SA- '^^^i.^

YU^Q/^N 12ED F IBRE.
! i^^^^^^^^^^*^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Black Diamond File Works

s

Higliest grades for electrical insulation and mcfhanifal purposes, in dieet%,

tubes, nxls and special sbapes. Catalogues and sanities on a4)pficatioa.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., Wilmington, P»t.

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS. RODS AND TUBIMl

For Eleetrtcal and Mechanical Purposes, Kallway Dust Guardi, Tfi
and Packings. Patent liisulatlne Cleats.

UUniFACTimED BT

THE ICARTAVERT MAHUFACTURIN6 CO.. Wllmlngtoii. DA

BIPOLAR AND MULTIPOLAR
DYNAMOS and MOTORS

Open and Enclosed for All Purposes.
PRICES RIGHT. CATALOCUE.

Star Dynamo Works,
Jefferson City, Mo.

IN

ii

AIR PROPELLORS
PP

We

Have Set

a New

Standard.

Ask for

Prices.

THE FULLER CO., Detroit, Mich., U.S. A.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRICAL AND VENTILATING APPARATUS.

(,' li Quefn Victoria

Rue St.12
•A\.. ). (.;.

I'arlfl, France— !'i. H- ''

Georges.

Glnaitow. 8collaiiil-\Vm. Key, Central

Chninbcra, 109 Hope St.

yi)ki>harii.i. Japan—HiiKnall & miles.

New Yoi-k—Western Klwirlc Co.

Wo*ltiKton—Niulonal Electric Supply Co,

\Vllr.,liJt'l(/ri— f.orrctt. lllllet & Cl'.

Uenvei—Tlios. H. SuiUh; Heiidrie & Bolt-
hoir.

r.o.s Angeles—Western Electric Works.
Mhinenpolls—Uoberls Heating & Vent. Co.
Milwaukee—Geo. F. Rolin.
Clilcago—Western Electric Co.; Ceolriil

' IClectrIc Co.
'

' St. I.ouls—Western Electrical Supply Co.
' Boston—Smith fc Antliony.
South Hejnl, Inil.—MlHer-Knoblock Co.
rock-nurnn.onri Co., Cincinnati, O., Gen-

eral .SouLhern Agents.

XS OrS 6000«t ABB on BALiB IK KTEB-C LlEADIKS HABVWABE L

Vt 8TOBB IS THE UNITED STATES AND CABTADA. {^

I G. & H. BARNEH COMPANY, »
S PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

Special

Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1895.
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4P0 P©r /\nnUrn. ElectrldM publishing CompMy, Chicago. EVERY SATURDAY. 1 cents per Copy.

Vol. XXVII. CHIC.\GO. AUGUST 4, 1900. No. 5

SIMPLEX WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

"'"Tl "uivo^l""''' Simplex Electrical Company,
I !37Monadnock Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Corn hill, BOSTON, MASS.

^^I't

1889—Paris Exposition,
Hedal for Rubber Inanlatioii.

1893—World'a Fair,

Stedal for Rubber Insnlati»ii.

PLATINUM
We pay !»l6.0(> pe

imple.-; aii-l niU-r \\ il!

) pliitinuni. OhI incandescent lamp bit-

instil. Flatirium sbeei and wire lorsalj

GOLDSMITH BROS., ^5 and 65 Washington Street dvcsgo.
Reflfiers and Assavers. Works, ^El^ ar.« TViTOOn Siree's

TRADEMARK.

THE STANDARD FOR I

RUBBER INSUliATIOSr,
Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee T^'r Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd
M»>9er,. 253 Broadway, New York.

*IIMr4 L Cindee.
H.Dunnt Cheever,

Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supi
W. H. Hodgins, Secy.

iviore:

'Crownlail Bonds
Arc In use thnn ail other styles of Rail bonds coribined.

Perfect— Electrically and Mechanically.
VARIETY OF SHAPES TO MEET ALL REQUIREMENTS OF RAIL BONDING.

WASHBURN & MOEN Dept.,

liericai m\ k Wire Co,
The Rooktry. CHIC.^aO, ILL.

^I£1..^;V

" PHONO=ELEGTF?:ffi
WIRE

Phono-Electric"

WRITE FOR BOOKLET

If you wish to be free

from all trooble with

j'our lines, use

PHONO -ELECTRIC"

BRIDGEPORT BRASS CO.,

19 Murray St.. NEW YORK.

for agents.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from Yi to 50 horse power.
Dynamos from lO lights to 700.

TVe sell or rent. Good profits

The Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co., Troy. Ohio.

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Paranite Rubber Covered Wires and Cables,

UNDERGROUND, AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

TELEPHONE, TELEQRAPH AND FIRE ALARfl CABLES.

All WIrei an lasted »l Fictory. JOSESBOKO, IM».

Queen $c Co.,
iOlO Chestnut St.^ PMla.

480 MONON BLDG.. CHICAGO.

Acme Testing Sets. Queen-Wfrt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray
Focus Tubes, Induction Coils.

Slotor tttarttns: RlkeunitaiB.
Motor ReKnlatins Klieostats,

Uynamo Field Kheostats.
Theater l»tnim«>rN.

Special Kheostata.

IRON CUD RESISTANCE CO.,
Vfeetarld. M. J- V. S. A.

Foree Bain,
Consalting Engineer,

Electricity, Mechanics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert in patent causes.

Suite 1657-59 ilonadnocfc Bldg., - Chicago.

CORDON PRIMARY CELI..
For Open and Closed Circuit Work.

The Longest Lived and Most Economical Cell Evir
Put on the Marltet.

In use by the leading cities, railroads,,
telephone and gas engine companies.

WE CLAin:—Constant dls-
charge of current without po-
larization; no local action: no
noxious gases or fumes; no
acids; least labor for opera-
tion; cleanest; not freezing at
28° below zero; economic val-
ue 50 per cent, greater than
gravity cell, and 80 per cent,
greater than best other cell to
market. For Ho. 1 cell, 800
ampere hours; for No. t ccU,
126 ampere hours; on open

eircult, .9 to 1 volt; on closed circuit. .65 to ^
vo\t. Uend for circalar and price list.

GORDON UATTSSBY GOUPAITV,
•04 Broad^vay, lf«vr York*

Western Representative,

Geo. W. Patierson, HI Cllotoo S rect, Cdkago, HI.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS
CUHER ELECTRICAL CO., PHIUDELPHIA.

WESTON ElecMcal mmmi CoJ IgJlJ'iMj^ ^ 114-120 WUIiamSt., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A. ^^.^^^H^lBBBiBI^^^

Westaa standard Portable Direct
Beadlne Wattmeter.

BERL'»»: t uropean w,'slon fe-ectrlcaf Inbtru-

ment Co.. ho. 88 Rilterstrasse.

LONDON: Elliott Bros., No, 101 St. Marlins

Lane.

The WestonMM PortaMe

Direct Reaiini

Voltmeters and Wattmeters
j

FOR

JUternating and Direct Current Circuits

Are the only standard portable in-

sirumenis of the type deserving this

name. Write for circular and price

lists *i and «.

M,;niion the Western Ei.ECTBifxis wheji
writing for catalotfue-,.

^1^. I Broadway^
; NEW YORK, N. Y.
AND SHADES, OoaranleedlotlTC

"Maximum Light, Complete Dlffusloa,
Minimum QUre."

TheUnited States Garbon (Company. /

1 Pv ff (7===:x-
! SPECIALTIES A SPECIAlJXa
I ELECTROLYTIC.

«iALTERNATING. DIREC r
ENCLOSEO. 0F£

Cleveland." OHIO. U: S. A.- ., 'K
IslOX irsj GA.RBOS1 TRUST '
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VERITAS VINCIT. VERITAS PREVALEBIT.

J. H. BUNNELL & CO.
ESTABLISHED 1878. INCORPORATED 1899.

We continue to Manufacture the HIGH GRADE of TELEGRAPH and other ELECTRICAL
APPARATUS which have earned for us the reputation of

INI
We own the GOOD-WILL, NAME, COPYRIGHTS, TRADE MARKS, PATENT
(No. 288881) and all other assets of the old firm of J. H. BUNNELL & CO.,
and propose to maintain our rights in the premises.

ATTENTION is called to these FACTS, so that liability may not be
incurred by dealing with unauthorized concerns.

J. M. BUIMIMEL.L. & 00
MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Telegraph. Telephone, Railway and Electric Lighting Apparatus and Supplies.

Instruments. Batteries. Insulated Wires and Line Equipment.

NEAR GENERAL POST OFFICE, NE\A/ YORVC.
Catalogues sent free on application. GET OUR SPECIAL PRICES.

Eastern Agency for ORIENT HIGH-GRADE INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

mC"U I ^"^^^ MOTORS FOR SEWING MA-

ELn & CHINES AND SPECIAL PURPOSES . .

Highly Efficient,

Durable and

Serviceable.

Iron Clad Armature.

Hard Drawn Copper

Commutator Bars.

Self-Aligning and

Self-Oiling Bronze

Bearings.

DIEHL
Applicable for any

Purpose

Where Small Machines

Are Required.

Motor and Regulator

Easily Installed

On Any Make of

Machine.

Send for Bulletin No. 50.

Iron-Ulad Motor Operating Sowing Macliine. Different speeds obtained bypressing

treadle downward. Current automatically cut off by removing pressurefromtreadle

Main Office and Works,

Elizabethport,

N.J.
SHOW ROOMS.

New York, 561-563 Broadway.

Chicago, 192-194 Van Buren St,

"C"' ™"?2^^"S^^^^^ DIEHL MANUFACTURING CO.:
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The Value of Chloride Accumulators for Trolley Regulation.

The Union Traction Company of Philadelphia, after operating a battery of

Chloride Accumulators on its system for five years, has recently contracted for

five additional plants—one power house battery and four feeder batteries— a total

battery capacity of 16,000 horsepower hours.

THE ELECTRIC
STORAGE BATTERY CO.,

19th Street and Allegheny Avenue,

Philadelphia, Pa.

SALES OFFICES:
Ne^ York, 100 Broadway.

Boston, 60 State Street.
Baltimore, Equitable Euildinp;.

Chicago, Marquette Building.
Sar J^'rancisco. The Parrott Bldg,

A NOVELTY-JUST OUT!
UNIVERSAL CORD SPOOL.

This Is a neat and novel device for adjusting the lencth of cord of your drop light-

(Juickly attached; always hangs straight; cannot slip; no loop to dangle about; no
socket to be removed. Made of hardwood, nMtural green or cherry finish. Prices on
application. Manufactured and patented by the

CRESCENT MFG. CO., 52 W. Jackson Boulevard, Clilcago, III., U. S. A.

For Sale by All Dealers in Electrical Sujipliep.

Wm. Roche's Searchlight Campaign Button.

Anyone's picture can be

used. Without picture,

you have a very ser-

viceable portable light

for bedrooms, clothes

closets, &c.

Our regular cells are

standard of the world

for all open circuit

work, adopted by U. S.

Navy and used in war
with Spain.

PATENTED JULY 31. 1900.

11 is Intended for a flashlight, and not continuous illumination.

This outfit complete by mall, $ 1 .50.
SEND STAMP FOR COMPLETE CATALOGUE.

NEW STANDARD "AUTOGAS" FOR X°X"ili°nr'p"ltlVe
riachines. Surgical and Dental purposes, and for Carriage Lights.
Also Electric Ruby Lamps for Photographers.

I

WILLIAM ROCHE, soIITanufa'ctuiier. 42 Vesey St., NEW YORK CITY. »

'»°^SI"J,>„""'^VitroChrome
look like natural glass. The colors produced are bright and durable, and can be used for indoor
and outdoor decorations; also used for RAILWAY AIV1> t»T£A»IBOAT SIGNAIj
lilGUTS, KIjECTRIC SIGMS, ETC. Vitro Chrome is superior to any other incandescent
lamp color. A trial will convince you. Manufactured only by

VITRO CHROME CHEMICAL CO.,
421 B Milwaukee St., MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Send for Circular.

For Sale by all Dealers and Electric

Supply Houses.

De DlO-N-BOUTON

QQMPm^^

Motors,

Motorcycles,

Motorettes.

Sole Agents and
Licensed Manufacturers

in the United States of

America for

De Dion-Bouton

& Co.,

FRANCE.
Our New York Type Motorelte. Weight 700 pounds.

Capacity 3 Persons. Price $1,200.00.
SIMPIilCITY, EASIIiY OPERATEl>.

FliEXIBIIilTY, PBRFECTIiY COKTKOI.I.ED,
I.I<;tHTNES!S. ABSOMITEI.V SAFE,

STRESfGTH. ABSEXCE OF AI.,1/ Oil, AND WIRT,
REI,IABIL,1TY, ECOMO.WY.

Not an EXPERIMENT, but a TRIED and PROVED SUCCESS.
Over 20,000 De DION-BOUTON MOTORS operating Motorcycles and

Motorettes.
r =

GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY: CHURCH LANE AND 37TH ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.
De Dion 9Iotor Supplies and Batteries Aln^ays in Stock.

COLORED LACQUERS, DEAD BLACK LACQUER,
FOR INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

In brilliant rainbow colors. Easily applied. Will not peel or. fade.

FOR METAL WORK.
Most Satisfactory imitation of Bauer-BarfT in the Market.

SAMPLES FREE. M. L. BARRETT & CO., CHICAGO. WRITE TO US.
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THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S

Sockets
CATALOQUE No. 50752.

AND-

Receptacles
CATALOGUE No. S0744. FOR EDISON BASE LAMPS.

Two New Porce=

lain Receptacles.

Fully described in Catalogue 7523. Write for one.

General Office: Schenectady, N. Y.

SALES OFFICES IN ALL LARGE CITIES. CHICAGO OFFICE, MONADNOCK BUILDING.
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SCHEEFFER RECORDING WATT-METERS.
Accurate on All Loads.

Will Start and Register Correctly on 5 Watts.

Shunt loss LESS than one Watt on 60 Cycles.

Dust Proof.

Correct on All Inductive Loads.

METER WITHOUT CASE.

Diamond Meter Co.,
PEORIA, ILL., U. 8. A.

MBTBR WITH CASE.
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COLUMBIA
CARBONS

FOR
ENCLOSED
ARCS

Guaranteed superior to any imported Carbon in uniformity of size and

straightness, or subject to return at our expense. Try us and be convinced.

NATIONAL CARBON OOMPANY,
1 198 West Madison Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

FBED H. AliDEBT, Pres. J. GEISEROWICH, Secy, and Treas.

ILLINOIS INSULATED WIRE CO.,
F-.AC-ri^RE|SiS ^F-

High-Crade Weatherproof Wire,
NO TRUST PRICES. SYCAMORE, ILL. ALL SAMPLES FREE.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
=::S= .̂ MAIN OFFICE: RBiHPurcJ CHICAGO: BOSTON: SAN FRANCISCO:—J ' lt.|7CamaBdlSt..N»Y»k •"*"'•'"

"1 320 DMrborn SI l34Congr>»Sl 71 Flaoil Bolldlo*

A Complete Line of

Electrical Supplies.

TiyflE carry in Chicago stock a selected line of electrical

supplies, each article superior in some essential point

over other makes of the same class of goods.

That our goods give satisfaction, is evinced by the fact

that our list of regular customers is steadily growing larger.

We cater to all classes of trade. We carry arc and incan-

descent lamp supplies, central station material, telephone

and speaking tube essentials, house goods, construction

material and tools, and electrical equipment for street rail-

ways and mines.

If you want special information on any article or class of

equipment, write us and we will send trade literature covering

the point.

264, 266, 268, 270 FIFTH AVENUE,

CHICAGO.

OUR SELF-STARTING SINGLE-PHASE

A. G. MOTORS AND WHAT A CUS-

TOMER THINKS OF THEM.

(7 /i> , y/'&l4M/&.:^i,,„^kaM///fa':

WRITE FOR BULLETINS "Z 24, 3', 37 and 39."

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
General Offices and Factory, ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.

BRANCH OFFICES:
NEW YORK. Havemeyer BIdg. PHILADELPHIA. 1000 Betz BIdg. BOSTON, 620 AtlantlcAve.

CHICAGO. 1619 Marquette BIdg BALTIMORE, 204 East Lexington St.
SPOKANE, WASH., 60! WesISprague Ave., Mr. Geo Ninon. Sales Agent

SAN FRANCISCO, 120 Sorter St. YOKOHAMA.MPAN. LONDON, ENGLAND. CITY OF MEXICO.
FOREIGN DEPARTMENT. Havemeyer BIdg., New York City.
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n^ GUNG-
SURFACE.
We guarantee these results

from Cling-Surface:

Slipping stopped.

Belts made pliable and elas-

tic.

Power increased at least 1 S%.

Belts will run easy or slack.

ASK US FORTHEONLY BOOK-
LtT OF SLACK BELTS YOU
EVER SAW.

EOHKLAND. Mic. Kohruarv 22, 190r).

Clingr-Surface BIfg. Co , New England Branch. Boston.
Gkntlemex:—These two 16-in. belts have lieen treated with Cling-Sur-

face for some time. Tltey nm this way all the time. The load sometimes
jumps from zero to full load, yet there is no slip.

Rockland, Tho^iaston & ('ami>en St. Ky. Co.

Cling-Surface Mfg. Co.,

17 7-182 Virginia St., BUFFALO, N.Y.

Chicago, St. Louis, New York,
Boston, New Orleans.

Mound City, Mo., March 5, 1900.
Clinsr-Sui'face Hlfg. Co.

Gentlemen:—Have used Cling-Surface four months. It has stopped all
slipping. Belts I0in.,30-ft. centers, run with 22- in. sag, yet carry full load, are
pliable and in line condition. Used to run very tight. We highly recommend
Cling-Surface. Mound City Elec. Lt. & Telephone Co.

Ancliora(TeL&Tel.Fole>.
Smith, Philip.

Annimciators.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Arc Ijamps.
Belden-Larwill El. & Mf. Co.
Central Electric Co
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Lea Arc Lamp Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. AMfg. Co.

Automobiles.
DeDion-BoutonMotoretteCo.

Babbitt aiet'l and Solder.
Gr. Western Sm. and Refg.Co.

Batteries and Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Federal Battery Co.
Gilchrist Jar Co,

. Gordon Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Carbon Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roche, William.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Sunply Co.

Bells, Buzzers, Etc.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Go.

Belt Dressing.
Cllne-SuTface Mfg. Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.
Shultz Belting Co.

Beltins>
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.
Shultz Belting Co.

Blo-wers.
Fuller Co., The
Sturtevant Co., B. F

Books,Electrical.
Electrician Publlsnlng Co.

Bridges and Bnildin&s
(Steel).
American Bridge Co.

Brushes.
Becker Bros.
Central Electric Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Flbre-Graphlte Co.

Burglar Alarms.
Huebel & Manger.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)

Cables, Electric (See Insu-
lated wlres),Copper,Sheet
and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
American Steel &. Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
New York Inp. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co,
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Carbons,Points dcPlates
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec, Supply Co.
National Carbon Co.
Relslnger, Hugo.
Sneer Carbon Co.
United States Carbon Co.
Western Elect. Supply Go.

CantinCH (Iron.)
Smith Co., S. Morgan.

Chains.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Helt Machinery Go.

Circuit Breakers.
Cutter Elec, & Mfg. Co.

Coal A Ashes Handling
Sf achinery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Helt Machinery Co.

Coils and Alngneta.
Northwestern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Varley Duplex Ma^rnet Co.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
I
Coloring (Inc. ramp).
Barrett &Co.. M. L.
Vitro Chrome Chemical Co.

Compound.
Amer. Battery Compound Co.
Dearborn Drug & Chem.Wks.
McLennan & Co., K.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Condnit and Conduits.
Amer. Vitrified Conduit Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrolysis Proof Conduit
Mfg. Co.

McBoy, John T.
Richmondt Conduit Co.
Sprague Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Connectors and Term!*
nals (Patent).
American Elec. Fuse Co.
McIniireCo..TheC.

Construction & Repairs.
Becker Bros.
ChicEigo Edison Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors and Electric
liiglit Plants.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec, Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Go.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
WestlnghouseElec.& Mfg.Co.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Bridgeport Brass Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkonlteCo.,The
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co,
Standard Underground C. Co.

Correspondence Schools
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inet.

Int. Correspond. Schools.
Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Bl»e Ridge Locust Pin Co.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indpls. Arm, Brack. & PInCo.
Kans. City & So. Lum. Co.
Leavitt, R. H.
Tennent Insulator Pin Co.
Texas Arm A Pin Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Western Elect. Supply Go.

Cnt-Onts and Sit^tches.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg, Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Elec. Co.
General Inc, A.rc Light Co.
Hill, W. S., Electric Co,
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McOuat, Robert L.
Palste CO..H, T.
SlemensA Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouee El. A Mfg. Co.

Cuts.
Franklin Enc, A. Electro Co.

]>ininierH fTb4'iitrc).
iron Cliid Resi.slance Co.

BynamoH and Motors.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Motor and Dyn. Co.
Chicago House WrccklngCo.
Crocker-Whccler Company.
Diehl Manufacturing Co.
Ft, Wayne Elec, Wka., Inc.
General Electric Co,
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Gregory Electric Co,
Hobart Elec, Mfg. Co.
Matthews & Hro., W. N.

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. &. Co.
Schureman & Hayden.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Star Dynamo Works.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electric Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Go.

Elec. Heating Bevices.
Simplex Electrical Co.

Electric Rail^vays.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Go.

Electrical and 9Iechani<
cal Engineers.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Bain. Force.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Humphrey. Henry H.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Sargent & Lundy.

Electrical Instruments.
American El. Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Queen & Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.

of America.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. &, Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electro- Plating DIach'y.
Besly ACo,, Chas. H.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.

EleTatbrs-Conveyors.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Engines, Steam.
Ball Engine Co.
Camp Engineering Go.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Exh'st Steam Apparatus.
American District Steam Co.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Dlehl Manufacturing Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Fuller Co., The.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Holtzcr-Cabot Elec. Co.
Paragon Fan Motor Go.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Siemens A Halske ElectrlcCo.

of America.
Sprague Electric Co.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.
Wagner Electric Mfg, Co.
Warren Elec. A Specialty Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Go.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
BarnettCo.,G. A H.

F»re ExtinguiNhers.
]\Ionarch Fire Appliance Co,

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Forges.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fnses.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
McIntlreCo., The C.

Fuse W^lre.
American Elec. Fuse Go.
Central Electric Go.
Chicago P'uae WlreA Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Mclntlre Co.. The C.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Gas Iilghtlng. Electric.
Western Electric Co.

Oears.
Besly A Co,, Chas. H.

General Elec. Supplies.
Bunnell A Co,, J, H.
Central ElectrlcCo,
Chicago Edison Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh El. Eng. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McOuat, Robert L.
Mianus Electric Co.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Globes and Elecirical
Glassnare.
Holophane Glass Go.
Phoenix Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co

GoVnors, l-Vater W^heel.
Lombard WaterWheel Gv,Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Besiy A Co., Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Heaters (Feed Water),
Kelley & Son, Benj. P.

Heating and Ventilating
Apparatus.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Holders, Inc. Lamp.
Crescent Mfg. Co.
Vought, M. I.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing materials.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Bowers Manufacturing Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Mica Co.
Eagle Paint A Varnish Wks,
Electric Appliance Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Illinois Insulated Wire Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Manhattan Elec Supply Co.
McOuat, Robert L.
Mica Insulator Co.
MunsellA Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Palste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Go.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C, Co,
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Insulated W^ires and
Cables—Magnet W^ires.
American Elec Fuse Co.
American Electrical Works,
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Illinois Insulated Wire Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Go.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
India Rubber A Gutta Pereha
Insulating Co.

McDermld Mfg. Co.
National India Rubber Go.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Northwestern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Okonlte Co,, The.
Phillips. Eugene F.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground G. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elect. Const. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.
(.'emral Electric Co.
Chicago EdlBOnCo.
Edison Decorative & Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Ce.
Genersl Inc. Arc Light Co.
General Inc. Lamp Co.
Kentucky Electrical Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co.
Shelby ElectrlcCo.
Warren Elec. A Specialty Co.
Western Electric Co.
WeHlorn Elec. Supply Co,
Westinghouse El, A Mfg. Co.

Lightning Arresters.
American Rlec, Fuse Co.
Butler-Taylor Co.
Central lOlcctrlc Co.
Electric A|>pllance Co.

Eureka Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

liinemen^s Climbers.
Klein A Son, Mathlas.

Magnet Wires.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Mechanical Machinery.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L.
StilweU-Bierce Smith-Valle.

Meters.
Diamond Meter Co.
Fort Wayne Elec. Wrks. Inc.
General Inc. Arc Light Co

,

Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Mica.
Chicago Mica Co.
MunsellACo., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus, Elec.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co,
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Motors — See Dynamos and
Motors.

Packing.
Besly AGO., Chas. H.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.

Patent Attorneys.
Hamlin, Geo. R.
Johnston, Thomas J.

Page A Durand.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co. ,Ltd.

Platinum Bought and
Sold.
Baker A Co.
Goldsmith Bros.
Gt.West. Sm.andRefiningCo.

Poles.
Berthold A Jennings.
Fowler, John H.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Naugle, Holcomb A Go.
Perrizo A Sons,
Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.
Sterling A Son, W. G.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester A Co.; C. H.

Porcelain.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Bowers Manufacturing Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Poirer Transmission
Machinery.
Jelfrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Sti'well-Bierce Smith-Vaile.

Pulleys.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Rockwood Mfg. Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stilwell- Bierce Smith-Valle.

Rail Bon<lN.
American Steel A Wire Co.

Beflners.
Gt.West. Sm.andRefiningCo.

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg, Go,

Re-Winding—Repairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Armature Works.
General Electrical Repair Go.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
McOuat, Robert L.
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co,

Rheostats.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co,
General Electric Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt, Co.
Iron Clad Residtance Co,
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Salt (Battery).
.\mi_T, Battery Conijiound Co,
Federal Battery Co.

Sorond-Hand Mach'y-
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Matthews A Bro.. W.N.
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co,
Walsh's Sons A Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec, Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Go.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Queen A Co.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Springs.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Barnes Co., The Wallace.
Mahross, F. N.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Oo.
Electric Storage Battery Go.

Structural Iron Work.
American Bridge Go,

Tapes, Insulating.
American i':;lectrlcal Works.
American Steel A Wire Go.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Go.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Svritch-
boards.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American El. Telephone Co.
Bruckner Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. A Elec. Co.
Couch A Seeley Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Supply Co.
Garl Electric Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co
Kellogg Switchb. A Sup Co
Kokomo Tel A El. Mfg. Co.
Kusel, D.A.,Tel. A El. Mfg.Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McDermld Mfg. Co.
Mianus Electric Co.
North Electric Co.
Peerless Elec. Telephone Co.
R, I. Telephone A Elec, Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Co.
Sterling Electric Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tel. M.Co
Swedish-American Tel. Co.
Thomas, Wilcox A Dietz.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Warner Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western Tel. Const. Go.

Tools.
Klein A Son, Mathlas.

Transformers.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.
General Electric Co,
Gregory Electric Co.
Siemens A HaiskeElectric Co.
of America.

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. A Specialty Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Go.

TurbincdtWaterWheels.
Leffel ACo., Jas.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Bierce Smith-Valle.

Universities.
Pratt Institute.
University of Notre Dame.

Varnishes.
Sterling Varnish i:;o.

Tnlcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

W^lre, Bare.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Tol. Supply Co.
Okonlte Co.. The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A,
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Electric Co,
Western Electrical Sup. Co,

Woodn'ork ,Electrical.
Noblett. E. J.

X-Ray Outfits.
Queen A Co.

^or A.lF>l-iak>A-t:lc»al Ind^x o-T ^Kdver-fclaomon-tis So«» IRcib* III«
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ttFEDERAL SALT"
FOR CARBON CYLINDER AND CARBON-MANGANESE BATTERIES.

GIVES MORE CURRENT, LONGER LIFE, ABSOLUTELY NO CRYSTALS.

5g.
Package in case

lots of

150 packages

F. 0. B.

Bound Brook,

N. J.

Both Halts Itave a depolarizer in the
mixture. Federal Salt No. 1 has luore de-
polarizer than Federalite. and so ivill last
lonser. That's the only difference.

It's the DEPOLARIXER that INCREASES
the STRENCrTH, CITES LONGER IiIFE, and
DOES AWAY ABSUI.irTEIiY' with OBYS-
TAIrlZATION and CREEPINQ SAIiTS.

MADE BT

Federal Battery Co.,
ri PINE STREET, N. Y.

Please send references when ordering.

3c.
Package in case

iots of

ISO packages

F. 0. B.

Bound Brook,

N.J.

FEDERALITE
SOLD IN BULK ALSO.

ELECTRICAL MACHINERY
FOR POWER AND LIGHTING.

NEW YORK. N. Y., 39 Cortlandt Street. ST. LOUIS, MO., 642 Century Building.

BOSTON, MASS.. 31 Stale Street. CHARLOTTE, N. C, 29i S. Tryon Street.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., 14 S. Broad Street. ATLANTA, GA., English-American Building.

WASHINGTON, D. C, Kellogg Building. DENVER. COLO., 311 Kittredge Building.

CHICAGO, ILL., Old Colony Building.

CROCKER -WHEELER
COMPANY,

General Officeand Works, Ampere, N.J.

Siemens & Halske Electric

Go. of America,

GENERAL OFFICES, CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS,

Railway, Lighting, Power Transmission.

IMPROVED DUNCAN INTEGRATING WATTMETERS.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

Boston, Chicago, CInoinnatI, Denver, New York,

Philadelphia, St. Louis, San Francisco.

Constant Current Series

Long Burning Arc Lamps.

Differentially Controlled

Direct Carbon Feed.

Easily Adjusted to Different

Currents and Voltages.

Self=Adjusting Gas Check Reg=

ulates Air Admission. Burns

150 hours with Single Trim=

ming.

Write for our "Petite Arc Lamp" Catalogue.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAQQ. NEW YORK.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC COMPANY, Northwestern Agents, St. Paul, ninn.

ST. LOUIS, MO., Security BulIdlDE.

ANTWERP.
32 Rue Boudewyns.

LONDON.

Bridge Chambers, 171 QueenVlctorla

St., B. C, and North Woolwich, B.

PARIS,

46 Avenue de Breteuil.
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TO WIND UP
THE SEASON

AT COST
PEERLESS

FAN5
^P?

We have in stock only a few ceiling fans and do not want to carry them over*

They are the latest model Peerless Fans^ and we must sell them

at cost. All we have left are:

25 nO=volt 4=blade

25 220=volt 4= "

20 170=volt 4= "

20 250=volt 4= "

Write us for further information and prices.

w

WESTERN Electrical Supply Co,

10-12 N. Ninth Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

J
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Dearborn
ind Chemical >A/orl>cs,
i-tories-'-AA/a-ter Cherrkis-ts.
>ble Boiler O^mp^unds.

ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES. WATERS FREE. OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS,
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Century Bldg.

DULUTH. MINN.,

203 Pallaillo Bldg.

POLES
Nauqle,Holcomb&Go.,

OLD COLORY BLDB., CKIOAGO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Raiiroad
Contractors.

DETROIT. MICH.,

Wayne Co. Bank Bldg.

ESCANABA. MICH.

MASONVILLE, MICH.

POLES.
WHITE CEDAR.

IDAHO CEDAR up to 80 ft.

IBERTHOLD

I
& JENNINGS,

I
ST. LOUIS.

) Chemical Building.

CROSS
ARMS.

LONG LEAF
PINE AND FIR.

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Plnconnlng:, Mich. Green Bay, Wis. New London, Wis.

IPaKWaWV^ (WJvXu^U/ §»A\^^yWv«rV o^A^SiW^
A PRETTY STORY.
Eight months ago the Texas Arm & Pin Co. began manufacturing things in-

clined electrically wooden, like cross arms, pins and brackets. An old, no-account,

second-hand machine, in a broken-down factory, was used, but now they have four

factories with new and late machinery and are shipping more cross-arras than the law

allows. But they can ship more. They are untapped, long-leaf, yellow pine.

b«-io»cime:f9-s^vvji^^e:frs i.uivi^eR ^^.,

Or the home office at Beaumont, Texas, is where you write for more information and

a prettyand useful pamphlet.

R. H. LEAVITT,
MANUFACTUEHR OP

Telephone Cross-Arms, Brackets
AND PiNS.

Write for Special Prices. CAPRON, ILL.

The Tenoeot losulator Pio Co,

MANUFACTURERS

LOCUST and OAK PINS and
BRACKETS,

POLES and TIES,
Terra Alta, W. Virginia.

CEDAR POLES
LINDSLCV BROTHERS COMPAIVY
MCNOMINCE. M/CH. and PORTt- A N d, oHereo N.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS
S0~FOOr TO 80-FOOT POLES OUR SPCCIALTY

CEDAR POLES.
We liave the Following Stock in Yard for Prompt Siiipment:

SIZE.
4 inches, 18 f

18
18
20
20
20
20
25
25
25

NO. PCS.
200

1,043
398

4,481
3.474
1,234
127

7,050
6,000
3.000

30
35
35
40
40
40
45
50
50

. 120

.1,000

. 147

. SCO
1,000

. 44

. 343

. 200

55
55
60
60
60
65
65
70

.124

. 1

. 13

Write for Special Delivered Prices on tiiis Stoclt.

C. H.WORCESTER &. CO., Koss, Mich.
MANUFACTURERS OF CEDAR PRODUCTS.

CEDAR POLES
so rr. to 100 FT. a specialty

PILINC^S^^BRIOOE^T^IM^BJRS

JOHN H. FOWLER "'"cif{t^A^cV-
°^

CROSS-ARMS
PINS, BRACKETS

Y/e manufacfuredandsold o/er
S/X. Mil/iOi? P/ns and FmAf/Z/m
Cross-Arms /n /899.

Ourgoods orre (Be//) 3tarrdarc/
We monufocture on/i/ from desf
mor/er/a/-

Seiner/ Facfor/es
Skilled /lelp orrduneoualed fac-
ilities enable us to fill all orders
promptli^.

Copacit(/: over 5.000 '\

Lons leafiiello'T/ pine I o^^ /)„^
Cross Arms, r "

Orer 4-5.000 LocustPins .,

Let Us HnoYY Your Wants

E.J.NOBLETT
B96 -902-35 fk Street,

Chicgso.-
Long distance Telephone, Yards.sos

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, MICH.

Eleven Pole Yards in Michigan.
Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

\A/l-ii-te Codar l^oles
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

5t'i^'ifc*B*^8^ PERRIZO & SOXS, Daggett, Mich.

Cedar
TORREY
CEDAR CO.,

CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Urga Stock Constantly on Hand.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING CO.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,

Hanaf&cturen and Dealer. In

Yellow Pine Cross Arms, Looust Pins, Oak Pins, Electrical

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stocks on hand.

Delivered prices quoted, F. O. B. cars, your city. In any quantity. ^^WEITE US.

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS ^^

Catalogue Free. ^^5end for one. ^^^
Mathias Klein & Son. ^*^

•7-89 W. VAN BUREN STREET. CHICAGO, 1L

T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U. S. A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms,Foleand
SwinglngHoods, House Brackets and
other Specialties for Construction
'^az^.— Catalogue and Prices fur-
nished oil application.

OAK PINS AND BRACKETS.
Hanufacturers for Wholesale Trade.

Prompt Shipments. Car Orders Solicited.

Kansas City & Southern Lumber Co.,

PAINTED,
SACKED AND
CRATED.

Mianaplis Arm, Bractet & Pin Co,,
Successors to J. B. MAGERS,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Arms, Brackets, Locust and Oak Pins,

Tent Stakes, ROPE Lock Blocks.

Otnce, 1 26 S. Meridian St., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

FACTORY, JAMESTOWN, IND.

il-A,-ri IM U IVIPFOR ALL PURPOSES.
Scrap and Native Platinum Furchaiet.BAKKR & CO., 408-414 New Jersey

Railroad Ave., Nen-ark. S, J.
New YorIc Office, 130 Lltierty Street.

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO. m»dison, wis.

GENERATORS
MOTORS

ncciPCoJNortnern Englneorlnj Co., The Northwest Eng'g Co., E. a W. Electrical Appliance Co.
UrriUtOlascortlandt Sl.,N6wYork. "' ~ =— ..— «-.

i-2 K. W. to 150 K. W., Belted and Direct-Connected Type.
Spherical. Steel, invertible. Multipolar.
i-2 H. P. to 150 H. P., Belted and Direct-Connected Tyjoe^.

FACTORY EQUIPMENTS A SPECIALTY.
St. Paul, Minn.

. Macninery & Electrical Co., CbJcago—Northern Electrical Mfg. Co. B—R. Electric Co.
San Francisco, Cal. Lob AugeleB, Cal. 939-940 Monadnock. Kansae'CIty, Mo.

Northweat Electric Engineering Co., Portland, Ore.
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DESK TELEPHONE.

STYLE A for Series Work.
STYLE B for BrldgiDg Work—

1,000 ohm extension bell.

STYLE C for Bridging Work-
1,600 ohm extension bell.

STYLE D, Telephone only, with-

out signal apparatus.

back transmitter, low

Handsomely mounted.

A handsome instrument and one

that reproduces the natural tone of

the voice. Fitted with Bell-Type

Hook connections and D. P. Poney

Receiver. New type L. D. solid

wound induction coil and silk cords.

We ask for a trial order.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY, CHICAGO
TELEPHONE MANUFACTURERS.

General Electric Company's
SINGLE AND DOUBLE FOCUS TUBES are the Standard
X-Ra)' Tubes. They are made- from the best

quality of materials, with superior workmanship.
Special forms have long terminals, reinfoixed an-

odes and improved details.

Send for Catalogue No. 9050.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND MINIATURE
LAMP DEPARTMENT,

HARRISON, N. J.

INOI& a< AMBER

TTf
IN ANY SHAPE OR PATTERN.

EMPIRE 4 MIC
IW<iinL/«TEn ,^|t COIVIPOUWD

EugeneMunsclLsCo. Mica Insulator Co.
00. Il7lrtk<-5>1.

P' INSULATOR (
R Ec.i».Tr. rw c D, -

Cale's Commutator
Compound.
The Only Article That Will Prevent Sparking.

Will keep the Commutator in good condition and prevent cutting. Absolutely will not gum the brushes.

SOc. per stick.. S5.00 per dozen (§end. 5Uc. for trial stick.

FOR SALE BV ALL SUPPLY HOUSES OR

Kia.i |iya|i a aa Sole Alannfactnrers,
I irlCLCnnAll tt uUi| 909,100 IVashlngton i^treet, - CHICAGO.

This Trade=Mark ° '"
'

*^ Receptacles,
Rosettea, Mains and
Branches, EdisonCut-Outfl

je1» Guarantees Satisfaction
Switches, etc.

PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CHICAQO.

P
ATENTS.
GEO. R. HAMLIN, Patent Lawyer,

800 H St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

Booklet: "Informationfor Inventors,'*
free. Specialty: Electrical Inventions,

Henry H. Humphrey,
Consulting
Electrical Engineer.

Central Lighting Stations,
Electric Power Transmission.

543, 544 and 545 Century Bldg., St. Lou is.

Kentucky

Incandescent
KENTUCKY ELECTRICAL

Ohicago Agent, J. W. Brooks, 60S Plymouth Bldg.

LAMPS |7cCO., Owensboro, Ky. m U
oks.eOS Plymouth Bids. ^" ^^^

Cfi

THE LEA J?

Enclosed Arc Lamp
FOR ALL CIRCUITS.

One Piece Clutch.

No Sliding Contacts.
Does not feed through Clutch.

Spun Aluminum Case.
10-inch Globe with full size Carbon.

Artistic in design, light in weight, and
mechanically perfect.

Catalogue for the asking.

ALDEN & CO., AGENTS,
MARQUETTE BLDG., CHICAGO.

LEA ARC LAMP CO.
ANDERSON, IND.

BATTERY JARS.
Machine-made Battery Jars are Better and

stronger than tbe hand-blown, being more Uni-
form and of Equal Distiibution.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR OUR JAR.
We are the only concern making Battery Jars

by machinery.

THE GILCHRIST JAR CO.,
E24 Drexel Building, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

F BELL.
PURE
PLATINUM
CONTACTS.

HUEBEL& MANGER.
286 GRAHAM STREET. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

COAL AND ASHES HANDLING
MACHINERY, SHAFTING, PULLEYS,

CLUTCHES, PATENT MACHINE-MOULDED
HOPE SHEAVES, ETC.

CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION.

LINK- BELT MACHINERY CO.,
Engineers, Founders, Machinists.

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

mh j/UKJynJ^

K} J

mniAAMJ^.

JOHN T. McROY
302 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

138WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO

YOU ARE TAKING CHANCES
If you buy an Arc Lamp without
first giving the subject thorough
investigation.

THE ^'BELDEN" SYSTEM

has many superior points that

have convinced others.

Our illustrated catalog tells

what an Arc Lamp SHOULD
BE and what THE BELDEN
IS.

Belden-Larwill Electric &

Mfg. Co.,

FT. WAYNE, IND.
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rilANK N. PHILLIPS, President.
•. H. WAGENSEIL, Treasupicii.

EUGENE F. PHtLLIPS.
GCNCBAl. Manaqeh.

E. ROWIAND PHILLIPS. Vlcc-pBEi
C. R. REMINQTON, JR., Sec.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
f

' • - PEOTIDEJICE, B. I.
'

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MACNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New Tobk Store, W. J. Watson, 26 Cortlandt St.
Chicago Store, F. E. Donahoe, 241 Madison St.
Montreal Branch, Eugene F. Ftallllpa' Electrical Works.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIPSDALE, R. I.

Water-Wheel Governor
Regulates the turbines used on elec-

tric railway load in the Niagara
Falls H3'draulic Power & Manufac-
turing Company's plant.

We build governors adapted to

all makes of water-wheels, working
under all conditions. 70, 000 horse
power in use. We guarantee the

best speed regulation which can be 3
obtained under any conditions.

Address

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR COMPANY,
NO. 61 HAMPSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASSi

P
ATEIMTS.
PACE i DURAND,

SOLICITORS OF AMERICAN AND
FOREIGN PATENTS.

Adams Ex. BIdg., 186 Dearborn St.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Six Years with General Electric Company.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,
Counsellor at Law,

No. 66 Broadway, - NEW YORK CITY.

Patent Causes. Patent Soliciting.

or your money back when you buy a C & H Rheostat.
3,000 standard motor starters and motor speed regu-
lators constantly in stock from which we can make

approved by tire underwriters. Send for illustrated

Your Money's Worth
immediate shipment. Reliable; tirepoof;
catalogue W and discount sheet.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFC. CO.,
MILWAUKEE, WIS. NEW YORK OFFICE, I 36 LIBERTY STREET.

We are the largest and oldest exclusive manufacturers of Rheostats tn the world.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
MANUFACTURERS OF

STEEIi OrXLET AXD JUNCTION BOXES,
SWITGHBOABDS, FAHEIi BOABBS, SWITCEES, BTO.

iJTIOJK, ^K^Ai

The Direct-Reading Ohmmeter
The Only Instrument to
Measure a Resistance

Quickly and Accurately
The American Electric Soeciaity Co.,

123 Liberty St., N. Y. City.

Electrical Instruments. Automatic Switches
Arc Lamps, Special Machinery.

Agents for CHAS. WIRT & CO.,
Telephone, 128 oortlandt. Khpostats and Brushes.

NATIONAL OODE STANDARD

O.K," Weatherproof wire.

Slow-Bnrning Weatlierproof

and Sloi-Burnmg Wire,

Prices and Samples on Application,

Phillips Insulated Wire Go.!

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.

fl M'CORMICK TURBINE.
On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,

Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Gives a liigher percentage of useful effect than any other water-wheel
heretofore made. All sizes, right and left hand, are built from patterns per-
fected under systematic tests in the Holyoke Testing B'lume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and those contem-
plating the improvement of powers, will find it to their interest to confer
with us, as we are willing to guarantee results where others have failed, no
matt^ what make of turbine has been in use. STATE REOUIREriENTS
AND SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

8. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.

WANTED ^"^^r
CEO. F. SCHWALM CO.,

FOR SPOT CASH
BURNED OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND BASES.

Fr^i-tu I'aKt ari'l Hiyhe^t Pfi.-*-; <i.i;ir;uit.-M.

HARRISON. N.J.

CONQUERED."''ELECTROLYSIS
Electrolysis Proof

CONDUITS.
An absolute non-conductor.

Perfect insulation guaranteed.
Allows no moisture to accumulate. Noscratching of cables. No weak joints. No breakage. No
deterioration. Freight charges extremely light. Costs less to lay than other conduits. Made in
7-foot lengths; 3-inch internal diameter; weight 21bs to foot, i^lanufacturers of Electrolysis
Proof Insulating materials, Conduits. Laterals, Distributing Box and Post Linings, Moist Proof
Jlanhole Linings, Pipe Covering, Etc.

OFFICE, 605, 606 Manhattan BIdg.. CHICAGO, ILL.
FACTORY, BLUE ISLAND.ELECTROLYSIS PROOF CONDUIT MFG. CO.

fLECnOQALVANIZfD (ONDU/T
INTERIOR ,»in(ONI>Uir

RICHMOND! CONDUIT CO.

Price

52.00,

Delivered.

A THOROUGH school for the beginner—a valuable
reference book for the expert. If not found sat-

isfactory money refunded upon return of book in

good condition. Contains a dictionary defining 1,500
electrical words, terms and phrases. It carries you from
the fundamental principles of electricity to the finished

dynamo.
E. E. 'Waugaman.
Electrical Wireman. Kittanting. Pa.
Cleveland Armature Works. Cleyetand, Ohio.
Gentlemen:—I received your book, Practical Electric-

ity, and would not part with it for four times its cost If I
could notgetanotheroopy. Yours truly. E. R. Wauga.-man.

CLEVEUNDARMATUREWORKS, 1281 Hamilton St., Cleveland, 0.

UNDELL Yaws
NU5E.

|fficie»S>'

)opulartty

5^"' BOSTOIS

use: YOtj
Are "well up" in ELECTRICITY, are YOU as well posted in the matter of

ECONOMY in your STEAM PLANT?
THE IMPROVED ROBERTSON THOMPSON INDICATOR will show you if engine is working economically

and developin;,' full power for amount of fuel consumed. The most modern. Fully guaranteed.
One-third lower in price than others.

EUREKA PACKING makes a tighter joint with Jess friction, lasts two to three times longer, and costs
no more than poor packing,'. EUREKA has the largest sale of any packing made.

HINE ELIMINATOR, ihr nmst .Mine.ssful device for separating water from live steam, and extracting
oil from i'\ti!iii.-t -.iriijii 'j'housands in use. Sent out on approvah Prices very low.

ROBERTSON FEED WATER HEATER because of its return system will heat the water to 206 to 210°
wtlh e.\liausL ^tuam, and shows more economy in fuel than any other. Moderate in price.

Send for Catalogue.

JAS. l; ROBERTSON & SONS, 1 98 Fulton Street, New York.
branches: BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA.
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WANTED.
Inspector for telephone exchange of 400

phones. Single man preferred. State experi-
ence and salary expected, Permanent position
to rigbt party. Address "INSPECTOR," care of
Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building,
Chicago.

WANTED.
Electrical Instrument

Makers Wanted.
First-class, steady men on ammeter and volt-

meter work. Must thoroughly understand the
work. Write

42 Center Street, Lynn, Mass.

WANTED.
Telephone working foreman wanted In Eng-

land, well up in cable laying party wire, bridg-
ing, series and automatic systems. Slate age,
wages and where employed. "ENGLAND." care
Western Electrician, 510 Marquette building,
Chicago.

WANTED TO BUY.
We are in the market for good second-hand

high-speed Automatic and Corliss engines. We
want several such at once. Write us, giving
full particulars.

CAMP ENGINEERING CO.,

ISSouth Canal street, Chicago, III.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
Dr. J. S. Romine of Chadroa. Neb.,

will sell SIO.OOO stock of Chadron Elec-
tric Light and Power Co. for $3,000
cash; balance stock, $4,000, held by
J. D, Bacon of Chadron, a retired
banker, he will sell on account of my
selling, for $2,000 cash or on time, or

keep his stock. Plant cost over $16,000;
no bonds, mortgages or debts; no other
light plant; city contract. Coal, $2.95
per ton. Pure city spring water. City
of 3,000, healthy, good school, academy,
six churches. Business can be greatly
increased. Reason for selling, age and
business keep me away all the time.

FOR SALE.
50,000 1^4^ oak pins, painted.
10,000 cross-arm braces. Great bargain.

STAFFORD & EVANS, Ltd.,
Steinvtay Hall, Chicago.

FOR SALE.
Five SlatioT Thomson Recording Wattmeters,

for Series Arc Light circuits; sizes as follows:

2 65-Light, 9.6 Amperes.
2 65-Lig:ht, 6.6 Amperes.
I 35-Lighty 6.6 Amperes.

These rreters are very accurate, were u.sed
eight months, are in perfect condition, and com-
ple e with resistance boxes; have taken out our
high tensio 1 circuit, hence sale at a special
bargain.

The Dearborn Power Company,
1675 Old Colony BIdg., Chicago.

SECOND-HAND
Dynamos and Motors.

We invite correspondence
with those wishing to

buy or sell.

SCHUREMAN & HAYDEN,

140 S. Clinton St., Chicago.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

WALSH'S SONS & CO.,
S6O Washington St.. Newark. N. J.

AUCTION SALE.—
Entire Property of The

CoTington, Ky.,
Notice is hereby given tha.1 pursuant to an

order in bankruptcy, in the matter of the
Suburban Electric Company, a corporation
organized uuder the laws of the state of
Kentucky, bankrupt, No. 276, in the Dis-
trict Court of the United Stares for the Dis-
trict of Kentucky, 1 will, on the 25th day
of September, 1900, at 10 o'clock a. m., at the
Scott street entrance of the United States
Court in Covington, Ky., sell at public auc-
tion to the highest bidder, all the property,
real and personal, of every kind and de-
scription belonging to the Suburban Electric
Company, bankrupt, Including all the rights,
privileges and franchises, except the fran-
chise to be a corporation, and also its

electric lighting plant, power station, ma-
chinery, engines, boilers, dynamos, electric
machines, electric lampt, und other appli-
ances and appurtenances, poles, lines, wires
and all contracts, claims and demands, and
all other property of every kind and de-
scription, also the following described real
estate belonging to the said bankrupt, situ-

ated in the city of CO'Vingtou, Kentooi
County, Kentucky,, and bounded as follows:

1. lieginniog at a point on the east line
of Madison avenue at the northeast corner
of Madison avenue and an alley runniug
parallel to and between Fourth and Fifth
streets; thence nortiiwardly along the east
line of said Madisou avenue towards L''ounh
street ninety (90) feet; thence at right angles
to Madison avenue one hundred and ninety
(190) feet to another alley; thence with said
other alley and at right angles to said tirst-

named alley ninety (90) feet to said lirst*

named alley; thence westwardly along the
same one hundred and ninety (190) feet to
the place of beginning.
And also the following described piece of

real estate belonging to said bankrupt, situ-

ated in the city of Newport, Campbell
County, Kentucky, to wit:

2. Lot No. 2G0 in the Cotes Brilliant Lot
& Home Company's subdivision, fronting
thirty (30) feet on the west side of Park
avenue, and extending back one hundrei!
and twenty (120) feet to an alley.

BANKRUPT SALE.
Nnbnrban £Iectric Co..
Offered ror Sale.

The Cist tiiict of rtal estate above de-
scjlbed will be sold subjcot to suoli lieu as
Caroline JJ. Smith, Frank F. Smitb, hor hus-
band, and George M. Casey, or either of
theoa, may have upon said real estate, which
lien is as yet undetermined In amount.
The property above described will be sold

free from any and all Ileus or encumbrauees
except the iien or encumbrance in favor of
Caroline B. Smith, Prank P. Smith, her hus-
band, and George M. Casey, upon the said
first described real estate aforesaid.
The second piece of real estate described

aforesaid will be sold separately.
All the balance of the real estate, and all

the other property and assets of every kind,
and the rights, privileges and franchises of
the Suburban Electric Company will be
sold as an entirety and as a going concern.
The terms of the sale will be one-third (%)

cash, to be paid upon the confirmation of
the sale, the balance in equal installments
of six and twelve months from date of sale
deferred payments to draw six (Bf) per cent
Interest and to bo secured by lien upon the
property sold and also by bond with sure-
ties satisfactory to the referee in bank-
ruptcy herein: or purchaser may pay cash
for said property upon the confirmation of
the sale. No bid for said property will be
received from any bidder who shall not
place in the hands of the undersigucd at
the time of making said bid, as a pledge
that said bidder will make good his bid It
the sale is confirmed, the sum of fifteen
thousand (115,000) dollars, which sum of
fifteen thousand dollars will be credited
upon the first payment of the purchase
money for said sale.
Inspection of property invited. Pull infor-

mation given upon application at the oflice
of the bankrupt in Covington, Ky.

CHAKLBS H. SHAW,
Trustee in Baukruptcy of the Suburban

Klectric Company.
SIMHALI. & GALVIN,

Atloriicys for 'J'rustee in Bankruptcy.

CARGENT & LUNDY,

Engineers,

II40 MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO.

FREDERICK SARGENT. A. D LUNDY.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,
NOTRE DAME, INDIANA.

Classics, Letters, Economics and History, Journalism,
Art, Science. Pharmacy, Law, Civil, Mechanical and
Electrical Enprineering, Architecture.
Thorough Preparatory and Commercial Courses.

Ecclesiastical students at special rates.
Kooni9 free. Junior or Senior Year, Collegiate

Cour.=eH. Rooms to Rent, moderate charge.
St. Edward's hall, for hoys under 13.

The 57th year will open September ith, 1000. Cata^
logues Free. Addre'^s

REV. A. MORRISSEY. C. S. C. President.

REPAIRS
rVERVTHING ZLECTRICAL

WRITE US

RoBT.L. McOuAT^

INDIANAPOLIS JND. REPAIRS
iio-Volt Incandescent Dynamos.

2 12-ligbt Edison, % K. W.
1 16-light Lundell, self-oUer.
1 25-IigLt C. & 0., self-oiler.
1 35-Ught Westinghouse, self-oiler.
1 36-Iigbt Bernard, self-oiler.
1 50-ligbt Hawbeye, self-oiler.

1 50-liglit Bain, self-oiler.

1 50-light Card, self-oiler.
1 50-light Nowotny, self-oiler.

1 50-ligbt C. & C, self-oiler.
1 55-ligbt Edison, 3 K. W., self-oiler.

1 80-light Wood, self-oiler.
1 110-ligbt Edison, 6 K. W., compound.
1 90-light Westinghouse.
1 160-Iight Rockford.
1 210-light Triumph, self-oiler.
1 250-light Westinghouse, horizontal type.
1 250-light Commercial, comp., self-oiler.

1 250-light Siemens & Halske, 15 K. W..
multipolar.

1 260-light National, compound, self-oiler.

1 270-light T.-H.. comp., self-oiler.

3 270-light Westinghouse. M. P., slow speed,
1 340-light Eddy, self-oiler, compound.
2 3o0-ligbt Hawkeye, comp. wound.
1 350-light National, self-oiler, compound.
1 360-ligbt Rockford, self-oiler, compound.
1 350-light Edison, 20 K. W., shunt.
3 350-light Edison, 20 K. W., self-oilers.

1 350-nght Edison, 20 K. W., self-oiler, com-
pound.

1 400-Iight Wood. M. P., self-oiler, 25 K. W.
1 450-iight Edison, 25 K. W., self-oller.

1 450-Iigbt Rockford. self-oiler.

1 540-light Edison, 30 K. W.
4 540-light Edison, 30 K. W.. self-oilers.

4 540-Hght Edison, 30 K. W., self-oilers.
compound.

1 600-light Elckmeyer.
1 700-light Siemens & Halske, 40 K. W.,

multipolar, slow speed.
2 700-llght Westinghouse, 10 pole, slow

speed, 40 K. W., sclf-oilcrs.

1 800-light Rockford. self-oiler, new arm't.
4 800-Ilght Edison, 45 K. W., self-oilers.

1 1350-light Waddcll-En/„ SO K. W., M. P..

direct connected to 125 H, P.,

self-oIllng, 14x14 engine.

320-Volt Generators.

1 9 K. W. Lundfll, sclf-nijcr.

1 10 K. W. Lundell, self-oller, multipolar,
slow speed.

1 12 K. W. Eddy, st-lf-oller, new arm't.
1 12 K. W. WoHllnghouHe, multipolar, self

oiler.

1 25 K. W. Edison, Holf-oiler.

1 25 K. W. E. iV C, nitilllpf'Inr, slow speed.
1 45 K. W. Edison, Hclf-oHer, new arm't,

compound.
1 :/> K. W, Westinghouse, self-oiler, hori-

zontnl lype, compound,
1 200 K. W. CrockorAVhocler, mulllpolar,

slow Kpecd, practically nt.w.

regory:
ELECTRIC CO.

54-62 5.CUNTOM 5T. CHICAGO.

50o-Volt Qenerators.
2 15 K. W. Edison, self-oiJers.
1 25 K. W. T.-H., self-oiler, D. 25, com-

pound.
1 25 K. W. Edison, self-oiler.
1 30 K. W. Jenney, self-oiler.
1 35 K. W. Jonne.v, self-oiler, compound.
1 85 K. W. Mather, self-oiler.
1 45 K. W. Edison, compound, self-oiler.
1 150 K. W. Detroit (liae), multipolar, com-

pound, self-oiler.

1 lOO H. P. 500-volt Westinghouse, Kodak
set generator and comp. en-
glue.

Alternating Qenerators.
1 350-iight Thomson-Houston, A. 18, comp.
1 600-light Bain, 30 K. W., self-oiler, toothed

armature.
2 600-iight Thomson-Houston, A. 6, 30 K. TV.
1 GOOlight Tbonisou-Houston, 30 K. W.,

Iwo-phase.
1 60O-llght T.-H., 30 K. W., slotted arma-

ture, compound, self-oiler.
1 650-llght Thomson-Houston, A. 35, s. o.,

composite wound.
2 750-light 'Westinghouse, self-oilers, ?nVs K.

W.
1 1000-light Wood, 50 K. W., self-oiler,

toothed armature, comp.
1 1200-llght Westinghouse. 60 K. W., seif-

oiier, compound, toothed arm't.
1 1200-light General Electric, A. CO, compos-

ite wound, toothed armature,
self-oiler.

2 1300-light T.-H., A. 70, 1100 volts, sclt-
ojlers. compound wound.

2 1400-light Westinghouse, 70 K. W., brand
new.

2 SCOO-llght Westinglioiisc, 300 K. W., toolhert
armature, composile wound,
self-oilers, outboard bearings.

Arc Dynamos.
1 20-llght 2000 C. r. Western Electric.
1 25-llght 2000 C. P. T.-H., ball armature.
1 25-llKht 2000 C. P. T.-H.. ring armature.
1 20-Ilght 20O0 C. P. Western Electric,

Arc Dynamos.—Continued.

35-light
35-light
40-light
40-light
45-light
45-light
45-light

50-light
50-light

2000 C.
2000 C.
2000 O. P.
2000 C. P.
1200 C. P.
1200 C, P.
1200 C. P.

1200 O.
1200 C.

light 2000 0. P. Brush, No. 7, Steuben-
rausch commutator.

T.-H., I,. D. 2.

T.-H., ring armature.
Wood, No. 7.

Western Electric, s. p.
T.-H., M. 12, bail armt.
T.-H., M. 12, ring aruit.
Brusli, No. 7, Steuben-
rauseh commutator.

1 50-light 2000 C. P. Excelsior, latest type,
newly rewound field

and armature.
T.-H., L. D. 12.

T.-H., L. D., 12, new
riug arm't, self-oiler.

1 50-light 200O C. P. T.-H., M. D., 2, self-
oiler, ring armature.

MOO O. P. West. Elec., selt-oiler.
2000 0. P. Brush, No. VA.
2000 C. P. West. Elec., self-oilers.

2000 C P. Westinghouse, self-
oiler.

2000 C. P. Wood, No. S.

Brush, No. 8, new arma-
ture, Stcubenrausch
commutators.

Standard, self-oiler, air
insulated commutator.

Westingh'se, self-oilers.
Excelsior, latest typo,
self-oilers, tine.

50-light :

60-light ;

60-light ;

60-light

60-light
65-Jight 2000 C. P.

1 75-light 1200 0. P.

2 75-llght
3 125-light

2000 C.
1200 O.

iio-Volt Motors.
1 Vi H. P. Spraguc.
1 i/i H. P. Elbridge.
1 1/2 H. P. Roth.
1 % H. P. Keller, solf-oiler.
2 1 H. P. Belding, M. P.
1 1 H. P. Roth, self-oller. new armature
2 1 H. P. Edison, % K. W., scit-oilers.

1 1 H. P. Lundell, solt-oller.

1 1% H. P. C. & O., self-oller.

1 2 H. P. Bernard, self-oiler.
1 3 H. I'. ITawlieve.
1 3 II. P. Wesliiighousc.
1 3 H. I'. Jennev, .self-oller.

no Volt Motors.—Continued.
13 H. P. Bain, self-oiler.
13 H. P. NoiYotny, self-oiler.
15 H. P. Wood.
13 H. P. Card. self-oiler, Manchester

type.
13 H. P. C. & C, self-oiler.

320-Voit Motors.
1 1 H. P. Eddy, self-oiler.
2 1 H. P. E. & C, new, self-oilers, M. P.
1 3 H. P. Kester, self-oiler.

1 3 H. P. Gen. Elec, type I. B., self-

oiler.

1 5 H. P. Eddy, ring type, self-oiler.

1 5 H. P. AVestinghouse, self-oiler.

1 714 H. P. Roth, self-oller.

1 7y. H. P. Edison, self-oiler.

1 10 H. P. Lundell, self-oiler.

1 12 H. P. Lundell. 10 K. W., multipolar,
self-oiler, slow speed.

1 15 H. P. Eddy, self-oiler, new arm't.
1 15 H. P. Westinghouse, multipolar, self-

oiler, 15 K. W.
1 30 H. P. Edison, 25 K. W.. self-oller.

1 40 H. P. E. & C, multip. lar, slow sp?ed.
1 50 H. P. Northern, M. P., self-oiler,

newly rewound throughout.
1 60 H. P. Edison, self-oiler, 45 K. W.
1 60 H. P. Westinghouse, horizontal type,

self-oiler.

1 75 H. P. Sprague, self-oiler, new arm't.

500-Voit Motors.
2 1 H. P. Crocker-Wheeler, self-oilers,

slow speed.
1 1 H. P. O. & C self-oller.

1 2V- H. P. Wood, self-oller.

13 H. P. Toledo, self-oller.

13 H. P. Hobart, self-oiler.

2 3'/- H. P. Rockford, ironclad, self-oilers.

15 H. P. D. & D.
1 7V. H. P. Edison, self-oller.

1 10 H. P. Eddy, self-oiler, multipolar.

1 10 H. P. Card, M. P., self-oiler, slow sp.

1 15 H. P. Eddv, self-oiler.

2 18 H. P. C. & C, self-oilers.

1 20 H. P. Conimereinl, self-oller.

1 30 H. P. T.-H., selt-oiler, D. 26.

1 30 H. P. Edison, 25 K. W., self-oller.

1 35 H. P. Jenney, self-oller

1 40 H. P. Mather, self-oiUr.

1 60 H. P. Edison. 45 K. W., self-oller.

Alternating-Current Motors.

SINGLE PHASE.
I Vi H. P. Stanley, 100 volts. JGOOO alterna-

tions, single-phase.
II H. P. Ft. Wayne, 100 v., 125 cycle, self-

oller, single-phnse.
16 H. P. Wagner, single-phase, 60 cycle,

200 vol Is.

TRANSFORMERS, METERS AND ARC LAMPS.
NOTICE.—All machineB are actually In ttock roady tor prompt delivery. All machines are guaranteed. Write tor particulars and send for MONTHLY BARGAIN SHEET with net cash price.
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Victor Turbines Operating Dynamos.

We also have a tuli line of

modern patterns for Gears
and Power Transmission
nachinery.

That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of supe-
riority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REIMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, High Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

THE STILWELL-BIERGE & SMITH-YAILE CO.,
257 Lehman Street, DAYTON, OHIO.

TIm Standard Open Circuit Batteriea

of the World.

BEaro 70B CIBOIJLA.B AND FBIOIS.

THE LECLANCH^ BAHERY CO..
Ill ts 117 East 131st St^N.V,

BARGAINS in ELECTRICAL MACHINES.
The following list of thoroughly overhauled machines are in stock

and ready for prompt delivery.

DYNAMOS-
110-Volt Incandescent.

One 12-light Elbridge-

One 5C-light Nowotny, new.

One 100-light Daft.

One 250-light U. S.

One 350-light Davis.

One 800-light G. E.

One 1.800-light Ft. Waync.new.

DYNAMOS-ARC.
One Brush, 1-llght, 3,000 c. p.

One Brush, 3-light, 2,000 c. p.

One Amer. Wood, 20-light,
2,000 c. p.

One West. Elec, 30-llght,
2,000 c. p.

One Ft. \Va\ne Wood, 35-llght,
1,200 c. p.

One T. H. L. D., 35-llght.
2,000 c. p.

ALTERNATORS.
One 3A Slattery.
One A60 G. E.

STEWART
ELECTRICAL

CO.,
;. E. Cor. Fifth

and Sycamore,

CINCINNATI, 0.

GENERATORS.
One Wood b. p.. 500 v., 45 k. w.
One T.-H. m-p.75.500 v..75 k.w.
One Edison b. p.,500 v.. luu k.w.

IIO-VOLT MOTORS.
One Diehl, J h. p.
One Edison, ?i h. p.
One Elbridge, f^i h. p.
One Card, 1 h. p.

One Sprague. 1 h. p.
One Nowotny, 3 h. p.
One Daft, 10 b. p.
One U. S., 20 b. p.
OueQ. C, 28 h. p.

220-V0LT MOTORS.
One Nowotny. 1 h. p., new.
One Nowotay, 1 h. p.
One Davis, 5b. p.
One Daft, 10 h. p.

OneE. R. &, C. C. 10 h. p.
One Edison b. p.. 15 h. p.

500-VOLT MOTORS.
One Davis, 20 b. p.
One Erusb, 25 b. p.
One Wood b. p., 60 b. p.
OneT.-H. m. p. 15. 90b. p.
One Kdison, 100 k. \v.. 120 b. p.

movr STUDENTSs>^

StlCCEED
INCREASED SALARY.

I was pctting^ $30 a montli as

assistant in an Electric Light-
ing Plant when I took up the
Electrical Engineering Course.
Since that time, I have passed
fourCivil Service Examinations,
and have had my sal.irj- raised

four times. I am now getting
587 per month, and can truth-

fully say that 1 owe my success

to correspondence instruction.

R.G. ELLIOTT.
Dannemora, N. Y,

MACHINIST TO ENGINEER.

Sterlings Extra Insulating Varnish, New Process.
Sterling Extra Insulating Varnlsb, Old Process.

Sterling Extra Black Finishing Varnish.
Sterling Bleck Air Drying Varnish.

Sterling Black Core Plate Varnish.

THE STERLING VARNISH CO., PITTSBURG, PA.. U. S. A.

id The IntcI

tional Correspondence Schools
as being one of the best means
through which to obtain an edu-

cation. The method employed
is simple and easily understood

.

At the time I enrolled. I wa.s

holding a posil

and SI . la iv chief
forj.S.&T.Elkinton

Philadelphia. Pa.

WM. R.HORNER,
Philadelphia Pa.

SI2 to S70, lo Small HoDthly [Dstallmeats, pays for a

Salary-Raising Education
In Electrical Engineering, Electric Light and Power,

Telephony. Telegraphy. Steam, Mechanical.

and Civil Engineering.

ESTABLISHED 1891. CAPITAL. |i.SO0,O0O.

ScJidfor Circulars and Local References.

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS.

Box lOOZ.ScraDtDD, Peona.

Machiner) and Supplies at Bargain Prices.
We have the largest establishment of Its kind on earth. Our plant and yards cover over a million feet of space. Ws an constantly buying factories and

buildings. OUR MACHINERY HALL, a space 105x360 feet, is filled to oveiflowing with a complete assortment of machinery and electrical apparatus. WE PUR-

CHASED THE OMAHA EXPOSITION, THE WORLD'S FAIR, THE CHICAGO POSTOFFICE BUILDINGS, ETC. Our facHitles for rebuilding machinery are unsurpassed.

We furnish a binding guarantee with all goods purchased. Our stock is constantly being added to. The following items are quoted, subject to prior sale:

One Jso. 8 Multipolar Machine, 75 K.W., 500-voli,

speed 750. 150 to ICOh. p., Thomson-Houston.
One Allis Corliss engine. 26x48 in., 400 h. p.

One Replogle Eleciric Water-Wheel Governor.
One No. 1 Russell high-speed auto, engine, 7x16.

One 60 arc light Wood dynamo, 2,000 c. p.

One 620-light General Electric dynamo with 52-

volt exciter.

38 assorted Transformers.
One Station Transformer and Ground Tester with

three miles of Nos.4 and 6 Weatherproof Wire.
One AVe-itinghouse Alternator and Fan Motor.

16,000 alt., 100 volts.

One 14x24 Box Bed engine, shaft 8 ft. long, %\ in.

diam.
OneM. P. 80 T.-H., 500-volt Railway Generator.
One D. 62 T.-H. 500-volt Railway Generator.
Two 25 S. S., V. 500, speed 900, Nos. 1041 and 1039

T.-H. Railway Generator.
One 15x14 Ideal engine.
One 14x14 Ideal engine.
One 12x18 Lansing engine.
One 25-light, 2,000 c. p. Westinghouse low-ten-

sion are dynamo.
Two 50-light Standard arc dynamos.
One 20-light Sperry arc dynamo.
One 500-light, 100-volt Edison dynamo.
One 1,000-hght 1,000-volt Wood Ft. Wayne al-

ternating dynamo, complete with .switch-

board and exciter.

One 1,000-light, 1,000-volt Westinghouse dyna-

mo, complete with switchboard and exciter.

One 1,200-light Slattery alternating dynamo.
One portable Weston ammeter, reading from

to 150.

Two Thompson alternating ammeters, reading
from to 100.

Fifty 10, 20, 40 and SO ampere Westinghouse
house meters.

200 series arc lamps, different makes.
Rubber-covered, weatherproof and bare copp,»r

wire.

5,000 assorted sizes clear and opal arc globes.

One 18x42 Frick Corliss engine.
One 20x32 Watertown automatic engine.
One 18x28 Watertown automatic engine.
One 12x20x14 Ball compound engine.
One 9%xl6xl4 Payne compound engine.
One Armington & Sims cross-compound con-
densing engine, 30x20x15.

One 15x14 Ideal automatic engine.
One 14%xl3 Armington & Sims auto, engine.

One 12x21 Buckeye automatic engine.
One 12x12 Armington & Sims automatic engine.

One 12x12 Ideal automatic engine.
One 250 h. p. Baragwanath feed-water heater.

One Stilwell-Blerce live steam heater and puri-

fier.

One 150 h. p. Berryman heater.

One 125 h. p. 'Baragwanath heater.

One 500 h. p. Hanover independent condenser.
Two 72x16 horizontal tubular boilers.

One 60x18 'horizontal' tubular boiler.

Two 60x16 horizontal tubular boilers.

Five 54x16 horizontal tubular boilers.

Two 54x14 horizontal tubular boilers.

Two 48x16 horizontal tubular boilers.

Two 48x14 horizontal tubular boilers.

Ten Hill friction-clutch pulleys. 52x22x6 inch
bore, doublearm, double crown, double belt.

3 Thompson recording wattmeters, 10 ampere.
2 Thompson recording wattmeters, 15 ampere.
2 Thompson recording wattmeters, 25 ampere.
1 12x24 engine made by Zeahm Bros.
1 20x22 Corliss engine.
1 9x12 center crank engine.
1 12x12 center crank engine.
1 7x10 slide valve center crank.
1 3x5 upright engine.
1 80 h. p. A. B. Farquahar Co. engine.

,

I horizonlal pattern Lansing engine, 12-in. stroke.

1 10x18 stationary engine.

1 12x20 Sinker & Davis engine.
1 diamond drill, Bullock IMfg. Co., capacity 1500 ft.

1 Crane passenger elevator.

1 14x24 box bed engine.
1 E. P. Allis coil heater for 80 h. p. engine.
1 25 h. p. Portable engine and boiler.

1 Atlas automatic engine, 9x14.

1 New York safety engine, 9x10.
1 30 h. p. stationary engine.

1 40 h. p. steel tubular boiler. 44x14.
1 9x14 Atlas automatic engine.

OIIB CATAliOGIJE NO. 150 IS AN BDUCATOB. ASK. FOB IT STTBE. WBITE TO-BAX.

E \A/FRECKIIM
West 35th and Iron Streets, CHICAGO.
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A PERFECT

DESK PHONE.
Adjustable Head, Platinum Contacts,

Auxiliary Springs in Receiver and
Transmitter, Silk Cords.

Material Used, Workmanship,
Fine Finish and Results Considered

make it the Cheapest and the Best.

Swedish-American

Telephone Co.,
Nos.69,7land73W.JacksonBlv(l.,

CHICAGO.

HUGO SCHUMACHER, Prest.

J. A. AEIiOGAST, Vlce-Prest.

MAX SCHUMACHER, Sec'y and Treas.

M. GARL, Supt.

Garl Electric

Company,
AKRON, OHIO.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
1015 Monad nock Building.

Hotel or House
Telephone.

Sole Patentees and
Manufacturers of

Garl Railway, Hotel and Factory Telephone

Systems. Garl Electric Gun for Fire

and Burglar Alarms.
intercommunicating
Factory Telephone.

J. H. VAN VLISSINGEN, Prest. W. C. HEINROTH. Treas. L. 6. BOWMAN, Secy and Gen'l Mgr.

WESTERN TELEPHONE
CONSTRUCTION CO.,

153-159 South Jefferson St., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE PIONEER COMPANY.

BETTER THAN EVER BEFORE.
SWITCHBOARDS, TELEPHONES, and other

HIGH GRADE APPARATUS.

Write for prices'. Orders filled promptly.

STANDARD

Telephone and Electric

Company,

MADISON, WIS.
Manufacturers and Importers

High Grade

Telephone Apparatus
EXCLUSIVELY.

WRITE FOR I900 CATALOGUE.

OUR !$TA]VDAR» POI/E-CHADiVER.

WARNER
GENERATORS
ARE THE BEST.
Our new telephone

ringer gets there when all

others fail. No telephone
exchange is complete with-

out one. We can furnish

a volume of testimony
to prove this.

CAN FILL ORDERS

PROMPTLY.

THE WARNER ELECTRIC CO.,
MUNCIE,

IND.

STERLING ELECTRIC CO.,
EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTUnCRS OF

BELL-STYLE TELEPHONE
»A.r^A.'T\Ji

FOB THS iniDElPEIKDENT FIEI.D.

Main Office and Factory at LAFAYETTE, INDi Branch Office, CKiicago.

CBICAGO OFFIC£, KTo. 1200 MONADHOCK BIIII.DIN6.
Eaatern RepreBentallve, COLUMBIA ELECT. SUPPLY CO., S3 Liberty St., NEW YORK CITY.

EUREKA ELECTRIC CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

THE LARGEST LINE OF HIGH-GRADE TELEPHONE APPARATUS,

CABLE HEADS, SWITCHBOARDS, TELEPHONES. IItaloIue.

NOS. 157-167 S. Canal St., CHICAGO, U. S. A.

No. 1900 hwmmimm mwmm co,

36 to 50 Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL.

Our new No. igoo Telephones with Disc Carbon Lightning

Arrester for SERIES and BRIDGING work are winners. Try them.

OUR CENTRALIZED RATTERY SYSTEM

is a. great success; likewise our

MULTIPLE SWITCHBOARDS.

Telephone Apparatus
Of All Kinds Manufactured.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL AND TOOLS LOWEST PRICES.

A BIG LOT OF SECOND-HAND PHONES, IN GOOD

ORDER, CAN BE HAD FOR A SONG.

Let us tell you about them.

Automatic Lightning Arrester.
Positive proteolion for telephones and switchboards

against any abnormal current.

No fuse to burn out, line is never open, service

never interrupted; it works automatically, is guar-

anteed not to burn out, requires no attention what-
ever after being installed.

It has less resistance than any other arrester,

resistance being less than one ohm.
The working parts are mounted on porcelain base

and are ornamental in appearance.
We put them up single for individual 'phones, and

in cabinets for exchange use; the cabinets require

but small floor space.
Protection without annoyance is what you want;

try this device on some of your toll or worst lines

a^d see for yourself what it will do.

Correspondence Solicited.

Butler-Taylor Co.,
Ravenna, Ohio.
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The Bruckner Electric Co., i
F. C. BBirCKNER, President.

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH-GRADE INTERIOR AND LONG-DISTANCE

TELEPHONES.
S^A/'i'tcl-iboards.

The very latest Hotel Telephone System and Automatic Intercom-

municating Telephone.

REASONARLE PRICES. PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

Get prices on our new CORDLESS MOVABLE ARM, a

great improvement over any other; also our NEW TRANS-
MITTER, conveying the sound of the voice almost to a

whisper. Specially adapted for Central-Energy Systems.

Carbon does not pack, nor deteriorate, because of the use of

high-voltage batterj'. I

THE BRUCKNER ELECTRIC CO.,
ELECTRICAL EXCHANGE BLD6.,

136 LIBERTY STREET,

BRANCH OFFICE AND FACTORY:

141 to ISSEastTwenty-FltthSt.,

YORK.
•»<»>»«»a»«»«»»»>»«»»»>»»»«»«»«»«^»»»»»»»»«

A SMALL TRIAL ORDER
WILL CONVINCE YOU THAT

KELLOGG APPARATUS
IS THE BEST THERE IS.

Common Battery and Magneto System for Small Exchanges.
Bridging Telephones—Series Telephones.

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY CO.,

229 S. GREEN STREET, CHICAGO.

TELEPHONE MEN AND ALL USERS OF
MAGNET COILS HAVEYOUR MAGNET COILS

WOUND BY MACHINERY
HERE'S THE OBJECT

LESSON-
A PLAIN FACT

These 28 spools containing 31 Iba. of
No.^6sini?lesiik-covered wire w.-ill cost you
»243tiet at 50 . JO. 10, 5 off list ; and there la
snfScient wire on these 28 spools to wind
1,000 600-ohm tridplug-i^ell magmetH. Your
winding labor will cos* you at least 65
additional, making a total co^t of your
own 1,000 mapuets Ilnished at factory, 6218,

The above box contains 1,000 "Duplex"
magnet windings. Kach winding is made
up of No. 36 wire, 600 ohma per winding,
and each winding has 10 per cent, more
turns than there are In the ordinary
wound magnet. Price. 8218.70 net. This
is 10 per cent. leas than your wire bill

and we charge nothing for winding.

WESTERN OFFICE, 505 FISKER BUILDING, CHICAGO.

THE VARLEY DUPLEX MA6NETC0. DOES IT BY MACHINERY

l387IilST.JERSEYCITYN.J. c^n'sf^^Ri^BLV^oNZY.

TELEPHONES
-FOK-

NATIONAL TOLL LINES
And Long-Dlstance Exchange Work

That stand unequaled. Never fall down. Can ship on

receipt of order if required.

o

c

o
o
c

a

CD

(D

^'Central Energy" System
FOR ANY SIZE EXCHANGE.

SWITCHBOARDS
Trunking for Exchanges up to i,ooo Lines.

Multiple for E.xchanges up to 20,000 Lines.

Correspondence solicited.

THE STROMBERG-CARLSON

TELEPHONE MFG. CO.,

70-82 W. JACKSON BLVD., CHICAGO, U. S. A.
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Send for Circular and

Prices.

k':iiHi:a^'-''''i^ii i!iiiii..o^[ii«i:miaji]iiiiif;,ji^Myiiiii|

Manufactured II by
II

y
HARTWIG & MILLER,

DETROIT, MJCH.

For Porcelain or Clay In-
sulating Specialties, such as
Bushings, Knobs or Cleats,
Address,
THEAKRON SMOKING PIPE CO.,

MOCADORE, OHIO

Telephone Men!
Read Webb's "Telephone Hand-
Book." Price, $i.oo. . . .

Electrician Publisiiing Company,
nlteSIO Haranette Bids-. Chlcas*.

ESTABLISHED 1 BSe.

NOfTcE 1

The old original

D. A. KUSEL

TELEPHONE AND

ELECTRIC

MFG. COMPANY,

1109 Pine St.,

ST. liOmS, BIO,

Theoldestand
most reliable
manufacturer of
telephones and
switcnboardB Id
the West. Write
forcatatogue
and price list.

D. A. KUSEL,

Proprietor.

h Sla-c^ and ^i/Aifi ?

MDNDNRDUTE
IS Tlie DIRECT LINC-

BETWEEN

CHICAGO.
INDIANAPOLIS,

CINCINNATI
AND

LOUISVILLE,
riTV nPFlTF 9^9 r\ ADK ST

-,,,^=-1^^ CMICAGO,

PROPOSITION.
to be a better instrument than those you now have,
the ROBERTSON Transmitter Exclusively.

PEERLESS ELECTRIC TELEPHONE COMPANY, Rio, Wis.

If you are dissatisfied with the
telephone you are using, no
matter who made it, order one
from us, and if it does not prove

return it at our expense. We use

TELEPHONE AND

CONST. SUPPLY CO.,
CHICAGO.

NEW CATALOGUE FREE,

AMERICAN" Str
ARE THE BEST. Send (or descriptive Circular.

Absolutely Non-infringing,
Protection Guaranteed.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
csT'D 1969. 171 S. Clinton St., Chicago, III,

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE SUPPLY CO.,
TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES,

19 SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO.
"Monarch" Galvanized Telephone Wire, "Extra BB" and "BB" Galvanized Telephone Wire, Hard-drawn
Copper Telephone Wire, Rubber Covered Wire, Weather-proof Iron Line Wire, Annunciator Wire. Office
Wire, Galvanized Steel Strand, Crosby Clips, Guy Clamps, Boston Cable lianpers. Turn Bucltlen, Mensen-
yer Pole Supports, Galvanized Thimbles, Guy Hods, Ground Rods, Stombaugli Guy Anchors, Eye Bolts,
Cross Arms, Urois Arm Braces, Pins and Brackets, Lafj'Screws and Bolts, Insulators, Knobs, Tools'ctc, etc.

DEALERS^nHCONTRACTORS
For Satisfactory Intercommunicating

Pratt Institute
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

TWO YEAR COURSES IN

APPLIED ELECTRICITY

STEAM & MACHINE DESIGN
Write for C.italogue and Particulars.

.VIADUGL
BALTIMORE, MAKE

TELEPHONES
At bottom prices, write to

THOMAS, WILCOX & DIETZ, Cleveland, Ohio.

Send for complete catalogue of

MAGNETO BELLS, TELEPHONES,
MEDICAL BATTERIES and

ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES.
All Ooods Hieh Grade in Every Respect

MIANUS ELECTRIC CO., - Mianus. Conn.

EAGLE
INSULATING

VARNISH.

Best made, light col-
ored, remains elastic.

Send for sample and
be convinced.

Eagle Paint & Varnish Works,
PITTSBURG. PA.

THE ROCK OF GIBRALTAR IS NO
FIRMER THAN A

Telephone Pole
Secured by the

Stofflbaugh Guy Anchor.
The cheapest and most effective method of

securely fastening Telephone, Telegraph and

Trolley Poles.

No holes to dig; bore them In the ground

and there they stay. "Brace up" the weak
points on your line and avoid further trouble-

W.N, MATTHEWS &
^ / ^ Z- St. Louis, Mo ,

'^J^fe:l&> .. .^^4^°r-^¥^Tffl*
~

I
General Western

Showing Manner of Securing. ^ ^

Descriptive Circular and Testimonials on Request.

Correspondence Invited.

Manufactured

pj^,L|p ^^y^^ ^'Ts. a""'"'

3Kto6 in. Diameter.

AND EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

PI PnTRlPA! Thousands are success-
LLLU I niUHL fui and gainlDg better po-j

F lini U rr n I kirt
^' t^^*^"^ ^^^ salaries study-j

CNblNttnlnb'"'^' '"-^^ borne by our mall,
system. We teach Elec-|

TAIIfiUT *rlcal Engineering, Mechanl
IHUUni cal Engineering, Mechanical

n\l mil Drawing, Electric Lighting,

Dl MAIL Telephony, Short Popular
Electrical Course, etc.,

by mail. Study In spare time only.
Institute endorsed by Thomas A. Edison
and others. Catalogue free. E'ectrical Enji'

neerlnst.. Dept.K. 240-2 W. 23d St., New York.

MclNTIRE'S PATENT

GONNECTOfiS UNO TERMINALS.
SpecttTl Connectors tor HflRD-ORAW,\ COPPER

WIRE, all sires. FUSED WIRE. FUSED
LINKS nr.d STRIPS.

TliEG. MclHTIRECO., 13 X (5 Franklin St..

NEWARK, N. J.

TRADE MARK.
Tested Fn«e IVire nuil Fnse Links.

Standaiit f^^r .AiT'iiracy.

In the manufacture or Fuses there (ire two essentials.

1ST, flccuHACv; 2d, uniformity.
The steady increase ill our business during the past

twelve years is the best evidence that our goods meet
all requirements.

All kinds of Telephone Fuses and Bases,
well made and at low price*.
CHICAGO FUSE WIRE & MFG. CO.,
S8-64N. JeffersoiiSI.,Cblcago 369 Broadway, New York.

Success
Comes only to those telephone exchanges which use the
BEST material. If you use our goods success is assured.

We can supply EVERYTHING USED WITH TELEPHONES.
No order too small for attention or too large for our capacity.

i(apl(] (l.'Ilvi.Tk's our rule, and each order flllecl with care. Larce
stocks alu'ajK on hand.

Teleijhones, every style and grade. Long and short backboards.
Klegant linUh and design. Prices that will suit. Hard rubber re-
cf-ivers. Oak or walnut woodwork. New Ideas In magneto bolla.
haeh Instrument guaranteed.

All kinds of ti-lephone supplies. New parts for old telephones.
Double-iioli' rt cciv-TS.

KlfjctiicNuis' tools, LlEbtnlng arresters, carbon and fuse. Ex-
tension buHs -standard and bridging. Circuit closers. Transmit-
ters of various styles. Repeating colls, Induction colls, construc-
tion material of all kinds.

Magnet

WRITE FOR CATALOCUEi

Central Teleptione & Electric Co,,

909 MARKET STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Our Specialty : The Best Stock —, ,, - ., ,,, _
of r,ne sizes of Single Silk lilB MClJeriTIld IVlTg. lO.,

Insulated Magnet Wire in the 907 S Camal Street
country. Also Double Silks....

Single and Double Cottons. CHICAGO, ILL.
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MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., 32 CORTLANDT STREET,

1,000,000 sold during the

past twelve months.

riesco Dry Battery-

Acknowledged the Best

Dry Cell Manufac-
tured.

Price each, 40c.

Standard size, S^^xGi^

We make all sizes.

Telephone Receivers.

Hard Rubber, each $1.25

Battery Zincs.

"We have purchased the plant of the Carr
Metal Company and can furnish the Carr com-
posite zincs in all forms and quality heretofore
supplied hy that company.

Trice .$6,00

We make a numher of different styles.

Telephone Outfit,

No. 14,

With our high-grade car-
bon transmitter, which
win be sent on approval
to responsible parties.

Price, with two cells Mes-
co Dry Battery, $9.00,

Alarm Clock Outfit, No.

Price, Outfit $3.75
" Clockonly 2 25

Pony Telephone Receiver.

Retail price, 90 cents.

Dlttmar Pocket Bat-
tery Gauge.

Will register the
strength of open or
closed circuit batter-
ies.

Price each, $3.50.

Desk Telephone Outfit,

No. II.

Price $9.00

We make a dozen differ-

ent ielephone Outfits.

Iron Box Bells, No. 97.

2^,3,3/3 and 4 Inch. Special prices

OUR PRICES given above do not fairly represent quotations to ttie trade or to parties ordering quantities.

WE MANUFACTURE a large percentage of the goods found in our catalogue. Catalogue No. li—Now Ready.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., 32 CORTLANDT STREET,

COTT ort

covt(ke.oco^vEREo MAGNET WIRE "vV«°eo

Plenty of it. All sires. Prices right.

Electro magnets built and rewound. _ ___
Inductioiri coils built I0 spccificotioM.

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
43 &.45 FfanKlin St. Chic aero. III. US'. A.

Kokomo Telephones for 1 900.

New Tubular Arm; No cord in sight.

High-Grade Full Nickel-Plated Bell,

Bipolar Receiver, togetitir with the

Kokomo Long-Distance Transmitter.

Making up the most efficient Telephone on the market for

Exchange and ToU-llne work. We have improved the
Telephone, also the price, to a point that will Interest you.

"Write us for Information.

KOKOMO TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

KOKOMO, IND.

REFLECTORS!
SIliVER-PIiATED
MIRROR
RI^Fl.KCTORS
FOR
IMCAXDESCENT
CJLVSTERS.

Made in many sizes and styles. Trimmed
with prisms if desired.

We also manufacture

Silver and Opal QlasB Inverted Double Cone
Reflectors, Chandeliers and Sun Burners

For lighting and venti-
lating

Churches,
Theatres,
Halls and
Public Buildings.

Street and Ornamental
Sign Lamps of Every
Kind for Oil, Gas or
Gasoline. Border
Lights, Bunch Lights.
Foot Lights and Gas
Stands for Theatres.

SEND FOR CATALOG.

L

AMERICAN REFLECTOR & LIGHTING COMPANY.
271-273 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL., U. 8, A.

W^
Ideal Fire ProTEcriON

FOR SWITCHBOARDS AND
ALL ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.

Monarch Fire Appliance Co.,
27 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

AMERICAN

BRIDGE CO.,

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

Steel Bridges,

Steel Buildings,

AND ALL GLASSES OF METALLIC STRUCTURES.

GENERAL OFFICES:
NO. 100 BROADWAY NEW YORK.

BRANCH OFFICES:

BOSTON,
PHILADELPHIA,

CHICAGO,
PITTSBURG,

BALTIMORE,
NEW ORLEANS,

CLEVELAND,
MINNEAPOLIS.
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AMERICAN
BATTERY
COMPOUND

For all Zinc-Carbon
Cells.

THE PERFECT
BATTERY
SALT

For all Open-Circuit
Work.

SAL-AMMONIAC IS A RELIC OF THE PAST.

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPOUND CO.,
31 and 33 l«. CANAIi ST.,

•roi-i-»pt Shiprr<^r»ta.

DESK AND CEILING FANS, 1900 MODELS.
Send for Catalogue 2 110.

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
Main Office and Factory,
ST. liOvim, mo.

Rastern Office and TV^arehouse,
13G JLiberCy l$t., AfFW^ VOKfi. CITV.

Anerican Yilriflei Confluit Coiniiaiiy,

MANUFACTtTKEEB OF

VITRIFIED SALT GLAZED
UNDERGROUND AND INTERIOR CONDUITS.

Contractors for Complete Installation
of Conduit Systems.

General Offices: 39 Cortlandt St., N. Y,

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS. ANY AIZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFQ. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

IM BOWERS
MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

MOCADORE, OHIO.
31Ianufacti»rers of 'Vitriflied Clay,Electric-
b1 Wirlnjr Tubes, KnobH, Olentn and
Clay Specialties. Prices and Samples
cheerfully tnrnisliecl.

J*-U.j5t F-u.T3].1js1xoc3..

PRACTICAL
Guide for Firemen^

By W. H. WAKEMAN.
I*rico VS Ooxxts.

80 pages, 14 illuatrations, bound In cloth.

An elementary treatise relating to the care
and management of Steam Boilers, Pumps,
Injector;^, etc., and Steam Plants generally.
Containingtjomplete Instructions, and many
valuable auggestions for th^ safe, practical,
and economical management ot the Steam
Plant.
Especially intended for those who seek

liromotion, and aspire to be something more
than a "Coal hustltr," and for the benefit of
Firemen and fingineerd "who do not "'know
it all" and who are willing to profit by tin
sugge-tions, etc., of "one who baa been
there."
In writing this book it has been the aim of

the author to give the duties of the fireman,
or the one in charge of a steam plant, in as
simple and concise a manner as the subject
and the English language will ailmit of; and
to furnish all the information required to en-
able them to take charge of and operate a
steam plant successfully add economically.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.

510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

Insulated

Rubber
Wires aimd Cables.

I

John A. Roebling's Sons C04

WORKS AT

TRENTON, N. J.

I

EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

FOR GAS ENGINES,

SLOT MACHINES,

AUTOMOBILES,

RAILROAD SIGNALS,

CROSSING BELLS,

SMALL MOTORS,

ETC.

CONSTANT CURRENT.

NO LOCAL ACTION,

WILL NOT FREEZE.

LIQUID TIGHT

CELLS FOR

PORTABLE

WORK.

FULL DESCRIPTION IN BOOKLET NO, 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
135 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

ELECTRICITY FOR ENGINEERS.
Latest Edition, Now Published in One Complete Volume, 424 Pages, Profusely Illustrated.

Just the Work for Engineers, Electricians, Dynamo Tenders, etc.

PART I. CONTEMTS.-f^nAPTER I: Electricity; Positive and Negative; Conductors,
Non-Conductors and Insii[;iii)rs; i:iri'tro-Motive Force; Volts; Resistance; Ohms; Current; Am-
eBres.—<;HAPTEK II: DviiaiiiMS; Mri^nets; Field Coils; Electro Magnets; Permanent Magnets.—
HAPTEK III; Armatures. Cuuslnntion of. Different Kinds of; Commutators, How Made and Con-

nected: Heating of Armatures; Eddy Currents.—CHAPTER IV: The Current- How Produced;
Induction; Series Wound Dynamos; Shunt Wound Dynamos; Exciting the Fields; Constant Cur-
rent and Constant Potential Dynamos; Series and Parallel; Parallel or Multiple Arc System.—
CHAPTER V: Incandescent Lamps; Filaments; CnnriPctiDus; Flashing; Exhausting; Testing;
Candle Power; Operated in Series- Automatic Cut-Oul ; In Multiple Arc or Parallel; Multiple Series;
Multiple Series Cut^Out; Three wire System.—CHA ITKli XL The Are Light: How Formed:
Causes of Unsteadiness; Remedy; Effect of Shades or Cloln's; Shape of Carbons Under DifEerent
Conditions of Burning; Arc Lamps; Regulating and Cut-Out Mechanism; Action of Current; Clutch
Lamps; Clockwork Lamps; Double Lamps; Troubles in Lamps.—CHAPTER VII: Commutators
and Brushes; The Brush Commutators; Brushes; Different Styles of Brushes; Double Brushes;
Single Brushes; Troubles with Corrnnutatnrs aud Pnishrs; Cnrrc'ct Position of Brushes; Sparking
at Brushes; Care of Brusli.-s and (..tMimUators; i'lasliiu-. CHAPTER VIII: Current Regulation.
Hand Regulation; By Position of I'.rushcs; Kcsisi;in. - P.o\; Resistance Coils.—CHAPTER IX:
American System of Automat ii- <'air*-iit PpgulaCinii; Tin- hviiaino; Regulator; Action of Regulator.
CHAPTER X: Brush SysteLu of Automatic Current Regulation; Brusli Armature; Diagram of Cir-
cuits tlirough Dynamo, Regulator and Lamps; Dial or Regulator; Care and Adjustment of Dial:
Dial Controller; Circuits and Connections of No. 8 Brush Dynamo; Circuits of Compound Wound
Constant Potential Brush Dynamo.—CHAPTER XI: The l':disnn Pvstem; Autnm;in'' Regulator;
Clrcultsof Regulator: Circuits of Dviiamo; Action of RrLoiI;iio) ;

Howell Prrssnn- Indicifor; Dia-
gram of Circuits; Description of l';irt'^ and Oin-ralion. - ('l[.\ i'TI'l; \11; I'Ai-rlsior System of Aiilo-
matle Current Regulation; Dynamo; Armature; liiannini of cin-nils; Tlie i;r[;iilat<.r and M(.lur;
Action of ReguFator.-f^lIAl'TI'i; XllI: Schuyler Svslmi of Automatic ciirrrnt: Ki-gulatinn;
Dynamo; Armature, Commutator and Brushes; l.ti:i|j;rai]i nf riretiits in Arni;iliire and Field: Ket^u-
lalor; Circultsln Regulator. -CHAPTER, XIV: TIioinsnii-HousKm System (.f Autoniittiir Current
Regulation; Dynamo; Armature; Commutator and Pruslies; Contrniiinu; M;iL'net; \V;ill Controller;
Diagram of Circuits; Air Blast.—CHAPTER XV: Wal.rlh.us.- Svsteni (.f Three-l'.nish Aulnncilie
Current Regulation; Dynamo: Extra Brush: Resistanee Coiis .uid Keunlator. <ll Al'TKi: \ \ 1

:

Ampere Meters; Tangential Scale; Solenoid Meters -cHAI'lia; XVII: Voltmeters; Pressur(*
and Poteiiii;,! indicators.—CHAPTKlt XVIII: Tesiint,'; Cnhanometers; Astatic Needle; Dlller-
entjal A oi'arafiis.—CHAPTER KIX: A\ lieatsione I'.ridge or laectrical Balance; Diagram of Cir-
cuits and Methods of use; BrIdL;e ;iiid Rhec.stat; Pound roriii; Square Form.—CHAPTER XX:
The Magneto as a Testing Instrument; Armature; I'iejd; |;iii; ]>i;igram of rtrcuits.-CHAPTER
XXI: Coupilug Dynamos Together; In Series; In ShnnI; .Si-rics, Shnrit and Com|ionnd AVonnd M;i-
chhies.—CHAPTER XXII: SwItclies and SwltehlH)ards; Loop Switeli; llngand Socket; cii;iiiL;e

Over Plug and Socket: Conclusion. CHAPTER XXXllI : laectric Motors; Ceneral I'rinciples (lie

Same as In Dynamos; Types; Shunt and Series Motors Suital>lefor all General I'urposes; Regula-
tion of Shunt Motors; Of Series Motord; f'ounter E. M. F.; Direction of Rotation and Direction of
Current; Starting Motors; Diagram of ConnecClon.

PART II. CONTENTS.—CHAPTEltT! Alternate Current Dynamos; Principles of the
Field- Field Current Armature; Winding; Ceiincciinns; Lamination; Different Types of Alterna-
tors; Regulation; Leading Systems; The Brush (ieneralors; Mn^nets; Armature; Principles of In-
duction.—CHAPTER II: DjTiamos, Continued; The IMoidey Alternator; Stationary Armatures;
Field Magnets; Ferranti Armature; Field Magnets; Winding; Collectors.—CHAPTER III: Dyna-
mos Concluded; Siemens Dynamo; Best Magnetic Circuits; Stanley Constant Current Dynamo;
The Armature; Self Induction: Regulation.—CHAPTER IV: Induction Coils; Converters; Trans-
formers; Economy of Distribution ;"'An Electrical H. P.; Losses in Conductor; Induction Coils; Ef-
fect of Induction; Transformers.—CHAPTER V: Transformars Continued; Induction Coils; Con-
verters: Transforming Up and Down; Design of Transforn^ors; The Static Charge; Protection
Against; Grounding the Secondary; Other Devices; The Foil I'rotector; Different Types of Trans-
formers.—CHAPTER VI: Transformers, Concluded; Fuses; Regulation; Windingof Transformers;
Connecting to Circuit; Regulation; Safety Fuses.—CHAPTER VII: Parallel System; Series Arc
Light System; Diagram of Circuits; Parallel System; Primary Circuit; Secondary Circuit; Placing
of Transformers; Fuses; Diagram of Series Arc Light Circuit.—CHAPTER VIII: Lines of Force;
llysteri'sis; Magnetic, Pi.'netration; Tin; Circuit of Lines of Force; Experiments witli Magnet;
Papidity of Re\wrsals ;uid Hysteresis.—CH A I'TKK IX: Arc Lamps; In Series; The Westinghouse
Are Laritp; Diagram of Circuits in Lamp; .\ction of the Mechanism: Flat Carbons.-CHAPTER X;
Arc Lamps, in Multiple; Slattery Diilerential Lamp; Mechanism of Lamp; Its Operation.-CHAP-
TER XI: Measuring and Indicating Ajiparatus; Instruments for Use with Alternating Currents
Differ from those used mth Continuous Currents; Ammeters; Voltmeters; Description of Several
Forms of Instnunent-^.- CHAPTER XIT: Mejisnring Instruments. Continued: Hot Wire Instru-

I

oltll

>]\\i
i Ihr liislniim-iit; r,(i\v rntrnliiil VnlfmcliT.- CIIAI'TER

M'lrr: Two •|'v|iis,— ( il.V I'll:!; Xl\': .SpriliK Mclrrs; ( 'urled
Ifil .^trip Inslninii-iils; Jii.iL'iain ol' ConuortiDiis iiiid (Ipera-

: Itci'uTiiiTi^' Mcli'Ts; SI;i[ili'V l\Irlci'; ( niisl riH'liini iiiid ri'iii'

Is; .Sl.'illi-iv IiHlurliiiii Mdir; 1 irsciipl i.m nf Tarls illul ITln-
lnln^(M[ Mrlrr. ( IIA I'l'Hl; W 11 : Ci'llcjlLldK ill I'anillel:

riul: Criirratnrs in J'aiallrl; Aiianiicineuts ul] ('ircuits and
mraiii (*l <'oiiiiiinn Arraii^i'Tm-iit nf Niachines and Circuits.—
.Ill (ilCiirn-iit: iMininilas and i:xaniples; Power and Heat

uu Ellucts of Curreuty.—CllAl'TKJi XIX: liruuml Alarms and J.l-uU Detectors.

Is: Tli.-r:ird.MV
Xlll: \nlllilvtcrs:
SpriiiK Mrl..r.--('ll,\rTlfll X\': Tuis
liiiii (if iiisiriMiifiii.-i'iiAi"n':i; x\i
i-ipli'suf n]M'rati(Hi; ])i;iL'r;iliis nf I'ar

,-iplcs (if ilpnlaliiiii: \V;ilf Milcr; '

IillluMllifS in <)].,'i:iliim: .MlrriialrC
J^i.diin.-sfor llprr:iliii'.;in l':irallrl: I

llAI'THl; X\1II: (iliMi's l,:i«-: Sin

PRICE, $2.50.

i

Orders for above book, or any electrical work published promptly sent on receipt of price, postage prepaid.

ELECTRICIAN PURLiSHING CO., 510 Marquette BIdg., GHIGAGO.
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Ball Automatic Engines.
B„mONLYi>r

THE ACKNOWLEDGED STANDARD FOR ELECTRIC WORK.
ENGINE »A., KJ.

TRIPLEX PUMPS DIXON'S BELT DRESSING
Operated by Electric Motor. . Single and double acting

PUMPING MACHINERY FOR EVERY POSSIBLE DiJiY.

House Pumps, Elevator Pumps,
Water Works Pumps, Etc.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO.

257 LEHMAN ST , DAYTON, OHIO, V. S. A.

Selling Agents: Risdon Iron Works, San Francisco, Cal.
C. B. Boothe & Co., Los Angeles. Cal.

JEFFREY
ELEVATING,
CONVEYING,
POWER

TRANSMISSION

FOR CATALOGUE,
ADDRESS

THE JEFFREY MFG. CO.
COLUMBUS, 0.

mpmniimirii

m—

^

1
TWENTY DOLLARS NET, „ ll, ^ ;

iljjniMitan^ll
ELECTRICAL BOOKS.

A.H tCinds.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

tialte SIO JIarquette, cnir.ttiO.

AMERICAS MOST POPULAR RAILROAD

^1 CHICAGO
ALTON

RAILROAD.
PERFECT n^SSENGER SERVICE BETWEEN

CHICAGO""" KANSAS CITY,

CHICAGOa"" ST. LOUIS.
CHICAGO AND PEORIA.

ST. LOUISandKANSAS CITY.

Tlirongta Pcllman service between Chicago and

HOT SPRINGS, Ark., DENVER.Colo..
TEXAS. FL0R1DA.UTAH.
CALIFORNIA AND OREGON.

If you arc conrenipiatlng a trip, any portion o,^

wlilcfi caa be luaac* over the Ctilcago & Alton, li will

fiay you to write to the undersigned for uiops, pumpti'
ete, rates, time tallies,' etc. .

GEO. J. CHARLTON.
General Pafiseng^r and Ticket Agent,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

THE SHORT LINE
TO

Houghton, Calumet,
marquette

riie Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry,

IS THE ONLY LINE RUNNING

Solid Trains 7°^ Copper Country

.c^CALUMET

KNchtorla

CHAMPION^ ^^-^S^'^fl^, ^

Mountain
Wausaukee

- ^.

^

MENOMINEE
ELLIS dO.D^J;j^q|j4ETTE

MILWAUKEE

THROUGH SLEEPING CARS, COACHES AND
BAGGAGE CARS

Leave Chicago daily at 10:30 p. m.

from Union Passenger Station, Canal & Adams Sts

City Tick t Offlce. 9j Adams St

BUY YOUR BOOKS
FROM THE

Electrician Pub. Co., 6 1 Marquette Bidg., Chicago.

AND LEATHER PRESERVATIVE
Is-guaranteed to prevent slipping and preserve the leather.

It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft,

Especially adapted to all kinds ol

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Kei'eiii tests at Holyoke enable us to guarantee

:

rhe Largest Power ever obtained from n wheel of the same diameter. The highest speeii
erer obtainert for the same power. The highest mean efficiency ever realized when
ntnnvng from half to fvU gate. We guarantee also: A rurvner of the greatest poi^
sible strength. A gate unegualed in auichiess and ease of opening and closing.

Tests shmo over 81 per cent, average efficiency with half to full water.

State your Head and send for 124 page pamphlet,

JAMES LEFFEL & CO.. Springfield, Ohio, U.S. A

SMALL SPRINGS
OF fVERY DESCRIPTIO^f

THE WALLACE BARNES CO.,
sT^Bui:ucn n-s7 BRISTOL, CONN., U.S.A.

NOTE OUR PRICES ON DYNAMOS
COPPER COMMUTATORS GUARANTEED 3 YEARS.

10 LIGHT, $30 30 LIGHT, $65 75 LIGHT, $115
20 " SO SO " 85 100 " 145

Warranted free from mechanical and electrical defects. Armatures
rewound, commutators refilled, machines repaired.

All work guaranteed. Send for catalogue.

The Chicago Motor and Dynamo Co., Inc.,
39-43 WEST WASHINGTON ST.. CHICAGO, ILL.

READY FOR THE MARKET.
"PE9I0O," the new style Creole rosette. In-

Bulatlon perfect, long fase, superior
in every detail.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co., Peru, Ind.

ESTAliLl^iUhD 1675.

COMBINATION OF

Stow Flexible Shalt
AND

MULTI-SPEED MOTOR.
Practically dust and water proof. For Portable

Drilline, Tapping. Reaming, Emery Grinding, etc
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

STOttf MFG. CO., Binghamton, N. Y.

Gen'l European A;?ents, Selig, Sonnenthal & Co.,
85 Queen Victoria Street. London. Eneland.

Eu
REG.TRADE MARKS Jhe Rhosphor Bronz E Smelting Co. Qmited,

2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

)
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
1NG0TS,CASTINGS, WIRE,RODS, SHEETS, ETC.

.>'//„j/A^iJfu.n>r'- — DELTA METAL
/X CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORGINGS

^. ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

General Incandescent Arc Light Go.Q BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL LARGE CITIES.

S7S-578 First Ave., Cor. 33d St., I
UTEW YORK. I

Switches, Motors, Underground Apparatus, I

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL LARGE CITIES.

578-578 First Ave., Cor. 33d St.,

BTEW YORK.
Switches, Motors, Underground Apparatus,

Arc and Incandescent Lamps, Rheostats, Etc., Etc.

.

OF'F'ICE, - AS ^A^. Jaclcsor

IMPROVED ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO
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Westinghouse

••••
••••
••••

••••

••••

Wcstinghouse Direct Current Generator Direct Coupled lo Vestinghouse Gas Engine.

Generators

••••••••

•••c

••
••••

CHARACTERIZED BY
Perfect ventilation of Armature.

Core held together without bolts.

Shunt and Series Coils separately

wound and insulated.

Installed in the most modern Office Buildings, Railway, Light and Power Plants.

•••
••••

••••••
Westin^house Electric

& Manufacturing Co.,

All Principal Cities in

U. S. and Canada.
Pittsburg, Pa.

••••
•••
••••

•••>••••••••••••••••••«••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*••••'
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and concentric with the shaft.

ONE MAN
Can accomplish the work of truing the com-
mutator in a few minutes' time.

The device is made
to take any kind of

commutator.

The Device Applied to a No. 9A "Wood ' Arc Dynamo.
100—2,000 C. P. Arc Lamps Capacity.

SEND
FOR
BULLETIN
No. loio.

The Device Applied to a Small Commulalor.

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS.
(INCORPORATED.)

B. & B. COMMUTATOR TRUING DEVICE DOES
ACCURATE WORK.

D CT r^ A I m F"
^^

i^
mounted on the^ shaft proper and turns the periphery of the commutator true ^

<s>

: MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY FORT WAYNE, INDIANA. I

The Popularity of

.

Rockwood's Patent Compressed

Non-Slipping.

Non-breakable.
Economical.
Durable.

Balanced.
Neat design.

Light-weight.
Non-Magnetic.

Six thousand
various sizes

partly finished

carried con-

stantly in stock.

Hubs any shape,

any position.

Paper Pulleys
("For one-sixlh ceiifury the standardfor durability and efficiency .''^

)

arises in a measure from their stability.

Engineers and users should not fail to specify Rockwood Patent Compressed Paper Pulleys on all contracts.

CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING.

ROCKWOOD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Pafer Pulley Sales Dept., jjo So. Pennsylvania Street,

Indianapolis, hidiana, U. S. A,
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^Hyfilt SPRINGS
i^jlE^IC^TirSi'C; --IWD KECORDINC

CiikijOES'.'STlEAIVI GAV&ES.ETC.

Largest Manufasiurers of

Hair Springs in the United States.

Non-HIagne.lic Hair Springs or Phos-
pbnr I>ronze and other non-magnetic
melals. Hair sprinsrs of anj de-
scription maunfactured to order.

F. N. MANROSS. Forestville, Conn.

MICA—India and Amber, all Sizes and Patterns.

MICABOND—Plates, Segments, Rings, Tubes, Slots,

Cloth, Paper and Flexible.

CHAMPION CLOTH—Bond, Ropes and Express

Paper.

CRYSTAL ^i^ VARNISH
VERY ELASTIC. HARD FINISH.

CHAMPION INSULATING PAINTS (Blacks), Four Kinds.
Also Other Insulatihg Materials.

Our Careful and Persistent Growth is Proof of the Qua/if/ of our

Insulations. Prices and Quality Guaranteed. Write Us.

CHICAGO MICA CO.,
IHiin Office and Factory, VALPARAISO, IND.

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Higbest grades for electrical insulation and mecbanical purposes, in ib€e%
tui»s, rods and special sbapes. dtalogues and samples on applicatlbOo

(VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., Wilmington, D«l

PERFECT
^mTEiRTelSlfNii^

"
J- by zvzpy ppoccss.

^SIGNING AND
:^^U STFtATIN G.
>^|*^^|H:,e fo r s pe cim e n s

.

MtJbin tLECTROTYPiNcVH:
''"'"'*''

||SBORN ST

BIG STOCK PEERLESS
FANS

INDIA.IMA.F>Ot-IS.
DESK, CEILING AND BRACKET, ANY VOLTAGE, ANY CIRCUIT.

INDIANA'S LARGESfsUPPLY HOUSE.

Rolber-t L.. IVIcOuiat:,

Manufacturers and Jobbers of

Telephone and Electrical Supplies,
125 SOUTH MERIDIAN ST., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

iBIack Diamond File Works i:

^ OJJ^ eOODSI ABE OX 8AI1E IN ETCiBV £.BADII«« HABDWABE L

<Vf ISTOBB IN THB UNITED STATES AND CANADA. ^

I G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY, |^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. F^

Twelve

Medals

Awarded at

International

Expositions.

Roth Motors and Generators.

f^,;^

Spherical Type,

Pleasing in Design,

Strongly Built,

High Commercial Efficiency,

Open and Closed Types,

For Floor, Wall or Ceiling.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE BULLETIN.

Bros. & Go.
«^*'^"''*""''"^'

; 86-92 WoslJa^kson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

INCREASE
YOUR

BOILER OUTPUT
BY USING

MECHANICAL
DRAFT.

B. F.

STURTEVANT
COMPANY,

BOSTON, MASS.

NEW YORK,
PHILADELPHIA,

CHICAGO,
LONDON.



$3 per Annum. Ei«trici.n
CopyriBht, 1000, by
PQDlishlng Company, Chicago. EVERY SATURDAY. „ Ectfiredat Chl(»go Poatofflce

mftil matter of tt.e second o!«.. 1 cents per Copy.

Vol. XXVII. CHICAGO. AUGUST ii, 1900. No. 6

H. R. HIXSON,
1 137 Monadnock BJock, CHICAGO

QIMDI FV INSULATED
OIIWlr^^CiA. WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED. WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

''"h"r ^HixToT"^' -S/mp/ex Electrical Company,
1137 Monad'nock Block, CHICAGO. 75-8 I Cornhlll, BOSTO N, MASS.

Electric Heating
AND COOKING APPLIANCES

THE SIMPLEX ELECTRICAL CO. '"BoS,Th7c";go:

1889—Paris Kxposition,
Kedal for Rubber iDsiiIation,

1893—World'8 Fair,
medal for Bobber Insalattsn.

THE STANDARD FOR
RUBBER INSi;i,ATIOIir.
Sole Manufacturers of

Qkonite Wires, Qkonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee

THE QKONITE CO., Ltd

Weather-
proof Wires.

WHIarri L Candee, r u.^.^.h
ILDiiraiitChMier. fW'i'Se"- 253 Broadway, New York.

Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supt
W. H. Hodgins, Secy.

IVIOIRE

"Grown" Rail Bonds
Arc in use ihin ail oihcr styles of Rail Bonds conbined.

Perfect— Electrically and Mechanically.
VARIETY OFSHAPESTO MEET ALL REQUIREIVIENTS OF RAIL BONDING.

WASHBURN & MOEN Dept.,

imerici M\ k Wire Co,
The Rookery, CHICAOO, ILL.

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Paranife Rubber Covered Wires and Cables,

UNDERGROUND, AERIAL.SUBMARINEAND INSIDEUSE.

TELEPHONE, TELEQRAPH AND FIRE ALARn CABLES.

All Wife» are tested at Factory. JoaiESBOKO, ISB.

for aeeats.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from H to 50 *iorse power.
Dynamos from lOlights to 700.
We sell or rent. Good profiti

The Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.. Troy, Ohl«.

I IMiJIVI
W^ FOR ALL PURPOSES. ,

Sonn aDd Native FlatiDum Purchased.BAKKH & CO.. 4U8-4I4 Kew Jersey
Railroail Ave.. We-warfe. K, J.

New York Office, 130 Liberty Street.

GENUINE SWEDISH
COAL- GRAIN

envss^rs^^
^ESTIIH EleDtrical \mmml Co.,

114 120 Williara St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

Weston Standard

Station Instranents,

Theea loBtrnmeDta are
baaad apoa the same Rea-
«pal prioeiple and ara joat
tttmccoTBt* as oar ra^lar
MHidard Portable E)lrect
teErent Voltmeters and
Amaeten, but are macb
lunaTi and the working
psrta are locloaed in atl7 designed, dost-proof
aaat Irou caae which effeot-
tmj ahleldB the Inatm-
MBtafrom dlstnrbiof? In-
ftaiBeM of •xtemal mas.
Hlloaelda.

nptfiiw tr « *., _ . Weston Standard IlluminatedKKKLIK—European ^^e8Co^ electrical m-| Cfatlon Vnltmeter Lond*
IcuKranieutt'o.. Kitterdtros^eNo. M. "'"

St | g " *"'^*
Marti

Mentlonthe Westkes Electbicias wi!--

Portable Direct Beading
Voltmeters and MIIUtoiC
meters. Ammeteraand Mll-
ammetere, Wattmeters
and Voltmeters, for Alter*
nating: and Direct Onrrent
Ulrcnita.

Onr portable instroments
are recognized as etundards
throngboat the civilized
world.

Our Semi-Portable La-
boratory Standard Volt^
meters and Ammeters are
Btin better.

Thej are tb« most relia-

ble, abflolnte standards for
Laboratorr use.

'SPECIAUIES A SI

L ELECTROLYTIC.

I

HE Unit ed §tates Garbon G ompany.
/TTV I —.^tttef ,—,1 IX - n f

Z/ VALf—\I=

.'.^ALTERNATING. DIRECT.!
i* ENCLOSED. OPENJ

Cleveland." Ohio. U. 5. A.
SJOT IN CARBOM TRUST

U \J

({ PHONO=ELECTR
WIRE It'

WRITE FOU BUOKLET

If you wish to be free

from all trouble with

your lines, use

PHONO -ELECTRIC

BRIDGEPORT BRASS CO.,

19 MURR«V St., new YORK.

affotor Starting Bheostats.
Blotor Reffnlatlnc Rheostats.

Dynamo Field Rheostats.
Theater Dlmaiers.

Special Rheostats.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
irestlleld, V. jr„ V. S. A.

?ueen tc
lOlO Chestnnt St., Pbila.

Co.,
480 MONON BLDG., CHICAGO.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray
FocusTubes, Induction Coils.

PyuJUi&.

/^AMA/Uxd ---

'juiAj I' <»/vi>-tnv lis., /^ '

iPBOENIX GLASS CO.]
MANUFACTURERS OF

GAS AND ELECTRIC

I

GLOBES, SHADES, Etc.

ISEND FOR A COPY OF OUR NEW AND
F LATEST CATALOGUE.

[,
Pittsbnrgli. New York. Chicago.

StandardUndergroundCableGo.
642 riie Bookery,

Chicago.
WestlDRhouse Bldg., 66 LibertySL.

Plttsbure, New York City.
Mills BuildiDg, San Francisco.

1225 Betz BldgM
Philadelphia, n.

p Electric Gables, Conduits, Wires and Accessories,
Also Hleh erade Rubber Covered Vfires and Cables.

N. ). R.
IWational

India

Rubber Go.^s

RUBBER COVERED

OFFICE AND FACTORY; BRISTOL, R. I.

HOLOPHANE GLASS CO.,
J

NEW YORK, N. Y.
Msnufacturei^ol COMPOUNDPRiSM GLOBES AND SHADES, aoaraitecdloil.,

"Maximum Light,. Complete Diffualoa.
Minimum Glare."

For dlreclinpand ditlasiDg all kinds of VLght,
Send for catalogueb and pamplilecs.

PLATINUM
We I'iiy «l6.0ll [itr ounce I'or scrap iiliitiniim. Old incamic-icf^m Uirtip lia^^cs- boiiiiht. Seittt

ianiples aiul .hI.t "ill fDllow by rcuirii ni;iil. [Maiimim sbuet am! u in- itn- siiltj,

COLDSIVIITH BROS,, 63 and 65 Washington Street. Chicago.
R^fliters aod Assayers. ' Works. 88lh ana Yh(O0|j Streets-
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VERITAS VINCIT. VERITAS PREVALEBIT.

J. H. BUNNELL & CO.
ESTABLISHED 1878. INCORPORATED 1899.

We continue to Manufacture the HIGH GBABE of TELEGRAPH and other ELECTBICAL
APPARATUS which have earned for us the reputation of

N
We own the GOOD-WILL, NAME, COPYRIGHTS, TRADE MARKS, PATENT
(No. 288881) and all other assets of the old firm of J. H. BUNNELL & CO.,
and propose to maintain our rights in the premises.

ATTENTION is called to these FACTS, so that liability may not be
incurred by dealing with unauthorized concerns.

J. M. OUIMIMEI-I. & 00
MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Telegraph, Telephone. Railway and Electric Lighting Apparatus and Supplies,

Instruments, Batteries, Insulated Wires and Line Equipment,

NEAR GENERAL POST OFFICE, |\|

Gatalosues sent free on applicaiion. GET OUR SPECIAL PRICES.

Eastern Agency for ORIENT HIGH-GRADE INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

G.I
Automatic Switch.

For controlling any num-

ber of lights, motors, etc.,

from one or a number of

distant points,without run-

ning the heavy mains to

the point of operation.

Made in single, double

and triple pole, for any ca-

pacity, voltage or system.

1

;' Illustration shows loo-

ampere triple pole for Edi-

son three-v/ire system.

Write for Bulletin NO. S3,

Flush Push Switch.

Absolute certainty of quick

make and break.

Cannot be left on any dead

center.

All parts tool made-^strict-

ly interchangeable.

Unusually large break dis-

tance — absolutely safe

on 230 volts.

Working parts easy of ac-

cess.

Connections easily made.

Madein single pole, double

pole, three way, four

way.

Furnished in gangs with

gang face plates, any fin-

ish.

Write for Bulletin No. 54.

General Incandescent Arc Light Company,
Wright Discount Meters, Tailleur Underground IVIaterial, Paragon Fans and Power Motors.

General Offices and Factory. 572-578 First Ave., Bet. 33cl and 34th Sts., NEW YORK.

IRAIMCIH Ol
>'EW YORK, N. y.. r.T'.!-.')78 Pirn Axn.
HOKTON, MASS.. 31 Mllll Strc.-l.
I'HILADKM'UU. I'A.. 522 \mxc\ Hldi-
vr. LOUIS, MO., 83(> Ci'mury llldK.

O.I.EVBLAJJU, OinO, :i'.i-47 K. ITosnerl St.

'!HARLOTTR, N. C, Y. .M. C. A. UWr.
I'MKJAUO, ILL., ih W .luckKOn Uoiilovuril.
MILWAUKEE, WIS,, 4(18 Ulbleln Dlilt!,

MIKNEAI'OLIS, IHINN.,D16Gii[iraiityL0!in
lllUi;.

SAN I'HANOiSOO, CAL. (A. li. Ilrooke
KlUlf.v), 098 I'urrotl lilde,

DENVER, COLO., 621 SUleenlh SI.

KXl'OHT DEPABTMEMT, NEW YORK
S72-07H Fkrit Avenue,

t'lNCINNATl, OHIO, I'errln BWg,
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The "Electra"

Carbons are the

recognized

standard

all the

world over.

CiCXRBOIMS CARBON3
~^s,6CT;f^ FOR ENCLOSED LONG-BURNING ARC LAMPS-. .-j^U^Ctft^^

FOR
DIRECT
C,

II H EL c 1
- £ '

,U R R E NT^^^^ l,,£LE£^^^^«
*-^"ft'{STERNA"t-iNG

" '""" LAMPS

UNEQUALJ.ia IN QUALJp
AND EFFICIEbKrY

:(^
STEADY

LLIANT^LIGHT.

HUGO REISINGER 11 BROADWAY NEW YORK.

There are no

Carbons better

than the

"Electra" and

none

"just as good."

BIG STOCK PEERLESS
FANS

IIMDIA.NAPOL-IS.
DESK, CEILING AND BRACKET, ANY VOLTAGE, ANY CIRCUIT.

INDIANA'S LARGEST SUPPLY HOUSE.

Oua-t,Rok> r-t I-. IVI<

VA.RIMEY & VIoOU.A-r,
Manufacturers and Jobbers of

Telephone and Electrical Supplies,
125 SOUTH MERIDIAN ST., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Wm, DlQN-BOUTON

Company;,

Motors,

Motorcycles,

Motorettes.

Sole Agents and
Licensed Manufacturers

in the United States Of

America for

De Dion-Bouton

& Co.,

FRANCE.
Our New York Type Motorelte, Weight 700 pounds.

Capacity 3 Persons. Price $1 ,200.00.
8ISIPE,ICITY. EASIIiY OFERATEn.

FI.EXIBIIiITY. PBRFECTIiY COXTBOLIiED,
JilGHTNESS. ABSOI^UTEIiV SAFE,

STRESIOTH. ABSENCE OF AliL, OIli ASID BIBT,
REL,IABIL,ITY. ECOSIOMX.

Not an EXPERIMENT, but a TRIED and PROVED SUCCESS.
Over 20,000 De DION-BOUTON MOTORS operating Motorcycles and

Motorettes.

GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY: CHURCH LANE AND 37TH ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.
De Dion Motor Supplies aad Batteries AlAvays in Stoek.

COLORED LACQUERS, I DEAD BLACK LACQUER,
FOR INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

In brilliant rainbow colors. Easily applied. Will not peel or..fade.

FOR METAL WORK.
Most Satisfactory Imitation of Bauer^BarfT in the Market.

SAMPLES FREE. M. L. BARRETT & CO., CHICAGO. WRITE TO US.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co..

American Battery Co
Amer. Battery Comp. Co. s
American Bridge Co sLii

American Dist. Steam Co. v

Amer. Electric Fuse Co. x

Amer. El. Specialty Co.

.

xl

Amer. El. Teleph. Co xiv

American Elec. Works... xi

Amer. Reflt. & Ltg. Co. ..

Amer. Steel & Wire Co .

.

Amer. Vitritied Cond. Co.

Arnold ELPower Sta. Co.

Bain, Foree xviii

Baker & Co i

BallEngineCo xix
Barnes Co., Wallace xi

Barnett Co., G.& H xxii

Barrett & Co., M. L.
Becfeer Bros

Beiden-Larwlll Elec. &
BUg. Co X

Berihold & Jennings iviii

Besly & Co., Chas. H xsii

Blue Ridge Locust Pin Co.xviil

Bossert El. Const. Co xl

Bowers Mfg. Co
Brady, T.H xvili

Bridgeport Brass Co 1

Bruckner Electric Co xvil

Bunnell & Co., J. H ii

Butler-Taylor Co xiv

Camp Engineering Co xli

Central Electric Co vii 1

Central Mfg. Co xviii

Central Tel. & El. Co....

Chicago i Alton E. R. .

.

xix
Clilcago Edison Co iv

ChlcFufieWlre&Mfg.Co.

ili

xli

Chic. House Wrecking Co. xiii

CM. &St. P. R. R xix

Chicago Mica Co xxii

Chicago Motor &. Dyn. Co.

Cleveland Armature Wks.
Cling-Surface Mfg. Co. ,. xix

Colonial Electric Co.... vll

Couch & Seeley Co xv
Crescent Mfg. Co —

~

Crocker-Wheeler Co
Cutler-Hammer Mfg Co.. xl

Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co

Dearborn Drug & Ch. Co. ix

DeDlou-Bouton Motorette
Co lii

Diamond Meter Co
Diehl Manufacturing Co. vill

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos. xix

Eagle Paint <fe Vr. Wks, . . xi

Eastern Elec. Cable Co. . . . xi

Edison Decorative & Min-

iature Lamp Dept x

Edison Mfg. Co xvi

El. Eng. Inst. Corr. Inst.

Electric Appliance Co x
Electric Storage Bant. Co.

Electrician Pub. Co xviii

Electrolysis Proof Conduit
Mfg. Co xi

Emerson El. M fg. Co ix

Ericsson Telephone Co. . . i

Eureka Elec. Co xiv

Farr TeL & Con. Sup. Co. xvi

Federal Battery Co
"For Sale" Advs xli

Ft. Wayne El. Wks., Inc.. xxi

Fowler, John H xviii

Franklin Eng. A El©* Co.

Fuller Co.. The jxli

Garl Electric Co xiv

General Electric Co iv

General Elec. Repair Co.. xiii

Gen'l Incandescent Arc
LightCo 11

General Inc. Lamp Co....

Gilchrist Jar Co xviJi

Goldsmith Bros i

Gordon Battery Co xxli

Great Western Smelting

& Refining Co xii

Gregory Electric Co xti

Hamlin, Geo. R x

Hartwig A Miller

Hazard Manufacturing Co. s

Hill, W. S., Electric Co...

Hohart Elec. Mfg. Co 1

EoQge-Walsh El. Eng. Co. xvi

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co. xvi

Holophane Glass Co 1

Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co... xi

Huebel & Manger x
Humphrey, Henry H x

in. Insulated Wire Co.... xviii

Independent Tel. Sup. Co. xvi

Indianapolis Arm, Bracket

& Pin Co xviii

Indiana Rub. & Ins. W. Co. 1

India Rubber & Gutta

Percha Insulating Co.. iv

Internat'l Cor. Schools. xvi

Inter Ocean
Iron Clad Resistance Co. i

Jeffrey Mfg. Co xvi

Johnston, Thos. J xi

Kans. City A So. Lam. Co.xvili

Kartavert Mfg. Co xxil

Kelley A Son, Benj. F... xix

Kellogg Switchb. A Sup. Co. xiv

Kentucky Electrical Co. . x

Elein ASon, Mathias xviii

Kokomo Tel. A El. M.Co. ix

Kusel, D. A., TeL A Elec.

Mfg. Co

Lea Arc Lamp Co vi

Leather Preserv. M. Corp.

Leavitt, R. H
Leclanche Battery Co xii

Leffel A Co., James xix

Lindsley Brothers Co xviii

Link-Belt Machinery Co. x
LombardWater Wh. G.Co.

Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co. —
Manross, F. N
McDermid Mfg. Co xvil

McIntireCo., The C
McLennan A Co., K
McOuat, Robert L ill , xii

McEoy, John T x
Mianus Electric Co xvi

Mica Insulator Co x
Miscellaneous Advs xii

Monarch Fire Appi. Co. ..

Monon R. R xvi

MunseU A Co., Eugene. .

.

x

National Carbon Co
National India Rubber Co. i

National Tel. Equipm. Co. xv

Naugle.Holcomb A Co.... xviii

New York Ina. Wire Co. . . ix

Noblett, E.J
North Electric Co xvli

Northern Elec Mfg. Co. . . ii

Northwestern El. Mfg.Co.

OkonlteCo., The 1

Page ADurand xi

PaisteCo., H. T ix

Paragon Fan A Motor Co.

Perrlzo A Sons xviii

Peru Elec. Mfg.Co xvi

Phillips, Eugene F xi

Phillips Ins'd Wire Co.... xi

Phoenix Glass Co i

Phosphor-Bronze S. Co.. xix

Pittsburg A L. S. Iron Co.xviii

Pratt Institute xii

Prlngle, Wm.T xl

Queen A Co 1

Helsinger, Hugo ill

R. I. Teleph. A Elec. Co. xvi

Rlchmondt Conduit Co... xi

Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.

Roche, William xvi
Rockwood Mfg.Co xxi

Roebling's Sons Co., J.A.

Rose Electric Co xii

Roth Bros. A Co

Sargent A Lundy
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co
Schureman A Hayden xli

Schwalm Co., Geo. F xii

Shelby Electric Co
Siemens A Halske Electric

Co. of America vii

Simplex Elect'al Co., The, i

Smith Co., S. Morgan..

.

xix
Smith, Philip xvi

Speer Carbon Co i

Spies A Company xxli

Sprague Electric Co xi

Standard Tel. A El. Co.

.

xiv

StandardUnderg.CableCo. i

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co. ix

Star Dynamo Works xxil

Sterling ASon, W. C xviii

Sterling Electric Co.... xiv
Sterling Varnish Co., The xix
Stewart Electrical Co
Stllwell-Bierce A Smith-
VaileCo xiii, xix

Stow Mfg. Co
Stromberg-Carlson Tel.

Mfg. Co xvii

Sturtevant Co., B. F xxli
Swedish-Am. Tel. Co xiv

Tennent Insulator Pin Co.xviii

Texas Arm A Pin Co xviii

Thomas, Wilcox A Dietz.. xvi
Torrey Cedar Co xviii

United states Carbon Co. 1

University of Notre DameiviU

Valentine-Clark Co xviii

Varley Duplex Mag. Co. . xvii
Viaduct Mfg. Co xvi
Vitro Chrome Chem. Co..

Vought, M. I xvi
Vulcanized Fiber Co xxli

Wagner El. Mfg. Co v'ii

Wagner, Herbert A x
Walsh's Sons A Co xlll

Warner Electric Co., The
WarrenEl. A Spec. Co.... v

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co xix
Western Electric Co vii

Western El. Supply Co. . .

Western Tel. Const. Co , .

.

xiv
Westinghouse Electric A
Manufacturing Co ...

.

xx
Weston Elect'cal Inst. Co. i

Worcester A Co., C. H.... xviii

Zlegler Electric Co xix

issl-Fi^d Indox of Ld-vor'tisom^n-fcs ^m^ F*a| ^^l.
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THE (lENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S
TYPE H

Oil Transformers
Are built with cores corr posed of simple

rectangular punchings insulated from each

other and with joints so interlocked as to

minimize the magnetizing current and pre-

vent vibration or humming.

Write for information concerning special transformer tests.

Core of Type H Transformer.

General Office: Schenectady, N. Y.

SALES OFFICES IN ALL LARGE CITIES. NEW YORK OFFICE, 44 BROAD STREET.
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There is No Higher-Class India-Rubber Insulation
For Wires and Cables than

HABIRSHANA/.
Authorized Manufacturers of the

AT-rix f-ue:xibi_e -tube >a/^ire:.

The India-Rubber and Cutta-Percha Insulating Co.,
MAIN OFFICE, Glenwood Works,

VOIMKERS, IM . Y.
<10923)>»•»«»ii»i«>»«tttttntttitV,

J. W. GODFREY, Manager Sales,

15 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK
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DIRECT-CUIIIIENT

DESKm

CEILING

FANS.
Cat of la-Inch, 1 10-V. Desk. Fan, Open Field Type with
poUBhed brass hoods and field coverings, the hand-
somest and most efficient Fan on the niarl£et.

Cnt of 16-inch Wall Fan, same finish as 12-inch and having A
swivel joint. By simply tnrning; a handle this Fan can be ad-
justed to blow air np, down or on either side.

THE FOIiliOWIIVe SUPPLiY HOrSK!!! ABE AGENTS FOB PEEBL,ESS FANS:
Stanler A Patterson, 3S-34 Frankfort St., IVew fork, JI.'S.

^Testern Electrical Supply Co., 10-13 IVorth Oth St., St. Iionia, IIo.

Illinois Electric Co.. iiSS Dladison St., Chicago, III.

Fallee Bros. & Co.. 625 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Frank H. tStewart & Co., 35 North 7th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Electric Snpplj' & Mfg. Co.. 62 Public Square, Cleveland, Ohio.
The Devere Electric Co., 430 PInm St., Cincinnati, O.
Donbleday- Hill Electric Co., 535 m'ood St., Pittsbnre, Fa.

9. Jnlins Andrae & Sons Co., 225 W. AVater St., Klilwankee, IVis.
10. H, S. Sands El. & Ilfg. Co.. 1153 Market Street, Wheeling, W.Ta.
11. Electric Supply & Const. Co., 80 E. Cay St., Colnmbns.O.
12. Bobert li. UlcOnat, 125 S. meridian St., Indianapolis, Ind.
13. W. ti. Slagel & Co., 510 Adams St., Toledo, O.
14. Central Electric Co., 124 So. Jefferson St.. Peoria, 111.

15. Elect. Snp. & Eng. Co., 211 Jefferson Ave., Detroit. Mich,
16. Stnart-Howland Co., No. 283-283 DeTOoshire St., Boston, Mass.'

THE WARREN ELECTRIC & SPECIALTY CO., - WARREN, OHIO, U. S. A.
Manufaeturars PEERLESS Direct-Current Desk and Ceiling Fan Motors, Transformers, Incandescent Lamps.

Bretheren, I say unto You

WHY
T/^ro^ ayyac/ 8SXof(/our coa/yy/^e/? (/ou con se///f

for fhree t//ves /Ys cost jb(/putt/n^ in oar S(/ste//7

ofUmERGROUNI) EXtlAUST STEAMffEAWG MA/NS,

If/3 common for efecfnc compan/es yy/io arenoyv operaf/ns ^'XtfAO'ST

STEAM HEATIN6 PLANT6 fopai/ their ent/re coat anot fahor b/f/s for //?e

i/ear anaf 6% on investrr/ent for steam mains from sale of exhaust

steam Yfhi/ cant (/ou do the some ? Wnte for our pamp/?/et

f^er/ffon Western E/ecfr/c/an.

^MER/CAN Pi§TRicTSteam Co.

LocnpoRT. N.Y.
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THE LEA"
Enclosed Arc Lamp

FOR ALL CtRCUITS.

One Piece Clutch.

No Sliding Contacts.

Does not feed through Clutch.

Spun Aluminum Case.

10-inch Globe with full size Carbon.

Artistic in design, light in weight, and
mechanically perfect.

Catalogue for the asking.

ALDEN i. CO.,
MARQUETTE BLDG

AGENTS,

, CHICAGO.

LEA ARC LAMP CO.,
ANDERSON, IND.

PARAGON REFLECTORS
Silver=Plated
Mirror Reflectors.

A deep cone, for use with any system of

incandescent electric light, where it is

desired to concentrate a very powerful
light on a small space. Lined with silver-

plated mirror-plate glass. Increases the
light from twelve to fifteen times. Most
valuable in show windows and over ma-
chines, work-benches, type cases, etc., etc.

Thousands of this style used in show windows.
Qet our Catalogue and Prices.

American Reflector & Lighting Co.,
271-273 FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Anchora(Tel.&Tel.Pole).
Smith, Philip.

Ajumnclators.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Arc Lamps.
Belden-LarwlU El. & Mf. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wi£a., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Lea Arc Lamp Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.

of America.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Weatlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Antomobilea.
DeDion-BoutonMotoretteCo.

Babbitt Met'l and Solder.
Gr. Western Sm. and Refg.Co.

Batteries and Jar*.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Federal Battery Co.
Gilchrist Jar Co,
Gordon Battery Co.
Leclancbe Battery Co., The.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Carbon Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roche, William.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Suoply Co.

Bells, Buzzers, Etc.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Itressine.
CllnK-Surface Mfg. Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Belting.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Bloirers.
Fuller Co., The
Sturtevant Co., B. F

Books , Electrical.
Electrician PublisdInE Co.

Bridges and Buildings
(Steel).
American Bridge Co.

Brushes.
Becker Bros.
Central Electric Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Flbre-Graphlte Co.

Burglar Alarms.
Huebel & Manger.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

€ables (See Insulated Wires.)
Cables. Electric (See Insu-
lated \vires),Copper,ISheet
and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
American Steel <k Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
New York Inp. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Carbons,Points ^Plates
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Carbon Co.
RcifllnKor, Hugo.
Speer Carbon Co.
tJnlled States Carbon Co.
WcHtern Elect. Supply Co.

CaMtlnsH (Iron.)
Smith Co., S. Morgan.

Chains.
Jeffrey Mfg, Co.
Link Kelt Machinery Co.

Circuit Breakers.
Cutler Elec. & Mfg. Co.

Coal Jl Ashes Uandllng
Hachinery.
JetTrey MfK- Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Colls and Madpieta.
Northwestern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Varlev Uud1«z MaxnetCo.

Coloring (Inc. I^ump).
Barrett A Co., M. L.

Vliro Chrome Chemical Co.

Compound.
Amer. Battery Compound Co.
Dearborn Drug ACtieni.Wks.
McLennan&Co., K.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
Amer. Vitrified Conduit Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrolysis Proof Conduit
Mfg. Co.

McRoy, John T.
Richmondt Conduit Co.
Sprague Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Connectors and Ternii-
nals (Patent).
American Elec. Fuse Co.
McIntireCo.. The C.

ConstructionA Repairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago EdlBon Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors and Electric
liight Plants.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Ft, Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
WestlngbouseElecA Mfg.Co.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Bridgeport Brass Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkonIteCo.,The
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roeblfng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Correspondence Schools
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.

Int. Correspond. Schools.
Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Bl»e Ridge Locust Pin Co.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Indei)endent Tel. Supply Co,
Indpis. Arm, Brack. tStPinCo.
Kans. City & So. Lum. Co,
Leavitt, R. H.
Tenneut Insulator Pin Co.
Texas Arm &, Pin Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Western Elect. Supply Co,

Cut-Outs and Svt^tehes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Elec. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hill, W. S., Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McOiiat, Roljcrt L.
Palste CO..H. T.
Siemens Jt Halske ElectrlcCo.
Of America.

Wagner Elec, Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Cuts.
Franklin Eng. A Electro Co.

nimmers (Theatre).
Iron Clad RcHlstancc (Jo.

BynanioH and Slotors.
(Jentral Electric Co,
Chicago Motor and I)yn. Co.
Chicago HouHo Wrecking Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Dlehl Manufacturing (Jo.

Ft. Wayne Kl«c Wk8,,Inc.
General ElectrlcCo,
General Inc. A re Light Co.
Gregory ElectrlcCo.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co. ,;.

Roth Bros. A. Co.
Schureman A Hayden.

Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co,
Star Dynamo Works.
Sturtevant Co.. B. P.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Go.
Western Electric Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Elec. Heating Devices.
Simplex Electrical Co.

Electric Kailn^ays.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Westinghouse EI. A Mfg. Co.

Electrical and 9Iechani-
cal Engineers.
Arnold El, Power Station Co.
Bain, Foree.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Humphrey, Henry H.
Northern Elec, Mfg. Co.
Sargent A Lundy.
Wagnor, Herbert A.

Electrical Instruments,
American El. Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Apnliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Slec. Wks., Inc.
General ElectrlcCo.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Queen A Co.
Siemens &. Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electro-Plating Alaeh'y.
BeslyACo.,Chas. H.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.

EleTators-Conveyors.
Jeffrey Mfg, Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Engines, f^team.
Ball Engine Co.
Camp Engineering Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Exh'stSteam Apparatus.
American District Steam Co.

Fan Outfits.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Diehl Manufacturing (jo.

Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Puller Co., The.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lighi Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co.
Paragon Fan Motor Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Siemens A Halske ElectrlcCo.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. A Specialty Co,
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg, Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
BarnettCo,, G. A H.

Fire Extinguishers.
Monarch Fire Appliance Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Forges.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fuses.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Mclntlre Co.. The C.

Fuse AVlre.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse WireA Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Mclntlre Co., Tho C.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Oas lilghtlng, Electric.
Western Electric Co.

Oears.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.

General Elec. Supplies.
Bunnell A Co., J. H,
Central ElectrlcCo,
Chicago EdlBon Co,
Electric Appliance Co.

General Electric Go.
Hodge-Walsh El. Eng. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McOuat, Robert L,
Mianus ElectrlcCo.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

6ilobcs and Electrical
4>ilassware.
Holophane Glass Co.
Phcenlx Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co

Gov'nors, Water Wheel.
Lombard WaterWheel Gv.Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Heaters (Feed >Vater).
Kellev & Son, Benj. F.

Heating and Ventilating
Apparatus.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Holders, Inc. liump.
Crescent Mfg. Co.
Vought, M. I.

Igniters, Hat* Engine.
ZiegkT EkictrlcCo.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing 91 aterials.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Bowers Manufacturing Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
(Jhicago Mica Co.
Eagle Paint A Varnish Wka,
Electric Appliance Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Illinois Insulated Wire Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire C:o.

Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Manhattan E^ec, Supply Co.
McOuat, Robert L.
Mica Insulator Co.
MunsellA Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New Vork Insulated Wire Co,
Okonite Co.. The.
Palste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground G. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg, Co.

Insulated W^ires and
Cables—Magnet W^ires.
American Elec Fuse Co,
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Illinois Insulated Wire Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Co.

McDermid Mfg. Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Northwe.slern Elec. Mfg, (130.

Okonite Co., The.
Phillips, Eugene F.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C, Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elect, Const. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

lyacqucrs.
Itarntt A Co., M. L.

lianips. Incandescent.
Ceutral Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Colonial ElectrlcCo.
Edison Decorative A Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric (Je.

General Inc. Arc Light Co,
General Inc. Lamp (jo.

Kentucky Electrical Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co.
Shelby ElectrlcCo,
Warren Elec. A Specialty Co.
Western Electric Co,
Western Elec, Supply Co,
WeBtlnghouse El, A Mfg, Co.

lilghtiilng Arresters.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Butler-Taylor Co,

( It'utval Electric Cu.
Electric Appliance Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Ijinenicn^s Climbers.
Klein A Son. Mathias.

Hagnct AVires.
(See Insulated Wires.)

SlechanJcBl Slachinery,
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.
Stilwell-Bierce Smith-Valle.

Sleters.
Diamond Meter Co.
Fort Wayne Elec. Wrks. Inc.
General Inc. Arc Light Co,
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Mica.
Chicago Mica Co.
MuusellACo.. Eugene.

Hining Apparatus, Elec.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Stauley lOlectric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

motors — See Dynamos and
Motors.

Packing.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.

Patent Attorneys.
Hamlin, Geo. R.
Johnston, Thomas J,

Page A Durand.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly A Co., Chas. H,
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co., Ltd.

Platinum Bought and
Sold.
Baker A Co.
Goldsmith Bros,
Gt. West. Sm, and EefiningCo.

Poles.
Berthold A Jennings.
Fowler, John H.
LIndsley Bros. Co.
Naugle, Holcomb A Co,
Pernzo A Sons.
Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.
Sterling A Son, W, C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester A Co., C. H.

Porcelain.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co,
Bowers Manufacturing Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Po'vv^er Transmission
Machinery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Sttiweit-Bierce Smith-Valle.

Pulleys,
Link Belt Machinery Co,
Rockwood Mfg. Co
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Bierce Smith-Valle.

Rail Bonds.
American Steel A Wire Co.

Refiners.
Gt.West. Sm. and Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.

Re-Winding—Repairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Armature Works.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
McOuat. Robert L.
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Rheostats.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Iron Clad Uesiatance Co.
WeHtlngbouseEl. A Mfg. Co.

Salt (Battery).
Anurr. Battery Compound Co.
Federal Battery Co,

Sccond-Hand Mach*y.
(Jhlca^'o House Wrecking Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge- Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Rose Electric (Jo.

Scluircniau A Hayden,
Stewart Electrical Co.
Walsh's Sons A Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co,
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co,
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Queen A Co.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Springs.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Barnes Co., The Wallace,
Manross, F. N.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co,

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co,
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Structured! Iron U'orbi
American Bridge Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American KlectricalWorks.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Switch-
boards.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American El. Telephone Co.
Bruckner Electric Co,
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co,
Central Tel, A Elec, Co.
Couch A Seeley Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co,
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Supply Co.
Garl Electric Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co
Kellogg Switchb. A Sup Co
Kokomo Tel A El. Mfg. Co
Kusel, D.A..Tel. AEl. Mfg.Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McUermid Mfe, Co.
Mianus Electric Co.
National Tel. Ecjuipm. Co.
North Electric Co.
R 1, Telephone A Elec. Co,
Standard Tel. A El. Co.
Sterling Electric Co.
Stromberg-Carison Tel. M.Co
Swedish-American Tel. Co.
Thomas. Wilcox A Dietz.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Warner Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co,
Western Tel. Const. Co.

Tools.
Klein A Son, Mathias.

Transformers.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Ft, Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.
General ElectrlcCo.
Gregory Electric Co,
Siemens A HalskeElectric Co.
of America.

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. A Specialty Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec, Supply Co,
Westinghouse El. A Mfg, Co,

Trucks, Flcctric Car,
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Tui-bine&lVatcrAVheels.
Leflel A Co., Jas.
Smith Co,, S. Morgan.
StUwell-Hlerce Smith-Valle.

Universities.
Pratt Institute.
University of Notre Dame.

Varnishes.
Sterling Varnish Oo,

Tulcanizcd Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co

M'^ire, Bare.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Besly A Co.. Chas, H.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Electric Appliance Co.
Indenentlcnt Tel. Supply Co.
Okonite Co,, The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co.. J. A,
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Electric (^o.

Western Electrical Sup. Co.
'IVoodworkfRlectrical.
Noblett. E. J.

X-Ray Ontflts.
Queen A Co.

^or A.I|>KAro»-fcloail Ind^x of ^kdvor-lilBomon-ts ^^m ^tms^m III.
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Siemens & Halske Electric

Co. of America,

GENERAL OFFICES, CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS,

Railway, Lighting, Power Transmission.

IMPROVED DUNCAN INTEGRATING WATTMETERS.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, Denver, New Yorit,

Philadelphia, St. Louis, San Francisco.

NEW TYPE SUNBEAM.

16 Candlepower, :!2o Volts.

5uperiorQuality
Because...

CARBON FILAMENT,
Purest and Host
Uniform.

VACUUM,
More Perfect.

HATERFALS,
Highest Quality.

WORKHANSHIP,
Skilled Labor Em-
ployed.

TESTS,
Carefully Made.

High and Low Voltages Equally Efficient.

WRITE FOR SAMPLE.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAQO. NEW YORK.

LONDON, ANTWERP. PABIS,

Bridge Chambers. 171 OoMaVlctorla Ji Riu BouiteWTng. 46 Avenue da BntauU.
St., B. C. and Nertb Woelwlcb, B.

5t. Paul, nino.. American Electric Co., Norttawcdtern Afenti.

ST. LOUIS OPFICB, Security Building, 5T. LOUIS, MO.
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SMALL MOTORS FOR SEWING MACHINES

AND SPECIAL PURPOSES.

Highly Efficient.

Durabie

and

Serviceabie.

Iron Clad

Armature.

Applicable for

any purpose

where small

machines are

required.

HARD-DRAWN COPPER COMMUTATOR DARS.

SELF-ALIGNING AND SELF-OILING BEARINGS.

Iron Clad Motor operating sewing machine. Different speeds ob-

tained by pressing treadle downward. Current automatically cut

off by removing pressure from treadle. Motor and regulator

easily Installed on any make of machine.

SEND FOR BULLETIN No. 50.

DiEHL Mfg. Co.
Mo/n Office and Woi^ks Elizobefhport A/- J.

f Neyy York S6/-563 Brooc/yvai/.

ShoyyPoomsl i^'^W'
i9^-mYan BurenSt

I
Boston, /Z8 -/3Z Essex ST.

\^ Phi/a W. Irry/n Chec/nei/ a Co.

PROTECTION
is one of the most important factors

in the economical operation of a

Telephone Plant.

OUR LINE OF

LIGHTNING ARRESTERS,

Sneak=Current Arresters,
Single and Double Pole Fuse°BIocks,

Fuses and Fuse Wires

IS COMPLETE AND CORRECTLY PRICED.

X

FOR TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION

Okonite Wires,

Cables and Conductors
ARE STANDARD.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.,
264-266-268-270 Fifth Avenue,

CHICAGO.
rr NEVER ^^•^•^H>^»»»»»»»»»»#»>»>»»ga „ ^jever

^ OrSAPPOIHra Jg' *^ DISAPPOINTS
.

OUR SELF-STARTING SINGLE-PHASE

A. G. MOTORS AND WHAT A CUS-

TOMER THINKS OF THEM.

WRITE FOR BULLETINS "Z 24, 36, 37 and 39."

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
General Offices and Factory, ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.

BRANCH OFFICES:
NEW YORK, Havemeyer BIdg. PHILADELPHIA. 1000 Betz BIdg. BOSTON, 620 AllanllcAve.

CHICAGO. 1619 Marqustto BIdg. BALTIMORE. 204 East Lexington SI.
SPOKANE. WASH.. 60S West Sprague Ave., Mr. Geo. Nixon, Sales Agent.

SAN FRANCISCO, 120 Sutter SI. YOKOHAMA, JAPAN. LONDON, ENGLAND. CITY OF MEXICO.
FOREIGN DEPARTMENT. Havemeyer BKg., New York Citf.
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Dearborn
Drug and Chemical \A/orks,
l-abora-tories-"^A/^ai:er Ohemis-ts.
Vese-bable Boiler Oompounds.

ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES. WATERS FREE. OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS,
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

Kokomo Telephones for 1 900.

New Tubular Arm; no cord in sight.

High-Grade Full Nickel-Plated Bell,

Bipolar Receiver, togethir with the

Kokomo Long-Distance Transmitter,

Making up the most efficient Telephone on the market for
Exchange and Toll-line work. We have improved the
Telephone, also the price, to a point that vflW interest you.
Write us for information.

KOKOMO TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

KOKOMO, IND.

DESK AND CEILING FANS, 1900 MODELS.
Send for Catalogue 2110.

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
Slain Oflfire and Factory,
ST. liOris, MO,

Rastern Office and Warelionse,
136 liibercy St., NEW ¥ORB. CITY.

This Trade=Mark?roreft1's', ^ITrB^tra^—^—^—^——^^^—^^^——^ Branches, Edison Cut-Outs

21k Guarantees Satisfaction
Switches, etc. —

PHILADELPHIA. H, T. PAISTE CO. CHICAQO.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE: iiBiiil<ur«J CHICAGO: BOSTON: SAN FRANCISCO

IS l7CgrtlaodtSI.,N»Y(rk. "'""*'''"
'1 320 Dairborn SL l34ClingrMlSL 71 Fload BaBalldlat

t

t

Both Alternating and
Direct Current Apparatus.

GENERATORS, MOTORS,

TRANSFORMERS,

INSTRUMENTS, SWITCHBOARDS.

Power Plants for the L-ongest Distances. Mining Equipments. Factory and Shop

Equipments. Lrighting and Railway llachinery. S. K. C. and IVoi'thern Systems.

c

X

STANLEY ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,

PITTSFIELD, MASS.
NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,

MADISON, WIS.

»»»«»«»»»«»«»»»«»e'»«»>»B»»»>»«»«»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»«»»-»«»«»>»«'»»»i
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10

YEARS' EXPERIENCE.
10

HUNDRED SPECIALTIES.
10

THOUSAND CUSTOIWERS.
AMERICA'S LARGEST ELECTRICAL SUPPLY HOUSE.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY, Chicago,

cINTIRE JOINTS,

AMERICAN JOINTS,

AMERICAN ELECTRIC FUSE CO.,
345-347 South Canal Street, Chicago, III.

INDIA a AMBER

EMPIRE A MIC
COIVlPOtl^D

IN ANY SHAPE OR PATTERN.
Erj^oiieMiinsdKsCo Mica ImiiiatorCo.

"^ 2ISH,ii,i st.\o>v Y«»rk A <'»iirn<io. ii7lHk<-.Sj.

"PERFECT.^"^

INSULATOR

HAZARD MANUFACTURING CO,

Wires and Gables.
HIGH-GRADE RUBBER-

COVERED,
WEATHERPROOF

MAGNET, OFFICE, ANNUNCIATOR WIRE.
QBZfEBAL Office and Works, New York Office, Chicago Office,

WUkesbarre, Pa. 60 Dey St. 1201-2 Marquette Bldg

AMERICAN
BATTERY _

,

COMPOUND |A
For all Kinc-Carbon

Cells.

THE PERFECT

BATTERY
SALT

For all Open-Circnil
Work.

SAL-AMMONIAC IS A RELIC OF THE PAST

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPOUND CO.,
31 and 33 l!i. CANAI, 8T .

P
ATENTS.
GEO. R. HAMLIN, Patent Lawyer,

800 H St., N. W., Washington. D. C.

I Booklet: "iDformatlon for Inventors,'*
free. Specialty; Electrical Inventions.

Henry H. Humphrey,
Consulting
Electrical Engineer.

Central Lighting Stations,
Electric Power Transmission.

543, 544 ^nd 545 Century Bldg
,
St.Louis.

Kentucky

Incandescent
KENTUCKY ELECTRICAL

Ohlcago Agent, J. W. Brooks, eos Prymouth Bldg,

LAMPS I7c
CO., Owensboro, Ky. M U

oks, eos prymouth BIdK. ^> ^" ^^^

General Electric Company
Rent, at a moderate rate, lamps and receptacles in

any quantity. Also repair X-Ray Tubes.

Send for Catalogue No. 9050.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND MINIATURE
LAMP DEPARTMENT,

Harrison, N. J.

ENGINEERING.HERBERT A. WACNER,
Consulting Engineer

Railway Lighting and Power Plants,

41B LOCUST ST., ST. LOUIS. MO,

F BELL.
PURE
PLATINUM
CONTACTS.

HUEBEL& MANGER.
286 GRAHAM STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

COAL AND ASHES HANDLING
MACHINERY, SHAFTING. PULLEYS,

CLUTCHES, PATENT MACHINE-MOULDED
ROPE SHEAVES, ETC.

CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION.

LINK- BELT MACHINERY CO.,
- Engineers. Founders, Machinists,

CHICAGO, U.S. A.

(jJiMj

JOHN T. McROY
302 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

J38 WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO

\A/MY IS IX

THE "BELDEN" SYSTEM

OF ARC LIGHTING
Is so far superior to any other sys-
tem on the market?

BECAUSE
It embodies features that are not to

be found in any other lamp.

We have convinced hundreds who have had arc

lamp troubles. We can convince you.

Our catalog explains the fine points of the

"Belden" and it will be sent on request.

Belden-Larwill Electric &

Mfg. Co.,

FT. WAYNE, IND.
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7IIANK N. PHILLIPS, President.

I. H. WAQENSCIL, TiiEASURCn.
EUGENE F. PHILLIPS,

GENEBAL MANAOCn.
E. ROWLAND PHILLIPS, VlCE-PHCO.
C. R. RCMINQTON, JR., Sko.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PBOTXDENCE, B. I.

'

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
* AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New York Stork, W. J. Watson, 26 Cortlandt St.
Chicago Stork. F. E. Donahoe. 241 Madison St.
Montreal Branch, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrloal "Works.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIPSDALE. R. I.

THE "CLARK WIRE
FOR

SWITCHBOARD
RAILWAY

and MOTOR USE.

All sizes of

Stranded and Flex-

ible Wire and
Cablfs with

Cl-rk'slnsulation

Inspector Boston Fire Underwriters' Union says:

"A thoroughly reliable anJ desiiable wire in evtry respect."

The Clark wire has been before ihe public and in use fur the past ten years,

and has met with universal favor. We guarantee our Insulation -wherever used,

Aerial, Underground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not lower,

than any other first-class insulated wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues,

with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61-63 Hampshire Street,

BOSTON, MASS.
HENKT A. CLAEK, Treas. and Gen'l Manager.

HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Pres. and Electrician.

P
ATENTS.
PAGE&DUIUliD,

SOLICITORS OF AMERICAN AND
FOREIGN PATENTS.

Adams Ex. Bldg., 185 Dearborn St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Six Years with General Electric Company.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,
Counsellor at Law,

No. 66 Broadway, - NEW YORK CITY.

Patent Causes. Patent Soliciting.

\M U^»»^« 9^ IMl al- or your money back when you buy a C A. H Rheostat.

wAIII' nilllBV S VWI1III1 3,000 standard motor starters and motor speed regu-wMI IIWIlv^ W wl III lators constantly in stock from wblcb we can make
immediate shipment. Reliable; firepoof; approved by tire underwriters. Send for illustrated
catalogue W and discount sheet.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFC. CO.,
MILWAUKEE, WIS. NEW YORK OFFICE, 136 LIBERTY STREET.

W« are the largest and oldest exclusive manufacturers of Rheostats in the world.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
MANUFACTURERS OF

STEEIi OUTLET ADTD JUHrCTIOlV BOXES,
BWrrCHBOABBS, TATSEl. BOABBS. SWITCEE8, ETC

^JTIOJ^. NB\A^ -VOPSK.

I
The Direct-Reading Ohmmeter

The Only Instrument to

Measure a Resistance

Quickly and Accurately

The American Electric Specialty Co.,

123 Liberty St., N. Y. City.

^^ , Electrical Instruments. Automatic Switches
'«™'""" Arc Lamps, Special Machinery.

Agents for CHAS. WIRT & CO.,
Telephone, 12A Oortlandt. Phpfictats and Tlnithep.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

0. R/'WeatierprootWire.

Slow-Burning Weatierproof

and Slow-Burning Wire.

The Best-The "NEW STYLE"
Receptacle and Attachment Plug.

The latest in this line is the
"NEW STYLE" made by

WM. T. PRINGLE, 1026 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.
Western Representatives: J. B. McKeaKue Co.. 3Z4 Dearborn St., Chicago.

EAGLE
INSULATING

VARNISH.

Best made, light col-
ored, remains elastic.

Send for sample and
be convinced.

Eagle Paint & Varnish Works,
PITTSBURG, PA.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Go.,

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.

]iii:no(^
\ INTERIOR ,»in(ONI>Uir

RICHMONDT CONDUIT CO.
^ iVIILWA.UK.E:E: USA- *

CONQUERED."'ELECTROLYSIS
Electrolysis Proof

CONDUITS.
An absolute non-conductor.

Perfect insulation guaranteed.
Allows no moisture to accumulate. Noscratcliiug of cables. No weak joints. Xo breakage. No
deterioration. Freight charges extremely light. Costs less to lay than other conduits Made in
7-foot lengths; 3-inch internal diameter; weight 21bs to foot. Manufacturers of Electrolysis
Proof Insulating materials, Conduits. Laterals, Distributing Box and Post Linings, Moist Proof
Manhole Linings, Pipe Covering, Etc.

OFFICE, 605. 606 Manhattan BIdg . CHICAGO, ILL.

FACTORY, BLUE ISLAND.ELECTROLYSIS PROOF CONDUIT MFG. CO.

SMALL SPRINGS
or EVERY DESCRIPTJONf

XHZ WALLACE BARNES CO.,
sT.,fiurv£/, /i^7 BRfSTOL, COWN., u. S A.

UNDELL Yaws

BIG STOCK
CHICACO!

DIRECT-CURRENT

HOLTZER-CABOT

FANS
no AND 500 VOLTS.

LAMINATED FIELDS,

CARBON BRUSHES,

II
SELF-OILINO BEARINOS.

These Fans Made

Best anil Bracket Styles.

BEND FOR CATALOG
OF FULL LINE OF FANS.

HOLTZER-CABOT ELEC. CO,,

397 Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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WANTED.
Electrical Instrument

Makers Wanted.
First-class, s'eadj' men on ammeter and volt-

meter work. Must tbnroiighly understand the
work. AVrile

42 Center Street, Lynn, Mass.

WANTED TO BUY.
We are in the market for good second-band

blgh-speed Automatic and Corliss engines. We
want several such at once. Write us, giving
full particulars.

CAMP ENGINEERING CO.,

ISSouth Canal street, Chicago, III.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
Dr. J S. Romine of Chadron, Neb.,

will sell $in,000 stock of Chadron Elec-

tric Light and Power Co. for $3,000

cash; balance stock, $4,000, held by
J. D. Bacon of Chadron, a retired

banker, he will sell on account of my
selling, for $2,000 cash or on time, or

keep his stock. Plant cost over $10,000;

no bonds, mortgages or debts; no other
light plant; city contract. Coal, $2.95

per ton. Pure city spring water. City

of 3,000, healthy, good school, academy,
six churches. Business can be greally

increased. Reason for selling, age and
business keep me away all the time.

SECOND-HAND
Dynamos and Motors.

We invite correspondence
with those wishing to

buy or sell.

SCHUREMAN & HAYDEN,

140 S. Clinton St., Chicago.

$400.00 Each.
Two 60-Liglit, I O-Ampere, Western Electric Arc Dynamos,

complete with automatic regulators, switchboard and instruments.

Also two extra armatures, each $150.00.

100 narrow frame lamps, single rod, each $4.00.

Rose Electric Co., St. Louis, Mo.

WANTED " i^r
CEO. F. SCHWALM CO.,

FOR SPOT CASH
BURNED OUT INCANDESCENT tAMPS AND BASES.

HARRISON. N.J.

MANUFACTURERS
BABBITT METAL, BAR. WIRE SOLDER.

PIG LEAD. INGOT COPPER, SPELTER, ETC.

GREAT WESTERN SMELTING AND REFINING CO., Ciiicago

ER

rOTHERO
39-43

W. WASHINGTON ST.
CHICAGO.

Manfrs.

oftlie

well

iinown

i*
1

Perfection
SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR AND PRICE LIST.

Bruslies

for

Dynamos

and

Motors.

REPAIRS Mcirmcmdfnl'!" National Electric Company's Maoliines.

Pratt Institute
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

TWO YEAR COURSES IN

APPLIED ELECTRICITY
.\ND IN

STEAM & MACHINE DESIGN
Write for Catalogue and Particulars.

the Standard Open Circuit Batterlea
of the World.

SEND FOK CIEOULAB AND PBI0K8.

THE lECLANCH'E BATTERY CO.,
til to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

REPAIRS REPAIRS REPAIRS
DYNAMOS, MOrORS.ARC LAMPS, INSTRUMENTS, TR A NS FO.R M L R S ,T CLE PH N ES

EXPERIMEWTAL APPARATUS BUILT AND DESIGNED
ROBERT L.McOUAT, REPAIR SHOPS, INDI AM APO L 15, IWD.

Iio-Volt Incandescent Dynamos.
12-light
16-liglit

25-liglit

35-light
36-llght
50-light
50-llght
50-llght
50-light
50-light
55-ligbt
80-light
no-light
90-llght

160-light
210-light
250-llght
250-llght
250-llght

260-llght
270-light
270-llght

1 340-llght

Edison, "i K. W.
Lundell, self-oiler.

0. & C, self-oiler.
WGStinghouse, self-oiler.
Bernard, self-oiler.
Hawkeye, self-oiler.
Bain, self-oiler.
Card, self-oiler.
Nowotny, self-oiler.

C. & C, self-oiler.

Edison. 3 K. W., self-oiler.
Wood, self-oiler.
Edison, 6 K. ^Y., compound.
Westinghouse.
Rockford.
Triumph, self-oiler.
Westinghouse, horizontal type.
Commercial, comp., self-oiler.

Siemens & Halske, 15 K. W..
multipolar.

National, compound, self-oiler.

T.-H.. comp., self-oiler.

Westinghouse, M. P., slow speed.
Eddy, self-oiler, compound.
Hawkeye, comp. wound.
National, self-oiler, compound.
Rockford, self-oiler, couiiiound.
Edison, 20 K. W., shunt.
Edison, 20 K. W., self-oilers.
Edison. 20 K. W., self-oiler, com-
pound.

Wood, M. P., self-oiler. 25 K. W.
Edison, 25 K. W., self-oiler.
Roclifofd. self-oiler.
Edison, 30 K. W.
Edison, 30 K. W.. self-oilers.
Edison. 30 K. W., self-oilers,
compound.

Elckmeyer.
Siemens & Halske. 40 K. W.,
multipolar, slow speed.

Westinghouse, 10 pole, slow
speed, 40 K. W., self-oilers.

Rockford, self-ollcr, new arm't.
Edison, 45 K. W., self-ollors.

Waddell-Enz, 50 K. W.. M. P.,

direct connected to 125 H. I'.,

self-olUng, 14x14 engine.

220-Volt Qenerators.

1 9 K. W. Lundell. Belf-oller.

1 10 K. W. Lundell, self-oiler, multipolar,
Blow speed.

1 12 K. W. Eddy, self-oiler, new arm't.
1 12 K. W. Westinghouse, multipolar, self

oiler.

1 25 K. W. Edison, sclf-oller.

1 35 K. W. E. & C, niulllpelar, slow speed.
1 45 K. W. EdlBon, self-oiler, new arm't,

compound.
1 50 K. W. Westinghouse, self-oiler, hori-

zontal type, compound.
1 200 K. W. Crocker-Wheeler, multipolar,

slow speed, pracllcally ntw.

350-1 ight
350-llght
360-llght
350-light
350-llght
350-llght

400-llght
450-llght
450-llght
540- light
640-llKht
640-llght

1 COO-llght
1 700-llght

2 700-llght

1 SOO-llght

4 800-llKht
1 1350-llght

regory:
ELECTRIC CO.

34-62 S.CLINTOfi ST. CHICAGO.

Soo-Volt Qenerators,
15 K.
25 K. 25,

W. Edison, self-oilers.

W. T.-H., self-oiler, D.
pound.

1 25 K. W. Edison, self-oiler.

1 30 K. W. Jenney, self-oiler.
1 35 K. W. Jennev, self-oiler, compound.
1 35 K. W. Mather, self-oiler.
1 45 K. W. Edison, compound, self-oiler.
1 150 K. W. Detroit {Itaet. multipolar, com-

pound, self-oiler.
1 100 H. P. 600-volt Westinghouse, Kodak

set generator and comp. en-
gine.

Alternating Qenerators,
1 350-ligbt Thomson-Houston. A. 18, comp.
1 600-llght Bain, 30 K. W., self-oiler, toothed

armature.
2 GOO-llght Thomson-Houston, A. 6, 30 K. W.
1 OOOlight ThonKon-Houston, 30 K. W.,

two-phase.
1 600-light T.-H., 30 K. W., slotted arma-

ture, compound, self-oiler.
1 650-llght Thomson-Houston. A. 35, s. o.,

composite wound.
2 750-light Westinghouse, self-oilers, 37% K.

W.
1 1000-llght Wood. 50 K. W., self-oiler,

toothed armature, comp.
1 1200-llght Westinghouse. 60 K. W.. self-

oiler, compound, toothed arm't.
1 1200-llght General Electric. A. 60, compos-

ite wound, toothed armature,
self-oller.

2 1300-llght T.-H.. A. 70, 1100 volts, self-
oilers, compound wound.

2 1400-llght Westinghouse, 70 K. W., brand
new.

2 eeCO-llght Westinghouse. 300 IC. W., toolhed
arniatiire, composite wound.
self-oilers, outboard bearings.

Arc Dynamos.
1 20-llght 2000 C. r. Western Electric.
1 25Ilght 2000 C. P. T. H.. h.-ill armature.
1 25-IIght 2000 C. P. T.-H.. ring armature.
1 30-llgbt 20O0 C. P. Western Eleetrk,

Arc Dynamos Continued.

1 30-lIght 2000 C,

3o-Iight
35-light
40-IIght
40-Iight
4.5-ilght
45-Iight
45-light

2000 C,
2000 C
2000 C,
2000 0.
1200 C,
1200 C,

1200 C,

1 50-light 2000 C.

50-1 Ight
50-llght

1200 0.

1200 C,

1 50-llght 2000 C,

50-light :

60-light :

60-lIght :

2000 C,
2O0O C
2000 C.

1. 60-llght 2000 C
oil.

2000 C,
2000 O.

P. Brush, No. 7. Steuben-
rausch commutator,

P. T.-H., L. D. 2.

. P. T.-H., ring armature.
P. Wood. No. 7.

P. Western Electric, s. o.

P. T.-H., M. 12. ball armt.
P. T.-H., M. 12, ring armt.

:. P. Efush. No. 7, Steuben-
ransch commutator.

F. Excelsior, latest type,
newly rewound tield

and armature.
P. T.-H., L. D. 12.

P. T.-H., L. D., 12, new
ring arm't, self-oiler.

1. P. T.-H., M. D., 2, seif-
oller, ring armature.

P. West. Elec, self-oiler.
P. Brush, No. 7%.
P. West. Elec., self-oilers.

P. Westinghouse, self-

3 60-llght
3 65-light

P. Wood, No. 8.

P. Brush, No. 8, new arma-
ture. Steubenrausch
commutators.

1 75-llght 1200 C. P. Standard, self-oiler, air
insulated commutator.

2 76-llght 2000 C. P. Westlngh'se, self-ollers,

3 125-llght 1200 C. P. Excelsior, latest type,
self-oilers, fine.

iio-Volt Motors.
1 Vi M. P. Sprague.
1 % H. P. Elbrldge.
1 % H. P. Roth.
1 y. H. P. Keller, self-ollcr.
2 1 H. P. Bcldlng. M. P.
11 H. P. Roth, self-qller. new armature.
2 1 II. P. Edison. % K. W., self-oilers.
1 1 H. P. Lundell, self-ollcr.
1 1'/. II. P. C. & C. self-oller.

1 2 H. P. Bernard, self-oller.
1 3 H. I'. Hawkeye.
1 3 H. P. Weslinghonse.
1 3 H. P. Jenney, self-oller.

iio Volt Motors.—Continued,
H. P.
H. P.
H. P. Wood,
H. P. Card,

Bain, self-oller.
Nowotny, self-oiler.

1
1

1
1
2

1

1

1 10
1 10
1 15
2 18
1 20
1 30
1 30
1 35

1 40
1 60

self-oiler, Manchester
type.

3 H. P. C. & C, self-oller.

a30-Volt Motors.
1 H. P. Eddy, self-oller.

1 H. P. E. & C, new, self-oilers, M. P.

3 H. P. Kester, self-oller.

3 H. P. Gen. Elec, type I. B., self-

oiler. I

5 H. P. Eddy, ring type, self-oller.

5 H. P. Westinghouse, self-oiler.

71/2 H. P. Roth, self-oiler.

7% H. P. Edison, self-oiler.

10 H. P. Lundell. self-oiler.

12 H, P. Lundell. 10 K, V,'., multipolar,
self-oller, slow speed,

P, Eddy, sclf-oller. new arm't.
P. Westinghouse. multipolar, self-

oller, 15 K. W.
P. Edison, 25 K. W., seif-oiier.

P. E. & C, multipolar, slow spL'ed.

P. Northern, M. P., self-oiler,

newly rewound throughout.
P. Edison, self-oller. 45 K. W,
P. Westinghouse, horizontal type,

self-oller.
P. Sprague, self-ollcr, new arm't.

500-Volt Motors.
P. Crocker-Wheeler. self-oilers,

slow speed.
P. C. & C. self-oller.

2% H. P. Wood, self-oiler.

3 H. P. Toledo, self-oller.

3 H. P. Hobart, self-oiler.

3% H. P. Rockford, ironclad, self-oilers.
- - P. D. & D.

P. Edison, self-oller.

P. Eddy, self-oiler, multipolar.
P. Card, M. P.. self-oller, slow sp.

P. Eddy, self-oller.

P. C. & C, self-oilers.

P. Commercial, self-oiler.

_ P. T.-H., self-oller. D. 25.

H. P. Edison, 25 K. W., self-oller.

H. P. Jenney, self-oller
H. P. Mather, self-oller.

H. P. Edison, 45 K. W., sclf-oller.

H.

5 H
7% H.
- H.

H.
H.
H.
H.
H.

Alternating-Current Motors.

SINGLE PHASE.
. H. P. Stanh.y. WO volls, 16000 alterna-

tions, single-phase.
H. P. Ft. Wayne. 100 v.. 125 cycle, self-

oller. single-phase.
H. P. Wagner, single-phase, 60 cycle,

200 volts.

TRANSFORMERS, METERS AND ARC LAMPS.
NOTICE.—All machints are actually In clock ready lor prompt delivery. All machines are guaranteed. Write lor partlculart and tend (or MONTHLY BARGAIN SHEET with net cash price.
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AMERICAN

BRIDGE CO.,

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

Steel Bridges,

Steel Buildings,

AND ALL CLASSES OF METALLIC STRUCTURES.

GENERAL OFFICES:
NO. 100 BROADWAY NEW YORK.

BRANCH OFFICES:
BOSTON, BALTIMORE,

PHILADELPHIA, NEW ORLEANS,
CHICAGO, CLEVELAND,

PITTSBURG, MINNEAPOLIS.

Victor Turbines
Operating Dynamos.

That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of

superiority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, High Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

We also have a full line of modern patterns for Gears and PowerTranamission
riachinery.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

The Stilwell-Bierce & Smith -Vaile Co.,
257 Lehman Street, DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS.
JVII ICInds.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Snlte 510 aiarqnette. CHICACsn.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

WALSH'S SONS & CO.,
eSO WASHINGTON ST., NEWARK. N. J.

\A/l IRINO.
The satisfactory kind that brings your second order.

Armatures, transformers and fields rewound. Commutators refilled. Machintd
rebuilt. All work guaranteed. Low prices. Write us.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL REPAIR CO.,
L. D. Telephone, Main 5114. 141 S. Clinton Street, CHICAGO;

Machinery and Supplies at Bargain Prices.
We have the largest establishment of Its kind on earth. Our plant and yards cover over a million feet of space. Ws an constantly buying factories and

buildings. OUR MACHINERY HALL, a space 1 05x360 feet, is filled to overflowing with a complete assortment of machinery and electrical apparatus. WE PUR-

GHASEO THE OMAHA EXPOSITION, THE WORLD'S FAIR, THE CHICAGO POSTOFFICE BUILDINGS, ETC. Our facilities for rebuilding machinery are unsurpassed.

We furnish a binding guarantee with all goods purchased. Our stock Is constantly being added to. The following items are quoted, subject to prior sale:

One No. 8 Mu'tipolar Machine, 75K.W., 500-voIt,

speed 750, 15U to 160 h. p., Thomson-Houston.
One Allis Corliss engine, 26x48 in., 400 h. p.
One Replogle Electric Water-Wheel Governor,
One No. 1 Russell high-speed auto, engine, 7x16.
One 60 arc light Wood dynamo, 2,000 c. p.
One 620-light General Electric dynamo with 52-

volt exciter.

38 assorted Transformers.
One Station Transformer and Ground Tester with

three miles of Nos.4 and 6 Weatherproof Wire.
One Westinghouse Alternator and Fan Motor,

16,000 alt., 100 volts.

One 14x24 Box Bed engine, shaft 8 ft. long, 6i in.

diam.
One M. P. 80 T.-H., 500-volt Railway Generator.
One D. 62 T.-H. 500-volt Railway Generator.
Two 25 S. S., V. 500, speed 900, Nos. 1041 and 1039

T.-H. Railway Generator.
One 15x14 Ideal engine.
One 14x14 Ideal engine.
One 12x18 Lansing engine.
One 25-light, 2,000 e. p, Westinghouse low-ten-

sion are dynamo.
Two 50-ligtit Standard arc dynamos.
One 20-light Sperry are dynamo.
One 500-light, 100-volt Edison dynamo.
One 1,000-light 1,000-volt Wood Ft. Wayne al-

ternating dynamo, complete with switch-

board and exciter.

One 1,000-light, 1,000-volt Westinghouse dyna-

mo, complete with switchboard and exciter.
One 1,200-light Slattery alternating dynamo.
One portable Weston ammeter, reading from

to 150,

Two Thompson alternating ammeters, reading
from to 100,

Fifty 10, 20, 40 and 80 ampere Westinghouse
house meters,

200 series arc lamps, different makes.
Rubber-covered, weatherproof and bare copp.'r

wire,

5,000 assorted sizes clear and opal arc globes.
One 18x42 Frick Corliss engine.
One 20x32 Watertown automatic engine.
One 18x28 Watertown automatic engine.
One 12x20x14 Ball compound engine.
One 914x10x14 Payne compound engine.
One Armington & Sims cross-compound con-
densing engine, 30x20x15.

One 15x14 Ideal automatic engine.
One 141/4x13 Armington & Sims auto, engine.
One 12x21 Buckeye automatic engine.
One 12x12 Armington & Sims automatic engine.
One 12x12 Ideal automatic engine.
One 230 h. p. Baragwauath feed-water heater.

One Stilwell-Bierce live steam heater and puri-

fier.

One 150 h. p, Berryman heater.

One 125 h, p. "Baragwanath heater.

One 500 h, p. Hanover independent condenser.
Two 72x16 horizontal tubular boilers.

One 00x18 liorizontal tubular boiler.

Two 60x16 horizontal tubular boilers. •

Five 54x16 horizontal tubular boilers.

Two 54x14 horizontal tubular boilers.

Two 48x16 liorizontal tubular boilers.

Two 48x14 horizontal tubular boilers.

Ten Hill friction-clutch pulleys, 52x22x6 inch
bore, doublearm, double crown, double belt,

3 Thompson recording wattmeters, 10 ampere.
2 Thompson recording wattmeters, 15 ampere.
2 Thompson recording wattmeters', 25 ampere.
1 12x24 engine made by Zeahm Bros.
1 20x22 Corliss engine.
1 9x12 center crank engine.
1 12x12 center crank engine.
1 7x10 slide valve center crank.
1 3x5 upright engine,
1 80 h. p. A. B. Farquahar Co. engine,
1 horizontal pattern Lansing engine, 12-in. stroke.
1 10x18 stationary engine.
1 12x20 Sinker & Davis engine.
1 diamond drill, BullockMfg. Co., capacity 1500 ft,

1 Crane passenger elevator.
1 14x24 box bed engine.
1 E. P. Allis coil heater for 80 h. p. engine,
1 25 h. p. Portable engine and boiler.

1 Atlas automaiic engine, 9x14.
] New York safety engine, 9x10.
1 30 h. p, stationary engine.
1 40 h. p. steel tubular boiler, 44x14.
1 9x14 Atlas automatic engine.

ovu catai.ogi;e: no. iso is art educator, ask fob it sure, ii^rite to-day.

CMICAOO MOLJS : NA/RECKIIMG
West 35th and Iron Streets, CHICAGO.
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A PERFECT

DESK PHONE.
Adjustable Head, Platinum Contacts,

Auxiliary Springs in Receiver and

Transmitter, Silk Cords.

Material Used, Workmanship,
Fine Finish and Results Considered

make it the Cheapest and the Best.

Swedish-American

Telephone Co.,
Nos.69,7lan(l 73 W.Jackson Blvd.,

CHICAGO.

STERLING ELECTRIC CO.,
CXCLUSrVE MANUFACTURCnS OF

BELL-STYLE TELEPHONE
FOB THE INDEPENDENT FIEI.D.

Main Office and Factory at LAFAYETTE) INDi Branch Office, Chicago.

GHICACiO OFFICE, No. laCO 9IONADNOCK BIIII.DING.
NEW¥OUK OFFICE, 141 BROADn'AY, NEW YOBK CITY.

HUGO SCHUMACHER, Prest.

J. A. AEBOGAST, Vice-Prest.

MAX SCHUMACHER, Seo'y and Treas.

M. GARL, Supt.

Garl Electric

Company,
AKRON, OHIO.

CHICACO OFFICE,
1015 Monadnocl( Building.

Sole Patentees and
Manufacturers of

Girl Railway, Hotel and Factory Telephone

Systems. Garl Electric Gun for Fire

and Burglar Alarms.
intercommunicating
Factory Telephone.

J. H.VAN VLiSSINGEN, Prest. W. C. HEiNROTH. Treas. L.G. BOWMAN, Sec'y and GenM Mgr.

WESTERN TELEPHONE
CONSTRUCTION CO.,

153-159 South Jefferson St., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE PIONEER COMPANY.

BETTER THAN EVER BEFORE.

SWITCHBOARDS, TELEPHONES, and other

HIGH GRADE APPARATUS.

Write for prices. Orders filled promptly.

STANDARD

Telephone and Electric

Company,

MADISON, WIS.
Manufacturers and Importers

High Grade

Telephone Apparatus
EXCLUSIVELY.

WRITE FOR I900 CATALOGUE.

EUREKA ELECTRIC CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

THE LARGEST LINE OF HIGH-GRADE TELEPHONE APPARATUS,

GABLE HEADS, SWITCHBOARDS, TELEPHONES. IItalogue:.

NOS. 157-167 S. Canal St., CHICAGO, U. S. A.

A SMALL TRIAL ORDER
WILL CONVINCE YOU THAT

KELLOGG APPARATUS
IS THE BEST THERE IS.

Common Battery and Magneto System for Small Exchanges.
Bridging Telephones—Series Telephones.

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY CO.,

229 S. GREEN STREET, CHICAGO.

No 1900

AMBRICAN mECTRIC TllliPflOl CO.

36 to 50 Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL.

Our new No. igoo Telephones with Disc Carbon Lightning

Arrester for SERIES and BRIDGING work are winners. Try them.

OUR CENTRALIZED BATTERY SYSTEM

is a great success; likewise our .

MULTIPLE SWITCHBOARDS.

Telephone Apparatus
Of All Kinds Manufactured.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL AND TOOLS LOWEST PRICES.

A BIG LOT OF SECOND-HAND PHONES, IN GOOD

ORDER, CAN BE HAD FOR A SONG.

Let us tell you about them.

Automatic Lightning Arrester.
Positive protection for telephones and switoliboards

against any abnormal current.

No fuse to burn out, line is never open, service

never interrupted; it worl<s automatically, is guar-

anteed not to burn out, requires no attention wlial-

ever after being installed.

It has less resistance than any other arrester,

resistance being less than one ohm.
The working parts are mounted on porcelain base

and are ornamental in appearance.
We put them up single for individual 'phones, and

in cabinets for exchange use; the cabinets require

but small floor space.

Protection without annoyance is what you want;

try this device on some of your toll or worst lines

aid see for yourself what it will do.

Correspondence Solicited.

Butler-Taylor Co.,
Ravenna, Ohio.
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ATTENTION INDEPENDENTS-NEW DEAL-NDT THE BELL THIS TIME.

The National Telephone EquipmentCo.
T, IN/IIOM.,

Has purchased the patents and property of The Detroit Switchboard
and Telephone Construction Co. of Detroit.

THE NATIONAL TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT CO. SOLICITS YOUR BUSINESS AND MAKES
THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT TO THE TRADE:

We are pleased to announce to the Independent Telephone Companies that the National Telephone Equipment
Co. of Detroit has purchased the entire property, patents, machinery, etc., of the Detroit Switchboard and Telephone Con-
struction Co., which has in the past constructed and equipped the largest and most successful Independent telephone ex-
changes in the United States, with the most complete and improved system manufactured.

We are now^ in a position to contract for the construction and equipment of telephone plants, complete or in part. Our
switchboards and instruments are in successful operation throughout the United States, and they are standing evidences

of the perfect system we are prepared to manufacture and install. We have passed the experimental stage.

We are also in a position to make a specialty of quick repair work. Our plant is equipped with the most modern
machinery and only experienced and competent workmen are employed. We can give you satisfaction in this line.

It will be our aim to merit the confidence and patronage of the Independent telephone trade by a fidelity to their

interests and by furnishing superior apparatus at reasonable figures. We will also carry a complete line of supplies nec-

essary for the maintenance of an up-to-date telephone plant.

We trust you will give us a share of your valuable patronage. Very respectfully,

NATIONAL TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT CO.

P. S.—Don't forget we can show you NOW (not in the future) exchanges in successful operation

equipped with our apparatus aggregating in capacity 20,000 'phones.

4> *¥

FINETELEPHONEEQUIPMENT

Exchanges and Interior Systems.
4.

^

^

4»

4»

Couch & Seeley Co.,
212 Summer Street, Boston, Mass.,

SOLE 9IANVFACTVBEBS

\A/. & O COAL GRAIN MICROPHONE
BIPOLAR RECEIVER.

<#>

4>

<^

<^

<¥
>¥

i-».f--*--l'#^n^
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Wright Gable Hanger.
SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

R.I. TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Mention this paper.

EDISON
BATTERY FAN OUTFITS

.WITH...

EDISON LALANDE CELLS
are the only efficient battery fan outfits
on the market. Invaluable for the sick
room.

Write for Catalogue No. 4.

EDISON MFC. CO.,

135 5TH AVE.,COR.20THST.,
NEW YORK.

SA

MDNDN ROUTE
i IS Tnt DIRECT LINE- I

j
BETWEEN

CHICAGO.
INDIANAPOLIS,

CINCINNATI
i AND

LOUISVILLE
a CITY OFFICE 232 CLARK 5T,

TELEPHONES.
We are now manufacturing telephone instruments complete. We

want to send PREPAID A SAMPLE PHONE to every exchange in the
west. If not satisfactory return at our expense. Write us for prices and
one of our new handsomely illustrated telephone catalogues. We also

carry a full line of telephone and electric-light supplies.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.
KANSAS CITY, MO.

LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE, 2279.

DEALERS^nHCONTRACTORS
For Satisfactory Intercommunicating

At bottom prices, write to

THOMAS, WILCOX & DIETZ, - - Cleveland, Ohio.

TELEPHONE AND

CONST. SUPPLY CO.,

CHICAGO.
NEW CATALOGUE FREE.

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE SUPPLY CO.,
TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES,

19 SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO.
"Monarch" Galvanized Telephone Wire, "Extra BB" and "BE" Galvanized Telephone Wire, Hard-drawn
Copper Telephone Wire, Uubber Covered Wire, Weather-prool' Iron Line Wire, Annunciator Wire. Office
Wire, Galvanized Steel Strand, Crosby Clips, Guy Clamps, Bpstnn Cable HanperM, Turn Bucklen, Messen-
ger Pol© Supports. Galvanized Thimbles, Guy Rods, Ground Rods, Stombaugli Guy Anchora. Eye Bolts,
Cross Arms, Crcsa Arm Braces, Pins and Brackets, Latr Screws ami Bolts, Insulators, Knobs. Tool3|etc.,etc.

o
o

Send for complete catalogue of

^ MACNETO BELLS, TELEPHONES,
<» MEDICAL BATTERIES and
liT ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES.
Ô All Ooods Jlieh Grade in Every Respect

£ MIANUS ELECTRIC CO., Mianus, Conn.

66BRACE UP JJ

Your Telephone, Telegraph and Trol-

ley Poles, by using the celebrated

STOHBftUGH Guy Anchor

AND THEY WILL

ALWAYS STAND ERECT.

alo holes to die- ~Foii

screTT them in the
sround and there they
stay, defyins np-
rootal.

PBACTICA.L. ASJD IKEXPENSIVB.
Si> sizes, 3i to 12 inch diameter.

Others Use and Endorse Them, Why Not Youl

MANUFACTURED
BV . . PHILIP SMITH, Sidney, Ohio, U.S.A.

W. N. MATTHEWS & BRO., St. Loufs, Mo.
Geneial Western Agents. 8 to 13 In. Diameter.

READY FOR THE MARKET.
"PEIHCO," the neTP style Creole rosette. In-

snlation perfect, lonff fase, snperlor
in every detail.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co., Peru, Ind.

tThe Fibre-Graphite Commutator BrushTj
'

^TT. A. nnd Fnrpirrn Pn.tpntfl.^ ^m^_^^m..^b^bh.^hi T(U. 8. and Foreign Patents.)

A No Sparking Dnder Varying Load.

\ No Wear on Commutator.

T No Shitting of Quadrant.

f 80 per cent. Pure Graphite.

^ For Sample Order, and Prices, write to

I
Holmes Fibre - Graphite Mfg. Co.,

SI66 Wakefield St.. Germanlown, PHILADELPHIA.

. COMMUTATOR i

*lI^,ll«''''^ Some-

thing

New...

Adjustable

Hanging

Teleptiones

In Wall. Celling and Desk
Sets. lUu.stratlon shows
our WALL SET. Made com-
plete with magneto bells,

battery box, etc. The bat-
teries and magneto are un-
der one cover, as shown, but
well separated, so that mois-
ture cannot affect the mech-
anism. This style of "phone
is regularly furnished with
six feet of flexible cord, giv-

ing it a range of adjustment
of six feet. Fitted with
high-grade generator, high-
ly wound induction coll,
globular carbon, solid back,
long-distance transmitter,
horseshoe magnet, bipolar
receiver.

We have Others, too.

Send for new illustrated
catalog showing our depar-
ture in telephony.

M. I. VOUGHT,
Sole Manufacturer,

LA CROSSE, WIS,

.tents Pending in Commercial Countries.

U. S. NAVY SPECIFICATIONS
Call for Dry Cells equal to "New Standard Dry
Battery"- in E. M. F. (1.5 volts) and entirely
free from acid. Enough said. Prices as low as
any Imitations. New Catalogue for the asking.

WILLIAM ROCHE
INVENTOR AMD SOLE MANUFACTUnER

42 VESEY STREET. NEW YORK CITY

ssOlR STUDENTS:
SUCCEED

INCREASED SAURY.
I was (.'fttitiE J30 a month as

assistant in an Electric Light-

injj Plant when I took up the
Electrical EnKinecring Course.

Since that time, I have passed
fourCivil Sen'ice Examinations,
snd have had my salary raised

four times. 1 am now getting
$8i per month, and can truth-

fully say that 1 owe my success

to correspondence instruction.

E.G.ELLIOTT,
Danncmora, N. Y.

MACHINIST TO ENGINEER.

I recommend The Interna-

tional Correspondence Schools
as lieing ode of the best means
through which to obtain an edu'

cation. The method employed
is simple and easily understood.
At the lime I enrolled, I was
holding a position as machinist
and steam fitter. lamnowchief
eneineerforJ.S.&T.EIkinton.
Philadelphia. Pa.

WM. R. HORNER.
Philadelphia, Pa.

$12 to $70, la Small Monthly installments, pays for a

Salary-Raising Education
In Electrical Engineering. Electric Light and Power.

Telephony, Telegraphy, Steam. Mechanical,

and Civil Engineering.

ESTABLISHED iSgi. CAPITAL. Jl, 500,000.

Seiui fjr CirciiL-irs and Local Re/trences.

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,

Box lODZ, ScrantoD, Peona.

.eVIADUGL
BALTIMORE, MAKE

TELEPHONES
AND EVERYTHINC ELECTRICAL

American Yitrifiei Coinit CoiiBaiif,

MANUFACTUltERS OF

VITRIFIE9 SALT GLAZED
UNDERGROUND AND INTERIOR CONDUITS.

Contractors for Complete Installation

of Conduit Systems.

General Oftlces: 39 Cortlandt St., N. Y.

JEFFREY
COAL-ASHES HANDLING
MACHINERY, l^^i:^'^.^.

THE JEFFREY MFG.CO.Coiumbus.O,
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These 28 spools contaiuinc 91 lbs. of
No.36 single si Ik-covered wire will cost you
024^ net at 50, 10, 10, 5 oS list; and there is

suffieieut wii-e on these '23 spools to wind
1,000 500-ohm IjridginB-bell magnets. Your
w-iiiding labor ivill cost yon at least STi

additional, making a total cost of yonr
own 1,000 magnets Hnished at lacton', i'iiS.

The above box contains 1,000 "Duplex"
magnet windings. Each winding is made
up of No. M wn-e, 500 ohms per winding,
and each winding has 12 per cent, more
tnrns than thero are in the ordinary
wound magnet. i*rice, 8218.70 net. This
is 10 per cent, lessthan your wire bill ajid
we cliarge nothing for winding.

WESTERN OFFICE: 505 Fisher Building, CHICAGO.

THEVARLEYDUPLEXMAGNETCO.
/3S 71^3T. J£R3£YaTYMd
DOES IT BY MACHINERY !

V/f CAN 5AVEY0(/
CONS/DEPABLE MONEY.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

/fj^w
Central Energy

Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out ol repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Ib Complete, Durable, Reliable.

The only manufacturers selling a complete line of

Public Exchange, Toll Line, Police, Fire Alarm,

Street Railway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected hy patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co.,

72-82 VV. Jackson Blvd.,

OBTCATALOa. CHICAQO, U. S. A.

Magnet
Our Specialty: The Best Stock —, j. — -j u< n
of fine sizes of Single Silk I HB MCUemilO iVllg. LO.,

Insulated Magnet Wire in the 207 S ClIiL STREET
country. Also Double Silks.,..

Single and Double Cottons. CHICAGO, ILL.

The Bruckner Electric Co.,
F. C. BRUCKNER, President.

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH-GRADE INTERIOR AND LONG-DISTANCE

TELEPHONES.
SxA^i-tcKiboards.

The very latest Hotel Telephone System and Automatic Intercom-

municating Telephone.

REASONABLE PRICES. PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

Get prices on our new CORDLESS MOVABLE ARM, a

great improvement over any other; also our NEW TRANS-
MITTER, conveying the sound of the voice almost to a

whisper. Specially adapted for Central-Energy Systems.

Carbon does not pack, nor deteriorate, because of the use of

high-voltage battery.

THE BRUCKNER ELECTRIC CO., |
ELECTRICAL EXCHANGE BLDG.,

136 LIBERTY STREET,

I ime:\a/

BRANCH OFFICE AND FACTORY:

141 to l55EastTwenty-FittliSf.,

YORK.
I

•••^^••••••••••••••••^

MAY BE INCREASED BY

CONNECTING UP YOUR

FARMERS
AND

OUTLYING DISTRICTS.

Others are Making their Plants Pay Fair

Interest on their Investments

that Formerly Showed
a Shortage.

NEW FEATURES!
ALL TROUBLE POINTS

ELIMINATED.
No Listening Keys.

No Clearing-Out Drops.

No Ringing Keys.

No Complications in Your Cord Circuit.

No Delays—Always Ready for Business.

WE WILL TELL YOU HOW IT'S DONE.
WRITE TO

CLEVELAND, 63-7gFRANKFORT8T.. QHIO.
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FB£D H. AI'DEK, Fres. J. eEISEBOWICH, Secy, and Xreas.

ILLINOIS INSULATED WIRE CO.,

High-Crade Weatherproof Wire,
NO TRUST PRICES. SYCAMORE, ILL. ALL SAMPLES FREE.

Telephone

Elecfric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Century BIdg,

DULUTH, MINN.,

203 Palladlo Bide.

POLES
Naugle,Holcomb&Go.,

OLD COLORY BLDG., CKICAGO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad
Contractors.

DETROIT. MICH.,

Wayne Co. Bank Bldg.

ESCANABA, MICH.
MASONVILLE, MICH.

POLES.
WHITE CEDAR.

IDAHO CEDAR up to 80 ft.

BERTHOLD CROSS
& JENNINGS,

I ARMS.
ST. LOUIS.

Chemical Building.
LONG LEAF

PINE AND FIR.

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Plnconnlng, Mlcfa. Oreen Bay. Wis. New London, Wis.

A PRETTY STORY.
Eight months ago the Texas Arm & Pin Co. began manufacturing things in-

clined electrically wooden, like cross arms, pins and brackets. An old, no-account,

second-hand machine, in a broken-down factory, was used, but now they have four
factories with new and late machinery and are shipping more cross-arms than the law

allows. But they can ship more. They are untapped, long-leaf, yellow pine.

Or the home office at Beaumont, Texas, is where you write for more information and

a pretty and useful pamphlet.

BLUE RIDGE LOCUST PIN CO.,
HARVEY M. DICKSON, Gen Mgr. AS l-IE\/l I- l_E, IVI . ^.,

LOCUST INSULATOR PINS AND BRACKETS.
MANUFACTURERSOF..

CEDAR POLES
LINDSLCy BROTHERS COMPANY
MCNOMINEE. M/CH. and PORT t- A ^ d, onceo n .

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS
SO-FOOT TO 80-FOOT POLES OUR SPECIALTY

CEDAR POLES.
We have the Following Stock in Yard for Prompt Shipment:

SIZE.

4 inches, 18 I

18
18
20
20
20
20
25
25
25

NO. PCS.
. .. 200
. ..1,018
... 398
...4.481
...3.474
...1,234
... 127
...7,050
...6,000
...3,000

SIZE. NO. res.
5 inches, 30 feet 1,534

120
35
35
40
40
40
45
50
50

.1,000

. 147

. 300
300

. 44

. 130

. 150

55
55
60
60
60
65
65
70

Write for Special Delivered Prices on this Stock.

C. H. WORCESTE R & CO., Koss, Mich.
MANUFACTURERS OF CEDAR PRODUCTS.

Seven factories in operation. CiipacUy.cO.CCOrprday. Write for price son pin nnd bracket specialties

CEDAR POLES
\^ 50 rT.„to 100 FT. A SPECIALTYP.L.NC^&^BR.^CE^r.MBERS

TheTeDfieotlnsolatorPinCo.
MANUFACTURERS

LOCUST and OAK PINS and
BRACKETS,

POLES and TIES,
Terra Alta, W. Virginia.

|

Force Bain,
Consulting Engineer;

Electricity, Medaanics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert in patent causes.

Suite i6s7-S9 rionadnock Bldg.. - Chicago*

THE UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,
NOTRE DAME, INDIANA.

Claaslcs, Letters, Economica and History. Journalism,
Art, Science. Pharmacy, Law, CJvil, Blecliaiiical and
ElectTical Entrineering, Architecture.

TlioroufrJi Preparatory and Commercial Coursea.
Ecclefilaatlcal students at special rates.
Rooms free. Junior or Senior Year, Collegiate

Courpes. Roomw to Rent, moderate charge.
St. Edward's hall, for boys under 13.

The 57th year will open September 1th, 1000. Cata-
logues Free , Addreps

REV. A. MORRISSEY. C. S.C President.

BATTERY JARS.
Machine-made Battery Jars are Better and

ftronyer than the hand-rjlown. being more Unl-
lonnand of Equal Distil butlon,

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR OUR JAR.
We are the only concern making Battery .lars

by machinery.

THE GILCHRIST JAR CO.,
624 Drexel Building. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, MICH.

Eleven Pole Yards In Michigan.
Wholesale FroducerB for 20 years

\A/Kii^< Oedar F^ol
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

SJiu'lfc^ils^ PEKKIZO & SOXS, Daggett, Micli.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS,

Large Stock Constantly on Hand.
Poles

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING CO.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,

ManufacturerB and Dealers In

Yellow Pino Cross Arms, Locust Pins, Oak Pins, Electrical

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stocks on hand.

Delivered prices quoted. F. O. B. cars, your city, In any quantity. -WRITE US.

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS ^,4^~Send for one. ^fCatalogue Free.

Mathias Klein & Son«
OT-aS W VAN BUHEW STREET. CHICAGO,

elralyMlras.
T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U. 5. A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms, Pole and
Swinging Hood s, House Brackets and
other Specialties for Construction
M^oT^.— Catalogue and Prices fur-
nished on application.

OAK PINS AND BRACKETS.
PAINTED,
SACKED AND
CRATED.

Hanufacturers for Wholesale Trade.
Prompt Shipments, Car Orders Solicited,

Kansas City & Southern Lumber Co.,
iC^VIM^iE^^ ^-T'V,

Mianaplis Arm, Bractet & Pin Co.,

Successors to J. B. MAGERS,
MfiNUTACTUHERSOF

Arms, Brackets, Locust and Oak Pins,

Tent Stakes, ROPE Lock Blocks.

Office, 1 2B S. Meridian St., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

FACTORY, JAMESTOWN, IND.

Book Orders
GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite BIO lUsrnuette Bldg.. CHICAGO.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Suite Bin Marquette Building,

CHICAGO, ILU

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH. 1
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Ball Automatic Engines.
BulllONLYby

THE ACKNOWLEDGED STANDARD FOR ELECTRIC WORK.
IMOIIMI !ll »A.. U. S.

TRIPLEX PUMPS
Operated by Electric Motor. Single and double acting

PUMPING MACHINERY FOR EVERY POSSIBLE DUTY.
House Pumps, Elsvator Pumps,
Water Works Pumps, Etc.

MANTJFACTUEHD BY

THE STILIELL-BIERCE & SMITH-YAILE CO.

257 LEHMAN ST , DAYTON, OHIO, V. S. A.

Selling AgentB: Eisdon Iron Works, San Francisco, Cal.
C. B. Boothe &. Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

GLING-SURFACE.
SLIPPING STOPPED,

BELTS PRESERVED.

CLING-SURFACE MFG. CO.,

177-182 VIRGINI* ST.,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

AMERICKS MOST POPULAR RAILROAD

^1 CHICAGO
ALTON

RAILROAD.
li

PERFECT PASSENGER SERVICE BETWEEN

CHICAGOan^'KANSAS CITY,

CHICAGO*'"' ST. LOUIS.
CHICAGO «N° PEORIA.

SILOUISanoKANSASCITY.

Tbroogii Pullman service between CUcago and

HOT SPRINGS.Ark..DENVER.ColO..
TEXAS. FLORIDA.UTAH.

CALIFORNIA «»> OREGON.

If yon are coDtempIatlng a trip, any portion of
which can be made over the Chicago it Alton, It will
{>ay you to WTite to the undersigned for mapa, painph-
eta, rates, time tables, etc.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
GenenU Passenger and Ticket Agent,

CHICAGO, ILLIK0I3.

THE IMPROVED BERRYMAN
(KELLET'3 PATENT)

Feed Water
Heater and Purifier.

UNIQUE
in its effectiveness and up-to-date
In every respect, at a price that
will asanre consideration. Vastly
superior to any Feed Water Heater
on the market.

Benj, F. Kelley & Son,
91 Liberty St., New York.

,200, 1.000, 800, tiOC. 300,
80 horse power and others.
Largest !-tock in America. Mostly

j

all taken in trade for our lin-
proved Berryman,

THE SHORT LINE
TO

Houghton, Calumet,
marquette

The Chicago, Milwaukee &St. Paul By.

IS THE ONLY LINE RUNNING

Solid Trains 7h°e Copper Country

CO IGIMITEIIR
Is being adopted as a standard equipment by many oC
the largest manufacturers of gas engines.

It has tbe following features which distingxiish it

from other igniting outfits:—It is

COMPLETE IN ITSELF.
The storage batteries are kept constantly charged

oy the generator-
It requires a minimum of attention.
Its operation is certain, automatic and perpetual.

iSend for Illui^trated. Circular.

ZIEGLER ELECTRIC COMPANY, 141 Franklin St., Boston, Mass.

iiCALUMET
."^HANCOCK
»^ HOUGHTON

I^L'ANSE

kNestorla

^i^.P"eTTE

ji'lON MOUNTAIN
Q Wausaukee

MENOMINEE
MARINETTE

MILWAUKEE

S,CHICAQO

THROUGH SLEEPING CARS, COACHES AND
BAGGAGE CARS

Leave Chicago daily at 10:30 p. m.

From Union Passenger Station, Canal & Adams Sts,

City Ticket Office, 9J Adams SL

BUY YOUR BOOKS
FPOM THE

Electrician Pub. Co.. 5 1 Marquette BIdg., Chlcigo.

GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE...
Made in almost any form requirea and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 ohms as

desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats
of 4,000 degrees . .

JOS. DIXOX CKUCIBLE CO.. - - Jersey City, X. J.

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarantee

:

Tfie Largest Poiver ever obtained from a wheel of the same diameter. The highest speeO
ever obtairted for the same power. The highest mean efficiency ever realized -trftea
running from half to fvR gate. We guarantee also : A runner of the greatest pos.
suite strength. A gate wneqiiaXed in ouickness and eat^e of opening and closing.

Tests show over 81 per cent, average efficiency with half to full water.

State your Head and send for 124- page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio. U.S. A

REG.TRADE MARKS JhE RhOSPHOR BRONZE SMELTlNGCO.tlMlTED.
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIa!

\
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'
INGOTS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS,SHEETS,ETC.

Wtov/ic-i^t^rY'- — DELTA METAL^
/?\ CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS

^^ ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers in the U.S.

M'CORMICK TURBINE.
On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft.

Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Gives a higher percentage of useful effect than any other water-wheel
heretofore made. All sizes, right and left hand, are built from patterns per-
fected under systematic tests in the Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and those contem-
plating the improvement of powers, will find ii to their interest to confer
with us. as we are willing to guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter what make of turbine has been in use. STATE REQUIREnENT5
AND SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.

Sterline Extra Insulatlne Varnish, New Process.
Sterling Extra Insulating Varnisb, Old Process.

Sterling Extra Black Finisliing Varnish.
Sterling Blick Air Drying Varnish.

Sterling Black Core Plate Varnish.
THE STERLINC VARNISH CO , PITTSBURC, PA.. U. S. A.

IMPROVED

WARREN
ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO
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Westin^house

Vestinghouse Polyphase Induction Motor Operating Boring Mill.

Polyphase Induction

Motors
operate Machine Tools, Cranes, Hoists

and other machinery in the best equipped

plants.

Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Co.

All principal cities

in U. S. and Canada. PITTSBURG, PA.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS. I

(INCORPORATED.) |

B. & B. COMMUTATOR TRUING DEVICE DOES
ACCURATE WORK.

O rj ^^ A
I
IOC" It is mounted on the shaft proper and turns the periphery of the commutator true

and concentric with the shaft.

ONE MAN
Can accomplish the work of truing the com-
mutator in a few minutes' time.

The device is made
to take any kind of

commutator.

The Device Applied to a No g\ "Wood ' Arc Dynamo.
loo—2.000 C. P. Arc Lamps Capacity.

SEND
FOR
BULLETIN
No. loio.

The Device Applied to a Small Commutator.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY. FOR-T WAYNE, INDIANA.

«>
#

<5>

s>-

t

Non-Slipping,
Non-breakable.
Economical.
Durable.

Balanced.
Neat design.

Light-weight.
Non-Magnetic.

The Popularity of

Rockwood's Patent Compressed

Six thousand
various sizes

partly finished

carried con-

stantly in stock.

Hubs any shape,

any position.

Paper Pulleys
("For oue-sixth century the standard for dtirab/lity and e^cieiuyy

)

arises in a measure from their stability.

Engineers and users should not fail to specify Rockwood Patent Compressed Paper Pullej-s on all contracts.

CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING.

ROCKWOOD MANUFACIURING COMPANY, Paper Pulley Saks Dept., 330 So. Pennsylvania Street,.

Indianapolis, Indiana, U. S. A.
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WHAT HAVE YOU TO MAICE?
Cjr Work is First-CIass, Prices Pei

s PIES & "caiyi pA N Y,
67-89 W. Van Bureri St , Chicago, 111.

CORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Olosed Circuit Work.

flM LongesVUved andMost Economical CeltEvai
Put on the Market.

Id use by the leidiog cities, railroads,
telephODe and gas englDe companies.

WE CLAiri:—Constaut dls-
ctiarge of current without po-
larlzatioD: no local action; no
noxious gases or fumes; no
acids; least labor for opera-
tion; cleanest; not freezing at
28"* below zero; economic val-
ue 50 per cent, greater than
gravity cell, and 30 per cent,
greater than best otner cell in
market. For No, 1 coll, 800
ampere hours; for No. •cell,
125 ampere hours; on open

CireuJt, .9 to 1 volt; on closed circuit. .65 to ^j!^

vuOt- Hend for circular and price list.

eomtOX BATTBRY COMPAW,•M Sroadwar, Nevr York,
Western Bepresentatlve.

Oro. W. Paltersoii. 1 41 CHnton Sireet, Cblcago, III.

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Highest grades for electrical insulation and mectianicat purposes, ia sheetst

tubes, rods and special shapes. Catalogues and samples' on application.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wilmington, Del.

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TTJBENt,

For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, Hallway Dust Guards^ TTmIbct
and Packings. Patent imsulatlng Cleats.

aiANUFACTUBED BT

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO.. Wllmlflgtoii, DA

BIPOLAR AND MULTIPOLAR
DYNAMOS and MOTORS

Open and Enclosed for All Purposes.
PRICES RIGHT. CATALOGUE.

Star Dynamo Works,
Jefferson City. IMp.

HHIQ^—India and AmDer, all Sizes and Patterns.

HHIQABOND—Plates, Segments, Rings, Tubes, Slots,

Cloth, Paper and Flexible.

CHAMPION CLOTH—Bond, Ropes and Express

Paper.
TRAD! MARK

CRYSTAL "^^ VARNISH.
VERY ELASTIC. HARD FINISH.

CHAMPION INSULATING PAINTS (Blacks), Four Kinds.
Aiso other Insulating Materials.

Our Careful and Persiaient Growth is Proof of the Quality of our

Insulations. Prices and Quality Guaranteed. Write Us.

CHICAGO MICA CO.,
Main Office and Factory, VALPARAISO, IND.

IN

a

AIR PROPELLORS
M

We

Have Set

a New

Standard.

Ask for

Prices.

THE FULLER CO., Detroit,Mich.,U.S.A.,
MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRICAL AND VENTILATING APPARATUS.

IOI.O mtir

txinilon, KnK.-Wm. Key, 11 Qucou Victoria

8t., E. C.

Farlf, rnirice—K. U. CadJot. IS Hue St,

OL'orgeu.

OUnKow. Sootland-Wm. Key. Central

(;;iniubtr», 109 Hope St.

yoVuhnroa. Jnpan—Bnunnll & IIlllcS.

Now York—WcHtern Klectrlc Co,
WB«lltli"i;i"n-r'.'M',i,iiI Elcclrlo SuriP'y Co.

Wllmlu,. ,.,.,;.

Oenvci—Thos. H. Smith; Heiidrie & Bolt-
hofr. „

Los Angeles—WeBtcrn Electric Works.
MlniienpollB—Roberts Hcatlug & Vent. Co.
MlhvniiKce—Geo, F. Ilolin.

Uliicneo-Wcstern Electric Co.; Central
lOleetr'le Co.

St. I.oulH-Wcslcri] Electrical Supply Co.
IloHloD— Siiilth & Ai.tlioiiy.

So'ilh JliMicJ. IT1<J.—Millc'r-Knoblock Oo.
I'tcli-IInnin.onil Co., (JlTiClnnatl, O., Gen-

eral SouUicru Agents.

iBIack Diamond File Works!

^ ovB etoonm abe on sai^e ik btebit i^uADiMe habdwabb
;

V| BTOBE IH THB VHITED STATB8 AND CANADA. y^

I G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY, |^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^
oeororoj^M^opM^M^opopop *2C2C2C9C2p2C2C2C2ff2p2f1

QUESTIONS
—HEATING

WILL SOON REQUIRE
ATTENTION.

'5^KB^«c_^^g(pa;^*"

WE CAN ANSWER THEM
TO YOUR SATISFACTION.

B. F. STURTEVANT CO.
BOSTON.

NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA. CHICAGO. LONDON.
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SIMPLEX WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

"^TXZ.T"^' Simplex Electrical Company,
\. R. HlXSOfly
lonadnock Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 CornhlH, BOSTON, MASS.

1889—FarU Exposition,
Hedal for Rubber Imanlation.
1893—W^orld's Fair,
Hedal for Bobber Insalatisn.

TRADE MARIb

THE STAKOABD FOB
BUBBEB INSVIiATIOK.
Sole Manufacturers of

€konite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candae "'"o'cf" Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd
253 Broadway, New York.K Durint Chee.er.

{"•n«98ri.
Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supt.
W. H. Hodgins, Secy.

IV/IOR

'Crownlail Bonds
Arc In vsc thna all oiher styles of Rail Bonds combined.

Perfect— Electrically and Mechanically.
VARIETY OF SHAPES TO MEET ALL REQUIREIMENTS OF RAIL BONDING.

WASHBURN & AtOEN Dept.,

terltai S 661 k Wire Co.,
the Rookery , CMICAQO , ILL.

8^ IHDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Paranite Rubber Covered Wires and Gables,

UNDERGROUND, AERIAL. SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH AND FIRE ALARH CABLES.

All Wlret are tested at Faclopy. JONESBOBOi IKB.

" PHONO-
WIRE *•!„„,„,

HAS REMARKABLE
WEARING QUALITIES.

Write for Booklet and Wire Tables.

BRIDGEPORT BRASS CO.,

19 Murray St.. NEW YORK.

Phono-Electric"

»->-•

PLATINUM
We pay «l6.0(» per c )r scrap platinum. Old incandescent lamp busea bought

return mail. Platinum ribeel aud wire for ssiIl-.

GOLDSMITH BROS., 63 and 65 Washington Street. Chicago.
Refiners and Assayers. Works. 38lh ano Throop Streets.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from Va to 50 ^orse power.
Dynamos from lO lights to 700,

We sell or rent. Good proflta

for agents. The Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co., Troy, Ohio,

Queen $c Co.,
lOlO Cliestnnt St., Fliila.

480 MONON BLDG., CHICAGO.

Acme Teatlng Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray
FocusTubes, Induction Coils.

motor Startine Bheostats.
afotor Beffnlatlnff Rheostats.

Dynamo Field Bbeostats.
Xbeater Dimaiers.

Special Itlieostata.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
Westfleld. 1 . J.. V. S. A.

Foree Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Electricity, Mechanics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert Id patent csnses.

Suite 1657-59 Honadnock BIdff., - Clilcago.

CORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Work.

The Longest Lived and Host Ectnomlcal Cell Evoi
Put on the Market.

Id use by the leading cities, railroads,
telephone and gaa engine companies.

WB CLAin:-Conatant dls-
charge of current without pa>
larlzattoD; no local action; no
noxious eases or fumes; no
acids; least labor for opera-
tion; cleanest; ootfreezlngat
28° below zero; economic val-
oe 50 per cent, greater thaa
gravity celt, and 30 per cent,
greater than best other cell Id
market. For No. 1 cell, 300
ampere hours; for No. t oc!U
126 ampere hours; on open

elrcolt, .9 to 1 volt; on closed circuit. .6S to^
volt. Send for circular and price list.

GOBDOTT UATTESY COStVATTV,

Westero BepresentatlTe,

Geo. W. PitlersoD, 141 Cllatoa Street, Ctikaxo, Ul.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS
CUTTER ELECTRICAL CO., PHIUDELPHIA.

WESTIIN ElBcMcal lD§^i<uffleii! Co.
^^ .^ -^ . *«r:ft: ca %TCXrAOir KT T TT C A

114-IZO WilUam St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

Hlmi&aied Bid

Mm MriMiii

Tbeee InBtmmeQte are
hs*ed open the same gen-
eral principle and are joat

ag accural© as onr regolar
Blacdard Portable inrect
Cnrreot Voltmeters aud
ASQtnetem, bat are much
larfrer, and tue working
part« are Inclosed in a
Deatly deeigned, dust-proof
cast-irOD case whlcb fSect-
Wely shields the instna-

loenta from dlstarbiue lo-

flaeac«8 of external mag-
nebc Set da.

LOSDOS - Elliott Bros.. No.
Martin* L»ue.

Weston Standard illuminated
Dial Station Ammeter,

Style B.

feslon hiM
Portable Direct Reading
Voitmeters end Millivolt-

meters. Ammeters and filil-

£immeters, W a 1 1m e ters
and Voltmeters, for Alter-
nating aou Direct Current
circuits.

Oorportable ioetrameDts
are recognized ee standards
throui^bout tbe civilized

world.

Onr Seml-Fortable La-
boratory Standard VoU-
meters and Ammeters are
still better.

They are the mopt relia-

ble, absolute standards for
Laboratory oae.

HOLOPHANE GLASS CO.,
Mo. I Br^skdMkmy,

J
NEW YORK, N. Y.

MHOufocturersof COMPOUND PRISM GLOBES AND SHADES, auaranteedloclTC

"Mazinium Light, Complete Diffualaai
Minimum Glare."

FordirectingaDddillUiiioeallkinds of llghk.
Bend lor catalogues and pamphlet-s.

JheUnited States Garbon Company.
vrx n I

^SPECIALTIES A SPECIAUTX^;!^

k ELECTROLYTIC.

iWFi

ALTERNATING. DIRECT.!
ENCLOSED. OPEN.I

Uention tUe Westeex Electbicus, w!)«n wv.M.'i^.foroatalognes.

^Lr-^S«^^^=iJU. \j
Cleveland, Ohio. U. 5. A.

MOT" IN C/XRBOM TRLJST
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VERITAS VINCIT. VERITAS PREVALEBIT.

J. H. BUNNELL & CO.
ESTABLISHED 1878. INCORPORATED 1899.

We continue to Manufacture the HIGH GRADE of TELEGRAPH and other ELECTRICAI*
APPARATUS which have earned for us the reputation of

N
We own the GOOD-WILL, NAME, COPYRIGHTS, TRADE MARKS, PATENT
(No. 388881) and all other assets of the old firm of J. H. BUNNELL & CO.,

and propose to maintain our rights in the premises.
ATTENTION is called to these FACTS, so that liability may not be

incurred by dealing with unauthorized concerns.
i

J. H. BUNIMEI-I- & 00. J
MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN ^V

Telegraph. Telephone, Railway and Electric Lighting Apparatus and Supplies.

Instruments, Batteries, Insulated Wires and Line Equipment.

NEAR GENERAL POST OFFICE, N EVA/^ YORkC.
Catalogues sent free on application. GET OUR SPECIAL PRICES.

Eastern Agency for ORIENT HIGH-GRADE INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

WASHINGTON PARK CLUB GROUNDS, CHICAGO.
September i8th to 22d, inclusive, will be held the

FIRST GREAT INTERNATIONAL

AUTOMOBILE EXHIBITION
AND RACE MEET,

Under Auspices of The Chicago Inter Ocean.
Ever) Reputable Manufacturer of fdotor Vehicles In the Worlil will be tepresenteil, and a Mammoth Program of

Contests has been arrangeil In addition to this MOST HITERESTING EXPOSITION

EXCITING RACES
In Contests of from One to
One hundred Miles.

NOVELTY RACES
Will be numerous
highly amusing.

and

Exhibitions of Fancy and
TRICK DRIVING

By Expert Operators.

TESTS OF UTILITY
Will be made with vehicles
of all classes of power.

Hill Climbing and
Rough Road Contests

Will be excitingly interesting.

Passenger Exchange
With Vehicles running at

' a high rate of speed.

S 1 0,000 in Cash Prizes and Trophies will be Awarded in Various Contests.

75,000 Sq. Feet of Exhibition Space, Electric and Other Facilities Free.

Exhibitors Desiring Space, Address The Inter Ocean, Chicago.
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The Value of Chloride Accumulators for Trolley Regulation.

The Union Traction Company of Philadelphia, after operating a battery of

Chloride Accumulators on its system for five years, has recently contracted for

five additional plants—one power house battery and four feeder batteries— a total

battery capacity of 16,000 horsepower hours.

SALES offices: THE ELECTRIC
New York. 100 Broadway. STORAGE BATTERY CO.,

Boston. 60 State street.
, „ ....

Baltimore, Equitable BuUdinB. iQtn Street and Allegheny Avenue,
Chicago. Marquette Building. . , , , . t..

Sac Francisco. The I'arrott Bldg. Philadelphia, Pa.

A NOVELTY-JUST OUT!
UNIVERSAL CORD SPOOL.

This Is a neat and novel device for adjusting the lenath of cord of your drop light.

Quickly, attached; always hangs straight; cannot slip; no loop to dangle about; no
socket to be removed. ' "Made of hardwood. u;.tural green or cherry finish. Prices on
application. Manufactured and patented by the

CRESCENT MFG. CO., 52 W. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, III., U. S. A.
For Sale by All Dealers in Electrical Supplier.

S!n=e=^^g'SS'^^S^ga;gj^a3^<Eg^i;^Eg^B as?^;j'ji^3=g ^4CE^BS?3reare3^S

Win. Roche's Searchlight Campaign Button.

Anyone's picture can b£

used. Without picture,

you have a very ser-

viceable portable light

for bedrooms, clothes

closets, &c.

Our regular cells are

standard of the world

for all open circuit

work, adopted by U. 5.

Navy and used in war
with Spain.

PATENTED JULY 31, 1900.

It is intended fcr a flashlight, and not continuous illumination.

This outfit complete by mall, $ 1 .50.
S&ND STAMP FOR COMPLETE CATALOGUE.

NEW STANDARD "AUTOGAS" FOR *ra°Ti'"iu?n,'°p']c.?«
nachines. Surgical and Dental purposes, and for Carriage Lights.
Also Electric Ruby Lamps for Photographers.

WILLIAM ROCHE, XITnu^'aVurer, 42 Vesey St., NEW YORK CITY.

'"'^"PAS^i""''*VitroChrome
look like natural glass. The colors produced are bi-i(,'ht and durable, and can be used for indoor
and outdoor decorations; also used for KAILWAY AMD l$T£A9IBOAT SlC^NAlj
JUICrMTS, FI*ECTRJC SlGlKfe^, ET<\ Vitro Chrome is superior to any other incandescent
lamp color. A trial will convince you. Manufactured only by

VITRO CHROME CHEMICAL CO.,
421 B Milwaukee St., MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Send (or Circular.

For Sale by all Dealers and Electric
Supply Houses.

De Dion -BatJr!;<3ii^

Sole Agents and
Licensed Manufacturers

in ttie United Statesof

America for

De Dion-Bouton

& Co.,

FRANCE.

©QMiP^^Mm

Motors,

Motorcycles,

Motorettes.
Our New York Type Motorette, Weight 700 pounds.

Capacity 3 Persons. Price $1 ,200.00.
SISIPIilCITY, EASII.Y OFERATEn,

FI/EXIBIIilTY', PERFECTI-ir COSlTItOI-I.EI>,
I.ICiHTlVEi$S, ABSOI/VTEIiV SAFE,

STREXQTH, ABtliEIVCEOFAIili OIL. AND DIRT,
REIiIABILITY, ECONOMY.

Not an EXPERIMENT, but a TRIED and PROVED SUCCESS.
0ver20,000 De DION-BOUTON MOTORS operating Motorcycles and

Motorettes.

GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY: CHURCH LANE AND 37TH ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

l>e Dion Slotor Supplies and Batteries AlTpays in Stocl^.

COLORED LACQUERS, DEAD BLACK LACQUER,
FOR INCANDESCENT LAMPS. FOR METAL WORK.

In brilliant rainbow colors. Easily applied. Will not peel orfade. Most Satisfactory Imitation of Bauer-Barff in the Market.

SAMPLES FREE. M. L. BARRETT & CO., CHICAGO. write to us.WRITE TO US.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co. xviii

American Battery Co xii

Amer. Battery Comp. Co. x

American Bridge Co xvil

American DIst. Steam Co.

Amer. Electric Fuse Co.

Amer. El. Specialty Co.. xi

Amer. El. Teleph. Co xlv

American Elec. Works. .. xi

Amer. Reflt. & Ltg. Co... xvil

Amer. Steel &. Wire Co .

.

i

Amer. Vitritled Cond. Co. xxt 1

Arnold El.Power Sta. Co.

Bain, Force i

Baker <fe Co xix
BallEngineCo xviii

Barnes Co., Wallace xvlli

Barnett Co., G. & H xxii

Barrett* Co., M. L ill

Becker Bros

Belden-LarwlU Elec. A
Mfg. Co ix

Berihold & Jennings .... ilx
Besly & Co., Chas. H x.xli

Blue Ridge Locnst Pin Co.

Bossert El. Const. Co xi

Bowers Mfg. Co xxli

Brady, T. H xix
Bridgeport Brass Co i

Bruckner ElectricCo xv
Bunnell & Co., J. H ii

Bntier-Taylor Co xiv

Camp Engineering Co.... xli

Central Electric Co v

Central Mfg. Co xix
C*-ntral Tel. .fc El. Co xvi

Chicago & Alton R. R... xviii

Chicago Edlaon Co Iv

Chic. Fuse Wire A Mfg.Co. x vl

Chic. House Wrecking Co.

CM. &St. P. R. R
xiil

xviii

Chicago Mica Co
Chicago Motor & Djn. Co
Cleveland Armature Wks.

xxii

xlli

xl

Cling-Surface Mfg. Co. ..

Colonial Electric Co
xviii

Couch & Seeley Co

Crescent Mfg. Co
Crocker-Wheeler Co

111

Cutler-Hammer Mfg Co..

Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co . .

.

xi

1

Dearborn Drug A Ch. Co. Ix

DeDlon-Bouton Motorette
Co iii

Diamond Meter Co iv

Dlehl Manufacturing Co. v

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos. xviii

Eagle Paint & Vr. Wks, .

.

xl

Eastern Elec. Cable Co. . . .

Edison Decorative A Min-

iature Lamp Dept x

Edison Mfg. Co ix

El. Eng. Inst. Corr. Inst.

Electric Appliance Co—
Electric Storage Batt. Co.

Electrician Pub. Co
Electrolysis Proof Conduit
Mfg.Co xi

Emerson El. Mfg.Co xxii

Ericsson Telephone Co .

.

1

Eureka Elec. Co xlv

Fan- Tel. A Con. Sup. Co. xvi

Federal Battery Co vil

"For Sale" Advs xil

Ft. Wayne El. Wks., Inc., xxi

Fowler, John H xix

Franklin Eng. A Elec. Co.

xiil

X
iii

xvii

Fuller Co., The

Garl Electric Co xlv

General Electric Co iv

General Elec. Repair Co..

Gen'l Incandescent Arc
Light Co Ix

General Inc. Lamp Co....

Gilchrist Jar Co si

Goldsmith Bros i

Gordon Battery Co i

Great Western Smelting

ARettnlngCo —
Gregory ElectricCo xii

Hamlin, Geo. R x

Hartwig A Miller

Hazard Manufacturing Co.

HiU, W. S. , Electric Co . . . vi

HobartElec. Mfg. Co i

Hodge-Walsh El. Eng. Co.

Holmes Fibre-Graph, Co.

Holophane Glass Co i

Holtzer-CBbot«Elec. Co...

Huebel A Manger s

Humphrey, Henry H x

111. Insulated Wire Co. . . . xiil

Independent Tel. Sup. Co. xvi

Indianapolis Arm, Bracket

& Pin Co xix

Indiana Rub. A Ins. W. Co, I

India Rubber A Gutta

Percha Insulating Co..

Internat'l Cor. Schools. xvi

Inter Ocean ii

Iron Clad Resistance Co. i

Jeffrey Mfg. Co xvi

Johnston, Thos. J xl

Kans, City A So. Lum. Co, six

Kartavert Mfg. Co
Kelley A Son. Benj. F...

Kellogg Switchb A Sup Co. xlv

Kentucky Electrical Co.. x

Klein ASon, Mathias xix

Kokomo Tel. A El. M.Co. xvi

Kusel, D. A., Tel, A Elec.

Mfg. Co xvi

Lea Arc Lamp Co vi

Leather Preserv. M. Corp. xvlli

Leavltt, R. H xix

Leclanche Battery Co ... . xiil

Leffel A Co., James xviii

Lindsley Brothers Co xix

Link-Belt Machinery Co, x

Lombard Water Wh. G. Co. xi

Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co,

Manross, F. N xxli

Maxstadt Mfg. Co., F. W. xv
McDermId Mfg. Co xv
McIntlreCo., The C xvi

McLennan & Co., K x

McOuat, Robert L xll, xxii

McRoy, John T x

Mianus Electric Co xvi

Mica Insulator Co x

MUler-KnoblockEl Mf.Co.xvil

Miscellaneous Advs xil

Monarch Fire Appl. Co. .. xi

Monon R. R
MunsellA Co., Eugene. .. x

National Carbon Co vll

National India Rubber Co.

National Tel Equlpm. Co. xvi

Naugle, aolcomb A Co.... xix

New York Ins. Wire Co. .. xvil

Noblett, E. J xix

North Electric Co
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.. ix

OkonlteCo., The 1

Page, Chas. G xi

PaisteCo., H. T x

Paragon Fan A Motor Co.

Perrizo A Sons xix

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co xiil

Phillips, Eugene P xi

Phillips Ins'd Wire Co.... xi

Phoenix Glass Co
Phosphor-Bronze S. Co.. xvill

Pittsburg A L. S. Iron Co. xix

Pratt Institute xli

Pringle, Wm.T

Queen A Co 1

Keisinger, Hugo
R. I. Teleph. A Elec. Co.

RIchmondt Conduit Co,., xi

Robertson A Sons, Jas. L. xl

Roche, William Ill

Rockwood Mfg.Co xxi

Roebling's Sons Co., J.A. xvil

Rose Electric Co xii

Roth Bros, A Co xxli

Sargent A Lundy
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co
Schureman A Hayden xlli

Schwalm Co., Geo, F xiil

Shelby ElectricCo i

Siemens A Halske Electric
Co. of America vil

Simplex Elect'al Co., The, I

Smith Co., S. Morgan.. . xvlli

Smith, Philip xvi

Speer Carbon Co
Spies A Company xxli

Sprague Electric Co xl

Standard Tel. A El, Co.. xlv

StandardUnderg,CableCo.

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co, ix

Star Dynamo Works •

Sterling A Son, W, C xix
Sterling Electric Co.... xiv
Sterling Varnish Co., The xix
Stewart Electrical Co xili

StllweU-Blerce A Smlth-
ValleCo xvlli, xix

Stow Mfg. Co xvlli

Stromberg-Carlson Tel.

Mfg, Co XV
Sturtevant Co., B. F xxii

Swedish-Am, Tel. Co xlv

Tennent Insulator Pin Co. xix
Texas Arm A Pin Co xix
Thomas, Wilcox A Dietz..xvii

Torrey Cedar Co xix

United states Carbon Co. i

University of Notre Dame xl

Valentine-Clark Co xix
Varley Duplex Mag. Co.. xvi
Viaduct Mfg. Co xlli

Vitro Chrome Chem. Co.. Hi
Vought, M. I

Vulcanized Fiber Co xxii

Wagner El. Mfg. Co v
Wagner, Herbert A x
Walsh's Sons A Co xll

Warner ElectricCo., The xvil

Warren El. A Spec. Co. . . .

Warren Elec. Mfg.Co xviii

Western Electric Co vll

Western El. Supply Co. .

.

vlli

Western Tel. Const. Co... xlv

Westinghouse Electric A
Manufacturing Co xx

Weston Elect'cai Inst. Co. i

Worcester A Co., C. H xix

F^or ^lassifiod Index ot A.d-v-er-tisemorfe-ts See l^ae^ \^l.
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THE fiENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S
TYPE H

Oil Transformers
Have compact form of winding which prevents

vibration and presents large radiating surface

to the oil. Therefore the insulation is perma-

nent and the temperature rise small.

A careful test will reveal many other excellent

qualities.

Coils of Type H Transformer.

General Office: Schenectady, N. Y.

Sales Offices in All Large Cities. Chicago Office, Monadnock Building.

jf}rjfjfi?'sf^:f*?';?jPif'8f:?K':?':>':fs? :?:? :f^^^s?'trsfK't?'j?^:#":>'sf:f:?^jf^9?:f:f:?:f ^tr ^jf:?:f(rs?jfjf:f:«'K's>'j?j>':?s»'K':«':?':f:?8faf'sf»?

SCHEEFFER RECORDING WATT-METERS
Accurate on All Loads.

Will Start and Register Correctly on 5 Watts.

Shunt loss LESS than one Watt on 60 Cycles.

Dust Proof.

Correct on All Inductive Loads.

Diamond Meter Co.,
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mP-m SMALL MOTORS FOR SEWING MA-Kn Li CHINES AND SPECIAL PURPOSES . .

.

DIEHL
Highly Efficient,

Durable and

Serviceable,

Iron Clad Armature.

Hard Drawn Copper

Commutator Bars.

Self-Aligning and

Self-Oiling Bronze

Bearings.

SHOW ROOMS.

New York, 561-563 Broadway.

Chicago, 192-194 Van Buren St.

Philadelphia, W. Irwin Cheyney & Co.

Boston, - 128-132 Essex Street.

Iron-Clad Motor Operating Sewing Machine. Different speeos obtained by pressing

treadle downward. Current automatically cut off by removing pressuie from treadle

Applicable for any

Purpose

Where Small Machines

Are Required.

Motor and Regulator

Easily Installed

On Any Make of

Machine.

Send for Bulletin No. 50.

Main Office and Works,

EUZABETHPORT,

N.J.

DIEHL MANUFACTURING CO/

OUR SELF-STARTING SINGLE-PHASE

A. G. MOTORS AND WHAT A CUS-

TOMER THINKS OF THEM.
PROTECTION

is one of the most important factors

in the economical operation of a

Telephone Plant.

OUR LINE OF

LIGHTNING ARRESTERS,

Sneak=Current Arresters,
Single and Double Pole Fuse-Blocks,

Fuses and Fuse Wires

IS COMPLETE AND CORRECTLY PRICED.

I

WRITE FOR BULLETINS "Z 24, 3S, 37 and 39."

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
General Offices and Factory, ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.

BRANCH OFFICES:
NEW YORK, Havemeyer BIdfl. PHILADELPHIA, rOOO Jeb Bldg. BOSTON, 620 AtlanllcAve.

CHICAGO. 1!119 MarquaHe BIdg. BALTIMORE. 204 East L.xington St.

SPOKSNE, WASH., 603 West Sprague Ave., Mr. Geo Nixon, Sales Agent.
SAN FRANCISCO, 120 SutlerSt. YOKOHAMA. JAPAN. LONDON. ENOLAND. CITY OF MEXICO.

FOREIGN DEPARTMENT. Havemtyer BIdg., New York City.

FOR TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION

Okonite Wires,

Cables and Conductors
ARE STANDARD.

CENTRAL ELEGTRIC GO.,

264-266-268-270 Fifth Avenue,

CHICAGO.
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THE LEA"
Enclosed Arc Lamp

FOR ALL CIRCUITS.

One Piece Clutch.

No Sliding Contacts.

Does not feed through Clutch.

Spun Aluminum Case.

10-inch Globe with full size Carbon.

Artistic in design, light in weight, and
mechanically perfect.

Catalogue for the asking.

ALOEN & CO., AGENTS.

MARQUETTE BLDG., CHICAGO.

LEA ARC LAMP CO.,
ANDERSON, IND.

W. S. HILL ELECTRIC CO.,
NEW BEDFORD, MAiSS.

Leading manufacturers in the U. S. of

Switchboards, Panel Boards

and Knife Switches.
Write for Estimates. Send for Catalogue.

General Western Agents, CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.

Anchors(Tel.&Tel.Pole).
Smith, Philip.

AnniuiciatorB.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Eiec. Supply CO-
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Arc I^amps.
Belden-Larwill El. A Mf. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Lea Arc Lamp Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Antoniobiles.
DeDion-Bouton MotoretteCo.

Babbitt Ulet^l and Solder.
Gr. Western Sm. and Refg.Co.

Batteries and Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Efllson Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Federal Battery Co.
Gilchrist Jar Co,
Gordon Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co.. The.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Carbon Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roche, William.
Western Electric Co.
Wealcrn Elect. Sunply Co.

Bells, Buzzers, Etc,
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Alanger.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressins.
Cllns-Surface Mfg. Go.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Belting.
Chicago House Wrecking Co,
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Blonrers.
Fuller Co., The.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.

Books, Electrical.
Electrician Publlenlng Co.

Bridges and Baildinss
(Kreel).
American Bridge Co.

Brnshes.
Becker Bros.
Central Electric Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes TMbre-Graphlte Co.

Burglar Alarme.
Huebel & Manger.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cables fSee Insulated Wires.)
Cables, Electric (See Insu-
lated \Vires),Copper,Slieet
and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
New York Ine.WireCo.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Carbons.Polnts APlates
Centra! Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Carbon Co.
RelBlnger, Hugo.
Bpeer Carbon Co.
TTnlted States Carbon Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

CastincH (Iron.)
Smith Co., S. Morgan.

Chains.
Jeffrey MfR. Co.
Link Helt Machinery Co.

Circuit Breakers,
Culler Elec. 61 Mfg. Co.

Coal A Ashes Handllne
machinery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

CoIlM and Maffnets.
Mlllcjr-KnobI(j*.kEl. M fg. Co.
Vnrlftv IJunUx Marnet (JO.

Coloring (Inc. I^omp).
Barrett A. Co.. M. L.

Vitro Chrome Chemical Co.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Compound.
Anier. Battery Compound Co.
Dearborn Drug <feChem.Wks.
McLennan A Co., K.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
Amer. Vitrified Conduit Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrolysis Proof Conduit
Mfg. Co.

McRoy, John T.
Rlchmondt Conduit Co.
Sprague Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Connectors and Termi-
nals (Patent).
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Maxstadl Mfg. Co., F. W.
McIntlreCo., The C.

Construction & Repairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors and Electric
Light Plants.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wka., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. &Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Stanlev Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagne'r Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
WestlnghouseElec.cfc Mfg.Co.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Bridgeport Brass Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Alannfacturing Co.
IndependL-nt Tel. Supply Co,
National India Rubber Co.
OkoniteCo.,The
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roeblfng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Correspondence Schools
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Bl»e Ridge Locust Pin Co.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Indenendcnt Tel. Supply Co.
IndplG. Arm, Brack. & Pin Co.
Kans. City & So. Lum. Co.
Leavltt, R. H.
Tennent Insulator Pin Co.
Texas Arm A Pin Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cut-Outs and S-witches,
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg.Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec, Wks., Inc.
General Elec. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hill, W. S., Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McOuat, Roijert L.
PaiBte Co.. H. T.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouae El. «t Mfg. Co.

Cnts.
Franklin Ene. A Electro Co.

I>immers (Theatre).
Iron Clad Resistance Co.

Dynamos and Motors.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Motor and Dyn. Co.
Chicago Hoiifje Wrecking Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Dlehl Manufacturing Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wka., Inc.
General Electric Co,
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hobart Eloc. Mfg. Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.

Schureman & Hayden.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Star Dynamo Works.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electric Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electric Railn'ays.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and mechani-
cal Engineers.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Bain, Foree.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Humphrey, Henry H.
Sargent i Lundy.
Wagner, Herbert A.

Electrical Instruments.
American El. Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Apnliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Queen & Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.

of America.
Slanley Electrical M^g. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electro-Plating; Maeh*y.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.

EleTators-CouTeyors,
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Engines, Steam.
Ball Engine Co.
Camp Engineering Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. P.

Exh'stSteam Apparatus.
American District Steam Co.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Dlehl Manufacturing Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Fuller Co., The.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Eiec, A Specialty Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

FUes.
Barnett Co., Q. A H.

Fire Extinguishers.
Monarch Fire Appliance Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Forges.
Sturtevant Co., B. F,

Fuses and Fuse Wire.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse WIreA Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Maxstadt Mfg. Co., F. W.
Mclntlre Co., The C.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Oears.
Besly A Co., Chas, H.

<]<eneral Elec. Supplies,
Bunnell A Co.. J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
IIodge-WalHh El. Eng. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McOuat, Robert L.

Mianus Electric Co.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Globes and Elecirical
GlassTrare.
Holophane Glass Co.
Phcenix Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co

Go\"nors, AVater IVhecl.
Lombard WaterWheel Gv.Co.

Oraphite Specialties.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Heaters (Feed Water).
Kelley & Son, Benj. F.

Heating and Ventilating
Apparatus.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Holders, Inc. Ijamp.
Crescent Mfg. Co.
Vought, M. I.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing materials.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Bowers Manufacturing Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Mica Co.
Eagle Paint A Varnish Wks,
Electric Appliance Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Illinois Insulated Wire Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Manhattan Elec Supply Co.
McOuat, Robert L.
Mica Insulator Go.
MunsellA Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonile Co., The.
PalsteCo., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Insulated W^ires and
Cables—magnet W^ires,
American Elec Fuse Co.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Illinois Insulated Wire Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Go.

McDermid Mfg. Co.
Miller-Knoblock El. Mfg. Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
OkonlteCo., The.
Phillips, Eugene F.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebltng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elect. Const. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

I/nci|uers.
Barrett A Co., M. L.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cnlonial Eleclrlc Co.
Edison Decorative dt Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Ce.
Generol Inc. Arc Light Co.
General Inc. Lamp Co.
Kentucky Electrical Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co.
Shelby Electric Co,
Warren Elec. A Specialty Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co,
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Lightning Arresters.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Hutler-TavlorCo.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Kt. Wayne Eloc. Wks., Inc.

General Electric Co.
Maxstadt Mfg. Co., F. W.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Linemen's Clinibers.
Klein A Son, Mathias.

magnet It'^ires.
(See Insulated Wires.)

mechanical machinery.
Besly A Co. , Chas. H.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.
Stilwell-Blerce Smlth-Valle.

meters.
Diamond Meter Co.
Fort Wayne Elec. Wrks. Inc.
General Inc. Arc Light Co

.

Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

mica.
Chicago Mica Co.
M unsell A Co., Eugene.

mining Apparatus, Elec.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Stanley Electrical Mf^-. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

motors — See D-ynamos and
Motors.

Packing.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.

Patent Attorneys.
Hamlin, Geo. R.
Johnston, Thomas J.
Page, Chas. G.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co. , Ltd.

Platinum Bought and
Sold.
Baker A Co.
Goldsmith Bros.
Gt. West. Sm. and RefiningCo.

Poles.
Berthold A Jennings.
Fowler, John H.
Llndsley Bros. Co.
Naugle, Holcomb A Co.
PerrTzo A Sons.
Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.
Sterling A Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester A Co., C. H.

Porcelain.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Bowers Manufacturing Co.
Pern Elec. Mfg. Co.

Poiv^er Transmission
machinery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
StiUvell-Bierce Smltb-Vaile.

Pulleys,
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Rockwood Mfg. Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Bierce Smtth-Vaile.

Rail Bonds.
American Steel & Wire Co.

Refiners.
Gt. West. Sm. and Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.

Re-'Winding—Repairs,
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Armature Works.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
McOuat. Robert L.
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Rheostats.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Iron Clad Residtance Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Salt (Battery).
Amer. Battery Compound Co.
Federal Battery Co.

Second-Hand mach*y.
Chicago Hou.sc Wrecking Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsb Elec. Eng. Co.
Rose Electric Co.
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Walsh's Sons A Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.

Sol4leriiig Klnx.
Cream PUix Co

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Qo.

Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Queen A Co.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.
Weston Electrical Inpt. Co.

Springs.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Barnes Co., The Wallace.
Manrosa, F. N.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Structural Iron iVork,
American Bridge Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American KlectricalWorks.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electrid Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
OkonlteCo., The
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
material and Switch-
boards.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American EI. Telephone Co.
Bruckner Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co.. J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. A Elec. Co.
Couch A Seeley Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Supply Co.
Garl Electric Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co
Kellogg Switchb. A Sup Co
Kokomo Tel A EI. Mfg. Co.
Kusel, D.A.,Tel. A El. Mfg.Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Maxstadt Mfg. Co., F. W.
McDermid Mfg. Co.
Mianus Electric Co.
National Tel. Efiiiipm. Co.
North Electric Co.
R. I. Telephone A Elec. Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Co.
Sterling Electric Co.
Stromberg-CarlsonTel. M.Co
Swedish-American Tel. Co.
.Thomas. Wilcox A Dietz.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Warner Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western Tel. Const. Co.

Tools.
Klein A Son, Mathias.

Transformers.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.
General I'-lectricCo.
Gregory Electric Co.
Siemens A HalskeElectrlc Co.
of America.

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg.Co.
Warren Elec. A Specialty Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co,
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Tnrbine&AVaterWheels,
Leffel A Co., Jas.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Blerce Smlth-Valle,

Ifniversities.
Pratt Institute.
University of Notre Dame.

Varnishes.
Sterling Varnish CO.

Vulcanized Fibre,
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

"Wire, Bare.
American Steel A Wire Co,

Besly A Co,, Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Indepenilcnt Tel. Supply Co.

Okonlte Co., The.
PhllUns Insulated Wire Co.
Roebltng's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co,

Western Electric Co.
Weslern Electrical Sup. Co.

M'oodwork,Electrlcal.
Noblett. E. J.

X-Bay Outfits.
Queen & Co.

.AlpKttbo-tlonl lnd*x o-f 4^cl'v-or-«:l0omon-fcs »• I=>a8« III
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IIFEDERAL SALT
FOR CARBON CYLINDER AND CARBON-MANGANESE BATTERIES.

GIVES MORE CURRENT, LONGER LIFE, ABSOLUTELY NO CRYSTALS.

91

5g,
Package in case

lots of

1 50 packages

F. 0. B.

Bound Brook,

N. J.

Both salts have a depolarizer in the
mixture. Federal Salt No. 1 has more de-
polarizer than Federalice, and so irill last
longer. That's the only difference.

It's the DEPOLARIZER that INCREASES
the STREK<.iTH. (JIVES LONQER 1.IFE, and
DOES AWAV ABSOIiUTEIiY' with CBYS-
TAIilZATION and CREEPINe SAINTS.

MADE BT

Federal Battery Co.,
II PINE STREET, N. Y.

Please send references when ordering.

3g.
Package in case

iots of

iSO packages

F. 0. B.

Bound Brook,

N.J.

FEDERALITE
SOLD IN BULK ALSO.

COLUMBIA
CARBONS

FOR
ENCLOSED
ARCS

Guaranteed superior to any imported Carbon in uniformity of size and

straightness, or subject to return at our expense. Try us and be convinced.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
1 198 West Madison Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

Siemens & Halske Electric

Go. of America,

GENERAL OFFIGES, CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS

Railway, Lighting, Power Transmission.

IMPROVED DUNCAN INTEGRATING WATTMETERS.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

Boston, Chicago, Cinoinnati, Denver, New York,

Philadelphia, St. Louis, San Francisco.

Petite Enclosed Arc Lamp!
FOR INDOOR AND OUTDOOR USE.

Bright,

Steady

Light.

Easily Trimrried.

Burn from 150 to 160 hours

with single trimming.

Artistic and Ornamental.

Send for "Petite Arc Lamp" Catalogue.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
NEW YORK.CHICAQO.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC COMPANY, Northwestern Agents, St. Paul, ninn.

ST. LOUIS, MO., Security BulldlnE.

ANTWERP.
32 Rue Boudewyns.

LONDON, PARIS,

Bridge Chambers, 171 QueenVlctorla 46 Avenue de Breteuil.

St., B.C and North Woolwich. E.
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TELEPHONES
SERIES.
LONG DISTANCE.
PRIVATE LINE 'PHONES.
INTERCOMMUNICATING SYSTEMS
FOR BUSINESS HOUSES, FACTORIES
AND WAREHOUSES.

EXCHANGE
I TOLL-LINE-WITH
I DROPS OR BELLS-
• COMBINED EXCHANGE
I AND TOLL-LINE COM-
l BINED TELEPHONE SWITCHBOARDS.

i

HICH-CRADE, UP-TO-DATE, I

RELIABLE APPARATUS. t

i

i NO LIMIT TO OOR CAPACITY FOR FILLING ORDERS.
i

I

CROSS CONNECTING BOARDS. ;

TERMINALS. I
LIGHTNING ARRESTERS. t

BATTERIES.
CROSS ARMS.
PINS.
INSULATORS. i

BRACKETS.
BRACES, ETC., ETC.

All Orders Filled Without Delay.

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,

10-12 North 9th Street,

St. Louis, Mo.

i»»»>»>»«»«»»»<
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DEARBORN I

h

ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES.

Drug: and <

abora-t^ri<
Ve^e-table

WATERS FREE.

>hemical ^A/orlcs,
»s ^A/^aber Ohemis-ts
Boiler C^mp^unds.

OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS.
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

IT'S AN OPEN QUESTION
As to which Arc Lamp is

the Best.

Superior points of

THE

"BELDEN" SYSTEM

have convinced others

—

Investigation might con-

vince you.

Will you read our catalog,

which tells what an Arc

Lamp should be and what

the Belden is?

Belden-Larwiil Electric &

Mfg. Co.,

FT. WAYNE, IND.

General Incandescent Arc Light Co.

G
BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL LARGE CITIES.

578-578 First Atc, Cor. 33d St., I
NEW TOBK. I

Switches, Motors, Underground Apparatus, |

^IHieXi<9^ ^F-|=-|^E, AS y^f. Jaokson ^l-vd.

EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

c
FOR QAS ENGINES.

SLOT MACHINES,

AUTOMOBILES,

RAILROAD SIGNALS,

CROSSING BELLS.

SMALL MOTORS,

ETC.

CONSTANT CURRENT.

NO LOCAL ACTION.

WILL NOT FREEZE.

LIQUID TIGHT

CELLS FOR

PORTABLE

WORK.

FULL DESCRIPTION IN BOOKLET NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
135 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

^^••»>»t l»#»»»>»g»»»»»»»<»<

J

t

t

Both-Alternating and
Direct Current Apparatus,

S. K. C. and Northern Systems.

GENERATORS, NIGTORS,

Mining Equipments, Factory and Shop

Equipments.

:

-^*2*t

i

t

POWER PL.ANTS FOR CONGEST DISTANCES. lilGHTIXO AXI> RAir.ll^AY

MACHINERY. Transformers, Instruments, Switchboards.

I STANLEY ELECTRICAL MFG. CO., NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. CO., I

IPITTSFIELD, MASS. MADISON, WIS.
•••••• >»»»«•»«>••••••••••••••«>••>•
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The Print Attracted 1

Robinson and He
Fourid Friday.

Robinson Crusoe found Friday through the print upon the sand.

If our print attracts your attention you can find not only Friday, but

every day in the week that you can get good service from us.

Prices Correct. Goods the Best.

Shipments ExpeditiouSi

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
Electrical Stupplies, CHICAGO.

DWAR BULBS
For liquid air are made both double and triple,

the former with or without mercury.

Write for particulars.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND MINIATURE

LAMP DEPARTMENT,

Harrison, N. J.

INDIA 8< AMBER

EMPIRE 4 M I C ssHffi
l\i'«ilH.ATtO COIVIPOLWD

IN ANY SHAPC OR PATTEiRN.
Eu^enciMnnselLsCo. Mica liisiilatorCo.

^ 2ISH.it(iSt.\c« York A (Iiicn0<>.ii7i.ik<-St.
INSULATOR

P
ATENTS.
GEO. R. HAMLIN, Patent Lawyer,

800 H St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

Booklet: "iDformationfor Inventors,"
free. Specialty: Electrical Invention§.

Henry H. Humphrey,
Consulting
Electrical Engineer.

Central Lighting Stations,
Electric Power Transmission.

543, 544 and 545 Century Bldg., St.Louis.

This Trade=Mark r
'^" "^ Receptacles,

osettes, Mains and
BraDches, Edison Cut-Outa

Knife

jer^^f^i Guarantees Satisfaction
Switches, etc.

PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTECO. CHICAQO.
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DO YOU USE SQLOER?
IF SO, HAVE YOU TRIED

CREAM FLUX
AN ABSOLUTELY NON-CORROSIVE INSULATING

SOLDERING FLUX FOR ALL METALS?

Contains no acid or any element injurious to electrical connections.

So EASILY APPLIED that all CAN USE it.

So CHEAP that all SHOULD USE it.

So EFFICIENT that all MUST USE it.

P

ENDORSED BY THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS il
dall

sere.

YOU CAN make more than double the number of perfect connections

in one-half the time with Cream Flux than you can with the same
amount of any other flux. Put up in cans at 15c., 25c., 50c. and 75c.

Special prices in quantity. Send 15c. for trial box. We guarantee it

and If not satisfactory money wili be refunded,

THIS IS WHAT ONE USER HAS TO SAY OF IT;

U i. FTKR h;ivliig tried tlie various soldering salts on tlio in:irket. and
A aftor Hiving your Cream Plux sovoru tests on heavy cable conncc-
-«* t:inn«*. niui on tliR /irio.^t wtraiidHd flexible drop cord work, we can

I consider It ouo of the best
tlons. and bri the lluo.st stranded

safely say It meets all claims you make fur It.

f;vcr olTercd for sale. Very truly
I'cr .1. H. (ioehst, Cnnstr. Supt. CIIICA(;0 EDISON CO.'

FOU MALE KV ALIi t!4lll>l>l.V IIOIIHEH OU

CREAM FLUX CO.
Sole Manufacturors.

100 Washington St.. CHICAGO.
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ENGINEERING.HERBERT A. WAGNER,
Consulting Engineer

Railway Lighting and Power Plants,

416 LOCUST ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

F BELL.
PURE
PLATINUM
CONTACTS.

HUEBEL& MANGER.
286 GRAHAM STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

COAl AND ASHES HANDLING
MACHINERY, SHAFTING, PULLEYS,

CLUTCHES, PATENT MACHINE-MOULDED
HOPE SHEAVES, ETC.

CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION.

LINK- BELT MACHINERY CO.,
Engineers, Founders, Machinists.

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

myJ^yKAydx;

(KhJ^ ^XxixJ.

JOHN T. IVIcROY
302 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

JSB WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO

^S'OXJ IVE>E>I> lO'I
Gale's Commutator
Compound.
The Only Article That Will Prevent Sparking.

WIN keep the Commutator in good condition and prevent cutting. Absolutely will not gum the brushes.

SOc. per stick. SS.OO per dozen Send 50c. foe trial stick.

FOR SALE BY ALL SUl'PLY HOUSES OR

Kl|.| Ciiiiaii a t\n Sole Alanufactnrers,
HICLtllllAll tt uUi| »09. 100 Washington Street, CHICACO.

Kentucky

Incandescent
KENTUCKY ELECTRICAL CO., Owensboro, Ky.

Ohicago Agent, J. W. Brooks, 60B Plymouth Bldg.

AMERICAN
BATTERY
COMPOUND

For all Zinc-Carbon
Cells.

THE PERFECT
BATTERY
SALT

For all Open-Circuit
Work.

SAL-AMMONIAC IS A RELIC OF THE PAST.
31 and .S» S. CAKIAEi ST.,
OMIOAOO.AMERICAN BATTERY COMPOUND CO.,
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raANK N. PHILLIPS, PnESiDENT.

9. H. WAQENSEIL, Theasureh.
EUGENE F. PHILLIPS,

Gencbai. Manaqeh.
K. ROWLAND PHILLIPS, Vlcc-PREa,
C. R. REMINGTON, JR., Sec.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New Yobk Stork, W. J. Watson, 26 Gortlandt St.
OHlOAOO Storb, p. £. Donahoe, 241 Madison St.
MoHTBSAi, Branch, Eugene F. Fhllllpi' Eleotrloal Works.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIP8DALE, R. I.

THIS

Water-Wheel Governor
Regulates the turbines used on elec-

tric railway load in the Niagara

Falls Hydraulic Power & Manufac-
turing Company's plant.

We build governors adapted to

all makes of water-wheels, working
under all conditions. 70,000 horse

power in use. We guarantee the

best speed regulation which can be
obtained under any conditions.

Address

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR COMPANY,
NO. 61 HAMPSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASSi

CHAS. C. PACE,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW

In Patent Cases and Solicitor of Patents.

ADAUS VXPRESS BIiD&..
1S5 l>earborn Street, Chicago, III.

Six Years with General Electric Company.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,
Counsellor at Law,

No. 66 Broadway, • NEW YORK CITY.

Patent Causes. Patent Soliciting.

or your money back when you buy a C & H Rheostat.
3,000 standard motor starters and motor speed regu-
lators constantly in stock from which we can make

approved by lire underwriters. Send for illustrated

Your Money's Worth
immediate shipment. Reliable; firepoof; "

catalogue W and discount sheet.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. CO.,
MILWAUKEE, WIS. NEW YORK OFFICE, 136 LIBERTY STREET.

W« are the largest and oldest exclusive manufacturers of Rheostats in the world.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
MANUFACTURERS OF o

STEEIi OUTLET AlTD JUNCTION BOXES,
BWITGHBOABDS, FAHEl, BOABDS, SWITCHES, RHX

liC.

The Direct-Reading Ohmmeter
The Only Instrument to
Measure a Resistance

Quickly and Accurately

The American Electric Specialty Co.,

123 Liberty St., N. Y. City.

Electrical Instruments. Automatic Switches
Arc Lamps, Special Machinery.

Agents for CHAS. WIRT & CO.,
Telephone. VX Oortlandt. KhenstatS and Rrilches.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

O.K." Weatherproof Wire.

Slow-BnmiDg Weatherproof

and Slow-Burning Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Go.

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,
NOTRE DAME, INDIANA.

Classics, Letters, Economica and History, Journalism,
Art, Science. Pharraacv, Law, Civil. Mechenical and I

Electricjil Engineering, Architecture.
jThorough Preparatory and Commercial Coursee.

Ecclesiastical students at special rates.
|

Rooms free. Junior or Senior Year, Collegiate
i

Courses. Rooms to Rent, moderate cliarge.
St. Edward's hall, for boys under 13.

|

Ttie 5Tth year will open September 1th, IQtW. Cata-
logruesFree. Address

I

REV. A. MORRISSEY. C. S. C. President. '

BATTERY JARS.
Machine-made Battery Jars are Better and

itronger than tbe hand-blown, being more Uni-
form and of Equal Distribution.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR OUR JAR.
We are the only concern making Battery Jars

by machinery.

THE GILCHRIST JAR CO.,
624 Drexel Building, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

EAGLE
INSULATING

VARNISH.

Best made, light col-
ored, remains elastic.
Send for sample and
be convinced.

Eagle Paint & Varnish Works,
PITTSBURG, PA.

W^
Ideal Fire Protection

FOR SWITCHBOARDS AND
ALL ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.

Monarch Fire Appliance Co.,
27 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

CONQUERED.""ELECTROLYSIS
Electrolysis Proof

CONDUITS.
An absolute non-conductor.

Perfect insulation guaranteed
Allows no moisture lo accumulate. Noscratching of cables. No weak joints. No breakage. No
deterioration. Freight cbarges extremely light. "Costs less to lay than otber conduits. Made in
7-foot lengths; 3-inch internal diameter; weight 2 lbs to foot. Manufacturers of Electrolysis
Proof Insulating materials, Conduits. Laterals, Distributing Box and Post Linings, Moist Proof
Manhole Linings. Pipe Covering, Etc.

OFFICE, 606, 606 Manhattan Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.
FACTORY, BLUE ISLAND.ELECTROLYSIS PROOF CONDUIT MFG. CO..

flECTm QALVAN/ZJED (ONDU/T
r\ . INTERIOR .^inrbNDUIT

1 UNDERGP<fV;T^r.^.

RICHMOND! CONDUIT CO.
milw/vuivee: us-a- «

A THOROUGH school for the beginner—a valuable

^-^ reference book for the expert. If not found sat-

isfactory money refunded upon return of book in

good condition. Contains a dictionary defining 1,500
electrical words, terms and phrases. It carries you from
the fundamental principles of electricity to the finished

dynamo.
E. E. Waugaman,
Electrical Wireman. Kittanning, Pa.
Cleveland Armature Works, Cleveland, Ohio.
Gentlemen:— I received your hook, Practical Electric-

ity, and would not part with it for four times its cost if I
could not get another oopy. Yours truly, E. K. Waugaman.

CLEVELAND ARMATU RE WORKS, 1281 HamlltonSt.,Cleveland,0.

UNDELL fM\S

Llr)e;(cellec

(|)opu arrty.)

BOSTON,

BEOALJSE YOU
Are ''well up'* in ELECTRICITY, are YOU as well posted in the matter of

ECONOMY in your STEAM PLANT?
THE IMPROVED ROBERTSON THOMPSON INDIC4T0R will show you if engine is working economically

and developing full power for amount of fuel consumed. The most modern. Fully guaranteed.
One-tbird lower in price than others.

EUREKA PACKING makes a tighter joint with less friction, lasts two to three times longer, and costs
no more than poor packing. EUREKA has the largest sale of any packing made.

HINE ELIMINATOR, the most successful device for separating water from live steam, and extracting
oil from exhaust steam. Thousands in use. Sent out on approval. Prices very low.

ROBERTSON FEED WATER HEATER because of its return system will heat the water to 206 to 210°
with exhaust steam, and shows more economy in fuel than any otber. Moderate in price.

Send for Catalogue.

JAS. L. ROBERTSON & SONS, 198 Fulton Street, New York.
branches: boston, Philadelphia.
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WANTED.
Electrical Instrument

Makers Wanted.
First-class, steady men on ammeter and volt-

meter work. Must thoroughly understand the
work. Write
42 Center Street, Lynn, Mass.

WANTED TO BUY.
We are In the market for good second-hand

tilgh-speed Automatic and Corliss engines. We
want several such at once. Write us, giving
full particulars.

CAMP ENGINEERING CO.,

1 8 South Canal street, Chicago, III.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
Dr. J. S. Romioe of Chadron, Neb.,

will sell Sin.oOO stock of Chadron Elec-
tric Light and Power Co. for $3,000
cash; balance stock, $4,000, held by
J. D. Bacon of Chadron, a retired
banker, he will sell on account of my
selling, for $2,000 cash or on lime, or

keep his stock. Plant cost over $16,000;

no bonds, mortgages or debts; no other
light plant; city contract. Coal, $2.95

per ton. Pure city spring water. City
of 3,000, healthy, good school, academy,
si.v churches. Business can be greatly
increased. Reason for selling, age and
business keep me away all the time.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

WALSH'S SONS & CO.,
£60 Washington St., Newark, N. J.

WANTED.
An electrical engineer wishes to con-

nect himself as chief electrician or super-

intendent of an electric light or power
company. Westernly located. Can fur-

nish unquesti'^nable references. Address
F, A. DARST, 530 Highland Avenue.
Kansas City. Mo,

WANTED: SECOND-HAND
APPARATUS.

One Simple Engine, direct connected to 75
K. W., 125 volt generator.

One Simple Engine, direct connected to 45
K. W., 125 volt generator.

Two 125 H.-P. Horizontal Water Tube
Boilers.

Two 100 H.-P. Horizontal Tubular Boilers,

for 100 pounds' steam pressure.

Give prices on apparatus, with capacities

ranging near the above. State condition,

type, maker's name and where it can be
seen. Address

p. J. KEATING,
209/. Main St. STREATOB, ILL.

Pratt Institute
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

TWO YEAR COURSES IN

APPLIED ELECTRICITY
AND IN

STEAM & MACHINE DESIGN
Write for Catalogue and Particulars.

$400.00 Each.
Two 60-Liglit, 1 0-Ampere, Western Electric Arc Dynamos,

complete with automatic regulators, switchboard and instruments.
Also two extra armatures, each $150.00.

100 narrow frame lamps, single rod, each $4.00.

Rose Electric Co., St. Louis, Mo.

AUCTION SALE.
£)atire Property of The

Covington, Ky.,
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to an

order in bankruptcy, in the matter of the
Suburban Electric Corupauy, a corporation
organized under the laws of the state of
Kentucky, bankrupt, No. 276, iu the Dis-
trict Court of the United States for the Dis-
trict of Kentucky, 1 wiil, on the 25th day
of September, 1900, at 10 o'clock a. m., at the
Scott street entrance of the United States
Court In Covington, Ky., sell at public auc-
tion tOt the highest bidder, aJl the property,
real and personal, of every kind and de-
scription belonging to the Suburban Electric
Company, bankrupt, iucludiug all the rights,
privileges and franchises, except the fran-
chise to be a corporation, and also its

electric lighting plant, power station, ma-
chinery, engines, boilers, dynamos, electric
machines, electric lampi* and other appli-
ances and appurtenances, poles, lines, wires
and all contracts, claims and demands, and
all other property of every kind and de-
scription, also the following described real
estate belonging to the said bankrupt, situ-
ated in the city of Uavington, K,eut0(U
County, Kentucky,, aud bounded as follows:

1. Beginning at a point on the east line
of Madison avenue at the northeast corner
of Madison avenue aud au alley ruuujug
parallel to and between Fourth and X-'ifth

streets; thence northwardly along the east
line of said Madison avenue towards Fourth
street ninety (90) feet; thence at right angles
to Madison avenue one hundred and ninety
(190) feet to another alley; thence with said
other alley and at right angles to said first-

named alley ninety (90) feet to said first-

named alley; thence westwardly along the
same one hundred aud ninety (190) feet to
the place of beginning.
And also the following described piece of

real estate belonging to said bankrupt, situ-

ated in the city of Newport, Campbell
County, Kentucky, to wit;

2. Lot No. 260 in the Cotes Brilliant Lot
&. Home Company's subdivision, fronting
thirty (30) feet on the west side of Park
avenue, and extending back one hundred
and twenty (120) feet to an alley.

BANKRUPT SALE.
Wnbarban Electric Co.,
Offered For Sale.

The first tract of real estate above de-
-scrlbed will be sold subject to Ruch lien as
Caroline li. Smith, Frank F, Smith, her hus-
band, and Ceorge M, Casey, or either of
tJiem, n'.ay have upon said real estate, which
lien Is as yet undetermined in amount.
The property above described will be sold

free from any and all liens or encumbrances,
excerjt the iien or encumbrance in favor of
Caroline B. Smith, Frank F. Smith, her hus-
band, and George M. Casey, upon the said
first described real estate aforesaid.
The second piece af real estate described

aforesaid will be sold separately.
All the balance of the real estate, and all

the other property and assets of every kind,
and the rights, privileges and franchises of
the Suburban Electric Company will be
sold as an entirety and as a going concern.
The terms of the sale will be one-third (%)

cash, to be paid upon the confirmation of
the sale, the balance in equal installments
of six and twelve months from date of sale,
deferred payments to draw six (6;^) per cent
Interest and to be secured by lien upon the
property sold and also by bond with sure-
ties satisfactory to the referee in bank-
ruptcy herein; or purchaser may pay cash i

for said property upon the confirmation of
the sale. No bid for said property will be
received from any bidder who shall not
place in the hands of the undersigned at
the time of making said bid, as a pledge
that said bidder will make good his bid if

the sale Is confirmed, the sum of fifteen i

thousand ($15,000) dollars, which sum of '

fifteen thousand dollars will be credited I

upon the first payment of the purchase i

money for said sale.

Inspection of property invited. Full infor-
mation given upon application at the office
of the bankrupt in Covingion, Ky.

CHAEiLES H. SHAAV,
Trustee in Bankruptcy of the Suburban

Electric Company.
SIMUALL \ (lALVIN,

Attoriicys fur 'iru>.ti'r in I.;;iukruptey.

FOR SALE.
Lot second - hand material. About 7.000

Mestingbouse 110-volt lamps, little used; about
400 Doz. West sockets. 500 Doz. genuine K. W.
Rosette cut-outs, 300 Doz S. M. cut-outs, p lain
mostly. Paiste switches and other material.
Address

e. W. ED6EW0RTH,

8 S. Commercial St., ST. LOUIS.

AMERICAN"Sf
ARE THE BEST. Send lor dascrlptivt Circular.

Absolutely Non-Infringing.
Protection Guaranteed.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
—TO iaa9. . 171 S. Clinton St., Chicago, III,

REPAIRS REPAIRS REPAIRS
DYNAMOS, MOTORS^ ARC LAMPS, INSTRUMENTS. TR A NS FO R M E R S ,T EIL E PH N ES.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS BUILT AND DESIGNED
ROBERT L.McOUAT, REPAIR SHOPS, INI Dl AN A PO L 15, IND.

1 350-llglit

iio-VoIt Incandescent Dynamos.
2 12-light Edison, -'i K. W.
1 16-light LuDdell, self-oilcr.
1 25-liglit 0. & O., self-oiler.
1 35-Iigbt Westingbouse, self-oiler.
1 36-llght Bernard, self-oiler.
1 50-ligbt Hawkeye, self-oiler.

1 50-light Bain, self-oiler.

1 50-ligbt Card, self-oiler.
1 50-Iight Nowotny, self-oiler.

1 50-light C. & C, self-oiler.

1 55-ligbt Edison, 3 K. W., self-oiler.

1 so-light Wood, self-oilcr.

1 llO'ligbt Edison, 6 K. ^V., compound.
1 90-iight Westingbouse.
1 160 light Eockford.
1 210-llght Triumph, self-oiler.

1 250-ligbt Westingbouse, horizontal type.
1 250-lIght Commercial, comp., self-oiler.

1 250-ligbt Siemens & Halske, 15 K. W.,
multipolar.

1 260-light National, compound, self-oiler.

1 270-ligbt T.-H., comp., seit-oiler.

3 270-light Westingbouse, M. P., slow speed,
1 340-llgbt Eddy, self-oiler, compound.
2 350-ligbt Hawkeye, comp. wound.
1 350-llght National, self-oiler, compound.
1 360-llgbt Rockford, self-oiler, compound.
1 350-ilght Edison, 20 K. W., shunt.
3 350-llght Edison, 20 K. W., self-oilers.

Edison, 20 K. W., self-oiler, com-
pound.

Wood, M. P., self-oiler, 25 K. W.
Edison, 25 K. W., self-oiler.

i 450-ilght Rockford, self-oiler.

1 640-llgbt Edison, 30 K. W.
4 540-llght Edison, 30 K. W.. self-oilers.

4 MO-light Edison, 30 K. W., self-oilers,
compound.

1 60O-llght Elckmeyer.
1 700-ligbt Siemens & Halske, 40 K. W.,

multipolar, slow speed.
2 700-llght Westingbouse, 10 pole, slow

speed. 40 K. W., self-oilers.

1 800-lIght Rockford, self-oiler, new arm't.
4 800-llght Edison, 45 K. W., self-oilers.

1 1350-llght Waddell-Enz, SO K. W., M. P.,

direct connected to 125 11. I'.,

self-oiling, 14x14 engine.

220-Volt Generators.

1 9 K. W. Tjundell, self-oiler.

1 10 K. W. Lundell, self-oiler, multipolar,
slow speed.

1 12 K. W. Eddy, self-oiler, new arm't.
1 12 K. W. Westingbouse, multipolar, self

oiler.

1 25 K. W. Edison, selt-oller.

1 3! K. W. E. & C, mulllpel.'ir, slow speed.
1 45 K. W. Edison, self-oiler, ' new arm't,

compound.
1 60 K.. W. Westingbouse, self-oiler, hori-

zontal type, compound.
1 20O K. W. Crocker-Wheeler, multipolar,

slow speed, practically new.

400-llght
450-llght

^regory:
ELECTRIC €0.

54-62 S.CLINTOM ST. CHICAGO.

Soo-Volt Generators.
3 15 K. W. Edison, self-oilers.

1 25 K. W. T.-H., self-oiler, D. 25, com-
pound.

1 25 K. W. Edison, seit-oiler.

1 30 K. W. Jenney, self-oiler.
1 35 K. W. Jennev, seif-oiler, compound.
1 35 K. W. Mather, seit-oiler.
1 45 K. W. Edison, compound, self-oiler.

1 150 K. \V. Detroit (Rae), multipolar, com-
pound, self-oiler.

1 100 H. P. 500-volt Westingbouse, Kodak
set generator and comp. en-
gine.

Alternating Qenerators.
1 350-light Thomson-Houston, A. 18, comp.
1 600-light Bain, 30 K. W., self-oiler, toothed

armature.
2 GOO-light Thomson-Houston, A. 6, 30 K. W.
1 eOO-Ught Thomson-Houston, 30 K. W.,

two-phase.
1 coo-light T.-H., 30 Iv. W., slotted arma-

ture, compound, self-oiler.
1 650-llght Thomson-Houston, A. 36, s. o.,

composite wound.
2 750-llght Westingbouse, self-oilers, 37% K.

W.
1 1000-llght Wood, 50 K. W., self-oiler,

toothed armature, comp.
1 1200-light Westingbouse, GO K. W., self-

oiler, compound, toothed arm't.
1 1200-llght General Eieotrie, A. 60, compos-

ite wouml, toothed arnmturc,
self-oiler.

2 1300-llght T.-H., A. 70, 1100 volts, self-
oilers, compound wound.

2 1400-llght Westingbouse, 70 K. W., brand

2 COeOllght Westingbouse, 300 K. W., toothed
arninture, composite wound,
sclf-ollers, outboard hearings.

Arc Dynamos.
1 20-llgbt 2000 O. 1'. Western Kleclrle.
1 25-llgbt 2000 C. P. T.-H., hall armature,
1 25-llght 2000 0. P. T.-H., ring armature.
1 SO.llght 2000 C. P. Western Electric,

Arc Dynamos.—Continued.
1 30-llght 2000 C. P. Brush, No. 7, Steuben-

rausch comntutator.
2 35-light 2000 C. P. T.-H., L. D. 2.

1 35-ligbt 2000 C. P. T.-H., ring armature.
1 40-light 2000 C. P. Wood, No. 7.

2 40-llght 2000 C. P. Western Blcetrle, s. p.
4 4.1-iight 1200 C. P. T.-H., M. 12. ball arnit.
1 45-light 1200 C. P. T.-H., M. 12, ring armt.
2 45-ligbt 1200 C. I'. Brush, No. 7, Steuben-

rauseh commutator.
1 60 light 2000 C. F. Excelsior, latest type,

newly rewound field

and armature.
2 50-llght 1200 C. P. T.-H., L. D. 12.

1 60-llght 1200 C. P. T.-H., L. D., 12, new
ring arm't, self-oiler.

1 50-llght 200O O. P. T.-H., M. D., 2, seif-
oiler, ring armature.

1 50-light 2000 O. P. West. Eiec, siilf-oller.

1 50-ligbt 2000 0. P. Brush, No. 7%.
2 60.1ight 2000 C. P. West. Elec., self-oilers.

1 60-light 2000 C. P. Westingbouse, self-

oiler.

3 60-llgbt 2000 C. P. Wood, No. S.

3 65-llght 20O0 O. P. Brush, No. 8, new arma-
ture, Steubeurausch
commutators.

1 75-llght 1200 O. P. Standard, self-oiler, air
insulated comumtator.

2 7!).llght 2000 O. P. Westlngh'se, self-oilers,

3 125-light 1200 C. P. Excelsior, latest type,
self-oilers, flue.

Iio-Volt Motors.
1 Vi h; P. Sprague.
1 'A H. P. Elbrldge.
1 % H. P. Roth.
1 >/3 H. P. Keller, self-oiler.
2 1 H. P. Beldiug, M. P.
1 1 H. P. Roth, self-oiler, new armature.
2 1 H. P. Edison, % K. W., self-oilers.

1 1 H. P. Lundell, selt-oller.
1 1% H. P, 0. & C, self-uller.

1 2 H. P. Bernnril, seif-oiler.

1 3 H. P. Hawkeye.
1 3 H. P. Westingbouse,
13 H, P. Jenney, selt-oller.

no Volt Motors.—Continued.
13 H. P. Bain, self-oiler.
13 H. P. Nowotny, seif-oiler.
15 H. P. Wood.
13 H. P. Card, self-oiler, Manchester

type.
13 H. P. C. (St C, self-oiler.

220-Volt Motors.
1 1 H. P. Eddy, self-oiler.

2 1 H. P. E. & C, new, self-oilers, M. P.

1 3 H. P. Kester. seif-oiler.

1 3 H. P. Gen. Elee., type I. B., self-

oiler.

1 5 H. P. Eddy, ring type, self-oiler.

1 5 H. P. Westingbouse, self-oiler.

1 7% H. P. Roth, self-oiler.

1 V/2 H. P. Edison, seif-oiler.

1 10 H. P. Lundell, self-oiler.

1 12 H. P. Lundell, 10 K. W., multipolar,
self-oiler, slow speed.

1 15 H. P. Eddy, self-oiler, new arm't.
1 16 H. P. Westingbouse, multipolar, self-

oiler, 15 K. W.
1 30 H. P. Edison, 25 K. W., self-oiler.

1 40 H. P. E. & C, multipolar, slow sp-'ed.

1 50 H. P. Northern, M. P., self-oiler,

newly rewound throughout.
1 60 H. P. Edison, self-oiler, 45 K. W.
1 60 H, P. Westinghouse, horinontal type,

self-oiler.
1 76 H. P. Sprague, self-oilcr, new arm t.

500-Volt Motors.
2 1 H. P. Crocker-Wheeler, self-oilers,

slow speed.
11 H. P. C. & C, self-oiler.

1 2y. H. P. Wood, self-oiler.

13 H. P. Toledo, seif-oiler.

13 H. P. Hobart, selt-oller.

2 3V. H. P. Rockford, ironclad, self-ollors.

1 5 H. P. D. & D.
1 7V. H. P. Edison, seif-oiler.

1 10 H. P. Eddv, self-oiler, multipolar.

1 10 H. P. Card, M. P., self-oilcr, slow sp.

1 15 H. P. Eddy, self-oiler.

2 18 H. P. C. & C, self-oilers.

1 20 H. P. Commercial, seif-oiler.

1 30 H. P. T.-H., self-oiler, D. 26.

130 H. P. Edison, 25 XC. W., self-oiler.

1 35 PL P. Jenney, self-oiler

1 40 H. P. Mather, self-oiler.

1 60 H. P. Edison, 45 K. W., self-oiler.

Alternating-Current Motors.

SINGLE PHASE.
I Vi n- !" Stanley, 100 volts, 16000 alterna-

tions, single-phase.

II H. P. Ft. Wayne, 100 v., 125 cycle, selt-

oller. single-phase.
1 5 H. P. Wagner, single-phase, 60 cycle,

200 volts.

TRANSFORMERS, METERS AND ARC LAMPS.
NOTICE.—All machlnos art actually In stock ready lor prompt dollvery. All machines are guaranteed. Write lor particulars and tend lor MONTHLY BARGAIN SHEET with net cash price.
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SECOND-HAND
Dynamos and Motors.

We iuTite correspondence
with those wishing to

bay or sell.

SCHUREMAN & HAYDEN,

140 S. Clinton St., Chicago.

.VIADUGL
BALTIMORE, MAKE

TELEPHONES
AND EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

Fl FHTRIHAI Thousands are success
LLLUi III UnL ful nod gaining better po-

rilPIUCCniUh^'''''^°^^°'^ salaries study-]

LnulliLLnlllb^'^E^ at home by our mail
system. We teach Elec-

cal EngineerlDg, Mechanical

nv mil Drawing. Electric Lighting,

ul MAIL Telephony, Short Popular
Electrical Course, etc.,

by mail. Study in spare time only.
Institute endorsed by Thomas A. Edison
and others. Catalogue free. Electrical Engl'
neerlost.. nept.K, 240-2 W. 23d St., New York,

BARGAINS in ELECTRICAL MACHINES,
The following list of thoroughly overhauled machines are in stock

and ready for prompt delivery.

DYNAMOS-
110- Volt Incandescent.

One 12-llght Elbridge.

One 50-Ught Nowotny, new.
One 100-Iigbt Datt.

One 250-light U. S.

One 350-llght Davis.

One 800-light G. E.

One l,800-lightFt.Wayne,new.

DYNAMOS-ARC.
One Brush. 1-light, 3,000 c. p.

One lirush, 3-light, 2,000 c. p.

One Amcr. Wood, 20-light,
2,000 c. p.

One West. Elec, 30-light,
2,000 c. p.

One Ft. Wayne Wood. 35-light,
1,200 c. p.

One T. H. L. D., 36-light,
2,000 c. p.

ALTERNATORS.
One 3A Slattery.
One A60 G. E.

STEWART
ELECTRICAL

CO.,
S. E. Cor. Fifth

and Sycamore,

CINCINNATI, 0.

GENERATORS.
One Wood b. p.. 500 v., 45 k. w.
One T.-H. m.p.75,500 v.,75 k.w.
One Edison p.p..500 v., 100 k.w.

I ID-VOLT MOTORS.
One Diehl, i h. p.
One Edison, 5i h. p.
One Elbridge, ^ h. p.
One Card, 1 h. p.
One Sprague, 1 h. p.
One Nowotny, 3 h. p.
One Daft, 10 h. p.
One U.S., 20 h. p.
OneQ. C, 28 h. p.

220-VOLT MOTORS.
One Nowotny, 1 h. p., new.
One Nowotny, 1 h. p.
One Davis, 5 b. p.
One Daft, 10 h. p.
OneE. R. AC. C. 10 h. p.
One Edison b. p., 15 h. p.

500-VOLT MOTORS.
One Davis, 20 h. p.
One Brush, 25 h. p.
One Wood b. p., 60 h. p.
One T.-H. m. p. 15, 90 h. p.
One Edison, 100 1^. w., 120 h. p.

WANTED
FOR SPOT CASH

BURNED OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND BASES.

CEO. F.SCHWALM CO.. - HARRISON. N. J.

READY FOR THE MARKET.
"FBIHOO," the new style Creole rosette, fn-

sulatlon perfect, lonff fuse, superior
In every detail.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co.. Peru. Ind.

FBED H. AliBEUr, Pres.

The Standard Open Circuit Batterie*

of the World.

aran> toe oieotjlak and prices.

THE LECLANCH^ BAHERY CO.,
Ill to 117 East 131st St.. H. Y,

NOTE OUR PRICES ON DYNAMOS
COPPER COMMUTATORS GUARANTEED 3 YEARS.

10 LIGHT, $30 30 LIGHT, $65 75 LIGHT, $115
20 " 50 SO " 85 100 " 145

Warranted free from mechanical and electrical defects. Armatures
rewound, commutators refilled, machines repaired.

All work guaranteed. Send for catalogue.

The Chicago Motor and Dynamo Co., Inc.,
39-43 WEST WASHfNGTON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

J. emSEBOWICH, Secy. and Xreas.

ILLINOIS INSULATED WIRE CO.,
wi.Ar<iuip-A.CTURE:Rs ap-

High-Crade Weatherproof Wire,
NO TRUST PRICES. SYCAMORE, ILL. ALL SAMPLES FREE.

Maciilneri and Supplies at Bargain Prices.
We have the largest establishment of Its kind on earth. Our plant and yards cover over a million feet of space. Wo an constantly buying factories and

buildings. OUR MACHINERY HALL, a space 1 05x360 feet, Is filled to overflowing witli a complete assortment of machinery and electrical apparatus. WE PUR-
CHASED THE OMAHA- EXPOSITION, THE WORLD'S FAIR, THE CHICAGO POSTOFFICE BUILDINGS, ETC. Our facilities for rebuilding machinery are unsurpassed.
We furnish a binding guarantee with all goods purchased. Our stocii is constantly being added to. The following items are quoted, subject to prior sale:

One No. 8 Multipolar Machine, 75K.W., 500-volt.,

speed 750, 150 to 160 h. p., Thomson-Houston.
One Allis Corliss engine, 26x48 in., 400 h. p.
One Eeplogle Electric Water-Wheel Governor.
One No. 1 Russell high-speed auto, engine, 7x16.
One 60 arc light Wood dynamo, 2,000 o. p.
One 620-light General Electric dynamo with 52-

volt exciter.

38 assorted Transformers.
One Station Transformer and Ground Tester with

three miles of Nos.4 and 6 Weatherproof Wire.
One Westinghouse Alternator and Fan Motor,

16,000 alt., 100 volts.

One 14x24 Box Bed engine, shaft 8 ft. long, 6J in.

diam.
OneM. P. 80 T.-H., 500-volt Railway Generator.
One D. 62 T.-H. 500-volt Railway Generator.
Two 25 S. S., V. 500, speed 900, Nos. 1041 and 1039

T.-H. Railway Generator.
One 15x14 Ideal engine.
One 14x14 Ideal engine.
One 12_xl8 Lansing engine.
One 2o-light, 2,000 c. p. Westinghouse low-ten-

sion arc dynamo.
Two 50 light- Standard are dynamos.
One 20-light Sperry arc dynamo.
One 500-light, 100-voIt Edison dynamo.
One 1,000-light 1,000-volt Wood Ft, Wayne al-

ternating dynamo, complete with switch-
board and exciter.

One 1,000-light, 1,000-volt Westinghouse dyna-

mo, complete with switchboard and exciter.
One 1,200-light Slattery alternating dynamo.
One portable Weston ammeter, reading from

to 150.

Two Thompson alternating ammeters, reading
from to 100.

Fifty 10, 20, 40 and 80 ampere Westinghouse
house meters.

200 series arc lamps, different makes.
Eubber-cov.ered, weatherproof and bare eopp.M-

wire.

5,000 assorted sizes clear and opal are globes.
One 18x42 Frick Corliss engine.
One 20x32 Watertown automatic engine.
One 18x28 Watertown automatic engine.
One 12x20x14 Ball colnpound engine.
One 914x16x14 Payne compound engine.
One Armington & Sims cross-compound con-
densing engine, 30i8:20xl5.

One 15x14 Ideal automatic engine.
One 141/4x13 Armington & Sims auto, engine.
One 12x21 Buckeye automatic engine.
One 12x12 Armington & Sims automatic engine.
One 12x12 Ideal automatic engine.
One 2,50 h. p. Baragwanath feed-water heater.
One Stilwell-Bierce live steam heater and puri-

fier.

One 150 h. p. Berryman heater.
One 325 h. p. "Baragwanath heater.
One 500 h. p. Hanover independent condenser.
Two 72x16 horizontal tubular boilers.

One 60x18 'horizontal tubular boiler.
Two 60x16 horizontal tubular boilers.
Five 54x16. horizontal tubular boilers.
Two 54x14 horizontal tubular boilers.
Two 48x10 horizontal tubular boilers.
Two 48x14 hoiizontal tubular boilers.
Ten Hill friction-clutch pulleys, 52x22x6 inch

bore, doublearm, double crown, double belt.
3 Thompson recording wattmeters, 10 ampere.
2 Thompson recording wattmeters, 15 ampere.
2 Thompson recording wattmeters, 25 ampere.
1 12x24 engine made by Zeahm Bros.
1 20.X22 Corliss engine.
1 9x12 center crank engine.
1 12x12 center crank engine.
1 7x10 slide valve center crank.
1 3x5 upright engine.
1 80 h. p. A. B. Farquahar Co. engine.
1 horizontal pattern Lansing engine, 12-in. stroke.
1 10x18 stationary engine.
1 12x20 Sinker & Davis engine.
1 diamond drill, BuUockMfg. Co., capacity 1500 ft.

1 Crane passenger elevator.
1 14x34 box bed engine.
1 E. P. Allis coil heater for 80 h. p. engine.
1 25 h p. Portable engine and boiler.

1 Atlas automalic engine, 9x14.
1 New York safety engine, 9x10,
1 30 h. p. stationary engine.
1 40 h. p. steel tubular boiler, 44x14.
1 9x14 Atlas automatic engine.

01TB CATAI.Oei7i: NO. ISO IS AK EDUCATOR. ASK FOB IT SUBE. n'BITE TO- BAY.

KIIMO
West 35th and Iron Streets, CHICAGO.
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A PERFECT

DESK PHONE.
Adjustable Head, Platinum Contacts,

Auxiliary Springs in Receiver and

Transmitter, Silk Cords,

Material Used, Workmanship,
Fine Finish and Results Considered

make it the Cheapest and the Best.

Swedish-American

Telephone Co.,
Nos.69,7 1 and 73 W.Jackson Blvd.,

CHICAGO.

HUGO SCHUMACHER, Prest.

J. A. ARBOGAST, Vlce-Prest.

MAX SCHUMACHER, Sec'y and Treas.

M. GARL, Supt.

Garl Electric

Company,
AKRON. OHIO.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
IOI5 Monadnock Building.

Sole Patentees and
Manufacturers of

Garl Railway, Hotel and Factory Telephone

Systems. Garl Electric Gun for Fire

and Burglar Alarms.
Intercommunicating
Fictory Telephone.

i.H.VANVLISSINGEN, Prest. W. C. HEINROTH, Treas. L.Q. BOWMAN, Sec'y and Gen'l Mgr.

WESTERN TELEPHONE
CONSTRUCTION CO.,

153-159 South Jefferson St., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE PIONEER COMPANY.

BETTER THAN EVER BEFORE.

SWITCHBOARDS, TELEPHONES, and other

HIGH GRADE APPARATUS.

Write for prices. Orders HUed promptly.

eureka electric CO.,
IVIANUFACTURERS OF

THE LARGEST LINE OF HIGH-GRADE TELEPHONE APPARATUS,

CABLE HEADS, SWITCHBOARDS, TELEPHONES. IItalogue.

NOS. 157-167 S. Canal St., CHICAGO, U. S. A.

STERLING ELECTRIC CO.,
CXCLUSrvC MANUFACTURERS OF

BELL-STYLE TELEPHONE

STANDARD

Telephone and Electric

Company,

MADISON, WIS.
Manufacturers and Importers

High Grade

Telephone Apparatus
EXCLUSIVELY.

WRITE FOR I900 CATALOGUE.

FOB THB IKDEFENDENT FIEI/I>.

Main Office and Factory at LAFAYETTE, INDi Branch Office, Chicago.

CHICAGO OFFICE, No. liiGO aiONADNOCK BCII/DINCr.
KEW YOKK OFFICF, 141 BROADWAY, WEn YOBK CITY.

A SMALL TRIAL ORDER
WILL CONVINCE YOU THAT

KELLOGB APPARATUS
IS THE BEST THERE IS.

Common Battery and Magneto System for Small Exchanges.
Bridging Telephones—Series Telephones.

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY CO.,

229 S. GREEN STREET, CHICAGO.

No. 1900

AMERICAN%mmmmm co,

36 to 50 Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL.

Our new No. igoo Telephones with Disc Carbon Lightning

Arrester for SERIES and BRIDGING work are winners. Try them.

OUR CENTRALIZEO BATTERY SYSTEM

is a great success; likewise our

MULTIPLE SWITCHBOARDS.

Telephone Apparatus
Of All Kinds Manufactured.

CONSTRUCTION iMATERiAL AND TOOLS LOWEST PRICES.

A BIG LOT OF SECOND-HAND PHONES, IN GOOD

ORDER, CAN BE HAD FOR A SONG.

Let us tell you about them.

Automatic Lightning Arrester.
Positive protection for teiephones and twitcliboards

against any abnormai current.

No fuse to burn out, line is never open, service

never interrupted; it worl<s automaticaiiy, is guar-

anteed not to burn out, requires no attention what-

ever after being installed.

It has less resistance tlian any other arrester,

resistance being less than one ohm.
The worl<Jng parts are mounted on porcelain base

and are ornamental in appearance.
We put them up single for individual 'phones, and

in cabinets for exchange use; the cabinets require

but small floor space.

Protection without annoyance is what yoti want;

try this device on some of your toll or worst lines

aid see for yourself what it will do.

Correspondence Solicited.

Butler-Taylor Co.,
Ravenna, Ohio.
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THE F. W. MAXSTADT MFG. CO.,
i8=3o West Randolph Street, Cor. Canal, Chicago, III.

The ONLY Company having a right to manufacture the MAXSTADT PATENT
IMPROVED AMERICAN SOLID JOINT. BEWARE of Imitators and Infringers.

MAXSTADT PATENT IMPROVED

Patented August 14, 1900, in the United States^and Foreign Countries. AMERICAN SOLID JOINT.

ALL infringements upon the Maxstadt Patent Joint will be prosecuted. Suit has

been instituted against the American Electric Fuse Co. for infringing the Maxstadt
Patent Joint.

The F. W. Maxstadt Mfg. Co. will guarantee all users of the Maxstadt Patent

Improved American Solid Joint against any loss or damage that may accrue by
using the Maxstadt Patent Improved American Solid Joint.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

P. W. Maxstadt nig. Co.,
18=30 West Randolph Street, Cor. Canal, Chicago, 111. t

«

»••< »>»>••»•>•»•»»•<

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All pails subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Is Complete, Durable, Bellable.

The only manufacturers selllDK a complete line of

PubUc Exchange, Toll Line, Police, Fire Alarm,

Street BttUway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co.,

72-82 W. Jackson Blvd.,

OBT CATALOG. CniCAOO, U. S. A.

Magnet Wire
Our Specialty: The Best Stock — u n 'j u<n n
of fine sizes of Single Silk IW mCDerillKl IVlTg. 10.,

Insulated Magnet Wire in the

country. Also Double Silks....

Single and Double Cottons.

207 S. Cahal Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

The Bruckner Electric Co.,
F. C. BBUCKWEB, President.

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH-GRADE INTERIOR AND LONG-DISTANCE

I

TELEPHONES.
- 3^A/i'tcl-ll^o^lrcls. «

The very latest Hotel Telephone System and Automatic Intercom,

municating Telephone.

REASONARLE PRICES. PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

Get prices on our new CORDLESS MOVABLE ARM, a

great improvement over any other; also our NEW TRANS-
MITTER, conveying the sound of the voice almost to a

whisper. Specially adapted for Central-Energy Systems.

Carbon does not pack, nor deteriorate, because of the use of

high-voltage battery.

THE BRUCKNER ELECTRIC CO.,

ELECTRICAL EXCHANGE BLD6.,

136 LIBERTY STREET,

ime:\a/

BRANCH OFFICE AND FACTORY: ^

141 to 155 East Twenty-Fifth St., S

YORK;.
I
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,«OUR STUDENTSa;
SUCCEED

INCREASED SAURY.
I was getting $30 a month as

assistant in an Electric Light-

inRf Plant when I took up the
Electrical Engineering Course.
Since that time, I have passed
fourCivil Service Examinations,
and have had my salary raised
four times. I am now gelling

$8; per month, and can truth-

fully say that I owe
to correspondence inslri

R. G. ELLIOTT,
Dannriii-r.-L,

MACHINIST TO ENGINEER.
I recommend The Interna-

tional Correspondence Schools
as being' one of the best means
through which to obtain an edu-
cation. The method employed
is simple and easily understood.
At the time 1 enrolled, I was
holding a position as machinist
and steam fitter. I am now chief

engineer fori. S.&T.EIkinton,
Philadelphia, Pa.

WM. R. HORNER,
Philadelphia, Pa.

$12 to S70, in Small Monlbly Installmenls, pays for a

Salary-Raising Education
In Electric^il HngineL-ring. Electric Light anrl Power,

Telephony, Telegraphy, Steam, Mechanical,
and Civil Engineering.

Established 1891, Capital, Ji,soo,ooo.

Setidfor Cirrulnrs and Local Rfffrence!.

THE I^TERNATIO^AL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,

Box lOOZ, ScranlDD, Penaa.

Kokomo Telephones for 1 900.

New Tubular Arm; No cord in sight.

High-Grade Full Nickel-Plated Bell,

Bipolar Receiver, togethir with tht

Kokomo Long-Distance Transmitter.
Making up the most efflclent Telephone on the market for
Exchange and Toll- line work. we have improved the
Telephone, also the price, to a point that will interest you.
Write us for information.

KOKOMO TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

KOKOMO, IND.

JEFFREY giirT DREDGES
FOR CATALOGUE,

ADDRESS
THE JEFFREY MFG. CO.

COLUMBUS, OHIO.

TELEPHONE AND

CONST. SUPPLY CO.,
CHICAGO.

NEW CATALOGUE FREE.

•TAiLiBHCO laas.

NofTcE I

The old original

D. A. KUSEL

TELEPHONE AND

ELECTRIC

MFC. COMPANY,

1109 Fine St.,

ST. liOuis, mo.

The oldest and
most reliable
manufacturer of
telephones and
switchboards In
the West. Write
forcatalogue
and price list.

D. A. KUSEL,

Proprietor.

TRAPR MARK.
Tested Fuse Wire and Faee liinks.

Standaiil for Ari-iiracj-.

MclNTIRE'S PATENT

CONNECTORS AND TERMINALS.
Special Conncclors tor HARD-DRAWN COPPER

WIRE, all siics. FUSED WIRE. FUSED
LISKS and STRIPS.

HEG. MclNTIRECO., 13 S (5 Franklin St.,

NEWARK, n' J.

BUY YOUR BOOKS
FROM THE

Electrician Pub. Co.. 6 1 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE SUPPLY CO.,
TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES,

19 SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO.
"Monarch" Galvanized Telephone Wire, "ExtraBB" and "BB" Galvanized Telephone Wire, Hard-drawn
Copper Telephone Wire, Rubber Covered Wire, Weather-prool' Iron Line Wire, Annnnciator Wire. Office
Wire, Galvanized Steel Strand, Crosby Clips, Gny Clamps, Bostrni Cable Hanpers, Turn Buckles. Measen-
5rer Pole Supports. Galvanized Thimbles, Guy Rods. Ground Rods, Stombaugh Guy Anchors, Eye Bolts,
Cross Arms, CrcaS Arm Braces, Pins and Brackets, Lajr Screws and Bolts, insulators, Knobs, Tools, etc., etc.

^ Send for complete catalogue of

^ MAGNETO BELLS, TELEPHONES,
MEDICAL BATTERIES and

ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES.
All Coods Hisb Ciirade In Every Respect

MIANUS ELECTRIC CO., - Mianus, Conn.

In the manufacture ni Fuses there are two essentials.

1ST, accuracy; 2d, UNIFORMITY.
The Steady increase in our business during the past

twelve years is the best evidence that our goods meet
all requirements.

All hinds of Telephone Fuses and Bases,
well made and at low prices.
CHICAGO FUSE WIRE & MFC. CO.,
58-04 N. Jelferson St.,CblUEO 369 Broadway, NewYork.

THE ROCK OF GIBRALTAR IS NO
FIRMER THAN A

Telephone Pole
Secured by the

Stombaugh Guy Anchor.
The cheapest and most effective method of

securely fastening: Telephone, Telegraph and
Trolley Poles.

No holes to dig; bore them In the ground
and there they stay. "Brace up" the weak
points on your line and avoid further trouble*

W.N. MATTHEWS &
St. LodIb, Mo.,

Showing Manner of Securing.

Descriptive Circular and Testimonials on Request.

Correspondence Invited,

Manufactured
by

General Western
Agents,

PHILIP SMITH, '"Ts.?.""''
3Hto 6 In. Diameter.

Success
Comes only to those telephooe exchanges which use the
BEST material. If you use our goods success is assured.

We can supply EVERYTHING USED WITH TELEPHONES.
No order too small for attention or too large for our capacity.

Rapid deliveries our rule, and each order tilled with care. Laree
stocks al\va>s on hand.

Tflf|.I]oii..s.i.viry style and grade. Long and short backboards.
Elegaiit lii]l>.li;iiiil .IfsicM. I'rices that will suit. Hard rubber re-
celvi^rs. nak or w.ilntil woodwork. New Ideas In magneto bells.
Lacli iiislnini'-nt «iiaraiiteed.

All kilids of telephone supplies. New parts for old telephones.
DouhlrjHjhi receivers.

I'JciLrlclans* tools. Lightning arresters, carbon and fuse. Ex-
tcMsloii liells—standard and bridging. Circuit closers. Transmit-
ters of various styles. Repeating colls. Induction colls, construc-
tion material of all kinds.

WRITE FOR CATALOCUEi

Central Telephone & Electric Co.,

909 MARKET STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

National Telephone Equipment Co.
330-332 LAFAYETTE AVE., DETROIT, MICH.

MANUFACTURERS OF

HIGH GRADE TELEPHONES
AND SWITCHBOARDS

For Central Energy and Magneto Systems.

LATEST DEVELOPMENT. UNEQUALED QUALITY.

REASONABLE PRICES.

Dealers in T£I>EPH09IE S1JPPI.IES of every description.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

te:lephone men and all users of
magntt coils haveyour magnet coils

WOUND BY MACHINERY
HERE'S THE OBJECT

LESSON-
A PLAIN FACT

Theso 28 spools (-ontalnlnff 01 Ibn. of
No..l6Hln(rlesilIt-coverodwirowllicoBtyou
B213netatr)0, 10. 10,6olEllat; and there in
pnfllclent wireon thGHe 28 BpoolH to wind
1,000 hllO-ohm trldplnp-liell nmfjnetH. Your
windinfr labor will ijost you at leant M
arlrlltinnal, making a total cost ol' your
own 1,000 magnetB Jlniahed at factory, e^^8.

The above box contains 1,000 "Duplex"
magrnet windin^H. Each winding Is made
upoC No. 30 wire, bOOohni» per winding,
and each windinff has 13 per cent, more
turns than there are in the ordinary
wound magnet. I'rlco, 8218.70 net. Thia
la 10 per cont. Ichb than your wire bill

and we charge nothing for winding.

WESTERN OFFICE, 505 FISHER BUILDING, CHICAGO.

THE VARLEY DUPLEX MAGNETCO. DOES IT BY MACHINERY

l387I»ST.JERSEYCITYN.d
W£ CAN SAVE YOU

CONSIDERABLE MONEY.
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SILK
COVER EO MAGNET WIRE Cotton

COVERED.

Plenty of it. All sizes. Prices riqht
Electro maqnets iJuilt and rewound.

Induction coils"builtto specification.

The MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC Mrfr.CO.
South Bend, Indiana.

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand=Book.
By F. B. BADT.

336 Pages, 140 Illustrations. Flexible Cloth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1-3x3 inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Book sold, and over 10,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
510 Marquette Building, CHICAQO.

DEALERS^nHCONTRACTORS
For Satisfactory Intercommunicating

MOIM
At bottom prices, write to

THOMAS, WILCOX & DIETZ, - - Cleveland, Ohio.

OUR STANDARD POLE-CHANCER.

WARNER
GENERATORS
ARE THE BEST.
Our new telephone

ringer gets there when all

others fail. No telephone

exchange is complete with-

out one. We can furnish

a volume of testimony

to prove this.

CAN FILL ORDERS

PROMPTLY.

THE WARNER ELECTRIC CO.,
MUNCIE,

IND.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

11.17 Csrtl>D<t St., Haw Yark.
(RANCHES

:{ 320 Dgarborii St
BOSTON

:

l34Congrt»St
SAN FRANCISCO:

71 Fload BglldlRi

Insulated

Rubber
Wires and Cables.

John A. Roebling's Sons C04

WORKS AT

TRENTON. N. J.

AMERICAN

RRIDGE CO.,

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

Steel Bridges,

Steel Buildings,

AND ALL CLASSES OF METALLIC STRUCTURES.

GENERAL OFFICES:
NO. 100 BRO.ADWAY NEW YORK.

BRANCH OFFICES:
BOSTON,

PHILADELPHIA,
CHICAGO,

PITTSBURG,

BALTIMORE,
NEW ORLEANS,

CLEVELAND,
MINNEAPOLIS.
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Ball Automatic Engines.
BuiitONLYby

THE ACKNOWLEDGED STANDARD FOR ELECTRIC WORK.
.1.1. :iMOIIME !ll »A., VJ.S. A.

TRIPLEX PUMPS
Operated by Electric Motor. Single and double acting.

PUMPING MACHINERY FOR EVERY POSSIBLE DUTY.

House Pumps, Elevator Pumps,
Water Works Pumps, Etc.

MANUrACTURED BT

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-TAILE CO.

257 LEHMAN ST

SelliDg Agents

DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Risdon Iron Works, San Francisco, Cal.
O. B. Boothe & Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR RAILROAD

^1 CHICAGO
AND

ALTON
RAILROAD.

1^

PERFECT PASSENGER SERVICE BETWEEN

For Porcelain or Clay In-
sulating Specialties, such as
Bushings, Knobs or Cleats,
Address,

THEAKRON SMOKING PIPE CO.,
MOCADORE, OHIO.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS, ANY 5IZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFQ.CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

THE SHORT LINE
TO

Houghton, Calumet,
marquette

The CMcago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

IS THE ONLY LINE RUNNING

Solid Trains 7h°e Copper Country

CHICAGOandKANSAS CITY.

CHICAGOand ST LOUIS,
CHICAGO AND PEORIA,

ST.L0U1SANDKANSASCITY.

HOT SPRINGS. Ark., DENVER.Colo..
TEXAS. FLORIDA.UTAH,

CALIFORNIA ANt> OREGON.

•)CALUMET
rHANCOCK
t HOUGHTON

-ANSE
kNestoria

Mountain
Wausaukee

MENOMINEE
"MARINETTE

^«.?"ETTe

MILWAUKEE

pay you 10 write to the under sign c;d for umps, paiupb-
lets, rates, time tables, etc.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
General I-'aflaeue<;r anJ Ticket Affont,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

THROUGH SLEEPING CARS, COACHES AND
BAGGAGE CARS

Leave Chicago daily at 10:30 p. m.

From Union Pa&senger Station, Canal & Adams Sts.

City Tlcl<et Office, 95 Adams St.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS.
^^11 Kinds.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Salte SlOlUarquette, CHICAGO.

fx M'CORMICK TURBINE.
^~~ On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft.

Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Gives a higher percentage of useful effect than any other water-wheel
heretofore made. All sizes, right and left hand, are buill from patterns per-
fected under systematic tests in the Holyoke Testing B'lume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and those eoniem-
]-)lating the improvement of powers, will lind it to their interest to confer
with us, as we are willing to guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter what make of turbine has been In use. STATE REQUIREilENTi
AND SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

8. MORGAN SMITH CO., Yoric, Pa.

SMALL SPRINGS
OF EVFRY DESCRIPTiOW :

THE WALLACE BARN£S CO./
i.srABus-^Eo ns7. BRISTOL, COWN., U.S.A.

DIXON'S BELT DRESSING
AND LEATHER PRESERVATIVE

Is guaranteed to prevent slipping and preserve the leather.

It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarautee

:

The Largest Power ever ohtaiiied S^om a wheel of the sa7?z« diameter. The highest speed
ever obtained for the same power. The highest mean efficiency ever realized when
running from half to fuU gate. We ^arantee also : A runner of the greatest pos.

sible strength. A gate unequaled in quickness and ease of opening and closing.
Tests show over 81 per cent, average efficiency with half to full water.

State your Head and send for 124- pagre pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

REG.TRADE MARKS Jhe Rhosphor Bronze Smelting Co. Qmited,

2200 Washington AVE.,PHiLADELPHiA.

)
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
INGOTS,CASTINGS, WIRE,RODS,SHEETS, ETC.

'9/Lor,sLi.3urn,f — DELTA METAL"^
XV CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS

'^ ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

ESTABLISHED 1875.

COMBINATION OF

Stow Flexible Shaft
AND

MULTI-SPEED MOTOR.
Practically dust and water proof. For PortaWo

Drilling, Tapping. Reaming, Emery Grinding, etc.

Write for Catalogue and Prices.

STOW MFG. CO., BingJiamton, N. Y.

Gen'I European Agents, Sellg, Sonnenthal & Co.,

85 Queen Victoria Street, London. England.

llvlPROVED

2,000 LIGHTS

ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO
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Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Centuiy Bldg.

OULUTH. MINN.,

^03 PalladloKiiig,

POLES
Naucle,Holcomb&Go.,

OLD eOLORV BLDO., OKICAOO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad
Contractors.

DETROIT, MICH.,

Wayne Co. Bank Bldg.

ESCANABA, MICH.

MASONVILLE, MICH.

CEDAR POLES
50 f T. to 100 FT. A SPECIALTY

P.L, K,C^& ^B R.OOE ^y M^B^E RS

IPa^XaW^ (Vvw<)vXoJ<U/ §>A\^{as)vW (^Jurw^
R. H. LEAVITT,

SLANUFACTUEEH OP

Telephone Cross-Artns, Brackets
|

AND PINS.
j

Write for Special Prices. CAPRON, ILL.
j

Tlie Teooeot Insolator Pin Co.

MANUFACTURERS

LOCUST and OAK PINS and
BRACKETS,

POLES and TIES,
Terra AlU, W. Virginia.

Cedar
TORREY
CEDAR CO.,

CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Lirge Stock Constantly on Hand.
Poles

A PRETTY STORY.
Eight months ago the Texas Arm & Pin Co. began manufacturing things in-

clined electrically wooden, like cross arms, pins and brackets. An old, no-accouat,

second-hand machine, in a broken-down factory, was used, but now they have four
factories with new and late machinery and are shipping more cross-arms than the law

allows. But they can ship more. They are untapped, long-leaf, yellow pine.

Or the home office at Beaumont, Texas, is where you write for more information and

a pretty and useful pamphlet.

CEDAR POLES.
We have the Following Stock in Yard for Prompt Shipment:

SIZE.
4 inches, 18 i

B
18
20
20
20
20
25
25
25

NO. PCS.
. .. 200
...1,048
... 398
...4,481
...3.474
...1.234
... 127
...7.050
...6,000
...3,000

SIZE. NO. res.

5 inches, 30 feet i.534
120

1,000
147
300

.... 800

85
40
40
40
45
50
50

44
130
150

55
55
60
60
60
65
65
70

Write for Special Delivered Prices on this Stock.

C. H. WORCESTER & CO., Marinette,
MANUFACTURERS OF CEDAR PRODUCTS.

Wis.

Victor Turbines
Operating Dynamos.

That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for

electric generators than any other is due to the many points of

superiority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:
High Speed, Close Regulation,

Great Capacity, High Efficiency,
Perfect Cylinder Cate, Steady Motion.

We also have a full line of modern patterns for Gears and Power Transmission

riachinery.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

The Sfilwell-Bierce & Smith -Yaile Co.,
257 Lehman Street, DAYTON, OHIO.

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-GLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Plnconnlo? , Mich. Qreen Bay, WU. New London, Wis.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, MICH.

Eleven Pole Yards Id Michigan.
TIES.

Wliolesale Producers for 20 years.

\A/l-ii-te Oedar
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

^d'c^cm'^ PEBRIZO & SOXS, Daggett, Mict.

CEDAR POLES
LINDSLCy BROTHERS COMPANY
MCNOMIIMEE. M/CH. and portI-A n d, oneco n.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS
JO-FOOT TO 80~FOOT POLES OUR SPECIALTY

CR055~ARM5
PINS, BRACKETS
We mariufacturec/andsold ov'er

S/X M////0/; P//7S and rmM///m
Cross-Arms /r/- /899.

Ourgoods crre (Be//) STorrdaro/
Y/e manufocfure on/i/ from besf
ma/er/a/

§e/er/ Facforks
Skilled help anduneoualed fac-
ilities enable us to fill all orders
profr/pll(/.

Capac/ti/: over 5.000 \

Long lealqellon pine / p /,

Cross Arms,.
rr^iuuif

Oyer ^s.ooo LocustPins _,

Let Us HnoYY Your YYofits

EJ.NOBLETT
e^e - 90S - 35 fh.Streel;

Chicaso.-
Long distance Telephone, Yards.SOi

POLES.
WHITE CEDAR.

IDAHO CEDAR up to 80 ft.
i

RERTHOLD

& JENNINGS,:

ST. LOUIS.
Chemical Building.

CROSS
ARMS.

LONG LEAF
PINE AND FIR.

:f3i_ii^o N/^xxfRruisiHEis.
sterling Extra Insulatlnir Varnish, New Process.

Sterling Extra Insulating Varnish, Old Process.
Sterling Extra Black Finishing Varnish.

Sterling Black Air Drying Varnish.
Sterling Black Core Plate Varnish.

THE STERLING VARNISH CO , PITTSBURG, PA.. U. S. A.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING CO.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,

Hamif.ctijrerB .Dd De.Iere In

Yellow Pine Cross Arms, Locust Pins, Oak Pins, Electrical

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stocks on hand.

Delivered prices quoted, F. O. B. ears, your city. In any quantity. -WRITE US.

OAK PINS AND BRACKETS.
rianufacturers for Wholesale Trade.

Prompt Shipments. Car Orders Solicited.

Kansas City & Southern Lumber Co.,

PAINTED,
SACKED AND
CRATED.

KLEIN'S

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS

Catalogue Free. .^-Send for one.

Mathias Klein & Son.
B7-89 W. VAN BUREN STREET. CHICAGO,

The BraljUks.
T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U.S.A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms.PoIeand
Swinging Hoods, HouseBraeketsand
other Specialties for Construction
"^ot:^.— Catalogue and Prices fur-
nished on application.

iL.A.-ri IMUIIN/I^^ FOR ALL PURPOSES.
Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.BAKKK & CO.. 408-414 i\'ew Jeraey

Railroait Ave., Ne'waTk, X. J.
New Yorlt Office, 120 Liberty Street.

liianapolis Arm, BracM I Pin Co,,
Successors to J. B, MACERS,

Arms, Brackets, Locust and Oak Pins,

Tent Stakes, ROPE Lock Blocks.

Office. 1 26 S. Meridian St., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

FACTORY, JAMESTOWN, IND.
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Westinghouse

Westinghouse Polyphase Induction Motors Operating Grain Elevator Macliinery,

Polyphase Induction

Motors

Have Demonstrated their Efficiency in Representative Plants.

No moving contacts. No danger from fire. High

efficiency under widely varying load. Minimum

cost of attendance and maintenance.

Westingfhouse Electric
& MANUFACTURINQ CO.,

All Principal Cities in

U. S. and Canada. PITTSBURG, PA.

3S^^^^^??^mm^^^mmmmmmmmm^m^mm?mmmmmmmm^?
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FORT Wayne electric works,
(INCORPORATED.)

liSURE GRIP" PULLEY FOR ARC LAMPS.
A GREAT CONVENIENCE AND SAVES TIME.

WHEN YOU RAISE

THE LAMP

THE PULLEY

IS

AUTOMATICALLY

LOCKED.
"SURE GRIP" rULLET, UNLOCKING

THE LAMP es^iisss^

MAY BE LOWERED
BY RAISING IT

THREE OR FOUR

INCHES, WHICH

UNLOCKS THE

PULLEY.
"SURE GKIP" PULLEY. LOCKED.

ARC LAMP RENEWALS.
FURNISHED WITH A CERTAINTY OF INTERCHANGEABILITY.

Send for Catalogue No. 2002.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY:

"SURE fiElP'' PULLET, UNLOCKED.

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.

Non-Slipping.
Non-breakable.
Economical.
Durable.

Balanced.
Neat design.

Light-weight.
Non-Magnetic.

The Popularity of

Rockwood's Patent Compressed

Six thousand
various sizes

partly finished

carried con-

stantly in stock.

Hubs any shape,

any position.

Paper Pulleys
(''For one-sixth ceniury the standardfor durability and efficiency .'"

)

arises in a measure from their stability.

Engineers and users should not fail to specify Rockwood Patent Compressed Paper Pulleys on all contracts.

CAT.4I0GUE FOR THE ASKING.

ROCKWOOD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Pa-per Pulley Sales Deft., 330 So. Pennsylvania Street.,

Indianapolis, Indiana., U. S. A.
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•^-S' "MANROSS" ^'

H4IR SPRINGS
FOR ELECTRIC

TIIMG l\ND RECORDING
I STEAM CAt'&l

Largest Manufacturers of

Hair Springs in the United States.

Non-Magnetic Hair Springs of Phos-
phor Bronze and other non-magnetic
metals. Hair springs of anj de-
scription manufactured to order.

Fi N. MANROSS. Forestville, Conn.

WHAT HAVE YOU TO MAKE?
Our Work is First-Class, Prices Rea-

eonable.

SPIES & COMPANY,
87-89 w. Van Buren St , Chicago, irl.

Roth Motors and Generators.

Spherical Type,

Pleasing In Design,

Strongly Built,

High Commercial Efficiency,

Open and Closed Types,

For Floor, Wall or Ceiling.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE BULLETIN.

Roth Bros. & Co.,
MANUFACTURERS,
86-92 West Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Highest grades for electrical insulation and mechanical purposes, in sheets^

tut^, rods and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on application*

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wilmington, Del.

IM BOWERS
MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

mOQADORE, OHIO.
afannfactarers or 'Vltrifled day,Electric-
al WirlnK 'Vnbee, Knobs, Cleatn and
Clay Specialties. Prices and Samples
cbeerfuUy mrnished.

Aierican Yitrifleil Coniliiit Coipany,
SIANUFACTUBERB OF

VITRIFIES SALT GLAZED
UNDERGROUND AND INTERIOR CONDUITS.

Contractors for Complete Installation
of Conduit Systems.

General Offices: 39"Cortiandt St., N. Y.

DESK ANDlBilLING^ANSrisOO MODELS.
Send for Catalogue 2110.

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
neia Office and Factory,
ST.IiODlS, MO.

Rastem Office and 'WarebonNe,
136 Iiiberty 8t.,»rEW VOBK CITV.

BIG STOCK PEERLESS
FANS

IIMDIiekN^VF»OI_IS.

DESK, CEILING AND BRACKET. ANY VOLTAGE, ANY CIRCUIT.

INDIANA'S LARGEST SUPPLY HOUSE.

Rok>er-t L.. IN/lcOua-t,
VARIMEY & IVIoOUA,-r,

IManufacturers and Jobbers of

Telephone and Elegtrigal Supplies,
125 SOUTH MERIDIAN ST., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

lyilQ/^—India and Amber, all Sizes and Patterns.

I^IQ/j^BOND—Plates, Segments, Rings, Tubes, Slots,

Cloth, Paper and Flexible.

CHAMPION CLOTH—Bond, Ropes and Express

Paper.

CRYSTAL ^^ VARNISH.

^Black Diamond File Works
Eat. 1863.

Twelva

Medals

Awarded a(

International

Expositions.

Special

Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1895.

J
J
J
«?

"^ 017B eOODS ABE OK 8AJUK IN ETKBT UBADISe HABDWABE
Vt 8TOBE IN THB UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

I G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
||d PHILADELPHIA, PA.

VERY ELASTIC. HARD FINISH.

CHAMPION INSULATING PAINTS (Blacks), Four Kinds.
Also Other Insulating Materials.

Our Careful and PersUtent Growth ia Proof of the Quality of our

Insulations. Prices and Quality Guaranteed. Write Us.

CHICAGO MICA CO.,
Main Office and Factory, VALPARAISO, IND.

ELECTRIC
Ti A '^J Q IN ANY QUANTITY.

FOR POSITIVE VENTILATION,
BLOWING FORGE FIRES,

HANDLING REFUSE
MATERIAL, ETC.

B. F. STURTEVANT COMPANY,
34 OyVER STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

NEW YORK,
131 Liberty Street.

CHICAGO,
16 South Canal Street.

PHILADELPHIA,
135 North Third Street.

LONDON,
75 Queen Victoria Street.



$3 per Annum. Ckipyrierhl, 1900, by
ElMtridan FubUshiDg Compuiy. Chicago. g malt matter of tL« second class. 1 cents per Copy.

Vol. xxvn. CHICAGO. AUGUST 25, 1900. No. b

CIMDI PV INSULATED
OllVlr^l.lLA. WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBEft COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

""h"r "ixson""^'
S'mp/ex Electrical Company,

11 37 Monad'nock BrocV, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhni, BOSTO N, M ASS.

1889'FarIa Exposition,
Hedal for Biibber ImBalation.
1893—World's Fair,
Medal for Bobber Insulation.

THE STAHTBARD FOB
BUBBFB IIir81JL.ATION.
Sole Manufacturers of

"^of Wires.Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape,Candee

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
!r."Dtl„'ic*i.V.1'e',; J-'-'s"'- 253 Broadway, New York.

Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supt.
W. H. Hodgtns, Secy.

iviore:

Crownlail Bonds
e thrtn all other styles of Rail Bonds combined.

Perfect— Electrically and Mechanically.
VARIETY OF SHAPES TO MEET ALL REQUIREMENTS OF RAIL BONDING.

WASHBURN & MOEN Dept.,

M k Wire Co.,
The Rookery, CMICAQO, ILL.

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Paranite Rubber Covered Wires and Cables,

UNDERGROUND, AERIAL. SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH AND FIRE ALARH CABLES.

All Wires are tested at Factory. JONESBOROi ISD.

DESK AND CEILING FANS, 1900 MODELS.
Send for Catalogue 2110.

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
HkIb Offlee and Factory,
ST. IiOCIS. HO.

Eustern Office and IVarehoase,
13ft I^iberty «t.* NEW fOBK CITIT.

for ageoCs.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from H to SO^orse power.
Dynamos from 10 lights to 7O0.

Vie sell or rent. Good proflta

The Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co., Troy, Ohl*.

PL.A.TI IMLJI\/I
FOR ALL PURPOSES. ^

Sorap SDd Native Platinum Puiobaitt.
BAKKK A CO.. 408-414 New Jersey

Railroad Ave., Ne-warb. S, J.
Hew York Offloe, !» Liberty Street

YJfESTIIN ElecMcal In^fpumen! Co.,

1 14.120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

llhm&ied Bial

Static: Instrmests,

Tliese lostmrneats are
baeed upoa tht» same t^en-
eral priacipie and are jtiBt

asaccarate as oor re^lar
Standard Portable Irirect
Correot Volrmetere and
Aiiimet«re, bat are mach
tars'^r, aud toe working
part-4 are inclosed in a
oeatly desired dQ9t-proof
casr-iroo case which effect-
ively ahlelds the iostm-
meote from disturbing In-
flaeacee of external mag'
ceOc aelds.

BERLTX.—Eurgpean Weston
Ele-nncal In-^c^u^»«nl Co., Kit-
ter^lrasie No, J?.

Weston Standard IIlnminat«d
Dial Station Toltmerer.

Style B. •'Flush Type."
Meotion the Westers Elbctbician Yrhen writing for catalogues.

Weston Standard

Portable Direct Beadiug
Voltmeters and MllUvolt-
meters. Ammeters and Mil-
ammeters, Wattmeters
and Voltmeters, for Alter-
nating and Direct Carrept
Circuits.

OnrpMjrtable instramenta
are reco^tzed as standards
throQ^hoot the civilized
world.

Oar Semi-Portable £-a-

boratory Standard Volt-
meters and Ammeters are
8tm better.

They are the meet relia-

ble, abftolate standarda for
Laboratory ose.

LONDON.—EHIott Br09., No.
101 St. Martina Lane.

PLATINUiVI
\Ve i-ay iSl6.0t> [ler ounce tor scrap platinum. Olil incandescent larip !-ii--'?s ijoiiL-ir,. ^^-ini

sampU*-; ami nrl^r w ill foUow liy rouirn mail. Pialiiium shi;et and svire r<.r siilc,

COLDSIVIITH BROS,, ^-^ ^"^ ^^ ^^^^^''^^'^^ ^ '^'''- ^'•'-^-'oo

Refiners and Assayers. . Work . bSth anj Throrp Streets.

" PHONO=ELECTRIC )>

It's Tough."

WIRE
FOR LINE WIRE.

'It's Tough.

'Phono-Electric'Has reraark.ible Wearing

Qualities. No Hardened

Skin. Is Homogeneous

WRITE For booklet. Throughout. . write for booklet.

BRIDGEPORT BRASS CO.,
19 Murray Street, New York.

Motor Starting Rheostats.
motor Beffnlatlnie Rheostats.

Dynamo Field Rheostats.
Theater Dimmers.

Special Rheostat*.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
-Westfietd. m. J.. V. S. A.

fywuuji.

-—/d/vu/iMxd ---

?ueen $( Co.,
1010 Cliestnnt St., Fbila.

480 MONON BLDG., CHICAOO.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-WIrt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray
Focus Tubes, Induction Coils.

[PDOENIX GLASS CO.j
MANUFACTURERS OF

GAS AND ELECTRIC

I

GLOBES, SHADES, Etc.

^SEND FOR A COPY OF OUR NEW AND
\ LATEST CATALOGUE.

[ Pittsbnrgli. New York. Chicago.

Standard UndergroundCableCo.
B42 The Bookery,

Cbtcago.
Westlnghouse BIdg., 66 LibertySt.,

Pittsbure. New YorK City.

Mills Building, San Francisco.

1225 Betz Bldg^
PhlIadelpbla,P*,

N. ). R,

F Electric Cables, Conduits, Wires and Accessories^
Also High grade Rnbhir Cov.'r^a w iroa wwrt fahlea.

National
India

Rubber Co.'s

RUBBER COVERED

OFFICE AND FACTORYj BRISTOL, R. I.

HOLOPHANE GLASS CO., TEwToliKr^-r
Maaufadurersol COMPOUND PRISM GLOBES AND SHADES, auaranteedlozlTc

"Maximum Light, Complete Dlffusloa,
Minimum Glare."

FordirecfingranrtditrusiDg all kinds of UgL*
Send for catalogiiet> aud (jKiuiiliiets.

The United §tates Garbon Gompamy.
1 r\ n I

rsPECIALJIES A SPECIAtTX-;^^

L ELECTROLYTIC. " -.'f^^.
ALTERNATING. DIRECT'

ENCLOSED. OPSN.J

U U LJ-MWW^"-^^ U \J
Cleveland." Om 10. U. 5. A.

MOT" IN CARBOM TRUST
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VERITAS VINCIT. VERITAS PREVALEBIT.

J. H. BUNNELL & CO.
ESTABLISHED 1878. INCORPORATED 1899.

We continue to Manufacture the HIGH GRADE of TELEGRAPH and other ELECTRICS
APPARATUS which have earned for us the reputation of

ON EARTH
We own the GOOD-WILL, NAME, COPYRIGHTS, TRADE MARKS, PATENT
(No. 288881) and all other assets of the old firm of J. H. BUNNELL & CO.,

and propose to maintain our rights in the premises.
ATTENTION is called to these FACTS, so that liability may not be

incurred by dealing with unauthorized concerns.

J. H. BUIMIMEL.L. & OO
MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Telegraph. Telephone. Railway and Electric Lighting Apparatus and Supplies.

Instruments. Batteries. Insulated Wires and Line Equipment.

NEAR GENERAL POST OFFICE, NEAA/YORK.
Catalogues sent free on application. GET OUR SPECIAL PRICES.

Eastern Agency for ORIENT HICH-CRAPE INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

The Popularity of

Rockwood's Patent Compressed

Non-Slipping.

Non-breakable.
Economical.
Durable.

Balanced.
Neat design.

Light-weight.
Non-Magnetic.

Six thousand
various sizes

partly finished

carried con-

stantly in stock.

Hubs any shape,

any position.

Paper Pulleys
("For one-sixth century the standardfor durability and efficiency?'

)

arises in a measure from their stability.

Engineers and users should not fail to specify Rockwood Patent Compressed Paper Pulleys on all contracts.

CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING.

ROCKWOOD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Pafer Pulley Sales Dept., 330 So. Pennsylvania Street,

J/idianapolis, Indiana., U. S. A. .
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The "ELECTRA" Highest

Grade Nuernberg Carbons are

recognized as standard all the

world over.

All genuine "ELECTRA"
carbons are put up in packages

bearing the label with the tradft

mark "ELECTRA."

_6CT,f,

^i
; roR
D.l R E C'T
eURRENT

UNEQUAL LEO IN QUALIT;

AND EFnClEt*<;T

FOR ENCLOSED L0NG-BURN(SG ARC LAMPS. <1,-^%9:TJ0

01IM§-^
t^-vAB^OHrftl^ STEADY
V^D WlL LIANT, LIGHT.

HUGO REISINGERiiBROADWAY NEW YORK.

Cood carbons mean less cost

for current.

All the excellence in dynamos

and arc lamps counts for but

little where poor carbons are

used in lamps.

(******«***********««******%***«***t**t**t**t**t**I**I**t**l**t**t**t*

BIG STOCK PEERLESS
FANS

INOIAIM^KPOI-IS.
DESK, CEILING AND BRACKET, ANY VOLTAGE, ANY CIRCUIT.

INDIANA'S LARGEST SUPPLY HOUSE.

ober-b IVI uat.
A^ARNEY & IN/lcOVJiEk-r,

Manufacturers and Jobbers of

Telephone and Electrical Supplies,
125 SOUTH MERIDIAN ST., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

ii;Bii@ijil-BOWS©?»l

Motors,

Motorcycles,

Motorettes.

Sole Agents and
Licensed Manufacturers

In Ibe United States of

America for

De DIon-Bouion

& Co.,

FRANCE.
Our New York Type Motorette. Weight 700 pounds.

Capacity 3 Pertons. Price $1 ,200.00.
SlMPIilCITY, KASIIiY OFERATEn.

FliEXIBIIilTY, PERFECTI,Y COSlTBOMiED,
IiieHTKESS. ABSOIillTEIiY SAFE.

i^TREXQTH, ABSENCE OF Atilj OILi AND'dIRT.
BEI.IABIL.IT'S', ECONOnir.

Not an EXPERIMENT, but a TRIED and PROVED SUCCESS.
Over 20,000 De DION-BOUTON MOTORS operating Motorcycles and

Motorettes.

GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY: CHURCH LANE AND 37TH ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

De Dion Motor Supplies and Batteries Alivays in Stock.

COLORED LACQUERS, DEAD BLACK LACQUER,
FOR INCANDESCENT LAMPS. FOR METAL WORK.

In brilliant rainbow colors. Easily applied. Will not peel or. fade. Most Satisfactory Imitation of Bauer-BarfT in the Market.

SAMPLES FREE. M. L. BARRETT & CO., CHICAGO. write to us.WRITE TO US.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co .

.

American Battery Co
Amer. Battery Comp. Co.

American Bridge Co
American Dist. Steam Co.

Amer. Electric Fuse Co.

Amer. El. Specialty Co..

Amer. El. Teleph. Co
American Elec. Works. ..

Amer. Reflt. <t Ltg. Co...

Amer. Steel & Wire Co .

.

Amer. Vitrified Coud. Co.

Arnold El.Power Sta. Co.

Bain, Foree .. lix

Baker* Co i

Ball Engine Ck) . xvili

Baraes Co., Wallace... . xvili

BaraettCo., G. .4: H.... .. xiil

Barrett & Co., M. L... ill

Belden-LarwlU Elec. &
Mtg. Co ... ix

Benhold & Jennings . .. xix
Besly 4 Co., Chas. H.. ... XXll

Blue Ridge Locust Pin Co. xix
Bossert El. Const. Co ... xl

Brady, T. H xix

Bridgeport Brass Co.. 1

Bruckner EleoiricCo. XV
Bunnell & Co., J. H.. 11

Butler-Taylor Co .. xvl!

Camp Engineering Co xli

Central Electric Co viii

Central Mfg. Co xix
Central Tel. & Bl. Co....

Chicago & Alton R. R... xvili

Chicago EdlBon Co 1y

ChlcFuseWlreiMfg-Co.

Chic. House Wrecking Co. xiil

CM. &St. P. R. R sviii

Chicago Mica Co xi

Chicago Motor A Dyn. Co.

Chicago Telephone Co.... xv

Cleveland Armature Wks.
Cllng-Surface Mfg. Co. .. xvili

Colonial Electric Co vil

Couch & Seeley Co
Cream Flux Co x

Crescent Mfg. Co
Crest Manufacturing Co.. xvli

Crocker-Wheeler Co
Cutler-Hammer Mfg Co.. xi

Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co ... .

Dearborn Drug & Ch. Co. Ix

DeDion-Eouton Motorette
Co iil

Diamond Meter Co
Diehl Manufacturing Co. viii

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos. xvili

Driver-Harris Wire Co xvi

Eagle Paint & Vr. Wks. .

.

xl

Eastern Elec. Cable Co.. .

.

xi

Edison Decorative & Min-

iature Lamp Dept x

Edison Mfg. Co xiii

El. Eng. Inst. Corr. Inst.

Electric Appliance Co x
Electric Storage Batt. Co.

Electrician Pub. Co xxi

Electrolysis Proof Conduit
Mfg. Co xl

Emerson El. M fg. Co 1

Ericsson Telephone Co - .

.

1

Eureka Elec. Co xvii

Farr Tel. & Con. Sup. C^. xvi

Federal Battery Co
"For Sale" Advs xll

ix

xix

i

xlll

Ft. Wayne El. Wks., Inc.. xxi

Fowler, John H xix
Franklin Eng. & Elec. Co.

Fuller Co., The xxli

Garl Electric Co xiv

General Electric Co iv

General Elec. Repair Co.. xil

Gen'l Incandescent Arc
Light Co

General Inc. Lamp Co..

Gilchrist Jar Co
Goldsmith Bros

Gordon Battery Co
Great Western Smelting

& Refining Co xli

Gregory Electric Co xil

Hamlin, Geo. R x

HartwigA Miller

Hazard Manufacturing Co. x

Hill, W. S., Electric Co...

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co 1

Hodge-Walsh El. Eng. Co. xvli

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co. xxli

Holophane Glass Co 1

Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co... vt

Huebel & Manger x
Humphrey, Henry H x

111. Insulated Wire Co xvli

Independent Tel. Sup. Co. xvl

Indianapolis Arm, Bracket

& Pin Go xix

Indiana Rub. & Ins. W. Co. 1

India Rubber & Gutta

Percha Insulating Co.. Iv

Internat'l Cor. Schools. xvi

Inter Ocean
Iron Clad Resistance Co. I

Jeffrey Mfg. Co xvlll

Johnston, Thos. J., xl

Kans. City & So. Lum. Co. xix

Kartavert Mfg. Co xxli

Kelley ASon, Benj. F... xvill

KelloggSwItcbb ASup Co. xiv

Kentucky Electrical Co.. xlii

Klein ASon, Mathlas xix

KokomoTeL AEl. M.Co. xvi

Kusel, D. A., Tel. A Elec.

Mfg. Co

Lea Arc Lamp Co vl

Leather Preserv. M. Corp.

Leavltt, R. H
Leclancbe Battery Co.... xill

Leffel A Co., James xvili

Lindsley Brothers Co xix

Link-Belt Machinery Co. x
Lombard Water Wh.G.Co. ~—
Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co,

Manross, F. N
Maxstadt Mfg. Co., F. W.
McDermid Mfg. Co xiil

McIntlreCo., The C
McLennan & Co., K....;.

McOuat, Robert L Ill, xil

McRoy, John T x
Mianus Electric Co xvi

Mica Insulator Co x
Miller-Knoblock El MC.Co.

Miscellaneous Advs xli

Monarch Fire Appl. Co...

Monon R. R xvl

MunsellACo., Eugene... x

National Carbon Co
National India Rubber Co. 1

National Tel. Efjuipm. Co. xiv

Naugle, Holcomb A Co ... . xix

New York Ins. Wire Co. .. xvil

Noblett, E.J
North Electric Co xv
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.

.

ix

OkoDlteCo., The 1

Page, Chas. G xi

PaisteCo., H. T ;. x
Paragon Fan & Motor Co.

Perrlzo A Sons xix

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co xxii

Phillips, Eugene F xi

Phillips Ins'd Wire Co.... xi

Phoenix Glass Co 1

Phosphor-Bronze S. Co.. xvill

Pittsburg A L. S. Iron Co. xix

Pringle, Wm.T xxli

Queen A Co., 1

Relslnger, Hugo iil

R. I. Teleph. A Elec. Co. xvi

RIchmondt Conduit Co... xl

Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.

Roche, William xvi

Rockwood Mfg. Co II

Roebllng's Sons Co., J.A.

Roth Bros. A Co

Sargent A Lundy
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co xx
Schureman A Hayden xil

Schwalm Co., Geo. F xli

Shelby Electric Co
Siemens A Halske Electric
Co. of America vil

Simplex Elecfal Co., The, I

Smith Co., S. Morgan..

.

xl

Smith, Philip xvi

Speer Carbon Co i

Spies A Company xxli

Sprague Electric Co xl

Standard Tel. A El. Co.. xIt

StandardUnderg.CableCo.
Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co. ix

Sterling A Son, W. G xix
Sterling Electric Co ... . xvii

Sterling Varnish Co., The xvi
Stewart ElectricalCo

Stilwell-Blerce A Smlth-
Valle Co ; xix

Stow Mfg. Co
Stromberg-Carlson Tel.

Mfg. Co xiv
Sturtevant Co., B. F xxli

Swedlsb-Am. Tel. Co xiv

Tennent Insulator Pin Co. xtx
Texas Arm A Pin Co xix
Thomas, Wilcox & Dietz..ivll

Torrey Cedar Co xix

United States Carbon Co. 1

University of Notre Dame xxll

Valentine-Clark Co xix
Varley Duplex Mag. Co . . ivi
Viaduct Mfg. Co xrii

Vitro Chrome Chem. Co. .

Vulcanized Fiber Co xxil

Wagner El. Mfg. Co viU
Wagner, Herbert A x
Walsh's Sons A Co xvili

Warner Electric Co., The -^—

Warren El. A Spec. Co v

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co iviii

Western Electric Co vli

Western El. Supply Co. . .

Western Tel. Const. Co. . . xiv

Westinghouse Electric A
Manufacturing Co rx

Weston Elect'cal Inst. Co. i

Worcester A Co., C. H. ... ilx

IR^r Classi-Ti^ci Ind^ae of ^kdv^riiis^m^n-ts ^^^ ^ae^ \/l.
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THE CENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S
TYPE H

Oil Transformer Coils

Have no sharp corners and but one surface between

the coils which is practically cylindrical, making possi-

ble the most effective insulation between the high and

low potential windings.

Section of Coils and Core

General Office: Schenectady, N. Y.

Sales Offices in All Large Cities. Chicago Office, Monadnock Building.

:?• J."'
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There is No Higher-Class India-Rubber Insulation
For Wires and Cables than

HABIRSHANA/.
Authorized Manufacturers of the

A-T-riX FUEXIBUE -ruE \A/I Rl

I
The India-Rubber and Cutta-Percha Insulating Co.,

MAIN OFFICE, Glenwood Works,
J. W. GODFREY, Manager Sales,

I 5 Cortlandt Street, N EW YORK.

««tttttttt«fflffl»»:tt»aa»;»tt:«:::::tta«

YOIMKERS, IM . Y.
(10923)
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DIRECT-CURRENT

DESKw

CEILING

FANS.
Cator 13-lnch, 110-V. I>eek Fan, Open Field Type witb
poUsh«d brass liooda and field coverings, the band-
Bomeat mnd most efflclent Fan on the market.

Cnt or 16-incb W^all Fan, same finish as 12-inch and bavlnff a
\rlTel Joint. By simply tarning a handle this Fan can be ad-
justed to bloiv air up, down or on either side.

THE FOLiLOWIKe SlTPPIiY HOV8£8 ARE AGENTS FOR FEERI^ESS FANS:
Stanley A Patterson, 38-34 Frankfort St., Wew Tork, N. f.
n'estern Electrical Supply Co., 10-13 Korth 9th St., St. I<anls, Ho,
Illinois Electric Co., 839 IHadlson St., Chicago, 111.

Fallee Bros, it Co.. 685 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Frank H. Stewart & Co., 35 Korth 7th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Eleetric Snpply & 9Ifg. Co.. 62 Public Square, Cleveland, Ohio.
The Devere Electric Co.,430 Plum St., Cincinnati, O.
Donbleday- Hill Electric Co., 535 Tl^ood St., Plttsburs, Pa.

0. Julius Andrae A Sons Co., S85 w. Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.
1«. B. S. Sands EI. & life. Co.. 11S3 Market Street, Wheeling, W.Tl
11. Electric Supply A Const. Co., SO E. eay St., Columbus, O.
la. Kobert I/. McOuat, 185 S. Meridian St., Indianapolis, Ind.
13; W. a. Wagel & Co., 510 Adams St., Toledo, O.
14. Central Electric Co., 184 So. Jefferson St., Peoria, 111.
15. Elect. Sup. & Enc. Co., 811 Jeiferson ATe., Detroit, Mich.
16. Stuart-Howland Co., Ko. 283-;i8d> OeTooshire St„ Boston, Mass.'

THE WARREN ELECTRIC & SPECIALTY CO., - WARREN, OHIO, U. S. A.
Manufacturers PEERLESS Direct-Current Desk and Celling Fan Motors, Transformers, Incandescent Lamps.

Bretheren, I say unto You

7'/i'r<?yy ayvai/ 8S/Cof(/our coa/w/^e/i (/ou can se/Z/f

for fhree times /Ys cost dc/putf/'n^ /n oar S(/ste//7.

ofUmERGROUNO EXtlAUST STEAMtiEATm MAINS,

It /s common for e/ectr/'c compan/'es yv/70 arenohv opera//r/3 ^XtfAL/'ST

STEAM HEATING PLANTS lopai/ the/r''enf/re coal ano/ /aSor 6///s /orMe
L/ear anc/ 6% on Investment for steam mains from sale of ex/7aus

t

steam YVtii/ cant i/ou do .the same ? Write for our pamp/?/et

Mer/fion YVestern E/ecfrician.

-American DISTRICTSTEAM Co.

LocnpoRT, N.Y.
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ENCLOSED
ARC LAMPS

FOR ALL CIRCUITS.

One Piece Clutch.

No Sliding Contacts.

Does not feed through Clutch.

Spun Aluminum Case.

10-inch Globe with full size Carbon.

Artistic in design, light in weight, and
mechanically perfect.

Catalogue for the asking.

ALDEN & CO.. Agents.

MARQUETTE BLDG., CHICAGO.

LEA ARC LAMP CO.,
ANDERSON, IND.

BIG STOCK
CHICAGO!

DIRECT-CURRENT

HOLTZER-CABOT

FANS
110 AND SOO VOLTS,

LAMINATED FIELDS,

CARBON BRUSHES,
SELF-OILINQ BEARINGS.

These Fans Made
IN BOTH

Deshnil Bracket Styles.

SEND FOR CATALOG
OF FULL LINE OF FANS.

HOLTZER-CABOT ELEC. CO.,

397 Dearborn St., CHICAGO. ILL.

Aiichora(Tel.A:Tel.Pole).
Smith, Philip.

Annniiclators.
central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Arc liamps.
Belden-Larwlll El. & Mf. Co.
Central Electric Co,
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wke., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Lea Arc Lamp Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.

of America.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouso El. A Mfg. Co.

Aatomobiles.
DeDion-Houton MotoretteCo.

Babbitt Slet'l and Nolder.
Gr, Western Sm.aud Refg.Co.

Batteries and Jars.
Central Electric Co.
EdlaoE Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Federal Battery Co.
Gilchrist Jar Co,
Gordon Battery Co.
Leclauche Battery Co., The.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
TJatlonal Carbon Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roche, William.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Suoply Co.

Bells, Bnzzers, Etc.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressing.
CUne-Surface Mfg. Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Belting.
Chicago Hous* Wrecking Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Blo'wers.
Fuller Co., The.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Bnoks,Electrical.
Electrician Publlsnlng Co.

Bridges and Bnildings
(Steel).
American Bridge Co.

Brushes.
Becker Bros.
Central Electric Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Flbre-Graphlte Co.

Burglar Alarms.
Huebel & Manger.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)
Cables, !Electric (See Insu-
lated Wlres),Copper,Slieet
and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co,
General Electric Co.
New York Ine. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Carbons.Points A^Plates
Central Electric Co.
Chicago EdlBon Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Carbon Co.
Rclslnger. Hugo.
Sneer Carbon Co.
United Stales Carbon Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Castings (Iron.)
Sraltb Co., S. Morgan.

Chains.
Jeffrey Mfe. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

CIrcait Breakers.
Cutler Elec. A Mfg. Co.

Coal J: Ashes Handling
machinery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Colls and Magnets.
MlUftr-Knnblof^k El. .\I fg. Co.
VAflev Dnnliz MiKnst do.

Coloring (Ine. I>anip).
Barrett A, Co.. M. L.

Vitro Chrome Chemical Co.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Compound.
Amer. Battery Compound Co.
Dearborn Drug AChem.Wks.
McLennan & Co., K.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
Amer. Vitrified Conduit Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrolysis Proof Conduit
Mfg. Co.

McRoy, John T.
Richraondt Conduit Co.
Sprague Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Connectors and Termi-
nals (Patent).
American VAec. Fuse Co.
Maxstadt Mfg. Co., F. W.
McIntlreCo.. The C.

Constmction A Repairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors and Electric
liight Plants.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Stanley Eiecirk-al Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
WestingbouseElecA Mfg-Co.

Copper AVlres.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Bridgeport Brass Co.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkoniteCo-.The
PhlUips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Correspondence ISchools
Elec. Engineer Corr, Inst.

Int. Correspond. Schools.
Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Bl»e Ridge Locust Pin Co.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indpls. Arm, Brack. & Pin Co.
Kans. City & So. Lum. Co.
Leavltt, R, H.
Tennent Insulator Pin Co.
Texas Arm A Pin Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cnt-Onts and Switches.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wka., Inc.
Ceneral Elec. Co.
General Inc. Ktc Light Co.
Hill, W. S., Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
MeOuat. Robert L.
Palste Co.. H. T.
SieroensA Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. 4 Mfg. Co.

Cats.
Franklin Ene. & Electro Co.

lUmnicrH fTlieatre).
Iron Clad ReHlstwiice Co.

BynamoH and JTIotors.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Motor and Dyn. Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Crocker-Whccler Company.
Dlehl Manufacturing Co.
Ft. Wavne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.

Schureman A Hayden.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Stanl.-y Electrical Mfg, Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. P.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg, Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electric Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Electric Railways.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Electrical and aiechani-
cal Engineers.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Bain, Foree.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Humphrey, Henry H.
Sargent A Lundy.
WagntT, Herbert A.

Electrical Instmments.
American El. Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Genera! Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Queen & Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.

of America.
Stanley Electrical M'g. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
WestlnghousfrEI. A Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electro-Plating lllach*y.
BeslyACo.,Chas. H.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.

Elevators -Conxeyora.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Engines, Steam.
Ball Engine Co.
Camp Engineering Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

£xh*st Steam Apparatus.
American District Steam Co.

Pan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Diehl Manufacturing Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Fuller Co.. The.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lighi Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Siemens A Halske ElectrlcCo.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. A Specialty Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
Barnett Co., G. A H.

Fire Kxtingui»4hers.
Monarch Fire Appliance Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Forges.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fuses and Fuse Wire.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse WireA Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Muxstuiit Mfg, Co.. F. W.
Mclntlre Co., The G.
Weitern Elect, supply Co.

dears.
Besly A Co,, Chaa. H.

General Elec. Supplies.
Bunnell A Co.. J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago EdUon Co.
Electric Appliance Co,
General ElectrlcCo.
Hodge- Walsh El. Eng. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McOual. Robert L.

Mlanus Electric Co.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co,
Western Elect. Supply Co.

dilobes and Elecirlcal
tiilassw^are.
Holophane Glass Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co

CiOT'nors, H'ater AVheel,
Lombard WaterWheel Gv.Co.

€>raphite Specialties.
Besiy A Co., Chas. H.
Dlion Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Heaters (Feed IVater).
Kelley ASon, Benj. F.

Heating and Tentllating
Apparatus.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Holders, Inc. I^amp.
Crescent Mfg. Co.

Insnlators and Insulat-
ing Materials.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Bowers Manufacturing Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co,
Chicago Mica Co.
Eagle Paint A Varnish Wks,
Electric Appliance Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Illinois Insulated Wire Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Manhattan Elec Supply Co.
McOuat, Robert L.
Mica Insulator Co.
MunsellA Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Palste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Insulated fVires and
Cables—Magnet ATires.
American Elec Fuse Co.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Illinois Insulated Wire Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
India Rubber & Gutta Percba
Insulating Co.

McDermid Mfg. Co.
Miller-Knoblock El. Mfe. Co.
National India Rubber Co.

'

New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips, Eugene F.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elect. Const. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

I^aciiuers.
Barrett A Co., M. L.

liamps. Incandescent.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Colonial Electric Co.
Edison Decorative A Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Ce.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
General Inc. Lamp Co.
Kentucky Electrical Co.
Manhattan Elec, Supply Co.
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co.
Shelby ElectrlcCo.
Warren Elec, A Specialty Co.
Western Electric Co,
Western Elec. Supply Co,
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Lilghtnlng Arresters.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Butler-Taylor Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General ElectrlcCo.

Maxstadt Mfg. Co., F. W.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Linemen's Climbers.
Klein A Son, Mathlas.

Slagnet M'ires.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Mechanical Machinery.
Besly ACo-.Chas. H.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.
Stilwell-Blerce Smith-Valle.

Meters.
Diamond Meter Co.
Fort Wayne Elec. Wrks. Inc.
General Inc. Arc Light Co

.

Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Mica.
Chicago Mica Co.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus, Elec.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfe. Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Stanley Electrical Mfi,'. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Motors — See Dynamos and
Motors.

Packing.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L.

Patent Attorneys.
Hamlin, Geo. R.
Johnston, Thomas J.
Page, Chas. G.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co. , Ltd.

Platinum Bought and
Sold.
Baker A Co.
Goldsmith Bros.
Gt. West. Sm. and ReflningCo.

Poles.
Berthold A Jennlngi.
Fowler, John H.
Llndsley Bros, Co.
Naugle, Holcomh A Co.
Perrizo A Sons.
Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.
Sterling A Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The,
Worcester A Co., C. H.

Porcelain.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co,
Bowers Manufacturing Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Pointer Transmission
Machinery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
StlUvell-Bierce Smith-Vaile.

Pulleys,
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Rockwood Mfg. Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Blerce Smith-Valle.

Rail Bondn.
American Steel A Wire Co.

Refiners.
Gt. West. Sm. and ReflningCo.

Refiectors.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.

Re-M'inding—Bcpalrs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Armature Works.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Gregory Electric Co,
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
McOuat, Robert L.
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Rheostats.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Qen'l Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Iron Clad Residtance Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Salt (Battery).
Amer. Battery Compound Co.
Federal Battery Co.

Second-Hand Mach*y.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co,
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Walsh's Sons A Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.

Soldei'inc Flux.
Cream Pliix Co,

Sparkii'c FliigN.
Crest Manufacliirlng Co.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
gueen A Co.
obertson A Sons, Jas. L.

Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Springs.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Barnes Co., The Wallace.
Manross, F. N.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Oo.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Structuriil li-ou Work.
American Bridge Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Klectrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co.. The
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and STrltch-
boards.
American Elec Fuse Co.
American El. Telephone Co.
Bruckner Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. A Elec. Co.
Couch A Seeley Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Eureka Electric C^o.

Farr Tel. A Cons. Supply Co.
Garl Electric Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co.
Independent Tel. Sn r ply Co
Kellogg Switchb. A Sup Co
Kokomo Tel A El. Mfg. Co.
Kusel,D.A.,Tel.AEl.Mfg.Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Maxstadt Mfe. Co , F. W-
McDermid Mfe. Co.
Mianus Electric Co.
National Tel. Equipm. Co.
North Electric co.
R. I. Telephone A Elec. Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Co.
Sterling Electric Co.
Stromberg-CarlsouTel. M.Co
Swedish-American Tel. Co.
Thomas, Wilcox & Dietz.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Warner Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western F.lect. Supply Co.
Western Tel. Const. Co.

Tools.
Klein A Son, Mathlas.

Transformers.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Siemens A HalskeElectrlc Co.
of America.

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. A Specialty Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Trucks. Electric Car.
General Electric Co,
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Turbine&WaierWheels,
LetTel A Co., Jas.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Blerce Smith- Valle.

Universities.
I'ratt Institute.
Tiniversity of Notre Dnme.

Varnishes.
Sterling Varnish tjo.

Vulcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Wire, Bare.
American Steel A Wire Co.

Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Driper-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Tel, Supply Co.

Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.

Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Western Electric Co.
Western Electrical Sup. Co.

AVoodwork,Electrical.
Noblett, E. J.

X-Ray OutfilB.
Queen A Co.

P'or ,AI|»hml>»-l:loMl Ind^x o-T ^Kdv^r-fclsomon-fca ^^m feK» III.
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Siemens & Halske Electric

Go. of America,

BENERAL OFFICES, CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS,

Railway, Lighting, Power Transmission.

IMPROVED DUNCAN INTEGRATING WATTMETERS.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

Boston, Chicago, Cinoinnati, Denver, New York,

Philadelphia, St. Louis, San Francisco.

Series Enclosed

Alternating

Arc System,

HAVING A CONSTANT

POWER FACTOR

WITH ANY NUMBER

OF LAMPS IN SERIES.

NO REGULATOR

REQUIRED.

3 Lamps In Series on J20 to 340 Volts.

7 Lamps In Series on 500 to 550 Volts.

13 Lamps In Series on 1,000 Volts.

Any Number of Lamps In series by Using Step-Up vr Step-Down Transformer.

WRITE FOR OUR BULLETIN No. 7007.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,
CHICAGO ^NEW YORK.

American Electric Company. Northwestern Agents, St. Paul, ninn.

St. Louis, no,, Security Building.

London, Bridge Chambers, 171 Queen Victoria Street. E. C, and North Woolwich, E.

Antwerp, 3a Rue Boudewyns. Paris, 46 Avenue de Breteuil.
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mmsnm
SMALL MOTORS FOR SEWING MACHINES

AND SPECIAL PURPOSES.

Highly Efficient.

Durable

and

Serviceable.

Iron Clad

Armature.

Applicable for

any purpose

where small

machines are

required.

HARD-DRAWN COPPER COMMUTATOR BARS.

SELF-ALIGNING AND SELF-OILING BEARINGS.

Iron Clad Motor operating sewing machine. Different speeds ob-

tained by pressing treadle downward. Current automatically cut

off by removing pressure from treadle. Motor and regulator

easily installed on any make of machine,

SEND FOR BULLETIN No. 50.

DiEHL Mfg. Co.
A/a//? Office and Wofks Elizabethport, N. J.

r Neyy Yor/<, S6/-565 6roac/r/ac/.

I
Boston, /Z8 -t3Z Essex St

\_ Phila. Yt. Irviin Cheynei^ d Co.

iiituitititiiitiiitiiUttiutiimiitiittniiitiimtitiiimniiitiiii«t

See
that the trade=mark

is stamped in the bottom

of the TIN box, and talce

no substitute for ^^ and
TRACE HARK.

rianson tapes.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
264-266-268-270 Fifth Avenue

CHICAGO

TTTmTnTTmTmrmTTmTTTTmmTus

OUR SELF-STARTING SINGLE-PHASE

A. G. MOTORS AND WHAT A CUS-

TOMER THINKS OF THEM.

\

WRITE FOR BULLETINS "Z 24, 3S, 37 and 39

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
General Offices and Factory, ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.

BRANCH OFFICES:
NEW YORK, Hivtmeyer Bldg. PHILADELPHIA, 1000 Bell BIdg. BOSTON, 620 AllanllcAve.

CHICAGO. 1619 Marqu.tte Bldg BALTIMORE, 204 E.St L.xinglon SI.

SPOKANE, WASH.. 60} Wosl Spraguo Ave., Mr. Gbo Nixon, Sales Agent.
SAN FRANCISCO, 120 Suiter St. VOKOHAMA, lAPAN. LONDON, ENGLAND. CITY OF MEXICO.

FOREIGN DEPARTMENT. Haveroay.r BMg., New Yoril City.
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Dearborn
Drus and Chemical \h/orWa,
^al^^^a-t^ri^s-"^A/a-ter Ch^mis'bs.
Vege-tafc>le Boiler Oompounds.

ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES. WATERS FREE. OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS,
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

YOU ARE TAKING CHANGES
If you buy an Arc Lamp without

first giving the subject thorough
investigation.

THE ''BELDEN" SYSTEM

has many superior points that

have convinced others.

Our illustrated catalog tells

what an Arc Lamp SHOULD
BE and what THE BELDEN
IS.

Belden-Larwill Electric &
Mfg. Co.,

FT. WAYNE, IND.
We are now In a position to establish desirable

agencies In all principal cities in this and foreign
countries.

General Incandescent Arc Light Go.

G
BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL LARGE CITIES.

578-578 Fir«t Ave., Cor. 33d St., I
NEW TORK. I

Switches, Motors, Underground Apparatus, |

OI-IIOi».00 OF-F-IOI AS ^A/. Jacskson ^Ivd.

SILVER-PLATED

MIRROR REFLECTORS.
A flat Reflector, for use with

^^^ any system of incandescent elec-

^^T trie light, where it is desired to

spread the light considerably.

Its silver-plated mirror plate

lining makes it most effective and

pleasing, and always as good as

Convex, reflecting slightly be-

^ low the horizontal in all direc-

tions. Used in stores, etc., for

general illumination.

GET 01TR PRICES.

American Reflector & Lighting Co.,
S7 1-273 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO.

Both-Alternating and
Direct Current Apparatus,

S. K. C. and Northern Systems

GENERATORS, MOTORS,
IVIining Equipments, Factory and

Shop Equipments.

POWER Pi^A.XTS for i^o:noest distaxces.

I.IGHTINO AXD RAII^1¥AY

lIACHi:BfERY.

Transformers, Instruments, Switchboards.

t

t

STANLEY ELEGTRIGAL MFG. GO., NORTHERN ELEGTRIGALMFG.GO.,
jPITTSFIELD, MASS. MADISON, WIS.
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CATAlOeUE No. FIFTEEN.

TELEPHONE MATERIAL.
A complete and up-to-date catalogue of Telephones,

Construction Material, Tools, Batteries, Wire and

Cables, Protective Devices, Exchange and House

Goods Supplies.

JUST ISSUED. DID YOU GET ONE?

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY, CHICAGO.
Telephone Manufacturers, Electrical Supplies.

SirUBER 13 DISTBIBCTINe BOARU.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC FUSE CO.,
345-347 S. Canal St., CHICAOO.

INDIA 8< AMBER

EMPIRE k MIC
IMSIH/lTtO
Cloths ,inil I'.ipfM-^.

rj^.
. COPVIPOtWD

tj^i:i>ij/ti.K:ik.

IN ANY SHAPE OR PATTERN.
tudeiiCiMiihselLsCo \fiai Insula tor Co.^ 7KV*.,I..,<.| Vi.iv ViirU V t liir.KSo iWi^>...c>

^PERFECT,<

DATENTS.GEO. R. HAMLIN, Patent Lawyer,

I 800 H St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

[ m Booklet: "Informatlonfor Inventors,"
free. Specialty: Electrical Inventions.

Henry H. Humphrey,
Consulting
Electrical Engineer.

Central Lighting Stations,
Electric Power Transmission.

543, 544 and 545 Century Bldg., St.Louis.

This Trade=MarkRoreu?s Main.
Receptacles,

and
Branches, Edison Cut-Outs

Knife
8witohes,

Jenkins Snap
Switches, etc.

Guarantees Satisfaction

PHILADELPHIA. H. Ti PAISTE CO. CHICAGO.

P

V

IS/I

v^
K/l

>s/<

K^
\^

K/'
K^

>ZA
^^

Ky>
-v-
K/l
K^
Ky<

K/.
>v<
Kyi

S/<
Kyi

Ky-
Kyi

Ky<
K^
K/>
Ky>

Kyi

Ky

Ky<
K/l

Ky

M

Py

Ci
Ky»
Kyv
Ky>
Ky»
Ky<

S/<
Ky>
N/l
Ky(
Ky
K/.
K/l
\/>^
Ky

K/1

DO YOU USE SOLDER?
IF SO, HAVE YOU TRIED

CREAM FLUX
AN ABSOLUTELY NON-CORROSIVE INSULATING

SOLDERING FLUX FOR ALL METALS?

Contains no acid or any element injurious to electrical connections.

So EASILY APPLIED that all CAN USE it.

So CHEAP that all SHOULD USE it.

So EFFICIENT that all MUST USE it.

YOU CAN make more than double the number of perfect connections

in one-half the lime with Cream Flux than you can with the same
amount of any other flux. Put up in cans at 15c., 25c., 50c. and 75c.

Special prices in quantity. Send 15c. forctrjal box. We guarantee it

and if not satisfactory money wHi be refunded*

THIS IS WHAT ONE USER HASTO SAY OF IT:

1 £ A FTKIl li:ivlu(j tried tlu^ various soldering salts on the marltet, and
A after Riving your Cream Flux severe tests on heavy cable counec-
-** tions. and on tiie finest stranded ilexiljle drop cord worlt. we can

safely say it nHjets ali claims yoii make for it. I consider it one of the best
ever ofTered for sale. Very truly.

I'er .1. n. Goelist, Constr. Supt. CillCAGO EDISON CO."

KOK NAIiR ICV ALL. Ml'PPIiV lEOUHICtH OK

CREAM FLUX CO.,
Sole Manutacturors,

100 Washington St., CHICAGO.

1<22I2}IISI^2II^I2I2I222I22S222I2^

ENGINEERING.
^ HERBERT A. WAGNER,

Consulting Engineer
Railway Lighting and Power Plants,

415 LOCUST ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

F BELL.
PURE
PLATINUM
CONTACTS.

HUEBEL & MANGER.
286 GRAHAM STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

COAL AND ASHES HANDLING
MACHINERY, SHAFTING, PULLEYS.

CLUTCHES. PATENT MACHINE-MOULDED
ROPE SHEAVES, ETC.

CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION.

LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO.,
Engineers. Founders. Machinists.

CHICAGO. U. S. A.

(^y^-fvjLujJ^

JOHN T. McROY
302 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

138WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO

HAZARD MANUFACTURING CO,

Wires and Gables.
HIGH-GRADE RUBBER-

COVERED,
WEATHERPROOF

MAGNET, OFFICE, ANNUNCIATOR WIRE.
GsyBBAL Office and Works,

Wilkesbarre, Pa.
New York Office,

60 Dey .St.

Chicaoo Office,
1201-2 Marquette Bide

General Electric Company's

New Adjuster for X-Ray Tubes, by means of which

the proper degree of vacuum can be maintained for

an indefinite period, insuring- high efficiency and

long hfe.

Send for Catalogue No. 9050.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND MINIATURE
LAMP DEPARTMENT,

Harrison, N. J.
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niANK N. PHILLIPS, President.

9. H. WAOCNSEIL, TnEABunCfi.
EUGENE F. PHILLIPS.

GtNEBAL MANAQEII.
C. ROWLAND PHILLIPS, ViCE-Pnc*.
C. R. RCMINQTON, JR., Sec.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS.
• ' - PBOVTDEJfCE, B. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MACNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New Tokk Stork, w. J. Watson, 26 Cortlandt St.
Chicago Store, F. E. Donahoe, 241 Madison St.
MoNTBBAL BBA2iCH, Eugene F. PhlllipB' Electrloal Wor^.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIP8DALE. R. I.

THE "CLARK WIRE.
FOR

SWITCHBOARD.

RAILWAY

and MOTOR USE.

All sizes of

Stranded and rlez-

ible Wire and
Cables with

CUrk's Insulation

Inspector Boston Fire Underwriters' Union says:

"A thoroughly reliable and desirable wire In every respect."

The Clark "wire has been before the public and in use for the past ten years,

and has met with universal favor. We guarantee our insulation wherever used,

Aerial, Underground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not lower,

than any other first-class insulated wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues,

with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
HENRY A. CLAKK, Treas. and Gen'l Manager.

HEEBEET H. ETJSTIS, Pres. and Electrician.

-63 Hampshire Street,
BOSTON, MASS.

CHAS. C. PACE,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW

In Patent Cases and Solicitor of Patents.

ADA3IS EXPRESS BLDCV .

185 Uearborn Street. Cliica<;o. 111.

Six Years with General Electric Company.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,
Counsellor at Law,

No. 66 Broadway, - NEW YORK CITY,

Patent Causes. Patent Soliciting.

C & H SELF STARTERS for electric elevators and pumps are carefull.v made
Vw « III wtkr Q I Hn I kn« from the best of materials and are guaranteed to oper-
ate satisfactorily. Send for iihi^traied catalogue W.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFC. CO., Milwaukee, Wis.
NEW YORK OFFICE, I 36 Liberty St.

The largest and oldest exclusive manufacturers of rheostats in the world.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
MANUFACTURERS OF

STEGIi OVTIiET AJTD JlllfCTIOX BOXES,
BWITCHBOASBS, PAJTEI. BOAKDS, SWITCHES, BTe

The Direct-Reading Ohmmeter
The Only Instrument to

Measure a Resistance

^, Quickly and Accurately

The American Electric Specialty Co.,

123 Liberty St., N. Y. City.

.^^^^.^^ Electrical Instruments. Automatic Switches
o*"""" Arc Lamps, Special Machinery.

Agents for CHAS. WIRT & CO.,
Telephone, isa Cortlandt lihpostats and RniKhes.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

O.K," Weatherproof Wife.

Slow-Burning Weatherproof

and Slow-Burning Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips InsulatDd Wire Go.
Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.

M'CORMICK TURBINE.
On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft.

Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Gives a higher percentage of useful effect than any other water-wheel
heretofore made. All sizes, rigbt and left hand, are buili from patterns per-
fected under systematic tests in the Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants wbich are unsatisfactory, and those contem-
plating the improvement of powers, will find it to their interest to confer
with us, as we are willing to guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter what make of turbine has been In use. STATE REQUIREHENTS
AND SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.

EAGLE
INSULATING

VARNISH.

Best made, light col-
ored, remains elastic.

Send for sample and
be convinced.

Eagle Paint & Varnish Works,
PITTSBURG, PA.

CONQUERED."''ELECTROLYSIS
Electrolysis Proof

CONDUITS.
An absolute non-conductor.

Perfect insulation guaranteed
Allows no moisture to accumulate. Xoscratching ofcables. No weak joints. No breakage. No
deterioration. Freight charges extremely light. Costs less to lay than other conduits. Made in
7-fooi lengths; 3-inch internal diameter; weight 21bs to foot. Manufacturers of Electrolysis
Proof Insulating materials. Conduits, Laterals, Distributing Box and Post Linings, Moist Proof
Manhole Linings, Pipe Covering, Etc.

OFFICE, 606, 606 Manhattan Bidg.. CHICAGO, ILL.
FACTORY, BLUE ISUND.ELECTROLYSIS PROOF CONDUIT MFG. CO.,

'

^fCmO QALVAN/ZJED (ONM/T

< -JDEROi ALL FITTINGS

RICHMONDT CONDUIT CO.
MILWy^UIVEIE US-A- «

UNDELL Fans

I^IQ^—India and Amber, all Sizes and Patterns.

I^IQy^BQI^Q—Plates, Segments, Rings, Tubes, Slots,

Cloth, Paper and Flexible.

CHAMPION CLOTH—Bond, Ropes and Express

Paper.
TRADE MAR

CRYSTAL ^^ VARNISH.
VERY ELASTIC. HARD FINISH.

CHAMPION INSULATING PAINTS (Blacks), Four Kinds.
Also Other Insulating Materials.

Our Careful and Persistent Growth is Proof of the Qua/it/ of our

Insulations. Prices and Quality Guaranteed. Write Us.

CHICAGO MICA CO.,
Main Office and Factory, VALPARAISO, IND.
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WANTED.
An electrical engineer wishes to con-

nect himself as chief electrician or super-

intendent of an electric light or power
company. Westernly located. Can fur-

nish unquestinnable references. Address
F. A. DARST, 530 Highland Avenue,
Kansas City. Mo.

WANTED TO BUY.
We are in the market for good second-hand

tilgh-speed Automatic and Corliss engines. We
want several such at once. Write us, giving
full particulars.

CAMP ENGINEERING CO.,

1 8 South Canal street, Chicago, III.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
Dr. J. S. Romine of Chadron. Neb.,

will sell Jin,UOO stock o£ Chadron Elec-

tric Light and Power Co. for $3,000

cash; balance stock, $4,000, held by
J. D. Bacon of Chadron, a retired

banker, he will sell on account of my
selling, for $2,000 cash or on time, or

keep his stock. Plant cost over $10,000;

no bonds, mortgages or debts; no other
light plant; city contract. Coal, $2.95

per ton. Pure city spring water. City

of 3,000, healthy, good school, academy,
six churches. Business can be greatly

increased. Reason for selling, age and
business keep me away all the time.

SECOND-HAND
Dynamos and Motors.

We invite correspondence
with those wishing to

buy or sell.

SCHUREMAN & HAYDEN,

140 S. Clinton St„ Chicago.

FOR SALE.
ONE 50-K. W., a20-V0LT,

COMPOUND, MULTIPOLAR

IN GOOD CONOtTION.
Address. AVILLIAM STRICKLER,

Care 'Tbe Chutes," Kedzie Ave. and Jaclcson
Boulevard, Chicago.

FOR SALE.
Lot second - hand material. About 7,000

Westinghouse llO-volt lamps, little used; about
400 Doz. West sociicts. 500 Uoz. genuine K. AV.

Rosette cut-outs. 300 Doz S. M. cut-outs, p lain
mostly. Paiste switches and other material.
Address

G. W. EDGEWORTH,

8 S. Commercial St., ST. LOUIS.

NOTICE OF BIDS.

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK.

Kenton, Hardin County, Ohio.
August 2, 1900.

Notice is hereby given that the Council of
the City of Kenton, County of Hardin and
State of Ohio, will receive bids at toe ottlce of
the Oily Clerk of said city, until 12 o'clock
noon, on

Monday, September 3d, A. D. 1900,

for lighting the streets, alteys, squares, other
public places and public buildings within the
corporate limits of said city with not less than
One Hundred and Ten (110) Electric Lights of
Two Thousand (2.000) Candlepower properly
]ilaced and adjusted under supervision of the
City Council. Said bids shall be for the term
of tiveyeari. Said bids shall contain the name
of the system of lighting proposed and shall
state the amount per annum for which each
light which is required will be erected and
maintained during the hours of darkness, all

night and every night.
Isach bid mubt be accompanied by a good and

sufficient guaranty that if the bid be accepted
the l)iddur will enter into a contract and secure
its performance by two disinterested sureties
within thirty days after the acceptance of said
bid.
Council reserves the right to reject any or all

bids.
liy order of the Council.

JOHN P. Dl'GAN.
City Clerk.

WANTED ^^Tr
CEO. F. SCHWALM CO.,

FOR SPOT CASH
BUdNEO OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND BASES.

HARRISON. N.J.

\A/l IRIIMO.
The satisfactory kind that brings your second order.

Armatures, transformers and fields rewound. Commutators refilled. Machintd
rebuilt. All work guaranteed. Low prices. Write us.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL REPAIR CO.,
|

L. D. Telephone, Main S114. 141 S.Clinton Street, CHICAGO. U

MANUFACTURERS
BABBITT METAL, BAR, WIRE SOLDER,

PIG LEAD, INGOT COPPER. SPELTER, ETC.

GREAT WESTERN SMELTING AND REFINING CO., Chicago

roTHERS
39-43

W. WASHINGTON ST.
CHICAGO.

REPAIRS
For Everything Electrical, including NATIONAL ELECTRIC CD.'S MACHINES.

Manufacturers
of the

Celebrated Perfection
Brushes

for Dynamos
and Motors.

REPAIRS REPAIRS REPAIRS
DYNAMOS, MOrORS^ARC LAMPS, INSTRUMENTS. TRANSFORML R S ,T EL E PH O N ES

.

EXPERIMENTAL A PPAR ATUS BUILT AND DESIGNED
ROBERT L.McOUAT, REPAIR SHOPS. IW Dl AM A PO L 15, »ND.

no-Volt Incandescent Dynamos.

1 12-lIght Hartley, self-oiler, multipolar.
2 12-light Edison, ?4 K. W.
1 2«-light Perrett.
1 50-light Hawkeye.
1 50-light Card, self-oiler.

1 50-light Nowotny, self-oiler.

1 50-light O. & <;., self-oiler.

1 55-light Edison, 3 K. W., self oiler, comi).
1 50-light Mather.
1 60-light Thonjson-Houston, 75 v., comp.

ivith extra armature.
1 75-light Thomson-Houston, D. 5.

1 7D-light Wood, soU-oiler.
1 90-llght Westinghouse.
1 100-light Cuttcn.
1 100-Iight Jenney, comp.
1 210-light Triumph, self-oiler.
1 223-llght United States.
1 250-light AVestinghouse, horizontal type.
' "" Commercial, comp. self-oiler.

T.-H,. comp. self-oiler, D. 15.

Westinghouse, M. P., slow speed,
15 K. W., October delivery.

Columbian, multipolar, comp.,
self-oiler.

Eddy, self-oiler, compound.
Hawlieye, comp., wound.
National, self-oiler, compound.
Edison, 20 K. W., self-oilers.

Duplet multipolar, self-oiler,

compound, slow speed.
Wood, M. P., self-oiler. 25 K. W.
Edison, 26 K. W.. self-oUer.
Rockford, self-oiler.
Edi.son, 30 K. W., self-oilers,

compound.
Eickmeyer.
Siemens & Halske, 40 K. W.,

multipolai. slow speed.
Westinghouse. 10-pole, slow

speed, 40 K. W., self-oilers,

new,
4 SOO-llght Edison, 45 K. W., selC-ollers.

1 l.'i50-llght Wiuldell-Enz, 80 K. W., M. P.,

for direct connection.

250-1 igh
270-light
270-llght

1 300-llght

1 340-light
2 350-llght
1 350-light
3 350-light
1 3110-llght

1 400-light
1 450-light
1 450-light
4 540-llght

1 600-light
1 700-llght

2 700-llgnt

220-Volt Generators.

1 T/2 K. W. General Electric, multipolar,
self-oiler.

1 9 K. W. I^undoU, self-oiler.
1 10 K. W. I/undell, self-oiler, nniltlpolai,

slow speed.
1 12 K. W. Eddy, solt-oller, new nrm't.
1 15 K. W. Kdlson, compound, self-olIer.
1 25 K. W. Rdlson, self-ollor.
1 40 K. W. R. & (;., multipolar, slow speed.
1 200 K. W. Crocker-Wheeler multipolar,

slow speed, practically now.

500-Volt Oenerators.
2 15 K. W. EdiBon, self-oilers.
1 16 K. W, T.-H., self-oller.
1 25 K. W. T.-H.. self-oller, D. 25, com-

pound.
1 25 7v. W. Edison, self-oiler.

ELECTRIC CO.
54-62 S.CLINTOrt ST. CHICAGO.

50D»Volt Generators—Continued.
1 30 K. W. Jenney, self-oiler.
1 35 K. W. Jenney, self-oiler, compound.
1 35 K. W. Mather, self-oiler.
3 45 K. W. Edison, compound, self-oilers.
1 75 K. W. Westinghouse, Kodak set West-

inghouse generator and West-
inghouse comp. engine, lis24s
14, all complete, fine.

1 150 K. W. Detroit (Rae) multipolar, com-
pound, self-oiler, new arma-
ture.

Alternating Generators.
1 350-light Thomson-Houston, A. IS, comp.

wound.
1 coo-light Bain. 30 K. W., self-oiler, new

toothed armature.
2 600-light Thomson-Houston, A. 6, 30 K.

W.. self oilers.

1 600-Jight Thomson-Houston, 30 K. W., two-
phase.

1 600-light T.-H., 30 K. W., slotted arma-
ture, compound, self-oller.

2 650-light Thomson-Houston, A. 35, self-oil-
ers, composite wound.

2 750-light Westinghouse, self-oilers, 37% K.
W.

1 lOOO-llght Wood, 60 K. W., self-oiler,
toothed armature, comp. wound.

1 1200-lleht Westinghouse. 60 K. w., self-

oller, toothed arm't.
1 1200-llght T.-H., 60 K. W., self-oller,

toothed armature.
1 1200-llght General Electric, A. 60, compos-

ite wound, toothed armature,
self-oller.

2 1300-llght T.-H., A. 70, 1100 volts, self-oil-
ers, compound wound.

1 6000-llght Westinghouse, 300 K. W
armature, composite
self-oller.

, toothed
wound.

Arc Dynamos.
20-IlKht 20OO C. P. Western Electi-lc.
30-llght 2000 C. P. Western Electric, self-

oller.
30-llght 2000 C. P. Brush, No. 7.

Arc Dynamos—Continued.
35-light 2000 C.
40-light 2000 C.
40-light 200O O.
45-light 1200 C.
45-light 1200 e.

50dight 1200 C.
50-light 2000 C.

50-llght 2000 C.
60-light 2000 O.
60-light 2000 C.
60-light 2000 C.
65-light 2000 C.

2 75-light 1200 C.
2 75-light 1200 C.
2 75-llght 2000 0.
3 125-light 1200 C.

P. T.-H., ring armature.
P. Wood, No. 7.

I'. Western Electric, s. o.

P. T.-H., M. 12, ball arm.
P. Brush, No. 7, Steubcu-

rausch commutator.
P. T.-H., L. D. 12.

P. T.-H., M. D., 2, self-
oller, ring armature.

P. Brush, No. Wz'
P. West. Elec, self-oilers.
P. Westinghouse.
P. Wood, No. 8.

P. Brush, No. 8, new ar-
mature.

P. Wood.
P. Standard, self-oil^rs.
P. Westingh'se, self-oiler.
P. Excelsior, latest type,

self-oilers, fine.

220-Volt Motors.

1 1 H. P. Edison self-oller.
2 1 H. P. E. & C, new. selt-oilers, M. P.,

slow speed.
1 3 H. P. Crocker - Wheeler, self-oller,

slow speed.
1 3 H. P. Gen. Elec, type I. B., self-

oiler.

1 3 H. P. O. it C, self-oller.
2 3 H. P. Card, slow speed, self-oilers.
1 5 H. 1'. Eddy, ring type, self-oiler.
1 5 H. P. Westln^honsc, self-oller.
1 m H. P. Both, self-oller.
1 V& H. P. Eddy, self-oller.
I T& H. P. Edison, self-oiler.
1 8 H. P. General Electric multipolar,

self-oller.
1 10 H. P. Keystone, self-oller.
1 10 H. P. Eickmeyer. elevator motor,

with cniilrolliT.
1 10 H. P. Lundell. seir-..ij,.i-.

1 12 H. P. Lundell, 10 K. W., multipolar,
self-oller, slow speed.

1 15 H. r. Eddy, self-oller, new arm't.
1 18 H. P. Edison, self-oller.

220 Volt Motors—Continued.
1 30 H. P. Edison, 25 K. W., self-oller.

1 60 H. P. B. & C, multipolar, slow speed.
1 50 H. P. Northern, JI. P., self-oiler,

newly rewound throughout.
1 75 H. P. Sprague, self-oiler, new arm't.
I 226 H. P. Crocker-Wheeler. M. P.

500-Volt Motors.
14 H. P. Detroit, series wound.

H. P. Jenney, self-oiler.
II H. P. Crocker - Wheeler, self-oiler,

glow speed.
H. P. Lundell, self-oiler, slow speed.
H. P. C. & C, self-oiler.
H. P. Toledo, self-oiler.
H. P. Hobart, self-oiler.
H. P. Jenney, self-oiler.

3M; H. P. Rockford, ironclad, self-oilers.
H. P. Eddy, self-oiler, multipolar.
H. P. C. & 0.
H. P. 0. & C, self-oHcr.
H. P. Commereiai, self-oller.
H. P. Card, M. P., self-oller, slow sp.
H. P. Eddy, self-oiler.
H. P. Thomson-Houston, self-oller.
H. P. Edison, 15 K. W., self-oilers.
H. P. C. .% C. self-oUers
H. P. Commercial, self-oller.
H. P. Card, self-oiler.
H. P. T.-H., self-oller, D. 25.

H. P. Edison, 25 K. W., self-oller.
H. P. Jenney. self-oller.
H. P. Jenney, self-oller.

1
1 1

1 1
1 1
1 3
1 3

1
2

1 10
I 10

1 10
1 10
1 10
1 15
1 IS
2 18
2 IS
1 20
1 20
1 30
1 30
1 35
1 40

1 40 H. P. Mather, self-oller.
1 60 H. P. Edison, 45 K. W., self-oller.

Alternating-Current Motors.
SINGLE PHASr.

1 14 H. P. Stanley. 100 volts, 16000 alterna-
tions, single-phase.

2 1 H. P. Ft. Wayne, 100 v., 125 cycle, self-
oilers, single-phase.

1 21/2 H. P. Ft. Wayne, 100 volts, self-oller,

single-phase.
1 5 H. P. "Wagner, single-phase, 60 eyclc,

200 volts.

Alternating Current Hotorf^.

MULTIPHASE.
1 1 H. P. Westinghouse, self-oller, 2-phase,

60-cycIe, 100 volls.
1 10 H. P. Gen. Electric, self-oller, S-phase,

typo, 8-10-900, Form A, eO-cyclc,
110 volts.

Automobiles.
1 Wood's electric runiibout, with top, car-

ries 2 persons, practically new.
1 Electric open phaeton, seats 3 persons, flue

condition.
1 Electric "trap," carries 4 persons, new.

TRANSFORMERS, METERS AND ARC LAMPS.
NOTICE.—All machlnCB are actually In tlock ready (or prompt delivery. All machines are guaranteed. Write lor putlculars and send lor MONTHLY BARGAIN SHEET with net cash price.
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EDISON
BATTERY FAN OUTFITS

...WITH...

EDISON LALANDE CELLS
are the only efflcient battery fan outfits
on the market. Invaluable for the sick
room.

Write for Catalogue No, 4.

EDISON MFG. CO.p

I35 5THAVE.,COR.20THST.,
NEW YORK.

CORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Work.

The Longest Lived and Most Economical Cell Evei
Put on the Marl(et.

In use by the leading cities, railroads,
telephone and gas engine companies.

WE CLAIH:—Constant dis-
charge of current without po-
larlzatloD; nolocal action; no
noxious pases or fumes; no
acids; least labor for opera-
tion; cleanest; notfreezlngat
23" below zero; economic val-
ue 50 per cent, greater than
gravity ceil, and 30 per cent,
greater than best other cell In
market. For No. 1 coll, 300
ampere hours; for No. 9 cs;!l,

125 ampere hours; on open
tfrcult, .9 to I volt; on closed circuit, .65 to /(ft

wait. Send for circular and price list.

CtORDON UAXTKRY COaiPAirr,
04 Broadw^ar, TSbw Vorh.

Western Representative,

Qeo. W. PatlerHOD, 141 Clinton Street, Chicago, III.

the Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the World.

SEKD FOR CIRCULAB AND PBIGEfl.

THE lECLANCH'E BATTERY CO.,
111 to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

AMERICAN
BATTERY

COMPOUND
For all Zinc-Carbon

Cells.

THE PERFECT
BATTERY
SALT

For all Open-Circuit
Work.

SAL-AMMONIAC IS A RELIC OF THE PAST

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPOUND CO.,
31 and 33 !«. CAKAI/ ST.,

Kentucky

Incandescent
KENTUCKY ELECTRICAL

Ohicago Agenti J. W. Brooks, 60S Plymouth BIdg.

LAMPS |7cCO., Owensboro, Ky. M U
oka. 60S PIvmouth Bldz. ^^ ^^ ^^^^

Magnet Wire
Our Spec/alt/: The Best Stock —, ,, _ -j ui n
of tine s/zes of Single Silk 1116 WICDeriTlld IVItg. LO.,

Insulated Magnet Wire in the

country. Also Double Silks....

Single and Double Cottons.

207 S. Caral Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

MACHINERYWSUPPLIES
AT BARGAIN PRICES.

FOR SALE.
We are constantly purchasing entire factories and

plants. We bought from the Sioux City Traction Co.
the following:

No. SI 2 13x22x12 Westlnghouse com-
pound engines.

No. S2 1 pair 17%x24 Williams automatic
engines, coupled together.

No. S3 2 generators, type U. S. Westing-
house, hl-polar, size, 80 K. W.

No. S4 2 60x16 horizontal tubular boilers.
No. S5 1 4o0 H. P. Hazleton water tube

boiler, 2 Rooney furnaces with
stoliers.

No. S6 1 Worthington duplex pump, 6x4
x6.

No. S7 1 Koerscbell beater, 2x9 feet.
No. Sb 1 Hancock inspirator, 1^4 inches.
No. S9 38 feet 6%-inch shafting.
No. SIO SS feet ii-lnch shafting.
No. Sll S feet 4js-inch shafting.
No. S12 16 feet 10-inch shafting.
No. S13 2 6%-inch flanged couplings.
No. S14 1 S-iuch flanged coupling.
No. Sla 1 6%x4% flanged couplings.
No. S16 1 60x38x6% in. double arm drive

pulley.

No. S17 4 60x16x5% In. HIU friction
clutch pulleys.

No. SIS 1 60x28x6% in. iron pulley,
leather covered face.

No. &'19 1 60x16x4'/, in. iron pulley.
No. S20 1 14x43x8 In. Iron pulley.
No. S21 2 6%x20 chain oiling pillow

blocks.
No. S22 5 6%xl5 chain oiling pillow

blocks.
No. S23 1 4%xl5 chain oiling pillow

blocks.
No. S24 1 72x26x8 In. Dodge wood pulley.
No. S25 2 14 ft. X 16 in. cable drums; 6

grooves for 1^-incb cable.
No. S26 1 12 ft. X 1? in. x 15 In. spur gear.
No. S27 10 8x18 in. pillow blocks.
No. S2S 2 double ply dynamo belts, 16-

Inch width. 57 feet long.
No. S29 1 double ply dynamo belt, UVi-

inch width: 71 feet long.
No. S30 1 double ply dynamo belt, UVa-

incb width; 48 feet long.

WE PUPCHASED FROM P. D. ARMOUR & CO , Union Stock
Yards, their entire boiler outfit. Armour & Co. changred their
motive power from steam to electricity at a cost of over $2,000.
OOO, as a result of which they sold to us all their fine horizontal
tubular boilers, consisting of 48—60xl 6. 1 2—54.x 1 6, 1 2—60x 1 S.

They are all in excellent condition and have been thoroujyhly
overhauled, all weak parts replaced.
We also purchased the HASTINGS, NEB., ELECTRIC PLANT,

consisting of the following:
ENGINES.

No. S64 12x20x12 Westlnghouse auto-
matic compound.

No. S65 12x20x14 Bail automatic com-
pound.

No. S66 12x24 Zeahm Bros.
No. S67 12x20 horizontal slide valve.
No. S2(I5 13x16 Twin engines, tandeni

bed.
No. S70 13x16 horizontal side crank.
No. S71 13x18 four valve Russell auto-

matic.
No. S72 13x:iOxl5 Armington & Sims cross

compound condensing.
No. S73 13x16 Erie horizontal.
No. S74 14x14 automatic Ideal.
No. S75 14x24 Richards horizontal.
No. S76 14x24 box bed.
No. S77 14x20 Atlas automatic.
No. S7S 14x24 Bay State.
No. S78 14x30 Cumner.
No. S79 14^4x13 Armington & Sims auto-

matic.
No. S80 15x14 automatic Ideal.
No. SSI 16x14 Smith, Beggs & Kankln au-

tomatic.
No. S207 16x36 Woodruff & Beach.
No. S20S 17%x24 pr. auto. Williams,

coupled.
No. S82 18x30 250 H. P.
No. SS3 20x22 Corliss.
No. S84 20x36 Corliss.
No. SS5 20x42 Corliss.
No. SS6 26x48 Corliss.
No. SS7 20x24 horizontal, box bed.
No. S209 66x20 Chandler & Taylor.
No. S210 40 H. P. Rice automatic.
No. S211 35 H. P. Chandler &. Taylor.
No. SSS 22x42x48 Allis tandem condens-

ing.
No. SS9 14x20 Russell automatic.
No. S90 10 H. P. Davis Sc Rankin.
No. S91 10 H. P. slide valve.
No. S92 40 H. P. slide valve.
No. S93 60 H. P. slide valve.
No. S94 20 H. P. Mllburn.
No. S95 No. 874 Racine automatic, 9-inch

stroke.
No. S96 80 H. P. Tarnuhar.
No. S97 No. 1 Russell high-speed auto-

matic.
No. S9S 12 H. P. Giant.
No. S99 14 H. P. Giant.
No. SlOO 6 H. P. automatic Westing-

house.
No. SlOl 10 H. P. gas engine.
No. S102 13 H. P. Davton gasoline.
No. S1C3 35 H. P. upright.
No. S104 40 H. P. Otto gas.
No. S105 60 H. P. Otto gas.
No. S106 19 H. P. Lewis gasoline.
No. S107 50 H. P. Raymond gasoline.
No. S172 68 H. P. Atlas.
No. S173 10x20 side crank.
No. S174 Otis furnace hoist engine, 2

cyl.. 8x10.

No. S177 13x16 Twin engines, tandem
bed.

No. S179 7x14 Ames cylinder.
No. S273 16x30 balance wheel, 14 feet

diam.
No. S274 1 H. P. gasoline.
No. S275 161,2X30 Buckeye.
No. S276 6x12 horizontal slide valve.
No. S777 14x28 horizontal slide valve.
No. S278 12x24 marine oscillating.

No. S279 30x30 slide valve.
No. S280 36x42 slide valve.

No. S2S1 24x30 slide valve.
No. S2S2 10x15 center crank.
Xo. S2S3 GxS box bed, side crank.
No. S2S4 16x36 Sinker & Davis.
No. S2S5 9x9 upright, center crank.
No. S2S6 9x14 horizontal, side crank
No. S2S7 9x12 Nagei.
No. S2SS 7x7 side crank.

MISOELLANBODS.
110-VOLT INCANDESCENT DYN.iMOS.
No. SM145 2 T.-H. 500-ligbt, 110-voIt, di-

rect connected.
No. SJI146 1 50-light Edison dynamo.
No. SM147 1 26-llght C. & 0. dynamo.
No. SM148 1 2E0-llgbt Edison dynam.o.
No. SM149 1 100-light Rockford flvnamo.
No. SM150 2 500-light T.-H. dvnariios.
No. SM1.51 1 laO-light Eddy dynamo.
No. SM152 1 100-light, llO-volt, Weston

dynamo.
No. SiM153 1 250-light Hawkeye dynamo.

500-VOLT GENERATORS.
No. SiU154 1 No. 8 T.-H., 75 K. W., 600-

volt.

550-VOLT GENERATORS.
No. SM155 2 type U. S. Westlnghouse

bl-polar; SO K. W.; 350 revo-
lutions, 550-volt.

ALTERNATORS.
No. SJI156 1 50 K. W.; 1,000-volt; West-

lnghouse; complete with
switchboard, exciter, one ex-
tra brand new armature for
exciter, two field coils.

No. &M157 1 500-llght National; exciter
on shaft.

No. SM15S 1 SOO-llght T.-H. alternator;
1,000-volt.

No. SM159 1 600-Ilght T.-H.; 2,040-volt.
No. SM160 2 25 K. W. Westlnghouse .Al-

ternators; 1,150-volt; 16.000 al-
ternations; switchboard and
Instruments.

ARC DYNAMOS.
No. SM161 K-llght; 2,000 c. p. low ten-

sion; one extra armature for
same.

No. S1M162 3 50-light; 2,000 c. p.; T -H.
No. S1I1G3 1 No. 8: 60-light; arc; 2,000

c. p.; Wood.
No. SM164 1 SO-llght Western Electric

dynamo.
No. SM165 20-llght, 2,000 c. p. Sperry;

switchboard and instru-
ments.

MOTORS.
No. SM166 1 20 H. P., 500-volt, Ft.

Wayne.
No. SM167 1 3 H. P., 500-volt., T.-H.
No. S16S 1 JIcGowan condenser, steam

- cyl., 8-lnch.
No. S169 1 hoisting engine and boiler, 6x

12, made by Kendall & Bro.

PUMPS.
We carry over 350 different makes and

sizes. Write for complete list.

BOILERS.
All kinds of horizontal, tubular, fire-

box, etc. Our complete list on applica-
tion.

SUPPLIES.
We carry all kinds of shafting, bangers, ronplings,

palleys, belting: in fact, anything in the line ofsupplies.

Write for our complete catalogue No. 256.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.,
W. 35th and Iron Sts., Chicago.
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A PERFECT

DESK PHONE.
Adjustable Head, Platinum Contacts,

Auxiliary Springs in Receiver and

Transmitter, Silk Cords.

Material Used, Workmanship,
Fine, Finish and Results Considered

make it the Cheapest and the Best.

Swedish-American

Telephone Co.,
Nos.69,7 1 and 73 W.Jackson Blvd.,

CHICAGO.

HnGO SCHUMACHER, Prest.

J. A. AEBOGAST, Vice-Prest.

MAX SCHUMACHER, Sec'y and Treas.

M. QARL, Supt.

Garl Electric

Company,
AKRON, OHIO.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
1015 Monadnock Building.

Sole Patentees and
Manufacturers of

Girl Railway, Hotel and Factory Telephone

Systems. Garl Electric Gun for Fire

and Burglar Alarms.
Intercommunicatino
Ftctory Telephone.

J. H.VAN VLISSINGEN. Prest.

L. G.WHEELER, Vlce-Prest.

W. C. HEINROTH, Treas

L. G. BOWMAN, Secy and Gen'l Mgr.

WESTERN TELEPHONE
CONSTRUCTION CO.,

153-159 South Jefferson St., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE PIONEER COMPANY.

BETTER THAN EVER BEFORE.
SWITCHBOARDS, TELEPHONES, and other

HIGH GRADE APPARATUS.

Write for prices. Orders Hlled promptly.

STANDARD

Telephone and Electric

Company,

MADISON, WIS.
Manufacturers and Importers

High Grade

Telephone Apparatus
EXCLUSIVELY.

WRITE FOR 1900 CATALOGUE.

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Go.
229 SO. GREEN ST., CHICAGO.

By doabling the capacity of our factory \re are now
able to receive orders for the equipment of

SIVIA|_|_ EXCHANGES,
which has heretofore been impossible on account of our
large contracts.

WE FURNISH ANYTHING IN THE TELEPHONE LINE.
SEND US A TRIAL ORDER.

Kellogg Bridging and Series Telephones
STAND UNRIVALED.

Send for Bulletin 5fo. 1, Concerning Telephones.

National Telephone Equipment uo.i
330-332 LAFAYETTE AVE., DETROIT, MICH.

MANUFACTURERS OF

HIGH GRADE TELEPHONES
AND SWITCHBOARDS

For Central Energy and Magneto Systems.

LATEST DEVELOPMENT. UNEQUALED QUALITY.

«

REASONABLE PRICES.

Dealers in TSIiEPHONE SrPPI-IES of every description.

«

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

No. 1900

iiMBRiGAN GuimK;mm CO, I

36 to 50 Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL.

Our new No. igoo Telephones with Disc Carbon Lightning (|j

Arrester for SERIES and BRIDGING work are winners. Try them. "

OUR CENTRALIZED RATTERY SYSTEM

is a great success; likewise our

MULTIPLE SWITCHBOARDS.

Telephone Apparatus
Of Ail Kinds Manufactured. I

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL AND TOOLS LOWEST PRICES.

A BIG LOT OF SECOND-HAND PHONES, IH GOOD II

ORDER, CAN BE HAD FOR A SONG.

Let us tell you about them.

Central Energy
Telephone System n

A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.
All parts subject to wear at central ofSce.

J

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.
1^

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT I:

le Complete, Darable, Bellable.

The only manufacturers selllns a complete Hue ol

Puhllc Exchange, Toll Line, Police, Fire Alarm,

Street Kallway, Central Station and intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus tuUy

protected by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromlberg-Carlsoii i|

Telephone Mfg. Co.,
72-82 W. Jacksoa Blvd.,

OBTCATALOa. CHICAOO, U. S. A.
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A Wide=Awake Business Man
Is quick to avail himself of every improvement in method and every convenience of transacting business.

Anp^_|^-.^^|^ _^.^_ Is acknowledged the greatest of modern aids in business work.

1. C^lC^L/llvlllw The many lines of the Chicago Telephone Company constitute a

^^^^m^i^mmmmimt^^^^^i^^^^^ vast system of trade channels. No business man is making the

best of his opportunities without a telephone. A telephone will keep you in direct touch with your cus-

tomers and with the firms with which you must often communicate, saving many hours of time every

day and many long and useless trips. Instead of an expense, the telephone has become a factor of profit

to the user.

At Little Cost,
all about the many advantages,

prompt attention.

a trifle of 16 cents per day, and you can become an active

member of the great league of twenty thousand users in

Chicago. It will not cost anything to have us tell you

A postal card request addressed to the Contract Department will receive

Chicago Telephone Company,
Contract Department,

203 Washington Street.

We Don't

Want

the Earth

Merely give
us your ear
and con-
sider our

DIVIDEND PAYERS....
Telephones that never weak- out. Magnets that
never deteriorate. Carbon that never disinte-
grates. Toll Boards that take care of them-
selves. Switchboards that never give trouble.
SInltipIe Boards for exchanges—all sizes. Cur-
rent Protectors that never fail.

Sfaintenanoe
Bepmir EXPENSE JBednced to the

Minlmnin

THAT'S WHY PATRONS UPHOLD

Write for Catalog. 63-75 FRANKFORT STREET, CLEVELAND, 0.

The Bruckner Electric Co.,
i F. C. BRUCKNER, President. Z

I
MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH-GRADE INTERIOR AND LONG-DISTANCE

|

TELEPHONES.!
S\A^i'toHboards. I

The very latest Hotel Telephone System and Automatic Intercom-

municating Telephone.

REASONABLE PRICES. PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

Get prices on our new CORDLESS MOVABLE ARM, a

great improvement over any other; also our NEW TRANS-
MITTER, conveying the sound of the voice almost to a

whisper. Specially adapted for Central-Energy Systems.

Carbon does not pack, nor deteriorate, because of the use of

high-voltage battery.

THE BRUCKNER ELECTRIC CO.
ELECTRICAL E.XGHANGE BLD6„

136 LIBERTY STREET,

•••'4

BRANCH OFFICE AND FACTORY: ^

141 to 155 East Twenty-Fifth St., t

YORK.
J
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eOUR STUDENTSSi
SUCCEED

INCREASED SAURY.
I ua5 pelting 53° a month as

assLsi.int in an Electric LiRht-
injj Plant when I took up the
Electrical Engineering Course.
Since that time, I have passed
fourCivil Service Examinations,
and h^ve had my salary raised
four times. I am now getting

J87 per month, and can truth-

fully say that 1 owe my success
to correspondence instruction.

R.G.ELLIOTT.
Dannemora, N. Y.

MACHINIST TO ENGINEER.
I recommend The Intern v

tional Correspondence Sclioi.rK

as heinff one of the best means
through M-hich to obtain an edu-
cation. The method employed
is simple and easily understood.
At the time I enrolled, I ":!;

holding a position as machinist
and steam filter. laranowcliii.i
engineer for J. S.&T.Elkinluii,
Philadelphia, Pa.

WM. R. HORNER,
Philadelphia, Pa.

$12 to S7D, Id Small Hoolhly Installments, pays for a

Salary-Raising Education
In Electrical Engineering. Electric Light and Power,

Telephony, Telegraphy. Steam, Mechanical,
and Civil Engineering.

ESTABLISHED 1891. CAPITAL, Jl,SOO,000.

Scfidfor Ci'-culars and Local References.

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,
Box lOOZ, ScrantoD, Pcona.

Kokomo Telephones for 1 900.

New Tubular Arm; No cordin sight.

High-Grade Full Nickel-Plated Bell,

Bipolar Receiver, togethr with the

Kokomo Long-Distance Transmitter,

MaktDg up tlie most efficient Telephone on the market for
Exchange and ToII-Une work. We have Improved the
Telephone, also the price, to a point that will Interest you.
Write us for Information.

KOKOMO TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

KOKOMO, IND.

RESISTANCE WIRES
Bare and Covered. For All Purpose;.

SEE OUR CATALOGUE.

DRIVER-HARRIS WIRE CO.
NEWARK, N. J.

U. S. NAVY SPECIFICATIONS
Lll for Dry Cells equal to "New Standard
ittery" in E. M. F. (1.6 volts) and entl .

free from acid. Enough said. Prices as low as
any imitations. New Catalogue for the asking.

WILLIAM ROCHE

42 VESEY STREET, NEW YORK CITY

Sterling: Extra insulating; Varnish, New Process.
Sterling Extra Insulating Varnish, Old Process.

Sterling Extra Black Finishing Varnish.
Sterling Black Air Drying Varnish.

Sterling Black Core Plate Varnish.
THE STERLING VARNISH CO , PITTSBURG, PA.. U. S. A.

TELEPHONE AND

CONST. SUPPLY CO..
CHICAGO.

NEW CATALOGUE FREE.

Wright Gable Hanger.
SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

R.I. TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,

PROVIDENCE, R. 1.

Mention this paper.

Tf ^^^(;CyityCCHV-.rx^ *»tx >)i

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE SUPPLY CO.,
TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES,

19 SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO.
' 'Monarch" Galvanized Telephone Wire. "Extra BB" and "EB" Galvanized Telephone Wire, Hard-drawn
Copper Teleplione Wire, Rubber Covered Wire, Weather-proof Iron Line Wire, Annunciator Wire. Office
Wire, Galvanized Steel StrantJ, Crosby Clips, Guy Clampa, Boston Cable Haneer,'). Turn Buckles, Meisen-
s:fr Pole .Supports. Galvanizeil Thimbles, Guy Rods. Gr<)und Rods, Stonibauph Guv Anchors, Eve Bolts,
CrOBS Anns. V\>-.-.>. .\nii Hia,;es, Pln.s and Brackets, Liii; Screws aiidliull.s, limulalui^, Knobs, Tools, etc., etc.

o
o

Send for complete catalogue of

„,
MAGNETO BELLS, TELEPHONES,

<e MEDICAL BATTERIES and
uT ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES.
O_ All Goods HlBb Grade in Every Bespect

£ MIANUS ELECTRIC CO., - Mianus, Conn.

I ^ i
mdndnrdute;

IS T/te DIRECT LINE
BETWEEN

kjl

CHICAGO,
INDIANAPOLIS

CINCINNATI I

AND

LOUISVILLE,
—i^^t=^ cnicAGO.

a:^HE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
NEW AND REVISED EDITION, WITH A NEW CHAPTER ON ''RECENT PROGRESS," BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO DATE.

BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Zfember of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Insfitution of Electrical Engineers. London. Author of "A Practical Guide to the

Testing of Insulated Wires and Cables." Joint Author of ''Electricity in Daily Life."

^ages, 133 lllus-tra-tions, Clo-bHp IHand-Boolc Size, Price $I.OO.
Extract from Preface.— " Tbis little book has no pretension to be considered a complete treatise on telephony as it exists in America. The time for such a work is not yet come. But it la

feU that there ia a demand for a practical boolt on telephone working and management, and the TELKPHONE HAND-BOOK is an attempt at meeting that demand. With the exception of a few
chapters dealing with certain forms of transmitters and receivers used in Europe, which a'-e given for the information of those who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, the
book Is based entirely on standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or hare originated in this country."

leo

No pains have been spared to make it the best book of its kind. It is right up to date. Intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its language that
everything regarding telephone work and management. It conforms in size and style to our other Hand-Booka which have been so favorably received by

_ CONTENTS
anyone can understand and learn from it

the entire electrical fraternity.

CHAPTER The Invention of the Telephone,
Sound Waves. Articulate Speech.
Electric Telephony. The Bell Tele-

phone.
The Microphone.
Current Induction. Electromagnetic

Induction.
The Induction Coil: Its Use in the

Telephone Transmitter.
The Complete Telephone Circuit.
Magnet Telepliones.
The Bel! Telephone Receiver.
Other forms of Magnet Telephones.
The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Re-

ceivers, Mercadler's Bl-Telephone.
The Siemens, Kotyra, Neumnyer and

Bbttcher Receivers.

CHAPTER 13.

14.

15.

16.

- 17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

Carbon Transmitters.
The Blake Transmitter.
The Long Distance Transmitter.
The Solid-back Transmitter.
The Berliner Transmitter.
The Cuttriss Transmitter.
Various European Transmitters.
The Efficiency of Carbon Transmit-

ters.
Batteries for Telephone Work.
Open Circuit Batteries.
Closed Circuit Batteries,
The Practical Management of Bat-

teries,
Magneto Bell.
Automatic Switches.
Telephone Line Construction,

CHAPTER 28,

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

3fi.

40.

41.

Published and for sale by ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC CO., 5IO Marquette Building, Chicago

Metallic Circuit.
Underground Wires.
Lightning Arresters.
Inside Wiring.
Installation of Telephone Instru-

ments.
Inspection and Maintenance.
The Condenser; Its Use iu Telephony.
Electromagnetic Retardation.
Exchange Working.
Small Exchanges.
Party Lines: The Bridging Bel!.
Long Distance Telephony.
Duplex Telephony.
Simultaneous Telegraphy and Teleph-

ony.
Recent Progress. Appendix.

(fiBRACE UP"
Your Telephone, Telegraph and Trol-

ley Poles, by using the celebrated

STOMBauGH Guy Anchor

AND THEY WILL

ALWAYS STAND ERECT.

NoholCH to diff. Toa
Hi^revr tbcm in tbe
sronud and there they
stay, defy ins np-
rootal.

pba.ctica.1j and iairxpjbivhitjb:.

Six sizes, 3^ to 12 inch diameter.

Others Use and Endorse Them, Why Not Youl

MANUFACTURED
BY . . PHILIP SMITH, Sidney, Ohio, U.S.A.

W. N. MATTHEWS & BRO., St. Louis, Mo.,
Geneial Western Agents. H to li In. Dlumvter.

TELEPHONE MEN AND ALL USERS OF
MAGNET COILS HAVEYOUR MAGNET COILS

WOUND BY MACHINERY
HERE'S THE OBJECT

LESSON-
A PLAIN FACT

Thei'o SS opoolH rontftlntnt; 01 Ihn. oT
No.^lSHliiKleullk'Cuvercd wlio will cost you
f2<.1notatr.O, 10. lO.GoffllBt; and thuro la
t*iilllt.'loiit wirodii tlioHe 2H hiiooIh to wind
1.000 bOO-olimUrMfrfnp-belliiiaEnotn. Ynur
wlndinK lalinr will cost yuu at Ivii.it «>
addltlnnnl, iiiaklii(r a total Oont of your
own 1,000 luaiciietH lliiialied at factory, 8248.

The above box contalna 1,000 "Duplex"
maillot wliidlnffB. Kach winding 1h made
up of No. 30 wire, 600 ohms per wlndinp,
andtiai'h wliKlliiK lias 13 per cent, more
turns tlian tliere are in tlie ordinary
wound niatrnet. I'rk-e, 8218.70 net. TIiIb

In 10 r'or cent, leys than your wire bill

and we fhargo notlilni; for ^vlnding.

WESTERN OFFICE, 505 FISHER BUILDING, CHICAGO.

THE YARLEY DUPLEX MAGNETCO. DOES IT BY MACHINERY

l387Ii!ST.JERSEYCITYNJ. coZwe'^RT/iVMo/^sr.
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EUREKA ELECTRIC CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

THE LARGEST LINE OF HIGH-GRADE TELEPHONE APPARATUS,

CARLE HEADS, SWITCHROARDS, TELEPHONES. IItalogue.

NOS. 157-167 S. Canal St., CHICAGO, U. S. A.

.VIADUGL
BALTIMORE, MAKE

TELEPHONES
AND EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

CREST IVIFC. CO.
CAMBRIDCEPORT, MASS.

Indestructible Sparking Plug.
3 and 5 H. P. Gasoline Motors.

DEALERS^H°:CONTRACTORS
For Satisfactory Intercommunicating

MOIM
At bottom prices, write to

THOMAS, WILCOX & DIETZ, - - Cleveland, Ohio.

STERLING ELECTRIC CO.,
EXCLUSIVE MAHUFACTURCR* OF

BELL-STYLE TELEPHONE
FOB THB INDEPEKDEKT FIKI/D.

Main Office and Factory at LAFAYETTE, INDi Branch Office, Chicago.

CHICAGO OFFICR. Km. 1260 3IONAUNOCK BCILDIKG.
NKW VOICK OFFICK, 141 BROADWAY, KE» YOBK CITY.

TELEPHONES.
We are now manufacturing telephone instruments complete. We

want to send PREPAID A SAMPLE 'PHONE to every exchange in the
west. If not satisfactory return at our expense. Write us for prices and
one of our new handsomely illustrated telephone catalogues. We also

carry a full line of telephone and electric-light supplies.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
KANSAS CITY, IVIO.

LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE, 2279.

FBED H. AliDEK, Pres. J. GEISEROWICH, Secy, and Treas.

,„„tv^ ILLINOIS INSULATED WIRE CO., ^.n.,.
.^M High -Grade Weatherproof Wire,

*'"°

NO TRUST PRICES. SYCAMORE, ILL. ALL SAMPLES FREE.

Automatic Lightning Arrester.
Positive protection for (elephonet and iwitchboards

against any at)normal current.

No fuse to burn out, line is never open, service
never interrupted; it works automatically, is guar-
anteed not to burn out, requires no attention what-
ever after being installed.

It has less resistance than any other arrester,

resistance being less than one ohm.
The worldng parts are mounted on porcelain base

and are ornamental in appearance.
We put them up single for individual 'phones, and

in cabinets for exchange use; the cabinets require

but small floor space.

Protection without annoyance is what you want;
try this device on some of your toll or worst lines

a d see for yourself what it will do.

Correspondence Solicited.

Butler-Taylor Co.,
Ravenna, Ohio.

With legal and editorial opinions, tables and cost of lights as furnished b>
private companies and municipal plants.

BV^ IVI. J. F-|R4VIMCISC^.
Fourth edition, revised. 100 pages. Price soc. Full of valuable information

for everyone interested in the subject.

5 10 Marquette r*U\nr\on
,

Building, UniCagO.ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.

HAWKINS 3 NEW CATECHISM
OF ELECTRICITY.

Plan of the Work, Contents, Etc.
The New Catechism of Electricity will be found to be

surprisingly plain, and free from useless and ambiguous
terms. Ihe plan upon which ic i^ arrailged is unique.
The bookis, lirst of all, intencied to be 4)lain and in-

structive; some 300 illustrations have been introduced,
so that the mere pictures will afford almost a knowledge
of the subjects.

It is a school book from the manner in which it pro-
ceeds from the simple facts to the abstract principles
whicli the facts indicate; it is also a book of reference
through the index of seventeen double columns of line
type pages; by means of this index a thousand items of
practical impor>ance are at once available.
It is an up-todaie work, which has cost a large outlay

of capital and time, and, in short, it is doubtful if any
more atti active book has ever been issued—or one more
useful.
The subjects treated uron are as fo'lows; Dedication

to Thomas A. Edison, witJi engraving of Mr. Edison;
Preface and Introduction; Mature and Source of Elec-
tricity and Magnetism.
The Dynamo; Conductors and Non-Conduetors; Sjm-

bols, abbreviations and definitions relating to electric-
ity; Parts of the Dynamo; The Motor; The Care and
Management of the Dynamo and Motor.

Electric Lighting; Wiring: Tbe rules and require-
ments of the iSational Board of Underwriters in full;

Electrical Measurements.
The Electric Kailway; Line Work; Instruction and

Cautions for Linemen and the Dynamo Room; Storage
Batteries; Care and Management of the Street Car .

Motor; Electro Plating.
TheTeleplioneand Telegraph; The Electric Elevator;

Accidents and Emergencies, etc., etc.

The full one-third part of the whole work has been
devoted to the explanation and Illustrations of the dy-
namo, and particular directions relating to its care and
management;— all the directions are given in the sim-

00. plest and most kindly way to assist rather than confuse
the learner. The names of the various parts of the ma-

chine are al.so given with pictorial illustrations of the same.

In the Catechism no less than 2;". full pasce illustrations have been given of the various dynamo
machines made In different parts of the country, and an equal number of part page lUustrations.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

The Electrician Publishing Co., 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical Books.

Write for Catalogue.

Grlmshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

(I-i; CertlMM St., Nn Ytfk.
BaiNi!HPS-i CHICAGO:
BIUNI,HES,'J32o B,„bofn SL

BOSTON:
134 Congress SL

SAN FRANCISCO:
71 Flood BalldliHI
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Ball Automatic Engines.
BuiiiONLY»»

THE ACKNOWLEDGED STANDARD FOR ELECTRIC WORK.
IIMOIIMI ill *JX., u. s.

AMERIOKS MOST POPULAR RAILROAD

^1 CHICAGO
ALTON

RAILROAD.
PERFECT PASSENGER SERVICE BETWEEN

CHICAGOan-'KANSASCITY,
CHICAGO*"" ST. LOUIS.
CHICAGO ^-t" PEORIA.

ST.LOUISANt'KANSASCITY.

and

HOT SPRINGS. Ark..DENVER, Colo..
• TEXAS. FLORIDA.UTAH.
CALIFORNIA «-=> OREGON.

If ting a trl| any portion of
i r the Clilcat, i. Alton It will

finy you tu write to tlie underBlgned for rnapB, pamph-
ete, ratCB, time tables, etc.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
General PaaseDger and Ticket A^eut,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

THE IMPROVED BERRYMAN
(KELLEY'S PA,TENT)

Feed Water
Heater and Purifier.

UNIQUE
In ItB effectiveness and up-to-date
In every respect, at a price that
will assure consideration. Vastly
superior to any Feed Water Heater
on the market.

Benj. F. Kelley & Son,
91 Liberty St.. New York.

MDHUn Heaters, G.000,1.500,
iiniiy i,i>oo, 1.000, 800, ^uo, 300,

80 horse power and others.
Largest stock in America. Mostly
all taken in trade for our Im-
proved Berryman.

THE SHORT LINE
TO

Houghton, Calumet,
marquette

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

IS THE ONLY LINE RUNNING

Solid Trains 7h°e Copper Country

DCALUMET
^^HANOOOK
elHOUOHTON

champion\ ^^^^^^AtJB
EPUBUcy^^|S,o''4^UETTE

. JB"*°'' MOUNTAIN

B Wausaukea

MENOMINEE!
MARINETTE

^SMILWAUKEE

THROUGH SLEEPING C»RS, COACHES AND
BAGGAGE CARS

Lsave Chicago daily at 10:30 p. m.

From Union Passenger Statbn, Canal & Adams Sis.

City Ticket Office. 93 Adams St.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND.HAND ELECTRICAL (MACHINERY.

WALSH'S SONS & CO.,
860 WABHiNGTON ST., NEWARK. N. J.

JEFFREY"!^ CHAINS
FOR CATALOGUE,

THE JEFFREY MFG. CO
COLUMBUS.OHIO.

•••GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE
Made in almost any form required and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 ohma as

'

desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats I

of 4,000 degrees . .

'

JOS. DlXOHf CRUCIBLE CO.. - • Jersey City, X. J.I

I

REG.TRADE MARKS Jhe PHOSPHOR BRONZE Smelting Co. Qmited,
~ 2200 Washington ave.,Philadelphia.

)
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'
INGOTS,CASTINGS, WIRE,RODS.SHEETS, ETC.

W.M'-^J'j'ynur- — DELTA METAL— .

CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORGINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

WATERWHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarantee

;

JVte Largest Power ei'er obtained from a wheel of (lie same diameter. The highest speeds
ei'er obtained for the same power. The highest mean efficiency ever realized %vhen''
running from half to full gate. We guarantee also : A runner of the greatest pot '

sible strength. A gate unequaled in auichiess and ease of opening and closing.
Tests show over 81 per cent, average efficiency with half to full wcUer.

State your Head and send for 124 page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S. A.>

Preserve Your Copies
OP THl

Western Electrician.
BINDERS $1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Snite 510 Sfarqnette BnlldliiC; • • . . CHICAGO.

SMALL SPRINGS
OF EVERY DZSCRIPTION

THE WALLACE BARNtS CO.,
sjABus-^cr, ,is7 BRfSTOL, CONN., U.S.A.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician Pubusbing Co.,
Suite 510 Hlarquette Building,

CHICAGO, ILL

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

IMPROVED m ALTERNATOR
^''^J SANDUSKY
W OHIO
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Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Plnconnlns:, Mich, Green Bay, Wis. New London, Wis.

CEDAR POLES
50 TT. to 100 FT. A SPECIALTY

POLES.
BERTHOLD CROSS

& JENNINGS, ARMS.
WHITE CEDAR. i STb LOUIS. LONG LEAF

IDAHO CEDAR up to 80 ft. Chemlcal Building. PINE AND FIR.

Cedar
TORREY
CEDAR CO.,

CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Largi Stock Constantly on Hand.
Poles

BLUE RIDGE LOCUST PIN CO.,
HARVEY M. DICKSON, Gen. Mgr. ^^SHEVI^LE, N. C,

ms^^isz^sis^^ LOCUST INSULATOR PINS AND BRACKETS.
Seven factories in operation. Capacity, 60,000 per day. Write for prices on pin and bracket specialties

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING CO.
CHATTANCOCA, TENN.,

Hanafacturers and Dealer* la

Yellow Pine Cross Arms, Locust Pins, Oak Pins, Electrical

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stocks on hand.

DellTered prices quoted, F. O. B. cars, your city, Id any quantity. ^?-WBITE US.

CEDAR POLES.
We have the Following Stock in Yard lor Prompt Shipment:

4 Inches, 18 feet.

.

18
18
20
20
20
20
25
25

NO. PCS.
.... 200
,...1,048
.... 398
,...4,481
...3,474
...1,234
.... 127
...7,050
...6,000
...3,000

30
35
35
40
40
40

. 120

. 1,000

. 147

. 300
BOO

. 44

. 130
. 150

55
55
00
fiO

60
65
65
70

Write for Special Delivered Prices on this Stock.

H. WORCESTER & CO., Marinette, Wis.
MANUFACTURERS OF CEDAR PRODUCTS.

BATTERY JARS.
Machine-made Battery Jars are Better and

Ironger than the hand-blown, being more Unl-
lorm and of Equal Distribution.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR OUR JAR.
We are the only concern making Battery Jars

by machinery.

THE GILCHRIST JAR CO.,
»24Drexel Building, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

TtieTeonent Insulator Pio Co.

MANUFACTURERS

LOCUST and OAK PINS and
BRACKETS,

POLES and TIES,
Terra Alta, W. Virginia.

'BralyMaslks.
T. H. Brady, New Britain. Conn., U. S. A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms, Pole and
Swinging Hoods, House BraeIietsand
other Specialties for Construction
Work.— Catalog^ie and Prices fur-
niehed ojiap^ication.

Force Bain,
Consulting Engineer,

Electricity, Mechanics,

Solicitor of Patents
Expert In patent causes.

Suite 1657-59 nonndnock BId|r-> ' Chicago.

Our Feed Water Heaters
U.-e exhaust steam and supply boilers with PURE
HOT WATER and prevent the solid matter from

going into the boilers, saving from lo to 25 per

cent, of your fuel bills. Our latest design is

made entirely of CAST IRON, designed for use

where water contains acid salt or other impuri-

ties which pit or corrode wrought iron or steel.

We also build

BOILER FEED PUMPS,

TRIPLEX PUMPS
STEAM AND POWER

PUMPING MACHINERY

SINGLE, DUPLEX AND TRIPLEX.

ELECTRICALLY
DRIVEN.. ..

FOR EVERY PURPOSE.

Air

Compressors
OF VARIOUS TYPES.

JET AND SURFACE CONDENSERS, AIR PUMPS, FILTER PRESSES,
OIL MILL MACHINERY.

If In-te r^s-l:^ci ^VcJdi-^ss

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO.,
257 Lehman St., DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Century Bldg.

DULUTH, MINN.,

203 PalladloBIdg.

POLES
NAUaLE,HOLCOMB&GO.,

OLD eOLOIV BLDG., CKICAOO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad
ContractorSi

DETROIT. MICH.,
Wayne Co. Bank BWg.
ESCANABA, MICH.

MASONVILLE, MICH.

CEDAR POLES
LINDSLCy BROTHERS COMPANY
MCNOMIWEE, M/CH. a /v o PORTL A N D, oBECO N.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS
i'O-FOOT TO 80-FOOT POLES OUR SPCCIALTY

A PRETTY STORY.
Eight months ago the Texas Arm & Pin Co. began manufacturing things in-

clined electrically wooden, like cross arms, pins and brackets. An old, no-account,

second-hand machine, in a broken-down factory, was used, but now they have four

factories with new and late machinery and are shipping more cross-arms than the law

allows. But they can ship more. They are untapped, long-leaf, yellow pine.

Or the home oflSce at Beaumont, Texas, is where you write for more information and

a pretty and usefm pamphlet.

POLES W. G. STERLING ft SON,
MONROE, MICH.

Eleyen Pole Yards in Mlcblgan.
TIES.

Wholesale Froducers for 20 years.

\A/l-ii-be Cedar F»oles
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

^B^JSlfc^/ik^ PERRIZO & SOKJS, Daggett, Mich.

OAK PINS AND BRACKETS.
rianufacturers tor Wholesale Trade.

Prompt Shipments. Car Orders Solicited.

Kansas City & Southern Lumber Co.,

PAINTED,
SACKED AND
CRATED.

KLEIN'S

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS

Catalogue Free. J^~Send for one.

Mathias Klein & Son.
67-69 W. VAN BUREN STREET. CHICAGO, ILL

Iiidiaiiapolis Arm, Bractet & Pin Co,,
Successors to J. B. MAGERS,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Arms, Brackets, Locust and Oak Pins,

Tent Stakes, ROPE Lock Blocks,
:

Offlce, I2B,S. Mcriilian St., INDIANAPOLIS, INO,

FACTORY. JAMESTOWN, IND.
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Westinghouse
Polyphase Induction Motors

Westinghouse Polyphase Induction Motors Operating Grain Elevator Machinery.

No moving contacts. Nofevolving wires.

No commutator, collector rings or brushes.

No danger from fire.

Minimum cost of maintenance and attendance.

Most economic and reliable motive power,

Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Co.

All Principal Cities in U. S. and Canada. PITTSBURG, PA.

Incandescent Lamps
May be burned in any position without

drooping of filament.

5awyer=Man Electric Co.
ALLEGHENY, PA.
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FORT Wayne electric works,
(INCORPORATED,)

"SURE GRIP" PULLEY FOR ARC LAMPS.
A GREAT CONVENIENCE AND SAVES TIME.

"SUBB BBIP" PULLEY, LOCKED.

WHEN YOU RAISE

THE LAMP

THE PULLEY

IS

AUTOMATICALLY

LOCKED.
"SUBE ORIP" PULLET, UNLOCKING.

THE LAMP

MAY BE LOWERED
BY RAISING IT

THREE OR FOUR

INCHES, WHICH

UNLOCKS THE

PULLEY.'

SURE r.BlP PULLEY, UNLOCKED.

ARC LAMP RENEWALS.
FURNISHED WITH A CERTAINTY OF INTERCHANGEABILITY.

Send for Catalogue No. 2002.

i MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY: FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.

r

AMERICAN
BRIDGE CO.

GENERIL OFFICES:

NO. 100 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

ALL GLASSES OF

METALLIC STRUCTURES.

We have decided to carry st all our plants

a large stock of raw material from which we
can furnish with great promptness any ordi-

nary order for Steel Bridges, Roofs, Buildings,

Columns, Girders, Beams, Channels, Angles,

Plates, etc., etc.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WORKS:

Boston, Mass. East Berlin. Conn. Albany. N Y.

Groion, N. Y. Rochester, N. Y. Buffalo, N. Y,

Elmira, N. Y. Horseheads, N, Y. Pittsburg, Pa.

Athens. Pa. Pericoyd, Pa. Philadelphia, Pa.

Trenton, N. ]. Wilmington, Del. Baltimore, Md.
Columbus, Ohio. Youngstown, Ohio. Canton, Ohio.

Lafayette, Ind. Chicago, HI. Milwaukee, Wis.
Minneapolis, Minn. New Orleans, La.

:

.^

STEVENS

MECHANiCALCATECHISM
PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE

FOR
Stationary and flarlne Bnglneera. Firemen, Electricians, riotormen, lc£

Machine Men and Mechanics In General.

Mew and Orlgloal. All Modero Machloery fully described and explsloed. Technical
Points made Clear by Word aod DrawlDg. Qutitlons and AoEwers

for y ivll Service l£xamlnatloD6, etc.

SUBJECTS TREATED:
WATER. STEAM, COMBUSTION, SMOKE PREVENTION, BOILERS, BOILER
COKSTBUCTION. TESTING AND MANAGEMENT. SAFETY VALVES, IN-
JECTORS, PUMPS AND GOVERNORS, STEAM GAUGES, LUBRICATORS,
ENGINES. COMMON SLIDE VALVE, TANDEM COMPOUND, CROSS COM-
POUND. RECEIVER ENGINES, HOT AIR AND COMPRESSED AIR EN-
GINES, TRACTION ENGINES, ELECTRIC ENGINES, AUTOMATIC AND
CORLISS ENGINES. CONDENSERS, JET AND SURFACE, ECCENTRIC,
BALANCED SLIDE VALVE, LINK MOTION, HORSE POWERS IN DETAIL,
INDICATOR, REFRIGERATION, ABSORPTION AND COMPRESSION METH-
ODS, BRINE AND DIRECT EXPANSION SYSTEMS. POMPS, VALVES,
TESTS, TABLES, AMMONIA. AMMONIA FITTINGS. LIQUID AIR, MACHINE
SHOP PRACTICE, STANDARD NUMBERS AND RULES, PULLEY SPEED
CALCULATION. SQUARE ROOT, LEVERAGE, ELECTRICITY, DYNAMOS,
ACCUMULATOR, RHEOSTAT. TRANSFORMER, VARIETIES OF DYNAMOS,
PARALLEL AND SERIES WIRING, THRBB-WIRB SY.STEM. MANAGE-
MENT AND CARE OF ELECTRIC PLANT, REPAIRS. ELECTRICAL MEAS-
UREMENTS. MOTORS. STATIONARY, TROLLEY AND THIRD BAIL SYS-
TEMS, CONTROLLER, ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE. ELECTRIC HEATING
AND COOKING, HOUSE WIRING, DIFFERENTIAL GEAR, FRICTION
CLUTCH. COMPOUND CYLINDERS, REVERSING GEAR, THE STACKER.
ALSO. THE ELEMENTS OF ALGEBRA MADE EASY.

336 Pag«s. 240 Illustrations.

*f9I^^EI, $1.00. Sent aaywbere prepaid on receipt of price.

Electrician Publishing Company,
510 Marquette Bldg,, Chicago. »***«
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,
NOTRE DAME, INDIANA.

Electrical Enirtneerine, Arcliitectu: _

Thorough Preparatory and Commercial Course!.
Ecclesiastical Btudente aC Bpeclat rates.
Rooms free. Junior or Senior Year, CoUeglate

Courpes. Rooms to Kent, moderate charge.
St. Edward's hall, lor boys under 13.

The 57th year will open September 4th, 1900. Cata-
loguee Free. Address

REV. A. MORRISSEY, C. S. C. President.

AiBrican Titriflel Confinit Comrany,
MANUPACTUBEES OF

VITRIFIED SALT GLAZED
UNDERGROUND AND INTERIOR CONDUITS.

Contractors for Complete Installation
of Conduit Systems.

General Offices: 39 Cortlandt St., N. Y.

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND PLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBINSi.

F«r Electrical and Mectaanlcal Furposes, Ballwsy Dust Guaidi, Vutasn
and FacUngs. Patent iDSulatlnE Oleata.

UA:m77ACT17BBl> BT

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO., Wilmington, DM.

The Best-The "NEW STYLE"
Receptacle and Attachment Plug.

The latest in this line is the

"NEW STYLE" made by

WM. T. PRIN6LE, 1026 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.
Weslera Represeafatlves: J. B. McKeasue Co.. 324 Dearbora St., Chicago,

READY FOR THE MARKET,
"FEaiOO," tbe neir style Creole rosette. In-

aalation perfect, loug (Use, enperlor
In every detail.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co.. Peru. Ind.

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Highest grades for electrical insolation and mechanical purposes, in sheets,

tubes, rods and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on application,

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wilmington, Del.

fThe Fibre-Graphite Commutator
^ (U. S. and Foreign Patents.)

A Ho Sparking Onder Varying Load.

5 • No Wear on Commutator.

f No Shifting of Quadrant.

# 80 per cent. Pure GrapWite.

f
'

For Sample Order, and Prices, write to

i Holmes Fibre -Graphite IVIfg. Co.,

i 6I6S Wakefield St.. Germanlown, PHILADELPHIA.

mHE-GRAPHITEi

commutawrM^

.itVJ -\.\i?.WtlC^WC

IN

H

AIR PROPELLORS
PP

We

Have Set

a New

Standaril.

Ask for

Prices,

THE FULLER CO., Detroit, Mich., U.S. A.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRICAL AND VENTILATING APPARATUS.

,...(;.—Win. Key, 11 Queen Vlctorlu

M., r.. C. '
'

Pons, France—E. U. Cadlot, 12 Hue St.

Ocorgw.
GlanKow, Scotliuid—TVin. Key, Central

Olminbtr", 100 Hope 8t.

Tokohnmn, Jnpan—linifnall & nilleB.

New York—Western Klectric Oo.
WantilnKioo—Nalloiinl Electric Supply Co.

Wllr/Miiiitoii—(Jarvett, Millet & Co.

Ueuvi'i—Tlios. H. Smith; Ileiidric & Bolt-

UolT.

r,o» AnKclfS—Western Electric Worlts,
MlnnenpolU—Itoberts Heating & Vent. Co.
MllwnnUi'C—Ooo. F. Holm.
Oblciiuo—Western Electric Co.; Central

Electric Co.
'

St. I.oiilB-WcBtern lOlcctrlcal Supply Co.
IJo.Bton—.Sniltb A; Abthony. .

South Itend, Ind.—MIHer-KnohlocU Co.
I'cck-IInninjond Oo.. tlluclnnatl, U., Gen-

eral UoijUicrn Affeuts.

I Black Diamond File Works

^

*»5 OUB eOODS ABB OBf SAJ.E IS BVBBY I,EADIWe HABDWABE L

Vf 8TOBE IK XHB UNITED STATES AND CANADA. }jf

I 6, & H. BARNETT COMPANY, |^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ?

Hi

Next Winter's
heating system
SHOULD BE
SELECTED NOW.

THE STURTEVANT SYSTEM
Is centralized and under one man's con-

trol. No scattered steam piping. Rapid

Heating. Positive ventilation.

B. F.STURTEVANT CO.
BOSTON.

New York. Philadelphia. Chicago. London.



$3 per Annum, eimwcim
CopyrlftM, 1800, by
Publishing Conip»D7, Chicago. EVERY SATURDAY. 1 cents per Copy.
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SIIVIPLEX WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED. WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

""L"o TXll.T"^' Simplex Electrical Company,
H R. HIXSON,

1137 Monadnock Block. CHICAGO. 75-81 CornhHI, BOSTON, MASS.

1889'FarU Exposition,
medal for Bobber Insalation.
1893—World's Fair,
Medal for Bnbber Insulation.

' TH«^^8TA,KIIABDvFOB
KUBBKB IHrSVI^ATIOir.
Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, OkbmteTapB, Sanson Tape, CanSee

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd
ff'i!'.;l„Vc'hV.''.*.'r:

}"•"•""• 253 Broadway, New York.

^"""^Wires.proof -

Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supi
W. H. Hodglns, Secy.

ivioire:

'Crown"Rail Bonds
Aic In use thfin all other styles of Rail Bonds confined.

Perfect— Electrically and Mechanically.
VARIETY OF SHAPES TO MEET ALL REQUIREMENTS OF RAIL BONDING.

WASHBURN & MOEN Dept.,

iwm Steel k Wire Ce,,
The Rookery, CHICAQO, ILL.

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Paranite Rubber Covered Wires and Cables,

UNDERGROUND, AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

TELEPHONE, TELEaRAPH AND FIRE ALARfl CABLES.

All Wire» are tested at Factory. JONESBOBO, IKD,

iHeUnited States Qarbon Company.
n rx n r

f SPECIALTIES ASPECIAU
L ELECTROLYTIC.m [i-\i''

^'..ALTERNATING. DIH^T.1
ENCLOSED. ORN;]

U M
.LEVELAND. 0|-

MOT" IN C>

" PHONO=ELECTRIC "

'It's Tough."

phono-Eleciric'

WIRE
FOR LINE WIRE.

'It's Tough."

Phono-ElectricHas remarkable Wearing
Qualities. No Hardened

Skin. Is Homogeneous

WRITE FUR BOOKLET. Throughout. write for booklet.

BRIDGEPORT BRASS CO.,
19 Murray Street, New York.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from Vt to 50 horse power.
Dynamos from 10 Ugbts to 700.

^ I, y/e sell or rent. Good profit!

for agents. The Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.. Troy, Ohio.

CARGENT & LUNDY,

Engineers,

1140 MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO.

FREDERICK SARGENT. A. D. LUNDY.

Motor Starting Bta.eostatB.
Kotor Beffnlatlna: BbeoBtats.

Dynamo Field Bbeostats.
Tiieater Ifixnmers.

Special Rheostats.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
irestfleld. . jr_ V. S. A.

Queen $c Co.,
1010 Chestnut St., Phila.

480 MONON BLDG.. CHICAGO.

Acme Teeting Sets, Queen-WIrt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray
FocusTubes, Induction Colls.

CORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Olosed Circuit Work.

The Longest Lived and Most Ecenomloal Cell Ever
Put on the Market.

Id use by ilie leading cities, railroads,
telephone and gas engine companies.

WB CLAin:--GoDstant dis-
charge of current without po-
larization; nolocalaotloD; no
noxious (Eases or fumea; no
acids; least labor for opera-
tion; cleanest; not freezing at
28° below zero; economic Tal-
ue 60 per cent, greater than
gravity cell, and 80 per cent,
greater than best other eeU In
market. For :No. 1 cell, 300
ampere hours; for No.i et^l,
126 ampere hours; oa open

Olrcult, .9 to 1 volt; on closed circuit. .66 to^
tolt. Head for circular and price list.

eORDOH JUATTEB-K COSfPAirS-,
•94 BroailiTar# Natt York.

Western Itepresentatlve.

Qeo. W. PatterBOB. 141 Cllntoa Sireet. Cfalcafo, ill.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS
CUUER ELECTRICAL CO., PHILADELPHIA.

WESTUN ElEcMoal Ingtameiit Co,,
-""^^ II4-I20 Wmiam St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

festoD Studd

StaiioD iDstniests.

These iDstmmenta are
iMwed apoD the eame f;en-
-vral principle and are just
•I aocnrate a« oar regtjlar
'Stendard Portable Direct
Oureat Voltmeters and
Ammeters, but are much
larger, and the worklog
pert« are inclosed In a
neatly designed, dust-proof
•••t-lron case which effeo^
trely ibields the inrtm-
awnta from dlstarblng !-
flmeBcaa of external maff-
etleflelda. Weston Standard Illuminated

Dial Station Ammeter,
Style B. "Flush Type." 101 at. MarUos Lane-

BERLIS-Ear«ip«an Weston
Elwtrtcal liuirument Co.. Ril^

Mention the Westebn ELECTBzcukS wlfeQ writing for catalogues

Portable Direct Beading
VoltmeterB and MiUiTolt-
metera. Ammeters aad Mil-
ammeters, Wattmeters
and Voltmeters, for Alter*
noting and Direct Current
Circolta.

Our portable iDBtmments
are recof^ized as standards
tbrout{boat the clvlUzed
world.

Our Seml-Portable La-
boratory Standard Volt-
metera eod AiDmetera are
Btlil better.

The7 are the most relia-
ble, absolute etaudards for
Laboratory nae,

LOSDoy—Elliott Bros., So.

HOLOPHANE GLASS CO., TTEiTorKT-f
Manatadurersoi COMPOUND PRISM GLOBES AND SHADES, (l«ara°tcedtc(ln

"Maximum Light, Complete Diffualoat
Minimum Glare."

FordJrectlnffanddmuRjoe all kinds of light.
Send for catalogues and pamyhteca.

PLATINUM
\Vf p:iv #16.00 fK;r ounce for scrap I'lHliniim. Ohi mra(i<k->L-i-iii !;imp l>its-Ji liuii.-lii vinl:;

>;in;iil^--an.l i<:\,t \s)U rollow by nuiirii iniiil. Platinum stu-cl am! » liv foi halu.

GOLDSMITH BROS. ,SS anii 65 Washington Street. Chicago.

Refiners and Assayers. Works. 58th ana Thfoo|i SUeels.
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VERITAS VINCIT. VERITAS PREVALEBITJ

J. H. BUNNELL & CO.,
ESTABLISHED 1878. INCORPORATED 1899.

We continue to Manufacture tHe HIGH GRADE of TELEGRAPH and other ELECTRICAL
APPARATUS which have earned for us the reputation of

B£SX ON EIARTH.
We own the GOOD-WILL, NAME, COPYRIGHTS, TRADE MARKS, PATENT
(No. 288881) and all other assets of the old firm of J. H. BUNNELL & CO.,

and propose to maintain our rights in the premises.
ATTENTION is called to these PACTS, so that liability may not be

incurred by dealing with unauthorized concerns.

9J. M. BUIMIMEl-l- & 00
MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Telegraph. Telephone, Railway and Electric Lighting Apparatus and Supplies,

Instruments, Batteries, Insulated Wires and Line Equipment,

NEAR GENERAL POST OFFICE, NEAA^ YORK.
Catalogues sent free on application. GET OUR SPECIAL PRICES.

Eastern Agency for ORIENT HICH-CRADE INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

The Popularity of

Rockwood's Patent Compressed

Six thousand
various sizes

partly finished

carried con-

stantly in stock.

Hubs any shape,

any position.

Paper Pulleys
("For one-sixth cetitury the standardfor durahiliiy and efficiency.'''')

arises in a measure from their stabiHty.

Engineers and users should not fail to specify Rockwood Patent Compressed Paper Pulleys on all contracts.

CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING.

ROCKWOOD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Pa-per rulley Sales Depl., 330 So. Pennsylvania Street,

Indianapolis, Indiana
.^
U. S. A.
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THE "CHLORIDE ACCUMULATOR
IS OPERATED IN FORTY-NINE EDISON STATIONS.

When selecting apparatus for work of this character, purchasers generally give first con-
sideration to the features of

n

I ILITTY, lOIEIMOY, DUIRABILI-TY
DESCRIPTIVE BULLETINS
UPON REQUEST.

NEW YORK. 100 Broadway.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CCMPANY,
1 9th Street and Allegheny Avenue, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BOSTON, 60 State St,

^Al-ES OPF-IOEIS:
CHICAGO, 142-t Marquette lildg. BALTIMORE, 041 Etiuitable Bldg, SAX FRANCISCO, Parrolt Bid"

A NOVELTY-JUST OUT!
UNIVERSAL CORD SPOOL.

This is a neat and noTel device for adjusting ttie lenath of cord of your drop light.
Quickly attached; always hangs straight; cannot slip; no loop to dangle about; no
socket to be removed. Made of hardwood, natural green or cherry finish. Prices on
application. Manufactured and patented by the

CRESCENT MFG. CO., 52 W. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, III., U. S. A.
For Sale by All Dealers in Electiic&l Supplies.

A HINT TO THE WISE:

BUCKEYE
HAVE BEEN REDUCED in

PRICE, AND HAVE A REPU-^"^^"""^^^
TATION FOR WORTH ONLY

HiUHIiUlOULII I STRIDE TOWARD ABSOLUTE

PERFECTION.

LAMPS REVISED PRICE LIST MAILED ON

APPLICATION.

Successor to
VARNEY & McOUAT,ROBERT L. McOUAT,

WHOLESALE ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

'""Slll^"'^VitroChrome
look like natural glass. The colors produced are bright and durable, and can be used for indoor
and outdoor decorations: also used for RAILWAT* AAID STSAliBOAT SlOIVAljLIGATS, KliECTRlCSlGKfe^, ETC. Vitro Chrome is superiorto any other incandescent
lamp color. A trial will convince you. Manufactured only by

VITRO CHROME CHEMICAL CO.,
421 B Milwaukee St., MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Send for Circular.

For Sale by alt Dealers and Electric
Supply Houses.

KENTUCKY

INCANDESCENT

LAMPS.
SAME PRICE TO ALL.

16 C. P., Barrel Lots, i7c. Each.

SPECIAL PRICES ON ANNUAL CONTRACTS.

KENTUCKY ELECTRICAL CO.,
M,nMt,M„n.,. ifcruTiipi^v S

INCANDESCENT LAMPS, ^ , ^^Manufacturers KENTUCKY 3 ^Qy^^^ ^^0 DYNAMOS. Owensboro, Ky.

COLORED LACQUERS, DEAD BLACK LACQUER,
FOR INCANDESCENT LAMPS. FOR METAL WORK.

In brilliant rainbow colors. Easily applied. Will not peel or fade. Most Satisfactory Imitation of Bauer-Barff in the Market.

SAMPLES FREE. M. L. BARRETT & CO., CHICAGO. write to us.WRITE TO US.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Akron Smoking Pipe Ccxviii
American Battery Co.... xlll

Amer. Battery Comp. Co. svil

American Bridge Co xxi

American Dlst. Steam Co.

Amer. Electric Fuse Co.

Amer. El. Specialty Co.. xi

Amer. El. Teleph. Co xlv

American Elec. Works ... xi

Amer. Reflt. & Ltg. Co... xvii

American School of Corr, xiii

Amer. Steel & Wire Co . . i

Amer.VltrltiedCond.Co. xvili

Arnold ELPower Sta. Co.

Bain, Foree x

Baker&Co ivlii

Ball Engine Co xvlii

Barnes Co., Wallace xviii

Barnett Co., G. & H xxii

Barrett & Co.. M. L ill

Becfcer Bros

Belden-LarwUl Elec. &
Mfg. Co Ix

Berthold & Jennings lix
Besly &Co.,Cha3. H xxii

Blue Kidge Locust Pin Co.

Bossert El. Const. Co xi

Brady, T. H xvl

Bridgeport Brass Co i

,
Bruckner Electric Co x

v

Bunnell&Co., J. H li

Butler-Taylor Co xvii

Camp Engineering Co.... xU
Central Electric Co Iv

Central Mfg. Co xlx
Central Tel. & El. Co.... xv
Chicago & Alton E. R... xvill

Chicago Edison Co iv

Chic Fuse Wire A Mfg.Co. svll

Chic. House Wrecking Co. xlii

C.,M. &St. P. E. R xvill

Chicago Mica Co xxii

Chicago Motor & Dyn. Co. xvii

Cleveland Armature Wks. xl

Cling-Surface Mfg. Co, .. vi

Colonial Electric Co -

—

Couch & Seeley Co
Cream Flux Co x

Crescent Mfg. Co ill

Crest Manufacturing Co.. xvl

Crocker-Wheeler Co xvii

Cutler-Hammer Mfg Co.. xl

Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co.... i

Davis & Stilt Co xis

Dearborn Drug & Ch. Co. ix

DeDlon-Bouton Motorette
Co xxii

Diamond Meter Co iv

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos. xvlii

Driver-Harris Wire Co xvl

Eagle Paint A Vr. Wks. .

.

xl

Eastern Elec. Cable Co.. . .

Edison Decorative & Min-

iature Lamp Bept x

Edison Mfg. Co XV

El. Eng. Inst. Corr. Inst, xvlll

Electric Appliance Co— x
Electric Storage Batt. Co. ill

Electrician Pub. Co xvi

Electrolysis Proof Conduit
Mfg. Co xl

Emerson El. M fg. Co x 1

Ericsson Telephone Co . .

.

i

Eureka Elec. Co xvl

Farr Tel. & Con. Sup. Co. xvi

Federal Battery Co vll

"For Sale" Advs xii

Ft. Wayne El. Wks., Inc.. xxi

Fowler, John H xi i

Franklin Bng. & Elec. Co. xxii

Fuller Co.. The

Garl Electric Co xlv

General Electric Co v

General Elec. Repair Co..

Gen'l Incandescent Arc
Light Co Ix

General Inc. Lamp Co
Gilchrist Jar Co xill

Goldsmith Eros i

Gordon Battery Co i

Great Western Smelting

& Refining Co
Gregory Electric Co xii

Hamlin, Geo. R x

Hartwig & Miller x

Hazard Manufacturing Co.

Hill, W. S., Electric Co...

HobartElec. Mfg. Co I

Hodge-WalshEl. Eng. Co.

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co.

Holophane Glass Co i

Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co...

Huebel A Manger xiii

Humphrey, Henry H x

Independent Tel. Sup. Co. xvl

Indianapolis Arm, Bracket

& Pin Co xlx

Indiana Rub. & Ins. W. Co. I

India Rubber & Gutta
Percha Insulating Co..

Internal '1 Cor. Schools. xlll

Iron Clad Resistance Co. I

Jeffrey Mfg. Co xyIU
Johnston, Thos. J x I

Kans. City & So. Lum. Co. xix

Kartavert Mfg. Co
Kelley & Son, Benj. F. . .

Kellogg Switchb. & Sup. Co. xlv

Kentucky Electrical Co. . lii

Klein (& Son, Malhlas xvll

Kokomo Tel. & El. M.Co. xvi

Kusel, D. A., Tel. & Elec.

Mfg. Co xvi

Lea Arc Lamp Co ix

Leather Preserv. M. Corp. xviii

Leavitt, R. H xix

Leclanche Battery Co ... . xiii

Leffel &Co., James xvlii

Llndsley Brothers Co xlx

Link-Belt Machinery Co. x

Lombard Water Wh. G.Co. xl

Manhattan. Elec. Sup. Co.

Manross, F. N xxii

McDermid Mfg. Co xvi

McIntlreCo., The C xvll

McLennan & Co., K x

McOuat, Robert L Ill, xll

McRoy, John T x
Mlanus ElectrlcCo xvl

Mica Insulator Co x
Miller-KnoblockEl Mf.Co. xvl

Miscellaneous Advs xli

Monarch Fire Appl. Co. . . xl

MononR.R xvl

Munsell & Co., Eugene, . . x

National Carbon Co vll

National India Rubber Co. -;

—

National Tel. Equlpm. Co. xlv

Wangle, Holcomh & Co xix

New York Ins. Wire Co. .. xvii

Noblett, E. J xix

North Electric Co

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co..

OkoniteCo., The

Pacific Electric Co iv

Page, Chas. G xl

PalBteCo.,H. T x
Paragon Fan & Motor Co.

Perrizo & Sons xlx

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co xvii

Phillips, Eugene F xi

PhlUlps Ins'd Wire Co.... xi

Phoenix Glass Co '-—
Phosphor-Bronze S. Co.. xviii

Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co. xix

Prlngle, Wm.T '

Queen & Co i

Relslnger, Hugo
R. L Teleph. & Elec. Co.

RIchmondt Conduit Co... xi

Robertson & Sons, Jas. L. xl

Roche, William xvi
Rockwood Mfg. Co il

Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A, x

Roth Bros. & Co xxll

Sargent & Lundy 1

Sawyer-Man Elec. Co
Schureman A Hayden xii

Schwalm Co., Geo. F xiii

Shelby ElectrlcCo 1

Siemens A Halske Electric
Co. of America vii

Simplex Elect'al Co., The, i

Smith Co., S. Morgan.. , xvlii

Smith, Philip XV
Speer Carbon Co
Spies A Company xxii

Sprague Electric Co xt

Standard Tel. A El. Co. . xlv

StandardUnderg.CableCo.

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co. Ix

Star Dynamo Works xll

Sterling A Son, W. C xix
Sterling Electric Co.... xvi
Sterling Varnish Co., The xvi
Stewart Electrical Co xiii

Stllwell-BIerce A Smlth-
VaUeCo six

Stow Mfg. Co xvlii
Stromberg-Carlson Tel.

Mfg. Co xiv
Sturtevant Co., B. F xxii
Swedish-Am. TeL Co xlv

Tennent Insulator Pin Co. xix
Texas Arm A Pin Co xix
Thomas, Wilcox & Dietz..xvil
Torrey Cedar Co xix

United states Carbon Co. I

University ofNotreDame xvi

Talentlne-Clark Co xix
Varley Duplex Mag. Co. . xv
Viaduct Mfg. Co xvl
Vitro Chrome Chem. Co . . ill

Vulcanized Fiber Co xxii

Wagner El. Mfg. Co xxi
Wagner, Herbert A x
Walsh's Sons A Co ., xii

Warner Electric Co., The xv
WarrenEl. A Spec. Co....

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co xvill

Western ElectrlcCo vil

Western El. Supply Co... viii

Western Tel. Const. Co... xiv
Westlnghouae Electric A
Manufacturing Co xx

Weston Elect'cal Inst. Co. i

Worcester A Co., C. H xix

P^r Ol^sslfi^d Inci^sc of J^d-v^r'tis^nm^n'ts S«^ ^ae^ ^/l.
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FAN MOTORS
139 A.DA,IVi: »l-1ICAOO.

Prepare for

Artificial Lights
And do not forget we manufacture over

STYLES OF SHADE LAMPS,
All adjustable and made especially to

protect the eyes. Manufactured to suit

the purchaser and for all kinds of

people.

LOWEST IN PRICE.

MANY NEW DESIGNS.
Send for Our Catalogue.

Pacific

Electric Co.,
LA CROSSE, WIS.

that the fiBp trade=mark

is stamped in the bottom

of the TIN box, and take

no substitute for

rianson tapes.

and

t

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
264-266-268-270 Fifth Avenue

CHICAGO

srmTnnmnTTTmTTmmmtTmmTTTTTmnnTmiTmmTTTnmTTTTnTmTmTTmTTTTTmnmis

Scheeffer Recording

Wattmeter.
ROUND PATTERN TYPE "£. FOR ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

An Accurate and Sensitive Meter.

Improved Ball Bearing.

'> DIAMOND METER CO.
PEORIA, ILL., U. 8. A.
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THE

EDISON LAMP
Embodies

20 Years
Of Experience, Growth and Development.

It stands To-day Absolutely Unequaled—the Standard of the World.

TRIED AND PROVEN BY TWENTY YEARS' UNEXCELLED SERVICE.

Commands the highest price—is the cheapest to use. By the experience of customers

buying twelve million lamps a year.

15,000,000 lamps—yearly production. 5,000,000 lamps in stock. Prompt shipments,

all kinds, any quantity.

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
HARRISON, N. J.

4''fT#M-'f4^#####=f*'f=*####*fff'f't^*^#*ffffffff#'
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Tvo<;kla>"d, Me., February 22, 1900.
Clins-Sutface 3Ifg. Co., New Euekind Branch, Boston.

Gentlemen:—These two iG-in. belts have been treated with Cling-Sur-
face for some time. They run this way all the time. The load sometimes
jumps from zero to full load, yet there is no slip.

Rockland, Thomaston & Camden St. Ky. Co.

GUNG-
SURFAGE.
We guarantee these results

from Cling-Surtace:

Slipping slopped.

Belts made pliable and elas-

tic.

Power increased at least 1 5^.

Belts will run easy or slack.

ASK US FOR THE ONLY BOOK-

LET OF SLACK BELTS YOU
EVER SAW.

Clihg-Surface Mfg. Co.,

177-182 Virginia St., BUFFALO, N.Y.

Chicago. St. Louis, New York,
Boston, New Orleans.

MouJfD CiTr, Mo., March 5, 1900.
Clins-Siirface Mfg. Co.

Gentlkmen:—Have used Cliug-Surface four months. It has stopped all
slipping. Belts 10 in., 3Ct-£t. centers, run with 22-in. sag, yet carry full load, are
pliible and in fine condition. Used to run very tight. We highly recommend
Cling-Surfaee. Mound City Elec. Lt. & Telephone Co.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Anchora(Tel.&Tel.Pole).
Smith, Philip.

Anniuiciators.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
"Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Arc Lainps.
Belden-Larwlll El. AMf. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks , Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Lea Arc Lamp Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.

of America.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Antomobilee.
DeDion-Bouton MotoretteCo.

Babbitt Met'l and Solder.
Gr. Western Sm. and Refg.Co.

Batteries and Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Federal Battery Co.
Gilchrist Jar Co,
Gordon Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Carbon Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roche, William.
"Western Electric Co.
"Western Elect. SuDply Co.

Bells, Buzzers, Etc.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

"Western Electric Co.
"Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressing.
Cllnc-SurfaceMfg. Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Belting.
Chicago Hous« Wrecliing Co.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.
Blowers.
FuUerCo., The.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.

Books,Electrical.
Electrician Publlsning Co.

Bridges and Baildines
(Steel).
American Bridge Co.

Brushes.
Becker Bros.
Central Electric Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Eobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Burglar Alarms.
Huebel & Manger.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
"Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)

Cables, Electric (See Insu-
lated wires),Copper,81ieet
and Bar.
American Elec. "Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.

Central Electric Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
New York Inc. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co,
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Carbons,Point8 APlates
Central Electric Co.
Chicago EdlBon Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Carbon Co.
Reisinger, Hugo.
Speer Carbon Co.
TTnlted States Carbon Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Castings (Iron.)
" "[1 Co., S.

~"

Chains.
Smith ( Morgan.

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Circuit Breakers.
Cutler Elec. & Mfg. Co.

Coal A Ashes Handling
Machinery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Colls and Blacnets.
MllK-r-Knobk-rk El. Mfg. Cn.
Varlftv Onnlox MiKnetOo.

Coloring (Inc. I^anip).
Barrett A Co.. M. L.

Vitro Chrome Chemical Co,

Compound.
Amer. Battery Compound Co.
Dearborn Drug AChem.Wks.
McLennan & Co., K.
Western Electric Go.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
Amer. Vitrified Conduit Co.
Central Electric Co,
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrolysis Proof Conduit
Mfg. Co.

McRoy, JohnT.
Richmondt Conduit Co.
Sprague Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Connectors and Termi-
nals (Patent).
American Elec. Fuse Co.
McIntireCo., The C.

Construction & Repairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors and Electric
Light Plants.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. MIg. Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Stiir Dynamo Works.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
WestinghouseElecA Mfg.Co.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Bridgeport Brass Co.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkoniteCo.,Tbe
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Correspondence Schools
American School of Corresp.
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.

Int. Correspond. Schools.
Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Bl»e Ridge Locust Pin Co.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indpls. Arm, Brack. A PinCo.
Kans. City & So. Lum. Co.
Leavitt, R. H.
Tennent Insulator Pin Co.
Texas Arm & Pin Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Western Elect, Supply Co.

Cnt-Onts and Switches.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Elec. Co.
General Inc. A.rc Light Co.
Hill, W. S., Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McOuat, Robert L.

Palste CO..H. T.
SiemensA Halske ElectrlcCo.
of America.

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A M fg. Co.

Cuts.
Franklin Eng. A Electro Co.

I>lmnters (Theatre).
Iron Clad Resistance Co.

BynnmoH and IHotors,
central Electric Co.
Chicago Motor and Dyn. Co.
Chicago HouHO WrecklngCo.
Crocker-Whcelcr Company.
Ft, Wayne Elec, Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co,
General Inc, Arc Light Co.
Gregory Electric Co,
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. AGO.

Schureman A Hayden.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
*^tar Dynamo Works.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electric Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Electric Railivays.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Electrical and 9Iechanl-
cal Engineers.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Bain, Force.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Humphrey, Henry H.
Sargent A Lundy.
Wagner, Herbert A.

Electrical Instruments.
American El. Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Queen A Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Stanley Electrical M^g, Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electro-Plating Alach^.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Crocker-Wheeler Company,
General Electric Co.

Elevators -Conveyors.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Engines, Steam.
Ball Engine Co.
Camp Engineering Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Exh'stSteam Apparatus.
American District Steam Go.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Fuller Co.. The.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Go.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. A Specialty Go.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Go.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
Barnett Co., G. A H.

Fire Extinguishers.
Monarch Fire Appliance Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Forges.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fuses and Fuse Wire,
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Fuse WlreA Mfg.Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
McIntireCo,, The C.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

<iiears.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.

General Elec. Supplies.
Bunnell A Co.. J. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co,
liodgo-WaiKh El. Eng. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McOuat, Robert L.

Mlanus Electric Co.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

C^lobes and Electrical
€tlassYrare.
Holophane Glass Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Grov'nors, AVater Wheel.
Lombard WaterWheel Gv.Co.

Ciraphite Specialties.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Heaters (Feed Water),
Kelley A Son, Benj. F.

Heating and VentUating
Apparatus.
Sturtevant Go., B. P.

Holders, Inc. liamp.
Orescent Mfg. Co,

Insulators and Insulat-
ing aiaterials.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Mica Co.
Eagle Paint A Varnish Wks,
Electric Appliance Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Go.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Manhattan Elec Supply Co.
McOuat, Robert L.
Mica Insulator Co.
MunsellA Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Go.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co.. The.
Palste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Insulated "Wires and
Cables—Magnet W^ires.
American Elec Fuse Co.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Go.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Go.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Co.

McDerraid Mfg. Co.
Miller-Knoblock EL Mf?. Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated WlreCo.
Okonlte Co.. The.
Phillips, Eugene F.
Phillips Insulated Wire Go.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground G. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elect. Const. Go.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

lyacqners.
Barrett A Co., M. L.

Jjamps, Incandescent.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Colonial I'.lectric Co.
Edison Decorative A Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Go.
General Electric Ce.
Genersl Inc. Arc Light Co.
General Inc. Lamp Co.
Kentucky Electrical Co.
Manhattan Elec, Supply Go.
Sawyer- Man Elec. Co.
Shelby Electric Co.
Warren Elec, A Specialty Co.
Western Electric Co,
Western Elec, Supply Co,
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

lilghtnlng Arresters.
American Rlec, Fuse Co.
Butlor-TavlorCo.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.

Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Ijinemen's Climbers,
Klein A Son, Mathlas.

Magnet W^ires.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Mechanical Machinery.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.
Stilwell-Blerce Smith-Vaile.

Meters.
Diamond Meter Co.
Fort Wayne Elec. Wrks, Inc.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Mica.
Chicago Mica Co.
MunsellA Co., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus, Elec.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Motors — See Dynamos and
Motors.

Packing.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.

Patent Attorneys.
Hamlin, Geo. R.
Johnston, Thomas J.

Page, Chas. G.
Phosphor Bronze,
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co., Ltd.

Platinum Bought and
Sold.
Baker A Co.
Goldsmith Bros.
Gt. West. Sm. and RefiningCo.

Poles.
Berthold A Jennings.
Davis A Siltt Co.
Fowler, John H.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Nau^le, Holcomb A Co.
Perrizo A Sons.
Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.
Sterling A Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Go.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester A Co., C. H.

Porcelain.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Poorer Transmission
Machinery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Smith Co,. S. Morgan.
StUwell-Bierce Smith-Valle.

Pulleys,
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Rockwood Mfg. Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Blerce Smith-Valle.

Rait BondH.
American Steel A Wire Co.

Refiners,
Gt.West, Sm.andReflningGo.

Refiectors.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Go.

Re-Winding—Repairs,
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Armature Works.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
McOuat, Robert L.
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Rheostats.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Qen'l Inc, Arc Lt. Co.
Iron Clad Residtance Co.
Westinghouse EL A Mfg. Co.

Salt (Battery).
Amer. Battery Compound Co.
Federal Battery Co.

Second-Hand Maeh*y-
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Walsh's Sons A Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.
racillc Electric Co.

Soldering FInx.
Cream Flux Co.

Sparking Plugs.
Crofit Manufacturing Co.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co,

Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Queen A Co.
Robertson A Sons, Jas, L.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Springs.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Barnes Co., The Wallace.
Manross, F. N.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec, Const. Go.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Oo,
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Structural Iron %Torh.
American Bridge Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A WlreCo.
Central Electric Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Sif^itch-
boards.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American El. Telephone Co.
Bruckner Electric Coi
Bunnell A Co.. J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. A Elec. Co.
Couch A Seeley Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Eureka Electric Go.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Supply Co.
Garl Electric Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co
Kellogg Switchb. A Sup Co
Kokomo Tel A El. Mfg. Co.
Kusel, D.A.,Tel. A El. Mfg.Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McDermid Mfg. Co.
Mianus Electric Co.
National Tel. Equtpm. Co.
North Electric Co.
R. I. Telephone A Elec, Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Co.
Star Dynamo Work?.
Sterling Electric Go.
Stromberg-Carlson Tel. M.Co
Swedish-American Tel. Co.
Thomas, Wilcox A Dietz.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
^'arner Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western Tel. Const. Co.

Tools.
Klein A Son, Matbias.

Transformers.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Siemens A HalskeElectrlc Co.
of America.

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg.Co.
Warren Elec. A Specialty Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Westinghouse EL A Mfg. Co.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Turbine&WaterWheels.
Leffel A Co., Jas.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Blerce Smith-Valle.

Universities.
Pratt Institute.
I'nlversity of Notre Dame.

Varnishes.
Sterling Varnish (:;o.

Vulcanized Fibre,
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

W^lre, Bare.
American Steel A WlreCo.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Drl pcr-Harrls Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Tel. Supply CO.

Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.

Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Western Electric Co.
Western Electrical Sup. Co,

Woodwork,Electricttl.
Noblett, E, J.

X-'Ray Ontflta.
Qlipgp A Co.

IFor A.lpl-««»b«-tloial Ind^x o-f A.€J-v-or-tls«»mor»'t9 &^m ^m^m III*
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ttFEDERAL SALT
FOR CARBON CYLINDER AND CARBON-MANGANESE BATTERIES.

GIVES MORE CURRENT, LONGER LIFE, ABSOLUTELY NO CRYSTALS.

n

5g.
Package In case

lots of

150 packages

F. 0. B.

Bound Brook,

N. J.

Botb salts bave a depolarizer in tbe
mixtare. Federal Salt JSo. 1 has more de-
polarizer than Federalite, and so irill last
lonser. That's the only difference.

It's the DEPOLABIZEB that INCBSASES
the STBENCiTH, eiVES IiOK«tEB IiIF£, and
DOES AWAY ABSOIitTTEI.'ir with VBTS-
TAI.IZAT10N and CBEEPINCi SAINTS.

alADE BX'

Federal Battery Co.,
II PINE STREET, N. Y.

Please send references when ordering.

3c.
Package In case

lots of

150 packages

F. 0. B.

Bound Brook,

N.J.

FEDERALITE
SOLD IN BULK ALSO.

COLUMBIA
CARBONS

FOR
ENCLOSED
ARCS

Guaranteed superior to any imported Carbon in uniformity of size and

straightness, or subject to return at our expense. Try us and be convinced.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
1 198 West Madison Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

Siemens & Halske Electric

Co. of America,

GENERAL OFFICES, CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS,

Railway, Lighting, Power Transmission.

IMPROVED DUNCAN INTEGRATING WATTMETERS.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

Boston, Chicago, CInoinnati, Denver, New York,

Philadelphia, St. Louis, San Francisco.

NEW TYPE SUNBEAM.

i6 Candlepower, 220 Volts.

SuperiorQuality
Because...

CARBON FILAMENT,
Purest and Host
Uniform.

VACUUM,
More Perfect.

HATERIALS,
Highest Quality.

WORKHANSHIP,
Skilled Labor Em-
ployed.

TESTS,
Carefully Made.

High and Low Voltages Equally Efficient.

WRITE FOR SAMPLE.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHiCAQO. NEW YORK.

UlNDON, ANTWERP, PAK16,

Bridge Cbunberi, 171 QoMnVletorla 3j Kiu Boudewyiu. 4« Avenue de Brelcall.

St., B.C and North Woolwich, B.

St. Paul, ninn., American Electric Co., Northwestern Arenti.

ST. LOUIS OFFICE, Secarltjr BuUdlni, ST. LOUIS, MO.
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THEY ARE STANDARD. ^

Life, Sustained Candie Power and Effi-
|

ciency Guaranteed Absoluteiy. l

WE CAN SHIP FROM
J

ST. LOUIS STOCK |

ANY BASE, VOLTAGE OR CANDLE POWER, i

A-B ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS,
For All Circuits.

NEW TYPE SOLID COPPER CASE.
NEW TYPE PRESSED STEEL CASE.

THE MOST UP-TO-DATEm BEST LAMP MAOE

Give Us an Opportunity and We Will Convince You.

^

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.

10 AND 12 NORTH NINTH STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

.W.V.V.".W.V.%V.%
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Dearborn Drus and Chemical \A/orl«s,
l-abora-tories ^A^a-ber Ohemis-ts.
Vese-bable Boiler Oompounds.

ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES. WATERS FREE. OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS.
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

NA/MY IS IT
THAT

THE "BELDEN" »STEM

OF ARC LIGHTING
Is so far superior to any other sys-
tem on the market?

BECAUSE
It embodies features that are not to
be found in any other lamp.

We have convinced hundreds who have had arc

lamp troubles. We can convince you.

Our catalog explains the fine points of the

"Belden" and it will be sent on request.

BeMen-Larwill Electric & Mf|. Co.,

FT. WAYNE, IND.
We are now in a position to establish desirable

agencies in all principal cities in this and foreign
countries.

General

G.
Incandescent Arc Light Go.

I.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL LARGE CITIES.

578-578 First Ave., Cor. 33d St.,

NEW YORK.
Switches, Motors, Underground Apparatus,

Arc and Incandescent Lamps, Rheostats, Etc., Etc.

^Ht^JK^O OF-F-IOI 4.S ^A/. Jaokson ^Ivd.

ENCLOSED
ARCLAIVIPS

FOR ALL CIRCUITS.

One Piece Clutch.

No Sliding Contacts.

Does not feed through Clutch.

Spun Aluminum Case.

10-inch Globe with full size Carbon.

Artistic in design, light in weight, and
mechanically perfect.

Catalogue for the asking.

ALDEN & CO., Agents.

MARQUETTE BLDQ., CHICAGO.

LEA ARC LAMP CO.,
ANDERSON, IND.

Both-Alternating and
Direct Current Apparatus,

S. K. C. and Nortiiern Systems

GENERATORS, MOTORS,

I
iVllnlng Equipments, Factory and

I
Shop Equipments.

I
POWER PL.A.]!¥TS for L.OXOi:ST DISTANCES.

\ 1.IGHTINO AXI> BAHiH^AY

I MACHIlSrERY.

i Transformers, Instruments, Switchboards.

t^.
PITTSFIELD, MASS. IVIADISON, WIS.

I

I STANLEY ELECTRICAL MFG. CO., NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. CO., 1
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DAGO TAPE
M FRICTION TAPE
Superior because IT IS ONE-THIRD rubber,

It will not dry out IT IS AN INSULATING TAPE

And its sticktoitiveness is oniy one point among many

SAMPLES FREE

IT IS PUT UP JN A TIN POX

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY, CHICAGO

General Electric Company's
Inductorium Sets and High Frequency Colls are

the standard X-ray apparatus. They give a con-

stant heavy spark and have the highest possible

degree of insulation.

Send for Catalogue No. 9050.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND MINIATURE
LAMP DEPARTMENT,

Harrison, N. J.

PATENTS.
GEO. R. HAMLIN, Patent Lawyer,

800 H St., N. W., Washington, D. C
Booklet: "iDformationfor Inventors,"
free. Specialty: Electrical Inventions.

Henry H. Humphrey,
Consulting
Electrical Engineer.

Central Lighting Stations,
Electric Power Transmission.

543, 544 and 545 Century Bldg., St. Louis.

This Trade'Mark^Tore^ufs, iViTl2
—^-^^^^^———^-^^-^——^—— Bracohes, Edison Out-Outa

3» Guarantees Satisfaction
SwitcheB, etc. '— -- -i

PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTECO. CHICAQO.

Insulated

Rubber
Wires aimd Cables.

John A. Roebling's Sons C04

WORKS AT

TRENTON, N. J.

CREAM FLUX
A.N ABtSOIii;TIi;f,T NOIV-COBKO8IVI: inrSU£.ATIIII«
SOI/UBBII««<) FLUX FOB AI.I. 9IKTAI/8.

Contains no acid or any element Injurious to electrical connections.

ENDORSED DY THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS AND ALL USERS.

YOU CAN make more than double the number of piirfecl connections in one-baU the time
wlih Cream Flux than you can with the .same amount ol' any other flux. I^ut u|) in cans at
IGc, 2.'jc., OOc. and 7.'jc. Sr)e(;lal prlccK In quantity. Send 15c. for trial box. We gaaraatee
It and if not aatls/actory moaey will be refuaded.

THIS TH WHAT ONB 1JSBR HA» TO 8AV OF IT:
a A FTER having tried the vurlouH MOlderlng salts on the market, and after giving your
"^^ Cream Flux severe lOhta on heavy cable connections, and on the llnest stranded

flexlVjle dron cord work, we can safely say It meets all claims you make for It. I consider It

one of the hent ever olTercd for wale. Very truly,
•'I'crJ. 11, Goehst, Conalr. Sui»t. CIUCAOO EDISON CO."

FOn HAliK BY AL.I. HUPPL.V HOUHEtm OB

CREAM FLUX CO.,
Sole Manufaoturers,

100 Washington St., CHICAGO.

ENGINEERING.
HERBERT A, WAGNER,
Consulting Engineer

Railway Ligliting and Power Plants,

4ie LOCUST ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Sand for Circular and

Prices.

HARTWIG & MILLER,
DETROIT, MICH.

COAL AND ASHES HANDLING
MACHINERY. SHAFTING, PULLEYS,

CLUTCHES, patent MACHINE-MOULDED
ROPE SHEAVES, ETC.

CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION.

LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO.,
Engineers. Founders. Machinists.

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

My

yQy(yyLdMxk)

,

JOHN T. McROV
302 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

138 WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO

Y^oxj :n^e>e>i> i^i
Gale's Commutator
Compound.
The Only Article That Will Prevent Sparking.

Will keep the Commutator In good condition and prevent cutting. Absolutely will not gum the brushes.

SOc. per stick. SS.OO per dozen Send 50c. for trial stick.

FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES OH
f!lole Alannfactnrers,

009, 100 TTaslilnston t^treet, - CHICACIO.K. Mclennan & co.,

FREE REFERENCE

BOOK. BOUND IN CLOTH,
CONTAINING

100 Pages of Useful Information.

I win send a, copy of this book FBEB on re-

ceipt of four cents postage, to anyone luteresteu

in the subjects eoumerated, and who will appre-

clate the book: but It Is not Intended for waste

basket distribution. ,

It Is replete with concise tables. e.\i)llclt forin-

ul:i', recogni/.cil niUs. iipt suggestions and stKnu-

ard data ol liii'sl liiKihle value for constant every-

day \ise to the .Mechanic, Electrician, Engineer,

Manufacturer, luveutor and other practical

huslnebs men. A serviceable companion and a

persistent educator.
,

A hanUsoiue riKUdcco leather card-case ami

book cover, like alnne cut, for preserving tills

most valualili' coin|) Hum of useful Informa-

tion, has been especially designed for this pur-

l>ose and will be furnished at wholesale rates ol

'J5 cents each.
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raAHK N. PHILLIPS, Phcsident.

f. H. WA&ENSEIL, TnCABunCR.
EUGENE F. PHILLIPS,

GCNKBAL MaNAQCN.
C. ROWLAND PHILLrPS, VlCC-PR[*.
C. R. RCMrNOTON, JR., Sea.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
<

' - PBOTZDENCE, B. I.
'

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

Nkw York Stobe, W. J. W»tson, 26 Cortlandt St.
Chicago Storb, F. E. Donaboe, 241 MadlsoD St.
MONTBKI.L Bbahcr, Eugene F. Fbllllpi' Eleotrloal Woilu.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIPSDALE, R. I.

THIS

Water-Wheel Governor
Regulates the turbines used on elec-

tric railway load in the Niagara

Falls Hydraulic Power & Manufac-

turing Company's plant.

We build governors adapted to

all makes of water-wheels, working
under all conditions. 70,000 horse

power in use. We guarantee the

best speed regulation which can be 3
obtained under any conditions.

^

Address

LOIVIBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR COMPANY,
NO. 61 HAMPSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASS^

CHAS. C. PACE,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW

In Patent Cases and Solicitor of Patents.

ADAUS KXPBESS BliDCr..
185 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

Six Years with General Electric Company.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,
Counsellor at Law,

No. 66 Broadway, - NEW YORK CITY.

Patent Causes. Patent Soliciting.

Yflll OAN nFPFNn UP<^° ^^- *^ ^' I'beostats operating satisfactorily. The
1 UU WHU Ubrblltl material and workmanship are the best and all appara-
tus is given two independent and severe tests before shipping. Send for catalogue W.

THE cutl.i:b-ham9ieb mra. co.,
NBW YORK OPFKB, 136 Liberty St. HIIL^VAVKEB. WIS

The largest and oldest exclusive manufacturers of rheostats in the world.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
MANUFACTURERS OF o

STEGIi OUTLET AUTD JUNCTION BOXES,
WrrCHBOABBS, PAJnSI. BOABDS, SWITCHES, KfCl

«I-riO.A. NK'V^ YOMK.

The Direct-Reading Ohmmeter
The Only Instrument to

Measure a Resistance

Quickly and Accurately

The American Electric Specialty Co.,

123 Liberty St., N. Y. City.

Electrical Instrumeiitg. Automatic Switches
Arc Lamps, Special Machinery.

Agents tor CHAS. WIRT & CO.,
Telephone, iM oorti*n(it. Rheostats and Brushes.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

O.K." Weatherproof Wire.

Sloif-Bamlng Weatherproof

and Slow-Burning Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application,

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.

ALTERNATING -CURRENT POWER MOTORS,
1-20 TO 2 1-2 ACTUAL HORSEPOWER.

SIMPLE, RELIABLE, SATISFACTORY.
liulletins giving full description mailed on request.

The Emerson Electric Mfg. Co.,
714.716-718 St. Charles St.. ST. LCUIS. MO.

Uranch Olilce and Warehouse:
136 Liberty St., New York City

Ideal Fire Protection
FOR SWITCHBOARDS AND

ALL ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.
Monarch Fire Appliance Co.^

27 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

EAGLE
INSULATING

VARNISH.

Best made, light col-
ored, remains elastic.
Send for sample anti
be convinced.

Eagle Palm & Varnish Works,
PITTSBURG, PA.

CONQUERED."''ELECTROLYSIS
Electrolysis Proof

CONDUITS.
An absolute non-conductor.

Perfect insulation guaranteed
Allows no moisture lo accumulate. Noscratching of cables. No weak joints. No breakage. No
deterioration. Freight charges extremely light. Costs less to lay than other conduits. Made in
7-foot lengths; 3-inch internal diameter; weight 2 lbs to foot. Manufacturers of Electrolysis
Proof Insulating materials. Conduits. Laterals, Distributing Box and Post Linings, Moist Proof
Manhole Linings, Pipe Covering, Etc.

ELECTROLYSIS PROOF CONDUIT MFG. CO.,
"'""''•

'"''fa'c''tor?:''b11?e" f&S."'"""'
'""

fL£CnO QALVAN/ZED (ONDU/T~ —=-— - .INTERIOR ..jnrO^'^^'T

RICHMONDT CONDUIT CO.
• -^ jviilw/vuk.e:e: us-a- >

-

A THOROUGH school for the beginner—a valuable
reference book for the expert. If not found sat-

isfactory money refunded upon return of book in

good condition. Contains a dictionary defining 1,500
electrical words, terms and phrases. It carries you from
the fundamental principles of electricity to the finished

dynamo.
E. R. Waugaman,
Electrical Wireman. Kittanning, Pa.
Cleveland Armature Works, Cleveland, Ohio.
Gentlemen:—I received your book, Practical Electric-

ity, and would not part with it for four times its cost if I

could not get another copy. Yours truly, E. R. Waugahian.

CLEVELAND ARMATURE WORKS, 1281 HamlltonSt..Cleveland,0.

UNDELL p^NS

llr)e;<cellec

Ecorjorm('

(|)oDularit

BEST
BECAUSE
BETTER.

Send for Oatalog.

JAS. L. ROBERTSON & SONS,
198 Fulton St., new York.

Branches: Boaton—Philadelphia.

EUREKA PACKING, with a RED DIAMOND
LABEL, gives more power, lasts two to

three times longer and costs less than
my other good packing.

NINE ELIMINATOR gives dry steam to en-
gine, keeps oil out of the tJoiler.

ROBERTSON-THOMPSON INDICATOR-a
grand adjunct and at very moderate cost.

ROBERTSON FEED-WATER HEATER heats
water to about boiling point with exhaust
steam.

TIC-A-TOC GREASE CUP. Send for circular.
A very successful novelty—circular.
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WANTED.
position as manager or inspector of a tele-

phone company by a young man of four years'
experience In the telephone business and two
years at electrical college. Best of references
Address "RELIABLE." care Western Electri-
cian, 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago

WANTED TO BUY.
We are In the market for Rood second-band

high-speed Automatic and Corliss engines. We
want several such at once. Write us, giving
full particulars.

GAMP ENGINEERING CO.,

ISSouth Canal Street, Chicago, III.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
Dr. J. S. Romine of Chadron, Neb.,

will sell $10,000 stock of Chadron Elec-
tric Light and Power Co. for $3,000
cash; balance stock, $4,000, held by
J. D. Bacon of Chadron, a retired
banker, he will sell on account of my
selling, for $2,000 cash or on time, or
keep his stock. Plant cost over $16,000;

no iDonds, mortgages or debts; no other
light plant; city contract. Coal, $2.95
per ton. Pure city spring water. City
of 3,000, healthy, good school, academy,
six churches. Business can be greatly
increased. Reason for selling, age and
business keep me away all the time.

SECOND-HAND
Dynamos and Motors.

We invite correspondence
with those wishing to

buy or sell.

SCHUREMAN & HAYDEN,

140 S. Clinton St., Chicago.

WANTED.
A man competent to act as manager and

superintendent of large alternating-cur-

rent power plant and transmission system
supplying power to foreign gold mines.

Must be thoroughly familiar with modern
steam engineering. Position includes a
place on the Local Mine Board. Good
salary will be paid . Address ' 'GOLD
MINE," care Western Electrician, 510
Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

WANTED.
An energetic salesman to sell electrical sup-

plies and apparatus, familiar with Illinois.
preferred. Give references and experience.
Address "X. Y. Z.." care AVestern Electrician,
510 ftiarquette iildg., Chicago.

WANTED.
Electrician and engineer to take night run.

Address S. A. DRAKE. Superintendent, Fort
Scott, Kansas.

FOR SALE.
One No. c 300-Iight, iio-voit Edison machine in

Rood condition with rheostat, sliding base, pul-
ley, ammeter and voltmeter; also about 2,600 lbs.

of bare copper Nos. 000, 00, 2. 4 and 6 B. W. G..
all suitable for some small town. Address "N.,"
P. 0. Box 135, Anna, III.

FOR SALE.
One Ball engine in lirst-class operative con-

dition, size loxlG, pulleys BO inches in diame-
ter. 1.5-inch face. One Hill clutch pulley, 64
inches diameter, Ibhi face. One Hill clutch
pulley, 50 inches diameter, 12 face. One Hill
belt tightener pulley, 34 inches diameter, 15»4
face. This apparatus was recently rep'aced
with larger units and wiil be sold at a bargain.
ATCHISON EY., LIGHT A POWER CO., Atchi-
son, Kansas.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

WALSH'S SONS & CO.,
e60 Washington St.. Newark, N. J.

AUCTION SALE.—
Entire Property of The

Covinston, Ky..
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to an

order in bankruptcy, in the matter of the
Suburban Electric Company, a corporation
organized under the laws of the state of
Kentucky, bankrupt. No. 276, In the Dis-
trict Court of the United States for the Dis-
trict of Kentucky, I will, on the 2oth day
of September, 1900, at 10 o'clock a. m., at the
Scott street entrance of the United States
Court in Covington, Ky., sell at public auc-
tion to the highest bidder, all the property,
real and persoual, of every kind and de-
scription belonging to the Suburban Electric
Company, bankrupt, iucluding all the rights,
privileges and franchises, except the fran-
chise to be a corporation, and also its
electric lighting plant, power station, ma-
chinery, engines, boilers, dynamos, electric
machines, electric lampb and other appli-
ances and appurtenances, poles, lines, wires
and all contracts, claims and demands, and
all other property of every kind and de-
scription, also the following described real
estate belonging to the said bankrupt, situ-
ated iu the city of Covington, K.entoai
County, Kentucky^ and bounded as follows:

1. Beginning at a point on the east line
of Madison avenue at the northeast corner
of Madison avenue and an alley running
parallel to and between Fourth and Fifth
streets; thence nortiiwardly along the east
line of said Madison avenue towards Fourth
street ninety (90) feet; thence at right angles
to Madison avenue one hundred and ninety
(190) feet to another alley; thence with said
other alley and at right angles to said first-

named alley ninety (90) feet to said first-

named alley; thence westwardly along the
same one hundred and ninety (190) feet to
the place of beginuing.
And also the following described piece of

real estate belonging to said bankrupt, situ-

ated in the city of Newport, Campbell
County, Kentucky, to wit:

2. Lot No. 260 in the Cotes Brilliant Lot
& Home Company's subdivision, fronting
thirty (30) feet on the west side of Park
avenue, and extending back one hundred I

and twenty (120) feet to an alley.
|

BANKRUPT SALE.,
Mnbarban Electric Co.,
Offered Formate.

The first tract of real estate above de-
scribed will be sold subject to such lien as
Caroline B. Smith, Frank F. Smith, her hus-
band, and George M. Casey, or either of
them, may have upon said real estate, which
lien Is as yet undetermined in amount.
The property above described wiil be sold

free from any and all liens or encumbrances,
except the iien or encumbrance In faVor of
Caroline B. Smith, Frank F. Smith, her hus-
band, and George W. Casey, upon the said
first described real estate aforesaid.
The second piece of real estate described

aforesaid will be sold separately.
All the balance of the real estate, and all

the other property and assets of every kind,
and the rights, privileges and franchises of
the Suburban Electric Company will be
sold as an entirety and as a going concern.
The terms of the sale will be one-third (%)

cash, to be paid upon the confirmation of
the sale, the balance in equal installments
of sis and twelve months from date of sale,
deferred payments to draw sis (6^) per cent
interest and to be secured by lieu upon the
property sold and also by bond with sure-
ties satisfactory to the referee in bank-
ruptcy herein; or purchaser may pay cash
for said property upon the confirmation of
the sale. No bid for said property will be
received from any bidder who shall not
place in the hands of the undersigned at
the time of making said bid, as a pledge
that said bidder will make good his bid If

the sale is confirmed, the sum of fifteen
thousand ($15,000) dollars, which sum of
fifteen thousand dollars will be credited
upon the first payment of the purchase
money for said sale.

Inspection of property Invited. Full Infor-
mation given upon application at the office
of the bankrupt in Covingion; Ky.

CHARLES H. SHAW,
Trustee in Bankruptcy of the Suburban

Electric Company.
SIMRALL & GALVIN,

Attorneys for Trustee In Bankruptcy.

BIPOLAR AND MULTIPOLAR
DYNAMOS and MOTORS

Open and Enclosed for All Purposes.
PRICES RIGHT. CATALOGUE,

Star Dynamo Works,
Jefferson City, Mo.

REPAIRS REPAIRS REPAIRS
DYNAMOS, MOrORS^ARC LAMPS, INSTRUMENTS, TR A NS FO R M L R S ,T ELE PH N ES.

EXPERiMEWTAL APPARATUS BUILT AND DESICINJED
ROBERT L.McOUAT, REPAIR SHOPS. INI Dl A IMA PO L IS, I WD.

iio-Volt Incandescent Dynamos.
12-ligbt
12-llght
26-lIglit
50-light
so-light
60-llght
50-lisht
55-llght
50-light
60-light

76-light
75-llsht
90-llght
100-light
100-light
210-light
223-light
250-light
250-llgbt
270-Hght
270-lIght

1 SOOllght

1 340-Ilght
2 350-llght
1 350-llght
3
1

SO-llght
3U0-llght

1 400-llght
1 450-llght
I JM-llght
4 640-llght

GOO-llght
700-llght

2 700-llght

4 SOO-llght
1 1350-llght

Hartley, self-oiler, multipolar.
Edison, ?i K. W.
Perrett.
Hawkeye.
Card, self-oiler.
Nowotny, self-oiler,

O. & 0., self-oiler.
Edison, 3 K. W., self oiler, comp.
Mather.
Thomson-Houston, 75 v., comp.

with extra armature.
Thomson-Houston, D. 5.

Wood, self-oiler.
Westinghouse.
Cutten.
.Tenney, comp.
Triumph, self-oller.
United States.
Westinghouse, horizontal type.
Commercial, comp. self-oiler.

T.-H., comp. self-oiler, D. 15.

Westinghouse, M. P., slow speed,
15 K. W., October delivery.

Columbian, multipolar, comp.,
self-olier.

Eddy, self-oiler, compound.
Hawlieye, comp., wound.
National, self-oiler, compound.
Edison, 20 K. W., self-oilers.
Duplex multipolor, self-oiler,

compound, slow speed.
Wood, M. P., self-oiler. 25 K. W.
Edison, 26 K. W.. Self-oller.
Rockford, seif-oiler.
Edison, 30 K. W,. self-oilers,

compound.
Eickmeyer.
Siemens & Halske, 40 K. W.,

multipolai, slow speed.
Westinghouse, 10-pole. slow

speed, 40 K. W., self-oilers,
new.

Edison. 45 K. W., self-oilers.
Waddcll-Bnz, 80 K. W., M. P.,

for direct connection.

220-Volt Qenerators.

1 7'/2 K. W. General Electric, multipolar,
self-oller.

1 K. W. Lundell, self-oller.
1 10 K. W. Lundell, self-oller, multipolar,

slow speed.
1 12 K. W. Eddy, self-oller, new nrm't.
1 1.5 K. W. Edison, compound, self-oiler,
1 25 K. W, Kdlson, self-oller.
1 40 K. W. E. & C, multipolar, slow speed.
1 200 K. W. Crocker-Wheeler multipolar,

slow speed, practically new.

500-Volt Generators.
2 15 K. W. Edison, self-ollcrs.
1 15 K. W, T.-H., self-oiler.
1 25 K. W. T.-H., self-oller, D, 25, com-

pound.
1 25 K. W. Edison, aelt-oller.

ELECTRIC CO.
54-62 5.CLINTOrt 5T. CHICAGO.

500-Volt Generators—Continued.
1 30 K. W. Jenney, self-oiler.
1 35 K. W. Jenney, self-oiler, compound.
1 35 K. W. Mather, self-oiler.
3 4d K. W. Edison, compound, self-oilers.
1 75 K. W. Westinghouse, Kodak set West-

inghouse generator and West-
inghouse comp. engine, 14x24s
14, all complete, fine.

1 150 K. W. Detroit (Rae) multipolar, com-
pound, self-oiler, new arma-
ture.

Alternating Generators,
1 350-light Thomson-Houston, A. IS, comp.

wound.
1 600-Ilght Baiu. 30 K. W., self-oiler, new

toothed armature.
2 60O-light Thomson-Houston, A. 6, 30 K.

W.. self oilers.

1 600-Jlght Thomson-Houston. 30 K. W., two-
phase.

1 600-Ilght T.-H., 30 K. W., slotted arma-
ture, compound, self-oiler.

2 650-llght Thomson-Houston, A. 35, self-oil-
ers, composite wound.

2 750-llght Westinghouse, self-oilers. 37% K.
W.

1 1000-light Wood, 50 K. W., self-oiler,
toothed armature, comp. wound.

1 1200-llght Westinghouse, 60 K. W., self-

oiler, toothed nrm't.
1 1200-llght T.-H., 60 K. W., self-oller,

tool bed armature.
1 1200-llght General Electric, A. GO, compos-

ite wound, toothed armature,
self-oiler.

2 1300-llght 'J'.-H.. A. 70. 1100 volts, self-oil-

ers, compound wound.
1 GOOO-llght Westinghouse, .W K. W., toothed

armature, composite wound.
BClf-oller.

Arc Dynamos.
1 20-1 Ight 2000 C. P. Western Electric.
1 30-llght 2000 C. P. Western Electric, self-

oller.
1 30-llgbt 2000 0. P. Urush, No. 7.

Arc Dynamos—Continued.
35-iight 2000 c.
40-light 2000 C.
40-ligbt 2000 C.
45-ligbt 1200 U.
45-ligbt 1200 C.

50-light 1200 C.
50-ligbt 2000 O.

50-ligbt 2000 C.
60-light 2000 G.
eOligbt 2000 C.
60-light 2000 C.
66-light 2000 C.

2 75-llgbt 1200 G.
2 75-light 1200 C.
2 75-light 2000 C.
3 125-light 1200 C.

T.-H., ring armature.
Wood, No. 7.

Western Electric, s. 0.

T.-H., M. 12, ball arm.
Brush, No. 7, Steuben-
rausch commutator.

T.-H., L. D. 12.

T.-H., M. D., 2, self-
oiler, ring armature.

Brush, No. 7^.
West. Elec, self-oilers.
Westinghouse.
Wood, No. 8.

Brush, No. S, new ar-
mature.

Wood.
Standard, self-oilers.
Westingh'se, self-oiler.
Excelsior, latest type,
self-oilers, fine.

1 1

2 ]

1 3 H. P.

1
2

3 H.
3 H.
5 H.
6 H.
71/2 H.
7'/2 H.
71/. H.
8 H.

P
P
V
P
P
y
V
p

10 H.
10 H.

p
p.

10 H.
12 H.

p
p

15 H.
18 I-I.

p.
p

azo-VoIt Motors.

p. Edison self-oiler.
e. E. & G., new. selt-oiicrs, M. P.,

slow speed,
i^. Crocker - Wheeler, self-oiler,

slow speed.
Gen. Elec, type I. B., self-

oiler.

C. ,t C., self-oller.
Card, slow speed, self-oilers.
Eddy, ring type, self-oiler.
Westinghouse, self-oller.
Roth, self-oiler.
Eddy, self-oller.
Edison, self-oiler.
General Electric multipolar,

self-oiler.
Keystone, self-oller.
Eickmeyer, elevator motor,

with controller.
Lundell, self-oller.
Lundell, 10 K. W., multipolar,

self-oller, slow speed.
Eddy, self-oiler, new arm't.
Edison, self-oller.

220 Volt Motors—Continued.
1 30 H. P. Edison, 25 K. W., self-oiler.
1 50 H. P. B. & C, multipolar, slow speed.
1 50 H. P. Northern, il. P., self-oiler,

newly rewound throughout.
1 75 H. P. Sprague, self-oUer, new arm't.
1 225 H. P. Crocker-Wheeler. M. P.

500-Volt Motors.
1 Vi H. P. Detroit, series wound.
1 1 H. P. Jenney, self-oiler.
I 1 H. P. Crocker - Wheeler, self-oiler.

slow speed.
II H. P. Lundell, self-oiier, slow speed.
11 H. P. 0. & G., self-oiler.
13 H. P. Toledo, self-oller.
1 3 H. P. Hobart, self-oiler.
13 H. P. Jenney, self-oiler.
2 3',4 H. P. Rockford, ironclad, self-oilers.
1 10 H. P. Eddy, self-oiler, multipolar,
1 10 H. P. C. & C.
1 10 H. P. C. & C., self-oiler.
1 10 H. P. Commercial, self.oIJer.
1 10 H. P. Card, M. P., self-oiier, slow sp.
1 15 H. P. Eddy, self-oiier.
1 18 H. P. Thomson-Houston, self-oiier.
2 18 H. P. Edison, 15 K. W., self-oilers.
2 IS H. P. C. i% C, self-oilers
1 20 H. P. Commercial, self-oller.
1 20 H. P. Card, self-oiler.
1 30 H. P. T.-H., self-oller, D. 25.
1 30 H. P. Edison, 26 K. W., self-oller.
1 35 H. P. Jenney. self-oller.
1 40 H. P. Jennev, self-oiler.
1 40 H. P. Mather, self-oiler.
1 60 H. P. Edison, 45 K. W., self-oiler.

Alternating-Current Motors.
SINGLE PHASE.

1 V4 H. P. Stanley. 100 volts, IGOOO alterna-
tions, single-phase.

2 1 H. P. Ft. Wayne, 100 v., 125 cycle, selt-
oilers, single-phase.

1 2% H. P. Ft. Wayne, 100 volts, self-oiler,
single-phase.

15 H. P. Wagner, single-phase, 60 cyL'le,

200 volts.

Alternating Current Hotors.
MULTIPHASE.

1 1 H. P. Westinghouse, self-oller, 2-pha8e,
60-cycle, 100 volls.

1 10 H. P. Gen. Electric, self-oller, 3-phase,
type, 8-10-900, Form A, 60-cycle,

110 volts.

Automobiles.
1 Wood's electric runabout, with top, car-

ries 2 persons, practically new.
1 Electric open phaeton, seats 3 persons, flue

condition.
1 Electric "trap," carries 4 persons, new.

TRANSFORMERS, METERS AND ARC LAMPS.
NOTICE,—All machlne« are actually In tlock ready for prompt dollvory. All maclilnes are guaranteed. Write lor pirliculars and tend (or MONTHLY BARGAIN SHEET with net cash price.
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F BELL.
PURE
PLATINUM
CONTACTS.

HUEBEL & MANGER.
286 GRAHAM STREET, • . BROOKLYN, N. Y.

AMERICAN"K"
iRE THE lEST. Send lor dascrlptiit Circulir.

Absolutely Non-Infringing.
Protection Cunranteed.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
csT'o i>s9. 171 S. Clinton St.. Chicago. Ill,

OUR STUDENTS;
SUCCEED

INCREASED SAURY.
getting $30 a. month a

assistant in an Electric Light-
ing Plant when I took up the
Electrical Engineering Course.
Since that time. I have passed
four Civil Service Eiaminations,
and have had my salary raised
four rimes. 1 am now getting

J87 per month, and can tnith-

fully say that I owe my success

to correspondence instruction.

R. G. ELLIOTT.
Dannemora. N, Y.

MACHINIST TO ENGINEER.
I recommend The Interna-

tional Correspondence Schools
as being one of the best means
through which to obtain an edu-
cation. The method employed
is simple and easily undcrsto{xl.
At the time I enrolled, I was
holding a position as machinist
and steam fitter. lamnowchief
engineerforJ.S.&T.Elkinton,
PhiladelphU. Pa.

WM. R. HORNER,
Philadelphia. Pa.

SIZ to S70, Id Soiall Hoatblf lastallments, pays for a

Salary-Raising Education
In Electrical Engineering. Electric Light and Power,

Telephony. Telegraphy, Steam, Mechanical,
and Civil Engineering.

Established 1891. Capital. $1,500,000.

Sendfor Circular; and Local References.

THE INTERWATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS.

Box 1002, ScranioD, Peoiia.

NOTICE OF BIDS.

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK.
Kenton, Hardin County, Ohio.

August 2, 1900.
Notice is hereby given that the Council of

the City of Kenton, County of Hardin and
State of Ohio, will receive bids at theothce of
the City Clerk of said citv, until V2 o'clock
noon, on

Monday, September 3d, A. D. 1900,

for lighting the streets, alleys, squares, other
public places and public buildings within the
corporate limits of said city with not less than
One Hundred and Ten (110) Electric Lights of
Two Thousand (*2.0tiO) Candlepower properly
placed and adjusted under supervision of the
City Council. Said bids shall be for the term
of live years. Said bids shall contain the name
of the system of lighting proposed and shall
state the amount per annum for which each
light which is required will be erected and
maintained during the hours of darkness, all
night and every night.
Kach bid mu>t be accompanied by a good and

sufficient guaranty that if the bid be accepted
the bidder will enter into a contract and secure
its performance by two disinterested sureties
within thirty days after the acceptance of said
bid.
council reserves the right to reject any or all

bids.
IW order of the Council.

JOHN P. DUGAN,
City Clerk.

BATTERY JARS.
Machlne-mado Battery Jars are Better and

Itronger tban tlie hand-blown, being more Uni-
form and of Kqual Distribution,

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR OUR JAR.
^e are the only concern making Battery Jars

by machinery.

THE GILCHRIST JAR CO.,
e24 0rexel Building, PHILADELPHiA, P/l.

The Standard Open Circuit Batterle*

of the World.

BSaiS TOB OIBOCLAB AND PBIOIB.

THE LECLANCH^ BAHERY CO.,
Ill Is 117 East 131(t8t_ . T.

WANTED ^"rr^^
CEO. F. SCHWALM CO..

FOR SPOT CASH
BUHNED OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND BASES.

Ffi-ni r.iKlan.l HiLjti^il Vw-f^ GuiiLiril^-M.

HARRISON, N.J.

BARGAINS in ELECTRICAL MACHINES.
The following list of thoroughly overhauled machines are in stock

and ready for prompt delivery.

DYNAMOS-
110-Volt incandescent.

One 12-llght Elbridge.

One 5C-light Nnwotny, new.
One 100-light Daft.

One250-lightD. S.

One 350-light Davis.
One 800-light G. E.
One 1,800-lightFt.Wayne.new.

DYNAMOS-ARC.
One Brush, 1-llght, 3,000 c. p.

One Brash, 3-light. 2,000 c. p.

One Amer. Wood, 20-light,
2,000 c. p.

One West. Elec., 30-llght.
2,000 c. p.

One Ft. Wayne Wood. 3o-llgbt,
1,200 c. p.

One T. H. L. D., 35-llght.
2,000 c. p.

ALTERNATORS.
One 3A Slattery.
One A60 G. E.

STEWART
ELECTRICAL

CO.,
1. E. Cor. Fifth

and Sycamore,

CINCINNATI, 0.

GENERATORS.
One Wood b. p.. 500 v., 45 k. w.
One T,-H. m.p.75.o00 v..75 k.w.
One Edison b.p.,500 v., 100 k.w.

IIO-VOLT MOTORS.
One Diehl, J h. p.
One Edison, % h. p.
One Elbridge, 3i h. p.
One Card, 1 h. p.
One Sprague. 1 h. p.
One Nowotnv, 3 h, p.
One Daft, 10 h. p.
OneU. S., 20 h. p.

OneQ. C, 28 h. p.

220-VOLT MOTORS.
One Nowotny, 1 h. p., new.
One yowotny. 1 h. p.

One Davis, 5 h. p.
One Daft, 10 h. p.
One E. R. & C. C 10 h. p.

One Edison b. p.. 15 h. p.

500-VOLT MOTORS.
One Davis, 20 b. p.

One Brush, 25 b. p.

One Wood b. p.. GO b. p.

OneT.-H. m. p. 15, 90 b. p.

One Edison, 100 k. w., 120 h. p.

MACHINERY and SUPPLIES
AT BARGAIN PRICES.

FOR SALE.
We are constantly purchasing entire factories and

plants. We bought from the Sionx City Traction Co.
the following:
No. SI 2 13x22x12 Westinghouse com-

pound engines.
No. S2 1 pair 17%x24 Williams automatic

engines, coupled together.
No, S3 2 generators, type U. S. Westing-

house, bl-polar, size, SO K. w.
No. S4 2 60x16 horizontal tubular boilers.
No. S5 1 430 H. P. Hazleton water tube

bolter, 2 Roney furnaces with
stokers.

No. S6 1 Wortbiugton duplex pump, 6x4
xC.

No. S7 1 Koerschell heater, 2x9 feet.
No. S!j 1 Hancock inspirator, 1^4 inches.
No. S9 38 feet 6%-incb shafting.
No. SIO S9 fi'et 8-incIi .shaftitig.
No. Sll 8 feet 4%-inch shafting.
No. S12 15 feet 10-incb shafting.
No. S13 2 6%-ineb flanged couplings.
No. S14 1 8-luch flanged coupling.
No. S15 1 6%x4% flanged couplings.
No. S16 1 60x38x6% in. double arm drive

pulley.

WE PURCHASED FROM P. D. ARMOUR & CO., Union Stock
Yards, their entire boiler outfit. Armour & Co. changed their
motive power from steam to electricity at a cost of over $2,000.
OOO, as a result of which they sold to us all thoir fine horizontal
tubular boilers, consisting of 48—60x1 6. 12—54x16, 12—60x18.

They are all In excellent condition and have been thorouchly
overhauled, all weak parts replaced.
We also purchased the HASTINGS, NEB., ELECTRIC PLANT,

consisting of the following:

No. S17 4 60x16x6% In. Hill friction
Clutch pulleys.

No. S18 1 60x28x6% in. iron pulley,
leather covered face.

No. S19 1 60x16x4% in. Iron pulley.
No. S20 1 14x43x8 in. iron pulley.
No. S21 2 6%x20 chain oiling pillow

blocks.
No. S22 5 6%xl5 chain oiling pillow

blocks.
No. S23 1 4%xl5 chain oiling pUlow

blocks.
No. S24 1 72x28x8 in. Dodge wood pulley.
No. S25 2 14 ft. X 16 in. cable drums; 6

f:roovos for 1^-inch cable.
2 ft. X 17 In. X 15 in. spur gear.

No. S27 10 SxlS In. pillow blocks.
No. S28 2 double ply dynamo belts, 16-

inch width, 57 feet long.
No. S29 1 double ply dynamo belt, 14%-

Inch width; 71 feet long.
No. S30 1 double ply dynamo belt, 14%-

inch width; 48 feet long.

No. S320 1 9V'xT2 Armlngton & Sims en-
gine.

No. S327 2 650-ligbt incandescent dyna-
mos.

No. S328 2 25-light Ball arc djnamos.

No. S329 2 60x16 horizontal tubular boil-
ers.

No. S330 2 66x16 horizontal tubular boil-
er«.

Shafting, hangers, couplings, etc.

ENGINES.
564 12x20x12 Westinghouse auto-

matic compound.
565 12x20x14 Ball automatic com-

pound.
566 12x24 Zeahm Bros.
567 12x20 horizontal slide valve.
S2(B 13x16 Twin engines, tandenj

bed.
570 13x16 horizontal side crank.
571 13x18 four valve Russell auto-

matic.
572 13x20x15 Armlngton & Sims cross

compound condensing.
573 13x16 Erie horizontal.
574 14x14 automatic Ideal.
575 14x24 Richards horizontal.
576 14x24 box bed.
577 14x20 Atlas automatic.
578 14x24 Bay State.
578 14x30 Cumner.
579 1414x13 Armlngton & Sims auto-

matic.
580 15x14 automatic Ideal.
SSI 16x14 Smith, Beggs & Rankin au-

tomatic,
S207 16x36 Woodruff & Beach.
S20S 17%x24 pr. auto. Williams,

coupled.
582 18x30 250 H. P.
583 20x22 Corliss.
584 20x36 Corliss.
SS5 20x42 Corliss.
S86 26x48 Corliss.
557 20x24 horizontal, box bed.
S2C9 66x20 Chandler & Taylor.
5210 40 H. P. Rice automatic.
5211 35 H. P. Chandler & Taylor.
558 22x42x48 Aills tandem condens-

ing.
559 14x20 Russell automatic.
590 10 H. P. Davis &. Rankin.
591 10 n. P. slide valve.
592 40 H. P. slide valve.
593 60 H. P. slide valve.
594 20 n. P. Milburn.
595 No. 874 Racine automatic, 9-lnch

stroke.
596 80 H. P. rarouhar.
597 No. 1 Russell high-speed auto-

matic.
S9S 12 H. P. Giant.
S99 14 H. P. Giant.
5100 6 H. P. automatic Westing-

house.
5101 10 H. P. gas engine.
5102 13 H. P. Davton gasoline.
S1C3 35 H. P. upright.
5104 40 H. P. Otto gas.
5105 50 H. P. Otto gas.
5106 19 H. P. Lewis gasoline.
5107 50 H. P. Ravmond gasoline.
5172 68 H. P. Atlas.
5173 10x20 side crank.
5174 Otis furnace hoist engine, 2

cyl.. 8x10.

S177 13x16 Twin engines, tandem
bed.

S179 7x14 Ames cylinder.
5273 16x30 balance wheel, 14 feet

diam.
5274 1 H. P. gasoline.
S2r5 16%x30 Buckeye.
R276 6x12 horizontal slide valve.
5277 14x28 horizontal slide valve.
5278 12x24 marine oscillating.

No. S279 30x30 slide valve.
No. S280 36x42 slide valve.
No. S281 24x30 slide valve.
No. S282 10x15 center crank.
No. S283 6x8 box bed, side crank.
No. S284 16x36 Sinker & Davis.
No. S285 9x9 upright, center crank.
No. S286 9x14 horizontal, side crank
No. S287 9x12 Nagel.
No. S2SS 7x7 side crank.

ISllSCELLANEODS.
110-VOLT INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS.
No. SM145 2 T.-H. 500-lIght, 110-volt, di-

rect connected.
No. SM146 1 50-light Edison dynamo.
No. SM147 1 25-llght C. & O. dynamo.
No. SM148 1 2C0-ligbt Edison dynamo.
No. SM149 1 100-light Rockford avnamo.
No. S1M150 2 500-iigbt T.-H. dynainos.
No. SM151 1 150-Iight Eddy dvnamo.
No. SM152 1 lOO-iight, 110-volt, Weston

dynamo.
No. SM153 1 250-lIght Hawkeye dynamo.

500-VOLT GENERATORS.
No. SM154 1 No. 8 T.-H., 75 K. W. 500-

volt.

550-VOLT GENERATORS.
No. SM155 2 type U. S. Westinghouse

bi-polar; 80 E. W. ; 350 revo-
lutions, 550-volt.

ALTERNATORS.
No. SM156 1 50 K. W.; 1,000-volt; West-

inghouse; complete with
switchboard, exciter, one ex-
tra brand new armature for
exciter, two field colls.
1 500-Iight National; exciter
on shaft.

No. SM158 1 SOOligbt T.-H. alternator;
1,000-volt.

No. SM159 1 600-light T.-H.; 2,040-volt
No. SM160 2 25 K. W. Westinghouse .41-

ternators; 1,150-volt; 16.000 al-
ternations; switchboard and
Instruments.
ARC DIKAMOS.

No. SM161 25-ilght; 2,000 c. p. low ten-
sion; one extra armature for
same'.

No. SM162 3 50-light; 2,000 c p • T -H
No. SM1G3 1 No. 8; 60-lIght; arc; 2,'oOO

c. p.; Wood.
No. SM164 1 80-ligbt Western Electric

dynamo.
No. SM165 20-light, 2,000

switchboard
ments.

MOTORS.
No. SM166 1 20 H. P.,

Wayne.
No. S1M167 1 3 H. P., 500-volt., T.-H.
No. S168 1 McGowan condenser, steam

cyl., 8-inch.
No. S169 1 hoisting engine and boiler 6x

12, made by Kendall & Bro.'

PUMPS.
We carry over 350 different makes and

sizes. Write for complete list.

BOILERS.
All kinds of horizontal, tubular fire-

box, etc. Our complete list on applica-
tion.

No. SM157

c. p. Sperry;
and instru-

500-voIt, Ft.

SUPPLIES.
W^e carry all kinds of shafting, hangers, ronplings,

pulleys, belting: in fact, anything in the line ofsupplies.

Wrife for our complete catalogue No. 256.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.,
W. 35th and Iron Sts., Chicago.
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A PERFECT

DESK PHONE.
Adjustable Head, Platinum Contacts,

Auxiliary Springs in Receiver and
Transmitter, Silk Cords.

Material Used, Workmanship,
Fine Finish and Results Considered

make it the Cheapest and the Best.

Swedish-American

Telephone Co.,
Nos.69,7 1 and 73 W.Jackson Blvd.,

CHICAGO.

HUGO SCHUMACHER, Preat.

J. A. ARBOGAST.Vice-Prest.
MAX SCHUMACHER, Seo'y and Treas.

M. GARL, Supt.

Garl Electric

Company,
AKRON. OHIO.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
lOIS Monadnock Building,

Hotel or House
Telephone.

Sole Patentees and
IManufacturers of

Girl Railway, Hotel and Factory Telephone

Systems. Garl Electric Gun for Fire

and Burglar Alarms.

National Telephone Equipment Go.
330-332 LAFAYETTE AVE., DETROIT, MICH.

MANUFACTURERS OF

HIGH GRADE TELEPHONES
AND SWITCHBOARDS

For Central Energy and Magneto Systems.

LATEST DEVELOPMENT. UNEQUALED QUALITY.

REASONABLE PRICES.

Dealers in TKrEFHOBTi; SUPPLIES of every description.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Intercommunlcalino
Factory Tolephone.

1. H.VAN VLISSINGEN,Pre5t.

L. G. WHEELER, Vlce-Prest.

W.C. HEINROTH. Treas

L. G. BOWMAN, Sec'y and Gen'l Mgr.

WESTERN TELEPHONE
CONSTRUCTION CO.,

153-159 South Jefferson St., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE PIONEER COMPANY.

BETTER THAN EVER BEFORE.
SWITCHBOARDS, TELEPHONES, and other

HIGH GRADE APPARATUS.

Write for prices. Orders filled promptly.

STANDARD

Telephone and Electric

Company,

MADISON, WIS.
Manufacturers and Importers

High Grade

Telephone Apparatus
EXCLUSIVELY.

WRITE FOR I900 CATALOGUE.

Don't Waste Your Money
ON

POOR EQUIPMENTS
When you can just as well

GET THE BEST.
Drop us a line and get our prices on

Telephones, Switchboards
AND EQUIPMENTS FOR SMALL

EXCHANGES.

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY CO.,
229 SOUTH GREEN STREET, CHICAGO.

No. 1900

ABICAN filGCTRIC TfiltflOl CO.

36 to 50 Jaci(Son Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL.

Our new No. igoo Telephones with Disc Carbon Lightning

Arrester tor SERIES and BRIDGING work are winners. Try them.

OUR CENTRALIZED BATTERY SYSTEM

is a great success; likewise our

MULTIPLE SWITCHBOARDS.

Telephone Apparatus
Of All Kinds Manufactured.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL AND TOOLS LOWEST PRICES.

A BIG LOT OF SECOND-HAND PHONES, IN GOOD

ORDER, CAN BE HAD FOR A SONG.

Let us tell you about them.

I

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.
J'

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair. i|

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
\

Is Complete, Durable, Reliable.

The only manulacturers selling a complete line of

Public Exchange, Toll Line, Police, Fire Alarm, i.

Street Railway, Central station and Intercommunl- hj

eating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully l\

protected by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.
'

The Stromberg-Carlsoii

Telephone Mfg. Co.,

72-82 W, Jacksoa Blvd»

OBTCATALOa. CHICAOO, V. S. A.
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Success
Comes only to those telephone exchanges which use theBEST material. If you use our goods success is assured.

We can supply EVERYTHING USED WITH TELEPHONES.

,!„„S'i"','?"^°''™''"f°''''"™"™0'''»» 'args for our capacity.Rapid ddivenes our rule, and each order mied with care. Lareestocks always on hand. ^" &"

Telephones, every style and gr.ade. Long and short backboards,
tlegant finish and des]gii. Prices that win suit. Hard rubber re-
ceivers. Oak or walnut woodwork. New Ideas In magneto bells.Each instrument guaranteed.

o^""'"

All kinds of telephone supplies. New parts (or old telephones.
Double-pole receivers. f 3'

Electricians' tools. Lightning arresters, carbon and fuse. Ex-tension bells-standard and bridging. Circuit closers. Transmit-
ters of various styles. Repeating coils. Induction coils, construc-
tion material of all kinds.

WRITE FOR CATALOCUEi

Central Telephone & Electric Co.,

909 MARKET STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

rOR QAS ENGINES,

SLOT MACHINES,

AUTOMOBILES,

RAILROAD SIGNALS,

CROSSING BELLS,

SMALL MOTORS,

ETC.

CONSTANT CURRENT

NO LOCAL ACTION.

WILL NOT FREEZE.

LIQUID TIGHT

CELLS FOR

PORTABLE

WORK.

. Luluiiiili

FULL DESCRIPTION IN BOOKLET NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
135 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

These 28 spools containing 91 lbs. of
No.36 single silk-covered wire will cost you
tSKlnetat 50, 10, 10, 5 off list; and there is

sufficient wire on these 28 spools to wind
1,000 600-ohm hridglng-bell magnets. Your
winding labor will cost you at least 85
additional, making a total coat of your
own 1.000 magnets tlnished at factory, 8248.

WESTERN OFFICE: 505

The above box contains 1,000 "Duplex"
magnet windings. Each ^^^^ding is made
up of No. 36 wire, 500 ohms per winding,
and each winding has 12 per cent, more
turns than there are in the ordinarj
wound magnet. Price, 8218.T0 net. This
is 10 percent, leas tlian your wire bill and
we charge nothing for v' " "

Fisher Building, CHICAGO.

THEVARLEYDUPLEXMAGHETCa

DOES IT BY MACHINERY !

V/f: CAN 5AVEY0U
CONS/DEf?ABLE MONEY.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

Showing Manner of Securing.

Descriptive Circular and Testimonials on Request.

Correspondence Invited.

THE ROCK OF GIBRALTAR IS NO
FIRMER THAN A

Telephone Pole
Secured by the

Stombangh Guy Anchor.
The cheapest and most effective method of

securely fastening: Telephone, Telegraph and
Trolley Poles.

No holes to dig:;' bore them in the ground
and there they stay. "Brace up" the weak
points on your line and avoid further trouble.

W. N. MATTHEWS &BRO.
St. Loais, Mo.,

Genera] Western
Agents.

Manufactured
by PHILIP SMITH.

SIDNEY, OHIO,
U. S. A.

ZVi to 6 In. Diameter.

OCB STANDARD POLiB-GBANtiEB.

WARNER
GENERATORS
ARE THE BEST.
Our new telephone

ringer gets there when all

others fail. No telephone
exchange is complete with-

out one. We can furnish

a volume of testimony
to prove this.

CAN FILL ORDERS

PROMPTLY.

THE WARNER ELECTRIC CO.,
MUNCIE,

IND.

iivcoieF»oieA.TB>r>,

I The Bruckner Electric Co., 1
F. C. BRUCKNER, Prest. W. L. EASTMAN, Vice-Prest.

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH-GRADE INTERIOR AND LONG-DISTANCE

TELEPHONES.
>^\A/I

The very latest Hotel Telephone System and Automatic Intercom-

municating Telephone.

REASONABLE PRICES. PROMPT SHIPMENTS.
%

%

Get prices on our new CORDLESS MOVABLE ARM, a j
great improvement over any other; also our NEW TRANS- {
MITTER, conveying the sound of the voice almost to a J
whisper. Specially adapted for Central Energy Systems. \
Carbon does not pack, nor deteriorate, because of the use

of high-voltage battery.

THE BRUCKNER ELECTRIC CO.,
Ie GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY;

\ 141 to l55East Twenty-Fifth St.. NEW YORK. I
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,
NOTRE DAME, INDIANA.

Classics, Letters, EoononiicB and Hlatory, Journnlisin.
Art, Science. Pharmacy, Law, Civil, Mechonical and
Electrical Enpinearlng, Architecture.
Thorough Preparatory and Commercial Courses.

Ecclesiastical students at Rpecial rates.
Rooms free. Junior or Senior Year, Colle^ata

Cour.sea. Rooms to Rent, moderate charge.
St. Edward's hall, for boys under 13.

The 57th year will open September ith, 1900. Cata-
logues Free. Address

REV. A. MORRISSEY, C. S. C. President.

RESISTANCE WIRES
Bare and Covered. For All Purpose;.

SEE OUR CATALOGUE.

DRIVER-HARRIS WIRE CO.,
NEWARK, N. J.

C8TABLI8HCD

NOTICE 1

The old original

D. A. KUSEL

TELEPHONE AND

ELECTRIC

MFG. COMPANY,

1109 Pine St.,

ST. liOUIS. MO.

Theoldestand
most reliable
manufacturer of
telepliones and
switchboards in
the West. Write
for catalogue
aod price list.

D. A. KUSEL,

Proprietor,

Kokomo Telephones for 1 900.

New Tubular Arm; No cord in sight.

High-Grade Full Nickel-Plated Bell,

Bipolar Receiver, togethir with the

Kokomo Long-Distance Transmitter.

Making up the most efBclent Telephone on the market for
Exchange and Toll-line work. we have improved the
Telephone, also the price, to a point that will interest you.
Write us for information.

KOKOMO TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

KOKOMO, IND.

STEIRI_ir>«<9 VA^RIMISI-IES.
Sterling: Extra Insulating Varnish, New Process.

Sterling Extra Insulating Varnish, Old Process.
Sterling Extra Black Finishing Varnish.

Sterling Black Air Drying Varnish.
Sterling Black Core Plate Varnish.

THE STERLING VARNISH CO., PITTSBURG, PA.. U. S. A.

TELEPHONE AND

CONST. SUPPLY CO..
CHICAGO.

NEW CATALOGUE FREE,

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE SUPPLY 00.,
TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES,

19 SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO.
' 'Monarch" Galvanized Telephone Wire. "Extra BB" and "BB" Galvanized Telephone Wire. Hard-drawn
Copper Telephone Wire, Rubber Covered Wire, Weather-proof Iron Line Wire. Annunciator Wire, Office
Wire, Galvanized Steel Strand, Crosby Clips, Guy Clamps, Boston Cable Hanfjers, Turn Buckle?", Me=i:;eii-

?er Pole Supports. Galvanized Thimbles, Guy Rods, Ground Rods, Stombaugh Guy Anchors, Eye Bolts,
Cross Arms. Cress Arm Braces, Pins and Brackets, Lat: Screws and Bolts, Iiisuiators, Knobs, Tools, etc., etc.

U. S. NAVY SPECIFICATIONS
Call for Dry Cells equal to "New Standard Dry
Battery" in E. M. P. n.5 volts) and entirely
free from acid. Enough said. Prices a.s low a

any imitations. New Catalogue for the asking.

I WILLIAM ROCHE
INVCNTOR AND BOLC MaNUFACTURCn

42 VESEY STREET. NEW YORK CITY

Send for complete catalogue of

MAGNETO BELLS, TELEPHONES,
MEDICAL BATTERIES and

U ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES,
o_ All Goods High erade in Every Bespect

a. MIANUS ELECTRIC CO., - Mianus, Conn.

CREST IVIFC. CO.
CAMBRIDCEPORT, MASS.

Indestructible Sparking Plug,
3 and 5 H. P. Gasoline Motors.

..VIADUGIo
BALTIMORE, MAKE

TELEPHONES
AND EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

'P'

Jr&P&stilr&is.
T. H. Brady, New Britain. Conn., U. S.A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms,Pole and
Swinging Hood s, House Brackets and
other Specialties for Construction
Work.— Catalogue and Prices fur-
niahed on ap^licatiOTi.

(^4ct^yit/c0no-n^

MDNDNRDUTE
IS Ttit DIRECT LINtr

BETWEEN

CHICAGO,
INDIANAPOLIS,

CINCINNATI
AND

LOUISVILLE^
I

CITY OFFICE 232 CLARK 5T.,

-^O/pi^i^ ClilCAGO.

I

STERLING ELECTRIC CO.,
EXCLUSIVE MANUrACTUnCHS OF

BELL-STYLE TELEPHONE
FOB THB INDEPENDEltiT FIEIiD.

EUREKA ELECTRIC CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

THE LARGEST LINE OF HIGH-GRADE TELEPHONE APPARATUS,
SEND FOR
CATALOGUE.CABLE HEADS, SWITCHBOARDS, TELEPHONES.

Main Office and Factory at LAFAYETTE, IND. Branch Office, Chicago. f|Qg_ | 57. | gj g. Canal St., CHICAGO, U. S. A.
VUICACiO OFFICE, No. 1860 DIOSIADKOCK BCH-DIKG.
STEW YOBK OFFICE. 141 BBOADWAY, SJBW VOBK. CITY.

Magnet Wire
Oar Specialty: The Best Stock of fine

sizes of Single Silk Insulated Msgaet
Wire In the country- Also Double Silks.

Single and Double Cottons.

THE McDERMID MFG. CO.,

207 S. CANAL ST.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

SILK
COVERED MAGNET WIRE COTTON

COVERED.

Plenty of it. All sizes. Prices rioht
Electro moqnetsljuilt and rewound.

Induction coilsljuiltto specification.

The MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC Mf&.CO.
South Bend, Indiana.

O^HEl TELRF^HONE HAKD-BOOK
NEW AND REVISED EDITION, WITH A NEW CHAPTER ON "RECENT PROGRESS,'

BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO DATE.

I60
ifember of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Ins'itution of Electrical Enoineers, London. Author of "A Practical Guide to the

Testing of Insulated Wires and Cables." Joint Author of "Electricity in Daily Life.
"

^a^es, 133 lllus-tra-tions, Clo-bhi, Heincl-Boolc i £^, F^ric^ $1.00.
Extract from Preface.—"This little booli has no pretension to be considered a complete treatise on telephony a,s it exists in America. The time for such a work is not yet come, lint it is

felt that there lis a demand for a practical book on telephone working and management, and the TELBPHONE HAND-BOOK is an allempt at meeting that demand. With the exception of a few
Chapters dealing with certain forms of transmitters and receivers used in Europe, which a^e given for the information of those who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, Ibe

book la based entirely on standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this country."

anyone can understand and learn from it

the entire electrical fraternity.
No pains have been spared to make It the best book of its kind. It is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear In Its language that

everything regarding telephone work and management. It conforms In size and style to our other Hand-Booka which have been so favorably received by

CHAPTER 1. The Invention of the Telephone.
2. Sound Waves. Articulate Speech.
3. Electric Telephony. The Bell Tele-

phone,
4, The Microphone.
5, Current Induction. Electromagnetic

Induction.
C. The Induction Coll: Its Use In the

Telr-phonp Tninnmlttor.
7. The (''.njplctf Telephone Circuit.
8. Magnet Ti-h.-phoiifH.
D. The Bc-II Telephone Receiver.

10. Other forms of Mnynei TilephnneH.
11. The Oower, Ader iitid D'Arh^'tuvn! Itn-

celvers, Mercadler'H Iti-Telephone.
12. The Siemens, Kotyra, Neumnyer and

BlittchtT Receivers.

OONTEISTS-^
CHAPTER 13. Carbon Transralttors.

The BlaUc Transmitter.
The Long Distance Transmitter.

16. The Solid-hack Transmitter.
17. The Ilorllner Transmitter.
18. The Cuttrlss Transmitter.
19. Various European Transmitters.
20. The Einclency of Carbon Transmit-

ters.
21. Batteries for Telephone Work.
22. Open Circuit Batteries.
23. closed Circuit Batteries.
24. The Practical Management of Bat-

tcricH,

25. Magneto Bell.
26. Automatic Switches.
27. Telephone Line Construction.

14.

IB.

CHAPTER

:

40.

41.

Metallic Circuit.
Underground Wires.
Lightning Arresters.
Inside Wiring.
Installation of Telephone Instrii-

meuts.
Inspection and Maintenance.
The Condenser; Its Use In Telephony.
Electromagnetic Retardation.
Exchange Working.
Small Exchanges.
Party Linos: The Bridging Bell.

Long Distance Telephony.
Duplex Telephony.

, ,

Simultaneous Telegraphy and Teleph-

ony.
Recent FrocrosB. Appendix.

rqbii«n«<i »nd for sMe by ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6IO Marquette Building, Chicago
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ELECTRICAL MACHINERY
FOR POWER AND LIGHTING.

NEW YORK. N. Y., 39 Cortlandt Street. ST. LOUIS, MO., 642 Century Building.

BOSTON, MASS., 31 Stale Street. CHARLOTTE, N. C, 29i S. Tryon Street.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., 14 S. Broad Street. ATLANTA, GA., Englisli-Amirican Building.

WASHINGTON, D. C, Kellogg Building DENVER. COLO., 311 Kittredge Building.

CHICAGO, ILL., Old Colony Building.

CROCKER-WHEELER
COMPANY,

General Officeand Works, Ampere, N.J.

DEALERSIMoICONTRACTORS
For Satisfactory Intercommunicating

At bottom prices, write to

THOMAS, WILCOX & DIETZ, Cleveland, Ohio.

READY FOR THE MARKET.
"FEMCO," the new style Creole rosette. In-

Bulatlon perfect, long fase, superior
in every detail.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co., Peru. Ind.

AMERICAN
BATTERY

COMPOUND
For all Zinc-Carbon

Cells.

THE PERFECT
BATTERY
SALT

For all Open-Circuit
'Work.

SAL-AMMONIAC IS A RELIC OF THE PAST

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPOUND CO.,
31 and 33 8. CANAIi ST..

TRADE MARK.
Tested Fnne Wire aiid Fuse Links.

StaniiarrI for .'Vnciiraoy.

In the maxiufacture of Fuses there are two essentials.

1st. *ccuhacy; 2d, uniformity.
The steady increase in our business during the past

twelve yeare is the best evidence that our goods meet
all requirements.

All kinds of Telephone Fuses and Bases,
well made and at low prices.
CHICAGO FUSE WIRE & MFC. CO.,
58-6-t N. Jefferson St., Clilcajo 3(i!> Broadway. New York.

McINTIRE'S PATENT

CONNECTORS AND TERWINALS,
Sjecial Connectors for HARD-DRAWN COPPER

WIRE, all siics. FUSED WIRE, FUSED
LINKS ,nnU STRIPS.

iHEC. MclNTIRECO., 13 S (5 Franklin St.,

NEWARK, N. J.

KLEIN'S

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS

Catalogue Free. JKS'Send for one.

Mathias Klein & Son.
67-89 W. VAN BUREN STREET. CHICAGO, ILL

Automatic Lightning Arrester.
Positive protection for telephonei and iwilchboards

against any abnormal current.

No fuse to burn out, line is neveropen, service

never interrupted; it works automatically, is guar-
anteed not to burn out, requires no attention wliat-

ever after being installed.

It has less resistance than any other arrester,

resistance being less than one ohm.
The working parts are mounted on porcelain base

and are ornamental in appearance.
We put them up single for individual 'phones, and

in cabinets for exchange use; the cabinets require

but small floor space.

Protection without annoyance is what you want;
try this device on some of your toll or worst lines

aid see for yourself what it will do.

Correspondence Solicited.

Butler-Taylor Co.,
Ravenna, Ohio.

NOTE OUR PRICES ON DYNAMOS
COPPER COMMUTATORS GUARANTEED 3 YEARS.

10 LIGHT. $30 30 LIGHT, $85 75 LIGHT, $115
20 " 50 50 " 85 100 " 145

Warranted free from mecbanical and electrical defects. Armatures
rewound, commutators refilled, machines repaired.

All work guaranteed. Send for catalogue.

The Chicago Motor and Dynamo Co., Inc.,
39-43 WEST WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

REFLECTORS!
Light is useless if you can't have

it where you want it.

Paragon Reflectors throw the

light just where you want it.

Our Incandescent Reflectors are

neat and are superior to all others.

They are green outside, glossy

enamel white inside. Reflecting

surface. Made in various styles

and sizes. Get our catalog.

American Reflector & Lighting Co.,
271-273 FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

I*-I7 Ctrtl»4tSI„lle* Yerk.
BRANCHES I

I CHICAGO:
1 320 OMrbern SL

BOSTON:
134 Congress tL

SAN FRANCISCO:
71 Floed BlINlH'
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AWARDED GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION, 1900.

THE BALL ENGINE CO., Erie,Pa.,U.S. A. ^"""" "' *"'^"^'"" ="^""
for electric service of all kinds.

M'CORMICK TURBINE.
On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft.

Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Gives a higher percentage of useful effect than any other water-wheel
heretofore made. All sizes, rlgbt and left hand, are built from patterns per-
fected under systematic tests in the Holyoke Tesiing Flume.

parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and those contem-
plating the imi>rovement of powers, will find it to their interest to confer
with us, as we are willing: to guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter what make of turbine has been In use. STATE REQUIREneNT5
AND SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.

I IMUIVIPFOR ALL PURPOSES.
Scrap and Native Flatinum Purohaied.

BAKER & CO., 408-414 New Jersey
Railroad Ave.. Ne-wark. S, J.

New York Office, lao Liberty street.

American Titrifieil CoMnit Company,
MANUFACTURERS OF

VITRfFIED SALT GLAZED
UNDERGROUND AND INTERIOR CONDUITS.

Contractors for Complete Installation
of Conduit Systems.

General OfBces: 39 Cortlandt St., N. Y.

For Porcelain or Clay In-
sulating Specialties, such as
Bushings, Knobs or Cleats,
Address,

THE AKRON SMOKING PIPE CO.,
MOCADORE, OHIO.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS. ANY SIZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFG. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST.. CHICAGO.

AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR RAILROAD

^1 CHIGAGO
AND

ALTON
RAILROAD.

1^

PERFECT PASSENGER SERVICE BETWEEN

CHICAGOan-'KANSASCITY,
CHICAGOano ST. LOUIS.
CHICAGO '^No PEORIA,

ST.LOUISandKANSASCITY.

Through Pulhiiiin hltvIcu between Chicago and

HOT SPRINGS. Ark., DENVER.Colo..
• TEXAS. FLOmOA.UTAH.
CALIFORNIA «no OREGON.

Pn>f|»5iTpiiiipi(|iiiifii!fpiHJ|'5r^ wm
If you are contemplating a trip, any portion of

whlcli can be made over the ChlcaK'i & Alton, It will

fiay you to write to the undersigned for luapa, pauiph-
eta, FfttCB, time tablcB, etc.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
Qouoral PfuscDgcr antl Tickot Agent,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

ful and gaining better po-|

rUOIUrcniklP sitlons and salaries study-

tNblNttnlNo'"^' ^^ bome by our man
6ystem. We leach Klec-

cal Eogineerlng. Mechanical

nu taiii i>rawinK, Electric Lighting,

bl MAIL Telephony. Short Popular
Electrical Ck>urse, etc.,

by mall. Study In spare time only.
Instltuteendorsedby Thomas A.Edison

,

and others. Catalogue free. Electrical Engi*
aeer Inst. , Oept.K, 240-2 W. 23d St., New York.

JEFFREY
ELEVAHNG,
CONVEYING,
POWER

TRANSMISSION

FOR CATALOGUE,

THEJEFFREYMFG.CO.
COLUMBUS, 0.

DIXON'S BELT DRESSING
AND LEATHER PRESERVATIVE

Is guaranteed to prevent slipping and preserve the leather:

It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

J08. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

STUDENTS
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.
$3.00 per year, in advance.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., - CHICAGO

THE SHORT LINE
TO

HoucHTON, Calumet,
MARQUETTE

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul By.

IS THE ONLY LINE RUNNING

Solid Trains 7h°e Copper Country

.©^CALUMET
^/hanoock
\ houghton
I^L'ANSE

kNeatorift

champion'

republic'

Jj '"ON MOUNTAIN

fl
Wausaukee

MENOMINEE
MARINETTE

^".f^me

'SMILWAUKEE

REG.jRADE MARKS Jhe PHOSPHOR BRONZE Smelting Co. [iMiTED,

2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

)
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
INGOTS,CASTINGS, WIRE,RODS.SHEETS, ETC.

'9lovf>/u^3tow/- — DELTA METAL
/C\ CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORGINGS
^''^^. ORIGINAL AND Sole MAkERs IN THE U.S.

THROUGH SLEEPING CARS. COACHES AND
BAGGAGE CARS

Leave Chicago daily at 10:30 p. m.

From Union Passenger Station, Canai & Adams Sis,
I

City Tlci<el Office, 9S Adams SI.
|

WATERWHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarautee

:

Thz Largest Power ever obtained from a wheel of the same diameter. The highest speed
ever obtained for the same power. The highest mean efficiency ever realized if/jea

running from half to fuU gate. We guarantee also: Arumier of the greatest posi
sible strength. A gate unequaXed in auickness and ease of opening and closing.

Tests show over 81 per cent, average efficiency with half to fidl water.

State your Head and send for 124- page pamphlet,

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.*

Preserve Your Copies
OF THl

Western Electrigun.
BINDERS $1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marqnette BniMlngg • « • • CmCACK).

SMALL SPRINGS
OF rVERY DESCRIPTION/

XHZ WALLACE BAf^ntS CO.,
<.s7ABus'»Eo fis7 BRISTOL, COWN,, U.GA.

BBTABLISHED 1875.

COMBINATION OF

Stow Flexible Sliall
AND

MULTI-SPEED MOTOR.
Practically dust and water proof. For Portable

DrlUine, Tapping. Reaming, Emery Grinding, etc.

Write for Catalogue and Prices.

STOW MFG. CO., Binghamion, H. Y. i

Gen'l European Agents, Sellg, Sonnentbal &Co>i
85 Queen Victoria Street, London, England.

IMPROVED mk ALTERNATOR
* 1 SANDUSKY_ onio2,000 LIGHTS
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Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Century BMg.
OULUTH. MINN..

203 PalladloBIdc

POLES
Naugle,Holcomb&Co.,

OLD COLOMV BLOe., CKICAQO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad
Contractors.

DETROIT. MICH.,
Wayne Co. Bank Bldg.

ESCANABA, MICH.
MASONVILLE, MICH.

CEDAR POLES
SO FT. to 100 FT. A SPECIALTY

JOHN H.F0Wi£9 "'"c^itWo^'-''^

*1Pa)^WUw\^ (St^fjoJ^ §iW^yuvvW ftijurw ^.

POLES.
berthold cross

& JENNINGS, ARMS.
WHITE CEDAR. t ST. LOUIS.

IDAHO CEDAR up to 80 ft. chemical Building.
LONG LEAF

PINE AND FIR.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Stock Constantly on Hand.
Poles

\A/Hi-be Cedar F^ol
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

^Tk^^i^u^c^b^s^ PEBBIZO & SOXS, Daggett, Mich.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING CO.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,

Uanafftcturera and Deftlen In

Yellow Pine Cross Arms, Locust Pins, Oak Pins, Electrical

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large slocks on hand.

DellTored prices quoted, F. O. B. cars, your city, in any quantity. ^^WKITE US.

CEDAR POLES.
Toil-Line Poles a Specialty.

C. H. WORCESTER ^ CO.,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Manufacturers of Everything in White Cedar.

CR055-ARM5
PINS, BRACKETS
We manufactured anc/sold o/er
5iK M/lflOi? P/ns and rmM/7/m
Cross-Arms /n /S99.

Ourgoods are (Se//) STarrdaro/
Y/e manufocfure on/i/ from best
ma/er/a/-

Seyer/ Facfories
S/filled help anduneoualed fac-
ilities enable us to fill all orders
promptl(^.

Capaciti/: oyer 5.000 \

;

i.o/7S /eatt/elloiv pine / „ /,

Cross Arms.
(

"

Oyer f-s.ooo Locust PIr/s J

Let Us Knorf Your YVants

EJ.NOBLETT
898 - 90Z - J5 th. Street,

Chicgso.-
Lon$ distance Telephone, Yards.SOi

Tlie Teooeot Insulator Pin Co,

MANUFACTURERS

LOCUST and OAK PINS and
BRACKETS,

POLES and TIES,
Terra Alta, W. Virginia.

BUY YOUR BOOKS
FROM THE

Electrician Pub. Co.. 610 Marquette BIdg., Ghlciso.

VICTOR TURBINES
OPERATING DYNAMOS.

That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for electric

generators than any other is due to the many points of

superiority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:

Higb Speed, Close Begalation,
Great Capacitj-, High Efficiency,

Perfect Cylinder Gate, S^teady Motion.

We Also Have a Full Line of Modern Patterns for Gears and

Power Transmission Machinery.

WBITE FOB CATALOGUE.

The Stilwell-Bierce & Smith-Vaile Co.,

337 Leliman Street, BAYTON, OHIO.

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Plnconnlns, MIcta. QreeD Bay, WI3. ^ew London, WI9.

LINDSLCy BROTHERS COMPAWY
MfNOMINEE. MICH. A/vO PORT i- A W D, OHECO N.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS
SO-FOOT TO 80-FOOT POLES OUR SPCCIALTY

A PRETTY STORY.
Eight months ago the Texas Arm & Pin Co. began manufacturing things in-

clined electrically wooden, like cross arms, pins and brackets. An old, no-account,

second-hand machine, in a broken-down factory, was used, but now they have four
factories with new and late machinery and are shipping more cross-arms than the law
allows. But they can ship more. They are untapped, long-leaf, yellow pine.

Or the home o£Bce at Beaumont, Texas, is where you write for more information and
a pretty and useful pamphlet.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, MICH. TIES.

Eleven Pole Yards In Michigan.
Wholesale Producers (or 20 years.

CEDAR
DAVIS AND STITT

COMPANY,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Wrltp lor Delivered rrifes. POLES
OAK PINS AND BRACKETS.

rianufacturers for Wholesale Trade.
Prompt Shipments. Car Orders Solicited.

Kansas City & Southern Lumber Co.,

PAINTED,
SACKED AND
CRATED.

R. H. LEAVITT,
MANUFACTDBBB OP

Telephone Cross-Arms, Brackets
AND PINS.

Write for Special Prices. CAPRON, ILL.

IiiiUanaBolis km, Braclfet & Pin Co,,
Successors to J. B. MACERS,

MANUTACTUHEns or

Arms, Brackets, Locust and Oak Pins,

Tent Slakes, ROPE Lock Blocks.

Onicc. l26.S.McriilianSI., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

FACTORY. JAMESTOWN, IfMD.
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Wurts Non-Arcing

Lightning

Arresters
PITTS B us i3:p»:

AR.15 92 FEB. 28 93
tnS APPLKD FOR

n •4^

A. C. Line Arrester, .V
Afford

Absolute

Protection.

Oo

r®

rZi JJ ra " ra

T T 'T"^ o°"

A. C. Station Arrester.

A"

/

^ The only simple and

effective Arrester on the market.

D. C. Station Arrester.

D. C. Line Arrester.

More in use than all other types combined.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WCRKS,
(INCORPORATED.)

'SURE GRIP" PULLEY FOR ARC LAMPS.
A GREAT CONVENIENCE AND SAVES TIME.

ii{

WHEN YOU RAISE

THE LAMP

THE PULLEY

IS

AUTOMATICALLY

LOCKED.
"SUBE GRIP" rULlEY, TJNLOCKINQ-

THE LAMP

MAY BE LOWERED
BY RAISING IT

THREE OR FOUR

INCHES, WHICH

UNLOCKS THE

PULLEY.
"SURE GRtP"' PULLET. LOCKED.

"BUBE GRIP" PITLLET, UNLOCKED.

ARC LAMP RENEWALS.
FURNISHED WITH A CERTAINTY OF INTERCHANGEABILITY,

Send for Catalogue No. 2002.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY: - - - FORT VVAYNE, INDIANA.

AMERICAN

BRIDGE CO.,

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

Steel Bridges,

Steel Buildings,

AND ALL CLASSES OF METALLIC STRUCTURES.

GENERAL OFFICES:
NO. 100 BROADWAY NEW YORK.

BRANCH OFFICES:

BOSTON, BALTIMORE,
PHILADELPHIA, NEW ORLEANS,

CHICAGO, CLEVELAND,
PITTSBURG, MINNEAPOLIS.

OUR SELF-STARTING SINGLE-PHASE

A. G. MOTORS AND WHAT A CUS-

TOMER THINKS OF THEM.

//aj4^'/:/^i'.:^,,M,k^^/, /fo a

i.-^ ^^_j;2CC^^2<u^. ^^^ ^^r~^A^ ^/'c^-^A^ ^A-^ X-^^-<^/

WRITE FOR BULLETINS "Z 24, 3S, 37 and 39."

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
General Offices and Factory, ST . LOUIS, MO., U. S. A.

BRANCH OFFICES:
NEWYORK, 220Haveme«er BIdg. PHILADELPHIA, 1000 Bstz Blda. BOSTON, 626 Atlantic Ave.

CHICAGO, 1624 MarqutiteBldg. BALTIMORE. 204 East LfXinglon St.
SAN FRANCISCO, 120 Sutler St. NEW ORLEANS, 610 Gravler St.

FOREIGN AGENCIES:
FOREISN DEPARTMENT, Havemsyer lldg., N.w Yarii CItjr.

CITY OF MEXICO. MEX., American Engineering Co. of Mexico, Agents.

LONDON. END, 47 Victoria St.. C. R. Neap, fgent. YOKOHAMA. JAPAN, BagnalU Hllles, Agents.
PARIS, FRANCE, 12 Rua St. Georges, E. H. Cadlot k Cle, Agents,
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MANROSS
HAIR SPRINGS

FOR EI-tCTRIC
• V01CATir«0 /llND RECORDINC
f;aur.ES srtAM CAi

Largest Manufacturers of

Hair Springs In the United States.

Non-Magnetic Hair Springs of Phos-
phor Bronze and other non-magnetic
metals. Hair springs- of anj de-
scription manufactured to order.

F* N. MANROSSp Forestville, Conn.

Sole Agents and
Licensed Manufacturers

in the United States of

America for

De DIon-Bouton

& Co.,

FRANCE.

Q&m^mf.

Motors,

Motorcycles,

Motorettes.

Electrical Manufacturing.

WHAT HAVE YOU TO MAKE?
Our Worn is First-Class, Prices Rea-

sonable.

SPIES & COMPANY,
87-OB w. Van Buren St , ChicaE:o, 111.

Our New York Type Moloretle, Weight 70q_pound8.

BIMPMCITV
capacity a P.r.on,. Price J1,200.oB. ^^g.^^ OPERATEH.

FliEXIBl'lilTY PBRPECTI-y COKTBOIiliED,
IiieHTNEs's, ABSOtTTTEIiSr SAFE.

STBENOTH. ABSENCE OP Afcli OIl< AND DIBT,
BEI,IABII.IT-r, ECOSJOWX.

Not an EXPERIMENT, but a TRIED and PROVED SUCCESS.

Over 20,000 De DION-BOUTOH MOTORS operating Motorcycles and
Motorettes.

GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY: CHURCH LANE AND 37TH ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

De Oton Slotor Supplies and Batteries Always In Stock.

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Hizhest grades for electricaUinsulation and mechanical purposes, in sheets,

tufts, rods and special shapes. Citalogees and samples: oni application.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wilmington, Del.

I^IQ^—India and Amber, all Sizes and Patterns.

MICABOND—Plates, Segments, Rings, Tubes, Slots,

Cloth, Paper and Flexible.

CHAMPION CLOTH—Bond, Ropes and Express

Paper.
TRAD! MARK

CRYSTAL ^^ VARNISH.
VERY ELASTIC. HARD FINISH.

CHAMPION INSULATING PAINTS (Blacks), Four Kinds.
Also Other insulating Materials.

Our Careful and Persistent Growth ;"» Proof of the Quality of our

Insulations. Prices and Quality Guaranteed. Write Us.

CHICAGO MICA CO.,
Main Office and Factory, VALPARAISO, IND.

PERFECT
Irinting Plates
%^, by evcr^ ppoccss.

^Black Diamond File Worksit

^ OTTB eOODS ABB OK SALE IN BVEBY I^EABIXe HABBWABB jj
1^1 STOBB IK THB UNITED STATES AND CANADA. Jjf

I G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY, |£ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

Awarded at

International

Exposiiiehs.

ENGRAVED ON-V/ODD.

ii|SfMte for specimens.

0Mr{ LlectrotypingI''

^^'^*1|!i>RBORN ST

Roth Motors and Generators.

Spherical Type,

Pleasing in Design,

Strongly Built,

HIgli Commercial Efliciency,

Open and Closed Types,

For Floor, Wall or Ceiling.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE BULLETIN.

Roth BROSi &G0i)86*-g2W*st^lac'ksonBM.,CHICAGO,ILL.,U.S.A.

^

SUCCESSFUL
HEATING

IS ASSURED

WITH THE STURTEVANT
BLOWER SYSTEM.

B. F. STURTEVANT CO., BOSTON.

NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA. CHICAGO. LONDON.
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SIMPLEJV WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

""L"o 'uivo°
1""^' Simplex Electrical Company,

1137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

;lon/>
1S89—Pari* Exposition,
medal for Rubber Insulation.
1893-W^orld'B Fair,
Medal for Rubber Insulation.

TRAD_ MARIL

THE STANDARD FOR
RUBBER INSUIrATIOir.
Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd

weather,
yyjjgjproof

ro'.™Mci,»tr: J»-8»- 253 Broadway, New York. Th. Hodglnrsei;
Geo. T. Marison, Gen'l Supt

IVIOR

Irownlail Bonds
Arc id use thHn all other styles of Rail Bonds combined.

Perfect— Electrically and Mechanically.
VARIETY OF SHAPES TO MEET ALL REQUIREMENTS OF RAIL BONDING.

WASHBURN & MOEN Dept.,

iiricae Steel k Wire Ca,
The Rookery, CMICAQO, ILL.

" PHONO-ELECTRI
"It's Tough."

Phono-Electric

WIRE
No Hardened Skin
HOMOGENEOUS

THROUGHOUT.
Has remarkable wearing
qualities.

BRIDGEPORT BRASS CO.,
19 Murray Street, New York.

PLATINUM
We pav *l6.0l> per ounce for scrap iiiatinum. OM incandescent himp i';ti-;3 bou^'ht. Seii<i

samples aiui oiVt uiU foUow by return mail. Platinum sheet and uire for sale.

GOLDSMITH BROS., 63 and 65 Washington Street. Chicago.

Refiners and Assayers. Works, 38th ana ThTOop Streets.

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.,
MANUFACTUREHS OF

Paranite Rubber Covered Wires and Cables,

UNDERGROUND, AERIAL. SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

TELEPHONE, TELEORAPH AND FIRE ALARH CABLES.

All Wires are tested at Factory. JOSESBOKOj ISD.

COaiPLETE WITH
Alternating
Current Motors,ELECTRIC WATER PUMPS

Send for BuItetlaNo. 30j3 for full information.

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
714, 716, 7 18 St. Charles Street, St. Louis, Mo.

eastern Office and Warehouse, 136 Liberty Street, New York City.M
(or aeents.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from ii tosonorsepower.
Dvnamos from lO lights to 700.

We sell or rent. Good proflti

The Hobart Eiec. m^. Co., Troy, Ohio.

Tl IMUIIS/IP FOR ALL PURPOSES. ^
Sorap &nd Nstlve FlatlDum Fuicbued.

BAKKR A CO.. 408-414 New Jenef
Raiirosft ATe.. IVewarb. S, J.

Kew York Office. 190 Liberty street.

Mi M^ii r-
GENUINE SWEDISH

VfJII^I CQAL- grain'

,/VtCXi;"j. jfO JJD-JUSTI.-i

^ESTIIN ElBcMcal In^trnment Co.,

"^^^^ 114 120 William St., ~ '

fNlon li»dd ForUble Simt fisidis^

114 120 Willi»m St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

Voltmeters, Milliioitisters, Voitiimetert,

Aminetirs, yillliisinitert,

GrouiiH Detectirs aid Circuit Testers,

Olrnimetert, Portable Saiianometere.

Our Portable Instrumenls are reooKnizeti as

The Standard '.lie world over. Tbe Semi-Port-
able laboratory Standards are still better.

Our 5tat'on Voltmeters and Ammeters are

unsurpassed in point ot extreme accuracy and
lowest consumption ot energj'.

Mention tbe Western Electrician when writ-

ing for catalogues.

LOXDOS—Elliott Bros.. Xo. ICl St. Martins

Lane.

HERLIX—European Weston Electrical In-

strument Co., Eltierstrasse So. 88.

American Tilrifieil Conilnit Coipany,
aiANUTACTCKERS OP

VITRIFIED SALT GLAZED
UNDERGROUND AND INTERIOR CONDUITS.

Contractors for Complete Installation

of Gondait Sj'stems.

General Offices: 39 Cortlandt St.. N. Y.

^ueen $c
lOlO Chestnat St., Phila.

Co.,
480 MONON BLDG., CHICAGO.

Acine Teeting Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray
FocusTubes, Induction Coils,

fjJ'JUUXy l/«/v(>-«nv lis.,
ff^

I

[PflOENIX GLASS CO.I
MANUFACTURERS OF

GAS AND ELECTRIC

:
GLOBES,SHADES,Etc.

SEND FOR A COPY OF OUR NE WAND
LATEST CATALOGUE.

Plttsbnrgli. Hew York. Ciricago.

t
Standard Underground GableGo.
642 The Kookery, Westlnghouse Bldg., scLibertySt., 122E Betz Bldg^

Chicago. Pittsbure, New York City. Philadelphia, P»,
Mills Building, San Francisco.

Electric Cables, Conduits, Wires and Accessories«
Alao Sieh Grrade Rubber Covered YVires and Cables.m R.

IVational

India

Rubber Co.'a

RUBBER COVERED

OFFICE AND FACTORY: BRISTOL, R. I.

HOLOPHANE GLASS CO.,ij NEW YORK, N. Y.
Mamrfadan-rsol COMPOUND PRISM GLOBES AND SHADES, auaraaleedloglTe

"Maximum Light, Complete Diffusloa*
Minimum Glare."

For directln^and ditfut^li^g: all kinds of Jlckt.
Sead lor catalogues aod pamphiets.

The United §tates Garbon Company.
1 r\ nr

rSPECIALTIES A SPECiAl

i ELECTROLYTIC.

sans
...ALTERNATING. DIRECT."

ENCLOSED. OPEN.i

Weatom Studard Fortiible Direct
Keadlne JUIUvoItaieter.

A Lf—vs«ppj=i; U -NJ
Cleveland." Ohio. U. 5. A.
DT IM CARBOM TRUST
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New G. I. ^I'c Lamps.
L 3 for any direct current^Constant Potential Circuit of 200

volts or above—2 in series on 200 to 250 volt light and power
circuits—and 5 in series on 450 to 600 volt power and railway

circuits. Write for bulletin No. 74.

L I for multiple connection on 100 to 125 volt D. C. Constant
Potential Light and Power Circuits.

L 2 for multiple connection on 200 to 250 volt D. C. Constant
Potential Light and Power Circuits. Write for bulletin No. 72.

L 6 for use in Multiple on Constant Potential Alternating Current

Circuits. Write for bulletin No. 82.

Small Power Motors.
All voltages and sizes, from 1-12 h. p. to 10 h. p., all windings. Write for bulletin No. 61.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT CO.,
Factory and General Offices: S72.518 FIRST IVENUE, COR. 33d STREET, NEW YORK.

Switch Boards, Panel Boards, Automatic Switches, Quick-Break Switches, Push-Button Switches, Flush Receptacles

and Plugs, Arc Lamps—A. C. & D. C, Incandescent Lamps, Fan Motors—Desk and Ceiling, Small Power Motors,

Rheostats, Speed Regulators, Circuit Breakers—U. L. & O. L., Wright Discount Meters, High Tension Apparatus,

Underground Apparatus, Etc, Etc.

BRANCH offices:
CUICAQO, ILL., 48 WEST JACKSON BOULEVARD.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., S22 DREXEL BLDQ.

BOSTON, MASS., 31 MILK ST.

ST. LOUIS, MO., 638 CENTURY BLDQ.

aEVELAND, OHIO, 3».47 EAST PROSPECT ST.

MILWAUKEE, WIS., 408 UIHLEIN BLD1.

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN., SI6 OUARANTV BLDO.

DENVER, COLO , 621 I6lb ST.

CINCINNATI, OHIO, 57 PERIN BLOC.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., S98 PARROTT BLDO.

CHARLOTTE, N. C. Y. M. C. A BLDO.

EXPORT DEPARTMENT, N. Y., 57^57« FIRST AVE.

The Popularity of

Rockwood's Patent Compressed

Non-Slipping.

Non-breakable.
EconomicaL
Durable.

Balanced.
Neat design.

Light-weight.
Non-Magnetic.

Six thousand
various sizes

partly finished

carried con-

stantly in stock.

Hubs any shape,

any position.

Paper Pulleys
("For one-sixth century the standardyor durability and efficiency.''''

)

arises in a measure from their stability.

Engineers and users should not fail to specify Rockwood Patent Compressed Paper Pulleys on all contracts.

CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING.

ROCKWOOD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Paper Pulley Sqles Deft., 330 So. Pennsylvania Stre>

Indianapolis, Indiana., U. S. A,
!^^
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•«>»»••••••••••——•——»>———1OARBON:
The "Electra"

Carbons are the

recognized

standard

all the

world over.

UNEQUALJ.EO IN QUALIJ
AND EFnCIE;'"*^

JTEty STEADY,
LLiANT^ Light.

HUGO REISINGER II BROADWAY NEW YORK.

SONS
There are no

Carbons better

than the

"Electra" and

none

"just as good."

^IQA—India and Amber, all Sizes and Patterns.

MICABOND—Plates, Segments, Rings, Tubes, Slots,

Cloth, Paper and Flexible.

CHAMPION CLOTH—Bond, Ropes and Express

Paper.

CRYSTAL ^ir VARNISH.
VERY ELASTIC. HARD FINISH.

CHAMPION INSULATING PAINTS (Blacks), Four Kinds.
Also Other Insulating Materials.

Our Careful and Persistent Growth is Proof of 1/ie Quality of our

Insulations. Prices and Quality Guaranteed. Write Us.

CHICAGO MICA CO.,
Main Office and Factory, VALPARAISO, IND.

Sole Agents and
Licensed Manufacturers

in the United States of ,

America for

De Dion-Bouton

& Co.,

FRANCE.

€feMiei?^lNi¥.

Motors,

Motorcycles,

Motorattes.
Our New York Type Motorelte, Weigh! 700 pounds.

Capacity 3 Persons. Price $ 1 ,200.00.
EASII/Y OPKRATEn,SlaiPI/IClTY,

FliEXIBIliITY,
I.ICrHTlVi:SS,

STBEIVCiTH.
REI.IABII.ITir.

PERFECTI.Y CONTBOI.I.ED,
ABSOI.IITEI.Y SAFE.

ABSEi\CEOF ALL. OIL. AND DIRT,
ECONOMY.

Not an EXPERIMENT, but a TRIED and PROVED SUCCESS.
Over 20,000 De DION-BOUTON IMOTORS operating Motorcycles and

Motorettes.

GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY: CHURCH LANE AND 37TH ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

l>e Dion Motor Supplies and Batteries Al'trays in StocU.

COLORED LACQUERS,
I
DEAD BLACK LACQUER,

FOR INCANDESCENT LAMPS. FOR METAL
In brilliant rainbow colors. Easily applied. Will not peel orifade. I Most Satisfactory imitation of Bi

SAMPLES FREE. M. L. BARRETT & CO., CHICAGO.
FOR METAL WORK.

Most Satisfactory imitation of Bauer-Barff in the Market.

WRITE TO US.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.. Ch'.cago Hotel Telep. Co.. xii

American Battery Co Chic. House Wrecking Co. xlil

Amer. Battery Comp. Co. XTll CM. &St. P. R. E XVUl

American Bridge Co .... -

.

American Dist. Steam Co,

xlli ill

V Chicago Motor & Dyn. Co.

Amer. Electric Fuse Co. X Cleveland Armature Wks. —
Amer. EI. Specialty Co.. xi Cling-Surface Mtg. Co... xvlli

Amer. El. Teleph. Co xlv Colonial Electric Co vU
American Elec. Works. ., xl Couch&Seeley Co XV
Amer. Keflt. & Ltg. Co... X Cream Flux Co X
American School of Corr. — Crescent Mfg. Co
Amer. Steel & Wire Co .

.

i Crest Manufacturing Co.

.

xxll

Amer. Vitrified Cond. Co. i Crocker-Wheeler Co —
Arnold El.Power Sta. Co. Cutler-Hammer Mfg Co.. xl

Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co...
Bain. Foree X

1

xvlli

Davis ftstltt Co xlx

ixDearborn Drug & Ch. Co.

Barnes Co., Wallace xvlll DeDioU'i^outon Motorette
ill

xxll

Barrett & Co., M. L ill
Diamond Meter Co

Becber Bros .... 111
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos

.

Driver-Harris Wire Co... xvl
Belden-LarwlU Blec. 4
Mtg. Co Ix Eagle Paint & Vr. Wks. .. xi

Berthold * Jennings .... ilx
Besly A Co., Chas. H xxll

Blue Ridge Locust Pin Co . xlx
lature Lamp Dept X

Bossert El. Const. Co... xl Edison Mfg. Co xlU

El. Eng. Inst. Corr. Inst.
Bridgeport Brass Co 1

Electric Appliance Co ...

.

X
Bruckner Electric Co . XV

Electric Storage Batt. Co.
Bunnell & Co., J. H VI

xxi
Butler-Taylor Co xvU

Electrolysis Proof Conduit

xU
Mfg Co xi

1
Camp Engineering Co...

Central Electric Co
Central Mfg Co

Iv

xlx
Ericsson Telephone Co . .

.

Eric City Iron Works
1

vlii

xvl
Central Tel. & El. Co....

Chicago i Alton R. E. .

.

xvlli

Chicago Edison Co Iv Farr Tel. & Con. Sup. '^o. xvl

Chic Fuse Wire 4 Mtg.Cc. — Federal Battery Co —

"For Sale" Advs xil

Ft. Wayne El. WkB., Inc.. xxi

Fowler, John H sir

Franklin Eng. & Elec. Co.

Fuller Co., The xxll

Garl Electric Co xlv

General Electric Co viil

General Elec. Repair Co.. xii

Gen'l Incandescent Arc
LightCo ii

General Inc. Lamp Co....

Gilchrist Jar Co x i

Goldsmith Bros i

Gordon Battery Co xlii

Great Western Smelting
&RetiningCo xil

Gregory Electric Co xii

Hartwig & Miller

Hazard Manufacturing Co. x

Hill, W. S., Electric Co...

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co..... i

Hodge-Walsh El. Eng. Co. xvii

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co. xxll

Holophane Glass Co I

HoUzer-Cabot Elec. Co... xi

Huebel & Manger x
Humphrey, Henry H xi

Independent Tel. Sup. Co. xvl

Indianapolis Arm, Bracket
& Pin Co xlx

Indiana Kub. & Ins. W. Co. 1

India Rubber &. Gutta

Percha Insulating Co.. iv

luternat'l Cor. Schools. xvl

Iron Clad Resistance Co. xlx

Jeffrey Mfg. Co xvil

Johnston, Thos. J xi

Kans. City & So. Lum.Co. xlx

Kansas City Tel. Mfg. Co. xvi

Kartavert Mfg. Co x x ii

Kelley & Son, Benj. F... xviii

Kellogg Switchb. & Sup. Co. xiv

Kentucky Electrical Co.. ix

Klein & Sou, Mathlas x i x

Kokomo Tel. & El. M.Co. xvi

Kusel, D. A., Tel. A Elec.

Mfg. Co

Lea Arc Lamp Co vi

Leather Preserv. M. Corp.

Leavitt, R. H
Leclanche Battery Co xili

LefFel & Co., James xvlli

Llndsley Brothers Co x;lx

Link-Belt Machinery Co. x
LombardWater Wh. G.Co.

Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co, xvii

Manross, F. N
McDermid Mfg. Co , xvi

McIntireCo., The C
McLennan & Co., K x
McOuat, Robert L ix, xii

McRoy, John T x
Mianus Electric Co xvi

Mica Insulator Co x
Miller-KnoblockEl Mf.Co.

Miscellaneous Advs xil

Monarch Fire Appl. Co. ..

Monon R. R xvl

Munsell & Co., Eugene. . .

National Carbon Co
National India Rubber Co. I

National Tel. Equipm. Co. xiv

Naugle, Holcomb & Co xlx

New York Ins. Wire Co... xvii

Noblett, E.J
North Electric Co x v

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co. . ix

OkoniteCo., The 1

Page, Chas. G xi

PalsteCo., H. T xl

Paragon Fan & Motor Co.

Perrizo & Sons xlx

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co sxii

Phillips, Eugene P xi

Phillips Ins'd Wire Co.... xl

Phoenix Glass Co i

Phosphor-Bronze S. Co.. xviii

Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co. xix

Pringle, Wm.T xxil

Queen * Co 1

Reisinger, Hugo iii

R. I. Teleph. & Elec. Co. xvi

Richmondt Conduit Co . . . xi

Robertson <fe Sons, Jas. L,

Roche, William xvi
Rockwood Mfg. Co il

Roebling's Sons Co., J. A, —

-

Rose Elociric Co xii

Roth Bros. & Co

Sargent & Lundy
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co
Schureman & Hayden xil

Schwalm Co., Geo. F xvii

Shelby Electric Co
Siemens &. Halske Electric
Co. of America vli

Simplex Elect'al Co., The, i

Smith Co., S. Morgan.. . xviii

Smith, Philip xvi

Speer Carbon Co 1

Spies i Company xxll

Sprague Electric Co xi

Standard Tel. & El. Co.. xiv

StandardUnderg.CableCo. i

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co. -ix

Star Dynamo Works
Sterling A Son, W. C xix
Sterling Electric Co.... xvi
Sterling Varnish Co., The xvi
Stewart Electrical Co
Stilwell-Bierce & Smith-
VaileCo xix

Stow Mfg. Co
Stromberg-Carlson Tel.

Mfg. Co xiv
Sturtevant Co., B. F xxii
Swedish-Am. Tel. Co xiv

Tennent Insulator Pin Co. xix
Texas Arm & Pin Co xix
Thomas, Wilcox & Dietz..xvii

Torrey Cedar Co xix

United states Carbon Co. 1

University of Notre Dame xxli

Valentine-Clark Co xix
Varley Duplex Mag. Co. . xvi
Viaduct Mfg. Co xvii
Vitro Chrome Chem. Co . .

Vulcanized Fiber Co xxi'

Wagner El. Mfg. Co iv

Wagner, Herbert A x
Walsh's Sons & Co xvii

Warner Electric Co., The
Warren El. & Spec. Co. . .

.

v

Warren Elec. Mfg, Co xviii

Western Electric Co vii

Western El. Supply Co...

Western Tel. Const. Co... xiv
Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Co xx

Weston Elect 'cal Inst. Co. i

Worcester Sl Co., C. H xix

P^r ^Isissi-fi^d Ind^ac ^-f ^Ld'v^r-tis^m^rft'fc^ S9^ ^aiS^ V^l
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OUR SELF-STARTING SINGLE-PHASE

A. C. MOTORS AND WHAT A CUS-

TOMER THINKS OF THEM.

--(.r^iy -t-.JiZ^M.^-^ ^J ,.,..„^ fi^„-^ ,dJL>^ ./^^-^

WRITE FOR BULLETINS "Z 24, 3S, 37 and 39.'

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
General Offices and Factory, ST. LOUIS, MO., U. S. A.

PHILADELPHIA, 1000 Betz BIdg. BOSTON, 620 Atlantic Ave.
BALTIMORE. 204 East L.xington SI

BRANCH OFFICES:
NEW YORK, 220 Havpmeyer BIdg.

CHICAGO, 1624 Marquette BIdg.
SAN FRANCISCO, 120 Suiter St. NEW ORLEANS, 510 Gravier St.

FOREIGN AGENCIES:
FOREIGN DEPARTMENT, Havemever BIdg , Nkw York City.

CITY OF MEXICO. UEX.. American Engineering Co. ot Mexico Agents.
LONDON. ENG, 47 Victoria St.. C. R. Heap. Agent. YOKOHAMA. lAPAn, Bagnal! & Hilles, Agents.

PARIS. FRA1CE, 12 Rue S!. Georges. E. H. Cadlot & Cle, Agents.

aitiiimuiumiiiutnimuittiiiittniniimtiutitiimiiiiiititniuttuinniiititnnititmne

Columbia
Lamps.

Unequaled in Quality.

BEFORE placing your orders for fall and early winter re- E

quirements in Incandescent Lamps we respectfully invite E

the attention of Central Stations and Isolated Plants to

the high quality of the Columbia. We guarantee the highest £

uniformity in initial readings as well as the highest maintenance E

of candlepower.

Special prices to consumers on future delivery orders for \

i,ooo or more covering full annual requirements.

Trial order solicited.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
GENERAL SALES AQENTS,

264-266-268-270 Fifth Avenue,

CHICAQO.

smnmTTmTTTtTmTTTTTTTmTTTTTTTTTTmTnnTTnTTTtTTnTTTTTTTTTTTTnnmTTTTTTTTmTTTTTnmnte

There is No Higher-Class India-Rubber Insulation
For Wires and Cables than

HABIRSHANA/.
XKTTI3C

Authorized Manufacturers of the

\hf\

The India-Rubber and Cutta-Percha Insulating Co.,

{; J. W. GODFREY, Manager Sales,

1 5 Cortlandt Street, N EW YORK.

MAIN OFFICE, Glenwood Works,

YON K
•••••••••••a

S, IM . V.
(10923)
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EERI_ESS
DIRECT-OURRENT

DESKu

CEILING

FANS.
Cat of 12-liich, 110-T. Desk Fan, Open Field Type witb
polished brasB hoods and field covering:8, the hand-
somest and UiOBt efficient Fan on the market.

THE FOIiLOWIKG SUPPLiY HOUSEes
1. Stanley A Patterson. 3^-34 Frankfort St., Kfew ITork, N. Y.
S. WesternElectrical tSnpply Co., lO-lSSTorth 9th St., St. IiOnlg, SIo.
8. Illinois Electric Co., !i39 Sladlson St., Chicago, 111.

4. Vallee Bros. A. Co., 635 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
5. frank H. Stewart & Co., 35 North 7th St., Philadelphia. Pa.
• Electric Snpply A aifgr. Co.. 63 Public Sqnare, Cleveland, Ohio.
7. The Devere Electric Co., 430 Plum St., Cincinnati, O.
8. Doableday-Hill Electric Co., S35 TTood St., Pittsburg, Pa.

Cnt of* 16-inch IVall Fan, same ftnish as 12-lnc>i and having a
vwlvel Joint. By simply turning a bandle this Fan can be ad-
justed to blOYv air up, down or on either side.

ABE AGENTS FOR PEEBL.ESIS FAXS:
9. Julius Andrae & Sons Co., »iS W. YTater St.. aiilwankee, Wis.
1». H. S. Sands El. & aifg. Co.. 1153 Market Street, IVheeling, W.Ta.
11. Electric Supply & Const. Co., 80 E. 6ay St., Colnmbns. O.
IS. Robert I/. aicOnat, 135 S. Meridian St., Indianapolis, Ind.
13. W. a. Nagel & Co., 510 Adams St., Toledo, O.
14. Central Electric Co., 134 So. Jefferson St., Peoria, III.
15. Elect. Sup. & Ens. Co., 311 Jefferson Aye., Detroit, Mich.
10. Stnart-Howlsnd Co., No. 383-38S De-vonshire St., Boston, Mass.

THE WARREN ELECTRIC & SPECIALTY CO., - WARREN, OHIO, U. S. A.
Manufaeturtrs PEERLESS Direct>Current Desk and Ceiling Fan Motors, Transformers, Incandescent Lamps.

Bretheren, I say unto You

WHY
Z^/-<:7/y ay/a^ 8S/Cof(/our coa/yy/fe/i (/ou can se////

for fhree t/mes /Ys cos/' d(/putf/n^ in oarS(/sfe//7

ofUmER6ROUND EXtlAUdT STEAMflEATINQ MAINS,

It /3 common for e/ecfnc con?pan/es yy/jo arenoyy operaZ/ns ^X/iAC/<5T

ST5AM HEATIN6 PLANT6 topai/ their enf/'re coa/ and /abor h/Z/s for //?e

i/ear ancf 6% on /nvestmenZ for steam mains from sa/e of exhaust

steam YVhi/ cant (/ou do the same ? Wnte for our pamjo/?fet

t^er/f/on Western Efecfr/ctan.

. -American DISTRICTSteam Co.

Loc/iPORT. N.Y.
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ENCLOSED
ARC LAMPS

FOR ALL CIRCUITS.

One Piece Clutch.

No Sliding Contacts.

Does not feed through Clutch.

Spun Aluminum Case.

10-inch Globe with full size Carbon.

Artistic in design, light in weight, and
mechanically perfect.

Catalogue for the asking.

INCORPORATED 1899.ESTABLISHED 1878.

J. H. BUNNELL & CO.,
NEW YORK.20 PARK PLACE, Near General Postoffice.

ALDEN &. CO., Agents,

MARQUETTE BLDG., CHICAGO.

LEA ARC LAMP CO.,
ANDERSON, IND.

TRADE-MARK
MANUPACTirREIlS, iMPOllTEnS AND DEALERS IN

Telegraph, Telephone, Railway and Electric-lighting Apparatus and

Supplies,lnstrunients,Batteries,lnsulated Wires & Line Equipment.

Catalogues and Circulars free on application.

Get our Special Prices before placing orders elsewhere.

We own the GOOD WILL, NAME, COPYRIGHTS, TRADE-MARKS, Patent
(No. 288881) and all other assets of the old firm of J. H. BUNNELL & CO., and
propose to maintain our rights in the premises.

J. H. BUNNELL $c CO.,
so F^^rlc ^l^c -Near General Postofflce,- IMew Yorlc.

Ancliors(Tel.&Tel.Pole).
Smith, Philip.

Annmiciators.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Arc liampg,
Belden-Larwill El. AMf. Co.
Central Electric Co
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks , Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Lea Arc Lamp Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.

ot America.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. &Mfg. Co.

Antoniobiles.
DeDion-Bouton MotoretteCo.

Babbitt iHet'l and Solder.
Gr. Western Sin. and Refg.Co.

Batteries and Jars.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Federal Battery Co.
Gilchrist Jar Co.
Gordon Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Carbon Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roche, William.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Suoply Co.

Bells, Buzzers, £tc.
Centra! Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel A Manger.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressins.
Cline-Surface Mfg. Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Belting.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Blo-wers.
PuUer Co., The.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Books,Electrical.
Electrician Publlsning Co.

Bridges and BnildinffS
(Steel).
American Bridge Co.

Brushes.
Becker Bros.
Central Electric Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Burglar Alarms.
Huebel & Manger.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

CablcH (See Insulated Wires.)
Cables, Electric (See Insu-
lated wires),Copper,Sh,eet
and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Central Electric Co,
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
New York Ins. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Carbons,Polnts APlates
Central lOlectrlc Co.
Cblcap;o Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Carbon Co.
EelslnRer, Hugo.
Speer Carbon Co.
United Slates Carbon Co.
WcHtern Elect. Supply Co.

GantfnCH (Iron.)
Smith Co., S, Morgan,

Chains.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Ttelt Machinery Co.

Circuit Breakers.
Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co.

Coal A AHlies Handllne
Machinery.
Jeffrey MfK. Co.
Link Kelt Machinery Co.

Colin and najraets.
Mlllcr-Knol.lor.k El. Mfg. Co,
Varlflv Unnlox Mirnftt <lo,

ColorlntE (Inc. Lamp).
Barrett A Co.. M. L.

Vitro Clirome Chemical Co.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Compound.
Amer: Battery Compound Co.
Dearborn Drug &Ctiem.Wfcs.
McLennan & Co., K.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
Amer. Vitrified Conduit Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
ElectrolvBls Proof Conduit
Mfg. Co.

McRoy, John T.
Richmondt Conduit Oo.
Sprague Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Connectors and Termi-
nals (Patent).
American Elec. Fuse Co.
McIntireCo., The C.

Construction & Repairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors and Klectric
liight Plants.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co,
Star Dynamo Works.
Wagner Elec, Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
WestInghouseElec.& Mfg.Co.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Bridgeport Brass Co.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co,
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkoniteCo., The
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Correspondence Schools
American School of Corresp.
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
BlBc Ridge Locust Pin Co,
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indpls. Arm, Brack. & Pin Co.
Kans. City A So. Lum. Co.
Leavltt.R, H.
Tennent Insulator Pin Co.
Texas Arm & Pin Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cnt-Onts and Siv^tches.
BoBsert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Beneral Klec. Co.
General Inc. \rc Light Co.
Hill, W. S., Electric Co.
.Miuilialtan I'l.-,-. Siij.ply Co.
M.'<ni;n. Ilnl-rri L.
]';H-,lr In. II. T.
Si'-]iiri,,,; iiiiKkcElectrlcCo.

of Amfjrlcii.

Wagner Klec. Ml'g. Co,
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co,
WcstlnghoMHO FA. A Mfg. Co.

Cuts.
Friinklln Eng. A Electro Co.

l^imniorH CThoiirrc).
Iron r|;i,i liisistrmr.' Co.

l>vnnni4>H niiil Iflotors.
Ci-iiln.l I'll.-nrlr Co.
Chicago Motur ami l).\n. Co.
Chlciigo lloijso Wrci'klii^; ( 'o.

CrockerAVIifi-liT coin pa n v.

Ft. Wiiync ¥.]<<. AVks.. Inc.
G.;ri.-nil I'll.-clrlcCo.
General ln(L Arc Light Co.
Oret^ot'v lOleetric (^o.

Ilobart Eiec. Mfg. Co.
Northern Elec, Mfg. Co.
Rolh Jtros. A Co.

Schureman A Hayden.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Stanh.-y Electrical Mfg. Co.
Star Dynamo Works.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electric Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Electric Railways.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Mechani-
cal Ensineers.
Arnold EL Power Station Co.
Bain, Force.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Humphrey, Henry H.
Sargent A Lundy.
Wagner, Herbert A.

Electrical Instruments.
American El. Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Eleo. Supply Co.
Queen A Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.

of America.
Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electro-Plating Jtlaeh'y.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.

Elevators- Conveyors.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Engines, Steam.
Ball Engine Co.
Camp Engineering Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Erie City Iron Works.
Sturtevant Co., B. P.

Exh^stSteam Apparatus.
American District Steam Co.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Fuller Co., The.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co,
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. P.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. A Specialty Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
Barnett Co., G. & H.

Fire Extincrnishers.
Monarch Fire Appliance Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co,

Forges.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fuses and Fuse Wire.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Central FJcftrlc Co,
ChleagoFuse Wire A Mfg.Co.
Elcciric Appliance Co,
McIntireCo., TheC.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Bosly A Co., Chas. H.

fwenerul Elec. Supplies.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co,
Chicago EdlHon Co.
I'llectric .Aiiitllanee Co,
(Jencnil Electrie Co.
Hodee-WalHh El. Eng. Co,
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McOuat, Robert I*.

Mianus Electric Co.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Olobes and Electrical
Olassivare.
Holophane Glass Co.
Phcenix Giass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Gov'nors, AVater AVheel.
Lombard WaterWheel Gv.Co.

Oraphite Specialties.
Eesiy A Co.. Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co,, Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Heaters (Feed Water).
Kelley & Son. Benj. F.

Heating and FentOating
Apparatus.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Holders, Inc. Ijamp.
Crescent Mfg. Co.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing Materials.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Mica Co.
Eagle Paint A Varnish Wks,
Electric Appliance Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McOuat, Robert L.
Mica Insulator Co.
MunsellA Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
PalsteCo., H. T.
Peru Elec, Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co,
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Insulated AVires and
Cables—Magnet Wires.
American Elec Fuse Co.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co. -

Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
India Rubber A Gutta Percha
Insulating Co.

McDermid Mfg, Co.
Miller-Knoblock El. Mfe. Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips, Eugene F.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
BoKsert Elect. Const, Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

I/acqnerH.
liarrett A Co., M. L,

liamps. Incandescent.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cnloiilal Electric Co.
Ediaon Decorative & Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Co,
General Electric Ce.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
General Inc. Lamp Co,
Kentucky Electrical Co.
Manhattan Elec, Supply Co.
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co.
Shelby Electric Co.
Warren Elec. A Specialty Co.
Western Electric Co,
Western Elec. Supply Co,
Westinghouse El. A Mfg, Co.

lilghtning Arresters.
American Rlec. Fuse Co.
Butler-Taylor Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Ft, Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

JLinemen's Climbers.
Klein A Son. Mathlas.

Magnet Wires.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Mechanical Macliinery.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L.
Stilwell-Bierce Smith-Vaile.

Meters.
Diamond Meter Co.
Port Wayne Elec. Wrks. Inc.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Mica.
Chicago Mica Co.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus, Elec.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Motors — See Dynamos and
Motors.

Packing.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.

Patent Attorneys.
Johnston, Thomas J,
Page, Chas. G.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.,Ltd.

Platinum Bought and
Sold.
Baker A Co.
Goldsmith Bros.
Gt. West. Sm. and EefiningCo.

Poles.
Berthold A Jennings.
Davis A Stitt Co.
Fowler, John H.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Naugle, Holcomb A Co.
Perrlzo A Sons.
Pittsburg A L. S. Iron Co.
Sterling A Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester A Co., C. H.

Porcelain.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Power Transmission
Machinery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stihvell-Bierce Smith-Vaile.

Pulleys,
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Rockwood Mfg. Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
StUwell- Blerce Smith-Vaile.

Rail Bondn.
American Steel A Wire Co.

Refiners.
Gt.West. Sm.andReflningCo.

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.

Re-Winding—Repairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Armature Works.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
McOuat, Robert L.
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Rheostats.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Iron Clad Resiatance Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Salt (Battery).
.\mer. Hatlery Compound Co.
Federal Battery Co.

Sccond-Hand Macli'y.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Rose Electric C^o.

Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Walsh's Sons A Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.

Soldering KInx.
Cream V\ux Co.

HparlilDg l*liigH.
crewt Miiunrnctiirlng Co.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Queen A Co.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Springs.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Barnes Co., The Wallace.
ManrosB, F, N.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Oo.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Structural Iron Work.
American Bridge Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American ElectricalWorks.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
OkoniteCo,, The
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Switch-
boards.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American El. Telephone Co.
Bruckner Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co., J, H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. A Elec. Co.
Chicago Hotel Tel, Co.
Couch A Seeley Co,
Ericsson Telephone Co,
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Supply Co.
Garl Electric Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co
Kansas City Tel. Mfg. Co.
Kellogg Switchb. A Sup Co
Kokomo Tel A El. Mfg. Co.
Kusel, D.A..Tel. A El, Mfg.Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McDermid Mfg. Co.
Mianus Electric Co.
National Tel. Equipm. Co.
North Electric Co.
R. I. Telephone A Elec, Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Co.
Star Dynamo Works.
Sterling Electric Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tel. M.Co
Swedish-American Tel. Co.
Thomas, Wilcox A Dietz.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Warner Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western Tel. Const. Co.

Tools.
Klein A Son, Mathias.

Transformers.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Klec. Works, Inc.
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Siemens A HalskeElectrlc Co.
of America.

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg.Co.
Warren Elec. A Specialty Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg, Co.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

TurbineA'WaterWheels.
Leffel A Co., Jas.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stllwell-Blerce Smith-VaOe.

Universities.
Pratt Institute.
University of Notre Dame.

Varnishes.
Sterling Varnish Co.

Tulcaiiizcd Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co,

W^ire, Bare.
American Steel A Wire Co.

Besly A Co,, Chas, H.
Central Electric Co,
DrWer-Harrls Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.

Okonite Co,, The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.

Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Western Electric Co.
Western Electrical Sup. Co.

Wood \vork,Electrlcal.
Noblett, E. J.

X-Ray Outfits.
Queen A Co.

^or AlpKab^-tloal Bndex of Ad v^r-tiiservt^rt-ts $^o ^&^^ III.
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Cfand/e Fotver az/d

ColonialE/ectr/6' (Jo.,

7^ave/if?c/, Ohio.
£Xclu6lve. /rtoftufac-furers of-

-A/lad/'n lamps.
Carrt&d /n StocK Ohfy 6/ T^e^
St lotus f/ec. Su/>fty Co. 6t Louis, ^o.

Mdunni/e/Co. ioParfrPl. f/.r.Cify

Jos.C/arK t/r S^Co. LouisV///e, /fy.

C/ec.Sufi. SfCrt^meeriiif CoJ}etro/'f,MK/).

6-t:Louis £'lec. Si/e/>/y Co. 6t.Zoc//s. A>o.

Siemens £ Halske Electric

Co. of America,

GENERAL OFFICES, CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS

Railway, Lighting, Power Transmission.

IMPROVED DUNCAN INTEGRATING WATTMETERS.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

Boston, Chicago, Cinoinnati, Denver, New York,

Philadelphia, St. Louis, San Francisco.

Constant Current Series

Long Burning Arc Lamps.

Differentially Controlled

Direct Carbon Feed.

Easily Adjusted to Different

Currents and Voltages.

Self=Adjusting Gas Check Reg-

ulates Air Admission. Burns

150 hours with Single Trim=

ming.

Write for our "Petite Arc Lamp" Catalogue.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAQO. NEW YORK.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC COMPANY, Northwestern Agents, St. Paul, Hlnn.

ST. LOUIS, MO., Security BuUdlni-

ANTWERP.
32 Rue Boudewyns.

LONDON, PARIS,

Bridge Cfaambers, 171 QueenVlctorIa 46 Avenue de BrotcnII.

St., B. C, and North Woolwich, B.
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Erie City Iron Works,
MANUFACTUREBS
OF

THE

ADVAN-

TAGES:

Economy,

Close
v.''.igw^

Regulation,

Quiet
•^^^^

Running,

Durability.

F~OLJR-VAL.VE EIMOINE3
The demand for

these engines

has made it nec-

essary to build

a large addition

to our works,

Do not'fail to

investigate this

engine before

purchasing else-

where.

Illustrated

Catalogue

Free.

A.t,so :Btm,r»EMcs of-

FIRE TUBE BOILERS Automatic and Throttling Governor Engines.

Chicago Branch,

34-36 West Monroe St.

Fred A. Gale, Mgr.

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S

Direct=Driven

Continuous=Current

V ,.'

Lighting:

Generators.

Write for Ballelin No. 4216.

loo-Kllowatt Generator, Front View.

General Office: Schenectady, N. Y.

Sales Offices in Ail Large Cities. Chicago Office, Monadnock Building.

I
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Dearborn Drue: and Chemical \A/^orlcs,
L-abora-tories ^A/ater Chemis-ts.
Vese-table Boiler Oompounds.

AIL KINDS OF ANALYSES. WATERS FREE. OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS.
29, 30, 3i, 32 and 33 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

t6 WITHOUT A PEER"
That's the Endorsement Given

THE ^^BELDEN" SYSTEM

OF ARC LIGHTING.

MECHANICALLY PERFECT,
ARTISTIC IN DESIGN.

If you're open to conviction

send for our catalog, which
tells what an Arc Lamp
should be and what the

Belden is.

BeMen-Larwill Electric & Mf|. Co.,

FT. WAVNE, IND.

We are now in a position to establish desirable
agencies In all principal cities in this and foreign
countries.

Kentucky

Incandescent
KENTUCKY ELECTRICAL

Chicago Agent, J. W. Brooks, eOG Plymouth BJdg

LAMPSI7c
CO., Owensboro, Ky. I M mM

oks, 60S Plymouth Bids. ^^ ^" ^^^^

DONOTSCRAP YOUR LAMPS,
BURN THEM.

BUY OTHER ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS AND 5CRAP
THEM, THE" JUIMK MAN MUST LIVE .

BUY THE JANDUS,
PR0&RE5,S DEMANDS THT Rf^T AMD
YOU AVOID REPAIR COST.

C/\TALO&UE A/VD REASONABLE PHiCES ON
APPLiC/\riON.

ROBERT L.MeOUAT,
SUCCESSOR TO

V^ARNEY & McOUAT
WHOLESALE ELECTRICAL SUPPLIED

il\IOIANAPOLI>S. IMD.

X

Both-Alternating and
Direct Current Apparatus,

S. K. C. and Nortliern Systems,

GENERATORS, MOTORS,

;

IVlinlng Equipments, Factory and

Shop Equipments.

POWER PI.AXTS for I^OSTGEST DISTANCES.

I-IGHTINO AX© RAII.WAY

MACHINERY.

Transformers, Instruments, Switchboards.

1 STANLEY ELECTRICAL MFG. CO., NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,

I PITTSFIELD, MASS. MADISON, WIS.
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SOCKET EXTENSION

TAPS
ARE ElSlir APPLIED TO ANY SOCKET.

Extra light or power may be taken from

an Electric-lamp Socket without removing

the lamp. We furnish the Porcelain bushings and Ter-

minal pins. Approved by underwriters.

OUR CIRCULARS TELL ILL ABOUT THEM.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY, Chicago.
General Western Agents.

NUUBEB 13 UISTBIBUTiarei BOABU.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC FUSE CO.,
345-34V S. Canal St., CHICAGO.

AWARDED GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS

EXPOSITION, 1900.

MICA INSULATOR COMPANY,

RECOGNIZED STANDARD OF

INSULATORS.

REGISTERED.

2IS \A/a'l:er S-t., IMENA^ Y^ORK.
117 l_akce St:, OI-II^^XOO.

REFLECTORS!
SII^TER-PIiATED
nilRROR
RKF1.KCTOR8
FOR
INCANDESCENT
CliCI^TERS.

Made In many sizes and styles. Trimmed
with prisms if desired.

We also manufacture

Sliver and Opal Glass Inverted Double Cone
Reflectors. Chandeliers and Sun Burners

For lighting and venti-
lating

Churcbes,
Theatres,
Halls and
Public Bulldlnes.

Street and Ornamental
Sign Lamps of Every
Kind for Oil. Gas or
Gasoline. Border
Lights, Bunch Lights,
Foot Lights and Gas
Stands for Theatres.

SEND FOR CATALOG.

AMERICAN REFLECTOR & LIGHTING COMPANY,
271-273 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.. U. S. A.

^^OXJ :iVE>E>I> IT!
Gale's Commutator
Compound.
The Only Article That Will Prevent Sparking.

Will keep the Commiitator In good condition and prevent cutting. Absolutely will not gum the brushes.

50c. per sticlc. 85.00 per ilozen Send 5Uc. for trial stick.

FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES OR

KU^ICIIIIAII 9 AH t^ole Alanafacturers.
nlGLCnilAll Ot wUif SOO, 100 Washlnston (Street, - CHICACIO.

CREAM FLUX
AN ABI«OIiVTEI.ir NOiV-COBBOSIVE IIVSVIiATIItie
I^OI/DEBINCi FI^IIX FOB AliL HIETAI/I^.

Oontains no acid or any element Injurious to electrical connections.

ENDORSED BY THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS AND ALL USERS.

^'OU CAN mal{o more than double the number of perfect connections in one-half the lime
with Cream l^'liix than yoii ean with the wame amount of any other Ilux. Pul up In ciins at

] 5c., 25c., 5i)c. and 75c, S|»eclal prices In fiuantlty. Send 16c. for trial box. We guarantee
U aad It not aatlBfactory money will be refunded.

THIM tH IVHAT OSK Ut^BR IIA» TO SAY OF IT:

(i A FTFR havlnt,' tried the various soldering salts on the market, and after glvinp your
-^^ Cream Flux severe tests on heavy cable connections, and on the llnest stranded

llexible droj) cord work, we can safely nay it meets all claims yon make for It. J consider It

one of the newt ever olYered for sale. Very truly,
•'l*cr J. IL Goehst, Constr. Supt. CHICAGO EDISON CO."

FOR MAliE BV ALL HVVt't.\' HOIJHKS OR

CREAM FLUX CO.,
Sole Manufaclurers,

100 Washington St., CHICAGO.

ENGINEERING.HERBERT A. WAGNER,
Consulting Engineer

Railway Lighting and Power Plants,

415 LOCUST ST.. ST. LOUIS, MO.

F BELL.
PURE
PLATINUM
CONTACTS.

HUEBEL& MANGER.

286 GRAHAM STREET, BROOKLYN. N. Y.

GOAL AND ASHES HANDLING
MACHINERY. SHAFTING, PULLEYS,

CLUTCHES, PATENT MACHINE-MOULDED
HOPE SHEAVES, ETC.

CATSUOGUE UPON APPLICATION.

LINK- BELT MACHINERY CO.,
Engineers. Founders. Machinists.

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

JOHN T. McROY
302 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

138WASHINGTON ST, CHICAGO

HAZARD MANUFACTURING CO.,

Wires AND Gables.
HIGH-GRADE RUBBER'

COVERED,
WEATHERPROOF

MAGNET. OFFICE, ANNUNCIATOR WIRE.
aBHBBAL OmCE AND WOBKS,

Wilkesbarre. Pa.
New York Office,

60 Dey St.

Chicago Office,
1201-2 Marquette Bldg

General Electric Company's
Candelabra, Series, Decorative, Battery and Minia-

ture Lamps are made of the best quality of materials

with superior workmanship and show constant im-

provement in detail.

.Send for Catalogue No. 1017.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND MINIATURE
LAMP DEPARTMENT,

Harrison, N. J.
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rMAMK N. PHILLIPS. Prebident.

t. H. WA0CN8CIL, TnCABUHCfi.
EUGENE F. PHILUP8,

GKNEBAL MANAOCIt.
E. ROWLAND PHILLIPS, ViCE-Pnca,
C. R. REMINarON, JR., Seo.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS," - PBOTTDKUCK, B. I.
'

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE.
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New York Stoke, W. J. Watson, 26 Cortlmdt St.
Cbioaoo Stoke, F. E. Don&taoe, 241 Madlion St.
Montreal Bkakch, Eugene F. FhilllpB' Sleofcrloal Wotfcs.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIP8DALE, R. I.

BATTERY JARS.
Machine-made Battery Jars are Better and

ftronger than the hand-blown, being more Unt-
loma and of Equal Distribution.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR OUH JAR.
TVe are the only concern making Battery Jars

by machinery.

THE GILCHRIST JAR CO.,
624 Drexel Building, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Henry H. Humphrey,
Consulting
Electrical Engineer.

Central Lighting Stations,
Electric Power Transmission.

543, 544 and 545 Century Bldg., St. Louis.

This Trade=Mark on Sockets, Receptacles,
Rosettes, Mains and
Branches, EdisonCut-Outa

Knife
Switches,

Jenkins 8nap
Switches, etc.

Guarantees Satisfaction
PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CHICAGO.

THE "CLARK WIRE.
FOR

SWITCHBOARD,

RAILWAY

and MOTOR USE.

CLARK WIRE"
All sizes of

, Stranded and Flex-

ible Wire and
Cables with

Cl«rk*s Insulation

EAGLE
INSULATING

VARNISH.

Best made, light col-
ored, remains elastic.

Send for sample and
be convinced.

Eagle Paint & Varnish Works,
PITTSBURG, PA.

Inspector Boston Fire Underwriters' Union says:

"A thoroughly reliable and desirable wire in every respect.*'

The Clark wire has been before the public and in use for the past ten years,

and has met with universal favor. We guarantee our insulation wherever used.

Aerial, Underground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not lower,

than any other first-class insulated wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues,

with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
61-63 Hampshire Street,

BOSTON, MASS.
HENBY A. CLARK, Treas. and Gen'l JIanager.

HEKBEKT H. EUSTIS, Pres. and Electrician.

CHAS. C. PACE,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW

In Patent Cases and Solicitor of Patents.

ADAIIS KXPRESS Bl/Oe.,
183 Dearborn Street, Chicago. 111.

Six Years with General Electric Company.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,
Counsellor at Law,

No. 66 Broadway, - NEW YORK CITY.

Patent Causes. Patent Soliciting.

3
CfL U QCI C CTARTFRQ for electric elevators and pumps are carefully made

I tt III OCLi dIHillcna from the best of materials and are guaranteed to oper-
ate satisfactorily. Send for illustrated catalogue W.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFC. CO., Milwaukee, Wis.
NEW YORK OFFICE, 136 Liberty St.

The largest and olde-i exL>lu>ive manufacrurer^ of rheo^Kus in the world.

''ELECTROLYSIS
Electrolysis Proof

CONQUERED."

CONDUITS. BjHlAn absolute non-conductor.
Perfect insulation guaranteed
Allows no moisture to accumulate. Xoscratching of cables. No weak joints. No breakage. No
deterioration. Freight charges extremely light. Costs less to lay than other conduits. Made in
7-foot lengths; 3-inch internal diameter; weight 21bs to foot. Manufacturers of Electrolysis
Proof Insulating materials, Conduits. Laterals, Distributing Box and Post Linings, Moist Proof
Manhole Linings, Pipe Covering, Etc.

OFFICE, 606, 606 ManhaHan Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.
FACTORY, BLUE ISUND.ELECTROLYSIS PROOF CONDUIT MFG. CO.,

'

fLECTMQALVAWZfD QNDU/T
INTERIOR

The Bossert Electric Construction Go
MANUFACTURERS OF

STEEIi OUTIiBT ABTD JUNCTION BOXES,
8WITCHBOABDS, PAHEIi BOABDS, SWITCHES, BTCi

'^ AND
" ALL FITTINGS

RICHMOND! CONDUIT CO.
» milwaljicee: usa- -

The Direct-Reading Ohmmeter
The Only Instrument to

Measure a Resistance

Quickly and Accurately
The American Electric Specialty Co.,

123Liberty St., N. Y. City.

Electrical Instruments. Automatic Switches
Arc Lamps, Special Machinery.

„^— Agents for CHAS. WIRT & CO.,
TeisphoD«, IM oortlandt. Eheostats and Brushes.

and.

Is adapted to all sorts and conditions of use and is unsurpassed
for actual efficiency, durability, regulation of speed, margin for

overloads and large current, and general workmanship. It has a

_^^^^_^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ strong starting torque, is non-sparking, compact and reliable. The
~^^~^~^^^~^^"^^"^^^^"^~'^"^~

sizes run from ,'„ H. P. up and can be shunt, series or compound
All parts are standard, interchangeable and easily replaced. Full description in catalogue No. 0358.

A Lundell Motor

SPRACUE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
GENERAL OFFICES: 527-531 West 3tth St., New York.

^HICS.AOO: Fisher- Bulldlns- ^OSTOIM: 275 Devonshire St.

BIC STOCK
IN

CHICAGO!
DIRECT-CURRENT

HOLTZER-CABOT

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

O.K. "Weatherproof Wire.

Slof-Enrning Weatherproof

and Slow-Burning Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.

FANS
110 AND 500 VOLTS,

LAtllNATED FIELDS,

CARBON BRUSHES,

SELF-OILINO BEARINOS.

These Fans Made
IN BOTH

Desk and BracM Styles.

SEND FOR CATALOQ

OF FULL LINE OF FANS.

HOLTZER-CABOT ELEC. CO.,

397 Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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WANTED.
Dealers In electric supplies everywhere to

handle our superior graae automatic interior
telephones for hotel aud factory use. Write for
catalogue and prices Liberal inducements.
CHICAGO HOTEL TELEl'HONE CO.,334Uear-
horn Screet. uhlcago, III.

WANTED TO BUY.
We are in the market for good second-hand

high-speed Automatic and Corliss engines. We
want several such at once. Write us, giving
full particulars.

CAMP ENGINEERING CO.,

ISSouth Canal street, Chicago, III.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
Dr. J. S. Romine of Chadron, Neb.,

will sell fin.OOO stock of Chadron Elec-

tric Light and Power Co. for $3,000
cash; balance stock, $4,000, held by
J. D. Bacon of Chadron, a retired

banker, he will sell on account of my
selling, for $2,000 cash or on time, or

keep his stock. Plant cost over $16,000;

no iDonds, mortgages or debts; no other
light plant; 'city contract. Coal, $2.95

per ton. Pure city spring water. City
of 3,000, healthy, good school, academy,
six churches. Business can be greatly

increased. Reason for selling, age and
business keep me away all the time.

SECOND-HAND
Dynamos and Motors.

We invite correspondence
Tfitli those wishing to

buy or sell.

SCHUREMAN & HAYDEN,

140 S. Clinton St., Cliicago.

WANTED.
100 second-hand Western Electric Co. 's Mag-

neto Bells. .7. C.DUNCAN. Knoxville. Tenn.

NEW SLATTERY

TRANSFORMERS...
PER LIGHT 30c.

We have about 200 brand new Slatterv
Transformers in 25 and 50 lighters, all lOO'O
volt to 50 volt, 16,000 allernations, for sale at
the above figure, or will rent them or trade them
for other goods,

ROSE ELECTRIC CO.
s-r. i-o«-iis, n/io.

PROPOSALS FOR

ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Notice is hereby oiven that bids will be
received by the City Council oi' ihe City
of Billings. State of Moniana. until 6

p. m. on Tuesday, October 2, 1900 at the
office of the City Clerk, f"r the furnish-
ing of fifty or more electric street ligh's

in the City of Billinss for a period ex-
tending from July 1, 1901, to March 1,

1907, accnrding to specifications on file

in the office of the City Clerk of said
City, copies of which can be had upon
application to the City C erk. A certi-

fied check for $1,000 must accompany
each bid, to be re'urned to the parties
whose b^ds are rejected, and to the party
receiving the contract on the furnishing
of required bonds. The city reserves
the right to reject any and all bids, and
the successful bidder acquires the right
under the City Ordinances to carry on a

general eleclric lighting business in the
City of Billings:

Dated August 23. 1900.

J. B HERFORD. City Clerk,
Bi lings, Moiitan ,

WANTED.
Position, by a practical electrician ol eight

years' experience, to look atter light plant and
do the necessary wiring and construction work
and capable of doing the wiring of the plant.
Prefer day work, or will work V« day and ]A

night, liest of reference furnished. ' Strictly
temperate. Address 'TEMPER.ATE." care West-
ern Electrician. 5lU Marquette lUdg., Chicago.

FOR SALE.
One 18x-12-lnch Hamilton Corliss Engine

180 H. P., good as new; counter-shafting and
belt. Terms cash. Addre.ss ARTHUR FRANTZEN
CO., 225 Dearborn St., Chicago.

\A/l IRIIMOj
The satisfactory kind that brings your second order.

Armatures, transformers and fields rewound. Commutators refilled. Machinto
rebuilt. All work guaranteed. Low prices. Write us.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL REPAIR CO.,
L. D. Telephone, Main S1 14. 141 S. Clinton Street, CHICAGO.

MANUFACTURERS '^HJJt^A.L I

BABBITT METAL, BAR. WIRE SOLDER,
PIG LEAD, INGOT COPPER. SPELTER, ETC.

GREAT WESTERN SMELTING AND REFINING CO., Chicago

ERBECKL
rotHERo

39-43
W. WASHINGTON ST.

CHICAGO.

Manfrs.

of the

well

known

i*
ii

Perfection
SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR AND PRICE LIST.

Brushes

(or

Dynamos

and .

REPAIRS S.'eirffe'Sf.':: National Electric Company's Machines.

REPAIRS REPAIRS REPAIRS
DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ARC LAMPS, INSTRUMENTS. TRANS FORMERS, TELEPHONES.

EXPERIMEWTAL APPARATUS BUILT AND DESIGNED
ROBERT L.McOUAT, REPAIR SHOPS, IN Dl AM APO L 15. INO.

iio-Volt Incandescent Dynamo:}.

1 12-Jight Hartley, self-oiler, mu'tipolar.
2 12-!ight Edison, % K. W.
1 26-Iight Perrett.
1 so-light Hawbeye.
1 50-light Card, self-oiler.

1 50-Iight Nowotny, self-oiler.

1 50-light C. & C, self-oilei'.

1 55-light Edison, 3 K. W., self oiler, comp.
1 50-light Mather.
1 eO-liglit Thomson-Houston, 7a v.. eomp.

with extra armature.
1 75-light Thomson-Houston, D. 5.

1 75-light Wood, self-oiler.

1 90-light Westinghouse.
1 100-Iight Cntten.
1 100-ligbt Jeniiey, comp.
1 210-Hght Triumph, self-oiler.

1 225-light United States.
I 250-light Westinghouse, horizontal type.
1 250-ligbt Commercial, comp. self-oiler.

1 270-light T.-H., comp. self-oiler, D. 15.

3 270-ligbt Westinghouse. M. P., slow speed,
15 K. W., October delivery.

1 300-ligbt Columbian, multipolar, comp.,
self-oiler.

1 340-]ight Eddv. self-oiler, compound.
2 350-light Hawkeye, comp., wound.
1 350-lIgbt National.' self-oiler, compound.
3 350-light Edison, 20 K. W., self-oilers.

1 StlO-llgbt Duplex multipolar, self-oiler,

compound, slow speed.
1 400-light Wood, M. P.. self-oiler, 25 K. W.
1 -ISO-light Edison, 2S K. W.. self-oller.

1 450-IlL'lit Rockford, stlf-oiler.

4 540-llght Edison, 30 K. W., self-oilers,

compound.
1 GOO-lIght Eickmeyer.
1 700-light Siemens & Ualske, 40 K. W.,

niiiltlpolai. slow speed.
2 700-lIgbt Wesllngbouse. 10-pole. slow

speed, 40 K. W., self-oilers,

new.
4 800-l!ght Edison, 45 K. W., self-oilers.

1 13.50-light Wnddell-Enz. 80 K. W., M. P.,

for direct connection.

220-Volt Generators.

1 V/z K. W. General Electric, multipolar,
self-olJer.

1 9 K. W. Lundell, self-oller.
1 10 K. W. Lundcll, self-oiler, multipolar.

Blow speed.
1 12 K. W. Eddy, self-oiler, new nrm't.
1 15 K. W. Edison, compound, self-oller.

1 25 K, W. Edison. Boif-ollor.
1 40 K. W. E. &. C. multipolar, slow speed,
1 200 K. W. Crockor-Whcelcr multipolar,

slow speed, pi-aclleully new.

500-Volt Generators.
2 15 K. W. EdlKon, self-oIIorB.
1 15 K. W. T.-H., Hclf-oIIer.

I 25 K. W. T.-H., self-oiler. D. 25, com-
pound,

1 25 K. W. EdiHon, self-olIcr,

hegory:
ELECTRIC CO.

54-62 S.CLINTOrt ST. CHICAGO.

500-VoIt Generators—Continued.
1 30 K. W. Jenney, self-oiler.
1 35 K. W. Jeiiney. self-oiler, compound.
1 35 K. W. Mather, self-oller.
3 45 K. W. Edison, compound, self-oilers.

1 75 K. W. Westinghouse, Kodak set West-
inshouse generator and West-
inghouse comp. engine, 14s24s
1-1, all complete, fine.

1 150 K. W. Detroit (Rae) multipolar, com-
Iiound, self-oiler, new arma-
ture.

Alternating Generators.
1 350-llght Thomson-Houston, A. 18, comp.

wound.
1 600-llght Bain. 30 K. W.. selt-oiler, new

toothed armature.
2 600-light Thomson-Houston, A. 6, 30 K.

W., self oilers.
1 600-llght Thomson-Houston, 30 K. W., two-

phase.
1, 600-light T.-H., 30 K. W., slotted arma-

ture, compound, self-oiler.
2 650-llght Thomson-Houston, A. 35, sclt-oil-

ers. composite wound.
2 750-llght Wesiinghouso, self-oilers, S7y. K.

W.
1 1000-llght Wood. 60 K. W., self-oiler,

toothed armature, comp. wound.
1 UOO-llght Westinghouse, 60 K. W., self-

oller, toothed arm't.
1 1200-llght T.-H., 60 K. W.. self-oller,

toothed armature.
1 1200-nght Oeneral Electric. A. 60, compos-

ite wound, toothed armature,
self-oller.

2 1300-llght T.-H., A. 70, 1100 volts, self-oll-

crs, compound wound.
1 6000-llght Wcstlnghollso, 300 K. W., toothed

armature, composlle wound,
relf-oller.

Arc Dynamos.
1 20llglit 200« <;. 1'. We.slern Kleclrlc.
1 sought 2000 C. V. Western Bleclric, self-

oller.

1 .30 light 2000 n. r: llmsli. No. 7.

Arc Dynamos—Continued.

1 35-light 2000 C.
1 40-llght 2000 C.
2 40-light 2000 0.
1 4«-light 1200 C.
2 45-light 1200 C.

1 50-light 1200 0.
1 50-light 2000 C.

1 50-light 2000 C.
2 60-Ught 2000 O.
1 60-light 2000 C.
2 60-light 2000 O.
1 65-light 2000 C.

2 75-nght 1200 O.
2 75-light 1200 C.
2 75-light 2000 O.
3 125-light 1200 C.

r. T.-II., ring armature.
I'. Wood, No. 7.

I". Western Electric, s. o.

P. T.-H., M. 12, hall arm.
r. Brush, No. 7, Steuben-

rauscU commutator.
P. T.-H., L. D. 12.

P. T.-H., M. D., 2, self.
oiler, ring arniature.

P. Brush, No. m.
V. West. Elec, self-oilers.
P. Westinghouse.
P. Wood, No. s.

P. Brush. No. S, new ar-
mature.

P. Wood.
P. Standard, self-oilers.
P. Westingh'se, self-oiler.
P. Excelsior, latest type,

self-oilers, fine.

220-Volt Motors.

1 1 H. P. Edison, self-oller.
2 1 H. r. E. .% C, new, self-oilers, M. P.,

slow speed.
1 3 H. P. Crocke'- - Wheeler, self-oiler,

slow speed.
1 3 H. P. Gen. Elec, type I. B., self-

oiler.
1 3 H. P. O. & C. selt-oiler.
2 3 H. P. Card, slow speed, self-oilers.
1 5 l-I. 1'. Eddy, ring type, self-oiler.
1 5 H. P. Westln:;hoiisc, self-oller.
1 7Vi H. I'. Roth, self-oller.
1 TA H. P. Eddy, selt-oiler.
1 7>/. H. I'. Edison, self-oller.
1 8 H. I'. General Electric multipolar,

self-oiler.
1 10 H. P. Keystone, self-oiler.
1 10 H. P. Eickmeyer, elevator motor,

Willi controller.
1 10 H. P. Lundcll, self-oller.
1 12 IT. P. Lundcll, 10 K. W.. multipolar,

self-oller, slow speed.
1 15 IT, P. Eddy, self-oller, new arm't.
1 IS IT. P. lOrtison, self-oller.

220 Volt Motors—Continued.
1 30 H. P. Edison, 25 K. W., self-oiler,

1 50 H. P. B. & 0., multipolar, slow speed.
1 50 H. P. Northern, M. P., self-oller,

newly rewound throughout.
1 75 H. P. Sprague, self-oiler, new arm't.
1 225 H. P. Crocker-Wheeler, M. P.

500-Volt Motors.
1 Yi H, p. Detroit, series wound.
1 1 H. P. Jenney, selt-oiler.
1 1 H. P. Crocker - Wheeler, self-oiler,

slow speed.
1 1 H. P. Lundell, self-oiler, slow speed.
1 1 IT. P. C. & C. self-oller.
13 H. P. Toledo, self-oiler.
1 3 H. P. Hobart, self-oiler.
1 3 H. P. Jenney, self-oiler.
2 314 H. P. Rockford, Ironclad, selt-oilers.

1 10 H. P. Eddy, self-oiler, multipolar.
1 10 H. P. C. & C.
1 10 H. P. C. & C, self-oiler.

1 10 If. P. Commercial, self-oiler.
1 10 H. P. Card, M. P.. selt-oiler, slow sp,

1 15 IT. P. Eddy, self-oiler.
1 IS H. P. Thomson-Houston, self-oller.

2 IS IT. P. Edison, 15 K. W., selt-ollers,
2 18 H. P. C. He 0., self-oilers
1 20 H. P. Commercial, self-oiler,

1 20 H. P. Card, self-oller.
1 30 H, P. T.-H., self-oller, D. 25.

1 30 H. P. Edison, 26 K. W., self-oller,

1 35 H. P. .lenncy, self-oller.
1 40 H. P. Jenney, self-oller.
1 40 H. P. Mather, self-oller.

1 00 IT. P, Edison. 45 K. W., Eelt-oller.

Alternating-Current Motors.

SINGLE PHASE.
1 >4 H. P. Stanley, 100 volts, 160OO alterna-

tions, single-phase.
2 1 H. P. Ft. Wayne, 100 v., 125 cycle, selt-

oilers, single-phase.
1 2% H. P. Ft. Wayne, 100 volts, self-oller,

single-phase.
1 5 IT. P. ^Vagner, single-phase, 60 cycle,

200 volts.

Alternating Current ilotors.

MULTIPHASE.
1 1 H. P. Westinghouse, self-oller, 2-phase,

60-cycle, 100 volts.
1 10 H. P. Gen. Electric, self-oller, 3-phase,

tvpo, S-10-900, Form A, 60-cycle.

110 volts.

Automobiles.
1 Wood's electric runabout, with top, car-

ries 2 persons, practically new.
1 Electric open phaeton, seats 3 persons, fim'

condition.
1 Elect rh- "trap," carries 4 persons, new.

TRANSFORMERS, METERS AND ARC LAMPS.
NOTICE.—All machines afo actually In tlock ready lor prompt delivery. All machines are guaranteed. Write lor pirtlculars and tend for MONTHLY BARGAIN SHEET with net cash price.
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EDISON
BATTERY FAN OUTFITS

.WITH..

EDISON LALANDE CELLS
are the only efficient battery fan outfits

on the market. Invaluable for the sick
room.

Write for Catalogue No, 4.

EDISON MFG. CO.,

I35 5TH AVE.,COR.20THST.,
NEW YORK.

CORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Work.

The Longest Lived and Most Economical Cell Evei
Put on the Marl<et.

In use by the leading cities, railroads,
telephone and gas engine companies.

WE CLAin-.—Constant dis-
charge of current without po-
larization; no local action; no
noxious pases or fumes; no
acldfi; least labor for opera-
tion; cleanest; not freezing at
28° below zero; economic val-
ue 50 per cent, greater than
gravity cell, and so per cent,
greater than best otner cell In
market. For No. i cell. 300
ampere hours; for No.i ccU,
126 ampere hours; on open

circuit, .9 to 1 volt; on closed clrcnlt. .65 to yo^
»oU. Send for circular and price list.

OORDOX BATTERY COMPABTY,
S94 Broadivay, 'Sew York.

Western Representative,

Geo. W. Patterson, 141 Clinton Street, Cbicago. 111.

the Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the World.

SEHD FOE CIECULAB AND PKICES.

THE LECLANCH'E BATTERY CO.,
Ill to 117 East 131st St.. N. Y.

AMERICAN
BRIDGE CO.

NO.

GENERAL OFFICES;

lOOBROAOWAY, NEW YORK.

i

I

I

;

;

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

ALL GLASSES OF

METALLIC STRUCTURES.

We have decided to carry at all our plants

a large stock of raw material from which we
can furnish with great promptness any ordi-

nary order for Steel Bridges, Roofs, Buildings,

Columns, Girders, Beams, Channels, Angles,

Plates, etc., etc.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WORKS:

Boston, Mass. East Berlin, Conn. Albany, N. Y.

Groton, N, Y. Rochester, N. Y. Buffalo, N. Y.

Elmira, N. Y. Horseheads, N. Y. Pittsburg, Pa.

Athens, Pa. Pencoyd, Pa. Philadelphia,

Trenton, N. ]. Wilmington, Del. Baltimore, Md.
Columbus, Ohio. Youngstown, Ohio. Canton, Ohio.

Lafayette, Ind. Chicago, 111. Milwaukee, Wis.

Minneapolis, Minn. New Orleans,

.^

MACHINERY AND SUPPLIES
AT BARGAIN PRICES.

FOR SALE.
We are constantly pnrchasing entire factories and

plants. We bunght from the Sioux City Traction Co.
the following:
No. SI 2 13x22x15 Westinghouse com-

pound engines.
No. S2 1 pair 17?4x24 Williams automatic

engines, coupled together.
No. S3 2 generators, type U. S. Westing-

bouse, bi-polar, size, SO K. W.
No. S4 2 G0xl6 horizontal tubular boilers.
No. S5 1 4i;0 H. P. Hazletoo .water tube

boiler, 2 Roney furnaces with
stokers.

No. S6 1 Wortbington duplex pump, Cx4
xO.

No. S7 1 Koerscbell heater, 2x9 feet.
No. SIj 1 Hancock iuspirator, 1% iuches.
No. S9 SS feel 6%-inch shafting.
No. SIO 29 feet S.inch shafting.
No. SU 8 feet 4"/8-inch shafting.
No. S12 15 feet 10-inch sbaftiug.
No. S13 2 6%-incb flanged couplings.
No. S14 1 S-iuch flanged coupling.
No. S15 1 6%x4% flanged couplings.
No. S16 1 60x38x6% in. double arm drive

pulley.

N,o. S17 4 60x16x6% in. Hill friction
clutch pulleys.

No. S18 1 60-x2Sx6% in. iron pulley,
leather covered face.

No. &'19 1 60x16x4% in. iron pulley.
No. S20 1 14x43x8 In. iron pulley.

chain oiling pillow

chain oiling pillow

chain oiling pillow

No. S21 2 6%x20
blocks.

No. S22 5 6%xl5
blocks.

No. S23 1 4%xl5
blocks.

No. S24 1 72x26x8 in. Dodge wood pulley.
No. S25 2 14 ft. X 16 in. cable drums; 6

grooves for 1^-inch cable.
No. S26 1 12 ft. x 17 In. X 15 in. spur gear.
No. S27 10 SxlS In. pillow blocks.
No. S28 2 double ply dynamo belts, 16-

inch width, 57 feet long.
No. S29 1 double ply dynamo belt, 14^2-

incb width: 71 feet long.
No. S30 1 double ply dynamo belt, 1414-

inch width: 48 feet long.

WE PURCHASED FROM P. D. ARMOUR & CQ., Union Stock
Yards, tiieir entire boiler outfit. Armour & Co. clia'^ged tiieir
motive power from steam to electricity at a cost of over $2,000.
OOO. as a result of which they sold to us all th«>ir fine horizontal
tubular boilers, consisting of 48—60x I 6 i 2—54x 1 6, I 2—60x i 8.

They are all in excellent condition and have been thorouehly
overhauled, all weak parts replaced.
We also purchased the HASTINGS, NEB., ELECTRIC PLANT,

rOnsisti'- g of the following:
No. S326 1 91/^x12 Armington & Sims en-

gine.
No. R327 2 650-llght incandescent dyna-

mos.
No. S328 2 25-lIght Ball arc dynamos.

No. S329 2 60x16 horizontal tubular boil-
ers.

No. S330 2 66x16 horizontal tubular boil-
ers.

Shafting, hangers, couplings, etc.

ENGINES.
No. S64 12x20x15 Westinghouse auto-

matic compound.
No. S65 12x20x14 Ball automatic com-

pound.
No. S66 12x24 Zeahm Bros.
No. S67 12x20 horizontal slide valve.
No. S2<E 13x16 Twin engines, tandem

bed.
No. S70 13x16 horizontal side crank.
No. S71 13x18 four valve Russell auto-

matic.
No. S72 13x20x15 Armington & Sims cross

compound condensing.
No. S73 13x16 Erie horizontal.
No. S74 14x14 automatic Ideal.
No. S75 14x24 Richards horizontal.
No. S76 14x24 box bed.
No. S77 14x20 Atlas automatic.
No. S78 14x24 Bay State.
No. S7S 14x30 Cumner.
No. S79 14M:xl3 Armington & Sims auto-

matic.
No. SSO 15x14 automatic Ideal.
No. SSI 16x14 Smith, Beggs cS: Rankin au-

tomatic.
No. S207 16x36 Woodruff & Beach.
No. S208 17%x24 pr. auto. Williams,

coupled.
No. SS2 18x30 250 H. P.
No. SS3 20x22 Corliss.
No. S84 20x36 Corliss.
No. SS5 20x42 Corliss.
No. S86 26x48 Corliss.
No. SS7 20x24 horizontal, box bed.
No. S209 66x20 Chandler & Taylor.
No. S210 40 H. P. Rice automatic.
No. S211 35 H. P. Chandler & Taylor.
No. S8S 22x42x48 Allls tandem condens-

ing.
No. SS9 14x20 Russell automatic.
No. S90 10 H. P. Davis & Rankin.
No. S91 10 H. P. slide valve.
No. S92 40 H. P. slide valve.
No. S93 60 H. P. slide valve.
No. S94 20 H. P. Milbnrn.
No. S95 No. 874 Racine automatic, 9-inch

stroke.
No. S96 80 H. P. raniuhar.
No. 897 No. 1 Russell high-speed auto-

matic.
No. S98 12 H. P. Giant.
No. S99 14 H. P. Giant.
No. SlOO 6 H. P. automatic Westing-

house.
No. SlOl 10 H. P. gas engine.
No. S102 13 H. P. Dayton gasoline.
No. S1C3 35 H. P. upright.
No. S104 40 H. P. Otto gas.
No. S105 50 H. P. Otto gas.
No. R106 19 H. P. Lewis gasoline.
No. S107 50 H. P. Raymond gasoline.
No. S172 68 H. P. Atlas.
No. S173 10x20 side crank.
No. S174 Otis furnace hoist engine, 2

cyl.. 8x10.

No. S177 13x16 Twin engines, tandem
bed.

No. S179 7x14 Ames cylinder.
No. S273 16x30 balance wheel, 14 feet

diam.
No. S274 1 H. P. gasoline.
No. S276 16>.'2X30 Buckeye.
No. S276 6x12 horizontal slide valve.
No. R277 14x28 horizontal slide valve.
No. S278 12x24 jnarine oscillating.

No. S279 30x30 slide valve.
No. S2S0 36x42 slide valve.
No. S281 24x30 slide valve.
No. S282 10x15 center crank.
No. S283 6x8 box bed, side crank.
No. S284 16x36 Sinker & Davis.
No. S285 9x9 upright, center crank.
No. S2S6 9x14 horizontal, side crank
No. S287 9x12 Nagel.
No. S2S8 7x7 side crank.

MISOELDANEODS.
UO-VOLT INCANDESCENT DYN.iJiIOS.
No. SM145 2 T.-H. 500-light, 110-volt, di-

rect connected.
No. SJI146 1 60-light Edison dynamo.
No, SM147 1 25-llght O. & C. dynamo.
No. SM148 1 2C0-light Edison dynam.o.
No. SM149 1 100-light Rockford dvnamo.
No. SM150 2 500-light T.-H. dynamos.
No. SM151 1 150-light Eddy dvnamo.
No. SM152 1 100-light, 110-voIt, Weston

dynamo.
No. SM163 1 250-light Hawkeye dynamo.

500-VOLT GENERATORS.
No. SM154 1 No. S T.-H., 75 K. W., 500-

volt.

650-VOLT GENERATORS.
No. SM155 2 type U. S. Westinghouse

bi-polar; 80 K. W.; 350 revo-
lutions, 550-volt.

ALTERNATORS.
No. SM156 1 50 K. W.; 1,000-volt; West-

inghouse; complete with
switchboard, exciter, one ex-
tra brand new armature for
exciter, two field coils.

No. SM157 1 500-light National; exciter
on shaft.

No. SM158 1 600-light T.-H. alternator;
1,000-volt.

No. SM159 1 600-light T.-H.; 2,040-volt.
No. SM160 2 25 K. W. Westinghouse Al-

ternators; 1,150-volt; 16,000 al-
ternations; switchboard and
instruments.

ARC DYNAMOS.
No. SM161 25-ligbt; 2,000 c. p. low ten-

sion; one extra armature for
same.

No. SM1G2 3 50-IIght; 2,000 c. p ; T -H
No. SM103 1 No. 8: 60-lIght; arc;-2,000

c. p.; Wood.
No. SM164 1 80-lIght Western Electric

dynamo.
No. SM165 20-light, 2,000 c. p. Sperrv;

switchboard and instru-
ments.

MOTORS.
No. SM166 1 20 H. P., 500-volt, i't.

Wayne.
No. SM167 1 3 H. P., 500-volt., T.-H.
No. S168 1 McGowan condenser, steam

cyl., 8-inch.
No. S169 1 hoisting engine and boiler, 6x

12, made by Kendall & Bro.
PDMPS.

We carry over 350 different makes and
sizes. Write for complete list.

BOILERS.
All kinds of horizontal, tubular, fire-

box, etc. Our complete list on applica-
tion.

SUPPLIES.
W^e carry all kinds of shafting, hangeis, ronplingi),

palleys, belting; In fact, anythingin the line ofsupplies.

Write for our complete catalogue No. 256.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.,
W. 35tli and Iron Sts., Chicago.
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A PERFECT

DESK PHONE.
Adjustable Head, Platinum Contacts,

Auxiliary Springs in Receiver and

Transmitter, Silk Cords.

Material Used, Workmanship,
Fine Finish and Results Considered

make it the Cheapest and the Best.

Swedish-American

Telephone Co.,
' Nos.69,7land 73 W.Jackson Blvd.,

CHICAGO.

HUGO SCHUMACHER, Prest.

J. A. AKBOGAST, Vlce-Prest.

MAX SCHUMACHER, Sec'y and Trcas.

M. GARL, Supt.

Garl Electric

Company,
AKRON, OHIO.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
1015 Monadnock Building.

Sole Patentees and
Manufacturers of

Girl Railway, Hotel and Factory Telephone

_ Systems. Garl Electric Gun for Fire

"Tei'<,°pho"ne." and Burglar Alarms.
IntdrcommuntcallnB
Ftctory Telephone.

I. H.VAN VLISSINGEN, Prest.

L.G. WHEELER, VicePrest.

W.C. HEINROTH.Treas
L. G. BOWMAN, Sec'y and Gen'l Mgr.

WESTERN TELEPHONE
CONSTRUCTION CO.,

153-159 South Jefferson St., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE PIONEER COMPANY.

BETTER THAN EVER BEFORE.

SWITCHBOARDS, TELEPHONES, and other

HIGH GRADE APPARATUS.

Write for prices. Orders filled promptly.

STANDARD

Telephone and Electric

Company,

MADISON, WIS.
Manufacturers and Importers

High Grade

Telephone Apparatus
EXCLUSIVELY.

WRITE FOR I900 CATALOGUE.

No. 1900

u

36 to 50 Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL.

Our new No. igoo Telephones with Disc Carbon Lightning

Arrester for SERIES and BRIDGING work are winners. Try them.

OUR CENTRALIZEO BATTERY SYSTEM

is a great success; likewise our

MULTIPLE SWITCHBOAROS.

Telephone Apparatus
Of All Kinds Manufactured, i

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL AND TOOLS LOWEST PRICES.

A BIG LOT OF SECOND-HAND PHONES, IN GOOD

ORDER, CAN BE HAD FOR A SONG.

Let us tell you about them.

\a/me:im yolj see

KELLOGG
TELEPHONE
APPARATUS

Our New Desk 'Phone.

You may be sure It is THE BEST In material, workmanship and design that the market

can produce. NEW BULLETIN JUST OUT.

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD AND SUPPLY CO.,
atiS (SOITTH GRKEN STREET, CHICA«IO.

NATIONAL APPARATUS
Metallic Circuit Multiple

Switchboards.
Positive Doable Supervisory Sig^nals. Central Energy.

Simple and Mechanically Perfect.
All Circuits Perfectly Balanced Electrically.

Cost of Operation and Maintenance Reduced to a
Minimum.

The Method of Operating that we have aflopted has been
determined npon, by long years of experience and

practical operation by the very best telephone
engineers, to be unexcelled.

National Telephone Equipment Co.,

330-S33 Lafayette Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT

IB Complete. Durable, Bellable.

The only manufacturers selling a complete Una of

Public Exchange, Toll Line, Police, Fire Alarm,

Street Railway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating PrlTate Plant Telephone Apparatus (ully

protected by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stroml>erg-Carlson

Telephone Mfg. Co.,

72'82 W. Jacksoa Blvd.,

OBTCATALOa. CmCAOO. U. S. A.
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GUARANTEES SUPEPinpiTv

J^tfStlIN,^A5^>

J^ <^-. MANUFACTURERS

V<\. "^ High Grade Equipment

%^>:

MAY BE INCREASED BY

CONNECTING UP YOUR

FARMERS
AND

OUTLYING DISTRICTS.

Others are Making their Plants Pay Fair

Interest on their Investments

that Formerly Showed
a Shortage.

NEW FEATURES!
ALL TROUBLE POINTS

ELIMINATED.
No Listening Keys.

No Clearing-Out Drops.

No Ringing Keys.

No Complications in Your Cord Circuit.

No Delays—Always Ready for Business.

WE WILL TELL YOU HOW IT'S DONE.
WRITE TO

QLEVELAND, 63-75 frankfortst., OHIO.

r]VCOiei»oieA.TE>r>.r

I The Bruckner Electric Co.,
F. C. BRUCKNER, Prest. W. L. EASTMAN, Vice-Presl.

;

:

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH-GRADE INTERIOR AND LONG-DISTANCE
^

TELEPHONES.
SAA/^i'toKiboards.

The very latest Hotel Telephone System and Automatic Inter com-

municating Telephone.

I

REASONABLE PRICES. PROMPT SHIPMENTS.
:

? Get prices on our new CORDLESS MOVABLE ARM, a f
great improvement over any other; also our NEW TRANS- •

2 MITTER, conveying the sound of the voice almost to a J
whisper. Specially adapted for Central- Energy Systems. ^

|> Carbon does not pack, nor deteriorate, because of the use S
5 of high-voltage battery. J

I —
I

\ THE BRUCKNER ELECTRIC CO., I

GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY:
|

141 to 155 East Twenty-Fifth St., NEW YORK. |
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RESISTANCE WIRES
Bare and Covered. For All Purposes.

SEE OUR CATALOGUE.

DRIVER-HARRIS WIRE CO.,
NEWARK, N. J.

U. S. NAVY SPECIFICATIONS
all for Dry Cells equal to "New Standard I

Battery" in E. M. F. (1.5 volts) and entirely
free from acid. Enough said. Prices as low as
any Imilations. New Catalogue for the asking.

WILLIAM ROCHE
[

INVINTOR AND SOLE MftWUFAOTUHEB

42 VESEY STREET, NEW YORK CITY

]?OUR STUDENTSs
SUCCEED

INCREASED SALARY.
I was gcttiiiK $30 a month as

assist.int in an Electric Light-
ing Plant when 1 took up the
Electrical Engineering Course.
Since that time. I have passed
four Civil Sen'ice Examinations,
and have had my salary raised
four times. I am now getting

J87 per month, and can truth-

fully say that I owe my success
to correspondence instruction.

R.G. ELI,10TT.

MACHINIST TO ENGINEER.
I recommend The Intr;rtn-

tlonal Correspondence Schn. 1.

as being one of the best mem .

through which to obtain an l-Ilj

cation. The method empl'^y I

is simple and easily understi_ii I

At the time I enrolled. I " ,.,

holding a position as machini ,t

and steam fitter. lamnowchi'f
engineerforJ.S.&T.Elkint.-ii,
Philadelphia. Pa.

\VM. R.HORNER.
Philadelphia, Pa.

SI2 to S70, In Small Montbly InstaUmeots, pays for a

Salary-Raising Education
In Electrical Engineering. Electric Light and Power,

Telephony, Telegraphy, Steam, Mechanical,
and Civil Engineering,

Established 1891. Capital, Ji, 500,000.

Stndfor Circulars and Local Rfffrencts.

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,

Box lOOZ, ScrantoQ, Peona.

Kokomo Telephones for 1 900.

New Tubular Arm; no cord in sight.

High-Grade Full NiGkel-Plated Bell,

Bipolar Receiver, Mhir with the

Kokomo Long-Distance Transmitter.

Making up the most efficient Telephone on the market for
Exchange and Toll-line work. We have Improved the
Telephone, also the price, to a point that will Interest you.
Write us for Information.

KOKOMO TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

KOKOMO, IND.

sterling Extra Insulatlne Varnish, New Process.
Sterling Extra Insulating Varntsh. Old Process.

Sterling Extra Black Finishing Varnish.
Sterling Black Air Drying Varnish.

Sterling Black Core Plate Varnish.
THE STERLINC VARNISH CO., PITTSBURC, PA.. U. S. A.

TELEPHONE AND

CONST. SUPPLY CO..
CHICAGO.

NEW CATALOGUE FREE,

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE SUPPLY CO.,
TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES,

19 SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO.
"Monarch" Gftlvanized Telephone Wire, "Extra BB" and "BB" Galvanized Telephone Wire, Hard-drawn
Copper Telephone Wire, Rubber Covered Wire, Weather-proof Iron Line Wire, Annunciator Wire, Office
Wire, Galvanized Steel Strand, Crosby Clips, Guy Ciamps, Boston Cable Hanprers, Turn Bucklo, Messen-
ger Pole Supports (lalvanized Thimbles, Guy Rods, Ground Rods, Stombaugh Guy Anchors, Eve Bolts,
Cross \rm^, Cii.ari Ann Braces, Pins and Brackets, LayScrews antl Bclf^, Insulators, Kinibs, Tools|etc.,etc.

Send for complete catalogue of

MAGNETO BELLS, TELEPHONES,
MEDICAL BATTERIES and

U ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES.
O All eoods High Cirade In Every Bespect

MIANUS ELECTRIC CO., - Mianus, Conn.

Wright Gable Hanger.
SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

R.I. TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Mention this paper.

MDNDN ROUTE
!IS Tlier DIRECT LINE-

BETWEEN

CHICAGO.
„

INDIANAPOLIS

CINCINNATI
AND

LOUISVILLEb
ICITY OFFICE 232 CLARK 5T.

—i^ifTt^ ClilCAGO.

^
STERLINC ELECTRIC CO.,

CXCLUSIVe MANUFACTUflEflS OF

BELL-STYLE TELEPHONE
*A.v^A-r\jt

FOB THE INDEFESiDENT FIEI.D.

Main Office and Factory at LAFAYETTE, IND, Branch Office, Chicago.
GHICAdIO OFFICE. No. l!i6U IIOSIAUNOCK BCII/DIKe.
NEW VOBK OFFICE, 141 BBOADWAY, NEW YOBK CITY.

Magnet Wire

DO YOU WANT
QUICK SHIPMENTS?TELEPHONES.

Ask us what we can do for you on short notice on Tele-

phones, Switchboards and Line Material.

Kansas City Telephone Mfg. Co.,
18 '\A^. IVIissouf-i ^Vve. I^^rks^^ ^Wy,

EUREKA ELECTRIC CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Our Specialty: The Best Stock of fine

sizes of Single Silk Insulated Magnet
Wire In the country. Also Double SUks,
Single and Double Cottons.

THE MgDERMID MFG. CO.,

207 S. CANAL ST.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

THE LARGEST LINE OF HIGH-GRADE TELEPHONE APPARATUS,

GABLE HEADS, SWITCHBOARDS, TELEPHONES. catalogue.

NOS. 157-167 S. Canal St., CHICAGO, U. 8. A.

66BRACE UP"
Your Telephone, Telegraph and Trol<

ley Poles, by using the celebrated

Stombaugh Guy Anchor

AND THEY WILL

ALWAYS STAND ERECT.

Jio holoN to diff. Tou
Hcrow^ them In the
sronnd and there they
stay, defying up-
rootal.

FKACTICAIi ANI> INEXPENSIVE.
Six sizes, 3^ to 12 inch diameter.

Others Use and Endorse Them, Why Not You?

MANUFACTURED
BV . . PHILIP SMITH, Sidney, Ohio, U.S.A.

W. N. MATTHEWS & BRO., St. Louis, Mo.
iUMiOJ-iil W('Stc:rn Ag(;ntH.

TELEPHONE MEN AND ALL USERS OF
MAGNET COILS HAVEYOUR MAGNET COILS

WOUND BY MACHINERY
HERE'S THE OBJECT

LESSON-
A PLAIN FACT

Tlieso C8 tipools cnntalDlng 01 lbs. of
No.aOHlnfflesIlk-ooveiedwlrowiUcoHtyou
|2i:tnetatfi0, 10. 10, fi oinist; and tlioro in
HuOlelent wire on those 2« Hpools to wind
I,O0O 600-olmi trldprlnp-bell iniiKiietH. Your
wlnelliiff labor wlti cost yuu at loawt (5
additional, makfiitf a total cnct oC your
own 1,000 raapnota (Inlahetl at factory, 8^48,

The above box contains 1,000 "Duplex"
mat;not wlndiiiBs. Kacli windlntr In niado
wpoF No. 30 wire, 500 ohms per windlnp,
and each windlnur haa 13 per cent, more
turns than thore are In the ordinary
wound maffntit. Prlco, KIK.TO net. ThlH

If) 10 per cent, less than your wire bill

and wo charge nothing I'or winding.

WESTERN OFFICE, 605 FISHER BUILDING, CHICAGO.

THEVARLEYDyPLEXMAGNETCO. DOES IT BY MACHINERY

'l387Ii!SljmEYCITYN.J.
V/E CAN SAVE YOU

CONSIDERABLE MONEY.
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MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO. 32 CORTLANDT STREET,
9 PffEj'W ^^OlR^.

1,000,000 so!d during the

past twelve months.

riesco Dry Battery-

AcknowledEed the Best

Dry Cell Manufac-
tured.

Price each, 40c.

Standard size, 2Hx6^i

We make all sizes.

Telephone Receivers.

Hard Ruhher, each 81.25

Battery Zincs.

We have purchased the plant of the Carr
Metal Company and can furnish the Carr com-
posite zincs in all forms and quality heretofore
supplied by that company.

Alarm Clock Outfit, No. iH-

Price $6.00

We make a number of different styles.

Telephone Outfit,

No. U.

With our high-grade car-
bon transmitter, which
will be sent on approval
to responsible parties.

Price, with two cells Mes-
co Dry B:iltery, $9.00.

Price, Outfit
" Clock only.

Pony Telephone Receiver.

Retail price, 90 cents.

Dlttmer Pocket Bat-

tery Gauge.

Will register the
strength of open or
closed circuit batter-

Price each, $3.50.

Price $9.00

We make a dozen differ-

ent ielephone Outfits.

Iron Box Bells, No. 97>

2^, 3, Si4 and 4 Inch. Special prices

OUR PRICES given above do not fairly represent quotations to the trade or to parties ordering quantities.

WB MANUFACTURE a large percentage of the goods found In our catalogue. Catalogue No. 11—Now Ready.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., 32 CORTLANDT STREET,

AMERICAN
BATTERY

COMPOUND
For all Zinc-Carbon

Cells.

THE PERFECT
BATTERY
SALT

For all Open-Circuit
Work.

SAL-AMMONIAC IS A RELIC OF THE PAST,

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPOUND CO.,
31 and 33 m. CANAIi ST.,

Automatic Lightning Arrester.
Positive protection for telephones and switchboards

against any abnormal current.

No fuse to burn out, line is never open, service

never interrupted; it works automatically, is guar-

anteed not to burn out, requires no attention what-
ever after being installed.

it has less resistance than any other arrester,

resistance being less than one ohm.
The working parts are mounted on porcelain base

and are ornamental in appearance.
We put them up single for individual 'phones, and

in cabinets for exchange use; the cabinets require

but small floor space.

Protection without annoyance is what you want;

try this device on some of your toll or worst lines

a^d see for yourself what it will do.

Correspondence Solicited.

Butler-Taylor Co.,
Ravenna, Ohio.

..VIADUCT.
BALTIMORE, MAKE

TELEPHONES
AND EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

JEFFREY
COAL-ASHES HANDLING
MACHINERY. %ir..%Vu..

THE JEFFREY MFG.CO.Columbus.O.

DEALERSZaHUCONTRACTORS
For Satisfactory IntercommunicatingPMOIMES

At bottom prices, write to

THOMAS, WILCOX & DIETZ, - Cleveland. Ohio.

TELEPHONES.
We are now manufacturing telephone instruments complete. We

want to send PREPAID A SAMPLE 'PHONE to every exchange in the

west. If not satisfactory return at our expense. Write us for prices and
one of our new handsomely illustrated telephone catalogues. We also

carry a full line of telephone and electric-light supplies.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.
KANSAS CITY, MO.

LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE, 2279.

WANTED ^ "r r
CEO. F. SCHWALM CO.,

FOR SPOT CASH
BURNED OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND BASES.

Fr^ri'^m Paid an.l Hitliesl Pfk-p? rji

HARRISON. N.J.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

WALSH'S SONS & CO.,
E50 WASHINGTON ST.. NEWARK, N. J.

Send your Book Orders to

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

510 Marqutile IJldg., Chicago.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

IS-17 C«rtllUtSt.,N» Ttrk.
BMNCHES:^32(, o,uiQ,i SL

BOSTON:
l34Congris>$L

SAN FRANCISCO:
7t Flotd BalKlH
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AWARDED GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION, 1900.

THE BALL ENGINE CO., Erie, Pa., U. S. k. foT^Zo%Xo%Vr°.l2r^r.ll%".7.

M'CORMICK TURBINE.
On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft.

Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Gives a higher percentage of useful effect than any other water-wheel
heretofore made. All sizes, rlj^hi and lefi hand, are biiili from patierns per-
fected under systematic tests in tbe Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having,' power plants whieb are unsatisfactory, and those contem-
plating tbe improvement of powers, will find it to tbeir interest to confer
witb us, as we are willing to guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter what make of turbine has been In use. STATE REQUIREHENTS
AND SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.

CLING-SURFAGE.
SLIPPING STOPPED,

BELTS PRESERVED.

CLING-SURFACE MFG. CO.,

177-182 VIRGINIA ST.,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR RAILROAD

^1

il

CHICAGO
ALTON

RAILROAD.

1^

PERFEa PASSENGER SERVICE BETWEEN

THE IMPROVED BERRYMAN
(KELLEY'3 PATENT)

Feed Water
Heater and Purifier.

UNIQUE
In its effectiveness and up-to-date
In every respect, at a price that
will aissure consideration. Vastly
superior to any Feed Water Heater
on the market.

Benj. F. Kelley & Son,
91 LIbertySt., New York.

9H HflHn Heaters, 2,000,1.500,
flU anny i.iioo, i.ooo, soo, f.oc, soo,
80 horse power and others.
Largest stock in America. Mostly
all tiiken in trade £or our Im-
proved Berryman.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS.
A.II »<ir>ds.

ELECTRICfAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Snite 510 aiarqnette, CHICA60.

THE SHORT LINE
TO

HoucHTON, Calumet,
MARQUETTE

The Chicago, Miiwauitee & St. Paul Ry.

IS THE ONLY LINE RUNNING

Solid Trains 7h°e Copper Country

CHICAGOanoKANSASCITY,
CHICAGO AN" ST. LOUIS.
CHICAGO AND PEORIA.

ST. LOU IS ANDKANSAS CITY.

HOT SPRINGS.Ark.,DENVER,Colo.,
' TEXAS, FLORIDA.UTAH.
CALIFORNIA «»d OREGON.

If you arc contenipliitInK a trip, pny portl'.u «f
which caij hi: iiuulc over tliu Clilcagrrj A; Alton, li will

fiay yoii lo v.-t\\.<i to the undcrslt'ucd for umiis, puiiipU-
etfl, rates, time tablee, etc.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
GoDeral Poaaengtr and Ticket Agent.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

eCALUIVIET
,ffl#HANOO0K
1 HOUGHTON
f^L'ANSE

KNestorlft

CHAMPION

REPUBLIC

'"ON MOUNTAIN
Wausaukee

MENOMINEE'
MARINETTE

^".i^ETTS

;|MILWAUKEE

THROUGH SLEEPING CARS. COACHES AND
BAGGAGE CARS

Leave Chicago daily at 10:30 p. m.

From Union Passenger Station, Canal & Adams Sts.

City Ticket Office, 93 Adams St.

GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE...
Made in almost any form required and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 olims aa
desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats
of 4,000 degrees . .

JOS. DIXOK CRUCIBL,E CO., Jersey City, Jf. J.

REG.JRADE MARKS JhE PHOSPHOR BRONZE SMELTIN€C0.[IMITED,

2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

)
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'
INGOTS.CASTINGS, WIRE,RODS.SHEETS, ETC.

'9',Ujf>/w^JS^m^' — DELTA METAL—
/?\ CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORCINGS

/dELT^ ORIGINAL andSoleMakers in the U.S.

WATERWHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to all kinds ol

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable tis to guarautee

;

The Largest Power ever obtained from a wheel of the same diameter. The highest speed
ever obtained for the same power. The highest mean efficiency ever realized when
running from half to full gate. We guarantee also : A runner of the greatest posi
sible strength. A gate unequaled in quickness and eaae of opening and closing.

Tests show over 81 per cent, average efficiency with half to full water.

State your Head and send for 124- page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

The Electrician Publishing Co., 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical Books.

Write for Catalosue.

SMALL SPRINGS
OF EVEFIV OISCRIPTION

THE WALLACE BARNES CO.,
iSrABusUtn /i-S7. BRTSTOL, CONN., U.S.A.

STANDARD POLYPHASE
APPARATUS AND SYSTEMS,

By MAURICE A. OUDIN, M. S.,
Member A. I. E. E.

242 Pages, Profusely Illustrated. Price, $3.00.

The Only Work Treating Fully of American
Alternating-current Apparatus.

Generators—Induction Motors—Synchronous Motors—Rotary Converters

—

Static Transformers—Station Equipment and General Apparatus—Two-
phase System — Three-phase System — Monocyclic System

—

Frequency—Calculation of Transmission Line, Etc., Etc.

Copies of this or any other electrical booit published sent prepaid, to any address

in the world, on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6IO Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

IMPROVED
2,000 LIGHTS

ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO
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Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: PlnconDlng, Mich. areen Bay, WI5. New London, Wla.

EDAR POLE
' 50 TO 80 FT. A SPECIALTY.

John H. fowler, "i^X'.'^t: ?,\"^-

nPjJii^AJUwVi^ (Mi^fjCs}^ §!Vi^^yWv6V aJjUTW S^C.

POLES.
WHITE CEDAR.

IDAHO CEDAR up to 80 ft.

BERTHOLD

& JENNINGS,
ST. LOUIS.

Chemical Building.

CROSS
ARMS.

LONG LEAF
PINE AND FIR.

Cedar
TORREY
CEDAR CO.,

CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Largg Stock Constantly on Hand.
Poles

\A/Hi-b Oedi I
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

yB^omfifE^Bs^ PEBRIZO & SOXS, Paggett, Micli.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING CO.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,

Uannf&ctnrera &Dd Dealer. In

Yellow Pine Cross Arms, Locust Pins, Oak Pins, Electrical

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stocks on hand.

DellTered prices quoted, F. O. B. cars, your city. Id any quantity. ^^WBITE US.

BLUE RIDGE LOCUST PIN CO.,

Our Feed Water Heaters
Use exhaust steam and supply boilers with PURE
HOT WATER and prevent the solid matter from
going into the boilers, saving from ro to 25 per

cent, of your fuel bills. Oar latest design is

made entirely of CAST IRON, designed for use

where water contains acid salt or other impuri-

ties which pit or corrode wrought iron or steel.

We also build

BOILER FEED PUMPS
SINGLE. DUPLEX A

TRIPLEX PUMPS,
SINGLE. DUPLEX AND TRIPLEX.

ELECTRICALLY
PRIVEN...

STEAM AND POWER

PUMPING MACHINERY

FOR EVERY PURPOSE,

Air

Compressors
OF VARIOUS TYPES.

JET AND SURFACE CONDENSERS, AIR PUMPS, FILTER PRESSES.
OIL MILL MACHINERY.

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAJLE CO.,
257 Lehman St., DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

HARVEY M. DICKSON, Gen Mgr. asihevil-i-e:, im. ^.
M*>'UFACTUBFP?= Or., LOCUST INSULATOR PINS AND BRACKETS.
Seven factories in operation. Capacity, co.coo per day. Write fur prices on pin and bracket specialties

CEDAR POLES.
Toll-Line Poles a Specialty.

C. H. WORCESTER «c CO.,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Manufacturers of Everything in White Cedar.

Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Century Bldg.

DULUTH. MINN.,

203 PalladloBia?.

POLES
Naugle,Holcomb&Go.,

OLD COLORV BLDG., CKICAOO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Raiiroad

Contractors.

DETROIT. MICH.,

Wayne Co. Bank BMg.
ESCANABA, MICH.
MASONVILLE, MICH.

CEDAR POLES
LINDSLCV BROTHERS COMPANY
MtN OM I IMCE. MICH. AND PORTl-AND. OREQQN.

WHOLESALE "producers
.ro -FOOT TO 80~FOOT POLES OUR SPCCIALTY

motor Startlne Rheostats.
motor Besnlatlng Bheostatfi.

Dynamo Field Bheoetats.
Theater ]>linmer8.

i^pecial Rheostats.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
Westfleld, V. J„ C. S. A.

TlieTeooentlosulatorPioCo,
MANUFACTURERS

LOCUST and OAK PINS and
BRACKETS,

POLES and TIES,
Terra Alta, W. Virginia.

BUY YOUR BOOKS
FROM THE

Electrician Pub. Co.. 6 1 Marquette Bldg., Chlcigo.

A PRETTY STORY.
Eight months ago the Texas Arm & Pin Co. began manufacturing things in-

clined electrically wooden, like cross arms, pins and brackets. An old, no-account,

second-hand machine, in a broken-down factory, was used, but now they have four
factories with new and late machinery and are shipping more cross-arms than the law
allows. But they can ship more. They are untapped, long-leaf, yellow pine.

Branch Oflice : 708 Temple Court Building, Chicago, W. H, QUAW, Mgr.

I Or the home office at Beaumont, Texas, is where you write for more information and
a pretty and useful pamphlet.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,

TIES.MONROE. MICH.
Eleven Pole Yards In Mlchlean.

Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

KLEIN'S

He IraPasllms.

CEDAR
DAVIS AND STITT

COMPANY,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Wrltt' for JJelivered Prices. POLES

T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U- S. A,

Manufacturer of Mast Arms, Pole and
Swinging Hood 8. House Brackets and
other yppclaltles for Construction
^'oTV.— Ca(alogve and Prices fur'
nUhed on application.

OAK PINS AND DRAGKETS.
rianufacturers for Wholesale Trade.

Prompt Shipments. Jar Orders Solicited.

Kansas City & Southern Lumrer Co.,

PAINTED,
SACKED AND
CRATED.

CLIMBER'S
LINEMEN'S TOOLS

Catalogue Free. ^^Send for on*.

Mathias Klein & Son.
87-89 W. VAN BUREN •TBEET. CHICAGO, ILL

MiaDapolis Am, Bractet & Pin Co,,
Successors to J. B. MACERS,

MANUrACTUHERS QT

Arms, Brackets, Locust and Oak Pins,

Tent Stakes, ROPE Lock Blocks.

OHIce. I2&S. Meridian St., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

FACTORY, JAMESTOWN, tIMD.
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Westinghouse

Westinghouse Polyphase Induction Motor, Overhead Application.

Polyphase Induction

Motors
Their flexibility of application and high efficiency under the most varied conditions has caused

their adoption for all kinds of stationary service.

Westinghouse Electric

& /Vlanufacturing; Co , Pittsburg, Pa.

AH Principal Cities in U. S. and Canada.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
[INCORPORATED]

T-fY

I

i

I "WOOD" AUTOMATIC MOTOR STARTER.
+

APPROVED BY FIRE UNDERWRITERS.

i

I
±

A new apparatus, combining an overload and

underload release, with time limit.

Automatic double-pole circuit-breaker, adjustable

to any per cent, overload.

All mechanisms mounted on one panel. No

extra devices required.

It is so constructed that the power may be trans-

ferred from one generator to another without

stopping the motor.

Only one operating magnet.

No contacts to corrode.

No short circuiting devices used.

I

MX
LARGE SIZK. SWITCH CLOSF.U.

ABSOLUTELY PROTECTS YOUR MOTOR. EASILY INSTALLED.

SEND FOR BULLETIN.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY, FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.

ELECTRICITY FOR ENGINEERS.
Latest Edition, Now Published in One Complete Volume, 424 Pages, Profusely Illustrated.

Just the Work for Engineers, Electricians, Dynamo Tenders, etc.

PART I, CONTEMTS.—CH.A.PTEK I: Electricit^•: Positive and Negative: Conductors,
Kon-CoDQuctors and losnlators; Eiectro-Motive Force; Volts; Kesistance; Ohms; Current; Am-
peres.—CHAFTEK 11: Djiiamos; Magnets; Field Coils: Electro Maenets: Permanent Magnets.—
CHAPTER III: Armatures, Construction of.Dilferent Kinds of; Commutators.How Made and Con-
ttected: Heating of Armatures; Eddy Currents.—CHAPTER IV: The Current; How- Produced;
Induction: Series ^'oundlJynamos; Shunt Wound Dvnamos; Exciting the Fields: Constant Cur-
rent and Constant Potential innamos; Series and l^arallel: Parallel or Multiple Arc System.—
CHAPTER V: Incandescent Lamps; Filaments: Connections; Flashing; Exhausting; Testing;
Candle Power; Operated in Series: Automatic Cut-Out; In Multiple Arcor Parallel; Multiple Series;
Multiple Series Cut-Out; Three Wire System.—CHAPTER VI: The Arc Light; How Formed;
Causea of Unsteadiness; Remedy; Effect of Shades or Globes; Shape of Carbons Under Different
Conditions of Buroing; Arc Lamps: Regulating and Cut-Out Mechanism; Action of Current; Clutch
Lamps; Clockwork Lamps; Double Lamps; Troubles in Lamps.—CHAPTER VII: Commutators
and Brushes; The Brush Commutators; Brushes; Different St>ies of Brushes; Double Brushes;
BlDRle Brushes; Troubles with Commutators and Brushes; Correct Position of Brushes: Sparking
at Brushes; Care of Brushes and Commutators; Flashing.—C^HAFTER VIII: Current ReKUlatiou;
Hand Regulation; By Position of Brushes; Resistance' Box: Resistance Coils.—CH,4.PTER IX:
American System of Automatic Current Regulation: The Dvnamo; Regulator; Action of Regulator.
CHAPTER X: Brush System of Automatic Current Regulation; Brush Armature; Diagram of Cir-
cuits through D.\*namo, Retrulator and Lamps; Dial or Regulator; Care and Adjustment of Dial;
Dial Controller; Circuits and Connections of No. -S Brush Dvnamo; Circuits of Compound Woimd
Constant Potential Brush Dvnamo.—CHAPTER XI; The Kdison Svstem; Automatic Regulator;
Ciri-ultsof Reguiatflr; Circuits of D\'namo; Action of Regulator: Howell Pressure Indicator; Dia-
pam of Circuits; Description of Parts and Operation.-CHAPTER XII: Excelsior Svstem of Auto-
matic Current Regulation; Dvnamo; Armature; Diagram of Circuits; The Regulator aud Motor;
Action of Regulator.—CHAPTER XIII: Schuyler Svstem of Automatic Current Keculation;
pynamb; Armature, Commutator and Brusbes; Diagram of Orfuits in Armature and Field; Regu-
mor; Circuits In Regulator.—CHAPTER XR': Thomson-Houston System of Automatic Current
Eegul.'Ulon; Dj-namo; Armature; Commutator and Brushes: Controlling Maimet; Wail Controller;
Dlairram of Circuits; Air Blast.—CHAPTER XV: Waterhou>;e Svstem of Three-Brush Automatic
Current Regulation; Dynamo: Extra Brush: Resistance Coils and Regulator. CHAPTER XVI:
Ampere Meters: Tangential Scale: Solenoid Meters.—CHAPTER XVll: Voltmeters: Pressure
and Potential Indicators.—CHAPTER XVIII: Testing; Galvanometers; Astatic Needle; Differ-
ential Auparatus.—CHAPTER XIX: A\Tieatstone Bridge or Electrical Bi;lance; Diagram of Clr-
CTlts and Methods of use: Bridge and Rheostat; Round Form; Stiuare Form.—CHAPTER XX:
The Magneto as a Testing Instrument; Armature; Field; BeH: Diagram of Circuits.-CHAPTER
^I: Coupling Dynamos Together; In Series; In Shunt; Series, Shunt pud Compound Wound Ma-
chines.—CHAPTER XXII: Switches and Switchboards; Loop Switch; Plug and Socket: Change
Over Plug and Socket: Conclusion. CHAPTER XXXIII: Electric Motors; Geueral Principles the
Same as In ]j\-namos; Types; Shunt and Series Motors Suitable for all General Purposes; Regula-
Bon of Shunt Motors; Oi Series ;iIotors: Coimter E. M. F.; Direction of Rotadon and Direction of
Current; Starting Motors; Diagram of Connection.

PART II. CONTENTS.—CHAPTER I: Alternate Current Djuamos; Principles of the
Field; Field Current Armature; Winding: Connections: Lamination; Different Tvpes of Alterna-
tors: Regulation; Leading Systems; The Brusli Generators: Magnets; Armat\u-e; Principles of In-
duction.—CH-AJ'TER II: Dj-namos, Continued; The Mordey Alternator; Stationary Armatures;
Field Jfagnets; Ferranti Armature; Field Magnets; 'Winding; Collectors.—CHAPTER III: DjTia-
mos Concluded; Siemens Djuamo; Best Magnetic Circuits; Stanley Constant Current D>-namo;
The Armature; Self Induction: Regulation.—CHAPTER lA': Induction Coils; Converters; Trans-
formers: Eeonomv of Distribution; An Electrical H. P.; Losses in Conductor; Induction Coils; Ef-
fect of Induction; Transformers.—CHAPTER V: Transfonr.ars Continued; Induction Coils; Con-
verters; TransEorndng Up and Down; Design of Transforniors; The Static Charge; Protection
Against; Grounding the Secondary; Other Devices; The Foil Protector; Different Types of Trans-
formers.-CHAFTER AT: Transformers, Concluded; Fuses; Regulation; AVindingof Transformers;
Connecting to Circuit; Regulation; Safet>' Fuses.—CBLVPTEK VII: Parallel System; Series Aw
Light System; Diagram of Circuits; Parallel Svstem; Frimarj' Circuit: Secondary Circuit; Placing
of Transformers; Fuses: Diagram of Series Arc Light Circuit—CHAPTER A''III: Lines of Force;
Hysteresis: Magnetic Penetration; The Circuit of Lines of Force; Experiments with Magnet;
Rapidit>' of Reversals and Hvsteresis.—CHAPTER IX: Arc Lamps: In Series; Tlie AVestiutihous»
Arc Lamp; Diagram of Circuits in Lamp; Action of the afechanism- Flat Carbons,—CHAPTER X;
Arc Lamps, in jfultiple; Slatterj' Differential Lamp; Mechanism of Lamp; Its Operation.—CHAP-
TER XI: Measuring and Indicating Apparatus; Instruments for Use with Alternating Currents
Differ from those used with Continuous Currents: Ammeters; A'oltmeters; Description of Several
Forms of lustruments.—CHAPTER XII: Measuring Instruments. Continued: Hot A\'ire Instru-
ments; TheCardew A'oltraeter; Details of the Instrument: Low Potential A'oltmeter.—CHAPTER
XIII; A'oltraeters; Double Coil A'oltmeter: Two Types.—CILVPTER XIA': Spring Meters; Curled
Spring Meter.—CHAPTERXA': Twisted Strip Instruments; Diagram of Connections and Opera-
tion of Instrument.—CHAPTER XAT: Recording Meters; Stanley Meter; Construction and Prin-
ciples of Operation; Diagrams of Parts; Slatte^^' Induction Meter; Description of Parts and Prha-
ciples of Operation; AVatt Meter; Thomson Meter.—C'HAPTERXAai: Generators in Paralle!:
Difficulties in Operating; Alternate Current Generators in Parallel; Arrangements of Circuits ana
Machines for Operating in I'arallel; Diagram of Common Arrangement of Machines and Circuits.—
CHAPTER XA'III: Ohm's Law; Strength of Current; Formulas and Examples; Power and Heat-
ing Effects of Currents.—CHAPTER XIX; Ground Alarms and Leak Detectors.

PRICE. $2.50.

Orders for above book, or any electrical work published promptly sent on receipt of price, postage prepaid.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 5I0 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO
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ELECTRI CAL OR MEC HANICAL.

AVe have fine faeiiities :oi- light nianufaclur-
ing, and solicit conespondenre. Kstimates
glrcn on ciuontltv or ^niall lots. PUKCH PRESS
JKiJ SCREW MJClil?.E AVOEK.

Sy-SQ W.TauBurcii St., flilcngo, III.

CREST MFG. CO.
CAMBRIDCEPORT, MASS.

Indestructible Sparking Plug.
3 and 5 H. P. Gasoline Motors.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,
NOTRE DAME, INDIANA.

Classics, Letters, Economics and Historyi J ourna lism.

Art, Science. Pharmae.v, Law. Civil, Mechenical and
Electrical Enpineering, Architecture.
Tliorough Preparatory and Commercial Course!.

Ecclesiastical students at special rates.
Rooms free. Junior or Senior Year, Collegiate

Conrses. Rooms to Kent, moderate charge.
St. Edward's hall, for boys under 13.

The 57th year will open September ith, 1900. Cata-
logues Free. Addre^B

REV. A. MORRISSEY. C. S. C, President.

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND PLEXIBLB FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBIML

For Electrical and Mechanical Furposes, Railway Dust OuardSt ^fie&sK
and Packings. Patent Insulating Cleats.

MA-NTTFACTURED BT

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO.. Wilmington. Di,

The Best-The "NEW STYLE"
Receptacle and Attachment Plug.

The latest in this Une is the

"NEW STYLE" made by

WM. T. PRINGLE, 1026 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.
Western Representatives: J. B. McKeagne Co.. 324 Dearlwrn St., Cblcaso.

READY FOR THE MARKET.
"FBHCO," the new atyle Creole rosette. In-

snlBtlon perfect. Ions (Use; eaperlor
in every detail.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co.. Peru, Ind.

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Highest grades for electrical insolation and mechanical purposes, in sheets,

tubes, rods and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on application.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wilmington, Del.

iriie Fibre-Graphite Commutator BrushT|
(U. S. and Foreign Patents.)

\
Ho Sparking Dnder Varying Load.

No Wear on Commutator.

Ho SUftIng of Quadrant.

80 per cent. Pure Grapliite.

For Sample Order, and Prices, write to

i Holmes Fibre -Graphite Mfg. Co.,

\ 5IEE Wakefield St., Germanlown, PHILADELPHIA.

^

fjBH^mpHm

Est. 1863. Inc. 1895.

IN

H

AIR PROPELLORS

iBIack Diamond File Works s

t^ OUR GOODS ABE ON 8A1.E IST KTEBIT I.EADIBle HABDWABE OW

4rf STOBE IN THB VKITBD STATES ASTO CANADA. fjf

I G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY, |_ S PHILADELPHIA, PA. g

4f?

49

Twelva

Medals

Awarded at

International

Expositions.

Special

Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1895.

We

Have Set

a New

Standard.

Ask for

Prices.

THE FULLER GO., Detroit, Mich., U.S. A.,

I^ANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRICAL AND VENTILATING APPARATUS.

t/ondoD, Bng.—'Wdi. Key, U Queen Victoria

St., K. C.

Perls, Fronce-B. H. Cadlot, 12 Hue St.

tJcorgcs.

Gla«Kow, Scotlnnd-Wra. Key, Central

Cliniiibc-rs, loa Hope St.

ToVol.fima, Japan— I'.ajjnall & llllles.

Ktw y'.rk—Western Electric Co.

Wa«nlu;:i.n-NutlonaJ Electric Hupply Co.

WllDlnfim-Oattett, Millet & Co.

Denver—Tlios. H. Smith; Helldrle & Bolt-

Los AnKelcs-Westcrn Electric Works.
Mliincnpolls—Ilobcrts Heating & Vent, Co.
Mlhvniiliee—Geo. F. Ilohn.
Chicago—Wealern Electric Co.; Central

lilectrlc Co. „
St. Loiiln—Weatcru Electrical Supply Co.
Boston—Smllb & Anthony.
South Bend. Inrt.—MIUer-Knoblock Co.
recli-Hnnjmond Co., Cluclnnatl, t)., Gen-

eral Soutbem Affenta.

THERE ARE
REASONS

WHY THE STURTEVANT
SYSTEM IS SUPERIOR

TO DIRECT HEATING.

THEY ARE GIVEN IN OUR CATA-
LOGUE io6. WRITE FOR IT.

B. F. STURTEVANT CO., BOSTON.
NEW YORK. PH1LADEI.PMI.\. CHICAGO. LONDON.



AININUAL hALL IKAUE NU/VlBER==-AUTOnOBILE EXHIBITION.

$3 per Annum. Eiecwd..ffi,LlS'|cr,pX.ci.ic.gc,. EVERY SATURDAY. Eot«red at Chicago PoBtofllce
aa moil matter of the eccond class. 1 cents per Copy.

Vol. XXVII. CHIC.VGO, SEPTEMBER t^. iooo. No. II

1 137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO.

SIIVIPLEX. WIRES AND CABLES.
ROBBER COVERED. WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

""L"» ^miToM""^' Simplex Electrical Company,
M37 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlil, BOSTON, MASS.

^oN'^:
IS89^rarla Exposition,
ISedal for Kabber Insalation.
1893—-Wopld's Fair,

medal for Babber Insulation.

'nUU)EMAIU&

THE STANDARD FOB
BUBBEB INSUIiATIOir.
Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape. Manson Tape, Candee

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd
Managers. 253 Bioadway, Ncw York.

Weather-
proof Wires.

WHlard L Candee.
ILDunnt Cheever,

Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supt
W. H. Hodgtns. Secy.

iviore:

^^Crownlaii Bonds
Arc In use thnn all olher styles of Rail Bonds conbined.

Perfect— Electrically and Mechanically.
VARIETY OF SHAPES TO MEET ALL REQUIREMENTS OF RAIL BONDING.

WASHBURN & MOEN Dept.,

imra SM i Wire Co.,
The Rookery, CMICAQO, ILL.

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Paranite Rubber Covered Wires and Cables,

UNDERGROUND, AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

TELEPHONE, TELEaRAPH AND FIRE ALARn CABLES.

All Wires arelested al Factory. JOSTESBORO, IW».

PLATINUM
We )iiiy *l6.0t> pr;r ounce lor scrap plaiiaiim. Old incandescent lamp Ijiisea bon^lil. Send

aniple.s and oiK-r \\ ill follow by return mail. Platinum sheet and wire for sale.

GOLDSMITH BROS,, 63 and 65 Washington Street Chicago.
Refiners and Assayers. Works. "3th ana Throop Strt^ts.

" PHONO=ELECTRIC "

"It's Tough."

Phono-Electric"

WIRE
NoHardenedSkin
HOMOGENEOUS

THROUGHOUT.
Has remarkable wearing
qualities.

l^'S,Tough."

BRIDGEPORT BRASS CO.,
19 Murray Street, New York.

American Vitrified ConMt Couany,
MANUFACTtTBEBS OF

VITRIFIED SALT GLAZED
UNDERGROUND AND INTERIOR CONDUITS.

Contractors Tor Complete Installation
of Conduit Systems.

General Offices: 39 Cortlandt St.. N. Y.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from H to 50 horse power.
Dynamos from lO lights to 700.

"We sell or rent. Good proflta

for agents. The Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co., Troy, Ohio.

BATTERY JARS.
Machine-made Battery Jars are Better and

rtronger than the band-blown, being more Uni-
form and of Equal Distiibution,

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR OUR JAR.
We are the only concern making Battery Jars

by macliinery.

THE GILCHRIST JAR CO.,
B24Drexel Building. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Queen $t Co.,
lOlO Chestnnt St., Pliila.

480 MONON BLOG., CHICAGO.

Acme TeetIng Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray
Focus Tubes, Induction Coils.

CORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Work.

The Longest Lived and Most Ecanomlcal Cell Evtf
Put on the Market.

In use by the leadlne cities, railroads,
telephone and eeb engine companies.

WE CLAiri:—Constant dls-
charge of current without po-
larization: no local action; no
noxious pasea or fumes; no
acids; least labor for opera-
tion; cleanest; notfreezlngat
28'^ below zero; economic val-
ue 50 per cent, greater Chan
gravity cell, and SO per cent.
greater than best other eell In
market. For No. l coU. »00
ampere hours; for Nu.tc^ll,
125 ampere hours; on open

eircnlt, .9 to 1 volt; on closed circuit. .66 to i^
volt. Bend tor circular and price list.

e09I>ON JBATTEBf COMPACTS',
ITM Broadw^ay, Tf^TV YorXc.

Western Representative,

Geo. W. Pattersoo, Ul CtlntoQ Sireet, CfaJcafo, III.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS
CUTTER ELECTRICAL CO., PHILADELPHIA.

WESTIIN ElBGtoical Ingtament Co.
'-.^ ^_^^^« ... ...» tirnKM... c* uctxrADir kt ? yt o a

1 14-120 WiUiom St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

Illmisaied Dial

Mm Inslrmnt:.

Tbese InBtmiDenU are
bB»od upon the eame pen-
eral principle and are just

sfl accurate as oar re^lar
Standard Portable Direct
OoTTCDt Voltmeters and
Ammetera, bnt are mach
larjjer, and the working
parte are Inclosed In a
neatly designed, dost-proof
caat-lroo caaairblch eSeet-
iTely shields the lafltm-
mente from dlstarbjng In-

fluences of extemftl mag-
aetto fields.

BKRLIN'.—European Weston Elec
trlcAl InFtromeat Co., Bftlcrstnu&c
So. SS.

Weston Standard lllutntnatetf
Dial PoUntial Indicator,

Style B. "Flush Type."

Weston Stasdard

Portable Direct Beading
Vnitmeters and MiHivolt-
meters. Ammeters and Mll-
ammeters, Wattmeters
and Voltmeters, for Alter--
natlng aaal>irect Carreat
Oircnits,

Onr portable lastrumenta
are recognized asetandards
throughout tb<) clvlUzed
world.

Our Semi-Portable La-
boratory Standard Volt-
metere sad Ammetera are
etlll better.

They are the most relia-

ble, abAolQte staadarda for
Laboratofj nae.

LOSDON'.—Elliott Bros., Ko. 101

Be. Martins Lane,

HOLOPHANE GLASS CO.,I) NEW YORK, N. Y.
MaoriacKixraof COMPOUND PRISM GLOBES AND SHADES, OuarantedlolU,

"Maximum Lifht, Complete DiffusloL*
Minimum Glare."

For direcHn^anddltlu^lng all kinds of tigM<
Send tor catalogueii aud pauiphlecii.

The United States Garbon Gompany
ir\ ni

^fentioD Ibe Westebn Electbicuj when wrtUng for catalogues.

rSPECIALTIES A SPECIAU
I ELECTROLYTIC.

iti6^U:.iiv>ftL.TERNATING. DIRECT 1
ENCLOSED. OPEN.]

Cleveland; OmO- U. o. A.
,

OT IINl CA,RBOM TRUS
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1

Kentucky Incandescent Lamps,
Equaled by few.

I^ever excelled.

Xhe materials

Used in its manufacture,

Combined with our

Knowledge, make it the lamp for

You to tie to.

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE

DYNAMOS
AND MOTORS.

Each and every

Lamp guaranteed for

Efficiency and maintained

Qandlepower.

Xhe pure white light is the

Result of each lamp being

Individually exhausted.

Can we secure

j\ trial order? Barrel

Lots, 16 c. p*, 17c. each. Annual

Contracts at special price.

OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY
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THE "CHLORIDE ACCUMULATOR 33

IS OPERATED IN FORTY-NINE EDISON STATIONS.
When selecting apparatus for work of this character, purchasers generally give first con-
sideration to the features of

lABii-inrY, lOIEIMOY, DURABIL.I
DESCRIPTIVE BULLETINS
UPON REQUEST. .

NEW YORK, 100 Broadway.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY,
1 9th Street and Allegheny Avenue, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BOSTON, 60 State St. CHICAGO, 1424 Marquette Bldg. BALTIMORE, 641 Equitable Bldg. SAN FRANCISCO, Parrott Bldg

A NOVELTY-JUST OUT!
UNIVERSAL CORD SPOOL.

This Is a neat and Dovel device for adjustinpc the lenpth of cord of your drop light.

Quickly attached; aiwavs hangs straight; cannot slip; no loop to dangle abo'it; no
socket to be removed. 'Made of hardwood, n .tural green or cherry finish. Prices on
application. Manufactured and patented by the

CRESCENT MFG. GO,, 52 W. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, III., U. S. A.

For Sale by .\n Lieiilera in Klectiicftl Supplies.

I^IQA—India and Amber, all Sizes and Patterns.

MICABOND—Plates, Segments, Rings, Tubes, Slots,

Cloth, Paper and Flexible.

CHAMPION CLOTH—Bond, Ropes and Express

Paper.
TRAOe M*F.

CRYSTAL "^^ VARNISH.
VERY ELASTIC. HARD FINISH.

CHAMPION INSULATING PAINTS (Blacks), Four Kinds.
Also Other Insulating Materials.

Our Careful and Persistent Growth is Proof of tlie Quality of our

Insulations. Prices and Quality Guaranteed. Write Us.

CHICAGO MICA CO.,
Main Office and Factory, VALPARAISO, IND.

'"«^l»lSU'"''*VitroChrome
look like natural glass. The colors produced are bright and durable, and can be used for Indoor
and outdoor decorations; also used for RAILWAY AIMD STEAHIBOAT SIC^NAIi
IjIOUTS, KliECTBIC signs, ET<\ Vitro Chrome is superior to any other incandescent
lamp color. A trial will convince you. Manufactured only by

VITRO CHROME CHEMICAL CO.,
421 B Milwaukee St., MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Send for Circular.

For Sale by all Dealers and Electric
Supply Houses.

ii; E4<3CH-B<311©!1J]

Motors,

Motorcycles,

Motorettes.

Sole Agents and
Licensed Manufacturers

in the United States of

America for

De Dion-Bouton

& Co.,

FRAN&E.
Our New York Type Motarette, Weight 700 pounds.

Capacity 3 Persons. Price $1,200.00.
SISIPIilCITY, EASILY OPERATEH.

FliEXIBIIilTY, PERFECTIif COSITBOI/I.ED,
I.IQHTNESS, ABSOIilTTELY SAFE,

STRBNaTH. ABSENCE OF ALL, OIL AND OIBT,
BELIABILITf. ECONOMY.

Not an FXPERIMENT, but a TRIED and PROVED SUCCESS.
Over 20,000 Oe DION-BOUTON MOTORS operating Motorcycles and

Af. oiotettes.

GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY: CHURCH LANE AND 37TH ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

De Ition IHiktor SnpplieA and Batteriea Always in Stock.

COLORED LACQUERS, DEAD BLACK LACQUER,
FOR INCANDESCENT LAMPS. FOR METAL WORK.

In brilliant rainbow colors. Easily applied. Will not peel orr'fade. Most Satisfactory Imitation of Bauer-BarfT In the Market.

SAMPLES FREE. M. L. BARRETT & CO., CHICACO. write to us.WRITE TO US.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co..

American Battery Co
.\raer. Battery Comp Co.

American Bridge Oo
American Dist. Steam Co.

Amer. Electric Fuse Co.

Amer. El. Specialty Co..

Amer. El. Teleph. Co
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Hartw'g A Miller

Hazard Manufacturing Co.

Hev'itt-Lindstrom Mot. Co.xxv
Hill, W. S., Electric Co... xv
HobartElec. Mfg. Co 1

Hodge-Walsh El. Eng. Co.

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co.

Holophane Glass Co t

Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co. ..

Huebel A Manger xvi

Humphrey, Henry H xxiii

Independent Tel. Sup. Co.xxii

Indianapolis Arm, Bracket
APlnCo xxvii

Indiana Rub. A Ins, W. Co. i

India Rubber A Gutta
Percha Insulating Co. .

Internal '1 Cor. Schools. xix

Iron Clad Resistance Co. xxUl

Eagle Paint A Vr. Wks .

Eastern Elec. Cable Co.. .

.

Edison Decorative A Min-

iature Lamp Dept
EdisonMfg. Co
El. Eng. Inst. Corr. Inst.

Electric Appliance Co
Electric Storage Batt. Co.

Electrician Pub. Co
Electrolysis Proof Condu:
Mfg. Co

Emerson El. Mfg. Co .

.

Ericsson Telephone Co
Enreka Elec. Co

Jeffrey Mfg. Co xxvi

Johnston. Thos. J xvii

Kans. City A So. Lm. Co. xxvii

Kansas City Tel. Mfg. Co.

Kartavert Mfg. Co
Kelley ASon, Benj. F...

Kellogg Swltchb ASup.Co. xxi

Kentucky Electrical Co.. il

Klein ASon, Matblas xxiii

Kokomo Tel. A El. M.Co. xxii

Kusel, D. A., Tel. A Elec.
Mfg. Co xxil

Lea Arc Lamp Co xiv

Leather Preserv. M. Corp. xxvi

Leavltt, R. H xxvii

Leclanche Battery Co ... . xix

Leffel & Co. , James xxvi

Lindsley Brothers Co— xxvii

Link-Belt Machinery Co. xvi

Lombard Water Wh. G.Co. xvii

Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co.

Manhattan Gen'l Const. Co. xlv

Manross, F. N xxx
McDennld Mfg. Co xxil

McIntireCo., TheC..:.. xxlii

McLennan & Co., K xvl

McOuat, Robert L xv, xvlil

McRoy, John T xvi

MianuE Electric Co xrll

Mica Insulator Co xvi

Miller-Knob' ock El Mf.Co.xxii

Miscellaneous Advs xvili

Monarch Fire Appl. Co... xxiii

MononR. R ,
xxil

MnnsellA Co., Eugene...

National Carbon Co xlv

Kational India Rubber Co.

National Tel. Equipm. Co. xx
Naugle.Holcomb ACo.. xxvll

New York Ins. Wire Co.

Noblett. E.J
North Electric Co
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.

OkoniteCo.. The

. xlv

xxvii

1

Page, Chas. G..., xvii

PaisteCo., H. T xxiii

Paragon Fan A Motor Co.

Perrlzo A Sons xxvii

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co xiv

Phillips, Eugene F xvii

Phillipslns'd Wire Co.... xvii

Phoenix Glass Co
Phosphor-Bronze S. Co,, xxvi

Pittsburg A L.S. IronCo.xxvii

Prlngle, Wm.T

Queen ACo I

Reisinger, Hugo
R. I. Tf^leph. A Elec Co. ~^-~

Richmondt Conduit Co. xvii

Robertson A Sons, Jas. L. xvii

Roche, WlUlam xxiii

Rockwood Mfg. Co xxlx
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A. xxl

Rose Electric Co xviii

Roth Eros. A Co xvi

Sargent & Lundy
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co
Schureman A Hayden xvili

Schwalm Co.. Geo. F xix

Shelby Electric Co 1

Siemens A Halske Electric
Co. of America x

Simplex Elecfal Co., The, i

Smith Co.. S. Moi^n.. . xvii

Smith, Philip xxli

Speer Carbon Co
Spies A Company xxx
Sprague Electric Co xvii

Standard TeL A El. Co. . xx
StandardUnderg.CableCo.

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co. xv
Star Dynamo Works xv
Sterling A Son, W. C xxvii

Sterling Electric Co xxii

Sterling Varnish Co., The xxii

Stewart Electrical Co xix
Stllwell-Blerce A Smith-
Valle Co xxvii

Stow Mfg. Co xxlii

Stromberg-Carlson Tel.

Mfg. Co XX
Sturtevant Co., B. P xxx
Swedish-Am. Tel. Co xx

Tennentlnsulator Pin Co. xxvii

Texas Arm A Pin Co xxvii

Thomas, Wilcox A Dletz. xxlii

Torrey Cedar Co xxvii

United states Carbon Co. i

University of Notre Dame xvl

Valentine-Clark Co xxvii

Varley Duplex Mag. Co, xl, xxii

Viaduct Mfg. Co xxlii

Vitro Chrome Chem. Co. . iii

Vulcanized Fiber Co xxx

Wagner El. Mfg. Co iv

Waener, Herbert A xvi

Walsh's Sons A Co xviil

Warner Electric Co., The xx
Warren El. A Spec. Co....

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co xiv

Western Electric Co vii

Western El. Supply Co... xti

Western Tel. Const. Co. . . xx
Westlnghouse Electric A
Manufacturing Co xxviil

Weston Elect'callnst. Co. i

White Mfg. Co., J. H xxx
Worcester A Co., C. H... xxvii
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N FAN MOTORS
IVI 139 A. IVIi »MICA.OO.

OUR SELF-STARTING SINGLE-PHASE

A. G. MOTORS AND WHAT A CUS-

TOMER THINKS OF THEM.

7;

WRITE FOR BULLETINS "Z 24, 3B, 37 and 39."

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
General Offices and Factory, ST. LOUIS, MO., U. S. A.

BRANCH OFFICES:
NEW YORK, 220 Havemeyer Bldg. PHILADELPHIA, 1000 Betz BIdg. BOSTON, 620 Atluillc Ave.

CHICAGO, 1624 MarqueHeBldg. BALTIMORE. 204 East Ltxlngton SI
SAN FRANCISCO, 120 Suiter St. NEW ORLEANS, 61 Gravier St.

FOREIGN AGENCIES:
FOREIGN DEPARTMENT, Havemeyer BIdg., New VerW Clly.

CITY OF MEXICO, MEX., American Engineering Co. ol Mexico. Agents.
LONDON, ENG , 47 Victoria St.. C. R Heap. Agent. YOKOHAMA, JAPAN, Bagnaii & Hilles, Agents.

PARIS. FRANCE, 12 Rue St. Georges, E. H.Cadlot& Cle, Agents.
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Columbia
Lamps.

Unequaled in Quality.

BEFORE placing jour orders for fall and early winter re-

quirements in Incandescent Lamps we respectfully invite

the attention of Central Stations and Isolated Plants to

the high quality of the Columbia. We guarantee the highest

uniformity in initial readings as well as the highest maintenance

of candlepower.

Special prices to consumers on future delivery orders for

ijooo or more covering full annual requirements.

Trial order solicited.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
GENERAL SALES AQENTS,

264-266-268-270 Fifth Avenue,

CHICAQO.

mTTmmTTnrmTmnTTTnTTTmnnmmTTmnmTnmnTTTTTmTTmTiTnTnnTmmTTmnTtK

Scheeffer Recording

Wattmeter.
ROUND PATTERN TYPE "£." FOR ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

An Accurate and Sensitive Meter.

Improved Ball Bearing.

DIAMOND METER CO.
PEORIA, ILL., U. 8. A.
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SEASON AND REASON.
At tliii^ pai'ticnlar time the lig-htiiig; question is interesting- central station man-

agers, mannfactnrers. and all who require artificial light.

And Yvith it arises that ever-perplexing question of

NA/HAT l-AIVI

Any lamp before investigating
tlie merits of

;

i

t1
( 7

UY?

THE BELDEN SYSTEM,
Because it possesses features superior to anything on the market. A trial has

convinced others and will do the same for you.

BELDEN-LARWILL
ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

FORT WAYNE, IND.

Chicago Asen-ts, IVI. ^kus-i:in & Co., 56 \A/

X

t

t

t

I

:

t

I
. Van Buren S'fcree-t. Z
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ISYOURFILTERAFRAUD?
J'AMOrs on, FILTER.

DETERMINE

FOR YOURSELF

Whether it has any real

filtering capacity o r

other substantial merit

by examining the fil-

tered oil with our Clean
Oil Indicator. This microscopic device reveals

the injurious grit and carbon found in most re-

used or filtered oils. Sent prepaid on receipt of

50 cents. Our FAMOUS FILTERS are continu-
ally replacing those of every other make, be-

cause they are the only ones designed upon cor-

rect principles, which you will note from the

interior arrangement shown in the cut and fully

described in the catalogue. They will, moreover,
deliver an absolutely pure quality of oil, which it

is impossible for any other filter to do.

Sent on approval to any responsible firm.

Write for new booklet on Modern Engineering
Practice as applied to Oil Filtration and Lubri-
cation. It contains facts which may interest and
surprise you.

CHICAGO BOILER CLEANER COMPANY, 321 Dearborn St.,Chicago.lll.

A WONDERFUL MACHINE.

A prominent bank in Kansas City made over i.ooo per cent, by investing in one of
our TURBINE CLEANERS. It reduced its fuel bill from $450 to S200 per month.

New evidence of the superiority of this machine accumulates daily. We have just
finished cleaning some water tube boilers where more than half of the tubes were totally

filled with scale. This work required special drills which were inserted in place of the
flexible head, but it easily did the work of a $1,500 power cleaner at only a fraction of
the cost to buy, adjust, operate and maintain. It is not only the most rapid, econom-
ical and satisfactory apparatus for cleaning water tube boilers, but is practically the
only one which will perform the work in most cases. Sent on approval. Boilers
cleaned by contract.

CHICAGO BOILER GLEANER COMPANY,
321 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

Ancbors(Tel.&Tel.Pole)

.

Smith, PhUip.

Annaiiciators.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
"Western Elec. Supply Co.

Arc liamps.
Belden-LarwLU El. & Mf. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wta., Inc.
General Elecirlc Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Lea Arc Lamp Co.
Manhattan Gen'l Const. Co.
Siemens & Halske ElectrlcCo.
of America.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A. Mfg. Co.

Automobiles.
DeDion-Bouton MotoretteCo.
Hewttt-Lindstrom Motor Co.

Babbitt Slet*! and Solder.
Gr. Western Sm. and Refg.Co.

Batteries and Jara.
Central Electric Co.
EdlBOD Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Federal Battery Co.
Gilchrist Jar Co,
Gordon Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Carbon Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roche, William.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Sunply Co.

BellB, Bnzzers, Etc.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressins.
CUnc-Surface Mfg. Co.
Leather Preserver Mlg. Corp.

Beltine.
Chicago HouG« Wrecking Co.
Leather PreserTer Mfg. Corp.

Blo-wers.
Fuller Co., The.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.

Books,ElectricaL
Electrician PubllBOlng Co.

Bridget and Baildings
(Mieel).
American Bridge Co.

Bmsbes.
Becker Bros.
Central Electric Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Burglar Alarms.
Huebel & Manger.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)
Cables, Electric (See Insu-
lated Wlres),Copper,81ieet
and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
New York Ine, Wire Co.
Simplex Elecirlcal Co.
Stanaard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Carbons.PolntB APlates
Central ElectrlcCo.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Carbon Co.
Rclslnger, Hueo.
Speer Carbon Co.
Tlnlted States Carbon Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Castings (Iron.)
Smith Co., S. Morgan.

Chains.
JefTrey MfR. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co

Circuit Breakers.
Cutter Elec. 4 Mfg. Co.

Coal A Ashes Handling
Machinery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Colls and Vf adrnets.
Miller- Knoblo.'k El. Mfg. Co.
VarlAT Uiiplax Marnfltdo.

4;olorlnfi: (Inr. I^amp).
Barrett A Co.. M- L,

Vitro Chrome Chemical Co.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Compound.
Amer. Battery Compound Co.
Dearborn Drug &Cuem.Wks.
McLennan & Co., K.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
Amer. Vitrified Conduit Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrolysis Proof Conduit
Mfg. Co.

McRoy, John T.
Richmondt Conduit Oo.
Sprague Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Connectors and Termi-
nals (Patent).
American Elec. Fuse Co.
McIntlreCo.. The C.

Construction & Bepairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors and Electric
liight Plants.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Bullock Electric Mfg. i o.

Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Star Dynamo Works
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
W^estern Electric Co.
WestinghouseElec.& Mfg.Co.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Bridgeport Brass Co.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkonlteCo., The
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Correspondence Schools
Amerit-an School of Oorreap.
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.

Int. Correspond. Schools.
Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Bl»e Ridge Locust Pin Co.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
IndplB. Arm, Brack.* PInCo.
Kane. City & So. Lum. Co.
Leaviti, R. H.
Tennent Insulator Pin Co.
Texas Arm & Pin Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cut-Onts and t^-witches.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Elec. Co.
General Inc. A,rc Light Co.
Hill. W. S., ElectrlcCo.
Manhattan IClec. Supply Co.
McOuat. Robert L.
PalstcCo., n. T.
Siemens &. Halske ElectrlcCo.
of America.

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
AVeslern Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co,
We-stlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Cuts.
Franklin Ent,'. A. Electro Co.

l>inini4*rM fTlicjiirc).
Iron ' lii'l l;i-

I
':i[irr ( 'n.

I>ynani(»N iiikI .TIoiorN.
Bullock i;iectric Mfg. <;o.

('(-iilnii Klf;cl,ricOo.
'

C.hU-ni-n Motor and Dyn, I'o.

(]h\i:niii) House Wrecking < 'o.

f.'rocker-Wheeler Comjiany.
ja. Wayne Elec. Wks,. Inc.
General Electric Co,
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
NnrUK^rn EIct, Mfg, Co,

Roth Itros. A (.!o.

Schureman &. Uaydea.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Star Dynamo Works.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electric Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Electric RaUivays.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Mechani-
cal Engineers.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Bain, Foree.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Humphrey, Henry H.
Sargent A Lundy.
Wagner, Herbert A..

Electrical Instruments.
American El. Specialty Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Apnliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wka., Inc.
General ElectrlcCo.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Queen A Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electro-Platiuff Jtlach'y.
Besly ACo.,Chas. H.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.

Elevators-CouTeyors,
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Ensines, Steani.
Ball Engine Co.
Camp Engineering Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Exh'stSteam Apparatus.
American District Steam Co.

Fan Outfits.
Central Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Fuller Co., The.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Siemens A Halske ElectrlcCo.

of America.
Sprague Electric Co.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. A Specialty Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

FUes.
Baroett Co., G. A H.

FiUers« Oil.
Chicago Holler Cleaner Co.

Fire Extineui>i>hcrN.
Monarch Fire Appliance Co,

FIxtiiroM and FittingN.
White Mfg. Co.. .1. H.

Flexible tshafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Forgoes.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fuses n.nd Fuse M'ire.
American Elec Fuse Co.
Central Electric Co,
Chicago Fuse wire A Mfg.Co.
D. A W. Fuse (.;o.

Electric Appliance ^o.
Mclntlre Co., The C.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Besty A Co., Chas. H.

tjieueral Klec. Supplies.
Bunnell A Co.. J. H.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Chicago Edison Co,
Electric .Appliance Co.
General Electric t.'o.

HodE<-WalKh El, Eng, Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mcf)uat, Robert I-.

Mlanus Electric Co.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cilobes and Elecirical
^Blassware.
Holophane Glass Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co

GoT*nors, IVater AVheel.
Lombard WaterWheel Gv.Co.

Oraphite Specialties.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Flbre-Graphlte Co.

Heaters (Feed Tl'ater}.
Kelley A Son, BenJ. F.

Beating and TentUatins
Apparatus.
Sturlevanl Co.. B. F.

Holders, Inc. Ijamp.
Orescent Mfg. Co.

.

Iii8p.&:luf4iirance Boiler.
Hartford Steam Boiler Insp.
A Insurance Co.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing Materials.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Mica Co.
Eagle Paint A Varnish Wks,
Electric Appliance Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McOuat, Robert L.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—Magnet Wires.
American Elec Fuse Co.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Co.

McDermid Mfg. Co.
Miller-Knoblock El. Mfe. Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips, Eugene F.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elect. Const. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

Laciiners.
Barrett A Co., M. L.

liamps. Incandescent.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Crilonia' Electric Co.
Edison Decorative A Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Co.
General FHectrlcCe.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
General Inc. Lamp Co.
Kentucky Electrical Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co.
Shelby ElectrlcCo.
Warren Elec. A Specialty Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co,
Westinghouse El, A Mfg. Co.

lilehtning Arresters.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Butler-Taylor Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General ElectrlcCo,
Weatlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co,

liinemen^s Climbers.
Klein A Son, Mathias.

Magnet ^'ires.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Mechanical Machinery.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L.
Stilwell-Bierce Smith-Vaile.

Meters.
Diamond Meter Co.
Fort Wayne Elec. Wrks. Inc.
General Inc. Arc Light Co

,

Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Mica.
Chicago Mica Co.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus, Elec.
Crocker- Wheeler Company,
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
General ElectrlcCo.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Motors — See Dynamos and
Motors.

Packing.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.

Patent Attorneys.
Johnston, Thomas J.
Page, Chas. G.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.. Ltd.

Platinum Bought and
Sold.
Baker A Co.
Goldsmith Bros.
Gt. West. Sm. and RefiningCo.

Poles.
Berthold A Jenningi.
Davis A Stltt Co.
Fowler, John H.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Naugle, Holcomb A Co.
Perrlzo A Sons.
Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.
Sterling A Son, W. C.
Torray Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester A Co., C. H.

Porcelain.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Po^i'er Transmission
Machinery.
Jeffrey Mfg.Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stl'well-Bierce Smith-Vaile.

Pulleys.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Rockwood Mfg. Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Bierce Smith-Vaile.

Rail Bonds.
American Steel A Wire Co.

Refiners.
Gt. West. Sm. and Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.

Be-ninding—Repairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Armature Works.
General Electrical Repair Co,
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
McOuat, Robert L.
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Rheostats.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Elecirlc Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Salt (Battery).
Amer. Battery Compound Co
Federal Battery Co.

Second-Hand Maeh*y.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Klec. Eng. Co.
Rose Electric Co.
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Walsh's Sons A Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.

Soldering Flux.
Cream Plux Co.

Sparking Plugs.
Crest Manufacturing Co.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chas, H.
Queen A Co,
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L,
Weston Electrical Inst, Co.

Springs.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Barnes Co., The Wallace.
Manross, F. N.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec, Const. Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Oo,
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Structural Iron Work.
American Bridge Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
OkonlteCo., Tbe
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Switch-
boards.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American El. Telephone Co.
Bruckner Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. A Elec. Co.
Chicago Hotel Tel. Co.
Couch A Seeley Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Supply Co.
Garl Electric Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co
Kansas C.ty Tel. Mfg Co.
Kellogg Switchb. A Sup Co
Kokomo Tel A El. Mfg. Co.
Kusel,D.A..Tel.AEI. Mfg.Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McDermid Mfg. Co.
Mlanus Electric Co.
National Tel. Equipm. Co,
North Electric Co.
R. I. Telephone A Elec. Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Co.
Star Dynamo Works.
Sterling Electric Co.
Stromberg-CarlsonTel. M.Co
Swedish-American Tel. Co.
Thomas. Wilcox A Dietz.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Warner Electric Co.
Western Electric Co,
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western Tel. Const. Co,

Tools.
Klein A Son, Mathias.

Transformers.
Crocker-Wheeler Company,
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.
General ElectrlcCo.
Gregory Electric Co.
Siemens A HalskeEIectrlc Co.
of America.

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg.Co.
Warren Elec. A Specialty Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co,
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Turbine&WaterlVheels.
Leffel A Co., Jas.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Bierce Smith-Valle.

llniversities.
Pratt Institute.
University of Notre Dame,

Varnishes.
Sterling Varnish Oo.

Vulcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Wire, Bare.
American Steel A Wire Co.

Besly A Co,, Chas. H,
Central ElectrlcCo.
DrUer-Harris Wire CO.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Tel, Supply Co.

Okonite Co,. The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co,

Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.

Standard Underground C. Co,

Western Electric Co.
Western Electrical Sup. Co.

Woodwork,Electrlcal.
Noblett. E. J.

X-Ray Outflia.
Queen A Co.

iXIpKiQib^-ti^al I rid^sc ^f ^Kcl^^r't;isom^r^-ts S^^ F*^s^ III.
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Wonderful

Recuperation.

Higber

Voltage and

Amperage.

DRY BATTWill do more

Hard Work

than any

Dry Battery jf you are not satisfied with the dry battery you are getting, we can guarantee the
•"> ">' Federal Dry Battery will meet all requirements. Made in all standard sizes.
Market.

No more

Running

Down on the

Shelf.

3Fet?eraI Salt

Si-v Battei'V

3 OvL-i Cljoil Tttiu Gil Ui^-^t-'^^

'^'*i:c AhtiTj.- Mrf^al Aj fJN'i.'-

FEDERAL BATTERY CO.,
Manufacturers of

Federal Salt and Federalite. II Pine St., New York.

THED.£W.FUSEGO
...MANUFACTURE..

SERVICE SWITCHES
FOR TWO AND THREE WIRE SYSTEMS.

May be used on outside of buildings and in wet cellars, as they are water-tight.

FITTED WITH D. & W. FUSES.

D. $c W. FUSE CO., Providence, R. I.

TYPE K 2. SERVICE BOX. F 2 SERVICE SWITCH.

Series Enclosed
Alternating Arc System,

HAVING A CONSTANT POWER FACTOR WITH ANY NUMBER OF LAMPS IN SERIES.

NO REGULATOR REQUIRED
IN THE OPERATION OF THESE LAMPS.

Lamps are provided with a choice coil which is automatically cut

into circuit when a lamp cuts out, maintaining current constant.

3 Lamps in series on 220 to 240 volts. 7 Lamps in series on 500 to 550 volts.

13 Lamps in series on 1,000 volts.

Any number of lamps in series by using step-up or step-down Transformer.
Write for Our Bulletin No. 7007.

I

S

S

i

Highest Efficiency. Electrical and Mechanical Simplicity.

5

5

::

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY.
CHICAQO- NEW YORK.

LONDON, St. Paul, Minn.,

Bridge Chambers, 171 Queen Victoria Street, E. C, American Electric Co.,

and North Woolwich, E. Northwestern Agents,
St. Louis Office, Security Building, St. Louis, Mo

ANTWERP,
32 Rue Boudewyns.

PARIS,
46 Avenue de Breteuil.

5

'..^A".V.V.V.VAV.V.V.
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THOROUGH
INSPECTIONS

And Insurance against Loss or Damage to Property and

Loss of Life and Injury to Persons caused by

Steam Boiler Explosions.

J. M. ALLEN, Prest.

WM. B. FRANKLIN, Vice-Prest.

F. B. ALLEN, Second Vice-Prest.

J. B. PIERCE, Secy.

L. B. BRAINERD, Treas.

L. F. MIDDLEBROOK, Asst. Secy.
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THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S

Switchboard Instruments.

Horizontal Edgewise Ammeters, Voltmeters, Wattmeters.

standard Instruments for Alternating Current fleasurements.

General Office: Schenectady, N. Y.

Chicago Office, Monadnock Building. Sales Offices in All Large Cities.

"*>

%
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ANOTHER STEP IN ADVANCE

I THE ARNOLD MAGNETIC CLUTCH.
(PATENTED.)

OF ANY SIZE. FOR ANY PURPOSE.
These clutches were designed by us for use in connection with the "Arnold

System" of Power Station Construction but we have received so many inquiries

in regard to their application in various places where it is desired to transmit
power from one shaft to another that we have arranged for their manufacture.

THEY CAN BE USED on line shafting, so that different sections of the shaft can be thrown in or out of service by

means of a switch.

To directly connect a generator to an engine so that it can be started or stopped without stopping the engine.

To connect a dynamo to a line shaft which may extend through the hollow quill upon which the generator

armature is mounted.

To connect a motor to a machine in such a way that the motor miy be disconnected at once in case of accident

to the machine.

AND IN MANY OTHER WAYS.

A FEW points:
ABOUT MAGNETIC CLUTCHES.

They can be operated by means of a conveniently placed electric switch.

Can be energized by a direct current of any voltage.

Require a small amount of energy. The 3,000 h. p. clutch used 200 watts or less than ^ of i per cent of the

power transmitted.

Are simpler and present a neater appearance than friction clutches.

Are easy to install, to operate and to keep in order.

We believe that engineers will appreciate at once the advantages of a successful magnetic clutch.

We would be pleased to correspond in regard to their application' in connection with any power transmitting

problem.

ARNOLD ELECTRIC POWER STATION CO.,

Department "M," 1540 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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SIEMENS & HALSKE

ELECTRIC CO.
OF AMERICA.

NERAL. OF-F-ICES-CHICiOwOO.

ELECTRICAL
APPARATUS,

Railway, Lighting, Power Transmission.

IMPROVED DUNCAN INTEGRATING WATTMETERS.

Many thousands of these Wattmeters are in daily use. Our
sales are increasing. All electrical instruments should be perfect

and register accurately.. The large use of and increasing demand
for our meters indicate that they meet these important require-

ments.

DISTRIOT OFFIOES:
Boston. Chicago. Cincinnati. Denver.

New Yorl<. Philadelphia. St. Louis. San Francisco.
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AUTOMOBILE SPECIALTIES.

RUHMKORFF COILS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Ignition Plugs (Something New) Both Wires Insulated.

VARLEY DUPLEX MAGNET CO.
138 SEVENTH STREET, JERSEY CITY, N. J.
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NOXALL AHNUNCIATORS
Nox Them All

I

I

I

IN...

Price,

Quality,

Durability
and

Efficiency.

The Best and Cheapest

Annunciator on the

Market.

You Can't Beat Them.

We Have Them.

Send Us Your Orders.

A Six-Drop Noxall

As It Appears Ready for Installation. Neat and
Efficient.

No Part of the

Indicating Meclianism Back of

tite Face-Plate.

A Two-Piece

Annunciator Composed of Sim-

ply a Magnet and Needle.

Cat Showing Absence of any Internal Hechanism
back of the Face-Plate except Set-Back Rod.

No Intermediate

Mechanism Between Needle

and Armature.

A Needle for

Every Number, Therefore No

Lost Calls.

Sectional View of Drop.

Note Its Extreme Simplicity; Nothing to Get ;Out of

Order.

Front View of Drop.

Armature and Hole Do Not Show in Completed
Instrument.

For Elevator

Service Unexcelled, as it will

not Shake Down.

Bell Adjusted

Without Removing the Case

From the Wall.

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
(( Everything Electrical." ST. LOUIS, MO.

!

•
:
:
:
:
:
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BULI^OeK
CL-^s

MADE IN THE
MOST MODERN
WORKS IN THE
WORLD

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE

BULLETINS SIVING

DETAILS OF C0H3TOUCTI0N

a TABLES OF SIZES

BULLOekELECTRie-MF&.eO
•CINeiNNATI-O-USA-
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COLUMBIA
CARBONS

FOR
ENCLOSED
ARCS

Guaranteed superior to any imported Carbon in uniformity of size and

straiglitness, or subject to return at our expense. Try us and be convinced.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
1 198 West Madison Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

ENCLOSED
ARC LAMPS
FOR ALL CIRCUITS.

One Piece Clutch.

No Sliding Contacts.

Does not feed through Clutch.

Spun Aluminum Case.

10-inch Globe with full size Carbon.

Artistic in design, light in weight, and

mechanically perfect.

Catalogue for the asking.

ALDEN & CO., Agents,

MARQUETTE BLDG., CHICAGO.

LEA ARC LAMP CO.,
ANDERSON, IND.

READY FOR THE MARKET.
"PEKCO," the new style Creole rosette, fn-

snlatlon perfect, Ions fase, snperlor
in every detail.

Peru Electric Wlfg. Co.. Peru, Ind.

SMALL SPRINGS
OF rVERY OISCRIPTION

THE WALLACE BARNES CO.,
i.s7ABusHii> a-s7. BRrSTOL, CONN., U.S.A.

MANHATTAN SERIES

A. C. Enclosed

Arc Lamp System.
Enclosed Arc Lamps for all Circuits.

MANHATTAN GENERAL CONSTRUCTION CO.,

™11 Broadway, N. Y. NEWARK, N. J.

I^ctrii
ForALTERNATING OR DIRECT CURRENT.

Send tor Bulletin No. 3020.

TI-IE EIVIEFRS^IV Et-E^TIRIC RM F"^. CO.,
714-716-718 t«t. Charles »t., HT. LOUIS, IIO.

EASTERN OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE, 136 liberty Street, NEW YORK CITY,

General Incandescent Arc Light Go.

G
BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL LARGE CITIES.

57S-57S First Ave., Cor. 33d St., I
KEW TOBK. I

Switches, Motors, Underground Apparatus, I

CIHI^>K^O ^F-PICK, f. .Jei^lcson Bl^^d.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

11-11 Cartlas^l St,. Naa Y.rk BRANCHES
;{ 320 Datrbs'ii SI

BOSTON

:

l3AConorM>fit
SAN FRANCISCO:

71 Fload Boll.lM

IMPROVED
2,000 LIGHTS

ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO
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Dearborn Drue and CHemical >A/orlcj
Uabora-bories ^A/^aber Ch<
Vege-tablo Ooiler Oompounds.

ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES. WATERS FREE. OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS.
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RlALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

W. S. HILL ELECTRIC CO.,
NEW BEDFORD, MASS.
Leading manufacturers in the U. S. of

Switchboards, Panel Boards

and Knife Switches.
Write for Estimates. Send for Catalogue.

General Western Agents, CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.

NOTE OUR PRICES ON DYNAMOS
COPPER COMMUTATORS GUARANTEED 3 YEARS.

10 LIGHT, $30 30 LIGHT, $66 75 LIGHT, $115
20 " SO 50 " 85 100 " 145

Warranted free from mechanical and electrical defects. Armatures
rewound, commutators refilled, machines repaired.

AU work guaranteed. Send for catalogue.Jill 1> Ul IV g UOKL.I l^EU. 0..1iU Hy. ..ULUlV.g..lV..

The Chicago Motor and Dynamo Co., Inc.,
39-43 WEST WASHtNGTON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

BIPOLAR AND MULTIPOLAR
DYNAMOS^and MOTORS

O^i^en and Encl&sed for All Purposes.
PRICES RIGHT. CATALOGUE.

Star Dynamo Works,
Jefferson City, Mo.

A\R T\&HT TVTM feOKE.S.

Hl&REST OOAUTX,

R0BT.KT\..1AcOU(VT,

OPFlKCTR>CKV >S\)PPUEaS

J

i

:

:

i

•

t

i

t

Both-Alternating and
Direct Current Apparatus,

S. K. C. and Nortliern Systems,

GENERATORS, NIOTORS,

Mining Equipments, Factory and
Shop Equipments.

POWER PL.AXTS for LOXOEiST DISTANCES.

I.IGHTI1VO AND RAILWAY
MACHINERY.

Transformers, Instruments, Switchboards.

STANLEY ELECTRICAL MFG. CO., NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,

PITTSFIELD, MASS. MADISON, WIS.
>•>•••»•»»>»»»•>•••••••••€»
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DO YOU WANT

Conduit Catalog ?

Ours is new, valuable and up-to-date.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
EL.ECTRICAI. SUPPL,1ES,

CHICAGO.

Roth Motors and Generators.

Spherical Type,

Pleasing In Design,

Strongly Built,

High Commercial Efficiency,

Open and Closed Types,

For Floor, Wall or Celling.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE BULLETIN.

Roth Bros. & Co.,
MAN FACTURERS,
86-92 West Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL., U. 8. A.

AWARDED GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS

EXPOSITION, 1900.

MICA INSULATOR COMPANY,

RECOGNIZED STANDARD
INSULATORS.

OF

REGISTERED.

2IS \A/a'fcer i

117 l_ake ^-fc.

OF31C

JOHN T. McROY
302 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

138WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO

Crest MFC. CO.
CAMBRIOCEPORT, MASS.

Indestructible Sparking Plug.
3 and 5 H. P. Gasoline Motors.

ENGINEERING.HERBERT A. WAGNER,
Consulting Engineer

Railway Lighting and Power Plants,

415 LOCUST ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

F BELL.
PURE
PLATINUM
CONTACTS.

HUEBEL & MANGER.

l^OXJ IVE>E>I3 lori
Gale's Commutator
Compound.
(he Only Article That Will Prevent Sparking.

Will keep the Commutator in good condition and prevent cutting. Absolutely will not gum the brushes.

?0c. per Btictc. SS.OOper ilozen Send 50c. for trial stick.

FOR S.ILE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES OR

Ku.i P||||B|| a ni\ Sole Alaiinfactnrei'S,
nCLCnilAll & uUi| 909, 100 Washlneton Street, . CHICA60.

286 GRAHAM STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y. 1

COAL AND ASHES HANDLING
MACHINERY. SHAFTING, PULLEYS,

CLUTCHES, PATENT MACHINE-MOULDED
HOPE SHEAVES. ETC.

CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION,

LINK- BELT IWACHINERY CO.,
Engineers. Founders. Machinists.

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

THEUNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,
NOTRE DAME, INDIANA.

ClasBics, Letters, EconomicB and History, Journalism,
Art, Science. Pharniaty, Law, Civil, Mechanical and
Electrical Engineering, Architecture.
Thorough Preparatory and Commercial Courses.

Ecclettiastlca] students at special rates.
Rooms free. Junior or Senior Year, Collegiate

Courpes. Rooms to Rent, moderate charge-
St. Edward'e hall, for boys under 13.

The .'i7th year will open September 4th, 1900. Cata-
logues Free, AdUre^e

REV. A. MORRISSEY, C. 5. C, President.

EDISON
INCANDESCENT LAMPS

for

Automobiles.

CREAM FLUX
AN ABI«01,1;TEI.Y ajON-COBBOSIVE INSUIiATIlV'e
SOLDEBINU FliVX FOR Alili METAI/S.

Contains no acid or any element Injurious to electrical connections.

ENDORSED BY THE NmONAL BOARD OF FIRE UilDERWRITERS AND ALL USERS.

you (JAN make more than double the number oC perfect connections Sn one-half the time
with Cream Flux than you can with the same amount of any other Hux. Fui up In cans at

IGc, 2.5c., OUc. and 70c. Special prices In f|uantlty. Send 15c. for trial box. We guarantee
It and it not aatlsfactory money will be refunded.

THIS IH WHAT ONK USER HAS TO SAY OF IT:

(i A FTER having tried the various fiolderlnj; salts on the market, and after giving your
-'* Cream Flux severe tewtfi on heavy cable connections, and on the HncsL stranded

flexible drop cord work, we can safely say It meets all claims you make (or It. I consider 11

one of the best ever oirered for sale. Very truly.
"I*cr J. H. Goebst, Constr. Supt. CHICAGO KDISON CO."

won SAI^K BY ATL. NL'I*I*L.V HOUSES OR

CREAM FLUX CO.,
Sole Manufacturers,

100 Washington St., CHICAGO.

Edison Lamp and Guard. Guard

protects lamp from breakage.

All types and sizes. Special low

prices in quantities.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

Edison Decorative & Miniature Lamp Dept.

(General Electric Company.)

HARRISON, N. J.

J
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mikllK N. PHILLIPS, PhESIOSKT.
V. H. WAOENSEtL, THEAvuhkr.

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS.
GENEBAL MANAaCK.

C. ROWUhND PHILLIPS, VICC-PHKV.
C. R. RKMINQTON, JR.. Sec

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,f • - FBOTTDEirGE, B. I.
'

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL A^D UNDERGROUND USE.

Nlw YOKK Stobk, W. J. Watson, 26 Cortlandt St.
Ohioaoo Stoks, F. E. Donahoe, 241 MadliOD St.
MoKTBKAx BBAifCH, Eugene F. FhlUipa' Electrical Works.

MAIN OrncCB AND FACTORIES. PHILLI^SDALE. R. I.

THIS

Water-Wheel Governor
Regulates the turbines used on elec-

tric railway load in the Niagara
Falls Hydraulic Power & Manufac-
turing Compan)''s plant.

We build governors adapted to

all makes of water-wheels, working
under all conditions. 70,000 horse
power in use. We guarantee the

best speed regulation which can be ^
obtained under any conditions. #

Address

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR COIVIPANY,
NO. 61 HAMPSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

CHAS. C. PACE,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW

In Patent Cases and Solicitor of Patents.

ADAaiS FXPRESS BLDG..
185 Oearborn Street, Chicago, IH.

Six Years with General Electric Company.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,
Counsellor at Law,

No. 66 Broadway, - NEW YORK CITY.

Patent Causes. Patent Soliciting.

Vnil HAN nFDFlin upon C. &. H. rheostats operating satisfactorily. The
I UU wHIl UCrCnil material and workmanship are the best and all appara-
tus is given two iudependent and severe tests before shipping. Send for catalogue W.

THE CUTltER-HAMMKR MFG. CO.,
NEW YORK OPPlCe, 136 Liberty St. MlLMfAUKEE. TVIS.

The largest and oldest exclusire manufacturers of rheostats in the world.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
MANUFACTURERS OF

STEEIi OlJTIiET AlTD JUHTCTION BOXES,
BiriTCHBOABDS, PAJTEL, BOABDS, SW1TOKEB, RTC

M'COffM/CK TURBINE.
On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft.

Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Qlvesahjgher percentage of useful effect than any other water-wheel
heretofore made. All sizes, right and left hand, are built from patterns per-
fected under systematic tests in the Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and those contem-
plating the improvement of power?, will Jind it to their interest to confer
with us, as we are willing to guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter what make of turbine has been In use. STATE REOUIREriENTS
AND SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.

EAGLE
INSULATING

VARNISH.

Best made, light col-
ored, remains elastic.
Send for sample and
be convinced.

Eagle Paint & Varnish Worlds,
PITTSBURG, PA.

flECTmQALVAN/ZED (ONDU/T
INTERIOR

'•'V.. AND
ALL FITTINOS

RICHMOND! CONDUIT CO.

Electrolysisproof Linings

and coverings.
Two of the best known non-

conductors of the electric age
combined.

An absolute non-conductor. COMPOSED OF A!SPHAI.T AXD PAP£B.
Perfect insulation guaran-
teed. Water-tight joints. No scratching of cables. No deterioration. Costs less laid in complete
state than any conduit on market. Quickly and easily handled. No skilled workmen rec|iitred.
Made in 7-foot lengths; 3-in. internal diameter; weight. 21b. to foot; made in desired sizes from
2 in. to 10 in. Manufacturers of Electrolysisproof Insulating Materials, Distributing Box and
Post LiniQETS, Pipe C-verings, Etc.

OFFICE, 606 Manhattan Building. CHICAGO. ILL.
FACrORY, BLUE ISLAND.ELECTROLYSISPROOF CONDUIT MFG. CO.,

The Direct-Reading Ohmmeter
The Only Instrument to
Measure a Resistance

Quickly and Accurately
Tlie American Electric Specialty Co.,

123 Liberty St., N. Y. City.

Electrical Instruments. Automatic Switches
Arc Lamps, Special Machinery.

Agents for CHAS. WIRT & CO.,
TeiephoDe, u0 oortl&Ddt. ICheostats and Brushes.

A Lundell Motor
Is adapted to all sorts and conditions of use and is unsurpassed
for actual efficiency, durability, regulation of speed, margin for

overloads and large current, and general workmanship. It has a

strong starting torque, is non-sparking, compact and reliable. The^^^^^^^"^~^~^~^^"~^^^^^^"^^^^^^
sizes run from ,'„ H. P. up and can be shunt, series or compound

wound. All parts are standard, interchangeable and easily replaced. Full description in catalogue No. 035S.

SPRACUE ELECTRIC COIVIPANY,

<5IHI0>^0^: F'isKier

GENERAL OFFICES:

I1.J lldl ri^.

527-531 West 34th St., New York.

^75 ^evonsHlr-e ^-1:.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

"0. K."WeatlierproofWlre.

Slow-Bnrnlng leatiierproof

and Slof-Bnrning Wire.

J2.00.
Delivered.

A THOROUGH school for the beginner—a valuable
reference book for the expert. If not found sat-

isfactory money refunded upon return of book in

good condition. Contains a dictionary defining 1,500
electrical words, terms and phrases. It carries you from
the fundamental principles of electricity to the finished

dynamo
E. R. W.IUGAMAN,
Electrical Wireman. Kitt.\nning, Pa.
Cleveland Armature Works, Cleveland, Ohio.
Gentlemen:—I received your l)ook, Practical Electric-

ity, and would not part with it for four times its cost if I
could notgetanothercopy. Yours truly. E, K. Waugaman.

CLEVELAND ARMATU RE WORKS. 128! HamlltonSt., Cleveland, 0.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.

BEST
BECAUSE
BETTER.

Sand for Cataloi!:.

JAS. L. ROBERTSON & SONS,
198 Fulton St., tew York.

Branches: Boston—Philadelphia.

EUREKA PACKING, with a RED DIAMOND
LABEL, gives more power lasts two to

three times longer and costs less than
ny other good packing.

H1NE ELIMINATOR gives dry steam to en-
gine, keeps oil out of ttis boiler.

ROBERTSON-THOMPSON INDICATOR—

a

grand adjunct and at very moderate cost.

ROBERTSON TEED-WATER HEATER heats
water to about boiling point with exhaust
steam.

TIC-A-TOC GREASE CUP. Send for circular.
A very successful novelty— circular.
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WANTED.
Dealers In electric supplies everywhere to

handle our superior grade automatic interior
telephones for hotel and factory use. Write for
catalogue and prices Liberal inducements.
CHICAGO HOTEL TELEi'HONE CO., 334 Dear-
born Street, Chicago, 111.

WANTED TO BUY.
We are in the market for good second-band

high-speed Automatic and Corliss engines. We
want several such at once. Write us, giving
full particulars.

CAMP ENGINEERING CO.,

1 8 South Canal Street, Chicago, III.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
Dr. J. S. Eomine of Chadron, Neb.,

will sell $11,000 stock of Chadron Elec-
tric Light and Power Co. for $3,000
cash; balance stoclt, $4,000, held by
J. D. Bacon of Chadron, a retired
banlier, he will sell on account of my
selling, for $2,000 cash or on time, or
keep his stock. Plant cost over $16,000;
no bonds, mortgages or debts; no other
light plant; city contract. Coal, $2.95
per ton. Pure city spring water. City
of 3,000, healthy, good school, academy,
six churches. Business can be greatly
increased. Reason for selling, age and
business keep me away all the time.

SECOND-HAND
Dynamos and Motors.

We invite correspondence
with tliose wishing to

bny or sell.

SCHUREMAN & HAYDEN,

140 S. Clinton St., Chicago.

WANTED.
100 second-hand Western Electric Co^'s Mag-

neto Be lis. .J. C. DU^'CAN. KnoxviUe, Tenu.

NEW SLATTERY

TRANSFORMERS..,
PER LIGHT 30c.

We have about 200 brand new Rlattery
Tranyformers in 25 and 50 lighters, all 1000
volt to 50 volt, 16,000 alternations, for sale at
the above figure, or will rent them or trade them
for other goods.

ROSE ELECTRIC CO.
ST. 1.0UIS, IVIO.

PROPOSALS FOR

ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Notice is hereby oiyen that bids will be
received by the City Council of the City
of Billings, State of MoQtaija, until 6

p. m. on Tuesday, October 2, 1900 at the
office of the City Clerk, f' r the furnish-
ing of fifty or more electric street ligh Ls

in the City of Billings for a period e.T-

tending from July 1, 1901. to March 1,

1907, accordi:ig to specifications on file

in the office of the City Clerk of said
City, copies of which can be had upon
application to the City Clerk. A certi-

fied check for $1,000 must accompany
each bid, to be reiurned to the parties
whose bids are rejected, and to the party
receiving the contract on the furnishing
of required bonds. The city reserves
the right to reject any and all bids, and
the successful bidder acquires the right
under the City Ordinances to carry on a
general electric lighting business in the
City of Billings:

Dated August 23, 1900.

J. B. HERFORU, City Clerk,
Billings, Montana,

To Represent Manufacturers.
A gentleman of several years' experience in

the electrical business and large acquaintance
with the supply trade ofthecountry, desiring to
make a change, would like to represent several
manufacturers in New York and the Eastern
States. Good leference can be furnished. Ad-
dress "M. BI.,'- care Electrical Review, New
York, N. Y.

WANTED.
Position as chief engineer In an electric light

or power plant by experienced engineer. Age
thirty- seven, strictly temperate, first-class
references. Address "BOX 14,*' Midland, Mich.

WANTED.
Man experienced in the assembling and test-

ing of direct-current dynamos and motors.
Answer, giving experience and salary expected,
addressing "ajOTOR." care Western Electri-
cian, .510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

POSITION WANTED.
Telephone electrician desires position as

manager or superintendent of telephone ex-
change. Seven gears' experience as foremm,
switcDboard electrician, superintendent and
manager. First-class references a.s to ability
and character. Address "M. M.," care W^estern
Electrician, 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Sealed proposals will be receivetl by the

Light Committee of the City of Sidney,
Ohio, for the lighting of the streets of Sid-

ney with arc lights of 2000 candle power,
vt'ith a minimun of seventy-five lights, for

the terms of ten, fifteen and twenty years,

commencing August i, igoi. Proposals
will be received until 12 o'clock noon,
September 22, 1900.

The right is reserved to reject any or all

bids.

FRANKLIN MUMFORD.
Chairman Light Committee,

City of Sidney, Ohio.

WANTED.
Electrician of several years' experience, both

practical and technical, with city lighting and
power plants, wishes position as electrician or
foreman. Is acquainted with the principal
lighting and power systems. Can furnish ref-
erences from past employers. Address P. A
DARST, 530 Highland Ave., Kansas Oitv, Mo

FOR SALE.
One Ball engine in ilrst-clasg operative con-

dition, size loxlfi. pullevs 80 inches in diame-
ter, 15-incb face. One Hill clutch pulley 64
Inches diameter, Iby, face. One Hill ciutcti
pulley, 50 inches diameter, 12 face. One Hill
belt tightener pulley, 34 inches diameter, 15^/^
face. This apparatus was recently rep aced
with larger units and will be sold at a bargain
ATCHISON KY., LIGHTS POWER CO., Atchi-
son. Kansas.

An electric-light plant in a

growing Indian Territory town of

4,500 population; perpetual fran-

chise; plant has just been installed

and is paying lo percent.; there is

large demand for lights, and by
Jan. 1st plant will be paying 20 per
cent. Will take part cash and give

time on balance, or will sell a part
interest; good reason for selling.

Address L. M. L., care Western
Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg.,
Chicago.

For Porcelain or Clay In-
sulating Specialties, such as
Bushings, Knobs or Cleats,
Address,

THE AKRON SMOKING PIPE CO.,
MOCAOORE, OHIO.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

WALSH'S SONS & CO.,
£50 WASHINGTON ST.. NEWARK. N. J.

REPAIRS REPAIRS REPAIRS
DYN AMOS, MOrO RS, ARC LAMPS, INSTRUMENTS. TR A NS F O R M L R S ,T ELE PH N ES.

EXPERJMENTAL APPARATUS BUILT AND DESIGNED
ROBERT L.McOUAT, REPAIR SHOPS. INI Dl A MA PO L IS, IND.

iio-Volt Incandescent Dynamos.
12-jight
12-iight
26-llght
60-llght
50-llght
60-llght
60-1 ight
66-light
60-light
60-llght

75-llght
75-light
90-)lght

100-ligbt
100-Iight
210-light
'223-1 ight
260-llght
260-1 Ight
270-llght
270-Iight

1 300-llght

1 340-llght
2 350-light
1 350-llght
3 &50-llght
1 SCO-light

1 400-light
1 450-llght
1 460-llght
4 640-llght

1 eOO-llpht
1 700-llght

2 700-llght

4 800-llght
1 1350-llght

Hartley, self-oiler, multipolar.
Edison, % K, W.
Perrett.
Hawkeye.
Card, scH-oller.
Nowotny, self-oiler.

O. & C, self-oiler.
Edison, 3 K. W., self oiler, comp.
Mather.
Thomson-Houston, 75 v., comp.

with extra armature.
Thomson-Houston, D. 5.

AVood, self-oiler.
Westinghouse.
Cutten.
Jenuey, comp.
Triumph, self-oiler.
United States.
AVestinghouse, horizontal type.
Commercial, comp. self-oiler.
T.-H., comp. self-oiler, D. 15.

Westinghouse, M. P., slow speed,
15 K. W., October delivery.

Columbian, multipolar, comp.,
self-oiler.

Eddy, seif-oller, compound.
Hawkeye, comp.. wound.
National, self-oiler, compound.
Edison, 20 K. W., self-oIlers.
Duplex multipolar, self-oiler,

compound, slow speed.
Wood, M. P., seit-olier. 25 K. W.
Edison, 26 K. W., self-oiier.
Rockford, self-olIer.
Edison, 30 K. W., self-oilers,

compound.
Elckmeyer.
Siemens & Halske, 40 K. W.,

multlpolal, slow speed.
Westinghouse. 10-poIe, slow

speed, 40 K. W., self-oilers,
new.

Edison, 45 K. W., self-oilers.
Wnddell-Bnz, 80 K. W., M. P.,

for direct connection.

220-Volt Qenerators.

1 714 K. W. flenerai Electric, multipolar,
self-oiier.

1 9 K. W. Lnndeli, self-oller.
1 10 K. W. Lundell, self-oller, mnltlpolni,

slow speed.
1 12 K. W. Eddy, seit-olier, new nrm't.
7 15 K. W. Edison, compound, self-oller.
1 25 K. W. Edison, scIt-oIier.
1 40 K. W. E. Ik C, multipolar, slow speed.
1 200 K. W. Crocker-Wheeler riniitlpolnr,

slow speed, practically new.

Soo-Volt Generators.
2 16 K. W. Edison, self-oilers.
1 15 K. W. T.-H., self-oller.
] 26 K. W. T.-H., self-oller, D. 25, com-

pound.
1 25 K. W. Edison, self oiler.

hegory:
ELECTRIC CO.

54-62 S.CLINTO/1 ST. CHICAGO.

500-Volt Qenerators—Continued.
1 20 K. W. Jenuey, self-oller.
1 35 K. W. Jenney, self-oiler, compound.
1 35 K. W. Mather, self-oller.
3 45 K. W. Edison, compound, self-oilers.
1 76 K. W. Westinghouse, Kodak set West-

inghouse generator and West-
inghouse comp. engine, 143:24x

14, nil complete, fine.

1 150 K. W. Detroit (Rae) multipolar, com-
pound, self-oller, new arma-
ture.

Alternating Generators.
1 350-lIght Thomson-Houston, A. IS, comp.

wound.
1 600-IIgbt Bain, 30 K. W., self-oller, new

toothed armature.
2 60O-llght Thomson-Houston, A. 6, 30 K.

W., self -oilers.

1 600-light Thomson-Houston, 30 K. W., two-
phase.

1 600-lIght T.-H., 30 K. W., slotted arma-
ture, compound, self-oller.

2 650-IIght Thomson-Houston, A. 35, self-oil-
ers, composite wound.

2 750-llgbt Westinghouse, sclf-oliers, 37% K.
W.

1 1000-lIght Wood, 60 K. W., self-oller.
toothed armature, comp. wound.

1 1200-llKht AVestlnghonse, 60 K. W., self-
oller, toothed arm't.

1 1200-llght T.-H., 60 K. W., Belf-oller,
toothed nrniattire.

1 1200-llght Oeneral Electric, A. 60, compos-
ite wound, toothed armature,
self-oller.

2 1300-llgbt T.-H., A. 70, 1100 volts, self-oil-

ers, compound wound.
1 GOOO-IIght Westinghouse, .W K. W., toothed

armature, composite wound,
self-oiler.

Arc Dynamos.
] 20-llKlii 2000 C. I'. Western Eloclrlc.
1 30-llght 2000 O, r. Western Electric, self-

oller.
I 30 ilgiit 2000 f!. r. Rrnsh, No. 7.

Arc Dynamos—Continued.

36-light 2000 C.
40-llght 200O 0.
40-llght 2000 C.
45-iight 1200 C.
45-ilght 1200 C.

50-light 1200 0.
60-llght 2000 G.

60-light 2000 C.
60-ilght 2000 0.
60-light 2000 O.
60-llght 2000 C.
65-1 Ight 2000 O.

2 76-Ilght 1200 0.
2 75-light 1200 O.
2 76-lIght 2000 O.
3 125-llght 1200 C.

P. T.-H., ring armature.
P. Wood, No. 7.

P. Western Electric, s. o.

P. T.-H., M. 12, ball arm.
P. Brush, No. 7, Steuben-

rausch commutator.
P. T.-H., L. D. 12.

P. T.-H., M. D., 2, self-
oller, ring armature.

P. Brush, No. TVs-
r. West. Elee., self-oilers.
P. Westinghouse.
P. Wood, No. 8.

P. Brush, No. 8, new ar-
mature.

P. Wood.
P. Standard, self-oilers.
P. Westlngh'se, self-oiler.
P. Excelsior, latest type,

self-oilers, fine.

220-Volt Motors.

1 1 H. P. Edison, self-oller.
2 1 H. P. E. & C, new, self-oliers, M. P.,

slow speed.
1 3 H. P. Croekei- - Wheeler, self-oller,

slow speed.
1 3 H. P. Gen. Elec, type I. B., self-

oller.
1 3 H. P. C. & 0., self-oller.
2 3 H. P. Card, slow speed, S'?lf-oIlers.

1 5 H. 1'. Eddy, ring type, self-oller.
1 5 H. P. Westinghouse, self-oller.
1 7'/2 H. P. Rotb, self-oller.
1 T/s H. y. Eddy, self-oller.
1 7% H. 1". Edison, self-oller.
1 8 H. P. General Electric multipolar,

self-oJler.
1 10 H. P. Keystone, self-oiier.
1 10 H. P. Elckmeyer, elevator motor,

with controller.
1 10 H. P. Lundell, self-oller.
1 12 IT. P. r^nndell, 10 K. W., multipolar,

self-oiler, slow speed.
1 15 IT. P. Eddy, self-oller, new arm't.
1 18 H. P. Edison, sclf-ollcr.

I

220 Volt Motors—Continued.
i 1 30 H. P. Edison, 25 K. W., self-oller.
1 60 H. P. B. & 0., multipolar, slow speed.
1 60 H. P. Northern, M. P., self-oller,

newly rewound throughout.
1 75 H. P. Sprague, self-oller, new arm't.
1 226 H. P. Crocker-Wbeeler. M. P.

goo-Volt Motors.
1 Vi H. P. Detroit, series wound.
I 1 H. P. Jenney, self-oller.
II H. P. Crocker - Wheeler, self-oiler,

slow speed.
I 1 H. P. Lundell, seif-oUer, slow speed.
II H. P. 0. & C, self-oller.
13 H. P. Toledo, self-oller.
1 3 H. P. Hobart, self-oller.
13 H. P. Jenney, self-oller.
2 3V2 H. P. Rockford, Ironclad, self-oilers.

1 10 H. P. Eddy, self-oiier, multipolar.
1 10 H. P. 0. & C.
1 10 H. P. O. & C, self-oiler.
1 10 H. P. Commercial, self-oiler.
1 10 H. P. Card, M. P., self-oller, slow sp.
1 15 H. P. Eddy, self-oller.
1 IS H. P. Thomson-Houston, self-oiier.
2 IS H. P. Edison, 16 K. W., self-oilers.
2 IS H. P. C. & C self-oilers
1 20 H. P. Commercial, self-oiier.
1 20 H. P. Card, self-oller.
1 30 H. P. T.-H., self-oller, D. 25.

1 30 H. P. Edison, 25 K. W., self-oiier.
1 36 H. P. Jenncv, self-oller.
1 40 H. P. Jenney. self-oller.
1 40 H. P. Mather, self-oiler.
1 60 H. P. Edison. 45 K. W., self-oilev.

Alternating-Current Motors.
SINGLE PHASE.

1 % I-I. P. Stanley, 100 volts, 16000 alterna-
tions, single-phase.

2 1 H. P. Ft. Wayne, 100 v., 125 cycle, seif-

ollers. single-phase.
1 2V4 H. P. L't. Wayne, 100 volts, self-oller,

single-phase.
1 5 I-T. P. AVagner, single-phase, 60 cycle,

200 volts.

Alternating Current Hotors.

MULTIPHASE.
1 1 H. P. Westinghouse. self-oller, 2-phase,

00-cyclc, 100 volts.
1 10 H. 1". Gen. Electric, self-oiier, 3-phasc,

type, 8-10-900, Form A, 60-cycle,

110 volts.

Automobiles.
I Wood's electric rumibout, ^vlth top, car-

ries 2 persons, practically new.
1 Electric open phaeton, seats 3 persons, flne

condition.
1 Electric "trap," carries 4 persons, new.

TRANSFORMERS, METERS AND ARC LAMPS.
NOTICE.~AII machines are actually In Hlock ready tor prompt Uellvery. All machines are gur.rantoecl. Write (or particulars and lend (or MONTHLY BARGAIN SHEET with net cash price.
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^OUR STUDENTS:^^

SUCCEED
INCREASED SAURY.

I was getting $30 a month as

assistant in an Electric Liglit-

ing Plant when ! took up the
Electrical Engineering Course.
Since that time. I have passed
fourCivilSenice Examinations,
and have had ray salary raised
four times. I am noiv getting
$87 per month, and can truth-

fully say that I owe my success
to correspondence instruction.

R.G.ELLIOTT.
Dannemora, N. Y.

MACHINIST TO ENGINEER.

I recf>mmend The Interna-

tional C'Jrrespondence Schools
as being one of the best meani
throuijh which to obtain an edu-

cation. The method employ<;d

is simple and easily understood.
At the lime I enrolled, I was
holding a position as machinist
and steam fitter. I am now chief

engineer for I. S.&T.EIkinton.
Philadelphia. Pa.

WM. R. HORNER,
Philadelphia, Pa.

ill to S70, Id Small MoDlhiy InstallDients, pays for a

Salary-Raising Education
In Electrical Engineering. Electric Light and Power,

Telephony. Telegraphy. Steam, Mechanical,
and Civil Engineering.

Established 1891- Capital, |i,soo,ooo,

Sciidf~.^r Circular; and Local Reftrences.
'

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,

Box Wil. Scranlon, Penna.

Send your Book Orders to

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

olO Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

TIm Standard Open Circuit BatterieJ

of the World.

warn TOB OIBOTILAB AND PBI0I3.

THE LECLANCH^ BATTERY CO.,
tti Is 117 East 131it8l„ N. T.

=: TECHNICAL
: EDUCATION

For the purpose of quickly intro-
ducing and (iemon-StriHinf; the supe-
rior merits of its courses.the Trustees
of The American 3chool of Cor-
respondence have voted to award

A Free

Scholarship
in Steam, Electrical or fleclianical
Engineering (includiuL,^ a comiilete
course in nechanicaf Drawinc) to a
few well-recommended, ambitious
men in each manufacturing plant in
the United States.
The holders of these Free Scholar-

ships will be asked to answer any
inquiries as to the benefit and value
of the instruction and also recom-
mend the School to their friends.
thus establishing; an endless chain of
enthusiastic students who will ad-
vertise the School more thoroughly
than tons of printed matter of an
army of agents. Application blank
on request (mention Western Elec-
trician).

American Scbool of Correspondence,

(Chartered by the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts),

BOSTON. MASS,, U. S. A.

Faster than ever

to California

CHICAGO
& NORTH-WESTERN

RAILWAY

YHE OVERLAND LIMITED leaves

Chicago 6.30 p. m. daily via Chicago-

Union Pacific & North-Westetfi Line, ar-

rives San Francisco 5. 1 5 afternoon of

third day and Los Angeles 7.45 next

morning. No change of cars; ail meals

in Dining Cars. Buffet Library Cars

with barber. The best of everything.

The Pacific Express leaves 10.30 p. m.

daily. Tourist Sleepers daily to Califor-

nia and Oregon and personally conducted
excursions every Wednesday from New
England. Send 4 cents postage for

"California Illustrated" to Chicago &
North-Western Railway,

461 Broadway, - Ne» YorkUsg Vine St.. - Cincinnati

601 Ches't St..- Philadelphia 507 Smithfield St.. Pittsburg

368 Washington St., Boston 234 Suijerior St., - Cleveland
^m Main St., - - Buffalo 17 Campus-Martius. Detroit

21c Clark St.,- Chicago 2 KingSt.,East.Toronto,Ont.

WANTED "Tr
CEO. F. SCHWALM CO.,

FOR SPOT CASH
BURNED OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND BASES.

HARRISON. N.J.

BARGAINS in ELECTRICAL MACHINES.
The following list of thoioughly overhauled machines are in stock

and ready for prompt delivery.

DYNAMOS-
110-VoIt Incandescent,

One 1-2-light Elbridge.

One 5C-llght Nowotny. new.

One lOO-lIght Daft.

One250-light U. S.

One 350-lisht Davis.

One 800-Iight G. E.

One 1.800-light Ft. Wayne. new.

OYNAMOS-ARC.
One Brush, l-lisht. 3,000 c. i-.

One Brush. 3-light, 2.000 c. p.

One Amer. Wood, 20-li2ht,
2,0bu c. ]-.

One West. Elec. 30-lipht.
2,000 c. |t.

One Ft. Wayne Wood. 35-]ii;ht.
1.2n!) c. p.

One T. H. L. D., 35-lighl.
2,0UU c. p.

ALTERNATORS.
One 3A Slattery.
One A60 G. E.

STEWART
ELECTRICAL

CO.,
;. E. Cor. Fifth

and Sycamore,

CINCINNATI, 0.

GENERATORS.
One Wood b. p.. 500 v.. 45 k. w.
One T.-H. m.p.75.500 v„75 k.w.
One Edison b.p.,500 v., 100 k.w.

MO-VOLT MOTORS.
One Dlehl. i h, p.
One Edison, % h. p.

Ooe Elbridge. U h. p.

One Card, 1 h. p.

One Sprague. 1 h. p.

One Nowotnv. 3 h. p.
One Daft, 10 b. p.
OneU. S.. 20 h, p.
OneQ. C, 28 h. p.

220-VOLT MOTORS.
One Nowotny, 1 h. p., new.
One Nowotny. 1 h. p.

One Davis. 5 h. p.

One Daff., 10 h. p.

One E. R. AC. C. 10 h. p.
One Edison b. p., 15 h. p.

50G-V0LT MOTORS.
One Davis, 20 h. p.

One Brush, 25 h. p.

One Wood b. p., GO h. p.
One T.-H. m. p. 15, 90 h. p.
One Edison, 100 k. w., 120 h. p.

MACHINERY AND SUPPLIES
AT BARGAIN PRICES.

FOR SALE.
We are constantly purchasing entire factories and

plants. We bunght from the iSionx City Traction Co.
the followins:
No. SI 2 13x22x12 Westlnghouse com-

pound engines.
No. S2 1 pair 17%x24 Williams automatic

engines, coupled together.
No. S3 2 generators, type U. S. Westing-

house, bi-polar, size, 80 K. W.
No. S4 2 00x16 horizontal tubular boilers.
No. S5 1 450 H. P. Hazieton water tube

boiler, 2 Roney furnaces with
stokers.

No. S6 1 Worth iugton duplex pump, 6x4
xC.

No, S7 1 Knerscheil heater, 2x9 feet.
No. Si 1 Hancocli inspirator, 1% inches.
No. SO 38 feet 6%-Inch shafting.
No. SIO 89 feet 8-inch shafting.
No. Sll 8 feet 4%-inch shafting.
No. S12 15 feet 10-inch shafting.
No. S13 2 6%-lnch flanged couplings.
No. S14 1 8-iuch lianged coupling.
No. S13 1 6%x4Tt flaugEd coupltags.
No. S16 1 60x38x6% in. double arm drive

pulley.

No. S17 4 60x16x6% in. Hill friction
Clutch pulleys.

No. S18 1 60x28x6% In. Iron pulley,
leather covered face.

No. S19 1 60x16x4% in. iron pulley.
No. S20 1 14x43x8 in. iron pulley.
No, S21 2 6%.x20 chain oiling pillow

blocks.
No. S22 B 6%xl5 chain oiling pillow

blocks.
No. S23 1 4%xl5 chain oiling pillow

blocks.
No. S24 1 72x26x8 in. Dodge wood pulley.
No. S25 2 14 ft. X 16 in. cable drums; 6

grooves'for 1%-inch cable.
No. S2e 1 12 ft. X 17 In. x 16 in. spur gear.
No. S27 10 8x18 In. pillow blocks.
No. S28 2 double ply dynamo belts, 16-

inch width, 57 feet long.
No. S29 1 double ply dynamo belt, 14'/2-

inch width; 71 feet long.
No. S30 1 double ply dynamo belt, 14%-

inch width: 48 feet long.

ARMOUR &. CO., Union Stock
Armour & Co. chartgred their

WE PURCHASED FROM P. D
Yards, their entire boiler outfit. .- - ^- - _-.
motive power from steam to electricity at a cost of over $2,000.
OOO, as a result of w/hich they sold to us all th^'ir fine horizontal
tubuia." boilers, consisting of 4-8—60xr 6. 12—54x16, 12—60x18.

They are all In excellent condition and have been thoroughly
overhauled, all wealc parts replaced.
We also purchased the HASTINGS, NEB., ELECTRIC PLANT,

consisting of the following:
No. S326 1 91/2x12 Armington & Sims en-

gine.
No. S327 2 650-Iight incandescent dyna-

mos.
No. S328 2 25-llght Ball arc dynamos.

No. S329 2 60x16 horizontal tubular boil-
ers.

~

No. S330 2 66x16 horizontal tubular boil-
er*:.

Shafting, hangers, couplings, etc.

ENGINES.
No. S64 12x20x12 Westlnghouse auto-

matic compound.
No. S65 12x20x14 Ball automatic com-

pound.
No. S66 12x24 Zeahm Bros.
No. S67 12x20 horizontal slide valve.
No. S295 13x16 Twin engines, tandemi

bed.
No. S70 13x16 horizontal side crank.
No. S71 13x18 four valve Russell auto-

matic.
No. S72 13x20x15 Armington & Sims cross

compound condensing.
No. S73 13x16 Erie horizontal.
No. S74 14x14 automatic Ideal.
No. S75 14x24 Richards horizontal.
No. S76 14x24 box bed.
No. S77 14x20 Atlas automatic.
No. S78 14x34 Bay State.
No. S78 14x30 Cnmner.
No. S79 141/0x13 Aruiington & Sims auto-

matic.
No. S80 15x14 automatic Ideal.
No. Sa 16x14 Smith, Beggs & Rankin au-

tomatic.
No. S207 16x36 Woodruff & Beach.
No. S208 17?ix24 pr. auto. Williams,

coupled.
No. S82 18x30 250 H. P.
No. SS3 20x22 Corliss.
No. S84 20x36 Corliss.
No. S85 20x42 Corliss.
No. S86 26x48 Corliss.
No. S87 20x24 horizontal, box bed.
No. S209 66x20 Chandler & Taylor.
No. S210 40 H. P. Rice automatic.
No. S211 35 H. P. Chandler & Taylor.
No. S88 22x42x48 Allls tandem condens-

ing.
No. S89 14x20 Russell automatic.
No. S90 10 H. P. Davis & Rankin.
No. S91 10 H. P. slide valve.
No. S92 40 H. P. slide valve.
No. S93 60 H. P. slide valve.
No. S94 20 n. P. Mllburn.
No. S95 No. 874 Racine automatic, 9-Inch

stroke.
No. S96 80 H. P. rariiuhar.
No. S97 No. 1 Russell high-speed auto-

matlc.
No. S9S 12 H. P. Giant.
No. S99 14 H. P. Giant.
No. SlOO 6 H. P. automatic Westlng-

house.
No. SlOl 10 H. P. g.TS engine.
No. S102 13 H. P. Davton gasoline.
No. S103 35 H. P. upright.
No. S104 40 H. P. Otto gas.
No. R105 50 H. P. Otto gas.
No. S106 19 H. P. Lewis gasoline.
No. R107 50 H. P. Raymond gasoline.
No. S172 68 H. P. Atlas.
No. S173 10x20 side crank.
No. S174 Otis furnace hoist engine, 2

cyl.. 8x10.
No. S177 13x16 Twin engines, tandem

bed.
No. S179 7x14 Ames cylinder.
No. S273 16x30 balance wheel, 14 feet

dinm.
No. S274 1 H. P. gasoline.
No. S275 16%x30 Buckeye.
No. S276 6x12 horizontal slide valve.
No. S277 14x28 horizontal sllSe valve.
No. S27S 12x24 marine oscillating.

No. S279 30x30 slide valve.
No. S2S0 36x42 slide valve.
No. S281 24x30 slide valve.
No. S282 10x15 center crank.
No. S283 6x8 box bed, side crank.
No. S284 16x36 Sinker & Davis.
No. S285 9x9 upright, center crank.
No. S2S6 9x14 horizontal, side crank
No. S2S7 9x12 Nagel.
No. S288 7x7 side crank.

MISOELLANEODS.
UO-VOLT INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS.
No. SM145 2 T.-H. 500-Ilght, UO-volt, di-

rect connected.
No. SM146 1 60-Iight Edison dynamo.
No. SM147 1 25-llght C. & C. dynamo.
No. SM148 1 2:0-llght Edison dynamo.
No. SM149 1 100-iIght Rockford dvnamo.
No. SM160 2 600-light T.-H. dynamos.
No. Sm51 1 150-light Eddy dynamo.
No. SM152 1 100-light, llO-volt, Weston

dvnamo.
No. SM153 1 250-llght Hawkeye dynamo.

500-VOLT GENERATORS.
No. SM154 1 No. 8 T.-H., 75 K. W., 500-

volt.

550-VOLT GENERATORS.
No. SM155 2 type U. S. Westlnghouse

bl-polar; 80 K. W.; 350 revo-
lutions, 550-volt.

ALTERNATORS.
No. SM156 1 50 K. W.; 1,000-volt; West-

lnghouse; complete with
switchboard, exciter, one ex-
tra brand new armature for
exciter, two field coils.

No. SM157 1 500-Iight National; exciter
on shaft.

No. SM158 1 500.1ight T.-H. alternator;
1,000-volt.

No. SM159 1 600-lIght T.-H.; 2,040-voIt.
No. SM160 2 25 K. W. Westlnghouse AI-

ternators; 1,150-volt; 16,000 al-
ternations; switchboard and
Instruments.

ARC DINAMOS.
No. SJI161 25-light; 2,000 c. p. low ten-

sion; one extra armature for
same.

No. SM162 3 50-light; 2,000 c. p.; T -H
No. SM103 1 No. 8; 60-light; arc; 2,000

c. p.; Wood.
No. SM164 1 80-light Western Electric

dynamo.
No. SM165 20-light, 2,000 c. p. Sperry;

switchboard and instru-
ments.

MOTORS.
No. SJn66 1 20 H. P., 600-voIt, Ft,

Wayne.
No. SM167 1 3 H. P., 500-volt., T.-H.
No. S168 1 McGowan condenser, steam

cyl., 8-Inch.
No. S169 1 hoisting engine and boiler, 6x

12, made by Kendall & Bro.
PUMPS.

We carry over 350 dlEferent makes and
sizes. Write for complete list.

BOILERS.
All kinds of horizontal, tubular, fire.

box. etc. Our complete list on applica-
tion.

SUPPLIES.
We carry all kinds of shafting, hangers, ronpllngs,

pulleys, helting; in fact, anything in the line ofsupplies.

Write for our complete catalogue No. 156.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.,
W. 35th and Iron Sts.. Chicago.
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A PERFECT

DESK PHONE.
Adjustable Head, Platinum Contacts,

Auxiliary Springs in Receiver and

Transmitter, Silk Cords.

Material Used, Workmanship,
Fine Finish and Results Considered

make it the Cheapest and the Best.

Swedish-American

Telephone Co.,
Nos.69,7 1 and 73 W.Jackson Blvd.,

CHICAGO.

HUGO SCHUMACHER, Prest.

J. A. AEBOGAST, Vice-Prest.

MAX SCHUMACHER, Sec'y and Treas.

M. GAEL, Supt.

Garl Electric

Company,
AKRON, OHIO.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
iOI5 Monadnock Building.

Hotel or House
Telephone.

Sole Patentees and
Manufacturers of

Garl Railway, Hotel and Factory Telephone

Systems. Garl Electric Gun for Fire

and Burglar Alarms.
Intsrcommunlcatlng
Ftctory Telephone.

H.VAN VLISSINGEN. Prest.

L.G.WHEELER, VicePrest.

W.C. HEINROTH, Treas

L. G. BOWMAN, Sec'y and Gen'l Mgr.

WESTERN TELEPHONE
CONSTRUCTION CO.,

153-159 South Jefferson St., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE PIONEER COMPANY.

BETTER THAN EVER BEFORE.
SWITCHBOARDS, TELEPHONES, and Other

HIGH GRADE APPARATUS.

Write for prices. Orders filled promptly.

STANDARD

Telephone and Electric

Company,

MADISON, WIS.
Manufacturers and Importers

High Grade

Telephone Apparatus
EXCLUSIVELY.

WRITE FOR I900 CATALOGUE.

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out o! repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Is Complete. Durable, Reliable.

The only manufacturers selUns a complete line of

Public Exchange, Toll Line, Police, Fire Alarm,

Street Railway, Central StatloD and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The JStromberg-Carlson

Telephone Mfg. Co.,
72'82 W, Jackson Blvd.,

OBTCATALOG. CHICAQO, U* S, A,

national apparatus
Metallic Circuit Multiple

Switchboards.
Positive Double Supervisory Si«;nals. Central Energy.

Simple and Mechanically Perfect.
All Circuits Perfectly Balanced Electrically.

Cost of Operation and iflaintenance Reduced to a
Minimum.

The ]![ethod of Operating that we have adopted has been
determined npon, by long years of experience and

practical operation by the very best telephone
engineers, to be unexcelled.

National Telephone Equipment Co.,
330-333 liafayette Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

OCR STANDARD POIiE-CHAHKiifB.

WARNER
GENERATORS
ARE THE BEST.

Our new telephone
ringer gets there when all

others fail. No telephone

exchange is complete with-

out one. We can furnish

a volume of testimony

to prove this.

CAN FILL ORDERS

PROMPTLY.

THE WARNER ELECTRIC CO.,
MUNCIE,

IND.

No. 1900

AMBRIClWmm TELGPflOl CO.

36 to 50 Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL.

Our new No. 1900 Telephones with Disc Carbon Lightning

Arrester tor SERIES and BRIDGING work are winners. Try them.

OUR CENTRALIZED BATTERY SYSTEM

is a great success; likewise our

MULTIPLE SWITCHBOARDS.

Telephone Apparatus
Of All Kinds Manufactured.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL AND TOOLS LOWEST PRICES.

A BIG LOT OF SECOND-HAND PHONES, IN GOOD

ORDER, CAN BE HAD FOR A SONG.

Let us tell you about them.
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) Kellogg Switchboard& Supply Co.
J 229 SO. GREEN ST., CHICAGO.
N Manufacturers of

I
TELEPHONES, SWITCHBOARDS and EQOIPMENTS

^ For Small or Large Exchanges.
• Adapted for magneto or automatic calling and supervisory signals, with local batteries or

COMWIOIV BATTERY
in sizes ranging from

One section of our Universal Switchboard, for use with
common battery in medium-sized exchanges. These sec-
tions can be made into a multiple board as the exchange
grows.

10 LINES TO 30,000 LINES.

Our present extension of the Cleveland
exchange, increasing its capacity from 5,760
to g,6oo lines, vv^ill make its switchboard

s

5

5

I.A.RGE IIM TMI \A/OIR
Our experience in equipping large exchanges, nine of which have a present capac-

ity of over 40,000 lines, has fitted us in the best possible manner for the building of

SMALjIj KXCHAXGES which, until the recent addition to our factory, we were
unable to undertake. We are now prepared to fill orders for the complete equipment
of exchanges of any size—for one telephone or ten thousand. Our line of telephone
apparatus is very complete and is covered by over 140 patents, which embody

ALL THE LATEST FEATURES OF A MODERN EXCHANGE.
Series Exchange Telephones,
Bridging Bell Toll liine Telephones,
Portable Desk Telephones,

Small Exchange Siritchboards,
Universal Sivitchboards, for
mediam-sized exchanges,

Mnltiple Switchboards.

I

f

Send tor our new Bulletin on TELEPHONES.

New and Revised Edition JUST ISSUED.

American Telephone Practice
By KEMPSTER B. MILLER, M. E.

COKiTEKITS.
Chapter I.—History and Priociples of the Magneto Telephone. II.—History

and Principles of the Battery Transmitter. III.—The Telephone Re-
ceiver. IV.—Carbon Transmitters. V. — Induction Coils. VI.—Bat-

teries. VII.—Calling Apparatus. VIII.—The -\utomatic Shunt. IX-

—

The Hook Switch, and Circuits of a Telephone. X.—Commercial Call-

ing .\pparatus. XI.—The Telephone Relay or Repeater. XII.—Self-

induction and Capacity. XIII.— Telephone Lines. XIV. — Simple
Switchboards for Small Exchanges. XV.—Listening and Ringing Appa-
ratus for Switchboards. XVI.—Self-Restoring Switchboard Drops. XVII.

—Complete Switchboards for Small Exchanges. XVIII.—Lamp Signal

Switchboards. XIX. —The Multiple Switchboard. XX.—Transfer Sys-

tems. XXI. — Common-Battery Systems. XXII. — House Systems.

XXIII.—Protective Devices. XXIV.—Distributing Boards. XXV —Party
Lines Non-Selective. XXVI.—Party Lines. Step by Step Selective Sig-

naling. XXVII—Selective Signaling by Strength and Polarity. XXVIII.
—Harmonic Systems of Selective Signaling. XXIX.—Wire for Telephone
Use. XXX.—Pole Line Construction. XXXI.—Overhead Cable Con-
struction. XXXII.—Underground Cable Construction. XXXIII.—Test-
ing. XXXIV. — Automatic Exchanges. XXXV. — Storage Batteries.

XXXVI.—Specifications.

S18 large octavo pages, 379 Illus. Price, $3.00.

This is the first complete treatise on Telephony in the

English language. The author was peculiarly qualified for the

task, having been an examiner in the U. S. Patent Office in

the telephonic class, and subsequently as a telephone engineer

had a wide experience in every branch of telephonic work. The
text is profusely illustrated by cuts of commercial apparatus

and carefully prepared diagrams of circuits. No diagram is

given without a full explanation. The apparatus, circuits and
methods of the American Bell Telephone Company and of the

various independent companies are fully described. The
apparatus and methods used in making all of the tests required

in commercial telephone work are fully treated.

Copies of this or any other electrical book published sent prepaid,
to any address in the zuorld, on 7-eceipt of price.

510 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.Electrician Publishing Co.,

Insulated

Rubber
Wires and Cables.

John A. Roebling's Sons Co«

WORKS AT

TRENTON, N. J.

Success
Comes only to those telephone exchanges which use the
BEST material. If you use our goods success is assured.

We can supply EVERYTHING USED WITH TELEPHONES.
No order too small for attention or too large for our capacity.

Bapid deliveries our rule, and each order filled with care. Large
stocks always on hand.

Telephones, every stj'Ie and grade. Long and short backhoards.
Elegant finish and design. Prices that will suit. Hard rubber re-
ceivers. Oak or walnut woodwork. New Ideas in magneto bellg.
Each Instrument guaranteed.

AH kinds of telephone supplies. New parts for old telephones.
Double-pole receivers.

Electricians' tools. Lightning arresters, carbon and fuse. Ex-
tension bells—standard and bridging. Circuit closers. Transmit-
ters of various styles. Repeating coils, induction colls, construc-
tion material of all kinds.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUEi

Central Telephone & Electric Co.,

909 MARKET STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.
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m

NENA/ EDITION

'^

^

Telephone Hand-Book
BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

Containing a Chapter on ^^Recent Progress^' which brings this

practical book UP-TO-DATE,

The General Principles of

Telephony
Are Now Well Established.

The Telephone Hand-Book deals with them.

No matter what kind of Telephones and Switching Apparatus you use/

or expect to use^

YOU WILL FIND IT USEFUL.

It is a Practical Book

for the Practical Man
and for the Student.

PRICE $1.00 POSTPAID.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

rJW>^

510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO,

$^^^:^«^^' m
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The Bewittiindstrom Motor Co.

Have on exhibition a complete line of

their commercial vehicles, including

Omnibus, Delivery Wagon,

Brake, Runabout and Stanhope.

These vehicles have a perfect motor suspension and a flexible running

gear, giving them the most flexible perch of any vehicle on the market.

Intending purchasers of Automobiles are cordially invited to ride and judge the

superior qualities of these vehicles by inspection and tests.

The Hewitt=Lindstrom Motor Co.,

j General Office, 75 North Clinton St, CHICAGO, ILL.

ELECTRICITY FOR ENGINEERS.
Latest Edition, Now Published in One Complete Volume, 424 Pages, Profusely Illustrated.

Just the Work for Engineers, Electricians, Dynamo Tenders, etc.

PART I. CONTENTS.—CHAPTER I: Electricity; rositive and Negative; Conductors,
N'on-Conductors and Insuialors; Electro-Motive Force; Volts; Kesistanee; Ohms; Current; Am-
Eeres.—CHAPTER II: Dynamos; Magnets; Field Coils: Electro Magnets; Permanent Magnets.—
HAPTER III: Armatures, Construction of, Different Kinds of: Commutators, How Made and Con-

nected; Heating of Armatures; Eddy Currents.—CHAPTER IV: Tlie Current; How Produced;
Induction; Series Wound Dynamos; shunt Woimd Dynamos; Exciting the Fields; Constant Cur-
rent and Constant Potential Dynamos; Series and Parallel; Parallel or Multiple Arc System.—
CHAPTER "N": Incandescent Lamps; Filaments; Connections; Flashing; Exhausting; Testing;
Candle Power; Operated in Series; Automatic Cut-Out; In Multiple ArcorParallel; Multiple Series;
Multiple Series Cut-Out; Three AVire System.-CHAPTER VI: The Are Light- How Formed;
Causes of Unsteadiness; Remedy; Effect of Shades or Globes; Shape of Carbons Under Different
Conditions of Burning; Arc Lamps; Regulating and Cut-Out Mechanism; Action of Current; Clutch
Lamps; Clockwork Lamps; Double Lamps; Troubles in Lanips.—CHAPTER VII: Commutators
and Brushes; The Brush Conamutators; Brushes; Difterent Stvles of Brushes; Double Brushes;
Single Brushes; Troubles with Commutators and Brushes; Correct Position of Brushes; Sparking
at Brush.es; Care of Brushes and Commutators; Flashing.—CHAPTER VIII: Current Reguhition;
Hand Regulation; By Position of Brushes; Resistance Box; Resistance Coils.—CHAPTER IX:
American System of Automatic Current Regulation; The Dynamo; Regulator; Action of Regulator.
CiHA-PTER X: Brush System of Automatic Current Regulation; Brush Armature: Diagram of Cir-
cuits through Dynamo, Regulator and Lamps; Dial or Regulator; Care and Adjustment of Dial:
Dial Controller; Circuits and Connections of No. 8 Brush DjTiamo; Circuits of Compound Wound
Constant Potential Brush Dj-namo.-CHAPTER XI: The Edison System; Automatic Regulator;
Clrcuitsof Regulator: Circuits of Dynamo; Action of Regulator- Howell Pressure Indicator; Dia-
gram of Circuits; Description of Parts and Operation.—CHAPTER XII: Excelsior System of Auto-
matic Current Regulation; Dynamo; Armature; Diagram of Circuits; The Regulator and Motor;
Action of Regulator.—CHAPTER XIII: Schuyler System of Automatic Current Regulation;
Dpamo; Armature, Commutator and Brushes; Diagram of Circuits in Armature and Field; Regu-
tator; Circuits in Regulator.-CHAPTER XIV: Thomson-Houston System of Automatic Current
Regulation; Dj-namo; Armature; Commutator and Brushes; Controlling Masnet; "Wall Controller;
Diagram of Circuits; Air Blast.—CHAPTER XV: WaterhousH Svv(<-iii of Three-Brush Automatic
Current Regulation; Dynamo: Extra Brush; Resistance (nils ;"lih1 Regulator. CHAPTER XVI:
Ampere Meters; Tangential Scale; Solenoid Meters.—CIlAI'lEi; XVII: Voltmeters; Pressure
and Poteotial Indicators.—CHAPTER XVIII: Testing; Giilvauoineters; Astatic Needle; DitTer-
ential Apparatus.—CHAPTER KIX: Wheatstone Bridge or Electrical Balance; Diagram of Cir-
cuits and Methods of use; Bridge and Rheostat; Round Form; Square Form.—CHAPTER XX:
The Magneto as a Testmg Instrument; Armature- Field; Bell; Diagram of Circuits.—CHAPTER
XXI: Coupling Dynamos Together; In Series; In Shunt; Series, Shunt and Compound Wound Ma-
chines.—CHAPTER XXII: Switches and Switchboards; Loop Switch; Plug and Socket; Change
Over Plug and Socket: Conclusion. CHAPTER XXXIII: Electric Motors: General Principles the
Same as In DjTiamos; Types; Shunt and Series Motors Suitable for all General Purposes; Regula-
tion of Shunt Motors; Of Series Motors; Counter E. M. F.; Direction of Rotation and Direction of
Current; Starting Motors; Diagram of ConnecLion.

PART II. CONTENTS.—CHAPTER I: Alternate Current Dynamos; Principles of the
Field- Field Current Armature; Winding; Connections; Lamination; Different Types of Alterna-
tors; Regulation; Leading Systems; The Brusli Generators: Magnets; Armature; Principles of In-
duction.—CHAPTER II: Dynamos, Continued; The Moraey Alternator; Stationary Armatures;
Field Magnets; Ferranti Armature; Field Magnets; Winding; Collectors.—CHAPTER III: Dyna-
mos Concluded; Siemens Dynamo; Best Magnetic Circuits; Stanley Constant Current Dynamo;
The Armature; Self Induction; Regulation.—CHAPTER IV: Induction Coils; Converters; Trans-
formers; Economy of Distribution; An Electrical H. P.; Losses in Conductor; Induction Coils; Ef-
fect of Induction; Transformers.-CHAPTER V: Transformsrs Continued; Induction Coils; Con-
verters: Transforming Up and Down; Design of Transforrvors; The Static Charge; Protection
Against; Grounding the Secondary; Other Devices; The Foil Irotectoc; Difterent Types of Trans-
formers.—CHAPTER VI: Transformers, Concluded; Fuses; Regulation; Windingof Transformers;
Connecting to Circuit; Regulation; Safety Fuses.—CHAPTER VII: Parallel System; Series Arc
Light System; Diagram of Circuits; Parallel System; Primary Circuit; Secondary Circuit; Placing
of Transformers; Fuses; Diagram of Series Arc Light Circuit.—CHAPTER VIII: Lines of Force;
Hysteresis; Magnetic Penetration; The Circuit of Lines of Force; Experiments with Magnet;
Rapidity of Reversals and Hysteresis.—CHAPTER IX: Arc Lamps; In Series; The Westinshouse
Arc Lamp; Diagram of Circuits in Lamp; Action of the Mechanism; Flat Carbons.-CHAPTER X;
Arc Lamps, in Multiple; Slattery Differential Lamp; Mechanism of Lamp; Its Operation.—CHAP
TER XI: Measuring and Indicating Apparatus; Instruments for Use with Alternating Currents
Differ from those used with Continuous Currents; Ammeters; Voltmeters; Description of Several
Forms of Instruments.-CHAPTER XII: Measuring Instrxmients, Continued: Hot AVire Instru-
ments; Tlie Cardew Voltmeter; Details of the Instrument; Low Potential Voltmeter.—CHAPTER
XIII: Voltmeters; Double Coil Voltmeter; Two Types.—CHAPTER XIV: Spring Meters; Curled
Spring Meter.—CHAPTER XV: Twisted Strip Instruments; Diagram of Connections and Opera
tion of Instrument.—CHAPTER XVI: Recording Meters; Stanley Meter; Construction and Prin
ciples of Operation; Diagrams of Parts; Slattery Induction Meter- Description of Parts and Prin-
ciples of Operation; Watt Meter; Thomson Meter.—CHAPTER XVII: Generators in Parallel'
Difficulties in Operating; Alternate Current Generators in Parallel; Arrangements of Circuits and
Machines for Operating in I'arallel; Diagram of Common Arrangement of Machines and Circuits.—
CHAPTER XVIII: Ohm's Law; Strenjitli of Current; Formulas and Examples; Power and Heat
ing Effects of Currents.—CHAPTER XIX: Ground Alarms and Leak Detectors.

PRICE, $2.50.

Orders for above book, or any electrical work published promptly sent on receipt of price, postage prepaid.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 51 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.
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ALWAYS IN THE LEAD.
THE BALrL EIVGINE CO. has been awarded Gold Sledal at the Paris
International Exposition, adding one more to its list of triumphs.

AWARDS AT VARIOUS EXPOSITIONS:

World's Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition New Orleans, La., 1884-1885

American Institute New York, N. Y., 1887

Centennial International Exposition Melbourne, Australia, 1888

Augusta Exposition Augusta, Ga.

,

1S91

World's Columbian Exposition Chicago, 111., 1893

California Midwinter International Exposition San Francisco, Cal., 1894

Cotton States International Exposition Atlanta, Ga.

,

1895

PARIS INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION PARIS, FRANCE, 1900

THE BALL ENGINE CO.,
Builders of Engines of a High Standard of
Excellence for Electrical Purposes. ERIE, PA., U. S. A.

JEFFREV^CHAINS
FOR CATALOGUE,

ADDRESS

THE JEFFREY MFG. CO
COLUMBUS, OHIO.

REG.TRADE MARKS Jhe PHOSPHOR Bronz E Smelting Co. [iMiTED,

2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

)
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
INGOTS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS, SHEETS, ETC.

. ^^«4«.Aw- — DELTA METAL

—

/X CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORGINGS
^ ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR RAILROADi

CHICAGO \
"k

\
\

AND

AL'i'ON
RAILROAD.

PERFEa PASSENGER SERVICE BETWEEN

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR 5CRAPS, ANY 5IZe OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFQ.CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

L.
ELECTRICAL

I'lio Hnd.s

CM IGAGO*'"'KANSAS CITY.

CHICAGO AND ST LOUIS,
CHICAGO ANo PEORIA.

SILOUISandKANSASCITY.

HOT SPRINGS. Ark.. DENVER.Colc
• TEXAS. FLORIDA.UTAH.
CALIFORNIA «"> OREGON.

success
iidHaiiilnRbeUorpO'

CUCIlirCDIlin'*'''°°"'''^'^ BUlariesstudy-!

CNblNLtnlNb'"^' '^^ borne Liy our mull
byaiem. We leacb Elec-

TinCUT trical KnjilneerinK. Mechanl-
IHUUni cal EtiKineerlDK. Mecbanlciil

nu mil l>rawlnK- Klectrlo Ijlj^htlnK,

BY MAILT«'ephony. Short Fopuliir
Electrlcul Course, etc.

by mall. Study In spare time only.
limtitutoeDdorscd by Thomas A. Kdlson
uiKl utuers. CataloKuol'roe. B'ectrlCHlEnKi-
neerlnal , Hepl-K. 240-2 W. 2Jd St., New York.

: (.vi;r the CIiIchk" & Altftn. It will

f»ay
you to wrlti; to ttic umJerHlKiitid for iiiiiiih, immplj-

CU, ratCB, tlixu: tablcH, etc,

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
Uonoral I'luuummir anil Ti'^kut Aifnnt,

OUIOAaO, ILLINOIS

STUDENTS
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.
$3 oo per year, in advance.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

tulle 510 MarquetlD BIdq., - CHICAGO

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especiaii; adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarantee

;

The Largest Power ever obtained Jrom a wheel of the same diameter. The highest speed
ever obtained Jor the same power. The highest mean efficiency ever realized wlien
running from half to full gate. We guarantee also : A rurnier of the greatest pas-,
sible strength. A gate miequaled in ouichiess and ease of opening and closing.

Tests show over SI per cent, average efficiency with half Co full water.

State your Head and send for 124- page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S. A.

Burlington

Best line from
Chicago and St. Louis

to

Kansas City
Modern, comfortable equipment-

Pullman sleeping ears, reclining

chair cars and dining cars a la carte.

All with wide vestibules and bril-

liantly lighted.

"Colorado" "California"
Are the titles of valuable descriptive book-

lets which can be hud for six cents In postage

eiu'h by sending to P. S. EUSTIS. General

.Passenger Agent C. B. & Q. K. K..CHICAGO
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Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO..

Century Bldg.

OULUTH. MINN.,

203 PalladloBIdg.

POLES
Naugle,Holcomb&Co.,

OLD COLORV BLDS., CKICAOO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad
Contractors.

DETROIT. MICH.,

Wayne Co. Bank Bldg.

ESCANABA, MICH.
MASONVILLE, MICH.

EDAR POLE
* 50 TO 80 FT. A SPECIALTY.

JohnH.Towler, "c°h^;'a^'^ f,',''-

"VW^aJUwi^ (SN\idvtji>J6ju §A\^^yuvv6V aJjurw^

POLES.
BERTHOLD CROSS

& JENNINGS, ARMS.
WHITE CEDAR.

| ST. LOUIS. LONG LEAF
IDAHO CEDAR up to 80 ft. chemical Building. PINE AND FIR.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Stock Constantly on Hand.
Poles

XA/Kii-be Cedar Poles
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

^noSvciRJ: PEBBIZO & SOXS, Paggett, Mich.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING CO.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,

Uonufacturers and Dealer. In

Yellow Pine Crosi Arms, Locust Pins, Oak Pins, Electrical

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stocks on hand.

DellTered prices quoted, F. O. B. cars, your city, In any quantity. ^^WRITE US.

CEDAR POLES.
Piling and Street R. R. Ties.

C. H. WORCESTER $c CO.,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Producers and Wholesalers of White Cedar Products.

VICTOR TURBINES
OPERATING DYNAMOS.

That there are more Victor Turbines in uje supplying power for electric

generators than any other is due to the many points of

superiority possessed by this Turbme.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:

High Speed, Close Regnlation,
€rreat Capacity, High Efficiency,

Perfect Cylinder Claie, Steady Motion.

We Also Have a Full Line of Modern Patterns for Gears and

Power Transmission Machinery.

WHITE FOK CATALOGUE.

The Siilwell-Bierce & Smith-Vaile Co.,

357 I.ehinan l^treet, DAYTOK, OHIO.

CROSS-ARMS
PINS, BRACKETS
\Ye mariafaduredandsold oyer
SIX Ml//iOi? P/ns and rmM////on
Cross-Arms /n /S99.

Ourgoods ore {Be//) Starrdarof
Y/e mariufocfure on/i^ from hesf
rrrar/ef/'a/'

§erer/ Facfories
Skilled help anduneoualed fac-
ilities enable us to fill all orders
prompfl(/.

Capaat(/: over 5.000 \

Lons leafi/ellorv pine / o^„ /)„^
Cross Arms. f ru, uuy

Oyer -fsooo Locust P/ns )

Let Us HtioYY Your YVants

E.J.NOBLETT
a?e -902-35 fk Street,

Chicaso.-
Long distance Telephone. Yards.soi

TtieTeoneot Insulator Pin Co.

MANUFACTURERS

LOCUST and OAK PINS and
BRACKETS,

POLES and TIES,
Terra Alta, W. Virginia.

BUY YOUR BOOKS

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Oliicago.

Yards: Plnconnlng, Mich. areen Bay, Wis. New London, Wis.m
LINDSLCy BROTHERS COMPANY
MCNOMIIMEE, MICH. A/vo PORTl- A N D, ORESO N.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS
SO-'FOOT TO 80~FOOT POLES OUR SfCCIALTY

A PRETTY STORY.
Eight months ago the Texas Arm & Pin Co. began manufacturing things in-

clined electrically wooden, like cross arms, pins and brackets. An old, no-account,

second-hand machine, ia a broken-down factory, was used, but now they have four
factories with new and late machinery and are shipping more cross-arras than the law
allows. But they can ship more. They are untapped, long-leaf, yellow pine.

Branch Office ; 10 Temple Court Building, Chicago, W. H. QUAW, Mgr.

Or the home office at Beaumont, Texas, is where you write for more information and
Electrician Pub. Co.. 6 1 Marquette Bldg., Chicigo.

;

a pretty and useful pamphlet.

FROM THE

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, MICH.

Eleven Pole Yards Id MIctalKan.
Wliolesale Froducers for 20 years.

TIES.

CEDAR
DAVIS AND STITT

COMPANY,
MARINETTE. WIS.

Write for Deliyered Prires. POLES
OAK PINS AND BRACKETS.

PAINTED,
SACKED AND
CRATED.

rianufacturers for Wholesale Trade.
Prompt Shipments. Car Orders Solicited.

Kansas City & Southern Lumber Co.,

R. H. LEAVITT,
MANUFACTUKSB OP

Telephone Cross-Arms, Brackets
AND PINS.

Write for Speclai Prices. CAPRON, ILL.

liiflianaplls Arm, Bracket & Fin Co.,
Successors to J. B. MAGERS,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Arms, Brackets, Locust and Oak Pins,

Tent Slakes, ROPE Lock Blocks.

Office. 126.8. IVIcriifian St., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

FACTORV, JAMESTOWN, IND.
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Westinghouse

"Wcstinghouse Polyphase Induction Motor, Overhead Application.

Polyphase Induction

Motors
Their flexibility of application and high efficiency under the most varied conditions has caused

their adoption for all kinds of stationary service.

Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Co , Pittsburg, Pa.

All Principal Cities in U. S. and Canada.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
[INCORPORATED]

"WOOD" AUTOMATIC MOTOR STARTER.
APPROVED BY FIRE UNDERWRITERS.

A new- apparatus, combiniog an overload and

underload release, with time limit.

Automatic double-pole circuit-breaker, adjustable

to any per cent, overload.

All mechanisms mounted on one panel. No

extra devices required.

It is so constructed that the power may be trans-

ferred from one generator to another without

stopping the motor.

Only one operating magnet.

No contacts lo corrode.

No short circuiting devices used.

LARGE SIZE. .SWITCH CLOSED.

ABSOLUTELY PROTECTS YOUR MOTOR. EASILY INSTALLED.
SEND FOR BULLETIN.

MAI N OFFICE AND FACTORY, FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.
*•*•••"•**i"i"I'•!*"•'

'I"•I»»4""i"»I""I"I"*i«"i"i* 'I"i**i"I**i''I'•^•^••I«"I«"I"I««I"I»*I*^
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Non-Slipping.

Non-breakable.
Economical.
Durable.

Balanced.
Neat design.

Light-weight.

Non-Magnetic.

The Popularity of

Rockwood's Patent Compressed

Six thousand
various sizes

partly finished

carried con-

stantly in stock.

Hubs any shape,

any position.

Paper Pulleys
("For one-sixth century the standardfor durability and efficiency .^"^

)

arises in a measure from their stability.

Engineers and users should not fail to specify Rockwood Patent Compressed Paper Pulleys on all contracts.

CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING,

ROCKWOOD MANUP'ACTURING COMPANY, Pafer Pulley Sales Deft., 330 So. Pennsylvania Street,

Indianafiolis, Indiana^ U. S. A.
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ELECTRICAL OR MECHANICAL.

Vi'e hare fine facilities for light manufactur-
ing, and solicit correspondence. Estimates
glvenon quantity or smalt lots. PUNCH PRESS
Al^a SCEEAV MACHINE WORK.

SPIES & COMFAXY,
87-S9 IV^.TanBiiren St., Chicago, XH.

-a^ "MANROSS" ^^

HAIR SPRINGS
FOR ELECTRIC

WDIC.i«.TIWG 4ND RECORDING
GauGCS STEAM CAUl

Largest Manufacturers of

Hair Springs in tlie United States.

Non-Magnetic Hair Springs of Phos-
phor Bronze and other non-magnetic
metals. Hair spi'ings of anj de-
scription manufactured to order.

Fi N. MANROSS. Forestville, Conn.

ESTABLISHED 1878. INCORPORATED 1899.

J. H. BUNNELL S CO.,
SO PARK PLACE,_ Near General Postoffice. NEW YORK.

TRADE-MARK
MANtlFACTUREF.S, ImPOBTBBS AJJD DKALBRS IN

Telegraph, Telephone, Railway and Electric-lighting Apparatus and

Supplies, lnstruments,Batteries,lnsulated Wires & Line Equipment.

Catalogues and Circulars free on application.

Get our Special Prices before placing orders elsewhere.

We own the GOOD WILL, NAME, COPYRIGHTS, TRADE-MARKS, Patent

(No. 288881) and all other assets of the old firm of J. H. BUNNELL & CO., and
propose to maintain our rights in the premises.

J. H. BUNNELL tc CO.,
20 IParIc -Near General PostolTice,- l^'ww 'Y^rlc.

'^'ARLEs H RFCi ve
fi"- I0&I2 "l-^

Fj » fc| ^
N. CANAL ST. ^"EIALWoliMfS

C H 1 C A G 1 LL U'SA- ""M',""'c

D.

it

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Highest grades for electrical insulation and mechanical purposes, in sheets,

tuMs, rods and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on application.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wilmington, Del.

J. M. \A/Mnri IVIF-O. CO. MANIIPACTURERS OF

Gas, Tlectric and roniMnation Fittings
and iTixInres, TrlmmlnsKt Screws

and Ornaments.

Pressed, Spun and Turned Brass

Work to Order.

127=137 North loth Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

AMERICAN

BRIDGE CO.,

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

Steel Bridges,

Steel Buildings,

AND ALL CLASSES OF METALLIC STRUCTURES.

GENERAL OFFICES:
NO. 100 BROADWAY NEW YORK.

BRANCH OFFICES:
BOSTON,

PHILADELPHIA,
CHICAGO,

PITTSBURG,

BALTIMORE,
NEW ORLEANS,

CLEVELAND,
MINNEAPOLIS.

I Black Diamond File Works!

ifi

4^

Twelve

Medals

Awarded at

International

Expositions.

^ OVH eOODS ARE ON 8AX1E IN EVEBT IiEADINe HARDWABE L

Vf BTOBE IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA. ^BTOBE IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA. ^

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY, |PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

DO AS 5,000 OTHERS DO.

USE THE

STURTEVANT
SYSTEM.

It heats and ventilates by a forced

circulation of warm air. Utilizes ex-

haust steam. Removes all piping

from rooms.

B. F. STURTEVANT CO., BOSTON.
NEW YORK. rHIL.AUELPIlIA. CHICAGO. LONDON.



$3 per Annum. E.eotrici.„S'b''4X'coTpX,chicago. EVERY SATURDAY. lered at Chicago PostolBce 1 /^ «^.^4.^ ^ ^.^ <
I matter ot tLo Mcond class. I \J C6niS/perH
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IMP LiEX. WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

WESTERN SELLING AGENT,

H. R. HIXSON,
I 137 Monadnock Slock, CHICAGO

Simplex Electrical Company,
75-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

^^'l'^.

1889^Farla Exposition,
JSedal for Rubber Insalation.

1893—World's Fair,

9Iedal for Bnbber Insnlatiom.

THE STANDARD FOR
RUBBER INSriiATIOIir.
Sole Manufacturers of

"'»'
Wires.Okonite Wires, OI(onite Tape, Manson Tape,Candee

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
Wlllard L. Candee. :

<H. Durant Cheever,
Managers. 253 Bfoadway, Nbw Yofk.

Geo. T. Manson. Gen'l
W. H. Hodgins, Secy.

Supt.

iviore:

''Crownlail Bonds
Arc in use thnn all other styles of Rail Bonds coinbi'ned.

Perfect— Electrically and Mechanically.
VARIETY OF SHAPES TO MEET ALL REQUIREMENTS OF RAIL BONDING.

WASHBURN & MOBN Dept.,

Mm Steel & Wire Ce„
The Rookery, CHICAGO, ILL.

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Paranite Rubber Covered Wires and Cables,

UNDERGROUND, AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

TELEPHONE, TELEQRAPH AND FIRE ALARn CABLES.

All Wires are tested at Factory. JONESBOBO, IKD.

DENTAL AND SURGICAL AIR PUMP
WITH

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTOR. leS~iR SSMVs:

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO., 714-716-718 St. Charles St„ St. Louis, Mo.

Esstern Office and Warehouse: 136 Liberty St., New York City.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from Vi to 50 norse power.

I Dynamos from lO lights to 700.

We sell or rent. Good pro&to
<or agents. The Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co., Troy. Ohto.

-riiMWji\/i^^ FOR ALL PURPOSES. ^
Scrap and Native FlatlDum Purobued.BAKKB & CO., 408-414, Wew Jersey

Railroad A'vei., Nevrerk, St JF.

New York Office, lao Liberty Street.

fij^ . GENUINE SWEDISH
ti COAL- GRAIN

55 5̂t^£i

YlfESTIIN ElecMoal \n\n\m\ Co.,

114-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

^mM Dial

Statioa InstrMSsiSi

These iDfltrument'i are
based apon the same gen-
eral principle and are jnst
as socnrate as oar regalar
Staodsrd Portab'e Direct
Onrrent Toltmeters and
Ammeters, but are mach
laTger, and the working
parts are inclosed in a
neatly deeigned. dost-prooC
cast-iron esse which eSectr
iTely shields the ioetm-
mente from dlstarbing in-
flnenoee of external mag-
Betio fields.

BEHLIX—European Weston
Electrical Inntrument Co., Rit-
terairasseSo. 88.

Weston Standard Illuminated
Dial Fotential Indicator,

Styles.
Mention ihe WESTERy Electbicias when writing for catalogues

Portable Direct Heading
Voltmeters and MilUvoIt-
metern. Ammeters and Mll-
ammpters, Wattmeterj
and Voltmeters, for Alter-
nating and Direct Current
Circnita.

OurportableluBtrumentB
are recognized ae standards
throughout the civilized
world.

Our Semi-Portable La-
boratory Standard Volt-
meters and Ammeters are
still better.

TbP7 are the most relia-
ble, abnolQte standards for
liaboratory Dfie,

London-Elll'itt Broa., No.
lot bt. Martina Lane

PLATINUM
We piiy *t6.0o per ounce ior scrap i>liitintini. Old incandwsi-cnt lump bases ijoir.,'liL .si-'inl

samples aiui I'lltcr will follow by return nuiil. Platinum sheet ami wiro I'or sale.

GOLDSMITH ^HOS..* ^3 and 65 Washington Street. Chicago.
Refiners and Assayers. Works. 58lh ana Throop Streets,

" PHONO=ELEGTRIC"
'It's Tough."

rPhono-Eleciric"

WIRE
NoHardenedSkin
HOMOGENEOUS

THROUGHOUT.
Has remarkable wearing
qualities.

"It's Tough.

^liPhono-Electric"

BRIDGEPORT BRASS CO.,
19 Murray Street, New York.

AfflBrican Yltrifled ConM Company,
MANUPACTUEER3 OF

VITRIFIED SALT GLAZED
UNDERGROUND AND INTERIOR CONDUITS.

Contractors (or Complete Installation
of Conduit Systems.

General Offices: 39 Cortlandt St., N. Y.

Jueen $t
1010 Chestnnt St., Pbila.

Co.,
480 MONON BLDG., CHICAGO.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-WIrt
Switchboard instruments, X-Ray
FocusTubes, Induction Coils.

PaaaxA.

l^/lAAjJUjUi ---

fiA'JUtyv l/«A/)-trtv lie., /o^^ I

X TIXB

IPBOENIX GLASS CO.I
MANUFACTURERS OF

GAS AND ELECTRIC

GLOBES, SHADES, Etc. ;:— s
SEND FOR A COPY OF OUR NE WAND ^

LATEST CATALOGUE.

Pittsbnrgli. Keu York, CMcago.
|

Standard UndergroundCableGo.
^\ B12 The Kookery,
-*^ Chicago,

Westlnghouse Bldg.
Plttr

BeHDertySt,
jsburg. New York City.
Mills Building, San Francisco.

1225 Betz BMi:,
Philadelphia,

p Electric Cables, Conduits, Wires and Accessories,
Also Hiffb^ Grade Rubber Covered IVires and Cables.

!NJ. 1. R.
STational

^A/ll9i

India

Rubber Co.'s

RUBBER COVERED

OFFICE AND FACTORY: BRISTOL, R. i.

HOLOPHANE GLASS CO.,
Mo. I Broad^M^aiy*

) NEW YORK, N. Y.
Manufacturers 0! COMPOUND PRISM GLOBES AND SHADES, OuaraGleedtotlre

"Maximum Light, Complete Diffu3!oa«
Minimum Glare."

FordirectingaQd ditfufilDgrall kinaa of lifM<
Send Cor catalogues aad pamptiletu.

"he United §tates Qarbon Gompany.
if^ n I

rSPECIALTIES A SPECIAl3pa
1 ELECTROLYTIC.

mi ,Lr-^s=

MBs^'.iALTERNATINe. OIRECT. 1

^S^' ENCLOaEO. OPEN

Cleveland. Umio. i.

siot in carbois
i\\ \.i r:^ K:

'

o. A. fir

tilJST 5:
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OUR SELF-STARTING SINGLE-PHASE

A. G. MOTORS AND WHAT A GUS-

TOMER THINKS OF THEM.

'%,^^-^-^^

WRITE FOR BULLETINS "Z 24, SR, 37 and 39

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
General Offices and Fagtoby, ST. LDUIS, MO., U. S. A.

BRANCH OFFICES:
MEW YORK, 220 H.vemeyer BIctg. PHILADELPHIA, 1000 B«tz Bldg. BOSTON, 620 Atluillc Ave.

CHICAGO, 1624 MarqutHe Bldg. BALTIMORE. 204 East Ltxington St
SAN FRANCISCO, 120 Sutter St. NEW ORLEANS, 6t Gravier St.

FOREIGN AGENCIES:
FOREIGN DEPARTMENT, Havem.y.r Bid.., N.w Ysrk City.

CITY OF MEXICO, MEX., American Engineering Co. ol iMexIco, Agents.
LONDON, ENS., 47 Victoria St., C. R. Heap, «gent. YOKOHAMA, lAPAN, Bagnail & Hiiles, Agents.

PARIS, FRANCE, 12 Rue St. Georges, E. H.Cadlot& Cle, Agents.

«>•»

AMERICAN
BRIDGE CO.

GENERAL OFFICES:

NO. 100 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

ALL GLASSES OF

METALLIG STRUCTURES.
We have decided to carry at all our plants

a large stock of raw material from which we
can furnish with great promptness any ordi-

nary order for Steel Bridges, Roofs, Buildings,

Columns, Girders, Beams, Channels, Angles,

Plates, etc., etc.

1

BRANCH OFFICES AND WORKS:
Boston, Mass. East Berlin, Conn. Albany, N. Y,

Groton, N. Y. Rochester, N. Y. Buffalo, N. Y.
Elmira, N. Y. Horseheads, N. Y. Pittsburg, Pa.

Athens, Pa. Pencoyd, Pa. Philadelphia, Pa.

TrentoD, N. J, Wilmington, Del. Baltimore, Md.
Columbus, Ohio. Youngstown, Ohio. Canton, Ohio.

Lafayette, Ind. Chicago, 111. Milwaukee, Wis.
Minneapolis, Minn. New Orleans, La.J

The Popularity of

Rockwood's Patent Compressed

Non-Slipping.

Non-breakable.
Economical.
Durable.

Balanced.
Neat design.

Light-weight.

Non-Magnetic.

Six thousand
various sizes

partly finished

carried con-

stantly in stock.

Hubs any shape,

any position.

Paper Pulleys
("For one-sixth century the standardfor durability and efficiency

.''''

)

arises in a measure from their stability.

Engineers and users should not fail to specify Rockwood Patent Compressed Paper Pulleys on all contracts.

CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING.

ROCKWOOD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Paper Pulley Sales Deft., 330 So. Pennsylvania Street,.

Indiaiiapolis, Indiana, U. S. A.
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The "ELECTRA" Highest

Grade Nuernberg Carbons are

recognized as standard all the

world over.

All genuine "ELECTRA"
carbons are put up in packages

bearing the label with the tradfi

mark "ELECTRA."

UNEQUALLED IN CiUALl

AND EFFICIEtKrl

il^ STEADY
LLI ANT-ALIGHT.

Good carbons mean less cost

for current.

All the excellence in dynamos

and arc lamps counts for but

little where poor carbons are

used in lamps.

HUGO REISINGERhbroadway NEW YORK.

^IQA—India and Amber, all Sizes and Patterns.

IMICABOND—Plates, Segments, Rings, Tubes, Slots,

Cloth, Paper and Flexible.

CHAMPION CLOTH—Bond, Ropes and Express

Paper.
TRADS MAR

CRYSTAL ^^ VARNISH.
VERY ELASTIC. HARD FINISH.

CHAMPION INSULATING PAINTS (Blacks), Four Kinds.
Also Other Insulating Materials.

Our Careful and Persistent Growth is Proof of the Quality of our

Insulations. Prices and Quality Guaranteed. Write Us.

CHICAGO MICA CO.,
Miin Office and Factory, VALPARAISO, IND.

New York Office.

No. 69 W. 66th St.,

New York. N. Y.

Sole Agents and
Licensed Manufacturers

in tbe United Slates o£

®i;iij@«i-iai;Li@!i"

QQM'PA.N4T,

Boston Office.

No. 268
Massachusetts

Ave., Boston, Mass.

Motors,

Motorcycles,

Motorettes.

America for

De Dion-Bouton

& Co.,

FRANCE.
Our New York Type Motorette, Weight 700 tiounds.

Capacity 3 Persons. Price SI ,200.00.
SIIIPIiICITV. EASIliY OPERATSn.

FIiEXIBII/ITY, PERFECTLY COSITROI.I<ED,
I/ieHTNESS. ABSOI.l'TEl,V SAFE.

STREXOTH. ABSENCE OF ALli OILi AMD DIRT,
REIilABILlTlT, ECONOMY.

Not an EXPERIMENT, but a TRIED and PROVED SUCCESS.
Over 20,000 De DION-BOUTON MOTORS operating Motorcycles and

Motorettes.

GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY: CHURCH LANE AND 37TH ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

He 9»ioa Jllotor SnpplieH and Batteries Al\i-ajs in Stock.

COLORED LACQUERS, || DEAD BLACK LACQUER,
FOR INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

In brilliant rainbow colors. Easily applied. Will not peel or;^fade.

FOR METAL WORK.
Most Satisfactory Imitation of Bauer-BarfT in the Market.

SAMPLES FREE. M. L. BARRETT <&, CO. , C H I C AG O. WRITE TO US.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co..

American Battery Co—
Amer. Battery Comp. Co. xi

American Bridge Co ii

American Dlst. Steam Co. v

Amer. Electric Fuse Co. x

Amer. El. Teleph. Co xiv

American Elec. Works ... x i

Amer. Reflt. & Ltg, Co... xl

American School of Corr.

Amer. Steel & Wire Co .

.

i

Amer. Vitrified Cond. Co. i

Arnold El. Power Sta. Co.

Bain, Foree

Baker & Co i

BaU EnglneCo xviii

Barnes Co., Wallace viii

Barnett Co., G. <fe H xxii

Barrett 4: Co., M. L ili

Becker Bros xiii

Belden-Larwill Elec. &
Mfg. Co ix

Berlhold & Jennings xli

Besly & Co., Chas. H xxii

Blue Ridge Locust Pin Co. xlx

Bossert El. Const. Co xiil

Brady, T. H xix

Bridgeport Brass Co i

Bruckner Electric Co
Bullock Electric Mfg. Co.

Bunnell & Co., J. H vi

-Camp Engineering Co

—

xli

Central Electric Co 1 v

Central Mfg. Co xix

Central Tel. & EL Co....

Chicago & Alton B. B... iv

C.&N. W.R.R xlii

C.,B. AQ. R. R xviii

Cliloago Edison Co Iv

ChlcFuseWireAMfg. Co. —

Ch'cago Hotel Telep. Co. sii

Chic. House Wrecking Co. xiii

CM. &St. P. R. E xvi

Chicago Mica Co iii

Chicago Motor & Dyn. Co.

Cleveland Armature Wks.
Cling-Surface Mfg. Co... xviii

Colonial Electric Co vii

Couch & Seeley Co xv

Cream Flux Co x

Crescent M fg. Co
Crest Manufacturing Co.. xxii

Crocker-Wheeler Co
Cutler-Hammer Mtg Co.. viii

Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co ... ;

Davis AStitt Co xix
Dearborn Drug & Ch. Co. ix

DeDion-Bouton Motorette
Co iii

Diamond Meter Co
Dixon Crucible Co..Jos. xviii

Driver-Harris Wire Co xvl

Eagle Paint & Vr. Wks. .

.

xi

Eastern Elec. Cable Co, ... xi

Edison Decorative & Min-

iature Lamp Dept x

Edison Mfg. Co xvii

El. Eng. Inst. Corr. Inst.

Electric Appliance Co— x

Electric Storage Batt. Co.

Electrician Pub. Co xxi

Electrolysis Proof Conduit

Mfg. Co xi

Emerson EL M fg. Co i

Ericsson Telephone Co. .

.

i

Eureka Elec. Co xiv

Farr Tel. & r->n. Sup. Co. xvi

Federal Battery Co
1 "For Sale" AdvB xil

Ft. Wayne EL Wks., Inc.. xxi

Fowler, John H xii
Franklin Eng. & Elec. Co.

Puller Co., The xxii

Garl Electric Co xiv

General Electric Co viii

General Elec. Repair Co.. xiii

Gen'l Incandescent Arc

Light Co viii

General Inc. Lamp Co....

Gilchrist Jar Co xii

Goldsmith Bros i

Gordon Battery Co.. .... xviii

Great Western Smelting

& Refining Co xi

Gregory Elsctric Co xii

Hartwig & Miller

Hazard Manufacturing Co. x

Hill, W. S., Electric Co...

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co i

Hodge-Walsh EL Eng. Co. xvii

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co. xi

Holophane Glass Co t

Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co. .. x
Huebel & Manger x
Humphrey, Henry H xii

lUinois Maintenance Co . xii

Independent Tel. Sup. Co. xvi

Indianapolis Arm, Bracket

& Pin Co xix

Indiana Rub. & Ins. W. Co. i

India Rubber &, Gutta
Percha Insulating Co.. iv

Interna t'l Cor. Schools, xvii

Iron Clad Resistance Co. xix

Jeffrey Mfg. Co xviii

Johnston, Thos. J xi

Kans. City & So. Lm. Co. xix

Kansas City Tel. Mfg. Co. xvii

Kartavert Mfg. Co xxii

KeUey &Son, Benj. F... xviii

Kellogg Switchb. & Sup. Co. xiv

Kentucky Electrical Co.. ix

Klein & Son, Mathias xix

Kokomo Tel. A EL M.Co. xvi

Eusel, D. A., Tel. & Elec.

Mfg. Co

Lea Arc Lamp Co vi

Leather Preserv. M. Corp.

Leavitt, R. H
Leclanche Battery Co.... xiii

Leffel & Co., James xviii

Lindsley Brothers Co— xix

Link-Belt Machinery Co. x

LombardWater Wh. G.Co.

Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co.

Manhattan Gen'l Const. Co.

Manross, F. N
McDermid Mfg. Co xvi

McIntireCo., The C
McLennan & Co., K x

McOuat, Robert L ix, xii

McRoy, JohnT x

Mianus Electric Co xvi

Mica Insulator Co x
Miller-KnobTockElMf.Co.
Miscellaneous Advs xii

Monarch Fire Appl. Co. ..

MononR. R xvl

MunseU&Co., Eugene...

National Carbon Co
Kational India Rubber Co. i

National Tel. Equipra. Co. xiv

Naugle, Holcomb & Co.. xix

New York Ins. Wire Co. . . viii

Noblett, E. J

North Electric Co xvii

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.. ii

OkoniteCo., The 1

Page, Chas. G xi

PalsteCo., H. T xviii

Paragon Fan & Motor Co, —
Perrizo & Sons xix

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co xxii

Phillips, Eugene F xi

Phillips Ins'd Wire Co.... xi

Phoenix Glass Co i

Phosphor-Bronze S. Co.. xviii

Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co. xix

Pringle, Wm. T xxii

Queen A Co 1

Reisinger, Hugo iii

R. I. Teleph. A Elec. Co. xvi

Richmondt Conduit Co.. xi

Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.

Roche, William xvii

Rockwood Mfg. Co ii

Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.

Rose Electric Co xii

Roth Bros. A Co

Sargent A Lundy —

-

Sawyer-Man Elec. Co
Schureman A Hayden xii

Schwalm Co., Geo. F xiii

Shelby Electric Co
Siemens A Halske Electric

Co. of America vii

Simplex Elect'al Co., The, I

Smith Co., S. Morgan,. . xviii

Smith, Philip xvi

Speer Carbon Co 1

Spies A Company xxii

Sprague Electric Co xi

Standard TeL A EL Co., xiv

StandardUnderg. Cable Co. i

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co. ix.

Star Dynamo Works
Sterling ASon, W. C... xix
Sterling Electric Co.... xvi
Sterling Varnish Co., The *viii

Stewart ElectricalCo

Stllwell-Bierce A Smlth-
VaUeCo xix

Stow Mfg. Co
Stromberg-Carlson Tel.

Mfg. Co xLv
Sturtevant Co., B. F xxii

Swedish-Am. Tel. Co xiv

Tennent Insulator PinCo. six
Texas Arm A Pin Co xix
Thomas, Wilcox A Dietz. xviii

Torrey Cedar Co xix

United states Carbon Co. i

University of Notre Dame xxii

Valentine-Clark Co xix
Varley Duplex Mag. Co... xvii
Viaduct Mfg. Co xvii
Vitro Chrome Chem. Co. .

Vulcanized Fiber Cc xxii

Wagner EI. Mfg. Co ii

Wagner, Herbert A x
Walsh's Sons A Co xii

Warner Electric Co., The
Warren EL & Spec. Co.... v
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co viii

Western Electric Co vii

Western El. Supply Co. . .

Western Tel. Const. Co. .

.

xvii

Westinghouse Electric A
Manufacturing Co xx

Weston Elect'cal Inst. Co. i

White Mfg. Co., J. H xxii

WoTceeter A Co., C. H. .

.

xii

F'or Classified Indesc of A-dvor-fcisemon-ts Sa» ^ae^ 'VI.
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IM FAN MOTORS
IVI 139 A.DAIVIS CHICAGO.

Columbia
Lamps.

Unequaled in Quality.

BEFORE placing your orders for fall and early winter re-

quirements in Incandescent Lamps we respectfully invite

the attention of Central Stations and Isolated Plants to

the high quality of the Columbia. We guarantee the highest

uniformity in initial readings as well as the highest maintenance

of candlepower.

Special prices to consumers on future delivery orders for

1,000 or more covering full annual requirements.

Trial order solicited.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
GENERAL SALES AQENTS,

264-266-268-270 Fifth Avenue,

CHICAQO.

^mmTTtmTmTmTmTTTTTTTTTTTTnTTTTTmTTTTTTmTTnTTTTTTtTTrTmTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTm^

DELEGATES # FRIENDS
In going to and from the

AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY CONVENTION

In Kansas City, Mo., October 16-19, -900, should travel via the Chicago & Alton.

CHICAGO & ALTOTVr

EQUIPMENT
ALL BRAND-
NEW.

"THE
ONLY
AVAX."

FINEST
TRAIN IN
SERVICE.

Palatial
Sleepeks.

Cafe Obseb-
VATION Cars.

To Kansas City

.?iH. 101 ADAMS STREET. "c^J?J^2r
OFFICE : L--'— r-^^^^^^^^^_ ^i^.^...^—«««R=^T^ JTG7.

The "Alton" will make Special Low Rates from Chicago, Peoria and St, Louis,
and give the best accommodations. Travel via completely rock-ballasted, dust-
less line. For complete particulars address

ROBERT SOMERVILLE, General Agent Pass. Dept., 101 Adams St., Chicago, III.

TELEPHONE, CENTRAL 1767.

WVWWVwV liMMMii*SM«USS«r----*^-

There is No Higher-Class India-Rubber Insulation
For Wires and Cables than

HABIRSHANA/.
Authorized Manufacturers of the

X F-I_l X I \A/I Rl

The India-Rubber and Gutta-Percha Insulating Co., |
MAIN OFFICE, Glenwood Works,

J. W. GODFREY, Manager Sales,
I B Cortlandt Street, N EW YORK. YON K S. IM . Y.

(10023)

»»»t»tHg»g»gna»attw:H;:«;»»:::t:::H»H»»KH:aim«tmii^^
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DIRECT-CUMIENT

DESKu

CEILING

FANS.
Cat of la-inch, 110-T. Desk Fan, Open Field Type with
pollBbed brass hoods and field coverlngrs, the hand-
somest and most efficient Fan on the market.

Cat of 16-inch IVall Fan, same finish as 12-lnch and having a
s\rlvel Joint. By simply tnxning^ a handle this Fan can he ad*
Jasted to blow air ap, do^rn or on either side.

THE FOIiLOWIKe SUPPLY HOUSES ABE AOEITTS FOB PEEBIiESS FAXS:
iStanley A Patterson, 3S-34 Frankfort St., New Tork, W. If.

TFestern Electrical Supply Co.. 10-1!S STorth 9tli St., St. LiOntg, Ho.
Illinois Electric Co.. 239 Sladlson St., Chicago, III.

Vallee Bros. & Co.. 683 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Frank H. Stewart & Co., 35 Xorth 7th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Electric Supply & Mfg. Co„ 62 Public Square, Cleveland, Ohio.
The Devere Electric Co., 480 Plum St.. Cincinnati, O.
Doubleday-Hlll Electric Co., 535 Ifood St., Pittsbure, Pa.

9. Julius Andrae & Sons Co., 285 W. Water St., Uilwankee, Wis.
le. H. S. Sands El. & life. Co_ 1153 Market Street, YVheellng, W.Va

Electric Supply A Const. Co., 80 E. «iay St., Columbus, O,
Bobert I,. McOuat, 125 S. Meridian St.. Indianapolis, Ind.

13. tv. K. sragel & Co., 510 Adams St., Toledo, O.
14. Central Electric Co., 124 So. JefTerson St., Peoria, HI.

Elect. Sup. & Ens. Co., 211 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Stnart-Howland Co., Ko. 283-:i8J Devoashire St„ Boston, Mass.

11.

12.

15
16.

THE WARREN ELECTRIC & SPECIALTY CO., - WARREN, OHIO, U. S. A.

Manutaeturers PEERLESS DIrect'Gurrent Desk and Celling Fan Motors, Transformers, Incandescent Lamps.

Bretheren, I say unto You

WHY
T'/^r^pf^ ayyac/ 8SXof(/our coa/yy/ze;? (/ou can se///t

for three t/'/ves /fs cost /)(/puff/'n^ in oar SYste//?

ofUmER<jROUNI) EXflAUdT STEAMffEATm f^A/NS.

If/s common for efecfr/c compan/es yv/jo are nor/ operaf/ns tXtfAC/^ST

STEAM HEATIN6 PLANT6 topai/ ff?eir enf/re coaf anof faborbff/s for f/?e

year anaf 6% on /nvestment for sfear/n ma/ns from sa/e of exhaust

steam Tffii/ cant (/ou do the some ? V/nte for our pan?jo/?fet

f^er/f/on yVectern Efecfr/cfan.

^ L0Ct(P0RT, N.Y.
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ENCLOSED
ARC LAMPS

FOR ALL CIRCUITS.

One Piece Clutch.

No Sliding Contacts.

Does not feed through Clutch.

Spun Aluminum Case.

10-inch Globe with full size Carbon.

Artistic in design, light in weight, and

mechanically perfect.

Catalogue for the asking.

ALDEN & CO.,
MARQUETTE BLDG

AGENTS,

, CHICAGO.

LEA ARC LAMP CO.,
ANDERSON, IND.

ESTABLISHED 1878. INCORPORATED 1899.

J. H. BUNNELL ^ CO.,
20 PARK PLACE, Near General Postoffice, NEW YORK.

TRADE-MARK.
iVrANirFACTUHEHS, IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Telegiaph, Telephone, Railway and ElectriG-lighting Apparatus and

Supplies, lnstruments,Batteries,lnsulated Wires & Line Equipment.
Catalogues and Circulars free on application.

Get our Special Prices before placing orders elsewhere.

We own the GOOD WILL, NAME, COPYRIGHTS, TRADE-MARKS, Patent
(No. 288881) and all other assets of the old firm of J. H. BUNNELL & CO., and
propose to maintain our rights in the premises.

J. (UIIMIMI
\ear General PostofBce,-

CO.,

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Ancliors(TeI.&Tel.Pole).
Smith, PMlip.

Annimciators .

Bunnell &Co.. J. U.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Arc liamps.
helden-barwill El. & Mf. Co.
Central Electric Co,
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Lea Arc Lamp Co.
Manhattan Gen'l Const. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric CO.
or America.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Antomobiles.
DeDlon-BoutonMotoretteCo.

BabbittMen and Solder.
Gr. Western Sm. and Refg.Co.

Batteries and Jars.
Bunnell & C'o., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mlg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Federal Battery Co.
Gilchrist Jar Co,
Gordon Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
national Carbon Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roche, William.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Bells, Bnzzers, lE,tc.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Euebel & Manger.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressing.
Clinu-Suriace Mfg. Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Belting.
Chicago Housa Wrecking Co,
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp,

Blowers.
FuUerCo.. The.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Books,mectrical.
Ele<:i.rician Publlaning Co.

Bridges and BnildinffS
(li^teel).
American Bridge Co.

Brnsbes.
Becker Bros.
Central Electric Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Burglar Alarms.
Huebel & Manger.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cables (See Insulated wires.)
Cables, Electric (See In.su-

lated wires),Copper,Sheet
and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
American Steel Si. Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co,
New York Irw. Wire Co.
Simplex F-lecirlcal Co.
Standard LDderground C, Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

CarbonH,PoLntsA.>Plates
Central t;iecirle Co.
Chicago EdiHon Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
National Carbon Co.
Relalnger. Hugo.
Sr»eer Carbon Co.
TTnlled StaleH Carbon Co.
Western Elect, Supply Co.

CantingH firon.)
Smith Co,, S. Morgan.

Cbalns.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link licit Machinery Co.

Circuit Breakers.
CiUlfjr Klec, & Mfe. Co.

Coal St Asben Handling
Blar.hlnery.
Jeffrey MfR. Co.
Link Belt Macblnery Co.

Colls and ntucn^ts.
MllU;r-Kn.'.l'lo.;k Kl. M fK- Co.
Varlev Unnlftx Mfirndilio.

Coloring (I no. liiimp).
Jiarrett ACo., M. L.

Vitro Chrom«; Chemical Co.

Compound.
Amer. Battery Compound Co.
Dearborn Drug &Chem.Wks.
McLennan & Co., E.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and CondnltN.
Amer. Vitrified Conduit Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrolysii Proof Conduit
Mfg. Co.

McEoy, John T.
Rlcbraondt Conduit Oo.
Sprague Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Connectors and Termi-
nals (Patent).
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Mclntlre Co., The C.

Construction & Repairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors and Electric
Ijight Plants.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Bullock Electric Mfg. Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wka., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
ol America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Star Dynamo Works
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
WestinghouseElec.& Mfg.Co.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Bridgeport Brass Co.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkoniteCo., The
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Correspondenee Schools
American School of Corresp,
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Cross-Arms, Plus and
Brackets.
Else Ridge Locust Pin Co.
Brady, T. H.
Bunnell ACo.,.T. II,

Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co,
Indpls. Arm, Brack. & Pin Co.
Ivans. City & So. Lum. Co.
Leavltt.R, H.
Tennent Insulator Pin Co.
Texas Arm & Pin Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cut-Outs and Sxritches.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Bunnell A Co.. J. II.

Central Electric Co,
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emereon El. Mfg, Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
©eneral Elec. Co.
General Inc, \rc Light Co,
Hill. W. S„ Electric Co,
.Manliultan Kite. .Supply On.
MeOiiat. Robert L.
I'ulstcCo,, H, T.
SlemenH.V IIiiiskeKlcclrlcf^o.
of Am<'rlai.

AVjiKfi.T I'lr,-. Mfg, Co.
\V<-slrni lOlr.-irlcCo.
\V(.'sl.TJi I'lJ.-ct. Sllp|)IV Co,
Wcstliiglioiisi; Kl. A Mfg. (In,

<;utM.
I'Viuiklln Kng, iV, ICk-ctro Co.

Diinnicrs (TlK'Hirc),
Irf.ij ('\H>\ ItrsislanciM'o.

l>.Vii]inioH mid IVIfKorM.
Kiillnck l.U-rMic Mfg. Co,
IfiiriJirll A Co., .!. 11.

('.Ml nil lOl.flrlcCo.
riil.iii;(i \if,i(.r iind Dvn. Co.
;iil.'iiro Hoii-i- \Vr<''-!clmr Co.

Gregory Electric Co.
Hobart Eiec. Mfg, Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Scnureman <s, Hayden.
Siemens <s. Halske Electric Co.

of America.
Sprague Electric Co.
Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Star Di-namo Works.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electric Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electric Bail\rays.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Go.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Jneckanl-
cal Enjgineers.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Bain, Foree.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Humphrey, Henry H.
Illinois Maintenance Co.
Sargent A Lundy.
Wagner, Herbert A.

Electrical Instruments.
Bunnell & Co.. J. H.
CeutTal Electric Co.
Electric Apoliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Queen & Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Stanley Electrical M^g. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electro-Plating Alach'y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co,

Elevators-Conveyors,
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Engines, Steam.
Ball Engine Co.
Camp Engineering Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Exh'stSteam Apparatus.
American District Steam Co.

Fan Outfits.
Bunnell A-. Co-. J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Company,
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Fuller Co., The.
General Electric Go.
General Inc. Arc Light Go.
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co.
Roth Bros. &. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America,

Sprague Electric Co,
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Go,
Warren Elec. & Specialty Co.
Western Electric Go.
Western Elect. Supply Go.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg, Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co,

Files.
Barnett Co., G. A R.

Fire ExtingulHlierH.
Monarch Fire Appliance Co.

FIxtiii-fN and Flttln^^N.
Whit.' Mfg. (JO.. ,1. H.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Forges.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fnses niid Fnse Wire.
American Elec Fuse Co.
Central Elcctrlr Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire A M I'g.Co.

ICIcclrIc Appliance Co.
Mclntlre Co., The C.
Western Elect. Supjily Co.

Bcftly & Co., (;haB. H.

4ileiiernl Kicr. Hupplics,
Bunnell A Co., J. H,
(Central Electric (Jn.

<;til(;figo EcilHon Co.
I'Moctrlc Ap[illance Co,
iJenenil ICIctarlc (!o,

lIofiyr-WalHli Kl, IOmk, Co,

I'l

W hrri,.

. In

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McOuat. Robert L.
Mlanus Electric uo.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co',

Globes and Electrical
Glassivare.
Holophane Glass Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co-

Qov'nors, Water "iVkeel.
Lombard WaterWheel Gv.Co.

Grraphite Specialties.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co,, Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Heaters (Feed IVater).
Kelley & Son, Beuj. F.

Beating and Ventilating
Apparatus.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Holders, Inc. I^amp.
crescent Mfg. Co.

1 asulators and Insulat-
ing Slaterials.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Bunnell \- Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co,
Chicago Mica Co.
Eagle Paint & Varnish Wks,
Electric Appliance Co,
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co,
Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McOuat, Robert L.
Mica Insulator Co.
Munsell& Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
PatsteCo., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Go.
Standard Underground G. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Insulated W^ires and
Cables—DIagnet W^ires.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Bunnell A Co,, J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Co,

McDermid Mfg. Co.
MUler-Knoblock El. Mf?. Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips, Eugene F.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elect. Const. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

l-ncquers.
Barrett A Co., M. L.

I^amps, Incandescent,
Central Electric Co.-

Chicago Edison Co.
Colonial Electric Co.
Edison Decorative & Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Ce.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
General Inc. Lamp Co.
Kentucky Klectrlcal Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co,
Sawyer-Man Elec. Go.
Shelby ElectrlcCo.
Warren Elec, A Specialty Go.
Western ElectrlcCo,
Western Elec. Supply Co,
Westinghouse EI, A Mfg. Co.

Ijiglitnlng Arresters.
American KIoc. Fuse Go.
Contrill ICleclrlc Go.
Electric A ppl lance Co,
Eureka Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Klec. Wks,, Inc.
General lOlcctrIc Co.
WosllnghouHO Kl. A Mfg. Co.

liinemen^s Climbers.
Klein iS. Son, Mathlas.

JUagnet W^ires.
(See insulated Wires.)

Mechanical Blachinery.
Besly ACo.,Cbas. H.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.
Stilwell-Blerce Smith-Vaile.

Meters.
Diamond Meter Co.
Fort Wayne Elec. Wrka. Inc.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Mica.
Chicago Mica Co.
Munsell&Co., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus, Elec.
Crocker- W' heeler Company.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co,
Northern. Elec. Mfg. Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Go.
of America.

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Motors — See Dynamos and
Motors.

Packing.
liesly A Co., Chas. H.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.

Patent Attorneys,
Johnston, Thomas J.
Page, Chas. G.

Phosphor Bronze,
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co., Ltd.

Platinum Bought and
Sold.
Baker A Co.
Goldsmith Bros.
Gt. West. Sm. and ReflningCo.

Poles.
Berthold A Jennings,
Davis AStitt Co.
Fowler, John H.
Lindsley Bros. Go.
Naugle, Holcomh A Co.
Perrlzo A Sons.
Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.
Sterling A Son, W. G.
Torray Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester A Co., C. H.

Porcelain.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

PoYv^er Transmission
Machinery.
Jelfrey Mfg. Go.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
StlUvell-Bierce Smith-Vaile.

Pulleys,
Link Belt Jlachinery Co.
Rockwood Mfg. Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stllwell-Bierce Smith-Vaile.

Rail Bonds.
American Steel A Wire Go.

Refiners.
Gt.West. Sm. and ReflnlngGo,

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co,

Re-Winding—Repairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Armature Works.
General Electrical Repair Co,
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
McOuat, Robert L.
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Rlieostats.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Go.
General Electric Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt. Go.
Iron Clad Residtance Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co,

Salt (Battery).
Amer, Battery Compound Co
Federal Battery Co.

Sccond-Hand Mach*y.
Chicago House Wrecking Go,
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Go.
Illinois Malnleiiance Co,
Roie Electric Co,
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Walsh's Sons A Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.

Soldering Flux.
Cream Flux Co.

S]>arking l*1iigN.
Grost Mauurncturlng Co.

Speaking Tubes. .

Central KleclrlcCo.
Electric Appliance Co.

» Soo IPaeo III

Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly AGO., Chas, B,
Queen A Co.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co,

Springs.
American Steel A Wire Co,
Barnes Co., The Wallace.
Manross, F. N.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Oo.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Structural Iron %Vork.
American Bridge Co.

Tapes, Insulating,
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co,
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York Insulated Wire Go.
OkoniteCo., The
Simplex Electrical Go.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Snitch-
boards.
American Elec. Fuse Go.
American El. Telephone Co.
Bruckner Electric Co
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. A Elec. Co.
Chicago Hotel Tel. Co.
Couch A Seeley Co.
Ericsson Telephone Go.
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Supply Co.
Garl Electric Co.
Holtzer-Gabot Elec. Co,
Independent Tel. Supply Co
Kansas City Tel. Mfg. Co.
Kellogg Switchb. A Sup Co
Kokomo Tel A EI. Mfg. Co
Kusel, D.A.,Tel. A El. Mfg.Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McDermid Mfg. Co.
Mlanus Electric Go.
National Tel. E(|uipm. Co.
North Electric Co.
R. I. Telephone A Elec Co,
Standard Tel. A El. Co.
Star Dynamo Works.
Sterling Electric Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tel. M.Co
Swedish-American Tel. Co.
Thomas. Wilcox A Dietz.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Warner Electric Co.
Western Electric Go.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western Tel. Const. Co.

Tools.
Klein A Son, Mathiaa.

Transformers.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Siemens A HalskeElectric Co
of America.

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co,
"

Wagner Elec. Mfg.Co.
Warren Elec. A Specialty Co,
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co,
Westinghouse El, A Mfg. Go.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Turbine^AVaterWheels.
Leffel A Co., Jas.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Bierce Smith- Valle.

Universities.
Pratt Institute.
University of Notre Dame,

Varnishes.
Sterling Varnish Oo.

Vulcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Go.

Wire, Bare.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
Independent Tel. Supply Go.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electrical Sup. Go.

WoodworkfElectrical.
Noblett, E. J.

X-Ray Outfits.
Queen A Oo.
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N fHlS World ^ll

TmNG5 Look BRIGHT
\f LOOKED UpoK iH TH£
PRQP&R LsaHT."

Bpjc5ht£(1 upybua
pACroaY, OfFJCE AND HoMfi

WITH The rays of the

ORIENT LAMP«

or VEAf^s or cxpeimeikce: iM

Lamp /^AKlrNlor. if "^oy^

f^EqdlREl A LArn P THAT IS

ORIENT.
CoIonia/ ^/ecfr/c Co..

/?airenna , 0/7/o.
-Agents J. H.Bumis/J& Co.. 20 Park P/- /^ei^YorffCify.

Jas C/arA Jk&Co, Lou/svt//e, /tV.
6/:Lou/3 f/ecf. 3upp/i/ Co St Louis. Mo-

5hct Supp/cy 6 Engineering Co., Detroit. }ficii.

Siemens & Halske Electric

Co. of America,

OENERAL OFFICES, CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS

Railway, Lighting, Power Transmission.

P

IMPROVED DUNCAN INTEGRATING WATTMETERS.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, Denver, New Yorl<,

Pliiladelphia, St. Louis, San Francisco.

NEW TYPE SUNBEAM.

xd Candlepower, ^20 Volts.

5uperiorQuaIity
Because...

CARBON FILAMENT,
Purest and Host
Uniform.

VACUUM,
More Perfect.

HATERIALS,
Highest Quality.

WORKHANSHIP,
Skilled Labor Em-
ployed.

TESTS,
Carefully Made.

High and Low Voltages Equally Efficient.

WRITE FOR SAMPLE.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
NEW YORK.CHICAGO.

AWrWERP,LONDON,
Bridge Cbunbers. 171 QaecaVlctoria 3a Rue Boudewyns.

St., B.C and North Woolwich, B.

5t. Paul, ninn., American Electric Co., Northwestern Agents.

ST. LOUIS OFFICE, Security Bulldlni, 5T. LOUIS, MO,

PAKIS.
46 Avenue da BieteuU.
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THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S

Switchboard Instruments.

Vi

1a

111

In

Id

Ik

Thomson Astatic

Ammeters and
Voltmeters,

STANDARD FOR DIRECT CURRENT MEASUREMENTS.

General Office: Schenectady, N. Y.

New York Office, 44 Broad Street. Sales Offices in All Large Cities.

STERLING EXTRA INSULATING VARNISH.
Sterling Extra Black FlniNlilng Tariiisli.

Sterling; Black Air Brying: Varnisli,
!$teriiiig Black Core Plate Tarnidli.

THE STERLING VARNISH CO., THE STERLING VARNISH CO.,
Pittsburg, Pa, U. S. A. 95 ColmoreRow, Birmingham, F ngland.

G. ft H. SELF STARTERS forelectnc elevators and pumps are carefully madew« «fc wB-hi winiiikiiw from the best Of materials and are guaranteed to oper-
ate satisractorily. Send for illustrated catalogue W.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFC. CO., Milwaukee, Wis.
NEW YORK OFFICE, 136 Liberty St.

The largest and oldest e.vcluslve manufacturers of rbeoslats in tbe world.

General Incandescent Arc Light Go.

SMALL SPR NGS
OF rVTRY DESCRIPTIOW

THE WALLACE BARN£S CO./
<.srABusUcn /iS7. BRISTOL

, CONN., U.S.A.

^^^^ BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL LARGE CITIES.

^ '^ 578-578 First Ave., Cor. 33d St., 1
K I KEW YORK. 1
^^^V Switches, Motors, Undergrounil Apparatus, I

Arc and Incandescent Lamps, Rheostats, Etc, Etc.

OI-II^.A<5^ OF'F-I^K, - 4.S ^A^. Jaokson Blvd.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

•X-17 CatUuit St.. N>a Y>rlt.
BRANCHES;] 22Q OMrtiOfll SI

BOSTON:
l34CongraitSt

SAN FRANCISCO:
]l Fload BglKlw

IMPROVED

WARREN
ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO
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Dearborn
Drugr and Chemical AA/^orlcs,
Labora-tories--->A/a-ter CKiemis-ts.
Vege-bable Boiler Oompouncis.

ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES. WATERS FREE. OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS,
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RIALTO BUILDING. CHICAGO, ILL.

IT'S AN OPEN QUESTION
As to which Arc Lamp is

the Best.

Superior points of

THE

"BELDEN" SYSTEM

have convinced others

—

Investigation might con-

vince you.

Will you read our catalog,

which tells what an Arc

Lamp should be and what

Ihe Belden is?

Belden-Larwill Electric &

Mfg. Co.,

FT. WAYNE, IND.

We are now in a position to estab-

li- h desirable agencies in all principal

cities in this and foreign countries.

Kentucky

Incandescent
KENTUCKY ELECTRICAL

Chicago Agent, J. W. Brooks

LAMPS17cCO.. Owensboro, Ky. M U
oks, 605 Pfymouth BIdg. Mi ^^^

Hl&RtST OOAUTX,

Both-Alternating and
Direct Current Apparatus,

S. K. C. and Nortliern SystemSp

GEIiERATORS, iMOTORS,

iVllnlng Equipments, Factory and
Shop Equipments.

POWER PL.A.XTS forLONGEST DISTANCES.

1.IGHTINO AND RAII.1¥AY

MACHINERY.

Transformers, Instruments, Switcbboards.

STANLEY ELECTRICAL MFG. CO., NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,

PITTSFIELD, MASS. MADISON, WIS.
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Fuses. Fuse Blocks.

No. 86. Lightning Arrester.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC FUSE CO.,

345-347 S. CANAL ST., CHICAGO, ILL

AWARDED GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS

EXPOSITION, 1900.

MICA INSULATOR COMPANY,

k^^Mmmm^ ^ RERECOGNIZED STANDARD

INSULATORS.

OF

REGISTERED. 117 l_a
VK/a-ter SI:., NE\A/ Y^

l<e S-t., CIHICiA.00.
RK.

THOTVTSON'S
New Double Focus Tubes having the highest ef-

ficiency, sharpest definition, penetration and dura-

bilit)', have made them the standard X-ray tubes

in the United States and Europe. They are

equipped with our new adjuster, by means of

which the proper degree of vacuum can be main-

tained.

Send for Catalogue No. 9050.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND MINIATURE
LAMP DEPARTMENT,

(General Electric Co.) Harrison, N. J.

l^OXJ ]VE>E>I> I^!
"afSii-

Cale's Commutator
Compound.
The Only Article That Will Prevent Sparking.

I keep the Commutator in good condition and prevent cutting. Absolutely will not gum the brushes.

irOc. per stick. S5.00 per «lozen Send 5ttc. for trial stick,

FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES OH

/f?£CZ/D/l^^^xI/i

K. Mclennan & co.,
t^ole JIIanafactnrei'8,

900. 100 Washlneton (Street, CHICA«0.

CREAM FLUX
AX ABi^oi.iTTKL.Y Ko:v.coRRo»ivE isn^vr^ATiiva
etUI^DBBINW F1.1IX FOR AEili aiETAKrS.

Contains no acid or any element Injurious to electrical connections,

ENDORSED BY THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS AND ALL USERS.

VOi; ';AN makf^ mort; than tloiiblf; Lin- niinibor oT pfirfocl connecllnns In one-half the time
with O-'cam Klux than yoti can with tho Kamc amount of any other 11 ux. Put up In cans at
ITjc., 25c., rjfjc, and 75c. Special prlee.'< in (|iiantlty. Send 10c. for trial box. We guarantee
It and If not Batlnfactory money will be retandett.

THIH IH WHAT O^TK VHKit HAH TO SAY OF IT:
it A KTER having tried the various HoIderliiKflaltH on the market, and after ylvlng your

•^*- Cream PIux Hcvere IohIh on heavy cable connections, and on the flncHl Htrandcd
flexible drop cord work, we can Hafely way It meetM all clalmn yon make for It. I conalder It

one of the bent ever offered for sale. Very truly.
"I'erJ. H. Oooh.st, Constr, SVipt. ClilCAOO EUISON CO."

FOR H\1*K BV Alili HUVfL,\ HOCMKM OR

CREAM FLUX CO.,
Sole Manufacturon,

100 Washington St., CHICAGO.

ENGINEERING.HERBERT A. WAGNER,
Consulting Engineer

Railway Lighting and Power Plants,

415 LOCUST ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

F BELL.
PURE
PLATINUM
CONTACTS.

HUEBEL & MANGER.
286 GRAHAM STREET, BROOKLYN. N. Y.

COAL AND ASHES HANDLING
MACHINERY, SHAFTING, PULLEYS,

CLUTCHES, PATENT MACHINE-MOULDED
ROPE SHEAVES, ETC.

CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION.

LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO.,
Engineers, Founders, Machinists,

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

JOHN T. McROY
302 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

138 WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO

HAZARD MANUFACTURING CO.,

Wires AND Gables.
HIGH-GRADE RUBBER'

COVERED,
WEATHERPROOF

MAGNET, OFFICE, ANNUNCIATOR WIRE.
Qenbral Office and WoRKa,

WUkesbarre. Pa.
New York Office,

50 Dey St.

Chicago Office,
1201-2 Marquette Bldg

BIG STOCK
IN

CHICAGO!
DIRECT-CURRENT

HOLTZER-CABOT

FANS
110 AND 500 VOLTS,

LAHINATBD FIELDS,

CARBON BRUSHES,

SELF-OILINQ BEARINQS.

These Fans Made
IN BOTH

DesiaM BracM Styles.

SEND FOR CATALOO

OF FULL LINE OF FANS.

HOLTZER-CABOT ELEC. CO.,

397 Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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rSANK N. PHILLIPS, PncsiaCNT.
9. H. WAOENSEIL. TnCAauREii.

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS,
GCNEKAL MANJtaEn.

C. ROWLAND PHILLIPS, VlCC-PRES,
C. R. RCMINOTON, JR., Scc.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PBOTIDESrCE, B. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE.
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire.
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New Yobk Stoeb, W. J. Watson, 26 Cortlandt St.

Ghioaoo Storb, F. E. Donahoe, 241 Madison St.
MoNTBBAii BBAifCH, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Woibs.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIPSDALE, R. I.

THE "CLARK WIRE.

AMERICAN
BATTERY
COMPOUND

For all Zinc-Carbon
Cells.

THE PERFECT
BATTERY
SALT

For all Open-Circuit
Work.

SAL-AMMONIAC IS A RELIC OF THE PAST.

AMERICAN BATTERY COMPOUND CO.,
224, 226 S. Clinton St.,

FOR
SWITCHBOARD,

RAILWAY

and MOTOR USE.

All sizes of

Stranded and Flex.

Ible Wire and
Cabks with

CUrk's insulation

EAGLE
INSULATING

VARNISH.

Best made, light col-
ored, remains elastic.
Send for sample and
be convinced.

Eagle Paint & Varnish Works,
PITTSBURG, PA.

Inspector Boston Fire Underwriters' Union says:

"A thoroughly reliable and desirable wire in every respect."

The Clark wire has been before the public and in use-far the past ten years,

and has met with universal favor. We guarantee our insulation wherever used.

Aerial, Underground .or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not lower,

than any other first-class insulated wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues,
with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
HENKY A. CLAKK, Treas. and Gen'I Manager.

HERBERT H. EUSTIS, Pres. and Electrician.

61-63 Hampshire Street,
BOSTON, MASS.

CHAS. C. PACE,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW

In Patent Cases and Solicitor of Patents.

ADAMS FXPB£SS BLDe.,
1S5 Uearborn tiitreet, Cliicago, 111.

Six Years with General Electric Company.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,
Counsellor at Law,

No. 66 Broadway, - NEW YORK CITY.

Patent Causes. Patent Soliciting.

rriie Fibre-Graphite Commutator BrushJ
(U. S. and Foreign Patents.)

No Sparking Dnder Varying Load.

No Wear on Commutator.

No Shitting of Quadrant.

80 per cent. Pure GrapUte.

For Sample Order, and Prices, write to

i Holmes Fibre - Graphite Mfg. Co.,

\ BIB6 Walieficld St.. Germanlown, PHILADELPHIA.

J^ECTfiO QALVAN/ZfD (ONDU/T

-•^DEROi ALL FITTINGS

RICHMONDT CONDUIT CO.IVtlLWAUK^EE \JS/<- '

EI-E:<5-rF9^L-YSISPR^^SP CSON O l-l TS ,

Electrolysisproof Linings

and Coverings.

Two of the b^st known non-
conductors of the electric age
combined.

An absolute non-conductor.
Perfect insulation guaran-
teed. AVatei'-tight joints. No scratcbingof cables. Xo deterioration. Costs less laid in complete
state than any conduit on market. Quickly and easily handled. No skilled workmen required.
Made in 7- foot lengths; 3-in. internal diameter; weight. 21b. to foot; made in desired sizes from
2 in. to 10 in. Manufacturers of Electrolysisproof Insulating Materials, Distributing Hox and
Post Linings, Pipe Coveriags, Etc.

ELECTROLYSISPROOF CONDUIT MFG. CO.,
"""''

"'f%^?SSrBLu"E"i''Ji:?r.'D"'""''
"'

COMPOSED OF ASPHAIiT AHiD PAPEB.

MANUFACTURERS
BABBITT METAL, BAR. WIRE SOLDER,

PIG LEAD. INGOT COPPER, SPELTER. ETC.

GREATWESTERN SMELTING AND REFINING CO., Chicago

A Lundell Motor
wound.

Is adapted to all sorts and conditions of use and is unsurpassed
for actual efficiency, durability, regulation of speed, margin for

overloads and large current, and general workmanship. It has a

strong starting torque, is non-sparking, compact and reliable. The^^^^——^^—^^^^^—^^^^^•^•~
.sizes run from ,'„ H. P. up and can be shunt, series or compound

All parts are standard, interchangeable and easily replaced. Full description in catalogue No. 035S.

^*-*l^A.<SCy :

SPRACUE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
GENERAL OFFICES: 527-531 West 34th St., New York.

isKer- ^ulldins. ^OSITOIM: 275 ^evonsf

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

O.K." Weatherproof wire.

Slof-Barnlng Weatherproof

and Slow-Burning Wire,

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
> Office and Factory: PAWTliCKET, R. I.
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WANTED.
Dealers In electric supplies everywhere to

handle our superior grade automatic interior
telephones for hotel and factory use. Write for
catalogue and prices Liberal inducements.
CHICAGO HOTEL TELE I'H O N E CO., 354 Dear-
horn Street, Chicago, 111.

WANTED TO BUY.
We are in the market for good second-hand

high-speed Automatic and Corliss engines. We
want several such at once. Write us, giving
full particulars.

GAMP ENGINEERING CO.,

iSSouth Canal Street, Chicago, III.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
Dr. J. S. Romine of Chadron, Neb.,

will sell Sin,000 stock of Chadron Elec-
tric Light and Power Co. for $3,000
cash; balance stock, $4,000, held by
J. D. Bacon of Chadron, a retired
banker, he will sell on account of my
selling, for $2,000 cash or on time, or
keep his stock. Plant cost over $16,000;

no bonds, mortgages or debts; no other
light plant; city contract. Coal, $2.95
per ton. Pure city spring water. City
of 3,000, healthy, good school, academy,
six churches. Business can be greaily
increased. Reason for selling, age and
business keep me away all the time.

SECOND-HAND
Dynamos and Motors.

We invite correspondence
with those wishing to

buy or sell.

SCHUREMAN & HAYDEN,
140 S. Clinton St., Ctiicago.

NEW SLATTERY

TRANSFORMERS...
PER LIGHT 30c.

We have about 200 brand new Slattery
Trdnsformers in 25 and 50 lig:hters, all 1000
volt to 50 volt, 16,000 alternaiions, for sale at
the above trgure, or will rent them or trade them
for other goods.

ROSE ELECTRIC CO.
^T. l_Ol..flS, IVIO.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

WALSH'S SONS &, CO.,
e60 Washington St., Newark. N. J.

PROPOSALS FOR

ELEOTRIO LIGHT.
Notice is heeeet given that bids will be
received by tiie City Council of tlie City
of Billings, State of Montana, until 6

p. m. on I'uesday, October 2, 1900 at the
office of the City Clerk, fnr the furnish-
ing of fifty or more electric street lights

in the City of Billinss for a period ex-
tending from July 1, 1901, to March 1,

1907, according to specifications on file

in the office of the City Clerk of said
City, copies of which can be had upon
application to the City Clerk. A certi-

fied check for $1,000 must accompany
each bid, to be returned to the parties

whose bids are rejected, and to the party
receiving the contract on the furnishing
of required bonds. The city reserves
the right to reject any and all bids, and
the successful bidder acquires the right
under the City Ordinances to carry on a

general electric lighting business in the
City of Billings:

Dated August 28, 1900.
|

J. B. HERFORU, City Clerk,
Billings, Montana,

To Represent Manufacturers.
A gentleman of several years' experience in

the electrical business and large acquaintance
with the supply trade of the country, desiring to
make a change, would like to represent several
manufacturers in New York and the Eastern
States. Good reference can be furnished. Ad-
dress "M. M.," care Electrical Review, New
York. N. Y.

WANTED.
Electrical engineer competent to design small,

efficient motors for automobiles. One with ex-
perience In this line or in street car work pre-
ferred. Applicants will please state experience
in full and salary expected. Address "ELEC-
AUTO," care Western Electrician. 510 Mar-
quette lilde., Chicago.

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Sealed proposals will be received by the

Light Committee of the City of Sidney,
Ohio, for the lighting of the streets of Sid-

ney with arc lights of 2000 candle power,
with a minimun of seventy-five lights, for

the terras of ten, fifteen and twenty years,

commencing August i, 1901. Proposals
will be received until 12 o'clock noon,
September 22, 1900.

The right is reserved to reject any or all

bids.

FRANKLIN MUM FORD,
Chairman Light Committee,

City of Sidney, Ohio.

An electric-light plant in a

growing Indian Territory town of

4,500 population; perpetual fran-

chise; plant has just been installed

and is paying 10 percent.; there is

large demand for lights, and by
Jan. I St plant will be paying 20 per

cent. Will take part cash and give

time on balance, or will sell a part

interest; good reason for selling.

Address L. M. L. , care Western
Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago.

WANTED.
Man experienced in the assembling and test-

ing of direct-current dynamos and motors.
Answer, giving experience and salary expected,
addressing "MOTOR." care Western Electri-
cian, 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

WANTED.
Compe'ent and practical man desires position

as chief engineer or superintendent of central
station. At liberty after October 1. Address
"ENGINEER." care AVestem Electrician, 510
Marquette Bldg., Ohicago.

Just Out.
Write for Oar Price Iiist Jfo.

41 of Second-Hand

Dynamos, Engines and

Boilers
For Immediate Delivery.

Illinois Maintenance Co.,
K. K. CHESrKV, manaser,

1625-204 Dearborn St., CHICAGO.

Henry H. Humphrey,
Consulting
Electrical Engineer.

Central Lighting Stations,
Electric Power Transmission.

543, 544 and 545 Century Bldg. , St.Louis.

BATTERY JARS.
Machine-made Battery Jars are Better and

•tronger than the hand-blown, being more Uni-
form and of Equal Distribution.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR OUR JAR.
We are the only concern making Battery Jars

by machinery.

THE GILCHRIST JAR CO.,
624 Orexel Building. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

REPAIRS REPAIRS REPAIRS
DYWAMO5, MOTORS, ARC LAMPS, INSTRUMENTS^ TR A NSF O R M Z R S ,T ELE PH N ES.

EXPERJMEWT-AL APPARATUS BUILT AND DESIGNED
ROBERT L.McOUAT, REPAIR SHOPS. INI Dl A MA PO L 15, IN D.

iio-Volt Incandescent Dynamos.
12-Jlght
12-light
26-llEht
50-Ilght
50-llglit

60-light
50-light
55-liglit
60-light
60-light

75-)ight
75-lisht
90-light
100-llght
100-light
210-light
225-Ilght
250-lIght
250-light
2r70-llght
270-lIght

1 300-llght

340-light
350-llght
350-llght
350-llght
3i;0-llgbt

400-1 1 ght
450-llght
150- light
540-llght

1 600-Ilght
1 Too-light

2 TOOllght

t SOO-llglit

1 1230-light

Hartley, self-oiler, multipolar.
Edison, ?4 K. W.
Perrett.
Hawkeye.
Card, self-oiler.
Nowotny, self-oiler.

C. & C, self-oiler.
Edison, 3 K. W., self -oiler, conip.
Mather.
Thomson-Houston, 75 t., comp.

with extra armature.
Thomson-Houston. D. 5.

Wood, self-oiler,
Westingbouse.
Cutteu.
Jenuey, comp.
Triumph, self-oiler.
United States.
Westlnghouse, horizontal type.
Commercial, comp. self-oiler.
T.-H.. comp. self-oiler, D. 15.

Westlnghouse, M. P., slow speed,
15 K. W., October delivery.

Columbian, multipolar, comp.,
self-oller.

Eddy, self-olier, compound.
Hawkeye, comp., wound.
National, self-oller, compound.
Edl-son. 20 K. W., selt-ollers.
Duplcc multipolar, self-oiler,

compound, slow speed.
Wood, M. P.. self-oller, 25 K. W.
Edl.ion, 25 K. W., self-oller.
Rockford, self-oller.
Edison, 30 K. W., selt-ollcrs,
compound.

Elckmeyer.
Siemens & Halskc, 40 K. W.,

multlpolai, slow speed.
Westlnghouse. 10-pole. slow

speed, 40 K. W., self-oilers,
new,

Edison. 45 K. W.. self-oilers.
Waddell-Enz, 80 K. W., M. P.,

for direct couuecllon.

320-Valt Qenerators.

1 754 K. W. Ocneral Electric, niulllpolar,
Bclf-oller,

1 9 K. W. Lundell, self-oIlcr.
1 10 K. W. Lundell, BOlfollcr, multipolar,

slow sncpd.
1 12 K. W. Eddy, self-oller, new nrm't.
1 15 K. W. Edison, compound, self-oller.
1 26 K. W. Edison, self-oller,
1 40 K. W. K. & (;., multipolar, slow speed,
1 200 K. W. Crockcr-WheckT multipolar.

slow speed, practically new.

500-Volt Generators.
2 15 K. W. Edison, Belf-ollcrs,
1 15 K. W. T.-n., sclf.olli-r,

1 26 K. W. T.-H., self-oller, t>. 26, com-
pound.

1 25 K. W. Bdlion, gelf-ollcr.

regory:
ELECTRIC CO.

54-62 S.CLINTOM ST. CHICAGO.

500-Volt Generators—Continued.
1 30 K. W. Jenuey, self-oilcr.
1 35 K. W. Jeuney, self-oller, compound.
1 35 K. W. llather, self-oller.
3 45 K. W. Edison, compound, self-oUers.
1 75 K. W. Westlnghouse, Kodak set West-

lnghouse generator and West-
lnghouse comp. engine, 14x24s
14, all complete, fine.

1 150 K. W. Detroit (Rae) multipolar, com-
pound, self-oller, new arma-
ture.

Alternating Generators,
1 350-llgbt Thomson-Houston, A. IS, comp.

wound.
1 600-llght Bain, 30 K. W., self-oller, new

toothed nrniature.
2 600-llght Thomson-Houston, A, 6, DO K.

W.. self oilers.
1 60O-lIght Thomson-Houston, 30 K. W., two-

phase.
1 600-llght T.-U., . 30 K. W., slotted arma-

ture, compound, self-oller.
2 650-llght Thomson-Houston, A. 35, selt-oll-

ers, composite wound.
2 750-llght Westlnghouse. selt-ollers, 37y, K.

W.
1 1000-llght Wood. 60 K. W., self-oiler,

toothed armature, comp. wound.
1 IZOO-llght AVestlnghouse. 60 K. W., self-

oller, toothed arm't.
1 1200-llght T.-H., 60 K. W., self-oller.

toothed armature.
1 1200-llght Oencral Electric. A. 60, compos-

ite wound, toothed armature,
self-oller,

2 1300-IIght T.-U., A. 70, 1100 volts, self-oil-
fi-s, compound wound.

1 OOOO-IIght Westlnghouse. tW K. W., toothed
armature. composite wound,
eelf-oller.

Arc Dynamos.
1 20-llKht 2000 C. r. Western Electric.
1 30-lIght 2000 C. P. Western Eloclrlc, selt-

oller.
1 SO-llght 2000 C. P. Brush, No. 7.

Arc Dynamos—Continued.
1 35-iigbt 2000 c.
1 40-llght 2000 C.
2 40-llght 2000 C.
1 45-light 1200 C.
2 45-llght 1200 C.

1 50-llght 1200 C.
1 50-light 2000 C.

1 60-light 2000 C.
2 60-llght 2000 C.
1 60-llght 2000 C.
2 60-light 2000 C.
1 65-light 2000 0.

2 75-llght 1200 O.
2 75-llght 1200 C.
2 75-llght 2000 O.
3 125-llght 1200 0.

T.-II., ring armature.
Wood, No. 7.

Western Electric, s. o.

T.-H., St. 12, ball arm.
Brush, No. 7, Steuben-
ransch commutator.

T.-H., L. D. 12.

T.-H., M. D., 2, self-
oller, ring armature.

Brush, No. 7^.
West. Elec, self-oilers.
Westlnghouse.
Wood, No. 8.

Brush, No. 8, new ar-
mature.

Wood.
Standard, self-oilers.
Westlngh'se, self-oller.
Excelsior, latest type,
self-oilers, flue.

220-Volt Motors.

1 1 H. P. Edison, self-oller.
2 1 H. V. B. & C, new. self-ollcrs, U. P.,

slow speed.
1 3 H. P. Crocker- Wheeler, selt-oller,

slow speed.
1 3 H. P. Gen. Elec, type I. B.. self-

oller.

1 3 H. P. O. & 0., self-oller.
2 3 H. P. Card, slow speed, self-oilers.
1 5 H. P. Eddv, ring type, self-oller.
1 5 H. P. Westlnghouse, self-oller.
1 T/z H. P. Roth, self-oller.
1 TA H. P. Eddy, self-oller.
I 7>A H. P. Edison, self-oller.
1 8 H. P. General Electric multipolar,

self-oller.
1 10 H. P. Keystone, self-oller.
1 10 H. P. Elckmeyer, elevator motor,

with controller.
1 10 H. P. r,nnrtell, self-oller.
1 12 H. P. Lundell. 10 K. W., multipolar,

self-oller, slow speed,
1 15 H. P. Eddv. self-oller, new arm't.
1 18 H. P. Edison, self-oller.

220 Volt iVlotors—Continued.
1 30 H. P. Edison, 25 K. W., self-oiler.
1 50 H. P. B. & C, multipolar. Slow speed.
1 50 H. P, Northern, il. P., self-oller,

newly rewound throughout.
1 75 H. P. Sprague, self-oller, new arm't.
1 225 H. P. Crocker-Wheeler. M. P.

500-Volt Motors.
1 Vi H. P. Detroit, series wound.
1 1 H. P. Jeuney. self-oller,
11 H. P. Crocker - Wheeler, self-oller,

slow speed.
11 H. P. Lundell, self-oller,' slow speed.
11 H. P. C. & C. self-oller.
13 H. P. Toledo, self-oller.
13 H. P. Hobart, self-oller.
13 H. P. Jenney. selt-oller.
2 3V2 H. P. Rockford. Ironclad, self-oilers.
1 10 H. P. Eddy, self-oller, multipolar.
1 10 H. P. C. & C.
1 10 H. P. O. & C, self-oller.
1 10 H. P. Commercial, self-oiler.
1 10 H. P. Card, M. P.. self-oller, slow sp.
1 15 H. P. Eddy, self-oiler.
1 18 H. P. Thomson-Houston, self-oller.
2 IS H. P. Edison, 15 K. W., self-oilers.
2 18 H. P. C. & C, selt-ollera
1 20 H. P. Commercial, self-oller.
1 20 H. P. Card, self-oller.
1 30 H. P. T.-H., self-oller, D. 25.

1 SO H. P. Edison, 25 K. W., selt-oller,
1 35 H. P. Jenney, self-oiler.
1 40 H. P. Jenney, self-oller.
1 40 H. P. Mather, selt-oller.
1 60 H. P. Edison. 45 K. W., self-oller.

Alternating-Current Motors.
SINGLE PHASE.

1 1/4 H. P. Stanley, 100 volts, 16000 alterna-
tions, single-phase.

2 1 H. P. Ft. Wayne, 100 v., 125 cycle, self-
oilers, single-phase.

1 2% H. P. Ft. Wayue, 100 volts, self-oller,
single-phase.

15 H. P. ^V'agner. single-phase, 60 cycle,
200 volts.

Alternating Current Hotors.

MULTIPHASE.
1 1 H. P. Westlnghouse, self-oller. 2-phaBe,

60-cycle, 100 volts.
1 10 H. P. Gen. Electric, self-oller, 3-phase,

type, S-10-900, Form A, 60-cycle,
110 volts.

Automobiles.
1 Wood's electric runabout, with top, car-

ries 2 persons, practicall.v new.
1 Electric open phaeton, seats 3 persons. Que

condition.
1 Electric "trap," carries 4 persons, new.

TRANSFORMERS, METERS AND ARC LAMPS.
NOTICE,-AII maclilnef art actually in Hook roady (or prompt dellvarr. All machlnta are guaranlatil, Wrila far |»rll«ulara and aand lof MONTHLY BARGAIN SHEET wllh ntt eaali priM,
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^A/l IRIIMO.
The satisfactory kind that brings your second order.

Armatures, transformers and fields rewound. Commutators refilled. Machint.=

rebuilt. All work guaranteed. Low prices. Write us.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL REPAIR CO.,
L. D. Terephone, Main SI 14. 141 S. Clinton Street. CHICAGO.

Be^fn'sRS
39-43

W. WASHINGTON ST.
CHICAGO.

REPAIRS
For Everything Electrical, including NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO.'S MACHINES.

Manufacturers
of the

Celebrated

JBrushi
for Dyna
and Mo

rushes
mos

Motors.

WANTED "^r
CEO. F. SCHWALM CO.,

FOR SPOT CASH
BURNED OUT. INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND BASES.

HARRISON, N.J.

end your Book Orders to

ELECTfllCIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

510 Marquette Bid.?.. Chicatjo.

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the Worid.

SEKD FOB CIECULAE AND PBICBa.

THE lECLANCH'E BAHERY CO.,
Ill to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

Faster than ever

to California

CHICAGO
& NORTH-WESTERN

RAILWAY

fHE OVERLAND LIMITED leaves

Chicago 6.30 p. m. daily via Chicago-

Union Pacific & North-Western Line, ar-

rives San Francisco 5.15 afternoon of

third day and Los Angeles 7.45 next

morning. No change of cars; all meals

in Dining Cars. Buffet Library Cars

with barber. The best of everj'thing.

The Pacific Express leaves 10.30 p. m.
daily. Tourist Sleepers daily to Califor-

nia and Oregon and personally conducted

excursions every Wednesday from New
England. Send 4 cents postage for

"California Illustrated" to Chicago &
Korth-Western Railway,

Cint mat!j6i Broadway, - Nerw York|435 Vine St.

foi Ches't St., - Philadelphia 507 Smithfield St.; Pittsburg

368 Washington St., Boston 234 Superior St.. - Cleveland

301 Main St., - - Buffalo 17 Campus-Martius, Detroit

212 Clark St., - - Chicago]z KingSt.,East,Toronto.Ont.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
MANUFACTURERS OF o

STEEIi OVTLET AITD JUNCTION BOXES,
HWITOHBOAItDS, PAKCl. BOABD8, SWITOKES, KHX

STANDARD POLYPHASE
APPARATUS AND SYSTEMS,

By MAURICE A. OUDIN, M. S.,
Member A. I. E. E.

242 Pages, Profusely Illustrated. Price, $3.00.

The Only Work Treating Fully of American
Alternating-current Apparatus.

Generators—Induction Motors—Synchronous Motors—Rotary Converters

—

Static Transformers—Station Equipment and General Apparatus—Two-
phase System — Three-phase System — Monocyclic System

—

Frequency—Calculation of Transmission Line, Etc., Etc.

Copies of this or any other electrical book published sent prepaid, to any address

in the world, on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6IO Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

MACHINERY AND SUPPLIES
AT BARGAIN PRICES.

FOR SALE.
'We are constantly pnrcbasing entire factories and

plants. We bunght from the Sionx City Traction Co.
the following:
No. SI 2 13s22sl2 Westinghouse com-

pound engines.
No. S2 1 pair 17%x24 Williams automatic

engines, coupled together.
No. S3 2 generators, type U. S. Westing-

house, bl-polar, size, 80 K. W.
No. S4 2 G0xl6 horizontal tubular boilers.
No. So 1 4o0 H. P. Hazleton water tube

boiler, 2 Roney furnaces with
stokers.

No. S6 1 WorthingtoD duplex pump, Cx4
xC.

No. S7 1 Koerschell heater, 2x9 feet.
No. SS 1 Hancock inspirator, 1^ Inches.
No. S9 88 feet 6%-inch shafting.
No. SIO 89 feet Slnch shafting.
No. Sll 8 feet 4T6-inch shafting.
No. S12 15 feet 10-inch shafting.
No. S13 2 6%-Inch flanged courilings.
No. S14 1 S-Inch flanged coupling.
No. S15 1 6%x4Ti flanged couplings.
No. S16 1 60x38x6% In. double arm drive

pulley.

No. S17 4 60x16x6% In. Hill friction
clutch pulleys.

No. S18 1 60x28x6% in. Iron pulley,
leather covered face.

No. S19 1 60x16x4% In. Iron pulley.
No. S20 1 14x43x8 in. Iron pulley.
No. S21 2 6%x20 chain oiling pillow

block.s.

No. S22 5 6%xl5 chain oiling pillow
blocks.

No. S23 1 4%.xl5 chain oiling pillow
blocks.

No. S24 1 72x26x8 in. Dodge wood pulley.
No. S25 2 14 ft. X 16 in. cable drums; 6

grooves for 1^-lnch cable.
Cso. S26 1 12 ft, X 17 In. x 15 in. spur gear.
No. S27 10 SxlS in. pillow blocks.
No. S28 2 double ply dynamo belts, 16-

inch width, 57 feet long.
No. S29 1 double ply dynamo belt, 14^2-

inch width: 71 feet long.
No. S30 1 double ply dynamo belt, 14%-

Inch width: 48 feet long.

WE PURCHASED FROM P. D. ARMOUR & CO., Union Stock
Yards, their entire boiler outfit. Armour & Co. changed their
motive power from steam to electricity at a cost of over $2,GOO.
OOO, as a result of which they sold to us all th»ir fine horizontal
tubular boilers, consisting of 48-60x1 6. l 2—54x1 6, 1 2—60xl 8.

They are all In excellent condition and have been thoroughly
overhauled, all weak parts replaced.
We also purchased the HASTINGS, NEB,, ELECTRIC PLANT,

consisting of the following:
No. S326 1 9%xl2 Armlngton & Sims en-

gine.
No. S327 2 650-Ilght lacandescont dyna-

mos.
No. S328 2 25-lIght Ball arc dynamos.

No. S329 2 60x16 horizontal tubular boil-
ers.

No. S330 2 66x16 horizontal tubular boil-

ers.
Shafting, hangers, couplings, etc.

ENGINES.
No. S64 12x20x12 Westinghouse auto-

matic compound.
No. S65 12x20x14 Ball automatic com-

pound.
No. S66 12x24 Zeahm Bros.
No. S67 12x20 horizontal slide vahe.
No. S205 13x16 Twin engines, tandeid

bed.
No. S70 13x16 horizontal side crank.
No. S71 13x18 four valve Russell auto-

matic.
No. S72 13x20x15 Armlngton & Sims cross

compound condensing.
.Vo. S73 13x15 Erie horizontal.
No. S74 11x14 automatic Ideal.
No. S~5 14.\24 Richards horizontal.
No. S76 1-1x24 box bed.
No. S77 14x20 Atlas automatic.
No. S78 14-xM Bay State.
No. S78 14x30 Cumner.
No. S79 UVaXlS Armlngton & Sims auto-

matic.
No. S80 15x14 automatic Ideal.
No. S81 lGxl4 Smith, Beggs & Rankin au-

tomatic.
No. S207 16x36 Woodruff & Beach.
No. S20S 17^4x24 pr. auto. Williams,

coupled.
No. S82 18x30 250 H. P.
No. S83 20x22 Corliss.
No. SS4 20x36 Corliss.
No. S85 20x42 Corliss.
No. S86 26x48 Corliss.
No. SS7 20x24 horizontal, box bed.
No. S209 66x20 Chandler & Taylor.
No. S210 40 H. P. Rice automatic.
No. S211 35 H. P. Chandler & Taylor.
No. S88 22x42x48 Allls tandem condens-

ing.
No. S89 14x20 Russell automatic.
No. S90 10 H. P. Davis & Rankin.
No. S91 10 n. r. slide valve.
No. S92 40 n. P. slide valve.
No. S93 60 H. P. slide valve.
No. S94 20 n. P. Mllburn.
No. S95 No. S74 Racine automatic, 9-lncb

stroke.
No. S96 80 H. P. rarquhar.
No. S97 No, 1 Russell high-speed auto-

matic.
No. S98 12 H. P. Giant.
No. S99 14 H. P. Giant.
No. SlOO 6 H. P. automatic Westing-

house.
No. SlOl 10 H. P. gas engine.
No. S102 13 H. P. Dayton gasoline.
No. S103 35 H. P. upright.
No. S104 40 H. P. Otto gas.
No. S105 50 H. P. Otto gas.
No. SlOli 19 H. P. Lewis gasoline.
No. S107 50 H. P. Raymond gasoline.
No. S172 68 H. P. Atlas.
No. R173 10x20 side crank.
No. S174 Otis furnace hoist engine, 2

cyl.. 8x10.
No. S177 13x16 Twin engines, tandem

bed.
No. S179 7x14 Ames cylinder.
No. S273 16x30 balance wheel, 14 feet

dlnm.
No. S274 1 H. P. gasoline.
No. S275 16%x30 Buckeye.
No. S276 6x12 horizontal slide valve.
No. S277 14x28 horizontal slide valve.
No. S278 12x24 marine oscillating.

No. S279 30x30 slide valve.
No. S2S0 36x42 slide valve.
No. S281 24x30 slide valve.
No. S282 10x15 center crank.
No. S283 6x8 box bed, side crank.
No. S284 16x36 Sinker & Davis.
No. S285 9x9 upright, center crank.
No. S286 9x14 horizontal, side crank
No. S2S7 9x12 Nagel.
No. S288 7x7 side crank.

MISCELLANEOUS.
110-VOLT INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS.
No. SM145 2 T.-H. 500-llght, 110-volt, di-

rect connected.
No. SM146 1 60-llght Edison dynamo.
No. SM147 1 25-lTght C, & C. dynamo.
No. SM148 1 2E0-Iight Edison dynamo.
No. SMI49 1 100-iight Rockford dynamo.
No. SM150 2 500-light T.-H. dynamos.
No. SM151 1 150-lIght Eddy dynamo.
No. SM152 1 lOO-light, 110-volt, Weston

d.vnamo.
No. SM153 1 250-llght Hawkeye dynamo.

500-VOLT GENERATORS.
No. SM154 1 No. 8 T.-H., 75 K. W., 500-

volt.

650-VOLT GENERATORS.
No. SM135 2 type D. S. Westinghouse

bl-polar: 80 K. W.; 350 revo-
lutions, 550-volt.

ALTERNATORS.
No. SM156 1 50 K. W.; 1,000-volt; West-

inghouse: complete with
switchboard, exciter, one ex-
tra brand new armature for
exciter, two field coils.

No. SM157 1 60O-llght National; exciter
on shaft.

No. SM158 1 500-light T.-H. alternator;
1,000-volt.

No. SM159 1 600-IIght T.-H.; 2,040-volt.
No. SM160 2 25 K. W. Westinghouse Al-

ternators; 1,150-volt; 16,000 al-
ternations: switchboard and
Instruments.

ARC DYNAMOS.
No. SM161 K-Iight; 2,000 c. p. low ten-

sion; one extra armature for
same. -

No. SM162 3 50-IIght ; SiOOO c. p. ; T.-H.
No. SM103 1 No. 8: 60-light; arc; 2,000

c. p. : Wood;
No. SM164 1 so-light .Western Electric

dynamo. '

No. SM165 20-light, 2,000 c. p. Sperry;
switchboard and instru-
ments.

MOTORS.
No. SM166 1 20 H. P., 500-volt, Ft.

Wayne.
No. SM167 1 3 H. P., 600-voIt., T.-H.
No. S168 1 McGowau condenser, steam

cyl., 8-Inch.
No. S169 1 hoisting engine and boiler, 6x

12, made by Kendall & Bro.

POMPS.
We carry over 350 different makes and

sizes. Write for complete list.

BOILERS.
All kinds of horizontal, tubular, fire-

box, etc. Our complete list on applica-
tion.

SUPPLIES.
We carry all kinds of shafting, hangers, ronplings,

pnlleys, belting; in fact, anythingin the line ofsupplies.

Write for our complete catalogue No. 156.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.,
W. 35th and Iron Sts., Chicago.
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A PERFECT

DESK PHONE.
Adjustable Head, Platinum Contacts,

Auxiliary Springs in Receiver and

Transmitter, Silk Cords.

Material Used, Workmanship,
Fine Finish and Results Considered

make it the Cheapest and the Best.

Swedish-American

Telephone Co.,
Nos.esjiand 73 W. Jackson Blvd.,

CHICAGO.

Kellogg Telephones
|

NOTE THESE POINTS:
RECEIVERS—Unafiected by changes of temperature.

Permanent adjustment of polepiecesand diaphragm.
No binding posts.

Single piece special steel magnets.
Best grade hard rubber shell.

TRANSIVIITTERS-Adapted for local or long distance work.
Great power without harshness.
Perfect quality of tone.

HOOK SWITCH—Platinum contact points.

Best grade German silver and brass.

All parts in plain sight.

Hook insulated from 'phone circuits.

^ KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD AND SUPPLY COMPANY, I
ft 229 S. GREEN STREET, CHICAGO. %
*' 9

UNEQUALED I INDEPENDENT FIELD.
SuperiorConstructJon,

no rasping, no harsh

tones with this High

Grade, Powerful, Ef-

ficient,SuperiorCon-

structed Transmit-

ter.

Official Design, 17x17,
Enamel, 50c each.

Toll Line Equipment and Bridging Apparatus.

Switchboards for Exciianges, Central Energy and Magneto Systems.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Eureka Electric Co.,
Nos. 157-167 S. Canal St. CHICAGO, U. S. A.

INDEPENDENT

^SSSJ^

^DI3TANCE\

SYSTEM

STANDARD

Telephone and Electric

Company,

MADISON, WIS.
Manufacturers and Importers

High Grade

Telephone Apparatus
EXCLUSIVELY.

WRITE FOR I900 CATALOGUE.

HUGO SCHUMACHER, Prest.

j. A, ARBOGAST, Vlce-Prest.

MAX SCHUMACHER, Sec'y and Treaa.'

M. GARL, Supt.

Garl Electric

Company,
AKRON, OHIO.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
1015 Monadnock Building.

Hotel or House
Telephone.

Sole Patentees and
Manufacturers of

Garl Railway, Hotel and Factory Telephone

Systems. Garl Electric Gun for Fire

and Burglar Alarms.
Intercommunicating
Ficiory Telephone.

NATIONAL APPARATUS
Metallic Circuit Multiple

Switchboards.
Positive Double Supervisory Signals. Central Energy.

Simple and Mechanically Perfect.
All Circuits Perfectly Balanced Electrically.

Cost of Operation and Maintenance Reduced to a
Minimum.

The method of Operating; that ive have adopted has been
determined npon, by long years of experience and

practical operation by the very best telephone
engineers, to be unexcelled.

National Telephone Equipment Co.,
330-333 Lafayette Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Is Complete, Durable, Reliable.

The only manufacturers selling a complete line of

Public Exchange, Toll Line, Police, Fire Alarm,

Street Railway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating PrlyatB Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co.,

72-82 VV. Jackson Blvd.,

aBTCATALOa. CHICAOO, U. S. A.

No. 1900

AMERICAN ElECTM TElEPHOl CO.

36 to 50 Jacitson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL.

Oar new No. 1900 Telephones with Disc Carbon Lightning

Arrester for SERIES and BRIDGING work are winners. Try them.

OUR CENTRALIZED BATTERY SYSTEM

is a great success; likewise our

MULTIPLE SWITCHBOARDS.

Telephone Apparatus
Of All Kinds Manufactured.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL AND TOOLS LOWEST PRICES.

A BIG LOT OF SECOND-HAND PHONES, IN GOOD

ORDER, CAN BE HAD FOR A SONG.

Let us tell you about them.
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CAH YOU AFFORDTHE BEST?

Series or Bridging Excliange Tele-
phone "No. 90.

Ho. 97 Exchange De^k Set.

C. & S. Coal Grain Microphone STo. 50.

V^ ••

i COUCH

I SEELEY

{
CO.,

f BOSTON, MASS.
>•••••••••

Iron Box Telephone Ao. 89, for Po-
lice, Street Kailways. etc.

Portable Telephone No. 88.

W. & C. Bi-Polar Be- Htind Microphone
eeiver Ho. 54. ^w- *•*•

Correction in Ivllicionc y* l^c-
IT HAS mo F.qUAL. Mi^n and Finisiil Type C Cxciiange ^iritcliboaid.

Get Our New Catalogue.
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RESISTANCE WIRES
Bare and Covered. For All Purposes.

SEE OUR CATALOGUE.

DRrVER-HARRIS WIRE CO.,
NEWARK, N. J.

THE SHORT LINE
TO

HoucHTON, Calumet,
MARQUETTE

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul By.

IS THE ONLY LINE RUNNING

Solid Trains t'h°e Copper Country

.<>^ CALUMET
.©jTHANCOOK
»a HOUGHTON
^Vl'Anse
^VNeatorla

CHAMPION'

REPUBLIC

'"ON MOUNTAIN
Wausaukee

MENOMINEE:
MARINETTE

ISmilwaukee

THROUGH SLEEPING CIRS. COACHES AND
BAGGAGE CARS

Leave Chicago daily at 10:30 p. m.

From Union Passenger Station, Canal & Adams Sts,

City Ticket Office, 93 Adams St.

Kokomo Telephones for 1 900.

New Tubular Arm; no cord in sight.

High-Grade Full Nickel-Plated Bell,

Bipolar Receiver, togethir with the

Kokomo Long-Distance Transmitter,

Making up the most efficient Telephone on the market for
Exchange and ToU-Ilne work. we have Improved the
Telephone, also the price, to a point that v?lll Interest yon.
Write us (or Information.

KOKOMO TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

KOKOMO, IND.

TELEPHONE AND

CONST. SUPPLY CO..
CHICAGO.

NEW CATALOGUE FREE.

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE SUPPLY CO.,
TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES,

19 SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO.
"Monarch" Galvanized Telephone Wire, "ExtraBB" and "BB" Galvanized Telephone Wire, Hard-drawn
Copper Telephone Wire. Kubbor Covered Wire, Weather-prooC Iron Line Wire, Annunciator Wire. Office
Wire, Galvanized Steel Strand, Crosby Clips, Guy Clampa. Bost-^n Cable Hangrerf, Turn Buckles. Mettsen-
^rer Pole Supports, Galvanized Thirobles, Guy Rods. Ground Rods, Stombaugh Guy Anchors, Eye Bolts,
CfO"" 4 '•"IS cvi^ju Aim Braces, Pins and Brackets, Latr Screws and Bolts, Inaulatora, Knobs, Tools, etc., etc.

Q Send for complete catalogue of

^ MAGNETO BELLS, TELEPHONES,
(fi MEDICAL BATTERIES and
uT ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES.
_ All Goods High Grade In Every Respect

^ MIANUS ELECTRIC CO., • Mianus, Conn,

Wright Gable Hanger.
SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

R. 1. TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Mention this paper.

The Electrician Publishing Co., 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical Books.

Write for Catalogue.

MDNDN ROUTE
IS me DIRECT LINE

BETWEEN

CHICAGO.
INDIANAPOLIS,

CINCINNATI
AND

LOUISVILLE
ICITY OFFICE 232 CLARK ST.,

-r-xS-fFT'^ cnicAGO.

STERLING ELECTRIC CO.,
EXCLUStVe MANUFACTURCRB OF

BELL-STYLE TELEPHONE
>iDkRA.-rU2

FOB THE INDEP£NDE1«T VIEI.D.

Main Office and Factory at LAFAYETTE, IND. Branch Office, Chicago.

CHICAGO OVKICE, No. fHW ]IO.\AUl^UCK BDIIiDING.
MEW VOKK OFFICE, 141 BKOAHWAY, NEW YOBK CITY.

Magnet Wire
Our Specialty: The Best Stock of fine

sizes of Single Silk Insulated Magnet
Wire In the country. Also Double Silks.

Single and Double Cottons.

THE McDERMID MFG. CO.,
207 S. CANAL ST.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

££BRACE UP"
Your Teleplione, Telegraph and Trol*

ley Poles, by using the celebrated

SiOMBauGH Guy Anchor

AND THEY WILL

ALWAYS STAND ERECT.

IVo hoh^H to die. Yoii
Ml*row thrni in the
around aiitl thorv they
stay, di-rylpK np-
rootal.

PRACTICA^l.. AM> INKXPKNMIVE.
Six sizes, 3i fo 12 inch diameter.

Others Use and Endorse Thorn, Why Not You?

MANUFACTURED
BV . . PHILIP SMITH, Sidney, Ohio, U. S. A.

W. N. MATTHEWS &, BRG., St. Louis, Mo.,
<;cin;iul W('sl(;rri AK*'"ty HtoUiu. Dluuialvr,

New and Revised Edition JUST ISSUEO.

American Telephone Practice
By KEMPSTER B. MILLER, M. E.

coivrjffiivTs.
Chapter I —History and Principles of the Magneto Telephone. IL—History

and Principles of the Battery Transmitter. III.—The Telephone Re-
ceiver. IV.—Carbon Transmitters. V. — Induction Coils. VI. —Bat-
teries. VII.—Calling Apparatus. VIII.—The .-Automatic Shunt. IX.

—

The Hook Switch, and Circuits of a Telephone. X.—Commercial Call-

ing .Apparatus. XI.—The Telephone Relay or Repeater. XII.—Self-

induction and Capacity. XIII — Telephone Lines. XtV. — Simple
Switchboards for Small Exchanges. XV.—Listening and Ringing Appa-
ratus for Switchboards. XVI.—Self-Restoring Switchboard Drops. XVil.
— Complete Switchboards for Small Exchanges. XVIII.—Lamp Signal

Switchboards. XIX, —The Multiple Switchboard. XX.—Transfer Sys-

tems. XXI, — Common-Battery Systems. XXII. — House Systems.
XXIII —Protective Devices. XXIV.—Distributing Boards. XXV —Party
Lines Non-Selective. XXVI.—Party Lines. Step by Step Selective Sig-

naling. X.XVI (.—Selective Signaling by Strength and Polarity. XXVIII
— Harmonic Systems of Selective Signaling. XXIX.—Wire forTelephone
Use. XXX.—Pole Line Construction. XXXf.—Overhead Cable Con-
struction. XXXII.—Underground Cable Construction. XXXIII.—Test-

ing. XXXIV, — Automatic Exchanges, XXXV. — Storage Batteries.

XXXVI —Specifications,

SIS large octavo pages, 379 Illus. Price, $3.00.

This is the first complete treatise on Telephony in the

English language. The author was peculiarly qualified for the

task, having been an examiner in the U, S. Patent Office in

the telephonic class, and subsequently as a telephone engineer
had a wide experience in every branch of telephonic work. The
text is profusely illustrated by cuts of commercial apparatus
and carefully prepared diagrams of circuits. No diagram is

given without a full explanation. The apparatus, circuits and
methods of the American Bell Teleplione Company and of the

various independent companies are fully described. The
apparatus and methods used in making all of the tests required
in commercial telephone work are fully treated,

Co/'t'es of this or any otlicr eleclrical hook puhltsJwcl sou fiu-paid,
to ariy ttr/f/rrss hi llw zuorltl ^ on rccei/^t offrice,

SIO Marquette Building.

CHICAOO, ILLINOIS.Electrician Publishing Co.,
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U. S. NAVY SPECIFICATIONS
Call for Dry Cells equal to "I^ew Standard Dry
Itaitery" in E. M. F. (1.5 volts) and entirely
free from acid. Enough said. Prices as low as
any imitations. New Catalogue for the asking.

WILLIAM ROCHE
INVENTOR AND SOLE MfiNUFfiCTUREIl

42 VESEY STREET, NEW YORK CITY

»01JR STUDENTS*
SUCCEED

INCREASED SAURY.
1 «as getting {30 a montli as

assistant in an Electric Light-

ing Plant when 1 took up the

Electrical Engineering Course.

Since that time. 1 have passed
foiirCivil Service Examinations,
and have had my salary raised

four times. I am now gcltinf;

5B7 per month, and can truth-

fully say that 1 owe my snctess

to correspondence instruction.

R.G.ELLIOTT.
D.iniu-m..r,i, N. V,

MACHINIST TO ENGINEER.
I recpmmend The Intcrn.i-

tional Correspondence Schn.ils

as heing one of the best nic.ins

through ivhich to pbtain an edu-
cation. The method employed
is simple and easily understood.
At the time I enrolled, I «-3s

holding a position as machinist
andsteara fitter. lamnowchief
engineer for J. S.&T.EIkinton,
Philadelphia, Pa.

WM. R. HORNER.
Philadelphia, Pa.

JIZ to $70, In Small MoDthly InstallmeDts, pays for a

Salary-Raising Education
In Electrical Engineering, Electric Light and Power,

Telephony. Telegraphy. Steam. Mechanical,

and Civil Engineering.

ESTABLISHED 189I, CAPITAL, $1,500,000.

Sendfor Circulars and Local Referencti.

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,

Box 1002, ScrantoD, Penoa.

..VIADUGL
BALTIMORE, MAKE

TELEPHONES
AND EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

DO YOU WANT
QUICK SHIPMENTSTELEPHONES.

Ask us what we can do for you on short notice on Tele-

phones, Switchboards and Line Material.

Kansas City Telephone Mfg. Co.,
3. l^^r^SEtS ^i-ty, IVIc*I i^sou ri

TELEPHONES.
We are now manufacturing telephone instruments complete. We

want to send PREPAID A SAMPLE 'PHONE to every exchange in the

west. If not satisfactory return at our expense. Write us for prices and
one of our new handsomely .illustrated telephone catalogues. We also

carry a full line of telephone and electric-light supplies.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
KANSAS CITY, MO.

LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE, 2279.

J. H.VAN VLISSINGEN, Prest.

L. G.WHEELER, Vlce-Prest.

W.C. HEINROTH.Treas
L. G. BOWMAN. Sec'y and Gen'l Mgr.

WESTERN TELEPHONE
CONSTRUCTION CO.,

153-159 South Jefferson St., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE PIONEER COMPANY.
THE BEST

SWITCHBOARDS, TELEPHONES, and other

HIGH GRADE APPARATUS.

Write for pricet>. Orders filled promptly.

EDISON
BATTERY FAN OUTFITS

.WITH...

EDISON LALANDE CELLS
are the only efficient battery fan outfits
on the market. Invaluable for the sick
room.

Write for Catalogue No, 4.

EDISON MFG.COm
I 35 5TH AVE.,COR.20TH ST.,

NEW YORK.

These 28 spools containing 91 lbs. of
No.36 single silk-covered wire will cost you
«24;jnetat 50. 10, 10, 5 off list; and there is

sufficient wire on these 28 spools to wind
1.000 SOO-olim IjridpinB-bell magnets. Your
winding labor will cost you at least S-i

additional, making a total cost of y^wv
own 1,000 magnets tlnished at factory, 8248.

WESTERN OFFICE: M5

The above box contains 1.000 "Duplex"
magnet windings. Each winding is made
up of No. 36 wire, 5CH) ohms per winding,
and each winding has 12 per cent, more
turns than there are in the ordinary
woimd magnet. Price, B218.TO net. This
is 10 per cent, less than your wire bill and
we charge nothing for winding.

Fisher Building, CHICAGO.

THEYARLEYDUPLEXMAGNETCa
/36 7tS3T. J£R3EYarYN.J.
DOES IT BY MACHINERY i

V/E CAN 5A VE YOU
CONSIDERABLE MONEY.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

X

We Don't l

Want I

the Earth I

\Merely give ^
us your ear 8
and con-
sider our

DIVIDEND PAYERS....
Telephones that never weak- ont. magnets that
never deteriorate. Carbon that never disinte-
grates. Toll Boards that take care of them-
selves. Switchboards that never give trouble.
mDltipIe Boards for exchanges—all sizes. Cur-
rent Protectors that never fail.

Maintenance
Repair EXPENSE Bednced to the

minimam

THAT'S WHY PATRONS UPHOLD

Write for Catalog. 63-75 FRANKFORT STREET, CLEVELAND, 0.
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AWARDED GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION, 1900.

THE BALL ENGINE CO., Eri6, r3., U. S. A. for eleotric service of an kinds.

DEALERSUHdICONTRACTORS
For Satisfactory Intercommunicating

At bottom prices, write to

THOMAS, WILCOX & DIETZ, - - Cleveland, Ohio.

M'CORMICK TURBINE.
On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft.

Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Gives a higher percentage of useful effect than any other water-wheel
heretofore made. All sizes, rl^ht and left hand, are buill from paiieros per-
fected under systematic tests in the Holyoke Testing Fltime.

Parties having power jilants wliicli are unsatisfactory, and those contem-
plating the improvement of powers, will lind it to their interest to confer
with us, as we are willing to guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter what make of turbine has been In use. STATE REQUIREriENTS
AND SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.

JEFFREY
ELEVATING,
CQNVEYINQ,
POWER

TRANSMISSION

Buflington

fiRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE...
Made in almost any form requirea and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 ohms as
desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats
of 4,000 degrees . .

DIXOK CRrCIBLE CO.,JOS. Jersey City, Ti. J.

This Trade=Mark°R°osrt\?s
Receptacles,
Mains and

Branches, Edison Cut-Outs
Knife

SwltoheB,
Jenkins Snap
Switches, etc.

Guarantees Satisfaction

PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CHICAQO.

Best line from
Chicago and St. Louis

to

Kansas City
Modern, comfortable equiiiment

—

Pullman sleeping cars, reclining

chair cars and dining carsa la carte.

All with wide vestibules and bril-

liantly lighted.

"Colorado" "California"
Are tluf titles of \aliialjlc deiicriptivc book-

lets which can Ijehad for six cents in postage

each by sending to 1'. S. EUSTIS, General

J'a.sseugerAgentC.B.&Q.K.ii.. CHICAGO

THE IMPROVED BERRYMAN
(KELLEY'S PATENT)

Feed Water
Heater and Purifier.

UNIQUE
in its eflectiveneKS and up-to-date
in every respect, at a jirice that
will assure consideration. Vastly
euperiortoany Feed WaterHeater
on the market.

Benj. F, Kelley &. Son,
91 LIbRrtySt., NewYork.

1,300, 1,000, 800, 600, 300,
80 horse power and others.

' Largest stock in America. Mostly
:j™ all taken in trade for our Im-

pioved Berryman.

CORDON PRIMARY CELL.
For Open and Closed Circuit Work.

The Longest Lived and Most Economical Cell Evsi
Put on the Market.

In use by the leading cities, railroads,
telephone and gas engine companies.

WE CLAiri:—Conatant dls-
charge of current without po-
larization; no local action; no
noxious pases or fumes; no
acids; least labor for opera-
tion; cleanest; not freezing at
28° below zero; economic val-
ue 50 per cent, greater than
gravity cell, and 30 per cent.
greater than best other cell In
market. For No. 1 cell, 800
ampere hours; for No. 9 cell,
125 ampere hours; on open

drcult, .9 to 1 volt; on closed circuit. .65 to i^
«t)U. Bend for circular and price list.

GORDON UATTBRY COUfPABTY,
•04 Broadwar, New York,

Western Representative,

Qeo. W. Paftersoo, 141 Cllatoa Sirect,CblcaEO,lU.

I
REG.TRADE MARKS

j/ia:ji/un.^lcwrc'

The Phosphor Bronze Smelting .Co.Qmited,
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
ING0TS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS,SHEETS,ETC.— DELTA METAL-^
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORGINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

WATERWHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarantee

:

27te Largest Power ever obtained from a wneel of the same, diameter. The highest speed
ever obtained for the same power. The highest mean efficiency ever realized when
running from half to fidl gate. We guarantee also: A runner of the greatest pos-
sible strength. A gate unequaled in quickness and ease of opening and closing.

Tests show over 81 per cent, average efficiency with half to full water.

State your Head and send for 124- page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S. A.

THRTELEF'HONE HAND-BOOK
NEW AND REVISED EDITION, WITH A NEW CHAPTER ON "RECENT PROGRESS,"

BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO DATE.

Iffiiil/rr of the American Institute of Electrical Engincerx. and of lite Institution- of Electrical Engineers, London. Author of "A Practical Guide to the

Testing of Insulated Wires and Catties." Joint Author of ^'Electricity in Pailij Life."

>rice $1.00.leo Pases, 133 lllus'fcra-tions, Clo-tKk, Hand-Boole:
Extract from Preface.—"This llitic book has no pretension to be considered a compleie trpatlsc on telei^hony as it exists in America. The time for such a work is not vet come, Hut It is

fell that th(:r«i la a demand for a practical book on telephone working and management, and the TELKPHONE HAND-BOOK is an attempt at meeting that demand. With ibe exception of a few
chaplerBdoaling with certain foims of transmitters and receivers used In Europe, which a e given for the information of those who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, the
book 1h based entirely on standard An\crican practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this country."

No pains have been snared to make It the best book of Its ki
everything regarding telephone work and management. It con

CHAPTRR

Electromagnetic

I: ItH Use In tho
iHmlttor

The Invention of the Telephone.
Sound WaveH. Articulate Speech.
Electric Telephony. The Bell Tele

phone.
Tho Microphone.
CurrcMit IndiicilOD.

Induction.
The ludiir-tlon Cot

Teh-plioiif Tnir ^..
The Coni[.lcl.- Tctcf.honc Circuit,
Mognet T<'l<-plioin-H.

The Bell Tf-Ifnli-m*. Ucfclvcr.
Other formH of Mutin'-t Tf-b-phoneh.
The Cower, Adnr imd I>'Arsonvnl Ko-

oolvcrw, MfrciidirT's Bl-Telephom-.
Thf SIcmenH. Kotyra, Neumoyer and

B'itiehfr RecelverH,

Fnbllnhed and for Male by ELECTRICIAN

nd. It is right up to date. Intensely practical and so plain and clear in its language that
forms In size and style to our other Hand-Booits which have been so favorably received by

OONTBNTS
anyone can understand and learn from i

the entire electrical fraternity.

7.

10.

12.

CHAI'TER 1.1.

14.

15.

16.

17.

IS.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

28.

27.

(!nrbon Transmitters.
The Blake Transmitter.
The Long Distance Transmitter.
The Solid-back Transmitter.
The Berliner Transmitter.
The Outlriss Transmitter.
Various European Transmitters.
The Efllclency of Carbon Trausmlt-

ters.
BftttorlPH for Telephone Work.
Open Circull, Bntterles.
OloHcd Circuit Batterh's.
The Practical Management of Bat-

torlpR,
Mngnoto Bell.
Automatic Switches.
Telopbone Line Construction,

CHAPTER 28. Metallic Circuit.
29. Underground Wires.
30. LigbtnlnK Arresters.
31. Inside Wiring.
32. InstnllRtion of Telepbone Instru-

ments.
33. Inspection and Maintennnce.
34. Tlio Condenser; lis Use in Telephony.
as. Klrctrunin^'netlc Retardation.
36. Kx.li;iiij:c<' Working.
,17. Sniiill lOxeli.inges.

38. rnrty Lines: The Bridging Bell,

39. Long Distance Telephony.
40. Dnpiex Telephony.
41. SIninllaneous Telegraphy and Teleph-

42.

ony-
Recent Progress. Appendix.

PUBLISHING CO., 5IO Marquette Building, Chicago
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Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: PlnconDlng, Mlcb. Qreen Bay, Wis. New London, Wis.

EDAR POLE
' 50 TO 80 FT. A SPECIALTY.

JohnH.rowler. "o°h'ic'<.tl^ iV,''

IPjik/sX^Wift (Wv<VXo>AU/ $M^^KfM/v o^Jurw^

POLES.
BERTHOLD

| CROSS
& JENNINGS,

I ARMS.
WHITE CEDAR. ST. LOUIS.

IDAHO CEDAR up to 80 ft. Chemlcal Building.
LONG LEAF

PINE AND FIR.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Lirgi Stocl( Constantly on Hand.
Poles

\A/l-ii-te Cedar
AND STREET RAILWAY TIES.

pgcwr"c^/B8^ PEBRIZO & SOJfS, Paggett, Blich.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING CO.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,

Uanofacturera And Dealer* In

Yallow Pine Cross Arms, Locust Pins, Oak Pins, Electrical

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stocks on hand.

DellTerea prices quoted, F. O. B. cars, your city. In any quantity, ^r*WRITE VS.

BLUE RIDGE LOCUST PIN 00.
HARVEY M. DICKSON, Gen. Mgr. .ASHEVI^LE, 1^,^.,

LOCUST INSULATOR PINS AND BRACKETS.MflNUFACTUHERS OF..

Seven factories in oppration. Capacity, 60,C0O per day. Write for prices on pin and bracket specialties

CEDAR POLES.
Piling and Street R. R. Ties.

C. H. WORCESTER «e CO.,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Producers and Wholesalers of White Cedar Products.

motor Startlns Bheostats.
motor Besnlatlnfif Bheostats.

Dynamo Field Rheostats.
Theater DJUnmers.

Special BlieostatB.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
-Westfleld. m. J_ 17. S. A.

TtieTennentlosulatorPinCo,
MANUFACTURERS

LOCUST and OAK PINS and
BRACKETS,

POLES and TIES,
Terra Alia, W. Virginia.

BUY YOUR BOOKS
FBOM THE

Electrician Pub. Co.. 5 1 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

Our Feed Water Heaters
Use exhaust steam and supply boilers with PURE
HOT WATER and prevent the solid matter from

going into the boilers, saving from lo to 25 per

cent, of your fuel bills. Our latest deMgn is

made entirely of CAST IRON, dcsigntd fcr use

where water contains acid salt or other impuri-

ties which pit or corrode wrought iron or steel.

We also build

BOILER FEED PUMPS,
SINGLE, DUPLEX AND TRIPLEX.

TRIPLEX PUMPS, ELECTRICALLY
DRIVEN...

STEAM AND POWER

PUMPING MACHINERY

FOR EVERY PURPOSE.

Air

Compressors
OF VARIOUS TYPES.

JET AND SURFACE CONDENSERS, AIR PUMPS, FILTER PRESSES,
OIL MILL MACHINERY.

I'f I i-ffc^ r^s^^cl i^cicJr^ss

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO.,
257 Lehman St., DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Telephone

Electric Lighf

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Century Bldgr.

DULUTH. MINN.,

203 PalladloBIdg.

POLES
Nauole,Holcomb&Go.,

OLD OOLOIV BLDG., CKIOAeO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad
Contractors.

DETROIT. MICH..

Wayne Co. Bank Bldg.

eSCANABA, MICH.
MASONVILLE, MICH.

CEDAR POLES
LINDSLCy BROTHERS COMPANY
MCNOMIIMEE. MICH, aud PORT I.AN D, OREdO N .

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS
SO-FOOT TO 80-FOOT POLES OUR SPCCIALTY

A PRETTY STORY.
Eight months ago the Texas Arm & Pin Co. began manufacturing things in-

clined electrically wooden, like cross arms, pins and brackets. An old. no-account,

second-hand machine, in a broken-down factory, was used, but now they have four
factories with new and late machinery and are shipping more cross-arms than the Jaw
allows. But they can ship more. They are untapped, long-leaf, yellow pine.

Branch Office : 10 Temple Courf Building, Chicago, W. H, QUAW, Mgr.

Or the home ofl5ce at Beaumont, Texas, is where you write for more information and
a pretty and useful pamphlet.

POLES W. C. STERLING ft SON,
MONROE, MICH. TIES.

Eleven Pole Yards lo Michigan.
Wholesale Producers for 30 years.

DAVIS AND STITT
COMPANY,

MARINETTE, WIS.
Write for Delivered Prices.

Catalogue and Net Price List

LINEMEN'S OUTFITS
Mailed Fretio Lineman and Construction Men-

MATHIAS KLEIN & SON, Manu^cturers,

r-a9 w. VAN BURCN ST. / Ctilcago. 111.

POLES
OAK PINS AND BRACKETS.

PAINTED,
SACKED AND
CRATED.

rianufacturers for Wholesale Trade.
Prompt Shipments. Car Orders Solicited.

Kansas CiTY & Southern Lumber Co.,
K.ANS4KS ^l-rv, IWI^.

JralyMastilriiis.

T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U. S. A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms, Poleand
Swinging Hood s, House Brackets and
other Specialtlefi for Construction
VfoTK.— Catalogue and Prices fur-
nished on application.

Iiiiliaufiplis Am, Bracket & Pin Co,,

S4iCces:iOrs to J. B. MACERS,
MArJurACTURERS Or

Arms, Brackets, Locust and Oak Pins,

Tent Stakes, ROPE Lock Blocks.

OHice. 125.S. Meridian SI., INDIANAPOLIS, INO.

FACTORY, JAMESTOWN, IND.
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Westinghouse

Westinghouse A, C. Engine Type Generator Installed.

Engine Type
Generators

I

I
t

t

i

I

Installed in the most modern Railway, Lighting and Power Plants

Characterized by compactness of construction and efficiency of operation

All principal cities

in U. S. and Canada.

Westinghouse Electric
i & Manufacturing Co.

PITTSBURG, PA.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
[INCORPORATED]

"WOOD" AUTOMATIC MOTOR STARTER.

i-
•i-

±

APPROVED BY FIRE UNDERWRITERS.

X

A new apparatus, combining an overload and

underload release, with time limit.

Automatic double-pole circuit-breaker, adjustable

to any per cent, overload.

All mechanisms mounted on one panel. No

extra devices required.

It is so constructed that the povrer may be trans-

ferred from one generator to another without

stopping the motor.

Only one operating magnet.

No contacts to corrode.

No short circuiting devices used.

i-
i-

LAKGE SIZE. SWITCH CLOSED.

4-

t

t
i

i

ABSOLUTELY PROTECTS YOUR MOTOR. EASILY INSTALLED.

SEND FOR BULLETIN.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY, FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.
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ELECTRICITY FOR ENGINEERS.
Latest Edition, Now Published in One Complete Volume, 424 Pages, Profusely Illustrated.

Just the Work for Engineers, Electricians, Dynamo Tenders, etc.

PARTI. CONTENTS.
Non-Conauctors and Insulators; Electro-Motive Force; Volts; Kesistanee

CHAPTEK I: Electricity; Positive and Negative; Conductors,
iectro-Motive Force; Volts; Kesistanee; Ohm^; Current; Am-

peres.—CHAPTER II: Dynamos; Magnets; Field Coils: Electro Magcets; Permanent Magnets.—
CHAPTER III: Armatures, Construction of, Different Kinds of: Commutators, How Made and Con-
aected; Heating of Armatures; Eddy Currents.—CHAPTER IV: The Current: How Produced;
Induction- Series Wound Dynamos; Shunt Wound D>"namos; Exciting the Fields; Constant Cur-
rent and Constant Potential D>-namos; Series and Parallel; Parallel or Multiple Arc System.—
CHAPTER V: Incandescent Lamps; Filaments; Connections; Flashing: Exhausting; Testing;
Candle Power; Operated in Series- Automatic Cut-Out; In Multiple Are or Parallel; Multiple Series;
Multiple Series Cut-Out; Three Avire System.—CHAPTER VI: The Arc Light; How Formed;
Causes of Unsteadiness; Remedy; Effect of Shades or Globes; Shape of Carhohs Under Different
Conditions of Burning; Arc Lamps; Regulating and Cut-Out Mechanism; Action of Current; Clutch
Lamps; Ciocfework Lamps; Double Lamps; Troubles in Lamps.—CHAPTER VII: Commutators
and Brushes; The Brush Commutators; Brushes; Different St>'les of Brushes; Double Brushes;
Single Brushes; Troubles with Coimnutators and Brushes; Correct Position of Brushes; Sparking
at Brushes; Care of Brushes and Commutators; Flashing,—CHAPTER VIII: Current Regulation;
Hand Regulation; By Position of Brushes; Resistance Box; Resistance Coils.—CHAPTER IX:
American System of Automatic Current Regulation; The Dynamo; Regulator; Action of Regulator.
CHAPTER X: Brush System of Automatic Current Regulation; Brush Armature; Diagram of Cir-
cuits through Dynamo, Regulator and Lamps; Dial or Regulator; Care and Adjustment of Dial;
Dial Controller; Circuits and Connections of >o. 8 Brush D^Tiamo; Circuits of Compound Wound
Constant Potential Brush Dynamo.—CHAPTER XI: The Edison System; Automatic Regulator;
Circuits of Regulat^jr: Circuits of D>Tiamo: Action of Regulator; Howell Pressure Indicator; Dia-
gram of Circuits; Description of Parts and Operation.—CHAPTER XII: Excelsior Svstera of Auto-
matic Current Regulation;Dynamo; Armature; Diagram of Circuits: The Regulator and Motor;
Action of Regulator.—CHAPTER XIII: Schuyler System of Automatic Current Regulation;
Dynamo; Armature, Commutator and Brushes; Diagram of Circuits in Armature and Field; Regu-
lator; Circuits in Regulator.—CHAPTER XIV: Thomson-Houston System of Automatic Current
Regulation: DjTiamo; Armature; Commutator and Brushes; Controlling Macmet; Wall Controller;
Diagramof Circuits; Air Blast.—CHAPTER XV: "Waterhouse System of Three-Brush Automatic
Corrent Regulation; Dynamo: Extra Brush; Resistance Coils and Regulator. CHAPTER XVI:
Ampere Meters; Tangential Scale; Solenoid Meters.—CHAPTER XVII: Voltmeters; Pressure
and Potential Indicators.—CHAPTER XVIII; Testing; Galvanometers; Astatic Needle; Differ-
ential Aoparatus.—CHAPTER KIX: Wheatstone Bridge or Electrical Balance; Diagram of Cir-
cuits and Methods of use; Bridge and Rheostat; Round Form; Square Form.—CHAPTER XX:
The Magneto as a Testing Instrument; Armature: Field; Bell; Diagram of Circuits.-CHAPTER
XXI: Coupling Dynamos Together; In Series; In Shunt; Series, Shunt and Compound Wound Ma-
ehines.—C'HaPTERXXII: Switches and Switchboards; Loop Switch; Plugand Socket; Change
Over Plug and Socket: Conclusion. CHAPTER XXXIII: Electric Motors; General Prhaciples the
Same as m Djuamos; Types; Shunt and Series Motors Suitable for all General jpurposes; Regular
Honof Shunt Motors;*0£ Series Motors; Counter E. M.F.; Direction of Rotadon and Direction of
Ctirrent; Starting Motors ^ Diagram of ConnecCion.

PART II. CONTENTS.—CHAPTER I: Alternate Current Dynamos; Principles of the
Field- Field Current Armature; Winding; Connections; Lamination; Different Types of Alterna-
tors; Regulation; Leading Systems; The Brush Generators: Magnets; Armature; Principles of In-
duction.—CHAPTER II: DjTiamos, Continued; Tlie Mordey Alternator; Stationary Armatures;
Field Magnets; Ferranti Armature; Field Magnets; Winding; Collectors.—CHAPTER III: Dynar
mos Concluded; Siemens D\'namo; Best Magnetic Circuits; Stanley Constant Current Dynamo;
The Armature; Self Induction; Regulation.—CHAPTER IV: Induction Coils; Converters; Trans-
formers: Economy of Distribution; An Electrical H. P.; Losses in Conductor; Induction Coils; Ef-
fect of Induction; Transformers.—CHAPTER V: Transform3rs Continued; Induction Coils; Con-
verters: Transforming Up and Down; Design of Transforwors; The Static Charge; Protection
Against; Grounding the Secondary; Other Devices; The Foil I'rotector; Different Types of Trans-
formers.-CHAPTER VI; Transformers, Concluded; Fuses; Regulation; AVinding of Transformers;
Connecting to Circuit; Regulation; Safety Fuses.—CHAPTER VII; Parallel System; Series Arc
Light System; Diagramof Circuits; Parallel System ; Primary Circuit; Secondary Circuit; Placing
of Transformers; Fuses; Diagramof Series Arc Light Circuit—CHAPTER VIII: Lines of Force;
Hysteresis; Magnetic Penetration; The Circuit of Lines of Force; Experiments with Magnet;
Rapidity of Reversals and Hysteresis.—CHAPTER IX ; Arc Lamps; In Series; The Westinehouse
Arc Lamp; Diagram of Circuits in Lamp; Action of the iMechanlsm; Flat Carbons.—CHAPTER X;
Arc Lamps, in Multiple; Slatterv Differential Lamp: Mechanism of Lamp; Its Operation.—CHAP-
TER XI; Measuring and Indicating Apparatus; Instruments for Use with Alternating Currents
Differ from those used with Continuous Currents; Ammeters; Voltmeters; Description of Several
Forms of Instruments.—CHAPTER XII: Measuring Instrimients, Continued: Hot Wire Instru-

ments; The Cardew Voltmeter; Details of the Instrument; Low Potential Voltmeter.—CHAPTER
XIII: Voltmeters; Double Coil Voltmeter: Two Types.—CHAPTER X.IY: Spring Meters; Curled
Spring Meter.—CHAPTER XV: Twisted Strip Instruments: Diagramof Connections and Opera-
tion of Instrument.—CHAPTER XVI: Recording Meters; Stanley Meter; Construction and Prln*
ciples of Operation; Diagrams of Parts; Slatterv Induction Meter; Description of Parts and Prin-
ciples of Operation; Watt Meter; Tliomson Meter.—CHAPTER XVII i Generators in Parallel:

Dtoculties in Operating; Alternate Current Generators in Parallel; Arrangements of Circuits an€
Machines for Operating in Parallel; Diagram of Common Arrangement of Machines and Circuits.—
CHAPTER XVIII: Ohm's Law; StrenRth of Current; Formulas and Examples; Power and Hea*-
ing Effects of Currents.—CHAPTER XIX: Ground Alarms and Leak Detectors.

PRICE, $2.50.

Orders for above book, or any electrical work published promptly sent on receipt of price, postage prepaid.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., SIO Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO
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ELECTRICAL OR MECHANICAL

We have fine facilities for light manufactur-
ing, and solicit coirespcmclence. Kstimates
given on qnaatiiy or small lots. PUNCH PRESS
ASD SCEEM" MACHINE WORK.

SPIES & C03IPAXY,
•7-80 TT. Tan Bnren St., Chicago, 111.

Crest MFC. CO.
cambridceporTt mass.

Indestructible Sparking Plug.
3 and 6 H. P. Gasoline Motors.

THEUNIVERSITYOF NOTRE DAME,
NOTRE DAME, INDSANA.

Classics. Letters, Economics and History, Journolism.
Art, Science. Fhai-mac-y. Law, Civil, Meclisnical and
Electrical Engineering, Architecture.
Thorough Preparatory and Commercial Courses.

Ecclesiastica] students at epeclal rates.
Rooms free. Junior or Senior Year, Collegiate

Courses. Rooms to Rent, moderate charge.
St. Ed-n-a.rd's hall, for bovs under 13.

The STth year will open" September ith, 1900. Cata-
logues Free. Addre!=6

REV. A. MORRISSEY. C. 5. C, President.

KARTAVERT.
HARP AND FLBXIBLB FIBER IN SHEBTS, RODS AND XHnGm.

Fw Electrical and Mechanical Furposea, Hallway Dust Guards, WMtowc
and Packings. Patent Insulating Cleats.

MANUFACTURED BT

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO.. Wilmington, M,

The Best-The "NEW STYLE"
Receptacle and Attachment Plug.

The latest ia this line is the

"NEW STYLE" made by

WM. T. PRIN6LE, 1026 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.
Wealern Represeatalives: J. B. McKeague Co.. 324Dearbofo St., Chicago.

READY FOR THE MARKET.
"FEHOO," tbe new style Creole rosette. In-

•nlatlon perfect, lonvfuee, enperlor
In ever^ detail.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co.. Peru. Ind.

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Highest grades for electrical insulation and mechanical purposes, in sheets,

tubes, rods and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on application.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wilmington, Del.

J. M. \A/i-inr IVIF-O. CO.,
C:as, I'lectric and Coiubiiiaiion Fittiiiss

and Fixtures, Triaiiutne»i, Screivs
and Ornaments.

Send for Our New Catalogue, Just Issued.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pressed, Spun and Turned Brass

Work to Order.

127-137 North loth Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

IN

H

AIR PROPELLORS
M

We

Have Set

a New

Standard.

Ask for

Prices,

THE FULLER CO., Detroit, Mich.,U.S.A.,
MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRICAL AND VENTILATING APPARATUS.

l^nAon, f;ng.—Wm. Key, 11 Qu«en Victoria

St., B. c:.

l'arl«, France—E. H. CotUot, 12 Rue Bt.

Ceorgoa.

Gl08<r<>w, Scotland—Who. Key, Central
Chniriljtrs, IW Hope St.

Yokuhaniii, Jtipan— I'>»;?nnl] 8c nillos.

N»w York—"Wf'Htprn Kic.trlc Co.
W«»lilni!toD—Nullonal Klectrlc Supply Co.

WllmlngUa-Utnett, Millet & Cu.

IJpnvnr—Tbos. H. Smith; Hendrle & Bolt-
iioir.

I.oH AiiRoles—Western Electric Works,
.MlnncnnollB—tloberts Heating & Vent. Co.
ivlilw/njlu'O-Geo. F. Ilolin.

UhlcoKO—Western ICIectrlc Co.; Ceotnil
Klfclrlc Co.

"

St. i.oiiiB-WeHloru Electrical Supply Co.
Itostr)n~SinHb fie Ar.tbony.
Ronth Ilcncl, Ind,— Mlller-Knohlock Co.
I'cck-Hamnjond Co., ClnelunQtl, O,, Gen-

eral Boutliern Ageats.

iBIackDiamond File Works I

^ OVH eooJ>«i ABE oar 8al.b is BVEBIT I^ADIBIC} hardwabk l

<ll 8TOBI: IN THB CNITBD STATES AND CANADA. fj^

I G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY, |
- PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

^^cpopc^o^o^cpc^opop l^op^o^o^opo^o^o^^cp^g

STUBTEYAUT STfSTEM
OF

HEATING 6"VENTILATION

'^ Centralizedplant.
^

No scattered steampiping.
Utilijes exhaust steam.
Sendfor Catalogue ""84'

B.F. STURTEVATIT Co boston ,

NZ.-W YORK • PHILADELPHIA • CHICAGO • LONDON •
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IIVIPLiEX WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

I "r "ixson"''"'
Simplex Electrical Company,

lonadnock Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 CornhIM, BOSTO N, MASS.

The United §tates Garbon goMPANY.

WESTERN SELLING AGENT,

H. R. HIXSON,
1 137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO

18S9—Farla Exposition,
Sledal for Rubber Imsnlation.
1893—"World's Fair,

medal for Bobber Insnlatisn.

THE STASfBABD FOB
B,^^^— BUBBEB INSIJLAXION.

TRADE MANtr Sole Manufacturers of

€konite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee "^0'.?" Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
ir.'iS'u^in'ic'i.Vr,;}"'-!'"- 253 Broadway, Hew York. &"H.'H5'd'girsScf

""'

IVIORE

Crownlail Bonds
Arc in use thHn all olhcr styles of Rail Bonds corribined.

Perfect— Electrically and Mechanically.
VARIETY OF SHAPES TO MEET ALL REQUIREIHENTS OF RAIL BONDING.

WASHBURN & MOBN Dept.,

Mm Steel k Wire Cb„
The Rookery, CMlC.4aO, ILL.

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Paranlte Rubber Covered Wires and Cables,

UNDERGROUND, AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

TELEPHONE, TBLBORAPH AND FIRE ALARH CABLES.

All Wires are tested at Factory. jrOKESBOROj IKD.

'SPECIALTIES A SPECIAUp^l
I ELECTROLYTIC. •Ss^^

U ULf-M^

SISivALTERNATING. DIRECT!* ENCLOSED. OPEN.l

Cleveland.
NOT IN C/

" PHONO-ELECTRIC "

WIRE T'o'iL,"

HAS REMARKABLE
WEARING QUALITIES.

HIGH TENSILE STRENGTH
AND ELASTIC LIMIT.

THE BEST WIRE
FOR TROLLEY AND TELE-

PHONE LINES.

BRIDGEPORT BRASS CO.,

10 Murray SI., NEW YOKK,

Write for Booklet and Wire Tables.

American Yitrifleil Coninit Coipany,
aiANUPACTUBEES OF

VITRIFIED SALT GLAZED
UNDERGROUND AND INTERIOR CONDUITS.

Contractors for Complete Installation
of Conduit Systems.

General OfSces: 39 Cortlandt St., N. Y.

Queen $c Co.,
1010 Chestnnt St., Pliila.

480 MONON BLDG., CHICAQO.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray
Focus Tubes, Induction Coils.

for agents.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from H to EO *iorse power.
Dynamos from iO lights to 700.
"We sell or rent. Good proflti

The Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co., Troy, Ohio.

^^ FOR ALL PURPOSES.
So»p and Native Flatlnum Purobaiet.BAKKR A CO.. 408-414 New Jemey

RaUroail Ave., Kewarb, X. J.
New Tork Office, 190 Llbeity Street.

BATTERY JARS.
Machine-made Battery Jars are Better and

Stronger than the hand-blown, being more Uni-
form and of Equal Distribution.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR OUR JAR.

We are the only concern making Battery Jars
by machinery.

THE GILCHRIST JAR CO.,
Office and Factory: - • ELMER, N.J.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS
CUTTER ELECTRICAL CO., PHIUDELPHIA.

EDWARD P. BURCH
Consulting Electrical Engineer,

1309 enaranty Bide.. Minneapolis.

^ESTIIH ElEDteal IngWnment Co.,"^ 1 14-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

HOLOPHANE CLASS CO.,

Weston -'Konnd Pattern"
Type F.

Ammeter.

Berlin—European Weston Electrical Instru-
ment Co., Rltterstrasse Xo. 8S.

London—Elliott Bros., No. 101 St. Martin's Lane.

We desire to call attention to a line of

cheap but excellent Switchboard Instru-

ments for Direct Current Circuits, which
we designate as

"Round Pattern," Style F.

These Instruments are particularly

suitable for Isolated Plants and Feeder
Circuits in Railway and Power Plants.

Voltmeters in ranges from 3 to 750 volts.

Ammeters in ranges from 1 to 2,500 amp.
All Weston Instruments are unsurpassed i

in excellence of workmanship, in accu-

racy and economy of operat on.

Mention the Western Ei,ECTKiriAN when writ-
ing tor catalogue.

Compound Prism

Globes and Shadts
FOR ALL KINDS OF LIGHTING.

TWO «oi I) im « ^ a I o
Awarded at Paris Exposition.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

READY FOR THE MARKET.
"FEHOO," the new style Creole rosette. In-

nlatlon perfect, ionz taa; smperlor
In every detail.

Peru Electric Wfg. Co., Peru, \i.
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A GOLD EDAL
^

HAS BEEN

TO

EIXMIBI-TEID

AT PARIS EXPOSITION
Our product comprises motors and

generators for every purpose. Built in all

sizes up to and including 800 kw. unit.

Send for descriptive bulletins.

BULLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
ST. PAUL BUILDING, NEW YORK.

U^
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THE "CHLORIDE ACCUMULATOR
IS OPERATED IN FORTY-NINE EDISON STATIONS.

When selecting apparatus for work of this character, purchasers generally give first con-
sideration to the features of

93

J ILITrV, RIOIEIIMOY, DLJRABIL.|-rY
DESCRIPTIVE BULLETINS
UPON REQUEST.

NEW YOKK. 100 Broadway.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY,
i 9th street and Allegheny Avenue, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BOSTON, 60 State St. CHICAGO, 1424 Marquetlf Kid::. li.VLTIMORE, 641 Equilable Bldg. SAX FRANCISCO, Parrott Bldg.

A NOVELTY-JUST OUT!
UNIVERSAL CORD SPOOL.

This Is a neat and novel device for adjusting the lenoth of cord of your drop light.

Qiiichlv attached; always hangs straight: cannot slip; no loop to dangle about; no
socket to be removed. Made of hardwood, natural green or cherry linish. frices on
application. Manufactured and patented by the

CRESCENT MFG. CO., 52 W. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, III., U. S. A.
For Sale by All Dealers in Electrical SuppliBB.

^ICA—India and Amber, all Sizes and Patterns.

MICABOND—Plates, Segments, Rings, Tubes, Slots,

Cloth, Paper and Flexible.

CHAMPION CLOTH—Bond, Ropes and Express

Paper.

CRYSTAL 'DISSS' VARNISH.
VERY ELASTIC. HARD FINISH.

CHAMPION INSULATING PAINTS (Blacks), Four Kinds.
Also Other Insulating Materials.

Our Careful and Persistent Growth is Proof of the Quality of our

Insulations. Prices and Quality Guaranteed. Write Us.

CHICAGO MICA CO.,
Main Office and Factory, VALPARAISO, INO.

™^»°.ISW"«VitroChrome
look like natural glass. The colors produced are bright and durable, and can be used for indoor
and outdoor decorations; also used for BAIIjWAY ANI> STEAMBOAT SIOIVAIj
IjIGMTS, KtECTRIC SIOlKlifi, ET<'. Vitro Chrome is superior to any other incandescent
lamp color. A trial will convince you. Jlanufactured only by

VITRO CHROME CHEMICAL CO.,
421 B Milwaukee St., MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Send (or Circular.

For Sale by all Dealers and Electric
Supply Houses.

CRYSTAL
CHEMICAL COLORING

FOR COLORING Incandescent Lamps any color desired.
Easily and quiclcly applied, giving brilliant effects. Cheap.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

WEBSTER CHEMICAL CO., TSr
IHENTIOV \VE»!>TER»r EI.BCTRICIA.IV WHEST WBITING.

COLORED LACQUERS, DEAD BLACK LACQUER,
FOR INCANDESCENT LAMPS. FOR METAL WORK. i

In brilliant rainbow colors. Easily applied. Will not peel or^fade. Most Satisfactory Imitation of Bauer-BacfT In the 'Market.

SAMPLES FREE. M. L. BARRETT & CO., CHICAGO. write to us.WRITE TO US.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
A.kTon Smoking Pipe Co. . svlii

Alden Electric Co xiv

American Battery Co xlx

Amer. Battery Comp. Co xix
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Hazard Manufacturing Co.
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Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co.
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Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co...

Huelrel & Manger xii

Humphrey, Henry H xviii

Illinois Maintenance Co . xiv

Independent Tel. Sup. Co. xviii

Indianapolis Arm, Bracket
& Pin Co xxl

Indiana Rub. & Ins. W. Co. i

India Rubber & Gutta
Percha Insulating Co..

Internat'l Cor. Schools. xv
Iron Clad Resistance Co. xxi

Jeffrey Mfg. Co xiv

Johnston, Thos. J xiii

Kans. City & So. Lm. Co. xxi

Kansas City Tel. Mfg. Co.

Kartavert Mfg. Co —
Kelley & Son, Benj. F...

Kellogg Switchb & Sup. Co. xvi

Kentucky Electrical Co . . vii

Klein A Son, Mathias xxi

Klemm A Co..: v

KokomoTeL AEl. M.Co. xviii

Kusel, D. A., Tel. & Elec.
Mfg. Co xix

Lea-Ilooven Mfg. Co vi

Leather Preserv. M. Corp. xx
Leavitt, R. H
Leclanche Battery Co ... . xv
Leffel &. Co., James xx
Lindsley Brothers Co— xxi

Link-Belt Machinery Co. xli

LombardWater Wh. G.Co. xili

Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co.

Manhattan Gen'l Const. Co. vi

Manross, F. N xxiv

McDermid Mfg. Go xxiv

McInttreCo., The C xx
McLennan & Co., K xli

McOuat, Robert L xi, xiv

McRoy, John T xii

Mianus ElectricCo xviii

Mica Insulator Co xii

Miller-Knob' ock El Mf.Co. xvi

Miscellaneous Advs xiv

Monarch Fire Appl. Co'... xx
Monon R. R xviii

MunsellA Co., Eugene. .. xii

National Carbon Co xvii

National India Rubber Co.

National Tel. Equlpra. Co, xvi

Naugle, Holcomb&Co.. xxi

New York Ins, Wire Co... viii

Noblett, E, J xix

North Electric Co ivll

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.. xi

OkonlteCo., The 1

Page, Chas. G xiii

PaisteCo., H. T xx
Paragon Fan & Motor Co.

Perrizo & Sons ..; xxi

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co i

Phillips, Eugene F xiii

Phillips Ins'd Wire Co.... xiii

Phoenix Glass Co
Phosphor-Bronze S. Co. .

.

xx
Pittsburg & L.S. Iron Co. xxi

Pringle, Wm.T

Queen A Co., 1

Reisinger, Hugo
R. I. Teleph. & Elec. Co.

Rlchmondt Conduit Co.. xiii

Robertson & Sons, Jas. L. xiii

Roche, William xix

Rockwood Mfg. Co xxiil

Roebling's Sons Co., J.A. xii

Rose Electric Co xiv

Roth Bros. & Co xii

Sage* Bro., P. B xix

Sargent & Lundy
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co
Schureman & Hayden xiv

Schwalm Co., Geo. F xv

Shelby Electric Co i

Siemens A Halske Electric
Co. of America vii

Simplex Elect'al Co., The, i

Smith Co., S. Morgan.. . xiii

Smith, Philip xviii

Speer Carbon Co
Spies A Company .. xxiv

Sprague Electric Co xiii

Standard Tel. A BL Co.. xvi

StandardUnderg.CableCo.

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co, xi

Star Dynamo Works viii

Sterling ASon, W. C... xxi
Sterling ElectricCo.... xviii

Sterling Varnish Co., The' viii

Stewart Electrical Co xv
Stllwell-Bierce A Smith-
Vaile Co xxi

Stow Mfg. Co viii

Stromberg-Carlson Tel.
Mfg. Co xvi

Sturtevant Co., B. F xxiv

Swedish-Am. Tel. Co xvi

Tennent Insulator PinCo. xxi
Texas Arm A Pin Co xxi

Thomas, Wilcox & Dletz. xx
Torrey Cedar Co xxi

United states Carbon Co. 1

University of Notre Dame xii

Valentine-Clark Co xxi

Varley Duplex Mag. Co .. xvii

Viaduct Mfg. Co.. xix

Vitro Chrome Chem. Co. . iii

Vulcanized Fiber Co xxiv

Wagner El. Mfg. Co iv

Wagner, Herbert A xii

Walsh's Sons A Co xiv

Warner ElectricCo., The xvi

WarrenEl. A Spec. Co....

Warren Elec. Mfg. Co vii i

Webster Chemical Co iii

Western ElectricCo vii

Western El. Supply Co... x

Western Tel. Const. Co... xvli

Westinghouse Electric A
Manufacturing Co xxii

Weston Elect'cal Inst. Co. i

White Mfg. Co., J. H xxiv
Worcester A Co., C H. .

.

xxl
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OUR SELF-STARTING SINGLE-PHASE

A. G. MOTORS AND WHAT A CUS-

TOMER THINKS OF THEM.
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WRITE FOR BULLETINS "Z 24, 36, 37 and 39."

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
General Offices and Factory, ST. LOUIS, MO., U. S. A.

BRANCH OFFICES:
PHIUOELPHIA, rOOOBetzBldg. BOSTON, 620 Atlullc Ave.

E.
""" "

NEW YORK, 220 Ha»pmeyer Bldg. i

CHICAGO, 1624 Marquette Bldg. BALTIMORE. 204 East L.xlnghin SI
SAN FRANCISCO, 120 Sutter St. NEW ORLEANS, 610 Gravler it.

FOREIGN AGENCIES:
FOREIGN DEPARTMENT, Havemeyer Bldg.. New York City.

CITY OF MEXICO, MEX., American Engineering Co. ol Mexico, Agents,
LONDON, ENQ , 47 Victoria St.. C. R. Heap. Agent. YOKOHAMA, lAPAH, Bagnall & Hllles, Agents.

PARIS, FRANCE, 12 Rue St. Georges, E. H. Cadlot & Cle. Agents.

DELEGATES/ FRIENDS
In going to and from the

AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY CONVENTION

In Kansas City, Mo., October 16-19, -900, should travel via the Chicago & Alton.

CHICAGO & ALTO]\

To Kansas City
CITT

TICKET
OFFICE :

101 ADAMS STREET. "?^S?52r

The "Alton" will make Special Low Rates from Chicago, Peoria and St. Louis,
and give the best accommodations. Travel via completely rock-ballasted, dusi-
less line. For complete particulars address

ROBERT SOMERVILLE, General Agent Pass. Dept., 101 Adams St„ Chicago, III.

TELEPHONE, CENTRAL 1767.

Scheeffer Recording

Wattmeter.
ROUND PATTERN TYPE "£.' FOR ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

An Accurate and Sensitive Meter.

Improved Ball Bearing.

DIAMOND METER CO.
PEORIA, lUL,, U. 8. A.
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AMERICAN

BRIDGE CO.,

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

Steel Bridges,

Steel Buildings,

AND ALL CLASSES OF METALLIC STRUCTURES.

GENERAL OFFICES:
NO. 100 BROADWAY NEW YORK.

BRANCH OFFICES:

BOSTON,
PHILADELPHIA,

CHICAGO,
PITTSBURG,

BALTIMORE,
NEW ORLEANS,

CLEVELAND,
MINNEAPOLIS.

WkblwIIWl V^ W^-9 Sts., Philadelphia.

Reflectors
and
Shades
for
Electric
Light.

"KLEMM" ADJUSTABLE DESK SHADES . *« best in the market

Ssad for Catalogue of Reflectors for Stores, Churches and general purposes,

"KLEMM" PATENT ADJUSTABLE REFLECTOR , cheapest and best

Reflector for lighting Show Windows and Art Galleries.

New York Office,

No. 59 W. 66t>i St.,

New York, N. Y.

M^^mi-Mommi
Boston Offfce,

No. 268
Massachusetts

Ave., Boston, Mass

Sole Agents and
Licensed Manufacturers

In tbe United States of

America for

De DIon-Bouton

& Co.,

FRANCE.

Motors,

Motorcycles,

Motorettes.
Our New York Type Motorelte. Weigfil 700 pounds.

Capacity 3 Per.ons. Price $1 ,200,00.
BUHPIiICITY, EASIIiY OPERATED,

FlEXIBIIilTT, - PEKFECTIiY COWTBOI.I.£I>,
I.I&HTNES8. ABSOLl'TEIiV SAFE.

STBEXQTH. ABSE^VCE OF ALL OIL. AND DIBT,
BEIilABILITT, ECONOHY.

Not an EXPERIMENT, but a TR'ED and PROVED SUCCESS.
Over 20,000 De DION-BOUTON MOTORS operating Motorcycles and

Motorettes.

GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY: CHURCH LANE AND 37TH ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

De Dion 91otor Supplies and Batteries Always in Stock.

P. K. ROSETTES.

Cap attached to base by quarter=turn, or

cap rigidly fixed to base by screws.

A quarter-turn of the cap of the P. K. Rosette attaches it

to the base by means of extra strong spring contact-arms,

which lock the cap sufficiently for general work. Where ro-

settes are subject to vibrations, the lock-screws in the cap may

be readily tightened (see illustration No. Si 1), so that the con-

tact-arm connection is practically one piece.

The parts are few and strong, and the porcelain is of the

highest grade and finish. The design is plain, and will not

catch or hold the dust.

Std. List List
Pkg. No. Price.

250 810 For Cleat Work, Solid Cast Lugs 26
250 811 For Concealed Work .26

250 812 For Moulding Work 26

P. K. BRACKET ROSETTES.
100 813 For Cleat Work 36
100 814 For Concealed Work 36
100 815 For Moulding Work 36

DISCOUNTS:

50 per cent, less than Standard Package.

50 per cent, and 10 per cent. Standard Package.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

264, 266, 268, 270 FIFTH AVENUE,

CHICAGO,

GENERAL SALES AGENTS.

«9»»»x«««»xe»)»»:««8:,
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ENCLOSED
ARC LAMPS

FOR ALL CIRCUITS.

ALDEN i.

MARQUETTE

One Piece Clutch.

No Sliding Contacts.

Does not feed through Clutch.

Spun Aluminum Case.

10-inch Globe with full size Carbon.

Artistic in design, light in weight, and

mechanically perfect.

Catalogue for the asking.

Lea-Hooven Mfg. Co.,
(Successors to Lea Arc Lamp Co.)

ANDERSON, IND.

MANHATTAN SERIES

A. C. Enclosed

Arc Lamp System.
Enclosed Arc Lamps for all Circuits.

MANHATTAN GENERAL CONSTRUCTION CO.,
!«A[.E8 OFFICE,

11 Broadway, IV. Y. NEWARK, N. J.

Anchora(Tel^Tel.Pole).
Smlib, Fnilip.

Annnncititors.
Bunneir&Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan tlec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Arc Lamps.
Alden Electric Co.
Belden-LarwUl El. &Mf. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. WKs., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Lea-Hooven Mig.Co.
Mauliaitan Gi.ii'1 Const. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric CO.

of America,
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouae EL & Mfg. Co.

Automobiles.
DeDion-BoutonMotoretteCo.
Hewitt-Llndstrom MotorCo.

Babbitt Sleri and scolder.
Gr. Western Sm. and Refg.Co.

Batteries and Jars.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Federal Battery Co.
Gilchrist Jar Co,
Ltclanche Battery Co., The.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Carbon Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roche, William.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Suoply Co.

Bells, Buzzers, Etc,
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel &. Manger.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressing.
CllnE-Surrace Mfg. Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Belting.
Chicago Hous« Wrecking Co
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Blo-wer».
Fuller Co., The.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.

Books,Electrical.
Bloctriclan Publishing Co.

Bridges and Bnildings
(Biteel).
American Bridge Co.

Brashes.
Becker Bros.
Central Electric Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Sage & Bro., P. B.

Burglar Alarms.
Buebel Sl Manger.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)
Cables, Electric (See Insu-
lated wlres),Copper,8heet
and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
American Steel <k Wire Co.
Central Electric Co,
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
New York Inp. Wire Co.
Simpler Electrical Co.
Standard Underground G. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

GarbonSfPolnts APlates
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric AppHance Co,
National Carbon Co,
Relslnger, Hugo,
Sneer Carbon Co.
United .Slates Carbon Co.
Western Elect, Supply Co.

Castings (Iron.)
Smith Co., S. Morgan.

Chains.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link lielt Machinery Co.

Clrenit Breakers.
Cutler Elec. Si Mfsr. Co.

Coal Sl Ashen Handling
Machinery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co,
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Colls and Ifacnets.
Miller-KnoliIo.-k El. Mfg. Co.
VnrleT Dnnlftx Mamet CJo.

Coloring [Inc. fiamp).
Barrett A. Co.. M. L.

Vitro Chrome Chemical Co,
Webstcir Chemical Co.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Compound,
Amer. Battery Compound Co.
Dearborn Drug &Chem.Wka.
McLennan & Co., K.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and Condnits.
Amer. Vitrified Conduit Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrolysis Proof Conduit
Mfg. Co.

McRoy, John T.
Eichmondt Conduit Oo.
Sprague Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Connectors and Termi-
nals (Patent).
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Mclntire Co., The C.

Construction &. Repairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors and Electric
liight Plants.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Bullock Electric Mfg. Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprap:ue Electric Co.
Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Star Dynamo Works,
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
WestinghouseElecA Mfg.Co.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Bridgeport Brass Co.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkonlteCo.,The
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Correspondence Schools
American School of Corresp.
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.

Int. Correspond. Schools.

Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
B!»e Ridge Locust Pin Co.
Brady, T. H.
Bunnell A Co., J. U.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indpis. Arm, Brack. dtPlnCo.
Kans. City & So. Lum. Co.
Leavlti, R. H.
Tennent Insulator Pin Co.
Texas Arm A Pin Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cut-Outs and Switches.
BoBsert Elec. Const. Co.
llunnell A Co.. J. II.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Seneral Elec, Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hill, W. S., Electric Co.
M;iiit)iiltiui Eico. Supply Co.
Mcoiiiil, }{uherl L.
I'lilsle (U,.. H. T.
Siemens A Iliilskc Electric Co.
Of America.

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
WCKtern Elect. Supply Co,
WeHtlnghouHO El. A Ml'g. (Ui.

CntN.
Fniiiklln Eiik- A Electro Co.

ItininicrM rThfittrc).
Iroi] (:hu\ K»:sisi;iii('.- 1 :o.

Dynumosand iTIoiorH.
Kiillock Electric Mi^. (Jo.
Bunnell A Co., .1. ][.

(Jentrjil Electric Co.
(Milcugo Motor iind Dyn. Co,
Chicago HouHC Wrecking ( •.<).

Crotker-Wheclor Company.
Ft. Wuyno Elec. Wkw., Inc.
Ocnoral Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Gregory Electric Co.

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Schureman A Hayden.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Star Dynamo Works.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec, Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electric Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Electric RailTrays.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co,
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Uechani-
cal Engineers.
Arnold El, Power Station Co.
Bain, Force.
liurcli. Edward P.

Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Humphrey, Henry H.
Illinois Maintenance Co.
Sargent A Lundy.
WagntT. Herbert A.

Electrical Instruments.
Bunnell A Co., J. II.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Queen A Co.
Sage A Bro., F. B.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electro-Plating Jflach'y.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.

Elevators- Conveyors.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Engines, Steam,
Ball Engine Co.
Camp Engineering Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Exh^stSteam Apparatus.
American District Steam Co.

Fan Outfits. V
Buiini-il A Co". J. II.

Central Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Fuller Co., The.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lighi Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Siemens A Halske ElectrlcCo.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. P.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. A Specialty Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co,
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavsrt Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
Barnett Co., G. A H.

Fire Extinguishers.
Monarch Fire Appliance Co.

FIxtiiri'H jiiid FltUn^N.
While Mfg. Co.. .). H.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Forges.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.

Fuses and Fuse Wire.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Central lOIectrIc Co,
Chicago Fuse Wire A MTg.Co.
ICleclrIc Appliance Co.
Mclntire Co., The C.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

<nearH.
Bealy A Co., Chas. H.

4ilene.rHl Elec. Nupplies.
Alden Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co.. J. H.
f;entral Electric Co.
Chicago Kdlson Co.
I'llectrlc Appliance Co.
General F,lcctrlc (.'o.

Modge-Wulsh El. Kng. Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McOuat. Robert L.
Miaous Electric Co.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Ciilobes and Electrical
<)rlassivare.
Holophane Glass Co.
Phoenii: Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co

Gov'nors, Water AVheel,
Lombard WaterWheel Gv.Co.

Ciraphite Specialties,
Besly A Co. Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Heaters (Feed W^ater).
KeUey & Son. Benj. F.

Beating and TentUating
Apparatus.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Holders, Inc. Lamp.
Crescent Mfg. Co.

] nsuiators and Insulat-
ing Materials.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Mica Co.
Eagle Paint & Varnish Wks,
Electric Appliance Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co,
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co,
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McOuat, Robert L.

Mica Insulator Co.
MunsellA Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C, Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co,
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—Slagnet W^ires,
Alden I^lectric Co.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co,
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
India Rubber & Guttapercha
Insulating Co.

McDermid Mfg. Co.
Miller-Knoblock El. Mfff. Co.
National India Rubber Co,
New York Insulated WireCo.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips, Eugene F,
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elect. Const. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

Lacquers.
Barrett A Co., M. L.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co,
Colonial KlectrlcCo.
EdlBon Decorative & Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Ce.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
General Inc. Lamp Co.
Kentucky Electrical Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Sawver-Man Elec. Co.
Shefby ElectrlcCo.
Warren Elec. A Specialty Co.
Western Electric Co,
Western Elec. Supply Co,
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Lightning Arresters.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Ft. Wavno Elec. Wks., Inc.
Goneral ElectrlcCo.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

d ^r^ r"t Io^m^ rt -t
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Linemen's Climbers,
Klein A Sou, Mathlas.

Slagnet AVires.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Slechanical machinery.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.
Stllwell-Blerce Smith-Vaile.

Meters.
Diamond Meter Co.
Fort Wayne Elec. Wrks, Inc.
General Inc. Arc Light Co
Siemens A Halske Electric Co,
of America.

Mica.
Chicago Mica Co.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus, Elec.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Motors — See Dynamos and
Motors.

Packing.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Robertson A Sons, Jas, L.

Patent Attorneys.
Johnston, Thomas J.
Page, Chas. G.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co., Ltd.

Platinum Bought and
Sold.
Baker A Co.
Gt. West. Sm. and RefiningCo.

Poles.
Berthold A Jennings.
Davis A Stitt Co.
Firkins A Co., O. W.
Fowler, John H.
Llndsley Bros. Co.
Naugle, Holcomb & Co.
Perrizo A Sons.
Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.
Sterling A Son. W. C.
Torray Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester & Co., C. H.

Porcelain.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Poiver Transmission
Machinery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Smith Co.. S, Morgan.
Stilwell-Bierce Smith-Valle.

Pulleys,
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Rockwood Mfg. Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Bierce Smith-Vaile.

Rail Bonds.
American Steel A Wire Co,

Beflners.
Gt. West. Sm. and Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.
Faries Mfg. Co.
Klomm A Co.

Re-Minding—Repairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Armature Works.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
McOuat. Robert L.
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Rheostats.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Co.
Sage A Bro., F, It.

Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Salt (Battery).
.\nnr, Hutiery Compound Co
Federal Battery Co.

Second-Hand Mach'y*
Chicane House Wrecking Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Ene. Co.
lUlnots Maintenance Co.
Rose Electric Co.
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Walsh's Sons A Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.
Fa lies Mfg. Co.
Klemm A Co.

Soldering Flux.
Cream Flux Co.

Sparking Pings.
crest Manufacturing Co.

» ^e» ^ae^ III

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Queen A Co.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.
Weston Electrical Inst, Co.

Springs.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Barnes Co., The Wallace.
Maurosa, F. N.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Oo.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Structural Iron Work.
American Bridge Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel & WireCo.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Sivltch-
boards.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American El. Telephone Co.
Bruckner Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. A Elec. Co,
Chicago Hotel Tel. Co.
Couch A Seeley Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Supply Co.
Garl Electric Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co
Kansas City Tel. Mfg. Co.
Kellogg Switchb. A Sup Co
Kokomo Tel A El. Mfg. Co.
Kusel, D.A.,Te!. A El. Mfg.Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McDermid Mfg. Co.
Mianus Electric Co.
National Tel. Equipm. Co.
North Electric Co.
R. I. Telephone & Elec. Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Co.
Star Dynamo Works.
Sterling Electric Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tel. M.Co
Swedish-American Tel. Co,
Thomas, Wilcox A Dietz.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Warner Electric Co,
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western Tel. Const. Co.

Tools.
Klein A Son. Mathias.

Transformers.
Aldea l']lectric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Siemens A HalskeElectrlc Co.
of America.

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. A Specialty Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Trucks, Electric Car,
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Tarbine«&AVa1erAVheels.
Leffel A Co.. Jas.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Bierce Smith-Valle.

Universities.
University of Notre Dame.

Tarnishes.
Sterling Varnish i^Io.

Vulcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

W^ire, Bare.
American Steel A WireCo.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Drlper-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Go.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electrical Sup. Co.

Woodivork,Electrical.
Noblett, E. J.

X.Ray Ontflta.
Queen A Co.
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Wonderful

Recuperaiion.

HIglier

Voltage and

Amperage.

Will do more

Hard Work

than any

Dry Battery

on the

Market.

No more

Running

Down en the

Shelf.

NON-

POLARIZING

DRY ATT
If you are not satisfied with the dry battery you are getting, we can guarantee the

Federal Dry Battery will meet all requirements. Made in all standard sizes.

FEDERAL BATTERY CO.,
Manufacturers of

Federal Salt and Federalite. II Pine St., New York.

KENTUCKY

INCANDESCENT

LAMPS.
3AME PRICE TO ALL.

16 C. P., Barrel Lois, 17c. Each.

SPECIAL PRICES ON ANNUAL CONTRACTS.

KENTUCKY ELECTRICAL CO.,
INCANDESCENT LAMPS, „ m. mr-Owensboro, Ky.Manulaclurers KENTUCKY

I ^^^^^^ ^^^ DYNAMOS

Siemens & Halske Electric

Co. of America,

GENERAL OFFICES, CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS

Railway, Lighting, Power Transmission.

IMPROVED DUNCAN INTEGRATING WATTMETERS.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, Denver, New York,

Philadelphia, St. Louis, San Francisco.

EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

rOR OAS ENQINCS,

SLOT MACHINES,

AUTOMOBILES,

HAILROAD SIGNALS,

CROSSING SELLS,

SMALL MOTORS,

CTC.

CONSTANT CURRENT.

NO LOCAL ACTION.

WILL NOT FREEZE.

LIQUID TIGHT

CELLS FOR

PORTABLC

WORK.

FULL DESCRIPTION IN BOOKLET NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
136 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK.

Series Enclosed

Alternating

Arc System,

HAVING A CONSTANT

POWER FACTOR

WITH ANY NUMBER

OF LAMPS IN SERIES.

NO REGULATOR

REQUIRED.

3 Lamps in Series on 220 to 340 Volts.

7 Lamps In Series on 500 to 550 Volts.

13 Lamps in Series on 1,000 Volts.

Any Number of Lamps in Series by Using Step-Up or 5tep-0Dwn Transformer.

WRITE FOR OUR BULLETIN No. 7007.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,
CHICAGO NEW YORK.

American Electric Company, Northwestern Agents, St. Paul, -flinn.

5t. Louis, no., Security Building.

London, Bridge Chambers. 171 Queen Victoria Street, E. C, and North Woolwich, E-
Antwerp, 32 Rue Boudewyns. Paris, 46 Avenue de Breteull,
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% ^ . fe.

9,

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S

Switchboard Instruments.

Thomson Astatic

Ammeters and
Voltmeters.

STANDARD FOR DIRECT CURRENT MEASUREMENTS.

General Office: Schenectady, N. Y.

New York Office, 44 Broad Street. Sales Offices in All Large Cities.

%

^

%

%

1ft

1ft

1ft

1ft

1ft

1ft

1ft

1ft

1ft

1ft

1ft

sfJp^^sf:f•:?K':f:«'!S'i?:*°»f's?:?:?:?K'^"s?>?J?s?s?K'J4'»^9S':S'^f:?:?>P:?:?^f':s':«'J?:?^?*?:f':f:«':?

BIPOLAR AND MULTIPOLAR
DYNAMOS and MOTORS

Open and Enclosed for All Purposes.
PRICES RIGHT. CATALOGUE.

Star Dynamo Works,
Jefferson City, Mo.

SMALL SPRINGS
OF rVFRY DESCRIPTJOW

THE WALLACE BARN£5 CO.,
isrABus->^cr> /i-s7. BRfSTOL, CONN., U.S.A."

STERLING EXTRA INSULATING VARNISH.
Sterling: Extra Black FinisJiingr Varnisli.

?«iterlins Black. Air Drying Varnisli,
Sterling: Black Core Plate 'VamiBli.

THE STERLING VARNISH CO.,
Pittsburg. Pa.. U. S. 4.

THE STERLING VARNISH CO.,
95 ColmoreRow. Birmingham, England.

ESTABLISHED 1875.

COMBINATION OF

Stow Flexible Shaft
AND

MULTI-SPEED MOTOR.
Practically dust and water proof. For Portable

Drilline, Tapping. Reaming:, Emery Grinding, etc.
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

STOW MFG. C0.« Binghamton, N. Y,
Gen'I European Agents, Selig, Sonnenthal & Co.^

85 Queen Victoria Street, London, England.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

11.I7 Co'llim^l £t..Ni.« Ysrk
RRlNPUPC-i CHICAGO: BOSTON:

l34Canar*>*£*
SAN FRANCISCO:

1< Claud Balldlaa

IMPROVED ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

01110
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ARECORD BREAKING RECORD.
9 GOLD MEDALS, 3 SILVER MEDALS,

E^==^E=^Z SILVER CUPS=^E^
AWARDED TO

The Hewitt- Lindstrom Motor Co.'sQVehicles

In Open Competition at the Automobile Show.

FLEXIBLE

RUNNING GEAR.

PERFECT MOTOR

SUSPENSION.

FLEXIBLE PERCH.

STYIiE A. RIJNABOTJT.
Travels -49 miles on One Charge of AccomalatorH.

Maxiniani Hpeed. 25 MileM per Hour. Weiglit 1,830 lb.

ARTISTIC IN

DESIGN.

PERFECT

MECHANICAL

CONSTRUCTION.

HIGHEST GRADE

MATERIALS.

intending Purchasers of Automobiles, for Pleasure or Com'
mercial Use, Should Not Fail to inspect

THE SUPER/OR QUALITIES OF THESE VEHICLES.

HEWITT-UNDSTROM MOTOR CO.,
75 North Clinton St., Chicago, III.

%mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmfmmmmmmmmfm
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INTERCOMMUNICATINC

TELEPHONE SYSTEMS
R-

HOTELS,

OFFICES,

RESIDENCES,

STORES,

WAREHOUSES,

MILLS, ETC.

4>
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Adapted to all

Interior Work.

Allen-Hussey

Systems.

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
GENERAL SALES AGENTS,

l-OUIS, IVIO

V'^'f'^'*?-4"'?''l'4'^--''^''f'''^'l''|-4'#'|-#4='^'f-''f' •?=#'?*'?-='f#'f-'?'T'¥'T^^^
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Dearborn
ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES.

Drug and
Lab^raii^ri
Vege-table

WATERS FREE.

cal ^AAorlcs,
i >A/a-ber Chem
oiler Oomp^unds.

OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS.
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

ALTERNATING- CURRENT POWER MCTORS,
1-20 TO 2 1-2 ACTUAL HORSEPOWER.

SIMPLE, RELIABLE, SATISFACTORY.
liuJletms giving full description mailed on request.

?3TL?be°rfv'l'°5ew'Yo?k"cuv """he Emerson Electric Mfg. Co.,136 Liberty St., ^e^^ \ork Citj.
714.716-718 St. CharlcsSt., ST. LOUIS MO.

YOU ARE TAKING CHANCES
^1 If you buy an Arc Lamp without

^BS^^ first giving the subject thorough
^^r~^^^ investigation.

yftW THE ''BELDEN " SYSTEM

^Hj^^H has many superior points that

^^^^^^ have convinced others.
ss ?Rc\uti m o^v-tT> p^PKK \\^

A\R T\GHT T\T^ fcOKE.&.

R08TE.KT V.tAtOUIVT

^^^^^B' Our illustrated catalog tells

WMKKm what an Arc Lamp SHOULD
JPIIffl^ BE and what THE BELDEN

^^"*^^ Belden-Larwill Electric &

/ \ Mfg. Co.,

FT. WAYNE, IND.
\ '. / AGENTS:
\ / M. B AUSTIN & CO.. 58 W. Vao Buren St., Chicago.

\ / C. E.WILSON, care Manufacturers' Cfub, Philadelphia. Pa,

\^ . .'v"^ We are now in a position to establish desirable
X..,^ _/ agencies in all principal cities in this and foreign^ *—"""^ countries.

I

Both-Alternating and
Direct Current Apparatus,

S. K. C. and Nortliern Systems

GENERATORS, MOTORS,
IViining Equipments, Factory and

Shop Equipments.

POWER PL.A.XTS for liOXOEJST DISTANCES.

MOHTING ABf© BAIL.WAY
MACHINERY.

Transformers, Instruments, Switchboards.

I

STANLEY ELECTRICAL MFG. CO., NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,

PITTSFIELD, MASS. MADISON, WIS.
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Ag %DAMS-BAGNALL Arc-Lamps are made in seven dif-

ferent styles and for all circuits. They are correct, electrically

and mechanically.

Wm^m y burning midnight oil and by earnest, well directed
efforts through many years, we are able to offer in the "A. B."

the most perfect Arc Lamp on the market.

ĉ̂̂̂ when used with '

custom ar says of It:
'

too many."

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
CHICAGO.

'A-B" always stands for simplicity. A
It has not one part too few nor

Roth Motors and Generators.

Spherical Type,

Pleasing in Design,

Strongly Built,

High Commercial Efficiency,

Open and Closed Types,

For Floor, Wall or Ceiling.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE BULLETIN.

Roth Bros. & Co.,
MAN FACTURERS,
86-S2 West Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL, U. S. A.

INDIA a< AMBER

IN ANV SHAPE OR PATTERN.

EMPIRE « MIC
IN^UL/tTED ,3fejt COIVIPOIJfVD
Cloths and I'cipers. ''J'" uneoualed.

EuleneMiinselLsCo. Wica liisiilatorCo. NiCANITEHSULATDR ^
WRITE POR SAMF3LES AMO omCES. ?IEC.I5.-TER ED.

JOA/LctuLdJi

JOHN T. McROY
302 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

138 WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO

THEUNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,
NOTRE DAME, INDIANA.

Classics, Letlerw, Economics and History, Journalism,
Art, Science. Pharmacy, Law, Civil, Mechanical and
Electrical EntrineerinK, Architecture,
Thorough Preparatory and Commercial Coursee.

Ecclesiastical Btudente at Fpeciai rates.
Roonie free. Junior or Senior Year, Collegiate

CoorneH, Roomi to Rent, moderate charge.
St. Edward's hall, for boys under 13.

The fj7th year will or>en September 4th, lOOO, Cata-
logues Free. Address

REV. A. MORRISSEY, C. S, C, President.

ENGINEERING.HERBERT A. WACNER,
Consulting Engineer

Railway Lighting and Power Plants,

415 LOCUST ST.. ST. LOUIS, MO.

F BELL.
PURE
PLATINUM
CONTACTS.

HUEBEL & MANGER.
288 GRAHAM STREET, - BROOKLYN, N. Y.

COAL AND ASHES HANDLING
MACHINERY, SHAFTING, PULLEYS,

CLUTCHES, PATENT MACHINE-MOULDED
ROPE SHEAVES. ETC.

CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION.

LINK- BELT MACHINERY CO.,
Engineers. Founders, Machinists,

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

Crest __
Manufacturing ff\

Co.,
Cambridgeport. Mass.

GASOLINE MOTORS
AND

SPARKING PLUGS.

CREAM FLUX
AN AB80I,rTBl.Y W0N-C0RB08IVE INSl'LATIM**
SOLDERIMU FL,CX FOB ALL. IIKTALK.

Conlalnb no acid or arjy elr;rafint Injurious to eleclrlciil connections.

ENDORSED BY THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS AND ALL USERS.

YOU CAN make more tban double the number of perfect connections 1 n one-hair the time
with Cream Flux than yon can with the same amount of any other flux. Put up In cans at

l.'ic., 25c., TiOc. and 7.5c. Special prices In <iiiant,lly. Send 15c. for trial box. We guarantee
It and It not Batlsfactory aioaey will be refunded.

THIS IS WHAT OXE IJt^Blt HAS TO SAY OF IT:

u A FTER having tried the various soldering salts on the market, and after giving your
**- Cream Flux severe tewta on heavy cable connections, and on the linest stranded

flexible drop cord work, we can safely say It meets all claims you make for It, I consider it

one of the oest ever ottered for sale. Very truly,

"Per J. JI. Goehsl, Constr. Supt. CHICAGO EDISON CO."

FOR HATiR »V ALT SIlPPIiY HOUMKS OB

CREAM FLUX CO.,
Sole Manufactu<'ers,

100 Washington St., CHICAGO.

Insulated

Rubber
Wires aimd Cables.

John A. Roebling's Sons C04

WORKS AT

TRENTON, N. J.

"S^OXJ IVE>E>r> I^I
Cafe's Commutator
Compound.
The Only Article That Will Prevent Sparking.

Will keep the Commutator In good condition and prevent cutting. Absolutely will not gum the brushes^

SOc. per stictc. S.'S.OO per dozen Send 5<>c. for trial stick.

FOR SALE MY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES OR

KUaI CUIIAII 9 nn Sole Alannfactnr
mCLCIlllllll V uUi| 909, 100 Washington Street, CHICAGO.

General Electric Company's
Candelabra, Series, Decorative, Battery and
Miniature Lamps are tlie standard for the

world.

Send for Catalogue No. 1017.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND MINIATURE
LAMP DEPARTMENT,

Harrison, N. J.
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mAnK N. PHILLIPB, PREStDCNT.
•. H. WAOENSCIL, THEABUfiElt.

CUGENE F. PHILLIPS, C. noW-AND PHILLIPS. Vlcr-»REa.
C. R. REMINarON, JR., Sec

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
FBOTIDKNCE. B. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC flEE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MACNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

Nbw Yobk Stobk, W. J. Watson, 26 Cortlandt St.

Chicaqo Stobb, F. B. DoD&hoe, 241 Madlsoo St.

MONTBKAL Bbamch, Eugene T. Phllllpa' Electrloal Works.

aIN OFFICES «ND F*CTORIt8. PHILUP8D*LE, R. I.

THIS

Water-Wheel Governor
Regulates the turbines used on elec-

tric railway load in the Niagara

Falls Hydraulic Power & Manufac-

turing Company's plant.

We build governors adapted to

all makes of water-wheels, working
under all conditions. 70,000 horse

power in use. We guarantee the

best speed regulation which can be

obtained under any conditions.

Address

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR COMPANY.
NO. 61 HAMPSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASSi

CHAS. C. PAGE,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW

In Patent Cases and Solicitor of Patents.

ADAIIS EXPRESS BJiDCr.,

ISS Dearborn Street, Chicaso, 111.

Six Years with General Electric Company.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,
Counsellor at Law,

No. 66 Broadway, - NEW YORK CITY.

Patent Causes. Patent Soliciting.

M'CORMICK TURBINE.
On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft.

Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Gives a higher percentage of useful effect than any other water-wheel
heretofore made. Ail sizes, right and left hand, are built from patterns per-
fected under systematic tests in the Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and those contem-
plating the improvement of powers, will find it to their interest to confer
with us, as we are willing to guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter what make of turbine has been In use. STATE REQUlREHENTd
AND SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.

EAGLE
INSULATING

VARNISH.

Best made, light col-
ored, remains elastic.
Send for sample and
be convinced.

Eagle Paint & Varnish Works,
PITTSBURG, PA.

niCnO QALVAN/ZEDWNM/T
INTERIOR "v- AND

ALL FITTINGS

RICHMONDT CONDUIT CO.
-^ iviilw/vuk.e:e us-a- '

-

:OTROl_YSIS^RO^pf coNDui-rs.
Electrolysisproof Linings

and Coverings.

C03IF0SED OF ASPHAIiT AND PAPER.

Vflll DHII nCDElin IJpon C. ,& H. rheostats operating satisfactorily. Tlie

lUU WHII UCrdlU material and worlttnansiiip are the best and all appara-
tus is given two independent and severe tests before shipping. Send for catalogue W.

THE CUT1.ERHAMMER MFG. CO.,
JVfiW YORK OPFICB, 136 Liberty St. MIDWABKEE. WIS.

The largest and oldest exclusive manufacturers of rheostats in the world.

The Bossert Electric Construction Co. i

e MANUFACTURERS OF 6
j

STEEIi OUTLET JJO> JUKCTIOX BOXES,
SWITCHBOARDS, PAJTEL BOARBS, SWITCHES, KMCt '

Two of the best known non-
conductors of the electric age
combined.

An absolute non-conductor.
Perfect insulation guaran-
teed. Water-tight joints. No scratching of cables. Xo deterioration. Costs less laid in complete
state than any conduit on market. Quickly and easily handled. Xo skilled workmen required.
Made in 7-foot lengths; 3-in. internal diameter; weight. 21b. to foot; made in desired sizes from
2 in. to 10 in. Manufacturers of Electrolysisproof Insulating Materials, Distributing Box and
Post Linings, Pipe C verings, Etc.

OFFICE. 605 Manhattan Building, CHICAGO, ILL.
FACrORY, BLUE ISLAND.ELECTROLYSISPROOF CONDUIT MFG. CO.,

General Incandescent Arc Light Go.

G.
BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL LARGE CITIES.

578-57S First Ave., Cor. 33d St.,

UTEW TORK.
Switches, Motors, Underground Apparatus,

Arc and Incandescent Lamps, Rheostats, Etc., Etc.

\.
^IHI^>VG^ OF-PICI AS ^A/. .Jackson ^Ivd.

wound.

Is adapted to all sorts and conditions of use and is unsurpassed
for actual efficiency, durability, regulation of speed, margin for

overloads and large current, and general workmanship. It has a

strong starting torque, is non-sparking, compact and reliable. The^^"~~^^^^^^^"^^^~~^^^"^^^""
sizes run from 20 H. P. up and can be shunt, series or compound

All parts are standard, interchangeable and easily replaced. Full description in catalogue No. 035a.

A Lundell Motor

SPRACUE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
^mojKta^z F'isher

GENERAL OFFICES: 527-531 West 3«h St., New York.

luildine:- ^^STOPil: 275 ^^v^n^hir^ ^^.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

O.K." Weatherproof Wire.

Slof-Bnrning Weatherproof

and Slow-Burning Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.

A THOROUGH school for the beginner—a valuable
reference book for the expert. If not found sat-

isfactory money refunded upon return of book in

good condition. Contains a dictionary defining 1,500
electrical words, terras and phrases. It carries you from
the fundamental principles of electricity to the finished

dynamo
E. R. Waugamax,
Electrical Wireman- Kittanning, Pa.
Cleveland Armature Works, Cleveland, Ohio.
Gentlemen:—I received your book, Practical Electric-

ity, and would not part with it for four times its cost if I
could notgetanotheroopy. Yoiu-s truly. E. K. Waugaman.

CLEVELAND ARMATUREWORKS, 1281 Hamilton St. Cleveland, 0.

BEST
BECAUSE
BETTER.

Send for Ca^alo^.
J as. L. ROBERTSON & SONS,

198 Fulton St., New York.
Branches: Boston—Philadelphia.

EUREKA PACKI''G with a RED DIAMOND
LIBEL, gives more power. lasts two to

three times longer and costs less than
any other good pacUng.

MINE ELIMINATOR gives dry steam to en-
gine, keeps oil out of the boiler.

ROBERTSON-THOMPSON INDICfiTOR—

a

grand adjunct and at very moderate cost.

ROBERTSON FEED-WATER HEATER heats
water to about boiling point wUh exhaust
steam.

TIC-A-TOC GREASE CUP. Send for circular
A very successful novelty— circular.
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WAIMTED.
Dealers in electric supplies everywhere to

handle our superior grade automatic interior
telephones for hotel and factory use. "Write for
catalogue ani prices Liberal inducements.
CBnCCAGO HOTEL TELEPHONE CO.. 3.34 Dear-
born Sireet. ' hiea^o. 111.

WANTED TO BUY.
We are in the raarlcet for good second-band

high-speed Automatic and Corliss engines. We
want several such at once. Write us, giving
full particulars.

CAMP ENGINEERING CO.,

1 8 South Canal street, Chicago, III.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
Dr. J. S. Romine of Chadron, Neb.,

-will sell $in,000 stock of Chadron Elec-
tric Light and Power Co. for $3,000
cash; balance stock, $-i,000, held by
J. D. Bacon of Chadron, a retired
banker, he wilt sell on account of my
sellino;, for $3,000 cash or on time, or
keep his stock. Plant cost over $16,000;

no bonds, mortgages or debts; no other
light plant; city contract. Coal, $2.95
per ton. Pure city spring water. City
of 3,000, healthy, good school, academy,
si.v churches. Business can be greatly
increased. Reason for selling, age and
business keep me away all the lime.

SECOND-HAND
Dynamos and Motors.

We invite correspondence
with those wishing to

buy or sell.

SCHUREMAN & HAYDEN,

140 S. Clinton St., CtiicaEO.

NEW SLATTERY

TRANSFORMERS...
PER LIGHT 30c.

We have about 200 brand new f-latlery

Triinsformer^ in 25 and 50 lighters, all 1000
volt, to 50 volt. 16.000 allernations, for sale at
the above figure, or will rent them or trade them
for other croods.

ROSE ELECTRIC CO.
^-r. t.oi-iis, ivio.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

WALSH'S SONS & CO.,
i&O Washincton St. Newark, N. J.

PROPOSALS FOR

ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Notice is hereby given that bids will be
received by the i. itv Council of the City
of Billings, State of Mom ana. unt.l (i

p. m. on I uesday. October 2. 1900 at tl e

othc-'of the Ciiy Clerk, f' r the furnish-
ing of fifty or nnore electric street Ugh s

in the City of Billines for a p-riod e.v-

tending from July 1, 1001. to March I,

1907. according to speciflcaiions on file

in the oflice of the City Clerk of said
City, copies of which can be had upon
application to the City Clerk. A certi-

fied check for $1,000 must accompany
each bid, to be re-urned to the-parties

whose b'ds are rejected, and to the party
receiving the contract on the furnishing
of required bonds. The city reserves

the right to reject any and all bids, and
the successful bidder acquires the right

under the City Ordinances to carry on a

general electric li.hting business in the
City of Billings:

Dated August 2S, 1900.

J. B HERFORD. City Clerk,
Bi lings, Montana,

WANTED.
First-cla^s telephone man understanding both

tiioimd and metallic circuit systems, who has
had experience as excliange manaser. Also a
man who has had experience in ass mbling and
repairing lelephones and switchboards. In
flpi'lying. furnish statement of past experience,
incljsing references, s ating salary expected.
Address H. T. C, care \Vtstern Electrician, 510
Marquette Bldg.. Chicago.

WANTED.
p. sit-on a^ electrician, superintendent or

chief engineer of some plant. Have had ten
years' practical experience. Can run a steam
heating plant, electric light plant or do con-
striiciibn work. Married man. l-'irst-class ref-
er r-ncfs. Corri spondence solicitei. Address
G. T. C." care Western Electrician. 510 ilar-

qiietl'j Htdg . Chicago, 111.

WANTED.
]iy a thorough, practical, progressive mechanic,

position with central station where merit and
ability would be appreciated. Twelve years' ex-
perience in all bran'hes. Chief ei gineer or
assi>tant superintendent pi eferred. Address
H. T. l'.,care Western Electrician. 510 Marquette
Building, (, hicago.

Niw Illustrated Catalogue
NOW READY.

Eleyaliflg-CoDveiiiiE Machinery
Send for copy.

THE JEFFREY MFG. CO.. Columbus. 0.

Just Out.
Write for ©nr Price Iiist No.

41 of Second-Hand

Dynamos, Engines and

Boilers
For Immediate Delivery.

Illinois Maintenance Co.,
E. H. CHESIEV, manager,

1625-204 Dearborn St., CHICAGO.

Alden Electric Co.
'Formerly Alden & Co.)

WILL OCCUPY THEIR BUILDLNG AT

52 and 54 W. Van Buren St., Chicago,
on and aEter Octobsr isl next, and will have in stock

All Lines of General Electric Supplies.

''':ercrerer- Insulated Wires and .Cables, w^at^pr.

PITrSBURG TRANSFORMERS. "L.-H." ENCtOSEO ARC tAMPS.

UP-TO-DATE ELECTRICAL GOODS.

REPAIRS REPAIRS REPAIRS
DYNAMOS, MOTORS^ARC LAMPS, INSTRUMENTS. TR A NS FO R M E R S ,T CLE PH O N ES.

EXPERJMEWTAL APPARATUS BUILT AND DESIGNED
ROBERT L.McOUAT, REPAIR SHOPS, INI Dl AM A PO L 15, IND.

iio-Volt Incandescent Dynamos.
1 12-light Hartley, self-oiler, muUipolar.
2 12-llEht Edison, ?i K. W.
1 26-llght P<!rrett.

1 50-llgbt Hawkeye,
1 50-llght Card, self-oiler.
1 50-iight Nowot:ny, self-oiler,

1 50-llght C. & C, self-oiler.

1 55-light Edison, 3 K. W., self oiler, comp.
1 50-light Mather.
1 60-light Thomson-Houston, 75 v., comp.

with extra armatnre.
1 75-light Thomson-Houston, D. 5.

1 75-llght Wood, self-olier.

1 90-llght Westlnghouse.
1 100-llght Cutten.
1 100-llght Jenuey, comp,
1 210-llght Triumph, self-olier.
1 225-light United States.
1 250-light Westlnghouse, horizontal type.
1 250-ilght Commercial, comp, self-oiler.
1 270-llght T.-H.. comp. self-olier. D. 15.

3 270-Iight Westlnghouse, M. P., slow speed,
15 K. W., October delivery.

Columbian, multipolar, comp.,
self-olier.

Eddy, self-olier, compound.
Hawiieye, comp., wound.

1 SiO-iight National, self-olier, compound.
3 3.i0-iight Edison. 20 K. W., self-oUers.
1 300-llght Duplex multipolar, self-olier,

compound, slow speed.
1 40O-llght Wood, M. P., self-oiler, 25 K. W.
1 450-ilght Edison, 25 K. W.. self-oiler.
1 450-ilght Rockford, self-oiler.
4 540-light Edison, 30 K. W., self-oilers,

compound.
1 600-light Elckmeyer.
1 700-ilght Siemens & Haiske, 40 K. W.,

multlpolai, slow speed.
2 700-light Westlnghouse, 10-poie. slow

speed, 40 K. W., seif-oliers,
new.

4 800-llght Edison, 4S K. W., selt-oilera.
1 1350-llght Wnddcil-Enz, 80 K. W., M. P.,

for direct connection.

1 300-iight

1 340-iight
2 350-Ilght

320-Volt Qenerators.

1 714 K. W. General Electric, multipolar,
Heif-oiJer.

1 9 K. W. Lundeii, self-olier.
1 10 K. W. Lundeii, eeif-oller, multipolar,

Blow speed.
1 12 K. W. Eddy, aelr-oiier, new arm't.
1 15 K. W. Edison, compound, self-olier.
1 25 K. W. Edison, self-olier.
1 40 K. W. E. & C, multipolar, slow speed.
1 200 K, W. Crockfr-Whr-eicr multipolar,

slow speed, practically new.

500-Volt Qenerators.
2 1£ K. W, Edison, Belf-ollera.
1 15 K. W. T.-H., self-olier.
1 26 K, W. T.-H., aelt-oller, D. 25, com-

pound.
1 26 K. W. Edison, self-olier.

regory:
ELECTRIC CO.

54-62 5.CLIAfrOM ST. CHICAGO.

500-Volt Generators—Continued.
1 30 K. W. Jenuey, self-oiler.
1 35 K. W. Jenney, self-oiler, compound.
1 35 K. W. Mather, self-olier.
3 45 K, W. Edison, compound, self-oliers.

1 75 K. W. Westlnghouse, Kodak set West-
lnghouse generator and West-
lnghouse comp. engine, 14s24x
14, all complete, fine.

1 150 K, W. Detroit (Rae) multipolar, com-
pound, seli-oiler, new arma-
ture.

Alternating Qenerators.
1 350-llght Thomson-Houston, A. 18, comp.

wound.
1 600-light Bain 30 K. W., self-olier, new

tootlted armature,
2 600-iight Thomson-Houston, A. 6, 30 K.

W.. self-oilers,

1 600-light Thomson-Houston, 30 K, W., two-
phase,

1 600-llght T.-II., 30 K. W., slotted arma-
ture, compound, self-oiler.

2 650-llght Thomson-Houston, A. 35, selt-oll-
ers, composite wound.

2 750-iight Westlnghouse, self-oliers, 37>/2 K.
W.

1 1000-Iight Wood, 50 K. W., self-olier,
toothed armature, comp. wound.

1 1200-llght Westlnghouse, 60 K, W., seif-

oilor, toothed arm't.
1 1200-light T.-H., 60 K. W., self-olier,

toothed armature.
1 1200-llght General Electric, A. 60, conipos!-

Ite wound, toothed armature,
self-olier.

2 1300-Ilght T.-H., A. 70, 1100 volts, self-oli-

ers, compound wound,
1 6000-llght Westlnghouse, 300 K, W., toothed

flrnuiture. composite wound.
Bclf-oller.

Arc Dynamos.
1 20-llKht 2000 C. p. Western Electric.
1 30-llght 2000 C. P, Western Electric, solf-

1 so-light 2000 C, P,
oiler.

Brush,

Arc Dynamos—Continued.

No. 7.

1 35-light 2000 C.
1 40-light 2000 C.
2 40-iight 2000 C.
1 45-llght 1200 C.
2 46-llght 1200 G.

50-iight 1200 C.
60-iight 2000 C.

60-ilght 2000 0.
60-light 2000 O.
60-llght 2000 C.
60-iigbt 2000 0.
65-iight 2000 C.

2 75-llght 1200 C.
2 75-llght 1200 C.
2 75-llght 2000 C,
3 125-llght 1200 C.

P. T,-H., ring armature.
P, Wood, No. 7.

P. Western Electric, s. o.
P. T.-H., M. 12, ball arm.
P. Brush, No. 7, Steuben-

rausch commutator.
P, T.-H,, L. D. 12,

P. T,-H., M, D.. 2, self-
oller, ring armature.

P. Brush, No. 7%,
P. West, Elec, self-oliers.
P. Westlnghouse.
P. Wood, No. 8.

P. Brush, No. 8, new ar-
mature.

P. Wood.
P. Standard, self-oliers.
P. Westingh'se, self-oller.
P. Excelsior, latest type,

self-oliers, fine.

220-VoIt Motors.

1 1 H. P. Edison, self-olier,
2 1 H, P. E. ft. C„ new. self-oilers, M, P.,

slow speed.
1 3 H. P, Crocker Wheeler, self-oller,

slow speed,
1 3 H, P, Gen. Elec, type I. B., self-

oller.

P, C. & C self-olier,
P. Card, slow speed, self-oliers,
P, Eddy, ring type, self-olier.
P. Westlnghouse, self-oller.
P, Both, self-oller,
P. Eddy, self-olier,
P. Edison, self-olier,
P, General Electric multipolar,

self-oiler.
1 10 H. P. Keystone, self-olier.
1 10 H. P, Elckmeyer, elevator motor,

with controller,
1 10 H, P. Lundell, self-olier.
1 12 H. P. Lundell, 10 K, W„ multipolar,

self-oller, slow speed.
1 15 H. P. Eddy, self-oller, new arm't.
1 18 H. P. Edison, self-oller.

3 H.
3 H.
6 H.
5 H,
T/s H.
Tii a.n n.
8 H,

220 Volt Motors—Continued.
1 30 H, P, Edison, 25 K, W„ self-olier.
1 50 H, P. B, & G., multipolar. 5I0w speed.
1 50 H. P. Northern, M. P., self-oiler,

newly rewound throughout.
1 75 H. P. Sprague, self-oller, new arm't.
1 225 H. P. Crocker-Wheeler. M. P.

500-Volt Motors.
Vi H. P, Detroit, series wound.

1 H. P. Jenney, self-olier.
1 H. P. Crocker - Wheeler, self-oiler,

slow speed.
1 H. P. Lundeii, self-oiler, slow speed.
1 H. P. 0. & C, self-oller.
3 H. P. Toledo, self-oller,

H. P. Hobart, self-olier.

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1
2
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 10
1 15
1 18
2 18
2 18
1 20
1 20
1 30
1 30
1 35
1 40
1 40
1 60

P. Jenney, self-olier.

314 H. P. Rockford, Ironclad, self-oilers.
H. P. Eddy, self-oller, multipolar.
H. P. O. & C.
H. P. O. & 0„ self-oller,
H. P, Commercial, self-oller.
H. P, Card, M, P,, self-oller, slow sp.
H, P. Eddy, self-olier,
H, P, Thomson-Houston, self-oiler,
H. P, Edison, 16 K, W„ self-ollers,
H, P, C, & C„ self-ollers
H, P, Commercial, self-oller,
H, P, Card, self-oUer,
H, P, T,-H„ self-olier, D, 25.

H, P, Edison, 25 K, W„ self-oller,
H. P, Jenney, self-olier,
H, P, Jenney, self-oiler,
H, P. Mather, self-oller.
H, P, Edison, 45 K, W„ self-oller,

Alternating=Current Motors.
SINGLE PHASE.

1 Vi H, P, Stanley. 100 volts, 16000 alterna-
tions, single-phase,

2 1 H, P, Ft, Wayne. 100 v„ 125 cycle, self-
ollers, single-phase,

1 2% H, P. Ft. Wayne, 100 volts, seif-oiler,
single-phase.

15 H, P, \Vagnor, single-phase, 60 cycle.
200 volts.

Alternating Current Hotors.

MULTIPHASE.
1 1 H. P. Westlnghouse, self-oiler, S-phase,

60-cycIe, 100 volts.
1 10 H. P. Gen. Electric, self-oller, 3-phase,

type, 8-10-900, Form A, 60-cycle.
110 volts.

Automobiles.
1 Wood's electric runabout, with top, car-

ries 2 persons, practically new,
1 Electric open phaeton, seats 3 persons, flue

condition.
1 Electric "trap," carries 4 persons, new.

TRANSFORMERS, METERS AND ARC LAMPS.
NOriCF,-AII michltiM art actually In 1 ock riily lor prompt d.ll>er|i. All miotilnti ara guartntetd. Write lor pirllcuiar. anil .and lor MONTHLY BARGAIN SHEET with net cash priM.
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For the purpose of iiuicklv iiitniiiucint.'

and demon stratEnpr the superior mtrits ol

its courses.the Trustees ofTHEAMERICAN
SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE have
voted to award a

FREE
$$CHOLABSHIP IX

Electrical, Steam, Mechanical. Ma-
rine or Locomotive

EIVGINeEBi:NO,
including a complete course in MECHAN-
ICAL DRAWING, to a few well-recom-
mended, aiubitious men in eack manufac-
turine plant in tbe United States.
The holders of these FREE SCHOLAR-

SHIPS will be asked to answer any
inquiries as to the bcoellt and value of the
iDBtructioD and also recommend the School
to their frlendB, thus ef^tabliehingan end-
JeBB chain of enthusiastic students who
will advertise the School more thoroughly
than tons of printed matter or an army of
agents. Application blank on request
(mention Western 'Electrician )-

American School of Correspondence,
(Chartered by the Commonwealth

of Massachusetts)
Boston, Mass. U. S. A.

I ~Scnd your BookQuleTsto

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
510 Marquette Bld{?., Chicago.

Tbe Standard Open Circuit Batteriet

of the World.

ESI) rOB OIBOLLAB ANS PBIOia,

THE LECLANCHI BAHERY CO.,
nt to 117 Ea»J 131irt8l_ H.f

OUR STUDENTS:
SUCCEED

INCREASED SAURY.
I was gettinp 530 a month as

assistant in an Electric Light-
ing Plant when I took up the
Electrical Engineering Course.
Since that time, I have passed
four Civil Service Examinations,
and have had my salarj- raised
four times- 1 am now getting
5S7 per month, and can truth-

fully say that I owe my success
to correspondence instruction.

R. G. ELLIOTT,

MACHINIST TO ENGINEER.
I recommend The Interna-

tional Correspondence Schools
as being one of the best means
through which to obtain an edu-
cation. The method employed
is simple and easily-understood.
At the time I enrolled, I was
holding a position as machinist
and steam fitter. I am now chief
enginecrforJ.S.&T.Elkinton,
PhiIadelphia„Pa.

\VM. R. HORNER,
Philadelphia, Pa.

$12 t« $70, la Snail Hontbly lostallnients, pays for a

Salary-Raising Education
In Electrical Engineering. Electric Light and Power,

Telephony, Telegraphy. Steam. Mechanical,
and Civil Engineering.

ESTABLISHED 1891. CAPITAL, }l,500,oOO.

Sendfcr Circulars and Local Re/errncei.

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,

Box 1012, ScranteD, Pcdos.

Faster than ever

to California

CHICAGO
& NORTH-WESTERN

RAILWAY

fHE OVERLAND LIMITED leaves

Chicago 6.30 p. m. daily via Chicago-

Union Pacific & North-Western Line, ar-

rives San Francisco 5.15 afternoon of

third day and Los Angeles 7.45 next

morning. No change of cars; all meals

in Dining Cars. Buffet Library Cars
\vith barber. The best of everj'thing.

The Pacific Express leaves 10.30 p. m.
daily. Tourist Sleepers daily to Califor-

nia and Oregon and personally conducted
excursions every Wednesday from New
England. Send 4 cents postage for

"California Illustrated" to Chicago &
Nbrth-Westem Railway,

j6i Broadway, - New YorkUsj Vine St., - Cincinnati
601 Ches't St., - Philadelphia 507 Smithfield St., Pittsburg
368 Washington St.. Boston =34 Superior St., - Cleveland
301 Main St.. • - RufTalo|i7 Campus- Martins, Detroit
212 Clark bt., - - Chicago. 2 KingSt.,East,Toronto.Onl.

WANTED ^"^lz
CEO. F. SCHWALM CO.,

FOR SPOT CASH
BURNED OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND BASES.

Fr-ri^-ht Pairt an.l Hiyliesl t'twc^ C,\ij.T:\\\i*-p.<\.

W CO., - HARRISON, N.J.

BARGAINS in ELECTRICAL MACHINES.
The following list o£ thoroughly overhauled machines are in stock

and ready for prompt delivery.

DYNAMOS-
110-Volt Incandescent.

One 12-iight Eibridge.

One 5C-ligtit No'.votny, new.

One 100-light Dart.

One 250-light U. S.

One 350-llght Davis.

One 800-llght G. E.

One 1,800-llgttFt.Wayne.new.

DYNAMOS-ARC.
One Brush. 1-light, 3.000 c. p.

One Brush, 3-ligh;. 2.000 c. p.

One Amer. Wood, 20-light,
2 000 c. p.

One West. Elec. 30-light.
2,000 c. p.

One Ft. Wa\ne Wood. 35-lii;bl,
1.200 e. p.

OneT. H. L. D., 35-llghl.
2,000 o p.

ALTERNATORS.
One .lA Slattery.
One AGO G. E.

STEWART
ELECTRICAL

CO.,
S. E. Cor. Fifth

and Sycamore,

CINCINNATI, 0.

GENERATORS.
One Wood V p., 500 v., 45 k. w.
One T.-H. m.p.75.500 v..75 k.w.
One Edison b.p.,500 v., XOOk.w.

IIO-VOLT MOTORS.
One Diehl, J h. p.
One Edison. ?£ h. p.
One Eibridge. % h. p.
One Card, 1 h. p.

One Sprague. 1 h. p.
One Nowotny, 3 h. p.
One Daft. 10 h. p.
OneU. S., 20 h. p.

OneQ. C, 28 h. p.

220-VOLT MOTORS.
One Nowoiny, 1 h. p.. new.
One Nowotny. 1 h. p.
One Davis, 5 ti. p.
One Daff. 10 h. p.
One R. R. AC. C. 10 h. p.
One Edison b. p., 15 h. p.

500-VOLT MOTORS.
One Davis, 20 h. p.
One Krush, 25 h. p.
One Wood b. p., GO h. p.
One T.-H. m. p. 15, 90 h. p.
One Edison, 100 k. w., 120 h. p.

MACHINERY AND SUPPLIES
AT BARGAIN PRICES.

FOR SALE.
We are ronslantly pnirbaoliiK rnlirr fncioiit »< fmd

plants. We bi>nght from the Siuax City Tractiun Co.
the followint;:
No. SI 2 13\22xU Westlnghouse com-

pound engines.
No. S2 1 pair n%x2i Williams automatic

engines, coupled together.
No. S3 2 generators, type U. S. "Westing-

house, bi-poiar, size, 80 K. w.
No. S4 2 60x16 horizontal tubular boilers.
No. SS 1 420 H. P. Hazleton water tube

boiler. 2 Roney furnaces with
Btokers.

No. S6 1 Worthlngton duplex pump, 6x4
x6.

No. S7 1 Koerschell heater, 2x9 feet.
No. S!j 1 HanCGok Inspirator, 1^ inches.
No. S9 38 feet 6%-inch shafting.
No. SIO S9 feet 8-inch shafting.
No. Sll 8 feet 4%-inch shafting.
No. S12 15 feet 10-inch shafting.
No. S13 2 6%-inch flanged couplings.
No. S14 1 S-iuch flangvd coupling.
No. Slo 1 6%x4% flanged couplings.
No. S16 1 60x38x6% In. double arm drive

pulley.

No. SI7 4 60x16x6% in. Hill friction
clutch pulleys.

No. S18 1 60x28x6% in. iron pulley,
leather covered face.

No. S19 1 60x16x4% in. Iron pulley.
No- S20 1 14x43x8 in. iron pulley.
No. S21 2 6%x20 chain oiling pillow

blocks.
No. S22 5 6%xl5 chain oiling pillow

blocks.
No. S23 1 4%xlS chain oiling pillow

blocks.
No. S24 1 72x26x8 in. Dodge wood pulley.
No. S25 2 14 ft. X 16 In. cable drums; 6

grooves for IVi-inch cable.
No. S26 1 12 ft. X 17 In. 1 16 In. spur gear.
No. S27 10 8x18 In. pillow blocks.
No. S28 2 double ply dynamo belts, 16-

Inch width, 57 feet long.
No. S29 1 double ply dynamo belt, 14^-

inch width; 71 feet long.
No. S30 1 double ply dynamo belt, 1414-

inch width: 48 feet long-

WE PURCHASED FROM P. D. ARMOUR & CO., Union Stock
Yards, their entire boiler outfit. Armour & Co. cha'^ged their
motive power from steam to electricity at a cost of over $2,000.
OOO, as a result of which they sold to us all th^lr fine horizontal
tubula.- tioilers, consisting of 48—60xl 6 > 2—54x16, 12—60xlS.

They are all In excellent condition and have been thorouehly
overhauled, all weak parts replaced.
We also purchased the HASTINGS, NEB., ELECTRIC PLANT,

consisting of the following:
No. S326 1 9%xl2 Armington &. Sims en-

gine.
No. S327 2 650-ilght Incandescent dyna-

inns.

No. S328 2 25-llgbt Ball arc dynamos.

No. S329 2 60x16 horizontal tubular boil-
ers.

No. S330 2 66x16 horizontal tubular boil-
er=.

Shafting, hangers, couplings, etc.

ENGINES.
564 12x20x12 Westlnghouse auto-

matic compound.
565 12x20x14 Ball automatic com-

pound.
566 12x24 Zeahm Bros.
567 12x20 horizontal slide valve.
S205 13x16 Twin engines, tandem

bed.
570 13x16 horizontal side crank,
571 13x18 four valve Russell auto-

matic.
572 13x20x15 Armington & Sims cross

compound condensing.
573 13x16 Erie horizontal.
574 14x14 automatic Ideal.
575 14x34 Richards horizontal.
576 14x24 box bed.
577 14x20 Atlas automatic.
578 14x24 Bay State.
578 14x30 Cumner.
579 14%xl3 Armington & Sims auto-

matic.
580 15x14 automatic Ideal.
551 16x14 Smith, Beggs & Rankin au-

tomatic.
S207 16x36 Woodruff & Beach.
S20S 17%x24 pr. auto. Williams,

coupled.
552 18x30 250 H. P.
553 20x22 Corliss.
584 20x36 Corliss.
585 20x42 Corliss.
586 26x48 Corliss.
SS7 20x24 horizontal, box bed.
5209 66x20 Chandler & Taylor.
5210 40 H. P. Rice automatic.
5211 35 H. P. Chandler & Taylor.
SSS 22x42x48 Allls tandem condens-

ing.
589 14x20 Russell automatic.
590 10 H. P. Davis & Rankin.
591 10 n. P. slide valve.
592 40 H. P. slide valve.
593 60 H. P. slide valve.
594 20 n. P. Mliburn.
595 No. 874 Racine automatic, 9-lncb

stroke.
596 80 H. P. rarquliar.
597 No. 1 Russell high-speed auto-

mntic.
598 12 H. P. Giant.
599 14 H. P. Giant.
5100 6 H. P. automatic Westing-

house.
5101 10 H. P. gas engine.
5102 13 H. P. Davton gasoline.
5103 35 H. P. upright.
5104 40 H. P. Otto gas.
5105 50 H. P. Otto gas.
5106 19 H. P. Lewis gasoline.
5107 50 H. P. Raymond gasoline.
5172 68 H. P. Atlas.
5173 10x20 side crank.
5174 Otis furnace hoist engine, 3

cyl., 8x10.
S177 13x16 Twin engines, tandem

bed.
S179 7x14 Ames cylinder.
5273 16x30 balance wheel, 14 feet

diam.
5274 1 H. P. gasoline.
5275 16V4X30 Buckeye.
5276 6x12 horizontal slide valve.
5277 14x28 horizontal slide valve.
5278 12x24 marine oscillating.

No. S279 30x30 slide valve.
No. S280 36x42 slide valve.
No. S281 24x30 slide valve.
No. S282 10x15 center crank.
No. S283 6x8 box bed, side crank.
No. S284 16x36 Sinker & Davis.
No. S285 9x9 upright, center crank.
No. S286 9x14 horizontal, side crank
No. S287 9x12 Nagel-
No. S2S8 7x7 Bide crank.

MISCELLANEODS.
llO-VOLT INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS-
No. SM145 2 T.-H. BOO-llght, llO-voIt, di-

rect connected.
No. SM146 1 50-Iight Edison dynamo.
No. SM147 1 26-light C. & C. dynamo.
No. SM148 1 2E0-lIght Edison dynamo.
No. SM149 1 100-Ilght Rockford dynamo.
No. SM150 2 600-lIght T.-H. dynamos.
No. SM151 1 150-llght Eddy dynamo.
No. SM152 1 lOO-llght, UO-volt, Weston

dynamo.
No. SM163 1 250-Ilght Hawkeye dynamo.

500-VOLT GENERATORS.
No. SM1S4 1 No. 8 T.-H., 75 K. W. 500-

volt.

B50-VOLT GENERATORS.
No. SM165 2 type U. S. Westlnghouse

bl-polar; 80 K. W.; 350 revo-
lutions, 550-voIt.

ALTERNATORS.
No. SM156 1 50 K. W.; 1,000-Tolt; West-

lnghouse: complete with
switchboard, exciter, one ex-
tra brand new armature for
exciter, two field coils.

No. SiI157 1 500-light National; exciter
on shaft.

No. SJI158 1 500-llght T.-H. alternator;
1,000-volt.

No. SM159 1 600-light T.-H.; 2,040-volt
No. S11160 2 25 K. W. Westlnghouse Al-

ternators; 1,150-volt; 16.000 al-
ternations; switchboard and
instruments.
ARC DYNAMOS.

No- SM161 25-iight; 2,000 c. p. low ten-
sion; one extra armature for
same.

No. SM162 3 50-light; 2.000 c. p.; T.-H.
No. SM103 1 No. .8; 60-llght; arc; 2,000

c. p.; Wood.
No. SM164 1 80-llght Western Electric

dynamo.
No. SJI165 20-llght, 2,000 c. p. Sperry;

switchboard and instru-
ments.

MOTORS.
No. SM166 1 20 H. P., 500-voIt, Ft.

Wayne.
No. SM167 1 3 H. P., 500-voIt., T-H.
No. S168 1 McGowan condenser, steam

cyl., 8-inch.
No. S169 1 hoisting engine and boiler. 6x

12, made by Kendall & Bro.
PUMPS.

We carry over 350 different makes and
sizes. Write for complete list.

BOILERS.
All kinds of horizontal, tubular, fire-

box, etc. Our complete list on applica-
tion.

SUPPLIES.
'We carry all kinds of sbafting;, hangers, ronplings,

pulleys, belting; in fact, anything in tbe line ofsupplies.

Write for our complete catalogue No. 156.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.,
W. 35tli and Iron Sts.. Chicago.
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We Cater to Those Who
Demand the Best.

Swedish-American

Telephone Company, ^^
69-75 W. JACKSON BLVD.. CHICAGO. ILL.

ctl'i'k., MAGNET WIRE Cotton
COVERED.

Plenty of it. All sizes. Prices riqht
ElectKO maqnetsliuilt and rewound. =

Induction coils "built to specification.

The MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MT&.CO.
South Bend, Inditfno.

IF YOU WANT YOUR EXCHANGE EQUIPPED WITH A

'*!

TWENTIETH CENTURY SWITCHBOARD :

AND TELEPHONES
;

KELLOGG I

CENTRAL BATTERY SYSTEM t

;

!

i

embodying all the latest features of modern high-class apparatus, use the

with automatic calling and supervisory signals. It is the simplest, most eco-

nomical and most efficient yet produced and is adapted for both

SMALL AND LARGE EXCHANGES.
New Bulletin just out. Send for it.

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD AND SUPPLY COMPANY,
229 SOUTH GREEN ST., CHICAGO.

A Few Reasons Why You Should Use the
WARNER DRY BATTERY

RINGINGOUTFIT
^E^.A.tJ^I

It will ring where all other ringers fail.

There are no belts to slip.

There are no commutators to keep clean.

There are no power bills to pay.

It is always ready for duty.

No exchange "is complete without one.

It is the cheapest way to secure power.
There are no bearings to oil.

There is no water to spill.

There are no delays or stops.

It is absolutely reliable under all conditions.

Your operators can give better service with a good signaling device.

Every Outfit is Shipped Complete Ready for Immediate Use.

Every outfit is thoroughly tested and fully guaranteed. This machine is in use in

some of the largest exchanges, both in this country and abroad. The net price for the

complete outfit is

$45 F. O- B. Factory.
Prompt shipments guaranteed. For further information, address

THE WARNER ELECTRIC CO.,
MUNCIE. INDIANA, U. S. A.

HUGO SCHUMACHER. Prest.

J. A. ARIIOGAST, Vice-Prest.

MAX SCHnMACHEE, Secy and Treas.

M. GARL, Supt.

r"^

Garl Electric

Company,
AKRON, OHIO.

Hotel or House
Telephone.

Sole Patentees and
Manufacturers of

Gari Railway, Hotel and Factory Telephone

Systems, Garl Electric Gun for Fire

and Burglar Alarms.
Intercommunicating
Ftclory Telephone.

STANDARD

Telephone and Electric

Company,

MADISON, WIS.
Manufacturers and Importers

High Grade
^

Telephone Apparatus
EXCLUSIVELY.

WRITE FOR I90O CATALOGUE.

NATIONAL APPARATUS
Metallic Circuit Multiple

Switchboards.
Positive Double Supervisory Signals. Central Energy.

Simple and Mechanically Perfect.
All Circuits Perfectly Balanced Electrically.

Cost of Operation and Maintenance Reduced to a
Minimum.

The method of Operating that we have adopted has been
determined npon, by long years of experience and

practical operation by the very best telephone
engineers, to be unexcelled.

surfed %.Js Voui- ^petcsi-fics^-tions.

National Telephone Equipment Go.j
330-333 Lafayette Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Central Energy
Telephone Systerh
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central o£Bce.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Is Complete, Durable, Reliable.

The only manufacturers selling a complete line of

Public Exchange, Toll Line, Police, Fire Alarm,

Street Eallway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co.,

72-82 VV. Jackson Blvd.,

OBTCATALOa. CHICAQO, U. S, A.

No. 1900

MBRIDANimm TGLfiPflOl CO.

36 to 50 Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL.

Oar new No. 1900 Telephones with Disc Carbon Lightning

Arrester for SERIES and BRIDGING work are winners. Try them.

OUR CENTRALIZED BATTERY SYSTEM

is a great success; likewise our

MULTIPLE SWITCHBOARDS.

Telephone Apparatus
Of Ail Kinds Manufactured.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL AND TOOLS LOWEST PRICES.

A BIG LOT OF SECOND-HAND PHONES, IN GOOD

ORDER, CAN BE HAD FOR A SONG.

Let us tell you about them.
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Success
Comfs only to those telephone exchanges which use the
BEST material. If you use our goods success is assured.

We can supply EVERYTHING USED WITH TELEPHONES.

No order too small for attention or too large for our capacity.
Rapid deliveries our rule, and each order filled with care. Large
stocks alwajs on hand.

Telephones, every stj'le and grade. Long and short backboards.
Elegant finish and design. Prices that will suit. Hard rubber re-
ceivers. Oak or walnut woodwork. New ideas in magneto bells.
Each instrument guaranteed.

All kinds of telephone supplies. New parts for old telephones.
Double-pole receivers.

Electricians' tools. Lightning arresters, carbon and fuse. Ex-
tension bells—standard and bridging. Circuit closers. Transmit-
ters of various styles. Kepeating coils, induction coils, construc-
tion material of all kinds.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

Central Telephone & Electric Co.,

909 MARKET STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

J.H.VAN VLISSINGEN.Prest.

L, G. WHEELER, Vicc-Prcsf.

W. C. HEINROTH.Treas
L. G. BOWMAN, Sec'y and Gen'l Mgr.

WESTERN TELEPHONE
CONSTRUCTION CO.,

153-159 South Jefferson St., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE PIONEER COMPANY.
THE BEST

SWITCHBOARDS, TELEPHONES, and other

HIGH GRADE APPARATUS.

Write for prices. Orders filled promptly.

IBTDTJCXIOlf COILS.

VARLEY DUPLEX MAGNET CO
FISHER BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL. 138 7TH ST„ JERSEY CITY, N, J.

SILVER-PLATED

MIRROR REFLECTORS.
A flat Reflector, for use with

any system of incandescent elec-

tric light, where it is desired to

spread the light considerably.

Its silver-plated mirror plate

lining makes it most effective and

pleasing, and always as good as

new.

Convex, reflecting slightly be-

low the horizontal in all direc-

tions. Used in stores, etc., for

general illumination.

«ET OUR PRICES.

MAY BE INCREASED BY

CONNECTING UP YOUR

FARMERS
AND

American Reflector & Lighting Co.,
27 1-273 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO.

OUTLYING DISTRICTS.

Others are Making their Plants Pay Fair

Interest on their Investments

that Formerly Showed
a Shortage.

NEW FEATURES!
ALL TROUBLE POINTS

ELIMINATED.
No Listening Keys.

No Clearing- Otit Drops.

No Ringing Keys.

No Complications in Your Cord Circuit.

No Delays—Always Ready for Business.

WE WILL TELL YOU HOW IT'S DONE.
WRITE TO

CLEVELAND, 63-75 frawkfort st , OHIO.

COLUMBIA
CARBONS

FOR
ENCLOSED
ARCS

Guaranteed superior to any imported Carbon in uniformity of size and

straightness, or subject to return at our expense. Try us and be convinced.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
1 198 West Madison Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.
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RESISTANCE WIRES
Bare and Covered. For All Purposes.

SEE OUR CATALOGUE.

DRIVER-HARRIS WIRE CO.,
NEWARK, N. J.

THE SHORT LINE
TO

Houghton, Calumet,
marquette

The Chicago, Milwaukee &>St. Paul Ry.

IS THE ONLY LINE RUNNING

Solid Trains 7h°e Copper Country

•)CALUIVIET

*1 HOUGHTON
kL'ANSE

OHAMPIOr?

Ji^ON MOUNTAIN
Q WauBaukee

MENOMINEE:
MARINETTE

c|MILWAUKEE

Kokomo Telephones for 1 900.

New Tubular Arm; No cord in sight.

High-Grade Full Nickel-Plated Bell,

Bipolar Receiver, together with the

Kokomo Long-Distance Transmitter.

Making up the most efficient Telephone on the market for
Exchange and Toll-line work. we have Improved the
Telephone, also the price, to a point that will Interest you.
Write us for information.

KOKOMO TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

KOKOMO, IND.

TELEPHONE AND

CONST. SUPPLY CO..
CHICAGO.

NEW CATALOGUE FREE.

THROUGH SLEEPING ORS. COACHES AND
BAGGAGE CARS

Liave Chicago daily at 10:30 p. m.

From Union Passenger Station, Canal & Adams Sis,

City Ticket Office. 9i Adams SI.

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE SUPPLY CO.,
TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES,

19 SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO.
"Monarch" Galvanized Telephone Wire, "Extra BB" and "BB" Galvanized Telephone Wire, Hard-drawn
Copper Telephone Wie.RubbBr Covered Wire, Weather proof Iron Line Wire, Annunciator Wire. Office
Wire, Galvanized Steel Strand, Crosby Clips. Guy Clamps, Bostnn Cable Han eers. Turn Buckle", Meiasen-
?er Pole Supports. Galvanized Thimbles, Guy Rods, Ground Rods. Stombaueh Guy Anchora, Eye Bolts,
CroBa Arms, Crcda Arm Braces, Pins and Brackets, Lajr Screws and Bolts, inBuTalor«, Knobs, Toolsietc, etc.

Send for complete catalogue of

MAGNETO BELLS, TELEPHONES,
MEDICAL BATTERIES and

uT ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES.
O_ All 6ood8 Hieb Grade In Every Respect

£ MIANUS ELECTRIC CO., • Mianus, Conn.

The Electrician Publishing Co., 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical Books.

Write for Catalocrue.

TRADE MARK.
Tested Fnne Wire and Fuse liinks.

Standard fnr Ao,;]iiL,-y .

In the manufacture of Fuses there are two essentials.

IBT, accuracy; 2d, UNIFORMITY.
The steady increase in our bm^iiiesB during the past

twelve years ia the beat evidence that our goods meet
all requirements.

All kinds of Telephone Fuses and Bases,
well made and at low prices.
CHICAGO FUSE WIRE & MFC. CO.,
58-64 N. JelfersoaSI..CIilc>2a 369 Broadway, New Vork.

,^ /a^^.y, _ J J,)J>--f- "j

MDNDN ROUTE
IS The DIRECT LINe

BETWEEN

, CHICAGO, ,,

.INDIANAPOLIS

yClNCINNATJa

aOUISVILLE
I CITY OFFICE 252 CLARK ST..

I

STERLING ELECTRIC CO.,
EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERa QV

BELL-STYLE TELEPHONE
iA.-rui

FOB THK INDEFESIDEKT FIEIiD.

Main Office and Factory at LAFAYETTE, IND. Branch Office, Chicago.

OHICAHO OFFICE. IVo. I2fiO HOIirAltHOCK BCIIiDIKe.

For Porcelain or Clay 'in-
sulating Specialties, such as
Bushings, Knobs or Cleats,
Address,

THE AKRON SMOKING PIPE CO.,
MOCADORE, OHIO.

HE>rRx H. Humphrey,
Consulting
Electrical Engineer.

Central Lighting Stations,
Electric Power Transmission.

543, 544 and 545 Century Bldg., St. Louis.

BOOKS.
BUY YOUR BOOKS FROM THE

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
610 Uarquette Bldg., CHICAGO.

5ho\vinK Munncr o) Securing.

Descriptive Circular and Testimonials on Request.

CorrcBpondeoce Invited.

«anu,ao.„red
p^jyp ^^^-^^^ ^'Ts. J."'"'

THE ROCK OF GIBRALTAR IS NO
FIRMER THAN A

Telephone Pole
Secured by the

Stombaugh Guy Anchor.
The cheapest anti most effective method of

securely fastenitiK I elephone. Telegraph and
Trolley Poles.

No holes to dig; bore them In the ground

md there they stay. "Brace up" the weak
points on your line and avoid further trouble.

W.N. MATTHEWS &BRO.
St. Loiils, Mo.,

f;<:iieriil Western

3;^ to 6 In. IJijmctcr.

New and Revised Edition JUST ISSUED.

American Telephone Practice
By KEMPSTER B. MILLER, M. E

Chapter I —History and Principles of the Magneto Telephone. H.—History

and Principles o£ the Battery Transmitter. III.—The Telephone Re-

ceiver, IV.—Carbon Transmitters. V.— Induction Coils. VI.—Bat-
teries. VII.—Calling Apparatus. VIII.—The Automatic Shunt. IX.

—

The Hook Switch, and Circuits of a Telephone. X.—Commercial Call-

ing Apparatus. XI.—The Telephone Relay or Repeater. XII.—Self-

induction and Capacity. XIII.— Telephone Lines. XIV. — Simple

Switchboards for Small Exchanges. XV —Listening and Ringing Appa-

ratus for Switchboards. XVI.—Self-Restoring Switchboard Drops. XVII.

—Complete Switchboards for Small Exchanges. XVIII.—Lamp Signal

Switchboards. XIX. —The Multiple Switchboard. XX —Transfer Sys-

tems. XXI. — Common-Battery Systems. XXH. — House Systems.

XXIII -Protective Devices. XXIV—Distributing Boards. XXV.—Party

Lines Non-Selecilve. XXVI.—Party Lines. Step by Step Selective Sig-

naling. XXVII.—Selective Signaling by Strength and Polarity. XXVIII.

—Harmonic Systems of Selective Signaling. XXIX,—Wire forTelephone

Use. XXX.—Pole Line Construction. XXXI.—Overhead Cable Con-

struction. XXXII.—Underground Cable Construction. XXXIII.—Test-
ing. XXXIV. —Automatic Exchanges. XXXV. — Storage Batteries.

XXXVI.—Specifications.

518 large octavo p )ges, 379 Illus. Price, $3. 00.

This is the first complete treatise on Telephony in the

English language. The author was peculiarly qualified for the

task, having been an examiner in the U. S. Patent Office in

the telephonic class, and subsequently as a telephone engineer

had a wide experience in every branch ol telephonic work. The
text is profusely illustrated by cuts of commercial apparatus

and carefully prepared diagrams of circuits. No diagram is

given without a full explanation. The apparatus, circuits and
methods of the American Bell Telephone Company and of the

various independent companies are fully described. The
apparatus and methods used in making all of the tests required

in commercial telephone work are fully treated.

Cofies of this or any other electrical book published sent prepaid,
to any address in the ivorld^ on receipt of frice.

510 Marquette Building,

CHICAOO, ILLINOIS.Electrician Publishing Co.,
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u. S. NAVY SPECIFICATIONS
Call fo r Dry Cells equal to "New Standard Dry
Battery" in E. M. F. (1

om acid: Enough
.5 volts) aud' entirely

free fr said. Prices as low as
any imitations. New Ca talogue for the asking.

WILLIAM ROCHE
INVCNton AND SOLEMftNUFftCTURER

42 VESEY STREET, NEW YORK CITY
Send fo Catalogue and mention Weatorn Electrician.

ESTABLISHED 1980.

notTce I

The old original

D. A. KUSEL

TELEPHONE AND

ELECTRIC

MFG. COMPANY,

1109 Pine St.,

ST. liOUis. mo.

The oldest and
most reliable
manufacturer of
telephones and
switchboards in
the West. Write
for catalogue
and price list.

D. A. KUSEL,

Proprietor,

..VIADUGIo
BALTIMORE, MAKE

TELEPHONES
AMD EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

AMERICAN"K"
ARE THE BEST. Send lor descrlptivt Circular.

Absolutely Non-lnfrlngiRg.
Protection Guaranteed.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
csT'D 1S89. 171 S. Clinton St.. Chicago, III,

DIXON'S BELT DRESSING
AND LEATHER PRESERVATIVE

Is guaranteed to prevent slipping and preserve the leather.

It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

NOTE OUR PRICES ON DYNAMOS
COPPER COMMUTATORS GUARANTEED 3 YEARS.

10 LIGHT, $30 30 LIGHT, $65 75 LIGHT, $115
20 " 50 SO " 85 100 " 145

Warranted free from mechanical and electrical defects. Armatures
rewound, commutators refilled, machines repaired.

All work guaranteed. Send for catalogue.

The Chicago Motor and Dynamo Co., Inc.,
39-43 WEST WASHINGTON ST.. CHICAGO, ILL.

CR055-ARM5
PINS, BRACKETS
Wf rnakifacfured ano/sold o/er
5IK Mil/iOi? P/ns and rmM////or/

Cross-Arrr/^ /r/ /399.

Ourgoods are (Sf//J S'ta/7o/dro/

We manufocture oh/i/ from besf
ma/ena/- ' -"

.

' Sever/ Facfor/es.
Skilled he/p ana/unemaled fac-

' ililies er/ah/e us to fill a/I orders
promptli/^.

,
- •-

Capacifi/: over 5.000 y
Long leafi/ellen pine- i pp!./)„.,
Cross Arms. '

\

"

Orer -f-sooo LocustPins )

Let Us Know Your YYants

E.J.'NOBLErT
e^e - 90S -jsfh. street

Chicaso.-
Long distance Telephone.Yards.soi

AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR RAILROAD

^1 CHICAGO
-.VXD

ALTO^f
RAILROAD.

1^

PERFECT PASSENGER SERVICE BEHVEEN

CHICAGQandKANSASCITY,
CHICAGQand ST. LOUIS.
CHICAGO AND PEORIA.

ST.LOUISandKANSASCITY.

I \'^i\ ',1' 1 '..^^''a I

HOT SPRINGS, Ark., DENVER.Colo.,
TEXAS. FLORIDA.UTAH.

CALIFORNIA A~D OREGON.

If you are contrniplatinff n trip, any portion of
wblcb can bo iiiajc o\er the Chfcago & Alton, It will

fmy you to write to tbe undersigned for maps, pampb-
eta, rates, time tables, etc.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS,

A TRIAL MEANS ITS ADOPTION.

WE INVITE AN INVESTIGATION.

American Battery
Compound Co.,

224-226 S. Clinton St.. CHICAGO.

A Direct Reading Ohmmeter.

Oliuiineters,
Auinietei'S,

Voltmeters.
Special Electrical Machinery.

F. B. ISAGK & BRO.,
Successors to American Electric Specialty Co.,

1*3 liberty »t . Kew York City.

New York Agents Wirt Electric Co. Rheo-
stats aud Brushes.

NEW CATALOGUE OF

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
510 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

\

ELECTRICAL BOOKS. !

You Ought to Have One. Sent Free on Request.

•
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ALWAYS IN THE LEAD
THE BAl.Ii ENeiWE CO. has been awarded Ciold Medal at the Paris
International Exposition, adding one more to its list of triumphs.

AWARDS AT VARIOrS EXPOSITIOXS:

World's Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition. New Orleans, La., 1884-1885

American Institute New York, N. Y., 1887

Centennial International Exposition Melbourne, Australia, 1888

Augusta Exposition Augusta, Ga. , 1S91

World's Columbian Exposition , Chicago, 111., 1893

California Midwinter International Exposition San Francisco, Cal., 1894

Cotton States International Exposition Atlanta, Ga. , 1S95

PARIS INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION PARIS, FRANCE, 1900

THE BALL ENGINE CO.,
Bailders of Engines of a High Standard of
Excellence for Electrical Purposes. ERIE, PA., U. S. A.

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTINC PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarantee

;

The Largest Power ever obtained from a wheel of the same diameter. The highest speed
ever obtained for the same power. The highest mean efficiency ever realized when
runrcing from half to full gate. We guarantee also : A rrnvneT of the greatest post
sible strength. A gate uneqiialed in quickness and ease of opening and closing.

Tests show over 81 per cent, average efficiency with half to full water.

State your Head and send for 124 page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

Best line from

Chicago and St. Louis

to

Kansas City
Mudern, comfortable equipment—

rullman sleeping cars, reclining

chair cars and dining cars'a la carte.

All with wide vestibules and bril-

liantly lighted.

"Colorado" "California"
An; till! titles of valiiuhle dGscrlptlvc hook-

I<1 s wlileli can buliad for six emits hi postajii-

(;ir|i by semlJnf,' to V. S. EUSTIS. Gdiicnil

I';LssonK<;rAmnitC.]I.&Q.U.K..ClIlCA(;0

REGTRADE MARKS JhE PHOSPHOR BRO NZE SMELTING CO.QMITED,
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

V "ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
.., . .

INGOTS,CASTINGS,WIRE.:RODS,SHEETS,etc.

/jN, CffSTINGS, STAMPINGS' «ND;-froRGINiES
^ELTflSv^ -. ORIGINAL AND Sole Makershn THE U.S.

MS,

MclNTIRE'S PATENT

GONNEGTORUNDTERMiNilLS.
Spoci.ll Cor.ntclnrs !o- HARO-DRAWN COPPEK

WIRE, all 5i;c5. FUSED WIRE. FUSED

IHE-C. McINTIRE CO., 13 X (5 Franklin S!-.

NEWARK, N. J.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS, ANY SIZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFQ.CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

DEALERSIANDICONTRAGTORS
For Satisfactory Intercommunicating

At bottom prices, write to

THOMAS, WILCOX & DIETZ, Cleveland, Ohio.

This Trade=Mark^!rt\?s, SlTnTlVi^^—^—^—^—^^—^^^^^——^— Branches, BdisonOut-Outa

.tl» Guarantees Satisfaction
Switches, etc. i

PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CHICAQO.

Ideal Fire Protection
FOR SWITCHBOARDS AND

ALL ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.
Monarch Fire Appliance Co.;

27 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.
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Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Century Bldg.

DULUTH, MINN.,

203 FalladloBldg.

POLES
NAUaLE,HOLCOMB&GO.,

OLD OOLOIV BLDO., CKIOAQO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad
Contractors.

DETROIT, MICH.,

Wayne Co. Bank Bldg.

ESCANABA, MICH,
MASONVILLE, MICH.

EDAR POLE
* 5 TO 80 FT. A SPECIALTY.

John H. fowler, "c"i;'a\'^,^°,','9-

POLES.
BERTHOLD

& JENNINGS,
CROSS

ARMS.
WHITE CEDAR. ST^ LOUIS.

i LONG LEAF
IDAHO CEDAR up to 80 ft. chemical Building, i PINE AND FIR.

Cedar
TORREY
CEDAR CO.,

CUNTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Stock Constantly on Hand.
Poles

Street Railway Ties.
specialty: 7-foot
White Cedar Elec-
tric Railways, etc. Poles.

:f3iriz^ & ti^i tA.<s€s^-r-r, iviictH.

CENTRAL mANUFACTURlNG CO.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,

Uumfacturen and Dealen In

Vallow Pine Crota Arms, Loouit Pins, Oak Pins, Elactrlcai

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stocks on liand.

Delivered prices quoted, F. O. B, cars, your city. In any quantity, ^y-WRITE US.

ASK o. W. FIRKINS & CO. FOR

Idaho Red Cedar Poles
40 TO 80 FEET LONC.

412 LUMBER EXCHAWCE, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

CEDAR POLES.
Piling and Street R. R. Ties.

C. H. WORCESTER ^ CO.,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Producers and Wholesalers of White Cedar Products.

motor Startine Bbeostats.
Motor ReKnlatlns Blieostats,

Dynamo Field Rheostats.
Theater Dimmers.

Special Rheostats.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
n'estfleld. a. J„ V. S. A.

TlieTeoneiitlnsylatorPioCo,
MANUFACTURERS

LOCUST and OAK PINS and
BRACKETS,

POLES and TIES,
Terra Alta, W. Virginia.

Catalogue and Net Price List

LINEMEN'S OUTFITS
Mailed Free to Linje'men and.CpnslriicliOn Men-

address:

MATHIAS KLEIN & SON. Maniifncturcrs.

ar-ss w. VAN auRCN st. Chicago. Hi.

BUY YOUR BOOKS
FROM THE

Electrician Pub. Co., 61 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

VICTOR TURBINES
OPERATING DYNAMOS.

That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for electric

generators than any other is due to the many points of

superiority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:

High Speed, Close Besnlation,
€}reat Capacity, High Efficiency,

Perfect Cylinder Oate, Steady notion.

We Also Have a Full Line of Modern Patterns for Gears and

Power Transmission Machinery.

WRITE FOB CATALOGUE.

The Stilwell-Biorce & Smith-Vaile Co.,

337 I<ehman Street, DAYTON, OHIO.

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Plnconning:, Mich. Qreen Bay, Wis. New London. Wl».

CEDAR POLLS
LINDSLCy BROTHERS COMPANY
MCNOMirjEE, M/CH. AMB PORTL A N D, ORECO N.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS
SO-FOOT TO 80-FOOT POL£S OUR SPCCIALTY

A PRETTY STORY.
Eight months aRO the Texas Arm & Pin Co. began manufacturing things in-

clined electrically wooden, like cross arms, pins and brackets. An old, no-account,

second-band machine, in a broken-down factory, was used, but now they have four

factories with new and late machinery and are shipping more cross-arms than the law

allows. But they can ship more. They are untapped, long-leaf, yellow pine.

Branch Office : 10 Temple Court Building, Chicago, W. H. QUAW, Mgr.

Or the home office at Beaumont, Texas, is where you write for more informaticn and

a pretty and useful pamphlet.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,

TIES.MONROE, MICH.
1 Pole Yards in Michigan.

Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

CEDAR
DAVIS AND STITT

COMPANY,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Write for Delivered Prlcei. POLES
OAK PINS AND BRACKETS.

rianufacturers for W^oledale Trade.
Prompt Shipments. Car Orders Solicited.

Kansas City & Southern Lumber Co.,

PAINTED,
SACKED AND
CRATED.

Tie

Sp-

IraPastks.
T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U. S. A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms, Pole and
SwinRlng Hoods, House Brackets and
other Specialties for Construction
VnOTK.—Catalogve and Prices fur-
nished on application.

Mianapolisim, Brackt & Pin Co.,
Suacessors to J. B. MACERS,

M*NUF*CTUBEHS OP

Arms, Brackets, Locust M Oak Pins,

Tent Stakes, ROPE Lock Blocks.

Office. 12B.S.IMcridianSI., INDIANflPOtlS, IND.

FACTOHvi JAMESTOWN, INO. ^,
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"W^cstingfaouse Polyphase laduction Motor Operating Pump,

THE NAME

Westinghouse
IS A GUARANTEE.

Westinghouse Motors

Have been applied to every class of station-

ary service and have demonstrated

their efficiency of operation.

Electrical

Westinghou5e
Apparatus

Westinghouse
Generators

Are installed in the most economic-

ally operated Railway, Lighting and

Power Plants.

Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Co.,

Pittsburg, Pa.

All Principal Cities in U. S. and Canada.
650H RWESTINCHOUSECASEHCIKEAND

WESriNGHlilSEiNtlHE-TYPt CEHERAiaR..

Wcslinghousc Generator Direct Connected to WestinghotJse Gas Engine.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WCRKS
[INCORPORATED]

"WOOD" AUTOMATIC MOTOR STARTER.
APPROVED BY FIRE UNDERWRITERS

A new apparatus, combining an overload and

underload release, -with time limit.

Automatic double-pole circuit-breaker, adjustable

to any per cent, overload.

Ail mechanisms mounted on one panel. No

extra devices required.

It is so constructed that the povper may be trans-

ferred from one generator to another without

stopping the motor.

Only one operating magnet.

No contacts to corrode.

No short circuiting devices used.

LARGE SIZE. SWITCH CLOSED.

ABSOLUTELY PROTECTS YOUR MOTOR.
SEND FOR BULLETIN

EASILY INSTALLED.

MAIN OFFICE AND fACTORy, FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.
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The Popularity of

Rockwood's Patent Compressed

Non-Slipping.

Non-breakable.
Economical.
Durable.

Balanced.
Neat design.

Light-weight.
Non-Magnetic.

Six thousand
various sizes

partly finished

carried con--

stantly in stock.

Hubs any shape,

any position.

Paper Pulleys
("For one-sixth century the statidardfor durability and efficiency?^

)

arises in a measure from their stability.

Engineers and users should not fail to specify Rockwood Patent Compressed Paper Pulleys on all contracts.

CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING.

ROCKWOOD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Pafer Pulley Sales Deft., 330 So. Pentisylvania Street,

Indiojiapolis , Jiidiatia, U. S. A.
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fLECTRICAL OR MECHANICAL.

V>'e hare fine facilities for light manufactur-
ing, and solicit correspondence, Kstiraates
given on quantity or small lots. PUNCH PRESS
AND SCREW MACHINE AVORK.

SPIES & COMPANY,
97-89 'W. Van Buren St.» Chicago, III,

^ "MANROSS" ^'

HAIR SPRINGS
rOR ELECTRIC

I^DIC^TIWO /%ND RECORDING

Largest Manufacturers of

Hair Springs in the United States.

Non-Magnetic Hair Springs of Phos-
phor Bronze and other non-magnetic
metals. Hair springs of anj de-
scription manufactured to order.

F. N. MANROSSp Forestville, Conn.

ESTABLISHED 1878. INCORPORATED 1899.

J. H. BUNNELL ^ CO.,
30 PAEK PLACE, Near General Postoffice, NEW YORK.

TRADE-MARK.
Manufactureks, Importbbs and Dealers in

Telegraph, Telephone, Railway and Electric-lighting Apparatus and

Supplies, Jnstruments.Batteries, Insulated Wires & Line Equipment.
Catalogues and Circulars free on application.

Get our Special Prices before placing orders elsewhere.

We own the GOOD WILL, NAME, COPYRIGHTS, TRADE-MARKS, Patent

(No. 288881) and all other assets of the old firm of J. H. BUNNELL & CO., and
propose to maintain our rights in the premises.

unne:i-l. & CO.,J. M.
-Nput GfTiP.rnI Postoffice,- IMow 'Voi-lc.

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Highest grades for electrical insulation and mechanical purposes, in sheets,

tu»s, rods and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on application.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wilmirigton, Del.

J. M. ^A^mTE IVIF'O. OO., MANUFACTUREKS OF

Gas, Flectrlc and ConiMiialion Fittings
and Fixtures, TrlmmlnKs, Screws

and Ornaments.
Send for Our New Catalogue, Just Issued.

Pressed, Spun and Turned Brass

Work to Order.

I37-I37 North loth Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Magnet Wire
Oar Speclmliy: The Best Stock of ttat

alzeB 0/ Single Silk lasalated Magaet
Wire in the eouotry. Also Double Silks,

Single and Double Cottona.

THE McDERMID MFG. CO.,
207 S. CANAL ST.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

FARIES ADJUSTABLE LAMP HOLDERS
Permit the electric light to be in-

stantly placed where it is needed.

Made for Shop, Factory, Store,

Office, Residence; infact.wher-
ever the Incandes-
cent Lamp is used.

the Latest and Best Thing in Reflector Shades.

We make many sizes and styles of Aluminum Shades and Reflectors.

f^attt\r%tyitt^ M/> A "' '^<l.|iiKlablc lli>l<l«i». I'>irtnlil<^». C^Uundi'-VrataiU^MC »MU, O ii..,, „nll Ilrn<'k«ti<.<l<', e«<...|uM i..fiued.

^"^""^^'^T^^
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*vlll be mallril apiiii ap|>ll<*Htloii.

FARIES MFG. CO., Decatur, I

tiBlackDiamond File Works I

Special

Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1896.

^j OCB GOODS ABB ON BALiB IN BTSBT IiBAIXNS HABDITABB
Vt 8TOBB IN THB VNITBD 8TATB8 AND CANADA.

I G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
^ PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ll.l

O \ \T F7 '^^^ COST OF AOAV JlL chimney

BY USING

MECHANICAL
DRAFT.

B. F.

STURTEVANT
COMPANY,

BOSTON, MASS.

NEW YORK,
PHILADELPHIA,

CHICAGO,
LONDON.
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SliViPLiEX WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED. WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

WESTERN SELLING AGENT,

H. R. HIXSON,
I 137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO

Simplex Electrical Company,
75-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

.l.ON/>

ISSS—FarU Exposition,
medal for Bobber Imsnlation,
1893—IK^orld's Fair,

Medal for Rubber InsnlatiMi,

THE JSTAUfDABD FOB
BUBBEB INSUiiATIOK.
Sole Manufacturers of

flkonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee "^i'r Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd
253 Broadway, New York,U Dur«iit Cheever, f^'^^Oers.

Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supt.
W. H. Hodgins, Secy.

IVIORE

"Crown" Rail Bonds
Arc in use thfiti all other styles of Rail Bonds coir.bined.

Perfect— Electrically and Mechanically.
VARIETY OF SHAPES TO MEET ALL REQUIREIMENTS OF RAIL BONDING.

WASHBURN & MOEN Dept.,

iwm M\ k Wire Co.,
The Rookery, CMICAQO, ILL.

w INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Paranite Rubber Covered Wires and Cables,

UNDERGROUND, AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

TELEPHONE, TELBaRAPH AND FIRE ALARH CABLES.

All 'Wires are tested at Factory. JOSfESBOBO, ISD.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from Vs to 50 *iorse power.

i Dynamos from iO lights to 700.

We sell or rent. Good profits
for agents. The Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co., Troy. Ohio,

PI.A-rilMI^IVI
FOR ALL PURPOSES. .Sonp and Native Flatlnum Puiohaied.BAKKB A CO., 4US-4I4: New Jeruej

Railroad ATe., Ne-wark, Jf, J.
New York Offloe, WO Liberty Street

. GENUINE SWEDISH
^1 COAL- GRAIN

CRVcs^SSl
S^^^

American Yitrifiei Condnit Compaiy,
MANtJPACTURERS OF

VITRIFIED SALT GLAZED
UNDERGROUND AND INTERIOR CONDUITS.

Contractors for Complete Installation
of Conduit Systems.

General Offices: 39 Cortlandt St., N. Y.

Queen $c Co.,
lOlO Chestnnt St., Fliila.

480 MONON BLDG., CHICAGO.

Acme Teeting Sets, <Jueen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray
FocusTubes, Induction Coils.

'ON ElecMoal Ingtament Co.,
II4-I20 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

WesloB Standard Porlabh Direct RsaiiD?
^'''*'"''*"»' Miirnoifnieters, vonanimefers,

6 AmBiejgrs, Mllllamineters,

Ground Detectors and Circuit Testers,

Oliinnietert, Portable Galvanometeri,

BERLm—European Weston Electrical Instru-
ment Co., Kltterslras.st;. No. 88.

Lo>-DON—Elliott Bros., No. 101 St. Martin's Lane.

Our Portable Instruments are recognized as

The Standard the world over. The Semi-Port-

able Laboratory Standards are still better.

Our Station Voltmeters and Ammeters are

unsurpassed in point of extreme accuracy and
lowest consumption of ent?ry.v-

-_ Mention the Wrsteiin Ki-rctkician when writ-
westom Standard Portable Oixeet in^ forcaiulu^'ues.

Beading Ammeter.

" PHONO-ELECTRIC "

WIRE Tough,"

Write for Dooklet.

FOR

TROLLEY, TELEPHONE
and TELEGRAPH LINES.

DOES NOT BREAK AT
JOINTS OR SCRATCHES.
WILL NOT STRETCH.

BRIDGEPORT BRASS CO.,

19 Murray St., NEW YORK.

STERLING EXTRA INSULATING VARNISH.
ftterllns: Extn* Black FlnlBbln^ Vamlsli,

Sterling: Blacfc Air Drying: Varnlnli.
StCTlinB: Black Core Plate TarnUb.

THE STERLING VARNISH CO.,
Pittsburg, Pa.. U. S. A.

THE STERLING VARNISH CO.,
95 ColmoreRow, Birmingham, England.

^—-
' '

\ omJ^ .

' Paama.

—/^/vkaAxJU) ---

tub;

PDOENIX GLASS CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

GAS AND ELECTRIC

: GLOBES, SHADES, Etc. i

SEND FOR A COPY OF OUR NEW AND '

LATEST CATALOGUE.

I

Pittsbnrgli. New Yort. CMcago.

Standard Underground CableCo.
642 The Rookery, Westlnghouse Bldg., 66 Liberty St., 1225 Betz BWg^

Chicago. Plttsbtire, New York City. Philadelphia. Ft.
Mills Building, San Francisco.

'=1=' Electric Gables, Conduits, Wires and Accessories,
Also Bisli 6rrade Rubber Covered Wires and Cables.

n:i:r

'NA/IIR

National

India
Rubber Co.'a

RUBBER COVERED
ES A.IMO ^^VBI-eS.
OFFICE AND FACTORY: BRISTOL, R. I.

READY FOR THE MARKET.
**'PtSSi.CO," the ne^r style Creole rosette. In-

-^Halatlon perfect, lone ffase, unperlor
^S'" J

in every detail.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co., Peru, Ind.

HOLOPHANE CLASS CO.,

Compound Prism

Globes and Shades
FOR ALL KINDS OF LIGHTING.

OJ«>'J S(L,VKR M 6 d £1 I S
Awarded at Paris Exposition.

WRITE FOR CATALCCUe.

TheIJnited States Garbon GompanY;
" ""

) rx . n (

^SPECIALTIES A SPECIAUV.,Vk
I ELECTROLYTIC.

,'.;AL.TERNATING. DIP"

a M\S-\lW^m^=^' LJ • -VI-
CLEVEUAND." Ohio. U. 5. A.

MOX IN CARBON XRUST :i _
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NEW TYPE TIPPED

SHELBY LAMPS
100 per cent, more USEFUL LIGHT than other lamps.

16 C. P. Horizontal are 14 C. P. Vertical or Useful Light.

IOC. P. Horizontal are 9 C. P. Vertical or Useful Light.

Other Lamps 16 C. P. Horizontal are less than 7 C. P. Vertical or Useful Light.

PATJBNT APPilEn FOR. El

t

il 1 00 per cent, more light

tt in useful directions than

any other make of the

same horizontal candle-

power, reflection included.

4^ Same current consumed.

li

30 per cent, less current \\

to give the same amount

of illumination, reflection

included. The longest ||

life at full C. P. The

highest efficiency.

11

These lamps are not reflector lamps. Others claim to make lamps like Shelby but
do not. Send for our book on USEFUL LIGHT No. 7.

TheSHELBY ELECTRIC CO.,
OHIO.

NEW YORK: 141 Broadway; Telephone 1209 Cortlandt.

CHICAGO: Home Insurance Bnilding; Telephone, Central 1771.

BOSTON: a.'S High ^^trcet; Telephone, Boston .?9.?l-3.

DETBOIT: Chamber of Commerce; Telephone 2961. m
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OARBOIMS CARBOIM3
The "Electra"

Carbons are the

recognized

standard

all the

world over.

^t^CT^^" FOR ENCLOSED LONG- BURNING ARC LAMPS. ' .-^v^c^gj'

UNEQUAL.LEO IN QUAUT
AND EFFICIEkKJY LLI ANT.. LIGHT.

HUGO REISINGERiiBROADWAY NEW YORK.

There are no

Carbons better

than the

"Electra" and

none

just as good."t(

VWvWWWWWWWW

ENCLOSED
ARC LAMPS

FOR ALL CIRCUITS.

ALDEN & CO., Agents.

MARQUETTE BLDG., CHldAGO.

One Piece Clutch.

No Sliding Contacts.

Does not feed through Clutch.

Spun Aluminum Case.

10-inch Globe with full size Carbon.

Artistic in design, light in weight, and
mechanically perfect.

Catalogue for the asking.

Lea-Hooven Mfg. Co.,
(Successors to Lea Arc Lamp Co.)

ANDERSON, IND.

N«w York OHicc,

No. 59 W. 66th St.,

New York, N. Y.

ii;©ijQ«iri^T^?'i
Boston Office,

No. 268
Massachusetts

Ave. , Boston. Mftss.

Motors,

Motorcycles,

Motorettes.

Sole Agents and
Licensed Manufacturers

in the United States of

America for

De DIon-Bouton

& Co.,

FRANCE.
Our New York Type Motorelte, Weight 700 pounds.

Capacity 3 Persons. Price SI ,200.00.
SIMPI-ICITY', EASIIiV OPERATED,

FliEXIBIE.IT'S', PEBFECTIiY COIHTBOI/I.ED,
liieHTNESIS. ABSOIiUTELlT SAFE.

(^TREKeTH. ABSEXCE OF ALIi Olli AND DIRT,
REI.IABII.IT'r, ECONOMY.

Not an EXPERIMENT, but a TRIED and PROVED SUCCESS.
Over 20,000 De DION-BOUTON MOTORS operating Motorcycles and

Motorettes.
r = .

GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY: CHURCH LANE AND 37TH ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

De Dion motor Supplies and Batteries AlTvays in Stock.

COLORED LACQUERS, DEAD BLACK LACQUER,
FOR INCANDESCENT LAMPS. FOR METAL WORK.

In brilliant rainbow colors. Easily applied. Will not peel or;:fade. Most Satisfactory Imitation of Bau'er-BarfT in the Market.

SAMPLES FREE. M.L. BARRETT & CO., CHICAGO. write to us.WRITE TO US.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co..

Alden Electric Co x i ii

American Battery Co
Amer. Battery Comp. Co xis

American Bridge Co v

American Dist. Steam Co. Ix

Amer. Electric Fuse Co. xii

Amer. El. Teleph. Co xvl

American Elec. Works... , xill

Amer. Reflt. & Ltg. Co... xili

American School of Corr.

Amer. Steel & Wire Co .

.

i

Amer. Vitrified Cond. Co. i

Arnold El. Power Sta. Co. x

Bain, Foree

Bakar&Co 1

Ball Engine Co xx

Barnes Co., Wallace xx

Barnett Co., G. A H xxiv

Barrett & Co.. M. L ili

Becker Bros xv

Belden-Larwill Elec. A
Mfg. Co Ix

Berthold & Jennings— xxl

Besly &Co., Chas. H xxlv

Blue Ridge Locust Pin Co. ixi

Bossert El. Const Co— xill

Brady, T. H xxl

Bridgeport Brass Co 1

Bruckner Electric Co

Bullock Electric Mfg. Co. x

Bunnell A Co., J. H vlii

Burch,Edward P xxiv

Camp Engineering Co ...

.

Central Electric Co

Central Mfg. Co
Central Tel. & El. Co....

Chicago & Alton R. R . .

.

C.&N. W.R.R
C.,B. &Q. R. R

Chicago Edison Co iv

Chic. Fuse Wire A Mfg.Co.

Chicago Hotel Telep. Co. xiv

Chic. House Wrecking Co. XV

CM. ASt. P. R. R sviii

Chicago Mica Co viii

Chicago Motor A Dyn. Co
Cleveland Armature Wks.
Cling-Surface Mfg. Co. .. vi

Colonial Electric Co VII

Conover, Geo. W xiv

Couch A Seeley Co
Cream Flux Co xii

Crescent Mfg. Co
Crest Manufacturing Co.

.

xii

Crocker-Wheeler Co X

Cutler-Hammer Mfg Co.. xiii

Cutter Elec. A Mfg. Co . .

.

Davis AStlttCo xxi

Dearborn Drug A Ch. Co. xi

DeDion-Bouton Moiorette
Co ili

Diamond Meter Co
Dixon Crucible Co., Job. xx
Driver-Harris WireOo.. xviii

Eagle Paint A Vr. Wks. .

.

xv
Eastern Elec. Cable Co.... xlii

Edison Decorative A Min-
iature Lamp £}ept xii

Edison Mfg. Co ix

El. Eng. Inst. Corr. Inst, xxl

Electric Appliance Co— xii

Electric Storage Batt. Co.

Electrician Pub. Co xix

Electrolysis Proof Conduit
Mfg.Co xi

Emerson El. M fg. Co x

!

Ericsson Telephone Co . .

.

1

Eureka lilec. Co xvi

Faries Mfg. Co —

-

Farr Tel. & Con. Sup. Co.xvlii

Federal Battery Co
Firkins A Co., O. W
"For Sale" Advs xiv

Ft. Wayne El. Wks., Inc.xxili

Fowler, John H xii

Franklin Eng. A Elec. Co. xii

FuUerCo..The xxiv

Garl Electric Co xvl

Gieneral Electric Co viii

General Elec. Repair Co.. xv
Gen'l Incandescent Arc
Light Co xi

General Inc. Lamp Co ... .

GUchrist Jar Co xx
Great Western Smelting
& Refining Co xv

Gregory Electric Co xiv

Hartwig & Miller xv

Hazard Manufacturing Co. xii

Hill, W. S., Electric Co... ~
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co 1

Hodge-Walsh El. Eng. Co. xix

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co. ix

Holophane Glass Co i

Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co... ix

Huebel & Manger xii

Humphrey, Henry H xviii

Illinois Maintenance Co.. xiv

IndependentTel. Sup. Co. xviii

Indianapolis Arm, Bracket
A Pin Co xxl

Indiana Rub. A Ins. W. Co. t

India Rubber A Gutta
Percha Insulating Co. . iv

Internat'lCor. Schools. xv

Iron Clad Resistance Co, xxl

Jeffrey Mfg. Co xx
Johnston, Thos. J xiii

Kansas City Tel. Mfg. Co. xix

Kartavert Mfg. Co xxiv

KelJey ASon, Benj. F... xx
Kellogg Swttchb. & Sup. Co. xvi

Kentucky Electrical Co.. xxiv

Klein ASon, Mathlas xxi

Ivlemm A Co
KokomoTel. &EL M.Co. xviii

Kusel, D. A., Tel. A Elec.
Mfg. Co ^—

Lea-Hooven Mfg. Co iii

Leather Preserv. M. Corp.

Leavltt, R. H xxl

Leclanche Battery Co. . . . xt
Leffel A Co., James xx
Lindsley Brothers Co xxi

Link-Belt Machinery Co. xii

LombardWater Wh. G.Co.

Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co. xvii

Manhattan Gen'l Const. Co.

Manross, F. N
McDermid Mfg. Co xvl

Mclntlre Co. , The C
McLennan & Co., K xii

McOuat, Robert L xiv, xx
McEoy, John T xii

Mianus ElectricCo xviii

Mica Insulator Co xii

Miller-Knob" ock El Mf.Co.

Miscellaneous Advs xiv

Monarch Fire Appl. Co... -—-

MononR.R xviii

MunsellA Co., Eugene... xii

National Carbon Co
National India Rubber Co, i

National Tel. Equipm. Co. xvi

Naugle, Holcomb A Co.. xxi

New York Ins. Wire Co. . . xi

Noblett, E. J

North Electric Co xvii

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.. xi

OkoniteCo., The i

Page, Chas. G xiii

PaisteCo., H. T xl

Paragon Fan'A Motor Co. -

—

Perrizo A Sons '.. xxi

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co i

Phillips, Eugene F xiii

PhlUips Ins'd Wire Co.. . . xiii

PhoenLx Glass Co i

Phosphor-Bronze S. Co.. . xx
Pittsburg A L.S. Iron Co. xxi

Prlngle, Wm.T. xxiv

I

ili

xix

xlii

Queen A Co

Relsinger, Hugo
R. I. Teleph. & Elec. Co.

Richmondt Conduit Co
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.

Roche, William xix

Rockwood Mfg. Co xxiii

Roebling's Sons Co., J.A.

Rose Electric Co

Roth Bros. A Co

Sage ABro.. F. B xviii

Sargent A Lundy xii

Sawyer-Man Elec. Co
Schureman & Hayden x

v

Schwalm Co., Geo. F xv
Shelby Electric Co i l

Siemens A Halske Electric
Co. of America vii

Simplex Elect'al Co., The, i

Smith Co., S. Morgan.. . xix

Smith, Philip xviii

Speer Carbon Co 1

Spies A Company xxiv

Sprague Electric Co xiii

Standard Tel. A El. Co.. xvi

StandardUnderg. Cable Co. i

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co. xi

Stanley Instrument Co... v

Star Dynamo Works
Sterling ASon, W. C xxi
Sterliri!,' Arc Lamp Co vlil

Sterling Electric Co xviii

Sterling Varnish Co., The i

Stewart A Co., Frank II.. xlii

Stewart Electrical Co
StUwell-Bierce A Smith-
Vaile Co xxi

Stow Mfg. Co
Stromberg-Carlson Tel.
Mfg. Co xvi

Sturtevant Co.,B. F.;.... xxiv
Swedish-Am. TeL Co xvi

Tennent Insulator PinCo. xxi

Texas Arm A Pin Co xxi

Thomas, Wilcox A DIetz. xix

Torrey Cedar Co xxi

United States Carbon Co. i

University of Notre Dame xxiv

Valentine-Clark Co xxi
Varley Duplex Mag. Co. .. xvii

Viaduct Mfg. Co XTiii

Vitro Chrome Chem. Co..

Vulcanized Fiber Co xxiv

Wagner EL Mfg. Co iv

Wagner, Herbert A xll

Walsh's Sons A Co xiv

Warner ElectricCo., The
Warren Elec. Mfg.Co xi

Webster Chemical Co
Western Electric Co vli

Western El. Supply Co...

Western Tel. Const. Co... xvii

Westlnghouse Electric A
Manufacturing Co xsii

Weston Elect'cal Inst. Co. i

White Mfg. Co., J. H xxiv

Worcester A Co., C. H... iii

»d Inclose o-f Jk.d^^^r-tls«nrk^n-ts S^^ ^ne^ ^^1.
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ARC LAMPS, KNIFE SWITCHES, CLOSES, FLUSH PUSH,
AND SNAP SWITCHES, SHADES, CARBONS, RUBBER
COVERED WIRES, CORDS AND CABLES, ELECTRIC
LIGHTING SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

\AARI'

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY. 139 Adams St, CHICAGO

OUR SELF-STARTING SINGLE-PHASE

A. G. MOTORS AND WHAT A CUS-

TOMER THINKS OF THEM.

^ytU^rfXnU-Cc^ ,t^ -*^*<^ 0''<>--r^ ^d--/^^ ^C-^iL.-<^f'

WRITE FOR BULLETINS "Z 24, 35, 37 and 39."

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
General Offices and Factory, ST. LOUIS, MO., U. S. A.

BRANCH OFFICES:
NEW YORK, 220 Havemeyer BIdg. PHILADELPHIA, 1000 Bett BIdg. BOSTON, 620 Atllnllc Ave.

.. .. ...
ul^
— . - ... _CHICAGO. 1624 Marquette BIdg

SAN FRANCISCO, 120 Sutter St

BALTIMORE. 204 East Lexington SI
NEW ORLEANS, 51 Gravier St.

FOREIGN AGENCIES:
FOREIGN DEPARTMENT, Havemeyer BIdj., New York City.

CITY OF MEXICO, MEX., American Engineering Co. ol Mexico. Agents.
LONDON. ENfl., 47 Victoria St.. C. R. Heap. Agent. YOKOHAMA. JAPAN, Bagnall & Hilles. Agents.

PARIS. FRANCE. 12 Rue St. Georges, E. H. Cadlol K Cle. Agents.

DELEGATES /FRIENDS
In going to and from the

AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY CONVENTION

In Kansas City, Mo., October 16-19, -goo, should travel via the Chicago & Alton.

CHICAGO & ALT01\
EQUIPMENT
ALL BRAND-
NEW.

•THE
ONLY
WAT."

FINEST
TRAIN IN
SERVICE.

Palatial
Sleepers.

Cafe Obser-
A'ATiON Cars,

To Kansas City

ti'c'ket 101 ADAMS STREET. ^c^S?S2r
OFFICE: > i r I c-BH^B^^BMMa^^M ^mmmmmi^^^^^^^^^mm 17C7.

The "Alton" will make Special Low Rates from Chicago, Peoria and St. Louis,
and give the best accommodations. Travel via completely rock-ballasted, dust-
less line. For complete particulars address

ROBERT SOMERVILLE, General Agent Pass. Dept., 101 Adams St., Chicago, III.

TELEPHONE, CENTRAL 1767.

>.44>»nf*f-M-

«

There is No Higher-Class India-Rubber Insulation
For Wires and Cables than

HABIRSHANA/.
Authorized Manufacturers of the

ATTTIX: F-|.EXIBI_E TUBE \A/^IRE:.

I The India-Rubber and Cutta-Percha Insulating Co.,
MAIN OFFICE, Glenwood Works,

YOIMICESRS, M. Y.
(10923)

««tttt«ffl::ir«j««:aamw»»»::»»:itt::::iH»HHH:»H:Hi»tt:wtiww!:t:::ffl^^^

J. W. GODFREY, Manager Sales,
15 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK.
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The moving systems of

Stanley Integrating

Wattmeters
are In "Magnetic Suspension."

No Jewels— No Friction.

Stanley Meters Stay

Calibrated.
UnWke all others

STANLEY METERS are

SEALED at the FACTORY
and their ACCURACY
GUARANTEED!

Stanley Instrument Company.
GENERAL SALES DEPARTMENT: 146 Broadway, New York.

Pacific Coast Agency: 31 and 33 New Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Ttie Royal Efectric Company, Montreal, Que., and Toronto, Ont., Sole Agents for

Canada.

Factory: Great Barringlon, Mass., U. S. A.M

AMERICAN
BRIDGE CO.

GENERAL OFFICES:

NO. 100 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

ALL GLASSES OF

METALLIC STRUCTURES.

We have decided to carry at all our plants

a large stock of raw material from which we
can furnish with great promptness any ordi-

nary order for Steel Bridges, Roofs, Buildings,

Columns, Girders, Beams, Channels, Angles,
Plates, etc., etc.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WORKS:
Boston, Mass. East Berlin, Conn. Albany, N Y.

Groton, N. Y. Rochester, N. Y. Buffalo, N. Y.

Elmira, N. Y. Horseheads, N. Y. Pittsburg, Pa.
Athens, Pa, Pencoyd, Pa. Philadelphia, Pa.

Trenton, N. J. Wilmington, Del. Baltimore, Md.
Columbus. Ohio. Youngstown, Ohio. Canton, Ohio.

Lafayette. Ind. Chicago, 111. Milwaukee, Wis.
Minneapolis, Minn. New Orleans, La.

c>^»33:e:8»:8»:e:e:e:B»:e3:8:e:e:93:e3:i;

p. K. ROSETTES.
KINDS

Cap attached to base by quarter=turn, or

cap rigidly fixed to base by screws.

A quarter-turn of the cap of the P. K. Rosette attaches it

to the base by means of extra strong spring contact-arms,

which lock the cap sufficiently for general work. Where ro-

settes are subject to vibrations, the lock-screws in the cap may

be readily tightened (see illustration No. Si i), so that the con-

tact-arm connection is practically one piece.

The parts are few and strong, and the porcelain is of the

highest grade and finish. The design is plain, and will not

catch or hold the dust.

Std. List List
Pkg. No. Price.

250 810 For Cleat Work, Solid Cast Lugs 26
250 811 For Concealed Work 26
250 812 For Moulding Work 26

P. K. BRACKET ROSETTES.
100 813 For Cleat Work 36
100 814 For Concealed Work 36
100 815 For Moulding Wojrk.. 36

DISCOUNTS:

50 per cent, less than Standard Package.

50 per cent, and 10 per cent. Standard Package.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

264, 266, 268, 270 FIFTH AVENUE,

CHICAGO,

GENERAL SALES AGENTS.
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GLING-

SURFACE.
We guarantee [these results

from Cling-Surface:

Slipping slopped.

Belts made pliable and elas-

tic.

Power increased at least 1 5%.

Belts will run easy or slack.

ASK US FORTHEONLY BOOK-

LtT OF SLACK BELTS YOU
EVER SAW.

Rockland, Me.. February 22, 1900.
Cling-Surface 3Ifgr. Co., New England Branch, Boston.

Gebttlemen:—These two 16-in. belts have been treated with Cling-Sur-
face for some time. They run this way all the time. The load sometimes
jumps from zero to full load, yet there is no slip.

ROCKL.\NI>. TH05IAST0>' & CAMDEN St. KV. CO.

Clihg-Surface Mf6. Co.,

177-182 Virginia St., BUFFALO, N. Y.

Chicago, St. Louis, New York,
Boston, New Orleans.

J / '•••; ^s^^""^•'-'^^33§S^:''^?^?^^^1
m

Wt ^^- ' -'ii-SiVfriiJR '"^ff^Bm

11^BH^^QK^ri^'^^l
^^^^^^BKp^^^^'^'^'^^^^^^m^BBStBfBS^^^^^^^^

1
„ Mound City, Mo. , March 6, 1900.

Clinar-Surfa**© Mfg. Co.
Gentlemen :—Have used Cliug-Surface four months. It has stopped all

slipping. Belts 10 In., 30-ft. centers, run with 22-in. sag, yet carry full load, are
plUole and in fine condition. Used to run very tight. We highly recommend
Cling-Surface. Mouni> City Elec. Lt. & Telephone Co.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
AncborB(Tel.ATel.Pole).
Smith, Pnilip.

AunanciatorH.
Bimnell & Co., J. JI.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Arc IjaiQps.
Alden Electric Co.
helden-Larwlll KL. & Mf. Co.
Central Electric Co.
l?'t. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Lea-Hooven Mfg. Co.
Manhattan Gen'l Const. Co.
Sterling Arc Lamp Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Weitlnghouse El. & MTg. Co.

AntomobileB.
DeDiOQ Bouton MotoretteCo.

Babbitt If et'l and Solder.
Gr. Western Sm. and Refg.Co.

Batteries and Jars.
liunnell & Co., .1. H.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Federal Battery Co.
Gilchrist Jar Co,
Ltclanche Battery Co., The.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Carbon Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Koche, WiUlara.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Suoply Co.

Bells, Buzzers, Etc.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Manhattan Elec- Supply Co.
Western Electric Co,
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressing.
Cllnc-Surrace Mfg. Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Beltlne-
Chicago Houst Wrecking Co
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Blo'w^erB.
FnUer Co., The.
SturtevantCo., B. F.

Books,Electrical.
Electrician Publlsnlng Co.

Bridges and Buildines
(Steel).
American Bridge Co.

Brushes.
Becker Bros.
Central Electric Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co,
Holmes Flbre-Graphlte Co.
sage & Bro., F. 3.

Burelar Alarms,
Uuebel & Manger.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)

Cables, Electric (See Insu-
lated Wlres),Copper,Sheet
and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co,
New York Inp. Wire Co,
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Kupply Co.

Carbons.l'olutM APlates
Central Electric f>o.

Chicago EdlBon Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
National Carbon Co.
BelfllnRsr, Hugo.
Speer Carbon Co.
United States Carbon Co.
WMtern Elect, Supply Co.

CastlnffH (Iron.)
Smith Co., S. Morgan.

Cbalns.
Jeffrey MfK. Co.
Link Kelt Machinery Co,

CIrcnit Breakers.
Cutter Elec. it Mfg, Co.

Coal A Ashes Handllus
Hachlnery.
J«ffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Cells and Ma«rnet«.
MIllcr-KnoblorkEi. Mfg. Co.
Varley Unplaz Ma^et Co.

ColorIn(E(lnc. Tamp).
Barrett 3t Co.. M. L.

Vitro Chrome Chemical Co.
\Vei>at«;r Cbf;mlcal Co,

Compound.
Amer. Battery Compound Co.
Dearborn Drug AChem.Wka.
McLennan & Co., K.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
Amer. Vitrified Conduit Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
ElectrolyalB Proof Conduit
Mfg. Co.

McRoy, John T.
Richmondt Conduit Oo.
Sprague Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Connectors and Termi-
nals (Patent).
American Elec. Fuse Co.
McIntlreCo., The C.

Construction& Repairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edlaon Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
We.stern Electric Co.

Contractors and Electric
liight Plants.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Bullock Electric Mfg. Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Star Dynamo Works.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
WestlnghouseElec.A Mfg.Co.

Copper AVires.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Bridgeport Brass Co.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co,
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkonlteCo-.Tbe
Phillips Insulated WlreCo.
RoebUng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co,

Correspondenee Schools
American School of Corresp.
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.
Ini. Correspond. Schools.

Cross-Arms. Pins and
Brackets.
Blue Ridge Locust Pin Co.
Brady, T. H.
Bunnell & Co., J. II.

Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
IndplB. Arm. Brack. & Pin Co.
Leavltt, R. H.
Tennent Insulator Pin Co.
Texas Arm & Pin Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The,
Western Elect, Supply Co.

Cut-Outs and Sivitches.
Bossert Elec, Const. Co.
liunnf'll&Co.. J. II.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson Et. Mfg, Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Senerai Elec. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hill, W, S., Elect lie Co.
.MiiiiliiiUan lOloc. Nupjily Co.
MeOuut, Robert L.
l'ulsteCo.,11. 'j'.

Siemens .t Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Wagner Elec, Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westfirri Elect. Supply Co.
WfisthighoiiHC EI. A Mfg. Co.

CUtM.
l''niriklln Eng. A Electro Co.

l>liiinicrH (Tlic<airo).
Iron Cind Ufsivlanfc Co.

llynanioM uiid noiors.
HiiKock Electric Mfg. Co.
ItiiiirK'll ,\. Co...). n.
C'lilnil K!.:cf.rlcCo.
chicii^^'o Motor and Dyn. Co.
Clilriigo IIdijsc Wrecking Co.
''TOckrir-Wlioeler Comi>any.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wkn,, Inc.
fiencnil KloctrlcCo.
Ceneral Inc. Arc IJglit Co,
Gregory Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mffc', Co.

Northern IClec. Mfg. Co.
Roth IJro.s. &Qo.
Schureman & Mayden.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Star Dynamo Works.
.Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electric Supply Co.
Westingbouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electric Railways.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Westingbouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and JUechanl-
cal Ensineers.
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Bain, Force.
lEurch. Edward P.

Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Humphrey, Henry H.
Illinois Maintenance Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Wagner, Herbert A.

Electrical Instruments.
Buiiiietl ACo., J. II.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Eleo. Supply Co.
Queen & Co.
Sage& Bro., F. B.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.

of America.
Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Stanley Instrument Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westingbouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electro-Platine Alach^y-
Besly&Co.,Chas. H.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.

Elevators-Conveyors.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Engines, Steam.
Ball Engine Co.
Camp Engineering Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. P.

Exh^stSteam Apparatus.
American District Steam Co.

Fan Outfits. V
lliinrifll .t Co-- J- II.

Central Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Fuller Co., The.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Siemens & Halske ElectricCo.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouee El. & Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
Barnett Co., G. A R.

Fire ExtintiTuiHhcrM.
Monarch Fire Appliance Co.

Flxttii-CN and Fitlln;:N.
Whlti- MfK- CO. ..I. H.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. CO.

Forges.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fuses and Fuse Wire.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Central ElectricCo.
Chicago Fuse Wire A M fg.Co.
J'^lcctric Appliance Co.
Mclntlrc Co., The C.
WctUern Elect. Supjily Co.

4j>enrH.
Benly A < 'o., ( !has. H.

4i>cit4'riil KhM", HiippliCN.
A)' I I i:\( \-w

Bunnrll .V, l.'o., J. H,
(^Jenlral lOlrctric Co.
ChlciiL'o EdlHon Co.
lOIcctrlc Api)llance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hodgr-Wulsh El. Eng. Co.
Manual tun Elec. Supj)ly Co.

McOuat. Robert L.

Mianus ElectricCo.
Stewart A Co., Frank H.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect, Supply Co.

Crlobes and Elecirical
6rlassTrare.
Holophane Glass Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co

€>OT*uors, AVater AVheel.
Lombard waterWheel Gv.Co.

Oraphite Specialties.
Besly a Co., Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Flbre-Graphlte Co.

Heaters (Feed Water).
Kelley A Son, Benj. P.

Beating and Ventilatlne
Apparatus.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Holders, Inc. liump.
Crescent Mfg. Co.
Stewart A Co., Prank II.

I uaulators and Insulat-
iue Materials.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Mica Co.
Eagle Paint & Varnish Wks,
Electric Appliance Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McOuat, Robert L.

Mica Insulator Co,
MunsellA Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
PaisteCo., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westingbouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Insulated IVIres and
Cables—Sla^Tuet IVires.
Alden Electric Co.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
India Rubber & Gutta Percba
Insulating Co.

McDermid Mfg. Co.
MlUer-Knoblock El. Mfe. Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated WlreCo.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips, Eugene F.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling'B Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elect. Const. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

I^acqucrs.
Barrett A Co., M. L.

fjamps. Incandescent,
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edlaon Co.
Colonial l^lectrlc Co.
Edison Decorative A Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Ce.
Generol Inc, Arc Light Co.
General Inc. Lamp Co.
Kentucky Electrical Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co.
Shelby ElectricCo.
Western ElectricCo.
WoHtern Elec. Supply Co,
WestliighouBO El. A Mfg. Co.

lilffhtnlne Arresters,
American Elec. Kiise Co.
Central lOlectrIc Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co,
W«Btlngbouflo EI. A Mfg. Co.

F~or ^KIpHaibA-tlovl Incf^x of Adv^r-fclsom^n-ts

liinemen's Climbers.
Klein A Son, Mathlas.

Slaenet Wires.
(See Insulated Wires.)

niechaniral DIachinery.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Robertson A Sons, Jaa. L.
StllweU-BIerce Smith-Valle.

meters.
Diamond Meter Co.
Fort Wayne Elec. Wrks. Inc.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

9Uca.
Chicago Mica Co.
MunsellACo., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus, Elec.
Crocker- wheeler Company.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co,
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co,
Westingbouse El. A Mfg, Co.

Motors — Bee I>7namos and
Motors.

Packing.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.

Patent Attorneys.
Johnston, Thomas J.
Page, Chas. G.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.,Ltd.

Platinum Bonsht and
Sold.
Baker A Co.
Gt.West. Sm. and ReflningCo.

Poles.
Berthold A Jennlngi.
Davis A Stitt Co.
Firkins A Co., O. W.
Fowler, John H.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Naugle, Holcomb A Co.
PerrTzo A Sons.
Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.
Sterling A Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester & Co., C. H.

Porcelain:
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Poorer Transmission
Machinery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
StUwell-Bierce Smith-Valle.

PuUeys,
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Rockwood Mfg. Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stllwell- Bierce Smith-Valle.

Rail Bonds.
American Steel A Wire Co.

Refiners.
Gt. West. Sm. and ReflningCo.

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.
Farles Mfg, Co.
Klemni A Co.

Re-l^'indins—Repairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co,
Cleveland Armature Works.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
McOuat, Robert L.
Schuremau A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Rheostats.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Gen'l Inc, Arc Lt. Co.
Iron Clad Resistance Co.
Sage A Bro., I-'. 1!.

Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Salt (Battery).
Amer. Battery Compound Co
Federal Battery Co.

Second-Hand Mach'y.
ChicBKO House Wrecking Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
lUlnots Maintenance (!»>,

Rose Electric Co.
Schuremau A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Walsh's Bona A Co.

Shades.
Amor. Reflector Jk Ltg. Co.
I^'arles Mfg. Co.
Klemni A Co.

Solderins Flux.
Cream Flux Co.

Sparking Plugs.
Crest Manufacturing Co,

Speakingr Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Queen A Co.
Rohertson A Sons, Jaa. L.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Springs.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Barnes Co., The Wallace.
Manrosa, F. N.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Structurul Iron IVork.
American Bridge Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American ElectricaiWorks.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec, Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Sifitch-
boards.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American El. Telephone Co.
Bruckner Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. A Elec. Co.
Chicago Hotel Tel. Co.
Couch A Seeley Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Parr Tel. A Cons. Supply Co.
Garl Electric Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co
Kansas City Tel. Mfg. Co.
Kellogg Switchb. A ISup Co
Kokomo Tel A El. Mfg. Co,
Kusel, D.A.,Tel. A EI. Mfg.Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McDermid Mfg. Co.
Mianus Electric Co.
National Tel. Equipm. Co.
North Electric Co.
R. I. Telephone A Elec. Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Co.
Star Dynamo Works.
Sterling Electric Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tel. M.Co
Swedish-American Tel. Co.
Thomas. Wilcox A Dietz.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Warner Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western Tel. Const. Co.

Tools.
Klein A Son, Mathiaa,

Transformers.
Alden Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Siemens A HalskeElectrlc Co.
of America.

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co,
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Westlnghouee El, A Mfg, Co.

Trucks, Electric Car,
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

TurbiuCriStM'ater^Vlieels.
Leffel A Co., Jas.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stllwell-Blerce Smith-Valle.

UniTersities.
University of Notre Dam?.

Varnishes.
Sterling Varnish (;;o.

Vulcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

IVire, Bare.
American Steel A WireCb.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central ElectricCo.
Drl per- Harris Wire Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Okonite Co., Tlie.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co,
Western Electric Co.
Western Electrical Sup. Co,

W^oodwork,Electrical.
Noblett, E. J.

X-Ray Outfits,
Queen A Co.
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Halt !

-friE COUNTCRSieH 16

''ORIENT"
WHICH STANDS FOR EVERYTHING-

THAT 15 BtST iN INCANDESCENT

LAMP /MANUFACTURE,.

TAaterial, W0F!.KMANSHIP

AND FACILITIES, C O M B IIN E D WITH
A KNOWLEDG-E CULLED FROn YEAKS

OF EXPERI EIMCE, EN ABLES U5 TO PRO-

DUCE A LAHP THAT IS GrU A R A N T E ELD

FOR EFFICIENCY AND GANDLC PoWtR.

Colonial Electric Co.
Jas. C/cfrA Jr a Co. Louisv///ei Kif. -—

-

r^ -• •

I

St Louis f/ec Supp/u Co. 3r Louis, Mo.
, WnAAf^'H'nPI llnin

\f/ec.supplu a Engineering Co. Defro/f; /W/ch. rvUVGIIIIU, \J \\\\) •

/ z/ a,,Ji^^/ r, r„ o^. O^i^U P/ A/j,ty V^„,^ i^,'f„ exclusive /va^ufaeturtrs of Allcidin Lomp^. Ccirned in sfocf^ on//
\J./i.aunne/B!.uo. 20 Horn r/. new ror/< c//y. try ri,e, ^tiauis c/^cti-jco/ 6u/,p/y co. \s+.haiiis.Mo. _^

Siemens & Halske Electric

Go. of America,

GENERAL OFFICES, CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS,

Railway, Lighting, Power Transmission.

IMPROVED DUNCAN INTEGRATING WATTMETERS.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, Denver, New Yorl<,

Phiiladelphia, St. Louis, San Francisco.

Constant Current Series

Long Burning Arc Lamps.

Differentially Controlled

Direct Carbon Feed,

Easily Adjusted to Different

Currents and Voltages.

Self=Adjusting Gas Check Reg-

ulates Air Admission. Burns

150 hours with Single Trini=

ming.

Write for our "Petite Arc Lamp" Catalogue.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAQO. NEW YORK.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC COMPANY, Northwestern Agents, St. Paul, ninn.

5T. LOUIS, MO., Security Building.

ANTWERP.
32 Rue Boudewyns.

LONDON. PARIS,

Bridge Chambers. 171 QueenVlctorla 46 Avenue de Breteuli.

St.. B. C, and North Woolwich. B.
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THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S

Portable Indicating Wattmeters.

For Transformer, Arc and lncan=

descent Lamp and Multiphase Motor

Measurements.

5IZES 150 TO 30,000 WATTS.

General Office: Schenectady, N. Y.

Sales Offices in All Large Cities. Chiicago Office, nonadnocl< Building.

%

1ft

1ft

1ft

1ft

1ft

Is.

1ft

1ft

1ft

1ft

1ft

1ft

%.

1ft

1ft

1ft

1ft

%
1ft

1ft

1ft

1ft

16

1ft

1ft

^

1ft

1ft

1ft

1ft

1ft

By Every Test
The Best.

Constant Potential,
3 to 5 AMPERES.

Constant Current Series,
5 to 7 AMPERES.

Alternating Current,
4 and 6 AMPERES.

OUR CATALOGUE GIVES
FULL DESCRIPTION . . .

STERLING ARC LAMPCO,
214=222 West Twenty^sixth Street,

NEW YORK, U. 5. A.

ESTABLISHED 1878. INCORPORATED 1899..

J. H. BUNNELL ^ CO.,
so PARK PLACE, Near General Postoffice, _NEW YORK.

TRADE-MARK.
-Ma>-l"Factl'rers, Importers and Dealers in

Telegraph, Telephone, Railway and Electric-lighting Apparatus and

Supplies, Instruments.Batteries, Insulated Wires & Line Equipment.
Catalogues and Circulars free on application.
Get our Special Prices before placing orders elsewhere.

We own the GOOD WILL, NAME, COPYEIGHTS, TRADE-MARKS, Patent
(No. 288881) and all other assets of the old firm of J. H. BUNNELL & CO., and
propose to maintain our rights in the premises.

J.
20 ^>ar><

tUIMIMEI-L. &
War General PostofBce, levw Yorlc.

MICA

INDIA

Valparaiso, Ind.

MANUFACTURERS

CHAMPION PAINTS
CRYSTAL VARNISH

AMBER
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Bretheren, I say unto You

/ / / ^^\^ are an e/ectric LiS^tin^ Compa/7(/,or a
.' i Ra/'/Yvac/ Compani/.

Vou afe \Yor/(//7^ for aprof/T /'/? (/oar dasiness.
Yourpowerp/ant /s a^reaf expe/7se.

Your fue/ S////s an /mporfanf /Ye/??, ano/(/^u u////ze

notmore Ma/? /sXof/t
T/re 85X /s a y/ast^ proQ''c/ct yv/7/c/:' c/oa can

" ' conver/- //7^ e/7oas/7 r/for/et/.J^i/ se////?^ ^6>ar'

^x/7au3/- S/ea/7?, fopa(/ c/oar e/7f/re fc/e/Mfor ^fye ^ear a/7c/^es/c/es/^ac/ a '

§00c///7feresf or? (/oar fnyesf/Tpenf for ^fea/7? /?7a//7S.

lf(/oa shoafo/ fefffp/s^o fo wasfe /oa are
cony/cfea' offoose f)a^/ness /7?ef/^oo(s a/7cfjasf/(/ f/af>fe fo f/pe con -
&emnaf/on of^oar sfoc/cf7o/der^. Send for^oarpamph/ef

•siSW^^^K A (fdress

. T^M^R/CAN DISTRICTSteam Co.

LocnpORT. N.Y.
Men/ion Wesferr? ^/ecrr/c/on.

The Fibre-Graphite Commutator Brush.
|

(U. S. and Foreign Patents.)

No Spiriing Under Yarying Load.

No Wear m. Commutator.

No SMftlng of Quadrant.

5

80 per cent. Pure GrapMte.

For Sample Order, and Prices, write to

^Holmes Fibre -Graphite Mfg. Co.,

I
5165 Wakefield St.. Germantown, PHILADELPHIA.

mmmmm.

NA/MY IS I

THAT

THE "BELDEN" SYSTEM

OF ARC LIGHTING
Is so far superior to any other sys-

tem on the market?

BECAUSE
It embodies features that are not to

be found in any other lamp.

We have convinced hundreds who have had arc

lamp troubles. We can convince you.

Our catalog explains the fine points of the

"Belden" and it will be sent on request.

BeMen-Larwill Electric & Wi Co.,

FT. WAYNE, IND.
AGENTS:

M. B. AUSTIN 4 CO.. 38 W. Van Buren St., Chicago.

C. E. V'LSON, care Manulacturers' Club, Philadelphia. Pa.

k. N. STEWART & CO., Deover, Colo.

We are now in a position to establish desirable
agencies in all principal cities in this end foreign
countries.

EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

FOR OAS ENGINES,

SLOT MACHINES,

AUTOMOBILES,

RAILROAD SIGNALS,

CROSSING BELLS,

SMALL MOTORS,

CTC.

CONSTANT CURRENT.

NO LOCAL ACTION.

WILL NOT FREEZE.

LIQUID TIGHT

CELLS FOR

PORTABLC

WORK.

FULL DESCRIPTION IN BOOKLET NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
135 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

BIG STOCK
CHICAGO!

DIRECT-CURRENT

HOLTZER-CABOT

FANS
no AND 500 VOLTS,

LAMINATED FIELDS,

CARBON BRUSHES,
SELF-OILINQ BEARINQS.

These Fans Made
IN BOTH

Desk ani Bracket Styles.

SEND FOR CATALOG
OF FULL LINE OF PANS.

HOLTZER-CABOT ELEC. CO.,

397 Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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WE DESIGN AND BUILD :

Power Plants and

Complete Electric Properties.

RECENT CONTRACTS:
Lansing, St. Johns 6l St. Louis (Michigan) Railway,

Power Plant for Chicago Electric Traction Co.,

Power Plant for Otis Elevator Co., Chicago.

If you are contemplating the building of a Power Plant or complete Electric Railway,

write us for a proposition.

i

ARNOLD ELECTRIC POWER STATION CO.
P

Suite 1540 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL MACHINERY
FOR POWER AND LIGHTING.

NEW YORK. N Y.. 39 Cortlandt Street. ST. LOUIS, MO., 642 Century Building.

BOSTON. MASS.. 31 State Street. CHARLOTTE, N. C, 29i S. Tryon Street.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., US Broad Street. ATLANTA, GA.. English-Amirican Building.

WASHINGTON, D. C, Kellogg Building DENVER. COLO., 311 Kittredge Building.

CHIUAGO. ILL.. Old Colony Building.

^ CROCKER -WHEELER
J COMPANY,

General Officeand Works, Ampere, N.J.
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Dearborn
Drus and CKiemical \S/orWs,

Vese-bable Ooiler Oompounds.
ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES. WATERS FREE. OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS.
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

IMPROVED

WARREN
ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO

ALTERNATING -CURRENT POWER MOTORS,
1-20 TO 2 1-2 ACTUAL HORSEPOWER.

SIMPLE. RELIABLE, SATISFACTORY.
UuUetins giving full description mailed on request.

The Emerson Electric Mfg. Co.,Brancb Office and WarehoHse

:

,
136 Liberty St., New York City.

TU-VIG'TlS'^St. CharlesSt., ST. LOUIS, MO.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT CO.,
Factory and General Offices: 672-578 FIRST AVENUE, NEW YORK.

TRADE ^^ I Mark.

Manufacturers of HIGH-GRADE'eLECTRIOAL SUPPLIES.
WRITE FOR ATTRACTIVE BULLETINS.

CHICAGO. ILL..
PHLLABELPHIA, PA.,
BOSTON. MASS.,
ST. LOUIS, MO-
CLEVELAND, OHIO,
MH^WAUKEE, WIS.,

IS West Jackson Boulevard.
522 Drexel Buildlag.

31 Milk Street.
G3S Century Building.

39-47 East Prospect Street.
408i;!lilein Buildint:.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,
DENVER. COLO ,

CINCINNATI. OHIO.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.,
CHARLOTTE, N. C .

EXPORT DEPARTMENT.

uK; Guaranty Buildinj?.
(i21 lt)th Street.

5T Perin BuildlDg.
.W8Parrott BuildiDg.
Y. M. C. A. Building.

N. Y., &72-078 First Ave.

This Trade=MarkRosrue:', ulTn'^t'i
Branches, Edison Cutouts

S» Guarantees Satisfaction
Switches, etc. — ,

PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. - CHICAflO.

Electrolysisproof Linings

and Coverings.
Two ofthe best known non-

conductors of the electric age
combined. __

An absolute non-conductor. COMPOSBD OF A8PHAI.T AMD PAPEB.
Perfect insulation guaran-
teed. Water-tight joints. No scratctiine of cables. No deterioration. Costs less laid in complete
state than any conduit on market. Quickly and easily handled. No skilled "workraen required-
Made in 7-foot lengths; 3-in, internal diameter: weight. 2 lb. to foot; made in desired sizes from
2 in. to 10 in. Manufacturers of Electrolysisproof Insulating Materials, Distributing Box and
Post Linings, Pipe C'jverlngs, Etc.

ELECTROLYSiSPROOF CONDUIT MFG. CO,,
»"'""•

'"F'A^f^SrBLS^E'fJtiNr"''"'
"•'"

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

1 a-l 7 CtrtluM St.. Ntw Ytfk.
RANCHES;

-{320 Dtwbora SL
BOSTON:

l34Coiiarits(L
SAN FRANCISCO:

71 Flo»d BalKli*.

»•!•

I

Both-Alternating and Direct Current Apparatus,

I
S.K.C. and Northern Systems.

GENERATORS, MOTORS,
Mining Equipments, Factory

and Shop Equipments.

POWER PLANTS FOR LONGEST DISTANCES.
LIGHTING AND RAILWAY

MACHINERY.
Transformers, Instruments, Switchboards.

/ -a

I STANLEY ELECTRICAL MFG. CO., NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,

I
PITTSFiELD, MASS. MADISQN, WIS.
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HORS CONGOURS
A-B Arc Lamps, Pickard Incandescent Lamps and

Packard Transformjrs have taken the prizes at the

Paris Exposition. The diplomas read 'Beyond

Competition"and"For High Standard of Excellence."

99

WE SEND BOOKLETS.
IVITIIBEK 13 ItlSiiTKIUtTIXU BOARU.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY. AMERICAN ELECTRIC FUSE CO.,

CHICAGO. 345-347 S. Canal St., CHICAGO.

INDIA B> AMBERM
IN ANV SHAPE OR PATTERN.

EMPIRE A W I C
IM^ULATED m COIVIPOIJIMD
Cluths andl'apers. M ' uneijliai.eii.

EujieneMiinsell.sCo. WIca ImiilatorCo.
2l8Hiitci St. New York Si Cliicns|o. iiiiaKcSi.

HAZARD MANUFACTURING CO,

Wires AND Cables.
HIGH-GRADE RUBBER-

COVERED,
WEATHERPROOF

MAGNET, OFFICE, ANNUNCIATOR WIRE.
Gbkebal Office and Works,

Wilkesbarre, Pa.
New York Office,

60 Dey St.

Chicago Opeice.
1201-2 Marquette Bldg

Gale's Commutator
Compound.
The Only Article That Will Prevent Sparking.

Will keep the Commutator in good condition aad prevent cutting. Absolutely will not gum the brushes.

50c. per stick. 8X.OO per dozen Send 511c. for trial stick.

FOR S.\LE BY .iLL SUPPLY HOUSES OR
t^ole JIfanuractnrers,

CHICAOO.
V Unl Clllllll 9 on l^ole Alannractnre
IVi MCLtnilAil & wUiji 909.100 Washineton t^treet.

p\>^\v\\\\\\\\\'' wici's

^5^5ss;ssss^:j^s!^S^

PERFECT
iNTiNG Plates
jby evei^rppocess.
' IGNINGANS^TRAXING.
yvfor specimens.

'''"

'NGRAVirSGfrr
_^ , ^lectrotypingI

%BORN ST.

JOHN T. McROY
302 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

138 WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO

ENGINEERING.HERBERT A. WAGNER,
Consulting Engineer

Railway Lighting and Power Plants,

415 LOCUST ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

F BELL.
PURE
PLATINUM
CONTACTS.

HUEBEL& MANGER.
286 GRAHAM STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

COAL AND ASHES HANDLING
MACHINERY. SHAFTING, PULLEYS,

CLUTCHES. PATENT MACHINE-MOULDED
ROPE SHEAVES. ETC.

CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION.

LINK- BELT MACHINERY CO.,
Engineers, Founders, Machinists.

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

CARGENT & LUNDY,

Engineers,

114a MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO.

FREDERICK SARGENT. A. D. LUNDY.

Cresf

Manufaciuring

Co.,
Cambrldgeport. Mass.

GASOLINE MOTORS
AND

SPARKING PLUGS.

CREAM FLUX
AN ABHOIvUTKIiT NON-COKROSIVK IN8UI.ATI»)&
«tOL.»RBINU FliVX FOR AL,L. HIETAI.!!!.

(J'inlalns no ucifl or any elr;mf;nl Injurious to electrical connections.

ENDORSED BY THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS AND ALL USERS.

YOU CAX make mire than double the number of perfect connecllons 1 n one-hal f the lime
with C'tam Pliix than vou can with the name amount of any other tlux. Put up in cans at

l.V-.. 2.')C.. GOc. anrl 751;'. Spoclal prloes In f|uiiniity. Send l5c. for tritil box. We guarantee
it aad It not satlafactory money will be retuaded.

THIM IH WHAT OXK VHVAl HAS TO HAV OF IT:

ti A FTER havlny tried the various Holderlnt; salts on the market, and after glvlnf,' your
** Cream Flux severe tests on heavy cable conneetloiis. and on the finest stranded

flexible drop cord work, we can safely say It meets all claim-* you make for It. I consider It

one of the beHt ever otrered for sale, Very truly.

•'l'er.I. M.OoehHt. Con-ttr. Supt. CHICVGO EDISON CO."

FOR HALE nv ALL HIJI*I*LV HOUMKH OK

CREAM FLUX CO.,
Sole ManiilQctii''ors.

100 Washington St., CHICAGO.

The General Electric Company

Has designed a special X-Ray Tube for use with

Static Machines or Heavy Discharge Coils, used in

conjunction with the Welinelt Interrupter.

Send for Catalogue No. 9050.

EDISON DECOR.\TIVE AND MINI.\TURE

LAMP DEPARTMENT,
Harrison, N. J.
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niAIIK N. PHrLLlPS, Pre«idKNT.
«. N. WA0EN6EIL, TnCkauncfi.

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS,
GENCBAL MANAaEK.

C. nOWLANO [>HltLiP5. Vicc-Pheb.
C. R. RCMIMOTON, JR.. Sec.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS.
T

I
I > FBOTZDfiltCE, B. I.

'

i^ z^/^/ BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

Nbw York Stork, W. J. Watson. 26 Cortlandt St.
Chioaoo Store, F. E. Dooahoe. 241 .MadlsoD St.
MOKTRKAL Branch. Eugene F. I'hiUtpa' Electrical Works.

MAIN orricrn and factohies, PHtLLiPSDAtr . n 1

THE "CLARK WIRE.

Stewart Patent Cord
ADJUSTER.

FOR
SWITCHBOARD.

RAILWAY

and MOTOR USE.

All sizes of

Stranded and Flex<

Ible Wire and
Cablrs with

Cl«rk's Insulation

Inspector Boston Fire Underwriters' Union says:

"A tboroughly reliable and desirable wire in every respect."

The Clark wire has been before the public and in use for the past ten years,
and has met with universal favor. We guarantee our insulation wherever used,
Aerial, Underground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not lower,
than any other first-class insulated wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues,
with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COiVIPANY,
HENRY A. CLARK, Treas. and Gen'l Manager.
BEKBERI H. EUSTIS. Pres. and Electrician.

61-63 Hampshire Street,
BOSTON, MASS.

CHAS. o. i=>aoe:,
PATENT ATTORNEY,

185 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.,

Has attended to all of our patent matters con-

tinuously since 1S91. Morgan & Wright, Chicago.

Six Years with General Electric Company.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,
Counsellor at Law,

No. 66 Broadway, - NEW YORK CITY.

Patent Causes. Patent Soliciting.

G ft H SELF STARTERS f^'r electric elevators and pumps are carefully made
wi IK Hi abki «iMnibiia from the best of materials and are guaranteed to oper-
ate satisfactorily. Send for illustrated catalogue W.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFC. CO.,IVIilwaukee, Wis.
NEW YORK OFFICE, 136 Liberty St.

The largest and oldest e.'cclusive manufacturers of rheostats in the world.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
MANUFACTURERS OF

STEEIi OUTLET AXD JUSTCTION BOXES,
BWrrCHBOARIIS. PAJTEL. BOARDS. i^WITOHEB, Wt€k

(I'aleiite.l Aumusi -21 190n.)

Cuts illustrate two methods of adjustment.

A device everyone wants.
Can be used on any size of cord.
Can be adjusted easily.
Can be used after rosette and

socket are connected.
Made of fiber.
Sold as cheap as common wood adjusters.
Order from your supply house or us.
Same price everywhere.

SAMPLES FREE.

FRANK H.STEWART it CO.,
Manufacttirers and dealers in

ALL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
35 IM. 7th St., F3hiilE>cleiF>l-iia, ^a.

[lECTM (lALVAN/Z£D (ONDU/T

'** ALL FITTINGS

RICHMOND! CONDUIT CO.

Alden Electric Co.
(Formerly Alden & Co.)

WILL OCCUPY THEIR BUILDING AT

52 and 54 W. Van Buren St., Chicago,
on and after October ist and will have in stock

All Lines of General Electric Supplies.

*trcr;:er- insulated wires and Cables, 'w^aCr,'

PITTSBURG TRANSFORMERS. "L.-H." LNCLOSED ARC LAMPS.

UP-TO-DATE ELECTRICAL COQDS.

wound.

Is adapted to all sorts and conditions of use and is unsurpassed
for actual efficiency, durability, regulation of speed, margin for

overloads and large current, and general workmanship. It has a

strong starting torque, is non-sparking, compact and reliable. The^^^~^^^^^^~^^^^^"^^^~
sizes run from l^ H. P. up and can be shunt, series or compound

All parts are standard, interchangeable and easily replaced. Full description in catalogue No. 035S.

A Lundell Motor

SPRACUE ELECTRIC COIVIPANY,
GENERAL OFFICES: 527-531 West 3»h St., New York.

i^-sf^r\^r

NATIONAL OODE STANDARD

0. K."WeiitlierprootWlre.

Slow-Bnrning Weatherproof

and Slow-Burning Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,
^ Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET R. I.

REFLECTORS!
Light is useless if you can't have

it where you want it.

Paragon Reflectors throw the

light just where you want it.

Our Incandescent Reflectors are

neat and are superior to all others.

They are green outside, glossy

enamel white inside. Reflecting

surface. Made in various styles

and sizes. Get our catalog.

American Reflector & Lighting Co.,
271-273 FRANKLIN ST., CHICACO.
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WANTED.
Dealers In electric supplies everywhere to

handle our superior grade automatic interior
telephones for hotel aud factory use. Write for
catalogue and prices Liberal inducements.
CHICAGO HOTEL TELEPHONE CO.. 334 Dear-
born Street, Chicago, III.

WANTED TO BUY.
We are in the market for ^ood second-hand

high-speed Automatic and Corliss engines. We
want several such at once. Write us, giving
lull particulars.

CAMP ENGINEERING CO.,

ISSouth Canal Street, Chicago, III.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
Dr. J- S. Romine of Chadron, Neb.,

will sell $10,000 stock of Chadron Elec-
tric Light and Power Co. for $3,000
cash; balance stock, $4,000, held by
J. D. Bacon of- Chadron, a retired
banker, he will sell on account of my
Belling, for $2,000 cash or on time, or
keep his stock. Plant cost over $16,000;

no bonds, mortgages or debts; no other
light plant; city contract. Coal, $2,95

per ton. Pure city spring water. City
of 3,0U0, healthy, good school, academy,
six churches. Business can be greatly
increased. Reason for selling, age and
business keep me s^way all the time.

EXCEPTIONAL BARGAINS!
4—45-K. W., Edison, bi-polar, no-volt

dynamos.
3—New40-K. W., Stanley, two- phase, 2,000-

volt alternator.

3—400-ampere-hour, Chloride Accumula-
tor Co., storage battery.

I—15 X 14 Ideal engine.

I

—

i^%^iS Mcintosh & Seymour engine.

12—i8_J^ X i3 Ideal engines.
3—20x36x18 Ideal, cross compound engine.
3—7^ X 5 X 6 Duplex feed pump.
I:— i,ooo-H- P. Austin open heater.

Write for our latest price list No. 40,

Illinois Maintehance Cohpany,
E. H. CHENEY, Mgr. 204 Dearborn St . Chicago.

WANTED.
First-ciafis telephone man understanding both

firound and melallic circuit systems, who has
had experience as exchange manager. Also a
man who lias iiad experience In assembling and
repairing telephones and switchboards. In
applying, furnish statement of past experience,
inclosing references, stating salarv expected.
Address H. T. C. care Western Electrician, 610
Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

^X«-l^-ri^lM Si^L.1

WANTED.
A practical telophone man to take $5,000 of

stocli in a telephone system, the money to be
used in constructing a new exchange to be added
to the system. A permanent position is offeced
totiieriglit manatafairsalary. Address at once,

Wolf River Telephone Company,
WEYAUWECA, WIS.

WANTED.
Position as engineer or electrician by a com-

]ieLent man who understands all the details of
the electric-light business. 15 years of practical
experience with steam and 12 years in electrical
work. Address"COMPETENT." care Western
Electrician, 5lO Marquette lluilding, Chicago.

POSITION WANTED.
Telei>hone electrician deshes position as

manager or superintendent of telephone ex-
chanee. Seven years' experience as foreman,
switchboard electrician, suiterintendent and
manager. First-class references as to ability
and cnaracter. Address "M. M.." care Western
Electrician, 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

AN OPPORTUNITY.
I have for sale 30 shares of stock at $100 jier

share in the Texas Arm A. Pin Co., the largest
and m'^st flourishing cross-arm institution in
the United States. My customer Is in very poor
health and needs funds, which is the only rea-
son for selling. Will furnish further particu-
lars upon application.

J. T. BEA1Y, Lawyer, Beaumont, Tex.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

WALSH'S SONS & CO.,
G60 Washington St.. Newark. N. J.

Postponed Till Nov. 10.
Kntire Property of The

Covineton, Ky..
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to an

order in bankruptcy, in the matter of the
Suburban Electric Company, a corporation
organized under the laws of the state of
Kentucky, bankrupt, No. 276, In the Dis-
trict Court of the United States for the Dis-
trict of Kentucky, I will, on the 10th day
of November, 1900, at 10 o'clock a. m., at the
Scott street entrance of the United States
Court in Covington, Ky.. sell at public auc-
tion to the highest bidder, all the property,
real and personal, of every kind and de-
scription belonging to the Suburban Electric
Company, bankrupt, lucludlng all the rights,
privileges and franchises, except the fran-
chise to be a corporation, and also its
electric lighting plant, power station, ma-
chinery, engines, boilers, dynamos, electric
machine, electric lamps and other appli-
ances and appurtenances, poles, lines, wires
and all contracts, claims and demands, and
all other property of every kind and de-
scription, also the following described real
estate belonging to the said bankrupt, situ-
ated In the city of Co.vington, Keutooi
County, Kentucky, and bounded as follows:

1. Beginning at a point on the east line
")f Madison avenue at the northeast corner
of Madison avenue aud an alley runuing
parallel to and between Fourth aud Fifth
streets; 1 hence northwardly along the east
line of said Madison avenue towai'd Fourth
street ninety (90) feet; thence at right angles
to Madison avenue one hundred and ninety
(190) feet to another alley; theuce with said
other allev and at right angles to said first-

named alley ninety (90) feet to said lirst-

named alley; thence westwardly along the
same one hundred and ninety (190) feet- to
the place of beginning.
And also the following described piece of

real estate belonging to said bankrupt, situ-

ated in the city of Newport, Campbell
County, Kentucky, to wit:

2. Lot No. 260 in the Cote Brilliant Lot
& Home Company's subdivision, fronting
thirty (30) feet on the west side of Park
avenue, and extending back one hundred
and twenty (120) feet to an alley.

-Bankrupt Sale.
Mnburban Electric Co.,
Offered VorS-lale.

The Orst tract of real estate above de-
scribed will be sold subject to such lien a»
Caroline B. Smith, Frank F. Smith, her hus-
band, and George M. Casey, or either or
them, may bave upon said real estate, whlchi
lien Is as yet undetermined In amount.
The property above described will be sold;

free from any and all Ileus or encumbrances.
except the lien or encumbrance in favor or
Caroline B. Smith, Frank F. Smith, her hus-
band, and George M. Casey, upon the said:
first described real estate aforesaid.
The second piece of real estate described-

aforesaid will be sold separately.
All the balance of the real estate, and ait

the other property and assets of every kind,
and the rights, privileges and franchises or
the Suburban Electric Company will be-
sold as an entirety and as a going concern..
The terms of the sale will be one-third (^>

cash, to be paid upon the confirmation or
the sale, the balance in equal Installments
of six and twelve months from date of sale,.
deferred payments to draw six (6) per cent
Interest and to be secured by lien upon the
property sold and also by bond with sure-
ties satisfactory to the referee In bank-
ruptcy herein; or purchaser may pay cast*
for said property upon the confirmation or
the sale. No bid for said property will be-
received from any bidder who shall not
place In the hands of the undersigned at
the time of making said bid, as a pledge-
that said bidder will make good his bid If
the sale is confirmed, the sum of fifteen,
thousand ($15,000) dollars, which sum or
fifteen thousand dollars will be credited
upon the first payment of the purchase-
money for s^id sale.

Inspection of property Invited. Full Infor-
matiou given upon application, at the offlce-

of the bankrupt In Covington, Ky.
CHARLES H. SHAW.

Trustee in Bankruptcy of the Subnrbaa
lOlectric Company.

SIMRALL & GALVIN,
Attorneys for Trustee in Bankruptcy.

FOR SALE.
A Hoft'man &. BUIings Cor-

liss engine, size 1.4s33.

BELOIT ELECTRIC CO.,
BELOIT, WIS.

MANUFACTURERS.
What have you an overstock of that

you will sell at a bargain for CASH?
Send description and catalogue.

CEORCE W. CONOVER,
General Purchasing Agent,

15 1 I Monadnock BIk., Chicago, ItU

REPAIRS REPAIRS REPAIRS
DYNAM05,M0T0R5^ ARC LAMPS, \N5TH\)M£HTS. TR ANS F O RM L R S ,T E.LLPHOU ES.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS BUILT AND DESIGNED
ROBERT L.McOUAT, REPAIR SHOPS, INI Dl AM A PO L 15, JND.

iio-Volt Incandescent Dynamos.

1 12-light Hartley, self-oHer. mu'tipolar.
2 12-llgbt EdisoD, ?i K. W.
1 26-llght Perrctt.
1 50-light Hawkeye.
1 oO-llght Card, sclt-oilcr.

1 50-llght Nowotuy, self-oiler,
"1 60-light 0. & 0.. self-oiler.

1 BS-Ught Eaison, 3 K. W., self oiler, comp,
1 60-llght Mather.
1 eo-lli'ht Tboajson-Houston, 75 T., comp.

with extra armature.
1 75-]lght Thomson-Houston, D. B.

1 7B-llght Wood, self-oiler.

1 90-liglit Westinghouse.
1 100-llght Cutten.
1 100-llght Jeniiey, comp.
1 210-llght Triumph^ self-oiler.

1 225-llght Unlleci States.
1 250-light Westinghouse, horizontal type.
1 250-Ilght Commercial, coron. self-oiler.

1 SrPO-llght T.-H., comp. self-oiler, D. 15.

S 270-llght Westinghouse, M. P., slow speed,
15 K. W., October delivery.

1 300-light Columbian, multipolar, comp.,
self-oiler.

1 340-llght Eddv. self-oiler, compound.
2 350-light Hawkeye, comp., wound.
1 250-light National, self-oiler, compound.
3 350-light Edison, 20 K. W., self-oilers.
1- 3(;0-llght Duplex multipolar, self-oiler,

compound, slow speed.
1 400-llght Wood, M. P.. self-oiler. 25 K. W.
1 450-llght Edison, 26 K. W.. self-oiler.

1 450-lli:ht norkford, BClf-olier.

4 E40-llght Edison, 30 K. W., self-oilers,

compound.
1 600-llght Elckraeyer.
1 700-llght Sleu.ens & Halske. 40 K. W.,

muttlpolai, slow speed.
2 700-llght WestinKhouse. 10-polc. slow

speeij, 40 K-. W., self-olIers,
new.

4 800-light Edison. 45 K. W.. self-ollere.

1 1350-llght Wnddell-Enz, 80 K. W., M. P.,

for direct connection.

220-Volt Generators.

1 7Vi K. W. General Electric, multipolar,
self-oiler.

1 9 K. W. ryundell, seif-oller.

1 10 K. W. Lundcii, seif-oller, multipolar,
slow speed.

1 12 K. W. Eddy, seif-oller. new arm't.
3 ]5 K. W. KdlBon, compound, seif-oller.
1 25 K. W. Edison, aeif-olier,

1 40 K. W. E. & (;., multipolar, slow speed.
1 200 K. W. Crocker-Wheeler multipolar,

slow speed, practically new.

5oo-Volt Generators.
I 16 K. W. Edison, self-oilers.
1 ]6 K. W. T.-H., self-oiler.
1 26 K. W. T.-n„ self-oiler, P. 25, com-

pound.
1 26 K. W. Edison, Mlt-oller.

regory:
ELECTRIC CO.

54-62 5.CLINTOM ST. CHICAGO.

Soo-Volt Generators—Continued.
I 30 K. W. Jenney, seif-oller.

1 35 K. W. Jenney, self-oiler, compound.
1 35 K. W. Mather, self-oiler.

3 45 K. W. Edison, compound, self-oliera.

1 75 K. W. Westinghouse, Kodak set West-
inghouse generator and West-
inghouse comp. engine, lis24x
14, all complete, fine.

1 150 K. W. Detroit (Rae) multipolar, com-
pound, seii-oiler, new arma-
ture.

Alternating Generators.

1 350-light Thomson-Houston, A. 18, comp.
wound.

1 600-llght Bain 30 K. W., seif-oller, new
toothed armature.

2 600-llght Thomson-Houston, A. 6, 30 K.
AV., self oilers.

1 600-Jlght Thomson-Houston, 30 K. W., two-
nhase.

1 600-llght T.-H., 30 K. W., slotted arma-
ture, compound, seif-oller.

2 650-lIght Thomson-Houston, A. 35, self-oll-

ei'S, composite wound.
2 750-llght Westinghouse, self-oilers, S7V4 K.

W.
1 1000-light Wood, 60 K. W., seif-oller,

toothed armature, comp. wound.
1 1200-Ilgbt Westinghouse, 60 K. W., seif-

oller, toothed arm't.
1 1200-llfc'ht T.-H., 60 K. W., self-oiler,

toothed armature.
1 J200-llght General Electric. A. GO, compos-

ite wound, toothed armature,
self-oiler.

2 )300-llght T,-H., A. 70, 1100 volts, sclf-oll-

ers, compound wound.
1 GOOOIlght Westinghouse. SCO K. W., toothed

arm.ituro, composite wound,
eelf-oller.

Arc Dynamos.
1 20]lght 20OO O. P. Western Electric.
1 sought 2000 C. P. Western Electric, self-

oiler.

1 sought 2000 C. P. Brush, No. 7.

Arc Dynamos—Continued.

35-liglit 2000 C.
40-llght 200O C.
40-light 2000 0.
45-light 1200 C.
45-llght 1200 C.

50-light 1200 C.
60-llght 20OO C.

60-llght 2000 0.
60-light 2000 C.
60-light 2000 C.
60-light 2000 C.
65-iight 2000 C.

2 75-light 1200 0.
2 76-1 ight 1200 O.
2 75-light 2000 C.
3 IK-llght 1200 C.

T.-H., ring armature.
Wood, No. 7.

Western Electric, s. o.
T.-H., M. 12, ball arm.
Brush, No. 7, Steuben-
rausch commutator.

T.-H., L. D. 12.

T.-H., M. D., 2, seif-
oller, ring armature.

Brush, No. 7%.
West. Elec., self-oilers.
Westinghouse.
Wood, No. 8.

Brush, No. 8, new ar-
mature.

Wood.
Standard, self-oilers.
Westlngh'se, self-oiler.
Excelsior, latest type,
self-oilers, fine.

1 3 H. P.

1

2

3 H.
3 H.
5 H.
5 H.
7'/4H.
714 H.
7'^ H.
8 H.

P
P
P
P
P.
P.
V.
p.

10 H.
10 H.

p.
p.

10 H.
12 H.

p.
p.

15 H.
18 H.

p.
p.

220-Volt Motors.

p. Edison, seif-oller.
f. E. it C, new. self-oilers, M. P.,

slow speed.
1^. Crocker Wheeler, seif-oller,

slow speed.
Gen. Elec, type I. B., self-

oiler.

C. .t C, seif-oller.

Card, slow speed, self-ollers.
Eddy, ring type, seif-oller.
Westinghouse, seif-oller.
Roth, seif-oller.
Eddy, seif-oller.
Edison, seif-oller.
General Electric multipolar,

seif-oller.
Ke.78tone, seif-oller.
Eickmeyer, elevator motor,

with controller.
Lundell, solf-oller.
Lundcii, 10 K. W., multipolar,

seif-oller, slow speed.
Eddy, seif-oller, new arm't.
Edison, self-oiler.

220 Volt Motors—Continued.
1 30 H. P. Edison, 25 K. W., seif-oller.
1 60 H. P. E. & C, multipolar. Slow speed.
1 60 H. P. Northern, M. P., seif-oller,

newly rewound throughout.
1 75 H. P. Sprague, seif-oller, new arm't..
1 226 H. P. Crocker-Wheeler. M. P.

500-Volt Motors.
1 H H. P. Detroit, series wound.
I 1 H. P. Jenney, fieif-oiier.

II H, P. Crocker - Wheeler, seif-oller..
slow speed.

11 H, P. Lundell, seif-oller, Blow speed_
11 H. P. C. & C, seif-oller.
13 H. P. Toledo, seif-oller.
13 H. P. Hobart, seif-oller.
1 3 H. P. Jenney, self-oiler.
2 3% H. P. Kocktord, ironclad, self-oilers.
1 10 H'. P. Eddy, seif-oller, multipolar.
1 10 H. P. C. & C.
1 10 H. P. O. & C, self-oiler.

1 10 H. P. Commercial, self-oiler.
1 10 H. P. Card, M. P., seif-oHer, slow spi.
1 16 H. P. Eddy, self-oiler.

1 IS H. P. Thomson-Houston, seif-oller.
2 18 H. P. Edison, 15 K. W., self-ollers.
2 18 H. P. C. & C. self-ollers
1 20 H. P. Commercial, self-oiler.
1 20 H. P. Card, scIf-oIler.
1 30 H. P. T.-H., seif-oller, D. 25.

1 30 H. P. Edison, 25 K. W., self-oller.
1 35 H. P. Jenney, self-oller.
1 40 H. P. Jenney, self-oller.
1 40 H. P. Mather, self-oller.
1 60 H. P. Edison. 45 K. W., seif-oller.

Alternating-Current Motors.
SINGLE PHASE.

1 V4 H. P. Stanley. 100 volts, 16000 alterna-
tions, single-phase.

2 1 H. P. Ft. Wayne, 100 v., 125 cycle, self-
oilers, single-phase.

1 Vk H. P. Ft. Wayne, 100 volts, self-oller,-
single-phase.

16 H. P. "Wagner, single-phase, 60 cycle,.-

200 volts.

Alternating Current Hotors.
MULTIPHASE.

1 1 H. P. Westinghouse, seif-oller, 2-phB8e.-
60-cycle, 100 volts.

1 10 H. P. Gen. Electric, seif-oller, 3-phaBe,
type, 8-10-900, Form A, 60-cycle..
110 volts.

Automobiles.
I Wood's electric runabout, with top, car-

ries 2 persons, practically new.
1 Electric open phaeton, seats 3 persons, flue-

conditlon,
1 Electric "trap," carries 4 persons, new.

TRANSFORMERS, METERS AND ARC LAMPS.
NOTICE,—All mBohinas are acluallv In ttoch ready tor prompt deilvary. All machlnflB are guBrantoed. Write for particulars and tend lor MONTHLY BARGAIN SHEET with net oafth pileov.
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SECOND-HAND
Dynamos and Mofors.

We invite correspondence
with those wishing to

bny or sell.

SCHUREMAN & HAYDEN,

140 S. Clinton St., Ctiicato.

OUR STUDENTS.
SUCCEED

INCREASED SAURY.
I was gening 530 a month as

assistant in an Electric Light-
ing Plant when 1 took up the
Electrical Engineering Course.
Since that time, 1 have passed
fourCivil Sen'icc Examinations,
and have had my salary raised
four times. 1 am now getting
58? per month, and can trutli.

fully say that 1 owe my success
to correspondence instruction.

R.G.ELLIOTT.
Dannemora, N. Y.

MACHINIST TO ENGINEER.
r recommend The Interna-

tional Correspondence Schools
as heing one of the best means
through which to obtain an edu-
cation. The method employed
is simple and easily understood.
At the time I enrolled, I was
holding a position as machinist
andsteam fitter. lamnowchief
engineer for I.S.& T. Elkinton,
Philadelphia'. Pa.

WM. R. HORNER.
Philadelphia. Pa.

J12 to S70, Id Small Mootbly InslallnieDts, pays for a

Salary-Raising Education
In Electrical Engineering- Electric Light and Power.

Telephonv. Telegraphy. Steam, -Mechanical,

'and Civil Engineering.

Established 1891. Capital, $1,500,000.

Send/or Circulars and Local Re/creneei.

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,

Box lOOZ.Scraaton, Penoa.

Send for Circular and

Prices.

zm

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the World.

SSSV FOK CIECDLAB AND FBIOEd.

THE lECLANCH'E BATTERY CO.,
Ill lo 117 East 13IslSt.. N. Y

=#

D

Manufactured by

HARTWIG & MILLER,
DETROIT, MICH.

WANTED ".1°:

CEO. F. SCHWALM CO.,

FOR SPOT CASH
BURNED OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND BASES.

Fri^icril Paid anil Hiyhes

HARRISON, N.J.

\hi\ IRIIMO.
The satisfactory kind that brings your second order.

Armatures, transformers and fields rewound. Commutators refilled. Machint^
rebuilt. All work guaranteed. Low prices. Write us.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL REPAIR CO.,
L. D. Telephone, Main S1 14. 141 S.Clinton Street, CHICAGO.

EAGLE
INSULATING

VARNISH.

Best made, light col-
ored, remains elastic.

Send for sample and
be convinced.

Eagle Paint & Varnish Works,
PITTSBURG. PA.

B ERECKL
rotheRS

39-43
W. WASHINGTON ST.

CHICAGO.

Manfrs.

of the

weil

known
Perfection
SCND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULA

Bruslies

for

Dynamos

and

Motors.

AND PRICE LIST.

REPAIRS t?iclMoeTJdil|'!':: National Electric Company's Macliines.

MACHINERY AND SUPPLIES
AT BARGAIN PRICES.

FOR SALE.
IrVe are constantly pnrchasing entire factories and

plants. We bunght from the Sionx City Traction Co.
tlie folloiring:
No. SI 2 13x22x12 Westlnghouse com-

pound engines.
No. S2 1 pair 17?lx24 Williams automatic

engines, coupled together.
No. S3 2 generators, type D. S. Westing-

house, bi-polar, size, 80 K. w.
No. S4 2 60x16 horizontal tubular boilers.
No. SS 1 450 H. P. Hazleton water tube

boiler, 2 Roney furnaces with
stokers.

No. S6 1 WorthlngtOD duplex pump, 6x4
xO.

No. S7 1 Koerschell heater, 2x9 feet.
No. Si> 1 Hancock inspirator, 1% inches.
No. S9 38 feet 6%-inch shafting.
No. SIO S9 feet 8inch shafting.
No. Sll 8 feet 4Ts-inch shafting.
No. S12 15 feet 10-lnch shafting.
No. S13 2 6%-inch flanged coupringg.
No. S14 1 8-inch flanged coupling.
No. S15 1 6%x4% flanged couplings.
No. S16 1 60x38x6% in. double arm drive

pulley.

No. S17 4 60x16x6% In. Hill friction
ciutch pulleys.

No. SIS 1 60x28x6% In. Iron pnlley,
leather covered face.

No. S19 1 60x16x4% in. iron pulley.
No. S20 1 14x43x8 in. iron pulley.
No. S21 2 6%x20 chain oiling pillow

blocks.
No. S22 5 6%xl5 chain oiling pillow

blocks.
No. S23 1 4%xl5 chain oiling pillow

blocks.
No. S24 1 72x26x8 in. Dodge wood pnlley.
No. S25 2 14 ft. X 16 in. cable drums; 6

grooves for l^-inch cable.
No. S26 1 12 ft. X 17 in. x 16 in. spur gear.
No. S27 10 C.\18 in. pillow blocks.
No. S28 2 double ply dynamo belts, 16-

inch width, 57 feet long.
No. S29 1 double ply dynamo belt, 14^-

inch width; 71 feet long.
No. S30 1 double ply dynamo belt, 14^-

inch width: 48 feet long.

WE PURCHASED FROM P. D. ARMOUR & CO., Union Stock
Yards, their entire boiler outfit. Armour & Co. changed their
motive power from steam to electricity at a cost of over $2,GOO.
GOO, as a result of which they sold to us all th«*ir fine horizontal
tubular boilers, consisting of 4-8—60xl 6. l 2—54x1 6, 1 2—6Gx 1 8.

They are all in excellent condition and have been thoroughly
overhauled, all weak parts replaced.
We also purchased the HASTINGS, NEB., ELECTRIC PLANT,

consisting of the following:
No. S326 1 9%xl2 Armlngton & Sims en-

gine.
No. S327 2 650-llght incandescent dyna-

mos.
No. S328 2 2S-llght Ball arc dynamos.

No. S329 2 60x16 horizontal tubular boil-
ers.

No. S330 2 66x16 horizontal tubular boil-
er*.

Shafting, hangers, couplings, etc.

S70
S71

S72
S74
S75
S76
S77

ENGINES.
S64 12x20x12 Westlnghouse auto-

matic compound.
S66 12x20x14 Ball automatic com-

pound.
566 12x24 Zeabm Bros.
567 12x20 horizontal slide yah e.

S2(B 13x16 Twin engines, tandem
bed.

13x16 horizontal side crank.
13x18 four valve Russell auto-
matic.

13xajxl5 Armlngton & Sims cross
compound condensing.

13x16 Erie horizontal.
14x14 automatic Ideal.
14x24 Richards horizontal.
14.X24 box bed.
14x20 Atlas automatic.

S78 14x24 Bay State.
578 14x30 Cnmner.
579 14%xl3 Armlngton & Sims auto-

matic.
580 15x14 automatic Ideal.
SSI 16x14 Smith, Beggs & Rankin au-

tomatic.
S207 16x36 WoodruCT & Beach.
S20S 17?ix24 pr. auto. Williams,

coupled.
582 18x30 250 H. P.
583 20x22 Corliss.
584 20x36 Corliss.
SSo 20x42 Corliss.
S86 26x48 Corliss.
SS7 20x24 horizontal, bos bed.
5209 66x20 Chandler & Taylor.
5210 40 11. P. Rice automatic.
5211 35 H. P. Chandler & Taylor.
SSS 22x42x48 Allls tandem condens-

ing.
S89 14x20 Russell automatic.

10 H. P. Davis & Rankin.
10 n. P. slide valve.
40 H. P. slide valve.
60 H. P. slide valve.
20 n. P. Mliburn.
No. 874 Racine automatic, 9-lnch
stroke.

80 H. P. rarquhar.
No. 1 Russell high-speed auto-
matic.

12 H. P. Giant.
14 H. P. Giant.
6 H. P. automatic Westing-
house.
10 H. P. gas engine.
13 H. P. Davton gasoline.
35 H. P. upright.
40 H. P. Otto gas.
60 H. r. Otto gas.
19 H. P. Lewis gasoline.
50 H. P. Raymond gasoline.

5172 68 H. P. Atlas.
5173 10x20 side crank.
5174 Otis furnace hoist engine, 2

cyl., 8x10.
S177 13x16 Twin engines, tandem

bed.
S179 7x14 Ames cylinder.
S273 16x30 balance wheel, 14 feet

dlam.
1 H. P. gasoline.
leVaxSO Buckeye.
6x12 horizontal slide valve.
14x28 horizontal slide valve.
12x24 marine oscillating.

SSO
S91
S92
S93
S94
S95

R96
S97

S99
SlOO

SlOl
S102
S103
S104
S105
S106
8167

S274
R275
S276
S277
S278

No. S279 30x30 slide valve.
No. S280 36x42 slide valve.
No. S281 24x30 slide valve.
No. S282 10x15 center crank.
No. S283 6x8 box bed, side crank.
No. S284 16x36 Sinker & Davis.
No. S285 9x9 upright, center crank.
No. S286 9x14 horizontal, side crank
No. S287 9x12 Nagnl.
No. S2S8 7.\7 side crank.

MISCELLANEOUS.
UO-VOLT INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS.
No. SM145 2 T.-H. 500-light. UO-volt, di-

rect connected.
No. SM146 1 50-llght Edison dynamo.
No. SM147 1 25-llght C. & C.'dvnamo.
No. SM148 1 2E0-light Edison dynamo.
No. SM149 1 100-llght Rocktord dvnamo.
No. SM150 2 500-light T.-H. dvnaiios.
No. SM151 1 150-light Eddy dynamo.
No. SM152 1 lOO-light. 110 volt, Weston

dvnamo.
No. SM153 1 260.1ight Hawkeye dynamo.

500-VOLT GENERATORS.
No. SM154 1 No. S T.-H., 75 E. W.. 500-

volt.

550-VOLT GENERATORS.
No. SM155 2 type U. S. Westlnghouse

bi-polar; 80 K. W.; 350 revo-
lutions, 550-volt.

ALTERNATORS.
No. SM156 1 60 K. W.; 1,000-volt; West-

lnghouse; complete with
switchboard, exciter, one ex-
tra brand new armature for
exciter, two field coils.

No. SMI57 1 500-light National; exciter
oh shaft.

No. SM158 1 600-ilght T.-H. alternator;
1,000-volt.

No. SM159 1 600-light T.-H.; 2,040.volt
No. SM160 2 25 K. W. Westlnghouse Al-

ternators; 1,150-volt; 16.000 al-
ternations; switchboard and
instruments.
ABC DYNAMOS.

No. SM161 25-iight; 2,000 c. p. low ten-
sion; one extra armature for
same.

No. SM162 3 50-Iight; 2,000 c. p.; T -H
No. SM163 1 No. 8: 60-lIght; arc; 2,000

c. p.; Wood.
No. SM164 1 80-Ilght Western Electric

dynamo.
No. SM165 20-Ilght, 2,000 c. p. Sperry;

switchboard and instru-
ments.

MOTORS.
No. SMI66 1 20 H. P., 500-volt Ft

Wayne.
No. SM167 1 3 H. P., 500-volt., T.-H.
No. S168 1 McGowan condenser, steam

cyl., 8-Inch.
No. S169 1 hoisting engine and holier. 6s

12, made by Kendall & Bro.
PUMPS.

We carry over 350 different makes and
sizes. Write for complete list.

BOILERS.
Ail kinds of horizontal, tubular fire-

box, etc. Our complete list on applica-
tion.

SUPPLIES.
W^e carry all kinds of shafting, hangers, ronplings,

pulleys, belting; in fact, anything in the line ofsupplies.

Write for our complete catalogue No. 156.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.,
W. 35th and Iron Sts., Chicago.
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We Cater to Those Who
Demand the Best.

Swedish-American

TelephoneCompany, J
69-75 W. JACKSON BLVD.. CHICAGO, ILL.

•••••^

Kellogg Central Battery
i

I

I

SYSTEIN/I
Is adapted forboth small and large exchanges, and for all kinds of service,

including

TOLL AND LONG DISTANCE LINES.
Call and let us explain it to you. Kellogg apparatus has stood the test of ^
service in the largest exchanges in the United States and is guaranteed as to T
efficiency and non-infringeraent.

SERIES, BRIDGING AND PORTABLE DESK TELEPHONES.

NATIONAL APPARATUS
Metallic Circuit Multiple

Switchboards.
Positive Doable Supervisory Signals. Central Energy.

Simple and Itleclianically Perfect.
All Circnlts Perfectly Balanced Electrically.

Cost of Operation and Maintenance Reduced to a
minimum.

The method of Operating that we have adopted has been
determined npon, by long years of experience and

practical operation by the very best telephone
engineers, to be unexcelled.

National Telephone Equipment Co.,
330-333 liafayette Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

HUGO SCHUMAOHEK, Prest.

J. A. ARBOGAST, Vlce-Prest.

MAX SCHUMACHER, Sec'y and Treas.

M. GABL, Supt.

KELL0G6 SWITCHBOARD AND SUPPLY COMPANY,
229 SOUTH CREEN ST., CHICAGO.

Magnet Wire
Our Specialty: The Best Stock of fine

sizes of Single Silk Insulated Magnet
Wire la the country. Also Double Silks,

Single and Double Cottons.

THE MgDERMID MFG. CO.,
207 S. CANAL ST.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

20TH

CENTURY

APPARATUS.
Toll-line equlpm'nt,

bridging apparatus,

switchboards lor

exchanges, Central

Energy and Mag-

neto systems.

Junction Terminals, Cable Heads.

Send for our 20th Century Telephone
Catalogue now In press.

EUREKA ELECTRIC CO.,
157-167 South Canal St.,

CHICAGO. U. S. A.

Duplex jack, one of the many
special features

EUREKA METALLIC

EXPRESS SWITCHBOARD.

Size 17x17

Official Design,

Enameled

Botli Sides.

50c. Each.

INDEPENDENT

^LOCAL^X AND^
v'longV

^distance^
SYSTEM

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
IB Complete, Durable, Reliable.

The only manufacturers selling a complete line of

Public Exchange, Toll Line, Police, Klre Alarm,

Street Railway, Central Station and Intorcommunl-

catlnK Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co.,

72-82 W, Jackson Blvd.,

aBTCATALOa. CHICAOO, U. S. A.

Garl Electric

Company,
AKRON, OHIO.

Sole Patentees and
Manufacturers of

Girl Railway, Hotel and Factory Telephone

Systems. Garl Electric Gun for Fire

and Burglar Alarms.
Intercommunicalinff
Factory Telephone.

No. 1900

MIICANUmK miPHONB CO.

36 to 50 Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL.

Our new No. igoo Telephones with Disc Carbon Lightning

Arrester for SERIES and BRIDGING work are winners. Try them.

OUH CENTRALIZED BATTERY SYSTEM

is a great success; likewise our

MULTIPLE SWITCHBOARDS.

Telephone Apparatus
Of All Kinds Manufactured.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL AND TOOLS LOWEST PRICES.

A BIG LOT OF SECOND-HAND PHONES, IN GOOD

ORDER, CAN BE HAD FOR A SONG.

Let us tell you about them.

STANDARD

Telephone and Electric

Gompany,

MADISON, WIS.
Manufacturers and Importers

High Grade

Telephone Apparatus
EXCLUSIVELY.

WRITE FOR I900 CATALOGUE.
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MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., 32 CORTLANDT STREET,

1,000,000 seld during tbe

past twelve months.

riesco Dry Battery-

Acknowledged the Best

Dry Cell Manufac-
tured.

Price each, 40c.

Standard size. 2Hx6^

We make all sizes.

Telephone Receivers.

Hard Rubber, each $1.25

Battery Zincs.

We have purchased the plant of the Carr
Metal Company and can furnish the Carr com-
posite zincs in all forms and quality heretofore
supplied by that company.

Price $6.00

We make a number of different styles.

Telephone Outfit,

• ') No. 14,

\\ ith our liiEh-grade car-
bon transmitter, which
will he sent on approval
to responsible parties.

Price, with two cells Mes-
co Dry Battery, $9.oo.

Alarm Clock Outfit, No. 1^.

Price, Outfit $3.75
" Clockonly 2 25

Pony Telephone Receiver.

Retail price, 00 cents

Dittmar Pocket Bat-
tery Gauge.

Will register the
strength of open or
closed circuit batter-
ies.

Price each, $3.50.

Desk Telephone Outfit.

No. II.

Price $9.00

We make a dozen differ-

ent lelephone Outfits.

Iron Box Bells, No. 97.

2^,3, SH and 4 Inch. Special prices

OUR PRICES given above do not fairly represent quotations to the trade or to parties ordering quantities.

WE MANUFACTURE a large percentage of ttie goods found in our catalogue. Calalogne No. 11—Kof Readj.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,^''°i^^'Ta'J^r''

IT'S ALL RIGHT.

Webb's Telephone Hand-Book. A book for the
expert as well as the novice. Price $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
5IO IVI^rqvj^'t-te' SuBldins, ^t^i<s^e^

I. H. VAN VLISSENGEN, Prest.

L. 6. WHEELER. Vice-Prest.

W. C. HEINROTH. Treas.

L. G. BOWMAN, Secy and Gen'l Mgr.

Western Telephone Construction Co.,

153-159 South Jefferson St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Try to get good n'ork ont of poorly made apparatus

First-class, np-to-date eqnipment saves time,
worry and monfy?

We can furnish yon with the best on the marliet.

\a/e: iviake it.
Write for prices. Orders tilled promptly.

inTDrcTiour coits.

VARLEY DUPLEX MAGNET CO
FISHER BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL. 138 7TH ST., JERSEY CITY, N. J.

We Don't |

Want

the Earth

Merely give •
us your ear
and con-
sider our

I DIVIDEND PAYERS....
Telephones, that never weak- ont. ]!Iagnets that •
never deteriorate. Carbon that never disinte-

*
grates. Toll Boards that take care of them- S
selves. Switchboards that never give trouble. •
Multiple Boards for exchanges—all sizes. Cur- *
rent Protectors that never fail.

Maintenance
Kepair expeimse;^Bednced, to the

inimnza

THAT'S WHY PATRONS UPHOLD
I

<3^^ ^^C^^^^^^P^'^^^^^^T^^-^^X
Write for catalog. 63-75 FRANKFORT STREET, CLEVELAND, 0.
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..VIADUGL
BALTIMORE, MAKE

TELEPHONES
AND EVERYTHING ELECTRiCAL

THE SHORT LINE
TO

Houghton, Calumet,
marquette

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

IS THE ONLY LINE RUNNING

^olid Trains i^ Copper Country

!) CALUMET
Thanoock

oB HOUGHTON

LBUcy%SjS''/«-E?"=TTE

jB'«ON MOUNTAIN
2 Wausaukee

MENOMINEE
MARINETTE

^|MILWAUKEE

THROUGH SLEEPING CaRS. COACHES AND
BAGGAGE CARS

Leave Chicago daily at 10:30 p. m.

From Union Passenger Station, Canal & Adams Sts.

City Ticket Office. 93 Adams St.

TELEPHONE AND

CONST. SUPPLY CO..
CHICAGO.

NEW CATALOGUE FREE,

Kokomo Telephones for 1 900.

New Tubular Arm; No Cord In sight.

High-Grade Full Nickel-Plated Bell,

Bipolar Receiver, together with the

Kokomo Long-Distance Transmitter,

Making up the most efficient Telephone on the market for
Exchange and Toll-line work. we have improved the
Telephone, also the price, to a point that will Interest you.
Write us for information.

KOKOMO TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

KOKOMO. IND.

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE SUPPLY CO.,
TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES,

19 SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO.
"Monarch" Galvanized Telephone Wire, "Extra BE" a^id "BE" Galvanized Telephone Wire, Hard-drawn
Copper Telephone Wi e. Rubber Covered Wire, Weather-proof Iron Line Wire, Annunciator Wire. Office
Wire, Galvanized Steel Snand, Crosby Clips. Guy Clamp."*, Bust' n Cable Hanpers, Turn Buckle*'. Measen-
•rer Po'e Supports, Galvanized Thimbles, Guy Kuds. Ground Rods, Stombaugh Guy Anchors, Eye Bolts,
Cross Arms, Crois Ann Braces, Pins and Brackets, Lajr Screws and Bolts, Insulators, Knobs, Tools, etc., ttc.

Send for complete catalogue of

MAGNETO BELLS, TELEPHONES,
MEDICAL BATTERIES and

ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES.
All Goods Hieli Grade In Every Bespect

MIANUS ELECTRIC CO., Mianus, Conn.

Send for our New Book Catalogue-Just Out.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, 510 Marquette BIdg,, Chicago.

A Direct Heading Ohmmeter.

Obmineters,
Ammeters,

Voltmeters.
Special Electrical Machinery.

F. B. iSAGE & BRO.,
Successors to American Electric Specialty Co.,

1»3 I^iberty St., Kew York City.
'

New York Agents Wirt Electric Co. Rheo-
stats and Brushes.

MDNDNRDUTE
I IS TUt DIRECT LINE

I
BETWEEN

\ CHICAGO,.
INDIANAPOLIS,

iCINCINNATI

LOUISVILLEh
CITY office: 232 CLARK ST.,

-,i^ri=-t^ CHICAGO.

STERLING ELECTRIC CO.,
CXCLUSIVC MANUPACTURCRS OF

BELL-STYLE TELEPHONE
FOB THB IDiDSFENDEIST FIELD.

Main Office and Factory at LAFAYETTE, IND. Branch Office, Chicago.

CHICAGO OFFICE, No. liiCO MOSIAUNOCK BVIIiDIKG.

RESISTANCE WIRES
Bare and Covered. For All Purposes.

SEE OUR CATALOGUE.

DRIVER-HARRIS WIRE CO.
NEWARK, N. J.

Henry H. Humphrey,
Consulting
Electrical Engineer.

Central Lighting Stations,
Electric Power Transmission.

543, 544 and 545 Century Bid g., St. Louis.

BOOKS.
BUY YOUR BOOKS FROM THE

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
510 Marauette BIdg.. CHICAGO.

fifiBRACE UP"
Your Telephone, Telegraph and Trol-

ley Poles, by using the celebrated

SiOMBauQH Guy Anchor

AND THEY WILL

ALWAYS STAND ERECT.

No holeH to dlff. Xou
screw them In the
ffrooDd and there they
»tay, defylns mp-
rootai.

PRACTICALi ANU IMBX.I>BIir»IVE.

Six sizes, 3J (0 12 inch diameter.

Oliiers Use and Endorse Them, Why Not You 7

MANUFACTURED
8V . . PHILIP SMITH, Sidney, Ohio, U.S.A.

W. N. MATTHEWS & BRC, St. Louis, Mo.,
Genejal Western Agents. » to 12 In. Uluinetor.

New and Revised Edition JUST ISSUED.

American Telephone Practice
By KEMPSTER B. MILLER, M. E.

COIVTBIVTS.
Chapter I —History and Principles of the Magneto Telephone. 11 —History

and Principles of the Battery Transmitter. HI,—The Telephone Re-
ceiver, IV.—Carbon Transmitters. V. — Induction Coils. VI.—Bat-
teries. VII.—Calling Apparatus. VIII.—The Automatic Shunt. IX.

—

The Hook Switch, and Circuits of a Telephone. X.—Commercial Call-

ing Apparatus. XI.—The Telephone Relay or Repeater. XII.—Self-

induction and Ca'pacity. XHI.— Telephone Lines. XtV. — Simple

Switchboards for Small Exchanges. XV.—Listening and Ringing Appa-
ratus for Switchboards. XVI.—Self-Restoring Switchboard Drops. XVII.

—Complete Switchboards for Small Exchanges. XVIII.—Lamp Signal

Switchboards. XIX. —The Multiple Switchboard. XX —Transfer Sys-

tems. XXI. — Common-Battery Systems. XXII. — House Systems.

XXIIL—Protective Devices. XXIV.—Distributing Boards. XXV.—Party
Lines Non-Selecilve, XXVI.—Party Lines. Step by Step Selective Sig-

naling. XXVII.—Selective Signaling by Strength and Polarity. XXVIII,
—Harmonic Systems of Selective Signaling. XXIX.—Wire forTelephone
Use. XXX.—Pole Line Construction. XXXI.—Overhead Cable Con-
struction. XXXII.—Underground Cable Construction. XXXIII.—Test-
ing. XXXIV. — Automatic Exchanges. XXXV. — Storage Batteries.

XXXVI.—Specifications.

518 large octavo p iges, 379 Illus. Price, $3. 00.

This is the first complete treatise on Telephony in the

English language. The author was peculiarly qualified for the

task, having been an examiner in the U. S. Patent Office in

the telephonic class, and subsequently as a telephone engineer

had a v/ide experience in every branch of telephonic work. The
text is profusely illustrated by cuts of commercial apparatus
and carefully prepared diagrams of circuits. No diagram is

given without a full explanation. The apparatus, circuits and
methods of the American Bell Telephone Company and of the

various independent companies are fully described. The
apparatus and methods used in making all of the tests required

in commercial telephone work are fully treated.

Cofies of this or any other electrical book fublishcd sent frepaid,
to any address in the luorld, on receipt of price.

510 Marquette Building,

CmCAOO, ILLINOIS.Electrician Publishing Co.,
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U. S. NAVY SPECIFICATIONS
Call for Dry Cells eciiial to "New Standard Dry
Battery'" in E. M. F. (1.5 volts) and entirely
free from acid. Enough said. Prices as low as
any imlialions. Xew Cataloixue for the askin?;.

WILLIAM ROCHE
INVCNTOn AND SOLE MANUFnCTUREH

4-2 VESEY STREET. NEW YORK CITY
Senit lor Catalogue ami iiiention Westein EleL'trioi:»u-

Faster than ever

to California

CHICAGO
& NORTH-WESTERN

RAILWAY

fUE OVERLAND LIMITED leaves

Chicago 6.30 p. m. daily via Chicago-

Union Pacific & North-Western Line, ar-

rives San Francisco 5.15 afternoon of

third day and Los Angeles 7.45 next
morning. No change of cars; all meals
in Dining Cars. Buffet Library Cars
with barber. The best of everj'thing.

Tfie Pacific Express leaves 10.30 p. m.
daily. Tourist Sleepers daily to Califor-

nia and Oregon and personally conducted
e.\cursions every Wednesday from New
England. Send 4 cents postage for

"California Illustrated" to Chicago &
North-Western Railway,

461 Broatl«-ay, - New '^'ork

Ml Ches't St.. - Pliilacielphii

^68 Washington St., Bostoi
^01 Main St., - - Ruffal<

-i:: Clark St..- - Chicag.

433 Vine St,. - Cincinnati
507 Sniithfield St.. Pittsburtr

=34 Superior St., - Cleveland
77 Campus- Martiu 5, Detrfit
= KingSt.,EasE.Toronto,Ont.

Send your Book Orders to

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

510 Marquelte Illtii;,, riiica'.io.

M'CORMICK TURBINE.
On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft.

Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Qlves a higher percentage of useful effect than any other water-wheel
heretofore made. All sizes, right and left hand, are built from patterns per-
fected under systematic tests in the Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and those contem-
plating the improvement of powers, will find it to their interest to confer
with us, as we are willing to guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter what make of turbine has been In use. STATB REQUIRBriENTS
AND SEND FOR CATALOQUE.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.

DEALERSZaEHCONTRACTORS
For Satisfactory Intercommunicating

At bottom prices, wrFte to

THOMAS, WILCOX & DIETZ, Cleveland, Ohio.

TELEPHONES.
We are now manufacturing telephone instruments complete. AVe

want to send PREPAID A SAMPLE 'PHONE to every exchange in the

west. If not satisfactory return at our expense. Write us for prices and
one of our new handsomely illustrated telephone catalogues. We also

carry a full line of telephone and electric-light supplies.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.
KANSAS CITY, MO.

LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE, 2279.

DO YOU WANT
QUICK SHIPMENTSTELEPHONES.

Ask us what we can do for you on short notice on Tele-
phones, Switchboards and Line Material.

Kansas City Telephone Mfg. Co.,
3. I^^ns^s ^i\y, IVI^.i^^ou r

A TRIAL MEANS ITS ADOPTION.

WE INVITE AN INVESTIGATION

American Battery.
Componnd Co.,

224-226 S. Clinton St.. CHICAGO.

----g™=

Wright Gable Hanger.
SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

R.L TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

MeDtloa this paper.

NEW CATALOGUE OF

ELECTRICAL BOOKS
You Ought to Have One. Sent Free on Request,

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
510 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

X

X

;
X

X

>»<
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Horizontal Internal Self-Oiling Engines, 25 to 600 H. P.

Horizontal Medium Speed Engines, 300 to 800 H. P.

Vertical Compound Engines, 1 00 to 800 H. P.

The Ball Enoine Co., Erie, Pennsylvania.

Buflingtun

Best line from
Chicago and St. Louis

to

Kansas City
Modern, comfortable equipment—

Pullman sleeping cars, reclining

chair cars and dining cars a la carte.

All with wide vestibules and bril-

liantly lighted.

"Colorado" "California"
Are the titles of valuable descriptive book-

lets which can be hart for six cents in postage

each by sending to T. S. ECSTIS, General

PassengerAgent C. E. & Q. E. E.,CHICAGO

BATTERY JARS.
Machine-made Itattery .Tars avc Belter and

Stronger than the hand-blOwn, being more Uni-
form and of EquarDis^ribution.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR OUR JAR.
We are the only concern making Battery Jars

by machinery.
THE GILCHRIST JAR CO.,

Office and Factory: - - ELMER, N.J.

New Illustrated Catalogue
NOW READY.

EleYatiDE-CopeyiflEMacMieri
Send for Copy.

THE JEFFREY MFG. CO.. Columbus. 0.

THE IMPROVED BERRYMAN
(KELLEY'S P.\TEXT)

Feed Water
Heater and Purifier.

UNIQUE
in Its effectiveness and up-to-date
In every respect, at a price that
ivill assure consideration, Vaatly
Buperiorto any Feed Water Heater
on the market.

Benj'. F. Kelley & Son,
91 Liberty St., New York.

t}A nHUn Heaters, 2,000. '..500,
iiu annu 1^200, i,ooo, soo, mo, 300,
80 horse power and others.
Larprest stock in America. Mostly
all taken in trade for our Im-
urnved Berryman.

SMALL SPRINGS
OF rVERY DESCRIPTIOW

THE WALLACE BARUES CO.,
<.s7ABusyco ^7 BBtSTOL, CONN., u.S A.

PRACTICAL FEATURES

OF TELEPHONE WORK.
By A. E. DOBBS.

Cloth, 7 by 5 I 4 Inches. Illustrated. 134 pages. Appendix, 75 Cents.

THIS work is designed as a simple, plain-speaking handbook for the prac-

tical telephone man. Its author, Mr. Dobbs, has been eminently fitted

by fourteen years' experience in telephony to deal with the subject in a thor-

oughly competent manner. This be has done, and the result is a mine of in-

formation, clearly and concisely presented, and invaluable to the manager,
operator and lineman alike. The appendix contains reliable data regarding
wires, resistance, inductive capacity, etc.

This or any other book on telephony or electricity sent to any
address, postpaid, on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
5 10 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE...
Made in almost aoy form required and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 ohms as
desired. We also malie graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats
of 4,000 degrees. . . .

JOS. DIXOW GBUCIBI/i: CO., Jersey City, Jf. J.

REG.TRADE MARKS Jhe Rhosphor BRONZE SmeltingCo.Iimited,
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PH1LADELPHIA.

)
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'
INGOTS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS, SHEETS, ETC.

'9jaad/icn,Su,n,f — DELTA METAL^
X\ "^ CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS

^ ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

Wi.

WATERWHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarantee

;

The Largest Power ever obtained from a wheel of the sajne diameter. The highest spee(X
ever obtained for the same power. The highest mean efficiency ever realized when
running from half to fvll gate. We guarantee also : A runner of the greatest po*
siMe strength. A gate unequaled in quickness and ease of opening and closing.

Tests show over 81 per cent, average efficiency with half to full water.

State your Head and send for 124 page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

^5 ?KC\UIi m 0\VtT> PAPER \1^

HIGHEST OUAUTX,

ROBT.KT V.IAcOUKT
SUCCESSOR TO

VKT;W^\ & 7V\t OVKT.

OP FIKCTK\CKV <S\)PPU E^

O^HR TELEPHONE HAKD-BOOK
NEW AND REVISED EDITION, WITH A NEW CHAPTER ON " RECENT PROGRESS," BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO DATE.

BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

leo
Zfemher of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, London. Author of "j1 Practical Guide to the

Testing of Insulated Wires and Cables.'" Joint Author of "Electricity in Daily Life."

^ages, 133 lllus-tra-tions, Cloi:l-i, Mand-I ^rice $f.OO.
Kxtract fi-oni Preface.—"This little book hag no pretension lo be considered a complete treatise on telephony as it exists in .\merica. The time lor such a work Is not yet come, Hut it Is

felt that there le a demand for a. practical book on telephone working and management, and the TELKPIiONE HAND-BOOK i.s an attempt at meeting that demand. With the exception of a few
chapiefBdcallny with certain forms of imnsmitters and receivers used in Europe, which are given for the information of those who may wisli to engage In the manufacture of telephones, the
book Is based entirely on standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this country."

anyone can understand and learn from it

the entire electrical fraternity.

No pains have been spared to make It the best book of Its kind. It Is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear In Its language that
everything regarding telephone work and management. It conforms In size and style to our other Hand-liooks which have been so favorably received by

CHAPTER 1. The Invention of the Tflephonc.
2, Sound Waves. Ariiculate Speech.
3, Kleotrlc TeIei)bony. The Bell Toie-

phone,
4, The Microphone.
5, Current Inducllcn, Kloctromngnotic

Induction,
6, The Induction Coll: Its Use In the

Telephone Trjinnmltter.
7, Thf- fV.niplMe T^leplione Circuit.
8, Mfign.i T.-l<-plir,M.-H.

JJ, The IJ.II 'IVi.-p|...ii.- Receiver,
10. Other fornis of .Magnet Telephones.
11. The Cower, Ader and D'ArHonval Ke-

colverH, Mereadler'M lil-Telephont*,
12. The SlemenH, Kotyro, Neumaycr and

Bottcher neoeiverH.

CHAPTER 13.

14,

15.

IC.

17,

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

—CONTENTS
Carbon Transmitters,
The Blake Transmitter.
The Long Distance Transmitter.
The Solid-back TransnilLler.
The Berliner TniusmlHer.
The Cuttriss Trnnsnillter.
Various European Transmitters.
The RfDclency of Carbon Transmit-

ters.
Batteries for Telephone Work,
Open Circuit Batteries.
c;loHed Circuit lialterlos.
The Practical Management of Bat-

teries,
Magneto Bell,
Automatic SwItcbeB.
Telephone Line Const ruction.

FobHrtea and for Hale by ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.p 510 Marquette Building, Chicago

Metallic Circuit.
Underground AVires.
Lightning Arresters.
Inside Wiring.
Installation of Telephone Instru-

ments.
Inspection and Maintenance.
The Condenser; lis Use In Telephony.
Electromagnetic Ueiardatlon.
Exchaupe Working.
Small Exchanges.
Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.
Long Distance Telephony.
Duplex Telephony.
Simultaneous Telegraphy and Teleph-

ony;
Recent Progress. Appendix,
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Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: PlncoDnln^, Mich. areen Bay, Wis. New London, Wis.

EDAR POLE
' 50 TO 80 FT. A SPECIALTY.

JohnH.rowler, "c%V.'^t: ?:,''

POLES.
WHITE CEDAR.

IDAHO CEDAR up to 80 ft.

BERTHOLD CROSS
& JENNINGS,! ARMS.
ST. LOUIS.

I

LONG LEAF
Chemical Building. PINE AND FIR.

Cedar
TORREY
CEDAR CO.,

CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Stock Constantly on Hand.
Poles

Street Railway Ties.
Specialty: 7-foot
White Cedar Elec-
tric Kailwaj's. etc. Poles.

^EF3F3IZO & ^ON^. ^A.<S<SE.TT, IVIICI-I.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING CO.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,

U&nnf&ctiirera and Dealers lo

Yellow Pine Cross Arms, Looust Pins, Oak Pins, Electrical

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stocks on hand.

DellTered prices quoted, F. O. B. cars, your city, In any quantity. ^T'WBITE US.

BLUE RIDGE LOCUST PIN CO.,
HARVEY M. DICKSON, Gen. Mgr. ^XSI-<E\^I I^^E, 1^. ^.,

LOCUST INSULATOR PINS AND BRACKETS.
MAWUFACTUREBS OF..

Seven factories in operation. Capacity, 60,000 per day. Write for priups on ['in and bracket specialties

CEDAR POLES.
Piling and Street R. R. Ties.

C. H. WORCESTER «c CO.,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Producers and Wholesalers of White Cedar Products.

notor Starting Rheostats.
motor Reffalating Rheostats,

Dynamo Field Rheostats.
Theater I>li]iiners.

Special Rheostats.

IRON CLAD RESISTANCE CO.,
TVestfleld. ) . J„ U. S. A.

Ttie Teooeot Insolator Pin Co.

MANUFACTURERS

LOCUST and OAK PINS and Lf

BRACKETS,

POLES and TIES,
Terra Alta, W. Virginia.

|

Catalogue and Net Price List

LINEMEN'S OUTFITS
Mailed Free to Linemen and Construction Men-

MATHIXS KLEIN i SON, ManrKaclurers,

r-S9 w. VAN BURCN ST. Chicago. III.

BUY YOUR BOOKS
FKOM THE

Electrician Pub. Co.. 5 1 Marquette BIdg., Chicigo.

Our Feed Water Heaters
Use e:ihaust steam and supply boilers with PURE

HOT WATER and prevent the solid matter from

going into the boilers, saving from lo to 25 per

cent, of your fuel bills. Our latest design is

made entirely of CAST IRON, designed for use

where water contains acid salt or other impuri-

ties which pit or corrode wrought iron or steel.

We also build

BOILER FEED PUMPS,
SINGLE, DUPLEX A

TRIPLEX PUMPS,
SINGLE, DUPLEX AND TRIPLEX.

ELECTRICALLY
DRIVEN. ...

STEAM AND POWER

PUMPING MACHINERY

FOR EVERY PURPOSE.

Air

Compressors
OF VARIOUS TYPES.

JET AND SURFACE CONDENSERS, AIR PUMPS, FILTER PRESSES,
OIL MILL MACHINERY.

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SNIITH-VAILE CO..

257 Lehman St., DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Century Bldg.

DULUTH, MINN.,

203 PalladloBldsr.

POLES
Naugle,Holcomb&Go.,

OLD COLONY BLDG>, CKICAGO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad
Contractors.

DETROIT. MICH.,

Wayne Co. Bank Bldg.

ESCANABA, MICH.

MASONVILLE, MICH,

CEDAR POLES
LINDSLCV BROTHERS COMPANY
MCNOIVIINrE. M/CH. AM> PORTl- A N D, OBECO N. ,

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS
,5'c-rooT ro 80 -lOOT poles o.ir spccialty

, .

A PRETTY STORY.
Eight months ago the Texas Arm & Pin Co. began manufacturing things in-

clined electrically wooden, like cross arms, pins and brackets. An old, no-account,

second-hand machine, in a broken-down factory, was used, but now they have four

factories with new and late machinery and are shipping more cross-arms than the ^aw

allows. But they can ship more. They are untapped, long-leaf, yellow pine.

'Phone,
Harrison 2018.Branch Office; 10 Temple Court Building, Cliicago, W. H, QUAW, Mgr.

Or the home office at Beaumont, Texas, is where you write for more information and a

pretty and useful pamphlet. ^ ^^^

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,

TIES.MONROE, MICH.
Eleven Pole Yards In Michigan.

Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

FI PrTRIPAl Thousands are success-LLLU I niUHL ful and gaining better po-

CUniUrrDIIIP^^^''^"^^*^'^ salaries study
tNulNttnlNu'"^ ^t tome by our mail

system. We teach Elec-

TillCUT^rical Engineering. Mechani-
InUOni cal Eogineering. Mechanical

nu mil Drawing. Klectric Lighting.

DY MAIL'l^elephony, Short Popular
Electrical Course. etc..

by mail. Study in spare time only.'

Jnstltuteendorsed by Thomas A.Edison .

and others. Catalogue free. E'ectrlcal Engi-
neerlnst.. nept.K. Z40-2 W. 23d St., New York.

CEDAR

R. H. LEAVITT,
MASUFACTUEEE OF

Telephone Cross-Arms, Brackets
AND PINS.

Write for Special Prices. CAPRON, ILL.

The

T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U.S.A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms,Pole and
SwlnglngHoods, House Bracketsand
other Specialties for Construction
y^or^.— Catalogue and Prices fur-
nished on application.

DAVIS AND STITT

COMPANY,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Write for Delivered Prloei. POLES

Indianapolis Am, Bractet & Pin Co,,
Successors to J. B. MACERS,

MANUFACTUnEHS OF

Arms, Brackets, Locust and Oak Pins,

Tent Stakes, ROPE Lock Blocks.

Office. 125.S.MeridianSt., iNDIANflPOLIS. INO.

FACTORY, JAMESTOWN, IND.
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Westinghouse
O. D.

XRANSFORMERs

For Lighting and Power Service*

Lowest Temperature Combined with Most Efficient Design and Least Amount of Material.

Westinghouse O. D, Transformer. W^eslinghoiise O. D. Transformer, Without Case.

Spread Coils give increased radiating surface.

Separately Wound Coils facilitate substitution in case of burn-out.

Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Co.,

All Principal Cities in U. S. and Canada. Pittsburg, Pa.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS

I [INCORPORATED]

II

•5-

t
h
t
+
tWOOD" AUTOMATIC MOTOR STARTER. I

APPROVED BY FIRE UNDERWRITERS

A new apparatus, combining an overload and

underload release, ^th time limit.

$ Automatic double-pole circuit-breaker, adjustable

4- to any per cent, overload.

T All mecbanisms mounted on one panel. No

T extra devices required.

t
•J-

t+

i

t

t

t

It is so constructed that the power may be trans- J
ferred from one generator to another without X
stopping the motor. 1,

Only one operating magnet.

No contacts to corrode.

No short circuiting devices used.

L.VRGE SIZE. SWITCI[ CLOSED.

ABSOLUTELY PROTECTS YOUR MOTOR. EASILY INSTALLED.

SEND FOR BULLETIN

MAI N OFFICE AND FACTORY, FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.

The Popularity of

Rockwood's Patent Compressed

Non-Slipping.

Non-breakable.
Economical.
Durable.

Balanced.
Neat design.

Light-weight.

Non-Magnetic.

Six thousand
various sizes

partly finished

carried con-

stantly in stock.

Hubs any shape,

any position.

$
•5-

•5-

t
4-

•I*

4-
4-
4-
4-
4-

.
I..I

.
I

.,
;

,, ^ .^ ,^ ^ .^ lM^ ,I„^ ,^ .^ ,^H^4 4"^ ^^4"I-^^^I^! t
^4 ^w^^I^^ ^!^I^!

^^ i
^
I

^^^o ! !
^^
I
^^ ^ ^^4'l ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^

!-^

Paper Pulleys
("Por one-sixth century the standardfor durability and efficiency."

)

arises in a measure from their stability.

Engineers and users should not fail to specify Rockwood Patent Compressed Paper Pulleys on all contracts.

CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING.

ROCKWOOD MANUP'ACTURING COMPANY, Pafer Pulley Sales Deft., 330 So. Pennsylvania Street,

Indianapolis, Indiana, U. S. A.
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ELECTRICAL OR MECHANICAL

We have fine facilities for light manufactur-
ing, and solicit correspondence. Estimates
given on quantity or small lots. PUNCH PRESS
ANO SCREW MACHINE WORK.

SPI£8 & COMFAJTV,
97*89 TT.TanBnren St., Chicago, 111.

EDWARD P. BURGH,
Consulting Electrical Engineer,

1209 Qnaranty Blder., SCiiineapoils.

THE U NIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,
NOTRE DAME, INDIANA.

Claasios, Letters. Economics and Hletory. Journulism,
Art, Science, Pharmacy. Law. Civil, Wechonical and
Electrical Engineering, Architectiire.
Thorougb Preparatory and Commercial Coursei.

Eeclesiastiea! students at special rates.
Rooms free. Junior or Senior Year, Collegiat*

Courses. Rooms to Rent, moderate charge,
St. Edward's hall, for bovs under 13.

The o7th year will open September 4th, 1900. Cata-
logues Free . Address

REV. A. MORRISSEY, C. 5. C, President.

KARTAVERT.
HARj) AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS. RODS AND TUBOm

r«r Electrlcftl and Mechanical Purposes, Kallway Dust GuardB„ Wi>eib«a;<
aad Packings, Patent Iiisulatliig Cleats.

MANTTFACTUBED BT

THE KARTAVEBT MANUFACTU«iN6 80., Wilmington. M,

The Best-The **NEW STYLE"
Receptacle and Attachment Plug.

The latest in this line is the
"NEW STYLE" made fay

WM. T. PRINGLE, 1026 Flllieil Street, PHILADELPHIA.
Western Represen^atlvea: J. B. McKeague Co., 324 Dearbora St., Cfalcaso.

Kentucky

Incandescent
KENTUCKY ELECTRICAL

Ghicago Agent, J. W. Brooke, 605 Plymouth BIdg.

LAMPS 17cCO., Owensboro, Ky. m MM

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Highest grades for electrical insulation and mechanical purposes, in sheets,

tubes, rods and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on application.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wilmington, Del.

J. H. 'SA/HIT f^^Q. CO., MAKUFACTURERS OF

Gas, Blectrlc and Comblnatioa FlttlngB
and fixtures. Trimmings, Screws

and Ornaments.
Send tor Our New Catalogue, Just Issued.

Pressed, Spun and Turned Brass

Work to Order.

<»7-l37 North loth Street,

Brooklyn, N. V.

IN

a

AIR PROPELLORS
PP

We

Have Set

a New

Standard.

Ask for

Prices.

THE FULLER CO., Detroit, Micli.,U.S.A.,
MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRICAL AND VENTILATING APPARATUS.

fyonilon, Eng.—Wm. Key, 11 Quecu Vlclorlu

HI., K. O.

Paris, Kr.inte—E. U. CncHoi.. vj. iiiro St.

OeorgcB.

QlasKow, Scotland—Wm. 'ral

ChambtrJ, 109 Dope St.

Yokohnnui, Japaii-H,ipi»ll & Ulllitii.

New York—Wotcrn Kloclric Co.

WoBhlngton—NiitlonaJ Electric R"i '

wiiinlD|[t»B-CarTett, Millet & <;

UcuviM—Tlios. H. Suilili; Ilcndrle & Bolt-
boff.

T,r>« Angclos—Western Kluetrlc Works.
.MlrineniioIlK—ItobcrtB Heating & Vent. Co.
Mll\viiul»-<—Oco. V. ItoHa. .

UhlcnKO-Wi'Klcrn Electric Co.; Central
lOk'flrlc Uo.

Kt. l.oiilH—WeHlorn ICIectrlonl Supply Co.
llijrtlon—Smith Hi Anthony:i ik Anthony.
South Ilc-nd, Ind.— Mlllir-KnoliIocU Oo.
I'eclt-IIftniniond Co.. Olnclnnal,!, (;..

erni Houthern Agents.

Est. 1863.

iBiackDiamond File Works ^

t
4^
J

^X OVB eOODS ABi: OK SAXiE IN BTEBT I.X1ADI1SO HABDWABS L.

4l 8TOBB IK THB VKITED STATES ABTD CANADA. }jlf

I G. & H. RARNETT COMPANY, |
1^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

TwelvB

Medals

Awarded at

Inlernational

Expositions.

Special

Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1895.

(Jen-
I

BURN CHEAPER
FUEL

BY USING

MECHANICAL
DRAFT.

B. F.

STURTEVANT
COMPANY,

BOSTON, MASS.

NEW YORK,
PHILADELPHIA,

CHICAGO,
LONDON.
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SIMPLEX. WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

WESTERN SELLING AGENT,

H. R. HIXSON,
I 137Honadnock Block, CHICAGO

Simplex Electrical Company,
75-ei CornhMl, BOSTON, MASS.

18S9—Farla KxpoBitlon,
HEedal for Bobber Insiilatiaii.

ISSS-fVorld'a Fair,
Hedal for Rubber Insolation.

TWUEt

THE STAKDABD FOR
RUBBER IKSUIiATIOir.
Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonit&Tape, Manson TaperC^ndee "^r.?" Wires.

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
I'KlVc'i.V.lVr; }«••"""»• 253 Broadway, Hew York.

Geo. T. Maneon, Gen'l Suit
W. H. Hedgrns, Secy.

IVIORE

"Crown"Rail Bonds
Arc In use thnn all olhcr styles of Rail tionJs combined.

Perfect— Electrically and Mechanically.
VARIETY OF SHAPES TO MEET ALL REQUIREMENTS OF RAIL. BONDING.

WASHBURN & MOEN Dept.,

liricanM k Wire Co.,
The Rookery, CHICAGO, ILL.

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Paranite Rubber Covered Wires and Cables,

UNDERGROUND, AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

TELEPHONE, TBLEORAPH AND FIRE ALARH CABLBS.

All Wirat an tosltd at Factory. J01K£SB0B0, XKB.

(< PHONO-ELECTRIC "

WIRE ;'j;^„,,

Write tor Booklet.

FOR

TROLLEY, TELEPHONE
and TELEGRAPH LINES.

DOES NOT BREAK AX
JOINTS OR SCRATCHES.
WILL NOT STRETCH.

BRIDGEPORT BRASS CO..

19 Murray St., NEW YORK.

^^ FOR ALL PURPOSES.
Sonp and NMlva Platinum Furataant..AKRB A CO.. 408-4I4 Wew Jeney

Railroad Ave., Mcnrarb, S. J,
Nrir York Offlca, IW Ltbertr Street

STANLEY A. C. WATTMETERS.
Permanent Accuracy Guaranteed.

STANLEY INSTRDMENT CO.,
New York: 146 Broadway.
San Francisco: 31-33 New Montgomery St.
Canada: The Royal Electric Co., Montreal and

Toronto.

AmericaB Vitrifleil Conilnit Comiiany,
MANUFACTURERS OS*

VITRIFIED SALT GLAZED
UNDERGROUND AND INTERIOR CONDUITS.

Contractors for Complete Installation
of Conduit Systems.

General Offices: 39 Cortlandt St.. N. Y.

For Porcelain or Clay ' In-
sulating Specialties, such as
Bushings, Knobs or Cleats,
Address,

THE AKRON SMOKING PIPE CO.,
MOCADORE, OHIO.

lor aeents.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Mtiltlpolar Mo-
tors from Vt to BO^orsepowwr.
Dyaaoiosfrom 10 lights toTn.
We sell or rent. Good proflti

The HobartElec. Mfg. Co., Troy, Ohl».

BATTERY JARS.
Machine-made Jtatterv Jars are Better and

Stronger than ihe hand-blown, beingmore Uni-
Torm and of Equal Diy'.ribution.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR OUR JAR.
We are the only concern making Battery Jar*

by machinery.
THE GILCHRIST JAR CO.,

Office and Factory : . . . ELMER. N . J.

Queen $t Co.,
lOlO Ghestnnt St., Phila.

480 MONON BLDG., CHtCASO.

Acme Teating Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray
Focus Tubes, Induction Colls.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS
CUTTER ELECTRICAL CO.. PHILADELPHIA.

EAGLE
INSULATING

VARNISH.

Be?t made, light col-
ored, remains elastic
Send for sample and
be convinced.

Eagle Paint & Varnish Works,
PITTSBURC, PA.

^ESTIIH ElecMcal In^iMeni Co.,
Z14.120 WiliUm St.,

W««t«u "Boand Pattern"
Stru F.

NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A,

We desite to call attention to a line of

cheap but excellent Switchboard Instru-

ments for Direct-Current Circuits, which

we designate as

"Round Pattern." Style F.

These instruments are particularly

suitable for Isolated Plants and Feeder

Circuits in Railway and Power Plaots.

Voltmeters in ranges from 3 to 730 volts.

Ammeters in ranges from i to 2,500 amp.

All Weston Instruments are unsurpassed

in excellence of workmanship, in accu-

racy and economy of operatioo.

BERLiy—European Weston Electrical Instru*
meet Co.. Rlttersirasae No. 88.

LoKDOK—Elliott BroK., No. 101 St. Martina Lane.

Mention the Wbstbbn Rlbctriciak when writ-
ing (or catalogues.

HOLOPHANE CLASS CO.,

Compound Prism

Globes and Shades
FOR ALL KINDS OF LIGHTING.

Tvro aoi.v bb ^ j ^ I —
oaiB siLTKB ivi e U a I

S

Avariieit at Paris Exposition.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

[he United ^tates Garbon Company.
1 r\ n I

rSPECIALTIES ASPECIA
I ELECTROLYTIC.

jfeALTERNATINS. DIF'=-

W^ ENCLOSED.

.U—^A': U \J
:VELAND." Ohio, U. O. A,
IM CARHOSf TRUST
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"It sticks Tight

and Stays Stuclc." |
Put up in one-third pound rolls in her-

^ metically sealed tin boxes. Made from

the finest fabric and purest rubber gum.

HERCULES
FRICTION TAPE.

Highest Friction and Adhesive Qualities.

Don't Peel, Dry Out, Harden or Crack.

Highest Insulation and Price Right.

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
"Everything Electrical."

S't. l_ouis, IVIo.
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THE "CHLORIDE ACCUMULATOR 93

IS OPERATED IN FORTY-NINE EDISON STATIONS.
When selecting apparatus for work of this character, purchasers generally give first con-

sideration to the features of

lAOIl-l
DESCRIPTIVE BULLETINS
UPON REOUEST,

>'E\V YORK, 100 Broadway.

Y, EIRRIOIEIMOY, DVJRABI
THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY COIVIPANY,

I

BOSTO.V, 60 State St.

19th Street and Allegheny Avenue, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

UALTLMOEK, 641 Equitable Bldg. SAX FEAKCISCO, Parrott BidsCHICAGO. 1424 Marquette Bldg.

A NOVELTY-JUST OUT!
UNIVERSAL CORD SPOOL.

This is a neat and Dovel device for adjusting the leneth of cord of your drop light.

Quickly attached; always hangs straight; cannot slip; no loop to dangle about; no
socket to be removed. "Made of hardwood, natural green or cherry finish. Prices on
application. Manufactured and patented by the

CRESCENT MFG. CO., 52 W. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, III., U. S. A.

For Sale by All Dealers in Electrical Supplies.

CRYSTAL
CHEMICAL COLORING

FOR COLORING Incandescent Lamps any color desired.

Easily and quickly applied, giving brilliant effects. Cheap.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

WEBSTER CHEMICAL CO.,
400 SIBLEY STREET,

ST. PAUL, MINN.

lWKHfTIO« tVRSTRBlS KlFCTRlCTAnr WHEW -WBITIlVe.

'"'^SIII^h'"''^VitroChrome
look like natural glass. The colors produced are bright and durable, and can be used for indoor
and outdoor decorations; also used for RAILWAY AIMW t^TJBASlBOAT SieiMAX
JLICrUTS, KIjECTRJC SIGNS, ETC. Vitro Chrome is superior to any other incandescent
lamp color. A trial will convince you. Manufactured only by

VITRO CHROME CHEMICAL CO.,
421 B Milwaukee St., MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Send for Circular.

For Sale by allDealers and Electric

Supply Houses.

New York Office,

No. 59 W. 66(1) St.,

New York, N. Y.

®E;iij@l!ii-S©<ii,1@!!ii
Boston Office,

No. 268
Massachusetts

Ave., Boston, Mass.

Motors,

Motorcycles,

Motorettes.

Sole Agents and
Licensed Manufacturers

in the United States of

America for

De DIon-Bouton

& Co.,

FRANCE.
Our New York Type Motorelte, Weight 700 pounds.

Capacity 3 Persons. Price $1 ,200.00.
BiaiPIilCITV. EASIIiY OPERATED.

FIiEXIBIIilTX, PEKPECTtY COSITROIiliED,
lilGHTNESS, ABSOJLUTEI.'r SAFE,

STRESreTH, ABSENCE OF Alit Oil. AND DIRT,
REI.IABII.ITY, ECOarOMX.

Not an EXPERIMENT, but a TRIED and PROVED SUCCESS.
Over 20,000 De DION-BOUTON MOTORS operating Motorcycles and

Moiorettes.

GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY: CHURCH LANE AND 37TH ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

De Dion motor Supplies and Batteries Al-ways in Stocb.

COLORED LACQUERS, DEAD BLACK LACQUER,
FOR INCANDESCENT LAMPS. FOR METAL WORK.

In brilliant rainbow colors. Easily applied. Will not peel or:fade. Most Satisfactory Imitation of Bauer-BarfT in the Market.

SAMPLES FREE. M . L. BARRETT & CO., CHICAGO. write to us.WRITE TO US.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERT
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.. i

Alden Electric Co svill

Alexander, Thos xll

American Battery Co xil

Amer. Battery Comp. Co. svli

American Bridge Co viii

American Dlst. Steam Co.
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Hazard Manufacturing Co.
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Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co i

Hodge-Walsh El. Eng. Co.
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ARC LAMPS, KNIFE SWITCHES, CLOSES, FLUSH PUSH,
AND SNAP SWITCHES, SHADES, CARBONS, RUBBER
COVERED WIRES, CORDS AND CABLES, ELECTRIC
LICHTINC SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

\A^R|-rE F-OR PRICES.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY. 139 Adams St, CHICAGO

OUR SELF-STARTING SINGLE-PHASE

A. C. MOTORS AND WHAT A CUS-

TOMER THINKS OF THEM.
fiDsiii^s^^iafeFrrf^r^o^;

^JJiS?^

y//»J^/'///6:A//« M-titO^ yi-aa

a

WRITE FOR BULLETINS "Z 24, S^^, 37 and 39."

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
General Offices and Factory, ST . LOUIS, MO., U. S. A.

BRANCH OFFICES:
NEW YORK, 220 Havpmeyer BIdg. PHIUDELPHIA, 1000 Bib BIdg. BOSTON, 620 Atlantic Ave.

CHICAGO. 1624 Marquette BIdg BALTIMORE. 204 East Lexington SI
SAN FRANCISCO, 120 Sutter St. NEW ORi EANS, 610 Gravier St.

FO EICN AGENCIES:
FOREIGN DEPARTMENT, Havemeyer xldg.. Ni>w Varh City

CITY OF MEXICO, MEX. American Engineering Co. ot Mexico. Agents,
LONDON, ENS., 47 Victoria St.. C R. Heap, 'gent. YOKOHAMA, JtPAK, Hagnal! & Hllles, Agents

PaRIS. FRANCE, 12 Rue Sr. Georges. E. H.Cadlot& Cle. Agents.

DELEGATES/ FRIENDS
In going to and from the

AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY CONVENTION

In Kansas City, Mo., October 16-19, '900, should travel via the Chicago & Alton.

CHICAGO & ALTON
EQiriPlIKNT
ALL BRAND-
NEW.

"THE
ONLY
AVAT."

FINEST
TRAIN IN
SERVICE.

Palatial
Sleepeks.

AFE OBSER-
AATioN Cars.

To Kansas City

^^. 101 ADAMS STREET. "?^^-?5^r
OFFICE : ' m-^^^^mmt^^m^mm -^^^-^ 1707.

The "Alton" will make Special Low Rates from Chicago, Peoria and St. Louis,
and give the best accommodations. Travel via completely rock-ballasied, dust-

less line. For complete particulars address

ROBERT SOMERVILLE, General Agent Pass. Dept., 101 Adams St., Chicago, III.

TELEPHONE, CENTRAL 1767.

Scheeffer Recording

Wattmeter.
ROUND PATTERN TYPE "£. FOR ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

An Accurate and Sensitive Meter.

Improved Ball Bearing.

DIAMOND METER CO.
PEORIA, ILL., U. 8. A.
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L-H Enclosed Arc Lamps.
1^m, FOR ALL CIRCUITS.
GUARANTEED TO MEET REQUIREMENTS OF ALL PRACTICAL ENGINEERS.

Designed on

scientific

principles

and constructed

of the higliest

grade materials.

Accessibility to

worlcing parts,

wfaicli are few

and absolutely

interchangeable.

Positive cable

contact.

Resistance

cannot be

short=circuited.

10-in. globe,

using full size

carbon.

Soliu copper or

aluminum case.

WE IVAKT ACTITJB AUTO RIlSPOICSrBIiE AOENTS
IDT Alil. THE PRINCIPAL, CITIES.

Oci.'t^loS^^^ ^xxd 1*« 0x1 T^^€^\:^^s-t»

Lea-Hooven Manufacturing Co.,
AI.I»£]r El^ECTRIC CO.,

Chicago Agents. Anderson, Ind., U. S. A.
Mention this paper.

TOKmCKL

Price

$2.00,

Delivered.

A THOROUGH school for the beginner—a valuable
reference book for the expert. If not found sat-

isfactory money refunded upon return of book in

good condition. Contains a dictionary defining 1,500

electrical words, terms and phrases. Itcarriesyoufrom
the fundamental principles of electricity to the finished

dynamo.
E. R. WaLTtAMAN",
Electrical Wireman. Kittanning, Pa.
ClevelaDd Armature Works, Cleveland, Ohio.
Gentlemen:—I received your book, Practical Electric-

ity, and would not part with it for four times its cost if I
could not get another copy. Yours truly. E. K. Waugama>".

CLEVELAND ARMATU RE WORKS, 1281 Hamilton St., Cleveland, 0.

^iUUAAiiiAUiAiiiiAiAUAiiAiUUmUiiimiAiAiUUiiAiAiiAUUAiiiiiiiiiAiAiAiiAUUiiiiAiiiiimiiig

' FACTS ARE SOnETinES

STUBBORN THINGS/'

Okonite Wires^ Gables.
Having been so long and favorably known to the

trade, we respectfully call to their attention the following

IT IS

IT IS

IT IS

IT IS

IT IS

IT IS

A FACT

A FACT

A FACT

A FACT

A FACT

A FACT

that Okonite Insulated Wjees and Cables have the indorsement of the
best electrical authorities in the world.
that Okonite Insulated T\'ibes and Cables will not deteriorate, but im-
prove with age.

that Okonite Insulated AVibes and Cables will not crack when exposed
to tDe severest changes in temperature.

that Okonite Insulated AVikes and Cables will not deteriorate wben
placed in time or mortar.

that Okonite Insulated "Wiees and Cables are not affected when im-
mersed in sulphuric acid.

that Okontte Insulated "Wires and Cables will stand a greater amount
of kinking and torsion without permanent injury to the insulation than
any other wire in the market.

that Okonite Insulated Wikes and Cables are submersed in water for
three days (72 hours), and then carefully tested with Thompson's Re-
flecting Galvanometer.
that Okonite Insulated Wires and Cables are tested.in addition to the
Galvanometer test, with a dynamo current of not less than 2,000 volts.

that Okonite Insulated Wires an"i> Cables, when used in constructing
telephone, telegraph, electric light and railway lines or feeders, owing
to their high insulating qualities and efficiency, prove a paying invest-
ment, though the original cost may be somewhat higher than for lines
constructed of cheaper material.

As General Western Agents of the OKo^^TE CoarPANY. Ldiited, we carry in Chicago

stock a complete line of their products, and thus are in position to (ill all orders promptly.

IT IS A FACT

IT IS

IT IS

A FACT

A FACT

Central Electric Company,

264-266=268-270 Fifth Avenue,

CHICAGO.

i 6 WITHOUT A PEER"
That's the Endorsement Given

THE "BELDEN" SYSTEM

OF ARC LIGHTING.

MECHANICALLY PERFECT,
ARTISTIC IN DESIGN.

If you're open to conviction

send for our catalog, which

tells what an Arc Lamp
should be and what the

Belden is.

BeMGi-Larwill Electric & Wi Co,,

FT. WAYNE, IND.
AGENTS:

M. B. AUSTIN S CO.. 58 W. Vao Buren St.. Chicago.
C. E. Wl SON, care Manufacturers' Club, Philadelphia, Pa.

R. N. STEWART 4 CO., Detiver, Colo.

We t.,-e now in a position to establish desirable
agencies In all principal cities in this and foreign
countries.

By Every Ti
The Best

Constant Potential,
3 to 5 AMPERES.

Constant GurrentSeries,
5 to 7 AMPERES.

Alternating Current,
4 and 6 AMPERES.

OUR CATALOGUE GIVES
FULL DESCRIPTION . . .

STERLING ARC LAMPCO.,
214=222 West Twenty=sixth Street,

NEW YORK, U. 5. A.
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FEDERAL
SALT.

FOKCABBOX CYLINDER ami
CABBOSr-]flA.3rGAKESK

BATTEBIES.

Gives More Current, l^onger
Life, Absolutely Mo Crystals.

Both salts have a depolarizer in the mlsUire.
Federal Salt Ko. 1 has more depolarizer than
Federalite, and so will last longer. That's the only
difference.

It's the DEPOLARIZER that INCREASES the

STRENGTH, GIVES LONGER LIFE, and DOES
AWAY ABSOLUTELY WITH CRYSTALLIZATION
and CREEPING SALTS.

Hade by

FEDERAL BATTERY CO., 1 1 Pine St., N. Y.

"KLEMM" PATENT flPJUSTflBLE REFLECTOR , cheapest and best

Reflector for Lighting Show Windows and Art Galleries.

"KLEHM" flPJUSTflBLE DESK SHADES , the best in the market

Send for Catalogue of Reflectors for Stores, Churches and general purposes.

ITI PMMJt'OO N.W. Cor. 5th and

ffVkCilwIlwl VQ' W^>9 Sts., Philadelphia.

Reflectors and Shades for Electric Lis^ht.

Cherry

Aucliors(Tel.&Tel.Pole).
Smith, Philip.

Ajmunciators.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Arc Lamps.
Aldea Electric Co.
Belden-Larwiil El. AMI. Co.

Central Electric Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. WKs., Inc.

General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.

Gregory Electric Co.
Lea-Hooven Mfg. Co.
Manhattan Gen'l Const. Co.

Sterling Arc Lamp Co.

"Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Westinghouse EL A MIg. Co.

Automobiles.
DeDion-BoutonMotoretteCo.

Babbitt Met'l and Solder.
Gr. Western Sm. and Refg.Co.

Batteries and Jars.
Bunnell &Co., J. H.

Central Electric Co.

Edison Mtg. Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Federal Battery Co.

Gilchrist Jar Co,

Leclanche Battery Co., The.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

National Carbon Co.

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Roche, William.
Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Bells, Buzzers, Etc.
Central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dresslns., „
Cllne-Suriace Mfg. Co.

Leather Preserver MIg. Corp.

Chlcago'HouB* Wrecking Co,

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Blo-wers.
Fuller Co., The.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Books,Electrical.
Electrician Publlsnlng Co.

Bridges and Buildings
(«ie«-l).
American Bridge Co.

Brushes.
Becker Bros.
Central Electric Co.

General Electrical Repair Co.

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.

Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Sages Bro., F. B.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)

Cables, Electric (See Insu-

lated wires),Copper,»lieet
and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
American Steel i, Wire Co.

Central Electric Co.

Eastern Electric Cable Co.

General Electric Co.

New Yorlt Ins. Wire Co.

Slmplel Electrical Co.

Standard Underground C. Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Carbons.PoUtB A.piates
Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

National Carbon Co.

Belalnger, Hugo.
Speer Carbon Co.

TJnlted States Carbon Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

CastlngH (Iron.)
Smith Co., S. Morgan.

Chains.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link licit Machinery Co.

Circuit Breakers.
Cutter Elec. 4 Mfg. Co.

Coal A Ashes Handling
Slacblnery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

ColU and IHasneta.
Millcr-Knoblock El. Mfg. Co,

Varley Uuploz Maruet Co.

Colorlne (Inc. Lamp).
Barrett A Co.. M. L.

vitro Chrome Chemical Co.

Webaler Chemical Co.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
l^inemen^s Climbers.Compoanil.

Amer. Battery Compound Co.
Dearborn Drug &Chem.Wks.
McLennan &, Co., K.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and Condnlta.
Amer. Vitrified Conduit Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co,
Electrolysis Proof Conduit
Mfg. Co.

McRoy, John T.
Richmondt Conduit Oo.
Sprague Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Connectors and Termi-
nals (Patent).
American Elec. Fuse Co.
McInUreCo.,TheC.

Construction & Repairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors and Electric
liisrht Plants,
Arnold El. Power Station Co.
Bullock Electric Mfg. Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wke., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Nortliern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Rotb Bros. & Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Star Dynamo Works.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
WestiughouseElecA Mfg.Co.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Bridgeport Brass Co.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkoniteCo.,The
Phil] Ips Insulated Wire Co.
Roeblmg's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Correspondence Scbools
American ScUool Of Corresp.
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.

Int. Correepond. Schools.

Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Bl»e Ridge Locust Pin Co.
Brady, T. H.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Tadpls. Arm, Brack. & Pin Co.
Leavltt, R. H.
Tennent Insulator Pin Co.
Texas Arm & Pin Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Western Elect. Supply Go.

Cnt-Onts and Switches.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Bunnell &Co., J. II.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
©eneral Elec. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hill. W. S., Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
I'alHtcCo., H. T.
Siemens & Ilalske Electric Co.
of Amf:rlca.

Wagner Elec, Mfg. Co.
Western J-ilectric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

CntH.
Franklin Eng. & Electro Co.J

l^ynnnioH and 9lnf ors.
Hullock Electric Mfg, Co.
Bunnell Sc Co., .T. It.

(Jentral Electric Co.
Chicago Motor and Dyn. Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Com])any.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks-, Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Schureman & Hayden.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Go.
Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co. ,

Star Dynamo Works.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electric Supply Go.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electric Railways.
Arnold El. Poveer Station Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Go.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

JGleetrical and AKecbani-
cal Kngineers.
Arnold El. Power Station Go.
Bain, Foree.
Burch, Edward P.

Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Humphrey, Henry H.
Illinois Maintenance Co.
Sargent Jt Lundy.
Wagner, Herbert A.

Electrical Instrnments.
Buuneil&Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Eleo. Supply Co.
Queen & Go.
Sage* Bro., F. B.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Stanley Electrical M'g. Co.
Siauley Inatrument Co,
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electro-Platine Maeh'y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.

RleTators-Conveyors.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Engrines, Steam.
Ball Engine Co.
Camp Engineering Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.

Sturtevant Co., B. F.

ExJi'st Steam Apparatus.
American District Steam Go.

Fan Outfits.-
Bunnell A Co-. J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Fuller Co., The.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Go.
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Go.
of America.

Sprague Electric Go.
Sturtevant Co., B. P.

Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartav«rt Mfg. Go.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
Barnett Co., Q. A H.

Fire Extlns:niMhers.
Monarch Fire Appliance Co.

FIxtiircN and Fittinu^N.
White Mfg. CO...T. H.

Flexible Sbafts.
Stow MIg. Co.

Forses.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fuses and Fuse Wire.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Central KleiitrlcCo.
Chicago Fuse Wire & Mfg.Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
MclntlreCo.. The C.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

4)}curs.
Besly A Co., Chas. H,

4,i«Mii'riil rJcc. MuppliCH.
,\i.ir]i r;ic.'i.ric Co.
)liiiirirl| A CO.. J. H.
(jerilrul K!<.-ctrlc Co.
Chicago EdlHOn Co,
Electric Appliance Co,
General Electric Co.
Hodge-WalHh El. Eng. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

pror AilpHaibtt-tloml Indox of ^^d-vor-fela

Mianus Electric Co.
Stewart & Co., Frank H.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Globes and Elecirical
Cirlassware.
Holophane Glass Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co

C^OT'nors. W^ater W^heel.
Lombard waterWheel Gv.Co.

Crraphite Specialties.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co.. Jos.

Holmei Flbre-Graphlte Go.

Heaters (Feed IVater).
Keiley & Son, Benj. F.

Heating and Tentllating
Apparatus.
Stunevant Co.. B. F.

Holders, Inc. liamp.
Crescent Mfg. Co.
Stewart & Co., Frank H.

I nsulators and Insulat-
ing illaterials.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Go.
Chicago Mica Co.
Eagle Paint & Varnish Wks,
Electric Appliance Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Go.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Go.
Manhattan Elec Supply Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
MunsellA Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Paiste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Go.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Insulated W^ires and
Cables—91agnet ^Vires.
Alden Electric Co.
American Elec Fuse Co.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Go.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Go.

McDermid Mfg. Go.
Miller-Knoblock El. UU. Co.
National India Rubber Go.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips, Eugene F.
Philllns Insulated Wire Co.
Roeblmg's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Go.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elect. Const. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

liHcquers.
Barrett A Co., M. L.

Ijamps, Incandescent.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Colonial Electric Co.
Economy lOlectrlc Co.
Edison Decorative A Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Ce.
General Inc. Arc Light Co,
General Inc. Lamp Co.
Kentucky Electrical Go.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co.
Shelby EloctrlcCo.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co,
Weallnghouae El, A Mfg. Co.

Ughtiilng Arresters.
American Rloc. Fuse Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co,
Eureka Electric Co.
Ft, Wayne Elec, Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Wostinghouso El. A Mfg. Co.

Klein & Son, Mathias,
Magnet ^Vires.

(See insulated Wires.)
Slecbanical machinery.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.
StilweU-Blerce Smith-Vaile.

Sleters.
Diamond Meter Co.
Fort Wayne Elec. Wrks. Inc.

General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Go.
of America.

Dlica.
Chicago Mica Co.
Munsell&Co., Eugene,

mining Apparatus, Flee.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
General Electric Go.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Go.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

motors — See I>ynamos and
Motors.

Paching.
Besly AGO., Chas. H.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.

Patent Attorneys.
Johnston, Thomas J.

Page. Chas. G.
Phosphor Bronze.
Besly AGO., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.,Ltd.

Platinunt Bought and
Sold.
Baker A Go.
Gt. West. Sm. and RefiningCo.

Poles.
Berthold A Jennings.
Davis A Stitt Co.
Firkins AGO., W.
Fowler, John H-
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Naugle, Holcomb A Co.
Perrizo A Sons.
Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Go.
Sterling A Son. W. C.
Torroy Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester A Co., G. H.

Porcelain.
Akron Smoking Pipe Go.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Go.

Power Transmission
machinery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co,
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stuwell-Bierce Smith-Vaile.

Pulleys,
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Rockwood Mfg. Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stilwell- Blerce Smith-Valle.

Rail BondH.
American Steel A Wire Co.

Refiners.
Gt.West.Sm. and Refining Go,

Reflectors.
Amer. Refiector A Ltg. Go.
Faries Mfg. Co.
Klemm A Co.

Re-Winding—Repairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Armature Works.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co,

Rheostats.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co,
General Electric Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Sage A Bro,, F. B.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Salt (Rattery).
Amer. Battery Compound Go
Federal Battery Co.

Second-Hand mach'y.
Alexander, Thomas.
Chicago House Wrecking Co,
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng, Co.
Illinois Maintenance Co,
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co,
Walsh's Sons A Co,

Shades.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Go.
Faries Mfg. Go.
Klemm A Co.

Soldering Flux.
Cream Flux Co,

SparUIng Plugs.
Crest Manufacturing Co.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
Western Electric Go.
Western Elec. Supply Co,

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Oueen A Co,
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.

Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Springs.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Barnes Co., The Wallace.
Manross. F. N.

Steel Roxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Storage Ratteries.
American Battery Oo.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Structural Iron Work.
American Bridge Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Klectrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Go.
Electric Appliance Go.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
material and Sw^itch-
boards.
American Elec. Fuse Go.
American El. Telephone Co.
Bruckner Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. A Elec. Co.
Couch A Seeley Go.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Eureka Electric Go.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Supply Co.
Garl Electric Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co
Kansas City Tel. Mfg Co-
Kellogg Switchb. A Sup Co
Kokomo Tel A El. Mfg. Co.
Kusel, D.A..Tel. A El. Mfg.Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McDermid Mfg. Co.
Mianus Electric Co.
National Tel. Equipm. Go.
North Electric Co.
R. I. Telephone A Elec. Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Go.
Star Dynamo Works.
Sterling Electric Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tel. M.Go
Swedish-American Tel. Go.
Thomas, Wilcox A Dietz.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Warner Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western Tel. Const. Co.

Tools.
Klein A Son, Mathias.

Transformers.
AldeQ Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.
General Electric Go,
Gregory Electric Co,
Siemens A HalskeElectrlc Co.
of America.

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec, Mfg.Co.
Western Electric Go.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg, Co.

Trucks, Electric Car,
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

TurbineAI-VaterlVheels.
Leffel AGO., Jas.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
StUwell-Blerce Smith-Vaile.

Universities.
University of Notre Dame.

Varnishes.
Sterling Varnish I'io.

Vulcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Wire, Rare.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co,
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Okonite Co., The,
Phillips Insulated Wire Co,
Roebllng's Sons Co., J, A.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electrical Sup. Co.

Woodivork,Electrical.
Noblett, B. J.

X-Ray Ontfltii.
Queen A Co.

»rrft^n-ts Se^ ^ai III
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WANTED.
1,000,000 Burned Out

Incandescent Lamps
We will pay cash for one million burned out lamps.

Write to our address, stating how many you have.

If you have several different makes, advise how many
you have of each, and we will then submit our

proposition.

THE ECONOMY ELECTRIC CO.
WARREN, OHIO.

Siemens & Halske Electric

Co. of America,

GENERAL OFFICES, CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.

Railway, Lighting, Power Transmission.

IMPROVED DUNCAN INTEGRATING WATTMETERS.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

Boston, Chicago, CInoinnatI, Denver, New York,

Philadelphia, St. Louis, San Francisco.

NEW TYPE SUNBEAM.

16 Candlepower, 220 Volts.

5uperiorQuaIity
Because...

CARBON FILAMENT,
Purest and Host
Uniform.

VACUUM,
More Perfect.

riATERIALS,
Highest Quality.

WORKHANSHIP,
Sl<illed Labor Em-
ployed.

TESTS,
Carefully Made.

High and Low Voltages Equally Efficient.

WRITE FOR SAMPLE.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAQO. NEW YORK.

LONDON, ANTWERP, PARIS.

Briilge Chambers. ; QnteaVletoria 3i Rus Boudewyiu. 4S Avenue de BreteoIL
St., B. C, and Nortli Woolwich, B.

St. Paul, ninn.. American Electric Co., Northwestern AEcnts.

ST. LOUIS OFFICE, Secorlty BuIIdln(, ST. LOUIS. MO.
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THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S

Portable Indicating Wattmeters.

For Transformer, Arc and Incan=

descent Lamp and Multiphase Motor

Measurements.

5IZES 150 TO 3o,ooo WATTS.

General Office: Schenectady, N. Y.

Sales Offices in All Large Cities. Chicago Office, flonadnoclc Building.

In

Id

In

In

jf;r:?:fsf:rK':?:?':«':?!S'j<'s?K':f':f':?»r:?»?jrsr:r:fjf:?jr^K':S'>>'s?K's?:S'K's?:?K':rs?K'ifj«':?afK':«':S':^:?9?K':rK'j?

AMERICAN

BRIDGE CO.,

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

Steel Bridges,

Steel Buildings,

AND ALL CLASSES OF METALLIC STRUCTURES.

GENERAL OFFICES:
NO. 100 BROADWAY NEW YORK.

BRANCH OFFICES:
BOSTON,

PHILADELPHIA,
CHICAGO,

PITTSBUHC,

BALTIIMORE,
NEW ORLEANS,

CLEVELAND,
MINNEAPOLIS.

ESTABLISHED 1878. INCORPORATED 1899.

J. H. BUNNELL ^ CO.,
so PARK PLACE, Near General Postoffice. NEW YOBK.

TRADE-MARK.
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

Telegraph, Telephone, Railway and Electric-lighting Apparatus and

Supplies, Instruments.Batteries.insulated Wires & Line Equipment.
Catalogues and Circulars free on application.

Get our Special Prices before placing orders elsewhere.

We own the GOOD WILL, NAME, COPYRieHTS, TRADE-MARKS, Patent

(No. 288881) and all other assets of the old firm of J. H. BUNNELL & CO., and
propose to maintain our rights in the premises.

J. H. tUIMNEI-l- &
2^ l^zai-k ^l^cs^. -Near General PostoflQce.- I^ew Vorlc.
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Dearborn
ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES.

L.a bora-tori

«

WATERS FREE.

^Kiomical ^A/orlcs,
»s ^A/ater Chemis-ti
Boiler O^mpounds.

OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS.
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

IMPROVED

WARREN
^ ALTERNATOR
"1 SANDUSKY

OHIO

ALTERNATING -CURRENT POWER MOTORS,
1-20 TO 2 1-2 ACTUAL HORSEPOWER.

SIMPLE, RELIABLE, SATISFACTORY.
Butletius giving full description mailed on request.

The Emerson Electric Mfg. Co.,Branch OfBce and Warehouse:
136 Liberty St., New York' City

714-716-7I8 St. Charles St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

ESTABLISHED 1875.

COMBINATION OF

Stow Flexible Shalt
AND

MULTI-SPEED MOTOR.
Practically dust and water proof. For Portable

Drilling, Tapping;, Reaming, Emery Grinding, etc.
"Write for Catalogue and Prices.

STOW MFG. C0.( Binghamton, N. Y.
Gen'l European Agents, Selig, Sonnenthal & Co..

85 Queen Victoria Street. London. England.

This Trade=Mark °° '""'

"

Recept,acle3,

Rosettes, Mains and
Branches, Edison Cut-Outa

jenfen-a'p Quarantces Satisfaction
Switches, etc. ' ^^^^—^^^-^^^^

PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CHICAQO.

cori^ui-TS.
Electrolysisproof Linings

and Coverings.

Two of the best known non-
conductors of the electric age
combined.

An absolute non-conductor. COMPOSBD OF A!«PHAI.T AXD PAPEK.
Perfect insulation guaran-
teed. Water-tight joints. No scratching of cables. No deterioration. Costs less laid in complete
state than any conduit on market. Quickly and easily handled. No skilled workmen required.
Made in 7-foot lengths; 3-in. internal diameter; weight. 21b. to foot; made in desired sizes from
2 in. to 10 in. Manufacturers of Electrolysisproof Insulating Materials, Distributing Bos and
Post Linings, Pipe C jverlngs, Etc.

EtECTIOtrSISHOOF CONDUIT HFS. DO., ""'^"'.XwiTSSSaff'""-"-'-

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
. SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

lt-1TCortli»MSt.,NiwYait. •MNCHES:]; <="l"'5"'-'

\ 320 Dnrborii *L
BOSTON:

l34CongraMSL
SAN FRANCISCO:

71 Fload BalldlKt.

»•••••<

Both-Alternating and Direct Current Apparatus,
\

S.K.G. and Northern Systems.

GENERATORS, MOTORS,
Mining Equipments, Factory

and Shop Equipments.

POWER PLANTS FOR LONGEST DISTANCES.
LIGHTING AND RAILWAY

MACHINERY.
Transformers, Instruments, Switchboards.

m

i

STANLEY ELECTRICAL MFG. CO., NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,

PITTSFIELD, MASS. MADISON, WIS.
••I
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INDIA 8< AMBERM
IN AMV SHAPE OR PATTERN.

MANHATTAN SERIES

A. C. Enclosed

Arc Lamp System.
Enclosed Arc Lamps for all Circuits.

MANHATTAN GENERAL CONSTRUCTION CO.,
SAIiBt^ OFFICE,

11 Broadway. ST. Y. NEWARK, N. J.

EMPIRE 4 MIC
Cluihs <-in(J Ki|i(?r&. UPHEOUAl.Rri*. Jiiibifi^

?l8Wfl)oiSt.lVc»v York * Cliicnvjo. 1171

:rPERF;ECT,V'

INSULATOR

ENGINEERING.HERBERT A. WACNER,
Consulting Engineer

Railway Lighting and Power Plants,

416 LOCUST ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

COAL AND ASHES HANDLING
MACHINERY, SHAFTING. PULLEYS,

CLUTCHES. PATENT MACHINE-MOULDED
HOPE SHEAVES, ETC.

CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION.

LINK- BELT MACHINERY CO.,
Engineers, Founders. Machinists,

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

Crest

Manufacturing f'f

Co., ^-
Cambrldgeport, Mass.

GASOLINE MOTORS
AND

SPARKING PLUGS.

MclNTIRE'S PATENT

CONNECTORS UNO TERMINilLS.
Special Conneclors lor HARD-DRAWN COPPER

WIRE, all siics. FUSED WIRE, FUSED
LINKS .ir.ll STRIPS.

fHEC.HclHTIRE CO., (3X15 Franklin St.,

I

NEWARK, N^ J.

BIPOLAR AND MULTIPOLAR
DYNAMOS and MOTORS

Open and Enclosed for All Purposes.
PRICES RIGHT. CATALOGUE.

Star Dynamo Works,
Jefferson City, Mo.

Gale's Commutator
Compound.
The Only Article That Will Prevent Sparking.

Will keep the Commutator in good condition and prevent cutting. Absolutely will not gum the brushes.

50c. per stick. S5.00per dozen Send 5Uc. for trial stick.

FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES OR

K. Mclennan & cc,
Sole Alannfactnrers,

909, 100 T^asliinston Street, - CHICAGO.

Ideal Fire Protection
FOR SWITCHBOARDS AND

ALL ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.
Monarch Fire Appliance Co.^

27 WILLIAM STREET. NEW YORK.

READY FOR THE MARKET.
"FEMOO," the new style Creole rosette. In-

sulation perfect, long* fuse, superior
in every detail.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co., Peru. Ind.

nnMUAMUJ f/XjL

<x 'm^
JOHN. T. McROY

302 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
138 WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO

Book Orders
GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite BIO Marquette BIdg.. CHICAGO.

CREAM FLUX
AJ« ABBOHJTKLY NON-CORROSIVE INI«UIiATIN«
BOIjDEBINW F1.1IX FOR ALL DIETAIilS.

Contains no acid or any element Injurious to electrical connections.

ENDORSED BY THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS AND ALL USERS.
YOt; C.VN make more than 'loiible the number of perfect connections In one-half the time
with Oeam Kliix th:.ii jou ciiu with the same amount of any other flux. Put ui> In cans at
l.lc, '2.)c,, 50c. anil 7.,r,_ S|.r,.i:i| prices In >|iianllly. Send 15c. for trial box. We xuaraalce
It ana If not sotlstactory money will be refunded.

THIW IS WHAT ONE UMEU HAS TO SAY OF IT:
(I AFTER havluK tried the various soldering salts on Ibc market, and after Klvlni! your
„ \ Crcim Flux severe tests on heavy cable connections, and on the Huesl stranded
flexible droi) cord work, we can safely say It meets all claims yon make tor It. J consider It
one of the best ever olTered for sale. Very truly

"I'cr.J. H. Goohst, Conslr. Supt. CHICAGO EDI.SON CO."

FOB MALE BV ALL BUPFLV HOVMEtH OB

CREAM FLUX CO.,
Sole Manufaoturers,

100 Washington St., CHICAGO.

The General Electric Company's

Specially designed lamps for telephone switch-

boards having high efficiency and durability.

Send for Catalogue No. 1017.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND MINIATURE

LAMP DEPARTMENT,
Harrison, N. J.
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raANK N. PHILLIPS, PMCSIBZNT.
t. H. WAOtNSElL, TncASuncn.

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS.
GCNSBAl. MANAasn.

e. ROWJ.AN0 i>Hii.l.iPS, Vicc-Pnra.
C. n. REMINQTON, JR., 6cc.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
FBOTZDKirCE, B. I.

'

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New York Stokk. W. J. Watson, 26 Cortlandt St.
Chicago Stobe, F. E. Dooaboe, 241 Madison St.
MONTBEAL Bkanch, Eugene F. PhllUps' Electrical Works.

AIN OFnCES AND FACTOPIES. PHILLtPSDALE. R- I.

THIS

Water-Wheel Governor
Regulates the turbines used on elec-

tric railwa}' load in the Niagara
Falls Hydraulic Power & Manufac-
turing Company's plant.

We build governors adapted to

all makes of water-wheels, working
under all conditions. 70,000 horse

power in use. We guarantee the

best speed regulation which can be 3
obtained under any conditions. ^

Address *==!

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR COMPANY,
NO. 61 HAMPSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASSi

PATENT ATTORNEY,
185 Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.,

Has attended to all of our patent matters con-

tinuously since ISOI. Morgan & Wright, Cbicago.

Catalogue and Net Price List

LINEMEN'S OUTFITS
Mailed Free ts Linemen and Construction Men-

address:

MITHIAS KLEiN i SON, Manutacturers,

iT. Chicago. IN.

Six Years with Genera) Electric Company.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,
Counsellor at Law,

No. 66 Broadway. - NEW YORK CITY.

Patent Causes. Patent Soliciting.

Henry H. Humphrey,
Consulting
Electrical Engineer.

Central Lighting Stations,
Electric Power Transmission.

543, 544 and 545 Century Bldg., St, Louis.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go
MANUFACTURERS OF

STEEIi OUTLET AXD JUXCTIOX BOXES,
BWITCHBOAltDS, PAJTEIi BOABBS, SWITCEE8, MVe.

Stewart Patent Cord
ADJUSTER.

(Patented Au'.'iist 21. 19i;in.>

Cuts illustrate two methods of adjustment.

A device everyone wants.
Can be used on any size of cord.
Can be adjusted easily.
Can be used after rosette and

socket are connected.
Made of fiber.
Sold as cheap as common wood adjusters.
Order from your supply house or us.
Same price everywhere.

SAMPLES FREE.

FRANK H. STEWART $c CO.,
Manufacturers and dealers in

ALL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
35 1^. 7-^1-1 S«., F>l->ilacleipliia, F^a.

Roth Motors and Generators.

Spherical Type,

Pleasing In Design,

Strongly Built,

High Commercial Efficiency,

Open and Closed Types,

For Floor, Wall or Ceiling.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE BULLETIN.

Roth Bros. & Oo.,
MAN FACTURERS,
86-r2 West Jackson Blvd. CHICAGO.ILL., U.S.A.

NOTE OUR PRICES ON DYNAMOS
COPPER COMMUTATORS GUARANTEED 3 YEARS.

10 LIGHT, $30 30 LIGHT, $65 75 LIGHT, $11S
20 " 50 50 " 85 100 " 145

Warranted free from mechanical and electrical defects. Armatures
rewound, commutators refilled, machines repaired.

All work guaranteed. Send for catalogue.

The Chicago Motor and Dynamo Co., Inc.,
39-43 WEST WASHINGTON ST.. CHICAGO, ILL.

Is adapted to all sorts and conditions of use and is unsurpassed
for actual efBciency, durability, regulation of speed, margin for

overloads and large current, and general workmanship. It has a

strong starting torque, is non-sparking, compact and reliable. The^^—^^~^^—''—^^-^^^—^~~~~-^~^^^^~
sizes run from i^ H. P. up and can be shunt, series or compound

wound. All parts are standard, interchangeable and easily replaced. Full description in catalogue No. 035B.

A Lundell Motor

SPRACUE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
GENERAL OFFICES: 527-531 West 3«li St., New York.

^HIIO/K^^: Plsher- ISullciins. ^^STOIM: 275 ^evonsKire St.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

O.K. "Weatherproof Wire.

Slow-Burning Weatherproof

and Siof-Barning Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Go.j

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.

/interior .^nfoNDUir

UNDEi«ii<<fV;T?r;c=

RICHMOND! CONDUIT CO.
' — iviilw/vuivee: ujs.a- •

—

BEST
BECAUSE
BETTER.

Send for Catalog.
JAS. L. ROBERTSON &, SONS,

198 Fulton St., Mew York.
Branches: Boston—Philadelphia.

EUREKA PACKING, with a RED DIAMOND
LABEL, gives more power, lasts two to

three times longer and costs less than
any other good packing.

HIN.E ELIMINATOR gives dry steam to en-
gine, keeps oil out of the boiler.

ROBERTSON-THOMPSON INDICaTOR-a
grand adjunct and at very moderate cost.

ROBERTSON FEED-WATER HEATER heats
water to about boiling point withexhaust
steam.

TIC-A-TOC GREASE CUP. Send for circular.
A very successful novelty—circular.
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WANTED.
A practical telpphone man to take S5.0C0 of

stock in a telephone system, the money to be

used in constructing a new exchange to be added
to the svstem. A permanent position is offered

to the right man at a fair salary. Address at once.

Wolf River Telephone Company,
WEYAUWECA, WIS.

WANTED.
A young man to work in winding department

of an electrical repair shop; must have had some
experience. This situation is open to promotion.

The F. Bissetl Co.,
T oledo, Ohio.

WANT NOTICE.
WANTEO—By an Electric Railway Manufac-

turing Company.the services of a young man with

a knowledge of electricity, as an assistant in the
Engineering Department. Must be a competent
draftsman. State age. experience, salary re-

qulrpd, etc. Address "Railway," care of West-
ern Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg.. Chicago.

WANTED.
Position Ijy a technical graduate In electrical

engineering. Have Bad teclinical training in

construction, design, testing and operation of

electrical machinery and apparatus. 'Willing to

start low and can furnish best of references-

Address C. H. 0.,care of Western Electrician,

510 Marquette Bldg.. Chicago

.

WANTED.
Position as engineer or electrician by a com-

petent man who^undersianda all the details of

the electric-light business. 15 years of practical

experience with steam and l^yearsinelectrical

work. Address "COMPETENT." care Western
Electrician, 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

WANTED.
Position as Manaeer and Electrician by first-

class telephone man. thirty years of age, strictly

temperate. Have seven years' experience in

telephone work. Have had charge of city con-
struction-work ; have installed and operated
metallic, common-return and ground switch-

boards. Have been manager in my present

•position for over two years. Best of references.

Address "O. M." care of Western Electrician,

510 Marquette Bldg.. Chicago

WANTED TO BUY.
We are in the market for good second-hand

high-speed Automatic and Corliss engines. We
want several such at once. Write us, giving

full particulars.

CAMP ENGINEERING CO.,

1 8 South Canal Street, Chicago, III.

AN OPPORTUNITY.
I have for sale 30 shares of stock at $100 per

share in the Texas Arm A Pin Co., the largest

and m-'st flourishing croiS-arm institution in

the United States. My customer is in very poor
health and needs funds, which is the only rea-

son for selling. Will furnish further particu-

lars upon application.

J.T. BEATY, Lawyer, Beaumont, Tex.

FOR SALE.
0000 Weatherproof Copper Feed

Wire, about six miles, in A No. i condi-

tion, in lengths of i.Soo to 2,200 feet. For

further particulars address

IRA H. EVANS, Receiver,
Austin Rapid Transit Railway Company,

AUSTIN, TEXAS.

FOR SALE.
One 10 H. P. Wagner Mntor, 530 volts, with

rheostat. In use about three months. Address

The Ludlow-Saylor Wire Co.,
K. E. Corner Fourtli ami Elm Sts.,

St. Louis Mo.

CARBONS.
We have for sale lot of 100,000 Electric

Carbons, best German makes, various

sizes. Address for particulars

A. KERN & CO.,
I 57 Cedar St. NEW YORK.

FOR SALE.
A Hoffman &, Billings Cor-

liss engine, size 14x3S.

BELOIT ELECTRIC CO.,
BELOIT, WIS.

FOR SALE-A BARGAIN.
IIM cells, Chloride make, size 7x7x10^ in.

THOS.ALEXANDER,'=^'cH''rc"A''Gr^'

MANUFACTURERS.
What have you an overstock of that

you will sell at a bargain for CASH?
"Send description and caialofiue.

CEORCE W. CONOVER,
Ge'eral Purchasing Agent,

151 I Monadnock BIk., Chicago, III.

EXCEPTIONAL BARGAINS!
4—45-K. W., Edison, bi-polar, iio-volt

dynamos.
1 — New 40- K. W., Stanley, two- phase, 2,000-

volt alternalor.

I—400-ampere-hour, Chloride Accumula-
tor Co., storage battery.

I—15 X 14 Ideal engine.

I—14^^ X 15 Mcintosh & Seymour engine.

2— 18^2 X 18 Ideal engines.

I—20x36x18 Ideal, cross-compound engine.

I

—

7/i x5 x6 Duplex feed pump.
I— 1,000-H. P. Austin open heater.

Write for our latest price list No. 40.

Illinois Maintenance Compaxy,
E. H. CHENEY. Mar. 204 Dearborn SI . Chicago.

AMERICAN" SS5!?"
ARE THE lEST. Sand lor dticrlptivi Circular.

Abfolutaly Non-Infringing. '^'

Protection Guaranteed.
AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
E.T'o ias9. 171 S. Clinton St., Chicago, III,

SECOND-HAND
Dynamos and MotorSi

We invite correspondence
with those wishing to

buy or sell.

SCHUREMAN & HAYDEN,

140 S. Clinton St., Chicago.

STERLING EXTRA INSULATING VARNISH.
Sterling Extra ICIack FiniNliin^ A'arnisli.

j^terliiif; Black Air I>ryinff Variiisli,
J4terling Black Core Plate VarniBli.

THE STERLING VARNISH CO.,
Pittsburg. Pa., U. S. A.

THE STERLING VARNISH CO.,
95 ColmoreRow, Birmingham, England.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

WALSH'S SONS &. CO.,
260 Washington St.. neiwark. N. J.

Insulated

Rubber
Wires and Cables.

John A. Roebling's Sons Co,t

WORKS AT

TRENTON, N. J.

iio-Volt Incandescent Dynamos.

12-Jlgllt

IMlgtit
26-llght
BO-Ught
60-llght
60-light
BO-llgbt
65-llgtit

60-llght
60-llglit

75-llght
75-light
90-llght
100-llght
100-llglit

210-llght
225-llght
260-llght
260-llgllt

Z!0-\\eht
270-llght

1 300-llght

1 340-llEht
2 3D0-llght

1 350-llght
3 350-llght

1 3i;0-llght

1 400-llght
1 450-llght
1 '

4

460-llght
B40-llght

600-llght
TOO-llght

2 700-llght

4 800-llglit

1 1350-llght

Hartley, self-oiler, multipolar.
Edison, % K. W.
Perrett.
Hawkeye.
Card, sclf-oller.
Nowotny, self-oiler.

C. & C. self-oiler.
Edison, 3 K. W., seltoller, comp.
Mather.
Thomson-Houston, 75 v., comp.

with extra armature.
Thomson-Houston, D. 5.

Wood, self-oiler,
Westinghouse.
Cutten.
Jenuey, comp.
Triumph, self-oiler.

United States.
Westlnghouse, horizontal type.
Commercial, comp. self-oller.

T.-H., comp. selr-oUer, D. 15.

Westlnghouse, M. P., slow speed,
15 K. W., October delivery.

Columbian, multipolar, comp.,
self-oiler.

Eddy. Gelf-oller, compound. .

Hawkeye, comp., wound.
National, self-oiler, compound.
Bdison, 20 K. W., self-oilers.

Duplex multipolar. self-oiler,

compound, slow speed.
Wood, M. P.. seif-olicr. 25 K. W.
Edison, 25 K. W., self-oller.

TiockfoTd, self-oiler.

Edison, 30 K. W., self-oilers,

compound.
Elokmeyer.
Siemens & Halske, 40 K. W.,

multlpolai, slow speed.
WestinghouMe, 10-pole, slow

Bpeecl, 40 K. W., self-oilers,

new.
Edison, 45 K. W,, selt-ollers.

Wnddell-Enz, 80 K. W., M. P.,

for direct counectlon.

220-Volt Generators.

1 7Vi K. W. General Electric, multipolar,
self-oller.

1 9 K. W. Lundell, self-oller.

1 10 K. W. Lundell, Beif-oller, multipolar,
slow speed.

1 12 K. W. Eddy, self-oller, now ami't.
1 15 K. W. Edison, compound, self-oller.

1 25 K. W. Kdlson, self-oller.

t 40 K. W. E. & C, miilUnolar, slow speed.
1 200 K. W. Crocker-Wheeler multipolar,

alow speed, practically new.

500-Volt Qenerators.

2 16 K. W. E<]ison, Belf-ollcra.

1 15 K. W. T.-n., self-oller.

1 25 K. W. T.-H., HCif-oller. D. 26, com-
pound.

1 26 K. W. BdlBon, aelt-oller.

REGORYT
ELECTRIC CO.

54-62 S.CLINTOM ST. CHICAGO.

Soo-Volt Qenerators Continued.
1 30 K. W. Jenney, self-oiler.
1 35 K. W. Jenney, self-oiler, compound.
1 35 K. W. Mather, self-oiler.
3 45 K. W. Edison, compound, self-ollers.
1 75 K. W. Westlnghouse, Kodak set West-

iughojse generator and West-
lnghouse comp. engine, 14x24s
14, all complete, fine.

1 150 K. W. Detroit (Rac) multipolar, com-
pound, self-oller, new arma-
ture.

Alternating Qenerators.
1 350-llght Thomson-Houston, A. 18, comp.

wound.
1 600-Ilght Bain 30 K. W., self-oller, new

toothed armature.
2 600-llght Thomson-Houston, A. 6, 30 K.

W.. self oilers.
1 600-lIght Thomson-Houston, 30 K. W., two

phase.
1 600-llght T.-H., 30 K. W., slotted arma-

ture, compound, self-oller.
2 650-llght Thomson-Houston, A. 35, self-oil'

ers, composite wound.
2 750-light Westlnghouse, self-oilers, 37'/> K

W.
1 1000-llght Wood, 60 K. W.. self-oller,

toothed armature, comp. wound.
1 1200-llght Westlnghouse, 60 K. W., self-

oller, toothed arm't.
1 liOO-llght T.-H., 60 K. W., Belf-oller,

toothed armature.
1 1200-llght Ooncrnl Electric, A. 60. compos

Ite wound, toothed armature,
self-oller.

2 1300-llght 'J'.-H., A. 70. 1100 volts, self-oil.
ers, compound wound.

1 6000-lIght Wesllnghouse, SOCK. W., toothed
nrniature, composite wound.
Eclf-ollcr.

Arc Dynamos.
1 20-I1k1iI 2000 C. 1'. Western Electric.
1 30-llght 2000 C. 1'. Western Eleclric, self-

1 30-llght 2000 C. P. lirush'. No. 7.

Arc Dynamos—Continued.

35-light 2000 C.
40-light 2000 C.
40-light 2000 C.
45-Iight 1200 C.
46-llght 1200 0.

50-light 1200 C.
60-llght 2000 C.

60-light 2000 0.
60-Jight 2000 C.
60-llght 2000 C.
60-light 2000 C.
65-llght 2000 O.

2 76-1 Ight 1200 0.
2 75-light 1200 C.
2 75-Ilght 2000 0.
3 1^-Iight 1200 0.

P. T.-H., ring armature.
P. Wood, No. 7.

P. Western Electric, s. o.
P. T.-H., M. 12, ball arm.
P. Brush, No. 7, Steuben-

rausch commutator.
P. T.-H., L. D. 12.

P. T.-H., M. D., 2, self-
oller, ring armature.

P. Brush, No. 7%.
P. West. Elec, self-ollers.
P. Wcstiughouse.
P. Wood, No. 8.

P. Brush, No. 8, new ar-
mature.

P. Wood.
P. Standard, self-ollers.
P. Westingh'se, self-oller.
P. Excelsior, latest type,

self-ollers, tine.

320-Volt Motors.

P. Edison, fielf-oller.

P. B. it C, new. self-ollers, M. P.,
slow speed.

1 3 H. P. Crockei- Wheeler, self-oller,
slow speed.

1 3 H. P. Gen. Elec, type I. B., self-
oller.

P. C. & C, self-oller.
P. Card, slow speed, self-ollers.
r. Eddy, ring type, self-oller.
P. Westlnghouse, self-oller.
P. Roth, self-oller.
P. Eddy, self-oller.
f. Edison, self-oller.
P. General Electric multipolar,

self-oller.
P. Keystone, self-oller.
P. Elckmeyer, elevator motor,

with controller.
P. Lundell. Bcif-oiier.
P. Lundell, 10 K. W.. multipolar,

self-oller, slow speed.
P. Eddy, self-oller, new arm't.
P. Edison, self-oller.

1 1
2 1

3 H.
3 H.
6 H.
5 H.
7'^ H.
T& H.
7% H.
8 H.

1 10
1 10

1 10
1 12

1 15 H.
1 18 H.

220 Volt Motors—Continued.
1 30 H. P. Edison, 25 K. W., self-oiler.

1 50 H. P. E. & C, multipolar, slow speed.
1 60 H. P. Northern, M. P., self-oller,

newly rewound throughout-
1 75 H. P. Sprague, self-oiler, new arm't.
1 225 H. P. Crocker-Wheeler, M. P.

500-Volt Motors.
1 V4, H. P. Detroit, series wound.
1 1 H. P. Jenney, self-oiler.
11 H. P. Crocker - Wheeler, self-oller.

slow speed.
11 H. P. Lundell, self-oiler, slow speed.
11 H. P. 0. & C, self-oller.
13 H. P. Toledo, self-oiler.
13 H. P. Hobart, self-oiler.
13 H. P. Jenney, self-oller.
2 3% H. P. Rockford, Ironclad, self-ollers.
1 10 H. P. Eddy, sclf-oller. multipolar.
1 10 H. P. O. & C.
1 10 H. P. O. & 0., self-oller.
1 10 H. P. Commercial, self-oller.
1 10 H. P. Card, M. P., self-oller. Blow sp.
1 15 H. P. Eddy, self-oller.
1 IS H. P. Thomson-Houston, self-oller.
2 18 H. P. Edison, 15 K. W., self-ollers.
2 18 H. P. C. & C, self-ollers
1 20 H. P. Commercial, self-oller.
1 20 H. P. Card, self-oller.
1 30 H. P. T.-H., self-oller, D. 25.

1 30 H. P. Edison, 25 K. W., self-oller.
1 35 H. P. Jenney, self-oller.
1 40 H. P. Jenney, self-oller.
1 40 H. P. Mather, selt-oller.

1 60 H. P. Edison. 45 K. W., self-oller.

Alternating-Current Motors.
SINGLE PHASE.

1 Vi H. P. Stanley. 100 volts, 16000 alterna-
tions, single-phase.

2 1 H. P. Ft. Wayne, 100 v., 125 cycle, self-
ollers. single-phase.

1 2V4 H. P. Ft. Wayne, 100 volts, self-oller,
single-phase.

15 H. P. Wagner, single-phase, 60 cycle,
200 volts.

Alternating Current Hotors.
MULTIPHASE.

1 1 H. P. Westingliouse, self-oller, 2-phase,
60-cycIe, 100 volts.

1 10 H. P. Gen. Electric, self-oller, 3-phase,
type, 8-10-900, Form A, 60-cycle,
110 volts.

Automobiles.
I Wood's electric runabout, with top, car-

ries 2 persons, practically new.
1 Electric open phaeton, seats 3 persons, flue

condition.
1 Electric "trap," carries 4 persons, new.

TRANSFORMERS, METERS AND ARC LAMPS.
NOTICE.-/Mi machinej ate acluaiiy In tlock ready lor prompt delivery. All machinCB arc guaranteed. Write tor parliculars and tend lor MONTHLY BARGAIN SHEET with net cash price.
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For the purpose of quickly iutrodiiciupr

and deiuoristrating the superior merits oC
Its cciurses.the Trustees oITHEAMERICAN
SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE have
voted to award a

FREE
SCHOLARSHIP ix

Electrical, Steam, Mechanical, Ma^
rine or Locomotive

including a oiuDlete course in MECHAN-
ICAL DRAWING, to IV few well-recom-
mended, ambitious men in each manu£ac-
tuvins: plant in the United Sfates.
Theholdei-s of these FREE SCHOLAR-

SHIPS will be asked to answer any
inquiries as to the benefit and value of the
instruction and also recomnaend the School
to their friends, thus establishing an end-
less chain of enthusiastic students who
will adverlise theSchool more thoroughly
than tons of printed matter or an army of
agents. Application blank on request
(mention WiisTERN" Electiuciax).

American School of Correspondence,
(Chartered by theComuionweaithof Slassj

Boston, Mass. U. S. A.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS, ANY 5IZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFG. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

TRADE HARK.
Tested Fuse M'irc and Fuse Links.

Standard for Accuracy,

In tbe manufacf essentials

1st, accuracy; 20, UNIFORMITY.
The steady increase in our bus'.Tieas duriuy the past

twelve years is the best evidence that our goods meet
all requirements.

All kinds of Telephone Fuses and Bases,
well made and at low prices.
CHICAGO FUSE WIRE & MFC. CO.,
58-64 N. JelfersoDSI.,Cbicaga 369 Broadway, New York.

mOUR STUDENTSss
SUCCEED

INCREASED SALARY.

1 took up the
ineering Course.
;, I have passed
c Examinations.
:iiy salnrj' raised
nin now settinK

can truth-

illy say th;

to correspondence instruction,

R.G.ELLIOTT.
Danncmora, N. Y.

MACHINIST TO ENGINEER.
I recommend The Interna-

tional Correspondence Schools
as heinfj one of the best means
thTou^h which to obtain an edu-
cation- The method employed
is simple and e.isily understood.
At the time 1 enrolled. I was
holding' a position as machinist
and steam fitter. I am now chief
engineer for I. S.&T.Elkinton.
Philadelphia". Pa.

WM. R. HORNER.
Philadelphia, Pa.

S12 to S70, la Small MoDtbly laslallmeDts, pays for a

Salary-Raising Education
In Electrical Engineeriiiff. Electric Licht and Power.

Telephony. Telegraphy. Steam, Mechanical.
and Civil Engineering,

Established 1891, Capital, Ji, 500.000.

Seud/or Circulars and Local Re/iretices.

TBE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS.

Box lODZ, ScrantoQ, Penna.

rhe Standard Open Circuit BatterlM
of the World.

g£in> rOB OIEODLAK AND PKIOIS.

rHE LECLANCH^ BATTERY CO.,
\\\ to tl7 Eas! 13UtSJ.. N. Y.

CEO. F. SCHWALM CO.,

FOR SPOT CASH
BURNED OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND BASES.

Frf;i''hl Paid ar

HARRISON, N.J.

BARGAINS in ELECTRICAL MACHINES.
The following list of thoroughly overhauled machines are in stock

and ready for prompt delivery.

DYNAMOS-
1 lO-Volt Incandescent.

One 12-lisht Elbritlgc.

One ."jC'-light Nowotny, new.
One 100-llght Daft.

One250-lighlU. S.

One 350-light Davis.

One 800-light G. E.

One 1,800-IightFt.Wajne.nen'.

DYNAMOS-ARC.
One Brusb, 1-iignt. 3,UU0 c. ]i.

One Urush. 3-llght, 2,000 c. p.

One Amer. Wood, 20-light,
2 OOu c. p.

One West. Elec.. 30-Iisht.
2,(H;u c. p.

One Ft. Wayne Wood, 3D-ligbt,
1,200 c. p.

OncT. H. L. D., 33-llghl.
2,0U0 c. p.

ALTERNATORS.
One 3A Slattery.
One A60 G. E.

STEWART
ELECTRICAL

CO.,
;. E. Cor. Fiftti

and Sycamore,

CINCINNATI, 0.

GENERATORS.
One Wood b. p.. 500 v., 45 k. w.
One T.-H. in.p.75,500 v..75 k.w.
One Edison b.p.,500 v., 100 k.w.

IIO-VOLT MOTORS.
One Diehl, J b. p.
One Edison, % h. p.
One Elbridge, 9i h. p.
One Card, 1 h. )).

One Sprague, 1 b. p.
One Nowotny, 3 h. p.
One Daft, 10 h. p.
One U. S., 20 h. p.
OiieiJ. C, 2S b. p.

220-VOLT MOTORS.
One >'owotnv. X b. p,, new.
One Nowotny. I b. p.
One Davis, 5 h, p.

(?.
.,

One Edison b. p., 15 h. p.

500-VOLT MOTORS.
One Davis, 20 h. p.
One Brush, 25 h. p.
One Wood b. p., CO h. p.
One T.-H. m. p. 15, 90h. p.
One Edison, 100 k. w., 120 h. p.

One Dat't, 10 b
OneE. E. & C. C. lOh. p,

MACHINERY AND SUPPLIES
AT BARGAIN PRICES.

FOR SALE.
We are constantly parchasing entire factories and

plants. We bunght from the ISionx City Traction Co.
tlie following:
No. SI 2 13x22x12 Westlnghouse com-

pound engines.
No. S2 1 pair 17%x24 Williams automatic

engines, coupled togetber.
No. S3 2 generators, type U. S. Westing-

bouse, bl-polar, size, 80 K. W.
No. S4 2 60x16 horizontal tubular boilers.
No. S5 1 4G0 H. P. Hazieton water tube

boUer, 2 Roney furnaces with
stokers.

No. S6 1 Worthlngton duplex pump, Cs4
xO.

No. S7 1 Koerscheli heater, 2x9 feet.
No. SS 1 Hancock inspirator, 1^ inches.
No. SO 38 feet 6%-lneh shafting.
No. SIO 89 feet 8-lnch shafting.
No. Sll 8 feet 47i,-incb shafting.
No. S12 16 feet 10-inch shafting.
No. S13 2 6%-lnch flanged couplings.
No. S14 1 S-Inch flanged coupling.
No. S15 1 6%x4y6 flanged couplings.
No. S16 1 60.\-3Sx6% In. double arm drive

pulley.

No. S17 4 60x16x6% In. Hill friction
clutch pulleys.

No. S18 1 60x28x6% in. Iron pulley,
leather covered face.

No. S19 1 60x16x4% in. Iron pulley.
No. S20 1 14x43x8 in. Iron pulley.
No. S21 2 6%x20 chain oiling pillow

blocks.
No. S22 6 6%xl5 chain oiling pillow

blocks.
No. S23 1 4%xl5 chain oiling pillow

blocks.
No. S24 1 72x26x8 in. Dodge wood pulley.
No. S2o 2 14 ft. X 16 In. cable drums; 6

grooves for 114-lncb cable.
N'o. S26 1 12 ft. X 17 In. x 16 in. spur gear.
No. S27 10 Sxl8 In. pillow blocks.
No. S28 2 double ply dynamo belts, 16-

incb width, 67 feet long.
No. S29 1 double ply dynamo belt, lUi-

inch width; 71 feet long.
No. S30 1 double ply dynamo belt, 14Vi-

Inch width: 48 feet long.

WE PURCHASED FROM P. D. ARMOUR & CO., Union Stock
Yards, their entire boiler outfit. Armour & Co. changed their
motive power from steam to electricity at a cost of over $2,000.
000, as a result of which they sold to us all thf^ir fine horizontal
tubular boilers, consisting of 4-8-60x1 6. 1 2—54x1 6, 1 2—60x 1 8.

They are all In excellent condition and have been thorouchly
overhauled, all weak parts replaced.
We also purchased the HASTINGS, NEB., ELECTRIC PLANT,

consisting of the following:
No. S325 1 9%xl2 Armlngton & Sims en- No. S329 2 60x16 horizontal tubular boll-

glne.
No. S327 2 650-light incandescent dyna-

mos.
No. S32S 2 26-Jlght Ball arc dynamos.

ers.
No. S330 2 66x16 horizontal tubular boil-

ers.
Shafting, hangers, couplings, etc.

ENGINES.
No. S64 12x20x12 Westlnghouse auto-

matic compound.
No. S66 12x20x14 Ball automatic com-

pound.
No. S66 12x24 Zeabm Bros.
No. S67 12x20 horizontal slide valve.
No. S2Q5 13x16 Twin engines, tandeml

bed.
No. S70 13x16 horizontal side crank.
No. S71 13x18 four valve Russell auto-

matic.
No. S72 13x20x15 Armlngton & Sims cross

compound condensing.
No. S73 13x16 Erie horizontal.
No. S74 14.X14 automatic Ideal.
No. S75 14x24 Richards horizontal.
No. S76 14.X24 box bed.
No. S77 14x20 Atlas automatic.
No. S7S 14x24 Bay State. .

No. S7S 14x30 Oumner.
No. S79 UVaxlS Armlngton & Sims auto-

matic.
No. SSO 16x14 automatic Ideal.
No. S81 16-\14 Smith, Beggs & Rankin au-

tomatic.
No. S207 16x36 Woodruff & Beach.
No. S20S 17%x24 pr. auto. Williams,

coupled.
No. S82 18x30 250 H. P.
No. SS3 20x22 Corliss.
No. SS4 20x36 Corliss.
No. SS5 20x42- Corliss.
No. 886 26x48 Corliss.
No. SS7 20x24 horizontal, box bed.
No. S209 66x20 Chandler & Taylor.
No. S210 40 H. P. Rice automatic.
No. S211 35 H. P. Chandler & Tavlor.
No. S8S 22x42x48 Allls tandem condens-

ing.
No. S89 14x20 Russell automatic.
No. S90 10 H. P. Davis & Rankin.
No. S91 10 n. P. slide valve.
No. S92 40 H. P. slide valve.
No. S93 60 H. P. slide valve.
No. S94 20 H. P. Miiburn.
No. S95 No. 874 Racine automatic, 9-lnch

stroke.
No. S96 80 H. P. raroubar.
No. S97 No. 1 Russell high-speed auto-

matic.
No. S98 12 H. P. Giant.
No. S99 14 H. P. Giant.
No. SlOO 6 H. P. automatic Westing-

house.
No. SlOl 10 H. P. gas engine.
No. S102 13 H. P. Davton gasoline.
No. S1C3 35 H. P. upright.
No. S104 40 H. P. Otto gas.
No. S105 60 H. P. Otto gas.
No. SlOG 19 H. P. Lewis gasoline.
No. S107 60 H. P. Raymond gasoline.
No. S172 68 H. P. Atlas.
No. S173 10x20 side crank.
No. S174 Otis furnace hoist engine, 2

eyl., 8x10.
No. S177 13x16 Twin engines, tandem

bed.
No. S179 7x14 Ames cylinder.
No. S273 16x30 balance wheel, 14 feet

dlam.
No. S274 1 H. P. gasoline.
No. S2r5 16V'2x30 Buckeye.
No. S276 6x12 horizontal slide valve.
No. S277 14x28 horizontal slide valve.
No. S278 12x24 marine oscillating.

No. S279 30x30 slide valve.
No. S280 36x42 slide valve.
No. S2S1 24x30 slide valve.
No. S282 10x15 center crank.
No. S2S3 6x8 box bed. side crank.
No. S284 16x36 Sinker & Davis.
No. S285 9x9 upright, center crank.
No. S2S6 9x14 horizontal, side crank
No. S287 9x12 Nagel.
No. S288 7x7 side crank.

MISCELLANEOUS.
110-VOLT INCANDESCENT DYNAMOS.
No. SM145 2 T.-H. 600-llght, 110-volt, di-

rect connected.
No. SM146 1 60-light Edison dynamo.
No. SM147 1 25-i;ght O. & 0. dynamo.
No. S1I148 1 2i;0-ligbt Edison dynamo.
No. SM149 1 100-1 ight Rockford dvnamo.
No. SM160 2 500-Iigbt T.-H. dynamos.
No. SM151 1 150-ilgbt Eddy dynamo.
No. SM152 1 100-ilght, 110-volt, Weston

dvnamo.
No. SMI63 1 260-llght Hawkcye dynamo.

500-VOLT GENERATORS.
No. SJI164 1 No. 8 T.-H., 75 K. W. 500-

volt.

650-VOLT GENERATORS.
No. SM1S5 2 type U. S. Westlnghouse

bl-polar; 80 K. W.; 350 revo-
lutions, 550-volt.

ALTERNATORS.
No. SM166 1 50 K. W.; 1,000-voIt; West-

lnghouse; complete with
switchboard, exciter, one ex-
tra brand new armature for
exciter, two field coils.

No. SM167 1 500-light National; exciter
. on shaft.

No. SJI158 1 500-llght T.-H. alternator;
1,000-volt.

No. S.M159 1 600-ilght T.-H.; 2,040-voIt.
No. S.MJ60 2 26 K. W. Westlnghouse Al-

ternators; 1,160-volf; 16,000 al-
ternations; switchboard and
instruments.

ARC DYNAMOS.
No. SM161 2o-llght; 2,000 c. p. low ten-

sion; one extra armature for
same.

No. SM162 3 50-light; 2,000 c. p.; T -H
No. SM103 1 No. 8; 60-llght; arc; 2,000

c. p.; AVood.
No. SM104 1 so-light Western Electric

dynamo.
No. SM166 20-light, 2,000 c. p. Sperry;

switchboard and instru-
ments.

MOTORS.
No. SM166 1 20 H. P.. 500-volt, Pt

Wavne.
No. SM167 1 3 H. P., 500-volt., T.-H.
No. S168 1 McGowan condenser, steam

cyl., 8-Inch.
No. SI69 1 hoisting engine and boiler, 6x

12, made by Kendall & Bro.
PUMPS.

We carry over 350 different makes and
sizes. Write for complete list,

BOILERS.
All kinds of horizontal, tubular, fire-

box, etc. Our complete list on applica-
tion.

SUPPLIES.
We carry all liinds of sbafting, bangers, roaplingei,

palleys, belting; in fact, anything in tbe line ofsnpplies.

Write for our complete catalogue No. 156.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.,
W. 35th and Iron Sts.. Chicago.
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We Cater to Those Who
Demand the Best.

I^^P reaionalhallhe

>jJ\J
panles In Ihe

P'L^tlVTM i!;,'V.^
U^W".J^3^-l-^

>clcp)ia..c. .rc-Thil (hnr arc btller
n(cr. COST LESS FOR

MAINTENA CE. sKdw hlchor cffic.

Hi HJHS3^B^^^^3'

ilHlillMIIIHlMMIIHI

Swedish-American

Telephone Company,
69-75 W. JACKSON BLVD.. CHICAGO, ILL.

A Few Reasons Why You Should Use the
WARNER DRY BATTERY

RINGINGOUTFIT,
No exchaoge is complete without one. It will ring where all other ringers fail.

It is the cheapest way to secure power. There are no belts to slip.

There are no bearings to oil. There are nocoramutators to keep clean.

There is no water to spill. There are no power bills to pay.
There are no delays or stops. It is always ready for duty.
It is absolutely reliable under all conditions.

Your operators can give better service with a good signaling device.

Every Outfit is Shipped Complete Ready for Immediate Use.

Every outfit is thoroughly tested and fully guaranteed. This machine is in use in

some of the largest exchanges, both in this country and abroad. The net price for the

complete outfit is

$45 F. O. B. Factory.
Prompt shipments guaranteed. For further information, address

THE WARNER ELECTRIC CO.,
MUNCIE. INDIANA, U. S. A.

Magnet Wire
Our Specialty: The Best Stock of fine

sizes of Single Silk Insulated Magnet
Wire In the country. Also Double Silks,

Single and Double Cottons.

THE MgDERMID MFG. CO.,
207 S. CANAL ST.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

PORTABLE DESK 'PHONE.

KELLOGG

SWITCHBOARD

AND SUPPLY CO.,

229 so. GREEN ST.,

CHICAGO.

TEliEPHONES

ISWITCHBOABDIS.

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central office.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out ol repalt.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Im Complete. Dnrable, Reliable.

The only manufacturers selllnR a complete line of

Public Exchange, Toll Line, Police, Fire Alarm,

Street Hallway, Central Station and Intercommunl-

catlDK Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co.,

72-82 VV. Jackson Blvd.,

OBTCATALOa. CHICAOO, V. S. A.

HUGO SCHUMACHER, Prest.

J. A. ARBOGAST, Vlce-Prest.

MAX SCHUMACHER, Sec'y and Treas.

M, GARL, Supt.

Garl Electric

Company,
AKRON, OHIO.

Hotel or House
Telephone.

Sole Patentees and
RAanufacturers of

Garl Railway, Hotel and Factory Telephone

Systems. Garl Electric Gun for Fire

and Burglar Alarms.
Intercommunicalino
Factory Telephone.

NATIONAL APPARATUS
Metallic Circuit Multiple

Switchboards.
Positive Doable Supervisory Signals. Central Energy.

Simple and Mechanically Perfect.

All Circuits Perfectly Balanced Electrically.

Cost of Operation and Maintenance Reduced to a
Minimum.

The Method of Operating that we have adopted has been
determined npon, by long years of experience and

practical operation by the very best telephone
engineers, to be nnexcelled.

Send \J& Vour SFteci-Fioa^ions.

National Telephone Equipment Co.,
330-333 Lrafayette Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

No. 1900 mmm iimm,mm co,

36 to 50 Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL.

Our new No. 1900 Telephones with Disc Carbon Lightning

Arrester for SERIES and BRIDGING work are winners. Try thera.

OUR CENTRALIZED BATTERY SYSTEM

is a great success; likewise our

MULTIPLE SWITCHBOARDS.

Telephone Apparatus
Of All Kinds Manufactured.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL AND TOOLS LOWEST PRICES.

A BIG LOT OF SECOND-HAND PHONES, IN GOOD

ORDER, CAN BE HAD FOR A SONG.

Let us tell you about them.

1

1

;

1,'

i.

,.:-

,4V,
i

1

^-.

NO 80 1

SPECIAL 1

STANDARD

Telephone and Electric

Company,

MADISON, WIS.
Manufacturers and Importers

High Grade

Telephone Apparatus
EXCLUSIVELY.

WRITE FOR I900 CATALOGUE.
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Success
Comes only to those telephone exchanges which use the
BEST material. If you use our goods success is assured.

We can supply EVERYTHING USED WITH TELEPHONES.
No order too small for attention or too large for our capacity.

Bapid deliveries our rule, and each order filled with care. Large
stocks alwajs on hand.

Telephones, every stjie and grade. Long and short backboards.
Elegant finl.sh and design. Prices that will suit. Hard rubber re-
ceivers. Oak or walnut woodwork. New Ideas in magneto bells.
Each Instrument guaranteed.

All kinds of telephone supplies. New parts for old telephones.
Double-pole receivers.

Electricians' tools. Lightning arresters, carbon and fuse. Ex-
tension bells—standard and bridging. Circuit closers. Transmit-
ters of various styles. Repeating coils, induction colls, construc-
tion material of all kinds.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUEi

Central Telephone & Electric Co.,

909 MARKET STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

J. H. VAN VLISSENGEN. Prest.

L. G. WHEELER, VIce-Prest.

W. C. HEINROTH, Treas.

L. G. BOWMAN, Sec'y and Gen'l Mgr-

Western Telephone Construction Co.,

153-159 South Jefferson St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Try to get good ivork oat of poorly made apparatus

^A/HE:lM
First-class, np-to-date eqnipment saves time,

worry and money?
We can farnish yon irith the best on the market.

\A/E IVI/VKE IT.
Write for prices. Orders filled promptly.

INDUCTION COII.S.

VARLEY DUPLEX MAGNET CO
FISHER BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL. 138 7TH ST„ JERSEY CITY, N. J.

IBjI'^rrf^

MAY BE INCREASED BY

CONNECTING UP YOUR

FARMERS
AND

OUTLYING DISTRICTS,

Others are Making their Plants Pay Fair

Interest on their Investments

that Forrnerly Showed
a Shortage.

NEW FEATURES!
ALL TROUBLE POINTS

ELIMINATED.
No Listening Keys.

No Clearing-Out Drops.

No Ringing Keys.

No Complications in Your Cord Circuit.

No Delays—Always Ready for Business,

WE WILL TELL YOU HOW IT'S DONE.
WRITE TO

CLEVELAND, 63-7sfrankfortst . OHIO.

EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES-

FOR QAS ENGINES,

SLOT MACHINES.

AUTOMOBILES,

RAILROAD SIGNALS,

CROSSING BELLS,

SMALL MOTORS,

CTC.

CONSTANT CURRENT.

NO LOCAL ACTION.

WILL NOT FREEZE.

LIQUID TIGHT

CELLS FOR

PORTABLE

WORK.

FULL DESCRIPTION IN BOOKLET NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
136 FfFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

COLUMBIA
CARBONS

FOR
ENCLOSED
ARCS

Guaranteed superior to any imported Carbon in uniformity of size and

straightness, or subject to return at our expense. Try us and be convinced.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
1 198 West Madison Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.
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..VIADUGTco
BALTIMORE, MAKE

TELEPHONES
AND eVERYTHINC ELECTRICAL

THE SHORT LINE
TO

Houghton, Calumet,
marquette

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

IS THE ONLY LINE RUNNING

Solid Trains 7°e Copper Country

.ft^CALUMET
rHANCOCK

o^ HOUGHTON
kfANSE
9\,Nestoria

CHAMPION'

REPUBLIC

MOUNTAIN
Wausaukee

P^,.3MEN0M1NEE
ELLIS JC-B^Jj^^pifjETTE

%5§?".TTH

GREEN BAY

Hubert Jc

Plymouth

||MILWAUKEE

THROUGH SLEEPING CARS. COACHES AND
BAGGAGE CARS

Leave Chicago daily at 10:30 p. m.

From Union Passenger Station, Canal & Adams StSi

City Ticket Office, 93 Adams SL

Kokomo Telephones for 1 900.

New Tubular Arm; no com in sight.

High-Grade Full Nickel-Plated Bell,

Bipolar Receiver, togethir with the

Kokomo Long-Distance Transmitter.

Making up the most efficient Telephone on the market for
Exchange and TolMine work. we have improved the
Telephone, also the price, to a point that will Interest you.
Write us for information.

KOKOMO TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

KOKOMO, IND.

TELEPHONE AND

CONST. SUPPLY CO..
CHICAGO.

NEW CATALOGUE FREE,

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE SUPPLY CO.,
TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES,

19 SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO.
"Monarch" Galvanized Telephone Wire, "Extra BB" and "BB" 'Jalvanized Tt'lephone Wire, Hard-drawn
Copper Telephone Wire, Rubbor Covered Wire. Weather-proof Iron Line Wire, Annunciator Wire. Office
Wire, Galvanized Steel Strand, Crosby Clips, Guy Clamps, Boston Cable Hanpers. Turn Bucklo. Me^sen-
c-er Pole Supports. Galvanized Thimbles, Guy Rods, Ground Rods, Stombausli Guy Anchors, Eye Bolts,
Cross Arms, Crcjs Arm Braces, Pins and Brackets, Latr Screws and Bolts, Insulators, Knobs, Toolsj etc., etc.

Send for complete catalogue of

MAGNETO BELLS, TELEPHONES,
MEDICAL BATTERIES and

ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES.
All Goods High Grade in Every Bespcct

MIANUS ELECTRIC CO., - Mianus, Conn.

Send for our New Book Catalogue-Just Out.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, 510 Marquette Bidg., Chicago.

A Direct Reading Otimmeter.

Ohmmetei's,
Aninieters,

Voltmeters.
Special Electrical Machinery.

F. B. ISAG£ & BKO.,
Successors to American Electric Specialty Co.,

ls£3 Liberty at., THew York City.
New York Agents Wirt Electric Co. Rheo-

stats and Brushes.

f ^Ulyt/^/cC&u>rxy i^nJX

MDNDN ROUTE
IS rnt DIRECT LINE- I

A BETWEEN

ChlCAGO,
I INDIANAPOLIS,

CINCINNATI
AND-

JLOUISVILLEi
I CITY OFFICE 232 CLARK ST.,

1 -,^!!=-'^ cmcAGO.
|W^K»'?^^'^^*-^^, ^...O.^tfSSas-'j

STERLING ELECTRIC CO.,
EXCLUSIVE MAHUFACTURERB OF

BELL-STYLE TELEPHONE
>XKRA-rUi

FOB THB INDEPENDENT FIEI.D.

Main Office and Factory at LAFAYETTE« IND, Branch Office, Chicago.

<'IIIOA<.<l OI<ri€B. No l^eit muNAD^kOCK BriLDIKG.

Silk
COVERED MAGNET WIRE COTTON

COVERED.

Plenty of it. All sizes. Prices riqht
Electro maqnets uuilt and rewound.

Induction coils Wilt to specification.

The MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC Mr&.GG.
South Bend. Indiana

THE ROCK OF GIBRALTAR IS NO
FIRMER THAN A

Telephone Pole
Secured by the

Stonibaugh Guy Anchor.
The cheapest and most elective method of

securely fastening Telephone, Telegraph and
Trolley Poles.

No holes to dig;' bore them In the ground
and there they stay. "Brace up" the weak
points on your line end avoid further trouble.

W. N. MATTHEWS &8R0,
Si. Louis, Mo.,

Ooncrul WcHtern

Showing Manner .,) Securing. AKCnlH.

Descriptive Circular and Testimonials on Request.

Correspondence Invited.

«a„u,ao,u:ed
p^jyp 3,y||J„^ "'Ts: a""'"'

3|^ to 6 in. Diameter.

New and Revised Edition JUST ISSUED.

American Telephone Practice
By KEMPSTER B. MILLER, M. E.

OOIXTB>I<STS.
Chapter I —History and Principles of tlie Magneto Telephone. IL—History

and Principles of the Battery Transmitter. HI.—The Telephone Re-
ceiver, IV.—Carbon Transmitters. V. — Induction Coils. VI.—Bat-

teries. VII.—Calling Apparatus. VIII.—The Automatic Shunt. IX.

—

The Hook Switch, and Circuits of a Telephone. X.—Commercial Call-

ing Apparatus. XI.—The Telephone Relay or Repeater. XII.—Self-

induction and Capacity. XIII.— Telephone Lines. XIV. — Simple
Switchboards for Small Exchanges, XV,—Listening and Ringing Appa-
ratus for Switchboards. XVI.—Self-Restoring Switchboard Drops. XVII.
—Complete Switchboards for Small Exchanges. XVIII.—Lamp Signal

Switchboards. XIX. —The Multiple Switchboard. XX —Transfer Sys-

tems. XXI. — Common-Battery Systems. XXII. — House Systems.

XXIII.—Protective Devices. XXIV.—Distributing Boards. XXV,—Party
Lines Non-Seleci:ve. XXVI,—Party Lines. Step by Step Selective Sig-

naling. XXVII.—Selective Signaling by Strength and Polarity. XXVIII.
—Harmonic Systems of Selective Signaling. XXIX.—Wire for Telephone
Use. XXX.—Pole Line Construction. XXXI.—Overhead Cable Con-
struction, XXXII,—Underground Cable Construction. XXXIII.—Test-

ing. XXXIV. — Automatic Exchanges. XXXV. — Storage Batteries,

XXXVI,—Specifications,

518 large octavo p sges, 379 Illus. Price, $3. 00.

This is the first complete treatise on Telephony in the

English language. The author was peculiarly qualified for the

task, having been an examiner in the U. S. Patent Office in

the telephonic class, and subsequently as a telephone engineer
had a wide experience in every branch of telephonic work. The
text is profusely illustrated by cuts of commercial apparatus
and carefully prepared diagrams of circuits, No diagram is

given without a full explanation. The apparatus, circuits and
methods of the American Bell Telephone Company and of the

various independent companies are fully described. The
apparatus and methods used in making all of the tests required

in commercial telephone work are fully treated.

Copies of this or any other electrical book published sent prepaid,
to any address in the zuorld, 071 receipt of price.

SIO Marquette Building,

CHICAOO, ILLINOIS.Electrician Publishing Co.,
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U. S. NAVY SPECIFICATIONS
Call for Dry Cells equal to "New Standard Dry
Battery" In E. 'M- V. (1.5 volts) and entirely
free from acid. Enough said. Prices as low as
any imitations. New Catalogue for tbe asking.

WILLIAM ROCHE
INVENTOR AND SOLE M ANUF-ACTURCR

4-2 VESEY STREET, NEW YORK CITY
Seed for CatjUogiie and mention "WeBteru Eiectriciau

RESISTANCE WIRES
Bare and Covered. For All Purposes.

SEE OUR CATALOGUE.

DRIVER-HARRIS WIRE CO.
NEWARK, N. J.

"^ "MANROSS" ^^
H4IR SPRINGS

FOR ELECTRIC
i;^lDIC;>%TlrVO >%ND RECORDING
GAt;GES STEAM GAUGES, ETC.

Largest Manufacturers of

Hair Springs in the United States.

Non-Magnetic Hair Springs of Phos-
phor Bronze and other non-magnetic
mecals. Hair springs of anj de-
scription manufactured to order.

F. N. MANROSSp Forestville, Conn.

STUDENTS^
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.

$3 oo per year, in advance.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., - CHICAGO

DEALERSZanhcONTRACTORS
For Satisfactory IntercommunicatingMON

At bottom prices, write to

THOMAS, WILCOX & DIETZ, - - Cleveland, Ohio.

M'CORMICK TURBINE.
On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft.

Especially Adapted for Electrical Worl<.

Gives a higher percentage of useful effect than any other water-wheel
heretofore made. All sizes, right and left hand, are built from patterns per-
fected under systematic tests in the Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and those contem-
plating the improvement of powers, will find it to their interest to confer
with us. as we are willing to guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter what make of turbine has been in use. STATE REQUIREHENTS
AND SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.

REFLECTORS!
SIIiVKB-PtATED
MIBBOB
FOR
I!VCAND£SCE:9iT
Cr.USTERS.

Made in many sizes and styles. Trimmed
with prisms if desired.

We also manufacture

Silver and Opal Gloss Inverted Double Cone
Reflectors, Chandeliers and Sun Burners

For lighting and venti-
lating

Churches.
Theatres.
Halls and
Public Buildings.

Street and Ornamental
Sign Lamps of Every
Kind for Oil, Gas or
Gasoline. Border
Lights, Bunch Lights,
Foot Lights and Gas
Stands for Theatres.

SEND FOR CATALOG.

AMERICAN REFLECTOR & LIGHTING COMPANY,
271-273 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

A TRIAL WEANS ITS ADOPTION.

WE INVITE AN INVESTIGATION

American Battery
Coniponnd Co.,

224.226 S. Clinton St.. CHICAGO.

CSTABLrSHED 1 BBB

NofTcE 1

The old original

D. A, KUSEL

TELEPHONE AND

ELECTRIC

MFG. COMPANY,

1109 Pine St.,

ST. liOuis, aio.

The oldest and
most reliable
manufacturer of
telephones and
switchboards in
the West. "Write
for catalogue
and price list.

D. A. KUSEL,

Proprietor.

New G. I. ^^^ Lamps.
L 3 for any direct current—Constant Potential Circuit of 200

volts or above—2 in series on 200 to 250 volt light and power
circuits—and 5 in series on 450 to 600 volt powrer and railwray

circuits. Write for bulletin No. 74.

L I for multiple connection on 100 to 125 volt D. C. Constant
Potential Light and Power Circuits.

L 2 for multiple connection on 200 to 250 volt D. C. Constant
Potential Light and Power Circuits. Write for bulletin No. 72.

L 6 for use in Multiple on Constant Potential Alternating Current
_: Circuits. Write for bulletin No. 82.

Small Power Motors.
All voltages and sizes, from 1-12 h. p. to 10 h. p., all windings. Write for bulletin No. 61.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT CO.,
Factory and General Offices: 572-S78 FIRST AVENUE, COR. 33il STREET, NEW YORK.

Switch Boards, Panel Boards, Automatic Switches, Quick-Break Switches, Push-Button Switches, Flush Receptacles

and Plugs, Arc Lamps—A. C. & D. C, Incandescent Lamps, Fan Motors—Desk and Ceiling, Small Power Motors,
Rheostats, Speed Regulators, Circuit Breakers—U. L. & O. L., Wright Discount Meters, High Tension Apparatus,

Underground Apparatus, Etc., Etc.

BRANCH offices:
CatCAGO, ILL , i» WEST JACKSON BOULEVARD.

PHILADELPHIA. PA.. 522 DREXEL BLOC.

BOSTON, .MASS., 31 MILK ST.

ST. LOUIS, fO., 638 CENTURY BLDO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO. 39.47 EAST PROSPECT ST.

MILWAUKEE. WIS., 408 UIHLEIN BLOO.

MINNEAPOLIS, .MINN.. SI6 GUARANTY BLDO.

DENVER, COLO , 621 I6tli ST.

CINCINNATI, OHIO, 57 PERIN BLDO.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., 598 PARROTT BLDO.

CHARLOTTE, N. C, V. M. C. A BLDO.

EXPORT DEPARTMENT, N. Y., 572-578 FIRST AVE.
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Horizontal Internal Self-Oiling Engines, 25 to 600 H. P.

Horizontal Medium Speed Engines, 300 to 800 H. P.

Vertical Compound Engines, 1 00 to 800 H. P.

The Ball Engine Co., Erie, Pennsylvania,

Builington

Best line from

Chicago and St. Louis

to

Kansas City
Modern, comfortable equipment

—

Pullman sleeping cars, reclining

chair cars and dining cars*a la carte.

All with wide yestibules and bril-

Uantly lighted.

"Colorado" "California"
Are the titles of valuable descriptiTe book-

lets which can be had for six cents in postage

each by sending to P. S. EUSTIS, General

PassengerAgent C. B. & Q.R. E., CHICAGO

Faster than ever

to California

CHICAGO
& NORTH 'WESTERN

RAILWAY

JHE OVERLAND LIMITED leaves

Chicago 6.30 p. m. daily via Chicago-

Union Pacific & North-Western Line, ar-

rives San Francisco 5.15 afternoon of

third day and Los Angeles 7.45 next

morning. No change of cars; all meals

in Dining Cars. Buffet Library Cars

with barber. The best of everj'thing.

The Pacific Express leaves 10.30 p. m.
daily. Tourist Sleepers daily to Califor-

nia and Oregon and personally conducted
excursions every Wednesday fiom New
England. Send 4 cents postage for

"California Illustrated" to Chicago &c

North-Western Railway,

j6i Broadway, - New Y(irk|43S Vine SC. - Cincinnati
Ooi Ches't St.,- Philadelphia 507 Smitlifield St., Pittsburir

368 Washington St., Boston H34 Superior St., • Cleveland
3'ji Main St,, • - Buffalo 17 Campus-Martius, Detroit

111- Clark St.,. - Chlcagols KinffSt.,East,Toronto,Ont.

DAYS

TIGHT

BELTS
V ARE

OVER

GLING-SURFAGE.
SLIPPING STOPPED,

BELTS PRESERVED.

CLING-SURFACE MFG. CO.,

177-182 VIRGINIA ST.,

BUFFALO. N. Y.

New Illustrated Catalocue
NOW READY.

EleYatii-ConyejiiMacMneri
Send for copy.

THE JEFFREY MFG TO . Columbus. 0.

JUST PIBLISHED.

DYNAMOS,
A practical explanation of the Desigrning-,

Construction, Operation, Main-
tenance and the

CARE AND MANAGEMENT
...OF...

DVINAiViOS,
BY F. S. HUNTING,

Chief Engineer Fort Wayne Electric Cor-
poration.

20 Pages, Size 7 by 10 inches, 26 Illustrations
Pamphlet Form.

PRICE, 2S CENTS,

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

«alte 510 Marciiiette Bldg., Chlcaeft

DIXON'S BELT DRESSING
AND LEATHER PRESERVATIVE

Is guaranteed to prevent slipping and preserve the leather.

It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DiXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

REG.TRADE MARKS ThE RhOSPHOR BRONZE SMELTIN€CO.tlMITED,
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

)
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
INGOTS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS, SHEETS, ETC.

'o:,6U.J8'u,wjfJ' — DELTA METAL-^
I /X CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS

'^^ ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

WATERWHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Eecent tests at Holyoke enable us to gniarautee

;

Tft€ Largest Power ever obtained from a wheel of the same diameter. The highest speed
ever obtained for the same power. The highest mean efficiency ever realised when
running from half to fuU gate. We guarantee also : A runner of the greatest pas'
sible strength. A gate unequaled in quickness and ease of opemng and closing.

Tests show over 81 per cent, average efficiency with half to full water.

State your Head and send for 124- page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

Alden Electric Co.
(Formerly Alden & Co.)

WILL OCCUPY THEIR BUILDING AT

52 and 54 W. Van Buren St., Chicago,
on and after October ist and will have in stock

All Lines of General Electric Suoplies.

•^brcre're""' liisulatecl Wires and Cables, 'Zi;:';^:;:

PITTSBURG TRANSFORMERS, "L.-H." ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS.

UP-TO-DATE ELECTRICAL GOODS.

SMALL SPRINGS
or rVERY DESCRlPTfOW

THE WALLACE BARNES CO.,
i.rABusuin ns7. BRrSTOL, CONN., U.S.A.

THR TEIaRPHONE HAND-BOOK
NEW AND REVISED EDITION, WITH A NEW CHAPTER ON "RECENT PROGRESS," BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO DATE.

BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Institution of Electrical Enqineers. London Author of "A Practical Guide to the

Testing of Insulated Wires and Cables," Joint Author of "Electnaty m Daily Life.

leo loolc •rice $I.OO.
Extract from Prefoce.-'' This II ttle book has no pretension to be consldered'a complete treatise on telephony as It exists i" '^merlca^ The time tor such a wojk 's go'

lf.^°^^„ M",! '>,'"

fell that there 1. a demand lor a practical book on telephone working and manaBement.and the TEL KPHO.SE HAND-BOOK Isan attempt at meeti^^^^^^^ With the e.vception or a tew

CHArTEU 1. The Invention of the Telephone.
2. Hound Waves. Articulate Speech.
3. Electric Telephony. The Bell Tele-

phone.
The Microphone.
Current Inducilon. Electromagnetic

Induction.
The Iriducllr.n Coll: ItB Use In the

Tel.'i,li<,iic. Trnnsmltler.
The f^V/riijilrU- 'j'-.-lephone Circuit.
Magnf t TeP-plKincH.
The Bell Teleplioiic Itocclver.
Other forms of MuKncl Telephones.
The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Re-

celvers, Mereadler's Bl-Telephone.
The SlemeDo, Kotyra, Ncumayer and

BiJttcher Kecclvcro.

1.

10.

11.

12.

CHAPTER 13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

26.

26.

27.

CHAPTER

:

ises, 133 lllus^ratiions, Clo-blt, Hlanci-
-"This little book has no pretenslc

,^.. v.^".v v^^.-^ .... „ practical book on telephone working ana raariitt^yiuein., atiu i,uc n^LAv^r a^j.^ k. ixi-^l- vj-±^^yx^ .^ i*.. «,uu^.„t-v ^^^ r'r--'--^„'~--,~-7LV ^onnfnctnrp np. tPiPniinnpu thp
chapierB deallntc with certain fo.ms of transmitters and receivers used In Europe, which a e given for the information of those who may wish to engage in ibe manufacture of telephones, the

book is based entirely on standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have onglnatea in tna, country.

NO pains have been spared to make It the best book of Us kind. It is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear In It^l^nS"^^^^^ that anyone
<^^^^^^

from it

everything regarding telephone work and management. Ii conforms lii size and style to our other iland-liooks which have been so favorably received by the entiie electrical fraternity.

r^r>r4XEisixs —
Metallic Circuit.
Underground Wires.
Lightning Arresters.
Inside Wiring.
Installation of Telephone Instru:

meuts.
Inspection and Maintenance.
The Condenser; Its Use In Telephony.
Electromagnetic Retardation.
Exchange Working.
Small Exchanges.
Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.

Long Distance Telephony.
Duplex Telephony.
Simultaneous Telegraphy ana Teleph-

ony-
Recent Proffress. Apponals.

—COWTENTS
Carbon Transmitters.
The Blake Transmitter.
The Long Distance Transmitter.
The Solid-back Transmitter.
The Berliner Transmitter.
The Cuttrlss Transmitter.
Various European Transmitters.
The Efficiency of Carbon Transmit-

ters.
Batteries for Telephone Work.
Open Circuit Batteries.
Oiosed Circuit Batteries.
The Practical Management of Bat-

teries.
Magneto Bell.
Automatic Swltchea.
Telephone Line Conotructlon.

Fabu»t.«d and ftor Mie toy EtECTRICIAN PUBLI8HINC CO., BIO Marquette BuUdllnig:* ChlloasP
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Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Century Bldg.

DULUTH, MINN.,
^a^ PalladlpRlflp

POLES
Naugle,Holcomb&Go.,

OLD COLOIY BLDfi., OKIOAOO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad

Contractors.

DETROIT. MICH.,
Wayne Co. Bank Bldg.

ESCANABA, MICH.
MASONVILLE, MICH.

E DA R POL E
' 5 TO 80 FT. A SPECIALTY.

JohnH.rou!ler,.'^^vc^'o:w''-

^TPaI^XaWa^ (VvJvXcJ<W iivJ^yuvvtV clijurw^

POLES.
BERTHOLD cross

& JENNINGS, I ARMS.
WHITE CEDAR.

| ST. LOUIS.
i LONG LEAF

IDAHO CEDAR up to 80 ft. Chemlcal Building, i PINE AND FIR.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Larga Stock Constantly on Hand.
Poles

Street Railway Ties.
Specialty; 7-foot
White Cedar Elec-
tric Kaitways. etc. Poles.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING CO.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,

Uuiafactorsra and Dealen In

Yellow Pine Cross Arms, Locust Pins, Oalt Pins, Electrical

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stocks on hand.

Dellyered prices quoted, F. O. B. oars, your city. In any quantity. ^^WRITE US.

CEDAR POLES.
Piling and Street R. R. Ties.

C. H. WORCESTER «c CO.,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Producers and Wholesalers of White Cedar Products.

CROSS-ARMS
PINS, BRACKETS
ty? manufactured ano/so/d ofer
5/\ Mi//iOi? P//7S and Fwaflf/Z/m

Cross-Arm^ in /899.

Ourgoods ctre {Be//) Stanc/arc/
vVe manufoctare on/i/ from besf
ma/er/a/-

8erer/ Factories
S/lifted hefp anduneouafeof fac-
ilities er/at/e us to filf all orders
promptly.

Capaciti/: over 5.000 \

Long leaf(/elloyy pine I p /,

Cross Arms. (
'^ f

Oter -fs.ooo LocustPins )

\

Let Us tinor/ Your Wants

E.J.NOBLETT
893 -902-35 tk Street,

ChlC0O.
Long distance Tetephone,Yard5.80S

Tlie Teooent losulator Pio Co,

MANUFACTURERS

LOCUST and OAK PINS and
BRACKETS,

POLES anci TIES,
Terra Alta, W. Virginia.

BUY YOUR BOOKS
FROM THE

Electrician Pub. Co.. 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

VICTOR TURBINES
OPERATING DYNAMOS.

That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for electric
generators than any other is diie to the many points of

superiority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:

High Speed, Close Begnlation,
Great Capacity, Higli Efficiency,

Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady motion.

We Also Have a Full Line of Modsrn Patterns for Gears and
Power Transmission Machinery.

IVRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

The Stilwell-Blerce & Smith-Valle Co.,

357 liehman Street, DAYTOK, OHIO.

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: PInconnlng. Mich. Oreen Bay. Wis. New London, Wis,

CEDAR POLES
LINDSLCy BROTHERS COMPANY
MENOMINEE. MICH. AND PORTLAN D, ORECON.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS
^O-FOOT TO 80-FOt3T POUtS OUR SPECIALTY

A PRETTY STORY.
Eight months ago the Texas Arm & Pin Co. began manufacturing things in-

clined electrically wooden, like cross arms, pins and brackets. An old, no-account,

second-hand machine, in a broken-down factory, was used, but now they have four

factories with new and late machinery and are shipping more cross-arms than the jaw

allows. But they can ship more. They are untapped, long-leaf, yellow pine.

phone.
Harrison 2018.Branch Office; 10 Temple Court Building, Chicago, W, H. QUAW, Mgr.

Or the home office at Beaumont, Texas, is where ) ou write for more infoimaiicn and ;

pretty and useful pamphlet.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, MICH. TIES.

Eleven Pole Yards In Michigan.
Wholesale Producers fnr 20 years.

ASK o. W. FIRKINS & CO. >^oR

Idaho Red Cedar Poles
40 TO 80 FEET LONG.

412 LUMBER EXCHftNCE, iWIINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

'hpastlms.
f. New Britain,

urerof Mast ji

.^...^.fe.^g, Hoods, House
other Specialties for

^|-^ W OT*f .— Catalogue and
TF^' nished on application.

T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U.S. A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms.Pole and
Swinging Hood s. House Brackets and

Construction
Prices fur-

application.

CEDAR
DAVIS AND STITT

COMPANY,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Write for Delivered Price.. POLES

Mananolis Am, Braclet & Pin Co,,
Successors to J. B. MACERS,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Arms, Brackets, Locust and Oak Pins,

Tent Staktis, ROPE Lock Blocks.

Otfice. I26.S. MeriflianSI., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

FACTOBY. JAMESTOWN, IND.
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,

1 1

Westinghouse

/l^%i
Electrical Apparatus

^3 Operating in nearly all the principal Railway,

Lighting and Power Plants

y^SsS^
Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Co. 1

All principal cities in U. S. and Canada Pittsburg, Pa.

1

1

Incandescent
1

Lamps
1

Anchored filaments prevent injury by jarring

Sawyer=Man Electric Co.
Allegheny, Pa.

1'26 -"v

Non-Slipping.

Non-breakable.
Economical.
Durable.

Balanced.

Neat design.

Light-weight.
Non-Magnetic.

The Popularity of

Rockwood's Patent Compressed

Six thousand
various sizes

partly finished

carried con-

stantly in stock.

Hubs any shape,

any position.

Paper Pulleys
(^^For one-sixlh century the slavdard fo7- durahilify and efficiencyy)

arises in a measure from their stability. .
,

Engineers and users should not fail to specify Rockwood Patent Compressed Paper Pulleys on all contracts, -i

CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING.

ROCKWOOD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Pafer Pulley Sales Deft, 330 So. Pennsylvania Street,

Indiana-polis , Indiana^ U. S. A.
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Fort Wayne Electric Works.
(INCORPORATED.)

SOMETHING NEW
OUR^

TYPE K
INTEGRATING
WATTMETER

Weighs less than 13 pounds and can

be installed in a space

6 3-4 inches by 8 3-4 inches.

SOME INTERESTING POINTS.

This Meter will Record Accurately the Energy of Alterna-

ting Current Circuits Regardless of the POWER
FACTOR.

It can be Quickly Adjusted for Either HIGH OR LOW
FREQUENCY.

No Constants or Multipliers Used. Meters are DIRECT
READING.

THE CALIBRATION IS PERMANENT
AND RELIABLE.

CONVENIENT TO HANDLE,
EASY TO INSTALL AND REPAIR.

ALL PARTS ARE STANDARD AND INTERCHANGEABLE.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN 1012.

—MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY-

f

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA,
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ELECTRICAL OR MECHANICAL

"We have fine facilities for light manufactur-
ing, and solicit correspondence. JOsiimates
tlvenonquanEity or smalt lots, PUNCH PRESS
ND SCREW MACHINE "WORK.

SPIES & COMPAHTY,
97-89 'W.TanBarea St.« Chicmso, 111.

EDWARD P. BURGH,
Consulting Electrical Engineer,

1209 Oaaranty Bldff^ ]IIiuneapoils.

THE UN IVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,
NOTRE DAME, INDIANA.

Claasioa, Letters, Economica and Histoir. Journalism
Art. Science. Ptiarmacy. Law, Civil, Mechanical and
Electrical £higine«riDg, Architecture-
Thorough Preparatory and Commercial Course*.

Ecclesiastical students at special rates.
Rooms free. Junior or Senior Year, Colleglat*

Courses. Rooms to Rent, moderate charge.
St. Edw^jrd's hall, for hoys under LI.

The 67th year will open September 4th, 19W, Cata-
lognee Free. Address

RBV. A. MORRISSBV. C. d. C.,1Presldent.

KENTUCKY

INCANDESCENT

LAMPS.
SAME PRICE TO ALL.

16 C. P., Barrel Lots, ITc. Each.

" ' SPECIAL PRICES ON ANNUAL CONTRACTS.

KENTUCKY ELECTRICAL CO.,
, I INCANDESCENT LAMPS, „ , _,:,

i MOTORS AND DYNAMOS. Owcnsboro, Ky.Manufacturers KENTUCKY

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Higbest giades for electrical insulation and mechanical purposes, in sheets,

tulxs, rods and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on application.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wilmington, Del.

M. 'VVIHIT'E IVIFO. CO., MANUFACTUBEBS OF

6as, Electric and Combination Fittings
and Flxtnres, Trimmings, Screws

and Ornaments.
Send tor Our New Catalogue, Just Issued.

Pressed, Spun and Turned Brass

Work to Order.

137-137 North loth Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Yflli PAN nFDFlin Upon C. Si H. rheostats operating Eatlsractorlly. Tbe
I WW wHIl WtikllW material and workmanship are the best and all appara-
tus Is given two Independent and severe tests before shipping. Send for catalogue W.

The Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.,
^ Main Offices and Factory: MILWAUKEE, WIS.
EASTERN FACTORY: Westfield, N. I. NEi« YORK OFFICE: 136 Liberty Street.

The largest and oldest manufacturers of Rheostats In the world.

FARIES ADJUSTABLE LAMP HOLDERS
Permit the electric light to be in-

stantly placed where it is needed.

Made for Shop, Factory, Store,

Office, Residence; infact,wher-
ever the Incandes-
cent Lamp is used.

The Latest and Best Thing in Reflector Shades.

We make many sizes and styles of Aluminum Shades and Reflectors.

^<mta|<\(yi|A Mn O "f Adjnotable Holdera, Portable*, Clinndc->»«Ham^MP imUm O n,,,,. w«II Brackets, etc., etc., Just Uxued,
- will be mailed upon applieatlon.

FARIES MFG. CO., Decatur, III.

^ Black Diamond File Works i;
4?

ifi

Est. 1863. Ine. 18»9.

Special

Priie

Gold Medsl

at Atlanta,

1895.

OVMt eOODfit ABE ON SAJLiB IN EVERT IiEADIirCI HASVWABE
STOBB IN THE UNITBD STATES AND CANADA.

i G. & H. BARNEH COMPANY, |M PHILADELPHIA, PA. Pf

STURTEYAWT
OENEPATING SETS

I/f loo types and sijes.
"^High speed, and high^rade.
We buildboth engine &generator.

SendforBulletin G.

t-i^;^- *^t^'^ •'^ =w*l

B.F.STURTEVANT CO.liOSTON.
.NEW YOUK •VHILA.ttKLPHIA. • CHICAGO • LONDON-



STREET RAILWAY CONVENTION NUMBER.

m mm

$3 P©r Annum. El©OtrioI»nI»ublTshfnK'Coiu'p»ny, Ohlc«go.
B 1#eDY SATURDAY Enured at Cbl»gt> Postoffloe

m&ll matter of tt« ^^ST^^. 1 cents per Copy.
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SIMPLEX WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED. WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

E«N SELLING AGENT, simplcx ElectHcal Company,
!. R. HIXSON,
lonadnock Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

^0N'>5
1889^FarU Sxposition,
Hedal for Rubber Insulation.

1893—World's Fair,

Hedal for Bobber Insnlation,

TKWEMHK

THE 8TAKDARD FOB
BUBBEB IHrSVLATIOIir.
Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee "TrSS" Wires

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
SKSichV.'l"; }"•"«"•• 253 Broadwaj, New York.

Geo. T. Manton, Gen'l Sopt
W. H. Hedglnt, Secy.

IV10F7E:

'Crown'Rail Bonds
Arc In use thnn all other stvled of Riiil Bonds combined.

Perfect— Electrically and Mechanically.
VARIETY OF SHAPES TO MEET ALU REQUIREMENTS OF RAIL BONDING.

: WASHBUHN & MOEN Dept.,

iiiai StBBl k ffire Co.,
The Rookery, CHICAGO, ILL.

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Paranite Rubber Covered Wires and Cables,

UNDERGROUND, AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

TELEPHONE, TELEORAPH AND FIRE ALARH CABLES.

All Wlro» art tasJed at Faclorj. JOMBSBORO, IHD.M 2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from % to 50nors6 power.

h Dynamos from lO lights to 700.

We sell or rent. Good proflti

foraeeots. Th* HobartElec. Mto. Co.. Troy. Ohit.

-riiMVJivi
^^„ FOR ALL PURPOSES. ^

Sorap and Jratlve FlatlDum Purebai.4
BAKKR A CO . 408-414 New Jerser

RaUroart Ave., IVewarfc. S. J.
N«w York Office, iio Liberty Street.

Queen $c Co.,
iOlO Chestnnt St., Pliila.

480 MONON BLDG., CHICAOO.

Acme Teating Sets, Queen-WIrt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray
FocusTubes, Induction Colls.

Afflerican yilrifiel CoMnit Coinpaiiy,

MASUrACTUBBRS OF

VITRIFIES SALT GLAZED
UNDERGROUND AND INTERIOR CONDUITS.

Contractors for Oompletc Installation

of Conduit Systems.

General Offices: 33 Cortlandt St., N. Y.

WGSTnN ElecMcat iD^irament Co.,
—^^ 114-120 WillJsm St.. NEWARK, M. J., U. S. A.

«BWBiMBUiHiiiuiwyiai«™vw«yi6^^^^j^^^^
Wlllaiflieters,

Groanii Detectors aid Circuit Testers,

Ohnmefers, Portable Galianoneteri,

Our Portable Instruments are recognized as

The Standard the world over. The Seml-Poi^-

«bl« Laboratory Standards are still better.

Our Station Voltmeters and Ammeters are

unsurpassed in point of extreme accuracy and

lowest consumption ot energy.

Berlin—European Weston Electr-cal Instru-
ment Co.. Ritterstrasse No. 88.

London—EUlott Bros.. No. 101 St, Martins Lane.

Weston Standard Portable Direct Mention the Western Electrician when writ-

Aeadinc Voltmeter. ing for catalogues.

" PHONO-ELECTRIC"
WIRE t'JJ;„,,

FOR
TROLt.EY, TELEPHONE
and TELEGRAPH LINES.

;

Has remarkable wearing qualities.

DOES NOT BREAK AT
JOINTS OR SCRATCHES.
WILL NOT STRETCH.

BRIDGEPORT BRASS CO.,

19 Murray SI., NEW YORK.
Write toi do jslet.

STERLING EXTRA INSULATING VARNISH.
Sterling Extra Blnclc Flnliililng Tamlsli,

tSterllns Black Air Brrine Tarnliili,
SterUiisr Black Core riate 'VarnUb.

THE STERLING VARNISH CO.,
Pittsburg. Pa., U. S. A.

THE STERLING VARNISH CD.»
95 Colmore Row, Birmingham, England.

TMR

[PHOENIX CLASS CO.]
MANUFACTURERS OF

GAS AND ELECTRIC

: GLOBES, SHADES, Etc.

SEND FOR A COPY OF OUR NEW AND
LATEST CATALOGUE.

I

Pittsburgh. New York. Chicago.

lOA/yub

':'''"- "
- " ^

"'^ «*L«C

^Standard UndergroundGableGo.
Westlnehouse Bldg., 56 Liberty St.,

Pittsburg, New YorK City.
1225 Betz Bldi^
Philadelphia, n.I J\ B42 The Bookery,

I /> I Chicago. Pittsburg,
mjf

I
Mills Building, San Francisco.

^1^ Electrie Cables, Conduits, Wires and Accessories,
m Also Hich drade (tnbber Covered n Ires and CB]bIes.

N. ). R
National

India

Rubber Co.'s

RUBBER COVERED
>A/ir9i

OFFICE AND FACTORY: BRISTOL. R. I.

EAGLE
INSULATING

VARNISH.

Best made, light col-
ored, remains elastic.

Send for sample and
be convinced.

Eagle Paint & Varnish Works,
PITTSBURG. PA.

HOLOPHANE CLASS CO.,

Compottiti Prism

Globes and Shades
FOR ALL KINDS OF LIGHTING.

TWO tioi^n mm a ^ n S a
oaiK «Ti^TEB ivi e a a I s

Awarded at Paris Exposition.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

The United §tates Garbon Gompany.
< (A n.i

Lf-^*
. ENCLQSEO. C

Cleveland," Ohio. U. S^ A.
IVIOT- IM CARHOrs TRUST

U VJ
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For Street RailwayWork
THERE ARE NO BETTER LAMPS THAN

KENTUCKY

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
OUR RAILWAY LAMP has a special filament, consuming 4 watts per candle-

power, and cannot fail to meet the severe conditions imposed by railway service. They give a pure white light, have
long life, their efficiency and maintained candlepower is guaranteed. Each lamp is individually exhausted, insuring

a perfect vacuum. . >

All voltages from 45 to 125. All candlepowers from 4 to 50.

Barrel lots, 16 c. p., 17c each. Special prices on annual contracts.

A trial order solicited; it will convince you that our lamps are all we claim.

Look into the merits of KENTUCKY DYNAMOS and MOTORS before placing your orders.

KENTUCKY ELECTRICAL COMPANY,
Owensboro, Kentucky.

1

:

:

A JOHN W. BROOKS, Qen'l Western Sales Agent,
i 605 Plymouth Bldg., Chicago, III.

I»>»»»«»«»«»»»»»8»»»«»>»«»»»«»«»»»»»«»»»»»«»«

By Every Ti
The Best

Constant Potential,
3 to 5 AMPERES.

Constant Current Series,
5 to 7 AMPERES.

Alternating Current,
4 and 6 AMPERES.

•••••••

OUR CATALOaUE O/VES
FULL DESCRIPTION . . .

STERLING ARC LAMPGO.,
214=222 West Twenty-sixth Street,

NEW YORK, U. 5. A.

AMERICAN
BRIDGE CO.

6ENER«L OFFICES:

NO. 100 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

DESICNERS AND BUILDERS OF

ALL GLASSES OF

METALLIC STRUCTURES,
We have decided to carry at all our plants

a large stock of raw material from which we
can furnish with great promptness any ordi-

nary order for Steel Bridges, Roofs, Buildings,

Columns, Girders, Beams, Channels, Angles,
Plates, ^tc, etc.

(I-

BRANCH OFFICES AND WORKS:
Albany, N.Y.

I Atlii'Of.rn,

ItOBtOU, Mttss!

Jiuiiuio, N., y.

Baltimore, M(k.

Riitte, Munt.

Culiimbus, ().

('lilcago. 111.

('anton, O.

Cleveland, O.

Denver, Colo.

Diiluth, MInu.
Kast Iterlln, Conn,
Elmira, N. Y.

Oroton, N. Y.

llorxclleails, N, Y.

Lafayetle, loU,

Milwaukee, Wis,

Mluueap 'lis, Minn,
New Orleans, La,

Pencoyd, Pa.

I'hiladelphia, Pa.

ritlsbiirg. Pa.

Kocliester, N. Y.

Seattle, Wash.
San Franclsco,Cal.

Salt Lake CUtah.
8ydney,N.S, W.
Trenton, N. J.

Wllnilugton, Del.

Young^wn, O.
London, Eug,
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All genuine "ELECTRA"
carbons are put up in packages

bearing the label with the trad*-

mark "ELECTRA."

UNEQUALLED IN QUALIT

AND EFFICIENCY

SRS LUTtt^ STEADY
.

*ID >RU-LIANT LIGHT.

HUGO REISINGER hbroadway NEW YORK.

All the excellence in dynamos

and arc lamps counts for but

little where poor carbons are

used in lamps.

«>«>*^^>^«4>^«>4>^««®««^«^"*««^^>«««>«^><SKS«^<s«s>^^«^^«HS4^^«^«>«>«^«K^*««^^

ESTABLISHED 1878. INCORPORATED 1899.

J. H. BUNNELL tc CO.,
20 PARK FIjACE. Near General Postoffice. NEW YORK.

TRADE-MARK.
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

Telegraph, Telephone, Railway and EleGtric-lighting Apparatus and

Supplies, Instruments.Batteries, Insulated Wires & Line Equipment.
Catalogues and Circulars free on application.

Get our Special Prices before placing orders elsewhere.

We own the GOOD WILL, NAME, COPYRIGHTS, TRADE-MAEKS, Patent

(No. 288881) and all other assets of the old firm of J. H. BUNNELL & CO., and
propose to maintain our rights in the premises.

J.
Near General PostoflQce,

—

CO.

New York Office,

No. S9 W. 66th St.,

New York, N. Y.

§E,u^mi-^<mimi
Boston Office,

No. 268
Massachusetts

Ave-, Boston, Mass.

Motors,

Motorcycles,

Motorettes.

I^W Y^r-tc.

Sole Agents and
Licensed Manufacturers

in tbe United Statesof

America for

De DIon-Bouton

& Co.,

FRANCE.
Our New York Type Motorette, Weigh! 700 pounds.

Capacity a Perions. Price $1,200.00
BI1IPL,ICITY, EA8I1.Y OPERATED.

FJLEXIBIIilTY. PEKFECTI,Y COSITBOIil/ED,
I.I6HTNESS. AB80JL.UTEI,Y SAFE.

STRENGTH. ABSESICE OF Alili OIL. A3;D DIRT,
REIilABIIilTY, ECONO]HY.

Not an EXPERIMENT, but a TRIED and PROVED SUCCESS.
I

Over 20,000 De DION-BOUTON MOTORS operating Motorcycles and
I

Motorettes.

I GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY: CHURCH LANE AND 37TH ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

De Dion Motor Supplies aad Batteries Aln'ays in Stock.

COLORED LACQUERS, DEAD BLACK LACQUER,
FOR INCANDESCENT LAMPS. FOR METAL WORK.

In brilliant rainbow colors. Easily applied. Will not peel orr.fade. Most Satisfactory Imitation of Bauer-BarfT in^the-Marltet.

SAMPLES FREE. M. L. BARRETT & CO., CHICAGO. write to us.WRITE TO US.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ikron Smoking Pipe Co . .

—
Alden Electric Co :

Alexander, ThOE x

American Battery Co— —
Amer. Battery Comp. Co xj

American Bridge Co ii

American Dlst. Steam Co. v

Amer. Electric Fuse Co. . . x i v

Amer. El. Telepti. Co x I x

American Elec, Works ... x v

Amer. Eeflt. & Ltg. Co... xxil

American School of Corr. xvl

Amer. Steel & Wire Co . . i
. 1 x

Amer. Vitrified Cond. Co. i

Balicock & Wilcox Co ... xxvi

Bain, Foree xxU
B&kar &Co '

Ball Engine Co xxvl

Barnes Co. .Wallace xivi

BamettCo., G. & H xxx

Barrett &Co., M. L Ill

.Becker Bros xvii

Belden-Larwlll Elec. &
Mfg. Co U

Berthold & Jennings— xivil

Besly &Co.,Clias. H.... sxx
BlueRldgeLocustPlnCo.sxvli

Bossert El. Const. Co— xv

Brady. T.H xxvll

Bridgeport Brass Co 1

Bruckner Electric Co

Bullock Electric Mfg. Co. vl

Bunnell* Co.. J. H lii

Eurch,Edward P x\x

Camp Engineering Co ... .
xvi

Central Electric Co v

Central Mfg. Co xxvii

Central Tel. &El.*Co....

Chase-Sbawmut Co Iv. xii

Chicago A Alton R. R. . .

C. &N. W. R. R xxTi
C.,B. &Q. R. R xvii

Chicago Edison Co Iv

OhiaFuse Wire AMfg.Co.
Chic. House WreckingCo. xvii

CM. &St. P. R. R .... XX
Chicago Mica Co xv

Chicago Motor & Dyn. Co.

Cleveland Armature Wks.
Cllng-Surface Mfg. Co. .. xxvi

Colonial Electric Co \ II

Couch & Seeley Co —
Cream Flux Co xlv

Crescent Mfg. Co
Crest Manufacturing Co.. xiv

Crocker-Wheeler Co
Cutler-Hammer MfgCo.. iv

Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co

DarlingtouEl Ftn.&Su Co. xU
Davis & StittCo xxvii

Dearborn Drug&Ch.Co. xiii

DeDlon-Bonton Motorette
Co ill

Diamond Meter Co
Dixon Crucible Co., Job. xxvl

Driver-Harris Wire Co.. xxii

Eagle Paint & Vr. Wks. . . i

Eastern Elec. Cable Co.. . . xv

Economy Electric Co
' Edison Decorative & Min-

iature Lamp Bept xlv

Edison Mfg. Co XX
El. Eug. Inst. Corr. Inst, xxii

Electric Appliance Co— xlv

Electric Storage Batt. Co.

Electrician Pub. Co xxlv

Electrolysis Proof Conduit

Mfg. Co xiil

Emerson EL Mfg.Co xllI

Ericsson Telephone Co . . . I

Eureka Elec. Co .

.

XIX

Faries Mfg. Co
Farr Tel. & Con. Sup. Co. xx
Federal Battery Co
Firkins & Co.. O. W
"For Sale" Advs xvi

Ft. Wayne El. Wks., Inc. xxix
Fowler, John H ixvil

Franklin Bug. A Elec. Co.

Fuller Co.. The xxx

Garl Electric Co xlx

General Electric Co x
General Elec. Repair Co.. xvii

Gen'l Incandescent Arc
LlghtCo xiii

General Inc. Lamp Co....

Gilchrist Jar Co xiv

Great Western Smelting
ARefiningCo xxil

Gregory Electric Co xvl

HartwIgA Miller....

Hazard Manufacturing Co. xiv

HIU, W. S., Electric Co... xxii

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co i

Hodge-Walsh EL Eng. Co. xxii

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co. xiv

Holophane Glass Co i

Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co. .. xxl

Humphrey, Henry H xv

Illinois Maintenance Co.. xvi

IndependentTel. Sup, Co, xx
Indianapolis Arm, Bracket
& Pin Co xxvii

Indiana Rub. & Ins. W. Co, i

India Rubber & Gutta
Percha Insulating Co.. iv

Internat'l Cor. Schools, xvii

Jeffrey Mfg.Co xxvi
Johnston, Thos. J xv

Kansas City Tel. Mfg. Co. xxii

Kartavert Mfg. Co xxx
Kelley ASon. Ben]. F... xxvi

KelloggSwitchb. A Sup. Co. X vl 1

1

Kentucky Electrical Co.. ii

Klein ASon, Mathias xv
Klemm A Co
Kokomo Tel. A El. M.Co. xx
Kusel, D. A., Tel. A Elec.
Mfg. Co

Lea-Hooven Mfg. Co
Leather Preserv. M. Corp.

Leavltt, R. H xxvii

Leclanche Battery Co ... . xvii

Leffel & Co., James xxvi

LIndsley Brothers Co xxvii

Link-Belt Machinery Co. xlv

LombardWater Wh. G.Co.

Maltby Lumber Co xxl

Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co.

Manhattan Gen'l Const. Co.—
Manross, F. N
McDermid Mfg. Co xlx

McIntlreCo., The C
McLennan & Co., K xiv

McRoy, JohnT xlv

Mlanus Electric Co xx
Mica Insulator Co xlv

Miller-Knoblock El. Mf.Co.

Miscellaneous Advs xvi

Monarch Fire Appl. Co. .. xxv
Monon R. R xx
Munsell&Co., Eugene... xiv

National Carbon Co
National India Rubber Co. 1

National Tel. Equipm. Co. xix

Naugle, Holcomb A Co.. xxvii

New York Ins. Wire Co... xill

Noblett.E.J
North Electric Co xxl

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.. xiii

Okonlte Co., The ',xi

Page, Chas. G xv
PalsteCo., H. T xiii

Paragon Fan A Motor Co.

Perrlzo A Sons xxvii

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co xxx
Phillips, Eugene F xv
Phillips Ins'd Wire Co.... xv
Phoenix Glass Co i

Phosphor-Bronze S. Co. . . xxvi
Pittsburg A L.S. IronCo.xxvii
Pringle, Wm. T xxx

Queen ACo i

Relslnger, Hugo Hi

R. I. Teleph. A Elec. Co. xx
Richmondt Conduit Co.. xv
Robertson A Sous, Jas. L.

Rockwood Mfg.Co xxvill

Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.

Rose Poly tecnnlc Inst xxil

Rossiter, MacGovern ACo xviii

Roth Bros. ACo
Sage ABro., P. B xxii

Sargeni A Lundy
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co
Schureman A Hayden xvl

Schwalm Co., Geo. F xvii

Shelby Electric Co
Siemens A Halske Electric
Co. of America viii

Simplex Elect'al Co., The, 1

Smith Co., S. Morgan.. . xxvi
Smith. O. W xxvii

Smith, Philip xx
Speer Carbon Co 1

Spies A Company sxx
Sprague Electric Co xv
Standard TeL A El. Co.. xlx
StandardUnderg.Cable Co. 1

Stanley Electrical Mfg.Co xlli

590 ^aee \/l.

Stanley Instrument Co... xlv

Star Dynamo Works
Sterling ASon, W. C... xxvii

Sterling Arc Lamp Co.... ii

Sterling Electric Co.... xxil

Sterling Varnish Co., The 1

Stewart A Co., Frank H.. xv
Stewart ElectricalCo

StilweU-Blerce A Smlth-
. Vaile Co xxvii

Stow Mfg. Co
Stromberg-Carlson- Tel.
Mfg. Co xxl

Sturtevant Co., B. F xxx
Swedish-Am. TeL Co xix

Tenneut Insulator PinCo.xxvii

Texas Arm A Pin Co. .... xxvii

Thomas, Wilcox A Dletz. xxii

Torrey Cedar Co .. xxvii

United States Carbon Co. 1

University of Notre Dame xxx

Valentine-Clark Co xxvii
Varley Duplex Mag. Co . . xix
Viaduct Mfg. Co x x
Vitro Chrome Chem. Co. .

Vulcanized Fiber Co xxx

Wagner EL Mfg. Co xxIII

Wagner. Herbert A xlv
Walsh's Sons A Co xvi

Warner Electric Co. , The
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co xiii

Webster Chemical Co
Western Electric Co vii

Western El. Supply Co. . .

Western Tel. Const. Co, . . six

Westlnghouse Electric A
Manufacturing Co isviil

Weston Elect'cal Inst. Co. i

White Mfg. Co., J. H.... xxx
Worcester A Co., C. H. .. iivll
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ARC LAMPS, KNIFE SWITCHES, GLOBES, FLUSH PUSH,
AND SNAP SWITCHES, SHADES, CARBONS, RUBBER
COVERED WIRES, CORDS AND CABLES, ELECTRIC
LIGHTING SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

\A/RITE ROR PRICES.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY 139 Adams St, CHICAGO

REWARD.
Any Street Railway by using

"Shawmut"
Standard Fuses

will be amply rewarded and protected.

^^^P'^lj^B II
1

1 1
1

1
1

1
1 1

I ^^BP^^^^

\ w- ~- -^ w
Protect your Lighting circuits and car

heaters with

"Cartwright"
Enclosed Fuses

and your troubles will cease.

Chase-Shawmut Co.,
Boston, Mass.

Western Representatives: M. B. AUSTIN & Co., 56 West Van Buren St,,

Chicago, III.

C & H SELF STARTERS for electric elevators and pumps are carefully madew» w • wkki viniiikiitf from the best of materials and are guaranteed to oiier-
ate satisfactorily. Send for illustrated catalogue W.

The Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.,
Main Offices and Factory: MILWAUKEE, WIS.

EASTERN FACTORY: Westfield, N. J. NEW YORK OFFICE: 136 Liberty Street.

Ttie largest and oldest manufacturers of Rtieostats In ttie world.

YOU ARE TAKING CHANGES
If you buy an Arc Lamp without
first giving tlie subject thorough
investigation. ;'

THE ''BELDEN" SYSTEM

has many superior points that
have convinced others.

, ,

Our illustrated catajog tells

what an Arc Lamp SHOUL^D
BE and what THE BELDEN
IS.

,

Belden-Larwill Electric &

Mfg. Co.,

FT. WAYNE, IND.
AGENTS:

M. B. AUSTIN & CO.. 58 W. Van Burea St., Cbicago.

C. e. WILSON, care Manufaclarers' Club, Pblladelphia. Pa.

We are now in a position to establish desirable
aeencles in all principal cities in this and foreign
countries.

'SSSSSSU*

There is No Higher-Glass India-Rubber Insulation
For Wires and Cables than

IHABIRSIHANA/.
Authorized Manufacturers of the

3C F-I_l X I \J y/jfi Ri

The India-Rubber and Cutta-Percha Insulating Co.,
|

MAIN OFFICE, Glenwood Works,
J. W. GODFREY, Manager Sales, _^ ^^ ^^ ^ _- _ __ ,.

1 5 Cortiandt Street, N EW YORK. V %^ >! 1^ ^L, iPC ^9 y i^ • T . <
M

^ ^^^^ (10923)
I t
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THE "GEM" STRAIGHT LINE HANGER TO STOP THE LEAK ON

YOUR TROLLEY LINES, AND .

"OKONITE" WIRE TO STOP THAT LEAK IN YOUR CARS. JOIN

THE COMBINATION AND YOU'LL HAVE NO LEAKS.

Central Electric Company, ''' '''
Jmcfao.'^"*'

^^"

Bretheren, I say unto You

j : I
^^\^ are an e/ectric Li'shtin^ Companc/,ora

^ •
f Ra/7iYa(/ Componf/.

youare\yor/</r7^foraprof/T//7(/oc/rAc/s/ness,

Yourpowerp/ant /s a s^^of^ G^pe^se.
Your fue/ hi//is an //77por/a/7f //e/77. ar/o'^ou u////ze

notmore f/?a/7 /5Xof/t
T/7e 85X /s a y/aste proc/uct yv/7/c/? c/ou car?

~ conifer/' //7/0 e/7oc/s/7 r/^or'ec/, ^/ se////7^ ^our-
fxPac/3/' S/ea/77, fopac/ (/Oi/renPre fc/e/M/for //?e c/ear cr/7c/^es/'c/esp^ac/

a

gooc/////er-es/ on ^oar /nyesf/ne/?/^ for ^fea/T? V??a/r?s.

lf(/oc/^/?ou/c//et/'/7/sSofoy/aste (/oc/ are
coni//c/ea' of/oose jdu^/nes^ /nef/^oo's ar?Qfjc/s/f(/ f/af^fe Po f/pe con-
\de/nr?af/o/7ofYOC/rsfocPPo/c/er^. - Ser'd for ourpampp/ef.

Address

^M^R/CAN DISTRICTSteam Co.

tocnpORT, N.Y. ^

Men//on Western £'/ecrr/c/a/7.
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Anchors (Tel.dt:Tel.Pole )

.

Smith, Philip.

.knniLnciators.
Bunuell &Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply' Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

%rc Lamps.
Aldea Electric Co.
Belden-Larwlll Ki. A Mf. Co.
Central Electric Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wlcs., Inc.

General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.

Gregory Electric Co.
Lea-Hooven Mfg. Co.

Manhattan Gen'l Const. Co.

RossitL-r. Mac Govern & Co.

Sterling Arc Lamp Co.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Automobiles.
DeDion-Houlon MotoretteCo.

Babbitt Met'l and Solder.
Gr. Western Sm. and Refg.Co.

Batteries and Jars.
Bunnell A Co., .). H.

Central Electric Co.

Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Federal Battery Co.

GUcbrist Jar Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

National Carbon Co.

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Bells, Buzzers, Etc.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressing.
Cline-SurfaceMfg. Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Belting.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

BloTf'ers.
Fuller Co., The.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Builerr-.
Babcock A. Wilcox Co.

Bi>ok.s,Klectrical.
Electrician Publlsning Co.

Krld(;eM and Baitdings
(Steel).
American Bridge Co.

Brashes.
Becker Bros.
Central Electric Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Sage & Bro.. F. B.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)

Cables. Electric (See Insu-
lated wlreB),Copper,Slieet
and Bar.
American Elec Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co,
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.
New York Ine. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Carbons.Points&Plates
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
National Carbon Co.
RelslnKQr. Hugo.
Sneer Carbon Co,
TlnU'id States Carbon Co.
Western Elect, Supply Co.

CantlnSH (Iron.)
Smith Co., S. Morgan.

CIialnH.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Kelt Machinery Co

Circuit Breakers.
Cutler Elec. A Mftr Co.

('oal A AKhCH Handling
Machinery.
.loffroy Mfg. Co.
[,ink H'-,li. Machinery Co.

CollM and Ttlaffn^tH.
MiUcr-Knobloclc El. Mfg. Co.
Varlcv Diinlex Magnet t;o.

Colorlnfcdnc. f>anip).
Karrttt A Co.. M. L.

Vitro Chrome Chemical Co.
WfiiJHtcr Chomlcttl Co.

Compoand.
Amcr. Battery Compound ('o.

Kearborn Drug AOhem.WkH.
McLennan &.Co,, K.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Condnit and Condnlts.
Amer. \'itrlfied Conduit Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co-
ElectrolyslB Proof Conduit
Mfg. Co.

McRoy, John T.
Richmondt Conduit Co.
Sprague Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Connectors and Termi-
nals (Patent).
American Elec. Fuse Co.
McIntlreCo., The C.

Constmction & Repairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors and Electric
Ijight Plants.
Bullock Electric Mfg. Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft, Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. &. Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Star Dynamo Works.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
WestlnghouseElec.A Mfg.Co.

Copper W^ires.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel &Wire Co.
Bridgeport Brass Co.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkonlteCo.,The
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng'E Sous Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Correspondence Scliools
American School of Corresp.
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Cross-Arms. Pins and
Bracliets.
Bl«e Ridge Locust Pin Co.
Brady, T. H.
Bunnell A Co.. J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indpls. Arm, Brack. & Pin Co.
Leavltt, R. H.
Teunent Insulator Pin Co.
Texas Arm & Pin Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Western Elect. Supply Go.

Cnt-Onts and Sti^tcltes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Bunnell A Co. , J. II.

Central Electric Co.
Chas^-Shaumut Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
(General Elec. Co.
General Inc. \rc Light Co.
HIU, W. S.. Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Su|tply Co.
l'alsteCo..H. T.
Siemens Jt Halske ElectrlcCo.
or America.

Wagner Elec. MPk.'Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supiily Co.
We.stinghonHc Kl. A Mfg. Co.

CntH.
Fniiikllti Kn^'. A. Electro Co.

II.VnanioH niid Vloforfi.
Kiillock Electric Mfg. Co,
itiiniicJi A Co., J. H.
< iiiinil Electric Co,
i|ilfiij,'o Motor and D.vn. Co,
ri)i.ii','(, iioiiso Wrecking Co.
fjockrrWljiMrler Comimnv.
V\. Wuyu.^ DU-c. WkH.. Inc.
(ionerai Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
(Gregory Electric Go.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
NonlKtrn VAcn. Mfg. Co.
KoMslier, Mai! (;overn.V Co
l{<jlli Kros, .V Co.
Schurcman A Hayden.
SlemennA Halske ElectrlcCo,
of America,

Sprague Electric Co.

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Star Dvnamo Works.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co,
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electric Supply Co,
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Flectric Fonntains.
Darlinf,non El.Ftn.A Sup. Co.

Electric Railways.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Slecbanl-
eal Engineers.
Bain. Force.
Burch, Edward P.

Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co,
Humphrey, Henry H,
Illinois Maintenance tio.

Sargent & Lundy.
Wagner, Herbert A.

Electrical Instnunents.
Bunnell ACo., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chase-Shawm ut Co.
Electric ApoUance Co,
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Eleo. Supply Co.
Queen & Co.
Sage* Bro., F. B.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.

of America.
Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Stanley Instrument Co.
Western Electric Co,
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electro- Platiner Alaeh^y.
Besly&Oo., Chas. H.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.

EleTators -ConTeyors.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

En^nes, Steam.
Ball Engine Co.
Camp Engineering Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. P.

Exli'stSteam Apparatus.
American District Steam Co.

Fan Outfits.
Bunnell it Co-. J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co,
FuHer Co., The.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Siemens & Halske ElectrlcCo.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El, & Mfg. Co,

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
Barnett Co., Q. & H.

Fire Extinsnishers.
Monarch Fire Appliance Co,

FixtiircN and Fittings.
White Mfg, CO...T. H.

Flexible Sbafte.
Stovp Mfg. Co.

Forges.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fuses and Fuse Wire.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Chase-Shawmut Co
Chicago Fuse Wire A Mfg.Co.
Electric Appliance Co,
Mclntlre Co., The C
Western Elect. Supply Co.

4>c»rM.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.

4)!eneral Elec. Mupplies.
Aldcn Electric Co.
Bunnell & Co., J, H.
Central Electric Co.
ChahcShawuiut Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
ICIectrlc Appliance Co.
(Jeneral Electric Co,
lloditc-WulKh El. Eng. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supjily (Jo.

MlanuH Electric Co.
Stewart A Co., Frank H.

>r .A.I|3H»k>o-tloal try^mx of A

Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Ixlobes and Elec rtcal
<><lassware.
Holophane Glass Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co

€>oT*nors, AVater Wbeel.
Lombard WaterWheel Gv.Co.

Crrapldte Specialties.
Besly A Co., Chas. H,
Dison Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Heaters (Feed Heater).
Kelley & Son, Benj. F.

Heating and Ventilatins
Apparatus.
Sturtevant Co., B. P.

Holders, Inc. I^ainp.
Orescent Mfg. Co.
Stewart & Co., Frank H.

] nsnlators and Insulat-
ing materials.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Bunnell .V. Co., J. U.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Mica Co,
Eagle Paint & Varnish Wks,
Electric Appliance Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Go,
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. & Ins. Wire Co.
Kartavert Mfg, Co.
Manhattan Elec Supply Co.
Mica Insulator Co,
MunsellA Co,, Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
PaisteCo., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co,
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co,
Sterling Varnish Co,
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co,
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Insulated TTlres and
Cables—91agnet fVires.
Alden Electric Co,
American Elec Fuse Co,
American Electrical Works.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co,
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co,
Independent Tel. Suppily Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co,
India Rubber & Guttapercha
Insulating Co,

McDermld Mfg. Co.
Mlller-Knoblock El. Mfff. Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co,
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips, Eugene P.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co,
Roebllng's Sons Co., J, A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elect, Const. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

I acqners.
Barrett A Co., M. L.

liamps. Incandescent.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Colonial Electric Co.
Economy Electric Co.
Edison Decorative A Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Klectrlc Ce.
Generol Inc. Arc Light Co.
General Inc. Lamp Co.
Kentucky Electrical Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Sawyer- Man Elec. Co.
Shelby ElectrlcCo.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Go,
Westinghouse El. & Mfg, Co.

I^lfrbtnlnff Arresters.
American Elec, Fuse Co.
flontral Electric Co.
I'lectrlc Appliance Co.
I'^.uroka Electric Co,
Ft, Wavno Elec. Wks., Inc.
(jenerai ElectrlcCo.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

I^lnemcn^s Climbers.
Klein A Son. Mathlaa.

Slagrnet IVires.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Mechanical machinery.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L.
Stllwell-Bierce Smlth-Valle.

meters.
Diamond Meter Co.
Fort Wayne Elec. Wrks. Inc.
General Inc, Arc Light Co
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America,

mica.
Chicago Mica Co.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.

mining Apparatus, Elec.
Crocker-wheeler Company.
Jeffrey Mfg, Co.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.

' " of America.
^ Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.

Westinghouse El. A Mfg, Co.
motors — See Dynamos and
Motors.

PacIcing.
Besly A Co., Chas. H,
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.

Patent Attorneys.
Johnston, Thomas J.
Page, Chas. G.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly A Co., Chas. H,
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.,Ltd.

Platiunm Bought and
Sold.
Baker A Co.
Gt. West. Sm. and RefinlngCo.

Poles.
Berthold A Jennings.
Davis A Stltt Co.
Firkins A Co., O. W.
Fowler, John H.
Llndsley Bros. Co.
Maltby Lumber Co.
Naugle, Holcomb A Co.
Perrlzo A Sons.
Pittsburg A L. S. Iron Co.
Smith, O. W.
Sterling A Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester A Co., C. H.

Porcelain. •

Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Power Transmission
maeliinery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co,
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Sti'well-Bierce Smith -Vaile,

Pulleys.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Rockwood Mfg, Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stllwell- Bierce Smlth-Valle.

Rail BuiidM.
American Steel A Wire Co.

Refiners.
Gt.West Sm. and RefinlngCo.

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.
Karles Mfg. Co.
Klemm A -Co.

Re-^Vtndlne—Repairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Armature Works.
General Electrical Repair Go.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Rnssiie'-. M;u' Govern & Co.
Schureman & Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co,

Rlicostats.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co,
General Electric Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt. Co,
Sage A Bro,. F. B
WestlnghoLse El. A Mfg, Co.

Salt (Battery).
Amer. Battery Compound Co
Federal Battery Co.

Second-Hand mach*y,
Alexander, Thomas.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Gregory Electric Co,
Hodge-Walsh Elec, Ene. Co
Illinois MatnlcnancL' Co,
Uossller, Miu: Govern A Co
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co,
Walsh's Sons A Co.

Sliades.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg- Co.
Karles Mfg. Co.
Ivlemm A Co.

Holdci'lnir Flu:x.
Cream Flux Co.

Sparking PlngM.
Crest Manufacturing Co.

s S90 I»ae9 III

Spealcing Tubes.
Central Klectric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Queen A Co.
Robertson A Sons, Jas L,

Weston Electrical Inst. Co
Springs.
American Steel A Wire Co
Barnes Co., The Wallace.
Manross. F. N.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Oo.
Electric Storage Battery Co

Structural Iron %t'orh.
American Bridge Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Rlectrical Works
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonlte Co., The
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co,

Telephones, Telephone
material and Siri ( cli -

boards.
American Elec Fuse Co.
American El. Telephone Co
Bunnell AGO., J, H.
Central Electric Co,
Central Tel. A Elec. Co.
Couch A Seeley Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Supj)ly Co.
Garl Electric Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co
Kansas City Tel, Mfg, Co.
Kellogg Swltchb. A Sup i o
Kokomo Tel A El. Mfg. Co
Kusel, D.A.,Tel. A El. Mfg.Co
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McDermid Mfg. Co.
Mianus Electric Co.
National Tel. Equlpm. Co.
North Electric Co.
R. I, Telephone A Elec Co,
Standard Tel. A El. Co.
Star Dynamo Works.
Sterling Electric Co.
Stromherg-Carlson Tel, M.Co
Swedish-American Tel. * o.

Thomas, Wilcox A Dieiz.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Warner Electric Co.
Western Electric Go.
Western Elect, Supply Co.
Western Tel, Const. Co.

Tools.
Klein A Son, Mathias.

Transformers.
Aldeo Electric Co.
CrocKer-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works. I no
General ElectrlcCo
Gregory ElectrlcCo.
Rosslter, Mac Govern A Co.
Siemens A HalskeElectric c.o.
of America,

Stfloley Electrical Mfg, Co.
Wagner Elec, M fg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A'Mfg. Co

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Tnrbine&AVaier^Vhoels.
Leffel A Co., Jas.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stilwell-BIerce Smith- Valle.

Universities.
Rose I'olylechnlc Inst.
University of Notre Dame,

Varnishes.
Sterling Varnish Co.

Vulcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co

Wire, Bare.
American Steel A Wire Co,
Besly A Co.. Chas. H,
Central ElectrlcCo.
DrWer- Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C. Go
Western Electric Co.
Western Electrical Sup. Co.

M'oo4lYvork,Electrical.
Noblett, E. J.

X-Ray OutfilH.
Queen A Co.
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tfOJ_D A CANDUE Ji

-^e ORIENT J^a

Canc//e Fotver a//c^

Colonial£/ectm' (Jo.,

T^avenna, Ohio.
Cxclu&ive, moffufacfurers of-

^//cfd/'/i lamps.
Carried ifJ Stocf^ Ort/y 6y -f^&r

at Louis f/ec. Sujp/i// Co. 6t. lou/s. ffo.

-Vlgen ts.

f/.f/,Sunnt/^Co. 20 farfc Pi. r^.Y.City.

Jas. C/arK Jn S. Co. lo<//SV///e, fCy.

f/ec. 5uf>. ^Cn^irreerirxj Co.J3etro/'f,MK/).

Si:Louis £'lec. Supf/y Co. 6t.Zoc/is. Afo.

YOU CAN OPERATE YOUR

Series Alternating Arc Lamps
DIRECT ON YOUR MAINS.

No regulator or automatic transformer required. Constant current at all loads.

Lamps are protected against short circuits.

Minimum cost of installation—Minimum cost of maintenance.

3 lamps in series on 320 to 24o volts.

7 lamps in series on 500 to 550 volts. 13 lamps in series on 1,000 volts.

Any number of lamps in series by using step=up or step-down transformer.

Write for our bulletin 7007.

I
WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,

I
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

g LONDON: Bridge Chambers, 171 Queen Victoria Street, E. C. and North Woolwich, E.

g ANTWERP: 32 Rue Boudewyns. PARIS: 46 Avenue de Breteuil.
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SIEMENS & HALSKE

ELECTRIC CO.
OF AMERICA.

:iM

ELECTRICAL
APPARATUS,

Railway, Lighting, Power Transmission.

IMPROVED DUNCAN INTEGRATING WATTMETERS.

Many thousands of these Wattmeters are in daily use. Our
sales are increasing. All electrical instruments should be perfect

and register accurately. The large use of and increasing demand
for our meters indicate that they meet these important require-

ments.

DISTRIOT ORF'IOES:
Boston. Chicago. Cincinnati. Denver.

New York. Philadelphia. St. Louis. San Francisco.
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American Steel £ Wire Ce.

WASHBURN & MOEN DEPARTMENT

NEW YORK, CHICAGO, WORCESTER, SAN FRANCISCO,
Empire Building. The Rookery. „^ Mass. 8 & 1 Pine St.

"CROWN
ELECTRIC LIGHT

AND POWER

WIRESiECABLES.
Most uniform and reliable conductors.

Most perfect insulation.

EVERY PROCESS—Drawing the wire, Insulating with Rubber or Weatherproof
material, cabling, armoring, lead-encasing'-all done In our works.

EVERY ORDER SATISFACTORY.
mm

LAMP CORD. UNDERWRITERS' WIRE.
WEATHERPROOF LINE WIRE. SLOW-BURNING

WEATHERPROOF.
INTERIOR, AERIAL, UNDERGROUND, SUBMARINE.

CROWN" Rubber insulation is unequaled.
LET US FIGURE WITH YOU.
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* EDISON LAflPS
• • • rvJIv • • •

Street Railway Cars.

Specially

Designed

To withstand all vibrations and jarring in any posi-

tion. TO RESIST RAIN AND MOISTURE.

STANDARD RAILWAY LAMP.

Supplied for 500, 550 and 600 volt

circuits.

Specially

Selected

SPECIAL HEADLIGHT LAMP.

Throws brilliant path of light when
used with parabolic reflector.

For CLOSE UNIFORMITY IN CURRENT, INSURING

uniform lighting, umiform power consumption and

LONG- LIFE.

<^

^«

4̂
.>

4*

IT PAYS TO USE EDISON LAHPS.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Main Lamp Sales Offices, Harrison, N. J.
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ELECTRIC FOUNTAINS
-THK IV:JB"W-

Color Music in Water.

FOUNTAINS
OF ALL
SIZES
Operated Automatically.

PATENTS OWNED AND PENDING.

NEW DESIGNS

NEW ATTRACTIONS
FOR

1901.
HEADQUARTERS, KANSAS CITY,
NEW COATES HOUSE.

AN INVESTIGATION COSTS YOU NOTHING AND GIVES US PLEASURE.

EXPERIENCE COUNTS ^"^1 we have had it at Home and Abroad. We are after your work,
and can get it if you want increased profits from your Park, no matter how small.

NA/E ^A.rt SIHOXA^ p-IOURES ^A^^R-^l- I ISIVEZSTIO ATI NO.

DARLINGTON ELECTRIC FOUNTAIN AND SUPPLY CO.,
Drexel Building, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

i

^S^^SiSS-^S^3 S ^ S S v< * S-< -J* J* SS J* -^ 3 * >t -it -^ J* .« jt J* J* jt ^ S Jt «< -js .< -^ :< =*« -Jt «•« J* -^5 ..'« .^ .-t jf ^ -^ Jt -it -i* •..!« -J* .js ^ „^e J* ^!J ,,•« „•« a* j« jt ^

%
%
%
%

In

In

k

In

r,

Why don't YOU use the ''Boston Cable Clip" too?
T//f largest Telephone Systems in the country are using them exclusively—Because

They are the BEST. x They are the most DURABLE.

They are the most EGONOIMIGAL ^ They WILL NOT SLIP.

They are ADJUSTABLE TO ANY SIZE CABLE.
There are millions now in use.

CHASE-SHAWIMUT CO., Boston, Nlass.,
IVI/VIMU

%

J^ JJ, JJ, jp jp jp jp jj, jP JJ, jp jj, jj. jp jp jj, jj, j^ j^, jj, ^. ^ j^, j^,
J,,

^, j^, j^, j^, j^, ^, j^, ^, j^, j^,
J,, J,,

^,
J,,^ ^ ^, ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^
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Dearborn
Drus and Chemical \A/orl«s,
Lab^ra-t^ri^s-'-AA/^a-ter CHemis'ts.
Vese'table Boiler Compounds.

ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES. WATERS FREE. OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS.
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

IMPROVED

WARREN
m ALTERNATOR
r '"J SANDUSKY
r onio

ALTERNATING -CURRENT POWER MOTORS,
1-20 TO 2 1-2 ACTUAL HORSEPOWER.

SIMPLE, RELIABLE, SATISFACTORY.
Bulletins giving full description mailed on request.

The Emerson Electric Mfg. Co.,
7r4-716-718 St. Charles St.. ST. LOUIS. MO.

Branch Office and "WarelioHse:
136 Lltierty St., Ken- York City.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT CO.,
Factory and General Offices: 572-578 FIRST AVENUE, NEW YORK.

Trade fi I Mark.

Manufacturers of HIGH-GRADE'eLECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
WRITE FOR ATTRACTIVE BULLETINS.

CHICAGO. ILL.. 4S West Jackson Boulevard.
PHILADELPaiA. PA., o23 Drexel Building.
BOSTON. MASS.. 31 Milk Street.
ST. LOUIS. MO.. G3,S Century Building.

' CLEVELAND. OHIO, 39-4T East Prospect Street.
MILWAUKEE. WIS., 4ftSUiWein Buildint,'.

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.,
DENVER. COLO..
CINCINNATL OHIO.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.,
CHARLOTTE. N. C.
EXPORT DEPARTMENT.

alGGuaninty Building.
031 liith Street.

STPerln Building,
598Parrott Building,
Y. M. C. A. Building.

K. Y.. 572-578 First Ave

This Trade=Mark ^^.^^, ivrnTifi
Branches.EdisonCut-puta

EDlfe
Switches

i

Jenkins Snap
Switches, etc.

Guarantees Satisfaction

PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CHICAOO.

S|9F900i^ >N I >t-l|-E 1-eCTRO-YS
Electrolysisproof Linings

and Coverings.
Two of the best known non-

conductors of the electric age
combined.

An absolute non-conductor.
Perfect Insulation guaran-
teed. Water-tight joints. No scratching of cables. Xo deterioration. Costs less laid in complete
state than any conduit on market. Quickly and easily handled. Xo skilled workmen required.
Made in 7-fo6t lengths; 3-i.n. internal diameter; weight. 21b. to foot; made in desired sizes from
2 in. to 10 in. Manufacturers of Electrolysisproof Insulating Materials, Distributing Box and
Post Linings, Pipe C jverings. Etc.

OFFICE, 606 Manhattan Building, CHICAGO, ILL.
FACTORY. BLUE ISLAND.

C09IP0SBI> OF ASPBLAIiT A\'D PAPBB.

ELECTROLYSISPROOF CONDUIT MFG. CO.,

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

1S-I1 Cartliilt St., Ntw Ytik.
BUNCHES; I CHICAGO:

I 320 Dtirborn SL
. BOSTON:

l34Coiigr*ttSL
SAN FRANCISCO:

71 Fload BalliliHi

I

I

X

'^w^P©^Pw^^•^^w^^W^P©^w^•Vw ^ •

Both-Alternating and Direct Current Apparatus,

S.K.C. and Northern Systems.

GENERATORS, MOTORS,

t

i

Mining Equipments, Factory
and Shop Equipments.

POWER PLANTS FOR LONGEST DISTANCES
LIGHTING AND RAILWAY

MACHINERY.
Transformers, Instruments,

t

Switchboards. —

STANLEY ELECTRICAL MFG. CO., NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,
PITTSFIELD, MASS. MADISON, WIS.

t

i

»••••••<
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KING

ANNUNCIATORS
THE MAXIMUM OF MERIT FOR

THE MINIMUM OF MONEY.

Crowned by users as worthy of the

chair, fit wearer of the robes and
wielder of the scepter.

> Partrjck, Carter & Wilkins

MAKE THEM.

WE SELL THEM.
EVERYBODY IS USING THEM.

Electric Appliance Gompany.Ghicago.

Fuses. Fuse Blocks.

No. 86. Lightning Arrester.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC FUSE CO.,

345-347 S. CUaL ST., CHICAeO, ILL.

INDIA D< AMBER

IN AHy 5HAPC OR PATTtRH.

EMPIRE 4 MIC
IIMSlllATCO ,^^^ COiVIPOlJIVD
ClutflS «in)f I'.IJKTA.

'Ij"
lJ-MIi4>|],-\l BTIl.

tii^eucMiinsclLsCo Mitvi liisiilcirorO).

PERFECT '^-

IKSULATDR

ENGINEERING.HERBERT A. WACNER,
Consulting Engineer

Railway Lighting and Power Plants,

415 LOCUST ST.. ST. LOUIS, MO.

BATTERY JARS.
Machine-made Haltery Jars are Better and

Stronger than the hand-blown, being more Uni-
form and of Equal Distribution.

Ai>K vOUR jr)B<tEH FOR OUR JAR.
We are the only concern making Battery Jars

by machinery.
THE GILCHRIST JAR CO.,

Office and Factory : • - - ELMER, N.J.

COAL AND ASHES HANDLING
MACHINERY, SHAFTING, PULLEYS.

CLUTCHES. PATENT MACHINE-MOULDED
HOPE SHEAVES, ETC.

CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION.

LINK- BELT MACHINERY GO.,
Engineers, Founders, Machinists.

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

Crest

Manufaciuring

Co.,
Cambridgeport, Mass.

GASOLINE MOTORS
AND

SPARKING PLUGS.

HAZARD MANUFACTURING CO.,

Wires and Gables.
HIGH-GRADE RUBBER-

COVERED,
WEATHERPROOF

MAGNET, OFFICE, ANNUNCIATOR WIRE.
Qbnbbal Office and Works,

Wllkesbarre, Fa.
New York Office,

60 Dey St.

Chicago Office,
1201-2 Marquette Bldg

Gale's Gommutator
Gompound.
The Only Article That Will Prevent Sparking.

Will keep the Commutator In good condition and prevent cutting. Absolutely will not gum the brushes.

SOc. per stick, 85.00 per dozen Send SOc. for trial stick.

FOR S.4.LE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES OR

K||.|C||||I||| a An fSole JHannfactnrers,
fflCUCnilAn tt WUi| 009,100 WashliiBtoii street, CHIGAOO.

The Fibre-Graphite Commutator Brush, i

(U. 8. and Foreign Patents.)

k No Sparking Under Varying Load.

\ No Wear on Gommutator,'
No Siiifting ot Quadrant,

P 80 per cent. Pure Grapiiite,

f For Sample Order, and Prices, write to

i Holmes Fibre -Graphite Mfg. Co.,

i 5165 Wakefield St.. Germanlown, PHILADELPHU.

fIBRtGRAPHIJEl

COMMUTfiJOR i^

musfiKii

'it\.T-\-\lW\tk^WC

1U^

{qai^AaaaJq

JOHN T. McROY
302 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

138WASHINSTON 5T.> CHICAGO

STANLEY A. C. WATTMETERS.
Permanent Accuracy Guaranteed.

STANLEY INSTRUMENT CO.,
New York: 146 Broadway.
San Francisco: 81-33 New Montgomery St.
Canada: The Royal Electric Co., Montreal and

Toronto.

CREAM FLUX
AW ABBOI,IITBI/Y NOIV-COBBOI^ITE IIV«liri,ATINe
80I.DEBINCS FliUX FOB AI/I. IIIKTAI,8.

Contains no acid or any element Injurious to electrical connections.

ENDORSED BY THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS AND ALL USERS.
YOU CAN make more than double the number of perfect connections In one-half the time
with Cream Flux than yon can with the name amount of any other flux. Put up In cans at
lOc, 2.0c., 60c. and 76c. Special prlceH In quantity. Send l5c. for trial box. We ruaraatee
It mad It not Batlafaatory money will be refunded.

Tail* I» WHAT own IJMBB HAS TO SAY OF IT:
li AFTER having tried the varloupisolderlni; salts on the market, and after bIvIuk your

Cream Plui severe tests on heavy cable connections, and on the finest stranded
flexible droi. cord work, we can safely say It meets all claims you make for It. I consider It
one of the bt:st ever offered for sale. Very truly

•I'.-r.l. II, lloohst, Constr. Supt. ' OIllCAOO KDISON CO."

FOB HALF. BY AI.1. SUPPliY HOlII«KM OB

CREAM FLUX CO.,
Sot* MinufRolureri,

100 Waihlngton St., CHICAGO.

THOTVfSON'S
New Double Focus Tubes having the highest ef-

ficiency, sharpest definition, penetration and dura-

bility, have made them the standard X-ray tubes
in the United States and Europe. They are

equipped with our new adjuster, by means of

which the proper degree of vacuum can be main-
tained.

Send for Catalogue No. 9050.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND MINIATURE
LAMP DEPARTMENT,

(General Electric Co.) Harrison, N. J.
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FSAHK N. PHILLIPS, PrcsidknT.
•. H. WAQCNSEIL, TnCAaURCH.

CUOENC F. PHILUPS,
GCNKBAk MANAaKH.

K. ROWLANB PHtLLIPS, VMK-PUB*.
e. . nCHINOTON, JR., SCO.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
'If/ PBOTIDEBrGE, B. I.

' 'J'^ BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

Nsw ToBK Stobk, W. J. Witson, 2« Cortlindt St.

Chicago Stobb, F. £. Donahoe, 241 Madlion St.
MONTBmAi. Bbanoh, Eufens F. Fhllllpi' Elmtrloal Worki.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIPSDALE. R. I.

THE "CLARK WIRE.
FOR

SWITCHBOARD,
RAILWAY

and MOTOR USE.

CLARK WIRE"
All sizes of

. Sfj-anded inil<Plex<

Ible Wire and
Cables with

Clark's Insulation

Inspector Boston Fire Underwriters* Union says:

"A thoroughly reliable and desirable wire In every respect.'*

The Clark wire has been before the public and inuse for the past ten years,

and has met with universal favor. We guarantee our insulation wherever used.

Aerial, Underground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not lower,
than any other first-class insulated wire. We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues,
with terms and discounts for quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE COMPANY,
HENEY A. CLARK, Treas. and Gen'I Manager.

HERBEKT H. EUSTIS, Pres. and Electrician.

61-63 Hampshlro Street,
BOSTON, MASS.

PATENT ATTORNEY,
185 Dearborn Street, Chicago, HI.,

Has attended to all of our patent matters con-

tinuously since 1891. Morgan & Wright, Chicago.

-5P

Catalogue and Net Price List

LINEMEN'S OUTFITS
Mailed Free to LincmBn and Construction Men-

MATHIAS KLEIN & SON, Manufacturers.

r-89 w. VAN BURCN ST. Chicago. III.

six Years with Oeneral Electric Compiny.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,
Counsellor at Law,

No. 66 Broadway, - NEW YORK CITY.

Patent Causet. Patent Soliciting.

Henry H. Humphrey,
Consulting
Electrical Engineer.

Central Lighting Stations,
Electric Power Transmission.

543,544 and 545 Century 61dg.,St.Louis.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
0^—MANUFACTURERS OF o

STEEIi OUTLET AUTD JUNCTIOIir BOXES,
WITOHBOABDS, PAHXLi BOABBS. S^FITOHSS, KTOL

Stewart Patent Cord
ADJUSTER.

(Patented August 21, 1900.)

Cuts illustrate two methods of adjustment.

A device everyone wants.
Can be used on any size of cord.
Can be adjusted easily.
Can be used after rosette and

socket are connected.
Made of fiber.
Sold as cineap as common wood adjusters.
Order from your supply house or us.
Same price everywhere.

SAMPLES FREE.

FRANK H. STEWART %>. CO.,
Manufacturers and dealers in

ALL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
'-til S«., ^hiilEicJelpl-tia,

[LECTfiO QALVAN/IfD QNDU/T

ALL FITTINGS

RICHMOND! CONDUIT CO.

Alden Electric Co.
(Formerly Alden & Co.)

WILL OCCUPY THEIR BUILDING AT

52 and 54 W. Van Buren St., Chicago,
on and after October ist and will have in stock

All Lines of General Electric Suoplies.

'rre'rer iHsulatetl Wirss and Cables, ra.r;r,:

PITTSBURG TRANSFORMERS. "L.-H." ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS.

UP-TO-DATE ELECTRICAL GOODS.

wound.

Is adapted to all sorts and conditions of use and is unsurpassed
for actual efficiency, durability, regulation of speed, margin for

overloads and large current, and general workmanship. It has a
strong starting torque, is non-sparking, compact and reliable. The

___
sizes run from ,'(, H. P. up and can be shunt, series or compound

All parts are standard, interchangeable and easily replaced. Full description in catalogue No. 035«.

A Lundell Motor

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
GENERAL OFFICES: 527-531 West 34lh St., New York.

Ildlrte- ^^STOrd: 275 ^y^-^K»r\^\

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

"O.K." Weatherproof Wire.

Slov-Bnrning Weatherproof

and Slow-Barning Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,

Office and Factoiy: PAWTUCKET, R. I.
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WANTED.
Position as foreman or superintendent with

manufacturer or electric railroad. Have had
16'years' experience in mecbanical, and elec-

trical lines. Am good designer in both lines.

Am holding responsible position at present.

Cahgivebest of reference. Good reasons lor

wanting to change. Address 'FOREMAN." care

Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building,

Chicago. _^^_^^^—

_

WANT NOTICE.
WANTED—By an Electric Railway Manufac-

turing Companv.the services of a young man with

a knowledge of elertricitv.as an assistant in the

Enfrineering I lepartment. Must be a competent
draftsman. State age. experience, salary re-

quired, etc. Address " Railway." care of West-
ern Electrician. .510 Marquetto Bldg., Chicago.

WANTED.
Company manufacturing a line of standard

cast copper articles wishes to extend its line.

Has best of facilities for manufacturing. Would
be pleased to correspond with parties having
articles of this description (those for electrical

iiurposes preferred), with the idea of buying
rights therein. Manufacturing under contract

or manufacturing and marketing upon commis-
sion. Address "MANUFACTURER." care West-
ern Electrician, 510 Mar-iuette lildg., Chicago.

WANTED TO BUY.
We are in the market for good second-hand

high-speed Automatic and Corliss engines. We
want several such at once. Write us, giving

full particulars.

GAMP ENGINEERING CO.,

ISSouth Canal street, Chicago, III.

FOR SALE.
One-third or one-half interest in an up-to-

date electric light plant in one of the best towns
in Kentucliy. to a competent engineer and
electrician, or will emplov a good man to take

charge of plant. Address "KENTUCIv-Y," care

Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg., Chi-

cago.

FOR SALE.
OOOO Weatherproof Copper Feed

Wire, about six miles, in A No. i condi-

tion, in lengths of i,8oo to 2.200 feet. For

further particulars address

IRA H. EVANS, Receiver,

Austin Rapid Transit Railway Company,

AUSTIN, TEXAS.

AN OPPORTUNITY.
I have for sale 30 shares of stock at $100 per

share in the Texas Arm & Pin Co., the largest

and m' .st flourishing crods-arm institution in

the United States. My customer is in very poor
health and needs funds, which is the only rea-

son for selling. Will furnish further particu-

lars upon application.

J. T. BEATY, Lawyer, Beaumont, Tex.

CARBONS.
We have for sale lot of 100,000 Electric

Light Carbons, best German makes,

various sizes. Address for particulars

A. KERN & CO.,
1 57 Cedar St. NEW YORK.

EXCEPTIONAL BARGAINS!
4—45-K. W.,' Edison, bipolar, 110-volt

dynamos.
I — New 40 K. W., Stanley, two- phase, 2,000-

volt alternator.

I—400-ampere-hour, Chloride Accumula-
tor Co., storage battery.

I—15 X 14 Ideal engine.

I—14^ X 15 Mcintosh & Seymour engine.
2—18^ X 18 Ideal engines.

I—20x36x18 Ball, cross-compound engine.

I—7/i X 5 X 6 Duplex feed pump.
I— i,ooo-H. P. Austin open heater.

Write for our latest price list No. 40.

Illinois Maintenance Company,
E. H. CHENEY, Mgr. 204 Dearborn St , Chicago.

SECOND-HAND
Dynamos and Motors.

We invite correspondence
with those wishing to

buy or sell.

SCHUREMAN & HAYDEN.

140 S. Clinton St., Chlcafo.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS.
.All ftClnds.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Suite 510 Marquette, CHICAGO.

EDGAR B. BENJAMIN, with Manufacturers' and
Inventors' tlectric Co., New^ York, says:

—

"I commenced my course just ;i year ago when
earning a salary ot JG.OO per week of 67 liours. Now
I receive three times thnt per week of 45 hours.
Could I claim to be dissatisfied wlieu I have only
been about one-third way through my course?"

JOSEPH H. STOTT, Bryant Avenue Power Sta-
tion, San Francisco, Cal., says:—

"I received ihe Diplnina and your letter, and
feel very proud of both, but I must thnnk you and
the instructors for the help you have given me, 1

hope to take another course with you in a short time
and am sure I will get great benelit from it. I shall
be only too glad to recommend our School to any-
one."

I
Vour scale of wages deajgads on

our efficiency.

iilEi iiliS'iiaiiiti

The Trusiccs ol Ihe American School ol Correspond-

ence will award a Ihnited number ol Free Scholar-

ships in Mechanical, Electrical, Marine, Stationary,

and Locomotive Engineering, mcluding a complete

course in Mechanical Dravinfl. Application blanK

on request. ^^ "^^ ^^
American School of Correspondence, Boston, Mass.

E. J. FULLAM, Treasurer, The Fellows Gear-
ahaper Co., Springfield, Vt., U. S. A,, says:

—

"We are linn believers in the work which you
are doing and will do everytiiing possible to Intro-

duce it into our shop."

HENRY T. BOVEY, L.L.D., Dean, Faculty of
Applied Science, McGill University, Montreal,
says:—
"I have nuich pleasure in stating that I have

examined thellterature.and consider the several in-

struction papers to be carefully prepared and full of
interesting and valuable matter. 1 he School of Cor-
respondence can be heartily recommended to all who
are unable to obtain the advantage of a scientific en-
gineering education in a University. It would ^r-
taioly prove a valuable assistance to those who7re
anxious to Increase their technical knowledge."

FOR SALE-A BARGAIN.
118 cells, Chloride make, size 7x7xlOJ4'in.

THOS. ALEXANDER,
1 83 E. Randolphs!,

CHICAGO.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

WALSH'S SONS & CO.,
ISO WASHINGTON ST.. 'Newark, n. J.

no-Volt Incandescent Dynamos.

1 12-llglit Hartley, self-oiler, multipolar.

2 12-light Edison, ?i K. W.
26-llBllt Pcrrett.
EO-llght Hawkeye.
oO-light Card, aelf-oUer.
60-llgtit Nowotny, seltKiller.

60-llght O. & C, self-oiler.

66-llght Edison, 3 K. W., selt-oller, conip.

BO-I!ght Matter.
60-light Tbomson-Houston, 75 v., comp.

with extra armature.
75-light Thomson-Houston, D. 5.

76-llght Wood, selt-oller.

90-light Westinghouse.
100-llght Outten.
100-Ilght Jenuey, comn.

1 210-llght Triumph, self-oiler.

1 22S-llght United States.
1 250-llght Westinghouse, horizontal type.

1 260-llght Commercial, comp. selt-oller.

1 270-llght T.-H., comp. self-oiler, D. 15;

i 270-Ilght Westinghouse, M. P., slow speed,
M K. W., October delivery.

Columbian, multipolar, comp,,
selt-oller.

Eddy, selt-oller, compound.
Hawkeye, comp., w-ound.
National, self-oiler, compound.
Edison, 20 K. W., selt-ollers.

Duplex multipolar, selt-oller,

compound, slow speed.

1 400-llght Wood, M. P., selt-oller, 25 K. W.
- - Edison, 26 K. W., self-oiler.

Rockford, selt-oller.
Edison, 30 K. W.
compound.

Elckmeyer.
Siemens & Halskc, 40 K. W.,

multlpolai, slow speed.
Westinghouse. 10-pole, slow

speed, 40 K. W., self-oilers,

new.
Edison, 45 K. W., selt-ollers.

Waddell-Bnj!, 80 K. W., M. P..

for direct connection.

1 300-llght

340-llght
350-llght
350-llght
350-llght
3(i0-llght

450-1 1 ght
1 460-1 1 ght
4 MO-llght

1 COO-llght
1 700-llght

2 700-llght

4 800-llght
1 1350-llght

selt-ollers.

220-VoIt Generators.

1 Vk K. W. General Electric, multipolar,
self-oiler.

I 9 K. W. Lundcll, sclf-oller.

1 10 K. W. Lundell, self-oiler, multipolar,
slow speed.

1 12 K. W. Eddy, HClf-oller. new arm't.
1 15 K, W. Edison, compound, selt-oller.

1 25 K. W. Edison, self-oiler.

1 40 K. W. E. & C, multipolar, slow speed.
1 200 K. W. Crocker-Wheeler multipolar,

slow speed, practically new.

5O0-V0lt Generators.

2 IS K. W. Edison, sclf-ollers.

1 15 K. W. T.-H., self.oller.

1 2D K. W. T.-H., seltoller, D. 26, com.
pound.

I 25 K. W. EdIsOD, self oiler.

regory:
ELECTRIC CO.

54-62 5.CLIAfrO/1 ST. CHICAGO.

500-Volt Generators Continued.
1 30 K. W. Jenney, self-oiler.
1 35 K. W. Jenney, selt-oller, compound.
1 35 K. W. Mather, self-oiler.
3 45 K. W. Edison, compound, self-oilers.
1 75 K. W. Westinghouse, Kodak set West-

inghouse generator and West-
inghouse comp. eoglue, 14x24x
14, all complete, fine.

1 150 K. W. Detroit (Rae) multipolar, com-
pound, sell-oiler, new arma-
ture.

Alternating Generators,
1 350-llght Thomson-Houston, A. 18, comp.

wound.
1 600-llght Bain 30 K. W., selt-oller, new

toothed armature.
2 600-llght Thomson-Houston,

W., self-oilers.
1 600-llght Thomson-Houston,

phase.
1 600-llght T.-U., 30 K. W.,

ture, compound, selt-oller.
2 650-llght Thomson-Houston, A. 35, selt-oll-

ers, composite wound.
2 760-llght Westinghouse, selt-ollers, 37% K.

W.
1 1000-llght Wood, 50 K. W., self-oiler,

toothed armature, comp. wound.
1 1200-llght Westinghouse, 60 K. W., selt-

oller, toothed arm't.
1 liOO.llght T.-H., 60 IC. W.,

toothed firniature.
1 1200.1lght Oeneral Electric, A.

Ite wound, toothed
selt-oller.

2 1300-llght T.-ir., A. 70, 1100 volts, selt-oll-
ers, compound wound.

1 eooo-ilght Westinghouse, 300 K. W., toothed
armature, composite wound.
Ecif-oilcr.

Arc Dynamos.
1 2«.llght 2000 C. P. Western Electric.
1 30.11ght 2000 C. P. Western Electric, Belt-

oiler.
1 30-llght 2000 C. P. Brush, No. 7.

Arc Dynamos—Continued.

A. 6, 30 K.

30 K. W., two-

slotted armtt-

Belf-oller,

60, compos-
armature.

1 35-llght 2000 O.
1 40-light 2000 C.
2 40-light 2000 C.
1 45-light 1200 C.
2 4B-light 1200 C.

50-llght 1200 C.
60-light 2000 O.

BO-light 2000 0.
60-llght 2000 C.
60-Hght 2000 C.
60-light 2000 0.
66-llght 2000 C.

2 75-llght 1200 O.
2 75-llght 1200 C.
2 75-light 2000 C.
3 125-llght 1200 0.

T.-H., ring armature.
Wood, No. 7.

Western Electric, 8. o.
T.-H.. M. 12, ball arm.
Brush, No. 7, Steuben-
rausch commutator.

T.-H., L. D. 12.

T.-H., M. D., 2, selt-
oller, ring armature.

Brush, No. 7%.
West. Elec, selt-ollers.
Westinghouse,
Wood, No. 8,

Brush, No. 8, new ar.
mature.

Wood.
Standard, self-oilers.
Westlngh'se, self-oiler.
Excelsior, latest type,
self-oilers, flne.

aao-Volt Motors.

1 1 H. p. Edison, selt-oller.
2 1 H. P. E. & 0., new. self-oilers, M. P.,

slow speed.
1 3 H. P. Crocker Wheeler, selt-oller,

slow speed.
1 3 H. P. Gen. Elec, type I. B., self-

oiler.
1 3 H. P. O. & C, selt-oller.
2 3 H. P. Card, slow speed, selt-ollers.
1 5 H. I'. Eddy, ring type, selt-oller.
1 5 H. P. Westinghouse, self-oiler.
1 Tk H. P. Roth, selt-oller.
1 7% H. P. Eddy, sclf-oller.
t 7M: H. V. Edison, selt-oller.
1 8 H. P. General Electric multipolar,

self-oiler.
1 10 H. P. Keystone, sclf-oller.
1 10 H. P. Elckmeyer, elevator motor,

with controller.
1 10 H. P. Lundell, self-oiler.
1 12 H. P. Lundell 10 K. W., multipolar,

selt-oller, slow speed.
1 15 H. P. Eddy, selt-oller, new arm't.
1 18 H. P. Edison, sclf-oller.

220 Volt Motors—Continued.
1
1 50

H. P. Edison, 2S K. W., Belt-oiler.
H. P. E. & C, multipolar, 31ow speed.

1 50 H. P. Northern, M. P., selt-oller,
newly rewound throughout.

1 75 H. P. Sprague,- self-oiier, new arm't.
1 225 H. P. Crocker-Wheeler. M. F.

500-Volt Motors.
1 Vi. H. P. Detroit, series wound.
1 1 PI. P. Jenney, selt-oller.
It H. P. Crocker - Wheeler, selt-oller,

plow speed.
11 H. P. Lundell, self-oiler, slow speed.
11 H. P. O. & C, self-oiler.
13 H. P. Toledo,. self-oller.
13 H. P. Hobart, SeaffOller.
13 H. P. Jenney, -selfeolier.
2 3^4 H. P. Rockford,- IrABCiad, self-oilers,
1 10 H. P. Eddy, self-ol|er, multipolar.
1 10 H. P. C. & C. i
1 10 H. P. C. & C, self-oiler.
1 10 H. P. Commercial, self-oUer.
1 10 H. P. Card, M. P., selt-oller, slow sp.
1 15 H. P.Bddy, self-oiler.
1 18 H. P. Thomson-Hoaston,^ self-oiler.
2 18 H. P. Bdlson, 16 K. W., self-oilers.
2 18 H. P. C. & C, self-oileri> '

1 20 H. P. Commercial, self-oiler.
1 20 H. P. Card, self-oiler.
1 30 H. P. T.-H., self-oiler, D. 2S.

1 30 H. P. Edison, 25 K. W., selt-oller.
1 35 H. P. Jenney, sclf-oller.
1 40 H. P. Jenney, selt-oller.
1 40 H. P. Mather, self-oiler.
1 60 H. P. Bdlson, 45 K. W., self-oiler.

Alternating-Current Motors.
SINGLE PHASE.

1 % H. P. Stanley, 100 volts, 16000 alterna-
tions, single-phase.

2 1 H. P. Vt. Wayne, 100 v., 125 cycle, selt-
ollers, single-phase.

1 2V4 H. P. Ft. Wayne, 100 volts, self-oiler,
single-phase.

1 5 H. P. Wagner, single-phase, 60 cycle,
200 volts.

Alternating Current ilotors.

MULTIPHASE.
1 1 H. P. Westinghouse, selt-oller, 2-phaBe,

60-cycle, 100 volts.
1 10 H. P. Gen. Electric, selt-oller, S-phasc,

type, 8-10-900, Form A, eOcycIe,
110 volts.

Automobiles.
1 Wood's electric runabout, with top, car-

ries 2 persons, practically new.
1 Electric open phaeton, seats 3 persons, flue

condition.
1 Electric "trap," carries 4 persons, new.

TRANSFORMERS, METERS AND ARC LAMPS.
NOTICE.-AII michinei art aclually In ilock reidy lor pfompi delivery. All machlnet are guarinteed. Write lor pltlloulirs and tend lor MONTHLY BARGAIN SHEET with net cash price.
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OIR STUDENTS
SUCCEED
Hundreds of students in the elec-

trical courses are receiving more salary

for fewer hours' work than when they

enrolled. The instruction given by

these schools qualifies students for ad-

vanced positions in all branches of

engineering,

When I enrolled. I was employed as re-
pairman on electric cars. Owing to your

F -] thorough instruction,
I was advanced in

^^^^^ succession to wire-
fl^^^^ man. dynamo teuder
^fts>^^ and general electri-
^HSkflv eian. and afterward
W^^ Tl was foreman of the
^E */' electric shop of the
W^ Brooklyn Rapid Tran-

^Abg- V sit Com)>any. I now
^^j!^_^^^ hold an excellent
^^^^'Vr"]^^^^ position with the
^^^K^L^^^Hl We^tinghouse Elec-
^^^H^H^^Bl trie and &Taniifactur-
^^^^^^^^^^Hl ing Company, Pitts-

burg, Pa. H. EDW. KEFFER, E. Pittsburg,

Pa.

I enrolifd in the Electrical Engineering
Course, and secured a position at once wilh
the Commouwealtli
Electric Co., at wip-
ing muchines, but
was soon promoted
to So u t h Chicago
Elect r ic-Li gh t

Plant, as night
dynamo tender.
Through the assist-
ance of the Schools.
I secured my present
position as night
.dynamo tender for
the Pullman Com-
pany. My salary averages three times what
I was getting in mv first position.

ANDREW A. STEWART.
135 77th St., Sta. S. Chicago., Ill

ELECTRICAL COURSES:

ELECTRICAL ENOINEEWNO,
ELECTRICAL,
ELECTRIC POWER AND LIQHTINQ,
ELECTRIC RAILWAYS,
ELECTRIC LIQHTINQ,
ELECTRIC CAR RUNNING,
TELEGRAPHY,
TELEPHONY.

Also courses in Steam, Mechanical, Civil
and Mining Engineering, Architecture.
Drawing and Designing, Chemistrj-, English
and Commercial Branches,

Wbeo writlngf state subject la wfaicb interested.

International Correspondence Schools,

Box 1 002, Scranton, Pa.

The Standard Open Circuit Batterlcj
of the World.

SBKD FOB OIEO0LAK AND PBICZa.

THE lEClANCH'E BAHERY CO.,
111 fo117 East 13IstSf., N. Y.

Burlington

Best line from

Chicago and St. Louis

to

Kansas City
Modern, comfortable equipment—

.

Pullman sleeping cars, reclining"

chair cars and dining cars a la carte.

All with wide vestibules and bril-

liantly lighted.

"Colorado" "California"
Are the titles of valuable descriptive book-

letswhich can be had for six cents in postage

each by sending to P. S. EUSTIS, General

Passenger Agent C. B.& Q. K. E., CHICAGO

\A/l IRIIMO.
The satisfactory kind that brings your second order.

Armatures, transformers and fields rewound. Commutators refilled. Macbinto
rebuilt. All work guaranteed. Low prices. Write us.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL REPAIR CO.,
L. D. Telephone, Main 5114. 141 S. Clinton Street, CHICAGO.

BUY
Your Electrical Books of the Electrician

Publishing Co., Suite 510 flarquette

BIdg., Chicago. You will save TIME and

MONEY by doing so .

WANTED—

r

CEO. F. SCHWALM CO..

FOR SPOT CASH
BUHNED OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND BASES.

HARRISON. N.J.

Bp^^h'sRS
39-43

W. WASHINGTON ST.,
CHICAGO.

REPAIRS
For Everything Electrical, including NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO.'S MACHINES.

Manufacturers
of the

Celebrated Perfection

Brushes
for Dynamos
and Motors.

MACHINERY AND SUPPLIES
AT BARGAIN PRICES.

FOR SALE.
'We are constantly purchasing entire factories and

plants. We bongbt from the Sionx City Traction Co.
the following:
No. SI 2 13x22x12 Westlnghonse com-

pound eBgines.
No. S2 1 pair 17%x24 Willlama automatic

engines, coupled together.
No. S3 2 generators, type U. S. Westing-

house, bl-polar, size, 80 K. W.
No. S4 2 6O1I6 horizontal tubular boilers.
No. S6 1 450 H. P. Hazleton water tube

boiler, 2 Roney fumacea with
stokers.

No. S6 1 Worthlngton duplex pump, 6x4
xC.

No. S7 1 Koerschell heater, 2x9 feet.
No. SS 1 Hancock inspirator. 1^ Inches.
No. S9 38 feet 6%-lnch shafting.
No. SIO 39 feet 8-lnch shafting.
No. Sll 8 feet 4%-inch shafting.
No. S12 15 feet lO^lnch shafting.
No. S13 2 6%-lnch flanged couplings.
No. Si4 1 8-luch flanged coupling.
No. Slo 1 6%x4% flanged couplings.
No. S16 1 60x38x6% In. double arm drive

pulley.

No. S17 4 60x16.16% In. HUl friction
clutch pulleys.

No. SIS 1 60x28x6% In. Iron pulley,
leather covered face.

No. S19 1 60x16x4% In. iron pulley.
No. S20 1 14x43x8 In. Iron pulley.
No. S21 2 6%x20 chain oiling pillow

blocks.
No. S22 5 6%xl5 chain oiling pillow

blocks.
No. S23 1 4%xl5 chain oiling pUlow

blocks.
No. S24 1 72x26x8 in. Dodge wood pulley.
No. S25 2 14 ft. X 16 In. cable drums; 6

groores for 1^-inch cable.
No. S26 1 12 ft. X 17 m. X 16 in. spur gear.
No. 827 10 8x18 in. pillow blocks.
No. S2g 2 double ply dynamo belts, 16-

Inch width, 57 feet long.
No. S29 1 double ply dynamo belt, 14^-

inch width; 71 feet long.
No. S30 1 double ply dynamo belt, 14^^-

Inch width: 48 feet long.

WE PURCHASED FROM P. D. ARMOUR & CO., Union Stock
Yards, their entire boiler outfit. Armour & Co. changed their
motive powder from steam to electricity at a cost of over $2,000,
000, as a result of which they sold to us all their fine horizontal
tubular boilers, consisting of 4-8—60x 1 6. 1 2—54-x 16, I 2—60x 1 8.

They are all In excellent condition and have been thoroughly
overhauled, all weak parts replaced.
We also purchased the HASTINGS, NEB., ELECTRIC PLANT,

consisting of the following:
No. S32S 1 9%x]2 Armington & Sims en-

gine.
No. S327 2 650-llght incandescent dyna-

mos.
No. S328 2 25-]ight Ball arc dynamos.

No. S329 2 60x16 horizontal tubular boil-
ers.

No. S3S0 2 66x16 horizontal tubular boil-
ers.

Shafting, hangers, couplings, etc.

ENGINES.
No. S64 12x20x12 Westlnghonse auto-

matic compound.
No. S65 12x20x14 Ball automatic com-

pound.
No. S66 12x24 Zeahm Bros.
No. S67 12x20 horizontal slide valve.
No. S2(6 13x16 Twin engines, tandenj

bed.
No. S70 13x16 horizontal side crank.
No. S71 13x18 four valve Russell auto-

matic.
No. S72 13x20x15 Armington & Sims cross

compound condensing.
No. S73 13x16 Erie horizontal.
No. S74 14x14 automatic Ideal.
No. S75 14x24 Richards horizontal;'
No. S76 14x24 box bed.
No. S77 14x20 Atlas automatic.
No. S78 14x24 Bay State.
No. S78 14x30 Oumner.
No. S79 14%xl3 Armington & Sims auto-

matic.
No. S80 16x14 automatic Ideal.
No. S81 16x14 Smith, Beggs &. Rankin au-

tomatic.
No. S207 16x36 WoodruflT & Beach.
No. S20S 17?4x24 pr. auto. Williams,

coupled.
No. S82 18x30 250 H. P.
No. S83 20x22 Corliss.
No. S84 20x36 CorUss.
No. SS5 20x42 Corliss.
No. S86 26x48 Corliss.
No. S87 20x24 horizontal, box bed.
No. S209 66x20 Chandler & Taylor.
No. S210 40 H. P. Rice automatic.
No. S211 35 H. P. Chandler & Taylor.
No. S88 22x42x48 Allls tandem condens-

ing.
No. S89 14x20 Russell automatic.
No. S90 10 H. P. Davis & Rankin.
No. S91 10 H. P. slide valve.
No. S92 40 H. P. slide valve.
No. S93 60 H. P. slide valve.
No. S94 20 H. P. Mllburn.
No. S95 No. 874 Racine automatic, 9-lnch

stroke.
No. S96 80 H. P. rarquhar.
No. S97 No. 1 Russell high-speed auto-

matic.
No. S98 12 H. P. Giant.
No. S99 14 H. P. Giant.
No. SlOO 6 H. P. automatic Westing-

house.
No. SlOl 10 H. P. gas engine.
No. S102 13 H. P. Davton gasoline.
No. S103 35 H. P. upright.
No. S104 40 H. P. Otto gas.
No. S105 50 H. r. Otto gas.
No. S106 19 H. P. Lewis gasoline.
No. S107 50 H. P. Raymond gasoline.
No. S172 68 H. P. Atlas.
No. S173 10x20 side crank.
No. S174 Otis furnace hoist engine, 2

cyl.. 8x10.
No. S177 13x16 Twin engines, tandem

bed.
No. S179 7x14 Ames cylinder.
No. S273 16x30 balance wheel. 14 feet

diam.
No. S274 1 H. P. gasoline.
No. S275 16^^x30 Buckeye.
No. S276 6x12 horizontal slide valve.
No. S277 14x28 horizontal slide valve.
No. S278 12x24 marine oscillating.

No. S279 30x30 slide valve.
No. S280 36x42 slide valve.
No. S281 24x30 slide valve.
No. S282 10x16 center crank.
No. S283 6x8 box bed, side crank.
No. S284 16x36 Sinker & Davis.
No. S285 9x9 upright, center crank.
No. S286 9x14 horizontal, side crank
No. S287 9x12 Nagel.
No. S288 7x7 side crank.

MISCELLANEODS.
UO-VOLT INCANDESCENT DTNA.MQS.
No. SM145 2 T.-H. 500-lIght, UO-voIt, di-

rect connected.
No. SM146 1 50-llKht Edison dynamo.
No. SM147 1 26-light C. & O. dynamo.
No. SM148 1 2E0-irght Edison dynamo.
No. SM149 1 100-lIght Rockford dvnamo.
No. SM160 2 SOOIIght T.-H. dynamos.
No. SM151 1 150-llght Eddy dynamo.
No. SM162 1 100-Ilght, 110-volt, Weston

dynamo.
No. SM153 1 260-iIght Hawkeye dynamo.

500-VOLT GENERATORS.
No. SM154 1 No. 8 T.-H., 75 K. W. 500-

volt.

550-VOLT GENERATORS.
No. SM165 2 type U. S. Westlnghonse

bl-polar; 80 K. W.; 350 revo-
lutions. 560-volt.

ALTERNATORS.
No. SM156 1 60 K. W.; 1,000-volt; West-

lnghonse; complete with
switchboard, exciter, one ex-
tra brand new armature for
exciter, two fleld coils.

No. SM157 1 600-light National; exciter
on shaft.

No. SM158 1 500-llght T.-H. alternator;
1,000-volt.

No. SM169 1 600-llght T.-H.; 2.040-volt
No. SM160 2 25 K. W. Westlnghonse Al-

ternators; 1,150-volt; 16,000 al-
ternations; switchboard and
Instruments.
Arc DYNAMOS.

No. SM161 25-Ilght: 2,000 c. p. low ten-
sion; one extra armature for

^^- same.
NoJsSM162 3 50-light; 2,000 c. p ; T -H
NorSM163 1 No. 8: 60-llght; arc; 2,000

c. p.; Wood.
No. SM164 1 so-light Western Electric

"i .^^.';- dynamo.
No. SM165 20-llght, 2,000 c. p. Sperry

switchboard and instru-
ments.

MOTORS.
No. SM165 1 20 H. P., 500-volt, Ft

Wayne.
No. SM167 1 3 H. P., 500-volt., T.-H.
No. S168 1 McGowan condenser, steam

cyl.. S-lnch.
No. S169 1 hoisting engine and boiler, 6x

12, made by Kendall & Bro.
PUMPS.

We carry over 350 different makes and
sizes. Write for complete list.

BOILERS.
All kinds of horizontal, tubular, fire-

box, etc. Our complete list on applica-
tion.

SUPPLIES.
We carry all kinds of shafting, hangers, eonplings,

pnlleys, belting; in fact, anything in the lineofsnpplies.

Write for our complete catalogue No. 156.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.,
W. 35th and iron Sts., Chicago.
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Rossiter, Mac Govern & Co.
The following is but a small portion of our immense stock, which is constantly changing. We carry at our
Brooklyn Works all the modern types of the best manufactures, such as GENERAL ELECTRIC, WESTING-
HOUSE and other Standard Makes. SEND FOR LATEST CATALOG.

Alternators.

1 325 K. W. Siemens & Halske, 2000
volts, 7200 alternations,
single-pliase, 115 R. P.
M.

1 300 K. W. Fort Wayne, 2000 volts,
7200 alternations, single-
phase.

40 K. W. Stanley, two-pliase, 3S0
R. P. M.. with engines
direct-connected.

2 300 K. AV. Westingbouse, single-
phase, toothed arma-
tures.

1 220-2-35 K. W. WestinghousG, single-
pliase, 1100 volts, 450 R.
P. M., 7200 alternations.

1 150 K. W. Westingbouse, f.vo-pbase,
1100 volts, 600 R. P. M.,
7200 alternations.

2 A-120 General Electric, single-pUase,
1000 volts, 16000 alterna-
tions.

2 90 K. W. General Electric, single-
phase, 1000 volts, 16000
alternations,

2 120 Westingbouse. single-phase,
UOO volts, 16000 alterna-
tions.

1 100 K. W. monocylic General Elec-
tric, 1050 volts, 720O al-

ternations, with excit-
ers.

1 CO K. W. General Electric, single-
phase, 2000 volts, 16000

alternations.
1 60 K. W. Stanley, 2O0O-1000 volts,

two-phase, 7200 alterna-
tions.

1 75 K. W. Stanley, 2000-1000 voIt.s,

two-pbase, 16000 alter-
nations.

1 20O H. I*. Westingbouse motor, two-

phase. 3000 alternation..;,

40O volts, shaft 4'/8-incli

diameter, pulley 25-incb
face, 30-inch diameter.

1 45 K. W. Westingbouse, 2200 volts,
IGOOO alternations.

1 110 K. W. Fort Wayne, 2200 volts,

16000 alternations.

Railway Generators. 500 Volts.

1 500 K,
1 300 K,
1 200 K,
2 111 K.
2 200 K.
2 150 K.
2 100 K. W
4 60 K, W
1 100 K. W

W.

W. M. P., 4, Gen, Electric.
W. M. P., 4, Gen. Electric.
W. M. v., 4, Walker.
W. M. P. WestinghQV.se.
M'. Edison.

Edison.
Edison.
Edison.
Ft, Wayne.

Railway Motors.

G. E. SOO S. R. G.. 30.

G. E. 1000 W. P., 30.

G. E. 1200, W. P., 60.

Westingbouse 3.

Westingbouse 12A.
Westingbouse 38B.
K, K2 and K12 G. B. Controllers.
Westingbouse 38 and 49 Controllers,
and a constantly changing stock of
everything pertaining to street car
equipment.
Direct°Current Dynamos. 110 Volts.

(Direct-Connected.)

2 100 K. W. Westingbouse, S-pole, 225
R. P. M,, direct-con-
nected to Mcintosh &
Seymour compound en-
gines.

1 75 K. W. Siemens & Halske. di-

rect-connected to 12x14-
incb straight line en-
gine, 27S R. P. M.

Belted Dynamos, no Volts.

2 160 K. W. Edison bipolar.
4 60 K. W. Edison bipolar.
2 45 K. W. Edison bipolar.
3 30 K. W. Edison bipolar.
4 25 K. W. Edison bipolar.
2 20 K. W. Edison bipolar.
2 15 K. W. Edison bipolar.
1 13V4 K, W. M. P. Amer. ISall.

2 10 K. W. Edison bipolar.
1 50o-ampere Onondaga.
.1 25 K. W. Electro Dynamic.
1 30 K. W. Western Electric, M. P.,

500 R. P. M.
;1 45 K. W. General Electric, M. P.,

S50 R. P. M.
1 100 K, W. 51. P. 6, Westingbouse.
2 60 H. I". M. P. Westingbouse.
1 30 H. P. M. P. Westingbouse.
Direct-Current Motors and Generators.

I20 Volts.

(Direct-Connected.)

1 75 K. W. General Electric, direct-
connected to Ideal en-
gine.

(Belt-Driven.)

Edison.
M, P. Siemens & Halske
(new).

1 65 K, W. Siemens & Halske.
1 25 H. P. Sprague, bipolar.
1 15 H. P. Pcrrett, M. P.
1 12 H. P. Excelsior, M. P.
1 10 H. P. Eddy, Wpolar
1 5 H. P. Eddy, bipolar.

Dlrect-Curr nt.

500 Volts.

2 60 K. W. Edison.
2 60 H. P. M. P., General Electric,

type II.

1 100 K. W.
1 70 K. AV.

15 U. P. Eddv.
1 10 H. P. Eddy.
1 2 H. P. Cent. Elect. Co.

Arc Dynamos.
2 125-llght multi-circuit Brush, 2000

C. P.
2 165-light, uiulti-circuit Brush, 1200

C. P.
2 125-llgbt, latest type Port Wayne.

2000 C. P.
2 125-light, brand new Excelsior, 2000

C. P., n,500 each.
2 1B5-Iigbt. multi-circuit Brush, 2000

C. P.
2 so-light, single-circuit Brush, 2000

C. P.
4 No. 8, 05-light, 2000 C. P.. Brush, $675

eacli.

Engines.
38x60 Wetbereli.
40x72 Corliss.
26x48 Allis.
16x25x15 -Armington & Sims.
ISV2XIS Mcintosh & Seymour.
16x16 Eric Ball.
15x15 Mcintosh & Seymour.
13x14 Mcintosh & Seymour.
14x13 Armington & Sims.
11x19x24 Tandem Buckeye.

Boilers.

2 376 H. P. Sterling boilers.
2 175 H. P. Sterling boilers.
10 150 H. P. Return tubular boilers.
Boilers of various styles and sizes

at low rates.

Street Cars.

Opened and closed, of all sizes, and
for all gauges. Let us know your
wants.

We Make a Specialty of Street Railway and Lighting Machinery.

ROSSITER, HAC GOVERN & CO.
Principal Offices, 141 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. Factory, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK.

Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Co.
229 So. Green Street, CHICACO.

Manufacturers of

TELEPHONES and SWITCHBOARDS.
Having all the latest features of modern high-class apparatus,

including automatic calling and supervisory signals.

KELLOGG CENTRAL BATTERY SYSTEM
Is the simplest, most economical and most efficient on the market,

and is adapted for all kinds of service, including

TOLL AND LONG-DISTANCE LINES.

If you are in need of anything in the telephone
line don't fail to get our prices.

SERIES AND BRIDGING TELEPHONES.
Our hook-switch, self-restoring drops and rotary signals

will interest managers and stockholders of

, ,„ SIVIAl-L- EXOHA.IMOESCommon Battery ^"^ w — ^^ -^—

who want up-to-date equipments.

Kellogg apparatus can be depended upon

BEOiDwUSE IT IS
made of the best material.

The hieheat clasa of workmanahip.
Send for our Carefally tented by expertn.
New Bulletin Covered by over 140 patents.
On Proven by service In the largest exchangeH.
TELEPHONES. 4iinaranteed a» to Efllclcncy and Non-Infrlncement.

One section of our Dnivcrsal .Swltcliboard, for use with
Common ilattery In medium-sized exchanges. These
sections can he made Into a multiple board as vour
(.\change gro^ s.

r0***J^****»*^»**'^***^********^************:*******»^>^*»i»^**0;^»*^
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20TH

CENTURY

APPARATUS.
Toll-line equipment,

bridging apparatus,

swilchbosrds for

exchanges. Central

Energy and Mag-

neto systems.

Junction Termi.ia's. Cable Heads.

Send for our 20tli Century Telephone
Catalogue now in press.

EUREKA ELECTRIC GO.,
157-167 South Canal St.,

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

Duplex jack, nne of the many
special features

EUREKA METALLIC

EXPRESS SWITCHBOARD,

Size 17x17

Official Design,

Enameled

Botli Sides.

50c. Eacli.

NDEPENDEM
^LOCAL^
Xand ^

^OICTANCtX

SYSTEM

J. H. VAN VLiSSENGEN, Prcst.

L. G. WHEELER, Vice-Prest.

W. C. HEINROTH, Treas.

L. G. BOWMAN, Sec'y and Gen'l Mgr

Western Telephone Construction Co.,

153-159 South Jefferson St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Try to get good work out of poorly made apparatus

\a/me:im
First-class, np-to-date eqaipment saves time,

'trorry and monry?
We can farnish yon -irith the best on the market.

\a^e: iviake it.
Write for prices. Orders filled promptly.

~^5s,

IXBUCTIOJUr COILS.

VARLEY DUPLEX MAGNET CO
FISHER BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL. 138 7TH ST., JERSEY CITY, N. J.

STANDARD

Telephone and Electric

Company,

MADISON, WIS.
Manufacturers and Importers

High Grade

Telephone Apparatus
EXCLUSIVELY.

WRITE FOR ISOO CATALOGUE.

We Cater to Those Who
Demand the Best.

0* are—Thkf thay \ia b.lt.r
I loojer. COST LESS FOR
NANCE. sKow hlcher •ftli:- Swedish-American

Telephone Company,
69-75 W. JACKSON BLVD., CHICAGO, ILL.

NATIONAL APPARATUS
Metallic Circuit Multiple

Switchboards.
Positive Double Supervisory Signals. Central Energy.

Simple and llechanically Perfect.
All Circuits Perfectly Balanced Electrically.

Cost of Operation and Maintenance Reduced to a
Minimum.

The method of Operating that tt'e have adopted has been
determined npon, by long years of experience and

practical operation by the very best telephone
engineers, to be unexcelled.

surfed \J^ 'V^i.ii- Sp^csifi^^^^lons.

National Telephone Equipment Co.,
330-333 Lafayette Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

HUGO SCHUMACHER, Preat.

J. A. ARBOGAST, Vlce-Prest.

MAX SCHnMACHER, Sec'y and Treas.

M. GAEL, Supt.

Garl Electric

Company,
AKRON, OHIO.

Sole Patentees and
Manufacturers of

Girl. Railway, Hotel and Factory Telephone

Systems. Garl Electric Gun for Fire

and Burglar Alarms.
Intercommunicating
Fic'ory Telephone.

No. 1900

AMBRiiJi i\mmmmi ca
36 to 50 Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL.

Our new No. igoo Telephones with Disc Carbon Lightning

Arrester for SERIES and BRIDGING work are winners. Try them.

OUR CENTRALIZED BATTERY SYSTEM

is a great success; likewise our

MULTIPLE SWITCHBOARDS.

Telephone Apparatus
Of All Kinds Manufactured.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL AND TOOLS LOWEST PRICES.

A BIG LOT OF SECOND-HAND PHONES, IN GOOD

ORDER, CAN BE HAD FOR A SONG.

Let us tell you about them.

Magnet Wire
Our Specialty: The Best Stock of flae

sizes of Single Silk Insulated Magnet
Wire ia tlte country. Also Double Sllka,

Single and Double Cottona.

THE McDERMID MFG. CO..
207 S. CANAL ST.,
CHICAGO, ILL.
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..VIADUGL
BALTIMORE, MAKE

TELEPHONES
AND EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

THE SHORT LINE
TO

Houghton, Calumet,
marquette

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry,

IS THE ONLY LINE RUNNING

Solid Trains 7h°e Copper Country

SCALUMET
.B^^HANOOCK
»! HOUGHTON

kL'ANSE

REPUBL,C7^^%VS?"ETTE

JB '"ON MOUNTAIN
3 Wausaukee

-^^^MENOMINEE
ELL13 JC-j^JJ^ni^gT^g

^|MILWAUKEE

THROUGH SLEEPING CARS, COACHES AND
BAGGAGE CARS

Leave Chicago daily at 10:30 p. m.

From Union Passenger Station, Canal & Adams Sis.

City Ticket Office, 93 Adams St.

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE SUPPLY CO.,
TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES,

19 SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO.
"Monarch" Galvanized Telephone wire, "Extra BB" and "BE" Galvanized Telephone Wire, Hard-drawn
Copper Telephone Wi'C, Rubber Covered Wire, Weather-proof Iron Line wire. Annunciator Wire. Office
Wire, Galvanized Steel Strand, Crosby Clips, GuyClampB, Boston Cable Hancerw, Turn Buckles, Me^een-
ler Pole Supports. Galvanized Thimbles, Guy Knda. Ground Rods, Btombaugh Guy Anchors, Eve Bolts,
Cross Arms, CrCas Aim Braces, Pitis and Biackets, La^r Screws and Bolts, insulators, Knobs, Tools, etc., etc.

Kokomo Telephones for 1 900.

New Tubular Arm; No Com in sigiit.

High-Grade Full Nickel-Plated Bell,

Bipolar Receiver, togethir with the

Kokomo Long-DJstance Transmitter,

Making up the most efficient Telephone on the market for
Exchange and Toll-line work. We have Improved the
Telephone, also the price, to a point that will Interest you.
Write us for Information.

KOKOMO TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

KOKOMO, IND.

TELEPHONE AND

CONST. SUPPLY CO..
CHICAGO.

NEW CATALOGUE FREE.

Send for complete catalogue of

MAGNETO BELLS, TELEPHONES,
MEDICAL BATTERIES and

ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES.
All Cioods Hlsh Grade in Every Respect

MIANUS ELECTRIC CO., • Mianus, Conn.

Send for our New Book Catalogue-Just Out.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

Wright Cable Hanger.
SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

R.I. TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Mention this paper.

MDNDNRDUTE
IS THE^ DIRECT LINE

BETWEEN

CHICAGO. ,

INDIANAPOLIS,

CINCINNATI
AND

LOUISVILLE
CITY OFFICE 252 CLARK ST.,

-~^!!=-^^ CMICAGO.

fifiBRACE UP>J

Your Telephone, Telegraph and Trol-

ley Poles, by using the celebrated

Stombaugh Guy Anchor

AND THEY WILL

ALWAYS STAND ERECT.

ATolioles to dig. ITon
screw them in the
sronnd and there they
stay, defylns np-
rootal.

FRACTJCA.1^ AND INEXPJSIVSITE.

Six sizes, Z^to 12 inch diameter.

Others Use and Endorse Them, Why Not You?

mANUFACTURED
BV . .^"PHILIP SMITH, Sidney, Ohio, U.S.A.

W. N. MATTHEWS Sl BRO., St. Louis, Mo.,
General Western Agents. 8 to la Id. Diameter.

EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

ron QAS CNQINES,

•lot machines,

automobiles,

hailroad signals,

CROSSmO BCLLS.

SMALL MOTOnS,

CTC.

CONSTANT CURRENT.

NO LOCAL ACTION.

WILL NOT FRECZC.

LIQUID TIGHT

CELLS FOR

PORTABLE

WORK.

FULL DESCRIPTION IN BOOKLET NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
136 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

JUST ISSUED.
MODERN

ELECTRIC

RAILWAY

MOTORS.

BY GEO; T.

HANCHETT,
M. E.

FIRST PRACTICAL WORK ON RAILWAY MOTORS.
CO?fTENTS.—Chapter I.—Fomia of Field Magnets. II.—Armature Winding

Diagrams. III.—Field Coil Construction and Arrangement. IV.^Armature
Confltructlon. V.—Commutator and Brush Holder Cooslruetiun. VI.

—

Motor I'asings. VII.— Motor Suspensions. VIII.—Bearings and Gears.
IX.—LubricatiOD. X.—General Dimensions and Data. XI.—Management
and Repair. XII.—Railway Motor Design.

200 Pages. 167 Illustrations and Table. Price $2.00.

T'HTS is a book unique in its treatment of electric railway equipment. The
"* first tea chapters are devoted to minutedescriptioD of the deiailsof electric
railway motors that are in use to-day. KiCh organ of an electric railway motor
is taken up in turn, described and illustrated by examples of present and past
practice, and its operation explained in the light of practical experience. In
short, the review of current practice is of such a nature as to bring out the
reason why the electric railway motor is built as it is to-day. For example,
field magnets of different types of motors are illustrated and compared, and
their features of merit and faults pointed out. Armatures, armature windings,
brush holders, suspensions and other details are similarly treated, each detail,

however minute, being exhaustively considered. The lat-t two chapters are de-
voted, one to the management and repair of electric railway motors, and the
other to railway motor design, a complete design being worked out as an ex-
ample. A table gives authoritative dataof all types of railway motors in com-
mon use, both in America and Europe. Sent postpaid on rec^-ipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BLDG., CHICAGO.

THE BEST ANSWER TO A QUESTION
On Wiring, can be found in the New Book,

WIRING TABLES,"
"How They are Made and How to Use Them."

fifi

BY THOS. C. CRIER.
Whenever yon are asked a qnestion on Wiring, refer the

questioner to this book, and lie tvill iinil what he desires.

THE BOOK CONTAINS: The Law of Kesistance, Electromotlre Force anrt Current
Fully Kxiilalni'il. How to CaU^uliite the Size of Wires. The Dllferent Methods of Wiring, with
Dlanranig. How to Apply the simple Formula. In Calculating the Size of Wires Under all Condi-
tions. Dlacrams for wlrmg 3 I'olnt, 4 Point, Head Llcht and Heat Regulating Switches,

87 TABL.Kti« ON WIBIKC} AND VAI.CABIiE DATA.
Ohm's law is described in sncli plain and simple language

that one cannot fail to clearly understand it.

Bound In Cloth, 80 Pages, Size 5x7^ In.,, Sent, prepaid, on receipt of price, $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO..^'»„r CHICAGO.
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TIES.
Yards on' nichlgan Central, Grand Rapids & Indiana, Detroit & Macl<inac Railroads.

STEAM
AND

TROLLE.Y.
MALTBY LUriBER CO.

POLES.

TELEGRAPH
AND

TELEPHONE

Cedar, Hemlock and
Tamarack. 409-410 Phoenix Block.

Michigan and Idaho

BAY CITY, MICH. Cedar.

TOLL LINE TELEPHONES
A SPECIALTY.

Talk Any Distance.

Never Fall Down.

The S.-C. 5 Magnet Gen-

erator Telephones

have no equal for heavily loaded

country party lines.

Farmers' Lines,

Combination Telephone and
Switchboard of an improved pat-

tern.

SWITCHBOARDS
Multiple and trunking, for any
size exchange.

Central Energy Tele-

phones.

COKBE!SPOKD£]«CE liOIilCITED.

The Stromberg-Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co.,
70-82 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, U. S. A.

We Don't I

Want i

the Earth
j

Merely give
us your ear
and con-
sider our

I

DIVIDEND PAYERS.... I

Telephones that never weav out. Magnets that •
never deteriorate. Carbon that never disinte- S
grates. Toll Boards that take care of them- |selves. Switchboards that never give trouble. 9
multiple Boards for exchanges—all sizes. Cur-
rent Protectors that never fail.

Maiiitenaiice
BepalT EXPENSE Bednced to the

Minimnm

THAT'S WHY PATRONS UPHOLD

Z Write for Catalog. 63-75 FRANKFORT STREET, CLEVELAND, 0.

»*«f

Street Railway Managers
should investigate the merits of the

NESS INTERCOMMUNICATING SYSTEM
For YARDS, MACHINE SHOPS, OFFICES
and INTERURBAN LINES.

P Simple, E-Ffici^n-fc, E^^n^rr-ii^al.
Send for illustrated catalog.

HOLTZER-GABOT ELECTRIC COMPANY,
397 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO, U. S. A.Slasneto Generator, De»ii wet.
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A TRIAL MEANS ITS ADOPTION.

WE INVITE AN INVESTIGATION.

American Battery.
Coinponnd Co.,

224226 S. Clinton St., CHICAGO.

LECTRICAL ENGINEER-
ING TAUGHT BY MML.

Write for our free illiistrated;itouk.

"Cao I Become an Electrical Engfnetr?"

We teai;h Electrical Enjrineerinc;, Elen
trie Lighting, Electric Railways, Mechan-
ical Engiaeering, Mechanical Drawing,
etc., at your home, by mail. Institute
indorsed by Thos. A. Edison.

Electrical Engineer Institute,

Dept. K. 240-!i2 W. 23d St.. Ntw Vo-k.

DEALERSIANDICONTRACTORS
For Satisfactory IntercommunicatingPMOIMES

At bottom prices, write to

THOMAS, WILCOX & DIETZ, - - Cleveland, Ohio.

RESISTANCE WIRES

00 YOU WANT
QUICK SHIPMENTSTELEPHONES.

Ask us what we can do for you on short notice on Tele-
phones, Switchboards and Line Material.

Kansas City Telephone Mfg. Co.,
IS \A/. IWIissoi. I^ansei^ Oity,

TELEPHONES.
We are now manufacturing; telephone instruments complete. We

want to send PREPAID A SAMPLE 'PHONE to every exchange in the

west. If not satisfactory return at our expense. Write us for prices and
one of our new handsomely illustrated telephone catalogues. We also

carry a full line of telephone and electric-light supplies.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
KANSAS CITY, MO.

LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE, 2279.

Bare and Covered. For All Purposes.

SEE OUR CATALOGUE.

DRrVER-HARR IS WIRE CO.,
NEWARK, N. J.

Jpg'' Tt: -~p^^^ ^r rir^"

tfeHi™"

A Direct Reading Olimmeter.

Ohinmeters,
Ammeters,

Voltmeters.
Special Electrical Machinery.'

F. B. ISAOE & BRO.,
Successors to American Electric Specialty Co.,

l:S3 Liberty St., Kew VoriE City.
New York Agents Wirt Electric Co. Rheo-

stats and Brushes.

Send your Book Orders to

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

510 Martiuette Bldg., Chicago.

REFLECTORS!
Light is useless if you can't have

it where you want it.

Paragon Reflectors throw the

light just where you want it.

Our Incandescent Reflectors are

neat and are superior to ail others.

They are green outside, glossy

enamel white inside. Reflecting

surface. Made in various styles

and sizes. Get our catalog.

American Reflector & Lighting Co.,
271-273 FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO.

Rose Polytechnic Institute,
Terre Haute, Indiana,

A School of Eagineering, offers courses in Mechanical,

Electrical and Civil Engineering, Chemistry and Architecture.

Eighteenth year.

Extensive Laboratories and Shops equipped for advanced

work.

For catalogue giving full information in reference to

courses of study, conditions for admission and list of Alumni

with positions held by them,address

C L. MEES, President.

STERLING ELECTRIC CO.,
EXCLUSIVE MAMUrACTURCRa OP

BELL-STYLE TELEPHONE
tA.T»JJ

FOB THB IIIIDEPENDEIKT FIEI.I>.

Main Office and Factory at LAFAYETTE, IND. Branch Office, Chicago.

CI11CA4.0 OrFICE, TS». l!i6U UOaTAUaiOCK BriI.I>lKe.

FREE REFERENCE

BOOK BOUND IN CLOTH,
CONTAINING

Pages of Useful nforratiom.

I will send a copy of tills book FRFR on re-

ceipt of four cents postage, to anyone interested
HI the subjects enumerated, and who will appre-
ciate tbe book; but it is not intended for wabte
basket distribution.

It Is replete with concise tables. explicit form-
ul f, recognized rules, apt suggestions and stand-
ard data ot inestimable value forcoustantevery-
d ly use to tlie Mecbanlc. Electrician, Engineer,
Manufacturer, Inventor and other practical
!)usine^s men. A serviceable companion and a
persistent educator.
A handsome morocco leather card-case and

book cover, like above cut, for preserving this
most valuable compendium of useful informa-
tion, has been especially designed for this pur-
pose and will be furnished at wholesale rates of
25 cents each.

BOOKS.
BUY YOUR BOOKS FROM THE

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
610 Marquette Bldg.. CHICAGO.

W. S. HILL ELECTRIC CO.,
XFW BFBFORB, MASIS.

Leading manufacturers in the U. S. of

Switchboards, Panel Boards

and Knife Switches.
Write for Estimates. Send for Catalogue.

General Western Agents, CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO,
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Wagner Electric Mfs. Co.'s

SINGLE PHASE

SELF STARTING

A. C. MOTORS,

Built for any frequency and 104, 208
or 500 volts.

Simply close a main switch and the
motor takes care of itself.

Our indicating Wattmeters,

Voltmeters and Ammeters

are also built for back of

the board with illuminated

dial.

Their dead-beatness does

not in the least affect their

sensibility and accuracy.

TRANSFORMERS
That can be relied upon are what we build and
they also embody the highest degree of eflciency

and regulation of any in the market.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND BULLETINS.

General Offices and Factory: ST. LOUIS, WIO., U. S. A.

\EW YORK. 1ia» Havemeyei' Bldg.

PUIIiikUEIiPHIA, lOOO Betz Bldg.

tOSTOal, G30 Atlantic Ave.
CHICAGO, 16«4 aiaranette Bldg.

BALTIHOBE, !i04 E. I/rxlngton tiitrcet.

HAK FltAKCItiCO. 1^0 Snttrr !«treet.

NEW OKIi£AlKIS, 510 diravler iStreet.

FOBEICiN DBPAKTME^T: Havemeyer Ulilg., Sew York City.

CITY OF MEXICO, 3IEX.: American Engineering Co., Ilexico Agts.

I.01SD01V, Ea.'CtI.ANI> : 47 Victoria Street, C. B. Heap, ^gt.

TOKOHAUA. JAPAK: Bagnall & Hllleer. Agts.

PARIS, FRANCE: 12 Bne St. Cleorgts. E. H. Cadiot & C!e. Agts.
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PKRT I.

ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

Heacll, Fretlli., nnil Alhei-t C. Creliore. Al

ternating Currents. Au Analytical and Graphical

Treatment for Students aud Engineers. Tliird edi-

tion. 112 illustrations. Svo. clotb $2.r>0

nialcesley, T. H. Papers on Alterniitiug Currents of

Electricity for the Use of Students and Engineers.

Third edition, enlarged, 12mo. cloth $1.50

Desmond, Clias. Electricity for Engineers. Con-

stant Currents. A clear and comprehen.sivc treatise

on the principles, construction and operation of

Dynamos, Motoi-s, Lamps, Indicators and Measuring

Instruments; also a full exjilanation of the electrical

terras used in the worl;. I'art II. Alternate Cur-

rent Apparatus. Containing an e.^rtlanation of the

principles governing the generation of, and a descrip-

tion of the instnimeuts and machinery used in con-

nection with, Alternate Electrical Currenis. Illus-

trated. Revised edition. 12mo. clotb ?2.50

li^uimett, Wm. L.. Alternating Current Wiring and
Distribution. IGmo, cloth. Illustrated ?1.00

Fleming:. J. A. The Alternate Current Transformer
in Tlieory aud Practice. Vol. I. Tlie Induction oi

Electric Currents. 500 pages. Fully illustrated and
with copious index. Fifth jssue. 8vo, cloth.. $5.00

Vol. II. The Utilization of Induced Currents. Third
issue. Svo, cloth. Over 300 illustrations. ..... .?5.00

Poi-lies, G. Alternating and Interrupted Electric

Currents, being based upon three lectures delivered

to the members of the Royal Institution. 12nio,

cloth. Illustrated $1.00
Priiaiklin & ^^illiaiuson's Alternating Currents.

51.713

Hay, A. Principles of Alternate Current Woriiing.

Illustrated. Svo. cloth. London, 1S97 ?2.00

ITospitalier, E. Polyphased Alternating Currents.

Illustrated. Svo, cloth .- $1.5(>

Hon.ston, E. J., nml Iveimelly, A. E. Alternat-
ing Electric Currents (Elementary Elcctm-Technical
Series). 16mo, cloth. Illustrated $1.00

Jaelcson, Dngald C. Alternating Currents and Al-
ternating Current Machinery ?3.50

ICapp, Gisbert. Alternate Current Machinery. 11-

lustrated. 16mo, boards ?0,uO
(Vol. 96. Van Nostraud's Science Series.)

Kapp, Gisbert. Alternating Currents of Electricity.

Their Generation, Measui-ement, Distribution and Ai-.

plication. Authorized American edition. With an
introduction by William Stanley, Jr. Illustrated.

12mo, cloth $1.(10

(Reprinted from Professional Papers of the Coips of
Ifoyal Engineers.)

Loppe and Bonqnet. Alternate Currents In Prac-

tice. Translated from the French by Francis .7.

Moffett, B. A. (Lond.), Electrical Engineer to the

Colony of Lagos, West Africa; Associate Member of

the Institution of Electrical Engineers. With 2S8

illustrations. 12mo. cloth. New Yorli. 1898.. $5.00

This worli treats in a practical manner of the
wlioln range of Alternating Currents of Electricity.
The information given has been derived impartially
from English. French. German and American sources,
and will be found of inestimable value to the cIpl-
trielaii.

Slaycock, W. Perren. The Alternating Current

Circuit. An Introductory and NoD-Mathemati<nl Book

for Students and Engineers, With 51 illustrations,

Index and ruled pages for notes, IGmo, cloth, ..$1.00

Oudin, Maurice A., M. S., Member American In-

stitute Electrical Engineers. Standard Polyphase

Apparatus and Systems. ]2mo, cloth. 200 pages

with 154 Illustrations. New York, 1S99 $3.00

CONTEXTS:
Introductory, Generators. Generators—Concluded.

Induction Motors. Synchronous Motors, ilotary Con-
vorterB. Static Transfonners. Station Etnilpment and
General Apparatus. Two-phase Syslem. Three-phase
System. Monocyclic System. Frequency. Relative
Weights of Gopjter, Calculiitlon of Transmls-slon
Line.

Sfelumcty., CIinrleH I*. Alternating Current Phe-

nomena. Third edition, revl.sod and enlarged. .$4.00

*!(iill, Allred. Alternating Currents of Electricity

and the Theory of Trunsformers. With numerous

Diagrams. The Spoclallsta' Series. ]2rao, cloth.

New York, 1888 $1.D0

On account of the unauitablllty of anaiytlcjil meth-
odH for the Holutloii of ulterniitlug current probleins.
ffriiphlcal methods have hccn used thioughout, and
the Introduction of mathematics has been nntlrcly
avoided In the prtHcnt work,

TcHla, Nikola. ICxporlmcntB with Allcrniitc Cur-

rents of High I'otentlal and High Frnpioiicy. A
I>cclurc delivered before the InHtituflon of Elec-

trical KnglnoerB, Ixindon. With n Portrait and

Biographical Sketch of Author. Illustrated. I2mo.

cloth .$1.00

TlLOUipuou, Silfanus P. Polyphase Electric Cur-

rents, and Alternate Current Motors. Svo, cloth.

508 pages. 358 illustrations $5.00

Weekes, R. W. The Design of Alternate Current

Transformers. Illustrated. 12mo, cloth. London,
1893 $1.00

CENTRAL STATION MANAaEMENT.
Coerper's Central Stations of Cologne and Amster-

dam gives all the details relating to the design of

two of the finest central stations in the world, and

includes everything relating to the systems of dis-

tribution employed. Large pages, 15x21 inches in

size, and the greater part of the hook conaists of

double page plates on cardboard. Morocco bind-

ing $25.00

Koster, Jloratio A. Central Station Bookkeeping

and Suggested Forms. AVith au Appendix for Street

Railways. Svo, cloth $2.5U

i'^oster, Horatio A. Central Citation Management
and Finance. Svo, paper $1.00

Cloth $1.5U

Guy, Arthur I-'. Electric Light aud I'ower, giving

the result of practical experience in Central Sta-

tion Work. 8vo, cloth. Illustrated $2.50

HedBCH, Killius-wortli. Cdutiuental Electric

Light Central Stations. With Notes on the Meth-

ods in Actual Practice for Distributing Electricity

in towns. Compiled in part from the Reports made

for the Congress of the German Municipal Author-

ities on the occasion of their visit to the Interna-

tional Electrical Exhibition at Frankfort, 26th-29th

August, 1S91. Illustrated. 4to, cloth $6.00

DICTIONARIES OF ELECTRICAL
TERMS. — ELECTRICAL

DIRECTORIES.
Electrical Trades Directory and Handbook, lor

lyul (Eonrteenth year). Thick Svo, cloth $5.0U

Houston, Prol'. E. J. A Dictionary of Electrical

Words, Terms and I'lirases. Fourth edition, re-

\\riLteu and greatly enlarged. Large Svo, 980 pages

and 5S2 illustrations. Clotb $7.00

One of the features of the dictionary is that it

is not a mere word-book. The words, terms aud

phrases are invariably followed by a short, concise

dehnition, giving tlie sense in which they are cor-

rectly euiplu.\eii.

Houston, fc-U^in J. A Pocket Dictionary of Elec-

trical >\or(Js, terms and phrases, being the supple-

mentnl matter to, or an epitome of. the fourtli edi-

tion of a Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms and

Phrases. 12mo, leather. New York, 189S $3.00

Ur bound in cloth $2.r,0

Sloane, T. O'Connor. The Standard Electrical

Dictionary. A popular Dictionary of Words and

Terms used in the Practice of Electric Engineering.

350 illustrations. 12mo, cloth $3.00

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
Arnold, E. Armature Windings of Direct Current

D}uanios. Extension aud application of a general

winding rule. Translated from the original German

by Francis B. DeGress, M. E.

.\tlcia»o]i, I'Uilip. Power Transmitted by Elec-

tricity, 1S99. 241 pages. (Second edition fully

revised) $2.00

Atwood, L. C. Practical Dynamo Building. With

Detail Drawings aud Instructions for Winding, giving

correct sizes of Wire, Dimensions of Iron, etc., etc.

Also Diagram for Ilouse Wiring. Illustrations and

Plates. 4to, cloth. St. Louis. 1S93 $3.00

Uadt, I-ient. F. B. New Dynamo Tender's Hand-

book. This is, as the name indicates, a New Book,

much more complete than the old one, with all the

information, In&tructlons and rules which are re-

quired by practical men, im Dynamo Tenders, Line

Men. Stationary Engineers, and owners and oper-

ators of uU kinds of Electric plants. It la the only

book of thu kind publlBhed in the English language.

220 pages. 140 Illustrations, cloth binding.

Si/.e of type page, tjy^xS inches $1.00

ConLeuts: General Electrical Data. The Elec-
trical Current. Coulomb. Ampere. Ohm's Law.
Conductors and Inaulators. Conductivity. Divided
CIrcultB. .loulc. Joule's Law. Watt. Amperc-
Hour. Watt-Hour. Farad. Recapitulation of Prac-
tical Electrical Units. Direction of the Current.
Detector Galvanometer. Magneto Bell. Theory of

Dynamos. Electio Magnetism. Induction. Mag-
netic Linos of Force. Magnetic Field. Magneto

Electric Machines. Dynamo Electric Machines.
Armatures. Dynamo Electric Machine-s. Descrip-
tion of a Dynamo. Direct Current Dynamo. The
Series Dynamo. The Shunt Dynamo. The Com-
pound Dynamo, Right and Left Hand Dynamos.
Coupling Dynamos in Parallel. Coupling Dynamo-s
in Series. Recapitulation. Alternating Current
Dynamos. Multiphase Alternating Current Dyna-
mos. Rating of Dynamos. Motor Generators. Prep-
aration of a New Dynamo for Operation. Setting
Up a Dynamo. Starting a New Dynamo. Cleaning
a New Dynamo. Brushes. Commutator. Repairs.
Testing the Wire Colls of a Dynamo for Contact
Against the Iron Frame. Diseases of Dvnamo.
Non-Generation of Currents. Static Electricity.
E.'ccesaive Sparking of Brushes. Arc Lamps. Theory
aud Construction of Arc Lamps. Suspension of Arc
Lamps. Trimming and Cleaning Arc Lamps. In-
candescent Lamps. Superiority Over Other lUuml-
naiits. Multiple Aic System. Multiple Series Sys-
tem. Three-wire System. Series Multiple System.
Incandescent Lamps on Arc Circuits. Arc Lamps on
Incandescent Circuits. Alternating System. In-
structions. Handling Arc Lamps. Summary of In-
structions for the Guidance of Dynamo "Tenders
and Lamp Trimmers. For Arc Dynamos. For In-
candescent and Power Generatoi-s.' Station Equip-
ment. Measurin" Instruments. Edison Pressure In-
dicator. Weston voltmeter. Siemens' Dynamometer.
Edison Ampere-Hour Meter. Thomson Recording
Wattmeter. Instructions for Installing the Thomson
Recording Watt-Hour Meter. Regulators for Cur-
i-ent and Pressure. Lightning Arrester. Ground
Detector. Safety Devices. Switches. Switchboard.
Circuits or Lead. Pole Line. Outdoor Conductors.
Insulators. Inside Wiring. Calculating Sizes ot
Wire. Wire Gauges. Rules for Sizes of \Vire.
Mormulfe and Tables for Determining Sizes of
Conductors. Table for Branch Incandescent Wiring.
Table Showing Volts and Horse Power Lost in One
Mile of Copper Wire. Storage Battery. Theory of
.Accumulators. Grouping of Cells. Setting Up Stor-
age Batteries. Dynamos for Charging Accessory Ap-
paratus. Arrangement of Power. Dynamo Room.
Motor Power. Pulleys. Bells. Shafting. Foundation
for Dynamos. Safety Regul.itions. ApDondices.
Phoenix Fire Office Rules. New England Insurance
Exchange Rules. Chicago Electric Light Laws.
New York Board of Electrical Control Rules. (Over-
head Conductors.) Requirements of the Electric Mu-
tual Insurance Company for Electric Light and
Power Stiitions.

Bottone, S. R. The Dynamo, How Made and How
Used. A Book for Amateurs. Eighth edition, with
additional matter und 39 illustr.itlons. 12mo, cloth.

?1.00

Bottone, S. R.. Electro-Motors. How Made and

How Used. A Handbook for Amateurs and Prac-

tical Men. Many illustrations, lltmo, cloth. .$0.5o

Bottone, S. R. How to Manage The Dynaoo. A
Handbook for Ship Engineers, Electric Light En-
gineers and Electro-Platers. Illustrations and

Folding Plate. 12mo. cloth $0.G0

Cams-WilHOu, Clias. A. Electro-Dynamics. The
Direct-Current Motor. 12mo, cloth. New York, 189S.

$1.75

"To api)Iy the principles of Electro-dynamics to

the Direct-Current Motor is the aim of this book." —
Preface.

Cox, Frank P. Continuous Current Dynamos and

Motors. An Elementary Treatise for Students and
Engineers. Illustrated. 12mo, cloth ?2.0u

Crocker, F. B., and Wlieeler, S. S. The Prac-

tical Management of Dynamos and Motors. With
a special chapter by H. A. Foster. Illustrated.

Third edition, revised and enlarged. 12mo, cloth.

.?1.00

Crofts, Alfred. How to Make a Dynamo. A Prac-

tical Treatise for Amateurs. Containing numerous

illustrations and detailed instructions for construct-

ing a small dynamo to produce the electric light.

Fourth edition. 12mo, cloth $0.7.^

i^isher, Hiiiuen, J. ContlnuousCurrent Dynamos

in Theory and Practice. With details of Method

and Formula used in Constmet ion. A practical

handbook for Designers, Manufncturers aud Users.

Illustrated with nearly 300 diagrams. Svo, cloth.

London, 1899 $4.50

Halliday, G. Notes on Design of a Small Dynamo.

Illustrations, and Plates of Working Drawings in

separate packet. Svo, cloth -'Sl.OO

l-IiiHlnek's. Dynamos and Motors. How to Make und

Run Them S0.50

Hawkins, C. C, and F. AVallis. The D.vnauio.

Its Theory, Design and Manufacture. 190 illustrn-

tions. Thick 12mo, cloL'.i ¥"'-00

Herine-, Carl. Principles of Dynamo-Electro Ma-

chines (in iircHS).

ilopUliiMoii. Dr. .lolin. Original Papers on Dy-

namo Machinery and Allied Subjects. Illustrated.

12mo. cloth !lll-00

lIonHton. J5. J.. «"*! Kennelly, A. E. Electro-

Dynamic Machinery. Svo. cloth. 232 illustrations.

New York, 1896 ?2.50

ilonsfon, Ifl. J., and Kennelly, A. 15. The Elec-

tric motor. (Elementary Electro-Technical Serlcsi.

16mo, cloth. Illustrated ?100

Any electrical book published sent on receipt of price. Send for complete catalog.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., = 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.
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KILFYRE
77

IS THE

Ideal Fire Protection for Switchboards
AND ALL

Electrical Apparatus.

Adopted by the leading electric light and power companies, telephone and telegraph

companies of the United States.

FOR V%Jl.l. IKFOBHIATlOlir ADDRESS THE

MONARCH FIRE APPLIANCE CO.
IM< 17 \A/illiarT-i S1:.,1IME\A/ YORK.

ELECTRICITY FOR ENGINEERS.
Latest Edition, Now Published in One Complete Volume, 424 Pages, Profusely Illustrated.

Just the Work for Engineers, Electricians, Dynamo Tenders, etc.

PART I. CONTENTS.—CHAPTER 1: Electricity; Positive and Negative; Conductors,
N'on-Conauctors and Insulators; Electro-Motive Force; Volts; Resistance; Onins; Current; Am-
peres.—CHAPTER II: JJjTiamos; Magnets; Field Coils; Electro Magnets; Permanent Magnets.—
CHAPTER III: Armatures, Construction of, Different Kinds of; Commutators, How Made and Con-
nected: Heating of Armatures; Eddy Currents.—CHAPTER IV; The Current; How Produced;
Induction- Series Womid Dynamos; Shunt "Wound Draamos; Exciting the Fields; Constant Cur-
rent and Constant Potential Draamos; Series and Parallel; Parallel or Multiple Arc System.—
CHAPTER, V: Incandescent Lamps; Filaments; Connections; Flashing: Exhausting; Testing;
Candle Power; Operated in Series; Automatic Cut-Out; In Multiple Arc or Parallel; Multiple Series;
Multiple Series Cut-Out; Three Wire System.—CHAPTER VI: Tlie Arc Light; How Formed;
Causes of Unsteadiness; Remedy; Effect of Shades or Globes; Shape of Carbons Under Different
Conditions of Burning; Arc Lamps; Regulating and Cut-Out Mechanism; Action of Current; Clutch
Lamps; Clockwork Lamps; Double Lamps; Troubles in Lamps.—CHAPTER VII: Commutators
and Brushes; The Brush Commutators; Brushes; Different St>'les of Brushes; Double Brushes;
Single Brushes; Troubles with Commutators and Brushes; Correct Position of Brushes; Sparlting
it Brushes; Care of Brushes and Commutators; Flashing.-CHAPTER VIII: Current R^ulatioo;
Hand Regulation; By Position of Brushes; Resistance Box; Resistance Coils.—CHAPTER IX:
American System of Automatic Current Regulation; The Dynamo; Regulator; Action of Regulator.
CHAPTER X: Brush System of Automatic Current Regulation; Bnisb Armature; Diagram of Cir-
:iiits through Dynamo, Regulator and Lamps; Dial or Regulator; Care and Adjustment of Dial;
l>ial Controller; Circuits and Connections of No. 8 Brush D\Tiamo; Circuits of Compound Woimd
Tonstant Potential Brush Dynamo.—CHAPTER XI: The Edison System; Automatic Regulator;
:ircuits of Regulator: Circuits of Dynamo; Action of Regulator; Howell Pressure Indicator; Dia-
gram of Circuits; Description of Parts and Operation.—CHAPTER XII: Excelsior System of Auto-
aiatlc Current Regulation; Dynamo; Armature: Diagram of Circuits; The Regulator and Motor;
Action of Reeula tor.—CHAPTER XIII: Schuyler System of Automatic Current Regulation;
Dynamo; Armature, Commutator and Brushes; Diagram of Circuits in Armature and Field; Regu-
lator; Circuits in Regulator. —CHAPTER XXV: Thomson-Houston System of Automatic Current
Regulation; Dynamo; Armature; Commutator and Brushes; ControHing Macnet; Wall Controller;
Diagram of Circuits; Air Blast.—CHAPTER XA^: "VVaterhouse System of Three-Brush Automatic
Current Regulation; Dynamo: Extra Brush; Resistance Coils and Regulator. CHAPTER XVI:
Ampere Meters; Tangential Scale; Solenoid Meters.—CHAPTER XVII: Voltmeters; Pressure
and Potential Indicators.—CHAPTER XVIII: Testing; Galvanometers; Astatic Needle; Differ-
ential Apparatus.—CHAPTER XIX: M'heatstone Bridge or Electrical Balance; Diagram of Cir-
cuits and Methods of use: Bridge and Rheostat: Round Form; Square Form.—CHAPTER XX

i

rhe Magneto as a Testing Inscruraent; Armature- Field; Bell; Diagram of Circuits.-CHAPTER
XXI: Coupling Dynamos Together; In Series; In Shunt; Series, Shunt and Compound Wound Ma-
chines.—CHAPTER XXH: Switches and Switchboards: Loop Svritch; Plug and Socket; Change
Over Plug and Socket: Conclusion. CHAPTER XXXIII: Electric Motors; General Principles the
Same as in Dinamos; Types; Shunt and Series Motors Suitable for all General Purposes; Regula-
tion of Shunt Motors; Of Series Motors; Counter E. M. F.; Direction of Rotacion and Direction of
Current; Starting Motors; Diagram of Connection.

PART 11. CONTENTS.—CHAPTER I: Alternate Current Dynamos; Principles of tbf
Field- Field Current Armature; Winding; Connections; Lamination; Different Types of Altema
tors; Regulation; Leading Systems; The Brush Generators; Magnets; Armature; Principles of In
duction.—CHAPTER II: Dynamos, Continued; The Mordey Alternator; Stationaiy Armature^
Field Magnets; Ferranti Armature; Field Magnets; Winding; Collectors.—CHAPTER III: Dyna
mos Concluded; Siemens Dynamo; Best Magnetic Circuits; Stanlev Constant Current Dynamo
The Armature; Self Induction; Regulation.—CHAPTER IV; Induction Coils; Converters; Trani^
formers; Economy of Distribution; An Electrical H. P.; Losses in Conductor; Induction Coils; E)
feet of Induction; Transformers.—CHAPTER V: Transform3rs Continued; Induction Coils; Con
verters: Transforming Up and Down; Design of Transforruors; The Static Charge; Protectioi
Against; Grounding the Secondary; Other Devices; The Foil Protector; Different Types of Trans,
formers.-CHAPTER VI: Transformers, Concluded; Fuses; Regulation; Windingof Transformers
Connecting to Circuit; Regiilation; Safety Fuses.—CHAPTER VII: Parallel System; Series An
Light System; Diagram of Circuits; Parallel System; Primary Circuit; Secondary Circuit; Placing
of Transformers; Fuses; Diagram of Series Arc Light Circuit.—CHAPTER VIII: Lines of Force
Hysteresis; Magnetic Penetration: The Circuit of Lines of Force; Experiments with Magnet
Rapidity of Reversals and Hysteresis.—CHAPTER IX: Arc Lamps; In Series; The Westinghous*
Arc Lamp; Diagram of Circuits in Lamp; Action of the Mechanism; Flat Carbons.—CHAPTER X
Arc Lamps, in Multiple; Slattery Differential Lamp: Slechanism of Lamp; Its Operation.-CBAl'
TERXI: Measuring and Indicating Apparatus; Instruments for Use with Alternating Current>
Differ from those used with Continuous Currents: Ammeters; Voltmeters; Description of Several
Forms of Instniments.—CHAPTER XII: Measuring Instriunents. Continued; Hot Wire Instru
ments; The Cardew Voltmeter; Details of the Instrument; Low Potential Voltmeter.—CHAPTEIi
XIII: Voltmeters; Double Coil Voltmeter; Two TM)es.—CHAPTER XIV: Spring Meters; Curled
Spring Meter.—CHAPTER XA': Twisted Strip Instruments; Diagram of Connections and Opera
tion of Instrument.—CHAPTER XVI: Recording Meters; Stanley Meter; Constniction and Prin
ciples of Operation; Diagrams of Parts; Slattery Induction Meter; Description of Parts and Prin
ciples of Operation; Watt Meter; Thomson Meter.—CHAPTER X\TI: Generators in Parallel
Difficulties in Operating; Alternate Current Generators in Parallel; Arrangements of Circuits and
Machines for Operating in ParaUei; Diagram of Common Arrangement of Machines and Circuits.-
CHAPTER XVIII: Ohm's Law: Stren^Dx of Current; Formulas and Examples; Power and Hea*
ing Effects of Currents.—CHAPTER XIX: Ground Alarms and Leak Detectors.

PRICE, $2.50.

Orders for above book, or any electrical work published promptly sent on receipt of price, postage prepaid.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 5I0 Marquette Blag., CHICAGO.
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Horizontal Internal Self-Oiling Engines, 25 to 600 H. P.

Horizontal Medium Speed Engines, 300 to 800 H. P.

Vertical Compound Engines, 1 00 to 800 H. P.

The Ball Engine Co., Erie, Pennsylvania.
Chicago Office; 15^6 Monadnock Block.

Faster than ever

to California

CHICAGO
& NORTH-WESTERN

RAILWAY

HTHE OVERLAND LIMITED leaves

Chicago 6.30 p. m. daily via Chicago-

Union Pacific & North-Westeni Line, ar-

rives San Francisco 5-15 afternoon of

third day and Los Angeles 7.45 next

morning. No change of cars; all meals

in Dining Cars. Buffet Library Cars

with barber. The best of everj'thinj;.

The Pacific Express leaves 10.30 p. m.

daily. Tourist Sleepers daily to Califor-

nia and Oregon and personally conducted

excursions every Wednesday from New
England. Send 4 cents postage for

"California Illustrated" to Chicago .i

North-Western llaihvay,

461 Broadway, - NewYork|435 Vine St., - Cincinnati

6oiChes't St.,-PInladelphia 507Snnthfield St., Pittsburtr

36S Washington Si., Boston 234 Superior St., - Cleveland
?oi Main St., - - Buffalo 17 Cainpus-Martins. Detroit

:ij Clark St..- - Chica-o =Kin^Si..East.Toronto,Ont.

•••

the improved berryman
(KELLEYS PATENT)

Feed Water
Heater and Purifier.

UNIQUE
in its effectiveness and up-to-date
In every respect, at a price that
iviU assure consideration. Vastly
superiortoany Feed Water Heater
on the market.

Benj. F. Kelley & Son,
91 LibfirtjSt., New York.

9H HflMn Heaters, 2.000,1.500,
L\X U.i\V\U 1.200,1,000,800,500,300,
80 hor-!0 power and others,

rf,-t ^tijck in America. Mostly
[ak'TL in trade lor our lin-
(;d llenyraan.

DON'T THINK
That you can keep posted as to

what is going on in the western
electrical field without reading the

Western Electrician. It is the
electrical newspaper, and if you
are not a subscriber you will find it

to your advantage to become one
at once.

$3.00 per year;

$1.50 for six months.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO..

Suite 510 Marouettp BWq.. nHlMGO-

GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE
Made in almost any form required and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 ohms as

desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats
of 4,000 degrees. ........ .

JOS. DIXOW CRUCIBLK CO.. - - Jersey City, N. J,

REG.TRADE MAE?Ks Jhe Rhosphor BRONZE Smelting Co. Qmited,
2200 Washington AVE.,PHiLADELPHiA.

\ "ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'
INGOTS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS, SHEETS, ETC.

'^Ao:jf/w^2'u,r^' — DELTA METAL-^
X\ CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORCINGS

/oELTrtv ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

WATERWHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarantee

:

IH Largest Power ever obtained from a ivkeel of the same diameter. The highest speed
-rcr obtained for the same power. The highest mean efficiency ever realized when
nmning from half to full gate. We guarantee also: A ntnner of the greatest po&.
nble strength. A gate unequaled in auichiess and ease of opening and closing.

Tests show over 81 per cent, average efficiency with half to fiill water.

State your Head and send for 124- page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO.. Springfield, Ohio. U.S.A.

JEFFREY!^ CHAINS
FOR CATALOGUE,

THE JEFFREY MFG. CO
COLUMBUS.OHIO.

M'CORMICK TURBINE.
On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft.

Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Gives a higher percentage of useful effect than any other water-wheel
heretofore made. All sizes, right and left hand, are buill from patterns per-
fected under systematic tests in the Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and those contem-
plating tbt- improvement of powers, will find it to their interest to confer
'.M'li US, as we are wllltng to guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter what make of turbine has been in use. STATE REQUlREnBNT^
AND SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.

New Dynamo Tenders' Band=Book.
By F. B. BADT.

226 Pages', 140 Illustrations. Flexible Cloth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $i.oo.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the
Did one, "With all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers and owners
iind operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Book sold, and over 10,000 of the new.

Electrician Publisliing Co.,
510 Marquette Buildine, CHICAQO.

SMALL SPRINGS
OF EVEBV DESCRIPTIOW

THE WALLACE BARN£S CO.,
S7^9us^tn /is7 BBISTOL, CONN., U. S A.

'»•

BABCOCK $c WILCOX

;i>ll rOI M>N \\OllKI\<. M'.NNntK.

Are more extensively used in electrical

generating- plants than all otlier makes of

"water tnbe boilers combined.

AWARDED THE (iBAND PRIZE AT

Paris International Exhibition 1900.

;OOOK & \A/l
29 ^or-fcland-t S-troe-t:, IMe'wv York. 1215 IVIarcitj^-t't:^ Building, Chic^asoJ
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Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Plnconninf , Mich. Green Bay, Wis. New London, WI>.

EDAR POLE
' 50 TO 80 FT. A SPECIALTY.

JohnH.rowler, •'c";V.To: f'''

IPaX^Wa^ (\wv<)vXuWx/ §A\^^yvvv6V oKjuriV StfC

POLES.
RERTHOLD

| CROSS
& JENNINGS,

I ARMS.
WHITE CEDAR. j ST. LOUIS.

IDAHO CEDAR up to 80 ft. chemical Building.
LONG LEAF

PINE AND FIR.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Lirg* Slock Constantly on Hand.
Poles

Street Railway Ties.
Specialty: 7-foot
White Cedar Elec-
tric Kailways, etc. Poles.

P*eRIRIZO & ^OIMS. ^i^O^ETT, IVII^IH.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING CO.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,

HftDafftctarers ftod De«lera In

YelUw Pine Cross Arms, Looust Pins, Oak Pins, Electrical

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stocks on hand.

Delivered prices quoted, F. O. B. cars, your city, In any quantity. ^^WBITE US.

BLUE RIDGE LOCUST PIN CO.,
HARVEY M. DICKSON, Gen. Mgr. ^kSMEVI^I_E, N. ^.

^^^^^^^^si^^^ LOCUST INSULATOR PINS AND ORACKETS.
Seven factories in operation. Capacity. 60.000 per day. Write for prices on pin and bracket specialties

CEDAR POLES.
Piling and Street R. R. Ties.

C. H. WORCESTER «c CO.,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Producers and Wholesalers of White Cedar Products.

VICTOR TURBINES
OPERATING DYNAMOS.

That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for electric
generators than any other is due to the many points of

superiority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:

High Speed, Close Begnlation,
ereat Capacity, High Efficiency,

Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Slotlon.

We Also Have a FuM Line of Modern Patterns for Geirs and
Power Transmission Machinery.

^VRITE FOR CATALiOGUE.

The Stilwell-Bierce & Smith-Vaile Co.,

257 Lehman Street, DAYTON, OHIO.

Telephone

Electric Light

Trolley

ST. lOUIS. MO,
Century Uldi;.

OULUIH. MINN
,

203 Pailatlio Hid!,-

POLES
Naugle, Holcomr & Co.,

OLD COLONY BLDG., CHICAGO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad
Contractors.

DETROIT. MICH..

Wayne Co. Bank Bld».

ESCANABA. MICH.
MASONVILLE. MICH.

CEDAR POLLS
LINDSLfV BROTHERS COMPANY
MfNOMINCE. M/CH. AND PORTLAN D, ORECO N.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS
SO-FOOr TO 80-FOOT POLES OUR SPCCIALTY^

A PRETTY STORY.
Eight months ago the Texas Arm & Pin Co. began manufacturing things in-

clined electrically wooden, like cross arms, pins and brackets. An old, no-account,

second-hand machine, in a broken-down factory, was used, but now they have four

factories with new and late machinery and are shipping more cross-arms than the Jaw
allows. But they can ship more. They are untapped, long-leaf, yellow pine.

Branch Office; 10 Temple Court Building, Chicago, W. H. QUAW, Mgr. HaJsoHoia.
Or the home office at Beaumont, Texas, is where you write for more information and a

pretty and useful pamphlet.

BUY YOUR BOOKS
FKOM THE

Electrician Pub. Co.. 5 1 Marquette BIdg., Chicigo.

STtie Tenneot losulator Pio Co,

MANUFACTURERS

LOCUST and OAK PINS and
BRACKETS,

POLES and TIES,
Terra Alta, W. Virginia.

R. H. LEAVITT,
Capron, III.

Manufacturer of

STANDARD ELECTRIC-LIGHT AND TELEPHONE
CROSS-ARM BRACKETS AND PINS.

Write us for prices. Wellkelt. Willaltuplate
anu riaC early loanswer you and fill your orders.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, MICH.

Eleven Pole Yards In Michigan.
Wholesale Froducers for 20 years.

TIES.

CFor unotalions wire or ^^rite ^^^^-
O. W. SMITH, Wholesale Producer ^^

EDAR POLEX
225 Dearborn^Street, CHICAGO, ILL. ^^V

l./arfie Stoeks- Central 1'ards. Onick Shipment .
^^^

CEDAR
DAVIS AND STITT

COMPANY,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Write for Delivered Prlcei. POLES

JraiyMasllrios.

T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U. S.A.

Manufacturer of Mast Arms,Poleand
SwInglngHoods.HouseBracketsand
other Specialties for Construction
V/oTk.— Catalogue and Prices fur-
nished on ap;glication.

MiaaapoUs Arm, Brackets Pin Co.,
Successors to J. B. MACER8,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Arms, Brackets, Locust and Oak Pins,

Tent Stakes, ROPE Lock Blocks.

Office: 125 S. Meridian St.. Indianapolis, ind.

factory: JAMESTOWN, IND.
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WE5TINQH0USE
0. D. Transformers

Sizes, 1=4 to 50 K. W.

SPREAD COILS— giving; great increase in radiating surface, and conse-

quent reduction in temperature

TWO PRIHARY AND THREE SECONDARY VOLTAOES from the

same transformer

COILS SEPARATELY WOUND and insulated, permitting tlie substitution

of single coik in case of burnout

OIL INSULATION

Fifteen Years' Experience in Manufacturing

Tliis Type of Apparatus

Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Co.,

Pittsburg, Pa.

All Principal Cities in United States and Canada

Westinghijuse O. D. Transformer

.
- Without Case.

The Popularity of

Rockwood's Patent Compressed

Non-Slipping.

Non-breakable.
Economical.
Durable.

Balanced.
Neat design.

Light-weight.

Non-Magnetic.

Six thousand
various sizes

partly finished

carried con-

stantly in stock.

Hubs any shape,

any position.

Paper Pulleys
("For one-sixth century the standardfor durability and efficiency

.''''

)

arises in a measure from their stability.

Engineers and users should not fail to specify Rockwood Patent Compressed Paper Pulleys on all contracts.

CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING.

ROCKWOOD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Pafer Pulley Sales Deft., 330 So. Pennsylvania Street,

Indianapolis, Indiana, U. S. A.
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Fort Wayne Electric Works.
(INCORPORATED.)

SOMETHING NEW
OUR=

TYPEK
INTEGRATING
WATTMETER

Weighs less than 13 pounds and can

be installed in a space

6 3-4 inches by 8 3-4 inches.

SOME INTERESTING POINTS.

This Meter will Record Accurately the Energy of Alterna-

ting Current Circuits Regardless of the POWER
FACTOR.

It can be Quickly Adjusted for Either HIGH OR LOW
FREQUENCY.

No Constants or Multipliers Used. Meters are DIRECT
READING.

THE CALIBRATION IS PERMANENT
AND RELIABLE.

CONVENIENT TO HANDLE,
EASY TO INSTALL AND REPAIR.

ALL PARTS ARE STANDARD AND INTERCHANGEABLE.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN ioiq.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY
,

-^ —
r-

—

!

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.
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ELECTRICAL OR MECHANICAL

T\e bare fine facEliiies for ligbt raanufartur-
tnp, and solicit correspondence. Kaiiniares
given on quantity or small ints. PL'NCH PRESS
A^D SCRKW MACHINK WORK.

SPIES & COMPANY,
97-89 TV.TanBaren St., Chicago, lU.

EDWARD P. BURGH,
Consulting Electrical Ergineer,

ISOOGnaraaty Blds^llIinneapnliH.

THEUNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,
NOTRE DAME, INDIANA.

Classics. Letters, Economicsand History. J'>U'"''alis"'.

Art, Science. Pharmacy, Law, Civil, Mechsnical aiid
ElectricBl Engineering, Architecture.
Thorough Preparatory and Commercial Coursei,

Ecclesiastical students at special rates.
Rooms free. Junior or Senior Year, Collegiate

Coorces. Room*: to Kent, moderate charge.
St, Edward's hall, for boys under 13,

The 57th year will open September 4th, 1900. Cata-
logues Free. Addre'8

REV. A. MORRISSEY. C. S. C. President.

VKARTAVERT
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS. RODS AND TUBmm.

Far Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, liallway Duet Ouardi^ WfiaAtsn
and Packings. Patent Lasulatlne Cleats.

MAKUFACTUEKD BT

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO.. Wilmington, M,

The Best-The ''NEW STYLE"
Receptacle and Attachment Plug.

The latest in tliis line is the
"NEW STYLE" made by

WM. T. PRIN6S, 1026 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.
Western RcpreMotstlves: J. 8. McKciiae Co., 324 Devbora St., Chfcaf*.

READY FOR THE MARKET.
"PEHOO," the new style Creole rosette. In-

sulation perfect, lonif Aiss, superior
In every detail.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co.. Peru. Ind.

CU
CAN BE

USEDANYSIDEl

N. CANAL ST, " "t'A. W0B«{[5
c H

I
c A G I LL U'S

A'
'-;::%:,:,,

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
ifighest grades tor electrical insulation and mechanical purposes, in sheets,

tuTCs, rods and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on application.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wilmington, Del.

H. \A/H|-rE IVIF-O.
Gas, Blectric and Combination Vlttlnes

and Fixtures, Trlmmlnes, Screws
^_^ and Ornaments,^ \ Send for Our New Catalogue, Just Issued.

MANUFACTUBERS OF

Pressed, Spun and Turned Brass

Work to Order.

137-137 North loth Street,

Brooklyn, N. V.

IN

a

AIR PROPELLORS
PP

We

Have Set

a New

Standard.

Ask for

Prices.

THE FULLER CO., Detroit, MiGh.,U.S.A.,
MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRICAL AND VENTILATING APPARATUS.

tondoD, Rnt:,—Wm. Ecj, 11 QtMcn Vlctorli

Bt.. K. C.
ParlB, Knince--B. U. Cadlor, tS Rue Ht.

G(rOrg«).

OUk(cow, Scotland—Wm. Key, Central
Chi.m)j( rii, 109 Ilope St.

Tokohnrjia, Jnpan—ItafOiaH &. Tillies.

Nmt York—Weatcrn Ktcctric Co.

WanhluKtoa—National Tf.lectrlc Supply Go.

WtlmiueUB-Oanett, Millet &. Co.

Ijeiivvr—Tlios. H. Smith; Hendrte & Bolt-
hoff.

I.,o« AngeU'a—Western Electric Works.
MlnnefinoliM—nobertB Heating & Vent. Co.
Mlhvaukr'e—Geo, F. Ilobn.
CIilcnRo—WoHtern Blectric Co.; Oeotral

Klectrlc (Jo.

St. LoulH—VVfHtorn Electrical Supply Co.
Hoftton—Smith ^ A&thony.
South Bnntl, Ind.-MIUor-Knoblock Co.
Peck-HflMin-innil Co., Clucinnatl, O., Qon-

eral Uoutbem Agents,

iBIackDiamond File Works!

yt OVB eOODB ABE ON 8AJLB IH EVERY I^EADIIVe HARDWABE L

Vt STORE IN THE UMITBD STATES AND CANADA. {^

I G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY. |
^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^
wsf^^^'iSi^^'^^^^'Sfi^^^^^^^^^^^^m

^

Draft without

a Chimney
can be produced by a fan of

the relative size shown below.

MECHANICAL DRAFT REDUCES COST

BurDB Cheap Pael, Increases Boiler Output,

B. F. SxiiRTtVANT Co. Boston

New York Philadelphia Chicago London
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SIMPLEX WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

"o TXT^T"^' Simplex Electrical Company,
I. R. HlXSOn,
lonadnock Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Comhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

18S9—Farla Exposition,

Kedal for Robber Insolation.

1S93—^VForld's Fair,

Medal for Robber Insulation.

TRADE MAHt

THE STANBARD FOR
RUBBER IlfSVIiATIOIir.
Sole Manufacturers of

€konite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee ''T^oV Wires

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
Managers. 253 Broadway, Hew York.

WMI>r< L CindM.
H. Duruit Cheever,

Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supt
W. H. Hodgins, Secy.

IVIORE

"Crownlail Bonds
Arc In usif thnn all oiher styles of Rail Honds coribined.

Perfect— Electrically and Mechanically.
VARIETY OF SHAPES TO MEET ALL REQUIREMENTS OF RAIL BONDING.

WASHBURN & MOENDept.,

Mm M\ k Wire Co.,
The Rookery. CMIC'^QO, ILL.

S>^ INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.,
^^«*'"^^^

U'*,'
MANUFACTURERS OF

Paranite Rubber Covered Wires and Gables,

UNDERGROUND. AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

TELEPHONE, TBLEaRAPM AND FIRB ALARH CABLES.

All Wires are tested at Factory. jroStESBORO, rSTD.

" PHONO-ELECTRIC"
WIRE z:.u,'

FOR
TROLLEY, TELEPHONE
and TELEGRAPH LINES.

(

Has remarkable wearing qualities.

DOES NOT BREAK AT
JOINTS OR SCRATCHES.
WILL NOT STRETCH.

BRIDGEPORT BRASS CO.,

19 Murray Si., NEW YORK.
Write to booklet

I NiJIVIPFOR ALL PURPOSES.
Scrap and Native Platinum Furehaied.BAKMB A CO.. 408-414 HTew Jemey

RallroafI Axe.. Nefrarb. N, J.
Now york Office, 1» Liberty Street.

STANLEY A. C. WATTMETERS.
Permanent Accuracy Guaranteed.

STANLEY INSTRUMENT CO.,
New York: 146 Broadway.
San Francisco: 31-33 New Montgomer5' St.
Canada: The Royal Electric Co., Montreal and

Toronto.

2,000 IN USE.

American Vitriflei Conflnit Couany,
aLAJNUFACTTTREBS OF

VITRIFIED SALT GLAZED
UNDERGROUND AND INTERIOR CONDUITS.

Contractors for Complete Installation
of Conduit Systems.

General Offices: 39 Cortlaudt St., N. Y.

Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from ^ to 60 horse power.
Dynamos from lO lights to 700.
"We sell or rent. Good profit!

for aE^ents. The Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co., Troy. Ohit.

BATTERY JARS.
Machine-made liatten' Jars are Better and

stronger than the hand-blown, being more Uni-
form and of Equal Distribution.

ASK VOUR 10B8ER FOR OUR JA1.
We are the only concern maliing Battery Jdra

by machinery.
THE GILCHRIST JAR CO.,

Office and Factory : - - ELMER, N.J.

For Porcelain or Clay In*
sulating Specialties, such as
Bushings, Knobs or Cleats,
Address,

THEAKRON SMOKING PIPE CO.,
MOOADORE, OHIO.

Queen tc Co.,
lOlO Cliestiint St., Pbila.

480 MONON BLDG., CHICAGO.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-WIrt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray
FocusTubes, Induction Coils.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS
CUHER ELECTRICAL CO., PHIUDELPHIA.

A NOVELTY-JUST OUT!
UNIVERSAL CORD SPOOL.

This Is a neat and novel device for adjusting the lenoth of cord of your drop light.

Quickly attached; always hangs straight; cannot slip; no loop to dangle about; no
socket to be removed. Made of hardwood, n^itural green or cherry finish. Prices on
application. Manufactured and patented by the

CRESCENT MFG. CO., 52 W. Jackson Boulevaril, Chicago, III., U. S. A.
For Sale by All Dealers In Electrical Suppliei.

^JlfESTIIK Electrioal Ingtament Co.,

"^"Ilf II4-I20 WilUam St.. NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A,

Voltmeters, Hilliioltieters, Voltamnieters.

Amiosters, Mllllainineters,

Ground Detectors and Circuit Testers,

Ohmmeters, Portable Galvanometers.

Our portable Instruments are recognized as
The Standard tbe world o\ ar. The Seml-P«rt-
able Lmboratory Standards are still better.

Our Station Voltmeters and Ammeters are
unsurpassed in point of extreme accuracy and
lowest consumption of energy,

Beelik—European Weston Electrical Instru-
ment Co., Rltterstrasse No. 88.

London—Elliott Bros.,
Lane.

Ko. 101 St. Martins

; BtaMdard Fttrtable Direct
•ll-Aauiet«r.

Mention the Westebn Electriciam when writ-
ing for catalogues.

HOLOPHANE CLASS CO.,
IB East 32ncl. S-fc., NB'XM/^ Y^RK.

Compound Prism

Globes and Shades
FOR ALL KINDS OF LIGHTING.

TWO t^OI.U iU|a#|«k|aomE 811.VEK IVI e a a I S
Awarded at Paris Exposition.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

"he United §tates Garbon Gompany.
1 r\ n I

rSPECIALJIES ASPECIALU
L ELECTROLYTIC.

IfeALTERNATING. DIS
i&fe ENCLOSED.

iWli SBOSSS
Cleveland."' Otiio. U. "5. A.

SJOT IN CARRONJ TRUS"

U \J
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For Street RailwayWork
THERE ARE NO BETTER LAMPS THAN

KENTUCKY

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
OUR RAILWAY LAMP has a special filament, consuming 4 watts per candle-

power, and cannot fail to meet the severe conditions imposed by railway service. They give a pure white light, have
long life, their efficiency and maintained candlepower is guaranteed. Each lamp is individually exhausted, insuring

a perfect vacuum.
All voltages from 45 to 125. All candlepowers from 4 to 50. .

Barrel lots, 16 c. p., i-7c each. Special prices on annual contracts.

A trial order solicited; it will convince you that our lamps are all we claim.

Look into the merits of KENTUCKY DYNAIVIOS and MOTORS before placing your orders.

KENTUCKY ELECTRICAL COMPANY,

I

I

JOHN W. BROOKS, Qen'l Western Sales Agent,
605 Plymouth BIdg., Chicago, III.

»•»>>•><

Owensboro, Kentucky, i

REWARD.
Any Street Railway by using

"Shawmut"
Standard Fuses

will be amply rewarded and protected.

Protect your Lighting circuits and car
heaters with

" Cartwright"
Enclosed Fuses

and your troubles will cease.

Chase-Shawmut Co.,
Boston, Mass.

Wastern Representatlvis: M. B. AUSTIN & Co., 56 West Van Buren St,,

Chicag^o, III.

<i><ShS><S>«><S>«^><S«5>«>«^<S^««*«'<S><S>«$^«>*«^^«><S>«>$«>«>«>'S<S>«"«^«<5>«>«><8'^>*<S>«><^^

I I

Special laduceinentB to Canatllan and Porelfcn Buyers.
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THE "CHLORIDE ACCUMULATORn
IS OPERATED IN FORTY-NINE EDISON STATIONS.

When selecting apparatus for work of this character, purchasers generally give first con-
sideration to the features of

I

DESCRIPTIVE BULLETINS
UPON REQUEST.

NKW YORK, 100 IJroadway.

II-ITY, EFFIOIEIMOY, DUJRABI I.ITY.
THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CGNIPANY,

1 9th Street and Allegheny Avenue, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BOSTON, 60 State St.

^>9^I_ES OF-F-ICES:
CHICAGO. 1424 Marquette Bldg. BALTIMORE. 641 Equitable Bldg SAN FRAXOISCO, Pairott Bids

'"«^SIll^»"'^VitroChrome
look like natural elass. Tbe colors produced are bright and durable, and can be used for indoor
and outdoor decorations; also used for RAILWAY AMD t$T£A9IBOAT SieNAI^
ItlOMTS, KJL£CTR1C SIQKS, ETC Vitro Chrome is superior to any other incandescent
lamp color. A trial will Convince you. Manufactured only by

VITRO CHROME CHEMICAL CO.,
421 B Milwaukee St., MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Send for Circular.

For Sale by all Dealers and Electric

Supply Houses.

GOULD STORAGE BATTERIES.
E8PBCIAl.l,Y ADAPTED FOB

STREET RAILWAY
POWER PLANTS.

ALSO CENTRAL STATIONS

AND ELECTRIC VEHICLES.

Electric Elevators, Railroad Signal
Apparatus, Telegraphs, Telephones,
Electric Fire Alarms.

Send for Description ard Catalogue.

GOULD STORAGE BATTERY CO.,

NEW YORK OFFICE, 25 West 33(1 St.

Works, DEPEW, N. Y. NEW YORK, N. Y., U S. A.

CRYSTAL
CHEMICAL COLORING

FOR COLORING Incandescent Lamps any color desired.
Easily and quickly applied, giving brilliant effects. Ctieap.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

WEBSTER CHEMICAL CO..
400 SIBLEY STREtT,

ST. PAUL, MINN,
SIESfTIOiV WESTEBSr KliECTRICIAS WHEN WRITIXG.

ALTERNATING -CURRENT POWER MGTORS,
1-20 TO 2 1-2 ACTUAL HORSEPOWER.

SIMPLE, RELIABLE, SATISFACTORY.
Bulletins giving full description mailed on request.

Branch OfGce and Warehouse: Thn Pmc^rcrkn EI<»o+rir« Mfcr f*e\The Emerson EJectnc Mfg. Co.,

COLORED LACQUERS, DEAD BLACK LACQUER,
FOR INCANDESCENT LAMPS. FOR METAL WORK.

In brilliant rainbow colors. Easily applied. Will not peel orifade. Most Satisfactory Imitation of Bauei^BarfT in the Market.

SAMPLES FREE. M. L. BARRETT 6l CO., CHICAGO. write to us.WRITE TO US.
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ARC LAMPS, KNIFE SWITCHES, CLOSES, FLUSH PUSH,
AND SNAP SWITCHES, SHADES, CARBONS, RUBBER
COVERED WIRES, CORDS AND CABLES, ELECTRIC
LICHTINC SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

xa/^rite:

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY 139 Adams St, CHICAGO

By Every Ti

The Best
«-^Ja_,-„

Constant Potential,
3 to 5 AMPERES.

Constant Current Series,
5 to 7 AMPERES.

Alternating Current,
4 and 6 AMPERES.

OUR CATALOGUE GIVES
FULL DESCRIPTION . . .

STERLING ARC LAMPCO.,
214=222 West Twenty=sixth Street,

NEW YORK, U. 5. A.

Vnil OAM nCDCUn ^P*^!^ *^- --^ ^- Tbeostats operating sati^lactorily. The
lUU UHn UCi CHU material and workmansbip are the best and ail appara-
tus is given two independent find severe tests before sbippino;. Send for catalogue W.

The CutJer-Haminer Mfg. Co.,
Main Offices and Factory: MILWAUKEE, WIS.

EASTERN FACTORY: Westfield. N. J. NEW YORK OFFICE: 136 LibeKy Street.

The largest and oldest manufacturers of Rheostats In the world.

\A/MY IS IX

THE "BELDEN" SYSTEM

OF ARC LIGHTING
Is so far superior to any other sys-

tem on the marlcet?

BECAUSE
It embodies features that are not to

be found in any other lamp.

We have convinced hundreds who have had arc

lamp troubles. We can convince you.

Our catalog explains the fine points of the

"Belden" and it will be sent on request.

BeWeii-Larwill Electric & Mfg. Co.,

FT. WAYNE, IND.
AGENTS:

n. B. AUSTIN k CO.. 58 W. Van Buren St.. Chlcajo.

C. E. WILSON, care ManuFaclurers' Club, PbiUdelphIa, Pa.

R. N. STEWART & CO., Denver, Colo.

We are now In a position to establish desirable
agencies in all principal cities In this and foreign
countries.

Scheeffer Recording

Wattmeter.
ROUND PATTERN TYPE "E. FOR ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

An Accurate and Sensitive Meter,

improved Ball Bearing^.

DIAMOND METER CO.
PEORIA, ILL., U. 8. A.
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THE "GEM" STRAIGHT LINE HANGER TO STOP THE LEAK ON

YOUR TROLLEY LINES, AND

"OKONITE" WIRE TO STOP THAT LEAK IN YOUR CARS. JOIN

THE COMBINATION AND YOU'LL HAVE NO LEAKS.

Central Electric Company, ''^ '''
Jmbfoo'''"''

^""

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S

... Enclosed Arc Lamps ...

For 220 Volt Circuits.

May be used on no volt D C. or

A. C. Circuits by changing

only five parts.

Burn singly on 210-250 volt circuits. Made in

two capacities— for 2 3-4 and 3 J -2 amperes. Fur-

nished with antique copper finish and black enamel

casings. Equipped with single or double globes.

General Office: Schenectady, N. Y.

Chicago Office, flonadnock Building. Sales Offices in All Large Cities.

jp»?«rj?:rjrj?:r;?:f:f:?:f's?jfjfjfK':«'jpjf'j?^:«"«e'i<'JpJ?JPaf'aP»P:?:?j?:P»f:?:?:?:rjP»Pj«'s«'«Ps«'**»PK»P«P««':<'i«'»P»PK9fK^
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\A/AR IS ON!
For Principle and Honest Prices.

We stand for IMPROVEMENT and REASONABLE PRICES. The Association says: "Make your bells like

ours or raise your price 33^3 per cent."

If you want to help us maintain our stand, don't buy of any member of the Association, as you only help

them carry out their threat to run us out of business and give them a chance to market old style and inferior

bells at exorbitant prices.

WE MANUFACTURE THE

MARLO IRON BOX BELLS, XXX IRON BOX BELLS,
REX WOOD BOX BELLS,

STRAIGHTLINE SKELETON BELLS, KNIFE SWITCHES.

Proctor^Raymond Mfg, Co.,
442-446 NiaS^ra S-tree-t,

BUIF-F-AI.O, IM- Y.

Aiichors(TeI.<&Tel.Fole}.
Smitb, Philip.

Annunciators.
Bunnell &Co., J. II.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Sunply Co.
<.)hio KK'Cti-ic Works.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Arc Ijamps.
Alden Electric Co.
American Electric Co.
Belden-Larwill El. & Mf. Co.
Central Electric Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Lea-Hooven Mfe. Co.
Manhattan Gen'l Const. Co.

Rossitor. Mac Govern & Co.
Sterling Arc Lamp Co.
Western Electric Go.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. AMtg. Co.

Automobiles.
DeDion-Bouton MotoretteCo.

Babbitt Met'l and Solder.
Gr. Western Sm. and Refg.Co.

Batteries and Jars.
Bunnell A CO., J. H.

Central Electric Co.
EdlBon Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Federal Battery Co.
Gilchrist Jar Co,
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Carbon Co.

Ohio Eh'Ctric Work.s.

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Westerh Electric Co.
Weatern Elect. Suoply Co.

Bells, Buzzers, Etc.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec Supply Co.
Proctor-Raymond Mfg. Co.

Weatern Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressins>
CUne-Surface Mfg. Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Belting. „ , . „
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Blo-wers.
Fuller Co., The.
Sturtevajit Co., B. F.

Boilerta.
'

ChlcJigo riousc-Wreckliig Co.

BnokB,Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

BrideeN and Buildings
(Hteel).
American Bridge Co.

BrusbeB.
Becker Bros.
Central Electric Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Flbre-Graphlte Co.
Saee &. Brc. F. B.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)

Cables, Electric (See Insu-
lated Wlres),Coppcr,Sheet
and Bar.
American Elec. Worke.
American Steel i Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Genera! Electric Co.
New York Inp. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

CarbonH,Polnts A-Plates
Cftntral Electric Co.
Chicago EdlHon Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
National Carbon Co,
Rclalnger. Hugo.
Sneer Carbon Co.
United Stales Carbon Co.
Wentern Elect, Supply Co.

CantinKH (Iron.)
Smith Co., S. Morgan.

ClialnM.
JefTroy Mfg. Co,
Link Belt Machinery Co

Circuit BrcBkerd.
Cutlei- Elec. 4 Mfg. Co.

Coal A Ashes Handling
Machinery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co,
Link Bolt Machinery Co,

CoIIm and MagnAts.
Mlllftr-KnoblockKl. Mfg. Co
Vftrlnv Dnnlftx Mairnftt Co.

Coloring f Inc. rnmp).
Barrett A Co.. M. L,

vitro Chrome Chemical Co.
weiMtcr Chemical Co.

Componnd.
Amer, Battery Compouni) Co.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Dearborn Drug &Chem.Wk8,
McLennan & Co., K.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
American Electric Co.
Araer. Vitrified Conduit Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrolysis Proof Conduit
Mfg. Co.

McRoy, John T.
Richmondt Conduit Co.
Sprague Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Connectors and Termi-
nals (Patent).
American Elec. Fuse Co.
McIntireCo..TheC.

Construction & Bepairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors and Electric
liight Plants.
Am'_-rican i:iectric t,'o.

Bullock Electric Mfg. Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft, Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
WesttnghouseElec.A Mfg.Co.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Bridgeport Brass Co.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkoniteCo..The
PhlUips Insulated Wire Co.
EoebUng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Correspondence Schools
American School of Corresp.
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Bl«e Ridge Locust Pin Co.
Bunnell A Co.. .T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indpls. Arm, Brack. & Pin Co.
Leavlti, R. H.
Texas Arm & Pin Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cut-Outs and STvitches.
BoBsert Elec. Const. Co.
BunnelKt Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chaso-Shaumut Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
(General Elec. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Hill. W. S., Electric Co.
Manhattan Elfc, Siijiply Co.
I'alsleCo., U. T.
Siemens iV. Halske Electric Co.
of America,

Wagner EIcc, Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
WeHtcrn Elect. Sui>|»ly Co.
WcHtlnghouHC Ei. & Mfg. Co.

CntM.
Franklin Eng. A Electro Co.

Dynamos niid !llo*orH.
American FJecTIcCo.
Bullock Electric Mfg. Co.
Bunnell *t Co.. .T. II.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Tilotor and Dyii. Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks.. Inc.
General Electric Co.
Gftneral Inc, Arc Light Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hohart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Northern Ehjc, Mfg. Co.
Ohio Khctrlr WnrkB.
UosKllor. Mac (iovcrn .V Co
Roth Jlro-i. A. Co,
Bchurcman A Ilaydon.
Blomena A Halnke Electric Uo.
of America.

Bprague Electric Co,

Stanley Electrical Mfg, Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec, Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electric Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Klertric Railirays.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Alechani-
cal Engineers.
Bain, Force.
Iturch. Edward P.

Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eug. Co.
Humphrey, Henry H.
Illinois Maintenance Co.
Sargent A Lundy.
Wagner, Herbert A.

Electrical Instruments.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chase-Shawm ut Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co-
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Queen A Co.
Sage A Bro., F. B.

Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Stanley Electrical M'g. Co.
Stanley Instrument Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electro-Plating Alaeh'y.
BeslyACo., Chas. H.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.

Elevators -Conreyors.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Engines, Steam.
Ball Engine Co.
Camp Engineering Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Exh^stSteam Apparatus.
American District Steam Co.

Fan Outfits.
ATiierlran lOlcctric i..*o.

llunnrll A Co-. J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Fuller Co., The.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Siemens A Haleke Electric Co.
of America.

Bprague Electric Co.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

FUes.
Barn6ttCo.,G. A H.

Fire Extinguishers.
Monarch Fire Appliance Co.

Fixtures and FittlngM.
White Mfg. Co.,.I. H.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Forges.
Sturtevant Co., B.F.

Fuses and Fase W^ire.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Central lOIcctrlcCo.
ChaHC-Sliawmut Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire A M fg.Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Mclntlre Co., The C.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

4i)Cars.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.

CSeneral Elec. Supplies.
Amrrlonn Electric Co.
Alden Electric Co.
Bunnf-11 A Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
ChaHcSbawmut Co.
Clhlcago Kdlson Co.
Klectrlc Appliance Co.
fJeneral KIcctrlr Co.
ilodgc-WalNh El. Kng. Co.
Manhattan Elec, Supply Co,
MlanuB Electric Co.
Ohio Electric Works,
Htfwart ACo.. Frank H,

^^1 Irftd^xc: ^f ^k.

Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Olobes and Electrical
Cwlassware.
Holophane Glass Co.
Phcenix Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co

Clov'nors, M'ater W^heel.
Lombard WaterWheel Gv.Co.

Graphite Specialties,
Besly & Co.. Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Flbre-Graphlte Co.

Heaters (Feed \%'ater).
Kelley A Son, Benj. F.

Heating and Ventilating
Apparatus.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Holders, Inc. liamp.
Crescent Mfg. Co.
Stewart & <'o,, Frank II.

I nsnlators and Insulat-
ing Materials.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
American Electric Co,
Bunnell A Co., J. U.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Mica Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
MunsellA Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Ohio IClectric Work.s.
Okonlte Co., The.
PaisteCo., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Insulated Moires and
Cables—SIaguet l¥ires.
Alden Electric Co.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Co.

McDermld Mfg. Co.
Miller-Knoblock El. Mfe. Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Ohio Klectric Works.
Okonlte Co.. The.
Phillips, Eugene F.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Go.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elect. Const. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

racquers.
Barrett A Co., M. L.

Itamps, Incandescent.
American lOIectrlc Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Colonial Electric Co.
Economy I'MectrIc Co.
Edison Decorative A Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Ce.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
General Inc. Lamp Co.
Kentucky Electrical Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Ohio Electric Works,
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co.
ahefby Electric Co.
Weotern Electric Co,
Western Elec. Supply Co,
WestlnghouBe El. A Mfg. Co.

Iilghtning Arresters.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
EuroUa Electric Co.
Ft. Wavno Elec. Wka., Inc.
Gonural Electric Co.
W'cBtlnghouBo El. A Mfg. Co.

Llnenien'n Climbers.
Klein A Son, MathlOfl.

d-v^ irit IA^ -*«^ V* 4

aiagnet Wires.
{See Insulated Wires.)

9Iechanical machinery.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L.
Schaffer Mig. Co., J. T.
Stilwell-Eierce Smith-Valle.
Wheeler Con d, A Eng. Co.

Meters.
Diamond Meter Co.
Fort Wayne Elec, Wrks. Inc.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

9Iica.
Chicago Mica Co.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.

Hining Apparatus, Elec.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Stanley Electrical Mfg, Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

motors — See Dynamos and
Motors.

Packing.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.

Patent Attorneys.
Johnston, Thomas J.
Page, Chas. G.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co., Ltd.

Platinum Bought and
Sold.
Baker A Co.
Gt. West. Sm. and ReflnlngCo.

Poles.
Berthold A Jennings.
Davis AStittCo.
Firkins A Co., O. W.
Fowler, John H.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Nannie, Holcomb A Co.
Pemzo & Sons.
Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.
Smith, O. V.'.

Sterling A Son, W. G.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester Co., C. £[.

Porcelain.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Ponder Transmission
machinery.
Jeffrey Mfg.Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stiiwell-Bierce Smith-Vaile.

Pulleys,
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Rockwood Mfg. Co,
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Blerce Smith-Vaile,

Bail Bonds.
American Steel A Wire Co.

Refiners.
Gt.West. Sm.andReflningCo.

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.
Farles Mfg. Co.
Klemm A Co.

Re-Winding—Repairs,
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Armature Works.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Ros.'^iter, Mac Govern & Co.
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Rlieostats.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Gen'l Inc. ArcLt. Co.
Sage A Bro., V. IJ.

Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Salt (Battery).
Amcr, Battery Compound Co
Federal Battery Co.

Second-Hand mach'y.
Alexander, Thomas.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
nUnola Maintenance Co.
Rossiier, Mac Govern A Co.
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Walsh's Sons A Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.
Farles Mfg. Co.
Klemm A Co.
riiclilc Electric Co,

SoldcrinKT Flux.
Cream f\ux Co.
Pacltic EU'clrlcCo.

Sparking Plugs.
CroBt Manufacturing Oo.

SpeahJng Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co,, Chas. H.
Queen A Co.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co

Springs.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Barnes Co., The Wallace.
Manross, F. N.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Gould Storage- Battery Co.
Oxldti- Battery Co

Structural Iron Worls.
American Bridge Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co,
Okonlte Co., The
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
material and Switch-
boards.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American El. Telephone Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. A Elec. Co.
Couch A Seeley Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel, A Cons. Supply Co.
Garl Electric Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Elec. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co
Kansas City Tel. Mfg. Co.
Kellogg Switchb. A Sup Co
Kokomo Tel A EI. Mfg. Co.
Kusel, D.A..Tel. A El. Mfg.Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McDermid Mfg. Co.
Mlanus Electric Co.
National Tel. Equipm. Co.
North Electric Co.
R. I. Telephone A Elec. Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Co.
Sterling Electric Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tel. M.Co
Swedish-American Tel. Co.
Thomas, Wilcox A Dietz.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Warner Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western Tel. Const. Co.

Tools.
Klein A Son, Mathias.

Transformers.
Alden Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Rossltcr. Mac Govern A Co.
Siemens A HalskeElectrlc Co.
of America.

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg.Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Turbinc&M'aterlVheels.
Lellel A Co., Jas.
Smith Co,, S. Morgan.
Stiiwell-Bierce Smith- Valle.

Varnishes.
Sterling Varnish i;;o.

Vulcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Wire, Bare.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Okonlte Co.. The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electrical Sup. Co.

Wliltcwowh'g machines.
Acorn Hnis.^ Works.

M'oodn'ork,ElectrIcal.
Noblett, E. J.

XL-Bay Ontflts.
Queen A Co.
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WANTED.
1 ,000,000 Burned Out

Incandescent Lamps
We will pay cash for one million burned out lamps.

Write to our address, stating how many you have.

If you have several different makes, advise how many
you have of each, and we will then submit our

proposition.

THE ECONOMY ELECTRIC CO.
WARREN, OHIO.

LiH Enclosed Arc Lamps.
FOR ALL CIRCUITS.

GUARANTEED TO MEET REQUIREMENTS OF ALL PRACTICAL ENGINEERS.

Designed on

scientific

principles

and constructed

of the highest

grade materials.

BllMdl

Positive cable

contact.

Resistance

cannot be

short-^circuited.H
Accessibility to

working parts,

which are few

and absolutely

interchangeable.

^3^^^ lO'in. globe,

using full size

carbon./
Solid copper or

aluminum case.

\»rli UrAMT ACTlVJfl AWl* KESPUiVSI
VH AE.I. THE PRINCIPAL, C

Lea-Hooven Manufactu
^^^c^.Tefl'.^^Ie"/.^*^"' Anderson, In

Mention this paper.

BliE A6EKTS
ITIES.

ring Co.,

D., U. S. A.

Petite

Enclosed Arc Lamps.
For Indoor and Outdoor Use.

Burn from 150 to 160 hours with single trlmmiog.

Great Economy
of Operation.

Few Working
Parts.

All Currents

and Voltages.

Send for Petite Arc Lamp Catalogue.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.,

CHICAGO NEW YORK.

London, Bridge Chambers, 171 Queen Victoria Street, E. C., and North Woolwich, E.

Antwerp, 33 Rue Boudewyne- Paris, 46 Avenwe de Breteull.
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SIEMENS & HALSKE

ELECTRIC CO.
OF AMERICA.

ELECTRICAL

'
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:|i| Railway, Lighting, Power Transmission.

::::
"

B
i:;;

ilu Many thousands of these Wattmeters are in daily use. Our

;•;; sales are increasing. All electrical instruments should be perfect

:ul and register accurately. The large use of and increasing demand

::;[
for our meters indicate that they meet these important require-

io ments.
::o •

::**

;;^»

;;**

;:;;

:>;» Boston. Chicago. Cincinnati. Denver.

::;; New York. Philadelphia. St. Louis. San Francisco.

APPARATUS,

IMPROVED DUNCAN INTEGRATING WATTMETERS.
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American Steel £ Wire Go.

WASHBURN & MOEN DEPARTMENT

NEW YORK, CHICAGO, WORCESTER, SIN FRtNCISCO,
Empire Biiildlng. The Rookeiy, Mass, Si 10 Pine St.

CROWN
ELECTRIC LIGHT

AND POWER

WIRESuCARLES.
Most uniform and reliable conductors.

Most perfect insulation.

EVERY PROCESS—Drawing the wire, Insulating with Rubber or Weatherproof
material, cabling, armoring, lead-encasing—all done in our works.

EVERY ORDER SATISFACTORY.

LAMP CORD. UNDERWRITERS' WIRE.
WEATHERPROOF LINE WIRE. SLOW-BURNING

WEATHERPROOF.
INTERIOR, AERIAL, UNDERGROUND, SUBMARINE.

CROWN" Rubber insulation is unequaled.
LET US FIGURE WITH YOU.
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IS THE

Ideal Fire Protection for Switchboards
AND ALL

Electrical Apparatus.

Adopted by the leading electric light and power companies, telephone and telegraph

companies of the United States.

V i*

FOB FULL, INFOKHIATION ADBBESS THE

MONARCH FIRE APPLIANCE CO.
P

IM 17 NA/illiam S-t., IME:\A/ YORK.

WHITEWASHING
AND

GOLD

WATER

PAINTING,
This machine will do the

work of 20 men. Furnished complete,

ready to work, for

It will pay for itself on the first job.

Every machine tested and guaranteed.

If not as represented, money refunded.

No experience necessary to operate.

ACORN BRASS WORKS,
19 to 23 8. Jefferson St., CHICAGO.

New York Office,

No. 59W. eeth St.,

New York, N.Y.

Sole Agents and
Licensed Manufacturers

in tbe United States of

©iiiij@8i-i@«*l®5'J

^m^>mm.

Boston Office,

No. 268
Massachusetts

Ave., Boston, Mass.

Motors,

Motorcycles,

Motorettes.

America for

De Dion-Bouton

& Co.,

FRANCE.
Our New York Type Motorette, Weight 700 pounds.

Capacity 3 Persons. Price $ 1 ,200,00.
8ISIPl,ICITY, EASIIif OPERATEn,

FI/EXIBIMTY, PERPECTIiY C05ITB0I.L,ED,
iii»HTNESS, absoi,t;tel,y safe,

i^TRESTQTH. ABiSEIVCEOF AL,!. Oil, AND DIRT,
BEI/IABII.IT'r. ECONOUT'.

Not an EXPERIMENT, but a TRIED and PROVED SUCCESS.
Over 20,000 De DION-BOUTON MOTORS operating Motorcycles and

Motorettes.

GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY: CHURCH LANE AND 37TH ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Ue Dion Motor Supplies and Batteries AlTvays in Stock.

Jorn*<.i..\!u.^iMu

®i'\? :(Li;ittci'\?

Higher

Voltage and

Amperage.

Will do more

Hard Work

than any

Dry Battery

on the

Market.

No more

Running

Down on the

Shelf.

FEDERAL
SALT.

FOUCARBOI^r CYLINUER and
CAKBON-MAKGAjrESE

BATTEKIES.

Gives ilTore Cnrront. liOiigrer

Life, AliNolntely ]\'o Crystals.

Hotli saltB hiive a depolarl/er In the mixture.
Federal Suit No, 1 hna more depolarizer than
Kederallte, and so will last longer. That's the only
dilTeroiK-e,

iivs 111.- i>Ki'oi,,\Kr/r;u that increases the
STIillN'.l II. CIVI'IS L(»N(;KK I.iKi:. and DOKS
AWAY .\US()Lr'l'KLV \V i'llH'K VSTALLIZATION
and CKKKl'INLi .S.U.TS.

made 1>y

FEDERAL BAnERY CO,, II Pine St., N.Y.
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our scale of wages
our efficiency "

^'lRiEl|l
SCHOLARSHIP

'gTf^O establish the sapcrior merits of its courses^ the trustees

^^ of the A.i:in^rioaiH Soliool «j±

Corretspoia-dex-ioe have to award to a few

well recommendedt ambitious men in each manufacturing

plant in the country a free soliol^rsl:»ip.

ELECTRICAL,

MECHANICAL.

STATIONARY or

LOCOMOTIVE
(Includiae MECHANI-
CAL DRAWINQ)

ENGINEERING

^HE holders of these free soixol».i--
^^ id li i f> s will be asked to answer inquiries as to

the benefit and value of the instruction, and also to recom-

mend the school to their friends, thus establishing an endless

chain of enthusiastic students who will advertise the school

more thoroughly than tons of printed matter or an army of

agents. Application blank on request.

(Mention Wkstees Electrician.)

American School of Correspondence
Chartered by the Commonwealth q4 Massachusetts,

BOSTON, MASS., U.S. A.

Code of Moral Suasion and Correct Procedure

To Establish a Claim.

A3IERI€A]!«r EL.ECTBIC COMPANY,
50 £. Gch St., St. Paul, Uinn.,

VS.

JOHN DOE KT AL.

Greeting :—The iJUicbasing agent of your plant Is hereby cited and sumnioned to
bold a courerence witb himself, immediately uiion receipt of this document, to then
and there decide and determine that the claims herein set forth are true, viz.:

That the undersigned carry the largest stock of up-to-date electrical supplies in
the great Northwest; that they are the exclusive selling agents In your territory for
the Western Electric Arc and Incandescent Dynamos, Fan Motors, Petite Enclosed Are
Lamps, for both direct and alternating currents, for Simplex Rubber Covered Wires and
Cables and Sunbeam Incandescent Lamps; that they are prepared to furnish anything
and everything electrical, promptly as the circumstances will "warrant, and always at the
right price; that they carry in stock at St. Paul, besides all the "knicknacks" In Sui)-
plies, a large quantity of Weather Proof and Rubber Covered Wires, Circular Loom,
Iron Armored and Lorieated Conduit, Cross-Arms, Cross-Arm Braces, Lag Screws, Pole
Steps, Insulators, etc.; that they are out for business and want your orders; that
fheir constantly Increasing trade Is evidence of the appreciation of a thoroughly
equipped electrical supply house in the Northwest; that this concern is tireless In its
efforts to please, and that this is being done can easily be established.

It, therefore, behooves you to get in line with others and send your orders
where they will receive the best attention.

Dated this 20th day of October, 1900.

[Seal.]
AMERICAN ELECTRIC COMPANY, St. Paul, Minn.

OUR LATEST
FRONT OF THE BOARD TYPE

Switchboard Instrument.

Type F Wattmeter, Front Connection, One-third Actual Size.

Our Indicating Wattmeters, Voltmeters
and Ammeters are also built for BACK OF
THE BOARD.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND BULLETIN Z 31, JUST ISSUED.

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
CeneralOfTicesand Factory.St. Louis, Mo.,U.S. A,

BRANCH OFFICES:
NEW YORK, 220 Hivemeyer Bldg. PHILADELPHIA, 1000 Belz BIdg

CHICAGO, 1624 Marquette BIdg. BALTIMORE. 204 East Lexington St.,
I BIdg.

SAN PRANClSCO. 1 20 Suiter St.

BOSTON, 620 Atlantic Ave

NEW ORLEANS, 61 Gravlcr SI.

FOREION DEPARTMENT, Havemvyer RIdg., New Yocti Clly.
CITY OF MEXICO, MEX.. American Engineering Co. of Mexico. Agents

LONDON, ENO., 47 VIclorU St., C. R. Heap, Agent. YOKOHAMA, lAPAN, Bagnail « Hllles, Agents,
PARIS, FRANCE. 12 Rue^l.Qeorges, E. H.Cadlot & Cle, Agents.

Stewart Patent Cord
ADJUSTER.

(Patented -Viigust 21. 1900.)

Cuts illustrate two methods of adjustment.

A device everyone w/ants.
Can be used on any size of cord.
Can be adjusted easily.
Can be used after rosette and

socket are connected.
Made of fiber.
Sold as cheap as common wood adjusters.
Order from your supply house or us.
Same price everywhere.

SAMPLES FREE.

FRANK H. STEWART ^ CO.,
Manufacturers and dealers in

ALL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
3S IM. 7tl-« St., Philadelphia, F»a.

AMERICAN

BRIDGE CO.,

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

Steel Bridges,

Steel Buildings,

AND ALL CLASSES OF METALLIC STRUCTURES.

GENERAL OFFICES:
NO. 100 BROADWAY NEW YORK.

BRANCH OFFICES:
AllKiriy, N. Y.
Athens, 1*11.

Iloston. IVIiLss.

Hiiiriilo, N. Y,
Ilaltlinore, Md.
Hiitte, Mont,
('(iliimbiis. O.
clilcuKQ, in.

Cllliton, O.
('levcliiu<l, O.
DonvtT, Colo.
Dulllth, Mluii.
Kast Jlerllu, Coud.
Elmlra, N, Y.
Grotoii, N. Y.
Horsfhca.ls, N. Y.

Lafayette, Inil.

Milwaukee, Wis.
Mliirieap'lis.Miiin.
Nrw Ofleims. La.
IVmiihiv.I. Til.

riHl;i,l.'l|ihi:i. Pa.
rittshiMi;. I'a.

lioehi'st.'i-, N. Y.

Seattle, Wasli.
San Francisco, Cal.
Salt Lake a.Utali.
Sy<loey,N. S. W.
Trenton. N. .1.

WIlmlnRton, Del,
Youiigstown, O.
London, Kur.
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Works of Bullock Electric Mfg.Co.

END roR Bulletin No. 1054*
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Wheeler Condenser and
Engineering Co.,

HEAD OFFICES: 120-122 Liberty Street, NEW YORK.
Branches: CHICAGO, SAN FRANCISCO, LONDON, PARIS.

Proprietors and Mannfactarers

BARNARD FANLESS

SELF-COOLING

WATER TOWER

NO

(PATENTED).

POWER USED.
WEAR AND TEAR.
ATTENTIOHr REQUIRED.

1000 H. P. BARNARD FANLESS SELF-COOLING WATER TOWER (Patented)

VACUUM GUARANTEED.

ROOFOR GROUND INSTALLATIONS.

Operates in Sections, Caring
for Variable Lioads.

EVERY STEAM USER IMMEDIATELY AND
PROFITABLY INTERESTED.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

ALSO

Wheeler «'Mace
Coniiv'sfser,

Wheeler Feed Water
Heater,

Barnard Cooling
Tower (Fan Type).

COMPLETE CONDENSING PIANTS

DESIGNED AND ERECTED.
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Dearborn
Drus and CKiemical ^A^orl«s,
L.ab^ra-tori^S"-\A/a-t^r Ch^mis'ts.
Ves^liabl^ Boiler C^rrkp^unds.

ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES. WATERS FREE. OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS.
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

IMPROVED

WARREN
m ALTERNATOR
"1 SANDUSKY

2,000 LIGHTS OHIO

Alden Electric Co.
(Formerly Alden & Co.)

WILL OCCUPY THEIR BUILDING AT

52 and 54 W. Van Buren St., Chicago,
on and after October ist and will have in stock

All Lines of General Electric Suoplies.

'^rcXe'rer Ipsulatecl Wlfes and Cables, ':i/^';^:i'

PITTSBURG TRANSFORMERS. "L.-H." ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS.

UP-TO-DATE ELECTRICAL GOODS.

This Trade=Mark?t"
on Sockets, Receptacles,
osettes, Mains and

Branches, Edison Cut-Outa

St'a'p Guarantees Satisfaction
Switches, etc. . - - --' ' ..i-i.-— —

PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CHICAQO.

Electrolysisproof Linings

and Coverings.

Two of the best known non-
conductors of the electric age
combined.

An absolute noB-conductor. COMPOSED OF A!$PKAI,-r AXB PAPEB.
Perfect insulation Guaran-
teed. Water-tight joints. No scratchins of cables. No deterioration. Costs less laid incomplete
slate than any conduit on market. Quicklj' and easily handled. No skilled workmen required.
Made in 7-foot lengths: 3-in. internal diameter; weight. 21b. to foot; made in desired sizes from
2 in. to 10 in. Manufacturers of Electrolysisproof Insulating Materials, Distributing Box and
Post Linings, Pipe C .verings. Etc.

ELECTROLYSISPROOF CONDUIT MFG. CO.,
°"'"'

'"^A^JSSrBLS^E'V^ClN'D"'""''
"'"

:

;

:

I

•

t
t
:

Both-Alternating and
Direct Current Apparatus,

S. K. C. and Northern Systems.

GENERATORS, MOTORS,

{

iVIInlng Equipments, Factory and
Shop Equipments.

POWER PL.A.XTS for L<0? 1>TSTAXCES.

L.IOHTINO ABri> M^^ 2iY

MACHINERY.

Transformers, Instrnments, iSwitchboards.

i

t

STANLEY ELECTRICAL MFG. CO., NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,

PITTSFIELD, MASS. MADISON, WIS.
t »•
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BELLS! BELLS! BELLS!

We have made a reduction

in price on Iron Box Bells.

Send for latest quotations.

When you order, you get them.

We keep them in stock.

Electric Appliance Company, Chicago.
:^-r*9i^Ai_ s«jp>F»i_ii

INDIA & AMBER

General Electric Company's
Candelabra, Series, Decorative, Battery and
Miniature Lamps are the standard for the

world.

Send for Catalogue No. 1017.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND MINIATURE
LAMP DEPARTMENT,

Harrison, N. J.

IN ANY SHAPE OR PATTERN.

EMPIRE A Ml C
IW^ULATED ,3^-^ COIV1POUIVD
Cluths and l'<i|)or&. •'' v" ijnie(JiJ/k,i.sri>.

Eu5^eneMiiriselLsCo. Mica Insulator Co
2i8w.iti:iSt.Me>v York A ChicnOo. ii7iiiKoSi.

INSULATOR

ENGINEERING.HERBERT A. WACNER,
Consulting Engineer

Railway Lighting and Power Plants,

415 LOCUST ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

^ "MANROSS
H4IR SPRINGS

FOR ELECTRIC
niDICATIIMG AND RECORDING
GAUGES STEAM GAUGES, ETC.

Largest Manufacturers of

Hair Springs in the United States.

Non-Ma-cnetic Hair Springs of Phos-
phor Bronze and oiher non-magnetic
metals. Hair springs of anj de-
scription manufactured to order.

F. N. MANROSS, Forestville, Conn.

Crest

Manufacturing f^l

Co., ^"
Cambridgeport. Mass.

GASOLINE MOTORS
AND

SPARKING PLUGS.

l^OXJ ]VE>E>I3 I^!
Gale's Commutator
Compounds
The Only Article That Will Prevent Sparking.

Will keep the Commutator in good condition and prevent cutting. Absolutely will not gum the brushes.

SOc. per stick, S5.O0 per dozen t§end 5ilc. for trial stick.

FOR S.VLE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES OR
Sole jnannfactnrers.Ku.i rUUlU 9 nn »ole Illannfactiir<

I InGLCIlllAll tt uUii 009,100 WasliliiBton l^treet, GHICACiO.

Roth Motors and Generators.

Spherical Type,

Pleasing in Design,

Strongly Built,

Higli Commercial Efficiency,

Open and Closed Types,

For Floor, Wall or Ceiling.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE BULLETIN.

Roth Bros. & Co.,
MAN FACTUREHS.
86-r2WcstJa.kson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL., U.S.A.

{jfjMy, /ii^yv^

OAlU ^l^-'iyvui

— p.// Oa^ ^L

a4^ rvyxJL

.

JOHN T. McROY
302 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

138 WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO

GOAL AND ASHES HANDLING
MACHINERY. SHAFTING, PULLEYS.

CLUTCHES, PATENT MACHINE-MOULDED
ROPE SHEAVES, ETC.

CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION.

LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO.,
Engineers, Founders, Machinists.

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

CREAM FLUX
AIV ABHOL.I,'TKfiY NON-CORROI«ITE IKSTTLjlTINe
HOLUBBINU F1.1IX FOK AI.I. IHKTAIiS.

Contains no ucld or any ol<jm'int Injurious to electrical connccLIoas.

ENDORSED BY THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS AND ALL USERS.

VOU CAN rnakfr m'ir'i than (loiibU; the number of pf:rf':f.t connections in one-half the lime
with C'eam FInx than you can with the name amount of any other tliix. l*ut up In cans at
l-Oc. 2.'>c.. .OOc. n.\\i\ 7.0';. Sp'f:lal prlr-es In '|ii(inlHy. Send l.'jc. for trliil box. We guarantee
It and If not Matlafactory money will he refunded.

THIH IM WHAT 0.\K irMKIt IIAK TO HAY' OF IT:

tt A KTKR bavliiK tried the varloud holdorinf,; BttUH on the raarkot, and afior nlvlnis' yonr
^^ Crevn Flux wevere tOHts on heavy cable connections, and on the llnest »trandcfl

flbxtblodroi) cord work, we can (tafely way It meets all claims you mako for It. I consider It

oneorttiu bCMt fVflr offered for sale. Very truly,
"Per J. H. OoohHt, Connlr. Supt, CHICAGO EDISON CO."

FOIl HAMC BY AM^ MUI'VLV HOVt4KI» OB

CREAM FLUX CO.,
Sole Manufacturors,

100 Washington St., CHICAGO.

•^*

THE LUNDELL
|

•SPLIT-POLE" }

GENERATOR

'

Is so named because of the

peculiar construction of the

pole pieces. It is the most
efficient Generator on the

market. Its remarkable ad-

vantages are fully described
in our Catalogue No. 03100.
Free on application.

SPRACUE ELECTRIC CO.,
General Offices: 527-531 West 3*111 Street. NEW YORK.

CHICAQO:
ri.^licr UulldlnK.

BOSTON:
ays Devonshire Street.

ST. LOUIS:
Security Bulldin,;.
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raAMK N. PHILLIPS. Pnkidknt.
I. H. WAOCNSEIL, TheabURCK.

CUGCNE F. PHILLIPS,
GENKBAL MANAQCn.

K. HOWLAND PHILLIPS, VlaK-pNKB,
C. n. RCMINQTON, JR., SeO.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
' • FBOTTDBHCE, B. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire.
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

Nkw Yoek Stobk, W. J. Watson, 26 Cortlandt St.

Chioaoo Store, F. E. Donaboe, 241 Madison St.
MoKTBBAL Bbanch, Eugene F. PhllllpB' Electrical Works.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES. PHILLIPSDALE, R. 1.

THIS

Water-Wheel Governor
Regulates the turbines used on elec-

tric railway load in the Niagara
Falls Hydraulic Power & Manufac-
turing Company's plant.

We build governors adapted to

all makes of water-wheels, working
under all conditions. 70,000 horse

power in use. We guarantee the

best speed regulation which can be
obtained under any conditions.

Address

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR COMPANY,
NO. 61 HAMPSHIRE STREET, BOSTON, MASSi

CMA.S. O. PAGE,
PATENT ATTORNEY,

185 Dearborn Street, Chicago, ML,

Has attended to all of our patent matters con-

tinuously since ISOl. Morgan & Wright, Chicago.

Six Years with Gdneral Electric Company.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,
Counsellor at Law,

No. 66 Broadway, - NEW YORK CITY.

Patent Causes. Patent Soliciting.

STERLING EXTRA INSULATING VARNISH.
Sterling £xtra Blach PlniRliingr VarnlHli.

Sterling Black Air Drying: A'arniflli,
Sterling Black Core Plate Tarnisli.

THE STERLING VARNISH CO.,
Pittsburg, Pa., U. S. A.

THE STERLING VARNISH CO.,
95 ColmoreRow, Birmingham, England.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT CC,
Factory and General Offices : 572-578 FIRST AVENUE, NEW YORK.

TRADE ^i
I

Mark.

Manufacturers of HIGH-GRADE'eLECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

CHICAGO. ILL..
PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
BOSTON. MASS.,
ST. LOUIS. MO..
CLEVKLAND. OHIO,
MILWAUKEE, WIS..

WRITE FOR ATTRACTIVE BULLETINS.

i West Jackson Boulevard.
522 Drexel Bnilding.

31 Milk Street.
63S Century Building.

39-i7 East Prospect Street.
^OSUihlein Buildins.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,
DEN^T^R, COLO..
CINCINNATI. OHIO.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.,
CUARI>OTTE. N- C.
EXPORT DEPARTMENT, N. T., 57:

516 Guaranty Building.
«211Gth Street.

STPerln Building.
598Parrott Building.
T. M. C. A. Bufldinf

i First Ave-

ESTABLIBUSD 1875.

COMBINATION OF

Stow Flexible Shaft
AND

MULTI-SPEED MOTOR.
Practically dust and water proof. For Portable

DrlUIng, Tapping. Reamlnp, Emery GrlndlnB, etc.
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

STOW MFG. CO., Binghamton, N. Y.
Genu European Agents, Sellg, Sonnenthal & C«.,

85 Queen Victoria Street. London, England.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

'0. K."W(iatlierprootWlre.

Slow-Bnrning Weatherproof

and Slow-Bnrnlng Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application,

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.

M'CORUICK TURBINE.
On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft.

Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Gives a higher percentage of useful effect than any other water-wheel
heretofore made. All sizes, right and left hand, are built from paiiems per-
fected under systematic tests in the Holyoke Testing Fiume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and those contem-
plating the improvement of powers, will find it to tbeir interest to confer
with us. as we are willing to guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter what make of turbine has been in use. STATE REOUIREriENTS
AND SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.

AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR RAILROAD

^1 CHICAGO
ALTON

RAILROAD.

1^

PERFECT PASSENGER SERVICE BETWEEN

CHICAGOa''°KANSASCITY,
chicago *"> st. louis.
chicago «nd peoria.

stlouisandkansascity:!

the standard Open Circuit Batteries

of the World.

SEBD FOB OIBOtlLAB AND PBIOIg.

THE LECLANCH^ BAHERY CO.,
U» ta 117 East 13Is» St. N. X.

HOT SPRINGS. Ark., DENVER.Colo.. M
• TEXAS. FLORIDA.UTAH, %
CALIFORNIA A-'D OREGON. M

I , . .ir_ contemplating a trip, any portion of
which can be made over the Chicago & Alton, It will

f)ay
you to write to the undersigned for maps, pamph-

elfl, rates, time tables, etc.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
Gleneral Passenger nod Ticket A^nt,

CHICAGO, miKOIS.

MANHATTAN SERIES

A. C. Enclosed

Arc Lamp System.
Enclosed Arc Lamps for all Circuits.

MANHATTAN GENERAL CONSTRUCTION CO.,
SAI^EH OFFICE,

II Broadway, N. Y. NEWARK, N. J.

[lECTROQALVAN/ZED (ONDU/T
INTERIOR

ALL FITTINGS

RICHMOND! CONDUIT CO.
-» lVIlLWyVLJK.JE;E USA- '

-

BEST
BECAUSE
BETTER.

Send for Catalog.
JAS. L. ROBERTSON & SONS,

198 Fulton St., New York.
Branches: Boston— Philadelphia.

EUREKA PACKING, with a RED DIAMOND
LABEL, gives more power, lasts two to
tfiree times longer and costs lesstiian
any otiier good packing.

MINE ELIMINATOR gives dry steam to en-
gine, keeps oil out of the boiler.

ROBERTSON-THOUPSON INDICATOR—

a

grand adjunct and at very moderate cost.

ROBERTSON FEED-WATER HEATER heats
water to about boiling point with exhaust
steam.

TIC-A-TOC GREASE CUP. Send for circular
A very successful novelty— circular.
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WANTED
Position as foreman or superintendent with

manufacturer or electric railroad. Have had
16 years' experience in mecbaaical and elec-

trical lines. Am good designer in both lines.

Am holdins responsible position at present.

Can give best of reference. Good reasons for

wanting to change. Address -FOREMAN." care

Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building,

Chicago. ^^^^
WANTED.

Company manufacturing a line of standard

cast copper articles wishes to extend its line.

Has best of facilities for manufacturing. Would
be pleased to correspond with parties having
articles of this descriiition (those for electrical

purposes preferred), with the idea of buying
rights therein. Manufacturing under contract

or manufacturing and marketing upon commis-
sioD. Address "AlANUFACTURER."care West-
ern Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

WANTED TO BUY.
We are in the market for good second-hand

high-speed Automatic and Corliss engines. We
want several such at once. Write us, giving

full particulars.

CAMP ENeiNEERING CO.,

1 8 South Canal Street, Chicago, III.

FOR SALE.
One-third or one-half interest in an up-to-

date electric light plant in one of the best towns
in Kentucky, to a competent engineer and
electrician, or will employ a good man to take
charge of plant. Address "KENTUCKV." care

Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg., Chi-
cago.

CARBONS.
We have for sale lot ol 100,000 Electric

Light Carbons, best German makes,

various sizes. Address for particulars

A. KERN & CO.,
1 57 Cedar St. NEW YORK.

FOR SALE.
0000 Weatherproof Copper Feed

Wire, about six miles, in A No. i condi-

tion, in lengths of i 800 to 2.200 feet. For

further particulars address

IRA H. EVANS, Receiver,
Austin Rapid Transit Railway Company,

AUSTIN, TEXAS.

WANTED.
Position as Manager and Electrician by iirst-

class telephone man, thirty years of age, strictly

temperate. Have seven years' experience, in

telephone work. Have had charge of city con-
struction-work; have installed and operated
metallic, common-return and ground switch,

boards. Have been manager in my present

position for over two years. Best oE references.

Address "O. M" care of Western Electrician,

510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

SITUATION WANTED
By electrician and engineer. 16 years' experi-
ence operating Lighting and Street Katlway
Systems. Good armature winder. References
furnished. Address "ARMATURE." care West-
ern Electrician, 610 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

POSITION WANTED
By a stationary engineer and electrician, all-

around man. understands installing and repairs,

steam or electric. Will accept a steady position
atonee. Licensed. References. 15 years' ex-
perience. Address J. BARNES, care Western
Electrician. 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

WANTED.
Position in electric-light or street-railway

plant as electrician or dynamo man: also No.
one repairing T.-H. arc lamps; fifteen years'

experience in electric-light plants: best of
references. Address "ELECTRICIAN," care
Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building,
Chicago.

FOR SALE-A BARGAIN.
118 cells. Chloride make, size 7x7xl0K in.

THOS. ALEXANDER,'" ^cH^I-A^Gr^'

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

WALSH'S SONS & CO.
ISO Washington Bt., Newark, N. J.

Practical Running of Dynamos,
A little booklet on the care and the locating

and remedying of troubles in dynamos and
motors.

Catalogue of mechanical and electrical books
free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

>^l^^-ri^lM SA.I.I

Postponed Till Nov. 10.
uSatire Property of The

Covington, Ky.,
Notice Is hereby given that pursuant to an

order In bankruptcy. In the matter of the
Suburban Electric Company, a corporation
organized under the laws of the state of
Kentucky, bankrupt. No. 276, In the Dis-
trict Court of the United States for the Dis-
trict of Kentucky, I will, on the 10th day
of November, 1900, at 10 o'clock a. m., at the
Scott street entrance of the United States
Court In Covington, Ky., sell at public auc-
tion to the highest bidder, all the property,
real and personal, of every kind and de-
scription belonging to the Suburban Electric
CN>mpany, bankrupt. Including all the rights,
privileges and franchises, except the fran-
chise to be a corporation, and also Its

electric lighting plant, power station, ma-
chinery, engines, boilers, dynamos, electric
machine, electric lumps and other appli-
ances and appurtenances, poles, lines, wires
and all contracts, claims and demands, and
all other property of every kind and de-
scription, also the following described real
estate belonging to the said bankrupt, situ-

ated In the city of GO'Vlngton, Kentom
County, Kentucky^ and bounded as follows;

1. Beginning at a point on the east line
:»f Madison avenue at the northeast corner
of Madison avenue and an alley nmniug
parallel to and between Fourth and ij'lfth

streets; thence northwardly along the east
line of said Madison avenue toward Fourth
street ninety (90) feet; thence at right angles
to Madison avenue one hundred and ninety
(190) feet to another alley; thence with said
other alley and at right angles to said first-

named alley ninety (90) feet to said lirst-

named alley; thence westwardly along the
same one hundred and ninety (190) feet to
the place of beginning.
And also the following described piece of

real estate belonging to said bankrupt, situ-

ated In the city of Newport, Campbell
County, Kentucky, to wit:

2. Lot No. 260 in the Cote Brilliant Lot
& Home Company's subdivision, fronting
thirty (30) feet on the west side of Park
avenue, and extending back one hundred
and twenty (120) feet to an alley.

-Bankrupt Sale.
S^nbnrban Electric Co.,
Offered For S^ale.

The first tract of real estate above de-
scribed will be sold subject to such Hen as
Caroline B. Smith, Frank F. Smith, her hus-
band, and George M. Casey, or either of
them, may have upon said real estate, which
Hen Is as yet undetermined in amount.
The property above described wlil be sold

free from any and all Ileus or encumbrances,
except the iien or eucumLrance in favor of
Caroline B. Smith, Frank F, Smith, her hus-
band, and George M. Casey, upon the said
first described real estate aforesaid.
The second piece of real estate described

aforesaid will be sold separately.
All the balance of the real estate, and all

the other property and assets of every kind,
and the rights, privileges and franchises of
the Suburban Electric Company will be
sold as an entirety and as a going concern.
The terms of the sale will be one-third (^)

cash, to be paid upon the confirmation of
the sale, the balance in equal Installments
of sl\- and twelve months from date of sale,
deferred payments to draw six (6) per cent
Interest and to be secured by Hen upon the
property sold and also by bond with sure-
ties satisfactory to the referee in bank-
ruptcy herein; or purchaser may pay cash
for said property upon the confirmation of
the sale. No bid for said property will be
received from any bidder who shall not
place In the hands of the undersigned at
the time of making said bid, as a pledge
that said bidder will make good his bid If
the sale Is confirmed, the sum of fifteen
thousand ($15,000) dollars, which sum of
fifteen thousand dollars will be credited
upon the first payment of the purchase
money for said sale.
Inspection of property Invited. Full infor-

mation given upon application at the office
of the bankrupt In Covingron, Ky.

CHAEIxES H. SHAW,
Trustee In Bankruptcy of the' SubnrbaB

Electric Company.
SIMRALL & GALVIN,

Attorneys for Trustee In Bankruptcy.

EXCEPTIONAL BARGAINS!
4—45-K. W., Edison, bipolar, iio-volt

dynamos.
I— New40-K. W., Stanley, two-phase,2, 000-

volt alternator.

I—400-atnpere-hour, Chloride Accumula-
tor Co., storage battery.

I—15 X 14 Ideal engine,

I—i4J^ X 15 Mcintosh & Seymour engine.
2—18^ X 18 Ideal engines.

I—20x36x18 Ball, cross-compound engine.

I—7/4 X 5 X 6 Duplex feed pump.
I— i.ooo-H. P. Austin open heater.

Write for our latest price list No. 40.

Illinois Maihtehanoe Coipany,
E. H. CHENEY, Mgr. 204 Dearborn St , Chicago.

SECOND-HAND
Dynamos and Motors.

We invite correspondence
with those wishing to

bny or sell.

SCHUREMAN & HAYDEN,

140 S. Clinton St., Chicago.

no-Volt Incandescent Dynamos.

1 12-Hght Hartley, self-ol!er, multipolar.

I 12-Ilght Edison, % K. V/., self-ollcr.

1 25-llght Edison, H4 K. "W., self-oiler.

1 50-light Hawkeye.
1 50-light Card, self-oiler.

1 50-light Nowotny, self-oiler.

1 50-Ilght C. & C, self-oUer.

1 5l)-light Mather.

1 60-llgbt Xhomsoa-Houston.
1 70-llght Crocker-Wheeler, slow-speed.

2 90-light Westlnghouse, self-oilers.

1 100-llglit J. & C, self-oiler.

1 125-lIght Crocker-Wheeler, self-oiler.

1 IGO-Iight Card, selt-oiier.

1 ISO-light Edison, self-oiler, Sy. K. W.
2 ISO-light Siemens & Halske. JI. P.

1 200-llght Western Electric, self-oiler,

compound.
2 LIMlght Edison, self-oilers, 12 K. W.
1 250-light Westlnghouse.

1 250-llght Corumerclal, comp., self-oiler.

1 2oO-liglit Eddy, seit-oller.

1 270-llght General Electric, 15 K. W.,
M. I'., direct-conoected.

1 270-light Northern, M. P., coml'-, self-

oiler.

2 270-llght Westlnghouse, M. P.

1 300-llght Jeuncy, self-olier, cojupound.

1 300-llght Columbian, niultiiiolar.

1 3401ight Bddy, self-ollcr. compound.

2 350-llglit llawkeye, compound.

1 350-light National, sclf-oller, compound.

1 iW-llght Edison, 20 K. W., sflt-oller.

1 iiO-llght Western Electric.

1 aCO-llght Duplex multipolar.

4 &ll>llglit Edison, 30 K. W., self-oilers.

1 6.10-llght Siemens & Halske, M. P., sclf-

oller, cofupound, slow speed.

1 COOllght KIckmeyer.
1 TWHIght .Siemens & Halske, 40 K. W.,

multipolar, slow speed.

2 VOOilght Westlnghouse, lO-poie, slow
speed, 40 K. W., Hclf-oiiers,

new,

4 SOO-llghtEdlson, 45 K. W., Bclf-oilers.

1 135011eht Wnddell-Knz. 80 K. W., M. P.,

for direct connection.

320-Volt Oenerators.

1 Wi K. W. ^\'cHtl^ghouHe, niultipoljir.

REGORY!
ELECTRIC CO.

54-62 5.CLINTOfl ST. CHICAGO.

3ao-Volt Oenerators—Continued.

1 10 K. W. Lundeli, self-oiler, multipolar,
slow speed.

1 12 K. W. Edison, self-oiler.
1 15 K. W. Edison, compound, self-oiler.
1 25 K. W. Edison, self-ollcr.
1 50 K. W. AVestinghouse, self-ollcr, comp.

500-Volt Oenerators.

2 15 K. W. Edison, self-oilers,

1 15 K. W. T.-H., self-oiler.
1 26 K. W. T.-H., sclf-oller, D. 25, comp.
1 25 K. W. Edison, self-oiler.
1 35 K. W. Mather, self-oiler.

2 45 K. W. Edison, compound, self-oilers.

1 75 K. W. Westlnghouse, M. P., self-oiler.

1 75 K. W. Westlnghouse, Kodak set, direct
connected.

Alternating Generators.

1 9 K. W, Lundell, selt-oilcr.n

1 3S0-llglit

2 600-light

1 600-Iight

1 eOWight

2 G50-llght

2 7C0-llgbt

1 1000-light

1 1200-1 Ight

1 1200-liBht

1 1200-llght

2 ISOO-light

Thomson-Houston, A. IS, comp.
wound.

Thomson-Houston. A. G, 30 K.
W., self-oilers.

Thomson-Houston, 30 K. W., two-
I)hase.

T.H., 30 K. W., Blotted arma-
tnrc. compound, self-oiler.

Tho[iiHon-Hnu8lou. A. 35, self-oil-

ers", composite wound.
Westingiioubc, self-oilers, 37>/2 K.
W.

Wood, 50 K. W., self-oiler,

loolhed armature, comp. wound.
Westlnghouse, CO K. W.. seit-

oller, toothed armature.
T.-H., CO K. W„ seit-oller,

toothed armature.
Oenoral Electric, A. CO, compos-

ite wound, tootlied armature,
self-oiler.

T.-H., A. 70. 1100 volts, self-oil-

ers, compound wound.

' Alternating Generators—Continued.

1 1600-llght Wood, 75 K. W., self-oiler, comp.
wound, toothed armature,
16S00 alternations, 1100 volts,
complete with exciter.

1 2000-light Thomson-Houston, 100 K. W.,
tootlted armature.

1 4000-llght Wood, 200 K. W.. sclf-oller,
compound wound, slotted ar-
mature.

Arc Dynamos.

1 35-IIght,2000 0.
1 40-llght 2000 C.
2 40-Iight 2000 C.
1 45-llght 1200 C.
2 46-Iight 1200 C.

1 60-light 1200 O.
1 BO-llght 2000 C.

1 50-llght 2000 C.
2 GO-light 2000 C.
-

co-light 2000 C.
so-light 2000 C.

1 C5-llgllt 2000 C.

2 75-llght 1200 C.
2 76-light 1200 C.
2 76-llght 2000 C.
3 125-llght 2000 C.

T.-H., ring armature.
Wood, No. 7.

Western Electric, s. 0.

T.-H., M. 12. ball arm.
Brush, No. 7, Steubeu-
rausch commutator.

(T.-H., L. D., 12.

T.-H., M. D., 2, self-
oiler, ring armature.

Brush, No, V&.
West. Blec, self-ollers.
Westlnghouse.
Wood, No. S.

Brush, No. 8, new ar-
niatbre.

Wood.
Standard, self-ollers.

West., self-ollers.

Excelsior, latest type,
self-ollers, fine.

aao-Volt Motors.

1 1 H. P. Edison, self-oiler.
2 1 H. 1'. B. & C, new, self-ollers, M, P,,

slow speed.
13 H. P. Crocker - Wheeler, self-oiler,

slow speed,
1 3 H. P, Gen. EIcc, type I. B., self-

oiler.

13 H. P. 0. & C, self-olier.

230 Volt Motors— Continued.

33 H. P. Card, slow speed, self-oilers.
15 H. P. Eddy, ring type, self-oiler.
16 H. P. Westlnghouse, self-oiler.
1 7% H. P. Both, self-oiler.
1 7% H. P. Eddy, self-oiler.
1 7% H. P. Edison, self-olier.
18 H. P. General Electric multipolar,

self-oiler.
1 10 H. P. Keystone, selfoller.
1 10 H. P. Eickmeyer, elevator motor,

Willi controller.
1 10 H. P. Lundell, self-olier.
1 12 H. P. Lundell, 10 K. W., multipolar.

self-oiler, slow speed.
1 15 H. P. Eddy, self-olier, new armature.
1 IS H. P. Edison, self-ollcr.

500-Volt Motors.

1 1 H. P. Crocker - Wheeler, self - oiler,
slow speed.

1 1 H. P. Lundell. self-oiler, slow speed.
1 1 H. P. C. & C, self-olier.
1 21/2 H. P. Holtzer-Cabot. self-oiler.
1 3 H. r. Toledo, self-oiler.
1 3 H. P. Hobart, self-oiler.
1 3 H. P. Jeuney. self-olier.
1 5 H. P. Westlnghouse, M. P., self-olier.
1 7^ H. P. Thomson-Houston, new arm't.
1 7V4 H. P. Eddy, type C, self-oiler.
1 10 H. P. C. & C.
1 10 H. P. Commercial, seit-oller.
1 10 H. P. Card, M. P., self-oiler, slow sp.

1 10 H. P. Bddy, M. P., self-oiler, slow sp.

1 10 H. P. Westlnghouse, M. P.. self-oiler.

1 15 H. P. Commercial, self-olier.

1 18 H. P. Thomson-Houston, self-olier.

2 18 H. P. Edison. 15 K. W., self-ollers.

2 18 H. P. O. & C, self-ollers.

1 20 H. P. Commercial, self-oiler.

1 20 H. P. Card, self-olier.

1 30 H. P. Thomson-Houston, self-olier.

1 30 II. P. Edison. 25 K. W.. self-olier.

1 40 H. P. Mather, self-oiler.

2 60 H. P. Edison, 45 K. W., self-ollers.

1 100 H. P. Westlnghouse, M. P„ self-olier.

Automobiles.

1 Wood's electric runabout, with top, car-

ries 2 persons, practically new.
1 lElectric open phaeton, seats 3 persons, flue

condition.
1 Electric "trap," carries 4 persons, new.

TRANSFORMERS, METERS AND ARC LAMPS.
NDTICE,—All mioliinn ir« •otuilly In ttonk ready lor prompt dollvery. All machines «ro guarantoed. Writ* lor pirtleulart and (and lor MONTHLY BARSAIN SHEET with nal cash priea.
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Electrical Supplies& Apparatus.

In connection with our purctiases of Expositions, Factories and
Manufacturing Plants, we secure considerable Electrical

Material. We guarantee its condition in every case. We
have a complete repair department for such items.

The Shallenberger Meter.
The meter is a direct reading inslruiiiont, rocorU-

iug the amount of current which has passed
through it, ou a dial of much the same appear-
ance as that of an ovdinary gas meter. Tbe unit
of measurement is the "ampere-hour."
42 Shallenberger Meters, 10-ampere Each $5.00

23 Shallenberger Meters, 20-ampere Each 6.00

13 ShaJlenberger Meters. 40-ampere Each 7.00

4 Siallenbergor Meters, SO-ampere Each 8.00

1 Westinghouse Meter, 10-ampere Each 7.00

1 Westinghouse Meter, 80-amperc, 100-volt,

single-phase Each D.OO

Carbons.
AI/D new stock in original boxes.

1500 %xlO.
1500 %x 9.

1500 %x 7.

1600 1/2X 7.

1500 VaSia.
?9.00 per 1000.

Arc Lights and Supplies.
Each.

45 Excelsior, fine condition, OVa amperes, 50

volts $5.00

40 arc light cut-outs 75

SOO arc light globes, all sizes 35

200 same, with wire protection 37

Cut-outs of All Kinds, Tuse Plugs
and Tubes.

Practically as good as new.
Each.

25 General Electric primary cut-outs, iron,

boxes, double pole, porcelain fuse blocks,
about 25 amp&res each $1.00

1150 lOO-ampere porcelain main line cut-out» 26

75 50-ampere branch blocks 10

2 3-wire Edison plug cut-outs 40
20 5-ampere porcelain main line cut-outs 10

50 20-ampere porcelain main line cut-outs 20

2000 Edison fuse plugs, new, 10, 20 and 30 am-
peres each 02

5 barrels assorted porcelain tubes, all sizes,

new. Prices on application.
100 porcelain single-pole. 500-volt. 100*ampere,
with covers, size, 2%xOV2. Price 30

No. 00 weatherproof
No. weatherproof

List of Wire in Stock—Continued.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No. 10
No. 10
No. 12
No. 12

weatherproof 2598
weatherproof 470
rubber-covered 900
rubber-covered 1500
weatherproof 1S5

rubber-covered 9000
rubber-covered 15000
weatherproof 195
rubber-covered 1000
weatherproof 19

rubber-covered 300
weatherproof 15

Prices on Application.

Transformers.
Each.

21 No. 4 Westinghouse, 1000 Watts, primary
1000 and secondary 50 or 100 $7.50

2 No. 6 Westinghouse, 1500 Watts primary
1000 and secondary 50 or 100 S.50

2 Lakon Manufacturing company, 500 Watts,
primary 1000 and secondary 50 or 100 5.00

1 Lakon Manufacturing! company, 1000 Watts,
primary 1000, secondary 50 or 100 7.50

3 Staulev, with fuse box attached, 1000 Watts,
primary 1000 and secondary 50 or 100 10.00

3 Lakon Manufacturing company. 500 Watts,
primary 1000, secondary 50 or 100 25.00

1 Lakon Manufacturing company, 7500 Watts,
primary 1000, secondary 50 or 100 30.00

3 Stanlev, 1000 Watts, primary 1000, secondary
50 or 100 - S.OO

2 Stanley, 5000 Watts, primary 1000, secondary
50 or 100 ; 45.00

1 Westinghouse, 3000 Watts, primary 1000, sec-
ondary 50 or 100 15.00

Switches.
22 Bryant standard switches, with grooved
base, double-pole, 40-nmpere 50

25 Bryant standard switches, with grooved
base, double-pole, 60-ampere .75

1 50-ampere knife switch 1.00

5 6-point controlling switches
1 300-ampere, 250-volt, double-pole knife switch,
mounted on slate base, good condition, com-
plete with lugs 3.00

Miscellaneous Stock.
11 cluster balls, 40-light, with sockets, price
on application.

200 corrugated porcelain white shades, 514-inch
diameter, for 1%-inch holder

6 12-inch. 104-volt General Electric alternating
fans, new, never used

6 compensation coils or transformers, 104 volts,
alternating current to 30 volts. 40 amperes..

1 Ayrton ix. Perys ammeter, to 200

1 300-drop annunciator, price on application.
1 8-drop annunciator, price on application.
3000 Edison porcelain weatherproof sockets, as
good as new

3000 Edison porcelain receptacles, good condi-
tion

2500 genuine Edison keyless sockets, good con-

I
dition

.10

7.50

3.00
20.00

ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

ALL WARRANTED IN EVERY WAY.
PRICES ON APPLICATION.

1 500-light National, 1000 volts, alternating exciter,
attached to shaft complete with sliding base reg-
ulator and pulley, in drst-class condition. Full
description on application; also photograph.

1 Thomson-Houston 400-light compound-wound dy-
namo, new, 110 volts. 200 amperes, complete with
sliding base, belt tightener and regulator.

1 Thomson-Houston, 500-Iight. compound-wound dy-
namo. 110-volt 200-ampere, complete with sliding
base, belt tightener and regulator.

1 United States Weston dynamo, 150-light, 100-volt,
75-ampere, complete with sliding base, belt tight-
ener and regulator.

2 generators, SO K. W. type, IT. S. Westinghouse
bipolar, ^0 revolutions per minute, 550 volts, size
of pulley, 54xlS inches; paper rim; side rails com-
plete.

2 Field Rheostats Westinghouse three-jaw switches
for throwing generators in multiple.

1 voltmeter westinghouse, to 600.
2 amp.-meters Westinghouse, capacity to 160.
1 amp. -meter Westinghouse, capacity to 300.
2 Westinghouse circuit-breakers.
3 Westinghouse lightning arresters.
3 Westinghouse switches, double throw.
1 electric elevator, manufactured by Keystone Eltc-

tric company of Erie, Pa.; seif-'oiler, 60-ampere,
No. 324, 220-volt, 1025 revolutions; worm gear and
cog are solid brass; 53 grooves for %-inch cable on
drum; drum 30-inch diameter by 22-inch face;
the motor and gearing set on a cast-iron base;
this outfit cost $1,400; the worm screw and shaft
are cut from, solid forging and are steel; the
motor is 15 horsepower; the machine is geared
to give a speed to the car of 150 feet per minute;
was only in opei-ation about four nionths.

1 Baxter UO-volt motor, 2-horsepower, good as
new; complete and starting 60x base and tight-
ener. Price $50.00

1 1000-light Siattery alternating-current dynamo,
1000-volt, complete with exciter and instrument.
Practically as good as new.

1 50 K. W. C. and C. 500-voIt multipolar ring arma-
ture, compound wound, direct connected to a
lOO-horsepower tandem, compound McEwen en-
gine, Sy2xl4xl2. Only used 14 months, and guar-
anteed in perfect condition, and 1 Sterling 100-
horsepower boiler, 1 Duplex steam pump, and 1
copper-tube heater.

1 2-horsepower Baxter motor, 100-volt, complete
with starting box, base with belt tightener aud
pulley. First-class condition.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
We have over 20,000 Brand New

Genuine New Type Edison,
104-Volt Lamps on hand—8 and 16 candle-

power. Price, each 9c
We also carry in stock other kinds

—

ask about them.

We are the largest machinery dealers on earth. Our stock of Engines,
Boilers, Pumps, Hoisting Apparatus, Dynamos, Motors, etc.,

etc.. Is all listed In Catalogue No. 156. Ask for It.

Chicago House Wrecking Co.,

West 35th and Iron Streets,

mmmmmmmmmmmmmfmm
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Rossiter, Mac Govern & Co.
The following is but a small portion of our immense stock, which is constantly changing. We carry at our
Brooklyn Works all the modern types of the best manufactures, such as GENERAL ELECTRIC, WESTINQ-
ttOUSE and other Standard Makes. SEND FOR LATEST CATALOG.

Alternators.

1 325 K. W. Siemens & Halske. 2000
volts, 7200 alternations,
single-phase. 115 R. P.
M.

1.300 K. W. Fort Wayne, 2000 volts,
7200 alternations, single-
phase.

1 ^0 K. W. Westinghouse, single-
phase, 1100 volts, 16000
alternations.

1 240 K. W. Stanley, two-phase. 3S0
R. P. M., with engines
direct-connected.

2 300 K. W. Westinghouse, single-
phase, toothed arma-
tures.

1 150 K. W, Westinghouse, two-phase,
UOO volts, 600 R. F. M.,
7200 alternations.

2 A-120 General Electric, single-phase,
1000 volts, 16000 alterna-
tions.

2 90 K. W. General Electric, single-
phase. 1000 volts, 16000
alternations.

3 120 Westinghouse, single-phase,
1100 volts. 16000 alterna-
tions.

1 100 K. W. monocylic General Elec-
tric, 1050 volts. 7200 al-

ternations, with excit-
ers.

1 60 K. W. General Electric, single-
phase, 2000 volts, 16000
alternations.

1 60 K. W. Stanley, 2000-1000 volts,
two-phase, 7200 alterna-
tions.

1 75 K. W. Stanlev. 2000-1000 volts,
two-phase, 16000 alter-
nations.

1 200 H. P. Westinghouse motor, two-

phase, 3(XK) alternations.
400 volts, shaft 4ys-inch
diameter, pulley 25-inch
face, 30-inch diameter.

1 45 K. W. Westinghouse. 2200 volts,
IGOOO .nltornations.

1 110 K. W. Fort Wayne, 2200 volts,
16000 alternations.

Railway Generators. 500 Volts.
1 500 K. W. W. 1'., 4, Gen. Electric.
1 3O0 K. W. M. P.. 4, Gen. Electric.
1 200 K. W. M. i:. 4, Wailier.
2 111 K. W. M. P., 4, Westingliouse.
2 100 K. ^Y. M. P., 4, Gen. Electric.
2 200 K. W. Edison.
2 150 K. W. Edison.
2 100 K. W. Edison.
4 60 K. W. Edison.
1 100 K. W. Ft. Wayne.

Railway Motors.
G. E. SOO S. R. G.. 30.

G. E. 1000 W. P., 30.

G. E. 1200. W. P.. 50.

Westinghouse 3.

Westinghouse 12A,
Westinghouse 38B.
K. K2 and K12 G. E. Controllers.
V/ostinghouse 38 and 49 Controllers,
and a constantly changing stock of
everythins: pertaining to street car
equipment.
Direct-Current Dynamos. 110 Volts.

(Direct-Connected.)
2 100 K. W. Westinghouse. 8-pole. 225

R. P. M., direct-con-
nected to Mcintosh &
Seymour compound en-
gines.

1 75 K. W. Siemens & Halske. di-

rect-connected to 12x14-
inch straight line en-
gine. 27S R. P. M.

Belted Dynamos, no Volts.

2 150 K. W. Edison bipolar.
4 60 K. W. Edison bipolar.
2 45 K. W. Edison bipolar.
3 30 K. W. Edison bipolar.
4 25 K. W, Edison bipolar.
2 20 K. W. Edison bipolar.
2 15 K. W. Edison bipolar.
1 13y2 K. AV. M. P. Amer. Ball.
2 10 K. W. Edison bipolar.
1 500-ampere Onondaga.
1 25 K. W. Electro ]>ynan;tc.
1 30 K. W. Western Electric, M. P.,

500 R. P. M.
1 45 K. W. General Electric, M. P.,

S50 R. P. M.
1 100 K. W. M. P. 6. Westinghouse.
2 45 K. W. M. P.. 4. Westinghouse.
1 30 H. P. M. P. Westinghouse.

Direct-Current riotors and Generators.

220 Volts.

(Direct-Connected.)
1 75 K. W. General Electric, direct-

connected to Ideal en-
gine.

(Belt-Driven.)
1 100 K. W. Edison.
1 70 K. W. M. P. Siemens & Halske

(new).
1 65 K. W. Siemens & Halske.
1 25 H. P. Sprague, bipolar.
1 15 H. P. Perrett. M. P.
1 10 H. P. Eddy, bipolar
1 5 H. P. Eddy, bipolar.

Direct-Curnnt.

500 Volts.

2 60 K. W. Edison.
2 50 H. P. M. P.. General Electric,

type H.

1 15 H. P. Eddy.
1 10 H. P. Eddy.
1 2 H. P. Cent. Elect. Co.

Arc Dynamos.
2 125-light multi-circuit Brush, 3000

C. P.
2 165-light, multi-circuit Brush, 1200

C. P.
2 125-lIght, latest type Fort Wayiip,

2000 C. P.
2 125-light, brand new Excelsior. 2000

C. P.. $1,500 each.
2 IgS-light. multi-circuit Brush, 20O0

C. P.
2 so-light, single-circuit Brush, 2000

C. P.
4 No. 8, G.5-Iight, 2000 C. P., Brush, $575

each.

Rngines.
40x72 Corliss (1 right, 1 left).
26x48 Allis.
16x25x15 Armington & Sims.
lSy2Xl8 Mcintosh &. Seymour.
16x16 Erie Ball.
15x15 Mcintosh & Seymour.
13x14 Mcintosh & Sevmour.
14x13 Armington & Sims.
10x12 Waterlown.
11x19x24 Tandem Buckeye.

Boi'ers.

2 375 H. P. Sterling boilers.
2 175 H. P. Sterling boilers.
Boilers of various styles and sizes

nt low rates.

Street Cars.

Opened and closed, of all sizes, and
for all gauges. Let us know your
wants.

We Make a Specialty of Street Railway and Lighting Machinery.

ROSSITER, MAC GOVERN & CO.
Principal Offices, 141 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. Factory, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK.

WANTED '""Tja:

CEO. F. SCHWALM CO.,

FOR SPOT CASH
BUHNED OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND BASES.

HARRISON, N.J.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
MANUFACTURERS OF o

STEEIi OVCLET AND JUNCTION BOXES,
SWrrOHBOARDS, PAITEL. BOARDS. SWITOEEB, KTCt

NOTE OUR PRICES ON DYNAMOS
COPPER COMMUTATORS GUARANTEED 3 YEARS.

10 LIGHT, $30 30 LIGHT, $85 75 LIGHT, $115
20 " 50 50 " 65 100 " 145

Warranted free from mechanical and electrical defects. Armatures
rewound, commutators refilled, machines repaired.

All work guaranteed. Send for catalogue.

The Chicago Motor and Dynamo Co., Inc.,
39-43 WEST WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

KLEMM&CO., N,W. Cor, 5th and Cherry

Sts,, Philadelphia,

"KLEMM" flPJUSTflBLE DESK SHADES, .he best „ .he narUe,

Send for Catalogue of Redectors for Stores, Churches and jjencral purpose?

"KLEMW" PATENT ADJUSTABLE REFECTORS . cheapest and bes.

Reflector for lighting Show Windows and Art (iaiierles.

BARGAINS in ELECTRICAL MACHINES.
The following list of thoroughly overhauled machines are in stock

and ready for prompt delivery.

DYNAMflS-
110- Volt Incandescent.

One la-light Elbridge.

One 50-light Nowotny, new.
One 100-llght Daft.

One 250-light U. S.

One 350-light Davis.

One 800- light G. E.

One 1,800-lightPt.Wayne.new.

DYNAMOS-ARC.
One Brush, 1-light, 3,000 c. p.

One brush, 3-light, 2,000 c. p.

One Amer. Wood, 20-light,
2,000 c. p.

One West. Elec, 30-light,
2,000 c. p.

One Ft. Wayne Wood, 35-llght,
1,200 c. p.

One T. H. L. D., 35-light,
3.000 c p.

ALTERNATORS.
One 3A Slatterv.
One A60 G. E.

"

STEWART
ELECTRICAL

CO.,
;. E. Cor. Fifth

and Sycamore,

CINCINNATI, 0.

GENERATORS.
One Wood b. p.. 500 v.. 45 k. w.
One T.-H. m. p. 75..500 v..75 k.w.
One Edison b. p.,500 v.. 100 k.w.

IIO-VOLT MOTORS.
One Diehl, J h. p.
One Edison, ^^ h. p.
One Elbridge, ^ h. p.
One Card, 1 h. p.
One Sprague, 1 h. p.
One Nowotny, 3 h. p.
One Daft, 10 h. p.
OneU. S.. 20 h. p.
OneQ. C, 128 b. p.

220-VOLT MOTORS.
One Xowotny, 1 h. p., new.
One Nowotny, 1 b. p.
One Davis, 5 b. p.
One Daft. 10 h. p.

'

One E. R. & C. C, 10 h. p.
One Edison b. p., 15 h. p.

500-VOLT MOTORS.
One Davis, 20 b. p.
One Brusb, 25 b. p.
One Wood b. p., 60 h. p.
One T.-H. m. p. 15, 90 h. p.
One Edison, 100 k. w,. 120 h. p.
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VARLEY DUPLEX MAGNET CO
FISHER BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL, 138 7TH ST., JERSEY CITY, N. J.

J. H. VAN VLISSENGEN, Prcst.

L. G. WHEELER. Vice-Prest.

W. C. HEINROTH, Treas.

L. G. BOWMAN, Sec'y and Gen'l Mgr-

Western Telephone Construction Co.,

I 53- 1 59 South Jefferson St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Try to get good ir^ork out of poorly made apparatus

First-class, up-to-date eqaipment saves time,
ivorry and money?

We can famish yon -irith the best on the market.

\A/E IVIAKE IT.
W^rite for prices. Orders iilled promptly.

THE STRONG POINTS OF

TELEPHONES and SWITCHBOARDS
are their simplicity of construction, durability and
economy of operation, due to the attention paid to

design and to the details of manufacture. All our
apparatus is made of the best material by skilled

workmen, is carefully tested and is sent out with our
guarantee as to efficiency and non-infringement. It

' can be used with the magneto system, local

Poriibie DesF^r'hone. batteries at subscribers' stations, or an entirely

CEIMTRA.!- OA-TTEFRY.
The best proof of merit is actual operation. Send us a trial order

and be convinced.

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY CO.,
229 SO. CREEW ST., CHICAGO.

STANDARD

Telephone and Electric

Company,

MADISON, WIS.
Manufacturers and Importers

High Grade

Telephone Apparatus
EXCLUSIVELY.

WRITE FOR rgOO CATALOGUE.

We Cater to Those Who
Demand the Best.

Swedish-American

Telephone Company,
69-75 W. JACKSON BLVD.. CHICAGO, ILL.

NATIONAL APPARATUS
Metallic Circuit Multiple

Switchboards.
Positive Doable Supervisory Signals. Central Energy.

Simple and Mechanically Perfect.
All Circuits Perfectly Balanced Electrically.

Cost of Operation and Maintenance Reduced to a
Minimnm.

The Method of Operating that \re have adopted has been
determined npon, by long years of experience and

practical operation by the very best telephone
engineers, to be unexcelled.

National Telephone Equipment Co.,
330-333 Lafayette Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

HUGO SCHUMACHER, Presl.

J. A. AKBOGAST, Vlce-Prest.

MAX SCHUMACHER, Sec'y and Treaa.

M. GAEL, Supt.

Garl Electric

Company,
AKRON, OHIO.

Sole Patentees and
Manufacturers of

Girl Railway, Hotel and Factory Telephone

Systems. Garl Electric Gun for Fire

and Burglar Alarms.
Intercommunicating
Faclory Telephone.

No. 1900

AMURICAN EliCTRIC TWPflOl CO.

36 to 50 Jaci(son Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL.

Our new No. 1900 Telephones with Disc Carbon Lightning

Arrester for SERIES and BRIDGING work are winners. Try them.

OOR CEHTRALiZEO BATTERY SYSTEM

is a great success; likewise our

MOLTiPLE SWITCHBOARDS.

Telephone Apparatus
Of All Kinds Manufactured.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL AND TOOLS LOWEST PRICES.

A BIG LOT OF SECOND-HAND PHONES, IN GOOD

ORDER, CAN BE HAD FOR A SONG.

Let us tell you about them.

Magnet Wire
Our Specialty: The Best Stock of flae

sizes of Single Silk lasulated Magnet
Wire in ttie country. Also Double Silks,

Single and Double Cottons.

THE McDERMiD MFG. CO.,
207 S. CANAL ST.,
CHICAGO, ILL.
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CSTABLISHCD 1 BBS

NOfTcE I

The old original

D. A. KUSEL

TELEPHONE AND

ELECTRIC

MFG. COMPANY,

1109 Pine St.,

ST. roiJIS, MO.

Theoldestand
most reliable
manufacturer of

telephones and
switchboards in

tbe"West. Write
for catalogue
and price list.

D. A. KUSEL.

Proprietor,

1.. ^ '

MDNDNRDUTE
a IS Tlte DIRECT LINB
I BETWEEN

CHICAGO.
INDIANAPOLIS,

CINCINNATI
AND

LOUISVILLE
I CITY OFFICE 232 CLARK 5T.,

t
. _,Oi?rt=' CHICAGO.

Send for Lomplete catalogue of

MAtiNETO BELLS, TELEPHONES,
MEDICAL BATTERIES and

ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES.
All Goods Hieh Grade In Every Respect

MIANUS ELECTRIC CO., • Mianus, Conn.

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE SUPPLY CO.,
TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION SPECIALS lES AND SUPPLIES,

19 SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO.
"Monarch" Gftlvanlzed Telephone "Wire, "EstraBB" and "BB" Galvanized Telephone Wire, Hard-drawn
Copper Telephone Wiie. Rubber Covered Wire, Weatherproof Iron Line Wire, Annunciator Wire, Office
Wire, Galvanized Bteel Strand, Crosbv Clips. Guy Clamps, Boston (.'able Hungers, Turn Buckle*. Messen-
ger Pole Supports, Galvanizeii Thlniblea, Ciuv Hods. i:;round Rods, Stombaugh Guy Anchors, Eve Bolt^,
CrOBs Arni^, Cress Ann Braces, I'lns and Brackets. La^rScrewa andfolts, Inaulator,-', Kiinbp, Tools, etc., ttc.

Kokomo Telephones for 1 900.

New Tubular Arm; No com in sight.

High-Grade Full Nickel-Plated Bell,

Bipolar Receiver, togethir with the

Kokomo Long-Distance Transmitter.

Making up the most efficient Telephone on the market for
Exchange and Toll-line work. we have Improved the
Telephone, also the pricp, to a point that will Interest you.
Write us for Information,

KOKOMO TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

KOKOMO, IND.

TELEPHONE AND

CONST. SUPPLY CO.,
CHICAGO.

NEW CATALOGUE FREE.

Send for our New Book Caialogue-Just Out.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, 510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

"AMERICAN" ?Ifr
ARE THE lEST. Sand lor diicrlplitt Circular.

Abmolutely Non-Infringing.
Protection Guamnteed.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
csT'D tss9. 171 S. Cllr>tori St., Chicago, III,

WE EXCEL AND UNDERSELL ALL.

WRITK FOU CATAI'OGCB A!«I>
I>I!$('OTINT SHEET.

.VIADUGTo
BALTIMORE, MAKE

TELEPHONES
AMD EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

TELEPHONES
^-|^IM:7-Vbj^J4.<.Sl|jj:lM.-lL»^

SWITCHBOARDS

EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

rOR aA8 ENQ1NES,

LOT MACHINES.

AUTOMOBILCa,

RAiLROAD SIGNALS,

CROSSING BCLLB,

SMALL MOTORS.

ETC.

CONSTANT CURRENT

NO LOCAL ACTION.

WILL NOT FREEZE.

LIQUID TIGHT

CELLS FOR

PORTABLE

WORK.

FULL DESCRIPTION IN BOOKLET NO. 4.

EDISON IVtANUFACTURING COMPANY,
136 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

5li(>\v)ng Manner of Securing.

Descriptive Circular and Testimonials on Request
Correspondeace Invited.

«a„u,ao,ured
p^J^p ^^^-^^^

SIDNEY. OHIO,

THE ROCK OF GIBRALTAR IS NO
FIRMER THAN A

Telephone Pole
Secured by the

Stofflbaugh Guy Anchor.
The cheapest and most effective method of

securely fastening Telephone, Telegraph and
Trolley Poles.

No holes to dig; bore them In the ground

and there they stay. "Brace up" the weak
points on your line and avoid further trouble*

W.N. MATTHEWS*
St. LouIb, Mo.,

General Western
AyeniH.

3^ to 6 In. Diameter.
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Why don't YOU use the ''Boston Cable Clip" too?
T/w largest Tchplione Systems in the country arc using tlicni exclusively—Because

They are the BEST. ^ They are the most DURABLE.

They are the most ECONOMICAL ^ They WILL NOT SLIP.

They are ADJUSTABLE TO ANY SIZE CABLE.

There are millions uovr in use.

CHASE-SHAWMUT CO., Boston, Mass.,
IVIA.IM 1^ F'A.OTUI re:RS.
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TOIL LINE TELEPHONES
A SPECIALTY.

Talk Any Distance.

Never Fall Down,

The S.-C. 5 Magnet Gen-

erator Telephones

have no equal for heavily loaded
country party lines.

Farmers' Lines,

Combination Telephone and
Switchboard of an improved pat-

tern.

SWITCHBOARDS
Multiple and trunking;, for any
size exchange.

Central Energy Tele-

phones.

<JO»UEI!>PO.\l>£\C£ H01.ICITEU.

The Stromberg-Carison Tel. Mfg. Co.,
70-82 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicaso, U. $. A.

ftm. MAY BE INCREASED BY

CONNECTING UP YOUR

FARMERS
AND

;<|ifSfc|

OUTLYING DISTRICTS.

Others are Making their Plants Pay Fair

Interest on their Investments

that Formerly Showed
a Shortage.

NEW FEATURES!
ALL TROUBLE POINTS

ELIMINATED.
No Listening Keys. .

No Clearing- Out Drops.

No Ringing Keys.

No Complications in Your Cord Circuit.

No Delays—Always Ready for Business.

WE WILL TELL YOU HOW IT'S DONE.
WRITE TO

CLEVELAND, 63-75 frankfort st . OHIO.
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MclNTIRE'S PATENT

^ONNECTOflHfJDIEiiMiyLS
:or HAKD-.ORAV.'N- COPPER
FUb'ED wiKE. FUSED

iHE.C. HcINTIRECO,, 13 X 15 Franlclin St.

NEWARK, N. J.

Henry H. Humphrey,
Consulting
Electrical Engineer.

Central Lighting Stations,
Electric Power Transmission.

543. 544 and 545 Century Bldg., St. Louis.

Send your Book Orders to

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

.510 MarQuettc lUTiij,, Chicago.

INCREASED SALARY.
I was getting J30 a month as

assistant in an Electric Light-
ing Plant when 1 took up the
Electrical Engineering Course.
Since that time, 1 have passed
fourCivilSet^-ice Examinations,
and have had my salary raised
four times. I am now getting

J87 per month, and can truth-

fully say that I owe my success

to correspondence instruction.

R. G.ET-IJOTT,
Dann-Mii'.ra, N. V.

MACHINIST TO ENGINEER.
I recommend The Interna-

tional Correspondence Schools
as being one of the best means
through which to obtain an edu-
cation. The method employed
is simple and easily understood.
At the time I enrolled, I was
holding a position as machinist
and steam fitter. I am now chief
engineer for J. S.&T.Elkinton,
Philadelphia, Pa.

WM. R.HORNER.
Philadelphia, Pa.

S12 to $70, In Small Moatbly lastallmeats, pays for a

Salary-Raising Education
In Electrical Engineering, Electric Light and Power,

Telephony. Telegraphy, Steam. Mechanical,
and Civil Engineering.

Established 1891, Capital, fi,goo,ooo.

Send/or Circulars and Local References,

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS.
Box lODZ, Scranton, Penna.

DEALERS^nHCONTRACTORS
For Satisfactory Intercommunicating

MOIM
At bottom prices, write to

THOMAS, WILCOX & DIETZ, - - Cleveland, Ohio.

STERLING ELECTRIC CO.,
CXCLUSIVe MANUFACTURERS OF-

, BELL-STYLE TELEPHONE
FOB THB INDEPEKDEKT FIELD.

Main Office and Factory at LAFAYETTE, IND. Branch Office. Chicago.

CBICACiO OFFICE, DTe. 1260 9IOIVADKOCK B11II.DIKG.

Silk
COVERED MAGNET WIRE COTTON

COVERED.

RESISTANCE WIRES
Bare and Covered. For All Purposes.

SEE OUR CATALOGUE.

"JRIVER-HARRIS WIRE CO.,
NEWARK, N. J.

Plenty of it. All. sizes. Prices rioht

Induction coilsljuiltto specification.

The MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MF&.CO.
South Send, Indiano.

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand=Book.
By F. B. BADT.

226 Pagee, 140 Illustrations. Flexible Cloth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $i.oo.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Book sold, and over 10,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
510 Marquette Building, CHICAQO.

A Direct Heading Ohmmeter.

Ohninieters,
Animeters,

Voltmeters-
Special Electrical Machinery.

F. B. ISAGG & BRO.,
Successors to American Electric Specialty Co.,

laS liberty »t., Kew Tork City.
New York Agents Wirt Electric Co. Rheo-

stats and Brushes.

TRADE MARK.
Tested FuNe Wire and Fuse I^inks.

,Staiiii;inl fi.r A'-curacy.

In the manufacture Ml' Fuses there are two essentials.

1st, accuracy; 2o, uniformity.
The steady increase in our business during the past

twelve years is the best evidence that our goodameet
all requirements.

All kinds of Telephone Fuses and Bases,
well made and at low price*.
CHICAGO FUSE WIRE & MFG. CO.,
58-6-1 N. Jefferson St., Chicago 369 Broadway, NewVork.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

tX.IT Ccrtl»j>«l St„ N«w Ytrtu
KRlNCHF«.i CHICAGO:BRANCHES.

-j 320 Dsirbern I

BOSTON:
l34C9Rer>l»St.

SAN FRANCISCO:
71 Flead BbIIHIs

Success
Comes only to those telephone exchanges which use the
BEST material. If you use our goods success is assured.

We can supply EVERYTHING USED WITH TELEPHONES.
Noorder too small for attention or too large for our capacity.

Bapld dellvcrlosournile, and each order filled with care. Laree
stocks always on hand.

TeleplioDes. every stylo and grade. Long and short backboards.
Ivlcgant finish and design. I'rlces that will suit. Hard rubber re-
ceivers. Oak or walnut woodwork. New Ideas In magneto bells.
l'.;u;li Instrnmont guaranteed.

All kinds of telephone supplies. Now parts for old telephones.
f)Miilili.-pole receivers.

IClcftrlclans' tools. Lightning arresters, carbon and fuse. Ex-
liiiMoi] hells-standard and bridging. Circuit closers. Transmit-
l<Ts (,l various styles. Kepoating colls, Induction colls, construc-
tion material of all kinds.

WRITE FOR CATALOCUEi

Central Telephone & Electric Co.,

909 MARKET STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

A Few Reasons Why You Should Use the
WARNER DRY BATTERY

RINGING OUTFIT,
No exchange is complete without one. It will ring where all other ringers fail.

It is the cheapest way to secure power. There are no belts to slip.

There are no bearings to oil. There are nocomrautators to keep clean.

There is no water to spill. There are no power bills to pay.
There are no delays or stops. It is always ready for duty.

It is absolutely reliable under all conditions.

Your operators can give better service with a good signaling device.

Every Outrit is Shipped Complete Ready for Immediate Use.

Every outfit is thoroughly tested and fully guaranteed. This machine is in use in

some of the largest exchanges, both in this country and abroad. The net price for the

complete outfit is

$45 F. O. B. Factory.
Prompt shipments guaranteed. For further information, address

THE WARNER ELECTRIC CO.,
MUNCIE, INDIANA, U. S..A.
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I OUR TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT I

IS MANUFACTURED BY

THE OLDEST INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE MANUFACTURERS

IN THE UNITED STATES

The Western Telephone

Construction Co.

t

t

t

Our Exclusive Territory;

ALABAMA
ARKANSAS
iOWA
KANSAS
KENTUCKY
LOUISIANA
MISSISSIPPI
MISSOURI
NEBRASKA
TENNESSEE
TEXAS
UTAH
INDIAN TER.
OKLAHOMA TER.

Largest Stock

Telephone

Construction Material

in the United States.

TELEPHONE

EQUIPMENTS

DESIGNED FOR ALL
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS.

Large or Small

Equipments.

Central Energy or

Magneto Call.

5-BAR GENERATOR.
We are making a 5-Bar Generator which is

the largest and has the heaviest output of any
Telephone Generator in use. Upon good
lines it will ring thirty-five bells in multiple.

To introduce this Generator to telephone
users we will furnish it for a limited time at

the same price quoted upon 4-Bar Generator.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS
OUR POLICY.

u

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO
GENERAL SALES AGENTS,

uis, U.
U
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Electrician Publishing Co.'s
lOOK

PKRT II.

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
(Continued.)

Houston, E. J., and ICennelly, A. E. Recent

types of dynamo-electnc machinery. A complete

guide for the electriciaa. engineer, student nnd

professor. Being a valuable history of the e.\tra-

ordinaiy advance in the building of Americao Dy-

aino Machines and their application. Profusely il-

lustrated with over GOO magnificent engravings by

the best known processes shown in color, including

tables of exceptional value. Svo, half leather, gilt

top. Xew York, 189S ?5.00

Hnntiiig', F. S. Dynamos, being a practical expla-

nation of the construction, operation, maintenance,

care a'ld management of dynamos. IGrao, paper,

26 illustrations JO.So

Juckson, D. C. A Text Book of Electi-o-Jfagnetism

and the Construction of Dynamos. Vol. I.—Elec-

tro-JIagnetism and the Construction of Continuous

Current Dynamos. Svo, cloth $2.25

Ivapp, Gilbert. Dynamo Construction ¥S.50

Ivnpii, Gisbert. Dynamos. Alternators and Trans-
formers. 13S illustrations. 12mo, cloth ^J-l.OO

Kennellj", A. E. The Theoretical Klements ot

Electro-Dynamo Machinery. Svo, clotli .?1.50

lianiniis-PiLtterson. G. W. The Management of
Dynamos. A Handbook of Theory and Practice for
the use of mechanics, engineers, students, and others
in charge of dynamos. 12mo, cloth, with numerous
Illustrations .$1.50

PnrUuni, Eugene C, and SJiedd, .Tolin C.
Shop and Koad Testing of Dynamos and Motors. A
Practical Manual. 12mo, cloth. New York, 1S9S

?2.0U
The present work has a twofold object : I. To

give a complete theory of the commercial testing
floor, with its multitudinous applications of theory
to practice. II. To meet the growing demand on
the part of operating companies for a manual tliat
shall enable them to do their own repair work and
consequent testing without elaborate or expensive
instruments.

Parlibnr.st, C. D. Electric Motor Constmctidn fot
Araateui-s. lUustrated. Svo. cloth 51. 00

Parkliurst, C. D. Dynamo and Motor Building for
Amatcui-s, with working drawings. 12mo cloth

?1.0u
Parsliall. H. F., and Hobart, H. M. Arma-

ture Windings of Electric Machines. With 140
full-page plates. G5 tables and descriptive letter-
press. 4to. cloth. New York, 1S95 $7.50

Paterson, G. "W. L. Management of Dynamos. A
handbook by an English author, intended for tim
use of those in charge of dynamos. Also contains
simple applications of electrical principles. 2l4
pages. 81 illustrations. 12mo, cloth. New York
Jsoc 51.00

Prescott, G. B. Dynamo-Electricity. Its Genera-
tion, Application, Transmission, Storage and
Measurement. With 545 illustrations. Svo. cloth.

. $5.00
Scliellen, Dr. H. Magneto-Electric and Dynamo-

Electric Machines: Their construction and prac-
tical application to Electric Lighting and tlie

Transmission of Power. Translated from the third
German edition, with large Additions and Notes
relating to American Machines, hy N. S. Keith.
Third edition. Vol. 1, with 353 illustrations. Svo,
cloth .<i;5,6o

Swoope, C. WaltoU. The Practical Running of
DyoamoB, 16mo, paper. Philadelphia. 1S97 ijiO.lO

TIiompHon, SilvanuH P. Dynamo-Electric Ma-
chinery. A manual for students of Electrotechnics.
Svo. cloth $4.25
This new edition has been rewritten and thor-

oughly revised throughout, and Is an entirely new
hook.

ThompMon^ SIlvnnuH P. Dynamo-Electric Ma-
chinery. A series of Lectures, with an introduc-

tion by Franklin L. Pope. IGmo, numerous Illus-

trations, fancy boards. (Vun Nostrand's Science
Wiri1<:H, No. llfJ.) Third edition, revised $0.50

'I'honipHon, SilvunuH P. Recent Vro:;rcBs In Dy-
niimo-KIoetrlc MnchlncH, being u Supplement to Dy-
namo-Electric Machinery. Kimo. (Van Nostrund'M
Science Series, No. 75.) .$0.50

Trevcrt, Edward. IIow to Build Dynamo-Elec-
trie Machinery, Euibrachig Theory, Designing and
the Constnictlon of Dynamos and Motors. With iip'

pcndlccH on Field Magnet and Arniuline Winding.
Miinuycinent of Dynamos and Molorn. and IjKeful

Tables of Wire GuugCS. IIluBtrated. 8vo, clotli.

Trcvcr*, Edivurd. Dynamos and Electric Motors
and nil about tlicni. 100 lllustratlouH. ]2mo, clotli.

' .$0.50

Trevert, Edward. How to make a Dynamo. Il-

lustrated. 12mo, paper $0.10

Trevert, Ed-ward. Practical Directions for Arma-
ture and Field-Magnet Winding. Illustrated. 12mo,

cloth. Lynn. 1S92 ^l.-'jO

Tjra™l>w>*tj J- ^^- Dynamo Construction. A Prac-

tical Hand-Book for the use of Engineer Construc-

tors and Electricians in Charge, embracing Frame-

work Building, Field Magnet' and Armature Wind-

ing and Grouping, ComiJounding, etc., witli Ex-

amples of leading English. American and Contineii-

tal Dynamos, and Motors, with numerous illustra-

tions. Second edition, enlarged. 12mo, cloth, .$3.00

Wullier, F. Practical Dynamo Building, for Ama-
teurs. How to wind for any output. With numer-

ous illustrations. IGmo. boards. New York, 1890.

(Van Nostrand Science Series, No. 9S.) $0.50

AVatson, A. E. ITow to Build a One-Horse Power

Motor or Dynamo, Folding plate, and illustrations,

]Gmo, cloth $0.50

Watson, A. E, How to Build a, One-Fourth Horse

Power Motor or Dynamo. Illustrated with Wont-
ing Drawings. IGmo, flexilile cloth §0.50

Watson, A. E. How to Build a 1,000-Watt Alter-

nating Current Dynamo or Motor. Illustrated with

AVorking Drawings. 16mo, flexible cloLh .?0.50

Watson, A. E. How to Build a One-Half Horse

Power Dynamo or Motor. Illustrated with Work-
ing Drawings. IGmo. flexible cloth $0.50

Watson, A. E. How to Build a Fifty Light Dyna-

mo or Four H. P. Motor. Illustrated with full

working drawings, giving directions for windings

for diJferent voltages, whereby any aniiiteur may
build this machine. 12mo. cloth $0.50

Wiener, Alfred E. Practical Calculation of Dy-

namo-Electric Machines. A Manual for Electrical

and Mechanical Engineers, and a Test Book for

Students of Electro-Technics. Svo, oloth. Illus-

trated. New York, 1S9G $2.50

Based upou the practical data and tests of nearly
two hundred of the best modern dynamos, includ-
ing the machines used at the recent World's Fair
and those in the largest and most modern central-
stations, a complete and entirely practical method
of dynamo-calculations is developed.

Weynioutli, F. Martin. Drum Armatures and

Commutators, (Theory and Practice.) A complete

Treatise on the Theory and Construction of Drum
Winding, and of commutators for closed-coil ar-

matures, together with a full resume of some of

the principal points involved in their design, and
an exposition of armature reactions and si)ark-

ing. Enlarged aud revised from a series of articles.

Svo. cloth. Illustrated $3.00

ELECTRIC BELLS AND DOMESTIC
ELECTRICITY.

Allsop, F. -C. Electric Bell Construction; Treatise

on the Construction of Electric Bells. Indicators.

and Similar apparatus. 177 illustrations. 12mo,

cloth $1.25

Allsop, F, C. A Practical Treatise on the Fitting

up and Maintenance of Electric Bells, and all tht

necessary Apparatus, Nearly 150 illustrations. Svo,

cloth. London, 1889 -: SI.25

The engravings show in detail the variijus liinds
01! push buttons, buzzer buttons, window connoc-
tions, floor connections, swirches. bells (with coii-

trivance for continuous ringing), hw/.-Mva, relays,
indicator, batteries, magneio-bells. Tue method
ijC connecting-up for one or a number of nusbes. for
iriclicators, ringing a uunilior of bells, signaling* in
lifilli directions with one wire and two liatteries.
closed and open circuit, elevator connt'itions. etc.

Badt, F. B. Bell Hangers" Hand-Book. .lust the

book for people engaged In selling, ins t.il ling or

handling electric batteries, electric bells, elevators,

house or hotel annunciators, burglar or fire alarms,

electric gas lighting apparatus, electric heat ap-

paratus. lOG pages, 97 Illustrations, cloth

binding. Type page SM-xS inches $1.00

Table of Contents: Voltaic Electricity. Contact
Series. The Voltaic or Galvanic Cell. Generation
or Current. Local Action. Polarization. Descrip-
tion of Batteries. The Smoe Battery. The Grenot
Battery. The Danlell BatteiT. The Grove Battery.
TJie Bunsen Battery. The Carbon Battery. Nickel
I'hitlng Battery. Fuller's Mercury Bichromate Bat
tery. The Leclanche Battery. The Diamond Car-
bon Battery. The Law Battery. Gravity Battery.
Dry Batteries. Classlflcatlon of Batteries, Ele-
nu-ntary Data. The Electric Current. Ohm's Law.
Ojiiductors and Insulators. Direction of the Cur-
rent. Connecting Batteries. Cells Connected In
Serli'H. CtllH Connected in Multiple Arc. itecaplt-
uliitloii. Work. Kxterniil Resistance. Rules
fur Connpctlng Batteries. Data Regarding Batter-
li's. Dlvhied cirmltH. Electro-magnets. Inducflon
r-..ll». El.-.irl-' lu-lls. .Single Stroke Bells. Long-
lHwiiiTi.'.. Cull l'....|l System. Push Buttons. Buzzer.
1 ridiculing ii<'N Bill. Electric Alarm. Annuncla-
lor«. lloh'l Fin- Alarm and Room Cull. The Hess

- System. The A\'cstern Elect I'lc ('onipany's SyBteui,
The Doubb-Wlrc System. IMrlrIrk & Carter's Sys-
tem. I'he Kl.Tlro MiTcurhil Ahirni. The Slotalllc

Thermostat. Burglar Alarms. Desk and Safe
Alarms. Electric Gas Lighting Apparatus. Port-
able Gas Lighters. Apparatus for Public Buildings.
Apparatus for Residences. A Novel Automatic
Burner. Connections of Gas Lighting systems.
Flectric Heat Regulators. Running Electric Wires.
Proper Installation. How to Fish Wires. Wiring
Fixtures for Gas Lighting. Wiring Elevator An-
nunciators. Best Time for Wiring. Extra Insula-
tion. Testing Instiiiments. Detector Galvano-
meter and the Magneto-Bell. Tests for Faults.
Bell Hangers' Tools. Wire Tables. Spociflcations
for Wiring a Hotel.

Bottone, S. R. Electric Bells and all about them.

A Practical Book for practical men, with more
than 100 illustrations. Fifth edition, revised and

enlarged. 12mo, cloth $0.50

Trevert, Edward. Practical Directions for Elec-

tric Gas Lighting and Bell Fitting for Amateurs.

Third edition, revised. Illustrated. IGmo, i)aper.

Lynn. 1895 50.25

Witfbeelter, "W". A. Domestic Electrical Work.
Concise and Practical Explanations for Plumbers.

Tinners and Hardware Dealers on How to Wire
Buildings for Bells, Alarms, Annunciators, and for

Gas Lighting from Batteries. Illustrated with 22

diagrams. 12mo, paper $0.25

Cloth $0.50

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND ELECTRIC
LIGHTING.

Alslave, EM., and Boulard, J. The Electric

Light; Its History, Production and Applications.

Translated from the French by T. O'Connor Sloane,

B. M. Edited, with notes and additions, by C. Xi.

Lungren. C. E. Illustrated with 252 woodcuts. Svo,

cloth .$4.00

Allsop, E. C. Practical Electric Light Fitting. A
Treatise on the Wiring and Fitting-up of Build-

ings. Deriving Current from Central Station Mains,

and the Laying Down of Private Installations, in-

cluding the latest Edition of the Phoenix Fire

Office Rules. 324 illustrations. 12mo, cloth.. $1.50

Atkinson, Pbilip. The Elements of Electric

Lighting, Including Electric Generation, Measure-

ment, Storage and Distribution. Ninth edition,

fully revised and new matter added. 104 illustra-

tions. 2G0 pages. 12mo, cloth $1.50

Badt, F. B. Incandescent Wiring Hand-Book, with

42 illustrations and five tables. Fourth edition.

12mo, cloth $1.00

A timely book, containing full Instructions for
Incandescent Wiring, and complete information con-
cerning Methods of Running Wires, Location or

Safety Devices and Switches. Splices. Insulation
and Testing for Faults. Wire Gauges. General
Electrical Data. Calculating Size of Wires. M'iring
of Fixtures, Elevators, Buildings, Isolated and Cen-
tral Station Plants.
Contents: Introdnctoiy-—The Multiple Arc Sys-

tem. The Three-Wire System. Methods of Run
ning Wires. Cleat Work. Molding Work. Con-
cealed Work.—a. When the Building is Being Con-
structed.—b. In a completed Building. Location of

Safetv Devices and Switches. The Tree System.
The Closet Svstem. Safety Devices. Switches
Splices. Safety Rules. Insulation and Testing for

Faults. Wiring of Fixtures. Wiring of Elevators.

Wire Gauges. General Electrii.>al Data. Coulomb.
Ampere, volt. Ohm. Conductors and Insulators.

Ohm's Law, Conductivity. Divided Circuits.

Work. Energy. Calculating Sizes of Wires. Plans
and Symbols. Drop of Potential and Loss of En-
ergy.

" Practical Rules for Determining Sizes of

Wires Safe Carrving Capacity. The Three-Wire
System. Explanation of Tables: Table No. 1—
Gauges in Circular Mils. Table No. 2—Electric
Light Conductors. Table No. 3—50-Volt Lamps.
Table No. 4—75-Volt Laihps. Table No. 5—110-

Volt Lamps.
Bnx. Capt. E. I. Popular Electric Lighting, being

Practical Hints to Present and Intending Users of

Electric Energy for Illuminating Purposes, with

a chapter on Electric Motors. Illustrated. 12mo,

cloth ?l-00

Bottone, S. R. A Guide to Electric Lighting, for

the Use of Householders and Amateurs. Illustrated.

12mo., cloth $0.75

Bower, G. S., and Webli, W. The Law relating

to Electric Lighting. 2nd edition being the Elec-

tric Lighting Acts, 1SS2 and ISSS, with a general

Introduction, a continuous Commentary, and Ap-

pendices. 32mo, cloth $5.00

Buckley, W. J. Electric Lighting Plauts, Their

Cost and Operation. Data Compiled from Station

Reports of Electric Lighting Plants employing over-

head circuits, with suggestions pertaining to the

information usually desired by the uon-tecbnical

purchaser. 32mo, cloth. Illustrated .?2.00

Crocker, F. B. Electric Lighting. A Practical

Exposition of the Art for the use of Electricians,

Students and others Interested in the Installation

or Operation of Electric Lighting Plants. Volume
1. The Generating Plant. Svo, cloth $3.00

(To be Continued.)

Any electrical book published sent on receipt of price. Send for complete catalog.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., - 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.
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Hydraulic Wheel Press with Triple Pumps built for the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg R. R. by the

J. T. SCHAFFER MFG. CO.,
i

\

i Send for Catalogue and Prices. 203 West Avenue, Rochester, N. Y.
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Insulated

Rubber
Wires aimd Cables.

John A. Roebling's Sons Co^

WORKS AT

TRENTON, N. J.

REFLECTORS!
SILTER-PIiATED
IIIRKOU
KfriFL-ECTOKS
FOR
INCANDESCENT
CLUSTERS.

Made in many sizes and styles. Trimmed
with prisms if desired.

We also manufacture

Silver and Opal QlasB Inverted Double Cone
Reflectors, Cbandellers and Sun Burners

For lighting and venti-
lating

Cburches,
Theatres,
Halls and
Public Bulldlnea.

Street and Ornamental
Sign Lamps of Every
Kind for Oil, Gas or
Gasoline. Border
Ligtits, Bunch Lights.
Foot Lights and. Gas
Stands for Theatres.

SEND FOR catalog.

AMERICAN REFLECTOR & LIGHTING COMPANY.
271-273 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

COLUMBIA
CARBONS

FOR
ENCLOSED
ARCS

Guaranteed superior to any imported Carbon in uniformity of size and

straightness, or subject to return at our expense. Try us and be convinced.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
1 198 West Madison Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.
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Horizontal Internal Self-Oiling Engines, 25 to 600 H. P.

Horizontal Medium Speed Engines, 300 to 800 H. P.

Vertical Compound Engines, 1 00 to 800 H. P.

The Ball Engine Co., Erie, Pennsylvania.
Chicago Office: 1536 Monadnock Block.

Faster than ever

to California

CHICAGO
& NORTH-WESTERN

RAILWAY

THE OVERLAND LIMITED leaves

Chicago 6.30 p. m. daily via Chicago-

Union Pacific & Noyth-Western Line, ar-

rives San Francisco 5.15 afternoon of

third day and Los Angeles 7.45 next

morning. Ko change of cars; all meals
in Dining' Cars. Buffet Library Cars
with barber. The best of everything.

The Pacific Express leaves 10.30 p. m.
daily. Tourist Sleepers daily to Califor-

nia and Oregon and personally conducted
excursions every Wednesday fiom New
England. Send 4 cents postage for

"California Illustrated" to Chicago &.

North-Western Railway,

4C1 Broarlu-ay, - New York|435 Vine St,. Cincinnati
Ooi Ches't St.,- PtiilaiJelplua'507 Sniitlifitld St., PitlsljurR
368 Wafthinpton St., Eoston's34 Superior St.. - Cleveland
301 Main St.. - - RufTaloli? Caiiipus-M;irlius, Detroit
ai= Clark St., - - Chicaao.a KingSt.,East,Toronto,Ont.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS. ANY SIZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
. OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFQ. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

THE SHORT LINE
TO

HoucHTON, Calumet,
MARQUETTE

The Chicago, Milwaukee &, St. Paul Ry.

IS THE ONLY LINE RUNNING

Solid Trains 7h°e Copper Country

.»/> CALUMET

el HOUGHTON
,^L'ANSE

t^Nestorla

3"'0N MOUNTAIN

Q Wausaukee

-^.^MENOMINEE
ELLIS J0.B«»^„,NErrE

lOREEN BAY

I MILWAUKEE

THROUGH SLEEPING CARS, COACHES AND
BAGGAGE CARS

Leave Chicago daily at 10:30 p. m.

From Union Passenger Station, Canal & Adams Sis

City Tlcl<et Office, 93 Adams SI.

STUDENTS
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.

$3 oo per year, in advance.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite 510 IVIarquette BIdg., - CHICAGO

DIXON'S BELT DRESSING
AND LEATHER PRESERVATIVE

Is guaranteed to prevent slipping and preserve the leather.
It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

REG.JRADE MARKS

u^.
The Phosphor Bronze Smelting Co. Umited,
2200 Washington ave.,philadelphia.

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
1NG0TS,CASTINGS, WIRE,RODS, SHEETS, ETC.— DELTA METALS-
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

WATERWHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to aU kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarautee

;

The Largest Power ever obtained from a wheel of the same diameter. The highest speed
ever obtaiThed for the savie power. The highest mean efficiency ever realized when
running from, half to full gate. We guarantee also : A runner of the greatest po*
sible strength. A gate uneqnaled in auickness and erne of opening and closing.

Tests shoio over 81 per cent, average efficiency with half to full water.

State your Head and send for 124 page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO.. Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

JEFFREY ZT, DREDGES
FOR CArALOGUE,

THE JEFFREY MFG. CO.
COLUMBUS, OHIO.

READY FOR THE MARKET.
"PEDICO," the neTT style Creole rosette. In-

Bulstlon perfect, lonff fase, superior
in every detail.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co., Peru, Ind.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING CO.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,

M&nafftcturers and Dealers In

Yellow Pine Cross Arms, Locust Pins, Oak Pins, Electrical

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stocks on hand.

DellTered prices quoted, F. O. B. cars, your city, In any quantity. ^^WRITE US.

SMALL SPRINGS
OF rVERY DESCRIPT/0^f

THE WALLACE BARNtS CO.,
srABu^Hto ns7^ BRISTOL, CONN., U.S.A.

THE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
NEW AND REVISED EDITION, WITH A NEW CHAPTER ON ''RECENT PROGRESS," BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO DATE.

BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Zfember of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Institution of Electrical Evaineers, London. Author of ^'A Practical Guide to the

Testing of Insulated Wires and Cables.''' Joint Author of '^Electricity in Daily Life."

leo ^ages, 133 lllus-traHtions, Clo-th, IHand-Ooolc Size, Prioe $I.OO.
Kxtract from Preface.—"Ttiis Uttle booi: has no pretension to be considered a complete treatise on telephony as it exists in America. The time for snch a worl; Is not yet come. Hut it is

felt that there is a demand for a practical book on telephone world ng and management, and the TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK is an attempt at meeting that demand. With the exception of a ft

chapters dealing with certain form.s of transmitters and receivers used In Europe, which are given for the information of those who may wish to engage in the manufacture of telephones, I

boolc is based entirely on standard American practice: and most of the material, apnaratus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated In this country."

few
be

No pains have been spared to make It the best book of its ki
everything regarding telephone work and management. It con

CHAPTER 1. The Invention of fhe Telephone.
2. Sound Waves. Articiilnto Speech.
3. Electric Telephony. The Bell Tele-

phone.
4. The Microphone.
5. Current Induction. Bleetromngnetlc

Induction.
C. The Induction Coll: Its Use In the

T'-leplionc 'i'ransmlttor.
7. The CoHipIilc 'I'c'lephonc Circuit,
8. M.'ignct Telephones.
9. The Bell Tclenhone Iteeelver.

If). Other forms of Magnet Telci)lionGB.
11. The Cower, Ader nnd D'ArsonvJil Rc-

celverH, Mereadlor's Bl-Telephone.
12. The Siemens, Kotyra, Neuiniiyer and

Biittcher Roeelvers.

nd. It Is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear In its language that
forms in size and style to our other Hand-Hooks which have been so favorably received lay

CONTENTS
anyone can understand and learn from it

the entire electrical fraternity.

CHAPTER 13.

14.

16.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21,

22.

23.

24.

26.

26.

27.

Carbon Transmitters.
The Blake Transmitter.
The Long Distance Transmitter.
The Solld-bnck Transmitter.
The Berliner Transmitter.
The Cuttriss Transmitter.
Various European Transmitters.
The Efficiency of Carbon Transmit-

ters.
Batteries for Telephone Work.
Oiten Circuit Batteries.
Closed Circuit Batteries.
The Practical Management of Bat-

lerlGH.
Magneto Bell.
Automatic Switches.
Telephone Hue Constnictlon.

CHAPTER 28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

BR.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

Pnbii.rtied and for i.aie by ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette Building, Chicago

Motnllic Circuit.
T'litli'i^riMnid Wires.
Li;,MiiiLiiit: Ari'csters.
liiyide A\'irliig.

Installation of Telephone Instru-
ments.

Inspection and Maintenance.
The Condenser; Its Use in Telephony.
Electromagnetic Retardation.
Excliauge Working.
Small Exchanges.
Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.

Long Distance Telephony.
Duplex Telephony.
Simultaneous Telegraphy and Teleph-

ony.
Recent Progress. Appendix,
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Telephone

Eleciric Light

Trolley

ST. LOUIS. MO.,

Century Bldg,

DULUTH. MINN..
203 Palladio Bids

POLES
Naugle, Holcomb & Co.,

OLD COLONY BLDG., CHICAfiO.

Railway Ties,

Fence Posts,

Railroad
Contractors.

DETROIT. MICH..

Wayne Co. Bank Bldg.

ESCANABA, MICH.
MASONVILLE. MICH.

EDAR POLE
' 50 TO 80 FT. A SPEC I ALT Y.

John H. fowler, "c^^'c'/,^^: f,',^'-

POLES.
BERTHOLD CROSS

& JENNINGS, ARMS.
WHITE CEDAR. ST. LOUIS.

J LONG LEAF
IDAHO CEDAR up to 80 ft. Chemlcal BuilOmg. ; PINE AND FIR.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Slock Constantly on Hand.
Poles

Street Railway Ties.
Specialty: 7-foot
White Cedar Elec-
tric Railways, etc. Poles.

pe:f3F3izo Sl ^^im^. ^A.^OE-r-r, ivii^ih.

ASK o. W. FIRKINS & CO. FOR

Idaho Red Cedar Poles
40 TO 80 FEET LONG.

412 LUMBER EXCHANGE, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

CEDAR POLES.
Piling and Street R. R. Ties.

C. H. WORCESTER CO.,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Producers and Wholesalers of White Cedar Products.

CROSS-ARMS
PINS, BRACKETS
tVe triariufacfured anc/sold o/er
SfX Mil/iOi? P/ns and moM///m
Cross-Arms in /S99.

Ourgoods are (Se//) 3Tanc/arc/
Y/e manufocfure on/i/ from iesf
mar/er/'a/-

8erer/ Facfor/es
skilled help anduneoualed fac-
ilities enable us to fill all orders
prornptli/.

Capaciti/: over 5.000 \

Lons leafqellon pine / o^^ /)„^
Cross Arms.

>reri/ai/

Ofer -f-s.ooo LocustPins _,

Let Us Hnoyy Your YYafits

EJ.NOBLETT
S98 ~9oz-35 fh. Street.

Chicago.
Long distance Telephone. Yords.SOi

THE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOI
BY

HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Price $1.00.

The only complete and practical wori
of its kind on the market.

PtJBLISHED BY

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Suite 610 Marquette BiilldlDz. Chlcaeo

Our Feed Water Heaters
Use exhaust steam and supply boilers with PURE
HOT WATER and prevent the solid matter from

going into the boilers, saving from lo to 25 per

cent, of your fuel bills. Our latest design is

made entirely of CAST IRON, designed for use

where water contains acid salt or other impuri-

ties which pit or corrode wrought iron or steel.

We also buildU BOILER FEED PUMPS,
^^3H^^^ SINGLE, DUPLEX A

TRIPLEX PUMPS,
SINGLE, DUPLEX AND TRIPLEX.

ELECTRICALLY
DRIVEN....

STEAM AND POWER

PUWIPING MACHINERY

FOR EVERY PURPOSE.

Air

Compressors
OF VARIOUS TYPES.

JET AND SURFACE CONDENSERS, AIR PUMPS, FILTER PRESSES,
OIL MILL MACHINERY.

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO..
257 Lehman St., DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Plnconning, Mlcfa. Oreen Bay, Wis. New London. Wis.

IJilEStlillllM
LINDSLCy BROTHERS COMPAIMY
ME-NOMIWrE, M/CH. AND PORTI-AND, OBceoN.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS
SO-FOOr TO 80~FOOT POLES OUR SPECIALTY

A PRETTY STORY.
Eight months ago the Texas Arm & Pin Co. began manufacturing things in-

clined electrically wooden, like cross arms, pins and brackets. An old, no-account,

second-hand machine, in a broken-down factory, was used, but now they have four

factories wiih new and late machinery and are shipping more cross-arms than the law

allows. But they can ship more. They are untapped, long-leaf, yellow pine.

Branch Office: 10 Temple Court Building, Cliicago, W. H. QUAW, Mgr.
'Phone.

Harrison 2018.

Or the home office at Beaumont, Texas, is where you write for more information and a

pretty and useful pamphlet.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,

TIES.MONROE, MICH.
EleTen Pole Yards In Mlchlean.

Wholesale Producers for 20 years.Cf itr (inoiaiions vcire or »'i'ite ^^^^
O. W. SMITH, Wholesale Producer ^^

EDAR POLEX
225 DearbornStreet. CHICAGO, ILL. ^^V

JLarse Stocks. Central Yards, Ouick Sbipment. ^^^Central Yards, i^uick Shipment.

CEDAR
DAVIS AND STITT

COMPANY,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Write for Delivered Prlcei. POLES

Catalogue and Net Price List

LINEMEN'S OUTFITS
Mailed Presto Linem«n and Construction Men-

address:

MATHIAS KLEIN & SON. Manufacturers,

87-89 w. VAN BURCN ST. Chlcago, HI.

Indianaplis Arm, Bracket & Pin Co.
SuocMSOrs to «l- B. MACERS,

MANurACTURcita or

Arms, Brukets, Locust and Oak Pins,

TiBtStikis, ROPE lock Blocks.

OWie: I26S. Mtridlu SI., Indiinavolli, Ind.

factory: JAMESTOWN, IND.
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Westinghouse Electric

Apparatus
The Standard of Electrical Efficiency

and Meclianical Design.

Installed in nearly all Principal Railway

Lighting and Power Plants.

Westinghouse Electric
& rianufacturing Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Write to nearest office.

NEW YORK, 120 Broadway.

ATLANTA, GA., Equitable Building.

AUSTIN, TEXAS.
BOSTON, Exchange Building.

BUFFALO, N. Y., Ellicott Square.

CHICAGO, New York Life Building.

CINCINNATI, Neave Building.

DENVER, Mountain Electric Co.

PHILADELPHIA, Land Title- Building.

PITTSBURG, Westinghouse Building.

ST. LOUIS, American Central Building.

SAN FRANCISCO, Milk Building.

SEATTLE, WASH., Snoqualmie Building.

SYRACUSE, N. Y., University Building.

WASHINGTON, D. C, I3J7 F. Street.

126Q

The Popularity of

Rockwood's Patent Compressed

r~

Non-Slipping.

Non-breakable.
Economical.
Durable.

Balanced.
Neat design.

Light-weight.

Non-Magnetic.

Six thousand
various sizes

partly finished

carried con-

stantly in stock.

Hubs any shape,

any position.

Paper Pulleys
("For one-sixth ceiitury the sla)idardfor durability and efficiency .^^

)

arises in a measure from their stability-

Engineers and users should not fail to specify Rockwood Patent Compressed Paper Pulleys on all contracts.

CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING.

ROCKWOOD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Paper Pulley Sales Deft., 330 So. Pennsylvania Street,

liidiainipolis, Indiana, U. S. A.
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Fort Wayne Electric Works
(INCORPORATED.)

SOMETHING NEW
OUR^

TYPE K
INTEGRATING
WATTMETER

Weighs less than 13 pounds and can

be installed in a space

6 3-4 inches by 8 3-4 inches.

SOME INTERESTING POINTS.

This Meter will Record Accurately the Energy of Alterna-

ting Current Circuits Regardless of the POWER
FACTOR.

It can be Quickly Adjusted for Either HIGH OR LOW
FREQUENCY.

No Constants or Multipliers Used. Meters are DIRECT
READING.

THE CALIBRATION IS PERMANENT
AND RELIABLE.

CONVENIENT TO HANDLE,
EASY TO INSTALL AND REPAIR.

ALL PARTS ARE STANDARD AND INTERCHANGEABLE.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN 1012.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY

FORT WAYNE
J

INDIANA.
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ELECTRICAL OR MECHANICAL.

"We have fiine facilities for light manufactur-
ing, and solicit correspondence. Kstimates
given on quantity or small lots. PUNCH PRESS
ANO SCREW MACHINE AVORK.

SPI£S & COMPAXY,
S7-S9 ir.TanBnren St., Chicago, 111.

EDWARD P. BURGH,
Consulting Electrical Engineer,

1309 Guaranty Bids., Slinneapolis.

Oxifle Storap Batteries.
Suitable Tor all purposes where Storage

Batteries are applicable,

No buckllog of pUtet. No spilling of add.
No sulpbatlos or corroding.

THE OXIDE BATTERY CO.,
office, No. 1629 N. lOlhSt^. Philadelphia, Pa.

ESTABLISHED 1878. INCORPORATED 1899.

J. H. BUNNELL ^ CO.,
20 PARK PLACE. Near General PostoEBce, UEW YORK.

TRADE-MARK.
Manufacturers, Importhrs akd Dhalbrs in

Telegraph, Telephone, Railway and ElectrJc-lighting Apparatus and

Supplies, lnstruments,Batteries, Insulated Wires & Line Equipment.
Catalogues and Circulars free on application.

Get our Special Prices before placing orders elsewhere.

We own the GOOD WILL, NAME, COPYEIOHTS, TRADE-MARKS, Patent

(No. 288881) and all other assets of the old firm of J. H. BUNNELL & CO., and
propose to maintain our rights in the premises.

J. H. S«J)IMNEl.l- &
!0 ^ark ^1 -Near General Postofflce.- Isw 'Vorlx.

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Higtiest grades for electrical insulation and mechanical purposes, in sheets,

tubes, rods and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on application.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wilmington, Del.

J. H. \A/Hi-rE: IVIF-O ^5^>.j MANDFACTUKERS OF

Gas, Blectrlc and Combination Fittings
and Fixtures, Trimmings, Screws

and Ornaments.
Send for Our New Catalogue, Just Issued.

Pressed, Spun and Turned Brass

Work to Order.

<27*>37 North lotb Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

A THOROUGH school for the beginner—a valuable

/\ reference book for the expert. If not found sat-

isfactory money refunded upon return of book in

good condition. Contains a dictionary defining 1,500
electrical words, terms and phrases. It carries you from
the fundamental principles of electricity to the finished

dynamo
E. B. WAUGAMAIf

,

Electrical Wlreman. Kittanuing, Pa.
Cleveland Armature Works, Cleveland, Ohio.
Gentlemen:—I received your book, Practical Electric-

ity, and would not part wltti it for four times its cost if I
could not get another copy. Yours truly, E. B. Waugaman.

CLEVELAND ARMATUREWORKS, 1281 HamlltonSt.,Cleveland,0.

FAItlES ADJUSTABLE LAMP HDLDERS
Permit the electric light to be in-

stantly placed where It is needed.

Made for Shop, Factory, Store,

Office, Residence; infact,wher-
ever the Incandes-
cent Lamp is used.

The Latest and Best Thing in Reflector Shades.

We make many alzes and styles of Aluminum Shades and Reflectors.

^vttsklrxtyitt* Mrt A **' Adjnntable Holder.), Portables, Cliande-%/ai,aiUgMP IM\Mm O Hers. Wall nracketa.etc, etc., Jaat iRxaed.
^^^""*'*"*""^'^^'^^^'™**''"^'*''—" will be malliid a|>on application.

FARIES WIFG. CO., Decatur, III.

^Black Diamond File Works I
Est. 1863.

Twelve

Medals

Awarded at

International

Expositions.

Special

Priie

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1896.

017B 600DH AM! OK 8AJLiK ISI £VEBY I^ADIN« HAJBDWABB
STOBB IK THB UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

I G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY, |
^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

ELECTRIC
Ti A ^T Q IN ANY QUANTITY.

FOR POSITIVE VENTILATION,
BLOWING FORGE FIRES,

HANDLING REFUSE
MATERIAL, ETC.

B. F. STURTEVANT COMPANY,
34 OLIVER STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

NEW YORK,
131 Liberty Street.

CHICAGO,
16 South Canal Street.

PHILADELPHIA,
I3S North Third Street,

LONDON,
75 Queen Victoria Street.



$3 per Annum. E.««ci«S'STs"ie^«p'/„j,chicag,. EVERY SATURDAY. Entered at Chicago POHtofflce
&> tnall matter of tL« second class. 1 cents per Copy.

Vol. XXVII. CHICAGO. NOVEMBER 3, 1900. No. 18

IMDI CV INSULATED
Imt^l-ILA. WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

"o TXTr.T"^' Simplex Electrical Company,
lonadnock Block. CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

WESTERN SELLING AGENT.

H. R. HIXSON,
I 137Monadnock Block. CHICAGO

18S9—Paris Exposition,
Sedsl for Rubber Imanlation.
1893—VTorld's Fair,
Hedal for Bobber Insalattsn.

THE STAWDABD FOB
BrBBEB IKSriiATION.
Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee pr..<

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd
r;i'u^.nVc'i>"1Vr; }"•"!>"• 253 Broadway, New York.

Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supt
W. H. Hodgins, Secy.

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Paranitg Rubber Covered Wires and Gables,

UNDERGROUND, AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

TELEPHONE. TBLEQRAPH AND FIRE ALARH CABLES.

All V»lr«t ara tasted at Factory. JOWESBOBO, IS1».

^i:4.Standard Underground GableGo.
1 ^1 542 Tbe Booker;, Westtaehouse Bide.,
I /T I Chicago. PIttr

l/^

B6LibertySt.,
PlHsburg, New Yort City.

Mills Building, San Francisco.

I22S Betz Bldi^
PUIadelphlt, nt.

^T Electric Cables, Conduits, Wires and AccessorleSi
Also HlBh Orade Bnbber Covered IVlres nnd CablCH.

N. 1. R.

^A/IF3I

National

India
Rubber Co.'s

RUBBER COVERED

OFFICE AND FACTORY: BRISTOL. R. I.

STERLING EXTRA INSULATING VARNISH.
St«rliiir Extra Black Flnlsliliie Tarnish.

Sterling Black A.lr Bryingr Varnlah,
Sterlingr Black Core Plate Tarniah.

THE STERLING VARNISH CO.,
Pittsburg. Pa.. U.S. A.

THE STERLING VARNISH CO.,
95 ColmoreRow, Birmingham, England.

TIIMVJIN/IPFOR ALL PURPOSES. .
Scrap and MWlTa Platloum PoiehHetf.

aAKKK A CO.. 408-4I4 Wetr Jevaey
Railroad ATe.. Re^irarb, J?. J.

Stw York Office, 1» Liberty Street. for agents.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from Vt to 50 horsepower.
Dynamos from iO lights to 700.

We sell or rent. Good profiti

The Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co., Troy, Ohit.

GENUINE SWEDISH
CDAL- GRAIN

•Scss^SJ^^^

I

HE United §tates Carbon Company.

rSPECIAUIES A SPECIAUa
L ELECTROLYTIC.

z/

—

\1\J-\1'
ULEVELANI

r^'OX INJ CA

^ijvALTERNATINQ. DIRECT.'!
ENCLOSED. OPEN.)

/ U VI
J. O. A.
TRUST

" PHONO=ELECTRIC "

Write for Booklet.

WIRE ^Z«,-
FOR

TROLLEY, TELEPHONE
and TELEGRAPH LINES.
Has remarkable wearing qaalities.

DOES NOT BREAK AT
JOINTS OR SCRATCHES.
WILL NOT STRETCH.

BRIDGEPORT BRASS CO..

10 Murray St., NEW YORK.

Aierican Titrifleil Gonflnlt Coipany,
MANUPACTTTKEBS OF

VITRIFIED SALT GLAZED
UNDERGROUND AND INTERIOR CONDUITS.

Contractors for Complete Installation
of Conduit Systems.

General Offices: 39 Cortlandt St.. N. Y.

^ueen $t Co.,
lOlO Chestant St., Phila.

480 MONON BLD6., CHICAaO.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-WIrt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ruy
FocusTubes, Induction Colls.

HOLOPHANE CLASS CO.,

Compound Prism

Globes and Shades
FOR ALL KINDS OF LIGHTING.

"TWO KOT.D Ui A «l n I o
osiK 8I1.TEB ivi e a a I s

Awarded at Paris Exposition.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

TSiB

WESTnS ElEDtoieal Ingtainent Co.,

114-120 WUIiam St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

Weston Standird Portable Direct Reading

Voltmeters, UillivoltoieterSi Voltammeters,

Ammeters/ Mllllammeters,

Ground Detectors and Circuit Testers,

Ohmmeters, Portable fialvanometers.

Our Portable Instruraenth are recognized as

The Standard the world over. Tbe Semi-Port-
able Laboratory Standards are still better.

Our Station Voltmeters and Aranieters are

.unsurpassed in point of extreme accuracy and
lowest consumption of energy.

BeELis—European Weston Electrical Instru-
ment Co.,EUterstra8seNo. 88.

LosDON—Klliott Bros., No. 101 St. Martins
Lane.

femfn Psrtable ftKlTanoBieter ftir Mention tbe Webtebk ELECTRrci&ii when writ-

Brldse Work. ing for catalogues.

IPDOENIX GLASS CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

GAS AND ELECTRIC

I

GLOBES, SHADES, Etc.

' SEND FOR A COPY OF OUR NGW AND

I

LATEST CATALOGUE.

' Pittsbnrgli. New Yort. CMcago.

9 P/UAJU>.

Ideal Fire Protection
FOR SWITCHBOARDS AND

ALL ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.
Monarch Fire Appliance Co.?

27 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

J. H. '\A/M|- IVI . CO. MANUFACinBEKS OP

Qaa. Blectrlc and Combination FIttlnes
and Flxtnres, TrlmmlDSS, Screws

and Ornaments.
Send tor Our New Catalogue, Jusi Issued.

Pnued. Spun and Turned Brus
Work t» Order.

137.137 North loth t

Brooklyn. N. V,
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MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO. 39 CORTLANDT STREET^
9 TVE:W TTOieKC.

1,000,000 EOld during the

past twelve months.

riesco Dry Battery.

Acknowledged the Best

Dry Cell Manufac-
tured.

Price each, 40c.

Standard size, 2Hx6^

We make all sizes.

Telephone Receivers.

Hard Rubber, each $1.25

Battery Zincs.

We have purchased the plant of the Carr
Metal Company and can furnish the Carr com-
posite zincs in all forms and quality heretofore
supplied by that company.

Price $6.00

We make a number of different styles.

Telephone Outfit.

No. 14.

With our high-grade car-
bon transmtiter, which
will be sent on approval
to responsible parlies.

Price, with two cells Mes-
CO Dry Battery, $9.00.

Alarm Clock Outfit, No. iH-

Price, Outfit

" Clock only.

Pony Telephone Receiver.

Retail price, 90 cents.

DIttm&r Pocket Bat-

tery Gauge.

Will register the
strength of open ur
closed circuit batter-
ies.

Price each, $3.60.

Desk Telephone Outfit,

No. II.

..$9.00

We make a dozen differ*

ent ielepbone Outfits.

iron Box Bells, No. 97.

2M.3, 3H*Qd41nch. Special prlcei

OUR PRICES givea above do not fairly represent quotations to the trade or to partlea ordering quantities.

WE MANUFACTURE a large percentage of the goods found in our catalogue. Catalogne Ho, H—No» Readj.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., 32 CORTLANDT STREET,

BATTERY JARS.
Machine-made liaitery Jars are Better and

Stronger ihan the hand-blown, being more Uai-
form and of Equal Uistritoution.

ASK YOUR JOBHER FOR OUR JAR.
We are the only concern making Battery Jars

by machinery.
THE GILCHRIST JAR CO.,

Office and Factory : . - . ELMER, N . J.

ALTERNATING -CURRENT POWER MOTORS,
1-20 TO 2 1-2 ACTUAL HORSEPOWER.

SIMPLE, RELIABLE, SATISFACTORY.
Send for bulletins just issued describing new types.

Branch OfBce and Warehouse:
1S6 Liberty St., Kew York City.

The Emerson Electric Mfg.Co.,
714-716-718 SI. Charles St.. S'. LOUIS. MO.

STANLEY A. C. WATTMETERS.
Permanent Accuracy Guaranteed.

STANLEY INSTRUMENT CO.,
New York: 146 Broadway.
San Francisco: ;il-33 New Montgomery St.
Canada: Tbe Royal Electric Co., Montreal and

Toronto.

OUR LATEST
FRONT OF THE BOARD TYPE

Switchboard Instrument.

Type F Wallmeler, Front Connecflon. One-thtrd Actual Size.

Our Indicating Wattmeters, Voltmeters
and Ammeters are also built for BACK OF
THE BOARD.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND BULLETIN Z 31, JUST ISSUED.

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFG. GC,
CeneralOfficesand Factory, St. Louis, IVIo.,U.8. A.

BRANCH OFFICES:
BOSTON. 820 Atlantic Ave.
~ ' Lexington St.

NEW YORK, 220 Hltemeier Bldg. PHILAOELf HIA, 1000 Betl BIdg. BOSTON.
CHICAGO, 1624 MlroueH, Blllg. BALTIMORE. 204 Eeit Le)

8AH FRANCISCO. 120 Sutter 81. NEW ORLEANS, Bl Gravler St.

FOREISN DEPARTMENT, Hivemeyer RKg., New Yerii City.
CITY OF MEXICO, MEX.. American Engineering Co. of Mexico. Agents.

LOKOON. EN(.,47VlcterllSt..C R. Heap, Agent. YOKOHAMA, lAPAN, Bagnal:* Hllles, Agente.
PARIS, FRANCE, t2RueSt.Oeorge8,E.H.CidloliCle,Agenfs,

^

lUmmumiUitmmititmiittimiHiiiHininiiitmniiiiniiiutiimuiHimnnuitititujf

'FACTS ARE SOnETIHES

STUBBORN THINGS."

Okonite Wires ^nd Cables.
Having been so long and favorably known to the

trade, we respectfully call to their attention the following

FACTS.
IS A

IS A

IS A

IS A

IS A

15 A

FACT

FACT

FACT

FACT

FACT

FACT

that Okojjite Insulateu Wires and Cables have the indorsement of the
best electrical authorities in the woiii.u.

that Okonite Insulated Wires and Cables will not deteriorate, but im-
prove with age.

that Okonite Insulated Wires and Cables will not crack when exposed
to the severest changes in temperature.

that Okonite Insulated Wires AND Cablbs' will not deteriorate when
placed tn lime or monar.
that Okonite Insulated Wires AND Cables are not affected when Im-
mersed in sulphuric acid,

that Okonite Insulated Wires and Cables will stand a greater amount
of kinking and torsion without permaneot injury to the insulation than
any other wire in tbemarlcet.

that Okonite Insulated Wires and Cables are submerged in water for

throe days i72boursj. and then carefully tested with Thompson's Re-
llectlng Galvanometer.
that Okonite Insulated Wires ANDCABLEsare tested, in addition to the
Galvanometer test, with a dynamo current of not leas than 2.00U volts.

that Okonite Insulated Wires and CABLEf^, when used in constructing
telephone, telegraph, electric ilglit and railway lines or feeders, owing
to their high insulating tiuallttes and efficiency, prove a paying luvesl-
ment, though the original cost may be somewhat higher than for Uaes
constructed of cheaper material.

As General Western Agents of the Okonite Company, Limited, we carry in Chicago
stock ii complete line of their products, and thus are in position toll 11 all orders promptly.

IT IS A FACT

IS A

IS A

FACT

FACT

Central Electric Company,

264-2(56-268-270 Fifth Avenue,

CHICAGO.

TTmTTITinTTTnnTTTTTTTmiTTTTTTTnTmTm
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The "Electra"

Carbons are the

recognized

standard

all the

world over.

CiGk^RBOIMS
FOR ENCLOSED lONe-BURNJNG_ ARGLAMPS. a^iJ6RJ*|

30IM3

There are no

Carbons better

than the

"Electra" and

none

just as good."«(

((

Crown
" Insulated Conductors M

AND

Rail Bonds
ARE THE

Perfection of Rubber Insulation for high or low voltage, direct or alternating currents, solid or
stranded conductors up to 2,500,000 circular mils' capacity.

Perfection of simplicity and economy in rail bonding, together with perfection of contact.

In "CROWN" WIRES or "CROWN" BONDS you secure the best attainable results,
electrically and mechanically.

Solid or stranded bare copper conductors; also lead - encased and armored for aerial,

underground and submarine work.

American Steel and Wire Co., Chicago, III.
NEW YORK, WORCESTER, DENVER, SAN FRANCISCO; LONDON, ENC.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ikron Smoking Pipe Co. .

Alden Electric Co is

Alexander, Thos xii

imerican Battery Co—
American Bridge Co xiv

American Dist. Steam Co.

American Electric Co v

imer. Electric Fuse Co. .. x

Amer. El. Teleph. Co xv

American Elec. Worlts... xi

Amer. Relit, a Ltg. Co... si

American School or Corr.

Amer. Steel <x. Wire Co . ill

Amer. Vitrified Cond. Co. i

Bain, Foree si

Bafcer&Co i

Ball Engine Co xviil

Barnes Co., Wallace xvill

Barnett Co., G.& H xxli

Becfeer Bros xili

Belden-LarwUl Elec. &
Mfg. Co iv

Berthold & Jennings sis

Besly &. Co., Chas. H xxli

Blue Ridge Locust Pin Co. six

Bossen El. Const. Co.... xi

Bridgeport Brass Co 1

Bruckner Eleciric Co
Bunnell & Co., J. H iv

Burcb,Edward P sxll

Camp Engineering Co.... xil

Central Electric Co ii

Central Mfg. Co six

Central Tel. & El. Co ... .

Cliase-Shawmut Co v

Chicago & Alton R. R. . . liii

C. &N. W. R. E sviii

Chicago Ediaon Co Iv

Chic Fuse Wire A Mfg.Co.

Chic. House Wrecking Co. xlii

C, M. &St. P. R. R svlil

Chicago Mica Co xvii

Chicago Motor & Dyn. Co.

Chicago Telephone Sup. Co.xv I

Cleveland ArmatureWks.
Cling-Snrface Mfg. Co . . vt

Couch & Seeley Co
Cream Flux Co x
Creccent Mfg. Co
Crebt Manufacturing Co. . x
Crocker-Wheeler Co v
Cutler-Hammer Mfg Co.. iv

CutterElec. & Mfg. Co....

Davis & Stltt Co sis
Dearborn Drug & Ch. Co. is

DeDion-Bouton Motorette

Co It

Diamond Meter Co
Dison Crucible Co.,Joa. svlil

Driver-Harris Wire Co.. xvl

Edison Decorative & Min-
iature Lamp Bept s

Edison Mfg. Co si

ELEng. Inst. Corr. Inst, xii

Electric Appliance Co s
Electric Storage Batt. Co.

Electrician Pub. Co sxl
Electrolysis Proof Conduit
Mfg. Co Ix

Emerson El. M fg. Co i 1

Ericsson Telephone Co. .

.

1

Eureka Elec. Co xv

Farles Mfg. Co
Parr Tel. & Con. Sup. Co. svi

Federal Battery Co
Firkins &Co.,O.W
"For Sale" Advs xii

Ft. Wayne El. Wks., Inc. xxl
Fowler, John H six

Franklin Eng. & Elec. Co. sxll

Puller CyO.. The ssli

Garl Electric Co xvii

General Electric Co vil

General Elec. Repair Co.. xii

Gen'l Incandescent Arc
LlghtCo xi

General Inc. Lamp Go
GUclirist Jar Co ii

Gould Storage Battery Co.

Great Western Smelting
ARetlningCo xil

Gregory Electric Co xil

HartvfigA Miller x
Hazard Manufacturing Co. x
Hill, W. S., Electric Co...

HobartElec. Mfg. Co 1

Hodge-Walsh El. Eng. Co. xvli

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co. x
Holophane Glass Co l

Humphrey, Henry H sit

Illinois Maintenance Co . xii

IndependentTel. Sup.Co. xvl
Indianapolis Arm, Bracket
APinCo six

Indiana Rub. & Ins. W. Co. i

India Rubber & Gutta
Percha Insulating Co.. iv

Intemat'lCor. Schools. xlll

Jeffrey Mfg. Co ..

Johnston, Thos. J.,

xvlli

Ii

Kansas City Tel. Mfg. Co. xvii

Kartavert Mfg. Co xxli

KeDey A Son, Ben]. F... xviil

KelloggSwitchb ASup.Co. xv
Kentucky Electrical Co.

.

v

EleinASon, Mathlas six
Klemm & Co
KokomoTel. AEl. M.Co. svl

Knsel, D. A., Tel. & Elec.

Mfg. Co

Lea-Hooven Mfg. Co
Leather Preserv. M. Corp.
Leavltt, R. H six
Leclanche Battery Co.... xlii

Leffel & Co., James xviii

Lindsley Brothers Co.... xlx
Link-Belt Machinery Co. x

Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co. 11

Manhattan Gen'l Const. Co,

Manross, F. N
McDermid Mfg. Co sr
Mclntire Co. , The C
McLennan & Co., K s
McRoy, John T x
Mianus Electric Co svi
Mica Insulator Co x
Miller-Knob'ockEl M.Co.
Miscellaneous Advs xii

Monarch Fire Appl. Co. .. 1

MononR. R stI

Munsell&Co., Eugene... x

National Carbon Co
National India Rubber Co, 1

National Tel. Equipm. Co. sv
New York Ins. WlreCo. .. ix

Noblett,E.J

North Electric Co xvU
Northern Elec Mfg. Co . ix

Ohio Electric Works xi

OkonlteCo., Tne 1
I

Oxide Battery Co xxli

Pacific Electric Co
Page, Chas. G xi

PalsteCo., H. T ix

Paragon Fan A Motor Co.

Perrizo & Sons xix

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co xxii

Phillips, Eugene P xi

PhUllps Ins'd Wire Co.... xi

Phoenix Glass Co 1

Phosphor-Bronze S. Go. xvill

Pittsburg A L. S. Iron Co. xix
Pringle, Wm.T xxii

Queen ACo 1

RelBlnger, Hugo Hi

R. I. Teleph. A Elec. Co. svl

Rlchmondt Conduit Co.. xviil

Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.

Rockwood Mfg. Co sx
Roebling's Sons Co., J.A.

Rossiter, MacGovern & Co xlr
Roth Bros. A Co

Sage&Bro., P. B xvl

Sargent A Lundy x
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co
Schureman A Hayden.... xU
Schwalm Co., Geo. P xi

Shelby Electric Co
Siemens A Halske Electric

Co. of America vil

Simplex Elect'al Co., The, 1

Smith Co., S. Morgan.. . xvili

Smith, O. W xix

Smith, Philip xvl

Speer Carbon Go 1

Spies A Company . . sxll

Sprague Electric Co xi

Standard TeL A El. Co.

.

sv

StandardUnderg.Cable Co. 1

Stanley Electrical Mfg.Go. ix

Stanley Instrument Co... il

Sterling A Son, W. C xix
Sterling Electric Co.... xvli

Sterling Varnish Co., The i

Stewart A Co., Frank H..
Stewart Electrical Co
Stilwell-Bierce A Smith-
VaileCo xlx

Stow Mfg. Co
Stromberg-Carlson Tel.

Mfg. Co xvi
Sturtevant Co., B. F xsli

Swedish-Am. Tel. Co xv

Texas Arm A Pin Co six
Thomas. Wilcox & Dletz. svil

Torrey Cedar Co six

United states Carbon Co. 1

Valentine-Glark Co xix
Varley Duplex Mag. Co .. sv
Viaduct Mfg, Co xvi
Vitro Chrome Chem. Co. .

Vulcanized Fiber Co xxli

Wagner El. Mfg. Co 11

Wagner, Herbert A x
Walsh's Sons A Co xii

Warner Electric Co. , The
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co ix

Webster Chemical Co
Western Electric Co vil

Western El. Supply Co...

Western Tel. Const. Co... xy
Westinghouse Electric A
Manufacturing Co sx

Weston Elect'cftllnat. Co. i

White Mfg. Co., J. H i

WorceeterCo., C. H... ., xix

^or ^lasml-flod Ind^x of A.cl-vori:is9mor»-fcs S9« >aK« VI.
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ARC LAMPS, KNIFE SWITCHES, GLOBES, FLUSH PUSH,
AND SNAP SWITCHES, SHADES, CARBONS, RUBBER
COVERED WIRES, CORDS AND CABLES, ELECTRIC
LIGHTING SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

\A/R|-rE F-OR RRIOES.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY 139 Adams St, CHICAGO

ESTABLISHED 1878. INCORPORATED 1899.

J. H. BUNNELL ^ CO.,
20 PARK PLACE. Near General Postoffice, NEW TOKK.

TRADE-MARK.
Manufacturers, Importers anb Dealers in

Telegraph, Telephone, Railway and ElectriG-llghting Apparatus and

Supplies, Instruments.Batterles.lnsulated Wires & Line Equipment.
Catalogues and Circulars free on application.

Get our Special Prices before placing orders elsewhere.

We own the GOOD WILL, NAME, COPYRIGHTS, TRADE-MARKS, Patent

(So. 288881) and all other assets of the old firm of J. H. BUNNELL & CO., and
propose to maintain our rights in the premises.

J. H. BUNNEL-L- & CO.,
-Near General Postotfice,- I^^A^ Y^^rlc-

New York Office.

No. 59 W. 66tfi St.,

New York, N.Y.

Sole Agents and
Licensed Maoufacturera

In tbe United States of

America for

De Dion-Bouton

& Co.,

FRANCE.

Boston Office,

No. 268
Massachuselt'

Ave-i Boston, M^^>

Motors,

Motorcycles,

Motorettss.
Our New York Type Molorette. Weight 700 pounds.

Capacity 3 Persons. Price $1 ,200.00.
BIMPIilCITY, EA8II/Y OPERATED,

FliEXIBIIylTY, PERFECTIiY COKTBOIiI.ED,
I.ieHTNEt«t«, ABSOIiCTEIiY SAFE.

STKEXQTH, ABSENCEOF AliliOIIi AIVDDIBT,
RELIABIIilTY, ECONOUT'.

Not an EXPERIMENT, but a TRIED and PROVED SUCCESS.
Over 20,000 De DION-BOUTON MOTORS operating Motorcycles and

Motorettes. i- o

GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY: CHURCH LANE AND 37TH ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

De Plon Motor' Supplies and Batterle. Always in Stock.

C & H SELF STARTERS for electric elevators and pumps are carefully made
Vi w ni tfhkr « i HI! i kn« from the best of materials and are guaranteed to oper-
ate satisfactorily. Send for illustrated catalogue W.

The Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.,
Main Offices and Factory: MILWAUKEE, WIS.

EASTERN FACTORY: Westfield, N. J. NEW YORK OFFICE: 136 Liberty Street.

The largest and oldest manufacturers of Rheostats In the world.

6i WITHOUT A PEER"
Tliat'stlie Endorsement Given

THE '^BELDEN' SYSTEM

OF ARC LIGHTING.

MECHANICALLY PERFECT,
ARTISTIC IN DESIGN.

If you're open to conviction

send for our catalog, which

tells what an Arc Lamp
should be and what the

Belden is.

Biei-Larwill Electric & Mf|. Co.,

FT. WAYNE, IND.
AGENTS:

H. B. AUSTIN & CO., 58 W. Van Buren St., CblMgo.
C. E. WaSON, care Manufacturers' Club, Pblladelpbia, Pa.

R. N. STEWART S CO., Denver.Colo.

We are now In a position to establish desirable
agencies In all principal cities in this and foreig:n

countries.

There is No Higher-Class
For Wires and

India-Rubber Insulation
Cables thanHABIRSHANA/

ATTIX FU
Authorized Manufacturers of the

XI bi_e: -ruE \A/I Rl

1 1

The India-Rubber and Cutta-Percha Insulating Co.,

J. W. GODFREY, Manager Sales,

16 Cortlandt Street, NEW YORK

MAIN OFFICE, Glenwood Works,

YOIM K
s»n»n:«i^ nattttttttfflu

, IM. Y.
(10923)

iMMi«»»>«»«»»»:t:««:::::::;«:n::«t»nmm»aa»»—••••»•••§t&••»tm»»»»»9**nm»iii ••••
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Code of Moral Suasion and Correct Procedure

To Establish a Claim.

AMEBICAUr EliECTKIC C09IPANY,
5G £. 6tli St., St. Fanl, Ulnn.,

VS.

JOHN BOE ET AI..

Greeting;—The purchasing agent of your plant Is hereby cited and summoned to
hold a conference with himself, immediately upon receipt of this document, to then
and there decide and determine that the claims herein set forth are true, viz.:

That the undersigned carry the largest stock of up-to-date electrical supplies In

the great Northwest; that they are the exclusive selling agents in your territory for
the Western Electric Arc and Incandescent Dynamos, Fan Motors, Petite Enclosed Arc
Lamps, for both direct and alternating currents, for Simples Rubber Covered Wires and
Cables and Sunbeam Incandescent Lamps; that they are prepared to furnish anything
and everything electrical, promptly as the circumstances will warrant, and always at the
right price; that they carry in stock at St. Paul, besides all the "knlcknacks" In Sup-
plies, a large quantity of Weather Proof and Rubber Covered Wires, Circular Loom,
Iron Armored and Loricated Conduit, Cross-Arms, Cross-Arni Braces, Lag Screws, Pole
Steps, Insulators, etc. ; that they are out for business and want your orders; that
their constantly increasing trade Is evidence of the apnreclation of a thoroughly
equipped electrical supply house in the Northwest; that tms concern Is tireless in its

efforts to please, and that this Is being done can easily be established.
It, therefore, behooves you to get In line with others and send your orders

where they will receive the best attention.
Dated this 20th day of October, 1900.

[Seal.]
AMERICAN ELECTRIC COMPANY, St. Paul, Minn.

KENTUCKY

INCANDESCENT

LAMPS.
SAME PRICE TO ALL.

16 C. P., Barrel Lots, ITc. Each.

SPECIAL PRICES ON ANNUAL CONTRACTS.

KENTUCKY ELECTRICAL CO.,
Manufacturers KENTUCKY

| 'S"'a"d DYNAMOS. Owensboro, Ky.

BOSTON
CABLE CLIP!

The largest telephone companies in the
country are using them exclusively

EY /VRE:

THE BEST.
THEY WILL NOT SLIP.
THE MOST ECONOMICAL.
ADJUSTABLE TO ANY SIZE CABLE.
THE MOST DURABLE.

(millions nrOAV in use.)

CHASE-SHAWMUT GO. (s. .)

>IM, IVIi

REWARD.
Any Street Railway by using

"Shawmut"
Standard Fuses

will be amply rewarded and protected.

ft
SHAWMUT RniLWAY

FU-SE LINK
LiM/vvvMin nur.u Wpnc CO.o

Protect your Lighting circuits and car
heaters with

" Cartwright"
Enclosed Fuses

and your troubles will cease.

Chase-Shawmut Co.,
Boston, Mass.

Western Representatives; M. B. AUSTIN & Co., 56 West Van Buren St.,

Chicago, III.

A

ELECTRICAL MACHINERY
FOR POWER AND LIGHTING.

NEW YORK. N. Y., 39 Cortlandt Street. ST. LOUIS, MO., 642 Century Building.

BOSTON, MASS., 31 State Street. CHARLOTTE, N. C, 29i S. Tryon Street.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., 14 S. Broad Street. ATLANTA, GA.. English-American Building.

IWASHINGTON, D. C, Kellogg Building. DENVER. COLO., 311 Kittredge Building.

CHICAGO, ILL., Old Colony Building.

\

^''^'^rjit*''!^--'

CROCKER -WHEELER
COMPANY,

General Office and Works, Ampere, N.J.
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Ancbors (TeLATel.Pole )

.

Smith, Philip.

Aimiuiciators.
Bunnell & Co.. J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Weetem Elec. Supply Co.

Arc Ijamps.
Alden Electric Co.
American Electric Co,
Belden-Larwill El. & Mf. Co.
Central Electric Co
Pt. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.

General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Lea-Hooven Mfe. Co.
Manhattan Gen'l Const. Co.

Rossiter, Mae Govern & Co.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

AntomoMles.
DeDion-Bouton MotoretteCo.

Babbitt SEet'l and Solder.
Gr. Western Sm. and Refg.Co.

Batteries and Jars.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.

Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Federal Battery Co.

Gilchrist Jar Co,
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Carbon Co.

Ohio Electric Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Western Electric Co.
Western llect. Supply Co.

BellB, Buzzers, £tG.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec Supply Co.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dresslns*
Cllnc-Surface Mfg. Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Beltlnff.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Blowers.
Fuller Co., The.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Boilerti.
Chicago House-Wrecking Co.

BAok.8,Electrical.
Electrician PubllBDlng Co.

BrldgCN and Rntldlnes
(Steel).
American Bridge Co.

Brushes.
Becker Bros.
Central Electric Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Plbre-Graphlte Co.
SaecA Bro.. F. B.

Cables (Bee Insulated Wires.)

Cables, Electric (See Insu-
lated w Ires),Copper,Sheet
and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
New York Inn. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Western Elect. Supply Co.

Carbons.Polntn& Plates
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
National Carbon Co.
Bolsingor. Hugo.
Bpeer Carbon Co.
TJnitcd Klaics Carbon Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

CastlnsH (Iron.)
Smith Co., B. Morgan.

Chains.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co

Circuit Breakers.
Gutter Klec. 4 Mfg. Co.

Coal A Ashen Handllns
Machinery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co,

CH>llH and nacnetB.
Mlllftr-Knolilock El, M f g. Co
Varlftv Dtinlftx Matrnfil fJo.

Colorlnic (Inc. I>amn).
vitro Chrome Chemical Co.
Webster Chemical Co.

Comnoand.
DM-nwirn Drug AOhem-Wks.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
McLennan & Co., K.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
American Electric Co.
Amer. Vitrified Conduit Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrolysis Proof Conduit
Mfg. Co.

McRoy, John T.
Richmondt Conduit Co.
Sprague Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Connectors and Termi-
nals (Patent).
American Elec. Fuse Co.
McIntireCo.. The C.

Construction A Bepairs,
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors and Electric
Iii«ht Plants.
American Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Spraeue Electric Co.
Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
WestinghouseElec.& Mfg.Co.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Bridgeport Brass Co.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Runply Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkoniteCo.,The
PhiUips Insulated Wire Co.
Roeblinp's Sons Co.. J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Correspondence Schools
American School of Corresp.
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.
Int. Correspond. Schools.

CroBS-Arms. Pins and
Brackets.
Blae RldEe Locust Pin Co.
Bunnell & Co.. J. II,

Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indpis. Arm, Brack. & Pin Co.
Leavitt, R. H.
Texas Arm APln Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cut-Onts and Sit'itches.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Bunnell A. Co.. J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Cha3*'-'^ha\vmut Co.
Chicago EdlBon Co.
Electric Appliance Co
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
eeneral Elec. Co.
General Inc. A.rc Light Co.
HIU. W. S.. Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Palste Co.. H. T.
SlemonsA. llaiskcElectrlcCo.
of America.

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wctitern Electric Co.
WcHtern Elect. Supply Co,

El. <i Mfg.
Cuts,
Wentlnghousc '. Co.

Franklin En^- A Electro Co.

BynamoH and Motors.
American Electric Co.
BiinntOl A Co.,.T, 11,

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Motor and Dyii. Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Crockur-Wbeelor Coniiiany.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks.. Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfj,'. Co.
Kentucky Elec'rlcal Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co,
Ohio Klectric WorkH.
RoMsller, Mac Oovorn A Co.
Roth BroH, A Co.
Bchurcman A Haydon,

Siemens A Halske EUctrlc Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. P.

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electric Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Electric Railways.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Electrical and mechani-
cal Engineers.
Bain, Poree.
Burcb, Edward P.

Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Humphrey, Henry H.
Illinois Maintenance Co.
Sargent A Lundy.
Wagner, Herbert A.

Electrical Instruments.
Bunnell A Co.. J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chase-Sbawmut Co.
Electric Apnliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Queen A Co.
Sage A Bro., F. B.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.

of America.
Stanley Electrical M'g. Co.
Stanley Instrument Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electro- Plating Alach'y.
Besly&Co.,Cbas. H.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.

Elevators-Conveyors.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Engines, Steam.
Ball Engine Co.
Camp Engineering Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Sturtevant Co.. B. P.

Exh'stSteam Apparatus.
American District Steam Co.

Fan Outfits.
American Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co". J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Puller Co., The.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Llghi Co.
oh'o Elei-tric Works.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Siemens A Halske ElectricCo.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. P.

Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized PlbreCo.

Files,
Barnett Co., G. A H.

Fire Extinguishers.
Monarch Fire Appliance Co.

FIxtiircN and Flttlnc^.
White Mfg. Co., J. H.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Forges.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fuses and Fnse W^lre.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Central ElectricCo.
Chasc-Shawmut Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire A Mfg.Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Mclnllre Co., TboO.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Gears.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.

General F.lec. Hupplles.
Amitrlcun Eloc'rlc f:o.

Al'icn lOlcctrIc Co.
It.inn*;ll A Co.. J. H.
Ctiritral ElectricCo.
CliaKc Shawmut Co
Chicago Edison Co.
P<loctrlc Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hodgc-Walsh El, Eng. Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mlanus Electric Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Stewart A Co.. Frank H.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Globes and Electrical
Glassn'are.
Holophane Glass Co.
Phcenix Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co

Graphite Specialties.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Heaters (Feed Water),
Kelley & Son, Benj. F.

Heatinfir and Ventilating
Apparatus.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.

Holders, Inc. Ijamp.
Orescent Mfe. Co
Stewart A Co., Frank H.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing materials.
Akron Smoklne Pipe Co.
American Electrtc Co.
Bunnell A Co., ,L H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Mica Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Manhattan Elec Supply Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
MunsellA Co.. Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Okonlte Co., The.
Palste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Insulated TVIres and
Cables—magnet TVIres.
Alden Electrtc Co.
American Elec Fuse Co.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Bunnell A Co.. J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Co.

McDermld Mfg. Co.
Mlller-Knoblock El. Mfe. Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Ohio Electrtc Works.
OkoniteCo.. The.
Phillips, Eugene F.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng'8 Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elect. Const. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

liamps, Inrandese«*nt,
American F.lecinc Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Edison Decorative A Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Ce.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
General Inc. Lamp Co.
Kentucky Electrical Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co.
Shelby ElectricCo.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co,
Westlnghouee El. A Mfg. Co.

Lightning Arresters,
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Contra) Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Pt. Wavno ElGC. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

lilncmen'H Climbers.
Klein A Son, Mathlas.

magnet "Wires,
(See Insulated Wires.)

mechanical machinery.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Robertson A Sons. Jae. L.
Stilwell-Blerce Smlth-Vaile.

meters.
Diamond Meter Co.
Fort Wayne Elec. Wrks, Inc.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

mica.
Chicago Mica Co.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.

mining Apparatus, Elec.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Northern E'ec. Mfe. Co
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

motors — See Dynamos and
Motors.

Packing.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Robertson A Sons. Jaa. L.

Patent Attorneys.
Johnston. Thomas J.
Page, Chas. G.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.,Ltd.

Platinum Bought and
Sold,
Baker A Co.
Gt. West. Sm. and ReflningCo.

Poles.
Berthold A Jennings.
Davis AStitt Co.
Firkins A Co., O. W.
Fowler, John H.
Llndsley Bros. Co.
Perrizo A Sons.
Pittsburg A L. S. Iron Co.
Smith, O. AV.

Sterling A Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., Tha
Worcester Co., C. H.

Porcelain.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Poirer Transmission
Machinery.
Jeffrey Mfg.Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Smith Co., S, Morgan.
Sti'well-Bierce Sm-th-Valle.

Pulleys,
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Rockwood Mfg. Co
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
StUwell- Blerce Smith-Valle.

Ball Bondw.
American Steel A Wire Co.

Refiners.
Gt. West. Sm. and ReflningCo.

Beflectors,
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.
Paries Mfg. Co.
Klemm A Co.

Re-^Vindlng—Bepairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Armature Works.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Gregory ElectricCo.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Enc Co.
Roi^slter. Mac Govern & Co.
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Rheostats.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Elect -Ic Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arr Lt. Co.
Sage A Bro.. P. U.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Salt (Battery).
Pederal Battery Co.

Second-Hand mach'y.
Alexander, Thomas,
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Ene. Co.
Illinois Maintenance Co.
Rossiter. Mac Govern A Co.
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Walsh's Sons A Co.

Shades,
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.
Paries Mfg. Co.
Klemm A Co.
Piicltlc Kk'clrlcCo.

Soldering Flux.
Cream Flux Co.

Sparking FIngS.
Cront Manufacturing Oo.

I9peakiiiff Tubes.
Central EleclrlcCo.

^mi Irkdox of A.cl-v-»r-tlAAm9rk-fcs Soo ^mac^ III

l^ectrlc Appliance Co.

^estern Electric Co.

Western Elec. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Queen A Co.
Robertson A Sons, Jae. L.

Weston Electrical Inst. Co

Amerusan Steel A Wire Co.
Barnes Co., The Wallace.
Manross, P. N.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Gould Storage Battery Co.
Oxide Battery Co

Structural Iron Worh.
American Bridge Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American ElectricalWorks.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
material and Snitch-
boards.
American Elec Fuse Co.
American El. Telephone Co.
Bunnell A Co.. J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. A Elec. Co.
Chicago Telpphcne Sup. Co,
Couch A Seeley Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Parr Tel. A Cons. Supply Co.
Garl Electric Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co
Kansas City Tel. Mfg Co.
Kellogg Swltchb. A Sup Co
Kokomo Tel A El. Mfg. Co.
Kusel, D.A..Tel. A El. Mfg.Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McDermid Mfg. Co.
Mlanus Electric Co.
National Tel. Equlpm. Co.
North Electric Co.
E I. Telephone A Elec Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Co.
Sterling Electric Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tel. M.Co
Swedish-American Tel. Co.
Thomas. Wilcox A Dietz.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Warner Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western Tel. Const. Co.

Tools.
Klein A Son, Mathlas.

Transformers.
Alden Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Pt. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.
General ElectricCo.
Gregory Electric Co.
Rossiter, Mac Govern A Co.
Siemens A HalskeElectrlc Co.
of America,

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg.Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Trucks, £lectrlc €ar.
General Electric Co,
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

TnrblnedtWai erlVheels.
Leffel A Co.. Jas.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Blerce Smlth-Vaile.

Varnishes,
Sterling Varnish Co.

Vulcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co

Wire, Bare.
American Steel A Wire Co,
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central ElectricCo.
Driper-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
PhllllpB Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co
Western Electric Co.
Western Electrical Sup. Co.

Woodwork,Electrical.
Nobloit, E. J.

X-Bay Outflls.
Queen A Co.
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THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S

... Enclosed Arc Lamps ...

For 220 Volt Circuits.

May \ie used on no volt D. C. or

A. C. Circuits by changing

only five parts.

Burn singly on 210-250 volt circuits. Made in

two capacities—for 2 3-4 and 3 1-2 amperes. Fur-

nished with antique copper finish and black enamel

casings. Equipped with single or double globes.

General Office: Schenectady, N. Y.

Chicago Office, Honadnock Building. Sales Offices in All Large Cities.
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Siemens & Halske Electric

Go. of America,

GENERAL OFFICES, CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS,

Railway, Lighting, Power Transmission.

IMPROVED DUNCAN INTEGRATING WATTMETERS.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

Boston, Chicago, CInoinnati, Denver, New York,

Philadelphia, St. Louis, San Francisco.

Constant Current Series

Long Burning Arc Lamps.

Differentially Controlled

Direct Carbon Feed.

Easily Adjusted to Different

Currents and Voltages.

Self=Adjusting Gas Check Reg=

ulates Air Admission. Burns

150 hours with Single Trim=

ming.

Write for our "Petite Arc Lamp" Catalogue.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAQO. NEW YORK.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC COMPANY, Northwestern Agents. St. Paul, ninn.

ST. LOUIS, MO., Security Building.

ANTWERP, LONDON, PARIS,

32 Rue Boudewyns. Bridge Cfaambers, 171 QueenVlctorla 46 Avenue de Breteuji.

St., B. C, and North Woolwich, B.
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ELECTRIC LIGHT AND ELECTRIC
LIGHTING.
(Continued.)

Canynsliame, Henry. A Treatise on the Law of

Electric Ligliting, to which is added a description

of the principal apparatus used in Electric Light-
ing with illustrations. Syo. cloth $5.00

Curtis-HayTTarcI, A. C. Digest of the Law of

Electric Lighting. 4to, paper .1!i.2D

Cusliins, H. C, Jr. Standard Wiring for Electric

Light and Power. A compilation of formulae,

rules and requirements from the most modem prac-

tice, and in accordance with the rules and require-

ments of the Boston Fire Underwriters' Union, the

?few England Insurance Exchange, and as recom-

mended by the Undei-writers' International Elec-

tric Association. 12mo, leather 31.no

De Seg'niiclo, E. C. Domestic Electric Lighting

treated from the Consumer's Point of view. 16mo,

sewed $0.50

Dibdin, TV. J. Practical Photometry; a Guide to the

Study of the Measurement of Light, with numer-

ous illustrations. 12mo, cloth .?3.00

Electric Ligliting and Transmission of
Po^wer. Manual for Preparing Approximate

Schemes and Estimates. Edited by the ^llgemeine

Elektricitaets-Gesellschaft, Berlin. Bound in cel-

luloid, red edges .$5.00

Electric Ligliting Act, 1SS3. Minutes of Evi-

dence given before the Select Committee of the

House of Commons, and Full Text of the Act,

12mo, half roan $2.00

Fleming, J, A. Electric Lamps and Electric Light-

ing. Being a Course of Four Lectures delivered

at the Royal Institution, April-May, 1S94. 8vo,

cloth. London, 1S94 .?3.00

Foster, Horatio A. Central Station Manage-
ment and Finance. Svo. cloth $1.50

Francisco, SI. J. Municipalities vs. Private cor-

porations .?1.00

Gentscli, "Willielm. The Incandescent Gas Light;

Its History, Character and Operation. Translated

by Sidney A. Reeve $1.50

Gordon, J. E. H. A Practical Treatise on Electric

Lighting. With 23 full-page plates and many illus-

trations. Svo, cloth $4.50

Gor<lon, Mrs. J. E. H. and J. E. H. Decorative
Electricity With a chapter on Fire Rists. Svo,

cloth. Illustrated $2.50

Gny, Ai'tlinr F. Electric Light and Power, giving

the result of practical experience in Central Sta-

tion Work. Svo, cloth. Illustrated .1:2.50

Hedges, KillingTvortli. Continental Electric

Light Central Stations. AVith notes on the Meth-
ods IQ Actual Practice for Distributing Electricity

in towns. Compiled in part from the Reports made
for the Congress of the German Municipal Author-

ities on the occasion of their visit to the Interna-

tional Electrical Exhibition at Frankfort, 26th-

29th August, 1891. Illustrated. 4to, cloth. Lon-
don, 1892 $6.00

The various installations are grouped under the
headings of Part I.—High Pressure; Part II.

—

IjOw
I-'ressure;

In Part III. Is a description of the pioneer enter-
prise of transmitting the power of the waterfalls
at LauEfen as electrical energy to Franlifort, a dis-
tance of 108 miles.

Hering, Carl. Universal Wiring Computer for de-

termining the size of Wires for incandescent Elec-

tric Lamps, Leads and for distribution in general,

without calculation, formula or knowledge of Math-
ematics, with some notes on wiring and a set of
auxiliary tables. 12mo, cloth $1.00

HolmcK, A. Bromley. The Electric Light popu-
larly explained. 30 illustrations. Fifth edition.

12mo. boards. Illustrated .$0.50

Hopkinson, Dr. John. Dynamic Electricity; Ita

Modem Use and Measurement, chiefly In its Ap-
plJcation to Electric Lighting and Telegraphy; in-

cladlDff (1.) some Points in Electric Lighting. 11.

On the Measurement of Electricity for Commercial
Purposes. By .7. N, Schoolbred. HI. Electric
Light Arithmetic, By R. E. Day. ICmo. boards.
(Van Nostrand'a Science Series No, 71) $0.50

HouHton, Prof. E. J., and Kcnnelly, A. E.
Electric Arc Llglitlng (Elementary Electro-Tech-
nical Series). lOrno. cloth. 1:55 Illustrations. ..$1,00

HouHton, Prof. E. J., and Kennclly, A. E.
Electric Incandescent Lighting. (Elementary Elec-
tro-Technical .Series). lOmo, cloth. 140 Illustra-

tions $1.00
IngllH, .InmcH. Artistic Lighting. To which Is

added "At Home" Portralturo with Daylight and
FhiBhllght. By F. Dnndns Todd. ]2mo, cloth.

$1.00

RKRT III.

Kennedy, Rankin. Photographic and Optical

Electric Lamps. A Treatise for Photographers,

Photo-Electric Printers, Etchers and Engravei-a,

And including Apparatus for copying Purposes for

Knglneers and Architects. 12mo, cloth. Illustra-

tions $1.00

Kniglit, J, H. Electric Light for Country Houses.
A Practical Hand-Eook on the Erection and Run-
ning of Small Installations, with Particulars of

the Cost of Plant and Working. 12mo, paper.

$0.50

Latimer, L. H., Field, C. J. and Howell, J.
"W. Incandescent Electric Lighting. A Practi-

cal Description of the Edison System, to which
Is added the Design and Operation of Incandescent

Stations, by C. J. Field, a description of the Edi-

son Electrolytic Meter, by A. E. Kennelly, and a

Paper on the Maximum Efficiency of Incandescent

Lamps, by J. W. Howell. Illustrated. 16mo,

boards. (No. 57 Van Nostrand's Science Series.)

$0.50

Marine Electric Ligkting. Electricity in

Ships of War, Vessels of the Mercantile Marine,

Yachts, Lighthouses, Harbors and Docks. Being

Special Number of "Electric Plant" .Tan. 1st, 1S93.

Numerous illustrations, 8 plates, 4to, paper.. $2.00

Martin, T. C. Inventions, Researches and Writings

of Nikola Tesla. With special reference to his

work in polyphase currents and high potential

lighting. Svo, cloth. 500 pages. 300 illustrations.

2d edition $7.50

May, Dr. O. Popular Instructor for the Manage-

ment of Electric Lighting Plants. Pocket size

$1.00

An indispensable handbook for persons in charge
of Electric Lighting plants, more particularly those
who have had little or no technical training.

May, Dr. O. Table of Electric Conductors. Show-
,

ing the relation between (1) The sectional area,

diameter of conductors, loss of potential, strength

of current, and length of conductors ; (2) The

economics of
' incandescent lamps, their candle-

power, potential, and strength of current; (3) The

Sectional area, diameters of conductors, and

strength of current per square inch. For olDce use,

printed on cardboard, with metal edges and sus-

pended, or for the pocket, mouiited on linen, in

strong case, each $1.00

Maycock, W. Perren. Electric Lighting and

Power Distribution. An elementary manual for

students preparing for the ordinary grade exam-

ination of the City and Guilds of London Institute.

Part I. M'ith original questions, and ruled pages

for notes, 123 illustrations and diagrams. 12mo,

paper $0.75

Part H. 12mo, paper. London, 1893 $1.00

Part III (Final), 12mo, paper. N, Y., 1893.. $0.75

Merrill, E. A. Electric Lighting Specifications for

the use of Engineers and Architects. 12mo, cloth.

N. Y., 1896 $1.50

Noll, Augustas. How to Wire Buildings: A
Manual of the art of interior wiring. Fourth edi-

tion. Svo. cloth. Illustrated. N. Y., 1895. .$1.50

Palaz, A. (Sc. D., Professor of Industrial Elec-

tricity in the Science Faculty of the University

of Lausanne). Treatise on Industrial Photometry,

specially applied to Electric Lighting. Trans-

lated from the French by Professor G. W. Patter-

son, Jr., M. A., E. S., Assistant Professor of

Physics In the University of Michigan, and M. R.

Patterson,- B. A. 2d edition, revised. Fully

illustrated. Svo, cloth $4-00

Pope, F. li. Evolution of the Electric Incandescent

Lamp. 91 pages, with Illustrations. Svo. cloth.

New York, 1889 $1.00

Pritcliard, G. The Manufacture of Electric Light

Carbons. Svo, paper. London, 1890 $0.60

Ram, Gilbert S. The Incandescent Lamp and Its

Manufacture. Svo, cloth. 21S pages, with 69

Illustrations. London, 1893 $3.00

Randall, J. E. A Practical Treatise on the In-

candescent Lamp. lOmo, cloth. Lynn, 1891.. $0.50

A practical hand-book, giving information as to

tlio origin, development, manufacture and future

of the Incandescent lami>.

RapUael, P. C. Localization of Faults In Elec-

tric Light Mains. Svo, cloth $2.00

Regan, H. C. Electrical Engineers' and Students'

Chart and Hand-Book of the Brush Arc Light Sys-

tem. London, 1805 .$1.00

Report on Ligliting Ity Electricity. Or-

dered by the House of Commons to he printed,

Juno, 1870. Small folio, with JlUistratlons and
plntos, London, 1870 $2.00

Russell, Stuart A. Electric Light Cables and
the Distribution of Electricity. 107 illustrations.

Svo, cloth. London. 1892 $2.25

Salomons, Sir David. Electric Light Installa-

tions. Vol. I. The Management of Accumulators.
A practical hand-book. 7th edition, revised and
enlarged. With illustrations. 12mo, cloth $1.50

Salomons, Sir David. Electric Light Installa-

tions. Vol, H. Apparatus. A practical hand-

hook. 7th edition, revised and enlarged. With 296

illustrations. 12mo, cloth ' $2.25

Salomons, Sir David. Electric Light Installa-

tions. Vol, HI. Application. A practical hand-
book, 7th edition, revised and enlarged. With il-

lustrations, 12mo. cloth $1.50

Sawyer, W. E. Electric Lighting by Incandes-

cence, and its Application to Interior Illustrations,

A practical treatise, with 90 Illustrations. Svo,

cloth. New York, 1881. (Scarce)

Sorutton, Percy E. Electricity in Town and
Country Houses. 12mo, cloth, Illustrat-ed. Lon-
don, 1898 $1.00

Slingo, W., and Urooker, A. Electrical En-
gineering for Electric Light Artisans and Students.

Svo, cloth. With 307 illustrations. New revised

edition. London, 1895 .$3.50

Stepken, V. Wrinkles In Electric Lighting. 12mo,

cloth. 23 illustrations. 4th edition. London,
1895 $1.00

Tkurston, Prof. R. H. Stationary Steam En-
gines, especially adapted to Electric Lighting Pur-

poses. Treating of the development of Steam En-
gines, the Principles of Construction and Economy,
with description of Moderate and High Speed En-
gines. With many folding plates. 12mo, cloth.

$1.50

Trevert, Edvrard. Everybody's Handbook of

Electricity, with Glossary of Electrical Terms and
Tables for Incandescent Wiring. 12mo, paper. Re-
vised and Enlarged. Seventh edition $0.25

Cloth $0.50

" Urqukart, J. W. Electric Light; its Production

and Use. Embodying plain directions for the treat-

ment of dynamo electric machines, batteries, ac-

cumulators and electric lamps. Fifth edition, re-

written, with large additions. Numerous illustra-

tions. 12mo. cloth $3.00

Uraukart, J. "W. Electric Light Fitting, A Hand-

book for Working Electrical Engineers. Embody-
ing Practical Notes on Installation Management.

Second edition, with additional chapters. With

numerous illustrations. 12mo. cloth $2.00

UrquKart, J. W. Electric Ship-Lighting:. A
Handbook of the Practical Fitting and Running of

Ships' Electrical Plant, for the use of Ship Own-

ers, and Builders, Marine Electricians and Sea-

going Engineers in Charge, 88 illustrations. 12mo,

cloth $3.00

Verity, Jokn B. BlectTicity up-to-date, for Light,

Power and Traction. Illustrated. 12mo, cloth,

4th edition $1.00

AValker, Sidney F. How to Light a Colliery by

Electricity. Reprinted by permission from the

Transactions of the Brit. Soc. Min. Students. 4to,

cloth $0.75

Walker, Sidney P. Electric Wghting for Marinn

Engineers, or How to Light a Ship by the Electric

Light and How to Keep the Apparatus in Order.

134 illustrations. 12mo, cloth. London, 1892,

$2.00

Wekber, W. H. V. The Science and Practice of

Lighting, as Applied to Streets, Open Spaces and

Interiors. An Elementary Stud>. A series of arti-

cles contributed to the "Journal of Gas Lighting,"

etc. Svo. cloth. London, 1S92 $1.50

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Atkinson, Philip. Power Transmitted by Elec-

tricity. 1899. Pp. Is, 241. (2d edition, fully

revised) $2.00

Bell, Louis. Power Distribution for Electric Rail-

roads. Svo, cloth. New Yorit, 1897 $2.50

Contents: Chapter 1. Fundamental Principles.
2. The Return Circuit. 3. Direct Feeding Sys-
tems. 4, Special Methods of Distribution, 5.

Sub-stations, 6, Transmission of Power for Sub-
stations, 7. Alternating Motors for Railway Work,
S. Int)enirhan and Cross Country Work. 0:

Fast and Heavy Railway Service.

Bootli's Street Railway LaTr $G.00

(To he Con fin lied.)

Any electrical book published sent on receipt of price. Send for complete catalog.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., = 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.
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Dearborn
Drus and Chemical \A/'orlcs,
l.abora'tories---^A/^a-te^ CKiemis-ts.
Vese-table Boiler Compounds.

ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES. WATERS FREE. OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS,
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

IMPROVED

WARREN
m ALTERNATOR
' "1 SANDUSKY

OHIO

Alden Electric Co.
(Formerly Alden & Co.)

WILL OCCUPY THEIR BUILDING AT

52 and 54 W. Van Buren St., Chicago,
on and after October ist and will have in stock

All Lines of General Electric Supplies.

"'^:^^.T- insulated Wires and Cables, ratCr,"

PITTSBURG TRANSFORMERS. "L.-H." ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS.

UP-TO-DATE ELECTRICAL GOODS.

This Trade=MarkRos:uet Sl'^TH%—^-^^^—^^—^^^^^—^^^——^ Branches, EdisonCut-Outs

3» Guarantees Satisfaction
Switches, etc. •— .

PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CHICAQO.

C^IM ^UITS.
Electrolysisproof Linings

and Coverings.
Two of the best known non-

conductors of the electric age
combined.

An absolute non-conductor. COMPOSBD OF ASFIIAI.T AND FAFEB.
Perfect insulation guaran-
teed. Water-tight joints. No scratching of cables. No deterioration. Costs less laid in complete
state than any conduit on market. Quickly and easily handled. No skilled workmen required.
Made in 7-foot lengths; 3-in. internal diameter; weight, 21b- to foot; made in desired sizes from
2 in. to 10 in. Manufacturers of Electrolysisproof Insulating Materials, Distributing Box and
Post Linings, Pipe Cjverlngs, Etc.

OFFICE, 605 Manhattan Building. CHICAGO. ILL.
FACTORY. BLUE ISLAND.ELECTROLYSISPROOF CONDUIT MF6.G0.,

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

tt-17 CirtluM St.,Hn Ytifc.
RlNCHES-i CHICAGO: BOSTON:

134 Congrats SI .

SAN FRANCISCO:
71 Flaad BiINIh-

Alternating or Direct Current

Generators """ Motors.
Factory and Shop Equipments, flining. Railway and
Lighting Worl<.

Power Plants for Long Distance Transmission.

Catalogues and Circulars on request. Correspondence solicited from manufac-
turers, machine tool makers, mine operators, railways, etc.

TRANSFORMERS, INSTRUMENTS, SWITCHBOARDS.

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.,
Pittsfield, Mass.

Northern Electrical Mig. Co.,

Madison, Wis.
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TN the transformation of an Electric Lighting

plant from a mere means of lighting into a

profitable investment, the transformer plays

an important part. We sell the transformer.

The transformer is the "Packard Mark VI."

Of unique construction—in eflfectiveness, the

leading converter in the World's Electrical

market. We tell more in a little book which
we will send if you want it.

SrUiUBER 13 DISTBIBI]TIK<,i BOARU.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., Chicago. *""E„'?[^AM^^^.l"'^ ™?5„^°-'
Electrical Supplies.

I

«-r'«*«£j.r.-i«^ ^^^^..^^345-347 S. Canal St., CHICAGO.

INDIA 8c AMBER

ITif
IN ANY SHAPE OR PATTERN.

EMPIRE i MIC
Cloths <jn«l l'j|><?r*.

COIVIPOLI^/D

EiigenciMiinst'll.sCo Miai liKiilrirorG).

1

i
. <^:VJ

\V^ INSULATOR \
REOI t.TE n C D.

ENGINEERING.HERBERT A. WAGNER,
Consulting Engineer

Railway Lighting and Power Plants,

41B LOCUST ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

CARGENT & LUNDY,

Engineers,

II40 MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO

FREDERICK SARGENT. A. D. LUNDY.

Send for Circular and

Prices.

Manufactured by 1
HARTWIG & MILLER,

DETROIT. MICH.

Crest

Manufacturing

Co.,
Cambrldgeport, Mass.

GASOLINE MOTORS
AND

SPARKING PLUGS.

HAZARD MANUFACTURING CO.,

Wires AND Gables.
HIGH-GRADE RUBBER-

COVERED,
WEATHERPROOF

SekebaI; Office and Works,
Wllliesbarre. Pa.

MAGNET, OFFICE, ANNUNCIATOR WIRE.
New York Office, Chicago Office,

60 Dey St. 1201-2 Marquette Bldg

Gale's Commutator
Compound.
The Only Article That Will Prevent Sparking.

Will keep the Commutator in good condition and prevent cutting. Absolutely will not gum the brushes.

SOc. per stick. 85.00 per dozeu Send 5Uc. for trial stick.

FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES OR

K. Mclennan & co„
Sole Atannfactnrers,

909, 100 TTaaliinston Street, CHICAGO.

The Fibre-Graphite Commutaior Brush.
|

r

\

i Holmes Fibre -Graphite Mfg. Co.,

\ 6166 Wakefield SI.. Germanlown, PHILADELPHIA.

(U. S. and Foreign Patents.)

No Sparking Dnder Varying Load.

No Wear on Commutator.

No Shitting of Quadrant.

80 per cent. Pure Graphite.

For Sample Order, and Prices, write to

flBRE-QRimml^

xoMMimfoSml

JOHN T. McROY
302 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

138 WASHINGTON ST., CHICASO

COAL AND ASHES HANDLING
MACHINERY. SHAFTING, PULLEYS,

CLUTCHES. PATENT rwiACHINE-MOULDED
ROPE SHEAVES. ETC.

CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION.

LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO.,
Engineers. Founders. Machinists.

CHICAGO. U. S. A.

CREAM FLUX
AN ABSOIiVTEI/T KOBI-CORROSITE IIHSVLiATINe
80I.»BBIN4> FI.VX FOB ALL, METAIiS.

Contains no acid or any element Injurious to electrical connections,

ENDORSED BY THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS AND ALL USERS.

YOU CAN make more tban double the number of perfect connections In one-half the time
with Cream Flux than you can with the name amount of any other flux. Put up In cans at
].5c,. 25c.. GOc, and V-'jc. Special prices in quantity. Send 16c. for trlul box. We guaraotee
II mod It not aatlsfaciory money witl be refunded.

THIH Il» WHAT ONE Ut»Kll HAS TO BAV OF IT:
it A FTKR having tried the various HoldcrluK Halts on tho market, and after giving your
^*- Cream Flux Hcvere tesiB on heavy cable conneclions, and on tlic tluest stranded

flexible droi> cord work, we can safely nay It meets all claims you make for It. i consider It

one of the best ever olTered for sale. Very truly,
"Per J, H. Ooohst, Constr. Supt, CIliCAGO EDISON CO."

FOB HATiK BY ALL HIJPPLY BOUMKH OB

CREAM FLUX CO.,
Solo ManufQcturors,

100 Washington St., CHICAGO.

The General Electric Company

Has designed a special X-Ray Tube for use witli

Static Macliines or Heavy Discliarge Coils, used in

conjunction with the Wehnelt Interrupter.

Send for Catalogue No. 9050.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND MINIATURE
LAMP DEPARTMENT,

Harrison, N. J.
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VaAHK N. PHILLIPS, PnEClOKNT.
•. H. WAOENBEILt TnEAVUiiEn.

EUGENE F. PHILLIPS.
GKNKBAL MANAOKIt.

t. ROWLAND PHILLIPS, Vtoc-Pnn.
C. n. RKMINQTON, JR., Sc«.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
- - PBOTTDEIVGE, B. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE.
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire.
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

Nbw Yobk Store, W. J. Watson, 26 Cortluidt St.

Ohioaoo Stokk, F. E. DonahoB, 241 Madlion St.

MoNTBBAL BBAifCH, Eufene F. FhllllpB* Eleotrteal Works.

M*IN OFFICES AND FACTORIES. PHILLIPSDikLE. R. I.

CIHA,J O. l=>AOI
PATENT ATTORNEY,

185 Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.,

Has attended to all of our patent matters con-

tinuously since 1S91. Morgan & Wright, Chicago.

Six Years with General Electric Company.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,
Counsellor at Law,

No. 66 Broadway, - NEW YORK CITY.

Patent Causes. Patent Soliciting.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
MANUFACTURERS OF

STEEIi OVTIiET AlH) JUNCTION BOXES,
SWrrOHBOAHDS, PAJTCIi BOARDS, SWITCHES, KTOc

ii»Ti^J^, NK^A^ YOMK.

WE EXCEL AND UNDERSELL ALL.

WB ARE SELLISG
BBiterylliiiRiiigl.Bnips 11(1.00

Telcplioue, complete, - aH5
Electric Door Bells, - - ].«<)

Electric Cnrriage Lights, 5.UII

Baliery Fan Motor, - - ti.HS

Electric HbikI T.Hiucriis, 2.U0
PoL-kci Flash Lights, - I..W
Miniature Electric La.iipK. .<0

Vi Medical Baltcries, - H.95
Genuine Electric Bells, 1 OU
?12Bell with Suspensory, 3.60

grrti.h Onlfils, - - '2.1f>

Battery Motorsfrciii |] to 12 UO
Katierr Table I.anipE, - 3.00
Necktie LiRhls. 76 cts. lo 3.00
Bicycle Electric Liglils. 2.23
Electric Cap Lights, - 200
Electric Itaihvay, - - a.EiO

Battery Student Lamp, - 4.00
T>ry Batteries. perdozen, i.-Jh

Electric Books at low prices.

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS
CLEVELAND. O.

lleadiiuarters for Electric
NoTeiiiesand Supplies.

Agents nanteil. Send for Ne

WRITE FOU CATArO«iilIC: A1!«I>

BISCOUWT HH£ET.

CHICAGO
TO

NEW YORK
AND

BOSTON
VIA THE POPULAR

West Shore
Route.

Through Sleeping and Dining Car service

via NICKEL PLATE or WABASH from

Chicago. Passengers via this favorite

route arrive in New York at Up Town
Station, +£d Street, the center of the

Hotel and Shopping District, or Down
Town at Franklin Street Station, in clcse

proximity to all Ocean Steamship Docks,

Jersey City and Brooklyn.

For Tickets. Sleeping Car space and

further information, call on or address

J. J. McCarthy, Q.w. p. A.,

205 South Clark St., Chicago, III.

iS»:9»»x«sc8»»»M»»x8:K8X«8:«8Ka

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT CO.,
Factory and General Offices: 672-578 FIRST AVENUE, NEW YORK.

TRADE ^^ I
MARK.

Manufacturers of HIGH-GRADE'eLECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
WRITE rOR ATTRACTIVE BULLETINS.

CHICAGO. ILL.. 48 West Jackson Boulevard. I

PH1LADELPHL4, PA., 322 Drexel Building.
BOSTON. MASS., 31 Milk Street.
ST. LOUIS. MO.. 633 Century Building.
CLEVELAND. OHIO, 39-47 Bast Prospect Street.
MIXWAUKEE. WIS., 408 Uihlein BuUdine.

I

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.
DENVER. COLO..
CINCINNATI. OHIO,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL..
CHAKLOTTK. N. C.
EXPORT DEPABTMENT, N

olttGuamnty Building
621 Itith Street

57Perin Bufldlng'
598Parrott Building'
T. M. C. A. Building"
y., 672-578 First Ave"

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

0. K."WeatlierproofWire.

Slow-Burning Weatherproof

and Slow-Biirnlng Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,
Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.

THE LUNDELL
|

"SPLIT-POLE" }

GENERATOR
j

Is so named because of the
peculiar construction of the
pole pieces. It is the most
efiScient Generator on the
market. Its remarkable ad-
vantages are fully described
in our Catalogue No. 03100.
Free on application.

SPRACUE ELECTRIC CO.,
General Offices: 527-531 West 34th Street, NEW YORK.

CHECAQO: BOSTON:
Fisher Building. 275 Devonshire Street.

ST. LOUIS: I
Security Building;. I

CEO. F. SCHWALM CO.,

FOR SPOT CASH
BURNED OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND BASES.

HARRISON. N.J.

FREE REFERENCE

BOOK. BOUND IN CLOTH,
CONTAINING

100 Pages of Useful iHFORiATiOH.

I will send a copy of this book FRF.K on re-
ceipt of four cents postage, to anyone interested
in the subjects enumerated, and who will appre-
ciate the book; but it is not intended for waste
basket distribution.

It is replete with concise tables, explicit form-
uhv, recognized rules, apt suggestionsand stand-
ard data o£ Inestimable value for constant every-
day use to the Mechanic, Electrician, Engineer.
Manuiacturer, Inventor and other practical
business men. A serviceable companion and a
persistent educator.
A handsome morocco leather card-case and

book cover, like above cut, for preserving this
most valuable compendium of useful informa-
tion, has been especially designed for this pur-
pose and will be furnished at wholesale rates of
25 cftnts each

PARAGON REFLECTORS
Siiver=Plated
Mirror Reflectors.

A deep cone, for use with any system of

incandescent electric light, where it is

desired to concentrate a very powerful
light on a small space. Lined with silver-

plated mirror-plate glass. Increases the
light from twelve to fifteen times. Most
valuable in show windows and over ma-
chines, work-benches, type cases, etc., etc.

Thousands of this style used in show windows.
Qet our Catalogue and Prices.

American Reflector & Lighting Co.,
271-273 FRANKLIN ST.. CHICAGO.

EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

POn QAS ENGINES.

LOT MACHINES,

AUTOMOBILES,

RAILROAD SIGNALS,

CROSSING SELLS,

SMALL MOTORS.

ETC.

CONSTANT CURRENT.

NO LOCAL ACTION.

WILL NOT FREEZE.

LIQUID TIGHT

CELLS FOR

PORTABLE

WORK.

FULL DESCRIPTION IN BOOKLET NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
135 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.
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WANTED.
Position as electrician, engineer or superin-

tendent of a lighting or railway plant. Have
good practical experience and a thorough
lecbnicaltralning. Thoroughly familiar with
construction work. Am willing to invest in

well located plant or will lease. First-class ref-

erences. Address "L. M. S.." care Western Elec-

trician, 510 Marquette Bldg.. Chicago.

WANTED.
To correspond with parties having electric-

light plant or telephone exchange for sale, or

knowing of good opening for either, in town of

from 1.800 to G.OOO inhabitants. West preferred.

Address " C 27." care Western Electrician, 510

Marquette Building. Chicago.

SITUATION WANTED
By electrician andengineer. 16 years' experi-

ence operating Lighting and Street Railway
Systems. Good armature winder. Refer nces
furnished. Address ARMATURE," care West-
ern Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg.. Chicago.

POSITION WANTED
An industrious, sober and reliable ma-n wants

a steady position at reasonable compensa-
tion; has had extended experience in erection

of elevators and engines, and in running elec-

tric light and power plants. Is a practical me-
rhanic. Willing to go anywhere. Address
GEO. STUBBS, 264 Reynolds St., Rochester,

New York.

WANTED.
Position as superintendent, electrician or

asslstant.in a power or lighting plant. Have had
4 years' experience in power and lighting plant.

Am single, do not drink, and can give good
references. Address "E. F.." care of Western
Electrician. 5i0 Maniue.tte Bldg., Chicago

WANTED TO BUY.
We are in the market for good second-hand

tlgh-speed Automatic and Corliss engines. We
want several such at once. Write us, giving

full particulars.

CAMP ENGINEERING CO.,

ISSouth Canal Street, Chicago, III.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

WALSH'S SONS & CO.,
lEO WASHINGTON ST.. NEWARK. N. J.

FOR SALE.
One-third or one-half interest in an up-to-

date electric light plant in one of the be.st towns
in Kentucky, to a competent engineer and
electrician, or will employ a good man to take
charge of plant. Address "KENTUCKY," care

Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg., Chi-
cago.

FOR SALE-A BARGAIN.
118 cells, Chloride make, size 7x7x10^4 in.

THOS. ALEXANDER,''' iHlrA^r^'

CARBONS.
We have for sale lot of 100,000 Electric

Light Carbons, best German makes,

various sizes. Address for particulars

A. KERN & CO.,
1 57 Cedar St. NEW YORK.

EXCEPTIONAL BARGAINS!
4—45-K. W., Edison, bipolar, iio-volt

dynamos.
i_New4o-K. W., Stanley, two- phase, 2,000-

volt alternator.

I—400-ampere-hour, Chloride Accumula-
tor Co., storage battery.

I—15 X 14 Ideal engine.

I—14/^x15 Mcintosh & Seymour engine.

2— 18)^ X 18 Ideal engines.

I—20x36x18 Ball, cross-compound engine.

I—7^ X 5 X 6 Duplex feed pump.
I— i,ooo-H. P. Austin open heater.

Write for our latest price list No. 40.

Illinois Maintenance Company,
E.H.CHENEY, Mgr. 204 Dearborn St., Chicago.

SECOND-HAND
Dynamos and Motors.

We inTite correspondence
with those wishing to

buy or sell.

SCHUREMAN & HAYDEN,

140 S. Gllnton St., Chicago.

BIDS FOR LIGHTING.
The City of Big Rapids will receive

bids to and including December 3d next, at

seven o'clock P. M., for the furnishing of

not less than fifty street lights. Bids to

be made for twelve hundred and two

thousand candlepower lights. Bids to be

made upon the midnight, moonlight and

all-night schedules, and for one, three or

five year contract. All bids to be accom-

panied by certified check for S300 00. The

right is reserved to reject any or all bids

Address correspondence to City Clerk,

Dated Oct. 25, 1900. Big Rapids, Mich.

Henry H, Humphrey,
Consulting
Electrical Engineer.

Central Lighting Stations.

Electric Power Transmission.

543. 544 ^^^ 545 Century Bldg., St.Louis.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER-
ING TAUGHT BY MAIL.

Write (or ouc free illustrated book.

"Can I Bicome aa Electrical Eagfoeir?"

We teach Electrical Entrineerinff, Elec-
tric Lighting, Electric Railways, Mrchaii-
ical Engineering, Mechanical Drawing,
etc., at your home, by mail. Institute
indorsed by ThoB. A. Edison.

Electrical Engineer Institute,

Dept. K. 240-242 W. 23d St., New York.

PROPOSALS FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

Bids are hereby invited for the electric

lighting of the city of Shreveport, La., for

a period of five years, from June i, 1901.

The system shall be the Thomson-

Houston, the General Electric, or equally

as good.

The number of arc lights to be not less

than one hundred, and subject to be in-

creased to two hundred.

Bids shall specify the charge for arc

lights, and also for incandescent lights.

Bids shall also specify the maximum charge

to be made for private consumers of arc

and incandescent lights.

A certified check for $2,500 to accom-

pany each bid.

The city reserves the right to reject any

and all bids

The successful bidder shall be required

to give bond for faithful performance.

The arc lights for street lighting shall

burn every night, and shall be at least

2,000 candlepower.

All bids shall be in the hands of the

comptroller by 6 p. m. of December i,

1900

N. B. MURFF, Comptroller,

City of Shreveport, La.

M^\ IRIIMO.
The satisfactory kind that brings your second order.

Armatures, transformers and fields rewound. Commutators refilled. Machintj
rebuilt. All work guaranteed. Low prices. Write us.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL REPAIR CO.,
L. D. Telephone, Main 5114. 141 S. Clinton Street, CHICAGO.

MANUFACTURERS
BABBITT METAL, BAR. WIRE SOLDER,

PIG LEAD, INGOT COPPER. SPELTER, ETC.

GREATWESTERN SMELTING AND REFINIKG CO., Chicago

iio-Volt Incandescent Dynamos.

X 12-ligbt Hartley, self-oiler, multipoliir.

I 12-light Edison, % K. W., self-oiler.

1 2o-light Edison, ly. K. W., self-oiler.

1 50-light Hawkeye.
1 50-light Card, self-oiler.

1 50-light Nowotny, self-oiler.

1 50-light C. & O,, self-oiler.

1 50-light Mather.
1 60-light Thomson-Houston.
1 70-light Crocker-Wheeler, slow-speed.

2 90-light AVestinghouse, self-olIers.

1 lOO-Ught J. & C, self-oiler.

1 125-llght Crooker-Wheeler, self-oiler.

1 ICO-llght Card, self-oiler.

1 ISO-light Edison, self-oUer, % K. W.
2 ISO-light Siemens & Halsko. M. P.

1 200-llght Western Electric, self-oiler,

compound.
2 210-light Efiisou, self-oilers, J2 K. W.
1 250-light Westlnghouse.
1 250-light Commercial, comp., self-oiler.

1 250-llglit Eddy, self-ollcr.

1 270-llght General Electric, 15 K. W.,
M. I*., direct-connected.

1 270-llght Northern, M. P.. comp., self-

oiler.

2 270-light Westingliousc, M. P.

1 200-llght Jeuney, self-oiler, compound.

H 300-llght Columbian, multipolar.

1 340-llEht Eddy, self-oller, compound.
2 350-llght Hawkeye, compound.
1 350-llght National, Bolf-oiier, compound.
I 350-llglit Edison, 20 K. W., self-oiler.

1 SJO-llght Western Electric.

1 SCO-light Duplex multipolar.

4 .MO-llght Edison, 30 K. W., seltoilers.

1 540-Ilghl Siiunens & Halskc. M. P., self,

oiler, compound, slow speed.

1 CtXI-llglit Elckmeyer.
1 700-llglit Siemens & Halsko, 40 K. W.,

multipolar, slow speed.

2 700-llght WcstlnKhouse, 10-pole, slow
Bpcetl, 40 K. W., self-oilers,
new,

4 800-llBhtE<llKnu, 45 K. W., «elf-oller«.

1 ISSO-ilKht Wiiddell-Enz. 80 K. W., M. P.,

for direct connection.

220-Volt Qenerators.

1 a<A K. W. WcstlnghouBc, muitlpolur,
1 9 K. W. Lunilill, Helf-ollcr.

regory:
ELECTRIC CO.

54-62 5.CL1NTOM ST. CHICAGO.

220-Volt Qenerators—Continued.

1 10 K. W. Lundell. self-oiler, multipolar,
slow speed.

1 12 K. W. Edison, self-oUer.
1 15 K. W. Edison, compound, self-oiler.
1 25 K. W. Edison, self-oller.

1 50 K. W. Westlnghouse, self-oller, comp.

500-Volt Qenerators.

2 15 K. W. Edison, sclf-ollers.

1 15 K. W. T.-H., self-oller.
1 25 K. W. T.-H., self-oller, D. 25, comp.
1 25 K. W. Edison, self-oller.
1 35 K. W. Mather, self-oller.
2 45 K. W. Edison, compound, self-oilers.

1 75 K. W. Westlnghouse, M. P., self-oiler.

1 75 K. W. Westlnghouse, Kodak set, direct
connected.

Alternating Qenerators.

1 360-llght

2 COO-IlgUt

1 GOO-llght

1 600-llght

2 650-Ilght

2 760-llght

1 1000-llght

1 12001lght

1 1200-llght

1 1200-llght

2 1300-llght

Thomson-Houston, A. 18, comp.
wound.

Thomson-Houston, A. G, 30 K.
W., self-oilers.

Thomson-Houston, 30 K. W., two-
phase.

T.-H., 30 K. W.. slotted arma-
ture, coin|)Oiind, self-oller.

Thoii.s.,11 Ilciislun, A. 35, self-oil-

ers, lonjjiosili; wound.
Westingh.juse, self-oilers, 37'/. K.
W.

Wood, 60 K. W., self-oller,

toothed armature, comp. wound.
Wcstinghousc. 60 K W.. self-

oller, toothed armature.
T.-II.. GO K. W., self-oller,

toothed armature.
General Electric, A. 60, compos-

ite wound, toothed armature,
self-oller,

T,-n,. A. 70. 1100 volts, sclf-oll-

ers. compound wound.

Alternating Qenerators—Continued.

1 1500-light Wood, 7.1 K. W., self-oiler, comp,
wound, toothed armature.
IGSOO alternations, 1100 volts,
complete with exciter.

1 2000-llght Thomson-Houston, 100 IC. W.,
toothed armature.

1 4000-Iight Wood, 200 K. W., self-oiler,
compound wound, slotted ar-
mature.

Arc Dynamos.

35-llght,2000 C.
40-light 2000 C.
40-light 2000 0.
45-Ilght 1200 C.
45-light 1200 C.

60-llgbt 120O C.
50-light 2000 C.

60-Ilght 2000 C.
60-llght 2000 C.
60-llght 2000 C.
GO-llght 2000 C.
65-light 2000 0.

2 75-Ilght 1200 C.
2 75-llght 1200 C.
2 75-light 2000 O.
3 126-llEht 20OO O.

P. T.-H., ring armature.
P. Wood. No. 7.

P. Western Electric, s. o.

P. T.-H., M. 12. hall arm,
P. Brush, No. 7, Steubeu-

ranscb commutator.
P./ T.-H., L. D., 12.

P. T.-H., M. D.. 2, self-
oiler, ring armature.

P. Brush, No, VA.
P. West. Elee,. self-oilers,

P. Westlnghouse.
P. Wood, No. S.

P. Urush, No. 8, new ar-
niati re.

P. Wood.
I*. Standard, self-oilers.

P. West., self-oilers.

P. Excelsior, latest type,
self-oilers, flne.

320-Volt Motors.

1 H. P. Edison, solf-oller.
1 H. P. E. di C, new, self-oilers. M. P.,

slow speed.
3 H. P. Ci-ncker - Wheeler, self-oller,

slow speed.
3 H. P. Gen. Elec, type I, B., self-

oller.

3 H. P. C. ..t O., self-oller.

220 Volt Motors—Continued.

2 3 H. P. Card, slow speed, self-oilers.
13 H. P. Eddy, ring type, self-oiler.
15 H. P. Westinghouse, self-oller,
1 7'/. H. P. Roth, self-oiler.
1 7y2 H. P. Eddy, self-oiler.
1 7Vi H. P. Edison, self-ollcr.
1 8 H. P. General Electric

self-oller.
1 10 H. P. Kejstone, self-oiler.
1 10 H. P. Elckmeyer, elevator motor,

with controller.
1 10 H. P. Lundell. selt-.>ller.

1 12 H. P, Lundell. 10 K. W.. mnltipolar,
self-oiler, slow speed,

1 15 H. P. Eddy, self-oller, new armature,
1 IS H, P. Edison, self-oiler.

multipolar.

500-Volt Motors.

1 1 H. p. Crocker - Wheeler, self - oiler,
slow speed.

1 1 H. P. Lundell, self-oiler, slow speed.
1 1 H. P. C. .& C, self-oller.
1 ZV2 H. P. Holtzer-Cabot. self-oller.
1 3 H. P. Toledo, self-ollcr.
1 3 H. P. Hobart, self-oller.
1 3 H. P. Jeuney, self-oller.

1 5 H. P. Westlnghouse, M. P., self-oller.
1 TVs H. P. Thomson-Houston, new arm't.
1 VAs H. P. Eddy, type C, self-oiler.
1 10 H. P. O. & C.
1 10 H. P. Commercial, self-oller.
1 10 H. P. Card, M. P., self-oller. slow sp.
1 10 H. P. Eddy M, P., self-oiler, slow sp,

1 10 H. P. Westlnghouse, M, P., self-oller.

1 15 H. P. Commercial, self-oller.

1 18 H, P. Thomson-Houston, self-oiler,

2 18 H. P. Edison. 16 K, W., self-oilers.

2 18 H. P. O. & C, self-oilers.

1 20 H. P. Commercial, self-oller.

1 20 H. P. Card, self-oller.

1 30 H. P. Thomson-Houston, self-oller.

1 30 H. P. Edison, 25 K, W., self-oiler.

1 40 H. P. Mather, self-oiler.

2 GO H. P. Edison, 45 K. W., self-oilers.

1 100 H, P. Westlnghouse, M. P., self-oller.

Automobiles.

1 Wood's electric runabotit, with top, car-

ries 2 persons, practically new.
1 ,Electric open phaeton, seats 3 persons, flne

condition.
1 Electric "trap," carries 4 persons, new.

TRANSFORMERS, METERS AND ARC LAMPS.
NOTICE.—All machlnat are iclually In ilock ready for prompt delivery. All machines are guaranteed. Write lor particulars and tend lor MONTHLY BARGAIN SHEET with net caah prioe.
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BrotHERO
39-43

W. WASHINGTON ST.,
CHICAGO.

Manfrs.

of the

well

known

r'

Perfection

Brushes

for

Dynamos

and

Motors.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR ArjD PRICE LIST.

REPAIRS wcrioSPof!: National Electric Company's Machines.

OUR STUDENTS
SUCCEED
Hundreds of students in the elec-

trical courses are receiving more salary

for fewer hours' work than when they

enrolled. The instruction given by

these schools qualifies students for ad-

vanced positions in all branches of

engineering.

When I enrolled. I

uairman on electric
was employed as re-
cars. Owing to your
thorougb instruction,
I was advanced in
succession to wire-
man, dynamo tender
and general electri-
cian, and afterward
was foreman of the
electric shop of the
Broolilyn Rapid Tran-
sit Company. I now
hold an excellent
position with the
Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufactur-
ing Company, Pltts-

KEFFER, E. Pittsburg,

T enrolled in the Electrical EiigineeTing
Course and secured a position at once with
the Commonwealtb
Electric Co.. at wip-
ing machines, but
was soon promoted
to Sout h Chicago
Elect ric-L i ght
Plant, as night
dynamo tender.
Through the assist-
ance of theSchools.
f secured my present
position as night
dynamo tender for
the Pullman Com-
pany. My salary averages three times what
I was getting in mv tirst position.

ANDREW A. STEWART,
135 77th St., Sla. S. Chicago.'TIl

ELECTRICAL COURSES:

ELECTRICAL BNaiNEERINQ,
ELECTRICAL,
ELECTRIC POWER AND LiaHTlNG,
ELECTRIC RAILWAYS,
ELECTRIC LIGHTINQ,
ELECTRIC CAR RUNNING.
TELEGRAPHY,
TELEPHONY.

Also courses in Steam, Mechanical, Civil
and Mining Engineering, ArcliUecture,
Drawing and Designing, Chemistry, English
and Commercial Branches.

Wlien writing state subject in wfalcb latereated.

International Correspondence Schools,

Box 1 002, Scranton, Pa.

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the World.

SKMD FOB CIKOULAB AND PBIOEB.

THE lECLANCH'E BATTERY CO.,
in to n? East 131st St.. N. V.

AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR RAILROADI

i

CHICAGO ^
i
i
i

AL'iON
RAILROAD.

PERFECT PASSENGER SERVICE BEIWEEN

CHICAGOan" KANSAS CITY,

CHICAGOA-'t. ST. LOUIS,
chicago *"=> peoria,

stlouisandkansascity:!

tween Chicago and

I

HOT SPRINGS, Ark., DENVER.ColO..
' TEXAS. FLORIDA.UTAH.
CALIFORNIA «ND OREGON.

If \tm iirt- ^Ilt^nll>l;uill^' ii trip, any portion of
wlilih cMii Im.' iiKi.ir u\rv t.ln^ ( :iiicago & Alton, It wlll

fiay } ou Co wrltt; to the uiiderslgued for maps, pamph-
ete, rates, time tables, etc.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
Q«Qeral Passenger and Ticket Agent,

CHICAGO, ILLINOia

Standard Electrical Dictionary.
By prof. T. O'CONOR sloane.

Author of "Arithmetic of Electricity," "Flectricity Simplified,"
"Electric Toy MakiDg,' Etc.

682 Pages, 393 Dlustrations. Handsomely bound in cloth, Svo, $3.

An Entirely New Edition, Brought Up to Date
and Greatly Enlarged.

COMPLETE—CONCISE-CONVENIENT.
In publlshlne the "Standard Electrical Dictionary," the author

has adhered to what the work purports to be, exhausting the
subject of electrical terms, giving each title the clearness of ex-
planation necessary to malce the understanding of it complete
without unnecessary elaboration. In this work, every electrical
word, term, or phrase will be found intelligently defined.
A practical handbook of reference, containing definitions of

about 5,000 distinct words, terms and phrases.
The work Is absolutely indispen.sable to all in any way inter-

ested In electrical science, from the higher electrical expert to

the everyday electrical workman. In fact, It should be in the
possession of ail who desire to keep abreast with the progress of
this branch of science.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

INFORMATION
FOR MACHINERY USERS.

We are headquarters for Rebuilt Motive
Power. Our machinery is absolutely war-
ranted in every way. We cover all sales by a
binding guarantee. Our stock is the most ex-
tensive in the land.

We Offer the Following, Subject to

Prior Sale.

ENGINES.
5900 1 E. P. AJIis Company tandem com-

pound condensing engiue.
H. P., nominal, 500.
Flywheel, 2 feet diameter by 40-

inch face.
Cylinders, 22 and 42x48.
Guaranteed to operate on 15
pounds of steam per indicated
horsepower.

This engine is in excellent con-
dition. It is at present in-
stalled at Omaha, Neb.

5901 1 pair "Williams automatic engines.
coupled together.
Size, 17^4X24.
Revolntions. 200; builders' rating,
200: H. P., 200.

Sfi02 2 Westinghouse compound engines,
13x22x13.
Revolutions, 290; H. P.. 125.

S903—1 horizontal tangye bed, side crank
automatic steam engine, made by
Russel tS; Co.
Steam cylinder, 13x18.

5904 1 Wright automatic Corliss. 23x36.
5905 1 10x9 Westinghouse.
5906 1 8x12 Lansing automatic.
5907 1 7x12 Rice automatic.
S90S 1 16x24 horizontal box bed, side

crank.
5909 1 12x16 F. C. Wells horizontal tan-

gye bed, side crank,
5910 10 9x12 engines, manufactured by-

George W. Tifft & Sons of Buf-
falo, N. Y.

5911 1 10.\22 box bed, right band, side
crank.

5912 1 16x36-inch Corliss, left hand.
5913 1 9x16 Rice automatic.
5914 1 11x16x16 McEwen tandem com-

pound.
5915 1 SxlO Atlas automatic, center

crank.
.S916 1 llxlS Sinker. Davis & Co.
S!>17 1 12x16 horizontal, box bed, side

crank.
S91S 1 10x14 automatic Wright & Adams.
5919 1 12x12 high-speed automatic Ideal.
5920 1 20x24 box bed, balance valve.
In addition to the above, we have on

hand at all times a complete assortment
of all size engines, ranging in power
from 1 to 500 horsepower. Ask for our
complete list.

BOILERS.
We still have on hand a few of Ar-

mour's 54x16, 60x16, 65x16, 66xlS and 72xlS
horizontal tubular boilers. They are in

excellent condition.

AIR COMPRESSORS.
5921 1 Duplex straight-line Clayton, 9x9.

5922 1 4V2x6-Inch Clayton.
5923 2 12x16. Will compress air up to 60

pounds' pressure, with 80 to 100
pounds* steam.

BELTING.
We carry at all tinies^-a complete stock

of short-lap, double-thick leather belt-

ing, both new and second-hand. Our
quotatibns are always 30 per cent, below-
lowest market values.

SHAFTING.
We carry a stock of all sizes of shaft-

ing.

STEAM PUMPS.
Ask for our complete list of steam

pumps. We have all kinds.

Electrical Apparatus.
See our list of supplies in the WL-steru

Electrician of October 27.

A COMPLETE OUTFIT.
We purchased the following outfit;

S924 1 McEwen tandem compound en-
gine, Sy2Xl4xl2. with a direct-
connected multipolar compound

-

wound dynamo, capacity, 50
K. W. Included in this outfit is
a lOO-horsepower Sterling water-

I

tube boiler, with full front grate
bars, etc. Also a Duplex steam
pump and a copper-tuiie heater.
It was used about 2^ years

and replaced, owing to a neces-
sary increase in power.

DYNAMOS, ETC.
1 500-Iight National, 1000 volts, alternat-
ing exciter, attached to shaft, complete
with sliding base regulator and pulley,
in first-class condition. Full descrip-
tion on application; also photograph.

1 Thomson-Houston, 'lOO-Iight. compound-
wcund dynamo, new, 110 volts. 200 am-
peres, complete with sliding base, belt
tightener and regulator.

1 Thomson-Houston, 500-light. compound-
wound dynamo. 110-volt, 200-ampere.
complete with sliding base, belt tight-
ener and regulator.

1 United States Weston dynamo, 150-
liKht, 100-i'olt, 75-ampere, complete with
sliding base, belt tightener and regu-
lator.

2 generators, SO K. W. type, U. S. West-
inghouse bipolar, 350 revolutions per
minute, 550 volts, size of pulley, 54xlS
^Inches; paper rim; side rails com-
plete.*

2 Field Rheostats Westinghouse three-
jaw switches for throwins generators
in multiple.

1 voltmeter Westinghouse, to 600.
2 amp.-meters Westinghouse, capacity

to 160.

1 amp. -meter Westinghouse, capacity
to 300.

2 Westinghouse circuit-breakers.
3 Westinghouse lightning arresters.
3 Westinghouse switches, double throw.
1 electric elevator, manufactured by
Keystone Electric companv of Erie,
Pa.; self-oiler. 60-ampere, No. 324, 220-

TOlt, 1.025 revolutions; worm gear and
cog are solid brass; 53 grooves for
%-inch cable on drum ; drum 30-ineh
diameter by 22-inch face; the motor
and gearing set on a cast-iron ba^e:
this outfit cost $1,400; the worm screw
and shaft are cut from solid forging
and are steel; the motor is 15 horse-
power; the machine Is geared to give
a speed to the car of 150 feet per min-
ute ; was only in operation about four
months.

1 Baxter llO-volt motor, 2-horsepo-wer,
good as new; complete and startm^j- 60x
base and tightener. Price $50.00

1 ,1000-light Slattery alternating-current
dvnamo. 1000-volt, complete with ex-
citer and Instrument. Practically as
good as new.

1 2-horsepower Baxter motor. 100-voU.
complete with starting box. base with
belt tightener and pulley. First-class
condition.

Our Machinery Hall is 200X360 feet.

Our complete list of items is contained

in CATALOGUE No.J^g.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.,

W. 35th and Iron Sts., Chicago.
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Rossiter, Mac Govern 6: Co.
The following is but a small portion of our immense stock, which is constantly changing. We carry at our
Brooklyn Works all the modern types of the best manufactures, such as GENERAL ELECTRIC, WESTING-
HOUSE and other Standard Makes. SEND FOR LATEST CATALOG.

Alternators.

1 326 K. W. Siemens & Halske, 2000
volts, 7200 alternations,
single-phase, 115 R. P.
M.

1 300 K. W. Port Wayne, 2000 volts,
7200 alternations, single-
phase.

1 340 K. W. Westlnghouse, single-
phase, 1100 volts, 16000
alternations.

1 240 K. W. Stanley, twophase, 380
R. P. M., with engines
direct-connected.

2 300 K. W. Westinghonse, single-
phase, toothed arma-
tures.

1 150 K. W. Westlnghouse, t-K-o-phase,
1100 volts, 600 R. P. M.,
7200 alternations.

2 A-120 General Electric, single-phase,
1000 volts, 16000 alterna-
tions.

2 90 K. W. General Electric, single-
phase, lOOO volts, 16000
alternations.

2 120 Westinghonse, single-phase,
1100 volts, 16000 alterna-
tions.

1 100 K. W. monocvlic General Elec-
tric, 1050 volts, 7200 al-

ternations, with excit-
ers.

1 60 K. W. General Electric, single-
phase, 2000 volts, 16000
alternations.

1 60 K. W- Stanley, 2000-1000 volts,
two-phase, 7200 alterna-
tions.

1 75 K. W. Stanley, 2000-1000 volts,
two-phase, 16000 alter-
nations.

1 200 H. P. Westlnghouse motor, two

phase, 3000 alternations,
400 volts, shaft 4%-lnch
diameter, pulley 25-inch
face, 30-lnch diameter.

1 45 K. W. Westlnghouse, 2200 volts,
16000 alternations.

1 110 K. AV. Fort Wayne, 2200 volts,
16000 alternations.

Railway Generators. 500 Volts,
1 500 K. W. M. P., 4, Gen. Electric.
1 300 K. W. M. P., 4, Gen. Electric.
1 200 K. VV. M. 1'., 4, Walker.
2 111 K. W. M. P., 4, Westlnghouse.
2 100 K. W. M. P., 4, Gen. Electric.
2 200 K. W. Edison.
2 150 K. W. Edison.
2 100 K. W. Edison.
4 60 K. W. Edison.
1 100 K. W, Ft. Wayne.

Railway Motors.
G. E. 800 S. R. G.. 30.

G. B. 1000 W. P., 30.

G. E. 1200, W. P., 60.

Westlnghouse 3.

Westlnghouse 12A.
Westlnghouse 38B.
K, K2 and K12 G. E. Controllers.
Westlnghouse 38 and 49 Controllers,
and a constantly changing stock of
everything pertaining to street car
equipment.
Direct-Current Dynamos, no Volts.

(Direct-Connected.)
2 100 K. W. Westlnghouse, 8-pole, 225

R. P. M., direct-con-
nected to Mcintosh &
Se,vmour compound en-
gines.

1 75 K. W. Siemens & Halske, di-

rect-connected to 12x14-
Inch straight line en-
gine, 278 R. P. M.

Belted Dynamos, no Volts.

2 1.50 K. W. Edison bipolar.
4 60 K. W. Edison bipolar.
2 45 K. W. Edison bipolar.
3 30 K. W. Edison bipolar.
4 25 K. W. Edison bipolar.
2 20 K. W. Edison bipolar.
2 15 K. W. Edison bipolar.
1 13'^ K. W. M. P. Amer. Ball,
2 10 K. W. Edison bipolar.
1 500-ampere Onondaga.
1 25 K. W. Electro Dynamic.
1 30 K. W. Western Electric, 51. P.,

500 R. P. M.
1 45 K. W. General Electric, M. P.,

850 R. P. M.
1 100 K, W. M. P. 6, Westlnghouse.
2 45 K. W. M. P., 4, Westlnghouse.
1 SO H. P. M. P. Westlnghouse.

Direct-Current Hotors and Generators.

220 Volts.

(Direct-Connected.)

1 76 K. W. General Electric, direct-
connected to Ideal en-
gine.

(Belt-Driven.)

1 100 K. W. Edison.
1 70 K. W. M. P. Siemens & Halske

(new).
1 65 K. W. Siemens & Halske.
1 25 H. P. Sprague, bipolar.
1 15 H. P. Perrett, M. P.
1 10 H. P. Eddy, bipolar
1 5 H. P. Eddy, bipolar.

Dlrect-Currfnt.

500 Volts.

2 60 K. W. Edison.
2 50 H. P. M. P., General Electric,

type H.

1 15 H. P. Eddy.
1 10 H. P. Eddy.
1 2 H. P. Cent. Elect. Co.

Arc Dynamos.
2 125.11ght multi-circuit Brush, 2000

C. P.
2 165-light, multl-clrcult Brush, 1200

C. P.
2 125-llght, latest type Port Wayne,

2000 C. P.
2 125-llght, brand new Excelsior, 2000

C. P., $1,500 each.
2 Iffi-light, multl-clrcult Brush, 2000

C. P.
2 80-llght, single-circuit Brush, 2000

C. P.
4 No. 8, 6S-llght, 2000 C. P., Brush, $575

each.

Engines.
40x72 Corliss (1 right, 1 left).
26.X48 Allls.
16x25x15 Armington & Sims.
isy=xl8 Mcintosh & Seymour.
16x16 Erie Ball.
15x15 Mcintosh & Seymour.
13x14 Mcintosh & Seymour.
14x13 Armington & Sims.
10x12 Watertown.
11x19x24 Tandem Buckeye.

Boilers.

2 375 H. P. Sterling boilers.
2 176 H. P. Sterling boilers.
Boilers of various styles and sizes

at low rates.

Street Cars.

Opened and closed, of all sizes, and
for all gauges. Let us know your
wants.

We Make a Specialty of Street Railway and Lighting Machinery.

ROSSITER, MAC GOVERN & CO.
Principal Offices, 141 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. Factory, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK.

»•••»«»»<

AMERICAN
BRIDGE CO.

GENERAL OFFICES:

NO. 100 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

ALL GLASSES OF

METALLIC STRUCTURES.
We have decided to carry at all our plants

a large stock of raw material from which we
can furnish with great promptness any ordi-

nary order for Steel Bridges, Roofs, Buildings,
Columns, Girders, Beams, Channels, Angles,
Plates, etc., etc.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WORKS:
Albany, N. Y.

Attiens, I'a.

lloston, Ma.sR.

liullalo, N. Y.

Baltimore, Md.
Iliitto. Mont.
ColitmbiiH, O.

chlcaKO, III.

Canton, O.

Cleveland, ().

Denver, Colo.

IJulnth, Minn.
Kast Berlin, Conn.
I'JmIra, N. Y.

Groton, N. Y.

HorselH'adK, N. V,

l.alayotte, Ind.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Mlnneai)'lls,Mlnn.

New(Jrleann, La,

I'oncoyd, Pa.

riilladclphla, I'a.

I'ltlsbiirB. I'a,

llochester, N. Y.

Bnattle, Wash.
San Francisco, Cal,

Salt Lake C.Utah.
Sydney,N.S, W.
Tnmtbn, N. .1.

Wilmington, Dol.

YoiniRstown, ().

London, lOng.

New and Revised Edition JUST ISSUED.

American Telephone Practice
By KEMPSTER B. MILLER, M. E.

COlVTrBJlVTS.
Chapter I —History and Principles of the Magneto Telephone. IL—History

and Principles o£ the Battery Transmitter. IIL—The Telephone Re-
ceiver, IV.—Carbon Transmitters. V. — Induction Coils. VI. —Bat-

teries, VII.—Calling Apparatus. VIII.—The Automatic Shunt. IX.

—

The Hook Switch, and Circuits of a Telephone. X.—Commercial Call-

ing Apparatus. XI.—The Telephone Relay or Repeater. XII.—Self-

induction and Capacity. XIII.— Telephone Lines. XIV. — Simple
Switchboards for Small Exchanges. XV.—Listening and Ringing Appa-
ratus for Switchboards. XVI.—Self-Restoring Switchboard Drops. XVII.
—Complete Switchboards for Small Exchanges. XVIII.—Lamp Signal

Switchboards. XIX. —The Multiple Switchboard. XX.—Transfer Sys-

tems. XXI, — Common-Battery Systems. XXII. — House Systems.

XXIII.—Protective Devices. XXIV.—Distributing Boards. XXV.—Party
Lines Non-Selective. XXVI.—Party Lines. Step by Step Selective Sig-

naling. XXVII.—Selective Signaling by Strength and Polarity. XXVIII,
—Harmonic Systems of Selective Signaling. XXIX*—Wire for Telephone
Use. XXX.—Pole Line Construction. XXXI.—Overhead Cable Con-
struction. XXXII.—Underground Cable Construction. XXXIII,—Test-

ing. XXXIV. — Automatic Exchanges, XXXV. — Storage Batteries,

XXXVI.—Specifications,

518 large octavo pages, 379 lllus. Price, $3.00.

This is the first complete treatise on Telephony in the

English language. The author was peculiarly qualified for the

task, having been an examiner in the U. S. Patent Office in

the telephonic class, and subsequently as a telephone engineer
had a wide experience in every branch of telephonic work. The
text is profusely illustrated by cuts of commercial apparatus
and carefully prepared diagrams of circuits. No diagram is

given without a full explanation. The apparatus, circuits and
methods of the American Bell Telephone Company and of the

various independent companies are fully described. The
apparatus and methods used in making all of the tests required
in commercial telephone work are fully treated.

Copies of this or any other electrical book published sent prepaid,
to any address in the zL'or/d, on receipt of price.

SIO Marquette Building,

CHICAOO, ILLINOIS.Electrician Publishing Co.,
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AMeRICAN EWTRIC TGLiPBONe GU.

36 to 50 Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL.

Oar new No. igoo Telephones with Disc Carbon Lightning

Arrester for SERIES and BRIDGING work are winners. Try them.

OUR CENTRALIZED BATTERY SYSTEM

is a great success; likewise our

MULTIPLE SWITCHBOARDS.

Telephone Apparatus
Of All Kinds Manufactured.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL AND TOOLS LOWEST PRICES.

A BIG LOT OF SECOND-HAND PHONES, IN GOOD

ORDER, CAN BE HAD FOR A SONG.

Let us tell you about tbem.

J. H. VAN VLISSINGEJs', President.

L. G. WHEELER, Vice-President.

W. C. HEINBOTH, Treasurer.

L. G. BOWMAN. Sec'y and Gen'l Manager.

WESTERN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION CO.

153-159 South Jefferson Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

WHEN YOU ARE IN NEED
Of First-class, High-grade, Up-to-date Telephone

Equipment of All Kinds,

WRITE TO US.
We Manufacture All Kinds of Switchboards and

Telephones at Reasonable Prices.

WRITE FOR PRICES. ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY.

The Paramount Issue
for the exchange manager is how to get the most satisfactory

equipment for the most reasonable outlay.

KELLOGG TELEPHONE APPARATUS
is the simplest, most economical in operation, most efficient

and, considering its quality, the cheapest on the market. If

you are in need of anything in the telephone line, it will pay
you to get prices from us.

KELLOGG CENTRAL BATTERY SYSTEM
is adapted for any kind of service, including toll and long

distance lines, and for exchanges of any size.

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY CO.
229 South Creen Street, Chicago.

Ifi STANDARD
'
Telephone and Electric

w^]/tLl^^^^H'
1 Company,

1 i^S^BS^^Bk J MADISON, WIS.

^K^ ' . L/^^B^^^BJ y Manufacturers and Importers

High Grade

Telephone Apparatus
EXCLUSIVELY.

WRITE FOR I9O0 CATALOGUE.

We Cater to Those Who
Demand the Best.

Swedish-American

Telephone Company,
69-75 W. JACKSON BLVD., CHICAGO, ILL.

NATIONAL APPARATUS
Metallic Circuit Multiple

Switchboards.
Positive Donble Snpepvisory Signals. Central Energy.

Simple and lleclianicallj Perfect.
All Circaits Perfectly Balanced Electrically.

€ost of Operation and jHaintenance Reduced to a
Minimnm.

The Metliod of Operating that we have adopted has been
determined upon, by long years of experience and

practical operation by the Tery best telephone
engineers, to be nnexcelied.

National Telephone Equipment Co.,
330-33S Lafayette Avenne, Detroit, Mich.

20Tir
CENTURY
APPARATUS.
Toil-line equipment*
bridging apparatus,
switchboards for
exctianges, Central-
ized Energy and
Magneto systems.

No. 49.

Junction Terminals Cable Heads.

Send forOurZOtli Century Catalog.

The Largest Catalog Issued.

EUREKA ELECTRIC GO.
157-167 South Canal St.

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

EUREKA METALLIC

EXPRESS SWITCHBOARO.

Size 17x17

Official Design,

Enameled

Both Sides.

50c. Each.

Centralized Energy
TetephODe.

INDEPENDENT

^LOCAL^
Xand /A

V'longV
^Dl STANCE^
SYSTEM

IHTDVCTIOir COII.S.

VARLEY DUPLEX MAGNET CO,
FISHER BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL. 138 7TH ST„ JERSEY CITY, N, J.

Magnet Wire
Our Specialty: The Best Stock of tine

sizes of Single Silk Insulated Magnet
Wire In the country. Also Double Silks,

Single and Double Cottons,

THE MgDERMID MFG. CO.,
207 S. CANAL ST.,
CHICAGO, ILL.
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Wright Cable Hanger.
SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

R.I. TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Mention this paper.

MONDN ROUTE
II IS rne direct line
i BETWEEN

CHICAGO. ,

INDIANAPOLIS.

I CINCINNATI
i AND

ILOUISVILLEi
I CITY OFFICE 232 CLARK 5T,

yr!=-i^ cmcAGO.

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE SUPPLY CO.,
TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION SPECIAL1IES AND SUPPLIES,

19 SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO.
"Monarch" Galvanized Telephone Wire. "Extra BB" and "BE" Galvanized Telephone Wire, Hard-drawn
Copper Telephone Wiie, Rubbar Covered Wire, Weather-proof Iron Line Wire, Annunciator Wire. Office

Wire Galvanized Steel Strand, Crosby Clipa. Guy Clampa, Boston Cable Hanpera, Turn Buckle". Me'sen-
cer Pole RupportB. Oalvanlzed Thimbles, Guy Rods. Ground Roda, Stombauph Guy Anchora, Eye Bolts,

CroB" A"'"-^ i'iT.^a ir-m Braces, I'lna and Brackets, La(-'Screwa and Bolts, Inttulatora, Knoba, Tools, etc., etc.

Q Send for complete catalogue of

^ MAGNETO BELLS, TELEPHONES,
<e MEDICAL BATTERIES and
uT ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES.
_ All Goods Hleh Cirade in Every Respect

t MIANUS ELECTRIC CO., - Mianus, Conn.

Kokomo Telephones fori 900.

New Tubular Arm; no comin sight.

High-Grade Full Nickel-Plated Bell,

Bipolar Receiver, togethir with the

Kokomo Long-Distance Transmitter,

Making up the most efficient Telephone on the market for
Exchange and Toll-line work. we have improved the
Telephone, also the price, to a point that will Interest yon.
Write us for information.

KOKOMO TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

KOKOMO, IND.

CHICAGO
TELEPHONE
SUPPLY G0.^=- CHICAGO, U. S. A.

MANUFACTURE EVERYTHING TELEPHONIC.

TELEPHONE AND

CONST SUPPLY CO..
CHICAGO.

NEW CATALOGUE FREE,

Send for our New Book Catalogue-Just Out.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

RESISTANCE WIRES
Bare and Covered. For All Purposes.

SEE OUR CATALOGUE.

DRIVER-HARRIS WIRE CO.
NEWARK, N. J.

A Direct Heading Ohmmeter.

Ohmmeters,
Ammeters,

Voltmeters.
Special Electrical Machinery.

F. B. ISAOi: & BRO.,
Successors to American Electric Specialty Co.,

ia3 JLiberty St., Kew Tork City.

New York Agents Wirt Electric Co. Rheo-
stats and Brushes.

..VIADUCT.
BALTIMORE, MAKE

TELEPHONES
AND EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central ofEce.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out o£ repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Is Complete, Durable. Sellable.

_ The only manufacturers selling a complete line ol

PutUc Exchange, Toll Line, Police, Fire Alarm,

Street Railway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected hy patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co.,

72-82 W. Jackson Blvd.,

aBTCATALOa. cmCAQO, U. S. A.

66BRACE UPJ?

Your Telephone, Telegraph and Trol<

ley Poles, by using the celebrated

Stombiugh Guy Anchor

AND THEY WILL

ALWAYS STAND ERECT.

Ko holes to dig. Ton
ecre"w them in the
sronnd and there they
stay, defyine np-
rootal.

PBA.CTICA.il AND INEXFENSrVIL
Sin sizes, 3i to 12 inch diameter.

Others Use and Endorse Them, Why Not You 7

nANUPACTURED
BY . . PHILIP SMITH, Sidney, Ohio, U.S.A.

W. N. MATTHEWS & BRO., St. Louis, Mo.,
General Western Agents. 8 to la In. Diameter.

THR TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
NEW AND REVISED EDITION, WITH A NEW CHAPTER ON "RECENT PROGRESS," BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO DATE.

BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

leo
ifemfjer of the American Inetitute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Inatitution of Electrical Enqineers. London. Author of "A Practical Q-uide to the

Testing of Insulated Wires and Gables." Joi?it Author of "Electricity in Baily Life."

'ages, 133 lllus-tra-tions, ^lo-tKi, Hanci-I >ric^ $1.00.
IK^tract rrom Preface.—"This Uttlc book bas np pretension to be considered a complete treatise on telephony as It e.xlsts In America. The time for such a work Is not yet come. But it is

felt that tbcri- 1« a demand for a practical book on telephone working and management, and the TELEPHONE HANU-BOOK Is an attempt at meoling that demand. With the exception of a tew
cnaoters deallnu with certain rorm.s of transmitters and receivers used In Europe, which are given for the Information of those who may wish to engage In the manufacture of telephones, tbe
book Is ba.sed entirely on standard American i)ra':tlce; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this country."

No pains have been spared to make It the best book of Its kind. It Is right up to date. Intensely practical, and so plain and clear In Us language that
everything regardluK telephone work and management. It conforms In size and style to our other Hand-Books which have been so favorably received by— CONTBNTS^

anyone can understand and learn from i

the entire electrical fraternity.

OHAPTER 1. The Invention of the Telephone.
2. Sound Waves. Articulate Speech,T3. Electric Telephony. The Befl Tele-

phone.
4. The Microphone.
" Current Induction. Kicctromngnetlc

Induction.
6. The Induction CoM: ItH Uhc in the

Telephone TriinHmltler.
7. The Complete 'J'riephone Circuit,
8. MrtRnf-'t Til.-plinii*-H,

9. The P.ell 'J'cl.-idififK? Rocoivor.
.0. Other forinn of MHKnet Telf.'jilioncB.

1. The Oowor, Ader nnd D'ArHonvn! Ue-
celvoFH. Mercadior'H KI-Tcli-pIione,

2. The HlemenB, Kotyra, Neunioyer and
BfittchtT UecelverH.

5.

CHAPTER 13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

22.

23.

24.

Carbon Transmitters.
The Blake Transmitter.
The LonK Distance Transmitter,
The Soiid-bacli Transmitter.
The Berliner Transmitter.
The Cuttriss Transmitter.
Various European Transmitters.

20. The Efficiency of Carbon Tmusmlt-
ters.

21. Batteries for Telephone Worli.
"" Open Circuit Batteries,

closed Circuit Batteries.
The r'rnctlcal Management of Bat-

lerleh.
MaKnclo Bell.
Antoinatic Switches.
Telephone Line Construction.

26.

27.

CHAPTER 28.

29.

31.

32.

rabu«h«a mnd fo^ .ale by ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6(0 Marquette Building, Chicago

Metallic Circuit.
Underground Wires.
Lightning Arresters.
Inside Wiring.
Installation of Telephone Instru-

ments.
Inspection and Maintenance.
The Condenser; Its Use in Telephony.
Electromagnetic Retardation.
Exchaupe Working.
Small Exchanges.
Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.

Long Distance Telepliony,
Duplex Telephony.
Simultaneous Telegraphy and Teleph-

ony.
Recent Progress. Appendix.
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STERLING ELECTRIC CO.,
EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF

BELL-STYLE TELEPHONE
>i^RA.-rui

rOB THJB INDEPEaiDENT FIEI.I>.

Main Office and Factory at LAFAYETTEi INDi Branch Office, Chicago.

CUICAdlO OFFICE, Ke. 1)!6» HIOIHAWIli OCK. BCII.DIIIiCi.

DEALERSIaHpICONTRACTORS
For Satisfactory Intercommunicating

At bottom prices, write to

THOMAS, WILCOX & DIETZ, - - Cleveland, Ohio.

DO YOU WANT
QUICK SHIPMENTSTELEPHONES.

Ask us what we can do for you on short notice on Tele-
phones, Switchboards and Line Material.

Kansas City Telephone Mfg. Co.,
18 Vi/. IVII^s^vjri JK^iT^. Kansas OI«y, IVIo.

TELEPHONES.
We are now manufacturing telephone instruments complete. We

want to send PREPAID A SAMPLE 'PHONE to every exchange in the

west. If not satisfactory return at our expense. Write us for prices and
one of our new handsomely illustrated telephone catalogues. We also

carry a full line of telephone and electric-light supplies.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.
KANSAS CITY, MO.

LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE, 2279.

HUGO SCHUMACHER, Prest.

J. A. AEBOQAST, Vlce-Prest.

MAX SCHUMACHER, Sec'y and Treas.

M. GAEL Supt

Garl Electric

Company,
AKRON, OHIO.

Sole Patentees and
Manufacturers of

Girl Railway, Hotel and Factory Telephone

Systems. Gar! Electric Gun for Fire

and Burglar Alarms.
Intercommunicaling
Fftclory Telephone.

"Ihe Recognized Authority on Wiring and Construction."

The universally adopted National Electrical Code explained
and illusirated in this year's edition of the hand-book.

Standard Wiring
For Electric Light and Power.

By H.C. GUSHING, Jr., A. I.E. E.. Electrical Engineer and Inspector.

ADOPTED
By the Fire Underwriters of the United States.

By Cornell University, Stanford University and other Techni-
cal Colleges and Schools.

By over 27.000 Electrical Engineers, Central Station Managers
and Wireraen.

BECAUSE
It is the only book on Wiring and Construction kept strictly

up to date.
It contains all the necessary Tables, Rules, Formulas and Illus-

trations.

It settles disputes, and if referred to before wiring will prevent
disputes.

Flexible Leather Cover {pocket size), SI.CO.

Sent post paid upon receipt of price, by

Electrician PuBLisHiNa Go.,

510 Marquette Building, - - CHICAGO, ILL.

We Don't

Want

the Earth
!

Merely give *
us your ear S
and con- 2
sider our f

! DIVIDEND PAYERS....
Telephones that never weak out. Magnets that
never deteriorate. Carbon that never disinte-
grates. Toll Buards that take care of them-
selves. Stritchboards that never give trouble.
Multiple Boards for exchanges—all sizes. Cur-
rent Protectors that never fail.

MaintenaDce
Repair

Hednced to the
9IiiiiinniiiEXPENSE

THAT'S WHY PATRONS UPHOLD

63-75 FRANKFORT STREET, CLEVELAND, 0.Write for Catalog.

A NEW BOOK.

MUNICIPALITIES
vs«

PRIVATE CORPORATIONS.
Political and Business Management Compared.

By M . J. FRANCISCO.
Tables showing cost of lights furnished by Private Companies and Municipal Plants.

A list of Municipal Plants sold or abandoned.
Average cost by the two systems.

Experience of Municipalities who own plants.

Legal and official opinions from a large number of the most prominent men in the nation.

Editorials opposing the system from nearly all the leading journals of the U. S.

All statistics to date.

Any Company doing street ligliting will want th e data contained In tills booit.

Sent postpaid on receipt of price, $1.GO.

EI-.ECTRIOIAIM f^UBI-ISIHINO C^.,
510 MARQUETTE BLDC, CHICAGO.
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Horizonfal Infernal Self-Oiling Engines, 25 fo 600 H. P.

Horizonfal Medium Speed Engines, 300 to 800 H. P.

Vertical Compound Engines, 1 00 fo 800 H. P.

The Ball Engine Co., Erie, Pennsylvania.
Chicago Office: 1526 Monadnock Block.

RECTfiOQALVAWZED (ONDU/r^
'^ . INTERIOR ,Mn(bNDUIT

I'V., AND
ALL FITTINGS

RICHMOND! CONDUIT CO.
. milw/vuivee: u s a- •-

THE improved BERRYMAN
(KELLEY'S PATENT)

•WATC'Bi'Ei. TU^B;
Feed Water
Heater and Purifier.

UNIQUE
in its effectiveness and up-to-date
in every respect, at a price that
will assure consideration. Vastly
superior to any Feed Water Heater
on the market.

Benj. F. Kelley & Son,
91 Liberty St., New York.

9^ nfiWn Heaters, 2,000,1.500,
^U nnllU 1,200, 1,000, 800, ftOO. 300,
80 horse power and others.

' Largest stock in America- Mostly
all taken in trade for our Im-

' proved Berryman.

Faster than ever

to California

CHICAGO
& NORTH-WESTERN

RAILWAY

fHE OVERLAND LIMITED leaves

Chicago 6.30 p. m, daily via Chicago-

Umon Pacific & North-Western Line, ar-

rives San Francisco 5.15 afternoon of

third day and Los Angeles 7.45 next

morning. No change of cars; all meals

in Dining Cars. Buffet Library Cars

with barber. The best of everything.

The Pacific Express leaves 10.30 p. m.
daily. Tourist Sleepers daily to Califor-

nia and Oregon and personally conducted
excursions every Wednesday from New
England. Send 4 cents postage for

"California Illustrated" to Chicago &
North-Western Railway,

461 Broadway, - NewYork|435 Vine St., - Cincinnati
Cat Ches't St., - Philatlelphialgc? Smithficld St., Pittsburg
368 Wasliinfcton St., Boston'234 Superior St., - Cleveland
301 Main St., - - nufraltt|i7 Campus-Martius, Detroit
HIS Clark St., - - Clilca;."^,^ KingSt,,East,Toronto,Ont.

THE SHORT LINE
TO

Houghton, Calumet,
marquette

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

IS THE ONLY LINE RUNNING

Solid Trains 7h°e Copper Country

.0^CALUMET
/B^ANOOOK
«%HOUGHTON
^Vl'ANSE
fVUestoria

)hampion\ ^-:^^*^AfJto

Ji '"ON MOUNTAIN
E Wausaukee

SMENOMtNEEt
^ARINETTE

^Smilwaukeb

THROUGH SLEEPING CaRS, COACHES AND
BAGGAGE CARS

Leave Chicago daily at 10:30 p. m.

From Union Passenger Station, Canal & Adams Sts.

City Ticket Oince, 9S Adams St.

STUDENTS
will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.

$3 oo per year, in advance.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Mte 510 Marquette BIdg., . CHICAGO

GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE...
Made in almost any form required and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 ohma as
desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats
of 4,000 degrees. , . .

JOS. DIXOK CBUCIBI,E CO., Jersey City, H. J.

REG.TRADE MARKS The PHOSPHOR Bronz E Smelting Co. [iMiTED.

2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

)
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'
iNGOTS,CASTINGS, WIRE,RODS,SHEETS, ETC.

'9j.ovjl>/u^S'Lo>vf — DELTA METAL—
/X CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS

/oELTrtK^ ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

Ii£

WATERWHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarantee

:

The Largest Power ever obtained from a wheel of the saine diameter. The highest speed
ever ohtmned for the same power. The highest mean efficiency ever realized wJien
running from half to full gate. We guarantee also: A runner of the greatest po&
sible strength. A gate uneqitaled in quickness and ease of opening and closing.

Tests show over 81 per cent, average efficiency with half to full water.

State your Head and send for 124 page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

JEFFREY
ELEVAriNG,
COMVEYING,
POWER

TRANSMISSION

FOR CATALOGUE,

THE JEFFREY MFG. CO.
COLUMBUS. 0.

M'CORMICK TURBIHE.
On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft.

Especially Adapted for Electrical Work^

Gives a higher percentage of useful effect than any other water-wheel
heretofore made. All sizes, rlgbt and left hand, are built from patterns per-
fected under systematic tests in the Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and those contem-
plating the improvemeDt of powers, will find it to their interest to confer
with us, as we are willing to guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter what make of turbine has been In u^e. STATE RBQUIREriENTS
AND SEND FOR CATALOGUB.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.

SMALL SPRINGS
OF rVERY DESCRIPTIOW

THE WALLACE BARNES CO.,
^syABus^co ns7 BRISTOL, CONN., U.S.A.

JU
IVIODERN

ELECTRIC

RAILWAY

MOTORS.

BY GEO. T.

HANCHETT,
M, E.

FIRST PRACTICAL WORK ON RAILWAY MOTORS.
CONTENT^.—Chapter I.—Forme of Field Magnets. II.—Armature Winding

DiagniiuH. III.— Field Coil Construction andArranKement. IV.—Armature
ConBtructlon. V.—Coinmutator and Brush Holder Construction. VI.—
MoUjr Cuttings- VII.—Motor SuHponolonw. VIII.—Bearings and Gears.
IX.—Lubrication. X.—General Dimensions and Uata. XI.—Management
and liepalr. XII,—Rallwiiy Motor IJealgn.

200 Pages. 157 Illustrations and Table. Price $2.00.

'TITIS In a book unique In Its treatment of electric railway equipment. The
* HrHt ten chapters lire devoted to minute description of the deialls of electric
rallwiiy molurn ihat are in utte lu-day. Eitch orj^an of an electric railway moior
Ih taken up In turn. duMCrlbed and illustrated l»y examples of present and pant
l)raci,lco, tind lit operation explained in the llKht of practical experience. In
Mhort. the review of current i»raotlco in of ttucli a nature as to hrlne out the
roa'ion why the electric railway motor la built as It is to-day. For example,
Held magnota of dhloront typos of motora are illustrated and compared, and
their features of merit and faults pointed out. Armatures, armature wind I riKS,
brush holders. HUHpensions and other details are similarly treated, each detail,
however minute, bolnw oxhaufttively considered. The last two chapters are de-
voted, one to the luaoagemont and repair of eloetrlo railway motxars, and the
other tfj railway motor design, a complelo design being worked out as an ex-
amide. A table gives authoritative dataof all typos of railway moutrs in com-
mon une, both in Amerlciiaud lOuropc. Moiit pontpald Oll«^(^clptof'p^lc<^.

ELECTRICIAH PUBLISHING CO , 510 MARQUETTE BLDG., CHICAGO.

STANDARD POLYPHASE
APPARATUS AND SYSTEMS,

By MAURICE A. OUDIN, M. S.,
Member A. I. E. E.

242 Pages, Profusely Illustrated. Price, $3.00.

The Only Work Treating Fully of American
Alternating-current Apparatus.

Generators—Induction Motors—Synchronous Motors—Rotary Converters

—

Static Transformers—Station Equipment and General Apparatus—Two-
phase System — Three-phase System — Monocyclic System

—

Frequency— Calculation of Transmission Line, Etc., Etc.

Copies of this or any other electrical book published sent prepaid, to any address

in the world, on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6IO Marquette Building, CHICAGO.
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Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Plnconolas. Mich. Qreen Bay. WI5. New London, Wis.

EDAR POLE
' 50 TO 80 FT. A SPECIALTY.

JohnH.rowler, "i^^Vi^iriV.'-

POLES.
WHITE CEDAR.

IDAHO CEDAR up to 80 ft.
i

BERTHOLD

& JENNINGS,
ST. LOUIS.

Chemical Building.

CROSS
ARMS.

LONG LEAF
PINE AND FIR.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Lirg* Slocic Constantly on Hand.
Poles

Street Railway Ties.
Specialty: 7-foot
White Cedar Elec-
tric Railways, etc. Poles.

^EFRI9l^^ St SOIMS. ^^V^OE-TT, IVIi^t-t.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING CO.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,

HuialMtnrerf and Dealer. In

Yellow Pine Crotl Arms, Looust Pins, Oak Pins, Electrical

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stacks on liand.

Delivered prices quoted, F. 0. B. ears, your city. In any quantity. ^?-WKITE US.

BLUE RIDGE LOCUST PIN CO..
HARVEY M. DICKSON, Gen. Mgr ASIHEVIL.^E, IV. ^.,

LOCUST INSULATOR PINS AND BRACKETS.
SeveD factories in operation. Capacity, 60,000 per day. Write forprices on pin and bracket specialties

MAWUFACTUREBS Dr..

CEDAR POLES.
Piling and Street R. R. Ties.

C. H. WORCESTER CO.,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Producers and Wliolesalers of Wlilte Cedar Products.

VICTOR TURBINES
OPERATING DYNAMOS.

That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for electric
generators than any other is diie to the many points of

superiority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING!

High Speed, Close Besalation,
Great Capacity, High Efficiency,

Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady notion.

We Also Have a Full Line of Modern Patterns for Gears and
Power Transmission Machinery.

W^RITE FOB CATAIiOGUE.

The Stilwell-Bierce & Smith-Yaile Co.,
857 I.ehman Street, DAYTON, OHIO.

CEDAR POLES
LINDSLCy BROTHERS COMPAIMY
WeNOMINEE, MICH, aud PORT I.A.N O , OREdO N .

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS
SO-FOOr TO 80-FOOT POLES OUR SPCCIALTY

A PRETTY STORY.
Eight months ago the Texas Arm & Pin Co. began manufacturing things in-

clined electrically wooden, like cross arms, pins and brackets. An old, no-arcount,

second-hand machine, in a broken-down factory, was used, but now they have four
factories with new and late machinery and are shipping more cross-arras than the law

allows. But they can ship more. They are untapped, long-leaf, yellow pine.

Branch Office: 10 Temple Court Building, Cliicago, W. H. QUAW, Mgr. Harrrson"l'ai8.

Or the home oflSce at Beaumont, Texas, is uhere )ou write for more infoiroaiion and a

pretty and useful pamphlet.

BUY
Your Electrical Books of the Electrician

Publishing Co., Suite 510 flarquette

Bldg., Chicago. You will save TIME and

MONEY by doing so

THE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK!
BY

HEEBEET LAWS WEBB.
!

Price Sl.OO.
The only complete and practical work

I

of its kind on the market. I

PUBLISHED BY

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Suite 610 Mariiuette BulIdlnK, ChlcaKe

R. H. LEAVITT,
Capron, III.

Manufacturer of >

STANDARD ELECTRIC-LIGHT AND TELEPHONE
\

CROSS-ARM BRACKETS AND PINS.
|

Write u'; forprices. Welikelt. Will s!t up late
'

anu rise early toaiiswer you and Hit your orders-. I

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, MICH. TIES.

Eleven Pole Yards In Michigan.
Wtiolesale Producers for 20 years.

Ijarire Hto<*k8. Central ^ ard

CEDAR
DAVIS AND STITT

COMPANY,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Write for Delivered FrlCBi. POLES

Catalogue and Net Price List

LINEMEN'S OUTFITS
Mailed Free to Line od Construction Men-

MAThlAj KLEIN & SON, Maniilacturcrs,

r-89 w. VAN BURCN ST. ' Chlcago. HI.

[ndianaiiolis Arm, Bracket & Pin Co.
Successors to J. B. MACERS,

MAN'jrACTUREIIS OF

Arms, Brickets, Locust and Oak Pins,

Tent Stakes, ROPE Lock Blocks.

Office: l2S$.M«lill.ii SL, IndlHapoiH. Ind.

factory: JAMESTOWN, INO.
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Westinghouse
Engine Type Induction

Generators Motors
For Railway, Light and Power Service. For Factory, Mill and Mine Power.

Installed in the best equipped plants in every branch of

industrial service. Have fully demonstrated their

Efficiency

;.nd Economy

of Operation.

Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

NEW YORK,
ATLANTA, GA., Equitable Bldg.

AUSTIN, TEXAS.
BOSTON, Exchange Bldg.

BUFFALO, N. Y., Ellicott Square.

CHICAGO, New York Life Bldg.

CINCINNATI, Neave Bldg.

DENVER, Mountain Electric Co.

120 Broadway.

PHILADELPHIA, Land Title Bldg.

PITTSBURG, Westinghouse Bldg.

ST. LOUIS, American Central Bldg.

SAN FRANCISCO, Mills Bldg.

SEATTLE, "S^ASH., Snoqualmie Bldg.

SYRACUSE, N. Y., University Bldg.

WASHINGTON, D. C, 1317 F. St.

Non-Slipping.

Non-breakable.
Economical.
Durable.

Balanced.
Neat design.

Light-weight.

Non-Magnetic.

The Popularity of

Rockwood's Patent Compressed

Six thousand
various sizes

partly finished

carried con-

stantly in stock.

Hubs any shape,

any position.

Paper Pulleys
("For one-sixth century the standard/or durability and efficiency.'''

)

arises in a measure from their stability.

Engineers and users should not fail to specify Rockwood Patent Compressed Paper Pulleys on all contracts.

CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING.

ROCKWOOD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Paper Pulley Sales Dept., 330 So. Pennsylvania Street,

Indianapolis, Indiana, U. S. A.
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i FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS.
(INCORPORATED.)

SOMETHING NEW
Our TYPE K
Integrating Wattmeter

Weighs less than 1 3- pounds and can be installed in a space

6)^ inches by 83/4 inches.

SOME INTERESTING POINTS.
This Meter will Record Accurately the Energy of Alternating Current Circuits Regardless of the

POWER FACTOR.
It can be quickly Adjusted for Either HIGH OR LOW FREQUENCY.
No Constants or Multipliers Used. Meters are DIRECT READING.

THE CALIBRATION IS PERMANENT AND RELIABLE.
CONVENIENT TO HANDLE, EASY TO INSTALL AND REPAIR.

ALL PARTS ARE STANDARD AND INTERCHANGEABLE.

Write for Bulletin 1012.

1
'

'

1

-MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY-

i FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.

I
'4/

<•>

«•

<5>

<!>

<!>

«-
«•
<$>

«>
«>

S«-:>«.<l><;«-^-.44'i

ELECTRICITY FOR ENGINEERS.
Latest Edition, Now Published in One Complete Volume, 424 Pages, Profusely Illustrated.

Just the Work for Engineers, Electricians, Dynamo Tenders, etc.

PART I. CONTEMTS.—CHAPTER I: Electricity; Positive and Negative; Conductors.
Koi^Conauctors and Insulators; Electro-Motive Force; Volts; Kesistance; Onras; Current; Am-
peres,—CHAPTEK II: Djuamos; Ma^ets; Field Coils; Electro Magnets; Permanent Majmets.—
CHAPTER in : Armatures, Construction of. Different Kinds of: Commutators, How Made and Con-
nected: Heating of Armatures; Eddy Currents.—CHAPTER IV: The Current; How Produced;
Induction: Series S\'ound Dynamos; Shunt Wound Dynamos; Exciting the Fields; Constant Cur-
rent and Constant Potential Dynamos; Series and I^amllel; Parallel or Multiple Arc System.

—

CHAPTER V: Incandescent Lamps; Filaments; Connections; Flashing; Exhausting; Testing;
Candle Power; Operated in Series- Automatic Cut-Out; In Multiple Arc or Parallel; Multiple Series;
Multiple Series Cut-Out; Three Wire System.—CHAPTER VI: The Arc Light; How Formed:
Causes of Unsteadiness; Remedy; Effect of Shades or Globes; Shape of Carbons Under Different
Conditions of Burning; Arc Lamps; Regulating and Cu^Out MechaLism; Action of Current; Clutch
Lamps; Clockwork Lamps; Double Lamps; Troubles in Lamps.—CHAPTER VII: Commutators
»nd Brushes; The Brush Commutators; Brushes; Different Styles of Brushes- Double Brushes;
Single Brushes; Troubles with Commutators and Brushes; Correct Position of iBrushes; Sparlcing
at Brushes; Care of Brushes and Commutators; FLishlnK-—CHAPTER VIII: Current Regulation;
Hand Regulation: By Position of Brushes; Resistance Box; Resistance Colls.—CHAPTER IX:
American System of Automatic Current Regulation; The DjTiamo: Regulator; Action of Regulator.
CHAPTER X: Brush System of Automatic Current Regulation; Brush Armature: Diagram of Cir-
cuits through Dynamo. Regulator and Lamps; Dial or Regulator; Care and Adjustment of Dial;
Dial Controller: Circuits and Connections of No. 8 Brush Dynamo; Circuits of Compound Wound
Constant Poteutial Brush D^-namo.—CHAPTER XI: The Edison System; Automatic Regulator;
Circuits of Regulator: Circmts of Dynamo; Action of Regulator: Howell Pressure Indicator; Dia-
gram of Circmts; Description of Parts and Operation.—CHAPTER XII : Excelsior System of Auto-
matic Current Regulation- Dynamo; Armature; Diagram of Circuits; Tbe Regulator and Motor;
Action of Keeufator.—CHAPTER XIII: Schuyler System of Automatic Current Regulation;
Dynamo; Armature, Commutator and Brushes; Diagram of Circuits in Armature and Field; Regu-^r; Circuits in Regulator. -CHAPTER XIV: Thomson-Houston System of Automatic Current
Regulation: Dynamo; Armature; Commutator and Brushes; Controlling Magnet; Wall Controller;
Diagram of Circuits; Air Blast.-CHAPTER XV: Waterhouse System of Three-Brush Automatic
Current Regulation; Dynamo: Extra Brush: Resistance Coils and Regulator. CHAPTER XVI:
Ampere .Meters; Tangential Scale; Solenoid Meters.—CHAPTEJt XWI: Voltmeters; Pressure
and Potential Indicators. -CHAPTER XVIII: Testing; Galvanometers; Astatic Needle; Differ-
ential Apparatus.—CHAPTER XIX: Wheatstone Bridge or Electrical Balance; Diagram of Cir-
cuits and Methods of use: Bridge and Rheostat; Round Form; S^iuare Form.—CHAPTER XX

:

The Magneto as a Testing Instrument; Armature; Field; Bell; Diagram of Circuits.—CHAPTER
XXJ: CoupiingDvnamos Together; In Series; In Shunt; Series, Shunt and Comjiound Woiind Ma-
chines.—CIIAFTER XXII: Switches and Switchboards; Loop Switch; Plug and Socket; Change
Over Plug and Socket: Conclusion. CHAPTER XXXIII: Electric Motors; General Principles the
Same as in Djnamos; Types; Shunt and Series Motors Suitai)le for all General Purposes; Regula-
nonof Shunt Motors; Of Series Motors; Counter E. M. F.; Direction of Rotarion and Direction of
Current; Starting Motors; Diagram of ConnecUon.

PART II. CONTENTS.—CHAPTER I: Alternate Current Draamos; Principles of the
Field- Field Current Armature; Winding; Connections; Lamination; Different Types of Alterna-
tors; Regulation: Leading Systems; The Brush Generators; Magnets; Armature; Principles of In-
duction.—CHAPTER II: DjTiamos, Continued; The Mordey Alternator; Stationary Armatures;
Field Magnets; Ferranti Armature; Field Magnets; Winding; Collectors.—CHAPTER III: Dyna-
mos Concluded; Siemens DjTiamo; Best Magnetic Circuits; Stanley Constant Current Dynamo;
The Armature; Self Induction; Regulation.—CHAPTER IV: Induction, Coils; Converters; Tran»-
formers: Economy of Distribution; An Electrical H. P.; Losses in Conductor; Induction Coils; Ef-
fect of Induction; Transformers.--CHAPTER V: Transformers Continued: Induction Coils; Con-
verters; Transforming Up and Down; Design of Transforrvors ; The Static Charge; Protection
Against; Grounding the Secondary; Other Devices; The Foil Irotector; Different Types of Trans-
formers.—CHAPTER VI: Transformers. Concluded; Fuses; Regulation: Windingof Transformers;
Connecting to Circuit; Regulation; Safety Fuses.—CHAPTER Vli: Parallel System; Series Arc
Light System; Diagram of Circuits; Parallel System; Primary Circuit; Secondary Circuit; Placing
of Transformers; Fuses; Diagram of Series Arc Light Circuit—CHAPTER VIII: Lines of Force;
Hysteresis; Magnetic Penetration; The Circuit oi Lines of Force; Experiments with Magnet;
Rapidity of Reversals and Hysteresis.-CHAPTERIX: Arc Lamps; In Series; The Westinghou^ie
Arc Lamp; Diagram of Circuits in Lamp; Action of the Mechanism; Flat Carbons.—-CHAPTER X;
Arc Lamps, in Multiple; Slattery Differential Lamp; Mechanism of Lamp; Its Operation.—CHA P-

TERXI: Measuring and Indicating j^pparatus; Instruments for Use with Alternating Currents
Differ from those used with Continuous Currents; Ammeters; Voltmeters; Description of Several
Forms of Instruments.—CHAPTER XII: Measuring Instruments. Continued: Hot Wire Instru-
ments; The Cardew Voltmeter; Details of the Instrument; Low Potential A'^oltmeter.-CHAPTER
XIII: Voltmeters; Double Coil Voltmeter: Two T^ies.-CHAPTER XIV: Spring Meters; Curled
Spring Meter.—CHAPTER XV: Twisted Strip Instruments; Diagram of Connections and Opera-
tion of Instrument.—CHAPTER XVI: Recording Meters; Stanley Meter; Construction and Prin-
ciples of Operation; Diagrams of Parts; Slattery Induction Meter: Description of Parts and Prin-
ciples of Operation; Watt Meter; Thomson Meter.—CHAPTER XVII: Generators In Parallel:
Difficulties in Operating; Alternate Current Generators in Parallel; Arrangements of Circuits and
Machines for Operating in I'arallel; Diagram of Common Arrangement of Machines and Circuits.—
CJELAPTER XVIII: Ohm's Law; Strentitli of Current; Formulas and Examples; Power and Hea*-
ing Effects of Currents.—CHAPTER XIX: Ground Alarms and Leak Detectors.

PRICE, $2.50.

Orders for above book, or any electrical work published promptly sent on receipt of price, postage prepaid.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette Blag., CHICAGO
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ELECTBICAL OR MECHANICAL

^'ehave fine facilities for light raanuCacttir-
1n^, and solicit corvespondence. Kstimates
given on quantity or small lots. PUNCH PRESS
AUD SCREW MACHINE WORK.

SPIES & COmPAXT,
47-80 'W. Tan Bnren St., Chicago, III.

EDWARD P. BURGH,
Consulting Electrical Engineer,

1309 Crnaranty B I ds.. Itiii neapol is.

Oiidfi Storap Batteries.
Suitable lor aU purposea where Storage

Batteries are applicable.

No bnckliag of plate*. No spllltog of acid.

No sulpbatlog or corroding.

THE OXIDE BATTERY CO.,
Office. No. 1629 N. lOlh St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS. RODS AND Xmvm.

F«r ElMtrloal and MechADlcal Purposes, Hallway Dust Gturdii. Wseltasaa
and Packings. Patent Insulating CI«ats.

MAKUFACTXTRKD BT

THE KARTAVERT MANUFAGTUflING CO.. Wilmington, M,

The Best-The "NEW STYLE"
Receptacle and Attachment Plug.

Tbe latest in this line-is the

"NEV STYLE" made by

WM. T. PRINGLE, 1026 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.
Western Representatives: J. B. McKeazue Co., 324DearborD St., Chicago.

READY FOR THE MARKET.
"FEIKOO," tbe new Myle Craole rosette. In-

sulation perfect, 'lonvfasa, superior
In every detail.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co.. Peru. Ind.

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Highest grades for electrical insulation and mechanical purposes, in sheets,

tuKs, rods and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on application.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wilmington, Del.

PERFECT
Printing Plmes
J;A byever^ppocess.

.'.«f. Write for specimens.

"'" ^S:345:i)EARBORN ST

i

ENGRAVeC! ON WOOD.

IN

a

AIR PROPELLORS
M

We

Have Set

a New

Standard.

Ask for

Prices,

THE FULLER CO., Detroit, Mich., U.S. A.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRICAL AND VENTILATING APPARATUS.

tendon, Eng.—Wtn. Key, II Queen Victoria

Bt., B. C.

Paris, Knince—B. U. C«iUot. 12 Bue St.

Otjorgcfl.

01««Kow, ScoHajid-Wm. Key, Central

ChniiihcrH, 109 Hope Bt.

Tokoliama, Japan— Ilaitnnll & Illlles.

New York— Western Kleetrlc Co.

WaahloKton—National ISIoctrlc Supply Oo.

WllralngUB—Oanett. Millet & Oo.

OcnviT—Thos. H. Smith; Hendrle & Bolt-
hoir.

r.OB AnKGlCB—Western Electric WorhB.
Mlnnonnolln—Uoberta Heating & Vent. Co.
Mllwnijltce—fieo. F. Rohn.
ChlcfiKo—Wc-'Storn Kloctric Co.; Central

lOlcclrIc Co.
.St. r.oulit—WcHlcrn Electrical Supply Co.
noHton—Smith k Anthony.
South Bend, Inil.—MIlJer-Knohlock Co.
Peck-Hnrnmond Co.. Cluctnuatl, O., Qen-

eral Southern Agents.

^Black Diamond File Works!

Special

Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

189S.

OUB eOODS ABE ON SAliE IN ETEBT I.EADIKCI BCABDWABB U
8TOBE IN THB UNITED STATES AND GANADtA. fj^

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY, |PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

I
NCREASE
YOUR

BOILER OUTPUT
BY USING

MECHANICAL
DRAFT.

B. F.

STURTEVANT
COMPANY,

BOSTON, MASS.

NEW YORK,
PHILADELPHIA,

CHICAGO,
LONDON.
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SilVIPLiEX WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

WESTERN SELLING AGENT,

H. R. HIXSON,
IISTMonadnock Block, CHICAGO

Simplex Electrical Company,
75-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

1889—Paris Exposition,
Hedal for Bobber Insulation.
1893-liirorld'a Fair,

Hedal for Bobber Insolation.

THE STANDABD FOB
BVBBEB IXSriiATIOK.
Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee "ToV Wires,

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd
ffSl^Jrcl.Y.lVr; [»"»"•• 253 Broadway, Hew York.

Geo. T. Manson. Gen'l Suit
W. H. Hodgins, Secy.

«^«*^'"-^\

^'^}
INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Paranite Rubber Covers^ Wires and Cables,

UNDERGROUND, AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

TELEPHONE, TELBQRAPH AND FIRE ALARfl CABLES.

All Wlre» are tasted al Factory. JONESBOBO, ISI>.

J. M. CO.\A/IHI-rE IVIF-O.
Gas, Electric and Combination Fittings

and Fixtures, TrlmmlnB^t Mcrews
and Ornaments.

Send lor Our New Catalogue, Just Issued.

MANUFACTURERS OF

PteMed, Spun. and Turned Braee

Work^to •Order.

1X7-137 North totli Street,

Brooklyn, N. V.

TheUnited States Garbon Company,
n^v n f

' SPECIAITIES ASPECIAlJiX

L ELECTROLYTIC.
^^^^ALTERNATING. DIRECT. 1

ENCLOSED. OPEN.J

Cleveland. Ohio. U. o. .

not" in carbon t"ru:

U \J

" PHONO=ELECTRIC"
"IT'S TOUGH"

The Most Durab)
TROLLEY WIRI

Will Not Break

Will Not Stretch

BRIDGEPORT BRASS C(

19 Murray SI., NEW YORK.

^"Phono-Electric

Write for Booklet.

PL.iBk.'rilMiJIV/l
FOR ALL PURPOSES. ^

Sonp and NfttlTS Platinum Furebaied
BAKKB A C0..408-4I4 New Jersey

Ballroad Ave.. IVewarli, S. J.
Hsw York Office, lao Liberty street.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Bio-
tors from hi to SO^orse power.
Uynamos from iO lights to TOO.

W e sell or rent. Good profltl
he Hoban Elec. Mig. Go.. Troy. OhI*.

STERLING EXTRA INSULATING VARNISH.
SterllDsr Extra. Black FlnlRbiiig Varnisli,

ti(t«rUnc: Black Air Bryine Varnlsli, _
Sterilner Black Core Plate Tarnivh.

THE STERLING VARNISH CO.,
Pittsburg, Pa.. U. S, A.

THE STERLIN6 VARNISH CO.,
9"^ ^o'moreRow. Brrmingham. F npland.

American Titrifieil CoMnit ConiBaiiy,

MANUPACTDBBBB OF

VITRIFIED SALT GLAZED
UNDERGROUND AND INTERIOR CONDUITS.

Contractors for Complete Installation
Of Conduit Systems.

General Offices: 39 Cortlandt St.. N. Y.

For Porcelain or Clay in-
sulating Specialties, such as
Bushings, Knobs or Cleats,
Address,- '

THE AKRON SMOKING PIPE CO.,
MOCADORE, OHIO.

Queen $t Co.,
1010 Chestnut iSt., Fbils.

480 MONON BLDG., CHICAtO.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray
Focus Tubes, Induction Coils.

I-T-E
aiRGUIT BREAKERS
CUHER ELECTRICAL CO., PHILADELPHIA.

WESTDH Electrical IngWiiraeiit Co.,

114-120 William St.. NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

Weston Standard
Portable
Direct Reading

Wmt«n Oronnd I>«t«ctor and CIrenitTMtar,

?fllllivoltinet4'rs,
Voltfimmeters,
AmmeC^TH,
MllliaiiiiiiPtcrH,
Ornnntl D*-t«<ctorB and
<*ir*'uit Testers,
Oliinine*er<«,
Portable Oaivajiometerg.

Our Portable Instninients are recognized
as The Standa d the world over. The brtnl*
Portable Laboratory Standards are still

better.
Our Station Voltmeters and Ammeters

areunsiirpas.sftd in point of extreme accuracy
and lowest consumption of energy.
BERLIN—European We-tnn Electrical Itistrament
Co., Ritterstra-Be No. 8«.

LONDON—Elliott Bros., No. 101 St. MartlDS Lane.

Mention the Western ELEf-TRicuN when
writing fur catalogues.

STANLEY A. C. WATTMETERS.
Permanent Accuracy Guaranteed.

STANLEY INSTRUMENT CO.,
New York: 146 Broadway.
San Francisco: :U-33 New Monigomery St.

Canada: The Royal Blectrlc Co., Montreal and
T mntn.

BATTERY JARS.
.Machine-made Battery Jars are Better and

RtroiiRer than the tiand-Wown, being more UHl-
form and of Kqual Distribution.

A K 'OURiiB-(E»- FOR OUR JAIt.

We are tfae-only concern making Battery Jar«
by machinery. "*,

T He GILCHRIST JAR CO.,
Office and Factory ; - - . ELMER. M J-

HOLOPHANE CLASS CO.,
, IMENA^ V^^F^K.

Compound Prism

Globes and Shades

FOR ALL KINDS OF LIGHTING,

TWO un> n mm o rl e> IO^h sd'VKK IVI e a Ul I

Awarded at Paris Exposition.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.
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SOMETHING ABSOLUTELY NEW
IN

ARC LAMPS

A-B Solid Copper Case

AND

Pressed Steel Case Arc Lamps

FOR ALL CIRCUITS.

Twenty - Five Different Types.

Perfect in Regulation, Long Life, Easy Accessibility

to Mechanism.

In all competitive tests they have been proven 50 per cent

the best lamp made.

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
L-OUPIS, VJ. S. A.

Full Particulars and Descriptive Matter Mailed on Application.
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THE "CHLORIDE ACCUMULATOR
IS OPERATED IN FORTY-NINE EDISON STATIONS.

When selecting apparatus for work of this character, purchasers generally give first con-
sideration to the features of

33

lABIUI
DESCRIPTIVE BULLETINS
UPON REQUEST.

NEW YORK. 100 Broadway.

Y, EF"F-|OIEIMOY, DLJRABI 1.ITY.
THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY,

1 9th Street and Allegheny Avenue, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BOSTON, 60 State St. CHICAGO, 1424 Marquette Bldg. BALTIMORE, 641 Equitable Bldg. SAN FRANCISCO, Parrott Bldg

ALTERNATING -CURRENT POWER MOTORS,
1-20 TO 2 1-2 ACTUAL HORSEPOWER.

SIMPLE. RELIABLE, SATISFACTORY.
Send for bulletins just Issued describing new types.

The Emerson Electric Mfg.Co.,
714.716-718 St. CharlesSI.. ST. LnUIS. MO.

Branch OtBce and Warehouse

:

136 Liberty St., New York City.

A NOVELTY-JUST OUT!
UNIVERSAL CORD SPOOL.

This is a npat and Dovel device for adjusting the lenoth of cord of your drop light.
Quicltly attached; always hangs straight; caucot slip; no loop to dangle about; no
socket to be removed. Made of hardwood, n tural green or cherry finish. Prices on
application. Manufactured and patented by the

CRESCENT MFG. CO., 52 W. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, III., U. S. A.
For Sale by All Dealers in Electrical SupplieB.

((

Crown
"Insulated Conductors

AND

Rail Bonds
ARE THE

Perfection of Rubber Insulation for high or low voltage, direct or alternating currents, solid or
stranded conductors up to 2,500,000 circular mils' capacity.

Perfection of simplicity and economy in rail bonding, together with perfection of contact.

In "CROWN" WIRES or "CROWN" BONDS you secure the best attainable results,

electrically and mechanically.

Solid or stranded bare copper conductors; also lead - encased and armored for aerial,

underground and submarine work.

American Steel and Wire Co., Chicago, III.

NEW YORK, WORCESTER, DENVER, SAN FRANCISCO; LONDON, ENC.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.

.

i

Alden Electric Co xl

Alexander, Thos xiv

American Battery Co

—

xiv

American Bridge Co xvl

American Dist. Steam Co.

American Eeetric Co vi

Amer. Electric Fuse Co. . .

Amer. El. Teleph. Co xvii

American Elec. Works... xlli

Amer. Reflt. & Ltg. Co... xiil

American School of Corr. Ix

Amer. Steel & Wire Co.. Ill

Amer. Vitrified Cond. Co. i

Bain, Force
Baker & Co i

Ball Engine Co xx
Barnes Co. , Wallace x x

Barnett Co., G. & H xxlv

Becker Bros

Belden-Larwill Elec. &
Mfg. Co iv

Berthold & Jennings xxl

Besly & Co., Chas. H xxlv
Blue Ridge Locust Pin Co.

Bossen El. Const. Co.... vlli

Bridgeport Brass Co i

Brucfcner Electric Co
Bunnell & Co., J. H iv

Burch,Edward P xxlv

Camp Engineering Co ... . xiv

Central Electric Co Til

Central Mfg. Co xxi
C-ntra! Tel. & El. Co.... xvltl

Chase-Shawmut Co x
Chicago & Alton E. R. . . xx
C. &N. W. R. R xs
Chicago Edison Co Iv

Chic Fuse Wlre&Mfg.Co. xvlli

Chic. House WreckingCo. xv
CM.&St. P. R. R XX
Chicago Mica Co xiii

Chic. Telephone Sup. Co. xvlU
Cleveland ArmatureWks. viii

CUng-Surface Mfg. Co.. xx
Couch & Seeley Co xix
Cream Flux Co xli

Cretcem Mfg. Co Ill

Crest Manufacturing Co.

.

xil

Crocker-Wheeler Co
Cutler-Hammer MfgCo.. iv

Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co.... 1

Davis AStittCo xxl
Dearborn Drug A Ch. Co. xl

DeDion-Bouton Motorette

Co iv

Diamond Meter Co I v

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos

.

x x

Driver-Harris Wire Co. . xvill

Edison Decorative & Min-
iature Lamp Dept xli

Edison Mfg. Co xv
El. Eng. Inst. Corr. Inst.

Electric Appliance Co xil

Electric Storage Batt. Co. ill

Electrician Pub. Co xxlll

Electrolysis Proof Conduit
Mfg.Co xl

Emerson EL Mfg.Co ill

Ericsson Telephone Co . . . 1

Eureka Elec. Co

Faries Mfg. Co xxlv
FarrTeL & Con. Sup. Co.xvlU
Federal Battery Co vlll

Firkins & Co., O.W xxl
"For Sale" Advs xiv
Ft. Wayne EL Wka., Inc. xxlli

Fowler, John H xxl

Franklin Eng. & Elec. Co.

Fuller Co.. The

Qarl Electric Co xvlii

General Electric Co vli

General Elec. Repair Co..

Gen'l Incandescent Arc
LightCo Ix

General Inc. Lamp Co ... .

Gilchrist Jar Co 1

Gould Storage Battery Co. vi

Great Western Smelting
& Refining Co

Gregory Electric Co ziv

Hartwig & Miller —
Hazard Manufacturing Co.

Hill, W.S.. Electric Co...

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co i

Hodge-Walsh EL Eng. Co.

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co.

Holophane Glass Co 1

Humphrey, Henry H xiv

Illinois Maintenance Co.. xtv

Independent Tel. Sup.Co. xvlli

Indianapolis Arm, Bracket

&PinCo xxl
Indiana Rub. & Ins. W. Co. i

India Rubber &. Gutta
Percha Insulating Co. ,

Internat'l Cor. Schools. vlli

Jeffrey Mfg. Co xx
Johnston, Thos. J xlii

Kansas City Tel. Mfg. Co.

Kanavert Mfg. Co
Kelley & Son, Benj. F...

KelloggSwitchb.&Sup.Co. xvii

Kentucky Electrical Co,, xxlv

Klein & Son, Mathlas x x i

Klemm & Co xill

Kokomo TeL & EL M.Co. xvlii

Kusel, D. A., Tel. & Elec.

Mfg. Co xvlii

. Lea-Hooven Mfg. Co viil

Leather Preserv. M. Corp. x x

Leavltt, R. H
Leclanche Battery Co.... xv
Leffel & Co. , James x x

Llndsley Brothers Co xxi

Link-Belt Machinery Co. xil

Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co.

Manhattan Gen'l Const.Co. x 1 11

Manross, F. N xli

McDermld Mfg. Co xvii

McInttreCo., TheC xvlli

McLennan & Co., K xil

McRoy, John T xil

Mianus Electric Co xvill

Mica Insulator Co xil

Mlller-Knob^ocfeEl.M.Co. xlx

Miscellaneous Advs xiv

Monarch Fire Appl. Co . . .

Monon R. R xx
Mnnsell & Co. , Eugene ... x 1

1

National Carbon Co x
National India Rubber Co.

National Tel. Equlpm. Co. xvii

New York Ins. Wire Co. .. xl

Noblett, E. J xxi

North Electric Co xvl

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.. li

Ohio Electric Works xv
OkoniteCo., The 1

Oxide Battery Co xxlv

Pacific Electric Co

Page, Chas. G xiil

PalsteCo., H. T xi

Paragon Fan & Motor Co.

Perrlzo & Sons xxi

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co xxiv

Phillips, Eugene P xiii

Phillips Ins'd Wire Co.... xlli

Phoenix Glass Co
Phosphor-Bronze S. Co. xx
Pittsburg &L.S. Iron Co. xxi
Pringle, Wm.T

Queen &Co.,

Keislnger, Hugo
R. I. Teleph. & Elec. Co.

Rlchmondt Conduit Co.. xlii

Robertson & Sons, Jas. L. xiil

Roche. William x

Rockwood Mfg.Co xxil

Roebling'8 Sons Co., J.A. xiii

Rosslter, MacGovern & Co. xvl
Roth Bros. A Co xli

Sage & Bro., F. B xvlli

Sargent & Lundy
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co
Schureman & Bayden xiv

Schwalm Co., Geo. F xiv

Shelby Electric Co i

Siemens & Halske Electric

Co. of America vll

Simplex Elect'al Co., The, 1

Smith Co., S. Morgan.. . xx
Smith. O. W xxi
Smith, PhUIp xvlli

Speer Carbon Co
Spies «t Company xxiv
Spragne Electric Co xli

Standard TeL & El. Co.. xtU

StandardUnderg.CableCo. -^
Stanley Electrical Mfg.Co. si

Stanley Instrument Co... i

Sterling ASon, W. C xxl
Sterling Electric Co.... xis
Sterling Varnish Co., The l

Stewart & Co., Frank H.. vlti

Stewart Electrical Co x v

Stllwell-Blerce A Smith-
VaUeCo xxi

Stow Mfg. Co xiv
Stromberg-Carlaon Tel. ,

Mfg. Co xvii

Sturtevant Co., B. F xxiv
Swedish-Am. Tel. Co xvii

Texas Arm A Pin Co xxi
Thomas, Wilcox A Dletz. xvlii

Torrey Cedar Co xxl

United States Carbon Co. i

Valentine-Clark Co xxi
Varley Duplex Mag. Co... xvii

Viaduct Mfg. Co xvill

Vitro Chrome Chem. Co.> xxlv
Vulcanized Fiber Co.... xxiv

Wagner EL Mfg. Co vlii

Wagner, Herbert A xli

Walsh's Sons & Co xiv
Warner Electric Co., The xlx
Warren Elec. Mfg.Co xl

Webster Cbemical Ca xxiv
Western Electric Co v
Western El. Supply Co. .

.

11

Western TeL Const. Co... xvii

Westlnghouse Electric A
Manufacturing Co xxli

Weston Elect'callnst. Co. i

White Mfg. Co., J. H 1

Worcester Co., C. H xxl

F'or Olaisslflod Ind^x of ^A.d-vAr-felsomon-ts Soo Paso VI.
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ARC LAMPS, KNIFE SWITCHES, CLOSES, FLUSH PUSH,
AND SNAP SWITCHES, SHADES, CARBONS, RUBBER
COVERED WIRES, CORDS AND CABLES, ELECTRIC
LIGHTING SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY 139 Adams St, CHICAGO

ESTABLISHED 1878. INCORPORATED 1899.

J. H. BUNNELL tt CO.,
20 PARK PLACE. Near General Postoffice. IfEW YORK.

TRADE-MARK
MiNLFACTLrREltS. IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Telegraph, Telephone, Railway and Electric-lighting Apparatus and

Supplies, Jnstruments.Batteries, Insulated Wires & Line Equipment.
Catalogues and Circulars free on application.

Get our Special Prices before placing orders elsewhere.

We own the GOOD WILL, NAME, COPYRIGHTS, TRADE-MARKS, Patent
(No. 288881) and all other assets of the old firm of J. H. BUNNELL & CO., and
propose to maintain our rights in the premises.

J. H. SUNNEI-I- & CO.,
—Xpnr Opnpral PostofBce,— IMe-uv Vorl*.

New York Office,

No. 59 W. 66th St.,

New York, N. Y.

Sole Agents and
Licensed Manufacturers

In me United States ot

America for

De Dion-Bouton

& Co.,

FRANCE.

Boston Office,

No. 268
Massachuselt

Motors,

Motorcycles,

Motorettes.
Our New York Type Motorette, Weight 700 pounds.

Capacity 3 Persons. Price $1 ,200.00.
SlaiPI/ICITY. BASIIiY OPERATEn,

FliEXIBIIilTT, PERFECTLY CONTBOI^IiED,
MftHTSIESS, ABSOIiUTEl.Y 8.4FE,

STRENGTH, ABSENCE OF AliI, Oil. AND DIBT.
EEI,IABIL1TY, ECOlVOMY.

Not an EXPERIMENT, but a TRIED and PROVED SUCCESS.
Over20,000 De DION-BOUTON MOTORS operating Motorcycles and

Motorettes.
.- =

GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY: CHURCH LANE AND 37TH ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Oe Pion Motor Snpplies and Batterlea Al^vaya in Stock.

Vnil PAH nCDElin upon C. &H. rheostats operating satisfactorily. The
lyU UHH UCrCnil material and workmanstilp are the best and all appara-
tus is given two independent and severe tests Vjefore shipping. Send for catalogue AV.

The Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.,
Main Offices and Factory: IMILWAUKEE, WIS.

EASTERN FACTORY: Westfield, N. J. NEW YORK OFFICE: 136 Liberty Street.

The largest and oldest manufacturers of Rheostats In the world.

YOU ARE TAKING CHANGES
If you buy an Arc Lamp without
first giving the subject thorough
investigation.

THE ^'BELDEN" SYSTEM

has many superior points that
have convinced others.

Our illustrated catalog tells

v^hat an Arc Lamp SHOULD
BE and what THE BELDEN
IS.

Belden-Larwill Electric &

. Co.,

FT. WAYNE, IND.
AGENTS:

M. B AUSTIN & CO., 58 W. Vaa Bureo St., Chicago.

C. E. WILSON, cire Manufacturers' Cub, Philadelphia. Pa.

We are now in a position to establish de.<tirable

agencies in all principal cities In this and foreign
countries.

Scheeffer Recording

Wattmeter.
ROUND PATTERN TYPE "E." FOR ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

An Accurate and Sensitive Meter.

Improved Ball Bearing.

DIAMOND METER CO.
PEORIA, ILL., U. 8. A.
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Keyless Box. Outer and Inner Doors Open.

Police and Fire Alarm Apparatus
FOR

CITIES, -rO>A/NS,

INTERIOR PROTECTION of

Residences, Hotels,

Hospitals, Factories,

Lumber Yards, etc.

Our Bulletin 9002 Illustrates and

Describes Our System, It will

be mailed to you on request.

Private Fire Alarm Box.

Facil Pen Register for Police, Fire Alarm and Messenger Service. Automatic Repeater and Manual Transmitter.

Western j^lectric C^J^ip^Jiy
Chicago

American Electric Company, St. Paul, Minn.,
Northwestern Agents.

LONDON

:

Bridge Chambers,
171 Queen Victoria Street, E. C.

and North Woolwich, E.

ANTWERP:
32 Rue Boudewyns

New York
St. Louis Office,

10 Security BIdg., St. Louis, Mo.

PARIS:

46 Avenue de Breteuil
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GOULD STORAGE BATTERIES.
E8PKCIAL,liT ADAPTED FOB

STREET RAILWAY
POWER PLANTS.

ALSO CENTRAL STATIONS

AND ELECTRIC VEHICLES.

Electric Elevators, Railroad Signal

Apparatus, Telegraphs, Telephones,
Electric Fire Alarms.

Send (or Description and Catalogue.

GOULD STORAGE BATTERY CO.,

NEW YORK OFFICE, 25 West 33(1 St.

Works, DEPEW, N. Y. NEW YORK, N. Y., U S. A.

NewSaying:
Send your orders

for supplies to

the American

Electric Company,

St. Paul, Minn.,

and you will

make no

mistake.

Anchors(Tel^Tel.Pole) .

Smith. Philip.

AnnonciaTors.
AnKTicjin Electric Co.
BunDell&Co.. J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Arc Lampfl.
Aldea Electric Co.
American Electrjc Co.

Belden-LarwlU El. & Mf. Co.

Central Electric Co
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks,, Inc.

General Electric Co.

General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.

Gregory Electric Co.
Lea-Hooven Mfs. Co.
Manhattan Gen'l Const. Co.

Ro:jsiier, Mac Govern & Co.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Westinghouse El. &Mfg. Co.

An t«in whiles.
Dftnlon-B->utonMotoretteCo.

Babbitt Met'l and Solder.
Gr Western Sm. and Kefg.Co.

Batteries and Jars.
ATierlran Electric Co.

Bunnell & Co.. J. H.

Central Electric Co.

EdlBon Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Go.

Federal Battery Co.

Gilchrist Jar Co,
Leclanche Battery Co.. The.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

National Carbon Co.

Ohio Electric Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Koche. William.
Western Electric Co.

Western Elect. SuDply Co.

Bells, Buzzers, Etc.
American Electric Co.

Central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

Western Electric Co.
Wet^tern Elect. Supply Co.

Belt nresslne.
CUne-Sarface Mfg. Co.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Beltine.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Bloncers.
FuUerCo., The.
StnrlevantCo.,B.F.

BoilerN. „ , ,

Chicago Hou-sP-Wrecklii;^Oo.

B"ok8,Electrical.
Electrician PubllBiilng Co.

Brideen and Bnlldlnss
(Hteel).
American Bridge Co.

BmHhes.
Becker Bros,
Central Electric Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.

Holmes Flbre-GraphUe Co.

Saee&Bro., F. B.

Cables (See Insulated Wires.)

Cables, Electric (See Insu-

lated Wire9),Copper,8heet
and Bar.
American Elec. WorkB.
American Steel & Wire Co.

Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Ngw York Infi.WlrcCo.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
WcHiern Elect. Supply Co.

CarbonM.I'olntsA'PIateB
Cf^ntral Electric Co.
Chicago Edlsnn Co.
Electric Anpllance Co.
National Carbon Co.
E'jlHlnKer. Hugo.
Sneor Carbon Co.
United SlatcH Carbon Co.
Western Elect, Supply Co.

CaHtlnCH (Iron.)
Smith Co., B. Morgan.

Chains.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Clrrnlt Breakers.
Cutter Elec. AMfg- Co,

Coul A Ashes Handllne
]Ha4*blnery.
JfcfTrcy Mfg Co.
Link HfM Machinery Co.

CollH anil Ma«net«.
MlUer-Knoblock El, Mfg. Co.
V<irl«v Dnnlni Maanftt Oo.

Golorlnic (Inc. I^nmp).
Vitro OUromfl OUemloM Co.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Webster Chemical Co.

Comuoond.
Dearborn Drug ACbem.Wks.
McLennan & Co., K.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Go.

Conduit and Conduits.
American KlectricCo.
Amer. Vitrified Conduit Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrolysis Proof Conduit
Mfg. Co.

McRoy, John T.
Rlchmondt Conduit Co.
Sprague Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Connectors and Termi-
nals (Patent).
American Elec. Fuse Co.
McIntireCo-.TheC.

Construction & Repairs.
American Electric Co.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors and Electric
liisht Plants.
Amerk'iin I-ilectrlc Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Go.
of America.

Spraeue Electric Co.
Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
WestlnghouseElecA Mfg.Co.

Copper ^Vlres.
American Electric Co.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Bridgeport Brass Co.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkonlteCo.,Tbe
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roeblfng's Sons Co.. J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Correspondence Schools
American School of Corresp.
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.

Int. Correspond. Schools,
Cross-Arms, Pins and
^Brackets
Bl«e Ridge 'Locust Pin Co.
Bunnell <kCo.. J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
IndplB. Arm. Brack. <fe Pin Co.
Leavltt, R. H.
Texas Arm & Pin Co.
Valentlne-CJark Co., The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cnt-Onts and Hvritches.
Amtjrlcun Electric Co.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. 11.

Central Electric Co.
Chas"-'^lia\vmut Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Seneral Elec. Co,
General Inc. \rc Light Co.
Hill. W. S.. Electric Co.
Muniiattan Elec. Supply Co.
palKteCo., H. T,
Siemens A llalskc Electric Co,
of America.

Wagner Klec, Mfg. Co.
Westorn Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supidy Co.
WestlnghouHc EI, i"t Mfg. Co.

Cnts.
Franklin Eng. A Electro Co.

ByiiomoH mid Illo*orM.
American Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co.. J. H.
f;entral ElcrirlcCo.
Chicago HouHC Wrecking Co,
Crocker-Whcolor Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Gregory Electric Co,
lloburl Elec. Mfg. Co.
Kentucky Elcc'rlcal Co,
Northern Kloc. MfK- Co.
Ohio Eloctrlo Worka.

Rosslter, Mac Govern A Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Schureman & Haydeu.
Siemens & Halske Electric Oo.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electric Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electric Railways.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Mechani-
cal Engineers.
Bain, Foree.
Uurch, Edward P.

Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Humphrey, Henry H.
Illinois Maintenance Co.
Sargent A Lundy.
Wagner, Herbert A.

Electrical Instruments.
American Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co.. J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chase-Shawmut Co.
Electric ApoUance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co,
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Queen A Co.
Sage A Bro., F. B.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Stanley Electrical M'g. Co.
Stanley Instrument Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electro- Platins JIIaeh*y.
BeslyACo., Chas. H.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.

EleTators - < onveyore.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Engines, Steam.
Ball Engine Co.
Camp Engineering Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Exh*stSteam Apparatus.
American District Steam Co.

Fan Outfits. -

American Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co-. J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Fuller Co., The.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Oh o Electric Works.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Go.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
BarnettCo., G. A H.

Fire KxtlneulhherH.
Monarch Fire Appliance Co.

FlxtiircN und Fittlo{£M.
White Mfg. Co,..T. H.

Flexible Shafts.
Stovp Mfg. Co.

Forffcs.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fuses and Fuse IVIre.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chase-Shawmut Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire A Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance To,
Mclntlre Co., The O.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Ucars.
Ben]y A Co.. Chas. H.

4j>eiierul Flee. Niipplies.
Amork'un ICh'Ctrlc <:o.

Aldun Mlcctrle Co.
Bunnell A Co.. J. H.
Cenlral Kloctrlo Co.
ChaKoShawmut Co.
Chicago Bdlaoa 00.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hodge- Walsh El. Eng. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Mianus Electric Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Siewart A Co.. Frank H.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Globes and Elecirical
Olassirare.
Holophane Glass Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Heaters (Feed n'ater).
Kelley & Son, Henj. F.

Hcatinerand TentUating
Apparatus.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.

Holders, Inc. I^amp.
Orpsrent Mfe. Co
Stewart A Co., Frank H.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing Materials.
Akron Smnkine Pipe Co.
Ame'-ican Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Mica Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Manhattan Elec Supply Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
MunsellA Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Okonlte Co., The.
Palste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
PhiUips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Insnlated Wires and
Cables-SIasnet IVires.
Alden Electric Co.
American Elec Fuse Co.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Bunnell A Co.. J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co,
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
India Rubber &. Gutta Percha
Insulating Co.

McDermid Mfg. Co.
Mlller-Knoblock El. Mfe. Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New Ynrk Insulated Wire Co.
Oh'o Electric Works.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips, Eugene F.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Go.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elect. Const. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

Lamps, Incandesc«>nt.
American l-^lectr'c Co,
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Edison Decorative & Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Co. -

General Electric Ce.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
General Inc. Lamp Co.
Kentucky Electrical Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Sawyer- Man Elec. Co.
Shelby Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co,
Westlnehouflo Kl. A Mfg. Co.

Llfihtnlns Arresters.
American Elec. Fuse Oo.
Central Electric Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
Eureka Electric Co,
Ft, Wayne Elec. WkB., Inc.
General Electric Co,
WoBtlnghouBO El. &, Mfg. Oo,

Wor AlpHMb^-tlonl Ind^jc of Advor^lsomon^i

Ijinemen's Climbers,
Klein A Son. Mathias.

niaernet M'ires.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Dlcchanical Machinery.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L.
Stilwell-Elerce Smlth-Valle.

Meters.
Diamond Meter Co.
Fort Wayne Elec. Wrks, Inc.
General Inc. Arc Light Co,
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Mica.
Chicago Mica Co.
MunsellACo., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus, Elec.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co,
Norlbern E'ec. Mfe. Co
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Motors — See Dynamos and
Motors.

Packing.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L.

Pateni Attorneys.
Johnston, Thomas J.
Page Chas. G.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly AGO., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.,Ltd.

Platiuum Bought and
Sold.
Baker A Co.
Gt. West. Sm. and RefiningCo.

Poles.
Berthold A Jennings.
Davis AStltt Co.
Firkins A Co., O. W.
Fowler, John H.
Llndsley Bros. Co.
Perrizo A Sons.
Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.
Smith, O. W.
Sterling A Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester Co., C. H.'

Porcelain.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

PoYv^er Transmission
Machinery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Sti'well-Bierce Smith-Valle.

Pulleys,
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Rockwood Mfg. Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
StllweU- Bierce Smlth-Valle.

Rail BondH.
American Steel A Wire Co.

Refiners.
Gt.West. Sm.andReflnlngCo.

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.
Faries Mfg. Co.
Kleram & Co,

Re-Winding—Repairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Armature Works.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Kng. Co.
Rnssirer, Mac Govern & Co.
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Rheostats.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Sage A Bro.. F. B.
Westinghouse El. A 3Ifg. Co.

Salt (Battery).
Federal Battery Oo.

Second-Hand Mach'y.
Alexander, Thomas.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Illinois Maintenance Co.
Rosslter, Mae Govern A Co.
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Walsh's Sons A Oo.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Oo.
Faries Mfg. Co.
Klemm A Co.
Pnclllc Electric ("'o,

Solderliifi: Flux.
Cream Flux Co.

Sparking Plugs.
Crest MaaufaoturlngCo.

I &^m F»«i8« III

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
BeslyACo., Chas. H.
§ueen A Co.
obertson A Sons, Jas. L.

Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Springs.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Barnes Co., The Wallace.
Manross. F. N.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Gould storage Battery Co.
Oxide Battery Co

Strnciurul Iron Work.
American Bridge Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Klectrical Works.
American steel A Wire Oo.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The
simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Swiieh-
boards.
Amerit-an Electric Co.
American Elec Fuse Co.
American El. Telephone Co.
Bunnell A Co. .J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. A Elec. Co.
Chicago Telfphcne Sup. Co.
Couch A Seeley Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Supply Co.
Garl Electric Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co
Kansas City Tel. Mfg Co.
Kellogg Switchb. A Sup Co
Kokomo Tel A El. Mfg. Co.
Kusel, D.A..Tel. A El. Mfg.Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
McDermid Mfg. Co.
Mianus Electric Co.
National Tel. Equipm. Co.
North Electric Co.
R I. Telephone A Elec. Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Co.
Sterling Electric Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tel. M.Oo
Swedish-American Tel. Co.
Thomas, Wilcox A Dletz.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Warner Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western Tel. Const. Co.

Tools.
Klein A Son, Mathias.

Transformers.
Alden Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Rosslter, Mac Govern A Co.
Siemens A HalskeElectrlc Co,
of America.

Stnnley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Trucks, Electric Car,
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Turbine&W^aterW^heels.
Leffel A Co., Jas.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stll well-Bierce Smlth-Valle.

Varnishes.
Sterling Varnish i^o.

Tnlcanizcd Fibre,
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Wire, Bare.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Oo.
Okonlte Co.. The.
Phlllliis Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground 0. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electrical Sup. Oo.

Woodwork,BlectrlcM,
Noblett, E. J.

X-Ray Outfits,
Queeo 4 Go.
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THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S

New Interchangeable Type
Arc Lamps

Enclosed arc for direct current

no volt circuits.

Enclosed arc for alternating current

no volt circuits.

Enclosed arc for direct current

220 volt circuits.

"The Station Man's Lamp."

General Office: Schenectady, N. Y.
Chicago Office, flonadnoclc Building. Sales Offices in All Large Cities.
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Siemens & Halske Electric

Go. of America,

GENERAL OFFICES, CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS,

Railway, Lighting, Power Transmission.

IMPROVED DUNCAN INTEGRATING WATTMETERS.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

Boston, Chicago, Cinolnnati, Denver, New York,

Philadelphia, St. Louis, San Francisco.

auiilllUlilUiUli

"FACTS ARE SOHETinES

STUBBORN THINGS."

lUUilUUUUliE

rr NEVER Jg/ ^
kDi3APP0INT3

Okonite Wires ^ Cables.
Having been so long and favorably known to the

trade, we respectfully call to their attention the following

IT IS

IT IS

IT IS

IT IS

IT IS

IT IS

A FACT that Okonite Insulated Wires and Cables have the indorsement of the

best electrical authorities in the world.

A FACT that Okonite Insulated Wires and Cables will not deteriorate, but Im-
prove with age.

A FACT that Okonite Insulated Wires and Cables will not crack when exposed
to the severest changes in temperature.

A FACT that Okonite Insulated Wires AND Cables will not deteriorate when
placed in lime or mortar.

A FACT that Okonlte Insulated Wires and Cables are not affected when im-
mersed in sulphuric add.

A FACT that Okonite Insulated Wires and Cables will stand a greater amount
of kiniclngand torsion without permanent Injury to the insulation than
any other wire in the market.

s A FACT that Okonite Insulated Wires and Cables are submerged In water for

three days 1.72 hoursj. and then carefully tested with Thompson's Re-
flecting Galvanometer.

; A FACT that Okonite Insulated Wires and Cables are tested, in addition to the
Galvanometer test, with a dynamo current of not less than 2.000 volts.

5 A PACT that Okonite Insulated Wires and Cables, when used in constructing
telephone, telegraph, electric light and railway lines or feeders, owing
to their high insulating qualities and efflcleucy, prove a paying invest-

ment, though the original cost may be somewhat higher than for lines

constructed of cheaper material.

Ls General Western Agents of the Okonite Company. Limited, we carry in Chicago
V a complete line of their products, and thus are in position to till allbrders promptly.

1 Central Electric Company,

264-266-268-270 Fifth Avenue,

CHICAGO.

T!TT!TmmnnT
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Stewart Patent Cord
ADJUSTER.

(Patented August 21, 1900.)

Cuts illustrate two methods of adjustment.

A device everyone wants.
Can be used on any size of cord.
Can be adjusted easily.
Can be used after rosette and

socket are connected.
Made of fiber.
Sold as cheap as common wood adjusters.
Order from your supply house or us.

Same price everywhere.
SAMPLES FREE.

FRANK H. STEWART «c CO.,
Manufacturers and dealers in

ALL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

3S IM. y-tl-i S-t:., F^hiladoipl-iiB, ^a.

Wonderful

Recuperalion.

Higher

Voltage and

Amperage.

Will do more

Hard Work

than any

Dry Battery

on the

Market.

No more

Running

Down on the

Shelf.

FEDERAL
SALT.

FOK CARBOK CYIilKDER and
CABBOHf-UlANGANESE

BATTEKIES.

eives More Current, Xonger
lilfe. Absolutely Ko Crystals.

Both salts bave a depolarizer In ttte mixture.
Federal Salt No: 1 has more depolarizer than
Federalite, and so will last longer. That's the onl\
difference.

It's the DEPOLARIZER that INCREASES the
STRENGTH, GIVES LONGER LIFE, and DOES
AWAY ABSOLUTELY WITH CRYSTALLIZATION
and CREEPING SALTS.

Ka««««e5S8»3S3»3»»3»%8M3»X«<

Made by

FEDERAL BATTERY CO., II Pine St.. H. Y,

OUR LATEST
FRONT OF THE BOARD TYPE

Switchboard Instrument.

Type F Wattmeter. Front Connection, One-third Actual Size.

Our Indicating Wattmeters, Voltmeters
and Ammeters are also built for BACK OF
THE BOARD. _______

WRITE FOR PRICES AND BULLETIN Z 31, JUST ISSUED.

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
CeneralOfflcesand Factory, 8t. Louis, Mo., U.S. A.

CHICAGO

NEW YORK
AND

BOSTON
VIA THE POPULAR

West Shore
Route.

Through Sleeping and Dining Car service

via NICKEL PLATE or WABASH from

Chicago. Passengers via this favorite

route arrive in New York at Up Town
Station, 42d Street, the center of the

Hotel and Shopping District, or Down
Town at Franklin Street Station, in close

proximity to all Ocean Steamship Docks,

Jersey City and Brooklyn.

For Tickets, Sleeping Car space and

further information, call on or address

J. J. McCarthy, G.w. P. A.,

205 South Clark St., Chicago, III.

#OUR STUDENTSsi
SUCCEED

INCREASED SAURY.
I was getting $30 a montVi as

assistant in an Electric Light-
ing Plant when 1 took up the
Eli^ctrical Engineering Course.
Since that time, I have passed
fourCivil Service Examinations,
and have had my salary raised
four times. I am now getting

587 per month, and can truth-

fully say that I owe my success

to correspondence instruction,

R.G.ELLIOTT,
Dannemora, N. Y,

MACHINIST TO ENGINEER.
I recommend The Interna-

tional Correspondence Schools
as being one of the best means
through which to obtain an edu-
cation. The method employed
is simple and easily understood.
At the time I enrolled, I was
holding a position as machinist
and steam filter. lamnowchief
engineer for J. S.&T.Elkinton,
Philadelphia, Pa.

\VM. R. HORNER,
Philadelphia, Pa.

t12 to S70, \a Small HoDthly lastallmeots, pays for a

Safary-Raising Education
In Electrical Engineering. Electric Light and Power.

Telephony, Telegraphy, Steam, Mechanical.
and Civil Engineering.

ESTABLISHED 189I. CAPITAL. $1,500,000.

Sitid/or Circulars and Local Rt/erences.

THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,

Box loez, ScraotoQ, Penoa.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
MANUFACTURERS OF o

STEEIi OUTLBT AUTD JUNCTION BOXES,
SWrrOHBOABDS, PAJTEIi BOABBS, SWITCHES, BTO.

A THOROUGH school for the beginner—a valuable

reference book for the expert. If not found sat-

isfactory money refunded upon return of book in

good condition. Contains a dictionary defining 1,500

electrical words, terms and phrases. It carries you from
the fundamental principles of electricity to the finished

dynamo.
E, R. Wauoaman,
Electrical Wlreman. Kittanning, Pa.
Cleveland Armature Works. Cleveland. Ohio.
Gentlemen:—I received your book, Practical Electric-

ity, and would not part with It for four times Its cost if I
could not get another copy. Yours truly, E. R. Waugaman.

CLEVELAND ARMATUREWORKS, 1281 Hamilton St., Cleveland, 0.Delivered,

L-H Enclosed Arc Lamps.
FOR ALL CIRCUITS.

GUARANTEED TO MEET REQUIREMENTS OF ALL PRACTICAL ENGINEERS.

PHILADELPHIA, 1000 Berb Bid). BOSTON, 62t Alluitio Avg.
BALTIMORE. 204 Eist L.xington St.

BRANCH OFFICES
NEW YORK, 220 Hiomeyer Bldg

CHICAQO. 1624 M.rqijitto Bldg
SAN FRANOIn'-.o. 120 SunarSt, NEW ORLEANS, 610 Gravler M

FOREleN DEPARTMENT, Havemryer Hldg., Nnw York City
CITY Of MEXICO, MEX., Amirlcin EnglneirlnfC ol Mexico, Aglntn.

LONDON, ENS., 47 Vlolorla St., C. R. Hsap, Agtnt. YOKOHAMA, JAPAN, gagnall * Hllll>. Agents.
fARIS, FRANCE, 12 Ru. St.fieerges, E. H. Cadlot li Cle, Agenft.

Designed on

scientific

principles

and constructed

of the highest

grade materials.

Accessibility to

working parts,

which are few

and absolutely

interchangeable.

Positive cable

contact.

Resistance

cannot be

short=circuited.

10-in. globe,

using full length

carbons.

Soliu copper or

aluminum case.

WE W^ANT ACTIVE AND RESPOKSrBIiE AGENTS
IN ALl. THE PRINCIFAIi CITIES.

Lea-Hooven Manufacturing Co.,

^•'%T«IJ'.^SI."„^^.'^«- Anderson, Ind., U. S. A.
MiMition llil.s paper. BOX 200
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YOUR SCALE OF WAGES DEPENDS

UPON YOUR EFFICIENCY" ....
Edgar P. Benjamin, With Manufacturers and Inventors' Electric Co., New York, writes:

"I commenced my course earning a salary of $6.00 per week of 57 hours. Now I receive three times that per

week of 45 hours. Could I claim to be dissatisfied when I have only been about one-third way through my course?"

To cblablish the superior merits of its courses the Trustees of the

American School of Correspondence have voted to award to a

few well recommended, ambitious men in each manufacturing
plant in the United States a

9f?

FBO SCHOLARSHIP
ELECTRICAL
MECHANICAL
STATIONARY
MARINE OR
LOCOMOTIVE ENBINEERINe

(INCLUDING A COMPLETE COURSE IN MECHANICAL DRAWING)
INSTRUCTION ABSOLUTELY FREE.

The holders of these Free Scholarships will be asked to answer inquiries as to the benefit and value of the instruction, and also to recom-

mend the school to their friends, thus establishing an endless chain of enthusiastic students who will advertise the School

more thoroughly than tons of printed matter or an army of agents. Application blank on request.

-TEXT BOOKS AT COST-

American School of Correspondence
(CHARTERED BY THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS)

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A. IN ANSWERING PLEASE
MENTION WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

New G. I. Arc
L 3 for any direct current—Constant Potential Circuit of 200

volts or above—2 in series on 200 to 250 volt light and povrer

circuits—and 5 in series on 450 to 600 volt power and railway

circuits. Write for bulletin No. 74.

L I for multiple connection on 100 to 125 volt D. C. Constant

Potential Light and Power Circuits.

L 2 for multiple connection on 200 to 250 volt D. C. Constant
Potential Light and Power Circuits. Write for bulletin No. 72.

L 6 for use in Multiple on Constant Potential Alternating Current

Circuits. Write for bulletin No. 82.

Small Power Motors.
All voltages and sizes, from 1-12 h. p. to 10 h. p., all windings. Write for bulletin No. 61.

I

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT CO.,
Factory and General Offices: S72-578 FIRST AVENUE, COR. 33il STREET, NEW VORK.

Switch Boards, Panel Boards, Automatic Switches, Quick-Break Switches, Push-Button Switches, Flush Receptacles

and Plugs, Arc Lamps—A. C. & D. C, Incandescent Lamps, Fan Motors—Desk and Ceiling, Small Power Motors,

Rheostats, Speed Regulators, Circuit Breakers—U. L. & O. L., Wright Discount Meters, High Tension Apparatus,

Underground Apparatus, Etc., Etc.

BRANCH offices:
CBICAGO, ILL., 48 WEST JACKSON BOULEVARD.

PfflLADELPHlA, PA., 522 DREXEL BLDQ.

BOSTON, MASS., 31 MILK ST.

ST. LOUIS, MO., 638 CENTURY BLDO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO, 39.<7 EAST PROSPECT ST.

MILWAUKEE. WIS., 408 UIHLEIN BLDO.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., 516 OUARANIV BLDO.

DENVER, COLO , 621 I6th ST.

CINCINNATI. OHIO, 57 PERIN BLDO.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., 598 PARROTT BLDO.

CHARLOTTE, N. C, Y. M. C. A BLOB.

EXPORT DEPARTMENT, N. Y., 572-578 FIRST AVE.
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BOSTON
CABLE CLIP!

The largest telephone companies in the

country are using them exclusively

THEY ARE:
THE BEST.
THEY WILL NOT SLIP.
THE MOST ECONOMICAL.
ADJUSTABLE TO ANY SIZE CA^LE.
THE MOST DURABLE.

(UllUlons KOW In nse.)

CHASE-SHAWMUT CO. s.!e Mfrs.)

(^STOIM, IVIi

REWARD.
Any Street Railway by using

"Shawmut"
Standard Fuses

will be amply rewarded and protected.

Protect your Lighting circuits and car
heaters with

ii .79Cartwright
Enclosed
troubles

Fuses
your cease.

Chase-Shawmut
Eoston, Mass.

'J

Western Representatives: M. B. AUSTIN & Co., 56 West Van Buren St.,

Chicago, III.

•»••
c c 9 9 DRY B

For Automobiles, Gas and

Gasoline Engines, Launches, etc.

This complete set is my invention and sold only by me. Any size

WTACT battery made to operate the system. Dry Automobile cell, same size
T KEy

as the French cell, guaranteed superiority, 400 per cent. , S5. 00 per set of

four. Send for complete catalogue.

lAivi rocme:.
:\AA YORK.

COLUMBIA
CARBONS

FOR
ENCLOSED
ARCS

Guaranteed superior to any imported Carbon in uniformity of size and

straightness, or subject to return at our expense. Try us and be convinced.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
1198 West Madison Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

r
,

^^AJtlilUm*ti***u'.-'^t''
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Dearborn
Drus and Ohemical ^A/orlci
L^ab^ra-tories-'-XA/a-t^r CH«
Vese-bable Boiler Oompounds.

ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES. WATERS FREE. OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS.
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

IMPROVED

WARREN 2,000 LIGHTS^

ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO

Alden Electric Co.
(Formerly Alden & Co.)

WILL OCCUPY THEIR BUILDING AT

€2 and 54 W. Van Buren St., Chicago,
on and after October ist and will have in stock

All Lines of General Electric Supplies.

'VX:.T- Insulated Wires and Cables. 2%^;^::;:

PITTSBUR6 TRANSFORMERS. "L.-H." ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS.

UP-TO-DATE ELECTRICAL COODS.

This Trade=MarkRoreu?s', i7iTlVa
Branches, Edison Cut-Outi

Enlfe
HwltoheB,

Jenkins Snap
Switches, etc.

Guarantees Satisfaction

PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CHICAQO.

Electrolyslsprool Linings

and Coverings.
Two ot the best known non-

conductors of the electric age
combined.

A n absolute non-conductor.
Perfect Insulation guaran-
teed. Water-tight joints. No scratching ot cables. No deterioration. Cost.s less laid in compJete
state than any conduit on market. Quickly and easily handUd. No skilled workmen required.
Made in 7-foot lengths: 3-in. internal diameter; weight. 21b. to foot; made in desired sizes from
2 in. to 10 in. Manufacturers of Electrolysisproof Insulating Materials, Distributing Box and
Post Linings, Pipe C verings, Etc.

ELECTROLYSISPROOF CONDUIT MFG. CO.,
""'"•

"'lA^fSSrBLriyKi.'o"'"''"''
""'-

COHPOSBD Of ASPHAI.T AND FAPEB.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

f *-l T e.rtludi »..Nn Ynk.
BINCHESJ CHICAGO: BOSTON:

134Coiigr«MSl
SAN FRANCISCO:

71 Fl«td BalKlii.

Northern Motors rn^VontnTeT^Vi
design that they are easily adapted to work in any

situation or combination. The type shown in the

illustration can be used with or without the base;

fastened to side post or inverted against ceiling

and used as a shaft hanger, passing the line shaft

through the back gear bearings or coupling to the

short shaft.

We build all sizes of Generators and Motors for either

Alternating or Direct Current.
The "S. K. C." and Northern systems are unequaled for simplicity of design and thorough reliability

Inquiries promptly and carefully answered.

TRANSFORMERS. INSTRUMENTS.

I

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.,

PITTSFIELD, MASS.

SWITCHBOARDS

Norlhern Electrical Mfg. Co.,

MADISON, WIS.
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YOU ARE KNOWN
By the company you keep.

Associate, then, with the Electrical Four Hundred:

Packard Lamps. Packard Transformers,

A-B Arc Lamps, Gutmann Wattmeters,

0. K. W. P. Wire, Paranite R. C. Wire

And the three hundred and ninety-four other high-grade special-

lies carried by America's largest Electrical Supply House.

Electric Appliance Gompany,Ghicago.

The General Electric Company's

Specially designed lamps for telephone switch-

boards having high efficiency and durability.

Send for Catalogue No. 1017.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND MINIATURE
LAMP DEPARTMENT,

Harrison, N. J.

IN AMY SHAPE OR PATTERN.

EMPIRE 4 MIC
Clo*hs «"in«I l»a|)€?rs.

COIVIPOLI^D

EutoieMiinselLsCo' Mic«T Insulator Co.

PERFECT'^

INSULATOR

ENGINEERING.HERBERT A. WAGNER,
Consulting Engineer

Railway Lighting and Power Plants,

416 LOCUST ST.. ST. LOUIS, MO.

Crest

Manufacturing

Co.,
CambridgeporL Vass.

GASOLINE MOTORS
• ND

SPARKING PLUGS.

^^^ "MANROSS" '^

H4IR SPRINGS
FOR ELECTRIC

IMDICATINC AND RECORDING
CADGES STEAM GAUGES, ETC.

Largest Manufacturers of

Hair Springs in tlie United States.

Non-Magnetic Hair Springs of Phos-
phor lironze and other non-magnetic
metals. Hair springs of anj de-
scription manufactured lo order.

F* N. MANROSS. Forestvllle, Conn.

Gale's Commutator
Compound.
The Only Article That Will Prevent Sparking.

Will keep the Commutator in good condition and prevent cutting. Absolutely will not gl^m the. brushes.

30c. per stick. s.t.OOper ilozen Send Site, for trial stick.

FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES OR

K. Mclennan & co.,
Sole ATanafacturers,

909, 100 W^aablneton Street, GHIOAeO..

Roth Motors and Generators.

Spherical Type,

Pleasing In Design,

Strongly Built,

High Commercial Efficiency,

Open and Closed Types,

For Floor, Wall or Ceiling.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE BULLETIN.

Roth Bros. & Co.,
IWAN FACTURERS,
86-r 2 West Jackson Bli(d., CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

wu {A^ViAMiytuvu

(KajhaaaAajl

JOHN T.
302 BROADWAY, N

.138 WASHINGTON ST.,

IVIcROY
EW YORK
CHICAGO

COAL AND ASHES HANDLING
MACHINERY, SHAFTING, PULLEYS,

CLUTCHES, PATENT MACHINE.MOULDED
ROPE SHEAVES, ETC.

CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION.

LINK- BELT MACHINEBY CO.,
Engineers, Founders. Machinists.

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

CREAM FLUX
AN ABHOI^IITKI/Y NOIV-CORROSITE INSUI^ATIKIC)
SOIiDEBISKii FL.CX FOB ALL IIIITAIiS.

Contains no acid or any element Injurious lo electrical connections.

ENDORSED BY THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS AND ALL USERS.

YOU CAN make more than double the number of perfect connections In one-half the time
with Cream Flux than you can with the Hatno amount of any other flux, Put up In cans at
l&c. 25c., fjOc. and 750. Spuelal prices in quantity. Send i5c. for trial box. Weguarantee
It mad if aot Matlafactory money will be nfuaded.

THIM IH WHAT OSE CHBK HAS TO SAY OF IT:
((A FTER having tried the various Holderlnt,' salts on the market, and after giving your

'^*- Cream Flux Hovcre tents on heavy cable connections, and on the Hncst stranded
flexible dror> cord work, we can Mafcly say it meottf all claims you make for It, I consider It
one of the boHt ever olTercd for Hale. ..

. .

"Per J, H. GoehHt, Con»tr. Supt.
Very truly,

''lieCHICAGO EDISON CO.'

FOB HALE BY Al4l^ SUPPLY HOUMBS OB

CREAM FLUX CO.,
Sole Minufaclurors,

100 Washington St., CHICAGO.

•-<

THE LUNDELL

"SPLIT-POLE"

GENERATOR
Is so named because of the

peculiar construction of the

pole pieces. It is the most
efficient Generator on the
market. Its remarkable ad-
vantages are fully described
in our Catalogue No. 03100.
Free on application.

SPRACUE ELECTRIC CO.,
General Offices: 527-531 West 34ih Street, NEW YORK.

CHICAQO:
Fisher Bulldlns;.

BOSTON:
375 Devonshire Street.

ST. LOUIS:
Security Building:.
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mAIIK N. PHILLIPS, PREaiDENT.
V. M. WAQENaEIL, TnMauRKR.

CUGCNE F. PHILUPS, t. ROWtJtND PHILLIPS, VlOC-Pnn.
C. . REINmaTON, JR., SeO.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
til. FBOTXDESrCE, R. I.

i^ y'/ BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MACNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

N«w TOBK Stobb, W. J. Witson, 2« CortUndt St.

Ohioaqo Stobs, F. E. DoDAhoe, 241 MadlHm St.
MoiTTBKAi. BHXiroH, Eugsos F. FhlUlpi' Eleetrloal Worki.

MAIN OrriCCa AND FACTORIES. PHILLIPSDALC, R. I.

PATENT ATTORNEY.

185 Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.,

Has attended to all of our patent matters con-

tinuously since 189t. Morgan & Wright, Chicago.

Six Yeirs with General Electric Company.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,
Counsellor at Law,

No. 66 Broadway, - NEW YORK CITY.

Patent Cause>. Pafent Soliciting.

Insulated

Rubber
Wires AND Cables.

John A. Roebling's Sons C^o^

i; WORKS AT

TRENTON, N. J.

"KLEMM" PATENT ADJUSTABLE REFLECTOR , cheapest and best

Reflector for Lighting Show Windows and Art Galleries.

"KLEMM" ADJUSTABLE DESK SHADES , the best m the market

Send for Catalogue of Reflectors for Stores, Churches and general purposes.

KLEMMI^CO., N. W. Cor. 5lh and Cherry

Sts., Philadelphia.

Reflectors and Shades for Electric Light.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

"O.K." Weatherproof wire.

Slow-BDrnlng Weatherproof

and Slow-Buriiing Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.

MANHATTAN SERIES

A. C. Enclosed

Arc Lamp System.
Enclosed Arc Lamps for all Circuits.

MANHATTAN GENERAL CONSTRUCTION CO.,
SAI.E8 OFFICE,

11 Broadway. SI. T. NEWARK, N. J.

flECTfiO QALVAN/ZED (ONDU/T

ALL FITTINGS

RICHMONDT CONDUIT CO.
^ MILWi^IJICEE: USA- •

IIM<
Suits some, but the Thinhing ENGINEER wants

good goods.

Send for Catalog.
JAS. L. ROBERTSON Sc SONS,

98 Fulton St., New York.
Branches: Boston—Philadelphia.

IMPROVED ROBERTSON-THOMPSON INDI.
CiTOR — a grand adjunct and at very
moderate cost.

TIC-A-TOC GREASE bUP. Send for circular,
A very successful novelty—circular.

EUREKA PACKING, with a RED DIAMOND
LABEL, gives more power lasts two to

three timas longer and costs less ihan
any other good packing.

R08ERTS0N FEED-WATER HEATER heats
water to about boiling point with exhaust
steam.

HINE ELIMINATOR gives dry steam to en-
gine, keeps oil out of the boiler.
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WANTED.
Position as electrician, engineer or iuperin-

tendenl of a liEbtiDg or railway plant. Have
good practical experience and a thorough
technical training. Thoroughly familiar with

construction work. Am willing lo invest in

well located plant or will lease. Flrst-cla-^s ref-

erences. Address "L. M. S.," care Western Eles-

iriclan, 510 Marquette Bidg., Chicago.

WANTED.
To correspond with parties having electric-

light plant or telephone exchange for sale, or

knowmgof good opening for eitlier. in town of

from 1.800 to 6.000 inhabitants. West preferred.

Address 'C27." care Western El,ectrician, 510

Marquette Building. Chicago.

SITUATION WANTED
By electrician andengineer. 16 years' experi-

ence operating Lighting and Street Railway
Svstems. Good armature winder. Referf-nces

furnished. Address "ARMATURR.'^ care West-
ern Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

WANTED.
Position as superintendent, electrician or

assistant. in a power or lighting plant. Havehaa
4 years' experience in power and lighting plant.

Am single, do not drink, and can give good
references. Address "E. F.." care of Western
Electrician. 510 MarquRtte Bldg., Chicago

WANTED.
' Position by a man of 12 years' experience in

the telephone business and familiar with duplex
and selective signal svstems. Married. Strictly

temperate. Address -EXPERT," care Western
Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg ,

Chicago.

WANTED TO BUY.
We are in the market for good second-hand

klgh-speed Automatic and Corliss engines. We
want several such at once. Write us, giving
full particulars.

CAMP EN6IHEERING CO.,

'ISSouth Canal street, Chicago, III.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

WALSH'S SONS & CO.,
160 Washington St.. Newark. N. J.

WANTED TO BUY.

One hnndred to tno hun-

dred dynamos, from .50 to

100 lights, for ex port trade.

Will pay spot cash. Ad-

dress "EXPORTER," care

Western Electrician 510
Jlarqnette Bldg., Chicago.

FOR SALE-A BARGAIN.
Thirty 200-ampcre-hour storage- battery ele-

ments. Chloride Accumulator make. Also 150
hard rubber cells, 7x7xl0'/£ inches. THOMAS
ALEXANDER, 183 K. Randolph St.. Chicago.

EXCEPTIONAL BARGAINS!
^_^5-K. W,, Edison, bipolar, iio-volt

dynanaos.

I— New40 K. W. , Stanley, two-phase, 2,000-

volt alternator.

I—400-ampere-hour, Chloride Accumula-
tor Co., storage battery.

I—15 X 14 Ideal engine.

I—14^^x15 Mcintosh & Seymour engine.

2— 18>^ X 18 Ideal engines.

I—20x36x18 Ball, cross-compound engine.

I

—

yyi X 5 X 6 Duplex feed pump.
£— i_ooo-H. P. Austin open heater.

Write tor our latest price list No. 40.

Illinois Maintenanoe Coipaiy,
E. H. CHENEY. Mgr. 204 Dearborn St., Chicago

SECOND-HAND
Dynamos and Motors.

We invite correspondence
with those wishing to

buy or sell.

SCHUREMAN & HAYDEN,

140 S. Clinton St., Ghlcaeo.

NOTICE
A first-class electrical manufacturing concern

making various patented specialties, whose

X-Ray Tubes
have been purchased and recommended by all

of the authorities in X-Ray work, is seeking a
proper representative in the eastern part of the
United States. The goods have already had
highly successful representation in the Western
States. Address

"H. Z," 4627,
Cake of

RUDOLF MOSSE, HAMBURG, GERMANY.

Henry H. Humphrey,
Consulting
Electrical Engineer.

Central Lighting Stations,
Electric Power Transmission.

543. 544 and 545 Century Bldg., St.Louis.

AMERICAN" ffi"
ARE THE (EST. tind tor dlicflptiva Circulif,

Absolutaly Non-Infringing.
Protection Guaranteed.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
OT'D !<. 17tS. Clinton St., Chicago, III,

PROPOSALS FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

Bids are hereby invited for the electric

lighting of the city of Shreveport, La., for

a period of five years, from June i, 1901.

The S) stem shall be the Thomson-
Houston, the General Electric, or equally

as good.

The number of arc lights to be not less

than one hundred, and subject to be in-

creased to two hundred.

Bids shall specify the charge for arc

lights, and also for incandescent lights.

Bids shall also specify the maximum charge

to be made for private consumers of arc

and incandescent lights.

A certified check for $2,500 to accom
pany each bid.

The city reserves the right to reject any

and all bids

The successful bidder shall be required

to give bond for faithful performance.

The arc lights for street lighting shall

burn every night, and shall be at least

2,000 candlepower.

All bids shall be in the hands of the

comptroller by 6 p. m. of December i,

1900.

N. B. MURFF, Comptroller,

City of Shreveport, La.

BBTABLISaKD 1876.

COMBINATION OF

Stow Flexible Shaft
AND

MULTI-SPEED MOTOR.
Practically dust and water proof. For PortaU*

Drllllne, Tapping. Reaming, Emery Grinding, etc.
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

STOW MF6. CO., Bingliantton, N. Y.
Gen'l European Agents, Selle, Sonnenthal & C«.,

85 Queen Victoria Street, London, England.

WANTED "\ir
CEO. F. SCHWALM CO.,

FOR SPOT CASH
BURNED OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND BASES.

,-ni Pjid an.l Hii-l.es'

HARRISON. N.J,

Latest Type Brand New Siemens &
Halske flacbines—Multipolar

Generators.

1 SS-lIght type B, 125-volt generator, self-
oiler, M. P., slow speed.

2 SO-Ught Ironclad tvpe, 125-volt generators,
self-oilers, M. V.

1 80-llght bipolar type, 125-volt generator,
self-oller.

1 110-light Cliurctiward type, slow speed,
125-volt generator, M. P., 650
R. P. M.

2 180-light Irouclad type, l^volt generators,
M. P., self-oilers.

2 210-light-type B, 12 K. W.. 125-volt gener-
ators, M. P., self-oilers.

2 35a-llgbt bipolar tyi>e, 20 K. W., 125-volt
generators, self-oIlers,

8 500-llght bipolar type, 125-volt generators,
30 K. W., self-oilers.

1 700-ligbt Ironclad type, 125-volt generator,
self-oiler, slow speed.

1 Ironclad type. SO K. W., 250-volt, slow
speed, M. P., self-oiler.

3 Churchward type. 35 K. W., 500-volt, slow
speed, M. P., self-oilers. 475

R. P. M.
1 Churchward type, 50 K. W., 250-voU, slow

speed, for direct connection.
1 Churchward type, 100 K. W.. 250-volt,

slow speed, for direct connec-
tion.

1 marble panel switchboard for same, extra.
1 type Blx-pole, 100 K. \V.. 125 volts, for

direct connection.
1 C&urchward. 50 K. W.. 1,100 volts. 60-

cy<lG alternator, single phase,
wlib exciter.

I Churchward. 50 K. W.. two-phase. GO-

cycle, rotary transfortner,
with exciter. 1,000 volts alter-

natlrig to SO voltH, direct cur-

rent, with one marble panel
Bwltcbliourd, nil c-oinplete.

1 Ironclad type, booster set, 90 amp., 110

volts to 273 amp., at 2C volts.

Very fine; big bargain.

Latest Type Brand New Siemens &
Halske Machines— Multipolar

riotors.

LcdS than Cost ol rianufacture.

1 4 H. P. 110-volt, type B. M. P., uelf-oiler.

2 5 H. P. UO-voIl, Ironclad type, M. P.,

floir-olIrTB.

X f, H. P. 110-volt, blpolnr type, solf-olUr.

2 VA H. P. 110-volt, Churchward type,
M, P., Bclf-ollerfl, Blow speed,
KiO R. P. M.

1 12 H. P. llOvoIt, Irouclnil type, M. P.,
Hclf-oller.

3 15 H. P. 110 volt, type B, M. P., BClf-ollers.

1 50 H. P. 110-volt, Jronrifid type, M. P.,

sclf-otlcr, Blow ipeed.

regory:
ELECTRIC CO.

54-62 5.CLI^^O^I ST. CHICAGO.

TWO GREAT PURCHASES
THB ENTIRE STOCK OF

COMPLETED MACHiNES.INSTRUMENTS AND SUPPLIES

SIEMENS ftHAUsKE ELECTRIC CO.

^^rfe^^irt^d in ^¥
OF AMERICA,
^ir I rTT, i-in ^ n

s

^rara-t XA^orks

This company was one of the largest manufacturers of Electrical Api>aratus in the world, and
built high-gra- e apparatus only which always sold for higher Hgures than almost any other make.
The General Electric Co rpcently obtained control of these works, closed them up and sold off
the entire stock to the highest bidders. It was only by our olTerlng to take the WHOLE STOCK
that our olTer was accepted. All ready for immediate shipment and delivered f. o. b. Chicago.

LESS THAN COST OF MANUFACTURE.

1 35 H. P. 220-volt, Ironclad type, M. P.,
self-oiler.

1 7% H. P. MO-volt, Churchward type, M.
P., self-oiler, slow speed.

1 15 H. P. 500-volt. Churchward type, M. P.,
self-oiler, slow speed.

2 40 H. P. 500-volt, Chuichward type, M .P..
self-oilers, slow speed, 425 R.
P. M.

1 25 H. P. 125-voU, bipolar type, self-olIcr.
2 35 H. P. 125-volt, bipolar type, self-ollers.

The loMowIng are NEARLY NEW, having
bt:en but glljfhtly U5cd for testing, etc.

Dynamos—Siemens & Halske.

1 100 K. W. motor-gencrntor, 125 to 600
voltB, dlrcct-coupled on same
base,

1 210-llght bipolar type, sclf-ollers, 12
K. W.. 126 volts.

6 SnO-llght iiipolnr type, sclf-ollera, 20
K. W., 125 volts.

12 SOO-llght bipolar tyi.c, Bclt-ollcr.s, 30
K. W., 125 volts.

'\l W 126 volts, for dlrei.-t

connection.
1 1,200-llght blpolnr type, scKoller, 70

K. W., 126 volts.

3 1,500-llght bipolar type, selt-ollers, 100
K. W., 125 volts.

1 l.OOO-llght 50 K. W., single-phase, 60-cyele,
inductor alternator, 1,100 volts.
Flue.

Motors Siemens & Halske.

4 15 H. P. 110-volt, bipolar type, self oilers,
12 K. W.

8 25 H. P. 110-volt, bipolar type, self-ollers,
20 K. W.

9 35 H. P. 110-volt, bipolar type, self oilers,
30 K. W.

1 90 H. P. 110-volt, bipolar type, selt-oilcr,
70 K. W.

2 125 H. P. no-volt, bipolar t.vpe. splfollcrs,
lOO K, W.

ANOTHER GREAT PURCHASE.
\\v wrxr tlif lilt;bcst bidders for tlit- entire

stock of coniplL'ted nmclilnes of Ihu

GIBBSELECTRICALMFG- CO., Milwaukee,
and HC'cnred the wholo lot. All those arc brand
now, latest typo multipolar machines, ready for
'nimetliate Hblpniont

1 ID-VOLT aiBBS, M. P. DYNAMOS-brand new.

4 36-lIgbt Olbba, mnltipolar, self-olling bearw
Ings, slow speed, comp.
wound.

2 55-llKht Gibbs, multipolar, self-oiling bear.
ings, moderate speed, comp.
wound.

i 55-Iigbt Gibbs, multipolar, self-ollIng bear-
ings, slow speed, comp. wound.

4 no light Gibbs multipolar, self-oillnff
benrlngs, slow speed, comp.
wound.

3 150-ligbt Gibbs, multipolar, self-oiling bear-
ings, moderate, comp. wound.

1 150-Iigbt Gibbs, multipolar, s.elf-olling bear-
Ings, slow speed, comp. wound.

4 210-llght Gibbs, multipolar, self-oiling bear-
ings, slow speed.

4 300-light Gibbs, multipolar, self-oUlng bear-
ings, slow speed.

1 10-VOLT MOTORS—brand new.

4 3 H. P. Gibbs, multipolar, self-olllnff
bearings, slow speed.

2 4 H. P. Gibbs, multipolar, self-oUlntf
bearings, moderate speed.

3 4 H. P. Gibbs. multipolar. self-olllnj
bearings, slow speed.

1 6 H. P. Gibbs, multipolar, Belf-olllng
bearings, slow speed.

2 7% H. P. Gibbs. multipolar, self-olllng
bearings, slow speed.

3 10 H. P. Gibbs, niultipolar. self-oIIIng
bearings, moderate speed.

2 10 H. P. Gibbs, multipolar, seJf-oIUng
bearings, slow speed.

3 15 H. P. Gibbs, multipolar, self oiling bear-
ings, slow speed.

2 20 H. P. Gibbs, multipolar, Belf-olling

bearings, slow speed.

220-V0LT MOTORS—slightly used—excellent
condition fully guaranteed.

25 5 H. P. Glhbs, multipolar, self-ollinc bear-
ings.

Special Sale of Fine Testing Instiu-
ments From the Engineering De-
partmentof Siemens & Halske.

Probably the Finest Equipment of Testing Ap-
paratus Ever Installed In Any Factory.

Most of these Instruments wi^re pnrcbased
Just prior j:o the absornllon of this company
by tbe General Electric company, and have
never been used. This exceptional lot of
Instrunienta slionld appeal especially to col-

legos and scboolB desiring to increase their
equipment with the flnest Insiruments at a
sivnil expenditure.

Send for our MONTHLY BARGAIN SHEET containing complete list of machines In stock with lowest net c»sh prices.
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BARGAINS in ELECTRICAL MACHINES.
The following list of thoroughly overhauled machines are in stock

and ready for prompt delivery.

DYNAMOS-
1 lO-Volt Incandescent.

One 12-llght Elbrldge.

One oC-light Kowotny, new.

One lOO-Ught Daft.

One 2oO-light U. S.

One 350-light Davis.

One 800-light G. E.

One 1,800-light Ft.Wayne,new.

DYNAMOS-ARC.
One Brush. 1-llght, 3,000 c. p.

One Brush, 3-light, 2,000 c. p.

One Amer. Wood, 20-light,
2,000 c. p.

One West. Elec, 30-Ilght.
2,000 c. p.

One Ft. Wayne Wood, 35-light,
1,200 c. p.

One T. H. L. D., 35-llght,
2,000 p.

ALTERNATORS.
One 3.\ Slattery.
One A60 G. E.

STEWART
ELECTRICAL

CO.,
I. E. Cor. Fifth

and Sycamore,

CINCINNATI, 0.

GENERATORS.
One Wood b. p.. 500 v., 45 k. w.
One T.-H. m.p.7o,500 V..75 k.w.
One Edison b.p.,500 v., 100 k.w.

IIO-VOLT MOTORS.
One Diehl, i h. p.
One Edison, ^i n. p.
One Elbridge, % h. p.
One Card, 1 h. p.
One Sprague, 1 h. p.
One Nowotny. 3 h. p.
One Daft, 10 U. p.
One U. S., 20 h. p.
QneQ. C, 28 h. p.

220-VOLT MOTORS.
One Nowotay, 1 h. p., new.
One >^owotny, 1 h. p.
One Davis, 5 b. p.
One Daft. 10 h. p.

OneE. R. & C. C. 10 h. p.
One Edison b. p., 15 h. p.

500-VOLT MOTORS.
One Davis, 20 h. p.
One Brusb, 25 h. p.

One Wood b. p., 60 h. p.
One T.-H. m. p. 15. 90 h. p.

One Edison, 100 k. w.,120h.p.

WE EXCEL AND UNDERSELL ALL.

n'BlTK FOK CATALOGU£ AKD
DISCOCItT SHEET.

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries

of the World.

BSSrO FOB OIBOCLAB A.SD FBI0I9.

THE LECLANCHi BAHERY CO..
•'1 fu 117 Easl iai«»S«.. M, V-

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand=Book.
By P. B. BADT.

326 Pages, 140 Illustrations. Fie^ble Clotli Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1-3X3 inches. Price $i.oo.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Book sold, and over 10,000 of the new.

Electrician Publisliing Co.,
510 Marquette Building, CHICAQO.

EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

ron QAS CNO'NES,

• LOT MACHINES,

AUTOMOBILES,

KAILROAD SIGNALS,

CROSSING BELLS.

SMALL MOTORS,

CTC.

CONSTANT CURRENT.

NO LOCAL ACTION.

WILL NOT FREEZE.

LIQUID TIGHT

CELLS FOR

PORTABLC

WORK.

FULL DESCRIPTION ("^ BOOKLET NO. 4,

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
136 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

INFORMATION
FOR MACHINERY USERS.

We are headquarters for Rebuilt Motive
Power. Our machinery is absolutely war-
ranted in every way. We cover all sales by a
binding guarantee. Our stock is the most ex-

tensive in the land.

We Offer the Following, Subject to

Prior Sale.

ENGINES.
I

5900 1 E. P. AJlis Company tandem com-
]

pound condensing engine.
|

H. P., nominal, 500.

Flywheel, 2 feet diameter by 40-

ineh face.
Cylinders, 22 and 42x4S.
Guaranteed to operate on Id
pounds of steam per indicated
horsepower.

This engine is in excellent con- ,

ditlon. It is at present in-

stalled at Omaha, Neb.
5901 1 pair AVilliams automatic engines,

coupled together.
Size. 173'+x24.

Revolutions, 200; builders' rating,
200: H. p., 200.

5902 2 Westinghouse compound engines,
13x22x13.
Revolutions, 290; H. P.. 125.

S903—1 horizontal tangye bed, side crank
automatic steam engine, made by
Russel & Co.
Steam cylinder, 13x18.

5904 1 "Wright automatic Corliss, 23x36.

5905 1 10x9 Westinghouse.
5906 1 8x12 Lansing automatic.
5907 1 7x12 Rice automatic.
S90S 1 16x24 horizontal box bed, side

crank.
5909 1 12x16 F. C. Wells horizontal tan

gye bed, side crank.
5910 10 9x12 engines, manufactured liv

George W. Tifft & Sons of Buf-
falo, N. Y.

S9U 1 10x22 box bed, right hand, side
crank.

5912 1 16x36-inch Corliss, left hand.
5913 1 9x16 Rice automatic.
5914 1 11x16x16 McEwen tandem cum-

pouud.
5915 1 SxlO Atlas automatic, center

crank.
5916 1 11x18 Siuker. Davis & Co.
5917 1 12x16 horizontal, box bed, side

crank.
5918 1 10x14 automatic Wright & Arlauis.

5919 1 12x12 high-speed automatic Ideal.

5920 1 20x24 box bed, balance valve.
In addition to the above, we bave on

hand at all times a complete assortment
nf all size engines, ranging in power
from 1 to 5W horsepower. Ask for our
complete list.

BOILERS.
We still have on hand a few of Ar-

mour's 54x16, 60x16. 66x16, 66x18 and 72x18

horizontal tubular boilers. They are in

excellent condition.

AIR COMPRESSORS.
5921 1 Duplex straight-line Clayton. 9x9.

5922 1 4y2x6-inch Clayton.
5923 2 12x16. Will compress air up to m

pounds' pressure, with SO to 100

pounds' steam.

BELTING.
We cairv at all timeg^ a complete stuck

of short-lap, double-thick leather belt-

ing, both new and second-hand. Our
quotations are always 30 per cent, below
lowest market values.

SHAFTING.
We carry a stock of all sizes of shaft-

ing.

STEAM PUMPS.
Ask for our complete list of steam

pumps. We have all kinds.

Electrical Apparatus.
See our list of supplies in the Westeru

Electrician of October 27.

A COMPLETE OUTFIT.
We purchased the following outfit:

S924 1 McEwen tandem compound en-
gine, 81^x14x12, with a direct-
connected multipolar compound

-

wound dynamo, capacity, 50
K. W. Included in this outfit is

a 100-horsepower Sterling water-
tube boiler, with full front grate
bars. etc. Also a Duplex steam
pump and a copper-tube heater.
It was used about 2*^ years

and replaced, owing to a neces-
sary increase in power.

DYNAMOS, ETC.
1 500-llght National, 1000 volts, alternat-
ing exciter, attached to shaft, complete
with sliding base regulator and pullev,
in first-class condition. Full descrip-
tion on application; also photograph.

1 Thomson -Houston, 400-light. compound-
wound dynamo, new, 110 volts, 200 am-
peres, complete with sliding base, belt
tightener and regulator.

1 Thomson-Houston, 500-light, compound-
wound dynamo, 110-volt. 200-ampere.
complete with sliding base, belt tight-
ener and regulator.

1 United States Weston dynamo, 150-
liffht. 100-volt, 75-ampere, complete with
sliding base, belt tightener and regu-
lator.

2 generators, SO K. W. type, U. S. West-
inghouse bipolar, 350 revolutions ner
minute, 550 volts, size of pulley. 54xlS
inches; paper rim; side rails com-
plete.

2 Field Rheostats Westinghouse three-
iaw switches for throwing generators
in multiple.

1 voltmeter Westinghouse, to 600.

2 amp.-raeters Westinghouse, capacity
to 160.

1 amp.-meter Westinghouse, capacity 9
to 300.

2 Westinghouse circuit-breakers.
3 Westinghouse lightning arresters.
3 Westinghouse switches, double throw.
1 electric elevator, manufactured by
Kevstone Electric companv of Erie,
Pa-: self-oiler, 60-ampere, No. 324, 220-

volt, 1,025 revolutions; worm gear and
noir are solid brass; 53 grooves for
^4-inch cable on drum; drum 30-ineh
diameter by 22-inch face; the motor
and gearing set on a cast-iron base:
this outfit cost §1,400; the worm screw
and shaft are cut from solid forging
and are steel; the niotor is 15 horse-
power: the machine Is geared to give
a speed to the car of 150 feet per min-
ute: was only in operation about four
months.

1 Baxter 110-volt motor. 2-horsepower.
2rood as new: complete and starting 60x
base and tightener. Price S50.00

1 .1000-light Slattery alternating-current
drnamo, 1000-volt. complete with ex-
citer and Instrument. Practically as
good as new.

1 2-horsepower Baxter motor. 100-volt,

complete with starting box, base with
belt tightener and pulley. First-class
condition.

Our Machinery Hall is 200 X 360 feet.

Our complete list of items is contained

in CATALOGUE No, 156.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.,

W. 35tti and Iron Sts., Chicago.
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IGMTING 0\A/EIR IRAIL.\A/iCVY
IVIACMIIMEIRV.

The following is but a small portion of our immense stock, which is constantly changing. We carry at our
Brooklyn Works all the modern types of the best manufactures, such as GENERAL ELECTRIC, WESTING-
HOUSE and other Standard Makes. SEND FOR LATEST CATALOG.

Arc Dynamos.
2 125.11ght multi-circuit Brusli, SOlMj

C. P.
2 165-light, multi-circuit Brusln, 1200

C. P.
2 125-Ilglit, latest type Fort Wayne,

2000 O. P.
2 125-Ilght. brand new Excelsior. 2000

C. P., $1,500 each.
2 1E5-Ilght. multi-circuit Brush, 2000

C. P.
2 80-llght. slngie-clrcult Brush, 2000

C. P.
4 No, 8, 65-llght, 2000 C, P., Brush, $575

each.

Direct-Current Dynamos. 1 1 o Volts.

(Direct-Connected.)
2 100 K, W. VPestinghouse, 8-poie, 225

R. P. M., direct-con-
nected to Mcintosh &
Seymour compound en-
gines.

1 75 K. W. Siemens & Halske. di-

rect-connected to 12x14-

Inch straii^ht line en-
gine. 278 E. P. M.

Belted Dynamos, no Volts.

2 150 K. W. Edison bipolar.
4 60 K. W. Edison bipolar.
2 45 K. W. Bfiison bipolar.
3 30 K. W. Edison bipolar,
4 25 K. W, Edison bipolar.
2 20 K. W. Edison bipolar.
1 13% K. W. M. P. Amer. Ball.

2 10 K. W. Edison bipolar.
1 500-ampere Onondaga.
1 26 K, W, Electro Dynamic.
1 30 K. W. Western Electric, M. P.,

600 R. P. M,
1 45 K, W, General Electric, M. P.,

850 R. P. M.

1 100 K. W. M. P. 6, Westlnghouse.
2 46 K. W. M. P., 4, Westlnghouse,
1 30 H, P. M. P, Westlnghouse,

Direct-Current (lotors and Generators,

220 Volts.

(Direct-Connected.)

1 75 K. W. General Electric, direct-
connected to Ideal en-
gine.

(Belt-Driven,)

1 70 K, W, M, P, Siemens & Halske
(new).

1 65 K. W. Siemens & Halske.
1 25 H, P, Sprague, bipolar.
1 10 H, P. Eddy, bipolar
1 5 H, P. Eddy, bipolar.

Dlrect-Curr. nt.

500 Volts.

2 60 K. W. Edison.-
1 60 H. P. M. P., General Electric.

type U.

1 15 H. P. Eddy.
1 10 H. P. Eddy.
1 2 H. P. Cent. Elect. Co.

Railway Motors.

G. E. 800 S. R. G.. 30.

G. B. 1000 W. P., 30.

G. E. 1200. W. P., 60.

Westlnghouse 3.

Westlnghouse 12A.
Westlnghouse 3SB.
K. K2 and K12 G. E. Controllers.
V/estinghouse 38 and 49 Controllers,
and a constantly changing stock of
everything pertaining to street car
equipment.

Railway Generators. 500 Volts.

1 500 K. W. M. P., 4, Gen. Electric.
1 300 K. W. M. P., 4, Gen, Electric,
1 200 K, W, M. 1'., 4, Walker.
2 111 K, W, M, P„ 4, Westlnghouse,
2 100 K. W, M. P„ 4, Gen. Electric.
2 200 K, W. Edison.
2 150 K, W, Edison.
2 100 K. W, Edison.
4 60 K. W. Edison.
1 100 K. W. Ft. Wayne.

Alternators.

1 326 K. W. Siemens & Halske, 2000
volts, 7200 alternations,
single-phase, 116 R, P.
M,

1 300 K, W. Port Wayne, 2000 volts,
7200 alternations, single-
phase,

1 240 K, W, Westlnghouse, single-
phase, 1100 volts, 16000
alternations.

1 240 K. W. Stanley, two-phase, 380
R, P, M., with engines
direct-connected.

2 300 K. W. Westlnghouse. single-
phase, toothed arma-
tures,

1 160 K, W, Westlnghouse, two-phase,
1100 volts, 600 R. P. M.,
7200 alternations.

2 A-120 General Electric, single-phase,
1000 volts, 16000 alterna-
tions,

2 90 K. W. General Electric, single-
phase, 1000 volts, 16000
alternations,

2 120 Westlnghouse, single-phase,
1100 volts, 16000 alterna-
tions.

2 100 K, W. monocyllc General Elec-
tric, 1060 volts, 7200 al-

ternations, with excit-
ers,

1 60 K. W. General Electric, single-
phase, 2000 volts, 16000
alternations.

1 60 K, W. Stanley. 2000.1000 volts,
two-phase, 7200 alterna-
tions,

1 75 K. W, Stanley, 2000-1000 volts,
two-phase, 16000 alter-
nations.

1 200 H. r. Westlnghouse motor, two-
phase. 3000 alternations.
400 volts, shaft 4%-lnch
diameter, pulley 26.1nch
face, 30-Inch diameter.

1 46 K. W. Westlnghouse, 2200 volts,
16000 alternations.

1 110 K. W. Port Wayne. 2200 volts,
16000 alternations.

Engines.

40x72 Corliss (1 right, 1 left),

26x48 Allis,
16x25x15 Armlngton & Sims,
ISVoxlS Mcintosh & Seymour.
16x16 Eric Ball.
16x16 Mcintosh & Seymour.
13x14 Mcintosh & Seymour.
14x13 Armlngton & Sims.
10x12 Watertown.
11x19x24 Tandem Buckeye.

Boilers.
2 376 H. P. Sterling boilers.
2 175 H. P. Sterling boilers.
Boilers of various styles and sizes

at low rates.

street Cars.
Opened and closed, of all sizes, and

for all gauges. Let us know your
wants.

Rossiter, Mac Govern & Co.
Principal Offices, 141 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. Factory, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK

AMERICAN

BRIDGE CO.,

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

Steel Bridges,

Steel Buildings,

AND ALL CLASSES OF METALLIC STRUCTURES.

GENERAL OFFICES:
NO. iOO BROADWAY NEW YORK.

BRANCH OFFICES:
AllBiny. N. V.
Athens, Pa.
lioston, MasH,
Hullulo, N, Y,
Kaltiniore, Md,
Unite, Mont,
^'oliinrtbuft, O,
ChlcaKO, 111,

(Jauton, O,
Cleveland, O,
Denver, Colo,
Diiliith, Minn.
ICast Iterlln. (Joiin.

Elmlra. N. V.
lirnttiu. N Y.
Horsch.ails. N. Y.

Lafayette, Ind,
.Milwaukee, Wis,
.Mlnn(;a|j'Ils,MInn,
Nrw (irleans, La,
Pciicov.l, I'a.

I'lilliiiliOplila. I'a.

Cltlsljiiru. I'a.

lloi'lii'^t-r, NY.

HoHttle, Wash.
San Francisco, Cat
Halt Lake C.Utah.
HydDBy,N, S, W.
Trenton N. .1.

Wilmington, lie]

YoiinRstown, O.
I.oniloii, I'^MK-

^^"**::sj&-li

MAY Be INCREASED BY

CONNECTING UP YOUR

FARMERS
AND

OUTLYING DISTRICTS,

Others are Making their Plants Pay Fair

Interest on their Investments

that Formerly Showed
a Shortage.

NEW FEATURES!
ALL TROUBLE POINTS

ELIMINATED.
No Listening Keys.

No Clearing- Out Drops.

No Ringing Keys.

No Complications in Your Cord Circuit.

No Delays—Always Ready for Business.

WE WILL TELL YOU HOW IT'S DONE.
WRITE TO

CLEVELAND, 63-7S FRAWKFORT ST , OHIO.
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.r. H. VAN VLISSINGEN. President.

L. G. WHEELEE. Vice-President.

W. C. HEINROTH, Treasurer.

L. G. BOW.MAN. Sec')- and Gen'i Manager.

WESTERN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION CO.

153-159 South Jefferson Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

WHEN YOU ARE IN NEED
Of First-class, High-grade, Up-to-date Telephone

Equipment of All Kinds,

WRITE TO US.
We Manufacture All Kinds of Switchboards and

Telephones at Reasonable Prices.

WRITE FOR PRICES. ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY.

No. 1900

AMERICAN GIGCTRIC TGLGFfiOl IJU.

36 to 50 Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL.

Our new No. 1900 Telephones with Disc Carbon Lightning

Arrester for SERIES and BRIDGING work are winners. Try them.

OUR CENTRALIZED BATTERY SYSTEM

is a great success; likewise our

MULTIPLE SWITCHBOARDS.

Telephone Apparatus
Of All Kinds Manufactured.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL AND TOOLS LOWEST PRICES.

A BIG LOT OF SECOND-HAND PHONES, IN GOOD

ORDER, CAN BE HAD FOR A SONG.

Let us tell you about tbem.

KelloggTelephonesTalk!
A FEW FE.\TUEES OF OUR INSTRUMENTS:

RECEIVERS:
Unaffected by changes of temperature.
Permanent adjustment of pole pieces and diaphragm.
No binding posts. Single piece special steel magnet.
Best grade hard rubber shell.

TRANSMITTERS:
Adapted for either local or long-distance work.
Great power without harshness.
Perfect quality of tone.

HOOK SWITCH:
Platinum contact points. Best grade German silver and brass.

Hook entirely independent of 'phone circuits.

All parts in plain sight.

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.,
229 S. GREEN ST., CHICAGO.

STANDARD

Telephone and Electric

Company,

MADISON, WIS.
Manufacturers and Importers

High Grade

Telephone Apparatus
EXCLUSIVELY.

WRITE FOR I900 CATALOGUE.

We Cater to Those Who
Demand the Best.

mftd*. lul iDDier. COST LESS FOR
MAINTENANCE, ahsw hlchor (frio

nibacribirs bvnvr, uid miHa

Swedish-American

Telephone Company,
69-75 W. JACKSON BLVD., CHICAGO, ILL.

NATIONAL APPARATUS
Metallic Circuit Multiple

Switchboards.
Positive Doable Sapervisory Signals. Central Energy.

Simple and Mechanically Perfect.
All Circuits Perfectly Balanced Electrically.

Cost of Operation and Maintenance Reduced to a
Minimum.

The Method of Operating that \re have adopted has been
determined upon, by long years of experience and

practical operation by the very best telephone
engineers, to be unexcelled.

National Telephone Equipment Co.,
330-333 Lafayette Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central o£Bce.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Is Complete, Durable, Bellable.

The only manufacturers selling a complete Hue of

Public Exchange, Toll Line. Police, Fire Alarm,

Street Kallway, Central Station and Intercommunl-

cattag Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co.,

72-82 W, Jackson Blvd^

OBTCATALOa. CHICAOO, V. S, A.

INDUOTIOIir COlLiS.

VARLEY DUPLEX MAGNET CO
FISHER BUILDING, CHICAGO. ILL. 138 7TH ST., JERSEY CITY, N. J.

Magnet Wire
Our Specialty: The Best Stock of fine

sizes of Single Silk Insulated Magnet
Wire In the country. Also Double Silks,

Stogie and Double Cottona.

THE McDERMID MFG. CO.,
207 S. CANAL ST.,
CHICAGO, ILL.
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CSTABLISHED ISBS.

NOTICE 1

The old original

D. A. KUSEL

TELEPHONE AND

ELECTRIC

MFG. COMPANY,

1109 Fine St.,

ST. liOlJIS, MO.

The oldestand
most reliable
manufacturer of
telephones and
switchboards in
the West. "Write
foreatalogua
and price list.

D. A. KUSEL,

Proprietor*

TRADE MARK.
Tested Fnne Wire and Fase Links.

standard f-T Accuracy,

In the manufacture of Fuses there are two essentials,

1st, accuracy; 2d, uniformity.
The steady increase in our bui^iTiess during the past

twelve years is the best evidence that our goods meet
all requirements.

All kinds of Telephone Fuses and Bases,
well made and at low prices.
CHICAGO FUSE WIRE & MFC. CO.,
58-64 N. Jefferson St., CblciEO 369 Broadway, NewVork.

Kokomo Telephones fori 900.

New Tubular Arm; no cord in sight.

High-Grade Full Nickel-Plated Bell,

Bipolar Receiver, togethir with the

Kokomo Long-Distance Transmitter.

Making up the most efficient Telephone on the market for
Exchange and Toll-line work. We have improved the
Telephone, also the price, to a point that will interest you.
Write us for information.

KOKOMO TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

KOKOMO, IND.

CHICAGO
TELEPHONE
SUPPLY C0.= CHICAGO, U. S. A.

MANUFACTURE EVERYTHING TELEPHONIC.

RESISTANCE WIRES
Bare and Covered. For All Purposes.

SEE OUR CATALOGUE.

DRIVER-HARRIS WIRE CO.,
NEWARK, N. J.

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE SUPPLY CO.,
TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES,

19 SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO.
"Monarch" Galvanized Telephone Wire, "Extra BB" and "BH" Galvanized Telephone Wire, Hard-drawn
Copper Telephone Wire, Rubber Covered Wire, Weather-prouf Iron Line Wire, Annunciator Wire. Office
Wire, Galvanized Steel Strand, CroHby Clips, OuyCtamps. Boston Oable Hanpers, Turn Buckles, Measen-
?er Pole Supports, Galvanized Thimbles, Guy Rods, Ground Rods, Stombaugii Guy Anchors, Eye Bolts,
ross ArniH, CrcoS Arm Braces, Pins and Brackets, La^r Screws and Bolts, insulators, Knobs, Tools, etc., etc.

Send for complete catalogue of

MAGNETO BELLS, TELEPHONES,
MEDICAL BATTERIES and

U ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES,
u_ All Goods Hieh Grade in Every Bespeot

0^ MIANUS ELECTRIC CO., • Mianus, Conn.

TELEPHONE AND

CONST. SUPPLY CO..
CHICAGO.

NEW CATALOGUE FREE.

Send for our New Book Catalogue-Just Out.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, 510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

A Direct KeadlDg Ohmmeter.

Ohmmeters,
Ammeters,

Voltmeters.
Special Electrical Machinery.

F. B. l§iAOG & BRO.,
Successors to American Electric Specialty Co.,

laa Liberty (St., Kew Tork City.

New York Agents Wirt Electric Co. Rheo-
stats and Brushes.

..VIAOUCL
BALTIMORE, MAKE

TELEPHONES
AND EVERYTHING ELECTRfCAL

HDQO SCHUMACHER, Preat.

J. A. ARBOGAST, Vlce-Prest.

MAX SCHUMACHER, Sec'y and Treaa.

M. GARL, SupU

Garl Electric

Company,
AKRON, OHIO.

Hotel or House
Telephone.

Sole Patentees and
Manufacturers of

Girl Railway, Hotel and Factory Telephone

Systems. Garl Electric Gun for Fire

and Burglar Alarms.
IntflrcommunlcallnB
Factory Telephone.

Success
Comes only to those telephone exchanges which use the
BEST material. If you use our goods success is assured.

We can supply EVERYTHING USED WITH TELEPHONES.
.\oorder toe small for iitteiitlon or too larRe f.pr our capacity.

Rapid deliveries our rule, and each order lUled with care. Large
stocks alwa>H on hand.

Telephones, every style and urade. Long and short backboards.
Klcgautllnhhand deslun. ITlces that will suit. Hard rubber re-
ceivers. Oak or walnut woodwork. New Ideas In magneto bells,
iaeli Instrument guaranteed.

All kinds or telejihono supplies. New parts for old telephones.
Double-pole reeelvr-rs.

Lleetrlelans' tools. LlRlitnlng arresters, carbon and fuse, Kx-
tenslon bells-standard and bridging, circuit closers. Transmit-
ters of various styles. Repeating colls, Induction colls, construc-
tion material of all kinds.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE)

Central Teieptione & Electric Co.,

909 MARKET STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Showing Manner of Securing.

Descriptive Circular and Testimonials on Request

Correspondence Invited,

Manulaclured
pj^|L|p SN||TH. '"Ts. A°."'"'

THE ROCK OF GIBRALTAR IS NO
FIRMER THAN A

Telephone Pole
Secured by the

Stombaugh Guy Anchor.
the cheapest and most effective method of

securely fastening Telephone, Telegraph and
Trolley Poles.

No holes to dig;' bore them In the ground
ond there they stay. "Brace up" the weak
points on your line and avoid further trouble*

W.N. MATTHEWS 4
St. LooIb, Mo.,

General Western
Agents,

3% to 6 In. Diameter.

DEALERSZanHCONTRACTORS
For Satisfactory Intercommunicating

MOIMES
At bottom prices, write to

THOMAS, WILCOX & DIETZ. Cleveland. Ohio.

BOOKS.
BUY YOUR BOOKS FROM THE

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

STUDENTS
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.

$i oo per year, in advance.

Electrician Publisliing Co.,

Suite 510 Warquette Bidg,, - CHICAGO

rVIclNTIRE'S PATENT

OONfl'EGIORS Alio TERMINALS.
Special Conneclors lor HARD-DRAWS COPPER

WIRE, all sl!CS. FUSED WIRE, FUSED
LINKS and STRIPS.

THEC. MclHTIRECO., 13 S 15 Franklin St.,

NEWARK, N. J.
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TELEPHONES SWITCHBOARDS

STERLING ELECTRIC CO.,
EXCLUSIVC MAHU»ACTURCRa OF

BELL-STYLE TELEPHONE
»AR^VTUJ

FOB THE IKDEFEaiDENT FIEIiD.

Main Office and Factory at LAFAYETTE, IND. Branch Office, Chicago.

CHICAVO OFFICE, IVe 1:260 nOKADKOCK B1III,I>IIIie.

SILK
COVERED MAGNET WIRE COTTON

COVERED.

Plenty of it. All sizes. Prices riqht
Electro maqnets liuilt and rewound.

Induction coils"builtto specification.

The MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC Mr&.CG.
South Bend, Indiana.

A Few Reasons Why You Should Use the

WARNER DRY BATTERY

RINGING OUTFIT,
E^AV^SI

It will ring where all other ringers fail.

There are no belts to slip.

There are no commutators to keep clean.
There are no power bills to pay.
It is always ready for duty.

No exchange is complete without one.

It is the cheapest way to secure power.
There are no bearings to oil.

There is no water to spill.

There are no delays or stops.

It is absolutely reliable under all conditions,

Your operators can give better service with a good signaling device.

Every Outfit is Shipped Complete Ready for Immediate Use.

Every outfit is thoroughly tested and fully guaranteed. This machine is in use in
some of the largest exchanges, both in this country and abroad. The net price for the
complete outfit is

• S45 F. O. B. Factory.
Prompt shipments guaranteed. For further information, address

THE WARNER ELECTRIC CO.,
MUNCIE, INDIANA, U. S. A.

NEW CATALOGUE OF

ELECTRICAL BOOKS
You Ought to Have One, Sent Free on Request.

I
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

510 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.»#
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Horizontal Internal Self-Oiling Engines, 25 to 600 H. P.

Horizontal Medium Speed Engines, 300 to 800 H. P.

Vertical Compound Engines, 1 00 to 800 H. P.

The Ball Engine Co., Erie, Pennsylvania.
Chicago Office: 1526 Wlonadnock Block.

i

MDNDNRDUTE
IS THE^ DIRECT LINE-

BETWEEN

CmCAGO,
INDIANAPOLIS,

CINCINNATI
AND

LOUISVILLE
CITY OFFICE 232 CLARK ST.,

-~i>i?T^=» CHICAGO.

THE
DAYS

TIGHT

BELTS
X ARE

\ OVER

CLING-SURFAGE.
SUPPING STOPPED,

BELTS PRESERVED.

CLING-SURFACE MFG. CO.,

177-182 VIRGINIA ST.,

BUFFALO. N. Y

AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR RAILROAD

^1 CHICAGO
AND

ALTON
RAILROAD.

PERFECT PASSENGER SERVICE BETWEEN

CHICAGOan»KANSASCITY.
CHICAGOaxo ST. LOUIS.
chicago and peoria, ,

stlouisanokansascity:
\

Tbroagh FcIIm&n lervlco botvcon Cblcogo aod

HOT SPRINGS. Ark, .DENVER.ColO.,
TEXAS. FLORIDA.UTAH.

CALIFORNIA »"o OREGON.

If you lire cotit4;mplatln(t fl trip, ony portir,ii i,f

wtilcl) can be rim.lo over ttio CIiIchko & AlUjfi, It will

fifty you to wrlf: to the undomlKncd for rimidi, poiiipli-
t\M, rfttCK, tlint: tablcii, etc.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
Om>«ral roMODifrir anil'rirkot Affont,

OniCAOO, ILLINOIS,

WE BUY GLO BELTS
OR 5CRAPS. ANY SIZB OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFQ. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST.. CHICAGO.

Practical Running of Dynamos,
A little booklet on the care and the locating

and remedying of troubles In dynamos and
motors.

Catalogue of mechanical and electrical books
'ree

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
tiinMarque'te Bldg.. Chli'ago

Faster than ever

to California

CHICAGO
& NORTH-WESTERN

RAILWAY

fHE OVERLAND LIMITED leaves

Chicago 6.30 p. m. daily via Chicago-

Union Pacific & North-Western Line, ar-

rives San Francisco 5. 1 5 afternoon of

third day and Los Angeles 7,45 next

morning. No change of cars; all meals
in Dining Cars. Buffet Library Cars
with barber. The best of everj'thing.

The Pacific Express leaves 10.30 p. m.
daily. Tourist Sleepers daily to Califor-

nia and Oregon and personally conducted
excursions every Wednesday fiom New
England. Send 4 cents postage for

"California Illustrated" to Chicago &
North-Western Railway,

461 Broadway, - New YnrkUgs Vinr St.. - Cincinnati
CoiChes'tSc.,- Philadelphia' 507 Smithfield St.. Pinsburg-
368 Washington St., Boston =34 Superior St., - Cleveland
301 Main Si., - • nuffalo'i? Campus-Marlins, Detroit
2:2 Clark fat., • Chicago;: KingSt.,East,Toronto,Ont.

THE SHORT LINE
TO

Houghton, Calumet,
marquette

The Chicago, Milwaukee &St, Paul Ry.

IS THE ONLY LINE RUNNING

Solid Trains 7h°e Copper Country

!) CALUMET
rHANCOCK

i?a HOUGHTON

CHAMPION^

REPUBLIC

II '"ON MOUNTAIN
Wausaukce

MENOMINEE
MARINETTE-

^MILWAUKEE

THROUGH SLEEPING CARS. COACHES AND
BAGGAGE CARS

Lgave Chicago daily at 10:30 p. m.

From Union Patiengor Station, Canal & Adams Sts

City Ticket Office, 93 Adami St.

DIXON'S BELT DRESSING
AND LEATHER PRESERVATIVE

Is guaranteed to prevent slipping and preserve the leather.

It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

REG.JRflDE MARKS The Phosphor Bronze SMELTiNetaQMiTED,
2200 Washington ave.,philadelphia.

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
INGOTS,CASTINGS,WlRE,RODS,SHEETS,ETC.— DELTA METAL-^
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORGINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

WATERWHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent teats at Holyoke enable us to guarantee

;

Th£ Largest Power ever oblamed from a wheel of the saine diameter. The highest speed
ever obtained for the same power. The highest mean efficiency ever realized when
running from half to full gate. We ^arantee also: A runner of the greatest posc
sihle strength. A gate rniegualed in auickness and ease of opening and dosing.

Tests show over 81 per cent, average efficiency with half to full water.

State your Head and send for 124 page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO.. Springfield, Ohio, U.S. A.

JEFFREY "s:cHAINS
FOR CATALOGUE,

ADDRESS

THE JEFFREY MFG. CO
COLUMBUS.OHIO.

M'CORMICK TURBINE.
On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft.

Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Gives a higher percentage of useful effect than any other water-wheel
heretofore made. All sizes, rl^hl and left hand, are built from patierus per-
fected under systematic tests in itie Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having pawer plants which are unsaiisfactpry, and those contem-
plating the improvement of powers, will find it to their interest to confer
with us, as we are willing to guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter what make of turbine has been In use. STATE REQUIRBHENT^
AND SEND FOR CATALOQUE.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.

SMALL SPRINGS
. OF rVERY DESCRIPTIONf

THE WALLACE BARNES CO./
S7^9usucr, ns7. BRfSTOL, CONN., u.S A.

'The Recognized Authority on Wiring and Construction."

The universally adopted National Electrical Codeexplained
and illustrated in this year's edition of the hand-book.

Standard Wiring
For Electric Light and Power.

By H.C. CUSHING, Jr., A, I.E. E., Electrical Engineer and Inspector.

ADOPTED
Hy the Fire Underwriters of the United Stales.

By Cornell University, Stanford University and other Techni-

cal Colleges and Schools.
Ity over 27.000 Electrical Engineers, Central Station Managers

andWlremen.

BECAUSE
It Is the only book on Wiring and Construction kept strictly

up to date.

It contains all the necessary Tables, Rules. Formulas and lUus-

t rations.
, , .,.

U Sollies disputes, ond If referred to before wiring will prevent

disputes.

Flexible Leather Cover (pocket size), $ 1 .00.

Sent post paid upon veceliU of price, by

Electhician Publishing Co,,

510 Marquette Building. - - CHICAGO, ILL.
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Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CURK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: Plnconnlng. Mich. Qreen Bay, Wis. New London, Wis.

EDAR POLE
* 50 TO 80 FT. A SPECIALTY.

John H. Fowler, ^h'i'c'/,'^: f,',''-

1Pa?5XaWi\^ (\fvJvXcJ<Uy §A\\ywv«tV aJjvew SeC

POLES.
BERTHOLD 1 CROSS

& JENNINGS,
I ARMS.

WHITE CEDAR. ST. LOUIS.
IDAHO CEDAR up to 80 ft. Chemlcal Building.

LONG LEAF
PINE AND FIR.

Cedar
TORREY
CEDAR CO.,

CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Largo Slock Constantly on Hand.
Poles

Street Railway Ties.
Specialty: 7-foot
White Cedar Elec-
tric Railways, etc. Poles.

ZO & SOIMS. lOA.<S<SE.T-r. IVIiCI-l.

CENTRAL MAIMUFACTURINC CO.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,

UannfactnrerB uid Dealer. In

Yellow Pine Cross Arms, Locust Pins, Oak Pins, Electrical

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stocks on hand.

Delivered prices quoted, F. O. B. cars, your city, In any quantity. -WEITE US.

CEDAR POLES.
Piling and Street R. R. Ties.

C. H. WORCESTER CO.,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Producers and Wholesalers of White Cedar Products.

CR055-ARM5 '

PINS, BRACKETS
We manufacfurec/ anc/sold o/er
S/X Mll/iOi? P/ns and rmM///m
Cross-Arms in /899.

Ourgoods are {Be//) Sfarrdaro/
y/e mariufocfure on/i/ from best
ma/er/a/-

§e/er/ Facfohes
skilled he/p anduneoualed fac-
ilities er/ah/e us to fill all orders
prorr?ptl(/.

^Capaciti/: over 5.000 \

Lons leafi/ellor,, pine I p n

Cross Arms, ( '

Onr *5.ooo LocustPins J

Let Us Know Your YYants

EJ.NOBLETT
S98 -902-35 fk Street,

ChlC0O.-
Long distance Telephone,Yard5,80i

THE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
BT

HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Price Sl.OO.

Ths only complete and practical work
of its kind on the market.

PUELI8HKD BT

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Suite 610 Marquette Bulldlne, Clilcaga

Our Feed Water Heaters
Use exhaust steam and supply boilers with PURE

HOT WATER and prevent the solid matter from

going into the boilers, saving from lo to 25 per

cent, of your fuel bills. Our latest design is

made entirely of CAST IRON, designed for use

where water contains acid salt or other impuri-

ties which pit or corrode wrought iron or steel.

We also build

BOILER FEED PUMPS,
SINGLE, DUPLEX AND TRIPLEX.

TRIPLEX PUMPS, ELECTRICALLY
DRIVEN....

STEAM AND POWER

PUMPING MACHINERY

FOR EVERY PURPOSE.

Air

Compressors
OF VARIOUS TYPES.

C^P=-:«i«ffi;-J:

JET AND SURFACE CONDENSERS, AIR PUMPS, FILTER PRESSES,
OIL MILL MACHINERY,

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO..

257 Lehman St., DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

CEDAR POLES
LINDSLEV BROTHERS COMPANY
MCNOMIWETE, MlCH. A/»D poRTtAWD, OBEOON.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS
SO-rOor TO 80-FOOT POLES OUR SPECIALTY

A PRETTY STORY.
Eight months ago the Texas Arm & Pin Co. began manufacturing things in-

clined electrically wooden, like cross arms, pins and brackets. An old, no-account,

second-hand machine, in a broken-down factory, was used, but now they have four

factories with new and late machinery and are shipping more cross-arms than the law

allows. But they can ship more. They are untapped, long-leaf, yellow pine.

Branch Office: 10 Temple Court Building, Cliicago, W. H. QUAW, Mgr, Har;rson"lbi8.

Or the home office at Beaumont, Texas, is where you write for more information and a

pretty and useful pamphlet.

ASK o. W. FIRKINS & CO. FOR

Idaho Red Cedar Poles
40 TO 80 FEET LONG.

412 LUMBER EXCHANGE, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, MICH. TIES.

Eleven Pole Yards In Michigan.
Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

O. W. SMITH, Wholesale Producer ^^

EDAR POLEX
225 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL. ^^V

Larse Sto<*kB. Central Tards. Uuick Shipment .
^^^

CEDAR
DAVIS AND STITT

COMPANY,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Write for Delivered Prlcei. POLES

Catalogue and Net Price List

LINEMEN'S OUTFITS
Mailed Free to Lineman and Construction Men-

address:

MATHIAS KLEIN & SON, Manufacturers,

ST. Chicago. III.

imianaDOlis An, Bracket & Pin Co.
Suceassorc to •! B. MAOER*,

Arms, Brackets, Lotust and Oak Pins,

Tent Stakes, ROPE Lock Blocks.

Office: l2SS.MarMlaii $L, Ifldlanapolls, ind.

factory: JAMESTOWN, IND.
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Westinghouse °TmT„

Operating

in the

best

equipped

Railway,

Lighting

and

Power

Plants.

The
Standard

of

Electrical

Efficiency

and

Mechanical

Design.

500 K. W. Westinghouse Alternating Current Generators, Installed.

Westinghouse Electric
& rianufacturing Co., Pittsburg, Pa. All Principal Cities

in U. S, and Canada.

The Popularity of

Rockwood's Patent Compressed

Non-Slipping.

Non-breakable.
Economical.
Durable.

Balanced.
Neat design.

Light-weight.

Non-Magnetic.

Six thousand
various sizes

partly finished

carried con-

stantly in stock.

Hubs any shape,

any position.

Paper Pulleys
(''J^or one-sixth century the standardJ~or dtirahility and efficiency

.''^

)

arises in a measure from their stability.

Engineers and users should not fail to specify Rockwood Patent Compressed Paper Pulleys on all contracts.

CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING.

ROCKWOOD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Paper Pulley Sales Deft., 330 So. Pennsylvania Street,

Indianapolis, Indiana, U. S. A.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS.
(INCORPORATED.)

SOMETHING NEW
Our TYPE K
Integrating Wattmeter

Weighs less than 1 3 pounds and can be installed in a space

6^/([ inches by 83,^ inches.

SOME INTERESTING POINTS.
This Meter will Record Accurately the Energy of Alternating Current Circuits Regardless of the

POWER FACTOR.
It can be quickly Adjusted for Either HIGH OR LOW FREQUENCY.

>^ No Constants or Multipliers Used. Meters are DIRECT READING.

THE CALIBRATION IS PERMANENT AND RELIABLE.
CONVENIENT TO HANDLE, EASY TO INSTALL AND REPAIR.

ALL PARTS ARE STANDARD AND INTERCHANGEABLE.

Write for Bulletin 1012.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY -.

FORT WAYNE,
^'ffirft. .^i -•>i^<4$/<S>^^5.<^>$-<S'^^<S><S'<?'^-^<$•^*^i-^ ^: :-

NDIANA.
.,i f-*.S,.i.*v, <!,,!> ;4m5.<S^^-;^^j,s,4^<5><5^

ELECTRICITY FOR ENGINEERS.
Latest Edition, Now Published in One Complete Volume, 424 Pages, Profusely Illustrated.

Just the Work for Engineers, Electricians, Dynamo Tenders, etc.

PART I. CONTEMTS.—CHAPTER I: Electricitj'; Positive and Negative; Conductors,
Kon-Conauctorsand Insxilalors; Electro-Motive Force; Volts; Resistance; Ohms; Current; Am-
peres.—CHAPTER II: DjTiainos; Magnets; Field Coils: Electro Magnets; Permanent Magnets.—
CHAPTER ni: Armatures. Construction of, PifTerent Kinds of: Commutators,How Made andCon-
ected; Heating of Armatures; Eddy Currents.—CHAPTER IV: The Current: How Produced;
Induction: Series Wound DjTiaraos; Shunt Wound Draamos; Exciting the Fields; Constant Cur-
root and Constant Potential Draaraos; Series and Parallel; Parallel or Multiple Arc System.—
CHAPTER V: Incandescent Lamps; Filaments; Connections; Flashing; Exhausting; Testing;
Candle Power; Operated In Series: Automatic Cut-Out; In Multiple Arc or Parallel; Multiple Series;
Multiple Series Cut-Out; Three Wire System.—CHAPTER VI: The Arc Light; How Formed;
Causes of Unsteadiness; Remedy; Effect of Shades or Globes; Shape of Carbons Under Different
Conditions of Burning; Arc Lamps; Regulating and Cut-Out Mechanism; Action of Current; Clutcli
Lamps; Cloclcwork Lamps; Double Lamps; Troubles In I.^mps.—CHAPTER VII: Commutators
and Brushes; The Brush Commutators; Brushes; Different Styles of- Brushes;- Double Brushes^
Single Brushes; Troubles with Commutators and Brushes; Correct Position of Brushes; Sparking
at Brushes; Care of Brushes and Commutators; Flashing.—CHAPTER VIII: Current Regulation;
Hand Regulation; By Position of Brushes; Resistance Box; Resistance Coils.—CHAPTER IX:
Ajnerlcan System of Automatic Current Regulation: The Dynamo; Regulator; Action of Regulator.
CHAPTER X I Brush System of Automatic Current Regulation; Brush Armature; Diagram of Cir-
cuits throueh Dynamo, Regulator and Lamps; Dial or Regulator; Care and Adjustment of Dial;
Dial Controller; Circuits ana Connections of No. S Brush Dynamo; Circuits of Compound Wound
Constant Potential Brush DjTiamo.—CHAPTER XI: The Edison System; Automatic Regulator;
CIrcuItsof Regulator: Circuits of DjTiamo; Action of Regulator; Howell Pressure Indicator; Dia-
gram of Circuits; Description of Parts and Operation.—CHAPTER XII: Excelsior System of Auto-
matic Current Regulation; Dynamo; Armature; Diagram of Circuits; The Regulator and Motor;
Action of Regulator.—CHAPTER XIII: Schuyler System of Automatic Current Regulation;
Dynamo; Armature. Commutator and Brushes; Diagram of Circuits in Armature and Field; llegu*
lator; Circuits in PvOgulator,—CHAPTER Xn'': Thomson-Houston System of Automatic Current
Eegulation: Dynamo; Armature; Commutator and Brushes; Controlling Magnet; Wall Controller;
DUigram of Circuits; Air Blast.—CHAPTER XV: Waterhouse System of Three-Brush Automatic
Current Regulation; Dynamo: Extra Brush; Resistance Colls and Regulator. CHAPTER XVI:
Ampere Meters; Tangential Scale; Solenoid Meters.—CHAPTER Wai: Voltmeters: Pressure
and Potential Indicators.—CHAPTER XVHI: Testing; Galvanometers; Astatic Needle; Differ-
ential Apparatas.—CHAPTER SIX: Wheatstoue Bridge or Electrical Balance; Diagram of Cir-
cuits and Methods of use; Bridge and Rheostat; Round Form; Square Form.—CHAPTER XX:
The Magneto as a Testing Instrument; Armature: Field; BeU; Diagram of Circuits.—CHAPTER
XXI: CoupUng Dynamos Together; In Series; In Shunt; Series, Shunt and Compound Wound Ma-
chines,—CHAPTER XXII: Switches and Switchboards; Loop Switch- Plug and Socket; Change
Over Plug and Socket: Conclusion. CHAPTER XXXIII: Electric Motors; General Principles the
Same asm Dynamos; Tj'pes; Shunt and Series Motors Suitable for all General Purposes; Regula-
tion of Shunt Motors; Of Series Motors: Coxmter E, M. F.: Direction of Rotation and Direction of
Current; Starting Motors; Diagram of Connection.

PART II. CONTENTS.—CHAPTER I: Alternate Current Dynamos; Principles of the
Field- Field Current Armature; Winding; Connections; Lamination; Different Types oi Alternsu-
tors; Regulation; Leading Systems; The Brush Generators; Magnets; Armature; Principles of In-
duction.—CHAPTER II: Dynamos, Continued; The Mordey Alternator; Stationary Armatures-;
Field Magnets; Ferrantl Armature; Field ]\Iagnets; Winding; Collectors.—CHAPTER III: Dyna-
mos Concluded; Siemens Dynamo; Best Magnetic Circuits; Stanley Constant Current Dynamo;
The Armature; Self Induction; Regulation.—CHAPTER IV: Induction Coils; Converters; Trans-
formers; Economy of Distribution; An Electrical H. P.; Losses in Conductor; Induction Coils; Ef-
fect of Induction; Transformers.-CHAPTER V: Transformers Continued; Induction Cmls; Coiv-
verters; Transforming Up and Down; Design of Trausformors; The Static Charge; FTotection
Against; Grounding the Secondary; Other Devices; The Foil Protector; Different Types of Trans-
formers.—CHAPTER VI: Transformers, Concluded ; Fuses; Regulation; Windingof Transformers;
Connecting to Circuit; Regulation; Safety Fuses.—CHAPTER VII: Parallel System; Series Arc
Light System; Diagram of Circuits; Parallel System; Primary Circuit; Secondary Circuit; Placing
of Transformers; Fuses: Diagram of Series Arc Light Circuit—CHAPTER VIII: Lines of Force;
Hysteresis; Magnetic Penetration; The Circuit of Lines of Force; Experiments with Magnet;
Rapidity of Reversals and Hysteresis.—CHAPTER IX: Arc Lamps; In Series; The Westinghouse
Arc Lamp; Diagram of Circuits in Lamp; Action of the Mechanism; Flat Carbons.—CHAPTER X;
Are Lamps, in Multiple; Slattery Differential Lamp; Mechanism of X^mp; Its Operation.—CHAP-
TER XI: Measuring and IndleatiDg Apparatus; Instnmients for Use with Alternating Currents
Differ from those used mth Continuous Currents; Ammeters; Voltmeters; Description of Severai
Forms of Instruments.—CHAPTER XII: Measuring Instruments, Continued: Hot Wire Instru-
ments; The Cardew Voltmeter; Details of the Instrument; Low Potential Voltmeter.—C'HAPTER
XIII: Voltmeters; Double Coil Voltmeter; 'Two Tj-pes.-CHAPTER XIV: Spring Meters; Curled
Spring Meter.—CHAPTER XV: Twisted Strip Instruments; Diagram of Connections and Opera-
tion of Instrument.—CHAPTER XVI: Recording Meters; Stanley Meter; Construction and PriO'
ciples of Operation; Diagramsof Parts; Slattery induction Meter; Description of Parts and Prlib-

cinles of Operation; Watt Meter; Thomson Meter.—CHAPTER XVII: Generators in Parallel;
"Difficulties in Op^^ing; Alternate Current Generators in Parallel; Arrangements of Circuits ana
Machines for Operaflog In Parallel; Diagram of Common Arrangement of Machines and Circuits.—
CHAPTER XVni: Ohm's Law; Strength of Current; Formulas and Examples; Power and Hoafr
ing Effects of Currents.—CHAPTER XIX; Ground Alarms and Leak Detectors.

PRICE, $2.50,

Orders for above book, or any electrical work published promptly sent on receipt of price, postage prepaid.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 5I0 Marquette Bidg., CHICAGO
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ELECTRICAL OR MECHANICAL
TTe have fine fanllities forligbt raanufac.tur-

ing, and solicit conesiiondence. Kstimates
given oil quantity or small lois. PUNCH PRESS
J^yO SCKEW MACHINE ^VORK.

SPIES & COMPANY,
87-80 W.TanEnren St., Chicago, 111.

EDWARD P. BURGH,
Consulting Electrical Engineer,

laooGnarauty Bids- 3I)iinpa|>i>li8.

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Highest grades for electrical insulation and mechanical purposes, in sheets^

tubes, rods and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on application.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wilmington, Del.

Oxifle Storage Batteries.

No buckling of piste*. No spilUag o( add.
No sulphaiing or corroding.

THE OXIDE BATTERY CO..
Offiee, No. 1629 N. lOlhSt^. Philadelphia. Pa.

READY FOR THE MARKET.
"PEHOO," the netr atyle Creole rosette. In-

nlatlon perfect, lone flise, eoperlor
In every detail.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co.. Peru. Ind.

'""^SPJil'"''*VitroChrome
look like natural glass. The colors produced are bright and durable, and caa be used for indoor
and outdoor decorations; also used for BAILWAlT A%1> HTUAAIBOAT SK^iKAL
AjIGHTIi^, I'.l.F.CTKiC NKi^^i, tT«". Vitro Chrome is superior to any other incandesoent
lamp color. A trial will convince you. Manufactured only by

VITRO CHROME CHEMICAL CO.,
421 B Milwaukee St., MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Send for Circular.

For Sale by all Dealers and Electric
Supply Houses.

CRYSTAL
CHEMICAL COLORING

FOR COLORING Incandescent Lamps any color desired.

Easily and quiclcly applied, giving brilliant effects. Cheap.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

WEBSTER CHEMICAL CO., TSS"'
IHEIVTIOIV WBSTBRW ICI.BGTBICIAN WBKD WKITIXC

Kentucky

Incandescent
KENTUCKY ELECTRICAL CO., Owensboro, Ky.

Oliloago Agent, J. W. Brooks, eOB Plymouth Bids.

FARIES ADJUSTABLE LAMP HOLDERS
Permit the electric light to be in-

stantly placed where it is needed.

Made for Shop, Factory, Store,

Office, Residence; infact,wher-
ever the Incandes-
cent Lamp is used.

The Latest and Best Thing in Reflector Shades.

We make many elies and stylos of Aluminum Shades and Reflectors.

Catalogue No. 8 j,*;.

4<]JiiHtabU* IfloMorM, PortabloM. Cliandc-
orw. WutI UriH'ketfi, etc , etc.. Ju«t IsMned,

ivlil be mailed opuii application.

FARIES MFC. CO., Decatur, I II.

4^

ifi

4f?

«?
J
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Black Diamond File Works i;

Twelve

Medals

Awarded at

International

Expositions.

Special

Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1896.

OVU eOODS-ABK OMI 8A1.IS 131 KVEBY L.EADIHU jaABDWABE t
STOBB IS THB VISITBD tlTATES AND GAKADA.

fj^

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

STURTEVANT
BLOWERS

/J^
For

. CUPOLA

l^s
FURNACES

AND FORGES,

VENTILATION,

. J^^tj^^^fp^ MECHANICAL
g^^^^^^^^"^ Wi^^^r DRAFT,

JplHl CONVEYING

LIGHT

MATERIAL,

||jy||Q[4f -
—J*.__ Etc., Etc.

^^^- _.-. ——==

B. F. STURTEVANT CO.

BOSTON MASS
NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO LONDON

127
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IIVIPLEX WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED. WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

"o TXZ.T"'"' Simplex Electrical Company,
lonadnock Block, CHICAGO. 75-8 1 Cornhlll, BOSTO N, MASS.

WESTERN SELLfNG AGENT.

H. R. HIXSON,
1 137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO

.tPl'^i

1889—Paris Exposition,
JKedal for Robber Inanlation.
1893—World's Fair,
Uledal for Bnbber Inanlatisn.

TMStSWW,

THE STAHDABD EOB
BVBBEB IXSVIiATIOir.
Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee "^i'f" Wires,

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd
rB'.^.nVci,Ve''.'.''r; l""""''*- 253 Broadway, New York.

Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supi
W. H. Hodgins. Secy.

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Paranite Rubber Covered Wires and Cables,

UNDERGROUND, AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH AND FIRE ALARn CABLES.

All Wires are tested at Factory. JONESBORO, 1KB.

^i^Standard Underground GableCo.
1 ^1 642 The Rookery, Westlnghouse BIdg., 66LiljertySt.. 1226 Betz Bldg^1^1 Chicago. Pittsburg. New York City. PhiUdelphla, Pft
L^ I Mills Building, San FraDcisco.

^sr Electric Gables, Conduits, Wires and Accessories,
Also Hisk Clrade Bnbl>e» Covered Wires and CaUes.

N. 1. K
^A/ll

National

India
Bnbber Co.'s

RUBBER COVERED

OFFICE AND FACTORY; BRISTOL, R. I.

STERLING EXTRA INSULATING VARNISH.
Sterling- Extra Black PiniHlilDg: Tarnfsli,

Sterling; Black Air Bryln^ 'Vaniiftli,
Sterling: Black Core Plate Varniak.

THE STERLING VARNISH CO.,
Pittsburg, Pa., U. S. A.

THE STERLING VARNISH CO.,
95 CoimoreRow, Birmingham, England.

INUIVIPFOR ALL PURPOSES. ,
Scrap and Native Flatloum Purcbaied.SAKKK A C0..408-4I4 Kew Jevaey

Rmtlroail Ave., Newark, S, J.
JTaw Tork Office, 120 Liberty Street. for agents.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from Vi to 50 horse power.
Dynamos from 10 lights to 700.

V/e sell or rent. Good profltt

The HobartElec. Mlg. Co., Troy, Ohl«.

WESTON Electrical Ingtment Co.,

„4 120 WilUam St„ NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

ITttflton standard Portable Altcmatlnc Ui^
Direct Cnrrent Wattmeter for

^ Lamp TeatiQff.

BERLIN: ruropean Weston Electrical Instru-

ment Co., No. 88 RitierstrassB.

LONDON: Elliott Bros., No. 101 St. Martins

Lane.

18 Weston StanMPortalile

Direct Rea4ii

Voltmeters and Wattmeters
roK

Alternating and Direct Current Circuits

Are the only standard portable in-

struments of the type deserving this

name. Write for circular and price

lists 8 and 9.

Mention the Webtekn Ei.ecteioian when
writing for cataloeues.

" PHONO=ELECTRIC"
•IT'S TOUGH"

The Most Durable
TROLLEY WIRE

Will Not Break

Will Not Stretch

BRIDGEPORT BRASS CO.,

19 Murray St., NEW YORK.

sPhono-Electric"

Write for Booklet.

Americaii Titrlled Conilnlt Cofflpny,
MANUFACTtTREBS OF

VITRIFIES SALT GLAZED
UNDERGROUND AND INTERIOR CONDUITS.

Contractors for Complete Installation
of Conduit Systems.

General Offices: 39 Cortlandt St., N. Y.

Queen $c Co.,
lOlO Cliestnat St., Pliils.

480 MONON BLDG., CHICAGO.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-WIrt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray

I FocusTubes, Induction Coils.

HOLOPHANE CLASS CO.,
IS :as« 32rtd. St:., NE>A/' YORK.

Compound Prism

Globes and Shades
FOR ALL KINDS OF LIGHTING.

xwo «Oi D Ml A #1 <k I aoaiv t»ii.T^£K IVI 6 U a I

S

Awarded at Paris Exposition.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

PHOENIX GLASS CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

GAS AND ELECTRIC

I

6L0BES,SflADES,Etc.

' SEND FOR A COPY OF OUR NEW AND

[

LATEST CATALOGUE.

' Plttsbnrgli. New York, Chicago.

PaaAU),

Ideal Fire Protection
FOR SWITCHBOARDS AND

ALL ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.
Monarch Fire Appliance Co.;

27 WILLIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

J. H. ^A/H|-^E IVIF-O <5^J.j MANUFACTCREES OF

CSas, Electric and Combination Fittings
and Flxtnres, Trlmminsa, Screws

and Ornaments.
Send for Our New Catalogue, Just Issued.

Pressed, Spun and Turned Brass

Work to Order.

137-137 North lotb Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

The United §tates Garbon Company.
ir\ ni

rsPECIAlTIES A SPECIAMIJS
1 ELECTROLYTIC.

jjXsiiALTERNATINS. DIRECT.!
^J-' ENCLOSED. OPEN.i

Cleveland," Ohio. U. '5, A.
X IN CARBOM TRUST"
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to»*»»»<

SIEMENS & HALSKE

ELECTRIC CO.
OF AMERICA.

IMERAI- OF-F-ICES-CHICAOO

ELECTRICAL
APPARATUS,

Railway, Lighting, Power Transmission.

><>

IMPROVED DUNCAN INTEGRATING WATTMETERS.

Many thousands of these Wattmeters are in daily use. Our
sales are increasing. All electrical instruments should be perfect

and register accurately. The large use of and increasing demand
for our meters indicate that they meet these important require-

ments.

DISTFilOT OF"F-|

Boston. Chicago. Cincinnati. Denver.

New Yorl<. Philadelphia. St. Louis. San Francisco.
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The "ELECTRA" Highest

Grade Nuernberg Carbons are

recognized as standard all the

world over.

All genuine "ELECTRA"
carbons are put up in packages

bearing the label with the tradfi

mark "ELECTRA."

'iyt.c-rri^- FOR ENCLOSED LONE-BURNING ARC LAMPS.

^
roR

BJ RE Ct-

UN EQUAL U&D IN QJAUT;

AND EFFlCIEJKrY

!t^ STEADY
I LLIANT, LIGHT.

HUGO REISINGER II BROADWAY NEW YORK.

Good carbons mean less cost

for current.

All the excellence in dynamos

and arc lamps counts for but

little where poor carbons are

used in lamps.

^«>^4>«.«~^^^«><^^><^^>^«-S>^y«x^S^^>^^^>SyS>^><Sx^^^^S^>4H8KS><8^
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Crown
" Insulated Conductors ©

AND

Rail Bonds
"Crown" wires are the perfection of Rubber Insulation for high or low voltage, direct or alter-

nating currents, solid or stranded conductors up to 2,500,000 circular mils' capacity.

"Crown" bonds are the perfection of simplicity and economy in rail bonding, together with
perfection of contact.

In "CROWN" WIRES or "CROWN" BONDS you secure the best attainable results,
electrically and mechanically.

Solid or stranded bare copper conductors; also lead - encased and armored for aerial,

underground and submarine work.

Amencan Steel and Wire Co., Chicago, III.
NEW YORK, WORCESTER, DENVER, SAN FRANCISCO; LONDON, ENC.

I
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Alexander, Thos xiv
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xii
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Noblett, E.J
North Electric Co xvi
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Phillips, Eugene F xlii
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Pringle, Wm.T xxlv
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Reisinger, Hugo iii
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ARC LAMPS, KNIFE SWITCHES, GLOBES, FLUSH PUSH,
AND SNAP SWITCHES, SHADES, CARBONS, RUBBER
COVERED WIRES, CORDS AND CABLES, ELECtRIC
LIGHTING SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

\A/R|-rE: ROR RRICES.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY, 139 Adams St, CHICAGO

^UUliUUUUiiUllilUUilllUUUUllUUUllUUllllUlllliiUlUlUilUUUUUUUUlUlUllUilii!

Columbia
Lamps.

Unequaled in Quality.

B'
lEFORE placing your orders [or fall and early winter re-

quirements in Incandescent Lamps we respectfully invite

the attention of Central Stations and Isolated Plants to

the high quality of the Columbia. We guarantee the highest

uniformity in initial readings as well as the highest maintenance

of candlepower.

Special prices to consumers on future delivery orders for

1,000 or more covering full annual requirements.

Trial order solicited.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
GENERAL SALES AGENTS,

264-266-268-270 Fifth Avenue,

CHICAGO.

srmTTTTTTmTTTITmTTTTTTTTTTTTnTTTTTrnnnTTnmTTm!TTTTmTTTT!mn^7m!TTTTnTTTTT»TTmTT*

C & H SELF STARTERS tO'''^l<^C'tricelfvatar.s and pumps aic carerulty made
VI IK ni tfbbr wiMlllLnw from the best of materials and are gliarahleed to oper-
ate satisfaetorily. Send for illustrated catal02:iie W.

The Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.,
Main Offices and Factory: MILWAUKEE, WIS.

EASTERN FACTORY: Westfield, N. J. NEW YORK OFFICE: 136 Liberty Street.

The largest and oldest manufacturers of Rheostats In the world.

NA/MY IS IX

THE "BELDEN" sysTEM

OF ARC LIGHTING
Is so far superior to any other sys-
tem on the market?

BECAUSE
It embodies features that are not to

be found in any other lamp.

We have convinced hundreds who have had arc

lamp troubles. We can convince you.

Our catalog explains the fine points of the

"Belden" and it will be sent on request.

Belflea-Larwill Electric & Mfg. Co.,

FT. WAYNE, IND.
AGENTS:

M. B. AUSTIN i CO.. 58 W. Van Buren St., Chicago.

C. E. WILSON, care Manufacturers' Club, Phllsdelphla, Pa.

R. N. STEWART i CO., Denver, Colo.

We are now in a position to establish desirable
agencies in all principal cities in this and foreign
countries.

There is No Higher-Class India-Rubber Insulation If

For Wires and Cables than
|{HABIRSHANA/.I

Authorized Manufacturers of the

AT-rix f-ue:xibi_e: -tube: \a/^i

The India-Rubber and Gutta-Percha Insulating Co.,
MAIN OFFICE, Glenwood Works,

J. W. GODFREY, Manager Sales, _^ _,^
I 5 Cortlandt Street, N EW YORK. TT ^^ 1^ 1^

(1D9'23) 8S
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OUR LATEST
FRONT OF THE BOARD TYPE

Switchboard Instrument.

T)pe F Wattmeter, Front Connection, One-third Actual Size.

Our Indicating Wattmeters, Voltmeters
and Ammeters are also built for BACK OF
THE BOARD.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND BULLETIN Z 31, JUST ISSUED.

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
CeneralOfncesandFactory,St. Louis, Mo.,U.S.A.

BRANCH OFFICES:
NEW YORK, 220 Havemeyer Bldj. PHILADELPHIA, 1000 Bet2 BIdg. BOSTON, 620 Atlantic Ave.

CHICAGO. 1 624 Marquette BIdg. BALTIMORE. 204 East Lexington SI.
SAN FRANCISCO. 120 SutterSt. NEW ORLEANS, SI Gravier St.

FOREIGN DEPARTMENT, Havemeyer BIdg., Nev> York City.
CITY OF MEXICO, MEX.. American Engineering Co. ol Mexico. Agents.

LONDON, ENG. . 47 Victoria St., C. R. Heap. Igent. YOKOHAMA, lAPAN, Bagnall & Hiiles. Agents
PARIS. FRANCE, 12 Rue St. Georges, E. H.Cadioti CIc, Agents.

W, S. HILL ELECTRIC CO.,
WEW Bi:]>FOSI>, MASS.
Leading manufacturers in the U. S. of

Switchboards, Panel Boards

and Knife Switclies.
Write for Estimates. Send for Catalogue.

General Western Agents, CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.

New York Office,

No. 59 W. 661h St.,

New York, N. Y.

M ^^im-W^mmi
Boston Office,

No. 268
fMassachuseltt

Motors,

Motorcycies,

Motorettes.

Sole Agents and
Licensed Manufacturers

in tbe United States of

America for

De DIon-Bouton

& Co.,

FRANCE.
Our New York Type Motorelte, Weight 700 pounds.

_...» _ Capacity 3 Persons. Price $1,200.00.
BIMPI/ICITV. BASIliY OPEBATED.

FI<EKIBII.IT1l', PERFECTIiY COIVTROi:.I.EI>,
I/ICiHTATESS. ABSOI/rXEI/Y SAFE,

STREX6TH. ABSENCE OF Al/Ii OIli AXD DIRT,
REI,IABII,ITir, ECOSfOMT.

Not an EXPERIMENT, but a TRIED and PROVED SUCCESS.
Over 20,000 De DION-BOUTON MOTORS operating Motorcycles and

Motorettes. r =

GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY: CHURCH LANE AND 37TH ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

l>e Dion 91otor Supplies and Batteries Alirays in Stock.

IT IS NO WONDER
you are fighting mad whenyou see 85 percent,

of the money paid for fuel to run your

electric plant passing into the atmosphere.

1,000,000

cubic feet of space in stores, offices, churches

and dwellings can be comfortably heated by

every 100 H. P. of exhaust steam. By means

of our system of

STEAM HEATING

every 100 H. P. of this exhaust steam can be

sold for $2,5'oo.oo to $?,joo.oo.

Write for our Circular.

AMERICAN DISTRICT STEAM CO.,

LOCKPORT, N. Y.
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KENTUCKY

INCANDESCENT

LAMPS.
SAME PRICE TO ALL.

16 G. P., Barrel Lots, ITc. Each.

SPECIAL PRICES ON ANNUAL CONTRACTS.

KENTUCKY ELECTRICAL CO.,
Manufacturers KENTUCKY INCANDESCENT LAMPS,

MOTORS AND DYNAMOS. Owensboro, Ky.

This Building is Fiiled^wlth Goods You Need and Wiiicii You
May Have Promptly.

SIMPLY SEND US YOUR ORDERS.

Electrical

Supplies.

Electrical

Machinery.

American Electric Company,

AiichorB(Tel.&Tel.Pole).
Smith, Philip.

Annnnciators.
American Electric Co.
Central Electric uo.
Electric Appliance Co.
Garl Electrk- Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Arc Lamps.
Alden Electric Co.
.\raerican Electric Co.
Belden-Larwill El. aMf. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Pt. Wayne Elec. Wts., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Ilellos-rpton Co.
Lea-Hooven Mfe. Co.
Manhaltau Gen'l Const. Co.
Eossitr-r, Mac Govern & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. &Mfg. Co.

Automobiles.
DeDionBouton MotoretteCo.

Babbitt 9Iet'l and Solder.
Gr. Western Sm. and Refg.Co.

Batteries and Jars.
American Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
EdisoD Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Federal Battery Co.
Gilchrist Jar Co,
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
National Carbon Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Westefn Electric Co.
Western Elect. Suoply Co.

Bells, Bnzzers, Etc.
American Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Oarl Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec Supply Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dressins-
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Belting.
Chicago House Wreckln:
Leather Preserver Mfg.

'

Blo-wers.
Fuller Co., The.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Boilers.
Chicago House-Wrecklii

Books , Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Brl<lgeN and Bnildines
(Steel).
American Bridge Co.

Brashes.
Becker Bros.
Central Electric Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Flbre-Graphlte Co.
Saee ABro,. F. E.

CaMes (E>ee Insulated wires.)
CableB, Electric (See Insu-
lated wires),€opper,Sheet
and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
American Steel Sc Wire Co,
Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
New York Inp. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Cnderground C. Co.
Western Elect, fiupply Co.

CarbonSiPoints&'Platea
American Electric Co.
Central Electric Co,
Chicago Edison Co,
Electric AripHance Co.
National Carbon Co.
RelHlnger, Hugo,
Sr»eer Carbon Co.
United SlateH Carbon Co.
WeHtern f^lect, Supply Co.

CantlneM (Iron.)
Smith Co., S. Morgan.

ChalnH.
Jeffrey Mfg, Co.
Link Kelt Machinery Co

<;ircnlt BreakerH.
CuHer F.lec. & Mfif. Co.

Coal A AHhcM Handllnfc
ninciilnery.
.leffrbv Mfi: Co.
Link licit Miichlnery Co.

(JollH and >f aarnetH.
Mllltjr-KnoblocW El, Mfg. Co,
Varlftv Diinleit Mftirnnt Oo,

Coloring (Inc. Ijnmp).
Vitro Chrome Chem'cal Co.
Webster Chemical Co.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

;Co.
Corp.

u' Co.

Comnoiuid.
Dearborn Drug AChem.Wfcs.
McLennan & Co., K.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
American Electric Co.
Amer, Vitrified Conduit Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrolysis Proof Conduit
Mfg. Co.

McRoy, John T.
Richmondt Conduit Co.
Sprague Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Connectors and Termi-
nals (Patent).
American Elec. Fuse Co.
McIntlreCo-.TheC.

Construction & Repairs.
American Electric Co.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors and Electric
I«iglit Plants.
American l^lectric Co.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft, Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
WestlnghouseElec.& Mfg.Co.

Copper Wires.
American Electric Co.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Bridgeport Brass Co.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkoniteCo.,The
PhiDips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Correspondence Schools
American School of Corresp.
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Cross-Arms, Pins and
^Brackets
BlBe Ridge 'Locust Pin Co.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indpls. Arm, Brack. &PinCo.
Leavltt. R. H.
Texas Arm A Pin Co,
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cut-Onts and Siritches.
American Electric Co.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chase-^liawmut Co,
Chicago Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co,
Emerson El. Mfg, Co.
Ft, Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Elec. Co.
General Inc. A.rc Light Co,
HIU, w, S.. Electric Co.
Manhattan Rlec, Supply Co.
I'alstc Co., !J. T.
Siemens A iiulskc Electric Co.

of America.
Wagner Elec. Mfg, Co.
\Vesiern Electric Co.
Weslcrn Elect. Supply Co,
Westinghouse El, A Mfg. Co.

CntM.
Franklin Eng. A F-loctro Co,

l^ynnmoH nnd IHotors.
American loiectric Co,
Bullock EIcc, MlV. (Jo.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Hovise Wrecking Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks,, Inc.
Ccnoral Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hobart Elen. Mfg. Co.
Kentucky Electrical Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ohio Electric WorkB.
RoHKlter, Mac Govern A Co,
Roth IlroH. A Co.

Schureman & Hayden,
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electric Supply Co,
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electric Bailivays.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and mechani-
cal Engineers.
Bain, Force.
Burch, Edward P.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Humphrey, Henry H.
Illinois Maintenance Co,
Sargent & Lundy.
Wagner, Herbert A.

Electrical Instruments.
American Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Ohase-Shawmut Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Manhattan Eleo. Supply Co.
Queen & Co,
Sage* Bro., F. B,
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.

of America.
Stanley Electrical M'g. Co.
Stanley Instrument Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A -Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electro-Plating Alaeh'y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.

Elevators-Conveyors.
JeSrev Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Engines, Steam.
Ball Engine Co.
Camp Engineering Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Exh''stSteam Apparatus.
American District Steam Co.

Fan Outfits. "

American Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Fuller Co., The.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Oh'o IGlectric Works,
Roth Bros. A Co.
Siemens & Halske ElectrlcCo.

of America.
Sprague Electric Co.
Sturtevant Co.. B, F.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co,

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
Barnett Co,, G, A H.

Fire F.xtinguiHiiers.
Monarch Fire Appliance Co.

FlxturoH and Fittln^^M.
White Mfg, Co,, J. H.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Forges.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fuses and Fuse Wire.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Central Electric Co.
ChaKc-Sliawmut Co.
Chicago Fuse Wire A Mfg.Co,
Electric Appliance Co.
Mclnllre Co., The C.
Western Elect, Supply Co.

filcarH.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.

4).eiicral F.lec. SuppHeM.
American lOlectrlc Co.
Allien Electric Co.
Central Electric Co,
CbaHe-Shawmut Co.
Chicago Kdlson Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Oarl ElectrlcCo,
General Electric Co,
Hodge-Walsh El. Eng, Co,
Manhattan Elec, Supply Co,

Mlanus Electric Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Stewart A Co.. Frank H,
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Olobes and Electrical
^lassn'are.
Holophane Glass Co.
Phcenix Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co,

€iraphite Specialties.
Besiy A Co., Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co.. Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Go.

Heaters (Feed Water).
Kelley & Son, Benj. F.

Heating and Ventilating
Apparatus.
Sturtevant Co., B, F.

Holders, Inc. liump.
Crescent Mfg. Co.
Stewart A Co., Frank H.

I nsnlators and Insulat-
ing materials.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
American Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co,
Chicago Mica Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Manhattan Elec Supply Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
MunsellA Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Okonlte Co., The.
PaisteCo., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Insulated W^ires and
Cables—Magnet Wires.
Alden Electric Co.
American ElectrlcCo.
American Elec Fuse Co.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
India Rubber A Gutta Percha
Insulating Co.

McDermld Mfg. Co.
Miller-Knoblock El. Mfe. Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
OkoniteCo., The.
Phillips, Eugene F.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elect. Const. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

Ijamps, Incandescent.
American lOlecirlc Co,
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Edison Decorative & Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Co.
General F.lectrlcCe,
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
General Inc. Lamp Co.
Kentucky Electrical Co.
Manhattan Elec, Supply Co.
Ohio Electric Works,
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co,
Shelby ElectrlcCo.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec, Supply Co,
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

lilghtning Arresters.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec, Wks., Inc.
General Electric Go,
Weellnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

I^lnomen'H Climbers.
Klein A Ron, Mathlas.

illagnet WireH.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Mechanical Machinery.
Besly A Co.. Chas, H.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L.
Stilwell-Bierce Smith-Valle.

Meters.
Diamond Meter Co.
Fort Wayne Elec. Wrks. Inc.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Mica.
Chicago Mica Co.
MunsellA Co., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus, Elec.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Northern E'ec. Mfg. Go
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Motors — See Dynamos and
Motors.

Packing.
Besly A Co,, Chas. H.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.

Patent Attorneys.
Johnston, Thomas J.
Page, Chas. G.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co. , Ltd.

Platinum Bought and
Sold.
Baker A Co.
Gt. West. Sm. and ReflningCo.

Poles.
Berthold A JenningB.
Davis AStltt Co.
Firkins A Co., O. W.
Fowler, John H.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Perrlzo A Sons.
Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.
Smith. O. W.
Sterling A Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Valentine-Clark Co., The.
Worcester Co., C. H.

Porcelain.
Akron Smoking Pipe Go.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Poiver Transmission
Machinery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
StUwell-Bierce Smith-Vaile,

Pulleys,
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Rockwood Mfg. Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan,
Stilwell-Bierce Smlth-Valle.

Rail Bonds.
American Steel A Wire Go.

Railway Sisnalt4.
(iarl Electric Co.

Refiners.
Gt. West. Sm. and Refining Co.

Refiectors.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.
Farles Mfg. Co.
Klemm A Co.

Re-Winding—Repairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Armature Works.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Rosslter. Mac Govern & Co.
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co.

Rheostats.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Qen'l Inc. Arr Lt. Co.
Sage A Bro,, F. B.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Go.

Salt (Battery).
Federal Battery Co.

Second-Hand Mach^-
Alexander, Thomas.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Gregory Electric Go.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Illinois Maintenance Co.
Rosslter, Mac Govern A Co.
Schureman A Hayden.
Stewart Electrical Co.
Walsh's Sons A Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.
Farles Mfg, Go.
Klemm A Co.
Pad tic Electric Co,

Soldering Flux.
Cream Flux Co,

Sparking Plugs.
Crest Manufacturing Oo.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.

4^lr»H»b«-l:lo«l Incl99( of Adv^r-tlwrn^n-fes 5»* ^^s* HI-

Electric Appliance Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chas. H,
Queen A Co.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co

Springs.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Barnes Co., The Wallace.
Manross, F. N.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Oo,
Electric Storage Battery Co.
r;ould Storage Battery Co.
iiellos-Upton Co.
Oxide Batiery Co

Structural Iron Work.
American Bridge Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Go.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co,
OkoniteCo., The
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and STvitch-
boards.
American ElectrlcCo.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American El. Telephone Co.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. A Elec. Co.
Chicago Telpphone Sup. Co.
Couch A Seeley Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Supply Go.
Garl Electric Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co
Kansas City Tel. Mfg. Co.
Kellogg Switchb. A Sup Co
Kokomo Tel A El. Mfg. Co.
K usel, D.A ..Tel. A El. Mfg.Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Go.
McDermld Mfg. Co.
Mlanus Electric Co.
National Tel. Equlpm. Go.
North Electric Co.
R, I. Telephone A Elec. Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Go.
Sterling Electric Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tel, M.Co
Swedish-American Tel. Go.
Thomas. Wilcox A Dietz.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Warner Electric Go.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Go.
Western Tel. Const. Co.

Tools,
Klein A Son, Mathlas.

Transformers.
Alden Electric Co.
American Electric Co.
Crockfer-Wheeler Company,
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.
General Electric Go.
Gregory Electric Co.
Rosslter, Mac Govern & Co.
Siemens A HalskeElectric Co.
of America.

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co,
Wagner Elec. Mfg.Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co,

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Turbine&lVaterW^heels.
Leffel ACo., Jas.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Bierce Smlth-Valle.

Varnishes.
sterling Varnish Co.

Vulcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co,

Wire, Bare.
^-American Electric Co.
'American Steel A Wire Co,
Besly A Co., Chas, H.
Central ElectrlcCo,
Driver- Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electrical Sup. Co.

Woodivork^lectrlcal.
Noblett, R. J.

X.Ray Outfits.
Queen A Go.
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The general Electric Company's

Compensated Alternator

<S>^KS^>^.^.^.S><SKSx8>-S^KSKS>«>^«^HS><SxS><$><SxS><S><SKjMS><8^KS«5xS.<f .f.
I ,j is V ••S.<!xS^S^«-«><S^^>«>«xS«ShSkSxS>^x;>«.^^^^.<S>.SX5><s<8>.S.<S>

YOU CAN OPERATE YOUR

Series Alternating Arc Lamps
DIRECT ON YOUR MAINS.

No regulator or automatic transformer required.

Constant current at ail loads. Lamps are protected against short circuits.

Minimum cost of installation—Minimum cost of maintenance.

3 lamps in series on 220 to 240 volts.

7 lamps in series on 500 to 550 volts. 13 lamps in series on 1,000 volts.

Any number of lamps in series by using step=up or step=down transformer.

Write for our bulletin 7007.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

American Electric Company, St. Paul, Hinn., Northwestern Agents. ST. LOUIS OFFICE: 10 Security Bldg.,St. Louis, Ho.

LONDON: Bridge Chambers, 171 Queen Victoria Street, E. C. and North Woolwich, E.

ANTWERP: 32 Rue Boudewyns. PARIS: 46 Avenue de Breteuil.
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STORAGE BAHERIES
F-OR

CENTRAL STATIONS,

STREET RAILWAYS
ISOLATED PLANTS.

STOItAGB BATTERY PLAKT OP THE -KANSAS CITY EI.ECTniC LIGHT COMPANY.

ONE OF THE LARGEST AND MOST SUCCESSFUL INSTALLATIONS
WEST OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER.

IGH EF-RIOIEIMOY. GF
SUPERIOR ELECTRICAL CHEMICAL FORMATION.

ITY.

HELIOS-UPTON COMPANY,
Hil-/X.DI MIA,

OMIOAOO, I BODY, IVIA
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THE HELIOS-UPTON STORAGE BATTERY

IS NO EXPERIMENT.

GENERAL. ©JJ-fdj©^.,

A%
Nov 9 19C0

Hellos-lTpton Company

Chicago ILL

Mr Kirxg Upton,

My dear Sir:

Your favor of recent date received and in an-

swer would say that up to date the battery installed by your company

for the Kansas City Electric Light Oompany has worked in an entirely

satisfactory manner and i?, of the greatest assistance to us on the

peaks of our load . While it has not been in operation but a com-

paratively short time, the general construction of the battery, the

manner in which it has been installed and workmanship would indicate

that we have an equipment second to none in the country.

Very truly yours,

Kansas City Electric Light Oompany

General Manager

IT IS AN ACCOMPLISHED FACT,
AS THX: ABOVE
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BOSTON
CABLE CLIP!

_rx ^--:^i^-^

The largest telephone companies in the

country are using them exclusively

THEY .ARE:

THE BEST.
THEY WILL NOT SLIP.
THE MOST ECONOMICAL.
ADJUSTABLE TO ANY SIZE CABLE.
THE MOST DURABLE.

(Millions NO IV In nse.)

GHASE-SHAWMUT GO. » Mfrs.)

(OSTOIM, IVIi

REWARD.
Any Street Railway by using

"Shawmut"
Standard Fuses

will be amply rewarded and protected.

SHAWM UT,--R"niLWAV
FUSE. LINK

Protect your Lighting circuits and car
heaters with

" Cartwright"
Enclosed Fuses

and your troubles will cease.

Chase-Shawmut Co.,
Boston, Mass.

Western Representatives; M. B. AUSTIN & Co., 56 West Van Buren St.,

Chicago, III.

AMERICAN
BRIDGE CO.

GENER4L OFFICES;

NO. 100 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

ALL GLASSES OF

METALLIC STRUCTURES.
We have decided to carry at all our plants

a large stock of raw material from which we
can furnish with great promptness any ordi-

nary order for Steel Bridges, Roofs, Buildings,
Columns, Girders, Beams, Channels, Angles,
Plates, etc., etc.

i

BRANCH OFFICES AND WORKS:
Albiiny, N. Y. CantOD, 0. Lafayette, Iiul. Seattle, Wash.
AtlM-HH, I'a. Clovclaua. 0. Milwaukee, Wis. San FranclsccCal,
]'.()stuji, Mass. I-)enver, Colo. Mlnneap'lls,MlDU. Salt Lake C.,Utali.
Jiuffiilo, N. Y. Uuliith, MlDii. Now Orleans, I,a. Syduoy,N. S. W.
Baltimore, Md Kast liorlln, Conn. I'oncoyd, Pa. Trenton, N. J.
Itutto, Moiit, Klmlra, N, Y. rilllailelplila, Ta. 'Wllmlnnton,I)el.
ColiimbiiH, 0. Groton. N. Y. I'ltlsljiirR. I'a. VoniiRstown, (}.

Ctilca({0, III. Horsoheads, N. Y. Itoolieslur, N. Y. London, ICng.

^•••••••t»«»»»«»»»»»t»t'»f•»»»••

ATESTIMONIALOFMERIT,
(Taken from the Army and Navy Magazine.)

An exhibit at the Paris Exposition showing

ingenuity and skill in its compilation was that

of the Pacific Electric Company of La Crosse,

Wisconsin, in group V, class 25, consisting of

incandescent desk lamps. There they showed
goods of this character in the many different

patterns and designs for which their products

are noted -in fact, they far surpassed many
similar kinds of foreign manufacture shown
in the same group.

Americans who saw this display could not

but feel proud of the display of the company,

for it showed to all visitors what an enterpris-

ing firm can do when it tries and what kind of

products they can produce for their patrons.

As a result of this fine exhibit, the above com-

pany is now the recipient of increased orders

from abroad and at home. Government
officials should write for prices.

Send for Cwtalojsiie and ])}sconnt%
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Dearborn labors
ind Ohemical \A/^orl<cs,

sble Boiler Oompounds.
ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES. WATERS FREE. OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS.
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

IMPROVED

WARREN
m ALTERNATOR
" - 1 SANDUSKY

2,000 LIGHTS OHIO

lAlden Electric Co.
' (Formerly Alden & Co.)

WILL OCCUPY THEIR BUILDING AT

^2 and 54 W. Van Buren St., Chicago,
on and after October ist and will have in stock

All Lines of General Electric Suoplies.

'rx:.T- Insulated Wires and Cables, 7JzS:
PinSBURG TRANSFORMERS. "L.-H." ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS.

UP-TO-DATE ELECTRICAL GOODS.

This Trade=Mark?ro!ru:i: Mam. ana
Receptacles,
&i a i D a and

Branches, Edison Cut-Outs
Enlfe

Swltohea,
JenklDS Snap
Swltcbei, etc.

Guarantees Satisfaction
PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO, CHICAGO.

l^-TRO^YSIJ O^I^^UIT-J
Electrolysisproof Linings

and Coverings.

COIUFOSSD OF ASPHAIiT AND PAP£B.

Two of the best known non-
conductors of the electric age
combined.

An absolute non-conductor.
Perfect insulation guaran-
teed. Water-tight joints. No scratcbinff of cables. No deterioration. Costs less laid in complete
state than any conduit on market. Quickly and easily handled. No skilled workmen required.
Made in 7- foot lengths; 3-in. internal diameter; weight, 21b. to foot; made in desired sizes from
2 in. to 10 in. Manufacturers of Electrolysisproof Insulating Materials, Distributing Box and
Post Linings. Pipe C -verlngs, Etc.

OFFICE. 606 Manhattan Building, CHICAGO, ILU
FACFORY. BLUE ISLAND.ELECTROLYSISPROOF CONOUIT MFG. CO.,

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

lt-17 Ctrtla.tt St., Nn Ttrk.
RlNCHES-i CHICAGO:
'""''""•1320 Diirborn SL

BOSTON:
l34CongriiitL

SAN FRANCISCO:
71 FIgid Bglldlut-

f
Northern Motors

I

are of such compact

and convenient

design tiiat they are easily adapted to work in any

situation or combination. The type shown in the

illustration can be used with or without the base;

fastened to side post or inverted against ceiling

and used as a shaft hanger, passing the line shaft

through the back gear bearings or coupling to the

short shaft.

We build all sizes of Generators and Motors for either

Alternating or Direct Current.
The"S. K. C." and Northern systems are unequaled for simplicityof design and thorough reliability

Inquiries promptly and carefully answered.

TRANSFORMERS. INSTRUMENTS.

Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co., Norlhern Electrical Mfg. Co.,

PITTSFIELD, MASS. MADISON, WIS.

SWITCHBOARDS.
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THEY
ARE
SIMPLE.

SIMPLE TO MAKE,
For they have but few parts,

SIMPLE TO CARE FOR,
For the very same reason.

SIMPLE TO SELL.
For the very same reason again.

The only arc lamps built especially to burn on
street railway circuits.

They are made for all circuits.

THOUSANDS IN USE. ALWAYS SATISFACTORY.

We are speaking, of course, of the A-B Arc Lamp.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY, CHICAGO.

Fuses. Fuse Blocks.

No. 86. Lightning Arrester.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC FUSE CO.,

345-347 $, CANIL ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

INDIA a AMBER
^cj r^ y\. m^ 7*^ 'X-r KJ a

H EMPIRE A MIC
IIM^ULATED
Cluths antt I'apors.

COMPOLi^D

N AMY SHAPE OR PATTERN.
EutoiciMunselLsCo. Wica ImiilatorCo.^ 2l8Wrtt.M St, l\e>v York #, Chicnvjo, ii7ivikoSt.

IliCANITFml*'*
P' INSULi

Hiir
MOR ^

RE&I5.TI1 R CD.

ENGINEERING.HERBERT A. WAGNER,
Consulting Engineer

Railway Lighting and Power Plants,

41 B LOCUST ST„ ST, LOUIS, MO,

STANLEY A. C. WATTMETERS.
Permanent Accuracy Guaranteed.

STANLEY INSTRUMENT CO.,
>'ewYork: 146 Broadway,
San Francisco: 31-33 New Montgomery St.
Canada: The Royal Electric Co., Montreal and

Toronto.

Henry H. Humphrey,
Consulting 1

Electrical Engineer, 1

Central Lighting Stations, 1

Electric Power Transmission. |

543, 544 and 545 Century Bldg., St.Louis. 1

Crest

Manufacturing

Co.,
Cambrldgeport, Mass.

GASOLINE MOTORS
AND

SPARKING PLUGS.

HAZARD MANUFACTURING CD.,

Wires AND Gables.
HIGH-GRADE RUBBER-

COVERED,
WEATHERPROOF

MAGNET, OFFICE, ANNUNCIATOR WIRE.
Qbnebal Office and Works,

Wilkesbarre. Pa.
Xew Yore Office,

60 Dey St.

Chicago Office,
1201-2 Marquette Bldg

Gale's Commutator
Compound.
The Only Article That Will Prevent Sparking.

Will keep the Commutator in good condition and prevent cutting. Absolutely will not gum ttie brushes.

irOc. per stick. S5.00 per dozen Send 5Uc. for trial stick.

FOR SALE UY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES OR
Sole Afannfactnrers.KU.I EIIUAU 9 nn Sole Alannfactnri

nGLtlinAll V uUii 90», lOO Washlneton street, CHICAGO.

iThe Fibre-Graphite Commutator Brush.
|'

^TT. S^. a.T^ci Foreign Patents.^ ^^^.^m»«..^m^_«.^ \(U. S. and Foreign Patents.)

i No Sparking Dnder Varying Load.

\ No Wear on Commutator.

f No Sliifting of Quadrant.

P 80 per cent. Pure Graphite.

f For Sample Order, and Prices, write to

i Holmes Fibre -Graphite Mfg. Co.,

\ 51 56 Wakefield St.. Germanlown, PHILADELPHIA.

/COMMUJATOmi^

Th^'^^^i

j(J)A-nJ^UAM

.

JOHN T. McROY
302 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

138 WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO

COAL AND ASHES HANDLING
MACHINERY, SHAFTING. PULLEYS,

CLUTCHES, PATENT MACHINE-MOULDED
HOPE SHEAVES, ETC.

CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATrON,

LINK- BELT MACHINERY CO.,
Engineers, Founders, Machinists,

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

CREAM FLUX
AN ABS01,IITF.J(.T NOIV-COBROSITE INSUIiATING
SOIiDEBINCi Fi.IIX FOB ALI. IHETAI/S.

Contains no acid or any element Injurious to electrical connections.

ENDORSED BY THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS AND ALL USERS.

VOU fJAN make more ihan double the number of perfect connections In one-half the time
Willi Ocam I''ln.\ than you can wlih the Hume amount of any other lliix. Put up In cans at
15c.. 250., f]Oc. and TOe. Special prices In qnantliy. Send 15c. for trial box. We guaraaiee
It mad It aot MBtlsfactory money will be refuaded.

THIH \n WHAT ONK USeit HAH TO SAY OF IT:
a A KTER having tried the various Bolderlny salts on the market, and after giving' your^^ Cream Flux ncvcro tests on heavy cable conncctlonM. and on the ilneyt .stranded
flexible drop cord work, we can safely say It meets all claims you make for It. 1 consider It

one of the tH,*«l ever olTercd for sale. Very trulv,
••Per J, ir. Ooohst, Constr. Supt. GlllCAGO EDISON CO."

FOIt HALK BY AL.1^ HVPFJUV HOVHKH OB

CREAM FLUX CO.,
Sole Manufacturers,

100 Washington St., CHICAGO.

THOTV^SON'S
New Doub;e Focus Tubes liave been designed for

use with laeavy transformer sets, giving more tlian

T 2-inch sparl-c, and are equipped with our new ad-

juster, jjy means of whicli the proper degree of

vacuum can be maintained.

Send for Catalogue No. 9050.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND MINIATURE
LAMP DEPARTMENT,

(General Electric Co.) Harrison, N. J.
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FBJIIIK N. PHILLIPS, PncaiDENT.
t. H. WAQENSCIL, TncASUHCn.

CUGCr<£ F. PHrLLIFSt
GCNEBAL MANAQEIt.

e. nDvwi.MnD p IILLIP3, vicc-Pnca.
C. n. RCMINOTON, JR., Sco.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PBOTTDEirCE, B. I.

'

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire.
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

Nkw Tobk Stobe, W. J. Watson, 26 Cortlandt St.

CHlOAOO Stobb, F. E. Donahoe, 241 Madison St.
MoBTBKAi. Bbanch, Eugene F. FhUIlps' Eleotrlml Works.

MAtN OFFICES AND FACTORIES, PHILLIFSDALE. R. I.

PATENT ATTORNEY.
185 Dearborn Street, Chicago, Itl.,

Has attended to all of our patent matters con-

tinuously since 1891. Morgan & Wright, Chicago.

Six Years with General Electric Company.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,
Counsellor at Law,

No. 66 Broadway, - NEW YORK CITY.

Patent Causes. Patent Soliciting.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
MANUFACTURERS OF 9

STEEIi OVTLBT ADTD JUSTCTION BOXES,
WITCHBOABDS, PAJTEI. BOABDS, SWITCHES, WWC

IK.

WE EXCEL AND UNDERSELL ALL.

WKtTK FOB CATAT..OCir£ AKD
DISCOIJIST !$HEET.

CHICAGO I
TO

NEW YORK
AND

BOSTON
VIA THE POPULAR

West Shore
Route.

Through Sleeping and DininE Car service

via NICKEL PLATE or WABASH from
Chicago. Passengers via this favorite

route arrive in New York at Up Town
Station, ^zd Street, ihe center of the

Hotel and Shopping District, or Down
Town at Franklin Street Station, in close

proximity to all Ocean Steamship Docks,

Jersey City and Brooklyn.

For Tickets, Sleeping Car space and
further information, call on or address

J. J. McCarthy, G.w. p. A.,

205 South Clark St., Chicago, III.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT CO.,
Factory and General Offices; 672-578 FIRST AVENUE, NEW YORK.

TRADE ^^ I
Mark.

Manufacturers of HIGH-GRADE'eLECTRIGAL SUPPLIES.

CHICAGO. ILL..
PHmADELPHLi, PA.,
BOSTON. MASS..
ST. LOUIS. MO..
CLEVELAND. OHIO,
MILWAUKEE. WIS..

WRITE FOR ATTRACTIVE BULLETINS.

8 West Jackson Boulevard. I

522 Drexel Building.
31 Milk Street.

t;38 Century BuildiDg.
39-47 East Prospect Street.

4&sUihlein Bulldine.
|

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,
DENVER, COLO .

CINCINNATI. OHIO.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL..
CHARLOTTE. N. C ,

EXPORT DEPAHTMENT, N. Y., 6

51ti Guaranty Building
tJ2I ICth Street

57Perln Building
598Parrott Building'
Y. M. C. A. Building

i First Ave'

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

0,K," Weatherproof Wire,

Slof-Bnrning Weatlerproof

and Slow-Bummg Wire.

Priees and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,
Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.

THE LUNDELL
f

SPLIT-POLE" I

GENERATOR \
Is so named because of the
peculiar construction of the
pole pieces. It is the most
efficient Generator on the
market. Its remarkable ad-
vantages are fully described
in our Catalogue No. 03100.
Free on application.

\

SPRACUE ELECTRIC CO.,
General Offices: 527-531 West S+th Street, NEW YORK.

CHICAGO:
PIsber Building.

BOSTON:
375 Devonshire Street.

ST. LOUIS:
Security Building.

t

SILVER-PLATED

MIRROR REFLECTORS.
A flat Reflector, for use with

any system of incandescent elec-

tric light, where it is desired to

spread the light considerably.

Its silver-plated mirror plate

lining makes it most effective and

pleasing, and always as good as

new.

Convex, reflecting slightly be-

f low the horizontal in all direc-

tions. Used in stores, etc., for

general illumination.

OKT OrR PRICES.

American Reflector &, Lighting Co.,
27 1-273 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO.

EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES

ron QAS ENGINES,

SLOT MACHINES,

AUTOMOBILES,

RAILROAD BISNALS,

CROSSING BELLS.

SMALL MOTORS,

tTC.

FULL DESCR[PTION IN BOOKLET NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
I^S FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.
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WANTED.
A FIRST-CIASS ELECTRICIAN.

WRITE

A. O. AA/MITIMEY,
ST. CLOUD, MINN.

WANTED.
Position as electrician, engineer or s.uperin-

tendent of a lighting or rail^\ay plant. Have
good practical experience and a thorough
technical traininf;. Thoroughly familiar with

construction work. Am willing to invest m
well located plant or will lease. First-class ref-

erences. Address "L. M. S.." care Western Elec-

trician, 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

SITUATION WANTED
By electrician and engineer. 16 years' experi-

ence operating Lighting and Street Railway
Systems. Good armature winder. References
furnished, .\ddress "ARMATURE." care West-
ern Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg.. Chicago.

WANTED.
Position as superintendent, electrician or

assistant, In a power or lighting plant. Have had
4 years' experience in power and lighting plant.

A-n single, do not drink, and can give good
references. Address "E. F.," care of Western
Electrician. 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago

WANTED TO BUY.
We are in the market for good second-hand

fcigh-speed Automatic and Corliss engines. We
want several such at once. Write us, giving

iall particulars.

CAMP ENGINEERING CO.,

1 8 South Canal Street, Chicago, III.

FOR SALE.
ninety second-hand telephone instruments of

best make. Are comparatively new and in

good condition. Would consider proposition

to place them in new exchange for part interest.

W. C. UUGAN, Searcy, Ark.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

WALSH'S SONS & CO.,
160 Washington St.. Newark, N. J.

WANTED TO BUY.

One handred to two hun-

dred dynamos, from 50 to

100 lights, forexport trade.

Will pay spot eash. Ad-

dress "EXPORTER," care

Western Electrician 510
Marqnette Bldg., Chicago.

FOR SALE-A BARGAIN.
Thirty 200-anipeve-hour storage-battery ele-

ments. Chloride Accumulator make. Also 150
bard rubber cells, 7x7xlOV" inches. THOMAS
ALEXANDER. 1S3 E. Randolph St., Chicago.

EXCEPTIONAL BARGAINS!
4—45-K. W., Edison, bipolar, iio-volt

dynamos.
I— New4o-K. W., Stanley, two-phase, 2,000-

volt alternator.

I—400-ampere-hour, Chloride Accumula-
tor Co., storage battery.

I— 15 X 14 Ideal engine.

I—14^^x15 Mcintosh & Seymour engine,

2—18>^ X 18 Ideal engines.

I—20x36x18 Ball, cross-compound engine.

I—7^ X 5 X 6 Duplex feed pump.
I— i.ooo-H. P. Austin open heater.

Write for our latest price list No. iO.

Illinois Maihtehahoe Coipahy,
E. H.CHENEY, Mgr. 204 Dearborn St., Chicago.

SECOND-HAND
Dynamos and Motors.

We invite correspondence
with those wishing to

buy or sell.

SCHUREMAN & HAYDEN,

140 S. Clinton St., Chicago.

BIDS FOR LIGHTING.
The City of Big Rapids will receive

bids to and including December 3d next, at

seven o'clock I'. M., for the furnishing of

not less than fifty street lights. Bids to

be made for twelve hundred and two

thousand candlepower lights. Bids to be

made upon the midnight, moonlight and

all-night schedules, and for one, three or

five year contract. All bids to be accom-

panied by certified check for $300 00. The

right is reserved to reject any or all bids.

Address correspondence to City Clerk,

Dated Oct. 25. 1900. Big Rapids, Mich.

YOUR GUARANTEE

PROPOSALS FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

Bids are hereby invited for the electric

lighting of the city of Shreveport, La., for

a period of five years, from June i, 1901.

The system shall be the Thomson-

Houston, the General Electric, or equally

as good.

The number of arc lights to be not less

than one hundred, and subject to be in-

creased to two hundred.

Bids shall specify the charge for arc

lights, and also for incandescent lights.

Bids shall also specify the maximum charge

to be made for private consumers of arc

and incandescent lights.

A certified check for $2,500 to accom-

pany each bid.

The city reserves the right to reject any

and all bids.

The successful bidder shall be required

to give bond for faithful performance.

The arc lights for street lighting shall

burn every night, and shall be at least

2,000 candlepower.

All bids shall be in the hands of the

comptroller by 6 p. m. of December i,

1900.

N. B. MURFF, Comptroller,

City of Shreveport, La.

BUY YOUR BOOKS
FBOM THE

Electrician Pub. Co., 6 1 Marquette Bidg., Chicigo<

Others
39-43

W. WASHINGTON ST.,
CHICAGO.

REPAIRS
For Everything Electrical, including NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO.'S MACHINES.

Manufacturers
of the

Celebrated Perfection

Brushes
for Dynamos
and Motors.

Latest Type Brand New Siemens &
tlalske nachines—Multipolar

Generators.

1 B-llgbt type B, 125-volt generator, self-

oiler. M. P., slow speed.

1 (O-Ilgbt Ironclad t.vpe, 125-volt generators,
sclf-oUers, RI. 1'.

1 80-llght bipolar type, 12o-volt generator,
self-oiler.

1 no-light Cburchward type, slow speed,
125-YOlt generator, M. P., 660

R. P. M.
i 180-llght Ironclad type. 125-Tolt generators,

M. P., self-oilers.

2 210-llgbt-type B, 12 K. W.. 125-voIt gener-
ators. M. P., self-oilers.

,

2 350-llght bipolar type, 20 K. W., 125-voIt

generators, self-oilers.

t 800-llgbt bipolar type, 125-volt generators,
30 K. W.. self-oilers.

1 700-llgbt Ironclad type. 125-volt generator,
self-oiler, slow speed.

1 Ironclad type, 30 K. W.. 250-Tolt, slow
speed, M. P., self-oiler.

i Churchward Ivpe, 35 K. W., 500-volt, slow
speed, M. P., selt-ollers. 475

R. P. M.
1 Churchward type, 50 K. W.. 250-voIt, slow

speed, for direct connection.

1 Churchward type. lOO K. W., 250-volt,

slow speed, for direct connec-
tion.

1 marble panel switchboard for same, extra.

1 type all-pole, 100 K. W.. 125 volts, for
direct connection.

1 Churchward, 60 K. W., 1,100 volts, 60-

cycle alternator, single phase,
with exciter.

1 Churchward, 50 IC W., two-phase. 60-

cycle. rotary transformer,
with exciter, 1,000 volts alter-

nating to 250 volts, direct cur-

rent, with one marble panel
Bwltcliboard, all complete.

I Ironclad typo, booster set, 90 amp., 110

volts to 27.1 amp., at 26 volts.

Very fine; big bargain.

Latest Type Brand New Siemens &
Halske Machines— Multipolar

notors.

Less than Cost of rianufacture.

regory:
ELECTRIC CO.

54-62 5.CLINTO/1 ST. CHICAGO.

TWO GREAT PURCHASES
THE EKTIRE I^TOCK OF

COMPLETED MACHINES,INSTRUMENTS AND SUPPLIES

SIEMENS &HALSKE ELECTRIC CO.
OF AMERICA,

^^rk^^in^d i r. T ^rstr%±. XA^^rks
cs^SOf III.

This comjiany was one of the largest manufacturers of Electrical Apparatus in the world, and
built hlgh-gra- e apparatus only which always sold for higher tigures than almost any other make.
The General Electric Co recently obtained control of these works, closed them up and sold off
the entire stock to the highest bidders. It was only by our offering to take the WHOLE STOCK
that our offer was accepted. All ready for immediate shipment and delivered f. o. b. Chicago.

LESS THAN COST OF MANUFACTURE.

1 ,S5 H. P. 220-volt, ironclad type, M. P.,
self-oiler.

1 7'/2 H. P. 500-volt, Churchward type, M.
P.. self-oiler, slow speed.

1 15 H. P. 500-volt, Churchward type, M. P.,
self-oiler, slow speed.

500-voit, Chuicbwaru type.
slow speed.

2 40 H. P.
eelf-bller
P. M.

1 28 H. P. 125-volt, bipolar type,
2 35 H. P. 125-voit, bipolar type,

M .P..
425 R.

self-olier.
self-oilers.

4 H. P. no-volt, type B. M. P., self-oiler.

5 H. P. UO-vott, Ironclad type, M. P..

Beif-oliers.

6 U. P. UO-voit, bipolar type, nelt-oller.

7V4 H. P. llOvolt, rhurchwnrd type,

M. P., Relf-oiler!). slow speed, 12 600-Ilght

$;o R. P. M.
1 12 H. P. UOvoit. Ironclad type, M. P.,

«elf-ol1er.

J 16 H. P. 110-volt, type n, M. P.. neifollera.

I 60 H. P. 110-vnlt. Ironiliid type, M. P.,

aelf-oiler. nlow npcid.

The lollowing are NEARLY NEW, having
been but slightly used for testing, etc.

Dynamos -Siemens & Halske.

1 100 K. W. motor-generator, 125 to 600
volts, (llrect-coupled on same
base.

4 210-llght bipolar type, sclt-ollers, 12
K. W., 126 volts,

8 350-light bipolar type, self-oilers, 20
K. W.. 123 volts.
lilpoiar type, self-oilers, 30
K. W., 125 volts.

I, M. P., BClf-olIer, 80
W., 125 volts, for direi.'t

connection.
1 1.200-llKht bipolar type, self-oiler, 70

K. W.. 126 volts.

1 1,350-llght tyi

il

3 1,600-lIght bipolar type, self-olIers, 100
K. V/.j 125 volts.

1 1,000-llght 60 K. w., single-phase. 60-cycle,
inductor alternator, 1,100 volts.
Flue.

Motors—Siemens & Halske.

4 15 H. P. UO-voit, bipolar type, self-oilers,
12 K. W.

8 25 H. P. UO-voit, bipolar type, self-oilers.
20 K. W.

9 35 H. P. UO-voit, bipolar type, self-oilers,
30 K. W.

1 90 H. P. 110-volt. bipolar type, self-oiler.

70 K. W.
2 125 H. P. UO-voit. lilpoiar typo, self-ollers,

100 K, W.

ANOTHER GREAT PURCHASE.
Most of these InstrumeDts we.re purchased

Just prior ^o the nbsornllon of thia company
by the General Electric conipniiy, and have
never been used. This exceptional lot of
Instrumotita slionld appeal especially to col-

leges and schools desirlnp to Increase their
equipment with the flDCst Instrumenta at %
sivall expenditure.

Send for our MONTHLY BARGAIN SHEET containing complete list of machines in stock with lowest net cash prices.

W'c were the highest bidders for the entire
stock of complotcd machines of the

GIBBS ELECTRICAL MFG- CO,, Milwaukee,
and srcuroil Ihc wlioU- lol. All lliesc are brand
new, hitcsit tvpe mull IpoUir macliliios, ready for
Inimediale hhljinn'm.

IIO-VOLT OIBBS.M. P. DYNAMOS— brand new.

4 35-1 Ight Glbbs. multipolar, self-oiling bear-
ings, slow speed, comp.
wound.

2 55-lIght Glbbs, multipolar, self-oiling bear-
ings, moderate speed, comp.
wound.

4 55-llght Glbbs, multipolar, self-oIIIng bear-
ings, slow speed, comp. wound.

4 no light Gibbs. multipolar, self-oiling
benrtngs, slow speed, comp,-
wound.

3 150-light Gibbs, multipolar, self-ollinff bear-
ings, moderate, comp. wound.

1 150-lIght Glbbs, multipolar, s.elf-ofllng bear-
ings, slow speed, comp. wound.

4 210-iIght Glbbs, multipolar, self-oillng bear-
ings, slow speed.

4 300-lIght Glbbs, multipolar, self-oillng bear-
ings, slow speed.

IIO-VOLT MOTORS—brand new.

4 3 H. P. Gibba. multipolar, self-oiling
bearings, slow speed.

2 4 H. P. Gibbs, multipolar, self-oUIng
bearings, moderate speed,

3 4 H. P. Glbbs, multipolar. self-oIIlng
bearings, slow speed.

1 6 H. P. Glbbs, multipolar, self-olllns
bearings, slow speed.

2 7% H. P. Gii)bs, multipolar. self-oHInff
bearings, slow speed.

3 10 H. P. Glbbs, multipolar, self-ollIng
bearings, moderate speed.

2 10 H. P. Gibbs, multipolar, self-oIIIng
bearings, slow spepd.

3 15 H. P. Glbbs. uiulllpolar. self-olIIng bear-
ings, slow speed.

2 20 H. P. Gibbs, multipolar, eeif-olllng
hearings, slow speed.

220-VOLT MOTORS—slightly used—excellen
condition fully guaranteed.

25 5 H. P. Gibbs, multipolar, self-olIlDg bear-
ings.

Special Sale of Fine Testing Instru-
ments From the Engineering De-
partment of Siemens & Halske.

Probably the Finest Equipment of Testing: Ap-
paratus Ever In&talled In Any Factory.
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CEO. F. SCHWALM CO.,

FOR SPOT CASH
BURNED OUT INCtNDESCENT LAMPS AND BASES.

HARRISON, N.J.

\AAl IRIIMO.
The satisfactory kind that brings your second order.

Armatures, transformers and fields rewound. Commutators refilled,

rebuilt. All work guaranteed. Low prices. Write us.

Machinto

GENERAL ELECTRICAL REPAIR CO.,
.Telephone, Main 5114. I 4 I S. Clinton Street, CHICAGO.

MANUFACTURERS
BABBITT METAL, BAR. WIRE SOLDER.

PIG LEAD, INGOT COPPER, SPELTER, ETC.

GREATWESTERNSMELTING AND REFINING CO., Chicago

OUR STUDENTS
SUCCEED
Hundreds of students in the elec-

trical courses are receiving more salary

for fewer hours' work than when they

enrolled. The instruction given by

these schools qualifies students for ad-

vanced positions in all branches of

engineering,

"When I enrolled, I was employed as re-
pairman on electric cars. Owing to your

thorough instruction,
I was advanced in
succession to wire-
man, dynamo tender
and general electri-
cian, and afterward
was foreman of the
elect'-ic shop of the
Brooklyn Rapid Tran-
sit Company. I now
hold an "excellent
position with the
WestinKhouse Elec-
tric and ^^anufactur-
ing Company, Pitts-

H. EDW. KEFFEK, E.Pittsburg,

I enrolled in the Electrical Engineering
Course and secured afosition at once with
the Commonwealth
Electric Co.. at wip-
ing machines, but
was soon promoted
to South Chicago
E 1 e c t r ic-L i ght
Plant, as night
dynamo tender.
Through the assist-
ance of the Schools.
I secured my present
position as night
dynamo tender for
the Pullman Com-
pany. My salary avera-es mree times wiiat
I was geltins in my tJrst position.

ANDREW A. STEWART,
135 77th St., Sla. S, Chicago. Ill

ELECTRICAL COURSES:

ELECTRICAL BNOINEBRINa,
ELECTRICAL,
ELECTRIC POWER AND LWHTINQ,
ELECTRI : RAILWAYS,
ELPCTRIC LIQHTINQ,
ELECTRIC CAR RU.NNINQ,
TELEQRAPHY,
TELEPHONY.

Also courses in Steam, Mechanical, CiTil
and Minin}; Engineering. Arciiitectiire.
Drawing and Desjgninsi. Cbemistry, English
and Commercial iiranches.

When writinn state subject la which interested.

International CorresponiJence Schools,

Box 1002, Scranton.Pa.

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the World.

SEHD FOB OIECCLAE AND PBICEB.

THE LECIANCH'E BAHERY CO.,
Ill to 117 East 131stSt., N. y.

AMERICA'S MOSTPOPUtAR RAILROAD

^1

il

CHICAGO
AND

ALTON
RAILROAD.

1^

PERFECT PASSENGER SERVICE BEIWEEN

CHICAGOandKANSAS CITY,

CHICAGO AND ST. LOUIS,
CHICAGO AND PEORIA,

ST. LOUISanoKANSAS CITY.^

Through PLllman service between Ctilcago and

HOT SPRINGS.Ark-.DENVER.Colo.,
- TEXAS. FLORIDA.UTAH.
CALIFORNIA AND OREGON.

If you are contemplating a trip, any pnrtlun of
which can be made over the Chicago & Alton, it will

fiay you to write to the undersigned for maps, pamph-
ets, rates, time tables, etc.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
QenBraJ Paeaenger and Ticket Agent,

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS.

[lICTm (fALVAN/Z£D (OmUIT
'
~^™— r^ .INTERIOR „un(ONDUir

RICHMOND! CONDUIT CO,— iviilwa<jk.e:e: ljs-a- •
—

^

IHFORMATION
FOR MACHINERY USERS.

We are headquarters for Rebuilt Motive
Power. Our machinery is absolutely war-
ranted in every way. We cover all sales by a
binding guarantee. Our stock is the most ex-
tensive in the land.

We Offer the Following, Subject to

Prior Sale.

ENGINES.
5900 1 E. p. AJlIs Company tandem com-

pound condensing engine.
H. P., nominal, 500.

Flywheel, 2 feet diameter by 40-

inch face.
Cylinders, 22 and 42x48.
Guaranteed to operate on 15
pounds of steam per indicated
horsepower.

This engine is In excellent con-
dition. It Is at present in-

stalled at Omaha, Neb.
5901 1 pair AViliiams automatic engines,

coupled together.
Size, 1734x24.
Revolutions, 200; builders' rating,

200: H. p., 200.

5902 2 Westinghouse compound engines,
13x22x13
Revolutions, 290; H. P.. 125.

S903—1 horizontal tangye bed, side crank
automatic steam engine, made by
Russel &: Co.
Steam cylinder. 13x18.

5904 1 Wright automatic Corliss, 23x36.
5905 1 10x9 Westinghouse.
5906 1 8x12 Lansing automatic.
SOOT 1 7x12 Rice automatic.
5908 1 16x24 horizontal bos bed. side

crank.
5909 1 12x16 F. C. "Wells horizontal tan-

gye bed, side crank.
5910 10 9x12 en.gines. manufactured by

George W. Tifift & Sons of Buf-
falo, N. Y.

5911 1 10x22 box bed, right hand, side
crank.

5912 1 16x36-inch Corliss, left hand.
5913 1 9x16 Rice automatic.
5914 1 11x16x16 McEwen tandem com-

pouud.
5915 1 SxlO Atlas automatic, center

crank.
5916 1 llxlS Sinker, Davis & Co.
5917 1 12x16 horizontal, box bed, side

crank.
5918 1 10x14 automatic Wright & Adams.
5919 1 12x12 high-speed automatic Ideal.

5920 1 20s24 box bed, balance valve.
In addition to the above, we have on

hand at ail times a complete assortment
of all size engines, ranging in power
from 1 to 500 horsepower. Ask for our
complete list.

BOILERS.
We still have on hand a few of Ar-

mour's 54x16, 60x16. 66x16. 66x18 and 72x18
horizontal tubular boilers. They are in

excellent condition.

AIR COMPRESSORS.
5921 1 Duplex straight-line Clayton, 9x9.

5922 1 4V'x6-Inoh Clayton.
5923 2 12x16. Will compress air up to 60

pounds' pressure, with 80 to 100

pounds' steam.

BELTING.
We carry at all times, a complete stock

of short-lap. double-thick leather belt-

ing, both new and second-hand. Our
quotations are always 30 per cent, below
lowest market values.

SHAFTING.
We carry a stock of all sizes of shaft-

ing.

STEAM PUMPS.
Ask for our complete list of steam

pumps. We have all kinds.

Electrical Apparatus.
See our list of supplies in the Western

Electrician of October 27.

A COMPLETE OUTFIT.
We purchased the following outfit:

S924 1 McEwen tandem compound en-
gine, 81^x14x12, with a direct-
connected multipolar compound-
wound dynamo, capacity, 50
K. W. Included in this outfit is
a lOO-horsepower Sterling water-
tube boiler, with full front grate
bars. etc. Also a Duplex steam
puriip and a copper-tube heater.

It was used about 2^^ years
and replaced, owing to a neces-
sary Increase in power.

DYNAMOS, ETC.
1 500-light National, 1000 volts, alternat-
ing exciter, attached to shaft, complete
with sliding base rejrulator and pulley.
in first-class condition. Full descrip-
tion on application; also photograph.

1 Thomson-Houston. 400-Iight, compound-
wound dynamo, new, 110 volts, 200 am-
peres, complete with sliding base, belt
tightener and regulator.

1 Thomson-Houston. 500-light. compound-
wound dynamo, 110-voIt. 200-amnere,
complete with sliding base, belt tight-
ener and regulator.

1 United States Weston dynamo, 150-
ligbt, 100-volt, 75-ampere, complete with
sliding base, belt tightener and regu-
lator.

2 generators. 80 K. W. type. U. S. West-
inghouse bipolar. 350 revolutions per
minute, 550 volts, size of pulley, 54x18
Inches: paper rim; side rail's com-
plete.

2 Field Rheostats Westinghouse three-
jaw switches for throwing generators
in multiple.

1 voltmeter Westinghouse, to 600.
2 amp.-meters Westinghouse, capacity

to 160.

1 amp.-meter Westinghouse, capacitv
to 300.

2 Westinghouse circuit-breakers.
3 Westinghouse lightning arresters.
3 Westinghouse switches, double throw.
1 electric elevator, manufactured by
Keystone Electric company of Erip,
Pa.; self-oller. 60-nmpere. No, 324. 220-

volt, 1,025 revolutions; worm gear and
CDS' are solid brass; 53 grooves for
%-iuQh cable on drum; drum 30-inch
diameter by 22-inch face; the motor
and gearing set on a cast-iron base;
this outfit cost 51,400: the wnrm screw
and shaft are cut from solid forcing
and are steel; the ntotor Is 15 horse-
power: the machine is senred to give
a speed to the car of 150 feet per min-
ute: was only in operation about four
months.

1 Baxter 110-volt motor, 2-horsppower.
good as new; complete and startiUT fiOx

base and tiehtener. Price S50.00
1 .1000-light Slattery altemating-eurrent
dvnamo, 1000-volt, complete with ex-
citer and Instrument. Practically as
good as new,

1 2-horsppower Baxter motor. 100-volt,
complete with starting bo^, base with
belt tightener and pulley. First-class
condition.

Our iVIachinery Hall is 200 X 360 feet.

Our complete list of items is contained

in CATALOGUE No. 156.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.,

W. 35th and Iron Sts., Chicago.
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The following is but a small portion of our immense stock, which is constantly changing. We carry at our
Brooklyn Works all the modern types of the best manufactures, such as GENERAL ELECTRIC, WESTING-
HOUSE and other Standard Makes. SEND FOR LATEST CATALOG.

Arc Dynamos.
2 liS-light niulti-clicult Brush, 2000

C. P.
2 165-llght. multi-circuit Brush, 1200

C. 1'.

2 125-lIsht, latest type Fort Wayne,
2000 C. P.

2 125-IIght. branfl new Excelsior, 2000

C. P., $1,500 each.
2 125-Ilght, multi-circuit Brush, 2000

O. P.
2 80-llglit, single-circuit Brush, 2000

C. P.
4 So. 8, 6S-light, 20OO C. P.. Brush, $675

each.

Direct-Current Dynamos, no Volts.

(L>irect-Counected.)
2 100 K. TV. Westinghouse, 8-poIe, 225

R. P. M., direct-con-
nected to Mcintosh &
Seymour compound en-
gines.

1 75 K. W. Siemens & Halske, di-

rect-connected to 12x14-
inch straight line en-
gine, 278 R. P. M.

Belted Dynamos, no Volts.

2 160 K. W. Edison bipolar.
4 60 K. \V. Edison bipolar.
2 45 K. W. Edison bipolar.
3 30 K. W. Edison bipolar.
4 25 K. W. Edison bipolar.
2 20 K. W. Edison bipolar.
1 13"/. K. W. M. P. Amer. Ball.
2 10 K. W. Edison bipolar.
1 600-arappre Onondaga.
1 25 K. W. Electro Dynandc.
1 30 K. W. Western Electric, M. P.,

600 R. P. M.
1 45 K. W. Ceueral Electric, M. P.,

S50 R. P. M.

1 100 K. AV. M. P. 6, Westinghouse.
2 45 K. W. M. P., 4, Westinghouse.
1 30 H. P. M. P, Westinghouse.

Direct-Current flotors and Generators.

220 Volts.

(Direct-Connected.)

1 75 K. W. General Electric, direct-
connected to Ideal en-
gine.

(Belt-Driven.)

1 70 K. W. M. P. Siemens & Halske
(new).

1 65 K. W. Siemens & Haislle.
1 25 H. P. Sprague. bipolar.
1 10 H. P. Eddy, bipolar
1 5 H. P. Eddy, bipolar.

Direct-Curr nt.

50O Volts.

2 60 K. W. Edison.
1 60 H. P. M. P., General Electric,

type U.
1 15 H. P. Eddy.
1 10 H. P. Eddy.
1 2 H. P. Cent. Elect. Co.

Railway Motors.

G. E. 800 S. R. O., 30.

G. E. 1000 W. P., 30.

G. B. 1200, W. P., 60.

Westinghouse 3.

Westinghouse 12.\.

Westinghouse 3SB.
K, K2 and K12 G. E. Controllers.
Westinghouse 38 and 49 Controllers,
and a constantly changing stock of
everything pertaining to street car
equipment.

Railway Generators, soo Volts.

1 600 K. W. M, P., 4, Gen. Electric.
1 300 K. W. M. P., 4, Gen. Electric.
1 200 K. \V. M. 1'., 4, Walker.
2 HI K. W. M. P., 4, Westinghouse.
2 100 K. W. M. P., 4, Gen. Electric.
2 200 K. W. Edison.
2 160 K. W. Edison.
2 100 K. W. Edison,
4 60 K. W. Edison.
1 100 K. W. Ft. Wayne.

Alternators.

1 326 K. W. Siemens & Halske, 2000
volts. 7200 alternations,
single-phase. 115 R. P.
M.

1 300 K. W. Fort Wayne, 2000 volts,
7200 alternations, single-
Phase.

1 240 K. W. Westinghouse, single-
phase, 1100 volts, 16000
alternations,

1 240 K. W. Stanley, two-phase, 380
R. P. M., with engines
direct-connected.

2 300 K. W. Westinghouse, single-
phase, toothed arma-
tures.

1 160 K. W. Westinghouse, two-phase,
1100 volts, 60O R. P. iM.,

7200 alternations.

2 A-120 General Electric, single-phase,
1000 volts, 1600O alterna-
tions.

2 90 K. W. General Electric, single-
phase, 1000 volts, 16000
alternations.

2 120 Westinghouse, single-phase,
UOO volts, 16000 alterna-
tions.

2 100 K. W. monocyllc General Elec-
tric, 1050 volts, 7200 al-

ternations, with excit-
ers.

1 60 K. W. General Electric, single-
phase, 2000 volts, 16000
alternations.

1 60 K. W- Stanley, 2000-1000 volts,
two-phase, 7200 alterna-
tions.

1 75 K. W. Stanley, 2000-1000 volts,
two-phase, 16000 alter-
nations.

1 200 H. P. Westinghouse motor, two-
phase, 3000 alternations,
400 volts, shaft 4%-inch
diameter, pniley 25-inch
face, 30-lnch diameter,

1 45 K. W. Westinghouse, 2200 volts,
16000 nlternatinns.

1 110 K. W. Fort Wayne, 2200 volts,
16000 alternations.

Eneines.
40x72 Corliss (1 right, 1 left).

26x48 AMIS.
16x25x15 Armington & Sims.
ISV-xlS Mclnfnsii & Seymour.
16x16 Erie Ball.
15x15 Mcintosh & Seymour.
13x14 Mcintosh & Seymour.
14x13 Armington & Sims.
10x12 Watertowu.
11x19x24 Tandem Buckeye.

Boilers.
2 376 H. P. Sterling boilers.
2 175 H. P. Sterling boilers.
Boilers of various styles and sizes

at low rates.

Street Cars.
Opened and closed, of ail sizes, and

for all gauges. Let us know your
wants.

Rossiter, Mac Govern & Co.
Principal Offices, 141 BROADWAY. NEW YORK. Factory, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK.

We Don't I

Want
I

the Earth
|

•
Merely give •
us your ear •
and con- {
sider our *

8

!

DIVIDEND PAYERS.... I

Telephones that never weak oot. Magnets that
never deteriorate. Carbon that never disinte-
grates. Toll Boards that take care of them-
selves. Switchboards that never give tronble.
multiple Boards for exchanges—all sizes. t!nr-
rent Protectors that never fail.

Alalnteiiaucc
ICepKir

CY D C IVI C C Be'luced «"
Cy\ r^ CIV O C IHinimniii

THAT'S WHY PATRONS UPHOLD I

^ ^ :

Write for Catalog. 63-75 FRANKFORT STREET. CLEVEIANO, 0. |
PWWWWWWPWWWWWVW

SEND FOR OUR NEW

20th Century
Catalog.

No. 40.

BridglDg cr Series.

It's an

Educator and

should be in the

hands of every

Independent E.xchange

Manager.

EUREKA ELECTRIC CO.

The most progressive Telephone

Manufacturers of Centralized En-

ergy, Magneto System, Cable

Heads, Lightning Arresters, and

everything requisite for Exchange

Construction.
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KelloggTelephonesTalk!
A ^E^Y FEATURES OF OUR INSTRUMENTS:

RECEIVERS:
Unaflected by cbanges of temperature.
Permanent adjustment of pole pieces and diaphragm.
No binding posts. Single piece special steel magnet.
Best grade hard rubber shell.

TRANSMITTERS!
Adapted for either local or long-distance work.
Great power without harshness.

Perfect quality of tone.

IMo. 1 900

HOOK SWITCH:
Platinum contact points. Best grade German silver and brass.

Hook entirely independent of 'phone circuits.

All parts in plain sight.

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Go.,
229 S. GREEN ST., CHICAGO.

MiRICANEMTRICTIIlEPeOieO.
36 to 50 Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL.

Our new No. 1900 Telephones with Disc Carbon Lightning

Arrester for SERIES and BRIDGING work are winners. Try them.

OUR CENTRALIZED BATTERY SYSTEM

is a great success; likewise our

MULTIPLE SWITCHBOARDS.

Telephone Apparatus
Of All Kinds Manufactured.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL AND TOOLS LOWEST PRICES.

A BIG LOT OF SECOND-HAND PHONES, IN GOOD

ORDER, CAN BE HAD FOR A SONG.

Let us tell you about them.

J. rl. VAN VMSSIN'GKN, PresitlMlt.

L. G. WHEELEK. Vice-rresident.

W. C. HEIMItOTII. Treasurer.

L. G. BOWMAN. Sec'y and Gen'l Manager,

WESTERN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION CO.

153-159 South Jefferson Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

WHEN YOU ARE IN NEED
Of First-class, High-erade, Up-to-date Telephone

Equipment of AN Kinds,

WRITE TO US.
We Manufacture All Kinds of Switchboards and

Telephones at Reasonable Prices.

WRITE FOR PRICES. ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY.

STANDARD

Telephone and Electric

Company,

MADISON, WIS.
Manufacturers and Importers

High Grade

Telephone Apparatus
EXCLUSIVELY.

WRITE FOR I900 CATALOGUE.

We Cater to Those Who

ipDonsa are—Thai (hsj ire bxiar
mtd*. liil Ignier. COST LESS FOR
MAINTENANCE, show hither •ftic.

Demand the Best.•
Swedish-American

Telephone Company,
69-75 W. JACKSON BLVD.. CHICAGO. ILL.

NATIONAL APPARATUS
Metallic Circuit Multiple

Switchboards.
Positive Doable Supervisory Signals. Central Energy.

Simple and Mechanically Perfect.
All Circuits Perfectly Balanced Electrically.

Cost of Operation and Maintenance Reduced to a
Minimum.

The method of Operating that we have adopted has been
determined npon, by long years of experience and

practical operation by the very best telephone
engineers, to be nnexcelled.

National Telephone Equipment Co.,
330-333 Lafayette Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central ofBce.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repair.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
Is Compkete, Durable, Reliable.

The only manufacturers selling a complete line of

Public Exchange, Toll Line, Police. Fire Alarm,

Street Railway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected by patent. We respect all patent claims

of others.

The Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co.,

72-S2 W, Jackson Blvd.,

mBTSATALOa. CHICAOO, U. S. A.

INWUCTIOX COIJLS.

VARLEY DUPLEX MAGNET CO
FISHER BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL. 138 7TH ST., JERSEY CITY, N. J.

Magnet Wire
Our Specialty: The Best Stock of fine

sizes of Slagle Silk Insulated Magnet
Wire la the country. Also Double Silks,

Single and Double Cottona.

THE McDERMID MFG. CO.,
207 S. CANAL ST.,
CHICAGO, ILL.
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Wright Gable Hanger.
SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

R.I. TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Mention this paper.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER-
ING TAUGHT BY MAIL.

Write for our free illustrated book.

"Can I Become aa Elecfricsl Engfaeer?"

We teach Elctrical Enpineerine, Elec-
tric Lighting, Electiic Raihvaj s, Mi^chan-
ical Engineering, Mechanic&l Drawinp,
etc., at your home, by mail. Insiitiit-e

indorsed by Thos. A. Edison.

Electrical Engineer Institute,

Dept. K. 240-242 W. 23d St., New York.

Semi-Weekly Tourist Sleepers.

CHICAGO TO BOSTON.

The Wabash road now operates a line of

tourist sleepers as above, leaving Chicago

Mondays and Thursdays at 9:25 a. m. and

arriving in Boston 5:20 p m. next day_

New York passengers can occupy these

cars as far as Rotterdam Jet. , N. Y.

(where the train arrives at 11 a. m),
reaching New York at 3:15 p. m. No ex-

cess fare required. Write for reservations.

Ticket Office, 97 Adams St., Chicago.

Kokomo Telephones fori 900.

New Tubular Arm; No com in sight.

High-Grade Full Nickel-Plated Bell,

Bipolar Receiver, togethir with the

Kokomo Long-Distance Transmitter,

Making up the most efficient Telephone on the market for
Exchange and Toll-line work. We have improved the
Telephone, also the price, to a point that will interest you.
Write us (or information.

KOKQMO TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

KOKOMO, IND.

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE SUPPLY CO.,
TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES,

19 SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO.
"Monarch" Galvanized Telephone Wire, "Extra BB" and "BB" Galvanized Telephone Wire, Hard-drawn
CopperTelephoneWi'-e, Rubber Covered Wire, Weather-proof Iron Lino Wire, Annunciator Wire. Office

Wire, Galvanized Steel Strand, Crosby Clips, Guy Clampa, Boston Cable Hangers, Turn Buckles, Messen-
ger Pol© Supports, Galvanized Thlmblea, Guy Rods. Ground Rods, Stombaugh Guy Anchors, Eye Bolts,

CrOBS Arms, Uresis Ann Braces, Fins and Brackets, LagScrewa and Bolts, Insulators, Knobs, TooIa,etc.,ete,

TELEPHONE AND

CONST. SUPPLY CO..

CHICAGO.
NEW CATALOGUE FREE,

STERLING ELECTRIC CO.,
EXCLUSrVC MANUrACTURCRB OF

BELL-STYLE TELEPHONE

CHICAGO
TELEPHONE
SUPPLY C0.=^ CHICAGO, U. S. A.

MANUFACTURE EVERYTHING TELEPHONIC.

RESISTANCE WIRES
Bare and Covered. For All Purposes.

SEE OUR CATALOGUE.

DRIVER-HARRIS WIRE CO.
NEWARK, N. J.

A Direct Heading Ohmmeter.

Ohiumeters,
Ammeters,

Voltmeters.
Special Electrical Machinery.

F. B. HAGM & BRO.,
Successors to American Electric Specialty Co.,

laa l^iberty St., Kew York City.

New York Agents Wirt Electric Co. Rheo-
stats and Brushes.

RATUJ
FOB THE ISIDEFENDEIKT FIEI.I>.

Main Office and Factory at LAFAYETTE, INDi Branch Office, Chicago.

CHICAGO OFFICE, IVs. 1^60 3IOSIAI>KOCK Brii:.ni»IQ.

.VIADUCT.
BALTIMORE, MAKE

TELEPHONES
AND EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

00 YOU WANT
QUICK SHIPMENTSTELEPHONES.

Ask us what we can do for you on short notice on Tele-
phones, Switchboards and Line Material.

Kansas City Telephone Mfg. Co.,
IS \A^. IVIissoui-i >Kve. K^nseis Ol-ty, IVI^.

Telephone Troubles and How to Find Them.
A complete hand-book for telephone inspectors, by Wm. H. Hyde and

]. A, McManman, edited by Prof. C. H. Haskins.

SIXTH EDITION. 63 PACES. PRICE, 25 CENTS.
The large number of lelephooe exchange managers and employes will find this

book a great help in locating telephone troubles and remedies therefor. Sent prepaid
on receipt of price, by the

Electrician Publishing Co.,
BioMam^uette^Bunding,

HUGO SCHUMACHER, Pie»t.

J. A. ARliOGAST, Vlce-Prest.

MAX SCHUMACHER, Sec'y and Treas.

M. QARL, Supt.

Garl Electric

Company,
AKRON, OHIO.

Sole Patentees and
Manufacturers of

Garl Railway, Hotel and Factory Telephone

Systems. Garl Electric Gun for Fire

and Burglar Alarms.
Intercommunicating
Faolory T«lephone.

TELEPHONES.
We are now manufacturing telephone instruments complete. We

want to send PREPAID A SAMPLE 'PHONE to every exchange in the
west. If not satisfactory return at our expense. Write us for prices and
one of our new handsomely illustrated telephone catalogues. We also
carry a full line of telephone and electric-light supplies.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.
KANSAS CITY, IVIO.

LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE, 2279.

dealers:and:contractors
For Satisfactory Intercommunicating:

At bottom prices, write to

THOMAS, WILCOX & DIETZ, Cleveland, Ohio.

6iBRACE UP"
Your Telephone, Telegraph and TroN

ley Poles, by using the celebrated

Stombaugh Guy Anchor

AND THEY WILL

ALWAYS STAND ERECT,

IVoholes to ilis> Ton
Mcreiv them In the
ffround and there they
stay, defying np-
rootal.

PBACTICAIi AND INEXPEN»IVK.
Six sizes, 3^ fo 12 inch diameter.

Others Use and Endorse Them, Why Not You?

HIANUFACTURED
BV . . PHILIP SMITH, Sidney, Ohio, U.S.A.

W. N. MATTHEWS & BRO., St. Louis, Mo.,
General Western Agents. 8 to 19 Id. Diameter.
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I^eprlrxt of-

Electrician Publishing Co.'s
BOOK

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
(COMTINl'ED.)

Clark, D. K. Tramwaj-s. Their CoQstiiii.iiuu and
Working. Embracing a Comprebensive HistoiT or

the System, with Accounts of the various Modes of

Traction (including Horse-Power, Steam, Heiited-

Water and Compressed-Air Locomotives, C:iLde

Traction and Electric Ti-action), a Description of

the Varieties of Rolling Stock . and ample Details

of Cost and Working Expenses, with special refer-

ence to the Tramways of the United Kingdom.
Second edition, rewritten and greatly enlarged,

with upwards of 400 illustrations. Thick Svo, cloth.

§9.00

Da'wson, P. Electric Railways and Tramways:
Their Consti-uction and Operation. A Practical

Hand-booii setting forth at length the modern ap-

plication of Electricity as a Motive Power for

Railways and Tramways ; containing Complete Fi-

nancial and Engineering Data as to Design, Con-

struction, Equipment and Working; fully illustrat-

ing all modern and accepted types of Machinery and

Apparatus and describing in detail the principal

Installations of Europe and America. Small 4to.

300 pages. lUustrated. London, 1S97 $12.5U

The Book is illustrated most fully throughout, ana
especial care has been taken in the preparation of
the numerous Diagrams, Working Drawings, and
Tables. Many representative installations are de-
scribed at great length. The data given has been
personally collected by the author, who, with this

end In view, has visited almost every great city

of the United States and Europe during the past
eighteen months.

Gayetty, J. "W. Motorman's Guide. A Practical

Treatise on Street Railway Motors. Car Wiring.

The Proper way to cut out Motors. Operation and

Care of K Controllers. Short Circuits and How
to Locate Them. Incandescent

.
Light Circuits.

Westinghouse Motors, General Electric, SOO Kail-

way Motor and Series Parallel Controller, etc.

IllustratioDS and Diagrams. 16mo, cloth. Chi-

cago, 1S9S ?0.50

Gafmann, Lndvi'igr. The Motorman and His
Duties. 145 pages. S4 illustrations. Cloth. .$1.00

Uancliett, Geo. T. Modern Electric Railway

Motors. 200 pages, with 1S4 illustrations. Price

§2.00

Hedges, iCilling^-wortli. American Electric

Street Railways, Their Construction and Equip-

ment, with notes as to the cost of installation and

of maintenance. Also the advantages of electric

traction compared witn other methods. 4to, cloth.

Numerous illustrations ?5.00

HcrinSv Carl. Recent Progress in Electric Kail-

ways, being a Summary of Current Periodical Lit-

erature Relating to Electric Railway Construction.

Operation, Systems, Machinery, Appliances, etc.

Compiled by Carl Hering, Illustrated. J2mo, cloth.

§1.00

Houston, E. J., and Kennclly, A. E. Elec-

tric Street Railways. (Elementary Electro-Tecli-

aical Series). IGmo, cloth. Illustrated §1.00

Lansdon, W. E. The Application of Electricity

to Railway Working, Svo, cloth. Illustrated

London, 1S97 §5.00

"The object of the book is not to treat of the
development of Electricity, but to illustrate and
explain the manner in which it ma.v, with advan-
tage, be applied to railway working."—Preface.

I.intern, William. The Motor Engineer's and
Electrical Workers' Hand-Book, 12mo, cloth.

§1.00

RFerrill, E. A. Reference Book of Tables and
Formulae for Electric Street Railway Engineers.

12mo, flexible morocco §1.00

Perry, IVelson W. Electric Railway Motors.

Their Construction, Operation and Maintenance.
An elementary practical handbook for those engaged
In the management and operation of Electric Rail-

way Apparatus, with Rules and Instructions for

Motormen. 12mo, cloth ...§1.00

Poor's Directory of Railway Officials and Manual
of American Street Railways. A very complete and
nseful book of reference §3.00

Pratt and Alden's Street Ruil-n-ay Road-
bed. 135 pages, 157 illustrations. Price §2.00

A treatise on the construction of the road-bed.
giving data as to rails, methods of track fastening
and making joints, guard rails, curves, etc.

Reckenzann, A. Electric Traction on Railways
and Tramways. 213 Illustrations. 12mo, cloth. .§4.00

The author has endeavored in this book to sum-
marize as concisely as possible, the present state
of Electric Traction, and to describe the various
methods and constructive details which are to-day
in use or which have marked consecutive steps in

the development of the art.

PMRT I^.
Riebardsoii, C. A., and A. J. Hoolf. Ameri-

can Street Railway Decisions. A collection of all

reported cases decided in the various courts within
the United States and Canada. . Vol. II. 483
pages. Large Svo, calf. §5.00

Sclioley, H. Electric Tramways and Railways.
Popularly explained. Svo, limp. Illustrated. Lon-
don, 1S97 - §1.00

Speirs, P. W. The Street Railway System of

Philadelphia: Its History and Present Condition.
Svo, cloth \ $1.(;0

Trevert, Edtrard. Electric Railway Engineer-
ing, embracing Practical Hints upon Power House,
Dynamo, Motor and Line Construction, for the Use
of Students. Illustrated, yvo. cloth. Lynn, 1S92.

§2.00

Verity, Joliu B. Electricity up-to-date, for Light,

Po«er and Traction. Illustrated. 12mo, elotli.

Fourth edition §1.00

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF
ENERGY.

Abbott, A. V. The Electrical Transmission of

Energy. A Manual for the Design of Electrical

Circuits. Illustrations and 9 folding plates. Svo,

L-Ioth §4.50

Atlfinson, Pliilip. Power Transmitted by Elec-

tricity, 1S90. Pp. i.x., 241. (2il edition, fully

revised) ^ .§2.00

Undt, F, B, Electric Transmission Hand-Bouk. Il-

lustrations and Tables. IGmo, cloth §1.00
The author has endeavored to avoid as much as

possible the use of scientific terms, and has em-
ployed only simple algebraic formulae. Reference
has been made as far as possible to many well
known higher works on this subject.
Contents: Introductory. Electrical Statistics.

Chapter I. General Data on Electric Transmission
Chapter II. Commercial Ethciency of Transmission
Plants. Chapter ill. Table No. 1—Efficiency in
Electric Power Transmission. Inter-Relation of E.
M. F, Current Distance. Cross Section and Weight
of Conductor. Chapter IV. Conditions of Plant for
Least Operating Expenses. Chapter V, a. Sir Wil-
liam Thomsons Law. Table No. 2.—Cost of Lay-
ing one Additional Ton of Copper. Table No. 3—
Sectional Area for lUU Amperes in Square inches
and Circular Mils. Table No. 4—To Find Mean
Annual Current. b. Gisbert Kapp's Latest For-
mula. Conditions for Minimum Total Initial Cost ot
Transmission Plant. Chapter VI. a. Practical
General Tables for Distances up to 100,UOO Feet and
4,000 ^'olts. Table No. 5—Commercial Efficiencies

For Distances from 1 to 10,000 feet. Table No. 0—
Commercial Efficiencies for Distances from 10,000
to 100.000 feet. Table No. 7—Volts Lost in Con-
ductor for Minimum Cost of Plant. b. Special
Tables. Table No. S—Efficiency of 220 Volt Motor.
Table No. 9—Efficiency of 500 Volt Motor. Con-
ditions for Minimum Total Initial Cost of Trans-
mission Plant. Chapter VI (Continued). Table
No. 10—Efficiency of SOO Volt Motor. Table No. 11
—Efficiency of 1,000 Volt Motor. Table No. 12—
Efficiency of 1.200 Volt Motor, e. Capacity and
Cost of Power Generators, Motors and Conductors,
with Tables (13, 14 and 15) which give Cost at
Once for any Electric Transmission Plant Alter-
nating Current Transmission System. Chapter VII.
Line Construction. Chapter VIII. ClassLlication
of Motors. Chapter IX. The Series Motor. The
Shunt Motor. The Differential Motor. The Cumu-
lative Motor. Automatic Arc Circuit Motor, a.
The Series Motor on the Arc Circui t, b. The
Series Motor on the Constant Potential System, c.

The Series Motor on a System in which both Cur-
rent and E. M. F. vary. d. The Shunt Motor on
the Constant Potential System, e. The Differen-
tial Motor on the Constant Potential System, f.

The Cumulative Motor on the Constant Potential
System. Directions for Connecting and Operating
Series Motors on Arc Light Circuits. Chapter X.
Directions for Connecting and Operating Shunt
Motors on Constant Potential Circuits. Chapter
51. Rules and Formula for Ascertaining the Horse-
Power of Motors Driving Various Classes of Ma-
chinery. Chapter XII. a. Hoisting in Verti-
cal shafts (Elevators). b. Hoisting in Inclined
Shafts, c. Pumping Water, d. Pumping Water
against Pressure in Tanks, e. Ventilation. Table
No. 16—Speed. Horse-Power used and Amount of
Air Exhausted, f. Electric Traction. Table No.
17—Miles per Hour, Feet per Minute and Feet per
Second. Table No. 18—Tons per Horse-Power on
"T" Rails. Table No. 19—Tons per Horse-Power
on Girder Ralls. Table No. 20—Per Cent, Grade
and Sine of Angle of Inclined plane. Pullevs, Belts
and Shafting. Chapter XIII. Table No. 21—Single
Leather Belting. Table No. 22 —Transmitting Ca-
pacity of Iron Shafting. Wire Gauges. Chapter
51V. Wire Gauges, Wire Tables based on the
Latest Determination of the true Ohm and of
Carrying Capacities of Copper Wire. Table No.
23—B. & S. Wire Gauge. Table No. 24—E W
Gauge. Table No. 25—B. T. W. Gauge. Recapitu-
lation. Chapter XV. Table No. 2ft—Important
Electric Transmission Formula. Table No 27—Def-
inition of Electrical Unita, Data Keiatin" to
Water Power. Chapter XVI. **

Bell, Dr. Louis. Electrical Power Transmission.
Svo, cloth. New York, 1896 *,

§2.50
Uniform in size with "The Electric Railway in

Theory and Practice."

Carter, E. T. Motive Power and Gearing for Elec-
trical Machinery, A treatise on the theory and prac-

tice of the Mechanical Equipment of Power Stations

for electric supply and for electric traction. Svo.

cloth. Illustrated 55..00

Contents: Part I. Introductorv. II. The Steam
Engine. III. Gas and Oil Engines. IV. Water
and Power Plant. V. Gearing. VI. Types of
Power Stations. Appendices. Tables and Engi-
neering Data.

Du Moucel, Cotiut. Electricity as a Motive
Power. Translated and edited with additions by
C. J. MTiarton. Engravings and diagrams. 12mo,

cloth §3.00

Kapp, Gisbert. Electric Transmission of Energy
and its Transformation, Subdivision and Distribu-

tion. A practical hand-hook. Fourth edition, thor-

oughly revised. Svo, cloth. Illustrated. London,
1S94 §3.50

The work has been brought up-to-date, both as
regards theory and practice, and mostly all re-
written. Examples of the most recent installa-
tions of power transmission by continuous current,
including the series arrangement of a number of
machines for working at extra high pressure, have
been added to or substituted for the examples in
the third edition.

Ivilgonr, M. H., H. Swan and C. II. W.
Bis:g:s. Electrical Distribution, Its Theory and
Practice. 174 illustrations. I2mo, cloth $4.00

Robinson, H. Comparisons between the Different

Systems of Distributing Electricity. Svo, paper.

London, 1S93 :...50.80

Seott, E. Iv. Local DistriliuUon of Electric Power
in Workshop, etc. Illustrated. Svo, cloth. Lon-
don, 1S97 §1.00

Snell, Albion T. Electric Motive Power. The
Transmission and Distribution of Electric Power
by Continuous and Alternate Currents. Witli a
Section on the Application of Electricity to Mining
Work. Svo, cloth. Illustrated. London, 3S94.

§4.00

liiTvin, W'"ni. C. On the Developmeut and Trans-

missiou of Power from Central Stations. Being
the Howard Lectures delivered at the Society of

Arts in 1&03. Svo, cloth. With SI diagrams. New
lurk, 1S95 §3.50

ELECTRICITY FOR AMATEURS.
Bi»-£^'s, C. H. AV. Fii-st Priuciplts of Electrical En-

gineering. Being an attempt to provide an Ele-

mentary book for those who are intending to entt-r

the profession of Electrical Engineering. Second
edition. Illustrated. 12mo. cloth §1.00

Bonney, G. E. Electro-Plater's Handbook. A Man-
ual for Amateurs and Young Students in Electro-

Metallurgy. GO illustrations. 20S pages. Second
edition, enlarged by an appendix on Electrotyping.

12mo, ck.th. Loudon, 1S94 §1.25

Bottoue, S. R. Electrical Instniment Making for

Amateurs. A Practical Handbook, with 48 illus-

trations. Sixth edition. Enlarged by a chapter on
The Telephone. 12mo, cloth. London, 1895. .§0.50

Bottone, S. R. Electro-Motors. How Made and
How Used. A Handbook for Amateurs and Prac-

tical Men. Many illustrations. 12mo. cloth.. §0.50

Bottoue, S. R. A Guide to Electric Lighting, for

the Use of Householders and Amateurs. Illus-

trated. 12mo, cloth .§0.75

Bottone, S. R. The Dynamo, How Made and How
Used. A Book for Amateurs. Eighth edition, with

additional matter and 39 illustrations. 12ino, cloth.
." §1.00

Crofts, Alfred. How to Make a Dynamo. A
Practical Treatise for Amateurs. Containing nu-

merous illustrations, and detailed instructions for

constructing a small dynamo to produce the elec-

tric light. Fourth edition. 12mo, cloth §0.75

Electricity. How to Become an Electrical En-

gineer. A Series of Prize Essays, with a list of

colleges in the United States, giving Electrical En-

gineering Courses. 16mo, paper §0.25

Holmes, A. Bromley. The Electric Light popu-

larly explained. 30 illustrations. Fifth edition.

12mo, boards. Illustrated §0.50

Hospitaller E. Domestic Electricity for Ama-
teurs. Translated from the French. With addi-

tions, by C. J. Wharton, With Illustrations. Svo,

cloth §2.50

Meado-n-croft, AV. H. The A. B. C. of Electricity.

30 illustrations. 12mo. cloth. New York. 1S90.

§0.50

Parkbnrst, C. D. Electric Motor Constmction

for Amateurs. Illustrated. Svo, cloth §1.00

Parkhnrst, C. D. Dynamo and Motor Building
for Amateurs, with working drawings. 12mo, cloth.

§1.00

(To be Continued.)

Any electrical book published sent on receipt of price. Send for complete catalog.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., = 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.
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Horizontal Internal Self-Oiling Engines, 25 to 600 H. P.

Horizontal Medium Speed Engines, 300 to 800 H. P.

Vertical Compound Engines, 1 00 to 800 H. P.

The Ball Engine Co., Erie, Pennsylvania.
Chicago Office: 1526 Monadnock Block.

Send for complete catalogue of

MAGNETO BELLS, TELEPHONES,
MEDICAL BATTERIES and

ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES.
All Goods Hleh erade In Every Kespeot

MIANUS ELECTRIC CO., Mianus, Conn.

THE ROAD
TO

OMAHA
AND

SIOUX CITY.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

SHORT LINE.

Electric Lighted Trains.

Perfect Service.

TICKETS, 95 ADAMS ST.

Mfc-.j,,^iW.- ,

fii

MDNDNRDUTE
IS Tne DIRECT LINE

BETWEEN

CHICAGO,
INDIANAPOLIS,

CINCINNATI
AND

LOUISVILLE,
—K^l^>^ ClilCAGO.

THE IMPROVED BERRYMAH
(KELLEY-S PATEST)

Feed Water
Heater and Purifier.

UNIQUE
in its effects veneris and up-to-date
in every respect, at a prire that
will ajisure consideration. VastJy
t^iiperior to any Feed Water Heater
on the market.

Benj. F. Kelley Sl Son,
91 LIbnrtySt., New York.

I power and others.
LarpTL'st stock in America. Mostly
all taken in trade for our Im-
proved Berryman.

GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE...
Made in almost any form required and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 ohms as
desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats
of 4,000 degrees. ........ .

,»OS. DIXOIV CRrriBI-K CO.. • • .Fersey City. IV. .1.

Faster than ever

to California

CHICAGO
& NORTH-WESTERN

RAILWAY

fHE OVERLAND LIMITED leaves

Chicago 6.30 p. m. daily via Chicago-

Union Pacific & North-Western Line, ar-

rives San Francisco 5.15 afternoon of

third day and Los Angeles 7.45 next

morning. Ko change of cars; all meals

in Dining Cars. Buffet Library Cars

with barber. The best of everything.

77?^ Pacific Express leaves 10.30 p. m.
daily. Tourist Sleepers daily to Califor-

nia and Oregon and personally conducted
excursions every Wednesday fiom New
England. Send 4 cents postage for

"California Illustrated" to Chicago &
North-Western Kaihvay,

d6i Broadway, - New Ynrk[435 Vine St . - Cincinnati
- 601 Chcs't St.. - Pliiladclphialso? Smitlificid St., Pittsbur;:

368 Washington St.. Boston'=34 Superior St., - Clevelami
301 Main St., - • BiilTaloli? Canipus-M.irlius, Detroit
= rs Cl.Trk St.. • - Clii.-ai.'u,= KingSt.,East,T.jronto,Ont.

REG.TRADE MARKS JhE RhOSPHOR BRONZE SMELTIN€C0.|IMITED,

2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PH1LADELPHIA.

)
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
ING0TS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS,SHEETS,ETC.

Wic:]f>Cv2'um>i:' .— DELTA METAL-^
/?\ CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS

yfeELT^^ ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

WATERWHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especiaily adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarantee

:

Tht Largest Power ever obtained from a wheel of Ike same diameter. The highest spee^
ever obtained for the same power. The highest viean efficiency ever realized ^vhe7l
running from half to full gate. We guarantee also: A runner of the greatest poi
$iUe strength. A gate vnequaled in quickness and eai^e of opening and closing.

Tests show over 81 per cent, average efficiency u'ith half (o full water.

State your Head and send for 124- page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO.. Springfield, Ohio. U.S.A.

JEFFREY gii^T DREDGES
FOR CATALOGUE,

ADDRESS

THEJEFFREYMFG.CO.
COLUMBUS, OHIO.

ALTERNATING -CURRENT POWER MOTORS,
1-20 TO 2 1-2 ACTUAL HORSEPOWER.

SIMPLE, RELIABLE, SATISFACTORY.
Send for bulletins just issued describlDs new types.

The Emerson Electric Mfg.Co.,
714.716-7I8 St. CharlesSt.. ST. LOUIS, MO.

I Branch OfBce and Warehouse:
I 136 Liberty St., New York City

Book Orders
GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite BIO Manuette Bldg.. CHICAGO.

BATTERY JARS.
Machine-made Battery Jars are Better and

StroDger than the hand-blown, being more Uni-
form and of Equal Dis'.ribution.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR OUR JAR.
We arc the only concern making Battery .lare

bv maehioerv.
THE GILCHRIST JAR CO.,

Office and Factory: • - ELMER, N.J.

SMALL SPRINGS
OF rVERY DZSCRIPTION

THE WALLACE BARNES CO.,
s7ABususr> as7^ BRfSTOL, CONN., U.S. A'.

THE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
NEW AND REVISED EDITION, WITH A NEW CHAPTER ON ''RECENT PROGRESS/' BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO DATE.

BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Practical Guide to theMember of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the InRfitution of Electrical Engineers, London. Author of "J,

Tesliny of Insulated Wires and Cables." Joint Author of ^'Electricity in Daily Life.''

I60 F^ages, 133 lllus-tra-tions, Clo-th, hHand-Boolc Siz« ^ric^ $I.OO.
Kxtract from Prefa<re.~"Thi.s little book has no pretension lobe considered a complete treatise on telephony as it exists in America. Tbe time for Kucb a worl: is not yet come. But it is

felt that there 1b a demand for a practical book on telephone working and management, and the TELKPHONE HAND-BOOK is an attempt at meeting that demand. Witb the exception of a few
chapicrn dcallnB with certain forms of transmitters and receivers used In Rurope, whicli a-e given for the inrormatlon of tbosc who may wish to engage In the manufacture of telephones, the
book Is based entirely on standard American i)ractlce; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated in this country."

s'o pains have been snared to make It the best book of Its ki:
ythlng regarding telephone work and management. It con

nd. It Is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear in its language that
forms In size and 8tylcto our other lland-Books which have been so favorably received by

anyone can understand and learn from it

the entire electrical fraternity.

The Invention of the Telfphr)n('.
Sound Wuvos. ArtifiiliUe Speech.
Kleclric Telephony. The Bell Tele-

phone.
The Microphone,
Current Indue: Ion. Kh-ctroniagnetlc

Induction.
The IndiK.tlon Coll: ItK Use In the

T<'I''I)li(iiif TrnuHuiltter.
The Coiniilcte Telephone Circuit.
Magnet TelephonoH,
The Bell Telenhone Receiver.
Other formH of^ MnKnet Telephonen.
The fJower, Ader nnd D'Arwonvnl Re-

ed vern, Merciidier'H Bl-Telephone.
The Slemenfl, Kotyra, Neumnyer and

BJHtcher RecelverH.

CHAPTER 13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

—CONTENTS
Carbon Transmitters.
The Blake Transmitter.
Tlie Long Distance Transmitter.
The Solid-back Transmitter.
The Berliner Transmitter.
The CuttrlsH Transmitter.
Various European Transmitters.
The Bflicleney of Carbon TraiiBuiit-

terH.
Batteries for Telephone Wurk.
Open Circuit Batteries.
Closed Circuit Batteries.
The Practical Management of Bat-

teries.
Magneto Bell.
Automatic Switches,
Telephone Line Coustruf^tlon.

CHArTBB 28. Metallic Circuit.
29. Uudergi-ouud Wires.
30. Llgbtnlup Arresters.
31. Inside Wiring.
32. Installation of Telephone Instru-

ments.
33. Iiisi liou .'Uid Maintenance.
34. TiM' f icTiser; Its Use In Telephony.
8S. lObclrMiiiit^'netic Retardation.
36. E.xcliauKc AVorking.
37. Small Exchanges.
38. Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.

39. Long Distance Telephony.
40. Duplex Telephony.
41. Simultaneous Telegraphy and Teleph-

ony.
42. Recent Progress. Appendix.

4

PobiMsd .nd for «mie by ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 5IO Marquette Building, Chicafio
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Cedar Poles
THE VALENTINE-CLARK CO., 234 La Salle St., Chicago.

Yards: PlnconDing:, Mich. Green Bay, Wis. New London, Wis.

EDAR POLE
' 50'j<^o 80 ft. a specialty.

JohnH.rowler.. "c°h^:'at^: f,',^'

1Pa?^XaW)v^ (WwA^Xu^W iiw^^kWvW cKjuiw ^.

POLES.
RERTHOLD CROSS

& JENNINGS,
I

ARMS.
WHITE CEDAR. ST. LOUIS.

f LONG LEAF
IDAHO GEDAR up to 80 ft. chemical Bunding. | PINE AND FIR.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Larg. Stock Constantly in Hand.
Poles

Street Railway Ties.
Specialty: 7-foot
White Cedar Elec-
tric Railways, etc. Poles.

izo & SONS. ^Jk<90E-r-r, lyiictH.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURINC CO.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,

Uanutftctarers and Ds.lerfl In

Yellow Pine Crosi Arms, Locust Pins, Oak Pins, Electrical

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stocks on hand.

Delivered prices quoted, F. O. B. cars, your city. In any quantity. -WRITE US.

BLUE RIDGE LOCUST PIN CO.,
HARVEY M. DICKSON, Gen Mgr. .AS IHE>/I L.^E, 1^

LOCUST INSULATOR PINS AND DRAGKETS.
MAWUFACTUREBS OF...

Seven factories in operation. Capacity, 60,COO per day. Write forprices on pin and bracket specialties

CEDAR POLES.
Piling and Street R. R. Ties.

C. H. WORCESTER CO.,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Producers and Wholesalers of White Cedar Products.

VICTOR TURBINES
OPERATING DYNAMOS.

That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for electric

generators than any other is d^e to the many points of

superiority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:

High Speed, Close Begalation,
Oreat Capacity, High Efficiency,

Perfect Cylinder 6ate, Steady Motion.

We Also Have a Full Line of Modarn Patterns for Gears and

Power Transmission Machinery.

WRITE FOB CATAIiOGUE.

The Stilwell-Blerce & Smith-Vaile Co.,

857 liehman Street, DAYTON, OHIO.

CEDAR POLES
LINDSLCy BROTHERS COMPANY
MrWOMllVEE. MICH. AND PORTl-AN D, OHECO N.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS
^0-FOOT TO 80~FOOT POLES OUR SPCCIALTY

A PRETTY STORY.
Eight months ago the Texas Arm & Pin Co. began manufacturing things in-

clined electrically wooden, like cross arms, pins and brackets. An old, no-arcount,

second-hand machine, in a broken-down factory, was used, but now they have four

factories with new and late machinery and are shipping more cross-arms than the law

allows. But they can ship more. They are untapped, long-leaf, yellow pine.

Branch Office; 10 Temple Court Building, Chicago, W. H. QUAW, Mgr. »^„ZT2o^8.
Or the home office at Beaumont, Texas, is where you write for more information and a

pretty and useful pamphlet.

BUY
Your Electrical Books of the Electrician

Publishing Co., Suite 510 flarquette

BIdg., Chicago. You will save TIME and

MONEY by doing so

THE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
BY

HEBBEKT LAWS WEBB.
Price §1.00.

The only complete and practical work
of its kind on the market.

PUBLISHED BY

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO,,
Suite 510 Marquette Bulldlne, Chicago

R. H. LEAVITT,
Capron, 111.

Manufacturer of

STANDARD ELECTRIC-LIGHT AND TELEPHONE
CROSS-ARM BRACKETS AND PINS.

Write us forprices. Welikelt. Willsit uplate
anu rise early to answer you and fill j'our orders.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, MICH. TIES.

Eleven Pole Yards In Michigan.
Wbolesale Producers for 20 years.

Cl<'or (luotaiions Tvire or write ^^^^
O. W. SMITH, Wholesale Producer ^^

EDAR POLEX
225 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL. ^^V

liarge Storks. Central Ifards. <taick Shipment. ^^^

CEDAR
DAVIS AND STITT

COMPANY,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Write for DellTered Prlcei. POLES

Catalogue and Net Price List

LINEMEN'S OUTFITS
Mailed Free to Linemen and Construction Men-

AODRESS:

MATHIAS KLEIN & SON. ManuJacturers.

87-69 W. VAN BURCN ST. ChlcagO, III.

Iniliaiiapolls Arm, Bracket & Fin Co.
Suecmurs to J. B. MACERS,

Arms, Brackets, Locust aDd Oak Pins,

Tent Stakes, ROPE Lock Blocks.

Otlie.: l26S.Marl«l.n SI., indlinavolli, ind.

factory: JAMGSTOWN, IND.
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WESTINQHOUSE Motors
Simplicity of Construction.

Economy of Operation.

Universally

Adopted.

Westingfhouse Electric
& rianufacturing Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

All principal cities in U. S. and Canada.
"Westingfaouse Dust-Proof Motors Operating Outdoor Crane.

Incandescent Lamps.
Accurately proportioned for equal

candlepower when connected in series.

Anchored filaments
prevent injury by jarring.

Sawyer=Man Electric Co., Allegheny, Pa.

The Popularity of

Rockwood's Patent Compressed

Non-Slipping.

Non-breakable.
Economical.
Durable.

Balanced.
Neat design.

Light-weight.
Non-Magnetic.

Six thousand
various sizes

partly finished

carried con-

stantly in stock.

Hubs any shape,

any position.

Paper Pulleys
("Foi- otie-sixfh century the standardfor durability and efficiency .^''

)

arises in a measure from their stability.

Engineers and users should not fail to specify I^ockwood Patent Compressed Paper Pulleys on all contracts.

CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING.

ROCKWOOD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Paper Pulley Sales Deft., 330 So. Pennsylvania Street.,

Indianapolis, Indiana., U. S. A.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
(INCORPORATED.)

SOMETHING NEW
Our TYPE K

Integrating Wattmeter
Weighs less than 1 3 pounds and can be installed in a space

63^ inches by Qy^ inches.

SOME INTERESTING POINTS.
This Meter will Record Accurately the Energy of Alternating Current Circuits Regardless of the

POWER FACTOR.
It can be quickly Adjusted for Either HIGH OR LOW FREQUENCY.
No Constants or Multipliers Used. Meters are DIRECT READING.

THE CALIBRATION IS PERMANENT AND RELIABLE.
CONVENIENT TO HANDLE, EASY TO INSTALL AND REPAIR.

ALL PARTS ARE STANDARD AND INTERCHANGEABLE.

Write for Bulletin 1012.

^t^^^H

1i

jR'

FORT WAYNE,
-MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY-

NDIANA.

ELECTRICITY FOR ENGINEERS.
Latest Edition, Now Published in One Complete Volume, 424 Pages, Profusely Illustrated.

Just the Work for Engineers, Electricians, Dynamo Tenders, etc.

PART I, CONTEMTS.—CHAPTER I: Electricity; Positive and Negative; Conductors,
Non-CoDductors and Insulators; Electro-Motive Force; Voits; Resistance; Ohms; Current; Am-
peres.—CHAPTER 11: Dynamos; Magnets; Field Coils: Electro Magnets; Permanent Magnets.—
CHAPTER III: Armatures. Construction of. Different Kinds of; Commutators. How Made andCon-
ected: Heating of Armatures; Eddy Currents.—CHAPTER IV: Tlie Current; How Produced;
Induction; Series "Wound Dynamos; ShuDt "Wound Dynamos; Exciting the Fields; Constant Cur-
fen t and Constant Potential Dynamos; Series and Parallel; Parallel or Multiple Arc System.—
CHAPTER V: Incandescent Lamps; Filaments; Connections; Flashing; Exhausting; Testing;
Candle Power; Operated in Series; Automatic Cut-Out; In Multiple Arc or Parallel; Multiple Series;
Multiple Series Cut-Out; Three "Wire System.—CHAPTER VI: The Arc Light: How Formed;
Causes o! Unsteadiness; Remedy; Effect of Shades or Globes- Shape of Carbons Under Ditferent
Conditions of Burning; Arc Lamps; Regulating and Cut>Out Mechanism; Action of Current; Clutch
Lamps; Clockwork Lamps; Double Lamps; Troubles in Lanips.—CHAPTER VII: Commutators
»nd Brushes; The Brush Commutators: Brushes; Different Styles of Brushes: Double Brushes;
Single Brushes; Troubles with Conmiutators and Brushes; Correct Position of Bnishes; Sparking
»t Brushes; Care of Brushes and Commutators; Flashing.—CHAPTER VIII: Current Regulation;
Hand Regulation; By Position of Brushes; Resistance Box; Resistance Colls.—CHAPTER IX:
American System of Automatic Current Regulation; The Dynamo; Regulator; Action of Regulafor.
CHAPTER X; Brusli System of Automatic Current Regulation; Brush Armature; Diagram of Cir-
cuits through Draamo, Regulator and Lamps; Dial or Regulator; Care and Adjustment of Dial;
Dial Controller; Circuits and Connections of No. 8 Brush Dynamo; Circuits of Compound Wound
Constant Potential Brush Dynamo.—CHAPTER XI: The Edison System; Automatic Regulator;
Circuits of Regulator: Circuits of Dynamo: Action of Regulator; Howell Pressure Indicator; Dia-
gram of Circuits; Description of Parts and Operation.—CHAPTER XII: Excelsior Systfm of Auto-
matic Current Regulation; Dynamo; Armature; Diagram of Circuits: The Regulator and Motor;
Action of Retnilator.—CHAPTER XIII: Schuyler System of Automatic Current Regulation;
pj-namo: Armature, Commutator and Brusbes; Diagram of Circuits In Armature and Field; Regu-
lator; Circuits in Regulator.—CHAPTER XIV: Thomson-Houston System of Automatic Current
Eegulatlon; Dynamo; Armature; Commutator and Brushes; Controlling Maenet; Wall Controller;
Diagram of Circuits; Air Elast.-CHAPTER XV: Waterliouse System oi Tbree-Bnish Automatic
Current Regulation; Dynamo: Extra Brush: Resistance Coils and Regulator. CHAPTER XVI:
Ampere Jleters; Tangential Scale: Solenoid Meters.—CHAPTER XVII: A''oltmeters: Pressure
and Potential Indicators.—CHAPTER XVni: Testing; Galvanometers; Astatic Needle; Differ-
ential Apnaratus.—CHAPTER KIX: "Wheatstone Bridge or Electrical Balance; Diagram of Cir-
cuits and Methods of use; Bridge and Rheostat; Round Form; Square Form.—CHAPTER XX:
The Magneto asa Testing^Instrument; Armature; Field; Bell; Diagram of Circuits.-CHAPTER

•Plu^ and Socket: Conclusion. CHAPTER XXXIII: Electric Motors; (leneral Principles
Same as iQ DsTiamos; Types; Shunt and Series Motors Suitable for all General Purposes; Regula-
noDof Shunt Motors; Of Series Motors; Counter E.M.F.: Direction of Rotation and Direction of
Coirent; Starting Motors; Diagram of CoimecUon. '

PART II. CONTENTS.—CHAPTER I: Alternate Current Dynamos; Principles of tlie
Field- Field Current Armature; WiDding; Connections; Lamination; Different Types of Alterna-
tors; Regulation; Leading Systems; The Brush Generators; Magnets; Armature; Principles of In-
ductioo.—CHAPTER II: Djuamos, Continued; The Mordey Alternator; Stationary Armatures:
Field Magnets; Ferranti Armature; Field Magnets; "Winding; Collectors.—CHAPTER III: Dyna-
mos Concluded; Siemens Dynamo; Best Magnetic Circuits; Stanley. Constant Current Dynamo;
The Armature; Self Induction; Regulation^—CHAPTER IV: Induction Coils; Converters; Trans-
formers: Economy of Distribution; An Electrical H. P.; Losses in Conductor; Induction Coils; Ef-
fect of Induction; Transformers.—CHAPTER V: Transform3rs Continued; Induction Coils; Con-
verters: Transforming Up and Down; Design of Transformors; The Static Charge; Protection
Against; Grounding the Secondary; Other Devices; The Foil Irotector; Different Types of Trans-
formers.—CHAPTER VI: Transformers, Concluded; Fuses; Regulation; Windingof Transformers;
Connecting to Circuit; Regiilation; Safety Fuses.—CHAPTER VII: Parallel System; Series Arc
Liglit System; Diagram of Circuits; Parallel System; Primary Circuit: Secondary Circuit; Placing
of Transformers; Fuses; Diagram of Series Arc Light Circuit.—CHAPTER VIII; Lines of Force;
Hysteresis; Magnetic Penetration; The Circuit of Lines of Force; Experiments with Magnet;
Rapidity of Reversals and Hysteresis.—CHAPTER IX: Arc Lamps; In Series; The Westinghouse
Arc Lamp; Diagram of Circuits in Lamp; Action of the Mechanism: Flat Carbons.—CHAPTER X;
Arc Lamps, in Multiple; Slattery Differential Lamp; Mechanism of Lamp; Its Operation.—CHAP-
TER XI: Measuring and Indicating Apparat\is; Instruments for Use with Alternating Currents
Differ from those used with Continuous Currents; Ammeters: Voltmeters; Description of Several
Forms of Instruments.—CHAPTER Xil: Measuring Instniiiieuts, Continued; Hot "Wire Instru-
ments; The Cardew Voltmeter; Details of the Instnmient; Low Potential Voltmeter.—CHAPTER
XIII: Voltmeters; Double Coil Voltmeter: Two Types.—CHAPTER XIV: Spring Meters; Curled
Spring Meter.-CHAPTER XV: Twisted Strip Instruments: Diagram of Comiections and Opera-
tion of Instrument.—CHAPTER XVI: Recording Meters; Stanley Meter; Construction and Prin-
ciples of <")peration; Diagrams of Parts; Slattery Induction flieter- Description of Parts and Prin-
ciples of Operation; Watt Meter; Thomson Meter.—CHAPTER XVII; Generators in Parallel-
Difficulties in Operating; Alternate Current Generators in Parallel ;' Arrangements of Circuits ana
Machines for Operating in Parallel; Diagram of Common Arrangement of Machines and (Mrcuits.—
CHAPTER XVIII: Ohm's Law; Strent>Ch of Current; Formulas and Examples; Power and Heat-
ing Effects of Currents.—CHAPTER XIX: Ground Alarms and Leak Detectors.

PRICE, $2.50.

Orders for above book, or any electrical work published promptly sent on receipt of price, postage prepaid.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette Blag., CHICAGO
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ELECTRICAL OR MECHANICAL.

We have fine facilities for light manufacmr-
Ing, and soUcii correspondeDce. Estimates
given on quantity or small lots. PUNCH PRESS
AND SCREW MACHINE WORK.

SPIES & COMPAXir,
87-S9 YV^.TauBuren St., Chicago, 111.

EDWARD p. DURCH,
Consulting Electrical Engineer,

l209&Daranty Bld.e.,9Ilnneapoli8.

OiMe Storap Batteries.
Suitable for all nurposea where Storage

Batteries are applicable.

No buckling of piBteK. No splHiaf of add.
No sulphating or airrodiag.

THE OXIDE BATTERY CO.,
Office. No. 1629 N. tOthSt:. Philadelphia. Pa.

U'CORMICK TURBINE.
On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft.

Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Gives a higher percentage of useful effect than any other water-wheel
heretofore made. All sizes, right and left hand, are built from patterns per-
fected under systematic tests in the Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and those contem-
plating ilie improveaient of powers, will find it to their interest to confer
with us, as we are willing to guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter what make of turbine has been in use. STATE REQUIREneNTS
AND SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBI]N&

For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes. Hallway Ihist Guards. "VTiMKaN
and Packings. Patent ULsuiadne Cleats.

MANI7FACTUKKD BY

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO., Wilmington^ 9fi

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Highest grades for electrical iasulation aad mecltanical purposes, in sheets,

tubes, rods and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on application.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wiimington, Del.

The Best-The "NEW STYLE"
Receptacle and Attachment Plug.

The latest in this line is the

"NEW STYLE" made by

WM. T. PRINGLE, 1026 Filbert Street, PHILAOELPHIA.
Walern RepixKiitltlves: J. B. McKeaiue Co., 324 Dearborn St., Cblcafo.

READY FOR THE MARKET.
"PBHOO," the neir style Creole rAsette. In-

solation perfect, lone tun; siiperior
in every detail.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co., Peru. Ind.

IN

a

AIR PROPELLORS
^^

We

Have Set

a New

Standard.

Ask for

Prices,

THE FULLER CO., Detroit, Mich., U.S. A.,
MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRICAL AND VENTILATING APPARATUS.

>akl3 HY
l«ndon, Kng.—Wm. Key, U Quccd Victoria

W., B. C.
r«rl3, France—B. H. Cadiot, 12 Hue Bt.

Ocor^e*.

OI«Kow, Scotland—Wm. Key, Ccntrol
Chnmljrm, 109 IIopp 8L

Tokobamn. .Tnpnn— Itnf^nnll & nltlcB.

New Tork—Wontcrn Klcctrlc Co.
VMhlugtgD— Nallonol KIcctrIc Supply Go.

WllnlnctoB-OaRctt, Millet & Uo.

Denver—Tlios. H. Bmltb; Hcndrle & Bolt-
liolT.

T.OB AiiffoU's—Wofltern Electric 'Works.
MlMiiotipolls—IloljertB lU-aLlug Sc Vent. Co.
Mll«nulif;(.—CJfO. V. Itohii.
Uhlcniio— \Vc'»icrn Electric Co.: Central

ICIijctrIc Uo.
Kt. r.oiiltt—Wf'Hterii Electrical Supply Co.
BOHlon—Sijilth At ALtbony.
South Ilind, Ind.-Mlller.Knoblock Co.
Pcck-Hoinn*oti(l Co.. Cincinnati, O., Gen-

eral Houthem AffcDlB.

^iS4S4^4S*ife*ifeifeifeA4ll *ife*jfe***i^ifejftjfej!^

^ Black Diamond File Works IS

Special

Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1895.

^.j ovn eooDS abb on BAiiS im etebt iiEADine babdwabb l

4l 8TOBB IN THB VIHTBD 8TATBS ABTD CANADA. {^

I G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY, |^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

^ A \/ Ij*
the cost of a

OA V r. CHIMNEY

BY USING

MECHANICAL
DRAFT.

tfli
B. F.

STURTEVANT
COMPANY,

1
BOSTON, MASS.

(

123

mm^ , NEW YORK,

I. Ji PHILADELPHIA,

J^ CHICAGO,
LONDON.
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IIVIPLEX WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

"r "ixson"''^'
Simplex Electrical Company,

lonad'nock Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlll, BOSTO N, MASS.

WESTERN GELLING AGENT,

H. R. HIXSON,
I 137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO

' SPECIALTIES A SPECIAU
I ELECTROLYTIC.

I
heIJnited States Carbon G ompany.

Cleveland." Ohio. U. '5. A.
MOTINCARBOM TRUST

^g-.',:ALTERNATING. DIRECT.!
ENCLOSED. OPEN.J

1889—Paris Exposition,
medal for Babber Insulation.
1893-'Vl'orld's Fair,

medal for Bmbber Insulation.

TIUUEI

THE STAKDABD FOB
BUBBEB IHSriiATIOlir.
Sole Manufacturers of

Okofljte Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee ""ToV Wires

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
[Miugor.. 253 Broadway, Mew York.

rllard L Cindee,
Dartnt Cheever.

Geo. T. Manson. Gen'l Supt
W. H. Hodgins^ Secy.

^^«AN/^^
INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Paranite Rubber Covered Wires and Cables,

UNDERGROUND, AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

TELEPHONE, TELEQRAPH AND FIRE ALARH CABLES.

All Wiret are tested at Factory. JTOSTESBOBO, IND.

a. M. IVIP-O. C^.,
eas. Electric and Combination Fittlnss

and Fixtures, Trlmmlnca, Screws
and Ornaments.

Send for Our New Catalogue, Just Issued.

JUNUPACrURERS OF

l>na.'Wd, Spun and Turned Braaa

Work to Order.

137-137 North loth Street,

Brooklyn, N. V.

<< PHONO-ELECTRIC "

'IT'S TOUGH'

The Most Durable
TROLLEY WIRE

WiU Not Break

Will Not Siretch

BRIDGEPORT BRASS CO.,

19 Murray SI., NEW YORK.
Write for Booklet.

nri iM vjivi^^ FOR ALL PURPOSES. ^
Sorap and Nfttlve Flatloum Puictaatod.

BAKRR & CO., 408-414 Blew Jersey
Railroad Ave.. WeTrarb, S. J.

Now York Offloe, 130 Liberty street. for agents.

2,ff00 111 USI.
Bipolar and Miiltlpolar Mo-
tors from hi to 50 horsepower.
Dynamos from 10 lights to 700.

We sell or rent. Good proflti

The Hobart Eleo. Mig. Co., Troy. 0M».

STERLING EXTRA INSULATING VARNISH.
Sterllnfi: Sxtr» Blacb Flnlsliliig; Varntsli,

Sterltns Black Air Drying VarnJsli, „ . ^
Sterling Black Core Plat« VamUli.

THE STERLING VARNISH CO.,
PIHsburg, Pa., U.S. A.

THE STERLING VARNISH CO.,
96 Colmore Row, Birmingham, Enghind.

American YitriM CoMnit Comjany/OuGen ^ Co..
l^bila.

MAMUFACnJBEBS OF

VITRIFIED SALT GLAZED
UNDERGROUND AND INTERIOR CONDUITS.

Contractors for Complete Installation
of Conduit Systems.

General Offlces: 39 Corllandt St., N. Y.

For Porcelain or Clay In-
sulating Specialties, such as
Bushings, Knobs or Cleats,
Address,
THEAKRON SMOKING PIPE CO.,

MOCADORE. OHIO.

lOlO Chestnnt Stj,

480 MONON BLDG., C:il||AQO.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray
FocusTubes, Induction Coils.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS
GUTTER ELECTRICAL CO., PHILADELPHIA.

WESTHN

Weiirton Standard Portable Direct
Beading Wattmeter.

ElBctoleal Ingtoument Co.,
1 14-120 WUliam St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A,

BERLIN: European Wi'ston Electrical Instru-
mentCo.. No. 88 RItterstrasse.

LONDON: Elliott Bros., No. lOt St. Martins
Lane,

The Weston StaMard Portalile

Direct Reaiing

Voltmeters and Wattmeters
FOB

Alternatiog and Direct Current Clrcnlts

Are the only standard portable in-

struments of the type deserving this
name. Write for circular and price
lists 8 and 9.

Mention the Western Electrician when
writing for catalOE;ue9.

STANLEY A. C. WATTMETERS.
Permanent Accuracy Guaranteed.

STANLEY INSTRUMENT CO.,
^ewYork: 146 Broadway.
San Francisco: 31-33 New Montgomery St.

'anada: The Royal Electric Co., Montreal and
Toronto.

BATTERY JARS.
Machine-made Battery Jars are Bettor ftn4

Stronger than the hand-blown, being more TJnl-
form and of Equal Distribution.

ASK YOUR iOBSER FOR OUR JAR.
We are the only concern mating Battery Jati

by machinery.
THE GILCHRIST JAR CO.,

Office and Factory: • • - ELMER.H.J-

HOLOPHANE CLASS CO.,

Compound Prism

Globes and Shades
FOR ALL KINDS OF LIGHTING.

TWO «OI.I> |U| A #1 d I £!

Awarded at Paris Exposition.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.
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SOMETHING ABSOLUTELY NEW
IN

ARC LAMPS

A-B Solid Copper Case

AND

Pressed Steel Case Arc tamps

FOR ALL CIRCUITS.

Twenty - Five Different Types.

Perfect in Regulation, Long Life, Easy Accessibility

to Mechanism.

In all competitive tests they have been proven 50 per cent

the best lamp made.

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
. I-OUPIS, KJ. S.

Full Particulars and Descriptive Matter Mailed on Application.

I
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THE "CHLORIDE ACCUMULATORn
IS OPERATED IN FORTY-NINE EDISON STATIONS.

When selecting apparatus for work of this character, purchasers generally give first con-

sideration to the features of

IABIL.|-r
DESCRIPTIVE BULLETINS
UPON REQUEST.

NEW YORK, 100 Broadway.

Y, EF-RICIEIMOY, DURABILITY.
THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY,

19th Street and Allegheny Avenue, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BOSTON, 60 State St. CHICAGO. 1424 Marquette Bide. BALTIMORE, 641 Equitable Bldg, SAN FRANCISCO, Parrott Bldg.

ALTERNATING -CURRENT POWER MOTORS,
1-20 TO 2 1-2 ACTUAL HORSEPOWER.

SIMPLE, RELIABLE, SATISFACTORY.
Send for bulletins just Issued describing new types.

The Emerson Electric Mfg.Co.,
7I4-7I6-7IS St. Charles St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Brancb Office and Warehouse

:

136 Liberty St., New York City.

A NOVELTY-JUST OUT!
UNIVERSAL CORD SPOOL.

This Is a. DPat and novel device for adjusting the length of cord of your drop light
Quickly attached; always hangs straight; caiiuot slip; no looj) to daugle about; do
socket to be removed. Made of hnrdwood, n tural green or cherry finish. I'rices on
application. Manufactured and patented by the

CRESCENT MFG. CO., 52 W. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, III., U. S. A.
For Sale by All Dealers In Electrlt^iLl Supplies.

Crown
" Insulated Conductors ®

AND

Rail Bonds
"Crown" wires are the perfection of Rubber Insulation for high or low voltage, direct or alter-

nating currents, solid or stranded conductors up to 2,500,000 circular mils' capacity.

"Crown" bonds are the perfection of simplicity and economy in rail bonding, together with
perfection of contact.

In "CROWN" WIRES or "CROWN" BONDS you secure the best attainable results,

electrically and mechanically.

Solid or stranded bare copper conductors; also lead - encased and armored for aerial,

underground and submarine work.

American Steel and Wire Co., Chicago, III.
NEW YORK, WORCESTER, DENVER, SAN FRANCISCO; LONDON, ENC.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
A.kTon Smoking Pipe (3o.

.

i

Alden Electric Co xi

Alexander, Thoa xlv

American Battery Co ...

.

xiv

American Br idge Co X

American Dlst. Steam Co. V

American E eetric Co.... vl

Amer, Electric Fuse Co. .

.

—
Amer. El. Teleph. Co xvll

American Elec. Works... xill

Amer. Reflt. & Ltg. Co... XllI

American School of Corr. xlv

Amer. Steel & Wire Co.. lii

Amer. Vitrified Cond. Co. i

Barnes Co. , Wallace XX
Barneu Co., G. A H xxlv

Belden-LarwUl Elec. &
Mfg. Co Iv

Berthold & Jennings— xxl

Besly &Co.,Chas. H.... xsiv
Blue Ridge Locust Pin Co .

—
Bossen El. Const. Co xlii

Bridgeport Brass Co 1

Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.... Ix

Burch, Edward P xxlv

Camp Engineering Co ...

.

xlv

Central Electric Co iv

xxl
C<'ntral Tel. & El. Co xvl

Chase-Shawmut Co X
Cbicapo dt Alton R. E... —
CAN. W. R. R XX
Chicago Edison Co Iv

Ghic. FnRe Wire A Mfg.Co. xvl It

Chic. House Wrecking Co XV

CM. &St. P. R. R XX
Chicago Mica Co xv
Chic. TelephoneSup. Co. xviii

Cleveland ArmatureWks. xv
Couch & Seeley Co xviii

Cream Flux Co xii

Cre^cent Mfg. Co iii

Crebt Manufacturing Co.. xii

Crocker-Wheeler Co
Cutler-Hammer MfgCo.. iv

Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co.... I

Davis AStittCo xxl

Deartwrn Drug & Ch. Co. xi

DeDion-Bouton Motorette

Co X

Diamond Meter Co iv

Dixon Crucible Co., Job. xx
Driver-Harris Wire Co . . xviii

Edison Decorative & Min-
iature Lamp Dept xii

EdlsonMfg. Co xlil

El. Bng. Inst. Corr. Inst.

Electric Appliance Co xii

Electric Storage Batt. Co. ill

Electrician Pub- Co
Electrolysis Proof Conduit

Mfg.Co xl

Emerson El. Mfg.Co ill

Ericsson Telephone Co . . . i

Eureka Elec. Co

Farles Mfg. Co xxlv
FarrTeL * Con. Sup. Co. xviii

Federal Battery Co vlil

Firkins & Co., O. W xxl

"For Sale" Advs xiv

Ft. Wayne EL Wka., Inc. xxlil

Fowler, John H xxl

Franklin Eng. & Elec. Co.

Fuller Co., The

Garl Electric Co xviii

General Electric Co vll

General Elec. Repair Co..

Gen'l Incandescent Arc
LlghtCo xiil

General Inc. Lamp Co
Gilchrist Jar Co 1

Gould Storage Battery Co. viU
Great Western Smelting
& Refining Co

Gregory ElectricCo xiv

Hartwlg& Miller

Hazard Manufacturing Co.

Helios-Upton Co vlli

Hill, W.S., ElectricCo... —

-

HobartElec. Mfg. Co 1

Hooge-Walsh El. Eng. Co.

Bolmes Fibre-Graph. Co.

Holophane Glass Co 1

Humphrey, Henry H xiv

Illinois Maintenance Co.. xlv

IndependentTel. Sup, Co. xvlll

Indianapolis Arm, Bracket
& Pin Co xxi

Indiana Rub. & Ins. W. Co. 1

India Rubber & Gutta
Percha Insulating Co..

Internal '1 Cor. Schools. xv

Jeffrey Mfg. Co xx
Johnston, Thos. J xill

Kansas City Tel. Mfg. Co.

Kartavert MfK. Co
Keasbey & Mattison Co... v

Kelley a Son. Ben]. P...

KelloggSwltchb ASup Co. xvll

Kentucky Electrical Co.. xxlv

Kleckhefer Elevator Co.. xix

Eleln & Son, Mathias xxl
Klemm & Co xii

Kokomo TeL A EL M.Co. xviii

Kusel, D. A., TeL A Elec.

Mfg. Co xvlil

Lea-Hooven Mfg. Co
Leather Preserv. M. Corp.

Leavitt. R. H
Leclanche Battery Co....

Leffel A Co. , James
Lindsley Brothers Co
Link-Belt Machinery Co.

Llntner, Wm. T

vlil

Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co.

Manhattan Gen'l Const.Co. xv
Manrosa, F. N xll

McDermld Mfg. Co xvll

MclntireCo., TheC xx
McLennan A Co.,K xll

McRoy, John T xii

Mlanus ElectricCo xx
Mica Insulator Co xll

Miller-Knob' ock El M.Co. xx
Miscellaneous Advs xiv

Monarch Fire Appl. Co. . .

Monon R. R xx
MunsellA Co., Eugene. .. xll

National Carbon Co vlli

National India Rubber Co.

National Tel Equlpm. Co. xvll

New York Ins. WireCo... xl

Noblett, E.J xxi

North Electric Co xvi

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.. xl

Ohio Electric Works xill

OkoniteCo., Tne i

Oxide Battery Co xxlv

Pacific Electric Co
Page, Chas. G xill

PalsteCo., H. T xt

Paragon Fan A Motor Co.

Perrizo A Sons xxl

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co xxtv

PhlUipB, Eugene F xill

PhlUips Ins'd Wire Co.... xill

Phoenix Glass Co
Phosphor-Bronze S. Co. xx
Pittsburg A L . S. Iron Co. x xl

Pringle, Wm. T

Queen A Co.,

Reislnger, Hugo
R. I. Ttileph. A Elec. Co. —
Rlcfamondt Conduit Co.. xill

Robertson A Sons, Jas. L. xill

Rockwood Mfg.Co xxll

Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A. xx
Rose Electric Co xlv
Rossiter, MacGovern A Co. xvi

Roth Bros. AGO xii

Sage&Bro., F. B xvlll

Sargent A Lundy
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co xxll

Schureman A Hayden xlv
Schwalm Co., Geo. F xlv
Shelby Electric Co 1

Siemens A Halske Electric

Co. of America vll

Simplex Elect'al Co., The, 1

Smith Co., S. Morgan., . xx
Sm th. O. W xxl
Smith, Philip xviii

Speer CarljonCo
Spies A Company .'. xxlv
Sprague ElectricCo xill

StftndaTd TeL A EL Co.. zri
StandardUnderp.CableCo.

Stanley Electrical Mfg.Co. xl

Stanley Instrument Co...

Sterling a Son, W. C... xxl
Sterling ElectricCo.... xiiil

Sterling Varnish Co., The 1

Stewart A Co., frank H.. i
StUweil-Blerce A bmith-

VatleCo xxl
Stow Mfg. Co XX
Stromberg-Carlson TeL
Mfg.Co xvll

Sturtevant Co., B. F xxlv
Swedish-Am. TeL Co xvll

Texas Arm & Pin Co xxl
Thomas, Wilcox A Dietz. xxi
Torrey Cedar Co xxi

United States Carbon .Co. l

Varley Duplex Mag. Co. .. xvii
Viaduct Mfg. Co xvlll

Vitro Chrome Chem. Co.. xxlv
Vulcanized FlberCo.... xxlv

Wagner El. Mfg. Co v
Waener. Herbert A xll

Walsh's Sons A Co xiv
Warner Electric Co., The xvl
Warren Elec. Mfg.Co xl
Webnter Chemical Co xxiv
Western Electric Co vil

Western El. Supply Co... 11

Western TeL Const. Co... xvll

Westlnghouse Electric A
Manufacturing Co xxll

Weston Elect'cal Inst. Co. i

White Mfg. Co., J. H 1

Worcester Co., O. H... .. xxl

^or ^laissl-riAd Ind^jc o-f Jkd>r*r«ls«m«n«s S«» ^mu^ ^^1*
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ARC LAMPS, KNIFE SWITCHES, GLOBES, FLUSH PUSH,
AND SNAP SWITCHES, SHADES, CARBONS, RUBBER
COVERED WIRES, CORDS AND CABLES, ELECTRIC
LIGHTING SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

\A/R|-rE F-OR PRICES.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY, 139 Adams St, CHICAGO

uminmuiiiiiiiiinammiimiintiiiimtitiiitititammiittitititumiitmntniiiuiliHig

Columbia
Lamps.

Unequaled in Quality. |

BEFORE placing your orders for fall and early winter re-

quirements in Incandescent Lamps we respectfully invite

the attention of Central Stations and Isolated Plants to

the high quality of the Columbia. We guarantee the highest

uniformity in initial readings as well as the highest maintenance

of candlepower.

Special prices to consumers on future delivery orders for

i,ooo or more covering full annual requirements.

Trial order solicited.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, I

GENERAL SALES AGENTS,

a64-366-268-270 Fifth Aveaue,

CHICAGO.

armnnmnTmmTmTTnnnnmmmTmTTmTmnTmnmmnnTTmimmTmnnnTTnmK

VAKI OAII niTDClin Upon C. t^ H. rbeostats operating satisfactorily. The
lUU UnH UCrCHU material and \vorkman:>hip are the best and al appara-
tus is given two independent and severe tests before shipping. Kend for catalogue W.

The Cutler-HammerMfg. Co.,
Main Offices and Factory: MiLWAUKEE, WiS.

EASTERN FACTORY: Westfield. N. J. NEW YORK OFFICE: 136 Liberty Street.

The largest and oldest manufacturers of Rheostats In tbe world.

fi£ WITHOUT A PEER"
Tliat'stlie Endorsement Given

THE ^^BELDEN" SYSTEM

OF ARC LIGHTING.

MECHANICALLY PERFECT,
ARTISTIC IN DESIGN.

If you're open to conviction

send for our catalog, which

tells what an Arc Lamp
should be and what the

Belden is.

BfiMen-Larwill Electric & H Co.,

FT. WAYNE, IND,
AGENTS:

M. B. AUSTIN & CO.. 58 W. Van Buren St.. CMcsgo.
C. E. WILSON, care Manufajiorrr^* Llub, Philadelphia, Pa.

R. N. SIEWaRI & CO.. Denver, Colo.

We are now In a position to estnbllsh desirable
agencies in all principal cities in ihls and forclgrn

countries.

Scheeffer Recording

Wattmeter.
ROUND PAnERN TYPE "E." FOR ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

An Accurate and Sensitive Meter.

Improved Ball Bearing.

DIAMOND METER CO.
PEORIA, ILL., U. 8. A.
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COMPLETE LINE OF

asbestos pacl^lngs,

Casf?ets an& Cements.

ASBESTOS

PAPERS, MILLBOARDS, CLOTH,

ETC., ETC.

IReasbe^ Si /llbattison

Company.

The ORIGINAL and ONLY Manufacturers of the REAL

flDagnesia Sectional Covertngs.

ALFRED C. KEMPER, MANAGER.

38rancbes

:

> WISCONSIN AND MINNESOTA:

J ( 350 East Water Street,

MINNEAPOLIS, 309 Scuth 6th Street. J J fTtJI. »-i« I/AA ^A1"
DULUTH, 32s West Michigan Street. \\ llclllvdUKCvt WIS*

Represented in all the principal cities in the United States.

OUR LATEST
FRONT OF THE BOARD TYPE

Switchboard Instrument.

Typ« f Wattmeter, Front Onnectlon, One-third Actual Size.

Our Indicating Wattmeters, Voltmeters
and Ammeters are also built for BACK OF
THE BOARD.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND BULLETIN Z 31, JUST ISSUED.

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
General Offices and Factory.St. Louis, Mo.,U-8. A.

BRANCH OFFICES:
NEW YORK, 220 Havemefer Bldji. PHILADELrHIA, 1000 B«tz Bide. BOSTON, 620 Atlantic Ave.

CHICAGO. 1624 Mirquatte BIdg. BALTIMORE. 204 East Lexingien St.
SAN FRANCISCO. 120 Sutter St. N£IV ORLEANS, (10 Gravlcr St.

FOREIGN DEPARTMENT, Havemeyar BIdg., N«w Yai* Oil-
CITY OF MEXICO, MEX.. American Engineering Ce. ot Mexico. Agents.

LONDON, ENt., 47 Victoria St., C R. Heap, igent. YOKOHAMA, lAPAN, Begnall li Hlllee, Agents.
PARIS. FRANCE, 12 Rue St.Ge«rges, E. H.Cadlot t Cle, Agents.

IT IS NO WONDER
you are fighting mad when you see 8^ percent,

of the money paid for fuel to run your

electric plant passing into the atmosphere.

1,000,000

cubic feet of space in stores, offices, churches

and dwellings can be comfortably heated by

every 100 H. P. of exhaust steam. By means

of our system of

STEAM HEATING

every 100 H. P. of this exhaust steam can be

sold for ^2,500.00 to $3,500.00.

Write for our Circular.

AMERICAN DISTRICT STEAM CO.,

LOCKPORT, N. Y.
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PARAGON SPEED INDICATOR,

BALL BEARINGS,

NEW STYLE,

PERFECT,

ACCURATE.

XCLS ALL OT*-'ERS.

Every Power User needs one. ^ Fits all centers.

Saves its cost price a hundred times in a year.

Write for prices and particulars. ^ ^ ^ J-

WM. T. LINTNER, gloversville, n. y., u. s. a.
Please mention Western Electrician when writing.

This Building is Filletl with Goods You Need and Whicli You
May Have Promptly.

SIMPLY SEND US YOUR ORDERS.

Electrical

Supplies.

Electrical

Machinery.

American Electric Company,
ST. PAUL., IN/IINIMES^-TA.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
AnchorafTeL&Tel.Pole).
Smith. Philip.

Annan<'iat»rs.
Ameican Electric Co.
Central Klectric Co.
Elftnrtc Appliance Co.
Garl Electric Co.
Manhattan Elec. Sutiply Co.
Ohfo Electric Works.
Weatern Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Arc IjBmpM.
Alden E'ec'ricCo.
American Electric Co.
Belden ' arwUJ Ki. AMI. Co.
Central Electric Co
Ft Wayne Klec. Wts., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
GTPieorv Electric Co.
Hel'os-Upton Co.
L»'a-Honven Mfi?. Co.
Mnnht'tan Gen'l Const. Co.
Kosslter, Mac jovern tt Co.
Wet-tern Electrlr Co.
western Elect. Supply Co.
WestlnchoiiBe El. A Mfg. Co.

An*"™"***'****.
Dor»lAn-B 'iitrtnMotoi-ettpCo.

BahhItt net'l anil Holder.
Gr WflHtprn Sm and Retg.Co.

Bntterira anri .larv.
American Electr'cCo.
Central Electric Co.
KdUnn M^ir. Co.
Flef'tHc ApnUanre Co.
FcrtPtal Battery Co.
Gllchrlat Jar Co.
Lwrlanche Battery Co., The.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.
Jfffttlnnql Tarh^n Co,
Ohio E'ectric Wo'"ks.
Peru Elec- Mfe. Co.
Western Electrlr Co.
W^oter" Ripct. Rnnnly Co.

BelliiU RnKKerH. F.t«.
ATlprlcnn El*'''tr'cCo.
Central Rlertrlf Co.
ElpctTir AnnHanceCo.
Garl Electric Co.
Manhattan EIpc, Supply Co.
Wootern Electric Co.
WPBtprn FUct. Supply Co.

Belt T»re««liie.
T^o*vi#r Preaerver Mfe. Corp.

BMtlnc.
Ch'caen Hour* Wrecklne Co.
T.ejithpr Prestrver Mfg. Corp.

Bl'»w^er«.
Fuller Pn.. The.
RHirteTfcntCO.. B. P.

Boll*'»'".
Ch'caeo House-Wrecking Co.
B nkM.F.Ieorrlral.
BlfM^rrtclan Puhli«hlne Co.

BrMKe>« and Kulldlnes

Ameriran Bridge Co.
Br«*»lie«.
B^fkpr Bros.
Central Electric Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hohart Elec. Mfe. Co.
Fnlmef* Flbre-GraphlteOo.
Pare A Bro.. F B.

mttleM 'RepInRniated Wlren.)
Cahle*. F.lertrlr'See In"u-
ltt#(fl wi'-fif(>,Copp©r,Slieet
and Bar.
Amerlran Elec. Workii.
Amer'ean Steel * Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
General Electr'c Co.
New Yr«rk Ins. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground CCo.
W*"'«m ElfTt. Knpplv Co.

GRrhoni.Pn|atMA'Plate«
AmC" can Ek'CtrIc (Jo.

Central Electric Co.
ChlcaK*^' FdlHon Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
National c'^r^'On Co.
RelBlnaer Hugo,
Bpoer Carbon Co,
United htateH Carbon Co.
W«"tArn El^ct Bupply Co,

CaMtinsM <lron.)
Smith Co., 8. Morgan,

Gtaalna,
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Helt Machinery Co.

CIrrnIt Breakers.
Cutler Kl«r. A MfK Co,

Coal A A«he« Handling
Machinery.
Jeffrey MfK Go.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Collaand na<aet«.
Mlller-Koohlocit El. Mff. Co.
V%>Ut itnolnv Mnvn^t flo.

ColorlnK(lne. I^nmp).
Vitro Chrome Chemical Co.
Web8t«r Cbemlcal Co.

Compound.
Dearborn Drug AChem.Wks.
McLennan A Co., K.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and rondoita.
Amerl<-an HcctrioCo.
Amer. Vitrified Conduit Co,
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrolysis Proof Conduit
Mfg. Co.

McRoy. John T.
Rtchmondt Conduit Co.
Sprapue Electric Co.
Wentern Elect. Supply Co.

Connertnra and Terml-
nalH f Patent).
American Elec. Fuse Co.
McIntlreCo.. Thei\

ConHtmrtinn A Bepalrs.
American Electric Co.
Becker Bros.
CtalcafTO Edison Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hodee-Walsh Elec. Eng. Go.
Western Electric Co

CnntraetnrN and Rlectrlc
I.ierht PlantH.
Amer can Elect'-ic Co.
Knllock El»-c Mfa. Co.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wka., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros A Co.
Siemens .% Hal ske Electric Co.
of America.

Spraeue Electric Co.
Stanlev E'ectrical Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. MfR. Co.
Wefttern Electric Co.
WestlncboiiHeElec.A Mfg.Co.

Copper ^Vlre«.
American Electric Co.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
BrldEep<>rt Brass Co.
Central Rlectrlc Co.
prlver- Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. •Junply Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkonlteCo..The
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllne's Sons Co.. J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

CorreHpnndenee Nehnnls
American School of Corresp.
Elec. Rnelneer Corr. Inst.
fni. Corre«pond. Schools.

CrnMM-AmiN, Pins and
BraeketH.
Bl»e RIdee Locust Pin Co.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfe. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indpifi. Arm. Brack. APlnCo.
Leavllt, R, H.
Texas Arm A Pin Co.
WPRlern Elect. Supplv Co,

Cnt-Onts and H-witches.
America^ Electric Co,
Bnesert Elec. ronst. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chas^-^hnwmnt Co.
Chlcaco'Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfp, Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Ceneral Elec. Co,
Oeneral Inc. ^rcLlBhtCo.
Hill, W. R.. E1Pctr*cCo.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co,
PalsteCo.. H. T.
Siemens A TTalske Electric Co.
of A-nerlca.

Wagner EIpc. Mfe. Co,
Western KlPclrlcCo.
WcHlern Elect. Supplv Co.
WftHtlnghouBc El. A Mfg. Co.

Ctit*.,
Franklin Eng. A Electro Co,

l>.VHntnoM mill 'nn'om.
American Elec'^'c Co.
Bullock Flee Mf '. Co.
f'ontral Electric Co.
ChlcaKO TIouKe Wrecking Co.
Crorkor-Whcelor Company.
Ft. Wftvne Elec. Wks,. Inc,
Oeneral Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co,
Oretrorv Electric Co.
Ilobart Elec. Mfir. Co.
Fcntu'-kv EU'C'ricnl ro,
Norihf*rn Elec. Mfir, Co.
Ohio Electric Works,
Rose Klcctrtcr-o,
Ro^Riter. Mac Govern A Co.
Both Bros. A Co.

Schureman A Hayden.
Siemens Ji Halske Electric Co,
of America.

Spraeue Electric Co.
Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F",

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electric Supply Co.
WeHtiUKhouRe El, A Mfg. Co.

£]eetrio Railways.
Crocker-W heeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Siemens A Halske ElectrlcCo,
of America.

Sprague Electric Co,
Westinehouse El. A Mfe. Co,

Elertrteal and Mechani-
cal Rnslneers.
Bain. Force.
Burch, Edward P.

Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
-Humphrey, Henry H.
lUino's Mail tfnance Co.
Sargent A Lundy.
Warner. Herbert K.

Kleetrlcal InNtmments.
Amer c^n Elecir'C Co.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Chase-Shawmut Co.
Electric Appliance Co,
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General ElectrlcCo.
General Inc. Arc Light Co,
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co,
Queen A Co.
Saee A Bro., P. B.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.

of America.
S'anlev Electrical M'g, Co.
Stanley In-trument Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Elertro-Platlns Mach'y.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Genera! ElectrlcCo.

RIeTatorN.fl'onTeyors.
.iPtfrev Mfe To.
Kleckhpfer Elevator Co.

ILInk Belt Machinery Co,
Rn^neM, Mteam.

Ball EnelneCo.
Camp Eneineering Co.
Chicaen House Wrecking Co.
Rtnrtevant Co,. B, F.

RxhVtNteam Apparatus.
American District Steam Co.

Fan Ontflt«.
Amer ran Electric Co.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Crocker- Wheeler Company,
Edison Mfe. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Fuller Co.. The.
GeuRral ElectrlcCo.
fipner"! Inc. ^rcLlehtCo.
Oh o E'e trie Works.
Both Bros. A Co,
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America,

Spraeue Electric Co.
Sturtevant Co.. B. F.
Waener Elpctrlc Mfg. Co.
Western ElectrlcCo.
Western Elect. Supplv Co.
Wostinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfe. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

FIleH.
Barnett Co.. O. A R.

F'»"«* Fxtlnffni*ib<»rBi.
Monarch Fire Annl'anceCo.

FiTtiireK and Fittings.
Wh'te Mfe Co. ,T. H.

Fli^xlhle Hhafts.
^tftw Mfg. Co.

ForareH.
Rtnrtevant Co.. B. F.

Fn«eR wnd »''nia«* wire.
Amer'cnn Elec. Fuqe Co.
Central ElectT'cr-o.
ChflsR-Rhtwmut Co
Cbtcaeo FuRff wire A Mfg.Co,
Electric Annl'nnce f^o.

Mdntlrc Co.. The C
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Ofn**H.
RpbIv a Co . Chas. H.

CiJ<>ii(*rn1 Flop. Mniipllen.
Amer'cnn Elecr'c Co.
A'den Electric Co
Cf^^lral E'ectric Co.
ChnHcRViBwmnt Co.
Chicaeo Ertionn Co,
E'ectric Appl'nnce Co.
Garl Fioc'r'c Co
General Vl^ctrlcOo,
Hodoo-Walnb El Eng. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Supply Co.

Mlanus Electric Co.
Ob'o Electric Works.
S'ewart A ro . Frank H,
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

CiloheH and RIecirical
4>ilaHHware.
Holophane Glass Co.
PhtEulx Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supplv Co.

Crraphlte Nperialtles.
Besly A Co., Chas H,
Dixon Crucible Co.. Jos.
Holmes FIbre-Graphlte Co.

Heaters (Feed Water),
Kelley & Son, Kenj. F.

Heatlnsand TentUatlns
ApparatuN.
Rtnrtevant Co . B. F.

HolderN. Inc. Kamp.
(irpKcent Mfe Co
Stewnrt A Co., Frank H,

InanlatorM and luMUlat-
InffnaterialH.
Akron Sraoktne Pipe Co.
Ame-'can Electr'cCo.
Central Electric Co.
Chicaeo Edison Co.
Chicago Mica Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Independent Tel. Supplv Co.
Indiana Rub A Ins. Wire Co.
Kartavert Mfe. Co.
Manhattan Elec Supply Co.
Mica Insulator Co,
Munsell A Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
Npw Vork Tnsnlated WlreCo,
Ohio Electric Works.
Okonlte Co., The.
PatsteCo., H. T,
Peru Elec. Mfe. Co.
Phillips In.snlated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Fndereround C, Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western ElectrlcCo,
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinehouse El. A Mfg. Co,

InHnlated \l'lr<>R and
Cahlen Maenet IVlres.
Aiden EIcc't^c fo.
Amer'can Electric Co,
American Elec Fu«e Co.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Dri-er-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co,
Qpneral Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Indenendpnt Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rnb. A Ins Wire Co.
India Rubber A Gutta Percha
Tnsula'lneCo,

McDermid Mfe Co.
Miller-KnobiocV El. Mfe. Co,
National India Rubber Co.
>jpw V'\rk Insulated WlreCo.
Oh o E'ectr'c Works.
Okonlte Co.. The.
Phillips. Eugene F.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllne's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co,
Standard rnriereround C. Co.
Weitprn Elect. Supply Co.

Jnnrtlon Boxes.
Bosnert Elect. Const. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

Lamps. rn<*andene«*nt.
'i mTican El'Cr c Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicaeo Edison Co.
Edison Decorative A Minia-
ture Tiamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Co.
General P'lectrlcCe,
General Inc. Arc Lleht Co.
General Inc. Lamp Co.
Kentucky Electrical Co.
^fo^hflttan Elec *?i]pply Co.
Ohio Electric Wo'-ks.
Sawver-Man Elec. Co.
Shelby ElectrlcCo.
WoRtern ElectrlcCo.
Western Elec. Supply Co,
Westinehouse El. A Mfg. Co,

LlflThtnlne: Arresters.
Amoricnt Elec Fuse Oo.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Electric \ppllanceCo,
Eureka Electric Co.
Ft, Wavno E1oc. Wks., Inc,
General Electric Co.
WoRtlnebouse El. A Mfg. Co.

lilnemen^N Cllnihers.
Klein » «on Mathlas.

9faimet M'ires-
(Seo Insulated Wires.)

Sleehanleal Bfaehlnery.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L.
Stilwell-Bierce Smith-Vaile.

meters.
Diamond Meter Co.
Fort Wayne Elec. Wrka, Inc.
General Inc. Arc Light Co
Siemens A Halske ElectrlcCo.
of America.

Mlea.
Chicago M'ca Co,
Munsell A Co., Eugene,

Minins ApP^i*^*a"> Vllec.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Northern E ec. Mfg. Go
Stanley Electrical Mfg Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg, Co.

9Iotors — See Dynamos and
Motors.

Pn4>klns.
B«!y A Co,. Chas. H.
Kea-bev A Mnttison Co.
Robertson A Rons, -las. L.

Paienr Attorneys,
Johnston, Thomas J.
Paee Chas, G

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.,Ltd.

P1a*lnnm Bonsht and
Sold.
Baker A Co.
Rt. West. Sm. and BeflningCo.

Poles,
Berthold A Jennlnga.
Davis A Stitt Co.
Firkinu ACo.. O. W.
Fowler. John H.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Perrlzo A Sons.
Pittsburg A L. S, Iron Co.
Smith. O. W.
Sterling A Ron. W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Worcester Co., C. H.

Poreelaln.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co,
Peru Elec Mfe. Co.

Pon'er Transmission
IHaehlnery.
JetTrev Mfe. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co,
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Bierce Smith-Valle.

Pnlleys.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Rockwood Mfg. Co
Smith Co.. S. Morean.
Stilwell-Rlerce Smith-Vaile.

Rnil KnndH.
American Steel A Wire Co.

Pnllivn^' MijrnalS.
Gar' ElectrlcCo.

Refiners.
rjt West. Sra.andReflningCo,

Refleetnrs.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.
Fnrles Mfe. CO.
Klemm A Co.

Re.AVindlnff—Repairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicaeo Edison Co.
Cleveland Armature Works.
General Electrical Repair Co,
Gregory ElectrlcCo.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Rose F.leclr'c Co,
R'-.ssl-e-. Mac Govern & Co.
Rcbureman A Hayden.

RheoMtats.
Cutler-Hfimmer Mfg, Co.
General Elect-lc Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc T,t. Co.
Raee A Bm.. F B,
WestlneborseEl. A Mfg. Co,

f»alt (Battery).
FfHlerai Battery Co,

Heennd-Hand TIfaeh'y.
Aloxnnder Thomas,
Chicaeo Wonse Wrecking Co,
Greeorv Electric Co.
Hodge-Walih Elec. Ene, Co.
TiHno'K Ma'nienance Co,
Rose Elec'ric Vo.
RoKBiter, Mac Oovern A Co.
Schureman A Hayden.
"alob'sSons A Co.

Hhades.
Amer. Beflector & Ltg. Co.
Farleo Mfg Co.
K'emm » Co.
Pnc'dc ElectrlcCo.

(Anlderl.^G- rinx.
Crenm ^lux Co

*ApnrUI>*fr Plnars.
Preot Mqnnfflctnrlng Co.

(Knonklne- Tubes.
Central ElectrlcCo,
Electric Appliance Co.

a Soo F»«Ko III

Western Electric Co,
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Speed Indieators.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
L'ntn* r. Wm. T.
Queen A Co.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L,
Weston Electrical Inst. Co

Springs.
American Steel A Wire Co,
Barnes Co., The Wallace,
ManroRR. F, N.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co,

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Oo.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Gould «trraee Battery Co.
H'lloF-Upton Co.
0«if^e Hat'e'*y Co

NtrneinrHl Iron W^ork.
American Rrlriee Po.

Tapes. Insnlatlne:.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co,
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co.. Ttie
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Weotern Elec. Supply Co,

Telephones. Tel«>phone
IITaterial and Switch-
hoards.
Americf n Electric Co.
American Elec FuseCo.
American El. TelephrneCo.
Central Electric Co.
Central TH. A Elec. Oo.
Chicago tpI' ph'-ne Stip. Co,
Couch A Reelev (jo.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Supply Co,
Garl Electric To.
Independent Tel SunpivCo
Kansas Cty Tel Mfg Co.
KeiVee Rwltchh. A Sup Po
Kokomo Tel A El Mfg. Co
KuRel.D.A..Tpl.AEl Mfc.Co.
Manhattsn Elec, Supply Co.
McDermfd Mfe Co.
Mlanus Electric Co.
National Tel. Equlpm. Co.
North Electric Co.
R I. Telephone A Elec. Co.
Standard Tel A El. Co,
Sterling Electric Co.
Strom berg-Car]«on Tel. M.Co
Swedish-American Tel. Po.
Thomas, w^llcov A Dietz.
Viaduct Mfg Co.
Warner Electric Co,
Western Electric Co,
T^estern Fleet. Supplv Co.
Wesitern Tel. Const. Co,

Tools.
Klein A Son. Mathlas.

Trnnsformers.
Aldo" Electric Po,
Americnn Electr'cCo.
CmcKer-Wheeier Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.
General ElectrlcCo,
Greeorv ElecftcCo.
Ro=e Elec'ric C/^.

Rossi ter, Mnc Govern A Co.
Siemens A HalskeElectrlc Co.
of America.

St"nlov Electrical Mfg, Co.
Waener E'ec- Mfg.Co.
Western Electric Co.
We.Rtern Elec. Supplv Co.
WeoHnghniiBP Fl A Mfg, Co.

Tmeks. F.lpetrle Car,
neneral Electric Co
Wecdnehonce EI. A Mfg. Co,

TnrhineA'n'H'erlVheels.
Leffel A Co.. .Tas,-

<:mttb Po.. R. Morgan.
Riiiweii-Blerce Smith-Valle.

Varnishf's,
Rterltne- Varnleb Po.

Tnl<*anlr:«*d Fibre,
T'uicaniTPd Fibre Co.

TS'lr**, Ba^***.
Amcicnn ElectrlcCo.
American Rteel A Wire Co.
Beslv A Po , Chas H.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Dt-Wer-Harrla W're Co.
E'ectric Appliance Co.
Inrienendent Tel. Supply CO.
Okonlte Co.. The,
Phllllpo TnoulBted Wire Co.
RnebHne'o Rnno Co.. J. A.
Standard rndereronnd C. Co.
Western Electric Co
Weoterp Flectrlcftl Sup, Co,

Wondn^ork.Rlectrlcal.
Nohlptt F .r

3C-Ray OntfltB.
Queen A Oo.
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"YOU SEE THEM EVERYWHERE."

EDISON
LAMPS

Most extensively used lamp in the world.

Represents the greatest experience.

Therefore the highest quality.

The lamp makes the light—not the dynamo. Quality in

lamps, therefore, tells.

FIVE MILLION LAMPS IN STOCK.

All kinds. Any quantity. Prompt shipments.

BARREL LOTS (200) IS CENTS.
8, 10, 16, 20 CANDLEPOWER.

EDISON AND WESTINGHOUSE BASE.

Bronze Candelabra—Tiffany & Co.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
HARRISON, N. J.
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Siemens & Halske Electric

Co. of America,

BENERAL OFFICES, CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS,

Railway, Lighting, Power Transmission.

IMPROVED DUNCAN INTEGRATING WATTMETERS.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

Boston, Chicago, CInolnnati, Denver, New York,

Philadelphia, St. Louis, San Francisco.

ELECTRIC FIXTURES.

GLASS METAL

SHADES AND REFLECTORS.

Simplest

as well as t!ie most

Elaborate.

Ceiling,

Bracket,

Portable

and
Adjustable

Fixtures.

Write for our

Catalogue 10,000.

For Residence,

Office,

Factory,

For Dentists,

Doctors,

Jewelers, Etc.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAQO. NEW YORK.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC COMPANY, St. Paul, fllBd.. Northwestern Agents.
ST. LOUIS, 0lfl«, 10 Security Building, 5t, Louis, Mo.

ANTWERP, LONDON, PARTS.
32 Rue Boudewyns. Bridge Chambers. 171 QueenVlctorla 46 Avenue de Breteuil.

St., B. C, and North Woolwich, B.
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STORAGE BATTERIES
FOR

CENTRAL STATIONS, STREET RAILWAYS
AND

ISOLATED PLANTS.
NO CAST PLATES. NO PERFORATIONS. NO APPLIED PASTE. NO

INFRINGEMENT.

HIGH EFFICIENCY. GREAT CAPACITY.
SUPERIOR ELECTRICAL CHEMICAL FORMATION.

HELIOS-UPTON COMPANY,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

STORAGE BATTF.BT PLANT FOB I.lciHTINC KESinENCE OP II. N. HKilNBOTHAM, JOLIET, II.l,. CHICAGO, ILL. PEABODY, MASS.

GOULD STORAGE BATTERIES.
E»PECIA1.[,Y ADAPTED FOB

STREET RAILWAY
POWER PLANTS.

ALSO CENTRAL STATIONS

AND ELECTRIC VEHICLES.

Electrfc Elevators, Railroad Signal

Apparatus, Telegraphs, Telephones,
Electric Fire Alarms.

Send for Description and Catalogue.

GOULD STORAGE BATTERY CO.,

NEW YORK OFFICE, 25 West 33d St.

Work,, DEPEw, N. Y. NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.

L-H Enclosed Arc Lamps.
FOR ALL CIRCUITS.

GUARANTEED TO MEET REQUIREMENTS OF ALL PRACTICAL ENGINEERS.

No more

Runnlag

Down on the

Sbelf.

FEDERAL
SALT.

FOB CARBON CYIillVBBB and
CABBOIir-]!iAIIfeAK£S£

BATXfiBIBS.

Crimes aiore Current, Xonger
Ijife, Absolutely No Crystals.

Both salts have a depolarizer In the mixture.
Federal Salt Ko. 1 has more depolarizer than
Federalite, and so will last longer. That's the only
difference.
irs the DEPOLARIZER that INCKEASES the

STRENGTH, GIVES LONGER LIFE, and DOES
AWAY ABSOLUTELY WITH CRYSTALLIZATION
and CREEPING SALTS.

Made by

FEDERAL BAnERY CO., 1 1 Pine St., N. Y.

Designed on

scientific

principles

and constructed

of the highest

grade materials.

Accessibility to

working parts,

which are few

and absolutely

interchangeable.

Positive cable

contact.

Resistance

cannot be

short-circuited.

lO-in. globe,

using full length

carbons.

Soliu copper or

aluminum case.

WE W^AST ACTIVE AWD RESPOJrsrBIi£ AGENTS
inr Alil. THE PRISTCIPAI. CITIES.

Lea-Hooven Manufacturing Co.,

"^''cPHTcf.\^^If.'.i'^« Anderson, Ind., U. S. A.
Mention this paper.

COLUMBIA ^^^^^^^'"*"^ ENCLOSED
CARBONS ARCS

Guaranteed superior to any imported Carbon in uniformity of size and

straightness, or subject to return at our expense. Try us and be convinced.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
1 198 West Madison Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.
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BOSTON
OABLE OLIP!

The largest telephone companies In the
country are using them exclusively

THEY Al

THE BEST.
THEY WILL NOT SLIP.
THE MOST ECONOMICAL.
ADJUSTABLE TO ANY SIZE CABLE.
THE MOST DURABLE.

(Hllllons BTOTV In use.)

CHASE-SHAWMUT CO. (Sole Mfrs.)

BOSTON, IVI

REWARD.
Any Street Railway by using

"Shawmut"
Standard Fuses

will be amply rewarded and protected.

Protect your Lighting circuits and car
heaters with

"Cartwright"
Enclosed Fuses

and your troubles will cease.

Chase-Shawmut Co.,
Boston, Mass.

Wistern Representatlvis: M. B. AUSTIN & Co., 56 West Van Buren St.,

Chicago, III.

AMERICAN

BRIDGE CO.,

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

Steel Bridges,

Steel Buildings,

AND ALL CLASSES OF METALLIC STRUCTURES.

GENERAL OFFICES:
NO. 100 BROADWAY NEW YORK.

BRANCH OFFICES:
Alhimy, N. Y.
A thoiis, I'ji.

Ifoston, Mitss,
Kufriilo, N. Y.
Baltimore!, MU.
rintto, Mont.
* 'ilmnbiis, O.
I hltaKo, III.

C.'tiiton, O.
OIov(;laij(l, O.
Donvcr, Colo.
i>ulilth, Minn.
KjiHt Itorllii, Conn.
Ulnilni, N. y.
<iroton. N. Y.
i\QTwt\w.iii\n, N. Y.

Lafayetto, Ind.
Mllwauk<!H. WIk.
Mliinean'lls.Mhin.
Nmv(»rlnanH, La.
I'oncov'l, I'a.

I'hllacli-lphla. Pa.
T'ltlkhiirB. 1-a.

Hiii-lii-strT, N. Y.

Seattle, Wasli.
San Francisco, Cal.
Salt Lake C.Utali,
Sydney.N. .S. W.
Trenton. N. .T.

WllmlnBton, Del
Yonngstown, (>.

London, Kng.

Ntw York Office,

No. 59 W. estli St.,

Ntw York, N. Y.

^m^ws:.

Boston Offics,

No. 268
Massachuseltt

Avt., Boston, MiM..

Sole Agents and
Licensed MaQufacturers

In tbe United States of

America for

D« DIon-Bouton

& Co.,

FRANCE.

Motors,

Motorcycles,

Motorettes.
Our Now York Type Motorelte, Weight 700 pounds.

Capacity 3 Persons. - • -- - -'
IHPI,ICITY.

FEiEXIBHiITY,
IiieHTWESS.

titTREIVGTH,
BELIABrtlTir,

Price $1,200,00
BASIIiY OPERATED.

PERFECTIiY CONTBOIiIiED,
ABtSOL.irTEI,V SAFE,

ABSENCE OF Alili OIL ABID DIRT,
EcosromiT.

Not an EXPERIMENT, but a TRIED and PROVED SUCCESS.
Over2O,000 De DION-BOUTON MOTORS operatrng Motorcycles and

Motorettes.

GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY: CHURCH LANE AND 37TH ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

De Dion motor Supplies and Batteries Alivays In Stock.

Stewart Patent Cord
ADJUSTER.

(Patented August 21, 1900.)

Cuts Illustrate two methods of adjustment.

A device everyone wants.
Can be used on any size of cord.
Can be adjusted easily.
Can be used after rosette and

socket are connected.
Made of fiber.
Sold as cheap as common wood adjusters.
Order from your supply hquse or us.
Same price everywhere.

SAMPLES FREE.

FRANK H. STEWART «c CO.,

3S r*. 7«K

Manufacturers and dealers In

ALL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
.. ^hliacJ^lpKI^.
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Dearborn
Drus and Ch<
1-abora-tories— \A/^i

V^S^'tabl^ Boiler

il

a-ter Ch^mi:
O^mpounds.

ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES. WATERS FREE. OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS,
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

IMPROVED

WARREN 2,000 LIGHTS

ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO

Alden Electric Co.
(Formerly Alden & Co.)

WILL OCCUPY THEIR BUILDING AT

52 and 54 W. Van Buren St., Chicago,
on and after October ist and will have in stock

All Lines of General Electric Supplies.

'"^'i^rT- Insulated Wires and Cables. rafCt;
PITTSBUR6 TRANSFORMERS. "L-H." ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS.

UP-TO-DATE ELECTRICAL GOODS.

This Trade=MarkRosrtrs, ^ITnTLni
Branches, Edison Out-Outa

Il» Guarantees Satisfaction
Switches, etc. — — .^

PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CHICAQO.

e:^E^'TfR^L.'<irsisi=>F3^o^ ^^iM ^«-ii-rs,
Electrolysisproof Linings

and Coverings.
Two of the best known non-

conductors of the electric age
combined.
Anabsolutenon-oonductor. COMPOSBI) OF At$FHAI.T AKD PAPER.

Perfect insulation guaran-
teed. Water-tight joints. No scratching of cables. No deterioration. Costs less laid in complete
state than any conduit on market. Quickly and easily handled. No skilled workmen required.
Made In 7-fo6t lengths; 3-in. internal diameter; weight, 21b. to foot; made in desired sizes from
2 in. to 10 in. Manufacturers of Electrolysisproof Insulating Materials, Distributing Box and
Post Linings, Pipe C verings, Etc.

OFFICE, 605 Manhattan Building, CHICAGO, ILL.
FACTORY, BLUE ISLAND.ELECTROLYSISPROOF CONDUIT MFG. CO.,

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

It-IT C.rtlaitl St.. Na« Ytrk.
RANCHES; -{320 |)|,„i,„i; j

BOSTON:
134Cgngrist$t

SAN FRANCISCO:
71 noBII BglMlN.

Alternating or Direct Current

Generators-- Motors.
Factory and Stiop Equipments, Mining, Railway and
Lighting Work.

Power Plants for Long Distance transmission.

Stanley Electrical flfg. Co.,

Pittsfield, Hass.

Catalogues and Circulars on request. Correspondence solicited from manufac-
turers, machine tool makers, mine operators, railways, etc.

TRANSFORMERS, INSTRUMENTS, SWITCHBOARDS.

Northern Electrical flfg. Co.,

riadison, Wis.
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Conditions of sale of Incandescent lamps are

becoming more and more severe — yet the

number of Packard lamps sold during the past
year is nearly double that of any previous year.

We sell them upon their merits and
it is upon their merits we wrould have
you buy them.

Electric Appliance Company,
OHK

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

General Electric Company's
Candelabra, Series, Decorative, Battery and Minia-
ture Lamps may cost slightly more at first. In the

end they cost less than all others. This is because
of their long useful life, their better maintained
candle power, absence of all mechanical and phys-
ical defects—every lamp perfect. Prompt ship-

ments. In any quantity.

Send for Catalogue No. 1017.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND MINIATURE
LAMP DEPARTMENT,

Harrison, N. J.

INDIA 8. AMBERM
IN ANV SHAPE OR PATTERN.

EMPIRE & MIC
IMSUIATED M^, COIVIPOLWO
Cluth» and l'<]|>(>r&. ''Jjp uniEoiJyii.crB).

Eu^eneMunselLsCo.' Wica ImiilatorCo.
2ISWitfiiSt.lVe>v York #,- Ctiicnvjo, ii7UiKe.st.

-pe:rfect,<v^.

INSULATOR

ENGINEERING.HERBERT A. WAGNER,
Consulting Engineer

Railway Lighting and Power Plants,

41B LOCUST ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

^^OXJ ]VE>E>r> lO^!

^ MANROSS
H4IR SPRIN

FOR CttCTRIC
WDICy^TIMG 4ND RECORDING.
GAUGES STEAM GAUGES, ETC.

Largest Manufacturers of

Hair Springs in tlie United States.

Non-Maf^netic Hair Sprin^js of Phos-
phor BroDxe and other non-magnetic
metals. Hair springs of anj de-
scription manufactured to order.

r^ N. MANROSS. Forestville, Conn.

Gres!

Manufacturing

COm
Cambrldgeport, Mass.

GASOLINE MOTORS
AND

SPARKING PLUGS.

Gale's Commutator
Compound,
The Only Article That Will Prevent Sparking.

Will keep the Commutator in good condition and prevent cutting. Absolutely will not gum the brushes.

SOo. per stlct. 85.00 per dozen Send 50c. for trial stick.

FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES OR
l^ole JVannfactnrers,

909, 100 tn^BBllillgton IStreet, - GHIGAOO.K. Mclennan & co.,

Roth Motors and Generators.

Spherical Type,

Pleasing In Design,

Strongly Built,

High Commercial Efficiency,

Open and Closed Types,

For Floor, Wall or Gelling.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE BULLETIN.

Roth Bros. & Co.,
MAN FACTURERS,
86-r2 West Jajkson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

Jhvm^

A/K

JOHN T. McROY
302 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

138WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO

COAL AND ASHES HANDLING
MACHINERY, SHAFTING, PULLEYS.

CLUTCHES, PATENT MACHINE-MOULDED
ROPE SHEAVES, ETC.

CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATJON,

LINK- BELT MACHINERY CO.,
Engineers. Founder!, Machinists.

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

CREAM FLUX
AW ABii|OL,i;TRIiY NON-CORBOSITE IIVI«tJI.ATIIKe
SOIiDEBINU FLUX FOR ALL UETAI/I^.

Contains no acid or any element injurious to electrical connections,

ENDORSED BY THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS AND ALL USERS.

YOU CAN make more than double the number orperfect connections in one-half the time
with Cream P'lux than you can wllh the name amount of any other Jlux. Put ni) In cans at
ISc. 20c,. GOc. and VOc. Special prlccH In (luantlty. Send l5c. for trial box. We guarantee
It mod It not MatiB/actory money will be refunded.

XaiM IH WHAT ONK UMEll HAS TO ISAY OF IT:
(( A FTER havlnfj tried the various HoldcrlnKBaltH on the market, and after Rlvlntr your

•*^»- Cream Plux Hcvcro tcntH on heavy cable connccLionn, and on the Hnest stranded
ncxtblc dron cord work, we can Hafcly say It mcot.4 all claims you make for it. I consider It
one of the bewt ever olTcred for Kale. Very truly,

"I'er J. H. Ooohut, Constr. Supt. CIliCAGO EDISON CO."

FOB HAliK IIY AM.. MVPPIjV HOUMKS OR

CREAM FLUX CO.,
Sole Manufacturors,

100 Washington St., CHICAGO.

KLEIVIM&CO. "'"""'
1

9 Sts., Philadelphia.

"KLEMH" ADJUSTABLE DESK SHADES , .he best in the raarltet.

Send for Catalogue of Renectors for Stores, Churches and general purposes.

"KLEMM" PATENT ADJUSTABLE REFECTORS . cheapest and bes.

Rellector for lighting Show Windows and Art Qallerles.
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mARK N. PHILLIPS, PhESIDENT.
•. H. WAOENSCIL, TnEASURCR.

CUaCNE F. PHILUPB,
GCNKB«L MaHaQKR.

. HOWU^ND PHILLIPS, Vicc-Puks.
C. n. RIHINaTON. JR., SE«.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS.
'I If FBOTXDEKGE, B. I.

^ '^/^/ BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MACNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

Niw TOBK Stoek, W. J. Watson, 26 Cortlkndt St.

Ohioaqo Stobb, F. E. Donahoe, 241 Madison St.

MoyTBKAL Bbaxoh, Kugene F. PhllUps' Eleotrloal Workfl.

IN OFFICES AND FACTORIES. PHILLOBDALE. R. I

PATENT ATTORNEY,

185 Dearborn Street, Chicago^ lll>i

Has attended to all of our patent matters con-

tinuously since 1891. Morgan & Wright, Chicago.

Six Years with General Electric Company.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,
Counsellor at Law,

No. 66 Broadway, - NEW YORK CITY.

Patent Causes. Patent Soliciting.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
MANUFACTURERS OF o

STGEIi OVTIiET Ain> JUNCTION BOXES,
WfTOHBOAItDS, PAKELi BOARDS. SWITOKEB, BTCt

WE EXCEL AND UNDERSELL ALL.

WRITB FOB GATA1.0eDC: AND
DISCOUKT SMJEET.

CHICAGO
TO

NEW YORK
AND

BOSTON
VIA THE POPULAR

West Shore
Route.

Through Sleeping and Dining Car service

via NICKEL PLATE or WABASH from
Chicago. Passengers via this favorite

route arrive in New York at Up Town
Station, 42d Street, the center of the

Hotel and Shopping District, or Down
Town at Franklin Street Station, in close

proximity to all Ocean Steamship Docks,

Jersey City and Brooklyn.

For Tickets. Sleeping Car space and
further information, call on or address

J. J. McCarthy, o.w. p. A.,

205 Soulb Clark St., Chicago, III.

«3»scsM»»:8:9:ex8XK«C8»33SC9s:93a

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT CO.,
Factory and General Offices: 672-578 FIRST AVENUE, NEW YORK.

TRADE ^^ I Mark.

Manufacturers of HIGH-GRADEELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

CHICAGO, ILL.,
PHILADELPHLA., PA.,
BOSTON. MASS..
ST. LOUIS. MO..
CLEVELAND. OHIO,
MILWAUKEE. WIS..

WRITE FOR ATTRACTIVE BULLETINS.

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN..
DENVER. COLO.,
CINCINNATL OHIO.
SAN FKANCISCO, CAL.,
CHARLOTTE, N. C .

( West Jackson Boalevard.
522Drexel BuildlcK.

31 Milk Street,
638 Century Building.

39-47 East Prospect Street.
403UihlelnBulldiDe.

616 Guaranty Building.
621 ISth Street.

57 Perln Building.
598 Parrott Building.
T. M. C. A. Building.

EXPORT DEPARTMENT, N. Y.. 5 72-578 First Ave.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

"O.K." Weatherproof Wire,

Slow-Bnrnlng Weatherproof

and Slow-Burning Wire,

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Go.,

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.

THE LUNDELL

"SPLIT-POLE"

GENERATOR
Is so named because of the
peculiar construction of the
pole pieces. It is the most
efficient Generator on the
market. Its remarkable ad-
vantages are fally described
in our Catalogue No. 03100,
Free on application.

SPRACUE ELECTRIC CO.,
General Offices: 527-531 West 34th Street, NEW YORK.

CHICAQO:
Flstaer Building.

BOSTON:
275 Devonshire Street.

ST. LOUIS:
Security Bulldlns.

REFLECTORS!
Light is useless if you can't have

it where you want it.

Paragon Reflectors throw the

light just where you want it.

Our Incandescent Reflectors are

neat and are superior to all others.

They are green outside, glossy

enamel white inside. Reflecting

surface. Made in various styles

and sizes. Get our catalog.

American Reflector & Lighting Co.,
271-273 FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO.

EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

FOR QAS ENGINES.

•LOT MACHINES,

AUTOMOBILES,

RAILROAD SIGNALS,

CROSSING BELLS,

SMALL MOTORS,

CTC.

CONSTANT CURRENT.

NO LOCAL ACTION.

WILL NOT FREEZE.

LIQUID TIGHT

CELLS FOR

PORTABLE

WORK.

FULL DESCRIPTION IN BOOKLET NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
laS FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

QlCTRO QALVANIZJEDQNM/T
'^y^ AND

INTERIOR

ALL FITTINGS

RICHMONDT CONDUIT CO.

IN
Suits some, but the Thinking ENGINEER wants

good goods.

Send for Catalog.
JAS. L. ROBbRTSON &, SONS,

108 Fulton St., New York.
Branches: Boston—Philadelphia.

IMPROVED ROBERTSON-THOMPSON INDI-
CATOR — a grand adjunct and at very
moderate cost.

TIC-A-TOCGREASE CUP. Sendfor circular.
Avery successful novelty—circular.

EUREKA PACKING, with a RED DIAMOND
LABEL, gives more power lasts two to

three times longer and costs less than
my other good packing.

ROBERTSON FEED-WATER HEATER heats
water to about boiling point with exhaust
steam.

HIN.E ELIMINATOR gives dry steam to en-
gine, keeps oil out of the boiler.
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Good all-around electricians. Mast be com-
petent to do iron armored conduit work, repair-

ing, sWitcbboard and construction work. Per-
manent positions for rigbt parties.

M. B. WHEELER ELECTRIC CO.,
101 Ottawa St.. Grand Rapids, Mich.

POSITION WANTED
By young man, mecbanic:il and electrical en-
gineer, technically educated, with three year;?'

practical experience in the design, installation,

care and repair of electric power transmission
plants. Thoroughly familiar with both steam
and electrical apparatus, alternating and direct
current systems. Speaks English, German and
some Spanish. Will go anywhere. Unquestion-
able references furnis^hed. Address, statingterms
and conditions, '£ E.." Box 132, Hiram,

WANTED.
After January 1, 1901, a posiHon paying $125

Eer month with opportunity for advancement
y young man with experience in managing

city" commercial lighting company ; extensive
Chicago acquaintance. Address "J. K.." care
Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building,
Chicago.

WANTED.
Young man, 33 years of age,no\v superintend-

entof modern, combined, tbree-pbase electric-

light, power and street-railway plant which he
installed and successfully operated for past
six years, would change position providing-
suitable place is found. Technical graduate,
member A. 1. E. E. Best references. Address
"C. E.," care Western Electrician. 510 Mar-
quette Building, Chicago.

NOTICE.
Huron County Telephone Co. capital stock,

S12,000.full paid. 240 shares. Three exchanges,
excellent toll connections. 1 offer my 63 shares
for?3,000. This proposition will bear the closest
investigation and I invite correspondence.

E. W. ARMSTRONG,
Monroeville, Huron Co., Ohio.

NOTICE.
Wedesirelo correspond with parties having

articles requiring a high conductivity and
very tough copper, either with the idea of buy-
ing rights In the article or manufacturing un-
der contract.

Sterion Copper, Brass & Bronze Co.,

66 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago. III.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

WALSH'S SONS & CO.,
160 Washington St.. Newark. N. J.

ARMATURES.
3-LINE.

2 60-light Western Electric, 10

ampere, each
1 45-light Excelsior, 8 ampere.

.

1 30-liglit Excelsior, 10 ampere.
1 2.5-light Excelsior, 12 ampere.
1 35-light Thomson-Houston, 10

ampere, ring type
1 20-light Brush, 10 ampere .

.

2 30-light Brush, 10 ampere, each
1 500-light WestiDghouse, 1000

volt, brand new
1 130 E. W. General Electric,

2,000 volt

$150.00
75.00
75.00
60.00

125.00
60.00
75.00

100.00

.300.00

Rose Electric Co., St. Louis, Mo.

WE OFFER FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
•2 100 K. W., oOO-Tolt Edison bipolar^.
1 75 K. W., General Electric. 500-volt. 4 pole.
1 120 K. W., A. S. type. General Electric Al-

ternator.
3 120 K. W., A. type. General Electric Alter-

nators.
1 240 K. W., Stanley two-phase, 1,000 or 2,000

volts.

1 50 K. ^\., 2,000-volt, Siemens & Halske,
60 cycle.

1 65 Light. Brush Arc, 10 amperes.
1 40 Light, "Western Electric Brush Arc.
1 600 H. P., Ball cross-compound engine, 20>:

36x18.
1 200 H. P., Ball, 12x22x16 Tandem com-

pound, with condenser.
1 175 H. P., Ideal, 12x20x14 Tandem com-

pound.
2 18?4xl8 Ideal engines.
1 14Hxl5 Mcintosh & Seymour engine.

BOILERS, MOTORS, PUMPS.
Write for our latest price-list No. 40.

ILLINOIS MAINTENANCE COMPANY,
E. H. CHENEY, Hanager,

204 Dearborn Street. «'liicago.

SECOND-HAND
Dynamos and Motors.

We Invite correspondence
with those wishing to

bay or sell.

SCHUREMAN & HAYDEN,

140 S. Clinton St., Ghicaeo.

WANTED TO BUY.
We are in the market for good second-hand

Qlgh-speed Automatic and Corliss engines. We
want several such at once. Write us, giving
full particulars.

CAMP ENGINEERING CO.,

1 8 South Canal Street, Chicago, III.

PROPOSALS FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

Bids are hereby invited for the electric

lighting of the city of Shreveport, La., for

a period of five years, from June i, igoi.

The system shall be the Thomson-

Houston, the General Electric, or equally

as good.

The number of arc lights to be not less

than one hundred, and subject to be in-

creased to two hundred.

Bids shall specify the charge for arc

lights, and also for incandescent lights.

Bids shall also specify the maximum charge

to be made for private consumers of arc

and incandescent lights.

A certified check for $2,500 to accom-

pany each bid.

The city reserves the right to reject any

and all bids

The successful bidder shall be required

to give bond for faithful performance.

The arc lights for street lighting shall

burn every night, and shall be at least

2,000 candlepower.

All bids shall be in the hands of the

comptroller by 6 p. m., of December i,

1900.

N. B. MURFF, Comptroller.

City of Shreveport, -La.

FOR SALE—A BARGAIN.
Thirty 200-ampere-hour storage-battery ele-

ments. Chloride Accumulator make. Also 150
hard rubber cells, 7x7xl0y2 inches. THOMAS
ALKXANUER. 183 E. Randolph St., ChicaL'

For the purpose of quickly introducing
and demonstrating tlie superior merita of
its courses.theTruytees ofTHEAMERICAN
SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE have
voted to award a

FREE
ISCHOLARSH1P IN

Electrical, Steam. Mechanical, Ma-
rine or Locomotive

including a complete course in MECHAN-
ICAL DliAWINa, to a .{'ew well-recom-
raended, ambitious men in each manufac-
turinpT plant in the United Slates
The holders of these FREE SCHOLAR-

SHIPS wiU be asked to answer any
inquiries as to the benefit and value of the
instruction and also recommend the School
to their friends, thus es^tahlishing an end-
less chain of enthusiastic students who
will advertise the School more thoroughly
than tons of printed matter or an army of
agents. Application blank on request
(mention Western Electriciax^
American School of Correspondence,
(Chartered by the Commonwealth of Mass;
Boston, Mass. U. S. A.

AMERICAN" Str
ARE THE lEIT. Iind tor dtscrlptivl Circular.

Abtelutaly Non-Infringing. '

Protection Guaranteed.
AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
-tT'o tail. t7*S. Clinton St., Chicago, III,

Henry H. Humphrey,
CoasultiDg
Electrical Engineer.

Central Lighting Stations,
Electric Power Transmission.

543, 544 and 545 Century Bldg., St.Louis.

WANTED " r,r
CEO. F. SCHWALM CO.,

FOR SPOT CASH
BURNED OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND BASES.

Frriyhl Pairt antl Hiyhesl Prices finaniiit'^flrt.
*

M CO., - HARRISON, N.J.

Latest Type Brand New Siemens
Halske flactiines—Multipolar

Generators.

type B, 125-voIt generator, self-
oiler, M. P., slow speed.

Ironclad tvpe, 12o-volt geuerators,
self-ollers, M. I'..

bipolar type, 125-voIt generator,
self-oiler.

Cliurcliward type, slow speed,
125-volt generator, M. P., 650
E. P. M.

Ironclad type, 125-Tolt generators,
M. P.. self-oilers,

-type B, 12 K. W., 125-volt gener-
ators, M. P.. self-oilers.

bipolar type, 20 K. W.. 12S-volt

1 65-llght

1 80-Ilgbt

1 80-llgbt

1 UO-llght

t 180-llgbt

2 210-llgbt

9 350-lIgbt
generators, self-oilers.

8 500-ngbt bipolar type, 125-volt generators,
SO K. W„ self-oilers.

1 70O-IIght Ironclad type, 125-volt generator,
self-oiler, slow speed.

1 Ironclad type, 30 K. W., 260-volt, slow
speed, M. P., self-oiler.

I Chnrchv/ard lype, 35 K. TV., 600-volt, slow
speed, M. P., self-oilers. 475
R. P. M.

1 Cbnrchward lype. 50 K. W., 250-volt, slow
speed, for direct connection.

1 Chnrcbward type, 100 K. W., 250-volt,
slow speed, for direct connee-
tlon.

1 marble panel switchboard for same, extra.
1 type Blx-pole. 100 K. W., 125 volts, for

direct connection.
1 Chnrcbward, 50 K, W., 1,100 volts, 60-

cycle nlternator, single pbuse,
wllh exciter.

1 Charchword, 50 K. w., two-phase, 60-

cycle, rotary traiiBformer.
with excller, 1,000 volla alter-
nating to 250 volts, direct cur-
rent, with one marble panel
switchboard, all complete.

1 Ironclad type, booster set, 90 amp., 110
volts to 273 nmp., at 26 volts.
Very lino; big bargain.

Latest Type Brand New Siemens &
Halske Machines—Multipolar

riotors.

Lest than Cost of nunufacture,

1 « H, P. no-volt, type li, M. P., self-oIIer.
8 6 H. P. 110-volt, Ironclad type, M, P.,

Hclf-ollcrn.

1 6 H. P. llO-volt, bipolar type. BC-ltoller.
i VA H. P. no-volt. Churchward type,

M. I'., self-oller.'j, slow speed,
C.-0 U. P. M.

1 12 II. P. llOvolt. Iroucloil type, M. P.,
self-oller.

» IE H. P. llO-volt, lype n, M. P., nclf-ollcrB,
1 60 H. P. llO-volt, Ironclad type, M. P.,

HOlf-oIIcr. slow speed.

regory:
ELECTRIC CO.

^54-62 5.CLINTOM ST. CHICAGO.

TWO GREAT PURCHASES
THB ENTIBE STOCK OF

COMPLETED MACHINES,INSTRUMENTS AND SUPPLIES

SIEMENS &HALSKE ELECTRIC CO.
OF AMERICA,

^ontiali-iod Ei-t "Tt-ic ^i-an« >A^orl«s
II.

This company was one of the largest, manufacturers of Electrical Apparatus in the world, and
built bigh-graoe apparatus only which always sold for higher figures than almost any other make,
the General Electric Co recently obtained control of these worlis, closed them up and sold off
the entire stocit to the highest bidders. It was only by our oftering to talie the WHOLE STOCK
that our offer was accepted. All ready for immediate shipment and delivered f. o. b. Chicago

LESS THAN COST OF MANUFACTURE.

type, M.1 25 H. P. 220-volt, Ironclad
self-oiler.

1 T/2 H. P. 600-volt, Churchward type, M.
P., self-oiler, slow speed.

1 15 H. P. 600-volt, Churchward type, M. P.,
self-oiler, slow speed.

2 40 H, P. 500-volt, Cbuichward type, M .P.,
self-ollers, slow speed, 425 U.
P. M.

1 25 H. P. 125-volt, bipolar type, self-oiler.
2 35 H. P. 125-volt. bipolar type, Belt-oilers,

The following ore NEARLY NEW, having
been but slightly used for testing, etc.

Dynamos—Siemens & Halske.

1 100 K. W. molor-gcncrator, 125 to BOO
volts, direct-coupled on same
base.

4 210-Mgbt bipolar type, eetf-ollers, 12
K. W., 126 volts,

8 360-Ilgbt bipolar type, self-ollers, 20
K. W., 123 volts.U 600-ngbt bipolar type, aelt-ollers, 80
K. W., 125 volts.

1 1,350-Ilght typo I, M. P„ self-oIIer, 80
K. W 12S volts, for direct
connection.

1 1,200-llght bipolar type, self-oIlcr, 70
K. W., 126 volts

and secured the whole lot. All these are brand
new. latest type multipolar machines, ready for

iuimediato sbliiment.
Send for our MONTHLY BARGAIN SHEET containing complete list of machines in stock with I

3 1,600-Iight bipolar type, self-ollers. 100
K. W., 125 volts.

1 1,000-ligbt 60 K. W., single-phase, 60-cycle,
Inductor alternator, 1,100 volts.
Fine.

Motors—Siemens & Halske.

4 15 H. P. llO-volt, bipolar type, self-oilers,
12 K. W.

8 25 H. P. UO-volt, bipolar type, selt-oliers,
20 K. W.

9 35 H. P. 110-volt,. bipolar type, self-ollers,
30 K. W.

1 90 H. P. llO-volt, bipolar type, self-oiler,

70 K. W.
2 126 H. P. llOvolt, bipolar type, self-ollers,

100 K. W.

ANOTHER GREAT PURCHASE.

We were the highest bidders for the entire
stock of completed machlncsof the

GIBBS ELECTBICAL MF6. CO., Milwaukee,

iio-VOLTGIBBS.M. P. DYNAMOS—brand new.

4 35-liEht Glbbs, multipolar, self-oiling bear-
ings, slow speed, comp.
wound.

2 55-llght Glbbs, multipolar, self-oiling bear-
ings, moderate speed, comp.
wound.

4 BS-Iight Glbbs, multipolar, self-oIllng bear-
ings, slow speed, comp. wouud.

4 110 light Gibbs multipolar, self-oiling
bearings, slow speed, comp.
wound-

3 150-Ilght Gibbs, multipolar, self-oiling bear-
ings, moderate, comp, wound.

1 150-lIght GIbb.s, multipolar, self-ollIng bear-
ings, slow speed, comp. wound.

4 210-llght Glbbs, multipolar, self-oiling bear-
ings, slow speed.

4 300-llght Glbbs. multipolar, self-olllng beaiv
Ings, slow speed.

iio-VOLT MOTORS—brand new.

4 3

2 4

3 4

1 6

H. P. Glbbs, multipolar, aelf-olllng
bearings, slow speed.

H. P. Gibbs, multipolar, self-oUIng
bearings, moderate speed.

H. P. Gibbs, multipolar, seli-olIlng
bearings, slow speed.

H. P. Gibbs, multipolar, self-olUng
bearings, slow speed.

2 7% H. P. Gibbs, multipolar, self-olling
bearings, slow speed.

3 10 H. P. Glbbs. multipolar. eelf-olllng
bearings, moderate speed.

2 10 H. P. Gibbs, multipolar, self-oUIng
bearings, slow speed.

3 15 H. P. Glbbs, mulilpolar. self-olIlng bear-
ings, slow speed.

2 20 H. P. Glbbs. multipolar, self-olllng

bearings, slow speed.

220-V0LT MOTORS—si iKhtly used—excellent
condition fully guaranteed.

25 5 H. P. Glhba, multipolar, self-olllng bear-
ings.

Special Sale of Fine Testing Instru-
ments From the Engineering De-
partment of Siemens & Halske.

Probably the Finest Equipment of Testing Ap-
paratus Ever Instailcd In Any Factory.

Most of these Instruments weje purchased
lust prior ,j:d the absorption of this company
by the Genernl Electric company, and have
iievtT been used. This exceptional lot of
instruniciits should appeal especially to col-

Icpps and schools desiring to Increase their

equipment with the finest Instruments at
sirnll expenditure.

owest net cash prices.
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Pay
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ThaVs where
our education
afreets you.

What The Inter-
national Corres-
pondence Schools,
Scranton, Pa., are
doing.

First—Teaching: mechanics
the theory of their work.

Second—H e I p 1 n g m i s -

placed people to change their

work.

Third—Enabling young people to

support themselves while learning
professions.

250,000 students and gradnatea in MechonlGal,
£lc(.'trlcQl, 8tenin, Civil and Mlnfng Engineer'
tn^; Architecture; nro'wliiE Qnd Destsnlnei
Chemletrj; Telegrepfay; Telephony; Stenojf
rapfay; Jlook^kcepine; EnKllnh Branchen.
Wlien writing state snbject in which. intereBted.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS.
Established 1891. Capital «1,Q00,000.

Box 1002 Scranton, Pa.

TIm Standard Open Circuit Batterled

of the World.

BKD TOB OIBODLAB AND PBIOMS.

FHE LECLANCHi BAHERY CO.,
Ill toll? EasilSlttSL. N. Y.

Delivered

A THOROUGH school for the beginner—a valuable

j\^ reference book for the expert. If not found sat-

isfactory money refunded upon return of book in

good condition. Contains a dictionary defining 1,500

electrical words, terms and phrases. It carries you from
the fundamental principles of electricity to the finished

dynamo.
E. R. Waugaman.
Electrical Wireman. Kittanning, Pa.
CleTBland Armature Works. Cleveland, Ohio.
Gentlemen:—I received your book, Practical Electric-

ity, and would not part with it for four times its cost if I

could notgetauotheroopy. Yours truly.'E. B. Waugaman.

CLEVELAND ARMATURE WORKS, 1281 HamlUonSt.,Cleveland.O.

MANHATTAN SERIES

A. C. Enclosed

Arc Lamp System.
Enclosed Arc Lamps for all Circuits.

MANHATTAN OENERAL CONSTRUCTION CO.,
SAIiBS OFFICE,

11 BrsKdway, ST. T. NEWARK, N. J.

ROOKS.
BUY YOUR BOOKS FROM THE

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
EIO Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

INFORMATION
FOR MACHINERY USERS.

We are headquarters for Rebuilt Motive
Power. Our machinery is absolutely war-
ranted in every way. We cover all sales by a
binding guarantee. Our stock is the most ex-
tensive in the land.

We Offer the Following, Subject to

Prior Sale.

ENGINES.
5900 1 E. P. AJIIs Company tandem com-

pound condensing- engine.
H. P., nominal, 500.
Flywheel, 2 feet diameter by 40-

inch face.
Cylinders, 22 and 42s48.
Guaranteed to operate on 15
pounds of steam per indicated
horsepower.

This engine is in excellent con-
dition. It is at present in-
stalled at Omaha. Neb.

5901 1 pair "Williams automatic engines,
coupled together.
Size, \1%\2\,
Revolutions, 200; builders' rating,

200; H. P., 200.
5902 2 Westinghouse compound engines,

13x22x13.
Revolutions, 290; H. P.. 125.

S903—1 horizontal tangye bed, side crank
automatic steam engine, made by
Russel &: Co.
Steam cylinder, 13x18.

5904 1 Wright automatic Corliss, 23x36.
5905 1 10x9 Westinghouse.
5906 1 8x12 Lansing automatic.
5907 1 7x12 Rice automatic.
5908 1 16x24 horizontal bos bed. side

crnnli.
5909 1 12x16 F. C. Wells horizontal tan-

gye bod. side crank.
5910 10 9x12 engines, manufactured by-

George W. Tlfft & Sons of Bur*
faio. N. T.

5911 1 10x22 box bed, right hand, side
crank.

5912 1 16x36-inch Corliss, left hand.
5913 1 9x16 Rice automatic.
5914 1 11x16x16 McEwen tandem com-

pouud.
5915 1 SxlO Atlas automatic, center

crank.
5916 1 11x18 Sinker, Davis & Co.
5917 1 12x16 horizontal, box bed, side

crank.
5918 1 10x14 automatic Wright & Adams.
5919 1 12x12 high-speed automatic Ideal.

5920 1 20x24 box bed. balance valve.
In addition to the above, we have on

hand at all times a complete assortment
of all size engines, ranging In power
from 1 to 500 horsepower. Ask for our
complete list.

BOILERS.
We still have on hand a few of Ar-

mour's 54x16, 60x16, 66x16, 66x18 and 72x18
horizontal tubular boilers. They are in

excellent condition.

AIR COMPRESSORS.
5921 1 Duplex straight-line Clayton, 9x9.

5922 1 4y2x6-lnch Clayton.
5923 2 12x16. Will compress air up to 60

pounds' pressure, with 80 to 100

pounds' steam.

BELTING.
We carry at all times, a complete stock

of short-lap. double-thick leather belt-

ing, both new and second-hand. Our
quotations are always 30 per cent, below
lowest market values.

SHAFTING.
We carry a stock of all sizes of shaft-

ing.

STEAM PUMPS.
Ask for our complete list of steam

pumps. We have all kinds.

Electrical Apparatus.
See our list of supplies In the Western

Electrician of October 27.

A COMPLETE OUTFIT.
We purchased the following outfit:

S924 1 McEwen tandem compound en-
gine, 8^x14x12, with a direct-
connected multipolar compound-
wound dynamo, capacity, 50
K. W. Included in this outfit Is

a 100-horsepower Sterling water-
tube boiler, with full front grate
bars, etc. Also a Duplex steam
pump and a coppef-tube heater.

It was used about 2'^ years
and replaced, owing to a neces-
sary increase In power.

DYNAMOS. ETC.
1 500-lIght National, 1000 volts, alternat-
ing exciter, attached tq shaft, complete
with sliding base regulator and pulley.
in first-class condition. Full descrip-
tion on application; also photograph.

1 Thomson-Houston, 400-light, compouud-
wGund dynamo, new, 110 volts, 200 am-
peres, complete with sliding base, belt
tightener and regulator.

1 Thomson-Houston, 500-light, compound-
wound dynamo, 110-voIt. 200-ampere,
complete with sliding base, belt tight-
ener and regulator.

1 United States Weston dynamo, 150-
light, 100-volt, 75-ampere. complete with
sliding base, belt tightener and regu-
lator.

2 generators, SO K. W. type, TJ. S. West-
inghouse bipolar, 350 revolutions per
minute, 550 volts, size of pulley, 54x18
inches; paper rim; side rails com-
plete.

2 Field Rheostats Westinghouse three-
jaw switches for throwing generators
In multiple.

1 voltmeter Westinghouse, to 600.

2 amp.-meters Westinghouse, capacity
to 160.

1 amp. -meter Westinghouse, capacity
to 30O.

2 Westinghouse circuit-breakers.
3 Westinghouse lightning arresters.
3 Westinghouse switches, double throw.
1 electric elevator, manufactured by
Keystone Electric company of Erie,
Pa.; self-oiler, 60-ampere. No. 324, 220-

volt, 1,025 revolutions; worm gear and
cog are solid brass; 53 "grooves for
%-lnch cable on drum; drum 30-Inch
diameter by 22-Inch face; the niotor
and gearing set on a cast-iron base;
this outfit cost S1.400; the worm screw
and shaft are cut from solid forging
and are steel; the motor Is 15 horse-
power; the machine Is geared to give
a speed to the car of 150' feet per min-
ute; was only in operatlen about four
months.

1 Baxter 110-voIt motor, 2-horsepower,
good as new; complete and startintr 60x
base and tightener. Price $50.00

1 ,1000-llght Slattery alternating-current
dvnamo. 1000-voIt, complete with ex-

citer and instrument. Practically as
good as new.

1 2-horsepower Baxter motor. 100-volt,

complete with starting box, base with
belt tightener and pulley. First-class
condition.

Our Maciiinery Hall is 200 X 360 feet.

Our complete list of items is contained

in CATALOGUE No. 156.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.,

W. 35th and Iron Sts., Chicago.
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L-IOHTIIMG 0\A/ RAIL.\A/AY
IVIACHIIIMERY.

The following is but a small portion of our immense stock, which is constantly changine. We carry at our
Brooklyn Works all the modern types of the best manufactures, such as GENERAL ELECTRIC, WESTINQ-
HOUSE and other Standard Makes. SEND FOR LATEST CATALOG.

Arc Dynamos.
2 126-llght multl-clrcult Brush, 2000

C. P.
2 165-llght, multicircuit Brush, 1200

C. P.
2 125-Mght, latest type Fort Wayne,

2000 O. P.
2 125-llght, brand new Excelsior, 2000

C. P., $1,600 each.
2 UE-llght, multi-circuit Brush, 2000

C. P.
2 80-IIght, single-circuit Brush, 2)00

C. P.
4 No. 8, 65-llght. 2000 C. P.. Brush, »575

each.

DIrect-CurreDt Dynamos, no Volts.

(Direct-Connected.)
2 100 K. W. Westlnghouse. 8-pole. 226

K. P. M., direct-con-
nected to Mcintosh &
Seymour compound en-
gines.

1 75 K. W. Siemens i Halske, di-

rect-connected to 12x14-
Ineh straight line en-
gine, 278 R. P. M.

Belted Dynamos, no Volts.

2 150 K. W. Edison bipolar.
4 60 K. W. Edison bipolar.
2 4o K. W. Edison bipolar.
3 30 K. W. Edison bipolar.
4 26 K. W. Kdlson bipolar.
2 20 K. W. Edison bipolar.
1 13% K. W. U. P. Amer. Ball.
2 10 K. W. Edison bipolar.
1 500-arapere Onondaga.
1 25 K. W. Electro Dynamic.
1 30 K. W. Western Electric, M. P.,

600 E. P. M.
1 45 K. W. General Electric, M. P.,

850 R. P. M.

1 100 K. W. M. P. 6, Westlnghouse.
2 45 K. W. M. P., 4, Westlnghouse.
1 30 H. P. M. P. Westlnghouse.

Direct-Current Hotors and Oenerators.

320 Volts.

(Direct-Connected.)

1 76 K. W. General Electric, direct-
connected to Ideal en-
gine.

(Belt-Driven.)

1 70 K. W. M. P. Siemens & Halske
(new),

1 65 K. W. Siemens & Halske.
1 25 H. P. Sprague. bipolar.
1 10 H. P. Eddy, bipolar
1 5 n. P. Eddy, bipolar.

Direct-Currant.

500 Volts.

2 60 K. W. Edison.
1 60 H. P. M. P., General Electrli^

type H.
1 15 H. P. Eddy.
1 10 H. P. Eddy.
1 2 H. P. Cent. Elect. Oo.

Railway Motors.

G. B. 800 S. R. G.. 30.

G. B. lOOO W. P., 30.

G. E. 1200, W. P., 60.

Westlnghouse 3.

Westlnghouse 12A.
Westlnghouse 38B.
K. Ii2 and K12 G. B. Controllers.
Westlnghouse 38 and 49 Controllers,
and a constantly changing stock of
everything pertaining to street car
equipment.

Railway Generators. 500 Volts.

1 500 K. W. M. P., 4, Gen. Electric.
1 300 K. W. M. P., 4, Gen. Electric.
1 200 K. W. M. 1'.. 4, Walker.
2 111 K. W. M. P., 4, Westlnghouse.
2 100 K. W. M. P., 4, Gen. Electric.
2 200 K. W. Edison.
2 160 K. W. Edison.
2 100 K. W. Edison.
4 60 K. W. Bdlson.
1 100 K. W. Ft. Wayne.

Alternators.

1 32G K. W. Siemens & Halske, 2000
volts, 7200 alternations,
single-phase. 115 R. P.
M.

1 SOO K. W. Fort Wayne, 2000 volts,
7200 alternations, Blngle-
pbase.

1 240 K. W. Westlnghouse, single-
phase, 1100 volts, 16000
alternations.

1 240 E. W. Stanley, two-phase, 380
R. P. M., with engmes
direct-connected.

2 300 K. W. Westlnghouse, single-
phase, toothed arma-
tures.

1 150 K. W. Westlnghouse, two-phase,
1100 volts, 600 R. P. M..
7200 alternations.

2 A-120 General Electric, single-phase,
1000 volts, 16000 alterna-
tions.

2 90 K. W. General Electric, single-
phase. 1000 volts, 16000
alternations.

2 120 Westlnghouse, single-phase,
1100 volts, 16000 alterna-
tions.

2 100 K. W. monocyllc General Elec-
tric, 1060 volts, 7200 al-

ternations, with excit-
ers.

1 60 K. W. General Electric, single-
phase, 2000 volts, 1600O
alternations.

1 80 K. 5V. Stanley. 2000-1000 volts,
two-phase, 7200 alterna-
tions.

1 76 K. W. Stanley, 2000-1000 volts,
two-phase, 16000 alter-
nations.

1 200 H. P. Westlnghouse motor, two-
phase, 3000 alternations,
400 volts, shaft I'/g Inch
diameter, pulley 25-inch
face, 30-Inch- diameter.

1 4fi K. W. Westlnghouse, 2200 volts,

16000 alternations.
1 110 K. W. Fort Wayne. 2200 volts,

16000 alternations.

Engines.
40x72 Corliss (1 right, 1 left).

26x48 Mils.
16x25x15 Annington & Sims.
ISVzxlS Mcintosh & Seymour.
16x16 Erie Ball.
15x15 Mcintosh & Seymour. -

13x14 Mcintosh & Seymour.
14x13 Armington & Sims.
10x12 Watcrtown.
11x19x24 Tandem Buckeye.

Boilers.
2 375 H. P. Sterling boilers.

2 175 H. P. Sterling boilers.
Boilers of various styles and sizes

at low rates.

street Cars.

Opened and closed, of all sizes, and
for all gauges. Let us know your
wants.

Rossiter, Mac Govern & Co.
Principal Offices, 141 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. Factory, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK.

'1^
.^

MAY BE INCREASED BY

CONNECTING UP YOUR

FARMERS
AND

OUTLYING DISTRICTS,

Others are Making their Plants Pay Fair

Interest on their Investments

that Formerly Showed
a Shortage.

NEW FEATURES!
ALL TROUBLE POINTS

ELIMINATED.
No Listening Keys.

No Clearing-Out Drops.

No Kinging Keys.

No Complications in Your Cord Circuit.

No Delays—Always Ready for Business.

WE WILL TELL YOU HOW ITS DONE.
WRITE TO

CLEVELAND, 63-78 FRAWKFORTST.. OHIO.

A Few Reasons Why You Should Use the

WARNER DRY BATTERY

RINGINGOUTFIT
No exchange is complete without one.

It is the cheapest way to secure power,
There are no bearings to oil.

There is no water to spill.

There are no delays or stops,

It will ring where all other ringers fail.

There are no belts to slip.

There are nocommutators to keep clean.

There are no power bills to pay.
It is always ready for duty.

It is absolutely reliable under all conditions.

Your operators can give better service with a good signaling device.

Every Outfit is Stiipped Complete Ready for Immediate Use.

Every outfit is thoroughly tested and fully guaranteed. This machine is in use in

some of the largest exchanges, both in this country and abroad. The net price for the

complete outfit is

$45 F. O. B. Factory.
Prompt shipments guaranteed. For further information, address

THE WARNER ELECTRIC CO.,
MUNCIE, INDIANA, U. S. A.

Success
Comes only to those telephone exchanges which use the
BEST material. If you use our goods success is assured.

We can supply EVERYTHING USED WITH TELEPHONES.
Noorder too small for attention or too large for our capacity.

Rapid deliveries our rule, and each order lllled with care. Large
stocks always on hand.

Telephoues, every style and grade. Long and short backboards.
Elegant nnlsh and design. Prices that will suit. Hard rubber re-
ceivers. Oak or walnut woodwork. New Ideas In magneto bells.
Each Instrument guaranteed.

All kinds of telephone supplies. New parts for old telephones.
Doublo-pole receivers.

Electricians' tools. Lightning arresters, carbon and fuse. Ex-
tension bells—standard and bridging. Circuit closers. Transmit-
ters of various styles. Repeating colls. Induction collg, construc-
tion material of all kinds.

WRITE FOR CATALOQUEi

Central Telephone & Electric Co.,

909 MARKET STREET, ST, LOUIS, MO.
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STANDARD

Telephone and Electric

Company,

MADISON, WIS.
Manufacturers and Importers

High Grade

Telephone Apparatus
EXCLUSIVEUY.

WRITE FOR igOO CATALOGUE.

No. 1900

ilMeRIGMBLBmiCTeLEPflOlCO.
36 to 50 Jackson Blvd., CHICA60, ILL

Our new No. 1900 Telephones with Disc Carbon Lightning

Arrester for SERIES and BRIDGING work are winners. Try them.

OUR CENTRALIZED BATTERY SYSTEM
is a great success; likewise our

MULTIPLE SWITCHBOARDS.

Telephone Apparatus
Of All Kinds Manufactured.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL AND TOOLS LOWEST PRICES.

A BIG LOT OF SECOND-HAND PHONES, IN GOOD

ORDER, CAN BE HAD FOR A SONG.

Let us tell you about them.

J. H. VAN VLISSINGEN, President.

L. G. WHEELER, Vice-President,

W. 0. HEINROTH. Treasurer.

L. G. BOWMAN. Sec'y and Gen'l Manager.

WESTERN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION CO.

153-159 South Jefferson Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

WHEN YOU ARE IN NEED
Of First-class, High-erade, Up-to-date Telephone

Equlpmentof All Kinds,

WRITE TO US.
We Manufacture All Kinds of Switchboards and

Telephones at Reasonable Prices.

WRITE FOR PRICES. ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY.

Central Energy
Telephone System
A MARVELOUS SUCCESS.

All parts subject to wear at central o£Bce.

Nothing at subscriber's station to get out of repait.

OUR REGULAR EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
IB Complete, Durable, Kellable.

The only manufacturers selling a complete line of

Public Exchange, Toll Line, Police, Fire Alarm,

Street Hallway, Central Station and Intercommuni-

cating Private Plant Telephone Apparatus fully

protected hy patent. We respect all patent claims

of others,

The Stroml>ierg-C»rlSon

Telephone Mfg. Co.,
72-82 W, Jacktoa Blvd.,

OBTOiTALoa. CHICAOO, V. S. A.

We Cater to Those Who
Demand the Best.

I«t»pbaa*s art—Th>l (bay %t» batlar
nad*. laat lsn(rr, COST L£39 FOK
KAlTfTENANCE. ahow hlihap arric
Kncr. DiaKa bxur Kpnaaranca. plaaia

altactlaiu aaalar Iban ai

Swedish-American

Telephone Company,
69-75 W. JACKSON BLVD., CHICAGO, ILL.

NATIONAL APPARATUS
Metallic Circuit Multiple

Switchboards.
Positive Double Sapervisory Signals. Central Energy.

Simple and Mechanically Perfect.
All Circuits Perfectly Balanced Electrically.

Cost of Operation and Maintenance Reduced to a
Minimum.

The Slethod of Operating that -nre have adopted has been
determined upon, by long years of experience and

practical operation by the very best telephone
engineers, to be unexcelled.

K»r>d \Jt 'V^vjr Sfa^^i-fl^^-tl^rts,

National Telephone Equipment Co.,
330-332 Lafayette Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Standard Desk 8tyle Brancli

Exchaoge SwitehbOHrd,

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD

AND SUPPLY CO.

229 SOUTHIGREEN STP=E\

CHICAGO.

TELEPHONES

AND

SWITCHBOARDS.

INDVCTIOX COIL.S.

VARLEY DUPLEX MAGNET CO
FISHER BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL. 138 7TH ST., JERSEY CITY, N. J.

Magnet Wire
OurS,.cl.Uy: Tte B.st Stoct of »n,

J||[ |y|Q|)Ep|y||D |y|FQ QQ.^alzea of Single Silk lasulated Magnet
Wire In the country. Also Double Silk;
Single and Double Cottona,

207 S. CANAL ST.,
CHICAGO, ILL.
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KaTASLISHED 1«fl«.

notTce I

The old original

D. A. KUSEL

TELEPHONE AND

ELECTRIC

MFG. COMPANY,

1109 Pine St..

ST. liOUIS, MO-

The oldestand
most reliable
manufacturer of
telephones and
switchboards in
the West. Write
forcatalogue
and price list.

0. A. KUSEL,

Proprlstor.

TRADE MARK.
Tested Fnse %Vire and Fuse Iiinks.

standard f-T Accuracy.

In the raanuCacture essentials.

1st, accuracy; 20, uniformity.
The steady IncreaBe in our butiiieae during the past

twelve years is the best evidence that our goods meet
all requirements.

All kinds of Telephone Fuses and Bases,
well made and at low prices.
CHICAGO FUSE WIRE & MFG. CO.,
58'6< N. JcffersoD St., Cblcago. 369 Broadway, New York.

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE SUPPLY CO.,
TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES,

19 SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO.
"Monarch" Galvanized Telephone Wire, "ETtraBB" and "BE" Galvanized Telephone Wire, Hard-drawn
CoDperTelephone Wire. Rubber Covered Wire, Weather-prooflron Line Wire, Annunciator Wire. Office

Wire Galvanized Steel Strand, Crosby Clips, Guy Clampa, Boston Cable Hangers, Turn Bucklen, Meseen-

ger Pol© Supporti. Galvanized Thimbles, Gur_RodH_, Ground Rods._Stom_baugI)(luy^An_cho_r8, Eyi

Cross Arms, Crcds Arni Braces, Pins i "

"
.ckets, La^ Screws and Bolts, Insulator; nobs, Tools, etc., etc.

Kokomo Telephones fori 900.

New Tubular Arm; No cord in sight.

High-Grade Full Nickel-Plated Bell,

Bipolar Receiver, togethir with the

Kokomo Long-Dlstance Transmitter,

Making up the most efficient Teie^one on the market for
Exchange and Toll-line work. We "have Improved the
Telephone, also the price, to a point that will interest you.
Write us for information.

KOKOMO TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC NIFG. CO.,

KOKOMO, IND.

TELEPHONE AND

CONST. SUPPLY CO.,

CHICAGO.
NEW CATALOGUE FREE.

STERLING ELECTRIC CO.,
KXCLuiivi HANurACTuniiie or

BELL-STYLE TELEPHONE
»ARATUJ

FOB THE IKDEPENDEIKT nEIiD.

Main Office and Factory at LAFAYETTE, IND. Branch Office, Chioaso.

CBICAOO OFFIC£, Na. liieO MONAOKOCK BIIII.DIN6.

RESISTANCE WIRES
Bare and Covered. For All Purposes.

SEE OUR CATALOGUE.

DRIVER-HARRIS WIRE CO.,
NEWARK, N.J.

CHICAGO
TELEPHONE
SUPPLY CO.^ CHICAGO, U. S. A.

MANUFACTURE EVERYTHING TELEPHONIC.

A Direct Keadlup Ohmmeter.

Ohmmeters,
Ammeters,

Voltmeters.
Special Electrical Machinery.

F. B. SAOE <& BKO.,
Successors to American Electric Specialty Co.,

188 lilberty »t., New Tork City.
New York Agents Wirt Electric Co. Eheo-

Gtats and Brnshes.

r.ViADUGL
BALTIMORE, MAKE

TELEPHONES
AND EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

TELEPHONES
'-feir7.VH'<**HII:H:lM.-»r|-^

priSTUN,Mass

SWITCHBOARDS

BUGO SCHUMACHER, Prest.

J. A. ARBOGAST, Vlce-Prest.

MAX SCHUMACHER, Sec'y and Treas.

M. GARL, Supt.

Garl Electric

Company,
AKRON, OHIO.

Hotel or Houfto
Telephons.

Sole Patentees and
Manufacturers of

Girl Raiiwiy, Hotel and Factory Telephone

Systems. Carl Electric Gun for Fire

and Burglar Alarms.
InttroommunlcBtlnB
Fiolory T«l«phoii>.

5howlnif Manner ol Securing,

Descriptive Circular and Testimonials on Request.

Correapondeoce Invited.

Manulactured
pj^,L|p Sfl|||TH, '^'Ts'T''

THE ROCK OF GIBRALTAR IS NO
FIRMER THAN A

Telephone Pole
Secured by the

Stombangh Guy Anchor.
The cheapest and most effective method of

securely fastening: Telephone, Telegraph and
Trolley Poles.

No holes to dig; bore them in the ground
Mid there they stay. "Brace up" the weak
points on your line and avoid further trouble*

W.N. MATTHEWS*
St. LodIb, Mo.,

General Western
Agents.

3^ to 6 In. Diameter.
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A. KIECKHEFER

ELEVATOR CO.,

m

g^ -

mm

ailL.WAi;KEE CITT HALIi.

Tliis buiidiDg is famished nrith 4 Uydranlic

HERMAN BVILDlKe, UILWArKEE.
This bnilfline frill be famished by as irith

3 Hydraulic Passeoger J^leTators.

BUILDERS OF

Hydraulic, Electric,

Steam and Hand-Power Passenger

and Freight

LEVATORS
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
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Horizontal Internal Self-Oiling Engines, 25 to 600 H. P.

Horizontal Medium Speed Engines, 300 to 800 H. P.

Vertical Compound Engines, f 00 to 800 H. P.

The Ball Encine Co., Erie, Pennsylvania.
Chicago Office: 1526 IMonadnock Block.

Send for complete catalogue of

MAGNETO BELLS, TELEPHONES,
MEDICAL BATTERIES and

uT ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES.
_ All Goods Hlsh erade In Every Respect

£ MIANUS ELECTRIC CO., • Mianus, Conn.

THE ROAD
TO

OMAHA
AND

SIOUX CITY.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

SHORT LINE.

Electric Lighted Trains.

Perfect Service.

TICKETS, 95 ADAMS ST.

MDNDN RDUTE
IS Ttie^ DIRECT LINE^

BETWEEN

CniCAGO.
Indianapolis,

f CINCINNATI
I AND

jLOUISVILLEi,
— i^/?rt=» criiGAGO.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS. ANY 5IZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFQ. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

MclNTIRE'S PATENT

GONNEGIORS AND TERMINALS.
Special ConncclofS lof HARD-ORAVV.V COPPER

WIRE, all si!CS. FUSED WIRE. FUSED
LI\KSar,(l STRIPS.

THEO. MclNTIRECO., 13 S 15 Franklin St.,

NEWARK. N. J.

Faster than ever

to California

CHICAGO
& NORTH-WESTERN

RAILWAY

fHE OVERLAND LIMITED leaves

Chicago 6.30 p. m. daily via Chicago-

Union Pacific & North-Western Line, ar-

rives San Francisco 5.15 afternoon of

third day and Los Angeles 7.45 next
morning. No change of cars; all meals
in Dining Cars. Buffet Library Cars
with barber. The best of everything.

The Pacific Express leaves 10.30 p. m.
daily. Tourist Sleepers daily to Califor-

nia and Oregon and personally conducted
excursions every Wednesday fiom New
England. Send 4 cents postage for
" California Illustrated" to Chicago Sl

North-Western Railway,

j6i Broadway, - New YorkUss Vine St., • Cincinnati
for Ches't St.,- Phiiaclclpiiia'so; Siiiithfield St., l*ittsl)urj,'

368 Wasliinpton St., Boston'234 Superior St., - Cleveland
301 Main St.. * - Hufralo|i7 Canipus-Martius, Detroit
212 Clark St., - - Cliicai^o.s KinESt..East,Ti>ronto,Ont,

£urABLmUKl> 1K76.

COMBINATION OF

Stow Flexible Shaft
AND

MULTI-SPEED MOTOR.
Practically dust and water proof. For Portable

Drllllnir. TapplDK. Reamlnc, Emery Grinding, etc.
Write for catalogue and I'rlces.

STOW MFG. C0.( Binghamton, N. Y.
Gen'l European AKonts, Selig, Sonnenthol & C«.,

86 Queen Victoria Street, London, England.

V>A^. MAGNET WIRE cVvV»\v

Electro maqnetsliiiilt and rewound.
iiiiiiii»iinhgHmt«mTiiMh»HiTJiihjririki

The MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MF&.CO.
„South Bend, Indiana.

DIXON'S BELT DRESSING
AND LEATHER PRESERVATIVE

Is guaranteed to prevent slipping and preserve the leather.

It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

REG.TRADE MARKS JhE PHOSPHOR BRONZE SMELTINeCO.llMITED,

2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

\
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
INGOTS,CASTINGS, WIRE,RODS,SHEETS, ETC.

Wwvjb/USu^j." — DELTA METAL-^
/X CASTINGS, STAMPINGS bnd FORGINGS

^> ORIGINAL AND SoLEMaKERS IN THE U.S.

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarautee

:

ITie Largest Power ever obtained from a wheel of ike same diameter,
ever obtained for the sarne power.^^ The highest mean efficiency ever realized when

llie highest speed
^ --- efficiency ever realized when

running from half to fuU gate. We guarantee also : A runner of the greatest posi
sible strength. A gate unequaled in qmehiess and ease of opening and closing.

Tests show over 81 per cent, average efficiency with half to full water.

State your Head and send for 124 page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

JEFFREY
ELEVATING,
CONVEYING,
POWER

TRANSMISSION iii 1
FOR CATALOGUE,

THE JEFFREY MFG. CO.
COLUMBUS, 0.

M'CORMICK TURBINE.
On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft.

Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Qlves a higher percentage of useful effect than any other water-wheel
heretofore made. All sizes, rlstii and left hand, are built from paiierus per-
fected under systematic tests in the Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and those contem-
plating thf improvement of powers, will find it to their interest to confer
with us, as we are willing to guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter what make of turbine has been In use. STATE REQUIREribNTS
A^D SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.

SMALL SPRINGS
OF rVFRV DESCRIPTIOW

THE WALLACE BARNES CO.,
sy^sux->^cn an BRISTOL, CONN., U.S.A.

Insulated

Rubber
Wires aimd Cables.

John A. Roebling's Sons Co^

WORKS AT

TRENTON. N. J.
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ASK o. W. FIRKINS & CO. FOR

Idaho Red Cedar Poles
40 TO 80 FEET LONG.

412 LUMBER EXCHANGE, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

EDAR POLE
' 50 TO 80 FT. A SPECIALTY.

JohnH.rowler, "c%V.'^t: !,\'''

POLES.
BERTHOLD CROSS

& JENNINGS, ARIVIS.
WHITE CEDAR. ST. LOUIS. LONG LEAF

IDAHO CEDAR up to 80 ft. chemical Building. PINE AND FIR.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Urg9 Stock Constantly on Hand.
Poles

Street Railway Ties.
Specialty; 7-foot
white t'edar Elec-
tric Railways, etc. Poles.

IZO & SONi »A.o^E-r-r, iviioi-i.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING CO.
CHATTANCOCA, TENN.,

UAoafacturerfl uid Deftlen In

Yellow Pine Cross Arms, Looust Pins, Oak Pins, Electrical

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stocks on hand.

Delivered prices quoted, F. O. B. cars, your city. In any quantity. -WKITE US.

CEDAR POLES.
Piling and Street R. R. Ties.

C. H. WORCESTER CO.,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Producers and Wholesalers of White Cedar Products.

CR055~ARMS
PINS, BRACKETS
W'rrmnufacfurec/andsold over
Six Mil/iO/7 P/ns and nvoM/f/m
Cross-Arms in /S99.

Ourgoods are (3e//) Starro^arc/
We manufocfure on/u from besf
ma/er'/o/-

Sever/ Facfor/es
skilled help anduneoua/ed fac-
ilities er/af>le us to fill all orders
prornptli^.

Capacit(/: over 5.000 \

Lons leaf</elloyy pine Lppf-I)au
Cross Arms, r '

Orer -fsooo locustPins ^

Let UsIinoYY Your r/ants

EJ.NOBLETT
658 -90Z-35 fk Street.

Chicgso.-
Long distance Telephone, Yardb.803

THE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
BY

HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Price gl.OO.

The only complete and practical work
of its kind on the market.

PUBLISHED BY

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Suite 510 Marquette Bulldlnc ClilcaKC

Our Feed Water Heaters
Use exhaust steam and supply boilers with PURE
HOT WATER and prevent the solid matter from

going into the boilers, saving from lo to 25 per

cent, of your fuel bills. Our latest design is

made entirely of CAST IRON, designed for use

where water contains acid salt or other impuri-

ties which pit or corrode wrought iron or steel.

We also build

BOILER FEED PUMPS,
SINGLE, DUPLEX A

TRIPLEX PUMPS,
SINGLE, DUPLEX AND TRIPLEX.

ELECTRICALLY
DRIVEN....

STEAM AND POWER

PUMPING MACHINERY

FOR EVERY PURPOSE.

Air

Compressors
OF VARIOUS TYPES.

JET AND SURFACE CONDENSERS, AIR PUMPS, FILTER PRESSES,
OIL MILL MACHINERY.

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO.,

257 Lehman St., DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A^

CEDAR POLES
LINDSLCV BROTHERS COMPANY
ME-NOMINCE. M/CH. aivd PORTl- a N d, oRECO N .

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS
Se-FOOT TO 80-FOOT POLES OUR SPCCIALTY

A PRETTY STORY.
Eight months ago the Texas Arm & Pin Co. began manufacturing things in-

clined electrically wooden, like cross arms, pins and brackets. An old, no-account,

second-hand machine, in a broken-down factory, was used, but now they have four
factories with new and late machinery and are shipping more cross-arms than the law
allows. But they can ship more. They are untapped, long-leaf, yellow pine.

Branch Office: 10 Temple Court Building, Chicago, W. H. QUAW, Mgr. Harrrsonlbis.

Or the home ofl5ce at Beaumont, Texas, is where you write for mere information and a
pretty and useful pamphlet.

DEALERS_«N°-CONTRACTOKtj
For Satisfactory Intercommunicating

IM
At bottom prices, write to

THOMAS, WILCOX & DIETZ, Cleveland. Ohio.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, MICH.

Eleven Pole Yards Id Michigan.
Wholesale FroducerB for 20 years.

TIES.

C>
ur quoia>iuii« ivirv ur 'write ^^^^

O. W. SMITH, Wholesale Producer ^^

EDAR POLEX
225 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL. ^^V

lisree Sto<*ks. CeDtral \ ard«. QuicEc Shipment. ^^^

CEDAR
DAVIS AND STITT

COMPANY,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Write for Delivered Prlcei. POLES

Catalogue and Net Price List

LINEMEN'S OUTFITS
Mailed Fr» to Lineman and Conitrucllon Men-

ADDnras:

MJtTHIAS KLEIN i SON, ManiMacturers,—
ST. Chicago, III.

iDdianaplis Arm, BracM & Fin Co.
Sueeassbrc to J. B. MAOERS,

Arms, Bnckets, Locust and Oak Pins,

Ttnt Stakes, ROPE Lock Blocks.

Ollieo: tZSS.MoiMlin It, dIanapolK, Ind.

factohy: MMCaTowN, ino.
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Westinghouse
Polyphase

Induction

MOTORS

Operate everywhere

under all conditions.

Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

AH Principal Cities in U. S. and Canada. Westinghouse Dust-Proof Motors Operating Outdoor Crane.

Incandescent Lamps
Anchored filaments prevent

injury by jarring.

Sawyer=Man Electric Co.,
Allegheny, Pa.

The Popularity of

Rockwood's Patent Compressed

Non-Slipping.

Non-breakable.
Economical.
Durable.

Balanced.
Neat design.

Light-weight.
Non-Magnetic.

Six thousand
various sizes

partly finished

carried con-

stantly in stock.

Hubs any shape,

any position.

I

Paper Pulleys
[''For one-sixth century the standardfor durability and efficiency .^''

)

arises in a measure from their stability.

Engineers and users should not fail to specify Rockwood Patent Compressed Paper Pulleys on all contracts.

CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING.

ROCKWOOD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Pafer Pulley Sales Deft., 330 So. Pennsylvania Street

Indianapolis, Indiana^ U. S. A.
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Fort Wayne Electric Works
(INCORPORATED.)

SOMETHING NEW

#[Tvil1 i

1

1

1

1

1

filWAYHEEirCTRIC WORKS'
FOBTWAYNE.IND.iU.S.A.

ITfEK-lfiTEGRATifiG WATT METER
SINGLE PHASE ' ^

PATENTED _.

I< _ Vw 1 1^^"'

SOME INTERESTING POINTS.

This Meter will Record Accurately the Energy of Alterna-

ting Current Circuits Regardless of the POWER
FACTOR.

It can be Quickly Adjusted for Either HIGH OR LOW
FREQUENCY.

No Constants or Multipliers Used. Meters are DIRECT
READING.

THE CALIBRATION IS PERMANENT
AND RELIABLE.

CONVENIENT TO HANDLE,
EASY TO INSTALL AND REPAIR.

OUR=

TYPE K
INTEGRATING
WATTMETER

Weighs less than 13 pounds and can
be installed in a space

6 3-4 inches by 8 3-4 inches.

^^^^
'^'=^--^i--d^Hl^^^^'

\

1t

ALL PARTS ARE STANDARD AND INTERCHANGEABLE.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN ioiq.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY —

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.
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ELECTRICAL OR MECHANICAL.

We have fine facilities for light manufactur-
T.ng. and solicit correspondence. Estimates
-0Ten on quantity or small lots. PUNCH PRESS
-»NO SCREW MACHINE WORK.

SPIES & COMrPAWY,
97-so "W. Tan Bnren St., Chicago, III.

EDWARD P. BURCH,
Consulting Electrical Engineer,

1200 Cruaranty Bld^., 91inneapolis.

Oxifle Storap Batteries.
Siiitaljle roi- all purpoeeB where Storaije

Batteries are applicable.

No btichliQg of plate*. No spIlHoflof acid.

No sulphating or eorroding.

THE OXIDE BATTERY CO.,
THIiee, No. 1629 N. lOlh St:. Philadelphia, Pa.

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Highest grades for electrical iasulation and mechanical purposes, in sheetSt

tubes, rods and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on application.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wilmington, Del.

READY FOR THE MARKET.
"FEDIOO," the neTT style Creole rosette. In-

alstlon perfect, lone tB8e,enperlor
in eTery detail.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co.. Peru. Ind.

'""Slll^""^VitroChrome
look like natural glass. The colors produced are bright and durable, and can be used for indoor
and outdoor decorations; also used for BAILWAY AAID l^TISAIflUOAT SIGAIAIj
I^IOUTS, KliECTBI C SIGNS, ET<\ Vitro Chrome is superior to any other incandescent
lamp color. A trial will convince you. Manufactured only by

VITRO CHROME CHEMICAL CO.,
421 B Milwaukee St., MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Send for Circular.

For Sale by all Dealers and Electric

Supply Houses.

CRYSTAL
CHEMICAL COLORING

FOR COLORING Incandescent Lamps any color desired.

Easily and quickly applied, giving brilliant effects. Cheap.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

WEBSTER CHEMICAL CO., T£f
HRNTIOfV WESTEBSr RUBCTRICIAN WURN WBITISfG.

Kentucky

Incandescent
KENTUCKY ELECTRICAL CO., Owensboro, Ky.

Ohloago Agent, J. W. BrookB. 605 Plymouth Bldg.

FARIES ADJUSTABLE LAMP HOLDERS
Permit the electric llglit to be in-

stantly placed where it is needed.

Made for Shop, Factory, Store,

Office, Residence; infact,wher-

ever the Incandes-
cent Lamp is used.

The Latest and Best Thing in Reflector Shades.

vr- rriBKf many sizes and 6tyle8 of Aluminum Shades f>nd Reflectors.

f^ittalmriit* No A'"' AdJuHtablc UolderK, Portublo, Obnudc-V#CliaiUgUC7 IV U. O iiori,. Wall Hiackets.etc, etc., Just Issued.
I will hi' ninllcfl u|>ou application.

FARIES MFG. CO., Decatur, III.

^ Black Diamond File Works!

»
»

^ OVB eOOJDS ABE ON SAJLE IK BTEBY KiBADIKS HABJDWABB 9^
V( 8TOBE rW THB UKITBD 8TATBH AITD CANADA. {j^

I G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY, I
^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

Special

Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1896.

BURN CHEAPER
FUEL

BY USING

MECHANICAL
DRAFT.

B. F.

STURTEVANT
COMPANY,

BOSTON, MASS.

^^ NEW YORK,
PHILADELPHIA,

CHICAGO,
LONDON.
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SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

WESTERN SELLrNG AGENT,

H. R. HIXSON,
1 137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO

Simplex Electrical Company,
75-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

1889'rarla Exposition,
Kedal for Rabber Imsalatioii.

1893—lilTorld's Fair,
medal for Rubber Insnlation.

TRADE MARIfc

THE STASTD.AjaD FOR
RUBBER IIirSVL.ATIOIir.

Sole Manufacturers of

€konite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee "^^^r Wires.

THE OKONITE CO.. Ltd.
Wni»d L ClndM,

^„„,j.N. boriM Cheever, 253 Broadway, New York.
Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supt
W. H. Hodgins, Secy.

^RftN,^\Sl^ INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Paranite Rubber Covered Wires and Cables,

UNDERGROUND, AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

TELEPHONB, TBLBORAPH AND PIRB ALARH CABLES.
'

All Wires are tested at Factory. JOKESBOBO, IKD.

^l^Standard Underground GableCo.
1226 Betz BldgM
rhlladelpUa, Fa,

I J^ I 542 The Rookery,1^1 Chicago,

^p Electric Cables, Conduits, Wires and Accessories^
Also Hlski Crade Bnbher Covered IVires ond Cables.

Westlnghouse Bldg., 66 Liberty St.,
Pittsburg. New Vork City.

IVIills Building, San Francisco.

nrtw.
\A^II

National
India

Rubber Co.'s

RUBBER COVERED

OFFICE AND FACTORY: BRISTOL. R. I.

STERLING EXTRA INSULATING VARNISH.
SterUas: £xtr» Black FlnlnbiDS VarnlBb,

!$terling: Black Air Brylner 'Varnlsli,
Sterling: Black Core Plate Tarniah.

THE STERUNG VARNISH CO.,
Pittsburg. Pa., U. S. A.

THE STERLING VARNISH CO.,
95 Colmore Row. Birmingham, England.

I NiJI\/lPFOR ALL PURPOSE^.
Scrap and NWlye Platinum Purebued.BAKKK A CO .408-4I4 Nnw Jeney

Railroad Ave., Krwarb. W. J.
Hew York Office. UO Liberty Street.

2,U00 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from Vi to 50 "lurse power.
Dynamos from lO lights to 700.

We sell or rent. Good profltl

The Hobari Elec. Mfq. Co.. Troy. Ohl».

MIIN
BEr<UINE SWEDISH
COAL- GRAIN

eR«

^ESTIIN ElBcMoai Ingtrnment Co.,

114-120 William St.. NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

Ukmied Dial

s Statioa Instnuseats.

These loitrnmentfl are
based npon the sune Ren-
eral prlaolple and are jaat
•aaccarate aa oar re^lar
Staodard Portable Direct
Oarreat Toltmeters and
AzometerB, bnt are mach
larger, and the working
parta are Inclosed in a
naotly designed, dost-proof
oaat-lron case irhich eSeot-
iTaly ahieidfl the lontra-
mentstrom dlstarblns In-
dneaeea nt external mag-
oeCk) fields.

Weston Standard

Portable Direct Beading
Voltmeters and MllllTolt-
meters. Ammeters and Mll-
ammpterfi, Wattmeters
and Voltmeters, for Alter-
nating: ana Direct Cnrrent
Oironitfl.

Our portable Instmrnents
are recognized asstundards
tbron({houl the olvlllzed
world.

Oar Semi-Portable La-
boratory Standard Vo\U
meters and Anunetera are
Btllt better. ,

They are the most relia-

ble, absolnte standards for

«. .- .<.<... J Laboratory nse.
WestOD Standard Illuminated

Dial Station Voltmeter, LONDON — Elliott Broa.. N'o. loi St.

Style B. Martinii Lane.

Mention the Westebk Electkicias when writing for catalogues.

" PHONO=ELECTRIG"
WIRE TOUGH'

THE NEW STANDARD FORK
TROLLEY USE.

HOMOGENEOUS THROUGH-
OUT. NO HARDENED SKIN.

REMARKABLE
WEARING QUALITIES.

Write for Booliiet.

BRIDGEPORT BRASS CO.,

19 Murray St., NEW YORK.

i Phono-Electric

American Yitrified Conilnit Comany,
MANTIPACTUBEB9 OF

VITRIFIED SALT GLAZED
UNDERGROUND AND INTERIOR CONDUITS.

Contractors for Complete Installation
of Conduit Systems.

General OfBces: 39 Cortlandt St., N. Y.

^ueen $c Co.,
1010 Chestnut St., Phila.

480 MONON BLDG., ClilCAGO.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Raf
FocusTubes, Induction Coils.

HOLOPHANE CLASS CO.,
15 Eas-t: 32rtci. SI:., ME\A^ Y^RIC.

Compound Prism

Globes and Shades
FOR ALL KINDS OF LIGHTING.

Tiro «oi.i> aa n «l n i «»

Awarded at Paris Exposition.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

arEXB

[PHOENIX GLASS CO.]
MANUFACTURERS OF

GAS AND ELECTRIC

: GLOBES, SHADES, Etc.

< SEND FOR A COPY OF OUR NEW AND

I

LATEST CATALOGUE.

\
Pittsbnrgh. New York, Chicago.

lOjuyiJj

Ideal Fire Protection
FOR SWITCHBOARDS AND

ALL ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.
Monarch Fire Appliance Co.?

27 WILLIAM STREET. NEW YORK.

J. M. \a/hite: ivif-o. co.,
Saa, Blectrlc and Combination Fittings

and Flxtares, TrlmnilDSS, (Screws
and Ornaments.

Send tor Our New Catalogue, Just Issued.

MANUFACTTJEEKS OF

Pressed, Spun and Turned Brass

Work to Order.

37-137 North loth Street.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

The United §tates Garbon Gompany.

r SPECIALTIES A SPECIAWJ
L ELECTROLYTIC.

C LEVELAN DrOMIO. U. 'S. A.
MOT IN CARBON TRUST

*.',.ALTERNATING. DIRECT.^
ENCLOSED. OPEN-l
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MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., 32 CORTLANDT STREET^

1,000,000 eold during the

paEt twelve months.

flesco Dry Battery-

Acknowledged the Best

Dry Cell Manufac-
tured.

Price each, 40c.

Standard size, 2^x6^4

We make all sizes.

Telephone Receivers.

Hard Bubber, each SI.2&

Battery Zincs.

"We have purchased the plant of the Carr
Metal Company and can furnish the Carr com-
posite zincs in all forms and quality heretofore
supplied by that company.

AC =^'*llnaS^Be Mil

{v®%
/ )^^
4 j—^ -_e)/

Price...

We make a number of different styles.

Telephone Outfit,

No. 14,

With our bigh-grade car-
bon traDsmiltet, wbich
will be sent on approral
to responsible parties.

Price, witb two cells Mea-
co Dry Battery, $9.00.

Alarm Clock Oatfit, No. i^.

Price, Outfit
" Clock only.

Pony Telephone Receiver.

Betall price, 90 cents.

Dlttmar Pocket Bat-
tery Gauge.

Will register the
strength of open or
closed circuit batter-
ies.

Frice each, $8.«).

Desk Telephone Outfit,

No. II.

Price $9.00

We make a dozen differ,

ent lelephone Outfits.

Iron Box BelU, No. 97.

3M, 3, 3H snd 4 Incb, Special prlcei

OUR PRICES given above do not fairly represent quotations to the trade or to parties ordering quantities.

WE MANUFACTURE a large percentage of the goods found in our catalogue. Catalogne No. li—Now Ready.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CC^^^^S^J^^-^^^U^"

BATTERY JARS.
Machine-made Battery Jars are Better and

Stronger than the hand-blown, being more Uni-
form and of Equal Distribution.

ASK YOUR JOBiER FOR OUR JAR.
We are the only concern making Battery Jar»

by machinery.
THE GILCHRIST JAR CO.,

Office and Factory: • . ELMER. N.J.

ALTERNATING-CURRENT POWER MOTORS,
I -20 TO 2 i -2 ACTUAL HORSEPOWER.

SIMPLE, RELIABLE, SATISFACTORY.
Send for bulletins just issued describing new types.

The Emerson Electric Mfg.Co.,
714-71 G-71 8 St. Charles St.. ST. LOUIS, MO.

Branch Office and Warehouse;
136 Liberty St., Kew York City.

STANLEY A. G. WATTMETERS.
Permanent Accuracy Guaranteed.

STANLEY INSTRUMENT CO.,
New York; 146 Broadway.
San Francisco: 31-33 New Montgomery St.
Canada: The Royal Electric Co., Montreal and

Toronto.

KENTUCKY

INCANDESCENT

LAMPS.
SAME PRICE TO ALL.

16 C. P., Barrel Lots, i7c. Each.

SPECIAL PRICES ON ANNUAL CONTRACTS.

KENTUCKY ELECTRICAL CO.,
anulaclurflra KENTIIPUY S

INCANDESCENT LAMPS, n. ^ -mTanulactureri KENTUCKY
j motors AND DYNAMOS. Owensboro, Ky.

Ntw York Otnct,

No. S9 W. 66th St.,

Ntw York, H. Y.

Boston Ofllct,

No. 268
Mutachutelti

Motors,

Motorcycles,

Motorettes.
Our New York Type Motoretle, Weight 700 pounds.

_,„„- ,^ , Capacity a Persons. Price $1,200.00.
Biai(PI,ICITir. EASIIiT^ OPERATED.

FI.EXIBHiIT'r, PEBFECTtir COI9TROI,I.£D,
IiieHTNESS, ABSOCiIT'rEI/'r SAFE,

STBESreTH, ABSEKCEOFAIiliOII/ANDDIBT,
' BEI^IABIIiITY, ECONOalT.

Not an EXPERIMENT, but a TRIED and PROVED SUCCESS.
Over 20,000 De DION-BOUTON MOTORS operating Motorcycles and

Motorettes. i- =

GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY: CHURCH LANE AND 37TH ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.
De Dion Motor BnppUes and Batteries Always in Stock-

Sole Agents and
Licensed Manufacturers

In tbe United States of

America for

Da DIon-Bouton

& Co.,

FRANCE.

ELECTRICAL MACHINERY
FOR POWER AND LIGHTING.

NEW YORK. N. Y., 39 Cortlandt Street. ST. LOUIS, MO., 642 Century Building.
BOSTON, MASS., 31 State Street. CHARLOTTE, N. C, 29i S. Tryon Street.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., US. Broad Street. ATLANTA, GA., English-American Building.
WASHINGTON, D. C, Kellogg Building. DENVER. COLO., 31 1 Kittredge Building.

CHICAGO, ILL., Old Colony Building.

CROCKER -WHEELER
COMPANY,

General Office and Works, Ampere, N.J.
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CARBON
The "Electra"

Carbons are the

recognized

standard

all the

world over.

OARBOIMS
^vtCT/f^ FOR ENCLOSED LONG-BURNING ARC LAMPS. : se^ECfsi^

-: FOR
D4REeT

UNEQUAL,LEtriN dUALIT

AND EFFICI

^OLirffek:^ STEADY
SILLIANT LIGHT.

HUGO REISINGER 11 BROADWAY NEW YORK.

30IMS

There are no

Carbons better

than the

" Electra" and

none

just as good."((

»•——•———

t

n

Crown
"Insulated Conductors

AND

Rail Bonds
"Crown" wires are the perfection of Rubber Insulation for high or low voltage, direct or alter-

nating currents, solid or stranded conductors up to 2,500,000 circular mils' capacity.

"Crown" bonds are the perfection of simplicity and economy in rail bonding, together with
perfection of contact.

In "CROWN" WIRES or "CROWN" BONDS you secure the best attainable results,
electrically and mechanically.

Solid or stranded bare copper conductors; also lead - encased and armored for aerial,

underground and submarine work.

American Steel and Wire Co., Chicago, III.
NEW YORK, WORCESTER, DENVER, SAN FRANCISCO; LONDON, ENC.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co . .

Alden Electric Co ix

Alexander, Thos xli

American Battery Co
American Bridge Co iv

American Dlst. Steam Co.

American Eectric Co vll

Amer. Electric Fuse Co. .. x
Amer. El. Teleph. Co xv
Ameri. an Elec. Works... si

Amer. Reflt. & Lig. Co... xi

American School or Corr.

Amer. Steel & Wire Co .

.

Amer. Vitrified Cond. Co,

iii

Bain, Foree xi

Bakar&Co i

BaUEnglneCo xvlii

Barnes Co., Wallace xvili

Barnett Co., G. & H xxii

Becker Bros xi t

i

Belden-LarwiU Elec. &
Mfg. Co 17

Berthold A Jennings il x

Besly & Co.. Chas. H xxli

Blue Ridge Locust Pin Co, xlx
Bossen El. Const. Co xi

Bridgeport Brass Co i

BnUock Elec. Mfg. Co.... vIU
Burch,Edward P xxii

Camp Engineering Co xii

Central Electric Co v
Central Mfg. Co xix
Central Tel . & El. Co ... .

Chicago & Alton E. R... xJll

C. & N. W. R. R sviii

Chicago Edison Co It

Chic. Fufle Wire& Mfg.Co.

Chic. House WrecklngCo. lili

C, M. &St. P. E. R XTiii

Chicago Mica Co xvi

Chic. Telephone Sup. Co. xvi

Cleveland ArmatureWks.
Couch & Seeley Co
Cream Flux Co x

Crescent Mfg. Co
Crest Manufacturing Co.. x

Crocker-Wheeler Co ii

Cutler-Hammer Mfg Co.. xil

Cutter Elec. &. Mfg. Co

D. &W. FuseCo viii

Davis & StittCo xix

Dearborn Drug & Ch. Co. ix

DeDion-Bouton Motorette

Co Ii

Diamond Meter Co
Dixon Crucible Co., Job. xvili

Driver-Harris Wire Co . . xvi

Edison Decorative A Min-

iature Lamp Bept x
Edison llfg. Co xi

El. Eng, Inst. Corr. inst. xvi

Electric Appliance Co— x
Electric Storage Batt. Co.

Electrician Pub. Co vlil

Electrolysis Proof Conduit
Mfg.Co ix

Emerson EL M fg. Co ii

Ericsson Telephone Co .

.

i

Eureka Elec. Co xv

Faries Mfg. Co
Parr Tel. & Con. Sup. Co. xvi

Federal Battery Co
Firkins & Co., O.W
"For Sale" Adva xil

Ft. Wayne El. Wks., Inc. ixi
Fowler, John H xix

Franklin Eng. & Elec. Co. xxii

Fuller Co., The xxii

Garl Electric Co xvi

General Electric Co vii

General Elec. Repair Co.. xiii

Gen'l Incandescent Ajc
LightCo xi

General Inc. Lamp Co
Gilchrist Jar Co il

Gould Storage Battery Co.

Great Western Smelling

& Refining Co xili

Gregory Electric Co xii

Hartwig & Miller x
Hazard Manufacturing Co. s
Helios-Upton Co vi

Hill, W. S., Electric Co...

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co i

Hodge-Walsh El. Eng. Co. xvi
Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co. x
Holophane Glass Co i

Humphrey, Henry H xii

Illinois Maintenance Co.. xii

IndependentTel. Sup. Co. xvi
Indianapolis Arm, Bracket

A Pin Co xix
Indiana Rub. & Ins. W. Co. i

India Rubber & Guita
Percha Insulating Co.. Iv

Internat'lCor. Schools. xiii

Jeffrey Mfg. Co ..

Johnston, Thos. J.

xvili

. xi

Kansas City Tel. Mfg. Co. xv
Kartavert Mfg. Co xxii

Kelley A Son, Benj. F... xviil

KelloggSwitchb. &Sup. Co. xv
Kentucliy Electrical Co.. Ii

Klein ASon, Mathlas xix

Klemm&Co
Kokomo Tel. A EL M.Co. xvi

Kusel, D. A., Tel. A Elec.

Mfg. Co

Lea-Hooven Mfg. Co
Leather Preserv. M. Corp.

Leavltt, R. H xix

Leclanche Battery Co.... xiii

Leffel A Co., James xviil

Lindsley Brothers Co xls
Link-Belt Machinery Co. x
Lintoer, Wm. T vii

Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co. ii

Manhattan Gen'l Const.Co.

Manross, F. N
Mclntlre Co. , The C
McLennan A Co., K x
McRoy , John T x

Mianus Electric Co xvlii

Mica Insulator Co x
Mlller-Knob?ockEl,M.Co.
Miscellaneous Advs xli

Monarch Fire Appl. Co. .. i

Monon R. R xvili

Munsell A Co., Eugene, . . x

National Carbon Co
National India Rubber Co. I

National Tel. Equlpm. Co. xv
New York Ins. WlreCo... Ix

Noblett, E. J

North Electric Co liv
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.. Ix

Ohio Electric Works il

OkonlteCo., The 1

Oxide Battery Co xxll

Pacific Electric Co
Page, Chas. G xi

PalsteCo., H. T ix

Paragon Fan A Motor Co.

Perrizo & Sons xix

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co xxii

Phillips, Eugene F xl

Phillips Ins'd Wire Co.... xi

Phoenix Glass Co i

Phosphor-Bronze S. Co. xvlii

Pittsburg A L.S. Iron Co. xix
Pringle, Wm.T xxii

Queep A Co

.

Eelslnger, Hugo iii

R. I. Teleph. A Elec. Co. xvi

Richmondt Conduit Co.. Iv

Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.

Rockwood Mfg, Co XX
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.

Rose Electric Co xii

Rosslter, MacGovern A Co. xlv
Roth Bros. A Co

Sage AEro., F, B xvi
Sargent Co., The xix

Sargent A Lundy x
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co
Schureman A Hayden , . , . xii

Schwalm Co., Geo. F xl

Shelby Electric Co
Siemens A Halske Electric

Co. of America v
Simplex Elect'al Co., The, 1

Smith Co., S, Morgan., . xviil

Smith, Philip xvi
Speer Carbon Co 1

Spies A Company xxli
Sprague Electric Co xl

Standard TeL A El, Co.. xv

StandardUnderg. Cable Co. I

Stanley Electric Mfg.Co... ix

Stanley Instrument Co... 11

Sterling A Son, W. C... xix
Sterling Electric Co.... xvi
Sterling Varnish Co., The i

Stewart A Co. , Frank H . .

Stllwell-Blerce A Smlth-
VaileCo xix

Stow Mfg. Co
Stromberg-Carlson Tel.

Mfg. Co xlv
Sturtevant Co., B. F xxli

Swedish-Am. Tel. Co xv

Texas Arm A Pin Co xix
Thomas, Wilcox A Dletz. xvi
Torrey Cedar Co xix

United States Carbon Co. i

Varley Duplex Mag. Co. .. xv
Viaduct Mfg. Co xvi
Vitro Chrome Chem. Co..

Vulcanised Fiber Co..,. xxli

Wagner El. Mfg. Co v
Wagner, Herbert A x
Walsh's Sons A Co xj 1

Warner Electric Co., The
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co ix
Webster Chemical Co
Western Electric Co vii

Western El. Supply Co...

Western Tel. Const. Co... xv
"Westinghouse Electric A
Manufacturing Co xi

Weston Elect'callnst, Co, i

White Mfg. Co., J. H I

Worcester Co., C. H xix

^or ^lavflilfl^d Ind^x of JK^^mr-^lmmw-nmn-^m &mm ^mk« ^^I.
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ARC LAMPS, KNIFE SWITCHES, GLOBES, FLUSH PUSH,
AND SNAP SWITCHES, SHADES, CARBONS, RUBBER
COVERED WIRES, CORDS AND CABLES, ELECTRIC
LIGHTING SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

\M/^Ri-rE

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY, 139 Adams St, CHICAGO

»•••>•< ••>••*»»<

AMERICAN
BRIDGE CO.

GENER4L OFFICES:

NO. 100 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

ALL GLASSES OF

METALLIC STRUCTURES.
We have decided to carry at all our plants

a large stock of raw material from which we
can furnish with great promptness any ordi-

nary order for Steel Bridges, Roofs, Buildings,

Columns, Girders, Beams, Channels, Angles,
Plates, etc., etc.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WORKS:
Albany, N. Y.

Athens, Pa.

Boston, Mass.
Uuflalo, N- Y.
Baltimore. Md,
Butte, Merit.

Columbus, 0-

Chlcago, 111.

Canton, O.

Cleveland, O.

Denver, Colo.

Duluth, Minn.

East Berlin, Conn.

Elmira, N. Y.

Groton. N, Y.

Horseheads, N. Y.

Lafayette. Ind.

Milwaukee, Wis.

MinDeap'lis,Minn.

New Orleans. La.

Peneoyd, Pa. '

Philadelphia, pa.

Pittsburg. Pa.;

Rochester, N.-Y.

Seattle, Wash.
San Francisco, Gal.

Salt Lake CUtah.
Sydney ,N. S. W.
Trenton, N. J.

Wilmington, Del.

Youngstown, O.
London, Eng.

K^

ISSI^SISIS:

Belden System
., . OF . .

Arc Lighting
Possesses features which appeal to

every conservative buyer of arc
lamps. It will burn the greatest

number of hours without attention,

will deposit the least amount of

ashes on inner globe.

WORKMANSHIP,
SIMPLICITY,
DURABILITY,
LIFE OF CARBON

and the many other features found
only in our lamp account for its

popularity.

BELDEN-LARWiLL ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,
FT. ^>fk/A.-yr>t\ ir>ii

AOBSTS: M. B. AUSTIN & CO., 58 W. Van Buran St., Chicago; CE. WILSON, 1000 Bciz BIdg
,

Philadelphia, Pa.; R.H. STEWART &C0., Denver, Colo.

We are now In a position to establish desirable agencies In all principal cities In this
and foreign countries.

L^S [SISISISISS^

.A,

[LECTfiO QALVAN/ZjED (ONDU/T
^^-'-- y^.- r-. INTERIOR ,,kin(ONDUIT^^10 UNDER0PO'if,ViT?r.°cs

RICHMONDT CONDUIT CO.
' milvvvvuicee: us -a- —-^

222SSSSSSSSS

!

There is IMo Higher-Class India-Rubber Insulation
For Wires and Cables thanHABIRSHANA/

Authorized Manufacturers of the

ATTix f-i-e:xibi_i \J \I\i\

I
The India-Rubber and Gutta-Percha Insulating Co.,

MAIN OFFICE, Glenwood Works,

YOIM KEIRS^ J. W. GODFREY, Manager Sales,
I 5 Cortlandt Street, N EW YORK.

i::«::i:::t:;ffl.'»::«»na»ttttattatts
IM . Y.

(10923)

vsxm:H::t»;::::::»::««:»mmm••••i
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The general Electric Company
manufactures

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
to withstand the most severe conditions of high voltage transmission.

GENERAL OFFICE: SCHENECTADY, N. Y

CHICAGO OFFICE, MONADNOCK BUILDING

^^^>.S>«kS>«>«kS>^«S><S>««Sk5>«><SkSkSkSkS><SkS><S«ShSx8>^><SxS.«><^^

PARAGON SPEED INDICATOR,
BALL BEARINGS,

NEW STYLE,

PERFECT,

ACCURATE.

XCLS ALL OTHERS

Every Power User needs one, J- Fits all centers.

Saves its cost price a hundred times in a year.

Write for prices and particulars. ^ ^ J- ^

WM. T. LINTNER, gloversville, n.y.,u.s. a
Please mention Western Electrician when writing.

This Building is Filled with Goods You Heed and Which You
May Have Promptly.

SIMPLY SEND US YOUR ORDERS.

Electrical

Supplies.

Electrical

Machinery.

American Electric Company,
ST. PA.UL., IVIIIMIME:SO-r^^.

ELECTRIC FIXTURES.

GLASS METAL

SHADES AND RBFLBCTORS.

Simplest

as well as the most

Elaborate.

Ceiling,

Bracket,

Portable

and
Adjustable

Fixtures.

Write for our

Catalogue 10,000.

For Residence,

Office,

Factory,

For Dentists,

Doctors,

Jewelers, Etc.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAQO. NEW YORK.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC COMPANY, St. Paul, fllnn.. Northwestern Agents.
ST. LOUIS, Office, 10 Security BulldlnE, St. Louis, Mo.

ANTWERP, LONDON, PARIS,
32 Rue Boudewyns, Bridge Cbambetd. 171 QneenVlctorla 46 Avenue de Bretenil.

St., E. C. and North Woolwich, B.
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THED.dcW.FUSECO.
. MAKE A SPECIALTY OF CUT-OUTS FOR

HIGH-TENSION WORK.
See Our Transformer and Junction Cut-Outs.

Fuses Carried in the Cover.

ProtectionforYourLineman, Customer and Apparatus.

Fuses ACCURATE and NON-ARCINC.
ALL SYSTEMS FROM 50 TO 20,000 VOLTS.

TYPE C.

Transformer and Junction Cut-Out.
Capacity, 1-30 Amp., 3400 Volts.

Write for information and prices. See Circular No. 108.

D. tt W. FUSE CO., Providence, R. I.
TYPE S, JUNCTION BOX.

Capacity, 35-60 Amp.. 2400 Volts.

NEW CATALOGUE OF

ELECTRICAL BOOKS
You Ought to Have One. Sent Free on Request.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
510 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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Dearborn
Drus and Chemical AA/orlcs,
L-abora-tories ^A/^ater Chemi:
Vese-tablo Boiler Oompounds.

ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES. WATERS FREE. OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS.
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

IMPROVED

WARREN 2,000 LIGHTS

ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO

Alden Electric Co.
(Formerly Alden & Co.)

WILL OCCUPY THEIR BUILDING AT

52 and 54 W. Van Buren St., Chicago,
on and after October ist and will have in stock

All Lines of General Electric Supplies.

''iir^rT- Insulated Wires and Cables. raCr."
PITTSBURG TRANSFORMERS. "L-H." ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS.

UP-TO-DATE ELECTRICAL GOODS.

This nr»«a^£» l\H aflr °'^ Sockeis, Receptacles,
1 rclUC=iTlciriV Rosettes, Maim and

Branches, EdisonOut-Outi
Ealfe

SwltoheB,
JeDkiDG Snap
Switches, etc.

Guarantees Satisfaction

PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTECO. CHICAaO.

Eiectrolysisproof Linings

and Coverings.

Two of the best known non-
conductors of the electric age
combined.

An absolute non-conductor.
Perfect insulation guaran-
teed. Water-light joints. No scratching of cables. No deterioration. Costs less laid in complete
state than anj' conduit on market. Quickly and easily handled. No skilled workmen required.
Made in 7-foot lengths; 3-in. internal diameter; weight, 21b. to foot; made In desired sizes from
2 in. to 10 in. Manufacturers of Eiectrolysisproof Insulating Materials, Distributing Box and
Post Linings, Pipe C verlngs, Etc.

OFFICE. 605 Manhattan Building, CHICAGO, ILL.
FACTORY. BLUE ISLAND.

C09EP0SBI> OF ASFHAIjT AND PAPFR.

EIECTROLYSISPROOF CONDUIT MFG. CO.,

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

• l-IT e.rtl»M ».. N.> Ym*.
UNGHES-i CHICAGO: BOSTON:

<34 Congrui It
tAN FRAMCISCO:

71 FlM< BlINIl*.

i

L.

•* ^*' *^- *^ ^^ ^^ M. on the way to your office.

It's a good subject, pregnant with possibilities of better work and larger

profits. If you have decided to discard the expensive, inefficient,

out-of-date lines of shafting and the loose pulleys and wobbling

hangers, it means that you have absorbed some of the progressive

spirit of the day—have probably recognized the economy and conveni-

ence of electric drive—and—well, write to us about it. Ask all the

questions you please. We are ready and anxious to answer or to be of

service in any way. We build all sizes of Generators and Motors for

either Alternating or Direct Current.

The "S. K. C." and Northern systems are unequaled for simplicity

of design and thorough reliability.

TRANSFORMERS. INSTRUMENTS. SWITCHBOARDS.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

PITTSFIELD, HASS.

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,

MADISON, WIS.
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THE GUTMANN METER
is an alternating current integrat-

ing wattmeter, simple in design and
construction, compact and absolute-

ly reliable. It is an inductive load

meter, accurate on all loads. It re-

cords the true energy of the alter-

nating circuit. The makers guar-

antee it~we guarantee it.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY, Chicago.

NCKIBEB 13 DISTBIBI)TII«<> BOABU.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC FUSE CO.,
345-347 H. Canal St., CHICAGO.

INDIA 8< AMBER

EMPIRE & MIC
COIVIPOUWD

IN ANV SHAPE OR PATTERN.
EiitoiciMiiiiselLsCo.' Mica ImiilatorCo.

2l,SVt,il(rM.i\e>v York S- CllicfUio. ii?i.ik<r.St.

llic/IN 111n'HLATDR ^
R t C 1 '., T r. rj r .

ENGINEERING.HERBERT A. WAGNER,
Consulting Engineer

Railway Lighting and Power Plants,

416 LOCUST ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

CARGENT & LUNDY,

Engineers,

II40 MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO

FREDERICK SARGENT. A. D. LUNDY.

Slind for Circular and

Prices.

Manufactured by

HARTWIG & MILLER,
DETROIT, MICH.

Crest

Manufacturing

Co.,
Cambrldgeport, Mass.

GASOLINE MOTORS
AND

SPARKING PLUGS.

HAZARD MANUFACTURING CO.,

Wires AND Gables.
HIGH-GRADE RUBBER-

COVERED,
WEATHERPROOF

MAGNET, OFFICE, ANNUNCIATOR WIRE.
Qbhbbai, Office and Wokks,

WUkesbarre, Pa.
New Yobk Office,

60 Dey St.

Chicago Office,
1201-2 Marquette Bldg

Gale's Commutator
Compound.

Tlie Only Article That Will Prevent Sparking.

Will keep ttie Commutator In good condition and prevent cutting. Absolutely will not gum the brushes.

i¥Oc. per stick, 65.00 per dozen (Send 5 t)c. for trial stick.

FOR SALE KY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES OR

K|a-| CIIIIAII HA Sole Afannfactnrers.
niGLCIllinn & UUll OOO, lOO Washlncton I^Creet, CHICA«0.

Hhe Fibre-Graphite Commutator Brush.
|

f (IT. S. and Foreign Patents.) ^^^^^i^^^H^^n \;ign

\
No Sparking Under Varying Load.

No Wear on Commutator,

.

No Shifting of Quadrant.

80 per cent, Pnre Graphite,

For Sample Order, and Prices, write to

i Holmes Fibre - Graphite Mfg. Co.,

i 6166 Wakefield St.. Germanlown, PHILADELPHIA.

fmE-GRAPHITIJ

COMMUTATOR !^

;5>tV.? -VViBRKK^ \nc,

'

i

hr^JuMM

(hnju (U^

/yyr

JOHN T. McROY
302 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

138 WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO

COAL AND ASHES HANDLING
MACHINERY, SHAFTING. PULLEYS.

CLUTCHES. PATENT r^flACHINE-MOULDED
ROPE SHEAVES, ETC.

CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION
LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO.,

Engineers. Founders. Machinisls.

CHICAGO. U. S. A.

CREAM FLUX
AN ABt^OIiVTELlT NON-COBROISITE ISI8VI.ATI1V«1
OI.DEBINU FI.1TX FOB Alilj UETALilS.

Contains no acid or any olemont Injurious to oUcttlcal conaecllons.

ENDORSED DY THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS AND ALL USERS.

YOU CAN make more than double tho number of perfect connections I n one-lmlf the time
with Cream Flux than you can with the 8ame amount of any other ilux, I'm up in cana at
16c., 2rjc,. 00c. and 76c. Special prices in quantity. Send i5c. for trliil box. Wc
It mad It not amtlttactory money will be refunded.

Ve guarantee

THIH in WHAT OIVK VHKtt HAS TO SAY OF IT:
(( A FTER hovtnK tried the varloui soldering naltB on the market, and after giving your
^*- Cream Flux nevero testB on heavy cable connectlonH, and on the Hncst stranded

flexible dron cord work, wo can safely nay It meets all claims you make for It. I conalUer It

one of tho ocHt ever ollored for Hale. Very truly,
"Per J. H.OQohst, Conntr. Supt. ' CHICAGO KUISON CO."

FOB SAIiB BT ALIi HUPPIiY BOUHB8 OB

CREAM FLUX CO.
Sole Manufaolurort,

100 Washington St., CHICAGO.

General Electric Company's
Single and Double Focus X-Ray Tubes are used
witli great success for all kinds of radiographic

and fluoroscopic work.
They have higher efficiency and longer life than

anv tubes in the market.

.Send for Catalogue No. 9050.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND MINIATURE
LAMP DEPARTMENT,

Harrison, N. J.
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MilllK N. PHILLIPS, PrcbiDKNT.
•. M, WAOCNSEIL, TnKAaURKK.

EIKIENC F. PHILUPB.
QKHKBAL MANAaKK.

C. nOWUkN* PHILLIPS,
C. R. RCMINOTON, JR., 8b«.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
- • - FBOTIDKirCK, B. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

H»w York Stobi, W. J. Witson, -a CortliniH 8t.

OhiOAQO Stobb, F. E. DoDAhoe, 241 Madlioo St.

MoiVTBBAl. BBAiroH, Eufene F. FhlUlpi' Blaotrloal Workt.

M*IN OFFICE* AND FACTOKIES. PMILLirSDALC. K. I.

o. f>aoe:,
PATENT ATTORNEY,

185 Dearborn Street, ChlcagOf III.,

Has attended to all of our patent matters con-

tinuously since 1891. Morgan & Wright, Cblcaso.

Six Years with General Electric Company.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,
Counsellor at Law,

No. 66 Broadway, - NEW YORK CITY.

Patent Cause*. Patent Soliciting.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
MANUFACTURERS OF o

8TEEL. OUTLET AJTD JUNCTION BOXES,
WITOHBOABIMi, PAITEIi BOABDS. SWITCHES, HnX

WE EXCEL AND UHDERSELL ALL.

WBITE FOB CATAI/OeOE AND
DISCOUNT )«HBET.

CHICAGO
TO

NEW YORK
AND

BOSTON
VIA THE POPULAR

West Shore
Route.

Through Sleeping and Dining Car service
:

via NICKEL PLATE or WABASH from :

Chicago. Passengers via this favorite :

route arrive in New York at Up Town
:

Station, 42d Street, the center of the
\

Hotel and Shopping District, or Down i

Townat Franklin Street Station, in close
;

proximity to all Ocean Steamship Docks \\

Jersey City and Brooklyn. I

:

For Tickets. Sleeping Car space and';

further information, call on or address |

J. J. McCarthy, a. w. p. a.,

205 Soutb Clark St., Cblcago, III k

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT CO.,
Factory and General Offices: B72-B78 FIRST AVENUE, NEW YORK.

TnADC ^^ I Mark.

Manufacturers of HIGH-GRADE* ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
WBITE FOR ATTRACTIVE BULLETINS.

CHICAGO. ILL.,
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
BOSTON. MASS.,
ST. L0D19, MO.,
CLEVELAND. OHIO.
MILWAUKEE. WIS.,

48 West J&okson Boulevard,
522 Drexel BulldlDg.

31 Milk Street.
638 Century Building.

39-47 Kast Prospect Street.
408UlhlelnBuildlDt!-

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN..
DENVER, COLO.,
CINCINNATI. OHIO.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.,
CHARLOTTE, N.

am Guaranty BuUdinK.
021 lOtb Street,

67 Perln BulldlDg,
598 Parrolt Building.
y. M.C. A. Building

EXPORT DEPARTMENT, N. T.. 572-678 First Ave.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

O.K." Weatherproof Wire.

Slow-Bnrning Weatherproof

and Slow-Burning Wire.

Priaes and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.

THE LUNDELL

"SPLIT-POLE"

GENERATOR
Is so named because of the

peculiar construction of the

pole pieces. It is the most
efficient Generator on the

/^ market. Its remarkable ad-

vantages are fully described

y in our Catalogue No. 03100.
-

'
Free on application.

SPRACUE ELECTRIC CO.,
General Offices: 527-531 West 34th Street, NEW YORK.

CHICAaO: BOSTON: ST. LOUIS:
PIsher Building. 275 Devonshire Street. Security Building.

PARAGON REFLECTORS
Silver=PIated
Mirror Reflectors.

A deep cone, for use with any system of

incandescent electric light, where it is

desired to concentrate a very pov^erful

light on a small space. Lined with silver-

plated mirror-plate glass. Increases the

light from twelve to fifteen times. Most
valuable in show windows and over ma-
chines, work-benches, type cases, etc., etc.

Thousands of this style used In show windows.
Qet our Catalogue and Prlce.i.

American Reflector & Lighting Co.,
271-273 FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO.

WANTED~r
CEO. F.SCHWALM CO.,

FOR SPOT CASH
BUIINED OUT INCANDESCENT L*MF'S AND BASES-

HARRISON, N.J.

FREE REFERENCE

BOOK BOUND IN CLOTH,
CONTAINING

100 Pages of Useful Information.

I will send a copy of this book FRF.R on re-

ceipt of four cents postage, to anyone Interested
In the subjects enumerated, and who will appre-
ciate the book; but It Is not Intended for waste
basket distribution.

It Is replete wltli concise tables, explicit form-
ula-, recognized rules, apt suggestlonsand stand-
ard data of Inestimable value lorconstant every-
day use to the Mechanic, Klectrlelan, EnK'ueer,
Mauulacturer, luveutor and other prixctlcal
buslnet-s men. A serviceable companion and a
persistent educator.
A handsome morocco leather card-caso and

bookocover. like above cut. for jtreservIiiR thl8
most valuable compendium of useful Informa-
tion, has been especially designed for this pur-
pose and win be furnished at wholesale rates of
25 cents each.

EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

won SAB ENQINCS,

•LOT MACHINES,

AUTOMOaiLEB,

RAILROAD •IQNALS,

CROSSING BELLS,

• MALL MOTORS,

KTC.

CONSTANT CURRENT.

NO LOCAL ACTION,

WILL NOT FRCCZC,

LIQUID TIGHT

CELLS FOR

PORTASLC

WORK.

''™«liIU JJi

FULL DESCRIPTION IN BOOKLET NO. 4,

EDISON MANUFACTURING COIVIPANY,
Its riFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.
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WANTED.
Partv owning two electric-llgbt plants now

earning 65 interest on SIOO.OOO desires partner

with $100,000 cash to build waterworks in

same towns. Have promise of good waterworks
franchise with city contracts in both cities.

References required with answer. Address

•WATERWORKS." care Western Electrician,

510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

WANTED.
After January 1, 1901, a position paying $125

per month with opportunity for advancement
by young man with experience in managi'ig

city" commercial lighting company :
extensive

Chicago acquaintance. Address "J. K.,'' care

Western Electrician, 510 Marquette liuilding,

Chicago.

WANTED.
Two lamp salesmen, with or without an

established trade. Permanent positions to

competent men with leading incandescent lamp
manufacturer. State experience and salary

expected All communications treated strictly

confidential. Address -INCANDESCENT." care

Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building,

Chicago.

FOR SALE.
Electric-light plant in town of 5.000. No

bonds, no competition. Good contract for five

years cheap fuel. Xow earning $350 per month.
Net price $4,500. If certain improvements are

made this could be doubled. Will bear close

investigation. References required with answer
Address "PLANT." care Western Electrician.

510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

NOTICE.
Huron County Telephone Co. capital stock,

812 OOO.fuU paid, 240 shares. Three exchanges.

excellent toll connections. 1 offer my 63 shares

for $3,000. This proposition will bear the closest

investigation and I invite correspondence.

E. W. ARMSTRONG,
Monroevllle, Huron Co.. Oliio.

WANTED.
Position as superintendent, electrician or

asslstant,in a power or lighting plant. Have had

4 years' experience in power and lighting plant.

A 11 single, do not drink, and can give good
references. Address "E. F.," care of Western
Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago

WE BUY AND 8ELU
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

WALSH'S SONS & CO.,
ISO WA8H1NOTOCI ST.. NEWARK. N. J.

ARMATURES.
2 60-light Western Electric, 10

ampere, each $150.00

1 45-light Excelsior, 8 ampere.

.

75.00

1 30-light Excelsior, 10 ampere. 75.00

1 25-light Excelsior, 12 ampere. 60.00

1 35-liglit Thomson-Houston, 10

ampere, ring type 125.00

1 20-light Brush, 10 ampere .. 60.00

2 30-light Brush, 10 ampere, each 75.00

1 500-ligbt Westiughouse, 1000

volt, brand new 100.00

1 130 K. W. General Electric,

2,000 volt 300.00

Rose Electric Co., St Louis, Mo.

WE OFFER FOR IMMtDUTE SHIPMENf
2 100 K W., 500-volt Edison bipolars.

1 75 K. W., General Electric. 500-volt, 4 pole.

1 120 K. W., A. S type. General Electric Al-
ternator.

3 120 K. W., A. type, General Electric Alter-
nators.

1 240 K. W., Stanley two-pha=e, 1,000 or 2,000
volts.

1 50 K. M'.. 2,000-volt, Siemens & Halske,
60 cycle.

1 65 Light. IJrush Arc, 10 amperes.
1 40 Light. Western Electric Brush Arc.

1 600 H. P., Ball cross-compound engine, 20x
36x18.

1 200 H. P.. Ball, 12x22x16 Tandem com-
pound, with condenser.

1 175 H. P., Ideal, 12x20x14 Tandem com-
pound.

2 ISHxlS Ideal engines.
1 14^x15 Mcintosh A Seymour engine.

BOILERS, MOTORS, PUMPS.
Write for our latest price-list No. 40.

ILLINOIS MAINTENANCE COMPANY,
E. H. CHENEY, flanager,

:204 Dearborn Street. I^hicaso.

FOR SALE-A BARGAIN.
Thirty 200-ampere-hour storage-battery ele-

ments. Chloride Accumulator mal^e. Also 150
hard rubber cells, 7x7xl0y2 inches. THOMAS
ALK.XANDER, IH^ K- Ranilolnh St... Ohlc.n°"^

SECOND-HAND
Dynamos and Motors.

We invite correspondence
with those wishing to

bny or sell.

SCHUREMAN & HAYDEN,

140 S. Clinton St., Chicaeo.

iCkt-i^-rioiM ^«ki-i

Postponed Till Dec. 10.-——Bankrupt Sale.
fintire Property of the

Ooving^ton, U.;^.,

Notice is hereby given that pursuant to an
order in bankruptcy, in the matter of the
Suburban Electric Company, a coi'poratlon
organized under the laws of the state of
Kentucky, bankrupt. No. 276, in the Dis-
trict Court of the United States for the Dis-
trict of Kentucky, 1 will, on the Kith day
of December, lOlKi, at 10 o'clock a. m., at the
Scott street entrance of the United Htates
Court in Covington, Ky., sell at public auc-
tion to the highest bidder, all the property,
real and personal, of every kind and de-
scription belonging to the Suburban Electric
Com-pany, bankrupt, including all the righ.a
pri\iiege.s and ii-anchises, except the fran-
chise 10 be a corporation, and also its

electric lighting plaut, power station, ma-
chinery, engines, boilers, dynamos, electric
machine, electric lamps and other appli-
ances and appurtenances, poles, lines, wires
and all contracts, claims and demands, and
all other property of every kind and de-
scription, also the following described real
estate belonging to the said bankrupt, situ-

ated in the city of Covlngtou, Kenton
County, Kentucky, and bounded as follows:

1. Beginning at a point on the east line
of Madison avenue at the northeast corner
of Madison avenue and an alley running
parallel to and between Fourth and Fifth
streets; theuce northwardly along the east
line of said Madison avenue toward Fourth
street ninety (90) feet; thence at right ajigles

to Madison avenue one hundred and ninety
(190) feet to another alley; thence with said
other alley and at right angles to said first-

named alley ninety (90) feet to said first-

named alley; thence westwardly along rhe
same one hundred and ninety (190) feet to
the place of beginning.
And also the following described piece of

real estate belonging to said bankrupt, situ-

ated in the city of Newport, Campbell
County, Kentucky, to wit:

2. Lot No. 260 In the Cote Brilliant Lot
& Home Company's subdivision, fronting
thirty (30) feet on the west side of Park
avenue, and extending back one hundred
and twenty (120) feet to an alley.

isabarban l^tectric 4Jo.,

Oifered For !Ha.le.

The first tract of real estate above de-
scribed will be sold subject to such lien as
Caroline B. Smith, Frank F. Smith, her hus-
band, and George M. Casey, or either of
them, may have upon said real estate, which
lien is as yet undetermined In amount.
The property above described will be sold

free from any and all liens or encum-
brances, except the lien or encumbrance
in favor of Caroline B. Smith. Frank F.
Smith, her husband, and George M. Casey,
upon the said first described real estate
aforesaid.
The second piece of real estate described

aforesaid will be sold separately.
All the balance of the real estate, and all

the other property and assets of every kind,
and the rights, privileges and franchises of
the Suburban Electric Company will be
sold as an entirety and as a going concern.
The terms of the sale will be one-third (%)

cash, to be paid upon the confirmation of
the sale, the balance in- equal installments
of six and twelve months from date of sale,
deferred payments to draw six (6) per cent
interest and to be secured by lien upon the
property sold and also by bond with sure-
ties satisfactory to the referee in bank-
ruptcy herein; or purchaser may pay cash
for said property upon the confirmation of
the sale. No bid for said property will be
received from any bidder who shall not
place In the hands of the undersigned at
the time of making said bid, as a pledge
that said bidder will make good his bid if

the sale is confirmed, the sum of fifteen
thousand ($15,000) dollars, which sum of
fifteen thousand dollars will be credited
upon the first payment of the purchase
money for said sale.
Inspection of property invited. Full infor-

mation given upon application at the office
of the bankrupt- in Covington, Ky.

I

CHARGES H. SHAW.
Trustee in Bankruptcy of the Suburban

j

Electric Company.

I
SIMRAI^D & GALVIN,

I Attorneys for Trustee In Bankruptcy.

WANTED TO BUY.
We are in the market for good second-hand

algh-speed Automatic and Corliss engines. We
want several such at once. Write us, giving
full particulars.

CAMP ENGINEERING CO.,

1 8 South Canal Street, Chicago, III.

NOTICE.
We desire to correspond with parties having

articles requiring a high conductivity and
very tough copper, either with the idea of buy-
ing'rtghts in the article or manufacturing un-
der contract.

Sterion Copper, Brass & Bronze Co.,

66 N. Ashland Ave . Chicago. III.

Henry H. Humphrey,
Consulting
Electrical Engineer.

Central Lighting Stations,
Electric Power Transmission.

543. 544 ^nd 545 Century Bldg., St.Louis

RHEOSTATS
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

THE CUTLER-HAIVIMER MFG. CO.,
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

The Largest and Oldest Manufacturers of Rheo-
stats in the World.

1 10.Volt Incandescent Dynamos.

2 12-light Edison, % K. W., self-oilers.

1 25-ligbt Wensti-om.

4 35-llght GIbbs, M. P., slow speed, comp.,

brand new.

1 sought Hawkeye.
1 50-light Nowotny, selt-oller.

1 5U-Jlght Card, multipolar, self-oiler, slow

speed, 1150 It. P. M.

1 50-llght Crocker-Wheelfr. slow speed,

self-oiler.

2 55-llght Glbbs. M. P.. couipound, brand

new, modei'aie speed.

4 55-llght Glbbs, M. P., compound, brand

new, slow speed, 1100 R. P. -M.

1 5.5-lighl Siemens & Halske, type B., .M. P.,

slow speed, self-oiler, brand

new.

1 60-ilght Thomson-Houston.
1 60-llglit Westlnghouse.

1 80-llght Siemens & Halske, type 1j. H..

self-oiler, brand new.

2 80-llght Siemens & Halske. Ironclad ty))e,

M. 1'., self-oilers, brand new.

1 100-llght Bain, compound, self-oiler.

1 lOO-light J. & C, self-oiler.

i UO-llght Glbt»s, M. I'., compound, self-

oilers, slow speed, brand now,

1000 E. P. M.

1 110-llglit Siemens & Halske, M. P., Church-

ward type, compound, extra

slow speed, brand new, 650

R. P. M.

3 ISOllght Glbbs, M. P., compound, sel(-

oUcrs, speed 1050.

1 ISO-light Glbbs, M. P., shunt, selt-oller.

slow speed, 826 U. P. M.

1 ICO-llght. Citrd, self-oiler.

2 180-llKfat Siemens & Halske, M. P., self-

ollers, brand new.

1 200-llght Western ICIeetrle, sclf-ollcr, comp.

2 210-llght Edison, self-oilers. 12 K. W.
4 210-llght Siemens & Halske, 12 K. W.
2 210-llght Siemens & Halske, M. P., brand

new. type R., self-oilers.

4 210-llght Glbbs, M. 1'., self-oilers, very
slow speed, 726 R. P. M., brand
new.

1 250 light Westlnghouse.

regory:
ELECTRIC CO.

54-62 5.CL1NTO/1 ST. CHICAGO.

BAR6AIN$-F0R SALE,
no-Volt Incandescent Dynamos.—

Continued.
1 250-light Coninierclal, comp., seif-oller.

1 so-light Eddy, self-oiler.

1 270-llgbt General Electric, 16 K. W., M. P.,

direct-connected to Case en-

gine, compound.

2 270-llKlit Westlnghouse, M. P., slow speed.

IB K. W.
1 300-llght Columbian, multipolar, comp.,

self-oiler, slow speed.

4 300-llght Glbbs, M. P., self-oilers, slow-

speed, 725 R. P. M., brand new.
1 310-llght Eddy, self-olltr, compound.
2 SSO-Iight Hawkeye, conjponnd.
1 350-light National, self-olier, compound.
1 350-llght Edison, 20 K. W., self-oiler.

6 350-light Siemens & Halske, type L. H.,
self-oilers.

1 360-llght Duplex, multipolar, .self-oiler,
compound, siow speed.

3 600-llglit Siemens & Hnlske, type L. H.,
self-oilers, brand new.

4 640-llKht E<lison, 30 K. W., self-oliers,
compound.

1 COO-llght Eickmeyer.
2 700-llght Westlnghouse. 10 pole, slow speed,

40 K. W., seir-ollers. 676 It. P.
M., bl'and now.

2 80»-llght Edison, 45 K. W., selt-oller.s.

1 12fKHIght Siemens & Halske, type L. H.,
70 K. W., seif-oller.

1 ISM-light .Siemens & Halske, Type I, 80
K. W., for direct connection,
8 pole.

3 1600-llght Siemens & Halske. type h. H.,
selr-ollers, 100 K. W.

1 1500-llght Siemens &. Halske, 100 K. W.,
typo I., 6 polo, for direct con-
nection, brand now.

220-Volt Qenerators.
Rheostat, base-frame and pulley acoom-

tiaiiy each machine.

1 SVis K. AV. Westlnghouse. multipolar, self-

oiler.

19 K. W. Lundell, self-oiler.

1 10 K. W. Lundell, seif-oller, multipolar,

slow Sliced.

1 12 K. W. Edison, self-oiler.

1 15 K. W. Edison, compoimd, self-oiler.

1 30 K. W. Siemens & Halske, iM. P.. iron-

clad type, self-oiler, brand

new.
1 45 K. AV. Edison, compound, self-ollor.

new armature.

1 .50 K. W. Siemens ^K; Halske, M. I'.,

CMiurcbw ard type, self-oiler,

brand new, for direct connec-
tion.
1 marble panel switciiboard
for above.

1 100 K. W. Siemens & Hnlske, M. P.,
Churchward type, seff-oller,

brand new, for direct connec-
tion.

Soo-Volt Oeneraturs.
2 16 K. W. Edison, selt-ollers.
1 15 K. AV. T.-H., self-oiler.

1 35 K. W. Mather, seif-oller.
2 35 K. W. Siemens l^c Halske, brand new,

M. P., Churchward type, self-

oilers, very slow speed, 475

R. P. M.
1 45 K. W. Edison, compound, self-oiler.

1 76 K. W. Wesilnghouse, Kodak set, West-
inghonse generator and West-
lughouse compound engine, 14

-\ 24 X 14, all complete, line.

Alternating Qenerators.

1 350-llght Thomson-Houston, A. 18.

1 600-light Thomson-Houston. A. 6.

1 600-light Thomson-Houston, 30 K. W.,
two-phase.

1 600-light Thomson-Houston, 30 K. W.,
slotted armature.

2 600-llght General Electric, A. 30, toothed

armature.

Thomson-Houston, A. 35.

Westlnghouse, SIV2 K. W.
2 GoO-ilght
2 750-iight
1 900-light
1 1000-llght
1 1000-1 ight

1 1200-llght
1 1200-light

1 1200-1 ight
1 1200-light
1 1200-llght
1 1200-light
2 1300-light

1 ISOO-llght
1 1500-light

1 ISOO-ligbt
1 4000.11ght

Warren, 45 K. W., UOO volts.
Wood, 50 K. W., self-oiler.
Siemens & Halske, 60 K. W.,

self-oiler, 60 cycle.
National, with exciter.
Siemens & Halske. 60 K. W.,
Churchward type, brand new.
60 cycle, single-phase, 1100

volts, with e\: I r

Siemens & HaJske, Churchward
type, brand new, 60 cycle, two-
phase, rotary transformer, 1100

volts, alt. tu 250 veils direct,

complete, with marble panel
switchboard.

Westlnghouse, 60 K. W.
Thomson Houston, 60 K. W.
Warren. 60 K. W., seif-oller.

General Electric, A. 60.

Thomson-Houston, A. 70, 1100 or
2200 volts.

AVood, 75 K. W., self-oiler.

tleueral Electric, monocyclic, 75

K. A^^, self-oiler, 60 cycle.
NatUiual, 90 K. W.
AA'ood. 200 K. AA'., self-oiler.

Arc Djnsmos.

20-llght
30-light
30-light
35-llght
35-llght
40-llght

45-1 Ight
46-llght
50-llght
BO-light

2 60-light

1 60-light
3 60-llght

1 65-1 Ight
1 65-llKht
2 76-llght
2 76-llght
2 7B-llght
3 126-llRht

2000 C. P.
1200 C. 1'.

2000 C. P.
2000 G. P.

1200 C. P.
2000 C. P,

oilers.

1200 C. P,
1200 C. P.
1200 C. P
2000 G. P
2000 O. P

oilers,

2000 C. P
2000 O.
SOO C.
2000 C.
1200 0.
1200 C.
2000 C.
1200 G.

AVestern Electric.
T.-H., K. 12.

Itrush, No. 7.

T.-H., L. D. 2.

AVood No. 6.

Western Electric, self-

T.-H.,Jf. 12, ball arm.
Brush, No, 7.

T.-H., L. D. 12,

T.-H., M. D. 2.

AA'eslcrn Blectric, selt-

Westlughouse.
AVood, No. 8.

Ball, 4 amp.
llrnsn, No. 8.

AVood, with new arm'e.
Standard, self-oilers.

Westlng'se, self-oilers.

Excelsior, latest type.

SEND FOR OUR MONTHLY BARGAIN SHEET WITH NET CASH P
MOTORS, TRANSFORMERS,METERS,STATION INSTRUMENTS, ARC

RICES ON DYNAMOS,
LAMPS and SUPPLIES.
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BrotHERo
39-43

W. WASHINGTON ST.,
CHICAGO.

Manfrs,

of the

well

known

Brushes

(or

Dynamos

and

Motors.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR AND PRICE LIST.

REPAIRS t?iclun>'"udfnf.':: National Electric Company's Machines.

\A/I IRINO.
The satisfactory kind that brings your second order.

Armatures, transformers and fields rewound. Commutators refilled. Machinbo
rebuilt. All work guaranteed. Low prices. Write us.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL REPAIR CO.,
L. D. TeioDhnne. Main 51 14. 141 S.Clinton St'eet CHICAGO.

OUR STUDENTS
SUCCEED
Hundreds of students in the elec-

trical courses are receiving more salary

for fewer hours' work than when they

enrolled. The instruction given by

these schools qualifies students for ad-

vanced positions in all branches of

engineering.

When I enrolled. I was employed as re-
pairman on electric cars. Owing to your

thorough instruction,
I was advanced in

succession to wire-
man, dynamo tender
and general electri-
cian, and afterward
was foreman of tiie

elect'-ic shop of the
Brooklyn Rapid Tran-
sit Company" I now
hold an excellent
position with the
Westinghouse Elec-
tric and "Manufactur-
ing' Company, Pitts-

burg, Pa. H. EDW. KEFFER. E. Pittsburg,
Pa.

I enrolled in the Electrical Engineering
Course, and secured a position at once with
the Commonwealth
Electric Co.. at wip-
ing machines, but
was soon promoted
to Sout h Chicago
Elect ric-Ll ght
Plant, as night
dynamo tender.
Through the assist-
ance of theSchools,
I secured my present
position as night
dynamo tender for
the Pullman Com-
pany. My salary averages three times what
I was getting in mv Orst position.

A>'DRESV A. STEWART,
135 77thSt., Sta. S. Chicago. Ill

ELECTRICAL COURSES;

ELECTRICAL ENQINEERINQ.
ELECTRICAL,
ELECTRIC POWER AND LIOHTINQ,
ELECTRIC RAILWAYS,
ELECTRIC LIGHTING,
ELECTRIC CAR RUNNING,
TELEGRAPHY,
TELEPHONY.

Also courses in Steam. Mechanical, Civil
and Mining Engineering, Architecture,
Drawing and Designing, Chemistrj', English
and Commercial Branches.

Wbea writinf stale subject in whicb iDferetted.

InterDational Correspondeace Schools,

Box 1002. Scranton.Pa.

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the World.

SJiND FOE CIRCULAR AND PKI0B8.

THE LECIANCHE BATTERY CO.,
Ill to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR RAILROADi

i
i

CHICAGO
ALTON

RAILROAD.
PERFECT PASSENGER SERVICE BETWEEN

CHICAGOan"KANSAS CITY.

CHICAGOand ST. LOUIS.
CHICAGO AND PEORIA,

ST. LOUISandKANSAS CITY.

Throagh Fnllman serylce between Cblcago and

HOT SPRINGS. Ark.. DENVER.Colo..
• TEXAS. FLORIDA, UTAH.
CALIFORNIA Ar<» OREGON.

if jOn are contemplating a trip, any portion o(
whlcb can be made over the Chicago & Alton, It will

fiay you lo write to the nnderBlgned (or maps, pamph-
ets, rates, time tahles, etc.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
OfiBOToi PaAseDffer nod Ticket Agrent,

OHI0A6O, ILLIKOia

INFORMATION
FOR MACHINERY USERS.

We are headquarters for Rebuilt Motive
Power. Our machinery is absolutely war-
ranted in every way. We cover all sales by a
binding guarantee. Our stock is the most ex-
tensive in the land.

We Offer the Following, Surject to

Prior Sale.

ENGINES.
S900 1 E. P. AJlis Company tandem com-

pound condensing engine.
H. P., nominal, 500.
Flywheel, 2 feet diameter by 40-

inch face.
Cylinders, 22 and 42x48.
Guaranteed to operate on 15
pounds of steam per Indicated
ho,rsepower.

This engine is In excellent con-
dition. It is at present in-
stalled at Omaha. Neb.

;j901 1 pair Williams automatic engines,
coupled together.
Size, ll%\tA.
Revolutions, 200; builders' rating,
200; H. P., 200.

S902 2 Westinghouse compound engines,
13.122x13.

Revolutions, 290; H. P., 125.
S903—1 horizontal tangye bed. side crank

automatic steam engine, made by
Russel tV- Co.
Steam cylinder, 13x18.

5904 1 Wright automatic Corliss, 23x36.
5905 1 10x9 Westinghouse.
5906 1 8x12 Lansing automatic.
5907 1 7x12 Rice autoinatic.
S90S 1 16x24 horizontal box bed, side

crank.
5909 1 12x16 F. C. Wells horizontal tan-

gye bed, side crank.
5910 10 9x12 engines, manufactured by

George W. Tifft & Sons of Buf-
falo. N. Y.

5911 1 10x22 box bed, right hand, side
crank.

5912 1 16x36-inch Corliss, left hand.
5913 1 9x16 Rice automatic.
5914 1 11x16x16 McEwen tandem com-

pound.
5915 1 SxlO Atlas automatic, center

crank,
5916 1 11x18 Sinker. Davis & Co.
5917 1 12x16 horizoutal. box bed, side

crank.
S91S 1 10x14 automatic Wright & Adams;.
5919 1 12x12 high-speed automatic Ideal.
5920 1 20x24 bo.\ bed. balance valve.
In addition to the above, we have on

hand at ail times a complete assortment
of all size engines, ranging In power
from 1 to 50O horsepower. Ask for our
complete list.

BOILERS.
We still have on hand a few of Ar-

mour's 54x16, 60x16, 66x16. 66x18 and 72x18
horizontal tubular boilers. They are In

excellent condition.

AIR COMPRESSORS.
5921 1 Duplex straight-line Clayton, 9x9.

R922 1 4i^x6-lnch Clayton.
S923 2 12x16. Will compress air up to 60

pounds' pressure, with 80 to 100

pounds' steam.

BELTING.
We cairy at all times, a complete stuck

of short-lap, double-thick leather belt-

ing, both new and second-hand. Onr
quotations are always 30 per cent, below
lowest market values.

SHAFTING.
We carry a stock of all sizes of shaft-

ing.

STEAM PUMPS.
Ask for our complete list of steam

pumps. We have all kinds.

Electrical Apparatus,
See our list of supplies In the Western

Electrician of October 27.

A COMPLETE OUTFIT.
We purchased the following outfit:

S924 1 McEwen tandem compound en-
gine, 8V3xl4sl2, with a direct-
connected multipolar compound-
wound dynamo, capacity, 50
K. W. Included In this outfit is

a lOO-horsepower Sterling water-
tube boiler, with full front grate
bars, etc. Also a Duplex steam
pump and a copper-tube heater.

It was used about 2^ years
and replaced, owing to a neces-
sary increase in power.

DYNAMOS, ETC.
1 500-llght National, 1000 volts, alternat-
ing exciter, attached to shaft, complete
with sliding base regulator and pulley,
in first-class condition. Full descrip-
tion on application; also photograph.

1 Thomson-Houston. ^00-light. compound-
wound dynamo, new, 110 volts, 200 am-
peres, complete with sliding base, belt
tightener and regulator.

1 Thom.son-Honston, 500-Mght, compound-
wound dynamo, 110-voit, 200-ampere,
complete with sliding base, belt tight-
ener and regulator.

1 United States Weston dynamo. 150-
light, 100-voIt, 75 ampere, complete with
sliding base, belt tightener and regu-
lator.

2 generators. 80 K. W. type. U. S. West-
inghouse bipolar, 350 revolutions per
minute, 550 volts, size of pulley. 54x18
inches; paper rim; side rails com
plete.

2 Field Rheostats Westinghouse three-
jaw switches for throwing generators
in multiple.

1 voltmeter Westinghouse. to 600.
2 amp.-meters Westinghouse, capacity

to 160.

1 amp. -meter Westinghouse, capacity
to 300.

2 Westinghouse circuit-breakers.
3 Westinghouse lightning arresters,
3 Westinghouse switches, double throw.
1 electric elevator, manufactured by
Keystone Electric company of Erie,
Pa.; self-oiler. 60-ampere, No. 324. 220-

volt, 1,025 revolutions; worm gear and
cog are solid brass; 53 grooves for
^s-inch cable on drum; drum 30-lnch
diameter by 22-inch face; the motor
and gearing set on a cast-iron base:
this outfit cost 51.400; the wnrm screw
and shaft are cut from solid forging
and are steel; the motor Is 15 horse-
power: the machine Is geared to give
a speed to the car of 150 feet per min-
ute; was only in operation about four
months.

1 Baxter 110-volt motor. 2-horsepower.
good as new: complete and starting 60x
hasp and tiehtener. Price $50.00

1 .lOOfl-Iight Slattery alternating-current
dvnaroo, 1000-volt, complete with ex-
citer and Instrument. Practically as
good as new.

1 2-hnrsppower Baxter motor. 100-volt,
complete with starting box. base with
belt tightener and pulley. First-class
condition.

Our Machinery Hall is 200 X 360 feet.

Our complete list of items is contained

in CATALOGUE No. 156.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.,

W. 35th and Iron Sts., Chicago.
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ELECTRICAL AND STEAM
IVIACMIIMEIRY.

THE FOLLOWING IS PART OF OUR STOCK. SEND FOR LATEST CATALOG.
Direct-Current Dynamos, no Volts.

(Direct-Connected.)
2 100 K. W. Wesilnghouse, 8-poIe, 22s

R. P.'M., direct-connected to Hcln-
tosh & Seymour compound engines.

Belted Dynamos, no Volts.

2 150 K. W. EdisoD bipolar.

4 60 K. W. EdiscD bipolar.
2 45 K. AV. Edison bipolar.

3 30 K. W. Edison bipolar.
4 25 K. W. Edison bipolar.
2 20 K. W. Edison bipolar.

1 100 K. W. M. P., 4, Westinghouse.
2 45 K. W. M. P.. 4 Westinghouse.
1 30 H. P. Westiughouse.
1 ISy. K. W. M. P. Amor. Bali.

2 10 K. W. Edison bipolar.
1 500-ampere Onondaga.
1 25 K. W. Electro Dynamic.
1 45 K. "W. General Electric, M. P.,

850 R. P. M.

Arc Dynamos.
2 IK-llght. multi-circuit Brusli, 2000

C. P.
2 166-lIght, multi-circuit Brusii, 1200

C. P.
2 125-light, latest type Fort Wayne,

2000 0. P.
2 125-llEht, brand new Excelsior, 2000

O. P.
2 125-iight, multi-circuit Brush, 2000

C. P.
2 80-light, single-circuit Brush, 2000

C. P.
4 No. 8. 65-llght, 2000 0. P., Brush.
10 50-llght. 2000 C. P., T.-H., with riug

armatures.

Alternators.

1 325 K. W. Siemeus & Halske, 2000
volts, 7200 alternations,
single-phase, 115 R. P.
M.

1 300 K. W. Port Wayne, 2000 volts,
7200 alternations, single-
phase.

1 240 K. W. Westiughouse, single-
phase, 1100 volts, 16O00
alternations.

1 240 K. W. Stanley, two-phase, 380
R. P. M., with engines
direct-connected,

2 300 K. W. Westiughouse. single-
phase, toothed arma-
tures.

1 150 K. W. Westinghouse, two-phase,
1100 volts. 600 R. P. M..
7200 alternations.

2 A-120 General Electric, single-phase,
1000 volts, 16000 alterna-
tions.

2 90 K. W. General Electric, single-
phase, 1000 volts, 16000
alternations.

2 120 Westinghouse, single-phase, 1100
volts, 16000 alternations.

1 110 K. W. Fort Wayne, 2200 volts,
16000 alternations.

3 60 K. W. General Electric, single-
phase, 1050 volts, 16000
aitematlons.

1 60 K. W. General Electric, single-
phase, 2000 volts, 10000
alternations.

1 60 K. W. Stanley, 2000-1000 volts,
two-phase, 7200 alterna-
tions.

1 75 K. W, Stanley, 2000-1000 volts,
two-phase, 16000 alter-
nations.

1 45 K. W. Westinghouse, 2200 volts.
16000 alternations.

Direct-Current Motors and Genera-
tors. 220 Volts.

(Direct-Connected.)
1 75 K. W. General Electric, direct-

connected to Ideal en-
gine.

(Beit-Driven. 1

1 75 K. W. Siemens & Halske bi-

polar.
1 15 H. P. Excelsior bipolar.
1 10 H. P. Eddy bipolar.
1 5 H. P. Eddy bipolar.

Direct-Current. 500 Volts.

2 60 K. W. Edison.
1 50 H. P. M. P., General Electric.
1 30 K. W. 0. & C. bipolar.
1 25 H, P. Eddy, M. P.
1 15 H. P. Eddy.
1 10 H. P. Eddy.
1 2 H. P. Cent. Elect, Co.

Railway Motors.

G. E. 800 S. R. O., 30.

G. E. 1000 W. P.. 30.

G. B. 1200, W. P., 60.

Westinghouse 3.

Westinghouse 12A.
Westinghouse 38B.
K, K2 and K12 G. E. Controllers.
Westinghouse 38 and 49 Controllers,
and a constantly changing stock of
ever,vthlng pertaining to street car
equipment.

S 200 K. W. Railway Units, each con-
sisting of a 200 K. W. Bdl4on Gen-
erator beltrd to an i81.ixi8 Ideal
Automatic Engine.

Railway Generators. 500 Volts.
1 500 K. W.
1 300 K. W. M.
1 200 K, W. M.
2 HI K. W. M.
2 100 K. W. M.

4, Gen. Electric.
4, Gen. Electric.
4, Walker.
4, Westinghouse.

Gen. Electric.

P.,

P.,

P..
P-.
P..

2 200 K. W. Edison.
2 150 K. W. Edison.
2 100 K. W. Edison
4 60 K. W. Edison.
1 100 K. W. Pt. Wayne.

Engines.

40x72 Corliss (1 right, 1 left).

26x48 Allis.
18x42 Allls.
16x25-xl5 Armlugton & Sims.
18%xl8 Mcintosh & Seymour.
16x16 Erie Ball.
14x13 Armington & Sims.
14x13 Watertown.
13x12 N. T. Safety Power.
10x12 Watertown.
11x19x24 Tandem Buckeye.

Boilers.
2 375 H. P. Sterling boilers.
2 200 H. P. National Water Tube.
2 42-inch by 16-foot Return Tubniars.
Boilers of various styles and sizes

at low rates.

Street Cars.

Opened and closed, of all sizes, and
for all gauges. Let us know your
wants.

Rossiter, Mac Govern & Co.
Principal Offices, 141 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. Factory, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK.

I

We Don't |

Want
I

the Earth

Merely give ^
us your ear •
and con-
sider our

DIVIDEND PAYERS....
Telephones that never wea> ont. Magnets that
never deteriorate. Carbon that never diainte-
grates. Toll Boards that take care of them-
Hclvcs. SfvitchboardN that never give trouble,
multiple Boards for exchanges—all sizes. Cur-
rent Protectors that never fail.

Maintenanoe
Kepair

CYp C lU C C Bednced to the
minimnin

THAT'S WHY PATRONS UPHOLD

Write for Catalog. 63-75 FRANKFORT STREET, CLEVELAHD, 0.

TELEPHONES and

SWITCHBOARDS
for any size exchange.

CO

CO

CO

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

THE STROMBERG-GARLSON
3 70-82 W. Jacl(8on Boul.,

g CHICAGO, U. S. A. TEL MFG. GO.
OOS6C«X««bCe»»»»X«>»K9XeC8SOOO)»3X*»X'^ i.
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I^epr»lr:Lt of-

Electrician Publishing Co.'s
lOOK CA-TAI-OOI-I

ELECTRICITY FOR AMATEURS.
(CONTINDED.)

Practical Electrics. A Ualversal Handy book
on every-day electrical matters. Including connec-

tions, alarms, batteries, bells, carbons, induction,

intensity and resistance coils, dynamo-electric ma-
chines, fire risks, measuring, microphones, motors,

phonographs, photophones, storage and telephones.

Being the Electrical portion of the "Third Series

of Workshop Keceipts." Foutth edition. 135

pages. 12mo, cloth §0.75

Sloane, T. O^Connor, Electric Toy Making for'

Amateurs, Including Batteries, Magnets/ Motors,

Miscellaneous Toys and Dynamo Construction.

Fully illusti'ated. Second edition. 12mo, cloth
$1.00

Trevert, Ed^vard. How to make a Dynamo. Il-

lustrated. 12mo, paper $0.10

Trevert, EdTvard. Electricity and Its Recent
Applications. A Practical Treatise for students

and amateurs, with an illustrated Dictionary of

electrical terms and phrases. 175 illustrations.

l2mo, cloth $2.00

TrcTcrt, EdTvard. Practical Directions for Electric

Gas Lighting and lioU Fitting for Amateurs. Third

edition, revised. Illustrated. 16mo, paper. . . .$0.25

Trevert, Edtrard. How to make Electric Bat-

teries at Home. Illustrated. 12mo, paper. .$0.25

Walker, P. Practical Dynamo Building, for Ama-
teurs. How to wind for any output. With nu-

merous illustrations. 16mo, boards. (Van Nos-

trand Science Series, No. 9S.) $0.50

Walker, Sidney P. Electricity in our Homes
and Workshops. A Practical Treatise on auxiliary

electrical apparatus. With numerous illustrations.

Third edition, 12mo, cloth. London, 1S95 $2.00

Watson, A. E. How to Make a One-Horse Power
Motor or Dynamo. Folding plat-e and illustrations.

16mo, cloth §0.50

Watson, A. E. How to Build a One-Fourth Horse
Power Motor or Dynamo. Illustrated with Work-
ing Drawings. 16mo, flexible cloth $0.50

Watson, A. E. How to Build a 1,000-Watt Alter-

nating Current Dynamo or Motor. Illustrated with
Working Drawings. IGmo, flexible cloth $0.50

Watson, A. E. How to Build a One-Half Horse
Power Dynamo or Motor. Illustrated with Work-
ing Drawings. 16mo, flexible cloth $0.50

Watson, A. E. How to Build a Fifty-Light Dyna-
mo or Four H, P, Motor. Illustrated with full

working drawings, giving directions for windings
for different voltages, whereby any amateur may
build this machine. 12mo, cloth $0.50

Wittbeckier, W. A. Domestic Electrical Work.
Concise and practical explanations for plumbers,

tinnera and hardware dealers on How to Wire
Buildings for Bells, Alarms, Annunciators, and

for Gas Lighting from Batteries. Illustrated with

22 diagrams. 12mo, paper $0.25

Cloth $0.50

ELECRO-METALLURGY, ELECTRO-
CHEMISTRY, ELECTRO^

PLATING.

Bonney, G. E. Electro-Plater's Hand Book. A
Manual for Amateurs and young Students In Elec-

tro-Metallurgy. 60 Illustrations. 208 pages. Sec-

ond edition, enlarged by an appendix on electro-

typing. 12mo, cloth. London, 1894 $1.25

Borcliers, Dr. W. Electric Smelting and Refining.

The Extraction "and Treatment of Metals, by means
of the Electric Current. Translated from the sec-

ond German edition (1S96) with additions, by Wal-
ter G. McMillan. With three plates and numerous
Ulustrations In the text. Svo, cloth. London, 1897.

?6.50

Dr. Borchers' treatise is practical throughout. It
confines itself to one branch of Electro-Chemistry,
viz.:—Electrolysis, a subject which is dall.v becom-
ing of more and more importimce to the Practical
Metallurgist and Manufacturer. Already in the ex-
traction of Aluminum, the refining of Copper, the
treatment of Gold and other metals, Electrical
Processes are fast taking the place of the other
methods. Dr. Borchers' work is acknowledged as
the standard authority on the subject in Germany,
and the English version, from the able pen of Mr.
W, G. McMillan (author of the well-known Treatise
on Electro-Deposition and Electro-Plating), will. It is

helieved, take equal rank in English-speaking coun-
tries.

Brnnor, Martin. The Practical Electroplater, A
Comprehensive Treatise on Electroplating, with

notes on ancient and modem gilding, and formulae
for new solutions. Svo, half leather. Illustrated.

$6.00

RKRT M.
Classen, Dr. Alex. Quantitative Chemical An-

alyses by Electrolysis, according to Original Meth-
ods. Translated by W. H. Herrick. Second thou-

sand. Svo, cloth. Illustrated $3.00

Fontaine, H. Electrolysis; a Practical Treatise on

Nickeling, 'Coppering, Gilding, Silvering and Re-

fining of Metals and Treatment of Ores by Means
of Electricity. Translated from the French by J.

A. Berly. With 34 illustrations. Svo, cloth. Lon-

don, 18S5. (Scarce.)..^ $3.50

Gore, G. The Art of Electro-Metallurgy, including

All Known Processes 'of Electro-Deposition, Fifth

edition. 12mo, cloth. Illustrated $2.00

Gore, G. Theory and ' Practice of Electro-Deposi-

tion, including every known mode of depositing

Metals—Preparing Metal for Immersion—Inking
Molds and rendering them Conducting. 12mo, clotb.

; $0.80

Gore, G. Electro-Chemistry, Inorganic. Second edi-

tion. Svo, cloth. London, 1S88 $0.80

Gore, G. The Art of; Electrolytic Separation of

Metals, Theoretical and Practical. Fully illustrated.

Sto, cloth. London, 189i $3.50

No book entirely devoted to the Electrolytic Sep-

aration and Refining of Metals exists at present in

any language; those on Electro-Metnllurgy hitherto

publisb-ed being more or less solely devoted to

Electroplating. The present book contains both

the science and the art of the subject, i. e., both

the theoretical principles upon which the art Is

based, and the practical rules and details of tech-

nical application on a^ commercial scale, being thus ,

suitable both for student and manufacturer.

Lansbein, Dr. G., and Brannt, W. T. Elec-

tro-Deposition of Metals. A complete treatise on

the Electro-Plating and Galvanoplastic Operations,

the Deposition of Metals by the contact and im-

mersion processes, the coloring of metals, the

methods of Grinding and Polishing, aa well as De-
scriptions of the Eleciric Elements, Dynamo Elec-

tric Machines, Therms-Piles, and of the materials

and processes used in every department of the Art.

38 illustrations. Svo,; cloth. Second edition, re-

vised and enlarged .
.' $4.00

Iinplfe, Dr. Robert. . Elements of Electro-Chemis-

try Treated Experimentally. Translated from the

second edition, revised and enlarged b,v M. M, Patti-

son Muir. Svo, cloth, i 54 figures in the text.. $2.50

McMillan, "W. G. A Treatise on Electro-Metallurgy,

Embracing the application of Electrolysis to the

Plating, Depositing, Smelting and Refining of

various metals, and to the reproduction of Print-

ing Surfaces and Art "^Vork. etc. 12mo, cloth. ..$3.50

Oettel, Dr. Felix. Practical Exercises in_ Electro-

Chemistry. Translated by Edgar F. Smith. 12mo,

cloth. Philadelphia, 1S97 $0.75

Trevert, Ed-ward. A Practical Hand-Eook of

Electro-Plating. Illustrated. . 16mo, cloth. Lynn,
.- $0.50

Uraaliart, J. W. Electrotyping. A Practical Man-
ual. 12mo, cloth. Illustrated $2.00

Urqnliart, J. W. lElectro-Platiug. A Practical

Hand-Book on the Deposition of Copper, Silver,

Nickel, Gold, Aluminium, Brass, Platinum, etc.

With descriptions of the Chemicals, Materials. Bat-

teries and Dynamo Machines used in the Art. Third

edition; carefully revised, with additions. 12mo,
cloth. London, 1894.. $2.00

Watt, A. Electro-Deposition; a Practical Treatise

on the Electrolysis of Gold, Silver, Copper, Nickel

and other Metals and Alloys, with Descriptions of

Voltaic Batteries. Magnets and Dynamo-Electric
Machines. Thermo-Piles and of the Material ana
Processes nsed in every Department of the Art,

and Several Chapters on Electro-Metallurgy. Third

edition, revised and corrected. 12mo, cloth. Illus-

trated $3.50

Watt, A. Electro- Metallurgy Practically Treated.

Tenth edition. 12mo, cloth '.$1.00

Wilson, F. J. T. Stereotyping and Electrotyplng.

A Guide for the Production of Plates by the Papier-

Mache and Plaster Processes, with Instructions for

Depositing Copper by the Battery or by the Dy-

namo Machine; also Hints on Steel and Brass Fac-

ing, etc. Illustrated. 12mo, cloth $2.00

ELECTRO=THERAPEUTICS.

Beard, G. M., and Rock^rell, A, D. A Prac-

tical Treatise on the Medical and Surgical Uses of

Electricity. . Svo, cloth. 200 illustrations. Eighth

edition. London, 1893 $5.50

Bigelow, Horatio R. Plain Talks on Medical
Electricity and Batteries, with a Therapeutic Index
and a Glossary. Prepared for Practitioners and
Students of Medicine. Second edition. 12mo, cloth.

$1.00
Houston, E. J., and Kennelly, A. E. Elec-

tricity in Electro-Therapeutics (Elementary Elec-
tro-Technical Series). 16mo, cloth. 128 Illustra-
tions $1.00

International System of Electro-Tliera-
peutics. For Students, General Practitioners
and Specialists. Svo, cloth. Illustrated $6.00

Liebis, G. A., and Robe, G. H. Practical Ap-
plication of Electricity in filedicine and Surgery.
Svo, cloth, profusely illustrated $2.00

Mason, Chas. F. Compend. of Electricity, and Its
Medical and Surgical Uses. Second edition. 12mo,
cloth. Illustrated. Philadelphia, 1895 $0.75

Morg^an's Electro-Therapeutics and Physiology. 714
pages. Illustrated $6.50

Morton, W^illiain J. "Cataphoresis," or Electric
Medlcamental Diffusion as applied in Medicine, Sur-
gery and Dentistry. Svo, half morocco. New York,
^^98

|5_Q0
Poore, George V. A Text-Book of Electricity In

Medicine and Surgery. 8vo, cloth. London, 1876.

: $3.50
Steaveuson, Wm. E. Electricity and Its Manner

of Working in the Treatment of Disease. A Thesis
for the M. D. Cantab Degree. 18S4. To which Is
appended an Inaugural Medical Dissertation on
Electricity for the M. D., Edin. Degree, written
in Latin by Robert Steavenson, M. D., in 1778, with
a translation by the Rev. F. R. Steavenson, M. A.
Svo, cloth $1 SO

Stewart, D. D., and I^anrence, E. S. Medical
Electricity. 12mo, cloth - $x.75

Turner, D.
; Practical Medical Electricity." Svo,

'^^0^''
$3.00

ELEMENTARY TEXTBOOKS ON
ELECTRICITY.

Ans-ell, J. Elements of Magnetism and Electricity.
with Practical Instructions for the Performance
of Experiments, and the construction of cheap ap-
paratus. One hundredth thousand. 160 illustra-
tions. 12nio. cloth SI 00

Atkinson, Pbilip. The ' Elements of Dynamic
Electricity and Magnetism. 406 pages and 117 illus-
trations. Third edition. 12mo, cloth $2.00

Atkinson, Pbilip. Electricity for Everybody. Its
Nature and Uses Explained. 12mo, cloth. Illus-
trations and portrait of author $1.50

Ayrton, W. E. Practical Electricity; a Laboratory
and Lecture Course for First-Year Students of
Electrical Engineering, based on the Practical
Definitions of the Electrical Units. With Numerous
illustrations. Sixth edition. 12mo, cloth $2.50

Biggs, C. H. W. First Principles of Electricity and
Alagnetism. 12mo, cloth. Illustrated. London,
1S97 ^1 00

BiftS's, C. H. AV. First Principles of Electrical En-
gineering. Being an attempt to provide an Ele-
mentary book for those who ace intending to enter
the profession of Electrical Engineering. Second
edition. Illustrated. 12mo, cloth $1.00

Bottone, S. R. Electricity and Magnetism. Popu-
lar Introduction. 102 illustrations. 12mo. cloth.

$1.00
Boyd, Jas. "E., and Broivn, IVeTvton H. Ele-

mentary Problems in Current Electricity for Tech-
nical Students. 36mo, flexible cloth $0.35

Caillard. E. M. Electricity. The Science of the
Nineteenth Century. A sketch for general read-
ers. Illustrated. 12mo, cloth $1.25

Cook, Jobn. Magnetism and Electricity. ]2mo,
cloth $0.40

Cmumine-, L, Electricity treated Experimentally.
For the use of Schools and Students. Third edi-
tion. 12mo, cloth $1,50

Cnmnxing-, L. Introduction of the Theory of Elec-
tricity, with numerous examples. Fourth edition,
with additions. 12mo, cloth $2.25

Dnnman, T. Short Text Book of Electricity and
Magnetism. Revised and Completed by Chapman
Jones. With 165 explanatory Engravings and Dia-
grams. 12mo, cloth $0.50

"Electrician" Primers. Being a series of help-
ful Primers on Electrical Subjects, for the use of
students and general readers. Vol. I, Theory; Vol.

II. Practice. Svo, cloth. Fully Illustrated.

Each $1.00

(To be Continued.)

Any electrical book published sent on receipt of price. Send for complete catalog.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., = 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.
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Horizontal Internal Self-Oiling Engines, 25 to 600 H. P.

Horizontal Medium Speed Engines, 300 to 800 H. P.

Vertical Compound Engines, 1 00 to 800 H. P.

The Ball Enbine Co., Erie, Pennsylvania.
Chicago Office: 1526 Monadnock Block.

Send for complete catalogue of

MAGNETO BELLS, TELEPHONES,
MEDICAL BATTERIES and

ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES.
All Goods Sish Srade in ETery Bespect

MIANUS ELECTRIC CO., - Mianus, Conn.

GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE...
Made in almost any form required and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 ohms as

desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats
of 4,000 degrees . .

JOS. DIXOBf CRUCIBIiE CO.. Jersey City, IT. J.

THE ROAD
TO

OMAHA
AND

SIOUX CITY.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

SHORT LINE.

Electric Lighted Trains.

Perfect Service.

TICKETS, 95 ADAMS ST.

MDNDNRDUTE
11 IS Tlie DIRECT LINE-

BETWEEN

CHICAGO,
INDIANAPOLIS,

CINCINNATI
I AND

I LOUISVILLE
It CITY OFFICE 232 CLARn ST.,

—i^i?7-t=* CM IGAG O.

THE IMPROVED BERRYMAN
(KELLEY'S PATENTJ

Feed Water
Heater and Purifier.

UNIQUE
In lt9 effiectivenesa and up-to-date
in every respect, at a price that
will assure consideration. Vastly
superior to any Feed Water Heater
on the market.

BenJ, F. Kelley & Son,
91 Liberty St., New York.

REG.JRADE MARKS The Phosphor Bronze Smeltin€Co.Iimited,
2200 Washington ave.,philadelphia.

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
INGOTS.CASTINGS, WIRE,RODS.SHEETS, ETC.— DELTA METAL-^
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND SouE Makers IN THE U.S.

2d HAND fXlaters, 2.000,1.500,
.200, l.CKIO, 800, too, 300,

80 horse power and others.
Largest stock in America. Mostly
all taken In trade for our Im-
proved Berryman.

BUY YOUR BOOKS
FROM THE

Electrician Pub. Co., G 1 Marquette Btdg., Chlcigo.

Faster than ever

to California

CHICAGO
& NORTH-WESTERN

RAILWAY

fHE OVERLAND LIMITED leaves

Chicago 6.30 p. m. daily via Chicago-

Union Pacific & North -Western Line, ar-

rives San Francisco 5, 1 5 afternoon of

third day and Los Angeles 7.45 next

morningf. No change of cars; all meals
in Dining Cars. Buffet Library Cars

with barber. The best of everything.

The Pacific Express leaves 10.30 p. m.
daily. Tourist Sleepers daily to Califor-

nia and Oregon and personally conducted
excursions every Wednesday fiom New
England. Send 4 cents postage for

"California Illustrated" to Chicago &
North-Western Railway,

461 Broadway, - NewYcirk|435 Vine St., - Cincinnati
601 Ches't St. .-Philadelphia 507 Smithfield St., Pittsbure-

368 Washington St., Boston 234 Superior St.. - Cleveland
301 Main St., - - Buffalo 77 Campus-MarCius. Detroit
i>i= Clark bt.,- - Cliic.-\|,'c.,sKineSl.,East,Toronto,Ont.

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especiaiiy adapted to all kinds oi

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarantee

;

The Largest Power ever obtained from a wheel of the same diameter. The highest speed
ever obtained for the same power. The highest mean efficiency ever realized whhi
running from half to full gate. We guarantee also : A rujiTier of the greatest jjos.
sible strength. A gate unequaled in quickness and ease of opening and closing.

Tests show over 81 per cent, average efficiency with half to full water.

State your Head and send for 124 page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio. U.S.A.

JEFFREY "^CHAINS
FOR CATALOGUE,

ADDRESS

THE JEFFREY MFG. CO
COLUMBUS,OHIO.

M'CORMICK TURBIHE.
On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft.

Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

aives a higher percentage of useful effect than any other water-wheel
heretofore made. All sizes, rlpbt and left hand, are built from patterns per-
fected under systematic tests in the Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties havinfc power plants which are unsatisfactory, and those contem-
plating the improvement of powers, will find it to their interest to confer
with us, as we are willing to guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter what make of turbine has been in use. STATE RBQUIREriENTS
AND SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.

SMALL SPRINGS
or rVERY DESCRIPTION

THE WALLACE BARN£S CO.,
isyAyusy^tr, ns7 BRISTOL, COWN., U.S.A.

THE TELEPHONEl HAND-BOOK:
NEW AND REVISED EDITION, WITH A NEW CHAPTER ON ''RECENT PROGRESS," BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO DATE.

BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Zfember of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, arid of the Ins'itution of Electrical Enaineers. London. Author of *'A Practical Guide to the

Testing of Insulated Wires and Cables." Joint Author of ^"Electricity in Daily Life.''''

leo Pages, 133 lllus-tra-tions, Clo-thi, IHand- \^^W •rice $I.OO.
J' ?*^ from Preface.—"This little book has no pretension to hf considered a complete treatise on telephony as It exists In America. The lime for such a work Is not yet come. But It is

relt ibat tberr; i^a deraantl for a practical book on telephone worKing and management, and tbe TEL KPHONE HAND-BOOK is an attempt at meeting that demand. Wltb the exception of a few
cnapicra dealing with certain foims of tran.smltierH and receivers used In Europe, which a e given for the Information of those who may wish to engage In the manufacture of telephones, tbe
Dook In based enilrely on Btandard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated In this country."

No pains have been Bpared to make It tbe host book of Its kl
everything regarding telephone work and management. It con

CHAPTER 1. The Invention of the Telephone.
2, Sound WnveH. Articulate Speech,
3, Electric Telephony, The Bell Tele-

phone.
4, The Microphone.
C. Current Induction, Eleetromngnctlc

Induction,
e. The IiuJiicilon Coll: TtH Use In the

Tf-kphoiic TrnnHmltter,
7. The rj,m\,\i-\i- 'l'r-I<.-phone Circuit.
8. Magnet T.icr.li<Mi«-H.

9. The IJ'II Telr;t)h<)nc Receiver.
10. Other formH of Magnet TelophonoB,
11. The Oower, Ader nnd D'ArHonviil Re-

el verH, Mercadler'B lil-TeJcphono,
12. The KleincnH, Kotyrii. N(rumny(_-r and

Bfitioher Recelve.-H.

nd. It Is right up to date. Intensely practical, and so plain and clear In Its language that
forms In size and style to our otber Hand-Uooka which have been so favorably received by

OONTBNTS
anyone can understand and learn from it

the entire electrical fraternity.

CilAI'TER 13,

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27,

Carbon Transmitters.
The Blake Transmitter.
The Long iJistonce Transmitter.
The Solid-back Transmitter.
The Berliner Transmit tor.
The Cuttrlss Transmitter.
Various European Transmitters.
The Emdoncy of Carbon Transmit-

ters.
Batteries for Telephone Work.
Open Circuit Batteries.
Closed Circuit Bntterlop.
The Practical Management of Bat-

teries.
Magneto Bell.
Automatic Switches.
Telephone Line Construction.

CHAPTER 28,

29.

30,

31.

32.

33.

34.
3fi.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40,

41,

Fobinrtied and for .ale by ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6IO Marquette Building, Chicago

Metallic Circuit.
Underground Wires.
Lightning Arresters.
Inside Wiring.
Installation of Telephone Instru-

ments,
Inspection and Maintenance.
The Condenser; Its Use In Telephony.
Electromagnetic Retardation.
Exchange Working,
Small Exchanges.
Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.
Long Distil nee Telephony.
Duplex Telephony.
Simultaneous Telegraphy and Teleph-

ony.
Recent Progress. Appendix.

i
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TROPENAS DEPARTMENT
SMALL STEEL CASTINGS
FOR ELECTRICAL WORK.

691 OLD COLONY BUILDING,

19 CHICAGO.THE SARGENT GO.

EDAR POLE
' 50 TO 80 FT. A SPECIALTY.

JohnH.rowler, "c°hic'a\'r f,',''

IPa^Mawv^ (wJvXuWa/ l»A\\yuWv «iKjv«rw^

POLES.
WHITE CEDAR. j

IDAHO CEDAR up to 80 ft.!

BERTHOLD

& JENNINGS,
STb LOUIS.

Chemical Building.

CROSS
ARMS.

LONG LEAP
PrNE AND FIR.

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Urg* Stock Constantly on Hand.
Poles

Street Railway Ties.
specialty: 7-foot
White cedar Elec-
tric Railways, etc. Poles.

:0 & S^niS, ^.AOOET-r, IVII^I-I.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURINC CO.
CHATTANCOCA, TENN.,

lUnafactorerf and Dfl«l«n Is

Yellow Pino Cross Arms, Losust Pins, Oak Pins, Electrical

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stocks on hand.

Delivered prices quoted, F. O. B. cars, 70ur clt7, Id any quantity. -WKITE US.

CEDAR POLES.
Piling and Street R. R. Ties.

C. H. WORCESTER CO.,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Producers and Wholesalers of White Cedar Products.

i( TELEPHONE

TROUBLES
...AND...

HOW TO FIND THEM,"
By W. H. HrDEandJ.A. McMANMAN.

FORMERLY

HASKINS' TELEPHONE TROUBLES.

This little book is strictly up-to-date on all

niHtters pertaining to telephone troubles and
their remedies.

Sent Postpaid for 25c.

New (seventh^ edition just out. 70 pages.
Many diagrams showing connections. A com-
plete hand-booli for telephone inspectors.
Telephone exchange managers and employes

will find this book a great help in locating tele-

phone troubles and remedies therefor.

ELECTRIGIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

R. H. LEAVITT,
Capron, III.

Manufacturer of

STANDARD ELECTRIC-LIGHT AND TELEPHONE
CROSS-ARM BRACKETS AND PINS.

Write us for prices. We like It- Will sit up late
and rise early to answer you and fill your orders

VICTOR TURBINES
GPERATING OYNAHOS.

That there are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for electric
generators than any other is due to the many points of

superiority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMEERING:

High Speed, Close Begnlation,
Oreat Capacity, High Efficiency,

Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady Motion.

We Also Have a Full Line of Modern Patterns for Getrs and
Power Transmission Machinery.

WRITE FOK CATAXOGUE.

The Stilwell-Blerce & Smith-Vaile Co.,

857 Lehman Street, DAYTOBT, OHIO.

CEDAR POLES
LINDSLCY BROTHERS COMPANY
MfNOMlWEE. M/CH. ano PORTI- A N D, ORECO N.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS
SO-FOOT TO 80-FOOT POLES OUR SPCCIALTY

A PRETTY STORY.
Eight months ago the Texas Arm & Pia Co. began manufacturing things in-

clined electrically wooden, like cross arms, pins and brackets. An old, no-account,

second-hand machine, in a broken-down factory, was used, but now they have four
factories with new and late machinery and are shipping more cross-arms than the law
allows. But they can ship more. They are untapped, long-leaf, yellow pine.

Branch Office: 10 Temple Court Building, Chicago, W. H. QUAW, Mgr. Harrrson"2ois.

Or the home office at Beaumont, Texas, is where you write for mere information and a
pretty and useful pamphlet.

BUY
Your Electrical Books of the Electrician

Publishing Co., Suite 510 flarquette

Bldg., Chicago. You will save TIME and

MONEY by doing so

POLES W. 0. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, MICH.

Eleven Pole Yards In^ Michigan,
lit

TIES.
Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

BLUE RIDGE LOCUST PIN CO.
HARVEY M. DICKSON, Gen. Mgr. 4KSI-fEVI L.^E, 1^. C

LOCUST INSULATOR PINS AND BRACKETS.
MflWUFACTUREBS OF..

Seven factories In operation. Capacity. 60,000 per day. Write for prices on pin ;ind bracket specialties

CEDAR
DAVIS AND STITT

COMPANY,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Write tor Dellyered Prlcei. POLES

Catalogue and Net Price List

LINEMEN'S OUTFITS
Mailed Fret to LInemin and Construction Men-

ADDRCSS:

MATHIAS KLEIN & SON, Manufacturers,

87-B9 w. VAN BURCN ST. Chicago, III.

IndiaDasolisArilfJracM&FiiiCo.
Sucoauors to J. B. MAQERB,

Arms, Brickets, Locust and Oak Pins,

Tent Stakis, ROPE Lock Blocks.

Ottec I26S. Marldlan St., Indlinippllt, Ind.

factory: JAMESTOWN, IND.
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Westin^house

Generators
and Motors

The
Standard

of

both
Hemispheres.

Westinghouse Induction Motors Operating Centrifugal Pumps.

Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Co.,

All Principal Cities in U. S. and Canada. Pittsburg, Pa.

The Popularity ot

Rockwood's Patent Compressed

Non-Slipping.

Non-breakable.
Economical.
Durable.

Balanced.
Neat design.

Light-weight.
Non-Magnetic.

Six thousand
various sizes

partly finished

carried con-

stantly in stock.

Hubs any shape,

any position.

Paper Pulleys
{"For one-sixth century the standardfor durability and efficiency

.''''

)

arises in a measure from their stability.

Engineers and users should not fail to specify Rockwood Patent Compressed Paper Pulleys on all contracts.

CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING.

ROCKWOOD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Pafer Pulley Sales Deft., 330 So. Pennsylvania Street

hidianapolis, Indiatia, U. S. A.
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Fort Wayne Electric Works.
(INCORPORATED.)

SOMETHING NEW
OUR^

TYPE K
INTEGRATING
WATTMETER

Weighs less than 13 pounds and can
be installed in a'space

6 3-4 inches by 8 3-4 inches.

SOME INTERESTING POINTS.

This Meter will Record Accurately the Energy of Alterna-

ting Current Circuits Regardless of the POWER
FACTOR.

It can be Quickly Adjusted for Either HIGH OR LOW
FREQUENCY.

No Constants or Multipliers Used. Meters are DIRECT

READING.

THE CALIBRATION IS PERMANENT
AND RELIABLE.

CONVENIENT TO HANDLE,
EASY TO INSTALL AND REPAIR.

ALL PARTS ARE STANDARD AND INTERCHANGEABLE.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN 1012.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.
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ELECTRICAL Ofl MECHANICAL

We have fine facilities for light manufactur-
ing, and soltclt correspondence. Estimates
givenon quantity or small lots. PUNCH PRESS
ANO SCREW 51ACH1NE WORK.

SPIES & COMPAXY,
97-SO W.TauBaren St., Chicago, XU.

EDWARD P. BURGH,
Consulting Electrical Engineer,

1309 OnarantyBIde„ aiinneapoUs.

Oxide Storap Batteries.
Suitable r^T all pa^p^BeB where Storage

Batteries are applicable,

No backlint of plate*. No spilling o( acid.

No salpbatJng or corrodlns.

THE OXIDE BATTERY CO.,
Olllca, No. 1629 N. lOlhSt;. Phllsdelohla. Pa.

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBiiW.

r«r Klectrloal and Mechimical Purposes, KaUway Dust Goardi, WMbMi
and Facklngs. Patent IiisulatlnE Cleats.

UANVFACTUBBD BT

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO.. Wilmington. M.

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Highest grades for electrical insulation and mechanical purposes, in sheets,

tubes, rods and special shapes* Catalogues and samples on application.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wilmington, Del.

READY FOR THE MARKET.
"PBHOO," the new atyle Creole roaette. In-

nlatlon perfect, Ionv fuse, anperlor
in eTery detail.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co., Peru, Ind.

The Best-The "NEW STYLE"
Receptacle and Attachment Plug.

The latest in this line is the

"NEW STYLE" made by

WM. T. PRINGLE, 1026 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.
Western Representatives: J. B. McKeagae Co., 324 Dearbora St., Chicago.

PERFECT
Irinting Plates
»|-, by ever^ ppoccss.

^e<3 1GNIN G" ANDOSTRAXIN G.
®ke for specimens.

"^>II1VI rNGRAVIINGfi"/;;^n LuaROTYPINcUi
'''^ArBORN ST.

IN

a
AIR PROPELLORS

PP

We

Have Set

a New

Standard.

Ask for

Prices.

THE FULLER GOJetroit,MiGh.,U.S.A.,
MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRICAL AND VENTILATING APPARATUS.

Bng.—Wm. Key, 11 Queen VictoriaLondoDi
St., B. O.

Paris, France—B, H. Cadlot, 12 Bue Bt.

Georgen.

OU»K«w, Scotlana—Wm. Key, Central
Chotftijer*, IW Hope St.

Yokotinma. Jnpnn—lincrrinll & nlllcs.

New York—Western KIcctrIc Co.

WaeliliiKtou—Nation..] Klectric Supply Oo.

WlimlogtsB-Uanett, Millet & Oo.

Deliver-Tbos. H. Smith; Heudrle & Bolt-
uolT.

1,08 AnKclPS—Western ElecLrlc Works.
Mlnneonolltt—RoberLH Heatlug & ^'cut. Co.
Mlhvniilii'O—Oco. V. Itolin.

Cljlcngo—WoKtern Electric Co.; Central
lOlectrlc Uo.

St. r.oiils—WfHtern Electrical Supply Co.
IJOHton—Kmltl) A: At.tboiiy.
Houth IlciKl. Ind.—Mlller-Knoblock Co.
Peck-Hciiin,nnil Co.. C'luclnnatl, O,, Gen-

eral Soutlicm AffcntH.

?!iS4S;fe*iSife**ifeifeAJfel iki^^^^^^^^jkA!^.

I Black Diamond File Works
Est. 1863. Ine. 1893.

i
49

Twelve

Medals

Awarded at

International

Expositions.

Special

Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1896.

OVJB eOODS ABE OK BAliE IN ETEBT I,EADIlire HABDWABE
ISTOBE IK THE ITariTED STATES AND CANADA.

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Draft without

a Chimney
can be produced by a fan of

the relative size shown below.

MECHANICAL DRAFT REDUCES COST

Burns Cheap Fuel. Increases Boiler Output.

B. F. Sturtevant Co. Boston
New York Philadelphia Chicago London
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SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

iTl

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.
WESTERN BELLING AGENT,

H. R. HiXSON,
1 137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO

Simplex Electrical Company,
75-81 Coi-nhlll,.BOSTON, MASS.

iS>l't

1889—Paris Bxposition,
Hedal for Babber Imsalstion.
1893—\¥orld'8 Fair,

' medal for Babber Insalation.

THE STAWDABD FOB
BVBBEB IWSrJLATIOHr.
Sole Manufacturers ofTRADE M«Rlt

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd
t'DmnVchVe'l"; }«-9««- 253 Bfoaiiway, New York.

*'»'
Wires.

Geo. T. Manson, GenM Supfc
W. H. Hodgins, Secy.

^
^^^""'7-^'^

:,^'^)

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Paranite Rubber Covered Wires and Cables,

UNDERGROUND, AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

TELEPHONE, TELEORAPH AND FIRE ALARH CABLES.

All Wires are tested at Factory. JOKESBOBO, IHD.

J.
Qas, Klectrlc and Combination FlttlnsB

and Fixtures, TrimmUiBS* Screws
and Ornaments.

Send for Our New Catalogue, Just Issued.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pr««Md, Spun and Turned Braae

Work to Order.

137*137 Nortti loth Street.

Brooklyn, N. V.

TheIJnited States Garbon Gompany.

J SPECIALTIES A SPECIAWS!
L ELECTROLYTIC.

^^w,:/\LTERNATINS; DIRecX]
*^'^'* ENCLOSED. OPEnJ

Cleveland," Ohio. U. S. A.
MOT IN C>

" PHONO=ELECTRIC"
WIRE TOUGH

THE NEW STANDARD FOR
TROLLEY USE.

HOMOGENEOUS THROUGH-
OUT. NO HARDENED SKI^

REMARKABLE
WEARING QUALITIES.

Write for Booklet.

BRIDGEPORT BRASS CO.,

ig Murray SI., NEW YORK.

rPhono-Electric'

r" „ FOR ALL PURPOSES. ^So»p aud Native Flatmum Purobaied.
BAKtSB & CO.,40S-«14 Keir Jeney

BaUroad Ave., ire-wark, JV. J.
New York Office, no Libert; Street.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from Yx to 50 horse power.
l>ynainos from lO lights to 700.
We sell or rent. Goodprofifei

The Hobart Eiec. Mfg. Co., Troy, OhtB.

STERLING EXTRA INSULATING VARNISH.
Sterllnsr XSxtra. Blacic Finisliing^ "Vamleli,

Sterling Black Air ]>ryine Vamluli,
f^terllngr Black Core Plate TamUIt.

THE STERLING VARNISH CO.,
Pittsburg, Pa., U. S. A.

THE STERLIN6 VARNISH CO..
9S ColmoreRow, Birmingham, England.

American Vitrlflea Coninit Company,
MANnPACTTJBEBS OB"

VITRIFIED SALT GLAZED
UNDERGROUND AND INTERIOR CONDUITS.

Contractors for Complete Installation
of Conduit Systems.

General Offlces: 39 Cortlandt St.. N. Y.

For Porcelain or Clay ' In*
sulating Specialties, such as
Bushings, Knobs or Cleats,
Address,

THEAKRON SMOKING PIPE CO.,
MOCADORE, OHIO.

Queen ^ Co.»
lOlO Chestmnt St., Phila.

480 MONON BLDG., ClilCAOO.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-WIrt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray
Focus Tubes, Induction Colls.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS
CUTTER ELECTRICAL CO., PHIUDELPHIA.

WESTUN Electeal iD^tsment (Jo.
'-'^ .^.^^i^^v ... Txr:it;... a. liTDTIcr&DV KT T TT C A114-120 WilUam St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

IkmM Oial

Mm Isslrmests.

These inBtrtiments are

based upon the same gen-

eral principle and are jaat

as accoral« as onr regular
Standard Portable Wreot
Carrent Voltmeters and
Ammeters, bnt are much
loJKer, and to© working
partB are inclosed In a
neatly designed, dast-proof
cast-iron case which effect-

ively shields the Inntm-
loents from dlstarblng In-

Saences of external mag-
Di>tin 6e1d^.

Weston Standard

portable Direct Beading
, Voltmeters and MlJUvolt-
metere. Ammeters and Mil-
smmeters, Wattmeters
andVoltmeters, for Alter-
nating: ana Direct Current
(Jircnita,

Onrportsble instmrnenta
are recognized as standards
throuKhou' the civilized

world.

Our Semi-Portable La-
boratory Standard Volt-
meters and Ammeters are
still "cBtter.

They are the moat relia-

ble, absotnte standards for

... , Laboratory nse.
Weston Standard Illuminated

Dial Station Ammeter. EERMN-Eoropean Weston Electrical
Style B. Inatraraeiit Co., IUttertitrag«eNo..88.

Mention the WksteRS Electrician, when writing for catalogues

STANLEY A. G. WATTWItTtRS.
Permanent Accuracy Guaranteed.

STANLEY INSTRUMENT CO.,
New York: 146 Broadway.
San Francisco: 31-33 New Montgomery St.

Canada: The Royal Electric Co., Montreal and
Toronto.

RHEOSTATS
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. CO.,
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

The Largest and Oldest Manufacturers of Rheo-
stats in the World.

HOLOPHANE CLASS CO.,
IS East 32r-td. SI:., IV E^A^ ^<5F3K.

Compound Prism

Globes and Shades
FOR ALL KINDS OF LIGHTING.

TWO KOLD njl t^At^lrONK SIi,T£B IVI GO ais
Awarded at Paris Exposition.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.
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SOMETHING ABSOLUTELY NEW
IN

ARC LAMPS

A-B Solid Copper Case

AND

Pressed Steel Case Arc Lamps

FOR ALL CIRCUITS.

Twenty - Five Different Types.

Perfect in Regulation, Long Life, Easy Accessibility

to Mechanism.

In all competitive tests they have been proven 50 per cent

the best lamp made.

J

t
4

X

t
t

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY GO

• • • V

. 1-OtJIS, u.

Particulars and Descriptive iVIatter Mailed on Application.

• » ••••^
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The Word Peak
virtually means the hardest part of your

power station's day's work. Provision must
be made for the peak, ahhough but a fraction

of the amount of energy represented by it is normal.

By taking a large portion of the peak and smoothing out the load fluctuations, a storage battery

will increase the capacity of an Electric Railway Power Station and decrease the cost of operation.

The Cblorlbe accumulator represents the latest development of Storage Battery Construction.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO., 19th St. & Allegheny Ave., Phila., Pa.
Chicago, Marquette Bldg. ; Detroit, Michigan Electric Co.

Engineering advice and illustrated descriptive

bulletins at your service for the asking.

Sales Offices; New York, ioo Broadway; Boston, 6o State St.; Baltimore, Equitable Bldg,

L-23-3

ALTERNATING -CURRENT POWER MOTORS,
1-20 TO 2 (-2 ACTUAL HORSEPOWER.

SIMPLE, RELIABLE, SATISFACTORY.
Send for bu)letius just issued describing new types.

Branch Office and Warehouse: The ElTlerSOn EleCtriC Mfg.CO.,
136 Liberty St., New York City.

714-716-718 St. CharlesSt., ST. LOUIS. MO.

A NOVELTY-JUST OUT!
UNIVERSAL CORD SPOOL.

This Is a neat and novel device for adjustiDg the lenot!i of cord of your drop light.
Quickly attached; always hangs straight; caDiioc slip; no loop to dangle about; no
socket to be removed. Made of hardwood, n tiiral green or cherry finish. Trices ou
application. Manufactured and patented by the

CRESCENT MFG. CO., 52 W. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, III., U. S. A.

((

Crown
"Insulated Conductors

AND

Rail Bonds
"Crown" wires are the perfection of Rubber Insulation for high or low voltage, direct or alter-

nating currents, solid or stranded conductors up to 2,500,000 circular mils' capacity.

"Crown" bonds are the perfection of simplicity and economy In rail bonding, together with
perfection of contact.

In "CROWN" WIRES or "CROWN" BONDS you secure the best attainable results,
electrically and mechanically.

Solid or stranded bare copper conductors; also lead - encased and armored for aerial,
underground and submarine work.

American Steel and Wire Co., Chicago, III.
NEW YORK, WORCESTER, DENVER, SAN FRANCISCO; LONDON, ENC.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
A.kron Smoking Pipe Go .

.

i

Alden Electric Co ix

Alexander, Thos xii

American Battery Co xl

American Bridge Co iv

American Dist. Steam Co.

American E ectrlc Co xl

Amer. Electric Fuse Co. . .

Amer. El. Teleph. Co x v

American Elec. Works. .. xl

Amer. Reflt. a Ltg. Co... xvili

Amer. Steel & Wire Co.. ill

Amer. Vitrified Cond. Co. i

Bain, Foree
Baker&Co 1

Ball Engine Co xvlii

Barnes Co., Wallace xvlll

Barnett Co., G. & H xxll

Becfcer Bros

Belden-Larwill Elec. A
Mfg. Co iv

Berthold & Jennings xlx

Besly & Co., Chas. H xxii

Blue Ridge Locnst Pin Co.

Bosaen El. Const- Co.... xl

Bridgeport Brass Co t

Bullock Eiec. Mfg. Co..*. xill

Burch,Edward P xxli

Camp Engineering Co ... . ^sll

Central Electric Co * v
Central Mfg. Co xlx
Central Tel. & HI. Co.... xv
Chicago & Alton B. B... xill

C.& N. W. R. R xvlll

Chicago Edison Co iv

Chic FtiRe WlreftMfg.Co. .ivi

Chic. House WreckingCo. xill

C.,M. 4St. P. B. E xvlll

Chicago Mica Co xvl

Chic. Telephone Sup. Co. xvl

Cleveland ArmatureWks. xill

Colonial Electric Co v

Couch ife Seeley Co xvil

Cream Flux Co x

Crebcem Mfg. Co Ill

Crest Manufacturing Co.. x

Crocker-Wheeler Co
Cutler-Hammer Mfg Co.. I

Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co.... i

D.&W.FuseCo
Davis &StittCo xix

Dearborn Drug A Ch. Co. ix

DeDiou-Bouton Motorette

Co xvil

Diamond Meter Co iv

Dixon Crucible Co., Job. xvili

Driver-HarrlB Wire Co.. xvi

Edison Decorative & Min-
iature Lamp Dept x

EdlsonMfg. Co xvll

El. Eng. Inst. Corr. Inst.

Electric Appliance Co x
Electric Storage Batt. Co. ill

Electrician Pub. Co xvlii

Emerson El. Mfg. Co ill

Ericsson Telephone Co. .

.

1

Eureka Elec. Co

Faries Mfg. Co xxii

Parr Tel. * Con. Sup. Co. xvl

Firkins & Co., O.W xlx
"For Sale" Adva x\l

Ft. Wayne El. Wks., Inc. xxl
Fowler, Joan H xix
Franklin Eng. «fe Elec. Co.

Fuller Co., The

Garl Electric Co xvl

General Electric Co vli

General Elec. Repair Co..

Gen'l Incandescent Arc
Light Co • vlii

General Inc. Lamp Co....

Gilchrist Jar Co xi

Gould Storage Battery Co. xi

Great Western Smelting

& Refining Co
Gregory Electric Co xii

Hartwlg& Miller

Hazard Manufacturing Co. —
Hellos-UptonCo vl

Hill, W. S., Electric Co...

HobartElec. Mfg. Co I

Hodge-Walsh El. Eng. Co.

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co.

Holophane Glass Co i

Humphrey, Henry H xix

minois Maintenance Co.. xii

IndependentTel. Sup.Co. xvl

Indianapolis Arm, Bracket

A Pin Co xix
Indiana Rub. & Ins. W. Co. I

India Rubt)er & Gutta
Percha Insulating Co..

InternatlCor. Schools, xill

Jeffrey Mfg. Co xvili

Jotmston, Thos. J xt

Kansas City Tel. Mfg. Co.

Kartavert Mfg. Co
KeUey i Son. Ben]. F...

KelloggSwItchb ASup.Co. xv
Kentucky Electrical Co. . xxll

Klein ASon, Mathlsa xix

Klemm & Co xi

Eokomo Tel. & El. M.Co. xvi

Kusel, D. A., Tel. & Elec.

Mfg. Co xvi

Lea-Hooven Mfg. Co vlU
Leather Freserv. M. Corp. xi 11

Leavltt, R. H
Leclanche Battery Co.... xill

Leffel&Co., James xvili

Llndsley Brothers Co.... xlx

Link-Belt Machinery Co. x
Llntner, Wm. T xl

Manhattan Gen'l Const.Co. vlll

Manross, F. N x
McIntireCo., TheC xvtli

McLennan & Co., E x
McRoy, John T x
Mlanus Electric Co xvll

Mica Insulator Co x
MiUer-KnobtockEl.M.Co. xv
Miscellaneous Advs xU
Monarch Fire Appl. Co. ..

MononR. R xvili

MunsellA Co. , Eugene ... x

National Carbon Co xvli

National India Rubber Co,

National Tel. Equlpm. Co. xv
New York Ins. Wire Co. . . Ix

Noblett, E.J xlx
North Electric Co xlv
NoTtbem Elec. Mfg. Co.. ix

Ohio Electric Works xIU
OkonlteCo.. Tne I

Ox Ide Battery Co xxll

Pacific Electric Co
Page, CliaB. G xi

PalsteCo., H. T ix

Paragon Fan & Motor Co.

Perrlzo & Sons xlx
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co xxii

Phillips, Eugene F xi

Phillips Ins'd Wire Co.... xl

Phoenix Glass Co
Phosphor-Bronze S. Co. xvili

Pittsburg A L. S. Iron Co. xix
Prlngle, Wm. T

Queen A Co..

Reislnger, Hugo
R. I. Teleph. & Elec. Co.

Rlchmondt Conduit Co.. iv

Robertson A Sons, Jas. L. xi

Rockwood Mfg. Co XX
Roebllng's Sons Co., J.A. xvli

Rose Electric Co xill

Rossiter, MacGovern A Co. xlv
Roth Bros. ACo x

Snge&Bro., F. B xvi

Sargent Co., The xix

Sargent A Lundy
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co
Schureman A Hayden xill

Schwalm Co., Geo. F xltl

Shelby Electric Co i

Siemens A Halske Electric

Co. of America vll

Simplex Elect'al Co., The, 1

Smith Co., S. Morgan..

,

xl

Smith, Philip xvi

Speer Carbon Co
Spies A Company xxll

Sprague Electric Co x
Standard Tel. A El. Co.

.

xv
StandardUnderg.Cable Co.

Stanley Electric Mfg.Co. .. ix

Stanley Instrument Co... i

Sterling ASon, W. C... xix
Sterling Electric Co xvi
Sterling Varnish Co., The 1

Stewart & Co., Frank H.. vlll

StUwell-Bierce A Smith-
ValleCo six

Stow Mfg. Co Ik
Stromberg-Carlson Tel.

Mfg. Co xiv
Sturtevant Co., B. F xxii

Swedish-Am. TeL Co xv

Texas Arm A Pin Co xlx
Thomas. Wilcox A Dietz. xvii

Torrey Cedar Co xix

United States Carbon Co. l

Varley Duplex Mag. Co. .. xv
Viaduct Mfg. Co xvl
Vitro Chrome Chem. Co.. xxll
Vulcanized Fiber Co xxll

Wagner El. Mfg. Co v
Waener, Herbert A x
Walsh's Sons A Co xii

Warner Electric Co., The xvi
Warren Elec. Mfg.Co ix
Webster Chemical Co xxll
Western Electric Co v i 1

Western El. Supply Co... li

Western Tel. Const. Co. .

.

xv
Westingbouse Electric A
Manufacturing Co x x

Weston Elect'cal Inst. Co. i

White Mfg. Co., J. H 1

Willtams Bros xl

Worceaier go,, Q, H... ,, xU
F-or Oloissffl^d Ind^x of A.^^mr%immrw%mr%-^m »•• Pmk* VI«
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ARC LAMPS, KNrFE SWITCHES, GLOBES, FLUSH PUSH,
AND SNAP SWITCHES, SHADES, CARBONS, RUBBER
COVERED WIRES, CORDS AND CABLES, ELECTRIC
LIGHTING SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

\A/RITE: for RRICE3.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY, 139 Adams St, CHICAGO

THREE IMPORTANT POINTS:

SIMPLICITY,

DURABILITY,

REFINEMENT

OF DESIGN
are tbe first points considered by prospective arc
lamp buyers. Tlie ICi*liieii Arc Ijamp excels,
not only in the above points but in many others.
Users pronounce it the most satisfactory lam]) on
the market.

It burns a minimum of 250 hours.
Nn alignment nc^cessary.
Trims easier than an open arc lamp
Allows easy access to ewery part of !amp.
Gives absolutely steady light.

Our bnlletins give further reasons why The
Bpldcii should receive your careful consideration
before placing your next order.

BELDEN-LARWILL ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

AeRSlTS : M. E. Austin & Co.. 58 W. VaD Kuren St., Chicago. C. E. Wilson
1000 Betz Bldg.. Philadelphia, Pa. R. N. Stewast & Co., Denver, Colo.

We are now In a position to establish desirable agencies In all principal cities
in this and foreign countries.

fllCTRO (/ALVAN/Z£D (ONDU/T

"0 c.r>rS'
RICHMONDT CONDUIT CO.

American
Bridge Company

DESIGNERS
MANUFACTURERS
AND ERECTORS OF

Steel Bridges

Steel Buildings

and All Classes of

Metallic Structures

The facilities at our disposal and our

operative system are such as to in-

sure 7nost fai>orable quotations and

deliveries for any part of the world.

General Offices : 100 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

"W^E have decided

to carry at all

our plants a large

stock of_ Raw Ma-

terial, from which

we can furnish with

great promptness

any ordinary order

for Steel Bridges,

Roofs, Buildings,

Columns, Girders,

Beams, Channels,

Angles, Plates, etc.

Branch Offices and Works

:

Albany, N. Y.
Athens, Pa.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Ilaltimore, Md.
Butte, Mont.
Columbus. Otiio.
Cliicago, 111.

Canton, Ohio.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Denver, Colo.
Duluth, Minn.
East Berlin, Conn.
Elmira, N. Y.
Groton, N. Y.
Horseheads, N. Y.

Lafayette, Ind.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Minneapolis. Minn.
New Orleans. La.
Pencoyd, Pa.
Philadelphia. Pa.
Pittsburg. Pa.
Rochester, N. ^'.

Seattle. Wash.
San Francisco, Cal.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Sydney. N. S. W,
Trenton, N. J.
Wilmington, Del.
Youngstown, Ohio.

European Office : LONDON

Scheeffer Recording

Wattmeter.
ROUND PATTERN TYPE "E," FOR ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

An Accurate and Sensitive Meter.
Improved Ball Bearing.

DIAMOND METER CO.
PEORIA, ILL., U. 9. A.
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Manson
Tape....

IN A TIN BOX.

The three-fourths inch Black Manson Tape is

now being furnished in Tin Boxes holding one roll,

or half pound. Convenient to use. Keeps the tape

fresh and moist.

Price in 100 pound lots or over, per pound, $0.50.

In less than 100 pound lots, per pound, $0.55.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

364-266-268-270 Fifth Avenue,

CHICAQO.

jfrnmrrmmmmnfi

OUR LATEST
FRONT OF THE BOARD TYPE

Switchboard Instrument.

Type F Wattmeter, Front Cvnnectlon, One-third Actual Size.

Our Indicating Wattmeters, Voltmeters
and Ammeters are also built for BACK OF
THE BOARD.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND BULLETIN Z 31, JUST ISSUED.

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
J

GeneralOfflcesandFactory,St. Louis, Mo.,U.S.A.

BRANCH OFFICES*
NEW YORK, 220 Hiveinayer BI(tJ|. PHILADELPHIA, 1000 B.ti Bldg. BOSTON, 620 Atlutlc Av..

CHICAGO, 1624 Mariiuatts Bldg. <r BALTIMORE, 204 EatI L.xington SI.

SAN FRANCISCO, 120 Sutter St. NEW ORLEANS, ilO Grivler St.

FOREICN DEPARTMENT, Hixmryir lUH', New Ym* CHr.
CITY OF MEXtCO, MEX., Amirlcin Englnterlng C. ol Mexico, Agents.

LONDON, END., 47 Victoria St., C.R. Heap, Agent. YOKOHAHA.IAPAN, Bagnall* Hllles, Agenta,
PARIS. FRANCE, 1 2 Rue St. Se«rge8, E. H. Cadlot t Cle, Agents.
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STORAGE BATTERIES
FOR

CENTRAL STATIONS. STREET RAILWAYS
AND

ISOLATED PLANTS.

NONO CAST PLATES. NO PERFORATIONS. NO APPLIED PASTE.
INFRINGEMENT.

HIGH EFFICIENCY. GREAT CAPACITY.
SUPERIOR ELECTRICAL CHEMICAL FORMATION.

HELIOS-UPTON COMPANY,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

STORAGE BATTERT PLANT FOR LIGHTING RESIDENCE OP H. N. HIGINEOTHAM, JOLIET, II.I.. CHICAGO, ILL. PEABODY, MASS.

AncborsfTel^Tel.Pole).
Smith, PWlip.

Annimrlators.
American Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Gar] Elpctric Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Arc LampM.
Alden Electric Co.
American Electric Co.
Belden-T.arwlU El. & Mf. Co.
Central Elecrric Co
Ft. Wayne Rlec. WkB., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
GrecoTT Electric Co.
Heltos-tJpton Co.
Lpa-Hooven Mfe-. Co.
Manhaitan Gen'l Const. Co.
Rosslter, Mac Govern & Co.
Western Electric Co.
WeBtern Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Antomobilps.
D<>r»ton-B'^utonMotorfttteCo.

Babbitt Ifen and Solder.
Gr Western Sm. and Refg.Co.

Batteries and .Tarn.
Amerlran Electric Co.

Centra! Electric Co.
Ediqon MTe. Co.
Electric Appl^qnce Co.
Gllchriftt Jar Co,
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
National OarbATi Co.

Ohio E'ectric Wo^-ks.

Peru Rlec. Mfe. Co.

Western E'ectrlp Co.
Western Elect. Sunnly Co.

Bells. Bnzzers, Ktc.
American F.lTtr'c Co.
Centra' Electric Co.
Ripc»r1c AppHfinceCo.
Gar! Eiertric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt l>reNNlne-
Lcather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Beltlne. _ , , „
Chicago House Wrecking Co.

Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Bln^vers.
Fuller Co., The.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

BoilerH.
Chicago House-Wrecking Co.

B<*okH,Electrical.
Blectrlclan Publlsnlng Co.

BrlflgeH and Bnildines
(«ie*-l).
American Bridge Co.

BniMheB.
Becker BroB.

Central Electric Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hoban Elec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Flbre-Graphlte Co.
Saee A Bro., F. B.

CahleH (See Insulated Wires.)

Cable**, Electric 'See Insu-

lated wire8),Copp©r»Slieet
and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
Am«rlcan Steel & Wire Co.

Central Electric Co,
General Electric Co.

New York Ine. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C.Co.
Western Klect. bupply Co.

Carbonn.Polnt«APlates
American Electric uo.

Central Electric Co.

Chlcagi- Edibon Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

National Cf^rtjon Co,

Relslngpf, Hugo.

Bpeer Carbon Co,
TJnlted Siaiew Carbon Co.

We«tern Elect, Supply Co.

CantinffN.
SarB'.nt Co., The.
Smith Co.,S. Morgan.

CbalnH.
Jeffrey Mfg, Co.
Llnlt Belt Machinery Co-

Clrcnit Breakem.
Cutler Elec. it Mfg. Co.

Coal A Anhen Handllns
Machinery.
Jeffrey MTk Co.
Link Belt Macliinery Co.

Colin and M afueta.
Miller-Knoblocit El. Mfg. Co,

Wley Unplvx Magnet Co.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Coloring (Inc. lismp).
Vitro Chrome Chemical Co.
Webster Chemical Co.

Componnd.
Dearborn Drug &Chem.Wkfl.
McLennan A Co., K.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Conduit and Conduits.
American Kleetric Co.
Amer. Vitrifled Conduit Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
ilcRoy, John T.
Richmondt Conduit Co.
Sprague Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Connectors and Termi-
nals (Patent).
American Elec. Fuse Co.
McIntlreCo., The C.

ConNtruction A Repairs.
American Electric Co.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors and Electric
Liffht Plants.
Amer'can E let trie Go.
KuUock Elpc Mfe. Co.
Crocker-Wbeeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wka., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Spracue Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
WestlnghouseElec.iS: Mfg.Co.

Copper Wires.
American Electric Co.
American Electrical Works.
American Steei & Wire Co.
Bridgeport Brass Co.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. *5unply Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkoniteCo..The
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co.. J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Correspondence Schools
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.

Int. Correspond. Schools.

Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Bl»e Ridee Locust Pin Co.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indpls. Arm, Brack. & Pin Co.
Leavitt, R. H.
Texas Arm & Pin Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cut-Onts and STrltches.
American Ele'trlcCo.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chlcaeo Edison Co.
D. A W. Fuse Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El, Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
eenerai Elec. Co.
General Inc. ^rc Light Co.
Hill. W. S.. Electric Co.
Pal.sleCo., n. T.
Siemens <t Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
WcHtcrn Electric Co.
Wefflern Elect. Supjily Co,
Westlnghousc El. A Mfg. Co.

Franklin Eng. A. Electro Co.

IkynnmoM niid llo*ors.
Anifrlcan Electric Co.
Unllnck Rlec Mf '. Co.
CJontral Electric Co.
Chicago Moiiwo Wrecking Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne V.U:c,. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Oenoral Inc. Arc Light Co.
GreRory Electric Co,
HobartRlec. Mfg, Co.
Hentuflkv Eh-crlcal Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ohio Electric Worka.
Rose Electric Co.

Rossiter, Mac Govern & Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Schureman & Uayden.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. b.

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electric Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
WilUams Bros.

Electric Rallvrays.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske ElectrlcCo.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and mechani-
cal Eng^lneers.
Bain, Foree.
Burch, Edward P.

Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Humphrey, Henry H.
Illinois Mall lenance Co.
Sargent &. Lundy.
Wagner, Herbert A.

Electrical Instruments.
Amercin Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Apnllance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Queen & Co.
Saee A Bro.,F. B.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Stanlev Electrical M'g. Co.
Stanley In^trument Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electro- Platins SlaehV-
Besly A Co.,Chas. H.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.

Elevators-t'onTeyors.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Ensines, Steam.
Ball Engine Co.
Camp Engineering Co.
Chlcaeo House Wrecking Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Exh'stSteam Apparatus.
American District Steam Co.

Fan OntfitN.
American Electric Co.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Crocker- Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Puller Co., The.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Oh o Ele'-trlc Works.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Siemens A Halske ElectrlcCo.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co,

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
Barnett Co., G. A H.

F(re E:ctlnenl»-hers.
Monarch Fire Appliance Co.

FIxtiircN and FItUncN.
White Mfg. Co. J. H.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Forces.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fuses Rnd Fnse Wire.
American Rlec. Fuse Co.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Chicago Fuse wire A Mfg.Co.
D, A W FuKcCo.
Electric Appliance Co.
Mclntlre Co.. The C
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Ciicars.
BftHly A Co., Chas. H.

4>enernl FIcc. Supplies.
American lOlocrlc Co.
Alden ElectrlcCo
Central E'ectric Co.
ChlcaL'O Kdlflon Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Garl Electric Co.

General Electric Co.
Hodtie- Walsh El Eng. Co.
Mlanus Electric Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Siewart A r-o.. Frank H.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Crlobes and Electrical
^jiiassivare.
Holophane Glass Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Besly A Co., Chas H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Heaters (Feed "Water).
Kelley A Son, Benj. F.

Beatinerand Tentllatine
Apparatus.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Holders, Inc. liamp,
liTPscent Mfe Co
Stewart A Co., Frank H.

Insulators and Insulat-
ins Tllaterials.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Ame-ican Electr'cCo.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Mica Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
Kartavert Mte. Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
MunsellA Co.. Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Okonlte Co., The.
PaisteCo., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
We-stinghouse Rl. A Mfg. Co.

Innnlated Wires and
Cables Hairnet W^ires.
Alden Elfctric Co.
American Electr'cCo.
American Rlec Fuse Co.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Dri'-er-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins, Wire Co.
India Rubber A Gutta Percha
InsulatineCo.

Miller-Knoblock El. Mfe. Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New Ynrk Insulated Wire Co.
Oh'o Electric Works.
Okonlte Co.. The.
Phillips. Eugene P.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roehling'R Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
WeBtern Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elect. Const. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.
American EJfcrricCo.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Chlcaeo F.dlson Co.
Colonial RifCtrIc Co.
Edison Decorative A Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Ce.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
General Inc. Lamp Co.
Kftnlncky Electrical Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Sawver-Man Elec. Co.
Shelby ElectrlcCo.
Western ElectrlcCo.
Western Elec. Supply Co,
Westlnchouse El. A Mfg. Co.

lilehtnlns Arresters.
American Rlnc Fuse Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Ft. Wavno Rice. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
WefltlnghouBo El. A Mfg. Co.

Linemen's Climbers.
Klein A Son, Mathlas.

niaenet Wires.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Dlechanical Dlacliljiery.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H,
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L.
Stllwell-Blerce Smith-Valle.

Meters.
Diamond Meter Co.
Fort Wayne Elec. Wrks. Inc.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co,
of America.

aiiea.
Chicago Mica Co.
MunsellA Co., Eugene.

Hining Apparatus, Elec.
Crocker-wheeler Company.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Northern E ec, Mfg. Co
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

motors — See Dynamos and
Motors.

Packins.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Robertson & Sons, Jas. L.

Patent Attorneys.
Johnston, Thomas J.
Page. Chas. G.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co., Ltd.

Platinum Boueht and
Sold.
Baker A Co.
Gt. West. Sm. and ReflnlngCo.

Poles.
Berthold & Jennings.
Davis A Stitt Co.
Firkins A Co., O. W.
Fowler, John H.
Llndsley Bros. Co.
Perrizo A Sons.
Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.
Sterling & Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Worcester Co., C. H.

Porcelain.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

PoTrer Transmission
Machinery.
Jeffrey Mfg.Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co,
Smith Co.. S, Morgan.
Sti'well-BJerce Smith-Vaile.

Pulleys,
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Rockwood Mfg. Co,
Smith Co., S. Morean.
Stilwell- Bterce Smith-Valle.

Bail BondM.
American Steel A Wire Co.

Bailwny wjsnals.
Gar! ElectrlcCo.

Beflners.
GtWest Sm. and Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.
Fariea Mfg. Co.
Klemm A Co.

Be-M'inding—Bepalrs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Armature Works.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Rose Electric Co.
R-^ssiier. Mac Govern & Co.
Schureman A Hayden.

BheoNtats.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Elecflc Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Sage A Bro.. F. B.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Second-Hand Mach*y.
Alexander. Thomas.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Illlno's Maintenance Co.
Rose Elec'rlc ('o.

RnsBlter, Mac Govern A Co.
Schureman A Hayden.
w alsh'aSons A Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reilector & Ltg. Co.
FarlPfl Mfg. Co.
K'pmm 1 Co.
PaciHc ElectrlcCo,

Sniderlce i- lux.
Cream Plux Co.

SpnrklKfr Plugs.
f^rent Manufacturing Co.

Speaklne Tubes.
Central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Llutn^r. Wm. T.
Queen A Co,
Robertson A Sons, Jaa. L.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Springs.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Barnes Co.. The Wallace.
Manross, F. N.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Gould storage Battery Co.
Hflios-Upton Co.
Otide Battery Co

Structnrul Iron Work.
American Bridee Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American FlectricarWorks.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co,
Okonlte Co., The
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Switch-
boards.
Amerit^sn ElectrlcCo.
American Elec Fuse Co.
American El. Telephone Co.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. A Elec. Co.
Chicago Telephone Sup. Co.
Couch A Seeley Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Supply Co.
Garl Electric Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co
Kansas City Tei- Mfg Co.
Kellogg Switchb. A Sup Co
Hokomo Tel & El. Mfg. Co.
K usel, D. A ..Tel. A El. Mfg.Co.
Mianus Electric Co.
National Tel. Equipm. Co.
North Electric Co.
R I. Telephone A Elec. Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Co.
Sterling Electric Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tel. M.Co
Swedish-American Tel. Co.
Thomas. Wilcox & Dletz.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Warner Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co,
Western Tel. Const. Co.

Tools.
Klein A Son, Mathiaa.

Transformers.
Alden ElectrlcCo.
American ElectrlcCo.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.
General Electric Co.
Gregory ElectrlcCo.
Rose Electric Co.
Rossiter, Mac Govprn A Co.
Siemens A HalskeElectrlo Co.
of America.

Stnnley Electric Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western ElectrlcCo.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
WestlnehouBe EI AMfg. Co.

Trucks. Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
WeBtinghonse El. A Mfg. Co.

TurblneAAVa'erM'heels.
Leffel A Co., Jas.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stllwell-Blerce Smlth-Vaile.

Varnishes.
Sterllnc Varnish Co.

Vulcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

m'lr«». Bar**.
American ElectrlcCo,
American Steel A Wire Co.
Beslv ACo,.ChaB, H.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Drl per-Harrls W're Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Tel, Supply Co.
Okonlte Co.. The.
PbllllpH Insulated Wire Co.
Roehiine's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Weslern Rlertrlc Co
Western Rlectrlral Sup. Co.

Woodwork.Electrical,
Nohlett. E. J.

X-Bay Outfits.
Queen A Co.

iK* III.
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The general Electric Company
manufactures

INSULATED^WIRES AND CABLES
to withstand the most severe conditions of high voltage transmission.

GENERAL OFFICE: SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

CHICAGO OFFICE, MONADNOCK BUILDING. SALES OFFICES IN ALL LARGE CITIES.

<S^»^Hj^^8«S^^>^^SyjKS><»<»<SMSHSKS.4^^^<g^HS^SHS^xSKSK$>^^S^M;KS^

P.
A

Siemens and Halske

Electric Company
of America.

Repair Parts Furnished for

All Apparatus of Our Manufacture.

Address Home Office, FORT WAYNE, IND.

OR ANY OF THE FOLLOWING BRANCH OFnCES:

BOSTON, MASS., 518 Exchange Building.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., JOI The Bourse.

SYRACUSE, N.Y., 717 Dillaye Building.

PITTSBURG, PA., 902 Fifth Avenue.

CINCINNATI, OHIO, 402 Neave Building.

ST. LOUIS, MO., 8J8 Lincoln Trust Building.

CHICAGO, ILL., 623 Marquette Building.

ST. PAUL, MINN., 615 Germania Life Building.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., 230 Houseman Building.

ATLANTA, GA., 8 South Broad Street.

LINEMEN'S
AND

CONSTRUCTION
^^^^^ TOOLS. i~~~^

SUPPLIES. SPECIALTIES.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
NEW YORK.CHICAQO.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC COMPANY, St. Pa I. ninn., Northwestern AEents.

ST. LOUIS OFFICE, 10 Security BulldloE, St. Louis, Mo.

ANTWERP,
32 Rue Boudcwyns.

LONDON,

Bridge Chambers, 171 Queen Victoria
St., B. C, and North Woolwich, B.

PARIS,

46 Avenue de Breteull.
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l-H Enclosed Arc Lamps.
FOR ALL CIRCUITS.

6UARANTEED TO MEET REQUIREMENTS OF ALL PRACTICAL ENGINEERS.

Positive cable

contact.

Resistance

cannot be

short^ircuited.

lO'in. globe,

using full length

carbons.

Soliu copper or

aluminum case.

Accessibility to

working parts,

which are few

and absolutely

interchangeable.

WE WANT ACTIVE AWD RESPOXSFBLE AGENTS
IN amaj the principai. cities.

^xncl T^rjmL osrs. I«^<iia.^st;.

Lea-Hooven Manufacturing Co.,
AI.DEIir El-ECTRIC CO.,

Chicago Agrents. Anderson, IND., U. S. A.
Mention this paper. HOX 200

Stewart Patent Cord
ADJUSTER.

(I'atciited August 21, 1900.)

Cuts illustrate two methods of adjustment.

A device everyone wants.
Can be used on any size of cord.
Can be adjusted easily.
Can be used after rosette and

socket are connected.
Made of fiber.
Sold as cheap as common wood adjusters.
Order from your supply house or us.
Same price everywhere.

SAMPLES FREE.

FRANK H. STEWART $( CO.,
Manufacturers and dealers in

ALL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
3S N. 7'l:h S't., Philadelphia, ^a.

' MANHATTAN SERIES \

A. C. Enclosed

Arc Lamp System.

ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS FOR ALL CIRCUITS.

MANHATTAN GENERAL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,
|

IVEJ-WA-ieiC, IV. J.

SALES OFFICE: ii BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

THE -G. I.- ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS
Are Now Manufactured for Every Commercial Circuit.

The attention of all Station Managers
is called to the G. I. Series Alter-

nating System.

INSTALLED COMPLETE, WITH L-7 LAMPS, REGULATORS, TRANSFORMERS AND SWITCHBOARD.

Full information given in our Bulletin No. 83. Mailed upon request.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT CO.,
Factory and General Offices: ST2.578 FIRST AVENUE, COR. 33d STREET, NEW VORK.

Cable Address: INSULL, NEW YORK.

Switchboards, Panel Boards, Automatic Switches, Quick-Break Switches, Push-Button Switches, Ammeter and Volt-
meter Switches, Flush Receptacles and Plugs, Molendo Receptacles and Plugs, Arc Lamps—A. C. & D. C, Incandes-
cent Lamps, Fan Motors—Desk and Ceiling, Small Power Motors, Rheostats, Speed Regulators, Circuit Break-
ers—U. L. & O. L., Wright Discount Meters, High Tension Apparatus, Underground Apparatus, Etc.

CmCAOO, ILL., <« WEST JACKSON BOULEVARD.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.. 622 DREXEL BLDO.

BOSTON, MASS., II MILK ST.

ST. LOUIS. MO., 631 CENTURY BLDQ.

aeVELAND, OHIO, 39-<7 EAST PROSPECT ST,

MILWAUKEE. WIS., 408 UIHLEIN BLDQ.

nlNNEAPOLIS, MINN., 516 OUARANTV BLDO.

DENVER, COLO., 621 I6tb ST.

CINCINNATI, OHIO, S7 PERIN BLDO.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., S98 PARROTT BLDO.

CHARLOTTE, N. C, Y. M. C. A. BLDO.

EXPORT DEPARTMENT, N. Y., 572-S7* FIRST AVE.
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DEARBORN
Drus aricl Cl-iemical ^A/orlc8,
L-abora-tories \A/^a-tor Chemi:
Vege-bablo Boiler Oompounds.

ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES. WATERS FREE. OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS,
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

IMPROVED

WARREN
m ALTERNATOR
" '1 SANDUSKY

2,000 LIGHTS OHIO

Alden Electric Co.
(Formerly Alden & Co.)

WILL OCCUPY THEIR BUILDING AT

52 and 54 W. Van Buren St., Chicago,
on and after October ist and will have in stock

All Lines of General Electric Supplies.

'rx:rT- Insulated Wires and Cables. '^"X^Xi:

PITTSBURG TRANSFORMERS. "L.-H." ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS.

UP-TO-DATE ELECTRICAL GOODS.

This Trade=MarkRo'"°'"^' -?-.'p'-'-=
settes, Maina and

Branches, EdisonOut-Outi
Enlfe

jengrnlftiJp Quarantces Satisfaction
Switches, etc. . -

PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CHICAQO.

ESTABLISHED 1S75.

COMBINATION OF

Stow Flexible Shaft
AND

MULTI-SPEED MOTOR.
Practically dust and water proof. For Portable

Drilllne, Tapping. Reaming. Emery Grinding, etc.
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

STOW MFG. CO., Binghaniton, N. Y.
Gen'l European Agents, Selle. Sonnenthal &C«.,

85 Queen Victoria Street. London, England.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFriCE:

(S-IT OirtluM M.. N,« Ytrk.
RANCHES:] j2g tfuioii «L

BOSTON:
IMCgngr«ittL

SAN FRANCISCO:
71 riatt BilKlH

Alternating or Direct Current

Generators"- Motors.
Factory and Shop Equipments, Mining, Railway and
Lighting Work.

Power Plants for Long Distance Transmission.

Stanley Electrical r\ig. Co.,

Pittsfield, riass.

Catalogues and Circulars on request. Correspondence solicited from manufac-

turers, machine tool makers, mine operators, railways, etc.

TRANSFORMERS, INSTRUMENTS, SWITCHBOARDS.

Northern Electrical flfg. Go.,

riadison. Wis.
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H you are running an alter-

nating current plant, you
B need—you may not realize

it now, but the truth will force

itself upon you soon or late—

a

Gutmann wattmeter. One mov-
ing part—the cylinder. Two guar-

antees— the makers' and yours

truly.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY, CHICAGO.

GeneralElectric Company's
Tipless Microscope Lamps are designed especially

for use with surgical instruments.

Send for Catalogue No. 1017.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND MINIATURE
LAMP DEPARTMENT,

Harrison, N. J.

INDIA a< AMBER

IN ANY SHAPE OR PATTERN.

EMPIRE & MIC
IMSUIATED '$% COIV1POUWD
Cluths and i'<i|iers. '^ '" ij^e«>ijai.e:i>.

Eij^encMiinselLsCo. IHica Insula tor Co.^ 2ISW.11.N M. IVe>v York A ChicnvSo. ii7i.ikc-st.

^PERFECT.^

INSULATOR

ENGINEERING.HERBERT A. WACNER,
Consulting Engineer

Railway Lighting and Power Plants,

416 LOCUST ST., ST. LOUIS, MO,

'^ "MANROSS" ^^*

H4IR SPRINGS
FOR ELECTRIC

I^VDIC^TIMG AND RECORDING
r.AUGES STtAM CAIJGCS,CTC.

Largest Manufacturers of

Hair Springs in tiie United States.

Non-Magnetic Hair Springs of Phos-
phor Bronze and other non-magnetic
metals. Hair springs of anj de-
scription manufactured to order.

Fi N. MANROSS. Forestville, Conn.

Crest

Manufacturing

Co.,
Cambrldgeport, Mass.

GASOLINE MOTORS
AND

SPARKING PLUGS.

Send your BookOrdirsto

ELECTRICiAN PUBLISHING CO.,

610 Marquette Bldg,, Chicago.

^VOXJ IVE>E>I> ITI
Gale's Commutator
Compound.
Tlie Only Article That Will Prevent Sparking.

Will keep the Commutator In good condition anA prevent cutting. Absolutely will not gum the brushes.

SOc. per sticlL. 8S.00 per dozen Send 5(>e. for trial stick.

FOB SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES OR

KU^I CUUAll HA Sole JHannfactnrers,
• inGLCIlllAll tt uUii 909,100 TTashlneton street, CHICAGO.

Roth Motors and Generators.

Spherical Type,

Pleasing In Design,

Strongly Built,

High Commercial Efficiency,

Open and Closed Types,

For Floor, Wall or Ceiling.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE BULLETIN.

Roth Bros. & Co.,
IMAI^ FACTURERS,
86-r 2 Wcstla.kson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL., U.S.A.

JOHN T. McROY
302 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

138 WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO

COAL AND ASHES HANDLING
MACHINERY. SHAFTING, PULLEYS,

CLUTCHES, PATENT MACHINE-MOULDED
HOPE SHEAVES, ETC.

CATALOGUE UPOr4 APPLICATION.

LINK- BELT MACHINERY CO.,
Engineers, Founders, Machinists,

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

1

I

CREAM FLUX
AS ABSOIiTTTELT KON-CORROSITR HMSUI/ATIIVC)
BOIiDEBING FliDX FOB ALIi UETAIjS.
CootalQfl no acid or any element Injurious to electrical connections.

ENDORSED BY THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS AND ALL USERS.
you CA.X make more than double the number of perfect connections In one-half the lime
with C'cam Flux than yon can with the Hame amouat of any other flux. Put up In cans at
IGc, 25c.. GOc. and 75r;. Special priceH In quantity. Send 15c. for trial box. We sruaraDtee
It mad It aot aatlMfactory tnoaey will be refunded.

THIH IS WHAT ONE CHER HAS TO SAV OF IT:
((A FTTTR having tried the various aolderlng Halts on the market, and after giving your

C-eam Flux severe icfiib on heavy cable connections, and on the flnc3t stranded
flexible drop cord work, we can wafely say li meets all claims you make for It. I consider It
one of the bent over offered for sale. Very iriily

"Per J. H. Qoehst, Con^itr. Supt. GIllCAGO EDISON CO."

FOB MALE BT ALIi HCPPI^Y HOUMKB OB

CREAM FLUX CO.,
Sole Manufaotureri,

100 Washington St., CHICAGO.

•»»< •
THE LUNDELL

"SPLIT-POLE"

GENERATOR
Is so named because of the

peculiar construction of the

pole pieces. It is the most
efficient Generator on the

market. Its remarkable ad-

vantages are fully described
in our Catalogue No. 03100.

Free on application.

SPRACUE ELECTRIC CO.,
General Offices: 627-531 West 34th Street, NEW YORK.

CHICAQO: BOSTON: ST. LOUIS:
PIslier Building. 275 Devonsliire Street. Security Building.
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FBAHK N. PHILLIPS, PncaiDCHT.
t. M, WAOENSCIL, TfiEABuncfi.

CUOCNE F. PHILUPS, K. ROWUkN* PHILLIPS, \noc-PiHn.
e. R. KKHINaTON, JR.. «KC

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
' PBOTIDEaVCE, B. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire.
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

Niw YOKK Stobb, W. J. Watson, M Cortluidt St.

OHiOAOO Stobb, F. E. DooAhoe, 241 Madison St.
MoHTBmAl. BBAlfOH, Euiene F. Phlllipi' Eleetrloal Works.

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTOHIES. PHILLIP9DALC. K. I.

CMAS. O. I

PATENT ATTORNEY.
185 Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.,

Has attended to all of our patent matters con-

tinuously since 1S91. Morsran & Wright, Chicago.

Six Yetrs with General Electric Company.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,
Counsellor at Law,

No. 66 Broadway, - NEW YORK CITY.

Patent Causet. Patent Soliciting.

PARAGON SPEED INOLGATOR,
BALL BEARINGS,

NEW STYLE,

PERFECT,

ACCURATE.

XCLS ALL OTHERS.

Every Power User needs one. ^ Fits all centers.

Saves its cost price a hundred times in a year.

Write for prices and particulars. j» j* j* .jt

WM.T. LINTNER, gloversville, n.y.,u. s. a.
PlecLse mention Western Electrician when writing.

"KLEMM" PATENT ADJUSTABLE REFLECTOR, cheapest and best

Reflector for Lighting Show Windows and Art Galleries.

"KLEHM" ADJUSTABLE DESK SHADES , .he best n the marUet

Send for Catalogue of Reflectors for Stores, Churches and general purposes.

I/'I FlUlllil^/^^ N. W. Cor. 5th aod Cherry

rVinblwIlwl ^^ W^ay Sts.. Philadelphia.

Reflectors and Shades for Electric Light.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

O.K." Weatherproof Wire,

Slow-Bnrnlng Weatherproof

and Slow-Burning Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application,

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.|
' Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. 1.

M'CORMICK TURBINE.
On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft.

Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Qives a higher percentage of useful effect than any other water-wheel
heretofore made. All sizes, right and left hand, are built from patterns per-
fected under systematic tests in the Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and those contem-
plating the improvement of powers, will find it to their interest to confer
with us, as we are willing to guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter what make of turbine has been In use. STATB RBQUIREJIBNTS
AND SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.

Thermostits hd Vibritory Electric Motors.
Especially constructed for Damper. Regulators. Furnished to the trade only.

Send for descriptive matter and prices to

\A/'ll.l-l>klVIS BF3^^., eRERNF, CHEVAIVGO CO.. N. A'.

BATTERY JARS.
Machine-made Battery Jars are Better and

Stronger than the hand-blown, being more Uni-
form and of Equal Distribution.

ASK YOUR JOBIER FOR OUR JAR.
We are the only concern mating Battery Jari

by machinery.
THE GILCHRIST JAR CO.,

Office and Factory: - - • ELMER, N.J.

AMERICAN" SSS'^
ARE THE lEST. tnt (or <ticrlpliil Circulir^

Abaelutcljr Non-lnfrlnginB. ^ '

Protection Guaranteed.
AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
tsT'D ,BS9. 1 7#S. Ctlnlon St., Chlcags, III,

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
• MANUFACTURERS OF o

STEEIi OVTIiBT ABTD JUHCTION BOXES,
UriTOHBOAItDS, FAirSIi BOABDS. SWITCHES, KTO.

lOJk. NCMk/ -VOHKC.

This Building is Filled witli Goods You Need and Wlticii You
May Have Promptly.

SIMPLY SEND US YOUR ORDERS.

Electrical

Supplies.

Electrical

Machinery.

American Electric Company,
ST. F>.4^WII_. IVIIIMrMESO-ritk.

GOULD STORAGE BATTERIES.
ESPECIAIiLT ADAPTED FOB

STREET RAILWAY
POWER PLANTS.

ALSO CENTRAL STATIONS

AND ELECTRIC VEHICLES.

Electric Elevators, Railroad Signal

Apparatus, Telegraphs, Telephones,
Electric Fire Alarms.

Send for Description and Catalogue.

GOULD STORAGE DATTERY CO.,

NEW YORK OFFICE, 25 West 33d St.

Work., DEPEw, N. Y. NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.

IIM'
Suits some, but the Thinking ENGINEER wants

good goods.

Send for Catalog.
JAS. L. ROBERTSON & SONS,

108 Fulton St., New York,
ranches: Boston—Philadelphia.

IMPROVED ROBERTSON-THOUPSON INDI.
C»TOR — a grand adjunct and at very
moderate cost.

TIC-A-TOCGREASECUP. Send for circular.
A very successful novelty—circular.

EUREKA PACKING, with a RED DIAMOND
LABEL, gives more power lasts two to

three times longer and costs less than
any other good packing.

ROBERTSON FEED-WATER HEATER heats
water to about boiling point with exhaust
steam.

HIME ELIMINATOR gives dry steam to en<
glne, keeps oil out of the boiler.
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WANTED.
Party owning two electrio-light plants now

earning 6% interest on SIOO.OOO desires partner
with SIOO.OOO cash to build waterworks in

same towns. Have promise of good waterworks
franchise with c'ty cont.racts in both cities.

References required with answer. Address
"\PA'l'ERWORIiS." care Western Electrician,

510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

WANTED.
After Januflvy 1, 1901, a position paying $125

Eer month with opportunity for advancement
V voung man with experience in managing

citj'" commercial lighting company; extensive
Chicago acquaintance. Address "J. K.," care
Western Electrician. 510 Marquette Building,

Chicago.

WANTED.
Two lamp salesmen, with or without an

established trade. Permanent positions to

competent men with leading incandescent lamp
manufacturer. State experience and salary

expected. All communications treated strictly

cnnfidential. Address "IiNCANDESCENT," care

Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building,

Chicago. __^

WANTED.
I am desirous of securing a position as buyer

of electrical supplies and hardware for a large
manufacturing or operating concern. Have had
a long and varied experience as a salesman and
buverof electrical supplies and hardware and
am" thoroughlv familiar with the subiect. A
position where an opportunity for advancement
oilers is desirable. Address "BUYER." care

Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building,

Chicago.

WANTED.
Position as superintendent or electrician of

electric light plant. Thoroughly familiar with
all branches of electric lighting. Twelve years

of practical experience in electrical work, 15
vears' experience handling 'steam." Best of

references. Address "SUPERINTENDEXT." care

Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building.
Chicago.

FOR SALE.
Electric-light plant in town of 5,000. No

bonds, no competition. Good contract for five

vears, cheap fuel. Now earning S350 per month.
Net price §4,500. If certain improvements are

made this could be doubled. Will bear close

investigation. References required with answer-
Address "PLANT," care Western Electrician.

510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

WALSH'S SONS & CO.,
ISO WASHINGTON ST.. NEWARK. N. J.

WANTED.
One second-band Universal Milling Machine

of a size corresponding to Numoers 1, 1'/:

or 2 Brown A Sharp. The F. BISSELL CO..
Toledo, O.

WANTED.
I am seeking a position as superintendent of

the electrical apparatus of a power transmission
plant for a large manufacturing concern, where
an extended and thorough experience will be
helpful- Am thoroughly capable in erecting,
planning and operating.
Have bad an extended experience in erecting

steam plants and shafting. Correspondence
invited. Address "TRANSMISSION," care
Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building,
Chicago.

FOR SALE.-A BARGAIN.
Telephone System in an up-to-date growing

town in Southwest Arkansas; healthy location,
no malaria; good rates; no rent to pay for cen-
tral office; company owns two-story building
and lot In business part of town ; pays about 35
percent, on price asked, $3,500. It will pay you
to investigate. Terms reasonable. Good rea-
son lor selling. For full particulars adcress
F. R. COSBY. Hope, Arkansas.

FOR SALE.
One 115 to 125-volt Siemens & Halske gen'^r-

ator (external armature type) arranged for
direct connection to 150 h. p, New York Safety
Engine, 250 r. p. m. As good as new. Imme-
diate delivery. F. A. WUN0ER,44 Broad St..

New York City.

FOR SALE~A BARGAIN.
150 hard rubber ce Is, 7x7xl0>4 inches.

THOMAS ALEXANDER, 183 E. Randolph St.,

Chicago.

WE OFFER FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
2 100 K. W,, 500-volt Edison bipolars.
1 75 K. W., General Electric. 500-volt, 4 pole.
1 120 K. W.,A. S. type, General Electric Al-

ternator.
3 120 K. W.,A. type, General Electric Alter-

nators.
1 240 K. W.. Stanley two-phase, 1.000 or 2.000

volts.

1 50 K. W., 2,000-volt, Siemens & Halske,
60 cycle.

1 65 Light, Brush Arc, 10 amperes.
1 40 Light, Western Electric Brush Arc.
1 600 H. P., Ball cross-compound engine, 20x

36x18.
1 200 H. P., Ball, 12x22x16 Tandem com-

pound, with condenser.
1 175 H. P., Ideal. 12x20x14 Tandem com-

pound.
2 ISYsXlS Ideal engines.
1 14^x15 Mcintosh & Seymour engine.

BOILERS, MOTORS, PUMPS.
Write for our latest price-list No. 40.

ILLINOIS MAINTENANCE COMPANY,
E. H. CHENbY, nanager,

304 De>irhora IStreet. I'hioaeo.

Postponed Till Dec. 10. Bankrupt Sale.
£ntire Property of the

Covington, K.y.,
Notice Is hereby given that pursuant to an

order In bankruptcy, In the matter of the
Suburban Electric Company, a corporation
organized under the laws of the state of
Kentucky, bankrupt. No. 276, in the Dis-
trict Court of the United States for the Dis-
trict of Kentucky, I will, on the 10th day
of December, lOOU, at 10 o'clock a. m., at the
Scott street entrance of the United States
Court in'Covlngton, Ky., sell at public auc-
tion to the highest bidder, all the property,
real and personal, of every kind and de-
scription belonging to the Suburban Elcclric
Company, bankrupt, Including all the rights
privileges and franchises, except the iran-
chise to be a corporation, and also Its
electric lighting plant, power station, ma-
chinery, engines, boilers, dynamos, electric
machine, electric lamps and other appli-
ances and appurtenances, poles, lines, wires
and all contracts, claims and demands, and
all other property of every kind and de-
scription, also the following described real
estate belonging to the said bankrupt, situ-
ated In the city of Covington, Kenton
County, Kentucky, and bounded as follows;

1. Beginning at a point on the east line
of Madison avenue at the northeast corner
of Madison avenue and an alley running
parallel to and between B'ourth and Fifth
streets; thence northwardly along the east
line of said Madison avenue toward Fourth
street ninety (90) feet; thence at right angles
to Madison avenue one hundred and ninety
(190) feet to another alley; thence with said
other alley and at right angles to said first-

named alley ninety (90) feet to said first-

named alley: thence westwardly along tlio

same one hundred and ninety (190) feet to
the place of beginning.
And also the following described piece of

real estate belonging to said bankrupt, situ-
ated In the city of Newport, Campbell
County, Kentucky, to wit:

2. Lot No. 260 In the Cote Brilliant Lot
& Home Company's subdivision, fronting
thirty (SO) feet on the west side of Park
avenue, and extending back one hundred
and twenty (120) feet to an alley.

Sinbarban Jb^lectrio Co.,
Offered For fiiale.

The first tract of real estate above de-
scribed will be sold subject to such Hen as
Caroline B, Smith, Frank F. Smith, her hus-
band, and George M. Casey, or either of
them, may have upon said real estate, which
Hen Is as yet undetermined In amount.
The property above described will be sold

free from any and all Hens or encum-
brances, except the lien or encumbrance
In favor of Caroline B. Smith, Frank F.
Smith, her husband, and George M. Casey,
upon the said first described real estate
aforesaid.
The second piece of real estate described

aforesaid will be sold separately.
All the balance of the real estate, and all

the other property and assets of every kind,
and the rights, privileges and franchises of
the Suburban Electric Company will be
sold as an entirety and as a going concern.
The terms of the sale will be one-third (Va)

cash, to be paid upon the confirmation of
the sale, the balance In equal installments
of six and twelve months from date of sale,
deferred payments to draw six (6) per cent
Interest and to be secured by Hen upon the
property sold and also by bond with sure-
ties satisfactory to the referee In bank-
ruptcy herein; or purchaser may pay cash
for said property upon the confirmation of
the sale. No bid for said property will be
received from any bidder who shall not
place In the hands of the undersigned at
the time of making said bid, as a pledge
that said bidder will make good his bid If
the sale is confirmed, the sum of fifteen
thousand ($15,000) dollars, which sum of

[
fifteen thousand dollars will be credited
upon the first payment of the purchase
money for said sale.
Inspection of property Invited. Full Infor-

mation given upon application at the office
of the bankrupt In Covington. Ky.

CHARLES H. SHAW.
Trustee In Bankruptcy of the Suburban

Electric Company.
SIMRALL & GALVIN.

Attorneys for Trustee In Bankruptcy.

WANTED TO BUY.
We are in the market for good second-hand

high-speed Automatic and Corliss engines. We
want several such at once. Write us, giving
full particulars.

CAMP ENGINEERING CO.,

1 8 South Canal street, Chicago, III.

NOTICE.
We desire to correspond with parties having

articles requiring a high conductivity and
very tough copper, either with the idea of buy-
ing rights in the article or manufacturing un-
der contract Address "COPPER", care Western
Klectrician, 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

WANTED.
An experienced armature winder. Steady

employment. Address, stating experience
and wages,

The HOBART ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
TROY, OHIO.

FOR SALE.
One-third or one-bait interest in an up-to-

date electric light plant in one of the best towns
in Kentucky, to a competent engineer and
electrician, or will employ a good man to take
charge of plant. Address " KENTDOKY," care
Western Electrician. 510 Marquette Building
Chicago.

iio.VoIt incandescent Dynamos.

2 12-Ilght Edison, % K. W., Belf-ollers.

1 25-llght Wenstrom.
4 3»-Iight GIbbs, M. P., slow speed, comp.,

brand new.

1 50-lIght Hawkeye.
1 60-light Nowotny, self-oiler.

1 50-light Card, multipolar, self-oiler, slow

speed, 1150 R. P. M.

1 50-light Crocker-Wheeler, slow speed.

self-oiler.

2 55-light Gibbs, M. P., compound, brand

new, moderate speed.

4 55-light Glbbs. M. P., compound, brand

new, slow speed. 1100 R. P. M.

1 55-llght Siemens & Halske, type B., M. P.,

slow speed, self-oiler, brand

new.
1 60-llght Thomson-Houston.
1 60-llght Westinghouse.

1 80-light Siemens & Halske, type L. H.,

eelf-oiler, brand new.

2 80-llght Siemens & Halske, ironclad type,

M. P., self-oilers, brand new.

1 100-light Bain, compound, seif-oller.

1 100-llght J. & C, self-oiler.

4 110-llght Glbbs, M. P., compound, self-

oilers, slow speed, brand new,

1000 R. P. M.
1 llCi-llght Siemens &. Halske, M. P., Church-

ward type, compound, extra

slow speed, brand new, 650

R. P. M.
3 160-llghl Gibbs, M. P., compound, self-

oilers, speed 1C50.

1 160-llgbt Glbbs, M. P., shunt, Bc-ltollcr,

Blow speed, 825 R. P. M.
1 160-light Cord, Bcll-ollcr.

2 180-llght Siemens & Halske, M. I'., self-

oilers, brand new.
1 200-llglit Western Electric, self-oiler, comp.
2 210-llght Edison, self-oilers, 12 K. W.
4 MOIIght Siemens & Halske, 12 K, W.
2 210-llght Siemens & Hulskc, M. P., brand

new, type B., self-oilers.

4 21WlgIit Glbbs, M. P., 8eIt-ollcr», very
Blow speed, 726 R. P. M., brand
now.

1 iWllght WcstlBghousc.

hegory:
ELECTRIC CO.

54-62 5.CUNTO/i ST. CHICAGO.

BARBAIN$-FOR SALE.
iio-Volt Incandescent Dynamos.—

Continued.
1 260-light Commercial, comp., self-oiler.

1 260-llght Eddy, self-oiler.

1 270-llght General Electric, 15 K. W., M. P.,

direct-connected to Case en-

gine, compound.
2 270-llght Westinghouse, M. P., slow speed,

15 K. W.
1 300-lIght Columbian, multipolar, comp.,

self-oiler, slow speed.

4 300-llght Glbbs, M. P., self-oilers, slow
speed, 725 R. P. M., brand new,

1 340-llght Eddy, self-ollir, compound.
2 350-Ilght Hawkeye, compound.
1 350-light National, self-oller, compound.
1 350-llght Edison, 20 K. W., self-oUer.
6 360-light Siemens & Halske, type L. H.,

self-oilers.
1 S60-llght Duplex, multipolar, self-oller,

compound, siow speed.
3 600-llght Siemens & Halske, type L. H.,

self-oller.s, brand new.
4 540-llght Edison, 30 K. -W., self-oilers,

compound.
1 600-llght Klcknieycr.
2 700-llght Westinghouse. 10 pole, slow .speed,

40 K. W., self-oilers. 675 li. P.
M.. brand new.

2 800-llght Edison. 46 K.' W.. self-oilers.
1 1200-llght Siemens & Halske, type L. H..

70 K. W., self-oller.
1 1350-llght Siemens & Halske, Type I, 80

K. W., for direct connection,
8 pole.

3 1500-llght Siemens & Halske, type L. H.,
selt-ollers, 100 K. W.

1 ICOO-llght Siemens & Halske. 100 K. W.,
type I.. 6 pole, for direct con-
nection, brand new.

220-Volt Qenerators.
Rheostat, base-frame and pulley aecoin-

D.iny each machine.
1 8'/a K. W. Westinghouse, multipolar, self-

oiler.

19 E. W. Lundell, self-oller.

1 10 K. W. Lundell, self-oller, multipolar,

slow speed.

1 12 K. W. Edison, self-oller.

1 15 K. W. Edison, compound, self-oiler.

1 30 K. W. Siemens & Halske, M. P., iron-

clad type, self-oller. brand
new.

1' 45 K. W. Edison, compound, self-oller,

new armature.
1 60 K. W. Siemens & Halske, M. P.,

Churchward type, self-oller,
brand new, for direct connec-
tion.
1 marble panel switchboard
for above.

1 100 K. W. Siemens & Halske, M. P.,
Churchward type, self-oller,
brand new, for direct connec-
tion.

SOO-VoIt Qenerators.
2 15 K. W. Edison, self-oilers.
1 IS K. W. T.-H., self-oller.
1 35 K. W. Mather, selt-oiler.
2 35 K. W. Siemens & Halske, brand new,

M, P., Churchward type, self-
oilers, very slow speed, 475
R. P. M.

1 45 K. W. Edison, compound, self-oiler.
1 75 K. W. Westinghouse. Kodak set. West-

inghouse generator and West-
inghouse compound englue, 14

I 24 X 14. all complete, flue.

Alternating Qeneralors.

1 350-llght

1 600-llght

1 600-llght

1 600-light

2 600-llght

2 660-Ilght
2 750-light
1 900-light
1 lOOO-Ught
1 lOOO-Jlght

1 1200-llght
1 1200-llght

1 1200-llght
1 1200-llght
1 laio-light
1 1200-light
2 1300-light

1 1600-lIght
1 IBOO-llght

1 1800-light
1 4000-llght

Thomson-Houston, A. IS.

Thomson-Houston, A. 6.

Thomson-Houston, 30 K. W.,
two-phase.

Thomson-Houston, 30 K. W.,
slotted armature.

General Electric, A. 30, toothed
armature.

Thomson-Houston, A. 35.
^Vestlnghouse, 37V4 K. W.
Warren, 45 K. W., 1100 volts.
Wood, 60 K. W., self-oller.
Siemens & Halske, 60 K. W.,

self-oller, 60 cycle.
National, with exciter.
Siemens & Halske, 60 K. W.,
Churchward type, brand new,
60 cycle, single-phase, 1100
volts, witb e.xLiie.

.

Siemens & Halske, Churchward
type, brand new, 60 cycle, two-
phase, rotary transformer. IIOO
volts, alt. to 250 volts direct,
complete, with marble panel
switchboard.

Westinghouse. 60 K. W.
Thomson-Houston. 60 K. W.
Warren. 60 K. W.. self-oller.

General Electric. A. 60.

Thomson-Houston. A. 70. 1100 or
2200 volts.

Wood, 76 K. W., selt-oiler.
General Electric, monocyclic, 75

K. W., self-oller, 60 cycle.
National, 90 K. W.
Wood, 200 K. W., self oiler.

Arc Dynamos.
20-llght
30-llght
30-light
36-llght
35-1 Ight
40-llght

2 45-Ilgbt
2 45-llght
1 60-light
1 60-llght
2 60-llght

2000 C. P.
1200 C. P.
2000 C. P.
20O0 C. P.
120O C. P.
2000 C. P.

oilers.

Western Electric.
T.-H., K. 12. »
Brush, No. 7.

T.-H.. L. D. 2.

Wood No. 6.

Western Electric. Belt-

60-llght
60-llght
66-llght
65-llght
76-llght
75-llght
75-llght

3 126-llght

1200 G
1200 C
1200 0. P.
2000 C. P.
2000 C. P.

oilers.
2000 C. P.
2000 O. P.
800 C. P.

2000 C. P.
1200 C. P.
1200 C. P.
200O O. P.
1200 C. P.

T.-H.,M. 12. ball arm.
Brush. No. 7.

T.-H.. L. D. 12,

T.-H.. M. D. 2.

Western Electric, self-

Westlnghouse.
Wood. Tso. 8.

Ball. 4 amp.
Brusn, No. 8.

Wood, with new arm'e.
Standard, self-oilers.

Westlng'se, self-oilers.

Excelsior, latest type.

SEND FOR OUR MONTHLY BARGAIN SHEET WITH NET CASH P
MOTORS,TRANSFORMER8,METERS,STATION INSTRUMENTS, ARC

RICES ON DYNAMOS,
LAMPS and SUPPLIES.

J
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ARMATURES.
2 60-light Western Electric, 10

ampere, each $150.00
1 45-li»ht Excelsior, 8 ampere.

.

75.00
1 30-light Excelsior, 10 ampere. 75.00
1 25-light Excelsior, 12 ampere. 60.00
1 35-light Thomson-Houston, 10

ampere, ring type 125.00
1 20-light Brush, 10 ampere ... 60.00
2 30-light Brush, 10 ampere, each 75 . 00
1 500-light We.^tiLghouse, 1000

volt, brand new 100.00
1 120 E. W. General Electric,

2.000 volt 300.00

Rose Electric Co., St. Louis, Mo.

SECOND-HAND
Dynamos and Motors.

We invite correspondence
with those wishing to

bay or sell.

SCHUREMAN & HAYDEN,

140 S. Clinton St., Chicaio.

WANTED
FOR SPOT CASH

BUKNED OOT INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND BASES.

CEO. F. SCHWALM CO., - HARRISON. N. J.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS, ANY SIZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFQ. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST.. CHICAGO.

WE EXCEL AND UNDERSELL ALL.

A THOROUGH school for the beginner—a valuable

J^ reference book for the expert. If not found sat-

isfactory money refunded upon return of book in

good condition. Contains a dictionary defining 1,500

electrical words, terms and phrases. It carries you from
the fundamental principles of electricity to the finished

dynamo.
E. R.WAUaAMAN,
Electrical Wlreman- Kittanning, Pa.
Cleveland Armature Works, Cleveland, Ohio.
Gentlemen:—I received your book, Practical Electric-

ity, and would not part with it for four times its cost if I

could not get another copy. Yours truly, E. K. Waugaman.

CLEVELAND ARMATURE WORKS, 1281 HamiltonSt., Cleveland. 0.

In the

Pay

Envelops

TliaVs u-liere

our educulioii

aff'ects you.

WIiatThelnter-
naiional Corres-
pondence Schools,
Scran ton, Pa.,
doing.

First—Teaching mechanics
the theory of their work.

Second—H e I p i n g m i s -

placed people to change their

work.

Third—Enabling young people to

support themselves while learning
professions.

230,000 Btndents and graduftteH in Mechanical,
Electrical, Steam, Civil and MlniDg Enelneer-
Ine; Architecture; Drawln); and l>csl|;nlns;
Chemistry; Telegraphy; Telephony; Stenog-
raphy; Booh'keeplnc; EncU'ih Branched.
When writing state eabjeot in which interested,

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,
Eitnbllabed 1891. Capital $1,500,000.

Box 1002 Scranton, Pa.

WRITE FOB CATAl'OGUC AN1>
J>lSC0179rT SHJBfT.

Th« Standard Open Circuit Batteiioj

of the World,

TOB OZBatLi.B AND YRXCEB.

THE lECLANCH^ BAHERY CO..
Ill to 117 East iai(tU..N. Y.

INFORMATION
FOR MACHINERY USERS.

We are headquarters for Rebuilt Motive
Power. Our .machinery is absolutely war-
ranted in every way. We cover all sales by a
binding guarantee. Our stock is the most ex-
tensive in the land.

We Offer the Following, Subject to

Prior Sale.

ENGINES.
S900

S901

1 E. P. AJIls Company tandem com-
pound condensing- engine.
H. P., nominal, 500.
Flywheel, 2 feet diameter by 40-
inch face.
Cylinders, 22 and 42s48.
Guaranteed to operate on 15
pounds of steam per indicated
horsepower.

This engine is in excellent con-
dition. It is at present in-
stalled at Omaha, Neb.

1 pair Williams automatic engines,
coupled together.
Size, 17?'4x24.

Revolutions, 200; builders' rating,
200; H. P., 200.

S902 2 Westinghouse compound engines,
13x22x13.
Revolutions, 290; H. P.. 125.

S903—1 horizontal tangye bed, side cranli
automatic steam engine, made by
Russel & Co.
Steam cylinder. 13sl8.

1 Wright automatic Corliss, 23s36.
1 10x9 Westinghouse.

5906 1 8x12 Lansing automatic.
5907 1 7x12 Rice automatic.
5908 1 16x24 horizontal box bed, side

crank.
5909 1 12x16 F. C. Wells horizontal tan-

gye bed, side crank.
5910 10 9x12 engines, manufactured by

George W. TifEt & Sons of Buf-
falo, N. Y.

1 10x22 box bed, right hand, side
crank.

1 16x36-inch Corliss, left hand.
1 9x16 Rice automatic.
1 11x16x16 McEwen tgndem com-

pound.
1 SxlO Atlas automatic, center

crank.
1 11x18 Sinker, Davis & Co.
1 12x16 horizontal, box bed, side

crank.
1 10x14 automatic Wright & Adams.

5919 1 12x12 high-speed automatic Ideal.
5920 1 20x24 box bed, balance valve.
In addition to the above, we have on

hand at all times a complete assortment
of all size engines, ranging in power
from 1 to 500 horsepower. Ask for our
complete list.

BOILERS.
We still have on hand a few of Ar-

mour's 54x16, 60x16, 66x16, 66x18 and 72x18
horizontal tubular boilers. They are in

excellent condition,

AIR COMPRESSORS.
5921 1 Duplex straight-line Clayton, 9x9.

5922 1 4%x6-inch Clayton.
5923 2 12x16. WUl compress air up to 60

pounds' pressure, with 80 to 100
pounds' steam.

BELTING.
We carry at all times, a complete stock

of short-lap, double-thick leather belt-
ing, both new and second-hand. Our
quotations are always 30 per cent, below
lowfpt market values.

SHAFTING.
We carry a stock of all sizes of shaft-

ing.

S904
S905

S9U

S912
S913
S914

S915

S916
S917

S918

STEAM PUMPS.
Ask for our complete list of steam

pumps. We have all kinds.

Electrical Apparatus.
See our list of supplies In the Western

Electrician of October 27.

A COMPLETE OUTFIT.
We purchased the following outflt:

S924 1 McEwen tandem compound en-
gine, 8y2.xl4xl2, with a direct-
connected multipolar compound-
wound dynamo, capacity, 50
K. W. Included in this outflt is
a 100-horsepower Sterling water-
tube boiler, with full front grate
bars. etc. Also a Duplex steam
pump and a copper-tube beater.

It was used about 2^^ years
and replaced, owing to a neces-
sary Increase In power.

DYNAMOS, ETC.
1 500-Iight National, 1000 volts, alternat-
ing exciter, attached to shaft, complete-
wlth sliding base regulator and pulley,
in first-class condition. Full descrip-
tion on application: also photograph,

1 Thomson-Houston, 400-light, compound-
wound dynamo, new. 110 volts, 200 am-
peres, complete with sliding base, belt
tightener and regulator.

1 Thomson-Houston, 500-light, compound-
wound dynamo, 110-volt, 200-ampere,
complete with sliding base, belt tight-
ener and regulator.

1 United States Weston dynamo. 150-
light, 100-voIt, 75-ampere, comp'ete with
sliding base, belt tightener and regu-
lator.

2 generators, 80 K. W. type, U. S- West-
inghouse bipolar. 350 revolutions per
minute, 550 volts, size of pulley, 54x18
inches; paper r!m; side rails com-
plete.

2 Field Rheostats Westinghouse three-
Jaw switches for throwing generators
in multiple.

1 voltmeter Westinghouse, to 600.
2 amp.-meters Westinghouse, capacity

to 160.

1 amp. -meter Westinghouse. capacity
to 30O.

2 Westinghouse circuit-breakers.
3 Westinghouse lightning arresters.
3 Westinghouse switches, double throw.
1 electric elevator, manufactured by
Keystone Electric companv of Erie,
Pa.; self-oiler. 60-ampere, No. 324, 220-

volt, 1.025 revolutions; worm gear and
cog are solid brass; 53 grooves for
%-lnch cable on drum ; drum 30-inch
diameter by 22-lnch face; the motor
and gearing set on a cast-Iron base;
this outflt cost $1,400; the worm screw
and shaft are cut from solid forging
and are steel; the motor Is 15 horse-
power; the machine Is geared to give
a speed to the car of 150 feet per min-
ute; was only in operation about four
months,

1 Baxter UO-voit motor, 2-horsepower,
good as new; complete and startinir 60x
base and tightener. Price S50.00

1 .1000-light Slattery alternating-current
dynamo, 1000-volt. complete with ex-
citer and Instrument. Practically as
good as new.

1 2-horsepower Baxter motor. 100-volt,
complete with starting box. base with
belt tightener and pulley. First-class
condition.

Our Machinery Hall is 200X360 feet.

Our complete list of items is contained

in CATALOGUE No. 156.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.,

W. 35th and Iron Sts., Chicago.
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ELECTRICAL AND STEAM
IVIAOMIIMERY-

THE FOLLOWING IS PART OF OUR STOCK. SEND FOR LATEST CATALOG.
Direct-Current Dynamos, no Volts.

(Direct-Connected.)
2 100 K. W. WesilnghouBe. 8-poIe, 225

R. »>.'M., direct-connected to ndn-
tosb & Seymour compound engines.

Belted Dynamos, no Volts.

2 150 K. W. Edison bipolar.
4 60 K. W. Ediscn bipolar.
2 45 K. W. Kdison bipolar.
3 30 K. W. Edison bipolar.
4 25 K. W. Edison bipolar.
2 20 K. W. Edison bipolar.
1 100 K. W. M. P., 4, Westinghouse.
2 45 IC. W. M. P.. 4 Westinghouse.
1 30 H. P. Westinghouse.
1 1314 K. W. M. P. Amer. Ball.

2 10 K. W. Edison bipolar.
1 500-ampere Onondaga.
1 25 K. W. Electro Dynamic.
1 45 K. W. General Electric, M. P.,

860 R. P. M.
Arc Dynamos.

2 125-Iight, multl-clrcult Brush, 2000

C. P.
2 165-light, mnitl-clrcuit Brush, 1200

C. P.
2 125-Iight, latest type Port Wayne,

2000 C. P.
2 125-lIght, brand new E^icelsior, 2000

C. P.
2 125-lIght, mnltl-clrcult Brush, 2000

C. P.
2 SO-lIght, single-circuit Brush, 2000

O. P.
4 No. 8, 65-lIffht, 2000 O. P., Brush.
:0 50-light, 2000 C. P., T.-H.. with ring

armatures.

Alternators.

1 325 K. W. Siemens & Halslie, 2000
volts, 7200 alternations,
singie-phase, 115 R. P.
M.

1 300 K. W. Fort Wayne, 2000 volts,
7200 alternations, singie-
phase.

1 240 K. W. Westinghouse, single-
phase, 1100 volts, 16000
alternations.

1 240 K. W. Stanley, two-phase, 380
R. P. M., with engines
direct-connected.

2 300 K. W. Westinghouse, single-
phase, toothed arma-
tures.

1 150 K. W. Westinghouse, two-phase,
1100 volts. 600 R. P. M.,
7200 alternations.

2 A-120 General Electric, single-phase,
1000 volts, 16000 alterna-
tions.

2 90 K. W. General Electric, single-
phase, 1000 volts, 16000
alternations.

2 120 Westinghouse, single-phase, 1100
voits. 16000 alternations.

1 110 K. W. Fort Wayne, 2200 volts,
16000 alternations.

3 60 K. W. General Electric, single-
phase, 1050 volts, ICOOO
alternations.

1 60 K. W. General Electric, single-
phase, 2000 volts, ICOOO
alternations.

1 60 K. W. Stanley, 2000-1000 volts,
two-phase, 7200 alterna-
tions.

1 75 K. W. Stanley, 2000-1000 volts,
two-phase, 16000 alter-
nations.

1 4S K. W. Westinghouse, 2200 volts,
16000 alternations.

Direct-Current Motors and Genera-
tors. 220 Volts. I

(Direct-Connected.)
1 75 K. W. General Electric, direct-

connected to Ideal en-
gine.

(Belt-Driven.)
1 75 K. W. Siemens & Halske bi-

polar.
1 15 H. P. Excelsior bipolar.
1 10 H. P. Eddy bipolar.
1 5 H. P. Eddy bipolar.

Direct-Current, soo Volts.

2 60 K. W. Edison.
1 60 H. P. M. P.. General Electric.
1 30 K. W. O. & O. bipolar.
1 25 H. P. Eddy, M. P.
1 15 H. P. Eddy.
1 10 H. P. Eddy.
1 2 H. P. Cent. Elect. Co.

Railway Motors.

G. E. 800 S. R. G., 30.

G. B. 1000 W. P.. 30.

G. E. 1200, W. P., 60.

Westinghouse 3.

Westinghouse 12A.
Westinghouse 38B.
K, K2 and K12 G. B. Controllers,
Westinghouse 38 and 49 Controllers,
and a constantly changing stocit of
everything pertaining to street car
equipment.

4, Wallier.
4, Westinghouse.

Gen. Electric.

S 200 K. W. Railway Units, eacll con-
slstins: o« a 200 K. W. Bdlson Gen-
erator beltfd to an i8i^xi8 Ideal
Automatic Engine.

Railway Generators. 500 Volts.
1 600 K. W. M. P., 4, Gen. Electric.
1 300 K. W. M. P.. 4, Gen. Electric.
1 200 K. W. M. P. — -

a 111 K. W. M. P.
2 100 K. W. M. P.; 4;

2 200 K. W. Edison.
2 150 K. W. Edison.
2 100 K. W. Edison
4 60 K. W. Edison.
1 100 K. W. Ft. Wayne.

Engines.
40x72 Corliss (1 right, 1 left).
26x48 Allls.
18x42 Allis.
16x26x16 Armlngton & Sims.
18%xl8 Mcintosh & Seymour.
16x16 Erie Ball.
14x13 Armlngton & Sims.
14x13 Watertown.
13x12 N. Y. Safety Power.
10x12 Watertown.
Uxl9x24 Tandem Buckeye.

Boilers.
2 375 H. P. Sterling boilers.
2 200 H. P. National Water Tube.
2 42-Inch by 16-foot Return Tiibulars.
Boilers of various styles and sizes

at low rates.

Street Cars.

Opened and closed, of all sizes, and
for all gauges. Let us know your
wants.

Rossiter, Mac Govern & Co.
Principal Offices. 141 BROADWAY. NEW YORK. Factory, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK.

DIVIDENDS
MAY BE INCREASED BY

CONNECTING UP YOUR

FARMERS
AND

."»

OUTLYING DISTRICTS,

Others are Making their Plants Pay Fair

Interest on their Investments

that Formerly Showed
a Shortage.

NEW FEATURES!
ALL TROUBLE POINTS

ELIMINATED.
No Listening Keys.

No Clfcaring-Out Drops.

No Ringing Keys.

No Complications in Your Cord Circuit.

No Delays—Always Ready for Business.

WE WILL TELL YOU HOW IT'S DONE.
WRITE TO

CLEVELAND, ea-ygFRANKFORXBT., OHIO.

TELEPHONES and

SWITCHBOARDS
for any size exchangee.

CO

CO

CO

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

THE STROMBERG-CARLSON
70-82 W. Jackson Bout., XCI MCP l^fl

CHICAGO, U. S. A. I CLi IfirUi UUq
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IXDTTCTIOX COILS.

VARLEY DUPLEX MAGNET 00
FISHER BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL. 138 7TH ST., JERSEY CITY, N. J.

No. 1900

AMGRiOMtmm mteoi (]a

36 to 50 Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL.

Our new No. 1900 Telephones with Disc Carbon Lightning

Arrester for SERIES and BRIDGING work are winners. Try them.

OUR CENTRAL ENERGY SYSTEM
is a great success; likewise our

MULTIPLE SWITCHBOARDS.

Telephone Apparatus
Of All Kinds Manufactured.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL AND TOOLS LOWEST PRICES.

A BIG LOT OF SECOND-HAND PHONES, IN GOOD

ORDER, CAN BE HAD FOR A SONG.

Let us tell you about them.

Success
Comes only to those telephone exchanges which use the
BEST material. If you use our goods success is assured.

We can supply EVERYTHING USED WITH TELEPHONES.

T,
^"0 order too small for attention or too largo for our capacity.

Kapid deliveries our rule, and eaca order fllled with care. Large
stoclis alwaj s on iiand.

Telephones, every style and grade. Long and short backboards,
tlegant finish and design. Prices tliat will suit. Hard rubber re-
ceivers. Oak or walnut woodworli. New Ideas in magneto bells.
Each mstrument guaranteed.

All kinds of telephone supplies. New parts for old telephones.
Double-pole rt ceivers.

Electricians' tools. Lightning arresters, carbon and fuse. Ex-
tension bells-standard and bridging. Circuit closers. Transmit-
ters of various styles. Repeating coils. Induction coils, construc-
tion material of all kinds.

WHITE FOR CATALOGUE;

Central Telephone & Electric Co..

909 MARKET STREET, ST. LOUIS. MO.

STANDARD

Telephone and Electric

Company,

MADISON, WIS.
Manufacturers and Importers

High Grade

Telephone Apparatus
EXCLUSIVELY.

WRITE FOR 1900 CATALOGUE.

We Cater to Those Who
Demand the Best.

Swedish-American

Telephone Company,
69-75 W. JACKSON BLVD.. CHICAGO, ILL.

J. H. Van Vlisse.vgen, President.

L. G. Bo\r>iAS, Secretary and General Manager,
L. G. Wheelek, Vice-President.

W. C. Hefskoth, Treasurer.

Western Telephone Construction Co.
153-159 SOUTH JEFFERSON STREET,

CHICAGO, ILL.

SOMETHING NEW.
Western Express No. 3 Telephone.

The Stromest 5-Bar Bridcing Telephone Madf.

NOTICE SOME
OF THE

GOOD POINTS.

WRITE FOR PRICES.

ALL ORDERS
FILLED PROMPTLY.

The Heaviest Generator in Use.
Wide Cut Gears.
Heavy Cast Bearings.
Silk Wound Armature.
Platinum Contact Switch Hook.
Receiver with no Exposed Metal Parts.
Finest Adjustable Arm Made.
Transmitter with Heavy Cast Brass Front.
Ringers 1200 and 1600 Ohms.
Magneto Boxes can be BemovFd from
Bac-board Without Cutting Wires.
t\\ Instruments Guaranteed.

NATIONAL APPARATUS
Metallic Circuit Multiple

Switchboards.
Positive Doable Supervisory Signals. Central Energy.

Simple and Mechanically Perfect.
All Circuits Perfectly Balanced Electrically.

Cost of Operation and Maintenance Reduced to a
Minimum.

The method of Operating that we have adopted has been
determined upon, by long years of experience and

practical operation by the very best telephone
engineers, to be unexcelled.

National Telephone Equipment Co.,
330-333 Lafayette Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

One section of our
"Universal" switch-
board, adapted for

ra e d i u m-s i z e d ex-

changes using the

central battery system.
Capacity, 400 lines.

Cut shows 240 lines

installed, rotary self-

restoring line signals,

2opairs plugs and cords,

complete with ringing
and listening keys.
Several of these sec-

tions may be made into

a multiple board as the
exchange grows.

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD

AND SUPPLY CO.,

229 So. Green St.CHICAGO.

tl'i'i.o MAGNET WIRE Cotton
COVERED.

Plenty of it. All sizes. Prices riqht
Electro maqnetsljuilt and rewound.

Induction coilsljuiltto specification.

The MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MF&.CO.
South Bend, Indiana.
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TRADE MAKE.
Tested FiiH(> Wire ujid Fuse Ijinks.

Stan.liird fnr AfruTtiry.

In the manufacture of Fuses there are two essentials.

1st. accuracy; 2d, UNtFORMrTY.
The steady increase in our burliness during the past

twelve years is the best evidence that our goods meet
all requirements.

All kinds of Telephone Fuses and Bases,
well made and at low prices.
CHICAGO FUSE WIRE & MFC. CO.,
58-64 N. Jefferson St., Cblcago 369 Broadway, New York.

ESTABLISHED IBBfl.

NofTcE 1

The old original

D. A. KUSEL

TELEPHONE AND

ELECTRIC

MFG. COMPANY,

110» Pine St.,

ST. liOITISf MO.

Theoldestand
most reliable
manufacturer of
telephones and
switchboards in
the West. "Write
forcatalogue
and price list.

D, A. KUSEL,

Proprietor,

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE SUPPLY CO.,
TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES,

19 SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO.
"Monarch"GalvttnIzedTelerhone Wire, "Extra EB" and "BB" Galvanized Telephone Wire, Hard-drawn
Copper Telephone Wi e, Rubber Covered Wire, Weather-proof Iron Line Wire, Annunciator Wire. Office

Wire Galvanized Steel Strand, Crosby Clips, Guy Clamps, Boston Oable Hanprerw, Turn Buckle", Me-sen-
<rer Pole SunnnrtB. Galvanised Tlilmbles. (iny Kndfl. (in.und Rnde^, StombauKli Guy Anchors. Eve Bolt!

Cross Arms' Ure^^ Aim Ura,.-u-w, Pins and B. a^'kets. L.ik' Screws and H.^lts, Insula: - - -nbS, TOi

Kokomo Telephones for 1 900.

New Tubular Arm; no com in sight.

High-Grade Full Nickel-Plated Bell,

Bipolar Receiver, togethir with the

Kokomo Long-Dlstance Transmitter,

Making up the most efficient Telephone on the market for
Exchange and Toll-line work. We have improved the
Telephone, also the price, to a point that will Interest you.
Write us for information.

KOKOMO TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC MFG. CO..

KOKOMO, IND.

TELEPHONE AND

CONST SUPPLY CO.,
CHICAGO.

NEW CATALOGUE FREE.

STERLING ELECTRIC CO.,
EXCLUSIVI MANUrACTURERa OP

BELL-STYLE TELEPHONE
RA.-rU2

FOB THE INDEFENDEaiT FIEI.D.

Main Office and Factory at LAFAYETTE, IND. Branch Office, Chicago.

CHICA60 OFFICE, No. 1260 DIOHrADNOCK BIJII.DIK6.

RESISTANCE WIRES
Bare and Covered. For All Purposes.

SEE OUR CATALOGUE.

DRIVER-HARRIS WIRE CO.,
NEWARK, N. J.

CHICAGO
TELEPHONE
SUPPLY CO.=CHIGAGO, U. S. A.

MANUFACTURE EVERYTHING TELEPHONIC.

..VIADUOTo
BALTIMORE, MAKE

TELEPHONES
ANO EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

A Direct Ee&diDg Ohmmeter.

Obmiueteris,
Ammeters,

Voltmieters.
Special Electrical Machinery.

F. B. SAOi: <& BBO.,
Successors to American Electric Specialty Co.,

123 Liberty ISt., Xew Tork City.
New York Agents Wirt Electric Co. Eheo-

Gtats and Brusbes.

HUGO SCHUMACHER, Piest.

J. A. ARBOQAST, Vlce-Piest.

MAX SOHUMACHEE, Secy and Treaa.

M. GARL, SupL

Garl Electric

Company,
AKRON, OHIO.

Sole Patentees and
Manufacturers of

Garl Railway, Hotel and Factory Telephone

Systems. Garl Electric Gun for Fire

and Burglar Alarms.

A Few Reasons Why You Should Use the

WARNER DRY BATTERY

RINGING OUTFIT.
It will riag where all other ringers fail.

There are no belts to slip.

There are no commutators to keep clean.

There are no power bills to pay.
It is always ready for duty.

Intercummunfcatlno
Fictory Telephone.

No exchange is complete without one.

It is the cheapest way to secure power.
There are no bearings to oil.

There is no water to spill.

There are no delays or stops.

It is absolutely reliable under all conditions.

Your operators can give better service with a good signaling device.

Every Outfit is Shipped Complete Ready for Immediate Use.

Every outfit is thoroughly tested and fully guaranteed. This machine is in use in

some of the largest exchanges, both in this country and abroad. The net price for the

complete outfit is

$45 F. O. B. Factory.
Prompt shipments guaranteed. For further information, address

THE WARNER ELECTRIC CO.,
MUNCIE, INDIANA, U. S. A.

Showing Manner of Securing.

Descriptive Circular and Tcsdoioniais on Request
Correspondence Invited.

Manufactured pL|||ip CM|TH SIDNEY, OHIO

THE ROCK OF GIBRALTAR IS NO
FIRMER THAN A

Telephone Pole
Secured by the

Storabaugh Guy Anchor.
The cheapest and most effective method of

securely fastening Telephone, Telegraph and
Trolley Poles,

No holes to dig; bore them In the ground

and there they stay, "Brace up'* the weak
points on your line and avoid further trouble-

W.N. MATTHEWS &BRO.
SI. Louis. Mo..

General Western
Ab'cnts.

SVato 6 In, Diameter.
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TELEPHONES SWITCHBOARDS

DEALERSZanHCONTRACTORS
For Satisfactory Intercommunicatingr

iv
At bottom prices, write to

THOMAS, WILCOX & DIETZ. - - Cleveland. Ohio.

Send for our New Book Catalogue-Just Out.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

Send for complete catalogue of

MAGNETO BELLS, TELEPHONES,
MEDICAL BATTERIES and

ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES.
All eoods Hlsb Grade In Every Bespect

MIANUS ELECTRIC CO., - Mianus, Conn.

N«w York Offlce.

No. S9 W. 66th Si.,

New York, N. Y.

Ww.Wmi-
Boston Office*

No. 263
Massachusett

Motors,

Motorcycles,

Motorettes.

Soie Agents and
Licensed Manufacturers

in tne United States of

America for

De DIon-Bouton

& Co.,

FRANCE. __
Our New York Type Motorelte, Weight 700 pounds.

Capacity 3 Persons. Price $1,200.00.
SI1IPI.IGITY', BASIlLiY OPERATED.

FI.EXIBILITY, PERFECTI.'S' COKTBOI.LED,
I.ieHTNES!S. ABSO£.I7TEL,Y SAFE.

ISTRENeTH. ABSENCE OF Aljli OIli AND DIRT,
BEIilABIlrlTir, ECONOaiT.

Not an EXPERIMENT, but a TRIED and PROVED SUCCESS.
OverZO.OOO De DION-BOUTON MOTORS operating Motorcycles and

Motorettes.

GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY: CHURCH LANE AND 37TH ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

De Dion Motor Supplies and Batteriea Always in Stock.

Insulated

Rubber
Wires and Cables.

John A. Roebling's Sons Co«

WORKS AT

TRENTON, N. J.

EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

FOR GAS ENGINES,

LOT MACHINES,

AUTOMOBILES,

RAILROAD SIGNALS,

CROSSING BELLS,

SMALL MOTORS,

rrc.

CONSTANT CURRCNT

NO LOCAL ACTION,

WILL NOT FREEZE.

LIQUID TIGHT

CELLS FOR

PORTABLE

WORK.

FULL DESCRIPTION IN BOOKLET NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
135 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

COLUMBIA
CARBONS

FOR
ENCLOSED
ARCS

Guaranteed superior to any imported Carbon in uniformity of size and

straightness, or subject to return at our expense. Try us and be convinced.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
1 198 West Madison Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.
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Horizontal Internal Self-Oiling Engines, 25 to 600 H. P.

Horizontal Medium Speed Engines, 300 to 800 H. P.

Vertical Compound Engines, 1 00 to 800 H. P.

The Ball Enoine Co., Erie, Pennsylvania.
Chicago Office: 1526 Monadnock Block.

MclNTIRE'S PATENT

CONNECTORS AND TERMINALS,
Special Conneclors lor HARD-DRAWN COPPER

WIRE, all si;cs. FUSED WIRE, FUSED
LINKS and STRIPS.

THE G. MclNTiRE CO., 13 S t5 Ftanklin St.,

NEWARK, n! J.

AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR RAILROAD

^1

il

CHICAGO
AXD

ALTON
RAILROAD.

1^

PERFECT PASSENGER SERVICE BETWEEN

THE ROAD
.jaJHffiftaaaiBiiffflHftiiEaiaiiihBi^aa^idiliiillll

TO

OMAHA
AND

SIOUX CITY.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

SHORT LINE.

Electric Lighted Trains.

Perfect Service.

TICKETS, 95 ADAMS ST.

chicago*™kansas city.

chicago ano st louis,
chicago'^'"' peoria,

silouisandkansascity:^

HOT SPRINGS, Ark., DENVER.Colo.,
~ TEXAS, FLOHIDA.UTAH,
CALIFORNIA AKo OREGON.

.f'pl

If you are contemplating a trip, any portion of
which can be made over the Chicago & Alton, It will

fiay you to write to the undersigned for maps, pampb-
ets, rates, time tables, etc.

GEO. J. CHARLTON.
Qeneral FoAsenger and Ticket Agent,

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS.

i

MDNDN ROUTE

If
IS Tilt DIRECT LINE-

BETWEEN

CHICAGO.
INDIANAPOLIS

CINCINNATI I

AND

LOUISVILLE
CITY OFFICE 232 CLARK 5T,

—^ar'^ cmcAGO. •

Faster than ever

to California

CHICAGO
& NORTH-WESTERN

RAILWAY

fHE OVERLAND LIMITED leaves

Chicago 6.30 p. m. daily via Chicago-

Unioyi Pacific & North-Western Line, ar-

rives San, Francisco 5.15 afternoon of

third day and Los Angeles 7,45 next

morning. No chang-e of cars; all meals
in Dining Cars. Buffet Library Cars
with barber. The best of everything.

The Pacific Express leaves 10.30 p. m.
daily. Tourist Sleepers daily to Califor-

nia and Oregon and personally conducted
excursions every Wednesday fiom New
England. Send 4 cents postage for

"California Illustrated" to Chicago &
North-Western Kailway,

135 vi.161 Broadway, - New York
601 Clies"t St.. - Pliiladelphia

?63 Washington St., Doiiton
101 Main Si,. - • Hiiffali

507 Sinithfield St., Pittsburir

234 Superior St., - Cleveland
T7 Campus-Martius. Detroit
3 Kinf:St.,East,Toronto,Oni.

REFLECTORS!
HII.VRK-FIiATKD
.IIIKKOK
Kft^FL.KCTORH
FOK
IMCANDESCKNT
€£<UMTKK».

.M;ide In many sizes and styles,
with prisms if desired.

We also manufacture

Silver and Opal Olass Inverted Double Cone
Reflectors, Chandeliers and Sun Burners

For lighting and venti-
lating

Churches,
Theatres.
Halls and
Public Buildings.

Stiii'hind Ornamental
Sl^ii I-;i[ii|is of Every
Kind lor c)il. (i;is or
Ciisolliiiv Herder
Liglits, Bunch Lights,
Foot Ivlghts and Gas
Stands for Theatres.

SEND FOR CATALOG.

AMERICAN REFLECTOR & LIGHTING COMPANY,
271-273 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL,, U, S, A.

DIXON'S BELT DRESSING
AND LEATHER PRESERVATIVE

Is guaranteed to prevent slipping and preserve the leather.

It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

REG.TRADE MARKS Jhe Rhosphor Bronze SmeltincCo.Qmited,
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PH1LADELPHIA.

\ "ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
INGOTS,CASTINGS,WlRE,RODS,SHEETS,ETC,

'9/a:,6L^.3^um^' — DELTA METAL"^ .

/N. CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORGINGS
*^ ORIGINAL AND SoUEMaKERS IN THE U.S.

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especiaiiy adapted to ail kinds oJ

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Hoiyoke enable us to guarantee \

The Largest Power ever obtained from a wheel of the same diameter. The highest speed
ever obtained for the same power. The highest mean efficiency ever realized whevi
running from half to fuU gate. We guarantee also : A rurnier of the greatest pos^
sible strength. A gate wnequaled in quickness and eaae of opening aiid closing.

Tests show over 81 per cent, average efficiency with half to full water.

State your Head and send for 124- page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

JEFFREY ?u"cZDREDGES
KSR CATALOGUE,

THE JEFFREY MFG. CO.
COLUMBUS, OHIO,

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand=Book.
By F. B. BADT.

226 Pages^^, 140 Illustrations. FleTtible Cloth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 i«3x3 inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the
old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders. Linemen, Stationary Engineers and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Book sold, and over 10,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
510 Marquette Building, CHICAQO.

Si^ALL SPRINGS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTJOW

THE WALLACE 6ARN£S CO.,
s7ABusy^cD ns7 BRISTOL, CONN., U.S.A.

NONA/ F?EADY!!
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN'S

MOONLIGHT SCHEDULE
R IdOI.

ARRANGED IN BOOK FORM, POCKET SIZE.

10 Cents per Copy. Send for It.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago,
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POLES.
BERTHOLD

j CROSS
I

& JENNINGS,
I ARWIS.

WHITE CEDAR.
\ ST. LOUIS. LONG LEAF

CEDAR up to 80 it. Chemical Building. | PINE AND FIR.

TROPENAS DEPARTMENT
SMALL STEEL CASTINGS
FOR ELECTRICAL WORK.

691 OLD COLONY BUILDING,

CHICAGO.THE SARGENT CO.,

EDAR POLE
* 50 TO 80 FT. A SPECIALTY. I

JohnH.rowler, "c'^-.Vl^t: iV,'.'

IPa^^XaIIjvwv^ (Miid^^fjoJ6ju iiW^kWvftV oiA^erw 6«C

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Urge Stock Constantly on Hand.
Poles

Street Railway Ties.
Specialty: 7-foot
white Cedar Elec-
tric Railways, etc. Poles.

IZO & S^l »A.ooE-r-r, ivii^iH.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING CO.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,

Hknafaaturen and D«a]erf In

Yellow Pino Crosi Arms, Looust Pins, Oak Pins, Electrical

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stocks on liand.

Delivered prices quoted, F. O. B. cars, your city. In any quantity. ^^WRITE US

CEDAR POLES.
Piling and Street R. R. Ties.

C. H. WORCESTER CO.,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Producers and Wholesalers of White Cedar Products.

CR055-ARM5
PINS, BRACKETS
We wanufacturec/ ano/sold Oi'er

6/X Ml//lOi? P/ns and rmM///m
Cross -Anns /n /899.

Ourgoods are {Be//) STandarof
Wp manufocfure on/t/ from iesf
.TJCf/ena/-

Setter/ Facforks
Skilled help ariduneoualed Idc-
ililies er/able as to fill ail orders
prorriptly.

Capacili/: over 5.000 \

tons ieali/eiloyv pine t p /)

Cross Arms. . r "

Orer 45000 Locust Pins ^

Let Us Know Your YYants

E.J.NOBLETT
e9e-9oz-35 fh. Street,

Chicg^o.-
Lonci iii.--.tnirice Telephori". Yards. SOS

THE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
BY

HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Price Sl.OO.

Th"; only complete and practical worV
0! its kind on the market.

PUBLISHED BY

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHIN6 CO.,
Suite 510 Marquette Bulldlne, Chicane

Our Feed Water Heaters
Use exhaust steam and supply boilers with PURE
HOT WATER and prevent the solid matter from

going into the boilers, saving from lo to 25 per

cent, of your fuel bills. Our latest design is

made entirely of CAST IRON, designed for use

where water contains acid salt or other impuri-

ties which pit or corrode wrought iron or steel.

We also build

BOILER FEED PUMPS.
SINGLE, DUPLEX

TRIPLEX PUMPS,
SINGLE, DUPLEX AND TRIPLEX.

ELECTRICALLY
DRIVEN....

STEAM AND POWER

PUMPING INACHINERY

FOR EVERY PURPOSE.

Air

Compressors
OF VARIOUS TYPES.

JET AND SURFACE CONDENSERS, AIR PUMPS, FILTER PRESSES,
OIL MILL MACHINERY.

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO.,

267 Lehman St., DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

CEDAR POLLS
LINDSLCY BROTHERS COMPANY
MCNOMIIVCE, MICH. AND PORTl-AND, OREOON.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS
SO-fOOT TO 80~FOOT POLES OUR SPCCIALTY

A PRETTY STORY.
Eight months ago the Texas Arm & Fin Co. began manufacturing things ia-

clined electrically wooden, like cross arms, pins and brackets. An old, no-account,

second-hand machine, in a broken-down factory, was used, but now they have four
factories with new and late machinery and are shipping more cross-arms than the law
allows. But they can ship more. They are untapped, long-leaf, yellow pine.

Branch Office: 10 Temple Court Building, Chicago, W. H. QUAW, Mgr. HaJs^nlbis.
Or the home oflBce at Beaumont, Texas, is where you write for mere information and a
pretty and useful pamphlet.

ASK o. W. FIRKINS & CO. <^oR

Idaho Red Cedar Poles
40 TO 80 FEET LONG.

412 LUMBER EXCHANGE, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,

TIES.MONROE, MICH.
Pole Yards In MlcblKan

Wholesale Producers for 20 years.

Practical Running of Dynamos.
A little booklet on the care and the locating

and remedjing of troubles la dynamos and
motors.

Catalogue of mechanical and electrical books
free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

Henry H. Humphrey,
Consulting
Electrical Engineer.

Central Lighting Stations,
Electric Power Transmission.

543. 544 aotl 545 Century BIdg., St.Louis.

CEDAR
DAVIS AND SUIT

COMPANY,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Write for Delivered Prlcei. POLES

Catalogue and. Net Price List

LINEMEN'S OUTFITS
Mailed Free to Line nd Construction Men-

MATHIAS KLEIN & SON, Manufacturers,

r-as w. VAN BuncN sr. Chicago. Ml.

IiiiliaQa90iisAriQ,Bracl[et&FiiiCo,
Successors to «l. B. MACERS,

MANurACTURcns or

Arms, Brackets, locust and Oak Pins,

Tent Stakes, ROPE lock Blocks.

Office: I26S. Marldlan St., Indllii.piilii, Ind,

factory: JAMESTOWN, IND.
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Westinghouse

"Westinghousc O. D. Transformer.—Front.

O. D.

Transformers
1-4 to 50 K. W.

Spread Coils

give great increase in radiating

surface and consequent reduction in temperature.

Coils Separately Wound
and Insulated

Permit substitution of a single coil in case

of a burn-out.

15 Years' Experience

manufacturing tfiis type of apparatus. Wcstinghousc O, D. Transformer.— Rear.

Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

All Principal Cities in U. S. and Canada.

The Popularity of

Rockwood's Patent Compressed

Non-Slipping.

Non-breakable.
Economical.
Durable.

Balanced.
Neat design.

Light-weight.

Non-Magnetic.

Six thousand
various sizes

partly finished

carried con-

stantly in stock.

Hubs any shape,

any position.

Paper Pulleys
{"For one-sixth century the staudardfor durability and efficiency.^'

)

arises in a measure from their stabiHty.

Engineers and users should not fail to specify Rockwood Patent Compressed Paper Pulleys on all contracts.

CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING.

ROCKWOOD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Pafer Pulley Sales Deft., 330 So. Pennsylvania Street

Indianapolis, Indiana., U. S. A.
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Fort Wayne Electric Works.
(INCORPORATED.)

THE LATEST DEVELOPMENT

TRANSFORMERS
-OUR-

"WOOD" TYPE A
Oil Transformers,

TYPE A. 6 K.W. UNIT
CAPACITIES: from 5 to 1200 Lights.

SOME FACTS.

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

BEST REGULATION. LOW CORE LOSS.

INTERCHANGEABLE PRIMARIES

AND SECONDARIES.

CAREFUL MECHANICAL DESIGN.

OUR BULLETIN No. 1013 WILL GIVE YOU DETAILS.

WRITE FOR ONE.

TYPE A t
K.W UNiT HANGER IRONS DETACHED

-MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY-

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.
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ELECTRICAL OR MECHANICAL

We have fine facilities for light manufactur-
ing, aad solicit correspondence. Kstimates
given on quantity or smalUois. PUNCH PRESS
ASD SCREW MACHINE WORK.

8PIi:S & COMPANY,
87-89 TCTanBaren St., ChicAeo.III.

EDWARD p. DURGH,
Consulting Etectrical Engineer,

1209 Guaranty Bldff„ SItDneapolis.

OxMe Storap Batteries.
Suitable for all purposes -where Storage

Batteries are applicable.

No buckllas of pUlen. No spllllflg ol add-
No sulpbatlns or corroding.

THE OXIDE BATTERY CO.,
Office, No. 1629 N. lOthSI;. Phriadelphla, Pa.

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Highest grades for electrical insulation and mechanical purposes, in sheets,

tubes, rods and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on application.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wilmington, Del.

READY FOR THE MARKET.
"FEIHOO," the nenr style Creole rosette. In-

nlation perfect, lone tan; anperlor
in OTery detail.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co.. Peru, Ind.

look like natural irlass. The colors produced are bright and durable,, and can.be used for Indoor
and outdoor decorations; also used for RAIliWAY AMD STEAMBOAT SIGNAL
lilGHTS* EIjECTKIC SIGKS, ETC. Vitro Chrome is superior to any other incandescent
lamp color. A trial will convince you, Manufactured only by

VITRO CHROME CHEMICAL CO.,
421 B Milwaukee St., MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Send lor Circular.

For .Vale by all Dealers and Electric

Supply Hous<^s.

Kentucky

Incandescent
KENTUCKY ELECTRICAL CO., Owensboro, Ky.

OhloBgo Agent, J. W. Srooks, eOB Plymouth Bldg-

FARIES ADJUSTABLE LAMP HOLDERS
Permit the electric liglit to be in-

stantly placed where it is needed.

Made for Shop, Factory, Store,

Office, Residence; infact,wher-
ever the Incandes-
cent Lamp is used.

The Latest and Best Thing in Reflector Shades,

We make many sizes and styles of Aluminum Shades and Reflectors.

C:«ts»lnO'IIO Mn A "'' ''^l.luitable Holilcm, Portablon, Cliandr-dtam^UP I^W. O ii,,r,, wnll nrncUntN.ctc, otc.liiHt iHSiicd.
!
\i'III h»*. inallctl apoii iippllcatloii.

FARIES MFG. CO., Decatur, III.

IBIack Diamond File Works ^

^ OVML eOODS ABE OS BAXiK IN BTEBV I,EA»IIK» SABOWAJtB OV
Vt 8TOBE Ur THB ITWITED STATES AND CANADA. ^
^ 6. & H. BARNET.T COMPANY, |PHILADELPHIA, PA. Pf
«?

m^^^^^^^^^^^t^^^^^^^^^^^m

i

THE STaKr€WVNT EXHAUST HEAD
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IMO I FV INSULATED
IIVII^^CiA. WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED. WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

^R.^rnxsoN?"^'
Simplex Electrical Company,

lonadnock Block. CHICAGO. ' ^-. 75-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

WESTERN BELLtNG AGENT.

H. R. HIXSON,
1137 Monadnock Block. CHICAGO

1888—Farla Exposition,
ffledal for Babber Inanlation.

1893-^'World'8 Fair,
medal for Bobber Insnlatisn,

TfWDEMARIb

THE 8TANDABD FOB
BVBBEB iirsriiATioiir.
Sole Manufacturers of

Okonite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee ''"»?" Wires.

THE OKONITE CO.. Ltd.
mwimri I. Candee,
H. Durani Cheever,

Mtnag.rs. 253 Broadway, Hew York.
Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Suyi
W. H. Hodgint, Secy.

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Paranite Rubber Covered Wires and Cables,

UNDERGROUND, AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

TBLEPHONB, TELBORAPH AND PIRB ALARH CABLES.

All WIrei are tested at Factory. JONESBOBO, IND.

StandardUndergroundCableGo.
6*2 The Rookery,

Cblcago.
Westtnghouse Bldg.

Fltt-"
-

66 Liberty St..
tsbure. New York City.
Mills Buildmg, San Francisco.

1225 Betz Bldi^
Pbllsdelphia, Ft

p Elecfric Cables, Conduits, Wires and Accessories*
Also Hieli Orade Bnblter Coferftd Wires and Cables.

N. ). R.
National

India
Rubber Co.'s

RUBBER COVERED

OFFICE AND FACTORY: BRISTOL, R. I

STERLING EXTRA INSULATING VARNISH.
6t«rUn(r Extra BlacK Xiiittnlilner Tarnisli.

fSterling BIncU. Air Drying Tarnlfili,
Sterling: Black Core Plate Tarnish.

THE STERLING VARNISH CO.,
Pittsburg, Pa.. U. S, A.

THE STERLING VARNISH CO.,
96 ColmoreRow. Birmingham, Fngland.

Tl NLJIVIP FOR ALL PURPOSES. ^Sonp and Native PlatlDum Purchaiatf.BAKKB A CO.. 408-414 New Jersey
Railroad Ave.. ITewarfe, S, jr.

Haw Tork OfBce. 130 Liberty street.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from Yi to 50 horse power.
Dynamos from lO lights to 700.

"We sell or rent. Good profit!
The Hobart Elec. Mtg. Co.. Troy, Ohio.

GENUINE SWEDISH
COAL- BRAIN

eSt'€S^SS^^^l/BLS.MSOCOMPi

WESTUN ElBGMcal In^isi^nfflent Co.,
II4-I20 Waiiam St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

Ilkinitei Bi^

These InstmmeDts are

based apoD the f<8me fzeo-

«rftl principle and are just

M ftccnrate as our regular
Standard Portable Direct
Coirent Voltmeters and
Ammeters, but are much
larger, and the vorkiug
part« are iucloeed In a
aeatly designed, daat-proof
ca8t-lron case which effect-

lTel7 ehields the iDRtm-
meots from dlsturblOK In-
flnencos of external mae-
netio fields. nr ^ ... ^ .. ... , - ^Weston standard Illuminated

Dial Potential Indicator,
Style B. "Flush Type."

^leniion tht^ Wt:stfrn ELK^.7^T.^A.> wbon wrltin]

BKKf-tN—European We?lon Elec
•rli?«! hi-tnitiient (_'o., BltterstraiBs
S" --

Weston Standard

Portable Direct Beading
Voltmeters and Mllllvolt-
meterH. Ammetersand Mil-
ammetere. Wattmeters
and Voltmeters, for Alter-
nating ana Direct Current
Circuits.

Our portable loatmmentB
are recognized esstBorlaTds
throughout the civilized

world.

Our Sem)-Portab)e La-
boratory Standard Volt-
meters nud Ammeters are
atin better.

Thpy are the most relia-
ble, absolute etaodards for
Laboratory aae.

L("»N'()oX....Ellifttt Bros., No. 101

St. Marttnei Lane.

:g for catalogues.

"PHONO-ELECTRIC"
'IIT'T'OT? IF YOUVE USED IT ON VOUR I

VV lIVlL. TROLLEY LINE,

: Phone-Electric"

YOU KNOW "IT'S TOUGH 1"

THAT IT WILL NOT BREAK:
THAT IT WILL NOT STRETCH:

IF YOU

fPhono-Electric"

HAVEN- r USED IT, WHY
IT SAVES MONEY.

DON'T YOU?

BRIDGEPORT BRASS CO.,
ig MURR.W ST., NEW V(.)RK.

ELECTRICAL OR MECHANICAL.

*\Ve have fine facilities for light manufactur-
ing, and solicit correspondence. Estimates
given on quantity or small lots. PUNCH PRESS
AND SCREW MACHINE WORK.

Queen tc Co.,
lOlO Chestnut St., Phils.

480 MONON BLOG., G::iCAaO.

SPIES & GOHPAXY,
87-80 TT.Tam Bnren St., Chicago, lU.

I

]

Acme Toeting Sets, Queen-WIrt

I

Switchboard Instruments, X-Rai>
FocusTubes, Induction Coils.

ALTERNATING -CURRENT POWER MOTORS,
I-20 TO 2 1-2 ACTUAL HORSEPOWER.

SIMPLE, RELIABLE, SATISFACTORY.
Send for bulletins just Issued describing new types.

Branch Office and Warehouse: Thn Em^renn Elf^r^trio Mfo* Ca
136 Liberty St.. New York City. "® cmerson BieCiriC ITITg.UO.y

i^i^ >j o>., ^^ovY »».».^..i,y.
714-716-71 8 $1. Charles St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

OxMe Storap Batteries.
Suitable for all purposes where Storage

Batteries are applicable.

No bacicliaf of plate*. No spllHoi of add-
No salpbaiinf or eorrodlnj.

THE OXIDE BATTERY CO.,
Offle*, No. 1629 N. lOthSt;, Philadelphia, Pa,

EDWARD P. BURGH,
Consulting Electrical Engineer,

1209 Guaranty Bide .. alinneapolis.'

T«»

[PBOENIX GLASS CO.I
MANUFACTURERS OF

GAS AND ELECTRIC

: 6L0BES,SHADES,Et^.

> SEND FOR A COPY OF OUR NEW AND

[

LATEST CATALOGUE.

I

PlttsMrgh. New York. Chicago.
;

;

r «*ut
P/VAXJl,

Ideal Fire PROTECTiON
FOR SWITCHBOARDS AND

ALL ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.
IMonarch Fire Appliance Co.p

27 WILLIAM STREET. NEW YORK.

HOLOPHAIME CLASS CO.,
15 Eas-t: SSrtd. S-fc., IM E>A/ -VOF3K.

Compound Prism

Globes and Shades
FOR ALL KINDS OF LIGHTING.

TWO «.iOM> Ml o #1 ca I a
Awarded at Paris Exposition.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

The United §tates Garbon Gompany.

rSPECIAlTIES A SPECIAUTJJ

L ELECTROLYTIC.
!4feALTERNATING. DIRECT."

ENCLOSED. OPEN

U ULJ-M*
Cleveland.'' Ohio. U. 'S. • A.

NOT IN CARBOM TRUST
U \J r—'j
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- TYPE"!"
" {fn^/ne Type}

fS^ENERATORS *
^J\ UNCqUALLED FoR Ekcellence Of'

-^,^S)i Mechanical S, Electrical Design
"\ And Uniformly Hioh Efficiency.

GUARANTEES ^

•" 200 K.vy. Bullock Enocme Type Generator
^ /SS DISCRIBED IN BULLETIN N0.34.

l,.d5ULLqC^'^ ELECTRIC MF(rCO- ^(P/Are/////^T/,aaS.A-

EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

von aAS CNGINCS,

•LOT MACHINCS,

AUTOMOBILES,

HAILROAO aiGNALS,

CROSSING BELLS,

MALL MOTORS,

rrc.

CONSTANT CURRKHT.

NO LOCAL ACTION,

WILL NOT FREEZE.

LIQUID TIGHT

CELLS FOR

PORTAMLK

WORK.

FULL DESCRIPTION IN BOOKLET NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
1«B FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK.

THE ABSENCE OF
COIPLICATED STARTma MeCHAHISI

and tbe simpUcUy of operation

Z.^tA.\-t-^ tX.^tk.^'^ ^CIR

Single-Phase A. C. Motors
to all coDdliion^ where U is imiiissible to give a motor close attention.

VVriie lor iirlces and Itulleilns Nos 24. 35, 37 and 39. telling
of tbcir man,v other advantages.

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFC, CO.,
General Offices an d Works at ST. LOUIS, U. 8. A.

BKAl«CHH«:-NfW \orlc,2'2'J lliivc-mi-.H!r nldv,; I'hiliuli-lnhlu, 11)00 llola Hid k.: c'IiIoul'O,
11,21 Mnriu'-tli- lildK.

;
liimlcn, r.ai Atlantic Avo.; Iliikimori-. an li. l/oxlngton St.; Nun Pranclwo

r.'fp n>t«;r ^' ^ ''l.<.i.(.fnn, .liH-aii: IjOihIdii, LrtxlMud; < llv or M<'\U;o, ]'"i.ii'!t:ri Ontimtmi-iit '^'''i

This Building is Filled with Goods Y»u Need and Which You
May Have Promptly.

SIMPLY SEND US YOUR ORDERS.

Electrical

Supplies.

Electrical

Machinery.

American Electric Company,
ST. [PA.UI_, IWIIIMNBS^-TA..

•o«.yr>'*j'0*i'OC^ocs'rs'*>"<*<»'<*0't*<^-sj<^'<j-<»<*'r»-«j-«>«

American
Bridge Company

DESIGNERS
MANUFACTURERS
AND ERECTORS OF

Steel Bridges

Steel Buildings

and All Classes of

\ Metallic Structures

The facilities at our disposal and our

operative system are sucli as lo in-

sure uiosf favorable ijuohilions and

ilclivtfics for any part of the world.

y^[/ E have decided

to carry at all

our plants a lar.^e

slock of Raw Ma-

terial, from wliich

we can furnish «-ith

great promptness

an>' ordinary order

for Steel Bridges,

K oofs, liiiildings,

Columns, Girders,

Beams, Channels,

Angles, Plates, etc.

General Offices : 100 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Branch Offices and Works :

'\ Albany, N, V.
• ,\ilii-n». I'u.

loslon. Miiss.
liilTalo, .N. V.
;;,lliiMi,r.-, .Md.
liinc. .Mdtu,
ImMljiis, DImc,

III.

( anton, 'Miio.

Clevc-lnnd, Ohin.
DcMiver, Colo.
Duhnli. Minn.
F-i^t IkTiin, Conn.
Elmira. N. V.
C.rolon. N. 'I .

llo^s^lnad^. N. V.

I.afaveltt'. Ind.
Milvvaillcei-. Wis.
M iniKapolis. .Minn.
Nifw llrlMns. l.a.

l'i-iicov<!, V:i.

I'hiladclpliia. I'a.

I'iusljury. I'a.

HochtstL-i, N, V.

."it-attle. Wash.
San Kraiifisco, Cal.

.Salt Lake City. Utah.

.S.vdiity. ,\'. S. W.
Trenton, N. .T.

Wilniineton. Del.
Vonngslown. Ohio.

IEuropean Office : LONDON
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The "ELECTRA" Highest

Grade Nuernberg Carbons are

recognized as standard all the

world over.

All genuine "ELECTRA"
carbons are put up in packages

bearing the label with the trad«

mark "ELECTRA."

,$2^1? ' FDR ENCLOSED LdNG'-BURNiNG ARGMAMPS.

UNEQUALLED IN HUALIT;

AND EFFICIENtf^

Mti|OLTjTEW^ STEADY
HD &R1LLIANT, LIGHT.

HUGO REISINGER II BROADWAY NEW YORK.

Good carbons mean less cost

for current.

All the excellence in dynamos

and arc lamps counts for but

little where poor carbons are

used in lamps.
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Crown
"Insulated Conductors

AND

Rail Bonds
"Crown" wires are the perfection of Rubber Insulation for high or low voltage, direct or alter-

nating currents, solid or stranded conductors up to 2,500,000 circular mils' capacity.

"Crown" bonds are the perfection of simplicity and economy in rail bonding, together with
perfection of contact.

In "CROWN" WIRES or "CROWN" BONDS you secure the best attainable results,

electrically and mechanically.

Solid or stranded bare copper conductors; also lead - encased and armored for aerial,

underground and submarine work.

American Steel and Wire Co., Chicago, III.
NEW YORK, WORCESTER, DENVER, SAN FRANCISCO; LONDON, ENC.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co..

Alden Electric Co is

Alexander, Thos xii

American Battery Co
American Bridge Co ii

American Dlst. Steam Co. vli

American Electric Co 11

Amer. Electric Fuse Co. .

.

x

Amer. El. Teleph. Co xv
American Elec. Works... xl

Amer. Reflt. it Ltg. Co... xl

Amer. Steel & Wire Co .

.

ill

Amer. Vitrified Cond. Co. x

Bain, Foree

Bak«r &Co 1

BBllEngineCo xvill

Barnes Co., Wallace xvlil

BamettCo., G. 4 H xxil

Becker Bros xii

Belden-Larwlll Blec. A
Mfg. Co W

Bender, George xii

Berthold & Jennings xlx

Besly <fe Co., Chas. H.... xxll

Blue Ridge Locust Pin Co. xlx

Bossert El. Const, Co x
Bridgeport Brass Co i

Bnllock Elec. Mfg. Co.... 11

Bnrch, Edward P 1

Camp Engineering Co ... . xii

Central Electric Co v

Central Mfg. Co xlx
Central Tel. & El. Co....

Chicago A Alton B. R... xvill

C.&N.W.R.R xviil

CUcago Edison Co 17

CblcFnfleWlreAMfg.Co.
Chic. House Wrecking Co. xlii

C.,M. &St. P. R. R xviil

Chicago Mica Co xl

Chic Telephone Sup. Co. xvi

Cleveland ArmatureWks.
Colonial Electric Co
Couch & Seeley Co
Cream Flux Co x

Cre&cem Mfg. Co
Crest Manufacturing Co.. x
Crocker-Wheeler Co
Cutler-Hammer Mfg Co.. x
Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co....

D. <feW. FuseCo
Davis AStltt Co xlx

Dearborn Drug A Ch. Co. ix

DeDion-Bouton Motorette

Co Iv

Diamond Meter Co
Dixon Crucible Co.. Job. ivili

Driver-Harris Wire Co .

.

xvi

Edison Decorative A Min-

iature Lamp Bept x
EdlsonMfg, Co 11

El. Eng. Inst. Corr. Inst, xvi
Electric Appliance Co x
Electric Storage Batt. Co.
Electrician Pub. Co vj il

Emerson EL M fg. Co i

Ericsson Telephone Co . .

.

i

Eureka Elec. Co xv

Faries Mfg. Co
Farr TeL & Con. Sup. Co. xvi
Firkins A Co., O. W
"For Sale" Advs xii

Ft. Wayne El. Wk^., Inc. iil
Fowler, Jotm H xlx
Franklin Hng. A Elec. Co.

Fuller Co.. The xxll

Garl Electric Co xvi

General Electric Co v

General Elec. Repair Co.. xii

Gen'l Incandescent Arc
LightCo Ix

General Inc. Lamp Co....

Gould Storage Battery Co.

Great Western Smelting

& Refining Co xii

Gregory Electric Co xii

HartwigA MUler
Hazard Manufacturing Co. x

Helios-Upton Co tI

Hill, W.S., Electric Co... xl

Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co I

Hodge-Walsh El. Eng. Co. xvi
Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co. xxll

Holophane Glass Co 1

Humphrey, Henry H x

Illinois Maintenance Co.. xU
Incandescent Electric

Ltght Manipulator Co. xxil
Independent Tel. Sup. Co. xvi

Indianapolis Arm, Bracket
A Pin Co xlx

Indiana Rub. A Ins. W. Co. I

India Rubber A Gutta
Percha Insulating Co.. iv

Internal '1 Cor. Schools, xlii

Jeffrey Mfg. Co xviil

Johnston, Thoa. J xl

Kansas City Tel. Mfg. Co. xv
Kartavert Mfg. Co xxil
Kelley ASon, BenJ. F... xvjU
Kellogg Swltchb.AS.Co.xiii,XV

Kentucky Electrical Co.

.

Iv

Klein A Son, Mathlas xlx
Klemm A Co
Kokomo Tel. A El. M.Co. xvi

Kusel, D. A., TeL A Elec.

Mfg. Co

Lea-Hooven Mfg. Co
Leather Preserv. M. Corp.

Leavltt, R. H xls

Leclanche Battery Co.... xiil

Leffel A Co., James xviil

Lindsley Brothers Co xlx
Link-Belt Machinery Co. x

Lintner, Wm. T xi

Maltby Lumber Co xix
Manhattan Gen'l Const.Co.

Manross, F. N
Mclntlre Co. , The C
McLennan A Co., K x
McRoy, John T x
Mlanus Electric Co xvi

Mica Insulator Co x
Mlller-KnoblockEl.M.Co.

Miscellaneous Advs xii

Monarch Fire AppL Co. . . 1

MononR.R xvlii

Munaell ACo., Eugene... x

National Carbon Co
National India Rubber Co. 1

National Tel. Equlpm. Co. xv
New York Ins. Wire Co... ix

Noblett,E.J
North Electric Co xiv
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.. ix

Ohio Electric Works xlii

OkonlteCo., The i

Oxide Battery Co i

Pacific Electric Co
Page, Chas. G xi

PalsteCo., H. T ix

Paragon Fan A Motor Co.

Perrizo A Sous xlx

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co xxll

Phillips, Eugene F xi

Phmips Ins'd Wire Co.... xl

Phoenix Glass Co 1

Phosphor-Bronze S. Co. xvill

Pittsburg A L.S. Iron Co. xlx
Pringle, Wm. T xxll

Queen A Co.,

Reislnger, Hugo iil

R. I. Teleph. A Elec. Co. xvi

Richmondt Conduit Co.. iv

Robertson A Sons, Jaa. L.

Rockwood Mfg. Co xx
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.

Rose Electric Co xii

Rosslter, MacGovern A Co. xlv
Roth Bros. A Co

Sage ABro., F. B xvi

Sargent Co., Tbe xix

Sargent A Lundy
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co
Schureman'A Hayden .... xll

Schwalm Co., Geo. F xl

Shelby Electric Co
Siemens A Halske Electric

Co. of America vll

Simplex Elect'al Co., The, 1

Smith Co., S. Morgan..

.

xl

Smith, PhUlp xvi

Speer Carbon Co I

Spies A Company 1

Sprague Electric Co 1

1

B4»9 ^mec^ Vi-

Standard TeL A El. Co.. xt
StandardUnderg.Cable Co. I

Stanley Electric Mfg.Co. .. ix

Stanley Instrument Co... x

Sterling A Son, W. C... xix

Sterling Electric Co xvi

Sterling Varnish Co., The 1

Stewart A Co., Frank H..

Stllwell-Blerce A Smlth-
ValleCo xix

Stow Mfg. Co
Stromberg-Carlson Tel.

Mfg. Co xiv
Sturtevant Co., B. F ixU
Swedish-Am. Tel. Co xv

Texas Arm A Pin Co ili
Thomas, Wilcox A Dietz. xyI
Torrey Cedar Co xlx.

United States Carbon Co. l

Varley Duplex Mag. Co, . .. xt
Viaduct Mfg. Co xvi
Vulcanized Fiber Co xxll

Wagner EL Mfg. Co U
Wagner, Herbert A i
Walsh's Sons A Co xii

Warner Electric Co., The
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co ix

Webster Chemical Co
Western Electric Co vU
Western El. Supply Co. . .

Western TeL Const. Co. .

.

xv
Westinghouse Electric A
Maaufactoring Co xx

Weston Elect'cal Inst, Co. I

Williams Bros xii

WOTceiter Co., a H xix
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ARC LAMPS, KNIFE SWITCHES, GLOBES, FLUSH PUSH,
AND SNAP SWITCHES, SHADES, CARBONS, RUBBER
COVERED WIRES, CORDS AND CABLES, ELECTRIC
LIGHTING SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

\A/R|-rE ROR RRIOES.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY, 139 Adams St, CHICAGO
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Belden System
. . OF . .

Arc Lighting
Possesses features which appeal to

every conservative buyer of arc
lamps. It will burn the greatest

umber of hours without attention,

will deposit the least amount of

; ashes on inner globe.

WORKMANSHIP,
SIMPLICITY,
DURABILITY,
LIFE OF CARBON

and the many other features found
only in our lamp account for its

popularity.

BELDEN-LARWILL ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,
FT. ^A/A.VIMI IIM^^

AGENTS: M.B.AUSTIN & CO., 58 W. Van Bureo St., Chicago; C.t WILSON. 1000 Belz Bide
,

Pblladelpbla, Pa.; R.N. STEWART &C0., Denver, Colo.

We are now In a position to establish desirable agencies in all principal cities In this
and foreign countries.
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RICHMONDT CONDUIT CO.
• —

• MILW/VUK^EE US -A- • "

KENTUCKY

INCANDESCENT

LAMPS.
SAME PRICE TO ALL.

16 G. P., Barrel Lots, 17c. Each.

SPECIAL PRICES ON ANNUAL CONTRACTS.

KENTUCKY ELECTRICAL CO.,
Manufacturers KENTUCKY INCANDESCENT LAMPS,

MOTORS AND DYNAMOS. Owensboro, Ky.

New York Office,

No. 59 W. 661h St.,

New York, N. Y.

iE;©ii@l>i]-B^^©)5!l

©SWlPi^lNim

Boston Office,

No. 268
Massachuseltt

Ave.i Boston, Mftvii

Motors,

Motorcyofes,

Motorettas.

Soie Agents and
Licensed Manufacturers

in tbe United States of

America for

De DIon-Bouton

& Co.,

FRANCE.
Our New York Type Motorette, Weight 700 pounds.

Capacity 3 Persons. Price $ 1 ,200.00.
BIMPIilCITV, EASIIiV OPERATEO,

FI/EXIBII/ITT, PEBFECTI/Y COSITaOMBD,
lilGHTNESS, ABSOIilTTELV SAFE,

ii^TRENQTH, ABSENCE OF Alili OIli AND DIRT,
REi/iABiiiiT'ir, Ecoaiomir.

Not an EXPERIMENT, but a TRIED and PROVED SUCCESS.
Over2O,000 De DION-BOUTON MOTORS operating Motorcycles and

IV.otorettes.

GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY: CHURCH LANE AND 37TH ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

De Dion motor Supplies and Batteries Al'n'ays in Stock.

I———

—
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There is No Higher-Class India-Rubber Insulation
For Wires and Cables thanHABIRSHANA/

Authorized Manufacturers of the

ATTIX F-l_ \/^\ Rl

11
The India-Rubber and Gutta-Percha Insulating Co.,

MAIN OFFICE, Glenwood Works,

YONK\\ J. W. GODFREY, Manager Sales,
1 Cortlandt Street, N EW YORK . Y.

(10923)

i
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Columbia
Lamps....
QUALITY UNEXCELLED

Columbia Lamps embody all the features so essential to the satis-

factory and profitable operation of CENTRAL STATIONS and
ISOLATED PLANTS, namely: Full rated candlepower and initial

uniformity, high efficiency and maintenance of candlepower.

If you are not entirely satisfied with the lamp which you are using

at present, be persuaded by us to try a barrel of COLUMBIAS. You
will find them satisfactory in every respect.

Special lamps for series burning on ELECTRIC STREET RAIL-
WAY circuits.

Special prices to consumers on FUTURE DELIVERY ORDERS
for 1,000 lamps or more covering full annual requirements.

Central Electric Co., saies Agents

264-266=268=270 Fifth Avenue, CHICAGO, U. S. A.

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S

Series Alternating Street System,

Constant Current Transformers

and Enclosed Arc Lamps.

Series Incandescent Lamps can be operated on the same

circuits with the arc lamps because the transformers do not

''pump" at full load.

The Lamp Circuits are entirely insulated from the primary

circuit.

12,000 Arc Lamps successfully operating from 290 trans-

formers in ij^ different stations.

GENERAL OFFICE: SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Chicago Office, Monadnock Bldg. Sales Offices in All Large Cities.
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STORAGE BATTERIES
FOR

CENTRAL STATIONS. STREET RAILWAYS
AND

ISOLATED PLANTS.
NO CAST PLATES. NO PERFORATIONS. NO APPLIED PASTE. NO

INFRINGEMENT.

HIGH EFFICIENCY. GREAT CAPACITY.
SUPERIOR ELECTRICAL CHEMICAL FORMATION.

HELIOS-UPTON COMPANY,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

STORAGE EATTEBT PLANT FOE LIGHTING KEaiDENCE OP U. N. HIQISBOTHAM, JOLIET, ILL, CHICAGO, ILL. PEABOPY, MASS.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
AnchoraCXeL&TelJPole).
Smith, Philip.

Annnnciators.
American Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co,
Garl Electric Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Arc I^amps.
Alden Electric Co.
American Electric Co.
Belden-Larwlll El. & Mf. Co.
Central Electric Co,
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
Qenerel Electric Co.
General Ino. Arc Lt. Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hello6-Upton Co.
Lea-Hooven MfR. Co.
Manhattan Gen'l Const. Co.
Rosslter, Mac Govern A Co.
Wefitem Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Weitinghonse El. &Mfg. Co.

Antomoblles.
DeDlon-Bouton MotoretteCo.

BabbittKetl and Solder.
Gr. Western Sm. and Refg.Co.

Batteries and Jars.
American Electric Co.
Central Electric Co,
RdlBon MtR. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Leclanche Battery Co.. The.
National Carbon Co.
Ohio Electric works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western llect. Supply Co.

BellB, Bnzcers, Bte.
American Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Garl Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

BeltDresslns.
Leather Preseryer Mfg. Corp.

Beltlnff.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Leather Prestrrer Mfg. Corp.

Bloirerfl.
Fuller Co., The.
SinrteTtntCo., B. P.

Boilers.
Chicago House-Wrecking Co.

Bnoka , ElectrlcaL
Bloctrician Publishing Co.

Brldses and Bnlldlnss
(Steel).
American Bridge Co.

BmslieR.
Becker Bros.
Central Electric Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hoban Elec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Flbre-Graphlte Co.
S4ee ABro.. F. B.

CaTdcfl (See Insulated Wires.)
CableB,Klectrlc(See Insu-

Ulcd wlrea),Copper,8heet
and Bar.
Amerloan Elec. Worki.
AnMrlcan Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.

Kew York Ine.WlreCo.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Sundard Underground C. Co.
Weitern Elect, bupply Co.

CarbonK>PoLntH dcPlates
American Electric Co.
Centra! Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

National carbon Co.
Relslnger. Hugo.
Bpeer Carixtn Co.
United States Carbon Co.

WMtern Elect, Supply Co.

CaatlnsH.
Sar«(:nt Co., 'I'lie,

Smith Co., 8. Morgan,

Chains.
Jeffrey Mf«. Co.
Link Bell Machinery Co,

Olrcnlt Breakers.
Culler Elec, 4t Mfg. Co.

Coal A Ashes Handllns
Uachlnery.
Jeffrey Ufx. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Colls and Hasnets.
Mlll*ir- Knol.lock El. Mfa. CO,
Varln? UiiDlez Mafmet Co.

CoiorlDK [Inc. Lamp).
W^ebiter Cbemlcal Co,

Comnoand,
Dearborn Drug AChem.Wks.
McLennan* Co., K.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Condnlt and Conduits.
American Electric Co.
Amer. Vitrified Conduit Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
McRoy, John T.
Rlchmondt Conduit Co.
Sprague Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Connectors and Termi-
nals (Patent).
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Mclntire Co.. The C.

Constmction & Repairs.
American Electric Co.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors and Electric
Kilght Plants.
American Electric Co.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec, Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Siemens <t Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Wagner El^c. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec, Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
WestlnghouseElec.A Mfg.Co.

Copper "Wires.
American Electric Co.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Bridgeport Braes Co.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkonIteCo.,The
Phillips InsulatQd Wire Co.
Roebllng'fl Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Corresmpidenee Schools
Elec. Engineer Corr. Tnat.
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Cross-Amis, Pins and
Brackets.
Blae Ridge Locust Pin Co.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indpls. Arm, Brack, APlnCo,
Leavltt, R. H.
Texas Arm & Pin Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cnt-Onts and Switches.
American Electric Co.
BoBsert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
D. i W. Fuse Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Elec. Co,
General Inc. 4rc Light Co.
Hill, W, S., Electric Co.
PalstcCo., JI. T.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.

" of America,
Wagner Klec. Mfp. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect, Supply Co,
Wcstlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

CntH.
Franklin Kng. A Electro Co.

l>ynnnioH and Motors.
American Electric Co.
Uullock Klec. Mfe. Co.
flontral Electric Co.
Chlcat'O Jlouse Wrecking Co.
Orockor-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayno Elec. Wks,, Inc.
Cenorai Electric Co. *

Generul Inc. Arc Light Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
ITobart Elec. MfR. Oo.
KentuckyJClectrlcal Co.
Nortliorn Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
ROHC Electric Co.
Rosftltcr, Mac Govern & Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Schnreman A Hayden.

''or Alphmlootl

Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Sturterant Co., B. F.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electric Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Williams Bros.

Eleetric Rallirays.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Siemens A Halske ElectricCo.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Electrical and JUeohanl-
cal Engineers.
Bain, Foree,
Eurch, Edward P.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Humphrey, Henry H.
Illinois Maintenance Co.
Sargent A Lundy.
Wagner, Herbert A.

Electrical Instmments.
American Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wka., Inc.
General ElectricCo.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Queen A Co.
Sage A Bro., P. B.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.

of America.
Stanley Electrical Mfg. Co.
Stanley Instrument Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electro-Platlnff lllaeh*y.
BeslyAOo., Chas. H.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.

ElcTators-ConTeyors,
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Entrlnes, Steam.
Ball Engine Co.
Camp Engineering Co,
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Sturterant Co., B. F.

Exh'stSteam Apparatus.
American District Steam Co.

Fan Ontflts.''
American Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Edleon Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Fuller Co., The.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Siemens A Halske ElectricCo.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

FUes.
Barnett Co., G. A H.

Fire Extinsnishers.
Monarch Fire Appliance Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Forces.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fnses and Fuse IVlre.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Central ElectricCo.
Chicago Fuse Wire A Mfg.Co.
D. A W. Fuse Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Mclntire Co., The C.
Western Elect, Supply Co.

Gears.
Besly A Co., Chas, H.

Cieneral Elec. Supplies.
Anxirlcan I'lloctrlc Co.
Alden Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago EdiHon Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Uarl Electric Co.
fioneral Electric Co.
IIodKe-Walsh El. Eng. Co.
Mlaniin Electric Co.
(^)hlo Electric Works,
Stewart A Co., Frank TI.

Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Globes and Electrical
Glassvrare.
Holophane Glass Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Besiy A Co., Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Flbre-Graphlte Co.

Heaters (Feed Water),
Kelley A Son, Benj. F.

Beating and TentUatiuff
Apparatus.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Holders, Inc. IJamp.
Crescent Mfg. Co.
Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Co,

Stewart A Co., Frank H.
I nsulators and Insnlat-
ins^Iaterlals.
Akron Stnoklng Pipe Co.
American Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Mica Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
Kartavert MIg. Co.
Mica InsuTatOT Co.
MuneellA Co., Eugene,
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Okonlte Co^The.
Palste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C, Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—91affnet W^ires.
Alden Electric Co.
American Electric Co.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co,
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
India Rubber & Guttapercha
Insulating Co.

Kellogg Swltchb. A Sup. Co.
Miller-Knoblock El. Mfe. Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated WlreCo.
Ohio Electric Works.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips, Eugene F.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elect. Const. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

I^amps, Incandescent.
American Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edlaon Co.
Colonial Electric Co.
Edison Decorative A Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Ce.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
General Inc. Lamp Co.
Kentucky Electrical Co,
Ohio F.lectrlc Works.
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co.
Shelby ElectricCo.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co,
Weatinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

I^iffhtnlns: Arresters.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Central ElectricCo.
Electric Appliance Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General ElectricCo.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co,

liinemen^s Climbers.
Klein A Ron, Mathias.

Sfot^ict Wires.
(Seelnuulatod Wires,)

Mechanical Machinery.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L.
Stilwell-Blerce Smith-Valle.

Meters.
Diamond Meter Co.
Fort Wayne Elec. Wrks. Inc.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Mica.
Chicago Mica Co.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus, Elec.
Crocker-Wneeier Company.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Motors — See Dynamos and
Motors.

Packing.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Robertson A Sods, Jas. L,

Patent Attorneys.
Johnston, Thomas J.
Page, Chas. G.

Phosphor Bronjse.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.,Ltd.

Platinum Bonsht and
Sold.
Baker A Co.
Gt.West. Sm. and ReflnlngCo.

Poles.
Berthold A Jenningi.
Davis ASiltt Co.
Firkins & Co., O. W.
Fowler, John H.
Llndsley Bros. Co.
Matlby Lumber Co.
Perrlzo A Sons.
Pittsburg A L. S. Iron Co.
Sterling A Son. W. C.
Torroy Cedar Co.
Worcester Co., C. H.

Porcelain.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Po'wev Transmission
Machinery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Bierce Smith-Valle.

Pulleys,
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Rockwood Mfg. Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
StilweU-Blerce Smitb-Valle.

Rail Bonds.
American Steel A Wire Co.

Bailway Signals.
Garl Electric Co.

Refiners.
Gt. West. Sm. and Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.
Farles Mfg. Co.
Klemm A Co.

Re-Wlndins—Repairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Armature Works.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Bug. Co.
Rose Electric Go.
Rosslter, Mac Govern & Co.
Schureman A Hayden.

Rheostats.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Sage A. Bro., F, B.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Second-Hand Mach'y.
Alexander, Thomas.
Bender, lieor^'e.

Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Illinois Maintenance Co.
Rose IClectrlc Co.
Rosslter, Mac Govern A Co.
Schureman A Hayden.
Walsh's Sons A Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.
Farles Mfg. Co.
Klemm A Co.
PhcIUc ElectricCo.

Solderlnff Flux.
Cream Flux Co.

Sparkiner Plne^.
Crest Manufacturing Oo.

Sneakins Tubes.
Central Electric Co.

o«l Ind^x of A.<M-^mr'^immrr%mr%^m S»9 ^m^m

Electric Appliance Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chas. H,
Lintner, Wm. T.
Queen A Co.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co

Sprines.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Barnes Co., The Wallace.
ManrosB, F. N.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co,
Electric Storage Battery Co.

'

Gould Storage Battery Co.
Helios-Upton Co.
Oxide Battery Co.

Structural Iron Work.
American Bridge Co.

Tapes, Insuiatlne.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Cd.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Sfvitcb-
boards.
American Electric Co.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American El. Telephone Co.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. A Elec. Co.
Chicago Telephone Sup. Co.
Couch A Seeley Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Supply Co.
Garl Electric Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co
Kansas City Tel. Mfg Co.
Kellogg Switchb. A Sup Co
Kokomo Tel A El. Mfg. Co.
Kusel, D.A..Tel. A El. Mfg.Co.
Mlanus Electric Co.
National Tel. Equlpm. Co.
North Electric Co.
R. I. Telephone A Elec. Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Co.
Sterling Electric Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tel. M.Co
Swedish-American Tel. Co.
Thomas, Wilcox A DIetz.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Warner Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western Tel. Const. Co.

Tools.
Klein A Son, Mathlaa.

Transformers.
Alden Electric Co.
American Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.
General ElectricCo.
Gregory Electric Co.
Rose Electric Co.
Rosslter, Mac Govern A Co.
Siemens A HalskeElectric Co.
of America.

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg, Co.

TurblneAW^aterWheelB.
Leffel ACo.. Jas.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
StIlwell-BIerce Smith- Valle.

Tarnishes.
Sterling Varnish Co.

Tnlcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Wire, Bare.
American ElectricCo,
American Steel A WlreCo.
Besly A Co.. Chas, H.
Central ElectricCo.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phllllna Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J, A.
Standard Underground 0. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electrical Sup. Co.

WoodworkJClectrlcal*
Noblett. E. J7

X-Ray Outfits,
Qneen A Co,
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THE

HOLLY

SYSTEM
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SNUFF
IT OUT!
THIS TERRIBLE LOSS,

as you would a candle, by

adopting the Holly Sys-

tem, which utilizes your ex-

haust steam (now wasted)

for general heating purposes,

and enables you to sell same

for three times the cost of

production, thus securing

your electric current at the

station free of cost.

Our pamphlet explains our

plan. Send for it.

AMERICAN DISTRICT

STEAM CO.,

LOCKPORT, N. Y.

MfDtfon Westfrn E'ectriclan.

Siemens and Halske

Electric Company
of America.

Repair Parts Furnished for

All Apparatus of Our Manufacture.

Address florae Office, FORT WAYNE, IND.

OR ANY OF THE FOLLOWING BRANCH OFHCES:

BOSTON, MASS., 518 Exchange Building.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., JOI The Bourse.

SYRACUSE, N.Y., 717 Dillaye Building.

PITTSBURG, PA., 902 Fifth Avenue.

aNCINNATI, OHIO, 402 Neave Building.

ST. LOUIS, MO., 8J5 Lincoln Trust Building.

CHICAGO, ILL., 623 Marquette Building.

ST. PAUL, MINN., 615 Germania Life Building.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., 230 Houseman Building.

ATLANTA, GA., 8 South Broad Street.

C<Cf«/WOC«OC8»:8»SXP:8»r8»2C8SSC83C830C9SC9»:«?»^^

BATTERIES
FOR EVERY PURPOSE.

Mll''^'

'^01 Denial/'"...!'^

WESTERN DRY,

BAG BATTERY,

ECONOMY CARBON,

EDISON LA LANDE,

NUNQESSER,

GORDON,

BUNSEN,

ORENET,

FULLER,

SAMPSON,

LE CLANCHE,

MESCO DRY,

PHCENIX DRY,

0. K. DRY,

1900 DRY.
No. ^ BAQ BATTERY.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAQO. NEW YORK.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC COMPANY, £t. Paul, ninn.. Northwestern Agents.

ST. LOUIS OFFICE, 10 Security BulldlDE, St. Louis, Mo.

ANTWERP,
33 Rue Boudewyns. Bridge Cbamberd, 171 QueeoVlctorla

St., B. C, and North Woolwich, B.

PARIS,

46 Avenue de Brateall,
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Electrician Publishing Co.'s

ELEMENTARY TEXTBOOKS ON
ELECTRICITY.

(COI^TINUED.)

Electricity in Daily I<ife. A popular Account

of the Science and Application of Electricity to

Every-Day Uses. With 120 Illustrations. Svo,

cloth. New I'orli. 1S90 ?3.00

Contents: Electricity in the Service of ilan. The
Electric Motor. The Electric Railway. Lighting.
The Telegraph. Cable Laying. Electricity In War-
fare. In the Household. Applied to the Human
Body.

Ferguson, R. M, Electricity. New edltioD. 12mo,

cloth ?1.50

Fleming-, J. A. Short Lectures to Electrical Arti-

sans. A course of Experimental Lectures delivered

to n Practical Audience. Fourth edition. 74 illus-

trations. 12mo, cloth $1.50

Foster, G. C, und Atkinson, E. Elementary

Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism. Founded
on Jouoert's "Traite Elementairc d'Electricitc."

12mo, cloth ?2.25

Haskins, C. C. Electricity Made Simple, 233

pages, 103 illustrations, cloth, $1.00; paper

covers 50.50

-A valuable, non-technical work for those whose
opportunities for gaining Information on the branches
treated have been limited.

HaiTlvinSf A'. New Catechism of Electricity. A
Practical Treatiss Relating to the Dynamo and

. Motor, Wiring, The Electric Railway, Eell Fitting,

etc., etc. Red leather, pocketbook form. 95 illus-

trations 52.00

Hotiston, E. J., and. Ivennelly, A. E. Algebra

Made Easy ?0.75

Honston, E. J., and Kennelly, A. E. Elec-

trical Engineering Leaflets, Three Grades: Ele-

mentary, Intermediate and Advanced. Svo, cloth.

New York, 1S95. 3 volumes, each ?l.nO

Honston, E. J., and ICennelly, A. E. Elec-

tricity made easy by Simple Language and Copious

Illustrations. 12mo, cloth. New York, 189S. .51-50

Honston, E. J. Electricity and Magnetism. Being

a Series of Advanced Primers of Electricity. 115

illustrations. 12mo, cloth ?1.00

Honston, E. J.^ and Kenuelly, A. E. Elec-

tro-Magnetism. (Elementary Electro-Technical Se-

ries). 16mo, cloth. Illustrated $1.00

Jamieson, A. Elementary Manual of Magnetism

and Electricity. Specially arranged for the use of

First-Year Science and Art Department and other

Electrical Students. With numerous illustrated ex-

periments and examination questions. Third edi-

tion. 12mo. cloth $1.25

Kennelly, A. E., and Wilkinson, H. D.
Practical notes for Electrical Students. Vol. I.,

Laws, Units and Simple Measuring Instruments.

Svo, cloth $2.50

Knott, C. G. Electricity and Magnetism. Element-

ary Course. Adapted to the Syllabus of the South

Kensington Science Department. ]2mo. cloth.. $0.75

Larden, W. Electricity for Public Schools and Col-

leges. With 215 illustrations and a Series of Ex-

amination Papers with Answers. Second edition.

22nio, cloth $1.75

Maxirell, J. Clerk. An Elementary Treatise on

Electricity., Edited by Wm. Garnett. Svo. .$2.00

Maycock, W. Perren, A First Book of Elec-

tricity and Magnetism, for the use of Elementary
Science and Art Engineering Students, and gen-

eral readers. Illustrated. Svo. cloth $0.60

Maycock, W. Perren. Electric Lighting and
Power Distribution. An Elementary Manual for

Students preparing for the Ordinary Grade Ex-
amination of the City and Guilds of London In-

stitute. Part I. With Original Questions, and
Unled Pages for Notes. 123 illustrations and Dia-

grams. 12mo, paper $0.75

Maycock, W. Perren. Part II. of above. 12mo,

paijor $1.00

Maycock, "W. Perren. Part III. of above. (Final.)

12mo, paper $0.75

Meadowcroft, W. H. The A, B, C of Electricity.

3C illuBtratloDS. 12mo, clotb $0.5w

M II I er, W, A. Magnetism and Electricity Static.

Dynamic, Electro-Magnetn. Thermo, Animal, etc.

Svo. cloth $1.50

Morro'w, J. F,, and Reld, Tliorbnrn. Arith-

metic of Magnetism and Electricity. lOmo, cloth.

Lynn, Maas., J8!)3 $1.00

Murdock, Lieut. J. B., U. S. IV. NotCB on Blcc-

trlclty and Miigoetlum. Designed aa a companlou

to S. P. ThompBon'a Elementary LesHons. With
JllUHtratloDfi, ICmo, cloth. $0.00

PKRT :^i.

Aicliols, EdTvard 1.. A Laboratory Manual of

Physics and Applied Electricity. In two volnmes.

Vol. I. Junior Course in General Physics, by Ernest

Merritt and Frederick J. Rogers. 294 pages. 307

illustrations. Svo, cloth $3.00

Vol. II. Senior Courses and Outline of Advanced
Work, bv George S. Moler, Frederick Bedell. Homer
K. Hotchkiss, Charles P. Matthews and E. N.
Nichols. 454 pages. 245 illustrations. 8vo, cloth.
New York, IS&i $3.25

Xoad, H. M. The Student's Text Book of Elec-

tricity. A new edition, carefully revised by W. II.

I'reece. Svo, cloth. Illustrated $4.0i>

Overend, J. Elementary Experiments in Magnetism
and Electricity. Second edition. I8mo. paper. 50.'10

Poyser, A. "W. Magnetism and Electricity. With
235 diagrams and Illustrations, and a set of exer-

cises at the end of each chapter. Third edition.

12mo, cloth §0.80

Slingo, W., and Brooker, A. Problems and
Solutions in Elementary Electricity and Magnetism,
With 67 original Illustrations. 12mo, cloth.. $0.75

Sloane, T. O'Connor, and Others. Questions

and Answers About Electricity. A First Book for

Students. Theory of Electricity and Magnetism.
Edited by E. T, Bubler, Second. 12mo, cloth.

Illustrated. New York, 1892 $0.50

Stevrart, R. "W. An Elementary Text Book of

Magnetism and Electricity. 150 illustrations and
numerous examples. 12mo, cloth $1.50

SteTrart, R. W". A Text Book of Magnetism and

Electricity. 160 illustrations and numerous ex-

amples. 12mo, cloth $1.00

Tarn, H. C. Magnetism and Electricity for the Use
of Students in Schools. 12mo, cloth , $0.80

Tlionipson, SilT-anns P. Elementary Lessons In

Electricity and Magnetism. 12mo, cloth. Illustrated.

New edition, revised throughout, with additions.

$1.50

TlioiupsOn, Silvauns P. Notes on Electricity and
Magnetism, Designed as a companion to the above.

By J. E. Murdoek, U. S. N. 16mo, cloth ..$0.60

Thomson, J. J. Elements of the Mathematical
Theory of Electricity and Magnetism. 12mo, cloth.

$2.00

Trevert, Edvcard. Electricity for Students.

]2mo, cloth- Illustrated. Lynn, Mass., 1895..$1.00

This work explains In simple language the the-
ory and practical application of Electricity up to
date, and will be found invaluable to everybody
who Is Interested in this mysterious force.

Tumlirz, Dr. Potential, and its application to the

explanation of Electrical Phenomena. Translated

by D. Robertson, H. D. 12mo, cloth $1.50

Tnrner, H. H. A Collection of Examples on Heat
and Electricity. 12mo, cloth $0.75

Walnisley, R. M. The Electric Current. How
produced and how used. With 379 illustrations.

12mo, cloth $3.00

Watson, A. E. Electrician's Handy-Book of Useful

Information. Illustrated. 523 pages. Clotb..$2.50

Compiled from the works of many standard au-
thorities with large number of rules and tables.

Wormell, R. Magnetism and Electricity. An Ele-

mentary Text Book for Students. Revised and en-

larged edition. 12mo. cloth $1.25

HISTORY AND BIBLIOGRAPHY OF
ELECTRICITY.

Aduuis, Geo. An Essay on Electricity, explaining

the Principles of that Useful Science, etc., etc.

Svo. with plates. Old sheep. London, 1792

fscarce) 51-00

Barrett, J. P. Electricity at th6 Columbian Ex-

position. Including an account of the exBIbits in

the Electricity Building, the Power Plant in Ma-
chinery Hall, the Arc and Incandescent Lighting

of the Grounds and Buildlnga, the Transmission of

Power for the Operation of Machinery, the Sub-

way and Conduit, Electric Fountain, Search Lights,

Intramural Road, Electric Launches, Electric Ele-

vators, Lighting of the Ferris Wheel, Corona

Lighting of the Manufactures Building, etc. Svo,

cloth. Numerous illustrations $2.50

Benjamin, Park. The Age of Electricity. From
Amber-soul to Telephone. 12mo, cloth $2.00

Benjankin, Park. 'The Intellectual Rise in Elec-

tricity. A History. Svo, cloth, with portraits. $3.00

The object of this work is to show how the
knowledge of electncfty came into the world, and
how it developed from the mere conception of an
leolated effect—the attraction exerted by the mag-
net upon Iron, or by amber upon dust—to the rec-
ognition of a groat force pervading the whole
pnyBlcal universe.

Brennan, M. S. A Popular Exposition of Elec-

tricity; with Sketches of some of Its Discoverers.

12mo, cloth $0.75

Cavendish, H. Electrical Researches. Edited by

J. Clerk Maxwell. Svo, cloth. Cambridge, 1879.

$4.50

Cooke, Sir "W. F. Extracts from the Private Let-

ters of the late Sir William Fotherglll Cooke, re-

lating to his invention of the electric telegraph.

Also a memoir by Latimer Clark, with portrait.

Svo, cloth .<J1.25

DensloTT, O. B., and J. M. Parker. Lives of

Thos. A. Edison and Samuel F. B. Morse. Por-

traits. 12mo, cloth $0.50

Dickson, W. K. L., and Autonia. Life and In-

ventions of Thomas Alva Edison. With Draw-
ings and Photographs. 4to, cloth... $4.50

Faraday, fll. Experimental Researches in Elec-
tricity. 3 volumes. Svo, clgtli. London, 1839-55.

$20.00

Francis, G. Electrical Experiments. Svo, cloth.

London, 1844 $2.50

Franklin, Ben. Experiments and Observations on
Electricity, made at Philadelphia, with his Let-
ters and Papers on Philosophical Subjects. Fifth
edition. Quarto, many plates. London, 1774.

(Scarce).

Frith, H., and Ra^vson, S. Coil and Current; or,

the Triumphs of Electricity. Svo, cloth. Illus-

trated $1.25
Gilbert, William. De Magnete. On the Loadstone

and Magnetic Bodies and on the Great Magnet the
Earth. A New Physiology, Demonstrated with
many Arguments and Experiments. A Translation
by P. Fleury Mottelay. Portrait and numerous
Illustrations. Svo, cloth $4.00

Heap, Major D. P. Electrical Appliances of the
Present Day. Being a Report on the Paris Elec-
trical Exhibition of ISSl. Svo, cloth, fully Illus-

trated $2.00
Hering-, Carl. Electricity at the Paris Exposition

of 1889. Svo, cloth. 250. pages and 62 Illustrations,

.$2.00

Honston, B. J. Electricity One Hundred Tears Ago
and To-day. Illustrated. New York, 1894 $1.00
Embracing the progress made by electric science

practically from Its birth to the present day, this
work will be found of unusual interest in tracing
the various steps by which the distinctively mod-
ern science has reached Its present pre-eminent
position.

Jeans, Wm. T. Lives of the Electricians; Tyndall,
Wheatstone and Morse. First series. 12mo, cloth.

$2.25
Kenyon, E. C. Thos. A. Edison, The Telegraph

Boy Who Became a Great Inventor. 12mo, cloth.

London, 1897 $0.50
Lodg-e, Oliver J. Modern Views of Electricity.

With illustrations. 12mo, cloth $2.00
Lodf^c, Oliver J. The Work of Hertz and some

of his successors. Being the Substance of a Lec-
ture delivered at the Royal Institution, June 1,

3894. With additions and appendices. Svo, cloth.

Fully illustrated. With steel-plate portrait $1.00
Martin. T. C. Inventions, Researches and Writings

of Nitola Tesla. With special reference to his work
in polyphase currents and high potential lighting.

Svo, cloth. 600 pages. 300 illustrations. Second
edition $7.50

May, G. A Bibliography of Electricity and Mag-
netism, 1860 to 1S83. With special reference to

Electro-Technics. Svo, cloth $2.50

3IcClnre, J. B. Edison and his Inventions, with
Full Explanations of the Telephone. Phonograph.
Tasemeter, Electric Light and all his Principal

Discoveries, etc. 12mo, cloth. Illustrated $1.00

Mendenliall, T. C. A Century of Electricity. Sec-

ond edition. Illustrated. 16mo, cloth $1.25

OMterbers, Max. Synopsis of Current Electrical

Literature, complied from Technical Journals and
Magazines during 1805. Svo, cloth $1.00

Priestly, J. History and Present State of Elec-

tricity, with Original Experiments. 2 volumes, calf.

London, 1769. (Scarce.)

Siemens, Sir W. von. Scientific Works. A col-

lection of papers and discussions. Edited by E. T.

Bamber. 3 volumes. Svo, cloth $15.00

Siemens, Sir "W, von. Personal Recollections of.

Translated by W. C. Coupland. Portrait. Svo,

cloth $5.00

Singer, Geo. J. Elements of Electricity and Elec-

tro-Chemistry. Svo. calf. London. 1814 (scarce).

$4.00

(To be Continued.)

Any electrical book published sent on receipt of price. Send for complete catalog.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., = 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.
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Dearborn
Drug and CKiemical ^A/orl«8,
^abora-torios-•"^A^a-ber Chemls'ts.
Vegetiable Boiler Compounds.

ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES. WATERS FREE. OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS.
29, 30, 31. 32 and 33 RlALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

IMPROVED

WARREN
ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO

Alden Electric Co.
(Formerly Alden & Co.)

WILL OCCUPY THEIR BUILDING AT

52 and 54 W. Van Buren St., Chicago,
on and after October ist and will have in stock

All Lines of General Electric Supplies.

"VcTcrr- Insulated Wires and Cables. w:iCro".T;

PITTSBURG TRANSFORMERS. "L.-H." ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS.

UP-TO-DATE ELECTRICAL GOODS.

This Trade=MarkRofrue"s, u7ilTil%
Branches, Edison Cut-Outi

ZMp Guarantees Satisfaction
Switches, etc. . -i .

—^.,^^^-^^^.^^^_
PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO, CHICAQO.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT CO.,
Factory and General Offices: 672-578 FIRST AVENUE, NEW YORK.

Trade ^^ I Mark.

Manufacturers of HIGH-GRADE ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
WHITE FOn ATTRACTIVE BULLETLr^S.

CHICAGO. ILL.. 48 West Jackson Boulevard. I

PHlLADELPflLA, FA., 522 Drexel Baildlag.
BOSTON. MASS.. 31 Milk Street.

ST. LOUIS, MO.. 638 Century Bulldlog.
CLEVELAND. OHIO, 39-*7 Bast Prospect Street.
MILWAUKEE, WIS., 408nihleln BuildinR.

|

MINNEAPOLia MINN.,
DENVER. COLO..
CINCINNATI. OHIO,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.,
CHARLOTTE. N. C-,

516 Guaranty Buildinir.
621 leth Street.

57 Perln Building.
598Parrott Building.
T. M. C. A. Building.

EXPORT DEPARTMENT, N. T., 572-578 First Ave.

'fil.^W-i

m^'^^

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

ia-17 DtrUu4ltt.,H(« Yiit.
RANCHES: I CHICAGO:

1 «2« Otirligrii tL
BOSTON: SAN FRANCISCO:

71 Fl«f«t BalKlH'

* ****»• * •' ^^ ^^ m on the way to your office.

It's a good subject, pregnant with possibilities of better work and larger

profits. If you have decided to discard the expensive, inefficient,

out-of-date lines of shafting and the loose pulleys and wobbling

hangers, it means that you have absorbed some of the progressive

spirit of the day—have probably recognized the economy and conveni-

ence of electric drive—and—well, write to us about it. Ask all the

questions you please. We are ready and anxious to answer or to be of

service in any way. We build all sizes of Generators and Motors for

either Alternating^ or Direct Current.

The "S. K. C. " and Northern systems are unequaled for simplicity

of design and thorough reliability.

TRANSFORMERS. INSTRUMENTS. SWITCHBOARDS.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

I PITTSFIELD, HASS.

Lb III II <4>^~B+4*^^4

NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,

MADISON, WIS.
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WE DO! WE DO!
We sell and guarantee Gutmann Wattmeters. They

are winning in every competitive test. The big users

are buying them. We are enthusiastic because we
have, in the Gutmann, our idea of a perfect alternating

current integrating wattmeter.

HAVE YOU OUR LITTLE BOOK "SKEPTICISM"?

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY, Chicago,

Fuses. Fuse Blocks.

No. 8S. Lightning Arrester.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC FUSE CO.,
345-347 S. CINIL ST., CliiCACO, iLL.

INDIA a AMBER

EMPIKE 4 MIC
l%«ilH.ATEI> -.pa
Cluths.inil l'.i|i(T». /Jlf-

COIVIPOIJIMD

IN AMY SHAPE OR PATTERN.
EutteiiCiMunsell.sCo.' Mica liisiilatorCo

PERFECT,'

INSULATOR
il7lakcSt.

ENGINEERING.HERBERT A. WAGNER,
Consulting Engineer

Raiiway Ligiiling and Power Piants,

415 LOCUST ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

STANLEY A. C. WATTMETERS.
Permanent Accuracy Guaranteed.

STANLEY INSTRUMENT CO.,
New York: 146 Broadway.
San Francisco: 31-33 New Montgomerv St.

Canada: The Royal Electric Co., Montreal and

RHEOSTATS
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. CO.,
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

The Largest and Oldest Man u facturers of Rheo-
stats in the World.

Crest

Manufacturing

Co.,
Cambridgeport, Mass.

GASOLINE MOTORS
AND

SPARKING PLUGS.

Send your Book Orders to

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

510 Marquette Uliltr.. Chicaso.

HAZARD MANUFACTURING CO.,

Wires and Gables.
HIGH-GRADE RUBBER'

COVERED,
WEATHERPROOF

Sbnbbal Office and Works,
WUkesbarre. Pa.

MAGNET, OFFICE, ANNUNCIATOR WIRE
New York Officb,

50 Dey St.

Chicago Office,
1201-2 Marquette Bldg

Gale's Commutator
Compound.

Tlie Only Article T|iat Will Prevent Sparking.

Will keep the Commutator In good condition and prevent cutting. Absolutely will not gum the brushes.

SOc. per stick. 85.00 per dozen Send 5l>c. for trial stick.

FOR SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES OR

K. Mclennan & co„
Sole Jllaniifactnrers,

900, 100 TTasItlngton Street, CHICAGO.

American Vitrifled ConM Company,
MANUFACTTJREKB OF

VITRIFIED SALT GLAZED
UNDERGROUND AND INTERIOR CONDUITS.

Contractors for Complete Installation
of Co.ndult Systems.

General Offices: 39 Cortlandt St., N. Y.

Henry H. Humphrey,
Consulting
Electrical Engineer.

Central Lighting Stations,
Electric Power Transmission.

Suite 1305, Chemical Bldg., St. Louis.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
e——MAHUFACTUREIRiS OF -^

8TGEI. OUTLET Al^D JUNCTION BOXES,
•WITOHBOABDS, PAlTEIi BOARDS, SWITOHS0, KVe

JOHN T. McROY
302 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

138 WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO

COAL AND ASHES HANDLING
MACHINERY, SHAFTING. PULLEYS.

CLUTCHES, PATENT MACHINE-MOULDED
ROPE SHEAVES, ETC.

CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION.

LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO.,
Engineers. Founders, Machinists.

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

CREAM FLUX
AS ABSOmTEIiY NON-CORBOSITE INSUI/ATINe
soLiueaisiu fi,iix fob ali. ketai^s.
ContalQs no acid or any element Injurious to electrical connections.

ENDORSED BY THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS AND ALL USERS.

YOU CAN make more than double the number of perfect connections In one-half the time
with C^eam Flux than you can with the same amount of any other flux. Put up In cans at
iSc. 26c., 50c. and 75f;. Special prices In fjuantliy. Send 15c. for trial box. We guarantee
It aotJ It aot satlstactory money will be refunded.

THIS Xa WHAT 09fE USEK HAS TO SAY OF IT:
a A FTER havtnK tried the various Holder(oB8alt8 on the market, and after giving
•** C-eam Flux Bovere tCHtn on heavy cable connections, and on the finest sin

flexible dron cord work, we can safely Hay It meets all claims you make for It. I consl
one of the best over olTercd for nalo. Very truly

"Per J. H. OoehBt, Constr. Supt. CHICAGO EDISON CO,

FOB SAIiE BT ALL HUPPLV HOCSEB OB

your
stranded

I consider It

CREAM FLUX CO.,
Sols Minufaotufori,

100 Washington St., CHICAGO.

General Electric Company's
SINGLE AND DOUBLE FOCUS TUBES are the Standard
X-Ray Tubes. They are made from the best

quality of materials, with superior workmanship.
Special forms have long terminals, reinforced an-

odes and improved details.

Send for Catalogue No. 9050.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND MINIATURE
LAMP DEPARTMENT,

HARRISON, N. J.
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mJinK H. PHILLIPS, PnEaiDCHT.
». H. WAOCNSCIL, Tnruupicp.

e. noWLANS ^XIE.LiP3, VKic-PRCa.
e. n. RtEUiMOTon. jn., sze.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
FBOVIDEJrCK, B. I.

BARE AE INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE.
ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

Nxw TOBS Stobe, W. J. Witson, 26 Cortlandl St.
Ohioaoo Stobb, F. E. Donalioe, 241 Madlion St.
MoiTTBKAL Bbanoh, BufenB F. Fhllllpi' ElMtrloU Wotki.

aiN orriCES and racTOPirs. puiLl.i»"ti>Btc. i> i

CHAS. O. F»AOE,
PATENT ATTORNEY,

185 Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.,

Has attended to all of our patent matters con-

tinuously since 1891. Morsran & Wright, Chicago.

Six Years with General Electric Company.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,
Counsellor at Law,

No. 66 Broadway, - NEW YORK CITY.

Patent Causes. Patent Soliciting.

W. S. HILL ELECTRIC CO.,
NXSW BK]>FOB]>, MASS.

Leading manufacturers in the U. S. of

Switchboards, Panel Boards

and Knife Switches.
Write for Estimates. Send for Catalogue.

General Western Agents, CENTRIL ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.

t

THE LUNDELL

"SPLIT-POLE"

GENERATOR
Is so named because of the

peculiar construction of the

pole pieces. It is the most
efficient Generator on the
market. Its remarkable ad-

vantages are fully described
in our Catalogue No. 03100.
Free on application.

SPRACUE ELECTRIC CO.,
General Offices: 527-531 West 34th Street, NEW YORK.

cnicAao:
Fl5ber Building.

BOSTON:
375 Devonshire Street.

ST. LOUIS:
Security Building.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

"0. K."WeatlierproofWlre.

Sloff-Bnrning Weatherproof

and Slow-Burning Wire.

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Go.,
' Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.

PARAGON SPEED INDICATOR,
BALL BEARINGS,

NEW STYLE,

PERFECT,

ACCURATE.

XCLS ALL OTHERS.

Every Power User needs one, .a* Fits all centers.

Saves its cost price a hundred times in a year.

Write for prices and particulars, ji ^ ji ^

WM.T. LINTNER, gloversville, n.y.,u.s.a.
Please mention Western Electrician when writing.

WANTED "^rr
CEO. F. SCHWALM CO..

FOR SPOT CASH
BURNED OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND BASES.

Ff-ljhi i'ji<)..iii.i Hjgtie-,1 fri<-c= f;ii:i(;iiH'-''fi. '

HARRISON. N.J.

M'CORMICK TURBINE.
On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft.

Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Gives a higher percentage of useful effect than any other water-wheel
heretofore made. All sizes, right and left hand, are built from patterns per-
fected under systematic tests in the Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and those contem.
plating the improvemeDt of powers, will find it to their interest to confei
Witt) us, as we are willing to guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter what make of turbine has been In use. STATE REQUIREnENT^
AND SEND FOR CATALOQUB.

MOROAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.
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WANTED.
By well established incandescent lamp manu-

facturer, an energetic city salesman for city of

Chicaffo, Must be thoroughly familiar with
incandescent lamp trade. Address "LAMP,"
care Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago.

WANTED.
After January 1, 1901, a position paying $125

per month with opportunity for advancement
by young man with experience in managing
city' commercial iighting company: extensive
Chicago acquaintance. Address "J. K.," care

Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building,
Chicago.

WANTED TO BUY.
We are In the market for good second-hand

bigh-speed Automatic and Corliss engines. We
want several such at once. Write us, giving
full particulars.

CAMP ENGINEERING CO.,

1 8 South Canal Street, Chicago, III.

FOR SALE.
9Sxl2-inch Armlngton-Sims automatic en-

gine in good condition. Reasonforcbange: Too
small for its work. Address "AUTOMATrc."
care Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago.

FOR SALE.
An established electrical supply and contract-

ing business In the most promising city In the
United States. Steady business through entire

year. Will sell for two thousand dollars (S2.000),

if taken at once. Good reasons for selling.

Address "SUPPLY.'' care Western Klectrlcian,

510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

NOTICE.
We desire to correspond with parties having

articles requiring a high conductivity and
very tough copper, either with the idea of buy-
ing rights in the article or manufacturing un-
der contract Address "COPPER", care Western
Electrician, 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

WALSH'S SONS & CO.,
ISO Washington St., Newark. N. J.

SECOND-HAND
Dynamos and Motors.

We invite correspondence
witli those wishing to

buy or sell.

SCHUREMAN & HAYDEN,

140 S. Clinton St., Chicago.

ARMATURES.
2 60-light Western Electric, 10

ampere, each $150.00

1 45-li^ht Excelsior, 8 ampere.

.

7.5.00

1 30-light Excelsior, 10 ampTe. 75.00

1 25-light Excelsior, 12 ampere. 00.00

I 35-light Tlmmson-Houston, 10

ampere, ring type 125.00
1 20-light Brush, 10 ampere .. 60.00
2 ;i0-light Brush, lOampere, each 75.00
1 500-light Westicighouse, 1000

volt, brand new 100.00
1 120 E. W. General Electric,

2,000 volt 300.00

Rose Electric Co.. St Louis. Mo.

FOR SALE-A BARGAIN.
150 hard rubber ce Ls, 7x7xlOH Inches.

THOMAS ALEXANDER. 183 E. Randolph St.,

Chicago.

WE OFFER FOR IMMtDlATE SHIPMENT
2 100 K W.. 500-volt Edison bipolars.
1 75 K. W., General Electric. 500-volt, 4 pole.
1 120 K. W., A, S. type, General Electric Al-

ternator.
3 120 K. W.,A. type, General Electric Alter-

nators.
1 240 K. W., Stanley two-phase, 1,000 or 2,000

volts.

1 50 K. W., 2,000-volt, Siemens & Halske,
60 cycle.

1 65 Light, Brush Arc, 10 amperes.
1 40 Light, AVestern Electric Brush Arc.
1 600 H. P., Ball cross-compound engine, 20x

36x18.
1 200 H. P.. Ball, 12x22x16 Tandem com-

pound, with condenser.
1 175 H. P., Ideal, 12x20x14 Tandem com-

pound.
2 18^2x18 Ideal engines.
1 14H^15 Mcintosh & Seymour engine.

BOILERS, MOTORS, PUMPS.
Write for our latest price-list No. 40.

ILLINOIS MAINTENANCE COMPANY,
E. H. CHENbY, Hanaffer,

S04 nearborn Street. Chlc&eo.

Bargains in 60-Cycle Aiternating Motors.
30 H. P., 3-Phase. IIO-Voll, Q. E
10 «. P.. 3-PhaBe, liO-Volc, 0. B
5 H. P.. 3-Pbaae, llO-Voll, 0. E
5 H. P , Z-Pbasc, 200-Voll,WesllDtbouse.

Typel
I

3H.P.,2-PhaBe, ZOn-Vori, 0. E
. ' r 2H. P., 2-Ph»Be,2ciO.Voll, WesllnihoiKC..
. " I IM. P., 3.Pli.se. llO-Volt. G.E
. " t

I
5 1). P., 1-Pli«se, Wagner

Type I

. " C

Send for "Bargain Sheet," complete list of electrical machinery in stock.
Correspondence solicited to buy or sell.

GEO. BENDER, IBS Center Street, NEW YORK.

Thermostats and Vibratory Electric NIotors.
Especially constructed for Damper Ri.'gulators. Furnisbed to the trade only.

Send for descriptive matter and prices to

\A/tl.l-I.AI\/IS BV^^S , OKK.I<:\F, THRVAA'C^O CO., 7S. V

\A^I IRIIMO.
The satisfactory kind that brings your second order.

Armatures, transformers and fields rewound. Commutators refilled. Machintj
rebuilt. All work guaranteed. Low prices. Write us.

GENERAL ELECTRICAL REPAIR CO.,
L. O. Telephone, Main S1 14. I4r S.Clinton Street, CHICAGO-

MANUFACTURERS
BABBITT METAL, BAR, WIRE SOLDER,

PIG LEAD, INGOT COPPER. SPELTER, ETC.

GREAT WESTERN SMELTING AND REFINING GO

roTHERS
39-43

W. WASHINGTON ST.
CHICAGO.

REPAIRS
For Everything Electrical, including NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO.'S MACHINES.

Manufacturers
of the

Celebrated Pijrfection

Brushes
for Dynamos
and Motors.

iio.VoIt Incandescent Dynamos.

2 12-llght Edison, % K. W., Belf-oUers.

1 26-llght Wenstrom.
4 35-llght Glbbs, M. P., Blow speed, comp.,

brand new.

1 60-llght Hawkeye.
1 50-llght Nowotny, self-oiler.

1 so-light Card, multipolar, self-oiler, slow

speed, 1150 R. P. M.

1 50-lIght Crocker-Wboeler, slow speed.

self-oUer.

2 55-lIght Glbbs, M. P., compound, brand

new, moderate speed.

^ 65-llght Glbbs, M. P., compound, brand

new. slow speed, 1100 K. P. M.

1 55-llght Siemens & Halske, type B., M. P.,

slow speed, self-ollcr, brand

new.
1 60-llght Thomson-Houston.
1 60-llght Westlnghouse.

1 80-llght Siemens & Halske, type L. H.,

self-oiler, brand new.
2 80-llght Siemens & Halske, Ironclad type,

M. P., self-oilers, brand new.

1 100-llght Bain, compound, selt-oller.

1 100-llght J. & 0.. self-oUer.

< UO-Ugbt Glbbs, M. P., compound, sclf-

ollers, 8low speed, brand new,
1000 K. P. M.

1 110-llght Siemens & Holskc, M. P., Church-
ward type, compound, extra

Blow speed, brand new, 650

K. P. M.
3 150-llght Glbbs, M. P., compound, self-

oilers, speed 1650.

1 150-llght Glbbs, M. P., shunt, selt-oller,

Blow speed, 825 R. P. M.
1 160-llght. Cjrd, sclfoller.

2 180-llght Siemens & Halske, M. P.. solf-

ollers, bmud new.
1 200-llght Western Electric, self-ollcr, comp.
2 210-llght ISdlson, BClf-ollcrs, 12 K. W.
t 210-llght Siemens & Halske, 12 K. W.
2 210-llght Siemens & Halske. M. P., brand

new, type B., Bclf-ollers.

« 210-llght Olbbs, M. P., BClf-ollcrs, very
Blow Rpccd, 726 H. V. M., bruuil
new.

1 StO-llght Wcstlnghonse.

ELECTRIC CO.
54-62 5.CLINTO/i ST. CHICAGO.

BARGAINS-FOR SALE,
iio-Volt Incandescent Dynamos.—

Continued.
1 250-lIght Commercial, comp., self-oiler.

1 25b-llght Eddy, sclf-oIler.

1 270-llght General Electric. 15 K. TV., M. P.,

direct-connected to Case en-

gine, compound.
2 270-llght Westlnghouse, M. P., slow speed,

16 K. W.
1 30O-]lght Columbian, multipolar, comp.,

self-oiler, slow speed.

4 300-llght Glbba, SI, P., selt-ollers, slow
speed, 726 It. P. SI., brand new.

1 340-llght Eddy, eolf-olltr, co.npound.
2 350-llgbt Hawkeye, coiitponnd.
1 350-llght National, self-oner, compound.
1 360-llght Edison, 20 K. W., self-oiler.
6 360-llgbt Siemens & Halske, type L. H.,

Belf-oUers.
1 360-llght Duplex. multipolar, selt-oller,

compound, siow Bpetd.
3 BOO-llght Siemens & Halske, type L. H.,

sclf-ollers, brand new.
4 &10-llght Edison, 30 K. W., self-ollers,

compound.
1 600-llght Ulcknieycr.
2 TOO-llght Westlnghouse, 10 pole, slow speed,

40 K. W., sclf-ollers, 676 It. P.
SI., brand new.

2 800-llKht EdlBon, 46 K. W., selt-ollers.
1 1200-llght Siemens & HalBke, type L. H ,

70 K. W.. Bcft-oiler.
1 1350-llght Siemens & Haftkt, Type I. 80

K. W., for direct connection,
8 pole.

8 1500-llght Siemens & Halske, type L. H.,
self-ollers, 100 K. W.

1 lEOOllght Siemens & Halske, lOO I£. W.,
type I., 6 pole, for direct con-
nection, brand new.

220-Volt Qenerators.
Rheostat, base-frame and pulley accom-

pany each machine.
1 S»^ K. W. Westlnghouse, multipolar, self-

oiler.

1 9 K. W. Lundell, selt-oller.

1 10 K. W. Lundell, selt-oller, multipolar,

slow speed.

1 12 K. W. Edison, selt-oller.

1 15 K. W. Edison, compound, selt-oller.

1 30 K. W. Siemens & Halske, M. P., Irou-

clad type, selt-oller. brand
new.

1 45 K. W. Edison, compound, selt-oller,

new armature.
1 50 K. W. Siemens & Halske, M. P.,

Churchward type, selt-oller,
brand new, for direct connec-
tion.
1 marble panel switchboard
for above.

1 100 K. W. Siemens & Halske, SI. P.,
Churchward type, selt-oller,
brand new, tor direct connec-
tion.

Soo-Volt Qenerators.
2 16 K. W. Edison, selt-ollers.
1 16 K. W. T.-H., selt-oller.
1 35 K. W. Mather, selt-oller.
2 35 K. W. Siemens & Halske, brand new,

SI. P., Churchward type, selt-

ollers, very alow speed, 475
R. P. SI.

1 45 K. W. Edison, compound, selt-oller.
1 76 K. W. Westlnghouse, Kodak set, West-

lnghouse generator and West-
lnghouse compound engine, 14

X 24 X 14, all complete, fine.

Alternating Generators.

1 350-llght

1 600-llght

1 600-llght

1 600-llght

2 600-llght

Thomson-Houston, A. 18.

Thomson-Houston, A. 6.

Thomson-Houston, 30 K. W.,
two-phase.

Thomson-Houston, 30 K. W.,
slotted armature.

General Electric, A. 30, toothed
annature.

Tbomsou-Houston, A. 35.

Wesllnghuu^e, 37% K. W.
Warreu. 45 K. W., 1100 volts.
Wood, 60 K. W., selt-oller.
Siemens & Halske, 50 K. W.,

selt-oilcr. 60 cycle.
National, wilh escUcr.
Siemens & Halske, 60 K. W.,
Churchward type, braud new.
60 cycle, slugle-phase, 1100
volts, with fxti'e -

Siemens & Halske, Churchward
type, brand new, 60 cycle, two-
phase, rotary transformer, 1100
volts, alt. to 250 vulis direct,
complete, with marble panel
switchboard.

Westlnghouse, 60 K. W.
'I'homson-Houstou. 60 K. W.
Warren, 60 K. W., selt-oller.
General Electric, A. 60.

Thomson-Houston, A. 70, 1100 or
2200 volts.

Wood, 76 K. W., self oiler.
General Electric, monocyclic, 75

K. W., self-oiler, 60 cycle.
National, SO K. W.
Wood, 200 K. W., selt-oller.

Arc Dynamos.

1 2011ght 2000 C. P. Western Electric.
1 30-llghl 1200 O. P. T.-H., K. 12.

1 30-llKht 2000 C. P. Brush, No. 7.

2 35-llght 2000 C. P. T.-H., L. D. 2.

1 36-llgbt 1200 C. P. Wood No. 6.

3 40-llght 2000 C. P. Western Electric, self.

ol lei's.

2 45-llght 1200 C. P. T.-H.,1I. 12, ball arm.
2 45-llKht 1200 C. P. Brush, No. 7.

1 60llglit 1200 C. P. T.-H., L. D. 12,

1 60-light 2000 C. P. T.-H., SI. D. 2.

2 60-llght 2000 0. P. Western Electric, selt-

ollers.

1 60-llght 20OO C. P. Westlnghouse.
3 60-llght 2000 C. P. Wood, No. 8.

1 65-llght 800 O. P. Ball, 4 amp.
1 G6-llKht 2000 C. P. IlrusU, No. 8.

2 76-llKht 1200 0. P. Wood, with new nrm'e.
2 76-ilght 1200 C. P. Standard, self-ollers.

2 76-ilglit 2000 0. P. Westlng'sc, selt-ollers.

3 ue-ilght 1200 C. P. Excelsior, latest type.

2 650-llght
2 750-1 ighl
1 900-light
1 1000-light
1 1000-llght

1 1200-llght
1 1200-light

1 1200-llght
1 1200-light
1 1200-llght
1 1200-light
2 1300-llght

1 1600-llght
1 1600-llght

1 1800-llght
1 4000-llght

SEND FOR OUR MONTHLY BARGAIN SHEET WITH NET CASH PRICES ON DYNAMOS,
MOTORS, TRAN8FORMERS,METERS,STATION INSTRUMENTS, ARC LAM PS and SUPPLIES.
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WE EXCEL AND UNDERSELL ALL.

WBITE FOR CAT;lI.OeCE AND
DISCOUNT SHBET.

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of tlie World.

SEND rOE CIECnLAE ANIi PBICEB.

THE LECLANCH'E BATTERY CO.,
Ill ton? East 131stSt,„N, r.

OUR STUDENTS
SUCCEED
Hundreds of students in the elec-

trical courses are receiving more salary

for fewer hours' work than when they

enrolled. The instruction given by

these schools qualifies students for ad

vanced positions in all branches of

engineering.

When I enrolled. I was employed as re-
Irman on electric cars. Owing to your

thorough Instruction,
I was advanced in
succession to wire-
man, dynamo tender
and general electri-
cian, and afterward
was foreman of the
electric shop of the
Brooklyn Rapid Tran-
sit Company. I now
hold an excellent
position with the
\Ve.stinghouse Elec-
tric and » anufactur-
ins r.ompany. Pitts-

burg, Fa. H. Ki)W. KEKFEK. E. Pittsburg.
Pa.

T enrolled in the Electrical Engineering
Course and secured a position at once with
the Commonwealth
Electric Co., at wip-
ing machines, but
was soon promoted
to South Chicago
E 1 e c t r ic-L i gh t

Plant, as night
dynamo tender.
Through the assist-
ance of the Schools,
I secured my present
position as night
dynamo lender for
the Pullman Com-
pany. My salary averaties ibree times what
I was getting in"mv Hrst position.

ANDREW A. STEWART,
135 77th St., Sta. S. Chicago, III

ELECTRICAL COURSES:

ELECTRICAL ENQINEERl.NQ,
ELECTRICAL,
ELECTRIC POWER AND LIOHTINQ,
ELECTRIC RAILWAYS,
ELECTRIC LIOHTINQ,
ELECTRIC CAR RUNNING,
TELEQRAPHV,
TELEPHONY.

Also courses in Steam, Mechanical, Civil
and Mining Engineering, Architecture.
Drawing and Designing, Chemistry, Englisti
and Commercial Branches.

Wbeawritlog state subject la which latercEted.

loleraational Correspondence Schools,

Box 1002, Scranton,Pa.

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD AND SUPPLY COMPANY,
229 SO. GREEN ST., CHICAGO.'

FINE MAGNET
ANNUNCIATOR

JUMPER NA/IR ALSO
SWITCHBOARD

CABLE.

Any silk or cotton Insulated Wire made to order.

Standard Products in stock.

"The Recognized Authority on Wiring and Construction."

The universally adopted National Electrical Code explained
and Illustrated in this year's edition ot the hand-boolt.

Standard Wiring
For Electric Light and Power.

By H.C. CUSHtNG.Jr.A. I. E.E., Electrical Engineer and Inspector.

ADOPTED
By the Fire Underwriters of tbe United States.

By Cornell University, Stanford University and other Techni-
cal Colleges and Schools.

By over 27.000 Electrical Engineers. Central Station Managers
and Wiremen.

BECAUSE
It is the only book on Wiring and Construction kepi strictly

up to date.
It contains all the necessary Tables, Rules. Formulas and Illus-

trations.
Tt settles disputes, and if referred lo before wiring ^vill prevent

disputes.

Flexible »^eather Cover (pocket size), S ) .00.

Sent post paid upon receipt of price, by

Electrician Publishino Co.,

510 Marquette Building, - - CHICAGO, ILL.

ENGINES.DYNAMOS^BOILERS,
PUMPS,BELTING,AIR COMPRESSORS

AND ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

We are headquarters for Rebuilt Motive
Power. Our machinery Is absolutely war-
ranted in every way. We coverall sales by
a binding guarantee. Our stocH is the most
extensive in the land.

We Offer the Following, Subject to Prior Sale:

DYNAMOS, ETC.
1 500-It. Nat']. 1000 v., alternating
exciter, attached to shaft, com-
plete with sliding base regu-
lator and pulley. In flrst-class
condition. Full description oai

application; also photograph.
1 T.-H., 400-lt, comjp.-wound dy-
namo, new, lli> v., 200 amp.,
complete with sliding base,
belt tightener and regulator.

1 T.-H., 500-lt., conip.-wound dy-
niimo, 110 v., ^0 amp., com-
plete with sliding base, belt
tightener and regulator.

1 U. S. AYeston dynamo, 150-lt.,

100-v., 75-amp., complete with
sliding base, belt tightener and
regulator.

2 generators, 80 K. W., type U.
S. Westingliouse bipolar, 350

r. p. m., 650 v., size of pulley,

54x18 In.; paper rim; side rails

complete.
2 Field Rheostats 'Westinghouse
three-jaw switches for throw-
ing generators in multiple.

1 voltmeter WestingUotise, to
600.

2 amp. -meters Westinghouse, ca-
pacity to 160.

1 amp. -meter Westinghonse, ca-
pacity to 300.

2 Westinghouse circuit-breakers.
3 Westinghouse lightning arrest-

ers.

3 Westinghouse switcbes, double
throw.

1 electric elevator, manufactured
by Keystone Elec. Co., Erie,
Va.; self-oiler, 60-amp., No. S2-4,

220-v., 1,025 rev. ; worm gear
and cog are solid brass; 53
grooves for %'\a. cable on
drum; drum 30-in. diam, by 22-
in. face; the motor and gear-
ing set on a cast-Iron base;
tliis outfit cost $1,400; the worm
screw and shaft are cut from
solid forging and are steel; the
motor is 15 h. p.; the machine
Is geared to give a speed to
the car of 150 feet per minute;
was only in operation about
four montihs.

1 Baxter 110-v. motor. 2 h. p.,
guod as new; complete and
starting box, base and tight-
ener. Price $^.00

1 1000-It. Slattery a.-c. dynamo,
1000-v., complete with exciter
and instrum^>nt. Practically
as good as new.

1 2 h. p, Baxter motor, 100-v.,
complete with starting box,
base with belt tightener and
pulley. First-ciass condition.

A COMPLETE OUTFIT.
We purchased the following

outfit:

S924 1 McEwen t?ndem comp.
engine, 8^/^x14x12, with a di-
rect-connected raiiltipolar com-
pound-wound dynamo, capac-
ity, 50 K. W. Included In this
outfit is a 100 b. p. Sterling
water-tube boiler, with full
front grate bars, etc. Also a
Duplex steam pump and ' a
C'>pi>er-tube heater.
It was used about 2M: years

and replaced, owing to a nec-
essary increase in power.

ELEC*L APPARATUS
See our Jist of supplies in the

Western ElectriciaJi of October
27.

ENGINES.
5900 1 Allls tan§^em comp. con-
densing enginfe; h. p., nominal,
500; flywiieel, 2 ft. diam. by
40-in. faoe; cylinders, 22 and 42
x48; guaranteed to operate on
15 lb, of steam per indicated
h. p. This engine Is in excel-
lent condition. It is at pres-
ent installed at Omaha, Neb

5901 1 pair Williams automatic
engines, coupled together; size,

17-J4X24; 200 rev.; builders' rat-
ing, 200; h. p., 200.

5902 2 Westinghouse comp. en-
gines, 13x22x13; rev., 290; h. p.,
125.

5903 1 horizontal tangye bed,
side crank automatic steam
engine, made by Russel & Co.;
steam cylinder, 13x18.

5904 1 Wright automatic Corliss,
23x26.

5905 1 10x9 WesUnghonse.
5906 1 8x12 Lansing automatic.
5907 1 7x12 Rice automatic.
S90S 1 16x24 horizontal box bed,
side cranli.

5909 1 12x16 F. C. Wells hori-
zontal tangye bed, side crank.

5910 10 9x12 engines, manufac-
tured by George W. lifft &
Sons. Bufl'aio, N. Y.

S9U 1 10x22 box bed. right hand,
side crank.

5912 1 16x36-in. Corliss, left hand
5913 1 9.il6 Rice autoicatic.
5914 1 11x16x16 McEwen tandem
comp.

5915 1 8x10 Atlas automatic,
center crank.

S91G 1 11x18 Sinker, Davis &. Co.
5917 1 12x16 Jiorizontal, box bed,
side crank.

5918 1 10x14 automatic Wright &
Adams.

5919 1 12x13 blgb-speed auto-
matic Ideal.

5920 1 20x24 bos bed, balance
valve.
In addition to the above, wo

have on hand at all times a
complete assortment of all size
engines, ranging in power from
1 to 500 h. p. Ask for our com-
plete list.

BOILERS.
We still have on hand a few

of Armour's 54x16, 60x16. 66x16.
66x18 and 72x18 horizontal tubu-
lar boilers. They are In excel-
lent condition.

STEAM PUMPS.
Ask for our complete list of

steam pumps. We have all
kinds.

BELTING. '

We carry at all times a com-
plete stock of short-lap, double-
thick leather belting, both new
and second-hand. Our quotations
are always SO per cent, below
lowest market values.

SHAFTING.
We carry a stock of all sizes

of shnftinff.

OUH MlCHINERr Hill IS 200X360 FEET.

I

ALL OUR BARGAINS ARE LISTED m

CATALOGUE NUMBER 156
LET US MAIL IT TO YOU

' CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO.
W. 35^" & Iron Sts. Chicago.
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ELECTRICAL AND STEAM
IVIAOMIIMERY.

THE FOLLOWING IS PART OF OUR STOCK. SEND FOR LATEST CATALOG.
Direct-Current Dynamos. 110 Volts.

(Direct-Connected. 1

2 100 K. W. WesilnghouBe, 8-pole, 225
R. ^*. M., direct-connected to ndn-
tosh & Seymour compound engines.

Belted Dynamos. 110 Volts.

2 150 K. W. Edison bipolar.

4 60 K. W. Edlscn bipolar.
2 45 K. W. Edison bipolar,
3 30 K. W. Edison bipolar.
4 25 K. W. Edison bipolar.
2 20 K. W. Edison bipolar.
1 100 K. W. M. P., 4, Westingliouse.
2 45 K. W. M. P.. 4 Westlnghouse.
1 30 H. P. Westlnghouse.
1 13"2 K. W. M. P. Amer. Ball.

2 10 K. W. Edison bipolar.
1 500-ampere Onondaga.
1 25 K. W. Electro Dynamic.
1 45 K. vr. General BleetrJc, M. P.,

850 R. P. M.
Arc D>namos.

2 125-iight, mulU-clrcnlt Brnsb. 2000

C. P.
2 165-llght, muitl-olrcult Brush, 1200

C. P.
2 126-Ilght, latest type Port Wayne,

2000 C. P.
2 125-Ilffht, brand new Excelsior, 2000

O. P.
2 125-light, multi-circuit Brush, 2000

C. P.
2 so-light, single-circuit Brush, 2000

C. P.
4 No. 8. 65-light, 2000 C. P., Brush.
10 50-light. 200O C. P., T.-H.. with ring

armatures.

Alternators.

1 326 K. W. Siemens & Halske, 2000
volts, 7200 alternations,
single-phase, 115 R. P.

- M.
1 300 K. W. Fort Wayne, 2000 volts,

7200 alternations, single-
phase.

1 240 K. W. Westlnghouse, single-
phase, 1100 volts, 16000
alternations.

1 240 E. W. Stanley, two-phase, 380
R. P. M., with engines
direct-connected.

2 300 K. W. Westlnghouse, single-
phase, toothed arma-
tures.,

1 160 K. W. Westlnghouse, two-phase.
1100 volts. 600 E. P. M.,
7200 alternations.

2 A-120 General Electric, single-phase,
1000 volts, 16000 alterna-
tions.

2 90 K. W. General Electric, single-
phase, 1000 volts, 16000
alternations.

2 120 Westlnghouse, single-phase, 1100
volts. 16000 alternations.

1 110 K. W. Port Wavne. 220O volts,
16000 alternations.

3 60 K. W. General Electric, single-
phase, 1050 volts. 10000
alternations.

1 60 K. W. General Electric, single-
phase, 2000 volts, ICOOO
alternations.

1 60 K. W. Stanley. 2000-1000 volts,
two-phase, 7200 alterna-
tions.

1 76 K. W. Stanley, 2000-1000 volts,
two-phase, 16000 alter-
nations.

1 45 K. W. Westlnghouse. 2200 volts,
16000 alternations.

Direct-Current Motors and Genera-
tors. 220 Volts. I .^^_-^

(Direct-Connected.)
1 76 K. W. General Electric, direct-

connected to Ideal en-
gine.

(Belt-Driven.)
1 75 K. W. Siemens & Halslie bi-

polar.
1 16 H. P. Excelsl.or bipolar.
1 10 H. P. Eddy bipolar.
1 5 n. P. Eddy bipolar.

Direct-Current. 500 Volts.

2 60 K. W. Edison.
1 50 H. P. M. P.. General Elect ric.

1 30 K. W. C. & C. bipolar.
1 25 H. P. Eddy, M. P.
1 15 H. P. Eddy.
1 10 H. P. Eddy.
1 2 H. P. Cent. Elect. Co.

Railway Motors.

G. E. 800 S. U. O., 30.

G. B. 1000 W. P.. 30.

G. E. 1200. W. P., BO.

Westinghotise 3.

Westlnghouse 12A.
Westlnghouse 38B.
K, K2 and K12 G. B. Controllers.
Westlnghouse 38 and 49 Controllers,
and a constantly changing stocit of
everything pertaining to street car
equipment.

5 200 K. W. Railway Units, each con-
sisting of a 200 K. W. Bdison Gen-
erator belt'd to an i8'/.xl8 Ideal
Automatic Engine.

Railway Generators. 500 Volts.
1 500 K. W. M. P., 4, Gen. Electric.
1 300 K. W. 11. P., 4, Gen. Electric.
1 200 K. W. M. P.. 4, Walker.
2 111 K. W. M. P., 4, Westlnghouse.
2 100 K. W. M. P., 4, Gen. Electric.
2 200 K. W. Edison.
2 150 K. W. Edison.
2 100 K. W. Edison
4 60 K. W. Edison.
1 100 K. W. Pt. Wayne.

Engines.
40x72 Corliss (1 right, 1 left).
26x48 Ailis.
18x42 Allls.
16x26x16 Armiugton & Sims.
18%xl8 Mcintosh & Seymour.
16x16 Erie Bail.
14x13 Armiugton & Sims.
14x13 Watertown.
13x12 N. Y, Safety Power.
10x12 Watertown.
11x19x24 Tandem Buckeye.

Boilers.
2 376 H. P. Sterling boilers.
2 200 H. P. National Water Tube.
2 42-lnch by 16-foot Return Tnbulars.
Boilers of various styles and sizes

at low rates.

Street Cars.

Opened and closed, of all sizes, and
for all gauges. Let us know your
wants.

Rossiter, Mac Govern & Co.
Principal Offices, 141 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. Factory, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK.

We Don't [

Want I

the Earth I

Merely give •
us your ear
and con-
sider our

DIVIDEND PAYERS....
j

Telephones that never weak- ont. IHagnets that •
never deteriorate. Carbon that never disinte- {
grates. Toll Boards that take care of them- 8
selves. Switchboards that never give trouble,
multiple Boards for exchanges—all sizes. Cur-
rent Protectors that never fail.

Ufalntenanee
Repair EXPENSE Bednced to the

Itlinlmum

I

THAT'S WHY PATRONS UPHOLD

Write for Catalog. 63-75 FRANKFORT STREET, CLEVELAND, 0.

TELEPHONES and

SWITCHBOARDS
for any size exchange.

CO

CO

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

THE STROMBERG-CARLSON
70-82 W. Jackson Boul.,

CHICAGO, U. S. A.
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AMERICAN ELECTRIC TELEPHONE GO.
Our Paris "EXPO" No. 3G,

Xetv powerful transmltler.
Concealed cord.

Bridging and series.
Very compact.

36to50JacksonBlv(l., CHICAGO, ILL.

Our new No. 1900 Telephones with Disc Carbon Lightning

Arrester for SERIES and BRIDGING work are winners.

Try them.

OUR CENTRAL ENERGY SYSTEM
is a great success; likewise our

MULTIPLE SWITCHBOARDS.

Telephone Apparatus
Of All Kinds Manufactured.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL AND TOOLS LOWEST PRICES.

A Bio Lot of Second-hand Phones, in Good Order,

Can Be Had for a Sono.

LET US TELL YOU ABOUT THEM.

20TH

CENTURY

APPARATUS.
Toil-line equipment,
bridging apparatus,
switctiboards for
exchanges. Central*
ized Energy and
Magneto systems.

No. 49.

Junction Terminals Cable Heada.

Send for Our 20tli Century Catalog.

Tlie Largest Cataiog Issued.

EUREKA ELECTRIC GO.
157 -167 South Canal St.

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

EUREKA METALLIC

EXPRESS SWITCHBOARD.

Size 17x17

Official Design,

Enameled

Both Sides.

50c. Each.
Centralized Energy

Telephone.

NOEPENDENT

> AND r

SpI
SYSTEM

IWDUCriOH COILrS.

VARLEY DUPLEX MAGNET CO.
FISHER BUILDINB, CHICAGO, ILL. 138 7TH ST., JERSEY CITY, N. J.

STANDARD

Telephone and Electric

Company,

MADISON, WIS.
Manufacturers and importers

High Grade

Telephone Apparatus
EXCLUSIVELY.

WRITE FOR 1800 CATALOGUE.

We Cater to Those Who
Demand the Best.

onisr. COST LESS FOR
MAINTENANCe, ahow hU^ar .rric
lancr. maKs baftar eppaannex. plaaia
raur auliacrlbep* baH«p. Lnd mafia
collactlona ataiar lh*n asr olbnr Rind.

Swedish-American

Telephone Company,
69-75 W. JACKSON BLVD., CHICAGO, ILL.

00 YOU WANT
QUICK SHIPMENTS?TELEPHONES.

Ask us what we can do for you on short notice on Tele-
phones, Switchboards and Line Material.

Kansas City Telephone Mfg. Co.,
le \A^. IVIissourl ^kve. Kansas Ol-ty, IWI^.

J. H. Van Vltssengen, President.

L. G. EowMAK, Secretary and General Manager.
L. G. \Vheelek. Vice-President.

W. C. Heinroth, Treasurer.

Western Telephone Construction Go.
153-1S9 SOUTH JEFFERSON STREET,

CHICAGO, ILL.

SOMETHINC NEW.
Western Express No. 3 Telephone.

The Strohoest 5-Bar Bridging Telephone Made.

NOTICE SOME
of the

GOOD POINTS.

WRITE FOR PRICES.

ALL ORDERS
FILLED PROMPTLY.

The Heaviest Generator in Use.
Wide Cut Gears.
Heavy Cast Bearings.
Silk Wound Armature.
Platinum Contact Switch Hook.
Receiver with no Exposed Metal Parts.
Finest Adjustable Arm Made.
Transmitter with Heavy Cast Brass Front.
Ringers 1200and 1600 Ohms.
Magneto Boxes can be Removed from
Backboard Without Cutting Wires.
All Instruments Guaranteed.

NATIONAL APPARATUS
Metallic Circuit Multiple

Switchboards.
Positive Double Sapervisory (Signals. Central Energy.

|S>inipIe and mechanically Perfect.

All Circaits Perfectly Balanced Electrically.

Cost of Operation and Maintenance Reduced to a
Minimum.

The method of Operating that Tre have adopted has been
determined npon, by long years of experience and

practical operation by the very best telephone
engineers, to be unexcelled.

National Telephone Equipment Co.,
330-333 Lafayette Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

100 Line Desk Slyle
Branch Kxchange Switchboard.

You frequently hear salesmen say,

"Just as good as the 'BELL '.'
"

You seldom hear them say,

"Just as good as 'KELLOGG!' "

FOR

KELLOGG

TELEPHONES ^' SWITCHBOARDS

ARE THE BEST ON THE MARKET.

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.,

229 S. Green Street, CHICAGO.
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INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE SUPPLY €0.,
TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES,

10 SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO. ^
"Monarch" Galvanized Telephone wire. "EitrdBB" and "BB" Galvanized Telephone Wire, Hard-dr*wn
CoDperTelepbone Wire, RubberCovered Wire. Weather-proof Iron Line Wire, Annunciator Wire. Office

Wire Galvanized Bteel Strand, CroBbyCUpa, Guy Clampa, Boston Cable Hangere, Turn Buckles. MeBsen-
- vanlzed Thimbles, Guy Rods, Ground Rods, Stombaugh Guy AnchorH, Eye Bolts,

RESISTANCE WIRES

Wright Gable Hanger.
SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

|

R.I. TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Mention this paper.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER-
INC TAUGHT BY MAIL.

Write for our free Illustrated book.

**Caa I Become aa Electrical EogtnettJ"
We teach Eleptrical Enpineerinc, Elec-

tric Liehting, Electric Railways, Mcchan.
ical Engineering, Mechanical Drawing, .

etc.. at your home, by mail. Institute I

indorsed by Thos. A. Edison.

Electrical Engineer Institute,

Dept. K. 240-242 W. 23d St.. New York.

STUDENTS
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.
$3.00 per year, in advance.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite 5!0 Wartjuertei 8ldg., CHICAGO

Kokomo Telephones for 1 900.

New Tubular Arm; No Cord in sight.

High-Grade Full Nickel-Plated Bell,

Bipolar Receiver, togethir with the

Kokomo Long-Distance Transmitter.

Making up the most etncteot Telephone on the markjet for
Exchange and Toll-line work. we have Improved the
Telephone, also the price, to a point that will interest you.
Write us (or Information,

KOKOMO TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

KOKOMO. IND.

FARR
TELEPHONE AND

CONST. SUPPLY CO..

CHICAGO.
NEW CATALOGUE FREE,

STERLING ELECTRIC CO.,
ncLuiivi MkiittneTuiiiR* of

BELL-STYLE TELEPHONE
FOB THE INDEPENDENT FIEIiD.

Main Office and Factory at LAFAYETTE, INDi Branch Office. Chicago.

CHIGAeO OFFICE, N». 1860 UONADNOCK Bi;iU>INe.

Bare ind Covered. For All Purposes.

SEE OUR CATALOGUE.

DRIVER-HARRIS WIRE CO.
NEWARK, N.J.

CHICAGO
TELEPHONE
SUPPLY C0.=^CH1CAG0, U. S. A.

MANUFACTURE EVERYTHING TELEPHONIC.

.VIADUGL
BALTIMORE, MAKE

TELEPHONES
AND EVERYTHINC ELECTRICAL

A Direct Reading Ohmmeter.

Obmmeters,
Ammeters,

Voltmeters.
Special Electrical Machinery.

F. B. ISAQG & BBO.,
Successors to American Electric Specialty Co..

ISS Iiiberty St., New Tork City.
New YorK Agents Wirt Electric Co. Rheo-

stats and Brushes.

HUGO SCHUMACHER, Prest.

J. A. ARBOGAST, Vice-Prest.

MAX SCHUMACHER, Sec'y and Trcas.

M. GARL, SupL

Garl Electric

Company,
AKRON, OHIO.

Sole Patentees and
Manufacturers of

Girl Railway, Hotel and Factory Telephone

Systems. Garl Electric Gun for Fire

and Burglar Alarms.
Intarcommunlcating
Ficlary Tdephont.

aBRACE UP 99

Your Telephone, Telegraph and Trol-

ley Poles, by using the celebrated

Stombaugh Guy Anchor

AND THEY WILL

ALWAYS STAND ERECT.

No holeH to die. IToo
Hvrew them in the
sronnd and there they
tay, defy ins up-
rootal.

PHA.CTIOAX AKD INKXPRNSIVJB.
Six aizBB, Z\io 12 inch diameter.

Others Use and Endorse Them, Why Not You?

PHILIP SMITH, Sidney, Ohio, U.S.A.
.nANUFACTURED
!bv . .

i W. K. MATTHEWS & BRO., St. Louis, Mo,
Ceneral Western Agents. Slo lalD. Ulamtter.

TELEPHONES.
We are now manufacturing telephone instruments complete. We

want to send PREPAID A SAMPLE 'PHONE to every exchange in the

west. If not satisfactory return at our expense. Write us for prices and
one of our new handsomely illustrated telephone catalogues. We also

carry a full line of telephone and electric-light supplies.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.
KANSAS CITY, MO.

LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE, 2279.

DEALERS^MICGNTRACTORS
For Satisfactory Interoommunlcating

At bottom prices, write to

THOMAS, WILCOX & DIETZ, • - Cleveland, Ohio.

s
Send for complete catalogue of

MAGNETO BELLS, TELEPHONES,
MEDICAL BATTERIES and

uT ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES.
_ All eoods HiBb Orade In Every Respeet

£ MIANUS ELECTRIC CO., • Mianus, Conn.

MECHANICAL
Engineers Interested in electricity should send for our 100-page

Catalogue (mailed free to any address). Any electrical book pub-
lished sent prepaid on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., • 510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.
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IMONA/ READV!!
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN S

I I

ARRANGED IN BOOK FORM, POCKET SIZE.

10 Cents per Copy. Send for it.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO, '^'"egg CHICASO.

1

NEW CATALOGUE OF

ELECTRICAL BOOKS
You Ought to Have One. Sent Free on Request,

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6(0 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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Horizoifal Enternal Self-Oiling Engines, 25 to 600 H. P.

Horizontal Medium Speed Engines, 300 to 800 H. P.

Vertical Compound Engines, 1 00 to 800 H. P.

The Ball Ensine Co., Erie, Penhsylvania.
Chicago Office: 1526 Monadnock Block.

The Electrician Publishing

Co., Suite 510 Marquette

Building, Chicago. Headquar-

ters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalogue.

THE ROAD
TO

OMAHA
AND

SIOUX CITY.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

SHORT LINE.

Electric Lighted Trains.

Perfect Service.

AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR RAILROAD

^1 CHICAGO
ALTON

RAILROAD.

1^

PERFECT PASSENGER SERVICE BEIWEEN

CHICAGO*N°KANSAS CITY,

CHICAGOand ST. LOUIS,
CHICAGO AN" PEORIA,

ST. LOU I
SandKANSAS CITY.

! tin nuh I i lliij ni r\ l< i I ( Iwu n (_bli 1^1.1111 1

HOT SPRlNGS.Ark., DENVER, Cola.
- TEXAS. FLORIDA.UTAH,
CALIFORNIA and OREGON.

If jou are contemplating a trip, any portion of
whicb can be made o\er the Chicago & Alton, It will

fiay you to write to the undersigned for maps, pampti-
ete, rates, time tables, etc.

GEO. J. CHARLTON,
Oeoeral Passenger and Ticket Agent,

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS.

TICKETS, 95 ADAMS ST.

MDNDNRDUTE
IS Ttie DIRECT UNf-

BETWEEN

,
CHICAGO. ,

INDIANAPOLIS,

I
CINCINNATI

i AND

I LOUISVILLE!
I
CITY OFFICE 232 CLARK 5T„

I -~^if=r <-^ CtilQAGO.

. ,^<»><:SZaa-^i

Faster than ever

to California

CHICAGO
& NORTH'WESTERN

RAILWAY

YHE OVERLAND LIMITED leaves

Chicago 6.30 p. m. daily via Chicago-

Union Pacific & North -Western Line, ar-

rives San rrancisco 5. 1 5 afternoon of

third day and Los Angeles 7.45 next

morning. No change of cars; all meals
in Dining Cars. Buffet Library Cars
with barber. The best of everything.

The Pacific Express leaves 10.30 p. m.
daily. Tourist Sleepers daily to Califor-

nia and Oregon and personally conducted
excursions every Wednesday from New
England. Send 4 cents postage for

"California Illustrated" to Chicago &
North-Western Railway,

461 Broadway, - New'york|435 Vine St., • Cincinnati
601 Ches't St.. - Philadelphia 507 Smithlield St., Plttsburp
368 Washington St., Boston 234 Superior St.. - Cleveland
3f)r Main St., • • Buffalo 17 Campu^i-Martius, Detroit
2J3 Clark St..- . CIiicai:o,i-Kintr5t.,Easc,Toronto,Ont.

GRAPHITE FOR RESISTANCE...
Made in almost any form required and of 1 ohm or 1,000,000 ohms as
desired. We also make graphite boxes and crucibles resisting heats
of 4,000 degrees . .

JOS. DIXOX ORUCIBI-E CO., • - Jersey City, K. J.

TH£ WiALLACr BAFtNES CO.
KTABUSHED 1857 gPl^gTOL. CONN. .US. A.

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent testa at Holyoke enable us to giiarantee

;

The Largest Poiver ever obtained from a wheel of the same diameter. The highest speed
ever obtained for the same power. The highest mean eMdency ever realised when
rxmning from, half to fuM gate. We ^arantee also : A runneT of the greatest post
sihle strength. A gate unegualed in qmchiiess and ea^e of openivg and closing.

Tests show over 81 per cent, average efficiency with half to full water.

State your Head and send for 124 page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U.S.A.

JEFFREY

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
$1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHICKGO.

Book Orders
GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite 610 Marquette Bldg., CHICAGO.

THE IMPROVED DERRYMAN
(KELLET'S PATENT)

Feed Water
Heater and Purifier.

UNIQUE
in Its effectiveness aDd up-to-date
In every respect, at a price that
will assure conKideiation, Vastiy
Buperiortoany Feed Water Heater
on the market.

Benj. F. Kelley & Son,
91 LlbfirtySt., NewYork.

9(? TlfiUn Heaters, 2.000,1.500,
u\i aa.nu 1,200,1,000,800.500,300,
80 horse power and others.
Largest stock in America. Mostlj
all taken in trade for our Im-
proved Berryman.

REG.TRADE MARKS

J /w-jh/ir- >. J) //j/nr

The Phosphor Bronze Smeltin€Co.Iimited,
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
INGOTS,eASTINGS,WIRE,RODS, SHEETS, ETC.— DELTA METAL-^
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

THR TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
NEW AND REVISED EDITION, WITH A NEW CHAPTER ON ''RECENT PROGRESS," BRINGING THE BOOK UP TO DATE.

BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Zfember of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Institution of Electrical Enaineera, London. Author of "A Practical Guide to the

Testing of Insulated Wires and Cables." Joint Autho'^of "Electricity in Daily Life."

leo Pagres, 133 lllus-trat'tions, Clo-tKi, Hemd-Boolc SIzo, Price $I.OO.
Extract from Preface.—"This little book bas no pretension to be considered a complete treatise on telephony as it exists In America. The time for such a work Is not yet come. But It la

felt tbai there Isa demand for a practical book on telephone working and management, and the TELEPHONE ITAND-BOOK Is an attempt at meeting that demand. With the e.xceptlon of a few
chapters dealing with certain foim.s of transmitters and receivers used in Europe, which a-'c given for the information of those who may wish to engage In the manufacture of telephones, the
book is based entirely on standard American practice; and most of the material, apparatus and methods described are peculiar to or have originated In this country."

No pains have been spared to make It the best book of its ki
everything regarding telephone work and management. Ii con

nd. It is right up to date, intensely practical, and so plain and clear In Its language that
forms in size and style to our other lland-Kooks whloh have been so favorably received by

anyone can understand and learn from it

the entire electrical fraternity.

1. The Invention of the Telephone,
2. Sound Waves. Articulate Speech.
3. Electric Tolcphouy. The Bell Tele-

phone.
4. The Microphone.
6. Current Induction. Electromagnetic

Induction.
6. The Induction Coll: Its Use In the

Telephone Transmitter.
7- The Complete Telephone Circuit,
8. Magnet TelephoneH.
5. The Bell Telenhonc Receiver.

10. Other forms of Magnet TelcphoneH.
11. The Gower, Ader and D'ArHonvol Ite-

celverg, Mcroadler's Bl-Telephonc
The Siemens, Kotyra. Neumoyer and

BiJttcher Hecelvers.
12.

CHAPTER 13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

30.

21.

-CONTENTS
Carbon Transmitters.
The Blake Transmitter.
The Long Distance Transmitter.
The Solid-back Transmltt^eh
The Berliner Trntismlttor.:
The CuttrlsB Trnnsmittal-.
Various Europoaij Trarjsmltters.
The Efliclency or Carbon Transmit-

ters.
Batteries for Telephone Work.
Open Circuit Batteries.
Closed Circuit Batteries.
The rractical Management of Bat-

teries.
Magneto Bell,
Automatic Switches.
Telephone Line Construction.

CHAPTER 28.

29.

40.

41.

Fnbu.b«d ana for .mie by ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette Building, Chicago

Metallic Circuit.
Underground Wires.
Lightning Arresters.
Inside wiring.
Installation of Telephone Instru-

ments.
Inspection and Maintenance.
The Condenser; Its Use in Telephony.
Electromagnetic Retardation.
Exchange Working.
Small Exchanges.
Party Lines: The Bridging Bell.

Long Distance Telephony.
Duplex Telephony.
Simultaneous Telegraphy and Teleph;

ony.
Recent Progress. Appendix.
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POLES.
BERTHOLD

| CROSS
& JENNINGS,

i ARMS.
WHITE CEDAR. i ST. LOUIS.

! LONG LEAF
IDAHO CEDAR up to 80 ft. chemical Building. ; PINE AND FIR.

TROPENAS DEPARTMENT
SMALL STEEL CASTINGS
FOR ELECTRICAL WORK.

691 OLD COLONY BUILDING,

CHICAGO.THE SARGENT CO.,

EDAR POLE
' 5 TO 80/fT. a SPECIALTY./"

JohnH.rowler, "c°hicCto: iV,''

Cedar
TORREY
CEDAR CO.,

CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Lirg* Stock ConsUnlly on Hand.
Poles

Street Railway Ties.
Specialty: 7-foot
White Cedar Elec-
tric Railways, etc. Poles.

:o & DA.OOE-rT. IVIIOH.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING CO.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,

ICkpafactnrera vid D«ftlerf In

Yellow Pino Croso Arms, Looutt Pint, Oak Pins, Electrical

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stacks on hand.

Delivered prices quoted, F. O. B. cars, your city, In any quantity. ^^WKITE tJS.

CEDAR POLES.
Piling and Street R. R. Ties.

C. H. WORCESTER CO.,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Producers and Wholesalers of White Cedar Products.

(( TELEPHONE

TROUBLES

HOW TO FIND THEM,"
By W. H. HYDE and 1. A. McMANMAN,

FORMERLY

HASKINS' TELEPHONE TROUBLES.

This little book is strictly up-to-date on all

matters pertalDing to telephone troubles and
their remedies.

Sent Postpaid for 25c.

New (seventh) edition just out, 70 pages,
ilanv diagrams showing connections. A com-
plete" hand-book for. telephone inspectors.
Telephone exchange managers and employes

will find this book a great help In locating tele-

phone troubles and remedies therefor.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

SIO Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

R. H. LEAVITT,
Capron, III.

Manufacturer of

STANDARD ELECTRIC-LIGHT AND TELEPHONE
CROSS-ARM BRACKETS AND PINS.

Write us for prices. Wellkelt. Willsltuplate
and rise early to answer you and fill j'our orders

VICTOR TURBINES
OPERATING DYNAMOS.

That thera are more Victor Turbines in use supplying power for electric
generators than any other is due to the many points of

superiority possessed by this Turbine.

FEATURES WORTH REMEMBERING:

High Speed, Close Beealation,
Great Capacity, High Efficiency,

Perfect Cylinder Gate, Steady notion.

Wo Also Have a Full Line of Modern Patterns for Gears and
Power Transmission Machinery.

WBITE FOB CATAIiOeiJE.

The Stilwell-Bierce & Smith-Valle Co.,

257 liChman Street, DAYTON, OHIO.

CEDAR POLES
LINDSLCy BROTHERS COMPANY
MfNOMINEE. MiCH. fl/vD PORTI- A N D, onCOO N.

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS
SO-FOOT TO 80~FOOT POLES OUR SPCCIaLTY

A PRETTY STORY.
Eight months ago the Texas Arm & Pin Co. began manufacturing things in-

clined electrically wooden, like cross arms, pins and brackets. An old, no-account,

second-hand machine, in a broken-down factory, was used, but now they have four
factories with new and late machinery and are shipping more cross-arms than the law
allows. But they can ship more. They are untapped, long-leaf, yellow pine.

Branch Office: 10 Temple Court Building, Chicago, W. H. QUAW, Mgr. H.»uon"2'ai8.

Or the home office at Beaumont, Texas, is where you write for mere information and a
pretty and useful pamphlet.

M
ICHICAN and IDAHO AEDAR.

lYUI-IIVII
BAY CITY. MICH. u

Poles for ALL purposes in ALL lengths. Steam and Trolley Ties.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,

TIES.MONROE, MICH.
Eleven Pole Yards In Michigan.

W^lesale Producers for ao yean.

BLUE RIDGE LOCUST PIN CO.,
HARVEY M. DICKSON, Gen. Mgr. .AS»4E%^I^^I

LOCUST INSULATOR PINS AND BRACKETS.
Seven factories in operation. Capacity. 60,000 per day. Write for prices on pin and bracket specialties

MANUr*CTUREHS OF...

CEDAR
DAVIS AND STITT

COMPANY,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Write for Delivered Frlcei. POLES

Catalogue and Net Price List

LINEMEN'S OUTFITS
Mailed Free to Linemen and Construction Men-

address:

MATHIAS KLEIN & SON, Manufacturers,

B7-a9 w. VAN BUREN ST. Chlcago. IN.

IniliaQaplis An, Bracket & Pin Co.
Succeeaors to J. B. MACERS,

MANUFACTUnClta OF

Arms, Brackets, Locust and Oak Pins,

Tent Stakes, ROPE Lock Blocks.

Office: I2BS. Meridian SI., Inillanaeolle, Ind,

factory: JAMESTOWN, IND
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Westinghouse

Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

All principal cities in

U, S. and Canada.

The Popularity of

Rockwood's Patent Compressed

Non-Slipping.

Non-breakable.
Economical.
Durable.

Balanced.
Neat design.

Light-weight.

Non-Magnetic.

Six thousand
various sizes

partly finished

carried con-

stantly in stock.

Hubs any shape,

afiy position.

Paper Pulleys
(''For one-sixth century the standardfor durabtliiyandeffictency.''''y

arise's in a measiire from their stability.

Engineers and users sHouldnot fail to'specify Rockwood Patent Compressed Paper Pulleys on all contracts.

,

I

CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING. .^V

ROCKWOOD MANUFAicTURING CQ'^VK^-^:,:Pa-per Pulley Sales Deft., 330 So. Pennsylvania Street^r-

I
•

'

Indianapcflisji-Indiana, U. S..A. ; .::
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Fort Wayne Electric Works.
(INCORPORATED.)

THE LATEST DEVELOPMENT

TRANSFORMERS
.OUR

"WOOD" TYPE A
Oil Transformers.

TYPE A e K-W UNIT
CAPACITIES: from 5 to 1200 Lights.

SOME FACTS.

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

BEvST REGULATION. LOW CORE LOSS.

INTERCHANGEABLE PRIMARIES

AND SECONDARIES.

CAREFUL MECHANICAL DESIGN.

OUR BULLETIN No. 1013 WILL GIVE YOU DETAILS.

WRITE FOR ONE.

TYPE A 5 K.W. UNIT HANGER IRONS DETACHED,

-MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY-

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.
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MORSE
INCANDESCENT CORD

LAMP ADJUSTER.
The only (nonconduclor)

automatic adjuster on the mar-
ket. It has thewritten approval
of every Board of Fire Under-
writers. Factory, Insurance and
Electrical E.ipert3 it has ever

been shown to. With its aid

L one can adjust any kind of

la lamp and shade up or down
Tin a second's time. Just what
is needed in factories, mills,

shops and offices.

/\ Price, 50c.

\^ V\'rite for trade discounts.

THE INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC

LIGHT MANIPULATOR COMPANY,
1 16 Bedford Street, Boston, Mass.

KARTAVERT
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS \NU n hsM

?'or Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, Railway Dust O'la'tis *>«.«]« -^

and Packings. Patent Iiisulatlng Cleats

MAJfUFACTUBED BY

THE KARTAVEBT MANUFAGTUfllNB CO.. Wilmlflgtqii. fleil,

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Highest grades for electrical insulation and mechanical purposes, in sheets,

tubes, rods and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on application.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wilmington, Del.

READY FOR THE MARKET.
"PEHOO," the netr style Creole rosette. In-

nlstlon perfect, lonvfaee.enperlor
in every detail.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co.. Peru. Ind.

The Bkt-The "NEW STYLE"
Receptacle and Attachment Plug.

The latest in this line is the

"NEW STYLE" made by

WM. T. PRIN6LE, 1026 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.
Western Representatives: J. B. McKeague Co., 3Z4 Dearborn St.. Cblcigo.

hhe Fibre-Graphite Commutator Brush.
|

(U. S. and Foreign Patents.)

t

No Sparking Dnder Varying Load.

No Wear on Commutator.

No Shitting of Quadrant.

^
80 per cent, Pure Graptilte.

*
For Sample Order, and Prices, write to

i Holmes Fibre -Graphite Mfg. Co.,

^ BIGG Wakefield St.. Germanlown, PHILADELPHI*.

flBfiEzGfiAPHITEj

XOMMUmORs^

,'5.t>J-V.\iBWtl>SW\(i.

IN

u

AIR PROPELLORS
Pf

We

Have Set

a New

Standard.

Ask for

Prices.

THE FULLER CO., Detroit, Mich., U.S. A.,

MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRICAL AND VENTILATING APPARATUS.

tOi-D W
London, Eng.—Wm. Key, H Queen Victoria

St., B. C.
Paris, frBBcc—K. U. Cadiot, 12 Hue St,

Ccor^jee,

GloBKOW, Scotland-Wm. Key, Central
CliornlXfrB, 109 Hope St.

Yokohftiita, Jflpnti—IJaKnnll tc niltes.

N»w York—Wentorn Kleotrlc Co.
'-'intioKtciii—National Electric Supply Co,

• ;n^ngi«n—Carrrtt, MMIet 4 Co.

UciiviT—ThoB, U. SrnUh; Ilendrle & Bolt-
bo It.

T,o8 Angc'lt'S—"Weatern Electric Works.
Mlnnennolls—Uoberts Heating & Vent, Co,
Mlhvaiikee—Geo, F, Rohn,
t;ijloni,'o—Westeru Electric Co,; Oentrel

Uli'Ctrlc Uo.
St, LoiilH—"Wr-Hlern Elertrleal Supply Co,
lIOHl'ifi—Smith iSs Alitlioriy,

South Bend, Ind.—Mlller-Knoliloi'k Co.
reck-Hamn.niid Co., Cluclnoatl, O., Oeo-

eral So'utbera AgeutB.

^Black Diamond File Works ^

^ OVB eOODt* ABE OUT SAXtE IS KVEBIT LLEADINe HABJDWABB t

4r| liTOJBIC IN THB VSriTED STATES AKD CANADA. ^

I G. & H. RARNETT COMPANY, |^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

r STURTEYANT Tj

QENEMTINa SITS

In 100 types and sijes.

High speed, and highgrade.

We buildboth engine &£enerator.

Blowers

Exhausters

Steam Fans

Electric Fans

Engines

Electric Motors

Forges

Exhaust Heads

Sleam Traps

Heating

Ventilating »
Drying Apparatus

Mechanical Dratt

B.F. STURTEVANT C". boston
a-W VOUK PIIII.ADKMMIIA CIHCAtO LO\'1>ON
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CIRUDI rV INSULATED
OlIVlr^LiCiA WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

""'L^o "^.v^^l""^' Simplex Electrical Company,
H. K. HIXSON,

1 137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhlll, BOSTO N, M ASS.

[he United States Garbon Company.

rSPECIAmES ASPECIACrai
I ELECTROLYTIC. '''^Wmm

a—\Mr-\i^.

^4;ALT£Rh(ATING. DIRECTl
"' ENCLOSED. OPEM.J

Cleveland." Omio. U. 5. A.
MOT IN CARBON TRU5

U M

^ON'^:
18S9—Paris Exposition,
JKedal for Bobber Insnlation.
1893—World's Fair,
Hedal for Babber Insulation.

TRADE MARIb

THE STAHDABD FOB
BVBBEB IKSULiATIOir.
Sole Manufacturers of

™r.f Wires.^konite Wires, Okonite Tape, Manson Tape,Candee

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
rS'u^'.nVc'hV.lVr; ["•"«'•"• 253 Broadway, Hew York.

Geo. T. Manaon, Gen'l Suit
W. H. Kodgins. Secy.

INDIANA RUBBER AND INSDLATED WIRE CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Paranite Rubber Covered Wires and Cables,

UNDER6R0UND;AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

TELEPHONE, TELEORAPH AND HRB ALARfl CABLES.

All Wires are tested at Factory. JOKESBOBO, IKD.

EDWARD P. BURGH,
Consulting^ Electrical Engineer,

1309 Cruaranty Bldc- SEinneapoliii.

ELECTRICAL OR MECHANICAL

We have fine facilities for light manufactur-
ing, and solicit correspondence. Estimates
given on quantity or small lots. PUNCH PRESS
AND SCREW MACHINE WORK.

SPIES & COMPAXY,
87>80 IV.Tan Buren St., Chlcaeo. lU.

EMERSON FAN MOTORS.
Catalogae showing new types for season of igoi will soon be issued.

You should see the new Emerson line before buying. Write for catalogue.

EASTERN OFFICE and WAREHOUSE, THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
136 Liberty St., New York City. 714-716-718 St. Charles St., SI. Louis, Mo., U.S.A.

"PHONO-ELECTRIC"
WIRE. IF YOU'VE USED IT ON YOUR

TROLLEY LIME.

YOU KNOW "IT'S TOUGHl"
THAT IT WILL NOT BREAK!

THAT IT WILL NOT STRETCH!
IF YOU HAVEN'T USED IT, WHY DON'T YOU?

IT SAVES MONEY,

BRIDGEPORT BRASS CO.,
ig MURRAY ST., NEW YORK.

.Tl NI-PIS/IPFOR ALU PURPOSES. ^
Se»p and Native Flatloum PurcbaieAAKKK& C0..408-4I4 New Jeney

RmllroaitJi're.. Hv'wBrk.,^. J.
New York Office, lao Liberty Street

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from a to 60*iorse power.
Dynamos from lollghts to 700.

"We sell or rent. Good proflte
The Hobarl Elec. Mfo fo . Troy. Ohie.

STERLING EXTRA INSULATING VARNISH.
Sterling Kxtra BlacU Fintnliiiig; TarnfBli,

Sterling Black Air nrylns* VarnlHli,
Sterlinff Bl»cfc Core Plato Taniish.

THE STERLINe VARNISH CO.,
Pm»l)UrB,P«.,U.S.A. .

THE STERLIN6 VARNISH CO.,
95 ColmoreRow, Birmtngham.Fnglanit.

Aierican yitriflei Conilnit Comany,
MANUPACTtJBERS OF

VITRIFIED SALT GLAZED
UNDERGROUND AND INTERIOR CONDUITS.

Contractors for Complete Installation
Of Conduit Systems.

General Oflicea: 89 Cortlandt St.. N. Y.

For Porcelain or Clay In-

Bulating Specialties, sucli as
Bushings, Knobs or Cleats,
Address,

THE AKRON SMOKING PIPE CO.,
MOCADORE. OHIO.

Queen $c Co.»
lOlO Chestnut St., Pliila.

480 MONON BLDG., ColCAOO.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-WIrt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ra>
Focus Tubes, Induction Coils.

I-T-E
CIRCUIT BREAKERS
CUTTER ELECTRICAL CO.. PHILADELPHIA

^ESTttH lo^trnmeot
114-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

IllmniDatedM
Mm btrments,

' Tbepe instniiDe'*ts are
'ba^ed opoti tbo ^ame kQO*
erHl priocip e aod uro jiiat

as accar&te as our fgulsr
Standard Portsbe Wrect
CnrrcDt

-_
Volnnetors and

Aroraetere, but are much
larRt>r, atid toe worklog
part^ ere incloHed ia a
neatly designed dust-p'-oof
caat-:ron case which pffect-

ively shields the instra-
meots from dlelarblnt; la-

flnences of external msg-
ne^c fields.

BEULI>'.—Europe?*!! Weston
Electrical lastrument Co., Rlt'
terstrasae No. 8S.

Mention ttie

Weston Standard lUaminated
Dial Station Toitmeter.

StylQ B. •'Fio^li Type."
Western Electrician when wrUlog for catalogues

' Weston Standard

Portable Direct Reading
Voitnaeterg aod MlUivoit-
metere. AmmetTaandMll.
ammeters, Wattmeters
RodVoItmeters, (or Alter-
nating.aaiiDlrect Current
Circuits.

Our portable instruments
are recognized as standards
throurhout ihe civilized
world.

Oar Serai-Portable La-
boratory Standard Volc-
isietere and Ammeters are
still better.

They are the most relia-

ble, abMDiute standaide for
Laboratory OBe.

STANLEY ft. 0. WATTIWETERS.
Permanent Accuracy Guaranteed.

STANLEY INSTRUMENT CO.,
New York: 146 Bi'oadwav.
San Francisco: 31-33 New Montgomery St.

Canada: The Royal Electric Co.. Momreal and

RHEOSTATS
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

THECUTIER-HAMMERMF3.C0..
MILWAUKEE, was.

Tbe Largest and Oldest Maniifactiu'ers o£ Rheo-
stats in tbe World.

HOLOPHANE CLASS CO.,
•.•^fy voF«K.

Compound Prisnt

Glofafs and Shades
FOR ALL KINDS OF LiGHTiNfi.

TWO tiOf.O tta r% A r-
oniKi!)iLV£U ffn 6 U ^

Awarded at Paris ExposHIo.;,

WRITE FOR CATALOC
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flanhattan

Enclosed Arc Lamps
....FOR ALL CIRCUITS....

Alternating. .

.

Direct

High Tension

Low Tension

.6"

MANUFACTURED UNDER

Marks Enclosed Arc Lamp
PATENTS

These patents broadly cover all forms of Enclosed Arc Lamps

and users will take notice that with MANHATTAN Lamps they

purchase thorough patent protection. Beware of lamps made

by unlicensed companies

ManhBttan General Construction Co.,
NEWARK. N. J.

Rsn
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Althougfh a Storage Battery Does Not Qeherate
Electricity, it does reduce the amount of generating machinerj' required, and effects a very great econcmy, by
keeping the apparatus installed running fully loaded and under the most efficient conditions.

will do well to investigate the (TbloriJie HCCUtllUlatOr.
There are 120 Storage Battery Installations in the United

States operating as regulators on Electric Railway Circuits—120 Chloride Accnmidaior Installations. Their
reliability, efficiency and economy is vouched for by the continued purchases of their largest users.

Street Railway Companies

Investigation is invited. Engineering advice at

the service of those interested. Bulletins illustrat-

ing and describing various Chloride Accumulator
installations mailed, upon request, to any address.

L-23-I.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY,
Salks \ NkwYork:
Offices } lOO Broadway

19th Street and Allegheny Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.

Boston: Baltimore: Cbicago:
60 State Street Equitable Bldg. Marquette BWg.

Detroit:
Michigan Electric Co.

AMERICAN" ffi'"
HIE THE iEST. Stud \v dMCrlptlil Circulir

Abcolutaly Non-lnfrlnginB. ^
Protection Guaranteed.

AMERICAN BATTERY CO.,
ciT'D IIS9. 17«S. Clinton St., Chicago, lir,

This Trade=Mark°R''ofeu?s: l'^^r':ik
Braockes, EdisonOut-Outi

3o'sT^i Guarantees Satisfaction
Switches, etc. — - — '

-l

PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO, CHICAQO.

Henry H. Humphrey,
Consulting
Electrical Engineer.

Central Lighting Stations,
Electric Power Transmission.

Suite 1305, Chemical Bldg., St. Louis.

(I

Crown
"Insulated Conductors

AND

Rail Bonds
"Crown" wires are the perfection of Rubber Insulation for high or low voltage, direct or alter-

nating currents, solid or stranded conductors up to 2,500,000 circular mils' capacity.

"Crown" bonds are the perfection of simplicity and economy in rail bonding, together with
perfection of contact.

In "CROWN" WIRES or "CROWN" BONDS you secure the best attainable results,

electrically and mechanically.

Solid or stranded bare copper conductors; also lead - encased and armored for aerial,

underground and submarine work.

American Steel and Wire Co., Chicago, III.
NEW YORK, WORCESTER, DENVER, SAN FRANCISCO; LONDON, ENC.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Aferon Smoking Pipe Co.

.

i

Alden Electric Co xi

Alexander, Thos xil

American Battery Co.... iii

American Bridge Co xxl

American DlBt. Steam Co.

American E'ectrlc Co xl

Amer. Electric Fuse Co. . .

Amer. El. Teleph. Co xv
American Elec. Works... xl

Amer. Refit. & Ltg. Co... xvlli

Amer. School of Corresp. xi

Amer. Steel & Wire Co .

.

iii

Amer. Vitrified Cond. Co. i

Bain, Foree

Bakar&Co i

Ball Engine Co svlil

Barnes Co., Wallace xviii

Barnett Co., Q. A H xxli

Becker Bros

Belden-LarwUl Elec. &
Mfg. Co

Bertbold & Jennings ....

Besly iCcChas. H....

Blue Ridge Locust Pin Co.

Bossert El. Const. Co.... x
Bridgeport Brass Co 1

Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.... Iii

Burch, Edward P i

Camp Engineering Co.... xil

Central Electric Co t

Central Mfg. Co xix

Central Tel. & Bl. Co.... xv
Chicago & Alton B. R. .

.

C.&N. W. E. R
Chicago Edison Co
Ctilc Flise WireAMfg.Co.

Chic. House Wrecking Co.

C.,M. &St. P. R. B xvlll

iv

xlx

xxil

xvlll

xviii

It

xvl

Chicago Mica Co xiii

Chic. Telephone Sup. Co. xvl

Cleveland ArmatureWks. xiii

Colon'al Electric Co v

Couch & Seeley Co xiv

Cream Flux Co x

Cre6cent Mfg. Co xsii

Crest Manufacturing Co.. x

Crocker-Wheeler Co
Cutler-Hammer Mfg Co.. i

Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co i

D.&W.FuseCo
Davis & StUtCo xix

Dearborn Drug &. Ch. Co. ix

DeDion-Bouton Motorette

Co Iv

Diamond Meter Co iv

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos . xviii

Driver-Harris Wire Co.. xvl

Edison Decorative & Min-
iature Lamp Dept x

Edison Mfg. Co xil

i

El. Eng. Inst. Corr. Inst.

Electric Appliance Co i
Electric Storage Batt, Co. ill

Electrician Pub. Co vii

Emerson El. M fg. Co i

Ericsson Telephone Co. .

.

i

Eareka Elec. Co

Farles Mfg. Co xxii

Farr TeL & Con. Sup. Co. xvl
Firkins A Co., O.W xix
"For Sale" Advs ill

Ft. Wayne ^1. Wis,, Inc. iil
Fowler, John H xix
Franklin Bng. A Elec. Co.

Franklin Model Shop x

FuUerCo.,The.

Garl Electric Co xvl

General Electric Co ix

General Elec. Repair Co..

Gen'l incandescent Arc
LightCo xi

General Inc. Lamp Co
Gould Storage Battery Co. xvli

Great Western Smelting
ARetiningCo

Gregory Electric Co xil

HartwigA Miller

Hazard Manufacturing Co.

Helios-Upton Co tI

Hill, W. S., Electric Co...

HobartElec. Mfg. Co 1

Hodge-Walsh El. Eng. Co.

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co.

Holophane Glass Co 1

Humphrey, Henry H iii

Illinois Maintenance Co., xil

Incandescent Electric

L'ght Manipulator Co.

Independent Tel. Sup. Co. xvl
Indianapolis Arm, Bracket

A Pin Co xix
Indiana Rub. A Ins. W. Co. 1

India Rubber & Gutta
Percha Insulating Co..

Internat'lCor. Schools. xi

Jeffrey Mfg. Co xviii

Johnston, Thos. J xl

Kansas City Tel. Mfg. Co.

Kartavert Mfg, Co
Kelley ASon, Benj. F...

KelloggSwltchb.AS,Co.xv,xvii

Kentucky Electrical Co.. xxii

Klein ASon, Mathlas xlx'

Klemm A Co xvli

Kokomo Tel. A EL M.Co. svi
Kusel, D. A., Tel. A Elec.

Mfg. Co xvi

Lea-Hooven Mfg. Co xi

Leather Preserv.M.Corp. xil

Leavitt, R. H
Leclanche Battery Oo,... xiii

Leffel A Co., James xviii

Lindsley Brothers Co.... xix
Link-Belt Machinery Co. x

Maltby Lumber CJo

Manhattan Gen'l Const.Co.li.iv

Manross, F. N x
McIntireCo., The C xil

McLennan A Co., K x

McRoy, John T x
Mica Insulator Co x
Miller-KnoblockEl.M.Co. xv
Miscellaneous Adva xli

Monarch Fire Appl, Co. ..

MononR.R xviii

Munsell A Co., Eugene. . . x

National Carbon Co " xIt
National India Rubber Co,

National Tel. Equipm. Co. xv
New York Ins. Wire Co. .. xvtl

Noblett, E.J xlx
North Electric Co
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.. ix

Ohio Electric Works xiii

OkoniteCo., The 1

Oxide Battery Co xxii

Pacific Electric Co xvl

Page, Chas. Q xi

PaisteCo., H. T iii

Palmer Bros xxii

Paragon Fan A Motor Co.

Perrlzo A Sons
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co
Phillips, Eugene F
PhlUips Ins'd Wire Co...

Phoenix Glass Co
Phosphor-Bronze S, Co.
Pittsburg A L , S. Iron Co.

Pringle, Wm. T

xix

xxii

xviii

xix

Queen A Co

.

Relstnger, Hugo
R. I, Teleph. A Elec. Co.

Richmondt Conduit Co.

Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.

Rockwood Mfg, Co
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.

Rose Electric Co
Rosslter, MacGovern ACo. xiii

Roth Bros. ACo xlv

xvli

xli

Sage ABro., F, B xvi

Sargent Co., The xix

Sargent A Lundy
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co
Schureman A Hayden.... xli

Schwalm Co., Geo. F xil

Shelby Electric Co i

Siemens A Halske Electric

Co. of America vii

Simplex Elect'al Co., The, 1

Smith Co., S. Morgan,, . xviii

Smith, Philip xtI

Speer Carbon Co
Bpiea A Company 1

Spngne Electric Co x

»9« ^»K* VI.

Standard Tel. A Bl. Co.. xr
StandardCnderg.CableCo. -

—

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co .. ii
Stanley Instrument Co.., i

Sterling A Son, W. C... xix
Sterling Electric Co. . . . xa i

Sterling "Varnish Co., The 1

Stewart A Co., Frank H.. xvli
Stllwell-Blerce A Smith-
ValleCo xlx

Stow Mfg. Co xviii
Stromberg-Carlson Tel.

Mfg. Co xlv
Sturtevant Co., B. F xxii
Swedish-American Tel. Co. xv

Texas Arm A Pin Co xix
Thomas, Wilcox A Dletz. xvil
Torrey Cedar Co xix

United States Carbon Co. I

Varley Duplex Mag. Co. .. it
Viaduct Mfg. Co xvl
Vulcanized Fiber Co xxii

Wagner El. Mfg. Co xxl
Wagner, Herbert A x
Walsh's Sons A Co xil

Warner Electric Co., The xiv
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co xvli

Webster Chemical Co xxll
Western Electric Co vll

Western El. Supply Co... viil

Western Tel. Const. Co... xv
Westlnghouse Electric A
Manufacturing Co 1

1

Weston Elect'cal Inst. Co. i

Williams Bros xli

Worc6tterCo,,a H... .. xlx
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ARC LAMPS, KNIFE SWITCHES, CLOSES, FLUSH PUSH,
AND SNAP SWITCHES, SHADES, CARBONS, RUBBER
COVERED WIRES, CORDS AND CABLES, ELECTRIC
LIGHTING SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

>A/RITE F-OR RRICES.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY, 139 Adams St, CHICAGO

I

L.

*^^*t II I III III III ****^

..Arc Lamp Troubles.. \

KEDUCED TO A MINIMUM *
WHERE THE $

BELDEN I

SYSTEM IS USED. !

When you put in a Belden Arc Lamp you can ^
rest assured tUat it will do just as we say it will,

|
viz.: I

Burn aMlnJiiiuni ofiOiO HnnrB. X
Oive a Steady AVtilteI.ls;lit. ±Work Perrectly Regardless of T

^^ Alien iiient. I
Cast no Shadows from Carbon Points. I
PicU M» Immediately -when Carbons I

liave Fallen Togetlipr. 1
I

Trim Easier tlian an'Open Arc I.anip, X

' Itis ARTISTIC, SIIUPrE, DVRABI.E. I
. /

ISend for our new Bulletins. i
They will prove Interesting.

BELDEN-LARWILL ELECTRIC & MFG. CO., I

FORT WAYNE, IND. i

AeRKTS: M. B. Austin A Co., 58 W. Van Buren St., Chicago. C. E. IYilson, I
1000BeizBldg..PbiladelphIa, Pa. E. N. Stewakt A Co., Denver, Colo. i

We are now in a position to establish desirable agencies in all principal cities t
in this and foreign countries. $

>*»^—»44 III 4»^^>» II III III ^^^^^t^J

,y'

fllCmOQALVAN/ZFD (ONDU/T
A . INTERIOR ..^nrO^^^'T"

i liNDER0P<"V;4r.%s

RICHMONDT CONDUIT CO.

MANHATTAN SERIES

A. C. Enclosed

Arc Lamp System.

ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS FOR ALL CIRCUITS.

MANHATTAN GENERAL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY,

SALES OFFICE; ii BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

s

De Dion-Bouton "IVIotorette" Co.
ONE OF OUR LATEST MODELS IS THE

IM Y

We are the Sole
Agents and
Licensed Manu-
facturers In the
United States for
DE DION-BOUTON
& CO., Puteaux,
France. We build

COUPES, HAtJSOMS,

SURREYS,

MOTORETTiS,

QUADRICYCLES

and TRICYCLES.

We carry a stock of
supplies.

A full line of the world-renowned De Dion Gasoline Motors is

always in stcck, and may be had from I 3-4 H.P. to 5 H. P.

GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY: Churcli Lane and 37th St„ Brooklyn, N. Y.

BRANCHES:
S7 WesI 66tb St., New Yoik Cily. 306 Norfh Brotd St., Phllaielpliia, Pa.

UIgbiand aad Centre Aves., Plllsburg, Pa. 872 Park Ave., Balllmore. 24 Washington Square, Worcester, Mass.
196 West Excbaoge St., Providence, R. I. ii Stanhope St., Boston, Mass,

Scheeffer Recording

Wattmeter.
ROUND PAHERN TYPE "£.' FOR ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

An Accurate and Sensitive Meter.

Improved Ball Bearing.

DIAMOND METER CO.
PEORIA, ILL., U. 8. A.
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WHAT'S IN A NAME?
NOT MUCH,
AS A RULE,

EXCEPTrNC IN THE CASE
OF AN INCANDESCENT
LAMP BEARING i^ NAME

ORIENT"
WHICH STANDS FOR EVERYTHING
TH.T.sBEST.N jNCANDESCENT LAMP
1^^ K I mQ ^ A BINDING GUARANTEE PROTECTS YOU.

COLONIAL ELECTRIC CO.,
MANUFACTURERS, AOJEXTS :

JAS. OI.A.RK JB. <£ CO., Iionlsville. Ky.
EI.EC. SCPPL'V .S ESG. CO., Detroit, Kicli.

Exclusive Manufacturers of AIiA»I>r»f IiAlEPS, Carried in Stock, only by tlie St, Ijonia Electrical Supply Co,
St. I.onis. 9[o.

RAVENNA, OHIO, U. S. A

ST. LOIilS EI,EC. SUPPI-Y CO., St. I-ouis, Mo,
J. H. BUXHTEI'I' « CO., 20 Paric PI., N. Y. City.

Columbia
Lamps....
QUALITY UNEXCELLED

Columbia Lamps embody all the features so essential to the satis-

factory and profitable operation of CENTRAL STATIONS and

ISOLATED PLANTS, namely: Full rated candlepower and initial

uniformity, high efficiency and maintenance of candlepower.

If you are not entirely satisfied with the lamp which you are using

at present, be persuaded by us to try a barrel of COLUMBIAS. You
will find them satisfactory in every respect.

Special lamps for series burning on ELECTRIC STREET RAIL-
WAY circuits.

Special prices to consumers on FUTURE DELIVERY ORDERS
for 1,000 lamps or more covering full annual requirements.

Central Electric Co., saus Agents.

264-266=268=270 Fifth Avenue, CHICAGO, U. S. A.
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STORAGE BATTERIES
FOR

CENTRAL STATIONS. STREET RAILWAYS
AND

ISOLATED PLANTS.

NO CAST PLATES. NO PERFORATIONS. KO APPLIED PASTE.
INFRINGEMENT.

NO

HIGH EFFICIENCY. GREAT CAPACITY.
SUPERIOR ELECTRICAL CHEMICAL FORMATION.

HELIOS-UPTON COMPANY,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

STORAGE BATTERY PLANT FOR LIGHTING RESIDENCE OP H. N. HIGINB0THA3I, JOLIET,'lLL. CHICAGO, ILL. PEABODY, MASS.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Anchor8(Tel.&Tel.Fole).
Smith, Philip.

Annunciators,
American Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Garl Electric Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Arc Lamps.
Aldeo Electric Co.
American Electric Co.
Belden-Larwlll El. & Mf. Co.
Central Electric Co
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Heilos-UptOD Co.
Lea-Hooven Mfe.Co.
Manhattan Gen'l Const. Co.
Eosslter, Mac Govern &. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Antomobllps.
DeDlon-Bouton MotoretteCo.

Babbitt Het'l and Solder.
Gr. Western Sm. and Refg.Co.

Batteries and Jars.
American Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
National Carbon Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peru Elec. Mtg. Co.
Weatei-fi Electric Co.
Western Elect. Sunply Co.

Bells, Bazzers, Etc.
American Electric Go.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Aopliance Co.
Garl Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt Dreesins.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Belting.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Blon'ers.
Fuller Co., The.
StnjteTant Co., B. F.

Boilers.
Chicago House-Wrecking Co.

Books,Electrical.
Electrician Publlsning Co.

Bridges and Balldinffs
(Steel).
American Bridge Co.

Bmsbea.
Bfcker Bros.
Central Electric Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co,
Sare A Bro,. F. B.

Cables (Beelnsulated Wires.)
Caules. Electric (See Insu-
Ifcled wiresj.ropper,Sheet
and Bar.
American Elec. Worki.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
New York Jn«. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect, ttupply Co.

Carbons.Polnts dcPlates
AmerlcUfi Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago EdlBon Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
National carbon Co.
RelBlnger Hugo.
Sjteer Carbon Co.
United Stfttea Carbon Co.
Wefltern Elect. Supply Co.

Cafltinss.
SarKrnt Co., The.
Bmlth f;o., S. Morgan.

Chains.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Kelt Machinery Co.

Circuit Breakers.
Cutter Elec. 6t Mfg. CO.

Coal A Ashes Handiing
machinery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Bell Machinery Co.

Colls and 3lB4[nets.
MlUor-KiioMock El. Mfg. Co.
Varin? IJupliz Magnet Co.

ColorlnK (Inc. lyamp),
Wotistcr ChemlCAl Co.

Componnd.
Deartwrn Drug &Chem.Wks.
McLennan & Co., K.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Condnit and Condnits.
American Electric Co.
Amer. Vitrified Conduit Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
McRoy, John T.
Rtchmondt Conduit Co.
Sprague Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Connectors and Termi-
nals (Patent),
American Elec. Fuse Co.
McImlreCo.. The C.

Construction & Repairs.
American Electric Co.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors and Electric
liight Plants.
AmtTlcan Electric Co.
Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
WestlnghouseElecA Mtg.Co.

Copper W^ires.
American Electric Co.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Bridgeport Brass Co.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkonUeCo.,Tbe
PhlUlps Insulated Wire Go.
Roebltng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simples Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Correspondence Schools
American School of Corn.'sp.
Elec. Engineer Corr. Inst.
Int. Correspond. Schools.

Cross-Anns, Pins and
Brackets.
Bl»e Rldee Locust Pin Co.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indpls. Arm, Brack. & Pin Co.
Leavlti, R. H.
Texas Arm & Pin Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Cut-Outs and Sn^itches.
American ElecirlcCo.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.
ChlcaKO Edison Go.
D. A W. Fuse Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wke., Inc.
eenemi Elec. Co.
General Inc. A.rc Light Co.
Hill. W. S., Electric Co.
PaiBtcCo., II. T.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supidy Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Cats.
Franklin Eng. A Electro Co.

Dynamos and Itlolors.
American Electric Co.
Bullock Elec. Mf-;. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Crockor-Wheeler Comjiany.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks.. Inc.
Fraiikllii Moiiel Shop.
General Electric Co.
f;f)neral Inc. Arc Light Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Ilol^art Elec. Mfg. Co.
Kentucky Electrical Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Rose Electric Co.
ItOHBlter, Mac Govern A Co.
Roth UroH. A Co.
Bcbureman A Hayden,

Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electric Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Williams Bros.

Electric Railirays.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Electrical and DIechani-
eal Engineers.
Bain, Force.
Burch, Edward P.

Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Humphrey. Henry H.
Illinois Maintenance Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Wagner, Herbert A.

Electrical Instraments.
American Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Queen A Co.
Sage A Bro., F. B.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.

of America.
Stanley Electrical M'g. Co.
Stanley Instrument Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electro-Platins Illaeh'y.
BeslyACo.,Chas. H.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.

Elevators- CouTeyors.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Fngiines. Gas.
Palmer liros.

Ensftnes, Steam.
Ball Engine Co.
Camp Engineering Co.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Exii'stSteam Apparatus.
American District Steam Co.

Fan Outfits.
American Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Puller Co., The.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Oh'o Electric Works.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Siemens A Halske ElectrlcCo.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
Barnett Co., G. A H.

Fire Extinsruishers.
Monarch Fire Appliance Co.

Flexible Hhafts.
Stove Mfg. Co.

Fore^es.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Fuses and Fune IVire.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Chicago Puso Wire A Mfg.Co.
1>. A W. KiiHCCo.
Electric Appliance Co.
Mclnllre Co.. The C.
Western Elect. Supply Go.

infa-VH.
Besly A Co., Ghas. H.

4i<cncral F.lec. Niipplies.
American ElectrlcCo.
Aldon Electric Go.
Contra] Electric Go.
ChlcaKO Edison Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Garl ElectrlcCo.
General Electric Go.
Hodge-Walsh El. Eng. Go,

Ohio Electric Works.
Stewart A Co.. Frank H.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Crlobes and Electrical
Olassn'are.
Holophane Glass Co.
Phcenlx Glass Go.
Western Elect. Supply Go.

Graphite Specialties.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Heaters (Feed n'^ater).
Kelley A Son, Benj. F.

Beating and FentUating
Apparatus.
Sturtevant Co., B. P.

Holders, Inc. ILamp.
Orescent Mfe. Co
Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Co.

Stewart A Co., Frank H.
Insulators and Insulat-
ing aiaterials.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
American ElectrlcCo.
Central Electric Go.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Mica Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A lus. Wire Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
MunsellA Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Okonlte Co., The.
Palste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Go.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—Magnet IVires.
Alden Electric Go.
American Electric Co.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Go.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Co.

Kellogi; Switchb. A Sup. Co.
MlUer-Knoblock El. Mfe. Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips, Eugene F.
Phillips Insulated Wire Go.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Dnrterground G. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elect. Const. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

Ijamps, Incandescent.
American lOleclrIc Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Colonial ElectrlcCo.
Edison Decorative & Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Ge.
General Inc. Arc Light Go.
General Inc. Lamp Go.
Kentucky Electrical Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Sawver-Man Elec. Go.
Shelby ElectrlcCo.
Western ElectrlcCo,
Western Elec. Supplv Co,
WestluKhouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Ijightning Arresters.
American Rlec. Fuse Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
Eureka Electric Co.
Pi. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Go.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

lilnemen'H Climbers.
Klein A Son, Mathias.

91aguet Wires.
(See Insulated Wires.)

mechanical machinery.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Robertson A Sons. Jas. L.
StIlwell-Bierce Smith-Vaile.

Meters.
Diamond Meter Co.
Fort Wayne Elec. Wrks, Inc.
General Inc. Arc Light Go.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Mica.
Chicago Mica Co.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus, Elec.
Grocker-Wneeler Company.
JetTrey Mfg. Co,
General Electric Co.
Northern E'ec. Mfp. Co
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Motors — See Dynamos and
Motors.

Packing.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.

Patent Attorneys.
Johnston, Thomas J.
Page. Chas. G.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.,Ltd.

Platinum Bought and
Sold.
Baker A Co.
Gt. West. Sm. and ReflningCo.

Poles.
Berthold A Jennings.
Davis AStitt Co.
Firkins AGO., O. W.
Fowler. John H.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Maltby Lumber Go.
Perrizo A Sons.
Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.
Sterling A Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Worcester Co., C. H.

Porcelain.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Go.

PoTPcr Transmission
Machinery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Go.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stnwell-Bierce Smith-Valle.

Pulleys.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Rockwood Mfg. Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Blerce Smith-Valle.

Rail Bonds.
American Steel A Wire Co.

Railivay Siisroalfl.
Garl ElectrlcCo.

Refiners.
Gt . West. Sm. and Refining Co.

Reflectors.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.
Farles Mfg. Co.
Klemm A Co.

Re-M'inding—Repairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Armature Works.
General Electrical Repair Co,
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Rose IGlectric Co.
Rossiier, Mac Govern & Co.
Schiireraan A Hayden.

Rheostats.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Sape A Bro.. F. B.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Second-Hand Mach*y.
Alexander, Thomas.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. EnK. Co.
Illinois Maintenance Co.
Rose I'.lcctric Go.
RoHslter, Mac Govern A Co.
SchuremanA Hayden.
Walsh's Sons A Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reflector & Ltg. Co.
Farles Mfg. Co.
Klerara A Co.
Pnclllc Electric Co.

Soldering Flax.
Cream Flux Co.

Sparking Pings.
crent Mannfacturlng Go.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.

I S«» ^mu^ III

Electric Appliance Go.
Western Electric Go.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Queen A Co.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co

Springs.
Amencan'Steel A Wire Go.
Barnes Co., The Wallace.
ManrosB, F. N.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Gould Storage Battery Co.
Helios-Upton Co.
Oxide Battery Co.

Structural Iron Work*
American Bridge Oo.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works,
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York Insulated Wire Oo.
Okonlte Co., The
Simples Electrical Co.
Western Electric Goi.

Western Elec. Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
Material and Siritch-
boards.
American Electric Co.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American El. Telephone Co.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. A Elec. Co.
Chicago Telephone Sup. Co.
Couch A Seeley Go.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Supply Co.
Garl Electric Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co
Kansas GIty Tel. Mfg Co.
Kellogg Switchb. A Sup Co
Kokomo Tel A El. Mfg. Co.
Kusel, D.A..Tel. A El. Mfg.Co.
National Tel. Equlpm. Co.
North Electric Co.
Palmer Bros.
R. I. Telephone A Elec, Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Go.
Sterling Electric Co.
Stromherg-CarlB'onTol. M.Co
Swedish-American Tel. Co.
Thomas. Wllcoi A Dletz.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Warner Electric Go.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western Tel. Const. Co.

Tools.
Klein A Son, Mathias.

Transformers.
Alden ElectrlcCo.
American Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Rose Electric Co.
Rossiter, Mac Govern A Co.
Siemens A HalskeEIectrlc Co.
of America.

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg.Co.
Western Electric CO.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Westinghonse El A Mfg. Co.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

TurblneA Wa*er1Vhee]s.
Leffel A Co.. jB:fi.

Smith Co,. S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Blerce Smith-Valle.

Varnishes.
Sterling Varnish 00.

Vulcanized Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Wire, Bar(>.
American Electr'cCo.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phllllpa Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co,
Western Electric Co.
Western Electrical Sup. Co.

WoodworkJBleetrlcal.
Noblett. E. J.

X-Bay Ontfltfl.
Queen A Oo.
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OUR 20tK CENTURY
Souvenir N\jmber
FOR DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN CIRCULATION.--

The WESTERN ELECTRICIAN'S Twentieth Century Souvenir Number will be the best and
handsomest number we have ever issued. It will be especially prized by its host of readers, owing to

the valuable statistical information and other timely and interesting articles it will contain. From an
artistic standpoint it will rival anything ever attempted by even the best literary magazines. No
effort or expense will be spared to make it truly representative of the progress of electricity.

This important issue offers advertisers an unequaled opportunity to make their products better
known ALL OVER THE WORLD. It will be sent to every prospective buyer, not only at home, but
in the most remote portions of the civilized globe. It will obtain a circulation perhaps never before
given an electrical journal.

This number, therefore, should be well worth the consideration and patronage of every wide-
awake advertiser. It will be an issue that will be kept and constantly referred to. No extra charge
will be made for space. A liberal special advertising announcement will bring you most gratifying
results. Send in your copy and order NOW.

Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Eastern Office, 148 Times Bldg.. New York. European Office, 44 Fleet St., London, E. C.

3C8»5!s:9»»xeM»MXtt8»»:8:9:e3»»3»»WJ

Siemens and Halske

Electric Company
of America.

Repair Parts Furnished for

All Apparatus of Our Manufacture.

Address Borne Office, FORT WAYNE, IND.

OR ANY OF THE FOLLOWING BRANCH OFFICES:

BOSTON, MASS., 518 Exchange Building.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., lOI The Bourse.

SYRACUSE, N. Y., 717 Dillaye Building.

PITTSBURG, PA., 902 Fifth Avenue.

QNCINNATI, OHIO, 402 Neave Building.

ST. LOUIS, MO., 818 Lincoln Trust Building.

CHICAGO, ELL., 623 Marquette Building.

ST. PAUL, MINN., 615 Germania Life Building.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., 230 Houseman Building.

ATLANTA, GA., 8 South Broad Street.

SHADES
STEEL,

ALUMINUM,
CELLULOID,

GLASS,

PORCELAIN,

TIN.

REFLECTORS

WRITE FOR OUR FIXTURE CATALOQUE, 10,000.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
cnicAao. NEW YORK.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC COMPANY, NortbWMtern Azents, St. Paul, Hlnn.

ST. LOUIS OFFICE, SecurUy Building, St. Louis, Mo,

ANTWERP, LONDON, PARIS,

31 Rue Boudewyns. Bridga Chunlwr*, 171 QueenVlctorU 4« Avenue de Breteall.

St., B.C and North Woolwlcb, B.
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LINE CONSTRUCTION

MATERIAL
\aae: are xa/esteirim agents

-F"^f«-

Fletcher's Cemplete Line
^F- _

WELL-KNOWN SPECIALTIES:

Sleet-Proof Pulleys, Wire Holders,

Mast Arms, Windlasses,

Reflectors, Brackets, Etc.

We Are Prepared to Make Prompt Shipments

from St. Louis Stock.

Western Electrical Supply Co.

ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.
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Dearborn
Drug and Chemical \AAorlc8,
L.abora-tor Ies—AA/^a-bor Cliemls-bs.
Vegeliablo Boiler Oompounds.

ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES. WATERS FREE. OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS,
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

; THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S

I
Series Alternating: Street System,

i| Constant Current Transformers

and Enclosed Arc Lamps.

Series Incandescent Lamps can be operated on the same

circuits with the arc lamps because the transformers do not

"pump" at full load.

The Lamp Circuits are entirely insulated from the primary

circuit.

12,000 Arc Lamps successfully operating from 290 trans-

formers in 151J different stations.

GENERAL OFFICE: SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Chicago Office, Monadnock Bldg. Sales Offices in All Large Cities.

^^f^^**^^*^l^!^^4<**4!^*4*^f4^4<*W*^f*«if**^4l^^

Alternating or Direct Current

Generators -^ Motors.
Factory and Shop Equipments, Mining, Railway aind

Lighting Work.

Power Plants for Long Distance Transmission.

Stanley Electric r\ig. Co.,

Pittsfield, riass.

Catalogues and Circulars on request. Correspondence solicited from manufac-

turers, machine tool makers, mine operators, railways, etc.

TRANSFORMERS, INSTRUMENTS, SWITCHBOARDS.

Northern Electrical flfg. Co.,

riadison, Wis.
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Packard lamps are adapted for railroad and
commercial work because their makers under-
stand the true conditions under which they
are to be used, and because they manufacture
lamps for all purposes andknow their product.
Each Packard Lamp is tested individually for

voltage, wattage and candle power. They
are carefully selected for uniformity, and
therefore give uniform service. Packard lamps
are made in all candle powers and all volt-

ages; are made of the very best material, and
the superior workmanship greatly increases
their range of usefulness.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY, Chicago.

General Electric Company
Rent, at a moderate rate, lamps and receptacles in

any quantity. Also repair X-Ray Tubes.

Send for Catalogue No. 9050.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND MINIATURE
LAMP DEPARTMENT,

Harrison, N. J.

INDIA & AMBER

IPf
IN ANY SHAPE OR PATTERN.

EMPIRE i, MIC
l^«illl./*TEI> ,f>j^ COIV1POUWD
ClulhS ;IIT<I l'.l|l(;r&. J|j' "

UME<J1JAI.EI>.

Eu^oncMunselLsCo Mica Insulator Co.
2lS»v,i((i«it.\eM York A Cliic<i\J<>, ii:i.ikcSt.

—
lllCAIIlT 1

lni»™'i|PT INSULATDR 1

,

ENGINEERING
^^ HERBERT A. WACNER,

Consulting Engineer
Railway Lighting and Power Plants,

415 LOCUST ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

^^'' "MANROSS" "®"'

HAIR SPRINGS
rOR ELECTRIC

IWDICATIMO 4NO RECORDING
GAUCES STEAM GAUGES, ETC.

Largest Manufacturers of

Hair Springs in tlie United States.

NoD-Ma^netic Hair Springs of Phos-
phor Bronze and other non-magnetic
metals. Hair springs of any de-
scription manufactured to order.

F. N. MANROSSp ForestvMIe, Conn.

Crest

Manufacturing

Co.,
Cambridgeport, Mass.

GASOLINE MOTOftS
AND

SPARKING PLUGS.

Send your Book Orders to

ELECTRtCIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

610 Marquette I'.UJ;:.. (".'hicat-'O.

^S^OXJ :iVE>E>I> lO^!
Gale's Commutator
Compound.

&jsg^4^aaaaiy The Only Article That Will Prevent Sparking.

Will keep the Commutator In good condition and prevent cutting. Absolutely will not gum the brushes.

ErOc. per stick, 83.00 per dozen Send 50c. for trial stick.

FOR S-VLE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES OR

KU.«I eilUBII Q l\n tsole JHannfactnrerB,
HICLCllllAll « UU If 900,100 Wasblnston street, CHICAfiO.

NE\A/^ F-F^XkmiKL-IIM IVIC

r

"

J
; ^^^fflHRrtMldlllii ''^

r^
Jff^MWJ/KKKmBKS^"^Ai 1 K^St^si

.;.
_ "'

'

''

V . _ _, j^

FRANKLIN MODEL SHOP,

As some amateur constructorK may not be
equipped with tools to flnli^h parts, sets ot

cttbtin^'S and inateiial are fuinished in various
statres of completion. Wrought iron flelds:

armature formed of punchhigs of sheet iron
and ooQtains eight slotB for armature coils;

driving pulley for either round or flat belt.

Terminal wires to binijing screws set in fibre

connection board at top of pole pieces. Ends
of connecting? wires Bordered to sheet metal
terminals. Run as a motor will drive a sewing
machine, dental engine or watchmaker's
lathe. Ten-volt current. Run an a generator
will light four 2-candl© lamps. This machine
i-* not a toy but is designed for us^e. Many
interesting experiments can be performed
wiih one f these machines, Kull size detail
blue prints furjiishea with each tet of material,
showintr how to connect up ihe machine for
both fiERIE:i and SHUNT windings.

The change can be m:de frnm one winding
to ttie other whenever desired

.

Write for Dynamo Circular No. 16.

129-131 vtest 31st Street.

NEW YOIK CITY.

The Bossert Electric Construction Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

STEEL OUTLET AND JUNCTION BOXES,
HWITCHBOAItDS^, PANEL BOABDS. HWlTtHES, ETC.

JJjtKsJv

JOHN T. McROY
302 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

138 WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO

COAL AND ASHES HANDLING
MACHINERY, SHAFTING, PULLEYS,

CLUTCHES, PATENT MACHINE-MOULDED
HOPE SHEAVES, ETC.

CATALOGUE UPON APPLIC ATlOf^

,

LINK-BELT MACHINERY CO.,
Engineers, Founderi. Machinists.

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

CREAM FLUX
AN AB80l,UTEI.T NON-CORBOSITE IN8VI..\TII«Q
80I.UEBINU Fi.CX FOB ALL HRTALS.
ConlalnH no acid or any element Injurious to electrical connectlona,

ENDORSED BY THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS AND ALL USERS.
YOU CAN' make more than double the number of perfect connections In one-half the time
with ryeam Flux than you can with the name amount of any otherlliix. Put u|> In cans at
l.'jc., 2.10.. fjOc, and 7.5c. Special prlcoH In r|uanllty. Send 16c. tor trial box. Weguaraatct
It aad It not tat/Bfactory money will be refunded. ^

THIH Il« WHAT ONE VMElt MAS TO SAY OF IT:
11 A FTER havlnic tried the various soIdorlnB salts on the market, and after glvlnc your

C-eam Plux severe tests on heavy cable connections, and on the finest stranded
Bexlble dron cord work, we can safely say It meets all claims you make for It. I consider It
one of the best ever offered for sale. Very truly

"Per J. II. Ooohst, Constr, 8upt. CHloAQO EDISON CO."

FOB SAIiE BT ALL HDPPLY HOCI4E8 OB

CREAM FLUX CO.,
Sole Minutaoturert,

100 Washington St., CHICAGO.

THE LUNDELL

"SPLIT-POLE"

GENERATOR
Is so named because of the

peculiar construction of the

pole pieces. It is the most
efficient Generator on the

market. Its remarkable ad-
vantages are fully described
in our Catalogue No. 03100.
Free on application.

SPRACUE ELECTRIC CO.,
General Offices: 527-531 West 34tii Street, NEW YORK.

CHICAQO: BOSTON: ST. LOUIS:
FUtier Building, 375 Devonslilre Stre«t, Security BulldbiK
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MAHK H. PHILLIPS, PntkiOKNT.
9. H. WAQENSEIL, TiiCAaunKII.

CUOCNE F. PHILUPa,
OCNCBAL MANAHH.

K. ROWLAN* PHILLIPS, Vmc-PrcS.
G. R. niMiMOTen. jr., ••«,

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
' • PBOTIDKHGK. B. I.

'

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

Nbw Yoke Stobs, W. J. Watson, 21 Cortlandl Bt.

Ohxoago Stobs, F. E. Donmlioe, 341 Ma4Uod St.
MoimBAi. Bbahoh, Bniant F. FhlUlpi' Bteatrlakl Werfci.

MAIN OFFICE* AND FACTOIIICS, PHILLIPBDALE, R. I.

CHA.S. O. P,AOE.
PATENT ATTORNEY,

185 Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.,

Has attended to all of our patent matters con-

tinuously since 1891. Morgan & Wright, Chicago.

Six Years with General Electric Company.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,
Counsellor at Law,

No. 66 Broadway, • NEW YORK CITY.

Patent Causes. Patent Solicillng.

L-H Enclosed Arc lamps.
FOR ALL CIRCUITS.

GUARANTEED TO MEET REQUIREMENTS OF ALL PRACTICAL ENGINEERS.

Designed on

scientific

principles

and constructed

of the highest

grade materials.

Accessibility to

working parts,

which are few

and absolutely

interchangeable.

Positive cable

contact.

Resistance

cannot be

short-circuited.

lO-in. globe,

using full length

carbons.

Soliu copper or

aluminum case.

WE WANT ACTIVE AND RESPOIirsrBL.E AGENTS
IN AliL. THE PRINCIPAL, CITIES.

Lea-Hooven Manufacturing Co.,

^^"c*.Tcf5^fSr/,^.*=«' Anderson, Ind., U. S. A.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

O.K. "Weatherproof Wire.

Slow-Bnrning Weatherproof

and Slow-Bnrning Wire,

Prices and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.|
' Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET. R. I.

In the

Pay

Envelope

ThaVs where
ou,r education
affects you.

What The Inter-
national Corres-
pondence Schools,
Wcranton, Pa., are
doing.

First—Teaching mechanics
the theory of their work.

Second—H elping mis-
placed people to change their

work.

Third—Enabling young people to

support themselves while learning
professions.

250,000 BtndeDts and graduaten in Mechanical,
Elevtrlcal, l^tcaiii, €ivll and MlDine En^lneer-
Inei Architecture; I>rawlns and l>eHlenIne;
Chemistry; Telegraphy; Telephony; Stenog-
raphy; Rook-keeplntr; EnKllnh ItrancheH.
When writing Btate subject in which interested.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS.
EetabllBhf^ 1891. Capllal «1, 300,000.

Box 1002 Scranton, Pa.

For the purpose of quleklv introducing
and demonstrating the superior merits of
Its couraes.the Trustees ofTHEASrERlCAK
SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE have
voted to award a

FREE
SCHOLARSHIP m

Electrical, Steam, Mechanical, Ma-
rine or Locomotive

ENtilNKEBINe,
includinc: a complete course in IIECHAN-
ICAL DKAWlNti, to a few well-recom-
mended, ambitious men in each manufac-
tui-ing plant in the United States.
The holders of these FREE SCHOLAR-

SHIPS will he asked to answer any
inquiries as to the benefit and value of the
instruction and also recommend the School
to their friends, thus establishing an end-
leas chain of enthusiastic students who
will adverlise tlie School more thoroughly
than tons of printed matter or an army of
agents. Application blank on request
(mention Western Electrician-).

American School of Correspondence,
(Chartered by tli.-Commonwealtliof Jlass)

Boston, Mass. U. S. A.

Alden Electric Co.
(Formerly Alden & Co.)

WILL OCCUPY THEIR BUILDING AT

52 and 54 W. Van Buren St., Chicago,
OD aDd after October ist and will have in stock

All Lines of General Electric Supplies.

insulated Wires and Cables.
*""-"«""-''Crescent" Rub-

ber Covered. Weatherproof.

PITTSBURG TRANSFORMERS. "L-H." ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS.

UP-TO-DATE ELECTRICAL GOODS.

This Building is Filled witli Goods You Need and Wliicli You
May Have Promptly.

SIMPLY SEND US YOUR ORDERS.

Electrical

Supplies.

Electrical

Machinery.

American Electric Company,

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT CO.,
Factory and General Offices: 672-B78 FIRST AVENUE, NEW YORK.

TRADE ^^ I
ISAaRK.

Manufacturers Of HIGH-GRADE* ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
WRITE FOn ATTRACTIVE BULLETirJS.

CHICAGO. ILL.,
PHILADKLPHLA., PA.,
BOSTON, MASS.,
ST. L0D18, MO.,
CLEVELAND. OHIO,
MILWAUKEE, WIS..

J West Jackson Bonlevard.
522 Drexel Bulldlug.

31 Milk Street.
638 Century Building.

39-17 East Prospect Street.
408UmieiDBulldlnK.

MINNEAPOLia MINN.,
DENVER, COLO..
CINCINNATI. OHIO.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL..
EXPORT DEPARTMENT, N.T., 5;3-oT3 First Ave.

61ti Guaranty Building.
021 16th Street.

57 Perin Building.
698Pairott Building.

IN/IIIMI^-TES E:A.i
EUREKA PACKING, with a RED DIAMOND LABEL, more power, lasts longer,

costs less than any other good packing.

HIKE ELIMINATOR gives dry steam to engine, keeps oil out of the boiler.

MPROVED ROBERTSON-THOMPSON INDIC»TOR-a grand adjunct and
at very moderate cost,

TIC-A-TOC GREASE CUP. Send for circular. A very successful novelty.

ROBERTSON FEED-WATER HEATER heats water to about boiling point
with exhaust steam.

JAS.
98 Fulton SI., New York.

ROBERTSON & SONS,
Branches: Boston—Philadelphia.
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WANTED.
By well established incandescent l&mp manu-

facturer, an energetic city salesman forcltyof
Chicago. Must be thoroughly familiar with
incandescent lamp trade. Address "LAMP,"
care Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg.,
Chicago.

WANTED.
After January 1, 1901, a position paying $125

Eer month with opportunity for advancement
y young man with experience In managing

city commercial lighting company; extensive
Chicago acquaintance. Address "J. K.," care
Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building,
Chicago.

POSITION WANTED.
By sober, industrious young man, who has

worked at tiie electrical business for the past 7
years in armature worli;, arc lamps and wiring;
good mechanic and understands how to handle
tools to good advantage. Good references. Ad-
dress "INDUSTRIOUS," care Western Elec-
trician, olO Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

WE OFFER FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
2 100 K. W., 500-volt Edison bipolars.
1 75 K. W., General Electric, 50Q-volt, 4 pole.
1 120 K. W.. A. S. type, General Electric Al-

ternator.
3 120 K. W., A. type, General Electric Alter-

nators.
1 240 K. W., Stanley two-phase, 1,000 or 2,000

volts.

1 50 K. W., 2.000-volt, Siemens & Halske,
60 cycle.

1 65 Light, Brush Arc. 10 amperes.
1 40 Light, Western Electric Brush Arc.
1 600 H. P., Ball cross-compound engine, 20x

36x18.
1 200 H. P., Ball, 12x22x16 Tandem com-

pound, with condenser.
1 175 H. P., Ideal, 12x20x14 Tandem com-

pound.
2 18Hxl8 Ideal engines.
1 14^x15 Mcintosh & Seymour engine,

BOILERS, MOTORS, PUMPS.
Write for our latest price-list No. 40.

ILLINOIS MAINTENANCE COMPANY,
E. H. CMENHY, Hanager,

204 Oearborn Street, Chieaeo.

WANTED.
steady position as chief engineer, head elec-

trician or superintendent of electric light or
power plant anywhere in the United States by
first-class engineer and electrician. AU-around

. man, 34 years old, 17 years' experience in
plants as above. Have also installed entire
plants. Havetoolsand test instruments. Strictly
temperate. Address "ENGINEER," 1810 Mil-
waukee Avenue, Chicago.

SITUATION WANTED.
By electrician, 28 years old, competent in

winding armatures, wiring and general work in
this line. Cau give good references. Will go
anywhere. Willing to work for moderate wages.
Address *']\L S.." care oC Western Electrician,
510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

WANTED TO BUY.
We are In the market for good second-hand

blgh-speed Automatic and Corliss engines. We
want several such at once. Write us, giving
full particulars.

CAMP ENGINEERIN6 CO.,

1 8 South Canal Street, Chicago, III.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

WALSH'S SONS & CO.,
ISO Washington St., ncwark, N. J.

ARMATURES.
2 60-light Western Electric, 10

ampere, each $150. 00
1 45-light Excelsior, 8 ampere.

.

75.00
1 30-light Excelsior, 10 ampere. 75.00
1 25-light Excelsior, 12 ampere. 60.00
1 35-Iight Thomson-Houston, 10

ampere, ring type 125.00
1 20-light Brush, 10 ampere ... 60.00
2 30-light Brush, 10 ampere, each 75.00
1 500-light WestiLghouse, 1000

volt, brand new 100.00
1 120 E. W. General Electric,

2,000 volt 300.00

Rose Electric Co., St. Louis. Mo.

FOR SALE.
9!-ixl2-inch Armington-Sims automatic en-

gine in good condition. Reason for change: Too
small for its work. Address "AUTOMATIC,"
care Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg.,
Chicago.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
Electroplating outtit. Nickel and brass so-

lutions, chemicals, polishing material, etc. Dy-
namo, counter-shafts, belts, 2 h. p. gas engine;
in fact, a complete outfit of moderate size.
Will sell cheap for cash or will exchange for a
good engine or footpower lathe of standard
make and in good condition. For particulars
address W. A. SOULE, Grand Island, Neb.

WANTED.
Intelligent and enterprising man who under-

stands electric light wiring tlioroughly, can es-
timate house wiring, sell and put up flxtures;
one wh > has good business address and ability
and can manage city trade preferred. Give age,
experience and salary wanted. Address
"ABILITY," care Western Electrician, 510
Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

FOR SALEA BARGAIN.
150 hard rubber cells, 7x7x10^ inches.

THOMAS ALEXANDER, 183 E. Randolph St.,
Chicago.

SECOND-HAND
Dynamos and Motors.

We invite correspondence
with those wishing to

buy or sell.

SCHUREMAN & HAYDEN.
140 S. Clinton St., Chlcaeo.

WE BUY OLD BELTS
OR SCRAPS, ANY SIZE OR

CONDITION.

WE CLEAN, REPAIR AND RENEW
OLD BELTS.

LEATHER PRESERVER MFG. CORP.
27 W. MONROE ST., CHICAGO.

MclNTIRE'S PATENT

CONNECTORS AND lERMIflilLS.

WIRE, a!! si;cs. Fi;SED WIRE, FUSED
LISKS,1.-J STRIPS.

HEC. MclHTIRECO., 13 S 15 Franklin St..

NEWARK, N. J.

WANTED.
Salesman, by manufacturer of telephone and

switchboard equipment. Must be thoroughly
informed and able to show satisfactory businessm the past. An opportunity for advancement to
a thoroughly flrst-class man who Is able to
demonstrate his ability. State salary and give
detailed informal ion as to experience. Address
"TELEPHONE," care Western Electrician, 510
Marquette Bidg., Chicago.

WANTED.
Mechanical and electrical engineer, thor-

oughly competent to take the management or
superintendency of a manufacturing or power
plant, wishes a position. Address "F. E. H "

care Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg.
Chicago.

^

BUY YOUR BOOKS
FBOM THK

Electrician Pub. Co., 6 1 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

Thermostats and Vibratory Eleotric Motors,
Especially constructed for Damper Regulators. Furnished to the trade only.

Send for descriptlTe matter and prices to

\A/Ii-^I.AIW1S BR^S., «}BB£]!SR, CBEKANGO CO., N. Y

WANTED
FOR SPOT CASH

BUHNED OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND BASES.

CEO. F.SCHWALM CO.. - HARRISON, N. J.

iio.VoIt Incandescent Dynamos.
2 I2-Ught Edison, % K. W., telf-ollen.

1 26-llght Wenstrom.
i 3&-llght Glbbs, M. P., ftlow speed, comp.,

brand new.
1 EO-Ugbt Hawkeye.
1 60-llght Nowotny, self-oiler.

1 BU-llght Card, multipolar, eelf-oller, Blow

Bpeed, HBO E. P. M.
1 6&-llght Crocker-Wheeler, slow speed,

self-oiler.

2 65-llglit Glbbs, M. P., compound, brand
new, moderate speed.

4 65-llgbt Glbbs, M. P., compound, brand
new, slow speed. 1100 R. P. M.

1 66-llght Siemens & Halske, type B., M. P.,

slow speed, self-oiler, brand
new.

1 60-llght Thomson-Houston.
1 60-llght Westlnghouse.
1 80-llght Siemens & Halske, type L. H.,

self-oller, brand new.
2 80-lIght Siemens & Halske, Ironclad type,

M. P., self-oilers, brand new.
1 100-lIght Bain, compound, eelf-oller.

1 100-llght J. & C, self-oUer.

4 UO-llght Glbbs, M. P., compound, self-

ollers, slow speed, brand new,
1000 K. P. M.

1 UO-lIght Siemens & Halske, M. P., Church-
ward type, compound, extra
Blow speed, brand new, 650

E. P. M.
i leo-llght Glbbs, M. P., compound, selt-

ollers, speed 1C50.

1 160-llght Glbbs, M. P., shunt, self-oller.

Blow speed, 826 R. p. M.
1 160-llght C^d, self-oller.

2 IJO-llght Siemens & Halske, M. P., solt-

ollers, brand new.
1 200-Ilgbt Western Electric, self-oller, comp.
2 210-llgIjt Edison, self-oilers, 12 K. W.
t 210-llght Siemens & Hnlske, 12 K. W.
2 210-llgbt Siemens & Halske, M. P., brand

new, type B., BclfolJers.

4 210-IIght GIbbB, M. P., Belf-ollcrs, very
Blow speed, 726 K. P. M., brand
new.

1 2Mllght WeBtlnghotme.

REGORY!
ELECTRIC CO.

54-62 S.CLINTOrt ST. CHICAGO.

BARBAINS-FOR SALE.
iio-Volt Incandescent Dynamos.—

Continued.
1 250-lIght Commercial, comp., self-oller.

1 250-Ilght Eddy, self-oller.

1 270-llght General Electric, IS K. W., M. P.,

direct-connected to Case en-

gine, compound.
2 270-llght Westlnghouse, M. P., slow speed,

16 K. W.
1 300-lIght Columbian, multipolar, comp.,

self-oller, slow speed.

4 300-llght Glbbs, M. P., self-ollcrs, slow
speed, 725 R. P. M., brand new.

1 MO-llght Eddy, sclf-olltr, compound.
2 350-llgbt Hawkeye, compound.
1 350-llght National, self-oller, compound.
1 360-llght Edison, 20 K. W., self-oller.
6 360-llght Siemens & Halske, type U H.,

self-oilers.
1 360-Mght Duplex, multipolar, self-oller,

compound, Slow speed.
3 600-IIght Siemens & Halske, type L. H.,

self-oilers, brand new.
4 640Ilght Edison, 30 K. W., selt-ollers,

compound.
1 GOO-llght Elckmeyor.
2 700-llght Westlnghouse, 10 pole, slow speed,

40 K. W., selt-ollers, 676 R. P.
M., brand new.

2 800-)lKht Edison, 46 K." W., self-ollera.
1 120(Hlght Siemens & Halske, type L. H.,

70 K. W., self-oller.
1 1360-Ilght Siemens & Halske, Type I, 80

K. W,, for direct connection,
8 pole.

8 1600-llght Siemens & Halske, type L. H.,
self-oilers, 100 K. W.

1 1600-llght Siemens & Halske, 100 K. W.,
type I., 6 pole, for direct con.
nectlon, brand new.

220-Valt .Qencrators.
Rheostat, base-frame end pulley accom-

pany each machine.
1 814 K. W. Westlnghouse, multipolar, aelf-

oller.

19 K. W. Lundell, self-oller.

1 10 K. W. Lundell, aelf-oUer, multipolar.

Blow speed,

I 12 K. W. Edison, self-oller.

1 16 K. W. Edison, compound, self-oller.

1 30 K. W. Siemens & Halske, M. P., Iron-

clad type, self-oller. brand
new.

1 45 K. W. Edison, compound, self-oller,

new armature.
1 60 K. W. Siemens & Halske, M. P.,

Churchward type, self-oller,
brand new, for direct connec-
tion.
1 marble panel switchboard
for above.

1 100 K. W. Siemens & Halske, M. P.,
Churchward type, self-oller,
brand new, for direct connec-
tion.

50o-Volt Generators.
2 16 K. W. Edison, selt-ollers.
1 IS K. W. T.-H., self-oller.
1 35 K. W. Mather, self-oller.
2 36 K. W. Siemens & Halske, brand new,

M. P., Churchward type, self-
oilers, very glow speed, 471
R. P. M.

1 45 K. W. Edison, compoand, self-oller.
1 75 K. W. Westlnghouse, Kodak set, West-

lnghouse generator and West-
lnghouse compound engine, 14
X 24 z 14, all complete, fine.

Alternatine Qenerators,

1 Seo-ltght Thomson-Honston, A. IS.

1 COO-llgbt Thomaon-Honston, A. S.

1 600-llgbt Thomson-Houston, SO E. W.,
two-phase.

1 600-llght Thomson-Houston, M E. W.,,,

slotted armature.
2 600-llght General Electric, A. SO, toothed

armature.
2 660-llght Thomson-Houston, A. 36.
2 760-llght Westlnghouse, 37"^ K. W.
1 900-Ilght Warren, 46 K. W., UOO volts.
1 lOOO-Ugbt Wood, 60 K. W., selt-oller.
1 1000-Jlght Siemens & Halske, 60 K. W.,

self-oller, 60 cycle.
1 1200-llght »atlonal, with exciter.
1 1200-llght Siemens & Halske, 60 K. W.,

Churchward type, brand new,
60 cycle, single-phase, UOO
volts, with exciter.

1 60 E. W. Siemens & Halske, Churchward
type, brand new, 60 cycle, two-
phase, rotary transformer, 1100
volts, alt. to 250 volts direct,
complete, with marble panel
switchboard.

1 1200-llght Westlnghouse, 60 K. W.
1 1200-llght Thomson-Houston, 60 K. W.
1 1200-llght Warren, 60 K. W., self-oiler.
1 1200-llght General Electric, A. 60.

2 1300-llght Thomson-Houston, A. 70, 1100 or
2200 volts.

1 IBOO-Ilght Wood, 76 K. W., self-oller.
1 1600-llght General Electric, monocyclic, 76

K. W., self-oller, 60 cycle.
1 ISOO-llght National, 90 K. W.
1 4000-llght Wood. 200 K. W.. self-oUer.

Arc Dynamos.
1 20-Ught 2000 C. P. Western Electric.
1 SO-llght 1200 O. P. T.-H.. K. 12.

1 30-Ught 2000 C. r. Brush, No. 7.

2 36-llght 2000 O. P. T.-H.. L. D. 2.

1 8B-llght 1200 O. P. Wood No. 6.

3 40-llght 2000 O. P. Western Electric, self-

oilers.
2 45-llght 1200 O. P. T.-H.,M. 12, ball arm.
2 4&-llght 1200 O. P. Brusb, No. 7.

1 60-llght 1200 0. P. T.-H., L.. D. 12,

1 60-llght 2000 C. P. T.-H., M. 0. 2.

2 60-llght 2000 C. P. Western Electric, selt-

ollera.
1 tO-llght 2000 O. P. WestlnghouBe.
3 eo-Ilght 2000 O. P. Wood, No. 8.

1 ee-Ilght 800 O. P. Boll, 4 amp.
1 65-llght 2000 O. P. Brush, No. 8.

2 76-llght 1200 O. P. Wood, with new arm'e.
a 76-llght 1200 G. P. Standard, selt-ollers.

2 7(-llght 2000 O. P. Westlng'se, self-oilers.

* 126-llght 1200 C. P. Excelsior, latest type.

SEND FOR OUR MONTHLY BARGAIN SHEET WITH NET CASH PRICES ON DYNAMOS,
MOTORS, TRANSFORMERS,METERS,STATION INSTRUMENTS, ARC LAMPSand SUPPLIES.
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ELECTRICAL AND STEAM
IVIACMIIMERY.

THE FOLLOWING IS PART OF OUR STOCK. SEND FOR LATEST CATALOG.
Direct-Current Dynamos. lioVoIt».

(Direct-Connected.

1

3 100 K. W. Westlnghouse, 8-poIe, 335
R. P. M., direct-connected to ricln-

tosh & Seymour compound engines.

Belted Dynamos. 110 Volts.

2 150 K. W. Bdlson bipolar.
4 60 K. W. Edlscn bipolar.
2 45 K. W. Edison bipolar.
3 30 K. W. Edison bipolar.
4 25 K. W. Edison bipolar.
3 20 K. W. Edison bipolar.
1 100 K. W. M. P., 4, Wesanghouse.
2 45 K. W. M. P., 4 Westlnghonse.
1 30 H. P. Westlnghonse.
1 13V<. K. W. M. P. Amer. Ball.
2 10 K. W. Edison bipolar.
1 500-ampere Onondaga.
1 26 K. W. Electro Dynamic.
1 45 K. W. General Electric, M. P.,

850 R. P. M.
Arc Dynamos.

2 125-llght, multl-clrcnlt Brusb, 2000
C. P.

2 166-llght, multl-olrcnlt Brush, 1200
C. P.

2 U6-llght, latest type Fort Wayne,
2000 C. P.

2 125-Ileht, brand new Excelsior, 2000

C. P.
2 12S-lIght, nmltl-clrcult Brush, 2000

C. P.
2 80-llght, single-circuit Brush, 2000

C. P.
4 No. 8, 65-llght, 2000 O. P., Brush.
10 50-Ilght, 2000 C. P., T.-H., with ring

armatares.

Alternators.

1 326 K. W. Siemens & Halske. 2000
volts, 7200 alternations,
single-phase, 115 R. P.
M,

1 300 K. W. Fort Wayne, 2000 volts,
7200 alternations, single-
phase.

1 240 K. W. Westlnghonse, single-
phase, 1100 volts, 16000
alternations.

1 240 K. W. Stanley, two-phase, 380
R. P. M., with engines
direct-connected.

2 300 K. W. Westinghouse. single-
phase, toothed arma-
tures.

1 150 K. W. Westinghouse, two-phase.
1100 volts, 600 R. P. M..
7200 alternations.

2 A-120 General Electric, slngje-phase,
1000 volts, 16000 alterna-
tions.

2 90 K. W. General Electric, single-
phase, 1000 volts, 16000
alternations.

2 120 Westinghouse, single-phase, 1100
volts. 16000 alternations.

1 110 K. W. Fort Wayne. 2200 volts,
16000 alternations.

3 60 K. W. General Electric, single-
phase, 1050 volts. 160OO
alternations.

1 60 K. W. General Electric, single-
phase, 2000 volts, 16000
alternations.

1 60 K. W. Stanley. 2000-1000 volts,
two-phase, 7200 alterna-

,
tions.

1 75 K. W. Stanley, 2000-1000 volts,
two-phase, 16000 alter-
nations.

1 45 K. W. Westinghouse, 220O volta,
16000 alternations.

Direct-Current Motors and Qenera-
tors. 330 Volts.

1

(Direct-Connected.)
1 76 K. W. General Electric, direct-

connected to Ideal en-
gine.

(Belt-Driven.)
1 75 K. W. Siemena & Halslie bi-

polar.
1 15 H. P. Excelsior bipolar.
1 10 H. P. Eddy bipolar.
1 5 H. P. Eddy bipolar.

Direct-Current. 500 Volts.

2 60 K. W. Edison.
1 60 H. P. M. P., General Electric.
1 30 K. W. O. & O. bipolar.
1 25 H. P. Eddy, M. P.
1 15 H. P. Eddy.
1 10 H. P. Eddy.
1 2 H. P. Cent. Elect. Co.

Railway Motors
G. B. 800 S. B. G., 30.

G. E. 1000 W. P.. 30.

G. E. 1200, W. P., BO.
Westinghouse 3.

Westinghouse 12A.
Westlnghonse 38B.
K. K2 and K12 G. B. Controllers.
Westinghouse 38 and 49 Controllers,
and a constantly changing stock of
everything pertaining to street car
equipment.

Westinghouse.
Gen. Electric.

S 30O K. W. Railway Units, each con-
sisting of a 300 K. W. Edison Gen-
erator belted to an i8!^xi8 Ideal
Automatic Engine.

Railway Generators, soo Volts.
1 500 K. W. M. P.. 4, Gen. Electric.
1 300 K. W. M. P., 4, Gen. Electric.
1 200 K. W. M. P.. 4, Walker,
a Ul K. W. M. P., 4, —
2 100 K. W. M. P., 4,

2 200 K. W. Edison.
2 160 K. W. Edison.
2 100 K. W. Edison.
4 60 K. W. Edison.
1 100 K. W. Ft. Wayne.

Engines.
40x72 Corliss (1 right, 1 left).
26x48 Aliis.
18x42 Allls.
16x25x15 Armlngton & Sims.
18^x18 Mcintosh & Seymour.
16x16 Brie Ball.
14x13 Armlngton & Sims.
14x13 Watertown.
13x12 N. Y. Safety Power.
10x12 Watertown.
11x19x24 Tandem Buckeye.

Boilers.
2 375 H. P. Sterling boilers.
2 200 H. P. National Water Tube.
2 42-incli by 16-toot Return Tnbulars.
Boilers of various styles and sizes

at low rates.

Street Cars.

Opened and closed, of all sizes, and
for all gauges. Let us know your
wants.

Rossiter, Mac Govern & Co.
Principal Offices, HI BROADWAY. NEW YORK. Factory, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK.

The Electrician Publishing Co., 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago. Heaciquarters for all latest Electrical Books.

Write for Catalogue.

A'

Price

$2.00.

Delivered.

THOROUGH school for the beginner—* valuable

reference book for the expert. If not found sat-

isfactory money refunded upon return of book in

good condition. Contains a dictionary defining 1,500

electrical words, terms and phrases. It carries you from

the fundamental principles of electricity to the finished

dynamo.
E. R.Wadgamaw,
Electrical WIreman. Kittanning. Pa .

Cleveland Armature Works. Cleveland, Ohio.
Gentlemen:—I received your book. Practical Electric-

ity, and would not part with it for four times its cost if I

could not get another copy. Yours truly, E. R. Waugaman.

CLEVEUND ARMATURE WORKS, 1281 HamMtonSt., Cleveland, 0.

WE EXCEL AND

WRITE FOB CATAIiOeCE ASTO
DISCOUNT SHBET.

Th* Standard Open Circuit BatterlM
of tha World.

nap TOB oiBocLAs A.in> pbiois.

THE LECLANCHi BAHERY CO.,
Ill to ItT Bait lliri •!_.?.

EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

POn QAS ENQlNtS.

•LOT MACHINES,

AUTOMOBILES,

RAILROAD SIGNALS,

CROSSING BELLS,

SMALL MOTORS,

ETC.

CONSTANT CURRENT.

NO LOCAL ACTION.

WILL NOT FREEZE.

LIQUID TIGHT

CELLS FOR

PORTASLC

WORK.

FULL DESCRIPTION IN BOOKLET NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
196 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK.
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TELEPHONES and

SWITCHBOARDS
for any size exchange.

CO

CO

ca

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

THE STROMBERG-GARLSON
70-82 W. Jackson Boul.,

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

ROTH CHARGING MOTOR DYNAMOS

AND TELEPHONE RINGERS.
Motors direct connected to dynamos for

charging storage batteries. Ringers for ring-

vP ing telephone call bells, built to run on any
" direct current system of no, 220 or 500

volts.

We make a specialty of machines for tele-

phone work and will be glad to hear from
telephone exchange managers in regard to

their requirements in this line.

Send for Bulletin No. 146.

ROTH BROS. & CO., Manufacturers,

86-92 West Jackson Blvd.. CHICAGO, ILL.Telephone RId^s^t.

A Few Reasons Why You Should Use the

WARNER DRY BATTERY

RINGINGOUTFIT
No exchange is complete without one. It will ring where all other ringers fail.

It is the cheapest way to secure power. There are no belts to slip.

There are no bearings to oil. There are no commutators to keep clean.

There is no water to spill. There are no power bills to pay.

There are no delays or stops. It is always ready for duty.

It is absolutely reliable under all conditions.

Your operators can give better service with a good signaling device.

Every Outfit is Shipped Complete Ready for Immediate Use.

Every outfit is thoroughly tested and fully guaranteed. This machine is in use in

some of the largest exchanges, both in this country and abroad. The net price for the

complete outfit is

$45 F. O. B. Factory.
Prompt shipments guaranteed. For further information, address

THE WARNER ELECTRIC CO.,
MUNCIE, INDIANA, U. S. A.

TELEPHONES SWITCHBOARDS
fnSTON.MASS,

COLUMBIA
CARBONS

FOR
ENCLOSED
ARCS

Guaranteed superior to any imported Carbon in uniformity of size and

straightness, or subject to return at our expense. Try us and be convinced.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
1 198 West Madison Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.
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J. H. Van Vlissengen, President.

L. G. Bowman, Secretary and General Manager.
L. G. WuEELEK, Vice-President.

"VV. C. Heinboth. Treasurer.

Western Telephone Construction Go.
I53-1S9 SOUTH JEFFERSON STREET,

CHICAGO, ILL.

SOMETHING NEW.
Western Express No. 3 Telephone.

The SiRoieEST 5-Bar Bridging Telephone Made.

NOTICE SOME
OF THE

GOOD POINTS.

WRITE FOR PRICES.

ALL ORDERS
FILLED PROMPTLY.

The Heaviest Generator in Use.
Wide Cut Gears.
Heavy Cast Bearings.
Sill< Wound Armaiure.
Platinum Contact Switch Kook.
Receiver with no Exposed Metal Parts.
Finest Adjustable Arm Made.
Transmitter with Heavy Cast Brass Front.
Ringers 1200 and 1600 Ohms.
Magneto Boxes can be Removd from
Backboard Without Cutting Wires.
t\\ Instruments Guaranteed.

Kellogg Central Battery System

TELEPHONE

EXCHANGES
Is Ihe simplest, most econom-
ical and most efficient on the
market.

Portable Desk Phone. SENO FOR PARTICULARS.

KELLOGG SWITCH30ARD AND SUPPLY CO.,
229 SO. GREEN ST., CHICAGO.

Success
Comes only to those telephone exchanges which use the
BEST material. If you use our goods success is assured.

We can supply EVERYTHING USED WITH TELEPHONES.
No order too small for attention or too large for our capacity.

Kapid deliveries our rule, and eact order filled with care. Laree
stocks alwaj son hand.

Telephones, every st>le and grade. Long and short backboards.
Elegant finish and design. Prices that will suit. Hard rubber re-
ceivers. Oak or walnut woodwork. New ideas In magneto bells.
Each instrument guaranteed.

All kinds of telephone supplies. New parts for old telephones.
Double-pole r- ceivers.

Electricians' tools. Lightning arresters, carbon and fuse. Ex-
tension bells—standard and bridging. Circuit closers. Transmit
ters of various styles. Repeating coils, Induction colls, construc-
tion material of all kinds.

WRITE FOR CATALOCUEi

Central Telephone & Electric Co.,

909 MARKET STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

STANDARD

Telephone and Electric

Gompany,

MADISON, WIS.
Manufacturers and Importers

High Grade

Telephone Apparatus
EXCLUSIVELY.

WRITE FOR I900 CATALOGUE.

We Cater to Those Who
Demand the Best.

oikd., lul lgfi|*r. COST LEM FOR
MAINTENANCE, ahstr Mfhip .frio Swedish-American

Telephone Company,
69-75 W. JACKSON BLVD., CHICAGO, ILL.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC TELEPHONE GO.
Our Paris 'EXPO" No. 36.

New jMiwiTlul tiaiismitter.
ConoealeiJ <_-i.>rd.

Bridging and series.
Very compact.

36to50JacksonBlyil., CHICAGO, ILL

Our new No. 1900 Telephones with Disc Carbon Lightning

Arrester for SERIES and BRIDGING work are winners.

Try them.

OUR CENTRAL ENERGY SYSTEM
is a great success; likewise our

MULTIPLE SWITCHBOARDS.

Telephone Apparatus
Of All Kinds Manufactured.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL AND TOOLS LOWEST PRICES.

A Big Lot of Second-hand Phones, in Good Order,

Can Be Had for a Song.

LET US TELL YOU ABOUT THEM.

NATIONAL APPARATUS
Metallic Circuit Multiple

Switchboards.
Positive Double Supervisory (Signals. Central Energy.

Simple and mechanically Perfect.
All Circuits Perfectly Balanced Electrically.

Cost of Operation and maintenance Reduced to a
Minimnm.

The Method of Operating that tre have adopted has been
determined npon, by long years of experience and

practical operation by the very best telephone
engineers, to be unexcelled.

National Telephone Equipment Co.,
330-».33 fiafavette Avenne, Detroit, mich.

IVIAGIM

MANUFACTURERS OF
TEL.EPHOXS8. TEI.EPHOWE APPARATUS, EXCHANGE HIANAeEBS

A\D ALTi ri«EB8 OF IXDIICTIOST COIIiS, RISIGKR AKIU
SIVITCUBO.^BU AlAGaiETli

Write for Circulars and Prices.

VARUEY DiJI=>l-EX IN/IAOIMET CO.,
50.T Fi-her Bldg., rHirAGO. 7lh and Provost Sts.. JEBSEV CITY, K. J.

StLK
COVERED MAGNET WIRE Cotton

COVERED.

Plenty of It. All sizes. Prices riqht
Electro maqnetsliuilt and rewound.

Induction coilsWiltto specification.

The MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC Mr&,CO.
South Bend, Indiana.
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EBTASLI8HED loea.

NOTICE 1

Tbe old original

D. A. KUSEL

TELEPHONE AND

ELECTRIC

MFG. COMPANY,

1109 Pine St..

ST, tons, aio-

Theoldestand
most reliable
manufacturer of

telephones and
switclilDoards in

tbeWest. "Write
forcatalogue
and price liht. {

Kokomo Telephones fo, 1 900. RKISTANCE mMS
New Tubular Arm; No cord in sight.

High-Grade Full Nickel-Plated Bell,

Bipolar Receiver, togethir with the

Kokomo Long-Distance Transmitter,

Making up the most efflclent Telephone on the market for
Exchange and Toll-line work. we have Improved the
Telephone, also the price, to a point that will Interest you.
Write us for Information.

KOKOIMO TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC IVIFG. CO.,

KOKOMO, IND.

D. A. KUSEL,

Proprietor^

TRADE MARK.
Tested FnAe Wire and Fuse Links.

In tbe manuCacture of Fuses there are two essentials.

IOT, accuracy; 20, UNIFORMITY,
The steady increase in our business duiing~tbe past

twelve years is the best evidence that our goods' meet
aU requirements.
All kinds of Telephone Fuses and- Bases,

well made and at low prices.
CHICAGO FUSE WIRE & MFC. CO.,
S8-64 N. Jefferson St., Chicago 369 Broadway, New York.

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE SUPPLY CO.,
TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES,

19 SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO. __

*'Monarch"Gftlvaiil2edTelephone Wire, "Extra BB" and "BB" Galvanized Telephone Wire, Hard-drawn
CopperTelephone Wire, Rubbsr Covered Wire. Weather-proof Iron Line Wire, Annunciator Wire. Office

Wire Galvanized Steel Strand, Crosby Clips, Guy Clamps, Boston Uable Hangers, Turn Buckle^, Me-'sen-

c-er Pole Supports, Galvanized Thimbles, Guy Kods. Ground Rods, Stombaupb Guv Anchors, Eye Bolts,

Cross Arms, Cress Arm Braces, Pins and Brackets, Latr Screws and Bolts, Insulators, Knobs, Tools, etc., ttc.

TELEPHONE AND

CONST. SUPPLY CO..
CHICAGO.

NEW CATALOGUE FREE,

STERLING ELECTRIC CO.,
KXCLUatVI HANUrACTURKRa OF

BELL STYLE TELEPHONE
»^\RA.TiJ]

FOB THE IHDEPENDESIT FI£IiD.

Main Office and Factory at LAFAYETTE, INDa Branch Office, Chicago.

CHICAGO,^OFFlC£l, Ka. ISGO UOSIADKOCK. BnU>IIIie.

Bare and Covered. For All Purposes.

SEE OUR CATALOGUE.

DRIVER-HARRIS WIRE CO.
NEWARK, N. J.

CHICAGO
TELEPHONE
SUPPLY C0.= CHICAGO, U. S. A.

MANUFACTURE EVERYTHING TELEPHONIC.

.VIADUGTe.
BALTIMORE, MAKE

TELEPHONES
AND EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

A Direct Beading Ohmmeter.

Ohmmeters,
Ammeters,

Voltm^eters.
Special Electrical Machinery.

F. B. HAGVl <& BBO.,
Successors to American Electric Specialty Co.,

183 l.iberty St., ISeTv York City.
New York Agents "Wirt Electric Co. Bheo-

stats and Brushes.

HUGO SCHUMACHEE, Prest.

J. A. ARBOQAST, Vlce-Prest.

MAX SCHUMACHEE, Sec'y and Treaa.

M. GAEL, Supt.

Garl Electric

Company,
AKRON, OHIO.

Hotel or House
Telephone.

Sole Patentees and
Manufacturers of

Girl Railway, Hotel and Factory Telephone

Systems. Garl Electric Gun for Fire

and Burglar Alarms.

«h$xS.<$h»<SkShS«S^.$>^««S><S^S«S«S'<S>«M~*®'M«^«~««^«^«S<M«$^^^^'^«"^

On an order of one dozen shades received

before January first, we will prepay the freight

to destination.

Showing Manner of Securlne.

Descriptive Circular and Testimonials on Request
CorrcspoDdence Invited,

Manufactured

THE ROCK OF GIBRALTAR IS NO
FIRMER THAN A

Telephone Pole
Secured by the

Stombaugh Guy Anchor.
The cheapest and most effective method of

securely fastening Telephone, Telegraph and
Trolley Poles.

No holes to dig; bore them In the ground
end there they stay. "Brace up" the weak
points on yourllne and avoid furthertrouble>

W.N. MATTHEWS ft HKO.
Sf. Louis, Mo.,

General Western
AycniH.

by PHILIP SWIITH. "'"rs.?."'"'
3|^to 6 In. Diameter.

OUR NEW CATALOGUE JUST OUT. SENT ON REQUEST.
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Stewart Patent Cord
ADJUSTER.

(Patented August 21, 1900.)

Cuts [llustrate two methods of adjustment.

A device everyone wants.
Can be used on any size of cord.
Can be adjusted easily.
Can be used after rosette and

socket are connected.
IVIade of fiber.
Sold as cheap as common wood adjusters.
Order from your supply house or us.
Same price everywhere.

SAMPLES FREE.

FRANK H. STEWART $c CO.,
MaDofacturcrs and dealers in

ALL ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
3S 1^. Tth S-t., (Philadelphia, ^a.

Insulated r#

Rubber
Wires and Cables.

John A. Roebling's Sons Co^

WORKS AT

TRENTON, N. J.

DEALERSZaHUCONTRACTORS
For Satisfactory Interoommunicatingr

MOIM
At bottom prices, write to

THOMAS, WILCOX & DIETZ, - - Cleveland, Ohio.

KLEMM&CO., N. W. Cor. 5th and Cherry

Sts., Philadelphia.

"KLEHH" flPJUSTflBLE DESK SHADES , he best in .he market

Send for Catalogue of Reflectors for Stores, Churches and general purposes.

"KLEHW" PATENT ADJUSTABLE REFLECTOR , cheapest and bes.

Reflector for lighting Show Windows and Art Galleries.

GOULD STORAGE BATTERIES.
ESFECIAIiLY ADAPTED FOB

STREET railway
power plants.

ALSO CENTRAL STATIONS

AND ELECTRIC VEHICLES.

Electric Elevators, Railroad Signal
Apparatus, Telegraphs, Telephones,
Electric Fire Alarms.

Send for Description and Catalogue.

GOULD STORAGE BATTERY CO^r

HEW YORK OFFICE, 25 West 33d St.

Work., DEPEw, N. Y. NEW YORK, N. v., U. S. A.

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD AND SUPPLY COMPANY,
229 SO. GREEN ST., CHICAGO.

\A/IR ALSO
SWITCHBOARD

CABLE.

FINE MAGNET
ANNUNCIATOR

JUMPER
Any silk or cotton Insulated Wire made to order.

Standard Products in stock.

IT'S ALL RIGHT.

Webb's Telephone Hand-Book. A book for the
expert as well as the novice- Price $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CC^

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

ll-IT 0«r<lM« St..N» Yaft,
MUNCHES ;{|,9g o.p'bo.'i I

BOSTON: MN FRANCISCO:
71 F)<'«lt Ball4l.»

IMPROVED

WARREN
?«

2,000 LIGHTS

ALTERNATOR
SANDUSKY

OHIO
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Horizontal Infernal Self-Oiling Engines, 25 fo 600 H. P.

Horizontal Medium Speed Engines, 300 fo 800 H. P.

Vertical Compound Engines, 1 00 fo 800 H. P.

The Ball Enbine Co., Erie, Pennsylvania.
Chicago Office: 1526 Monadnock Block,

Practical Running of Dynamos
A little booklet <^n the care and the locatlDg

and remedying of troubles in dynamos and
motors.

Catalogue of mechanical and electrical books
free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago

THE ROAD
TO

OMAHA
AND

SIOUX CITY.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

SHORT LINE.

Electric Lighted Trains.

Perfect Service.

AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR RAILROAD

^1 CHICAGO
ALTON

RAILROAD.
li

PERFECT PASSENGER SERVICE BE1WEEN

CHICAGO*""KANSAS CITY.

CHICAGO AND ST. LOUIS.
CHICAGO AND PEORIA.

STLOUISandKANSASCITY.

ThlDilKli l'i:lllli:in t-cr^lrt- 1 .

HOT SPRINGS, Ark., DENVER.Colo.,
- TEXAS, FLORIDA,UTAH,
CALIFORNIA "NO OREGON.

,

If jou arc contenipliting a trip any portion of
whicfi can he mide ri\er tbe Cliicago & Alton, It will

fiay you to write to the uDderalgned for maps, pamph*
ets, rates, time tables, etc.

GEO. J. CHARLTON.
General Paeaesger and Ticket Agrent,

CmOAGO. ILLINOIS.

TICKETS, 95 ADAMS ST.

MDNDNRDUTE
IS TtlE^ DIRECT LINE I

BETWEEN

\ CHICAGO,
INDIANAPOLIS,

CINCINNATI
11 AND

I LOUISVILLE,
it CITY OFFICE 232 CLARK ST.,

° "Ui3=r^ cmcAGO.

Faster than ever

to California

CHICAGO
& NORTH-WESTERN

RAILWAY

fHE OVERLAND LIMITED leaves

Chicago 6.30 p. m. daily via Chicago-

Union Pacific & North-Western Line, ar-

rives San Francisco 5.15 afternoon of

third day and Los Angeles 7.45 next

morning. No change of cars; all meals
in Dining Cars. Buffet Library Cars

with barber. The best of ever}'thing.

77?^ Pacific Express leaves 10.30 p. m.
daily. Tourist Sleepers daily to Califor-

nia and Oregon and personally conducted
excursions every Wednesday fiom New
England. Send 4 cents postage for

"California Illustrated" to Chicago &
North-Western Railway,

j6i Broadway, . New YorkU35 Vine St., - Cincinnati
601 Ches't St., - Philadclpliia 507 Smithfield St., Pittsburg
368 Washington St., Boston'=34 Superior St., - Cleveland
301 Main St., • - BufTalol 17 Campus-Martius. Detroit
;i= Clark St., - • Cliicago'^ KingSt.,Easl,To'ronto,Ont.

W
— ,,\. OF .C»/ERY OiSCKlPTlON
THE WALLACE BARNES CO.
tnnBUSHED 16S7 BPI^STOL, CONN. .U.S.A.

DIXON'S BELT DRESSING
AND LEATHER PRESERVATIVE

Is guaranteed to prevent slipping and preserve the leather.

It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOSEPH MIXOX CRUCIBLE CO., - JEBSEY CITY, X. J.

WATER WHEELS
For all Heads from 3 Ft. to 2000 Ft.

Especially adapted to all kinds of

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTING PLANTS.
Recent tests at Holyoke enable us to guarantee ;

The Largest Power ever obtained from a wheel of the same diameter. The highest speed
ever obtained for the same pcnver. The highest mean efficiency ever realized when
running from half to full gate. We ^arantee also : A runner of the greatest poa^
sible strength. A gate unequaled in quichiess and ease of opening and closing.

Tests show over 81 per cent, average efficiency with half to full water.

State your HeacJ and send for 124- page pamphlet.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO.. Springfield, Ohio. U.S.A.

JEFFREY "^CHAINS
FOR CATALOGUE,

THE JEFFREY NIFG. CO
COLUMBUS, OH 10.

M'CORMICK TURBINE.
On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft.

Especially Adapted for Electrical Work.

Gives a higher percentage of useful effect than any other water-wheel
heretofore made. All sizes, right and left hand, are built from patterns per-
fected under systematic tests in the Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and those contem.
plating the improvement of powers, will find it to their interest to confei
with us, as we are willing to guarantee results where others have failed, no
matter what make of turbine has been In use. STATE RBQUIRenENTS
AND SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.

REG.JRADE MARKS ^^SS&f^lmamIBIIiMfeim

^E\jks

2200 WASHINGTON AVE„PHILADELPHIA,

'ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'
INGOTS,CASTINGS, WIRE,RODS.SHEETS, ETC.— DELTA METAL-^
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

SILVER-PLATED

MIRROR REFLECTORS.
A flat Reflector, for use with

,^^^ any system of incandescent elec-

" ^ trie light, where it is desired to

spread the light considerably.

Its silver-plated mirror plate

lining makes it most effective and

pleasing, and always as good as

new.

Convex, reflecting slightly be-

^^^ low the horizontal in all direc-

tions. Used in stores, etc., for

general illumination.

OKT OUR PRICKH.

KSTABL18HKD 1875.

COMBINATION OF

Stow Flexible Shalt
AND

MULTI-SPEED MOTOR.
Practically dust and water proof. For Portable

Drllllne, Tapping. Keamlnf;, Emery GrlndlDg, etc.
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

STOW MFG. C0.» Binghamton, H. Y.
Gen'l European Agents, Selig, Sonnenthal & C«..

85 Queen Victoria Street. London, England.

American Reflector &, Lighting Co.,
27 1-273 FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO.

MECHANICAL
Engineers interested in electricity should send for our 100-page

Catalogue (mailed free to any address). Any electrical book pub-
lished sent prepaid on receipt of price,

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., • 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago,
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ASK o. W. FIRKINS & CO. FOR

Idaho Red Cedar Poles
40 TO 80 FEET LONG.

412 LUMBER EXCHANGE, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

TROPENAS DEPARTMENT
SMALL STEEL CASTINGS
FOR ELECTRICAL WORK.

691 OLD COLONY BUILDING,

CHICAGO.THE SARGENT GO.,

EDAR POLE
* 50 TO 80 FT. A SPECIALTY.

JohnH.rowI.er, "c"ic'.\'i: f,V'-

IPXlSkWljUA;^ (\AAArXu/<U/ §A^^^kWvtV a(\«rw^

Cedar
TORREY

CEDAR CO.,
CLINTONVILLE, WIS.

Large Stock Constantly on Hand.
Poles

Street Railway Ties.
Specialty; 7-foot
White Cedar Elec-
tric Railways, etc. Poles.

>KRiRiz^ & soiMS. i34^ooe:-r-r, ivii^ih.

Dm EC BERTHOLD CROSS
rULCO. & JENNINGS, ARMS.

WHITE CEDAR. ST ii LOUIS. LONG LEAF
IDAHO CEDAR up to 80 ft. chemical Building. PINE AND FIR.

Our Feed Water Heaters
Use exhaust steam and supply boilers with PURE
HOT WATER and prevent the solid matter from

going into the boilers, saving from lo to 25 per

cent, of your fuel bills. Our latest design is

made entirely of CAST IRON, designed for use

where water contains acid salt or other impuri-

ties which pit or corrode wrought iron or steel.

We also build

BOILER FEED PUMPS,
SINGLE, DUPLEX A

TRIPLEX PUMPS,
SINGLE, DUPLEX AND TRIPLEX.

ELECTRICALLY
DRIVEN..

STEAM AND POWER

PUMPING MACHINERY

FOR EVERY PURPOSE.

Air

Compressors
OF VARIOUS TYPES.

JET AND SURFACE CONDENSERS, AIR PUMPS, FILTER PRESSES,
OIL MILL MACHINERY.

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO.,
257 Lehman St., DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

CEDAR POLES.
Piling and Street R. R. Ties.

C. H. WORCESTER CO.,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Producers and Wholesalers of White Cedar Products.

CR055-ARM5
PINS, BRACKETS
tVf nmiufacfuredandsold over
S/X M////0,7 Pjns and rmM///m
Cross-Arms ir/ /899.

Ourgoods are (Se//) 3Taf7ofaro/
We manufocfure on/i/ from besf
ma/er/a/' .

Sever/ Facfories
Skilled he/p anduneoua/ec/ fac-
ilities enable us to fill all orders
prornptli/.

Capaati/: over 5.000 \

Lons leaf(/ellory pine { pp^Dau
Cross Arms. ? rcr uuy

Oi'er 'fs.ooo locust fins J

Let Us Know Your YYants

EJ.NOBLETT
e98 -90Z-35 fk Street

Chic0o.-
Long distance Telephone, Yards.sos

THE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
BY

HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Price §1.00.

The only complete and practical work
of its kind on the market. ,

PUBLISHED BY

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building. ChlcaKo

CEDAR POLLS
LINDSLCV BROTHERS COMPANY
MCNOMIWrE. M/CH. A/vo PORT I- A N D, O REO N .

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS
SO-FOOT TO 80~FOOT POLES OUR SPECIALTY

TEXAS ARM & PIN CO.,
BEAUMONT,
TEXAS,

MANUFACTURERS OF

UNTAPPED LONG-LEAF YELLOW PINE CROSS ARMS AND

HARDWOOD PINS AND BRACKETS.
capaci«.^.o.ooo Ar...

In filling some large orders for ten-foot Arms it has been necessary to cut about 100,000

high-grade Arms under ten feet, all sizes and colors, on which we will quote you very

close prices during the next thirty days, as they are in our way at the mills. We quote
delivered prices, and if you are in a hurry use the Western Union code at our
expense.

j CHICAGO OFFICE. W. H. Quaw. Representative. Address
10 Temple Court Building.

Phone Harrison 2018.

Texas Arm & Pin Co.,
Beaumont, Texas.

Send for our New Book Catalogue-Just Out.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, 510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.

POLES W. C. STERLING & SON,
MONROE, MICH.

Eleven Pole Yards In Michigan.
tic

TIES.
Wholesaiie Producers for 20 years.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING CO.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,

lUnafactnrerB knd D«ftl«rfl In

Yellow Phie Crosi Arms, Loouit Pins, Oak Pins, Elaelrlcal

Mouldings, Oak Brackets. Large stocks on hand.

Delivered prices quoted, V. O. B. cars, your city, In any quantity. ^^WRITE US.

CEDAR
DAVIS AND STITT

COMPANY,
MARINETTE, WIS.

Write tor Dellyered Prices. POLES

Catalogue and Net Price List

LINEMEN'S OUTFITS
Mailed Free to Llnemtn arid Construction Men-

ADDRCSS;

MATHtAS KLEIN & SON, Mantitacturers,

87-89 w. VAN BURCN ST. Chicago. III.

MiaDapoiisAriiBracM&PiiiCo,
SuCCMSOrc to «l. B. MAQERS,

iANUFACTURCRS or

Arms, Brackets, Locust and Oak Pins,

Tent Stakes, ROPE Lock Blocks.

Olliee: 125 S. Meridian St., Indlinepollt, Ind,

factory: JAMESTOWN, IND
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"Westinghousc Induction Motors Operating Centrifugal Pumps.

Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

NEW YORK, 120 Broadway.

ATLANTA, GA., Equitable BIdg.

AUSTIN, TEXAS.
BOSTON, Exchange BIdg.

BUFFALO, N. Y., Ellicott Square.

CHICAGO, New York Life BIdg.

CINCINNATI, Ncave BIdg.

DENVER, Mountain Electric Co.

WRITE NEAREST OFFICE.

PHILADELPHIA, Land Title BIdg.

PITTSBURG, Westinghouse BIdg.

ST. LOUIS, American Central BIdg.

SAN FRANCISCO, Milk BIdg.

SEATTLE, WASH., Snoqualmie BIdg.

SYRACUSE, N. Y., University BIdg.

WASHINGTON, D. C, I3I7 F St.

Westinghouse
Motors

COnPACT IN CONSTRUCTION.

EFFICIENT IN OPERATION.

FLEXIBLE IN APPLICATION.

UNIVERSALLY ADOPTED.

Westinghouse Dust Proof Motors Operating Outdoor Crane.

Non-Slipping.

Non-breakable.
Economical.
Durable.

Balanced.
Neat design.

Light-weight.

Non-Magnetic

The Popularity of

Rockwood's Patent Compressed

Six thousand
various sizes

partly finished

carried con-

stantly in stock.

Hubs any shape,

any position.

Paper Pulleys
{^^For one-sixth century the standardfor durability and efficiency.''^)

arises in a measure from their stability.

Engineers and users should not fail to specify Rockwood Patent Compressed Paper Pulleys on all contracts.

CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING.

ROCKWOOD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Paper Pulley Sales Deft., 330 So. Pennsylvania Street

Indianapolis, Indiana, U. S. A.
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FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS,
(INCORPORATED.)

t

I

The Latest Development

in Transformers,

OUR
"WOOD" TYPE A

OILTRANSFORMERS.

Capacities;

From 5 to 1,200 Lights,

OUR BULLETIN NO. 1013

WILL GIVE YOU DETAILS.
WRITE FOR ONE

TYPE A T Kw uNir

SOME FACTS:

.Highest Efficiency.

Best Regulation.

Low Core Loss.

Interchangeable

Primaries

. and Secondaries.

Careful

Mechanical Design.

Main Office and Factory: Fort Wayne, Ind.

^••e»>»»<»»»«•«•••

American
Bridge Company

DESIGNERS
.M.JiNLF.ACTURERS

.\ND ERECTORS OF

?

i

J

c

d

d

Steel Bridges

Steel Buildings

and All Classes of

Metallic Structures

The facilities at our disposal and our

operative system are such as to in-

sure most favorable guoiaiions and
deliveries for avy pari of the world.

.

General Offices : 100 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

"Yj^E have decided

to carry at all

our plants a large

Slock , of Raw Ma-

terial, from which

we can furnish with

great promptness

any ordinary order

for Steel Bridges,

Roofs, Buildings,

ColuVnns, Girders,

Beams, Channels,

Angles. Plates, etc.

Branch Offices and Works :

Albany. N. Y.
"Athen-. Pa,

IJuite, M'ln.
CoUimbu^. Ohio.
ChicaKO, 111.

i.i.^iei>io&£.

Canton, fihio.
- nevchirtd. niiio.

Dtnvtr, Colo.
Duuih, Miiirt.

.

East r.erUo. Conn.
E'lJiirR. -X, Y.
dro'tdn. N. V.
Hori^ehcatl.s N. Yi"'

Uafaydtc. In-J.

.Milwaukee. \\ii.

Xlinniaiiflis, Minn.
-N'en (Jrlcans. La.
Pencovd. Pa.
I'liiladc-lphia, Pa.
Piltdiurir. -Pa.

Roclifsier, X. V.

Seattle, Wash.
San I'rancisco, Cal.
Salt Lake City. Utah.
Sydney. -\. S. \V.
Trenton, K. J-
Wilnrineion; D' J.

Voimgstown, Ohio.

European Office : LONDON

Complicated Startimq Mechaiiism

and the simplicity of operationTHE ABSENCE OF

Single-Phase A. G. Motors
to all conditions where it is imjiossible tos've a motor close atieotion.

Write for prices and BulleiinsXos 24. 35. 3T and 39, telling
of their many other advantages.

in II. -f, A. C. AlLHUK.

WACIVER ELECTRrC MFC. CO.,
General Offices and Works at ST. LOUIS, U. S. A,

BBAWCHI'Ist:—New Vorlt, 22i2 HaTemtyer Bid- ; Philadelobia, 1000 lietzBIdg.; Chicago,
1624 Marquette Bldg.: lioston. G20 AtlanilcAve.; BaUimore. 204 K Lexington St.: S:tn Francii^co.
120 Sutter St. ; Vokohiiraa, Japan; London. England: CUyof :\Iexicf>. [''oreiijn .Department, 223
Ilavemeyii' liuildirn-'. New York.
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PALMER BROS.,
IMIANUS, CONN.

Stationary and Marine Gasoline
Engines and Launches.

SEND FOR CATALOa.

OxMfi Storap Batteries.
Suitable fi^r all porposea where Storage

Batteries are applicable.

No buckHdi of pl«te«. No splltlng of £cld.

No sulpbfltiDK or corroding.

THE OXIDE BATTERY CO.,
Offic*. No. 1629 N. lOlhSt:. PhlladelphlB, Pa.

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Highest grades for electrical insolation and mecbanical purposes, in sheetSt

tubes, rods and specia.1 shapes. Catalogues and samples on application.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wilmington, Del.

A NOVELTY-JUST OUT!
UNIVERSAL CORD SPOOL.

Tbis is a neat and novel device. for adjusting the lenoth of cord of your drop light.

Quickly attacheti; always hangs straight; cannot slip; no loop ro dangle ahout; no
socket to he removed. 'Made of hinin'ond n tiiral green or cherry finish. .. I'Hcea on
aiiplication. Wanufactnred and patented by the

CRESCENT MFG. CO., 52 W. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, III., U. S. A.
Fur Sale by All Dealers in Klectrical Supplies.

READY FOR THE MARKET.
"FEaiOO," the new atyle Creole rosette. In-

ealatlon perfect, lour fuse, enperlor
in every detail,

Peru Electric Mfg. Co.. Peru. ind.

CRYSTAL
CHEMICAL COLORING

FOR COLORING Incandescent Lamps any color desired.
Easily and quickly applied, giving brilliant effects. Cheap.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

WEBSTER CHEMICAL CO.,
400 SIBLEY STREET,

ST. PAUL, MINN.
WRMTIOd-WESTEKK RUEOTBrCKcVV WBEV AVRlTIXCi.

Kentucky

Incandescent

FARIES ADJUSTABLE LAMP HOLDERS
Permit the electric light to be in-

stantly placed where it Is needed.

IMade for Shop, Factory, Store,
Office, Residence; Infact.wher-

ever the Incandes-
cent Lamp is used.

The Latest and Best Thing in Reflector Shades.

Wo moke many sizes and stylet of Aluminum Shades and Reflectors.

'^r»*«lr»0'il«» Nrt R "' Ad.)ii»i»l.Ii- lloMerK. I'urtablu., Cliiuid:-cl.atU^Mt; l«U. O 11,,,.. Wail i.,,.,.ur,«.cic., etcjuat lasned.
...J I." iviil bn ijUBii. •! lipt.ii rtp|>llf-iitlun.

I Black Diamond File Works!

I

I G. &H. BARNETT COMPANY, I
g_ PHILADELPHIA,>A. g

FARIES MFG. CO„, oecatuV, in.

OTU eoODS ABK OBT SAI.B IN KVEBT liEADIKS HAHDWAKB C^
STOBB rsr TBBfSIITEn HTATBK AND OAVAbA. . U^



$3 per Annum. E,^ci^%SS^^^l'cZXy.<^io.go. EVERY SATURDAY. 1 cents per Copy^

Vol. XXVII. CHICAGO. DECEMBER 29, 1900. No 26

WESTERN BELLING AGENT,

IMDI CV INSULATED
IIVir^LntA. WIRES AND CABLES.
RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF. UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE.

"o ^I'lTJi.T'*''- Simplex Electrical Company,
lonadnock Block. CHICAGO. 75-8r Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

H. R. HIXSON,
1 137Monadnock Block. CHICAGO

*0N'^:
I8S9—'Pari* Kxposition,
Hedal for Babber Imaalation.
1893—"World's Fair,
Medal for Babber InsnlatlAn.

TRAPa MARK,

THE STANDABB FOB
BrBBEB IKSUJLATIOIir.
Sole Manufacturers of

"»'• Wires.Okonite Wires, Oi(onite Tape, Manson Tape, Candee

THE OKONITE CO., Ltd.
JL'o'u'iinVc'ir.V.'.V, [""'B"'- 253 Broadway, New York. &°°H.'H.Tg'irs!'s?c7.

Geo. T. Manson, Gen'l Supt

^«AN,^^-
INDIANA RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Paranite Rubber Covered Wires and Cables,

UNDERGROUND. AERIAL, SUBMARINE AND INSIDE USE.

TELEPHONE, TELEQRAPH AND FIRE ALARfl CABLES.

All Wires are tested at Faclorj. JOSTESBOBO, IMD.

Standard UndergroundCableGo,
612 The Rookery,

Chicago.
WestlnRhouse BIdg., 66 Liberty St.,

Pittsburg. New York City.
Mills Building. San Francisco.

1225 Betz Bldg^
Philadelphia, Fi

Electric Cables, Conduits, Wires and Accessories.
Also Hleh erade Bnbber Co-rered Wires and Cables.

National

India
Rubber Co.'s

RUBBER COVERED

OFFICE AND FACTORY: BRISTOL, R. i

wrn.

STERLING EXTRA INSULATING VARNISH.
Sterllnsr £xtra Black Pfnlsliing: Tamlsli.

aterline Black Air Bryln^ Varnlsli,
Sterling Black Core Plate 'VarnUb.

THE STERLING VARNISH CO.,
Pittsburg, Pa., U.S. A.

THE STERLING VARNISH CO.,
95 ColmoreRow, Birmingham, England.

IIMUIVIP FOR ALL PURPOSES.
Scrap and Native Flatiaum Purchsiet,BAKKB A. CO.. 408.4I4 New Jersey

Bailroad Ave., Kewark, S. J.
Hew York Office, lao Liberty Street.

2,000 IN USE.
Bipolar and Multipolar Mo-
tors from Va to 50 *iors6 power.
Dynamos from lO lights to 700.

We sell or rent. Good profits

for agents. The Hobart Elec. Mfg. Co., Trov. Ohis.

^JlfESTIIN ElBotfical In^toment (Jo,

114-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

!lliismt«dM
Mm Mmdi,
These InRtmrneots are

based opon the same fien-
aral prioclple and are joBt
as eccarate as oar re^lar
Standard Portable Direct
Onrrent Voltmeters and
Ajcmeterfl, bat are much
larKer, and the worhlog
p&rt4 are locloeed la a
oeatly designed. dnst-pTOof
caat-Iron case irbicb effect-
lTel7 shields the laetra-
menta from dlstarblng In-
Etaences of external mag-
ftetio fields.

BERLIS—Eoropean Weston
Electrical Instniment Co.. Rlt-
Krstrasie No. 8«.

Mention the Western KtEcrraciAN when wriiin"

Weston Standard Uluminated
Dial Station Ammeter,

Style B. "Flush Type."

feston Standard

Portable Direct Beading
Voltmeters and MllUvolt-
meters. Ammeters and Mil-
ammeters, Wattmeters
aodVoItmeters. for Alter-
nating- and Direct Carrent
Oircnits.

Onr portable loBtrumeDte
are recoRuized asBtandarda
throughout the civilized
world.

Onr Seml-Portable La-
boratory Standard Volt-
meters and Ammeters are
still better.

They are the most relia-
ble, absolute standards for
Laboratory use.

LONDON-Elllott Bros., Na
101 St. Martins Lam;

for catalogues.

'' PHONO=ELECTRlC"
WIRE IT'S

TOUGH-

WILL GIVE A SECURITY AND
PERMANENCE TO VOUR
TROLLEY, TELEPHONE and

TELEGRAPH LINES that can

be obtained by ihe use of no

other wire.

BRIDGI-FORT BRASS CO.,

19 Murray SI., NEW YORK.

rPhono-Electric"

Write for Wire Tables.

ELECTRICAL OR IVIEGHANIGAL.

We have fine facilities for light manufactur-
ing, and solicit correspondence. Estimates
given, on quantity or small lots. PUNCH PRESS
AND SCREW MACHINE WORK.

SPIES & COMPAHTY,
87-89 'W. Tan Bnren St., Cblcaeo, Xll.

STANLEY A. C. WATTMETERS.
Permanent Accuracy Guiranteed.

STANLEY INSTRUMENT CO.,
New York: 146 Broadway.
San Francisco: 31-33 New Montgomery St.

Canada: The Royal Electric Co.. Montreal and
T'lronro

Queen $c Co.,
1010 Chestnut St., Phila.

480 MONON BLDG., CHICAGO.

Acme Testing Sets, Queen-Wirt
Switchboard Instruments, X-Ray
FocusTubes, Induction Coils.

Oiiie Storap Batteries.
Suitable f'^r all DQrposes where Storaee

Batteries are applicable.

No bucklias of plite". No spllMai of add.
No solphatlas or corroding.

THE OXIDE BATTERY CO.,
Office. No. 1629 N. lOthSt:. Plilladelplila. Pa.

EMERSON FAN MOTORS.
Catalogue showing new types for season of 1901 will soon be issued.

You should see the new Emerson line before buying. Write for catalogue.

EASTERN OFFICE and WAREHOUSE, THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
136 Liberty St., New York City. 714-716-718 SI. Charles St., St. Ltuis. Mo., U.S.A.

[PDOENIX GLASS CO.]
MANUFACTURERS OF

GAS AND ELECTRIC

: GLOBES, SHADES, Etc.

' SEND FOR A COPY OF OUR NEW AND < >

I

L»TEST CATALOGUE. ]|

\

Pittsburgh. New York, Chicago,
j

;

] P/WJUi.

-—/d/ZMy<iMji6-
j. oJJi kU^yU^.

^

Ideal Fire Protection
FOR SWITCHBOARDS AND

ALL ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.
Monarch Fire Appliance Co.?

27 WILLIAM STREET. NEW YORK.

HOLOPHANE CLASS CO.,
IS Eas-fc 3Snd. Sti., IM E>A^ Y^IRK.

Compound Prism

Globes and Shades
FOR ALL KINDS OF LIGHTING.

TWO uoi.D mm a #1 o I »
Awarded at Paris Exposition.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

The United §tates Garbon Company.
n rx n n=:i

'SPECIALTIES A SPEClAi;

i ELECTROLYTIC.
^^ALTERNATINQ. DIRECT 1

JS^* ENCLOSED. OPEN.J

Cleveland." Ohio. U. 'S- A.
."SIOX IN CARBOIN TR4JST
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'WE WERE .,
''

THE PIONEERS IN \#^
^ APPmNGTHEMOTORjill

DIRECTLY TO THE Imk
r^sx. f MACHINETO BE

"\ DRIVEN.^^

"-^t' OUR ^
WORKS ARE

THE MOST MODERN yil

OF THEIR KIND -^

1^ IN THE .2*-

EWORLD^1

•^ ''^M^I'Wr^ \.^^ Open hnds. ^/ ^J^it{i fif^i ^Jf '-T'"^, ^ Closed Ends. ^^

fULLY Described in Bulletin N<
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IM IM CARBONS
The "Electra"

Carbons are the

recognized

standard

all the

world over.

fcViECTjfy) FOR ENCLOSED LONG-BURNING ARC LAMPS. .ev.E.cr/fjtE.

UNEQUALJ..EO IN QUALIT

AND EFFICIEJ*eT

.UTEty STEADY
ILLIANTV LIGHT.

HUGO REISINGER'iBROADWAY NEW YORK.

There are no

Carbons better

than the

"Electra" and |

none |

"just as good.

'J
a

Crown
" Insulated Conductors €

AND

Rail Bonds
"Crown" wires are the perfection of Rubber Insulation for high or low voltage, direct or alter-

nating currents, solid or stranded conductors up to 2,500,000 circular mils' capacity.

"Crown" bonds are the perfection of simplicity and economy in rail bonding, together with
perfection of contact.

In "CROWN" WIRES or "CROWN" BONDS you secure the best attainable results,
electrically and mechanically.

Solid or stranded bare copper conductors; also lead - encased and armored for aerial,
underground and submarine work.

American Steel and Wire Co., Chicago, III.
NEW YORK, WORCESTER, DENVER, SAN FRANCISCO; LONDON, ENC.

HHH^Bi
ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

Akron Smoking Pipe Co..

Alden Electric Co li

Alexander, Thos xii

American Battery Co
American Bridge Co xiii

American Dist. Steam Co. v

American Electric Co xi

Amer. Electric Fuse Co. . - x

Amer. El. Telepb. Co xv
American Elec. Works. ..

Amer. Refit. & Ltg. Co. ,.

Amer. School of Corresp.

Amer. Steel & Wire Co .

.

Amer. Vitrified Cond. Co.

Bain, Foree

BakerA Co _.. . i

Ball Engine Co xvill

Barnes Co., Wallace xviii

Bamett Co., G. & H xxii

Becker Bros x il

Belden-Larwlll Elec. &
Mfg. Co iv

Berthold & Jennings ilx

Besly & Co., Chas. H xsil

Blue Ridge Locnst Pin Co. six

Bossen El. Const. Co.... xi

Bridgeport Brass Co i

Bullock Elec. Mfg. Co.... il

Camp EngineeringCo xii

Central Electric Co v

Central Mfg. Co xix

Central Tel. & El. Co....

Chicago & Alton B. E... STtil

C. A N. W. R. E xTill

Chicago Edison Co Iv

Obic Fuse Wire AMfg. Co.

Chic. House Wrecking Co.

CM. &St. P. E. E iTlli

Chicago Mica Co xlv

Chic. Telephone Sup. Co, svl

Cleveland ArmatureWks.
Colonial Electric Co
Couch & Seeley Co
Cream Flux Co x

Crescent Mfg. Co
Crest Manufacturing Co .

.

x

Crocker-Wheeler Co
Cutler-Hammer Mfg Co.. x
Cutter Elec. & Mfg. Co ... .

D.&W.FuseCo
Davis & StittCo xix

Dearborn Drug & Ch. Co. ix

DeDion-Bouton Motorette

Co iv

Diamond Meter Co
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos, xviii

Driver-Harris Wire Co.. xvi

Edison Decorative A Min-
iature Lamp Bept i

Edison Mfg. Co xl

El. Eng. Inst. Corr. Inst.

Electric Appliance Co x
Electric Storage Batt. Co.
Electrician Pub. Co sxi
Emerson El. M fg. Co i

Ericsson Telephone Co. .

.

l

Eureka Elec. Co sv

Farles Mfg. Co
Farr Tel. & Con. Snp. Co. xvi

'For Sale" Advs xii

Ft. Wayne El, Wka., Inc. xil
Fowler, John H xix
Franklin Eng. A Elec. Co.

Franklin Model Shop x

Fuller Co.. The,

Garl Electric Co xvi

General Eleciric Co ix

General Elec, Repair Co.. xii

Gen'l Incandescent Arc
LightCo xiii

General Inc. Lamp Co
Gould Storage Battery Co.

Great Western Smelting
<fe Refining Co '..., xil

Gregory Electric Co xil

Hartwlg&MUler
Hazard Manufacturing Co. x
Helios-Upton Co vi

Hill, W. S., Electric Co...

HobartElec. Mfg. Co i

Hodge-Walsh El, Eng. Co. xvii

Holmes Fibre-Graph. Co. sxii

Holophane Glass Co i

Humphrey. Henry H x

Illinois Maintenance Co.. xil

Incandescent Electric

Light Manipulator Co. xxii

Independent Tel. Sup.Co. xvi
Indianapolis Arm, Bracket
& Pin Co xix

Indiana Rub. & Ins. W. Co. I

India Rubber & Gutta
Percha Insulating Co. . iv

Internat'lCor. Schools. xvi

Jeffrey Mfg. Co xviii

Johnston, Thoa, J xi

Kansas City Tel. Mfg. Co. xv
Kartavert Mfg. Co xxii
Kelley & Son. Ben]. F... xviii

KelloggSwltchb.&S.Co.xv.xvii

Kentucky Electrical Co.

.

iv

Klein & Son, Mathias xix

Klemm & Co —
Kokomo TeL A EL M.Co. xvi

Kusel, D. A., TeL 4 Elec.

Mfg. Co

Lea-Hooven Mfg. Co
Leather Preserv. M. Corp.

Leavitt, R. H
Leclancbe Battery Oo xiii

Leffel & Co., James xvill

Lindsley Brothers Co xix

Link-Belt Machinery Co. x

Maltby Lumber Co xix
Manhattan Gen'l Const. Co.

ManrosB, F. N
McIntireCo., The C
McLennan & Co., K x

McRoy, John T x
Mica Insulator Co x
MiUer-KnoblockEl.M.Co.
Miscellaneous Adva xii

Monarch Fire Appl. Co. . . 1

Monon R. R xvUi
MunsellA Co., Eugene. .. x

National Carbon Co
National India Rubber Co. i

National Tel. Equlpm. Co. xv
New York Ins, Wire Co... xvll

Noblett, E.J
North Electric Co xiv

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.. ix

Ohio Electric Works xiii

OkonlieCo., The I

Oxide Battery Co xxii

Pacific Electric Co

^l«ssl-n«d lnd«a k.d 'V^ r-fc I«^ rv^^ r«^«

Page, Chas, G xi

PaiateCo., H, T xi

Palmer Bros xviii

Paragon Fan & Motor Co.

Perrizo & Sons xix
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co xxii

Phillips. Eugene P. xi

Phillips Ins'd Wire Co..., xi

Phoenti Glass Co I

Phosphor-Bronze S. Co. xviii

Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co. xix
Porter- Morse Co xix
Pringle, Wm. T xxii

Queen & Co i

Reisinger. Hugo iil

R. I. Teleph. &. Elec. Co. svl

Richmondt Conduit Co.. iv

Robertson & Sons, Jae, L.

Rockwood Mfg. Co xx
Roebling'B Sons Co., J.A,

Rose Electric Co xii

RoBsiter, MacGovern & Co xiii

Roth Bros. & Co

Sage ABro., F, B xvi
Sargent Co.. The xix

Sargent A Lundy
Sawyer-Man Elec, Co xx
Schureman A Hayden xii'

Schwalm Co., Geo. F xii

Shelby Electric Co
Siemens A Halske Electric
Co. of America vil

Simplex Elecfal Co., The, i

Smith Co., S, Morgan..

,

xi

Smith, Philip xvi

Speer Carbon Co l

Spies A Company l

Sprague Electric Co xl

K»9 ^Mor^ \^|.

Standard TeL A El. Co.. xv
StandardUnderg. Cable Co. l

Stanley Electric Mfg.Co. .. ix
Stanley Instrument Co... i

Sterling A Son, W. C... xix
Sterling Electric Co ... . xvi
Sterling Varnish Co., The i

Stewart A Co., Frank H..
StilweU-Bierce A Smith-
VaileCo xix

Stow Mfg. Co L
Stromberg-Carlaou Tel.

Mfg. Co xiv
Sturtevant Co., B. F xxii
Swedish-American Tel. Co. xv

Texas Arm A Pin Co xix
Thomas. Wilcox A Dietz. xvii
Torrey Cedar Co xix

United States Carbon Co. i

Varley Duplex Mag. Co, .. xy
Viaduct Mfg. Co xvi
Vulcanized Fiber Co.... ixn

Wagner El. Mfg. Co xxii
Wagner, Herbert A x
Walsh's Sons A Co x j i

Warner Electric Co., The xiv
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co xvii
Webster Chemical Co
Western Electric Co vii

Western El. Supply Co. .
,

Western Tel. Const. Co. .

.

xv
Westinghonse Electric A
Manufacturing Co zx

Weston Elect'cal Inst. Co. i

Williams Bros xlli

Woods, Clinton E vHi
Worcester Co., a H xii
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ARC LAMPS, KNIFE SWITCHES, GLOBES, FLUSH PUSH,
AND SNAP SWITCHES, SHADES, CARBONS, RUBBER
COVERED WIRES, CORDS AND CABLES, ELECTRIC
LIGHTING SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

^A/R|-^E: ror prices.

CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY, 139 Adams St, CHICAGO

r^
PERFECTION IN |

ARC LIGHTING
ATTAINED WHERE

ii

THE
BELDEN
SYSTEM

IS

USED.

Among the many features which
have made the Belden Arc Lamp so

superior to any other, the following

are particularly noteworthy:

It is long burning, simple, durable,

mechanically and electrically correct.

Trims easier (han an open arc. Doesn't

flicker. Needs no alignment, etc., etc.

A TRIAL ORDER will readily con-

vince you of its superior qualities. Let

us send you our bulletins.

I

L

BELDEN-LARWILL ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.,

FORT WAYNE, IND.
AGRKTS: M. B. Austin & Co., 68 W. Van Buren St., Chicago. C.E.Wilson, I

1000 BetzEldg., Philadelphia, Pa. fi. N. Stewart & Co., Denver, Colo. I

We are now In a position to establish desirable agencies in all principal cities T
in this and foreign countries. I

*** 4*^»»4* » III I III ^J

[LECTfiO QALVAN/ZfD QNDU/T
INTERIOR

vJndergpo
..)(bNmJir

ALL FITTINGS

RICHMONDT CONDUIT CO.
•^ iviiLw/vuiVEE: r -

KENTUCKY

INCANDESCENT

LAMPS.
SAME PRICE TO ALL.

16 C. P., Barrel Lots, 17c. Each.

SPECIAL PRICES ON ANNUAL CONTRACTS.

KENTUCKY ELECTRICAL CO.,
Manufacturer, KENTUCKY

\ jJo^ORS^A^D DmSoS. Owensboro, Ky.

De Dion-Bouton ''Motorette" Co.

VJ

ONE OF OUR LATEST MODELS IS THE
We are the Sole
Agents and
Licensed Manu-
facturers In the
United States for
DE DION-BOUTON
tL CO., Puteaux,
France. We build

COUPES, HANSOMS,

SURREYS,

MOTORETTES,

QUADRICYGLES

and TRICYCLES.

A full line of the world-renowned De Dion Gasoline Motors is We carry a stock of
always In stock, and may be liad from 1 3-4 H.P. to 5 H. P. supplies.

GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY: Cliurcii Lane and 37th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

BRANCHES:
t7 West 66tb SI., New York Clly. 306 Norlh Broad St., Philadelphia. Pa.

Hlgblaad and Centre Aves.. Pittsburg, Pa. 872 Park Ave., Baltimore. 24 WashlntElon Square, Worcester, Mass.
196 West exchange St., Providence, R. I. 33 Slanhope St., Boston, Mass.

IM Y

»«tt8W«ttw:8;;:;;:;;nin»««8
There is No Higher-Class India-Rubber Insulation

For Wires and Cables thanHABIRSHANA/
Authorized Manufacturers of the

ATTix i=-l.e:xi bi_e: tub \A/I Rl

I

The India-Rubber and Gutta-Percha Insulating Co.,
|

MAIN OFFICE, Clenwood Works,
J. W. GODFREY, Manager Sales, ^^ ^^ ^^

ISCortlandtStreet, NEWYORK. YO N K EIRS , M- Y. |
(10923)

imtfflffltmiitKfflnnffltffl
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264-366=268=370 Fifth Avenue,

Columbia
Lamps ....

QUALITY UNEXCELLED
Columbia Lamps embody all the features so essential to the satis-

factory and profitable operation of CENTRAL STATIONS and
ISOLATED PLANTS, namely: Full rated candlepower and initial

uniformity, high efficiency and maintenance of candlepower.

If you are not entirely satisfied with the lamp which you are using

at present, be persuaded by us to try a barrel of COLUMBIAS. You
will find them satisfactory in every respect.

Special lamps for series burning on ELECTRIC STREET RAIL-
WAY circuits.

Special prices to consumers on FUTURE DELIVERY ORDERS
for 1,000 lamps or more covering full annual requirements.

Central Electric Co., sales Agems

CHICAGO, U. S. A.
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STORAGE BATTERIES
F-^ R-

CENTRAL STATIONS, STREET RAILWAYS >nd ISOLATED PLANTS.

No Cast Plates. No Perforations.

HICH EFFICIENCY.

No Applied Paste. No Infringement.

CREAT CAPACITY.
>u p^rior l^ts'tri^^l ^l-i^nrt icEil F'orrri^'ki^i

HELIOS-UPTON COIIPANY,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

CHICAGO, ILL.
PEABODY, MASS.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Ancliors(Tel.ATel.Pole).
Smith, Philip.

Annnnciators.
American Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Garl Electric Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co,

Arc liamps.
Alden Electric Co.
American Electric Co.
Belden-Larwlll El. & Mf. Co.
Central Electric Co .

Pt. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.

General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hellos-Upton Co.
Lea-Hooven Mfe. Co.
Manhattan Gen'l Const. Co.
Rossiter, Mac Govern & Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Automobiles.
DeDion-BoutonMotoretteCo.
Woods. CltQton E.

Babbitt Ulet'l and Solder.
Gr. Western Sm. and Refg.Co.

Batteries and Jars.
American Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Edison MTg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
National Carbon Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. SuTiply Co.

Bells, Buzzers, tite.
American Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Garl Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Belt 1>ressln£;.
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Beltini^.
Chicago House Wrecking Co
Leather Preserver Mfg. Corp.

Blo^rers.
Fuller Co., The.
SturleTant Co., B. F.

Boilers.
Chicago House-Wrecking Co.

Books, Electrical.
Electrician PublisPing Co.

Bridges and Baildiners
(Steel).
American Bridge Co.

Brusbea.
Becker Bros.
Central Electric Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hobari Elec. Mfg. Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Sace &. Bro.. F. B.

Cable (£6^ Insulated Wires.)

Cablet*. Electric {See Insu-
lated Wlre8).Copper,Slieet
and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
American Steel <k Wire Co,
Central Electric Co,
General Electric Co.

New York Ihb. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Weaiern Elect. Supply Co.

CarbonN^PolntMA-Platea
Amcrlc'i'i Klf;<'Uic Co.
Central I-tw;tric f;o.

Chicago Edlaon Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Kallonal carbon Co,

B«lslnger, Hugo.
8p«er Carbon Co.
united Stales Carbon Co.
Wwtern Elect. Supply Co.

CantlnsM.
Sarecnt Co., The.
Smith Co., S. Morgan,

Chains.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Hftlt Machinery Co,

4Mrcnlt Ureakem.
Cutter Elec, St Mfg. Co.

Coal A AnheM Handling
Machinery.
Jtoffroy Mfg. Co.
LlnJc Hell Machinery Co.

Colls and MasnetH.
MUler-Kriohlock El. M fK. Co,
Varliy fjrinl^r Mugnet Co,

Colorlnff (Inc. I^anip).
\Vet>«ter Cnemlc*l Co.

Componnd.
Dearborn Drug AChem.WkB.
McLennan & Co., K.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Condnit and Conduits.
American Electric Co.
Amer. Vitrified Conduit Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
McRoy, JohnT.
Richmondt Conduit Co.
Sprague Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Connectors and Termi-
nals (Patent).
American Elec. Fuse Co.
McIntlreCo-.TheC.

Construction A Repairs.
American Electric Co.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Contractors and Rlectrlc
liiffht Plants.
American Electric Co.
KuUock Elec. Mfg. Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft.- Wayne Elec. Wks.. Inc.

General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
WestlughouseElec.A Mfg.Co.

Copper Wires.
American Electric Co.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Bridgeport Brass Co.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkonlteCo..The
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Correspondence Schools
American School of Corr(.-^p.

Elec. Ehglneer Corr. Inst.

Int. Correspond. Schools.
Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
BlBe Ridge Locust Pin Co.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indpls. Arm, Brack. & Pin Co,
Leavltt, R, H.
Texas Arm & Pin Co.
Western Elect, Supply Co.

Cnt-Onts and S^vitches,
American Electric Co.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
D. AW. Fuse Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks.. Inc.
General Elec. Co,
General Inc, \rc Light Co.
Hill. W. S., Electric Co.
PalsteCo., H. T.
Siemens &, Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Wagner Elec, Mfg, Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co,
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Cats.
Franklin Eng. A Electro Co.

DynamoM and Motors.
American Electric (;o.

Hullock Elec. M(e. Co.
Central Electric Co,
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wlcn.. Inc.
Fraiikiln Model Shop.
General Electric Co.
G«nor«l Inc, Arc Light Co.
Gregory Elwtric Co.
Ilobart Elec. Mfg. Co.
Kentiickv Electrical Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ohio Klectric Works.
nm<; Klcclrlc Co.
ROHKlter, Mac Govern A Co.
Icoth Kron, A Co,
Schuroman A Hayden,

or- A.I|3Wmb«-fcl

Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America,

Sprague Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co,
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Warren Elec. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Electric Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Williams Bros.

Electric Bailivays.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & MEg. Co.

Electrical and Mechani-
cal Enj3;ineers.
Bain, Foree.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Humphrey, Heury H.
Illinois Maintenance Co.
Sargent & Lundy.
Wagner, Herbert A.

Electrical Instruments.
American Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Queen & Co.
Sage A Bro., F, B.
Siemens & Halske Electric Co.

of America.
Stanley Electrical M^g. Co.
Stanley Instrument Co,
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

. Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Electro- Plating Maek'y.
Besly & Co.. Chas. H.
Crocker- Wheeler Company,
General Electric Co.

Elevators-Conveyors.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.

Enffines. Glas.
I'almer Bros.

Engines, Steam.
Ball Engine Co.
Camp Engineering Co,
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Sturtevant Co., B. F.

Exb^stSteam Apparatus.
American District Steam Co.

Fan Outfits.
American Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson El. Mfg. Co.
Fuller Co., The.
General Electric Co.
General Inc, Arc Light Co.
Ohto Electric Works.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Siemens A Halske ElectricCo.
of America.

Sprague Electric Co.
Sturteyant Co.. B. P.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Flbr.eCo.

Files.
Barnett Co., G. A H.

Fire Extineuisbers.
Monarch Fire Appliance Co.

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Forces.
SturtevantCc, B. F.

Fuses and Fuse Wire.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Central ElectricCo.
Chicago Fuse Wire A Mfg.Co.
D. A W. Fuse Co,
Electric Appliance Co,
MclntlreCo., The C.
Western Elect. Supply Co,

Oears.
Besly A Co., Cbae. H,

4]lenerul Elec. Supplies.
American ElectricCo.
Alden roiectric Co.
Central ElectricCo.
Chicago Kdlflon Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Garl Kloctrlc Co.
General Electric Co.
Hodge- WalHh EI. Eng, Co.

Ohio Electric Works.
Stewart & Co.. Frank H.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Globes and Electrical
Glassware.
Holophane Glass Co.
Phcenlx Glass Co,
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Crraphite Specialties.
Eesly ACo., Cbas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Heaters (Feed Water).
Kelley A Son, Benj. F.

Heating and TentUatine
Apparatus.
SturtevantCo., B. F.

Holders, Inc. I^amp.
Crescent Mfg. Co
Incandescent Electric Light
Manipulator Co.

Stewart A Co., Frank H.
I nsulators and Insulat-
ing Materials.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
American Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Mica Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. & lus. Wire Co.
Kartavert M.^. Co.
Mica InsulatOT Co.
MunsellA Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Okonlte Co., The.
Palste Co., H. T.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Sterling Varnish Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—Magnet W^ires.
Alden Electric Co.
American Electric Co.
American Elec Fuse Co.
American Electrical Works.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hazard Manufacturing Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co.
Indiana Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Insulating Co.

Kelloeti Swltcbb. A Sup. Co.
Miller-Knoblock El. Mfe. Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Ohio Electric Works.
Okonlte Co.. The.
Phillips, Eugene P.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J, A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.

Junction Boxes.
Bossert Elect. Const. Co.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.

I^amps, Incandescent.
American ElectricCo.
Central ElectricCo.
Chicago Edison Co.
Colonial Electric Co,
Edison Decorative A Minia-
ture Lamp Dept.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Ce.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
General Inc. Lamp Co.
Kentucky Electrical Co.
Ohio Electric Work.s.
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co.
Shelby ElectricCo.
Western Electric Co,
Western Elec. Supply Co,
Westinghouse El, A Mfg. Co.

lilghtning Arresters.
American Elec. Fuse Oo.
Central ElectricCo.
Electric Appliance Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Ft. Wayno Elec. Wks., Inc.
General Electric Co.
WestlnghotiflO EI. A Mfg. Co.

Linemen's Climbers.
Klein A Son, Mathlfts.

of i^d v»r-fel««t-irft9n-ts S

Hagnet W^ires.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Hechanlcal Machinery,
Besly &Co..Chas. H.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Robertson A Sons. Jas, L.
Stllwell-Blerce Smlth-Vaile.

Meters.
Diamond Meter Co.
Port Wayne Elec. Wrks. Inc.
General Inc. Arc Light Co.
Siemens A Halske Electric Co.
of America.

Mica.
Chicago Mica Co.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.

Mining Apparatus, Elec.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Motors — See Dynamos and
Motors.

Packing.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.

Patent Attdmeys.
Johnston, Thomas J.
Page. Chas. G.

Phosphor Bronze.
Besly ACo., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co. , Ltd.

Platinum Bought and
Sold.
Baker A Co.
Gt.West. Sm. and ReflningCo.

Poles.
Berthold & Jennings.
Davis A Stitt Co.
Powler, John H.
Lindsley Bros. Co.
Maltby Lumber Co.
Perrlzo A Sons.
Pittsburg & L. S. Iron Co.
Porter-Moise Co.
Sterling & Son, W. C.
Torrey Cedar Co.
Worcester Co., C. H.

Porcelain.
Akron Smoking Pipe Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Poiver Transmission
Machinery.
Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stiiwell-Bierce Smith-Valle.

Pulleys,
Link Belt Machinery Co.
Rockwood Mfg. Co.
Smith Co., S. Morgan.
Stllwell-Blerce Smith-Valle.

Rail Bonds.
American Steel A Wire Co.

Bailway Nisnals.
Garl ElectricCo.

Refiners.
Gt.West. Sm. and Refining Co,

Refiectors.
Amer. Reflector A Ltg. Co.
Farles Mfg. Co.
Kleram A Co.

Re -Winding—Repairs.
Becker Bros.
Chicago Edison Co.
Cleveland Armature Works.
General Electrical Repair Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Rose Electric Co.
Rnsslier. Mac Govern & Co.
Schureman A Hayden.

Rheostats.
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Gen'l Inc. Arc Lt. Co.
Sage A Bro., F. 11.

Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Second-Hand Mach^y.
Alexander, Thomas.
Chicago House Wrecking Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Hodge-Walsh Elec. Eng. Co.
Illinois Maintenance Co.
Rose IClcctric Co.
Rossiter, Mac Govern A Co.
Schureman A Hayden.
Walsh's Sons A Co.

Shades.
Amer. Reilector & Ltg. Co.
Farles Mfg. Co.
Klemm A Co,
Pacific ElectricCo.

Soldering Flux.
Cream Flux Co.

Sparking Plugs.
Creflt Manufacturing Oo.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.

m^ ^nar* III

Electric Appliance Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Queen A Co.
Robertson A Sons, Jas. L.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co

Springs.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Barnes Co., The Wallace.
Manross. F. N.

Steel Boxes.
Bossert Elec. Const. Co.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co,
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Gould Storage Battery Co.
Hellos-Upton Co.
Oxide Battery Co,

Structural Iron Work.
American Bridge Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American ElectrlcalWorks.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The
Simplex Electrical Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec, Supply Co.

Telephones, Telephone
material and Sivltch-
boards.
American ElectricCo.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
American El, Telephone Co.
Central Electric Co.
Central Tel. A Elec. Co.
Chicago Telephone Sup. Co.
Couch A Seeley Co.
Ericsson Telephone Co.
Eureka Electric Co.
Farr Tel. A Cons. Supply Co.
Garl Electric Co.
Independent Tel. Supply Co
Kansas City Tel. Mfg Co.
Kellogg Swltcbb. A Sup Co
Eokomo Tel A El. Mfg. Co.
Kusel, D. A ..Tel. A El. Mfg.Co
National Tel. Equlpm Co.
North Electric Co.
Palmer Bros.
R I. Telephone A Elec. Co.
Standard Tel. A El. Co.
Sterling Electric Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tel. M.Co
Swedish-American Tel. Co.
Thomas, Wilcox A Dietz.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Warner Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elect. Supply Co.
Western Tel. Const. Co.

Tools.
Klein A Son, Mathias.

Transforniers.
Alden Electric Co.
American Electric Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Company.
Pt. Wayne Elec. Works, Inc.
General Electric Co.
Gregory Electric Co.
Rose Electric Co.
Rossiter, Mac Govern A Co.
Siemens A HalskeEIectrlc Co.
of America.

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg.Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Westinghouse El A Mfg. Co.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

TurbinCiStW^aferlVheels.
Leffel A Co., Jas.
Smith Co.. S. Morgan.
Stllwell-Blerce Smlth-Valle.

Varnishes.
Sterling Varnish Co.

Tnlcanizcd Fibre.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

W^ire, Bare.
American ElectricCo.
American Steel A Wire Co.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Central ElectricCo.
Driver-Harris Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Tel, Supply Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.
Standard Underground C. Co
Western Electric Co.
Western Electrical Sup. Co.

W^oodwork.Electrical.
Noblett. E. J.

X-Ray Outfits.
Queen A Co.
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OUR 20tK CENTURY
Souvenir Nvimber

i

-FOR DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN CIRCULATION.-.

The WESTERN ELECTRICIAN'S Twentieth Century Souvenir Number will be the best and
handsomest number w^e have ever issued. It will be especially prized by its host of readers, o^wing to

the valuable statistical information and other timely and interesting articles it will contain. From an
artistic standpoint it will rival "anything ever attempted by even the best literary magazines. No
effort or expense will be spared to make it truly representative of the progress of electricity.

This important issue offers advertisers an unequaled opportunity to make their products better

known ALiL. OVER THE WORLD. It will be sent to every prospective buyer, not only at home, but
in the most remote portions of the civilized globe. It will obtain a circulation perhaps never before

given an electrical journal.

This number, therefore, should be well worth the consideration and patronage of every wide-
awake advertiser. It will be an issue that will be kept and constantly referred to. No extra charge
will be made for space. A liberal special advertising announcement will bring you most gratifying

results. Send in your copy and order NOW.

Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago, 111

Eastern Office, 148 Times Bldg., New York. European Office, 44 Fleet St., London, E. C,

Siemens and Halske

Electric Company
of America.

Repair Parts Furnished for

All Apparatus of Our Manufacture.

Address Home Office, FORT WAYNE, IND.

OR ANY OF THE FOLLOWING BRANCH OFHCES:

BOSTON, MASS., 518 Exchange Building.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., lOI The Bourse.

SYRACUSE, N. Y., 717 Dilkye Building.

PITTSBURG, PA., 902 Fifth Avenue.

QNONNATI, OHIO, 402 Neave Building.

ST. LOUIS, MO., 8J8 Lincoln Trust Building.

CHICAGO, ILL., 623 Marquette Building.

ST. PAUL, MINN., 615 Germania Life Building.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., 230 Houseman Building.

ATLANTA, GA., 8 South Broad Street.

K8»

Constant Current Series

Long Burning Arc Lamps.

Differentially Controlled

Direct Carbon Feed.

Easily Adjusted to Different

Currents and Voltages.

Self=Adjusting Gas Check Reg=

ulates Air Admission. Burns

150 hours with Single Trim=

ming.

Write for our "Petite Arc Lamp" Catalogue.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAQO. Nciv YORK.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC COMPANY, Northwestern /«K».,i^St. Paul, nidn.

ST. LOUIS, MO., Security BuMdlng.

ANTWERP, LONDON. PARIS,

32 Rue Boudewyns. Bridge Chambers, 171 Queen Victoria 46 Avenue de Breteull.

St., B. C, and North Woolwich, B.
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WE all believe that ELECTRICITY is the great power that DRIVES the wheels of PROGRESS—perhaps the

wheels of Time; but we all know that Electricity drives the wheels of an Automobile more successfully than

any other power that can be applied to them; but it did not feel at home in a "horseless carriage." It wanted

the REAL THING—an AUTOMOBILE—in which to exhibit its best prowess, and

HERE IT IS

With every improvement in electrical, mechanical

and carriage construction that science, long ex-

perience and absolute necessity have suggested,

and the electricians of the world need no longer

hesitate to own the foster child of their profession.

Its entire conception and construction, mechanic-

ally and electrically, is as much of a departure

from methods heretofore adopted as is its general

design, and its operation is as pleasing to the

purchaser as is the completene:>s of its apptarance

to the eye. All moving parts thoroughly pro-

tected in dust and waterproof casings. One
electric and two friction brakes on every vehicle,

giving as much comfort in hill coasting as in

riding on level roads. Forty miles on one charge

of the batteries and an absolute guarantee of ihe

vehicle in every particular. PRICES REDUCED.
A GOOD THING for electric light and power

companies to interest themselves in the sale of.

THINK IT OVER. Responsible agents wanted

everywhere. Address all communications to
WosenourS, Co

'

Ch,

CLINTON E.WOODS, 3255 Wabash Ave., Chicago, II1.,U.S. a.
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Dearborn
Drus and Chemical \A/^orlcs,
^abora't^ries---AA/a't^r Ch^mij
Ves^'tabl^ Boiler O^mpounds.

ALL KINDS OF ANALYSES. WATERS FREE. OILS A SPECIALTY.

10,000 Boiler Feed Waters are Being Treated by DEARBORN METHODS.
29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 RIALTO BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

^% t^ r^ j^t i^ t5* ^^ ^5* <3^ t^ t^ ^* <^ t^ t^ i^ t^* E,?* c^* t?*^* (^ t5* t^* t^ :j5* ^^ t^ t^ t^ t^ ^?* ti?* t^ ?;?• t?* ^?* q5* ^* c^* ^* ti?* ^* c^ ^* ^?* ^* ^* ^?* ti5* ^5* <^* (^* t^ c^ (5* t^ ^* ^* ^* ^j* t^ t?* t^ c^ t5* t^ t5* c^ t^ ^* ^1^

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S

Portable Indicating Wattmeters.

For Transformer, Arc and Incan=

descent Lamp and Multiphase Motor

Measurements.

SIZES 150 TO 3o,ooo WATT5.

General Office: Schenectady, N. Y.

Sales Offices in All Large Cities. Cliicago Office, Monadnock Building.

In

fe

%

Ik

1a

In

Id

%

%
Id

Alternating or Direct Current

Generators -^ Motors.
Factory and Shop Equipments, Mining, Railway and
Lighting Work.

Power Plants for Long Distance Transmission.

Stanley Electric flfg. Co.,

Pittsfie'd, nass.

Catalogues and Circulars on request. Correspondence solicited from manufac-
7 turers, machine tool makers, mine operators, railways, etc.

TRANSFORMERS, INSTRUMENTS, SWITCHBOARDS.

Northern Electrical nig. Co.,

riadison. Wis.
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SENSE AND DOLLARS.

You can save a dollar or more by
buying other meters than theGutmann.
In the end you will save many times
that by installing Gutmann Alternating
Current Integrating Wattmeters.
Give them a trial. It's a proposition
of sense and dollars.

Have we sent you our littls booklet " Skepticism ?
"

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY, Chicago,

^Q,'hOjiQ,<^'2^^'5?>%'^':^%^i^'iqs,'^<^Q,
I

NCUBER 13 DISTBIBUTIlKCi BOABU.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC FUSE CO.,
345-347 S. Canal St., CHICAGO.

INDIA a AMBERM
IN ANY SHAPC OR PATTERN.

EMPIRE 4 MIC
ISSLIIATEO ,p-^ CO(V1POIJI\D
Cloths and I'.ipori. "j'" (jrttrtjijiii.irii.

Eu^eneMimselLsCo Mica lunula for Co.
2ISH,ili:i-M.i\'o>v York S Ctlicnoo. ii;irfk<-St.

ENGINEERING.HERBERT A. WAGNER,
Consulting Engineer

Railway Lighting and Power Plants,

415 LOCUST ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Henry H. Humphrey,
Consulting
Electrical Engineer.

Central Lighting Stations,
Electric Power Transmiksion.

Suite 1305, Chemical Bldg., St. Louis,

RHEOSTATS
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG. CO.,
IVIILWAUKEE, WIS.

The Largest and Oldest Manufacturers of Rheo-
stats in the World.

Crest

Manufacturing

Co.,
Cambridgeport, Mass.

GASOLINE MOTORS
AND

SPARKING PLUGS.

Send your Book Orders to

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

610 Marquette IJldg., Chicago.

Gale's Commutator
Compound.
The Only Article That Will Prevent Sparking.

Will keep the Commutator In good condition anil prevent cutting. Absolutely will not gum the brushes.

50c. per Bticlc. 95.00 per dozen 8end SOc. for trial stick.

FOE SALE BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES OR

Ku.i CIIIIMii a fiA Sole nannfactiirers,
I nCLCnilllll K uUii 909. lOO Washlnston street, . CHICAGO.

HAZARD MANUFACTURING CU.,

Wires AND Gables.
HIGH-GRADE RUBBER-

COVERED,
WEATHERPROOF

MIAGNET, OFFICE, ANNUNCIATOR WIRE.
Qbhebai. Office and Works,

WiUjesbarre, Pa.
New York Office,

60 Dey St.

Chicago Office,
1201-2 Marquette Bldg

»CI_IIM IVI^^El- ^YIM^MVIO.
Sets of castings and material furnished in

various Btages of completion. Wrought iron
fields

; armature formed of punching's of sheet
Iron oontain:s eight slots. Pulle* for round
or Hat belt. Terminal wires to binding screws
set in fibre connection board at top of pole
pieces. Run ae motor will drive sewing ma-
chine, dental engine or watchmaker's lathe.
Ten-volt current. Run as a generator will light
four 6-candle lamps. This machine i^ not a toy
but is desiifned t ^r use. Many intere^iting ex-
periments can be performed with these ma-
chines. Full size detail blue prints furnished
with each set of material, showing how to con-
nect iorboth SERIES and SHUKT windings.

The change can be made from nne winding
to the other whenever desired

.

Write for Dynamo Circular No. Ifl,

FRANKLIN MODELSHOP,
129-1 31 Wests IstSueet, NEW YORK CI rr.

JOHN T. McROY
302 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

138 WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO

COAl AND ASHES HANDLING
MACHINERY, SHAFTING, PULLEYS,

CLUTCHCS, PATENT MACHINE-MOULDED
ROPE SHCavES, ETC.

CATALOCUt UPON APPLICATION

LINK- BELT MACHINERY CO.,
• Engineers. Founders. Machinists.

CHICAGO, U, S. A.

CREAM FLUX
AN AB^OI/UTEIiT N0IV.C0BB08ITE INSUI/ATIKC)
HOI/UERIAIW FL.tTX FOB AliLi aiETAI/(!l.

Conlttlnn no acid or any element injurious to electrical connectloug,

ENDORSED BY THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS AND ALL USERS.

YOU CAN make more than double the number of perfect connections In one-half the time
with C'-eam I'Mux than you can with the name amount of any other flux. Put up In cans at
Ifjc. 2rjc,. OOc. and 7.50. Sr":clal prices In 'pKinilty. Sond i6c. for trial box. Wegumraatee
It and If not Matlafactory money will be refunded.

TRIM IVi -WHAT ONE 1JHBK HAS TO 8AY OF IT:
(( AFTER having tried the varloiiii HolderlntfflaltH on the market, and after Riving your

•'* C'eam Flux Hevero tCHln on heavy cable connectlonH, and on tlic Uncut Hirandcd
flcxtble droii cord work, wo can nafely nay U meeta all claims you make for It, I consider It
one of the (jcit ever ofTered for Halo. Very truly.

"Per J. H. Oooh8l, CoDBtr. bupt, CIltOAOO EDISON GO."

FOB haijK bt aiaa mupply hoijmeb oh

CREAM FLUX CO.,
Sole Minufacturori,

100 Washington St., CHICAGO.

DEWAR BULBS
For liquid air are made both double and triple,

the former with or without mercury.

Write for particulars.

EDISON DECORATIVE AND MINIATURE
LAMP DEPARTMENT,

Harrison, N. J.
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m*IIK N. PHILLIPS. PHiaiDCnr.
t> n. WAOCNSCIL, TnCA«unti«.

EUOXNE F. PHILUPB. I. noKfkANB pniLklPB, Vwx-Pnza.
0. n. RKMinaTon, jr., aco.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
FBOTTDEHCE, B. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE.
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

Nbv Yobk Stobe, W. J. Witson, 2< Cortlandt St.

OHlOAao Stobx, F. E. Donatioe, 241 Bladlion St.
MoiTTSKAi. Bbasoh, Bufeat F. PUlUpi' ElMtTltml Woiki.

MAIN OFFICES AND FICTOKIES, PHII.LIPSB«LE. R. I

CMAS. O. »/VOI
PATENT ATTORNEY,

185 Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.,

Hae attended to all of our patent matters con-

tinuously since 1S91. Mors^an & Wrisht. Chlcaso.

Six Years with General Electric Company.

THOMAS J. JOHNSTON,
Counsellor at Law,

No. 66 Broadway, - NEW YORK CITY.

Patent Causei. Patent Sollclllng.

announces that he has assumed the management of the

AMERICAN ELECTRIC CO.,

St. Paul, Minn., where he will be pleased to hear from his

old friends. Shipments can be made from Chicago stock if

desired, and prices will be right.

EDISON LALANDE BATTERIES.

rOR OAS CNaiNES.

SLOT MACHINES,

AUTOMOBILES,

RAILROAD SIGNALS.

CROSSING BELLS,

SMALL MOTORS,

CTC.

CONSTANT CURRENT.

NO LOCAL ACTION,

WILL NOT FREEZE.

LIQUID TIGHT

CELLS FOR

PCRTABLK

WORK.

FULL DESCRIPTION IN BOOKLET NO. 4.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
Its FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

NATIONAL CODE STANDARD

'O.K." Weatherproof wire.

Slow-Burning Weatherproof

and Slot-Burning Wire.

Priees and Samples on Application.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.|

Office and Factory: PAWTUCKET, R. I.

M'CORMICK TURBIHE.
On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft.

Especially Adapted for Electrical Work^

Gives a higher percentage of useful effect than any other water-wheel
heretofore made. All sizes, rlgbt and left hand, are built from patterns per-
fected under systematic tests in the Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and those contem.
plating the improvement of powers, will find it to their interest to confei
with us, as we are willing to guarantee results where others have failed, no
matt&r what make of turbine has been in use. STATE REQUIREriENT^
AND SEND FOR CATALOQUB.

S. MORGAN SMITH CO., York, Pa.

This Trade-Mark E.°:?S, KsriS^—^——^—^^—^^^—^—^^— Branches, Edison Out-Out»

.^nMp Guarantees Satisfaction
Switches, etc, . -

PHILADELPHIA. H. T. PAISTE CO. CHICAGO.

The Bossert Electric Construction Go.
. MANUFACTURERS OF

STEEIi OUTLET AND JUBfCTIOlV BOXES,
SWITCHBOARDS^, PAIt£Ii BOARDS. SWITCHES, ETC.

Alden Electric Co.
(Formerly Alden & Co.)

WILL OCCUPY THEIR BUILDING AT

52 and 54 W. Van Buren St., Chicago,
on and after October ist and will have in stock

All Lines of General Electric Supplies.

"beTcrrrer- InsulatGcl Wlrss and Cables. 7XV;:^.

P1TTSBUR6 TRANSFORMERS. "L.-H." ENCLOSED ARC LAMPS.

UP-TO-DATE ELECTRICAL GOODS.

REFLECTORS!
Light is useless if you can't have

it where you want it.

Paragon Reflectors throw the

light just where you want it.

Our Incandescent Reflectors are

neat and are superior to all others.

They are green outside, glossy

enamel white inside. Reflecting

surface. Made in various styles

and sizes. Get our catalog.

American Reflector & Lighting Go.,
271-273 FRANKLIN ST., CHICAGO.

THE LUNDELt

"SPLIT-POLE"

GENERATOR
Is so named because of the

peculiar construction of the

pole pieces. It is the most
efficient Generator on the

market. Its remarkable ad-
vantages are fnlly described
in our Catalogue No. 03100.
Free on application.

SPRACUE ELECTRIC CO.,
General Offices: 527-531 West 34th Street, NEW YORK.

CHICAOO:
PIsher Bulldlne.

BOSTON:
275 Devonshire Street.

ST. LOUIS:
Security Building.
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WANTED.
By well established incandescent lamp manu-

facturer, an energetic city salesman for city of

ChicaE^o. JIust'be thoroughly familiar with
incandescent lamp trade. Address "LAMP,"
care Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago.

SITUATION OPEN
As manager of an established sales olBce, band-
ling tirst-class lines electrical apparatus, on
salary and commission; first of al].a hustling
salesman : second, should have some knowledge
of engineering. Address, giving full particulars,

references, experience, etc., "MAGNETIC,"
care Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago.

WANTED.
After January 1, 1901, a position paying $125

Eer month with opportunity for advancement
y young man with experience in managing

city commercial lighting company; extensive
Chicago acquaintance. Address "J. K.," care

Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Building,

Chicago.

WANTED.
An experienced shipping clerk in an electrical

jobbing bouse. One who knows his business.

State references, experience, age, etc. Address
''F." care Western Electrician, 510 Marquette
Bldg., Chicago.

WANTED.
Position as manager or superintendent of

electric lighting plant; four years' experience

as manager of lighting and power plant. Mar-
ried. Best of references. Address G. B. P,'i

care Western Electrician, 510 Marquette Bldg.,

Chicago.

FOR SALE.
Cheap, two electric delivery wagons without

batteries. Would be useful and profitable to

anv electrician capable of making a set of cells.

CHAS. A. STEVENS A BROS., Chicago.

WE BUY AND SELL
SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL MACHINERY.

WALSH'S SONS & CO.,
HO Washington St., Newark. N. J.

ARMATURES.
2 GO-light Western Electric, 10

ampere, each $150.00
1 45-light Excelsior, 8 ampere.. 75.00
1 30-liglit Excelsior, 10 ampere. 75.00
1 25-light Excelsior, 12 ampere. 60.00
1 SS-light Thomson-Houston, 10

ampere, ring type 125.00
1 20-light Brush, 10 ampere ... 60.00
2 30-light Brush, 10 ampere, each 75.00
1 500-light Westinghouse, 1000

volt, brand new 100.00
1 120 K. W. General Electric,

2,000 volt 300.00

Rose Electric Co., St. Louis. Mo.

WE OFFER FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
2 100 K. W., iSOO-volt Edison bipolars.
1 75 K. W., General Electric. SOO-volt, 4 pole.
1 120 K. W., A. S. type, General Electric Al-

ternator.
3 120 K. W., A. type, General Electric Alter-

nators.
1 240 K. W., Stanley two-phase, 1,000 or 2,000

volts.

1 50 K. W., 2,000-volt, Siemens & Halske,
60 cycle.

,

1 65 Light, Brush Arc, 10 amperes.
1 40 Light, Western Electric Brush Arc.
1 600 H. P., Ball cross-compound engine, 20x

36x18.
1 200 H. P., Ball, 12x22x16 Tandem com-

pound, with condenser.
1 175 IL P., Ideal, 12x20x14 Tandem com-

pound.
2 18*4x18 Ideal engines.
1 14Hxl5 Mcintosh & Seymour engine.

BOILERS, MOTORS, PUMPS.
Write for our latest price-list No. 40.

ILLINOIS MAINTENANCE COMPANY,
E. H. CHENEY, flanager,

HOA Dearborn Street, C^liicaso.

FOR SALE-A BARGAIN.
150 hard rubber cells, 7x7x10% inches.

THOMAS ALEXANDER, 183 E. Kaudoiph St.,

Chicago.

SECOND-HAND
Dynamos and Motors.

We invite correspondence
with those wishing to

bny or sell.

SCHUREMAN & HAYDEN,

140 S. Clinton St., Chicaeo.

\A/E DO REI^AIRIIMO.
The satisfactory kind that brings your second order.

Armatures, transformers and fields rewound. Commutators refilled,

rebuilt. All work guaranteed. Low prices. Write us.

Machinbd

GENERAL ELECTRICAL REPAIR CO.,
L. D. Telephone, Main 5114. 141 S. Clinton Street, CHICAGO.

WANTED TO BUY.
We are In the market for good second-band

High-speed Automatic and Corliss engines. We
want several such at once. Write us, giving
full particulars.

CAMP ENGINEERING CO.,

1 8 South Canal Street, Ch Icago, III.

American Vitrified Coiilnit Company,
MANUFACTURERS OP

VITRIFIED SALT GLAZED
UNDERGROUND AND INTERIOR CONDUITS.

Contractors for Complete Installation
of Conduit Systems.

General OfBces: 39 Cortlandt St., N. Y.

ERBECKL
rOTHERO

39-43
W. WASHINGTON ST.

CHICAGO.

Manfrs.

of the

well

known

4-i
*1

Brushes

for

Dynamos

and

Motors.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR AND PRICE LIST.

REPAIRS Sfcra'Sfnl'!": National Electric Company's Machines.

WANTED "^rz
CEO. F. SCHWALM CO.,

FOR SPOT CASH
BUIINEO OUT INCANDESCENT LAMPS AND BASES.

HARRISON, N.J.

iio.VoIt Incandescent Dynamos.

2 12-Uglit Edison, % K. W., lelf-ollert.

1 26-llght Wenstrom.
t as-light Gibbs, M. P., »low speed, comp.,

brand new.

1 BO-light Hawkeye.
1 BO-light Nowotny, self-oiler.

1 Gu-light Card, multipolar, self-oiler, Blow

speed, U£0 K. P. M.

1 Sd-IIght Crocker-Wheeler, slow speed,

self-oIIer.

2 B5-light Gibbs, M. P., compound, brand

new, moderate speed.

4 B5-llght Gibbs, M. P., compound, brand

new, slow speed, 1100 R. P. M.

1 65-llght Siemens &, Halske, type B., M. P.,

slow speed, self-oller,_ brand

new.
1 GWlght Thomson-Houston.
1 60-Iight Westinghouse.

1 80-light Siemens & Halske, type L. H.,

Belf-oller, brand new.

2 80-llght Siemens & Halske, ironclad type,

M. P., self-oilers, brand new.

1 100-Ilght Ealn, compound, self-oiler.

1 100-llght J. & C, self-oller.

t UO-llght GIbha, M. P., compound, self-

oilers, slow speed, brand new,

1000 R. P. M.
1 110-llgbt Siemens & Halske, M. P., Church-

ward type, compound, extra

Blow speed, brand new, 650

R. P. M.
I l£0-llght Gibbs, M. P., compound, self,

oilers, speed 1650.

1 ICft-llght Gibbs, M. P., shunt, selfoller,

slow speed. 826 R. P. M.
1 leo-llght C»rd, self-oller.

2 180-Ilght Siemens & Halske, M. P.. solf-

ollers, brand new,
1 SOO-llght Western Electric, self-oller, comp.
2 2iO-llght Edison, selt-oilerB. 12 IC W.
i aoilght Siemens & Halske, 12 K. W.
2 21t>-Iight Siemens & Halske, M. P., brand

new, typo B., eelr-oliers.

t 210-llght Ulbbs, M. P., self-ollcm, Tcry
Blow speed, 725 R. P. M., brand
new.

1 2S0-IIght Westtnghonse.

REGORYI
ELECTRIC CO.

54-62 S.CLlAfTOrt ST. CMICAGO.

eAR6AIN$-F0R SALE.
' iio-Volt Incandescent-Dynamos.—

Continued.
1 250-nght Commercial, comp., self-oller.

1 250-Iight Eddy, self-oiler.

1 270-llght General Electric, IB K. W., M. P.,

direct-connected to Case en-

gine, compound.
2 270-IIght Westinghouse, M. P., slow speed,

IB K. W.
1 300-llght Columbian, multipolar, comp.,

self-oiler, slow speed.

4 300-lIght Gibbs, M. P.. self-oilers, slow
speed, 725 R. P. M., brand new.

1 340-lIght Eddy, solf-oUtr, eo-npound.
2 350-llght Hawkeye, compound.
1 350-Ilgbt National, self-olier, compound.
1 3B0-IIght Edison, 20 K. W., self-oller.
6 350-IIgbt Siemens & Halske, type L. B.,

self-oilers.
1 360-Ilgbt Duplex, multipolar, self-oiler,

compound, slow speed.
3 500-lIght Siemens & Halske, type L. H.,

self-oilers, brand new.
4 B40-lIght Edison, 30 K. W., selt-ollera,

compound.
1 600-Ilght lOIckmeycr.
2 700-llgbt Westinghouse, 10 pole, slow speed,

40 K. W., self-ollcrs, B75 U. P.
M., brand new.

2 800-llKht Edison, 4B K. W., self-oilers.
1 1200-light Siemens & Halske, type L. H.,

70 K. W., self-oller.
1 1350-Ilght Siemens & Halske, Type I, 80

K. W., for direct connection,
8 pole.

aiBOO-llght Siemens & Halske, type L. H.,
self-oilers, 100 K. W.

1 l£00-ilght Siemens & Halske, 100 K. W.,
type I., 6 pole, for direct con-
nectlon, brand new.

220-Voft ;aeneratorg.
Rheostat, base-frame and pulley accom-

pany each macliine.

1 8^ K. W. Westinghouse, multipolar, self-

oiler.

19 K. W. Lundell, self-oller.

1 10 K. W. Lundell, selt-oUer, multipolar,

slow speed.

1 12 K. W. Edison, self-oller.

1 IB K. W. Edison, compound, self-oller.

1 30 K, W. Siemens & Halske, M. P., Iron-

clad type, self-oller, brand
new,

1 45 K. W. Edison, compound, self-oller,

new armature.

X 60 K. W. Siemens & Halske, M. P.,
Churchward typo, self-oIIer,
brand new, for direct connec-
tion.
1 marble panel switchboard
for above.

1 100 K. W. Siemens & Halske, M. P.,
Churchward type, Belf-oller,
brand new, for direct connec-
tion.

500-Volt Qenerators.
2 15 K. W. Edison, sclf-ollerB.
1 IB K. W. T.-H., sclf-oller.
1 35 K. W. Mather, self-oller.
2 36 K. W. Siemens & Halske. brand new,

M. P., Churchward type, self-
ollers, very slow speed, 476
R. P. M.

1 46 K. W. Edison, compound, self.oller.
1 76 K. W. Westinghouse, Kodak set, West-

inghouse generator and West-
inghouse compound engine, 14
X 24 X 14, all complete, fine.

Alternating Generators.

1 SBO-Ilgbt

1 eoo-iight

1 600-light

1 eoo-iight

2 600-ligbt

W.,

Thomson-Honston, A. IS.

Thomson-Houston. A. 6.

Thomson-Houston, 30 K.
two-phase.

Thomson-Houston, SO K. W.,
slotted armature.

General Electric, A. 30, toothed
armature.

Thomson-Houston, A. 36.
Westinghouse, 37^ K. W.
Warren, 45 K. W., 1100 volts.
Wood, 60 K. W., self-oller.
Siemens & Halske, 60 K. W.,

self-oller, 60 cycle.
National, with exciter.
Siemens & Halske, 60 K. W.,
Churchward type, brand new,
60 cycle, single-phase, 1100
volts, with e^ciiei.

I K. W. Siemens & Halske, Churchward
type, brand new, 60 cycle, two-
phase, rotary transformer, llOO
volts, alt. to 250 volLS direct,
complete, with marble panel
switchboard.

Westinghouse, 60 K. W.
Thomson-Houston, 60 K. W.
Warren, 60 K. W., self-oller.
General Electric, A. 60.

Thomson-Houston, A. 70, 1100 or
2200 volts.

Wood, 76 K. W., self-oller.
General Electric, monocyclic, 76

K. W., selt-oller, 60 cycle.
National, 90 K. W.
Wood, 200 K. W., self-oUer.

Arc Dynamos.
2000 C. P. Western Electric.
1200 C. P. T.-H., K. 12.

2000 C. P. Brush, No. 7.

20OO O. P. T.-H., L. D. 2.

1200 C. P. Wood No. 6.

2000 C. P. Western Electric, «elf.
oilers.

1200 O. P. T.-H.,M. 12, ball arm.
1200 C. P. Brush, No. 7.

1200 C. P. T.-H., L,. D. 12,

2000 C. P. T.-H., M. D. 2.

2000 G. P. Western Electric, self-

oilers.
2000 C. P. Westlughouse.
2000 C. P. Wood. No. 8.

800 C. P. Ball, 4 amp.
2000 C. P. Brusn, No. 8.

1200 C. P. Wood, with new arm'e.
1200 C. P. Standard, aelf-ollers.

2000 C. P. Westlng'Be, self-oilers.

1200 C. P. Excelsior, latest typo.

2 650-llght
2 750-Iight
1 900-llght
1 lOOO-lIght
1 lOOO-lIght

1 1200-lIght
1 1200-Ught

1 1200-light
1 1200-llght
1 1200-llght
1 1200-llght
2 1300-llght

1 1600-Iight
1 1600.11gbt

1 ISOO-llght
1 4000-light

1 20-llght
1 30-lIght
1 30-llght
2 35-light
1 35-1 Ight
3 40-llgbt

2 45-Ilgbt
2 46-nght
1 60-llght
1 60-lIght
2 60-llght

1 60-ilght
3 60-llght
1 es-llght
1 66-lIght
2 76-llgbt
2 76-IIght

2 76-llgbt
I 126-Iight

SEND FOR OUR MONTHLY BARGAIN SHEET WITH NET CASH PRICES ON DYNAMOS,
MOTORS, TRANSFORMERS,METERS,STATION INSTRUMENTS, ARC LAM PSand SUPPLIES.
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ELECTRICAL AND STEAM
IVIACMINERY.

THE FOLLOWING IS PART OF OUR STOCK. SEND FOR LATEST CATALOG.
Direct-Current Dynamos, no Volts.

(Direct-Connected.

1

3 100 K. W, Westlngiiouse, 8-pole, aas
R. P. M., direct-connected to Hcln-
tosli & Seymour compound engines.

Belted Dynamos, no Volts.

2 150 K. W. Edisos bipolar.
4 60 K. W. Edlscn bipolar.
2 45 K. W. Edison bipolar.
3 30 K. W. Edison bipolar.
4 25 K. W. Edison bipolar.
2 20 K. W. Edison bipolar.
1 100 K. W. M. P., 4, Westlnghouse.
2 45 K. W. M. P.. 4 Westlnghouse.
1 30 H. P. Westlnghouse.
1 lay. K. W. M. P. Amer. Ball.

2 10 K. W. Edison bipolar.
1 500-arapere Onondaga.
1 25 K. W. Electro Dynamic.
1 45 K. W. General Electric, M. P..

850 B. P. M.
Arc Dynamos.

2 125-llght, mulU-clrcult Brush, 2000
C. P.

2 165-llght, multicircuit Brush, 1200
O. P.

2 125-lIght, latest type Fort Wayne,
2000 0. P.

2 125-llght, brand new Excelsior, 2000

C. P.
2 125-Iight, multl-clrcult Brush, 2000

C. P.
2 SO-llgbt, slngle-elrcult Brush, 2000

0. P.
4 No. S. 65-llght, 2000 O. P., Brush.
10 50-llght, 2000 C. P.. T.-H., with ring

armatures.

Alternators.

1 325 K. W. Siemens & Halske, 2000
Tolts, 7200 alternations,
single-phase, 115 R. P.
M.

1 300 K. W. Fort Wayne, 2000 volts,
7200 alternations, single-
phase.

1 240 K. W. Westlnghouse, single-
phase, 1100 volts, 16000
alternations.

1 240 K. W. Stanley, two-phase, 380
R. P. M., with engines
direct-connected.

2 300 K. W. Westlnghouse, single-
phase, toothed arma-
tures.

1 150 K. W. Westlnghouse, two-phase,
1100 volts. 600 R. P. M.,
7200 alternations.

2 A-120 General Electric, single-phase,
1000 volts, 16000 alterna-
tions.

2 90 K. W. General Electric, single-
phase, 1000 volts, 16000
alternations.

2 120 Westlnghouse, single-phase, 1100
volts, ISOOO alternations.

1 110 K. W. Port Wavne, 2200 volts,
16000 alternations.

3 60 K. W. General Electric, single-
phase, 1050 volts. IGOOO
alternations.

1 60 K. W. General Electric, single-
phase, 2000 volts, IGOOO
alternations.

1 60 K. W. Stanley. 2000-1000 volts,
two-phase, 7200 alterna-
tions.

1 75 K. W. Stanley, 2000-1000 volts,
two-phase, 16000 alter-
nations.

1 45 K. W. Westlnghouse, 2200 volts,
16000 alternations.

Direct-Current IVIotors and Genera-
tors. 22OV0ltS.I

(Direct-Connected.)
1 75 K. W. General Electric, direct-

connected to Ideal en-
gine.

(Belt-Driven.)
1 75 K. W. Siemens & Halslie bi-

polar.
1 15 H. P. Excelsior bipolar.
1 10 H. P. Eddy bipolar.
1 5 H. P. Eddy bipolar.

Direct-Current, soo Volts.

2 60 K. W. Edison.
1 60 H. P. M. P., General Electric.
1 30 K. W. O. & C. bipolar.
1 25 H. P. Eddy, M. P.
1 16 H. P. Eddy.
1 10 H. P. Eddy.
1 2 H. P. Cent. Elect. Co.

Railway Motors
G. B. 800 S. R. a., 30.

G. E. 1000 W. P.. 30.

G. B. 1200, W. P., 60.

Westlnghouse 3.

Westlnghouse 12A.
Westlnghouse 38B.
K, K2 and K12 G. B. Controllers.
Westlnghouse 38 and 49 Controllers,
and a constantly changing stock of
everything pertaining to street car
equlpment-

S 20O K. W. Railway Units, each con-
sisting of a 200 K. W. Bdlson Gen-
erator belted to an i8y.xi8 Ideal
Automatic Engine.

Railway Generators, goo Volts.
1 600 K. W. M. P., 4, Gen. Electric., — „ „ .. p . _

P.,
P.,

4, Gen. Electric.
4, Walker.
4, Westlnghouse.
1, Gen. Electric.

1 300 K. W. M.
1 200 K. W. M.
am K. w. M.
2 100 K. W. M. P.;
2 200 K. W. Edison.
2 150 K. W. Edison.
2 100 K. W. Edison.
4 60 K. W. Bdlson.
1 100 K. W. Ft. Wayne.

Engines.
40x72 Corliss (1 right, 1 left).
26x48 Allis.
18x42 Allls.
16x25x15 Armlngton & Sims.
1814x18 Mcintosh & Seymour.
15x16 Erie Bail.
14x13 Armlngton & Sims.
14x13 Watertown.
13x12 N. Y. Safety Power.
10x12 Watertown.
11x19x24 Tandem Buckeye.

Boilers.
2 376 H. P. Sterling boilers.
2 200 H. P. National Water Tube.
2 42-inch by 16-foot Return Tubulars.
Boilers of various styles and sizes

at low rates.

Street Cars.

Opened and closed, of all sizes, and
for all gauges. Let us know your
wants.

Rossiter, Mac Govern & Co.
Principal Offices, Ml BROADWAY, NEW YORK. Factory, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK.

Thermostats and Vibratory Electric Motors.
Especially constructed for Damper Regulators. Furnisbed to the trade only.

Send for descriptive matter and prices to

V^IL.UI.A.IWIS ^I^^S., «;Be£NE, CH£NAKOO CO., AT. Y.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT CO.,
Factory and General Offices: 672-578 FIRST AVENUE, NEW YORK.

TRADE ^^ I
Mark.

Manufacturers of HIGH-GRADE ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
WRITE FOR ATTRACTIVE BULLET. NS.

CHICAGO. U-.L..

PHLLADELPaiA, PA
BOSTON, MASS.,
ST. LOUIS. MO..
CLEVELAND. OHIO,

48 West Jactson Bonlevard.
522Drexel BuildiDg.

31 Milk Street.
633 Century Building.

39-47 East Prospect Street.

MILWAUKEE. WIS., 408 Uihleln Building.
DENVER, COLO.. lT<i2 Champa Street.

CINCINNATI, OHIO. 5T Perin Building.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., 5fl8 Parrott Building.
EXPORT DEPARTMENT, N. Y., 5r2-5T8 First Ave.

WE EXCEL AND UNDERSELL ALL.

WBITE FQB CATAI/OeUE ANO
DISCOCKT SHEET.

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the World.

BEND FOB CIECULAE AND PEI0E8.

[HE lECLANCH'E BATTERY CO.,
Ill toll? Ea$t131stSt., N. Y.

3

American
Bridge Company

DESIGNERS
MANUFACTURERS
AND ERECTORS OF

Steel Bridges

Steel Buildings

and All Classes of

Metallic Structures

The facilities at our disposal and our

operative system are such as to in-

sure j?iosf favorable quotations and

deliveries for any pa7'f of the world.

General Offices : 100 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

"WTE have decided

to carry at all

our plants a large

stock of Raw Ma-

terial, from which

we can furnish with

great promptness

any ordinary order

for Steel Bridges,

Roofs, Buildings,

Columns, Girders,

Beams, Channels,

Angles. Plates, etc.

Branch Offices and Works

;

Albany, N. Y.
Athens, Pa.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Baltimore, Md. -

Butte. Mont.
Columbus, Ohio.
Chicago, 111.

Canton, Ohio.
Cleveland. Ohio.
Denver, Colo.
Duluth, Minn.
East Berlin, Conn.
Elmira, N. Y.
Groton. N. Y.
Horseheads. N. Y.

Lafayette, Ind.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Minneapolis, Minn.
New Orleans, La.
Pencoyd, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburg, Pa.
Rochester, N. Y.

Seattle, Wash.
San Francisco, Cal.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Svdney. N. S. W.
Trenton, N. J.
Wilmington, Del.
Youngstown, Ohio.

European Office : LONDON
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MAY BE INCREASED BY

CONNECTING UP YOUR

FARMERS
AND

OUTLYING DISTRICTS.

Others are Making their Plants Pay Fair

Interest on their Investments

that Formerly Showed
a Shortage.

NEW FEATURES!
ALL TROUBLE POINTS

ELIMINATED.
No Listening Keys.

No Clearing-Out Drops.

No Ringing Keys.

No Complications in Your Cord Circuit.

No Delays—Always Ready for Business.

WE WILL TELL YOU HOW IT'S DONE.
WRITE TO

CLEVELAND, 67-75 rRANKropx st , OHIO.

New and Revised Edition JUST ISSUED.

American Telephone Practice
By KEMPSTER B. MILLER, M. E.

Chapter I —History and Principles of the Magneto Telephone. IL—History
and Principles of the Battery Transmitter. III.—The Telephone Re-
ceiver. IV,—Carbon Transmitters. V. — Induction Coils. VI.—Bat-
teries. VII.—Calling Apparatus. VIII.—The Automatic Shunt. IX.

—

The Hook Switch, and Circuits of a Telephone. X.—Commercial Call-

ing Apparatus. XI.—The Telephone Relay or Repeater. XII.— Self-

induction and Capacity. XIII.— Telephone Lines. XIV. — Simple
Switchboards for Small Exchanges. XV.—Listening and Ringing Appa-
ratus for Switchboards. XVI.—Self-Restoring Switchboard Drops. XVII.
—Complete Switchboards for Small Exchanges. XVIII.—Lamp Signal
Switchboards. XIX. —The Multiple Switchboard. XX —Transfer Sys-
tems. XXI. — Common-Battery Systems. XXII. — House Systems.
XXIII.—Protective Devices. XXIV.—Distributing Boards. XXV.—Party
Lines Non-Seleci;ve. XXVI.—Party Lines. Step by Step Selective Sig-
naling. XXVII.—Selective Signaling by Strength and Polarity. XXVIII.
—Harmonic Systems of Selective Signaling. XXIX.—Wire forTelephone
Use. XXX.—Pole Line Construction. XXXI.—Overhead Cable Con-
struction. XXXII.—Underground Cable Construction. XXXIII.—Test-
ing. XXXIV. — Automatic Exchanges. XXXV. — Storage Batteries.
XXXVI -Specifications.

518 large octavo p iges, 379 Ulus. Price, $3.00.

This is the first complete treatise on Telephony in the
English language. The author was peculiarly qualified for the
task, having been an examiner in the U. S. Patent Office in

the telephonic class, and subsequently as a telephone engineer
had a wide experience in every branch of telephonic work. The
text is profusely illustrated by cuts of commercial apparatus
and carefully prepared diagrams of circuits. No diagram is

given without a full explanation. The apparatus, circuits and
methods of the American Bell Telephone Company and of the
various independent companies are fully described. The
apparatus and methods used in making all of the tests required
in commercial telephone work are fully treated.

Copies of this or any other electrical book published sent prepaid,
to any address in the ujorlel, on receipt of price,

510 Marquette Building,

CHICAOO. ILLINOIS.Electrician Publishing Co.,

TELEPHONES and

SWITCHBOARDS
for any size exchange.

CO

CO

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

THE STROMBERG-GARLSON
70-82 W. Jackson Boul.,

CHICAGO, U.S. A.

A GOOD RESOLVE

!

start the new century

right by using the WAR-
NER POLE CHANGER In

your exchange.

THE BEST
ASD CHEAPEST
RINQER ON
THE MARKET.

This outfit, as shown,
without batteries or stand,

S2S F. O. B. factory. De-

scriptive catalogue free.

THE WARNER ELECTRIC CO.,
IVII-IIM^II IIM^I^VIM^^.

MICA

INDIA AMBER

Valparaiso, Ind.

MANUFACTURERS

CHAMPION PAINTS
CRYSTAL VARNISH
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IVIAGIME

MANUFACTURERS OF
TELEPHONKS, TBI/EPHOME APPARATUS, EXCHAWGE aiANAGEBS

AWD Al/li USERS OF IWDUCTIOIV COILS, RISTOER AND
StVITGHBOABU UAUIWETS

IVriCe for Circulars and Prices.

VARL-EY DVJI
.505 Fi«her Bldg., CHICA60.

•UEX IVIAONE-r CO.,
7th and ProvOft Sts.. JEBSEY* CITY, IV. J.

Kellogg Central Battery System

TELEPHONE

EXCHANGES
It:i llie simplest, most econom-
ical and most efflcient on the
market.

Pbrtabie Desk Phone. SENO FOR PARTICULARS.

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD AND SUPPLY CO.,
229 so. GREEN ST., CHICAGO.

20TH

CENTURY

APPARATUS.
Toll-line equipment,
bridging apparatus,
switclibosrds for
exchanges. Central-
ized Energy and
Magneto systems.

No. 49.

Junction Terminals Cable Head:^.

Send for Our 20tf) Century Catalog.

The Largest Catalog Issued.

EUREKA ELECTRIC GO.
157-167 South Canal St.

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

EUREKA METALLIC

EXPRESS SWITCHBOARD.

Size 17x17

Official Design,

Enameled

Both Sides.

50c. Each.
Centi-iilized Energy

Teleption«.

INDEPENDENT

^LOCAL^
XAND ^
Mi-mi
V'long'V

^distanceX
SYSTEM

STANDARD

Telephone and Electric

Company,

MADISON, WIS.
Manufacturers and Importers

High Grade

Telephone Apparatus
EXCLUSIVELY.

WRITE FOR I900 CATALOGUE.

We Cater to Those Who
Demand the Best.

Swedish-American

Telephone Company,
69-75 W. JACKSON BLVD., CHICAGO, ILL.

DO YOU WANT
QUICK SHIPMENTSTELEPHONES.

Ask us what we can do for you on short notice on Tele-
phones, Switchboards and Line Material.

Kansas City Telephone Mfg. Co.,
18 \A^. IVIiss^vjri ^V'v^. Kansas ^I'ty, IVIo.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC TELEPHONE GO.
36 to 50 Jackson Blvd., CHICiiGO, ILL.

Our Paris "EXPO" No. 36,

ew i.i(nverrul transmitter.
Concealed cord-

Bridging and series.
Very compact.

Our new No. 1900 Telephones with Disc Carbon Lightning

Arrester for SERIES and BRIDGING work are winners.

Try them.

OUR CENTRAL ENERGY SYSTEM
is a great success; likewise our

MULTIPLE SWITCHBOARDS.

Telephone Apparatus
Of All Kinds Manufactured.

CONSTRUCnON MATERIAL AND TOOLS LOWEST PRICES.

A Big Lot of Second-hand Phones, in Good Order,

Can Be Had for a Song.

LET US TELL YOU ABOUT THEM.

NATIONAL APPARATUS
Metallic Circuit Multiple

Switchboards.
Positive Double Supervisory Signals. Central Energy.

Simple and mechanically Perfect.
All Circuits Perfectly Balanced Electrically.

Cost of Operation and Maintenance Reduced to a
Minimum.

The method of Operating that we have adopted has been
determined upon, by long years of experience and

practical operation by the very best telephone
engineers, to be unexcelled.

National Telephone Equipment Co.,
330-332 Lafayette Avenae, Detroit, Mich.

J. H. Van VnasENGEN, President.

L. G. Bowman, Secretarj' and General Manager.
L. G. Wheelek, Vice-President.

W. C. Heinroth, Treasurer.

Western Telephone Construction Go.
153-159 SOUTH JEFFERSON STREET,

CHICAGO, ILL.

SOMETHING NEW.

Western Express No. 3 Telephone.
The Strongest 5-Bar Bridging Telephone Made.

NOTICE SOME
of the

GOOD POINTS.

WRITE FOR PRICES.

ALL ORDERS
FILLED PROMPTLY.

The Heaviest Generator in Use.
Wide Cut Gears.
Heavy Cast Bearings.
Silk Wound Armature.
Platinum Contact Switch Hook.
Receiver with no Exposed Metal Parts.
Finest Adjustable Arm Made.
Transmitter with Heavy Cast Brass Front.
Ringers 1200 and 1600 Ohms.
Magneto Boxes can be Removed from
Backboard Without Cutting Wires.
All Instruments Guaranteed.
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01 R STUDENTS
SUCCEED
Hundreds of students in the elec-

trical courses are receiving more salary

for fewer hours' work than when they

enrolled. The instruction given by

these schools qualifies students for ad-

vanced positions in all branches of

engineering.

When I enrolled. I was employed as re-
pairman on electric cars. Owing to your

thorough instruction,
I was advanced in

succession to wire-
man, dynamo tender
and general electri-
cian, and afterward
was foreman of the
electric shop of the
Brooklyn Rapid Tran-
sit Company. I now
hold an e^'cellent
position with the
Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufactur-
ing Company, Pitts-

H. EDW. KEPFER, E.Pittsburg,

I enrolled in the Electrical Engineering
Course, and secured a position at once with
the Commonwealth ~
Electric Co., at wip-
ing machines, but
was soon promoted
to South Chicago
Elect ric-L 1 gbt
Plant, as night
dynamo tender.
Through the assist-
ance of the Schools,
I secured my present
position as night
dynamo tender for
the Pullman Com-
pany. My salary averages three times what
I was getting in mv first position.

ANDREW A. STEWART,
135 77th St., Sta. S, Chicago, 111.

ELECTRICAL COURSES;

ELECTRICAL BNaiNBBRINQ,
ELECTRICAL,
ELECTRIC POWER AND LIOHTINa,
ELECTRIC RAILWAYS,
ELECTRIC LiOHTINO,
ELECTRIC CAR RUNNINQ,
TELEORAPHY.
TELEPHONY.

Also courses in Steam. Mechanical. Civil
and Mining Engineering, Architecture.
Drawing and Designinf;;, Chemistry, English
and Commercial Branches.

When wrlllnf state subject la wblch Intcreited.

Internatioaal Correspondence Schools,

Box 1002, Scranton.Pi.

THE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
BY

HERBERT LAWS WEBB.
Price 91.00.

The only complete and practical work
of its kind od the market.

PUBLISHED BY

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Suite 510 Marquette Bulldlns, ChlcaKe

TELEPHONE AND

CONST. SUPPLY CO..
CHICAGO.

NEW CATALOGUE FREE.

Kokomo Telephones for 1 900.

New Tubular Arm; No Cord In Sight.

High-Grade Full Nickel-Plated Bell,

Bipolar Receiver, togethir with the

Kokomo Long-Distance Transmitter,

Making up the most efficient Telephone on the market for
Exchange and ToU-Une work. We have improved the
Telephone, also the price, to a point that will interest you.
Write us for information,

KOKOMO TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

KOKOMO. IND.

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE SUPPLY CO.,
TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION SPECIALTIES AND SUPPLIES,

19 SOUTH CANAL STREET, CHICAGO.
"Mont,rch"QalvaiilzedTeIephone Wire, "Extra BE" and "BB"Galvanlzid Telephone Wire, Hard-drawn
CopperTelephoneWJre.Rubbir Covered Wire, Weather-proof Iron Line Wire, Annunciator Wire. Office

Wlra, Galvanized Steel Strand, Crosby Clips, Guy Clamps, Boston Cable Hangers, Turn Bucklea, Meseen-
eer Pole Support!, Galvanized Thlrables, Guy Roda. Ground Rods, Stombaugh Guy Anchoro, Eye Bolts.

Cro88 Arms, Crods Arm Braces, Piiis and Bracketa, Lag Screws andBolta, Inaulators.Knoba, Tools, etc., etc.

STERLING ELECTRIC CO.,

BELL-STYLETELEPHONE
tA.-rui

FOB THE INDBFESiDENT FIEI/D.

Main Office and Factory at LAFAYETTEi IND, Branch Office, Chicago.

GHICAeO 0FFICE,;K». 1S60 UONADHOGK BlIIU>INCi.

CHICAGO
TELEPHONE
SUPPLY CO.^CHICAGO, U. S. A.

MANUFACTURE EVERYTHING TELEPHONIC.

RESISTANCE WIRES
Bare and Covered. For All Purposes.

SEE OUR CATALOGUE.

DRIVER-HARRIS WIRE CO.
NEWARK, N. J.

™.VIADUCL
BALTIMORE, MAKE

TELEPHONES
AND EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

A Direct Reading Ohmmeter.

Olnnmeters,
Ammeters,

Voltmeters..
Special Electrical Machinery.

F. B. ISAOE <& BBO.,
Successors to American Electric Specialty Co.,

128 Iiiberty St., Kew Tork City.
New York Agents Wirt Electric Co. Rheo-i

stats and Brushes.

Wright Gable Hanger.
SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

R.I. TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Mention this paper.

"The Recognized Authority on Wiring and Construction."

The universally adopted National Electrical Code explained
and illustrated in this year's edition of the hand-boolt.

Standard Wiring
For Electric Light and Power.

By H.C. GUSHING, Jr., A. I.E. E.. Electrical Engineer and Inspector.

ADOPTED
Hy the Firo UnderwrlterH of the United States.
Hy Cornell University. Stanford University and otber Techni-

cal Colleij;cs«.nd .SchooU.
By over 27,000 Elcctrleul Engineers, Central Slatlon Managers

and Wlremen.

BECAUSE
It Islho only book on Wlrlnj,' and Construction kept strictly

up to dale.
It conlalnnall the necesaary Tables, Ruleti, Formulas and Illus-

trations.
It settles dlsputeH, and If referred to before wiring will i)revent

disputes.

Flexible Leather Cover (pocket size), S 1 .00.

Sent jiost paid upon reccliJt of prlcr. by

ELECTRICiAl PUBLiSHme Co.,
5to Marquette Building, . - CHICAGO, ILL.

BUQO SCHDMACHER, Prest.

J. A. AEBOQAST, Vlce-Prest.

MAX SCHUMACHER, Sec'y and Treai.

M. SARL, SupU

Garl Electric

Company,
AKRON, OHIO.

Hotel or House
Telephone.

Sole Patentees and
Manufacturers of

Garl Railway, Hotel and Factory Telephone

Systems. Garl Electric Gun for Fire

and Burglar Alarms.
Intarcommunlcallns
Fictory Telephone.

"BRACE UP"
Your Telephone, Telegraph and Trol^

ley Poles, by using the celebrated

STOMBauGH Guy Anchor

AND THEY WILL

ALWAYS STAND ERECT.

No boles to dis. Xon
screTV them In the
sround and there they
stay, defylns np-
rootal.

I'ltAtTIOAl. ANU IJHEXPEKSIVB.

Six sizes, 3i to 12 inch diameter.

Others Use and Endorse Them, Why Not You?

mANUFACTURED
BV . . PHILIP SMITH, Sidney, Ohio, U.S.A.

W. N. MATTHEWS & BRO., St. Louis, Mo.,
General Western Agents. Stolflln, Diameter.
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KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD AND SUPPLY COMPANY,
229 SO. GREEN ST., CHICAGO.

FINE MAGNET
ANNUNCIATOR

JUMPER\A/IRE ALSO
SWITCHBOARD

CABLE.

Any silk or cotton Insulated Wire made to order.

Standard Products in stock.

dealers:and:contractors
For Satisfactory Interoommunlcatlns

At bottom prices, write to

THOMAS, WILCOX & DIETZ, Cleveland, Ohio.

Standard Electrical Dictionary.
BY PROF. T. O'CONOR SLOANE.

Author Of "Arithmetic of Electricity." "Fiectricity Simplified,"
"Electric Toy Making,' l£tc.

682 Pages, 393 Illustrations. Handsomely bound in cloth, 8vo, $3.

An Entirely New Edition, Brought Up to Date
and Greatly Enlarged.

COMPLETE-CONCISE-CONVENIENT.
In publishing the "Standard Electrical Dictionary," the authnr

has adhered to what the woric purports to he, exhausting the
subject of electrical terms, giving each title the clearness of ex-
planation necessary to make the understanding of it complete
without unnecessary elaboration. In this work, every electrical

word, term, or phrase will be found intelligently defined.
A ptactical handbook of reference, containing defi,nitions of

about 5,000 distinct words, terms and phrases.
The work is absolutely indispensable to all in any way Inter-

ested in electrical science, from the higher electrical expert to

the everyday electrical workman. In fact, it should be in the
possession of all who desire to keep abreast with the progress of

this branch of science.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 Marquette BIdg.. Chicago.

TELEPHONES.
We are now manufacturing telephone instruments complete. We

want to send PREPAID A SAMPLE 'PHONE to every exchange in the

west. If not satisfactory return at our expense. Write us for prices and
one of our new handsomely illustrated telephone catalogues. We also

carry a full line o£ telephone and electric-light supplies.

HODGE-WALSH ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.
KANSAS CITY, MO.

LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE, 2279.

JUST ISSUED
MODERN

ELECTRIC

RAILWAY

MOTORS.

BY GEO. T.

HANCHETT,
M. E.

FIRST PRACTICAL WORK ON RAILWAY MOTORS.
CONTESTS.—Chapter I.—Forms of Field Magnets. II.—Armature Winding

Diagrams. III.—t^eld Cotl Construction and Arrangement. IV.—Armature
Conatructlon. V.—Dommutator and Brush Holder Construction. VI.

—

Motor Casiugs. VII.—Motor Suspensions. VIII.—Bearings and Gears.
IX.—Lubrication. X.—General Dimensions and Data. XI.—Management
and Repair. XII.—Railway Motor Design.

200 Pages. 157 Illustrations and Table. Price $2.00.

'T'HIS is a book unique in its treatment of electric railway equipment. The
* first ten chapters are devoted to minute description of the details of electric
railway motors that are in use to-day. Each organ of an electric railway moior
is taken up in turn, described and illustrated by examples of present and past
practice, audits operation explained in the light of practical experience. In
short, the review of current practice is of such a nature as to bring out the
reason wby tbe electric railway motor is built as it is to-day. For example,
field magnets of different types of motors are illustrated and compared, and
their features of merit and faults pointedout. Armatures, armature windings,
brush holders, suspensions and other details are similarly treated, each detail,

however minute, being exhaustively considered. The last two chapters are de-
voted, one to the management and repair of electric railway motors, and the
other to railway motor design, a complete design being worked out as an ex-
ample. A table gives authoritative data of all types of railway motors in com-
mon use, both in America and Europe. Sent postpaid on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 510 MARQUETTE BLDG., CHICAGO.

Grimshaw White Core,
RAVEN WHITE CORE, RAVEN BLACK
CORE, COMPETITION LINE WIRE,

GRIMSHAW AND COMPETITION TAPES AND
SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

««.n e«rtlaa«t St.. Nt« T«rk.
iMNCHES! i CHICAGO:

) 920 Bflvrkarn it
BOSTON:

IJMCoil0»»St
UN FRANCISCO:

71 Flla.d BallilN

!
PRACTICAL FEATURES

OF TELEPHONE WORK. :

''^ By A. E. DOBBS. '

<> Cloth, 7 byS l'4lnchis. Illustrated. 134 pages. Appendix, 75 Gents. !>

STANDARD POLYPHASE
; APPARATUS AND SYSTEMS,

*[ By MAURICE A. OUDIN, M. S.,
*' Member A. 1. E. E, '

\\ 242 Pages, Profusely Illustrated. Price, S3.00.
\

'T'HIS work is designed as a simple, plain-speaking hajidbook for the prac- '

'

^ A tical telephone man. Its author, Mr. Dobbs, has been eminently fitted *
^

^ * by fourteen years' experience in telephony to deal with the subject in a thor- < *

* * oughly competent manner. This he has done, and the result is a mine of in- i i

< formation, clearly and concisely presented, and invaluable to the manager, ^ .

i * operator and lineman alike. The appendix contains reliable data regarding <

i i wires, resistance, inducti^'e capacity, etc. ^
y

o The Only Work Treating Fully of American '

o Alternating-current Apparatus. <

< Generators—Induction Motors—Synchronous Motors—Rotary Converters— (

i Static Transformers—Station Equipment and General Apparatus—Two- <

i J
phase System — Three-phase System — Monocyclic System—

^

> Frequency—Calculation of Transmission Line, Etc., Etc. ,

^ ' This or any other book on telephony or electricity sent to any *
*

** address, postpaid, on receipt of price. **

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
" 5 10 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO. i>

. Copies of this or any other electrical book published sent prepaid, to any address

in the world, on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
\ 6IO Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

\

IMPROVED^

WARREN
m ALTERNATOR

SANDUSKr
OHIO
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Westinghouse
Motors

Operate Economically Under All Conditions.

Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Co.

Wcstinghouse Direct Coirent Motor Operating 36-inch Throat Punch. aii Principal Cities in u. s. and Canada. Pittsburg. Pa.

Incandescent Lamps
Not liable to injury by

vibration.

Sawyer=Man Electric Co.
At All Principal
Supply Houses. Allegheny, Pa.

ssa

The Popularity of

Rockwood's Patent Compressed

Non-Slipping.

Non-breakable.

Economical.
Durable.

Balanced.
Neat design.

Light-weight.
Non-Magnetic.

Six thousand
various sizes

partly finished

carried con-

stantly in stock.

Hubs any shape,

any position.

Paper Pulleys
("For one-sixth cetiiury the slandardfor durability and efficiency?'')

arises in a measure from their stability.

Engineers and users should not fail to specify Rockwood Patent Compressed Paper Pulleys on all contracts.

CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING.

ROCKWOOD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Paper Pulley Sales Dept., jjo So. Pennsylvania Street.

Indianapolis, Indiana., U. S. A.
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FORT WAYNE ELEC
(INCORPORATED.)

The Latest Development

in Transformers,

OUR
"WOOD" TYPE A

OILTRANSFORMERS.

Capacities:

From 5 to 1,200 Lights.

OUR BULLETIN NO. 1013

WILL GIVE YOU DETAILS.

WRITE FOR ONE.

TYPE A 5 Kw. UNIT.

I
Main Office and Factory:

RIC WORKS.

SOME FACTS;

Highest Efficiency.

Best Regulation.

Low Core Loss.

Interchangeable

Primaries

and Secondaries.

Careful

Mechanical Design.

Fort Wayne, Ind.

I

NONA/ READY!!
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN'S

I90I.
ARRANGED IN BOOK FORM, POCKET SIZE.

10 Cents per Copy. Send for it.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINB CO, '^i^r CHICACO
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I?

MORSE
INCANDESCENT CORD

LAMP ADJUSTER.
The only (nonconductor)

automatic adj usTer on the mar-
ket. It has the written approval
of every Board of Fire Under-
writers, Factory, Insurance and
Electrical Experts it has ever
been shown to. With its aid
lone can adjust any kind of

la lamp and shade up or down
fin a second's time. Just what
is needed in factories, mills,

shops and offices.

Price, 50c.
Write for trade discounts.

THE INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC

LIGHT MANIPULATOR COMPANY,
116 Bedford Street, Boston, Mass.

KARTAVERT.
MARJB AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS. RODS AND TlJB?Mi

Pec Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, Railway Dust Guafde. W«>alt'*'tT:

?.nd Packings. Patent Insulating CleatB

SIANTJFACTUHED BT

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO., Wilmington. M

VULCANIZED FIBRE.
Highest grades for electrical insulation and mechanical purposes, in sheets,

tubes, rods and special shapes. Catalogues and samples on application.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO., - Wilmington, Del.

READY FOR THE MARKET.
"PKHOO," the new style Creole rosette. Jtn-

nlatlon perfect, lony fiiee, •nperlor
in every detail.

Peru Electric Mfg. Co.. Peru, Ind.

The Best-The "NEW STYLE"
Receptacle and Attachment Plug.

The latest in this line is the

"NEW STYLE" made fay

WM. T. PRINGLE, 1026 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.
WcBtero RepreseafatlveB: J. B..McKeaEueCo., 324 Dearborn St.. Chicago.

5 The Fibre-Graphite Commuiaior BrushTj
'

aT. R. n.nd Foreiim Patents.^ ^_^_>b.^__bhb> \(U. S. and Foreign Patents.^

i Ho Sparing Dnder Varying load.

^ No Wear on Commntator.

f

$ Holmes Fibre -Graphite Mfg. Co.,

A 6165 Wakefield St.. Germaniown, PHILADELPHIII.

No Shifting of Quadrant.

80 per cent. Pure Graptiite.

For Sample Order, and Prices, write to

riBRE^GRAPHm

. coMMimomi

CoiPLiGATED Starting Mechahish

and the simplicity of operationTHE ABSENCE OF
KSI^KCIAI-L.'V AI3AI3-rOUR

Single-Phase A. G. Motors
to all conditions wliere it Is impossible to give a motor close attftntlon.

Write lor prices and liulleiins Nos. 24. 33. 37 and 39, telling
of their many other advantages.

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
General OITlcos and Works at ST. LOUIS, U. 8. A.

BKAWCHI'Hr-Ncw VorU, 222 Ilu vrstn.^ver iiIiIk., IMiUniii-lnblii. luliii IleU llldg,; CliicaRo,
fiC'; '.^.ivi'ir.'T y.iU'.: IfOHloll, «2') .VMnnil-- , "i-

:
ll.ii, 'lor. -.:') I ]; l... vhit'loii St.: f-aii li'r;nif^i^ro,

..khiimn, .(apaii i. ,. .

. -n u "m
Kcw York.

^Black Diamond File Works ^
Ine. 18S3.

Special

Prize

Gold Medal

at Atlanta,

1895.

}
}»

^^ OVH eOODH ABB ON 8A1.B IN ET£KI' USADINA HABJDWABE ^
ffi STOBB IN THB UNITED STATES AND CANADA. ^

I G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY, |^ PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

If STWRTEYANT ^j

EIECTRICFANS
In 100 fgpesandsijes.

Specialdesigns^requirements.

WehuUdionfin andmotor.
I

Blowers

Exhausters

Sleam Fans

Engines .

Electric Motors

Generating Sets

Forges

Exhaust Heads

Sleam Traps

Heatlnj

Venlllallnj .c

Drying Apparatus

Mechanical Draft

151

B.r. STURTEYAIMT C". boston.TI
.ME.WYOIIK- PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO LONDON'






